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Crocodile Creek proclaimed a Gold Field ... 885
Crompton, James, Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of  ...  ... 577, 622
Crook, George, Notice in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ... ... ... 1170
Crookall, William, Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of ...  ... ...  ... 72, 403
Cross, appointed Inspector of Slaughter-
houses, for Cleveland District ... 539
Crown Solicitor, appointment in the De-
partment of-
Keane, John, appointed Clerk of
the 4th Class .. ..  396
Cumming, C. F., appointed Registrar for
Metropolitan District Court at
Warwick ... ...  ...  ... 505
Cunningham, Michael, Notice in the In-
testate Estate of ... ... ... 940
Curator of Intestate Estates-
Return of Moneys received and paid
by ... ..  ...  ... ... 171, 1196
Customs Department, Appointments in-
Brown, E. L., appointed Clerk in
the 5th Class of the Civil Service 1282
Buttenshaw,  Hy.  R., appointed Sub-
Collector at Cardwell ... 1120
Connolly, W., appointed 2nd Officer
at Rockhampton, and Clerk of
4th Class in the Civil Service ... 1282
Cox, Edw. Hy., appointed Proba-
tionary Officer of 5th Class, Rock-
hampton ... ... ... ... 424
Landsborough, W., appointed Sub-
Collector at the Albert River ... 106
Nettleton, S. B., appointed Officer
of 5th Class, Brisbane  ...  106
Sandrock, Geo. F., appointed Sub-
the Civil Service of Queensland- Collector at Gulf of Carpentaria
Memorandum and Statement in re- Simpson, Hy. Geo., appointed Customs
fereuce to recent... 766) Officer at Cape York ...
Minute of Council respecting ... ' 20 Somerset, Hy. St. John, appointed
Comyn, Thomas Dillon, appointed Officer // 5th Clerk at Brisbane, in the 4th
of the 5th Class in Registrar- Class of the Civil Service
General's Department ... ... 1302 Webb, Wm., appointed 6th Clerk
Condamine, Provisions of Town Police Act at Brisbane, in the 5th Class of
extended to ... ... 409 the Civil Service,.. ... ...
1221
258
1282
1282
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Dalby--
Macarthur ,  Patrick, appointed Police
Magistrate at .. ..
White, J. C., appointed Police
Magistrate at
Da llas ,  Donald, Deed of Assignment of-
registered in the Supreme Court
Dalrymple ,  appointed a Polling Place for the
Electoral District of Kennedy...
Dalrymple ,  Geo. Elphinstone ,  The Hon.-
Appointed Colonial Secretary ..
Appointed Member of Executive
Council .. ...
Proclamation declaring the Election
of-to be valid
Resignation as Colonial Secretary ac-
cepted .. ..
Resignation as Member of Executive
Council accepted . .
Daly, Patrick, Notice in the Intestate
Estate of ..  ...
Dangar, Henry ,  Probate of Will applied for
in the Estate of
D'Arcy, Wm. Francis, Application for Ad-
mission as Attorney, &c.
Davidson ,  Robert Spencer ,  Deed ofeAssign-
ment of- registered n the
Supreme Court ... ..
Davidson, Walter, Notices in the Insolvent
° Estate of . ...
Davis, Matthew Boulton , Letters of Ad-
ministration applied for in the
Estate of  ... .. ..
Day, George ,  appointed Stamper in the
Duty Stamp. Office, in the 4th
Class of the Civil Service
Day of Humiliation - vide "Proclamations."
Dear, John ,  appointed Officer of the 4th
Class, and Acting Station Master
at Nebo ,  in Electric Telegraph
Department ...
Deeds of Assignment -vide "  Assignment."
Deeds of Grant ,  Notice respecting-for
Land  selected  by virtue of Non-
transferable Laud Orders-vide
" Notices."
De Marley Chase, Wm., appointed Pound-
keeper at St. George
Deshon,  Edward, appointed Officer of 4th
Class in Government Savings
Bank Department ... ...
Desp,atches-
Respecting a Proclamation declaring
Gold Coins of New South Wales
a legal tender within the United
Kingdom ...
Respecting Carnarvon having been
intrusted  by Her Majesty with
the Seals of the Colonial Depart-
ment ...
Respecting Chilian and Spanish M en-
of-War not being allowed to bring
prizes into British waters
Respecting  Distilling Apparatus of
Messrs .  Chaplin aid  Co., Dr.
Normanby,  and Messrs. Win-
chester and Graveley
Respecting Flag to be borne by any
vessel .  maintained  by any Colony
under the  Colonial Naval  Defence
Act  ...
Respecting introduction of Undressed
Wool into France from Australia,
Monte Video, and Buenos Ayres
Respecting Order in Council requir-
ing every Passenger Ship (to
which the provisions of the
Passengers  Act of  1855  extends),
and carrying more than fifty
passengers ,  to have on board a
duly qualified medical practitioner
Respecting Proclamation issued by
Her Majesty relative to the War
broken out between Austria,
Prussia , Italy,  and  the  German
Confederation  ... ...
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Despatches-
Respecting Refusal of  Officers ro
receive  Letters on the Public
1301 Service not prepaid .. ... 557
Respecting Regulations  for Examina-
409 tion  of Candidates for the Civil
Service of  India ... ... ... 900
524 Respecting Rules  regarding the
treatment  of Ships of War of
657 Austria , Prussia ,  Italy ,  and the
German Confederation  ... ...  899
655 Respecting  the Checking  and Pre-
venting of Scurvy on board  Ships 1281
626 Respecting the " Magenta," Italian
corvette ,  engaged in a Scientific
1109 Voyage, to be  considered as a
Neutral Vessel  ... ... ...  902
753 Respecting the Queen 's Exequator
754
519
empowering Mr. J. W. Ploos Van
Arnstel to act as Netherlands
Consul-General in the Austra lian
Colonies ... .. 902
Respecting  Treaty of  Commerce be-
384 tween  Her Majesty and the
Emperor  of Austria  ... ...  490
843 Respecting  Treaty of Navigation
691
between Her Majesty and the
King of Prussia ... 489
Respecting Universal Exhibition at
Paris in 1867 .. 123
1243, 1291 Respecting Verification of Legal and
1198
other Documents transmitted
Home for use in ForeignCountries'... .  ...  332
Transmitting an Act of Parliament,
enacting that any Laws passed in
1282 the Australian Colonies affecting
Customs Duties shall not be held
invalid in consequence of their
not having been reserved for the
signification of Her Majesty's
719 pleasure  .. ... ... ...  1011
District Courts  Act Amendment Act-
969
General Rules for District Courts ... 3,1257
Notifications of Sittings of-
Metropolitan District Courts ... 44 ,  457, 470,
496, 776,  1138, 1168 1187, 1210
Northern District Courts ... ... 44 ,  71, 88,
217,  229,  250, 1096, 1123,
1156, 1168,  1187, 1210, 1242
Western District Courts ... ... 44, 71, 88,
1187, 1210, 1257
Notification that Registrars '  Accounts
shall be audited by Judges after
each Sitting of the Courts  ...  1096, 1123
District Courts, Appointments in-
492 Bowerman ,  F. S., appointed Regis-
trar for Western District Court
at D alb y ... ... ... ...  449
Bramston ,  Henry, appointed Re-
900 gistrar for Northern District
Court at  Bowen ... .. ... 607
Cumming, C.  F., appointed Regis-
395 tear for Metropolitan District
223
Court at  Warwick ...  ...  505
McClintock, W., appointed Regis-
trar for Northern District Court
at Bowen ... 505
McClintock , W., appointed Regis-
trar for Metropolitan District
Court at Toowoomba  ... ..  607
224 Paul , Geo. Wm.,  B.a.L., appointed
Crown Prosecutor for the
Western District Courts .. 1120
491  Pinnock, Philip, appointed Acting
Registrar for Northern District
Court at Bowen  .: ... ...  607
White George ,  appointed Registrar
for 'Northern District Court at
Gladstone ... ... ... 505
District Registrars Appointed-
1011 Bramston, Henry, appointed Dis-
trict Registrar for Bowen  ...  889
Bussell , W. C. N., appointed Dis-
trict Registrar for Nanango .. 228
Cribb, junr., Benj .,  appointed Dis-
901 trict  Registrar for Leyburn ... 889
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District Registrars Appointed- Education, Board of General-Cave,, Williamappointed District Approval of Alteration in Regulations,Registrar for Taroom 889 adopted at a Meeting of... ...
Ellis, Henry, appointed District The Honorable the Colonial Secretary
Registrar for Princhester 39 appointed Chairman of ... ...
Gordon, James, appointed District Elcock and Walston, Notice in the Insolvent
Registrar for Townsville 382 Estate of ...  ...  ...
Hallam, George, appointed Dis- Election, Writs  of-vide  " Writs."
trict Registrar for Tambo 382 Electric Telegraph Department placed
Moore, Sydney, appointed District under the Ministerial control of
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Murphy, William, appointed Dis- Electric Telegraph Department, Appoint-
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Toowoomba 619 Bourne, Robert Orton, appointed
Pinnock, Philip, appointed District Officer of the 3rd Class ... ...
Registrar for Bowen 428 Brand, Thomas, appointed Acting
Simpson, Henry Geo., appointed Station -Master at Toowoomba...
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District Registrar for Wide Bay
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889 Furlong, George IT., appointed Act-
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District Registrar for Springsure 39 Goodale, William Thos., appointed
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trict Registrar for Peak Downs 889 Brisbane Office ... ... ...
Donal, James, Notice requesting Informa- Gorton, Frederick P., appointed
tion as to the whereabouts of 1218 Officer 5th Class and Assistant in
Donovan, Daniel, Deed of Assignment of- Rockhampton office ... ...
Registered in the Supreme Court 1219 Philp, John, appointed Overtime
Douglas, John, The Honorable- Clerk, Brisbane ... , ..
Appointed Member of Executive Welch, Edwin James, appointed
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Appointed Postmaster-General .. 222 Ellerker and Another v. Dunning-Writ of
Appointed Treasurer and Secretary Pi. Fa. ... . .. ... ...
for Finance and Trade ... . 1265 Elliott, G. W., appointed Ranger of Crown
Resignation as Member of Executive Lands and Inspector of Slaughter-
Council accepted... 625 houses for Rockhampton district
Resignation as Member of Legisla- Ellis, Charles James, Deed of Assignment
tive Council received 673 of --- Registered in Supreme
Resignation as Postmaster-General Court
accepted .. 627 Ellis, Henry, appointed District Registrar
Summoned to the Legislative Council 222 for Princhester ..
Doust, Charles, Deed of Assi nment of- England, Jonathan, Notice in the IntestategRegistered in the Supreme Court 179 Estate of ...
Douyere, Wellmond Prospere, appointed Errors in Deeds, Notices respecting--vide
Honorary Veterinary Surgeon to ff Notices."
the Queensland Light Horse 344 Evans, Herbert, Notices in the Insolvent
Dowdeswell, B. F., appointed Bailiff Estate of ...
Northern District Court, Cler- Executive Council-
mont 776 Bell, The Honorable Joshua Peter
Dowland and Hartley, Notice in the Insol- Appointed Member of ... ...
vent Estate of ... 231 Resignation as Member of ...
Dowling, Lawrence, Notices in the Insolvent Bramston, The Honorable John-
Estate of ... ... ... 938, 969 Resignation as Member of-ac-
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Estate of 1129
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estate of  ... 1129,1292 onorae-Appointed Member of  .... ...
Dowzer and Purser, Deed of Assignment of Resignation as Member of-ac-
-Registered in . the Supreme cepted .. .. ...
Court ... ... ... 88 Douglas, John, The Honorable--
Drayton and Toowoomba- Appointed Member of ... ...
Trustees appointed for Cemetery at... 1161  Resignation as Member of-ac-
White, J. C. - Appointed Police cepted ... .. ... ...
Magistrate at 1301 Gore, St; George R., The Honorable-
Drew and Page, Dissolution of Partner- Appointed Member of ... ...
ship of ... ... 54 Herbert, R. G. W., The Honorable-
Drew, Thomas C., Notice in the Insolvent Appointed Vice-President and
Estate of ... ... ... .. 777 Member of
Duke, Samuel, Notices in the Insolvent
t tE f
Resignation as Vice-President and
b f dt1197 292 Me os a ...
Duties, Summary of Import, Export, Har-
em er o -accep e ..  ..., 1
Lilley, Charles, The Honorable-
bor, Light, and Warehouse ... 1133 Appointed Member of ...
Duty Stamps--vide 10 Stamp Duties." Resignation as Member of-ac-
cepted  .. ... ...
Macalister, Arthur, The Honorable-
E. Appointed Vice-President and
Member of
Eames, Thomas, Notice in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ... ... ...
Earl, Francis John, letters of Administra-
tion applied for in the Estate of
Eastaughffe, Charles Douglas, appointed
Inspector of Slaughter-houses
within the Police District of
Dalby
Eaves, Charles, Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of ... .,. ...
B
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155
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883
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155,  753
754
625
156,753
Resignation as Vice-President and
403 Member of-accepted ... 625
Mackenzie, R. R., The Honorable--
896 Appointed Member of ... ,.. 156
Resignation as Member of-ac-
cepted ... 625
McLean, John Donald, The Honor-
719 able-
Appointed Member of . , . ...  626
919, 939 Minutes of . , . ... ... ... 297
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Executive Council-Pring, Ratcliffe, The Honorable-Appointed Member of ... ... 626
Resignation, as Member of-ac-
cepted  ...  ... ... 754
Prior, Thomas Lodge Murray, The
Honorable-
Appointed Member of ... ... 656
Resignation as Member of-ac-
cepted  754
Raff,  a  The Honorable-
Appointed Member of ... 626
Resignation as Member of-ac-
cepted ... ... ... ... 1161
Watts, John, The Honorable-Appointed Member of ... ... 656
F.
Falla,  Jean ,  Probate of Wi ll  applied for
in the Estate of  ...  ... 525
Farlow, Wm .,  Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of ... 280, 404
Fegan and Co .,  E. W., Deed of Assign-
ment of- Registered in Supreme
Court  .. ...  293, 327, 329
Felton ,  Maurice Applebee ,  appointed
Officer 5th Class in Auditor-
General's Department  ... ...  105
Appointed 3rd Class Clerk in Auditor-
General 's Department .. 160
Fenwick, Andrew ,  Probate of Will applied
for in the Estate of  ...  118
Ferriter ,  John .  Stephen ,  Probate of Will
applied for in the Estate of ... 338
Ferries proclaimed-
Victoria Ferry  (over River Mary ) ...  885
Ferry Re ggulations-
Bulimba  Ferry-Notices respecting 425, 451, 463
Fife, George Robert, admitted as Partnerin the  firm of Brabant and Co.... 233
Findlay, James, Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ... ... ...
Finnie,  William, Probate of Will' applied
for in the Estate of ... 338
Finninmore, John Thomas, Notices in the
Insolvent Estate of 174, 200
Fisher, John Noakes, Notices in the Insol-
vent Estate of ... ... ... 1154, 1310
Fitzgerald, Thomas L. N., Notice in the
Insolvent Estate of 324
Flegler, Andrew, Probate of Will applied
for in the Estate of ... 324
Fleming, Joseph, Notice of the Insolvent
Estate of ... ... ... ... 937
Foote, James, Deed of Assignment of-
Registered in the Supreme Court ... 1108
Foster, Henry, Probate of Will applied for
in the Estate of .. 233
Foxton, Leith Hay, and Co., Notices in the
Insolvent Estate of ...  ...  918, 1129
French, John, appointed Draftsman of the
3rd Class in Surveyor-General's
Department .. 224
Fry, Charles, appointed Bailiff Northern
District Court, Gladstone 1129
Furlong, George Hitchins, appointed
Officer of the 4th Class and
Acting Station Master, Mackay ;
Electric Telegraph Department 719
G.
Galway, D., appointed Inspector of Slaugh-
ter-houses for Police District of
St. Lawrence ...
Gaols (Public)-
Bernays, L. A., appointed Visiting
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ment .. ... ..  ...  1095
German Station, Trustees appointed for
Cemetery at  ...  ... 572
Gerrard, John Edward, Notices in the
Insolvent Estate of 201, 405
Gibbon, James, The Hon., Summoned to the
Legislative Council  ... ...  222
Giles, Wm. Causebrook, Notices in the
Insolvent Estate of ... 599, 776
Gill, Francis, appointed Clerk of 5th Class
in Government Savings Bank
Department ... ... 973
Gillespie, James Robert, Letters of Ad-
ministration applied for in the
Estate of ... ... ... ... 458Gladstone-White, George, appointed Clerk of
Petty Sessions at... .. ... 57
Gladwell and Another v. Graham-Writ of
Fi. Fa. .. ... 577
Glen Dhu Station appointed Polling Place
for Electoral District of Kennedy 657
Glover, Amos, Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ... ... 1154, 1310
Goddard, Edward, Notice in the Insolvent
Estate of ...  ...  ... .. 231
Goertz and Co., Dissolution of Partnership 689
Goertz v. Hutton-Writ of  Fi. Fa. ...  402
Goggs, George, Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of . ... .., 363, 405
Gold Commissioners appointed-Jardine, John, appointed-for Croco-
dile Creek Gold Fields ... ... 886
Gold Fields-
Proclamations  of-vide  "Proclama-
tions."
Regulations for the Management of 1173
Geary, Godfrey Nairne Benjamin, ap-
pointed Officer of 3rd Class and
Chief Clerk in Chief Commis-
sioner of Crown Lands Depart-
,Page.
Gardner, W. G. A., appointed Officer 4th
Class in Registrar - General's
Department ... ... ... 57
Gates, Notices respecting Erection of ... 233, 253, 282,
384, 789, 843,
1244
Gaydon, Alexander, Deed of Assignment of-
Registered in the Supreme Court 847
Gayndah--Boundaries of Municipality of .. 1205
Proclaimed a Municipality  ...  ... 1205
444
Goodale, Wm. Thomas, appointed Officer
of 5th Class and Assistant in.
Brisbane Office, Electric Tele-
Goods--
graph Department 719
Sale of Condemned ... ... ... 322, 335, 347
Sale of Forfeited ... ... ... 401, 418, 443,
457, 470, 516
Sale of Overtime ... ... 891, 912, 936
Sale of Unclaimed-vide "Notices"
(unclaimed).
Gordon, James-
1221
Justice H.W. Gaol, Brisbane ... 1302
Lock-up on the Island of St. Helena,
Moreton Bay, proclaimed a ... 829
Thornton, Wm., The Hon., ap-pointed Visiting Justice ofPenal
Establishment at St. Helena,and of Prison Hulk Proserpine" 1302
White, James Charles, appointed
Visiting Justice H,M. Gaol,
Toowoomba ... ... ... '1302
Gardner v.  Anderson Writ  of .9. Ba.  ...  863
Appointed Acting Shipping Master
at Cleveland Bay ... 572
Appointed District Registrar at
Townsville ... ... ...  382
Appointed First Returning Officer for
Municipality of Townsville ... 297
Gore, St. George R., The Hon.-Appointed Member of Executive
Council ... ... ... ...  883
Appointed Postmaster-General ... 883
Gorry, Christopher, Deed of Assignment
of-Registered in the Supreme
Court ... ... ... ... 912
Gorton, Fred. Payne-Appointed Officer of
5th Class and Assistant in Rock-
hampton Office, Electric;Tele-
graph Department ... ... 719
Government Gazette-vide " Queensland
Government Gazette."
Government Life Insurances and Annuities-Notice r specting Opening Offices
for effecting .. ... ... 38, 61, 81,
_110, 168, 187, 215, 227, 249
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Government Life Insurances and Annuities-
Notice that Proposals for-will be
received at all Savings Bank
Offices ... ..  ...  ... 264, 300, 315,
333, 345, 379, 399, 414, 428, 452,
470, 496, 510, 522, 540, 559, 574,
585, 612, 633, 676, 729, 765, 783,
805, 830, 852, 888, 908, 932, 964,
974, 1040, 1097, 1123, 1137, 1186,
1208, 1223, 1251, 1283, 1304
Government Printing Office, Appointments
in-
Beal, James Charles, appointed Acting
Government Printer ... ... 1302
Gregory, Edmund, appointed Over-
seer in ...  ...  1302
Ham, Thomas, appointed Chief
Engraver in
Government Savings Bank-
1302
Amended Regulations for  ...  ... 39, 61, 81,
111, 168, 187, 215, 228, 248, 264,
300, 315, 333, 345, 379, 399, 415,
428, 483
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Offices ... ... ... ... 558, 573,
585, 612
Notice respecting Branch Offices, &c. 39, 61, 81,
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300, 315, 333, 346, 379, 399, 414,
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765, 783, 808, 833, 855, 888, 908,
932, 964, 974, 1041, 1096, 1123,
1138, 1163, 1186, 1208, 1223,
1251, 1283, 1304
Notice respecting transmission ofPass-Books ...  ... .. 1304
Government Savings Bank Department,
Appointments in-
Deshon, Edward, appointed Officer
of the 4th Class in ..  ...  181
Gill, Francis, appointed Clerk of the
5th Class in ... ... ... 973
Phelan, Richard F., appointed Officer
of the 3rd Class in ... 181
Graham and Co., Dissolution of Partnership
of ... ... ... ... ... 602, 622, 653
Graham, Charles Stuart, Notice in the
Insolvent Estate of .. 472
Graham, Hugh, Probate of Will applied
for in the Estate of 971
Gray, Robert, appointed Officer of the 4th
Class in Colonial 'Secretary's
Department ... ... ... 77
Greer, John James, Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ...  ...  1243, 1310
Gregory, Edmund, appointed Overseer in
Government Printing Office  ...  1302
Gregory, Francis Thomas, appointed Dis-
trict Surveyor of Darling Downs
and Maranoa ... ... 258
Grenfell and Co., H. S.-Notices in the
Insolvent Estate of ... 53, 232
Grenfell, H. S., Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of ... .. ... .. 53, 231
Griffin, Thomas John, appointed Returning
Officer for the Electoral District
of Clermont  ...  ... 803
Grimes, W. and J., Deed of Assignment of,
-Registered in the Supreme
Court .. ... .. 1193
Groom, David, Deed of Assignment of,
-Registered in the Supreme
Court ... ... ... ... 794
Groom, Wm. Henry, Deed of Assignment of,
-Registered in the Supreme
Court ... ... .. .. 1219
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5th Class in General Post Office 161
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" Notices."
Guthrie, John, Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ... ... ... 458, 579, 742
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Hacking, Edward, appointed Under Sheriff 585
Haege, Henry, registered as Licensed Sur-
veyor ... ... ... 524
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Hall, Wm. Stanley, Notice in the Insolvent
Estate of ... 54
JIalla, Jean, Probate of Will applied for in
the Estate of .. . 519
Hallam, George, appointed District Regis-
trar at Tambo ... 382
Ham and Co., Thomas, Deed of Assignment
of-Registered in the Supreme
Court ... ... 1289
Ham, Thomas, appointed Chief Engraver
in Government Printing Office... 1302
Hamersley, Edward, appointed Officer of
the 4th Class in Registrar-Gene-
ral's Department... ... ... 1302
Hancock, Robert, appointed Member of
Queensland Medical Board ... 1206
Handcock, William-
Notice in the Insolvent Estate of  ... 1258
Notice that Christopher Newton,
Bro., and Co., by virtue of a
Bill of Sale, have taken posses-Sion of Stock, Book debts, &c.,
in the Estate of ... ... .. 778
Harbor Light Dues, Notification specifying 345, 379,399
Harbor Masters appointed--
Buttenshaw, H. It., appointed-at
Cardwell ... ... ... ... 1120
Simpson, H. Geo., appointed-at
Somerset ... ... ... ... 161
Harbors and Rivers Department, appoint-
ments in-
Baron, Wm. Henry, appointed
Draftsman and Resident Clerk of
Works ... 161
i dth W tH Ed illi enwor , n m., appo nwo
Officer of 3rd Class 181
Hardie and Co., John, Notices in the Insol-
vent Estate of ... ... ... 231, 403,  778
Hardie and Wienholt, Notices in the Insol-
vent Estate of ... ... ...  777, 789
Hardie, John, Notices in the Insolvent
Estate  of ... ... ... ... 232
Hardie, Peter, appointed Boatman Pilot,
Rockhampton ... ...  258
Hargreaves, Richd., Deed of Assignment of
-Registered in Supreme Court 1295
Harris, J. and G., Dissolution of Partner-
Wils p o -as ar as m. sonhi f f W
is concerned ... .. 419, 443, 459
Harris, Jonathan, Deed of Assignment of-
Registered in Supreme Court ...
Harrison, Wm., Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ... ... ...
Hart, Fred. Augustus, Notices in the Insol-
vent Estate of .: ... ...
Hartley, Abraham, Probate of Will applied
for in the Estate of
Hartley, John Wood, A otices in the Insol-
vent Estate of . ... ...
Haskins, Thomas, Letters of Administra-
tion applied for in the Estate of...
Haward, John Wm. C., Notices in the
Insolvent Estate of ...
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941
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Hay, James Leith, Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of  ... ... 877, 938,1130
Hayselden, Thomas, Notices in the Insol-
vent Estate of ... ... ... 518, 600, 843
Hazeel, Jonathan, Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ... ... ... 1197,1309
Healy, John, Letters of Administration
applied for in the Estate of 601
Heap, John, Probate of Will applied for in
the Estate of .. ... ... 744
Heathcote and Pery, Dissolution of Part-
nership of ... ... ... ... 1171
Hedgeland, J. F., Notice tha t-is not
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Geo. H. Jones ... ... ... 1293,1310
Heeney, Francis Xavier, appointed Land
Agent at Toowoomba .. 539
Helfrich and Humburg, Dissolution of
Partnership of ... ... ... 896
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Appointed a Polling Place for the
Electoral District of West More-
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Estate of ... ... .
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Title of " Honorable " bestowed upon
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Hospital at-
Maryborough, Approval and Con-
firmation of Rules of ... 804
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ship of 779
Huesman, Augustus, Admitted Partner in
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Hunt, Arthur, appointed Adjudant and
Drill Instructor to the Volunteer
Brigade ... ... ... 1182
Hunt, Joseph Sr arle, Notices in the Insol-
vent Estate of ... ... 990,1104
Hunter and Fosberry, Dissolution of Part-
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Hunter, John and Wm., Deed of Assign-
155 ment of-Registered in Supreme
Court ... ... .. ... 179
Hunter, Robert Miller, appointed Return-
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763 Hutchings, John Skinner Brucre, Letters
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Highfield, Wm., Deed of Assignment of-
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Highfields, appointed a Polling Place in
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and Toowoomba  ... ... ...
Highfields Steam Saw  Mills Company-
Dissolution of Partnership of ...
Notification of Partnership of ..
Hill, Henry, Notice in the Insolvent
955 -Registered in Supreme Court 1107
572
1131
72
Estate of ... .. ... 1309
Hill, James Fitzclarence, Deed of Assign-
ment of-Registered in Supreme
Court ... 851
Hill, Norris, Notice in the Insolvent Estate
of .. ...  ...  688
Hill, Philip Calfe, Deed of Assignment of-
Registered in Supreme Court ..
Hill, Wm., The Rev., registered as a
Minister of Religion authorised
to Celebrate Marriages ... ...
Hilliard, William Edv-ard-
Appointed Acting Shipping Master
at Port Curtis ..
Appointed Justice under  Marriage
Act ... ...
Appointed Returning Officer for Port
Curtis ... .
Hoare , John Buckler, Notice in the Insol-
vent Estate of .
Hobler  and Blair, Dissolution of Partner-
ship of ... .. .
Hockings , A. J_, appointed Returning
Officer for South Brisbane ...
Hodson, Thomas, Deed of Assignment
of - Registered in Supreme
503
428
572
251
571
232
519
105
Court  ...  ... 385
Hoffman, Peter ,  Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ... ... ... 1103,1155
Hogan, Joseph, Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ...  ...  ... 1103,1155
Holdsworth and nine others v .  Bennett-
Writ of  Fi.  Fa. ... ...  ... 1215
Holdsworth and two others v. Bennett and
another -Writ of  Fi. Fa.  1215
Holidays ,  Notification  of Public ... ...  78, 106, 298
Hollinworth, Edwin William-
Appointed Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Clermont  ...  ..
Appointed Officer of 3rd Class in
Harbors and Rivers Depart-
764
meat  ...  ... 181
Holmes, George, appointed an Alderman
of the Municipality of Dalby ... 781
Hood, Alexander, Letters of Administra-
tion applied for in the estate
of ...  ...  ...  ...  253,324
Hooper, George, appointed Alderman for
South Ward of Toowoomba
Municipality ... ... ... 1216
Horen, Michael, Notice in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ... ...
Hospital at-
1309
Brisbane, Alteration of Rules of .. 378
Ipswich, Approval and Confirmation
of Rules of 411
of Administration applied for in
the Estate of .. ... .. 281
Hutchins , Richard,  Deed of Assignment of
Hutchins, Thomas, Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ... ... ... 842, 894,
1130,1156
Hutchinson, Robert, Probate of Will
applied for in the Estate of ... 305
I.
Immigration Board-
Members of Local-at Maryborough
appointed ... ... ... ... 493
Members of Queensland-appointed 160
Immigration Department, Appointments
in-
Kemball, A. C., appointed Assistant
Immigration Agent at Mary-
borough
McDonnell, John, appointed Immi-
gration Agent
Rawlins, Frederic, appointed Assist-
ant Immigration Agent at Ips-
wich ... ... ...
Smythe, T. F., appointed Officer of
2nd Class ... ...
Somerset, Fitzroy, appointed Officer
of 4th Class ..
Immigration Deposits, Notification that no
more-will be received
Impoundings at-
Bowen ...
Brisbane
Clermont
Condamine
Dalby ...
Gayndah
Goondiwindi
Ipswich
Leyburn
Peak Downs ...
Rockhampton...
Roma ...
St. George
Springsure
Taroom
1302
34
1302
57
764
... 904, 928
... ... ... 234, 235, 365,
384, 689, 878, 1106
... ... ... 94, 384, 519,
562, 878, 994, 1259
... ... ... 339, 473, 520,
991, 1131
... ... 1246
55, 202, 282,
942, 971, 993, 1171, 1245
... 175, 234, 339, 365,
406, 562, 689, 779, 878
... ... ... 94, 121, 202,
254, 384, 653, 1046
72, 93, 120,
175, 176, 202, 234, 254, 283, 307,
364, 406, 420, 445, 473, 502, 520,
536, 562, 602, 623, 689, 843, 879,
897, 921, 941, 972, 993, 1046,
1105, 1131, 1157, 1199, 1218,
1246, 1260, 1310
... ... 73, 94, 121,176. 202, 234, 283, 407. 445, 745,
779, 813, 942, 1244 1310, 1311
... 235
.. 72, 175, 220,
445, 520, 516, 689, 880,
1157, 1172, 1245, 1293
... ... ... 920, 942, 1046,
1106, 1131, 1310
... 1311
54, 94, 120,
121, 176, 220, 234, 254,
325, 365, 407, 44.5, 897
55, 94, 234,
307, 472, 536, 623, 745, 779,1106
INDEX.
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Impoundings at-
Toowoomba ... ... ... ... 73, 93, 94,120,
121, 202, 220, 234, 253, 254, 283,
306, 307, 324, 325, 339, 365, 384,
406, 420, 445, 460, 473, 502, 520,
536, 562, 579, 623, 653, 745, 790,
813, 843, 844, 878, 897, 920, 941,
942, 993, 994, 1106, 1131, 1157,
1171,117 2,1198,1199,1218,1245,
1246, 1260, 1293, 1294
Warwick ... 119, 120, 121,
220, 234, 254, 283, 307, 325, 364,
365, 384, 406, 407, 419, 460, 473,
502, 520, 536, 546, 602, 622, 623,
653, 745, 789, 843, 878, 880, 897,
920, 971, 972, 1105, 1106, 1131,
1171, 1218, 1246, 1259, 1260,
1294
Ingelow, Geo. Kilgour, Probate of Will
applied for in the Estate of ... 54
Insolvent Estates-
Applications for Certificates in the following:-Allen, William .. ... ... 219
Archibald, Alexander ... ... 472
Banks, Archibald ... ... ... 812
Beauchamp, Charles ... ... 54
Beeston, Robert ... ... .. , 971, 1198
Benjamin, Benjamin ... ... 896
Bowden, Thomas ... ... ... 118
Chambers, Thomas ... ... ... 54, 219
Collins, J. C. ... ... ... 54
Connolly, A. ... , .. ... 201, 219
Coote, William  ...  ... ... 843
- Costin, William John ... ... 1292
Graham, C. S. ... ... ... 472
Guthrie, John ... ... ... 742
Hall, W. S.  ...  ... ... 54
Hardie and Co., John ... ...  778
Hayselden, Thomas ... ... 843
Henry, J. W. ... ... ... 201
Hoare, J. B.... ... ... ... 232
Hutchins, Thomas ... ... ... 1130, 1156
Johnston, T. J. ... ... ... 72, 406
Keys, Charles ... ... ... 789
Lang, James ... ... ... 232
Lanson, H. V., ... ... ... 601
Larkin, Timothy ... ... ... 118
Lawson, H. V. ... ... ... 458, 519
Mason, G. B. ... ... ... 232
May, Edwin ..  ...  ... 363, 418
McDonald and Co., W. M. ... 971
McDonald, John ... ... 970
MacPherson, James ... ... 324
Newton, John ... ... ... 601
Orchard, W. B. ... ... ... 111, 323
Orr, G. G.  ...  ... ... ... 744
Pitts and Winter ... ... ... 789
Quinton and Costin ... ... 896
Robertson, William ... ... 878
Rogers, Stephen ... ... ... 794
Short, Robert, ... ... ... 688
Skyring, Zachariah ... ... ... 601
Stacey, Henry ... ... ... 54
Standen and Piper... ... ... 1156
Thompson, Thomas ... ... 363
Tilson, J. W. ... ,.. ... 878, 971
Tofft, John P. ... ... ... 458
Walker, John George ... ... 601
Watts,  William  ... ... ... 1198
Whiffen, William ... ... ... 324
Wright, Richard .. ... 1105
Notices of Meetings in the following-
Agg, William Henry ... ... 281.4.03
Armstrong. Charles ... ... 877, 939
Armstrong, James ... ... ...  743, 777
Atkins. Abram ... ... ... 1291
.- Bailey, F. M. ... ... ... 919, 939
Banks, Archibald .. ... ... 561, 600
Baptiste, Reg. C. ... ... ...  842,895
Beachmore and Co.... ... ... 1258
Becker, Charles ... ... ...  777,  919
Beer, John Charles... ... ... 45, 231
Beeston, Robert ... ... ...  599, 744
Bell, Thomas .. ... ... 842, 895
Benjamin, Benjamin ... ... 201, 403
Biggs, James  ...  ... 383.405
Blaxland and Co., E. and J. ... 1130, 1291
Insolvent Estates-
Notices of Meetings  in the following :-
Booth, E. H. ... ... ...
Boyle, Charles ...
Bragg, Joseph ... ...
Brown, William ... ...
Cairncross, Robert ... ...
Champion, Richard... ...
Childs, John ... ...
Childs, Thomas
Childs, Thomas, senior ...
Chippendale, William ...
Coates, Thomas ...
Coleman, William ... ...
Connor, Owen
Coote, William ... ...
Cornwall, Abraham... ...
Costin, William John ...
Crawford, William James...
Crompton, James ... ...
Crooke, George ... ...
Crookall, William ... ...
Davidson, Walter- ... ...
Dowland and Hartley ...
Dowling, Lawrence ...
,Dowling, Patrick ... ...
Downing, John ... ...
Drew, T. C... ... ...
Duke, Samuel ... ...
Eames, Thomas ... ...
Eaves, Charles ... ...
Elcock and Wolston
Evans, Herbert ... ...
Farlow, William
Findlay, James
Finninmore, John Thomas
Fisher, John N.
_. Fitzgerald, T. L. N. ...
Fleming, Joseph ... ..
,,.-Foxton, Leith Hay and Co.
Gerrard, J. E. ...
Giles, William C. ...
Glover, Amos ... ...
Goddard., Edward ... ...
Goggs, George ...
Greer, John James:.. ...
Grenfell, H. S.
Grenfell and Co., H. S.
Guthrie, John ... ...
Handcock, William
Hardie, John ...
Hardie and Co., John ...
Hardie and Wienholt ...
Harrison, William ... ...
Hart, Frederic Augustus ...
Hartley, John Wood ...
Haward, William C. ...
Hay, J. L. ... ...
Hayselden, Thomas ...
Hazeel, Jonathan ... ...
Hill, Henry... ... ...
Hoffman, Peter ...
Hogan, Joseph ...
Horen, Michael ... ...
Hunt, J. S.
Hutchins, Thomas ...
James, William ...
Jephson. Thomas ... ...
Kean, John ... ... ...
Keogh, Denis, Thomas ...
Keys, Charles ... ...
King, John ...
Koch, Frederick ... ...
Lanrlsberg. L. F.
Lawles,, Thomas ... ...
Ledgard, John
Levy, John ... ... ...
London, John ...
Lowrie, Michael ... ...
Lucas, William ...
Marshall, John ... ...
Marshall, Joseph ... ...
May, Edwin... ...
Meldon, Martin ... ...
Millar, James
Miller, Thomas
Monk, E. J. ...
Page.
1217,1292
561
1243
561, 600
599, 777
252, 404
1170
1197
1197
877, 939
... 1129, 1155
... 1044, 1104
,., 1243
... 280, 383, 404
... 1102, 1292
... 938, 989
... 937, 970
... 577, 622
... 1170
... 72, 403
... 1243, 1291
... 231
938, 969
1130
... 1129, 1292
... 777
... 1197, 1292
... 403
... 919, 939
... 1104
... 743, 895
...  280,404
... 444
... 174, 200
... 1154, 1310
... 324
... 937
... 918, 1129
...  201,405
... 599, 776
... 1154,1310
... 231
... 363, 405
... 1243, 1310
53, 231
... 53, 232
... 458,  579
... 1258
... 232231,403
...  777,789
518, 578
... 305 600
... 457, 578
... 919
... 877, 938,1130
... 518, 600
... 1197, 1309
... 1309
... 1103, 1155
1103, 1155
1309
990, 1104
842, 894
252
1242
1217
1197, 1309
402, 578
599, 622
1258
53, 231231,403323,405
218, 600
1217. 1292
599, 744
... 1258, 1292
... 938, 970
... 472,  600
71
... 937, 1291
1259
... 1129
938
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Insolvent  Estates-Notices of Meetings in the following :-
Moreton Bay Tramway Company 232, 939
Muhidorff ,  G. F. D. ... ... 54, 232
McCann Brothers  ... ... ...  919, 920
McDermott ,  Henry Joseph  ...  970, 1045
McDonald, Alexander  ... 72, 201
McDonald, John  . ...  778,  789
McDonald and Co.,  W. M. ... 778, 789
McFarlane, Andrew ... ... 1104, 1155
McGhee, John  ... ... ...  561
McGrath ,  John ... ... ... 1045, 1129
McKeand ,  G. W. ... ... ... 918
McNa lly, J... .. ... ... 919
McQueen, Alexander ... ... 1103, 1155
Newton, John ... ... 230, 403
Ogg, William Henry  ... ...  251
Orr, George Gipps ... ... ...  458, 578
Partridge ,  Wil liam ... ... 688, 743,
777
Paterson ,  John  ... ... ...  1217, 1310
Pendleton ,  James ... ... ... 1242
Pitts, Charles William ... ... 252, 404
Pitts and Winter  ... ... ...  252, 404
Pollock, D. and J . ... ...  990, 1045
Pollock, R. A . ... ...  896, 939
Quinton, W .  S. ... ... ... 444,  51-8
Quinton and Costin... ... ... 536, 578
Quicke and Thompson ... ... 444, 600
Rae, John ... ... ... 1170
Roberts, William  ... ... ...  125-9
Robertson ,  William ... ... 219, 404
Rogers ,  Stephen ... ... ... 305, 405
Ross and  Gordon  ... ... ...  1197, 1291
Russell ,  Henry . ... ... 743, 776
Rutherford ,  John E.  ... ...  253, 578
Seis, Henry ... ... . .. ...  1045
Short, Robert  ... ... ...  383, 405
Silcock ,  William .. . ...  990, 1104
Simpson, George  ... ... ...  1044, 1104
Skyring, Zachariah ... ... ...  252, 403
Skyring and Ross ... ... 1170
Sloper,  A. G. ... ... 7.88, 895
Small, Edward  ... ...  117
Smith, Thomas  ... ...  1242
Solomen,  Simon  ... ... ...  1258
Stabler, Thomas ... ... ... 970, 1045
Standen and Piper ... .. .  788, 895
Taylor, Thomas  ... ... ...  45, 232
Temple ,  David ... ... ... 1045, 1129
Thompson ,  Wi lliam.. . ... ...  937, 990
Thrower ,  George ... ... 1103, 1155
Tilson, Joseph William ... 561, 600
Tully, Joseph William ... ... 970
Turner, Esther ... ... 1258
Walker, Arthur  ... ...  877, 969
Walker, F.  W. ... ... ... 938, 990
Walker,  John G. ,.. ... 323, 404
Waller, Thomas . .. ...  1154
Wallis, James  ... ...  895, 920
Walmesley, Moses  ... ...  577, 590
Ward ,  Thomas B. ... ... ... 383, 404
Watt,  John ... ... . .. ...  1103, 1156
Watts, William .. ,.. 743, 895
Weissenbourg ,  Louis  ...  1309
Welsby, Samuel  10.... ... ...  1291
White,  James ... ... ... 842
Wight, George  ... ... ...  788, 895
Wilcox, Edward  ... ... ...  990
Williams, Frederic  ... .. ...  991, 1104
Williams, Henry  ... ... ...  501, 1155,
1291
Wilson, Charles ... ... ... 1103, 1155
Winter, John ... ... ... 383, 578
Wolbeck, Adam ... ... ... 252, 405
Wright, Richard  ... ... ...  743, 789
Zarek, Louis...  ... ...  688
Notices that Certificates have been
granted in the following-
Fattorini ,  Eugene L. dit ... ... 92
Hill, Norris  .. ... ...  688
Sands,  William ... ...  1300
Taylor, Thomas ... . ... 1171
Ward, Thoma s B. ... ... 812
Notices to Creditors in ... .. 117,174, 472,
536, 778, 842,
877, 970, 1292
Inspectors of Distilleries appointed--
Watt, William  S. appointed- for
Police District of Port Denison...
Inspectors of Slaughter -houses appointed-
Brady, -, appointed - at Sandgate
Buckley, Michael,  appointed -- at
Gladstone ...  ... ... ...
Coffey ,  John, appointed - at Roma ...
Cross, -, appointed - for Cleveland
District .. ...
Eastaughfie, C. D., appointed-at
Dalby
El liott, G .  W., appointed-at Rock-
hampton  ... .. ...
Galway, D., appointed - at St. Law-
rence ... ... ...
Lloyd, Samuel J .,  appointed - at
Brisbane ...  ... .. .
McClusky ,  Patrick ,  appointed-for
Logan District ...
McMahon ,  John, appointed - at
Banana ... ..
Friday,  -,  appointed-for Logan
District ... ...
Intestate Estates-
Notices in the following:-Ambrose, William ...
Condall, Ousley ...
Cunningham ,  Michael
Daly, Patrick
England, Jonathan...
James,  William ...
Kelly, John ... ...
Salter, George
Trimbal, John ...
Ward, John ...
Notices to  Creditors in
Page.
781
539
377
1221
539
719
886
1221
1302
1161
461
539.
1170
... 1293
940
51.9
1104
1243
... 281
1105
... 940
... 1105
... 117, 406, 458,
519, 778,  939, 1198
Ipswich-
Rawlins ,  Frederick ,  appointed Police
Magistrate  at  ...  ... 1301
Smith, Richard Joseph ,  appointed
Land Agent at ... ... ... 1136
Trustees appointed for Temperance
Hall at , ... 225
Isaac and De St. Jean, Dissolution of Part-
nership  of,:.  ... ... 92, 119, 175,
201
J.
James , W illiam-
Notice in the Insolvent Estate of ... 252
Notice in the Intestate Estate of ... 1243
Janson ,  Lawrence ,  appointed  Acting Pilot,
Port Curtis ... ...
Jardine, John-
Appointed an Officer  for granting
161
Miners' Rights, &c. ...  886
Appointed Commissioner of Crown
Lands, Port Curtis District, for
the purpose of estimating Rents
of Runs under Renewed Leases 224
Appointed Gold Commissioner for
Crocodile Creek Gold Fields .. 8$6
Jenkyn,  The Rev.  Thomas, registered as a
Minister of Religion authorised
to celebrate Marriages  ... 335Jenyys, Joshua, Deed of Assignment of-
Registered in Supreme Court ... 893
Jephson, Thomas, Notice in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ... . .. ...  1242
Jetter, John Frederick Louis, appointed 1st
Lieutenant No. 2 Battery of
Queensland Volunteer Artillery 903
Johnson  v.  Rodgers-Writ of  Ri.  Fa.  ...  969
Johnston ,  Thomas James ,  Notice in the In-
solvent estate of ... ... ...  72,406
Jones, Charles-Admitted as Partner into the High-fields Steam  Saw Mills Co. ... 72
Notice respecting  a horse in his pos-
session  ...  ... ... ... 445
Jones, Edgar,  registered Licensed Surveyor 560
Jones, George H., Notice that J. F. Hedge-land has no further authority to
draw orders on ... ... ... 129,4, 1310
Justices of the Peace--vide " Magistrates."
INDEX. xv.
"Kate," Steamer-Coleman, J. H., appointed Com-
mander of... .. ... 781
Notice respecting Sailing of:.. ... 44
Kean, John, Notice in the Insolvent Estate 1217
Keane, John, appointed Clerk of the 4th
Class in Crown Solicitor's Office 396
Kearney, Thomas, Probate of Will applied
for in the Estate of ... 1095
Keen and Foulkes, Dissolution of Partner-
ship of  ... ...  ... 602
K.
Page.
Landrigan, James, Probate of Will applied
for in the Estate of ...
Lands and Works, Socretary for Public-
vide  " Secretary."
Lands., appointments in Department of
Public-vide  " Public."
Lands forfeited and re-opened for Sale,
Land Sales-
Proclamations of-to be held at--
Springsure ... ' ... ... ... 101, 483, 950
Surat... ... ... ... ... 376
Toowoomba ... ...  ...  ... 99, 287, 310,
479, 550, 666, 945, 1269
Warwick ... ... ... ... 100,146, 478,
794, 1271
Kelly, John, Notice in the Intestate Estate
of ...  ...  ... ... ...
Kemball, Arthur Clarke-
Appointed Assistant Immigration
281
Agent at Maryborough ... ... 1302
Appointed Police Magistrate at Mary-
borough 34
Kennedy, Patrick, Probate of Will applied
for in the Estate of  ...  ... 1171
Keogh, Denis Thomas, Notices in the In-
solvent Estate of...  ...  ... 1197, 1309
Keys, Charles, Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ... ... ... 402, 578, 789
King, John, Notices in the Insolvent Estate
of ... ...  ...  ... ... 599, 622
Kirchner, William, appointed Officer of 3rd
Class in Stamp Duties Office ... 1095
Koch, Frederick, Notice in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ... ... ..
L.
Ladner, Francis, Letters of Administration
applied for in the Estate of ...
Laing, Robert Hill, Letters of Administra-
tion applied for in the Estate of
Land Agents appointed-
Heeney, F. X., appointed-at Too-
woomba ... ..
Smith, Richard Joseph, appointed-
at Ipswich
Wodehouse, Charles k., appointed-
1258
383
812
539
1136
at Rockhampton ... 35
Land Orders, Notification respecting Ad-
vances on ... .. 332, 333, 345
Land Sale at Brisbane, Notification that
certain Lots of-will be dis-
tinguished by the Affix of the
letter A ... ... ...
Land Sales-
Notices of Withdrawal of, at-
Brisbane
Warwick ...
Proclamations of-to be held at-
Bowen ...
Brisbane
Cardwell
Clermont
Condamine
Dalby ...
Drayton
Fort Cooper ...
Gayndah ...
Gladstone ...
Goondiwindi
Grandchester.
Ipswich ...
Leyburn ...
Mackay ... ...
Maryborough , . .
Nanango ...
Rockhampton
Roma ...
81
638
188, 216
... ... 486, 796, 797
1275
. ... 95, 139, 141,
285, 295, 309, 310, 369,
475, 547, 548, 661, 791,
943, 1085, 1087, 1267
... .. 487, 798
... ...374, 670, 1280
... • ... 150,151,152,
153, 372, 799
... ...  144'147,148,
-6-5r,-668, 1091
... 371
... ... 102, 556,1277
... ... 104, 288, 484,
795, 1093
289, 552,1274
149, 311
... ... 103, 665
.. 97, 142,  286,
371, 477, 549, 663, 793,
945, 1090, 1269
... 150, 481, 949
... 290, 485, 554,
555, 947, 1276
... 287, 372, 553,
1092, 1273
... 375, 669,1279
... 98, 143, 145,
373, 667, 946, 1093, 1272
... 482, 503, 948,
1279
Page.
253
Notices respecting 974, 1041
Lands in Agricultural Reserves forfeited
and re-opened for Selection,
Notice respecting ... ... 1041
Lands open for Sale by Selection in the
Agricultural Reserves at-
Clifton ... ... ... ... :.. 31, 749
Ipswich ... ... ... ... ...  954
Logan ... ... ... ... ...  291
Maryborough  ... ... ... ...  953
Warwick .. ... ... 951
Lands reserved for Public Purposes  ...  38, 302, 335,
763, 770
Lands, Secretary for Public-vide Secre-
tary."
Landsberg, Leopold Franz, Notices in the
Insolvent Estate of ...  53, 231
Landsborough, William, appointed Sub-
Collector of Customs at the
Albert River ... ... 106
Lane, William, appointed Bailiff Western
District Court, Condamine ... 418
Lang, James, Notice in the Insolvent Estate
of ; .
Lanson, Henry William, Notice in the
232
Insolvent Estate of ... ... 601
Larkin, Timothy, Notice in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ... ... 118
Lavers, Henry John, Deed of Assignment of
-Registered in the Supreme
Court ... 1193
Lawless, Thomas, Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of  ...  231, 403
Lawson, Henry Villiers, Notices in the
Insolvent Estate of ... 458, 519
Ledgard, John, Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ... ... ... 323, 405
Leefe ,  R. B., Resignation of Office of Sub-
Collector of Customs ,  and other
Appointments ,  at Cardwell, ac-
cepted  ... ...
Legislative Assembly-
Petitions against the Election and
Return of-
1120
Palmer, A. H. ... 421
Reed, The Rev. Geo. McCullough 925
Writs of Election-vide " Writs."
Legislative Council-
Members Summoned to the-
Bell, John Alexander, The Honor-
able ... ... 923
Douglas, John, The Honorable ... 222
Gibbon, James, The Honorable ... 222
Heussler, John Christian, The
Honorable  ... ... ... 923
Panton, John, The Honorable ... 222
Prior, Thos. Lodge Murray, The
Honorable  222... ... ...
Thornton, William, The Honorable 923
Resignation of Members of-Ac-
cepted-Douglas, John, The Honorable ... 673
Lempriere, Algernon, appointed to act as
Aide-de-Camp and Private Secre-
tary to His Excellency ... ... 781
Letters, List of Unclaimed-vide " Un-
claimed."
Letters of Administration applied for in the
following Estates, viz.
Aldred, S. W.... ... ... 92, 118
Bauer, Frederic  ... ... ... 324
Burton, John .., ... ... ...  1170
i
INDEX.
Letters of administration applied for in the
following Estates, viz.:-
Coles, James Charles ...
Collins, John
Collins, Maurice
... ...
..
Condell, Ouseley Wellesley de Visine
Cotgrave, H. G. F. ... ... ...
Davis, M. B. ... ... ..
Earl, Francis John ... ... ...
Gillespie, James R. ... ... ...
Haskins, Thomas ... ... ...
Healy, John ... ... ... „
Hood, Alexander .. ... ...
Hutchings, J. S. B. ...
Ladner, Francis ... ... ...
Laing, Robert Hill
...
Loudon, John  ... ... ... ...
Machefer, A. G. . , . ... ...
Mackay, Hugh S.
Muir, William... ... ... ...
Murray, William ... ... ...
McCarthy, C. C. ...
McEvoy, Thomas ... ... ...
Renwick, Herbert
... . , . ...
Salter, Jasper ... ..
Schnitzerling, Martin... ...
...
Slaughter, William  ...
Williamson, George ...
....
Zillman, John Rudolph ...
..
Levee, Notifications respecting Annual
.. .409,
Levy,  John,  Notices in the Insolvent Estate
of  ...
License Meetings--vide  "Petty Sessions."
Licensed Surveyors--vide  - Surveyors."
Licenses-
Page.
117
1310
281
1293
536
1198
896
458
941
601
253, 324
381
383
812
363
688
991
338
91
940
579
689
653
1105
233
579
405
423, 449,
461
218. 600
Auctioneers', List of ... ... 184
Brick-Granted at Brisbane...  ... 59
Publicans' General, List of ... ...184, 805, 831,
852
Timber, List of-Granted at-'
Bowen ... ... 258,
Brisbane ... ... ... ... 59,
Charleville ... ... ... ... 162,
Clermont ... ... ... ... 79, 674,
Condamine ... ... ... ...
Dalby ... ... ...
Drayton and Toowoomba ... 181,
Gayndah ...
... ... ... 79,
Gladstone .. ... ... ...
Goondiwindi...
... ... ... 61,
Ipswich ... . . . , . , 60,
Leyburn  ... ... 60,
Mackay ...
...
161,
.Maryborough .. ,' ... 60,
Nanango ...
... ... ... 60,
Rockhampton ... 161,
Roma... ...
... ... ... 79,
St. Lawrence ... . , . ...
Surat ... ...
... ... ... 161,
Taroom , , . . , ...
Townsville ...
... ... ..
Warwick .. ..
674
583
804
719
106
59
631
632
632
631
610
582
674
675
583
583
631
631
632
79
162
632
Wholesale Wine and Spirit Mer-
chants-List of ... ... ... 184
Lightering Licenses, Notice respecting-
vide " Notices."
Lilley, Charles, The Honorable--
Appointed Attorney-General ...  .754
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Parliament -  vide  " Legislative
Assembly."
622
367
INDEX.
Page.
Petitions
Received from the inhabitants  of-Clermont a d Copperfield, praying
for Erection of-into a Munici-
pality ... ... ...  608, 629, 673,
727, 764, 782, 805, 829,
851, 886, 907,  927, 958
Gayndah, praying for Erection of-
into a Municipality  ... ...  608, 629, 673,
728, 764,  782, 804, 830,
851,  886, 907,-928,957
Ipswich, praying that the Munici-
pality of-may be divided into
four Wards 35, 36
Ipswich, praying that the Munici-
pality of-may not be divided
into Wards .. ... 107,162
Maryborough ,  praying for Sub-
division of the Municipality of-
into Wards ...  35, 58, 78
Rockingham Bay District, praying
for establishment of Provincial
Council  ... ... ... ...  493, 508, 521,
539, 557,  573, 581,611,630
'
674
Roma, praying for the Erection of-
into a Municipality  ... ...  764, 782, 804,
830, 852,  886, 907,  928, 957,
973, 1035, 1096, 1123
Toowoomba ,  praying for Subdi-
vision of Municipality of-into
Wards ... ... ... .. .35, 58,  78,106
Townsvi lle,  praying for Erection of
-into a Municipality  ... ...  35, 58, 78,
106, 162
Townsville ,  praying for Establish-
ment of Provincial Council  ...  410, 424, 450,
462, 493, 508,  521, 540,  557,
573, 582,  611, 630, 674
Petrie ,  John, appointed Returning Officer
for East Moreton ...  ...  461
Pettigrew and Aland, Dissolution of Part-
nership of ... ...  72
Pettigrew  v.  McAllister-Writ of  Fi. Fa....  969
Pettigrew v. McDonald-Writ of  Fi. Fa....  200
Pettigrew  v.  Stabler-Writ of  Fi. Fa.  ... 894
Pettigrew, John, Deed of Assignment of-
Registered in the Supreme Court 1295
Petty Sessions-
Notice that Courts of Petty Sessions
will be held at Nebo on last Wed-
nesday in each Month  ... ...  689
Notices that Courts of Petty  Sessions
will be held for consideration of
Applications for-
Auctioneers '  Licenses at--
Rockhampton ... ... ... 114, 218, 910,
1230
Hawkers' Licenses at-
Rockhampton ... ...
Publicans '  General Licenses  at-Banana...
Brisbane
Cardwell
Clermont
Condamine
Dalby ...
Drayton
Gayndah
GladstoneIpswich...
Leyburn
Maryborough
Nanango
Nebo ...
Princhester
Rockhampton
Roma ... ...
St. George ...
St. Lawrence ...
Springsure ...
Surat ... ...
Tambo ... ...
Taroom ... ...
Warwick ...
Woogaroo ...
321
279
337
218
337
250
279
279
306
321
279
337
379
363, 585
776,  1230
... ... 363
..114,218,337,
561, 676,  776, 910,1230
279
250
337
250
306
428
321, 363
306
279
Petty  Sessions-
Notices that Courts of Petty Sessions
will be held for the purpose of
Revising Electoral Roll, at-
Banana ... ... ... ... 321,
Brisbane ... ... ...
Cardwell ... ... ...
Charleville .. ...
Drayton and Toowoomba ... 279,
Gayndah ... ... ... 250,
Gladstone ... ... ... 306,
Goondiwindi ... ... ...
Ipswich ... ... ... ...
Maryborough ... ... ...
Nebo ... ... ... ...
Rockhampton ... ... ...
Roma ... ... ... ...
St-. George ... ... ...
Springsure ... ... ...
Surat... ... ... ...
Taro om ...
Warwick
... ... ...
.
Places appointed for the holding of-
Nebo ... ...
...
... 160
Townsville ... ... 160
Phelan, Richard F., appointed Officer of 3rd
Class in Government Savings
Bank Department .. 181
Phillips, Jacob Aaron ,  Deed of Assignment
of-Registered in the Supreme
Court ... ... ... ... 1107
Philp, [John, appointed Overtime Clerk in
Electric Telegraph Department,
Brisbane  ... ... ... ...  607
Philpot  v.  Barrow -Writ of  Fi. Fa. ... 776
Pickering  v.  Leverton-Writ of Fi.  Fa. ...  688
Pilots appointed-
Casey, John B .,  appointed Acting-
at Port Hinchinbrook ... 258
Hardie, Peter ,  appointed Boatman-
at Rockhampton  ...  ... 258
Janson ,  Lawrence ,  appointed  Act-ing-at Port Curtis  ... ...  161
Pikedale ,  Allora, appointed a' Polling Place
for Electoral District of Eastern
Downs  ... ... ... ...
Pinnock, Philip-
Appointed Acting Registrar of
Births, Death, and Marriages
Page.
1128
337
337
863
1128
1097,
1128
1041
918
1097
1157
1097
1041
1041
1230
1164
1230
1210
1157
747
for Police District of Bowen ... 428
Appointed Acting Registrar of Nor-
thern District Court, Bowen . 607
Pitt, H. D., Captain, Resignation of Commis-
sions heldby -asMajorofBrigade
of Queensland Volunteer Rifle
Brigade, and Captain Command-
ant of Queensland Volunteer
Artillery, accepted ... 781
Pitts, Chas. Wm., Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ... ... ... 252, 404
Pitts and Winter ,  Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of  ... ... ... ...  252, 404, 789
Police ,  Appointments in Departmentof Com-
missioner of-
Barron ,  T. H. B., appointed to per-
form the duties of the Commis-
sioner during absence of the
same
Marlow ,  John, appointed Chief
Inspector  ...
Murray, G. P. Al., appointed Chief
Inspector ... ... ... ...
Norris, M. J., appointed Officer of 4th
Class in ... ... ... ...
Police Districts-Boundaries of the fol-
lowing-
Bowen ... ... ... ... ...
Cardwell ... ... ... ...
Mackay ... ... ... ...
Marlborough  (cancelled) ... ...
Princhester ... ... ... ...
Cancelled ... ... ... ...
St. Lawrence ... ... ...  397,
Police Magistrates appointed-
Buttanshaw ,  Ily.  It.,  appointed Acting--
at Cardwell ... ...
35
1301
1301
105
397
397
397
1303
397
1303
1303
1136
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Police Magistrates appointed-Chester, H. Al., appointed-at War-
rego District ..  ...  ... 105
Kemball, A. C:, appointed-at Mary-
borough ... ... ... ... 34
Macarthur, Patrick, appointed-at
Dalby ... ... ... ... 1301
Rawlins, Fredk., appointed-at Ips-
wich .. 1301
Rawlins, Fredk., appointed-for Dis-
trict' of Goodna ... .. ... 1302
Simpson, Hy. Geo., appointed-at
Somerset .. 160
Sinclair, D. McDiarmid, appointed-
at Warwick .. ... 409
White, ' James Chs., appointed-at
Dalby .. ... ... ... 409
White, 'James Chs., appointed-at
Drayton and Toowoomba ... 1301
Police Regulations-
Respecting Police Clothing ... .. 493
Respecting Saluting Superior Offi-
cers, &c.  ...  ...
Polling Places appointed-
Dalrymple appointed-for Electoral
District of Kennedy ..  ...  657
Glen Dhu Station appointed-for
Electoral District of Kennedy ... 657
Helidon appointed-for Electoral
District of West Moreton 845
Highfields appointed-for Electoral
District of Drayton and Too-
woomba ... 572
Mount Flinders Head Station,
appointed-for Electoral District
of West Moreton 845
Peakvale appointed-for Electoral
District of Clermont  ...  747
Pikedale, Allora, appointed - for
Electoral District of Eastern
Downs ... ... ... ... 747
Rockhampton appointed-for Elec-
toral District of Port Curtis  ...  246
Strathmore appointed-for Electoral
District of Kennedy  ... ...  657
Townsville appointed-for Electoral
District of Kennedy 657
Pollock, David James, Notices in the Insol-
vent Estate of  ...  990, 1045
Pollock, Robert Arthur, Notices in the
Insolvent Estate of ... ... 896, 939
Port Albany-
Established a Free Port 314, 333, 345
Established a Port of Entry and
Clearance ... ... ... ... 313, 332, 343
Postmaster-General-
Douglas, John, The Honorable,
appointed ... ... ... ... 222
Resignation as-accepted ... 627
Gore, St. Geo. R., The Honorable,
appointed..:... ... ... 883
Notices Respecting-Alteration f Charges on Books,
Patterns, and Samples, trans-
mitted per Post to United King-
dom ... ... ... ... 575
Non-delivery of Newspapers ... 316, 334, 347,
380
Personal Interviews with ... ... 301, 317, 334,
346
Notification that-shall be liable to
retire from Office on Political
grounds, and capable of being
elected a Member of the Legisla-
tive Assembly .. ... ... 221
Prior, Thomas Lodge Murray, - The
Honorable, appointed ... ... 656
Resignation as-accepted ... .. 753
Rates of Postage by Panama Mail
Steam Ships from Sydney ... 1251
Rates of Postage on Samples, &c.,
to LTnited Kingdom, France,
&c. ... ... 575
Rates of Postage (amended) to East
India, China, Mauritius, Cape of
Good Hope, Portugal, and Hon-
duras  ... ... ... .. , 1252
Page. Page.
Postmaster-General-
Salisbury, Francis Elliott, appointed
acting ... ... ... ... 803
Post Office Department, appointments in-Baird, James, appointed officer of 5th
Class ... ... ... 161
Grose, E. G., appointed Officer of 5th
Class 161
Magill, Richard, appointed Officer of
5th Class ... ... ... ... 161
Peterson, Daniel, appointed Officer of
5th Class ... ... ... ... 161
Poundkeepers appointed-
Ahern, Denis, appointed-at Con-
damine ...  ...  ... 1128
Boulter, Geo. John, appointed-at
Bowen ... .. 917
Clitheroe, John, appointed-at Dalby 910
De Marley Chase, William, appointed
-at St. George ... .. 969
McKay, Francis Grant, appointed-
at Roma .. ... ... 676
Thomas, Charles, appointed-at Ley-
burn .. ... ... ... 732
461
Thomson, W. C., appointed -= at
Springsure ... ... ...
Pounds proclaimed at-
1305
Condamine .. 581
Roma ... ... ... ... ... 539
St. George ... ... 539
Powder Magazine, Scale of Charges at ... 633
Pre-emptive Purchases approved ... ... 85, 191, 268,
322, 469, 500, 513, 524, 637
Priday, appointed Inspector of Slaughter-
houses for the Logan District ... 539
Princhester-
Appointment as a Place for holding
Petty Sessions cancelled ... 1303
Boundaries of Police District of  ...  397
Ellis, Henry, appointed District-Re-
gistrar at ... ... ... ...
Pring, Ratcliff, The Honorable-
39
Appointed Attorney-General ...  655
Appointed Member of Executive
Council  ...  .. ... ... 626
Appointed Queen's Counsel ... 1249
Resignation as Attorney - General
accepted  ...  ...  .. 753
Resignation as Member of Executive
Council accepted ...  754
Title of " Honorable" within the
Colony of Queensland, bestowed
by Her Majesty The Queen
upon  ...  ...  ...  ... 763
Prior, Thomas Lodge Murray, The Hon- .
orable-
Appointed Member' of Executive
Council ... ... ... ... 656
Appointed Postmaster-General  ...  656
Resignation as Member of Executive
Council accepted... 754
Resignation as Postmaster - General
accepted ... ...  ...  ... 753
Summoned to the Legislative Council 222
Private Secretary to His Excellency--
Lemprie're, A''rernon, appointed to
act as ... ... ... ...
Proclamations-
Agricultural Reserves-Vide " Agri-
cultual Reserves."
781
Cardwell constitued a- Province ... 1181
Charleville proclaimed a place where
Spirits, &c., may be sold in
quantities not- less than two
gallons at a time ... ...  505
Dalrymple, Geo. E., The Honorable,
Proclamation declaring the elec-
tion of-as a Member of the
Legislative Assembly, to be
valid ... ... ... ... 1109
Day of Humiliation and Prayer ... 341
Dividing the Municipality of Mary-
borough into three Wards ... 159
Dividing the Municipality of Too-
woomba into three Wards ... 159
Ferries-vide " Ferry."Gaols-vide 11 Gaols."
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Proclamations-
Gates, Proclamation setting forth
Conditions imposed on License
granted by Warwick Bench to
John Deuehar, to erect-on a
certain Public Road from Dray-
ton to Warwick and passing
through Glengallan ... ... 224, 245
Gayndah--
Boundaries of Municipality of ... 1205
Proclaimed a Municipality .. 1205Gold Fields-
Amended Boundaries of Crocodile
Creek 1221
Amended Boundaries of PeakDowns ... ... .. ... 571
Proclamation of Crocodile Creek... 885
Helidon-
Proclaimed a place for a Turnpike
Gate ... ... ... ... 885
Proclaimed a place where any
Liquor, &c.. may be sold in
quantities not less than two
gallons ... ... ... ... 1035
and Sales-vide "Land."
Mackay constituted a Warehousing
Port
Mandersleigh Bridge-
Proclaimed a place for a Turnpike
1137
Gate  ...  ... ... ... 423
Proclamation corrected ... .. 494
Maudesleigh Bridge, Proclaimed a
place for a Turnpike Gate ... 494
Municipalities, Proclamations of-
vide  " Municipalities."
Parliament-
Prorogation of ... ... ... 205, 1047,
1301
Sessions of  ...  ... 205
Pastoral Districts Proclaimed-
Burke ... ... ... ... 34
Cook ... ... ... ... 33
Warrego ... ... ... ... 33
Port Albany established a port of
Entry and Clearance ... 313, 332,
Postmaster-General declared to be
capable of being elected a
Member of the Legislative
Assembly ... ... .. ...
Prohibiting Introduction
and Cattle-
From Europe
of
...
Sheep
...
Into South Australia
Provinces Proclaimed-Cardwell ... ...
...
...
...
...
Townsville .. ... ..
343
221
34
584
1181
1119
Provincial Councillors appointed for-Clermont ... ... ... ... 1206
Springsure . ... 77
Runs, Proclamations respecting-vide
" Runs."
St. George, proclaimed a place where
any Liquor may be sold in quan-
tities not less than two. gallons... 1161
Secretary for Public Lands declared
to be capable of being elected,
&c., a Member of the Legislative
Assembly ... ... ... ...  759
Secretary for Public Works  declared
to be capable of being elected,
&,c., a Member  of the Legislative
Assembly ...
Townsville-
759
Boundaries of Municipality of ... 257
Constituted a Province ... ... 1119
Constituted a Warehousing Port... 558
Declared a Municipality  ...  .. 211
Proclaimed a Place where Spirits,
&c., may be sold in quantities of
not less than two gallons ...
Wiseman's Bridge-
Proclaimed a Place for a Turnpike
212
Gate 211, 221,
1281, 1301
Proclamation  rescinded ... .. 423
Property ,  Sale of Unclaimed -vide " 2 o-
tie.es"  (Unclaimed).
Rag e.
Prorogation of Parliament-vide " Procla-
mations."
Prosser, Henry, Deed of Assignment of-
Registered in the Supreme Court 561, 563
Provincial Councils-
Members of, appointed-vide " Pro-
ellamations."Petitions praying for Establishment
of-vide  " Petitions."
Proclamations  of-vide  " Proclama-
tions."
Public Lands, Appointments in Department
of-
Boyce, W.  AT., appointed Officer of
3rd Class (transferred from Public
Works Department) ... ... 1095
Tully, W. A.., appointed Under Secre-
tary for .. ; 781
Public Lands, Secretary  for-vide , ",Secre-
tary."
Public Lands and Works, Secretary for--
vide " Secretary."
Public Works, Appointments in Department
of-
Herbert, A. 0., appointed1.Under
Secretary for .. ... ... 781
Pugh, J. w. E., appointed Accountant 1095
Robertson, Robert, appointed Clerk
of the 4th Class ... ... ... 1095
Public Works, Secretary  for-vide " Secre- '
Publicans, ld otices  to--vide  " Notices."
Pugh, John Wm. Edford '-'appointed  !Ac-
countant i  Public Works De-
partment ... ... ... ... 1095
Pullen, George, Probate of Will applied for
in the Estate of ...
Q.
87.8
Quarantine-
Rockhampton,rpl aced in ... ... 537
Released from ... ... ... 605, 849Wandrahm, placed in... ... ... 75
Released from ... ... ... 255
Queen's Counsel-
Lilley, Charles,13he Honorable, ap-
pointed ... 396
Pring, Ratcliff, The Honorable, ap-
pointed ...  ...  ... 1249
Queensland Government Gazette,  Notices
respecting"Subscriptions to, and
Terms of Advertisements in ...41,69,84,114,
199,-218,'229, 249,264, 302, 322,
336, 347, 384,  4,01,-416, 443, 459,
470, 501, 511, 562,` 602, 619, 638,
689, 732, 776, 788, 813, 842, 863,
896, 908, 934, 965, 975, 1097,
1124, 1154, 1168, 1194, 1218,
1244, 1284, 1305
Queensland Government [Savings Bank-
vide  " Government Savings
Bank."
Queensland Light Horse (Ipswich)-
Douyere, W. P., appointed Honorary
Veterinary Surgeon to ...  ... 344
Resignation of Officers in-accepted 332
Services of-dispensed with... 412
Queensland Medical Board-vide " Medical
Board."
Queensland Volunteer Artillery-
Pitt, Henry D., Captain, Resignation
of Commission held by-as Cap-
tain Commandant accepted ... 781
Queensland Volunteer Artillery, No. 1 Bat-
tery-
Notice enumerating those Members
whose services have been dis-
pensed with by His Excellency 216
Queensland Volunteer Artillery, No. 2 (1ps-
wich) Battery-
Jetter, John Frederick Lewis, ap-
pointed 1st Lieutenant of .. 903
McDonald, junior, Jolhn, resignation
of Commission as Lieutenant of,
accepted  ... 313
Watson, George Chale, appointed 2nd
Lieutenant of 903
xxiv. INDEX.
Queensland Volunteer Rifle Brigade-
Additional Bye-laws of Rockhampton
Company approved of by His
Page. Page.
Excellency ... ... .. 161
Hunt, Arthur, Ensign 50th Regiment,
appointed Adjutant and Drill
Instructor of the Volunteer
Brigade .. ... ... ... 1182
Pitt, Henry D., Captain, Resignation
of Commission held by-as Major
of Brigade, accepted . ... 781
Services of Members of Ipswich
Company dispensed with ... 321
Quicke and Thompson, Notices in the Insol-
vent Estate of ... 444, 600
Quinton, W. S., Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ... ... 444, 578
Quinton and Costin, Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of  ...  ... ... ... 536, 578, 896
R.
Rae, John, Notice in the Insolvent Estate of 1170
Raff', George, The Honorable-
Appointed Member of Executive
Council. ... ... ... 626
Resignation as Member of Executive
Council accepted... ..
Railway Department, Appointments in-
Lowe, Statham, appointed Traffic
Manager, Southern and Western
1161
Railway ... .. .. 1095
Railways, Notices respecting-vide " No-
tices."
Ramsay, Abraham, appointed Bailiff-Dis-
trict Court, Dalby . ...
Rangers of Crown Lands apointed-
Buckley, William,- appointed-for
418
Gladstone... ... 377
Coffey, John, appointed-for Roma 1221
Elliott, G. W., appointed-for Rock-
hampton ... .. .. 886
McMahon, John, appointed-for
Banana ... .. 461
Watt, William S., appointed-for
Bowen ... ... ... ... 781
Rawlins, Frederick-
Appointed Assistant Immigration
Agent at Ipswich ... ... 1302
Appointed Police Magistrate at Ips-
wich .. . 1301
Appointed Police Magistrate for the
District of Goodna
Appointed Visiting Justice of Lunatic
1302
Asylum, Woogaroo .. ... 1302
Raymond and Fetherstonhaugh, Dissolu-
tion of Partnership of ... ... 322
Real Property Act-
Notices of Transfers under ... .. 40, 68, 88,
116, 171, 199, 217, 229, 250, 303,
322, 352, 382, 402, 418, 432, 456,
469,  5,_11, 516, 524, 546,  561, 577,
590, 621, 638, 681, 731, 773, 787,
809, 838, 861, 892, 912, 968, 978,
1043, 1101, 1128, 1144, 1194,
1214. 1230, 1255, 1287, 1309
Notices specifying that Certificates of
Title will be dispensed with 443
Notices stating that provisional Certi-
ficates of Title will be issued ... 443, 638, 812,
889
Reardon  v.  O'Keefe-Writ of  Fi. Fa. ..  230, 338
Recording Clerks appointed-
Macalister, junior, Arthur, appointed
-for Burke ... ... ...
Reed, The Rev. George McCullagh, Petition
against the Election and Return
181
of 925
Registrar-General's Department, Appoint-
ments in-
Amos, U. E., appointed Officer of
4th Class ... .. .. 377
Bell, William, appointed Officer of
2nd Class  ...  ... 57
Blakeney, W. T., appointed a Deputy
Registrar-General, and Registrar
of Births, Deaths, and Marriages
for the District of Brisbane ... 35
Registrar-General's Department, Appoint.
ments in-Carrington, Charles, appointed Officer
of 4th Class ... 764
Comyn, Thomas Dillon, appointed
Officer of 5th Class  ...  ... 1302.
District Registrars appointed-vide
" District Registrars. "
Gardner, W. G. A., appointed Officer
of 4th Class ... ... 57Hamersley, Edward, appointed Officer
of 4th Class ... ... 1302
Mylne, T., appointed Officer of 3rd
Class ...  ... ...  57
Peterson, Seth Lethrop, appointed a
Deputy Registrar-General ... 258
Smythe, Thomas Fitzarthur, ap-
pointed Officer of 4th Class  ...  1302
Somerset, F., appointed Officer of
4th Class .. 57
Stevens, W. B., appointed Officer of
3rd class .. ... 57
Stewart, C. L., appointed Officer of
5th Class ... .. 1302
Thynne, Andrew, appointed Officer of
5th Class ... ... ... 1302
Webb, S., appointed Officer of 4th
Class .. ... .. ... 57
Registrar-General's Department, Notice
that Duty Stamps cannot be
affixed by... ... ... ... 1164, 1186;
1210
Registration Fees, Notification that-will
will be reduced from 3s. to 2s. 6d.
from and after 1st January,
1867
Reid William, Deed of Assignment of-
Registered in Supreme Court ...
Renwick, Herbert, Letters of Administra-
tion applied for in the Estate of
Reserved Lands-vide " Lands. "
Returning Officers appointed-
Airey, Matthew, appointed -- for
Municipality of Gayndah
Chester, H. M., appointed-for
Warrego ... ... ... ...
Gordon, James, appointed - for
Municipality of Townsville ...
Griffin, Thomas John, appointed-for
Clermont  ...  ... .. .
Milliard, W. E., appointed-for
Port Curtis ... .
Hockings, A. J., appointed -- for
South Brisbane ... ... ...
Hunter, R. M., . appointed - for
Rockhampton ... ...
Miller, Richard, appointed - for
Leichhardt District .
Morgan, James, appointed - for
Warwick .. ... .
Mylne, Graham, appointed - for
Maranoa
Petrie, John, appointed - for East
Moreton ..
Robinson, E. W., appointed-for
Drayton and Toowoomba ..
Sinclair, D. McDiarmid, appointed-
for Eastern Downs
Warry, R. S., appointed-for South
Brisbane ... ...
White, J. C., appointed-for Eastern
Downs ... ...
Revenue, Statements of Consolidated ...
Rhodes and Son, Benjamin, Deed of Assign-
ment of-Registered in the
Roads-
Supreme Court ... ... ...
Closing of
1136, 1161
912
689
1249
571
297
803
571
105
571
105
492, 521
105
461
1301
492
461
105
63, 65, 348,
586
431
... 417, 430, 966
978, 1043, 1142,
1167, 1192
Confirming of  New ... ...  ... 225, 336, 344,
398, 413, 414, 584, 611, 612,  6329633, 675,  72S, 1124, 1137, 1162'
1163, 1184, 1185, 1207, 1222
Enclosing of ...
1223, 1250, 1251, 1283
... ... 363,1502, 81
INDEX. aav.
Roads-Opening of New
page.
_39,  40,  62, 83,
113, 170,  246, 332,  351, 378, 382,
429, 430, 455, 456, 469, 500, 513,
584, 911,  935, 966, 977, 978,
1043, 1044, 1100, 1127, 1139,
1163
Roberts ,  Wil liam, Notice in the Insolvent
Estate of  ...
Robertson ,  James Sutherland ,  Probate of
Will applied  for in the Estate of
Robertson ,  Robert, appointed Clerk of 4th
Class in Public Works Depart-
ment ..
1259
233
1095
Robertson , William,  Notices in the Insol-
vent Estate of ... 219, 404, 878
Robertson and Bird, Dissolution of Partner-
ship of ... ... ...  ...  92, 119, 175
Robertson and Others v.  Boyes-Writ of
Fi. Fa. : 968...  . ...
Robinson ,  Anthony Bennett, appointed
Draftsman in Chief Commissioner
of Crown Lands '  Department ... 57
Robinson ,  Arthur ,  appointed Bailiff Western
District Court.  Dalby 1129
Robinson ,  Edwin  Woodward, appointed
Returning Officer for Drayton
and Toowoomba ... ...  1301
" Rockhampton"---
Placed in Quarantine  ... ... ...  537Released from Quarantine  ... ...  605, 849
Rockhampton--
Appointed  a Polling Place for Port
Curtis District ... 246
Rundle ,  Matthew S .,  appointed
Shipping Inspector at ... . .... 258
'Trustees appointed for Cemetery at 1206
Trustees appointed for School of Arts
at ... .. 1120
Wodehouse ,  Charles E., appointed
Land Agent at  ...  ... ... 35
Rogers ,  Stephen, Notices in the Insolvent
Estate of ... ... ... ... 305, 405, 744
Roma--
Provisions of  Towns  Police Act
extended  to . ... ...
Public Pound  proclaimed at...
Ross ,  George  Campbell, Probate of Will
applied  for in  the Estate 'of ...
Ross and Gordon , Notice  in the Insolvent
409
539
444
Estate of  ...  ... 1197
Ross  v.  Burke-Writ of  Fi.  Fa. .. 1290, 1291
Rundle, Matthew  S., appointed  Shipping
Inspector at Rockhampton ... 258
.Runs---
Accepted  Tenders for ... ... 265 , 636, 771
Amended descriptions  of ... ... 378, 398
List of Licenses of ... ... ... 317, 677, 834
855
List  of Runs on  which  Rent has not
been  paid on or before the 30th
of September , and which will
become forfeited ,  unless full
amount  of Rent, with 25 per
cent.  penalty added, be paid
within ninety days  ... ..  1140,  1165,
1190,  1212, 1226,
1253,  1285, 1306
Notice  regarding  Local Crown Lands
Office for Burke and Cook
Districts  ... ... ... ... 108,166,182,
213, 226
Notices  respecting payment of Rent
and Assessment on ... 612,  633, 676,
728, 765,  782,  830, 855,
888, 908,  932, 964
Notices to holders of Runs  regarding
applications for Leases  in, the
District of
Burke
Cook
Notification to Lessees
... ... 108, 166, 182108,163, 182,
212
that Leases
are ready for delivery 857, 888, 909,
932
Regulations under  Pastoral Leases
Act  respecting Valuers of Rent of 36
D
Page.Runs-Regulations respecting Closing of
Local Crown Lands  Offices ...  332, 345, 379,
397, 414.
Renewals of Pastoral Leases  ...  216, 516
Runs appraised for Renewed Leases
in the District of
Darling Downs ... ... ... 303, 861, 891,
1101
Moreton  (Settled ) ... ... ...  229, 430
Port Curtis  ... ... ...  336, 861, 891
Sale of Pastoral  Leases-Proclamations respecting  ... ...  313, 331, 343,
377, 396, 409, 423, 449,
461, 492, 571, 581
Withdrawal of ... 416
Sale of Unexpired Term of Leases of
Forfeited Runs ... 621, 637, 676,
681, 730, 771, 783, 809,
839, 862, 892, 910, 936
Survey  of- vide  "  Surveys."
Transfer of ... ... . 67, 68, 115,
350, 352, 588, 620,
861, 891, 966, 967
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LEGISLATIVE  ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1866.
THE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and the
following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member to
serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Mitchell, in room of JOHN GoRtE JoNEs, Esquire, whose Seat
in the said -Assembly path become vacant by reason of the aeceptane ofOffice bythe said John Gore Jones, Esquire.
.Place of Nomination ... .. , Allan ' s Head Station.
Date of Writ  ... ... ... 2nd January, 1866.
Date of Nomination ... ... 16th February, 1866.
Polling  Day... ... ... ... 19th  February, 1866.
Return of Writ ... ... ... ?6th March,1866.
By Command of the Honorable  the Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of Legislative  Assf inbly.
Aiithnrity : W. C. BELBfaID a E, Government Printer ,  William street, Brisbane,
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G
ENERAL RULES made under  the authority
of the  District Courts Act  of  1858, and the
District Courts Act Amendment  Act of  1865, for
making General Rules, and for framing forms for
every matter and proceeding in the said Courts,
and for keeping all books, entries ,  and accounts to
be kept by the Registrars of the said Courts, and
approved by us the Judges of the Supreme Court
of Queensland.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J . P. LUTWYCHE, J.
Dated 1st January, 1866.
IN pursuance of the powers conferred upon us by
the  District Courts Act of  1858, and the  District
Courts Act Amendment Act of  1865: We, EDMUND
SHEPPARD, CHARLES WILLIAM BLAKENEY, and
JOSEPH GEORGE LONG INNES, Esquires, being the
District Court Judges duly appointed under the said
Acts, hereby make the following General Rules for
the District Courts of the Colony of Queensland:-
1. The scale of fees, and schedule of forms here-
unto annexed, shall form part of these Rules.
INTERPRETATION.
2. The following terms in inverted commas shall
bear the several meanings set against them respec-
tively
- The  Act."-The District Courts Act of  1858,
(22 Vic., No. 18.)
Sealed."-Sealed with the seal of the parti-
cular District Court.
Party."-The plaintiff or plaintiffs, or defend-
ant or defendants, as the case may be.
"Registrar," "bailiff," "other officer."-Any
registrar, bailiff, or other specified officer,
or the person duly appointed and autho-
rised to act as such respectively.
Home Court."-The Court from which
process is originally issued.
Home District."-The District from which
process is originally issued.
"Foreign Court."-The Court of the District
into which the process is issued from
another Court.
'(Forei n District. "-The 'District into which
• pt Fei a r ; r r t : f'raxti an h car D'ist'rict:
"  On  Oath ."- Viva voce,  or by affidavit.
And unless there be something in the context
inconsistent therewith ,  the provisions of
the 1st section  of the  Act shall apply to
the interpretation of these rules.
INFANT.
3.  When  an infant applies to enter a plaint for
any cause of action  (other than for wages or piece-
work, or for work or services as a clerk ,  servant,
mechanic ,  or laborer )  he shall, at the time of
entering  the plaint ,  procure the attendance of a
next friend ,  to be approved  by the  Registrar, and
no plaint shall be entered until the next friend has
undertaken ,  in the form set forth in the schedule
hereto, to be  responsible  for costs ,  who, on entering
into such undertaking ,  shall be liable in the same
manner, and to the same extent, as if he were a
plaintiff in an ordinary suit, and the cause shall
proceed in the name of the infant by such next
friend, and the undertaking shall be filed by the
Registrar ,  but no order of the Court shall be neces-
sary for the appointment of such next friend. If
the plainti ff  fail in or discontinue his suit, and do
not pay the amount of the costs awarded by the
Court to be paid by him to the defendant ,  proceed-
ings may be taken for the recovery of such amount
from the next friend as for the recovery of any
debt ordered  to be  paid by the Court.
REGISTRARS' DUTIES.
4. The Registrar shall keep an office at each
place where  the Court  of which he is Registrar is
holden, and such off ice shall be kept open on such
days, and for such hours as the Judge shall from
time to time appoint.
5. The Registrar shall keep the books in the
forms set forth in the schedule, and every entry in
such books shall have a number prefixed corres-
ponding with that of the plaint to which the entry
relates.
6. Whenever the Registrar  or  his lawful deputy
is absent from the Court ,  the Judge shall appoint a
deputy to act on behalf of the Registrar ; and an
entry of such appointment ,  and the cause of such
absence  (if known )  shall be made on the minutes
of the Court.
7. Whenever a Registrar appoints a deputy, the
reason of such appointment shall be entered on the
minutes of each Court for which such deputy acts.
8. The duties of acting in Court as Registrar,
and signing'the  m inute book, shall be performed by
t•he'`hcgi tray, o his Pa*fu1 d
49.  The  Registrar of the Court shall sign and
issue all summonses and warrants forthwith after
the plaints are entered or warrants applied for.
10. Where a summons is required to be served
by a bailiff in a foreign district ,  the Registrar shall
transmit the same, and a copy thereof to the bailiff
of the foreign district ,  with a letter according to
the form in the schedule  ;  and if the summons be
returned to the Registrar by the bailiff of the
foreign district not served ,  the Registrar shall
forthwith give notice to the plaintiff of such non-
service.
11. The Registrar shall in in all cases in which a
summons is to be served by a bailiff in a foreign
district ,  require the plaintiff to deposit with him
a sum of money sufficient to defray the expenses of,
and incident to, such service.
12. The Registrar shall in all cases, where  by
these Rules particulars are required ,  annex to the
summons a copy of the plainti ff 's particulars,
sealed with the seal of the Court  ;  and shall also
make and deliver to the bailiff a true copy of the
summons for endorsement ,  as required by Rule 19.
13. Searches may be made ,  and the money to
which suitors are entitled shall be paid out upon
demand, on such days as the Judge shall from time
to time appoint ,  which days sha ll  be printed or
written on the plaint note.
14. Whenever money is paid into, or deposited
in Court, whether before or after judgment, an
acknowledgment in writing of such payment or
deposit shall be given by the Registrar on the
summons or order.
15. No  officer of the Court, and no partner or
clerk of any such officer shall, on account of suitors,
sign the ledger ,  or any other book ,  or receive money,
or otherwise  net  as an agent  for that purpose.
16. No officer of the Court ,  or practising attorney,
or clerk of such officer or attorney ,  shall become
surety in any case where by the practice of the
Court security is required.
BAILIFF'S DUTIES.
17. The bailiff shall keep books and make returns
in the forms set forth in the schedule.
18. The bailiff  shall attend personally ,  or by his
lawful deputy, at the office of the Registrar, when
necessary ,  for receiving summonses ,  and for per..
forming any other duty  ;  and shall ,  at the said
office, compare with the original the copy of every
summons  delivered to him, so as to be able to prove
• its correctness.
19. If the service of the summons has been
personal ,  the baili ff  who served the same shall
endorse on the copy of the summons delivered to
him by the  Registrar,  the fact and mode of such
service ; and ,  if the service has not been personal,
he shall endorse on the copy of the summons the
statement which has been made by the person to
whom the summons  was  delivered ,  or other circum-
stances from which it may be inferred that the
service of the summons has come to the knowledge
of the defendant  ;  and, if the summons has not
been served .  the bailiff shall endorse on such copy
the fact and the reason of such non -service, and
shall deliver such summons and copy to the
Registrar with  the list  of summonses mentioned in
the Rule 21 ,  unless the judge shall otherwise
order, and such copy shall be produced ,  at the time
of the trial ,  by the Registrar or bailiff,  as. the
Judge may require.,
20. Where a summons is required to be served
in a foreign district by the bailiff of that district,
he shall ,  nine clear days before the return day of
the summons ,  transmit the copy thereof to the
Registrar of the home district with an affidavit of
such service, if the summons has. been served, and
if it has not been served lie shall return the
summons with an affidavit stating why it has not
been served  ;  and the affidavit shall state the same
particulars  as to  service or non-service as are
required by the last preceding rule. to be endorsed
on a summons  ;  and if such affidavit be defective,
the  bailiff '  shall amend the same at his own expense
in conformity with the directions of the Judge of
the home district.
21. The  bailiff f-o  any District Court shall not be
required to serve any. , . ,,si 3nulOlns  at, fl  d i aoce.
beyond five miles from each court, unless the same
has been delivered to him, if for a distance within
ten miles, at least twelve days, and if for a distance
beyond ten miles and within thirty miles, at least
eighteen days, and if for a distance beyond thirty
miles, at least twenty-eight days before the return
day of the summons. Provided that this rule shall
not apply to the Brisbane District Court.
22. Four days before the day of holding any
Court the bailiff shall deliver to the Registrar a
list of all summonses on plaints -issued to him,
returnable at such. Court, and such return shall
state the mode of service, or the cause of non-
service of each summons, and the bailiff shall at
the same time, unless the Judge shall otherwise
order, deliver to the Registrar the copy of every
such summons which has been served, and- the
summons itself and copy when not served ; and the
bailiff shall verify by affidavit all the statements
contained in-the list aforesaid.
23. Where the service of any summonses has
been undertaken by the plaintiff, or any competent
person employed by him, the copy of every such,
summons which has been served, and the summons
itself and copy when not served, shall be returned
to the bailiff' at least six days before the return day
thereof, together with an affidavit verifying the
service or cause of non- service of such summons.
24. Where a summons has not been served, and
the summons remains in the hands of the bailiff, he
shall at the time of making out the list aforesaid
give notice to the plaintiff of the fact of such non-
service in the form set forth in the schedule.
25. The bailiff shall enter in the order book all
orders for the payment of' money or costs, or both,
which he shall have received, and the date on
which he shall have caused the same to be posted,
or otherwise forwarded.
26. The bailiff' shall enter in his warrant book
every warrant which lie has been required to
execute, and shall state from time to time therein
what he shall have done under each warrant, and if
the same be not executed within one calendar month
from the day of its delivery to him, why it was not
executed ; and the bailiff shall, at all reasonable
times, give to a suitor every information that he
may reasonably require, as to the execution, or
non-execution, of any warrant which has been
issued at the instance of such suitor.
27. Every-bailiff levying or receiving any money,
by virtue of any process issuing out of the Court of
which he is bailiff, shall forthwith pay over the
same to the Registrar of such Court, and file such
process in the office of the Registrar.
-28. Whenever a warrant required to be executed
in a foreign district, has not been executed within
one calendar month from the day of its receipt by
the bailiff' of the foreign court, such bailiff shall,
on the day after the termination of such month,
make a return to the Registrar of the home court,
of what he shall have done under such warrant,
and why it has not been executed ; and when the
same warrant has not been executed during the
time it is in force, such bailiff shall return the same
to the said Registrar, within twenty-four hours
from the expiration of such time, and shall endorse
on such warrant the reason why the same could not
be executed, and he shall sign such endorsement,
but, the bailiff shall return such warrant to the said
Registrar at any time, although unexecuted, if he
shall be directed to do so by the said Registrar, or
shall give such information as such Registrar may
require in the matter of the warrant.
PLAINT.
29. Every plaint shall be entered in the plaint
book twelve clear days before the return day of the
.summons. .
30. Where the plaintiff is unacquainted with the
defendant's christian name, the defendant may be
described by his surname or by his surname and
the initial of his christian name, or by such name
as, lie is generally known by, and the defendant may
be so described in the summons;- and in the event
of the plaintiff or defendant not appearing, the pro-
ceedings under sections 63 and 64 of the Act may
be taken, as if the true christian name and surname
had; been stated= in the. sxa?nn?aoR,.nd all;subsequex..
v0
proceedings thereon may be taken in conformity
with such description, but without prejudice to any
amendment to be made at any future time by direc-
tion of the Judge.
PARTICULA Rs.
31. On entering the plaint, the plaintiff shall in
all cases deliver at the office of the Registrar, as
many copies of a statement of the particulars of his
demand or cause of action as there are defendants,
and an additional copy to be filed ; and where the
demand exceeds £200, but the plaintiff desires to
abandon the excess or to admit a set-off, and sues
in a District Court for the residue, the abandon-
ment or the admission of the set-off shall be entered
on the particulars and the copies thereof before
service, and in all cases the particulars shall be
deemed part of the summons.
PLAINT NOTE.
32. At the time of entering the plaint, the
Registrar shall give to the plaintiff or his attorney
or agent, a note under the seal of the Court accord-
ing to the form in the schedule ; and no money
shall be paid out of Court to the plaintiff or his
attorney or agent, unless on production of such
note; provided that in the event of such note being
lost or destroyed, no money shall be paid to any
person unless it be proved on oath to the satisfac-
tion of the Registrar that the person applying is
the plaintiff or his agent authorised. in that behalf.
SUMMONS TO APPEAR TO A PLAINT.
33. The summons to appear to a plaint shall be
in the form set forth in the schedule, and shall be
dated of the day on which the plaint is entered,
and the date thereof shall be the commencement of
the suit.
34. Such summons may be returnable either at
the next Court after the entry of the plaint, or by
leave of the Court or Registrar at any subsequent
Court.
35. Where a summons is issued by leave of the
Judge or Registrar, the words  "by  leave of the
Court," or  "by  leave of the Registrar," as the
case may be, shall be written on the face of the
summons.
36. Where a summons has not been served, suc-
cessive summonses may be issued without entering
a new plaint, unless the non-service has been caused
by the fact of the defendant's having removed from
the address given before the entry of the plaint, or
unless the plaintiff shall have given a wrong or
insufficient address ; but if the bailiff shall ascer-
tain that the defendant has removed to some other
place within the district of the-iCourt, he shall serve
the summons at such other place, endorsing on the
copy thereof the new address, and the successive
summons or summonses shall bear the same date
and number as the summons first issued, which
date and number shall be written in red ink in the
plaint book, and such summonses shall be a con-
tinuance of the first summons ; provided that no
successive summons shall be issued on a plaint
which has been entered more than three months.
37. A summons to appear to a plaint, where it is
to be served in the home district, shall be served
at least eight clear days, and where it is to be
served in aforeign district, shall be served at least
ten clear days kbefore the. return day thereof ; pro-
vided that a summons ay be issued at any time
before the return day on production by the plaintiff
to the registrar of an affidavit showing that the
defendant is about to remove out of the ordinary
jurisdiction of the Court, and service of such
summons at any time before the return day may be
deemed good service, if at the hearing the Judge
is satisfied on the evidence on oath before him that
such party was about to remove out of the ordinary
jurisdiction of the Court ; but in any such case,
whether such proof be given or not, the Judge may,
in his discretion, and on such terms as he shall think
fit,, adjourn the hearing.
38. The service of the summons, except in the
cases hereinafter specially provided for, shall be
either personal or by delivering the same to some
person apparently, fourteen years old, at the house
or place of dwelling or place of business of the
defendant. but no place of burin' es9 shall be deemed
the place of business of the defendant unless he-
shall be the master, or one of the masters thereof.
39. Where a defendant is living or serving on
board of any ship or vessel, it shall be sufficient
service to deliver the summons to the person on
board who is, at the time of such service, apparently
in charge of such ship or vessel.
40. Where a defendant is residing or quartered
in any barracks, and serving Her Majesty as a
soldier or marine, it shall be sufficient service to
deliver the summons at the barracks to the adjutant
of the corps, or to any officer or sergeant of the
company or troop to which such soldier or marine
belongs.
41. Where a defendant is a prisoner in a gaol it
shall be sufficient service to deliver the summons at
the gaol to the governor or any person appearing to'
be the head officer in charge thereof.
42. Where a defendant is working in any mine
or other works under ground, it shall be sufficient
service to deliver the summons at the mine or works
to the engine-man, banks-man, or other person
apparently in charge of the mine or works.
43. Where the defendant is employed and dwells
in any lunatic or other public asylum, or in any
.gaol or house of correction, it shall be sufficient
service to deliver the summons to the gate-keeper
or lodge-keeper of the asylum, gaol, or house of
correction.
44. Service of the summons may be effected on a
railway company, or other corporation, by deliver-
ing the summons to a secretary, station-master, or
clerk of the defendant at any station or office within
the district of the Court in which the summons is
to be served.
45. Where a defendant keeps his house or place
of dwelling or of business closed, in order to prevent
a bailiff from serving the summons, it shall be suffi-
cient service to affix such summons on the door of
such house or place of business.
46. Where a bailiff is prevented by the violence
or threats of the defendant, or of any other person
or persons in concert with him, from personally
serving such summons, it shall be sufficient service
to leave such summons as near to the defendant, or
to his house, or place off` dwelling, or of business, as
may be practicable.
47. Where the summons has not been served
under the -provisions of the last three rules, nor
personally, and the defendant does not appear in
person, or by a barrister, attorney, or agent, at the
return day, the cause may proceed, if the Judge be
satisfied, by evidence on oath before him, that the
service of such summons has come to the know-
ledge of the defendant before the return day, but
no such evidence shall be necessary in the cases
specially mentioned in the last three rules, or where
the service is personal.
48. Wherever a summons has been served in one
of the modes hereinbefore mentioned, but it appears
that it has come to the knowledge of the defendant
less than eight clear days before the return day, the
cause may, at the discretion of the Judge, proceed
or be adjourned, whether the defendant appears or
not at the hearing.
49. The above rules as to the mode, but not those
as to the time of service of summons to appear to a
plaint, shall apply to the mode of service of all
summonses, subpcenas, processes, or notices what-
soever, except where otherwise directed by the Act,
or by the rules of the Court.
50. No summonses, subpoena, order, or other
process, or notice, shall be served on Sunday,
Christmas Day, or Good Friday, or on any day
appointed by proclamation for a public fast, humi-
liation, or thanksgiving, but such days shall be
counted in the computation of the time required by
these rules in respect of such service.
PAYMENT INTO COURT BEFORE JUDGMENT.
51. Where the defendant is desirous of paying
money . into Court, it shall (except where other-
wise expressly provided) be paid five clear days
before the return day of summons, with Court
fees and the attorney's costs, where the amount
paid in exceeds ten pounds : provided that at
any time before the return day the defendant
may 'pay money into Court -with 'such, costs as
6aforesaid, and give notice thereof to the plaintiff ;
and where money  is so  paid in less than five clear
days before the return day, it shall be lawful for
the Court to order the defendant to pay such
costs as  the plaintiff shall have incurred in pre-
paring for trial before the notice of such payment
was received by him, or in attending the Court.
52. If the plaintiff elect to accept in full satis-
faction of his claim, including costs, such money
as shall have been paid into Court by the
defendant, and shall send to the Registrar and to
the defendant by post, or leave at the Registrar's
office and at the defendant's place of dwelling,
or place of business, a written notice, stating such
acceptance within such reasonable time before the
return day, as the time of payment by the
defendant has permitted, the action shall abate,
and the plaintiff shall not be liable to any further
costs . But in default of such notices from the
plaintiff the cause may proceed.
INSPECTION OF DOCUMENTS.
53. Where , in . any action the plaintiff or
defendant is desirous of inspecting any written or
printed document or instrument, in which lie has
An interest, and to the production of which he is
entitled for the purposes of the action, and which
shall be in the possession or power, or under the
control, of the other party, such plaintiff or
defendant may, five clear days before the day of
hearing, give notice to the other party, by post
or otherwise, that he or his attorney desires to
inspect any such document, describing the same,
at any place to be appointed by the other party ;
and if such other party shall neglect or refuse to
appoint such place, or to allow such plaintiff or
defendant, or his attorney, to inspect such
document or instrument, within three days after
receiving such notice, the Judge may, in his
discretion, on the day of hearing adjourn the
cause , and make such order as to costs as he shall
think fit.
WITHDRAWAL BY PLAINTIFF.
54. If the plaintiff be desirous of not proceeding
in any cause, he may give notice thereof to the
Registrar and to the defendant, or his attorney ;
and after the receipt of such notice the defendant
shall not be entitled to any further costs than
those incurred up to the time of the receipt of
such notice, unless the Judge shall otherwise
order.
CAUSE SENT FOR TRIAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT.
'55. Where any action under section 98 of
the Act is ordered to be tried in a District Court,
the Registrar of the District Court mentioned in
the order shall enter the same in the minute
book of the Court for hearing on the day appointed
by the Judge of such Court.
NOTICE OF DEFENCE AND PLEAS.
56. Except in the cases hereinafter provided for,
whenever it is the intention of the defendant to
contest the plaintiff's claim, or any part thereof,
the defendant shall, at least five clear days before
the return day of the summons, deliver to the
Registrar of the Court a notice in writing of such
intention.
57. Where the defendant intends to rely upon
a set-off, payment, infancy, coverture, Statute of
Frauds, any Statute of Limitations, or discharge
under any statute relating to bankrupts, or any
Act for the relief of insolvent debtors, or a plea of
justification in any action of tort, he shall at least
'five clear days before the return day of the
summons, deliver to the Registrar a plea setting
forth such defence.
58. Where a defendant intends to set-off any
debt or demand alleged to be due to him by the
plaintiff, he shall, with 'his plea, deliver to the
Registrar. of the Court a statement m writing of
the particulars of such set-off, at least five clear
days before the return day of the summons.
59. Where a defendant intends to rely upon the
dofea'ce 'of payment, he shall, with his plea,
deliver to the Registrar of the Court a statement
in writing of the particulars of such payment at
leapt five clear  da-ys, before the return day of -.the
60. Where a defendant intends to rely on the
defence of infancy, he shall, with his plea, deliver
to the Registrar of the Court, at least five clear
days before the return day of the summons, a
statement in writing, setting forth the place and
date of his birth, so far as he is able.
61. Where a defendant intends to rely on the
defence of coverture, she shall, with her plea,
deliver to the Registrar of the Court, at least five
clear days before the return day of the summons,
a statement in writing, setting forth as far as she
is able, the place and date of marriage, together
with the christian name and surname, and last
known place of address, of her husband.
62. Where a defendant intends to rely on the
defence of a discharge under any statute relating
to bankrupts, or any Act for relief of insolvent
debtors, he shall, with his plea, deliver to the
Registrar of the Court, at least five clear days
before the return day of the summons, a statement
in writing, setting forth the data of his certificate
and the allowance thereof, or the date of the proof
of debt by the plaintiff.
63. In all cases mentioned in the last seven
rules, the party thereby required to deliver the
notice plea or particulars shall, unless otherwise
expressly ordered, at least five clear days before
the day of hearing, deliver to the Registrar of the
Court as many copies thereof as there are opposite
parties, with the copy to ' be filed, and the bailiff'
shall, as soon as conveniently may be, serve the
said copies on each of the opposite parties.
64. Where the defence is a tender, such defence
shall not be available, unless before or at the
hearing of the cause the defendant pays into the
Court (which may be without costs) the amount
alleged to have been tendered.
EVIDENCE.
65. Subpoenas to witnesses may be issued without
leave of the Court to be served either in the
home or in any foreign district.
66. It shall be sufficient if a subpoena to a
witness be served a reasonable time before the
actual hearing.
67. Where either party proposes to give a
judgment of a superior Court, or any other
document, whether printed or written, in evidence,
he may, by a demand in writing, made a reasonable
time before the hearing, require the  other  party
to admit (saving all just exceptions to the
admissibility of such document in evidence) the
document to be read in evidence Without proof,
and if such demand be not made no costs of
proving such document shall be allowed unless
the Judge shall otherwise order. If such demand
be not complied with, and the Judge think it
reasonable that the admission should have been
made, the party refusing shall bear the expense
of proving such document, whatever may be the
event of the cause.
JURY.
68. Notice  of demand of a jury shall be made
in writing to the Registrar of the Court four clear
days before  the  day of hearing ,  and the summonses
to the intended jurors sha ll  be delivered to the
bailiff forthwith.
69. Where notice of a demand of a jury has
not been given in due time, or if at the hearing
both parties desire to try by a jury, the Judge
may, on such terms as he may think fit, adjourn
the cause,  in order that the necessary steps for
such trial may be taken ,  and the trial shall take
place accordingly.
70.  Cases of interpleader and replevin at  the
instance of either party may, in the discretion of
the Judge, be tried by a jury.
71. The number of jurymen summoned to
attend at a Court, for the trial of causes ,  shall be
twelve ,  unless the Judge shall otherwise order..
ADJOURNMENT OF CAUSE.
72. The parties to any cause ,  at any time before
the cause is - called on ,  may by consent postpone
the hearing to such subsequent Court as the Judge
shall direct.,
73. Where  ;a cause is adjourned, - no order of
.adjournment - shall be served on either party; unless
fly d r t:-ort'of . the th ings.
74. When anything, required by the practice of
the Court to be done by either party before or
during the hearing, has not been done, the Judge
may in his discretion, and on such terms as he
shall thix l fit, adlcurn the hearing to enable the
party to comply with the practice.
HEARING.
75. If  at the return day of a summons, or at
any adjournment of the Court at which it is
returnable, the Plaintiff does not appear, and the.
defendant does appear and does not admit the
plain tiff's denmand, the Judge may in his discretion
award to the defendant costs in the same manner
and to the same amount as to barrister, attorney,
witnesses, and other matters, as if the cause had
been tried.
76. No attorney shall be allowed to appear for
any person in a District Court until he has been
admitted to pr-ac=tide in the Supreme Court of
Queensland, and has signed a roll or book to be
kept by the District Court Registrar for that
purpose.
77. ,"here an infant 'defendant appears at the
hearing, and names a person willing to act as
guardian, who then assents so to act, such person
shall be appointed guardian accordingly ; but, if
the defendant do not name a guardian, the Judge
may npaoint any person in Court willing to become
gooardia n, or, iii default of such person, time Judge
shall appoint time Registrar of the Court to be
giiemlian, and the cause shall proceed thereu. pop as
if another person had been appointed guardian ;
and the name of the guardian appointed shall be
catered in the form in the Schedule;  'and no
rest:onsii;iiity shall attach to the _tegistrar when
so appointed guardian at the instance of the Court.
73, Where a pllaintifl' avails himself of the
l:rovisions of section 17 of  the A ct, and i,roceeds
ag;ailost only one or snore of several persons jointly
aln.swa enable, the defendant or defendants sued ma,y
avail himself or tllerrmselves of any set-off or other
defence to which he or they :would be entitled if all
the persons answerable wore made defendants.
AM EN DM EN :C.
79. Where, a person other than the defendant
appears at the ,fearing and admits that be is the
Ie1soll whom the plaintiff' intended to charge, his
name nlmiy be substituted for that of the defendant.,
if the plaintiff consents ; and thereupon the cause
shall proceed as to set-off' and other matters as if
such person had been originally named in the
€ummons, and the costs of the person originally
named as defendant shall be in the discretion of the
Judge.
80. Mrbere a party sues or is sued in a repre-
sentative character, taut at the hearing it appears
that he ought to have sued or been sued in his own
right, the Judge may, at the instance of either
party, and on such terms as he shall think fit,
amend the proceedings accordingly, and there.u on
the cause shall proceed as to set-off and other
matters as if the proper description of the party
had been given in the summons.
81. Where a. party sues or is sued in his own
right, but at the hearing it appears that he ought
to have sued or -been sued in a representative
character, the Judge may, at the instance of either
party, and on such terms as he shat think fit,
amend the proceedings accordingly, and thereupon
the cause shall proceed as to sot-off and other
matters as if the proper description of the party
had been given in the summons.
82. Where the name or description of a plaintiff
in the summons is insufficient or incorrect, it may
at the hearing be amended at the instance of either
party, by order of the Judge, on such terms as he
shall think fit, and thereupon the cause shall
proceed as to set-off and other matters as if the
name or description had been originally such as it
appears after the amendment has been made.
83. Where the name or description of a defend-
ant in the summons is insufficient or incorrect, and
the defendant appears andobjects to the description,
it may at the hearing be amended at the instance of
either party, by order of the Judge, on such terms
as he .shall think fit, and thereupon the cause shall
proceed as to set-off and other  matters as if  the
name or description had been originally  such as it
appears after the .amendment has been made ; but
if no objection is taken to the name or description
the cause may proceed, and in the judgment and
all subsequent proceedings founded thereon the
defendant may be named and described  in the same
manner.
81. In actions by or  against a  husband,  if a wife
be improperly joined or omitted as a party, the
summons may at the hearing be amended at the
instance of either party, by order of the Judge, on
such terms as he shall think fit, and thereupon the
cause shall proceed as to set-off and other matters,
as if the proper person had been made party to the
suit.
85. Where it appears at the hearing that  a reater
number of persons have been made plaintiffs than
by law required, the names of the persons
improperly joined may, at the instance of either
party, be struck out, by order of the Judge, on
such terms as he shall think fit, and thereupon the
cause shall proceed as to set-off and other matters,
as if the proper party or parties had alone been
made plaintiffs.
86.. Where it appears at the hearing that a less
number of persons have been made plaintiffs than
by law required, the name of the omitted person
may, at the instance of either party, be added by
order of the Judge, on such terms as he shall think
fit, and thereupon the cause shall proceed as to
set-off and other matters,  as if  the proper persons
had been originally made parties ; and if such person
shall, either at the hearing or at some adjournment
thereof, personally or by writing signed by him or
his agent, consent to become a plaintiff in manner-
aforesaid, the Judge shall then pronounce judgement
as if such. person had originally been made a
plaintiff'; but if such person shall not consent to
become a plaintiff in manner aforesaid, either at the
hearing or at the adjournment thereof, judgment of
nonsuit shall be entered.
87. Where it appears at a hearing that a greater
number of persons have been made defendants
than by law recIIlired, the name of the person
improperly joined may, at the instance of either
party, be struck out by order of the Judge, on such
terms as he shall think fit, and thereupon the cause
shall proceed as to set-off and other matters, as if
the proper party or parties had alone been made
d ,ferudauts, and the costs of the person improperly
joined as a defendant shall be in the discretion of
the Judge.
88. Where two or more persons are made
defendants, and some of them have not been served,
the name or names of the defendant or defendants
who have not been served may, at the instance of
either party, be struck out by order of the Judge,
on such terms as he shall think fit, and thereupon
the cause shall proceed as to set-off and other
matters, as if the party or parties whose name or
names have not been struck out, had alone been
made defendant or defendants.
COSTS.
89. The Judge shall in each  case  direct what
number of witnesses are to be allowed  on taxation
of costs, between party and party, and their
allowance for attendance shall in no  case exceed
the rate of the allowances mentioned  in the Scale in
the Schedule.
90. The costs of witnesses, whether they have
been examined or not, may, in the discretion of
the Judge, be -allowed, though they have not
been subpoenaed.
91. Money  paid into  Court  on a jud gment shall
be appropriated, first  in satisfaction  of the costs,.
and afterwards  in satisfaction  of the original
demand.
92. Costs of warrants of execution, whether
executed  or unexecuted ,  or unproductive ,  shall be
allowed against the defendant,  unless  the Judge
shall otherwise direct.
93. Costs of  warrants of commitment and writs
of  capias ad scutisfaciend um,  whether executed or
unexecuted ,  shall be allowed against the defend au t,
unless  the Judge  shall otherwise direct.
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94. No possession fee shall be payable where
an execution is paid out at the time -of the levy ;
but if the officer shall' necessarily remain in pos-
session  - more than - one hour, and the execution
shall be paid out on- the day of levy, the  possession
fee for that day shall be,charged:
95. In all cases in which an attorney shall, have
been  employed by either party, and such party
shall recover, costs of -suit, the amount whereof
has not been determined by the Judge at -the
hearing;'the attorney of the party entitled to such
costs  shall within two days after the hearing file
his bill of costs with the Registrar, who shall
thereupon give an appointment for the taxation
thereof, a copy of which appointment and ' costs
shall  be served upon the opposite party twenty-
four hours before the time appointed for such
taxation. If the party obtaining the appointment
shall fail to appear thereon the Registrar may tax
ex pary.
ORDERS.
96. Orders for payment of money, or costs, or
both, and orders of adjournment, when directed to
be served, shall in all cases be prepared by the
Registrar of the home court, and delivered to the
bailiff, who shall send them by post or otherwise to
the parties on whom they are respectively directed
to be served.
97.. Where the Court gives leave to take any
proceeding, it shall not be necessary to draw up any
order, nor shall any order be drawn up to warrant
such proceeding.
INSTALMENTS.
98. When an- order is made for the payment of
any sum of money by instalments, such instalments
shall be payable at such periods as the Judge
shall order ; and if no period be mentioned, the
first shall become due on the 28th day from that
of making the order ; and every successive instal-
ment shall become due at a like period of twenty-
eight days from the day of the previous  instalment
becoming due ; and such instalments shall be paid
into Court, in accordance with section 76 of the
Act.
WARRANTS OF EXECUTION.
99. All warrants of execution shall bear date on
the day on which they are issued, and shall
continue in force for twelve calendar months from
such date and no longer.
100. Where a defendant  has made  default in
'payment of the whole amount awarded by the
judgment, or of an instalment thereof, a warrant
of execution, without leave of the Court,
ma  issue;
and such execution shall be for the whole amount
of the judgment and costs then remaining unsatis-fied, unless, in the case of instalments, the -Judge
shall otherwise direct at the time - of giving
judgment.
101. The Registrar shall, on issuing a warrant
of execution, endorse thereon the amount to be
levied, distinguishing the amount adjudged to be
paid, and the amount of the fee for issuing the
warrant and shall prepare and deliver to the
bailiff with the warrant a notice in the form, con-
tained in the Schedule; and the bailiff upon
levying shall deliver such notice to 'the party
against whom the 'execution has issued, or leave
the same at the place where the execution' is
levied.
102. All goods sold in execution of the process
of the Court shall -be sold publicly, and for ready
money, by the bailiff or his deputy, to the highest
bidder, at  or as  .near the place where the same
were levied upon as, may be convenient for the
sale thereof ; and the said bailiff or - deputy shall
affix notice of the said sale upon or near the door
of the house or the place where the sale is made,
four days  as least  before the day appointed for
the said sale, which day shall not 'be earlier than
-the. sixth day --from the day of levying upon the
goods.
103. When any goods. are levied upon in anyTlace  '  not situated in or part of any town the
ailif shall, if required by the owner; and on pay-
ment :of- the expense of removal by, such owner,
remove the goods so levied upon to' the ne'xt' town.
for sale ;  .and in all cases  of any such sale not
being conducted in a town, the bailiff shall post a
written notice of such intended sale at the court
house, or some  convenient public place, four days
previous  to such sale  taking place.
104. Warrants of execution . may be issued
concurrently into one or more districts, by leave
of the Judge, or in his absence by leave of the
Registrar, provided. that the costs of more than one
warrant shall not be allowed a ainst the execution
.debtor,  unless  by order of the Judge.
TRANSMISSION  OF PROCESS AND PROCEEDS OF
WARRANTS TO AND FROM FOREIGN DISTRICTS.
105. In all cases of warrants to be executed in a
foreign district, the Registrar of the foreign
Court shall immediately, on the receipt of the
warrant, enter it in " The Foreign Executions
Re-Issued Book."
106. Where, by virtue of any warrant sent to a
foreign district, any money shall have 'been
received by the bailiff of the foreign Court, such.
bailiff shall forthwith pay over the same to the
Registrar of the foreign Court, and shall, unless
an interpleader summons as to such money be
pending, make a return in writing of the amount
received, and in the case of a  levy  having been
made, the bailiff shall state in the return the gross
amount produced by such levy, the particulars of
all bailiff's charges and fees in respect of such levy,
and pay over to the Registrar of the foreign Court
the amount levied, less such charges and fees, and
the Registrar of the foreign Court shall certify in
the said return the amount paid into Court, and the
correctness  of the said charges and fees, and shall
account for and pay over such amount to the
Registrar of the home Court, who shall thereupon
pay to the plaintiff in the cause the amount certified
in such  return to have been received by the
Registrar of the foreign Court as the proceeds of
the execution, and shall enter in a -book the
amount so certified in the form set forth in the
Schedule, and the Registrar of , the home Court
shall file ' such return.
NEW TRIAL.
107. An application for a new trial, or to set
aside proceedings, may be made and determined on
the day of hearing, if both parties be present ; or
such application may be made at the first Court
holden next after the expiration of ten clear days
from such day of hearing, provided the intended
applicant do, seven clear days before the holding of
such Court, deliver to the Registrar at his office,
and also  give to the opposite party, by serving the
same personally on such party, or by leaving the
same at his place of abode or place of business, a
notice in writing, signed by himself, his barrister,
attorney, or agent, stating that such an application
is intended to be made at-such Court, and setting
forth shortly the grounds of such intended appli-
cation ; but such notice shall not operate as a stay
of proceedings,  unless  the Judge shall otherwise
order, and if any money paid into Court under any
execution -or order in the suit shall not have been
paid out, when such notice in writing shall be given
to the Registrar, the Registrar shall retain the
same to abide the event of such application, or
until the Judge shall otherwise order ;
_
and if no
such application be made, the money shall, if
required, be paid over to the party in whose favor
the order  was made, unless  the Judge shall' other
wise order ; and if such. notice be not given in
.manner. aforesaid,.or' such application be not made
at the Court mentioned in the notice, no application
for a new trial, or to set aside proceedings, shall be
subsequently made, unless by leave of the Judge,
and-on such  terms as - he shall- think fit : provided
that this rule shall not apply to cases falling within
the provision of section-.64 of the Act.
108. The Judge may in . his discretion make it a
condition of granting a new trial , .that it shal take
place before a jury, although the.-former trial did
not take place before 'a -jury.
INTE&PLIADER.
109. Where any claim: is: made to, or in respect
of, any goods or chattels taken in execution under
,the process of any ,.District Court, or in respect of
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the proceeds or value thereof, by any landlord for
rent, or by any person not being the party against
whom such process has' issued, and summonses
have been issued on the application of the bailiff,
such summonses shall be served in such time and
mode as hereinbefore directed for a summons to
appear to a plaint, and the case shall proceed as if
the claimant were the plaintiff,. and the execution
creditor the defendant ; and the claimant shall, five
clear days before the day on which the summonses
are returnable, deliver to the bailiff, or leave at the
office of the Registrar of -the Court, a particular of
any goods or chattels alleged to be the property of
the claimant, and the grounds of his claim, or in
case of a claim for rent, of the amount thereof, and
for what period, and in respect of what premises
the same is claimed to be due, and the name,
address, and description_ of the claimant shall be
fu lly set forth in  -  such particular ; and any, money
paid into the Court under the execution shall be
retained by the Registrar until the claim shall
have been adjudicated upon ; provided that by
consent an interpleader claim may be tried,
although this rule has not been complied with.
110. Interpleader summonses shall be issued by
the Registrar on the application of the bailiff,
without leave of the Court, and without fee.
lll. Interpleader suminonscS shall be issued
from.the Court of the district in which the levy
was made, and the execution creditor andclainiant
shall be suinmoncd to such Court.
112. Where. the claim to any goods or chattels
taken in execution, or the proceeds, or value
thereof 'shall be decided against the claimant, the
costs of the bailiff' allowed by the Judge shall be
retained by him out of the amount levied, if the
Judge shall so order, but without prejudice to the
right of the execution creditor for the sum so
retained.
SECURITY.
113. In all cases where a party proposes to give
a bond by way of security, he shall serve, by post
or otherwise, on the opposite party and the Regis-
trar, at his office, notice of the names and residences
of the proposed sureties, in the form set forth in
the Schedule ; and the Registrar shall forthwith
.give notice to both parties of- the day and hour on
which lie proposes that the bond shall be executed,
and shall state in the notice to the obligee, that
should he have any valid objection to make to the
sureties, or either of them, it must then be made.
114. The sureties shall make -an affidavit of their
sufficiency before the Registrar, in the form in the
Schedule, unless the opposite party shall dispense
with such affidavits.
115. The bond shall be executed in the presence
of. the Judge or Registrar, or some other person
before whom oaths may be taken :Provided that
if it be executed in the presence of the Judge or
Registrar, it shall not be necessary for it to be
attested.
116.  W here a party makes a deposit of money in
lieu of giving a bond, he shall forthwith give notice
to the opposite party, by post or otherwise, of such
deposit having been made.
117. In all cases where the security is by bond,
the' bond shall be deposited with the Registrar
until the cause be finally disposed of.
APPEAL.
118. Every notice of 'appeal shall, except in the
&etropolitan District, be given within twelve days
of the day on which the verdict is given, and the
security or deposit directed by section 94 of the
District Courts Act of  1858, shall be given or
made within the like time. In the Metropolitan
District the time for taking the steps herein referred
to, shall be within six days from the day on which
the verdict is given.
119. The notice of appeal shall be in writing,
and shall state the grounds on which the party
appeals, and shall be signed by the appellant, his
barrister, attorney, or agent ; and such notice shall
be sent to the Registrar as well as to the successful
party,  by  post 'or otherwise.
120. If before the notice of appeal is served upon
the Registrar execution shall have issued, and the
amouat of the judgment and costs of execution
shall have been paid into the hands of the bailiff,
or levied, and not paid over to the successful party,
the same shall remain in court to abide the order of
the court.
121. If before an appealing party shall have
given the required security execution shall have
issued, the Registrar shall, upon the appealing
party's giving security, forthwith send notice thereof,
by. post or otherwise, to the bailiff, and proceedings
on such execution shall forthwith be stayed.
122. All  cases on  appeal shall,  unless  the Judge
otherwise order, be served by the appellant on the
opposite party within twenty-one days of the day
on which the verdict is given.
123. Unless the party on whom such  case has
been served as aforesaid, shall within ten days from
the receipt of the same signit'y to the appellant his
disapproval thereof he shall be taken to have
approved of and agreed to such case.
124. In the event of the party on whom  the case
is served disagreeing thereto he shall notify on the
paper on which the  case  is written, or on another
paper to be by him annexed thereto, the grounds of
his dissent, and his reasons for the same-and the
case shall then be returned to the appellant, who
shall within three clays from the receipt thereof
transmit the same to the Judge.
12:5. The Judge shall, within reasonable time
after the receipt of the ease, settle the same without
the intervention of either party, and after signing
and sealing transmit the case so settled to the
appellant.
126. The, appellant shall, within three clear days .
next after the receipt by him of the case so signed
and sealed, transmit a copy thereof to the respondent,
and two copies thereof to the Registrar of the
Supreme Court, and notice of such transmission to
the Registrar shall be given by the appellant to the
respondent within the same three days.
127. When the Court of Appeal has pronounced
judgment either party may deposit the original
order of the Court of Appeal, or an office copy
thereof, with the Registrar of the District Court,
and within forty-eight hours from the time of such
deposit send a notice thereof to the other party,
by post or otherwise.
128. A new trial in pursuance of the order of the
Court of Appeal shall be entered for trial at the
District Court which shall be holden next after
twelve clear days from the time when such order or
office copy thereof shall have been deposited as
aforesaid, unless the parties agree that it shall take
place sooner, or 'the Judge otherwise order, and it
shall be conducted in the same manner as any new
trial granted by the District Court itself.
129. If the order of the Court of Appeal be that
judgment 'shall be entered for either party, then
such judgment shall be entered accordingly, and
the successful party shall be at liberty to proceed
on such judgment as on a judgment of the District
Court.
ABATEMENT OF ACTION.
130. Where one or more of several plaintiffs or
defendants shall die before judgment, the suit shall
not abate, if the cause of action survive to or
against the surviving parties respectively.
131. Where one or more of several plaintiffs or
defendants shall die after judgment, proceedings
thereon may be taken by the survivor or survivors,
or against the survivor or survivors without leave
of the Court.
132. Where a married woman is sued as  a femme
sole,  and she obtains judgment on the ground of
coverture, proceedings may be taken thereon in the
name of the wife at the instance of the husband
,without leave of the Court.
PROCEEDINGS IN THE NATURE OF A SCIRE FACIAS.
133. Execution on a judgment shall not issue by
or against any person not a party to the suit without
a plaint and summons upon the judgment, the pro-
ceedings in which shall be the same as in ordinary
cases.
134. Where a judgment has been given for or
against a person deceased, his executors or admin-
istrators may in the same, manner sue or be sued
upon the judgment. ,
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135. In all proceedings in -the nature  of a scire
facials,  a' jury racy be summoned'in the same manner
ndunder  the like restrictions  as are  provided by
'sections 49, 50, 54, 55, 56, and 57 of the Act.
'fOCEED'INGS  BY AND. AGAINST EXECUTORS AND
ADWNISTRATORS.
136. In actions by executors or administrators,
if the plaintiff fait the costs shall, unless.the Court
shall otherwise order, be awarded in favor Qf the.
defendant, and shall be levied  de bonis propraas..
137. Where an executor or administrator, ,plain-
tiff or defendant, shall not appear on the day of
hearing, the provisions of section 63 and 64 of the
Act shall, apply respectively; subject to the rules
applicable to executors or 'administrators. suing or
sued.
. 138. A party suing an executor or administrator
may charge in the summons" that the defendant has
had. assets and has wasted them.
139. In all cases where the defendant is so charged
in the summons, if the Court shall be of opinion
that the defendant has wasted the assets, the judg-
ment shall be that the debt or darname and costs
shall  be levied  de bonis testatoris, si &C., et si non,
de. bonis propriis ;  and the non-payment of the
amount of the demand, immediately on the Court
finding such demand to be correct, and that the
defendant is chargeable in respect, of assets, shall
be, conclusive evidence of wasting to the amount
with which he is so chargeable.
140. Where a defendant sued as an executor or
administrator does not appear, or where the defend-
ant appearing denies his representative character,
or alleges a-- release to himself of the demand,
whether he insists- on any other ground of defence
or not, if the judgment of the Court be in favor of
the plaintiff, t'he judgment shall be that the amount
found to be due and costs shall be levied  de bonis
testatoris, si 4'c., et si. non., de bonis prop - iis. -
141. Where a defendant sued as an executor or
administrator admits his representative character,
and only denies the demand, if the plaintiff prove,
it, the judgment shall be that the demand and costs
shall be levied  de. 'bonis testatoris, si 4'c., et si non,
as to the costs,  de bonis propriis.. ,
142. Where such defendant admits his represen-
tative character, but denies the demand, and alleges
a. total or partial administration of assets, and the
plaintiff proves his demand, and the defendant
proves the administration alleged, the judgment
shall be to levy the costs of proving the demand
de bonis testatoris, si cpe., et si non,. de bonis propriis ;
and as to the whole or residue of the demand,
judgment of assets,  quando acciderint;  and the
plaintiff shall pay the defendant's costs of proving
the administration of assets.
143. Where such defendant admits,his represen-
tative character, but denies the demand, and alleges
a 'total or partial administration of assets, and the
plaintiff proves his demand, but the defendant does
not prove the administration alleged. the judgment
shall be to levy the amount of the demand,- if such
amount of  assets  is shown to have come to the
hands of the defendant. or such amount a s is  shown to
have come to them, and costs  de bonis testatoris, si
e'e., et si non,  as to the costs  de bonis propriis,  and
as to'the -residue of the demand, if any, Judgment
of.'assets,  quando acciderint.144. Where such defendant dmits his represen-
tative character and the plaintiff's demand, but
alleges a total or partial administration of.the assets,
and prdves- the administration alleged, the judgment
shall be for wets  quando acciderint,  and the plaintiff
shall pay the 'defendant's costs of proving the ad-
ninistration -of  assets.
145. Where such defendant admits his represen-
tative- character and the plaintiff's demand, but
alleges a total or partial.adrninistiation of the assets,,
htit'•does not prove the administration alleged, and
has-not established any other ground of defence,
the, judgment shall ,be to levy the amount of-the
demand, if so, much assets is shown to have come to
the hands of the defendant, or such amount as is
tho'wn  to have -come to them, .and costs, de bonis
t*tat `oris, si-'e ., et si  non,  -as -to the costs  de ironis
jr°orir s,  and  'as' -to the residue of the demand, if
any, judgment  of assets,  quando sceideriiet•
146. Where judgment hay been given against an
executor or administrator, that. the amount be levied
upon assets of the deceased  quando acciderint,  the
plaintiff, or -his personal representative, may issuea
summons ; and if it shall appear that assets have
come to the hands of the executor or administrator,
-since the judgment, the Court may order that the
debt, damages, and costs be levied  de bonis testa-
toris, Ti 4'c., et si non,  and as to the costs  de bonispriis ;  provided that it shall be competent forpro
the party applying to charge in  the  summons that
the executor or administrator has wasted the assets
of the testator or intestate in the same manner as
in Rule 136, and the provision of Rule 137 shall
.apply to such inquiry, and the Court may, if it
appear that the party charged has wasted the Assets,
direct a -levy to be made as to the debt and costs
de bonis testatoris; si 4"c., et si non de bonis propriis.
147. Where a defendant admits his representative
character and the plaintiff's demand, and that he is
chargeable • with any sum in respect of assets; he
shall pay such sum into Court, subject to the Titles,
relating to payment-into Court in other eases.
148. In actions against executors or administra-
tors, for which provision is not.hereinbefore specially
made, if the defendant fail as to any of his defences,
the judgment shall be for the plaintiff as to his
costs of disproving such defence, and such costs
shall be levied  de bonis testatoris, si 4-6., et si non de
bonis propriis. .
NOTICES.
149. Where by these rules any party is required
to give notice according to a form mentioned in the -
Schedule, it shall be sufficient if. the notice' given
complies substantially with such form.
150. In all cases where any notice or thing is
required by these rules to be given or done within
a period of twenty-four hours, or within a period of
forty-eight hours, no part of Sunday, Christmas
Day, or Good Friday, or of any day appointed by
proclamation for a public fast, humiliation, or thanks-
givinr;, shall be included in the computation of such
period.
151. All letters or process sent by post by the
officers of the Court shall be prepaid. - • .
152. All notices required by these. rules may be
given to the attorney, or agent, in lieu- of the party.
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS.
153. Successive summonses may be issued with-
out leave of the Court for- the purpose of preventing
the operation of any Statute whereby the time for
the. commencement of any action is, or may be,
limited, and the first and each subsequent summons
shall be in force for six calendar months from the
time of issuing the same, including the day of such
issuing, and such subsequent summons shall be
issued before the expiration of the previous sum-
mons, and entered in the Plaint Book of the Court :
Provided that on entering the plaint in the first
instance the usual fee shall be paid, but for such
subsequent summonses no further fee shall be paid,
nor shall it be necessary that any attempt be made
to serve the first summons, or any successive sum-
monses, unless the plaintiff require the same, and
such successive summonses shall be a continuance
of the action on and from the day on which the
first summons was issued.
154. Where a summons has been served in due
time to prevent the operation of any Statute of
Limitations and either party dies after such service,
and after the lapse of the- period within which it is
provided that an action may. be brought, proceed-
ings may betaken by or against-the surviving party,
or by or - against the personal representative of.
the deceased party, within one year from the date
of holding the Court at which the summons re-
quired the defendant to appear.
ARBITRATION,
155. Where -a plaint is entered. the Judge may,
with the consent of the parties, . -as well' in cases
within the ordinary jurisdiction of the Court as in
cases of agreement under section 9 of the Act,
make an  order for a reference - under the provisions
of section 105 of the Act, before, upon, or after,
the return day -of  the summons ,  and, all the..provi-
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sions in the said Act contained as to references shall
apply to a reference under such an order: Provided
that the same fees of Court, and fees to barristers
and attorneys, and the like expenses to witnesses,
shall be allowed and payable on an arbitration as
are payable on a cause.
REPLEVIN.
1561. The Rules of Practice and forms of procedure
in actions of replevin heretofore in force and used
in Courts of Requests and Courts of Petty Sessions
under the provisions of the Act of Council 15 Vie.,
No. 11, shall be adopted and followed in all like
actions in the District Courts wheresoever the same
are applicable ; and the General Rules of Practice
in force for-the time being for regulating the pro-
ceedings in such District Courts shall be adopted
and followed only where such first-mentioned rules
and forms are inapplicable or deficient.
DETINUE.
157. The judgment in detinue, if for the plaintiff,
shall be for the value of the goods detained, together
with a sum to be stated in the judgment by way of
damages for the detention and costs , but it may be
made part of the order that on payment of damages
for the detention and costs, and return of the goods
on or before a day to be named, satisfaction shall
be entered.
CONFESSIONS UNDER SECTION 96 OF THE ACT.
158. All confession under section 96 of the Act
shall be delivered to the Registrar five clear days
before the return day of the summons : Provided
that at any time before the cause is called on the
defendant may confess and admit the claim, accord-
ing to the form set forth in the Schedule, subject,
however, to an order by the Judge to pay such costs
as the plaintiff has incurred in consequence of the
defendant's not having delivered such confession,
as hereinbefore required.
CONSENT TO JUDGMENT UNDER SECTION 97 OF THE
ACT.
159. In all cases of consent under section 97 of
the Act, the defendant may confess the amount of
the plaintiff's costs besides the Court fees, and the
judgment may be entered accordingly, and the
amount of such costs shall be stated separately.
CASES UNDER SECTION 9 OF THE ACT.
160. Where the parties in pursuance of section
9 of the Act agree to try any action in a District
Court, a plaint shall be entered, and a summons
issued thereon as in other cases, and in such cases
the rules and practice of the Court shall be adopted
so far as the same are applicable.
FORMS.
161. In proceedings for which forms are not pro-
vided in the Schedule, the Registrar shall frame
the forms required, using as guides those so pro-
vided.
SCALE of FEES to be allowed to Barristers and Attorneys,
and of expenses to be paid to Witnesses.
Letter before suit ... ...
Instructions to sue or defend .
Attendance and entering plaint, in-
Exceeding
£10 and not  Exceeding
exceeding £30.
£30.
s. d. £ s. d.
2 0 0 5 0
6 8 013 4
10 6 0 10 6
2 6 0 2 6
3 0 0 3 0
1 0 2 2 0
£
0
0
eluding particulars of demand
and  copy,  such particulars and
copy being signed by the attorney 0
Copy  particulars for each defendant .
above one ... ... ... 0
N.B.-The total amount of these itams
to be entered on the summons.
Examining and taking minutes of
the evidence of each witness
afterwards allowed by the Judge 0
Attending Court and conducting
cause where no barrister em-
ployed,  when undefended, not
exceeding  ... ... ... ... 1
SCALE OF  FEES"--contir&ued.
Exceeding
£10 and not Exceeding
exceeding £30.
£30.
£ .e. d. £ s. d.
When defended, and no barrister
employed, not exceeding ... 2 2 0 3 3 0
Bill- of costs, including filing ... 0 3 0 0 4 0
Copies of costs, each ... ... 0 2 0 0 3 0
Attending taxation... . ... ... 0 3 4 0 6 8
Occasional costs.
Attending to apply for summons
out of the district ... . 0 3 4 0 6 8
N.B.-The amount of this item to be -
entered on the summons.
If plainti ff  abandon action, and
give notice thereof, attending
settling  ... ... ..
Notice to produce  ... ... 1
Notice to admit ... ...
Notice of application for a new
trial ,  or to set aside proceed-
ings, including copies or dupli-
cate originals ,  and service ;
0 3 0 0 5 0
and notice of special defence ; 0 6 8 0 6 8
and copies, including particu-
lars and copies in case of set-
off, and attending Registrar of
the Court therewith, such
notices, particulars, and copies
being signed by the attorney_ j
Copies of the above for each de-
fendant above one ... ... 0 2 6 0 2 6'
Attending inspecting documents ... 0 5 0 0 5' 0
Mileage, one way, from the at-
torney's place of business (if
within the district, otherwise from
the Court House,) to place of
inspection of do(-uments, for each
mile, not exceeding in the whole
20 miles ... ... 0 1 0 0 1 0
Preparing confession or statement
of agreement, under section 96
or section 97 of the Act, where
prepared by plaintiff's attorney,
including all incidental attend-
ances ... ... ... 0 6 8 0 6 8
All necessary affidavits, each 0 5 0 0 5 0
Oath and filing, sum paid... ...
Przecipe for issuing any writ of exe-
cution ... ... ... ... 0 5 0 0 5• 0
Instructions for, and drawing and
copy brief, in cases in which bar-
rister employed, including attend-
ance on barrister therewith, not
exceeding t unless more be allowed
by the Judge at the hearing) ... 2 0 0 3 0 0
Fee to barrister, or attorney acting
as advocate, sum paid, not ex-
ceeding (unless more be allowed
by the Judge at the hearing) when
undefended ... ... 2 2 0 3 3 0
When defended ... 3 a 0 5 5 Q
Attending Court on trial with bar-
rister, not exceeding (unless
more be allowed by the Judge at
the hearing) ...
Attending Court to support or op-
1 21 0 2 0
pose motion for new trial, or
motion to set aside proceedings,
or motion for a change of venue,
or any other special motion, in.
cluding instructions ,  or any other
necessary attendance ,  when no
barrister employed, not exceeding 1 1 0 2 2 0
Attending  in the last mentioned
cases with barrister  ...  0 10 6 1 1 Q
Fee to barrister (above £30, not
exceeding) ... ... ... 1 1 0 x 3 0
Any attendance at the office of the
Registrar, which he may, on
taxation, think was necessary ...  0 3 4 0 6 8
Fees of levy and sale of lands,
tenements, and- hereditaments,
under section 78 of the Act, not
exceeding... ... ... ... 10 10 0 1Q  10 0
New trials.
Costs to be allowed on the same
scale as on  the original trial.
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SCALE  OF  FEE6 -continued.
Exceeding
£10 and not Exceeding
exceeding 1 £30,
£30.
£ s. d. ' £ s. d.
Costs of the day on adjournment
of cause.
Attorney for attending Court where
no barrister 'employed, not ex-
ceeding ... .. .,. 1 1 0 2 2 0
Attending with barrister ... 0 10 6 1 1 0
Refresher fee to barrister  ...  . , 1 1 0 2 2 0
Arbitration.
Attending reference without bar-
rister, for each sitting, not ex-
ceeding ... .. ... 1 1 0 2 2 0
Attending reference with barrister,
for each sitting .. ... .. 0 10 6 1 1 0
Fee to barrister, or attorney acting
as advocate, for each sitting, sum
paid, not exceeding ... ...  2 2 0 3 3 0
NorE.-Costs of barrister and attorney,
or of an attorney, on attending reference,
shall not be allowed without the order of
the Judge, nor shall the costs of more
than one sitting be allowed without the
order of the Judge.
Costs on appeals.
Preparing notice of appeal, includ-.
ing copy and service
Copy notice of appeal for each party
above one... ... ...
Paying money into Court as deposit
on appeal, including notice and
service thereof ...
Notice of nature and particulars
of proposed security, including
0 5 0
0 2 6
0 5 0
copies and service .,. .. ... 0 5 0
Preparing case, including copies,
not exceeding . • . .. , .. 1 1 0
Attending Judge to sign, or to
settle and sign case  ... ...  0 6 8
Transmitting copies of case, in-
cluding deposit of  same...  , , . 0 3 4
Transmitting case and copies, in-
cluding notice and service thereof ... 0 3 4
Application to Judge for leave to
proceed on the  judgment ... , . ,  0 6 8
Depositing order of Court of Ap-
peal, including notice and service
thereof ... ... ... ., .., 0 3 4
Bond on appeal  ,,. :,,  0 10 6
The Judge may direct the amount of foe for the
conduct of the cause in  Court  to be allowed on
taxation between party and party.
The costs in every cause shall upon the above
scale abide the event, unless the Judge shall make
some special order with reference to such costs or
any part thereof.
Where  a barrister is, without the intervention of
an attorney ,  retained to appear for, and does appear
for any party to any cause or in any other proceed-
ing in Court , the  party retaining him shall be
allowed ,  on taxation ,  only the fee actually paid to
such barrister ,  such fee not to exceed the amount
in that behalf allowed in the above scale ,  unless the
Judge shall otherwise order.
Where an attorney is retained ,  and acts, as
advocate ,  not being the attorney in the suit, no
other attorney 's fees w-8 to be allowed.
Where the amount claimed exceeds, but the
amount recovered is less than thirty pounds, the
plaintiff shall on taxation ,  as between party and
party, be entitled only to costs according to the
lower scale of fees, unless the Judge shall other-
wise order.
WITNESSES EXPENSES.
£ s. d.
Professional men, Esquires ,  and merchants, not
exceeding  ... ... ... ... ...  1 1 0
Tradesmen,  mechanics ,  laborers, &c.,  not ex-
ceeding ...  ...  ... ... ... ... 0 10 6
And to any witness living more than five miles
from Court, for travelling expenses beyond
that distance, one way only, per mile ,., 0 1 0
SCHEDULE OF FORMS.
1.----Undertaking by next,friend of infant to be responsible
for defendant's costs.
Nor
In the District Court of holden at
I, the undersigned, being the next friend of A. B.,
who is an infant, and who is desirous of entering a plaint
in'.this Court against C. D., of, &c., hereby undertake to
be responsible for the costs of the said C. I)., of, &c.,,in
such cause, and that if the said A. B. fail to pay to the
said C. D., when and in such manner as the Court shall
order, all such costs of such cause as the Court shall
direct him to pay to the said C. D., I will forthwith pay
the same to the Registrar of the Court.
Dated this day of 18
(Signed)
2.-Agreement to give jurisdiction to a District Court
under section 9 of the Act.
We  [or  the respective attorneys of] A. B., of, &c., and
C. D., of, &c., do hereby agree that the District Court of
holden at shall have power to try an
action to be brought by A. B. against C. D., for
under the provisions of section 9 of the
Act.
Given under our hands, this day of 18
A. B.  [or E.  F., attorney for A. B.]
C.  D.  [or G. H.,  attorney for C. D ]
3.-Plaint-note on entering plaint.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
No. of plaint
A. B., plaintiff,  against  C. D., defendant.
Fees paid.
£ s. d.
. The 'above cause was entered this day, and will be
tried at on the day of at
o'clock in the noon.
Dated this day of 18
Registrar of the Court.
N.B.-If you obtain a judgment against the defendant,
all moneys ordered to be paid thereunder must be paid
into Court, and must not be received by you.  (See
section 76 of the Act.)
Bring this note when you come to the Court or to the
office for any purpose connected with this cause. On the
day of hearing bring all books, &c., necessary to prove
your case.
Money will be paid out of Court only on production of
this note, and upon your or your agent's personal
attendance, as the book must be signed by you or your
agent, and no officer of the Court is allowed to sign it as
your agent.
The defendant may sign a statement at the office of the
Registrar, confessing that he owes you the money, or you
and he may sign an agreement at the Registrar's office
as to the amount due, and consent to a judgment.
If the debt or claim exceed twenty pounds, you may
have the cause tried by a jury, on giving notice in writing
at the Registrar's office four clear days before the hearing,
and on payment of two pounds.
Subpoenas for witnesses and for the production of
documents may be obtained at the office.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  from till except on
[here insert the days of the week on which the office will
be closed]  when the office will be closed at one.
4.-Letter to be sent with summons out of district.
No. of plaint
In the District Court of holden at
Sir,-I hereby request that you will serve the accom-
panying summons immediately, and return the enclosed
copy of the same to me, with the affidavit of service
required by rule 20. The defendant is stated to reside
at  [here insert the full address given in the summons.]
Your obedient servant,
Registrar of the Court.
To the bailiff of the District Court
of - holden at
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5.-Summons  to appear  to a plaint.
No. of plaint
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff,
(Address)
(Description)
and
C.D., defendant,
(Address)
(Description.)
[ITsued  " by leave of the Court"  or  " by leave of
the Registrar."]
You are hereby summoned to appear at the District
Court, to be holden at on the
day of at the hour of in the forenoon,
to answer the plaintiff to a claim, the particulars of
which are hereunto annexed.'
Dated this day of
Registrar  of the Court.
£ s. d.
Debt or claim ...
Costs of plaint ...
Attorney's costst ...
Total amount ... £
To the defendant.
N.B.-If you owe the money, you may consent to a
judgment.
(See back.)
[To be endorsed on the summons.]
If you confess the plaintiff's claim, you should sign
and deliver your confession to the Registrar of the Court
five  clear days before the day of hearing ; but you may
deliver your confession at any time before the cause is
called on, subject to the payment of any further costs
which your delay may have caused the plaintiff to incur.
You and the plaintiff may agree as to the amount due,
and the mode of payment, and may, before the cause is
called on for trial, sign a memorandum of such agreement
at the Registrar's office, or before  all  attorney.
If you pay the debt and costs, as stated in the
summons,  five  clear days before the hearing, you will
avoid further costs ; but you may pay the same at any'
time before the cause is called on for trial, subject to the
payment of any further costs which your delay may have
caused the plaintiff to incur:
If you admit a part only of the claim, you may, by
paying into the Registrar's office the amount so admitted,
together with costs proportionate to the amount you pay
in,  five  clear days before the day of hearing, avoid further
costs, unless the plaintiff at the hearing shall prove a
claim against you exceeding the sum so paid.
If you intend to rely on a set-off, payment, infancy,
the Statute of Frauds, coverture, any statute of limita-
tions, or discharge under any statute relating to bank-
rupts, or under any Act for relief of insolvent debtors, or
a plea of justification in any action of tort as a defence,
you must plead such special defence, and lodge such plea
with the Registrar  five  clear days before the day of
hearing ; and with such plea a statement in writing of
the particulars required by the rules of the Court, and
you must deliver to the Registrar as many copies of such
plea and statement as there are plaintiffs, and an addi-
tional copy for the use of the Court. If your defence
be a tender, you must pay into Court before or at the
hearing the amount tendered.
If the debt or claim exceed twenty pounds, you may
have the cause tried by a jury, on giving notice in
writing at the Registrar's office four clear days before
the hearing, and on payment of two pounds. Subpoenas
for witnesses, and for the production of documents, will
be issued upon application at the office of the Registrar
of the Court.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of ofce]  from till except on
[here insert the day on which the office will be closed]
when the office will be closed at one.
N.B.-Where a plaintiff proposes to charge in the
summons that the defendant has had assets' and has
wasted them, commence with the above form of sum-
mons, but naming defendant as executor or administrator
of the deceased, and adding-
" And the plaintiff alleges that you, the defendant,
have money, goods, and chattels, which were the property
of deceased, at the time of his death, and which
came to your hands as executor  [or  administrator] of the
* Insert this when necessary.-Rule 34,
t Insert this when the amount claimed exceeds £10, and an
attorney has signed the particulars of plaintiff s demaud. .
said deceased, to be administered ; and if you have not,
that you have withholden and wasted the same, whereby
you have become liable to satisfy the plaintiff's claim and
his costs herein out of your own goods."
6.-Affidavit of service of summons out of the district,
or where the bailif is unavoidably absent.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
I, one of the bailiffs of the District Court
of holden at make oath and say, that I
did, on the day of 18 duly serve the
defendant with a summons, a true copy whereof is here-
unto annexed, marked A, at by delivering the
same personally to the defendant  [or, as the case may be].
Sworn at , in thel
county of ,
the day of , E.F., bailiff.
one thousand eight hundred
and before me J
[indorse the summons or other process thus-"  This
paper, marked  'A,'  is the paper referred to in the next
affidavit."]
7.-Notice of non-service of a summons.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Take notice that the summons in this cause has not
been served for the following reason:-
Dated this clay of 18
To the plaintiff.
E. F., bailiff.
S.-Certificate of deposit.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff ,  and C.D., defendant.
I do hereby  certify that the plaintiff  [or  defendant]
has paid into my hands the sum of £  [or, here state
the proceeding which has rendered the deposit necessary.]
Dated this day of 18
Registrar of the Court.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  from till on
[here insert  the days of  the week on which the office will
be closed]  when the office will be closed at one.
9.-Notice of  sureties.
In the District Court of holden at
Between A.B., plaintiff ,  and C.D., defendant.
Take notice that the sureties whom I propose as my
security in the above cause  [here state the proceeding
which has rendered the sureties necessary ]  are  [here state
the full names and additions of the sureties ,  whether
housekeepers  or freeholders ,  and their residences for the
last six months therein, mentioning the county or city,
places, streets, and numbers, if any.]
Dated this day of 18
To the
10.-Affidavit of justification.
In the District Court of holden at
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C. 0., defendant.
I of one of the sureties for
the defendant; make oath and say, that I am a house-
keeper  [or  freeholder,  as the case may be]  residing
[describing particularly the county or city, the street, or
place, and the number of the house, if any]  that I am
worth property to the amount of  £ [the amount
required by the practice of the Court]  over and above
what will pay my just debts  [if security in any other
action or for any other purpose, add,  and every other
sum for which I am now security], that I am not bail or
security in any other action or proceeding, or for any
other person  [or  if  security in any other :action or actions,
add,  except for C.D., at the suit of E.F., in the Court
of in the sum of £ for G.II., at the suit
of J. B., in the Court of in the sum of £ ]
[specifying the several actions, with the Courts in which
they are brought, and the sums in which he has become
bound]  that this my property, to the amount of the
said sum of  £ [and if security in any other action,
4 'c.,  over and above all other sums for which I am now
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security as aforesaid] consists of  [here specify the nature
and value of the property in respect of which the deponent
proposes to become bondsman, as follows :-
Stock-in-trade in my business of carried on by
me at of the value of £ of good book
debts owing to me to the amount of £ of furniture
in my house at of the value of £ of a
freehold For leasehold] farm of the value of £
situate at occupied by  or,  of a dwelling-
house o the value of situate at occupied
by [or of other property, particularising each
description of property, with the value thereof]  and that
I have for the last six months resided at  [describing
the place of such residence, or if he has had more than
one residence during that period, state it in the same
manner as above directed.]
Sworn, &c.
11.-Notice  of defence.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
Between A.B., plaintiff ,  and C.D., defendant.
Take notice that I intend  to defend  this action.
Dated this day of 18
The defendant.
To the  Registrar  of the Court.
12.-Plea.
No.
(Seal.)
In the District Court of holden at
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
The defendant says  [as the case may be]
That he was an infant within the age of twenty-one
years when the supposed claim arose  [or  the supposed
contract or agreement was made] and that he was born,
as he believes, at in the of on
the day of
The defendant.
To the Registrar of the Court.
. That she is now  [or,  that she was at the time the
supposed claim arose,  or,  the supposed contract or
agreement was made] the wife of of
And that she was married to him at in the
of on the day of and
that he resides'at in the of
That the claim for which he is summoned is barred
by a statute of limitations.
That he was duly discharged under the Bankrupt Act
of [state the particular Act under which defendant was
discharged]  and duly, received a certificate thereof,
bearing date the day of
That he duly received a certificate under an Act for
the relief of insolvent debtors, on the day
of which was duly allowed on the day
of by the Supreme Court of Queensland,
holden at Brisbane, in the colony aforesaid.
That he intends to rely upon the Statute of Frauds.
That he intends to rely upon the following facts by
way of plea of justification.
No.
13.-Plea  of set-off  or payment.
(Seal.)
In the District Court of holden at
Between A .B., plaintiff ,  and C.D .,  defendant.
The defendant says that he intends to  rely  upon a set--
off to  [or  payment of,  as the case may be]  the plaintiff's
claim.
[Annex particulars of set-off  or payment ,  with date
and amounts.] s
14.-Subpoena to witness.
o.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff. -,d C.D., defendant.
You are hereby required to attend at  [the Court .douse
in  ]
-on the day of 18
at the hour of in the forenoon, to give evidence
in the above cause on behalf of the [plaintiff or defendant,
as the case may be],  and then and there to have and
produce  [state any particular documents required],  and
all other books, papers, writings, and- other documents
relating to the said action which may be in your custody,
possession, or power.
In default of your attendance you will be liable to a
penalty of fifty pounds, under section 68 of the Act.
Dated this day of 18
15.-Order fining a ulitness for non-attendance.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between &,B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Whereas. of was duly summoned to
appear as a witness in this  cause,  at a Court this day
holden, and at the time of being so summoned, payment
[or  a tender of payment] of his expenses was made
according to the scale of allowance settled by the rules
of practice of the District Courts ; and whereas he has
neglected, without sufficient cause shown, to appear at
the Court  [or  to produce]  [here describe what he was
required by summons to produce] ; -or.  *Whereas
being this day present in Court, and being required by
the Court to give evidence in this cause,- refu=ed to be
sworn, without alleging as a ground for such refusal
that he had' any conscientious scruples with respect to
taking an oath  [or  after being duly sworn refused to
give evidence],  [or  to produce]  [here describe what he
was required and bound to produce] :  It is hereby
ordered that the said shall forthwith  [or  on the
day of ] pay to the Registrar of this
Court a fine of £ for such neglect  [or  refusal].
Given under the seal of the Court this
day of 18
By the Court,.
Registrar of the Court.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of ofice],  from till except on
[here insert the day on which the office will be closed]
when the office will be closed at one.
16.-Warrant of execution against the goods of a witness
for a fine.
No. of warrant
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A. B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Whereas was  duly  summoned to appear as a
witness in this cause, at a Court holden at on
the day of and at the time of being so
summoned, payment  [or a  tender of payment] of his
expenses was made, according to the scale of allowance
settled by the rules of practice of the District Courts ;
and whereas he neglected, without sufficient cause shown,
to appear at such Court  [or  to produce]  [here describe
what he was required and bound to produce] ; or
5 Whereas being present in Court on the
day of 18 and being required by the Court to
give evidence, refused to be sworn without alleging, as a
ground for such refusal, that lie had any c.>nscientious
scruples  with respect to taking an oath  [or  after being
duly sworn, refused to give evidence,  or  to produce, &c.]
it was thereupon ordered by the Court that he should
forthwith  [or  on the - day of ] pay to the
Registrar of this Court a fine of £ for such neglect
[or  refusal] ; and whereas the said sum. has not been
paid according to the said order, and the Judge of this
Court has ordered it to be levied as hereinafter men-
tioned : These are therefore to require and order you
forthwith to make and  levy  by distress and sale of the
goods and chattels of the said wheresoever they
may be found, within the District of this Court (except-
ing the wearing apparel and bedding of him or his
family, and the tools and implements of his trade, if any,
to the value. of ten pounds) the sum stated at the foot of
this warrant, being the amount of such fine and the costs
of this execution ; and also to  seize  and take any money
or bank-notes, and any, cheques, bills of exchange,
promissory notes, bonds, specialties, or securities for
money belonging to him, which may there be found, or
such part or so much thereof as may be sufficient to
satisfy this execution, and the costs of making and
executing the same ; and to pay what you shall have so
levied to the Registrar of this Court, and make return of
what you have done under this warrant immediately
upon the execution thereof.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18
By the Court,
Registrar  of -the Court.
To the bailiff of the said Court and others the  assistant
bailiffs thereof.
£ s. d.
Amount of  fine . ...
Notice.-The  goods and chattels are not to' be sold
until after the end of  five  clear days next following the
Registrar of the Court.
To *  Where witn m is preft  iu aoaxrt,. csommenee from here.
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day on which they were seized, unless they be of a
perishable nature, or at the request of the said witness.
Application was made to the Registrar for this warrant
at minutes past the hour of
in the noon of the day of 18
17.-Notice  to be  sent with all warrants of execution
against-the goods.
No, of warrant
In. the District Court of holden at
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Take notice that the warrant of execution against your
goods on the judgment obtained against you in this
action is for the following amount :-
Amount for which judgment was  £ s. d.
obtained .. ...
Since paid by you into Court
Remaining due on judgment... ...
Total amount to be levied ... £
The costs of keeping possession of such of your goods
as may be seized is six shillings each day.
If you pay the amount to be levied within an hour of
the entry of the bailiff, you will not be required to pay
to him any further sum than the amount directed to be
levied, as stated above, and the poundage on the levy.
Your goods are not to be sold until after the end of
five  days next following the day on which they were
seized, unless they be of a perishable nature, or at your
request.
Hours of attendance at the office ' of the Registrar,
[place of ofce]  from till except on  [here
insert the days on which the office will be closed]  when the
office will be closed at one.
18.-Order for changing the venue under section  58  of
the Act.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
It is ordered that the  venue  in the above cause be
changed, and that the cause be sent for hearing to the
District Court of holden at
Given under the seal of the Court this
day of . 18
By the Court,
To the plaintiff and defendant.
Registrar  of the Court.
19.-Notice by Court to which an action has been sent of
the day of hearing.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Take notice that the above cause has been sent for
hearing to this Court, and that it is appointed to be
heard in this Court on the day of
18 at the hour of in the noon.
Given under the seal of the Court this
day of 18
Registrar of the Court.
To the plaintiff and defendant.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar,
[place of office]  from till except on
[here insert the day on which the office will be closed]
when the office will be closed at one.
20.-Consent, pursuant to section 9 of the Act, that Court
shall decide in an action where title has incidentally
come in question.
In the Court of holden at
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
We [or  the respective attorneys of] the plaintiff and
defendant, do hereby, under the provisions of section 9
of the Act, agree that the District Court holden at  [here
state the place]  shall have power to try this action ; and
we  [the parties signing]  know that such action is not
triable within the jurisdiction of the said District Court
without such consent.
Given under our hands this day of
18
Plaintiff  [or 's  attorney.]
Defendant  [or  's attorney.]
21.-Notice to be sent to both parties under section  98  of
the Act.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Whereas under the provisions of section 98 of the Act
an action commenced in the Supreme Court of
Queensland ,  wherein A.B., of &c., is plaintiff, and C.D.,
of &c., is defendant ,  has been ordered by  [name of Judge
of Supreme Court]  to be tried in this Court.
Take notice ,  that the said action will be heard in this
Court on the day of at the hour of
in the forenoon.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18 .
Registrar of the Court.
To the plaintiff and defendant.
Hours of attendance  at the office of the Registrar
[place of office ]  from till  'except on  [here
insert the days on which  the office  will be closed]  when the
office will be closed at one.
22.-Registrar's notice of jury.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Take notice, that this cause will be tried by a jury,
the having demanded a jury therein.
Dated this day of 18
To the plaintiff [or defendant].
Registrar of the Court.
23.-Summons to jurors.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
You are hereby summoned to appear and serve as a
juror in this Court, at the on the day
of 18 , at the hour of in the forenoon,
upon the trial of the cause or causes to be then and
there tried by jury, and in default of attendance you
will be liable to a penalty of £10, .under section 54 of the
Act.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18 .
To of
Registrar of the Court.
24.-Order fining a juror for non-attendance.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Whereas was duly summoned to appear and
serve this day as a juror in this Court, upon the trial of
the cause or causes to be tried by a jury at this Court ;
and whereas he has neglected without sufficient cause
shown, to appear and serve as a juror at this Court :
It is hereby ordered, that he shall forthwith  [or  on the
day of ] pay to the Registrar of this
Court a fine of £ for such neglect.
Given under the seal of the Court this
day of
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  from till except on
[here insert the days on which the office will be closed]
when the office will be closed at one.
25.-Warrant of execution against the goods of a
juror for a fine.
No. of warrant.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Whereas was duly summoned to appear and
serve as a juror at a Court holden on the day of
upon the trial of any cause or causes to be then
and there tried by a jury; and whereas he neglected,
without sufficient cause shown, then to appear and serve
as a juror at such Court, it was thereupon ordered by the
Court that he should forthwith [or on the day of
] pay to the Registrar of this Court a fine of
£ for such neglect ; and whereas the said sum has
not been paid according to the said order, and the Judge
of this Court has ordered it to be levied as hereinafter
mentioned : These are therefore to require and order you
forthwith to make and levy by distress and sale of the
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goods and chattels of the said wheresoever they
may be found within the district of this Court (except-
ing the wearing apparel and bedding of him or his family,
and the tools and implements of his trade, if any, to the
value of ten pounds) the sum stated at the foot. of this
warrant, being the amount of such fine, and the costs of
this execution, and also to seize and take any money or
bank- notes, and any cheques, bills of exchange, pro-
missory notes, bonds, specialties, or securities for money
belonging to him which may there be found; or such
part or so much thereof as may be sufficient to satisfy
this execution, and the costs of making and executing the
same ; and to pay what you shall have so levied to the
Registrar of this Court, and make return of what you
have done under this warrant immediately upon the
execution thereof.
Given under the seal of this Court this
day of 18
By the Court,
To the bailiff of the Court.
Amount of fine
£ s. d.
Notice.-The  goods and chattels are not to be sold
until after the end of  five  days next following the day
on which they were seized, unless they be of a perishable
nature, or  at the request of the said juror.
Application was made to the Registrar for this war-
rant at minutes  past the hour of in
the noon  of the  pay of 18
No.
26.-Order to adjourn proceedings.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
It is ordered that the trial, of this cause be adjourned
until the day of 18 at o'clock
in the forenoon.
Given under the seal of the Court this
day of 18
By the Court;
Registrar  of the Court.
27.-Order appointing guardian
defendant.
No.
named  by  infant
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Whereas now, at the hearing of this cause, the
defendant, being an infant, appears here in Court, and
names of to act as his guardian, who
now assents to act as such guardian : I do therefore
hereby appoint him to be guardian of the defendant in
this cause.
Given under the seal of the Court this
day of 18
Judge of the Court.
28.-Order appointing guardian of infant defendant
where defendant does not  name a  guardian. -
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Whereas now, at the hearing of this cause, the
defendant, being an infant, appears here in Court, and
does not name a guardian : I do hereby appoint
to be guardian of the defendant in this cause.
Given under the seal of the Court this
day of 18
Judge  of the Court.
29.-Order for costs to defendant where plaintifl" does
not appear.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Whereas the plaintiff has not appeared, either by
himself, his barrister, attorney, or agent, at the Court
holden this day, being the day appointed for the trial of
this cause, and the defendant has appeared in person  For
by his barrister, attorney, ox agent] and has not admitted
Registrar  of the Court.
the demand : it is awarded that the plaintiff do pay the
sum of £ for the defendant's costs, and it is
ordered that the plaintiff do pay the same to the Registrar
of this Court on the day of 18
Given under the seal of this Court this
day of 18
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  from till except on
[here insert the days on which the office will be closed],
when the office will be closed at one.
30.-Agreement under section  95  of the,Act.
In the District Court of holden at
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
We  [or  the respective attorneys  or  agents of], the
above-named plaintiff and defendant, do hereby, under
the provision of section 95 of the Act, agree that the
decision of the Judge of this Court in this action shall
be final.
Given, under our hands, this day of
Plaintiff [or's Attorney].
Defendant  [or's  Attorney].
31.-Judgment aiairist defendant for payment of co.' fs.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Upon hearing the plaintiff's application at a Court
holden this day, it is adjudged that the plaintiff do
recover against the defendant the sum of £ for
costs incurred by the plaintiff in preparing for trial
[or attending Court] before the notice of payment of
money into Court was received by him, such money
havirfg been so paid in less than five clear days before
the return day of the summons.
And it is ordered that the defendant do p.iy .hc same
to the Registrar of this Court on the
day. of 18 .
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  from till except on
[here insert the days on which the office will be closed],
when the office will be closed at one.
32.-Judgment for defendant, or of nonsuit.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Upon hearing this cause, at a Court holden this day, it
is adjudged that judgment be entered for the defendant
[or  that Judgment of nonsuit be entered], and that the
plaintiff do pay the sum of £ for the defendant's
costs ; and it is ordered that the plaintiff do pay the
same to the Registrar of this Court on the day
of 18 .
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18 .
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  from, till except on
[here insert the days on which the office will be closed],
when the office will be closed at one.
33.  -Judgment  for plaintiff.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A .B., plaintiff ,  and C .D., defendant.
Acknowledg-
ment of .
Payment
into Court.
8. d.
It is this day adjudged, that the plaintiff
do recover against the defendant the sum
of £ , for debt  [or  damages], and
£ for costs, amounting together to
the sum of £ -
And it is ordered, that the defendant
do pay the  same  to the Registrar of the
Court, on the day of  [or,  by
instalments  of for every
days ; the ' first instalment  to be paid on
the day of 18 .]
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(Tn case default  be made in  payment of any one of
such instalments, and execution issue, it shall  be for the
whole of the  above amount  then  remaining due.)
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18 .
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  from till  [here insert the
clays  on which the  office will be closed ],  when the office
will be closed at one.
This form will, by striking out the words within
parenthesis, or the words  " on the day of  " in
line 8, apply to Judgment of Payment, whether for pay-
ment forthwith of the whole claim or by instalments, and
to judgments snider sect. 76 and 97 of the A-ct, and also
to judgments in replevin, where the judgment is for the
plaint
34.-Certificate of the result of the hearing ofa cause
under section 9S of the Act.
(Seal.)
In the District Court of holden at
I hereby certify, that an action, commenced in the
Supreme Court of "Queensland, wherein A.B. is
plaintiff, and C.D. is defendant, which under section 98
of the Act was ordered by  [name of Judge of Supreme
Court]  to be tried in this Court, has been heard accord-
ingly in this Court, on this day, and the result was as
follows :-
[State the finding on the several issues joined in the
action, or that the plaintiff was nonsuited.]
Dated this day of 18
Registrar  of the Court.
35.-Order for costs of the day, under section  90  of
the Act.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Whereas a rule  [or  summons] has been granted by
[Supreme Court or Judge],  requiring cause to be shown
why a writ of  certiorari [or  prohibition] should not
issue in this cause, and no order has been made by such
Court  [or  Judge], respecting the costs in this Court ;
and whereas a copy of such rule  [or  summons] has
not, been served on the plaintiff  [or  defendant]  [or
Registrar], according to section 90 of the Act ; and
whereas the plaintiff  [or  defendant] has on this day
appeared at this Court to prosecute  [or  defend] this
cause : It is ordered, that the defendant  [or  plaintiff]
do pay the sum of £ for the plaintiff's  [or  defen-
dant's] costs of the - day; and it is ordered, that the
defendant  [or  plaintiff] do pay the same to the
Registrar of the Court, on the day of' 18
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18 .
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  from till except on
[here insert the days on which the office will be closed],
when the office will be closed at one.
36.-Order for costs of the days under section  90  of
the Act.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Whereas a writ of  certiorari [or  prohibition] has
beery granted in this cause by  [the Supreme Court or
Judge]  on the ex-parte application of the ,defendant  [or
plaintiff] who has not lodged it with the Registrar of
the Court or has not given notice to the plaintiff  [or
defendant] that it has issued, two clear days before this
day, being the clay fixed for hearing this cause ; and
whereas the said  [Supreme Court or Judge]  has made no
order respecting the costs of the cause in this Court ;
and whereas the plaintiff [or  defendant] has on this
day appeared at this Court to prosecute  [or  defend]
this cause : It is ordered, that the defendant  [or  plain-
tiff] do pay the sum of £ for the plaintiff's  [or
defendant's] costs of the day ; and it is ordered that The
defendant  [or  plaintiff] do pay the same to the Regis-
trar of the Court, on the day of 18
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18 .
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of business]  from till except on
[here insert the days on which the office will be closed]
when the office will be closed at one.
37.-Was-rant of execution against the goods of
defendant.
No. of plaint
No. of warrant
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Whereas on the day of 18 tl,e
plaintiff obtained a judgment in this Court against the
defendant for the sum of £ for debt  [or  damages]
and costs, and it was thereupon ordered by the Court
that the defendant should pay the same to the Registrar
on the
_day of  [or by  instalments of
for every days] ; and whereas default hae been
made in payment according to the said order : These are
therefore to require and order you forthwith to make
and levy by distress and sale of the goods and chattels
of the defendant, wheresoever they may be found
within the District of this Court (except the wearing
apparel and bedding of him or his family, and the tools
and implements of his trade, if any, to the value of ten
pounds) the sum stated at the foot of this warrant,
being the amount due to the plaintiff under the said
order, including the costs of this execution, and also to
seize and take any money or bank notes, and any
cheques, bills of exchange, promissory notes, bonds,
specialities, or securities for money of the defendant,
which may there be found, or such part or so much
thereof as may be sufficient to satisfy this execution and
the costs of making and executing the same ; and to pay
what you shall have so levied to the Registrar of this
Court, and make return of what you have done under
this warrant immediately upon the execution thereof.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
.day of 18 .
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
To the bailiff of the said Court and others the assistant
bailiffs thereof.
£ s. d.
Amount for which judgment was
obtained  ...  ... ... ...
Costs .., ..,
Mileage ..,
Paid into Court ... ...
Remaining due ... ... ...
Total  amount  to be levied ...
Notice.-The  goods and chattels are not to be sold
until after the end of  five  days next following the day
on which they were seized, unless they be of a perishable
nature, or at the request of the defendant.
Application was made to the Registrar for this
warrant at minutes past.the hour of in the
noon of the day of 18 .
This form will also apply to a warrant of execution
upon a judgment under sections 76 and 97 of the Act.
38.-Warrant of execution against the goods of plain-tiff.
No. of plaint
No'. of warrant
In the Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Whereas at a Court holden at on thin:
day of 18 it was ordered by the Court that
judgment should be entered for the defendant [or that
judgment of non-suit be entered] and that the plaintiff
should pay to the Registrar of the Court on or before the
day of the sum of for the defendant's
costs of suit ; and whereas default has been made in
payment according to the said order : These are therefore
to require and order you forthwith to make and levy by ,
distress and" sale of the goods and chattels of the
plaintiff, wheresoever they may be found within the
District of this Court (excepting the wearing apparel
1s
and bedding of him or his family, and the tools and
implements of his trade, if any, to the value of ten
pounds), the sum stated at the foot of this warrant, being
the amount due to the defendant under the said judg-
ment, including the costs of this execution, and also to
seize and take any money or bank notes, and any
cheques, bills of exchange, promissory notes, bonds,
specialities, or securities for money of the plaintiff,
which may there be found, or such part or so much
thereof as may be sufficient to satisfy this execution,
and the costs of making and executing the same ; and to
pay what you shall have so levied to the Registrar of
the Court, and make `return of what you have done
under this warrant immediately upon the execution
thereof.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18 .
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
To the bailiff of the said Court and others the assistant
bailiffs thereof.
s. d.
Costs adjudged
Mileage
Paid into Court
Remaining due
Total amount to be levied ...
Notice.-The  goods and chattels are not to be sold
until after the end of  five  days  next following the day
on which they were seized ,  unless they be of a perishable
nature, or at the request of the said plaintiff.
Application was made to the Registrar for this
warrant at minutes past the hour of in the
noon of the day of 18
39.-Certfcate for the discharge of a deft-ndant from
Custody.
In the District Court of holden at 18
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
I hereby certify that the defendant, who was com-
mitted to your custody by virtue of a writ of  capias ad
satisfaciendum,  under the seal of this Court, bearing
date the day of 18 (has paid and
satisfied the sum of money for the non-payment whereof
he was so committed, together with all costs due and
payable by him in respect thereof; and that the
defendant) may, in respect of such warrant, be -forthwith
discharged out of your custody.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18 .
By leave of the Judge of the Court,
To the Governor or Keeper of
Registrar of the Court.
40.-Order for  a new trial.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff ,  and C.D .,  defendant.
It is ordered ,  that the judgment in this case ,  and all
subsequent proceedings thereon, be set aside ,  and a new
trial had between the parties on  [set out the terms or
conditions , f any, on  which the order is made.]
Given  under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
41.-Order to rescind a former order.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
It is ordered, that the order of this Court in this
action bearing date the • day of be
rescinded.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18 .
By the Court,
Registrar  of the Court.
42.-Interpleader summons to execution creditor.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Whereas  [here insert the name, address, and descrip-
tion of claimant, so far as is then known]  bath made a
claim to  [certain goods and chattels, or moneys, ere.]
taken in execution under process issuing out of this
Court, at your instance  [or  certain rent alleged to be
due to him] :-
You are, therefore, hereby summoned to appear at a
Court to be holden at on the day of
at the hour of in the forenoon, when
the said claim will be adjudicated upon, and such order
made thereon as to the Judge shall seem fit.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this
day of 18
Registrar of the Court.
To the plaintiff'.
Note-The  claimant is called upon to give the
particulars of his claim, which you may inspect on
application at the office of the Registrar of this Court
four days before the day of hearing.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  from till except on  [here
insert the days on which the Office 1vill be closed] when the
office will be closed at one.
43.-Interpleader summons to a claimant setting up a
claim to goods or the proceeds thereof.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
[Name, address, and description of claimant.]
You are hereby summoned to appear at a Court to be
holden at on the day of
18 at the hour of in the forenoon, to support
a claim made by  you to  certain goods and chattels  [or
moneys, &c.] taken in execution under process issued in
this cause at the instance of  [the execution creditor]  and
in default of your then establishing such claim the said
goods and chattels will be sold  [or  the said moneys, .&c.,
paid over] according to the exigency of the said process ;
and take notice, that you are hereby required,  five  days
before the said day, to deliver to the officer in charge of
the said process, or leave at my office; particulars of the
goods and chattels which  [or  the proceeds whereof] are
claimed by you, and of the grounds of your claim ; and
in such particulars you shall set forth fully your name,
address, and description ; and take notice, that in the
event of your not giving such particulars as aforesaid
your claim will not be heard by the Court.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this
day of 18
Registrar of the Court.
To ofHours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of ofce]  from till except on  [here
insert the days on which the office will be closed]  when
the office will be closed at one.
44.--Interpleader summons to a claimant setting up a
claim to rent in respect of the premises upon which
the execution was levied.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
[Name, address, and description of claimant.]
You are hereby summoned to appear at a Court to be
holden at on the day of 18
at the hour of in the forenoon, to support a
claim made by you to certain rent alleged by you to be
due to you in respect of and issuing out of certain
premises upon- which certain goods and chattels were
taken in execution under process of this Court in
this cause at the instance of  [the execution creditor]  and
in default of your then establishing such claim the said
goods and chattels will be sold, and the proceeds thereof
paid. over according to the exigency of the said process
[or  if such goods and chattels shall have been then sold,
then the proceeds of such sale will be paid over according
to the exigency of the said, process] ; and take notice, that
you are hereby required five days before the said day,
fo deliver to the officer in charge of the said process, or
leave at my office, particulars of the amount of the rent
claimed by you, and of the period for which and of the
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premises in respect of which you claim such rent, and
of the grounds of your claim, and in such particulars
you shall set forth fully your name, address, and des-
cription ; and take notice, that in the event of your not
giving such particulars your claim will not be heard by
the Court.
Given finder the seal of the Court, this
day of 18 .
Registrar of the Court.
To of
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  f om till except on
[here insert the days on which the office will be closed]
when the office will be closed at one.
45.-Order on an interpleader summons where the claim
is not established.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
E.F., claimant.
It is this day adjudged, touching the claim of E.F. to
certain goods and chattels  [or  moneys, &c.] taken in
execution in this action  [or  to certain rent alleged to
be due to him] that the said goods and chattels [or
moneys, &c., or part thereof, to wit,  &c., .spec.,/ ng them]
are the property of the execution debtor  [or  that there
is no rent due to the said ] : And it is ordered,
that the costs of this proceeding, amounting to
be paid by the said E.F. to the Registrar of this Court,
on or before the day of for the use of
the execution creditor.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18 .
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  from till
[here insert the days on which the office will be closed]
when the office will be closed at one.
46.-Order on an interpleader summons where the
claim is established.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
E.F., claimant.
It is this day adjudged, touching the claim of E.F.
to certain goods and chattels  [or  moneys, &c.] taken in
execution in this action  [or to  certain rent alleged to
be due to him] that the said goods and chattels  [or
moneys, &c., or part thereof, to wit,  spec fying them]
are his property  [or  that rent to the amount of £
is due to him].
And it is ordered, that the said  [execution creditor]
do pay to the Registrar of this Court, for the use of the
said E. F., £ for costs, on or before the
day of
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of ,18 .
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar.
[place of office],  from till except  [here
insert the days on which the office will be closed]  when the
office will be closed at one.
47.-Warrant of execution against the goods of claimant.
No. of plaint
No. of warrant
Folio in ledger.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A. B., plaintiff, and C. D., defendant.
E. F., claimant.
Whereas, at a Court holden at on the
day of 18 , the plaintiff,
by the judgment of the said Court, recovered against the
defendant the sum of £ for debt  [or  damages]
and for costs ; and whereas the defendant, by an order
of the Court, was ordered to pay the same to the Regis-
trar of the Court ; and whereas default having been
made in payment according to the said order, an execu-
tion issued against the goods of the defendant, under
which certain goods and chattels were seized, in respect
fo which It. F., of, &c., made claim, and which claim
was heard and decided upon at a Court holden at
oil the day of 18
and it was adjudged that the goods so seized under the
said execution were the property of the defendant  [or
that certain rent alleged-by the said
of, &e., to be due to him was not so due] ; and it was
ordered that the costs of that proceeding, amounting to
the sum of £ should be paid by the
claimant to the Registrar of the said Court, on or
before the day of 18
and whereas' default has been made in payment
according to the said last mentioned order : These are
therefore to require and order you forthwith to make
and levy by distress and sale of the goods and chattels
of the said claimant, wheresoever they may be found
within the district of this Court (excepting the wearing
apparel and bedding of the said claimant or his family
and the tools and implements of his trade, if any, to
the amount of £10), the sum stated at the foot of this
warrant, being the amount due to the plaintiff under
the said order, including the costs of this execution ; and
also to seize and take any money or bank notes, and any
cheques, bills of exchange, promissory notes, bonds,
specialties, or securities for money of the claimant which
may there be found, or such part, or so much thereof as
may be sufficient to satisfy this execution, and the costs
of making and executing the same ; and to pay what
you shall have so levied to the Registrar of the Court,
and make return of what you have done under this
warrant immediately upon the execution thereof.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of  is  .
By the Court,
To the bailiff of the said Court.
Registrar of the Court.
£ s. d
Costs mdjudged ...
Mileage ... ...
Total  amount  to be levied £
Notice.-The  goods and chattels are not to be sold
until after the end of  five  days next following the day on
which they were seized, unless they be of a perishable
nature, or at  the  request of the said claimant.
Application was made to the Registrar for this
warrant at minutes past the hour of in the
noon of the day of 18 .
48.-Bond where plaintis appellant.
A sum sufficient Know all men by these presents, that
to cover the we, A .B., of &c., and C.D., of &c., and
costs of appeal
say 2 , being E.F., of &c., are jointly and severally
double the esti- held and firmly bound to G.H., of&e., in
mated amount. £ to be paid to the said G.H., or his
certain attorney, executors, administrators, or assigns ;
for which payment to be made we bind ourselves, and
each and every of us, in the whole, our and each of our
heirs, executors, and administrators, jointly and severally
firmly by these presents.
For notice of Sealed with our seals, and dated
sureties and aff- this day of onedavit of justifi- y
cation see forms thousand eight hundred and
9 and 10.
Whereas an action is now depending in the
District Court of holden at wherein the
above bounden A.B. is plaintiff, and the above named
G.H. is defendant ; and whereas the said action came
on to be tried in the said Court on the day
of when a judgment was given for the said G.H.
and whereas the said A.B , being dissatisfied with
such judgment, gave due notice to the said G.H., of
his, the said A.B.'s intention to appeal from the same to
the Supreme Court of Quecnsl.und at Brisbane,
according to the statute in such case made and provided
and whereas it is thereby provided that the party who
shall appeal as aforesaid, shall give sscurity, to be
approved by the Registrar of the Court aforesaid, for the
costs of time appeal and the amount of the said judgment
and whereas the abovenamed C.D. and E.F., at the
request of the said A.B., have agreed to enter into the
above written obligation for the purposes aforesaid, and
I approve of this the security intended to be hereby givr;n
bond, has been approved of by the
Registrar. Registrar of the said District Court, as(L.s.) appears by his allowance in the margin
hereof. Now the condition of this obligation is su:eh
that if the above bounden A.B., C.D., and E.F., or any
or either of them, shall pay unto the said G.II., lids
executors, administrators, or aaaigns, the costs of the
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said appeal and the amount of the said judgment as the
said Court of Appeal shall order, then this obligation
shall be void, otherwise shall remain in full force.
in this action] is due to him from me, and I will pay
the same. by instalments of
Dated this day of 18-
Defendant.
Signed in the presence of
Signed, sealed, and delivered by
the above bounden in the
presence of
NOTE.-If a  deposit of money be made, as allowed by
section 94 of the Act, the memorandum thereof should
follow the terms of the condition of the bond.
49.-Bond where defendant is appellant.
A sum sufficient Know all men by these presents, that
to cover the costsof  Appeal, say we, A.B., of&c., and  C.D., of  &c., and
£ being double E.F., of &c., are jointly and severally
the estimated held and firmly bound to.G.H., of &c.,
amount, and ,double the in £ , to be p aid to the said G.H.
amount of Judg- or his certain attorney, executors, ad-
ment. ministrators, or assigns ; for which
payment to be made we bind ourselves, and each and
every of us, in the whole, our and each of our heirs,
executors and administrators, jointly and severally,
firmly by these presents.
Sealed with our seals, and dated this day of
one thousand eight hundred and
Whereas an action is now depending in the
District Court of holden at wherein
the above named G.H. is plaintiff, and the above
bounded A.B. is defendant ; and whereas the said
action came on to be tried in the said Court, on the
day of last, when a judgment was given for the
said G.H. in the sum of £ ; and whereas the said
A.B., being dissatisfied with such judgment, gave due
notice to the said G.H. of his the said A.B.'s intention to
appeal from the same to the Supreme Court of
Queensland, at Brisbane, according to the statute in
such case made and provided ; and whereas it is
thereby provided, that the party who shall appeal as
aforesaid shall give security, to be approved by the
Registrar of the Court aforesaid, for the costs of the
appeal, and also for the amount of the judgment ; and
whereas the above named C.D. and E.F., at the request
of the said A.B., have agreed to enter into the above
•I approve of written obligation, for the purposes afore-
this Bond said, and the security intended to be
[L.B.] Registrar. hereby given has been approved by*
the Registrar of the said District Court, as appears by
his allowance in the margin hereof. Now, the condi-
tion of his obligation is such, that if the above bounden
A.B., C.D., and E.F., any or either of them, shall pay
unto the said G.H., his executors, administrators, or
assigns, the costs of the said appeal, as the said Court
of Appeal shall order (and shall also, in case the said
appeal shall be dismissed, pay to the said G.H., his
executors, administrators, or assigns, the said sum of
£ [amount of the judgment, *] then this obligation
shall be void, otherwise shall remain in full force.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by
the above bounden, in the
presence of
NOTE.-If a deposit of money bemade, asallowed by
sect. 94 of the Act, the memorandum thereof should follow
the terms of the condition of the bond.
50.-Case onappeal.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
An Appeal to the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
This is an action  [here state the cause of action and the
facts].
The question for the opinion of the said Supreme
Court is :-
First  [here state the question for the opinion of the Court]-
(Signature of Judge.)
51.-Admission of claim or part of claim under section
96  of the Act.
(A•)
No.
In the District Court of holden at
Between , plaintiff, and , defendant.
I, the defendant, do hereby confess and admit that the
sum of £ , the amount claimed  [or the  sum of
being part of the amount claimed by the plaintiff
* To be omitted, if amount previously paid into Court.
This paper marked .A is the statement referred to in
the annexed affidavit.
52.-Affidavit of signature to admission, section 96  of
the Act.No.
In the District Court of holden at
Between A. B., plaintiff, and C. D., defendant.
I of gentleman, an attorney of the
Supreme Court of Queensland, make oath and say,
that I was present on the day of ,
one thousand eight hundred and , and did see
the above-named defendant sign the statement here=
unto annexed marked with the letter A, and that the
name set to the said statement is in the handwriting of
the defendant, and that the name set to the said state-
ment as the witness attesting the same is in my hand-
writing.
Sworn at , in the Colony of
Queensland, this day
of one thousand eight hun-
dred and , before me
53.-Notice to plaintiff of admission of claim under
section  96  of the Act.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
Between A. B., plaintiff, and C. D., defendant.
I do hereby give you notice, that the defendant has
filed a statement confessing and admitting the amount
claimed by you (and agreeing to pay the same by instal-
ments of ,) and that it will not be necessary for
you to prove the claim on the day of hearing ; but you
must attend the Court to apply to the Judge for an
order for payment.
Dated this day of 18
To the plaintiff.
Registrar  of the Court.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of ofce,]  from till , except on
[here insert the days on which the  office will be closed]
when the office will be closed at one.
54.-Notice to plaintiff under section  96  of the Act of
admission  of part of claim.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A. B., plaintiff, and C. D., defendant.
I do hereby give you notice, that the defendant has
filed a statement, confessing and admitting £ part
of the amount claimed by you, and that it will not be
necessary for you to prove that part of your claim which
the defendant has so admitted, on the day of hearing.
If, however, you do not consent to accept the sum so
admitted in satisfaction of your demand, you must be
prepared to prove the  excess ; but  at all events you
must attend the Court to apply to the Judge for an
order for payment.
Dated this day of 18 .
Registrar  of the Court.
To the plaintiff.
Hours of  attendance  at the  office of the Registrar
[place of office]  from to  except on
[here insert the day on which the  office  will be closed]
when the office  will be closed at one.
55.-Admission under section  97 of the Act.
No.
In the District Court  of holden at
Between  A. B., plaintiff,  and-C .  D., defendant.
We, the plaintiff  and defendant, do hereby  agree that
the amount of the debt  or demand due  from the defend.
ant to the  plaintiff is £ , and that the same,
with  £ for the plaintiff 's costs, and £
the Court  fees, shall  be paid to the Registrar of the
Court at his office, in manner following,  viz.:-
Dated this  .  day of 18 .
Signatures of
plaintiff
and defendant.
Signed in the presence of
This paper marked A, is the statement  referred to in
the annexed affidavit.
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56.-Affidavit of signature nder section 97 of the Act.
No. -
In the District Court of holden at
Between A. B., plaintiff, and C. D., defendant.
I of , gentleman, an attorney of the
Supreme Court of Queensland, make oath and say,
that I was present on the day of
one thousand eight hundred and , and did see
the plaintiff and defendant respectively sign the state-
ment hereunto annexed, marked with the letter A, and
that the name set to the said statement is in the
handwriting of the plaintiff, and that the name
set to the said statement is in the handwriting of the
defendant, and that the name set to the said
statement as the witness attesting the same, is in my
handwriting.
Sworn at in the
county of
this day of
one thousand eight hundred
and before me
57-. Summons in nature  of a scirefacias  where any change
of plaint
No.
In the District  Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between E. F., plaintiff,
(Address)
(Description)
and
C. D., defendant,
(Address)
(Description)
Whereas  A. B., at a Court holden at on the
day of 18 obtained a judgment
against you for the sum of £ for debt and costs,
which judgment now remains unsatisfied  ;  and whe re as
the said A .  B. has since died  [or state circumstances
requiring revival of judgment ]  and the said plaintiff is
his executor  [or state representative character ] :  you are
hereby summoned to appear at a Court to be holden at
on the day of 18 , at the
hour of  -  in the forenoon ,  to show cause why
judgment should not be entered up at the suit of the
plaintiff on the judgment so obtained against you, and
why execution should not issue thereon.
Dated this day of 18
Registrar of the Court.
£ s. d.
Due on judgment
To the defendant.
N.B.-Where the judgment i  the original cause
was for the defendant, the above form must be altered
accordingly.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of  office] from till except on
[here insert the days on which the office will be closed]
when the office will be closed at one.
58.-Summons in nature  of scire  facial where any change
of defendant.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A. B., plaintiff,
(Address)
(Description)
and
E. F., defendant,
(Address)
(Description)
Whereas the  plaintiff ,  at a Court holden at
on the day of 18 , obtained a judgment
against C. D., of  [name, address ,  and description of
C. D.]  for the sum of £ for and costs,
which judgment now remains unsatisfied  ;  and whereas
the said C.  D. has since died  [or state cause of revival
being necessary ]  and you are his executor  [or state other
representative character ] :  you are hereby summoned to
appear at a Court to be holden at on the
day of  18 , at the hour of in the
noon, to show cause why judgment should not be
entered up against you ,  at the suit of the plaintiff', on
the judgment so obtained, and why-eyeeution-..a tutild not
issue thereon.
Dated this day of 18
To the defendant.
Registrar  of the Court.
£ s. d.
Due on judgment
N.B.-Where the judgment in the original  cause was
for the defendant the above form must 'be altered
accordingly.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  from till except on
[here insert the days on which the office  will  be closed]
when the office will be closed at one.
59-Judgment on scire facias  summons  on change of
plaintiff.No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.) .'
Between E. F., plaintiff, and C. D., defendant.
Whereas A. B., at a Court holden at . on
the day of i 18 , obtained  a judgment
against the defendant for payment of £
for and costs, which judgment  now remains
unsatisfied ; and whereas the said A. B. has since.,. died
[or state circumstances requiring  revival  of judgment],
and the plaintiff is his executor [or  state other represen-
tative  character] :  It is ordered that the said plaintiff be
at liberty to issue execution on the said judgment  against
the said defendant (and for the sum of £ e for
further costs.)
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18 . ,
By the Court,
Registrar  of the Court.
£ s. d.
Due on judgment ... ...
N.B.-Where th  judgment i  the original c use was
for the defendant, the above form must be altered
accordingly.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  from till , except on
[here insert the days on which the office will  be closed],
when the office will be closed at one.
60.-Judgment  on scire  facial on change of defendant.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A. B., plaintiff, and E. F., defendant.
Whereas the plaintiff, at a Court holden at on
the day of , 18 , obtained  a judgment
against C. D. for the sum of £
,
for
and costs, which judgment  now remains unsatisfied ;
and whereas the said C. D. has since died  [ or, state
other circumstances requiring revival of judgment],  and
the defendant is his executor  [or state other  representa-
tive character], [conclude  according  to the rules and
forms as to executors and the defence made].
Given under the  seal  of the Court, this
day of 18 .
By the Court,
Registrar  of the Court.
£  S.  d.
Due on judgment ... ...
N.B.-Where the judgment in the original  cause was
for the defendant, the above form must be altered
accordingly.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  from till , except on
[here insert the days on which the office will  be closed],
when the office will be closed at one.
61.-Judgment  against an executor who has wasted assets.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A. B., plaintiff, and C. D., executor  [or
administrator] of , deceased, defendant.
Upon hearing this cause at a Court this day holden,
it is adjudged that the plaintiff do recover against the
defendant the sum of £ for and £
for costs ; and it is ordered that the defendant do pay
" Here insert the sum, if any, allowed to the plaintiff  as costs
by the Judge.
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the same to the Registrar of this Court, on or before
the day of
It is also adjudged that the defendant being the
executor  [or  administrator ]  of the said deceased, has
made away with ,  wasted ,  and put to his own use divers
goods and  chattels  [or  moneys ,  as the case may  be] to
the amount of the said sum, which were the property of
the said deceased , and which  came to the hands of the
defendant as executor  [ or  administrator ]  as aforesaid, to
be administered  : Wherefore,  it is ordered ,  that if the
defendant shall make default in the payment of the said
sum, the same sha ll  be levied by distress and sale of the
goods and chattels which were of the said deceased, and
which came to the hands of the defendant as executor
[or administrator ],  if the defendant  has  so much thereof
in his hands to be administered  ;  and if he has not, then
that the said sums shall be levied of the proper goods
and chattels of the defendant.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of ,18 .
By the Court,
Registrar of-the Court.
Hours of attendance at the office  '  of the Registrar
[place  of office]  fr om till  ,  except on
[here insert the days on which the  office will  be closed]
when the office wi ll  be closed at one.
62.-Judgment against an executor who has denied his
representative character.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A. B., plaintiff ,  and C..  D., executor  [or
administrator ]  of deceased ,  defendant.
Upon hearing this cause at a Court this day holden,
it is adjudged that the plaintiff do recover against the
defendant of £ for and £
for costs  ;  and it is ordered that the defendant do pay
the same to the Registrar of this Court ,  on or before
the day of 18 .
And the defendant having denied that he is executor
[or administrator ]  of the said deceased, it
appears to the Court that he is executor  [or  adminis-
trator] of the said deceased.
Wherefore  it is ordered ,  that if the defendant shall
make default in the payment of the said sums, the same
shall be levied by distress and sale of the goods and
chattels which were of  the  said deceased ,  and which
came to the hands of the defendant as executor  [or
administrator ]  if the defendant has so much thereof in
his hands to be administered  ;  and if he has not, then
that the said sums shall be levied  of the  proper goods
and chattels of the defendant.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18 .
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  from  tan till four ,  except '  on  [here
insert the days on which  the office  will be closed],  when
the office will  be closed at one.
63.-Judgment against an executor who has pleaded a
release of the claim to himself.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A. B., plaintiff, and C. D., executor [or
administrator] of deceased, defendant.
Upon hearing this cause, at a court this day holden,
it is adjudged that the plaintiff do recover against the
defendant the sum of £ for and £
for costs; and it is ordered that the defendant do pay
the same to the Registrar of this Court on or before
the clay of 18 .
And the defendant having alleged that the plaintiff's
claim had been released to him, it appears to the Court
that he has failed to prove such release.
Wherefore it is ordered that if the defendant shall
make default in the payment of the said sums, the same
shall be levied by distress and sale of the goods and
chattels which were of the said deceased, and which
came to the hands of the defendant as executor  [or
administrator], if the defendant has so much thereof in
his hands to be administered ; and if he has not, then
that the said sums shall be levied of the proper goods
and chattels of the defendant.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of • 18
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
Hours of attendance  at the Office of the  Registrar
[place of office]  from till except Oil
[here insert the days on which the  office  will bee loped],
when the office wi ll  be closed at one.
64.-Judgment against executor or administrator- who
admits his representative character and denies the
demand.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., executor  [or  admin-
istrator] of deceased, defendant.
Upon hearing this cause, at a court this day holden,
it is adjudged that the plaintiff do recover against the
defendant the sum of £ for and £
for costs ; and it is ordered that the defendant do pay
the  same to the Registrar of this Court on or before
the day 18 .
And the defendant having admitted his representative
character, but denied the plaintiff's demand, and the
plaintiff having proved the same, it is further ordered
that if the defendant shall make default in payment of
the said sums, the same shall be levied as follows :-the
sum of £  [the debt or damage and costs]  of the
goods and chattels which were of the said deceased, and
and which came to the hands of the defendant as
executor  [or  administrator], if the defendant has so
much thereof in his hands to be administered, and if he
has not, then that the sum of £  [the costs]  be levied
upon the propcr1ds of the defendant.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of .18 .
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  from till except on  [here insert
the days on which the office will be closed],  when the office
will be closed at one.
65.-Judgment against executor or administrator where
he admits his representative character, but denies
the demand, and alleges total or partial adminis-
tration of assets, and the plaintf proves his
demand, and the defendant proves administration.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.B., executor  [or
administrator] of deceased, defendant..
Upon hearing this cause at a court this day holden,
it is adjudged that the plaintiff do recover against the
defendant the sum of £ for and
for costs ; and it is ordered that the defendant do pay
the same to the Registrar of this Court, on or before
the day of 18
And the defendant having admitted his representative
character, but denied the plaintiff's demand, and having
also alleged a total  [or  partial] administration of the
goods of the said deceased, which came to the hands of
the defendant as executor  [or  administrator] to be
administered, it appears to the Court that the plaintiff
has proved to the Court his demand, and also that the
defendant has proved the administration alleged ; where-
fore it is ordered, that in default of such payment the
sum of , being the costs incurred by the plaintiff
in proving his demand, shall be levied on the goods and
chattels whichwere of the said deceased, and which came to
the hands of the defendant as executor [or administra-
tor], if the defendant has so much thereof in his hands ;
and if he has not, then that it shall be - levied of the
proper goods and chattels of the defendant, and'as to
the  sure of  £[the plainti 's demand],  that it be levied
of the goods and chattels of the said deceased, which
hereafter shall come to the hands of the defendant, as
executor  [or  administrator] as aforesaid, to be adminis-
tered.
And it is further ordered, that the plaintiff do pay
to the Registrar of the Court, on or before the
day of 18 , the sum of £ being
the costs incurrred by the defendant in proving the
administration alleged.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
N.B.-If the defendant is shown to have some assets
the judgment must be for that amount,  de bons testa.
Loris,  and for the residue  quando acciderint.
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Hours  of attendance at the office of the Registrar,
[place of office]  from till , except on  [here
insert the  days on which the office will be closed]  when
the office will be closed at one.
66.-Judgment against  executor or administrator where
the defendant admits his representative character, but
denies  the demand, and alleges total or partial
administration  of  assets,  and the plaintiff' proves his
demand, and the defendant does not prove the admin-
istration.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., executor  (or  admin-
istrator ) of deceased, defendant.
Upon hearing this cause, at a court this day holden, it
is adjudged that the plaintiff do recover against the
defendant the sum of £ for, and £
for costs  ; and it is ordered that the defendant do pay
the same to  the Registrar of this Court, on or before
the day of , 18
And the defendant having admitted his representative
character, but denied the plaintiff's demand, and having
also alleged  a total  [or  partial] administration of the
goods  of the said deceased, which came to the hands of
the defendant as executor  [or  administrator], to be
administered, it appears to the Court that the plaintiff
has proved to the Court his demand, and also that the
defendant has not proved the administration alleged.
And it is further ordered, that if the-defendant shall
make  default in payment of the said sum, the same
shall be levied as follows :-the sum of £  [debt
and costs ]  of the goods and chattels which  were of  the
said  deceased, and which came to the defendant as
aforesaid ., if the defendant has so much thereof in his
hands  to be administered ; and if he has not, then
that the residue of the sum of £  [debt]  be luviefl
of the goods and chattels of the said deceased, which
hereafter  shall come to the hands of the defendant as
executor  [or  administrator] as aforesaid to be admin-
istered ; and that the sum of  £ [the costs]  be levied
upon the proper goods of the defendant.
Given under  the seal  of the Court, this
day of 18
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
Hours  of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office],  from till except on  [here
insert  the days on which the office will  be closed ]  when the
office wi ll  be closed at one.
67.-Judgment  against an executor  or administrator who
admits his representative  character, and the plaintiff's
demand, but alleges a total or  partial administration
of assets , and proves the administration.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A .B., plaintiff, and C.D., executor [or
administrator ] of deceased, defendant.
Upon hearing  this cause , at a court this day holden,
it is  adjudged that the plaintiff do recover against the
defendant-the sum of £ for , and
it is ordered , that the defendant do pay the same to
the Registrar  of this Court on or before the
day of 18
And the defendant having admitted his representa-
tive character, and also the plaintiff's demand, and
having alleged a total  [or  partial] administration of
the goods of the said  deceased , which came to the
hands of the defendant,  as executor  [or administrator]
to be administered ; it appears  to  the Court that the
defendant has proved to the Court the administration
alleged  : Wherefore it is ordered, that in default of
such payment, the said sum of £ shall be levied
of the goods and chattels of the said deceased, which
hereafter shall come 'to the hands of the defendant as
executor  [or  administrator] as aforesaid, to be admin-
istered  : Wherefore it is ordered, that in default of
such payment the said sum of £ shall be levied
of the goods and chattels of the said deceased which
hereafter  shall  come to the hands  of the  defendant as
executor  [or  administrator] as aforesaid to be admin-
istered.
And it is further ordered that the plaintiff do pay
to the Registrar of this Court, on or before the
day of , 18 , the sum of £ , being thc
costs incurred by the defendant  in proving  the admin-
istration alleged.
Given under the  seal  of the Court, this
day of ,18
By the Court,
Registrar  of the Court.
Hours of attendance at the office the Registrar  [place
of office]  from till except on  [here insert the
days on which the office  will be closed ]  when the office will
be closed at one.
68.-Judgment  against an executor or administrator who
admits his representative character and theplaintiff's
demand, but  alleges a total or partial administrations
of assets,  and does not  prove the  administration.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., executor  [or
administrator] of deceased, defendant.
Upon hearing this cause, at a Court this day holden,
it is adjudged that the plaintiff do recover  against the
defendant the sum of £ for and it is
ordered that the defendant do pay the same to the
Registrar of this Court, at on or before the
day of 18
And the defendant having admitted his representative
character, and also the plaintiff's demand, and having
alleged a total  [or  partial] administration of the goods
of the said deceased, which came to the hands of  the
defendant as executor [or administrator] to be adminis-
tered ; it appears  to  the Court that the defendant has
not proved to the Court the administration alleged. And
it is further ordered, that if the defendant shall make
default in payment of the said sum, the same shall be
levied as follows :-The sum of  £ [debt and costs]  of
the goods and chattels which were of the said  deceased,
and which came to the defendant, as aforesaid, if the
defendant has so much thereof in his hands to be admin-
istered, and if he has not, then that the residue of the
sum of  £ [debt]  be levied of the goods and chattels
of the said deceased, which hereafter shall come to the
hands of the defendant, as executor  [or  administrator]
as aforesaid, to be administered ; and that the sum of
£ [the costs]  be levied upon the proper goods of the
defendant.
Given under the seal of the Court this day
of 18
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
Hours of attendance at the office of the  Registrar
[place of office]  from till except on
[here insert the days on  which  the office  will be closed]
when the office will be closed at one.
69.--Summons to an executor  of plaintiff s intention to
apply to the Court where assets  have come  to defen-
dant' s hands since  judgment.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff,
(Address)
(Description)
and
C.D. executor  [or  administrator] of
deceased , defendant,
(Address)
(Description)
The plaintiff having learnt that property of deceased
has  come  to your  [the defendant's]  hands, as executor,
[or administrator], since the judgment herein, to be
administered (and that you have withholden and wasted
the same), intends to apply to the Court to be holden on
the day of ,  18 , at  the hour of
in the forenoon, for an order that the debt
[or  damages] and costs shall be levied of the goods and
chattels of the said deceased, if you have so much
thereof to be administered (and that if  you  have not,
then that it shall be levied of your proper goods and
chattels), and that  the  costs be levied of your proper
goods and chattels.
You are, therefore, hereby summoned to appear at the
said Court, at the time and place aforesaid, to answer
touching the matters aforesaid.
Dated this day of 18 .
Registrar of the Court.
To  [the executor or administrator of the deceased].
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  froiu till except on  [here
insert the days on which the office will be closed],  when
the office wi ll  be closed at one.
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70.- Warrant of execution against the goods ofa testator.
No. of plaint
No. of warrant
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A. B., plaintiff, and C.D., executor  [or
administrator] of deceased, defendant.
Whereas, at a Court holden at on the
day of 18 , the plaintiff obtained
a judgment against the defendant, as executor  [or
administrator] of the said deceased, for the
sum of for due and owing to the
plaintiff by the said deceased in his lifetime, and the
sum of for costs of suit ; and thereupon it
was ordered by the Court that the defendant should pay
the same to the Registrar of the Court, on_ or before
the day of 18 , (or by instalments of
for every days) ; and whereas default
has been made in payment according to the said order :
these are therefore to require and order you forthwith to
make and levy by distress and sale of the goods and
chattels which were the property of the said deceased in
his lifetime, in the hands of the defendant to be admin-
istered, wheresoever  they  may be found within the
district of the Court, (excepting the wearing apparel and
bedding of him or his family, and the tools and imple-
ments of his trade, if any, to the value of £10),
the sum stated at the foot of this warrant, being the
amount due to the plaintiff under the said order,
including the costs of this execution ; and also to seize
and take any money, or bank notes, and any cheques,
bills of exchange, promissory notes, bonds, specialties or
securities for money, which were the property of the
said deceased in his lifetime which may there be found,
or such part, or so much thereof, as may be sufficient to
satisfy this execution, and the costs of making and
executing the same, if the defendant hath so much
thereof in his hands to be administered ; and if the
defendant hath not so much thereof in his hands to be
administered, then that you make and levy of the proper
goods and chattels, money, or bank notes, and any
cheques, bills of exchange, promissory notes, bonds,
specialties, or securities for money, of the defendant
the sum of for the costs and charges first
above mentioned, and the costs of this execution and
of levying the same ; and to pay what you shall have
so levied to the Registrar of this Court, and make
return of what you have done under this warrant
immediately upon the execution thereof.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of  -,18
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
To the bailiff of the said Court, and other the assistant
bailiffs thereof.
judgment of,. together with the sum of £ the costs
of this order, to the Registrar of this Court on or before
[as the case may be].
And it is further adjudged, that, if the defendant make
default in payment thereof ,  an execution sha ll  issue to
make and levy the abovementioned sums of the goods
and chattels of the said deceased ,  if the defendant has
so much thereof in his hands to be administered; and if
he has not, then to be made and levied of the proper
goods and chattels of the defendant.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18 .
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of  office]  from till  except on
[here insert the days on which the  office will  be closed]
when the  office will be closed at one.
72.-Order of reference. _
In the District Court of holden at
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
(Seal.)
By the consent of the plaintiff and defendant, it is, at
a Court holden this day, ordered that all matters in
difference in this cause [and all other matters within the
jurisdiction of this Court, in difference between the said
parties] be referred to of whose
certificate, to be made or given on or before the
day of 1S , shall be entered as the judgment
in this cause ; and it is further ordered, that the time for
making or giving such certificate may be from time to
time enlarged by the Judge of the Court, in his discre-
tion for such time as be shall, by endorsement to be by
him made on this order, direct ; and that the said
certificate, when made or given, may be referred back
again to the said arbitrator at the like discretion of the
said Judge, without the further consent of the said par-
ties ; and in case either of the said parties shall neglect
or refuse to attend any appointment to be made by the
said arbitrator for proceeding under this order, after
days notice thereof, in writing, shall have been
given to him, by serving the same personally, or by
leaving it at his last or usual place of abode, the said
arbitrator shall be at liberty to proceed  ex party  on the
matters of the said reference, and his certificate shall be
as valid as if both the said parties had duly attended
before him. And it is further ordered, that the costs of
the said reference shall  be in the discretion of the
arbitrator, and that the costs of the action shall abide
the event ; and it is lastly ordered that the submission
to arbitration shall not be revocable by either party.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18 .
By the Court,
' d£
Debt or damage adjudged
s. . Registrar  of the Court.
Costs ... ... ...
Paid into Court ... ... 73.-Summons to a tenant or other person holding over.
Remaining due... No.
Mileage ... ... ... ... In the District Court of holden at
Total amount to be levied £
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff,
(Address)
(Description)
and C.D., defendant,
(Address)
(Description).
Notice.-The  goods and chattels are not, to be sold
until after the end of  five  days next following the day
on which they were seized, unless they be of a perish-
able nature, or at the request ofthe defendant.
Application was made to the Registrar for this
warrant at minutes past the hour of
in the noon, of the day of 18
[Warrants of execution upon the judgments given in
forms 62 to  69  may be drawn from this form, altered
accordingly from those forms.]
71.-Judgment against an executor on a devastavit.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., executor,  [or
administrator] of deceased, defendant.
Upon hearing the plaintiff's application in this cause,
at a Court this day holden, it is adjudged that property
of deceased has come to the hands of the
defendant, as his executor  [or  adminstrator], since the
judgment recovered herein to be administered, and that
the defendant has wasted the same property, whereby
the judgment recovered herein remains unsatisfied. It
is therefore ordered, that the defendant, do pay the sum
of £ recovered by  [or  remaining due upon] the
You are hereby summoned to appear at a District
Court, to be holden at on the day of
18 , at the hour of in the forenoon, to
answer the plaintiff, wherefore you neglect or refuse to
deliver up to him possession of a certain [messuage with
appurtenances,  or  part of a house, &c.,  or as the case may
be] situate at
And take notice, that the plaintiff claims of you for
rent  [or  mesne profits  or  for rent and mesne profits] the
sum of for a period from the day of
18 , to the day of 18 .
And further take notice, if you do not appear at the
said Court, and show cause why you do not deliver up
possession as aforesaid, the Judge of the said Court may
order that possession of the said premises be given by
you to the plaintiff forthwith, or on or before such day
as the Judge shall name ; and that if such order be
made, and be not obeyed, a warrant may issue to give
possession to the plaintiff:
Dated the day of 18
Registrar of the Court.
To the defendant.
£ s. d.
Costs of this summons ...Claim for ... ... ...
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  from till except on
[here insert the days on which the gfce will be closed]
when the office will be closed at one.
(On back.)
Take notice.-If the plaintiff in this action be not
your immediate landlord, you must, upon your being
served with this summons, or if this summons shall come
to your knowledge, forthwith give notice thereof to your
immediate landlord ; and if you do not give such notice,
you will be liable, under section 22 of the Act, to forfeit
to your immediate landlord three years rack-rent of the
premises held  by you  of him in respect of which the
summons shall have issued.
74.-Sammons under section  21 of the Act.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff,
(Address)
(Description)
and C.D., defendant,
(Address)
(Description).
You are hereby summoned to appear at a Court to be
holden at on the day of
18 , at the hour of in the forenoon, to answer
the plaintiff why possession of a certain
situate at should not be given up to the plain-
tiff, by reason of the rent payable in respect thereof by
you being half a year in arrear, and the plaintiff having
right by law to re-enter for the non-payment thereof.
If you shall pay to the Registrar the rent in arrear,
and the costs of this action, as stated at the foot of the
summons, five clear days before the day you are required
to appear to this summons, this action will cease.
And take notice, that if you do not pay such rent in
arrear and costs, or appear at the said court and show
cause why possession of the said should not be
recovered against you, you may be ordered by the Court
to give possession of such premises to the plaintiff; and
that if such order be not obeyed, a warrant may issue to
give possession to-the plaintiff.
Dated this  day  of - 18
Registrar  of the Court.
£ s. d.
Costs of this summons
Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  from till except on
[here insert the days on which the  office  will be closed]
when the office wi ll  be closed at one.
(On back.)
Tali e  notice .- If the plaintiff in this action be not
your immediate landlord ,  you must, upon being served
with this summons, or if this summons shall  come to.
your knowledge ,  forthwith give notice thereof to your
immediate landlord  ;  and if you do not give such notice
you will be liable ,  under section 22 of this Act, to forfeit
to your immediate landlord three years rack-rent of the
premises  held by you  of him in respect of which the
summons shall have issued.
75.-Order for recovery of tenement.
No.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D. defendant.
Upon the hearing of this cause, at a Court holden this
day, it is ordered, that the defendant do give to the
plaintiff possession of a certain  [or  messuage
with appurtenances,  or  part of a certain house with
appurtenances,  or as the case may  be] situate at
forthwith  [or  on the day of ] and it is
adjudged that the plaintiff do recover against the
defendant the sum of £ for rent  [or  mesne profits
or  for rent and mesne profits] and £ costs.
And it is ordered, that the defendant do pay to the
Registrar of the Court the sum  [or  sums] abovementioned
on or before the day of 18
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18 .
By the Court,
To the defendant.
Registrar  of the Court.
Take notice, that if you do not give such possession,
a warrant may issue requiring -the bailiff of the Court
to give possession of the said to the plaintiff, and
to levy the sum abovementioned, together with further
costs.
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Hours of attendance at the office of the Registrar
[place of office]  from to except on  [here
insert the day on which the  office  will be closed ]  when the
office will be closed at one.
76.-Warrant forgiving possession of tenement.
No. of plaint
No of warrant
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Whereas at a Court holden at on the
day of 18 , it was ordered by the Court that
the defendant should give the plaintiff possession of a
certain  [as in summons]  situate at [and that the
plaintiff should recover against the defendant] the sum
of £ for rent  [or  mesne profits  or  rent and mesne
profits] and costs.
And whereas the defendant has not obeyed the said
order : These are therefore to authorise and require you
to forthwith give possession of the said hereinbefore
mentioned premises to the plaintiff. : And these are
therefore further to require and order you forthwith to
make and levy by distress and sale of the goods and
chattels of the defendant, wheresoever, they may be found
within the district of the Court (excepting the wearing
apparel and bedding of the defendant or his family, and
the tools and implements of his trade, if any, to the
value of £10) the said sum and the costs of this warrant
and execution, and also to seize and take any money or
bank notes, and any ch3ques, bills of exchange, promis-
sory notes, bonds, specialties, or securities for money,
of the defendant which may be there found, or such
part or so much thereof as may be sufficient to satisfy
this execution, and the costs of making and executing the
same, and to pay the amount so levied to the Registrar
of this Court, and make return of what you have done
under this warrant immediately upon the execution
thereof.
Given under the seal of the Court this
day of 18 .
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
To the Bailiff of the said Court.
£ s d.
Rent  [or  mesne profits  or  rent and
mesne profit]Costs  .. ... ...
Poundage for issuing this warrant ...
Total amount to bg levied ...£
Notice.-The goods and chattels are not to be sold
until after the end of five days next following the day
on which they were seized, unless they be of a perishable
nature, or at the request of the defendant.
Application was made to the Registrar for this warrant
at minutes past the hour of in the
noon of the day of 18 .
77.-Judgment in detinue.
No.
In the District Court of holden at(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
Upon bearing this cause, at a Court holden this day,
it is adjudged that the plaintiff do recover against the
defendant the sum of £ the same being now this
day assessed by this Court to be the value of the follow-
ing chattels of the plaintiff wrongfully detained by the
defendant, that is to say  [here enumerate the chattels
which the court decides to have been detained]  and the
further sum of £ for damages for the detention of
the said chattels, and the sum of £ for costs ; and
it is ordered that the defendant do pay the said several
sums to the Registrar of the Court, on the day
of 18 .
Acknowledg-
ment of  payment
into Court.
£ 8. d.
* And it is further ordered, that if
the defendant shall on or before the said
last mentioned day pay to the Registrar
the said sums respectively above ordered
to be paid for damages and costs, and
also return to the plaintiff the said
chattels, and if the plaintiff shall then
accept the same, then satisfaction of this
judgment shall be entered up by the
Registrar on the production to him of a
receipt for the said chattels signed by
the plaintiff, or his att3rney, or agent,
into Court.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 18 .
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
" This paragraph is not to be  added unless it be part of the order
of the Judge.
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Hours of attendance a_t the office of the Registrar
[place of ofice]  from to except on  [here
insert the  days on which the office will be closed]  when the
office will be closed at one.
78.-Warrant of execution in detinue against goods of
defendant.
No. of plaint
No. of warrant
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
Between A.B., plaintiff', and C.D., defendant.
Whereac at a Court holden at on the - day
of 18 , the plaintiff obtained a j udgment against
the defendant for the sum of £ the same being
assessed  by this Court to be the value of certain chattels
of the plaintiff wrongfully detained by the defendant, and
for the further payment of £ for damages for the deten-
tion of the said chattels, and of £ for costs ; and there-
upon it was ordered by the Court, that the defendant should
pay the same to the Registrar of this Court on the
day of  [or  by instalments of for every
days, the first instalment to be paid on the day of
18 ]* And it was further ordered, that if the
defendant should on or before the said last mentioned
day pay to the Registrar the said sums respectively
above ordered to be paid for damages and costs, and also
return to the plaintiff the said chattels, and if the plaintiff
should then accept the same, then • satisfaction of the
said judgment should be entered up by the Registrar on
the production to him of a receipt for the said chattels,
signed by the plaintiff or his attorney ;* and whereast
the defendant did not on the said day of
18 , return the said chattels to the plaintiff, and t
default has "also" been made in payment according to
the said orders : These are therefore to require and
order you forthwith to make and levy by distress and
sale of the  goods and  chattels of the defendant where-
soever  they may be found within the district of this
Court (except the wearing apparel and bedding of him
or his family, and the tools and implements of his trade
if any, to the value of £10), the sum stated at
the foot of this warrant being the amount due to the
plaintiff under the said order, including the costs of this
execution ; and also to seize and take any money or bank
notes, and any cheques, bills of exchange, promissory
notes, bonds, specialties, or securities for money of the
defendant, which may there be found, or such part or so
much thereof as may be sufficient to satisfy this execution
and the costs of making and executing the same ; and to
pay what you have so levied to the Registrar of this
Court, and to make return of what you have done under
this warrant immediately upon the execution thereof.
Given under the seal of the Court this day
of 18 .
By the Court,
Registrar of the Court.
To the bailiff of the said Court, and others the assistant
bailiffs thereof.
N:B.--If the judgment do not. contain the words
between asterisks, omit those words in the warrant, and
also the words between the marks (t) and (t), and the
work " also."
£ s, d.
Value of goods detained...
Damages for their detention
Costs ... ... ...
Paid into Court ...
Remaining due ...
Mileage... ...
Total  amount to  be levied ...£
Notice.-The goods and chattels are not to be sold
until after the end of  five  days next following the day
on which they were seized, unless they be of a perish-
able nature, or at the request of the defendant.
Application was made to the Registrar for this warrant
at minutes past the hour of in the
noon of the day of 18 .
79.-Warrant of commitment , for contempt.
In the District Court of holden at
(Seal.)
To the bailiff and others, the officers of the said
Court, and all peace officers within the juris-
diction of the said Court, and to the governor
or keeper of the  [gaol used by the Caurt.]
Whereas at a Court holden on this day, A.B. wilfully
insulted the Judgo during his sitting in Court  [or  C.D.,
the Registrar, bailiff, or officer,  as the case may  be, of the
said Court during his attendance in Court,  or  wilfully
interrupted the proceedings of the said Court,  or  wilfully
misbehaved in the said Court] : These are therefore to
require you, the said bailiff, officers, and others, to take
the said A. B., and to deliver him to the governor [or
keeper] of the abovenamed prison, and you, the said
governor [or keeper, &c.], to receive the said 1. B., and
him safely keep in the said prison for days  from
the arrest under this warrant, or until he shall be sooner
discharged by due course of law.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of 186 .
Judge of the Court.
80.--Bai l 's warrant to registrar of foreign Court.
No. of plaint
No. of warrant
In the District Court of holden at
Between A. B., plaintiff, and C. D., defendant.
Whereas, the warrant of execution  [or  commitment]
hereto annexed has been issued out of this Court against
the goods and chattels of ; and
whereas the goods and chattels of
are out of the ordinary jurisdiction of this Court, and
are  [or  is], believed to be within the jurisdiction of the
District Court of holden at of
which you are the Registrar : These are therefore to
require you to cause the said warrant to be executed
within the ordinary jurisdiction of the said last men-
tioned District Court.
Dated this day of 18Bailiff of the District Court of
holden at
To the Registrar of the District
Court of holden at
81.  Summons for a writ of capias ad satisfaciendum.
In the District Court of holden at
No. of plaint
(Seal.)
Between A. B., plaintiff, and C. D., defendant.
You are hereby summoned to appear at the District
Court of holden at , on
the day of , at o'clock in
the noon, to show cause  [here state in full what the
defendant is called upon to show cause to].
Dated at , this
day of 186
By the Court,
To the abovenamed
Registrar.
82.  Order for writ of Capias ad satisfaciendum.
In the District Court of holden at
No. of plaint(Seal.)
Between A. B., plaintiff, and C. D., defendant.
the day of
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and
Upon reading the affidavit of  [state name and address]
sworn and filed herein, and upon hearing
and being satisfied that the abovenamed defendant
[state the grounds at length]  I do hereby
authorise the Registrar of the said Court, to issue a writ
of  capias ad satisfaciendum  to arrest the said
the abovenamed defendant, for the amount of the verdict,
order, and judgment obtained against him in this Court
and cause.
(Judge's signature.)
Judgment...  ... £ s. d.
Costs ... ...
Costs of  ca. sa. ...
83.-Writ of capias ad satisfaciencum.
In the District Court of holden at
Between A.B., plaintiff, and C.D., defendant.
To bailiff of the said Court,
and others, the officers of the said Court, and
all peace officers within the jurisdiction of the
said Court, and to the governor or keeper of
the.gaol at  [here name the gaol],  and to each
and every of them.
Whereas at a District Court holden at
on the day of 18 , the above-
named in a certain cause recovered
against the above-named the sum
of . pounds shillings and
ponce, for his damages  [or  costs,  as the case  may be],
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together with the sutra of pounds
shillings and pence, the costs of the said suit,
amounting together to the sum of pounds
shillings and pence ; and whereas,
the said not having been paid the
said sum of pounds shillings and
pence, it was ordered by a special order of
the Judge of the said District Court, bearing date on
the day of 18 , that the said
should be arrested in execution
according to the provisions of the Act, until the said
judgment and costs  [or  costs,  as the case snag be], and
the costs of this execution, amounting altogether to the
sum of pounds shillings and
pence, should be paid, or until he should be discharged
by due course of law.
These are therefore to require you, the said bailiff,
and others, the officers of the said Court, and all peace
officers within the jurisdiction of the said Court, to take
the said and to deliver him to
the governor or keeper of the said gaol, and you, the
said governor or keeper of the said gaol, are hereby
required to receive the said and
him safely to keep in the said gaol at until
the said sum of pounds shillings
and pence be duly paid, or until he be sooner
discharged by due course of law ; for which this shall be
your sufficient warrant.
Given under the seal of this Court, this
day of 18
Registrar.
£ s. d.
Judgment...
Costs ...
Execution...
81-Affidavit of  increase.
(Heading as in Plaint.)
We, of gentleman ,  attorney for
the above -named [plaintiff 's] in this action, and
of the saute place ,  one of  the [plaintits ]  above-
named severally ,  make oath and say :-
And first I, the said , for myself say
1.  That this cause was tried on the day of
last, when a verdict was given for the
[plaintiffs].
2. That of Esquire, of
carpenter ,  and of laborer,
were necessary and material witnesses for the
[plaintiffs ]  in this cause, and that it would not have
been safe or prudent for them to proceed to the
trial thereof without the evidence of these wit-
nesses.
3. That the said several witnesses were duly sub-
poenaed, and ,  to the best of my belief ,  attended on
the trial of this cause.
4. That I paid  [name the commissioner ]  on the ex-
amination  de bene else  of Mr. in this cause
[state sun]  for a copy of such examination  [state
sum],  and for his expenses as a witness for the
[plaintiff 's] on the said trial  [state sum.]
And I ,  the said for myself  say:-
1.  That I paid the said of Esquire,
[state sum ]  the said of carpenter,
[state sum]  and the said of
laborer  [state sum]  for their loss of  time,  trouble,
and expenses as witnesses in this cause.
Sworn at , in the)
county of
this day of
one thousand  eight hundred
and before me
SCHEDULE OF BOOKS FOR REGISTRARS AND BAILIFFS.
I.-PLAINT BOOK.
i
No. Plaintiff. Residence. Attorney. Defendant. Residence. Attorney. Cause of Action.
Fee for Fee for Amount Notice  of  NoticeAmount Fee for Service of Fee for Service of paid into Defence when requiring Jury
claimed. Plaint, &c. Summons. Subpoena, Sub Court before filed. when filed.peena. Judgment.
£ s.d. £8.d. R8.d . £ s,d. £8 d. £8.d.
Plaintiff. Attorney. Defendant. Attorney. Cause of Action.
£ s. d.
Folio in Ledger.
DR. III.-DAY BooK.
Date. No. of Plaint. From whom received. For whom paid.
1859.
1 February ... 109 .., ... Reed James
II.-MINUTE BooK.
Amount
claimed.
Amount.
Special Defence. By whom jury Judgment for whom. Amount of
required. Judgment.
Date. No. of Plaint. To whom paid,,
White
 Alexander
 ... ... 47
£ 8. d. 1859.
18 4 11 1 February ... 520 ... ... Hicks Robert ...
IV.-LEDGE.
No. of Plaint John Roberts v. Thos. Smith.
Receipts.
Amount adjudged ...
Taxed Costs ...
Execution
£ 8. d.
40 0 0 1859.
5 7 4
-- 2 June,-To Cash...
45 7 4
Folio in Cash
Book. Payments.
Costs. Order.
8.d. £s.d.
Cu.
F
a
From whom received .  Folio . in Ledger . ; Amount.
... Jones Ann ...
Polio in Cash
Book..
347
£ 8. d.
,,. 25 12 8
By whom Received.
£ s. d.  1857.. £ s. d, plaintiff-
...  ... 45 7 4 June,-By Cash ... . .. ... .... 1 ... .... 45 7 4 Attorney-
or
Agent-
V.-EXECUTION BOOK.
No. of No. of Day and hour onPlaint. Warrant.which warrantwas applied for.
Day. Hour,
h. m.
Defendant.
8. 8. d.
VI.-BAILIFF'S WARRANT BooK, for entry of what has been done under Process of Execution.
No. of No. of
Plaint. Execution
Amount of
Plaintiff. Defendant.  Residence . debt, or Execution Mileage.damages and fees.,
costs.
Amount
paid into
Court.
£ 8. d. , £ 8. d.
Execution. Amount to Fees for Fees for
Gross Costs Costs Amount
be levied. making levy. possession, amount Rent paid. of distress., a n paid intolevied, interpleaterpleader Court.
Date of arrest or
levy. Minute of return.
when paid. If not executed, why  not P
£ 8. d. £ 8. d. £ 8. d. £ 8. d. £ 8. d. £ 8. d. £ 8. d. £ 8. d.
In the District Court of  holden at
VII.-BAILIFF'S RETURN of  SUMMONSES on Plaints issued to him, returnable at Court to  beholden on the day of ,18
No. of Plaint. Plaintiff. Defen dant . Mode of Service.
D 20 ... ... ... ... John Smith ... ...  Jame s Brown ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... On defendant 's wife.
D 21 ... ... ... ... James Wilks ... ... John Head ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Orl defendant' s landlady.
D 22 ... ... ... ... Abraham Furne ss .,. Rich ard Brook ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  House closed to prevent service;; Sumanone,afdxed t o the door.
D 24 ... ... ... ... Richard Brindl ey ...  Jame s Smith ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Not served.
,18Dated this day of
Bailiff.
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VIII.--RETUEN TO WARRANT No. for under Plaint No. from the Bailiff of the
District Court of to the Bailiff of the District Court of
Gross amount levied or received ,..
Payments in deduction ... ... ... ...
Man in possession (5) days  ...  ... ... ...
For fees of sale on £ .,. .,. ... ... ... ...
For rent to landlord ... ... ... ...
Extra possession under claim days (actual costs) ,... ..
Costs of Interpleader ordered by Court to be deducted out of the. proceeds
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Nett amount paid to the credit of the Executive Creditor £
A. B., Bailiff.
I hereby certify that the above charges are correct, and that the sum of was paid into Court this
day of 18
C. D.,
Registrar  of the District Court of
EDMUND SHEPPARD, CHAS. W..BLAKENEY, J. GEO. LONG INNES.
By Authority : W. 0. Th LBRIDGB, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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CLIFTON AGRICULTURAL  RESERVE.
rada11tatLlan+
[No. 3.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FEnousoN BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c., &c., &c.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the provisions of the Acts 24
Victoria, No. 15, and 27 Victoria, No. 23, respecting the Alienation of Crown Lands, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following
Lots of Land will be open to sale by selection, subject to the provisions of the said Acts and Regulations
thereunder, at the undermentioned place, at and after Eleven o'clock on the day specified, at the price
affixed to each lot respectively, being at the rate of £1 per acre.
The Deed Fee on the undermentioned Lots will be charged according to the following scale :--
Not exceeding 50 acres, £1; above 50 and not exceeding 300 acres, £1 5s. ; above 300 and not exceeding
640 acres, £1 10s.
FOR  SELECTION AT THE POLICE OFFICE, WARWICK,
ON MONDAY, THE 5TH DAY OF FEBRUARY,- 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
0
°? o o Area.
z zaz
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 6
7 7
8 8
9 9
10 10
11 11
12 12
13 13
14 14
15 15
16 16
17 17
18 18
19  19
20  20
A. R. P.40  0 0
60 1 12
80 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0
32 1 30
42 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0
44 0 0
63 2 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
80 0 0
60 0 0
45 0 12
Price per
Acre. County. Parish. Situation.
£
1 Aubigny ... Table Top In the Clifton Agricul-
tural Reserve.
77 77
7 »
77 97
77 77
f) 97
77
77 77
77 77
77 ,
77 77
77 77 77
77 7 7
77 7 77
Remarks.
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FOR SELECTION AT THE POLICE OFFICE,  WARWICK --continued.
ON MONDAY ,  THE 5TH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1866.
COUNTRY  LOTS- continued.
I
0 0 +,
z n
a
z
0
Area. County.  Palish. Situation . Remarks.
A. R. P. £
21 21 55 1 0 1 Aubigny ... Table Top In the Clifton Agricul-
tural Reserve.
22 22 35 2 8 1
23 23 25 1 20 1 „
24 24 60 0 0 1
25 25 60 0 0 1
26 26 60 0 0 1
27 27 60 0 0 1
28 28 28 1 33 1
29 29 28 1 33 1
30 30 21 1 0 1 I
31 31 28 2 0 1 )) ,)
32 32 24 2 37 1
33 34 47 0 0 1
34 35 47 0 0 1
35 36 18 0 32 1
36 37 18 0 32 1
37 38 25 0 0 1
38 39 26 2 0 1
39 40 30 0 0  1
40 41 19 0 0 1
41 42 29 2 32 1
42 43 29 2 32 1
43 44 59 2 27 1
44 45 59 0 0 1
45 46 47 0 0 1
46 47 47 0 0 1 )) ))
47 48 40 0 0 1
4849 40 0 0 1
49 150 48 1 8 1
50 51 22 0 0 1
51 52 30 0 8 1 )) )) „
52 53 57 0 0 1 ,) 9f
53 54 ...  80 0 0  1 )f
54 55 ... 40 0 0 1 ,) ))
55 56 ... 40 0 0 1
56 57 ... 66 2 0 1
57  58 ... 40 0 0 1 ), ,)
58 59 ... 38 3 8 1
59 60 ... 80 0 0 1
60 61 ..: 40 0 0 1
61 62 ... 40 0 0 1 ff
62 63 ... 84 2 38 - 1 ,) ))
63 64 ... 40 0 0 1
64 65 ... 20 2 8 1 ,) )) ,)
65 66 ... 80 0 0 1 ,) „
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the Colony, at Government House, Brisbane, this
second day of January, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixty-
six, and in the twenty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
G. F. BOWEN.[L.S.]
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTERL
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and
St. George, Captain-General and Governor-
in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependen cies,  and Vice-Admiral of the
same , &e., &e., &c.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of the reign of Her Majesty,
intituled  "An Act to consolidate and amend the Laws
" relating to the Occupation of Crown Lands for
" pastoral purposes,"  and numbered seventeen, in
-clause three, lower is given for the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, by Proclama-
tion in the  Government Gazette,  to create additional
districts of the unsettled class. &c., &c , &c.: Nov,
therei'ore, [, Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN, the
Governor aforesa id, with the advice of the Executive
Council do, by this nay Proclamatien, declare that
the lands so hereunder described shall be open to
o -cupation by lie-nse or lease trom and after the
date hereof, and shall be deemed and taken to be
of the unsettled lands of the Colony, and be known
as the Pastoral District of Cook, that is to say :-
The lan,ls commencing at ('Grenville, on the east
coast of Au,tralia, in about 12 degrees of south latitude,
and bounded thence on the north by a line extending
tree wept to the Gulf of Carpentaria ; thence on the
west by the shore of the said gulf southerly to Point
Fitzmaurice ; thence on the south by a line bearing east
to the south-western watershed of the Gilbert River ;
thence by the range forming said watershed in a south-
easterly direction to the range separating the waters
flowing into the Gulf of Carpentaria from other waters ;
thence on the east by the aforesaid range, which is also
the western watershed of the Bur..lekin River, in a
northerly direction to the northern watershed of the
Burdekin River ; on the north by last-mentioned water-
shed to the range dividing the waters of the Mackay
River from those flowin to the north-west ; then on the
south by the northern watershed of the Mackay River,
in an easterly direction to the seacoast at Tam
O'Shanter's Point ; thence on the east by the coast
extending northerly to Cape Grenville aforesaid, includ-
ing the islands adjacent thereto.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh
day of December, One thousand eight hun-
dred and sixty-five, and in the twenty-ninth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
[L.s.] . G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
1V
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
Geor e, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &e.
HEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year of the reign of Her Majesty,
intituled  The Pastoral Leases Act of  1863, and
numbered seventeen, power is reserved to His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, to proclaim and define the
boundaries of Pastoral Districts of the unsettled
class ; And whereas it has been found expedient
to alter and modify the boundaries of the Pastoral
District of Warrego, and to annul all former Pro-
clamations relating; to the lands therein embraced :
Now, thurefo re, I, Sir iiio'eca Fi:_.Gus'JN BOWEN,
the Governor afo: es Lid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do by this' my Proclamation
declare all former Proclamations relative to the
lands below described to be null and void from this
date, and that the lands now so hereunder described
shall be open to occupation under the  Pastoral
Leases Act of  1863, and shall be deemed and
taken to be of the unsettled lands of the Colony,
and be known as the Pastoral District of Warrego,
that is to say;
DESCRIPTION OF PASTORAL DISTRICT OF WARREGO.
Commencing at a point on the watershed between the
Warrego River and Mungallala Creek, where it is inter-
sected by the 29th degree of south latitude, and bounded
thence on the east by that watershed northerly to Mount
Elliott, thence by the watershed between the Warrego
and Maranoa Rivers to the Great Dividing Range ; on
the north by the watershed separating the Warrego
River from the Nogoa and Barcoo Rivers westerly to
Mount Enniskillen Range, and thence by the southern
watershed of the Barcoo River downwards until inter-
sected by a south line from the confluence of the Thomson
with Barcoo River; on the west by a true south line
until it strikes the north-western watershed of the
Bulloo or Coomi Paroo River, thence by that watershed
in a south-westerly direction to a point where it is
interseg fga by the 29th parallel of south. latitude ; on
the south by said parallel easterly to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand aid Seal at Government
House,- Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
December] in the year of our Lord One
thousand eight hundred and sixty-five, and
in the twenty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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PROCLAMATION.
To His Excellency  Sir GEORGE  FznnusoN
BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished..Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
HEIt EAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year of the reign of Her Majesty,
intituled  "An Act to consolidate and amend the
" Laws relating to the Occupation of Crown Lands
"for Pastoral Purposes,"  and numbered seventeen,
in clause 3, power is given for the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Councl, by Procla-
mation in the  Government Gazette,  to create
additional districts of the unsettled class, &c.,
&c., &c.: Now, therefore, I, Sir GEORGE FER-
GUSON BowEN, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do by this my
Proclamation, declare that the Lands so hereunder
described, exclusive of those previously reserved
and notified in the  Government Gazette  of the 20th
of'May, and 1st of July, 1865, respectively, shall
be open to Occupation by License or Lease, from
and after the date hereof, and sh:.ill be deemed, and
taken, to be of the unsettled "lands of the Colony,
and be known as the Pastoral District of Burke,
that is to say:-
'Ilia Lands commencing on the seacoast in the Gulf
of Carpentaria, at Point Fitzrnaurice, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing east to the south-
western watershed of the Gilbert River ; thence by the
range forming said watershed in a south-easterly direction
to the range separating the waters flowing into the Gulf
of Carpentaria from other waters ; on the east by the
aforesaid range, which is also the western watershed of
the Burdekin River, in a southerly direction to the range
forming the southern watershed of the Flinders River
and its tributaries ; thence on the south by said range
in a westerly direction to a point where it is intersected
by the 21st parallel of south latitude ; thence again on
the south by said parallel to the 138th degree of east
longitude, being portion of the western boundary of the
Colony of Queensland ; and thence on the west by said
meridian of longitude northerly to the seacoast on the
Gulf of Carpentaria; and thence by the shore of said
gulf in an easterly and northerly direction to Point
Fitzmaurice aforesaid, and including the islands adjacent
thereto.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
December, in the year of our Lord One
thousand eight hundred and sixty-five, and
in the twenty-ninth year of her Majesty's
reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
1'KOCLAMATlOiN .
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
I3owEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and
St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of'Queensland and
its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
TN pursuance oil the authority in me vested by
1 the 92nd section of the  1'f. anicipatitie.s Act of
1864„ I, the Governor aforesaid, with, the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby proclaim and
declare that so much of the City -of Brisbane as is
comprised within the section numbered 23 in the
map of the said City, deposited in the office oi' the
Surveyor-General, is of the First Class for the
purposes of this Act.
Given under my Hand and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-eighth day Ott' December, in the
year of our Lord One thousand eight
liundred and sixty-five, and in the twenty-
ninth year of her Majesty's Reign.
G.  F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
It. G. W. H.E1tBERT.
GOD SAVE THI4 QUEEN t
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE Fls•aGusora
BOWEN, liini'.ht Grand Cross of the Moat
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St,
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of' Queensland aid its
Dependencies, and Vice-Ada iral of th e
same, &c., &c., &c.
WHEREAS
a malignant disease has made its
appearance among; the Cattle in certain
places in the Continent of Europe, and has since
extended to parts of the United Kingdom; And
whereas it is represented that the said disease has
been .communicated to, and has injected Sheep and
other animals : .Now, therefore, I, Sir GEORGE
FERGUSON BowEN, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do,  by  this my
Proclamation, notify that the Act 25 Victoria, N o,
21, is again brought into full force and eifect in this
Colony. and in pursuance Of  the powers by the said
Act and otherwise in me vested, I, the Governor
aforesaid, do hereby prohibit the introduction or
importation into this Colony, from any part of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, or
from any- place or places in any other part of
Europe whatsoever, of any Horned Cattle, or
Sheep, unless and until this Proclamation has been
annulled by a subsequent- Proclamation. Provided,
nevertheless, that any Horned Cattle, or Sheep,
which may have been embarked on board any ship
or vessel from any port in Europe for any port or
ports is this Colony prior to the date of this my
Proclamation reaching England, shall or may be
landed, subject to Quarantine, at such place or
places, and for such length of time, as may be duly
Appointed for the purpose. And I do further
notify and proclaim, that any person acting in
violation of this Proclamation will be liable to a
Fine not exceeding Fifty Pounds nor less than
Tea Pounds, to be recovered as in the said recited
Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and the Seal of the
Colony, at the Government House, Brisbane,
this sixteenth day of Decemb.er,.in the year of
our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-five, and in the twenty-ninth year of
Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,' lst January, 1.866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the , x.ecutive Council, has been pl ased to
appoint
ARTHUR CLARKE KEMBALL, Esquire,
to be Police Magistrate of Maryborough, in the
room of W. H. A. Hirst, `'squire, resigned.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  1st January, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of  the  -Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
JOHN MCDONNELL, Esquire,
to be the Immigration Agent, in the room of A. C.
Kemball, Esquire.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
3i--
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st January, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appo n t
WILLIAM Tnr;oYuinrs BLxKENEY, Esquire,
to be the Dep:ity Registrar-General, and Re ;istrar
of births, Deatlh.s. and i Iarria;es for the District
of Brisbane, in the room of the Reverend Robert
Creyke, resigned.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st January, 1866.
JTIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive C uncil, has been pleased
to appoint
T.aoMAs HENRY BowaMAN BAIu toN, Esquire,
Inspector of Police,
to perform, during the absence of the Commissioner
of Police, all or any of the duties imposed upon the
said Commissioner of Police by the Act 27 Victoria,
No. 11.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
MUNICIPAL IN STITtJTIONS.
TOWNS VILLE PETITION.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1865.
IN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 23 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
ba signed by 195 householders, owners and occupiers
of land in the town of Townsville, Cleveland Bay,
praying for the erection of that locality into a
Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W.- HERBERT.
The Petitioners state that  the increasing import-
ance of this town, in point of commerce and trade,
renders them anxious to  secure  the benefits of
Municipal Government, and they therefore pray
that Townsville may be declared a Municipality.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 11th November,
1865, No. 123.1
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 30th December, 1865.
HIS Excellency the C overnor, with the advice ofthe Ex cutive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
Mr. CffARLE5 E. WODEIIOUSE
Land Agent at Rockhampton, in the Surveyor-
General's Departinent-such appointment to date
from the 1st January, 1866.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th December, 1865.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased to
direct the publication of the following Petition,
purporting to be signed by one hundred and two
ratepayers of the Municipality of Toowoomba,
urging the subdivision of such Municipality into
Wards, in terms of the  Act 28 Victoria, No. 21.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that unless, within the period of one month from
present date, a counter petition signed by a larger
number of ratepayers is received by the Colonial
Secretary, the prayer of such original Petition will
be granted.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
[The Petition and Signatures will be found in the
Government Gazette  of the 30th December, 1865,
No. 139.]
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th December, 1865.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
HIS Excellency the- Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the following Additional
Petition, purporting to be signed by more than one
hundred ratepayers within the Municipality of
Ipswich, urging the subdivision of -that Municipality
into Wards, in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, N o. 21.
By His Excellency's Command,
. R. G. W. HERBERT.
[The Petition and Signatures will be found in the
Government Gazette  of the 30th December, 1866,
i o. 139.]
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th December, 1865.
MUNICIPAL -INSTITUTIONS.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that application has been made by the
Mayor and Municipal Council bf Maryborough,
for the subdivision of the Municipality of Mary-
borough into Wards.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that unless a counter application shall be received
by the Colonial Secretary within one month from
present date, the application now lodged will be
complied with.
Subjoined is a definition of the boundaries of the
several wards, proposed by resolution of the Munici-
pal Council of Maryborough.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
COPY OR MOTION PASSED BY THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
OF MARYnoROUGH, AT THEIR SITTING, NOVEMBER
17, 1865.
Moved by the Mayor-" That the present Municipality
of Maryborough be divided into wards, in the following
manner:-
" 1st. All that portion of the present Municipality in-
cluded in the river bend from the junction of Rich-
mond street with the river at the wharf reserve, to the
junction of Richmond street with the river on the
opposite side at South street ; the south-east side of
Richmond street to be within the boundary of said
ward, and to be named South Ward.
" 2nd. All that portion of the present Municipality,
starting from the intersection of Kent and Richmond
streets, continuing the latter street to its junction with
the wharf reserve and river, tatting the river all round
as the east  and northern boundary, to the junction of
Kent street line at Copenhagen Bend, thence along
said street to the starting point of its intersection with
Richmond street ; the north-east side of Kent street
to be within the boundary of said ward, and to be
named  East Ward.
3rd. All that portion of the present Municipality
starting from the intersection of Kent and Richmond
streets, continuing the latter street to its intersection
with the river at South street, thence round the river
to the Municipal boundary at Copenhagen Bend, join-
ing the plain line of road, thence along said  main line
to its junction with Kent street, continuing Kent
street to the starting point at its intersection with
Richmond street ; the south-west side of -Kent street
to be within the' boundary of said ward, and to be
named West  Ward." -
36
Colonial Secretary's Office, -
Brisbane. 9th December. 1865.
PETITION U DI?It ZVIITNTCII'A-L INSTITUTIONS
ACT  OF 1861.
MS T,cellencv the Governor, with the advice
A of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the ,-ub'ication of the following Petition,
purporting to be signed by-one hundred and twenty-
two ratepayers within the -Municipality of Ipswich,
urging the subdivision of such Municipality into
four wards, in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No.
21, section 4.
H,'s Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that unless within the period of one month from
present date a Counter-Petition, signed by a larger
number of ratepayers, is received by the Colonial
Secretary, the prayer of such original Petition will
be granted.
[The Petition and Signatures will be found in the
Government Gazette,  of 16th December,  1865.j
By His Excellency's Command,
R,. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1865.WHEREAS it is very important hat theAnnual Statistical Register of Queensland
should be laid before the Colonial Parliament at its
meeting in the month of April in each year, His
Excellency the Governor, with the idvi(,e of the
Executive Council, directs it to be notified to all
Heads of Departments, Officers of the Police
Force, and other Civil Servants of Government,
that the Returns required from them by the
Registrar-General, for the purpose of enabling him
to compile the Statistics, must be forwarded to'the
Registrar-General's Office. correctly and filly filled
up with the necessary information, on or before the
1st day of February in each year.
The Registrar-General has been directed to
report to the Government the names of all officers
who may fail to comply with this notification, and
in accordance with the 25 ith Article of the Queen's
Colonial Regulations, the payment of the s_ilarv of
every such officer shall be suspended, until lie shall
have forwarded the Returns required from. him, or
shall have shown sufficient grounds for his delay.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December. 1865.
APPLICATION TO 111Wfl'a1AGE U, Di''1Z L° LITE
TRU,S -If U'S OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the l:xpeutive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the hrustees of the Lind granted to
the North Brisbane School of Arts have, in terms
of the Act 28 Victoria.,  N o. 22, made application to
the Governor in Council for leave to Mortgage the
said Land, in order to obtain funds for the erection
of the necessary buildings thereon.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought, must
lodge the same with the Colonial Secretary, by
letter, within the period of three months from the
date of the first publication of` this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
H. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane. 10th November, 1865.
1 EN DER'S are invited for the following. For
full particulars, see  Government Gazette  (No.
121), a file- of which is kept at every. Police Office
in the Colony.
Nature of Work,
Date of  Gazette Date to which
containing Tenders can be
original notice. received at this
ollice.
1865. 1866
Construction of Electric 4 November 8 January
'telegraph Line from
Fort Cooper to Clermont
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G.- W., HERBERT.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1865.
I
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following Regulations under the
provisions  of the  Pastoral, Leases Act of  1863, for
regulating  the proceedings of Valuers  appraising
the rent of  Runs  during the  terms of renewed leases
for pastoral purposes.
By His Excellency' s Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The Assessors appointed to value a run, and
appraise the rent to be charged thereon -under a
renewed lease for pastoral purposes, under the pro-
visions of the  Pastoral Leases Act' of 1863, shall,
before taking any other action therein, make a
declaration in the form set forth in the 57th clause
of the Act that they have no direct or indirect
pecuniary interest in the matter in question.
The form of Declaration is given in the schedule I.
Having made the requisite declaration, they shall
then appoint an ITmpire, to whom the question at
issue may be referred in the event of the Assessors
not agreeing to an award, and such appointment of
an Umpire shall be recorded in the form given in
the schedule D.
The Valuers shall then proceed to procure such
evidence as may be necessary for the appraisement
of the rent to be paid for the run during the term
of renewed lease, and shall proceed in the following
manner :--
1. The gross area of the run shall be determined
as nearly as practicable.
2. The proportion of the gross area which may
be wholly unavailable for pastoral purposes at all
seasons of the year shall be estimated, but such
amount of unavailable area shall never be computed
at more than one-half of the gross area of the run.
The gross area, and the area unavailable for
pastoral purposes. shall be entered on the form
given in the schedule B.
3. The quantity of. stock which the run is capable
of depasturing in average years shall be deter-
mined, and the number of sheep and cattle shall be
entered separately on the form B.
4. The grazing capability of the run having been
determined, the amount of the rent shall be com-
puted at the rate of four-pence per head for sheep,
and one shilling and eight-pence per head for cattle,
and the respective sums shall be entered on the
schedule opposite to the number of sheep and
cattle the run is estimated to be capable of depas-
turing.
5. Should the assessors deem that the special
advantages of' the run are such that any further
amount of rent should be charged, they are to
enter the amount thereof in the schedule, and the
total sum of such valuation shall be the rent
appraised.
6. But if it be deemed that the run suffers from
special disadvantages, then the amount to be
deducted from the aforesaid rates on sheep and
cattle shall be determined, and such sum entered
on the schedule of valuation, and shall be
deducted from the amount of four-pence per head
for sheep and one shilling and eight-pence for
cattle, and the remainder shall be the appraisement
of rent. But when any such deduction is made,
the Assessors shall append to their award an expla-
natory statement of the reasons why they consider
that the amount of rent should be so reduced,, and
shall therein distinctly specify the special disadvan-
tages of the run for which the deduction is made.
In no case, however, shall the rent of a run be
appraised at less than £1 per square mile.
Should the Valuers fail to agree in the appointment
of an Umpire, they. shall record such disagreement
in writing, and. the Valuer of the Crown shalt there-
upon notify such disagreement to the head of the
department under whose instructions he is acting,
in order that said Umpire may be appointed by the
Governor, in accordance with the provisions of the
Act ; but the Valuers may proceed with the
appraisement of the rent of the run after such
37
record of disagreement in regard to the appointment
of an Umpire, provided that their award be com-pleted within one month. from the date of such
record.
If the Valuers do not complete their award
within one month from the date of record of their
disagreement in the appointment of an Umpire,
the appraisement of rent shall be referred to the
Umpire appointed by the Governor.
When Valuers fail to agree to an award, they
shall record such disagreement in the form D, and
shall enter thereon the minimum amount of rent
claimed by the Valuer on behalf of the Crown, and
the maximum amount of rent offered by the Valuer
for the Lessee, and shall duly sign the same, and
may each append thereto any documentary explana-
tion or evidence they may deem necessary in sup-
port of the reasons why such amounts should be the
rent of the run ; and the matter shall thereupon be
referred to the Umpire.
When any appraisement is referred to an Umpire,
his appraisement shall be conducted in accordance
with the rules laid down in the case of Valuers ;
but the award of such Umpire shall not exceed the
amount claimed by the Valuer on behalf of the
Crown, or be less than the amount which the
Valuer on behalf of the Lessee is willing to agree
to ; and the award shall be entered in the form E,
and shall be accompanied by the several documents
which have been submitted to said Umpire by the
Valuers in respect to the matter in question.
If the Valuers or Umpires shall in any case refuse
or neglect to notify their award, in accordance with
these Regulations, within three months from the
time when the matter was referred to them or him,
it shall be competent for the Governor, by notice
published in the  Government Gazette,  to appoint an
Umpire to whom the appraisement may be referred,
and whose award shall be valid.
A.
Application for  ci  renewed Lease.
District of
Name of Run
1, the undersigned claiming  a lease under
Tier .Majesty's Order in Council of 9tb March, 1847, of
the run known as in the district of
do hereby apply for a renewed  lease  thereof for the term
of five years, subject to the provisions of the Act 27
Victoria, No. 17 ; and I do appoint to act
as valuer  on my behalf to appraise the rent to be
reserved under such lease,  and also  to act as arbitrator
in any dispute relative to the adjustment of the bounda-
ries of said run.
Given under nay hand at this
day of 186
Signature
Signed by the said
this day of
186 , in the presence of
Signature J.P.
D.
Certificate of  Valuation.
District of
Name of Run :
Claimant of Lease :
WE, the undersigned, acting as valuer on
behalf of the lessee of the run called and
the Commissioner of Crown Lands, acting
on behalf of the Crown, under the provisions of the Act
27 Victoria, No. 17, do hereby certify that we assess the
area , grazing capabilities, and special advantages of the
run as  follows :-
Area of run  square miles
Grazing capabilities-
Sheep at £ per thousand... £
Cattle at £ per hundred ...
Special advantages  of run ... ...
Total ... £
And we do accordingly appraise the rent at
pounds shillings and pence.
Given under our hands this day of
186
Signature
Signature
C.
Appointment of Umpire by Valuers.
District of
Name of Run :
Claimant of Lease :
WE, the undersigned , acting as valuer on
behalf of the lessee of the run called and
the Commissioner of Crown Lands,  acting
on behalf of the Crown, under the provisions of the Act
27 Victoria, No. 17, do hereby certify that we have
appointed to act as umpire in the appraise-
ment of the annual rent of the said run.
Given under our hands at this
day of 186 .
Signature
Signature
D.
Appointment of Umpire by Valuers.
District of
Name of Run :
Claimant of Lease :
WE, the  undersigned ,  acting as valuer on
behalf of the lessee of the run called
and the Commissioner of Crown Lands,
acting on behalf of the Crown, under the provisions of
the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17, do hereby certify that we
have appointed to act as umpire in the
appraisement of the annual rent of said run, and that
having failed to agree to an appraisement of the rent for
the reasons stated in the accompanying documents,
numbered respectively do accordingly refer
the matter at issue for the decision of the said umpire.
The maximum rent agreed to by the valuer for the
lessee, being £ per ai num, and the minimum
rent claimed by the valuer on behalf of the Crown, being
£ per annum.
Given under our hands at this
day of 186
Signature
Signature
E.
.ficate ofValuation by Umpire.
District of
Name of Run :
Claimant of Lease :
I, the undersigned, having been appointed
umpire to appraise the rent of the run called
under the provisions of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17, do
hereby certify that I assess the area, grazing capabilities,
and special advantages of the said run as follows:-Area of run  square miles.
Grazing capabilities-
Sheep at £ per thousand £
Cattle at £ per hundred
Special advantages of the run ... ...
Total... ... ...
And I do accordingly appraise the rent at
pounds shillings and pence per
annum.
Given under my hand this day of 186
F.
Appointment qj Arbitrator.
District of
Name of Run :
Claimant of Lease :
WHEREAS the  lessee  of the run named has-
failed to appoint a valuer to appraise the rent to, be paid
for a renewed lease thereof, under the provisions of the
Act 27 Victoria, No. 17: Now, therefore, I,
the Commissioner of Crown Lands for the District
of do appoint  to act as valuer
on behalf of the  lessee  of the said run.
Given under my hand at this
day of 186 .
Commissioner of Crown Lands..
G.
Appointment  of Umpire  by the Governor.
District of
Name of Run :
Claimant of Lease :
WHEREAS the lessee of the run called has ,
applied for a  renewed lease thereof, under the provi
sions of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17, and the arbitrators
appointed to assess the rent to be reserved under said
lease have failed to agree in the choice of an umpire :
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to appoint
to act as umpire in the appraisement of the rent
of said run in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
By His Excellency's Command,
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 186
H.
Declaration of quantity of Stock.
District of
Name of Run :
Claimant of Lease :
I, being the manager for the lessee of the
run called in the district of do
solemnly and sincerely declare that, to the best of my
knowledge and belief, the average number of sheep and
cattle depastured on the said run, during the period
from the to the has been
sheep and cattle.
Signature
Declared before me this
day of 186 . } J.P.
I.
Declaration made by the Arbitrator, Appraiser, or
Umpire, in the Assessment of Rent for the Ilun or,
Sections known as
I, do solemnly and sincerely declare, that I
have no pecuniary or other interest, either directly or
indirectly, in the matter in question ; that I will faith-
fully and honestly, and to the best of my skill and
ability, hear and determine the matters referred to me,
under the provisions of the  Pastoral Leases Act of  1863.
Made and subscribed this
day of 186 , in the
presence of
J.P.
COAST RESERVES IN THE PASTORAL DIS-
TRICTS OF THE UNSETTLED CLASS, IN
THE COLONY OF QUEENSLAND, FRONT-
ING ON THE SEA.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, '5th January, 1866.
T T is hereby notified for general information, that
j His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to direct
that the Crown Lands extending along the coast,
which may be within the distance of three miles
from any part of the sea, measured in a straight
line, within the boundaries of the Pastoral Districts
of North Kennedy, South Kennedy, Burke, Cook
and North Cook, be reserved for public purposes
and excluded from pastoral occupation and applica-
tion under the 12th Clause of the  Pastoral Leases
Act of  1863;  and that the country comprised in
the same be known as the Coast Reserves of the
Districts of which they respectively form a part.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 30th December, 1865.NOTICE is hereby given, u der the 14th Sec-
tion of  " An Act to make provision fbr the
" Construction by the Government of Railways and
"for the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Map or Plan of a Line
of Railway intended to be made from Toowoomba
to Allora, and also of the Book of Reference of the
several lands through which the said Railway is to
pass.
The Map or Plan, and Book of Reference, can
be seen at this, Office, and all parties interested in
the lands to be affected by the said intended
Railway, are hereby required to transmit to me, at
this Office, in writing, within one month from this
date, any well-grounded objection which may exist,
to the adoption of the said Line of Railway, or
any part 'thereof, or of any works proposed in con-
nection therewith.
A. O. HE??BERT,
%vn1 oner for iRailwa,, s.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd November, 1865.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE OF 1866-7.
CONVEYANCE .OF MAILS.
SEPARATE enders are hereby invited, andwill be received until the 29th January next,
for the conveyance of Post Office Mails, as under-
mentioned, for nine months, or one year and nine
months, from the 1st April, 1866, to the 31st
December, 1866 or 1867,.both days inclusive.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously
on application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, pre-paid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service, endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the tender box at the General Post Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender, and every tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for
each service, as well as for the periods mentioned,
namely, nine months or one year and nine months.
Every tender must bear the  bona fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons wil-
ling to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 12th February next,
and must then be prepared, if called on, forthwith'
to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum equal to
ten per cent. of the amount of such of their tenders
as may be accepted, as a guarantee until their
bonds and contracts shall be executed.
The tender of any person failing to comply with
this condition will not be entertained.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender, and upon which the tender is to be
made, can be inspected by persons proposing to
tender, either at the General Post Office, or at any
Post Office in the Colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender.
R. G. W. HERBERT.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
53. From and to the Valley of Lagoons (Burdekin),
and Carpentaria Downs (J. G. McDonald) :
Once a fortnight,  vid  Collins'.
61. From and to Richmond Downs and Burketown,
Albert River Settlement, Gulf of Carpentaria
Once a month.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct, in accordance with the provisions of Act
29 Victoria, No. 18, that the undermentionedOffices shall be open on and after the 1st January,
1866, for the
Receipt of Proposals for the Insurance of Lives
under Government guarantee ; and for the
Purchase of small Government Annuities or
Monthly Allowances,-viz.:
BRISBANE,
IPSwICn,
MARYBOROUGII,
ROCKHAMPTON,
ToowooMBA.
At any of the Offices named, Life Insurances and
Annuities may be purchased from the Government
by persons between the ages of 16 and 60,-either
by one immediate payment or by annual, quarterly,
or monthly payments, as may be convenient to the
purchaser.
Additional Offices will be opened as required.
All information, and the necessary forms of Pro-
posal, &c., can be obtained on application at any of
the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT,
3.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
AMENDED REGULATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT
SAVINGS BANKS.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the following alterations
and additions to the Savings Bank Regulations,
dated 16th November, 1864, made under the
authority of the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria,
No. 2, entitled  " An Act to grant additional facili-
ties for depositing small savings at interest with the
security of the Government for due repayment
thereo ,"  viz.
1.  The following words to be omitted from clause 5 of
the said regulations, viz., " the depositor shall sign his
name in a place to be provided for his signature in the
depositor's book," it being considered advisable that
depositors shall not in future be required to sign their
names in Savings Bank pass-books.
The following are to stand as additional regula-
tions  :-
1.  Persons desirous of lodging money in the Govern-
ment Savings Banks, and who, by reason of residing at
too great a distance from the nearest Branch Office, are
precluded from depositing in the manner prescribed by
,clause 3 of the regulations, may remit their deposit by
post direct to the Treasury. The Government will,
however, undertake no responsibility under this clause,
in the event of the remittance miscarrying.
2. In order to meet the convenience of persons resid-
ing at a distance from Brisbane, and to save a long
course of post, depositors so circumstanced may, in
future, make application to withdraw the whole or any
portion of their deposits by electric telegraph message,
at the reduced uniform charge of one shilling. The
depositor will be required to sign the usual withdrawal
notice in the presence of a Savings Bank Officer, by whom
the message will be forwarded to the Treasury ; but no
officer is to forward such message unless the depositor is
personally known to him, or unless he produces satis-
factory evidence that he is the person entitled to the
withdrawal.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
BRANCHES of the above Bank are now openat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per - annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Registrar-General's Office,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1866.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatMr. HENRY ELLIS
has been appointed District Registrar of Births,
Deaths, and Marriages, for the District of Prin-
chester, in the room of Mr. John George Wheeler.
F.  0,  DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
Registrar-General's Office,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1866.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatMr. JOHN GEORGE WHEELER
has been appointed District Registrar of Births,
Deaths, and Marriages, for the District of Spring-
sure, in the room of Mr. Henry Ellis.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1866.
FIRST NOTICE.-NEW ROAD.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open and make a portion of Road from Frenchman's Creek towards the township of Herbert,
Broadmount : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference showing the intended line of
Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office,
Rockhampton ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit in writing to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well grounded objections which may exist to the
formation of the road in question.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ALTERATION IN PROPOSED ROAD FROM TRENCRMAN'S CREEK TOWARDS TOWNSHIP OF
HERBERT, BROADMOUNT, PARISH OF ARCHER, COUNTY OF LiVINGSTONE.
Portion of Road. Reputed Owner.
Allotment 13... T. H. Permien .... ...
8... Anthelme Thozet ...
8... Ditto ... ...
5... J. Browne ... ...
5... Ditto ... ...
4... Robert Little .. ...
1... Clarendon Stewart ...
1... Ditto
15... Sir C. Nicholson
15... Ditto
19... Ditto
19.., Ditto ... ...
22.;. 1 William Archer... ...
22... Ditto ... ...
25... Ditto
26... Ditto ... ...
26... Ditto
27... Sir C. Nicholson ...
29... Thomas Holt ... ...
30... Ditto ...
30... Ditto ...
77...  Occupation Road
78... William Lyle ...
78... Ditto
79... William J. Browne ...
79.. Ditto ... ...
80... Ditto ...
80... Robert England ...
81... Ditto
82... I Albrecht Feez ... ..
93... I Robert Bruce Ronald ...
5° .
o
U
Occupier. Bearings.
Unoccupied .. E. 10 30'N.
Anthelme Thozet... E. 1° 30' N.
Ditto ... E. 28° 45' N.
Unoccupied E. 28° 45' N.
Ditto E. 4° 15' S.
Ditto ... E.4° 15' S.
J. Robertson ... E. 4° 15' S.
Ditto ... E. 20° 45' S.
Hewitt ... ... E. 20° 45' S.
Ditto ... E. 43° 10' S.
Ditto ... S. 25° 30' E.
Ditto ... S. 22° E.
Unoccupied ... S. 39° 45' E.
Ditto ... S. 40° 50' E.
Ditto ... S. 400  50'E.
Ditto ... S. 40° 50' E.
Ditto ... E. 37° 55' S.
Ditto ... E. 370  55' S.
Ditto ... E.43° 8.
Ditto ... E.43° S.
Ditto .. E. 300  S.
(One chain wide)... E. 440 20' S.
Unoccupied E. 30° S.
Ditto ... E. 32° 45' S.
Ditto ... E. 320  45' S.
Ditto ... E. 30  S.
Ditto ... E. 23°  30'8.
Robert England ... S. 410  30'E.
Ditto S. 41° 30' E.
Unoccupied S. 41°  30'E.
Ditto ... S. 41° 30' E.
Lengths
in Enclo-
sures
Breadth
of Road
Area. Remarks.
Chains. . .
chs. iks.I A. R. P.
3 0  One 150 0132
20 0  150 3 0 0
5 50  150 0 3 12
6 80 None  150 1 0 3
8 0  150 1 0 32
20 15  150 3 0 3
2 40  150 0 1 17
14 20  150 2 0 21
8 60  One 150 1 1 6 Leasehold
21 50  150 3 0 36 Ditto
16 63  150 2 1 39 Ditto
10 82  150 1 2 19 Ditto
16 65 None  100 1 2 26
5 -0 » 100 0 2 0
20 0  100 20  0
9 50  100 0 3 32
10 0  100 1 0 0
20 0  100 2 0 0
15 0  100 1 2 0
5 0  100 0 2 0
10 30  100 1 0 5
15 40  100
10 25  150 1 2 6
5 0  150 0 3 0
9 30 „ 150 1 1 23
10 0 150
„
1 2 0
9 28  150
„
1 1 22
7 0 150 1 0 8 Fenced on
16
„
20 150 2 1 29 5south side.
16 20  150 2 1 29
16 20 150 2 1 20
40
Department of Lands, and Works,
FIRST NOTICE-NEW ROAD.
5th January, 1866.
.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto op n and make a portion of Road from Marlborough towards Apis Creek : Notice is her by
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Marlborough ; and all persons
interested therein  are  requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the road
in question.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
BOOK OF REFERENCE of ROAD FROM JUNCTION  OF TURNER  AND GEORGE  STREETS, TO  MARL BOROUGH CREEK,
'TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC CARRIAGE ROAD ;  TOWNSHIP OF MARLBOROUGH  ; COUNTY  OF LEIBEG ;
UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
Portion of Road. ReputedOwner.
Character
of Bearings.
Land
Lengths
in
Chains.
Enclo- Culti-
sures. vation.
N.side S.sidet ` -
Section 44 ... ... Tucker, Stuart, Openplain N. 59° E.... 490 585 None ... None ...
„ 51 ...
„ 51...
and Tucker
William Sandy Openplain N. 59 0  E.... 695 690 None ... None ...
Chapple
JohnRobottom Openplain  8.66045'E. 1890 705 None ... None ...
... Tucker, Stuart, Openplain S. 66° 45' E. 1375 275 None ... 'None ...
and Tucker I
Section 44A. ... - Marsden ... Openplain N. 59° E.... 1 30 ... None ... None ...
Breadth
of Area. Remarks.
Road.
Iks. A.  R.  F.
100 0 2 9 Part of allotments 1,
2, 3, 5, and 6.
100 & 200 0 3 14 Part of allotment
No. 1.
.200 1 2 20 Part of allotment
No. 2.
200 0 2 17 Portion of Reserve
forcamping ground.
0 0 0.4 Part of S.E. corner-
of allotment No. 4
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER  NOTICE.
TAKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of the Real Property  Act of  1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney ,  a Caveat in form B. of said Act ,  on or before the days named in
each case.
F. O. DARVALL , Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Proprietor. Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
163 acres in the parish of Goodna, at the confluence of
th B d B i b Ri l
John Panton ... 6th February, 1866.
e remer an r s ane vers ; so d as lot 20
Portions 14 and 15; containing together 4 acres 3 roods
'
William Pickering, as Official Ditto.
10 perches ; portions 14 and  15;  parish of Tingalpa Assignee in the Insolvent
Estate of Robert Neels
Allotment 5 of section  U,  containing 2 roods ; county,
Aubigny ; parish and town, Dalby
William Apjohn ... ... Ditto.
Allotment 13 of section 11, containing 2 roods ; county,
Livingstone ; parish and town, Rockhampton
Jeremiah O'Connor ... Ditto.
Subdivision 9 of section 2 of eastern suburban allotment
119, containing 1 rood; county-, Stanley ; parish,
Richard Saunders Ditto.
Ipswich
Subdivisions 7, 8, and 9, of block 9 of eastern suburban
allotment 71, containing294 perches; county, Stanley;
parish, North Brisbane
James Malphas Aggar Hunter 6th March, 18i36.
I
N  accordance with the provisions of the'Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office :-
No.
32
Date of Deed.
1866.
4th of January.
-,Names and Description f Parties.
Henry Louis, of Queen street, Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, hair-
dresser and tobacconist, of the first
part ; Charles Gerhard Campen, of
Brisbane, in the said Colony, merchant,
a Trustee for the purposes in said
deed mentioned and therein called
Trustee, of the second part ; and the
several persons who have by them-
selves, or their attorneys  or agents,
executed the said deed,  or assented in
:writing thereto, whose names  are men-
tioned in the schedule thereto marked
A, creditors of the said Henry Louis,
and all other creditors of the said
Henry Louis whether mentioned or
not, of the third part.
Nature and Effect of Deed.
Deed of Assignment of all
the estate and effects
whatever of the said
Henry Louis, in trust
for the benefit of all the
creditors of the said
Henry Louis.
I
Date of Registration.
Lodged at  Office of
Registrar of the
Supreme Court
of Queensland,
the fourth day
of January, and
entered the same
day.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 29th November, 1865.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.TrIE Licensees andLessees of the undermentioned Ru s are hereby required to pay forthwith into theTreasury, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of tl.e 49th Clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within -six months
after notification in  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee . Name of Run.
D. Mackenzie, J. Lowe, and J. Headrick ...
Ditto... ...
John Headrick and Edward Pike Livermore
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Robert Caldwell
The. Corporation of the Bank of Queensland
Alexander Fyfe ... ... ... ...
Robert Caldwell ... ... ...
Crawford Maine ... ... ... ...
The Corporation of the Bank of Queensland
Alexander Fyfe ... ... ...
Stewart Murray
Ditto ... ... ...
Alexander Fyfe , . , ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Robert Caldwell ... ... ... ...
Woodlands , .
Bloomfield ...
Coorali ,
W ilpeena
Balpannali ,.,
Botheranibo ...
Ternallurn ...
Barwon Park ..,
Girrah... ...
Little Cote ...
Rongaring ...
Caithness ...
Kynebil ...
Yan Yan Gurt
Duneed .
Ballingcleroche
South Rongaring
Carnangarra ...D. Mackenzie, J. Lowe, and J. Headrick ...
P. F. McDonald ... ... ...
Robert Towns and Alexander Stuart ,,.
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
William Brahe
Ditto ...
Ditto ... .,.
Ditto .., ... ... ...
Lurline
Buckenbun
Jellinbah
Yarrabee
Binjegaug
Corio ...
Comet Vale ...
Rheudannan ...
Wintha Wintha
James  Landsborough and Robert  Laidlaw 1 Staywood .,.
Patterson
Trust and Agency Company of Australasia
(limited)
Ditto ...
Ditto
Robert Towns ,,,
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Julius Curr ... ...
Ditto ... ..,
John Fraser ...
Robert Russell and  Edmund  Bignell
Ditto ... ... .,.
Theodore Harden ... ...
The Earl of  Macclesfield .,. ...
Ditto ... ...
The Honorable John Ellis ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
William T. Berkelman
...
and William  F.
Lambert -
Alexander Moore and J. Reid ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
James Thomson ...
Charles H. H. Parsons
James Thomson ...
... ...
The Honorable  John  Ellis and Evelyn Ellis
Ditto  ...
Ditto ... ..
Charles  11. 11. Parsons
James Thomson ,,. ... .,.
John D. McLean and Wm. Beit ...
Ditto  ... .
The Honorable John C Ellis
Rudolph
Area in
District. square Amount.
Miles.
+ £ s.
Leichhardt 80 24 0
Ditto  ... 33 9 18
,.. Ditto... ... 27 8 2
Ditto... ... 30 9 0
Ditto... ... 34 10 4
Ditto ... ... 25 7 10
Ditto ... ... 25 7 10
Ditto.., 25 7 10
,,, Ditto ... ... 30 9 0
Ditto ... ... 28 8 8
Ditto.., ... 25 7 10
,., Ditto.,. ,.. 4 1 4
,.. Ditto,., ... 39 11 14
, . Ditto ... ... 35 10 10
... Ditto... ... 38 11 8
Ditto,.. ... 62 1 18 12
... Ditto ... ... 28 8 8
... Ditto,.. ... 80 21, 0
... Ditto... ... - 25 7 10
,,, Ditto.., ... 25 7 10
...  Ditto.:. ... 25 7 10
,.. Ditto.,. ... 25 7 10
Ditto ... ... 25 7 10-
... Ditto ... ... 36 10 16
, , ,  Ditto_  , , ... 35 10 10
... Ditto ... ... 25 7 10
... Ditto .. ... 25 7 10
.. South Kennedy 42 12 12
Ditto_ , , ... 50 15 0
Havillah
Leichhardt
Oregon
Texas .
Bosworth
Gilguny ah ... . .
Merri Merriwa  ...
Westerton .., ...
Dila.llah West ...
Dilallah Retro ...
Buccleugh ... ...
Camberwell
Dulwich North
Dulwich South ...
Forest Hill ... ...
Cresswell Crays
Listowel Downs No. 5•
Mooresland ..
Miall Downs , , .
Prairie,,, ...
Berriedale ...
Lauriseton ...
Piugara . , ,
Malvern Hills
Pershore ...
Malvern
Maiiidample
Terrick Terrick
Longreach ...
Montes
Hcssington ,,,
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
rr 'iHE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the, rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines* (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 28th. September, 1865..
Ditto...  ... 100 30 0
Ditto... 100 30 0
North Kennedy 87 26 2
Ditto... ... 90 27 0
Ditto,,. ... 54 16 4
Ditto ... ... 41 12 6
Ditto ... ... 44 13 4;
Warrcgo ... 44 13 4
Ditto ...  ... 25 7  10"Ditto_ , ... 25 7 10
Mitchell ... 50 15 0
Ditto.,, ,.. 93 27 18
Ditto.., ,,, 39 11 14
Ditto,,, ... 39. 11 14
Ditto ... ... 80  21  0
Ditto.,, 127 38 2
Ditto... 55 16 10'
Ditto ... ... 48 14 8
Ditto.,, ... 48 14 8
Ditto_  ... 45 . 13 10
Ditto ... ... 100 30 0
Ditto ... ... 62 18 12
Ditto ... ... 37 11 2
Ditto... ... 73 21 18
Ditto.., ... 100 30 0
Ditto ... ... 96 28 16
Ditto ... ... 100 30 0
Ditto... ... , 100 30 0
Ditto . , . ... 47 14 2
Ditto ... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Police Department,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1866.
T
undermentioned Horses now in, the posses-
J_ sion  of the Police at St. George, will be sold
by'Auction, on the 1st of May next, unless pre-
viously claimed.
1. Bay horse, branded over H near shoulder,
RR conjoined near rump, heart over HB
sideways conjoined off shoulder, w off rump.
2. Bay colt, branded P over WP over HH con-
joined near shoulder.
3: Bay colt, branded like a key near shoulder.
T. H. BARRON,
pro  Commissioner,
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1865.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the under-mentioned Runs are hereby required to pay
forthwith into the Treasury the amounts specified
in connection with their respective Runs, in accord-
ance with the provisions " of the 49th clause of the
Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to said clause which
declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government
Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such
defaulters shall be forfeited. -
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
DISTRICT  OF WARREGO.
Licensee or Lessee.
A. F. Sullivan ...
Ditto... ... ...
Ditto... ... ...
Ditto... ... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ... ...
Ditto ... .. .
Ditto .
G. H. Cox and V. J.
Dowling
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto... ... ...
Ditto . ... ...
A. F. Sullivan
G. H. Cox and V. J.
Dowling
A. F. Sullivan ...
Ditto. ...
J. Becker
Ditto...Ditto...
J. W. Colless, B. C.
Hutchinson, and J.
Wallis
Ditto... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto...
Ditto ...
Ditto...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
J. de V. Lamb, R. K.
Sams, and A. J. D.
Sams
Area
Name of Run . in Square
Miles.
Humeburn North 50
Paroo ... ... 25
Humeburn .. 50
Boobara North... 50
Boobara 50
Humeburn South 50
Tilbooroo North 50
Boobara South... 50
Tilbooroo ... 50
Tilbooroo East... 50
Tilbooroo South 50
UpperEuloBight 50
Upper Eulo Left 36
LowerEuloRight 73
Lower Eulo Left 50
Koolyadhn ... 50
Kooliatto ... 50
Koopa ... ... 57
Koopa East ... 50
Koraggarak ... 50
Yungerah ... 50
Lake Colless ... 75
Owthorpe No. 1 75
Owthorpe No. 2 75
Owthorpe No. 3 75
Owthorpe No. 4 75
Owthorpe No. 5 25
Owthorpe No. 6 25
Owthorpe No. 7 75
Owthorpe No. 8 75
Owthorpe No. 9 75
Owthorpe No. 10 25
Quamby ... 50
North 150G. H. Cox and V. .J. WirallaDowling
Ditto ..
J. de V. Lamb, R. K.
Sams, and A. J. D.
Sams
Ditto . . .
G. H. Cox and V. J.
Dowling
J. de V. Lamb, R. K.
Sams, and A. J. D.
Sams
G. Pearson ..
J. de V. Lamb, R. K.
Sams , and A. J. D.
Sams
G. H. Cox and V. J.
Dowling
Ditto .
J. de V. Lamb, R. K.
Sams , and A. J. D.
SamsDitto.. . .
G. H. Cox and V. J.
Dowling
R. Russell and E.
Bi nellg
Ditto... ... ...
Ditto... ... ...
Wiralla ... 50
Norley ... ...  50
Entally... ... 50
Wiralla South ... 50
Huntworth ... 50
ThuringowaNorth 50
Lawrenny ... 50
Thuringowa ... 50
ThuringowaSouth 50
Cheshunt - ... 50
Cheshunt South 50
Kooliatto North 50
Kargoolnah East 50
Kargoolnah ... 100
Yarranvale ... 50
Amount.
£ s.
15 0
7 10
15 0
]5 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
.15 0
15 0
10 16
21 18
15 0
15 0
15 0
17 2
15 0
15 0
15 0
22 10
22 10
22 10
22 10
22 10
7 10
7 10
22 10
22 10
22 10
7 10
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
30 0
15 0
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF  RUNS-continued.
Licensee or Lessee.
R. Russell and
Bignell
Name of Run.
Area
in Square  Amount.
Miles.
s.
E. Buckenby North 50 15 0
Ditto... ... ...
J. Smith ...
H. M. Fulton, and J.
West, the Elder
Ditto... ... ...
Ditto...
Bucleen': y West 50 15 0
Buckenby ... 50 15 0
Jero ... ..,. 50 15 0
Dundoo
No. 1.
Dundoo
No. 2.
West 25 7 10
West •25 7 10
M. West, the Elder... Bundee No. 1 ...
Ditto . Bundee No. 2 ...
H. M. Fulton, and J. Bargoon ...
West, the Elder ...
M. West, the Elder... Belyanna No. 1
Ditto ... ... ... Belyanna No. 2
DISTRICT OF  MITCHELL.
25 7 10
25 710
50 15 0
25 7 10
25 7 10
J. C. Ellis .. .... Portland Downs 75
J. Ellis and E. Ellis... Pershore East ... 65
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
22 10
19 10
MORETON BAY.
0  /N
and  after the 1st January, the following
l additional Tidal Signals will be exhibited at
night from the Lightship at the Bar
On Bar. In Cutting.
Red Light with green under ... 6 feet 12 feet
Two white lights vertically ... 7 „ 13 „
From the above date the West Beacon light will
be exhibited from the Iron Lighthouse, placed
about half a cable to the southward of the old West
Beacon.
By order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, 30th December, 1865.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
rHE following information, received from Mr.
R. B. Sheridan, the Harbor Master at Mary-
borough, is published for general information
The River Burrum falls into..Hervey's Bay about
twenty miles N. W. from the fairway buoy, off Woody
Island, from whence a long thickly wooded point, which
forms its north head, is just visible. The mouth of the
river is easily discernible, by its forming a well defined
opening in the coast line. On approaching the bar,
which extends for about two miles off the entrance, the
water shoals gradually from seven to two fathoms. On
reaching the latter soundings, the marks recently erected
will become visible. The first is a black buoy, which
pass, leaving it about a ship's length on the port hand;
then steer W.N.W., passing a black beacon at a like
distance on the same side; continue your course,
keeping the white sand of the south head a little open
on the port bow ; in the meantime you will have passed
one red and two more black beacons. The soundings
increasing from eight feet to five fathoms. On arriving
within a good cable's length of the south head, a white
mark will become visible on the north bank, and well on
the starboard bow. Steer for it, passing between a black
and a red beacon which stand on the extremities of two
shoals, running from the north and south banks. of the
river.
After crossing the bar, upon which there is not more
than four feet at low water, and reaching the Five
Fathom Hole, the anchorage is perfectly safe in all
weathers.
From the mouth of the river to the coal mines, appears
to be about twenty miles ; the- channel narrows as you
ascend-is intricate, and only suitable for vessels drawing
from seven to eight feet water. The banks on either
side appear well grassed, and heavily timbered, with
occasional splendid pine scrubs of both kauri and hook
pine. Between the mines and the mouth of the river,
there are thirteen small but beautiful well wooded
islands.
The Burrum, when properly beaconed and buoyed,
will be easy of navigation for steamers and small craft.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office,
Brisbane , 21st December, 1865.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
As OF MONDAY, THE EIGHTH DAY OF JANUARY, A.D.
1866.
REGULIE GENERALES.
WHEREAS it is expedient to consolidate and
amend certain General Rules of this Court,
their Honors the CHIEF JUSTICE and Mr. JUSTICE
LUTWYCHE do order as follows :-
Office regulations.
1. All writs may be issued and signed, and
judgments may be signed, and all documents may
e received and filed, by the Registrar's Clerk, for
the Registrar.
2. When fees are payable, no officer shall be
required to give change, and no document shall be
sealed, filed, or received, until the fee has been paid
thereon. .
3. An affidavit of debt shall be filed prior to the
issue of any writ or renewed writ of execution on
any judgment by default, warrant of attorney, or
cognovit actionem, , or on any judgment more than
one year old. If a plaintiff be absent from the
Colony, the affidavit may be made by his agent or
attorney.
4. The Registrar, Sheriff, Curator of Intestate
Estates, and the Official Assignee, shall, in January,
April, July, and October, file in the office of the
registrar quarterly accounts of their receipts,
payments, and securities.
5. The Sheriff may on interpleader summonses
be allowed costs of attendance at Chambers and
office fees paid by him. No other costs shall be
allowed him unless by order specifying the parti-
culars thereof, and made under special circum-
stances.
6. The Sheriff's Bailiff shall be entitled to a fee
of twenty-one shillings for levy.
Chamber rules.
7. Chamber days and hours shall, except as here-
inafter provided, be Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., and at 10 a.m.
the Registrar shall send to the Associate a list of
all summonses and matters returnable at Chambers,
together with all affidavits and papers connected
therewith.
8. Chamber days and hours shall, during the
Christmas and Winter vacations, be Wednesdays,
from 10 a.m. to 12 at noon.
9. The Associate or Judge's Clerk shall enter all
documents used and proceedings had in Chambers,
and shall deliver all documents and fees to the
Registrar, who shall initial the entries, and keep
the documents in a separate file, to be called the
Chamber file.
10. The Chamber entry book shall contain dates,
names of cases, proceedings therein, descriptions
thereof, and fees thereon, and a minute of the
decision.
11. A Judge inay have a stamp for impressing his
name on summonses issued from and orders made
in his Chambers, and such impression on any such
summons or order otherwise duly sealed, shall have
the force and effect of the Judge's signature, and
the Court, or a Judge, may take judicial notice of
such impression on any such summons or order
otherwise duly sealed.
12. The Registrar shall officially recognise such
impressions on such summonses and orders, but no
order so impressed shall be sealed until the consent
or Judge's minute shall have been delivered to the
sealing officer.
13. No document on which a fee is payable, shall
be sealed, filed, or received, until the fee has been
paid.
Affidavits.
14. All rules relating to affidavits by illiterate
deponents shall apply to affidavits by blind de-
ponents.
15. Each separate sheet of an affidavit shall be
signed by the deponent and marked (after the manner
of' an exhibit) by the person before whom it is taken,
and the same fee shall be payable on each extra
sheet as on an exhibit.
16. The issuing of every Commission for taking
affidavits will be notified in the  Gazette,  and a
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register of such Commissioners shall be kept in the
Office of the Court.
Vacations. Time for pleading.
17. The Rule of May 26th, 1863, intituled  "Long
Vacation,"  is annulled, and in case the time for
pleading to any declaration or for answering any
pleadings shall not have expired before the first day
of the Christmas or Winter vacations, the party
called upon to plead shall have the same number of
days for that purpose, after the day succeeding the
last day of the Christmas or Winter vacations,
respectively, as if the declaration or preceding
pleading had been delivered or filed on such day
succeeding the last day of such vacations respec-
tively.
Associates. Clerics in the office.
18. For the purposes and within the meaning of
the rules applicable to the admission of attorneys,
service as an Associate shall have the effect of
service as Clerk in the Office of the Supreme
Court ; and the Associates shall be eligible for or
.entitled to admission accordingly ; and the periods
during which the present Associates shall have
served shall be reckoned in computing the term of
five years.
Repeal.
19. The Office Regulations made as of Monday,
the 14th day of September, A.D. 1863, and the
Reguim Generales made as of Monday, the 8th day
of February, A.D. 1864, Monday, the 9th day of
January, A.D. 1865, and as of Wednesday, the 1st
day of November, A.D. 1865, and the Rule of
27th October, .1865, intituled Chamber Business,"
are annulled, except so far as they repeal any
written rules or regulations, and so far as regards
any step or proceeding heretofore taken. The
herewith reprinted " Regulation" made as of Mon-
day, the 9th day of January, A.D.  11865, as to the
Seal of the Court, continues in force, anything
therein or hereinbefore contained notwithstanding.
MATRIMONIAL CAUSES JURISDICTION.
Intervention pending suit.
20. When the Attorney-General, or any other
person, intervenes he shall (and such other person
within eight days after leave obtained) enter an ap-
pearance and plead to the petition ; and all subse-
quent pleadings shall proceed between the petitioner
and the intervener, according to the rules established
with regard,to pleadings between the original parties
in the cause.
Showing cause against a decree.
21. Any person wishing to show cause against a
decree  nisi  for dissolution of a marriage shall enter
an appearance, and such appearance shall be accom-
panied by an address within one mile of the Supreme
Court Office, at which it shall be sufficient to serve
all notices, and leave copies of instruments which
are to be delivered to such person.
22. Every such person shall at the time of enter-
ing an appearance, or within four days thereafter,
file affidavits setting forth the facts upon which he
relies.
23. Upon the same day on which such person
files his affidavits he shall deliver a copy of the same
to the party in the cause in whose favor a decree
nisi  for dissolution of marriage has been pronounced.
24. The party in the cause in whose favor the
decree  nisi  for dissolution of marriage has been
pronounced may, within eight days after delivery
of the affidavits, or within such further time as may
be allowed by the Court, file affidavits in answer,
and shall forthwith give notice of ' his having done so.
25. The questions raised on such affidavits shall be
argued at such time as the Judge Ordinary may
appoint ; and if he thinks fit to direct any contro-
verted questions of fact to be tried by a jury, the
same shall be settled and tried in the same manner,
and subject to the same rules as any other issue
tried in this jurisdiction.
(Signed) JAMES COCKLE, C. J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
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In the Supreme Court- of Queensland.
As OF MONDAY, THE NINTH DAY OF JANUARY,
A.D. 1865.
11.E GULATION-(REPRINTED) .
WHEREAS it has been found and is expedient that
the possession of the Seal of the Court should, for
certain purposes, be entrusted by the Chief Justice
to the Registrar ;and whereas it is expedient that
regulations should be made in that behalf: Now,
therefore, the CHIEF JUsrICE, with the counsel and
assistance of his Honor Mr. JUSTICE LUTWYCHE,
doth hereby order, direct, and regulate as follows:-1. Whenever the Registrar shall be entrusted by
the Chief Justice with the possession of the said
Seal, the same shall, when not in actual use, be
kept under lock and key.
2. No document shall be sealed unless all- docu-
ments, whereon the authority for the sealing is, orpurports-to be, founded, shall then be on the file,
unless the Court or a Judge shall otherwise order.
3. No document shall be sealed until an entry
thereof, and also of the fee (if any) paid thereon,
shall have been made.
(Signed) JAMES COCKLE, C. J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
I N pursuance of  the District Courts Act,  1858,and of the  District Courts Act Ainendneizt
A.ct,  1865, I hereby appoint the following days for
holding District Courts in the Criminal and Civil
Jurisdiction thereof, at the several places herein-
after respectively mentioned, in and for the year
1866, that is to say-
AT BRISBANE.
Criminal Jurisdiction: Civil Jurisdiction.
Wednesday, February 14. Friday, February  1.6.
Monday, April 9. Wednesday, April 11.
Wednesday, June 13. Friday, June 15.
Monday, August 13. Wednesday, August 15.
Monday, October 15. - Wednesday, October 17.
Monday, December 10. Wednesday, December 12.
AT Irswicn.
Monday, February 26. Tuesday,Fcbruary 27.
Monday, May 21. Tuesday, May 22.
Wednesday, August 22. Thursday, August 23.
Tuesday, November 20. Wednesday, November 21.
AT TOOWOcileA.
Thursday, March 8. Saturday, March 10.
Monday, May 28. Wednesday, May 30.
Tuesday, August 28. Thursday, August 30.
Monday, November 26: Wednesday, November 28.
AT WARWICK.
Friday, March 16. Monday, March 19.
Monday, June 4. Tuesday, June 5.
Tuesday, September 4. Wednesday, September 5.
Monday, December 3. Tuesday, December 4.
EDMUND SHEPPARD,
Judge of the Metropolitan District Courts.
Brisbane, December 18th, 1865.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
I N pursuance of the  District Courts Act of1858, and of the  District Courts Act
Amendment Act of  1865, I hereby appoint the fo;-
lowing days for holding District Courts at the
several towns or places hereinafter mentioned,
viz.
AT MARYBOROUGIT.
Civil Sittings ... 9 February, 1866
Criminal Sittings ... ... 20 February
AT GAYNDA$.
Criminal Sittings ... ... 15 February
Civil Sittings 15 February
AT GLADSTONE.
Criminal Sittings ... . ... 26 February
Civil Sittings ... ... 2 6  February
AT ROCKHAMPTOX.
Criminal Sittings ... ... 5 March
Cavil  Sittings ... ... 7 March
AT BOWEN.
Criminal Sittings ... ... 19 March
Civil Sittings ... .. 19 Mitch
J. GEO. LONG INN ES,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
12th December, 1865.
I N  pursuance of the  District Courts Act of1858, and of  the  District Courts Act
Amendment Act of  1865, I hereby appoint the fol-
lowing days for holding District Courts in the
Criminal  and Civil Jurisdictions thereof, at the
several places  hereinafter respectively mentioned,.
in and for  the year 1866, that is to say,-
Criminal Sittings. . Civil Sittings.
AT ROMA.
19 February 21 February
11 May 14 May
20 August 22 August
2 November 5 November
AT CONDAMINE.
I March 3 March
22 May  24 May
30 August 1 September
13 November 15 November
AT DALBY.
9 March 12 March
31 May 2 June
8 September 11 September
22 November 24 November
CHAS. W. BLAKENEY,
Judge of the Western District Court—
January 2nd, 1866,
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that a District Courtwill  be held at Rockhampton on the follow-
ing) days:-
Criminal Sittings  ... Monday, 5th  March, 1866.
Civil Sittings ... Wednesday, 7th 11arch, 1866.
By order,
FRANK  N. BEDDEK,
Police Office,  Rockhampton ,  Registrar.-
27th  December. 1865.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenthsection  of the  Marriage Act of  1864, We,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do appoint
PATRICK MACARTHUR, of Roma, in the Colony of
Queensland, Police Magistrate, to be a Justice of
the Peace in the Registrar's District of Roina, who
shall, by virtue of this appointment, give consent
in the cases provided for in and by the eighteenth.
and nineteenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of December, an.
1865.
(Signed) JAMES COCKLE, C. J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
STEAM  TO EUROPE.  1I4  TOIIIti;S' STRAITS'
AND BATAl%Lk,
CALLING AT roILT DENISON ,  SO.MEI5SET, AND COPANG.
HE COLONIAL  MAIL  CONTRACT  STIEAMIER
"SOUCHAYS,"
650 tons, CHAiiLES .BLICK, Esq., Commander,
Will sail on  the 6th instant for Batavia.
FARES AND FREIGHTS:
Saloon  , .. ... ... ... x£35
Steerage ... ... ...  2i)
Deck ... ... ... 9
Dead weight ... ... ... 4 per ton.
Measurement ... 5 »
For further particulars  apply to
J. AND G. HARRIS,
Agents.
The steamer  " KATE "  will leave  Harris' Wharf
at 8 p.m. on SATURDAY, to. convey  passengers=
and their luggage to the above vessel..
4-0
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Charles Beer,
bootmaker, of Brisbane.
WHEREAS the said John Charles Beer was,
on the 20th day of December, A.D. 1865,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 5th day of February, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said Estate, and for the elec-
tion of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and
also to determine whether any or what allowance
for support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court at the same place on
THURSDAY, the 8th day of March, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said Estate, and for such other
matters connected with the Estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 29th day of December,
A.D. 1865.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Taylor, watch-
maker, of Rockhampton.
WHEREAS the said Thomas Taylor was, on the
29th day of December, A.D. 1865, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 5th day of February, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
Estate, and for the election of a Creditors' Assignee,
if required ; and also to determine whether any
or what allowance for support shall be made to the
Insolvent up to the time of passing his last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a
Second Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place,
on THURSDAY, the 5th day of April, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 29th day of December,
A.D. 1865.
ALFRED. J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
No. 11.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER, 1865.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 28th December, 1865.
pARTIES
applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, Brisbane, are requested to
give the correct number of the List in which, they may have observed their Names, as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Parties in the Country making written applications should accompany such applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission ; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
F. E. SALISBURY,
For the  Postmaster -General.
NOTE-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is open for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m. to Four p.m. ; on Saturday, from Ten a.m, to One p.m.
A.
1 ABEL George, Dalby n z
2 Abick Mrs., Rockhampton c
3 Addems William, Dalby u k
4 Agger William, Laidley s
5 Alderson,.T. B., Bigge's Camp u k
6 Allett Joseph, Toowoomba e
7 Alleyne R., Moonie River c (2)
8 Alleyne R. J., Canmaroo s (10)
9 Allison John, Dalby o
10 Anderson Peter, Toowoomba u k
11 Anderson  -,  Ipswich c (2)
12 Allan Mrs. Mary, Ipswich c
13 Anderson A., Ipswich c
14 Anderson Charles, Rockhampton c
15 Andrews J., Warrell Creek c
16 Andrew J. L., Ipswich c
17 Andrew A. L., Warrell Creek c
18 Anson J. V., Rockhampton c (2)
19 Anson W. H., Rockhampton c
20 Atkinson James, Rockhampton m
21 Archer Frederick, Laidley c
22 Arundell John, Dalby c
23 August , Ipswich c
24 Austin , Wyagga c
25 Austin Robert, Taroom c
B.
1 BAILEY John, Laidley u k
2 Bailey Mrs. W. J., Ipswich c
3 Bailey C. W., Toowoomba c
4 Baker It., Laidley o
5 Ball Miss, Ipswich u k
6 Ball -, Laidley c
7 Bancroft, Hunt, and Co., Toowoomba c
8 Baueinick Barjo, Tpswicli c
9 Barry Patrick, Gayndall c
10 Barron Alexander, Oxley Creek c
11 Barrymore , Oxley Creek c
12 Bardo P . J., Rockhampton s
13 Barrett M., Ipswich c
14 Barber Joseph, Laidley c
15 Barker Fanny, Maryborough m
16 Barnard M., Rockingham Bay o
17 Barnett Hugh, Bigge's Camp c
18 Barter Isaac, Toowoomba c
19 Bates Matilda, Woogaroo c
20 Bates Thomas, Rockhampton s and in (2)
21 Battin John, Rockhampton n z
22 Barry Michael, Rockhampton u k
23 Bauer W., Laidley c
24 Bawsen John McK., Ipswich s
25 Baxter J. H., Toowoomba c (3)
26 Beevis Martin, Ipswich c
27 Beeves Mrs. Elizabeth, Toowoomba m
28 Beale Frances, Rockhampton n z
29 Beard James, Toowoomba c
30 Beard Ridge, Rockhampton s
31 Beardmore George  0., Wide Bay c
32 Beck H. W., Bigge's Camp c
33 Bell Robert, Ipswich e
34 Bell Jolu.I, Ipswich c
35 Bennett W., Knebworth c (2)
36 Betham John, Ipswich c
37 Bevan Thomas, Toowoomba u k (2)
38 Bilburn John, Mar borough f
39 Bird J. W., Ipswich e
4() Bishop
H. C., Toowoomba u k
41 Bishop William, Toowoomba c
42 Black Christian, Roma c
43 Blakemore Mrs. Elizabeth, Ipswich u k
44 Blake Benjamin, Toowoomba c
45 Blenknon Ralph, Ipswich in
46 Blow Henry, Ipswich c
47 Bode H. M., Walberry o c
48 Border W., Laidley Creek c
49 Boult Lawrence W., Tarooni c
50 Bourn Thomas W., Bigge's Camp c and o (2)
51 Bourn , Woogaroo o c
52 -Bowman J. W., Maranoa o c
1E.4
53 Bowman W., Marlborough e G0 Cunningham Peter, .llockliainptou e
54 Boyd Alexander, Ipswich o c 61 Cunningham  -,  River Bank c
55 Boyd , Bigge's Camp c 62 Cunningham James, '.ockhampton u k
56 Bramakin  -,  Rockhampton c  63 Cuur(o;,  Simnel, Rockhampton in
57 Bray T. ., llama s 64 Cmiil Jf-I n, Toowcolaba o
58 Brannan Thomas, Woo garoo u k 65 Curtis Michael, Ipswich c
59 Brannan R., Toowoon:iba c (2) D60 Ipswich cBrennan John ,
61
,
Brennan  -,  Toowcomba c 1 DAMN G. T., Toowoomba c
62 Toowooinba c 2Brennan John Daley John, Rockhampton o
63
,
Brennand Matthias, Cardwell o 3 'Dalton John, Ipswich o
64 Ipswich c 4Bridget Mrs. Dangar Thos. G., Maranoa c
65
,
Bigge's Camp c 5Brooks Charles Darcy and Co. Messrs., Toowoomba c
66
,
Ipswich c 6Brougham  - Darnell H. A., Toowoomba, u k
67
,
Rockhampton c 7Brown Andrew Davidson Robert S., Bigge's Camp c
68
,
Surat in 8Bryden William Davidson James, Toowoomba s
69
,
Brydon James S., Rockhampton u k 9 Davies Ernest C., Rockhampton e
70 Buchanan D. McJames, Rockhampton c 10 Davis Ipswich e
71 Ipswich e 11Bunt John Davis George, Nanango c
72
,
Burges Thomas George, Rockhampton u k 12 Davis George, Rockhampton c
73 Burgess Allen, Gatton u k 13 Davis Thomas, Bigge's Camp e
74 ' Berne's Nob c 14Burke James Day Mrs., Toowoomba c
75
,
Burk Thomas, Long Waterhole c 15 Dean  -,  Ipswich u k
76 Gatton c 16Burns John Dellon , Rockhampton c
77
,
Byrns John, Toowoomba c 17 Dempsey  -,  Gibbon's Camp c
78 Ipswich c 18Byrns John Denning Thomas, Laidley m (2)
79
,
Byrne Catherine, Ipswich c 19 Denyre Michael, Rockhampton in
'20 Dickinson John, Bigge's Camp u kC. 21 Dillon John, Toowoomba s
1 CALLAHAN Mrs. John, Toowoomba u k 22 Dines M., Toowoomba c
2 Callahan Mrs. Mary, Toowoomba e 23 Dixon W., Dalby c
3 Callahan Denis, Rockhampton e 24 Doolan Rose, Bigge's Comp c
4 Callahen Denis J., Ipswich e 25 Dounally E., Toowoomba c
5 Calland Henry D., Ipswich u k 26 Donohoe  -,  Ipswich c
6 Cameron Alexander, Goodna o c 27 Donohue John, Ipswich c
7 Campbell Alexander, Toowoomba o 28 Donohue John, Ipswich m
8 Campbell William, Toowoomba s 29 Doonan William, Ipswich u k
9 Campbell Hugh, Bigge's Camp c 30 Doonan James, Ipswich c
10 Cam Maurice, Ipswiooh c 31 Dorge Jonas, Toowoomba c
11 Carbag Miss, Ipswich c 32 Doway Daniel, Rockhampton c
12 Carby Samuel T., Cardwell u k 33 Downing John O'C., Ipswich s
13 Carby Frederick, Rockhampton c 34 Drane Charles, Ipswich c
14 Caro Julius, Rockhampton f 35 Driscoll Daniel, Toowoomba e
15 Caro Julius, Crooker's Reef in (2) 36 Dryden D., Taroom c
16 Carrington  -,  Swamp c 37 Duggan Johan, Ipswich c
17 Carnan Patrick, Laidley c 38 Dunbar , Rockhampton c
18 Carroll John, Irish Town c 39 Dunn T., Ipswich s
19 Carter Thomas, Taroom c 40 Dunn, Henry, Rockhampton m
20 Cavenagh Ellen, Dalby o 41 Dwyer Thomas, Ipswich c
21 Chadwick R., Toowoomba u k E.22 Toowoomba u kChadwick  R1N
23
.,. 1Dalby u kChesman E EGAN Michael, Toowoomba e
24
., 2Wide Bay  u ks JohnChewin Easdale James, Fockiagham Bay u k
25
,g 3Toowoomba cClarke  - Eashnere A. Ditmas, Fitzroy River o
26
, 4Woogaroo cClayton I;a,stway George, Rockhampton s., 5 Ipswich cEgan Lizzie27 Coan William, Ipswich c 6
,
Eggen J ohn E.ockhaanpton o28
29
Cochran Alexander, Iiockliampton u k
Redbank c 7Cochran tirVillia.n
,
Egglington Henry, Five-mile Station  C
30
, 8Toowoomua cCock George Ellis H., Surat c
31
, 9
an William Toowoomba sCol Ellis Evan, Dalby cg 10 Toowoomba cFuard John32 Collins Mrs., Ip•,-vich c and s (2) 11
,
Itockharnpton sEvans A.33 Collins William, aockhampton c 12
,
Evans  - Logan c34 Collins  -,  Toc  xoomba c ,
35 Collonell Robert, Toowoomba c F.
36 Connell Michael, Bigge's Camp c 1 FADER  -,  Woogaroo c
37 Coman. Patrick, Laidley c 2 Farenbley Mrs. Ellen, Maryborough
.o
38 Conery Edmond, 'Yoowooinba s 3 Farraway , Rockhampton c
39 Connor Barney, Bigge's Camp c 4 Farsemen , Rockhampton c
40 Connors Charles, Ipswich t 5 Faulkner Mary A., Maryborough o
41 Coogan  -,  Irish Town c 6 Freney P., Ipswich c
42 Cook William, Franklin Vale  c  7 Fenly P., Laidley c
43 Cooper Thomas _N., 1ockhampton a k (2) 8 Ferguson John, Ipswich n z
44 Copely P. G., Grantham c 9 Fieghley Thomas, Ipswich c
45 Corbett  -,  Toowoomba a 10 Finch James, Jpswiah c (2)
46 Corcoran  -,  Ilockhaunpton c 11 Finlay Thos. J., Rockhampton c
47 Corman Thomas, Taroom o 12 Finney Robert, Ipswich c
48 Cornford F., Toowoomba c 13 Fischer  -,  Taroom c
49 Cowan Joseph, Maryborough s 14 Fischer Arthur It., Rockhampton u k
50 Cowan D., Wrest Vale c 15 Fisher  -,  Swamp e
51 Cox Mrs., Gatton c 16 Fitzsimmons J., Toowoomba e
62 Cox  -,  Rockhampton s 17 Flanagan Thomas, Toowoomba c
53 Cozens J. C., Maryborough s (2) 18 Flett John, Toowoomba s
54 Craig -------, Rockhampton c 19 Flynn John, Toowoomba c
55 Cribb Mary D., Dunman o c 20 Ford Clement, Cardwell m
56 Croas  -,  Toowoomba e 21 Forrest Thos. (or Fdwd.,) Ipswich c
57 Crouk Claud. Toowoomba c 22 Forster Ferment, Ipswich e
5R Cruckshank Mrs. J., Banna 'Wanna s 23 Forster Mrs.,. Brisbane Road c
59 Cuddihee Patt, Ipswich  C 24 Fort  -,  Allen's Town c
25 Frederick Henry., Toowoomba s (2)
26 French Walter, Dalby c
27 French Walter, Toowoomba u k
28 Fridge James, Toowoomba c
29 Friend Henry, 19-I rvrl crou;;h c
30 Frisch. Christopla, Oxley Creek s
31 Frost George, Pine `,Mountain o e
0.
1 LADEN W. I-I., Canoona e (44)
2 Galloway George, Ballard's Camp c (3)
3 Gambert Jacob, Marlborough c
4 Carson James; Sandgate c
5 Gawthern Edmond F., Bowen a lc (4)
6 Geary William, Toowoomba uk
7 Geitz Justus, Rockhampton f
8 Gibb John, Rockhampton m
9 Gilbert Eli, Oxley Creek s
10 Gleson Edward, Ipswich c
11 Gleeson Edward, Toowoomba a
12 Godfrey J. G., Toowoomba c
13 Goodson R., Laidley c
14 Goff Henry, Railway Cn,np e
15 Gorman P., Bigge's Camp c
16 Gornley John, Laidley o c
17 Gorton Lydia, Toowoomba e.
18 Grace C. L. Mary, Ipswich e
19 - Graham Benjamin, Turner's Creek a
20 Graham Andrew, Ipswich u k
21 Grange Edmund B., Rockhampton u k
22 Grant Alexander, Gladstone in
23 Grant Lewis, Toowoomba c
24 Gray Robert, Hockliampton c
25 Greaves Edwin, Ipswich u k
26 Greaves -, Toowoomba u k
27 Green William, Maryborough u k (2)
28 Green F. A., Taroom s
29 Green Thomas, Oxley Creek u k
30 Green William, Ballard's Camp u k
31 Greenwood Wm., Ipswich f
32 Greizer Phillip, Westbrook c
33 Griffith Thomas, Woogaroo u k (2)
34 Gulevan Daniel, Pilton e
35 Gunzer Mrs., Toowoomba c
H•
1 HADDOCK Henry, Mary borough c
2 Haddock Wm. Chas., lpswich u k
3 Hagan John, Laidley o c
4 Hall John, Laidley u k
5 Hall Andrew, Rockhampton n z
6 Hall James, Dalby c
7 Hallam George, Bigge's Camp e
8 Halliday Miss, tt•ockhafzipton c
9 Halding Joan, Ipswich c
10 Halpin Patrick, Ipswich c
11 Hamer Thomas, Ipswich s (2)
12 Hamelton Thomas, Toowoomba s
13 Handeock Wm., Bigge's Camp c
14 Haning  Thos., Dalby m
15 Hannon E., Ballard's Camp s
16 Haper William, Rockhampton s
17 Hardie R., Port Denison c
18 Harding  Geo., Woogaroo c
19 Harmon Patt, Toowoomba  in
20 Harris  William, Dalby s
21 Harvey and Alleyne  Messrs., Canmaroo c
22 Harvey M., Rockhampton c
23 Hassall  S. 0., Moonie River c
24 Hawton  -, Ipswich e
25 Hayes John, Toowoomba u k
26 Hayden Peter, Ipswich u k
27 Hayward Alfred, Taroom u k
28 Hefferan  James, Ipswich c
29 Henezman  Henry, Toowoomba c
30 Heneyman Henry, Toowoomba c
31 Herning  J., Toowoomba c
32 Hermin  -, Toowoomba s
33 Hiatt  Charles, Toowoomba c (2)
34 Hickey William, Rockhampton s
35 Hickman  Henry, Ipswich u k
36 Higgins  James, Toowoomba s
37 Hoare  Edmond, Toowoomba e
38 Hobday George, Redbank Plains
39 Hodell F. J. for J. Murphy), Logan u k
40 Hodgson A., Laidley c
41 Hoepfner  T. F., Bigge's Camp c
42 Hogan John , Laidley c
43 Hogg James , Laidley a
44 Holcomb John, Ipswich s
45 Holds worth John, Toowoomba c
46 Holt Mrs. W. L., Ipswich s
47 Holmes James, Toowoomba o
48 _Tolson -TIwirs. Geo.,  Ipswich e
49 Holt  -,  Rockhampton u k
50 Iloolahan Miss E., Ipswich c
51 Horgan Daniel, Toowoomba a
52 borne Michael, Toowoomba c
53 Hoskins John, Toowoomba c
54 Hougans Mrs. E., Toowoomba e
55 Houldsworth John, Ipswich c
56 Hoyle Jonathan, Rockhampton  in
57 Hughan Allan, Dalby m (2)
58 Hughes -, Rockhampton c
59 Humphreys John, Little Liverpool e
60 Humphries John, Toowoomba s
61 Hunt Charles, Ipswich s
62 Hurdy -, Rockhampton a
63 Hutchins G., Ipswich c
64 Hutton John, Gibbon's Camp u k
J.
1 JACKSON W. H., Main Range e (2)
2 Jackson , Maryborough c
3 Jackson , Toowoomba c
4 Jacques Joseph, Bigge's Camp o e
5 James John, Rockhampton s a
6 Jamieson Robert, Ipswich c (2)
7 Jamieson R., Toowoomba  o and a (2)
8 Jensen Henry, Gatton c
9 Jewell Henry, Toowoomba c
10 Joe (the Italian) Ballard's Camp c
11 Johnson -, Toowoomba c
12 Johnson , Condamine e
13 Jonathan , Rockhampton c (2)
14 Jones Thomas J., Woogaroo  a and m (2)
15 Jones John, Laidley e
16 Jones William, Forest Vale c
17 Jones William, Little Liverpool  c and s  (2)
18 Jones Mrs. E., Toowoomba o c
K,
1 KABLE J., Rockhampton e
2 Kavanagh James, Rockhampton e
3 Kearney Michael, Toowoomba c
4 Keating Bridget, Rockhampton e
5 Kelly William, Ipswich a
6 Kelly T. J., Rosalie c
7 Kelly F. A. Gore, Rockhampton u k
8 Kelly John; Toowoomba c
9 Kemp Mrs., Rockhampton c (2)
10 Kennedy Jeremiah, Gatton c
11 Kenny , Rockhampton c
12 Kent Mrs. Eliza, Toowoomba o
13 Kier Alexander, Rockhampton u k
14 Kifiorcl W., Bigge's Camp c
15 Kilbride John, Laidley'u k
16 Killburn John, Maryborough u k
17 Kilgour Barron, West Maranoa e
18 Kimmer Miss J., Ipswich s
19 Kimrnond -, Maryborough a
20 King Charles M., Ipswich c
21 King Daniel, Ipswich u k
22 King Joseph, Ipswich c
23 King H. C., 1llaranoa c
24 King Henry, Rockhampton s
25 King William, Toowoomba u k
26 King Sarah Ann, Toowoomba c
27 Kirkham William, Rockhampton u k
28 Kittson Michael, Rockhampton s a
29 Klate Carl, Toowoomba c
30 Katcher C. M., Maryborough e
L.
1 LALA -,  Dalby o c
2 Lanagan E., Toowoomba s
3 Landa M., Toowoomba c
4 Lam  Mrs. John,  Ipswich c
5 Lane Miss M., Dalby m
6 Langtree George, Moonboonbury G
7 Lavery  William,  Toowoomba c
8 Lanlee Edward ,  Ipswich c
9 Leahy Margaret ,  Laidley u k
10 Lee J.  W alsh, Ipswich o c
11 Lee A., Rockhampton c
12 Lee George ,  Toowoomba m
13 Lee Patrick, Toowoomba o c
14  Lennon  Mrs. James, Rockhampton c
4S
15 Lester William, Toowoomba c 67 Mullins Thomas, Oxley  Creek c -
16 Leverey Thomas, Toowoomba c 68 Mullis John, Ipswich c
17 Lidyard J., Ipswich s 69 Mindean P., Ipswich a
18 Liegner , Logan e .70 Mutton James, Rockhampton s (2)
19 Lindon Henry, Talavera o e 71 Murphy  -,  Ipswich o
20 Lindon Henry, Toowoomba o c 72 Murphy Cornelius, Toowoomba u k
21 Lindsey W., Toowoomba o 73 Murphy Mrs., Leyburn c
22 Lines James, Toowoomba o 74 Murphy John, Rockhampton c
23 Linsey  -,  kockhampton c 75 Myles John, Gatton o
24 Lithgow James, Ipswich u k (2)
25 Lloyd ---, Ipswich m 1 McALL Michael Ipswich u k26 Lochart E., Ipswich e 2
,
McBey William Rockhampton s a27 Lockhart E., Ipswich c 3
,
McCabe Patrick Toowoomba u k28 Long Jervis Morant, Clifton f 4
,
McCabe Michael Surat o29 Longbottom Mathew, Toowoomba c 5
,
McCarthy E. Laidley c30 Lonie Robert, Toowoomba c - 6
,
McCarthy Daniel Gayndah s31 Lowe G., Laidley c 7
,
McCaul John Gatton c32 Luby John, Toowoomba c 8
,
McConnell John Ipswich c33 Luking Joseph, Ballard's Camp c 9
,
McCormack Catherine Ipswich c34 Lunning James, Rockhampton c 10
,
McDonald Roderick, Ipswich s
X. 11 McDonald William, Ipswich c
1 Laidley c 12MAAC John McEwen -, Toowoomba c
2
,
Rockhampton  Q, a 13'Macey William McFay  -,  Rockhampton u k
3
,
Toowoomba c 14Madge Thamas McGrath Patrick, Maryvale s
4
,
Magaw  -,  River Bank c 15 McGuin Mrs., Woomba c
5 Rockhampton c 16Mageon Mary McGuire Peter, Mount Hutton e
6
,
Toowoomba c 17Maguire James McGuane Bridget; Rockhampton u k
7
,
Rockhampton c 18Maher McHanlen  -,  Rockhampton c
8
,
Bigge's Camp o c 19Maher Thomas Mcllwain James, Marlborough u k
9
,
Bigge's Camp o c 20Maher Edmund Mclnarny D., Bigge's Camp c
10
,
Mahon William, Ipswich c 21 McIntosh William, Bigge's Camp c
11 Ipswich o 22Malery Owen McIntosh Jane, Toowoomba c
12
,
Manktleon  - Toowoomba c 23 McIntosh Joseph, Ipswich c (2)
13
,
Manley Lenord Ipswich u k 24 McIntosh James, Toowoomba o c
14
,
Mann George, Laidley c 25 McIntyre A., Marlborough m
15 Mann George Ipswich u k 26 McKay  -,  Rockhampton c
16
,
Mark William Bowen Downs c 27 McKay William, Cooroorali c
17
,
Markman Carl Maryborough s 28 Mackay W., Rockhampton a
18
,
Marks William Toowoomba c 29 McKeon  -,  Toowoomba o c
19
,
Marshall Edmond, Dalby o c 30 Makey William, Rockhampton s a
20 Marshall Mrs. Toowoomba c 31 McKine William, Rockhampton c
21
,
Marsh Samuel Ipswich c 32 McLean John, Ipswich c
22'
,
Martmore John Rockhampton u k 33 McLean Donald, Womba c
23
,
Martin Joel, Bigge's Camp c 34 McLean John, Woogaroo s
24 Martin J., Toowoomba c 35 McLennan John, Rockhampton s
25 Martin John, Toowoomba c 36 McLeod and Gunn Messrs., Bigge's Camp c26 Martin J., Maryborough c 37 McLeod D., Toowoomba c
27 Maxwell John, Oxley c 38 McLeod , Rockhampton c
28 Maxwell John, Laidley c 39 McLinsey Frederick, Rockhampton n z
29 Mayne Joseph, Ipswich e 40 McMan William, Toowoomba c
30 Mayne  - Mary River c 41 McMahon Michael, Bigge's Camp c
31
,
Menettere Patrick, Laidley m 42 McMillan James, Oxley Creek c
32 Menzies W. Ipswich c 43 McNamara Catherine, Toowoomba c
33
,
Merron Thomas, Rockhampton u k 44 McNamara John, Toowoomba s
34 ;Millar Alexander D., Toowoomba c 45 McNamara  -,  Rockhampton c
35 Miller Mrs., Toowoomba o 46 McPhie George, Ipswich c
36 Miller William, Rockhampton u k 47 McPherson , Toowoomba e
37 Millar William, Main Range e 48 McQuarrie H., Mount Hutton t
49 McQuarrie D L Rockham ton s38 Minehan Patt, Ipswich s (2) . ., p
39 Minell Richard, Ipswich s (2) 50 McSimpson Allan, Woogaroo o c
40 Minor Stirling, Ipswich c N.
41 Mitchell Wm., Ipswich c 1 NALDER W. H., Ipswich m and u k (3)
42 Moless Peter, Toowoomba c 2 Nelson George, Toowoomba c
43 Moller Henrich, Valley of Lagoons f 3 Neal  -,  Rockhampton c
44 Monk W., Turner's Creek o 4 Neil David, Woogar-oo, c
45 Monks H. J. E., Rockhampton c 5 N erry William, Toowoomba c
46 Mooney David, Ipswich o 6 Noel , Toowoomba c
47 Moore Edward, Rockhampton s 7 Nollon Charles, Taroom c
48 Moran Peter, Marlborough s 8 Norton  -,  Rockhampton c
49 Moran Waller, Ipswich c 0.
50 Morgan N., Rockhampton o c 1 O'BRIEN Dalby c51 Morgan R. C., Ipswich c 2
,
O'Dey Martin Toowoomba c52 Morrissey Patt, Toowoomba c 3
,
O'Grady Dr. Maryborough e53 Morrisson John, Toowoomba e 4
,
O'Hye Peter Laidley c5-1Mortimer M., Toowoomba c 5 ,O'Cliff Rockhampton c55 Mortan A., Ipswich c 6 ,O'Mara Michael Ipswich m56 Morton Geo., Ipswich c 7 ,O'Neill Lawrence Dalby f57 Morton Henry, Ipswich o 8 ,Rockhampton cOsborn  -58 Mosetta -, Middle Ridge c 9 ,Overend Thomas Toowoomba ffig May Antoney, Cardwell m 10
'
,
Toowoomba cOwey  -60
61
Muhm Wilhelm, Bigge s Camp ftnn
Muldoom  -,  Rockhampton c
,
P.
62 Mullen Alexander, Ipswich o I PACHARD John H., Ediowie u k
63 Mullers  -,  Rockhampton o 2 Palmer J., Toowooinba s
64 Muller H. and Y., Toowoomba c 3 Palmer C., Mary borough c
65 Mulligan T. B., -Rockingham Bay s and c (2) 4 Palmer W. F., Surat e
66 Mulligan Annie, Rockhampton  it  k 5 Park Thomas, Ipswich u
49
6 Parnham William, Toowoomba c 18 Sewell Henry, Tarooxn u k
7 Parker Henry, Canoona m 19 Seymour Miss, Rockhampton u k
8 Paterson H. T., Rockhampton u k 20 Shannon John, Bigge's Camp o
9 Pearce James, Dawson Road c  21 Shapcott W., Oxley Creek c
10 Pearce , Rockhampton c 22 Sharland R., Ipswich c
11 Peel John, Liverpool Range u k 23 Sherman Emily, Rockhampton c
12 Perrey Charles, Ipswich o 24 Shaw Mary, Ipswich s
13 Petrie Alfred, Ipswich u k 25 Shaw Hannah M., Rockhampton c
14 Peterson J., Rockhampton c 26 Sheehan John, Surat c
15 Perry George, Baroondah c 27 Sheehan John, Dalby c
16 Phelan John, Gatton s 28 Sheehey John, Gibbon's Camp c
17 Phie George, Ipswich u k 29 Shepherd Samuel, Rockhampton o
18 Phillips John, Gatton u k (2) 30 Shoecroft Geo., Rockhampton c (2)
19 Pinwell , Rockhampton c 31 Short L. F. H., Cooroona c
20 Plate Franz, Laidley o 32 Short Michael, Toowoomba c
21 Ponty Francis, Laidley c 33 Simmond B., Cardwell e
22 Porter F., Ipswich c 34 Simpson Henry, Princhester e
23 Powell John, Laidley c 35 Skinner John, Ipswich u k
24 Power Lawrence, Rockhampton n z 36 Slowman James, Ipswich c
25 Preston R. It., Retreat c 37 Smarte William, Toowoomba e
26 Preston and Rich, Dalby c 38 Smart Alex., Toowoomba u k
27 Price Edward, Rockhampton s (2) 39 Smidt W. F., Mount Hutton c
28 Purcell Martin, Dalby f 40 Smith David, Goodna c
29 Pursell James, Liverpool Range s 41 Smith Henry, Goodna c
42Q. Smith Mary, Rockhampton o
1 43QUIGLEY G. Cardwell o Smith H. R., Ipswich u k, 44 Smith J., Kolonga u k (3)
R.  45
.
Smith John, Ipswich u k
1 RAINE --, Toowoomba oc (2) 46 Smith Charles, Maryborough c
2 Rankin Donald, Toowoomba, m 47 Smith R., Maryborough c
3 Ramdorp Henry, Toowoomba c 48 Smith Thomas, Toowoomba o
4 Rattrey Hugh, Toowoomba c 49 Smith Thomas, Ipswich u k
5 Ricketts Thos., Ipswich c 50 Smith G. L., Toowoomba e
6 Reese Adain, Rockhampton u k 51 Smith T. A., Springsure u k
7 Ried Samuel, Redley n z 52 Smith E. T., Dalby s
8 Rendall John, Drayton s 53 Smyth H. W., Leyburn c
9 Reymond August J., Rockhampton f 54 Smyth -, Toowoomba c
10 Rhodes James, Dalby c (2) 55 Speedy Denis, Toowoomba s
11 Richardson Peter, Rockhampton s 56 Spode , Oxley Creek c (2)
12 Richards Thos., Oxley c 57 Spufferd Miss E., Rockhampton u k
13 Riches Samuel, Bigge's Camp c 58 Squair Thomas, Laidley u k
14 Ricketts David, Oxley Creek m 59 Stafford William, Laidley u k
15 Ridgway G. M., Sandgate u k 60 Starr James, Rockhampton o
16 Ridgway Walter, Ipswich u k 61 Stronell John, Maryborough c
17 Rielly Jno., Bigge's Camp c 62 Stepheson Wm., Ipswich c
18 Riley W., Ipswich c 63 Stevens John, Dalby c
19 Rimller Miss, Rockhampton s 64 Stevenson ----, Ipswich c
20 Roberts John, Ipswich s 65 Stevenson Geo., Rockhampton s
21 Roberts John, Ipswich u k 66 Stiles George, Toowoomba s
22 Roberts C., Ipswich o 67 Stratford George, Rockhampton e
23 Robertson R. A., Toowoomba c 68 Stewart Charles, Gatton c
24 Robinson E. H., Toowoombfc c 69 Sulla Joseph, Toowoomba c
25 Robinson Joseph, Lockyer's Creek c 70 Sullivan Denis, Toowoomba e
26 Robinson Wm., Maryborough c 71 Sullivan D., Taroom c
27 Robson Joseph, Rockhampton u k 72 Sullivan J., Palm-tree Creek c
28 Rogers Samuel, Maryborough u k 73 Sutton John, Ipswich s
29 Rollison Robert, Ipswich u k
30 Rollse Robert, Maryborough u k T.
31 Rosella -, Rockhampton c
32 Ross Alexander, Taroom c 1 TAGGART, Crawford, and Others, Laidley o c
33 Ross W„ Jimbour c 2 Tait William, Yaamba c
34 Routly (for David Leahy), Jimbour c 3 Tallon Robert, Toowoomba c
35 Ruddle William, Cooma s 4 Taylor  Mary,  Rockhampton e
36 Ruddy James, Toowoomba c 5 Taylor Aloxd., Ipswich u k
37 Ryan Thomas, Rockhampton u k 6 Taylor Margaret, Ipswich c
38 Ryan Thomas, Ipswich e 7 Taylor John, Dalby e
39 Ryan John, Ipswich s 8 Teef Mrs. J., Dalby c
40 Ryan John, Maryborough c 9 Thalam P., Ipswich c
41 Ryan William, Maryborough c (2) 10 Thedt Johann, Toowoomba c11 Therian M., Jondaryan c
S. 12 Thomas A., Dykehead c
1 SADEN Mary, Ipswich c 13 Thompson John James, Roma u k
2 Saddler Captn., Surat c 14 Thompson H., Maryborough c
3 Salisbury W., Ipswich c 15 Thompson Alexander MeG., Rockhampton u k
4 Salt Samuel, Rockingham Bay c 16 Thomson John, Rockhampton u k
5 Sare William, Eight-mile Plains u k 17 Tierney Hugh, Toowoomba o
6 Saunders -, Drayton c 18 Toll F., Toowoomba e
7 Schuman M., Bigge's Camp c 19 Tonson J. B., Dalby c
8 Schott Theodore, Toowoomba c 20 Toohey James, Ipswich s
9 Scott John, Taroom c 21 Toomey James, (for James Byrne) Ipswich u k
10 Scott --, Bigge's Camp o c 22 Tort 1, Toowoomba s
11 Scrivens J., Ipswich c . 23 Tower Sarah, Rockhampton o
12 Scully P., Toowoomba c (2) 24 Tracey J. V., Ipswich u k
13 Sedman John, Rockhampton o 25 Tradairack James, Woogaroo c
14 Seiffarth F., Rockhampton c 26 Trundle Aldred, Tpswich e
15 Seiffarth F., Toowoomba c 27 Tucker J., Bi age's Camp c
16 Seigner F. W., Spring Gully c 28 Twyan Mrs., Tcowooinba e
17 Selly --, Maryboroughi c 29 Turner Charles, Laidley
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V.
1 UNWIN William,  Rockingham Bay c
V.
1 VANCE J.  Woolston c
2 Vanzer Benedict ,  Ipswich e
.3 Vernon H .  T., Ipswich u k
4 Vinson . John H ., Rockhampton o
W.
1 WADE G. J., Toowoomba. c
2 Waggoner Hunts, Toowoomba c
3 Walker C., Toowoomba -o
4 Walker George, Toowoomba u k
5 Walsh Michael, Maryborough o
6 Walsh S., Carraba u k
7 Walsh Kate, Ipswich u k
8 Walsh James, Taroom c
9 Walsh Thomas, Ipswich u k
10 Walsh James, Little Ipswich u k
11 Walter Catt, Toowoomba c
12 Walters G. G., Rockhampton u k
13 Ward James A., Ipswich u k
14 Wardle Mrs., Laidley s
15 Warning James, Rockhampton o
16 Warren John, Marlborough in
17 Warsley John, Ipswich c
18 Wassmann L., Holm's Camp c
19 Waters John, Rockhampton u k
20 Watkins George, Toowoomba u k
21 Watson John, Maryborough o c
22 Watson -, Yaamba c
23 Watson Robert, Rockhampton m
24 Watson T. S., Rockhampton c
25 Webber Samuel, Ipswich u k (2)
26 Weeler Henry, Toowoomba c
27 Weidenaner -, Chinchilla c
28 Wells William C., Toowoomla o c
29 Wenham William, Toowoomba c
.30 West J. Lindsey, Ipswich c
31 Weyman John, Toowoombam
32 Whalin -, Ipswich c
33 Whight Isaac, Rockhampton u k
34 White George, Maryborough c
35 White Kate, Ipswich s
36 Whitman William, Ipswich c
37 Wichman Charles, Toowoomba c
38 Willard Jno., Yaamba c
39 Wilkins R., Rockhampton c
40 Williams Phillip, Ipswich u k
41 Williams Robert, Yaamba c
42 Williams Henry, Ipswich u k
43 Williams Eli, Rockhampton u k
44 Williams William, Yaamba in
45 Williams William, Oxley Creek c
46 Williams Charles, Jimbour c -
47 Williamson Thomas, Bigge's Camp u k
48 Willis John, Main Range u k. (2)
49 . Wilson Thomas, Ipswich c
50 Wilson T., Toowoomba c
51 Wilson Miss, Toowoomba m
52 Winkell George, Maryborough u k
53 Winward Joseph, Toowoomba u k
54 Wodehouse A. B., Valley of Lagoons u k (3)
55 Wodehouse A. B., Valley of Lagoons c
56 Woods John, Ipswich s (2)
57 Wood William, Ipswich c
58 Wolfe Phillip, Drayton c
59 Wood James, Toowoomba c
60 Wuest William, Ipswich c (2)
61 Wylie James, Ipswich s
Y.
1 YATES -, Toowoomba c
2 Young Frederick, Taroom u k
3 Young Mrs. C., Rockhampton u k
4 Young Jacob, Ipswich c
Z.
1 ZIMMERMAN M., Rockhampton -f
TOVirN ADDRESSED LETTERS.
A.
1 ABBS Robert, e
2 Allen James, u k
3 Allen Miss Honoria, u k
4 Andrew s ---, c (2)
5 Arrech Hans Chr. o
6 Arbent Hausler, c
7 Armstrong , s
8 - Arnold Mrs., u k
9 Aslin James, u k B.
1 BABINGTON Miss Johanna, u k
2 Badman J., u k
3 Bailey John, u k
-4 Bailey -, c
5 Bain Margaret, o
6 Ballard J., c
7 Bardel Henry, o
8 Behan James, o c
9 Beilby Thomas, u k
10 Ball John Alexander, s
11 Bell Frederick, u k
12 Benan Mrs.-, m
13 Bennett Miss Bridget, u k
14 Berkman James c (2)
15 Bernard F. R., in
16 Berney Augustus, u k (2)
17 Bigg William, u k
18 Binsted F. H., c
19  Bishop Henry, u k
20 Black Francis, f
21 Black Miss Bella, c
22 Blacker James, c
23 Blatchford H. Jas., u k.
24 Blaxland Mrs., c
25 Bleaney Neal, u k
26 Blesen Robt., u k
27 Bode Oliver,
c28 Bolsche H., f
29 Bouvell -, s
30 Boyle James, u k
31 Breheny Hugh, .o
32 Brien Miss Mary, u k
33 Broadhurst William, u k
34 Broadlick Henry, 1i k
35 Brooks John, s
36 Brooks George C., n z
37 Brown Captain, c
-38 Brown Robert, u k
39 Brown Jas. Wills, c
40 Broyden Mrs. Wm., u k
41 Brunnet Etienne, c
42 Buehler Robert Henry, c
43 Buckley -, u k
44 Bull William, u k
45 Bur Johan, f
46 Burrell Edwd. Wm., m
47 Bunney Mrs. Bridget, o
48 Bushby Philip, u k
C.
1 CADEN H., c
2 Cahil George, a k (2)
3 Canning H., u k
4 Carran Robert, u k
5 Carruthers, James, u k
6 Carruthers James W., u k
7 Carmody Barnaby, u k
8 Cartledge Francis, u k
9 Carter -, s
10 Cass James, c
11 Catling E., s
12 Chappel Andrew, s
13 Clark Wm., u k
14 Clark James, n z
15 Clark Charles, c
16 ,Clegg -, c
17 Clow Joseph, junr., u k
18 Cochrane Miss Hannah Jane, u k
19 Cob Thos., u k
20 Colbert Miss Rebecca, u k
21 Coombes Mrs., u k (2)
22 Comrie Duncan, u k
,,
23 Cook Geo., c
24 Corbett John, u k
25 Coulter M., ,m
26 Coxhead Alfred, u k
27 Coyne Michael, u k
28 Crawford Andrew, u k (2)
29 Craig Henry, c _
30 Cronian J., n z
31 Cullinan James, u k
32 Cumming Lewis, u k (2)
33 Curia Mary A., c-
34 Curtis George, na
35 Curtis G., c ,
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D. 27 Hourigan Patrick, o
I DARLING John, o 28 Houten C., c
2 Davis Mrs. J., c 29 Howie Matthew, u k
3 Davis Matilda Jane, o 30 Huggins -, u k
4 Davis Mrs. Leon, u k 31 Hughes J. W., s
5 Dawson 0., o. c 32 Hughes W., o
6 Dempsey Miss Kate Ann, u k (3) 33 Humfries Francis, u k
7 Dickies J. J., u k 34 Hunter Charles, c
8 Dinsmore Francis, u k 35 Hutton William, u k
9 Doolan Mrs. Esther, e 36 Hymes Edward, o c
10 Donnelly Peter, c 1. and J.11 u kDonald James C
12
.,
Gray u kDuncan Edwd 1 IVERS Mary, u k
13
,.
cDunlop James 2 JACKSON Miss, c
34
,
u kDrinkwater J. A. 3. Jackson George, s
15
,
Duffy James c 4 Jeacocke H. G., u k (2),
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Jenkins Captain, s
Johnson C. u k1 EDWARDS John, c 7 ,Johnson Stephen e2 Elliott James, o 8 , u kJohnstone Mrs. J.3 Elliott Mrs. James, c 9 ,Johnston Miss Mary, e4 Elliott Henry A., o c 10 Johnston Samuel c5 Ernest Gustavus, c 11 ,Johnston Peter. s6 Ernst , c 12 ,Jones Robert u k7 Erwood William, u k 13 ,Jones John u k8 Evans Caleb George, u k 14 ,Jordon Charles, f
F. 15 June William, c
1 FARRAND Elizabeth, o S.
2 Field Joseph, u k (2) 1 KALBY Mrs. Mary Anne, o c
3 Finn Edward, o 2 Klatte Goselke, f
4 Fisher Arthur, s 3 Kean Donald, e
5 Fitzpatrick James, u k 4 Searing John, o
6 Fosch George, c 5 Keegan Phillip, u k
7 Fraser Miss R., c 6 Keith S. P., o
8 Fraser Peter, c 7 Keleher Bridget, s a
9 Freeman Mrs. Thos., c 8 Kelehar John, c
10 Freeman W., s 9 Kelly F. A. Gore, u k
11 Frith Thos. B., o 10 Kelly John, o
12 Funnell Robert, u k 11 Kerrnan James, u k
13 Fynmore T. J. B., u k 12 Kennedy -, c
13 Kennedy Morgan, eG. 14 Kew John, u k
1 GAINEY Mary Jane, u k 15 Kewley John, u k
2 Gamble Mrs. Margaret, o c 16 Kilson John, u, k
3 Gatins John, c 17 King Harry, o
4 Gaighan Patrick, u k 18 Knox. Alexander, u k
5 Gebant Edward, c 19 Kurans Patrick, s
6 Ganter Wm., u k 20 Kusden Chatharina f
7 Gerner Miss E., c 21 Kuskiller Thomas, c
8 Giddings Ramsey s a
9
,
Gorden Miss c L4., 1 LAGEY Wm e10 Guilbride John, u k 2
.,
Lack Edwd c11 Gundry Charles, c 3
.,
Lander M u k12 Grace Nicholas, u k 4
.,
Lander Edwd e13 Grant John, u k 5
.,
Lane John u k14 Gray Robert, o 6
,
Lang John s15 Gray John, u k 7
,
Langham Sam u k16 Greer Alexander, u k 8
,
Langston M u k17 Green John, e 9
.,
Lawton J. C. u k18 Griffith Evan, u k - 10
,
Leane -, s19 Griffiths Norris, n z (3) 11 Lee J cJ
H. 12
.,.
Leedom H., u k
1 Handcock V. M., u k (2) 13 Leighton George and James, u k (2)
2 Hawkins Mrs., n z. 14 Lewis W. E., u k
3 .Hann John, u k 15 Litzow Wilelm, f
4 Hanks John, s 16 Lister Mrs. W., u k
5 Hannon Michael, c 17 Lister Charles, m
6 Hansen John, n z 18 Lloyd John, u k (2)
7 Harland -, e 19 Logan Robert, u k
8 Harland R., s 20 Lonergan Michael, u k
9 Harrington Mrs. Ellen, s 21 Lonergan James J., u k
10 Harris John W., u k 22 Louis -, c
11 Harvey Henry, n z 23 Lynch H., c
12 Harwood Samuel, u k 24 Lyon William, u k
13 Hay Miss M. J., s 25 Lyons Robert c
14 Heane James, uk M.
15 Heaney Thomas, u k 1 MACK C. J., u It
16 Hegan Robert, s 2 Maguire Miss Jane, c
17 Helscher -, s 3 Mairillac Theodore de, c
18 Henderson Andrew, e 4 Mallack Mrs., n z
19 Hefburn Miss Catherine, o c 5 Margetts , c
20 Hewitt Charles, u k 6 Markland J., s
21 Higham Joseph B., u k 7 Macks -, c
22 Hill C.F,uk 8 Marsh Mrs. Mary A., f
23 Hillinger W.,  in 9 Marshall A. J. C., u k
24 Holden John, u k 10 Marshall George, c
25 Holly William P., f 11 Marshay Samuel, in
26 Holmes Charles, u k 12 Martin Joseph, o c
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13 Martindale Joseph, c
14 Massey W., s
15 Mathieson , e
16 Meadows J., s
17 Meye Mrs. J., t
18 Miller James, c
19 Milway Frank, u k
20 Menarey Joseph, u k
21 Mitchell W. M., u k
22 Mitchell  -,  u k (2)
23 Molloy Miss Maria or John, u k
24_ Monaghan Bernard, u k
25 Moore Hy., u k
26 Moran James, c
27 Monish Phebe, o
28 Mulber J. L., e
29 Mulholland  -,  a
30 Murphy James, u k
31 Murphy Mrs. Mary, o c
32 Murphy Miss Margaret, u k
33 Murray James, u k
Mc.
1 McCALLUM Mrs., u k
2 McCallum Donald, u k
3 McCallum John, u k
4 McCanne Mrs., c
5 McComvil Ellen, c
6 McConichie David, u k
7 McDermot John, u k
8 McDonald John, u k (2)
9 McEvoy James, u k
10 McEwan Elizabeth, u k
11 McFarlane George, u k
12 Mclvor Donald, n z
13 Mackay Roseanne, u k
14 Macky Miss, c
15 Mackay H., in
16 Mackinlay Bros. Messrs., a
17 McKraven -, in
18 McLean William J,, c
19 McLeure David, c
20 McLoughlan Robert, u k
21 McManus Wm. Robt., c (2)
22 McMillan Miss A. M., w a
23 McMillan A. 01.,'e
24 McPhee Donald, s
25  McShea John, u k
26 McTeet Mrs. Robert, c
27 McToo Miss Mary, u k
28 McWhalley James, c
K.
I NEILSON T. R., n k
2 Newhouse E., c
3 Newlands Miss Jessie, u k
4 Newman John, e5 Nicholls, Mrs., a
6 Nichols J_, c
7 Nicol James, u k
8 Nique , u k
9 Nind, P. H., u k
10 Nixon F., s
11 Noble John, in
12 Nolan John, f
0.
1 OGILVIE Wm. Stewart, u k
2 Oldham Wm., u k
3 OrrWm.E.,oc
4 O'Connor Mary, u k
5 O'Dwire John, c
6 O'Maly Michael, u k
7 O'Niel --, c
8 O'Reilly P., f
9 O'Rielly Miss, e
10 O'Ruan Dan, c
P.
1 PARKER , u k
2 Parker John, o
3 Parr Bertie C., a
4 Parren Charles, u k
5 Patrick A., u k
6 Paterson John, s
7 Peckey E. W., c
8 Peters Henry, t
9 Pfeel Jacob, c
10 Phelen Michael, n z
11 Pickering Mrs. H., o.e
12 Pitt Chas., c
13 Plowman Miss Sarah, u k
14 Pollard R., c
15 Preston Arthur, u k
16 Pritchard Miss Elizabeth, cIT  Pritchard Miss Emma, o e
18 Pullen Mark, u k Q.
1 QUIGLY John, u k
2 Quin John, c
R.
1 RAIMES Miss, c
2 Ramseg -, c
3 Rate Franz, f
4 Raymond -, c
5 Reed Saml., c
6 Reid Sarah, e
7 Reid Mrs. W., o a
8 Reid Richard C., n z
9 Reid A., c
10 Reynolds J., c
11 Rhind Charles, u k
12 Rhodes Joseph, c
13 Rhodes Mrs. Charles, s
14 Richards J., u k
15 Richardson J., e
16 Rim James, c
17 Roadknight Charles, u k
18 Roberts Charles, u k
19 Robertson Miss Elizabeth, u k
20 Robertson John, o
21 Robertson J., c
22 Robertson W., c
23 Rodgers  -,  c
24 Rodgers Abraham, c
25 Rolston George, u k
26 Roltscher H., f
27  Rosa F., c
28 Ross Robert, c
29 Rudning Henry, s
30 Russell  A. G., u k
31'' Ryan Mary, u k
32 Ryan Denis, e
S.
1 SABINE Miss Louisa, u k (2)
2 Sards John, c
3 Sayer Annie, c
4 Schwenk S., o c
5 Scott Walter, e
6 Sexton John, u k
7 Shann G. J., u k (2)
8 Shanahan Garrett, u k (2)
9 Shanks Samuel, in
10 Shaw Frederick, c
11 Sheehan Mrs. B., o c (2)
12 Sheppard Wm. J., u k
13 Sherriff Ellen, o
14 Simpson Captain Win., s
15 Sinclair Chas., in
16 Sippel H., o c
17 Smyth Richard R., u k
18 Smith W., c (2)
19 Smith Mrs., u k
20 Smith George, c
21 Smith W. H., c
22 Smith F. A., s
23 Smith G., c
24 Smith Charles D., e
25 Smith --1-, c
26 Smith Mrs. Mary, o c (2)
27 Smith H. F., s
28 Smith William, u k
29 Smith John, u k
30 Smith Miss, c
31 Smyth Mrs. Kate, u k
32 Sommers George, s
33 Somerville Benjamin, e
34 Sagner W. C., c
35 Stephan W., o c
36 Stevens A. T., in
37 Stevens Peter, u k
38 Stevenson James B., u k (2)
39 Stewart Mrs., n z
40 Stewart John, c
41 Stewart Robert, o c
42 Styles W., c
43 Stone William, u k
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44 Stones Laurence, u k 9 Walters John, e
45 Strofeld Wilhelm, f 10 Ward Con, u k
46 Sullivan Daniel F., c 11 Wanen George, c
47 Sutton Mrs. H., s 12 Wanen Jas., c
48 Swanson G., u k 13 Warman W., c (2)
49 Sweeney James, u k 14 Watterston D., c
15 u kWatson AlexT. 16
.,
sWest George1 TAYLOR Samuel, c 17
,
Whelan P. c2 Tebbitt John, u k 18
,
White  -,  c3 Thom John, c (2) 19 u kWhite Philip Henry4 Thompson John, u k 20
,
Wiessemann Carle c5 Thompson Henry Campion, u k 21
,Wiffler Josts6 Thompson G., S., u k 22 ,Williams John R. u k7 Thomson Alex., m 23 ,Williams Rutter w a8 Thorn Wm. Neville, u k 24 ,Williams Geo. c9 Timson David s ,, 25 Williams  Ebenezer, c (2)10 Toury Bee, u k 26 cWilliams John11 Touzeau John A., u k 27 ,Williamson Wm. E., e12 Tozer -, c 28 Wilson Peter u k13 Treacy Thomas, c 29 ,Wilson Robert, u k14 Trend Henry, f 30 cWood John15 Trelorn Henry, u k 31 ,cWoods W.16 Trevethan Henry, n z 32 ,Woods Thomas" o17 Trollope George F., u k (2) , 33 sWoodburn Joseph18 Trueman Mrs. H., u k 34 ,Woodhouse Clara o19 Tuckett A., u k (3) 35 ,Wren Margaret u k20 Turner Mrs. J. F., s, 36 ,Wright Jno. c21 Tuttle Patrick, u k 37 ,Wright Mrs. Wm. c22 Ty Sie (Chinaman}), s ,
U. I 1
Y.
YEATES Walter, m (4)1 UNDERHAY J. Fowler.
V. 1
Z.
ZANDER Adolph c1 VANNET Peter, u k ,
1
W.
WADE Miss A. L., C INITIALS AND MISCELLANEOUS.
2 Wailey James, n k 1 H. B.W.,o
3 Wallace James, u k 2 M. H. D.,  C
4 Wallice -, c 3 Permanent, e
5 Walsh, John A. Johnson, u k 4 S.P.,c
6 Walsh C., c 5 W. W., c
7 Walsh Wm., o 6 J.W.,o
8 Walsh Mary, u k 7 P.W.K,,o
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of H. S. Grenfell and
Co., merchants, of Brisbane.
1 1
HEREAS the said H. S. Grenfell and Co.W
were, on the 29th day of December,  A.D. 1865,
adjudged to be Insolvents, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 5th day of February, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vents tip to the time of passing their last exami-
nation, and whether any and what tools and
wearing a.pparel shall be allowed to the Insol-
vents ; and -a Second Public Sitting of the Court,
at the same place, on THURSDAY, the 5th
day of April, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said estate, and for such other matters connected
with the estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 29th day of December,
A. D. 1865.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Leopold Franz Lands-
berg, merchant, of .Brisbane.
HEREAS the said Leopold Franz. Landsberg
was, on the 29th day of December, A.D. 1865,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 5th day of February, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against  the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors'  Assignee , if required ;  and also to
determine  whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 5th day of April, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts • against the said estate, and for such other
-matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 29th day of December,
A.D. 1865. '
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Searle Grenfell,
merchant, of Brisbane.WHEREAS the said Henry Searle Grenfellwas, on the 29th day of December, A.D. 1865,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Bris-
bane, an MONDAY, the 5th day of February,
A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the
proof of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required; and
also to determine whether any or what allowance
for support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall
be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 5th day of April, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 2-9th day of December,
A.D. 1865.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge..
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Insolvent  Estate of George Fisher Daniel
Muhldori, timber-getter, of Ipswich.
WHEREAS the said G. F. D. Muhldorff was,
on the 22nd day of December, A.D. 1865, ad-
judged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me at the Supreme  Court House,  Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 8th day of February, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;  and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools -and wearin apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the  same place , on MON-
DAY, the 9th day of April, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for such other matters
connected with the estate as may be required to
be brought before the Court.
Dated at  Brisbane , the 29th day of December,
A.D. 1865.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM  PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Stanley Hall,
of York's Hollow, near Brisbane, brickmaker.NOTICE is hereby given, that an applicationwill be made on behalf of the abovenamed
Insolvent, on MONDAY, the Twelfth day of
February next, to His Honor the Judge in Insol-
vency (the aforesaid day having been appointed for
that purpose), that a Certificate under the  Insol-
vency Act of  1864 may be granted to the said
Insolvent.
Dated this fifth day of January, A.D. 1866.
A. 1VIACALISTER,
Attorney for the Insolvent,
Town Hall, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Carden Collins,
late of Maroon, Logan River, in the Colony of
Queensland, squatter.TAKE Notice, that his honorable Court hasappointed THURSDAY, the 8th day of
February next, at the Supreme Court House, Queen
street, Brisbane, for the purpose of considering the
question of granting to the abovenamed Insolvent
a Certificate of Discharge, pursuant to the 142nd
section of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25.
Dated this 2nd day of January, 1866.
EYLES IRWIN CAULFEILD BROWNE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Attorney for the said Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Charles Beauchamp, of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, con-
tractor.
T
AKE Notice,  that the abovenamed Insolvent
intends, on the Twelfth day of February next,
to apply to His Honor, Alfred James Peter
Lutwyche, Chief Commissioner of Insolvent
Estates, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
that a Certificate of discharge may be granted him
in terms of the Act in such case made and pro-
vided.
Dated this Twenty-ninth day of December, A.D.
1865.
CHARLES BEAUCHAMP,
Insolvent in person.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Stacey, of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, publican.
TAKE Notice, that the abovenamed Insolvent
intends to apply to the Chief Commissioner of
Insolvent Estates, at the Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, on the 12th day of February now next
(being the day specially appointed by His Honor),
that a Certificate of Discharge may be granted him
in terms of the Act in such case made and provided.
Dated this 4th day of January, A.D. 1866.
HENRY STACEY,
Insolvent in person.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Chambers, late
of George street, Brisbane ,  licensed publican.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that an application
wi ll  be made on behalf of the abovenamed
Insolvent , on MONDAY,  the 5th day of
Februar next, to his Honor the Judge in Insol-
vency  (tyhe aforesaid day having been appointed by
him for that purpose ),  that a Certificate under the
Insolvency  Act of  1864 may be granted to the said
Insolvent.
Dated this 3rd day of January, 1866.
MACNISH AND SON;
Attorneys for the said Insolvent,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Goods of George Kilgoun Ingelow,
late  of the City of Sydney, in the Colony of
New South Wales, Esquire, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that at the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication of
this notice, application will be made to the
Supreme Court of Queensland, in its Ecclesiastical
Jurisdiction, that Administration (with exemplifi-
cation of the Probate of the Will annexed)
of the goods, chattels, and effects of the above-
named George Kilgour Ingelow, deceased, in the
Colony of Queensland, be granted to RobertNapier, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales, Esquire, and Kate Ingelow, of the same
place, Widow, one of the Executors and the
Executrix named in the Will of the said George
Kilgour Ingelow, deceased, to whom Probate of
the said Will has been granted by the Supreme
Court of New South Wales, in its Ecclesiastical
Jurisdiction.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of December, A.D.
1865.
WILLIAM EDWARD MURPHY,
Proctor for the said Executrix and Executor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
DISSOLUTION  OF PARTNERSHIP.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Co-partner-
ship carried on for some time past at Brisbane,
between Thomas Codner Drew ,  and William
Joseph Page, under the firm of Drew and Page,
was this day dissolved by mutual consent. Mr.
Drew is empowered to receive and pay all  debts,
due to and by the said firm.
Dated this second day of January ,  A.D. 1866.
THOS. C. DREW,
W. J. PAGE.
Witness- WM. K. MACNISH,
Solicitor,  Brisbane.
]tmpaunbingo.
IMPOUNDED at- Springsure ,  on the 12th December,
1865, by order of Henry Richards, Esq.
One roan mare, hind feet white ,  li ttle white off-fore foot,
few white hairs in forehead, like BC over MB near
shoulder, NB off shoulder.
WM. H. BAltNETT, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED  at Taroom , 17th December, 1865, by
order of W. Kelman, Esq., Ghinghinda.
One chesnut horse, branded  IMD near shoulder ,  stripe
down face.
If not released on or before  the 12th  January, 1866,
will be sold.
CHAS. RYDER,  Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at alby, from Jimbour, 22nd
December, 1865 ,  by order of J. Challacombe, Esq.
One bay mare ,  P off shoulder.
One bay colt ,  OH off shoulder.
One bay roan  filly,  RM near shoulder.
One brown mare, near  hind  fetlock white, D near
shoulder, DN off shoulder.
One chesnut mare, stripe, like  WM  hi circle over g 9
near shoulder ,  IB off shoulder.
One bay mare, hind legs and off fore fetlock white,  like
US over CG near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, blind off eye ,  star ,  near hind fetlock
white , 1AH near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, star, near fore fetlock white ,  JS over
JB near shoulder ,  CG off  shoulder.
One bay mare ,  blind off eye, M  rJQ  over illegible
brand near shoulder ,  m off shoulder.
One bay filly, star ,  near fore and hind foot white, G near
shoulder.
One bay horse ,  star, off hind foot white ,  JB over M near
shoulder.
One bay horse ,  snip ,  MS over 16 near thigh.
One brown horse, F over Z conjoined near shoulder, JM
over 3 over F over Z conjoined near thigh ,  F over Z
conjoined off shoulder.
One bay mare ,  hind fetlocks white , Q near shoulder, 5
near thigh ,  foal at foot.
One iron-grey colt, AD near shoulder ,  33 blotch off
shoulder ,  NS near thigh.
One bay horse ,  white face ,  hind feet white, JW over W
over Oz near shoulder.
One grey horse ,  PT over J or BT over J near shoulder.
One black mare ,  TOM sideways off shoulder, WB over T
near shoulder ,  foal at foot.
One black horse, small star ,  near fore and off hind fet-
locks white ,  C near shoulder.
One bay mare ,  TL near shoulder ,  rn  over S off shoulder,
foal at foot.
One chesnut horse, star ,  B near shoulder and thigh.
One bay filly, small star ,  like K MM conjoined near
shoulder.
One light bay colt, small star, hind feet white,
unbranded.
One bay mare, star and snip, Ra R over R near shoulder,
off hind fetlock white.
One bay mare, near fore and hind fetlocks white, star,
SG near shoulder, A off shoulder.
One bay mare, hind feet white, W over 9 over N near
shoulder.
One bay mare, WC near shoulder, S off shoulder.
One bay mare, AXC near saddle.
One bay filly, like E E near shoulder.
One bay horse, H over UM near shoulder.
One bay horse, star, TB near shoulder, 35 near saddle,
bumble foot.
One bay mare, HB conjoined over DC over 29 near
shoulder.
One bay mare,  small star , off hind foot white, W over
TB near shoulder, 721 near saddle.
One bay horse, bumble foot, HC over DF near shoulder.
One bay horse, near fore and hind feet white, star and
snip, HH conjoined over diamond off' shoulder, 8
near shoulder and thigh.
One ehesnut horse, off Mud foot white, r over K near
shoulder.
One bay  filly, star and snip, fore feet white, illegible
brand near shoulder.
One bay horse, U over TB near shoulder, 159 near
saddle.
One bay mare, star, near hind fetlock white, BH off
shoulder.
One bay mare, like d over horse-shoe over near
shoulder, H over I over ,E-i off shoulder.
One brown mare, W off shoulder, MC near shoulder,
foal at foot.
One bay mare, near hind fetlock white, like CXP off
shoulder, foal at foot.
One brown mare, hind fetlocks white, CJ off shoulder.
One bay colt, hind fetlocks white, like -, over WB near
shoulder.
One chesnut  mare, star , CW near shoulder, foal at foot.
One bay horse, stripe, EJ near shoulder.
One bay horse, KN near shoulder.
One bay filly, A near shoulder and thigh.
One bay horse, H off shoulder, H off neck, 280 near
saddle.
One black mare, star ,  JR off shoulder ,  c off saddle.
One bay mare, MC near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, white face, white feet, triangle and F
conjoined near shoulder, like X off rump or scar.
If not released on or before 26th January, 1866, will
be sold to defray expenses.
GEO. HOLMES, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1866.HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleasedto direct the publication of the subjoined
Letter from the President of the Cotton Supply
Association at Manchester.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
COTTON SUPPLY ASSOCIATION.
THE PRESIDENT OF THE COTTON SUPPLY AssOCIA-
TION  to  His EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR.
Offices, No. I Newall's Buildings,
Manchester, 26th October, 1865.
Sir,
The Executive Committee of this Association
have had under their consideration a copy of the
memorial presented to the Queensland Government
by a number of colonists praying that the cotton
bonus may be continued for a further period of two
years.
This Association being most anxious that every
encouragement should be afforded to the cultivation
of cotton in Queensland, and believing that a con-
tinuation of the bounty would be highly conducive
to its establishment, the Executive Committee beg
respectfully to recommend the application contained
in the abovenamed memorial to the favorable con-
sideration of your Excellency, in the hope that the
desired boon may be granted.
.
The few enterprising men who have had to
struggle with various difficulties in their attempt to
grow cotton in Queensland, and who may have
failed once and again, will thus be induced to
persevere, and may expect eventually to succeed in
their efforts, to the great advantage of the Colony.
The samples which from time to time have been-
brought under the notice of this Association, have
shown clearly that Queensland is fitted to become
a permanent and increasing source of cotton supply.
The smaller farmers having children who could be
employed in the growth of cotton, and thus diminish
the cost of production, constitute a class who
specially need the encouragement afforded by the
continuation of the bounty, and it is believed that
their persevering exertions will contribute greatly
to the establishment of this branch of industry in
the Colony.
On behalf of this Association,
We have, &c.,
JOHN CHEETHAM, President.
ISAAC WATTS, Secretary.
His. Ri"Ifeney Sir G. F. Bowen„ G.C.M.G.,
&c., &c., &e. • ..
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1866.
1
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
make the following promotions and appointments in
the departments severally named, viz.
T. F. SMYTHE, Esquire, of the Immigration
Department,
promoted to 2nd Class, in the room of J. McDonnell,
Esquire, appointed Immigration Agent ;
W. B. STEVENS, Esqquire, of the Registrar-General's
Department,
promoted to 3rd Class, in the room of Mr. Smythe ;
W. BELL, Esquire, of the Registrar-General's
Department,
promoted to 2nd Class, in the room of the Rev.
Robert Creyke, resigned ;
T. MYLNE, Esquire, of the Registrar-General's
Department,
promoted to 3rd Class, in the room of Mr. Bell
F. SOMERSET, Esquire, of the Land Order Office,
promoted to 4th Class in the Registrar-General's
Department, in the room of Mr. Mylne ;
W. G. A. GARDNER, -Esquire, of the .professional
branch of the Registrar-General's Department,
promoted to 4th Class non-professional therein, in
the room of Mr. B. Reynolds, resigned ;
S. WEBB, Esquire, at present Clerk of Petty
. Sessions of the 5th Class,
promoted. to 4th class in the Registrar-General's
Office, in the room of Mr. W. B. Stevens ;
GEORGE WHITE, Esquire, Line Repairer,
Gladstone,
appointed Clerk of Petty Sessions of the 5th
Class, at Gladstone, in the room of Mr. Webb.
By. His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
.Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1866.
Ills Excellency the Governor, with.the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased. to
appoint
Mr. ANTHONY  BENNETT ROBINSON,
to be Draftsman in the Office of the Chief Commissioner for' Crown Lands, su h appointment t  date
from 1st January, 1866.
$y.. E i. Excellency';s,Command,;
A. MACALISTMR.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1866.
II
EFERRING to a Notice, dated, from _ this
Office, the 23rd September, 1865, intimating
that • application had been made by the Trustees of
land granted as a site for aTemperance Hallin North
Brisbane  for permission to mortgage or lease such
land, with a view to raising funds for the erection
of such Hall : His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, now directs it
to be notified that,  as no  objection has been lodged
with the Colonial Secretary to the granting of the
leave sought ,  he has been pleased ,  in terms of the
Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, to authorise the said
Trustees  to mortgage or lease the  said land for the
purpose named.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1865.WHEREAS it is very important that theAnnual Statistical Register of Queensland
should be laid before the Colonial Parliament at its
meeting in the month of April in each year, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, directs it to be notified to all
Heads of Departments, Officers of the Police
Force, and other Civil Servants of Government,
that the Returns required from them by the
Registrar-General, for the purpose of enabling him
to compile the Statistics, must be forwarded to the
Registrar-General's Office, correctly and fully filled
up with the necessary information, on or before the
1st day of February in each year.
The Registrar-General has been directed to
report to the Government the names of all officers
who may fail to comply with this notification, and
in accordance with the 256th Article of the Queen's
Colonial Regulations, the payment of the salary of
every such officer shall be suspended, until he shall
have forwarded the Returns required from him, or
shallhave shown sufficient grounds for his delay.
By His Excellency's Command,
R,. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December. 1865.
APPLICATION TO MOh 1 GAGE UNDER "THE
" TRU S i'L+ ES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
11 IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the 'Land granted to
the North Brisbane School of Arts have, in terms
of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made application to
the Governor in Council for leave to Mortgage the
said Land, in order to obtain funds for the erection
of the necessary buildings thereon.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against  the granting of the leave so sought, must
lodge the same with the Colonial Secretary, by
letter, within the period of three months from the
date of the first publication of this  notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th December, 1865.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Exe utive Council, has been pl ased to
direct the publication of the following Petition,
purporting, to be signed by one hundred and two
ratepayers  of the Municipality of Toowoomba,
urging the -subdivision of such Municipality into
Wards, in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 21.
His Excellency further directs it  tube notified,
that  unless, within the period of one month from
present  date;  a counter  petition ;signed by  a larger
numbe r of ratepayers is received  by the Colonial
Secretary ; :the prayer of such original Petition will
ha g ratttetI.
By His' Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
[The Petition and Signatures will be found in the
Government Gazette  of the 30th December; 1865,
No. 1.`3C' _i•
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTION'.
TOWNS VILLE PETITION.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1865.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance- of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by 195 householders, owners and occupiers
of land in the town of Townsville, Cleveland Bay,
praying for the erection of that locality into a
Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
The Petitioners state that the increasing import-
ance of this town, in point of commerce and trade,
renders them anxious to secure the benefits of
Municipal Government, and they therefore pray
that Townsville may be declared a Municipality.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 11th November,
1865, No. 123.J
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th December, 1865..
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that application has been made by the
Mayor and "Municipal Council of Maryborough,
for the subdivision of the Municipality of Mary-
borough into Wards.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that unless a counter application shall be received
by the Colonial Secretary within one month from
present date, the application now lodged will be
complied with.
Subjoined is a definition of the boundaries of the
several wards, proposed by resolution of the Munici-
pal Council of Maryborough.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT:
COPY OF MOTION PASSED BY THE MUNICIPAL  COUNCIL
OF MARYBOROUGH, AT THEIR SITTIN G, NOVEMBER
17, 1865.
Moved by the Mayor-" That the present Municipality
of Maryborough be divided into wards, in the  foll owing
manner :-
' 1st. All that portion of the present Municipality in-
cluded in the river bend from the junction of Rich-
mond street with the river at the wharf  reserve, to the
junction of Richmond street with the river on the
opposite  side  at South street ; the  south-east side of
Richmond street to be within  the boundary of said
ward, and  to be  named  South Ward.
" 2nd . All that portion of 'the  present Municipality,
starting  from the  intersection  of 'gent and  Richmond
streets, continuing  the latter  street to its junction with
the wharf  reserve and  river, taking the  river all round
as the east and northern  boundary ,  to the  junction of
Kent street line at Copenhagen  Bend, thence along
named East Ward.
" 3rd. All that, portion of the present  Municipality,
starting  from the  intersection  of 'Kent and Richmond
'streets, continuing the latter street to its intersection
with the river  at South street , thence round  the river
to the  Municipal boundary , at Copenhagen Bend, join.-
ing the main  line  of road ,  thence along  said 'Main line
to its  junction  with Kent  street, continuing Kent
street  to the  starting point at its intersection with
Richmond street ; the south- west side of Kent  'street
to be within the boundary  of said ward , and  to be
1 named West Ward."
said street to the starting point of, its intersection with
Richmond street  ;  the north -east side of  K ent street
to be within the  boundary 'of  said ward ,  and to be
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1866.
ETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates at Brisbane,
from the Is't day of July to the 31st day of
December, 1865, both inclusive.
Amount
Description of Whether of feeApplicant' s name. License . granted orreceived
refused. in each
case.
RETURN of  LIChxsrs-continued.
Applicant' s name.
BRICK MOULDS,
Amount
Description of Whether of fee
License. granted or received
refused.  in each
case.
AT £3 PER ANNUM.
£s.
Samuel Taylor ... ... 2 Granted  3 0
Edwin Stanley... :.. 2 ditto  3 0
Daniel Fear ... ... 2 ditto  3 0
William Darling ... Hardwood... Granted 1 Ralph Massey ... 1 ditto 1 10
Robert Neander ... ditto ditto 1 James Maskell... ... 1 ditto 1 10
Archd. Ross ... ... ditto ditto 1 John Salt ... ... 1 ditto  1 10
John Shears ... ditto ditto 1 William Stephens ... 2 ditto  3 0
James Duckworth ... ditto ditto 1 Joseph Davis .., ...  1 ditto 1 10
John Smith ... ... ditto ditto 1 David Russell ... ...  1 ditto 1 10
John Morris, senr. ditto ditto 1 Peter Ogden 2 ditto 3 0
John Morris, junr. ditto ditto 1 ...Edwin Stanley... ...  1 ditto 1  10.
John McCullum ... ditto ditto 1 John H. Browne ... 1 ditto 1 10
James Fury ... ditto ditto 1 William Bowell ... 2 ditto 3 0
Louis Philip ... ditto ditto 1 Richard Dudley ...  1 ditto 1 10
Charles Blake ... ... ditto ditto 1
Edward Hill ... ... ditto- ditto 1
William Barry .. ... ditto ditto 1 Abel Alford ... To quarry Granted 2 10
Charles Connolly ... ditto ditto 1 stone.
William Hall ditto ditto 1
Samuel Allwood ... ditto ditto 1
Thomas Matthews ... ditto ditto 1 By His Excellency's Command,
John Samuels ditto ditto 1...
Henry Crook ...
...
... ditto ditto 1 R. G. W. HERBERT.
James Graham ... ditto ditto 1
William McGuire ditto ditto 1
Edward Hilder ... ditto ditto 1 Colonial Secretary's Office,
John Copson ... ... ditto ditto 1 1866.11th JanuaryBrisbaneHenry Ponting... ... ditto ditto 1 ,,
John Hatchell ... ... ditto ditto 1 ETURN of all applications for Timber  Licenses,
Jacob Shewer ... ... ditto ditto 1 at Dalbistratesch of Mathe BetdRCarl Salm ditto ditto 1 y,,n gma oe
William Small ditto ditto I from the 1st day of July to the 31st day of...
G. W. Holly ...
...
... ditto ditto 1 December, 1865, both inclusive.
Thomas Gorman ... ditto ditto 1
David Gorman ... ditto ditto 1 Amount
B kbG ditto ditto 1 Whether of feeuceorge y ...
ditt 1ditt Applicant' s name.
Description of
Li granted or receivedJohn Best o o cense. refused. in each
James Willard... ditto ditto 1 case.
Edward Willard ditto ditto 1
James Buckley. ... ditto ditto 1
George Foster ... ... ditto ditto 1 1 £
George Atkinson ... ditto ditto 1 John Sanks ... ... Hardwood... Granted 1
James Crompton ... General .., ditto 2 John Moore ... ... ditto ditto 1
W. F. Forbes ... ... ditto ditto 2 James Jones ... ... ditto ditto 1
Richard Day ... ... ditto ditto 2 C. Fuller ... ditto ditto 1
David Day ... ditto ditto 2 James King ditto ditto -1
George Pollard ... ditto ditto 2 Charles Barlow General ... ditto 2
George Harrison ... ditto ditto 2 Mark Blundell ... ditto ditto 2
Jesse Daniels ... ditto ditto 2 William Hunt... ... ditto ditto 2
James Miller ... ... ditto ditto 2 James Wilson ... ... ditto ditto 2
Matthew Miller ... ditto ditto 2 John Baxter ... ... Hardwood.., ditto 1
Edward Price ... ditto ditto 2 Frank Hoffman .,. ditto ditto 1
Thomas New ... ... ditto ditto 2 Joseph Bryan ditto ditto 1
Henry Knight- ditto ditto . 2
...
George Hunt ... ditto ditto' 1Samuel Fallow... ditto ditto 2 Henry Rashleigh ditto ditto 1
H. B. Hannan ... ditto ditto 2 Wm. Waddell ... ... General ditto 2
H. W. Lewis ... . ... ditto ditto 2 Thomas Waddell ... ditto ditto 2
Richard Evans ditto ditto 2 Robert Waddell ... ditto ditto 2
Horace Wenham ditto ditto. 2 William Hampton ... ditto ditto 2
R. B. Lowe ditto ditto 2 William Slack ... ditto ditto 2
W. Stanley Hall ditto ditto 2 William Greenwood ... ditto ditto 2
Richard Potter ditto ditto 2 John Wallock... ... Hardwood... ditto 1
Richard Thomas ditto ditto 2 Samuel Hankes ... ditto ditto 1
John Thomas ... ditto ditto 2 William Wilson ... ditto ditto 1
Thos: Milham ... .. ditto ditto 2 John McLaren ... ditto ditto 1
William Dowling ditto ditto 2 John Noakes ... ... ditto ditto . 1
Alexander Beattie ditto ditto 2 Thomas Robinson ... General ... ditto 2
John Beattie ... ditto ditto 2 Andrew. Binnie ... ditto ditto 2
William Duncan . ditto ditto 2 William Prior... ... ditto ditto 2
John Brady ... ditto ditto 2 Michael McEvoy ... ditto ditto . 2
Andrew Binney ditto ditto 2 Edward Palmer ditto ditto 2
John Bishop ... ditto ditto 2 Abraham Clarke ditto ditto 2
Thoxoaa'llealy..:' ditto ditto 2 William Geizel ... Hardwood... .  ditto 1
Daniel MeTool... ditto ditto 2 John Saint ditto ditto 1
John' Beattie ... ditto ditto 2 Cornelius Hartford ... ditto ditto I
W. T. Gilham'... ... ditto ditto 2 James  Sing ... ... ditto ditto 1
John Bernard ... ... ditto ditto 2 Henry McCormack ... ditto ditto 1
John Nelson ditto . ditto 2...
John"Crevy
..
ditto ditto 2
'William Holmes ... ditto ditto 2 s Command,By His Excellency
Daniel McGee ...
Ctiar-ke Holmes
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
2
2 R. t . W. HERBERT,
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Colonial:  Secretary's Offrc,.
Brisbane,. 11th January, 1866.
•ETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,
lli made to the Bench of Magistrates at Ley..burn,
from.  the 1st day of ' July to the 31st day of
December, 1865, both inclusive.
Applicant' s name.
John Fletcher .. .
Samuel Greenhall
William Parkes
Daniel Booth ...
Frederick Rush
William Davis...
Richard Cousins
James Castles ...
Alexander. McLeod
Joseph Green
Description Whether
of License. granted or
refused,
General...
ditto
Hardwood
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
General...
ditto
Granted
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Amount
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1866.
RETURN offall applications for Timber Licenses,
made to the Bench of Magistrates at Nanango,
from the  1st day of July to the 31st day of
December ,  1865, both inclusive.
Applicant' s name. Descriptionof License.
Whether
granted or Amount
refused.
H. F. Kosa .., ... Hardwood Granted... 1
Oskar Kosa ... ... . ditto ditto 1
Jacob Korn ... ... ditto ditto 1
James Connor... ... ditto ditto 1
James Blair ... ... ditto ditto 1
Stephen Gaget... ... ditto ditto 1
William Cox ... ... . General... ditto 2
Henry Harrison ditto ditto 2
T. B. Mason ... ... ditto ditto 2
James Norman ... ditto ditto 2
Thomas Williams ... ditto ditto 2
James Page ... ... ditto ditto 2
Isaac Jonnes.., ... ditto ditto 2
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 11th  January, 1865.
R
ETURN of all  applications for Timber Licenses,
made to the Bench of Magistrates at Mary-
borou gh, from the  1 st day  of July  to the 31st
day of December ,  1865, both inclusive.
Description WhetherApplicant's name. of License. granted or Amount
refused,
Henry Eisentrager
T. Ramage.
James Nixon  ...
Edward Lee ...
Charles Stringer
Thomas Hunter
Michael Hoolihan
Patrick Hoolihan.
Thomas Flynn...
R., J. Denman...
Thomas Brown
Michael Ewald
Christina Dreiss
John Webber ...
Richard Smith...
Christopher Bauer
George Horn ..,
... General... Granted,.. 2
ditto ditto 2
ditto ditto 2
ditto ditto 2
ditto ditto 2
ditto ditto . 24
... ditto ditto 2.
,,. ditto ditto 2
,,, ditto ditto 2
ditto ditto . 2
ditto ditto. 2.
Hardwood ditto 1
ditto ditto  I
ditto ditto 1
ditto ditto 1
ditto ditto 1
. If ditto ditto 1
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,Brisbane; 11th January, 1866.
W. of all applications for Timber Licenses,-made to the Bench of Magistrates at Ipswich,
from the 1st day of July, to the 31st day of
December, 1865, both inclusive.
Amount
Description of Whether of fee
Applicant's name. License. granted or receivedrefused. in each
case.
Josias Hand'coek ... Hardwood... Granted
Thomas Haudcock ...
Robert Leger ...
James  Little ... ...
William Dobie... ...
John McDonald ...
James Hockley... ...
Benedict Vangeur ...
George Thain ... ...
Robert Broom ... ...
Patrick Kehoe ... ...
James Haydon... ...
Paul Hunt ...
William Milward ...
Henry Wi ll iams
Alexander McDonald ...
James Sheilds ... ...
Thomas Shields
William McNott
Thomas Gibson
John Gibson
William Harge. ..
John Harge
James Summerville
Thomas Byrne ...
Patrick Byrne ...
James Randels...
David Andrews
Peter Stevenson
Colin Peacock ...
George Edwards
Joseph Harding
James Jones ... ...
Edmund Rafter ...
Edward Schofield
William Walker ,..
William Wilson ,..
Richard McMullen ,.,
John Foster ... ...
Lachlan McKennon , . ,
William Blakemore , ..
George Greig  ...
George E lliott...
James Moody ...
James Lea ...
John Howe ...
William Clegg...
Richard Maddock
Harry Jones
John Bradfield...
Charles' Pennell
James Ruberry
James Pocock ...
Patrick Kehoe ..,
George Brown ...
Patrick O'Connor ...
Robert Burlingham ,..
William Hurley ...
John Pickard ... ...
Robert Hunter... ...
Andrew Watherston ...
Charles Palmer  ...
George Folks ,.,
Andrew Knox ... ...
John Webster ... ...
Christopher Thompson
Thomas Crane ... ...
Samuel Greer ... ...
Peter Shallon ... ...
Thomas O'Brien
Henry Finsley ... : , .
Arthur Watkins
Joseph Low ... . .
George Davis ...
Michael Murphy ;.,
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pine ...
ditto
Hardwood...
ditto
ditto
Pine ...
ditto
Hardwood...
ditto
Pine ...
ditto
Hardwood...
Pine ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Hardwood...
ditto
ditto
Pine ...
ditto
Hardwood...
Pine
Hardwood...
Pine  ...
ditto
Hardwood...
Pine ...
ditto
ditto
Hardwood...
ditto
Pine ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Hardwood...
Pine ...
ditto
Hardwood...
ditto
Pine ...
ditto
ditto
Brick
ditto
Hardwood...
ditto
Pine
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Hardwood...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pine ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Hardwood...
ditto
£ s.
1 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 1 0
ditto ' 1 0
ditto 2' 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 1 10
ditto 1 10
ditto 1 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 1 0
ditto 1 0
ditto , 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 2 0
ditto 1 ' 0.
ditto ' 1 0
By His D elleney s Command , B y, Ifis Exeellen.cy+'s Command. .
H. G. W. KE BERT. R. G, W. HL'RBE '."
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1866.
R ETURN of all applications forTimber Licenses,made to the Bench of Magistrates at
Goondivvindi, from the 1st day of July to the
31st day of December, 1865, both inclusive.
Applicant 's naive.
Amount
Whether of fee
Description of granted or received
License, refused. in each
case.
Roderick Macdonald ... Hardwood... Granted 1
John McKenzie ... ditto ditto 1
Andrew Clark . , , , , . ditto ditto 1
James Clark .. ... ditto ditto 1
Edward Danglade ditto ditto 1
By His Excellency's Command,
P. G. W. H ERBERT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
AMENDED REG[JLAT1()NS FOIL GOVERNMENT
SAVINGS BANKS.
F  j
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the following alterations
and additions to the Savings Bank Regulations,
dated 16th November, 1864, made under the
authority of the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria,
No. 2, entitled  " An Act to grant additional f'acili-
ties,for depositing small savirrjs at interest with the
security of the Government for due repayment
thereof,"  viz.:-
1. The following words to be omitted from clause 5 of
the said regulations, viz., " the depositor shall sign his
name in a place to be provided for his signature in the
depositor's book," it being considered advisable that
depositors shall not in future be required to sign their
names in Savings Bank pass-books.
The following are to stand as additional regula-
tions
1.  Persons desirous of lodging money in the Govern-
ment Savings Banks, and who, by re:,son of residing at
too great a distance from the nearest Branch Office, are
precluded from depositing in the manner prescribed by
clause 3 of the regulations, may remit. their deposit by
post direct to the Treasury. The Government will,
however, undertake no responsibility snider this clause,
in the event of the remittance misearryinig.
2. In order to meet the convenience of persons resid-
ing at a distance feonn Brisbane, and to save a long
course of post, depositors so circumstanced may, in
future, male application to withdraw the whole or any
portion of their deposits by electric telegraph message,
at the reduced. uniform charge of one shilling. The
depositor will be required to sign the usual withdrawal
notice in the presence of a Savings Bank Officer, by whom
the message will he forwarded to the Treasury ; but no
officer is to forward such message unless the depositor is
personally known to hiin, or unless he produces satis-
factory evidence that he is the person entitled to the
withdrawal.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. H E IttBERT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGSBANKS.
RANCHES of the above Bank are now openBat Brisbane, Bowen (PortD nison), Banana,
Cardwell, Cierinont, Coliiope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springs Lire,
Taroom, Toowoonlba, Townsville, Warv-ick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and witbdraivn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained  by  applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct, in accordance with the provisions of Act
29 Victoria, No. 18, that the undermentioned
Offices shall be open on and after the 1st January,
1866, for the
Receipt of Proposals for the Insurance of Lives
under Government guarantee ; and for the
Purchase of small Government Annuities or
Monthly Allowances,-viz. :
BRISBANE,
IPSwICII,
MARYBOROUGH,
ROCKHATPTON,
ToowooMBA.
At any of the Offices named, Life Insurances and
Annuities may be purchased from the Government
by persons between the ages of 16 and 60,-either
by one immediate payment or by annual, quarterly,
or monthly payments, as may be convenient to the
purchaser.
Additional Offices will be opened as required.
All information, and the necessary forms of Pro-
posal, &c., can be obtained on application at any of
the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd November, 1865.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE OF 1866-7.CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
SEPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until the 29th January next,
for the conveyance of Post Office Mails, as under-
men tioned, for nine months, or one year and nine
months, from the 1st April, 1866, to the 31st
December, 1866 or 1867, both days inclusive.
All Tenders are required to be written on a. form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously
on application at any =Post Office in the Colony-, and
may be forwarded (if by post, pre-paid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words  ``'l'eetdcr
.for the Coizveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service, endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the tender box at the General Post Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the snail services for which they
tender, and every tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for
each service, as well as for the periods mentioned,
namely, nine months or one year and nine months.
Every tender must bear the  bo,za f de  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons wil-
ling to become bound with hira in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the coolraet.
Persons tenderin or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 12th l+ebruevv next,
and must then be piep,ired, if called on, forthhwitlt
to pay to the Postmaster-General a stun equal to
ten per cent.. of the amount of such of their ten=ders
as may be accel,ted, as a guarantee until their
bonds and contracts shall be executed.
The tender of any person f=ailing to comply with
this condition will not be entertain=ed.The i > l1 general co.lditAltzs  r efz °rc to in the l;ni t.o J
form of' tender, and upon which the teuder is to be
made, can be inspected by persons proposin=g to
tender, either at the General Post Ollicse, or at any
Post Office in the Colony.
'the Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender.
R. G. W. i.IE IlBE lT.
SERVICIlS R EOIJ.BED.
53. From and to the Valley of Lagoons (Burdekin),
and Carpentaria Downs (J. G. McDonald)
Once a fortnight,  vi a' Collins'.
61. From and to liichniond Downs and Burketovn,
Albert River Settlement, Gulf of Carpentaria :
Once a month.
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1866.
FIB ST NOTTCE.-NEW ROAD.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto op n and snake a portion of Road from Frenchman's Creek towards the township of Herbert,
Broadnzount : _?,N otice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4• William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a. Plan and Book of Reference showing the intended line of
Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police  Office,
Rockhampton ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit in writing to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well grounded objections which may exist to the
formation of the road in question.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ALTERATION IN PROPOSED ROAD FROM TRENCH;IIAN'S CREEK TOWARDS TOWNSHIP oi'
IIERBER'r, BROADMOUNT, PARISH or ARCHER, COUNTY OF LIVINGSTONE. '
Portion of Road.  Reputed Owner.
aid
Occupier.T5w
°
Bearings,
Lengths) Enclo-in
sures.Chains.
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
ells. his. A, R. P.
Allotment 13... T. H. Permicn .. Unoccupied ... E. 1°  30"N7.3 0 One 150 0134S... Antheliue Thozet Antheime Thozet... E. 10 30' N. 20 0
"
150 3 0 0
8... Ditto ... Ditto ...  E. 28° 45' N. 5 50 1'50 0 3 12
5... J. Browne ... .,. Uno+upied ,.  E. 28° 45' N. 6 80 None 150 1 0 3
5... Ditto ... ... Ditto ..  E. 4° 15' S. 8 0 11 150 1 0 32
4... Robert Little ... ... Ditto ..  E. 4° 15' S. 20 15 „ 150 3 0 3
1... Clarendon Stewart .,, J. Robertson ..  E.4°15'S. 2 40 „ 150 0 1 17
I... Ditto ... ... Ditto ..  E. 20° 45' S. 14 20 „ 150 2 0 21
15... Sir C. Nicholson Hewitt ... E. 20° 45' S. 8 60 One 150 1 1  6 Leasehold
15... Ditto Ditto .. E.  43° 10' S. 21 50 11 150 3 0 36 Ditto
19... Ditto Ditto ..  S. 25° 30' E. 16 63 11 150 2 1 39 Ditto
19... Ditto ... Ditto ...  S. 22° E. 10 82 150 1 2 19 Ditto
22... William Archer.. . ... Unoccupied ...  S. 39° 45' E. 16 65 None 100 1 2 26
Ditto ... .. a  Ditto ,.  S. 40°  50'E, 5 0 „ 100 0 2 0,
2 Ditto 0  Ditto S. 40°  50'E. 20 0 100 2 0 01
29... Ditto .., Ditto
-
S. 40° 50' E. 9
„
50
„
100 0 3 321
26... Ditto a Ditto E. 37° 55' S. 10 0 100 10 01
27... Sir C. Nicholson 0 Ditto E. 37°  55'S. 20 0 100 20 0,
29... Thomas Holt ... Ditto E. 430 S. 15 0
„
100 1 2 01
30... Ditto Ditto ... E. 43° S. 5 0 „ 100 0 2 0
30... { Ditto Ditto ... E. 30° S. 10 30 „ 100 1 0 5
77... Occupation Road ., (One chain wide)... E. 44° 20' S. 15 40 100
78... William Lyle ... .. Unoccupied E. 30° S. 10 25 11 150 1 2 6
78... Ditto ... ... Ditto E. 32° 45'S. 5 -0 150 0 3 0
79... William J. Browne Ditto ..,, E. 32° 45' S. 9 30
„
150 1 1 23
79 Ditto Ditto . E. 3° S 10 0 150 1 2 0..
80... i Ditto Ditto
.
..
... E. 23°  30'8. 9 „28 „ 150 1 1 22
80... Robert England .. Robert England ... S. 41°  30'E. 7 0 „ 150 1 0 8
)
Fenced on
81... Ditto Ditto ... S. 41° 30' E. 16 20 „ 150 2 1 29 south side.
82... Albrecht Feez .. .. Unoccupied ... S. 41° 30' E. 16 20 „ 150 2 1 29
83... Robert Bruce Roiiald...  Ditto ... S. 41°  30'E. 16 20 „ 150 2 1 29
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1866.
FIRST NOTICE-NEW ROAD.
I1IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open and make a portion of Road from Marlborough towards Apis Creek : Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Marlborough ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the road
in question.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
BOOR OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM JUNCTION OF TURNER AND GEORGE STREETS, TO MARLBOROUGH CREEK,
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC CARRIAGE ROAD ; TowNsHIP OF MARLBOROUGH ; COUNTY OF LEIBEG ;
UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAIZ IV., No. 11.
Portion of Road. Reputed
Character
Owner. of Bearings.Land
Section 44 ... Tucker ,  Stuart, Openplain N. 59" E....
and Tucker
51... William Sandy Openplain N. 59° E....
Chanple
51 ... JobnRobottom  Open plainS. 66° 45' E.
Tucker, Stuart ,  Open plain
and 'l'echer
S. 66° 45' E.
$ ction 413 .,, - Mae-'den ...  Openplain , N. 59° E....
Lengths BreadthEnclo-  Culti-
Cha us. sures. vation. Road.
Area.
N.sidelS.side 1ks
490 585 None ... None ... 100
695 690 None ... None ... 100 & 200
890 705 None ... None .., i 200
375 275 None ...  jNone ... 200
30 ... None ... None .., ..,
Remarks.
A. R. Y.
0 2 9 Part of allotments 1,
2, 3, 5, and 6.
0 3 14 Part of allotment
No. 1.
1 2 20 Part of allotment
No. 2.
0 2 17 Portion of Reserve
for camping ground.
0 0 0.4 Part of S.E. corner
of allotment No. 4
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COMPARE ATIVE STATEMENT  of the  C ONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the COLONY OF QUEENSLAND
and of the  S PECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY, at BRISBANE ,  during the QUARTERS ended 31st
DECEMBER ,  1864, and 31st DECEMBER , 186.5,  respectively ,  Showing the Increase or Decrease
under each head thereof.
Ilead of Revenue or Receipt.
CI?STO ANTS-
spirits ... ... .. ..
marine ...
Ale, Porter, and Beer of all sorts
T obacco
Tea ..
Sugar and Molasses ...
Coffee and Chicory ...
Opium... ... ...
GOLD-Duty on Gold ...
Miners' Rights and Business  Licenses
Other Receipts
LAND REVENLTE-
Proceeds of Land Sales paid in Cash
Ditto ditto in Land Orders
Rents of Land for Pastoral Purposes ,..
Ditto in Agricultural Reserves ..,
All other Rents ...
Assessment on Runs...
Survey of Runs .,,
POSTAGE... ...
COMMISSION ON POST OFFICE ORDERS
LICENSES-
To Cut Timber, Make Bricks, &e. ...
To Auctioneers . , ,  ...  ...
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers
To Bonded Storekeepers .,.
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors
Licenses to Publicans for Billiard and
Bagatelle Tables ... ...
To Hawkers and Pedlars
All other Licenses ... ...
FEES OF OFFICE-
Certificates of Naturalization
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
Registrar-General ... .
Registrar Supreme Court ...
Curator of Intestate Estates ... ...
Sheriff.. ... ... ...  ...
Courts of Petty Sessions ... ,..
Water Police Court ...
Shipping Master ... ..
All other Fees ... ._. ...
FINES AND FORFEITURES-
Sheri$'... ..  ... . 1. ... .
Courts of Petty  Sessions ..
Proceeds  of Sale of Confiscated and
Unclaimed Property
Crown's Share  of Seizures ... ...
All other  Fines ... ... ... . , .
RENTS,  EXCLUSIVE OF LAND-
Tolls and Ferries ... ... ...
Wharves ,., ...
Government Buildings and Premises .,.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
31st Dec., 31st Dec., Decrease.
1864. 1.865.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
25,455  9 10
2,161 11 11
622 3 3
7,259 14 9
3,017 7 3
4,348 17 7
366 7 6
213 11 11
31,491 3 9
3,474 10 6
3,108 13 2
7,613 12 3
3,044 18 6
4,865 16 4
452 7 8
466 15 8
43,445 4 0 54,517 17 10
Increase.
£ s. d.
6,035 13 11
1,312 18 7
2,486 9 11
353 17 6
27 11 3
516 18 9
86 0 2
253 3 9
11,072 13 10
675 5 6 381 11 2 293 14 4 .,,
216 10 0 205 0 0 11 10 0 .
.__ 167 9 0 ,.. 167 9 0
891 15 6 754 0 2 305 4 4 167 9 0
11,056 13 11
27,411 16 6
7,611 1 1
32 17 9
3,428 6 10
555 18 0
50,096 14 1
3,988 7 10
257 10 0
381 10 0
360 0 0
606 11 6
1,195 3 4
115 0 0
20,994 14 4  ... 9,938 .0 5
68,937 9 1 ., 41,525 12 7
9,802 18 2 ... 2,191 17 1
1s 1 10 14 15 11
895 6 0 895 6 0
2,133 10 6 1,29416 4
1,536 7 0  ... 980 9 0
104,318 6 11 1,309 12 3 65,531 5 1
4,699 3 6  ...  71015 8
259 6 9 ... 259 6 9
344 0 0 86 10 0
248 6 8 133 3 4 ...
315 0 0 45 0 0
773 19 3 167 7 9
1,093 10 0  101 13  4 ,,.
150 0 0 35 0 0
30 1 8 30 5 0 0 3 444, 12  4 42 5 8 2 6 8
2,990 8 10
3 14 6
839 0 0
1,038 9 5
391 17 3
209 7 8
149 17 6
2 3 6
57 4 9
2,997 6 7 282 3 4 289 1 1
5 16 6 ... 2 2 0
1,030 18 0 .,. 191 18 0
1,215 17 11 ... 177 8 6
466 8 6 ... 74 11. 3
225 9 1  ... 16 1 5
162 19 8 13 2 2
2 3 0 0 0 6
69 18 6 12 13 9
149 0 6  ...  149 0 6
2,691 14 7 3,328 11 8 0 0 6 636 17  7-
3  0 0 95 0 0 92 0 0
353 19 10 337 6 3 16 13 7  ...
22 10 3 33 5 4 ... 1015 1
1218 9 47 0 6 34 1 9
.__ 20 0 0 20 0 0
392 110 532 12 1
80 18 4 205 1 11
4 10 9 20 13 0
25 0 0
110 9 1 1 225 14 11
16 13 7
25 0 0
25 0 0
156,16 10
124 3 7
16 2 3
140 5 10
68,964 11 8Carried forward,.. ... ... 104,607 2 9 1171,633  0 5  1  1,938 14 0
6-11
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF QUARTER'S  REVENUE-coot= need.
Head of Revenue  or Receipt.
Quarter ended
31st Dec.,
1864.
Quarter ended
31st Dec., Decrease. Increase.
1865.
£ s. d.
Brought forward ... ... .. 104,607 2 9
HARBOR DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage
Light Dues ... ...
Marine Board ... ...
£ s. d. £ s. d. £. s d.
171,633 0 5 1,938 14 0 68,964 11 8
689 0 1 582 11 2 106 8 11 ...
432 7 1 469 5 1 ... 36  18 0
85 11 6 97 17 6 ... 12 6 0
1,206 18  8  1,149 13  9 106 8 11 49 4 0
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Fares ... ... ... 1,999 18 1
Goods Traffic ... ... ... ... 1,354 0 1
Fines ... ...
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ,.. ... ... 420 18 5
1.999 18 1
1,354 0 1
420 18 5
3,774 16 7  3,774  1-6 7
CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATIONFUND  331 15 11 703 16 3
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS ... 1,545
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property-Cast Horses
Ditto ditto-Stores ... ... ...
Government Printer... ...
Balances  in hands of Public Officers Refunded
Surcharges Recovered
Letters of Registration ... ,,.
Other Miscellaneous Receipts
372 0 4
9 4 2,703 9 8  ... 1,158 0  4
58 6 8
24 16 7
112 7 6
1 18 1
122 18 9
20 0 0
4,287 7 4
4,627 14 11
TOTAL REVENUE PROPER £ 112,319 1 7
Deduct  Decrease
76 0 0 ... 17 13 A
183 9 4 .. 158 12 0
148 10 2 ... 36 2 S
282 9 6  ...  280 11 5
75 7 9 47 11 0 ...
20 0 0
16,440 10 9
17,226 7 6
197,191 4 2
2,032 13 11
Increase of Revenue Proper on corresponding Quarter 1864 ... £ 84,872 2 7
SPECIAL  RECEIPTS.
Immigration Remittances
Scab Assessment ..
Pleuro-pneumonia Assessment
Pound Sales ...
Curator Intestate Estates ... ... ...
Assurance Fund, Peal Property Act
Police Reward Fund... ..
Police Superannuation Fund ... ..,
Sinking Fund...  ...  ..
Parliamentary Buildings Fund, paid in Cash
Ditto ditto Land Orders
TOTAL SPECIAL RECEIPTS £
1,581 3 4 1,107 0 0 474 3 4
33 19 0 167 13 6
139 15 0 ... 139 15 0
222 15 2 236 2 11 ...
173 11 Il 135 7 7 38 4 4
99 0 11 157 7 9
121 17  3 182 14 7
51 14 0
... 406 6 0
2,372 2 7 2,907 6 4 652 2 8
Deduct Decrease ...
Increase of Special Receipts on corresponding Quarter 1864 ... £
133 14 6
13 7 9
58 6 10
60 17 4
514 14 0
406 6 0
1,187 6 5
652 2 8
535 3 9
JOSHUA P. BELL, Treasurer.
It ENRY  BUCK-LEY,
Auditor-G eneral.
12,153 3 5
47 11 0 12,646 3 7
2,092 13 11 86,964 16 6
The Treasury,
Queensland, 6th January, 1866.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND,
and of the SPECIAL  FUNDS raid into the TREASURY, at BRISBANE, during the YEARS ended
31st DECEIBER, 18(34, and 31st DECElIL1 ,, 1805, respectively, showing the INCREASE Or
DECREASE under each head thereof.
Head of Revenue or Receipt.
Year ended Year ended
31st December, 31st December,  Decrease .  Increase.
1864. 1565.
CUSTOMS--
Spirits ... ... ...
Wine ... ... ...
Ale, Porter, and Beer of all sorts
Tobacco ... ... ...
Tea .. ... ...
Sugar and Molasses ,..
Coffee and Chicory ... ...
Opium ... ... ...
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
89,852 19 2 114,859 6 1 ... 25,006 6 11
7,730  18 0 11,451 13 0 ... 3,720 15 0
2,257 5 6 7,933 17  3 . 5,676 11 9
27,119 16 9 29,103 5 10 ... 1,983 9 1
9,646 5 0 11,826 2 0 ... 2,179 17 0
14,135  12.  1 17,103 8 7 ... 2,967 16 6
1,689 15 10 1,839 7 8 ... 149 11 10
909 7 2 1,423 14 8 ... 514 7 6
153,341 19 6 195,540 15 1 42,198 15 7
GOLD-
Duty on Gold ... ... ... ... 1,168 8 6 1,902 12 8 ... 734 4 2
Miners' Rights and Business Licenses ... 729 10 0 1,052 0 0 ... 322 10 0
Other Receipts... ... ... ... 306 1 6 612 0 9 ... 305 19 3
2,204 0 0 3,566 13 5 ... 1,362  13 5
LAND REVENUE-
Proceeds of Land Sales paid in cash ... 57,698 17 11 59,461 0 0
Ditto ditto in Land Orders 133,031 3 4 158;970 9 1
Rents of Land for Pastoral purposes ... 54,970 14 2 67,166 17 5
Ditto in Agricultural Reserves ... 634 4 3 561 2 3
All other Rents ... ... ... 1,706 7 0
Assessment on Runs 30 859 11 7 30 709 0 1
1,762 2 1
25,939 5 9
12,196 3 3
1,706 7 0
Survey of Runs ... ... ... ... 4,265 19 5 5,072 5 5 ...  806 6 0
281,460 10 8 323,647 10 3
POSTAGE ... ... ... ... ... 15.015 15 6 18,081 16 9
COMMISSION  ON POST OFFICE ORDERS
73 2 0
150 2 6
223 4 6  42,410 4 1
. , , 3,066 1 3
142 0 0 771 18 10 .., 629 18 10
LICENSES-
To Cut Timber, Make Bricks, &c.
To Auctioneers ... ... ...
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers,..
To Bonded Storekeepers ...
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors
Licenses to Publicans for Billiard and Baga-
telle Tables ... ..,
To Hawkers and Pedlars ...
All other Licenses ...
FEES OF  OFFICE-Certificates of Naturalization
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
Registrar- General .. ...
Registrar, Supreme Court ...
Curator of Intestate Estates ...
Sheriff' .. ... ... ... ...
Courts of Petty sessions ... ...
Water Police Court ... ... ...
Shipping Master ...
Ali other Fees ... ...
FINES AND  FORFEITURES-
Sheriff  .. ... .. ... ... .. .
Courts  of Petty Sessions .. ...
Proceeds of Sale of Confiscated and
Unclaimed Property ... ,..
Crown ' s Share of Seizures  ... ... ...
All other Fines  ...  ... ...
RENTS, EX CLUSIVE OF LAND-
Tolls and Ferries
Wharves  ...
Government  Buildings and Premises
2,314 10 0 1,856 0 0 458 10 0 ...
553 10 0 618 6 8 ...  64 16  8
2,060 0 0 2,475 0 0 ... 415 0 01,909 15 10  2,390 19 10 ... 481 4 0
10,584 4 4 13,817 17 0 ... 3,233 12 8
400 0 0 515 0 0 115 0 0
118 5 0 135 11 8 ,.. 17 6 8
164 7 6 236 2 2 ... 71 14 8
18,104 12 8 22,044 17 4  1  458 10 0 4,398 14 8
24 0 0 18 13 6 5 6 6
3,012 15 0 3,590 13 0 ... 577 18 0
3,725 16 5 4,569 6 1 843 9 8
1,656 16 11 2,056 8 4 ... 399 11 5
780 17 6 936 12 0 155 14 6
527 5  7  598 13 0 71  7 5
33 11 0 19 1 0 14 10 0 ..
225 10 0 292  9 3 ... 66 19  3
879 11 6 ... 879 11 6
9,986 12 5 12,961 7 8 19 16 6  2,994 11  9
15 9 7 137 0 0
1,008 5 1 1,338 14 0
77 7 0 187 2 9
31 1 9 211 6 11
( 20 0 0
1,132 3 5
287 16 8
41 15 3
45 3 4
121 10 5
330 8 11
109 15 9
180 5 2
20 0 0
1,894  3 8 .. , 762 0 3
524 7 6 236 10 10
44 14  6 ... 2 19 3
22 10 8 22 12 8 ...
374 15 3 591 12 8  22 12 8 239 10 1
Carried forward ... £ 481,762 9 5 579,100 15 8  724  3 8  98,062 9 11
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF YEAR'S  R,EVENUE- continued.
Read of Revenue or Receipt.
Year ended Year ended
31st December, 31st December,  Decrease.
1861. 1865.
Increase.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. I £ s. d.
Brought forward... ... ... ... 481,762 9 5 579,100 15 8 724 3 8 98,062 9 11
HARBOR DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage ... ,., ... ... 2,634 18 11 2,719 4 8 ... 84 5 9
Light Dues ... ... ... ... 563 1 0 2,121 7 1 ... 1,558 6 1
Marine Board ,., ... ,.. ... ... 293 9 6 354 16 6 ... 61 7 0
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Fares  ...  ... ... ...
Goods Traffic ... ...
Fines ... ...
Other Miscellaneous Receipts
3,491 9 5 5,195 8 3 ... 1,703 18 10
CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION FUND
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property-Cast Horses
Ditto ditto , Stores ...
Government Printer ..
Balances in hands of Public Officers
Refunded ... ... ...
Surcharges Recovered ...
Letters of Registration
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ... ,..
TOTAL REYENUE PROPER ...
3,189  1  4  ... 3,189 1 4
1,959 3 0 .. , 1,959 3 0
2 0 0 .,. 2 0 0
528 19 3 ... 528 19 3
5,679 3 7 ... 5,679 3 7
1,149 12 5 2,759 2 3
5,650 5 5 10,06418 9
1,609 9 10
4,414 13 4
209 8 8 98 2 3 111 6 5
108 0 10  4,17  3 4 ... 309 2 6
788 18 6 897 10 11 ... 108 12 5
9 11 0 367 18 6 ... 358 7 6
258 17 0 207 15 1 51 1 11 ...
210 0 0 140 0 0 70 0 0 ...
8,817  16 11 26,503 19 4 ... 17,686 2 5
10,402 12 11 28,632 9 5 232 8 4 18,462 4 10
502,456 9 7 631,431 17 11 956 12 0 129,932 0 4
Deduct  Decrease ... .., ... ... ... ...£ 956 12 0
Increase on the Year 1864 ... ... ... ...£ 128,975 8 4
SPECIAL RECEIPTS-
Iinnnigration Remittances ...
Scab Assessment
Plcuro-pneumonia, Assessment
Pound Sales ...
Curator Intestate Estates ...
Assurance Fund,  Real Property Act ...
Police Reward Fund ... ..
Police Superannuation Fund. .. ...
Sinking Fmid ... .
Parliamentar y and other Buildings Fund
-paid in cash ... ...
Ditto ditto Land Orders
6,501 13 4 5,796 1 0 705 12 4
3,069 16 6 3,198 18 0
2,128 17 0 719 4 9 1,409 12 3
764 1 7 705 8 1 58 13 6
1,720 11 0 19 0 1,719 12 0
728  4 0 712 4 2 15 19 10
129 1 6
421 IS 11 683 0 2 ... 258 1 3
500 0 0 614 18 5 ,.. 144 18 5
5,904 6 0 7,388 10 0 ... 1,484 4 0
... 23,148 17 4 ... 23,148 17 4
3,555 2 8
TOTAL SPECIAL RECEIPTS ... £ 21,742 8 4
Deduct  Decrease ... ...
Increase of Special Receipts on the Year 1861 £ 21,810 15 3
JOSHUA P. BELL,  Treasurer.
46,553 3 7 3,909 9 11 28,720 5 2
HENRY BUCKLEY, Auditor -General.
3,909 9 11
3,555 2 8
The Treasury,
Queensland, 6th January,  1866,
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 1st January, 1866.
JT is hereby notified for general information, that the interest of the previous occupants in theundornaentioned Buns of Crown Lands, has been transferred, during the quarter ending the 31st
ultimo, with the sanction of the Government, to the parties hereinafter particularised..
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Transferror. Transferree. Run.
John Brown Watt ...
The representative  of the  late George
riilgour Ingclow
John Donald McLean
The representative of the late George
Kilgour Ingelow
Edward  Henry Lloyd  and John
Binny
J. Fraser and W. B. Copeman ... I
E. O. Moriarty ...
A. and M. Ferguson... ...
Ernest Henry ...
Christopher Rolleston
Charles Wye Teage ... ... ...
Archer and Co.
The representative of the late George
Kilgour Tngelow
The representative of the late George
Kilgour  Ingelow
Donald Allan Tolme
Stewart Murray ...
Robert Towns and Alexander Stuart
James Steele ...
James Steele ...
William Thring ... ... ...
Richard Skuthorp, junior ...
The representative of the late George
Kilgour Ingelow
William Dougall ,..
Willow Baldwin .. ...
John Oldham Beasley ...
Robert Towns , Alexander  Stuart, and
William Forlonge
William Landsborough
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Robert Reid Cunninghame Robert- Ballindean.
son
Stewart Murray ... ... Canaga, Seven Oaks,  Pelican Station,
Jingi Jingi, Fairy Land.
Alexander McDonald and Charles Canning Downs.
Smith
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Stewart Murray
Stewart  Murray ...
Lower Johnboon, Johnboon, Warra,
Arranba n ga.
Dundar, Head of Dundar, Back Creek.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT,
Charles Boydell Dutton and Archi-
bald Francis Dutton
Stewart Iiee ... ...
Archibald Ferguson
John Binny ... ...
Stewart Murray
John Richardson
John Richardson
y Stewart Murray
Stewart Murray
William Brahe
Thomas James Thomson ... ...
George Osborne and Edward Milner
Stephen
Robert Towns and Alexander Stuart
George  Osborne and Edward Milner
Stephee
MARANOA DISTRICT.
John Frederick Doyle and Alfred
John Doyle
Willow Baldwin
Stewart  Murray
Boonberry.
Ki ll owen, Kenmare.
Belmont No. 3.
Bielba, Toolah, Albert.
Wilford, Rushleigh ,  Ramsdale ,  Clifton,
Oxton.
Walton, Columba.
Clifford ,  Abinger.
Kynebil, Yan Yaw Gurt.
Wolanbah ,  Denibah ,  Cawell,  Burn-rove,
lerrigurra.
Wintha  Wintha, Rhendanuan, Comet
Vale, Corio.
Burngrove ,  Berrigurra.
Chester Bank ,  Mount Agnes ,  Fair field.
Bedouri.
Comely Bank, Woodside.
Tomoo No. 2.
Courawah. '
Woodstock , Ungabilla ,  Marmarie ,  Beeree
Pooloon,  bVagganba, Blenheim.
James McAndrew ... ... ... South .Billie, East Billin.
Richard Skuthorp, junior .. ,.. Thalyale South.
The Corporation of the Bank of Baran, Ballanga.
Queensland
WARREGO DISTRICT.
William Forlouge ...
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Robert Archibald Alison Morehead
and Matthew Young
Thurulgunnia, Thurulgunnia East, Thu-
rulgunnia South.
Pickwiekgoshen,  Bowen  Downs,  Bangall,
Brainvil, Betawang , Crossmoor, Bug-
gerara, Horsehalt.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Matthew Hervey and Phillip Somer John Badcock, as Manager of the Back Plains.
John Graham Macdonald ..
The representative of the late George
Kilgour Ingelow
The representative of the late Joseph
Hann
Bank of New South Wales in
Melbourne
Robert  Towns and Alexander Stuart Springfield ,  Tondara ,  Leichhardt Downs.
Stewart  Murray ... ... . .. Allandale, Mount Pleasant ,  Pentland
Hills.
William Hann,  Edward Klingender ,  Lolworth No. 1, Lolworth No. 2, Lol-
Rivett Henry Bland, and Richard worth No. 3.
Daintree
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
John Headrick and Edward Pike 1 Matthew Ferguson ... ... ... ' Alpha No. 1, Alpha No. 2.
Livermore
Henry Lowe ... ... . ... MTattlicw Ferguson ... ... ... Booranghoop.
Emilius Christian Gotthilf Hilding The Trust and Agency Company ofElphinstone Run, Havilah, Rudolph
and Andrew George Peterson Australasia (Limited) Run, Mount Macedon, Pooloon,
Leichards, Yen Yau, Bin Bin, Heidel-
berg, Ban Ban.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 1st January, 1866.
IT is hereby  notified for general information, that the interest of the previous occupants in the Licenses
of the undermentioned Buns, has been transferred, during the quarter ending the 31st ultimo, with
the sanction  of the Government, to the parties hereinafter particularised.
F. W. LAMB,
Chief  Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Transferror.
James Peter
Thomas McColm, junr.
William Richard Onslow Hill
Ernest Henry
Henry  Beit  ... ... ...
J. G. McDonald ...
Transferree.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
James Peter and Philip Barton
Black
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Henry Mathias Fulton and James
West the elder
Keilambete.
Run.
Dundoo West No. 1, Dundoo West
No. 2.
NORTH KENNEPY DISTRICT.
Arthur Cole Bailey... ... ... { The Plains.
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Henry Beit ... ... ... ... I Arundel No. 2.
UNPROCLAIMED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
Robert Gray ... ... ... Somerset, Canterbury, Cumberland,
Hughendon, Sussex.
1 Robert Archibald Alison Morehead, Varaville No. 1
and Matthew Young
REAL PROPERTY RANSFER NOTICE.
r AKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any  person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the days named in
each case.
F. O. DARVALL
Description and Situation of Land.
Part of suburban portion 206, containing 36 perches ;
county, Stanley ; parish, North P-ibaiie
Subdivisions 3, 4, and 5 of uortij-eastern suburban
allotment No. 84, containing 2 roods 5E perches ;
county, Stanley ; parish, North Brisbane
Subdivisions 4 and 5 of eastern suburban allotment 33,
containing together 1 rood 5 perches ; county,
Stanley ; parish, North Brisbane
Subdivision 13 of eastern suburban allotment 31, con-
taining 16 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North
Brisbane
Subdivision 15 of suburban portion 49, containing 1
-rood 4 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, Ipswich,
at Ipswich
Subdivision 11 of suburban allotment 84, containing 32
perches ; county, Sta: lr par 'sh, North Brisbane
Subdivision 19 of eastern suburban allotment 35, con-
taining 35 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North
Brisbane
Suburban portion 86 and 90, containing together 5
acres 12 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, Ipswich,
at Ipswich
Allotment 3 of section 16, containing 1 rood 32
perches ; county, Aubigny ; parish, Drayton, at
Toowoomba
Subdivisions 22 and 23 on plan of allotments 67 and
68, containing together 1 rood 37 perches ; county,
Stanley; parish and town, Ipswich
Subdivisions 9 and 10 of suburban allotment 44, con-
taining together 2 roods 1 perches ; county, Stanley;
parish, North Brisbane
Subdivision 19 of north-eastern suburban allotment No.
76, containing 118 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish,
North Brisbane
Allotment 3 of s..ctien 13, containing 2 roods; county,
Churchill ; parish and village, Alfred
Name of Proprietor.
Registrar-General.
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Robert Bell ... ... 16th February, 1866.
William Ward Ditto.
Thomas Baker ... Ditto.
Thomas Ilasking 13th March, 1866.
George Mackay ... Ditto.
Thomas Jones ... Ditto.
George Clark ... ... ... Ditto.
Thomas Barker ... ' 13th February, 1866.
James Taylor... ... ... Ditto.
Daniel Coleman ... Ditto.
John Sargeant Turner ... Ditto.
Frederick Robert Mueller Ditto.
John ITanran... ... 1 Ditto.
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Crown Lands  Office,
Brisbane, 29th November, 1865.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.
THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
j Treasury, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th Clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters -hall be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee. Name of Run.
D. Mackenzie, J. Lowe, and J. Headrick ..,
Ditto ...
John Headrick and Edward Pike Livermore
Ditto ,,, ,,. ...
Robert Caldwell ... ... ... ...
The Corporation of the Bank of Queensland
Alexander Fyfe , , ,  ...  ... ...
Robert Caldwell .,, ...
Crawford Maine
The Corporation of the Bank of Queensland
Alexander Fyfe .., .,, . ,,,
Stewart Murray ,,, ,,.
Ditto ... ...
Alexander Fyfe ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... , .
Robert Caldwell ... ...
D. Mackenzie, J. Lowe, and J. Headrick ...
P. F. McDonald
Robert Towns and Alexander Stuart
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
William Brahe
Ditto ,,,
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
James Landsborough and Robert Laidlaw
Patterson
Trust and Agency Company of Australasia
(limited)
Ditto ,,, ... ,.,
Ditto ... .. ...
Robert Towns ,,. .,, .,,
Ditto .,. ...
Ditto .., ...
Julius Curr ...
Ditto ,,. ... ...
John Fraser ... ... ...
Robert Russell and Edmund Bignell
Ditto
Theodore Harden . , ,
The Earl of Macclesfield ...
Ditto .. ..,
The Honorable John El lis  ...
Ditto ,., ...
Ditto .
William T.  Berkelman and
Lambert
Alexander Moore and J. Reid
Ditto .,, ..,
Ditto ... ...
James Thomson ...
Charles H .  H. Parsons ...
William.
Woodlands
Bloomfield
Coorah
Wilpeena
Balpannah ,,.
Botherambo ,,,
Ternallum  ...
Barwon Park,,,
Girrah... ...
Little Cote ...
Rongaring .,,
Caithness ,,.
Kyncbil ...
No. 5
Yen Yan Gart ...
Duneed ,,, ... ...
Ballingeleroche
South Rongaring
Carnaugarra ... ...
Lurline ...
Buckenbun .::
,Tellinbah.,..., ...
Yarrabee . , ,
Birijegang
Corio ...
Comet Vale .., ,,, ...
Rheudannan ...
Wintha Wintha
Staywood , ..
Rudolph
Havillah
Leiehhardt
Oregon
Texas . ..,
Bosworth ...
Gilguny-ah
11lerri Mcrriwa
\VeetertonPilallak Wept
Dilallah Retro
Buccleugh
Camberwell
,., Dulwich North
Dulwich South
Forest  Hill ...
Cresswell Crays
F. Listowel Downs
Mooreslamd ..,
Mizll Downs ...
Prairie,.. ...
Berriedale ...
Lauriston ...
Pingara ...
Malvern Hills
Pershore
Malvern , . ,
Maindample ..
Terrick Terrick
Longreach ...
Montes
Hossington , . .
James Thomson  ...
The Honorable John Ellis and Evelyn Ellis
Ditto ... ,,, ,,,
Ditto
Charles H. H. Parsons .,, ..,
James Thomson . , .
John D. McLean and Wm. Beit
Ditto .
The Honorable John C Ellis . , ,
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
T
HE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C, BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.Government Pri ing Office,
Brisbane, 28th September, 1865.
Area ini
District. square 1 Amount.
Miles.
£ s,
Leichhardt , , . 80 24 0
Ditto.., .,.  33 9 18
,,, Ditto.,,  27 8 2
Ditto... ... 30 9 0Ditto- , . 34 10 4
Ditto ... ... 25 7 10
,,. Ditto... ... 25 7 10
... Ditto... . .., 25 7 10
Ditto ... ... 30 9 0
Ditto ... ...  28 8 8
Ditto... ... 25 7 10
1
Ditto ... ... 4 1 4
Ditto ... ... 39  11  14
Ditto ... ... 35 10 10
Ditto-  ... 38 11 8
Ditto... ,,, 62 18 12
Ditto ...  ... 28 1 8 8
Ditto... ,..  t 80 24 0
Ditto . 25 7 10
Ditto ... ... 25 7 10
Ditto ... 25 7 10
Ditto ... 25 7 10
Ditto ... 25 7.10
Ditto . ... 36 10 16
Ditto ., f 35 10 10
Ditto... ... 25 7 10
Ditto , .  25 7 10
South K ennedy 42 12 12
Ditto.,,  ... 50 15 0
Ditto-  , , . , 100 30 0
Ditto ... 100 30 0
North  Kennedy 87 26 2
Ditto... .,. 90 27 0
Ditto.., .,,  54 16 4
Ditto... ..,  41 12 6
Ditto ...  44 13 4
Warrego 44 13 4
Ditto.., ...  25 7 10
Ditto ... 25 7 10
Mitchell 50 15 0
Ditto ...  93 27 18
,.. Ditto... 39  11 14
,., Ditto,„ 39 11 14
...  Ditto ...  ...  80 24 0
Ditto,.. ,., 127 38 2Ditto...  ...  55 16 10
.. Ditto . , .
Ditto.,.
Ditto...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Dii to .,.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
..., Ditto...
Ditto ...
Ditto .
Ditto .
... Ditto ...
48
48
45
100
62
37
73
100
96
100
100
47
50
50
14 8
14 8
13 10
30 0
18 12
11 2
21 18
30 0
28 16
30 0
30 0
14 215  0
15 0
Police Department,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1866.
91 HE undermentioned Horses now in the posses-
sion of the Police at St. George, will be sold
by Auction, on the 1st of May next, unless pre-
viously claimed.
1. Bay horse, branded ,' over H near shoulder,
HR nonjoined near rump, heart over HB
sideways conjoined off shoulder,  = off rump.
2. Bay  colt, branded P over WP over HH con-
joined near shoulder.
3. Bay colt, branded like a key near shoulder.
T. H. BARRON,
pro  Commissioner.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1865.PAYMENT FOB SUR VEY OF Rti UNS.
1 1 HE Licensees and  -Lessees ofthe - under-
mentioned Runs are hereby required to pay
forthwith into the Treasury the amounts specified
in connection with their respective Buns, in accord-
ance with the provisions of the 49th clause of the
Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to said clause which
declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government
Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such
defaulters shall be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
DISTRICT OF WARREGO.
Licensee or Lessee.
Area
Name of Run .  in Square '  Amount.Miles. fI
£ s.
A. F. Sullivan furaeburn North 50 15 0
Ditto ... ... Paroo  ...  ... 25 7 10
Ditto ... Humeburn ...  50 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... Boobara North... 50 15 0
Ditto... .. Iloohara ... 50 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... Huir.eburn South 50 15 0
Ditto... .. ,,.  Tilbooroo North 50 15 0
Ditto... ... ...  Boobara South... 50 15 0
50TilboorooDitto 15 0...... ...Ditto.., ... Tilbooroo East... 50 15 0
Ditto. .. Tilbooroo South 50 15 0
G. H: Cog and V. J. Upper h ulo Right 50
Dowlin
15 0
gDitto... Upper E'ulo Left 36 10 16
Ditto... ...  Lower uloR,ight 73 21 18
Ditto ... ... ...  Lower -Eu)o Left 50 15 0
A. F. Sullivan ... Kootvatlhn .,. 50 15 0
G. H. Cox and I J.  .K ooliatto ... 50
Dowling
15 0
A. F. Sullivan ... Koopa ... ... 57 17 2
Ditto . ... Koopa East ... 50 15 0
J. Becker  Koran; garak . , . 50 15 0
ungee'ah 50Ditto 15 0,.... ..Ditto... Lake Coiless ... 75 22 10
J. W. Colless, B. C. Owthorpe No. 1 75
Hutelliu son, and J.
Wallis
22 10
Ditto_ Owthorpe No. 2  75. . 22 10
Ditto... O tiff thorpe No. 3  75 22 10
Owthorpe No. 4  75Ditto 22 10...Ditto... Owtlioi'pe No. 5  25 7 10
Ditto ... Owthorpe No. 6  25 7 10
Ditto ...  O,ti Liiorpe No. 7 75 22 10
Ditto... Owthorpe No. 8 75 22 10
Ditto Cwthorpe No 9 75 22 10
Ditto... Ot!aoipe ho. 10 25 7 10
J. de V. Lamb, R. K.
Sam and A. J. D.
Sams J
Qeambe 50 1 15 0
G. II. Cox and V. J.
Dowlin„
Wiralla North 1 50 ! 15 0
Ditto ;Tel ills 50 15 0
J. de V. Lamb. R. si .
Sams, and A. J. D.
Sams
Noriey ... 50 15 0
,Ditto... -Fatally .. ... 50 1,50(
G. IT. Cox and V. J. Wiraila South ... 50
Dowling
15 0
J. da V. Lamb, R. K.  Huatworth ... 50
Sam,  and A. J. D.
Saris
15 0
G. Pearson ... .. TharingowaNortli 50 15 0
J. tie V. Lamb, R. N. :La'wrenny 50
Sams, and A. J. P.
Sams
15 0
G. H Cox and  IT, J.  Thuringowa ... 50
Dowling
15 0
Ditto... ThuringowaSouth 50 15 0
J. de V. Lamb, R. R. Chealnent ...
Sams, and  A. J. 1).
,Sams
50 15 0
Ditto ... ... C?lesliunt South 50 15 0G. H. Cox and V. J  Kooliatto  North
Dowling
50 15 0
R. Russell  and :f+1.  Karnoolnah East
Bigsfell
50 1 15 0
Ditto... ..  Ida-Fgoolnall 00' 30 '0
T'Pta ... ...  7-irranvale ,. 50 15 ti
PAYISFNT FOR Suxvnv or Ii  UNS---cant e aed.
Area
Licensee or Lessee . Name of Run. in Square Amount.
Miles.
£ s.
R. Russell and E. Buckenby North 50 15 0
B ignell
Ditto... ... ... Buckent y West 50 15 0
J. Smith ... Buekenby ... 50 15 0
H. M. Fulton, and J. Jero ... ... 50 15 0
West, the Elder
Ditto ... ... ... Dundoo West 25 7 10
Ditto...
No. 1.
Dundoo West 25 7 10
No. 2.
M. West, the Elder.. , Bundee No. 1 ... 25 7 10
Ditto.. ,.. Bundee No. 2 ... 25 7 10
H. M. Fulton,' and  J.  Bargoon ...  '50 15 0
West, the Elder ...
M. West, the Elder... Belyanna No. 1 25 7 10
Ditto.,. .., ... 1 Belyanna No. 2 1 25 7 10
DISTRICT OF MITCRELL.J. C. Ellis ... ... I Portland Downs 1 75 i 22 10J. Ellis and B+ . Ellis.,, Pershore East ... ' 65 ! 19 10
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Department of Lands and Trworks,
Brisbane, 30th December, 1865.
-XITOTICE is hereby given, under the 14th  Sec-1A  tion of  "An Act to make p2°ovrs2on for the
" Constrnetion by the Government of Railwa
*ys and",for the  Reyulat 'on of tie same,"  assented to 3rd.
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the .1-inneentive Council, has
primarily approved of the Map or Plan of a Line
of Railway intended to be made from Toowooniba
to Ado-ea, and also of the Book of Reference of the
several lands through which the said Railway is to
pass.
The Map or Plan, and Book of Reference, can
be seen at this  Office, and all parties interested in
the lands to be affected by the said intended
Railway, are hereby required to transmit to me, at
this Office, in writing, within one month from this
date any well-grounded objection which may exist
to the adoption of the said Line of Railway, or
any part thereof, or of any works proposed in con-
nection therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways..
.NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORE TON BAY.\,i\1 and after toe Ist January, the following
atddit?o,iatl Tidal Si;,lals will be exhibited at
night from time Lightehip at the Bar
On Bar In cuttinry,
lk d l.i ear with green under .,, 6 feet 12 feet
j.'wo vvhlte  II,  veriietlliy ..  7  ,, 1 3 ii
Fermi  h. ilialav. date tilt rcori 1i3mt will
be e rhi11 med "1=o;a the Irene Li_>;'lt placed
about lmli a cattle to the south ward- jai the old West
Beacon.
By order of time kiariue Board,
G. P.  R A T EL, Li cut. tt, N .,
Portmaster.
i'ort OJlice, 30th December,  1865
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SUNKEN ROCK  OFF THE [8LA.ND OF  KAWAU.
HA.UR AKI GULF.
Harbor Office,
Auckland, December  14, 1865.
STTNKEN Rock,  having 9 feet water on it at
low spring tides  (with  5 to 10 fathoms close
to), has been discovered in the passage between the
Flat Rock and the Island of Kawan, and about half
a mile distant from the shore of the latter, with the
following compass bearings :---
South-eastern  point  of extreme of Kawau S .  by W. 2 W.
Flat Rock ... ... . ... ... It. I S.
Tiritiri Lighthouse  ... ,., S. by E. z E.
Takatau Point  N. W. by N.
I. J. BURGESS,
Poxtmaster.
IN OTICE TO I11M`YERS.
'iJIE following information, received from 1-1r.-1r.111.. 13. Sheridan, the harbor Master at 1ary_
borough, i s published for general i a iorina_ion
The fiver Buy-rum falls into Hervey's Bay about
twenty miles N. WW, from the fairway buoy, off Woody
Island, from whence a long thickly wooded point, which
forms its north head, is just visible. '.f he mouth of the
river is easily discernible, by its fermiug a well defined
opening in the coast line. On approaching the bar,
which extends for about two miles oif the cutrhnce, the
water shoals gradually from seven to two fathoms. On
reaching the latter soundings, the marks recently erected
will become visible. The first is a black buoy, -which
pass, leaving it about a ship's length on the port hand;
then steer W.d.W., passing a black beacon at a like
distance on the same side; continue your course,
keeping the white sand of the south head a little open
on the port bow ; in the meantime you will have passed
one red and two more black beacons. The soundings
increasing from eight feet to five fathoms. On arriving
within a good cable's length of the south head, a white
mark will become visible on the north bank, and well on
the starboard bow. Steer for it, passing between a black
and a red beacon which stand on the extremities of two
shoals, running from the north and south banks of the
river.
After crossing the bar, upon which there is not more
than four feet at low water, and reaching the Five
Fathom Role, the anchorage is perfectly safe in all
weathers.
From the mouth of the river to the coal mines, a-apears
to be about twenty miles; the channel nareowe as you
ascend-is intricate, and only suitable for vessels drawing
from seven to eight feet wctcr. "File banks on either
side appear well grassed, curl heavily ti;nbered. with
occasional eolent_lil pine scrubs of both kauri anal honk
pine. Between the mine, and the month of the river,
there are thirteen small bat beautiful well wooded
islands.
The Burrum, when properly heacojte I aa,l bu.loye.d,
will be easy of uavl,latio:i for ste•iin ers and small craft.
G. P. iTEAfl-1, Lieut.. I.N.,
Portnlaster.
Port  Office,
Brisbane, 21st l )ecenilicr, 18> .
VICTORIA ,  by the Grace of God of the United
Kingdom of Great  Britain  and Ireland ,  Queen,
Defender of the Fait  h, &,.,
To tLe 1A.Tidow, if  any, and  to the  next of kin of
Julius Kopp, late  of Br isbane ,  in the Colony
of Queens land, mul;ici!ui ,  deceased ,  and to all
others whoa it may coilcern-
Greeting : V
W HIi HEAS it hath been  represented  unto urSupreme  Court of (,lueensland  by William
Lambert .  `owles , Proctor of :  urlos Edward  ha lkner,
of Queen-street , ri_;ua)t, to ,ecconi.; t, a creditor of
the  said dece:a.ced, L+i;at tl. od , ii iUs  Ita)pj), htfa
of Brig bane ,  ctu i )r;i =Cl  i I"A l.ie 011 01 about  Tue flip
day of Janu ary  1n. t t,ii , Cl:avid at  U le  time of his
death goons , elinttell, _ on credits in 1.1ce colony
a.forc; aid ,  lihtl' ;:,eLe. r, e cis),  tlli'i 'rrole ,  hereby
perempto rily citte yon and errcll of you  to appear
before our said  Court, at the Court House,  in
Queen street , Brisbane, on tine ' ,nth (fay of January
instant, at  tie  icon  of jO  O 'f he r 111  the  iOrvnoOl  of
the salve day,  and t nerr ,«e, if  of : s_on shell
require,  during  tJ'.  cis C:-,art, ,:rd
then  and tli ru  to  ecec )t  tai' Yt `_ Srr Le t  hers of lld-
ministiat ion of  alt -arid Mint?'u]rs ilr' go. s;, Ca'.itt•e l'-a. 3,S,
and credits  of the  said deceased, or other wise io
show sullieient cause  (if  on  or either  of you have or
know  any) u hy the  saute should not be coininitted
to the said Karlos  Edward 1'allclier , a creditor of
the said deceased ,  on giving aufeicnt security ; and
farther to do and receive  sun to lave and justice shall
appertain ,  under pain of such Letters of Administra-
tion  being  granted to the said  K arlos - Edward
Fails ner, a creditor of the said deceased.
VWI-TNaNS the  Honorable JAMES COCKLE,  Esquire,
Chief Justice of Queensland ,  this ninth day
of January ,  in the twenty-ninth year of our
reign ,  and A.D.  1866.
[L.s.] REYNOLDS BALL,
Ka-,AWT: AND Fowi,Fs,
Proctors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
A;: enrii  en,t  Act  of 1865,  I hereby appoint the fol-
lowing days for holding' District  Courts in the
Cri.niila, and Civil Jurisdictions  thereof, at the
several  places hereinafter respectively -mentioned,
in and for  .the year 1866 ,  that is to say,-
N pursuance of the  District Courts Act of
1858,  and of the  District Courts Act
Criminal Sittings. Civil Sittings.
AT ROMA.
19 February  21 February
11 May 14 May
20 August  22 August
2 November 5 November
AT CONDAMINE.
1 March 3 March
22 May 24 May
30 August 1 September
13 November 15 November
AT DALBY.
9 March  12 March
31 May 2 June
8 September 11 September
22 November  24 November
CHAS. W. BLAKENEY,
Judge of the Western  District Court
January 2nd, 1866,
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
JN pursuance of the  District Coec its Act of1858, and of the  District Courts ActAmendment Act of  1865, I hereby a)point the fol-
lowin; days for holding District Courts at the
several  towns or places hereinafter mentioned,
viz. :-
-,- T MARYBOROUG}H.
Civil Sittings .. ...  9 February, 1866
Criminal Sittings ... ...  20 February
AT GAYNDA II.
Criminal  Sittings ... ... 15 February
Civil Sittings  ... ...  15 February
AT GLADSTONE.
Criminal Sittings ... ...  26 February
Civil Sittings ... ...  26 February
AT ROCKHAMPTON.
Criminal Sittings  ... 5 March
Civil Sittings ... ...  7 March
AT BowEN.
Criminal Sittings .. ...  19 March
Civil sittings ... ...  19 March
J. GEO. LONG INNES,
Jude of 'the Northern District Court.
12th l)ecelaiber, 1865.
In the  Supreme Court of  Queensland.
TS INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Est: to of ihdwin May,  publican,,
of Mary boron fall.
;1THERE AS the said Edwin May  was, on
the 3rd day of January, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to 'be an Insolvent, I hereby  appoint a First
Pubic Sitting of the Court, io be 11etden before
nine, it the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane, On
itONI3AY, the 5,h day of February,  A.D. 1866,
to co nience at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the s iicl eetrate, and for the el ection of a
Creditors' Assignee, if rewired ;  and also to
determine whether any  or what allowance for
support shall be blade to  the Insolvent up to the
time of passing  his last examination ,  andywhether
any and what tools and. wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the  Insolvent  ;  and a Second Public
Sittin g-  of  the Court,  at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 5th  day of April ,  A.D. 1866,-
to commence at Eleven o 'clock , for the  proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
.Dated at Brisbane ,  the 5th  day of  January,
A.D. 1866.
ALP REIT) J. P. LUTWY CHIE+,
WILLIAM PICIIRMINO,  I-edge.
Official Assignee, .
Registrar..
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Crookall, of
Breakfast Creek.
HEREAS the said William Crookall was,
on the 3rd day of January, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First  Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me , at the Supreme Court House, Bris-
bane, on MONDAY, the 5th day of February,
A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the
proof of debts against the said estate, and for the
election  of a Creditors' Assignee, if required; and
also to  determine whether any or what allowance
for support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and  what tools and wearing apparel shall
be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 5th day of April, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required  to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 5th day of January,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING ,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Alexander McDonald,
late of Kangaroo Point.
1 ,T
HEREAS the said Alexander Macdonald was,
on the 5th day of January, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, ,I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting  of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 5th day of February, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock , for the proof of debts again st the said
Estate, and  for the election of a Creditors' Assignee,
if required ; and also to determine whether any
or what allowance for support shall be made to the
Insolvent  uip to the time of passing his Iast examina-
tion, and  whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a
Second  Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place,
on THURSDAY, the 5th day of April, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be  brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the  5th day  of January,
A.D. 1.866. ALFRED J. P. LIITWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFT, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas James Johnston,
of Dalby, in the Colony of Queensland, hawker.
TAKE Notice, that the abovenamed Insolvent
j intends to apply to the Honorable Alfred
James  Peter Lutwyche,  Chief  Commissioner of
Insolvent Estates, at the Supreme Court, Brisbane,
on the Twelfth day of February next, (being the
day specially appointed by His Honor for that
purpose) that a Certificate of Discharge may be
granted him in the terms of the Act in such case
made and provided.
Dated this 2nd day of January, in the year of
our Lord 1866.
T. J. JOHNSTON,
Insolvent in Person
NOTICE.
Y
WE, the undersigned ,  have this day entered
into  Partnership ,  as ginger beer and
cordial manufacturers.
R. WALSH.
JOHN MILLEN.
Witne ss--ROBERT SINCLAI.R,
January 4th, 1866.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that we, the  under-
signed, Peter Degen, Henry Haege, and
Edward Wilmot Pechey, carrying on business at the
Highfields Saw-mills, near Toowoomba, under the
style and firm of Peter Degen and Co., have this
day admitted MIIr. Charles Jones to be a partner
in the said trade or business, which will in future
be carried on at HiZ,hfields aforesaid, under the
name, style, and firm of "The Highfields Steam.
Saw-mills Company."
As witness our hands ,  this first day of  January,
1866.
(Signed) PETER DEGEN.
HENRY HAEGE.
EDW. W. PECHEY.
CHARLES JONES.
.Witness--- G. HAMILTON,
Solicitor.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.THE Partnership heretofore existing between
Jolhn Pettigrew and Robert Aland, Wadine,
under the firth of Pettigrew a.nd Al an(l, ironmongers,
has this day been dissolved by mutual consent. All
liabilities will be paid by John Pettigrew,  and assets
to be received by him.
JOHN  PETTIGREW.
ROBERT ALAND.Witness-P. J. HUGHES.
Itnpuu.nbfng .
JNIPOTTNDED  at Ipswich ,  from Rosevale .  Driving
5s. per head.
One bay mare. star, WP near shoulder.
One bay filly, L near cheek, 6 near thigh,  like D over
over M near shoulder, D near rump.
One bay mare and foal, R.9 near shoulder, W off shoulder.
One brown mare, off hind heel white, g ,-) near thigh.
One bay colt,, near fore foot and near hind heel white,
stair,  0  over over Al near  shoulder, 3 near cheek,
35 near rump.
One  brown  mere, star, hind feet white,  B near shoulder,
N near thigh.
One bay horse, star, hind feet white,  S near neck , BA off
shouly er.
One bay filly, star, blotch brands, like Dl near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, WWB over T near shoulder,  250 near
ribs.
One brown horse, TD over EM near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, near fore heel white, TF near
shoulder.
One brown }Hare and foal, AW conjoined off shoulder,
252 ofi'ribs.
One chesuaat snare, blaze, e{  over n near shoulder.
One bay mare, blaze, four white feet,  m  over 4 off
shoulder, JW conjoined over 4 near shoulder.
One eliesnut mare, star, near hind foot white, MP near
ribs, C2 near shoulder, 81 near thigh.
One bay colt, hind feet white, NIP near ribs.
One bay mare, star, like o in U over JLE near  shoulder.
One grey horse, c.i over near shoulder.
One bay mare and foal, star, elf fore  and near hind feet
white, At near shoulder.
One brown horse, V over JB near shoulder.
One bay mare and foal, I1 off shoulder.
One brown mare, JB over JG near shoulder.
One bay horse ,  star, like JM conjoined near shoulder, M
over M off shoulder.
One bay filly, hind feet white,  0  over over M near
shoulder ,  3 near cheek ,  0 over 31 near rump.
One brown  filly, star, near hied foot white, JH conjoined
over L  near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 3rd February, 1866,
will be sold to pay expenses.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED  at Rockhampton, from Gracemere,
29th November, 1865, by order of Messrs. Archer
and Co. Driving 3ld. (Corrected description.)
One dark bay or brown mare, like MJC reversed off
shoulder (the M is an Italian one, and the end of
the J  appears to run into it,) cross in circle near
shoulder.
If  not released on or before the 26th January, 1860,
will be sold to pay expenses.
F. H.  YOUNG, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Leyburn,  from Ellangowan, on the
2nd January,  1866,  by order of J. C. Snell, Esq.
No driving expenses.
One grey mare, MG over MG near JM off shoulder.
One dark bay mare, 9 off ribs, IB over 0 in half-circle
near IB near ribs ,  two fore shoes.
One black colt ,  over H off shoulder, near hind foot white.
One grey horse, PM over PS near shoulder.
One dark bay mare, RH near ribs,  like MQ over ET
over C near shoulder,  B off shoulder.
One bay mare ,  JRS near shoulder.
One grey colt, unbranded.
One brown mare, MK conjoined near shoulder, star.
One bay mare ,  JR off shoulder ,  near hind foot white.
One bay mare, EM near shoulder ,  M near neck.
One bay mare ,  99 off shoulder ,  9 off ribs.
One baycolt,like jr (the tail reversed) offribs and shoulder,
One dark grey foal, unbranded.
One black cob, PC over  • PG near shoulder,  PG near
thigh.
One bay  horse, SC near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 26th day of January,
1866, will be told to pay expenses.
CHARLES THOMAS, Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Gowrie, 6th
December, 1865, by order of H. Fisk, Esq. Driring
Is. per head ; damages on entire £5. (Wrongly described
in former advertisement.)
One chesnut horse,  ace of clubs over P M near
shoulder, M off shoulder,  small  star.
From same place 17th December 1865.
One black horse, W near shoulder, like brand under
star, or three stars off shoulder, off hind foot white.
One bay horse, xl over JCM over TS near shoulder, scar
off hip, hind foot white, star and snip.
One chesnut entire, M off shoulder and thigh, near hind
foot white.
If not released on or before the 26th January, 1866,
will be sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba,  from Eton Vale, 30th
December,  1865,  by order of H. Nelson, Esq.
Driving and expenses 2s. per head.
One red  heifer,  like TP near and off shoulders.
One strawberry cow, VE or VF off shoulder and hip,
two notches near ear.
One 'strawberry bu llock ,  HI near shoulder ,  JG or JC
near  thigh,  like H or C under ,  PW over D or BW
over D off rump.
One red and  white poley bullock,  FC over B near rump,
C or (1 near thigh ,  CFB near ribs, tip both ears.
One red and white poley cow ,  JB near ribs ,  T conjoined
over  A or half  circle near and off shoulder, two
slits near ear, slit off ear.
One roan bullock,  JG off rump,  TS  new ribs,  slit off ear,
6 off shoulder.
One red steer calf, 5 off thigh ,  blotch off ribs, 0 near
rump ,  tip off ear.
One red and white bullock, diamond near ribs,  like
diamond near rump,  like 7 near shoulder, notch
near ear.
One red steer, white back, BC or BO off shoulder and
ribs, two slits near ear.
One yellow steer calf,  illegible brand off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 26th January, 1866,
will  be sold to pay expenses.
. ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook, 30th1 December,  1865, by order  of  -Ross,  Esq.
Damages on entire £5.
One bay entire, QW near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, TP off shoulder, T over TT Hear
shoulder ,  off hind and fore feet deformed ,  blaze.face.
If not released on or before the 26th January, 1866,
wi ll  be sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
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QUARANTINE.
At the Government House, Brisbane, Wednesday, the 17th clay of
January, 186.6.
Present :-
HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL.
WHEREAS it has been certified by the Health Officer, duly appointed
in such behalf, that several cases of Typhus Fever exist on board the
Emigrant ship " Wandrahm," at present lying in the anchorage in
Moreton Bay : Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the  " Quarantine Act of  1863," Both order, and
it is hereby ordered, that the said Ship, the " Wa.ndrahm, " and all
Passengers thereby, be placed in Quarantine, and so continue until it shall
be certified by the Health Officer that there does not exist on board such
vessel, or among such Passengers, any infectious or ' contagious sickness,
and that the release of such Ship or Passengers from Quarantine Will not
endanger the public health.
And the Honorable the Colonial Secretary will give the necessary
directions herein accordingly.
A. W. MANNING,
Clerk of the Council.
By Authority : W. C. Bi Lin LDUr: Goveruunent  Yminlen' William Street,  Btirbane
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
W
HERI+'AS by my Proclamation, dated the
10th day of November,  1865,  a certain
district was, in terms of the Act of the Queensland
Parliament, 28 Victoria, No. 23, constituted a
Province by the name of the Province of Spring-
sure ; and whereas by the said recited Act it is
enacted that the Council of each Province there-
under constituted shall consist of not less than
three, nor more than nine members, who may from
time to time be nominated by .the Governor, by
Proclamation in the  Government Gazette :  Now,
therefore, I, the Governor aforesaid, do by this my
Proclamation nominate the following persons to
be Members of the Council of the said Province of
Spt'ingsure, that is to say :-
ARcIfIBALD BEARDMORE BUCHANAN, Esquire
PETER MACINTOSH, Esquire
Jassy GREGSON, Esquire
GEORGE IN 1COL LzviNG, Esquire
C[IIRLES FOYDELL DUTTON, Esquire.
Given under n,iy Rand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord One
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, and
in the twenty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. \Vr. HERBERT.
Gon SAVE T11 E, QUEEN !
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
ROBERT GRAY, Esquire,
to be an Officer of the 4th Class of the Civil Service
in the Colonial Secretary's Office, such appointment
to take effect from the 1st January instant.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1866.
IJIS Excellency the Governor, with  the adviceof th  Executiv Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
FREDERICK  MARGETTS,  Esquire,
to be the Medical Officer for the Police District of
Warwick, in the room of Dr. Aldred,  deceased.
By His Excellency' s Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  18th January, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
HENRY MAJORIBANKs CHESTER, Esquire,
to be Commissioner of Crown Lands for the Warrego
District ,  in the room of Mr. Barron ,  resigned. Such
appointment to take effect from the 1st instant.
By His Exce llency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1.7t1.I January, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE UNDER THE
" TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
I TIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the Trustees of the Land on Wickham
Terrace, granted for the purposes of the Episco-
palian Church, have, in terms of the Act 28 Vic-
toria, No. 22, made application to the Governor in
Council for leave to Mortgage the said Land, in
order to obtain funds for the erection of additional
buildings thereon.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought must
lodge the same with the Colonial Secretary, by
letter, within the period of three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G.  W. HERBERT.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 18th January, 1866.
PUBLIC HOLIDAYS.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
direct that the several days named hereunder shall
be observed as Public Holidays, and that on no
others will the Government Offices be permitted to
be closed, unless  by special notification:-
New  Year's  ,
17th arch-St .  Patrick's Day
23rd April-St. George's Day
Good Friday and following day
Easter  M onday
Whit Monday
24th May - Her Majesty 's Birthday
9th November - Prince of Wales'. Birthday
30th November-St. Andrew's Day
10th December - Separation Day
Christmas Day and following day.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
R.  G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  19th December, 1865.
HEREAS it is very important that the
Annual Statistical Register of Queensland
should be laid before the Colonial Parliament at its
meeting in the month of April in each year, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, directs it to be notified to all
Heads of Departments, Officers of the Police
Force, and other Civil Servants of Government,
that the Returns required from them by the
Registrar-General, for the purpose of enabling hint
to compile the Statistics, must be forwarded to the
Registrar-General's Office, correctly and fully filled
up with the necessary information, on or before the
1st day of February in each year.
The Registrar-General has been directed to
report to the Government the names of all officers
who may fail to comply with this notification, and
in accordance with the 256th Article of the Queen's
Colonial Regulations, the payment of the salary of
every such officer shall be suspended, until he shall
have forwarded the returns required from him, or
shall have shown sufficient grounds for his delay,
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. I-IERBERT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1865.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE UNDER "  THE
" TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the Land granted to
the North Brisbane School of Arts have, in terms
of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made application to
the Governor in Council f'or leave to Mortgage the
said Land, in order to obtain funds for the erection
of the necessary buildings thereon.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought, must
lodge the same with the Colonial Secretary, by
letter, within the period of three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th December, 1865.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTION S.
fl IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased to
direct the publication of the following Petition,
purporting to be signed by one hundred and two
ratepayers of the Municipality of Toowooinba,
urging the subdivision of such Municipality into
Wards, in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 21..
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that unless, within the period of one month from
present date, a counter petition signed by a larger
number of ratepayers is received by the Colonial
Secretary, the prayer of such original Petition will
be granted.
By  1-1is Excellency's Coniniand,
H. C-. W. HERBERT.
[The Petition and Signatures will be found in the
Gove'n'mc'st Gazette  of the 30th December, 1815,
.No. 139.]
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
TOWNS VILLE PETITION.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1865.
IN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by 195 householders, owners and occupiers
of land in the town of Townsville, Cleveland Bay,
praying for the erection of that locality into a
Municipality.
By His  Excellency 's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
The Petitioners state that the increasing import-
ance of this town, in point of commerce and trade,
renders them anxious to secure the benefits of
Municipal Government, and they therefore pray
that Townsville may be declared a Municipality.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 11th November,
1865, No. 123.1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th December, 1865.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that application has been made by the
Mayor and Municipal Council of Maryborough,
for the subdivision of the Municipality of Mary-
borough into Wards.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that unless a counter application shall be received
by the Colonial Secretary within one month from
present date, the application now lodged will be
complied with.
Subjoined is a definition of the boundaries of the
several wards. proposed by resolution of the Munici-
pal Council of Maryborough.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
I
COPY OF MOTION PASSED BY TAE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
OF MARYBOROUGII, AT. THEIR SITTING, NovEMBER
17, 1865.
Moved by the Mayor-" That the present Municipality
of Mai yborougli be divided into wards, in, the following
manner:-
1st. All that portion of the present Municipality in-
cluded in the river bend from the junction of Rich-
inond street with the river at the wharf reserve, to the
junction of Richmond street with the river on the
opposite side at South street ; the south-east side of
Richmond street to be within the boundary of said
ward, and to be named South Ward.
2nd. All that portion of the present Municipality,
starting from the intersection of Kent and Richmond
streets, continuing the latter street to its junction with
the wharf reserve and river, taking the river all round
as the east and northern boundary, to the junction of  -
Kent street line at Copenhagen Bend, thence along
said street to the starting point of its intersection with
Richmond street ; the north-east side of* Kent street
to be within the boundary of said ward, and to be
named East Ward. .
" 3rd. All that portion of the present Municipality
starting from the intersection of Kent and Richmond
streets, continuing the latter street to its intersection
with the river at South street, thence round the river
to the Municipal boundary at Copenhagen Bend, join-
ing the main line of road, thence along said main line
to its junction with Kent street, continuing Kent
street to the starting point at its intersection with
Richmond street; the south-west side of Kent street
to be within the boundary of said ward, and to be
named West Ward."
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1866.
RETURN of all applications for Timber Licensesmade to the Bench of Magistrates at Clermont,
from the 1st day of July to the 31st day of
December, 1865, both inclusive.
Applicant' s name. Description ofLicense.
Amount
Whether of fee
granted or  received
refused. -in each
case.
Edward Lefevre Hardwood... Granted  1
William Bilton ... ditto ditto  1
Johann Henning . , . ditto ditto  1
John Petersen ... ... ditto ditto 1
James Gardner ... ditto ditto  1
Benjamin Smith ,.. ditto ditto  1
Robert Cane ,.. ... ditto ditto  1
William Taylor ... ditto ditto  1
Richard Moss .., ... ditto ditto  1
James  Kennedy ... ditto ditto  1
George Peters ... ditto ditto  1
John Spencer ... ditto ditto  1
Dan. Donovan.., ... ditto ditto  1
James Adams , . , ... ditto ditto  1
Carson More  ... ... ditto ditto  1
Robert Hers ... ... ditto ditto  1
James Taylor ... ditto ditto  1
John Marsden... ... ditto ditto  1
Lawrence Peterson ... ditto ditto  1
Joseph Meaden ditto ditto  1
Herman Michaelis ditto ditto  1
Sam. Drury ... .,. ditto ditto  1
George Gilbert... ... ditto ditto 1
Thomas Brown ditto ditto 1
Charles Landry ditto ditto 1
Isaac  Oliver ditto ditto 1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1866.RETURN of all applications for Timber Lic nses,made to the Bench of Magistrates at Gayndah,
from the 1st day of July to the 31st day of
December, 1865, both inclusive.
IDescription WhetherApplicant's name. of License , granted orrefused.
John Cloak .., ,,, Hardwood Granted.,.
Koli ditto ditto
Henry Fleiner ditto ditto
John Mitchell ditto ditto
John Schilling ditto ditto
Stephen Kerby  ...  ditto ditto
Frank Lee ditto ditto
Jacob Miller ... ... ditto ditto
Amount
of fee
received
in each
case.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1866.PETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,made to the Bench of Magistrates at
Tarooln from the 1st day of July to the 31st
day of December, 1865, both inclusive.
Applicant' s name.
Amount
Whether of fee
Description of granted or received
License. refused, in each
case.
By His Excellency's Command, James Hill ... .. General ... Granted 2
John Flinn ... .., ditto ditto 2R. G. W. HERBERT. George Clinton . .. Hardwood... ditto 1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1866.
RETURN of all applications for Timber Licensea,
made to the Bench of Magistrates at Roma,
from the 1st day of October to the 31st day of
December, 1865, both inclusive.
Applicant 's name.
Amount
Whether of feeDescription of (granted or receivedLicense.
refused, in each
case.
William Bateman General ,., Granted 2
Thomas Williams ditto  ditto 2
John Atkins ... ditto  ditto 2
Timothy Holland ditto ditto  2
Edward Rees ... Hardwood... ditto  1
Edward Massarath Employer's  ditto  2
Edward Massarath ditto ditto  2
Thomas Byrne.,. Hardwood.. , ditto  1
John Crouch ... ditto ditto  1
Henry Kreibl.e General ... ditto  2
Thomas Webb... ditto ditto  2
James Waters ... Employer's ditto  2
James Waters ... ditto ditto  2
Thomas Brennan Hardwood... ditto  1
David Stewart... ditto ditto  1
Matthew McCabe ditto ditto 1
Thomas Perr General  ditto 2y...
Thomas  Wilson' ditto ditto 2
Arthur Forbes ditto ditto 2...John Ellenworth ditto ditto 2
James Sutton ... Hardwood... ditto 1
By His Excellency' s Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
By His Excellency' s Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 19th January; 1866.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
GENERAL HOSPITAL, BRISBANE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilTwelve o'clock, on SATURDAY, the 27th
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
Completion of the works at the General Hospital,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for General
Hospital,, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and farther particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum, signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible  persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the
penal  suln of £1000 for securing such perform-
ance, otherwise the Tender will not be taaen into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily
be accepted.
A. AIACALISTER.
so
Department of` Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH AND P09 P OFFICES, DALBY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilj1 Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 3rd
March next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Telegraph and Post Offices, at Dalby.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Telegraph4
and Post Offices, Dcclby."
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be
seen, and further particulars _ obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane, or at the
Court House, Dalby.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum, signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and
deliver at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor
in Brisbane, or at the Court House, Dalby, within
seven days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal sum
of £400 for securing such performance, otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 17th January, 1866.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BATAVIA.
OR SINGAPORE,  VIA  TORRES' STRAITS.
THE
Queensland Government having in con-
templation the establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  vii  Torres' Straits and Singapore, sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until MON-
DAY, the 25th June, 1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly, for a period of three
or five years, from and to Brisbane and Batavia,
calling at Port Denison and Cape Yorl...
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore and Sydney ; and separate
offers will be received for Monthly Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York, and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of Ist and 2nd class, the tonnage, horse-
power, and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether propelled by screw or paddies ; also
to state the time at which the service can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the -Ala] Is  free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland) Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
The Contractor and two sureties (whose signa-
tures must be attached to the Tender) will be
required to enter into a bond for the due perform-
ance of the Contract.
. Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or by applying to Messrs..) ulyan
and Sergeaunt, Crown Agents, 6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
Tenders to be addressed to the .Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer, Brisbane, and marked  " Tender
zfor the Conveyance of Mails via' lol°res' Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 18th January, 1866.
THE following Proclamation, received from
the Government of New  Zealand , is published
for general information.
JOSHUA  P. BELL.
PROCLAMATION
By His Honor SAMUEL BEALEY, Esquire, Superin-
tendent of the Province of Canterbury, declaring
certain districts to be infected under  The
Diseased Cattle Act,  1861.
WIIFIZEAs by  The Diseased Cattle Act,  1861, it was
provided that the Governor in Council might by warrant
.under his hand from time to time delegate to the
Superintendent of any Province, within the said Colony,
all or any of the powers vested in the Governor, or
Governor in Council, by the said Act, subject to such
regulations as he might think fit, and might from time to
time rescind such delegation.
And whereas the said Governor bath, with the advice
and consent of the Executive Council of New Zealand,
delegated to SAMUEL BE.4LEv, Esquire, so long as he
shall hold the office of Superintendent of the Province
of Canterbury, the several powers vested in the said
Governor, by the second, fourth, fifth, seventh, ninth,
and tenth sections of the said Act. Subject to being
rescinded as in the said Act provided, and subject to the
regulations issued by the Governor, on the Eighteenth
day of September; One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-five ; and to any other regulations to be from time
to time duly made.
Now, therefore, I, the said SAMUEL BExLEY, by
virtue of such powers in me vested, do hereby proclaim
and declare that after the date hereof, the several
Colonies of Australia (that is to say), the Colony of
Victoria, of New South Wales, of Queensland, of South
Australia, and Western Australia, as well as the Colony
of Tasmania, and the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope,
and the Islands of Great Britain and Ireland, shall be
deemed to be infected districts within the meaning of
the said Act And I do further proclaim and declare
the following regulations for prohibiting the importation
of cattle into the Colony of New Zealand, from such
districts, and for the landing or driving of such cattle,
destroying of diseased cattle, imported, landed, or driven
contrary to these regulations.
I. If any person shall import any cattle from either
or an; of the said infected districts into the
Colony of New Zealand, unless upon quarantine
ground, and after having obtained from an
Inspector of Cattle a quarantine certificate, he
shall be liable to a penalty of fifty pounds for
every head of cattle so imported into the Colony
of New Zealand.
IT. If any person shall land or cause to be landed, or
assist in landing any cattle coming from either of
the said infected districts in or upon any part of
the Colony of New Zealand, unless upon a
quarantine ground, and after having obtained a
quarantine certificate, he shall be liable to a
penalty of fifty pounds for every head of cattle so
Ian clod.
III. It shall be lawful for, and the duty of any
Inspector of Cattle, or police constable, to
destroy, or cause to be destroyed, any cattle
which shall be imported or landed contrary to
these regulations.
IV. If any person shall wilfully impede or obstruct
any inspector of Cattle, or any police constable
acting under the authority of these regulations,
every person so o`l'ending shall, and may be
seized and detained by such person so acting as
aforesaid, or any person or persons he may call
to his assistance, until such offender or offenders
can be taken before two Justices of the Peace, and
shall be liable to a penalty of  fifty pounds.
Given under my hand, at Christchurch, and issued
under the Public Seal of the Province, this Twenty-
seventh day of November, One thousand eight
hundred and sixty-five.
S. BE ALEY,
Superintendent.
By His Honor's command,
Enw. JOLLIE,
Provincial Secretary.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct, in accordance with the provisions of Act
29 Victoria, No. 18, that the undermentioned
Offices shall be open on and after the 1st January,
1866, for the
Receipt of Proposals for the Insurance of Lives
under Government guarantee ; and for the
Purchase of small Government Annuities or
Monthly Allowances,-viz.:
BRISBANE,
IPSWICH,
MARYBOROUGH,
R OCKHAMPTON,
Toowoo IBA.
At any of the Offices named, Life Insurances and
Annuities may be purchased from the Government
by persons between the ages of 16 and 60,-either
by one immediate payment or by annual, quarterly,
or monthly payments, as may be convenient to the
purchaser.
Additional Offices will be opened as required.
All information, and the necessary forms of Pro-
posal, &c., can be obtained on application at any of
the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd November, 1865.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE OF1866-7.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
4I`EPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, andL will be received until the 29th January next,
for the conveyance of Post Office Mails, as under-
mentioned, for nine months, or one year and nine
months, from the 1st April, 1806, to the 31st
December, 1866 or 1867, both days inclusive.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously
on application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, pre-paid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words  "Tender
for the Conveyance of ltlails,"  together with the
number of the service, endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the tender box at the General Post Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender, and every tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are :required for
each service, as well as for the periods mentioned,
namely, nine months or one year and nine months.
Every tender must bear the  bona fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons wil-
ling to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 12th February next,
and must then be prepared, if called on, forthwith
to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum equal to
ten per cent. of the amount of such of their tenders
as may be accepted, as a guarantee until their
bonds and contracts shall be executed.
The tender of any person failing to comply with
this condition will not be entertained.
The general conditions referred to in. the printed
form of tender, and upon which the tender is to be
made, can be inspected by persons proposing to
tender, either at the General Post Office, or atanyPost Office in the Colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender. R. G. W. HERBERT.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
53. From and to the Valley of Lagoons (Burdekin),
and Carpentaria Downs (J. G. McDonald)
Once a fortnight,  via  Collins'.
61. From and to Richmond Downs and Burketown,
Albert River Settlement, Gulf of Carpentaria :
Once a month.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
AMENDED REGULATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT
SAVINGS BANKS.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the following alterations
and additions to the Savings Bank Regulations,
dated 16th November, 1864, made- under the
authority of the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria,
No. 2, entitled  " An Act to grant additional facili-
ties for depositing small savings at interest with the
security of the Government for due repayment
thereof;" viz.:---
1. The following words to be omitted from clause 5 of
the said regulations, viz., " the depositor shall sign his
name in a place to be provided for his signature in the
depositor's book," it being considered advisable that
depositors shall not in future be required to sign their
names in Savings Bank pass-books.
The following are to stand as additional regula-
tions :-
1. Persons desirous of lodging money in the Govern-
ment Savings Banks, and who, by reason of residing at
too great a distance from the nearest Branch Office, are
precluded from depositing in the manner prescribed by
clause 3 of the regulations, may remit their deposit by
post direct to the Treasury. The Government will,
however, undertake no responsibility under this clause,
in the event of the remittance miscarrying.
2. In order to meet the convenience of persons resid-
ing at a distance from Brisbane, and to save a long
course of post, depositors so circumstanced may, in
future, make application to withdraw the whole or any
portion of their deposits by electric telegraph message,
at the reduced uniform charge of one shilling. The
depositor will be required to sign the umal withdrawal
notice in the presence of a Savings Bank Officer, by whom
the message will be forwarded to the Treasury ; but no
officer is to forward such message unless the depositor is
personally known to him, or unless he produces satis-
factory evidence that he is the person entitled to the
withdrawal.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
ARAN CH i. S of the above Bank are now open
at Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
LAND SALE  AT MARTIN' S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON WEDNESDAY ,  31ST DAY OF JANUARY ,  1866.
I
T  is hereby notified for general information,
that all the portions in the Parish of Bulimba,
County of Stanley ,  from portion 204 to 250
inclusive ,  being lots from 4 to 50 ,  to be offered for
sale on the above date, will be distinguished by the
affix of the letter A.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane , 17th' January, 1866,
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1866.
FIRST NOTICE.-NEW ROAD.
J jIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open and make a portion of Road from Frenchman's Creek towards the township of Herbert,
Broadmount : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference showing the intended line of
Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office,
Rockhampton ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit in writing to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well grounded objections which may exist to the
formation  of the  road in question.
Reputed Owner.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ALTERATION IN PROPOSED ROAD FROM TRENCIIMAN'S CREEK TOWARDS TOWNSHIP OF
HERBERT, BROADMOUNT, PARISH OF ARCHER, COUNTY OF LIviNGSTONE.
Portion of Road.
Allotment 13... T. II. Permien ..
1... Clarendon Stewart ...
1... Ditto ... ...
15... Sir C. Nicholson ...
15.. Ditto ... ...
19... Ditto ... ...
19... Ditto ...
22... I William Archer... ...
22... Ditto ... ...
25... Ditto ... ...
26... Ditto
26... Ditto ...
27... Sir C. Nicholson ...
29... Thomas Bolt ... ...
30... Ditto ... ...
30... Ditto ...
77... Occupation Road ...
78... William Lyle ... ...
78... Ditto ... ...
79... William J. Browne ...
79.. Ditto ... ...
80... Ditto
80... Robert England ...
81... Ditto ... ...
82... Albrecht Feez ... ...
83... Robert Bruce Ronald ...
8... Anthelme Thozet
S... Ditto ...
5... J. Browne ...
5... Ditto
4... Robert Little
Reputed
Owner.
chs. lks.
3 0 One
20 0
5 50
6 80 None
8 0
20 15
2 40
14 20
8 60 One
21 50
16 63
10 82
16 65 None
5 0
20 0
9 50
10 0
20 0
15 0
5 0
10 30
15 40
10 25
5 0
9 30
10 0
9 28
7 0
16 20
16 20
16 20
11
11
1111
11
11
11
0132
3 0 0
0 3 12
1 0 31 0 32
3 0 3
0117
2 0 21
1 1 6 Leasehold
3 0 36 Ditto
2 1 39 Ditto
1 2 19 Ditto
1 2 26
0 2 0
2 0 01
0 3  321
10 0I
2 0 011,
1 2 0!0 2  0`
1 0 5
12 6
0 3  p1 1 23
1 2 1
1122
1 0 8
)Fenced.
on
2 1 29 south side.
2 1 29
2 1 291
1
Breadth Area. Remarks.
of Road.
150
150
150
350
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
150
150
150
1.50
150
150
150
150
150
Department  of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1866.
I U °
Lengths Enclo-Occupier. Bearings. in
sures.Chains.
Unoccupied ...
Anthelme Thozet...
Ditto ...
Unoccupied ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
J. Robertson
Ditto
Hewitt ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Unoccupied
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
E. 1° 30' N.
E. 1° 30' N.
E.  280  45' N.
E. 2'8° 45' N.
E.4° 15' S.
E.4°15'S.
E.  40  15' S.
E.  200 45' S.
E. 20° 45' S.
E.  430 10' S.S.250 30'  E.
S.220 E.
S. 39° 45' E.
S. 40°  50'E.
S. 400 60'E.
S. 40°  50'E.
E. 37° 55' S.
E. 37° 55' S.
E.43° S.
B.43° S.
Ditto .. E. 30° S.
(One chain wide)... E. 41° 20'S.
Unoccupied ... E. 30° S.
Ditto ... E. 32°  45'8.
Ditto ... E. 32° 45' S.
Ditto ... E. 30  S.
Ditto ... E. 23°  30'S.
Robert England ... S. 41°  30'E.
Ditto  ...  S. 41° 30' E.
Unoccupied ... S. 41°  30'E.
Ditto ... S. 41°  30'E.
FIRST NOTICE-NEW ROAD.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open and make a portion of Road from Marlborough towards Apis Creek : Notice is hereby,
given, that in conformity with the provisions- of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Marlborough ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the road
in question.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM JUNCTION OF TURNER AND GEORGE STREETS, TO MARLBOROUGH CREEK,
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC CARRIAGE ROAD  ;  TowEsnIP OF MARLBOROUGH  ;  COUNTY OF LEIBEG ;
UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
Portion of Road.
Section 44 ... ..
11
11
51 ... ..
51 ... ...
Section 44A
Character
of Bearings.
Land
Tucker, Stuart, Openplain N. 59° E....
and Tucker
William Sandy Openplain N. 59° E....
Chapple ' .
Lengths
in
Chains.
BreadthEnclo- Culti- of Area.
surer. vation. Road.
N.side S. siSil
` 490 1585 None ..: None ...
695 I`690 None None
705 None .. . None ...
275 None ... iNone ...
... None ... None ...
JohnRobottom Openplain S. 66° 45' E. 890
Tucker, Stuart, Openplain S. 660  45' E. 375
and Tucker
- Marsden ... Openplain N. 590  E.... 30
Remarks.
lks. A. a. P.1
100 0 2 9 1 Part of allotments 1,
2, 3, 5, and 6.
100 & 200 0 3 14 Part of allotment
No. 1.
200 1 2 20. Part of allotment
No. `'2.
200 0 2 17 Portion of Reserve
forcampingground.
0 0 0.4 Part of S.E. corner
of allotment No.A
84
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 29th N ovember,  1.865.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into theTreasury, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th Clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said  clause , which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee  .or Lessee .  Name of Run.
D. Mackenzie, J. Lowe, and J. Headrick ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto . .
John Headrick and Edward Pike Livermore
Ditto ... ... ...
Robert Caldwell  ...
The Corporation of the Bank of Queensland
Alexander Fvfe
Robert Caldwell ... ... ... ...
Crawford Maine ...
The Corporation of` the Bank of Queensland
Alexander Fvfe
Stewart  Murray ...
Ditto ...
Alexander Fvfe ...
Ditto ...
Robert Caldwell ... ...
I). Mackenzie, J. Lowe, and J. Headrick ...
P. F. McDonald ... ...
Robert Towns and Alexander Stuart .,.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
William Brahe ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto .. ... ...
James Landsborough and Robert Laidlaw
Patterson
Trust and Agency Company of Australasia
Woodlands ...
Bloomfield ...
Coorah ...
Wilpeena ...
Balpannah ...
Botherambo ...
Ternallurn ...
Barwon Park...
Girrah... ...
Little Cote ...
Rongaring ...
Caithness ...
Kynebil
Yan Yan Gurt
Duneed
Ballingeleroche
South Rongaring
Carnangarra ...
Lurline ...
Buckenbun ,..
Jellinbah ...
Yarrabee ...
Binjegaug ...
Corio ... ...
Comet Vale ...
R.heudannan ...
Wintha Wintha
Staywood ...
Rudolph
(limited)
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Robert Towns
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Julius Curr ...
Ditto
John Fraser
T-Iavillah
Leichhardt
Oregon ... ...
Texas ..
Bosworth
Gilgunyah
Merri Merriwa
Westerton ...
Robert Russell and Edmund Bignell Dilallah West
Ditto ... ... Dilallah Retro
Theodore Harden . . ... ... ...  Buccleugh ...
The Earl of Macclesfield ... Camberwell .
Ditto ... ... Dulwich North
The Honorable John E ll is  ... ... ...  Dulwich South ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...  Forest  Hill ... ...
Ditto .. cresswell Crays
William T. Berkelman and William F. Listowel Downs No. 5.
Lambert
Alexander Moore and J. Reid ... Mooresland ...
Ditto ... ... ... Miall Downs ...
Ditto ...  ... ... ... ...  Prairie ...
James Thomson ... • . Berriedale
Charles H. H. Parsons ... Lauriston
James Thoinson ... Pingara ..-
The Honorable John El li s and Evelyn Ellis Malvern Hills
Ditto ... ... ... ...  Perhore
Ditto ... Malvern ...
Charles  H.  H. Parsons ... ... Maindample ..
James  Thomson ... ... Terrick  Terrick
John D. McLean and Wm. Beit Longreach
Ditto ... . Montes
The Honorable John C Ellis ... Hossington ...
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.TH EAsubscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillingsper quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight.lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 28th September. 1865,
District.
Area in
square Amount.
Miles.
j £ s.
Leichhardt ...  80 24 0
Ditto ... 33 9 18
... ... Ditto ... ... 27 8 2
... ... Ditto ... ... 30 9 0
... ... Ditto ...  34 10 4
... ... Ditto... ... 25  7 10
Ditto ...  25 7 10
... ... Ditto ... ...  25 7 10
... ... Ditto ... ...  30 9 a
... Ditto ... ...  28 8 8
... .. Ditto ... ...  25 7 10
... Ditto ... ... 4 1 4
... ... Ditto... ...  39 11 14
... ... Ditto...  35 10 10
... ... Ditto...  38 11 8
... Ditto... ...  62 1S 12
... ... Ditto... ... 28 8 8
... ... Ditto... ... 80 24 0
Ditto 25 7 10... ... ...... Ditto... 25 7 10
... ... Ditto... ... 25 7 10
... Ditto... 25 7 10
... .... Ditto ... ...  25 7 10
Ditto .  36 10 16
... ... Ditto... ...  35 10 10
... ... Ditto... 25 7 10
... Ditto ...  25 7 10
... ... South Kennedy  42 12 12
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 100 30 0
Ditto... 100 30 0
North Kennedy 87 26 2
Ditto ... ... 90 27 0
Ditto... ... 54 16 4
Ditto ... ... 41 12 6
Ditto... ... 44 13 4
Warrego 44 13 4
Ditto... ... 25 7 10
Ditto ... ... 25. 7 10
Mitchell ... 50 15 0
Ditto .., ... 93 27 18,Ditto-  ... 39 11 14
Ditto,.. ... 39 11 14
Ditto ... ... 80 24 0
Ditto.... ... 127 38 2
Ditto... ... 55 16 10
,,. Ditto...  48  14 8
... Ditto ...  48 14 8
Ditto...  45 13 10...
... Ditto-  100 30 0
... Ditto...  62 18 12
Ditto ...  37 11 2
Ditto...  73 21 18
... Ditto ..  100 30 0
... Ditto ...  96  28 16
... Ditto...  100  30 0
... Ditto ...  100 30 0
Ditto... 47 14 2Ditto- 50  15 0
... Ditto... 50  15 0
Police Department,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1866.
pHE undermentioned Horses now in the  posses-
sion of the Police at St. George, will be. sold
by Auction, on the 1st of May next, unless pre-
viously claimed.
1. Bay horse, branded over H near shoulder,
HR conjoined near rump, heart over HB
sideways conjoined off shoulder,  era off rump.
2. Bay colt, branded P over WP over H K con-
joined near  shoulder.
3. Bay colt, branded like a key near shoulder.
T. H. BARRON,
pro  Commissioner.
8Surveyor-General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  11th January, 1866.
PRE-EMPTIVE PURCHASES APPROVED.
I
T is hereby notified , that His E xcellency the Governor ,  with the advice  of the  Executive Council, has
been pleased to approve of the persons mentioned in the annexed  li st being allowed to purchase,
under their Pre-emptive  Right,  the portions of land specified against their names.
2. Unless the required payments be made into the Colonial  Treasury,  Brisbane ,  within three
months from this date, a  fine of ten per cent .  will be added for every three months or part of three
months that the payment is delayed in compliance with the notice of the  7th October, 1858.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
Applicants, Name of Rtln.
Thos., J. P., and J. A. Bell ,..
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Area. Price. Survey, Deed Fee.
Acres.  £ £ s. d. £ s. d.
Jimbour No. 2 ... ... 627 627 .. , 1 10 0
ditto 3 . , . ... 627 627 , . , 1 10 0
ditto 20  ... ... 627 627 , .. 1 10 0
ditto 21 627 627 ... 1 10 0
ditto 22 ...  ... 627 627 .. 1 10 0
ditto  23 ... 627 627  1 10 0
ditto 24  ... 627 627 . , . 1 10 0
ditto 25 ,,. ... 627 627 ,,. 1 10 0
ditto 26 1,255 1,255 ... 3 0 0
ditto  27 627 627  ... 1 10 0
ditto 28 ... ... 627 627 , .. 1 10 0
ditto 29 .. 980 980 ... 3 0 0
ditto 30 ,.. ... 470 470 ... 1 10 0
ditto 31 ... 314 314 6 4 0 1 10 0
ditto 32 ... , , , 627 627 ... 1 10 0
ditto 43 ... 160 160 6 4 0 1 5 0
,., ditto 45 .., . ,.. 160 160 6 4 0 1 5 0
... ditto 48 ,., 1,286 1,286 ... 3 0 0
ditto 49 627 627 ... 1 10 0
.. ditto 50 ... .. , 627 627 , . , 1 10 0
ditto , 51 ... 604 604 ,., 1 10 0
ditto 52 ... 590 590 . . , 1 10 0
, . , ditto 53 627 627  ...  1 10 0
ditto 54 , .. ... 627 627 ... 1 10 0
... ditto 55  ...  627 627 ... 1 10 0
ditto 56  ,,. ,.. 512 512 ... 1 10 0
.,, ditto 57 ... 910 910 3 0 0
ditto 58 ,., 312 312 6 4 0 1 10 0
... ditto 59  ...  164 164 6 4 0 1 5 0
... ditto 60 ,.. 314 314 6 4 0 1 10 0
.,, ditto 61 .., .,. 1,147 1,147 ... 3 0 0
ditto 62 .., ,., 470 470 ... 1.10 0
... ditto 63 ,.. .,, 627 627 ... 1 10 0
ditto 64 .,. .,. 1,725 1,725 ... 3 0 0
ditto 65 ...  ...  206 206 6 4 0 1 5 0
ditto 66 ... ... 1,176 1,176 ... 3 0 0
,., ditto 67 ... 314 314 6 4 0 1 10 0
. , , ditto 68 314 314 6 4 0 1 10 0
,,, ditto 69 ,.. .,. 852 852 ,.. 3 0 0
,,, ditto 70 ... ... 773 773 ... 3 0 0
ditto 71 . , .  ...  760 760 3 0 0
ditto 72 . ,.. 977 977 3 0 0
ditto  73 ... 3,172  3,172 ,., 3 0 0
ditto 74 ,.. ... 614 614 1 10 0
ditto  75 ... ... 417 417  ... 1 10 0
ditto 76 1,932 1,932 . , , 3 0 0
,,, ditto 77 ,,, ,.. 627 627 ,., 1 10 0
,,, ditto 78 ,., ... 1,270 1,270 ... 3 0 0
ditto 79 .., 1,270 1,270 ... 3 0 0
, . , ditto 80 . , . ... 1,270 1,270 .. , 3 0 0
ditto 81 ... 1,073 1,073 ... 3 0 0
,., ditto 82 .., 614 614 ... 1 10 0
ditto 83 ...  ...  726 726 ...  3'  0 0
ditto 84 , . , ... 681 681 ... 3 0 0
, . , ditto 85 ... 797 797  ...  3 0 0
ditto 86  ...  407 407 . ... 1 10 0
... ditto  44 .,. ... 725  725 .... 3 0 0
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
PORT CURTIS.
NTIL the 5th Order Dioptric Light is erected
IIJJ on Gatcombe Head, a temporary Catoptric
Light will, on and after this date be exhibited
between sunset and sunrise at an elevation of about
fifty feet above the sea, from that part of the head-
land which lies directly opposite the Oyster Rock.
Vessels entering Port Curtis at night, by the
North Channel, should bring this light to bear about
S.W. by W. $W., being- careful to keep it well
open of, and to avoid the rocks which extend out
from, Settlement Point.
By Order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office,
Brisbane , 15th January, 1866.
.NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORETON BAY.
0
N and after ' the 1st January, the following
additional Tidal Signals will be exhibited at
night from the Lightship at the Bar :--
On par . IX. Cutting,
Red Light with green under ,.. 6 feet 12 feet
Two white lights vertically ... 7 „ 13 „
From the above date the West Beacon light will
be exhibited from the Iron Lighthouse, placed
about half a cable to the southward of the old West
Beacon.
By order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, 30th December, 1865.
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Registrar -General's Office,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1866.
N
OTICF.- Tn accordance with Section 6 of the  Marriage d.ct  (28 Victoria , No. 15),  it is hereby
notified that the undermentioned Ministers of Religion have been and are, registered at this Office
as Ministers of Re ligion for the celebration of Marriages in the Colony of Queensland for the current year.
Name.
I Registry District. Residence,
Anger, Charles Augustus ...
Bailey, Philip Richard S.
Beaizley, Theophilus ,..
Black, James , B.A. ... ,.,
Bliss,  John ,.. .,, ,..
Brun, Henry .. , ... ...
Buckle, Joseph... . ... ...
Caldwell, Alexander .,, ...
Cani, John
Clayton, `Charles James ,•.
Colley, William...
Danvers, George Giberno ,..
Devitt, Mathew Charles ,..
Dixon, Benjamin
Draper, William
Dunne, Robert ...
Duning, William Henry
Fletcher, Joseph Homer ...
Glennie, Very Rev. Benjamin, B.A.
Godson, William Theophilus
Golden, Patrick... .,. ,.,
Graham George
Griffith, Edward
Griffith, Eliezer... ..
Grosvenor, Frederick John, B.A.
Hamilton ,  Thomas ,..
Harte, William Thomas
Hartley ,  Robert
Hausmann ,  John Godfried
Hyde, Augustus Louis...
Hinton , Josiah Taylor...
Hoare, John  William  Deane ...
Hodebourg ,  Fulgentius
Homan ,  Philip ... , . , .. ,
Jones,  Thomas...  ...
Kelly, Samuel
Kingsford ,  Thomas
Kingsford ,  John ..,
Larkin,  William John..,
Love, James
McGavin .,  Matthew , . .
McGinty, William
Macintyre , Adam, A.M.
Madgwick ,  Edward D.
Matthews, Jaynes ... ...
Miller, Richard...
Moberly, Edward George .•. ...
Moffatt, James Robert...
Morton, Robert ...
Moseley, John .. ... ...
Mossop, Daniel... .
Mowbray, Very Rev. Thomas, A.M.
Murlay, Charles
Nelson, William Lainbie, L.L.D.
Niquet, John Peter ... ... , . .
Ogg, Charles ... ... ... ...
Olden, Charles ...
Piddington, William Jones Killick , . ,
Poole, Henry John
Power, Pierce J. ...
Quinn, Right Revd. James, D.D.
Reid, James
Renehan, Michael Patrick . , . ...
Rumsey, Lacy H. ... ... ...
Savage, Samuel... ... ...Schirmoister, C. F. A. F. ... ...
Shaw, Bowyer Edward ...
Smith, Alexander C. ... ... ...
Thackeray, Richard , . .
Tissot, Paul ...
Tufuell, Edward Wyndham, D.D.
Wagner, Gottfried ... ... ...
Waraker, John Thomas ... .•.
Walker, Jabez  B. ... ... . , .
Wilson, John ...
Wilson, Samuel... ... ... ...
Wilson, Benjamin Gilmore,  B.M. ..
Wilson,  R. R. ... ... ... ...
Woodhouse , Henry .,.
Wright, William ...
Denomination.
Independent German Church
Church of England ..
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Church of England  ...
Church of England
Roman Catholic . ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Presbyterian ... ,.•
Roman Catholic ... ...
Church of England ...
Primitive Methodist  ...
Church of England
Roman Catholic ... ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Congregationalist ..
Roman Catholic ... ...
Church of England
Wesleyan Methodist
Archdeacon, Church of England
Baptist * ... ... ...
Roman Catholic ... ... ...
Presbyterian
Congregationalist
Congregationalist
Church of England
Baptist
Church of England
Primitive Methodist
Lutheran ... .
Lutheran . , . ...
Baptist .
Church of England
Roman Catholic...
Church of England
Church of England
Presbyterian ...
Presbyterian ..
Particular Baptist
Roman Catholic ...
Presbyterian , , .
Presbyterian ...
Roman Catholic...
Presbyterian
Wesleyan Methodist ... ,•.
Church of England ..
United Methodist Free Church
Church of England
Church of England
Baptist ... ..• ... . ...
Church of .England ...
Congregationalist
Moderator, Presbyterian
Roue an Catholic ... ... ...
Presbyterian ...
Lutheran ...
Presbyterian
Wesleyan Methodist
Wesleyan Methodist
Church of England ... ...
Roman Catholic ...
Bishop, Church of Rome
Presbyterian ... ...
Roman Catholic . . • . ...
Church of England ... ...
Congregationalist ... ...
Lutheran . .
Church of England
Presbyterian ...
Church of England ... ...
Roman Catholic ...Lord Bishop of Brisbane, Church
of England
Presbyterian
Congregationalist
Wesleyan Methodist
Presbyterian
Presbyterian
Baptist ... ...
Baptist . ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Church of England ...
Drayton ...
Taroom
Brisbane ...
Rockhampton
Brisbane ...
Ipswich
Brisbane ,..
Brisbane .. ,
Warwick ..,Drayton ...
Rockhampton
Warwick .,.
Dalby . ...
Rockhampton
Ipswich ...
Brisbane ...
Taroom ...
Ipswich ...
Warwick ..,
Wide Bay
Ipswich ...
Wide Bay
Brisbane ,.,
Kennedy ...
Kennedy  ...
Maryborough
Drayton ...
Rockhampton
Brisbane :..
Drayton ...
Rockhampton
Brisbane ,.,
Drayton ...
Gladstone.. .
Brisbane ...
Rockhampton
Warwick ...
Brisbane .. ,
Toowoomba
Brisbane ...
Brisbane ...
Kennedy ; . ,
Ipswich
Drayton ...
Brisbane  ...
Brisbane ..,Dalby . , .
Brisbane
Ipswich ..,
Ipswich
Brisbane
Brisbane ...
Rockhampton
Drayton ...
Drayton ...
Brisbane ...
Brisbane ,.,
Ipswich .,,
Wide Bay
Brisbane ...
Brisbane  ...
Kennedy .,.
Brisbane ,.,
Brisbane ...
Rockhampton
Brisbane ...
Brisbane ...
Rockhampton
Drayton ...
Wide Bay
Brisbane ...
Brisbane ...
Drayton ...
Warwick ...
Brisbane ...
Ipswich ...
Brisbane ...
Gayndah ...
Wide Bay
Rockhampton
Toowoomba
Taroom
Brisbane
Rockhampton
Brisbane
Ipswich
Brisbane
South Brisbane
Warwick
Drayton
Rockhampton
Warwick
Dalby
Rockhampton
Goodna
Brisbane
Taroo,n
Ipswich
Warwick
Maryborough
.Ipswich
Maryborough
B risb sue
Bowen
Bowen
Maryborough
Toowoomba
Rockhampton
Brisbane
Toowoomba
Rockhampton
South Brisbane
Toowoomba
Gladstone
Brisbane
Rockhampton
Warwick
Brisbane
Toowoomba
Brisbane
Brisbane
Bowen
Cressbrook
Toowoomba
Fortitude Valley
Brisbane
Dalby
Kangaroo Point
Ipswich
Ipswich
South Brisbane
Kangaroo Point
Rockhampton
Toowoomba
Toowoomba
Brisbane
Brisbane
Ipswich
Maryborough
Brisbane
Brisbane
Bowen
Brisbane
Brisbane
Rockhampton
German Station
Brisbane
Rockhampton
Darling Downs
Maryborough
Brisbane
German Station
Toowoomba
Warwick
South Brisbane
Ipswich
Brisbane
Gayndah
Maryborough
Rockhampton.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar -General.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1865..
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.
THE Licensees and Lessees of the under-
mentioned Runs are hereby required to pay
forthwith into the Treasury the amounts specified
in connection with their respective Runs, in accord-
ance with the provisions of the 49th clause of the
Act 27 Victoria, No. !7.
Attention is called to said clause which
declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government
Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such
defaulters shall be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
DISTRICT OF WAUREGO.
Licensee or Lessee.
A. F. Sullivan ...
AreaName ofRun. in Square
Niles.
£
H nieburn North 50 15
Pa oo ... ... 25 7
Humeburn .. 50 15
Boobara North... 50 15
Boobara 50 15
Hun:eburn South 50 15
Tilbooroo North 50 15
Boobara South... 50 15
Tilbooroo ... 50 15
Tilbooroo East... 50 15
Tilbooroo South 50 15
Amount.
S.
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
Ditto...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...Ditto_
Ditto,..
Ditto ...
Ditto...
Ditto ...Ditto...Ditto...
G. H. Cox and V. J.
Dowling
Ditto... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto . ...
A. F. Sullivan
G. H. Cox and V. J.
Dowling
A. F. Sullivan ...
Ditto. ... ...
J. Becker
Ditto...
Ditto .
J. W. Coilcss, B. C.
Hutchinson, and J.
Wallis
Ditto... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto... ... ...
Ditto ... .. .
Ditto... ... . ...
Ditto... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto...
J. de V. Lamb, R. K.Sams, and A. J. D.
Sams
G. If. Cox and V. J.
Dowling
Ditto
J. de V. Larnb, R.
Sams, and A. J. D.
Sams
Ditto
G. 11. Cox and V. J.
Dowling
J. de V. Lamb, R. K.
Sams, and A. J. D.
Sains
G. Pearson
J. do V. Lamb, R.  R.Sams, and A. J. D,
Sams
G. x Cos and V. J.
Dowling
Ditto ...
J. de V. Lamb, R. K.
Sams, and A. J. D.
SainsDitto...G. H.Cox and V. J.
Dowling
K. Russell and E.
Bignell
Ditto...
Ditto...
0
0
0
0
UpporEuloRight 50  1  15 0
Upper Eulo Left 36 10
LowerEuloRight 73 21
Lower Eulo Left 50 15
Koolyadhn ... 50 15
Koolialto ... 50 15
Koopa ...  ... 57 17
Koopa East ... 50 15
Koraggarak ... 50 15
Yungerah 50 15
Lake Collcss ... 75 22
Owthorpe No. 1 75 22
Owthorpe No. 2 75
Owthorpe No. 3 75
Owthorpe No. 4 75
Owthorpe No. 5 25
Owtlorpe No. 6 25
Owthorpe No. 7  75
Owthorpe No. 8 75
Owthorpe No. 9 75
Owtihorpe No. 10 25
uamby ... 50
22
22
22
7
7
22
22
2`>
7
15
Wiralla North 1 50 15
_Vlriralla ... 50 15
Norley ... ... 50 15
Entally  ...  ... 50WWW iralla South ... 50 1515
Huntworth ... 50 15
TlmringowaNortli 50 15
Lawrenny ...  50 15
Thuringowa ... 50 15
ThuringowaSouth 50 15
Cheshunt ... 50 15
Cheshunt South 50 15
Kooliatto North 50 15
Kargoolnah Ea. -t 50 1 15
Kaigoolnah  ...  100
Yarraiivale ... 1 50
30
15
16
18
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
PAYMENT FOB, SimtvEY OF  RuNs-oontinued.
Area
Licensee or Lessee. Name of Run. in Square Amount.
Miles.
£ s.
R. Russell  and E .  Buckenby North 50 15 0
Bignell
Ditto ... ... ... Buckeuhy  West 50 15 0
J. Smith ... Buckenby ...  50 15 0
H. Al. Fulton, and J. Jero ... ...  50 15 0
West, the Elder
Ditto ... . . . Dundoo West 25 7 10
No. 1.
Ditto ... ... ... Dundoo West 25 7 10
No. 2.
M. West, the Elder... Bundee No. 1 .., 25 7 10
Ditto.. ... Bundee No. 2 .,. 25 7 10
H. M. Fulton, and J. Bargoon ...  50 15 0
West, the Elder ...
M. West, the Elder'... Belyanna No. 1  25 7  10
Ditto... .,. ... Belyanna No. 2 25 7 10
DISTRICT OF MITCHELL.
J. C. Ellis ...  1 Portland Downs 75S. Ellis and E. Ellis... Pershore East ... 65 22 1019 10
Commissioner  for Railways Once,
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  30th December, 1865.
- TOTICE is  hereby given ,  under the 14th See-
l tion of  " Aaz A ct to make provision for the
" Constrcrctioit  by the  Government  of Railways and
"for the  Regulation  of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September ,  1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Map or Plan of a Line
of Railwa y  intended to be made from Toowoomba
to Allora, and also of the Book of Reference of the
several lands through  which  the said Railway is to
pass.
The Map or Plan ,  and Book of Reference, can
be seen at  this Office,  and all parties interested in
the lands to be  affected  by the said intended
Railway,  are hereby required to transmit to me, at
this  Office,  in writing ,  within one month from this
date any well -grounded objection which may exist
to the adoption of the said Line of Railway, or
any part thereof ,  or of any works proposed in con-
nection therewith.
A- O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1866.NOTICE.- It is hereby notified  for generalinformation, that.
Mr.  SYDNEY MOORE
has been appointed District Registrar  of Births,
Deaths, and  Marriages, for the District of East
Isaacs.
F. O. DARVTALL,
Registrar -General.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SUNKEN ROCK OFF THE ISLAND Or KAWAU,
HAURAKI GULF.
Harbor Office,
Auckland, December 14, 1865.
SUNKEN  Rock, having  9 feet water on it at
L low spring  tides  (with 5 to 10 fathoms close
to), has been discovered  in the passage between the
Flat Rock and the Island  of Kawau, and about half
a mile distant from the shore  of the latter, with the
following compass  bearings
0 South- eastern  point of extreme of Kawau S. by W. ' W.
0 Flat Rock ... ... ... ... E. 1 S.
Tiritiri Lighthouse ... ... S. by E. ti E.
0 Takatau Point ... ... ... ... N.W. by N.
0
0
I. J. BURGESS,
Portmaster,
8-
I 1 AL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
1
TAl . Notice that. applications have been made tobring -the Lands escribed below under the
previsions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself  or by his Attornery, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the days named in
each case.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land . Name of Proprietor. Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Fart, of eastern  suburban allotment 31, containing 14-ig-,
perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North Brisbane
George Love ... ... 23rd February, 1866,
Subdivision No. G of suburban portion No. 223, con-
taining 125 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North
George Harris ... 20th March, 1866.
Brisbane, at BrisbaneSubdivision. No. 3 of western suburban allotment 67, James Low, senior ... Ditto.
containing 222 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish,
South Brisbane
Part of portion 151, eastern suburbs of Ipswich, con- John Ferrett and
taming 24 acres 25 perches; county, Stanley; parish, Kent the younger
Ipswich
Subdivision A, being portions 144 and 145, and part of Ditto ... ...
portions 146, 154, 155, and 156, eastern suburbs of
Ipswich, containing 47 acres 2 roods 12 perches ;
county, Stanley ; parish, Ipswich
Portion 159, eastern suburbs of Ipswich, containing 38 Ditto
acres 3 roods ; county, Stanley ; parish, Ipswich
Subdivision B, being portions 152 and 153, and part of Ditto ...
portions 154,. 155, 156, 146, 147, and 148, eastern
suburbs of Ipswich, containing 125 acres 2 roods 6
perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, Ipswich.
William Ditto.
... 20th February, 18E.iG
Ditto.
Ditto.
I N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that theundermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office :--
No. Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties.
1866.
33 10th of January. Between James Dowzer. and John Purser,
I
both of Maryborough, in the Colony
of Queensland, storekeepers and co-
partners, trading under the style and
firm of Dowzer and Purser, of the first
part ; the said James Downer, of the
second part ; the said John Purser, of
the third part ; James Gilchrist, of
Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales, merchant, and Thomas Chaplin
Breillat, of  Sydney  aforesaid, merchant,
Trustees for the purposes hereinafter
mentioned, and hereinafter designated
as Trustees, of the fourth part ; and
the several persons, bodies corporate,
who have by themselves, or their
agents, executed these presents, being
creditors of the said James Downer
and John Purser, of the fifth part.
IN pursuance of  the District Courts Act of1858, and of the  District Courts Act
Amendment Act of  I865, I hereby appoint the fol-
lowing days for holding District Courts in the
Criminal and Civil Jurisdictions thereof, at the
several places hereinafter respectively mentioned,
in and for the year 1866, that is to say,-
Criminal Sittings. Civil  Sittings.
AT KoalA.
19 February 21 February
11 May 14 May
20 August 22 August
2 November 5 November
AT CONDAMINE.
1 March 3 March
22 May 24 May
30 August 1 September
13 November 15 November
AT DALBY.
9 March 12 March
31 May 2 June
8 September 11 September
22 November 24 November
CHAS.  W. BLAKENEY,
Judge of the Western District Court.
January  2nd, 1866,
Nature and Effect of Deed.
Deed of Assignment of all
the estate and effects of
the said James Downer
and John Purser, in
trust for benefit of their
creditors.
Date of  Registration.
17th day of Janu-
ary, 1866, and
entered same
day.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
IN
pursuance  of the  District Courts .Act of
1858, and of the  District Courts  Act
Amendment  Act of  1865 ,  I hereby apoint  the fol-
lowing days for holding District Courts at the
several towns or places hereinafter mentioned,
Ar MARYBOROUG-re.
Civil Sittings ... ... 9 February, 1866
Criminal Sittings ... ... 20 February
AT GAYNDAH.
Criminal Sittings
Civil Sittings
...
...
..
...
15 February
15 February
AT GLADS TONR .
Criminal Sittings
Civil Sittings
... ... 26 February
26 February
AT -ROCKHAMPTON.
Criminal Sittings ... ... 5 March
Civil  Sittings ... ... 7 March
AT BOwu;N.
Criminal  Sittings ... ... 19 March
Civil Sittings ... 19 March
J. GEO. LONG INNES,
Judge of the Northern  District Court.
12th December, 1865.
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S TATEMENT of the RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the  BRISBANE  MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, from the1st day Of JULY to the 31st day of DECEMBER, 1865 :-
Eeceik ts.
July 1, 1865.
To Cash in hand...
December 31, 1865.
Expenditure.
£  s. d.  ,  £ s. d.
125 12 5
10 9
10 0
1 8
10 0
15 0
0 0
12 6
To Rates received ... ... ... 2.901
Ferry rents ... ... ... 1, 2 18
„ Rent of Market, Reservoir, &c. 194
„  Licenses  ... ... ... ... 93
,, Fines ... ... ... ... ... 28
„ Loan ... ... ... ... ... 10.000
,, Bank overdraft ... ... ...  5,043
„ Unpaid cheque 1 16 0
£19,607 8. 4
I certify the foregoing statement to be correct.
July 1, 1865.
By Balance ... ... ... 10,914 9 6
December 31, 1865.
By East Ward improvements ... ... 468 11 10
„West Ward ditto ... ... 1,556 19 9
„ Valley Ward ditto ... .., .., 2,133 9 6
„ South Ward ditto ... ... 1,548 10 2
„ Salaries ... ... 868 0 0
„ Ferry approaches ... ... 8 16 9
„ Metal for streets ... ... ... 286 18 7
„ Furniture for Town Hall ... ,,. 470 0 0
„ Fire Brigade ... ... 51 13 1
Watering streets .,. ... 48 15 7
„ Tool-house ... ... ... ... 65 0 0
Contingencies, including printing,
advertising,  tools, street marks,
&c. ... .. ` ... 473 7 3
Interest ... ... ... ... 657 19 0
„ Cash in hand... ... ... ... 54 17 4
£19,607 8 4
THOMAS DOWSE, Town Clerk.
Town Hall, January 1, 1866.
We hereby certify that we have  examined  the books of account,  and vouchers connected
therewith, kept by the Brisbane Municipal Council, and that the above statement  corresponds therewith.
RICHARD F. PHELAN,
}
Auditors.
TH. UNMACK,
Dated Brisbane, January 9, 1866.
STATEMENT  Of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS of the WARWICK MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, for the Half-
year ending the 31st  D ECEMBER, 1865 :-
Dr.
£ s. d.
July 1, 1865.
To Balance in Australian Joint Stock Bank 338 17 5
„ Balances in hand... ... ... ... 17 13 6
„ Endowment on rates ... ... ... 182 11 6
„ Bates collected ... ... ... 197 8 012
„ Balance due bank ... ... ...  68 9 5
l 1 19 101
Cr.
A. J. HOCKINGS, Mayor.
£ s. d.
July 13, 1865.
By R. Creig, iron gate to Burial Ground 20 0 0
„ S. Marshall, repairing Town Hall ... 20 0 0
Thornton, balance Gore's Bridge ... 110 0 0
„ McCabe, contract Helene street ... 60 0 0
„ Town Clerk's salary ... ... ... 12 10 0
„ Hawker, labor ... ... ... 8 15 0
August 12, 1865.
S. Mayer, stationery ... ... 1 14 3
P. Ritchie, printing ... ... 7 9 6
„ S. Marshall, - table ... ... 6 0 0
August 25, 1865.
„ McCabe, contract Helene street ...  179 12 6
„ Selway, copy Bank Account  ... ... 0 10 6
September 21, 1865.
Town Clerk's salary ... ... ... 12 10 0
„ Thornton, contract Albion street ... 174 6 6
October 25, 1865.
„ Barnard Allan, labor ... ... ...  10 2 6
„ Belbridge,  Government Gazette  ... 10 18 6
Town Clerk's salary ... ... ... 12 10 0
Warren, clerical  assistance  ... ...  2 0 0
P. Ritchie, printing ... 11 0 0
„ Rowhngson, frosting windows ... ... 1 10 9
November 3, 1865.
„ Town Clerk's salary ,,. .,. ... 12 10 0
„ Marshall, book-case ... ... ... 13 0 0
November  16, 1865.
B. Allan, labor ... ... ...
... 5 14 2
McCabe, drawing stone ... ... ... 21 16 8
Anderson, stumping Percy street ... 8 0 0
Clithred and Dwyer, cutting Bathurst
burr ... ... ... ... 2 18 4
Rozenkamp, varnishing... 1 10 0
December 13, 1865.
„ Town Clerk's salary ... ... 12 10 0
McCabe, drawing stone, &c. ... ... 32 10 0
„ Bernard Allan, labor ... ... ... 8 0 0
„ Bank interest ... .., ... 0 19 2
Exchange on Government cheque ... 0 9 0
„ Late Town Clerk, on account of salary. .. 17 13 6
Balance ... ... ,., ... 5 19 012
We have examined the books of account and vouchers
them to correspond with the Balance Sheet, which is correct.
J. M. JARRETT, Town Clerk.
£804 19 10j
of the Warwick Municipality ,  and found
THOMAS McEVOY,  Mayor.
JAMES MORGAN, Auditors.W. H. WOOLCOTT,
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BALANCE SHEET of the DRAYTON MUNICIPALITY for Half-year  ending 31st  DrcE 4 :E-R, 13;45.
Dr.
June 30, 1865.
To Balance in Joint Stock Bank, Ipswich
In Town Clerk's hands ... ...
August 14,1865.
Rate endowment  ... ... ...
December 31, 1865.
„ Rates collected this half year ...
„ Boards and doors sold ... ...
I Cr.
£  'a. d. December 31, 1865. £ s. d.
379 6 6 By Holton, (balance) forming Cambooya
1 15 3 street ... ... ... 18 0 0
„ Ditto, falling a tree in same street .. 0 10 0
140
266
3
15
3
0
9
6
0
Samuel Mann, drains, Darling and Bris-
bane streets 27 5 0
Kelly, removing partition of Town Hall 2 0 0
Wertwein; cutting Bathurst burr (balance) 3 0 0
Holton and Keeffer, repairing bridge to
Town Hall ... ... ... ... 3 5 0
Keeffer, repairing the well near the creek 13 10 0
Mann, pitching around Handcock's well 7 5 0
Hannay, filling the gully in Morse street
(balance) ... ... ... 30 0 0
Calder and Gilchrist, sinking well on the
Range ... ... ... ... ... 73 1 3
Cleary, clearing Morse street ... ... 6 0 0
„
„
Mann, filling the gully, Brisbane street.,. 9 5 0
Reib, for bridge, Winchester street ... 2 10 0
Keegan, clearing Canning street ... ... 11 18 0
Scott, clearing Gipps and North streets... 29 0 0
Keegan, clearing Laurence street ... 8 18 6
Esquith, fencing the well on the Range... 8 15. 0
Gilchrist, sinking the well at Muller's
deeper ... ... 24 11 8
Mann, drains head of Darling street ... 11 10 ()
Keegan, clearing Collin's street .. 9 14  6)
Mullins, clearing Calvin street ... 13 0 0
Holton, macadamising Brisbane street ... 163 0 0
Ditto, twenty-four loads rubble for ditto 3 12 0
Ditto, candles, lighting same street, car-
riage of chains ... ... 0 11 10
Kelly, clearing part of Canning street 7 15 0
Esquith, clearing Edward street... 12 0 0
Holton, cutting the hill in Brisbane street 7 10 0
Ditto, drawing logs to same street , 2 0 0
Scott, hand-railing for Brisbane street .,. 11 15 O
Additional timber for piles and carriages... 1 5 0
Calvert, sinking well at Green's ... ... 51 16 0
Rope for same well ... ... 0 9 0
Crearor, clearing Harrow and Gipps
streets ... ... ... 14 0 0
Holton, twenty-eight loads rubble, Bris- ;
bane street . . ... .. ... 4 4 0
Kelly, breaking fifty tons metal ... ... 10 10 0
Town Clerk's salary . 65 0 0
Clock for Town Hall, erecting and repairs 4 10 0
Jones, for six iron well buckets ... 2 8 0
Inspector of Works, salary . 20 0 0
Auditors' fees, Poll Clerk, and deeds for
wells ... ... .., ... ... 6 6 0
O'Cock, professional services ... ... 43 0 0
Summonses to ratepayers ... ... 2 2 0
Byers and Mason, advertising ... ... 3 15 6
Assistant assessor... ... ... 5 0 0
Hunt, for advertising ... ... ... 1 11 3
Stamps ... ... ... ... 3 0 0
Government Printer,  Gazette  and adver-
tising :., .. ... ... 3 7 7
Hanlon, carriage of buckets 1 0 0
Davis and Keeffer, repairing wells 1 8 0
Raising well-buckets, grappling-iron and
greenhide... , .. 0 9 0
Keeffer, repairing Town Hall fence ... 0 7 0
Drawing paper for Inspector of Works... 0 5 0
Mann, clearing road up the Range (part) 35 0 0
Surveying wells, engrossing memorials, &c. 5 18 0
Stationery, candles for hall, requisites,
&c. 2 1 11
Keefl'er, repairing bridge to Town Hall.., 0 11 0
Mann, burning a 'dead beast ... .. , 0 12 0
Exchange on cheques ... ... 0 18 1
Interest to Bank ... ... ... 0 19 1
Balance in Town Clerk's hands ... ... 4 0 6
£791 1 0
Balance to Baxiks ... 25 15 8 TOTAL ,.. £816 16 S
I hereby certify that the above Balance Sheet  is correct,
WILLIAM HANDCOCK, Mayor.
We hereby certify that we have examined the Books and Vouchers of the Municipality of Drayton, for the
Half-year ending the 31st December, 1865, and have found them to correspond with the above Balance Sheet,,
which is quite correct.
JONATHAN HAREJS, Auditors.
ROBERT PARKER,
THOMAS P. HASLLM, Town Clerk.
Council Chambers, Drayton, 15th January, 1866.
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REVENUE and  EXPENDITURE of ToowooMus. MUNICIPALITY , to 31st DEcLIIBFn, 1865.
Receipts.
£ s. d.
July 1, 1865.
To Balance to Cr. from last half year 203
„ Rates collected from 1st July to 23rd
November ... ... £939 5 4
„ Rates collected from 23rd
November to 31st De-
cember ... 62 8 2
„ Government endowment upon rates for
1,001
5 2
13 6
past six months ,,, 317 14 9
„ Sales yards dues received ... 46 11 6
Carriers' wood and water licenses 3 10 0
„ Cash refunded for removing a dead
bullock ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Contractors' deposit received ... 10 0 0
18 65.
1 By Bank of New South Wales balance in
s. d.
full of original loan of £2,000 and
interest .. 696 12 7
„ Salaries ..  ...  ... ... 165 0 0
Repairs to Shuttlewood's Bridge ... 105 0 0
James street extension, clearing and
fencing ... ... 102 19 0
Corporation cattle sales yards (on ac-
count, of)  ...  ... ... 70 0 0
„ Neil street, clearing and fencing ... 47 5 6
Phillip street, clearing and fencing ... 43 0 0
Hume street, clearing ... ... ... 39 0 0
„ Stuart street, forming and drawing 37 0 0
Russell street, clearing water tables and
fencing near bridge... ... ... 4 2 0
Well on Mort Estate-
77
77
f,
77
0 18
Day labor, assisting Town Surveyor ... 6 6 3
Law expenses (from 31st January,
1863, to 27th De(,ember, 1865) . . . 35 10 2
Printing and advertising ... ... 23 9 3
Postages, exchange on cheques, and
petty expenses ... ... ... 2 8
Stationery ... ...
„ Balance in Bank £134 lOs. 1d.,
less cheques outstanding £28 6s.
8d. ... ... ... £106 3 5
In postage stamps £2 4s.
3d., in hands of Town
Clerk £14 14s. 3d..,. 16 18
£1,583 4 11
January 1, 1866.
To Balance to credit of Municipality for
past half-year ... ... ... £123 2 0
6
6
123 2 0
£1,583 4 11
Balance of former contract £7 2 6
New contract for raising
platform ... ... 9 0 0
16 2 6
Repairing well near Shuttlewood's
Bridge, chain and bucket ... ... 3 8 0
Repairing well near Herries street, at
Dr. Stacy's, chain and bucket .. 4 1.4 2
Herries street, forming to well at Her-
ries street Bridge ... . ... ... 3 0 0
Irishtown, clearing track for drays to
pass ... 3 0 0
Eradicating Bathurst burr ... ... 9 0 0
Removing and burning off dead car-
cases .. ... ... 13 7 6
Compensation for now streets, Neil
street ... ... ... 12 0 0
Auditors' fees for last audit ... ... 2 2 0
Cleaning Town Hall and offices ... 3 12 0
Insurance upon Town Hall (for policy) 7 10 0
Ruthven street Bridge, stone £2, break-
ing same 35s. ... ... ... 3 15 0
I hereby certify the foregoing Statement of Account to be correct.
TI{OS. G. ROBINSON, Ma; or,
HUGH SWANN, Town Clerk.
We, the undersigned, having examined the books and vouchers in connection with the above
account, do certify the same to be correct.
Queensland Medical Board,
16th January, 1866.
NOTICE.THE undermentioned name was omitted fromthe list of qualified Chemists and Druggists,
published on the 30th ultimo, viz.,-
CHARLES HENRY LAUGHER;
and the name " Nelson Samuel Marks" should have
appeared as
MARKS ,  NELSON SAMUEL.
A. C. KEMBALL,
Secretary  to the  Queensland Medical Board.
W. 1-1. BIN STED,
'EDWARD LO tf ), Auditors.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of William Murray, late of
Brisbane, painter, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Let-
ters of Administration of all and singular the goods,
chattels, credits, and. effects of the said deceased
may be granted to Anne Murray, his Widow.
Dated this nineteenth day of January, A.D. 1866.
AHT.IIITH MACA L1 STi R,,
Proctor for the Applicant,
Town Hall Chambers, Brisbane.
Expen diiere .
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Samuel William Aldred, late of
Warwick, in the County of Merivale, and
Colony of Queensland, Doctor of Medicine,
deceased.
it OTICE is hereby given, that Jessie Aldred, the
lawful widow and relict of the abovenamed
deceased, intends upon the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, to apply to the
Supreme Court of Queensland, in its Ecclesiastical
Jurisdiction, that Letters of Administration of the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named deceased may be granted to her.
Dated this 19th day of January, A.D. 1866.
J. WICKEY STABLE,
Proctor for the said Applicant,Toowoomba.
By his Agents-ROBERTS AND HART,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the matter of Eugene Lammonerie dit Fattorini,
of Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland,
auctioneer, adjudged Insolvent on the 30th
day of May, One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-five.TAKE -Notice, that at a Public Sitting of theabove Court, appointed after the Insolven t
passed his last examination, and held on the seventh
day of August, One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-five, and by adjournment on the eighth day of
August, One thousand eight hundred and sixty-five,
at the Supreme Court, Brisbane, for the purpose of
considering the question of granting to the
Insolvent his Certificate, under the  Insolvency Act
of 1864, (whereof and of the purport whereof the
notice required in that behalf was duly given,) it
was adjudged by the Court that the said Insolvent
was entitledto such Certificate, and that such the Cer-
tificate aforesaid has been given tinder the hand of His
Honor the Judge in Insolvency and the Seal of
the Supreme Court of Queensland, and bears date
the eighth day of September, in the year of our
Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixty-five.
Dated this thirteenth day of January, A.D. 1866.
ARTHUR MACALISTER,
Attorney for the sad
Eugene Lam.3tonerie dit Fattorini,
Queen Street, Brisbane.
To William Pickering, Official Assignee, the
Creditors of Arthur Weinholt, an Insolvent,
'the Creditors of John Hardie, an Insolvent,
and all others whom it doth or may concern.WHEIZEA S under and by virtue of a certainWrit of  fieri facias  directed to the Sheriff' of
the Colony of Queensland, bearing date the twenty-
fourth day of September, in the year of our Lord
One thousand eight hundred and sixty-four, in any
action wherein Charles Lammonerie dit Fattorini,
and Eugene Lammonerie dit Fattorini were
Plaintiff's, and John Hardie and Arthur Weinholt
were Defendants, the said Sheriff made his levy upon
certain lands at Fassifern, in the said Colony,
belonging to the said John Hardie and Arthur
Veinholt, and upon the eighth day of November,
in the year of our Lord One thousand eight
hundred and sixty-four, caused the same to be
put up for sale by public auction ; and whereas,
at such sale, the Corporation of the Bank
of Australasia were declared the purchasers of
the said lands, at or for the price or sum of seven
hundred and fifty-one pounds, which said sum has
been paid into the hands of the said Sheriff'; and
whereas the said Writ of  fi. fa.  has been deemed
defective, inasmuch as the words " lands and tene-
ments, hereditaments" were omitted therefrom :
Now notice is hereby given, that an application will
be made to their Honors the Judges of the Supreme
Court sitting in Banco, on the first day of Hilary
Terin now next ensuing, or so soon after as Counsel
can be heard in that behalf, to amend the said Writ
r rc p;o t'ni/c,  by tike insertion of the words "lands,
tenements, and hcreditamcnts.
Dated this seveuteentli day of January, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six.
ROI + RTS AND HART,
Solicitors for the Corporation of the Bank of
Australasia.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.,
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Co-partnership
. carried on at Gowrie and Maringawan, in the
Colony of Queensland, previous to the death of the
late Frederick Nevile Isaac, deceased, between that
gentleman and Ernest de Satge St. Jean, under the
style or firm of " Isaac and de St. Jean," has been
dissolved, and that the said Ernest de Satge St.
Jean has this day transferred and assigned to the
undersigned James Taylor and John Watts, as the
Executors nominated and appointed under the last
Will and Testament of the said Frederick Nevile
Isaac, deceased, all his right, title, and interest in
the above Stations and the Stock thereon. Messrs.
Taylor and Watts are empowered to receive and
pay all debts due to or owing by the said firm.
Dated this 18th day of January, 1866.
ERNEST DE ST. JEAN.
JAMES TAYLOR.
JOHN WATTS.
Witness-GRAHAM L. HART,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
i ' which has for some time past been  carried on
by us the undersigned, John Robertson, John
Graham Macdonald, John Single; and Henry  Single,
under the name, style, or firm of " J. G. Macdonald
and Co.," as Sheep Farmers and Graziers, in the
Colony of Queensland, was this day dissolved by
mutual consent. And all Debts and Liabilities due
and owing to and from the said firm, will be received
and discharged respectively by the said John
Robertson and John Graham Macdonald.
As witness our hands this thirtieth day of
December, in the year of our Lord  One thousand
eight hundred and sixty-five.
JOHN ROBERTSON.
JOHN GRAHAM MACDONALD,
By his Attorneys, JOHN ROBERTSON.JAMES  BYRNES.
JOHN SINGLE.
HENRY SINGLE.
Witnesses `ROBT. JOHNSON,  Solicitor , Sydney.iCWM.  BARKER,  Solicitor, Sydney.
The business of the firm will be . carried on by
Messrs. Robertson and Macdonald, under the style
and firm of  "J. G. Macdonald and Co.," as hereto-
fore.
J. G. MACDONALD AND CO.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
HE Partnership between the undersigned
John Robertson and John Bird, as Graziers
in Queensland, has been dissolved by mutual con-
sent as from the 13th April last.
All liabilities will be discharged by the under-
signed John Robertson and J. G. Macdonald, who
are entitled to all the Assets of the late firm.
Sydney, 2nd January, 1866.
JOHN ROBERTSON.
JOHN BIRD.
J. G. MACDONALD,
By his Attorneys, JOHN ROBERTSON.JAMES BYRNES.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
lately subsisting between us, the undersigned
Martin Boulton and John Little, as carcass and
retail butchers, cattle salesmen and dealers in
stock, at Toowoomba, in the Colony of Queensland,
under the firm of " Boulton and tittle," has been
this day dissolved by mutual consent. And that
all debts due and owing to or by the late firm will
be received and paid by the said John Little, who
will in future carry on the business on his own
account.
As witness our hands this 10th  day  of January,
1866.
M. BOULTON.
JOHN LITTLE.
Witness-G. HAMILTON, Solicitor.
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3mpouitbingo.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Mort Lake. Driving,
4s. per head.
One chesnut  mare, star , JI near shoulder.
One roan horse, star, JW near shoulder.
One roan mare, JS over JS over 4 over K near
shoulder.
One chesnut  mare, blaze ,  near  hind foot white, PD over
Jam' over -z  near  shoulder.
One brown  mare,  IT near shoulder, a off shoulder.
One brown mare, JP near shoulder.
One black mare, HD conjoined near shoulder, W off
shoulder.
One chesnut colt, hind feet white, star and snip, TK
near  shoulder.
One bay mare, -i over M near shoulder.
One bay filly, near hind and off fore foot white, blaze,
Mr off shoulder.
One chesnut filly, star, blotch brands off shoulder.
One roan mare, star and snip, JW near shoulder.
One grey horse, HC over C near shoulder.
One bay entire,  star,  W over GS near shoulder.
Damages, £1.
One bay entire, M near shoulder. Damages, £1.
One iron-grey entire, star, T over T near shoulder.
Damages, £1.
One roan entire, J over
-
near shoulder. Damages, £1.
If not released on or before the 20th February, will
be sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkceper.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Cabbage-tree Station.
Driving, 2s. per head.
One white bullock, top oft of ear, 1I1' over '`d off ribs.
One red and white bullock, like W_Vcoujoined off rump,
top off off ear.
One strawberry cow, FG off thigh and shoulder.
One strawberry cow and calf, slit off ofd' ear, RC off ribs.
One red and white heifer, Z on both ruiiips.
One red and white cow, piece out both ears, blotch over
JF over 2 off ribs.
One white and red cow, notch out off ear, WW off ribs.
One dun and white cow and calf, TO off ribs.
One brindle steer, r%off ribs, SS off rump.
One dun heifer, TC off ribs.
One white cow and calf, split off ear, OH off ribs, 0 off
rump.
From Mr. William Trotter's Paddock. Trespass, 2s. 6d.
per head.
One brindle heifer, two notches near ear, like ED near
ribs, E near thigh.
One strawberry cow, top off near ear, MS over 2 near
rump.
One red bullock, notch near ear, B loin, like JD conjoined
over 1 off rump.
One strawberry bullock, notch  near ear, B  both loins,
JD conjoined over 1 of. rump.
One red bullock, two notches near ear, B loin, JD con-
joined over 1 off rump.
One red cow, blind off eye, two notches near ear, like
WG over W near ribs, G near thigh ; her red and
white calf, WC off ribs, U over off rump, quarter
off near ear.
One red and white heifer calf, quarter off near ear, WC
off ribs, over r oil' rump.
If not released on or before the 20th February, will
be sold..
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, January 13th, 1866'
from Gowrie, by order of H. Fisk, Esq. Driving
and damage, 5s. per head.
One bay horse, A over A over T over illegible brand,
like CC near shoulder, like DO or DD off
shoulder, star.
One bay horse, JM near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, E W over JBD over FD near
shoulder, EW near thigh, three white feet, blaze
face.
One bay mare, like I with JT conjoined off shoulder, 8
with illegible brand near shoulder, like bucket
handle near saddle, star, bay colt foal at foot.
One chesnut horse, like 347 off neck, C or G off saddle,
star.
One chesnut horse, Y over DO near shoulder, black spot
near rump , three white feet, blaze face, saddle
mark.
One grey horse, GG or CC near shoulder, 24 under.
If not released  on or before 6th February, 1866, will
be sold.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Gowrie, 3rd
January, 1866, by order of H. Fisk, Esq. Driving
2s. 6d. per head.
One black and white bullock, strap on neck, a circle with
four points adjoined 'near and off ribs, 5 or S oif
rump, like 5 off shoulder, notch near and off ear.
One strawberry bullock, DMS over JB near ribs, like
heart off rump, piece back off ear.
One yellow and white bullock, like M over diamond near
ribs, like EP or EB near rump, 8 near thigh, tip
near ear.
One strawberry cow, ML conjoined off ribs, A over T
conjoined near rump.
One brindle steer, W off rump, No. 2 off thigh, 2 reversed
off ribs, tip off ear.
One strawberry bull calf, unbranded.
One spotted steer, illegible brand off ribs, hole and slit
off ear.
One strawberry heifer calf, no brand visible, piece back
near ear.
One strawberry bullock, rope and chain on neck, like M
near rump, BK off rump, like  0  off shoulder, tip off
near ear.
If not released on or before the 26th January, 1866,
will be sold to -pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Eton Yale, 6th
January, 1866, by order of H. Nelson, Esq.
Driving expenses 2s. per head.
One brown colt, rIY over W near shoulder, R near thigh
One black filly, MW near shoulder, hind feet white.
One black mare, W near shoulder, like half circle over
W near rump, white feet, slit near ear.
One -black mare, J over JB near shoulder, life over
O conjoined off shoulder, chesnut  filly foal at foot.
One black colt, like over  0  conjoined off shoulder,
star.
One chesnut horse, EM over PA over o0 over 8 near
shoulder, 1) near cheek, star.
One bay horse, IIB near shoulder, S near thigh, collar
marks.
One chesnut mare, 73 off shoulder, J near cheek, stripe
on face, near hind foot white.
One grey horse, CC over 24 off shoulder.
One bay colt, J over J off thigh.
One bay horse, B X over B or RX over R near ribs, T
near shoulder.
One brown horse, IC or TG near shoulder, fistula.
One bay horse, T near ribs, star and snip, near fore and
hind feet white.
One bay horse, off hind foot white, T near shoulder,
hipped.
One brown horse, EX near shoulder, bell brand near ribs,
7 off neck.
One bay mare, WN near neck, 7, over N near shoulder
star.
If not released on or before the 6th February -1866,
will be sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, Janu ry 10th, 1866,
from .cowrie, by order of 11. Fisk, Esq. Driving,
2s. 6d. per head.
One brindle and white bullock, three keys near thih,
`i oil' shoulder thigh and rump, swallow both ears.
One brown cow, DD oft rump, 5 off thigh, like S i  Of
loin, tip off ear.
One strawberry steer, CP near loin and rump, tip near
ear.
One yellow and white bullock, JR off rump, JB near
shoulder, tip or slit near ear, notch front off ear.
One strawberry cow, like AV near rump, 8 off thigh,
hole and slit off ear, notch back near ear.
One strawberry bullock, CH or GH off rump, G off ribs,
like IL near shoulder.
If not claimed on or before 6th February, 1866, will
be sold.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook, 6thJanuary, 1866, by order of -Ross, Esq. Driving
and damages 3s. per head.
One bay mare, blaze face, JH sideways conjoined over -
near shoulder, H-1 off shoulder.
One bay mare, 70 off saddle, AW conjoined off shoulder,
RR near shoulder.
If not released on or before 6th February, 1866, will
be sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from -Gowrie, 6th IMPOUNDED at Leyburn,  from Ellangowan, onJanuary, 1866, by order of H. Fisk, Esq. Driving i the 2nd January, 1866, by order of J. C. Snell, Esq.
2s. 6d .  per head. (Wrongly described in former advertisement.)
One roan steer, CW of ribs, slit off ear. One brown foal, unbranded.
One yellow bullock, J.H. near ribs, like diamond over If not released on or before the 26th January, 1866,
illegible brand  near  shoulder, like 1111 near hip will be sold to pay expenses.piece-back off ear. , CHARLES THOMAS, Poundkeeper.
One white cow, two keys near thigh, H near hip, X off
loin, tip near ear.
One strawberry steer, tip  near  ear, no brand visible.
One strawberry bullock, WB conjoined off rump; tip
both ears, rope on neck.
One strawberry bullock, T over oo near rump, illegible
brand like 0 over M A near loin, 04 near loin, JSJS
off ribs, C off rump,  tip near ear.
One yellow and white cow, R in circle off ribs,  0 near ,
loins, tip off ear.
One strawberry poley cow, T over oo near ruurip, T off
rump, A off' loin.
One strawberry snail-horn bullock, AC near ribs, JF off
rump, G off ribs, blotch like WN thigh, green
hide on neck, tip and slit near ear, slit off ear.
One yellow cow, W over FW off ribs, tip off ears.
One red bullock, JJ over A of ribs, blotch near ribs, one
horn broken off, tip off ear.
One black and white bullock, JC or JG near shoulder,
blotch both rumps near and off.
One white heifer, red cheek, JI over 2 off ribs, slit back
off  car. '
One strawbery cow, JF off rump, like G off ribs, tip near
ear, slit off car.
One yellow and white bullock, JJF near ribs, HC near
loin, tip off ear.
One strawberry bullock, JI off rump, piece back off ear,
near horn broken.
One white heifer, TH  over 3  off rump, piece back off ear.
One yellow bullock, E over BH near ribs, tip both ears.
One red steer, illegible brand near ribs, two slits near ear.
If not released on or before the 6th February, 1866,
will be sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundl, eeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba., from Eton Vale, 4th
January, 1866, by order of H. Nelson, Esq. Driving
expenses 2s. per head.
One strawberry bullock, m over W  near  rump, S off
rump, like MA off loin, dewlap.
One strawberry bullock, worker, AB near ribs, over
D off ribs.
One strawberry bullock, PB off ribs, like 8 off shoulder,
Q near loin, B near thigh, tip near ear,  two slits
back off ear.
One brindle and white bullock, ace clubs near rump, tip
both horns.
If not released on or before the 6th February, 1866,
will be sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
MPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Ellangowan, on theI 4th January, 1866, by order of J. C. Snell, Esq.No driving expenses.
One light bay mare, GH or CH near rump.
One dark bay mare, TO or TC near shoulder, small blaze.
One dark bay colt, 4 near shoulder and thigh,  star, near
hind foot white.
One bay mare, halter on neck, P near neck, WP near
shoulder, 7 off shoulder, like I in circle off ribs, star.
One bay mare, IC near ribs, W over PP near shoulder.
One chesnut  mare, N off' shoulder, star.
One, dark bay  mare, HF near  shoulder, jH off  shoulder,
large star and snip , two hind fetlocks white.
If not released on or before the 6th day of February,
1866, will be sold to pay  expenses.
CHARLES THOMAS, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Booty's Creek and
Meteor Downs, on the 30th December, 1865, by
order of  John B.  Kelman Esq. Driving Is. 3d. per
head.
One brown horse, BY near shoulder, 64 off shoulder.
One black mare, JM over  3 near  shoulder. .
One bay horse, small star in forehead, JC near shoulder.
One black colt, blaze in face, little white off fore foot, P
near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, near hind foot white, X r near
shoulder.
One bay mare,  0  near thigh, horse foal at foot unbranded.
One black horse, off hind foot white,  star  in forehead, A
off shoulder.
One bay mare, JH near shoulder, M over M off shoulder,
filly foal at foot unbranded.
One bay horse, J near shoulder, WY near side under
saddle, hind feet white.
One chesnut mare, star in forehead, V near and off
shoulder, chesnut foal at foot unbranded, near hind
leg white.
One bay filly, unbranded.
One bay horse, HA near shoulder.
One bay horse, hind feet white, small star in forehead,
docked tail, like 70 over 7 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6th February, 1866,
will be sold to pay expenses.
W. H. BARNETT, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at North Brisbane, 26th December,
1865.
One iron-grey Tnare, R near shoulder, R on neck.
One light grey horse, J;) off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 26th January, 1866,
will be sold.
Also, from the Logan, 27th December.
One white cow,  AIR off' rump, o of thigh.
One white heifer calf, W off ribs.
One strawberry cow, SIB off ribs, illegible brand near
ribs.
If not released on or before the 26th January, 1866,
will, be sold.
EDMUND HUGHES, Poundkeeper.
I
VIPOUND I?,D at Taroom, from Cockatoo Creek, 2 tth
y December, 1865, by order of Parbury and Blomfieid,
E,Igs.
One chesnut mare, GM near shoulder, 2 over ,2 sideways
oft' side neck, small star.
If not released on or before the 27th January, 1866,
will be sold to pay expenses.
CHARLES RYDER, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi, by order of R. P. and
S. Y. Marshall, on the 2nd of January, 1866.
One brown horse, star and snip, fore feet white, JW
over v over g R near shoulder, R near thigh.
If not released on or before the 26th January, 1866, will
sold to pay expenses.
HARRY D. BALMAIN, Poundkeeper.
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By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BawEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c., &c., &c.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the provisions of the Act 24
Victoria, No. 15, respecting the Alienation of Crown Lands, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following Lots of Land will
be offered for sale by public auction, at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on the days specified,
at the upset price affixed to each Lot respectively. (Deposit 10 per cent.)
The Deed Fee on the undermentioned Lots will be charged according to the following scale :-Not
exceeding 50 acres, £1; above 50 and not exceeding 300 acres, £1 5s.; above 300 and not exceeding 640
acres, £1 lOs.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS, BRISBANE,
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 28TH  DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
Area. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R P.
1 12  54 0 0  1 Stanley ... Redland ... On the Logan River
2 13  48 2 0 1
3 14 60 0 0  1 to !7 !!
4 '15  60 0 0 1 !f 7f 7f
5 16  48 2 0 1 !! !! 7!
6 17  66 0 0  1 f! On the Logan River
7 18 48 2 0  1 Near the Logan River
8 19  60 0 0 !! !! !f
9 20  80 0 0  1
10 21 64 3 39 1
!! !f 7799
11 22  84 0 0  1 7f !f f!
12 23  90 0 0  1 !! 7! 77
13 24  90 0 0 1 !f to 77
14 25  96 0 0 1 !! !f
15 26  60 0 0 1
16 27  92 0 0 1 go.
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SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,  BRISBANE-continued.
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 28TH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1866.
COUNTRY  LOTS-continued.
0 Area .
V.
ai County.U F.
Parish . Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P. +'
17 28 ... 104 0 0 1 Stanley ... Redland ... Near the Logan River
18 29 64 0 0 1 On the Logan River
19 30 56 0 0 1 „ „
20 31 74 0 0 1 „
21 32 68 0 0
„
1 Near the Logan River
22 33 ... 68 0 0 1 „ if
23 34 ... 80 0 0 1 „ „ It
24 35 ... 60 0 0 1  it It „
25 36 ... 60 0 0 1 19 It „
26 37 ... 90 0 0 1 is „ „
27 38 ... 60 0 0 1 „ „ it
28 39 ... 49 112 1 to It it
29 40 ... 67 0 0 1 if „ „
30 41 ... 88 .0 0 1 it „ 39
31 43 ... 129 0 0 1 „ to On the Logan River
32 44 ... 53 0 0 1 „ 9a »
33 45 41 2 0 1 „
34 105 ... 62 0 0 1 Ward ... Boyd . .. Near the Albert River
35 106 60 0 0 1 „ it
36 107
...
... 60 0 0
„
1 11
37 108 ... 43 0 0 1 ,,
38 109 81 2 0 1 „ „
39 110 77 0 0 1 „ It
40 111 ... 44 2 0 1 „ „ it
41 112 ... 100 0 0 1 „ „
42
43
113
114
...
...
105 0 0
67 0 0
1 „
1 „
,,
„ IS,
44 115 ... 55 0 0 1 it „
45 116 ... 65.3 0 1 ,, „
46 117 ... 82 2 0 1 „ „ it
47 118 ... 60 0 0 1 „ Jf
48 119 ... 60 0 0 1  to „ »
49 120 ... 81 0 0 1 ,, it 7f
50 121 ... 81 0 0 1 to „ It
51 122 ... 60 0 0 1 „ ,, ,f
52 123 ... 60 0 0 1  If to 19
53 124 ... 60 0 0 1 „ to »
54 125 ... 60 0 0 1 ,, „ )f
55 126 ... 70 3 0 1 „ „ f,
56 127 ... 70 3 01 1 „ to »
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SALE AT THE  POLICE  OFFICE,  IPSWICH,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 27TH DAY  OF FEBRUARY, 1866.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
o
a Price pert
0 0  0 Area. Acre. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
o
z
I A. R. P. £ S.
1 30 ... 1 6 1 28 2 10 Churchill... Gatton ... Near the Line of the
Great Southern and
2 31  6 1 4 2 10
Western Railway.
„
3 32 6 0 20 2 10
4 33 5 3 36 2 10
5 34  5 3 0 210
6 35  5 1 0 210
7 36  4 2 0 210
8 37 5 0 0 2 10 of  „ „
9 38  5 0 0 210 it
10 39  5 0 0 2 10
11 40 5 0 0 2 10 to
12 41  5 0 0 2 10 It 9)
13 42  5 0 0 2 10 IV it
14 43  5 0 0 210
15 44  5 0 0 2 10
16 45 5 0 0 2 10
17 46 5- 0 0 2 10
18 47  5 0 0 2 10
19 48 7 2 32 2 10
20 49  6 3 0 2.10
21 50 10 0 29 2 10 „
22 51  5 1 14 2 10
23 52 4 0 12 2 10 „ „'
24 53 13 0 0 2 10
25 54 10 0 0 2 10 „ „ „
26 55 10 1 4 2 10 „  It „
27 56 8 1161210
COUNTRY LOTS.
28 1 ... 22 2 35 1 0  Cavendish Helidon ... Near the Line of the1
29 2 20 0 36 1 0 „
Great, Southern and
Western Railway. 9
30 3 19 3 35 1 0 „ a)
31 4  20 0 0  1 0 „
32 5 19 020 1 0
33 6  22 0 0 .1 0*
34 7  20 0 0  1 0 „
35 8  17 2 0  1 0 o
36 9  21 1 3  1 0 „ U
37 10 20 1 36 1 0
38 11  20 0 0  1 0 „ +' m
39 12  10 0 0  1 0 „ q 4a
40 13  10 0 0  1 0 „
41 14 19 2 16 10 „
42 15 18 3 11 1 0 „ g
43 16  10 0 0 1 0 „ 0)
44 17  10 0 0 1 0 „
45 18  10 0 0 1 0 „
46 19  10 0 0 1 0
47 20  18 0 0 1 0 to
48 21  36 0 0 1 0  to
SUBURBAN LOTS.
49 22 7 1 30 2 10 Cavendish Helidon ... Near the Line of the
50 23 11
1
1 10 2 10 „
„
.Great Southern and
Western Railway.
„
51 24  5 0 0 210 „
52 25  5
„
„
0 0 2 10 „ „ of
53 26  5 0 0 210  It „
54 27  5 0 0 210 of
55 28  5 0 0 210 „ „
56 29  5 0 0 210 „
57 30  4 3 10 2 10
58 31 5 0 0 2 10 „ „
59 32 5 1 29 2 10
60 33 2 3 4 210 „
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, ROCKHAMPTON,
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 28TH  DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
0
o `o° c Area.
z zw z
County.  Parish. Situation.
a
Remarks.
A. R. P. £
1 42 ... 40 0 0 1 Livingstone Wiseman... Near Lion Creek.
2 - 43 ... 40 0 0 1 „ „ „
3 44 ... 40 0 0 1 „
4 45 ... 40 0 0 1 „ „
5 46 ... 40 0 0 1 „
6 47 ... 40 0 0 1 „
7 48 40 0 0 1
8
...
49 ... 40 0 0 1
9 51 41 2 0 1
10 52 .„ 60 2 0 1
11 53 36 0 0
...
1
12 5s. 40 0 0
...
1 1f „
13 55 40 •) 00 1
14 56 .. 40 0 0
15 5' 10 0 0 1
16 58 1...;40 0 0 1
17 59 i... 10 0  0 1
18 60 40 0 0 1
19 6? 40 0 0
...
1
20 62 1 80 0 0 1
21
22
63
64 I 81 0 0r0 0 0 11
23 65 .., 1  Si)  0 0 1
24 104 .., 14 0 0 1 Graeemere Near the line of the Great
25 105 28 1 10 1
Northern Rail`s ay.
26 106 23 2 0 1 1f „
27 107 . x.  4 0 16 1 „ I
28 108A ... 6 0 20 1 ,1 }
29 109 6 2  10 1 o
30 109A1... 5 2 30 1
31 llu ...124 211 1
32 111 I 27 0 24 1
33 112 ... 26 1 0 1 o4-2
34 113 .. 24 0 0
35 114 .. 25 0 0 1 o36 115 .. 23 1 20 1 1
37 116 . 18 0 0 'A 7f 9/ I) -
38 117 . 21 0 0 1 I o
39 118  ...  1 23 0 0 II, 1
40 119 24 1 30 1
41 120 28 3 30 1
42 121 ...
43 121A ...
12 0 0
5 3 20
1
1 °
44 122 22 2 20 1
45 253  . 20 0 20 1
46 254 27 2 20 1
47 255  . 21 2  10 1 f1 „ „ +,
48 256 27  2 20 1 o
49 257 27 2 20 1
50 258  ...  127 1 20 1 1 ), , 9 y
51 259 19 0 0 1 ,. f1 H
52 219 . 146 0 0 1 Rockhampton,
53: 219A ... 25 0 0 1
54 220 26 3 30  i 1 I 1f...
55 220A  ... 72 2 20  1 1  1 >>13 11
56 221 ... 108 2 0 1 „ „ „
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+. w o 0
o py o
z9 z
Area.
A. P. P.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOOWO031BA,
ON THURSDAY,  THE 1ST  DAY OF MARCIII186G.
COUNTRY LOTS.
Price per
Acre. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
28 19 3 32  1 Au?igny ... Toowoomba. Near the ioo oonba Agri
cultural Deserve
2 53  ... 8 025  1 ) 7 ,f f)
3 57  ... 20 0 4 1 f, „
4 75  ... 28 1 15 1 f, „ ,7
5 76 25 2 34 1 ,!
6 377 19 3 33  1 ,7
7 378 19 3. 27  1 ,7
8 379  ... 20 0 0 1
9 380  ... 20 0 0
10 381  .,. 20 0 0
11 382  16 1 4 1 ,,
12 384 8 2 7 1 f7 ,!
13 385 9 0 27
14 386  9 3 0 1 7,
15 387 9 0 16 1 77
16 388  9 3 16 1 77 „
17 389  9 3 32  1
18 390 9 0 4 1 7,
19 391  ... 13 0 0  1 .
20 392  ... 9 0 0  1 77 „ „
21 393  ... 10 3 38 1 ,!
22 394 7 2 29
23 317  4 3 25  1 Geham ... Near the Xlain Range.
24 318 4 3 36
25 319  4 3 37  1 !, 7,
26 320  3 3 24  1 7, ff
27 321  5 0 1
28 322  5 0 4
29 323 5 0 8
30 324  5 0 4  1 ,,
31 325  4..320
32 326  5 0 0
33 327 5 0 0  1 ,! !f 79
34 328  5 0 0 0
35 329  3 3 25 a
36 330 5 0 0 0
37 3.`31  5 0 0 0
38 332 4 3 14 „
39 333 !, 77 f7
40 334 8 0 2  ,7
41 335 9 0 0
42 336 9  0,11  „ 77 7)
43 3 7  5 0 22  f, „
44 338 5 0 24  !f „ 0
40'  339  5 0 25
46 340 5 0 25 00
47 341  5 0 27
48 342 5 0 28 4z
49 343 5 0 30 0
50 344  15 0 31
51 345 4 2 0 0
52 346 4 2 0 H
53 347 4 2 0
54. 348 4 2 0  f! „
55 349 4 2 0
56 350 4 2 0  f,
57 351 4 2 0 77
58 352 4 2 0 7! "
59 353  ... 10 0 0
60 354 ... 10 0 0
61 355 8 3 25
62 356 9 2 20 ,7 „
63 357 9 2 3
I
64 358 8 3 25
65 359 ... 10 0 0 ,! !7
66 360 ... 10 0 0 „ ,9
67 361 ... 10 0 0
68 362 10 0 0  1 9! 7D ']
69 363  8 3 25  „
70 364  9. 1 25 !!
71 365  10 1 7 ,9
72 366 9 3 8  '
73 367  8 3 25 „
74 368 9 1 17
75 369 10 0 0 „ 7776 > 70 ... 10 0 677  371 9 3 16 ,7 7, 97
73  372 9 3- 8 „ „ 77
... 10 0 0
u1 37 10 0 0
lu 0 061  -)75
9. 334 1376 99
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, WARWICK,
ON TUESDAY, THE 27TH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
Area. County.  Parish. Situation .  Remarks.
1 1 59
A. B. P.
1 0 0  8 Merivale- ... Warw ick ... Town of Warwick.
2 2 59 1 0 0 8 is ff
3 3 59 1 0 0 8 it is4 4 59 1 0 0 8 !f !f !f
5 5 59 1 0 0 8 !f f !f6 6 59 0 3 30 8 is is !f7 7 59 0 3 30 8 is ff8 8 59 0 3 30 8 !f 7f ff9 9 59 0 3 30 8 ff ff !f10 10 59 0 3 30 8  to ff !f11 1 60 1 0 0 8 is is !!12 2 60 1 0 0  8 ff ff 9)13 3 60 1 0 0  8 ff 214 4 60 1 0 0 8 is is 5is15
16
5 60
6 60
1 0 0 8 !f
0 3 30 8 !f
it
17 7 60 0 3 30 8 ff
!fis 1fis18 8 60 0 3 30 8 ff ff is19 9 60 0 3 30 8 is is fr
20 10 60 0 3 30 8 ff !!21 1 62 1 0 0  8 f!
!f
22 2 62 1 0 0 8 ff !!
23 3 62 1 0 0 8 ff ff ff24 4 62 1 0 0 8 !! 9f ff
25 5 62 1 0 0 8 !f !f !f
26 6 62 1 0 0 8 ff
27 7 62 1 0 0 8 is f!
28 8 62 1 0 0 8 ff
29 9 62 0 3 30 8  is ff is
30 10 62 0 3 30  8  12 !! ff!f31 11 62 0 3 30 8  is ff ff
32 12 62 0 3 30  8 ff is ff
33 13 62 0 3 30 8 f! ff ff
34 14 62 0 3 30 8 !f is ff35
36
15 62
16 62
0 3 30  8 !f
0 3 30 8  is ifif
37 1 63 1 0 0  8 ff !f
isis38 2 63 1 0 0 8  ff 1.4 !f
39 3 63 1 0 0  8 ff !f is
40 4 63 1 0 0 8 s9 3p is
41 5 63 1 0 0  8 !f !f 7f
42 6  63 1 0 0  8  is !f ff
43 7  63 1 0 0 8 ff ff is
44 8  63 1 0 0 8 is !f is
45 9 63 0 3 30  8  is ff Sip
46 10 63 0 3 30  8 !f is !f47 11 63 0 3 30  8  is is if
48 12 63 0 3 30 8  is If !f
49 13 63 0 3 30 8  is is
50 14 63 0 3 30 8
I
ff ,f !f
51 15 63 0 3 30 8 f!
52 16 63 0 3 30 8 is 19 ff
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, SPRINGSURE,
ON THURSDAY, THE 1ST DAY  OF MARCH, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
4
Pk
Z Z Zr
Area. mm County.
P4 -.4
Parish. Remarks.Situation.
A. R. P. £
1 1 16  0 3 24 8 Denison ... Sprin gsure Town of Springsure.
2 2 16  0 3 35 8 „ „ „
3 1 17  1 0 0 8 f! ,f ,f
4 2
5 3
17  1
117
0 0
0 0
8 9t
8 to „
6 4 17 1 0 0 8 „ „
7 5 17 1 0 0 8
8 1 18 1 1 0 8
9 2 18  0 3 32 8
10 3 18 1 1 0 8 „
11 4 18 0 3 10 8 „
12 5 18  1 1 0 8
13 1 19  1 0 0 8
14 2 19  1 0 0 8
15 3 19  1 0 0 8 „
16 4 19 1 0 0 8 „ „
17 5
18 1
19  1
020
0 0
2 24
8
8
It
„
19 2 20  0 2 24 8 „ „
20 3 20 0 2 24 8 „ „
21 4 20 0 2 24 8
22 5 20 0 2 24 8 „
23 6 20 0 2 24 8 „ „
24 7 20 0 2 24 8
25 8 20  0 2 24 8
26 9 20  0 2 24 8
27 10 20 0 2 24 8 „ „
28 1 21  1 0 8 8 „ „
29 2 21 1 0 8 8 „ „
30 3 21  1 0 8 8 9,
31 4 21  1 0 8 „
32 5
33 2
21  1
022
0 8
2 21
8 ,,
8 „
9.1
„ „
34 3 22 0 2 21 8 „ „
35 4 22  0 3 26 8 9, f!
36 1 23  0 3 322 8 it It ,!
37 2 23 0 2 272 8 „
38 3 23  0 2 272 8
39 4 23  0 2 272 8 „ it
40 5 23 0 2 272 8 „ it
41 6 23 0 2 20 8 „ „ „
42 7 23 0 311 8 „ is
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, FORT COOPER,
ON THURSDAY, THE 1ST DAY OF MARCH, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
Area. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A.  R.  P.
3 1 0 2 0 8 Wodehouse Wodeliouse ... Town of Fort Cooper.
2 4 1 0 2 0 8 !, !!
3 5 1 0 2 0
„8 7!
4 6 1 0 2 0
„ !,8
5 7 1 0 2 0 8 !, !! !!
6 8 1 0 2 0 8
7 9 1 0 2 0 8
8 10 1 0 2 0 8 !, !! !!
9 1 10 0 1 14
10 2 10 0 1 0 8 !, ,!
11 3 10 0 2 0
12 4 10 0 2 0 8 !, !!
13 . 5 10 0 2 0 8
14 6. 10 0 2 0 8 !, !,
15 7 16 0 1 0 8 !,
16 8 10 0 1 10 8
17 1 2 0 2 0 8
18 2 2 0 2 0
19 3 2 0 2 0 8 „
20 4 2 0 2 0 8 „
21 5 2 0 2 0
2`, 6 2 0 2 0
23 7 0 2 0 8
„
21 8 2 0 2 0 8 „
25 9 2 0 2 0 i
26 10 2 0 2 0 8 „
27 1 9 0, 1 26 8 „
28 2 9 0 1 0
I
8
29 3
4
9 0
0
2 0
0
9,
30 9 2 8 „ 77
31 5, 9 0 2 0 8 „
7 2 6J 9 0 2 0 Q
1
33 7 '9 0 1 0 8
84 8 9 0 1 2235 2 3 0 2 0 7
36 3 3 0 2 0
37 4 3 0 2 0
38 5 3 0 2 0 839 6 -3 0 2 0 I „ „
40 7 3 0 2 0
41 8 3 0 2 0 8
42 9 3 0 2 0 8 !, „
43 1 8 0 1 38
44 2 8 0 1 0
45 3 8 0 2 0 8
46 4 8 0 2 0
47 5 8 0 2 0
48 6 8 0 2 0 8 „ !,
49 7 8 0 1 0 (
50 8 8 0 1 34
!! ,,
8
„
!!
COUNTRY LOTS .
51 29 ... 84 0 0 1 1Wodehouse Wodehouse ... On Spring Creek.
52 30 ... 80 0 0 1 „ „ !,
53 31 ... 70 .0 0 1
54 32 ... 55 0 0 1 99
55 33 ... 44 0 0 1 „
56 34 ... 41 0 0 1
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SALE AT THE RAILWAY STATION, GRANDCHESTER, (LATE BIGGE'S CAMP.)
ON THURSDAY, THE 1ST DAY OF MARCH, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
0 +j
a 5)
c c o0 Area.
dp4
my County.  Parish.
A. R. P. £ s.
1 1 1 0 2 0 8 0 Churchill... Alfred
2 1 0 2 0 8 0
3 1 0 2 0 8 0
4 1 0 2 0 8 0
5 1 0 2 0 8 0
6 1 0 2 0 8 0
7 1 0 2 0 8 0
8 1 0 2 0 8 0
9 1 0 2 0 8 0
10 1 0 2 0 8 0
3 2 0 0 32 8 0
4 2 0 1 164 8 0
5 2 0 2 0 8 '0
6 2 0 2 0 8 0
7 2 0 2 0 8 0
8 2 0 2 0 8 0
9 2 0 1 164 8 0
10 2 0 1 38 8 0
11 2- 0 0 39 8 0
1 3 0 2 0 8 0
2 3 0 2 0 8 0
3 3 0 2 0 8 0
4 3 0 2 0 8 0
5 3 0 2 0 8 0
6 3 0 2 0 8 0
7 3 0 2 0 8 0
8 3 0 2 0 8 0
9 3 0 2 0 8 0
10 8 0 2 0 8 0
1 4 0 2 0 8 0
2 4 0 2 0 8 0
5 4 0 2 0 8 0
6 4 0 2 0 8 0
7 4 0 2 0 8- 0
8 4 0 2 0 8 0
9 4 0 2 0 8 0
10 4 0 2 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
38 1 .. 13 0 0 2  0 Churchill... Alfred ...
39 2 ... 13 0 0 2 0 1) „
40 3 ... 6 2 0 2 10 „ „
41 4 .. 7 3 6 2 10 39 „
42 9 ... 5 0 0 2 10 „ „
43 10 ,.. 5 0 0 2 10 to „
44 11 ... 5 2 0 2 10 „
45  12  ... 11 0 0 2 10 „
46 13 ... 10 0 0 2 0 95 „
47 14 20 0 0 2 0 f)
48 15 ... 20 0 0 2 0
49 16 ... 11 0 0 2 10
50 17 ... 5 0 0 2 10 It
51 18 ... 5 0 0 2 10 „
52 20 .,. 8 3 0 2 10 „
53 21 5 0 0 2 10 „ „
54 23 ... 6 0 0 2 10 „ „
55 24 ... 6 2 16 2 10 „ „
Situation. Remarks.
... Town of Grand-
chester
On the Line of the Great
Southern and Western
Railway.
)f ))
)) ))
), ,)
,) ))
,)
fl
n
II
33
On the Line of the Great
Southern and Western
Railway.
Near the Town of
Grandchester
)f ,f
„ ))
,) 3f
T! „
!3
„ ,3
)3
II
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, GAYNDAH,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 28TH DAY OP FEBRUARY, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
Area. County. Parish. Situation.  Remarks.
A. R. P.
1  3  33 0 1 24  8 Mackenzie Gayndah ... Town of Gayndah.
2  4 33 0 1 24  8 99 „
3  5 33 0 1 24  .8 „
4 6 33 0 1 23 8 „
5  7 33 0 1 24  8 „ 99 „
6 8  33 0 1 24  8
7 9 33 0 1 24  8 99 99 „
8  10 33 0 1 23  8
9  11 33 0 1 24  8 99 „
10 12 33 0 1 24  8
11 13 33 1 0 14 8
12 14 33 1 0 19 8
13 15 33 0 1 24 8
14  16 33 ,0 1 24
15 17 33 0 1 24
16 18 33 0 1 23 8
17 19 33  0 1 24 8
18 20 33 0 1 24 8
19 21 33 0 1 24 8
20 22 33 0 1 24 8
21 23 33 0 1 24 8 9, 9, f9
22 24 33 0 1 24 8
23 25 33 0 1 24 8
24 6  34 1 0 0 8 „ ,9 „
25 7  34 1 0 0 8 „ 99 ,9
26 8  34 0 3 38 8 ,9 ,9 ,9
27 9 34 1 0 0 8 „ „ 9,
28 10 34 2 0 39 8 „ ,9 „
29 11 34 1 2 24 8 9, ,9 ,9
30 12 34 0 3 31 8 9, 9,  It
31 13 34 1 0 0 8 „ 99 9,
32 14 34 1 0 0 8 „ „ „
33 1 35 0 1 0 8 ,9 9, 99
34 2  35 0 1 26 8 9, 9, 9,
35 3  35 0 3 5 8 9, 9, ,9
36 4 35 0 3 13  8 „ 99 ,9
37 5 35 1 0 37 8 ,9 „ ,9
38 6 35 1 0 0 8  to ,9 99
39 8 35 1 0 0 8 ,9 9, ,9
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the Colony, at Government House, Brisbane, this
twenty-third day of January, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN.
By Authority: W. C. BLLuRIDGE, Governneut Pliuter, Wiiuam Street,  Brisbane.
QUEENSLAND
ob uume'nt
PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
3etp.
VOL.  VII. SATURDAY, 27TH JANUARY, 1866.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 24th  January, 1866.
I
JIS Excellency the'Governor, with the advice
of the E xecutive Council, has been pleased to
appoint a Commission, under the Great Seal of the
Colony, consisting of the undermentioned gentle-
men, to devise and carry out the details necessary
to facilitate. the transmission to Melbourne of
Articles, the  produce or manufacture  of this Colony,
intended for exposition at the Intercolonial Exhibi-
tion, to be held at Melbourne during the present
year, viz.:-
The Hon. MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,Chairman
The Hon .  ROBERT GEORGE WYNDHAM HERBERT
The Hon .  ARTHUR MACALISTER
The  Eon. JOSHUA PETER BELL
The Hon.  GILBERT ELIOTT
The H.on. WILLIAM HOBBS
ROBERT RAMSAY MACKENZIE, Esquire
JOHN  DOUGLAS, Esquire
CHARLES COXEN, Esquire
G ,ouoe EAFF, Esquire
AUGUSTUS CITARLrs  GREGORY, Esquire
JOHN JARDINE, Esquire
JOHN GEORGE MACDONALD, Esquire
WTALTE R HILL, Esquire.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1866.
TIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. MAURICE JOSEPH NORRIS,
to be an Officer of the 4th Class of the Civil Service,
in the office of the Commissioner of Police; such
appointment being effective from the 1st January
instant.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the  E xecutive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
HENRY MAJORIBANKS CHESTER, Esquire,
to be Police  Magi ;trate for the Pastoral District of
Warrego.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
No. 9.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1866.
__IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
N of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. MAURICE APPLEBEE FELTON
to be an Officer of the Ah Class in the Auditor-
General 's Department ,- such appointment being
effective from 1st January, 1866.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary 's  Office,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1866.
IFTIS Excellency the Governor , with  the advice
11  of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. HENRY SHUBRICK MARTIN
to be an Officer of the 5th Class in the Land Order
Branch of the Colonial Secretary's Office,-such
appointment being effective from Ist January, 1866.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1866.
IS  Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice
JL_L of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Returning Officers for the Electoral Districts men-
tioned in connection with their respective names.
Maranoa-GRAHAM MYLNE, Esquire, in the room
of James Gibson ,  Esquire, resigned ;
Leichhardt - RICHARD  MILLER,  Esquire, in the
room of John Scott ,  Esquire, resigned ;
Eastern Downs - JAMES CHARLES WHITE, Esquire,
in the room of Samuel William Aldred,
Esquire, deceased ;
South Brisbane - ALBERT JOHN HOCRINGS ,  Esquire, .
in the room of W. C. Blakeney, Esquire, ap-
pointed District Court Judge.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1866.
CIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
-1 of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased to
appoint
MAURICE GEOFFREY O'CONNELL ,  Esquire,
Commissioner  of Crown Lands for the North
Kennedy District, to be Actin ;  Commissioner of
Crown Lands for the District of Cook.
By His  Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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The Treasury,
Queensland ,  26th January, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased to
make the following appointments and promotions :-
WILLIAM LANDSBOROUG }H, Esquire ,  Police Magis-
trate,
to be Acting Sub-Collector of Customs at the
Albert River ;
Mr. S. B .  NETTLETON,  Officer  of the  5th Class,
to be an Officer, of the 4th  Class of the Civil Service
in Customs Department ,  Brisbane ,  vice  Bowman,
removed ;
Mr. GEORGE ALEXANDER ARMSTRONG,
to be Sub -Inspector of Sheep and Cattle on the
Borders ,  vice  Watts,  resigned.
The whole  of the above to take effect from the
1st instant.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1866.
RETURN of  all applications  for Timber Licenses,made  to the  Bench of Magistrates  at Condamine
from  the 1st day of July to the 31st day of
December ,  1865, both  inclusive.
Applicant 's name. Description ofLicense.
Amount
Whether of fee
granted or'received
refused.  in  each
case.
James Maffin ...  General  ...  Granted 2
James Callaghan Hardwood ditto 1 1
By His Exce llency 's  command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 17th  January, 1866.APPLICATION O MORTGAGE UNDER THE
" TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  directs it to be
notified that the Trustees of the Land on Wickham
Terrace, granted for the purposes of the Episco.
palian Church ,  have, in terms of the Act 28 Vic-
toria, No. 22, made application to the Governor in
Council for leave to Mortgage the said Land, in
order to obtain funds for the erection of additional
buildings thereon.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought must
lodge the same with the Colonial Secretary, by
letter, within the period of three months from the
date of the first pub lication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 18th  January, 1866.
PUBLIC HOLIDAYS.
HIS  Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased to
direct that the several  days  named hereunder shall
be observed as Public Holidays, and that on no
others will the Government Offices be permitted to
be closed ,  unless by special  notification:-Now e Year's a .
a, 17th March-St. Patrick's Day
23rd April-St. George's Day
Good Friday and following day
Easter Monday
'Whit Monday
24th May- Her Majesty 's Birthday
9th November-PPrince of Wales' Birthday
30th November - St. Andrew's Day
10th December - Separation Day
Christmas Day and  following day.
By His Excellency 's Command,
B. G. W. I{ liBERT.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  19th December, 1865.
WHEREAS it  is very important that the
V W Annual Statistical Register of Queensland
should be laid before the Colonial Parliament at its
meeting in the month of April in each year, His
Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  directs it to be notified to all
Heads of Departments ,  Officers  of the Police
Force ,  and other Civil Servants of Government,
that the Returns required from them by the
Registrar -General ,  for the purpose of enabling him
to compile the Statistics ,  must be forwarded to the
Registrar -General's Office, correctly and fully filled
up with the necessary information ,  on or before the
1st day of February in each year.
The Registrar -General has been directed to
report to the Government the names of all officers
who may fail to comply with this notification, and
in accordance with the 256th Article of the Queen's
Colonial Regulations ,  the payment of the salary of
every such officer shall be suspended, until he shall
have forwarded the Returns required from him, or
shall  have shown sufficient grounds for his delay.
By His Exce llency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 28th December, 1865.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with  the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased to
direct the publication  of the  following Petition,
purporting to be signed by one hundred and two
ratepayers of the Municipality of Toowoomba,
urging the subdivision of such Municipality into
Wards, in terms  of the  Act 28 Victoria ,  No. 21.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that unless ,  within the period of one month from
present date ,  a counter petition signed by a larger
number of ratepayers is received  by the Colonial
Secretary ,  the prayer of such original Petition wi ll
be granted.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
[The  Petition and Signatures will be found in the
Government Gazette  of the 30th December, 1865,
No. 139.]
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
TOWNSVILLE PETITION.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  6th November, 1865.
IN pursuance  of the Act  of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria ,  No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed  by 195  householders ,  owners and occupiers
of land in the town of Townsville, Cleveland Bay,
praying for  the erection of that locality into a
Municipality.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
The Petitioners state that the increasing import-
ance of this town, in point of commerce and trade,
renders them anxious to secure the bene fits of
Municipal Government ,  and they therefore pray
that Townsville may be declared a Municipality.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government  Gazette  of the 11th November,
1865, No. 123.]
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1866.
l1
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the subjoined Petition
from 317 Ratepayers of the Municipality of Ipswich,
wherein it is urged, for reasons set forth, that the
said Municipality may not be divided into Wards.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
James Thos. Harris
William Sanders
William Maher
Patrick Maher
Charles Palmer
*G. W. Gaynor
R. Moffat
John Bowerman
Thomas T. Bergin
Charles Dellar
William McMillan
Thomas Smart
Robert Crosweite
David Hughis
W. Duesbery
J. Greenhamp
Hugh  McDonald
Thomas  Woolery
Francis Kidner
Hugh Parkinson
William Henderson
John Henderson
Thomas Henderson
Matthew Fraser
*Henry Juggen
R. H. Carroll
Daniel Towerton
B. McHenryTo His Excellency Sin GEORGE FERGIISON BOWEN,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-
General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland, and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral
of the same.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Householders
and Ratepayers of the Municipality of Ipswich,
SHEWETH,
That your Petitioners have observed a Petition pub-
lished in the  Queensland Government  Gazette  of the 9th
day of December, 1865, praying that the Municipality of
Ipswich may be divided into Wards.
That your Petitioners are opposed to the prayer of the
said  Petition, and are of opinion that the granting of the
same would prove highly detrimental to the best interests
of the Municipality, and is opposed to the wishes of the
majority of the ratepayers.
That some of your Petitioners (whose signatures
hereto are distinguished by an *), having signed either the
aforesaid petition or the supplementary one, praying
that the Municipality  may be  divided into Wards, under
a misapprehension of the objects contemplated, now
respectfully request that your Excellency will be pleased
to order that  our names  be erased from the aforesaid
petition, whether in the original  or  in the supplementary
one.
Your Petitioners therefore pray that your Excellency
will be pleased to decline acceding to the prayer of the
said Petition, or any other petition, having for its object
the division of this Municipality into Wards.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Benjn. Cribb *Robert Craig
G. H. Wilson and Co. M. Levy and Co.
Henry Challinor John Tierney
*Edward Taylor Mary Alone
*Walter Taylor George Wright
R. Smith M. Grundel
C. L. Fitzsimmons William Carter
Arthur Hamilton S. D. Pick
R. Gill H. C. Williams
James McIntosh *Patrick Donegan
*David McIntosh *John Fleishman
H. V. Hassell Mearon Stafford
`David Mitchell *Joseph Sparks
J. W. Buxton Rd. Wright
J. Gregson J. Birinington
F. W. Curnow 'Isaac Cumner
'John Henry Beaty
Thomas Gallagher -John Reagan
John McGrath James Badcock
*Michl. M. McMahon Samuel Blackburn
William Gunn Wm. Cramb
*R. C. Beaumont Richard Bulcock
*William Devine *John Gutteridge
Michael McNamara John Davis
*Martin McNamara William Huggins
Thos. Given Robert Wilson
Thomas Brew Lyons John J. Thompson
Daniel McKerch John Salsbury
*Thomas Blanks John Karney
*Robert Castling H. von Gossberg, M.D.
John Murphy William Crisp
'James H. FitzGibbon J. B. Sloman
11. W. Darner Daniel Connor
.John Burke Daniel Collins
*Edward Lynch Ellen Stanley
Chas. F. D. Parkinson 'Charles Colds -
Edward Rogers George Schmitt
Thomas harper James Whyte
Patrick Shaw James Dai.b
Mathew Shaw James Barclay
Samuel Bloom Martin Bryne
'Thomas Richard Barker Henry Gray
William Reeves Walter Burkitt
*G. T. Jameson J. C. Mackenzie
John Sells Phillip Bergir
Robert Wilkinson *John T. Annear
Richard Hargreaves E. W. Hargreaves & Co.
1 esve J-l. 'Thomas  E.  W. Bavgreaves
William John Mulholland John Rose
Edmund Sparks
W. J. K. Piddington
*Rich. Harvey
Reilly McDonald
John McDonald
C. Gorry
George Kunkel
F. C. Parr
James Sanliam
Mrs. Hayes
W. Monteith
E. Alpins
John McDonald
Jerry Landrigan
G. li oberts
James Gant
George Dowden
*John Ferguson
*David McLaughlin
S. F. Whitehead
*T. A. Pickering
W. H. S. Hindmarsh
*Thomas Roderick
Samuel Tides
J. Tomkins
*Coleman Davis
*Robt. Ross
*Hugh Campbell
George England
Patrick Weldon
James Martin
Edward Quinn
Michael McCarthy
John Swain Willey
*William Page
C. Stewart
William R. Wilson
Thomas Fuller
Joseph Foote
Adam Black
Eltnm Shieth
C. Hetden Smith
John Slowgrave
Wm. Farells
W. Ranwell
L. Heitz
T. Austin
H. W. Batho
John S. Hill
William Trotter
Thomas Elliott
Edward Cadsen
Wm. De Bayhstocter
Theo. Chas. Daveney
Thomas C. Bishop
Michael Macanalin
John Collins
Alexander Halley
Dorcas Ball Maxwell
William Berry
John Doway
Joseph Gibson
F.2Tinselbed
William Cook
David Houston
Frederick Wiley
William Anthony
Robert Anthony
John Martin
Peter Duprey
E. Bond
Charlotte Ivett
John Mc Emery
Josiah A. Willey
5Jarnes Johnstone
William O'Keefe
John Hunan
Joseph Tripling
Mooney R. Tripling
Alfred Good
`Patrick Byrne
Margaret Davison
Thomas Gorman
William Watts
Samuel Slienton
Thomas Forrester
Robert Bannerman
Henry Hadley
W. Hancock
James Given
*A. A. Wood
*T. Burrell
G. Wilkinson
John McGuirk
James Madden
John Clarke Foote
S. P. Weisby
Samuel Hayman
James Gibson
Joshua Blow
William Taylor
Williin Carson
Michael Flaherty
Patrick McNamara
James Champion
John Drysdale
Wm. Nutt
Gerald Connell
John Scott
W. Dun
James Ball
W. Coleman
Robert Allen
Edwin Randall
A. H. Burkitt
Alfred Wm. Foote
George Hunter
Michael Ryan
R. Cribb, junr.
Edwin Phillips
James Roberts
John North
W. Thompson
Peter Kennedy
James McGill
*Sloan Butcher
*John Catton
Martin Suther
A. F. Foy
*Gordon Cameron
Isaac Aland
George Quinn
Jno. Gordon
Samuel Duke
Thos. Rowlands
William Brown
James Hawthorne
David Lewis
James Dunne
Thomas Ryan
John Firsnt
Mary Keogh
William I. Niel
*John Harris, junior
William Osborne
*Richard Graham
John Evans, senior
John Evans, junior
*J. Parkes
Michael O'Sullivan
Cribb and Foote
R. J. Kendall
*Win. Beverley
A. Fernister
Patrick Barry
T. A. Seib
James Cooke
William Wick1raun
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James Mooney
John '°1 v, Moore
William Buxton
Patrick Dowling
John Cross
Charles Endershy
W. B. Harding
Paul Hunt
Bernard Sloane
Thos. Harvey
H. Gerstenkorn
Johannah McGee
Ann Germain
Thomas Hamilton
John Reddy
Jonathan Turner
Adam Fueks
Thomas Malone
Nathaniel Parker
Richard Bourke
*Daniel Mahony
Ellen Falby
Timothy Mahoney
William Quail
Benry Hewitt
George Millne
Jane Bartlett
Bridget James
J. F. Charet
H. Lovegrove
John Ceady
Thomas Hogan
William Welsby.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1866.
NOTICE WITH RESPECT TO LOCAL CROWN
LANDS OFFICES IN THE PASTORAL DIS-
TRICTS OF BURKE AND COOK.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 25th January, 1866.
NOTICE WITH RESPECT TO APPLICATIONS
FOR LEASES IN THE PASTORAL DISTRICT
OF BURKE.
Excellency the Governor, with the advicei18 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that, in consequence of the District of Burke
being brought within the class of Unsettled Districts
by Proclamation. on the 6th January, 1866, the
holders of runs within the boundaries of the said
District, whose Licenses, granted under the provi-
sions  of the 64th clause of the  Pastoral Leases Art
of  1863, exp re, or which are within three months
of expiring, between the date of said Proclamation
and the First day of May next ensuing, are hereby
required, in accordance with the provision contained
in the 23rd clause of the above mentioned Act, to
lodge their Applications for Leases, accompanied
by the usual Declaration of Stocking, at the Local
Crown Lands Office, at the Albert, Settlement, on
the First day of May next, the day on which the
Local Office is to be opened for the transaction of
business, and that all Applications for Leases due
on Runs subsequent to that date, are to be made
not later than three months prior to the expiration
of the current Licenses, by virtue of which the Runs
are held.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MA CALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1866.
NOTICE WITH RESPECT TO APPLICATION
FOR LEASES IN TILE PASTORAL DISTRICT
OF COOK.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that, in consequence of the District of
Cook being bronciht within the class of Unsettled
Districts by Proclamation on the 6th January, 1866,
the holders of Runs within the boundaries of the
said District, whose Licenses, granted under the
provisions of the 64th clause of-the
-Pastoral Leases
Art of  1863, have expired subsequent to the date of
said Proclamation, or which are wwithin three months
n
of expiring, are hereby required in accordance with
the provisions of the 23rd clause of the above-
mentioned Act, to lodge, without delay, their appli-
cations forLeases, accompanied with the usual Decla-
ration of Stocking, with the Acting Comniisioner
of Cook, at the Local Crown Lands Office, North
Kennedy ; and that all Applications for Leases of
Runs that may become subsequently clue, are to be
made. not later than three months prior to the ex-
piration of the current Licenses, by virtue of which
the Runs are held.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. ATACALISTER.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified for public information, that the following
arrangements have been made for the transaction of
Crown Lands business in connection with the
Pastoral Districts of Burke and Cook, which have
been brought by Proclamation on the 6th January,
1866, within the class of Unsettled Districts, viz.  :-
The Local Crown Lands Office for the District of
Burke, will be open for the transaction of business,
at the proposed site of the Albert River Township;
on the first day of May next ensuing, and the
Deputy Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands is
authorised to receive and record provisionally all
applications for new runs that may be lodged up to
that date at the Crown Lands Office, Brisbane.
The business of the Cook District will be
transacted, until further notice, at the Local Crown
Lands Office, North Kennedy District which is
situated at the upper crossing of the River Burdekin.
The Commissioner of the last-nailed district, is
authorised to perform, from this date, the necessary
duties in connection with receiving and recording
both Applications for new Runs, and Applications
for Leases of Runs held under Licenses in force at
the date of Proclamation.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MAC AI,ISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY GOODS SHED AT TOOWOOMBA.
1 ENDEItS will be received at this Office, until
Noon, on SATURDAY, the 3rd March next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Railways Goods Shed at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Railway Goods Shed
at bowvoomba."
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Ipswich, and at the Resident
Engineer's Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a me.norandum signed
by the party tendering, aa.d two re,iaonsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Railway Conveyancer, within
seven (7) days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of  £250  for securing such pertooi ia.nee, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of  Lands and  Works_
Brisbane, 26th  January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY CARRIAGE SHED AT TOOWOOMBA.
MENDER' S will be received at this Office, until
Noon, on SATURDAY, the 3rd March
next, from persons willing  to contract for the
erection of a Railway Carriage  Shed atT oowoo ruba.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Railway Ca r ),wye
Shed at Toowoomba."
Plan, Speci fication ,  and form of Tender  may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Ipswich, and at the Resident
Engineer 's Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work ,  and at the foot of
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every Tender there must be a memorandum, signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute- and deliver
at the office of the Railway Conveyancer, within
seven (7) days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the
penal sum of £200 for securing such perform-
ance, otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY TANK STAND AT TOOWOOA1BA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Noon, on SA.TUEDAY, the 3rd March next,
from persons willing to Contract for the erection of
a Railway Tank Stand, at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Rccilavay Teak Stand
at Toowoomnba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender, niay be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Ipswich, and at the Resident
Engineer's Office, Toowooniba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot
of every Tender, there must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering, and two respon-
sible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver at the office of the Railway
Conveyancer, within seven (7) days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty
in the penal sum of £60 fo-r securing such per-
formance, otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY STORE AT TOOWOOMBA.
MENDERS will be received at this Office, until
l Noon, on SATURDAY, the 3rd March next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Railway Store at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Railica, Store ay
Toowooomba."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Ipswich, and at the Resident
Engineer's Office, Toowooniha.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted,' and undertaking in that
event that they will severally. execute and deliver
at the office of the I; ailway Conveyancer, within
seven (7) days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £200 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  19th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH AND POST  OFFICES, DALBY.
r ENDERS will be received at this  office,  until
Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 3rd
March next, from  persons willing to contract for
the erection of Telegraph and Post Offices, at Dalby.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Tender for Telegraph
and Post Of ccs , Darby."
Plan, specification ,  and form of tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect 's Office, Brisbane ,  or at the
Court House ,  Dalby.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum, signed
by the partytendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and
deliver at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor
in Brisbane ,  or at the Court House, Dalby ,  within
seven days  from the usual  noti fication of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal sum
of £400 for securing such performance ,  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  22nd January, 1866.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
I
T  is hereby notified for the information of
persons selecting land by virtue of non-
transferable Land Orders issued under the  Immi-
gration  Act of  1864, that applications for Deeds of
Grant from the Crown of lands so selected,
accompanied by a declaration ,  in the annexed Form,
by the selector that he has resided continuously with-
in the Colony of Queensland for a period of two years
from the date of his arrival in the said Colony, must
be lodged with the Surveyor -General within three
months from and after the expiry of such period of
residence  ;  and in default of such application ,  accom-
panied by such declaration ,  being so made, the
lands so selected will be deemed to have reverted to
the Crown ,  and the title and interest of such
selector to have ceased and determined.
In the event of a person so selecting dying before
the expiration of the term of two years residence
within the said Colony ,  it will be necessary for the
representative  of the  said deceased selector to make
application to the Surveyor -General for the Deed
of Grant of the land so selected within two years
from the date of the Land Order  with which such
selection was made  ;  and such application must be
accompanied by a declaration  by the applicant, that
to the best of his knowledge and belief the said
deceased selector had resided continuously within
the Colony  of Queensland from the date of his
arrival  until the tinge  of his decease ; in default
whereof such land will  be deemed  to have reverted
to the Crown.
The Government reserves to itself the right in
all cases to require such  evidence  in support of the
truth of such declarations of residence as  may  be
deemed expedient,
A. MACALISTER.
SCUEDULE.
Selections by Norm-transferable Land Orders.
Application for) f
Deed of Grant j by
Sir,
I have the honor to request that a Deed of Grant
may be issued to me, of the allotment of land hereunder
described, and which was selected by me in virtue of a
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non-transferable  Land Order on the day
of 18 , and I subjoin a declaration that I
have resided continuously in the Colony of Queensland
for a period of two years from the date of my arrival in
the said Colony.
Date of proclamation
Date when offered for sale ...
No. of lot ...
No. of portion ...
No. of acres in the lot ... ...
County ... ...
Parish or place ... ... ..,
I have the honor to be,
Sir,
Your obedient Servant,
To the  Surveyor -General.
t
Declaration. ,
I, do solemnly and sincerely declare
that I have continuously resided within the Colony of
Queensland  -from  the day of
18 , to the day of 18 , being
a period of two years from the date of my arrival in the
said Colony  ;  and I mate this solemn declaration con-
scientiousl believing the same to be true, and by virtue of
the provisions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year
of the Reign of Her present Majesty, intituled  An  Act
for the more  effectual  abolition  of Oaths and Affirmations
taken and made in various Departments of the Govern-
of New South  Wales, and to substitute Declarations in
lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and
e,rtra  j udicial Oaths  and Affidavits."
Made and signed before me, at
this day of 186
Signature  of a Magistrate
* Insert christian and surname at full length.
t Insert nearest post town.
J.P.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  17th January, 1866.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BE TWEEN BATAVIA
OI3 SINGAPORE ,  T'Il  TORRES' STRAITS,
rHE  Queensland  Government  having in  con-IF  the establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  via  Torres '  Straits and Singapore ,  sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until . ]VIO N-
DAY, the 2.5th  June,  1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly,  for a period of three
or five years ,  from and to Brisbane and Batavia,
calling at  1 ort  _Denison and  Cape York.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which  they would be  disposed to extend this
service to Singapore  and Sydney ;  and separate
offers  will be received  for Monthly  Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York ,  and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to  state  the amount of passenger accom-
modation of 1st and 2nd class,  the tonnage,  horse-
power,  and  speed  of the  Steamers  to be employed,
and whether propelled  by screw or  paddles ; also
to state the time  at which the  service can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in  charge of the Mails free of cost.
T enders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being  laid before  the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
The Contractor and two sureties  (whose signa-
tures must  be attached  to the Tender )  will  be
required to enter into a bond for the due perform-
ance of the Contract.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or  by  applying to Mes srs. Julyan
and Sergeaunt ,  Crown Agents ,  6 Adelphi 'T'errace,
Strand ,  London.Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer , Brisbane ,  and  marked  "  Tender
fog, the  Conveyance of Mails vice Toy -ess' Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st December,  1865.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct, in accordance with the provisions of Act
29 Victoria, No. 18, that the undermentioned
Offices shall be open on and after the 1st January,
1866, for the
Receipt of Proposals for the Insurance of Lives
under Government guarantee  ;  and for the
Purchase of small  Government Annuities or
Monthly Allowances,- viz.:
BRISBANE,
IPSWICH,
MARYBOROUGH,
ROCKHAMPTON,
ToowooMBA.
At any of the Offices named ,  Life Insurances and
Annuities may be purchased from the Government
by persons between the ages of 16 and 60,-either
by one immediate payment or by annual, quarterly,
or monthly payments,  as may be convenient to the
purchaser.
Additional Offices will be opened as required.
All information ,  and the necessary forms of Pro-
posal, &c., can be obtained on application at any of
the above Offices.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd November, 1865.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE OF 1866-7.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.SEPAR .ATE Tenders are hereby invited, andwill be received until the 29th January next,
for the conveyance of Post Office Mails, as under-
mentioned, for nine months, or one year  and nine
months, from the 1st April,  1866, to the 31st
December, 1866 or 1867, both days inclusive.
All Tenders are required to be written  on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously --
on application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, pre-paid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words  "Tender
.for the Conveyance of .Mails,"  together with the
number of the service, endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the tender box at the General Post Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender, and every tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on  separate forms, are required for
each service, as well as for the periods mentioned,
namely, nine months or one year and nine months.
Every tender  must bear  the  bona fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible  persons wil-
ling to become bound with him in such  sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering ,  or their agents ,  are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 12th February next,
and must then be prepared, if called on, forthwith
to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum equal to
ten per cent. of the amount of such of  their tenders
as  may be accepted ,  as a guarantee until their
bonds and contracts shall be executed.
The tender of any person failing to comply with
this condition will not be entertained.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender, and upon which the tender is to be
made, can be inspected by persons proposing to
tender, either at the General Post Office, or at any
Post Office in the Colony.The Government will ot necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender.
R. G. W. HERBERT.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
53. From and to the Valley of Lagoons (Burdekin),
and Carpentaria Downs (J. G. McDonald) :
Once a fortnight,  via  Collins'.
61. From and to Richmond Downs and Burketown,
Albert  _€tiver Settlement ,  Gulf of Carpentaria
Once a month.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
.AMENDED REGULATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT
SAVINGS BANKS.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the following  alterations
and additions to the Savings Bank Regulations,
dated 16th November, 1864, made under the
authority of the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria,
No. 2, entitled  " An Act to grant additional facili-
ties ,for depositing small savings at  interest  witli the
security of the Government for due repaymentthereof," viz.:-
1. The following words to be omitted from clause 5 of
the said regulations, viz., " the depositor. shall sign his
name in a place to be provided for his signature in the
depositor's book," it being considered advisable that
depositors shall not in future be required to sign their
names in  Savings Bank pass-books.
The following are to stand as additional regula-
tions :-
1. Persons desirous of lodging money in the Govern-
ment Savings Banks, and who, by reason of residing at
too great a distance from the nearest Branch Office, are
precluded from depositing in the manner prescribed by
clause 3 of the regulations, may remit their deposit by
post direct to the Treasury. The Government will,
however, undertake no responsibility under this clause,
in the event of the remittance miscarrying.
2. In order  to  meet the convenience of persons resid-
ing at a distance from Brisbane, and to save a long
course of post, depositors so circumstanced may, in
future, make application to withdraw the whole or any
portion of their deposits by electric telegraph message,
at the reduced uniform charge of one shilling. ' The
depositor will be required to sign the usual withdrawal
notice in  the presence of a Savings Bank Officer, by whom
the message  will be forwarded to the Treasury ; but no
officer is to forward such  message  unless the depositor is
personally known to him,  or unless he produces satis-
factory evidence that he  is the  person entitled to the
withdrawal.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVEIINN ENT SAVINGS
BANKS.BRANCHES of the above Bankre ow penat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane, 22nd January, 1866.
NT OTICE.-It is hereby notified for general
information, that the following Time Table
will be observed on the Southern and Western
Railway, and will come into operation from and
after the 1st of February next.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
Down. Week-days,
a.m. P.M.
Sundays.
p.m. I a.m. p.m.
Ipswich (dep.) ... 9.0 3.0 6.45 9-30 6'4+5
7 Walloon (arr.) ...  9-30 1  3-30 7.15 10. 0 7'15
Walloon (dep.) .. 9.33 3.33 7 18 10. 3 7.18
211 Grandchester (arr.) 10.15 4.15 8. 0 10.45 8. 0
Up. a.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
Grandchester (dep.) 7. O 12 O 5 0 7. 0 4.15
134 Walloon (arr.) ..• 7.40 12.40 5.40 7'40 4.55
Walloon (dep,) 7.42 12-425-42.7.42 4.57
North Ipswich (arr.) 8.12  1-126.12 8.12 5.27
21 Ipswich ( arr.) ... 8.15 1.15 6.15 8.15 5.30
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Railway Department,
Brisbane ,  22nd January, 1866.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  30th December, 1865.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  under the 14th Sec-
tion of  " An Act to make provision for the
" Construction by the Government of Railways and
"for the  Regulation of the same ,"  assented to 3rd
September ,  1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Map or Plan of a Line
of Railway intended to be made from Toowoomba
to Allora, and also of the Book of Reference of the
several lands through which the said Railway is to
pass.
The Map or  Plan, and Book of Reference, can
be seen at this Office, and all parties interested in
the lands  to be affected by the said intended
Railway, are hereby required to transmit to me, at
this Office, in writing ,  within one month from this
date any well -grounded objection which may exist
to the adoption of the said Line of Railway, or
any part thereof ,  or of any works proposed in con-
nection therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Office of Engineer of Harbors and Rivers,
Brisbane , 25th January, 1866.
BRISBANE RIVER.
SEVENTEEN-MILE ROCKS.
I
ASTERS of  Steamers  are cautioned  against
..L the use of any Channel but the old one,
close to the South Bank, on the eastern side of the
Seventeen-mile Rocks, Brisbane River, during the
progress of the blasting operations, now being
carried on.
Attorney-General's Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1866.
NOTICE TO MAGISTRATES.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, for the guidance of Magistrates, that
prisoners must in future be committed for trial
before the Circuit Court, if appointed to be holden,
and there is time to bring the prisoners before it
previous to a sitting of the District Court in its
Criminal Jurisdiction, although the latter Court
may be competent to try the offenders.
In cases committed for trial before the District
Court, the depositions must be sent to the Registrar
of the Court in which the trial is to take place.
By His Excellency's Command,
CHARLES LILLEY.
JOSEPH BRADY,
Engineer of H arbors and Rivers.
LAND SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,
B R,ISBANE,
ON WEDNESDAY, 31ST DAY OF JAN17ARY, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that all the portions in the Parish of Bulimba,
County of Stanley, from portion 204 to 250,
inclusive, being lots from 4 to 50, to be offered for
sale on the above date, will be distinguished by the
affix of the letter A.
A.C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane , 17th J anuary, 1866.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1865.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.
Licensee or Lessee .
1
HE Licensees and Lessees of the under-
 mentioned Runs are hereby required to pay
forthwith into the Treasury the amounts specified
in connection with their respective Runs, in accord-
ance with the provisions of the 49th clause of the
Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to said clause which
declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government
Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such
defaulters  shall be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
DISTRICT OF WARREGO.
Licensee or Lessee.
Area
Name of Run . in Squar
Miles.
e  Amount.
A. F. Sullivan
£ S.
Humeburn North 50 15 0
Ditto... .. Paroo ... ... 25 7 10
Ditto... .. Humeburn ... 50 15 0
Ditto... Boobara North... 50 15 0
Ditto... Boobara 50 15 0
Ditto... Humeburn South 50 15 0
Ditto ... Tilbooroo North 50 15 0
Ditto 50 15 0Boobara South...Ditto... ..... ...Tilbooroo ... 50 15 0
Ditto . 50 15 0Tilbooroo East..Ditto... ..... ...Tilbooroo South 50 15 0
G. H. Cox and V. J. UpperEuloRight 50 15 0
Dowling
Ditto... ... Upper Eulo Left 36 10 16
Ditto ... ...  LowerEuloRight 73 21 18
Ditto . ...  Lower Eulo Left 50 15 0
A. F. Sullivan Koolyadhn ... 50 15 0
G. H. Cox and V. J.  Koo liatto ... 50 15 0
Dowling
A. F. Sullivan ... Koopa ... ... 57 17 2
Ditto.. ... ... Koopa East ... 50 15 0
J. Becker Koraggarak ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... ... Yungerah .. 50 15 0
Ditto . Lake Colless ... 75 22 10
J. W. Colless, B. C. Owthorpe No. 1 75 22 10
Hutchinson, and J.
Wallis
Ditto... ... ...  Owthorpe No. 2  75 22 10
Ditto ... Owthorpe No. 3  75 22 10
Ditto ... ... ... Owthorpe No. 4  75 22 10
Owthorpe No. 5  25 7 10Ditto ... ...Ditto- ... Owthorpe No. 6  25 7 10
Ditto ... ... Owthorpe No. 7  75  22 10
Ditto ... ... Owthorpe No. 8 75 22 10
Ditto ... ... ... Owthorpe No. 9 75 22 10
Ditto ... Owthorpe No. 10 25  7 10
J. de V. Lamb, R. K. Quamby 50 15 0
Sams, and A. J. D.
Sams
G. H. Cox and V. J. Wiralla North 50 15 0
Dowling
Ditto.. ... .. Wiralla 50 15 0
J. de V. Lamb, R. K. Norley ... 50 15 0
Sams, and A. J. D.
SamsDitto... .. ... Entally ... ... 50 15 0
G. H. Cox and V. J. Wiralla South ... 50 15 0
Dowling
J. de V. Lamb, R. K. Hu,itworth .,. 50 15 0
Sams, and A. J. D.
Sams
G. Pearson .. ThuringowaNorth 50 15 0
J. de V. Lamb, R. K.  Lawrenny 50 15 0
Sams, and A. J. D.
Sams
G. H. Cox and V. J. Thuringowa ... 50 15 0
DowlingDitto... . ThuringowaSouth 50 15 0
J. de V. Lamb, R. K.  Cheshunt ... 50 15 0
Sams, and A. J. D.
Sams
Ditto...  Cheshunt South 50 15 0
G. H. Cox and V. J. Kooliatto North 50 15 0
Dowling
R. Russell and E. Kargoolnah East 50 15 0
nellBi g
Ditto ... ... Kargoolnah ... 100 30 0
Ditto... . Yarranvale ... 50 , 15 0
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF  RUNS- continued.
No. 1.
Dundoo West 25 7 10
No. 2.
£ s.
R. Russell and E. Buckenby North 50 15 0
Bignell
Ditto... ... ... Buckeni: y West 50 15 0
J. Smith ... ... I Buckenby ... 50 15 0
H. M. Fulton, and J. Jero ... ... 50 15 0
West, the Elder
Ditto ... ... ... Dundoo West 25 7 10
Ditto ...
M. West, the Elder... Bundee No. 1 ... 25 7 10
Ditto ... ... Bundee No. 2 ... 25 7 10
H. M. Fulton, and J. Burgeon ... 50 15 0
West, the Elder ...
M. West, the Elder.,. Belyanna No. 1 25 7 10
Ditto ... ... ... Belyanna No. 2 25 7 10
DISTRICT OF MITCIIELL.
J. C. Ellis ... .... Portland Downs
J. Ellis and E. Ellis... Pershore East ...
Miles.
75
65
22 10
19 10
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SUNKEN ROCK OFF THE ISLAND OF KAWAU5
HAURAKI GULF.
Harbor Office,
Auckland, December 14, 1865.A SUNKEN Rock, having 9 feet water onitat
low spring tides (with 5 to 10 fathoms close
to), has been discovered in the passage between the
Flat Rock and the Island of Kawau, and about half
a mile distant from the shore of the latter, with the
following compass bearings:-
South-eastern poi t of extreme of Kawau S. by W. W.
Flat Rock ... ... ... ... E..q S.
Tiritiri Lighthouse ... ... ... S. by E. E.
Takatau Point ... ... ... ... N.W. by N.
I. J. BURGESS,
Portmaster.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORETON BAY.
ON and after the 1st January, the followingadditional Tidal Signals will be exhibited at
night from the Lightship at the Bar
On Bar .  In Cutting.
Red Light with green under ... 6 feet 12 feet
Two white lights vertically ... 7 „ 13 „
From  the above date the West Beacon light will
be exhibited from the Iron Lighthouse, placed
about half a cable to the southward of the old West
Beacon.
By order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, 30th December, 1865,
NOTICE TO MA iINERS.
PORT CURTIS.
UNTIL the 5th Order Dioptrie Light is erected
V on Gatcornbc Head, a temporary Catoptric
Light will, on and after this date be exhibited
between  sunset and sunrise at  an elevation of about
fifty feet above the sea, from that part of the head-
land which lies directly opposite the Oyster Rock.
Vessels entering Port Curtis at night, by the
North Channel, should bring this light to bear about
S.W. by W.2W.; being careful to keep it well
open of, and to avoid the rocks which extend out
from, Settlement Point.
By Order of the  Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office,
Brisbane , 15th January, 1866,
Area
Name of Run. in Square Amount.
11
Department  of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 5th January, 1866.
FIRST NOTICE.-NEW ROAD.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open and make a portion of Road from Frenchman's Creek towards the township of Herbert,
Broadmount : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William I N7.,
No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference showing the intended line of
Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office,
Rockhampton ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit in writing to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well grounded objections which may exist to the
formation of the road in question.
By His lhxcellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER..
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ALTERATION IN PROPOSED ROAD FROM TRENCHMAN'S CREEK TOWARDS TOWNSHIP OF
HERBERT, BROADMOUNT, PARISH OF ARCHER, COUNTY OF LIVINGSTONE.
Portion of Road. Reputed Owner.
y Lengths
Occupier .  Bearings .  ina Chains.
0
Enclo - I
....es
B
of
readth
Road Area. Remarks.
I chs. lks. A.  n. P.
Allotment 13... T. H. Permien ., Unoccupied E. 1° 30' N. 3 0 One 150 0132
8... Anthelme Thozet Anthelme Thozet... E. 1° 30' N. 20 0 150 3 0 0
8... Ditto ... Ditto ... E. 24° 45' N. 5 50 „ 150 0 3 12
5... J. Browne Unoccupied  ... E. 2I8° 45' N. 6 80 None 150 1 0 3
5... Ditto Ditto E.4° 15' S. 8 0 150 1 0 32
4... Robert Little Ditto E. 4° 15' S. 20 15 150 3 0 3
1... Clarendon Stewart J. Robertson  ,,.  E. 4° 15' S. 2 40 150 0 1 17
1... Ditto ., Ditto  ...  E. 20° 45' S. 14 20 150 2 0 21
15... Sir C. Nicholson Hewitt ... E. 20°  45' S. 8 60 One 150 1 1 6 Leasehold
15... Ditto ... Ditto .., E. 43° 10' S. 21 50 150 3 0 36 Ditto
19., . Ditto ..• Ditto S. 25° 30' E. 16 63 „ 150 2 1 39 Ditto
19... Ditto ... Ditto  ...  S. 22° E. 10 82 150 1 2 19 Ditto
22... William Archer... Unoccupied  ...  S. 39°  45'E. 16 65 None 100 1 2 26
22...
„
Ditto ... Ditto ... S . 40° 50' E. 5 0 100 0 2 0
25:.. Ditto o Ditto S. 40°  50'E.20 0 100 2 0 0
26... Ditto •., r5wl Ditto S. 40° 50' E. 9 50 100 0 3 32
2G... Ditto ... 9 Ditto ... E. 37 0 55'S.10 0 100 1 0 0
27... Sir C. Nicholson P4 Ditto E. 370  55' S. 20 0 100 2 0 0
29... Thomas Holt .,, Ditto ...  E.43° S. 15 0 100 1 2 0
30... Ditto Ditto E. 43° S. 5 0 100 0 2 0
30... Ditto Ditto E. 30° S. 10 30 100 1 0 5
77... Occupation Road (One chain wide )...  E. 44° 20' S. 15 40 100
78... William Lyle ... Unoccupied ... E. 30° S. 10 25 150 1 2 6
78... Ditto .,. Ditto  ...  E. 32°  45'8.  5 0 150 0 3 0
79... William  J. Browne Ditto ... E. 32° 45' S. 9 30 150 1 1 23
79.. Ditto ,., Ditto E. 30 S. 10 0 150 1 2 0
80... Ditto ... ... Ditto ... E.  13°  30'S.  9 28 150 1 1 22
80... Robert England Robert England  ...  S. 41° 30' E. 7 0 150 1  0 8 Fenced on
81... Ditto Ditto ... S.  410  30' E. 16 20 150 2 1 29 5 south side.
82... Albrecht  Feez ... .. Unoccupied S. 41° 30'E. 16 20 150 2 1 29
83... Robert Bruce Ronald ...  Ditto ... S.  41° 30' E. 16 20 150 2 1 29
Department  of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 5th January, 1866.
FIRST NOTICE NEW ROAD.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto op n and make a portion of Road from Marlborough towards Apis Creek : Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Marlborough ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the road
in question.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM JUNCTION OF TURNER AND GEORGE STREETS, TO MARLBOROUGH CREEK,
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC CARRIAGE ROAD ; TOWNSHIP OF MARLBOROUGH  ;  COUNTY OF LEIBEG,
UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV .,  NO. 11.
Portion of Road.
Section 44 ...
a 61 ...
9, 51...
Reputed Character Lengths Enclo - Culti- Breadth
Owner. of Bearings ,  in sures. nation . of Area.Land Chains. Road.
N.side S. side lks A.  R.  P.
... Tucker ,  Stuart, Open plain N. 59° E. ...  490 585 None ,.. None  ...  100 0 2 9
and Tucker
William Shady Openplain N .  59° E.,..' 695 690 None ,.. None ... 100 & 200 0 3 14
Chapple
JohnRobottom Openplain  8.66°  45'  E. 890 :  705 None  ...  None .. .  200 1 2 20
Tucker ,  Stuart, Openplain S. 66° 45' E, 375 275 None ...  None  ,..  200 0 2 17
'find Tucker
Section 44 -. - Marsden  ...  Openplain N. 59° E. .,.  30 ... None ... None  ... ...  0 0 0.4
Remarks.
Part of allotments 1,
2, 3, 5, and e.
Part of allotment
No. 1.
Part of  allotment
No. 2.
Portion  of Reserve
for campin g ground.
Part of  S,E. corner
of allotment No. 4
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A
LTER<ATIONS in Time Table of Arrival and
Despatch of Inland Mails, consequent on
change of lpswieh and Grandchester Railway Time
Table, commencing from the 1st February.
Brisbane and Ipswic1a.--Leave  Brisbane every day
(Sunday excepted) at  5'15  a.m. and 1 p.m.; arrive at
Rocky Waterholes 0 a.m. and 1.40 p.m.; Oxley 6.15 a.m.
and 2 p.m. ; at Goodna 7'15 a.m. and 3 p.m.; and at
Ipswich 8.30 a.m. and 4.15 p.m. Leave Ipswich every
day (Sunday excepted) at 6 a.m. and 2 p.m.; arriving at
Goodna 745 a.m. and 3'15 p.m. ; at Oxley Creek at 8
n.m. and 4 pm.; Roc .y Waterholes and at Brisbane
915 a.m. and 5.30 p.m.
Ipswich, -Grandchester, and Toowoomba.-Leave  Ips-
wich daily (Sunday excepted), by train, 9 a.m. ; arrive
at Grandchester 10.15 a.m. ; leave Grandchester, by
coach, 10'30 a.m. ; arrive at Laidley 11.15 a:m., Gatton
1 p.m., and at Toowoomba 5 p.m. Leave Toowoomba
daily (Sunday excepted) at 5.45 a.m. ; arrive at Gatton
9 a.m., Laidley 10.45 a.an., Grandchester 11.45 a.m. ; leave
Grandchester, per train, noon, and-'arrive at Ipswich
1.15 p.m.
Toowoomba and Drayton.-Leave  Toowoomba daily
(Sunday excepted) at 5.30 p.m., or after arrival of
mails ; arrive at Drayton 6 p.m. Leave Drayton at
8.30 p.m. (Saturday 8 p.m.), and arrive at Toowoomba
at 9 p.m.
Toowoomba and  Dolby.-Leave Toowoomba, Monday,
Thursday, and Saturday, at 6 a.m., and arrive at Dalby
same days at 6 p.m. Leave Dalby every Sunday,
Wednesday, and Friday, at 6 a.m., and arrive at
Toowoomba same days at 6 p.m.
The Nails which formerly arrived at Brisbane at
9.15 a.m., will now arrive at  5:30 p.m. the previous
day ; and the time of closing the mails at this
office  will be 6 p.m. instead of noon.
THOS. L. MURRAY PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1866.
OTICE.--Whereas some  mischievous person
or persons having  wilfully destroyed part of
the gate to the Victoria Park, on Wickham. Terrace,
and some of the iron rails in the Queen's Park, it
is hereby notified, that any one found committing
such wanton destruction to public property in
future will be prosecuted with the utmost rigour of
the law,
CHARLES .TIFFIN,
Colonial Architect.
T"OTICE  is hereby given, that a Petty Sessions
L4- 11 will be held in the Court House, at Rock-
hampton, on  TUESDAY, the  13th February, 1866,
at 10 o'clock ,.  to grant Auctioneers '  Licenses.
FRANK  N. BEDDEK,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Rockhampton ,  18th January, 1866.
Police Office,
Gayndah, 14th January, 1866.
THE undermentioned horse abandoned by the
bushranger McPherson, and now in the pos-
session of the Police at Gayndah, will be sold by
order of the Commissioner of Police, on the 20th
February next, if not previously claimed.
Description of Horse.-II bay horse branded
near shoulder, like square off shoulder.
Signed by order,
T. CLOHESY,
Sub-Inspector Police, Gayndah.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
ANTIPODES AND BOUNTY ISLANDS.
N consequence of considerable discrepancy
having been found in the latitude and longitude
of the Antipodes and Bounty Islands as furnished
by several nautical books and charts, the following
notice of their correct position, ascertained by
Commander Norman, during the "Victoria's" recent
search amongst these Islands for shipwrecked men,
is published for general information.
JAS. G. FRANCIS,
Commissioner of Trade and Customs,
Department of Trade and Customs,
Melbourne, 4th January, 1866.
(corr.)
H.M.C.S. "Victoria" found the Antipodes Island to be
in latitude 49° 42' south, longitude 178° 43' east.
Borunty Island (a more group of broken rocks with
outlying dangers) to be in latitude 47° 50' south
longitude 179° east.
(Signed] W. H. NORMAN,
Commander.
Colonial Architect' s Office,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 186G.
General Registry Office.,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1866.
A OTICE.-In accordance with section 6 of the
" 111nrrie e Act" (28  Victoria, No. 15) it is
hereby notified, that
The Reverend  ALEXANDER CALDWELL, Presbyterian
Minister, Brisbane, and
The Reverend COLIN McCuLLOcu, Presbyterian
Minister, Warwick,
are registered at this Office as Ministers of Religion
for the Celebration of Marriages in the Colony of
Queensland.
F. 0. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
N.B.-The Reverend Mr. Caldwell's name was
accidentally omitted from the list of Clerymen
Registered in this Office, published in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 20th instant.
N"T OTICE is hereby given, that a Petty  Sessions1_ will  be held in the Court House, . at Rock-
hampton, on TUESDAY, the 13th February, 1866,
at 12 o'clock, to grant Publicans' Licenses.
FRANK N. BEDDEK,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Rockhampton, 18th January, 1866.
£10 REWARD.
STOLEN  or strayed from Forest Vale Station,
Maranoa  River, in May last.
One iron grey horse, branded 8 near cheek, CII  near
shoulder, W over 8 off shoulder, diamond off rump.
One brown filly, branded (j near shoulder, cars off.
If stolen, the above Reward will be paid on con-
viction of the thief, or on such information as may
lead to his conviction, if strayed and restored to the
owner, £5 Reward will be paid. Please direct,
Forest Vale, Maranoa River. -
JOHN DESMOND.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
THE subscription to the Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  pcniable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements -upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,.
Brisbane ,  28th September, 1865.
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Surveyor-General's Office,
TRANSFER OF  RUNS. Brisbane, 25th January, 1866..
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that the interest of the previous occupants in the
undermentioned Runs of Crown Lands has been transferred, daring the quarter ending the 31st
December last, with the sanction of the Government, to the persons hereinafter particularised, in
accordance with the Regulations of the 1st January, 1848.
A. C. GREGORY.
Transferror. Transferree .
William  F. Buchanan ... Frederick Rowe ...
Edward Lotze ... Alexander  Swanson...
T. S. Mort ... ... McLean and  Beit ... ...
Hope and Ramsay ... Honorable L. Hope ..
J. L. Kelly ... ... William and Mark Christian
G. K. Ingelow ... Stewart Murray ...
J. and  W. Byrnes ... Ditto ... ... ... ...
Name of Run. District.
Rooney and Cassillis ... ... Port Curtis.
Toromeo ... ... ... Moreton.
Djnan Djnan or Emu Creek ... Ditto.
Kilcoy ... ... Ditto,
Mount Funnell No. I .. ... Port Curtis.
Clifton, Woodford, Rcdclifl'e... Ditto.
Canoona Nos. 4, 8, 9 ... .'. I Ditto.
EVENUE and EXPENDITURE of the IPSWICH MUNICIPALITY to the 31st DECEMBER, 1865.
Dr.
£ s%  d.
To ]Balance... ... ... ... 1,1552 7
,,  Cash on hand ... ... ... 12 1 6
„ Loan from Government 2,000 0 0
„ Endowment on rates collected .. 371 9 3
„ Interest on rates and warrants issued 1 16 9
Box drains ... ... 1 4 0
„ Rent of water reserve ... 15 0 0
„ Ditto ferrry . ... 50 0 0
„ Ditto sale yards 25 0 0
„ Ditto pump, North Ips-
wich  ...  ... 3 18 0
„ Brickmaker's license ... 1 10 0
„ Serenty-one dray licenses 69 10 0
164 18 0
„ Rates collected .. ... ... ... 1,303 11 0
To Balance...
1;5,010 2 1
... £453 19 8
Cr.
By salaries .. ...
,,  Bent, Council Chambers
„ Ditto, School of Arts ...
„ Balance for taking assess-
ment . .
„ Petty cash and postage
stamps
Stationery, printing, and
advertising ...
„ Commission  on sale of
lease of baths ...
Expenses, deputation to
Brisbane ... ...
Carpenter's work
Ironmongery, kerosene, &c.
Blacksmith's work ...a
]]
Timber, painting , &c. ..
Erecting pumps, North
Ipswich, Little Ips-
wich, Ferry road, and
East street ... ..
Repairs to cottage, Nicho•
las street, damaged
during fire ...
Repairs to  gates and
fences, Market Square
Labor and  cartage ...
Clearing and stumping
streets ... ...
'terrace street, North
Ipswich ...
Water works and baths...
Mortimer  and Brisbane
streets ... ...
Milford street ... ...
Nicholas street ... .
Lime stone and Ellenbo-
rough streets ,  balance
Cribb street
Roderick and Murphy
streets .. ...
Woodend road, account
contract ... ...
Elizabeth street... ...
Down street, on account
contract ...
Pring and East streets,
ditto ... ...
South street
Brisbane and East streets
Kerbing and channelling
of contract ... ...
Darling street ... ...
,, Brickmaker' s license
] ]
refunded ...
Reward to water carriers
at fire ... ...
Interest  on loan.. . ...
Ditto Joint Stock  Bank ...
Cash on hand ... ...
Balance ...  ... ...
£ s. d. s. d.
265 0 0
17 12 6
1 15 0
13 0 0
4 11 0
50 12 9
19 17 6
8 0 0
4 17 6
29 14 11
32 10 9
447 11 4
5  12 8
108 2 11
10 15 0
4 15 0
332 7 2
210 0 0
4 18 0
157 10 0
330 0
187 2
0
0
40 0 0
20 0 0
188 0 0
12 16 0
135 0 0
144 170
1,464 17 6
35 0 0
10 15 0
253 10 0
61 14 6
316 0 0
4 033 12 9,
3 0 0
6 0 0
9 0 0
55 18 0
3 14 0
59 12 0
... ... 6 6 4
... ... 453 19 8
£5,010 2 1
P. P. ANDERSON, Town Clerk. J. MURPHY, Mayor.
We hereby certify that we have examined the books of account and vouchers connected therewith,
kept by the Ipswich Municipality, and that the above statement corresponds therewith.H. BLAINE, ) Auditors.
Ipswich, 2-3rd January, 1866. JNO. CAMERON,
11
REAL .PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
T  ,:$E'_ 1V6tice that ,applications have been made to bring the Land described below finder the
provisions. of the.Rea1 Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the clay named.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
-Description a d Situation of Land. Name of Proprietor. Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Subdivision  No.  8 of suburban portion No. 92, , con tai n- William Stanley Hall ... 27 February, 1866.
ing 392 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North
Brisbane.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTSyear ending 31st DECEMBER, 1865:-
Receipts.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Drainage  Fund Account.
To Amount  to credit in Bank,
July 1st... .. 4,000 0 0
„ It Received during
13
half-year,.. 800 16 10
„ Interest accrued 150 6 4
4,951 3 2
„ Endowment on Rates col-
lected to June 30, 1865 ...  1,016 19 0
„ Ba ll asting Fees ... ... 1 1 0
Cemetery  Account.
To Amount of Fees received... 71 0 11
„ Government grant for fen.
cing ,.. ... ... 135 9 3
206 10
„ Carrier's Licenses ... 13 10
„ Wharfage Rates ... ... 555 18
„ Fines for Breaches of Bye-
laws
Upper Ferry Rent, per
Walker's lease ... 42 3 0
Kirkham's lease ... 45 0 0
„ Lower Ferry Rent, per
Davis' lease 74 3 0
Kearney's lease ... 65 0 0
4 19
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of the CORPORATION Of ROCKHAMPTON, for the' Half
I
By Contract No. 11, kerbing
and channelling  ...
No. 24, stumping
road to Lion Creek ..
„ No. 26, stumping
Canning and Talford
streets ... ..  ...
No. 28, stmmping
Campbell street...
„ No. 31, stumping
Denison street ... ..
7)
I)
„ „ No. 33, stumping
Kent street ...  ...
„ No. 35, stumping
Albert and Cambridge
streets ...  ...2'i
0
10
0
No. 36, blue
metal, &c. ... ...
„ No. 37, rubble
stone ... ...
„ No. 42, blue
metal and rubble ...
3 0
3 0
Yeppen Pump Account.
To Rent, per Bothwell' s lease 8 6 8
Net proceeds ... 37 10 0
45 16 8
Rates Account.
To Rates of 1864 11 14 6
N „ 1865 , Leichhardt
Ward ..  223 0 0
., 1M5, Archer
7)
Ward ... 617 14 9
1865, Fitzroy
Ward ... 209 5 0
Loan Account.
To Amount received from
Government
„ Rent of Pile Driving
Machine ... ... ...
1,061 14
7,000 0
5 1S
Main Drain Account.
By Contract No. 38 ,  for Sec-
tion  1 ... ... ...
„ It No. 43,  for Sec-
tion 2
No. 39 ,  for Bridge
No. 40, for Fen-
cing  ... ... ...
„ Wages paid  daymen ...
„ Miscellaneous Charges ...
Salaries Account.
By Town Clerk ... ...
„ Town Surveyor ... ...
„ Rate Coll ector ,.. ,.,
„ Messenger
„ Inspector of Nuisances...
3 „ Corporation Solicitor ...
„ Sexton at Cemetery ...
0 Wages Account.
By General ... ...
0 „ Archer Ward ... ...
„ Fitzroy Ward ...
„ Leichhardt Ward ...
71
'1
7)
£15,089 16 1
Additions to Municipal
Chambers, Contract No.
41
Interest charged on Over.
draft ... ... .
Overdraft paid off duri..Dg
half-year .. ...
Balance  in hand on ac.
count of Drainage Fund)I General Fund
(Bank, £4255 17s. 6d.,Town Clerk, £14811s.9d.)
£ s. d. £ s. d.
527 9 6
52 15 5
63 19 6
9 12 3
19 12 6
19 6 0
66 7 8
261 19 10
183 6 8
164 0 0
1 368 9 4,
869 4 6
225 0 0
354 2 0
51 14 3
225 4 4
1,725 5 1
628 18 8
150 0 0
150 0 0
75 0 0
15 12 0
18 4 6
25 0 0
54 12 0
488 8 6
82 15 3
241 19 9
7 12 9
13 14 8
346 2 5
125 0 0
106 7 0
2,670 17 9
3,225 18 1
4,404 9 3
630 7 47,
£15,089 16 1
R. M. HUNTER, Chairman.
AVM. DAVIS, Town Clerk.
Rockhampton, January 9th, 1866.
We have this day audited the Corporation Accounts for the half-year ending December 31st, 1865,
and find the same correct.
Payments.
HENRY O. PATON, Auditors.LLEWELLYN ED. DAVIES,
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S
T ATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS of the GLADSTONE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL,  from the 1st
Ism of JULY to the 31st of DacmiBER , 1865 :-
Dr.
£ s. d.
July 1, 1865.
To Cash on hand ... ... ... ... 247 7 4 To Contractors' Accounts,  work done
Endowment on rates ... ... ... 74 5 8 „ Town Clerk's salary , . , , . ,
„ Rates and  Assessm ents collected 152 18 8  Rent of Office ... ... ...
Printing,  advertising, postage, &c.
Union Bank (overdrawn account)
Conting encies
Balance at  Bank  ... I ... ...
Cr.£ s. d.
370 6 0
40 0 0
18 15 0
2 1 0
5 18 10
8 18 5
28 12 0
£474 1.1 3 £474 11 3
I hereby certify the foregoing to be correct.
GEo. BODIMEADE, Town Clerk.
Municipal Chambers, Gladstone, January 16th, 1866.
WILLIAM PERSHOUSE, Mayor.
We hereby certify that we  have examined the books of account ,  and vouchers connected
therewith, kept by the  Gladstone Municipal Council ,  and that the above statement corresponds therewith.
RICHARD ROGERS WARE, IAuditors.ROBERT HARVEY,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN  INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Edward Small, carpen-
ter, of Rockhampton.
HER.EAS the said Edward Small was,
on the 17th day of January, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House,. Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 5th day of February, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vent up to the time of passing his last exami-
nation, and whether any and what tools and
wearing apparel shall be allowed to the Insol-
vent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the Court,
at the sane placo, on THURSDAY, the 5th
day of April, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the sa.-d
estate, and for such other natters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 25th day of January,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICRERING, • Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of John Armstrong, late of Mary-
borough ; Andrew Collinson, late of Rock-
hampton; Charles Catton, late of Toowoomba;
Luke Dogherty, late of Highfields ; John
Eagan, late of Hutton's Creek ; William
Haddock, late of Ipswich ; William Logan,
late of lhuroonbar ; William Mditland, late
of Goondiwindi ; Thomas Jacob, Massie, late
of Brisbane; John Rommerlnan, late of
Beaufort , Station ; Jaspar Saltar, late of
Ghinghindoo ; Christopher Taylor, late of
Brisbane ; John Wilson, late of Moonboom-
bury ; Robert Wilmot, late of Glenlee ; and
Robert Wilson, late of Mount Alma, de-
ceased,intestate.
P
URSU AN T to Act of Council, 11 Victoria, No.
24, all persons having any claims against the
Estate of any one of the abovenalned  deceased
persons, are to come in and prove their debts at my
office, Queen street, Brisbane, on or before the loth
day of March, 1866, or in default they will be
peremptorily excluded from all benefit accruing
from the said Estates.
WILLIAM PICK BRING,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
25th January, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.TAKE NOTICE, that Plans of Distribution nthe undermentioned Estates now lie in my
Office, Supreme Court House, Queen street, Bris-
bane, for the inspection of Creditors.; and any
Creditor or other person interested therein object-
ing to the confirmation thereof, must lodge a caveat
in the said office, stating the grounds of such their
objections, on or before the 10th day of February
next, otherwise the said plans of distributions will,
on MOv DAY, the 12th day of February next,
be confirmed.
In the Insolvent Estate of
W. H. Palmer, a first dividend of 7s. 6d. in the
David H. Day, a first dividend of 20s. in the £
William Gurney, a first dividend of 91d. in the £
Norris Hill, upon preferent claims only, a first divi-
dend of 7s. 5d. nearly in the .£
Robert Neels, a dividend of 2s. 10d. in the £
Noah Raper, a dividend of 4s. s d. in the £
Leonard Lester, a dividend of 4s. 111d, in the £
John Atherton, a dividend of Is. 92d. in the £
Henry Skinner, a dividend of 2s. 92d. in the £
W. S. Hall, a dividend of 3s, 7d. nearly in the £
William Wliiffen, a dividend of 5s. 92d, in the £
James McPherson, a dividend of 3s. 57d. in the £
Mackay and Hunt, a dividend of 10s. 9d. in the £
Frederick J. 13ingston, a dividend of 2s. 112d. in
the £.
Dated at Brisbane, this 25th day of January, 1866.
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of James Charles Coles, late of Bal-
lard's Camp, in the Colony of Queensland,
brickmaker, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the Supreme Court of
Queensland, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Letters of Administration of all and singular the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects, of the above-
named James Charles Coles, deceased, may be
granted to Sarah Ann Faulkner Coles, of Ballard's
Camp, in the Colony aforesaid, the Widow and
relict of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of January, A.D.1866,
GUSTAVUS HAMILTON,
Proctor for the said Sarah Ann Faulkner Coles,
Queen street, Brisbane.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Briggs Orchard,
of Rockhampton, blacksmith.
NOTICE is hereby given, that an application
will be made on behalf of the abovenamed
Insolvent; on WEDNESDAY, the eighth day of
February next, to His Honor the Judge in Insol-
vency, (the aforesaid day having been appointed by
him for that purpose) that a Certificate under the
" Insol-vency Act  of 1864," may be granted to the
said Insolvent.
Dated this twenty-third day of January, 1866.
MACNISH AND SON,
Attorneys for the said Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Bowden of
Rockhampton, auctioneer.
NOTICE is hereby given, that an application
JJ will be made on behalf of the abovenamed
Insolvent, on Monday the fifth day of February
next, to His Honor the Judge in Insolvency, (the
aforesaid day having been appointed by him for
that purpose) that a Certificate under the  " Insol-
vency Act  of 1864," may be granted to the said
Insolvent.
Dated this sixteenth day .of December, 1865.
MACNISH AND SON,
Attorneys, for the said Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Timothy Larkin, of
Drayton, publican.
NOTICE is hereby given, that an application
will be made on behalf the abovenamed In-
solvent, on MONDAY, the twelfth day of February
next, to His Honor the Judge in Insolvency, (the
aforesaid day having been appointed by him for
that purpose)  that a  Certificate under the  " Insol-
vency Act of  1864," may be granted to the said
Insolvent.
Date& this twenty-third day of January, 1866.
MACNISH AND SON,
Attorneys for the said Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Andrew Fenwick, late of Eagle
Farm, near Brisbane, in the Colony of Queens-
land, farmer, deceased.
NOn' ICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourtee  daysfromthe publ cation
hereof, application will be made to this Honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Pro-
bate of the last Will and Testament of the above-
named deceased, may be granted to Mary. Grigor,
wife of William Grigor, of Moolooloo, (with the
consent of the said William Grigor,) the Executrix
in the said Will, named.
Dated this twenty-third day of January, A.D.
1866.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Proctors for the said  Mary  Grigor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Samuel William Aldred,. late of
Warwick, in the Colony of Queensland, doctor
of medicine, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honorable
Court in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Letters
of Administration of the goods, chattels, credits,
and effects, of the abovenamed Samuel William
Aldred, deceased, may be granted to Jennett Aldred,
of Warwick aforesaid, the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated this twenty-third day of January, A.D.
1866.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Proctors for the Applicant,
Queen street, Brisbane.
To William Pickering ,  Official Assignee, the
Creditors  of Arthur Weinholt,  an Insolvent,
the Creditors of John Hardie ,  an Insolvent;
and all others whom it doth or may concern.
W
HEREAS under and by virtue of a certain
Writ of  fieri facia l  directed to the Sheriff of
the Colony of Queensland ,  bearing date the twenty-
fourth day of September ,  in the year of our Lord
One thousand eight hundred and sixty -four, in an
action wherein Charles Lammonerie dit Fattorini
and Eugene Lammonerie dit Fattorini were
Planti ffs, and John Hardie and Arthur Weinholt
were Defendants ,  the said Sheriff made his levy upon
certain lands at Fassifern, in the said Colony
belonging to the said John Hardie and Arthur
Weinholt, and upon the eighth day of November,
in the year of our Lord One thousand eight
hundred and sixty-four ,  caused the same to be
put up for sale by public auction  ;  and whereas,
at such sale, the Corporation of the Bank
of Australasia were declared the purchasers of
the said lands ,  at or for the price or sum of seven
hundred and fifty -one pounds ,  which said sum has
been paid into the hands of the said Sheriff; and
whereas the said Writ  of  , fl. fa.  has been deemed
defective ,  inasmuch as the words  "  lands and tene-
ments, hereditaments  "  were omitted therefrom :
Now notice is hereby given, that an application will
be made to their Honors the Judges of the Supreme
Court sitting in Banco, on the first day of Hilary
Term now next ensuing, or so soon after as Counsel
can be heard in that behalf, to amend the said Writ
Hunt pro tune, by  the insertion of the words  "  lands,
tenements ,  and hereditaments."
Dated this seventeenth day of January, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six.
ROBERTS AND HART,
Solicitors for the Corporation of the Bank of
Australasia.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
CHAMBERS v. BONAR.
TO
ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the plaintiff
in the above action, and that all defendant's right,
title, and interest, of, in, and to, all that piece of
Land, containing by admeasurement four acres two
roods and sixteen perches, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Stanley, parish of Oxley,
being subdivisions one to twenty-three, inclusive of
section one of portion number sixty-eight-Com-
mencing on a road at the northern corner of portion
sixty-seven, and bounded thence on the north-west
by that road bearing north sixty-eight degrees east
two chains to a road fifty links wide ; on the north-
east by that road bearing south 22 degrees east
twenty-three chains ; on the south-east by north-
west boundary of subdivision 24 bearing south
sixty-eight degrees west two chains ; and on the
south-west by north-east boundary of portion sixty-
seven bearing north twenty-two degrees west twenty-
three chains to the point of commencement.
Also all that piece of land containing by ad-
measurement four acres, be the same more or less,
situate in the county of Stanley, parish of Oxley,
being subdivisions three to twenty-two, inclusive of
section three of portion sixty-eight-Commencing on
the south-west boundary of portion sixty-nine,
three chains south-easterly from the western corner
thereof, and bounded thence on the north-east
by south western boundary of portion sixty-nine
aforesaid, bearing south twenty-two degrees east
twenty chains ; on the south-east by the north-
western boundary of subdivision two bearing south
sixty-eight degrees west two chains to a road fifty
links wide ; on the south-west by that road
bearing north twenty-two degrees west twenty
chains ; and on the north-west by the south-east
boundary of subdivision twenty-three bearing
north sixty-eight degrees east two chains to the
point of commencement.
Also all that piece of land containing by ad-
measurement four acres, be the same more or less,
situate in the county of Stanley, parish of Oxley,
being subdivisions sixteen to twenty-two, and
twenty-seven to thirty-five, inclusive of section two
of portion sixty-eight-Commencing on a road fifty
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links wide, at a point bearing south-westerly, and
distant two chains and  fi fty links from the  west
corner of portion sixty-nine ; and bounded thence
on the north-west by that road bearing south sixty-
eight degrees west one chain and twenty links ; on
the south-west by the north-east boundary line of
subdivision twenty-six bearing south twenty-two
degrees east two chains ; again on the north-west
by the south-east boundary line of subdivision
twenty-six bearing south sixty-eight degrees west
one chain twenty-five links ; again on the south-
west by the north-east boundary of subdivision
twenty-three bearing south twenty-two degrees one
chain ; again on the north-west by the south east
boundary line of subdivision twenty-three bearing
south sixty-eight degrees west two chains fifty
links to a road fifty links wide ; again on the south-
west by that road bearing south twenty-two
degrees east seven chains on the south-east by a
line bearing north sixty-eight degrees -east five
chains to another road fifty links wide ; and on the
north-east by that road bearing north twenty-two
degrees west ten chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Also all that piece of land containing by ad-
measurement two acres one rood and thirty perches,
be the same more or less, situate in the county of
Stanley, parish of Oxley, being subdivisions three,
four, five, six, and forty-four to forty-nine, inclusive
of section two of portion sixty-eight-Commencing
on a road fifty links wide, at the southern corner of
subdivision seven, and bounded thence on the
south-west by that road bearing south twenty-two
degrees east four chains ; on the south-east by the
north-west boundary line of subdivisions two, one,
and fifty, bearing north sixty-eight degrees east
three chains seventy-five links ; again on the south-
west by the north-east boundary line of subdivision
fifty bearing south twenty-two degrees east one chain
fifty links to another road fifty links wide ; on the
south-east by that road bearing north sixty-eight
degrees, east one chain twenty-five links to a third
road fifty links wide ; on the north-east by that
road b. aring north twenty-two degrees west six
chains fifty links ; on the north-west by the south-
east boundary line of subdivision forty-three
bearing south 68 degrees west two chains fifty
links ; again on the south-west by the north-east
boundary line of subdivision seven bearing south
twenty-two degrees east one chain ; and again on
the north-west by the south-east boundary line of
subdivision seven bearing south sixty-eight degrees
west two chains fifty links to the point of com-
mencement.
Also all that piece of land containing by ad-
measurement forty-eight acres one rood and twenty-
eight perches, be the same more or less, situated in
the county of Stanley and parish of Tingalpa, being
part of portion eighty-six-Commencing on the
south side of a Government road one chain wide at
its intersection with a street fifty links wide, and
bounded thence on the east by that street bearing
south twenty-four chains and thirty-nine links ; on
the south by part of the south boundary of the
portion bearing west twenty-five chains and forty-
three links ; on the north-west by the north-west
boundary of the portion bearing north twenty-seven
degrees east twenty-nine chains and twenty-four
links to the aforesaid Government road ; and on
the north by that road bearing south eighty-two
degrees east twelve chains to the point of com-
niencement-
Will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at the Victoria Hotel, Elizabeth
street, Brisbane, on WEDNESDAY, the twenty-
eighth day of February next, at Twelve o'clock
noon, unless this execution is previously satisfied.
R. K. MACN ISH.
Under Sheri.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.THE Partnership hitherto existing between heundersigned, Mill Sawy rs, of Breakfas
Creek, near Brisbane, has this day been dissolved
by mutual consent.
Dated this 23rd day of January, A.D. 1866.
ROBERT MILLER.
JAMES WEBSTER.
Witness-JOHN PHELP.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Co-partnership
ll carried on at Gowrie and Muringandan, in the
Colony of Queensland, previous to the death of the
late Frederick Nevile Isaac, deceased, between that
gentleman and Ernest de Satge St. Jean, under the
style or firm of " Isaac and de St. Jean," has been
dissolved, and that the said Ernest de Satge St.
Jean has this day transferred and assigned to the
undersigned James Taylor and John Watts, as the
Executors nominated and appointed under the last
Will and Testament of the said Frederick Nevile
Isaac. deceased, all his right, title, and interest in
the above Stations and the Stock thereon. Messrs.
Taylor and Watts are empowered to receive and
pay all debts due to or owing by the said firm.
Dated this 18th day of January, 1866.
ERNEST DE ST. JEAN.
JAMES TAYLOR.
JOHN WATTS.
Witness-GRAHAM L. HART,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
OT[CE is hereby given, that the Partnership
' which has for some time past been carried on
by us the undersigned, John Robertson, John
Graham Macdonald, John Single, and Henry Single,
under the name, style, or firm of " J. G. Macdonald
and Co.," as Sheep Farmers and Graziers, in the
Colony of Queensland, was this day dissolved by
mutual consent. And all Debts and Liabilities due
and owing to and from the said firm, will be received
and discharged respectively by the said John
Robertson and John Graham Macdonald.
As witness our hands this thirtieth day of
December, in the year of our Lord One thousand
eight hundred and sixty-five.
JOHN  ROBERTSON.
JOHN GRAHAI  MACDONALD,
By his Attorneys, JOHN ROBERTSON.
JAMES BYRNES.
JOHN SINGLE.
HENRY SINGLE.
Witnesses ROBT. JOHNSON, Solicitor, Sydney.WM. BARKER, Solicitor, Sydney.
The business of the firm will be carried on by
Messrs. Robertson and Macdonald, under the style
and firm of " J. G. Macdonald and Co.," as hereto-
fore.
J. G. MACDONALD AND CO.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.THE Partnership between the undersignedJohn Robertson  and John Bird ,'  as Graziers
in Queensland, has been dissolved  by mutual con-
sent as from the 13th April last.
All liabilities will be discharged by the under-
signed John Robertson and J. G. Macdonald, who
are entitled  to all the Assets of the late firm.
Sydney,  2nd January, 1866.
JOHN ROBERTSON.
JOHN BIRD.
J. G. MACDONALD,
By his Attorneys , I JOHN ROBERTSON.JAMES BYRNES.
NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given that we, the under-signed, have  this day  entered into Partn -
ship, at Toowoomba ,  as Butchers ,  Cattle Salesmen,
Dealers in Stock, and Storekeepers ,  under the
style and firm of Little and Cheeseman.
Dated this 22nd day of January, 1866.
JOHN LITTLE.
E. T. CHEESEMAN.
Witness- - G. HAMILTON, Solicitor.
)inpi unbingo.
M POUNDED at Warwick, from the paddock ofI H. Mitchell, 18thJanuary, 1866. Damage 2s. 6d.
One brown-sided bullock, like PF conjoined (the P re-
versed) near ribs, blotch brand off ribs, T otf'rump.
If  not  released on or before the 20th February, 1866,
will be sold on that day, at noon, to defray  expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
LO
J WOUNDED at Ipswich, from Cabbage-tree Station.Driving, 2s . per head.
One red cow, W off ribs, GW off rump.  -9 near rump.
One yellow and white steer, top off off ear, J off cheek,b  over JDD off rump.
One red heifer, WP over "d off rump.
One red cow, and calf, top off near ear and split, TT off
thigh.
One red and white steer, two notches near ear, CC over
T off rump.
One black cow and calf, slit off off ear, JA off ribs.
One white bullock, quarter off off ear, LEL off ribs, R
loins, 0 off shoulder.
One strawberry cow, Raj off rump.
One red cow, and calf, top olf off ear,  ,  over b over.P
off rump, T .offribs,  J B off shoulder.
One red and white poley  cow,  split off ear, MF over T
off' rump.
One red heifer, SH off ribs, 5 off rump.
One red and white cow, EO over 2 near rump, JP near
ribs, splits in and pieces off ears,
One strawberry cow, and calf, tip off both ears, JF off
rump, F off ribs.
One red and white steer, slit off near ear, like JL con-
joined off rump.
From Mount Flinders. Driving 2s.  6d,One taffy mare, SM near shoulder.
One ehesnut colt, W over '445 off shoulder, ME near
shoulder, blaze.
One iron-grey filly, star, R over LI near shoulder, H near
thigh.
One bay mare, star, 6 off shoulder, WB conjoined near
rump, diamond near shoulder, JT off neck.
One grey mare, MP of shoulder.
One bay horse, blind near eye, fistula, D off neck, like
163 near ribs.
One bay mare, star, 2 near shoulder, IW near ribs, JW
off ribs.
One bay mare and foal, blaze, near bind foot white, L
near ribs, I over IF near shoulder.
One bay horse, star and snip, DK near shoulder.
One chesnut colt, hind and near fore feet white, JF con-
joined off shoulder, J off neck,
One bay mare, star, WJ near shoulder.
One black horse, blaze, hind feet white, WG off rump, 3
near shoulder.
One roan horse, EF near shoulder.
One brown horse, FB near ribs, 37 off ribs.
One bay mare, t over - off shoulder, 8 in circle over
FJ near shoulder.
One brown horse, star, near hind foot white, like 01
over S over near shoulder.
One bay horse, hind feet white, GM near shoulder.
One black mare and foal; star, , S near shoulder.
One bay horse, blaze, HD conjoined both shoulders, has
a bell'on.
One brown mare and foal, star, off hind foot white, 2
near shoulder, SS of shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th February, will
be sold,
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDEJ) at Toowoomba, from Gowrie, 16th
January, 1866, by order of H. Fisk,' Esq. Driving
2s. G1  per head.
One bay horse, TH near shoulder, JL off shoulder.
One brown mare, two illegible letters with K near
shoulder, near fore and hind feet white, star and
snip.
One black horse, 2 off thigh, illegible brands or whip
marks off shoulder, like WIt over R over blotch
brands or whip marks, near shoulder, P near neck,
M near rump.
One bay filly, J off shoulder, star, fore feet white.
One black mare, lB over i-q near and off shoulder, hind
feet white.
One bay horse, DC over DJ near shoulder, like  m  off
shoulder, star, near hind foot white, shod.
One bay colt, triangle near shoulder, P over T or Cl over
T off shoulder, star.
One black colt,  J E off shoulder, star.
One brown mare, triangle near shoulder, P or Cl off
shoulder.
One chesnut filly, P or 0 off shoulder, star, and streak
on face.
From same place, 13th January, 1866, and wrongly
described in last advertisement:-One chesnut horse, EW over JIB over FD near shoulder,E W near thigh, three white feet, blaze face.
If not released on or before the 20th February, 1866,
will be sold to pay expenses,
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
iMPO UNDED at Springsure, on"the 4th January, 1866,
from Rainworth, by order of Jessie Gregson, Esq.
Driving 10d. per head.
One black bullock, stagy horns, white patches, HO
near ribs, JS off rump), 9 off shoulder.
One strawberry cocked-horned bullock, EB off ribs, 7 off
rump, off hind leg broken.
One red and white spotted bullock, JS off rump, 5 off
shoulder.
One red brindle bullock, HO near ribs, JS off rump, 9 off
shoulder.
One brown bullock, HY off rump, 'H0 off ribs and off
shoulder.
One yellow brindle and white bullock, -+ over 0 near
shoulder, PB.off rump, B off shoulder, snail horns.
One brindle cow, HY off rump, 0 off shoulder.
One white bullock, strawberry neck, reel  ears,  HO near
ribs, JS off rump, 9 off shoulder
One yellow bullock, white spots near horn, slightly
drooping, HO near ribs, JS off rump, 2 oil' ribs.
One, dark brindle and white bullock, stag*gy horns, H:0
near ribs, JS otl' rump, 8 or 3 otl' shoulder.
One yellow brindle and white bullock, JS off rump, 6 off
shoulder, S off cheek.
One brown bullock, white flank and belly, HO near ribs,
D R over W off ribs.
One red bullock, white patch near rump, like old whip-
mark, HO near ribs, JS off rump, 9 off shoulder.
One roan and white bullock, HO near ribs, JS off rump,
9 off shoulder.
One roan bullock, white belly, crumple horns, HY off
rump, 5 oil shoulder.
One red bullock, wide hoop horns; JS off rump, HO off
ribs, 6 off shoulder, 5 elf cheek.
One red and white bullock, 110 near ribs, JS off rump,
0 off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20t1i February 1866,
will be sold to pay expenses.
WM. H. BARNETT, Poundkeeper.
IMPOLTNI)EI) at Warwick, 13th January, 1866, from
g North Toolburra, by order of mhos. Coutts, Esq.Driving expenses 2s.per head
One bay horse, FZ over TF near shoulder, like R near
neck, hind feet white, short tail.
One brown horse, ItL conjoined, the R reversed, and 4
near shoulder, bald race.
One roan horse,  J C near shoulder, A12 off shoulder.
One chesnut mare, over  18 near shoulder, hind feet
white, long star.
One bay colt, MCI near shoulder, hind feet white.
One bay filly, B mar thigh, star.
One bay horse, W -V near shoulder, WI1 off shoulder,
hind feet white.
One bay mare, like 11I over SD near shoulder.
One bay snare,  pL, over PB near shoulder, like 16 near
'near ribs, blaze.
One bay snare, Qii- off shoulder, 3 off' rump, blaze, and
hind feet white.
Also, from is llengallen, 15th December, 1863, by order
of J. Deuchar, Esq. (wrongly described.) Driving
expenses 6o. per head  :-
One bay mare, like J F conjoined over DIP near shou.l der,
F off shoulder.
One bay mare, like TIC over CB over TIC near she:cider.
If not released on or before 6th February, 1866, wit
be sold to pay expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the enclosed landsof  Messrs. McLean and Best, on 19  Ja uary, 1866.
Damages and driving 3s. per heal.
One yellow steer, star on forehead, C off rump and ribs,
tip off ear.
One red steer, IMP near rump, slit off ear, lump on
cheek.
From same place, January 20th, 1863. Driving ex-
penses for eighteen miles.
One chesnut horse, like C7f conjoined near shoulder,
AO off shoulder, star, two small stripes on face.
One iron-grey horse, 8 over I near shoulder.
One bay mare, r-o  over ; over €41 near shoulder.
One bay filly, S off shoulder and thigh, like 0 off neck.
One black horse, D over M off shoulder, D off thigh,
like WB or MB over JC over R near shoulder, small
star and snip, near hind foot white, girth gall.
One brown horse, S over JS over JNF conjoined or JNE
conjoined near shoulder, star, near hind foot white.
One bay horse, FR over 8 near shoulder, blind near  eye.
One flea'bitten grey snare, A over CC or A over 00 off
ribs, PB near shoulder, collar mark.
If not released on or before the 20th February, 1866,
will be sold to pay expenses.
A1dTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from North Toolburra,
18th January, 1866, by order of Thomas Coutts,
-Esquire. Driving expenses, 3d. per head.
One red' bullock, W21 over C off shoulder, like EXR
near ribs, like 9 near shoulder, piece out both ears,
blotch near rump and thigh.
One strawberry cow, CXS near ribs, like 7 near shoulder.
One red and white pole'y steer, like ML conjoined off
rump and ribs.
One white bullock, W over P; off thigh, 8 off shoulder,
piece out off ear.
One blue poley cow, E off ribs, piece out off ear.
One black and white poley heifer, E near ribs and rump,
piece out near ear.
One red cow, ML conjoined over 5 off rump, ML con-
joined over AH off ribs, off ear slit, ML conjoined
near rump.and thigh.
One strawberry steer, like SG off rump and ribs.
One white heifer, like brand off rump, off ear split.
One strawberry steer, like WA off rump, blotch off ribs.
One red and white steer, oT ear split, blotch near rump.
One red steer, like  A&L off rump, like AkK over N off
ribs.
One red and white heifer, AG over 5 off shoulder, piece
out both ears.
One white cow, like RW off rump, like 9 off ribs, piece
out both ears.
One red and white heifer, W in circle near ribs and
rump.
One roan cow, D near rump, G over A near ribs, near
ear split.
One red and white heifer, HB near ribs and rump.
One yellow cow, SS near ribs.
One white steer, E near ribs and rump, near ear crop,
off ear slit.
One magpie poley heifer, E near ribs.
One red steer, E near ribs and rump, near ear crop, off
ear slit.
One red heifer, blotch brand off rump and ribs, ., over
blotch.
One red heifer, SG off ribs, off ear slit.
If not released on or before 20th February, 1866, will
be sold to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Canal Creek Station,
by order of F. West, Esquire, on 19th January, 1866.
No driving expenses.
One red poley bullock, L near loin and rump.
One red poley bullock, L near loin and rump.
One red cow, 6 off shoulder, like WC over B off rump,
near ear cropped, piece out back off ear.
One yellow and white cow, like CR over I off rump,
both ears slit.
One white bullock, H near rump, like  0 t conjoined
over  0  conjoined near thigh, worker.
One red bullock, like 2W or SW over KEIL near ribs,
like brand off thigh, piece out near ear, worker.
One strawberry cow, H off rump, like brand off back,
near ear marked.
One red and white calf, C or G off rump, like JS over
S or 11 over 1 off ribs, like 1 off shoulder, off ear
slit.
One red and white cow, dewlap, writing M over h off
rtunp, like W in G near ribs, like KK off ribs, off
ear slit.
One red heifer, white back, like JS over S off  back,  C or
G off rump, off ear slit.
Tf not released on or before the 20th February, 1866,
v ill be sold to pay expenses.
CHAS. THOMAS, Poundkecper.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Nardoo, 8th
j January, 1866, by G. N. Griffiths; Esq. Driving
8s...4d. per head.
One chesnut gelding, G in diamond  near  shoulder, small
star.
One bay mare, blotch like MP conjoined over MP con-
joined near shoulder, hind feet white, star.
One bay filly, D near shoulder.
One dappled flea-bitten grey gelding, few white spots, M
near shoulder.
One bay gelding, star, B over M over M  near  shoulder.
One bay ,gelding, B over Lm near shoulder, Lm off
shoulder, blaze in face, fore foot white.
One roan gelding, L r.o near shoulder, star and snip, four
white feet.
The 9th January, 1866, fron Pinnacle Creek, by Henry
Richards, Esq. Driving 2s. per head.
One red and white spotted bullock, staggy horns, off ear
slit, like aA conjoined near rump, like 3 near thigh.
One red and white bullock, two slits near ear, blotch near
rump, with 1 under on hip.
From same place, 11th January.' Driving 2s. per head.
One red cow, bit out of off ear, star, MD conjoined near
hip, roan heifer calf at foot unbranded.
One red bullock, star, little white top of rump, HY of
rump, 3 ofF shoulder, HO high up near ribs.
One strawberry cow, red neck, 'Like gR conjoined near
ribs, like P over gR conjoined near rump, RJ off
rump, 0 off thigh, bit out of each ear.
If not released on or before the 20th February, 1866,
will be sold.
WM. H. BARNETT, Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Goondiwindi ,  on the  17th  January,1866 ,  by order of R. P. and S. Y. Marsha ll,
One bay mare, like writing M over w over p near
shoulder, like writing NI near thigh.
One grey mare, branded MR off shoulder.
Also on the 19th January.
One grey horse, AW near shoulder.
One piebald horse, TD near shoulder, cross near thigh.
If not released on or before the 20th of February,
1866, they will be sold to pay expenses.
HARRY D. BALMAIN, Poundkeeper.
Goondiwindi, 20th January, 1866.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba ,  from Gowrie, and
wrongly described ,  by order of H. Fisk, lEsquire.
Driving and damage, 3s. per head.
One bay horse, A over A over T near shoulder ,  illegible
letters  li ke cc under, like DD or DO off  shoulder,
star.
If not released on or before 20th February, 1866, will
be sold to pay expenses.
From same place ,  January 3rd, 1866, and not claimed
by supposed owner.
One strawberry bullock,  CH or GH offrump, G off
ribs, like w over  t-1 near shoulder.
If not released on or before 20th February ,  1866, will
be sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1866.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the subjoined Despatch
from the Secretary of State - for the Colonies, in
reference to the Universal Exhibition, which it is
proposed to hold in Paris during the year 1867.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
[CIRCULAR 3.]
Downing street,
10th November, 1865.
Sir,
I have the honor to transmit to you, for your
Mr. Cole, 9th information and guidance, the enclosed Copy of aOctober, uses.
Printed Rules. Letter received from the Lords of the Committee
of Council on Education, on the subject of the
Representation of the British Colonies in the Paris
Universal Exhibition of 1867. Annexed to the
Letter are printed Regulations in French and
English. In the assignment of space, their Lord-
ships have been guided by the spaces occupied in
the Exhibitions of 1855, at Paris, and 1862, at Lon-
don. The space allotted to the Colony under your
Government is 450 feet.
It is on every account to be desired that Her
Majesty's Colonies may be well represented in the
approaching Exhibition, and I wish you at once to
take such measures as appear to you most calculated
to further this object. You will observe that the
first step will be to appoint a Committee of Super-
intendence and a Special Executive Commissioner,
to conduct the correspondence with this country.
I have, &c.,
EDWARD CARDWELL.
To the Officer administering the Government of
Queensland.
Enclosure No. 1.
MR. HENRY COLE  to  THE UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE
FOR THE COLONIES.
Council of Education, Kensington Museum,
9th October, 1865.
SIR,
I am directed by the Lords of the Committee of
Council on Education to transmit one hundred copies of
the general regulations and classification issued by the
Imperial Commisssion for the guidance of intending
exhibitors in the International Exhibition to be held in
Paris in 1867, and a list of the several amounts of space
which it is proposed to allot to each colony.
It being important that the colonies should be well
represented, my Lords request that you will move Mr.
Cardwell to take, as early as convenient, such steps as he
may consider necessary for drawing the attention of each
colony to these regulations, &c., and direct me to observe,
that in making known the space offered, it should be
distinctly understood that the proposed allotment in
each case is  nett  space, exclusive of passage room, for
which ample provision has been made, and consequently
the entire space offered may be filled with goods.
My Lords suggest that each colony should form a
Committee having sufficient experience, and invested
with authority, to secure a due representation of the
industry and resources of the colony ; and that it should
place one special Executive Commissioner in direct com.
munication with the Science and Art Department at
South Kensington.
It is desirable that each colony should inform the
Lords of the Committee of Council on Education, with
as little delay as possible, if it will undertake to fill the
space offered ; and if not, to state what diminution in the
space may be made.
The Imperial Commission having decided upon a par-
ticular mode of arrangement into classes and groups,
which is set forth in the regulations, the same principle
of arrangement will be adopted by Great Britain, and it
will be necessary that the colonies also conform to it.
My Lords direct me to request, therefore, that the
Executive Commissioner from each colony should trans-
mit before the 1st August, 1866, to the Science and Art
Department, South Kensington, the space which the
colony proposes to occupy, divided into the respective
ten groups (which several divisions will be taken as the
bases for the final arrangement in the Exhibition build-
ing and park), together with a list of the names and
addresses of the exhibitors in each class.
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My Lords request that all letters from the colonies
may be addressed to the Secretary, Science and Art
Department, South Kensington, London.
I have, &c.,
. (Signed) HENRY COLE.
The Under Secretary of State for the Colonies.
PARIS UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION OF 1867.
IMPERIAL COMMISSION.
General Regulations ,  discussed on 7th July,  1865,  and
approved by Imperial Decree of  the 12th July,  1865.
SECTION I.
GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS AND SYSTEM OF CLASSIFICA-
TION.
Article 1.-The Universal Exhibition to be held at
Paris in 1867, will be open for the reception of works of
art, and of the products of agriculture and industry of
all nations.
It will be held in a temporary building on the Champ
de Mara. Around the Exhibition building a park will be
formed for the reception of cattle and other live animals,
and plants, as well as for those constructions and objects
which cannot be exhibited in the main buildings.
The Exhibition will open on the 1st of April, 1867, and
will close on the 31st of October following.
Article 2.-The Universal Exhibition of 1867 is placed
under the direction of the Imperial Commission nomi-
nated by the decree of the let February, 1865.
The General Commissioner appointed by the same
decree is charged with carrying out the decisions of the
Imperial Commission.
Article 3.-In every department of the French Empire
the Imperial Commission will establish, before the 25th
August, 1865, a local committee, whose duty it will be :
1. To make known throughout the whole extent of
the department the measures relative to the
organization of the Exhibition, and to distribute
the forms of  demands for space  and other docu-
ments issued by the Imperial Commission.
2. To point out, before the 31st October, 1865, the
principal artists, agriculturists, and manufac-
turers whose productions would seem specially
calculated to contribute to the success of the
Exhibition.
3. To promote, in the manner stated in Article 29,
the exhibition of the agricultural products of
the department.
4. To appoint a Commission of learned men-
agriculturists, manufacturers, overseers, and
other persons with special knowledge, to make
a careful study of the Exhibition, and to
publish a report upon the means of applying in
the department the lessons which the Exhibi-
tion may have taught.
5. To create, by collecting subscriptions, by associa-
tion, or by any other means, a fund for the pur-
pose of enabling the overseers,. husbandmen,
and mechanics of the department to visit and
study the Exhibition, and to pay the expenses
of publishing the above-mentioned report.
Article 4.-The Imperial Commission will make the
necessary arrangements with the Ministers of War and
of Marine, for obtaining a proper representation of the
products of Algeria and of the French Colonies in the
Universal Exhibition.
Article 5.-The, Commissions. appointed by the various
foreign governments to direct the part which their
respective countrymen will take in the Universal Exhibi-
tion are in direct communication with the Imperial
Commission relative to the exhibition of the works of art
and other productions of their country. Consequently,
the Imperial Commission will not correspond with
foreign exhibitors. Products sent by a foreign exhibitor
can only be admitted through the medium of the foreign
Commission which represents him.
The.Foreign Commissioners. will also provide, as they
may may see fit, for the carriage, the reception, the
arrangement, and the return of the productions of their
countrymen. They must, however, conform to the
regulations laid down by the Imperial Commission.
Article 6.-Foreign Commissioners are requested to
place themselves as soon as possible in relation with-the
Imperial Commission; and to depute some person to
represent them.
The duty of this representative will be to arrange the
questions which refer to foreign exhibitors, and
particularly those relative to the allotment of the whole
space among the various countries, and to the manner in
which each foreign section shall be arranged in the
Exhibition building and in the Park.
Article 7.-In order to facilitate the division of the
space allotted to each country between the various classes
of objects enumerated in Article 11, the Imperial Com-
mission will place at the disposal of the representatives
for their guidance, the plan of the arrangement of the
French section of the Exhibition building, drawn on a
scale of two millimetres to a metre (1 in. to 41.6 ft.
or soe). This plan shows the arrangement of the glass
cases and counters suitable for each class of objects, as
well as the shape, height, and other dimensions of the
courts intended for each class. An analogous plan of
arrangement showing the manner in which the portions
of the Exhibition building allotted to each foreign
country will be subdivided is to be transmitted to the
Imperial Commission before the 31st October, 1865.
Plans in detail, on a scale of two centimetres to the
metre, (1 in. to 4.16 ft., or -I-,) showing the place50
allotted to each exhibitor and to each separate stall
are also to be forwarded with the list of exhibitors, by
each foreign Commission, before the 31st January, 1866,
in order that in arranging the interior of the Exhibition
building the Imperial Commission may be able to take
into consideration the wants of each country.
Article 8.-Each foreign country may claim, for the
formation of a special park, the portion of the Champ
de Mars adjoining the space allotted to in the Exhibition
building. The representative of each foreign commis-
sion will settle with the General Commissioner the plan of
the paths for the circulation of the public, and of the
earthworks, which will be executed at the cost and under
the direction of the Imperial Commission.
Each representative will also arrange with the General
Commissioner so as to leave at the disposal of the
Imperial Commission the portions of the ground which
may be in excess of the wants of his countrymen, or to
obtain an additional piece of ground from the portions
to which other representatives may have given up their
claim.
In order to facilitate as much as possible the arrange-
ments of the foreign exhibitors in the portions of the
• park allotted to them, the Imperial Commission will
place at the disposal of the representatives for their
guidance the plans adopted by the French exhibitors for
arranging the animals, plants, model cottages, &c.
(Appendix A).
Article 9.-The official catalogue of the products of
all the foreign countries will be drawn up, showing the
place which they occupy either in the Exhibition building
or in the park. This catalogue will contain two alpha
betical lists, one of the exhibitors, the other of the pro-
ducts exhibited. Foreign Comzmnissioners are requested
to send the information necessary for the preparation of
the catalogue before the 31st January,  1866,
Article 10.-Those States which can only be repre-
sented in Paris in 1867, by a small number of exhibitors,
and which are besides in a similar geographical position;
are requested to concert together so as to insure a
methodical grouping of the products of an analogous
nature.
The Imperial Commission will place at the disposal
of the representatives of the Commissions of those States
the plans which have been prepared, with a view to
harmonize the advantages of such a grouping with the
fundamental rule of national representation. In the
event of these plans being approved, the Imperial Com-
mission requests the Commissioners of those same States
to appoint in Paris for each group an agent, whose duty
it will be to carry them out. The architects and officers
of the Imperial Commission will afford assistance
gratuitously to those agent.
Article 11.-In each section assigned to the exhibitors
of the same country, the objects will be divided into 10
groups and 95 classes, viz.:-
let Group.-Works of art (classes 1 to 5).
2nd Group.-Apparatus and applications of the
liberal arts (classes 6 to 13).
3rd Group.-Furniture and other articles intended
for dwelling houses (classes 14 to 26).
4th Group.-Clothing (including fabrics), and
other articles worn on the person (classes 27
to 39.
5th Group.--Products (raw and manufactured) of
mining (classes 40 to 46).
6th Group.-Instruments and processes of the
t. common arts (classes 47 to 66).
7th Group.-Food (fresh and preserved) in various
states of preparation (classes 67 to 73).
8th Group.-Live products and examples of agricul-
tural establishments (classes 74 to 82).
9th Group.-Live products and examples of horti-
cultural establishments (classes 83 to 88).
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10th Group.-Objects exhibited with the special
purpose of improving the physical and moral
condition of the people (classes 89 to 95).
The objects which are included in these groups are
given in detail in the system of classification (Appendix
A) annexed to these Regulations.
In order to avail itself of any suggestions that may be
made by the French exhibitors and the foreign Commis*
sioners, the Imperial Commission reserves to itself the
right to resolve, in the successive editions of this docu-
ment, all doubtful questions to which this first publica-
tion may give rise.
Article 12.-No work of art, or object exhibited in the
Exhibition building, or in the park, maybe drawn, copied,
or reproduced in any manner whatever, without the
authority of the exhibitor who is the author of it. The
Imperial Commission reserves to itself the right to
authorise the taking of general views of the Exhibtion.
Article 13.-No work of art or object exhibited may
be removed before the close of the Exhibition without
the special authority of the Imperial Commission.
Article 14.-Neither French nor foreign exhibitors
will have to pay any rent for the space occupied by them
in the Exhibition ; but all costs incurred for fittings and
decoration- in the Exhibition building and in the Park
must be borne by them.
Article 15.-Frenchmen and foreigners, by the act of
becoming exhibitors, thereby bind themselves to adhere
to these Regulations.
Article 16.-The Imperial Commission will correspond
with the Prefets and other authorities of the French
empire through the President or the General Commis-
sioner.
Article 17.-All communications relative to the Exhi-
bition are to be addressed to  11.  le Counsellor d'Rfcat
Commissaire Gthidral in l'Exposiiion Uaiverselle de  1857,
u Paris.
Letters need not be prepaid within the jurisdiction of
the French Post Office.
SECTION II.
SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS RELATIVE TO WORKS OF ART,
Article 18.-=Works by French and foreign artistes,
executed since the 1st January, 1855, will be received
for exhibition.
Article 19.-The following will not be received:-
1.  Copies, including those which reproduce a work
in a manner different to that of the original.
2. Oil paintings, miniatures, water-color paintings,
pastels, designs and cartoons for stained glass
and frescoes, without frames.
3. Sculpture in unbaked  clay.
Article 20.-The Imperial Commission will decide,
with the assistance of a special jury, respecting the
admission of works by French artists.
The composition and nomination of this Jury, and the
formalities with which Frenchmen will have to comply
in requesting permission to send a work of art to the
Exhibition, will be explained by regulations to be pub-
lished hereafter ; these regulations will make known how
works of art are to be transmitted and received.
Article 21. - The Imperial Commission will make
known to the persons concerned, before the 1st January,
1+67, its decisions respecting the admission of works
of art.
Article 22.-The number and nature of the rewards
that may be given in respect of works of art, as well as
the constitution of the international jury who will be
called upon to act as judges, will be decided hereafter.
SECTION III.
SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS RESPECTING TIIE PRODUCTS
OF AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRY.
CHAPTER I.
A.danission and Classification of Products.
Article 23.-All the products of agriculture and in-
dustry will be admitted into the Exhibition with the
exceptions and limitations mentioned in the following
article.
Article 24.-Detonating, explosive, and other sub-
stances of a dangerous nature will not be admitted.
Spirits and alcohols, oils and essences, corrosive sub-
stances, and generally substances which may affect
injuriously other products exhibited, or incommode the
public, will only be received in- strong vessels, specially
adapted for the purpose, and of small demensions.
Percussion caps, fireworks, lucifer matches, and other
similar articles can only be received when made in
imitation, and deprived of all inflammable ingredients.
Article 25 .- Exhibitors of products of an unwhole-
some and disagreeable nature will be bound to conform
at all times to such measures of safety -as may be pre-
scribed to them.
The Imperial Commission reserves to itself the right
to cause the removal of any products ,  whether French
or foreign ,  which by their nature or their bulk might
appear injurious ,  unsuitable, or incompatible with the
objects of the Exhibition.
Article 26. - Before the 15th August ,  1865 ,  the Im-
perial Commission will notify to the Foreign Commissions
the amount of space allotted to each of them for the
display of the productions of their respective exhibitors.
Before the 25th August ,  1865, the Imperial Com-
mission will publish ,  in a tabulated form, the amounts
of space allotted in the French portion of the Exhibition
building to each of the  first 73 classes enumerated in
Article 11.
Article 27 .- After the publication of this document
French exhibitors carrying on the trades comprised in
the same class are requested to come to an understanding
among themselves relative to a common plan of arrange-
ment of the space which will have been allotted to their
class. If they should agree upon the selection of the
exhibitors which this allotment can accommodate, and
upon the amount of space which shall be assigned to
each, they  wi ll  nominate one or more representatives who
will place themselves into communication with the Im-
perial Commission ,  submit their plan and list of exhi-
bitors for its approval ,  and generally act as the repre-
sentatives of the common interests of these exhibitors.
Article 28 .- In default of such spontaneous action
provided for in the preceding article, the municipal
authorities of centres of inantifactures, the chambers of
conmlerce ,  the consultative chambers of arts and manu-
facture, artistic and industrial societies ,  agricultural
societies and meetings are requested to urge the pro-
ducers in their districts to act in concert.
Article 29 .- The departmental committees  (Article 3)
will  receive from the Imperial Commission and will
communicate to the consultative chambers of agriculture,
and to the agricultural societies and meetings of the
department ,  the plans adopted for the representation of
the agriculture of the various  `districts of France, in
order that they may co-operate in carrying out these
plans.  They will  especially request these societies and
meetings to prepare collective exhibitions of types of
animals and plants, and models of farm buildings and
agricultural works.
The local committees of a large agricultural district
will, as far as possible, act in concert ,  so as to display,
without useless repetitions ,  the characteristic features of
the agriculture  of the district.
Article 30 .- The applications for space having refe-
rence to the arrangements described in Articles 27, 28,
29, will be  made by the  representatives of the exhibitors
who  have been acting in concert ,  or by those of the
societies and bodies who have taken the initiative in the
matter. For this purpose ,  the representatives will cause
each  exhibitor  to fill  up  and  sign  in duplicate  an appli-
cation for space. These applications are to be addressed
to the  General Commissioner at Paris  (Article 17.)
Article 31.-Every  plan of arrangement prepared
either by the exhibitors of the same class acting spon-
taneously  together,  or at the instigation of local conl-
mittees , municipal authorities,  chambers of commerce,
consultative chambers,  agricultural  societies or bodies,
artistic or industrial societies ,  will be approved by the
Imperial Commission ,  provided that no objections are
raised ,  and that the general rules and requirements of
the Exhibition have been observed.
Article 32 .- The displays thus originating from a
common agreement will consist of separate and distinct
exhibitions ,  unless it suit all those joining in the plan
to make a collective display, in which, without naming
the exhibitors ,  all the products of a locality or district
will be exhibited together.
Article 33 .- In the event of exhibitions carried out
in accordance with articles 27, 28, and 29 ,  producers
having any reclamations to make are to address them
direct to the General Commissioner, who will submit
them to the Imperial Commission.
Article 34.-In those cases in which the combinations
suggested in Articles 27, 28, and 29 have not been carried
out, each of the exhibitors will fill up and sign two forms
of application for space (Article 30 ).  Both these appli-
cations are to be forwarded to the General Commissioner
at Paris  (Article 17).
Article 35 .- Applications for space ,  objections, and
all documents relating thereto, are to be transmitted to
Paris before the 31st October, 1865.
After that date, no application or objection can be
entertained except by a special resolution  of the  Imperial
Commission.
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Article 36.-Exhibitors of apparatus requiring the
use of water, gas, or steam, are to state, when sending in
their application for space, what amount of water, gas,
or steam will be necessary. Those who wish to exhibit
machines in motion are to state at what speed each of
these machines is to be driven, and the motive power
which it will require.
Article 37.-Committees will be appointed by the
Imperial Commission for the nine groups of agriculture
and industry (Article 11), to advise respecting each
application for space, and the objections mentioned in
Article 35.
The Imperial Commission alone can decide the
admission of exhibitors.
Article 38.-Each French exhibitor will receive before
the 31st December 1865, an  exhibitor's bulletin  (or
ticket) showing his rotation number, the dimensions of
the space granted to him, and the address which is to be
affixed to the packages he may send.
CHAPTER II.
Despatch, reception, and placing ofgoods in the exhibition
building and in the park.
Article 39.-The cost of packing and carriage of the
goods sent to the Exhibition, and of the goods which
have been exhibited there, is to be borne by the exhibitors,
both to and fro.
Article 40.-French packages containing goods in-
tended for the Exhibition are to be marked with the
letters E.U. surrounded by a circle ; they are to
bear, in addition, the rotation number of the exhibitor,
and the direction specified in the exhibitors bulletin
(Article  038).
The way-bill which accompanies the package is also to
contain the name of the exhibitor, the rotation number
and the direction.
The sender will affix on two sides of the package the
labels which the Imperial Commission will take care to
transmit to him for this purpose in duplicate.
Article 41.-The Imperial Commission will not in-
terfere in any way between the contractors for the
carriage of packages and the exhibitors in respect of the
despatch and the reception of the goods.
The exhibitors must therefore, either personally or by
their agents, see to the transmission and reception of the
packages, and verify their contents.
If neither the exhibitor nor his agent be present to
receive the packages on their arrival at the Exhibition,
the carrier is bound to remove them immediately.
Article 42.-Packages from foreign countries must be
marked in such a way as to show distinctly from whence
they come. The Imperial Commission will make
arrangements with the Foreign Commissioners in order
that these packages may be transmitted in accordance
with the regulations specified in Article 40 for French
packages ; on this point, however, the Foreign Com-
missioners will adopt the course which they may consider
most advisable.
Article 43.-French and foreign goods will be received
into the Exhibition from the 15th January 1867, up to
the 10th March following inclusive.
These dates may, by special arrangements, be antici-
pated for objects difficult to place, or deferred for objects
of great value. -
Article 44.-The Exhibition is constituted a bonded
warehouse.
Foreign goods intended for the Exhibition will be
admitted into France, under bond, up to the 5th March
1867, by the following ports and frontier towns :
Dunkirk, -Lille, --Valenciennes,-Feignies-Jeumont
-Vireux,-Givet,-Longwy,-Thionville, - Forbach,-
Wissen,bourg,-Strasbourg,-Saint-Louis, - Pontarlier,
-Bellegarde, - Saint-Michel, - Nice, - Marseilles,--
Cette,-Le Perthus,-Hendaye*,-Bayonne,--Bordeaux,
- Nantes, - Saint Nazaire, - Granville, - Havre, -
Dieppe,-Roen,-B oulogne,-Calais.
Article 45.-The Imperial Commission will issue
special instructions relative to the period when the
materials for the buildings, as objects for exhibition, the
separate ;.,arts of machines and apparatus, heavy and
cumbersome articles, and those which require masonry,
or special foundations, are to be brought into the
precincts of the Exhibition.
Such works are to be performed by the exhibitors and
at their own cost, in accordance with the plans sub-
*A custom house, to be established on the railway now being
made between Barcelona and Perpignan, will be hereafter
specified.
mitted by them for the approval of the Imperial Com-
mission.
Article 46.-The Imperial Commission will supply
gratuitously the water , gas, steam , and motive power for
the machines admitted under the Regulation contained
in Article 36. This motive power will, except in special
cases,  be transmitted by a horizental main shaft, the
diameter and the number of revolutions per minute of
which will be made known by the Imperial Commission
before the 31st December, 1865,
The exhibitors will have to furnish driving pulleys on
the main shaft, connecting -pulleys, and intermectiate
shafting for the purpose of regulating the proper speed
of the apparatus, as well as  the  belts necessary for each
of these motions.
Steam engines which require to be supplied with steam
from their own boilers cannot be shown in the Exhibi-
tion building, and special directions will therefore be
issued respecting them.
Article 47.-All other expenses, such as the employ-
ment of workmen in the building, the reception and
opening of packages, the removal and charge of packing
cases, the construction of counters, stages, glass and
other cases, &c., the placing of goods in the Exhibition
building and in the Park, the decoration of the stalls,
and the return of the goods, are to be borne by the
exhibitors, French as well as foreign.
Article 48.-The arrangement and decoration of the
stalls in the French section of the Exhibition building
and of the Park can only be executed in conformity with
the general plan, and under the superintendence of the
officers of the Imperial Commission.
The Imperial Commission will point out to exhibitors
who may apply, contractors for the execution of their
work'and for the removal and custody of their cases ; but
they are at liberty to employ any contractors or work.
men they may think fit.
Article 49.-The various stalls and fittings may be
erected in the Exhibition as fast as the buildings are com-
pleted ; they must be commenced at latest on the 1st
December 1866, and must be ready for the reception of
goods before the 15th January, 1867.
Article 50.-The passages reserved outside the exhibit-
ing space being strictly calculated for the purpose of
circulation, packages and empty cases are not allowed to
remain therein.
Cases must, therefore, be unpacked  as fast as  they are
received. The Imperial Commission will direct its own
officers to unpack for the exhibitors, and at their risk and
peril, the cases left in the passages intended for circula-
tion.
From the 11th to the 28th March, 1867, the goods
already unpacked and placed in the stalls, are to be ar-
ranged and displayed for exhibition. The 29th and 30th
March are reserved for the purpose of a general cleaning.
A review of the whole Exhibition will take place on the
31st March.
ThelmperialCommisionwilltakeall measures necessary
to have the Exhibition complete in all its parts bythe 28th
March. It will, therefore, dispose of all those portions
of space which, on the 14th of January 1867, are not
occupied by stalls ready for the reception of goods, and
of all those stalls which, on the 10th March, do not con-
tain goods enough to fill them.
Article 51.-Immediately after they have been un-
packed, the cases that have been used for the carriage of
the goods, either in France or from abroad, are to be re-
moved by the exhibitors or their agents. If they should
fail to do this without delay, the Imperial Commission
will remove the cases and packing, and will not be in any
way responsible for their preservation,
Ariticle 52. - Special instructions will be published
hereafter for the orginization and arrangement of the pro-
ducts and objects for exhibition which are to ' be placed
in the Park.
CHAPTER III.
General administration and police arrangements.
Article 53.-The name of the producer will be affixed
to the goods exhibited. The name of the retailer who
usually acts as his agent may be added with the producer's
consent.
The Imperial Commission will, when required, make
arrangements for the exhibition of goods under the name
of the retailer, when they are not sent for exhibition by
the producer.
Article 54-Exhibitors are requested to insert after
their own names or-the names of their firms, the names
of those persons who have contributed in a special man-
ner to the merit of the products exhibited, either as in-
ventors or designers, or by some process of manufacture,
or by some remarkable skill in the workmanship.
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Article g 5.-The cash prices of the objects exhibited,
and the places where they may be purchased may be
stated. This  information  must be given  upon all objects
included in Class 91 .  In all the classes ,  the prices, if
stated, must  be adhered to by the exhibitor  as respects
the buyer ,  under the penalty of  exclusion from competi-
tion.
Objects sold may not be  removed before the close of
the Exhibition without  the special permission of the
Imperial Commission.
Article 56.-The  Imperial Commission will take every
means to preserve  from damage  the articles exhibited,
but it will not hold  itself in any way responsible for any
loss by fire,  or for any accident , damage, or  injury, great
or small ,  which may  happen to them ,  from whatever
cause  it may arise .  Exhibitors must take upon them-
selves the expense of insurance  if they should  see fit to
avail themselves  of that  precaution.
The goods  exhibited will be watched  by the necessary
staff, but  the Commission  will not be  responsible for any
thefts or  embezzlements  which may be committed.
Article 57 .- A special  notice posted  in the Exhibition
building, and in the Park, will  make known the staff ap-
pointed to organize the interior of the building .  It will
also contain the names of  the officers  whose duty it will
be to give assistance to the exhibitors ,  and to watch over
the security  of the Exhibition.
Article 58 .- A ticket will be delivered  to each exhibitor,
which will give him free  admission  to the Exhibition.
This ticket  will not be transferable .  If it should  be proved
that the exhibitor  has lent or given his ticket to some
other person ,  it will be  forfeited without prejudice to
farther proceedings at law.
To secure  the carrying  out of this regulation ,  the ticket
of admission must be signed  by the holder ,  who will have
to enter the Exhibition by certain prescribed  doors only,
and he may be required  to establish  his identity  by signing
his name in  a book  to be kept for that purpose.
Article 59 .- Exhibitors  will be allowed to have their
goods taken  care of  by the agents they may select, but
they must be  approved  by the  Imperial Commission.
Personal  tickets of  free admission will be given to these
agents under the conditions laid down in the  foregoing
Article.
An exhibitor ' s agent can only receive one ticket of ad-
mission whatevever number of exhibitors he may re-
present.
Article  60.-Exhibitors or their agents must not solicit
visitors to make purchases  ;  they will  confine themselves
to answering enquiries ,  to handing the address cards,
prospectuses ,  and lists of prices  which they  may be asked
for.
Article 61. The  Imperial Commission will fix hereafter
the prices  of admission  to be  paid by visitors in order
to be admitted  into the Exhibition.
Article 62. - An  International  Jury  for making the
awards will  be formed, divided  into nine groups, cor-
responding with the nine groups of  products of agricul-
ture and industry  enumerated  in the system  of classifi-
cation. (Art. 11, and Appendix A.)
The number, the  nature, and the various grades of
the awards ,  as well as the constitution and functions of
the jury, whose duty it will  be to apportion them, will
be published hereafter.
Article 63 .- The objects  will be studied  and experi-
ments conducted  under the  direction of the members of
the jury, and  of a scientific ,  agricultural ,  and industrial
commission ,  appointed  by the  Imperial Commission. A
report of the facts  of general  interest 1'irought under
notice by their labors will be published.
Article 64.-Conferences may be held  and demonstra-
tions given in the various  parts of the Exhibition.
Courses of lectures and readings may, in addition, be
delivered in a. room built for that purpose .  These various
means of imparting information can only be used by
those who have personally obtained the authority of the
Imperial Commission.
CIIAPTER IV.
Closing of  the Exhibition and removal of the goods.
Article 65.-Immediately after the close of the Exhi-
bition, the exhibitors must  begin  to pack and remove
their goods and fittings.
This operation must be completed before the 30th
November, 1867.
After that  date, the goods ,  cases, and fittings which
way not have been taken away by the exhibitors or their
agents, will be removed and deposited in a public -ware-
house at the cost and risk of the exhibitors. The
objects which, iri the 30th June, 1868, may not havu
been removed from that warehouse ,  will be publicly sold,
and the net  proceed of the sale will be applied to some
work of charity.
Done and discussed  by the  Imperial Commission, the
7th July, 1865.
(Signed )  ROUHER,
Minister of State,  Vice -President.
Considered and annexed to the decree of the 12th
July, 1865.
(Signed )  ROUHER,
Minister of State, charged  ad interim  with
the Ministry of Agriculture ,  Commerce,
and Public Works.
(Signed )  DE CHANCOURTOIS,
Secretary  of the  Imperial Commission.
A true copy : -
(Signed )  F. LE PLAY,
Councillor  of State General Commissioner.
APPENDIX A.
SYSTEM OF CLASSIFICATION.
1ST GROUP .- WORKS OF ART.
CLASS 1.-PAINTINGS IN OIL.
(Exhibition  Building, Gallery I.)
Paintings on canvas ,  panels, and on other grounds.
CLASS 2.-OTHER PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS.
- Exhibition Building, Gallery I.)
Miniatures ,  water colour paintings  ;  pastels and draw-
ings of all kinds ; paintings on enamel ,  earthenware and
china  ;  cartoons for stained glass and frescoes.
CLASS 3.-SCULPTURE AND DIE - SINKING.
(Exhibition Building,  Gallery I.)
Sculpture in high relie f.  Bas -reliefs. Repousse work
and chasing.
Medals, cameos ,  engraved stones. Niello work.
CLASS 4.-ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNS AND MODELS.
(Exhibition Building,  Gallery I.)
Studies and details .  Elevations and plans of buildings.
Restorations based ugon existing ruins or documents.
CLASS 5.-ENGRAVING AND LITHOGRAPHY.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery I.)
Mezzo-tints .  Coloured  engravings.
Lithographs  executed with pencil and with brush.
Chromolithographs.
2ND GROUP .- APPARATUS AND APPLICATIONS
OF THE LIBERAL ARTS.
CL &SS 6.-PRINTING AND BOOKS.
(Exhibition Building ,  Gallery II.)
Specimens  of typography  ;  autographic proofs ; litho-
graphic proofs in mezzo -tint or coloured  ;  proofs of
engravings.
New books ,  and new editions of books already known ;
collections of works forming  special  libraries  ;  periodical
publications .  Drawings ,  atlases ,  and albums of a tech-
nical or instructive kind.
CLASS 7.-PAPER ,  STATIONERY  ;  BINDING ; PAINTING,
AND DRAWING  MATERIALS.
(Exhibition Building , Gallery II.)
Paper ; card and paste board ; ink ; chalks  ;  pencils,
pastels ; writing materials ; articles for the writing
table ; inkstands ,  letter weights, &c.  Copying -presses.
Articles  made of paper ; lamp -shades, lanterns, flower-
pot covers, &c.
Registers ,  copy-books ,  albums and note-books. Bind-
ings, loose covers for books, cases.
Various products  used in water colour painting and
tinting ; colours in cakes, pastels , bladders ,  tubes, and
shells. Instrn,r _ents  and apparatus for the use  of painters,
designers ,  engravers , and modellers.
CLASS 8.-APPLICATIONS OF DRAWING AND MODELLING
TO THE COMMON ARTS.
(Exhibition Building, Gall ery II.)
Designs for industrial purposes ,  designs made ,  repro-
duced, or reduced by some mechanical process. Decora-
tive painting ,  lithographs  or engravings for industrial
purposes. Models and small articulated wooden figures,
moldings of figures ,  ornaments, &c.
Carvings .  Cameos, seals and various engraved articles.
Objects modelled for industrial  purposes ,  produced by
mechanical  means ; reductions, photo-sculpture, &c.
Mouldizigs.
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CLASS 9.-PHOTOGRAPHIC PROOFS AND APPARATUS.
(Exhibition Building; Gallery II.)
Photographs on paper, glass, wood, stuffs, and enamel.
Heliographic engravings. Proofs of photographs on
stone. Photographic stereotypes. Stereoscopic proofs
and stereoscopes. Enlarged photographs.
Instruments, apparatus and chemicals used in photo-
graphy. Materials used in photographic studios.
CLASS 10.-MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery II.)
Non-m-tallie wind instruments ; with common mouth-
piece, with reeds with or without air reservoirs. Metallic
wind instruments, simple, with lengthening pieces, with
slides, with pistons, with keys, with reeds. Wind instru-
ments with ley-boards, organs, accordions, &c. Stringed
instruments played with the fingers or the bow, without
keyboards. Stringed instruments with keyboards, pianos,
&c. Instruments played by percussion or friction.
Automaton instruments, barrel organs, bird organs, &c.
Separate parts of musical instruments, and articles used
in orchestras.
CLASS 11.-MEDICAL AND SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND
APPARATUS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery II.)
Instruments and apparatus for dressing wounds and
for simple surgery. Instruments for medical research.
Surgical instruments and apparatus.
Collections and cases of instruments and drugs specially
intended for army and navy surgeons, for veterinary
surgeons, for dentists, for oculists, &c. Apparatus for
the treatment of suspended animation, drowning persons,
&c. Electro-therapeutic apparatus. Local and general
anaesthetic apparatus. Apparatus for prosthesis (plastic
and mechanical). Orthopaedic apparatus, trussess, &c.
Various apparatus for sick, infirm, and insane persons.
Accessory objects for medical, surgical, and pharma-
ceutical purposes in hospitals and infirmaries.
Apparatus for the study of anatomy. Apparatus for
the study of forensic medicine.
Special apparatus for veterinary purposes.
Baths, hydrotherapeutie apparatus, &c.
Apparatus and instruments for the physical training
of children : gymnastics for medical and hygienic pur-
poses.
Apparatus for the succour of the wounded on the
field of battle, civil and military ambulances for the use
of the army and navy.
CLASS 12.-MAT 11EMATICAL INSTRUMENTS AND APPA-
RATUS FOR TEACHING SCIENCE.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery II.)
Instruments for practical geometry ; compasses,
verniers, micrometers, planometers, calculating machines,
&c. Apparatus and instruments for surveying, topo-
graphy, geodesy, and astronomy. Apparatus used in
different observatories.
Mathemetical apparatus and instruments. Measures
and weights of the various countries. Coins and medals.
Scales for scientific purposes. Physical and meteoro-
logical apparatus and instruments. Common optical
instruments.
Apparatus used in teaching physics, elementary and
descriptive geometry, stereotomy, and mechanics.
Models and instruments for technological instruction
in general.
Collections for illustrating the teaching of the natural
sciences. Figures and models for teaching the medical
sciences ; anatomical preparations, &c.
CLASS 13-MAPS AND GEOGRAPHICAL AND COSMO-
GRAPHICAL APPARATUS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery II.)
Topographical, geographical, geological, hydrographical'
and astronomical maps and atlases. Charts. Physical
maps of all kinds. Plans in relief.
Terrestrial and celestial globes and spheres. Apparatus
for the  study of cosmography.
Statistical works and tables. Tables and ephemerides
for the use of astronomers and mariners.
3RD- GROUP.-FURNITURE AND OTHER
OBJECTS IOR THE USE OF DWELLINGS.*
CLASS 14.-FANCY FURNITURE.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery III)
Sideboards, bookcases, tables, toilet-tables, bedsteads,
sofas, couches, billiard-tables, &c.
Ordinary objects for the use of dwelling. , the merit  of  which
lies in their useful qualities combined with cheapness are metho-
dically exhibited in Class 91 (lath hroup.)
CLASS 15.-UPHOLSTERY AND DECORATIVE WORII.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery III.)
Bed furniture. Stuffed chairs, canopies, curtains,
tapestry and other hangings.
Objects of decorative furniture in precious stones and
materials. Moulded objects, and ornaments in plaster,
statuary pasteboard, &c. Frames. Decorative painting.
Furniture, ornaments and decorations for the services
of the church.
CLASS 16.-CRYSTAL, FANCY GLASS AND STAINED GLASS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery III.)
Drinking glasses of crystal, cut glass, plated, mounted,
&c.
Window glass, plate glass, and mirrors. Engraved,
enamelled, crackled, frosted, &c.
Glass and pebbles for optical purposes, ornaments, &c.
Stained glass windows.
CLASS  17.-PORCELAIN,  EARTHENWARE, AND OTHER
FANCY POTTERY.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery IIL)
Biscuit. Hard and soft porcelain.
Fine earthenware with coloured glazing, &c. Biscuit
of earthenware. Terra cotta. Enamelled lava. Cera-
mic stone ware.
CLASS 1S.-CARPETS, TAPESTRY, AND OTHER STUFFS FOR
FURNITURE.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery III.)
Carpets, moquettes, tapestry, velvet, pile, &c. Carpets
of felt, cloth, cloth-shearings, silk, or floss silk. Straw
matting and mats. India-rubber matting.
Furniture stuffs of cotton, wool, or silk, plain or
figured. Horsehair tissues.
Leather cloth, moleskins, &c. Leather hangings, and
for covering furniture. Oil-cloth.
CLASS 19.-PAPER HANGINGS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery III.)
Paper hangings, block printed and machine printed.
Flock paper, and paper marbled, veined, &c. Paper for
making mill board, for binding, &c.
Paper with artistic designs.
Blinds, painted or printed.
CLASS 20.-CUTLERY.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery III.)
Knives, penknives, scissors, razors, &c. Cutlery of
every description.
CLASS 21.- GOLD AND SILVER PLATE.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery III.)
Church plate, ornamental plate, and plate for the
dining table, gold and silver toilet articles and writing
materials, &c.
CLASS 22. - BRONZES AND OTHER ART CASTINGS, AND
REPOUSSE WORK.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery III.)
Statues and bas reliefs in bronze, cast-iron, zinc, &c.
Bronzes for ornamental and decorative purposes.
Incitation bronzes in cast-iron, zinc, &e. Castings
coated with metal by the galvanic process.
Repousse work in copper, lead, zinc, he.
CLASS 23.-CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery Ill.)
Separate parts of clocks. Clocks, time-pieces, watches,
chronometers, regulators, seconds-indicators, stop-
watches, &c. Apparatus- for measuring time : hour-
glasses, water-clocks. Electric-clocks.
CLASS 24. - APPARATUS AND PROCESSES FOR HEATING
AND LIGHTING.
(Exhibition Building, allery III.)
Fenders, fire-places, grates, stoves, and hot-air stoves.
Accessory objects for heating. Kitchen stoves. Appa-
ratus for heating  by  gas.
Apparatus for heating by the circulation of hot water
or hot air. Ventilating apparatus. Drying apparatus ;
drying stoves.
Enamellers' lamps, blow-pipes, portable forges.
Lamps for illuminating purposes fed with animal,
vegetable, or mineral oils. Accessory objects for light-
ing. Matches.
Apparatus and accessory objects for lighting by gas.
Lamps for the electric light. Apparatus for the use
of the magnesium light, &c.
CLASS 25.-PERFUMERY.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery III.)
Cosmetics and pomatums. Perfumed oils ; essences,
extracts, and scents, aromatic vinegar ; almond paste,
perfumed powders, pastilles, and scent bags ; perftunes
for burning. Toilet so;ip.
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CLASS 26. -, LEATHER WORK, FANCY ARTICLES, AND
BASKET WORK.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery III.)
Small articles of fancy furniture, liqueur cases, glove-
boxes, caskets, &c. Lacquered articles.
Boxes,  jewel-boxes, dressing cases, purses, pocket-
books, note-books, cigar cases.
Turned, engine-turned, carved, engraved articles in
wood, ivory, tortoise-shell, &e. Snuff-boxes, pipes.
Combs and brushes generally.
Fancy basket-work, wicker-work for bottles, and arti-
cles  in fine straw.
4TH GROUP. - CLOTHING (INCLUDING,
FABRICS)* AND OTHER OBJECTS WORN
ON THE PERSON.
CLASS  27.-COTTON THREAD AND FABRICS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery IV.)
Cotton dressed and spun.
Pure cotton fabrics, plain or figured. Mixed cotton
fabrics.
Cotton velvet.
Cotton ribands  and tapes.
CLASS 28.-THREAD  AND FABRICS OF FLAX, HEMP, &C.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery IV.)
Flax, hemp, and other vegetable fibres spun.
Linen and drills. Cambric. Linen fabrics mixed with
cotton or silk.
Fabrics made from vegetable fibres as substitues for
flax and hemp.
CLASS 29.-COMBED  WOOL AND WORSTED  FABRICS.
(.Exhibition Building, Gallery IV)
Combed wool ; worsted yarn.
Muslin de lame, Scotch cashmere, merinos,  serge, &c.
Worsted ribands  and laces , mixed with cotton or
thread, silk  or floss -silk. Hair tissues pure or mixed.
CLASS 30.-CARDED WOOL AND WOOLEN  FABRICS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery IV.)
Carded wool ; woollen yarn.
Cloth and other milled woollen fabrics.
Blankets . Felt of wool or hair for carpets, hats, shoes.
Woollen fabrics unmilled, or slightly milled :  flannel,
tartans, swansdown.
CLASS  31.-SILK AND SILK MANUFACTURES.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery IV.)
Raw and thrown silk. Floss-silk, silk yarns.
Silk fabrics, pure, plain, figured, brocaded. Silk
fabrics mixed with gold, silver, cotton, wool, thread.
Manufactures of floss-silk, pure or mixed.
Velvet and plush.
Silk ribands, pure or mixed.
CLASS 32.-snA .WLS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery ITT)
Woollen shaws, pure or mixed. Cashmere shawls.
Silk shawls, &c.
CLASS 33.-LACE, NET, EMBROIDERY, AND SMALL WARE
MANUFACTURES.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery IV.)
Thread or cotton lace made with the distaff, the
needle, or the loom. Lace made of silk, worsted or
mohair. Gold and silver lace.
Silk or cotton net, plain or figured.
Embroidery, crotchet work, &c. Gold, silver, and
silk embroidery. Tapestry work, and other work done
by the hand.
Lace work of silk, floss-silk, worsted, mohair, horse
hair, thread and cotton ; laces. Lace work, real or
imitation. Lace work for military uniforms.
CLASS 34.-HOSIERY AND UNDER-CLOTHING, AND
ARTICLES APPERTAINING THERETO.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery JV.)
Hosiery of cotton, thread, wool, cashmere, silk, or
floss-silk, pure or mixed.
Under-clothing for men, women, and children. Baby
linen.
Flannel and other woollen garments.
Stays, Scarfs. Glove-i. Gaiters.
Fans, screens. Umbrellas, parasols, walking-sticks,
R  c .
" Articles of clothing as ordinarily worn. the merit of which lies
their useful tlustlitle,. vrnnhine,l with theaiemn-.,, arc a\lhodc-
c ally rxihihited in Class 91 (erstih X).
CLASS 35.-CLOTHING FOR BOTH SEXES.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery IV)
Men's clothes ; women's clothes.
Men's hats and caps ;l women's bonnets and head-
dresses.
Wigs and works in hair.
Boots and shoes.
Children's clothes.
Clothing peculiar to various professions and trades.
CLASS 36.-JEWELLERY AND PRECIOUS  STONES.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery IV)
Jewellery in precious metals (gold, platinum, silver,
aluminium), chased, filigreed, set with precious  stones,
&c. Plated and imitation jewellery. Ornaments in jet,
amber, coral, mother- of pearl, steel, &c.
Diamonds, precious stones, pearls, and imitation
pearls.
CLASS 37.-PORTABLE WEAPONS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery  l  V.)
Defensive armour : shields, cuirasses, helmets.
Offensive weapons : Maces, life-preservers.
Side arms : foils, swords, sabres, bayonets, lances, axes.
Hunting knives (couteaux de chasee).
Missile weapons : bows, cross-bows, slings.
Firearms : guns, rifles, pistols, revolvers.
Accessory objects appertaining to every kind  of small
arms : powder flasks, bullet moulds. Round, oblong,
hollow, and explosive projectiles. Copper caps, priming,
cartridges.
CLASS 38.-TRAVELLING APPARATUS AND CAMP EQUI-
PAGE.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery IV.)
Trunks, valises, saddle bags, &c. Dressing cases and
fittings. Travelling bags ; travelling rugs ; cushions ;
caps, travelling costumes, and boots ; sticks shod with
iron, and with hooks ; parasols, &c.
Portable apparatus specially intended for scientific
voyages and expeditions : photographic apparatus,
instruments for astronomical and meteorological observa-
tion ; equipments and implements for geologists, miner-
alogists, naturalists; pioneer colonist, &c.
Tents and canip equipage. Furniture of military
tents ; beds, hammocks, folding. chairs. Canteens;_
hand mills, military cooking stoves, &c.
CLASS 39.-TOYS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery IV.)
Dolls and playthings. Dolls and images in wax.
Games for the amusement of children and adults.
Instructive games.
5TH GROUP.-PRODUCTS (RAW AND MANU-
FACTURED) OF MINING INDUSTRY, FOR-
ESTRY, &c.
CLASS 40.-MINING AND METALLURGY.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery Tr).
Collections and specimens of rocks, minerals, and ores.
Ornamental stones, marble, serpentine, onyx. Hard
rocks. Refractory substances. Earths and clays.
Various mineral products. Sulphur. Rock-salt. Salt
from salt springs. Bitumen and petroleum.
Specimens of fuel in its natural state and carbonized.
Compressed coal.
Metals in a crude state : pig-iron, iron, steel, cast
steel, copper, lead, silver, zinc, &c. Alloys.
Products of washing and refining precious metals, of
gold beating, &c.
Electro-metallurgy : objects gilt, silvered, or coated
with copper or steel by galvanic process.
Products of the working of metals : rough castings ;
bells ; wrought-iron ; iron for special purposes ; sheet-
iron and tin plates ; iron plates for casing ships and
e nstructions ; copper, lead, and zinc sheets.
Manufactured metals ; blacksmith's work ; wheels and
tires ; unwelded pipes, chains, &c.
Wire drawing ; needles, pins ; wire work and wire
gauze. Perforated sheet-iron.
Hardware, ironmongery, edge-tools, copper and tin-
ware, (:c. Other metal manufactures.
CLASS 41.-PRODUCTS OF THE CULTIVATION OF FORESTS,
AND OF THE TRADES APPERTAINING THERETO.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery V.)
Specimens of different kinds of trees. Wood for
cabinet-w)rk, for building purposes. Fire-wood. Tim-
ber for shipbuilding ; staves ; cleft timber shingles.
Cork ; bark for textile purposes. Tanning, coloring,
odoriferous, resinous substances.
Products obtained from forests : charcoal and dried
}'find ; raw potash ; turnFer-- ; ie. 1i t-,vork ; Ztra\v xork ;
,vc,n lcn shoe,,, &c.
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CLASS 12.-PRODUCTS OF SHOOTING, FISHING, AND OF
THE GATHERING OF FRUITS OBTAINED WITHOUT
CULTITATION.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery V.)
Collections and drawings of terrestrial and amphibious
animals, of birds, eggs, fish, of cetacea, of mollusca, and
of crustacca.
Products of shooting : furs and skins, hair, bristles,
feathers, down ; horn, teeth, ivory, bone; tortoise-shell,
musk, castoreum, and analagous products.
Products of fishing : train oil, spermaceti, &c. ; whale-
bone ; ambergris ; shells of mollusca, pearls, mother of
pearl, sepia, purple ; coral, sponge.
Vegetable products of the earth obtained without cul-
ture : mushrooms, truffles, wild fruit, lichens used as
dyes, food and fodder ; fermented sap ; Peruvian bark ;
useful barks and filaments ; wax, resinous gums ; india-
rubber, gutta-percha, &c.
CLASS 43.-AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS (NOT  ' USED AS
FOOD) EASILY PRESERVED.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery V.)
Textile materials : raw cotton, flax and hemp scutched
and unscutched, textile vegetable fibres of all kinds ;
wool in its grease ; cocoons of the silk worm.
Various agricultural products used in manufactures,
in pharmacy, and for household purposes ; oleaginous
plants : oils, wax, resin.
Tobacco. German tinder. Tanning substances.
Dyeing substances. -
Preserved fodder.
CLASS 44.--CHEMICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery  V.)
Acids, alkalis. Salts of all kinds. Sea salt, and pro-
ducts extracted from mother water.
Various products of chemistry ; wax and fatty sub-
stances : soaps and candles ; raw materials used in per-
turnery ; resins, tar, and the products derived therefrom ;
essences and varnishes ; various coating substances,
blacking. India-rubber and gutta-percha and their pro-
ducts ; dyes and colors.
Mineral and sparkling waters, natural or artificial.
Raw materials used in pharmacy. Simple and compound
drugs.
CLASS 45.-SPFCIMENS OF THE CHEMICAL PROCESSES FOR
BLEACHING, DYEING, PRINTING, AND DRESSING.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery V.)
Specimens of dyed thread and fabrics. Specimens of
fabrics prepared for dyeing. Printed or dyed linen.
Printed cotton fabrics, pure or mixed.
Printed woollen and worsted fabrics, pure or mixed.
Printed silk fabrics, pure or mixed.
Printed felt or cloth carpets. Oil cloth.
N.B.-in this class will be exhibited only such speci-
mens as are essential for the proper appreciation of the
value of the processes.
CLASS 46.-LEATHER AND SKINS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery V.)
Raw materials used in the dressing of skins and
leather.
Raw hides, salted hides. Leather, tanned, curried,
dressed, or dyed. Varnished leather. Morocco and
sheepskin. Skins grained, shamoyed, tawed, dressed, or
dyed. Prepared skins for glove making. Skins and furs
dressed and dyed. Parchment.
Gutwork ; strings for musical instruments, gold
beaters' skin, sinews, &c.
6TH GR OUP.-APPARATU S AND PROCESSES
USED IN THE COMMON ARTS.
CLASS 47 .- APPARATUS AND PROCESSES OF THE ART OF
MINING AND METALLURGY.
(exhibition Building, Gallery F)
Boring apparatus for artesian wells and wells of large
diameters .  Boring; machines and apparatus for break-
Ing down coal ,  and cutting rocks. Apparatus for blast-
ing by electricity.
Models,  plans ,  and views of the mode of working in
mines and quarries . Works  for obtaining mineral waters.
Mining ladder-  moved by  machinery .  Extractiiig appa-
ratus. Machines for draining  ;  pumps. Ventilating
apparatus  ;  ventilators . Safety lamps,  lamps for electric
light. Apparatus  for saving  life ,  parachutes ,  signals.
Apparatus  for the mechanical dressing of ores and
mineral fuel .  Apparatus for com pressing fuel into cakes.
Apparatus  for the eat<banisation of  fuel.  Smelting
furnaces  ;  smoke consuming apparatus ,  A pparatus used
in metal works. Special apparatus used in  - forges and
foundries.Elect ro-metallurgical apparatus.
Appar> utue uu.4,fl in metal rnanui'actures of all kinds.
CLASS 48.-AGRICULTURAL APPARATUS AND PROCESSES
USED  IN THE CULTIVATION OF FIELDS AND FORESTS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VI.)
Plans of culture, distribution of crops and manage-
ment. Apparatus for agricultural works ; drainage,
irrigation. Plans and models of farm buildings.
Tools, implements, machines and apparatus used in
husbandry, sowing and planting, harvesting, preparation
and preservation of crops. Carts and other rural means
of transport. Locomotives and horse-gins.
Manures, organic or mineral.
Apparatus for the physical and chemical study of
soils.
Plans of different systems of re-planting, managing,
and cultivating forests.
Apparatus used in the cultivation of forests, and in the
trades appertaining thereto.
CLASS 49.-APPARATUS USED IN SHOOTING, FISHING
TACKLE, AND IMPLEMENTS USED IN GATHERING
FRUITS OBTAINED WITHOUT CULTURE.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VI.)
Guns, traps, and shooting apparatus and equipments.
Fishing lines and hooks. Harpoons. Nets. Fishing
tackle and bait.
Apparatus and implements used in gathering products
obtained without cultivation.
CLASS 50.-APPARATUS AND PROCESSES USED IN AGRI-
CULTURAL WORKS, AND IN WORKS FOR THE PRE-
PARATION OF FOOD.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VI.)
Apparatus used in agricultural works ; manufacture
of artificial manures, of drain-pipes ; dairies ; apparatus
used in making flour, fecula, starches, oils ; apparatus
used in breweries, distilleries, sugar manufactories, and
refineries ; workshops for the dressing of textile
materials ; silk worm nurseries, &c.
Apparatus used in the preparation of ailmentary pro-
ducts, bread making machinery and mechanical ovens for
bakers, instruments used in making pastry and confec-
tionery. Apparatus for the manufacture of vermicelli,
maccaroni, &c. Machines for making ship-biscuits.
Chocolate machines. Apparatus for roasting coffee.
Apparatus for making ices and cool drinks ; ice making.
CLASS 51.-APPARATUS USED IN CHEMISTRY, PHARMACY,
AND IN TAN YARDS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VI; Park.)
Laboratory utensils and apparatus, Apparatus and
instruments used in assays for industrial and commercial
purposes.
Processes and apparatus used in the manufacture of
chemicals, soaps, candles.
Processes and apparatus used in the manufacture of
essences, varnishes, and articles in india-rubber and
gutta-percha. -
Processes and apparatus used in gas-works.
Processes and apparatus used in bleaching.
Processes used in the preparation of pharmaceutical
products.
Processes used in tan-yards, and leather dressing.
Processes and apparatus used in glass works and in
ceramic manufactures.
CLASS 52.-PRIME-'-MOVERS, BOILERS, AND ENGINES
SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF
THE EXHIBITION.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VI; Park.)
Boilers and steam generators with their safety valves.
Steam pipes and apparatus connected with them.
Shafts. Pulleys and belts. Appliances for starting
and stopping engines, and for throwing in and out of
gear.
Engines used for supplying the water and steam neces-
sary in the different sections of the Exhibition building
and Park.
Cranes and apparatus of all kinds intended to be used
for moving the packages.
Rails and turnables intended to be used for moving the
packages, fodder and manure, and for other purposes
that may be required in the Exhibition building and
Park.
CLASS 53.-MACHINES AND APPARATUS IN  GENERAL.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VI)
Separate parts of machinery : bearings, rollers, slide-
bars, eccentric wheels, toothed wheels, connecting rods,
cranks, parallel joints, belts, funicular apparatus, &c.
Gearing, spring, and catch work, &c. Regulators and
governors. Greasing apparatus.
Machines for measuring and registering. Dynamo-
meters, steam-guages, weighing machines. Guages for
liquids and gas.
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Machines used for moving heavy weights.
Hydraulic machines for raising water, etc. norias
(chain pumps), scoop-wheels, hydraulic  rains, &c.
Hydraulic engines, water wheels, turbines, &c.
Steam engines. Boilers, steam genarators and
apparatus appertaining thereto. Apparatus for con-
densing steam. Machines set in motion by the evapora-
tion of ether, chloroform, ammonia ; of a combination of
gases.
Machines set in motion by gas, hot air, compressed
air, electro-magnetic machines. Wind-mills and pane-
moues. Air-balloons.
CLASS 54.-MACHINE TOOLS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VI.)
Engines and tools for preparing wood for the work-
shop. Lathes, boring machines, and planing machines.
Slotting machines, drilling machines, shaping machines,
&c. Screw cutting engines, and riveting machines.
Various kinds of tools used in machine workshops.
Tools, engines and apparatus for pressing, crushing,
working up, sawing, polishing, &c.
Special tools and engines used in various trades.
CLASS 55.-APPARATUS AND PROCESSES USED IN SPINNING
AND ROPE MAKING.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VI.)
Hand spinning apparatus. Separate parts of spinning
apparatus. Machines and apparatus used in the
dressing and spinning of textile materials. Apparatus
and processes for the subsidiary operations appertaining
thereto ; for drawing, winding, twisting, throwing.
Dressing machines. Apparatus for separating the
qualities and numbering the thread.
Materials used in rope manufacture. Round, flat,
tapering cables, cord and twine ; wire rope, cables with
wire core, rope-matches, quick-matches, &c.
CLASS 56. - APPARATUS AND PROCESSES USED IN
WEAVING.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VI).
Apparatus used in the preparation of materials for
weaving ; warping mills, spooling (winding)  machines.
Card-making for the jacquard looms.
Hand looms and mechanical looms for the manufacture
of plain fabrics. Looms for the manufacture of figured
and brocaded stuffs ; damask looms, electric looms.
Looms for the manufacture of carpets and tapestry.
Mesh weaving looms for the manufacture of hosiery
sand net. Apparatus for making lace. Apparatus used
in the manufacture of lace-work.
High warp looms, and different modes of preparing
the bobbins for weaving.
Accessory apparatus : machines for fulling, callender-
ing, figuring, watering,  measuring , folding, &c.
CLASS  57.-APPARATUS  AND PROCESSES  FOR SEWING,
AND FOR MAKING UP CLOTHING.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VI).
Ordinary implements used by tailors and seamstresses.
Sewing, quilting, hemming, and embroidering machines.
Knives for cutting out cloth and leather for making
garments and shoes. Machines for making boots and
shoes, for nailing and screwing soles.
CLASS 58 -APPARATUS AND PROCESSES USED IN THE
MANUFACTURE OF FURNITURE AND OBJECTS FOR
DWELLINGS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VI).
Machines for cutting veneers. Turning webs, saw
frames, &c. Machines ' for cutting the mouldings and
headings of frames, the squares of inlaid floors, furniture,
&c. Laths and other apparatus  used  in carpentering
and cabinet making.
Machines for stamping and burnishing. Machines
and apparatus for working stucco, papier-mache, ivory,
bone and horn.
Machines for pointing, carving and reducing statues ;
for engraving engine-turning, &c.
Machines for sawing and polishing hard  substances,
marbles, &c.
CLASS 59 .-APPARATUS  AND PROCESSES  USED IN PAPER
MAKING, DYEING, AND PRINTING.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VI).
Apparatus for printing paper hangings  and tissues.
Machines for engraving cylinders for printing.
Apparatus for bleating and dyeing, and for the prepa-
ration  of paper  and tissues.
Apparatus for making paper by hand and by machinery.
Apparatus for embossing, ruling, glazing, and watering
paper. Machines for cutting out, paring,  stamping
paper, &c.
Materials, apparatus, and products of type-founding ;
stereotypes, &c. Machines and apparatus used in typo-
graphy, stereotyping, copper-plate printing, lithography,
autography, chalcography, panicenography, chromolitho-
graphy, &c. Printing of postage stamps. Machines for
setting up and sorting types.
CLASS 60.-MACHINES, INSTRUMENTS, AND PROCESSES
USED IN VARIOUS WORKS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VI).
Coining presses.
Machines for making buttons, pins, pens, envelopes,
packing machines, brush making machines, machines for
making cards, capsules, for affixing lead  seals to mer-
chandise, for corking bottles, &c.
Tools for, and process of  making  clock work, toys,
marqueterie, baskets, &c.
CLASS 61.-CARRIAGE AND WHEELWRIGHTS' WORK.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VI).
Separate parts of wheels and carriages ; wheels, tires,
axles, axle-boxes, iron work, &c., springs and various
methods of hanging carriages. Different systems of
harnessing. Breaks.
Wheelwrights' work : waggons, tumbrels, drays, and
other vehicles for special purposes.
Carriages : public, state, and private  carriages ; sedan
chairs, litters, sledges, &c:, velocipedes.
CLASS  62.-HARNESS  AND SADDLERY.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VI).
Various articles used for carriage horses and saddle
horses ; pack saddles, saddles, bridles and harness for
saddle horses,  beasts  of burden, and draught horses ;
spurs, whips.
CLASS 63.-RAILWAY APPARATUS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery V9. -
Separate parts : springs, buffers, breaks, &c.
Permanent way : rails, chairs, crossing, switches, fish
plates, turntables ; buffers, feeding cranes and 'tanks ;
optical and acoustic  signals.
Rolling stock : waggons for carrying earth, goods,
cattle ; passenger carriages ; locomotives, tenders.
Special machines and tools for the maintenance, repair,
and construction of railways.
Apparatus for inclined planes and self-acting planes ;
apparatus and engines for atmospheric railways ; models
of engines, of systems of traction, of apparatus apper-
taining to railways.
Models, plans, and drawing of platforms, stations,
engine-houses, and other buildings necessary for the
working of railways.
CLASS 64.-TELEGRAPHIC APPARATUS  AND PROCESSES.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VI).
Telegraphs based on the  transmission  of light, sound,
&c.,
Apparatus for the electric telegraph : posts, wires,
stretchers, &c. ; batteries, apparatus for sending and
receiving  messages. '  Bells and electric signals. Objects
appertaining to telegraphy ; lightning conductors, com-
mutators, prepared paper for printing messages, and for
sending autographic messages. Special apparatus for
submarine telegraphy.
CLASS 65.-CIVIL ENGINEERING, PUBLIC WORKS, AND
ARCHITECTURE.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery TTI.)
Building materials : stone, wood, metals ; orna-
mental stone; lime, mortar, cements, artificial stone,
and concrete ; roofing tiles, bricks, paving tiles ; slates,
pasteboard, and felt for roofing. Materials used in the
preservation of wood, and specimens of preserved wood.
Apparatus and instruments for testing building mate-
rials.
Apparatus for earthworks ; excavators. Apparatus
used in timber yards. Tools and processes used by
stone-dressers and cutters, masons, carpenters, black-
smiths, joiners, glaziers, plumbers, house painters, &c.
Locksmith's work ; locks, padlocks ; railings, balco-
nies , bannisters, &c.
Apparatus and engines used in making foundations
pile-drivers, and pile work, screw piles ; pumps, pneu-
matic apparatus ; dredging machines, &c. Apparatus
used in hydraulic works connected with harbors, canals,
rivers.
Apparatus used in the supply of water and gas-
Apparatus used in the maintenance of roads, plantations,
and public walks.
Models, plans and drawings of public works : bridges,
viaducts, aqueducts, drains, canal bridges. Lighthouses ;
public buildings for special purposes ; buildings for
civil . purposes ; mansions and houses for letting ;
lodging housel-for the working classes, &c.
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CLASS  66.-NAVIGATION AND LIFE BOATS.
(Exhibition Buildinq,, Gallery VL ; Park.)
Drawings and models of slips, graving docks, floating
docks, &c.
Drawings and models of ships of all kinds, seagoing
and for rivers. Models of the systems of shipbuilding
adopted in the navy. Apparatus used in navigation.
Boats and barges.
Rigging Flags and signals.
Buoys. beacons, &c.
Apparatus for swimming, diving, exhibited in action ;
life bells, life buoys, floats, swimming belts, &c. Diving
bells ; cork-corsets, nautilus life belts, &c. Submarine
boats. Apparatus for saving life  at sea , rocket appa-
ratus, life boats, &c.
7TH GROUP.--FOOD (FRESH OR PRESERVED)
IN VARIOUS STATES OF PREPARATION.
CLASS 67.-CEREALS AND OTHER EATABLE FARINACEOUS
PRODUCTS ; AND THE PRODUCTS DERIVED FROM
TIIEM.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VII.)
Wheat, rye, barley, rice, maize, millet, and other
cereals in grain and in flour.
Grain without husk and groats.
Fecula from potatoes, rice, lentils, &c. Gluten.
Tapioca, sago, arrow-root, cassava, and other fecula.
Compound farinaceous products, &c.
Italian pastes, semolina, vermicelli, maccaroni.
Alimentary preparations as subsitutes for bread,
home-made paste, &c.
CLASS 68.-BREAD AND PASTRY.
Exhibition Building, Gallery VII.)
Various kinds of bi-cad with or without yeast. Fancy
bread and bread in shapes. Compressed bread for
travelling, military campaigns, &c. Navy biscuits.
Pastry of various kinds peculiar to each country.
Gingerbread and dry cakes capable of being preserved.
CLASS 69.-FATTY SUBSTANCES USED AS FOOD ; MILK
AND EGGS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VII.)
Fatty substances and oils good for food.
Fresh and preserved milk. Fresh and salt butter.
Cheese.
Eggs of all kinds.
CLASS 70.-MEAT AND FISH.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery r71.)
Fresh and salt meats of all kinds. Meat preserved by
various processes. Meat and soup cakes. Hanes and
prepared meats.
Poultry and game.
Fresh fish. Salt fish, fish in barrels : cod, herrings,
&c. Fish preserved in oil : sardines, tunny, &c.
Crustacea and shell-fish : lobsters, shrimps, oysters ;
potted oysters, anchovies, &c.
CLASS 71.-VEGETABLES AND FRUIT.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VII.)
Tubers : potatoes, &c. Dry farinaceous vegetables :
beans, lentils, &c. Green vegetables, for cooking : cab-
bages, &c. Vegetable roots : carrots, turnips, &c.
Vegetables used for flavoring : Onions, garlic, &c.
Salads. Cucumbers. Gourds : pumpkins, melons, &c.
Vegetables preserved in salt, vinegar, or by acetic fer-
mentation : sour-krout, &c. Vegetables preserved by
various methods.
Fresh fruit. Dried and prepared fruits : prunes,
figs, raisins, &c. Fruits preserved without sugar.
CLASS 72.-CONDIMENTS AND STIMULANTS : SUGAR AND
CONFECTIONERY.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VII.)
Spices : Pepper, cinnamon, allspice, &c. Table salt.
Vinegar. Compound condiments and stimulants :
mustard, kari, English sauces, he.
Tea, coffee, and other aromatic beverages. Chicory
and sweet acorn coffee.
Chocolate.
Sugar for household purposes : grape sugar, sugar of
milk, &c.
Confectionery : sugar plums, bonbons, nougats,
angelica, aniseed, he. Jellies and preserves. Dried and
preserved fruits, cedrats, citrons, oranges, pine-apples.
Fruits preserved in brandy. Syrups and liqueurs.
CLASS 73.-FERMENTED DRINKS.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery VII.)
Vin ordinaire, white and red. Sweet wines and still
wires. Sparkling wines. Cider, perry, and other beve-
rages made from fruits.
Beer and other beverages made from cereals. Fer-
mented drinks made from vegetable sap, from milk, and
sweet substances of all kinds.
Brandies and alcohols. Spirits : gin; rum, tafin,
kirsch, &c.
8TH GROUP.--LIVE STOCK AND SPECIMENS
OF AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS.
CLASS 74.-FARM BUILDINGS AND AGRICULTURAL WORKS.
(Park)
Examples of the farm buildings of various countries-
Utensils used in the stable, cattle shed, kennel, &c.
Apparatus for, preparing the food of domestic animals.
Agricultural machinery in motion : steam ploughs,
reaping and mowing machines, haymaking machines,
thzeshing machines, he.
Distilleries, sugar mills,  sugar refineries , breweries,
works for the preparation of flour, fecula, starch ; silk-
worm nurseries, he.
Presses for  wine, cider, oil, &c.
CLASS 75.-HORSES ,  ASSES, MULES.  (Park.)
Animals exhibited as characteristic specimens of the
breeds of each country.
Specimens of stabling.
CLASS 76.-BULLS, BUFFALOES, &C.  (Park.)
Animals exhibited as characteristic specimens of the
breeds of each country.
Specimens of cattle sheds.
CLASS 77.-SHEEP, GOATS.  (Park.)
Animals exhibited as characteristic specimens of the
breeds of each country.
Examples of sheep folds, sheep walks, he
CLASS 78.-PIGS,  RABBITS.  (Park.)
Animals exhibited as characteristic specimens of the
breeds of each country,
Examples of pigstyes, and of  premises  suitable to the
rearing of animals of this class.
CLASS 79. POULTRY.  (Park.)
Animals exhibited as characteristic specimens of the
breeds of each country.
Examples of poultry houses, pigeon houses, pheasant-
ries, he. Apparatus for artificial hatching.
CLASS 80.-SPORTING DOGS AND WATCH DOGS.
(Park.)
Shepherd's dogs, watch dogs.
Sporting dogs.
Examples of kennels, and apparatus used in training.
CLASS 81.-USEFUL INSECTS.  (Park.)
Bees, silkworms, and other kinds of bombyx. Cochi-
neal, insects producing shell lac, &c.
Apparatus used iii the culture of bees and silkworms.
CLASS 82.-FISH, CRUSTACEA AND MOLLUSCA.
(Park.)
Aquatic animals of a useful kind, exhibited alive.
Aquariums, apparatus used in pisciculture, in the
culture o-'  shell  fish, and in the rearing of leeches.
9TH GROUP.-LIVE PRODUCE AND SPECI-
MENS OF HORTICULTURAL WORKS.
CLASS 83.-HOT-HORSES AND HORTICULTURAL
APPARATUS.  (Park.)
Gardeners', nurseryman's, and horticulturists' tools.
Apparatus for watering, for keeping turf in order, &c.
Large conservatories and apparatus appertaining
thereto. Window conservatories. Aquariums for
aquatic plants.
Fountains and other means employed for ornamenting
gardens.
CLASS 84.-FLOWERS AND ORNAMENTAL PLANTS.
(Park.)
Species of plants, and examples of culture exhibiting
the characteristic types of the gardens and dwellings of
each country.
CLASS 85.-VEGETABLES.  (Park)
Species of vegetables and examples of culture exhi-
biting the characteristic types of the kitchen gardens of
each country.
CLASS 86.-FRUIT TREES.  (Park.)
Species of trees and examples of culture exhibiting the
characteristic types of the orchards of each country.
CLASS 87.-SEEDS AND SAPLINGS OF FOREST TREES.
(Park.)
Species of trees and examples of culture, illustrating
the processes followed in each country for replanting
forests.
CLASS 88.-HOT HOUSE PLANTS.  (Park.)
Illustrations of the mode of culture adopted in various
countries, with a view either to pleasure or utility.
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10TH GROUP. - ARTICLES EXHIBITED WITH
THE SPECIAL OBJECT OF IMPROVING
THE PHYSICAL AND MORAL CON]?ITION
OF THE PEOPLE.
CLASS 89.-APPARATUS AND  METHODS USED IN THE
INSTRUCTION OF CHILDREN
(Exhibition Building, Gallery II; Park)
Plans and models of school buildings. School fittings
and furniture.
Apparatus, instruments, models, wall-maps with the
object of facilitating the instruction of children. Ele-
mentary collections for imparting ordinary scientific
information. 'Drawing examples. Framed examples
and apparatus for teaching singing and music.
Apparatus and pictures for teaching the blind, the
deaf and dumb.
School books, atlases, maps, and school pictures.
Periodical publications and journals of education.
Works by students of both sexes.
CLASS 90.-LIBRARIES AND APPARATUS  USED IN THE
INSTRUCTION OF ADULTS ,  AT HOME, IN  THE WORK-
SHOP, OR IN SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.
(Exhibition Building Gallery IL)
Books suitable to form a library for the daily use of
heads of families, foremen, labourers, national school-
masters, sailors, naturalists when travelling, &c.
Almanacks, aids to memory, and other useful pub.
lications sold by hawkers.
School libraries, village libraries, &c.
Apparatus for illustrating technical lectures  necessary
for the exercise of certain handicrafts.
CLASS 91.-FURNITURE, CLOTHING AND FOOD FROM ALL
SOURCES, REMARKABLE FOR USEFUL QUALITIES
COMBINED WITH CHEAPNESS.
(Exhibition Building, Galleries III, IV, VII.)
Methodical collection of objects (enumerated iu,the
3rd, 4th, and 7th Groups) produced for sale by manu-
facturers on a large scale, or" by skilled workmen, and
specially recommended as good and economical purchases
for domestic use.
N.B.-The price of each object and the place where it
can be purchased are to be specified.
CLASS 92.- SPECIMENS  OF THE CLOTHING WORN BY THE
PEOPLE OF DIFFERENT COUNTRIES.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery IV.)
Methodical collection of the garments of both sexes,
suitable to all ages, and to the most characteristic occu-
pations of each country.
N.B.-The clothing to be selected is that which best
meets the requirement of the climate, or of the calling ;
which best exhibits the taste peculiar to each people,
and which, under these heads, is most in harmony with
the natural usages of each country. These clothes are as
far as possible to be exhibited upon lay figuers.
CLASS 93.-EXAMPLES OF DWELLINGS CHARACTERISED
BY CHEAPNESS COMBINED WITH THE CONDITIONS
NECESSARY FOR HEALTH AND COMFORT.
(Park.)
Examples of dwellings for families, suitable to the
different classes of workmen in each country.
Examples of dwellings suggested for factory hands in
cities or in the country.
CLASS 94.-ARTICLES OF ALL BINDS MANUFACTURED
BY SKILLED WORKMEN.
(Exhibition Building and Park.)
Methodical collection of articles (enumerated in the
preceding groups) manufactured for sale or for home use
by workmen, working on their own account, either alone,
or with the aid of the members of their families, or of an
apprentice.
N.B.-Those  articles  only are to be exhibited in this
class  which deserves praise for their peculiar quality, for
the novelty or perfection of the  process  of manufacture,
or for the useful influence which the manufacture exer-
cises upon  the physical and moral condition of the
people.
CLASS 95.- INSTRUMENTS AND MODES  OF WORK,
PECULIAR  TO SKILLED WORKMEN.
(Exhibition Building, Gallery 'Fl.; Park.)
Instruments  and processes  (enumerated in the 6tb
Group) usually employed by the labouring  classes
working on their own account, or specially adapted to
the requirements of the work executed  at their own
homes, with the aid of members of their own  families.
Works executed by hand labour, which exhibit, in
addition to peculiar  excellence  of workmanship, the skill,
intelligence, or taste of the workmen.
Works executed by hand labour, which, for  various
reasons , have best held their ground, up to the present
time, against  the competition of machinery.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
j notified, with reference to the foregoing
notification, that he has been pleased, with the
advice of the Executive Council, to appoint
MATTHEW HENRY MARSH, Esquire, M.P.,
Chairman
The Honorable ROBERT GEORGE WYNDHAM
HERBERT
Sir CHARLES NICHOLSON, Bart.
ALFRED DENISON, Esquire,
to be  Members of a Commission, issued under the
Great Seal of the Colony, for superintending and
carrying out the details necessary for the proper
exposition of Articles, the produce and manufacture
of this Colony, at the Universal Exhibition, to be
held in Paris, in 1867.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that the following gentlemen have been appointed
a Commission, in like manner, to arrange all details
for the transmission, from Queensland to Paris, of
such Articles as are intended for exhibition at the
Universal Exhibition above named, viz. -
The Honorable M. C. O'CONNELL, Chairman
The Honorable R. G. W. HERBERT
The Honorable ARTHUR MACALISTEB
The Honorable J. P. BELL
The Honorable G. ELIOTT
The Honorable W. HOBBS
R. R. MACKENZIE, Esquire
J. DOUGLAS, Esquire
C. CoxEx, Esquire
G. RAFF, Esquire
A. C. GREGORY, Esquire
J. JARDINE, Esquire
J. G. MACDONALD, Esquire
W. HILL, Esquire.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published by W. C. BELBR  nGE, Government Printer,
William Street, 27th January, 1866.
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VICTORIA, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF THE UNITED
KING}I)OM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND,
QUEEN, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH, AND SO
FORTH.
To all to whom these Presents shall come ,  Greeting:--
To
c.Abbott, Henry Palmer, Brisbane
Adams, George, Gwainbegwine, Leichhardt District.
Alexander, Robert, Gayndah
Anderson, Alexander,  Brisbane
Anderson, Peter Dalgairns, Gigoomgan, Wide Bay Dis-
trict
Andrew, Thomas, Rannes, Leichhardt District
Antil, John, Picton, Kennedy District
Archer, Alexander, Brisbane
Archer, Colin, Rockhampton
Archer, William, Roekbampton
Armstrong, David W., Tooloombah, Leichhardt District
Atkins, James B., Moonie River
Austin, Robert,  Brisbane
Baker, John Taunce, Acting Police Magistrate, Mackay
Baldwin, Ezrom, Balonne River
Barker, William, Logan River
Barron, Thomas Henry Bowman
Barton, A. P., Woolbooluman, Wide Bay District
Bassett, William Frederick, Bowen, Kennedy District
Bayley, --, Skull Creek, Leichhardt District
Beardmore, George  0.,  Wide Bay District
Bell, the  Honorable  Joshua Peter, Brisbane
Bell, John Alexander, Ipswich
Bernays, Lewis Adolphus, Brisbane
Betts, Henry, Fairlight, Flinders River.
Biddulph, J. L., Commissioner of Crown Lands, Albert
River District, New South Wales
Bigge, the Honorable Francis Edward, Mount Brisbane,
Ipswich
Bignell, Edwin, Warrego D istrict
Bingman, Henry, Rawbelle
Birkbeck, Samuel B., Glenmore, Rockhampton
Black, John Melton, Fanning River, Kennedy District
Black, John Richard, Yamala, Peak Downs
Blackiston , Arthur Cuthbert Tyton, Peak Vale, Leich-
hardt District
Bligh, John O'Connell, Police Magistrate, Gayndah
Bloomfield, Edwin Cordeaux, Port Curtis
Bloomfield, Robert, Pike's Creek, Warwick
Bloomfield, Easton, Cockatoo Creek, Leichhardt District
Bode, Frederick Robert, Strathdon, Kennedy District
Bonar, John, Burrnando, Gladstone
Boyd, William Carr, Police Magistrate, Mitchell District
Broadbent, John, Chief Inspector of Sheep
I3.°odie, John, Donor's Hill, Flinder's River
[No. 11.
Brodie ,  Thomas ,  Donor's Hi ll, Flinder 's River
Brookes, William, M.L.A., Brisbane
Brown, Alfred Henry, Gladstone
Brown ,  Samuel, Moonie River
Brown, Arthur ,  Wide Bay District
Brown, William John, Sub-Collector of Customs, Rock-
h tmpton
Brown ,  Henry ,  Inspector of Po li ce
Bryden, Hugh, Woolama, Moonie River
Buchanan, Archibald Berdmore, Cairdbaign, Leichhardt
District
Buchanan ,  Benjamin, Sydney ,  New South Wales
Buckley, Henry, Brisbane
Burke ,  Stephen John ,  Toowoomba
Burne, Henry, West Maranoa District
Burnett, J. F., Peak Downs
Burnett, William Thomas Young ,  Peak Downs
Buttanshaw ,  Henry Reginald ,  Brisbane
Byerley, Frederick, Rockhampton
Byrnes, James ,  Sydney ,  New South Wales
Caldwell ,  Robert ,  Tarnallan ,  Leichhardt District.
Callaghan, William, Rockhampton
Cameron,  Alpin Grant, Gayndah
Campbell, Edwin John, Redbank, IpswichCarman, Kearsey ,  Woogaroo
Canning, Marinus Francis Alfred, Redbank, Gayndah
Cardell, Henry, Maranoa District
Cardew, Pollett, Ipswich
Carpendale, Victor, Grantham
Cave, William, Sub-Commissioner of Gold-fields,
Clermont
Challinor, Henry, Ipswich
Charters, William Skelton Ewbank Melbourne, Inspector
of Police ,  Maranoa
Chester, Henry Marjoribanks ,  Commissioner of Crown
Lands ,  Warrego District
Clapperton, George, Turong, Nanango
Clarke, Charles, Talgai, Warwick
Clarke, Charles  James,  Port Curtis
Clarke, John Ker, Leichhardt District
Clarke, Duncan, Leichhardt District
Clarke, Francis, Bowen
Clayton, Octavius Plater, Boomba, Maranoa District
Cochrane ,  John ,  Gulnaber ,  Maranoa District
Cockburn, Henry Montague, Ipswich
Compigne, Alfred William, Nindooimbah, Logan River
Conolly, Francis Glynn, Gayndah
Connor, Daniel, Collaroy, Rockhampton
Corfield, Henry Cox, Staunton Harcourt, Wide Bay
District
Cooper, Thomas, Tenterfield, New South Wales
Cox, Charles Clarendon, Windah, Leichhardt District
Coxen, Charles, Brisbane
Coxen, Henry William, Bendemere , Maranoa  District
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Crawford ,.  Robert ,  Consuelo, Leichhardt District
Cribb,  Robert, Brisbane
Cribb, Benjamin ,  Ipswich
Cudmore ,  Daniel , Argyle,  Kennedy District
Cunningham, Edward, Molonglong, Kennedy District
Cunningham ,  Michael William ,  Molonglong ,  Kennedy
District
Cuthbert ,  William Penkerton, Bowen
Daintree ,  Richard, Red Blu ff, Kennedy District
Dangar, Thomas Gordon, Maranoa District
Darby, Arthur Swift, Wackon,  Maranoa District
Darvall, Frederick Orme, Brisbane
Daveney, Charles Beevor, Warwick
Davidson, William Montgomerie, Maryborough
Davidson, Gilbert, Canning Downs, Warwick
Davidson, Walter, Taroom
Davidson, J.P., Cleverton, Warrego River
Davis, Sydney Beavan, Peak Downs
Davis, Samuel ,  Brisbane
Day, Edward Denny, Maitland, New South Wales
Deeds, Julius, Maranoa District
De Satge, Oscar, Gordon Downs, Marlborough
Deuchar, John, Glengallan, Warwick
Dillon, John Moore, Moorsland, Kennedy
Dorsey, William McTaggart, Ipswich
Douglas, John, Brisbane
Douglas, Robert, Brisbane
Dowling, Vincent, Warrego District
Dowling, John Francis, Euboo, Paroo River
Drew, William Leeworthy Goode, Brisbane
Drury, Edward Robert, Brisbane
Dutton, Charles Boydell, Enigindeh, Leichhardt District
Easton ,  Frederick Charles, Tarrawinnaba ,  Callandoon
Easton, Henry Edward ,  Bella Bella, Callandoon
Edmondstone ,  George, Brisbane
Edwards ,  John ,  Ban Ban ,  Gayndah
Edwards ,  Charles, Fort Bourke ,  New South Wales
Edwards, Charles, Somerset
Eliott ,  The Honorable Gilbert ,  Brisbane
Eliott, Gilbert William, Police Magistrate, Leyburn
Eliott, Thomas, Tilpal, Rockhampton
Ellis, The Honorable John, Barcoo River, Mitchell Dis-
trict
Faircioth, George, Ipswich
Ferguson, Archibald, Wallam
Ferrett, John, Wallam, Condamine
Finch, Edward James, Mackenzie River
Fitz, The Honorable Henry Bates, Pilton, Drayton
Fitzgibbon, Abraham, Ipswich
Fitzgerald, F. H., Mackay
Fitzsimmons ,  Charles, Rockhampton
Flood, Edward, Maranoa District
Flood ,  Edward, junior, Maranoa District
Foote, James, Ipswich
Forbes, George Edward, Colinton, Ipswich
Forbes, Frederick Augustus, Ipswich
Ford, Frederick,  Bonara,  Burnett District
Fosbery, William Thomas Exham, Eurella, Fitzroy
Downs
Frazer, John, Kooingal, Leichhardt District
Fullerton, George, Maranoa District
Gaden, William Henry, Canoona
Garret, John, Fort Bourke, New South Wales
Geary, William Henry, Brisbane
Geary, Edward Montague, Cleverton, Warrego
Gibbon, James, Brisbane
Gibson, James, Chinchilla, Condamine
Gibson, James, Saxby Plains, Flinders River
Gillespie, Thomas, Warwick
Gilmour, James Merry, Maranoa District
Glen, John, Nulalbin
Goggs, Matthew, Woolston, Brisbane River
Golden, George Lewis, Juandah, Dawson River
Gore, The Honorable St. George Richard, Warwick
Goodall, William Robert, Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Kennedy
Gorry, Christopher, Ipswich
Gray, Charles George, Police Magistrate, Ipswich
Greaves, John William, Albert River
Green, Charles Henry, Goomburra, Wafiwiek
Green, William Benjamin, Mondure, GayndahGregory, Augustus Charles, Brisbane
Gregory, Henry Churchman, Palm-tree Creek, Taroom
Gregory, Charles Frederick, Commissioner of Crown
Lands
Gregory, Francis Thomas, Commissioner of Crown Lands
Grogsoii, Rainsworth, Lcicliliardt DistrictGriffin) Thounrts John, Police Magistrate, Clermont
Gunn, Donald, Toolburra, Warwick
Gordon, James, Townsville, Cleveland Bay
Hall, Thomas J., Clermont, Peak Downs
Halloran, Arthur Edward, Brisbane
Halloran, Reginal Henry, Miriam Do;vjia, FlindersRiver
Haly, Charles Robert, Taabinga, Gayndah
Hammond, Henry ,  Fort Bourke, New South Wales
Hammond, William Henry, Balonne River
Hancock, Robert ,  Brisbane
Haran, Timotheus J., Surgeon ,  R.N., Somerset
Harden ,  Henry Scott, Peak Downs
Harris, the Honorable George, Brisbane
Harris, John ,  London
Harriott, Thomas Ware ,  Commissioner Crown Lands,
Warrego, New South Wales
Hay, James Leith, Ipswich
Hay, Houston Stewart Dalrymple, Goondiwindi
Hazzard, Robert, Ballalynd, Mopnie River
Hendrick, John, Rockhampton
Heath, George Poynter, Brisbane
Heathdbte, Arthur Spencer, Pike's Creek
Hendren, William, Ipswich
Henning, Edward Biddulph ,  Rockhampton
Henry ,  Ernest, Mount  M'Connell, Kennedy District
Herbert, the Honorable Robert George Wyndham, Bris-
bane
Heussler , John Christian,  Brisbane
Hill, Thomas ,  Eurambah ,  Narran River
Hilliard, William Edward, Gladstone
Hobbs, the Honorable Wi ll iam ,  Brisbane
Hockings, Albert John, Brisbane
Holmes, Allexander  Scott,  Albert River
Holt, William Harvey, Kolonga, Gayndah
Hood, James Low, Peak Downs
Hope, the Honorable Louis, Kilcoy, Ipswich
Hovell, William Hilton, Goulburn, New South Wales
Hughes, Robert Maurice ,  Fort Bourke, New South
Wales
Hunt ,  James, Baroondah ,  Dawson River
Hunter ,  William, Maranoa District
Hunter, Robert Mi ller,  Rockhampton
Hutchinson, Albert Maxwell, Ipswich
Hutchinson, "Frederick R., Widgee Widgee, Wide Bay
District
Jaffray ,  Murdo, Springsure
Jamieson ,  Hosea, Mount Emu Plains ,  Burke District
Jardine, John ,  Police Magistrate ,  Somerset
Johson, Charles Leicester ,  Baroondah ,  Dawson River
Jones; Thomas, Barambah ,  Nanango
Jordan, Henry, London
Kelman, William, Ghinghinda, Leichhardt District
Kelman, John, Melton Downs, Leichhardt District
Kellett, Robert, Kennedy District
Kellett, William, Emu Creek
Kemball, Arthur Clarke ,  Police Magistrate ,  Maryborough
Kennedy, William Francis, Brisbane
Kent, William, J(jndaryan, Darling Downs
Kerr, Claudius Augustus, Leichhardt District
King, Henry Edward, Commissioner Crown Lands,
Leichhardt District
Lack, Edward,  junior,  Wigton, Gayndah
Lamb, Edward William,  Brisbane
Lambert, William Frederick, Greendale,  Barcoo River
Lambert, Charles Henry, Inspector Police, Warrego
Landsborough, James, Gladstone
Lanclsborouggh, William, Police Magistrate, Albert River
Larnach, John Alexander, Rockhampton
Lawless, Clement, Boombijain, Gayndah
Lawson, Robert, Leichhardt District
Lee, Archibald, Wallumbilla, Maranoa District
Lee, Stewart, Mendoo Plains, Knebworth
Leefe, Roger Beckworth, Acting Police Magistrate, Card-
well
Lethbridge, Christopher, Wallann, Condamine
Livermore, Edward P., Rockhampton
Living, John, Port Curtis
Living, George Nicol, Cooglebindah, Leichhardt District
Loader, William, Dareel, Mioonie River
Low, Jacob, Welltown, Me l ntyre River
Lyons, Charles Bernard, Brisbane
Macalister , The Honorable Arthur,  Brisbane
Macarthur, Patrick, Police  Magistrate, Roma
Macartney, John Arthur, Glenmore, Rockhampton
Macartney , John, St. Helen's, South Kennedy
Macdonald, Campbell Livingstone, Logan River
Macdonald, Peter Fitzallan, Yaamba
Macintosh, Peter, Rid, Leichhardt  District
Mackay, Colin Campbell, Rockhampton
Mackenzie , Robert Ramsay , Brisbane
Maine , Crawford, Littlecote, Leichhardt District
.Major, Thomas, Dalganl;al
Manchee,  John Charles, Doondie,  Maranoa District
Manning  Arthur Wilcox,  Brisbane
Mans Field,  Percival  Douglas, Rockhampton
Mant,  George, Gingoonigan, Wide Bay District
Margetts , Frederick, Warwick
Marlay Edward 1Nischo, Clifton, i)arli7ig ii)(),rio
Marlow, J lni. lisp elm }'nlirc'.
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Marsh, Charles William, Maryland
Marshall, Richard Purvis, Goondiwindi
Marshall ,  Sampson Yeo , Goondiwindi
Massie,  Hugh Hamon, Police Magistrate,  Brisbane
Master, Francis Robert Chester, Brisbane
Mayd, John G. W., Glen Darriwill, Springsure.
Mayne, Edward Graves, Waverley
Mayne, John Colburn, Wombo, Condamine
Mayne, Robert William, Traverston, Wide Bay District
McAndrew, James,  Possession  Creek,  Maranoa  District
McArthur, John, Glenelg, Warwick
McConnell, The Honorable John, Durundur
McConnell, David, Cressbrook, Ipswich
McClintock, Walter,  Somerset
McDonald, John Graham, Dalrymple, Kennedy District
McDonald, John McPherson, Callandoon
McDonnell, John, Immigration Agent
McDougall, the Honorable John Frederick,  Rosa li e
Plains, Drayton
McDowall, Archibald, Commissioner of Crown Lands
McHenry, John, Broadsound
McKay, Duncan Forbes, Nindi_gully, Moonie River
McKay, Francis Grant, Surat
McLaren, James, Curdaga, Burnett District
McLean, John Donald, Westbrook, Drayton
McLean, George Robertson, Brunell Downs,  Maranoa
District
McLeod, James John Alexander, Bowen
LcLerie, John, Inspector-General of Police, Sydney,
New South Wales
McManus,  John Charles,  Maranoa  District
McTaggart, John, Kelkivan, Wide Bay District
Miles, William, Dulacca, Condamine
Miller, Robert, Kinnoul, Leichhardt District
Mills, Michael, Cleveland, Kennedy District
Missing,  Heney, East Moreton
Moffatt,  Samuel , Cumkellimbar, Dalby
Moffatt, Thomas Helenus, Roma
Moore, Thomas, Gulnaber , Maranoa  District
Moore, J. Hugh, Palm-tree Creek
Moreton, The Honorable Seymour, Weltheron, Gayndah
Moreton, The Honorable Basil Berkeley, Weltheron,
Gayndah
Moray, Edmund,- Drayton
Moriarty, Abram Orpen, Sydney, New South Wales
Morriset, Edric Norfolk Vaux, New South Wales
Morrisset , Rudolph, " Lara," Flinders River
Mort, Henry, New South Wales
Morton, Frederick, Gladstone
Murray, George, Police  Magistrate , Inspector Native
Police
Murphy, John, Ipswich
Murphy, John Michael, Auburn, Burnett District
Mylne, Graham, Amby Downs, Maranoa
Nares, G. S, Commander, R. N.
Newton  -,  Skull Creek, Leichhardt District
Nicholls, John, Tiereyboo, Condamine
Norman, William Henry, Melbourne, Victoria
North, Joseph, Ipswich
North, William, Ipswich
O'Connell, The Honorable Maurice Charles, Brisbane
O'Connell, Maurice Geoffrey, Commissioner Crown Lands
O'Reden, David Parry, Burrandowan, Gayndah
Ord, David, Durah, Darling Downs
O'Reilly, Henry, Brisbane
Paige,  -,  Maryborough
Palmer, Arthur Hunter, Bungil, Maranoa District
Palmer, Henry, Maryborough
Palmer, Richard Edward, Gladstone
Palmer, John, Rockhampton
Parton, John, Ipswich
Parbury, Alfred, Cockatoo Creek, Leichhardt District
Pascoe, Robert James, Lieutenant Royal Marines,
Somerset
Paterson, Robert Laidlaw, Senoma, Kennedy District
Patton, Robert, Albinia Downs, Leichhardt District
Perry,  -,  Pike's Creek
Petrie, John, Brisbane
Pettigrew, William, Brisbane
Peyton, Nicholson, Mundubbera, Gayndah
Pickering, William, Brisbane
Pigott, Peter John, Gayndah
Pinnock, Phillip, Police Magistrate, Bowen
Pitt, Henry Dowdeswell, Brigade Major of Volunteers,
Brisbane
Plews, Henry Taylor, Rockhampton
Powell, t)harles, Brisbane
Price, Edward H., Nerang Creek, Moreton Bay
Prior, Thomas Lodge Murray, Brisbane
Piigli, Theophil+is Parsoiis, Brisbane
Put-die, Robert, Health Officer, Lytton
Rae, Arthur J., Bindango, Maranoa District
Raff, George, Brisbane
Raff, Alexander, Brisbane
Ramsay, John Bonar Peter, Rockhampton
Ranken, John, Ipswich
Ranken, George, junior, Rockhampton
Ranken, James, Denison Creek, Leichhardt District
Ranken, John Logan Campbell, Afton, Flinders River
Rawlins,  Frederick, Police Magistrate, Drayton
Rawnsley, Henry Charles, Brisbane
Rawson , William, Rosewood, Ipswich
Raymond, Gerald W., Burton Downs, Leichhardt Dis-
trict
Read, Ellis, Bowen
Reid, James, Camboon, Leichhardt District
Richards, Henry, Brisbane
Riley, Alexander Reiby, Tenterfield, New South Wales
Robinson, Hugh, Rockhampton
Robinson, T. G., Toowoomba
Robinson, James W., Lady Elliott Island
Roche, Frederick William, Dalby
Rolleston, Christopher, Sydney, New South Wales
Roope, William, Cullengaringar, Leichhardt District
Ross,  Donald, Mooroondoo, Maranoa District
Rowlands, Thomas, Ipswich
Royds, Edmund Molyneux, Juandah, Dawson River
Rule, John, Mitchell District
Rundle, William L., Rockhampton
Russell, Henry Stuart, Sydney, New South Wales
Rutherford, John, Fort Bourke, New South Wales
Sadleir , Thomas John, Warrego District
Sams, Robert Keate, Entally, Coorni Paroo River
Sams,  Albert James Dawson , Entally, Coorni Paroo
River
Sandeman,  Gordon, Burra.ndowan, Gayndah
Scott, Walter Jervoise, Valley of Lagoons, Upper Ken-
nedy
Scott , David Charles Frederick, Police Magistrate, Syd-
ney, New South Wales
Scott, James Hall, Kennedy District
Seaward, W., junior, Bowen
Selheim, Philip Alexander, Strathmore, Kennedy District
Selk, Julius, Bodumba, Flinder's River
Seymour, David Thompson,  Commissioner  of Police,
. Brisbane
Sharpe, Edward, Commissioner Crown Lands, Albert
District, New South Wales
Sheaffe, Roger Hall, Marathon
Sheridan, Brinsley George, Lotus Creek, Leichhardt
District
Sheridan, Richard Bingham, Water Police Magistrate,
Maryborough
Sidney, John, Dalby
Silvester, Christopher Henry, Kooingal Leichhardt
District
Sim, William, Amby Downs, Maranoa District
Sinclair, Duncan McDiarriid, Police Magistrate, Dalby
Smith, The Honorable Richard Joseph, Ipswich
Smith, Henry Fletcher, Lyndhurst, District of Cook
Snape,  James, Police Magistrate, Warialda, New South
Wales
Snell, John C., Ellangowan, Darling Downs
Spry, James, Natal Downs, South Kennedy District
Stacey, John Edward, Toowoomba
Stenhouse , William, Allandale, Kennedy District
Stephens, Thomas Blacket, Brisbane
Stevenson, William Hercules, Gayndah
Stevenson, John, Ravensbourne,  Barcoo River
Stewart, William R., Peak Downs
Stewart, William, Boondoonnah, Gayndah
Stewart, Robert, Southwick, Kennedy District
Storey, A. B. Herbert, Teningering, Gayndah
St. George Howard, Rockampton
St. Jean, Ernest de, Gowrie, Drayton
Strathdee, Robert, Gayndah
Sullivan, Alexander Falconer, Telbooroo, Warregoo
District
Sutherland, James, Mount Walker, Flinder's River
Taylor, James, Toowoomba
Temple, Thomas Burnet, Brisbane
Thompson, Abraham Hamilton, Toowoomba
Thompson, William, Orion Downs, Leichhardt District
Thompson,William, Nundubbermere, Warwick
Thorn, George, Ipswich
Thornton, William, Brisbane
Tiffin, Charles, Brisbane
Tom, Henry, Yeulba Maranoa District
Tom, Charles, Chesterton, Warrego District
Tooth, Charles Frederick Lewis, Talai,era, Maranoa
DiAtriet
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Towns, R., Clevland Bay
Travis, Robert, Maryborough
Tu lly, William Allcock ,  Brisbane
Turnbu ll ,  Robert E., Cowrie, Warrego District
Turnbull, John, Bundi, Leichhardt District
Turner, John Sargent, Brisbane
Turner ,  William, Helidon, Ipswich
Tymons, James Blood ,  Gayiidah
Uhr, Edmund Blucher ,  Brisbane
Vegnoles, Francis Durell,Western Creek ,  Darling Downs
Walker ,  Thomas Gabriel ,  Leura, Leichhardt District
Ward, Joseph Haydon ,  Maryborough
Warry, Richard Symes ,  Brisbane
Watts, John, Eton Vale, Drayton
Weaver ,  F. G., Warrego River
Webb, George Dudley, Brisbane
Wessen, Theodore Wilhelm.  Van, Princhester
Whish, Claudius B., Cabulture River, Brisbane
Whitchurch ,  John Samuel ,  Felton, Darling Downs
White, The Honorable William Duckett, Beau Desert,
Logan River.
White, Ernest ,  Beau Desert, Logan River
White, James Charles ,  Police Magistrate ,  Warwick
White, Robert Hocldle Dryberry ,  Rockhampton
Wienholt, Arnold, Mary Vale, Warwick
Wienholdt ,  Edward, Jondaryan ,  Darling Downs
Wilkie ,  John Perrel, Daandine, Dalby
Wilkie, John, Englefleld, Kennedy District
Wills, Thomas  W., Cull inaringa ,  Leichhardt District
Wilson, John Kerr, Maranoa District
Wilson, William, Broad Sound
Wilson, William Herbert, Barambah ,  Burnett District
Wiseman, William  Henry,  Police Magistrate, Rock-
hampton
Wiseman, Solomon ,  Tropoli, Balonne River
Wood, The Honorable Western, Gayndah
Wood, Edward ,  Lake Victoria ,  Leichhardt District
Woore, John P., Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Warrego, New South Wales
Wyndham, Alexander ,  Winton, McIntyre River
Ya.ldwyn ,  John, Humbolt Creek ,  Leichhardt District
Yaldwyn, William. Henry, Brisbane
F
Assignment.-KNOW Ye, that We
have assigned you and each and every of
you, Our Justices to keep Our Peace, in Our
Colony  of Queensland and its dependencies ,  either
alone or in conjunction with one or more of Our
Justices that have been appointed, or hereafter
shall be appointed in Our said Colony and its
dependencies, and to keep and cause to be kept all
Ordinances and Statutes for the preservation of
the peace ,  and for the quiet rule and government
of Our people, made in all and singular their
articles in our said Colony and its dependencies,
according to the form and effect of the same, and
to punish all persons offending against the said
Ordinances and Statutes, or any of them, in the
said  Colony and  its dependencies ,  and to cause to
come before you all those within Our said Colony
and its dependencies  who, to any  one or more of
Our people, concerning their bodies or the firing
of their houses ,  shall  have used  threats , to find
security for the peace or their good behavior
towards Us and Our people. And , if they shall
refuse to find such security then them in our prisons
until they shall  had  such security  to cause to be
safely kept.
Second Assignment.-We have also assigned you,
either alone or with any one or more of such
Justices appointed ,  or to be appointed ,  as aforesaid,
to inquire the truth more fully by all lawful means
by which the truth of the matter shall be better
known, of all and all manner of felonies,  poisonings,
trespasses ,  or extortions whatsoever, and of all and
singular other crimes and offences of which the
Justices of Our peace may or ought lawfully to
inquire by whomsoever, and after what manner
soever, in the  said Colony and its  dependencies,
done or perpetrated, or which shall happen to be
done or attempted. And also of all those who in
the aforesaid Colony or its dependencies, in com-
panies against Our Peace, in disturbance of Our
people, with armediforce have gone or rode, or here-
after shall presume to go or ride. And also of all
those who have there lain in wait, or hereafter Shall.
presume to lie in wait ,  to mnaiin or cut or kill Our
people. And also of all Victuallers ,  and all and
singular other persons, who in the abuse of weights
and measures ,  or in selling victuals against the form
of the Ordinances and Statutes, or any of them,
therefore made for the common benefit of the
said Colony and its dependencies ,  and Our people
thereof ,  have offended ,  or attempted ,  or hereafter
shall presume ,  in the said Colony or its de en-
dencies, to offend or attempt. And also ofd all
Sheriffs, Constables , K eepers of Gaols ,  and other
officers, who ,  in the execution of their offices about
the premises or any of them ,  have rudely behaved
themselves ,  or hereafter shall presume to behave
themselves rudely, or have been or shall happen here-
after to be careless , remiss, or negligent in Our afore-
said Colony or its dependencies .  And of all and
singular '  articles and circumstances and all other
things whatsoever that concern the premises, or
any of them, - by whomsoever and after what
manner soever in our said Colony or its depen-
dencies done or perpetrated ,  or which hereafter
shall happen to be done or attempted in what
manner soever .  And to inspect all indictments
whatsoever so before you, either alone or in
conjunction with such Justice or Justices
aforesaid taken or to be taken ,  or before others
late our Justices of the Peace in the aforesaid
Colony or its dependencies ,  made or taken and not
yet determined .  And to make and to continue
processes thereupon ,  against all and singular the
persons so indicted, or who before you hereafter
shall happen to be so indicted ,  until they can
be taken, surrender themselves ,  or be outlawed.
And to hear and determine all  and singular the
felonies, poisonings ,  trespasses, extortions ,  unlawful
assemblies ,  and indictments aforesaid .  And all and
singular other the premises according to the Law
and Statutes of England ,  and of the said Colony
and its dependencies ,  as in the  like case it has been
accustomed or ought to have been done. And the
same offenders and every of them for their offences,
by fines, ransoms, arnerciaments, forfeitures, and
other means ,  as according to the Law and Customs
of England ,  or the Forms of the Ordinances and
Statutes aforesaid it has been accustomed, or ought
to have been done to chastise and punish .  Provided
always, that if a case of  difficulty  upon the deter-
mination of any of the premises before you shall
happen to arise ,  then let judgment in no wise be
given thereon before you - unless in the presence of '
one of Our Justices of the Supreme Court of the
said Colony .  And therefore we command you that
to keep the Peace, or Ordinances and Statutes, and
all and singular other the premises ,  you diligently
apply yourselves ,  and at certain days and places
duly appointed ,  or to be appointed , for these pur-
poses, into the premises you make inquiries. And
all and singular the premises hear and determine,
and perform and fulfil them in the aforesaid form,
doing therein what to Justices appertains, according
to the lam and custom of England ,  saving to Us the
amerciaments and other  things thereto belonging.
And We command Our  Sheriff  of  the said Colony,
at certain days and places duly appointed, or to be
appointed as aforesaid, to be aiding by all lawful
means in the performance and due execution of the
premises.
In testimony whereof, We have caused these
Our_ Letters to be made  P atent, and the
Great Seal of the Colony to be thereunto
affixed.
Witness Our Trusty and Well-beloved Sir
GEORGE Fimausox Bowxw,  Knight Grand
Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George ,  Captain -General
and Governor -in-Chief' of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies ,  and Vice-
Admiral of the same ,  at Government House,
Brisbane ,  in Queensland aforesaid, this
Twenty-fourth day of January, in
.
the
twenty-ninth year of Our Reign, and in
the year of Our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-six.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. G. W .  HERBERT
By Aniitority ;  lei . Csiein us, Government i'riater ,  St iitiaw Street ,  Briste eie.
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By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BowEx, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c., &c., &c.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the provisions of the Act 24
Victoria, No. 15, respecting the Alienation of Crown Lands, 1, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following Lots of Land will
be offered for sale by public auction, at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on the days specified,
at the upset price affixed to each Lot respectively. (Deposit 10 per cent.)
The Deed Fee on the undermentioned Lots will be charged according to the following scale :-Not
exceeding 51) acres, £1; above 50 and not exceeding 300 acres, £1 5s.; above 300 and not exceeding 640
acres, £1 10s.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS, BRISBANE,
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 7TH  DAY OF MARCH, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
0
0 0° o
d do 0
;a z
Area. Price perAcre. County.
A.
1 86 23
2 87 23
3 88 12
4 89 8
5 90 8
6 91 21
7 92 11
8 93 5
9 94 3
10 95 6
11 96 -5
12 97 4
13 98 3
14 99 4
15 101 3
16 102 7
17 104 15
R. P. £
0 23 1 Stanley
0 8 1
0 21 1
0 0 1
3 12 1
3 14 1
3 22 1
2 29 1
3 10 1
3 38 1
0 16 13 20. 1
0 0 1
3 0 1
3 26 1
3 27 1
2 0 1
Parish.
Indooroopilly
77
Situation .  Remarks.
Near the Brisbane River.
„
On the  Brisbane River.
„
to
of
09
„
Near the Brisbane River.
91
140
0
0
O
w
0
O p
za
18 105
19 106
20 107
21 108
22 109
23 110
24 111
25 112
26 113
27 114
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,  BRISBANE - continued.
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 7TH DAY  OF MARCH, 1866.
COUNTRY  LOTS- continued.
Area.
A. R. P.
11 2 0
17 1 27
15 0 24
22 2 20
28 3 12
25 0 20
17 1 31
19 0 30
25 0 37
25 0 0
Allot- Sec-
ment. tion.
1 43 21 0 0
2 43 24 3 0
3 43 26 0 0
4 43 28 2 0
5 43 24 0 0
1 42 13 1 0
2 42 11 2 0
1 44 11 3 12
2 44 11 3 12
3 44 10 3 0
4 44 10 3 0
1-  87 6 1 36
2 45 10 0 0
2 75 10- 3 0
3 75 10 3 0
4 - 75 10 3 0
1 76 11 3 12
2 76 11 3 12
3 76 10 3 0
4 76 10 3 0
Por-
tion.
48 296 ... 23 0 0
49 1303 ... 21 0 0
50 306 ... 60 0 0
51 1 ... 74 0 0
52 2 ... 79  0 0
53 3 ... 84 0 0
54 4 ... 78 0 0
55 5 ... 70 0 0
56 6 ... 70 0 0
57 7 ... 90 0 0
58 8 ... 78 0 0
59 9 ... 65 0 0
60 14 ... 110 0 0
61. 16 ... 72 0 0
County.
1 Stanley ... Indooroopilly Near the Brisbane River.
1 9, „
1
„ „ 99
1 !, 99 9f
1 „  IF  „
1 ff 9f „
1 .,
1 97 „ ,9
1
„ 9f
1 f,
Parish. Situation.
„
SUBURBAN LOTS.
„
2 Stanley ... Cleveland... Near the Town of Cleveland.
2 „  to It
2 )f ff  It
2 ff 99
2  is
2 f9  ff  if
2 9, f, 9f
2
2 7f 7f 9,
2 „  If
2  1;  ,f ff
3 9,  If  9,
3  It it  „
3 9f „  It
3 f, ,9 9,
3  It  9, „
3  it  9, 9,
3 „ „  It
3 „ f, ,f
3 ,f „ „
COUNTRY LOTS.
1 Stanley ... Toombul ... Near the Nudgee Waterhole.
1 IV  - „ „
1 „ „ On the Serpentine Creek.
1 Ward ... Logan ... On -the Logan River.
1 .  It.91
1 9, „ 19
1
„
1 „ 9f
1 Near the Logan River.
1 f, !9 f,
1 ff „  It
1 f, ,f
Remarks.
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SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS, BRISBANE.
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 14TH DAY OF MARCH, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
0
0 o
za
o
z°
Area. ai m County.ca
Parish. Situation .  Remarks.
A. B. P. £
1 11 ... 79 0 0 1  Stan ley Warner Near the South Pine River
-
... ... .
2 12 ... 119 0 0 1 to IF  „
3 32 ... ' 55 0 0 1 it Moggill ... On Pullen Pullen Creek.
4 12 24 3 24 1 of Woogaroo Near the road from Ipswich to
the Logan River.
5 13 ... 24 3 24 1
„
6 14 ... 24 3 24 1
7 15
8
... 24 3 24 . 1 ff
16
9 17
... 31
28
2 0 1
0 0 1
10 21
...
... 30 0 0 1
„
On the road from Ipswich to the
Logan River.
11 23 ... 24 1 25 1 „ IFIF
12 24 ... 31 3 32 1 of „ Near the road from Ipswich to
the Logan River.
13  25 ... 31 3  32  1 IF It
14 27 ... 31 3 32 1 „
„
of
15 28 ... 25 0 0 1 „ „
16 35
17 36
... 28
-28
0 0 1
0 0 1
„ It
18 21
9
...
... 65 0 0 1 War
OF
d ... Logan ... On the Logan River.
1 22 ... 44 0 0 1 It to Near the Logan River.
20 23 ... 52 3 0 1 „ of  „
21 24 ... 64 2 0 1 IF it
22 25 ... 93 1 0 1 IF to  ,f
23 26 ... 81 0 0 1 IF of
24 27 ... 62 0 0 1 „ It
25 28 ... 49 0 0 1 It „ „
26 29 ... 99 0 0 1 it, it On the Logan River.
27 30 68 0 0 1 OF IF  „
28 31 ... 79 0 0 1 IF „
29 32 68 0 0 1 Near the Logan River
30 33
...
... 66 0 0 1
of
„
„
.
31 34 ... 69 2 0 1 „
to toIF of
32 35 ... 52 0 0 1 . „ „ IF
33 36 87 0 0 1 On the Logan River
34 37
...
... 68 0 0 1
„
„
.„
„ to
35 38 ... 75 0 0 1 11 „  Near'-the Logan River.
36 39 ... 65 0 0 1 „
„  IF
37 40 ... 68 3 0 1 IF IF to
38 185 ... 52 0 0 1 Stan ley ... Tingalpa Near Tingalpa Creek.
39'186 ... 40 0 0 1 IF to
40 198 ... 26 2 24 1 to is
41 199 ... 41 3 0 1 „ to „
42 200 ... 47 0 0 1 „ „ IF
43 201
44 203 ...
52
42
0 0 1
0 0 1
IF
„
45 208
46 209
...
...
42
36
0 0 1
0 0 1
to
„
47 202 ... 60 1 0 1 „
'48 207 ... 40 0 0 1 „ „
49 210
50 211
...
...
40
53
0 0 1
1 0 1
of
„ -„
51 212 .... 75 0 0 1 It
52 213 ... 40 0 0 1 It to of
53 224
54 225
...
...
80
39
3 0 1
1 0 1 It
55 226
56 227
57 228
...
...
...
70
99
67
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
IF
, IFIF
58 229 ... 100 0 0 1 It It
59 230 ... 100 0 0 1 to IF
60 231 105 0 0 1 „
61 232 . , . 86 0 0 1
62 233 ... 76 2 0 1
63 234 .,. 144 0 0 1 „
64 235 ... 85 3 0 1 „
65 236 ... 71 0 0 1
66 237 73 0 0 1
67 J 6
...
... 75 0 0 1
to
Warner ... Near the South Pine River.
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SALE AT THE POLICE -OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON FRIDAY,  THE 9TH DAY Off! MARCH, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
Area. County. Parish. Situation.  Remarks.
A. R. P.
1 2 8 0 2 0 8 Town of GoodnaStanley Goodna
2 3 8 0 2 0 8 ......„ „ „
3 5 8 1 2 11 S
4 6 8 1 0 24 8
5 7 8 0 310 8
6 3 9 0 3 0 8
7 4 9 0 3 0 8
8 5 9 0 2 20 8
9 8 9 0 332 8
SUBURBAN LOTS.
10 1187A ... 6 - 1 20  2 Stanley ...: Goodna ... Near the Town of Goodna
11 188A ... 5 3 37  2 „ ,f
12 190A ... 5 1 25  2
13 191A ... 5 1 25 2  ,f 9, 1f
14 192 ... 5 2 15  2
15 193 ... 5 0 32  2
16 195 ... 5 1 25  2 If
17 199
... 5 022  2 ,f
18 200 ... 6 012 2
19 201 ... 6 2 0 2
20 202 ... 6 0 0 2
TOWN LOTS.
21 3 1 1 0 2 0 8 Churchill ... Laidley ... Town of Laidley On the Line of theGreat Southern andWestern Railway.
22 4 1 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
23 5 1 0 2 0 8 „ „ Of24 a 1 0 2 0 8 „ it
„
25 1 2 0 2 0 8.
26 2 2 0 2 0 8
27 3 2 0 2 0 8
28 4 2 0 2 0 8
29 5 2 0 2 0 8
30 6 2
31  7 2
0
0
„
2 0 8 At
2 0 8 „
32 8 2 0 2 0 8
33 9 2 0 2 0 8
34 10 2 0 2 0 8
35 1 3 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
36 2 3 0 2 0 8 It „ „
37 3 3 0 2 0 8 „ it
38 4 3 0 2 0 8 It
39 5 3 0 2 0 8 It
40 6 3 0 2 0 8 it It
41 7 3 0 2 0 8 „ It
42 8 3 0 2 0 8 „ „
43 9 3
44 10 3
0
0
2 0 8 It
2 0 8 ,,
45 2 4 0 337 8 „
46 3 4 1 0 112 8 It It
47 4 4 1 0252 8 „ It It
48 5  4 1 0 391 8 1 It „ It49 6 4 0 3 272 8 „ „ „
50 8 4 0 3 2 8 „ „ „
51 9 4 0 229 8 „ „ „
52 3 5 0 3 21 8 „ „
53 4. 5 0 2 26 - 8 „ „ It
54 5  5 0 2 26 8 „ „ „
55 7 -5 0 2 0 8 „ „ „ It
-56 2 6
57 5 6
0
0
2 0 8 „ It
2 0 8
58 9 6 0 •2 0 8
59 6 14 0- 2 0 8
,L
60 3 15
61 1
0 2 0 8
24 5
62 5 15
63 6 15
0
0
0
0 8 it
2 0 8 „ It
2 0 8 It
64 7 15 0 2 0 8,
65 2 '16 0
„
2 0 8
„
66 3 16 0 2 0 8
„
67 7 16 0 2 0 8
68 8 16 0 2 0 8
69 9 16 0 2 0 8
70 10 16 0 2 0 8
71 2 18 0 2 0 872 3 18 0 2 0 8
73
74
4
7
18
18
0
0
2 0
3 8
8 It
875
9 18038 3 8I
77 10 18 j 0 3 8 8
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, ROCKHAMPTON,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE `TTH DAY OF MARCH, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
o p
0 o a o ° Area.
O C; t
Z Pik 2000
U
.
M
County.  Parish. Situation.
A. R. P. £
5 1  0' 2 0 8 Ferguson ... Banana ... Town of Banana.
6 2 0 2 0 8 „
10 2 0 2 0 8 to
3 3 0 2 0 8 is to ,f
7 3 0 2 0 8 „  to it
4 4 0 2 0 8 f,  it  „
7 4 0 2 0 8  is  „ „
8 4 0 2 0 8 „ to ,f
4 5 0 2 0 8 „ ,f „
5 5 0 2 0 8 It „ „
7 5 0 2 0 8 ,f ,f ,f
1 .6 0 2 0 8 „ to to
2 6 0 2 0 8 „ Is it
3 6 0 2 0 8 „  of  ,f
4 6 0 2 0 1 8 „ is „
5 6 0 2 0 8  It „ „
6 6 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
7 6 0 2 0 8 „ „ ,f
8 6 0 2 0 8 „ so is
9 6 0 2 0 8  f, f,
10 6 0 2 0 8 „ is „
1 8 0 2 0 8 „ ,f „
2 8 0 2 0, 8 „ „ „
3 8 0 2 0 8 „ „ f,
4 8 0 2 0 8 it „  to
5 8 0 2 0 8 „ „
6 8 0 2 0 8 „ f,
7 8 0 2 0 8 „ ,f
8 8 0 2 0 8 „  is it
9 8 0 2 0 8 „ „
10 8 0 2 0 8 „
1 9 0 2 0 8 „
2 9 0 2 0 8  it
3 9 0 2 0 8
4 9 0 2 0 8 „ „
5 9 0 2 0 8 f „
6 9 0 2 0 8 „ „
7 9 0 2 0 8 „  It
8 9 0 2 0 8 ,f „
9 9 0 2 0 8 „ f,
10 9 0 2 0 8 „  to
1 11 0 2 0 8 „ f,
2 11 0 2 0 8. „ „
3 11 0 2 0 8 „ „
4 11 0 2 0 8  is  It
5 11 0 2 0 8
6 11 0 2 0 8
7 11 0 2 0 8
8 11 0 2 0 8
9 11 0 2 0 8
10 11 0 2 0 8
0
0
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, ROCKHAMPTON,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 14TII DAY OF MARCH, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
Price per
Area. Acre. County. Parish.
A. R. P.
1 1 3 0 2 9
2 2 3 0 2 9
3 3 3 0 2 9
4 8 3 0 2 0
5 9 3 0 2 0
6  10 3 0 2 0
7 1 4 0 2 9
8 2 4 0 2 9
9 3 4 0 2 9
10 4 4 0 2 9
11 5 4 0 2 9
12 6 4 0 2 0
13 7 4 0 2 0
14 8 4 0 2 0'
15 9 4 0 2 0
16 10 4 0 2 0
2
8 Packington Westwood
8 ff  IV
8  It
8 ff  of
8  It it
8  to Is
8 ff  it
8  IV
8 so it
8  to  ff
8 ff ff
8 ff ff
8 ff
8 fs f,8 ,f ,f
8  it  „
Remarks.
Situation. j Remarks.
Town of Westwood ... On the Line of the
Great  Northern
Railway.,f
„it
of
sf
to
„
f,
is
It
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o o- o°
O U
z z P,
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, DALBY,
ON THURSDAY ,  THE 1ST  DAY OF 1Lt.ncH, 1866. -
TOWN LOTS.
Area. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P. £
1 2 1 0 2 0 8 Aubigny Bowenville  ...  Town of Bowenville ..:
2 3 1 0 2 0 8 „
3 4 1 0 2 0 .8
4 7 1 0 2 . 0 8
5 8 1 0 2 0 8,
6 1 2 0 2 0 8
7 2 2 0 2 0 8
8 3 2 0 2 0 8 „
9 4 2 0 2 0 8 „
10 5 2 0 2 0 8 „ „
11 6 2 0 '  2 0 8 „
12 7 2 0 2 Q 8 as „ „
13 8 2 0 2 0 8 „ „ IF
14 9 2 0 2 0 8 it „ „
15 10 2 0 2 0 8 IF
16 1 3 0 2 0 8
17 2 3 0 2 0 8
18 3 3 0 2 0 8
19 4 3 0 2 0 8
20 5 3 0 2 0 8 IF
21 6 3- 0 2 0 8 „
22 7 3 0 2 0 8 IF
23 8 3 0 2 0 8
24 9 3 0 2 0 8
25 10 3 0 2 0 8 IF
26 4 4 0 2 0 8 IF
27 7 4 0 2 0 8 „  „
28 1 5 0 2 0 8 IF It
29 2 5 0 2 0 8 IF „
30 3 5 0 2 0 8 „ ,,
31 4 5 0 2 0 8 „ It
32 6 5 0 2 0 8
33 7 5 0 2 0 8
34 8 5 0 2 0 8 IF „
35 9 5 0 2 0 8 of I Y' „
36 10 5 0 2 0 8
37 1 6 0 2 0  8 IF v,
38 2 6  0 2 0 8
f 11 it
39 3 6 0 2 0 8 IF
40 4 6 0 2 0 8
41 5 6 0 2 0 8
42 6 6 0 2 0 8 „ ,. It
43 7 6 0 2 0 8 IF
44 8 6 0 2 0 8 ,,
45 9 6 0 2 0 8
46 10 6 0 2 0 8
47 2 7 0 2 0 8  It „ IF
48 3 7 0 2 0 8 It „ IF
49 4 7 0 2 0 8
50 5 7 0 2 0 8
51 6 7 0 2 0 8 It It  IF
52 7 7 0 2 0 8 „ it „
53 8 7 0 2 0 8 IF
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE ,  ROCKHAMPTON.
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 21ST DAY OF MARCH, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
o
0 0 00 Area. 4p County .  Parish. Situation .  Remarks.
z z° zw
A. R. P. £
1 1 1 0 1 14 8 Packington Gain sford... Town of Gainsford.
2 2 1 0 2 3 8 „ 113 3 1 0 2 0 8 It „
4 4 1 0 2 0 8  Is „ „
'5 5 1 0 2 0 8 „ „ It
6 6 1 0 2 0 8 It „ It
7 7  1 0 2 0 8 if „ „
8 8 1 0 3 0 8 „ „
9 1 2 0 2 0 8 it „ „
10 2 2 0 2 0 8 „ „
11
12
3 2 0 2 0 8  It
4 2 0 2 0 8
„
13
14
5 2 0 2 0 8
6 2 0 2 0 8
It ItItIt It
15
16
7 2 0 2 0 8
8 2 0 2 0 8 It
„
„
17 9 2 0.2 0 8 „
18
19
20
10 2 0 2 0 8  It
1 3 0 2 0 8 „
2 3 0 2 0 8 It
iit
21
22
23
24
3 3 0 2 0 8 „
4 3 0 2 0 8
5 3 0 2. 0 8 „
6 3 0 2 0 8
ItIt
„
25
26
7  3 0 2 0 8 it
8 3 0 2 0 8 ,,
It
It
27
2
9 3 0 2 0 8 „
10 3 0 2 0 88
29
30
It
1 4 0 2 0 8 it
2 4 0 2 0 8 ., It
31 3 4 0 2 0 8 It ,I
,
31
32 4 4 0 2 0 8 9, 01
33 5 4. 0 2 0 8
34 6 4 0 2 0 8 „ „ I,
35 7 4 0 2 0 8 „
36 8 4 0 2 0 8 ,9
37 9 4 0 2 0 8 If 12 ,1,!
38 10 4 0 2 0 8 "„
39 1 5 0 1 17 8 90 It
40 2 5 0 226 8 „ 51 11
41 3 5 -0 2 0 8 It 1 9 11
42 4 5 0 2 0 8 59 1 11 1?
43 5 5 0 2 0 8 9, I) It
44 6 5 0 2 0 8 „
45 - 7 5 0 2 0 8 „ 1 P? 17
46
47
8 5 0 2 0 8 „
1 6 0 110 8
„ )y
48 2 6 0 220 8
49 3 6 0 2 0 8
50 4 6 0 2 0 8
51 5 6 0 2 0 8
52 1 7 0 1 2 8
53 2 7 0 2 7 8
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, WARWICK,
O TUESDAY, V IR  6ra DAY OF MARCH, 1866.
48
0
z
oa
w o Area.
N U
A. R. P.
1 1 59 1 0 02 2
3 3 59 1.0 0
4 4 59 1 0 0
5 5 59 1 0 0
6 6 "59 0 3 30
7 7 59 0 3 30
8 8 59 0 330
9 9 59 0 3 30
10 10 59 0 3 30
11 1 60 1 0 0
12 2 60 1 0 0
13 1 3 60 1 0 0
14 j 4 60 1 0 0
15 5 60 1 0 0
16 6 60 0 3 30
17 7 60 0 3 30
18 ' 8 60 0 3 30
19 9 60 0 3 30
20 10 60 0 3 30
21 1 62 1 0 0
22 2 62 1 0 0
23 3 62 1 0 0
24 4  '62  1 0 0
251 5 62  1 0 0
26 6 62 1 0 0'
27 7 62 1 0 0
28 8 62 1 0 0
29 9 62 0 3 30
30 10 62 0 3 30
31 11 62 0 3 30
32 12 62 0 3 30
33 1 13 62 0 3 30
34 14 62 0 3 30
35 15 62 0 3 30
36 16 62 0 3 30
37 1 " 63 1 0 0
38 2 63 1 0 0
39 3 63 1 0 0
40 4 63 1 0 0
41 5 63 1 0 0
42 6 63 1 0 0
43 7 63 1 0 0
44 8 163 1 0 0
45 9 63 0 3 30
46 10 63 0 3 30
47 11 63 0 3 30
48 12 63 0 3 30
49 13 63 .0 3 30
50 14 63 0 3 30
51 15 63 0 3 30
52 16 63 0 3 30
8
8
8
8
TOWN LOTS.
County.  Parish. Situation.
Merivale ...  ,  Warwick ... Town of Warwick.
9,
,f
9,
ff
f,
8 ( ,.
8 97
8
8 ! f9
8 I.
8
8
8
8
8
8 i ,f
8 ,,
8
81 „ „
8 I f,
8
8
8
8
8
8
$emarks.
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, DALBY,
ON THURSDAY, THE 8TH DAY OF MARCH, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
0 0 o0 Area.
Price per
Acre .  County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
C
° U
A. R. P. £
1 7 2 1 0 0 8 Lytton  ...  Earle ...  ...  Town of Campbe ll 's Camp.
2 8 2 1 0 0 8 „ „
3 9 2 1 0 0 8 „ I
4 1 3 1 0 0 8 „
5 2 3 1 0 0 8 „
6 4 3 1 0 0 8
7 1 5 0 2 0 8
8 2 5 0 2 0 8
9 3 5 0 2 0 `8
10 4 5 0 2 0 8
11 5 5 0 2 0 8
12 1 6 0 2 0 8
13 2 6 0 2 0 8
14 3 6 0 2 0 8
15 4 6 0 2 0 8
16 5 6 0 2 0 8
17 6 6 0 2 0 8
18 7 6 0 2 0 8
19 8 6 0 2 0 8
20 9 6 0 2 0 8
21 10 6 0 2 0 8
22 1 7 0 2 0 8 „
23 2 7 0 2 0 8
24 3 7 .  0 2 0 8 „
25 4 7 0 2 0 8
26 5 7 0 2 0 8
27 6 7 0 2 0 8
28 7 7 0 2 0 8
29 8 7 0 2 0 8
30 -9 7 0 2 0 8
31 10 7 0 2 0 8
„ „ ,,
°vs
32 1 8 0 2 0 8 „ +'°
33 2 8 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
34 3 8 0 2 0 8 •4
35 4 8 0 2 0 '8 „ „ „ .06,
36 5 8 0 2 0 8 °
37
38
6
7
8 0
8 0
2
2
0
0
8
8
39 8 8 0 2 0 8
40 9 8 0 2 0 8
41 10 8 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
42 1 9 0 2 0 8
43, 2 9 0 2 0 8
44 3 9 0 2 0 8 „
45 4 9 0 2 0 8 „ „  it
46 5 9 0 2 0 8 „
47 1 10 0 2 0 8 „ „
48 2 10 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
49 3 10 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
50 4 10 0 2 0 8 „
51 5 10 0 2 0 8 „
52 6 10 0 2 0 8 „
53 7 10 0 2 0 8
54 8 10 0 2 0 8
55 9 10 0 2 0 8
56 10 10 0 2 0 8
57 1 16 0 2 0 8 Aubigny ... Dalby ...  Town of Dalby.
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SALE AT THE POLICE  OFFICE, DALBY,
ON THURSDAY ,  THE 15TH DAY OF MARCH, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
a
o o0 a Area. 04 County.  Parish.  Situation. Remarks.
O C
i e7-,d
O y
Tus
A. R. P. £
35 0 2 0 8 Lytton  ...  Macalister ...  Town of Macalister.
35 0 2 0 8
35 0 2 0 8
35 0 2 0 8
35 0 2 0 8
35 02 0 8
35 0 2 0 8
35 0 2 0 8
35 0 2 0 8
35 0 2 0 8
2 0 2 0 '8 Derby ... Kogan ... Town of Kogan.
2 0 2 0 8 „
2 0 2 0 8
2 0 2 0 8
2 0 2 0 8
2 0 2 0 8
2 0 2 0 8
2 0 2 0 8
2 0 2 0 8
2 0 2 0 8
3 0 2 0 8
3 0 2 0 8
3 0 2 0 8
3 0 2 0 8
3 0 2 0 8 „ „
3 0 2 0 8
3 0 2 0 8 0
3 0 2 0 8 0
4 0 2 0 8  0
4 0 2 0 8 0
4 0 2 0 8
4 0 2 0 8
5 0 2 0 8 0
5 0 2 0 8 a
5 0 2 0 8
5 0 2 0 8
5 0 2 0 8
5 0 2. 0 8 0
5 0 2 0 8
5 0 2 0 8 0
5 0 2 0 8
5 0 2 0 8
6 0 2 0 8 0
6 0 2 0 8 a6 0 2 0 8 CO
6 0 2 0 8
6 0 2 0 8
6 0 2 0 8
6 0 2 0 8
6 0 2 0 8
6- 0 2 0 8 .,
6 0 2 0 8
7 0 2 0 8
7 0 2 0 8
7 0 2 0 8
7 0 2 0 8
7 0 2 0 • 8
7 0 2 0 8
7 0 2 0 8 ., „
7 0 2 0 8
7 0 2 0 8
7 0 2 0 8
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, GOONDIWINDI,
ON FRIDAY, Ti-m 2ND DAY OF MARCH, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
b
Fa I N
Fa
G O O O  Area. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
O O O U
A. R. P. £
1 1 35 1 0 0 8 Marsh ... Goondiwindi Town of Goondiwindi ... ... 1
2 2 35 1 0 0 8
3 3 35 1 0 0 84 4 35 1 0 0 8
5 5 35 1 0 0 8 „
6 6 35 1 0 0 8
7 7 35 1 0 0 8
8 8 35 1 0 0 8
9 9 35 1 0 0 8
10 10 35 1 0 0 8
11 1 36 1 0 0 8
12 2 36 1 0 0 8
13 3 36 1 0 0 8
14 4 36 1 0 0 8
15 5 36 1 0 0 8
16 6 36 1 0 0 8
17- 7 36 1 0 0 8 „
18 8 36 1 0 0 8 „ „ „
19 9 36 1 0 0 8 „
20 10 36 1 0 0 8
21 1 22 0 2 0 8
22 2 22 0 2 0 8
23 3 22 0 2 -0 8
24 8 22 0 2 U5)0 8
25 9 22 0 2 0 8 a)
26 10 22 0 2 0 8 0
27 7 23 0 2 0 8
28 8 23 0 2 0 8 0
29 9 23 0 2 0 8
30 10 23 0 2 0 8 a)
31 1 24 0 3 0 8
32 2 24 0 3 28 8
33 3 24 0 2 36 8 Ts
34 4 24 0 3 0 8 „ „ „ 0
Allot- Sec-
ment tion.
SUBURBAN LOTS. e
35 1 25 5 0 0  2 Marsh ... Goondiwindi i Near the Town of Goondiwindi. 5)
36 2 25 5 0 0 2 „ „ „ 0
37 3 25 5 0 0 2 a, „ „ a)38 4 25 5 0 0 2 5)
39 5 25 5 0 0 2
40 6 25 5 0 0 2 H
41 7 25 5 0 0 2
42 8 25 5 0 0 2
43 1 26 5 0 0 2
44 2 26 5 0 0 2
45 3 26 5 0 0 2
46 4 26 5 0 0 2
47 5 26 5 0 0 2
48 6 26 5 0 0 2
49 7 26 5 0 0  2 „ „ ,•
50 8 26 5 0 0 2
51 1 27 2 2 0  2
52 2 27 2 2 0 2
53 3 27 2 2 0 2
54 4 27  2 2 0 2
55 5 27  2 2 0 2
56 1 28 2 2 0 2
57 2 28  2 2 0 2
58 3 28 2 2 0 2
59 4 28 2 2 0 2
60 I 5 28  2 2 0 2
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, LEYBURN,
ON FRIDAY,  THE 2ND  DAY OF MARCH, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
4
N
0 .010°
1 7 1
2 8 1
3 9 1
4 10 1
5 1 2
6 2 2
7 3 2
8 4 2
9 5 2
10 6 2
11 7 2
12 8 2
13 9 2
14 10 2
15 1 3
16 2 3
17 4 3
18 5 3
19 6 3
20 7 3
21 8 3
22 9 3
23 10 3
24 2 4
25 3 4
26 4 4
27 5 4
28 6 4
29 7 4
30 8 4
31 9 4
32 1 5
33 2 5
34 3 5
35 4 5
36 5 5
37 6 5
38 7 5
39 8 5
40 9 5
41 10 5
42 1 6
43 2 6
44 3 6
45 4 6
46 5 6
47 6 6
48 7 6
49 8 6
50 9 6
51  10 6
Area . (Price perAcre. County. Parish. Situation .  Remarks.
A. R. P. £
0 2 0 8 Clive ... Inglewood Town of Inglewood. I
0 2 0 8 „ f,
0 2 0 8 f7
0 2 0 8 f,
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8 ,. „
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8 f, 9f ,9
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8 77 „
0 2 0 8 f, J
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, CONDAMINE,
ON FRIDAY, THE 2ND DAY OF MARCH, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
a z
0 0 ° 0
-' ss
1
2
34
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
Area .  County .  Parish. Situation.
A. it. P.  B.
Remarks.
7I 11 0 2 0 8 Rogers ... Condam ine ... Town of Condamine ...
2 16 0 2 0 8 „
3 16 0 2 0 8
2 17 0 2 0 8
3 17 0 2 0 8
4 17 0 2 0 8
5 17 0 2 0 8
9 18 0 2 0 8
5 19 0 2 0 8
10 19 0 2 0 8
1 33 0 2 0 8
2 33 0 2 0 8
3 33 0 2 0 8
4 33 0 2 0 8 „
2 34 0 2 0 8
10 36 0 2 0 8
1 37 0 2 0 8
2 37 0 2 0 8
3 37 0 2 0 8
4 37
0
2 0 8
5 37 2 0 8
6 37 0 2 0 8
7 37 0 2 0 8
,f I 7, ff
837
0
2 0 8
9 37 0 2 0 8
10 37 i 0 :2(), 8 „;$ 5f
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Area.
A. R. P.
3 1 0 2 0
4 1 0 2 0
5 1 0 2 0
6 1 0 2 0
7 1 0 2 0
8 1 0 2 0
9 1 0) 2 0
10 1 0 2 0
1 2 0 2 0
2 20 2 03 2 0 2 
4 2 0 2 0
5 2 0 2 0
6 2 0 2 0
7 2 0 2 0
8 2 0 2 0
9 2 0 2 0
10 2 0 2 0
1 3 0 2 0
2 3 0 2 0
3 3 0 2 0
4 3 0 2 0
5 3 0 2 0
6 3 0 2 0
7 3 0 2 0
8 3 0 2 0
9 3 0 2 Q
10 3 0 2 0
2 4 0 2 0
3. 4 0 2 0
4 4 0 2 0
5 4 0 2 0
6 4 0 2 0
7 4 0 2 0
8 4 0 2 0
9 4 0 2 0
10 4 0 2 0
1 5 0 2 0
2 5 0 2 0
3 5 0 2 0
4 5 0 2 0
5 5 0 2 0
6 5 0 2 0
7 5 0 2 0
8 5 0 2 0
9 5 0 2 0
10 5 0 2 0
1 6 0 2 0
2 6 0 2 0
3 6 0 2 0
4 6 0 2 0
5 6- 0 2 0
6 6 0 2 0
7 6 0 2 0
8 6 0 2 0
9 6 0 2 0
10 6 0 2 0
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, CONDAMINE,
ON  WEDNESDAY,THE  7 TH DAY OF MARCH, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
County .  Parish. Situation .  Remarks.Price perAcre.
8 Waldegrave ... Town of Yuleba.
8  it  JJ
8 „ ... „
8 „
8 it  ... 77
8 ,7 7,
8 ,78 it it
7, 7J
8 57 7,
R
8 1  if ... I
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
88
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
it
it
,7
„
,7
7,
8 ,,
8 „
8 77
8 it
8  it
J,
8 ,J
8 75
,7
„
it
,7
is
77
77
it
it
JJ
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, CONDAMINE,
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 14TH DAY OF MARCH, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
Area. County. Parish .  Situation .  Remarks.
A. R. P. £
1 1 0 2 0 8 Bulwer ... Moraby ... Town of Moraby.
2 1 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
3 1 0 2 0 8 „ „
4 1 0 2 0 8 99
5 1 0 2 0 8 „
6 1 0 2 0 8 „
7 1 0 2 0 8 „
8 1 0 2 0 8 „
9 1 0 2 0 8 „
10 1 0 2 0 8 ,,
1 2 0 2 0 8 „ !, !9
2 2 0 2 0 8 „
3 2 0 2 0 8
4 2 0 2 0 8
5 2 0 2 0 8
6 2 0 2 0 8
7 2 0 2 0 8
8 2 0 2 0 8
9 2 0 2 0 8
10 2 0 2 0 8
1 3 0 2 0 8
2 3 0 2 0 8
3 3 0 2 0 8
4 3 0 2 0 8
5 3 0 2 0 8
6 3 0 2 0 8 „ 99
7 3 0 2 0  8
8 3 0 2 0 8
9 3 0 2 0 8
10 3 0 2 0 8
1 4 0 2 0 8
2 4 0 2 0 8
3 4 0 2 0 8
4 4 0 2 0 8
5 4 0 2 0 8
6 4 0 2 0 8
7 4 0 2 0 8
8 4 0 2 0 8
9 4 0 2 0 8
10 4 0 2 0 8
2 5 0 2 0 8
3 5 0 2 0 8
4 5 0 2 0 8
5 5 0 2 0 8
6 5 0 2 0 8
7 5 0 2 0 8
8 5 0 2 0 8
9 5 0 2 0 8
1 7 0 2 0 8 ., „
2 7 0 2 0 8
3 7 0 2 0 8
4 7 0 2 0 8
5 7 0 2 0 8
7 7 0 2 0 8
8 7 0 2 0 8
9 7 0 2 0 8
10 7 0 2 0 8 „ „
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c +s
c a o o Area,
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 6
7 7
8 8
9 9
10 10
11 1
12 2
13 3
14 4
15 5
16 6
17 7
18 8
19 9
20 10
21 1
22 2
23 4
24 5
25 6
26 7
27 8
28 9
29 10
30 1
31 2
32 3
33 4
34 5
35 6
36 7
37 8
38 9
39 10
40 1
41 2
42 3
43 4
44 5
45 6
46 7
47 8
48 9
49 10
50 1
51 2
52 3
53 4
54 5
55 6
56 7
57 8
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, CONDAMINE,
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 2lsrr DAY OF MARCH, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
Price per County.Acre. 1
A. R. P.
1 0 2 0 8 Rogers
1 0 2 0 8
1 0 2 0 8
1 0 2 0 8
1 0 2 0 8
1 0 2 0 8
1 0. 2 0 8
1 0 2 0 8
1 0 2 0 8
1 0 2 0 8
2 0 2 0 8
2 0 2 0 8
2 0 2 0 8
2 0 2 0 8
2 0 2 0 8
2 0 2 0 8
2 0 2 0 8
2 0 2 0 8
2 0 2  0 8
2 0 2 0 8 „
3 0 2 0 8 „
3 0 2 0 8 „
3 0 2 0 8
3 0 2 0 8
3 0 2 0 8
3 0 2 0 8
3 0 2 0 8 „
3 0 2 0 8 „
3 0 2 0 8 „
4 0 2 0 _8
4 0 2 0 8
4 0 2 0 8
4 0 2 0 8 „
4 0 2 0 8 „
4 0 2 0 8 ,f
4 0 2 0 8
4 0 2 0 8
4 0 2 0 8
4 0 2 0 8
5 0 2 0 8 f)
5 0 2 0 8
5 0 2 0 8
5 0 2 0 8
5 0 2 0 8
5 0 2 0 8
5 0 2 0 8
5 0 2 0 8
5 0 2 0 8
5 0 2 0 8 „
11 0 2 0 8 ,.
11 0 2 0 8
11 0 2 0 8
11 0 2 0 8
11 0 2 0 8
11 0. 2 0 8
11 0 2 0 8
11 0 2 0 8 f,
Remarks.
0
B
Given under my Hand ,  and the Seal of the Colony ,  at Government House, Brisbane, this
twenty-ninth day of  January ,  in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six ,  and in the twenty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
[r.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTEIB..
GOD SAVE THE QTTEEN.
B y  I iil•,nrit y: W. C.  Bh,7,mm)cE , (soVernment Printer ,  William Street ,  Brisbane.
Parish. Situation.
Wombo ... Wombo...
f9
9)
!9
9)
9f
„
„
„
99
„
f,
9,
9f •„
Q  UEENSLAND
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EXTRAORDINARY.
PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. VII.] THURSDAY, 18T FEBRUARY, 1866. [No. 13.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1566,
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it obe notified that he has beenpleased to accept the resignation f
ROBERT GEORGE WYNDHAM HERBERT, Esquire,
as Colonial Secretary of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has been
11 pleased to accept the resignation of
ROBERT GEORGE WYNDHAM HERBERT, Esquire,
as Vice-President and Member of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MAC ALISTER.
Executive Council  O =;:he,
Brisbane 1st Fe'i_iruary, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he  has beenpleased to accept the resignation of
The Honorable JOHN BRAMSTON,  M.L.C.,
as a Member of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has beenpleas d to appoint
The Honorable ARTHUR MACALISTER, Secretary for Lands and Works,
to be Vice-President of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane ,  1st February, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be noti fied  that  he has beenpleas d to appoint
ROBERT  RAMSAY  MACKENZIE,  Esquire,
to be the  Colonial Secretary of Queensland.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has been
pleased to appoint
The Honorable ROBERT RAMSEY MACKENZIE,
to be a Member of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has beenpleased to appoint
JOHN DOUGLAS, Esquire,
to be a Member of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
By Authority : W. C. BELBRIDGE, Government Printer, William Street, Brisbane.
Q [TEEN SLAND
oiei•<rnrent (, tt
EXTRAORDINARY.
PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. VII.] FRIDAY, 2ND FEBRUARY, 1866. [No. 14.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane ,  2nd February, 1866.
THE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information , that a Writ  hath this day issued ,  and the
following arrangements have  been  made for the Election of a Member to
serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland ,  for the Electoral
District of Burnett ,  in room of The Honorable ROBERT RAMSAY MACKENZIE,
Esquire ,  whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become vacant by reason
of the acceptance of Office by the said Honorable Robert Ramsay Mackenzie,
Esquire.
Place of Y oniination ... ... Gayndah.
-Date of Writ  ... ... ... 2nd February, 186  1.3.
.Date of ]Tomi-nation ... ... 15th February, 1866.
Polling Day ... ... ... 23rd February, 1866.
Return of Writ ... ... ... 9th March , 1866.
By Command of the Honorable the Speaker,
LEWIS A. BE RNAYS,
Clerk of Legislative Assembly.
By Authority W. C. BbLBnivsr,, Go',erninent Printer, William Street, Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same,.&c., &c., &c.
IN pursuance of the power vested in me by the
4th section of the  -Municipalities In.stitetions
pct of  1864, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
proclamation, declare the Municipality of Too-
woomba to be divided into three Wards, to be
named, respectively, North Ward, Central Ward,
and South Ward ; and do further proclaim and
declare that the circuits and boundaries of each of
the said Wards shall be those set forth in the
Schedule annexed to this proclamation.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this first day of February, in the year of
our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
[n.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency' s Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
SCHEDULE.
NORTH WARD. - - Commencing at the north-west
corner of N. Bartley's 13 acres 2 roods, portion 17, and
bounded thence on the south-west by the south-west
boundary line of that portion south-easterly ; on the
west by the east side of the road forming the west
boundaries of portions Nos. 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8,
and part of No. 7, bearing south till it meets the westerly
prolongation of the centre line of Margaret street
on the south by a line bearing east, being in con-
tinuation of the centre line of Margaret street, and
by the centre line of said street bearing east to the
eastern boundary of the municipality ; on the east
by the eastern boundary of the municipality, being the
summit of the Alain Range northerly to a point bearing
south-east from the north-east corner of N. Bartley's 27
acres 1 rood 24' perches, portion No. 21 ; thence by a line
bearing north-west to the said north-east corner ; and
on the north by the south side of a road forming the
north boundaries of portions Nos. 21, 20, and 18, to
Gowrie Creek ; thence by Gowrie Creek downwards to
the Black Gully and by the Black Gully upwards to
the point of commencement.
CENTRAL W'VAHD.-Commencing on the west boundary
of the municipality, at a point in the continuation of the
centre line of Margaret street, and bounded thence on
the west by part of the west boundary of portion No. 7i'
the west boundaries of portions 6, 5, 4, and' part of No.
3, bearing south till it meets the westerly prolongation of
the centre line of James street ; on the south by a line
bearing east, being in continuation of the centre line of
James street ; by the centre line of James street and by
the easterly continuation of same line bearing east to the
eastern boundary of the municipality ; on the east by
said eastern boundary, being the summit of the Main
Range northerly to a point in the easterly continuation of
the centre line of Margaret street ; and on the north by
the said easterly continuation of Margaret street, by the
centre line of same street, and in continuation of the
same line bearing west to the point of commencement.
SOUTH WARD.-Commencing on the west boundary of
the Municipality, at a point in  the  continuation of the
centre line of dames street, and bounded thence on the
west by part of the west boundary of portion No. 3, the
west boundaries of portions Nos. 2; 1, 46, and 47, bear-
ing south to the north-west corner of portion No. 48 (S.
Moffatt's 25 acres) ; on the south  by the  south side of
the road forming the north boundary of that portion
bearing east to the West Swamp ; thence by a line
south-easterly crossing the said swamp to the south-west
corner of W. Beit's 16 acres, portion No. 51; thence by the
north side of the road forming the south boundaries of por-
tions Nos. 51, 52, 55, 56, and 59, bearing east to the south-
east corner of No. 59 (Donald McPherson's 32 acres); thence
by a line bearing north-east to the Main Range; on the
east by the Main Range northerly to a point in the
easterly continuation of the centre line of James street ;
and on the north by the said continuation by the centre
line of Jame& street, and by the same line continued,
bearing west to the point of commencement.
PUBL15LTLD BY AUTHORITY.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BowEx, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same,
&c., &c., &e.
IN pursuance of the power vested in me by the
4th section of the  Municipalities Institutions
Act of 1864, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, declare the Municipality of Mary-
borough to be divided into three Wards, to be
named, respectively, South Ward, East Ward, and
West Ward ; and do further proclaim and declare
that the circuits and boundaries of each of the said
Wards shall be those set forth in the schedule an-
nexed to this Proclamation.
Given under my Hand and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this first day of February, in the year of
our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year of
Her Majesty's Reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R.  MACKENZIE.
GOD SAYE THE  QUEEN!
SCHEDULE.
1. All that portion of the present Municipality in-
eluded in the river bend, from the junction of Richmond
street with the river at the wharf reserve, to the junction
of Richmond street with the river on the opposite side at
South street ; the south-east side of Richmond street to
be within the boundary of said ward, and to be named
South Ward.
2. All that portion of the present Municipality, start-
ing from the intersection of Kent and Richmond streets,
continuing the latter street to its junction with the wharf
reserve and river, taking the river all round as the east
and northern boundary to the junction of Kent street
line at Copenhagen Bend, thence along said street to the
starting  point of its intersection with Richmond street ;
the north-east side of Kent street to"be within the boun-
dary of said ward, and to be named East Ward.
3. All that portion of the present Municipality, start-
ing from the intersection of Kent and Richmond streets,
continuing the latter street  to  its intersection with the
river at South street, thence round the river to the Muni-
cipal boundary at Copenhagen Bend joining the main
line of road, thence along said main line to its junction
with Kent street, continuing Kent street to the starting
point at its intersection with Richmond street; the
south-west side of Kent street to be within the boundary
of said ward, and to be named West Ward.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been-pleased to
appoint a Commission, under the Great Seal of the
Colony, consisting of the undermentioned gentle-
men, to devise and carry out the details necessary
to facilitate the transmission to Melbourne of
Articles, the produce or manufacture of this Colony,
intended for exposition at the Tntercolonial Exhibi-
tion, to be held at Melbourne during the present
year, viz.:--
The Hon. MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,
Chairman
The Hon. ROBERT GEORGE WYN.DHAM HERBERT
The Hon. ARTHUR MACALISTER
The Hon. JosHUA PETER BELL
The Hon. GILBERT ELIOTT
The Mon. WILLIAM HOBBS
JI-OBERT IiAMISAV MACKENZIE, Esquire
JOHN DOUGLAS, Esquire
CHARLES COXEN, Esquire
GEORGE RAFF, Esquire
AUGUSTUS CHARLES GREGORY, Esquire
JOHN JARDINE, Esquire
JOHN GEORGE MACDONALD, Esquire
WALTER HILL, Esquire.
By His Excellency's Command,
R.  G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. MAURICE APPLEBEE FELTON
to be an Officer of the 3rd Class in the Auditor-
General's Department,-such appointment being
effective from 1st January, 1866.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial -Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th January, 1866.
PETTY SESSIONS.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Execu ive C uncil, has been pleased
to appoint
NEBO,
in the Police District of East Isaacs, to be a. place
for holding Courts of Petty Sessions, under the
provisions of the Act 3 William IV., id o. 3.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be the
Members of the Queensland Immigration Board ;
the Board as hitherto constituted being hereby
discontinued, viz.:---
The REGISTRAR-GENERAL, Chairman
The IMMIGRATION AGENT
The PORTMASTER
The HEALTH OFFICER
T. B. TEMPLE, Esquire, M.D.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WALTER MCCLINTOCK, Esquire, Clerk of Petty
Sessions at Somerset,
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions at Bowen,  viceDoutty.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE,
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 1st February, 1866.
T I IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
HENRY GEORGE  SIMPSON,  Esquire, Commander
Royal Navy,
to be Police Magistrate , Clerk  of Petty Sessions,
and District  Registrar,  at Somerset , Cape York.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
PETTY SESSIONS.
II'S
Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
TowNSVILLE,
at Cleveland  Bay, to be a place for holding Courts
of Petty Sessions , under the provisions of the Act
3 William IV., No. 3.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE,1
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , ' 1st February, 1866.HIS Excellency  the Governor, with the advice. of the Exe utive Council, has been pl ased to
appoint
HENRY GEORGE SIMPSON, Esquire ,  Commander
Royal Navy,
to be Commissioner  of Crown Lands for the Dis-
trict  of North Cook,  vice  Jardine.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department  of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 27th January, 1866.
NOTICE.HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint the  following  gentlemen ,  as Trustees for
the South  Brisbane  Cemetery:-,
T. B. STEPHENS , Esquire
W. T. BLAKENEY,  Esquire
A. J. HocxiNGS,  Esquire
JAMES MOONEY, Esquire
W. BAYNES, .Esquire.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st February, 1866.
1
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
HENRY GEORGE SIMPSON, Esquire, 'Commander
Royal Navy,
to be Harbor Master and Marine Surveyor at
Somerset, Cape York.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1866.
rVHE following additional Bye-law.. for the
1. guidance of the members of the Rockhampton
Company of the Queensland Volunteer Rifle
Brigade, having been approved by His Excellency
the Governor, is hereby published in the  Gevern-
ment Gazette.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
ROCKHAMPTON COMPANY QUEENSLAND VOLUNTEER
RIFLE  'BRIGADE.
Bye-law No. 9.
That each member of the Company be required to-pay
sixpence per week towards the support of the company.
HENRY D. PITT, CAPT. R.A.,
Major of Brigade.
Approved : G. F. BOWEN,
26th January, 1866.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1866.
RETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,made to the Bench of Magistrates at Mackay
from the 1st day of July to the 31st day of
December, 1865, both inclusive.
Applicant 's name.
Applicant 's name. Descriptionof License .
Whether
granted or
refused.
Amount
Leonard Frank Hardwood Granted... 1
John Smith ... ... Cedar . , . ditto 2
William Thompson .., ditto ditto 2
F. Frank ... ... Hardwood ditto 1
Michael Kahl ... ... ditto ditto 1
Matthew Forrest .. , ditto ditto 1
James Ireland... ... ditto ditto 1
Frederick Cook ... ditto ditto 1
Joseph Scoles ... ... ditto ditto 1
John Love ... ... ditto ditto 1
Donald Beaton ... Hardwood Granted.., 1
John Morris ... ... ditto ditto 1
Andrew Smollett ... ditto ditto 1
Henry Jones ... ditto ditto 1
Joseph Constantine ... ditto ditto 1
William Fraser ditto ditto 1
James Jackson ditto ditto 1
Alexander D. Cartner... ditto ditto 1
William Wilson Ancell ditto ditto 1
Theophilus E. Cross ... ditto ditto 1
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1866.
RETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,
made to the Bench of Magistrates at Rock-
hampton, from the 1st day of July to the 31st
day of December, 1865, both inclusive.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 2nd February, 1866.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the.Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments :-
Mr. WILLIAM HENRY BARON,
to be Draftsman and Resident Clerk of Works, in
the Department of Harbors and Rivers, as an
Officer of the 3rd Class of the professional division
of the Civil Service. The above appointment to
take effect from 6th September, 1865.
Mr. JAMES BAIRD,
to be an Officer of the 5th Class of the Civil Service
in the Post Office, Brisbane;
EDWARD G. GRosE,
to be an Officer of the 5th Class of the Civil Service
in the Post Office, Brisbane ;
RICHARD MAGILL,
to be an Officer of the 5th Class of the Civil Service
in the Post Office, Brisbane ;
Mr. DANIEL PETERSON,
to be an Officer of the 5th Class of the Civil Service
in the Post Office, Brisbane.
These appointments to be effective from the 1st
January, 1866.
Mr. LAWRENCE JAN.soN Actin Pilot Baffe Creekg
By His  Exce llency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1866.
RETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,
made to the Bench of Magistrates at Surat,
from the 1st day of July to the 31st day of
December, 1865, both inclusive.
Applicant' s name,
Amount
Description  of granted
of fee
License. anted or
I
received
refused. in each
case.
' Robert McGill...
to. be  Acting Pilot for Port Curtis also.
By His Excellency' s Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Peter Miller ...
Description Whether
of License. granted or Amount
refused.
Hardwood Granted
Cedar & pine ditto
1
2
By His Excellency's' Command,
H. R. MACKENZU
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1866.
R
ETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,
made to the Bench of Magistrates at
Charleville, from the 1st day of July to the 31st
day of December, 1865, both inclusive.
4ppllcant' s name.
William Smith ... Employer's
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ...
... ditto
Thomas Perry-_ ... General ...
William McKay .. , ditto
George  Grady... ... Hardwood
Robert Brown... . , . ditto
William Marshall .., ditto
Samuel Bassington ... Employer's
Ditto ... .. ditto
"Ditto .., .., ditto
Lewis Zieman . , ,
... Employer's
hardwood
Ditto , ,
. .. , ditto
John Ross ... .. General ,,.
Amount
Whether of fee
Description of granted or received
License. refused. in each
case.
Granted 2
ditto 2
ditto 2
ditto 2
ditto 2
ditto 1
ditto 1
ditto 1
ditto 2
ditto 2
ditto 2
ditto 1
ditto 1
ditto 2
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1866.
RETU]IN
of all applications for Timber Licenses,
made to the Bench of Magistrates at Towns-
ville, from the 9th day of October to the 31st day of
December, 1865, both inclusive.
Amount
Description  of whether of feeApplicant 's name . License , granted or received
refused, in each
case,
John Vigars ... ...
John Scantlebury ...
Hardwood Granted 2
ditto ditto 2
By His Exce llency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
TOWNSVILLE PETITION.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1865.
IN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a. Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by 195 householders, owners and occupiers
of land in the town of Townsville, Cleveland Bay,
praying for the erection of that locality into a
,Municipality.
By His  Excellency 's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
The Petitioners state that the increasing import-
. ande of this town, in point of commerce and trade,
renders them anxious to secure the benefits of
'Municipal Government, and they therefore pray
that Townsville may be declared a Municipality.
[The,signatures to, this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 11th November,
.1865, No. 123.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
REFERRING to a Notice, dated from thisOffice the 22nd of September, 1865, inti ating
that application had been made by the Trustees of
the Lands granted for Church and School purpose
in connection with the parish of St. John's, North
Brisbane, for permission to mortgage or lease such
Lands, with a view to raising funds for the erection
of a new Church and School, and other requisite
improvements : His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, now directs
it to be notified that, as no objection has been
lodged with the Colonial Secretary to the granting
of the leave sought, he has been pleased, in terms
of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, to authorise the
said Trustees to mortgage or lease the said Land
for the purpose named.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17tha January, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE UNDER THE
" TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
T1s Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the Trustees of the Land on Wickham
Terrace, granted for the purposes of the Episco•
palian Church, have, in terms of the Act .28 Vic-
toria, No. 22, made application to the Governor in
Council for leave to Mortgage the said Land, in
order to obtain funds for the erection of additional
buildings thereon.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought must
lodge the same with the Colonial Secretary, by
letter, within the period of three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been p leased
to direct the publication of the subjoined Petition
from 317 Ratepayers of the Municipality of Ipswich,
wherein it is urged, for reasons set forth, that the
said Municipality may not be divided into Wards.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
To His Excellency SIR GEoRGE li ERGUSoN BowEN,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-
General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland, and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral
of the same.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Householders
and Ratepayers of the Municipality of Ipswich,
SFIEwETH,
That your Petitioners have observed a Petition pub-
lished in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of the 9th
day of December, 1865, praying that the Municipality of
Ipswich may be divided into Wards.
That your Petitioners are opposed to the prayer of the
said Petition, and are. of opinion that the granting of the
same would prove highly detrimental to the best interests
of the Municipality, and is opposed to the wishes of the
majority of the ratepayers.
That some of your Petitioners (whose signatures
hereto are distinguished by an *), having signed either the
aforesaid petition or the supplementary one, praying
that the Municipality may be divided into Wards, under
a misapprehension of the objects contemplated, now
respectfully request that your Excellency will be pleased
to order that our names be erased from the aforesaid
petition, whether in the original or in the supplementary
one.
Your Petitioners therefore pray that your Excellency
will be pleased to decline acceding to the prayer of the
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said Petition ,  or any other petition ,  having for its object James Martin W. Dun
the division of this Municipality into Wards. Edward Quinn James Ball
And your Petitioners , as in- duty bound, will ever pray Michael McCarthy W. Coleman
John Swain Willey Robert AllenBenjn . Cribb *Robert Craig
*William Page Edwin RandallG. H. Wilson and Co. M. Levy and Co. C. Stewart H. BurkittAHenry Challinor John Tierney William R Wilson
.
Alfred Wm. Foote
*Edward Taylor Mary Alone .Thomas Fuller George Hunter
*Walter Taylor George Wright Joseph Foote Michael RyanR. Smith M. Grundel Adam Black Cribb junrRC. L. Fitzsimmons William Carter Eltum Shieth
. , .
Edwin PhillipsArthur Hamilton S. D. Pick C. Hetden Smith James  RobertsR. Gill H. C. Williams John Slowgrave John NorthJames  McIntosh *Patrick Donegan Wm. Farells !Thom sonW
*David McIntosh *John Fleishman W. Ranwell
p.
Peter KennedyTi. IT. Hassell Mearon Stafford L. Heitz James McGill
*David Mitchell *Joseph Sparks T. Austin 'Sloan  ButcherJ. W. Buxton Rd. Wright H. W. Batho *John CattonJ. Gregson J. Binnington John S. Hill Martin SutherF. W. Curnow *Isaac Cumner William Trotter A F. Foy
'John Henry Beaty Thomas Elliott
.
*Gordon CameronThomas Gallagher *John Heagan Edward Cadsen Isaac AlandJohn McGrath James Badcock Wm. De Bayhstocter George Quinn
*Michl. M. McMahon Samuel Blackburn Theo. Chas Daveney GordonJnoWilliam Gunn Wm. Crainb .Thomas C Bishop
.
Samuel Duke
*R. C. Beaumont Richard Bulcock .Michael Macanalin Thos Rowlands
*William Devine *John Gutteridge John Collins
.
William BrownMichael McNamara John Davis Alexander Halley James Hawthorne
*Martin McNamara William Huggins Dorcas Ball Maxwell David LewisThos. Given Robert Wilson William Berry James DunneThomas Brew Lyons John J. Thompson John Doway Thomas RyanDaniel McKerch John Salsbury Joseph Gibson John Firsnt
*Thomas Blanks John Karney F. 2Tinselbcd Mary Keogh
*Robert Castling H. von Gossberg, M.D. William Cook William 1. NielJohn Murphy William Crisp David Houston *John Harris junior
*James  H. FitzGibbon J. B. Sloman Frederick Wiler
,
William OsborneH. W. Darner Daniel Connor William Anthony *Richard GrahamJohn Burke Daniel Collins Robert Anthony John Evans senior
*Edward Lynch Ellen Stanley John Martin
,
John Evans juniorChas. F. D. Parkinson 'Charles Colds Peter Du re
,
Parkes*JEdward Rogers George Schmitt p yE. Bond
.
Michael O'SullivanThomas Harpur James Whyte Charlotte Ivett Cribb and FootePatrick Shaw James Daib John Mc Emery J. KendallRMathew Shaw James Barclay Josiah A Willey
.
*Wm. BeverleySamuel Bloom Martin Bryne .
*James Johnstone FemisterAthomas Richard Barker Henry Gray William O'Keefe .Patrick BarryWilliam R eeves  Walter Burkitt
Jameson J. C. Mackenzie*G T John Honan T. A. Seib. .
John Sells Phillip Bergir Joseph Tripling James Cooke
Robert Wilkinson *John T. Annear Mooney R. Tripling William Wickham
Richard Hargreaves E. W. Hargreaves & Co. James Mooney Thomas Malone
Lewis H. Thomas E. W. Hargreaves John ' c Meere Nathaniel Parker
James Thos. Harris W. Duesbery William Buxton Richard Bourke
William Sanders J. Greenhamp Patrick Dowling *Daniel Mahony
William Maher Hugh McDonald John Cross Ellen Falby
Patrick Maher Thomas Woolery Charles Endersby Timothy Mahoney
Charles Palmer Francis Kidner W. B. Harding William Quail
Gaynor Hugh Parkinson5G W Paul Hunt Henry Hewitt. .
Moffat William HendersonR Bernard Sloane George Millne.
John Bowerman John Henderson Thos. Harvey Jane Bartlett -
in Th-mas HendersonBerThomas T H. Gerstenkorn Bridget Jamesg.
Charles Dollar Matthew Fraser Johannah McGee J. F. Charet
William McMillan *Henry Juggen Ann Germain H. Lovegrove
Thomas Smart R. H. Carroll Thomas.Hamilton John Ceady
Robert Crosweite Daniel Towerton John Reddy Thomas Hogan
David Hughis B. McHenry Jonathan Turner William Welsby.
William John Mulholland John Rose Adam Fueks
Edmund Sparks
W. J. K. Piddington
*Rich. Harvey
Reilly McDonald
John McDonald
*C. Gorry
George Kunkel
F. C. Parr
James Sanham
Nlrs. Hayes
W. Monteith
E. Alpins
John McDonald
Jerry Landrigan
G. Boberts
James Gant
George Dowden
*John Ferguson
*David McLaughlin
S. F. Whitehead
*T. A. Pickering
W. H. S. Hindmarsh
*Thomas Roderick
Samuel Tides
J. Tomkins
*Coleman Davis
*_Robt. Ross
*Tngk  CampbellGeorg-8 lll;ugland
Patrick Weldon
Alfred Good
*Patrick Byrne
Margaret Davison
Thomas Gorman
William Watts
Samuel Shenton
Thomas Forrester
Robert Bannerman
Henry Hadley
W. Hancock
James Given
5A. A. Wood
*T. Burrell
G. Wilkinson
John McGuirk
James Madden
John Clarke Foote
S. P. Welsby
Samuel Hayman
James Gibson
Joshua Blow
William Taylor
Willim Carson
Michael Flaherty
Patrick McNamara
James Champion
John Drysdale
Wm. NuttGerald Connell
John Scott
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1866.
NOTICE WITH RESPECT TO APPLICATIONS
FOR LEASES IN THE PASTORAL DISTRICT
OF COOK.
-F IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that, in consequence of the District of
Cook being brought within the class of Unsettled
Districts by Proclamation on the 6th January, 1866,
the holders of Runs within the boundaries of the
said District, whose Licenses, granted under the
provisions of the 64th clause of the  Pastoral Leases
Act of  1863, have expired subsequent to the date of
said Proclamation, or which are within three months
of expiring, are hereby required in accordance with
the provisions of the 23rd clause of the above-
mentioned Act, to lodge, without delay, their appli-
cations forLeases, accompanied with the usual Decla-
ration of Stocking, with the Acting Commisioner
of Cook, at the Local Crown Lands  Office,  North
Kennedy ; and that all Applications for Leases of
Runs that may become subsequently due, are to be
made not later than three months prior to the ex-
piration of the current Licenses, by virtue of which
the Runs are held. -
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACAL1[ TE] .
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd February, 1866.
HE' fo ll owing General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS Of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY ,  within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, during the
T QUARTER from tl1.e Ist OCTOBER to 30th DECEMBER,  1865, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY,  within the Colony of QUEENSLAND ,  taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the Quarter
 from the' 1st OCTOBER to the 30th DECEMBER, 1865.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation ( Not bearing Interest ... ... ...Bearing Interest
 ... ... ...
Bi lls,in Circulation ( Not bearing Interest ",Bear ing Interest
Balance due to other Banks
 .. ... ...
Deposits Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabi lities
AMOUNT.
 TOTALS. ASSETS.
£  s. d. £ s. d. d.
.,...... 15,268 12 11 Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals  .., ...  29,515 15 2
......... Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ...  ... ... .........
Government Securities
 ... ... ... ... ... .........
230 1 1 Landed Property
 ... ... .........
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ... ......... 2,323 8 8
Balances due from other Banks ...
 ... ... .........  1,855 9 4
38 5 2 Amount of all  Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts
36,008 17 7 ..., of -  every description ,  excepting Notes, Bills, and
20,139 6 7 56,148 4
 2 Balances  due to the said Bank from other Banks
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ... ... ...
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ...
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Pro fits at the time of declaring such Dividend
Brisbane ,  31st January, 1866.
Total Amount of Assets...
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
103,355 6 9
£ 137,049 19 11
ROBERT GIBSON ,  Manager.
HENRY .  A SHERIDAN ,  Accountant.
I, Robert Gibson ,  make oath, that to the best of my knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing' Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabi lities of the above Bank,
during the period specified ;  and that the same was made up  fr om the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
£ 71,685 3 4
... .., 400,000 0 0
17 per cent .  per annum.
... ... 34,000 0 0
108,079 7 0
Sworn before me, at Brisbane ,  this 31st day of January, 1866 .  ROBERT GIBSON.
J. C. HEUSSLER,  Justice of the Peace .
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1866.THE,following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES, within the  Colony  Of QUEENSLAND, during the QUARTERfrom the 1st OCTOBER to the 31st DECEMBER, 1865, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, taken from the several Weekly Statements
during the QUARTER from the 1St OCTOBER to 31st DECEMBER, 1865.
LIABILITIES.
... ...ti Not bearing InterestN t es io n Circu la on
...Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation..Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest
Balance due to other Banks ...
Deposits (Not bearing Interest ... ... ... '
""""""".. Bearing Interest ... ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date... ... ...
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ...
Amount of the last Dividend declared .. .
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £  s.  a.
40,134 15 4 40,134 15 4
86 6 1 86 6 1
4,593 14 1 4,593 14 1
137,394 15 8
61,649 12 9 199,044 8 5
£ 243,859 3 11
... £1,000,000 0 0
15 per cent. Per annum,
...
bonus 5 per cent. per
annum = 20 per cent,
per annum.
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
Brisbane, 25th January, 1866.
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars
Government Securities ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks
Balances due from other Banks .
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and  Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount  of Assets
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
B s. d. £ s. d.
... 50,791 7 4 50,791 7 4
905 11 1 905 11 1
22,030 0 7 22,030 0 7
2,14912 3 2,14912 3
126 '7 5 126 7 5
434,768 16 11 434,768 16 11
£ 510,771 15 7
ALEX. ARCHER, Manager.
J. N. CRIBB, Accountant.
I, Alexander Archer, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract
 is a true  and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
Bank, during the period specified ; and that the  same was made
 up from the Weekly
 Statements
 thereof , kept in pursuance  of the  provisions  of the Act of the Governor and Council of New South Wales,
4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 25th day of January, 1866.
E. W. LAMB, Justice of the Peace.
99,691 0 0
... 333,333 6 8
ALEX. ARCHER.
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Department of Lands  and Works,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1866.
NOTICE WITH RESPECT TO APPLICATIONS
FOR LEASES IN THE PASTORAL DISTRICT
OF BURKE.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  directs  it  to be
notified that ,  in consequence of the District of Burke
being brought within the class of Unsettled Districts
by Proclamation on the 6th January, 1866, the
holders of Runs within the boundaries of the said
District ,  whose Licenses ,  granted under the provi-
sions of the 64th clause . of the  Pastoral Leases Act
of  1863, expire ,  or which are within three months
of expiring ,  between the date of said Proclamation
and the First day of May next ensuing ,  are hereby
required ,  in accordance with the provision contained
in  the 23rd clause of the above mentioned Act, to
lodge their Applications for Leases ,  accompanied
by the usual Declaration of Stocking ,  at the Local
Crown Lands Office ,  at the Albert Settlement, on
the First day of May next, the day on which the
Local Office is to be opened for the transaction of
business ,  and that all Applications for Leases due
on Runs subsequent to that date ,  are to be made
not later than three months prior to the expiration
of the current Licenses ,  by virtue of which the Runs
are held.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
.A. MACALIS'TER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1866.
NOTICE  WITH RESPECT TO LOCAL CROWN
LANDS OFFICES IN THE PASTORAL DIS-
TRICTS OF BURKE  AND COOK.
HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified for public information, that the following
arrangements have been made for the transaction of
Crown Lands business in connection with the
Pastoral Districts of Burke and Cook, which have
been brought  by  Proclamation on the 6th January,
1866, within the class of Unsettled Districts ,  viz.-
The Local Grown Lands Office for the District of
Burke, will be open for the transaction of business,
at the proposed site of the Albert River Township,
on the first day of May next ensuing, and the
Deputy Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands is
authorised to receive and record provisionally all
applications for new runs that may be lodged up to
that date at the Crown Lands Office, Brisbane.
The business of the Cook District will be
transacted, until further notice, at the Local Crown
Lands Office, North Kennedy District which is
situated at the upper crossing of the River Burdekin.
The Commissioner of the last-named district, is
authorised to perform, from this date, the necessary
duties in connection  with  receiving and recording
both Applications for new Runs, and Applications
for Leases of .Buns held under Licenses in force at
the date of Proclamation.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. INIACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY GOODS SHED AT TOOWOOMBA.
r 1ENDERS will be received  at this  Office, until
I Noon, on SATURDAY, the 3rd March next,
from persons  willing to contract for the  erection of
a Railways  Goods Shed at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  "  Railway  Goods Shed
at Toowoomba."
Plan, specification ,  and form of tender may be
seen, and  further  particulars  obtained ,  at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Ipswich ,  and at the Resident
Engineer 's Office ,  Toowoomba.
Tenders  must state the time within which it is
propose d  to complete the work,  and at .  the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that they will  severally execute and deliver
at the  office  of the Railway Conveyancer ,  within
seven  (7) days from the usual noti fication of
acceptance ,  a bond to Her Majesty in the penal,
sum of £250 for securing such performance ,  other-
wise the Tender will  not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS  AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY CARRIAGE SHED AT TOOWOOMBA.
f"UENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
1 . Noon,  on SATURDAY , the 3rd March
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Railway Carriage Shed at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Railway Carriage
Shed at Toowoomba."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief  Engineer's Office, Ipswich, and at the Resident
Engineer 's Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work ,  and at the  foot  of
every  Tender there  must be a memorandum ,  signed
by the party  tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance  of the  contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event  that they  will severally execute and deliver
at the office  of the Railway Conveyancer ,  within
seven  (7) days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a bond to Her Majesty in the
penal sum of £200 for securing such perform-
ance, otherwise the Tender wi ll  not  be  taken into
consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department  of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY TANK STAND AT TOOWOOMBA.
IfFENDERS will be  received at this Office, until
1 Noon, on SATURDAY, the 3rd March next,
from persons  willing  to Contract for the erection of
a Railway Tank Stand ,  at Toowoomba.
Tenders to  be endorsed  " Railway Tank Stand
at Toowoomba."
Plan, Specification ,  and form  of Tender, may be
seen , and further  particulars obtained ,  at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Ipswich ,  and at  the Resident
Engineer 's Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must  state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and  at the foot
of every Tender, there must  be a memorandum
signed  by the party tendering ,  and two respon-
sible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable  for the  due performance of the contract
in the event of the  tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they  will severally
execute and deliver  at the office of the  Railway
Conveyancer ,  within  seven  (7) days from the usual
notification  of acceptance ,  a bond to Her Majesty
in the  penal sum of  £50 for  securing such per-
formance ,  otherwise the Tender  will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or 'any Tender will  not necessarily
be accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
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Department  of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY STORE AT -TOOWOOMBA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1l Noon, on SATURDAY, the 3rd March next,
from persons  willing to contract for the erection of
a Railway Store at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Railway Store ai
Toowoomba."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Ipswich, and at the Resident
En gineer 's Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible  persons
as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted,' and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Railway Conveyancer, within
seven  (7) days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £200 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH AND POST OFFICES, DALBY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 3rd
March next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Telegraph and Post Offices, at Dalby.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Telegraph
and Post Offices, Dalby."
Plan, specification, and form- of tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane, or at the
Court House, Dalby.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum, signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and,
deliver at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor
in Brisbane, or at the Court House, Dalby, within
seven days from the usual notification of accept-
ance , a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal sum
of £400 for securing such performance, otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 22nd January, 1866.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for the information of
j persons selecting land by virtue of non-
transferable Land Orders issued under the  Immi-
gration Act of  1864, that applications for Deeds of
Grant from the Crown of lands so selected,
accompanied by a declaration, in the annexed Form,
by-the selector that he has resided continuously with-
in the Colony of Queensland for a period of two years
from the date of his arrival in the said Colony, must
be lodged with the Surveyor-General. within three
months from and after the expiry of such period of
residence ; and in default of such application, accom-
panied by such declaration, being so made, the
lands  so selected will be deemed to have reverted to
the Crown, and the title and interest of such
selector to have ceased and determined.
In the event of a person so selecting dying before
the expiration of the term of two years residence
within the said Colony, it will be necessary for the
representative of the said deceased selector to make
application to the Surveyor-General for the Deed
of Grant of the land so selected within two years
from the date of the Land Order with which such
selection was made ; and such application must be
accompanied by a declaration by tje applicant, that
to the best of his knowledge and belief the said
deceased selector had resided continuously within
the Colony of Queensland from the date of his
arrival until the time of his decease ; in default
whereof such land will be deemed to have reverted
to the Crown.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right in
all cases  to require such evidence in support of the
truth of such declarations of residence as may be
deemed expedient,
A. MACALISTER.
SCHEDULE.
Selections by Non-transferable Land Orders.
Application for b
Deed of Grant } by
Sir,
I have the honor to request that a Deed of Grant
may  be issued to me, of the allotment of land hereunder
described, and which was selected by me in virtue of a
non-transferable Land Order on the day
of 18 , and I subjoin a declaration that I
have resided continuously in the Colony of  Queensland
for a period of two years from the date of my arrival in
the said Colony.
Date of proclamation ...
Date when offered for sale ...
No. of lot ... ... ... ...
No. of portion ... ...
No. of acres in the lot ... ...
County ... ... ...
Parish or place ... ... ...
I have the honor to be,
Sir,
Your obedient Servant,
To the Surveyor -General.
Declaration.
I, do solemnly and sincerely  declare
that I have continuously resided within the Colony of
Queensland from the day of
18 , to the day of 18 , being
a period of two years from the date of my arrival in the
said Colony ; and I make this solemn declaration con-
scientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of
the provisions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year
of the Reign of Her present Majesty, intituled  "An- Act
for the more effectual  abolition  of Oaths and Affirmations
taken and made in various  Departments of the Govern-
ment of New South Wales,  and to substitute  Declarations in
lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and
extra judicial Oaths and Affidavits."
Made and signed before me, at
this day of 186
Signature of a Magistrate
*  Insert christian and surname at full length.
t Insert nearest post town.
J.P.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.BRANCHES of the above Bank re ow openat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison),  Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Dray ton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from  5s. upwards can
be made and  withdrawn at any of the above
Banks  during ordinary office hours,  and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest  at the rate  of 5 per cent.  per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in  person,  at the Treasury, or
any of the above  offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
AMENDED REGULATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT
S'4VINGS BANKS.
H. TS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the following alterations
ond Additions t  the Savings Bank Regulations,
dated 16th November, 1864, made under the
autherity ;of 'the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria,
No. 2, entitled  " An Act to grant additional faeii±i-
ties for positing small savings at interest with the
security. of the 'Government for due repayment
thereof,"  viz.
1. The following words to  be omitted  from clause 5 of
the said regulations ,  viz., " the depositor shall sign his
name in a place to be provided for his signature in the
depositor ' s book,"  it, being considered advisable that
a pgpitors hall u p t in future be required t.o sign their
name  Savings Bank pass -books.
The following are to stand as additional regula-
tions :-
I. Persons  desirous  of lodging money in the Govern-
ment  Savings Banks ,  and who, by reason of residing at
too great a distance from the nearest Branch Office, are
precluded from depositing in the manner  prescribed by
clause 3 of the regulations ,  may remit their deposit by
post direct to the Treasury . The Government will,
however, undertake no responsibility under this clause,
in the event of the remittance miscarrying.
2. In order to meet the convenience of persons resid-
ing at a distance from Brisbane ,  and to save a long
course of post, depositors so circumstanced may, in
future, make application to withdraw the whole or any
portion of their deposits  by electric ' telegraph message,
at the reduced uniform charge of one shi ll ing. The
depositor will be required to sign the usual withdrawal
notice in the presence of a Savings Bank  Officer, by whom
the message will be forwarded to the Treasury ; but no
officer is to forward such message unless the depositor is
persona lly known to him, or unless he produces  satis-
factory  evidence that he  -is the person entitled to the
withdrawal.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865,
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct, in accordance with the provisions of Act
29 Victoria, No. 18, that the undermentioned
Offices shall be open on and after the 1st January,
1866, for the
Receipt of Proposals for the Insurance of Lives
under Government guarantee ; and for the
Purchase of small Government Annuities or
Monthly Allowances,-- viz..
BRISBANE,
IPSWICH,
MARYBOROmiH,
ROCKHAMPTON,
ToowooMBA.
At any of the Offices named, Life  Insurances and
Annuities may be purchased from the Government
by persons between the ages of 16 and 60,-either
by one immediate payment or by annual, quarterly,
or monthly payments, as may be convenient to the
purchaser.
Additional Offices will be opened as required.
All information, and the necessary forms of Pro-
posal, &c., can be obtained, on application at any of
the above Offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 17th January, 1866.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY AND BATAVIA OR SINGA-
PORE,  VIA  TORRES' STRAITS.THE Queensland Government  having in con-templation the establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service  between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  viA  Torres'  Straits and Singapore ,  sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until MON-
DAY, the 25th June, 1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly, for a period of three
or five years, from and to Brisbane  and Batavia,
calling  at Port Denison and Cape York.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to  Singapore and Sydney ;  and separate
offers will be received for Monthly  Services  between
Singapore or Batavia  and Cape ork, and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount  of passenger accom-
modation of 1st and 2nd  class, the tonnage , horse-
power, and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether propelled by  screw or paddles ; also
to state the time at which  the service can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender,
The Contractor and two sureties (whose signa-
tures must be attached to the Tender) will be
required to enter into a bond for the due perform-
ance of the Contract.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or by applying to Messrs. Julyan
and Sergeaunt, Crown Agents, 6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer, Brisbane, and marked  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails via Torres' Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Attorney-General's Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1866.
NOTICE TO MAGISTRATES.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, for the guidance of Magistrates, that
prisoners must in future be committed for trial
before the Circuit Court, if appointed to be holden,
and there is time to bring the prisoners before it
previous to a sitting of the District Court in its
Criminal Jurisdiction, although the latter Court
may be competent to try the offenders.
In cases committed for trial before the District
Court, the depositions must be sent to the Registrar
of the Court in which the trial is to take place.
By His Excellency's Command,
CHARLES LILLEY.
Commissioner  for Railways Office,
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane. 30th December, 1865.
T OTICE is hereby given, under the 14th See-
i tion of  " An Act to make provi,si,on for the
Construction by the Government of R. ailways and
"for the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Map or Plan of a Line
of Railway intended to be made from Toowoomba to
Allora,  and also of  the Book of Reference of the
several lands  through which the said Railway is to
pass.
The Map or Plan, and Book of Reference, can
be seen  at this Office, and all  parties interested in
the lands to be affected by the said intended
Railway, are hereby required to transmit to me, at
this Office, in writing, within one month from this
date  any well -grounded objection which may exist
to the adoption of the said Line of Railway, or
any part thereof, or of any works proposed in con-
nection  therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for R ailways.
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Commissioner  for Railways Office,
Brisbane , 22nd January, 1866.
N
OTICE.-It is hereby notified for  general
information, that the following Time Table
will be observed on the Southern and Western
Railway, and will come into operation from and
after  the 1st of February next.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Down. Week-days. Sundays.
F' 1
a.m. p.m. p. M. I a.m. p.m.
Ipswich  (dep.) ...  9* 0  1 3. 0 6.45 9.30 6.45
Walloon (arr.) .. 9.30 3.30 7.15 10. 0 715.
Walloon (dep.) ... 9133 3 33 7.18 10. 3 7.18
j21 Grandchester  (arr.) 1015  4-15 8. 0 10.45 8. 0
Up. a.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
Grandchester (dep.) 7. 0 12 0 5. 0 7. 0 4.15
'Si Walloon (arr.) 7'40 12.40 5.40 7.40 4.55...
Walloon (dep.) .. 7-42 12 42 5.42 7-42 4.57
North Ipswich (arr.) 8.12 1.12 6.12 8-12 5.27
211 Ipswich (arr.) ...
I
8.15 1.15 6.15 8.15 5.30
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 22nd January, 1866.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1865.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.T Licensees and Lessees of the under-mentioned Runs are hereby required topay
forthwith into the Treasury the amounts specified
in connection with their respective Runs, in accord-
ance with the provisions of the 49th clause of the
Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to said clause which
declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government
Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such
defaulters shall be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
DISTRICT OF WARR EGO.
Licensee or Lessee. Na me of Ru n .
Area
in S uare. Amount.
Miles
£ s.
A. F. Sullivan Hume burn N orth 50 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... Paroo ... ... 25 7 10
Ditto... ... Hume burn .. 50 15 0
Ditto ... ... . . Booba ra Nor th... 50 15 0
Ditto ... ... Booba ra ... 50 15 0
Ditto ... ...  Hume burn South 50 15 0
Ditto... ...  Tilbo oroo N orth 50 15 0
Ditto... ... ...  Booba ra Sou th... 50 15 0
Ditto... ...  Tilbo oroo ... 50 15 0
Ditto... Tilbo oroo E ast... 50 15 0
Ditto ...  Tilboroo South 50 15 0
G. H. Cox and V. J. Uppe
Dowling
rEulo Right - 50 15 0
Ditto... ... .•• Uppe r Eulo Left 36 10 16
Ditto...' ... ... Lowe rEuloR ight 73 21 18
Ditto . ... ... Lowe r Eulo Left 50 15 0
A. F. Sullivan Kooly adhn ... 50 15 0
G. H. Cox and V. J.  Koo li
Dowling
atto ... 50 15 0
A. F. Sullivan Koop a ... ... 57 17 2Ditto...  ...  Koop a East ... 50 15 0
J. Becker Korag garak ... 50 15 0
Ditto ... ... ...  Yung erah .. 50 15 0
Ditto . Lake Colless ... 75 22 10
J. W. Colless, B. C. Owth
Hutchinson, and J.
Wallis
orpe N o. 1 75 22 10
Ditto ... ... ... Owth orpe N o. 2 75 22 10
Ditto ... ... Owth orpe g o. 3 75 . 22 10
Ditto... ... ...  Owth orpe N o. 4 75 22 10
Ditto... ... ... Owth orpe N o. 5 25 7 10
Ditto... ... ... Owth orpe N o. 6 25 7 10
Ditto!.. . Owth orpe N o. 7 75 22 10
Ditto... ... ...  Owth orpe N o. 8 75 22 10
Ditto Owth orpe N o 9 75 22 10..Ditto... ... ... Owth orpe N .o. 10 25 7 10
J. de V. Lamb, R. K. Quam
Sams, and A. J. D.
Same
by ... 50 15 0
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF  RUNS - continued.
Area
Licensee or Lessee .  Name of Run .  in Square Amount.
Miles.
£ s.
G. H. Cox and V. J. Wiralla North 50 16 0
Dowling
Ditto... W iralla ...  150 16 0
J. de V. Lamb, R. K Norley ... ... - 50 16 0
Sams, and A. J. D.
Sams
Ditto... ... ... Entally... ... 50 15
G. H. Cox and V. J. Wiralla South :..  50 16
Dowling
0
.0
J. de V. Lamb, R. K. Huntworth 50 15 0
Sams, and A. J. D.
Sams
G. Pearson ... ... ThuringowaNortli 50' 15 0
J. de V. Lamb, R. K. Lawrenny  ... 50 15 0
Sams, and A. J. D.
Sams
G. H. Cox and V. J. Thuringowa ... 50 15 0
Dow ling
Ditto ... ... ... ThuringowaSouth, 50 15 6
J. de V. Lamb, R. K. Cheshunt ... 50 15 0
Sams , and A. J. D.
Sams
Ditto ... . Cheshunt South 50 15 0
G. H. Cox and V. J. Kooliatto North 50 15 0
Dowling
R. Russell and E. Kargoolnah East 60 15 0
Bignell
Ditto ... ... Kargoolnah ... 100 30 0
Ditto ... ... ... Yarranvale ... 50 15 '0
R. Russell and E. Buckenby North 50 15 0Bignell
Ditto... ... Buckenby West 50 15 '0
J. Smith ... ... Buckenby ... 50 15 0
H. M. Fulton, and J. Jero ... ... 50 15 0
. West, the Elder
Ditto ... ... ... Dundoo West 25 7 10
Ditto...
M. West, the Elder...
Ditto...
H. M. Fulton, and J.
West, the Elder ...
M. WeSt, the Elder...
Ditto ...
No. 1.
Dundoo West 25 7 10
No. 2.
Bundee No. 1 ... 25 7
Bundee No. 2 ... 25 7
Bargoon ... 50 15
Belyanna No. 1
... ' Belyanna No. 2
DISTRICT OF MITCHELL.
J. 0. Ellis . . . . . . . . P o r t l a n d Downs
J. Ellis and E .  Ellis ... I Pershore  East ...
10
10
0
25 7 10
25 7 10
75
65
22 10
19 10
ALTERATION Sin Time Table of Arrival andDespatch of Inland Mails, consequent on
change of Ipswich and Grandchester Railway Time
Table, commencing from the 1st February.
Brisbane and Ipswich.-Leave  Brisbane every day
(Sunday excepted) at 5-15 a.m. and 1 p.m. ; arrive at
Rocky Waterholes 6 a.m. and 1.40 p.m.; Oxley 6.15 a.m.
and 2 p.m. ; at Goodna 7-15 a.m. and 3 p.m.; and at
Ipswich 8'30 a.m. and 4.15 p.m. Leave Ipswich every
day (Sunday excepted) at 6 a.m. and 2 p.m., arriving at
Goodna 7'15 a.m. and 3.15 p.m. ; at Oxley Creek at 8
a.m. and 4 p.m.; Rocky Waterholes and at Brisbane
9'15 a.m. and 5'30 p.m.
Ipswich, Grandchester,  and Toowoomba .-Leave  Ips-
wich daily (Sunday excepted), by train,  9 a.m. ; arrive
at Grandchester 10.15 a.m. ; leave Grandchester, by
coach, 10.30 a.m. ; arrive at Laidley 11.15 a.m., Gatton
1 p.m., and at Toowoomba 5 p.m. Leave Toowoomba
daily (Sunday excepted) at 5.45 a.m. ; arrive at Gatton
9 a.m., Laidley 10-45 a.m., Grandchester 11.45 a.m. ; leave
Grandchester, per train, noon, and arrive at Ipswich
1.15 p.m.
Toowoomba and Drayton.-Leave  Toowoomba daily
Sunday excepted) at 5.30 p.m., or after arrival of
mails ; arrive  at Drayton 6 p.m. Leave Drayton at
8.30 p.m. (Saturday 8 p.m.), and arrive at Toowoomba
at 9 p.m..
Toowoomba and Dalby.-Leave  Toowoomba, Monday',
Thursday, and Saturday,  at 6 a.m ., and arrive at Dalby
same days at 6 p.m. Leave Dalby every Sunday,
Wednesday, and Friday,  at 6 a .m., and arrive at
roowoomba same days at 6 p.m.
The Mails which formerly arrived at Brisbane at
9.15 a.m., will now arrive at 5.30 p.m. the previous
day ; and the time of closing the mails at this
office will be 6 p.m. instead of noon.
THOS. L. MURRAY PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1866.
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 5th January,' 1866.
FIRST NOTICE.-NEW ROAD.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
11 to open and make a portion of Road from Frenchman's Creek towards the township of Herbert,
Broadmount : Notice, is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference showing the intended line of
Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office-of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office,
Rockhampton ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit in writing to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well grounded objections which may exist to the
formation of the road in question.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
BOOB of REFERENCE of ALTERATION IN PROPOSED ROAD FROM TRENCITMAN'S CREEK TOWARDS TOWNSHIP or
HERBERT, BROADMOUNT, PARISH OF ARCHER, COUNTY OF LIVINGSTONE.
Portion of Road. Reputed Owner.
Allotment 13... T. H. Permien ..
8... Anthelme Thozet
8... - Ditto ...
5... J. Browne ...
5... Ditto ...
4... Robert Little ..
1... Clarendon Stewart
1.. Ditto ...
15... Sir 0. Nicholson
15... Ditto ...
19... Ditto ...
19... Ditto ...
22... i William Archer...
22... Ditto ...
25... Ditto ...
26... Ditto ...
26... Ditto ...
27... Sir C. Nicholson
29... Thomas Holt ...
30... Ditto ..,
80... Ditto
77... Occupation Road
78... William Lyle ...
78... Ditto ...
79... William J. Browne ...
79.. Ditto ... ...
80... Ditto ...
80... Robert England
81... Ditto ..,
82... Albrecht Feez . ...
83... Robert Bruce Ronald ...
Reputed
Owner.
Occupier.
Lengths Enolo- BreadthBearings. in cures. of Road. Area. Remarks.Chains.
tbs. Iks.
Unoccupied .. E. 1 0  30' N. 3 0
Anthelme Thozet... E. 1° 30' N. 20 0
Ditto ... E. 28° 45' N. 5 50
Unoccupied ... E. 280 45' N. 6 80
Ditto ... E. 4° 15' S. 8 0
Ditto ... E. 4° 15' S. 20 15
J. Robertson ... E. 4° 15' S. 2 40
Ditto ... E. 20° 45' S. 14 20
Hewitt ... ... E. 20° 45' S. 8 60
Ditto ... E. 430  10' S. 21 50
Ditto ... S. 25° 30' E. 16 63
Ditto ... S. 22° E. 10 82
o. Unoccupied ... S. 390 45' E. 16 65
Ditto ... S. 40°  50'E.  5 0
o Ditto ...  S.400 50'E. 20 0
Ditto ... S. 40° 50' E. 9 50
Ditto .. E. 37° 55' S. 10 0
p Ditto E. 37°  55'S.  20 0
Ditto ... E.43° S. 15 0
Ditto ... E. 43° S. 5 0
Ditto .. E. 300  S. 10 30
(One chain wide)... E. 440 20' S. 15 40
Unoccupied ... E. 300  S. 10 25
Ditto ... E. 32° 45'S. 5 0
Ditto ... E. 32045'6. 9 30
Ditto ... E. 31  S. 10 0
Ditto  ... E. 230  30' S. 9 28
Robert England ... S. 41° 30"E. 7 0
Ditto ... S. 41°  30',E,. 16 20
Unoccupied ... S. 410  30'E. 16 20
Ditto ... t S. 41°  30'E. 16 20
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1866.
FIRST NOTICE-NEW ROAD.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open and make a portion of Road from Marlborough towards Apis Creek : Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Marlborough ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, Within
one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the road
in question.
Character Lengths
of Bearings. in
Land Chains.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM JUNCTION or TURNER AND GEORGE STREETS, TO MARLBOROUGH CREEK,
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  CARRIAGE  ROAD; TOWNSHIP OF MARLBOROUGH  ;  COUNTY OF  LEIBEG;
UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
Portion of Road.
Section 44 ...
» 51 ...
One
None
One
None
„
A. R. P.
150 0 1 32
150 3 0 0
150 0 3 12
150 1 0 3
150 1 0 32
150 3 0 3
150. 0 1 17
150 2 0 21
150 1 1 6 Leasehold
150 3 0 36 Ditto
150 2 1 39 Ditto
150 1 2 19 Ditto
100 1 2 26
100 0 2 0
100 2 0 0
100 0 3 32
100 1 0 0
100 2 0 0
100 1 2 0
100 0 2 0
100 1 0 5
100
150 1 2 6
150 0 3 0
150 1 1 23
150 1 2 0
150 1 1 22
150 1 0 8 Fenced on
150 2 1 29 S south side.
150 2 1 29
150 2 1 291
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Enelo- Culti-
sures . vation.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area . Remarks.
N.side'S.side
... Tucker, Stuart, Openplain N. 59" E.... 490 585 None ... None ...
and Tucker
US. A. R.  P.
100 0 2 9 Part of allotments 1,
William Sandy Open plain N. 59° E.... 695 690 None ... None ... 100 & 200
Chapple
JohnRobottom Openplain S.66° 45' E. 890  .705  None ... None ., 200
Tucker, Stuart, Openplain 5.66° 45' E. 375 275 None ... None  ...  200
and Tucker
- Marsden ... Openplain N. 59 E..., 30 .., None ... None ...
2,3,.5. and 6.
03  14 Part of allotment
No. 1.
1 2 20 Part of allotment
No. 2.
0 2 17 Portion of Reserve
forcampingground.
00 0.4 Part of S.E. corner
of allotment No. 4
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TARE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of the Beal Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the days named in
each case.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land, Name of Proprietor. Date within which  a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Subdivisions 7, 8, and 9, of block 9 ,  of eastern suburban
allotment 71, containing ;  29' perches  ;  county,
Stanley  ;  parish ,  North Brisbane
Allotment 1125,  in the eastern suburbs of Ipswich, con-
taining 20 acres ; county ,  Stanley ; parish ,  Ipswich
Allotment 14, of section  20, containing 1 rood and 27
perches ; county, Aubigny ;  Parish , Drayton ;
Town, Toowoomba.
James Malphas Aggar Hunter 6th March, 1866.
Edward Quinn and George 13rd March, 1866.
Thorn the younger, as
Trustees with power of
sale under the last Will
and Testament of Hugh
Maxwell, deceased.
William Robertson ... ... Ditto.
A
RETURN  made under the Act of Council 11 Victoria ,  No. 24 ,  of all Moneys Received and Paid
and of all Balances in the Union Bank ,  in respect of the Estates of Deceased Persons ,  entrusted
to William Pickering ,  Esquire ,  Curator of Intestate Estates for the Colony of Queensland ,  from the
1st of July to the 31st December ,  A.D. 1865 ,  inclusive.
Name of Intestate. Colonial Residence. Money Money Paid. Balance to CreditRecovered. of Estate.
Date of Order to
Collect.
£ s. d.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
C. G. Robey ... Bun geworgorai.. , 10 10 0 2 5 6
William McLean Langland Downs
Station
22 15 6 1 2 5 5th Sepb., 1834.
James Teevan, dividend account Brisbane 1 .3 9 1 14 8 26th May, 1864.
Samuel Sinclair,,. Peak Downs ... 13 1 3 31st May, 1865.
William Muir ... ... Brisbane ... 15 13 0 149 18 10 227 7 0 31 March, 1865.
Henry Raabe . Rawbelle 102 15 11 2nd Dec., 1864.
A. W. F. 1. Whittaker... ... Maryborough ... 38 12 10 ,,. 16th March, 1864.
William S. Daly ... Clermont ... 3] 5 0 10 6 10 20 18 2 28th June, 1865.
David Watt . i Goongarry ... 25 17 9 12 14 2 13 3 7 2 tth  August, 1865.
Henry Wile Peak Downs .. 4 3 0 1 3 0 2 0 0 21th August, 1865.
Robert McCammon Brisbane 4 5 0 2 12 2 1 12 10 5th January, 1866.
Lewis Blake Angelala Station 30 6 0  25 3 10 5 2 2 15th August, 1864.
John Sewell Brisbane 66 5 5 23 15 6 52 9 11 3rd August, 1864.
Raspar Nicholai ... Burrandowan ... 15 0 0  7 13 0 7 7 0 6th Feb., 1866.
Michael Boyle ... ... Bungaban ... 1819 0 2 19 6 12 18 0 5th January, 1866.
Charles Roberts ... ... Brisbane ... 3 7 0  1 14 4 1 12 8 24th August, 1865.
RiverHenr Carciwell 6 0 0  5 6 0 0 14 0y ...
John Eagen . .., Hutton's Creek 3 4 0 2 2 6 1 1 6
William Maitlard ' Goondiwindi ... 7 13 0 7 13 0
William Worsley Mitchell Downs 45 15 1 14 12 6 31 2 7
William Weir .,. ,,, Toowoomba 13 1 11  3 1 0 10 0 11
Jasper Salter ... Ghinguida ... 29 3 0 2 8 0 26 15 0
John Pethbridge Fort Cooper ... 44 12 9 12 7 8  32 5 1
Patrick Daly ... ...  Clermont ... 10 1 0 2 12 0 7 9 0
William Logan ... . , . Euroonba ... 2 3 7 2 3 7
-J. G. Klein ... Peak Downs .., 17 7 2 5 8 8 1118 6
William Thomas ... Rockhampton ... 12 0 0 3 2 9 8 17 3
Otto Wienschauk ... Warrego ... 4 0 0 2 2 6 1 17 6
John D. Slack ... ... Brucedale ... 22 15 6 11 4 0 11 11 6
£ 432 18 2 501 4 7 493 6 9
I, WILLIAM PICKERING, Curator of Intestate Estates, do solemnly and sincerely declare, that the
above is a true and faithful Return of all Moneys belonging to Intestate Estates received, invested in the
Union Bank of Australia, Brisbane, and paid by me from the 1st of July to the 31st December, A.D. 1865,
inclusive ; and I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue
of the provisions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty,
intituled  " An Act for the more effaetual abolition of Oaths and Affirmations taken, and made in various
" departments of the Government of New South Wales, and to substitute Declarations in lieu thereof, and
"for the suppression of voluntary and extra judicial Oaths and Affidavits."
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Made and signed  before me this 30th day of January, A.D. 1866.
ALFRED P. LUTWYCHE,
One of the Judges of  the Supreme Court.
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CASH  RECEIVED on account of the DALBY MUNICIPAL  COUNCIL, from  1st JULY to 31st DECEMBER,
v 1865.
Dr.
1865.
Cash. £ s. d. Cr.
1865.
Contra. R s. d.
July 13 To Cash, rates collected .... ... 65 4 3
„ 26 „ ditto ditto ... 50 10 3
Aug. 9 „ ditto ditto 50 15 11
10 „ Endowment on rates to June 30 222 12 8
24 „ Cash, rates collected ... ... 11 4 0
Sept. 7 „ ditto ditto ... ... 13 19 6
,,  21 „ ditto ditto ... 21 1 3
Oct. 5 „ ditto ditto 9 13 0
Nov. 1 „ ditto ditto 3 4 6
Dec. 13 „ ditto ditto ... 7 3 1
„ 29 „ ditto ditto ... 18 2 6
„ Balance due Bank of Queens-
land .. ... ... ... 570 12 1
July  1 By Balance due to Bank of Queens.
land ... ... ... ... 38 17 0
„ „ School of Arts, rent of Chamber 12 10 0
,, W. Fishbourne, two days with
Surveyor, at 7s. 6d. per diem 0 15 0
3 „ Town Surveyor, salary for May 14 11 8
Inspector of Nuisances, salary
for Max ... ... ... 2 1 8
J. Anton, balance on contract
for cutting Bathurst Burr ... 14 0 0
„ 17 „ D. Sullivan, balance of contract
on Cunni.,ghaute street ... 165 1 0
J. Davenish, on account of
various contracts ... 350 0 0
26 „ Town Surveyor, salary for June 14 11 8
Inspector of Nuisances, salary
for  Jule  2 1 8
M. Robertson, half day with
Surveyor  ... ... 0 3 9
29 „ H. T. Sanderson, making up
quantities of Davenish's con-
tracts ...  ... ...  ...  3 3 0
D. Sullivan, extra work in Dray-
ton street ... ... .. 15 14 0
„ ;, D. Sullivan, on account painting
posts on water tables .. 25 0 0
„ Government Gazette,  advertise- -
ments ... ... ... ...  2 12 0
W. C. Wakeling, survey and
measurement of various works 14 0 0
Aug. 12 „ Inspector of Nuisances, salary
for  July ... ... ... 2 1 8
H. T. Sanderson, showing Bench
marks ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
„ 26 „ Town Clerk, three months
salary ... ... ... ... 32 10 0
G. Holmes, removing carcass,.. 0 10 0
J. W. Buxton, corporate seal... 16 13 6
„ Postage stamps...  ...  ... 1 0 0
Sept. 9 „ D. Sullivan, balance of contract
painting posts ... 10 18 9
D. Sullivan, contract for com-
pletion of Stuart street ...  19 6 3
S. Hawks, removing two car-
cases  ...  ... ... 1 0 0
G. Hamilton, services as solicitor 6 6 10
23 „ W. Burton, eight and a half
days work, at 8s. per diem ... 3 8 0
J. Bauer, removing carcass .. 0 10 0
M. O'Brien, cartage of blocks 0 7 0
Oct. 9 „ W. Burton, five days work, at
8s. per diem ... ... ...  2 0 0
„ W. Burton, five days sinking
holes, &c., at 8s. per diem ... 2 0 0
„ „ Overseer of Works, salary for
September ... .. ...  8 8. 0
Nov. 3 „ F. Hooper, two and a half days
cartage of earth to culvert, at
15s. per diem.,. 1 17 6
4 „ W. Burton, eight and a half
days work, at 8s. per diem ... 3 8 0
„ „ John Moore, cartage of blocks 0 7 0
„ D. .D. Gazette,  advertisements,
J. Donovan, one and a half days
work at culvert, at 7s. 6d. per
diem ... ... ... ...
„ „ Overseer of Works, salary for
„
October . ...
W. C. Wakeling, services as
„ 8 „
surveyor and alignment of
streets,..  ..
F. W. Roche, pick, shovel, and
carriage of box ..
Government Gazette,  advertise.
ments and subscription
J. Davenish, balance in -full of
all contracts ... ...
„ 18 „ J. Donovan, ten days work in
Arthur street, at 7s. 6d. per
diem ... ... ... ...
Nicholas Tobin, ten days work in
3 9 6
0 11 3
8 8 0
14 5 6
0 18 0
3 2 8
110 2 1
3 15 0
Arthur street... ... ...  3 15 0
J. Bauer, removing  carcass  ... 0 10 0
Carried  forward ... ... ... ...  21,044 3 0 Carried forward  ... ... ... ...  £937.12 7
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CASH DECEIVED ON ACCOUNT OF DALBY MUNICIPAL  COUNCIL-continued.
Dr. Cash. £ s.  d. - Cr. Contra. £ s. d.
Brought forward ... 1,0-4 3 0 Brought forward ... ... ... ... 937 12 7
1865.
Nov. 18 By School of Arts, quarter's rent
12
„
„
„
„
£1,044 3 0
We, the undersigned, having examined the Books and Vouchers in connection with the above
accounts , hereby certify the same to be correct.
GEORGE M. HELSHAM , Town Clerk.
Municipality, Dalby,  January 22nd, 1866.
JOHN RYAN, Auditors.JAivIES  A. JONES, )
RICHARD SEXTON, Mayor.
i TA TEAIENT  OF RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS  by the COUNCIL Of the MUNICIPALITY  of BOWEN,
for the  Half-year ending 31st DECEMBER, 1865.
Receipts.
To Cash on hand ... ... ...
„ Balance in Bank... ... ...
Government endowments-on rates
„ Tender forms ... ...
„ Dray licenses .. ...
„ Fines for contravening Bye-laws.
„ Rates ...
£ s.  If.
5 5 0
,..2,933 8 8
.,. 156 15 0
,,. 0 2 6
,.. 33 0 0
,., 1 5 0
,.. 437 8 6
£3,567 4 8 1
„
„
to September  30  ...  ... 12 10 0
Town Clerk, quarter' s salary to
November 16 ... ... ...  32 10 0
J. Jones, 880 feet timber at 20s.
and carriage of same at 6s....  11 8 8
Dec. 2 „ J. Donovan, one day's work in
„
„
„
„
„
Arthur street. , 0 7
Nicholas Tobin, five and a half
days work in Arthur street,
6
at 7s. 6d. per diem . ,., 2 1 3
Samuel Hawks, removing car-
cass 0 10 0
Overseer of Works, salary for
November ,., 8 8 0
William Dawson, making Ballot
Box ... .. ... ... 3 0 0
R. C. G. Cooke, services as soli-
citor .. 6 0 0
H. Williams, balance due paid
into Court ... ,,, 9 1 3
Interest on account at £12 per
centum ... 21 13 9
£1,041, 3 0
.Di.sburselnents.
£ s. If.
Stationery ... ... ... ... ... 5 9 9
Printing and advertising ,.. .., 70 0 9
Fencing ... 14 13 0
Dalrymple street ... ... ... 513 15 0
George st reet  ...  ... ... ... 22 0 0
Sinclair street ... ... 25 4 0
Gregory street ... ... ... ... 437 0 0
Quay street ... ... ... 471 0 9
Leiehhardt street .., ... ... ... 32 8 9
Hay street... ... ... ... 67 10 0
Mitchell street ... ... ... ... 60 8 9
Brisbane street ... ... 18 7 6
Herbert street ... ... ... ... 636 14 0
William street ... ... ,,. 2 10 0
Powell street .,, ... ... 23 0 9
Building ... .., 10 14 9
Office furniture ... ... ... 42 12 0
Implements, and repairs to do .. .. 250 10 2
Salaries- £ s. If.
Assessor and rate collector ... 55 17 10
Working oterseer ... ... 75 0 0
Town Clerk ... ... .. 108 6 8
Town Surveyor .,. 75 0 0
314 4 6
Incidental expenses ... ... ... 33 18 6
Timber ... .. .. ... ... 17 1 10
Surveyor's men ,,, ... ... ... 5 8 6
Horse expenses 10 6 6
Balance in Bank ... ... ... 471 12 8
Cash on hand ... 10 12 3
It. H. SMITH, Town Clerk.
We have examined the Books
1I
£3,567 4 8
FRANCIS CLARKE, Mayor.
and Vouchers of the Bowen Municipality, and find them  correct.
OTICE is hereby given, that his Honor Judge
Innes has been pleased to appoint Mr. JAMES
BRENNAN to be Bailiff in the Maryborough District
Court, from this date.
By order, CHARLES CARRINGTON,
Registrar.
District Court Office,
Maryborough, 13th January, 1866.
W. P. CU'1'HBERT,
(by W. CLARKE,) Auditors.
WILLIAM MARSH,
j®T OTICE is hereby given, that Mr. JAMES
I BIRENNAN has been this day appointed Bailiff
in the Court of Requests, at Maryborough.
By order of the Police Magistrate,
CHARLES CAR1lINGTON,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions,
Court House, Maryborough,
19th January, 1862,
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NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORETON BAY.
()N and after the 1st January, the following
additional Tidal Signals will be exhibited at
night from the Lightship at the Bar :---
On Bar. In Cutting.
Red Light with green under ,, .  6 feet 12 feet
Two white lights vertically .., 7 „ 13 „
From the above date  the West.  Beacon light will
be exhibited from the Iron Lighthouse ,  placed
about half a cable to the southward of the old West
Beacon.
By order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut.  R.N.,
Portm aster.
Port Office, 30th December, 1865.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
PORT CURTIS.
NTIL  the 5th Order Dioptric Light is erected
l on Gatcombe Head, a temporary Catoptric
Light  will, on and after this date be exhibited
between sunset and sunrise at an elevation of about
fifty feet above the sea ,  from that part of the head-
land which lies directly opposite the Oyster Rock.
Vessels entering Port Curtis at night, by the
North Channel, should bring this light to bear about
S.W. by  W.lW.,  being careful to keep it well
open of, and to avoid the rocks which extend out
from, Settlement Point.
By Order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Port Office ,  Portmaster.
Brisbane ,  15th January, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SUNKEN POCK OFF TIIE ISLAND OF KAWAU,
HAURAKI GULL+'.
Harbor Office,
Auckland, December 14, 1865.
A
SUNKEN Rock, having 9 feet water on it at
low spring tides (with 5 to  10 fathoms close
to), has been discovered in, the passage between the
Flat Rock and the Island of Kawan, and about half
a mile datant from the shore of the latter, with the
following compass bearings :-
South_-ea9tern point of extreme of Kawau S. by W. 4 W.
Flat  Rock ... ... ... ... E. 4 S. - -
Tiritiri Lighthouse ... ... ... S. by E. 2 E.
Takatau Point N.W. by N.
I. J. BURGESS, Portmaster.
Police Department,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1866.
TINE undermentioned Horses, now in the pos-
session of  the Police, Bowen, will be sold on
theist of May, unless previously claimed.
One bay mare, branded  cc over Nnear shoulder.
One cream -colored pony, CM off shoulder.
T. H. BARRON,
Pro  Commissioner of Police.
OTICE .-Whereas some  mischievous person
or persons  having wilfully destroyed part of
the gate to the Victoria  'ark, on* Wickham Terrace,
and some of the iron rails in the  Queen's  Park, it
is hereby notified ,  that any one found committing
such wanton destruction to public property in
f.iture will  be prosecuted with the utmost rigour of
the law.
CHARLES TIFFIN,
Colonial Architect.
Colonial Architect's Office.,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS,TAKE notice, that Plan ofDistribution showing
a second dividend of Ten Shillings in the pound
in the Insolvent Estate of the,, Moreton BayTram-
way Company," owlies in the office of the Chief
Commissioner of Insolvent Estates, Supreme Court
House, Brisbane, for the inspection of creditors ;
and any creditor or other person interested therein
objecting to the confirmation thereof, must lodge a
caveat in the office of the said Chief Commissioner,
static . the grounds of such their objections, on or
before the 17th day of February next, otherwise
the said Ilan of Distribution will on TUESDkY,
the 27th day of February, be confirmed.
Brisbane, 1st January, 1866.
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 31st January, 1866.
COLTNSELL v. LEE  AND  OTHERS.
MARSHALL v. LEE.
3
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice that Writs of  , fieri facias  has been
issued upon Judgments obtained by the Plaintiffs
in the above actions, and that all Defendant's right,
title. and interest of, in, and to, all that piece of
Land containing by admeasurement ten acres, be
the same more or less, situated in  the  county of
Stanley, parish of Kedron, being portion three
hundred and eighty-three-Commencing at the
north-east corner of portion three hundred and
eighty-two, and bounded thence on the south by
the northern boundary line of that portion bearing
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
north ten chains ; on the north by a road one chain
wide bearing east ten chains ; and on the east by
another road one chain wide bearing south ten
chains to the point of commencement ;-being land
sold as lot 143, in pursuance of the Proclamation
of 17th August,  1865;  being deed numbered
13403, dated 27th December, 1865.
Also all that piece of land, containing by ad-
measurement twenty acres, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Stanley, parish of Kedron,
being portion three hundred and eighty-four-Commencing at the north-west corner ofportion
three hundred and eighty-three, and bounded
thence on the east by the western boundary lines
of that portion and portion three hundred and
eighty-two bearing south twenty chains ; on the
south by a line bearing west ten chains ; on the
west by a line bearing north twenty chains ; and
on the north by a road one chain wide bearing east
ten chains to the point  Of commencement ;-being
the land sold as lot 144, in pursuance of the Pro-
clamation of 17th August, 1865 ; being deed
numbered 13204, dated 27th December, 1865,-
Will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
public auction, at the Victoria Hotel, Elizabeth
street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the fifth day of
March next, at Twelve o'clock noon, unless these
executions are previously satisfied.
R. K. MACNISH,
Under Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Thomas Finninmore,
of Ann street, Brisbane, late of Maryborough,
publican.
W
HEREAS the said John Thomas Finninmore
was, on the 24th day of January, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 5th day of February,  A.D.  1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on THURS-
DAY, the 5th day of April, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for such other matters
connected with the estate as may be required- to
be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 24th day of January,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Willis, late of Ipswich, in
the Colony of Queensland, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Probate of the last Will and Testament of the
above-named deceased may be granted to Richard
Symes  Warr, of Fortitude Valley, Esquire (in
the said Will called Richard Symes Warry,
Esquire), the sole Executor thereof.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of January, One
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.
ROBERTS  AND HART,
Proctors for the said Richard Symes Warry.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
T HE Partnership between the undersignedJohn Robertson and John Bird, as Graziers
in Queensland, has been dissolved by mutual con-
sent as from the 13th April last.
All liabilities will be discharged by the under-
signed John Robertson and J. G. Macdonald, who
are entitled to all the Assets of the late firm.
Sydney, 2nd January, 1866.
JOHN ROBERTSON.
JOHN BIRD.
J. G. MACDONALD,
By his Attorneys, JOHN ROBERTSON.JAMES  BYRNES.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
which has for some time past been carried on
by us the undersigned, John Robertson, John
Graham Macdonald, John Single, and Henry Single,
under the name, style, or firm of " J. G. Macdonald
and Co.," as Sheep Farmers and Graziers, in the
Colony of Queensland, was this day dissolved by
mutual consent. And all Debts and Liabilities due
and owing to and from the said firm, will be received
and discharged respectively by the said John
Robertson and John Graham Macdonald.
As witness our hands this thirtieth day of
December, in the year of our Lord One thousand
eight hundred and sixty-five.
JOHN ROBERTSON.
JOHN GRAHAM MACDONALD,
By his Attorneys, JOHN ROBERTSON.JAMES BYRNES.
JOHN SINGLE.
HENRY SINGLE.
Witnesses (ROBT. JOHNSON, Solicitor, Sydney.M. BARKER, Solicitor, Sydney.
The business of the firm will be carried on by
Messrs. Robertson and Macdonald, under the style
and firm of J. G. Macdonald and Co.," as hereto-
fore.
J. G. MACDONALD AND CO.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Co-partnership
carried on at Gowrie and Muringandan, in the
Colony of-Queensland; previous to the death of the
late Frederick Nevile Isaac, deceased, between that
gentleman and Ernest de Sage St. Jean, under the
style or firm of " Isaac and de St. Jean," has been
dissolved, and that the said Ernest de Satge St.
Jean has this day transferred and assigned to the
undersigned James Taylor and John Watts, as the
Executors nominated and appointed under the  last
Will and Testament of the said Frederick Nevile
Isaac, deceased, all his right, title, and interest in
the above Stations and the Stock thereon. Messrs.
Taylor and Watts are eiipowered to receive and
pay all debts due to or owing by the said firm.
Dated this 18th day of January, 1866.
ERNEST DE ST. JEAN.
JAMES TAYLOR.
JOHN WATTS.
Witness--GRAHAM L. HART,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
1inpounbingo.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Coonambula Station,
26th January, 1866, by order of W. F. MacCoid,Esquire;
One bay mare, F near shoulder ; brown foal at foot
unbranded.
One bay mare, 687 near shoulder, M over T K off
shoulder, D off thigh ; chesnut yearling horse foal
at foot, unbranded.
One bay gelding, speckled back, 25 over 4 off shoulder,
7 near saddle.
One chesnut mare, F near shoulder, blotch underneath,
RY near thigh.
One chesnut colt, F near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, white face, CN over 2 near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, star and stripe, TT over T near
shoulder, BXI of shoulder, like @Z off shoulder.
One brown mare, star and stripe, near hind feet white,
like  OY near shoulder.
One black horse foal, star, three white feet, unbranded.
One bay gelding, short tail, black points, CS near
shoulder.
One bay gelding, stripe face, three hind feet white, HA
conjoined near shoulder.
One black gelding, JK conjoined  near  shoulder, H off
thigh.
One brown gelding, short tail, K over 745 near shoulder.
One chesnut  mare,  white face, JC over 9 near shoulder.
One bay mare, white face, off hind foot white, WO near
shoulder.
One bay mare, JF1 (the JF conjoined) off shoulder, CS
near shoulder.
If not released on or before 30th March ,  1866, wi ll  be
sold to pay expenses.
A. FARRELLY, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Mount Flinders.
Driving ,  2s. 6d .  per head.
One grey filly ,  star, JP near shoulder ,  6 near neck.
One brown mare, hind feet and near fore foot white ,  blaze,
IM near shoulder.
One bay horse, star and snip, WC over H near ribs, H
near shoulder ,  cross in circle off shoulder.
One bay colt, streak, WB over - T near shoulder, 272
near ribs.
One bay mare, four white feet, blaze, JH near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, blaze ,  M near shoulder ,  4 off shoulder
One bay filly. MA near shoulder.
One brown entire, star, near hind foot white ,  IR near
shoulder . £ 5 damages.
One brown entire, star, o ff  hind foot white ,  RH over td
near shoulder . £ 5 damages.
One bay mare, small star and streak, hind feet and of
.  fore foot white, P over M near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 23rd February, 1866,
will  be sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Gracemere,24th January, 1866, by  Messrs.  Archer and Co.
Driving, Is. per head.
One bay  filly, hind feet white, like OR near rump, star.
One bay horse, near hind fetlock, white and swollen,
star, like F near shoulder, number like 126 near
saddle.
One bay filly, like +'1 and an indistinct brand off
shoulder.
If not released on or before 23rd February, 1866,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
F. H. YOUNG, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Gracemere,
j 27th January, 1866. Driving, Is. per head.
One chesnut mare ;  white  feet, blotch brand like WJ or
I near  shoulder, star.
One bay colt, out or stake  near thigh , like blotch and A
off shoulder.
One bay filly, like 00 or CO of shoulder, like  triangle
off rump, star.
One black  mare,  like  2 near  shoulder, of hip down,
fistula marked, white down face.
One bay colt foal, unbranded.
If not released on or before 6th March, 1866, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
F. H. YOti NG, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Franklinvale. Driving
4s. per head.
One brindle bullock, nick of ear,  0  loin, JWL off ribs,
L off shoulder.
One red and white cow, top off near ear, split off ear, rH
off ribs and shoulder.
One yellow and white bullock, swallow-tail both ears,  0
near loin and shoulder, FZ near ribs, IMD near
rump.
One red and white bullock, two notches off ear, CTXS
near rump.
One red and white bullock, swallow-tail off ear, IcMD
off rump.
One polev white cow and calf, , over N off rump and
shoulder.
One red heifer, split off ear, MOS off ribs.
One red heifer, MS off ribs.
One blue strawberry cow, two notches off ear, like J and
an indescribable brand off thigh, M off shoulder.
One strawberry bullock, top off off ear, DM off ribs, MD
with over the D off rump.
One strawberry heifer, split off ear, MOS off ribs.
One strawberry bullock, top off near ear, JF off rump, G
off shoulder.
One red and white bullock, nick both ears, W near rump,
thigh and shoulder, WC off shoulder, like W over
W near rump, blotch off ribs.
One red and white bullock, notch both ears, M near
rump and ribs.
One strawberry bullock, top off both ears, OB off rump,
PB conjoined (the P reversed) off ribs, 2 over DC,
over 2 near rump.
One strawberry bullock, top off both ears and split, RC
near shoulder, over CM near ribs, K both loins
and off rump.
One red and white steer, top off both ears, FM off ribs.
One red and white steer, quarter off off ear, CH over 4
off rump.
One red and white bullock, piece off off ear, IMD near
rump, C loins.
One red and white steer, top off off ear, MD with Or
over the D off rump, DM off ribs.
One yellow and white bullock, top off near ear, split off
ear, JF off rump, G off shoulder.
One red bullock, split near ear, WL off ribs.
One white heifer, top offnear ear, Ppa off rump.
One straW`berrv steer, nick near ear, W 0 near rump.
One white bullock, split off ear, blotch brands off rump.
One red and white bullock, top off near ear, G off shoulder,
JF off rump.
One red and white steer, top off off ear, A over L off
rump.
One brindle bullock, split off ear, MF over T off rump,
H near ribs.
One brown bullock, two slits off off ear, 8 off rump and
thigh, T over  0  conjoined off ribs.
One red bullock, notch near ear, blotch brands off rump.
One red bullock, piece off near ear, .- over I conjoined
near ribs, R over J near rump.
One strawberry bullock, top off both ears, WH off rump
and ribs, like AI over MM near shoulder.
One stawberry cow, piece OT near ear, TF conjoined over
Z near rump.
One red and white heifer, R off rump and ribs.
One brindle bullock, split both ears, S both rumps.
One white bullock, two notches off ear, C loin, TXS near
rump.
One red and white cow, top off off ear, split near ear,
J J over A off ribs.
One white bullock, TB off ribs.
If not released on or before 6th March, will be sold
to pay expenses.
A. HASENKAMP. Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Pinnacle Creek.
18th January, 1866, by Henry Richards, Esquire
Driving 2s. per head.
One bay mare, blaze, long tail, like bite of entire both
sides of neck, FW over MP conjoined near shoulder.
On the 20th January, 1866, from Weelwandangie, by
Peter McIntosh, Esquire. Driving 4s. 2d per head.
One bay gelding, blaze, like anchor over  r.e near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, little white off hind foot, J2 near
shoulder, 2 off shoulder.
One roan mare, star, C or G over WF near shoulder ;
roan filly foal at foot, unbranded.
Corrected description.
One roan more, advertised as impounded on 12th
January, 1866, branded BG over MB near shoulder,
NB off shoulder, should- be IVR off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 23rd February, 1866,
will be sold to pay expenses.
WM. 11. BARNETT, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, fromFelton, 29th January,
1866, by order of Messrs. Sandeman and Whit.
church. Driving expenses 2s. 10d. per head.
One red and white cow, HH conjoined near rump,
number near thigh, piece from under near ear.
One red and white heifer calf, unbranded.
One strawberry heifer, HH conjoined near rump, number
near thigh, piece from under near ear.
One roan steer, IIH conjoined near rump, number
near thigh, piece from under near ear.
One yellow and white cow, HH conjoined near rump,
number near thigh, piece from under near ear.
One red heifer calf, HH conjoined near rump, number
near thigh, piece from under near ear.
One roan steer, HH conjoined near rump, number near
thigh, piece from under near ear.
One yellow and white heifer calf, unbranded.
One red and white steer, HH conjoined near rump,
number near thigh, piece from under near ear.
One white steer, HH conjoined near rump, number near
thigh, piece from under near ear.
One red and white cow, HH conjoined near rump,
number near thigh, piece from under near ear.
One red and white poley'cow, ]FIR conjoined near rump,
number near thigh, piece from under near ear.
One strawberry poley steer, HH conjoined near rump,
number near thigh, piece from under near ear.
One red and white bullock, fill conjoined near rump,
number near thigh, piece from under near ear.
One blue and white speckled bullock, HR conjoined
near rump, number near thigh, piece from under
near ear.
One red and white steer, 1111 conjoined near rump,
number near thigh, piece from under near ear.
One red bullock,' 1111 conjoined near rump, number near
thigh, piece from under near ear.
One red poley steer, HH conjoined near rump, number
near thigh, piece from under near ear.
One red and white steer, HH conjoined near rump,
number near thigh, piece from under near ear.
One strawberry heifer, HH conjoined near rump, number
near thigh, piece from under near ear.
One red and white steer, HH conjoined near rump,
number near thigh, piece from under near ear.
One strawberry and red bullock, HH conjoined near
rump, number near thigh, piece from under near ear.
One red cow, PF near rump ribs and thigh, TP conjoined
near loin, FHL conjoined (the F reversed), S off
ribs, two notches near ear.
One red bullock, TM off ribs, P off rump.
One red bullock, worker, HZ over 88 off rump, SH over
SH and HK conjoined near rump, coupled to
One red and white bullock, ZIIL conjoined on near ribs,
FH near rump, whip marked.
One red cow, off ear split, top off near ear, GB off rump,
JF conjoined off ribs and loin, I near rump, FF
near loin.
One red bullock, JD conjoined near rump,  0  near thigh,
H off rump, F off back.
One strawberry cow, W off thigh and shoulder, B over
-td off ribs, illegible brand off rump and loin, tip off
both ears, illegible brand near ribs.
One brindle and white steer, AF or AP near rump and
ribs, notch out of near ear.
One yellow and white cow, PF near ribs and rump, like
TF near back, H near rump, illegible brand off
rump.
One white cow, C or G in diamond off rump ribs and
shoulder, tip of both ears.
One white cow, DD off ribs, like PF near ribs.
One red and white bullock, like WT off shoulder, W
near rump, W over AH near ribs, AH off ribs.
One red and white cow, WA off ribs and rump, illegible
brand near rump, WA over J off rump, piece off
off ear.
One white bullock, PF near ribs, like P or F near loin
and rump, JI over 8 off rump.
If not released on or before the 23rd February, 1866,
will be sold to pay expenses.
CHAS. THOMAS, Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Ellangowan, 2nd
January ,  1866 ,  by order of J. C. Snell, Esq. No
-driving expenses . (Wrongly described in a former
advertisement).
One bay mare, JR off shpulder, like I off neck, large
star, near hind foot w1dte.
If not released on or before the 20th February, 1866,
will be sold.
CHAS.  TIIOMAS, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE:
Printed and Published  by W. C. Bi•i,sRiDaa,  Government Printer,
William Street, 3rd February, 1866.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY,
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative  Assembly  Offices,
THE
Brisbane ,  5th February, 1866.
Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information ,  that a Writ hath this day issued ,  and the
following arrangements have been made .  for the Election  of a Member to
serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland ,  for the Electoral
District of Fort Curtis ,  in room of The Honorable JOIN DOUGLAS, Esquire,
whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become vacant by reason of the
resignation thereof by the Honorable John Douglas ,  Esquire.
.Place of Nomination ... ... Gladstone.
.pate of Writ  ... ... .. , 5th February, 1866.
Date of .Nomination ... ... 26th February, 1866.
Polling Day ... ... ... ... 19th March, 1866.
Return of Writ ... ... ... 9th April, 1866.
By Command of the Honorable the Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of Legislative  Assembly.
By k-tthority W, G. Bi LBZ:73J(iK, Government Yriiuter, Willial.t Strret, Brisbane.
Irv B it% `aT
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J N accordance  with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that theundermentioned  Deeds of Assignment have been registered in this Office :-
No. Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties.
1 1866.
34 12th January
35
Uberuiueut
30th January
36 29th January
Between Charles Doust, of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, draper, of
the first part ; Henry Albert Tyrer, of
Kingahume, Wide Bay District, in the
said Colony, squatter, of the second
part ; Robert Muter Stewart and
Samuel Davis, both of Brisbane afore-
said, merchants, on behalf and with
the assent of the creditors of the said
Charles Doust, and hereinafter desig=
Hated Trustees, of the third part ; and
the several persons who have by tliein-
selves or their respective attorneys exe-
cuted these presents, and whose names
and seals are affixed to the said Deed,
of the fourth part.
Between Robert Curzon Beaumont, of
Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland,
tobacco dealer, of the first part ; David
Mitchell, of Ipswich aforesaid, mer-
chant, and Armand Ranniger, of Bris-
bane, in the said Colony, merchant,
Trustees for the purposes hereinafter
Nature and Effect of Deed. Date of Registration.
1866.
Deed of Assignment of the 3rd February, and
estate and effects of the entered same
said Charles Doust, in day.
trust for the benefit of
his creditors.
Deed of Assignment of the
estate and effects of said
Robert Curzon Beau-
mont, in trust for the
benclit of his creditors.
5t,li February, and
entered sane
day.
Deed of Assignment of the 5th February, and
estate and effects of said entered
John Hunter and Wil- day.
Liam W  illans  Hunter, in
trust for the benefit of
their creditors.
same
Wil liam Willans Hunter ,  of the third
part.
WILLIAM KELSON WRIGHT,
Acting Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
mentioned, of the second part ; and
the several persons who have by them-
selves or their agents executed these
presents, and whose names and seals
are affixed to the said Deed, being
creditors of the said Robert Curzon
Beaumont, of the third part.
Between John Hunter and William Wil-
lans Hunter, both of Ipswich, in the
Colony of Queensland, timber dealers,
of the first part ; John MacDonald, the
younger, of Ipswich aforesaid, gentle-
man, Trustee for the purposes herein-
after mentioned, of the second part ;
and the several persons who have by
themselves or their agents executed
these presents, and whose names and
seal's are  affixed to the said Deed, being
creditors of the said John Hunter and
By  Antherity : IV. C. Bt.i.ei=ieer:, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane,
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd February, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executic c Council, has been pleased to
appoint
ARTHUR MACALISTER, Esquire, Junr.,
Recording Clerk for the District of Burke.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1866.
RETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,made to the Bench f Magistrates at
Drayton and Toowoomba, from the 1st day of July
to the 31st day of ]December, 1865, both inclusive.
Applicant's name. Description of.
License.
Amount
Whether of fee
granted or received
refused. in each
case.
£ s.
Martin Meldon Hardwood... Granted 1 0
The Treasury, Fredk. Leseher ditto ditto 1 0
1866.9th FebruaryQueensland William Able ... ditto ditto 1 0,,
J. Redpath ... ditto ditto 1 0
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice Chas. Cocks ... ditto ditto 1 0
of the Executive Council, has been pleased Henry Styne ... ditto ditto 1 0
to make the following appointments:- John Cleary ... ditto ditto 1 0
Freclk. Young ... ditto ditto 1 0Mr. EDWIN WM. HOLLINWORTHThos. McKenzie ditto ditto 1 0
to be an Officer of the 3rd Class of the Civil Service Lloddart McLubbing dittQ ditto 1 0
in the Department of Harbors and Rivers, to date Hugh McCready ditto ditto 1 01865;from 1st February Geo. Ward ... ditto ditto 1 0,
Moses Merritt ... Cedar ... ditto 2 0
Mr. RICHARD F. PHELAN William Case ... ditto ditto 2 0
andto be an Officer of the 3rd Class Michael Bowan Hardwood... ditto 1
0
, Samuel Boxter... ditto ditto 1 0
Mr. EDWARD DESHON Edward Bragg... ditto ditto 1 0
William Merritt ditto ditto 1 0to bean Officer of the 4th Class of the Civil Service, John Wilson ditto ditto 1 0in the Government Savings Bank Department.
These appointments to date from 1st July, 1865.
William Hockley
Cairn Renny ..
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
1
1
0
0
By His Excellency's Command John Shepherd... ditto ditto 1 0, Danl. Collins ... ditto ditto 1 0
JOSHUA P. BELL. Con Collins ... ditto ditto 1 0
William Doon ... ditto ditto 1 0
James Doon ... ditto ditto 1 0
'
J. D. Larkin ... .. Brick ditto 1 10Colonial Secretary s Office, Ditto ...
.
... ditto ditto 1 10
Brisbane, 17th January, 1866. Ditto ... ... ditto ditto 1 10
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE UNDER THE
CcTRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the Trustees of the Land on Wickham
Terrace, granted for the purposes of the  Episco-
palian Church, have, in terms of the Act 28 VVie-
toria, No. 22, made application to the Governor in
Council for leave to Mortgage the said Land, in
order to obtain funds for the erection of additional
buildings thereon.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought must
lodge the same with the Colonial Secretary, by
letter, within the period of three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
By His Excellency's Command,
I,. R. MACRENZIE.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1866.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified, that the Annual Rents dueon Lands leased under the Sugar and Coffee
Regulations of the 27th September, 1864, must
be paid into the Treasury, in Brisbane, in advance,
on the first day of the second and third years of
lease, otherwise the leases will be dealt with as for-
feited ; but the Lessees may defeat such forfeiture
by the payment of the full amount of rent, together
with an addition of one-fourth part thereof, into the
Treasury within sixty days of such original rent day.
The commencement of each lease is computed
from the date of the notification of the application
having been approved. -
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
182
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1866.
NOTICE WITH RESPECT TO APPLICATIONS
FOR LEASES IN THE PASTORAL DISTRICT
OF COOK.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that, in consequence of the District of
Cook being brought within the class of Unsettled
Districts by Proclamation on the 6th January,  1866,
the holders of Runs within the boundaries of the
said District, whose Licenses, granted under the
provisions of the 64th clause of the  Pastoral Leases
Act  of 1863, have expired subsequent to the date of
said Proclamation, or which are within three months
of expiring, are hereby required in accordance with
the provisions of the 23rd clause of the above-
mentioned Act, to lodge, without delay, their appli-
cations forLeases, accompanied with the usual Decla-
ration of Stocking, with the Acting Commisioner
of Cook, at the Local Crown Lands Office, North
Kennedy ; and that all Applications for Leases of
Runs that may become subsequently due, are to be
made not later than three months prior to the ex-
piration of the current Licenses, by virtue of which
the Runs are held.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1866.
NOTICE WITH RESPECT TO APPLICATIONS
FOR LEASES  IN  THE PASTORAL DISTRICT
OF BURKE.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executiv Council, directs it to be
notified that, in consequence of the District of Burke
being brought within the class of Unsettled Districts
by Proclamation on the 6th January, 1866, the
holders of Runs within the boundaries of the said
District, whose Licenses, granted under the provi-
sions of the 64th clause of the  Pastoral Leases Act
of 1863, expire, or which are within three months
of expiring, between the date of said Proclamation
and the First day of May next ensuing, are hereby
required, in accordance with the provision contained
in the 23rd clause of the above mentioned Act, to
lodge .their Applications for Leases, accompanied
by the usual Declaration of Stocking, at the Local
Crown Lands Office, at the Albert- Settlement, on
the First day of May next, the day on which the
Local  Office  is to be opened for the transaction of
business, and that all Applications for Leases due
on Runs subsequent to that date, are to be made
not later than three months prior to time expiration
of the current Licenses, by virtue of which the Runs
are held.
By His  Excellency's Command,
A. MACALIST +'R.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1866.
NOTICE WITH RESPECT TO LOCAL CROWN
LANDS  OFFICES IN THE PASTORAL DIS-
TRICTS OF BURFi_E AND COOK.
IllS
i''xeeilency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified for public information, that the following
arrangements have been made for the transaction of
Crown Lands business in connection with the
Pastoral Districts of Burke and Cook, which have
been brought by Proclamation on the 6i01 January,
1866, within the class of Unsettled Districts, viz.:-
The Local Crown Lands  0 16ce for the District of
BLU'ke, will be open for the transaction of business,
at the proposed site of the Albert River Township,
on the first day of May next ensuing, and the
Deputy Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands is
authorised to receive and record provisionally all
applications for new runs that may be lodged up to
+hat date at the Crown Lands Office, Brisbane.
The business of the Cook District will  be
transacted, until further notice, at the Local Crown
Lands Office, North Kennedy District which is
situated at the upper crossing of the River Burdekin.
The Commissioner of the last-named district, is
authorised to perform, from this date, the necessary
duties in connection with receiving and recording
both Applications for new Runs, and Applications
for Leases of Runs held under Licenses in force at
the date of Proclamation.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTI± R.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY GOODS SHED AT TOOWOOMBA.
MENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Noon, on SATURDAY, the 3rd March next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Railways Goods Shed at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Railway Goods Shed
at T'oowoomba."
Plan, specification, and form. of tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Ipswich, and at the Resident
Engineer's Office, Toowoomnba:
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of_ the Railway Conveyancer, within
seven (7) days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £250 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department  of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY CARRIAGE SHED AT TOOWOOMBA.
! 1INDER,S will be received at this Office, until
1 Noon, on SATURDAY, the 3rd March
next,' from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Railway Carriage Shed at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Railway Cumriage
S.liect at T oowooniba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Ipswich, and at the Resident
Engineer's Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to corn )fete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum, signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as 'Sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event- of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Railway Conveyancer, within
seven (7) days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the
penal su.m of £200 for securing such perform-
ance,  otherwise the Tender will not be taken into.
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily,
be accepted.
A. MACALISTEII
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. )epartirlent of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHER S.RAILWAY TANK STAND AT TOOWOOMBA.V ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1  Noon, on SATURDAY ,  the 3rd March next,
from persons willing to Contract for the erection of
a E aiiway  T ank Stand ,  at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Railway Tank Stand
at Too oomba.."
Plan, S uecification ,  and form of Tender, may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Ipswich, and at the Resident
Engineer 's Ouice ,  Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot
of every  T ender, there must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering ,  and two respon-
sible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the tender being accepted,  and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver at the office of the Rails ay
Conveyancer , within  seven  (7) days from the usual
notification of acceptance ,  a bond to Her Majesty
in the penal sum of £50 for securing such per-
formance ,  otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A_ATACALISTER.
Department of Lands and '-orks,
Brisbane ,  26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY STORE  AT TOOWOOMBA.
TENDERS will be received at this Ofnce, untilNoon, on SATURDAY ,  the 3rd March next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Railway Store at  T oowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Railway Store aj
Toowoomba."
Plan, Speci fication ,  and Form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Ipswich ,  and at the Resident
Engineer's Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, -and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable  for  the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,'  and undertaking in that
event that they will severa lly execute and deliver
at the office of the Railway Conveyancer ,  within
seven  (7) days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a bond to  Her  Majesty in the penal
sum of £200 for securing such performance ,  other-
wise the Tender wi ll  not be taken into con..sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 19[h  January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND  OTHER'S.
TELEGRAPH ANI) POST  OFFICES, DALBY.TF  ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilj Twelve o'clock on  SATURDAY, the 3rd
March next ,  fi om persons wi lling to contract for
the erection of Telegraph and-Post Offices, at Dalbv.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  " Tender f or Te leq apli
and Post  Qjices, Da/by."
Plan, speci fication ,  and form of tender may be
seen, and f'uu;ther ,particulars obtained, at the
Colonial. Architect's Office, Brisbane; or at the
Court  -Rousei)allJy.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the  work, and at the foot of
every 'fender there must be a -memorandum,  signed
by the partytendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and
deliver at the  office  of the Civil Crown Solicitor
in Brisbane ,  or at the Court House, Dalby, within
seven days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal sum
of £400 for securing such performance, otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTEF,.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 22nd January, 1866.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for the information of
persons selecting land by virtue of non-
transferable Land Orders issued under the  Immi-
gration Act of  1864, that applications for Deeds of
Grant from the Crown of lands so selected,
accompanied by a declaration, in the annexed Form,
by the selector that he has resided continuously with-
in the Colony of Queensland for a period of two years
from the date of his arrival in the said Colony, must
be lodged with the Surveyor-General within three
months from and after the expiry of such period of
residence ; and in default of such application, accom-
panied by such declaration, being so made, the
lands so selected will be deemed to have reverted to
the Crown, and the title and interest of such
selector to have ceased and determined.
In the event of a person so selecting dying before
the expiration of the term of two years residence
within the said Colony, it will be necessary for the
representative of the said deceased selector to make
application to the Surveyor-General for the Deed
of Grant of the land so selected within two years
from the date of the Land Order with which such
selection was made ; and such application must be
accompanied by a declaration by the applicant, that
to the best of his knowledge and belief the said
deceased selector had resided continuously within
the Colony of Queensland from the date of his
arrival until the time of his decease ; in default
whereof such land will be deemed to have reverted
to the Crown.
The Government reserves to itself the right in
all cases to require such evidence in support of the
truth of such declarations of residence as may be
deemed expedient,
1
A. MACALISTER.
SCHEDULE.
Selections  by No'n-transferable Land  Orders.
Application for I byDeed of Grant
Sir,
I have the honor to request that a Deed of Grant
may be issued to me, of the allotment of land hereunder
described, and which was selected by me in virtue of a
non-transferable Land Order on the day
of 18 , and I subjoin a declaration that I
have resided continuously in the Colony of Queensland
for a period of two years from the date of my arrival in
the said Colony.
Date of proclamation ...
Date when offered for sale ...
No. of lot .- ... ...
No. of portion .
No. of acres in the lot ... ...
Co unty ... ... ... ...
Parish or place ... .. .
I have the honor to be,
Sir,
Your obedient Servant,
To the Surveyor-General.
Declaration.
I, do solemnly and sincerely declare
that I have continuously resided within the Colony of
Queensland from the day of
1S , to the day of 18 , being
a period of two years from the date of my arrival in the
said Colony ; and I make this solemn declaration con-
scientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of
the provisions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year
of the Reign of Her present. Majesty, intituled  "An Act
for the more effectual abolition of Oaths and Affirmations
taken and made in various Departments of the Govern-
ment of New South Wales, and to substitute Declarations in
lieu thereof, and. for the suppression of voluntary and
extra judicial Oaths and  AV davits."
Made and signed before me, at
this day. of 186 .
Signature of a Magistrate JY.
* Insert christian and surname at full length.
t Insert nearest post town.
isi
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st February, 1866.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned persons have paid the Fee
on Registration as Wholesale Wine and Spirit
Merchants for the year ending 31st day of Decem-
ber, 1866.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name. District.
Ah Shee, George Clermont
Allen, John, and Co.... Mackay
Benjamin, S., and Co.... Dalby
Benjamin and Spiro ... Toowoomba
Benjamin, S., and Co.... Roma
Brabant and Co. ... Brisbane
Brown, W. H.... ... Warwick
Bell and Love .., .,. Brisbane
Baxter, J. H. ... Dalby
Bartley, N. .., .., Brisbane
Brown, J. E. ... ... Maryborough
Bright Brothers , Brisbane
Broderitz Brothers Mackay
Box, Henry, Son and Co. Brisbane
Berkman, James Toowoomba
Black, J. M., and Co.... Cleveland Bay
Burnett, J. W.... ... Toowoomba
Caston, S. ... .. Gayndah
Clifton, Aphir, and Co. 'Townsville
Cook, Walter .. ... Maryborough
Cullinan, P. and J. .. Clermont
Connolly, John ... Gayndah
Carter, Fryer, and Co. Townsville
Cumming, J. H., and Co. Warwick
Davidson, R. S. ... Toowoomba, Main
Range
Davis, Harris, and Co. Warwick
Davis, S., and Co. Brisbane
Dunnicliffe and Co. ditto
Friend, Henry ... ... Gladstone
Feez, A. ... Rockhampton
Favance, P. .. Dray ton
Goldring, R. A., and Co. Mackay
Grigg, D., and Co. ... ... Toowoomba
Gaujard, E. ... ,., ... Brisbane
Handcock, W.... ... .. , Drayton
Hountz, Jacob, and Co. ... Warwick
Roust, William, and Co. . Rockhampton
Huerback, John ... ... Knebworth
Headrick, Livermore, and Co... Rockhampton
Hunter, B. M., and Co. .. ditto
Harris, J. and G. ... ... Brisbane
Ditto I1)swicli
Hinton Brothers ... Snriiigsure
Henriques, J. ... ... ... Roelihanipton
Heussler, J. C., and Co. ..
Johnston, John ... ... Ipswich
Keminis and Bovy .,,
Francis  r a n c i sKates
Nebo
Allora, . . .
Kohn, Joseph, and Co. .. Brisbane
Kingsford and McIntosh Warwick
Levy, A., and Co. Ipswich
Liddy, J. Leyburn
Machefer, A. G. ... Ri dkhampton
Marwedel, E., and Co. Warwick
Meyer, Louis .. ... Springsure
Mitchell, David ,.. Ipswich
Munro, C., and Co. . Brisbane
Mort, Holland, and Co. ditto
Morgan and Allen Rockhampton
Newton, C., Brothers, and Co. Brisbane
Oliver, R. .. ... ditto
Phillips, Charles A. .. , .. , Drayton
Palmer, John Rockhampton
Phillips, J. A.... ,,,
... Toowoom ba
Palmer and Brown ... ... Gladstone
Palmer, John ... Clermont
Philpot, James Maryborough
Pettigrew, J., and Co.... ... Ipswich
Power and Connolly ... Gayndah
Quinton and Costin ... Brisbane
Ranken, Joseph, and Co. Maryborough
Read, E. Albert River
Roche, F. W. .. ,.. D alby
Reid, Walter, and Co. Rockhampton
Ditto Clermont
Stevens and Co. ... Rockhampton
Sidney, John ... ... Dalby
Tracey,  J. H. . , . Surat
Travis, R., and Co. Maryborough
Webb Brothers Brisbane
Wienholt and Co. Ipswich
Wilson, C0-. 11., and Co. ditto
Zieman, Julius, and Co. Condamine
Ditto i Roina
The Treasury,
Queensland, 7th February, 1866.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
Auctioneers' Licenses have been issued to the
undermentioned persons for the year ending 31st
December,  1866.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name. District . Description.
Alexander, A. E. ... Brisbane ... General
Buckland, John ... ditto ditto
Cameron, John , , , ditto , .. ditto
Crawford, Robert ... ditto ditto
Dickson, James R. ... ditto ... ditto
Duncan, James ditto .., ditto
Dowse, Thomas ... ditto .,, ditto
Fraser, Simon .., ditto ... ditto
Hutchins, Richard ... ditto ... ditto
Kent, W. H.... ... ditto ... ditto
Martin, Arthur ditto ... ditto
Mauwitch, Henry ditto .,. ditto
Simmons, Joseph B,.., ditto ... ditto
Trundle, Charles ... ditto ... ditto
Cockburn, Henry M... Ipswich ... ditto
Daveney, F. C. ... ditto .. , ditto
Fattorini, Charles ... ditto ,.. ditto
Hughes, David .,. ditto ditto
Hendren, William ... ditto ditto
Hindmarsh, W. H. S. ditto .., ditto
McDonald, jour., John ditto ... ditto
Wear, Henry... ... ditto ... ditto
Allenden, Charles Roma ... ... ditto
Groom, W. H. Drayton ,,. District
Grimes, James W. ... ditto .,. ditto
1andcock, W. ditto ditto
Johnstone, H. W. ditto ditto
Morris, C. L.,.. ditto ... General
Robinson, T. G. ditto ... District
Walker, C. F. ditto .,. ditto
Skelton, James Dalby ... ,., ditto
Brown, W. H. ... Warwick , . , ditto
Ransome, H. C. ... ditto ... ditto
Alderson, R. D. Mackay ,,. ditto
Inlnan, W. J. ... Wide Bay ... ditto
Purser, John ... ditto ... ditto
Balmain, H. D. Goondiwindi ,,. ditto
Browne, J. ,.. Gladstone .., ditto
Friend, Henry . , , ditto ... ditto
Clarke, William ... Kennedy . , . ditto
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st February, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
Publicans' General Licenses have been issued
to the undermentioned persons, and are now in
force for the houses mentioned in connection with
their respective names, for the year ending 30th
June, 1866.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
HOUSE.  DTSTRICT.
Ahern, Mary ...
Andrews, William ...
Buckley, John ...
Braysher, Amos ...
Bennett, Alexander ...
Banks, Joseph
Brown, John .. ...
Banks, Archibald
Creagh, John ... ...
Cain, James ,.. ...
Chambers. Thomas ,..
Cummings, Charles ...
transferred to
Carrick, Miehael ...
Cline, John ... ...
Dinsdale, James ...
Deagon, William ...
Donovan, Daniel ...
Donovan, James  ...
Dowling, Martin
Fishley, George Hugh
Fletcher, Andrew ...
Grodley, Joseph ...
Green, Charles ...
Griffin, Thomas ...
Godfrey, John T. ...
Humphries, William,,.
Heal, John i).... ...
Iiuggins, Robert
Ilardcastle, Thomas...
Voile, Prudence
Hordern, Joseph Ward
Hays ,  Thomas...
Hegarly ,  Robert
Harvey,  John...
Hamilton. Hugh
Heap, John ...
Hayes, Owen ,..
Sportsman's Arms ... Brisbane
Stratton Hotel Ditto
Kedron Brook IIoteL.. Ditto
Metropolitan Hotel ... Ditto
North Riding Hotel ... Ditto
Queen's Arms ... ... Ditto
St. Patrick's Tavern ... Ditto
Queen's Arms ... ... Ditto
Brisbane Hotel ... Ditto
Pine Apple Hotel ,., Ditto
Sawyers' Arms ... Ditto
British Empire Hotel... Ditto
Edmimd Daly
Terrace Hotel... ... Ditto
Clare Castle Hotel ... Ditto
Exchange Hotel Ditto
Prince of Wales Hotel Ditto
Bowen Hotel .. ... Ditto
Shanirock Hotel ... Ditto
North Star Hotel ... Ditto
Wansfell Hotel ... Ditto
Crown Hotel .. .. Ditto
Half Moon Hotel Ditto
South Brisbane Hotel Ditto
Crown and Anchor ,. Ditto
Hamilton ... Ditto
Plough Iun Ditto
Prince Consort Ditto
Q. S.N. Hotel ... .. Ditto
Victoria Hotel .. Ditto
Albion Hotel .. .. Ditto
London Tavern ,. Ditto
North Star Hotel Ditto
Royal Oak Ditto
Castle Hotel ... ... . Ditto
Caledonian Arms .., Iiitto
City Buffet Ditto
Criterion Hotel ... Ditto
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Johnston, John ... Cleveland  Hotel ... Brisbane
transferred to Vincent Cassius
King, George ... ... George Hotel ... ... Ditto
Keys, Charles ... ... Commercial Hotel ... Ditto
Kelly, John P.... ... Shamrock Hotel ... Ditto
Kelly, James ... ... Bowen Hotel ... ... Ditto
Kennelly, John ... Alliance Hotel... ... Ditto
Kean, Michael ... Treasury Hotel Ditto
Lynde, Henry G. ... Queen's Hotel... ... Ditto
Lynch, James... ... Tattersall's Hotel ... Ditto
Laver, John ... ... Red Lion Inn ... ... Ditto
Lenneberg, Isaac ... Cafe de Paris ... ... Ditto
Lawrence, William L. Cremorne Hotel ... Ditto
Lyons. William ; Royal Oak Hotel ... Ditto
Lee, Francis H. .... Provincial Hotel ... Ditto
McCann, Thomas Red Lion ... ... Ditto
Mevor, Henry... ... Clarendon ... Ditto
McGoldrick, Patrick... Union Hotel ... Ditto
Morris, Frederick ... Albion Hotel ,.. .. Ditto
McDonald, Alexander Prince Albert .., ... Ditto
Mienries..tolin... .... Union Hotel ... ... Ditto
Madden, M. ... Bricklayers' Arms ... Ditto
MeAdam, George Sovereign Hotel ... Ditto
McDermott, James ... Shakespeare Hotel ... Ditto
transferred to James Beemy
McDonald, Alexander Queensland Arms ... Ditto
McDonald, John ... Oxley Hotel ... ... Ditto
isiet'abe, Christina ... Fairfield house ... Ditto
Mason, G. B. ... . Mason's Hotel... ... Ditto
Nolan, John ... .... Royal Mail hotel ... Ditto
Newstadt, Henry ... Globe Hotel ... ,., Ditto
Newman, Jane ... Bridge Hotel ... ... Ditto
O'Neil, Daniel... ... Cricketers' Arms ... Ditto
Overland, Richard ... Clarence Hotel ... Ditto
Osborne, Ann... ... Osborne Hotel ... Ditto
O'Neil, James Foley ... Breakfast Creek Ditto
Tavern
O'Brien, Charles City Hotel ...  Ditto
O'Keefe, William ... Leichliardt Hotel ... Ditto
Purchase, A. ... ... Farriers' Arms Ditto
Parish, Charles ... Parish's Family  Hotel Ditto
Penfold, Henry Royal George .,, ... Ditto
Power; Richard Southern Cross Hotel Ditto
Patterson, Alexander Ship Inn Ditto
transferred to Richard Whitehead
Reid, William... ... Stanley Hotel ... ... Ditto
Rosenwaig. L.... ... , Empire Hotel ... ... Ditto
Russell, Henry ... Buffalo Hotel ... ... Ditto
Reynolds, Patrick ... Logan Hotel ... Ditto
Soanlan. Jeremiah ... Queensland Hotel ... Ditto
Stacheli,  George .. .  Diggers ' Arius... Ditto
Skinner, Samuel ToowongRetreat Hotel Ditto
.Sullivan, John ... Queen's Arias ... ... Ditto
Sams, W. ... ... Sydney Hotel ... ... Ditto
Stone, William  Spencer Ferry  Hotel ... ... Ditto
Tevlin, Patrick ,.. City Arms ... Ditto
Turner, George ... Commercial Hotel .., Ditto
Wilson, Donald Boundary Hotel Ditto
Wood, John . Bowen Bridge Hotel.., Ditto
Walker, Fredk. George Kelvin Grove Hotel ... Ditto
Warren, George ... Foresters' Arms ... Ditto
Warman, Win. Henry Caxton Hotel .., .. Ditto
Witham, Ann Martha Dunmore Arms Hotel Ditto
Walters,  Jacob ... Eiioggera  Hotel ... Ditto
Younge, Richard ... Royal Hotel ... ... Ditto
Baker, Charles ...  Baker's  Hotel ... Ditto
Barwell, C. H. A. ... Logan Hotel ... ... Ditto
Byrne, John P. ... Brighton Hot el ... Ditto
Beemy, James ... Shakespeare hotel ... Ditto
transferred from James McDermott
Buchanan, Walter ... Bowling Green Hotel... Ditto
Cassius. Vincent ... Cleveland Hotel ... Ditto
transferred from John J tilisistoue
Cockerill, John ... Bowen Hotel ... ... Ditto
Daly, Edmiuid ... British Empire Hotel... Ditto
transferred from C. Cnuimins
Denver, William  ...  Brighton Hotel ... Ditto
transferred to James Hartley
Drynan, William ... Drynan's Hotel ... Ditto
Fisher, James... ... Spring Hill Hotel ... Ditto
Fogarty, Lancelot ... United Kingdom ... Ditto
Gailary, Michael .,. Royal Hotel .. Ditto
Hartley, J aines r ... Brighton Hotel .. Ditto
transferred from William Denver
Harden, James ... Builders' Arms Ditto
Hanson, Charles ... Hanson's Family Hotel Ditto
Kennedy, Mary Ann... Victoria Tavern .. Ditto
Mooney, Joseph ... Royal Exchange Ditto
Morse, John ... ... Assembly hotel ... Ditto
O'Neil, Lawrence ... Prince of Wales Ditto
O'Rourke, M.... ... John Young Hotel ... Ditto
Stabler, Toomas ,.. Cumberland Hotel Ditto
Smith. William ... Honest Lawyer Hotel Ditto
Shewier, Jacob ... Bulimba hotel Ditto
Tory, George ... ... Prince Royal ,. Ditto
Tiison, Joseph W. ...
1
Imperial Hotel .. Ditto
Whitehead, Richard... Ship Inn .. Ditto
tiansferred trout A. Paterson
Williams, Lewis ... Royal Hotel ... ... Ditto
Bolger,  P.  31.... ..
McKeon, John J,
Pearse, Michael ...
Commercial Hotel
Banana Hotel ...
Woolthorpe Hotel
Banana
Ditto
Ditto
Souter, Jas. Aloxd. ,.. ; Telegraph Hotel  ...  Ditto
Smith, John Win. ... Mimosa Hotel... .... Ditto
Bateman, Thomas ...
Brown, James ...
Bryley, Joseph ...
Danes, Henry James...
Gib; on. Samuel ,.,
I
Great North  Road Dalby
Hotel
Victoria Hotel.., .... Ditto
Royal Hotel .., Ditto
Foresters' Arms ... Ditto
Caledonian Hotel ... Ditto
PUBLICANS'  Lxom sas-continzeed.
NAME. HOUSE . DISTRICT.
Gaylor, Alfred Peter... 1 Criterion Hotel Dalby
Hartley, Abraham ... Jondaryan Hotel Ditto
King, Susan ... Queen's Arms ... ... Ditto
Muir, William Scott... Bowen Arms .. ... Ditto
Martin, Thomas • ... North Star Hotel ... Ditto
Milstead, Josiah  ...  Plough Inn  ...  Ditto
O'Connor, John ... Travellers' Rest ... Ditto
O'Keefe, Edmund ... Railway Hotel... ... Ditto
Rayner, David ... Prince of Wales ... Ditto
Range, John ... Bridge Hotel  ... ...  Ditto
Short,  Job,  ... Sportsman ' s Arms ... Ditto
Sutton, Alfred C. ... Travellers' Home .., Ditto
Stephens, John .., Albert Inn ... ... Ditto
Wallace, E .  Condamine Arms ... Ditto
Donovan, John ... Terminus Hotel ... Ditto
Healy, John ... Royal Hotel ... ... Ditto
Ross, E. .,. Woolshed Inn... ... Ditto
Ball, Josiah  ...  Queensland Hotel  ,,,  Drayton
Cook, George ... Downs Hotel ... ... Ditto
Donovan, Daniel ... Victoria Hotel... .. Ditto
Fraser, William ... Queen's Arms ... ... Ditto
Gentle, Eliza ... Horse and Jockey Ditto
Hotel
Hooper ,  George Sovereign Hotel ,,, Ditto
Kitchen, Joseph ... Toowoomba Hotel ... Ditto
Kock, Frederick ... Post Office Hotel .. Ditto
Littleton, Ann ,.. Royal Hotel Ditto
Lindenberg, Henry ... Prince of Wales Hotel Ditto
Larkin, Timothy  ...  Bull's Head Hotel ,., Ditto
McLaughlan, Francis Railway Hotel .. .,. Ditto
Oeikers, John ... Hamburg Hotel ... Ditto
Snow, Elliot .., Tattersall's Hotel ... Ditto
Webb, Joseph ,..  Bushman 's Arms Ditto
Andrews, William ... Crow's Nest Hotel Ditto
Allen, Thomas ... Cricketer's Arms ... Ditto
Bailey, Thomas ... North Star Hotel Ditto
Connally, John ... Shamrock Hotel ... Ditto
Cussins, Thomas ... Shearer's Arms ... Ditto
Cockerill, Benjamin ... Crown Hotel ... ... Ditto
Drederich, Carl H. ... Travellers' Arms ... Ditto
Lindenberg ,  Henry ... Prince Albert Hotel  ...  Ditto
Mann, Samuel ... Royal Bull's Head  ...  Ditto
Maloney,  James ... Travellers '  Home Ditto
Meldon, Joseph  ... Welcome Home Inn ... Ditto
Meldon, Martin  ..,  Railway Tavern  ...  Ditto
Pentecost .  Henry L.... Pic-nic Hotel ... ... Ditto
Perkins; W. J. ... Highfield Hotel ... Ditto
Ryan, Patrick  ... ,  Hibernian Hotel  ...  Ditto
Smart, Charles  ...  Red Lion Hotel ... Ditto
Wood, William  ... '  Criterion Hotel ... Ditto
Chapman ,  John ...
Chaney ,  Charles ...
Corry. Anthony ...
Harris, James W. ...
Johnson , William
Mulholland ,  Frederick
Paris, John
Reid,  Joan ...
Southerland, Donald...
Walter, Alexander ...
Black Horse ... ... Gayndah
Shearers ' Arms ,.. Ditto
Prince of Wales . ..  Ditto
Blue Boar .,, ... Ditto
Burnett Arms ... ... Ditto
Power's Hotel ...  Ditto
Red Bank Hotel  ...  Ditto
Baramhah Hotel . ,, Ditto
Old House at Home ... Ditto
Gayndah  Hotel ... Ditto
Pavis, John
Scheuber, G.
Bailey ,  Andrew
Evans ,  Samuel W. ...
Pershonse , William ...
Prizeman , William B.
Reilly,  Thomas ...
Smith , William J. ...
Southerland ,  J. Brown
Walker, William .,,
Bennett, James
transferred to
Dickenson, John ..,
transferred from
Evans, Samuel W. ...
Simmons, Alfred .,.
Bailey, Charles Win....
Hensler, John ...
McLeod, John
Rainbow, William W.
Alphen, Henry ...
Balbie, Alexander
transferred to
Byrne, Martin
transferred to
Birch, Thomas .,
Chapman, Frederick...
Clune, John
Connolly, Andrew
transferred to
Cook, John
Cook, William .
Cook, Joseph
Curry,  Jackson
Devine, William
Devine, John
transferred to
Dowling, Patrick ...
Auburn Hotel... ... Ditto
Victorial Hotel .,.  Ditto
Cat-deli Inn ... Gladstone
Gold Diggers' Arius ... Ditto
Queen's Hotel... ... Ditto
Commercial hotel ... Ditto
Rainbow Inn ... ... Ditto
Boyne Arms ... Ditto
Prospect Hotel ,.. Ditto
Persia Inn ... ... Ditto
Miners' Arms ... ... Ditto
John  Dickenson.
Miners' Arms ... ..,  Ditto
James Bennett.
Metropolitan Hotel ,.. Ditto
Gold  Diggers'  Arms ... Ditto
Royal Hotel  . ...  Goondiwindi
Goondiwindi Hotel  ..  Ditto
Carcnron Hotel .. Ditto
Callendoon Hotel Ditto
Waterview Hotel  ...  Ipswich
Bush Inn „ ... Ditto
Peter Connell.
Post Office Hotel  . .,.  Ditto
John McGrath.
Wivenhoe Hotel .,, Ditto
H bite Horse Hotel  ...  Ditto
Southern and Western Ditto
Terminus Hotel
Sawyers' Arms .,, Ditto
Wm. McDonald.
Postman 's Arms  ...  Ditto
Rose Inn ... Ditto
Queensland Hotel  ...  Ditto
Gatton  Hotel  ...  Ditto
The Melbourne  Hotel Ditto
Booval Hotel .. ... Ditto
Slogrove and Steven son.
Sportsman 's Arms .,. Ditto
PUBLICANS '  LICENSES -COaMpted.
NAME. HOUSE. DISTRICT.
Fletcher, James ,.,
Gibson, Patrick
transferred to
Galton, James ,,.
Hanson, Charles
transferred to
Hargreaves, Richard...
Harris, John ...
Hanran, John ..,
Lynch, John ...
transferred to
Lennon, John J. ...
Moore, Frederik ...
McKeon, Kelly ...
Maroney, Thomas ,,.
McLean, Alexander ,,,
McGrath, John
transferred to
O'Rourke, Godfrey ,.,
O'Brien, Michael ,.,O'Malley, Michael ...
Phillips, Charles .,.
Rael, Michael ...
Rael, James ..,
Rodgers, David
Ross, George Campbell
Smith, James ...
Simpson, George ..,
Smith, Thomas ..,
Trotter, William .,,
Thompson, William ,,.
Wilkinson, Robert .,.
Balbi, Alex. ...
Bassingthwaite, James
Connor, Owen...
Connell, Peter... ...
Transferred from
Davidson, John .,.
Forsyth, Robert ...
transferred from
Hooper, John Baker-...
transferred from
Irwin, George... ...
Kelly, Thomas... ...
transferred from
Lynch, Edward ,.,
Lynch, Thos. ... ...
McGrath. John
transferred from
McDonald, Win. ...
transferred from
O'Keefe, Wi.... ...
transferred from
Ross, Alexander ...
Rodgers, Edward .,,
Schneider, P. , ...
Slowgrove&Stephenso u
transferred from
Taylor, Win. ...
transferred from
Tilly, James .. .
transferred to
Ward, Charles... ...
Williams, Geo. S.
Laidley Inn ... Ipswich
Sovereign Hotel ,.. Ditto
Wm. O'Keefe
Main Range Hotel ... Ditto
Clarendon Hotel ,., Ditto
John Baker Hooper.
Volunteers' Arms ,.. Ditto
Bull's Head Inn .,, Ditto
North Star Hotel .., Ditto
Criterion Hotel ... Ditto
Win. Taylor.
Tattersall's Hotel ... Ditto
White Lion Hotel .., Ditto
Alfred Hotel ... ... Ditto
Travellers' Home ... Ditto
Carriers' Arms... Ditto
North Australian Hotel Ditto
Thos. Kelly.
Cottage of Content ... Ditto
Rising Sun .,. Ditto
Shamrock Hotel ,.. Ditto
Churchill Inn ... ... Ditto
Railway Hotel... ... Ditto
Ipswich Hotel... Ditto
Railway Hotel... ... Ditto
Victoria Hotel  ...  Ditto
Wheatsheaf Ion ., Ditto
Queensland Hotel  ...  Ditto
Glen Cottage Inn ::: Ditto
Commercial Hotel Ditto
Horse and Jockey Inn Ditto
Queen's Arms.., ... Ditto
Halfway House ... Ditto
Lady of the Lake ,.. Ditto
Labor in Vain ... Ditto
Bush Inn ... Ditto
Alex. Balbi
Royal Hotel ... Ditto
Immigrants' Home ... Ditto
James Tilly
Clarendon Hotel Ditto
Chas. Hanson.
Prince of Wales Hotel Ditto
North Australian Hotel Ditto
John McGrath
Harp of Erin ... .. Ditto
Railway Hotel... .. Ditto
Post Office Hotel :;; Ditto
M. Byrne.
Sawyers' Arms Ditto
Andrew Connolly.
Sovereign Hotel ,.. Ditto
Patrick Gibson.
Ross' Hotel .., Ditto
Donnybrook Hotel Ditto
Mount Flinders Hotel Ditto
Ilooval Hotel ... Ditto
John Devine.
Criterion Hotel ,., Ditto
John Lynch
I:) migrants' Home „ Ditto
Robert Forsyth.
Crown Inn Ditto
Royal Engineers' Ho tel Ditto
Boulton, Alfred W, ... Don Hotel ... ... Kennedy
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Budgeon, Frederick- NorthAustraltan HotelBailey, Arthur Cole ... Great Northern Hotel
Byrnes, George' Bowen Inn ...
Bowner, John G. Victoria Hotel... ...
Bolger, George Strathmore Hotel ...
Chamberlain, Thos.... Sportsman's Arms ...
Cavenagh, Thomas ... Tattersall's Hotel .,.
Earl, William Iiy. Hidden Valley Hotel,,.
Gorry, James ... Hone Creek hotel ...
Hamilton, Frederick... Burdekin Hotel
Horrning, G. Heidelberg Inn ..
Hart, George .,.
Higginson, James .,.
Lamroy, Felix .,,
McIntyre, John ,,,
Martin, William S. ...
Power, John
Rochfort, John H.
Robertson, James H.
Ross, William  Alfred...
Spring, Henry ..,
Weiss, Mary Ann
Welsh, Robert
Wills, Korah II. ...
Borek, Charles
Leeman, John
transferred from
Reynolds, Jamel
Hart's Family  Hotel...  Ditto
Woolpaelc Inn ..,  Ditto
Lamroy's yamil',  Hotel Ditto
Bogie Motel ... ...  Ditto
Bowen Hotel ..  ...  Ditto
Mount  McConnell Ditto
Hotel
Sovereign Hotel ... Ditto
Suttor Hotel  ...  Ditto
Criterion Hotel  ...  Ditto
Port Denison Hotel Ditto
Rosedale Hotel Ditto
Mount  Garden Hotel,.. Ditto
Wills '  Hotel  ...  Ditto
Brighton Hotel Ditto
Havelden's Marine Ditto
Hotel
T. Hayselden.
Flinder's Hotel ... Ditto
Bell, Charles ... ... Golden Fleece ... ... Leyburn
Bysouth, Robert ... Old London Hotel ... Ditto
Dint,  11.  D. .. ... . Talgai Reef Hotel .., Ditto
Freestone, Joseph ... Ingle Inn .. ... Ditto
Gillies, Hector ... Gold Diggers' Arius .. Ditto
Hernrnan, Johanna ... Prince of Wales Hotel Ditto
Lefranke, Charles ... Diggers' Return ,.. Ditto
Murry, Catherine Royal Hotel .. ... Ditto
Sutherland, WW'illiarn.,. Commercial hotel ... Ditto
Scowen, Stephen P.... Queensland Hotel Ditto
Churea+. Charles ... Gold Diggers' Arms .., Ditto
Frazer, Win. .. .... Gold Diggers' Arius ... Ditto
Hatton, Daniel .. Prince of Wales Hotel Ditto
O'Doi,Dell, George .., Royal  Hotel  ... ... Ditto
O'Keefe. John... ... i Golden Fleece... ... Ditto
Williams, H........ Stai Hotel Ditto
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Cook, Jane Royal Hotel ... Mackay
Keeley Chas. Golden Fleece... Ditto,
Ready, James... Travellers' Rest Ditto
Bagley, Wm. ... Northern Hotel ... Ditto
Ilott, Phillip ,., Victoria Hotel... ... Ditto
Bright, John ... Burnett Inn ... ... Nanango
Laherty, Richard ... Star Hotel .., Ditto
Hayselden, Thomas .,.
transferred to
Morissey, John
Barber, James C.
Christy, Ernest
Kennelly, James L. ...
Kelly, Phillip ... ...
Lowe, William... ...
Pool, Thomas Henry...
Reimers, Nicholas ..,
Solomon, Maurice ,,,
Spratley, Richard ,,.
Veale, William E. ...
transferred to
Hayselden's Marine North Kennedy
Hotel
John Leiman
Royal Hotel ... Ditto
Roper's Creek Hotel ... Peak Downs
Victoria Hotel...
Coach & Horses Hotel
Sportsman 's Arms ...
Alliance Hotel ,..
Half-way House Inn...
Prince of Wales Hotel
Waterhole Hotel
Crinam Hotel ... ...
Digger.;'  Retreat ...
John Winter
Allen John ...
Rolfe, Wm. ... ...
Stubh,  W.  B. ... ...
Winter, John ... ..
transferred from
Boyer, Albert ... ...
Craig, Are aibald D. ...
Haynes, Burnell J. ...
Joss, William ... ...
Siebel, Conrad... ...
Squibb, Joseph it.
Atkin, R. T. .. ...
Anderson, Alex. .
Beattie, John ... ...
Bartholomew, John ...
Blake, Ellen..,
transferred to
Bedford, Alfred H. ...
Crighton, William ...
Collis, Abraham ,..
Chapple, James .,,
Crooke. George ,,.
Duffy, Kate .. ...
Ellis, William ... ...
Easton, R. B....
transferred to
Greigh, William T.
transferred to
Gregory, F. .. ...
Goodwyn, John
Gannon, George
Gordon, Joseph Bruce
Hill, William .. ...
Hickson, Robert A....
Kennedy, Patrick
Laurie D. S, .
Moller, Carl C. T. ... I Union Hotel
Moses,  Elias  . Commercial Hotel
Michael ,  Alfred ., Telegraph Hotel
Montgomery ,  John .. Globe Hotel
Muller ,  Johanna  ... '  Bull 's Head Hotel
transferred  to G. Matthews.
McKeon , Francis A.....  Sebastopal Hotel
McAuley, William ...  Freemasons' Arms
transferred to John Schenk.
McAlister, Ann
McGregor, John
Hobbs, Tho'nas
Ogil' ie, William
Page, T.
Peue, Bernard
Pendrigh, John
Prendergrast, H.
Rosel, Joseph ...
Rowley, Samuel ,..
Sheridan, James ..,
Skardon, Joseph B.
...
Shepherd, W. Fred....
Silkirna, D. ... ...
Tregilgns, K. -... ...
Talpot. Phillip ...
Turner, Esther ...
Wafer, Moses ... ...
Wilson, George
Clarendon Hotel
,,. Ulster Arms hotel
.. Cri erion Hotel
Bridge Inn
Queensland hotel
..
Cremor•ne Hotel
,., Junction Hotel
Golden Lion Hotel
North Shore Hotel
Bull's Head ... ...
Alma Hotel .
Rockhampton Hotel...
IVoo'pack Inn ..,
Diggers' Arms... ...
Cornish Aft. Hotel .,.
Rowland Arms ...
Globe Hotel ... ...
Shearers' Arms .,.
Alliance Hotel .,.
Cramp, John .. ...
transferred from.
Flynn, Pat .,.
Hardy, Philip ... ...
transferred from
Jenkins, H. A. ...
John, C. AI. .. ...
transferred from
Lanson, H. V.... ...
Lopdc l l, C. ...
Matthews, G.... ...
transferred from
Schadall, F. ...
Schenk, John ... ...
transferred from
Walton, John... .,.
North Star Hotel
Pioneer Hotel... ...
Shamrock Hotel ...
Clermont  hotel .,.
Win.  Edward Veale
Queensland Hotel ...
Aphis Creek  Hotel ...
Bonnie Doon Hotel ...
Mackenzie Hotel ,..
Woodstock Hotel ...
Royal Hotel ... ...
Herbert's Creek Hotel
Royal Oak ...
Dawson Inn ,.
Horse & Jockey Hotel
Cambridge Arms
John Cramp.
Bedford Arms ...
Race Course Hotel
Tattersall's Hotel
Retreat Hotel...
Cornstalk Hotel
Cricketers' Arms ...
Rising  Sun  Hotel
Prince of Wales Hotel
C. Al. John.
Spring Vale Hotel
Philip Hardy.
Turf Hotel .,.
Brisbane and Sydney
Steam Packet Hotel
Commercial Hotel ...
Robin Hood . ...
Railway Hotel ,.
Royal Fitzroy Hotel .,,
Sovereign Hotel
Burnetville Hotel
Cambridge Arms ...
Ellen • lake,
City Arius  ,..
Spring Vale Hotel ..,
W.  G. Greig.
Ganisford Irm...
Prince of Wales Hotel
R.  B.  Easton
Bottletree Inn ...
Shamrock Arms ...
Bull's Head Inn ..,
J. Muller,
Graecinerc  Hotel .,,
Freemasons '  Arms ...
William MeAulav.
Sportsmans '  Arrns ...
Ali rens, Clias. ,., .... Bowen Hotel ...
Hogan,  1'a, ,rick Gan•y  On  oil listedlitch tiles ,  Jbartni  ... 'fr•av,-alipra' Rest
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Princhester
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Rockhampton
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
- Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
DittoDitto
Ditt o
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Roma
llilt o
Ditto
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Massarath, Edward ... Maranoa Hotel ... Roma
Hasset,  Pat. ... ... Donnybrook Hotel ... Ditto
Ezzy, Chas. ... ...
Huxley, Chas.... ...
Hyland, Samuel ...
Roberts, David
transferred to
Cavanagh, James ...
transferred from
Carmody, John ...
Iles, Hy. ...
Mullalley, Patrick ...
Moses and Solomon ...
Thompson, David ...
Campbell, Thomas ...
Lesser, Samuel ...
Winter, James ...
Commercial Hotel ... St. George
George and Dragon Ditto
Hotel
Royal Alexandra Hotel Ditto
St. George Hotel ...
James Cavanagh
St. George Hetel ...
David Roberts
Moonie Hotel ... ...
Mailman's Arms ...
Shamrock Hotel
Royal Carrangarra
Hotel
Pioneer Hotel ... ...
Bridge Hotel ... ...
Planet Inn ... ...
Australian Arms ...
Brophy, John...
Coglan, Daniel
Marshal, Michael
Carmichael, John
Heilborn, Morris
Zerbe, Martin...
Ashton, John ...
Keller, Herbert
Mead, James ...
Row, Charles S.
Harmonic Hotel - ... Ditto
Golden Fleece ... Ditto
Prince of Wales Hotel Ditto
David Hutton
Travellers' Rest Inn ... Surat
Ulebah Hotel ... ... Ditto
Tara's Hall Hotel ... Ditto
Thelwall's Arms  ...  Taroom
Dawson Family Hotel Ditto
Taroom Hotel ... ... Ditto
Leichhardt Hotel ... Ditto
B ohle Hotel ... ... Townsville
Range Hotel ... ... Ditto
Eureka Hotel ... ... Ditto
Bassington, Samuel ... I Butrenda Hotel ... Warrego
Cooper, Robert ... 1 Cooper's Hotel ... Ditto
Burdorff,.C. ...
Bugden, David ...
Carter, William ...
Evenden, Samuel ...
Flemming, Patrick ...
Glover, Andrew ...
Hutton, David
transferred to
Hudson, Frederick ...
McNally, James ..
Roggenkamp, Martin
Main Range Hotel ... Warwick
Criterion Hotel Ditto
Rose Inn .. Ditto
Horse & Jockey Hotel Ditto
Downs Hotel ... Ditto
Prince of Wales Hotel Ditto
Prince of Wales Inn ... Ditto
Samuel Gordon
Australian Hotel ... Ditto
Re-bin Hood Hotel ... Ditto
Dalrymple Hotel ... Ditto
Brushaber, J. G. F....
Craig, Edward ...
Gordon, Samuel ...
transferred from
Lethbridge,  James ...
Ritchie, J. L.... ...
Ryan ,  James ... ...
Greig, James ... ...
McGusty, Robt.  Disney
Manson, William ...
Nolan, Daniel... ...
Phiftre, Battistro ...
Reynolds, William ...
Wallace, John T. J....
Bonarias, Henry
Browne, Chas. John...
Bunting, John A. ...
Goodwin, WWWm. ...
Goodwin, Andrew
transferred to
Galbraith, George ..
Hawthorne, Chas S....
Irwin, Margaret ...
Kehlet, Fritz ... ...
La Barte, J. M.
transferred to
McLachlan, John ...
Milner, Thos. N.
transferred to
May, Edwin
transferred to
Milner, Richard ...
Robinson, George ...
Richmond, John ...
Thurecht, Nicholas ...
Cooper, Thos:... ...
transferred from
Foot, Hy. ... ...
transferred from
Gregory, Mary Ann ...
transferred from
Milner, T. N. .. ...
transferred from
Picken, W. G.... ...
transferred from
Workman,  Benjamin
Royal Hotel ...
Maryvale Hotel ...
Shamrock Hotel ...
Lake Elphinstone
Hotel ... ...
St. Lawrence Hotel ...
Grosvenor Hotel ...
London Tavern ...
Home Bush Inn ...
Fort Cooper Hotel ...
Waverley Hotel ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Springsure
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Waverley
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Southern Cross Hotel Wide Bay
Ariadn e Hotel... ... Ditto
Golden Fleece... ... Ditto
Rainbow Inn ... ... Ditto
Queen's Hotel... ... Ditto
Henry Foot.
Steam Packet Hotel ... Ditto
Blossom's Inn... ... Ditto
Royal Oak Inn ... Ditto
Royal Hotel ... Ditto
Melbourne Hotel ... Ditto
T. N. Miller.
Cross Roads Hotel ... Ditto
Victoria Hotel ... Ditto
Thomas Cooper.
Carpenters' Hotel .. Ditto
William George Picken
White Lion Inn ... Ditto
Traveller's Rest, ... Ditto
Robin Hood Inn ... Ditto
White Swan  Inn ... Ditto
Victoria Hotel ... Ditto
T. N. Milner.
Queen's Hotel... ... Ditto
Andrew Goodwin.
Queen's Hotel... ... Ditto
Henry Foot.
Melbourne Hotel ... Ditto
J. M. La Ba' te.
Carpenters' Arms ... Ditto
Edwin May.
White Hart Inn ... Ditto
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
AMENDED REGULATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT
SAVINGS BANKS.
II IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of'the following alterations
and additions to the Savings Bank Regulations,
dated 16th November, 1864, made under the
authority of the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria,
No. 2, entitled  " An Act to grant additional facili-
ties for depositing small savings at interest with the
security of the Government for due repayment
thereof," viz.:-
1. The following words to be omitted from clause 5 of
the said regulations, viz., " the depositor shall sign his'
name in a place to be provided for his signature in the
depositor's book," it being considered advisable that
depositors shall not in future be required to sign their
names in Savings Bank pass-books.
The following are to stand as additional regula-
tions :-
1. Persons desirous of lodging money in the. Govern-
ment Savings Banks, and who, by reason of residing at
too great a distance from the nearest Branch Office, are
precluded from depositing in the manner prescribed by
clause 3 of the regulations, may remit their deposit by
post direct to the Treasury. The Government will,
however, undertake no responsibility under this clause,
in the event of the remittance miscarrying.
2. In order to meet the convenience of persons resid-
ing at a distance from Brisbane, and to save a long
course of post, depositors so circumstanced may, in
future, make application to withdraw the whole or any
portion of their deposits by electric telegraph message,
at the reduced uniform charge of one shilling. The
depositor will be required to sign the usual withdrawal
notice in the presence of a Savings Bank Officer, by whom
the message will be forwarded to the Treasury ; but no
officer' is to forward such message unless the depositor is
personally known to him, or unless he produces satis-
factory evidence that lie is the person entitled to the
withdrawal.
By His  Excellency' s Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
The Treasury,
- Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executiv Council, has been pleased
to direct, in accordance with the provisions of Act
29 Victoria, No. 18, that the undermentioned
Offices shall be open on and after the 1st January,
1866, for the
Receipt of Proposals for the Insurance of Lives
under Government guarantee ; and for the
Purchase of small Government Annuities or
Monthly Allowances,-viz.:
BRISBANE,
IPSWICH,
MARYBOROUGH,
ROCKHAMPTON,
TOOwOOMBA.
At any of the Offices named, Life Insurances and
Annuities may be purchased from the Government
by persons between the ages of 16 and 60,-either
by one immediate payment or by annual, quarterly,
,or monthly payments, as may be convenient to thepurchaser.
Additional Offices will be opened as required.
All information, and the necessary forms of Pro,
posal, &c., can be obtained on application at any of
the above Offices.
Freeney , M atthew ... Traveller's Hotel  ...  Woogaroo
Freeney ,  31art ri ited;a floa Ditto By  His  Excellency's Command,Haurahan ,  Patrick  H.  dedbank Ilo t,el  ... Ditto
;'ieid, li I4 .  Junles  ...  1'riiieo of 11 alga Hotel I  Ditlu R. G. W. HERBERT.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT - SAVINGS
B.1NKS.BRANCHES of the above Bank are now open
at Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury, -
Queensland, 17th January, 1866.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BR ISBANE
.OR SYDNEY AND BATAVIA Oil SINGA-
PORE,  VIA  TORRHS' STRAITS.
rHE Queensland Government having in con-
templation the establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  via  Torres' 'traits and Singapore, sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until MON-
DAY, the 25th June, 1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly, for a period of three
or five years, from and to -Brisbane and Batavia,
calling at Port Denison and Cape York.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore and Sydney ; and separate
offers will be received for Monthly Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York, and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of Ist and 2nd class, the tonnage, horse-
power, and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether propelled by screw or paddles ; also
to state the time at which the service can be
commenced.
The Contract will. embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being; laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
The Contractor and two sureties (whose signa-
tures must be attached to the Tender) will be
required to enter into a bond for the due perform-
ance of the Contract.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or by apply ng to d essrs. J ulyan
and Sergeaunt, Crown Agents, 6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
. Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable theColonial 'Treasurer, B isbane, and marked " Tender
for the Coii,eyance of Mails via Torres' Straits."
JOSHITA P. BELL.
Attorney-General's Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1866.
NOTICE TO MAG-ISTRATES.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceH
of the lixeeutive Council, directs it to be
notified, for the guidance of Magistrates, that
prisoners must in future be committed for trial
before the Circuit Court, if appointed to be holden,
and there is time to bring the prisoners before it
previous to a sitting of the District Court in. its
Criminal Jurisdiction, although the latter Court
may be competent to try the offenders.
in cases committed for trial before the District
Court., the depositions must be sent to the -Registrar
of the Court in which the trial is to take place.
By His Excellency's Command,
CllAi;,.l.$< L11,LEY.
A LTER ATIO N S in Time Table of Arrival and
Despatch of Inland Mails, consequent on
change of Ipswich and Grandchester Railway Time
Table, commencing from the Ist February. .
Brisbane and Ipswich.-Leave  Brisbane every day
(Sunday excepted) at 5.15 a.m. and 1 p.m. ; arrive at
Rocky Waterholes 6 a.m. and 1.40 p.m. ; Oxley 6.15 a.m.
and 2 p.m. ;  at Goodna 7.15 a.m. and 3 p.m.; and at
Ipswich 8.30 a.m. and 4.15 p.m. Leave Ipswich every
day (Sunday excepted) at 6 a.m. and 2 p.m.; arriving at
Goodna 7.15 a.m. and 3°15 p.m. ; at Oxley Creek at 8
a.m. and 4 p.m.; Rocky Waterholes and at Brisbane
9.15 a.m. and 5.30 p.m.
Ipswich-, Grandchester, and Toowoomba.-Leave  Ips-
wich daily iSunday excepted), by train, 9 a.m. ; arrive
at Grandchester 10.15 a.m. ; leave Grandchester, by
coach, 10.30 a.m. ;  arrive at Laidley 11.15 a.m., Gatton
1 p.m., and at Toowoomba 5 p.m. Leave Toowoomba
daily (Sunday excepted) at 5.45 a.m. ; arrive at Gatton
9 a.m., Laidley 10.45 a.m., Grandchester  11'45  a.m. ; Leave
Grandehester, per Vain, noon, and arrive at Ipswich
1.15 p.in.
Tooevoomba and Drayton.-Leave  Toowoomba daily
;Sunday excepted) at  5-30 p.m., or after arrival of
mails ; arrive at Drayton 6 p.m. Leave Drayton at
8.30 p.m. (Saturday 8 p.m.), and arrive at Toowoomba
at 9 p.m.
Toowoomba and Dolby.-Leave  Toowoomba, Monday,
Thursday, and Saturday, at 6 a.m., and arrive at Dalby
same days at 6 p.m. Leave Dalby every Sunday,
Wednesday, and Friday, at 6 a.m., and arrive at
1oowoomba same days at 6 p.m.
The Mails which formerly arrived at Brisbane at
9.15 a.m., will now arrive at 5.3t) p.m. the previous
day ; and the time of closing the mails at this
office will be 6 p.m. instead of noon.
THOS. L. MURRAY PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
PORT CURTIS.UNTIL the 5th 'Order Dioptric Light iserectedon Gateombe Head, a temporary Catoptric
Light will, on and after this date be exhibited
between sunset and sunrise at an elevation of about
fifty feet above the sea, from that part -of the head-
land which lies directly opposite the Oyster Rock.
Vessels entering Port Curtis at night, by the
North Channel, should bring this light to bear about
S.W. by W.2 W., being careful to keep it well
open of, and to avoid the rocks which extend out
from, Settlement Point.
By Order of the Marine Board,
G. P. REATH, Lieut.  R.N.,
Port Office, Portmaster.
Brisbane, 15th January, 1866.
Police Department,
Brisbane, 29th January, 1866.
I1HE undermentioned Horses, now in the pos-
session ession  of the Police, Bowen, will be sold on
the 1st of ]\/fay, unless previously claimed.
One bay mare, branded m over N near shoulder.
One cream-colored pony, CM offshoulder.
T. H. BARRON,
Pro  Commissioner of Police.
LAND SALE  AT WARWICK,  6vu MARCH, 1866.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatthe land proclaimed to be  offered  for sale at
Warwick, on the 6th day  of March, 1866, is with-
drawn.
A. C. GR EGOPRY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1866.
Sheriff 's Office,
Brisbane , 25th  January, 1866.
ROBERT  K ER  MACNISH ,  Esquire, of Bris-
bane, Solicitor ,  has been appointed UnderSheriff for the Colony of Queensland.
ARTHUR E. H ALLORAN,
Sheriff.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1866.
1
THE following  G eneral Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK OF AUSTRALASIA,  within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, during the QUARTER from the
1st OCTOBER to 31st DECEMBER,  1865, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK of AUSTRALASIA within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, taken from the several Weekly Statements
during the Quarter from the 1st OCTOBER to the 31st DECEMBER, 1865.
'LIABILITIES. AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOUNT .  TOTALS.
£ s. d. , £ s. d.  £  s.  J.  £ s. d.
Notes in Circulation (Not bearing  Interest ... ... ... 22 ,439 '4 6Bearing Interest ,..
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest ... ... ... 4,314 3 10t Bear in g Interest  ... ........,
Balance due to other Banks ,,,
ts Not bearing Interest ... ... 56 ,693 11 0De1. si
""""""". IBearing Interest  ... ... ... 29,548 1 0
Total Amount of Liabi lities
Amount  of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ... ...
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of  the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ...
Amount of the  Reserved Profits after declaring such Dividend
22,439 4 6 Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined  Metals ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ...
Landed Property ,.. .,,
4,314 3 10 Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ...
Balances  due from other Banks
Amount of all
 Debts due to
 the Bank, including Notes,
.. , .. , ... Bi ll s of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes ,
 Bills, and
........ Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
86,241 12 0
£ 112,995 0 4 Total Amount of Assets...
1,200,000 0 0
6 per et. per ann., and
bonus of 8 per ct .  per ann.
68,250 0 0
351,065 2 5
£ 298,600 2 7
EDWARD R .  DRURY ,  Manager.
JOSH. B. DIXON, Accountant.
I, Edward Robert Drury ,  make oath ,
 that to the best of my knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
rani;, during the period specified ;
 and that the same was. made up from the Weekly Statements thereof ,
 kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
17,247 13 9
9,000 0 0
653 15 10
271,698 13 0
Sworn before me, at Brisbane ,  this 7th day of February ,  1866. EDWARD
 It.  DRURY.
J. S. TURNER,  Justice of the Peace.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1866.
SHE following Ge eral Abstract of the Average Amount f the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK, within theColony Of QUEENSLAND, during theQUABTEL
from the ] St OCTOBER to the 30th DECEMBER, 1865, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STocx BANK, in the Colony of QUEENSLAND, taken from the several Weekly Statements
during the QUARTER from the 1st OcTOnnu to 30th DECEMBER, 1865.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation {Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ..,
Bills in Circulation.. (Not bearing Interest ...i Bearing Interest ...
Balances due to other Banks ... ... ...
Deposits ...... ....... Not bearing Interest ... ... ..... Bearing Interest ... ... ...
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ...
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
49,930.6 6
842 10 6
99 ,065 14 11
49,678 8 8 148,744 3 7
... ... £ 199,517 0 7
ASSETS.
£ s. d. £ s.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals- 26,027 17Gold and Silver in Bullion orBars ... ... ... 4,342 19
Landed Property ... ... ... ... 19,502 5
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ... 2,159 0
Balances due from other Banks ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the Quarter ended 30th Dec., 1865 ' 574,810 0 0
10 per cent. per annum,
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... and bonus of 21 per
cent, per annum.
Amount of the last Dividend declared ..: ... ... ... ... ... ... 31,250 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 92,624 8 8
d.
4
9
3
7
425,775 16  9
£ 477,807 19 8
EDWARD GRIFFITH,  pro  Manager.
ROBERT STERLING,  pro  Accountant.
I, Edward Griffith, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
Bank, in the Colony of Queensland, during the period specified; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and
Council of New South Wales, 4 Victoria ,
 No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane ,  this 7th day of  February,  1866 . EDWARD GRIFFITH.
.LEwls A. BEBNAYS,  Justice of the Peace,
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The Treasury,
Queensland ,  8th February, 1866.THE following  List of Tenders accepted for the conveyance of Post Office Mails ,  commencingJanuary ,  1866, is published for general information.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Contractor.
2 Edward Clegg,  South Brisbane
4 Edward Clegg ... ... ...
5 Alfred slaughter, Sandgate ...
6 Hiram Barnes, Brisbane ...
8 Hiram Barnes ... ... ...
9 Rodger Mara, Toowoomba ...
10 Abraham Hartley, Jondaryan
11 Hilliam Robertson, Dalby ...
33 Edward Wallace, Condamine
14 William Robertson ..,
15 William Robertson, Dalby ...
16 William Robertson ...
17 James McCorley, Wallann
18 F. and J. Flanagan
21 John Aspinall, Warwick
23 Henry Symes, Leyburn
24 Matthew Liddy, Warwick ... ...
27 Edward Wallace, Condamine ...
28 William Robertson, Dalby ...
29 J. Morgan and L. Roberts, St. George
31 William Robertson, Dalby ...
32 Matthew Maher, Goondiwindi ...
33 James McCawley, Goondiwindi ...
37 Donald Hood, Gayndah
38 John Nolan, South Brisbane... ...
41 Henry Foran, Rockhampton ... ...
42 James Worthington, Gladstone ...
44 Arthur Mackenzie, St. Lawrence ...
45 F. and J. Flanagan ... ...
46 Arthur Mackenzie ... ... ...
47 John Cook, Bigge's  Camp ... ...
48 John Cook .,, ...
49 F. and J. Flanagan ... ...
50 Henry Isles, Springsure ... ...
51 John Cook, Bigge's Camp ,,.
52 John Cook
54 Rowland Wicks, Clermont ... ...
65 John Cook ... .. ...
55 F. and J. Flanagan, Rockhampton ...
58 John O'Rielly, Mackay... ... ...
Service-from and to.
Brisbane and Cleveland, by horse, once a week
Brisbane and Narang Creek, by horse, once a week ...
Brisbane and Sandgate, by horse, once a week ...
Brisbane and Ipswich, by four-horse coach, twice n day, &e, .
Bigge's Camp and Toowoomba, by four-horse coach, daily '.,.
Toowoomba and Drayton, by horse, daily ... ,..
Toowoomba and Dalby, by four-horse coach, three times a week
Dalby and Condamine, by four-horse coach, twice a week ...
Roma and Forest Vale, by horse, once a week ... .,, ...
Mitchell Downs and Charleville, by horse, once a week ...
Charleville and the Commissioners' (Barcoo River), by horse,
fortnightly
Charleville and Rutherford's, by horse, fortnightly... .., .,.
Condamine and Taroom, by horse, once a week ... 1866
"' 1867
Rockhampton and Taroom, part coach part horse, once a week...
Toowoomba and Maryland (N. S. W.), by horse, once a week ...
Toowoomba and Goondiwiudi, by horse, once a week .., ...
Warwick and Western Creek, by horse, once a week ... ...
Condamine and Surat, by horse, once a week ... ... ...
Surat and St. George, by horse, once a week... ... ... ...
St. George, Mungindi, and Yarrowa, by horse, once a week ...
Western Creek and St. George, by horse, once a week ... ...
Dalby and Goondiwindi, by horse, once week .
Goondlwiiidi and Stungindi, by horse, once a week ... ...
Gayndah and Taroom, by horse, once a week ... ... • ..,
Maryborough and Gayndah, by two-horse coach, twice a week ...
Gladstone and Rockhampton, by horse, once a fortnight...
Gladstone and Gold Fields (Calliope), by horse, once a week
Rockhampton and St. Lawrence, by horse, once a week .. .
Westwood and Clermont, by horse, once a week ... ...
St. Lawrence and Nebo, by horse, once a fortnight... ...
Bowen and Nebo, by horse, once a fortnight
Bowen and Burdekin, by horse, once a fortnight ... ...
Westwood and Springsure, by horse, once a week ... ...
Springsure and Barcoo, by horse, once a week ...
Strathmore and Natal Downs, by horse fortnightly ...
Mount McConnelland Bully Creek, by horse, fortnightly..,
Clermont and Beaufort, by horse, once a fortnight..
Burdekin and Richmond Downs, by horse, once a fortnight
Marlborough and Lilly Vale, by horse, once a week ,.,
Logan Downs and Clermont, by horse, once a fortnight .. .
CONTRACTS,  1865-TO TERMINATE  31ST DECEMBER, 1866.
Contractor.
I New South Wales contract
3 James Shield, Moggill • ... ...
7 C. J. West, Maryborough ... ...
12 W. Robertson, Dalby ... ,..
19 Louis Raflln, Roma .. ... ...
20 George Pearce, Ipswich ,,,
22 Thomas Birch, Ipswich .. ...
25 Henry Symes, Leyburn
26 Wockner and Carmody, Toowoomba
30 W. Langley, St. George ..,
34 Power and Connolly ,  Gayndah
35 Patrick Callum, Gayndah ...
36 W. Robertson ,  Dalby...
39 W. H .  Fry and Son ,  Gayndah
40 Power and Connolly , Gayudah
43 Donald Hood ,  Gayndah
60-53 Scott Bros., Valley of Lagoons,
56 John O'Rielly, Mackay ,,,
57 John O'Rielly  ... .., ,..
Service-from and to.
Amount per No.
Annum. of Years.
.3810 0 Two.
139 0 0 Two.
40 0 0 Two.399 10  0 One.
698 5 0 One.
90 0 0 Two.
350 0 0 Two.
600 0 0 Two.
180 0 0 Two.
320 0 0 Two.
240 0 0  Two.
250 0 0 Two.
235 0 0
} Two.240 0 0
480 0 0 Two.
185 0 0 OneorTwo.
300 0 0 One.
140 0 0 Two.
175 0 0 Two.
170 0 0 Two.
340 0 0 One.
275 0 0 Two.
170 0 0 One.
180 0 0 Two.
265 0 0 Two.
600 0 0 Two.
155 0 0 Two.
80 0 0 Two,
450 0 0 One.
370 0 '0 Two.
210 0 0 One.
300 0 0 Two.
340 0 0 Two.
500 0 0 Two.
400 0 0 Two.
300 0 0 Two.
300 0 0 Two.
155 0 0 One.
350 •0 0 Two.
300 0 0 One.
70 0 0 One.
Amount per,
Annum.
£  8.  0. '
Brisbane and Casino .., ... .... ... ... ... .. Not yet known.
Brisbane and Moggill, by horse, once a week ... ... 45 0 0
Brisbane and Maryborough, by horse, once a week ... ... 200 0 0
Condamine and Roma, by two-horse coach, once a week... ... 400 0 0
Taroom and Roma, by horse, once a fortnight ... ,,. 239 0 0
Ipswich and Warwick, by horse, twice a week ... ... ... 470 0 0
Ipswich and Nanango, by horse, once a week ... ... ... 260 0 0
Leyburn and Ashford, by horse, once a week ... ... ... 200 0 0
Toowoomba and Nanango, by horse, once a-week .., ,., .., 175 0 0
St. George and Curriwillinghi, by horse, once a fortnight ... ... 140 0 0
Dalby and Gayndah, by horse, once a week ... ... ... 300 0 0
Gayndah and Nanango, by horse, once a week ... ... ... 220 0 0
Gayndah and Banana, by horse, once a week ... ... ... 225 0 0
Gayndah and Walla, by horse, once a week ... ... ,., 90 0 0
Maryborough and Gladstone, by horse, once a week 340 0 0
Gladstone and Banana, by horse, once a fortnight... .., ,.. 170 0 0
Cardwell and Valley of Lagoons, by horse, once a month ... ... 130 0 0
Mackay and Nebo, by horse, once a fortnight .. ... ... 150 0 0
Nebo and Avon Downs, by horse, once a fortnight., ... ... 186 13. 4
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1866.
PRE-EMPTIVE PURCHASE APPROVED.
TT is hereby notified, that His Excellency-the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, hasbeen pleased to approve of the undermentioned person being allowed to purchase, under his Pre-
emptive Right, the portion f land specified against his name.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
A pplicant. Name of Run. Area. Price, Survey.
Acres. £ £ s. d.
P. J. Piggott . ... ,.. Auburn No. 1 ... ... 320 320 Nil.
Deed Fee.
£ s. d.
1 10 0
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NOW READY FOR PUBLICATION,
AT THE GOVERNMENT PRINTING Ovrici , BRISBANE,
A
SERIES  of THIRTEEN PLATES,'Engraved
on Copper, showing the whole of the
TWENTY-TWO ELECTORAL DISTRICTS
of the Colony of Queensland, viz.:-
PLATE No. 1.-EAST AND WEST MORETON'
AND THE EASTERN, WESTERN, AND NORTH-
ERN DOWNS, with portion of the LEICHHARDT
and WIDE BAY DISTRICTS. Showing Towns,.
Railways, Electric Telegraph Lines, Principal Bush
Roads and Tracks, Rivers, Creeks, Ranges, Agricultural
and Village  Reserves,  Boundaries of Surveyed Areas,
Principal Squatting Stations, &c., &c., with more than
200 miles of Coast ; also Bays, Ports, Islands, &c.,
according to the most recent Surveys. Scale, 16 miles
to 1 ,inch size, 27 inches by 20 inches. Printed on fine
paper, and colored. Price 2s. per copy.
PLATE No. 2. - PORT CURTIS DISTRICT,
Showing extensive Coast Line of upwards of 250 miles,
extending from Ranges near Kolan River on the south,
northerly to Mackay on the Pioneer River, with Towns,
Roads, Telegraph Lines, -Squatting Stations, &c., com-
plete. Scale, 16 miles to 1 inch ; size 27 inches by 20
inches. Printed on fine paper, and colored. Price
Is. 6d. per copy.
PLATE No. 3. - WIDE BAY AND BURNETT
DISTRICTS. Engraved to same scale and uniform
with Plates Nos. 1 and 2. Price Is.
PLATE No. 4.-MARANOA, LEICHIARDT, AND
CLERMONT DISTRICTS. 'Engraved to the scale of
30 miles to 1 inch ; colored, and printed on fine paper.
Price  Is.
PLATE No. 5.-MITCHELL AND WARREGO.
DISTRICTS. Scale, 30 miles to 1 inch ; complete as
above. Price.1s.
PLATE No. 6.-KENNEDY DISTRICT. Scale, 30
miles to 1 inch. Price 1s.
PLATE No. 7.-TOWNSHIPS OF DRAYTON AND
TOOWOOMBA, AND SUBURBS. Engraved to the
scale of 20 chains to 1 inch ; printed on fine paper, and
colored. Price 1s.
PLATE No. 8.-TOWN AND SUBURBS OF ROCK-
HAMPTON. Finished same as Toowoomba and Dray-
ton. Scale, 20 chains to one inch ; colored.' Price Is.
PLATE No. 9. - WARWICK AND SUBURBS.
20 chains to 1 inch ; colored. Price Is.
PLATE No. 10.-MARYBOROUGH AND SUB-
URBS. 20 chains to 1 inch ; colored. Price is.
PLATE No. 11. - IPSWICII AND SUBURBS.
Showing original Government Allotments in Town and
Suburbs, Purchasers' Names, Areas, Roads, Railway
Terminus, Reserves for Public Buildings and Recreation,
&c., &c. Scale, 18 chains to 1 inch ; size, 22 inches by
28 inches; colored; and printed on fine paper. Price 2s.
PLATE No. 12. -  BRISBANE  AND SUBURBS,
including Electoral Districts of North Brisbane, Forti-
tude, Valley, and South Brisbane, Kangaroo Point,  &c.;
with Roads; Reserves, Town and Suburban Allotments,
Names of Purchasers from the Crown, &c., &c. Scale, 8
chains to 1 inch; printed on fine paper, and neatly
colored. Price 2s.
PLATE No. 13.-SKETCH MAP OF THE COLONY
OF QUEENSLAND. Showing Electoral and Pastoral
Districts, Telegraph Lines, Postal Routes, &c., &c., &c. ;
colored. Price 2s.
ATLAS OF QUEENSLAND.
The whole of the above Maps can be had com-
plete in an ATLAS, with an ADDITIONAL
PLATE, showing the situation of Queensland in
the group of Australian Colonies, and to the
continents of India, China, Netherlands India, &c.,
&c., with existing and proposed Steam Routes and
Telegraphic Lines intended to connect Queensland
direct with Great Britain, India, China, &c., &c.
Price, in cloth cover, complete, 12s. 6d.
Published at the Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, Queensland.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Brisbane ,  1st February, 1866.
General Post Office,
Brisbane , 28th  January, 1866.
No. 12.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF DECEMBER, 1865.
PARTIES applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, Brisbane, are requested togive the correct number of the List in w ich they may have observed their Nam s, as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Parties in the Country making written applications should accompany such applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission ; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission  of Letters.
THOS. L. MURRAY PRIOR,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is open for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m. to Four p.m.; on Saturday, from Ten a.m, to One p.m.
A. 14 Battersby A. E., Port Denison o
1 Leyburn u k 15ABRAHAM Denis Baxter J. H., Toowoomba c
2
,
Bowen c, 16Abbs It. Beard James, Toowoomba e
3
,
Adams J. A., Port Denison o 17 Beard Win., Toowoomba c
4 Alderson It. D., Port Denison c 18 Beere Robert, Main Range c
5 Ipswich c 19Allan James Bennett Henry, Ipswich e
6
,
Amos Charles, Port Denison t 20 Bennett Thos., Ipswich c
7 Toowoomba C 21Anderson David Benwell Frank, Binbian o and u k (2)
8
,
Anderson Margaret, Bigge's Camp c 22 Besward -, Toowoomba c
9 Toowoomba c 23Anderson Thomas Billingsley Wm., Ipswich c (2)
10
,
Andrews Mrs. Wm., Ipswich s 24 Bird John, Bigge's Camp c
11 Archer Alex., Bowen e 25 Bishop Win., Toowoomba c (2)26
" "
Ipswich cBlack Adam12 Armstrong Henry, per Commodore Perry, ,27Wombo u k (4) Black James, Ipswich c
13 Ashcroft James, Ipswich u k 28 Black J. I. J., Moorambill Station s
14 Atkin John, Toowoomba c 29 Black Kingsborough, Bigge's Camp c30 Blaine - Redbank c15
16
Atkinson James J. 0., Port Denison s (4)
Avendorpp J. P., Ipswich in 31
,
Blennerhassett Richard, Toowoomba in
32 Blyth and Schofield Undullah c
B. 33
,
Bond Mrs., Toowoomba in
1 BAINBRIDGE, Robert B., Toowoozniba c 34 Bourke J,, Toowoomba c
2 . Baird Joseph, Port Denison n z 35 Bourke Sarah, Ipswich c
3 Baker -, Bowen c 36 Bowden (pilot), Broadsound c
4 Ball George, Ipswick u k 37 Bowman John W., Arronfield o c
5 Banks Miss Mary Jane, Ipswich t 38 Bradley John, Main Range c
6 Banks R., Main Range u k 39 Bradshaw -, Main Lange c
7 Barkwell W., iroadsound c 40 Bray Friend, Toowoomba o c
8 Barlow C., Drayton c 41 Breen D., Toowoomba c
9 Barnet John, Ipswich u k 42 Breen Thos., Cumkilenbar c (2)
10 Barrett Thomas, Toorv oomba e 43 Bridge Ezra, Dalby u k
11 Barrett Mrs. E., Ipswich c 44 Broadfoot W., Drayton c
12 Barrie, Alex., Card well in (2) 45 Brosin Jol,n, Cenda.mine c
13 Barihclcm,)' tJharles, Bowen A  40 Brown .lanes, Wcllto;vn n z
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47 Brown J., Ipswich c 32 Dupel H., Felton c
48 Browning Rd., Campbell's Gully c 33 Dwyer Martin, Ipswich c49 Bowen u k (3)Bryden James Little
50
,
Toowoomba oBergin James E.
51
,
Ipswich u kBull George 1 EARLE Miss, Toowoomba c
=52
,
Burke John Dalby m 2 Edwards A. D., Ipswich m
53
,
Chinchilla cBurke Matthew 3 Edwards J. P., Ipswich u k
54
,
Burley F Oxley s 4 Edwards J. R., Cardowano
55
.,
Burn W. C., Toowoomba o 5 Elwell H. G., Ipswich c
56 Mount Cecil cBurnett Thos. 6 Elliott  William,  Goondiwindi s (2)
57
,
Toowoomba c 7Burns Charles Elliott William, Leyburn s
58
,
Toowoomba c 8Burns John Ellison John, Wombo s, 9
'
Eskel Geor Toowoomba ce59 s Camp c (3)Burt T. J., Bigge g ,
60 Westbrook u k 10Buschel Wm. Esmond J., Waverley c (2)
61
,
Toowoomba c 11Butler E. Evans -----.-,Boot Hill Creek c
62
,
Toowoomba c 12Butler Geo. Evans Herbert, St.  Lawrence s
63
,
c 13Butler John Ipswich Ewing Thos., Ipswich u k
64
, ,
Byrnes  J., Wallambilla c 14 Ewington Dr., Leyburn c
15 Ewington Dr. W. Bowen o c
1
C.
CALLAGHAN John, Toowoomba c
,
F.
2 Callan John, Vaverloy u k 1 FAYR W. J., Ipswich o c
3 Cameron Donald 0., Ipswich c'(2) 2 Farley N., Toowoomba c
4 Campbell Edward, Toowoomba s 3 Faulker John Plowman, Ipswich c
5 Campbell James, Oxley Creek c 4 Fay Michael, Port Denison c
6 Camps Daniel, Bowen o  5 Feather John, Ipswich o c
7 Cannings Wm., Limestone s 6 Feeney John, Ipswich u k
8 Carbury Agnes, Oxley Creek c 7 Felton Mrs., Ipswich c
9 Ca.rdew.Pollet, Toowoomba c 8 Ferguson James, Oxley Plains s
10 Carey James, Ipswich c 9 Fielding Joshua, Condamine c
11 Carnelly John, Gibbon's Camp u k 10 Finch Edward James, Mackenzie River c (2)
12 Carney Sergeant 0., Port Denison f 11 Finch Mrs. W., Bandamba c
13 Cattle George, Bowen u k 12 Finigan John, Toowoomba e
11 Cellos Mrs. M., Goondiwindi u k 13 Fischer David,,Bowen c
15 Chadwick Robert N., Toowoomba u k (3) 14 Fisher Thomas, Toowoomba e
16 Challards Henry, Bowen c (2) 15 Fitzgerald James, Bowen c
17 Chapman It., Toowoomba u k 16 Fitzgerald Jeremiah, Main Range u k
18 Clare Mrs. Christy, Drayton c 17 Flanaghan Thomas, Ipswich c
19 Clark Andrew, Ipswich e (2) 18 Flannery Mrs. Mary, Ipswich u k
20 Clark Robert, Cooyar c 19 Flanery Thomas, Toowoomba c
21 Clifford Patrick, Itedbank c 20 Fleming P., Toowoomba c
22 Cocking Geo., Bigge's Camp u k 21 Fleming Wm., Port Denison s
23 Cohen J., Maryborough s 22 Flin Johana, Toowoomba c
24 Conery Edmond, Maryborough s 23 Fluke Thomas, Toowoomba c
25 Connell Martin, MarlboroyF'gh o 24 Forbes Alex.,. Ipswich c
26 Conokey Michael, Westbrook c 25 Fogler Joseph, Toowoomba c
27 Cool Edward, Toowoomba c 26 Forrest Wm., Gulnabar u k
28 Cook Edward, Toowoomba u It (5) 27 Frail Nathan, Canal Creek m and u k (2)
29 Cooke James, Port Denison c- 28 Francis James, Toowooniba c (2)
30 Corn Charles, Bigge's Camp c 29 Frazer Rachel, Rockhampton u k (2)
31 Costerta Henry, Bowen c (2) 30 Fry Henry, Toowoomba e
32 Coxen W. H., Dalby c 31 Futeher James, Dalby o
33 Cox W Bowen c
34
.,
Crough Mrs., Drayton c G.
35 Crouch - Condamine e 1 GARDONI Mrs. T., Ipswich c
36
,
Bigge's Camp eCrow - 2 Garter W., Bowen c
-
37
, Toowoomba cCullen Patrick 3 Gillespie Francis, Ipswich u k
38
,
Currie James, Redbank Plains c 4 Gilles John, Toowoomba c
39 Curry Patrick Ipswich f 5 Gillman and Jones, Holmes' Camp c
'
,
6 Gilbert F. W. Ipswich cD. 7 ,Girard Leopold ., Bowen s (2)
1 DANIEL Samuel, Felton u k 8 Goodwin Wm., Bigge's Camp e
2 Dart -, Oxley c 9 Goodyer N., Toowoomba c
3 Davidson Alfred, Ipswich u k 10 Gordon Jane, Port Denison u k
4 Davidson Jaines, Toowoomba s 11 Gosslin Graves, Port Denison u k
5 Davidson James William, Warroo u It 12 Graham Iiobt., Ipswich c
6 Davis George, Salisbury Plains c 13 Greaves Edwin, Ipswich u k
7 Davis John, Mount Brisbauc ii k 14 Green Mrs. James, Ipswich c
8 Davies Richard, Port Denison in (2) 15 Gremer Wm., Toowoomba e
9 Davison Mrs., Ipswich u k 16 Griffiths John, Gowrie s
10 Day It., Juandah c 17 Grosvenor Rev. F., Bowen c (2)
11 Dean James, Ipswich u k 18 Guille C. W., Bowen c
12
.
Bowen u liDee  Mary  Margaret
13
,
Dell Charles,  Dalby c H.
14 Dell Charles, Chinchilla u k 1 HADOW F. M., Toowoomba c
15 Dellaway John, Oxley Crook c  2 Hall Ellen, Eton Vale u k
16 Dempsey John, Ipswich s 3 Hall -, Port Denison c
17 Dempsey Matthew, Drayton c 4 Halloran L. H., Port Denison s (2)
18 Dempsey Michael, Felton e 5 Halloran Reginald E., Port Denison s (2)
19 Devlin Richard, Toowoomba n k 6 Hallornon P., Port Denison c .
20 Dewhurst Mrs. James, Toowoomba c 7 Halpin John, Wallambilla c (2)
21 Dill John, Burdekin River u k (2) 8 Ham Win., Drayton c
22 Doen F., Canara o 9 Hanrahan A., Condamine c (2)23Dogan Ann, Bowen e 1.0 Hand Ellen, Drayton c
24 Doonan James, Westbrook e 11 Handly John, Toowoomba s
25 Doonan William, Ipswich ii k 12 Hanlin James, St. George c
26 Douglas Morton, Toowoomba u if 13 Hanlin Michael, Toowoomba c
27 Doyle James, Moggill c 14 Hannon Mrs. E., Ballard's Camp s
28 Draper E., Ipswich n z 15 Hannon W., Toowoomba o c
29 Dunne Thomas, Condamine s 16 Hanran , Gibbons' Camp c
30 Dunning John, Ballard's Camp n k 17 Hanvin Paul, Port Denison c
31 Dunstan 1). W., Moogooii (?) e  i  18 .Hardman John, Condamine o
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19 Harney Thos., Ipswich c 6 Larmouth Robert, Oxley u k
20 Harris Thos., Drayton s 7 Leaver Walter, Bigge's Camp c
21 Hartung _, Toowoomba c 8 Lebat F., Bowen c
22 Hays Mrs. C., Port Denison c 9 Lebranft Chris., Toowoomba c
23 Head Wm., Toowoomba c 10 Lee Henry, Ipswich u k
24 Hefferlen Miss Rose, Toowoomba c 11 Lentfer Heinrich, Ipswich o
25 Heffernen T., Seven-mile Creek c 12 Lewis George, Sandy Creek c
26 Heilbron A. G., St. George's Bridge s (5) 13 Lewis John, Toowoomba m
27 Heimes John, Ipswich c 14 Linnon John, Ipswich c
28 Henright Thos., Toowoomba c 15 Lloyd Edward, Drayton s
29 Hesling Thos., Toowoomba c 16 Lloyd Henry, Toowoomba c
30 Hibbert John, Oxley u k 17 Loa Ah Kun (Chinaman), Drayton c (3)
31 Hickey John, Oxley u k 18 Lock James, Port Denison u k (2)
32 Hickrey Michael, Oaky Creek c 19 Loet H. de, Bowen s
33 Higgens James, Toowoomba s 20 Lord Edward, Sonoma c
34 Higgins M. A., Rosewood c 21 Love James, Marlborough o
35 . Hill , Bowen c 22 Loveday Joseph, Dalby c
36 Hill Geo., Drayton c 23 Lowe George, Bigge's Camp c
37 Hill John, Toowoomba s 24 Loyde R., Bowen e
38 Hill John, Condamine u k (2) 25 Lucas James, Toowoomba c
39 Hill J. Hosking, Ipswich u k 26 Lucas J. W., Ipswich u k
40 Holcomb John, Ipswich c 27 Luckman F., Ipswich u k
41 Holmes James, Canal Creek s 28 Lum John Foster, Ipswich c
42 Holmes Dennis, Port Denison c 29 Lynn George, Ipswich u k
43 Holt James Lees, Toowoomba u k 30 Lyons Dr., Ipswich c (2)
44 Holtham Wm., Ipswich u k (2) X.45 Hooke J. L., Toowoomba s 1 MAGUIRE James Toowoomba c46 ,Horan Michael, Glenelg c 2 Maher Jeremiah Toowoomba s47 ,,Horn John, Pikedale f 3 Malloney James Three-mile Creek c48 ,Homan Dr., Dalby c 4 Maner H. Ipswich c49 ,Hornung John C., Ipswich o 5 Manly John Gibbon's Camp in50 ,Horstman J., Bowen o c 6 Manning Miss M. T. Toowoomba c51 ,Hoyle Giles, Toowoomba c 7 Manwaring John Gatton c52 ,Huddart John, Toowoomba c 8 Marsh Samuel, Ipswich c and u k (2)53 Hughes Archibald, Ipswich c 9 Mathon William Ipswich c54 ,Hughes James, Ipswich c 10 May John Toowoomba o c55 ,Hughes Pat., Ballard's Camp u k 11 Meade John, Ipswich u k56 Hume Thos., Port Denison m and u k (3) 12 Mickel William Redhank c57 ,Hunt Benjamin, Ipswich s 13 Miller C. A. Toowoomba c58 ,Hunter Alex., Toowoomba c 14 Miller William, Main Range in
I. 15 Miller Johanna, Warwick u k and c (2)
1 INGLIS J. Allan, Toowoomba s 16 Miller W. A., Ipswich c
2 Inkster Alez., Port Denison u k (2) 17 Miller Edward, Port Mackay c
3 Inkslater A., Port Denison o 18 Miller Peter, Toowoomba e
4 Irving John, Condamine c 19 Mills Thomas, Ipswich u k
5 Irwin  -,  Rockingham Bay c 20 Millen Alexander, Ipswich o
J. 21 Mitchell John, Ipswich u k
1 22 Moffitt W., Felton c and s (2)JARVIS Henry Felton c
2
, 23 Molster John, Bowen sJeames S. Ipswich o
3
, 24 Monighan Mark, Toowoomba cJeffry Robert Bowen u k
4
, 25 Moran Daniel, Alfred o cJenkins Wm Toowoomba e., Ipswich c26 Moran Essy5 ,Jennings John, Toowoomba c and u k (2) 27 Morgan Charles Henry Taabinga u k6 ,Jardin A., Bowen c 28 Morgenwick William Toowoomba c7 ,Johnstone Alexander, Toowoomba c 29 Mosley  - Wallambilla c8
9
,Johnson August, Moggill o
Condamine o 30 Moss James, Ipswich u kJohnson George
10
, 31 Moulder Thomas, Glenelg u k (2)Port Denison u kJones George
11
, 32 Muckrese Miss Betsey, Oxley o c (2)Condamine oJones Mrs M A
12
. . ., 33 Muffey John, Toowoomba cLittle Liverpool Range cJohnson Thomas
13
, 34 Muire Mary, Dalby oJones W. Ipswich c
14
, 35 Mulligan F. B., Dalby and Bowen s (7)
ce Patrick Ipswich u kJo
15
,y 36 Murro  -,  Toowoomba cIpswich Road mJuno Hugh , 37 Munroe Duncan, Toowoomba c
X. 38 Murphy Mrs. Arthur, Ipswich c
1 KANE Bernard, Ipswich c 39 Murphy John, Buarabah c
2 Karle John W., Toowoomba o c 40 Murphy Robert or John, u k
3 Keating Kate 1V., Ipswich u Ic (2) 41 Murray , Wallumbilla c
4 Kelleher John, Toowoomba o 42 Munay Mrs. R., Canal Creek u k (2)
5 Kelly  -,  Toowoomba c 43  Muerl Win., Locleyer Creek o c
6 Kelly John, Toowoomba e 44 Myers W. H., Marlborough c
7 Kenane James, Toowoomba c
8 Downs sKenned W Darlin
9
y ., g 1 McKAY Hugh, Ipswich cToowoomba sKenn-
10
y , 2 McCabe Bernard, Darling Downs u kKennPatrick Dalby c
11
, 3 McCarthur James, Moorslaiad u kKing Thomas Wallan c, 4. McCarthy Rev. G., Dalby c (2)12 Kermode E., Ipswich c 5 McCarthy Martin Bigge's Camp c13 ,Kerrigan Mrs., Toowoomba c 6 McCray Daniel Ipswich c14 ,Ketchless George, Ipswich u k 7 MacDonald Alexander, Bowen c (2)15 Kettlety William, Mackintyre River c 8 MacDonald John, Cressbrook u k (3)16 Kinear , Toowoomba c Bigge's Camp c9 McDonald John17 ,Kippie John, Toowoomba c 10 McDowell James Oxley u k18 ,Kipson John, Dalby c 11 McDougall H. H. St. George c19 Klencher Fritz Coranga c ,
'
, Pucka c (2)12 McDougall J. F., Tucka20 Kreg Franz, Canal Creek in 13 McDowell James, Oxley u k
L. 14 McEntree John, Gibbon's Creek c
1 LAMBAT Captain, Rockhampton c 15 McFagham John, Barrett's Camp c
2 Lamond Charles, Broad Sound e 16 McFarlane  -,  Sandgate e
3 Laurence Mrs., Sutherland's Creek o 17 McGlone John, Ipswich c
4 Law George, Oxley c 18 McGrath D., Ipswich c
5 Leake Henry. Sandlg:ilo o 19 McGrath Thwna lpswich c
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20 McGregor Roderick ,  Sandgate c 23 Riorden  John,  Bowen c
21 McGuinness Peter ,  Seven-mile Creek u k 24 Roberts Michael ,  Condamine c
22 McHugh James, Ipswich u k 25 Robinson John, Bowen e (2)
23 McHugh Neil, Ipswich c 26 Robinson Cornelius ,  Moongoona c
24 McHugh Wm., Port Denison c 27 Robinson E. C., Tucka Tucka c
25 MacKaan -, Toowoomba c 28 Robertson Daniel J., Toowoomba c
26 McLachlan John ,  Ipswich u k 29 Robertson Henry, Bigge's Camp c
27 McLaren John, Gibbon's Camp u k 30 Roe C. E,, Monduran u k
28 McLean David, Spring Creek c 31 Rofey N., Little Ipswich in
29 McLean and Jamieson ,  Victoria Downs c 32 Romph F .  C., Logan c
30 MacLeen Patrick, Five -mile Water c 33 Roolu Geo .  Jas., Ipswich u k
31 McMahon Michael, Toowoomba c 34 Roseveare Miss F. L., Bowen o c
32 McNellie Alex .,  Toowoomba c 35 Ross John ,  Toowoomba s
33 McNerney S., Durah o 36 Ross  Alfred, Ipswich u k
34 McQueen Duncan, Leyburn o 37 Rosse A. S., Mackay s and c (2)
35 McGrath Patk., Merival c 38 Row William ,  Ipswich u k.
36 McQuellan Philip, Toowoomba c 39 Rowe George ,. Toowoomba c
37 McVeigh George, Ipswich u k 40 Rurgmann -, Clifton c
38 McWhirter John, Ipswich u k 41 Ryan John ,  Bowen c
42 Ryan Thomas, Toowoomba u k and c (2)
1
N.
NASH Ellen, Ipswich u k S.
2 Neden -, Gowrie Creek c 1 SALTMARSH Joseph,  Toowoomba o
3 Nehil Thomas ,  Toowoomba c 2 Sampson Henry, Toowoomba u k
4 Nimmo Jas., Ipswich c (2) 3 Sanderson George, Ballard's Camp o c
'5 Noble John, Ipswich u k 4 Sanderson John, Bigge s Camp c
6 North E. D .,  Ipswich c 5 Savery William ,  Toowoomba c
6 Savill Henry ,  Sandgate n z (3)0. 7 Sawers Alexander Dewar Waverley c1 O'CALLAGHAN D., Ipswich c 8
,
Scales John Ipswich u k
2 O'Cavanagh Joseph, Toowoomba c 9
,
Schafer W., Drayton c
3 O'Connor Patrick, Bowen o c 10 Scofield -, Condamine c
4 O'Dea Bridget, Ipswich c 11 Scoot Mrs. John Port Denison u k
5 O'Donnell Manus ,  Leyburn s 12
,
Scott G., Toowoomba c
6 O'Leary Timothy ,  Ipswich n z 13 Scurran Thomas B., Toowoomba o c
7 Olbrite Vinson F., Canal Creek s 14 Seaniger George, Main Range c
8 Oliver J. T., Bowen u k 15
'
Seater Samuel, Port Denison c
9 O Raferty Patrick, Pelican Creek f 16 Shaw Mrs. Thomas, Ipswich c
10 Orchard Edward, Ipswich c (2) 17 Shelton J., Bowen c
11 O'Reilly, Mrs .  Eugene, Port Denison m (2) 18 Shine John, Oaky Creek c
12 O'Rourke Patk., Toowoomba u k 19 Short Job, Ipswich c
13 Orr Thos., Dalby c 20 Short L. F. H., Moonie River u k
14 Orton James, Toowoomba s 21 Simpson Alexander, Toowoomba c and m (2)
15 Osler Edward, Ipswich s (3) 22 Summerfeld Mrs., Ipswich c
16 O'Sullivan Thos., Ipswich u k 23
' '
Skilbeck William, Toowoomba c (2)
17 O Sullivan Cath .,  Bigge s Camp u k 24 Skinner Samuel, Welltown c (2)
P. 25 Smales Mrs., Ipswich c
1 PAGE James ,  Port Denison u k 26 Smith -, Ipswich u k
2 Pearson J. A., Goondiwindi c 27 Smith George, Pikedale c
3 Pearson Mrs. Jas. A., Dalby s 28 Smith George M .,  Felton c
4 Perry E. J. H., Warwick u k 29 Smith H., Primary School Ipswich o c
5 Petzky Chr .,  Canal Creek f 30 Smith John, Port Curtis Road u k
6 Phipps -, near Jondaryan c 31 Smith John, Banana c
7 Philips Joseph, Toowoomba o 32 Smith John, Gibbon's Camp c
8 Philips Robert, Weston Creek u k 33 Smith J. H., Laidley s
9 Pike E. A., Toowoomba c 34 Smith William, Toowoomba c
10 Pocock -, Dalby o c 35 Smith William Joseph, Bowen u k
11 Poole R. T., Port Denison c 36 Snitzerling Henry, Ipswich c
12 Poole George, Ipswich o c 37 Soady J. K., Bowen c (2)
13 Pottingham Julius, Port Denison c 38 Spann Gartner George, Ipswich f
14 Poulden T. G., Ipswich u k 39 Stephens Samuel, Toowoomba u k
15 Power J. J., Ipswich c (2) 40 Stevens Lee W., Toowoomba c
16 Prue John, Port Denison u k 41 Stillwell James, Toowoomba c
42 Stober Jacob, Ipswich u k
Q. 43 Stranks Mrs. Eliza Jane, Zouwoonaba ac k
1 QUINKWAY D., Ipswich c 44 Streff Chris., Ingsden o
2 Quinn Hugh, Bigge's Camp c 45 Stuart W., Westbrook c
3 Quinn Patk., Gibbon's Camp u k 46 Oxley eSuhr Carl H.
R. 47
,
Sullivan Daniel, Pikedale c
1 lbowoomba, u k 48RAMSAY John Sutton It. W., Hillsborougli c
2
,
Bowen u k 49Rankin Riecl. If. Sweeney Patrick, Ipswich c
3
,
Rankin W. H. L., Fort Cooper c 50 Swyny Ti. G., Ipswich s
4 Ipswich in 51Raymond John Symons Dr., Dalby c
5
,
Ready James, Bowen c 52 Symons John, Cardwell u k
6 Reed John and M., Toowoomba o T.
7 Reid James, Ipswich n z 1 TAMM Francis II., Condamine e (2)
8 Reilly Patrick, Pikedale u k 2 Tarte A. A., Dalby o c
9 Renshaw -, Welltown s 3 Taylor Alexander, Ipswich u k
''0 Rewcastle Wm., Port Denison c 4 Taylor Robert, Port Denison o
11 Reynolds Edward, Ipswich u k 5 Taylor Charles, Port Denison o
12 Rice D. N., Ipswich c 6 Tebbett Edward, Toowoomba c
13 Richardson Wm., Toowoomba c 7 Thompson Robert, Sonoma c
14 Riches Samuel, Bigge's Camp c 8 Thomson W., Durah c
15 Richmond Wm., Port Denison u k 9 Thomson Alexander, Bodumba e
16 Riddle Geo., Dalby s 10 Thorne Thomas, Ipswrieh u k (2)
17 Ridgway Walter, Ipswich u k 11 Thrift Samuel, Toowoomba s
18 Reid Thomas, Bowen c 12 Tickner G., Condamine e
19 Rielly James, Toowoomba c 13 Tierney Mrs. l pion, Condamine e
20 Riley James, Drayton Road c 14 Tierney Mary, Toowoomba c
21 Riley C., Toowoomba c 15Toole , Dalby c
22 Bing Robert, Ipswich u k 16 Toward William, Iliggo's Camp c
17 Tra cey James, Liverpool Range e
18 Troy -, Toowoomba c
19, Tuny Patrick, Toowoomba c
20 Turner John, Condamine c
21 Tyler Mrs. I., Ipswich c
22 Twomer Margaret, Ipswich c
U.
1 UHL Heinrich, Toowoomba  c and m (2)
2 Usher Thomas, Redbank s
V.
1 VANZER John, Toowoomba c
2 JTeale Henry, Ipe ich ;f
3 Verey Dr., Toowoomba e
4 Verner Charles, Toowoomba s
5 Vevet H., Dalby c
6 Villane  -,  Ipswich u k
7 Videroni C., Pine Mountain c
W.
I  WABEOTAIZ Thomas, Toowoomba c
2 Waide William, Toowoomba c
3 Wakefield Miss Mary A., Drayton c
4 Wall C., Lockyer's Creek e
5 Walsh Thomas, Toowoomba u k and c (2)
6 Walsh Catherine, Mount Brisbane  is  k
7 Walsh James, Oxley o c
8 Ware Matthew, Dalby c
9 Warstaeller Mrs. J., Town Marie c
10 Watkins  -,  Toowoomba e
11 Watson Robert, Ipswich o e
12 Watson J., Seven-mile Creek c
13 Webb W. H., Marlborough c
14 Wedde Fritz, Arthur Downs c
15 Welap Alexander, Ipswich u k
16 Welch William, Condamine o c
17 Welham -, Toowoomba c
18 Wen John, Condamine
19 Wetherall Charles, Cooroora c
20 White Charles J., Port Denison  is  k (4)
21 Whitehead Henry, Ipswich u k
22 Whitesmith Joseph, Port Denison c
23 Whitly William, Ipswich c
24 Williams J. J., Ballard's Camp c
25 Williamson W. C., Toowoomba  is  k and c (8)
26 Wilmott W., Burrandowan c
27 Willis John, Dalby c
28 Winward Joseph, Toowoomba u k
29 Wise C. B., Ipswich s
30 Waller Thomas, Toowoomba c
31 Woods Daniel, Little Liverpool c
32 Woolcott  -,  Toowoomba c
33 Worr:iald W., Bigge's Camp e
V and Z.
1 YATON James, Cook Bridge Camp u k
2 Yep O'Hoy (Chinaman), Leyburn s
3 ZELBE Alfred, Mount Brisbane c
TOWN ADDRESSED LETTERS.
A.I  ADSETT Aaron, e
2 Allen Mrs. Eliza, u k (2)
3 Anderson Miss M., f
4 Andrews, Mrs. J.,  is  k
5 Arnold David, u k
6 Aspden James, u k (2)
7 Atkins Thos., o c
8 Aughen Patrick, c
B.
1 DABBINGTON Miss Johanna, u k
2 Bailey Peter, u k
3 Bailey Thos. E., m
4 Bain Miss Margaret,  is  k (2)
5 Baker John,  is  k
6 Balding Chas., m
7 Barlow Silvanus, u k
8 Barnicoat S. W., u k
9 Baron C. R. and T., u k
10 Barry James, m
11 Baxter W., u k
12 Bayneswright F., u k
13 Beard Edwin, s
14 Behrends C., c
15 Beilby Thos., u k
16 Beirus Fritz, c
17 Bell Joseph. C
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18 Bennett Miss Elizabeth, c
19 Bishop Henry,  is  k
20 Blackle H., s
21 Blakeney John, u k
22 Blau D., c
23 Bohan Richard, o
24 Boreham T. E., o
25 Booker Richard, s
26 Bourke Catherine, s
27 Bowling Mrs. Kate, a
28 Boyes V. T., s
29 Bradford Thos.,  is  k
30 Braghan Thos., e
31 Brawer Fredk., f
32 Broadhurst William,  is  k33- Books W., c
34 Brown Miss, c
35 Brown Mrs. John,  u k
36 Brown Robert, u k
37 Bown Thos., u k
38 Bruce  -,  c
39 Bryant and Co., s
40 Bryant John, s
41 Buckler R. H., o and c (2)
42 Buckley Mrs. B., o c
43 Bull Thos., s
44 Burns Wm., c45  J3nnater Grosvenor, m
46 Burt Thos., s a
47 Burt Thos. J., s a
48 Burt or Burke J. T., s
49 Bushnell R., c
50 Butcher Captain J. B., u k (2)
51 Byrne  -,  c
C.
1 CAINE David, c
2 Callaghan Francis, s
3 Camble It-., s
4 Campbell Edward, s
5 Campbell James s
6 Carey Miss Mary Anne,  is  k
7 Carrol , s
8 Carruthers James W., c
9 Cash James, e (2)
10 Cass Miss Mary, u k
11 Catterall Frances, it k
12 Chadderton Thos., u k
13 Champion Mrs. Elizabeth, e
14 Chappell llirs., s
15 Chidgey Mrs. J., e
16 Chiddell Edward, m
17 Christie George, m (3)
18 Christiansen Jens, c
k19 Church Charles Edward S.,  is
20 Clark Mrs. Jo., u k
21 Clarke F., u k (2)
22 Clark Thos., u k
23 Clifford Robt., u k
24 Clortin Mrs. J., u k
25 Clow Joseph Charles, u k (3)
26 Clyde J., c
27 Cody Eliza, u k
28 Colbun D., c
29 Coleman John, c
30 Collinan Bridget,  is  k
31 Connell James, :u k
32 Connolly Chas., e
33 Coode Mrs. Jas., s and c (2)
34 Cook Mrs. Anne, c
35 Cookson W. G., u k
36 Cooms Henry, c
37 Coombes Wm., c (2)
38 Corbett James, o c
39 Cormick Thos., o'
40 Coutts Mrs., u k
41 Cowen Wm., m
42 Coxhead A., u k
43 Creen J., c
44 Cripps Chas., s
45 Cross Joseph, s
46 Crowe Patrick, c
47 Crowther Timothy;  is  k
D.
1 DALE James, u k
2 Dalkey Mrs., s
3 Daly Thos., s
4 Davidson Mrs. John, u k
(2)
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5 Davis Evan, .u k 30 Heilbron Morris, c
6 Davis Lewis, u k 31 Hemphill W., m
7 Dempsey Miss Kate, u k 32 Henke Otto, s
8 Devlin J., c 33 Heston James, o
9 Dick John, u k 34 Hill John H., e
10 Dinte H. D., c 35 Hoar Clierebel, c
11 Dillon  0., c 36 Hogan John, c
12 Dixon G., c 37 Holyinore Ferdinand, f
13 Doherty Patrick, o 38 Howe Jane, o
14 Donley Teresa, u k 39 Howert Henry, c
15 Doyle Miss Margaret, c 40 Hughes M. J., u k
16 Driscol Jeremiah, o e 41 Hume James Hill, u k n z and c (3)
17 Duckworth James, c 42 Hunter Charles, c
18 Dunn James, u k 43 Hunter Martha, u k
E. 44 Hurley James, s
1 ELLIOTT James, o 45 Hyde James, f
2 Ellis James, m I. and J.
3 English Mary, u k 1 ISBELL John, u k
4 Erwood Wm., u k 2 JACKSON James, u k (2)
5 Evans Caleb, u k (2) 3 Jackson William, s
6 Eve Mrs., s 4 Jakes Joseph, u k
7 Ewart , c 5 Jarvis T. J., f and u k (2)
F. 6 Jefferies H., c
1 FEATHERSTONE  ,c 7 Jenkins John, o
2 Ferguson Robt., u k 8 Jenkins Dr., c
3 Finn Henry, o c 9 Johnes William, u k
4 Finnimore J. J., s 10 Jones Robert, u k
5 Fitzgibbon -, c 11 Johnsons Henry, u k
6 Fitzpatrick James, u k 12 Johnston John, c
7 Flower Charles, u k K.
8 Fogarty James, c 1 KAGHIE James, c
9 Fox M. A., o c 2 Barney Ellen, u k
10 Francies  -,  c 3 Barney Michael, u k
a. 4 Keegan Philip, u k
1 GAIRNT Jane c 5 Kelby Thomas, m
2
,
Galloway Hon. J. J. u k 6 Kelly M., o (2)
3
,
Garri u kan John 7 Keneyl Martin, c
4
g ,
u kGainer Jose h 8 Kennedy Robert, n z
5
p ,
u kGeorge Arthur V 9 Kennedy Mrs., s
6
.,
George Joseph u k 10 Kennedy .Mrs. A., o e
7
,
Gibbs T. E., u k 1112
Kewley John, u k
n zKeyment Anne J8 Gibson J. W., u k 13
.,
Kieran Mrs John u k9 Gillanders Alex. Thomas, u k 14
. ,
Kilmurz Anne o10 Gleg Thos., c 15
,
King G c (2)11 Glenn Miss Ann, u k 16
_.,
Kinney Mrs u k12 Gordon Samuel, c 17
.,
u kKnight Richard B13 Gorden Mrs. T., c .,
14 Graham Daniel, c L.
15 Greaves Thomas, c 1 LAMP Hugh, 8
16 Green David, u k 2 Langston M., u k
17 Greham William c 3 Lavery William u k
18
,
Griffin  -, 4
,
Layton E. W., s
19 Grigor William, c 5 Leatherlands J., c
20 Gross Konrad, o c 6 Leddy Thomas, c
21 Gschioind Gottlieb, f 7 Lee Mrs. Jane, u k
22 Gwynne William, u k 8 Leenam Mrs. May A., u k
H. 9 Leaser Samuel, u k (2)
1 HADDOCK' William c 10 Lewis Owen, u k
2
,
Haile W. c 11 Lindgrin Andrew, o
3
,
Halford Henry u k 12 Lion Francis, u k
4
,
Halford Robert c 13 Lister William, u- k
5
,
Hall Miss Jane c 14 Long F. C., c, 15 Ludgate Henry u k6 Halloran -, s 16
,
Lynch Mrs u k7 Hamilton Mrs. Benjamin, n z 17
.,
Lyon William u k8 Hannath  -,  u k ,
9 Handell William, u k lY.
10 Handling Michael, s 1 MACK Adam, u k
11 Hanlon and Shields, o e 2 Malone Joseph, c
12 Hannon C., o 3 Maloney Miss Bridget, c
13 Harden H. S., c 4 Mallack Mrs., n z
14 Hargreaves Henry W., u k 5 Marquardt Edward, f
15 Harland  -,  c 6 Marshall  -,  c
16 Harris Thomas, c 7 Martin W., c
17 Harris William, o 8 Martin William Charles, u k (4)
18 Harvey George W., u k 9 Martindale Joseph, c
19 Harward Charles, u k 10 Meadows ----, c
20 Harwood William, u k 11 Meissner , c
21 Hasenchamp -, c 12 Meyers M. E., f
22 Haslingden ----, o c 13 Miller James, u k
23 Hayden Mrs., s 14 Miller John, u k
24 Hays George, s 15 Milligan Joseph, o
25 Hays William, u k 16 Milne s
26 Heavey Thomas, u k (2) 17 Mitchell George, e
27 Heden  -,  c 18 Mitche ll W. G., c (3)
28 Hegans Charles, c 19 Moloney Miss Bridget, e
29 Hegarty Patrick, u k 20 Molloy Patrick, u k
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21 Moody A., c (2) 14 Roberts Mrs. Bridget, u k
22 Moore W. H., u k 15 Robertson Miss Elizabeth, u k
23 Moorehead Mrs. M. A., 0 c 16 Robinson Thomas, m
24 More E., e 17 Rochford Miss, c
25 Morgan John, c 18 Rodgers Mrs. M., u k
26 Morton Dr., c 19 Rundt C. F., in
27 Mott Stephen, s 20 Russell -, c
28 Mulholland Thos., o 21 Russell J. W., c
22 Rutherford -, s
Mc. 23 Ryan John, c
1 McCANN William, u k 24 Ryan John, u k
2 McConnochie David, s a S.
3 McCormack Miss, c 1 SAMBLE, Miss c
4 McCormack Miss Bridget, c 2 Sanders J. C., u k
5 McDermott -, o c 3 Sandford James, u k
6 McDermott J., c 4 Sands Thomas, c
7 McDonald C H c 5 dS F
8
. .,
McDougall Miss J., S 6
aun ers ., c
Seeel Henry, u k
9 McGarr Joseph, u k 7 Scott Walter, c (2)
10 McGachlar D.. o 8 Seigner T. W., c
11 McGlynn Bernard, m 9 Sewell Jane, o
12 McGrath J. B., o 10 Shanks Samuel, m
13 McHugh James, c 11 Shapcott William c
14 McIntyre Andrew, c 12 Shaw Mrs. Amelia, o c
15 Mclvor Miss C., s 13 Shepherd Edmund B., o e
16 McKellar Miss, c (2) 14 Sheridan Mrs. B., o c
17 McKenzie Donald, n z 15 Sholabane -, u k
18 McLeod Miss, u k 16 Short Job, c
19 McNevin John, c 17 Shrahan Cornelius, s
20 MeWalters Sampson, m 18 Sieeffers Fritz, c
19 Simson John c
N. 20
,
Simnett G. J., u k
1 NATJGHTON Miss Ellen, c 21 Simpson Joseph, c
2 NealW.,s 22 Sinclair William, c
3 Neary James u k 23 Skelly Miss Margaret, u k
4 Nelson Louis, f 24 Skinner Charles George, c
5 Nolan John, u k 25 Skinner Edwin Davis, c
26 Skyring Daniel, Boggo c (2)0.
\
27 Smith Benjamin, u k
1 ' , cO'BRIEN 28 Smith H. R., u k
2 O'Callaghan Mrs. Bridget, o c 29 Smith John, u k
3 O'Connor Miss Mary, u k 30 Smith Mrs. Sarah, c
4 O'Connor Michael, c 31 Sniff Frank, u k (2)
5 O'Donohoe James, u k 32 Somners George, s
-6 Ogilvie Mrs. J. S., s 33 Speirs Joseph, c
7 Ohlendorff Henry, f 34 Sprengel Leonard, c
8 O'Nealon Catherine, e 35 Stanley -,  c
9 O'Neil Daniel, c (2) 36 Staten John Brinkley, m
10 O'Neil Michael, c 37 Stephan W., o c (2)
11 Orchard Saul, 38 Stevenson S., o c
12 Orr Mrs. Wm., ii k 39 Stevenson James C., n z
P. 40 Stewart James, c41 Stipp C., in1 PADDLE Michael, u k (2) 42 Stoney Miss Hannah u k2 Padmore R. S., u k 43
,
Stringer -, c
3 Page Mrs., u k 44 Such John, c
4 Pain Samuel, c 45 Sunnon James u k5 Parry R.R.,uk 46
,
Surr William, c6 Pawley Mrs. John, u k
7 Payne Thomas, u k T.
8 Peacan Charles f I TACTT , s
9
,
Pengelly Miss Elizabeth, u k 2 Tappolin and Smith, s
10 Phelan Miss, c 3 Thum Friedrich, f
11 Phillip Thomas, e 4 Thomas Miss Harriet, c
12 Pigott Wm., c 5 Thompson G. J., u k
13 Pope Mrs. H., u It 6 Thompson P. M., u k
14 Preston A., u k 7 Thorpe Henry Algernon, u k
15 Price Geo. F., u k and c (2) 8 Thwaites Elleanor, o
16 Price T., c 9 Touzeau John A., u k
17 Prior -, c 10 Traveller George, t
18 cPritchard Miss Elizabeth 11 Trollope George T., u k
19
,
Purcell Mrs., c 12 Tryon Gideon, c
20 Pyne Thomas, u k 13 Tullock C., s (2)
14 Tyrrill Thomas, o c
IL 15 Tyrn Agnes, u k
1 RAYMOND -,  c U.2 Reid Wm. u k
3
,
Reynolds Thos., m 1 URQUHART Captain John, is
4 Rhind Charles, u k V.
5 Rhodes H. T., o 1 VICARY Mrs. John, u k
6 Richards J. H., u k 2 u kVickery John
7 Richardson F. L., e 3
,
sVogt Carl
8 Richardson Miss Sarah,'m
b kMRi 4
,
Voss Robert, f
9
10
y rs., ug
sRiley John W.
11
,
Riley Owen, u k 1. WALLCOTT James Perry, wa
12 Roadnight Charles, u k 2 Waldock -, c
13 Robert G., u k (2) 3- Walker -----, c
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4 Walker Mrs., s 31 Weetman S. A. and R., o
5 Wallace Robert, u k 32 Witmyer -, c
6 Wallace William, u k (2) 33 Wodehouse A. B., u k
7 Walsh John A. Johnson, u k 34 Wolfert George, f
8 Wamsley W., c 35 Wood A. H., c
9 Warner John Reid, u k 36 Wood James, c
10 Wilson A. J., u k 37 Woodfin C., u k
11 Watson G. A., c 38 Wright J. W., m
12 Watson Miss Janet, c 39 Wright Robert, c
13 Watson William, o c 40• Wright Thomas, u k
14 Watson Captain W. R., s 41 Wrin Jane, c
15 Waugh Michael, s 42 Wyse J. W., c
16 Weeb Mrs., e 43 Wyvill James, c
17 Webb Miss C. o c
18
,Webster John, c Y.
19 Wheb
-, c 1 YANDELL Henry, u k
20 White Thomas L., n z 2 Yates , s21'Wildash F. I. C., u k
22 Williams George, s
23 Williams John c (2)
24
,
Williams Richard, s INITIALS AND MISCELLANEOUS.
25 Williamson Mrs., c Bowling Green Hotel, a
26 Willice Henry, 8 B. B. B., c
27 Wilson Alfred, o J. H.W.,c
28 Wilson John K er, u k (2) R. W. (late of Aylesbury), f
29 Wilson John, c E. S. X., s
30 Wilson Joseph, u k (2) S.B.,s
REAL TRANSFER NOTICE.PROPERTYTAKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under theprovisions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the days named in
each case
F. O. DARVALL,  Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Proprietor. Date within  which  a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Subdivision 13 of eastern suburban allotment 31,
containing 16 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish,
North Brisbane
Subdivision 15 of suburban portion 49, containing 1
rood 4 perches; county, Stanley ; parish, Ipswich, at
Ipswich
Subdivision 11 of suburban allotment 84, containing
32 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North Brisbane
Subdivision 19 of eastern suburban allotment 35, con-
taining 35 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North
Thomas Basking
George Mackay
Thomas Jones
George Clarke
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
13 March, 1866.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Brisbane
Subdivision 18 of suburban portion 224, containing John Petrie, Richard Symes 10 April, 1866.
202 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North Warry, George Edmond-
Brisbane stone, Trustees of the
Queensland Building So-
ciety, as mortgagees, exer-
Allotment 1 of section 23, containing 2 roods 25
cising power of sale
Edgar Thomas Aldridge ... 10 March, 1866.
perches ; county, March ; , parish and town, Mary-
borough
Allotment 18 of section 1014, containing 2 roods ; Ditto ...  ... Ditto.
county, March ; parish and town, Maryborou gli
Allotments 14 and 15 of section 17, containing together Ditto ... ... ... Ditto.
1 acre ; county, March ; parish and town, Mary-
borough
Allotments 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 of section 23, Ditto ... ... ... Ditto.
containg together 6 acres and 20 perches ; county,
March ; parish and town, Maryborough
Allotments 10, 11, and 12 of section 55, containing Ditto ...  ... ... Ditto.
together 1 acre 1 rood 25 perches ; county, March ;
parish and town, Maryborough
Suburban allotments I and 2 of section 158, containing Ditto ...  ... ... Ditto.
together  52 acres  1 rood 23 perches ; county, March ;
parish and town,  Maryborough
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
THE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
NOTICE.-Whereas some mischievous person
or persons having wilfully destroyed part of
the gate to the Victoria T'ark, on Wickham Terrace,
and some of the iron rails in the Queen's Park, it
is hereby notified, that any one found committing
such wanton destruction to public property in
future will be prosecuted with the utmost rigour of
the law.
CHARLES TIFFIN,
Colonial Architect.
Colonial Architect's Office,
Brisbane , 25th  January, 1866.
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STATEMENT of INCOME and EXPENDITUREHalf -year ending  31st DECEMBER, 1865.
Dr.
July 1, 1865. £ s. d.
To Balance  fr om last half -year ... ... 32 14 8
December 31, 1865.
To Rates collected  during Half -year ...  725 5 6
Plant ,  sold and hire  ... ...  12 0 0
„ Loan account from Government  ...  3,000 0 0
„ Endowment on rates collected to 30th
June, 1865 ... ... 246 12 3
of the MARYBOROUGH MUNICIPALITY, for the
Cr.
July 1, 1865.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
By Overdraft at Commercial
Bank this date ... ... ... 2,573 15 0
Lennox street ... ... 63 17 3
„ Kent street... ... ... 91  4  0
Adelaide street ... ... 34 12 6
March street ... ... 110 4 6
Alice street ... ... 211 11 6
Ellena street ... ... 1 0 0
Wharf street ... 21 4 6
Ferry street ... ... 48 12 0
Fort street... ... ... 16 0 0
Sussex street  . ... ...  64 1 9
John street  ...  29 0 0
Walker  street ... 26 0 0
By Miscellaneous-
Repairs to sundry streets 53 6 7
Governor's reception
committee ... ... 100 0 0
Solicitor's account, two
years ... ... ... 60 16 6
„ Town Clerk, salary and
bonus ... ... ... 75 0 0
„ Town Surveyor, salary ... 33 6 8
„ Rate Collector, commission 38 17 9
Inspector of Nuisances,
salary ... ... ... 10 10 10
Assessor, commission ... 29 12 6
720 8 0
214 3 1
By Advertising, printing, &e... ... ... 32 19 9
Repairs to tools, &c. ... 7 8 2
„ Tools and furniture ... ... ... 18 13 0
„ Rent of chambers... ... ... 25 0 0
187 7 9
„ Incidental expenses ... ... ... 13 5 5
„ Interest on overdraft at bank ... ... 64 1 3
„ Commercial Bank, at credit ... ... 136 14 4
„ Balance ... ... ... ... ... 22 16 8
£4,016 12 5 £4,016 12 5
Maryborough ,  31st January, 1866.
I hereby certify the above statement to be correct,
ROBERT  GRAHAM,  JuNR., Town Clerk.
H. PALMER., Mayor.
We certify that we have examined  the Books  of Account ,  and Vouchers connected therewith,
kept by the Municipal Council of Maryborough ,  and that the above statement corresponds therewith.
WILLIAM KEITH, Auditors.EDWD.  H. HUNTER,
In the Vice-Admiralty Court of Queensland..
MONDAY, THE FIFTH DAY OF FEBRUARY, A.D. 1866.
THE Sitting of the above Court, advertised to be
held on the above day, was adjourned to
WEDNESDAY, the 14th day of February instant.
WM. KELSON WRIGHT,
Acting for Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1866.
PETTIGREW v. MCDONALD.
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff
in the above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest, of, in, and to, all that piece or
parcel of Land, . containing by adlneasurement
twenty-seven perches and one quarter of another
perch, be the same more or less, situated in the
town of Brisbane, parish of North Brisbane,
county of Stanley, and Colony of Queensland,
allotment No. 5 of subdivision of portion 220, on
the Government Map-Commencing on the south-
east side of a government road sixty-six feet wide,
(on the ridge dividing York and Spring Hollows)
at a point fifty-one feet four inches south-we„t of
the north-west corner of portion No. 2W21; and
bounded on the north-west by that road heaving
south sixty degrees twenty-five minutes west, fifty-
one feet four inches ; on the west by a line at an
angle of one hundred and nineteen degrees thirty-
five minutes, with the north-west boundary bearing
south one hundred and fifty-six feet five inches ; on
the south by a line at right angles to the western
boundary aforesaid, bearing east forty-four feet;
and on the east by a line parallel to the said
western boundary, bearing north one hundred and
eighty feet ten inches to the commencing point,-
Will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
public auction, at the Victoria Hotel, Elizabeth
street, Brisbane, (subject to two equitable mort-
gages to Plaintiff) on MONDAY, the twelfth day
of March next, at Twelve o'clock noon, unless this
execution is previously satisfied..
R. K. MACNISH,
Under Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Johu Thomas Finnin-
more, of Brisbane.WIIEREA S the said John Thomas Finninnlorewas, on the 22nd day, of January, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 9th day of April, A.D. 1866, to commence at
ih:leven o'clock, for the last examination of theh solvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 5th day of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Oflicial Assignee.
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In the Supreme  Court .of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Insolvent Estate of Alexander McDonald,
late of Kangaroo  Point, publican.
WHEREAS the  said , Alexander McDonald was,
on the 5th day  of January, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to, be holden, before me at the
Supreme Court  House , Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 9th day of April, A.D. 1866, to commence
at, Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent  to make an  application for
his Certificate.
Dated at  Brisbane , the 5th, day of February, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P.: LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the .Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent  Estate of  Benjamin Benjamin,
late  draper, of  Brisbane.
V VWHEREASr  the said'Benjamin  ,Benjamin was,on the fifth day of February, A.D. 1866
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 5th day of April, A,D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven  o'clock , for the proof of
debts against the  said  estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required, ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of, the Court, at the same place, on MON-
DAY, the 9th day of April, A.D. 1866, to
commence at  Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against  the said estate, and for such other matters
connected with the estate  as may  - be required to
be brought before the Court.
Dated at  Brisbane , the 8th day of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WM. PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Edward Gerrard,
of Brisbane.
W
HEREAS the said John Edward Gerrard
was, on the 6th day of February, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 5th day of April, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if ' required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vent up to the time of passing his last exami-
nation, and whether any and what tools and
wearing apparel shall be allowed to the Insol-
vent ;  and a  Second Public Sitting of the Court,
at the same place, on TUESDAY, the 21st
day of June, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate , and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at  Brisbane , the 6th day of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED. J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John William Henry,
of Drayton, butcher.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, on the 8th day
of February instant, a Certificate under the
Insolvency Act of 1864, was allowed and granted
by His Honor Mr. Justice Lutwyche, the Judge ijl.
Insolvency, to the abovenamed Insolvent.
Dated this 8th day of February, A.D. 1866.
MACNISH AND SON,
Attorneys , for the Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court, of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Buckby, late of Eagle Farm,
near .Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer ,  deceased.
NOTICE
is hereby given, that after the expiration
of fourteen days from the publication of this
notice in the  Government- Gazette,  application will
be made to this honorable Court in its: Ecclesiastical
Jurisdiction, that Probate of the last Will and Testa-
ment of. the above-named deceased may be granted
to George Buckby and James Buckby,, both of or
near the German Station, in the said. Colony, the
Trustees and-Executors in the said Will named.
Dated this seventh day of February, One
thousand, eight hundred and sixty-six.
DANIEL FOLEY ROBERTS,
Proctor for above-named Executors,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Andrew Connolly,. of
Ipswich, publican.
TAKE
notice, that the abovenamed Insolvent
intends  to apply to the Chief Commissioner of
Insolvent Estates, on the twelfth day of February,
1866, now next ensuing, being the day specially set
apart for the purpose, that a Certificate of discharge
may be granted to him, in terms of the Act made
and provided.
Dated this 21st January, 1866.
ANDREW CONNOLLY,
Insolvent in Person,
DISSOLUTION 'OF PARTNERSHIP.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Co-partnership
carried on at Cowrie and Muringandan, in the
Colony of Queensland, previous to the death of the
late Frederick Nevile Isaac, deceased, between that
gentleman and Ernest de. Satge St. Jean, under the
style or firm of " Isaac and de St. Jean," has been
dissolved, and that the said Ernest de Satge St.
Jean has this day transferred and assigned to the
undersigned James Taylor and John Watts, as the
Executors nominated and appointed under the last
Will and Testament of the said Frederick Nevile
Isaac, deceased, all his right, title, and interest in
the above Stations and the Stock thereon. Messrs.
Taylor and Watts are empowered to receive and
pay all debts due to or owing by the said firm.
Dated this 18th day of January, 1866.
ERNEST DE ST. JEAN.
JAMES TAYLOR.
JOHN WATTS.
Witness-GRAHAM L. HART,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
WE , the  undersigned , Henry William Coxenand William Sim, have  this day dissolved
the Partnership  of Wm. Sim and Co., entered into
in Queensland  on the tenth day of December, one
thousand  eight hundred  and sixty -four, by mutual
consent.
H. W. COXEN.
WM. SIM.
Signed, sealed, and delivered,
by the said H. W. Coxen
and Wm. Sim, this 30th
day of January,  1866, at
Melbourne, Victoria, in the
presence of
EDWARD JAMES HOGG, J.P.
J. R. MARSDEN.
CAUTION.
ALL Persons making use of the yards on the
Coomrith and Wougle Runs, or otherwise
trespassing in search of cattle or horses, or under
any pretence whatever, without my written per-
mission,  will be prosecuted as,the law directs.
SAMUEL BROWN.
Coomrith, 25th January, 1866.
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J t piinnbinto.
IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi, on the 26th  January,by order of R. P.  and S.  Y. Marshall.
One brown cob, short tail,' branded JLoff shoulder, T T
off neck.
If not released on or before the 20th of February next,
will be sold to pay  expenses.
HARRY D. BALMAIN, Poundkeeper.IMPOUNDED'at Leyburn, from Felton,'  the 5th
February,  1866 , by order of  Messrs. Sandeman and
Whitchurch. = Driving expenses, -2s. 10d. per head.
One bay mare, - in diamond over  Y in circle near
shoulder.
One bay mare , WO near shoulder, 0 near thigh, star.
One grey horse, like S8 near thigh, ES off shoulder.
One bay horse,  star and snip ,'-M near shoulder.
One black  mare , CC near shoulder, JA off shoulder, star.
One flea-bitten grey horse, illegible  before - over S over
F near shoulder, collar marked.
One brown horse,  star , bumble foot, diamond over IK
over 2' near  shoulder, W off shoulder, collar marked.
One bay mare, W over C near shoulder, hke off
shoulder, collar marked.
One black colt, AT near shoulder.
One roan rig, JS near shoulder, like 318 or  316 near
ribs, A over H off shoulder, H off  neck ; £5
damages.
One chesnut horse, black  spots,  star, hobble  strap on,
3F near  shoulder.
One cream-colored  or roan  horse, hollow back, blaze,
hind legs  white, WO near saddle.
One bay mare,.  SB near shoulder , PP over JP off
shoulder.
One mouse -colored foal, unbranded.
One roan filly,  star , illegible  near  shoulder, C or G off
saddle, over rn off neck.
One roan horse, hind feet white,  star , like M near thigh,
like L near cheek, W near neck, blotch over , over
M near shoulder, collar marked.
One black horse, three white feet, blaze, like L near
cheek, over M near shoulder, 55 near thigh,
collar marked.
One dappled iron-grey  filly, off hind foot white, star,-like
EN over 29  near  shoulder.
One bay mare, star, like EB or  gB near  shoulder, C or G
off saddle, like 333 of neck.
One bay filly, off hind leg  swelled,  star, R near shoulder,
JM conjoined off shoulder.
One bay filly, off hind foot white, small star, OW over
EM near  shoulder, WH conjoined off shoulder.
One bay filly, near hind foot white, star, PM near
shoulder, WH conjoined off shoulder.
One bay colt, off hind foot white, like JF conjoined near
shoulder.
One dark iron-grey pony, like W over )I near shoulder,
WY near  saddle.
If not released on or before the 6th March, they will
be sold  to  defray  expenses.
CHARLES THOMAS, Poundkeeper.IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Normanby. Driving
3s. 4d. per head.
One chesnut mare and foal, star, CW over H off
shoulder, cross over JH conjoined over 4 near
shoulder, W over W  near ribs , 4 cheek.
One bay  horse ,  star , Dili off shoulder.
One bay mare, star, CD near shoulder.
One black horse, off hind and near fore foot white, D
near shoulder, 49 off ribs, B off neck, 0 near neck,
like BOYD near ribs.
One brown mare, MB conjoined off shoulder, HB. con-
joined over t over C and cross near shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, IO over H near shoulder.
One bay mare,  star and snip , D in circle over H near
shoulder.
One chesnut colt,  star , F near thigh and shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, star, W near thigh, FS near shoulder.
One bay mare, hollow back, near hind foot whites HD
ednjoined  near ribs , 374 off ribs.
One brown horse,  star, near  fore and hind foot white, SG
near  shoulder, 2 near rump.
One iron-grey mare and foal, HB near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, AF near thigh, like JA near
shoulder.
One chesnut mare and foal, blaze, of hind foot white,
FB off shoulder.
One chesnut horse, white feet, blaze, G over C near
shoulder.
One black mare, off hind foot white, JJ  near  shoulder.
One bay horse, H B near shoulder.
One chesnut  mare, star , gS over  B near  shoulder, 3H
off shoulder.
One brown  mare, star , JF conjoined  near  shoulder.
One brown horse, star, GB near shoulder.
If not released on or before 6th March, 1866, will be
sold to pay expenses.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Leybun, from Felton, -onthe 29th
January, 1866, by order of Messrs. Sandeman and
Whitchurch. Driving expenses, 2s. 10d. per head.
(Wrongly described in a former advertisement.)
On6 white bullock, like PF near ribs, P near hip and
rump, J1 over 8 off rump.
One red and white bullock, WA over -H near loin, like
AH near ribs, W off thigh, WT off shoulder, W
near rump.
One strawberry cow, W off thigh and shoulder, B over
A W off ribs, illegible brands off rump and loins,
top of both ears.
If not released on or before the 23rd February, 1866,
they will be sold,to pay expenses.
CHARLES THOMAS, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from EtonVale, 30th,
December,  1865; wrongly described in former
advertisement.
One strawberry stag, illegible brand of rump like J, top
off near horn, slit and hole near ear.
If not released on or before the 20th February, 1866
will be sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Toowoomba ,  from Eton Vale, 20thJanuary, 1866, by order of H. Nelson, Esq.
Driving expenses 2s. per head.
One black mare, JM conjoined over EP off  shoulder,
near fore and hind feet white, star.
One chesnut filly, foal at foot.
One brown mare ,  q over  i-z off shoulder ,  star,  p  off
cheek.
One bay mare, over B W near shoulder.
One bay  filly ,  foal at foot.
One brown mare ,  B W over C or B W over G near
shoulder.
One black horse ,  HH near shoulder, sma ll  star ,  collar
mark.
One grey horse ,  cross over D in diamond over like C or 0
dear shoulder , 20 near  neck.
One bay horse ,  S with C near shoulder,  -fore and off hind
feet white.
One cream-colored mare, B W over W near shoulder.
One  chesnat filly, foal, unbranded ,  at foot.
One Chesnut horse,  W,-r, near shoulder ,  star, stripe on
face, near fore foot bumble.
One bay colt , J W  near shoulder ,  hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 20th February, 1866,
will be sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, from St. Ruth, January 19th,
1866, by order of Hugh Campbell, Esquire. Driving
expenses, 2d. per mile.
One bay mare, near fore and hind foot white, FO over
JM near shoulder, J near check and thigh, like
italic off neck, like italic Y off shoulder, foal at
foot.
One grey entire colt, PT near shoulder. Damages, £5. °
One bay colt, near hind foot white, JW near shoulder,
JW off shoulder.
One bay mare, star, GM over M near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, near fore foot white, D near shoulder,
J near thigh.
One bay filly, blaze, white legs, % over near shoulder,
PP near rump.
One bay mare, stripe, hind feet white,
..
oeer like
near shoulder.
One bay filly, star, PP near rump, PP off shoulder, off
hind foot white.
One chesnut horse, M2 near shoulder.
One bay mare,  star,  off hind fetlock white, JHB conjoined
off shoulder. _
One bay horse, W over W near shoulder.
One bay colt, near fore and hind feet white,  H over 5
near shoulder , 5 near neck.
One bay mare, JC over hi over 0 near shoulder.
One bay mare, TS over OK over CL  near  shoulder, C off
shoulder.
One brown roan filly, stripe, G over G near shoulder.
One roan mare, two bells off shoulder, like JH conjoined
over WM near shoulder.
One brown  mare, small star, off hind  fetlock white, JP
off shoulder.
One bay mare, star, W near shoulder.
-If not released on or before the 6th day of March next,
will be sold to defray expenses.
GEORGE HOLMLS, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
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COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS.HIS Excellency  the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to direct the publication of the subjoined Minute
of the Proceedings of the Council ,  in reference to
the future admission of Candidates to the Civil
Service of this Colony by  '  competitive examina-
tions.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
At the Government House, Brisbane, 7th February,
1866.
Present :
His Excellency the GovEnxox, in Council.
His Excellency the Governor, at the instance of
the Honorable the Vice-President, directs the
attention of the Council to the consideration of the
question, whether the time has not arrived when
the Government of Queensland should carry out
the principle of competitive examinations for the
first admission to the public service, which principle
has already for many years been in force in the
United Kingdom, and in most of the principal
British Colonies, and which was ordered to be
adopted in this Colony also by the Minute of the
Executive Council, dated Junuary 23rd, 1860, and
published in the  Government Gazette,  No. 7, 1860.
-(Vol. I, page 44.)
The Council deliberate.
They observe that the system of competitive
examinations has been found in England and else-
where (in the words of the Minute of Council
referred to above) " not only calculated to secure
"for the public service men of good character,
sound information, ability, and efficiency ; but
" also to apply a powerful stimulus. to scholastic
" institutions, and to public education generally."
In particular, the Council believe that a stimulus
of this kind is required in Queensland to promote
the general foundation and subsequent success of
the public grammar schools.
The Council, moreover, concur with His Excel-
lency the Governor, that individual merit, as tested
by competitive examinations, and not by patronage
or connection, should procure the first admission of
candidates into the junior or 5th class of the Civil
Service of this colony. Subsequent promotions
must of course continue to be made on the respon-
sibility of the Ministers superintending the several
departments, and with due regard to both seniority
and to proved capacity, diligence, and fidelity.
With the object of carrying into practice the
principles thus laid down, the Council advise asfollows:-
1.  That the Executive Government shall
delegate its powers in this respect to
the General Board of Education, which
shall, by means of its Secretary and
Inspectors, hold a public examination
in the January and July of every year
(beginning with July, 1866), of all can-
didates for admission to the 5th class of
the Civil Service, who, being natural
born or naturalized British subjects, may
present themselves in accordance with
the following Regulations, viz.:-
2. Every candidate must present written
certificates, satisfactory to the Board,
proving-
(a) That he is above sixteen and
under twenty-five years of age.
(G) That he is free from any physical
defect or disease which would be
likely to interfere with the proper
discharge  of his duties . (Certifi-
cates to this  effect must be pro-
duced from two  legally recognised
medical practitioners) .
(e) That  his moral character is such
as  to  qualify him for public em-
ployment.  (A certificate to this
effect must be produced from a
legally  recognised minister of
religion ,  or  .from the '  master or
tutor under whom the candidate
may have been educated).
All candidates who shall have  complied
with the above Regulations,  will be sub-
jected to an examination  during two
successive days by the Board ,  and those
who shall have satisfactorily passed the
examination, will be appointed,  in order
of merit, to fill any vacancies which
may occur in the  junior grade, or 5th
class, of the public service ,  during the
six months  following  such examination.
4. To prevent  even the suspicion of par-
tiality ,  the paper  of the  candidates
shall be distinguished  by mottoes, and
their  names shall be sent to the Secre-
tary of the  Board of Education in
sealed envelopes ,  which shall  not be
opened until  after the result of the
examinations shall have been decided.
5. The following shall  be the indispensably
necessary subjects of examination, in
which  all candidates must  satisfy the
Board
(a) Exercises designed to test hand-
writing  and  orthography . (Every
candidate must show  that he can
write a clear ,  bold hand, and
that  he can spell  correctly from
dictation).
(L) Aritametic,  including vulgar and
(c)
decimal fractions.
Geography ,  especially that of the
British Empire genera lly, and
of the Australian colonies in par-
ticular.
(d) The outlines of English history,
(e)
including the history and politi-
cal institutions of the Australian
Colonies.
English composition ,  especially
the power of writing letters on
official business ,  and of making a
precis,  or digest in the form of
a narrative ,  of official corres-
pondence.
6. In addition to the above subjects ,  indis-
pensable for all ,  each candidate may
offer himself for examination, at his own
option , -  in. one or more of the following
subjects:-(a)  Latin.
(h) Greek.
(c) One modern language, which
(d)
(e)
must be either French, or German,
or Italian.
Pure ,and mixed mathematics.
Physical science ,  surveying, and
civil engineering.
7. This Minute  of Council will be published
for general information in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette .  Candidates
for the first competitive examination,
to be held in July next, will send their
certificates ,  as required above, to the
Secretary of the Board of Education on
or before  Monday, July  2, 1866.
ARTHUR W. MANNING,
Clerk of the Council.
BY  V. C. Jjl^,S.Zciiii*  F  Gev (; fnn'ellt Printer .  V4 i1:iawi ;  sire t,,
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
W HEREAS the 'Parliament of Queensland
now stands Prorogued to Tuesday, the
twenty-seventh day of March next ensuing : Now,
I, Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN, in pursuance of
the power and authority in me vested, as Governor
of the said Territory, do hereby further Prorogue'
the said Parliament to TUESDAY, the tenth J_y
of April, 1866.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this seventh day of February, in the year of
our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
GOD "SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same,
&c., &c., &c.
WHEREAS the Parliament of Queensland now
11 l1  stands prorogued to Tuesday, the tenth day
of April next ensuing : Now, I, Sir GEORGE
FERGUSON BOWEN, in pursuance of the power
and authority in me vested as Governor of the
said Territory, do hereby Proclaim that a Session
of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly
of the Colony of Queensland, for the despatch of
business, shall commence and be holden on the
said TUESDAY, the tenth day of April now next
ensuing, at Twelve o'clock at noon, in the Legis-
lative Chambers, in Queen street, in the City of
Brisbane ; and the Members of the said Legislative
Council and Legislative Assembly, respectively,
are hereby required to give their attendance at the
said time and place accordingly.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this seventh day of February, in the year of
our Lord One thousand eight. hundred and
sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year of
Her Majesty's Reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Authority : W. O. BELBBIDG1, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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i EVERA L inaccuracies having been  discovered
1. in the  Roll  of Magistrates ,  as pul?li shed in
the  Government Gazette  of .the  29th ultimo, His
Excellency the Governor, With the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to cancel such
Roll, and to direct  the publication of the  subjoined
list as the recognised  Roll of 1\1agistrates of the
territory of Queensland.
By His E xcel?ency's  Command,
R. It.. l1 AC N. EN ZIE.
VIcrosiIA, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OI' THE UNITED
KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IIIELAND,
QUEEN, DEFENDER OF TUE FAITH, AND  80
FORTH.
To all to whom these Presents shall come, Greeting :.-
To
Abbott, Henry Palmer, BrisbaneAdams, George, Gwambegwine, Leichhardt District
Alexander, Robert, Gayndali
Anderson, Alexander, Brisbane
Andrew, Thomas, Ranues, Leichhardt District
Antill, John, Pictoii, Kennedy District
Archer, Alexaaideff, Brisbane
Archer, Colin, Rockhampton
Archer, William, Rockhampton
Armstrong, David William, Tooloombah, Leichhardt
District
A thins, James Bradley, Moonie River
Austin, Robert, Brisbane
Baker, John Tanner, Acting Police Magistrate, Mackay
Baldwin, Ezrom, Balonne River
Barker, William, Logan River
Barron, Thomas Henry Bowman, Brisbane
Barton, A. P., Moolboolaman, Wide Bay District
Bassett, William Frederick, Bowen, Kennedy District
Bayley, John, Skull Creek, Leichhardt District
Bcardmorc, George  0.,  Wide Bay District
Bell, the Honorable Joshua Peter, Brisbane
Bell, John Alexander, Ipswich
Bornays, Lewis Adolphus, Brisbane
Betts, Henry, Fairlight, Flinders River
Biddulph, John Linden, Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Warrego District. New South Wales
Iligge, the Honorable Francis Edward, Mount Bri-,bar:e,
Ipswich
Bignell, Edwin, Warrego District
Bingrnan, Henry, Rawbelle
Port  heck, iiarnnel B., ( lenmore, Rockhampton
iz':1r.1t, TOini lelton, F-inning River, -'k-r-nneds Dist.r ct
J3f a. liu hoed, st lala, Peak Downs
,s;4,r
Blackiston, Arthur Cuthbert Tyton, Peak Vale, L6dIi-
hardt District
Pligh. John O'Connell, Police -Magistrate, Gayndah
Blomfield, Edwin Cordeaux, Port Curtis
Blomfield, Robert, Pike's Creek, Warwick
Bloomfield, Easton, Cockatoo Creek, Leichhardt District
Bode, Frederick Robert. Strathdon, Kennedy District
Bonar, John, Burmandoo, Gladstone
Boyd, William Carr, Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Mitchell District
Broadbent, John, Chief Inspector of Sheep
Brodie, John, Donor's Hill, Flinders River
Brodie, Thomas, Donor's Hill, Flinders River
Brookes, William, Brisbane
Brown, Alfred Henry, Gladstone
Brown, Samuel, Moonie River
Brown, Arthur, Wide Bay District
Brown, William John, Sub-Collector Customs, Rock-
hampton
-Browne, Henry; Inspector of Police
Bryden, Hugh, Wonlama, Moonie River
Buchanan, Archibald Berdmore, Cairdbaign, Leichhardt
District
Buchanan, Nathaniel, Mitchell District -
Buchanan, Benjamin, Sydney, New South Wales
Buckley, Henry, Brisbane
Burke, Stephen John, Toowoomba
Burne, Henry. West Maranoa District
Burnett, J. F., Peak Downs
Burnett, William Thomas Young, Peak Downs
Buttanshaw, Henry Reginald, Brisbane
Byorley, Frederick, RRockhamptor,.
Byrnes, James,  Sydney,  New South Wales
Caldwell, Robert, Tarnallan, Leichhardt District
Callaghan, William, Bockhanpton
Cameron, Alpin Grant, Gayndah
Campbell, Edwin John, t edbank, Tpswich
Car_na.l, Fcar°er, jongaroo
Canning, Marinus Francis Alfred, Redbank, Gayndah
Cardcli, Henry, Maranon District
Cardew, Pollett, Ipswich
Carpendale, Victor, (srantham
Cave, William, Sub-Commissioner of Gold Fields, Cler-
mont
Challinor, Henry, Ipswich
Charters, Williain Skelton Ewbank Melbourne, Inspector
of Police, .11aranoa
Chester, i.lbory Marjorihanka, Coinrnissioner of Crown
Lands, Warrego District
Clapperton, George, Turong, Nanango
Clarke, Charles, Warwick
Clarke, Charles James, Port Curtis
Clarke, John Ker, Leichhardt District
Ci i°ke Duncan, Lei(-hhardt District
Clarke, Francis, Bowen
Clayton, Octa-Vius Playter, Boomba, Maranon District
Cockra; e, .)ohn, Giilnaber, IJaralnoa District
Cock}turn, Henry Mont•agne, Ipswich
Coni;iiciie, Alfred William, Nindooimbah, Logan River
(onotly, Frfl.ltf'ls Gi,i in, Garnish
Connor, 1)anidl, Callaroy, iockha-nnton
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Corfield, Henry Cox, Staunton Harcourt, Wide Buy
District
Cowper, Thomas, Tenterfield, New South Wales
Cox, Charles Clarendon, Windah, Leichhardt  District
Cozen, Charles, Brisbane
Crawford, Robert, Consuelo, Leicbhardt District
Cribb, Robert, Brisbane
Cribb, Benjamin, Ipswich
Cudmore, Daniel, Argyle, Kennedy District
Cunningham, Edward, Molopglong, Kennedy District
Cunningham, Michael William, Molonglong, Kennedy
District
Cuthbert, William Pinkerton, Bowen.
Daintree, Richard, Red Bluff, Kennedy  District
Dangar, Thomas Gordon,  Maranoa District
Darby, Arthur Swift,  Warkon, Maranoa District
Darvall, Frederick Orme, Brisbane
Daveney, Charles Beevor, Warwick
Davidson, Wi ll iam Montgomerie ,  Maryborough
Davidson,  Gilbert, Canning Downs , Warwick
Davidson, Walter,  Taroom
Davidson, J P., Claverton. Warrego River
Davis, Sydney  Beavan , Peak Downs
Davis, Samuel ,  Brisbane
Day, Edward Denny,  Maitland , New South Wales
Deedes, Julius,  Maranoa  District
Pe Satge, Oscar, Gordon Downs, Marlborough
Deuchar, John, Glengallan, Warwick
Dillon, John Moore, Mborsland, Kennedy
Dorsey, William McTaggart, Ipswich
Douglas, The Honorable John, Brisbane
Douglas, Robert, Brisbane
Dowling, Vincent, Warrego District
Drew, William Leworthy Goode,  Brisbane
Drury, Edward Robert,  Brisbane
Dutton, Charles Boydell, Eingindeh, Leichhardt Dis-
trict
Easton, Frederick Charles, Tarrawinnaba, Callandoon
Easton, Henry Edward, Billa Bills, Callandoon
Edmondstone, George, Brisbane
Edwards, John, Ban Ban, Gayndah
Edwards, Charles, Fort Bourke, New South Wales
Edwards, Charles, Somerset
Eliott, the Honorable Gilbert, Brisbane
Eliott, Gilbert William, Police Magistrate, Leyburn
Eliott, Thomas, Tilpal, Rockhampton
Ellis, the Honorable John, Barcoo River, Mitchell
District
Faireloth, George, Ipswich
Ferguson, Archibald, Wallam
Ferrett, John, Wallam, Condamine
Finch, Edward James, Mackenzie River
Fitz, The Honorable Henry Bates, Pilton, Drayton
Fitzgibbon, Abraham, Ipswich
Fitzgerald, Thomas Henry, Mackay
Fitzsimmons, Charles, Rockhampton
Flood, Edward, Maranoa District
Flood,  Edward, junior ,  Maranoa District
Foote,  James , Ipswich
Forbes, George Edward, Colinton, Ipswich
Forbes, Frederick Augustus, Ipswich
Ford, Frederick,  Bonara, Bu rn ett District
Fosbery, William Thomas Exham, Eurella, Fitzroy
Downs
.Frazer, John, Kooingal, Leichhardt District
Fullerton ,  George, Maranoa District
Gaden ,  Wi lliam Henry ,  Canoona
Garrett, John ,  Police Magistrate ,  Fort Bourke, New
South Wales
Geary ,  William Henry ,  Brisbane
Geary,  Edward Montague ,  Claverton ,  Warrego
Gibbon,  James, Brisbane
Gibson ,  James, Chinchi lla,  Condamine
Gibson ,  James, Saxby Plains, Flinders River
Gillespie ,  Thomas, Warwick
Gilmour, James Merry, Maranoa District
Glen ,  John ,  Nulalbin
Goggs, Matthew ,  Woolston ,  Brisbane River
Golden ,  George Lewis ,  Juandah, Dawson River
Gore ,  The Honorable St. George Richard ,  Warwick
Goodall, William Robert ,  Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Kennedy
Gorry, Christopher ,  Ipswich
Gray, Charles  George, Police Magistrate ,  Ipswich
Greaves, John Wi ll iam, Albert River
Green,  Charles Henry ,  Goomburra ,  Warwick
Green, William Benjamin , Mondure,  Gayndah
Gregory,  Augustus Charles, Brisbane
Gregory, Henry  Churchman ,  Palm-tree Creek, Taroom
Gregory, Charles Frederick ,  Commissioner of Crown
Lands
Gregory,  Francis  Thomas,  Commissioner  of Crown Lands
Gregson,  Jesse, Rainsworth, Leichhardt District
Grenfel ,  John Granville, Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Warrego District, New South Wales
Griffin ,  Thomas John ,  Po lice Magistrate ,  Clermont
Gunn ,  Donald,  Toolburra, Warwick
Gordon, James ,  Townsvi ll e,  Cleveland Bay
Hall, Thomas John, Clermont ,  Peak Downs
Ha ll oran ,  Arthur Edward, Brisbane
Halloran ,  Reginald Henry, Miriam Downs, Flinders
River
Haly, Charles Robert ,  Taabinga ,  Gayndah
Hammond, Henry ,  Fort Bourke ,  New South Wales
•Hammond ,  William Henry ,  Balonne River
Hancock ,  Robert ,  Brisbane
Haran ,  Timotheus John, Surgeon R.N., Somerset
Harden, Henry Scott, Peak Downs
Harris ,  The Honorable George, Brisbane
Harris ,  John, London
Harriott, Thomas Ware ,  Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Warrego ,  New South Wales
Hay, James Leith, Ipswich
Hay, Houston Stewart Dalrymple ,  Goondiwindi
Hazzard, Robert ,  Ballalynd ,  Moonie River
Headrick ,  John ,  Rockhampton
Heath ,  George Poynter, Brisbane
Heathcote ,  Alfred Spencer ,  Pike's Creek
Hendren, Wi ll iam, Ipswich
Henning ,  Edward Biddulph ,  Rockhampton
Henry, Ernest, Mount McConne ll, K ennedy District
Herbert ,  Arthur Orpen ,  Brisbane
Herbert, The Honorable Robert George Wyndham,
Brisbane
HeusslLr, John Christian ,  Brisbane
Hill, Thomas ,  Eurambah ,  Narran River
Hilliard ,  William Edward, Gladstone
Hobbs, The Honorable William, Brisbane
Hockings ,  Albert John, Brisbane
Holmes ,  Alexander Scott ,  Albert River
Holt ,  Wi ll iam Harvey ,  Kolonga, Gayndah
Hood ,  James Low, Peak Downs
Hope, The Honorable Louis, Kilcoy ,  Ipswich
Hovell ,  William Hilton ,  Goulburn, New South Wales -
Hughes, Robert M,uirice ,  Fort Bourke, New South
Wales
Hunt ,  James, Baroondah ,  Dawson River
Hunter,  Willi:5m,  Maranoa District
Hunter, Robert Miller ,  Rockhampton
Hutchinson ,  Albert Maxwell ,  Ipswich
Jaffray, Murdo, Springsure
Jamieson ,  Hosea, Mount Emu Plains ,  Burke District
Jardine, John, Commissioner  of Crown Lands
Johnson ,  Charles Leicester ,  Baroondah ,  Dawson River
Jones, Thomas, Barambah, Nanango
Jordan, Henry, London
Kelman , William,  Ghinghiuda , Leichhardt  District
Kelman, John, Melton Downs, Leichhardt .District
Kellett, Robert, Kennedy District
Kellett,  William, .Emu Creek
Kemball , Arthur  Clark, Police Magistrate, Mary-
borough
Kennedy, William Francis ,  Brisbane
Kent ,  William ,  Jondaryan ,  Darling Downs
King ,  Henry Edward ,  Commissioner Crown Lands,
Leichhardt District
Lack, Edward, junior, Wigton, Gayndah
Lamb, Edward William, Brisbane
Lambert, William Frederick, Greendale, Barcoo River
Lambert, Charles Henry, Inspector of Police, Warrego
Landsborough, William, Police Magistrate, Burke
District
Larnach, John Alexander, Rockhampton
Lawless, Clement, Boombijam, Gayndah
Lawson, Robert, Leichhardt District
Lee, Archibald, Wallumbilla, Maranoa District
Lee, Stewart, Mendoo Plains, Knebworth
Leefe, Roger Beckwirth, Acting Police  Magistrate,
Cardwell
Lempriere, Algernon, Amby Downs, Maranoa
Lethbridge, Christopher, Wallann, Condamine
Livermore, Edward Pike, Rockhampton
Living, John, Port Curtis
Living, George Nicol, Cooglebindah, Leichhardt District
Loader, William, Dareel, Moonie River
Low, Jacob, Welltown, McIntyre River
Lyons, Charles Bernard, Brisbane
Macalister , the Honorable Arthur, BrisbaneMacarthur, Patrick, Police Magistrate, Roma
11 ,cartney, John Arthur, Glenmore, Rockhampton
Macartney, John, St. Helen's, South Kennedy
Macdonald, Campbell Livingstone, Logan River
Macdonald, Peter Fitzallan, Yaamba
Macllenry, John. Broad Sound
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Macintosh, Peter, Rio, Leichhardt District
Mackay , Cohn  Campbe ll ,  Rockhampton
Mackenzie , the Honorable  Robert Ramsay ,  Brisbane
Maine ,  Crawford ,  Littlecote ,  Leichhardt  District
Major, Thomas ,  Dalgangal
Manchee , John Charles, Doondie,  Maranoa District
Manning , Arthur Wilcox,  Brisbane
Mansfield ,  Percival  Douglas ,  Rockhampton
Mant, George ,  Gigoomgan , Wide Bay District
Margetts ,  Frederick ,  Warwick
Marlay, Edward  Fische, Clifton, Darling Downs
Marlow, John, Inspector Native Police
Marsh , Charles William,  Maryland
Marshall , Richard Purvis, Goondiwindi
Marshall, Sampson Yeo, Goondiwindi
Massie,  Hugh Hamon, Police  Magistrate ,  Brisbane
Master, Francis  Robert Chester,  Brisbane
Mayd, John G. D., Glen Darrivil ,  Springsure
Mayne, Edward Graves,  Waverley
Mayne,  John Colburn, Wombo, Condamine
Mayne, Robert William, Traverston, Wide  Bay District
McAndrew, James, Possession Creek,  Maranoa District
McArthur, John, Glenelg, Warwick
McConnel, the Honorable John, Durundur
McConnel, David, Cressbrook, Ipswich
McDonald, John Graham, Dalrymple, Kennedy District'McDonald, John McPherson, Callandoon
McDonnell, John, Immigration Agent, Brisbane
McDougall, the Honorable John Frederick,  Rosa lie
Plains,  Drayton
McDowall, Archibald, Commissioner Crown Lands
McKay, Duncan Forbes, Nindigully, Moonie h.iver
McKay, Francis Grant, Surat
McLaren, James, Cadaga, Burnett District
McLean, John Donald, Westbrook, Drayton
McLean, George Robertson, Brunel Downs,  Maranoa
District
McLeod, James John Alexander, Bowen
McLerie, John, Inspector- General of  Police, Sydney,
New South Wales
McManus,  John Charles,  Maranoa  District
McTaggart, John, Kilkivan, Wide Bay District
Miles,  William, Dulacea, Condamine
Miller, Robert,  Kinnoul , Leichhardt  District
Mi lls,  Michael, Cleveland, Kennedy District
Missing , Henry,  East Moreton
Moffatt ,  Samuel , Cumkillennbar, Dalby
Moore, Thomas, Gulnaber, Maranoa District
Moore, John Hugh, Palm Tree Creek
Moreton, the Honorable Seymour, Wetheron, Gayndah
Moreton , the Honorable  Basil Berkeley , Wetberon,
Gayndah
Morey, Edmund, Drayton
Moriarty, Abram Orpen, Sydney, Now South Wales
ILlorisset, Edrie Norfolk Vaux, New South Wales
Morisset , Rudolph, Lara, Flinders River
Mort, Henry, New South Wales
Morton, Frederick, Gladstone
Murray,  George Pulteuey Malcolm, Tnspector of Native
Police
Murphy, John, Ipswich
Murphy, John Michael, Auburn, Burnett District
Mylne, Graham, Amby Downs,  Maranoa
Nares,  George Strong,  Commander R.N.
Nicholls, John, Tiereyboo, Condamine
Norman , William Henry, Melbourne, Victoria
North, Joseph, Ipswich
North, William, Ipswich
O'Connell, the Honorable Maurice Charles, Brisbane
O'Connell,  Maurice  Geoffrey,  Commissioner Crown
Lands
Ol.eden, David Parry, Burrandowan, Gayndah
Ord, David, Durah, Darling Downs
O'Reilly, Henry, Brisbane
Paige, Thomas Henry, Maryborough
Palmer, Arthur Hunter, Bungil , Maranoa District
Palmer, Henry, Maryborough
Palmer, Richard Edward, Gladstone
Palmer, John, Rockhampton
Panton, John, Ipswich
Parbury, Alfred, Cockatoo Creek, Leichhardt District
Pascoe , Robert James, Lieutenant  Royal Marines,
Somerset
Paterson, Robert Laidlaw, Senoma, Kennedy  District
Patton, Robert, Albinia Downs, Leichhardt  District
Pery,  William Cecil George, Pike's Creek
Petrie, John,  Brisbane
Pettigrew, William, Brisbane
Peyton, Nicholson, Mundubbera, Gayndah
Pickering, William, Brisbane
Pigott, Peter John, Gayndah
Pinnock, Philip, Police Magistrate, Bowen
Pitt, Henry DowdesKell, Brigade Major of Volunteers
Brisbane
Plows, Henry Taylor, Rockhampton
Powe ll , Charlbs ,  Brisbane
Prior ,  Thomas Lodge Murray ,  Brisbane.
Pugh , 'iheophilus Parsons ,  Brisbane
Purdie, Robert, Health Officer, Lytton
Rae, Arthur James ,  Bindango ,  Maranoa .  District
Raff, George ,  Brisbane
Raff, Alexander ,  Brisbane
Ramsay, John Bonar Peter, Rockhampton
Ranken, John, Ipswich
Ranken, George ,  junior, Rockhampton
Ranken, James, Denison Creek, Leichhardt District
Ranken, John Logan Campbell, Afton, Flinders River
Rawlins, Frederick, Police Magistrate, Drayton
Rawnsley, Henry Charles, Brisbane
Rawson ,  William ,  Rosewood ,  Ipswich
Raymond, Gerald William, Burton Downs, Leich_hardt
District
Read, E llis, Bowen
Reid, James, Camboon, Leichhardt District
Richards ,  Henry ,  Brisbane
Richards, William, Springsure
Riley, Alexander Reiby, Tenterfield, New South Wales
Robison, Hugh ,  Rockhampton
Robinson, Thomas George, Toowoomba
Robinson, James W., Lady Elliott Island
Roche, Frederick William, Dalby
Ro lleston , Christopher, Sydney, New South Wales
Roope, William, Cullingaringar, Leichhardt District
Ross, Donald, Mooroondoo ,  Maranoa District
Ross, Thomas, Durham Downs, Leichhardt District
Rowland, Thomas, Ipswich
Roycls, Edmund Molyneux, Juandah, Dawson River
Rule, John, Mitchell District
Rundle, William. Rockhampton
Russell, Henry Stuart, Sydney, New South Wales
Rutherford, John, Fort Bourke, New South Wales
Sams, Robert Keate ,  Entally ,  Corn i Paroo River
Sams, Albert James Dawson ,  Enta lly ,  Corni Paroo River
Sandeman, Gordon, Burrandowan, Gayndah
Scott, Walter Jervoise, Valley of Lagoons, North Kennedy
Scott, Charles Jervoise. Valley of Lagoons, North
Kennedy
Scott, David Charles Frederick, Police Magistrate, Sydney,
New South Wales
Scott,  James  Hall, Kennedy District
Seaward, William, junior, Bowen
Selheim, Philip Alexander, Strathmore, Kennedy District
Selk, Julius, Bodumba
Seymour, David Thompson, Commissioner of Police,
Brisbane
Sharpe, Edward ,  Commissioner of Crown Lands ,  Albert
District, New South WalesSheaffe, Roger Hall, Marathon, Flinders River
Sheridan, Brinsley George, Lotus Creek, Leichhardt
District
Sheridan, Richard Bingham, Water Police  Magistrate,
Maryborough
Sidney, John, Dalby
Silverton, Christopher Henry, Kooingal, Leichhardt
District
Sim, William, Amby Downs,  Maranoa District
Sinclair, Duncan McDiarmid, Police Magistrate, Dalby
Smith, the Honorable Richard Joseph, Ipswich
Smith, Henry Fletcher, Lyndhurst, District of Cook
Snape .  James ,  Po li ce Magistrate ,  Warialda ,  New South
Wales
Snell, John Charles, Ellangowan, Darling Downs
Spry, James, Natal Downs, South Kennedy District
Stacey, John Edward, Toowoomba
Stenhouse, William, Allandale, Kennedy District
Stephens, Thomas Blacket, Brisbane
Stevenson , William Hercules, Gayndah
Stevenson , John,  Ravenabourne ,  Barcoo River
Stewart, William Robert, Peak Downs
Stewart, William,  Boondoomah , Gayndah
Stewart, Robert, Southwick, Kennedy District
Storey, Arthur B., Herbert, Teningering, Gayndah
St. George, Howard, Rockhampton
St. Jean, Ernest de, Drayton
Strathdee, Robert, Gayndah
Sullivan, Alexander Falconer, Tilbooroo, Warrego
District
Sutherland, James, Mount Walker, Flinders River
Taylor,  James, Toowoomba
Temple, Thomas  Burnet ,  Brisbane
Thompson, Abraham Hamilton,  Toowoomba
Thompson, William , Orion Downs , Leichhardt  District
Thomson, William, Mundnbbermere, Warwick
Thorn, George, Ipswich
Thornton, William, Brisbane
Tiffin, Charles, Brisbane
Tom, Henry,  Yealba, Maranoa  District
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Tom, Charles, Chesterton, Warrego District
Tooth, Charles Frederick Louis, Talavera, Maranoa
District
Towns, Robert, Townsville, Cleveland Bay
Travis, Robert, Maryborough
Tully, William Alcock,  Brisbane
Turnbull, Robert Edward, Gowrie, Warrego District
Turnbull, John, Bundi, Leichhardt DistrictTurner, John Sargeant ,  Brisbane
Turner, William, Helidon, Ipswich
Tymons, James Blood, Gayndah
Uhr, Edmund Blucher, Brisbane
Vignoles, Francis Durell, Western Creek, Darling Downs
Walker, Thomas Gabriel, Leura, Leichhardt District
Walthardt, Gustave, Nanango
Ward, Joseph Hayden, Maryborough
Warry, Richard Symes, Brisbane
Watts, John, Eton Vale, Drayton
Webb, George Dudley, Brisbane
Wessen, Theodore Wilhelm Van, Princhester
Whisk, Claudius Buchanan, Cabulture River, Brisbane
Whitchurch, John Samuel, Felton, Darling Downs
White, The Honorable William Duckett, Beaudesert,
Logan River
White, Ernest, Beaudesert, Logan River
White, James Charles, Police Magistrate, Warwick
White, Robert Hoddle Dryberg, Rockhampton
Wienholt, Arnold, Maryvale, Warwick
Wienholt, Edward, Jondaryan, Darling Downs
Wilkie, John Perrell, Daandine, Dalby
Wilkin, John, Eaglefield, Kennedy District
Wills, Thomas William, Callinaringa, Leichhardt DistrictWihon, George Il nrv, ipswieh
Wilsoii, John Kerr, Maranoa District
Wilson, William, Broad Sound
Wilson, William Herbert, Barambab, Burnett District
Wiseman, William Henry, Police Magistrate, Rock-
hampton
Wiseman, Solomon, Tripoli, Balonne River
Wood, The Honorable Western, Gayndah
Wood, Edward, Lake Victoria, Leichhardt District
Woore, .Vole Charie , Commi-sioner Crown Lands,
Albert,  New South Wales
Wyndham, Alexander, Winton, McIntyre River
Yaldwyn, John, Humholt Creek, Leichhardt District
Yaldwyn, William Henry, Brisbane.
F IRST Assignment .--KNOW Ye, that WeT
have  assigned you,  and  each and every of
you, Our  'Justices to keep Our Peace, in Our
Colony of Queensland and its dependencies ,  either
alone or in conjunction with one or more of Our
Justices that have been appointed ,  or hereafter
shall be appointed in Our said Colony and its
dependencies ,  and to keep and cause to be kept all
Ordinances and Statutes f'or the preservation of
the Peace ,  and for the quiet rule and government
of Our people ,  made in all  and singular their
articles in Our said Colony and its dependencies,
accordim,  to the form and  effect  of the same, and
to punisi all persons offending against the said
Ordinances and Statutes ,  or any of them ,  in the
said, Colony and  its dependencies ,  and to cause to
come before you all those within Our said Colony
and its dependencies who, to any one or more of
Our people ,  concerning their bodies or the  firing
of their houses ,  shall have  used threats, to find
security for the peace or their good behavior
towards Us and Our people. And if they shall
refuse to find such security then them in our prisons
until they shall find such security to cause to be
safely kept.
Second Assignment .- We have also assigned you,
either alone or with any one or more of such
Justices appointed ,  or to be appointed ,  as aforesaid,
to inquire the truth more fully by all lawful means
by which the truth of the matter shall be better
known, of all and all manner of felonies ,  poisonings,
trespasses ,  or extortions whatsoever ,  and of all and
singular other crimes and offences of which the
Justices  of Our  Peace may  or ought  lawfully to
inquire, by whomsoever  and  after what manner
soever, in the said Colony and its dependencies,
done or perpetrated ,  or which shall happen to be
done or attempted .  And also  'of all those who in
the aforesaid Colony or its dependencies .  in com-
panies against Our  Peace ,  in disturbance of Our
people, with armed force have gone or rode ,  or .here-
after shall presume  to go or  ride. And ,also of all
those who have there  lain in  wait, or hereafter shall
presume to  lie in wait, to maim or cut or kill Our
people: And also of all Victuallers, and all and
singular other persons, who in the abuse of weights
and measures ,  or in  selling victuals against the form
of the Ordinances and Statutes, or any of them,
therefore made for the common benefit of the
said Colony and its dependencies, and Our people
thereof, have offended, or attempted, or hereafter
shall presume, in the said Colony or its depen-
dencies, to offend or attempt. And also of all
Sheriffs, Constables, Keepers of Gaols, and other
officers , who, in the execution of their offices about
the premises or any of them, have rudely behaved
themselves, or hereafter shall presume to behave
themselves rudely, or have been or shall happen here-
after to be careless, remiss, or negligent in Our afore-
said Colony or its dependencies. And of all and
singular articles and circumstances and all other
things whatsoever that concern the premises, or
any of them, by whomsover and after what
manner soever  in Our said Colony or its depen-
dencies done or perpetrated, or which hereafter
shall happen to be done or attempted in what
manner soever. And to inspect all indictments
whatsoever so before you, either alone or in
conjunction with such Justice or Justices
aforesaid taken or to be taken, or before others
late Our Justices of the Peace in the aforesaid
Colony or its dependencies, made or taken and not
yet determined. And to make and to continue
processes thereupon, against all and
-singular the
persons so indicted, or who before you hereafter
shall happen to be so indicted, until they can
be taken, surrender themselves, or be outlawed.
And to hear and determine all and singular the
felonies, Poisonings, trespasses, extortions, unlawful
assemblies, and indictments aforesaid. And all and
singular other the ' premises according to the Law
and Statutes of England, and of the said Colony
and its dependencies, as in the like case it has  been
accustomed or ought to have been done. And the
same offenders and every of them for their offintees,
by fines, ransoms, amereiaments, forfeitures, and
other means, as according to the Law and Customs
of England, or the Forms of the Ordinances and
Statutes aforesaid it has been accustomed, or ought
to have been done to chastise and punish. Provided
always, that if a case of difficulty upon the deter-
mination of any of the premises before you shall
happen to arise, then  let  judgment in no wise be
given thereon before you, unless in the presence
of one of Our Justices of the Supreme Court of the
said Colony. And therefore we command you that
to keep the Peace, or Ordinances and Statutes, and
all and  singular other the premises, your diligently
apply yourselves, and at certain days and places
duly appointed, or to be appointed, for these pur-
poses, into the premises you make inquiries. And
all and singular the premises hear and determine,
and perform and fulfil them in the aforesaid form,
doing therein what to Justices appertains, according
to the law and custom of England, saving to Us the
amerciaments and other things thereto belonging.
And We command Our Sheriff of the said Colony,
at certain days and places duly appointed, or to be
appointed as. aforesaid, to be aiding by all lawful
means in the performance and doe execution of the
premises.
In testimony whereof, We have canoed theca
Our Letters to he made Patent, and the
Great Seal of the Colony to be thereunto
affixed.
Witness Our Trusty and Well-beloved Sir
GEORGE FERGrsoN Bowm.N, Knight Grand
Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George, Captain-General
and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies, and Vice-
Admiral of the same, at Government House,
Brisbane, in Queensland afores;}id. iii
3' i('teentli day of February, in the Twenty-
ninth year of Our Reign, and in the yee.ar
of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Exeel' =ency 's Command,
II. Ii. 1MI_ CX111NZfi .
By lutbirily : IV, C, BELaanx ; a-;, r,iver,nnent Prolicr .  Vt liia.rnt  ., Ii•r•I. Hi 'h; i.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FErousox
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
j N pursuance of the authority vested in me by an
1 Act made and passed in the second year of His
late Majesty King William the Fourth, and
numbered twelve, and with the advice of the
Executive Council, I, the Governor aforesaid,
do hereby appoint the place known as Wiseman's
Bridge, near Rockhampton, to be a place at which
a Turnpike Gate shall be erected, and at which
Tolls shall be collected, to the amount, and under
the regulations, restrictions, and provisions of the
said recited Act ; of which Turnpike Gate all
persons concerned are hereby required to take due
notice.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of February, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s. ] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
MUNICIPALITY OF TOWNSVILLE.
PROCLAMATION.
By His 'Excellency Sir GroIiGE  FERGUSON
BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
7 HEREAS by an Act of the Parliament of
Queensland, and commonly styled and cited
as Tke klhnicipal Institutions Act of  1864, it was
amongst other things enacted, that any cit, town,
or hamlet, then or thereafter established,' or any
rural district, might, as therein provided, be con-
stituted a Municipality ; and it was by the same
Act enacted that the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, might, on the receipt of a
petition signed by not fewer than one hundred
,d,
QTJEENSLAND
OPtt111P1t
[No. 22.
householders resident within any such city, town,
or hamlet, or rural district, praying that the same
might be declared a Municipality under the said
Act, and stating the number of inhabitants thereof,
cause the substance and prayer of such petition to
be published in the  Government Gazette,  and unless
a counter petition, signed by a greater number of
householders, resident as aforesaid, should be
received by the Colonial Secretary within three
months from the date of such publication, the
Governor, with the advice aforesaid, might, by
Proclamation published in like manner, declare such
city, town, or hamlet, or such rural district, to be a
Municipality, by a name to be mentioned in such
Proclamation ; and might also, by the same or any
other Proclamation, define the limits and bounda-
ries thereof; and that upon such publication the
Municipality should be constituted accordingly :
And whereas a petition signed by one hundred and
ninety-five householders resident within the town
and port of Townsville, at Rockingham Bay, in
the Colony of Queensland, praying that the same
might be declared a Municipality under the pro-
visions of the said Act, and stating that the
number of the inhabitants thereof was upwards of
four hundred, was presented to the Governor, the
substance and prayer of which petition were duly
published in the  Government Gazette,  in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act : And whereas
no counter petition, signed by a greater number of
householders resident within the said town of
Townsville was received by the Colonial Secretary
within three months from the date of such publica-
tion : And whereas, the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has, in exercise of the
powers conferred by the said Act, determined to
declare by Proclamation such town of Townsville to
be aManicipality by thename hereinafter mentioned:
Now, therefore, I, Sir GEOEnE FEE.GUsoN BowEN,
the Governor of Queensland, in pursuance of the
provisions of the said Act, and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, declare that the said town of Townsville shall
be a Municipality within the meaning of the said
Act. And I do hereby, with the advice aforesaid,
declare and direct that such Municipality shall be
called by the name of " The Municipality of
Townsville."
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this fifteenth day of February, in the year of
our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year of
Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.) G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
It. R. MACKENZIE,
COD SAVE TEE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same,
&c., &c., &c.
WHEREAS by an Act of the Parliament of
Queensland, passed in the twenty-eighth
year of the reign of Her Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  " An Act to amend the Publicans Act of
" 1863," it was among other things enacted, that
it shall not be lawful for any wholesale spirit dealer,
for any wholesale dealer in wines or beer, or for
any grower or maker of liquors made from sugar-
cane the produce of the Colony, to sell or other-
wise dispose of, or to deliver, any liquor (although
in quantities exceeding two gallons at one time)
except in such towns or places as shall from time to
time be proclaimed by the Governor in Council and
notified by proclamation in the  Government Gazette
as towns and places where liquors may be disposed
of by wholesale : Now, therefore, I, Sir GEORGE
FERGUSON BOWEN, the Governor aforesaid, in pur-
suance of the power so vested in me, do hereby
proclaim Townsville, Cleveland Bay, as a town and
place where spirits, wine, beer, or liquors, made
from sugar-cane the produce of the Colony, may
be sold in quantities not less than two gallons at
one time.
Given under my "Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this thirty-first day of January, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,R. R. MACKENZIE.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1866.
11 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM CRADOOK NOWELL BUSSELL, Esquire,
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions at Nanango,  vice
Cummings, removed to Dalby. This appointment
to be effective from 1st February, 1866.
By His Excellency's Command,R. It. MACKENZIE.
NOTICE.PERSONS desirous of an interview with theColonial Secretary, upon Public Business,
will have the opportunity afforded them between the
hours of Eleven a.m., and One p.m. on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays, at which times only will
the Colonial Secretary be at leisure to receive
them.
It is, however, to be understood, that gentlemen
from the country, whose business will not admit of
delay, will be received at any time during the usual
office hours.
Heads of Dgpartments will also understand that
they can see the Colonial Secretary whenever they
may find it necessary to seek an interview.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
6th February, 1866.
NOTICE.
FROM
and after this date, no applications for
employment in the Public Service,  in con-
nection with this Department, can be entertained,
as there are no vacancies at present or in prospect.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
12th February, 1866.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1866.
NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF h KNDER.
IT is hereby notified for general information,that the Government, have accepted the
Tender of Mr. JOHN PETRIE for the completion of
the New Hospital, Brisbane.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE UNDER THE
" TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the Trustees of the Land on Wickham
Terrace, granted for the purposes of the Episco-
palian Church, have, in terms of the Act 28 Vic-
toria, No. 22, made application to the Governor in
Council for leave to Mortgage the said Land, in
order to obtain funds for the erection of additional
buildings thereon.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought must
lodge the same with the Colonial Secretary, by
letter, within the period of three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1866.
NOTICE WITH RESPECT TO APPLICATIONS
FOR LEASES IN THE PASTORAL DISTRICT
OF COOK.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Execu ive Cou cil directs it to be
notified that, in consequence of the District of
Cook being brought within the class of Unsettled
Districts by Proclamation on the 6th January, 1866,
the holders of Runs within the boundaries of the
said District, whose Licenses, granted under the
provisions of the 64th clause of the  Pastoral Leases
Act of  1863, have expired subsequent to the date of
said Proclamation, or which are within three months
of expiring, are hereby required in accordance with
the provisions of the 23rd clause of the above-
mentioned Act, to lodge, without delay, their appli-
cations forLeases, accompanied with the usual Decla-
ration of Stocking, with the Acting Commisioner
of Cook, at the Local Crown Lands Office, North
Kennedy; ' and that all Applications for Leases of
Runs that may become subsequently due, are to be
made not later than three months prior to the ex-
piration of the current Licenses, by virtue of which
the Runs are held.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1866.
NOTICE WITII RESPECT TO APPLICATIONS.
FOR LEASES IN THE PASTORAL DISTRICT
OF BURKE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, directs it to be'
notified that, in consequence of the District of Burke
being brought within the class of Unsettled Districts
by Procl.tination on the 6th January, 1866, the
holders of Runs within the boundaries of the said
District, whose Licenses, granted under the provi-
sions of the 64th clause of the  Pastoral Leases Act
of 1863, expire, or which are within three months
of expiring, between the date of said Proclamation
and the First day of May next ensuing, are hereby
required, in accordance with the provision contained
in the 23rd clause of the above mentioned Act, to
lodge their Applications for Leases, accompanied
by the usual Declaration of Stocking, at the Local
Crown Lands Office, at the Albert Settlement, on
the First day of May next, the day on which the
Local Office is to be opened for the transaction of
business, and that all Applications for Leases due
on Runs subsequent to that date, are to be made
not later than three months prior to the expiration
of the current Licenses, by virtue of which the Runs
are held.
By His Excellency' s Command,
A. MACALISTER..
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1866.
NOTICE.
TT is hereby notified, that the Annual Rents due
g on Lands leased under the Sugar and Coffee
Regulations of the 27th September, 1864, must
be paid into the Treasury, in Brisbane, in advance,
on the first day of the second and third years of
lease, otherwise the leases will be dealt with as for-
feited ; but the Lessees may defeat such forfeiture
by the payment of the full amount of rent, together
with an addition of one-fourth part thereof, into the
Treasury within sixty days of such original rent day.
The commencement of each lease is computed
from the date of the notification of the application
having been approved.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1866.
NOTICE 'WITH RESPECT TO LOCAL CROWN
LANDS OFFICES IN THE PASTORAL DIS-
TRICTS OF BURKE AND COOK.
jIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified for public information, that the following
arrangements have been made for the transaction of
Crown Lands business in connection with the
Pastoral Districts of Burke and Cook, which have
been brought by Proclamation on the 6th January,
1866, within the class of Unsettled Districts, viz.:--
The Local Crown Lands Office for the District of
Burke, will be open for the transaction of business,
at the proposed site of the Albert River Township,
on the first day of May next ensuing, and the
Deputy Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands is
authorised to receive and record provisionally all
applications for new runs that may be lodged up to
that date at the Crown Lands Office, Brisbane.
The business of the Cook District will be
transacted, until further notice, at the Local Crown
Lands Office, North Kennedy District which is
situated at the upper crossing of the River Burdekin.
The Commissioner of the last-named district, is
authorised to perform, from this date, the necessary
duties in connection with receiving and recording
both Applications for new Runs, and Applications
for Leases of Runs held under Licenses in force at
the date of Proclamation.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY GOODS SHED  AT TOOWOOMBA.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilNoon, on SATURDAY, the 10th M arch next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Railway Goods Shed at ootivoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed, " Railway Goods Shed
at Toowoomba."
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Ipswich, and at the Resident
Engineer's Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Railway Conveyancer, within
seven (7) days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £250 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender wilt not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY CARRIAGE SHED AT TOOWOOMBA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Noon, on SATURDAY, the 10th March
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Railway Carriage Shed at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Railway Carriage
Shed at Toowoomba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Ipswich, and at the Resident
Engineer's Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum, signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Railway Conveyancer, within
seven (7) days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the
penal sum of £200 for securing such perform-
ance, otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any- Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY TANK STAND AT TOOWOOMBA.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilNoon, on SATURDAY, the 10th March next,
from persons willing to Contract for the erection of
a Railway Tank Stand, at Toowoomba.
. Tenders to be endorsed  " Railway Tank Stand
at Toowoomba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender, may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Ipswich, and at the Resident
Engineer's Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot
of every Tender, there must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering, and two respon-
sible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver at the office of the Railway
Conveyancer, within seven (7) days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty
in the penal sum of X50 for securing such per-
formance, otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane,  26th  January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY STORE AT TOOWOOMBA.
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
f Noon, on SATURDAY,  the 10th March next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Railway Store at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  Railway Store at
Toowoomba,."
Plan, Specification ,  and Form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Ipswich, and at the Resident
Engineer 's Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work ,  and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
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by the party tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,'  and undertaking in that
event  that they  will  severally execute and deliver
at the office of the  Railway  Conveyancer ,  within
seven  (7) days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a bond to  Her Majesty  in the penal
sum of £200 for securing such performance ,  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department  of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 19th  January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH  AND POST OFFICES, DALBY.Tr ENDE .S will  be reechoed at this Office, until11 Twelve o'clock on  SATURDAY, the 3rd
March next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Telegraph  and Post Offices, at Dalby.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  "Tender for Telegraph
and Post  Offices,  Dalby."
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane, or at the
Court House, Dalby.
Tenders must state  the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a incmnorandum,  signed
by the partytendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that  they will severally  execute and
deliver at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor
in Brisbane, or at the Court House, Dalby, within
seven  days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal suns
of £400 for securing such pcrf'orlnance, otherwise-
the Tender will not be to  if en into consideration.
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department  of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 22nd January, 1866.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
TT is hereby notified for the information of
j persons selecting  land by virtue of non-
transferable Land Orders issued under the  Immi-
gration Act of  1864, that applications for Deeds of
Grant from the Crown of lands so selected,
accompanied  by a declaration, in the annexed Form,
by the selector  that he has resided continuously with-
in the Colony of Queensland for a period of two years
from the date of his arrival in the said Colony, must
be lodged with the Surveyor-General within three
months from and after the expiry of such period of
residence ; and in default of such application, accom-
panied by such declaration, being so made, the
lands so selected  will be deemed to have reverted to
the Crown, and the title and interest of such
selector to have ceased and determined.
In the event of a person so selecting dying before
the expiration of the term of two years residence
within the said Colony, it will be necessary for the
representative of the said deceased selector to make
application to the Surveyor-General for the Deed
of Grant of the land so selected  within two years
from the date of the Land Order with which such
selection was made ; and  such application must be
accompanied by a declaration by the applicart, that
to the best of his knowledge and belief the said
deceased selector had resided continuously within
the Colony of Queensland from the date of his
arrival until the time of his decease  ;  in default
whereof such land will be deemed to have reverted
to the Crown.
The Government reserves to itself the right in
all cases to require such evidence in support of the
truth of such declarations of residence as may be
deemed expedient.
A. MACALISTER.
SCHEDULE.
Selections by Z7on-transferable Land Orders.
Application fort b
Deed of Grant ` by
Sir,
I have the honor to request that a Deed of Grant
may be issued to sne, of the  allotment  of land hereunder
described ,  and which was selected by  inc  in virtue of a
non-transferable Land Order on the day
of 18 , and I subjoin a declaration that I
have resided continuously in the Colony of Queensland
for a period of two years from the date of my arrival in
the said Colony.
Date of proclamation ... ...
Date when offered for sale ...
No. of lot ... ... ...
No. of portion
No. of acres in the lot
County ... ... ...
Parish or place ... ...
I have the honor to be,
Sir,
Your obedient Servant,
To the Surveyor-General.
t
Declaration.
I, do solemnly and sincerely declare
that I have continuously resided within the Colony of
Queensland from the flay of
18 , to  the day of  18 , being
a period of two years from the date of my arrival in the
said Colony  ;  and I make this solemn declaration con-
scientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of
the previsions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year
of the Reign of Her present Majesty, intituled  " An Act
for the more effectual abolition of Oaths and Affli snations
taken and made in various Departments of the  G overn-
ment of New South Males, and to substitute Declarations in
lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and
extra-judicial Oaths and  Afdavits."
Made and signed  before me, at }
this day of 186 S
Signature of a Magistrate J.P.
"  Insert christian and surname at full length.
t Insert nearest post town.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 17th January, 1866.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY AND BAT'AVIA OR SINGA-
PORE,  VIA  TORRE S' STRAITS.THE Queensland Gover ment h ving in con-templation  the establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  via' Torres '  Straits  and  Singapore ,  sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until MON-
DAY, the 25th June, 1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly, for a period of five
years, from and to Brisbane and Batavia ,  calling
at Port Denison and Cape York.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
cervice to Singapore  and Sydney ;  and separate
otters will be received for Monthly Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York, and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of 1st and 2nd class, the tonnage, horse-
power, and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether propelled by screw or paddles ; also
to state  the'  time at which the service can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this  service being  called for the pur.
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
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Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or by applying to Messrs. Julyau
and Sergeaunt, Crown Agents, 6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer, Brisbane, and marked  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails via Torres' Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Memoranda for the information of persons  wishing to
Tender for the Torres' Straits .1tlail  Service, in
reply to Treasury advertisement, dated the 17th
January,  1866.
1. Tenders to state fully the speed, tonnage, passenger
accommodation of each class, how propelled, and all
other information relative to the vessels to be employed,
required by the advertisement.
2. Vessels to start from each end of the Contract line
monthly, at such times  as may  be hereafter determined,
with a view of making the Torres'  Straits Mail  Service
alternate with that  yid  Cape Leeuwin, thus securing
fortnightly communication between Australia and Europe.
3. Plans and  sections  of vessels proposed to be
employed to be sent with the Tender.
4. Vessels to be at all times supplied and furnished
with all  necessary  and proper machinery , engines, pro-
visions, anchors, cables, boats, fire pumps, and lightning
conductors, and all proper appliances, subject to the
approval of the Officers appointed for the purpose by the
Postmaster-General.
5. Vessels to be officered and manned to the satisfac-
tion of the Postmaster-General.
6. Each vessel to carry a properly qualified medical
practitioner, and to be furnished with  sufficient  medicines
and medical comforts.
7. The Postmaster-General or his representative may
delay departure of Contract Steamer twenty-four hours
when deemed necessary.
8. The Contract  Steamer to leave Batavia  or Singapore
within twenty-four hours after the arrival of the
European Mail Steamers, and to carry the Mails to their
destination at an average speed of not less than ten*
knots, calling at Cape York, and such other port or ports
as may be agreed on, reasonable time for detention being
allowed by the Government.
9. Should the Mails not be delivered within the time
stipulated, the suin of £100 to be deducted, by way of
penalty, for every twenty-four hours of such delay, the
full amount of penalty, however, not to exceed the
proportionate sum due for that particular  service.
10. Postmaster-General to pay an award of £50, over
and above the Contract sum, for each and every twenty-
four hours the Mail shall be delivered within the time
covenanted for.
11. As a penalty for not providing an efficient vessel
ready to start according to agreement, Contractors to
pay, by way of penalty, the sum of £250, also to pay a
further sum of £100 for every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay.
12. Contractorsto have not less than three vessels of the
stipulated tonnage and power at all times ready for service.
13. Postmaster-General may appoint a Mail Agent to
each vessel, who shall be provided with suitable first-
class cabin accommodation and table, at the expense of
the Contractors. The said Mail Agent to have
customary powers with regard to determining questions
relative to Mails, and the despatch or detention of vessels
carrying Mails.
14. Necessary and suitable accoininodation, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General, to be provided
for the purpose of sorting and making up Mails during
the voyage, if required.
15. Mails to be delivered at the Post Office, and con-
veyed to the Steamers at the expense of the Contractor,
without any delay.
16. Payments to be made quarterly in Brisbane, and
the payment stipulated to be in full satisfaction for the
service; the Mail money to belong to Her Majesty.
17. The agreement to be entered into to be in force
for five years, but Government  reserve  to themselves
power to determine the Contract, should the  service not
be properly performed.
18. Contractors may at any time terminate the agree-
ment, upon giving six months notice of their intention,
and by paying, by way of forfeit,  a sum  equivalent to
two months' subsidy.
19. Contractors not to dispose of, or under-let the
Contract, without the consent of the Postmaster-General.
20. Contractors to be bound in the penal sum of
£15,000, to be paid to the Government by way of stipu-
lated damages,  in case  of failure on their part to
carry out the agreement.
21. Government reserve to themselves the right to add
other reasonable stipulations to those already mentioned.
Teilflerm will also be received for the service  on a scale pro-
p.rsiont'!e to tron Dili f" to Pleven knots.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
AMENDED REGULATIONS FOR GOVERNMENTSAVINGS BANKS.
I IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the following alterations
and additions to the Savings Bank Regulations,
dated 16th November, 1864, made under the
authority of the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria,
No. 2, entitled  " An Act to grant additional facili-
ties for depositing small savings at interest with the
security of the Government for due repayment
thereof;"  viz.:---
1. The following words to be omitted from clause 5 of
the said regulations, viz., " the depositor shall sign his
name in a place to be provided for his signature in the
depositor's book," it being considered advisable that
depositors shall not in future be required to sign their
naiues in Savings Bank pass-books.
The following are to stand as additional regula-
tions :-
1.  Persons desirous of lodging money in, the Govern-
ment Savings Banks, and who, by reason of residing at
too great a distance from the nearest Branch Office, are
precluded from depositing in the manner prescribed by
clause 3 of the regulations, may remit their deposit by
post direct to the Treasury. The Government will,
however, undertake no responsibility under this clause,
in the event of the remittance miscarrying.
2. In order to meet the convenience of persons resid-
ing at a distance from Brisbane, and to save a long
course of post, depositors so circumstanced may, in
future, make application to withdraw the whole or any
portion of their deposits by electric telegraph message,
at the reduced uniform charge of one shilling. The
depositor will be required to sign the usual withdrawal
notice in the presence of a Savings Bank Officer, by whom
the message will be forwarded to the Treasury ; but no
officer is to forward such message unless the depositor is
personally known to him, or unless he produces satis-
factory  evidence that he is the person entitled to the
withdrawal.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to direct ,  in accordance with the provisions of Act
29 Victoria ,  No. 18 ,  that the  undermentioned
Offices shall be open on and after the 1st January,
1866, for the
Receipt of Proposals for the Insurance of Lives
under Government guarantee  ;  and  for the
Purchase of small Government Annuities or
Monthly  Allowances,-viz.:
BJSISRANE,
Ipswich,
MAxxnoiiouox,
1-oCKnAs1PTON,
ToowoowJot.
At any of the Offices named, Life Insurances and
Annuities may be purchased from the Government
by persons between the ages of 16 and 60,-either
by one immediate payment or by annual, quarterly,
or monthly payments, as may be convenient to the
purchaser.
Additional Offices will be opened as required.
All information, and the necessary forms of Pro-
posal, &c., can be obtained on application at any of
the above Offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
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The Treasury,
Queensland ,  22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND  GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
3
RANCHES of the above Bank are now open
at Brisbane ,  Bowen  (Port Denison ),  Banana,
Cardwell ,  Clermont , Calliope, Cleveland ,  Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah ,  Gladstone ,  Goondiwindi,
Ipswich,  Leyburn,  Maryborough ,  Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton ,  Surat, Springsure,
Taroom ,  Toowoomba ,  Townsville ,  Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be  made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours ,  and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent .  per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person ,  at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Attorney-General's Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1866.
NOTICE TO MAGISTRATES.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executiv Council, directs it to b
notified, for the guidance of Magistrates, that
prisoners must in future be committed for trial
before the Circuit Court, if appointed to be holden,
and there is time to bring the prisoners before it
previous to a sitting of the District Court in its
Criminal Jurisdiction, although the latter Court
may be competent to try the offenders.
In cases committed for trial before the District
Court, the depositions must be sent to the Registrar
of the Court in which the trial is to take place.
By His Excellency's Command,
CHARLES LILLEY.
Volunteer Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1866.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, and in accordance
with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 10,
has been.pleased to dispense with the services of
the undermentioned Members of No. 1 Battery of
the Queensland Volunteer Artillery, on account of
their neglect of the duties which they had under-
taken to perform, viz..-
T. S. OLDHAM H. MIINCE
W. PAULEY W. H. COOPER
J. S. BARROWES T. R. CARTER
J_ R. P. PARSONS T. J. GRIFFIN
W. H. ROBINS E. T. P. SMITH.
J. BOLGER
HENRY D. PITT, Captain R.A.,
Major of Brigade.
Police Department,
Brisbane, 29th January, 1866.THE undermentioned Horses, now in the pos-session ofthe Police, Bowen, will be sold on
the 1st of May, unless previously claimed.
One bay mare, branded m over N near shoulder.
One cream-colored pony, CM off shoulder.
T. H. BARRON,
Pro  Commissioner of Police.
LAND SALE AT WARWICK, 6TH MARCH, 1866.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatthe land proclaimed to be offered for sale at
Warwick, on the 6th day of March, 1866, is with-
drawn.
A. C. GREGORY,Surveyor- General.
Surveyor-General's Office,Brisbane, 9th February, 1866.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1866.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
r01HE attention of the Lessees of the under-
1 mentioned Runs and Sections is directed to
the 35th, 36th, and 37th sections of the  Pastoral
Leases Act of  1863, which require that Lessees,
who may desire to renew their leases for a fresh
term of five years, must apply for such renewal
at least six months before the expiration of the
current terms of lease, otherwise the renewed leases
will be offered to public competition at auction.
The current terms of lease of the undermentioned
runs expire on the 31st December, 1866, and appli-
cations must be made before the 30th June, 1866.
- Printed forms, on application, can be obtained at
this Office, or from the local Commissioner.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
MORETON DISTRICT.
Name of Run. Claimant of Lease.
35 Moondoolun John Collins
36 Pimpima ... W. D. White
37 Cumboomba Ditto
38 Undalla ... John Rylands
39 Bromelton.. . Morehead and Young
40 Tabragalba James Henderson
41 Nindooimba Robert Towns
42 Heads of Cressbrook James Ivory
43 Cressbrook ... David C. McConnell
44 Fassifern ... ... Bank of Australasia
45 Tarome ... Ditto
46 Mount Flinders ... William Wilson
47 Rosebrook ... Geo. Thorn
48 Gimboomba ... A. J. Henderson
49 Dugandan ... ... Jessie McDonald, J. Rankin,
William Turner, and J.
Cameron
50 Eskdale James Ivory
51 Mount Brisbane F. W. and F. E. Bigge
52 Mount Esk Ditto
53 Tarampa ... F. A. Forbes and James
England
54 Laidley Plains Henry Mort
55 Franklyn Vale Ditto
56 Tambourine C. and D. W. Williams
57 Helidon William Turner
58 Tent Hill ... Hodgson and Watts
59 Buaraba ... J. P. and J. A. Bell
60 Fairney Lawn Joseph andWm. North, sear.
61 Wivenhoe ... William North, senr., and
Joseph North
62 Northbrook ... William North, junr.
64 East Halden ... H. B. Fitz and W. Wilson
65 Rosevale ... ... Patrick Mayne (executors of)
66 Grantham ... Gilchrist, Watt, and Co.
67 Rosewood ... ... Bank of Queensland
68 Whiteside ... Ed. Knox and M. C. Stepemis
69 Djuan Djuan, or
Emu Creek
McLean and Beit
71 Crow's Nest ... W. B. Tooth
74 Samson Vale Joiner and Mason
76 Sections ... William Wilson
77 Sections at Moggill John McGrath
79 Bandambah James Ivory
84 Sections Slack and Jackson
85 Ditto ... William Norris
89 Ditto ... Adam Moody
92 Ditto Upper North
Pine River
J. B. S. Griffin
94 Samford Geo. Harris
95 Sections ... Jas. Cash
98 Ditto ... Jas. Dunlop
99 Ditto (Deception
Run)
J. L. Zillman
104 Sections P. Cosgrove, now R. Little
106 Cabbage-tree Station John Smith
107 Sections, Western
Creek and parish
Henry Mort
of Mutdapilly
109 Sections ... Learmouth and McLean
112 Ditto ... ... J. McIntyre
113 Ditto, Oxley Creek James Ivory
115 Ditto ... Faircloth and Josey
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
T
AKl+: Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below' under the
provisions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the days named in
each case F. O. DARVALL, Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land .  Name of Proprietor.
Subdivision No. 6, of suburban portion No.: 223, con-
taining 125 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish,
North Brisbane, at Brisbane.
Subdivision No. 3, of western suburban allotment 67,
containing 22a perches ; county, Stanley ; parish,
South Brisbane
Part of portion 151, eastern suburbs of Ipswich, con-
taining 24 acres 25 perches ; county, Stanley ;
parish, Ipswich
Allotment 14, of section 49, containing 1 rood 39
perches ; county, Stanley; parish ana town,
Ipswich
Subdivision 16, of portions Nos. 67 and 68, containing
382 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish and town,
Ipswich
Part of allotment 20, of section 9, containing 16
perches ; county. Stanley ; parish and town,
Ipswich
George Harris ...
James Low, senior ...
John Ferrett and William
gent the younger
George Harrison Wilson, and
Thomas Rowland, devisees
in trust, acting under
power of sale
William Barram ... ...
E llen Jackson
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
20th March, 1866
Ditto
Ditto
17th March, 1866
Ditto
Ditto
I
N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it
undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office :-
is notified  that the
No. Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties .  Nature and Effect of Deed .  Date of Registration.
1866. 1866.
37 16th January. Between Timothy O'Dwyer, of Adelaide Deed of Assignment of the 12th of February,
street, Maryborough, in the Colony of estate and effects of said and entered
Queensland, storekeeper, of the first Timothy O'Dwyer, in same date.
part ; Samuel Davis and Ernest .Augus- trust for the benefit of
tus Morris Goertz, both of Brisbane, in his creditors.
the Colony aforesaid, merchants, Trus-
tees for the purposes hereinafter men
tioned, of the second part ; and the
several persons and bodies corporate
who have, by themselves or their
attorneys, executed these presents, and
whose names and seals are affixed to
the said Deed, being creditors of the
said Timothy O'Dwyer, of the third
part.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar  of the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
A LTERATIONS in Time Table of Arrival andDespatch of Inland Mails, consequent on
change of Ipswich and Grandchester Railway Time
Table, commencing from the 1st February.
Brisbane and Ipswich.-Leave  Brisbane ev ry day
(Sunday excepted) at 5.15 a.m. and 1 p.m.; arrive at
Rocky Waterholes  6 a.m. and  1.40 p.m.; Oxley 6. 15 a.m.
and 2 p.m. ; at Goodna 7.15 a.m. and 3 p.m. ; and at
Ipswich  8.30 a.m . and 4.15 p.m. Leave Ipswich every
clay (Sunday excepted) at 6 a.m.  and 2  p.m.; arriving at
Goodna 7.15 a.m. and 3.15 p.m. ; at Oxley Creek at 8
a.m. and 4 p.m.; Rocky Waterholes and at Brisbane
9.15 a.m. and 5.30 p.m.
Ipswich, Grandchester, and Toowoomba.-Leave  Ips-
wich daily (Sunday excepted), by train, 9 a.m. ; arrive
at Grandchester 1015 a.m. ; leave Grandchester, by
coach, 10.30 a.m. ; arrive at Laidley 11.15 a..m., Gatton
1 p.m., and at Toowoomba 5 p.m. Leave Toowoomba
daily (Sunday excepted) at 5.45 a.m. ; arrive at Gatton
9 a.m., Laidley 10.45 a.m., Grandchester 11.45 a.m. ; leave
Grandchester, per train, noon, and arrive at Ipswich
1.15 p.m.Toowooinba and Drayton.-Leave Toowoomba daily
(Sunday excepted) at 5.30 p.m., or after arrival of
snails ; arrive at Drayton 6 p.m. Leave Drayton at
8.30 p.m. (Saturday 8 p.m.), and arrive at Toowoomba
at 9 p.m.
Toowoomba and Dalby.-Leave  Toowoomba, Monday,
Thursday, and Saturday,  at 6 a.m ., and arrive at Dalby
same days at 6 p.m. Leave Dalby every Sunday,
Wednesday, and Friday,  at 6 a .m., and arrive at
lbowoomba  same  days at 6 p.m.
The Mails which formerly arrived at Brisbane at
9.15 a.m., will now arrive at 5.30 p.m. the previous
day ; and the time of closing the mails at this
office will be 6 p.m. instead of noon.
'.PROS. L. MURRAY PRIOR,
Postmaster-General.
General Post Office,
Brisbane , 26th January, 1866.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
I
N pursuance of the  District Courts Act of  1858,
and of the  District Courts Act Amendment
Act of  1865, I hereby appoint the following days for
holding District Courts at the several towns or
places hereinafter mentioned, viz.:-
AT MARYBOROUGH.
Criminal Sittings ... Thursday, 21 June, 1866
Civil Sittings ... Monday, 25 June
Criminal Sittings ... Monday, 22 October
Civil Sittings ... Tuesday, 23 October
AT GAYNDAH.
Criminal Sittings ... Monday, 15 October
Civil Sittings ... Monday, 15 October
AT GLADSTONE.
Criminal Sittings ... Monday, 29 October
Civil Sittings ... Tuesday, 30 October
AT ROCKHAMPTON.
Criminal Sittings ... Monday, 2 July
Civil Sittings ... Wednesday, 4 July
Criminal Sittings ... Monday, 3 December
Civil  Sittings  ... Wednesday, 5 December
AT BOWEN.
Criminal Sittings ... Saturday, 4 August
Civil Sittings .., Saturday, 4 August
Criminal Sittings ... Monday, 5 November
Civil Sittings ... Monday, 5 November
AT CLERMONT.
Criminal Sittings ... Tuesday, 17 July
Civil Sittings ... Wednesday, 18 July
J. GEO. LONG INNES,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
12th February, 1866.
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VICE-ADMIRALTY  COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A SITTING  of the above Court was held at theSupreme Court House, Brisbane ,  on Wednes=
day, the Fourteenth day of February ,  A.D. One
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, before His
Honor JAMES COCKLE,  Esquire, Chief Justice of
Queensland ,  and Judge of the said Vice-Admiralty
Court.
No business being on the paper, the Court was
adjourned  to TUESDAY  next, the Twentieth day
of February ,  A.D. 1866. By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
NOTICE.A GENERAL Meeting of the Justices of
the Peace, acting in and for the police
district of Peak Downs, will be holden at the Court
House, Clermont, on TUESDAY, the 17th day of
April next, for the purpose of taking into consider-
ation applications for Publicans' Licenses, under
the Aet'27 Victoria, No. 16.
All applications must be lodged with the Clerk of
Petty Sessions, on or before the 27th day of March
next.
WM. CAVE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House ,  Clermont ,  27th January, 1866.
OTICE is hereby given ,  that His Honor
N Judge Inner has been pleased to appoint
Mr. CHARLES BOREH AM to be  Bailiff of the
Northern District Court at Rockhampton.
By Order,
FRANK N. BEDDEK,
Registrar.
Office Registrar District Court,
Rockhampton ,  12th February, 1866.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that a Petty Sessions
will be held at the Police Office, Rock-
hampton ,  at Twelve o'clock ,  on 13th.  March , 1866,
for the purpose of  granting Publicans '  Licenses.
FRANK N. BEDDEK,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office, Rockhampton,
12th February, 1866.
`NOTICE is hereby given, that a Petty Sessions
will be held at the Police Office, Rock-
hampton, at Ten o'clock, on 13th March, 1866, for
the purpose of granting Auctioneers' Licenses.
FRANK N. BEDDEK,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office, Rockhampton,
12th February, 1866.
NOW READY FOR PUBLICATION,
AT T;IT GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, BRISBANE,
ASERIES of THIRTEEN PLATES, Engravedon Copper, showing the whole of the
TWENTY-TWO ELECTORAL DISTRICTS
of the Colony of Queensland , viz.:---
PLATE No . 1.-EAST AND WEST MORETON.
AND THE EASTERN, WESTERN, AND NORTH-
ERN DOWNS, with'  portion of  the L.EICHHARDT
and WIDE BAY DISTRICTS. Showing Towns,
Railways ,  Electric  Telegraph  Lines,  Principal Bush
Roads and  Tracks, Rivers ,  Creeks, Ranges, Agricultural
and Village  Reserves , Boundaries of Surveyed Areas,
Principal Squatting Stations , &c., &c., with more than
200 miles of Coast ; also  Bays, Ports,  Islands,  he.,
according  to the most recent Surveys.  Scale,  16 miles
to 1 inch ; size ,  27 inches  by 20  inches . Printed on fine
paper , and colored . Price 2s. per copy.
PLATE No. 2. - PORT CURTIS DISTRICT,
Showing extensive  Coast Line  of upwards of 250 miles,
extending  from Ranges  near Kolan River  on the south,
northerly  to Mackay  on the  Pioneer River , with Towns,
Roads ,  Telegraph Lines, Squatting Stations , &c., com-
plete .  Scale, 16 miles to I inch ; size 27 inches by 20
inches. Printed on fine paper, and colored. Price
is. 6d . per copy.
PLATE  No. 3.-- WIDE BAY AND BURNETT
DISTRICTS. Engraved  to same scale and uniform
with Plates Nos. 1 and 2. Price Is.
PLATE No. 4.-MAR,ANOA, LEICHHARDT, AND
CLERMONT DISTRICTS. , Engraved  to the scale of
30 miles to  1 inch ; colored,  and printed on fine paper
Price  Is.
PLATE No. 5.-MITCHELL AND WARREGO.DISTRICTS. eale, 30 miles to 1 inch ; complete as
ebove. .iOi n 7s.
PLATE No. 6.-KENNEDY DISTRICT. Scale, 30
miles to 1 inch. Price Is.
PLATE No. 7.-TOWNSHIPS OF DRAYTON AND
TOOWOOMBA, AND SUBURBS. Engraved to the
scale of 20 chains to 1 inch ; printed on fine paper, and
colored. Price Is.
PLATE No. 8.-TOWN AND SUBURBS OF ROCK-
HAMPTON. Finished same as Toowoomba and Dray-
ton. Scale, 20 chains to one inch ; colored. Price Is.
PLATE No. 9. - WARWICK AND SUBURBS.
20 chains to 1 inch ; colored. Price Is.
PLATE No. 10.-MARYBOROUGH AND SUB-
URBS. 20 chains to 1 inch ; colored. Price Is.
PLATE No. 11. - IPSWICH AND SUBURBS.
Showing original Government Allotments in Town and
Suburbs, Purchasers' Names, Areas, Roads, Railway
Terminus, Reserves for Public Buildings and Recreation,
he., &c. Scale, 18 chains to 1 inch ; size, 22 inches by
28 inches ; colored, and printed on fine paper. Price 2s.
PLATE No. 12. - BLIISBANb, AND SUBURBS,
including Electoral Districts of North Brisbane, Forti-
tude Valley, and South Brisbane, Kangaroo Point,  &c.;
with Roads, Reserves, Town and Suburban Allotments,
Names of Purchasers from the Crown, he., he. Scale, 8
chains to 1 inch ; printed on fine paper, and neatly
colored. Price 2s.
PLATE NO. 13.-SKETCH MAP OF THE COLONY
OF QUEENSLAND. Showing Electoral and Pastoral
Districts, Telegraph Lines, Postal Routes, he., he., &c. ;
colored. Price 2s.
ATLAS OF QUEENSLAND.
The whole of the above Maps can be had com-
plete in an ATLAS, with an ADDITIONAL
PLATE, showing the situation of Queensland in
the group of Australian Colonies, and to the
continents of India, China, Netherlands India, he.,
&c., with existing and proposed Steam Routes and
Telegraphic Lines intended to connect Queensland
direct with Great Britain, India, China, &c., be.
Price, in cloth cover, complete, 12s. 6d.
Published. at the Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, Queensland.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
r 1_111E subscription to the Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBR,IDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Levy, of Rock-
hampton, dealer.
WHEREAS the said John Levy was, on the
1 1 14th day of February, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 9th day of April, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'cloclr, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vent up to the time of passing his last exami-
nation, and whether any and what tools and
wearing apparel shall be allowed to the Insol-
vent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the Court,
at the same place, on THURSDAY, the 28th
day of June, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 14th day of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAF F, Judge.
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Wi lliam Robertson,
of Brisbane, builder.
HEREAS the said William Robertson was,
on the 14th day of February, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 9th day of April, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what. tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 28th day of June, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the.said estate, and for such other matters
connected with the estate as may be required to
be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 14th day of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Sewell, late of Wick Hill
House, Brackwell, in the County of Berks, inEngland, formerly of Brisbane, i  the Colony
of Queensland, Esquire, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expiration
of fourteen days from the publication hereof,
application will be made to, this  -honorable Court, in
its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate, with
the exemplification of the last Will and Testament
of the abovenamed deceased annexed, may be
granted to Alexander Archer, of Brisbane, in said
colony, Manager of the Bank of New South Wales,
at Brisbane aforesaid, the duly constituted attorney
of Henry Armstrong, William Worsley Knox, and
Charles Sewell, the Executors named in and
appointed by the said Will of the abovenamed
deceased.
Dated this 15th day of February, A.D. 1866.
LITTLE :AND BROWNE,
Proctors for the said Alexander Archer,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Alexander Ogilvie Lloyd, late of
Cardwell, in the Colony of Queensland,
formerly of Ripley, Yorkshire, in England,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate
of the last Will and Testament of the abovenamed
deceased may be granted to Alfred Hart Lloyd, of
Port Mackay, in said Colony, squatter, the sole
Executor in.the said Will named.
Dated this 13th day-of February, A.D. 1866.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Proctors for the said Executor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of.Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY. -
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Chambers, late
of George street, Brisbane, in. the Colony of
Queensland, licensed publican.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on the 5th day
of February instant, a Certificate under the
Insolvency Act of  1864, was allowed and granted
by his Honor Mr. Justice Lutwyche, the Judge in
Insolvency, to the abovenamed Insolvent.
Dated this 15th day of February, 1866.
MACNISH AND SON,
Attorneys for the Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In . the Will of James McPhail Lobban, late of
Gregory Terrace, Brisbane, carpenter, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Probate of the last Will and Testament of the
abovenamed deceased may be granted to Ann
Lobban, of Gregory Terrace aforesaid, the Widow
of the said deceased and the Executrix in the said
Will named.
Dated this 16th day of February, A.D. 1866.
PETER MACPHERSON,
Proctor for said Executrix,
Kingsford's Buildings, Queen street.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland:
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the.Insolvent Estate of Alexander Archibald,
of Rockhampton, horse dealer.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on the 8th day
of February instant, a Certificate under the
Insolvency Act of  1864, was allowed and granted
by his Honor Mr. Justice Lutwyche, the Judge in
Insolvency, to the abovenamed Insolvent.
Dated this 15th day of February, 1866.
MACNISH AND SON,
Attorneys for the Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Andrew Connolly, of
Ipswich, publican.
TAKE
notice; that the abovenamed Insolvent
intends to apply to the Chief Commissioner
of Insolvent Estates, on the fifth day of April,
1866, now next ensuing, being the day specially set
apart for the purpose, that a Certificate of discharge
may be granted to him, in terms of the Act made
and provided.
Dated this 21st January, 1866.
ANDREW CONNOLLY,
Insolver)t in Person.
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
I HAVE this day sold to James Taylor, of
Toowoomba, all my right, title, and interest in
the Stations known as Clifford, Woodduck, and
Emu, near Taroom, Leichhardt District, and all
stock belonging thereto.
Mr. James Taylor will pay all liabilities con-
nected with the property,`and receive-allassets.
THOS. R. BOULTON.Witness-C. WPiers.
Toowoomba, February 3rd, 1866.
'E, the undersigned, Henry William CoxenWand William Sim, have this day_ dissolved
the Partnership of Wm. Sim and Co., entered into
in Queensland on the tenth day of December, one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-four, by mutual
consent.
H. W. COXEN.
WM. SIM.
Signed, sealed ,  and delivered,
by the said H. W. Coxen
and Wm. Sim , this 30th
day of January,  1866, at
Melbourne, Victoria, in the
presence of
EDWARD JAMES HOGG, J.P.
J. R. MARSDEN.
CAUTION.
ALL Persons making use of the yards on the
Coorarith and Wongle Runs, or otherwise
trespassing in search of cattle or horses, or under
any pretence whatever, without my written per-
mission,  will be prosecuted as the law directs.
SAMUEL BROWN.
Coomrith, 25th January, 1866.
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MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from. Eton Vale, 6th
j January, 1866, by order of H. Nelson, Esq. Driving
expenses, 2s. per head. (Wrongly described in former
advertisement.)
One bay horse, T off ribs, near fore and hind feet white,
star and snip.
One chesnut mare, O,I off shoulder, JH conjoined or J
near cheek, near hind foot white, stripe face.
One bay horse, like DX over R near ribs, T near
shoulder.
From Gowra, 16th January, 1866. Wrongly described.
One bay  horse, JM near shoulder
One black horse, 2 off thigh, like B over g off shoulder,
P near neck, like WR over B or R near shoulder,
illegible brands or whip marks near rump,
If not released on or before 20th February, 1866, will
be sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Cardbeign, on the
22nd  January, 1866, by order of A. B. Buchan, Esq.
Driving, Is. 4d. per head.
One chesnut gelding, small star, small white spots along
back, large spot like old sore near rump, like W
over like 412 off shoulder, like RP over like Y. over
like 4 near shoulder.
One light bay horse, like LE over like LE, both blotched,
near shoulder, small star.
One bay cob horse, docked tail, like MT off shoulder,
like N near shoulder, like small H L conjoined near
shoulder, like 7 blotched near saddle.
One brown mare, like R near neck and thigh, like JB
conjoined over like Al over like near shoulder.
Same day, from Pinnacle Creek, by Henry Richards,
Esq. Driving, 2s.
One bay horse, black points, star, like CJB conjoined off
and near shoulder, blotch brand near and off saddle,
like CJB conjoined.
If not released will be sold on the 6th March, 1866, to
pay expenses. W M. H. BARNETT, Poundkeeper.
IMPO-CTNDED at Warwick, from North Toolburra, by
order of Thomas Coutts, Esq. Driving expenses,
2s. per head.
One bay mare, JRS the JR conjoined) near shoulder,
small star.
One bay mare, like H near shoulder, JH conjoined off
shoulder, blaze.
One bay filly, MJ near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, triangle over TH near shoulder,
triangle near thigh, near hind foot white, star.
One bay  filly, M near shoulder, small star.
One bay mare, DS over RS near shoulder.
One bay  filly, SG near shoulder, star, near hind foot
white.
One bay mare, LM over R near shoulder, star and snip,
off hind foot white.
One bay mare, AS over JH or JK near shoulder, like C
over CC off shoulder, off hind foot white.
One chesnut foal, star, near hind foot white, unbranded.
One bay foal, star, unbranded. '
One bay mare, AR near shoulder, rope on neck.
One brown mare, 3F pff shoulder, small star.
One bay mare, S in diamond near shoulder, small star.
One black mare, RW near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, H in circle near shoulder.
If not released on or before 6th March, 1866, will be
sold to defray expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Morinish, on
30th January, 1866, by C. C. Mackay, Esq.
Expenses, £1.
One chesnut horse, like TA over ME near shoulder, like
ME off shoulder, star, white hind feet.
If not released to be sold 6th March, 1866, to pay
expenses.
F. H. YOUNG, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDEI) at Leyburn, from Felton, 29th January,1866, by order of Messrs Sandeman and Whit-
church. Driving expenses 2s. 10d. per head. (Wrongly
described in former advertisement.)
One red cow, white back, H off rump, S off ribs, two
notches near ear, PF near ribs rump and thigh, like
TI near back.
One red and white speckled bullock, blotch over Fl-IL
conjoined (the F reversed) near ribs, SH near rump,
piece off off ear, worker.
If not released on or before the 23rd February, 1866,
will be sold to pay expenses.
CIIAS. THOMAS, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Orion Downs, 30th
January, 1866, by A. Serguson, Esquire. Driving,
4s. 2d.
One chesnut horse, star, near hind foot white, small
white spots scattered over him, like SO near
shoulder, like GJ off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th March, 1866, will
be sold to pay expenses.
WM. H. BARNETT, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Gracemere,
l 6th February, 1866, by Messrs. Archer and Co.
Driving, Is. per head.
One bay horse, like S over S and TL conjoined off
shoulder.
One bay mare, like 210 near neck, IMD over PN near
shoulder, near hip down, broken hobble on.
If not released on or before 6th March, 1866, will be
sold to defray expenses.
F. H. YOUNG, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Gracemere,
12th February, 1866. Driving, Is. per head.
One bay horse, like PN near cheek, Lm over R over BC
near shoulder, writing A near thigh, MC or G
off shoulder.
One bay mare, like H near shoulder, star, feint scar off
neck.
One bay colt, streak down face, near fore and hind legs
white, like JH conjoined near shoulder.
One bay horse, like JW near neck, C in square over lOD
near shoulder, roach back.
One chesnut horse, like IJ near shoulder, O over LX off
shoulder, running sore off shoulder.
One bay mare, hind legs white, white hairs on tail, liko
HD near shoulder, like NR conjoined or IR in
circle off shoulder.
If not released on or before 20th March, 1866, will be
sold to defray expenses.
F. H. YOUNG, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDEI at Rockhampton, from Lake Lear-month, 12th February, 1866, by John Myhrea,
Esquire. Driving, 6s. 10d. ; damages,-25.
One chesnut entire, like horse-shoo or  0  near shoulder.
If not released on or before 20th March, 1866, will be
sold to defray expenses.
F. H. YOUNG, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Gracemere, 1st
February, 1866, by Messrs. Archer and Co. Driving,
Is. per head.
One brown horse, like AO blotched near shoulder.
One bay horse, like W near shoulder, newly castrated,
star.
One bay  filly, like B near shoulder.
One bay mare, like WMc near shoulder, four blotched
figures near ribs (one above the rest), white down
face.
One dark bay mare, faint brand near shoulder like R,
with bay colt foal, unbranded.
If not released, to be sold 6th March, 1866, to pay
expenses.
F. H. YOUNG, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
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VOL. VII.] THURSDAY,  22ND  FEBRUARY,  1866 , [No. 23.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,and  in virtue of the authority conferred by the 37th section of the
Constitution Act (17 Victoria ,  No. 41), and of the 2nd section of the Act  24
Victoria ,  No. 2, directs it to be notified that the Postmaster -General of
Queensland shall ,  from the 1st day of  March,  1866, be liable to retire from
.office on political grounds, and shall be capable of being elected a Member
of the Legislative Assembly.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,directs it to be notified, that the Department of the Electric Telegraph
shall be placed under the Ministerial control of the Postmaster-General of
Queensland from the 1st day of March, 1866.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has, in HerMajesty's name, and with the' advice of the Executive Council,
summoned to the Legislative Council of Queensland, by Writs of Summons
bearing even date herewith, under the Great Seal of the Colony, the following
gentlemen, viz :-
The Honorable JOHN DOUGLAS, of Tooloombah, in the County of
Murchison
THOMAS LODGE MURRAY PRIOR, of Maroon, in the County of Ward, Esquire
JOHN PANTON, of Ipswich, in the County of Stanley, Esquire
JAMES, GIBBON, of Teneriffe, in the County of Stanley, Esquire.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACA_LISTER.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd  February, 1866.
W ITH reference to the 37th Section of the Constitution  Act, His
. Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has beets
.pleased to appoint
The Honorable JOHN DOUGLAS, M.L.C.,
to be the Postmaster -General of Queensland from the 1st day of March, 1866.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
BY, Aut .itority : W. C. B ELen .IDee, Government Printer , William  Street, Brisbane.
QUEENSLAND
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PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. VII.] SATURDAY,  24TH  FEBRUARY,  1866. [No. 24.
Government House,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1866.
I
N consequence of the frequent applications for
employment in the Public Service of Queens-
land, which continue to be addressed to the
Governor personally, His Excellency directs that
the reply which he causes to be returned to all
such applications may be published for general
information. That reply is to the effect, that in
colonies possessing Parliamentary Government,
applications for employment in each of the public
departments should be addressed -to the Minister
responsible for its management.
Moreover, it is with much satisfaction that the
Governor directs the attention of candidates to the
notice which appeared in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette,  No. 19, of February 10, 1866, by
which it will be seen that henceforward admission
to the junior grade of the Civil Service in this
Colony must be obtained by competitive examina-
tions, according to the system already established
in Great Britain, in British India, and in most of
the principal British Colonies.
By His Excellency's Command,
HENRY D. PITT, Capt. R.A.,
Private Secretary and A.D.C.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1866.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the subjoined Despatches
from the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
I.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing street,
18th December, 1865.
SIR-I have the honor to transmit ,  for your
information ,  and for insertion in the public papers,
the accompanying copy of an Order of Her
Majesty in Council ,  dated the 5th instant ,  allowing
the distilling apparatus of Messrs .  Chaplin and
Company ,  as well as those of Dr. Normanby and
Messrs.  Winchester and Graveley ,  to be used on
board passenger ships.
I have, &e.,
EDWARD CARDWELL.
Governor Sir G .  F. Bowen,  G.C.M.G.
&c., &c., &c.
[L.  S.]
At the Court at Windsor, the 5th day of December, 1865.
PaESENT :
THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY in Council.
WHEREAS by  The Passengers Act,  1855, it is amongst
other things enacted, that before any . passengers
ship shall be educed utzt, the Emigration Officer at t tic
port of clearance shall satisfy himself that there is on
board a sufficient quantity of pure water, carried in
tanks or casks, to secure throughout the intended voyage
the issue of three quarts daily to each statute adult, for
the use of the passengers, exclusive of the quantity
required for cooking :
And whereas it is also enacted, that it shall be lawful
for Her Majesty, by any Order in Council, to prescribe
such rules and regulations as to Her Majesty may seem
fit, for permitting the use on board passenger ships of
an apparatus for distilling water, and for defining in
such case the quantity of fresh water to be carried in
tanks or casks for the passengers, and such Order in
Council from time to time to alter, amend, and revoke,
as occasion may require :
And whereas Her Majesty, by an Order in Council
dated the ninth day of January, one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-three, prescribed certain rules for
permitting the use on board passenger ships propelled by
steam engines of less than a certain power, and on board
passenger ships propelled by sail, of a certain apparatus
for distilling fresh water from salt water :
And whereas it is expedient to repeal the said Order in
Council, and to issue in lieu thereof the Order hereinafter
contained :
Now, therefore, Her Majesty doth, by and with the
advice of her Privy Council, and in pursuance and in
exercise of the authority vested in her by the said
Passengers Act,  1855, hereby repeal the said Order in
Council of the ninth day of January, one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-three, except in so far as the same
repeals a certain Order in Council of the thirteenth day
of May, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-nine, and
doth hereby order as follows :-
Any passenger ship propelled by sails only, or by
steam engines of less power than is sufficient, without
the aid of sails, to propel the ship at the rate of five
statute miles an hour, may be cleared out and proceed
on her voyage, having on board, in tanks or casks, only
half of the quantity of pure water required by the said
Act to be carried for the use of the passengers, provided
the following conditions be observed, that is to say :-
1. That there be on board such ship an efficient
apparatus for distilling fresh water from salt water, of
the description commonly known either as Normanby's
patent, as Winchester and Graveley's patent, or as
Chaplin and Company's patent.
2. That the owners, charterers, or master of such ship,
before clearance, lodge with such Emigration Officer a
certificate from the engineer or surveyor of the Board
of Trade, or from some other competent person to be
named by such Emigration Officer, declaring that within
seven days immediately preceding the date of such
certificate, the apparatus has been examined by him, and
is then in good working condition, and stating the number
of imperial gallons of pure fresh water which it is
capable of producing in every twenty-four hours, and
further declaring that the apparatus on board is either
Normanby's, Winchester and Graveley's, or Chaplin and
Company's patent, as the case may be.
3. That in every case such Emigration Officer shall be
satisfied that the number of gallons of pure water which
the apparatus is so certified to be capable of producing is
not less than the whole number of persons about to
proceed on the intended voyage of such ship, that is to
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say, the whole number of cabin passengers, passengers,
and crew.
4. That there is rated on the ship's articles, and that
there is on board the ship, some person or persons who,
to the satisfaction of the said Emigration Officer, shall be
competent for the proper management and repair of such
distilling apparatus :
And to prevent all doubts on the construction of this
Order in Council, it is hereby further ordered that the
terms " passenger ship," " emigration officer," " statute
adult," and " mater," shall herein have the same sig-
nifications as are as,,igned to them respectively in the said
Passengers Act,  185)  :
And the Right honorable Edward Cardwell., one of
Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State, is to give
the necessary Aire(-ii(Fus herein accordingly.
igne;l) ARTHUR HELPS.
TI.
C`IT?ctJt, 1R.]
Downing street,
22nd December, 1865.
ST R.- With reference to my circular despatch of
the 19th May last, enclosing a copy of the Colonial
Naval Defence  )kct, 28 Victoria, cap. 14, I have now
the honor to inform you that the Lords Com-
missioners of the Admiralty have laid clown the
following Rules as to the Flag to be borne by any
vessels maintained by any Colony under the
clauses of that Act :---
1. That any vessel provided and used under the
3rd section of the Colonial Naval Defence Act,
should wear the blue 'ensign, with the seal or
badge of the Colony in the  fly thereof, and a blue
pennant.
2. That all vessels belonging to, or permanently
in the service of the Colonies, but not commissioned
as vessels of war under the Act above referred to,
should wear a similar blue ensign, but not the
pennant.
V ou will take care that these instructions be in
future strictly complied with.
I have at the same time to request you to furnish
me with a list of any such vessels belonging to ;the
Colony under your government, and to send me,
for'the information of the Lords Commissioners of
the Admiralty, a correct drawing of the seal or
bade which is to form the distinguishing mark
adopted by the Colony of Queensland.
I have, &c.,
{ 4T D CA
C of r rnor `  R• G..E'. Bowen, G.Z,`.1Vl.tt.,
&c., &c. . ,&c.
connection with, and subject to the following con-
dition. now imposed thereon-" That the gates be
" opened at the request of any passing traveller, for
the accommodation of such traveller, or of such
" carriage, horses. or oxen, as he may be using at the
" time ;' -of which condition all parties concerned
are hereby required to take due notice.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
February, in the year of our Lord One
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, and
in the twenty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
LFL.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. 1MIACALISTER.
GOD SAVF: THE 1, Ul,,EN
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE  FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
IN pursuance of the authority vested in me by an
Act made and passed in the second year of His
late Majesty King William the Fourth, and
numbered twelve, and with the advice of the
Executive Council, I, the Governor aforesaid,
do hereby appoint the place known as Wiseman's
Bridge, near Rockhampton, to be a place at which
a Turnpike Gate shall be erected, and at which
Tolls shall be collected, to the amount, and under
the regulations, restrictions, and provisions of the
said recited Act ; of which Turnpike Gate all
persons concerned are hereby required to take due:
notice.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of - the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of February, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
[a.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
PROCLA MAT JON.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE F ;IsGusoN
BowEN, €1nif;ht Grand Cross of the Most
T)i ,tinf uishecl Order of St. Michael and St.
George,  Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, an . Vice- a d:viral of the
same, ,sac.. &c., &c.
%%7I.f FJR-EAS, by and in virt:te of the  _Enclo.esere
`V '  of  Roads . ct  oi' 1864, the Court of Petty
Sessioris at Warwick did, on the sixth day of
February instant, ;rant a license to John Deuchar,
of Glengallan, to 'enclose a certain public road
rutmmg from Drayton to Warwick and passing
through. Glengallan af'oresaicl, by means of licensed
public gates ; and whereas by the said mentioned
ill t it Ts enacted that it  shall  be coinpet.eitt for
the Governor, with the advice of the .Executive
Council, to cancel any license to enclose a road.,
or to impose any special conditions whch may
be deemed expedient, or to wholly exempt a
road from the operation of the said  Act :
N-'6**, therefore, 1, the Governor aforesaid, and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby, in virtue of the said, recited authority,
direc;t1that„tbe ,abosrcmentioned license to the said
.John 11t ichar stall only taTke and have effect in
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 119th  February, 1866.
IT'S Excellency the Governor, with the adviceoi' the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN JARDINE, Esquire,
to be Commissioner of Crown Lands for  the District
of Port Curtis, under  the provisions of  'the
Pastoral Leases Act  of 1863, for  the purpose of
estimating the rent of  runs under renewed lease.
By His  Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following appointments in the
Surveyor-General's Department:-
Mr. JAMES BIRD and
Mr. JouN FRENCH,
to be Draftsmen of the 3rd Class ; such appoint-
ments to date from 1st January, 1866.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1866.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
i of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint the following gentlemen Trustees of the
land granted as a site for a Temperance Hall at
Ipswich, viz.:-
HENRY CHALLINOR, Esquire
JOAN MCFARLANE, Esquire
WILLIAM WELSBY, Esquire
WILLIAM SANDERS, Esquire
HENRY EvANS, Esquire.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the following gentlemen Trustees of the
Land granted as a Racecourse at Bowen
JAMES  HALL  ScoTT,  Esquire
WILLIAM PINB .EItTON CUTHBERT ,  Esquire
CHARLES POWELL ,  Esquire.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
NOTICE.PERSONS desirous of an interview with theColonial Secretary, upon Public Business,
will have the opportunity afforded them between the
hours of Eleven a.m. and One p.m. on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays, at which times only will
the Colonial Secretary be at leisure to receive
them.
It is, however, to be understood, that gentlemen
from the country, whose business will not admit of
delay, will be received at any time during the usual
office hours.
Heads of Departments will also understand that
they can see the Colonial Secretary whenever they
may find it necessary to seek an interview.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
6th February, 1866.
NOTICE.
ROM and. after this date. no applications for
employment in the Public Service, in con-
nection with this Department, can be entertained,
as there are no vacancies at present or in prospect.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's  Office,
12th February, 1866.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane,  22nd  February, 1866.
SECOND NOTICE-NEW ROAD.
WITH reference to the Government Notice,
dated 10th day of November, 1865, relative
to the opening and making of a portion of Road
leading from the Ferry, Mary !liver, through
Portions 33 to 34, Parish of Tinaiia,-Notico is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act of Council,
4 William IV., No. 11, that the objections
made to the proposed portions of road having
been duty considered by his Excellency in Council,
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference to be seen  at  the offices of the Sur-
veyor-General, and the Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Maryborough ; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in' respect of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as is provided in
the 6th section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be for ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACAI.IS'TER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1866.
APPLICATION TO SELL UNDER THE " TRUS-
TEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
f
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Board of General Education have,
in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made
application to the Governor in Council for leave
to sell the portion of land granted as a site for a
National School, Toowoomba, in order to obtain
funds for the erection of suitable school premises
on another site.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought, must
lodge the same with the Secretary for Lands and
Works, by letter, within the period of three months
from the date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1866.
NOTICE WITH RESPECT TO APPLICATIONS
FOR LEASES IN THE PASTORAL DISTRICT
OF COOK.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceILL  of the Execu ive Cou cil directs it to b
notified that, in consequence of the District of
Cook being brought within the class of Unsettled
Districts by Proclamation on the 6th January, 1866,
the holders of Runs within the boundaries of the
said District, whose Licenses, granted under the
provisions of the 64th clause of the  Pastoral Leases
Act of  1863, have expired subsequent to the date of
said Proclamation, or which are within three months
of expiring, are hereby required in accordance with
the provisions of the 23rd clause of the above-
mentioned Act, to lodge, without delay, their appli-
cations forLeases, accompanied with the usual Decla-
ration of Stocking, with the Acting Commisioner
of Cook, at the Local Crown Lands Office, North
Kennedy ; and that all Applications for Leases of
Runs that may become subsequently due, are to be
made not later than three months prior to the ex-
piration of the current Licenses, by virtue of which
the Runs are held.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER,.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1866.
NOTICE WITH RESPECT TO APPLICATIONS
FOR LEASES  IN  THE PASTORAL DISTRICT
OF BURKE.
IIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that, in consequence of the District of Burke
being brought within the class of Unsettled Districts
by Proclamation on the 6th January, 1866, the
holders of Runs within the boundaries of the said
District, whose Licenses, granted under the provi-
sions of the 64th clause of the  Pastoral Leases Act
of  1863, expire, or which are within three months
of expiring, between the date of said Proclamation
and the First day of May next ensuing, are hereby
required, in accordance with the provision contained
in the 23rd clause of the above mentioned Act, to
lodge their Applications for Leases, accompanied
by the usual Declaration of Stocking, at the Local
Crown Lands Office, at the Albert Settlement, on
the First day of May next, the day on which the
Local Office is to be opened for the transaction of
business, and that all Applications for Leases due
on Runs subsequent to that date, are to be made
not later than three months prior to the expiration
of the current Licenses, by virtue of which the Runs
are held.
By His Excellency's Command,
A.iKACALITER.
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Department of Lands  and  Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1866.
NOTICE WITH RESPECT TO LOCAL CROWN
LANDS OFFICES IN THE PASTORAL DIS-
TRICTS OF BURKE AND COOK.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
l of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified for public information ,  that the following
arrangements have been made for the transaction of
Crown Lands business in connection with the
Pastoral Districts of Burke and Cook,  which have
been brought by Proclamation on the 6th January,
1866 ,  within the class of Unsettled Districts , viz. :-
The  Local Crown Lands Office for the District of
Burke, will be open for the transaction of business,
at the  proposed site of the Albert River Township,
on the first day of May next ensuing ,  and the
Deputy  Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands is
authorised to receive and record provisionally all
applications for new runs that  may  be lodged up to
that date at the Crown Lands  Office,  Brisbane.
The business of the Cook District will be
transacted ,  until further notice, at the Local Crown
Lands Office,  North K ennedy District which is
situated at the upper crossing of the River Burdekin.
The Commissioner of the last-named district, is
authorised to perform ,  from this date, the necessary
duties in connection with receiving and recording
both Applications for new Runs ,  and Applications
for  Leases  of Runs held under Licenses in force at
the date of Proclamation.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands  and  Works,
Brisbane, 26th January,  1866,
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY CARRIAGE SHED AT TOOWOOMBA.•
F VENDEII•S will be received at this Office, until
I Noon, on SATURDAY, the 10th March
next, from persons willing to 'contract for the
erection of a Railway Carriage Shed at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Railway Carriage
Shed at Toowoomba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Ipswich, and at the Resident
Engineer's Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum, signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Railway Conveyancer, within
seven (7) days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the
penal sum of £200 for securing such perform-
ance, otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
'Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1866.
NOTICE.
I'T
is hereby notified, that the Annual Rents due
on Lands leased under the Sugar and Coffee
Regulations of the 27th September, 1864, must
be paid into the Treasury, in Brisbane, in advance,
on the first day of the second and third years of
lease, otherwise the leases will be dealt with as for-
feited ; but the Lessees may defeat such forfeiture
by the. payment of the full amount of rent, together
with an addition of one-fourth part thereof, into the
Treasury within sixty days of such original rent day.
The commencement of. each lease is computed
from.the date of the notification of the application
having been approved. . . .
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY GOODS SHED AT TOOWOOMBA.
I ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Noon, on SATURDAY, the 10th March next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Railway Goods Shed at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Railway Goods Stied
at Toowoomba." '
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Ipso ich, and at the Resident
Engineer's Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
ei' cry Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for-the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
'render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Railway Conveyancer, within
seven (7) days , from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of' £250 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any. Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY TANK STAND AT TOOWOOMBA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Noon, on SATURDAY, the 10th March next,
from persons willing to Contract for the erection of
a Railway Tank Stand, at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Railway Tank Stand
at Toowoomba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender, may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Ipswich, and at the Resident
Engineer's Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time. within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot
of every Tender, there must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering, and two respon-
sible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver at the office of the Railway
Conveyancer, within seven (7) days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty
in the penal sum of £50 for securing such per-
formance, otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY STORE AT TOOWOOMBA.
TENDERS will be  received at this  Office, until
1 Noon, on SATURDAY, the 10th March next,
from  persons willing  to contract for the erection of
a Railway Store at Toowoomba.
Tenders to  be endorsed  " Railway Store at
Toowoomba."
Plan, Speci fication ,  and Form  of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Ipswich, and at the Resident
Engineer's Office, Toowoomba. } ,...
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Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible person s
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Railway Conveyancer, within
seven (7) days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £200 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPII AND POST OFFICES, DALBY.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilTwelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 3rd
March next, from. persons willing to contract for
the erection of Telegraph and Post Offices, at Dalby.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Telegraph
and Post Ofces, Dalby."
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane, or at the
Court House, Dalby.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum, signed
by the partytendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and
deliver at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor
in Brisbane, or at the Court House, Dalby, within
seven days from the usual notification of accept
ance, a  Bond to Her Majesty in the penal sum
of £400 for securing such performance, otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executiv  Council, has been pleased
to direct, in accordance with. the provisions of Act
29 Victoria, No. 18, that the undermentioned
Offices shall be open on and after the 1st January,
1866, for the
Receipt of Proposals for the Insurance of Lives
under Government guarantee ; and for the
Purchase of small Government Annuities or
Monthly Allowances,--viz.:
BRISBANE,
IPSwICn,
li lARYBOROUGH,
ROCizH PTON,
ToowooMBA.
At any of the Offices named, Life Insurances and
Annuities may be purchased from the Government
by persons between the ages of 16 and 60,-either
by one immediate payment or by annual, quarterly,
or monthly payments, as may be convenient to the
purchaser.
Additional Offices will be opened as required.
All information, and the necessary forms of Pro-
posal, &c., can be obtained on application at any-of
the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 17th January, 1866.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY AND BATAVIA OR SINGA-
PORE,  VIA TORRES' S'T'RAITS.
I
NQueensland Government having in con-
- templation the establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  vid  Torres' Straits and Singapore, sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until MON-
DAY, the 25th June, 1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly, for a period of five
years,  from and to Brisbane and Batavia,  calling
at Port Denison and Cape Yorkk.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore and Sydney ; and separate
offers will be received for Monthly Serviees between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York, and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of 1st and 2nd class, the tonnage, horse-
power, and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether propelled by screw or paddles ; also
to state the time at which the service can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all -
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
Further information  may  be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or by applying to Messrs. Julyan
and Sergeaunt, Crown Agents, 6 Adelp hi Terrace,
Strand, London.
Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer, Brisbane, and marked  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails visa Torres' Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Memoranda for the information of persons wishing to
Tender for the Torres' iStraits Mail Service, in
reply to Treasury  advertisement , dazed the 17th
January,  1866.
1. Tenders to state fully the speed, tonnage, passenger
accommodation of each class, how propelled, and all
other information relative to the vessels to be employed,
required by the advertisement.
2. Vessels to start from each end of the Contract line
monthly, at  such times as  may be hereafter determined,
with a view of snaking the Torres' Straits Mail  Service
alternate  with  that  visa  Cape Leeuwin, thus securing
fortnightlycominunication betweenAustralia and Europe.
3. Plans and sections of vessels proposed to be
employed to be sent with the Tender.
4. Vessels to be at all times supplied and furnished
with all necessary and proper machinery, engines, pro-
visions, anchors, cables, boats, fire pumps, and lightning
conductors, and all proper appliances, subject to the
approval of the Officers appointed for the purpose by the
Postmast or-General,
5. Vessels to be officered and manned to the satisfac-
tion of the Postmaster-General.
6. Each vessel to carry a properly "qualified medical
practitioner, ar.ci to be furnished with sufficient medicines
and medical comforts.
7. The Postmaster General or his representative may
delay departure of Contract Steamer twenty-four hours
when deemed necessary.
8. the Contract Steamer to leave Batavia or Singapore
within twenty-four hours after the arrival of the
European Mail Steamers, and to carry the Mails to their
destination at an average speed of not less than ten*
knots, calling at Cape York, and such other port or ports
as may be agreed on, reasonable time for detention being
allowed by the Government.
9. Should the Mails not be delivered within the time
stipulated, the sum of £100 to be deducted, by way of
penalty, for every twenty-four hours of such delay, the
full amount of penalty, however, not to exceed the
proportionate stun due for that particular service.
10. Postmaster-General to pay an award of £50, over
and above the Contract sum, for each and every twenty-
four hours the Mail shall be delivered  within the time
covenanted for.
*
'Fenders will also be receiv ed for the service on a scale pro-
portionate to speed - say, from nine to eleven knots.
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11. As a penalty for not providing an efficient vessel
ready to start according to agreement, Contractors to
pay, by way of penalty ,  the sum of £250 ,  also to pay a
further sum of  £ 100 for every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay. -
12. Contractors to have not less than three vessels of the
stipulate )  tonnage  and power at  all times ready for service.
13. Postmaster -General may  appoint a  Mail Agent to
each vessel ,  who shall  be provided  with suitable first-
class cabin accommodation and table ,  at the expense of
the Contractors . The said Mail Agent to have
customary  powers with regard to  determining questions
relative to Mails, and the despatch or detention of vessels
carrying Mails.
14. Necessary and suitable accommodation, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster - General, to  be provided
for the purpose of sorting and making up Mails during
the voyage ,  if required.
15. Mails to be delivered at the Post Office ,  and con-
veyed to  the  Steamers at the expense of the Contractor,
without any delay.
16. Payments to be made quarterly in Brisbane, and
the payment stipulated to be in full satisfaction for the
service  ;  the Mail money to belong to Her Majesty.
17. The agreement to be entered into to be in force
for. five years ,  but Government reserve to themselves
power to determine the Contract ,  should the service not
be properly performed.
18. Contractors may at any time terminate  the agree-
ment, upon giving six months notice of their intention,
and by paying ,  by way of forfeit ,  a sum equivalent to
two months '  subsidy.
19. Contractors not to dispose of, or under -let the
Contract ,  without the consent of the Postmaster -General.
20. Contractors to be bound in the penal sum of
£15,000, to be paid to the Government  by way of stipu-
lated damages ,  in case of failure on their part to
carry out the agreement.
21. Government reserve to themselves the right to add
other reasonable stipulations to those already mentioned.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
BRANCHES of the above Bank are now openat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndall, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Registrar-General's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1866.
N OTICE.--It is hereby notified for generalinformation, that
Mr. W. C. N. BUSSELL
has been appointed District Registrar of Births,
Marriages, and Deaths, at Nanango, in the room of
Mr. Charles F. Cumming.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
AMENDED REGULATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT
SAVINGS BANKS.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the following alterations
and additions to the Savings Bank Regulations,
dated 16th November, . 1864, made under the
authority of the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria,
A o. 2, entitled  " An Act to grant additional ,facili-
ties for depositing small savings at interest with the
security of the Government ,for due repayment
thereof,"  viz.:-
1. The following words to be omitted from clause 5 of
the said regulations, viz., " the depositor shall sign his
name in a place to be provided for his signature in the
depositor's book," it being considered advisable that
depositors shall not in future be required to sign their
names in Savings Bank pass-books.
The following are to stand as additional regula-
tions :- '
1. Persons desirous of lodging money in the Govern-
ment Savings Banks, and who, by reason of residing at
too great a distance from the nearest Branch Office, are
precluded from depositing in the manner prescribed by
clause 3 of the regulations, may remit their deposit by
post direct to the Treasury. The Government will,
however, undertake no responsibility under this  clause,
in the event of the remittance miscarrying.
2. In order to meet the convenience of persons resid-
ing at a distance from Brisbane, and to save a long
course of post, depositors so circumstanced may, in
future, make application to withdraw the whole or any
portion of their deposits by electric telegraph message,
at the reduced uniform charge of one shilling. The
depositor will be required to sign the usual withdrawal.
notice in the presence of a Savings Bank Officer, by whom
the message will be forwarded to the Treasury ; but no
officer is to forward such message unless the depositor is
personally known to him, or unless he produces satis-
factoey evidence that he is the person entitled to the
withdrawal.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Registrar-General's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1866.
NOTICE. -In accordance with section 6 of the
h  )Marriage Act  (28 Victoria, No. 15) it is
hereby notified, that
The Reverend GEonGE GRIMM, A.M., Presbyterian
Minister, Dalby,
The Reverend PATRICK J. MACGuINESS, Roman
Catholic Minister, Rockhampton,
The Reverend JOHN MCARA, Presbyterian Minis-
ter, Springsure, and
The Reverend JOSEPH COLES KIRBY, Congrega-
tional Minister, Dalby,*
are duly registered in this Office as Ministers of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in
Queensland.
It is further notified that the Reverend THOMAS
A. LONERGAN, Roman Catholic Clergyman, has
changed his residence from Warwick to Mackay.
F. O.  DARYALL,
Registrar-General.
'The Reverend Mr. Kirby's name was accidentally omitted from
the list of Clergymen published in the  Government Gazette  of 20th
January last.
DISTRICT COURT, GAYNDAH.WARREN  WHELAN has  been appointedBailiff of this Court.
M. AIRE Y,
Registrar.
February 15th, 1866.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A SITTING of the above Court was held, atthe Supreme Court House, Brisbane, before
His Honor JAMES COCKLE, Esquire, Chief Justice
of Queensland, and Judge of the said Vice-
Admiralty Court, on Tuesday, February the
twentieth, A.D. One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six. No business being before the Court, the
Court was adjourned to WEDNESDAY, the
twenty-eighth day of February, A.D. 1866.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
. Associate.
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Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that the undermentioned Runs, in the Settled District of
Moreton, have been duly assessed for Renewed Leases under the  Pastoral Leases Act of  1863 (27
Victoria, No. 17).
No. Run.
3 Tandary  or Taromeo  :
4 Cooyar ... ...
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyo r-General.
Lessee.
Area in Commencement of
square lease for  live
miles .  years.
)tent.
£ s. d.
... ... Alexr. Swanson ... 105 1 January, 1866 116 13 4
... ... W. Kent and E. Weinholt... 112 1 January, 1866 208 6 8
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
Ij1AKE Notice that application  has been made  to bring the Lands  described below under the
provisions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any  person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney,  a Caveat in form B. of  said Act,  on or before the day named.
F. O. DARVALL,  Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Proprietor. Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Subdivisions 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13, of portion 1, con- Charles Le Brocq ...
taining together 5 acres 3 roods 9 perches; county,
Stanley ; parish, Enoggera
A
LTERATION S in Time Table of Arrival and
Despatch of Inland Mails, consequent on
change of Ipswich and Grandchester Railway Time
Table, commencing from the 1st February.
Brisbane and Ipswich.-Leave  Brisbane every day
(Sunday excepted) at 5.15 a.m. and 1 p.m. ; arrive at
Rocky Waterholes 6 a.m. and 1.40 p.m. ;• Oxley 6.15 a.m.
and 2 p.m. ; at Goodna 7.15 a.m. and 3 p.m. ; and at
Ipswich 8.30 a.m. and 4.15 p.m Leave Ipswich every
day (Sunday,excepted) at 6 a.m. and 2 p.m.; arriving at
Goodna 7'15 ,Lan. and 3.15 p.m. ; at Oxley Creek at 8
a.m. and 4 p.m.; Rocky Waterloles and at Brisbane
9'15 a.m. and 5 30 p.m.
Ipswich, Grandchester, and Toowoomba.-Leave  Ips-
wich daily tSunday excepted), by train, 9 a.m. ; arrive
at Grandchester 10.15 a.m. ; leave Grandchester•, by
coach, 1030 a.m. ; arrive at Laidley 11.15 a.m., Gatton
1 p.m., and at Toowoomba 5 p.m. Leave Toowoomba
daily (Sunday excepted) at 5.45 a.m. ; arrive at Gatton
9 a.m., Laidley 10'45 a.m., Grandchester 11.45 a.m. ; leave
Grandchester, per train, noon, and arrive at Ipswich
25th April, 1866.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
I N pursuance of the  District Courts Act  of 1858,and of the  District Courts Act Amendment
Act of  1865, I hereby appoint the following days for
holding District Courts at the several  towns or
places hereinafter mentioned, viz.:-
AT MARYBOROUGH.
Criminal Sittings ... Thursday , 21 June, 1866
Civil Sittings ... Monday, 25 June
Criminal Sittings ... Monday, 22 October
Civil Sittings ... Tuesday, 23 October
AT GAYND AH.
Criminal Sittings ... Monday, 15 October
Civil Sittings ... Monday, 15 October
AT GLADSTONE.
1.15  P.M.
Toowoomba and Drayton.-Leave  Toowoomba daily
or after arrival of(Sunday excepted) at 5.30 p.m.
Criminal Sittings
Civil Sittings
... Monday, 25 October
... Tuesday, 30 October
,
mails ; arrive at Drayton 6 p.m. Leave Drayton at AT RocKHAMPTON.
8.30 p.m. (Saturday 8 p.m.), and arrive at Toowoomba Criminal Sittings Monday 2 July
at 9 p.m. Civil Sittings
... ,
4 JulyWednesdayToowoomba and Dalby.-Leave  Toowoomba, Monday, Criminal Sittingslbd S t d t 6 i t DTh d d
...
...
,
Monday, 3 December
a.m., anurs a ur ay, a arr ve a aay, an y Civil Sittings
same days at 6 p.m. Leave Dalby every Sunday, ... Wednesday, 5 December
Wednesday, and Friday, at 6 a.m., and arrive at
d
AT BOwEN.
ays at 6 p.m.Loowoomba same
The Mails which formerly arrived at Brisbane at Criminal Sittings ... Saturday, 4 August
will now arrive at 5.30 p.m. the previous Civil Sittings9.15 a.m. ... Saturday, 4 August, Criminal Sittingsday ; and the time of closing the mails at this Civil Sittings
... Monday, 5 November
Monday 5 November
office will be 6 p.m. instead of noon. ... ,
THOS. L. MURRAY PRIOR,
Postmaster -General.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1866.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.THE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillingsper quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
AT CLERMONT.
Criminal Sittings ... Tuesday, 17 July
Civil Sittings ... Wednesday, 18 July
J. GEO. LONG INNES,
Judge of the Northern District Cdiirt.
12th February, 1866.
CAUTION.
ALL Persons making use of the yards on the
Coomrith and Wongle Runs, or otherwise
trespassing in search of cattle or horses, or tinder
any pretence whatever, without my written pei-
mission, will be prosecuted as the law directs.
SAMUEL BROWN.
Coomrith, 25th January, 1866.
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NOW READY FOR PUBLICATION,
AT THE GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, BRISBANE,A- SERIES of THIRTEEN PLATES, Engravedon Copper, showing the whole of the
TWENTY-TWO ELECTORAL DISTRICTS
of the Colony of Queensland, viz.:-
- PLATE Nor.  I.-'EAST  AND WEST MORETON.
AND THE EASTERN, WESTERN, AND NORTH-
ERN DOWNS; with portion of the LEICHHARDT
and WIDE BAY DISTRICTS. Showing Towns,
Railways, Electric Telegraph Lines, Principal Bush
Roads and Tracks, Rivers, Creeks, Ranges, Agricultural
and Village Reserves, Boundaries of Surveyed Areas,
Principal Squatting Stations , &c., &c., with more than
200 miles of Coast  ;  also Bays, Ports, Islands, &c.,
according to the most  recent  Surveys .  Scale, 16 miles
to 1 inch ;  size,  27 inches by 20 inches. Printed on fine
paper, and colored. Price 2s. per  copy.
PLATE No.  2. - PORT CURTIS DISTRICT,
Showing extensive Coast Line of upwards of 250 miles,
extending from Ranges near Kolan River on the south,
northerly to Mackay on the Pioneer River, with Towns,
Roads , Telegraph Lines, Squatting Stations, &c., com-
plete. Scale, 16 miles to 1 inch ; size 27 inches by 20
inches . Printed  on fine  paper, and colored. Price
Is. 6d .  per copy.
PLATE No. 3. - WIDE BAY AND BURNETT
DISTRICTS. Engraved to same scale and uniform
with Plates Nos. 1 and 2. Price Is.
PLATE No. 4.-MARANOA, LEICHHARDT, AND
CLERMONT DISTRICTS. Engraved to the scale of
30 miles to  1 inch ; colored, and printed on fine paper
Price Is.
PLATE No. 5.-MITCHELL AND WARREGO.
DISTRICTS.  Scale, 30  miles to 1 inch ; complete as
above .  Price Is.
PLATE No. 6.-KENNEDY DISTRICT.  Scale, 30
miles to  1 inch.  Price Is.
PLATE No. 7.-TOWNSHIPS OF DRAYTON AND
TOOWOOMBA, AND SUBURBS. Engraved to the
scale of 20 chains  to 1 inch ; printed  on fine paper, and
colored.  Price  is.
PLATE NO. 8.-TOWN AND SUBURBS OF ROCK-
HAMPTON. Finished  same as  Toowoornba and Dray-
ton. Scale,  20 chains  to one inch ; colored. Price 1s.
PLATE No. 9. - WARWICK AND SUBURBS.
20 chains  to 1 inch ; colored. Price 1s.
PLATE No. 10.-MARYBOROUGH AND SUB-
URBS. 20 chains to 1 inch ; colored. Price Is.
PLATE No. 11. - IPS1VICll AND SUBURBS.
Showing original Government Allotments in Town and
Suburbs, Purchasers' Names, Areas, Roads, Railway
Terminus, Reserves for Public Buildings and Recreation,
&c., &c. Scale, 18 chains to 1 inch ; size, 22 inches by
28 inches  ; colored, and printed on fine paper. Price 2s.
PLATE No. 12. - BRISBANE,', AND SUBURBS,
including Electoral Districts of North Brisbane, Forti-
tude Valley, and South Brisbane, Kangaroo Point, &c.;
with Roads, Reserves, Town and Suburban Allotments,
Names of Purchasers from the Crown, &c., &e. Scale, 8
chains to  1 inch ; printed on fine paper, and neatly
colored .  Price 2s.
PLATE No. 13.-SKETCH MAP OF THE COLONY
OF QUEENSLAND. Showing Electoral and Pastoral
Districts, Telegraph Lines, Postal Routes, &c., &c., &c.
colored.  Price 2s.
ATLAS. OF QUEENSLAND.
The whole of the above Maps can be had com-
plete in an ATLAS, with an ADDITIONAL
PLATE, showing the situation of Queensland in
the group of Australian Colonies, and to the
continents  of India, China, Netherlands India, &c.,
&c., with existing and proposed Steam Routes and
Telegraphic Lines intended to connect Queensland
direct with Great Britain, India, China, &c., &c.
Price , in cloth cover, complete, 12s. 6d.
Published at the Government Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Brisbane , 1st February, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheri ff 's Office,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1866.
REARDON v. O'KEEFE.
T
O ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
1 Notice that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff in
the above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest of, in, and to all those two pieces
or parcels  of Land, in the county of Stanley, and
parish of Darragh, containing by admeasurement
thirty-four and three-quarter perches; be the same
a little more or less, being lots marked 52 and 53,
portion of eastern suburban allotment 87-Com-
mencing on  a roadway named Agnes street, at a
point two chains and seventy links south-east, and
thence one chain north-easterly from the south-
western corner of eastern suburban allotment No.
87 ; and bounded thence on the south-west by a
line at right angles to Agnes street one chain and
thirty-five links north-westerly ; on the north-west
by a line parallel to Agnes street one chain and
sixty links north-easterly ; on the north-east by a
line dividing it from lot No. 54 one chain and thirty-
five links at right angles to Agnes street ; and on
the south-east by a line at right angles, being one
chain and sixty links of Agnes street south-west-
erly to the point of commencement.
Also, all that piece or parcel of Land, in the
county and parish aforesaid, containing by ad-
measurement eighteen and three-quarter perches,
be the same a little more or less, being lot 57, por-
tion of eastern suburban allotment No. 87-Coin-
mencing on a road one chain wide at the intersection
therewith of a roadway named Gipps street, sixty-
eight links wide, at a point one hundred and ninety-
eight links south-westerly from the north-west
corner of eastern suburban allotment No. 87 ; and
bounded thence on the north-west by one chain
and thirty links of that first mentioned road south-
westerly ; on the south-west by  a  line at right
angles to that road ninety links south-easterly ; on
the south-east by a line parallel to said road one
chain  and thirty links north-easterly to Gipps
street ; .and on the north-east by Gipps street at
right angles  ninety links north-westerly to the
point of commencement ;-
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at the Victoria Hotel, Elizabeth
street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the twenty-sixth
day of March next, at Twelve o'clock noon, sub-
ject to a mortgage to Thomas Lodge Murray Prior,
Esq., unless this execution is previously satisfied.
R. K. MACNISH,
Under Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Newton, of
Warwick, carpenter.WHEREAS the said John Newton was, on the9th day of February, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 5th day of April, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the  said estate, and  for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be'
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same  place, on
MON D AY, the 25th day of June, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven-o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate  as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at  Brisbane , the 16th day of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN  INSOLVENCY. `
In the Insolvent Estate of John Hardie and Co.,
of Fassifern, squatters.WHEREAS the said firm of John Hardie and
Co. was, on the 5th day of January, A.D.
1866, adjudged to be insolvent, I hereby
appoint a First Public Sitting of the Court, to be
holden before me, at the Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the 5th day of April,
A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for- the
proof of debts against the said Estate, and for
the election of a Creditors' Assignee, if requuired ;
and also to determine whether any or what
-allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vents up to the time of passing their last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvents ; and a
Second Public Sitting of the Court, at the same
place, on MON DAY, the 25th day of June, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 21st day of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WM. PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Lawless, of
Brisbane ,  grocer.
HEREAS the said Thomas Lawless was,
on the 14th day of February,  A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Bris-
bane, on 1101N, DAY, the 9th day of April,
A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the
proof of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required; and
also to determine whether airy or what allowance
for support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall
be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 28th day of June, an.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 16th day of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Leopold Franz Lands-
berg, of Brisbane, merchant.
HEREAS the said Leopold Franz Landsberg
was, on the 29th day of December, A.D.
1865, adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint
a Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 9th day of April, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 8th day of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WM. PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Edward Goddard, of
Rockhampton, fruiterer.
WHEREAS the said Edward Goddard was,
on the 25th_ day of August, A.D.  1865,
adjudged to be an insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at "the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on  THURS DAY,
the 5th day of April,  A. D.  1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, -and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 8th day of February, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Dowland and Hartley,
. of Rockhampton, contractors. -
W HEREAS the said firm of Dowland' andHartley was, on the 15th day of December,
A.D. 1865, adjudged to be Insolvent, I hereby
appoint a Third Public Sitting, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 16th day of April,  A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the last exarnina-
tion of the insolvents, and unless the Court shall
otherwise direct, for the Insolvents to make an
application for their Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane the 8th day of February, A.D.
1866.
Judge.
ALIFItED J. P. LUI' Eel- CI-IE,
6VM. PICKER.INCF,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Searle Grenfell,
of Brisbane, merchant.
HEREAS the said Henry Searle Grenfell was,
on the 29th day of December, A.D. 1865,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 9th day of April, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane the 8th day' of February, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
W i. PICKER.IXG,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Charles Beer, of
Brisbane ,  bootmaker.
1T HEREAS the said John Charles Beer was, onV ' V the 20th day of December ,  A.D. 1865 ,  adjudged
to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a Third
Public Sitting ,  to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court  H ouse ,  Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 9th day of April, A.D. 1866 ,  to commence
at Eleven o'clock ,  for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall  otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the Sth day of February, A.D.
1866.
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
ALFRED J. P. LUTW Y CHE,
Judge.Judge.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Hardie, of
Fassifern , squatter.
HEREAS the said John Hardie was, on
the 29th day of December, A.D. 1865,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 12th day of April, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of
the insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 8th day of February,
A. D. 1866.
ALFRED ' J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WM. PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Grenfell and Co.,
of Brisbane ,  merchants.WHEREAS the said Firm of Grenfell and Co.
was, on the 29th day of December ,  A.D.1865,
adjudged to be Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting ,  to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 9th day  of April, A.D.  1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock ,  for the last examination of the
Insolvents ,  and unless the Court shall  otherwise
direct, for the Insolvents to make an  application
for their Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 8th day of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERIN G, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Taylor, of
Rockhampton, watchmaker.
WHEREAS the said Thomas Taylor was, on the
' 29th day of December, A.D. 1865, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 9th
day of April, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvent,
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct, for the
Insolvent to make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 8th day of February,
A. D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee. _
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.in the Insolvent Estate of G. F. D. Muhldorff,
of Ipswich ,  timber getter.
"[WHEREAS the  said G. F. D.  Muhldorff was,W EREAS
on the 22nd day of  December, A.D. 1865,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting ,  to be holden before me, atthe Supreme Court  House,  Brisbane ,  on THURS-
DAY, the 12th day of April ,  A.D.1866, to commence
at  Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane the 16th day of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
INSOLVENCY JURISDICTION.
In the Insolvent Estate of George Birkbeck Mason,
of Brisbane, publican.
T OTICE is hereby given, that an application
L will be made on behalf of the abovenamed
Insolvent, on MONDAY, the 16th day of April
next, to his Honor the Judge in Insolvency, the
aforesaid day having been appointed by him for
that purpose, that a Certificate under the  Insolvency
Act  of 1864 may be granted to the said Insolvent.
Dated this 22nd day of February, A.D. 1866.
DANIEL FOLEY ROBERTS,
Attorne for the Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Buckler Hoare,
of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
chemist.
TARE Notice that the abovenamed Insolvent
j intends to apply to the Chief Commissioner of
Insolvent Estates, at the Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, on the 5th day of April now next
ensuing, that a Certificate of Discharge may be
granted him, in the terms of the Act 7 Victoria,
No. 19, section 18, made and provided.
EDWARD DOYLE,
Attorney for the Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In" the Supreme Court of Queensland.
INSOLVENCY JURISDICTION.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Lang, of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, painter
and glazier.
1TOTICE is hereby given, that on Monday,
the 12th day of February instant, a Certifi-
cate of Discharge was granted, and allowed to the
abovenamed Insolvent, under the  Insolvency Act of
1864, by His Honor Mr. Justice Lutwyche, the
Judge in Insolvency.
EDWARD DO r LE,
Attorney for the said James Lang.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the matter of the Moreton Bay Tramway Com-
pany ,  and of the  Joint Slock Companies Act
of  1847,  11 Victoria ,  No. 19.
A SPECIAL  Meeting of the Creditors of the
Moreton Bay Tramway Company wil l  be
held on WEDNESDAY ,  the twenty -eighth day of
February instant, at Two o 'clock in the afternoon,
at the Office of Mr .  Arthur Macalister ,  Town Ha ll
Chambers ,  Queen street ,  Brisbane ,  for the purpose
of receiving an offer of composition from Thomas
Blacket Stephens ,  Wi ll iam Coote ,  and Henry
Buckley, on behalf of themselves and the other
shareholders of the Company, and to determine
upon the course to be adopted in finally winding up
its affairs.
Dated the 20th day of February ,  A.D. 1866.
ARTHUR  MACALISTER,
Solicitor to the Directors.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.-
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Sheridan, late of Rockhamp-
ton, in the  Colony of  Queensland ,  grazier,
deceased.
T OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
.i tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof,  application  will be  made to this Honorable
Court,  in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction , that  Probate
of the last Wi ll  and Testament of the abovenamed
deceased may be granted to Margaret Sheridan,
the widow of the said deceased ,  and the Executrix
in the said Wi ll  named.
Dated this  23rd day  of February, 1866.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Proctor for  the Applicant,
Ipswich,
By his  Agents-AEANE  AND FoWIizS,
Brisbane.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Henry Foster, late of Condamine, in
the district of Darling Downs, in the Colony
of Queensland, deceased, licensed victualler.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the Supreme Court of
Queensland, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Probate of the last Will and Testament of the
abovenamed Henry Foster, deceased, may be
granted to Mary Foster, of Condamine, in the dis-
trict -of Darling Downs, in the Colony of Queens-
land, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated this 20th day of February, in the year of
our Lord 1866.
EDWARD DOYLE,
Proctor for the said Mary Foster,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of William Slaughter, late of Tingalpa,
in the Colony of Queensland, grazier, deceased,
intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Letters
of Administration of the goods, chattels, credits,
and effects, of the said William Slaughter, deceased,
be granted to Sarah Kate Slaughter, of South Bris-
bane, in the said Colony, Widow of the said
deceased.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of February, A.D.
1866.
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Proctor for the said Sarah Kate Slaughter,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Sutherland Robertson, late
of Cairnmore, New South Wales, formerly of
Calandoon, in the Colony of Queensland,
grazier, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate
of the last Will and Testament of the above-named
deceased may be granted to James M. McDonald,
of Calandoon, and John Elliott Robertson, of the
same place, son of the deceased, the Executors in
the said Will named.
Dated this 23rd day of February, 1866.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Proctor for the said Executors,
By his Agents-KEANE AND FOWLES,
Brisbane.
NOTICE.-In accordance with t e Act 28
Victoria, No.  19, I  James Ivory, intend to
apply on 23rd March to the Court of Petty Sessions,
Ipswich, for permission to place Gates between
portions 311, 332, and 311, 320, near Deebing
Creek; 184, 185., Bandanbah Creek ; near same, 233,
60, and 171,  227,;  and, near Long Swamp, 26, 35.
£10 REWARD.SUPPOSED to be Stolen from Futhven street,Toowoomba, the bay Horse " Talleyrand,"
late the property of Mr. S. S. Norris, Condamine,
branded T over n conjoined near shoulder, small
star, off hind foot white. The above reward will
be paid on conviction of the thief, if stolen, or £2
on delivery to Mr. Andrew Walker, Toowoomba,
or to
JAMES 'KING,
Condamine.
ROBERTS AND HART,
Solicitors for the Corporation of the Bank of
Australasia.
To William Pickering ,  Official Assignee,  the
Creditors of Arthur Wienholt, an Insolvent,
the Creditors of John Hardie, an Insolvent,
and all  others whom it doth or may concern.WI7 7 HEREAS under and by virtue of a certain1v!Y Writ  offieri f 4cias  directed to the  Sheriff
of the Colony of Queensland ,  bearing date the.
twenty-fourth day of September ,  in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-four,
in an action wherein Charles Lammonerie dit
Fattorini and Eugene Lammonerie dit Fattorini
were plaintif fs, and John Hardie and Arthur
Wienholt were defendants ,  the said Sheriff made
his levy upon certain lands at Fassifern ,  in the said
Colony, belonging to the said John Hardie and
Arthur Wienholt ,  and upon the eighth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and sixty -four, caused the same to be
put up for sale by public auction  ;  and whereas,
at such sale, the Corporation of the Bank of
Australasia were declared the purchasers  of  the
said lands ,  at or for the price or sum of seven
hundred and fifty -one pounds ,  which said sum has
been paid into the hands of the said Sheriff; and
whereas the said Writ  of  fi.  fa.  has been deemed
defective ,  inasmuch as the words  "  lands, and terse-
" ments, hereditaments "  were omitted therefrom :
Now notice is hereby given, that an applicatio n
will be  made to their Honors the Judges of the
Supreme Court sitting in Banco, on the first day
of Hilary Term ,  now next ensuing ,  or so soon after
as counsel can be heard in that behalf, to amend
the said Writ  nunc pro tune by  the insertion of the
words  " lands, tenements ,  and hereditaments."
Dated this seventeenth day of January, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six.
NOTICE.-The  Partnership heretofore subsist-
ing between us, the undersigned ,  Alexander
Speed Webster ,  George Wi lliam Brown, and
Hugh  McMichael ,  under the firm of Brown and
McMichael , has been Dissolved by mutual consent.
A ll  debts  -due to the firm  are to be paid to Alexander
Speed Webster and George William Brown, by
wham all debts due  by the firm  will be paid.
Dated,the 6th day of February, 1866.
A. S. WEBSTER,
GEO. W.  BROWN,
H. McMICHAEL.
Witness - JNO. P .  RoxBURGH.
HEREBY give notice, that I have this day
taken into Partnership Mr. Augustus Hues-
man and Mr. George Robert Fife. The business
will be carried on, as heretofore, under the name,
style, or firm of " Brabant and Co."
JULIUS BRABANT.Witness-M. LYONS, Articled Clerk to James F.
Garrick, Solicitor, Brisbane.
Queen street, Brisbane, 1st January, 1866.
Ipswich.
WE, the undersigned, Henry William Coxenand William Sim, have this day dissolved
the Partnership of Wm. Sim and Co., entered into
in Queensland on the tenth day of December, one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-four, by mutual
consent.
H. W.  COXEN.
WM.  SIX.
Signed, sealed. and delivered,
by the said H.-W. Coxen
and Wm. Sim, this 30th
day of January, 1866, at
Melbourne, Victoria, in,the
presence of
EDWARD JAMES  Ho, J.P.
J. B. MARSDarr.
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NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
I HAVE this day sold to James Taylor, of
Toowoomba, all my right, title, and interest in
the Stations  known as Clifford, Woodduck, and
Emu, near Taroom , Leichhardt District,  and all
stock belonging  thereto.
Mr. James Taylor will pay all  liabilities con
nected  with the property,  and receive all assets.
THOS. R. BOULTON.
Witness-C. W. PITTS.
Toowoomba, February  3rd, 1866.
f lilviu-ab tngo,
MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, 9th February, 1.866,
L from Eton Vale, by order of H. Nelson, Esq.
Driving expenses, 2s. per head.
One strawberry stag, t: off rump, like blotch D off ribs,
tip and slit off ear.
One red bullock, RLc off rump, 6 off thigh, 0 near rump,
like MQ or AQ near ribs, notch back oif ear.
One strawberry steer, illegible brand near rump, like 9,
near thigh, off' ear marked.
One strawberry heifer, W off rump, illegible brand off
ribs like M.
One light strawberry steer, illegible brands off shoulder,
ribs, and thigh, like A.
One red or brindle steer, illegible brand off ribs.
One strawberry bull, D in diamond near rump over RL
(the R reversed) conjoined, 6 near shoulder, both
ears marked.
One red roan steer, illegible brand with W or M off
rump, like 5 off thigh.
One strawberry cow, like d 'I or JT near ribs and rump,
slit near ear. Spotted unbranded calf.
One yellow and white bullock, JJF near ribs, like MC or
IIC near loin, tip and slit off ear.
One red heifer, like FE near and off ribs, small tip both
ears.
One red and white bullock, WB over 2 near ribs, like
OKC ofl' rump, blotch or whip mark near rump, tip
both ears.
One strawberry bullock, blotch brands like CIO near
rump and ribs, piece bads near ear.
If not released on or before 6th March, 1866, will be
sold to pay expenses.
ARTIII.TR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
1 POUND i. D at War« ick, from North 'lbolburra, on
. 14th I{ebruary, 1866, byorder of Thos. Coutt.s,
Esq. Driving expenses, 2s. per head.
One brown horse, like 0-L off shoulder, star and snip,
near hind foot white.
One black horse, AT over R near shoulder, like WB over
J off shoulder, hind feet white.
One bay mare, a%l` near shoulder.
One bay filly, a over near shoulder, star.
One roan mare, like F like TJC (the  TJ  conjoined) over
like F off shoulder, T off ribs.
One dark cream-colored horse, PS over JA near shoulder,
bell and strap on neck.
One brown mare, like DB over PF over PF near
shoulder.
One black filly foal, unbranded.
One bay mare, J in circle near shoulder, like 5 near
thigh, star and snip.
If not released on or before March 20, 1866, will be
soil on that day, at noon, to defray expenses.
iii N aY MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
J,11POUNDED at Taroom, from Palm Tree Creek,10th February, 1866, by order of Messrs. Lrym r
and Moore :-
One brown ,rare, branded over J conjoined, like FU
conjoined sideways near shoulder, near hind foot
white, small star.
If  not released on or before 9th Marob, 1866, will be
sold.
CHARLES RYDER, Poundkeeper.
'VMPOUNDED at Sptingsure, from Meteor Downs,
' 30th December, 1856, by order of John B. Kelrnan,
Esq. Driving, is. 3d. (Corrected description.)
One brown or rusty black horse, A off shoulder, star,
off' hind foot white.
From Arcturus Downs, 6th February, 1866, by order
of Messrs. Moriarty and Brock. Driving,  as.
One chesnut mare, S in circle near shoulder, blaze, short
tail, near hind foot white.
From Pinnacle Creek, 7th February, 1866, by order
of Henry Atichards, -Esq. Driving. 2s.
One bay or brown -mare, 1K near 41iouldar°.
If  not released, will be sold on 20th March. 1866.
WILLIAM H. BARNET`, Poundkeeper.
MPO U ` v DF,D at Lei-burn, from Felton, on the 5th
February, 1866, by order of Messrs. Sandeman and
Whitchurch. Driving expenses, 2s. 10d. per head.
(Wrongly described in a former advertisement.)
One black horse, 55 near thigh, like L near cheek,
over M near shoulder, like S off neck, three white
feet, collar marked, blaze.
One roan horse, hind feet white, star, like 41 near thigh,
like L near cheek, blotch over ^  over M near
shoulder, collar narked.
If not released on or before 6th March, 1866, they
will be sold to pay expenses.
CIIAItLES THOMAS, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, fromEidnott Station,
February 15th, 1866, by order of Messrs. Stery and,
Brothers
One bright bay mare, , over JD over S near shoulder.
One black foal at foot, unbranded
One large bay mare, W over 1W near shoulder.
One bay colt at foot, unbranded.
One bay horse, PS near shoulder
One dark bay mare, JI) over RW near shoulder.
One chesnut foal at foot, unbranded.
One chesnut mare, JI over II near shoulder, and star,
off eye blind
One chesnut filly, unbranded.
One light bay colt, star, unbranded.
If not released before 20th March, 1866, will be sold
to pay expenses.
A. FARRELLY, Poundkeeper.
JMPOUNDED at Bowen, from Strathdon, on 27th
January, 1866, by F. R. Bode, Esq. Driving, 2s.
One bay mare, like 'I'C conjoined off shoulder, snip on
nose, small white stroke on forehead.
One bay foal, unbranded, progeny of above.
One brown cob, B in circle over TB near shoulder,
WD near thigh, off hind foot white, saddle marked.
If not claimed, to be sold on the 20th February, 1866,
G. J. BOULTER, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Bowen, from Salisbury Plains, 3rdFebruary, 1866, by Messrs. Armstrong and Wilming-
ton.  D riving expenses, 3s. 4d. per head.
One brown horse, bell brand near shoulder, K near
cheek.
One bay horse, Tr over CB near shoulder, CB near
cheek.
On the  same date , from Strathdon, by F. R. Bode,
Esq. Driving, 2s. per head.
One bay colt,  S near  shoulder.
One light bay colt, unbranded.
If not claimed, to be sold on the 6th March, 1866.
G. J. BOULTER, Poundkeeper,
I
I
VMPOUNDED at Leyburn ,  from Felton ,  on the 29th
January ,  1866, by order of Messrs .  Sandeman and
Whitchureh .  Dri tieing expenses ,  2s. 10d.
One strawberry bull calf, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 6th March, 1866,
will  be  sold to pay expenses.
CHARLES  THOMAS, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED
at Leyburn-i, from Canal Creek  Station,
by order of F. West, Esq. No dri ving  expenses.
One red bullock, 2W  over  KEIL near ribs, like W near
hip, like brand off thigh, piece  out near ear.
If not released on or before  the 6th  March, 1866,
will be sold to pay expenses.
CHARLES THOMAS,  Poundkeeper,
IMPOUNDiiI) at Ipswich, from Mr. P. Cardew's pad-dock. Trespass, 2s. 6d. per head.
One black  and white cow, snail  horns, JP conjoined off
shoulder,  cross  over 0 conjoined  near  thigh, split
near ear.
One calf, progeny of above, piece off off ear, _CT off ribs.
One yellow heifer, split off ear, hole in  near  ear, CD over
10 off ribs, oQover M oif shoulder, M off cheek.
One strawberry cow, M over heart off rump, CD over
10 off' ribs, like ' over M off' shoulder.
From Mr. E. Lealy's paddock.
One grey  mare, 0 over near shoulder.
If not  released on or before 20th March ,  1866, will
be sold to pay expenses.
A. HASENKAMP ,  Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Bowen, from  Salisbury Plains, on
3rd February,  1866, by Armstrong and Wilmington.
Driving expenses,  3s. 4d,  each.
One chesnut  mare,  heart brand near neck, DY near
shoulder.
One grey entire colt, unbranded. Damages, £5.
One grey  mare , heart brand near neck, 7 saddle.
One chesnut  mare , heart brand near neck, DY near
shoulder.
One grey entire colt, unbranded. Damages, £5.
One chesnut colt, heart brand near neck, DY near
shoulder.
One chesnut mare, heart over heart near shoulder.
One ehesnut colt, heart brand near neck.
One chesnut colt, unbranded. "Damages, £1.
One chesnut colt, heart brand near neck.
One chesnut filly, unbranded. Damages, £1.
One bay filly, heart brand near neck.
One brown mare, heart brand near neck, DY near
shoulder.
One bay filly, unbranded. Damages, £1.
If not claimed, to be sold on the 6th March, 1866.
G. J. BOULTER, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Balgourie, Mistake
j Creek, on the 6th February instant, the under-
mentioned cattle. Driving expenses, £1 per head.
One white cow, CC over 2 off rump.
One brindle cow, CV off rump, 6 off ribs, 6 near loin.
One yellow and white cow, like pitchfork brand over 7
off rump, 00 off ribs.
One white cow, like pitchfork brand off rump, with calf
at foot.
One red and white cow, like pitchfork brand off rump,
like 2 off thigh.
One white and red cow, like pitchfork brand off rump,
like 2 off thigh, like 9 off ribs, with calf at foot.
One strawberry cow, like pitchfork brand off rump, like
9 off thigh, ti off shoulder.
One strawberry cow, like W 0 conjoined off rump, like
rn 0  conjoined off thigh, with calf at foot:
One white and red cow, like  00  0 conjoined off rump,
with calf at foot.
One strawberry cow, like o? 0 conjoined off-rump, with
calf at foot.
One spotted cow, like pitchfork brand off rump, like 9 off
ribs, with calf at foot,
One red and white cow, like pitchfork brand off rump,
with calf at foot.
One yellow  cow, HD  conjoined  near rump ,  HN con-
joined  near  loin, with calf at foot.
One strawberry cow,  C cross  through  circle  S near rump,
0 near shoulder, like pitchfork brand off rump,
like 00 off ribs.
One red cow, RD conjoined  near  rump, like I near cheek.
One spotted cow, like pitchfork brand off rump, 9 off
hip.
One yellow cow, with white stripe down back, ID off
ribs, cross off rump, W over C  near ribs.
One yellow and white cow, like pitchfork brand off ramp,
like 00 off ribs.
One white and black cow, N off shoulder.
One white and red cow, like pitchfork brand off rump,
like Z off ribs, 9 off hip, with calf at foot.
One brindle bullock, white face, like ly' 0 conjoined off
rump.
One yellow bullock, like pitchfork brand off rump, like
9 off thigh, like 9 off loin.
One yellow and white bullock, like pitchfork brand off
rump, 00 over 0 off ribs, 000 over 2 off thigh.
One spotted bullock, red neck, like pitchfork brand off
rump, like Q over 2 off thigh.
One white bull, unbranded.
One red and white bull, unbranded.
One white bull, unbranded.
One spotted heifer, unbranded.
One red heifer, with white stripe down back, unbranded.
One  red cow,  unbranded.
One brindle cow, white face, unbranded, with calf at foot.
One red and white bull, unbranded.
One brindle bull, unbranded.
One spotted bull, unbranded.
One strawberry cow, unbranded, with calf at foot.
One red bull, with white spot on flank, unbranded.
One strawberry heifer, unbranded.
One red and white bull, unbranded.
One red cow, unbranded.
One white heifer, unbranded.
If not released before the 7th March, 1866, will be
sold to pay expenses.
THOMAS KELLY, Poundkeeper.
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
As OF TUESDAY, THE TWENTY-SEVENTH DAY OF
FEBRUARY , BEING THE FIRsr DAY OF HILARY
TERM , A.D. 1866.REGUL.,E GE \T ERALES.-It is ordered bythe Honorable JAMES COCKLE, Chief Justice
of Queensland, and by the Honorable ALFRED
JAMES  PETER LUTWYCHE, a Judge of the Supreme
Court of Her Majesty's said -Colony, that all
existing  Rules of Practice in all matters within the
Insolvency Jurisdiction. of the said Court,  save and
except as regards any step or proceeding heretofore
taken, shall be, and the same are hereby annulled ;
and that the Practice to be observed in the said
Court, with respect to such matters, shall be as
follows :-
BEFORE ADJUDICATION.
ACTS OF INSOLVENCY.
As to judgment debtor summons.
1. Every creditor applying for a judgment
debtor summons shall file an affidavit of debt, and
such affidavit shall be in the form (No. 1) specified
in the schedule to these orders annexed.
2. Every judgment debtor summons shall be in
the form (No. 2) specified in the schedule to these
orders annexed.
3. Every such summons shall be indorsed with a
notice , as follows :-
Notice to the party summoned-
This  summons  is served upon you pursuant to the
provisions  of the  Insolvency Act of  1864, and is
founded on an affidavit of debt, which was filed in the
Supreme  Court of Queensland on the day of
, 186 , and you are hereby informed that,
if after service  of this summons, or due notice thereof,
you do not pay the debt  and costs  within mentioned, or
secure or  compound for the same to the satisfaction of
the creditor, then, on your appearance  to this summons,
or if you shall not appear, having no lawful impediment
allowed by the Court, the Court may adjudge you
insolvent.
This  summons  was issued by of
solicitor for the creditor  [or  creditors."]
of, &c.
Or-
"This summons was issued in person  by the creditor
[or  creditors ] within named, who  resides  [or  reside] at
&c., [mention  the city, town, or parish , and also the
name of the  street,  and number of the house of the
creditor 's residence , if any  such there be."]
4. Every such summons is to be served person-
ally, between the hours of nine o'clock  a.m. and
six o 'clock p.m, unless the Court -issuing the same
shall, in any case, direct that service in some other
manner shall be good _service, in which case the
order of Court in that behalf shall be served in like
manner as the summons ; and such summons is to
be served four days at least before the time for
appearance therein mentioned, and within two
months from the date thereof, including the day of
such date, and not afterwards.
As to forins.
5. The several forms specified in the schedule to
these orders annexed, and numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 163, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, and 23, respectively, shall be observed for the
several purposes therein stated. and used with such
alterations as may be necessary to meet the cir-
cumstances of any particular case.
Petitions.
6. All petitions, and all schedules, reports and
proceedings in insolvent estates shall be printed
or written book-wise on paper of the ordinary
foolscap size, with two inches vacant space on the
left hand side, and not less than one inch at the top
and bottom, and the Registrar shall keep and pre-
serve the proceedings in every estate when com-
pleted, separately numbered and indorsed, for
reference, and covered.
7. Every petition, schedule, and balance, sheet,
hereafter required to be filed shall be in duplicate,
and one duplicate original shall be filed in the office
of the Registrar of the Supreme Court, and the
other duplicate original shall be filed in the office
of the Official Assignee appointed to act in the
estate.
By creditor-(section 27.)
8. Every petition for adjudication  against a
debtor presented by a creditor shall be in the form
specified in schedule B annexed to the  Insolvency
Act of  1864, or to the like effect, and shall also
specify the particular act or acts of insolvency
alleged to have been commited by the debtor.
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9. A copy of such petition shall be served upon
the debtor, either personally or by post, addressed
to his last known place of abode, at least four clear
days before the court shall proceed to adjudicate
thereon.
10. On every such petition there shall be-endorsed
a memorandum, as follows--
" Take Notice, within is a copy of a petition for adju-
dication of insolvency, verified by the oath of the
petitioner, and under the seal of the Supreme Court of
Queensland, filed in the said Court against you, the
within-named E. F. 'Ihe said Court has ordered that
you do appear on this petition at or before the expiration
of days after the day of service thereof. The
petition will be heard at the said Court at Brisbane on
the day of , at which time and place you
are to appear by yourself or your solicitor on such
petition.
Dated the day of A.  D.
" X.  Y. Z.,  Registrar.
" P. Q., Solicitor ill the matter of
the within petition.
" (Seal of the Court.) "
11. (Sec. 29.) Every petitioning creditor shall,
before presenting any such petition, give security,
to the satisfaction of the Registrar, for the payment
of the necessary fees and charges for the prosecu-
tion of his petition until the first public sitting in
the insolvent estate.
By debtor imprisoned, under ca. sa. or ca. re.-
(section  25.)
12. Any person imprisoned under a writ of ca. sa.
or  ca. re.  may apply to the Court for leave to file a
petition for adjudication of insolvency against him-
self, and shall state in his application, which shall
be verified on oath, the ground or grounds of his
detention.
13. No such application shall be entertained
unless accompanied by proof that at least two clear
days notice in writing, of an intention to make such
application, has been given to the detaining creditor
or creditors, by personal service of such notice, or
by sending it through the post, addressed to his or
their last known place of abode.
14. If, after hearing such application, the Court
shall grant leave accordingly, the petitioner shall
state in his petition that such leave has been
obtained, and shall specify the date of the Judge's
order granting the Same.
15. Any keeper of any of her Majesty's gaols
within the colony shall be  and  is hereby empow-
ered and required to administer the necessary oaths
for the purposes of this Act, to persons imprisoned
under writs of  ca. ca.  or  ca. re.,  and shall administer
such oath or oaths without fee or reward for taking
the same.
16. The statement required to be filed in court
under section 32 of the  I;rsolvenc-y Act of  1864,
by every debtor petitioning for adjudication of
insolvency against himself, and verified by the oath
of the petitioner, shall be so filed and verified by
such debtor within three days after filing his
petition, or within such further time as the Judge
may, under special circumstances, allow, and shall
be in the form specified in the schedule to these
orders annexed, and numbered 6, and if such
statement be not so filed and verified, the said
petition shall be dismissed.
AFTER ADJUDICATION.
Official Assignees-( section 7.)
17. Every official assignee shall ,  after his appoint-
ment by the Governor ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council, and before entering on his
duties, give security by bond, with two sureties, to
Her Majesty ,  for the due performance of such
duties ,  to the amount of  B2,000;  that is to say, the
assignee shall be bound himself in the sum of £1000,
and each of his two sureties ,  to be approved of by
the Registrar, in  the  sum  of  £500.
18. Forthwith after the appointment by, the
Court of an official assignee in any insolvent estate,
such official assignee shall forward a letter to the
insolvent , in the form in the schedule hereunto
annexed ,  and numbered To. 9.
19. Forthwith after the receipt by such official
assignee of the list of creditors of such insolvent,
- the official assignee shall forward a notice to each
of the creditors named in such list, in the form in
the schedule hereunto annexed, and numbered No.
10.
20. The accounts of the official assignees, directed
by the 157th section of  the Insolvency Act of  1864
to be audited, shall henceforth be audited quarterly
by the Registrar of the Supreme Court of the said
colony for the time being, and a fee of five shillings
shall be chargeable and paid for every such audit.
Proof of debts.
21. All debts shall be proved at one of the three
public sittings of the Court, or any adjournment
thereof, unless the Court shall otherwise order.
22. No debts shall be proved in Chambers unless
proof of the debt has been previously tendered at
one of the public sittings, or any adjournment
thereof, and has been rejected for informality, or
unless the Court, on or before the day appointed
for the last examination of the insolvent, shall have
granted further time for any creditor to come in
and prove his debt.
23.  N o proof of debt shall be received in Cham-
bers unless at least  four  clear days notice of the
intended application has been given to the insol-
vent, and to the official assignee, and to the credi-
tors' assignee (if elected).
24. No proof of debt shall be expunged or
reduced without at least two days notice by the
party making the application, such notice to be
given to the official assignee and to the creditor
whose proof is objected to.
Insolvents' balance sheet.
25. Ten days at least before the day appointed
for the third public sitting, the insolvent shall pre-
pare a balance sheet, and shall verify such balance
sheet and his schedule upon oath.
Cert 'cates.
26. No opposition to the- granting of a certificate
shall be heard or entertained unless two clear days
written notice thereof shall have been given to the
insolvent.
27. Every such notice shall state the grounds of
the intended opposition, which shall be confined to
the grounds so stated.
APPEALS.
28. All appeals to the Supreme Court shall be
brought on in term time by motion, and no ,new
evidence shall be received on any appeal unless the
Supreme Court shall on the hearing thereof so
direct.
Costs of  appeal.
29. The costs of any appeal shall be allowed or
not, according to the discretion of the Supreme
Court ; and if allowed ,.  shall be taxable on the
same scale as  if  the matter had arisen within the
equitable jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.
PRACTICE IN INSOLVENCY.
Matters to  be heard in Chambers.
30. The following matters may ,  unless the Court
shall in any case otherwise direct or allow, be
heard and determined by the Judge in Chambers,
that is to say, trader -debtor summons, judgment-
debtor summons ,  petitions for adjudication of
insolvency ,  or for insolvent to surrender ,  or for last
examination ,  or for leave to surrender where time
expired ,  to release insolvent from custody ,  receiv-
ing the surrender of an insolvent ,  for leave to
commence ,  prosecute, or defend any action or suit.
For assignee to deliver up any conveyance, or
agreement for conveyance ,  or lease, or agreement
for lease, or agreement for purchase of estate in
case assignees decline or refuse to elect to take the
same.
To take mortgagee 's account.
Questions  -  as to costs referred to Judge by the
taxing master.
To allow amendments ,  or copies, or extracts of
proceedings for investment of money ,  or the sale of
any stocks or secu Aties belonging to the estate.
For appointing the insolvent to superintend the
management of his estate, or to carry on the trade
for behoof of the creditors.
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For order to sell book debts under section 99, or
for disposal or custody of books and papers under
section 110.
Giving requisite directions for notices and ad-
vertisements, &c.
Auditing and passing accounts of assignees.
Proceedings for declaration and payment of divi-
dends.
Admitting, expunging, or reducing proofs or
claims.
But if in any of the aforesaid matters the con-
tending parties shall all desire that any qubstion be
heard and decided in open court, or if the Judge
shall be of opinion that any matter before him
ought to be so heard and decided, it shall be
adjourned for that purpose.
31. Attorneys and their clerks may be heard in all
matters which may be moved in Chambers, whether
moved in Chambers or at any of the public sittings
of the Court, but counsel only shall be allowed to
examine witnesses (except - in matters relating to
the proof, &c., of debts), and be heard in opposition
to, or in support of, the grant of a certificate to an
insolvent.
Costs of advertisements.
32. The costs of all advertisements required by
the  Insolvency  Act of  1864 to be published by the
Court, shall be defrayed out of each insolvent
estate respectively ,  but if there be no assets in any
such estate ,  the costs shall be payable out of the
unclaimed dividend fund.
SCHEDULE.
THE INSOLVENCY ACT, 1864.
FoR.M No. 1.
Affidavit for summoning a Judgment debtor.
(Section 19.)
In the Supreme Court of Queensland in Insolvency.
1, A. B. of make oath and say as follows
I say that C. D. is justly and truly indebted to me in
the sum of £ upon and by virtue of a judgment
of the court of for the said sum of
£ recovered by me against the said C. D.,
on the day of last past,
and of which said sum the sum of £
exclusive of costs, is due to me, and the sum of £
for taxed costs is due to me, making together the
said sum of £
Sworn at, &c.
FORM No. 3.
Form to le used in cases of disobedience to decree in
equity, or order in insolvency, or lunacy.
(Section 20.)
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, in Insolvency.
We, A. B., of , and C. D., of
severally, make oath and say :-
1. I, A. B., for myself say that E. F. is justly and-
truly indebted to me in the sum of £ ,
upon and by virtue of a decree  [or  order] of the
Supreme Court of Queensland in its equitable
jurisdiction, bearing date the. day of
and made in a certain suit then
pending, wherein 1, the said A. B., was plaintiff,
and the said E. F. defendant,  [or  in a certain
matter in insolvency  or  lunacy] whereby the
said E. F. was decreed  [or  ordered] to pay
to me the sum of £ exclusive of costs,
and the sum of £ for taxed costs,  [state
the substance of the decree or order],  making
together the said sum of £ , and upon
which a peremptory order made by the said
court was obtained by me on the day
of directing,  &c., [as in the peremptory
order].
2. 1, C. D., for myself say, that I did on the
day of , duly serve the said E. F., with
a true copy of the said decree  [or  order],
by delivering to, or leaving the same with the
solicitor  [or  a clerk of the solicitor] of the
said E. F., at his office, at
3. I, C. D., further say, that I did on the
day of personally serve the said E. F.
with a true copy of the said peremptory decree
[or order].
4. 1, A. B., further say, that the said E. F. has not
paid, or secured, or tendered, or compounded
for the said debt, but the said debt still remains
wholly due and unpaid.
Sworn by , at
I
FORM No. 4.
Petition by a debtor for adjudication of insolvency,
against himself.
To the Supreme Court of Queensland, in Insolvency.
The humble petition of G. H., of , sheweth-
That your petitioner being unable to meet his engage-
ments with his creditors, has committed an act of
Insolvency ; your petitioner therefore humbly prays,
that on proof of the requisites in that behalf, adjudication
of insolvency may be made against him.
And your petitioner shall ever pray, &c.
Signed by the petitioner, the day of
A.D. 18 , in the presence of
O. P.
FORM No. 2.
Summons of judgment debtor.
(Section 19.)
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
These are to will and require you to whom this sum-
mons is directed personally to be and appear before
His Honor the Judge in Insolvency, at the Supreme
Court House, Queen street, Brisbane, on the
day of at o'clock, to be examined
respecting your ability to satisfy a debt of £
claimed of you by A. B., of , upon and by
virtue of a judgment of the Court of for the said
sum of £ , recovered by the said A. B.
against you, on the day of last, and
of which said sum the sum of £ exclusive of
costs, is sworn to be due from you to the said A. B., and
the sum of £ for taxed costs, making together
the said sum of £ . You are to be examined
also for the discovery of property applicable to satisfy
the said debt; you are moreover to observe the notice
endorsed hereon ; and hereof you are not to fail at your
peril.
Given under my hand, and the seal of the court,
the day of A.D.186 .
(Seal, of the Court.) A. J. P. L., Judge.
To E. F., of
Affidavit of ruth of allegations in the petition.
G. H., of , the petitioner  named in the
petition hereto annexed, maketh  oath and saith,
that the several  allegations in the said petition
are true.
Sworn at , this
day of . A.D., 18
before ine,
Commissioner.
FoaM No. 5.
Form of the statement to be filed in Court by every
debtor petitioning for Adjudication of Insolvency
against himself, and to be verified by the oath of the
petitioner, under section  32.
N.B.-This is to be a full, true, and accurate state-
ment, verified by the oath of the petitioner, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements, reckoning as debts
1. Sums due to creditors holding mortgages or
other available securities or liens, after deduc-
ting the value of the property comprised in
such mortgages, securities, or liens.'
2. Such interest and costs as shall be due in respect
of any of the debts.
But not reckoning-
1. The amount of the debts in respect of which the
petitioner has already taken the benefit ofinsolvency.
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2. Debts barred by any statute of limitation.
The statement must be filed. and verified within three
days after filing the petition for adjudication, and in
default thereof the petition will be dismissed.
A full, true, and accurate statement, verified by the
oath of the petitioner, of the debts and liabilities of every
kind, reckoned in manner above directed, of
of a debtor petitioning for adjudication
of insolvency against himself, and of the names and
residences of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
CREDITORS.
Names. Resid-ences.
Amount of debts,
after deducting
the value of pro-
perty comprised
in mortgages, se-
curities, or liens.
Debts secured by
mortgages or other a 5n
available securities d
or liens, showing fl a
the amount secured, a 9
and the value or
estimated value of
the property com- r
°
a
prised therein.
g
9
To be signed by the petitioner.
Affidavit of ruth of statement.
day of A.D.
E. F. of in the of
the petitioner named in the statement hereunto annexed,
maketh oath and saith, that the said statement contains
a full, true, and accurate account of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, reckoned as required by the
Insolvency Act of  1864, and the General Orders in
insolvency, and of the names and residences of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Sworn at, &c., before me,
AFTER FILING A PETITION.
FoRM No. 6.
Form of warrant under section  38  to  arrest debtor and
seize  his goods.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland in Insolvency.
Whereas a petition for adjudication of insolvency has
been filed against A. B., of and it has been
proved to the satisfaction of the Court, on hearing C. D.,
a creditor of the said A. B., and upon reading  the  affi-
davits of E. F. and G. H., that there is probable cause
for believing that the said A. B. is about to quit the
colony  [or  to remove or conceal certain of his goods.or
chattels] with intent to defraud his creditors, unless he
be forthwith apprehended: This is therefore to will,
require, and authorise you, immediately upon receipt
hereof, to take into your custody the body of the said
A. B., and him safely to convey to Her Majesty's gaol at
Brisbane, and him there to deliver to the keeper of the
said gaol, together with  this  precept ; and the keeper of
the said gaol is hereby required and authorised to receive
the said A. B. into his custody, and him safely to keep
and detain  [or  to seize,  or  and also to seize his books,
papers, moneys, securities for moneys, goods, and chat-
tels, wheresoever they may be found, and them safely
keep] until the said A. B. be adjudged insolvent under
such petition, or until this Court or the full Court shall
make order to the contrary, and for so doing this shall
be your sufficient warrant.
Given under my hand and the seal of the Court,
at Brisbane, this day of
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and sixty
(Seal of the Court.) A. J. P. L.,
Judge in Insolvency.
To the Sheriff of Queensland and his assistants, and
to the keeper of Her Majesty's Gaol at Brisbane, or his
deputy there.
FORM No. 7.
Form of summons under section 40, for witnesses and the
production of books,, papers, c-c.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland in Insolvency.
Whereas a petition for adjudication of insolvency has
been filed against A. B., of . and it appears
to the Court, upon reading, the affidavit of C. D., that
you are capable of giving information concerning certain
acts of insolvency committed by the said A. B. [or that
you have, or and that you have in your custody, posses-
sion, or power, certain books, papers, deeds, instruments,
writings, and other documents] of the said A. B.: These
are therefore to command you to attend and appear
before the said Court, at Brisbane, on the
day of A.D. 186 , then and
there to be examined upon oath or by interrogatories in
writing as to the said Court shall seem fit, and you are
hereby also commanded to produce at the same time
before the said Court any books, papers, deeds, instru-
ments, writings, and other documents of the said A. B.
now in your possession, custody, or power, and particu-
larly  [here specify the documents required]  and herein
fail not at your peril.
Given under my hand and the seal of the Court, at
Brisbane, this day of
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-
(Seal of the Court.) A. J. P. L.,
Judge in Insolvency.
To C. D.
FORM No. 8.
Form of  warrant against person  disobeying the above
summons.
Whereas, by an order of this Court, bearing date, &c.,
it was ordered that,  &c. [as in the order] ;  and, whereas,
it is  now shown to the Court here that after the making
of the said order, that is to say, on the day of
a copy of the  said  order was duly served on
the said personally, and the original order at the
same time shewn  to him, but the said then
refused  [or  neglected] to obey the same, and hath not as
yet obeyed the said order.
These are,  therefore, to  will, require, and authorise
you, immediately upon receipt hereof, to arrest the said
A. B., and to bring him before the said Court for exami-
nation,  and to seize all or any of the books, papers,
deeds, instruments, or other documents which the
said A. B. refused  [or  reglected] to produce, and to pro-
duce the same before the said Court, and for so doing
this shall be your sufficient warrant.
Given under my hand and the seal of the Court, at
Brisbane, this day of , in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-
(Seal  of the Court.) A. J. P. L.,
Judge in Insolvency.
To the Sheriff of Queensland and his  assistants. '
FORM No 9.
Form of letter to insolvent forthwith after appointment of
Official Assignee.
(Residence and date.)
Sir,
Having been appointed Official Assignee to your
estate, I have to inform you that the Court requires you
to make out and deliver to me immediately:-
1.  A list of all your creditors (alphabetically
arranged), and of liabilities on bills of
exchange as acceptor, drawer, or endorser,
and any other engagement  provable  under
your estate.
If any creditor has received your acceptance,
or note of hand, or any other bill, with your
name as drawer or indorser, or any other
security, goods, or property on account of his
debt, state the particulars against his name.
This list is required within a week from this day.
2. A list of all the debtors to your estate.
State the name and present residence of the
debtor, and the suin due, distinguishing those
your consider to be bad or doubtful, or that
are disputed.
If the debtor has been insolvent, state if the debt
has been proved, and if any and what divi-
dends have been received by you.
If you hold or have received any security from
the debtor, state its nature.
3. A statement of rent, taxes, and rates due by you
up to the quarter day preceding your insol-
vency, with an account of all sums due for
salaries and wages, and the rate per year,
month, or week.
4. A statement  of the probable value of your stock-
in-trade, freehold and leasehold property in
houses, lands, or buildings, or any other
property in your possession or control or in
the possession of others, on which you have
received any advances, or have an interest.
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State if the stock and premises are insured from
fire, in what office, and to what extent, and
when the insurance expires, and who holds the
policy.
5. A list of all books, papers, or documents belong-
ing to your estate, such list to verified on oath,
specifying whether  the same are  already taken
by the messenger, or are in your custody (in
which case you are hereby required to deliver
the same to  me), or are  in the custody of any
other, and what person, and under what right
or circumstance. And the Court requires
that you attend from day to day at my office
to make up and balance your books, and
prepare a balance sheet for the purpose of
passing your last examination, and which must
be filed at least ten days before the day
appointed for the last examination, which will
be duly notified to you.
To Mr.
I remain, sir,
Your obedient  servant,
W. P.,
Official Assignee.
FORM No. 10.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland in Insolvency.
To C. D., of, &c.
Take notice that A. B. of has presented a petition
to this Court for an adjudication of insolvency against
himself, and has inserted in the statement of his creditors
f le:l by him your name as one of such creditors to the
amount of and that the first public sitting
in the estate will be held on the day of 18 ,
of the holding of which clue notice has been  [or  will be]
given in the  Government Gazette  and newspaper,
and at which sitting you will be at liberty to prove your
debt against the estate of the said petitioner.
Should you be unable to attend such sitting, you may
prove such debt in the manner provided by the Act,
sections 111 and 114.
(Signed.)
I am, Sir, &c.,
W. P.,
Official Assignee.
FORM No. 11. (Soc. 44.)
In  the  Supreme Court of Queensland in Insolvency.
To
Whereas by an order under the hand of
dated the day of , in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and sixty , the estate
of was placed under sequestration, you
are hereby required to enter and seize and lay an attach-
ment on the moneys, securities for moneys, estate and
effects of the said wheresoever or with
whomsoever  they  shall be, and to snake an inventory
thereof according to law, and forthwith report to me the
execution of the said attachment, and whatsoever  you
shall have done, or caused to be done in the premises,
and for so doing this shall be your sufficient warrant.
Given under my hand at Brisbane, this day
of 186 .
A. J. P. L.,
Judge in Insolvency.
To the Sheriff of Queensland and his assistants.
FORM No 12,
Insolvent's Schedule.-List A.
Specifying the creditors and claimants of the insolvent.
Names and
places of I For what due-
abode of the For what and if for goods,
insolvent's year con-'state generally
creditors tracted. the kind of
and claim-  goods.
ants.
Whether any
security given
for same, and
what, and if dis- Amount,
puted, add the
word " dis-
ported."
Insolvent's Schedule.-List B.
Particulars of insolvent's landed property.
Nature of pro- Whether mort-
perty, whether
freehold or Situation. Extent. gaged, and if so,for what Value.
leasehold. amount.
ii
Insolvent 's Schedule .-List C.
Particulars of insolvent's stock-in -trade, and other personal
property ,  monies, &c.
Description of property .  Value thereof.
Insolvent 's Schedule .-List D.
Particulars of all  out-standing debts, bonds , bills, and other
securities due to insolvent.
Names and Particulars of the
places of abode debts, specifying the Good debts. Bad or
of the debtors. security (if any) held doubtful.for the same. I
Insolvent's Schedule.-List B,
A list of all books, papers, or documents belonging to
the estate, specifying whether the same have been already
taken by the messenger, or are in the custody of the
insolvent, or of any other and what person, and under
what right or circumstance.
FORM No. 13, SECTIONS 59, 60, AND 62.
Form of warrant to apprehend.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland in Insolvency.
The - day of A.D.
Whereas, by evidence duly taken -upon oath, it bath
been made to appear to the Court that A. B., duly
adjudged to be an insolvent on the day of
A.D. 186 , has been summoned to
appear before the Court on the clay of
now last past, and has failed to appear at
the time so appointed,  [or,  That A. B. &c., is keeping
out of the way,  &c., or,  That there is probable cause
for believing that he is about to quit the Colony, or
remove or conceal any of his goods or chattels,  or,
That C. D., of,  &c.,followinq the terms of the sixty-second
section,  has been summoned to appear before the Court
on the day of &c., and has
failed to appear at the time so appointed.] These are,
therefore, to require and authorise you to apprehend the
said A. B., or C. D., wheresoever he shall be found, and
him safely keep until he can be brought before the said
court for examination, and for so doing this shall be
your sufficient warrant.
Given under my hand, and the Seal of the Court, at
Brisbane, this day of
in the year of Our Lord 186
A. J. P. L.,
Judge in Insolvency.
(The Seal of the Court.)
To the Sheriff of Queensland and his assistants, and to
, keeper of Her Majesty's Gaol at
Brisbane, and his deputy.
FORM No. 14.
Warrant against person disobeying any rule or order
of Court.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, in Insolvency.
In the matter of  the  Insolvent estate of
Whereas, by a rule  [or  an order] of this Court,
bearing date the day of
made for enforcing the purposes and provisions of the
Insolvency Act of 1864, it was ordered that [4'c.,  * c.,
as in the rule or order].  And whereas it is now proved
that after the making of the said rule  [or  order], that is
to say, on the day of , a
copy of the said rule  [or  order], which was duly served
on the said personally, and the original
rule  [or  order] at the same time shown to him, but the
said then refused  [or  neglected] to obey
the same, and hath not as yet obeyed the said rule [or
order].
These are, therefore, to will, require, and authorise
you, immediately upon receipt hereof, to take into your
custody the body of the said A. B., and him safely to
convey to Her Majesty's Gaol at Brisbane, and him there
to deliver to the keeper of the said gaol, together with
this precept. And the keeper of the said gaol is hereby
required and authorised to receive the said A. B. into
his custody, and him safely to keep and detain, without
bail or mainprize, until this Court, or the full Court,
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shall make order to the contrary ; and for so doing this
shall be your sufficient warrant.
Given under toy hand, and the Seal of the Court, at
Brisbane, this day of
in the year of Our Lord One thousand eight
hundred and
(Seal of the Court.) A. J. P. L.,
Judge.
To the Sheriff of Queensland and his assistants, and to
the Keeper of Her Majesty's Gaol at Brisbane,
and his deputy.
FORM No. 15.
Form of warrant of committal under section  181.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland in Insolvency.
In the matter of the Insolvent Estate of
Whereas A. B. has been required by the Court here to
be sworn [or to answer,  &c., following the terms of the
section],  and has refused so to do, these are therefore to
will, require, and authorise you, immediately upon receipt
hereof, to take into your custody the body of the said
A. B., and him safely to convey to Her Majesty's gaol
at Brisbane, and him there to deliver to the keeper of
the said gaol, together with this precept. And the
keeper of the said gaol is hereby required and authorised
to receive the said A. B. into his custody, and him safely
to keep and detain without bail or mainprise, until he
shall submit himself to the Court to be sworn, &c. ; and
for so doing, this shall be your sufficient warrant.
Given under my hand and the seal of the Court at
Brisbane, this day of in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
sixty
(Seal of the Court.) A. J. P. L.,
Judge in Insolvency.
To the Sheriff of Queensland and his assistants, and to
the keeper of Her Majesty's gaol at Brisbane, and
his deputies.
FORM No. 16.
Declaration  of proof of  debt by a creditor under
section  111.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland in Insolvency.
In the insolvent estate of
I, A. B., of do solemnly declare that the
statement of the debt  [ and of the account,  if any]
between me and the said insolvent ,  hereunto annexed and
marked with the letter A, is a full ,  true, and complete
statement of account between me and the said insolvent,
and that the debt thereby appearing to be due from the
estate of the said insolvent was on or before the
day of  [the date of the  adjudication, of insolvency],
and still is, justly due.
Declared before me at this day of
18 .
Any bills, notes ,  or other securities held in respect of
the debt must be set  forth in  the statement of account,
and if there be any set -off, the balance only should be
claimed.
FORM No. 18.
Affidavit of debt by creditor.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, in Insolvency.
In the insolvent estate of
I, of in the
Colony of being duly sworn, make oath
and say as follows :-The abovenamed insolvent at and
before the surrender and sequestration of his estate, was
and still is justly and truly indebted to
And I further say that the insolvent has set-off
against the said sum of
as far as I know and believe, and hold no security
for the said sum.
Signed and sworn by deponent at
in the Colony aforesaid, this
day of A.D. 186 before me,
A Commissioner for Affidavits for the Colony of
Queensland.
FORM No. 19.
Affidavit inproof of debt by clerk, or other person
employed by creditor-Section  114.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, in Insolvency.
In the insolvent estate of A.,B.
I, C. D., being a clerk of  [or  employed by] E. F., of
make oath, and say :-The said A. B. at
and before the filing of the petition for adjudication of
insolvency against him, was and still is justly and truly
indebted to the said E. F. in the sum of £
for  [here state the consideration].  And I further say
that I am duly authorised by the said E. F. to make
this affidavit, and that it is within my own knowledge
that the debt was incurred, and for the consideration
above stated, and that to the best of my knowledge and
belief the said debt still remains unpaid and unsatisfied.
Signed and sworn, &c.
FORM No. 20.
Balance Sheet to be filed by the insolvent ten days
at least before the day appointed for the last
examination or adjournment thereof.
(When ordered by the Court, a goods account and a
cash account for such period as the Court shall think fit;
and an account accounting for any deficiency, shall be
added by the insolvent, within the time appointed, to his
balance sheet, and shall form part thereof.)
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the insolvent estate of of
Filed the day of 18
Dated the day of 18
FORM No. 17.
Declaration for proof of debt by agent of company
incorporated or authorised to sue and bring actions
under section  111.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland in Insolvency.
In the Insolvent Estate of
I, A. B., of , agent of , being a
public company incorporated  [or  authorised to sue and
bring actions], and carrying on business at , do
solemnly declare that I am such agent, and duly autho-
rised to make this proof, and that the statement of the
debt [and of the account, if-any] between the said
company and the insolvent, hereunto annexed and
marked with the letter A, is a full, true, and complete
statement of account between the said company and the
said insolvent ; and that it is within my own knowledge
that the debt thereby appearing to be due from the estate
of the said insolvent to the said company was incurred
on or before the day of  [the date of the
adjudication of insolvency],  and for the consideration
therein stated ; and that, to the best of my knowledge
and belief, the said debt still remains unpaid and
unsatisfied.
(Signed) A. B.,
Agent of the Company abovenamed.
Declared before me at , this day
of A.D. 18
(1.) Any bills, notes, or other securities held in  respect
of the debt must be set forth in the statement of account,
and if there be any set-off, the balance only should be
claimed.
N.B.-The declarations under this and the preceding
form must be made before some person authorised to take
affidavits in the Supreme Court of Queensland.
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FORM No. 21.
Form of certificate  when  granted  at the  same sitting of
the court at which the insolvent has passed his last
examination.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland in Insolvency,
In the matter of , of , adjudged
insolvent on the day of , A.D. 18
Whereas at a public sitting of the above Court, held
on the* day of , at the Supreme Court,
Brisbane, for the said insolvent to pass his last exami-
nation, and also to make application for his certificate
under the  Insolvency Act of  1864 (whereof and of the
purport whereof the notice in that behalf was duly
given), the said insolvent passed his last examination ;
and upon application then and there made by the said
insolvent for such discharge, and upon hearing, &c., &c.,
it was adjudged by the Court that the said insolvent
was entitled to such certificate ; whereupon such certifi-
cate was and is hereby allowed and granted accordingly
[or if the certfcate were suspended, then after the words
" such certificate"  proceed as follows  :-after the sus-
pension thereof for the period of , the reason
[or reasons] for such suspension being, that it appeared
to the Court that, &c.,  [stating the reasons] ;  and
whereas the period of suspension has now elapsed, the
Court allows the certificate, and the certificate is hereby
allowed and granted accordingly].t
Given under my hand, and the seal of the.Supreme
Court of Queensland, on the day of
, in the year of our Lord
A. J. P. L.,
Judge.
J. R. B., Registrar.
* If adjourned, add " and by adjournment on the
day of ,1)
t if the certificate be wholly refused or granted subject to any
condition, or any sentence of imprisonment has been awarded,
alter, and state facts accordingly.
FORM No. 22.
Form of certificate when granted at a sitting of the
Court appointed after the  insolvent  has passed his
last examination.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland in Insolvency.
In the matter of , of  ,  adjudged
insolvent on the day of , A.D. 18 .
Whereas at a public sitting of the above Court,
appointed after the insolvent passed his last examina-
tion, and held on the + day of , at
the Supreme Court, Brisbane ,  for the purpose of con-
sidering the question of granting to the insolvent his
certificate under the  Insolvent  Act of  1864  (whereof and
of the purport whereof the notice required in that
behalf was duly given )  and upon hearing , &c.  [proceed
as in the form  of certificate  when granted at the same
sitting of the Court at which insolvent passed his last
examination].
Given, &c., &c.
FORM No. 23.
Form of letter of attorney.
In the insolvent estate of
Sir,
I (or  we) hereby authorise you to attend the
meeting of creditors in this matter, advertised or directed
to be holden at or any adjournment thereof, and
then and there for me  [or  us] and in my  [or our]  name
[or  names] to vote for or against  [here state the resolu-
tion or object of the meeting],  and in the choice of
assignee or assignees of the estate of the insolvent.
Witness to the signature of A. B.
To or A. B. for self and partners.
$ If adjourned, add "and by adjournment on the
day of ."
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
BY Authority :  W. C. B>SLBBIAGE,  Government Printer ,  William Street ,  Brisbane.
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Government House,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1866.
IN consequence of the frequent applications foremploym t in the Public Service of Queens-
land, which continue to be addressed to the
Governor personally, His Excellency directs that
the reply which he causes to be returned to all
such applications may be published for general
information. That reply is to the effect, that in
colonies possessing Parliamentary Government,
applications for employment in each of the public
departments should be addressed to the Minister
responsible for its management.
Moreover, it is with much satisfaction that the
Governor directs the attention of .candidates to the
notice which appeared in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette,  No. 19, of February 10, 1866, by
which it will be seen that henceforward admission
to the  junior grade of the Civil Service in this
Colony must be obtained by competitive examina-
tions, according to the system already established
in Great Britain, in British India, and in most of
the principal British Colonies.
By His Excellency's Command,
HENRY D. PITT, Capt. R.A.,
'Private Secretary and  A.D.C
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
'THEREAS, by and in virtue of the  Enclosure
W  of Roads Act of  1864, the Court of Petty
Sessions at Warwick did, on the sixth day of
February instant, grant a license to John Deuchar,
of Glengallan, to enclose a certain public road
running from Drayton to Warwick and passing
through Glengallan aforesaid, by means of licensed
public gates ; and whereas by the said mentioned
Act it is enacted that it shall be competent for
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, to cancel any license to enclose a road,
or to impose any special conditions whch may
be deemed expedient, or to wholly exempt a
road from the operation of the said Act :
Now, therefore, I, the Governor aforesaid, and
[No. 26.
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby, in virtue of the said recited authority,
direct that the abovementioned license to the said
John Deuchar shall only take and have effect in
connection with, and subject to the following con-
dition now imposed thereon-" That the gates be
" opened at the request of any passing traveller, for
" the accommodation of such traveller, or of such
" carriage, horses, or oxen, as he may be using at theti _of which co dition all parties conc rned
are hereby required to take due notice..
Given tinder my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
February, in the year of our Lord One
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, and
in the twenty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1866.IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the following gentlemen to be Magis-
trates of the Territory, and to add their names to
the General Commission of the Peace, issued on
the 15th of February, 1866, viz.:---
BURNE, FELIX, Warrego
SAUNDERS, ALEXANDER, Mitchell
HANMEE, T OMAS, Talgai
PRATTEN, GEoRGE LovE, Warwick
SHARKEY, JOHN PHILIP, Commissioner of
Crown Lands, Burke District.
By His. Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1866.A N omission having occurred in the notification
of Mr.  Richards '  appointment to the Com-
mission  of the  Peace, it is  hereby  notified that that
gentleman 's name _4o:uid have appeared as
MY 1.1xv iAni HEwIsoN  R ICHARDS,
and not  William  Richards ,  as given in the General
Commission  published  in the  Government Gazette
of the 15th  February, 1866.
By His  Excellency' s Command,
B.  R. MACKFiNZIE.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 1st March, 1866.
POLLING PLACE.
HIS Excellency the Governor hereby directs it
to be notified, that he has been pleased,
with the advice of the Executive Council, to
appoint
ROCKHAMPTON, in the Electoral District of Rock-
hampton,
to be a Polling Place for taking the Poll at the
Election of a Member to serve in the Legislative
Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral District
of Port Curtis, in the event of the Election being
contested in such district.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1866.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
JOHN PHILIP SHARKEY, Esquire,
to be Commissioner of Crown Lands for the
District of Burke.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 2nd March, 1866.
REFERRING to a notice, dated from this Officethe 3rd of N vember, 1865, intimating that
application had been made by the Trustees of the
lands granted  for a Racecourse and Recreation
Ground, near Brisbane, for permission to further
Mortgage the said lands in order to obtain addi-
tional  funds to be expended on permanent improve-
ments thereon,  in conformity with the terms of the
grant : His  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, now directs it to be noti-
fi ed that, as  no objection has been lodged with the
Colonial Secretary to the granting of the leave
sought, he has been pleased, in terms of the Act
28 Victoria, No. 22, to authorise the said Trustees
to mortgage the said lands for the purpose named.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
NOTICE.PERSONS desirous of an interview with theColonial Secretary, upon Public Business,
will have the opportunity afforded them between the
hours of Eleven a.m. and One p.m. on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays, at which times only will
the Colonial Secretary be at leisure to receive
them.
It is, however, to be understood, that gentlemen
from. the country, whose business will not admit of
delay, will be received at any time during the usual
office hours.
Heads of Departments will also understand that
they can see the Colonial Secretary whenever they
may find it necessary to seek an interview.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
6th February, 1866.
NOTICE.
and after this date, no applications for
employment in the Public Service, ' in con-FROM
nection with this Department, can be entertained,
as there are no vacancies at present or in prospect.
R. R. MACKEN ZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
12th February, 1866.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1866.
SECOND NOTICE-NEW ROAD.
ITH reference to the Government Notice,
dated 10th  day  of November, 1865, relative
to the opening and making of a portion of Road
leading from the Ferry, Mary River, through
Portions 33 to 34, Parish of Tinana,-Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act of Council,
4 William IV., No. 11, that the objections
made to the proposed portions of road having
been duly considered by his Excellency in Council,
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference to be seen at the offices of the Sur-
veyor-General, and the Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Maryborough ; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as is provided in
the 6th section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be for ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1866.
APPLICATION TO SELL UNDER THE " TRUS-
TEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Board of General Education have,
in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made
application to the Governor in Council for leave
to seal the portion of land granted as a site for a
Tea io.,at School, Toowooniba, in order to obtain
funds for the erection of suitable school premises
on  so hr site.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the ;ranting of the leave so sought, must
lodge the same with the Secretary for Lands and
Works, by letter, within the period of three months
from the date of the first publication of this notice
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PUBLIC OFFICES, ROCKHAMPTON.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 31st
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Public Offices at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for PublicOff lees, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender, may be
seen and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane, or at the
Engineer of Roads Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
or at the Engineer of feioads Office, Rockhampton,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
stun of £400 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
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Depart ment  of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 26th  January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY CARRIAGE  SHED  AT TOOWOOMBA.
TENDERS will be received  at  this Office, until
Noon, on SATURDAY, the 10th March
next ,  from persons willing to contract for tle
erection of a Railway Carriage Shed at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Railway Carriage
Shed at Toowoomba."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer 's Office,  Ipswich ,  and at the Resident
Engineer 's Office,  Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum ,  signed
by the party tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance  of the contract in the event of the
Tender  being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Railway Conveyancer, within
seven  (7) days from the usual noti fication of
acceptance , a bond to Her Majeeety in the
penal sum of  £200 for securing such perform-
ance ,  otherwise the Tender wi ll  not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender wi ll  not necessarily
be accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY GOODS SHED AT TOOWOO_MB A.
(MENDERS will be received at this Office, until
j, Noon, on SATURDAY, the 10th March next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Railway Goods Stied at Too-woo nba.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  " Railway (Goods Shed
at Toowoomba."
Plan, specification ,  and form of tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained ,  at-the Chief
Engineer's Office, Ipswich, and at the Resident
Engineer 's Office ,  Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it-is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Railway Conveyancer, -within
seven  (7) days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £250 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department  of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHER S.
RAILWAY TANK STAND AT TOOWOOMBA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilNoon, on SATURDAY, the 10th March nend,
from persons  willing to Contract for the erection of
a Railway  'lank Stand, at Toowoomba.
Tenders to  be endorsed  " Railway Tank Stand
at Toowoomba."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form  of Tender, may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Ipswich, and at the Resident
Engineer 's  Office,  Too  woomha.
Tenders must state  the time within which it is
proposed  to complete th Work, and at the foot
of every Tender, there must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering ,  and two respon-
sible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
in the event of  the  tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute  and deliver at the office of the Railway
Conveyancer, within seven (7) days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty
in the penal sum of £50 for securing such per-
formance ,  otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender wi ll  not necessarily
be accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  26th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RAILWAY STORE AT TOOWOOMBA.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office, untilNoon, on SATURDAY, the 10th March next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Railway Store at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Railway Store at
Toowoomba."
Plan, Speci fication ,  and Form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Ipswich, and at the Resident
Engineer's Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party  tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Railway Conveyancer, within
seven (7) days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £200 for securing such performance, other-
wise  the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender wi llnot necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 19th January, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPII AND POST OFFICES, DALBY.
1 LENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Twelve o'clock on SATUIWAY, the 3rd
March next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Telegraph and Post Offices, at Dalby.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Telegraph
and Post Offices, Dalby."
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office,- :Brisbane, or at the
Court House, Dalby.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum , signed
by the partytendering, and two responsible  persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and
deliver at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor
in Brisbane, or at the Court House, Dalby, within
seven days from the usual notification of accept=
anee, a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal sum
of £400 for securing such performance,  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 17th January, 1866.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY AND BATAVIA OR SINGA-
PORE,  VIA  TORRES' STRAITS.
THE Queensland Government having in con-
templation the establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  viic  Torres' Straits and Singapore, sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until MO.N-
DAY, the 25th June, 1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly, for a period of five
years, from and to Brisbane and Batavia, calling
at Port Denison and Cape York.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore and Sydney ; and separate
offers will be received for Monthly Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York, and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of 1st and 2nd class, the tonnage, horse-
power, and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether propelled by screw or paddles ; also
to state the time at which the service can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or by applying to Messrs. Julyan
and Seroeaunt, Crown Agents, 6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer, Brisbane, and marked  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails vid Torres' Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Memoranda  for the is formation of persons wishing to
Tender for the Torres' Straits Mail  Service, in
reply to Treasury  advertisement ,  dated  the 17thJanuary, 1866.
1. Tenders to state fully the speed, tonnage, passenger
accommodation of each class, how propelled, and all
other information relative to the vessels to be employed,
required by the advertisement.
2. Vessels to start from each end of the Contract line
monthly, at such times as may be hereafter determined,
with a view of making the Torres' Straits Mail Service
alternate with that  vie  Cape Lceuwin, thus securing
fortnightly communication between Australia and Europe.
3. Plans and sections of vessels proposed to be
employed to be sent with the Tender.
4. Vessels to be at all times supplied and furnished
with all necessary and proper machinery, engines, pro-
visions, anchors, cables, boats, fire pumps, and lightning
conductors, and all proper appliances, subject to the
approval of the Officers appointed for the purpose by the
Postmaster - General.
5. Vessels to be officered and manned to the satisfac-
tion of the Postmaster-General.
6. Each vessel to carry a properly' qualified medical
practitioner, and to be furnished with sufficient medicines
and medical comforts.
7. The Postmaster General or his representative may
delay departure of Contract Steamer twenty-four hours
when deemed necessary.
8. The Contract Steamer to leave Batavia or Singapore
within twenty-four hours after. the arrival of the
European Mail Steamers, and to carry the Mails to their
destination at an average speed of not less than tent
knots,  calling at  Cape York, and such other port or ports
as may be agreed  on, reasonable time for detention being
allowed by the Government.
9. Should the Mails not- be delivered within the time
stipulated, the sum of £100 to be deducted, by way of
penalty, for every twenty-four hours of such delay, the
full amount of penalty, however, not to exceed the
proportionate sum due for that particular service.
' Tenders wi ll  also be received for the service on a  scale  pro-
portionate to speed--say, from nine to eleven knots,
10. Postmaster-General to pay an award of £50, over
and above the Contract sum, for each and every twenty.
four hours the Mail shall be delivered within the time
covenanted'for.
11. As a penalty for not providing  an efficient vessel
ready to start according to agreement, Contractors to
pay, by way of penalty, the sum of £250, also to pay a
further sum of £100 for every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay.
12. Contractors to have not less than three vessels of the
stipulated tonnage and power at all ti des ready for service.
13. Postmaster-General may appoint a Mail Agent to
each vessel, who shall be provided with suitable first-
class cabin accommodation and table, at the expense of
the Contractors. The said Mail Agent to have
customary powers with regard to determining  questions
relative to Mails, and the despatch or detention of vessels
carrying Mails.
14. Necessary and suitable accommodation, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster- General, to be provided
for the purpose of sorting and making up Mails during
the voyage, if required.
15. Mails to be delivered at the Post Office, and con-
veyed to the Steamers at the expense of the Contractor,
without any delay.
16. Payments to be made quarterly in Brisbane, and
the payment stipulated to be in full satisfaction for the
service ; the Mail money to belong to Her Majesty.
17. The agreement to be entered into to be in force
for five years, but Government reserve to themselves
power to determine the Contract, should the service not
be properly performed.
18. Contractors may at any time terminate the agree-
ment, upon giving six months notice of their intention,
and by paying, by way of forfeit, a sum equivalent to
two months' subsidy.
19. Contractors not to dispose of, or under-let the
Contract, without the  consent  of the Postmaster-General.
20. Contractors to be bound in the penal sum of
£15,000, to be paid to the Government  by way of  stipu-
lated damages,  in case  of failure on their part to
carry out the agreement,
21. Government: reserve to themselves the right to add
other reasonable stipulations to those already mentioned.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
AMENDED REGULATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT
SAVINGS BANKS.
-LS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
Hof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the following alterations
and additions to the Savings Bank Regulations,
dated 16th November, 1864, made under the
authority of the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria,
No. 2, entitled " An Act o grant additional facili-ties for depositing small savings at interest wi h the
security of the Government for due repayment
thereof;"  viz.:-
1. The following words to be omitted from clause 5 of
the said regulations, viz., " the depositor shall sign his
name in a place to be provided for his signature in the
depositor's book," it being considered advisable that
depositors shall not in future be required to sign their
names in Savings Bank pass-books.
The following are to stand as additional regula-
tions :-
1. -Persons desirous of lodging money in the Govern-
ment Savings  Banks,  and who, by reason of residing at
too great a distance from the  nearest  Branch Office, are
precluded from depositing in the manner prescribed by
clause 3 of the regulations, may remit their deposit by
post direct to the Treasury. The Government will,
however, undertake no responsibility under this clause,
n the event of the remittance miscarrying.
2. In order to meet the convenience of persons resid-
ing at a  distance from Brisbane,  and to save a long
course of post, depositors so circumstanced may, in
future, make application to withdraw the whole or any
portion of their deposits by electric telegraph  message,
at the reduced uniform charge of one shilling. The
depositor will , be required to sign the usual withdrawal
notice in the presence of a Savings Bank Officer, by whom
the message will be forwarded to the Treasury ; but no
officer is to forward such  message  unless the depositor is
personally known to him,  or unless  he produces satis-
factory evidence that be is the person entitled to the
withdrawal.
By His Excellency's Command,
It. G. W. HERBERT.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceJUL of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct, in accordance with the provisions of Act
29 Victoria, No. 18, that the undermentioned
Offices shall be open on and after the 1st January,
1866, for the
Receipt. of Proposals for the Insurance of Lives
under Government guarantee ; and for the
Purchase of small Government Annuities or
Monthly Allowances,-viz.:
BRISBANE,
IPSWICH,
MARYBOROUGH,
ROCKHAMPTON,
ToowooMBA.
At any of the Offices named, Life Insurances and
Annuities may be purchased from the Government
by persons between the ages of 16 and 60,-either
by one immediate payment or by annual, quarterly,
or monthly payments, as may be convenient to the
purchaser.
Additional Offices will be opened as required.
A ll  information, and the necessary forms of Pro-
posal, &c., can be obtained on application at any of
the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
RANCIIES of the above Bank are now open
B at Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Dray ton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley. -
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the. Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.A SITTING of the above Court was held, at
the Supreme Court- House, Brisbane, on
Wednesday, the twenty-eighth day of February,
A.D. One thousand eight hundred and sixty-six,
before His Honor JAMES COCKLE, Esquire, the
Chief Justice of Queensland, and Judge of the
said Vice-Admiralty Court, and adjourned to
FRIDAY, the ninth day of March,  A. D.  1866.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
QLTEENSLAND GOVERNMENT  GAZETTE.
THE subscription  to the  Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter ,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines  (or under),
and Three -pence for every additional  line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked ,  will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent  in not later than
Four o'clock p .m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  Ist February, 1866.
NOW READY FOR PUBLICATION,
AT THE GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, BRISBANE,ASERIES of THIRTEEN PLATES, Engravedon Copper, showing the whole of the
TWENTY-TWO ELECTORAL DISTRICTS
of the Colony of Queensland, viz.:---
PLATE No. 1.-EAST AND WEST MORETON.
AND THE EASTERN, WESTERN, AND NORTH-
ERN DOWNS, with portion of the LEICHHARDT
and WIDE BAY DISTRICTS. Showing Towns,
Railways, Electric Telegraph Lines, Principal Bush
Roads and Tracks, Rivers, Creeks, Ranges, Agricultural
and Village Reserves, Boundaries of Surveyed Areas,
Principal Squatting Stations, &c., &c., with more than
200 miles of Coast ; also Bays, Ports, Islands, &c.,
according to the most recent Surveys. Scale, 16 miles
to 1 inch ;  size,  27 inches by 20 inches. Printed on fine
paper, and colored. Price 2s. per copy.
PLATE No. 2. - PORT CURTIS DISTRICT,
Showing extensive Coast Line of upwards of 250 miles,
extending from Ranges near Kolan River on the south,
northerly to Mackay on the Pioneer River, with Towns,
Roads, Telegraph Lines, Squatting Stations, &c., com-
plete. Scale, 16 miles to 1 inch ; size 27 inches by 20
inches. Printed on fine paper, and colored. Price
Is. 6d. per copy.
PLATE No. 3. - WIDE BAY AND BURNETT
DISTRICTS. Engraved to same scale and uniform
with Plates Nos. 1 and 2. Price Is.
PLATE No. 4.-MARANOA, LEICHHARDT, AND
CLERMONT DISTRICTS. Engraved to the scale of
30 miles to 1 inch; colored, and printed on fine paper
Price 1s.
PLATE No. 5.-MITCHELL AND WARREGO.
DISTRICTS. Scale, 30 miles to 1 inch ; complete as
above. Price Is.
PLATE No. 6.-KENNEDY DISTRICT. Scale, 30
miles to 1 inch. Price Is.
PLATE No. 7.-TOWNSHIPS OF DRAYTON AND
TOOWOOMBA, AND SUBURBS. Engraved to the
scale of 20 chains to 1 inch ; printed on fine paper, and
colored. Price Is.
PLATE No. 8.-TOWN AND SUBURBS OF ROCK-
HAMPTON. Finished  same as  Toowoomba and Dray-
ton. Scale, 20 chains to one inch ; colored. Price Is.
PLATE No. 9. - WARWICK AND SUBURBS.
20 chains to 1 inch ; colored. Price is.
PLATE No. 10.-MARYBOROLTGH AND SUB-
U-9-13S. 20 chains to 1 inch ; colored. Price Is.
PLATE No. 11. - IPSWICH AND SUBURBS.
Showing original Government Allotments in Town and
Suburbs, Purchasers' Names, .Areas, Roads, Railway
Terminus,. Reserves for Public Buildings and Recreation,
&c., &c. Scale, 18 chains to 1 inch ; size, 22 inches by
28 inches ; colored, and printed on fine paper. Price 2s.
PLATE No. 12. - BRISBANE AND SUBURBS,
including Electoral -Districts of North Brisbane, T orti-
tude Valley,. and South Brisbane, Kangaroo Point, &c. ;
with Roads, Reserves, Town and Suburban Allotments,
Names of Purchasers from the Crown, &c., &c. 6eale, 8
chains to 1 inch ; printed on fine paper, and iieatiy
colored. Price 2s.
PLATE No. 13.-SKETCH MAP OF THE COLO -Y
OF QUEENSLAND. Showing Electoral and Pastoral
Districts, Telegraph Lines, Postal Route„ &c., &e.,  &c.;
colored. Price 2s.
ATLAS OF QUEEN SLA zrD.
The whole of the above Maps can be had com-
plete in an ATLAS, with an ADDITIONAL
PLATE, showing the situation of Queensland in
the group of Australian Colonies, and to the
continents of India, China, Netherlands lnd.a, &c.,
&c., with existing and proposed Stearn Rout :s and
Telegraphic Lines intended to connect Qum
"islanddirect with Great Britain, India, China, &c., &e.
Price, in cloth cover, complete, 12s. 6d.
Published at the Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, Queensland.
W. C. BELBPIDGE,
Government Printer.
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
pA.KE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat. in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named in
each case.
Description and Situation of Land.
Allotment 2 of section 91, containing 5 acres ; county,
Livingstone ; parish and town, Rockhampton
Eastern suburban allotment 107, containing 5 acres 20
perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, South Brisbane.
Part of suburban portion 49, containing 1 rood 4 perches ;
county, Stanley ; parish, Ipswich.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance of the  District Courts Act  of  1858,
and of the  District Courts Act Amendment
Act of  1865,  I hereby appoint the following days for
holding District Courts at the several towns or
places hereinafter mentioned ,  viz.:-
AT MARYBOROUGH.
Criminal Sittings Thursday, 21 June, 1866
Civil Sittings ... Monday, 25 June
Criminal Sittings ... Monday, 22 October
Civil Sittings ... Tuesday, 23 October
AT GAYNDAH.
Criminal Sittings ... Monday, 15 October
Civil Sittings ... Monday, 15 October
AT GLADSTONE.
Criminal Sittings ... Monday, 29 October
Civil Sittings ... Tuesday, 30 October
AT ROCKHAMPTON.
Criminal Sittings ... Monday, 2 July
Civil Sittings ... Wednesday, 4 July
Criminal Sittings ... Monday, 3 December
Civil Sittings ... Wednesday, 5 December
AT BOWEN.
Criminal Sittings ... Saturday, 4 August
Civil Sittings ... Saturday, 4 August
Criminal Sittings ... Monday, 5 November
Civil Sittings ... Monday, 5 November
AT CLERMONT.
Criminal Sittings ... Tuesday, 17 July
Civil Sittings ... Wednesday, 18 July
J. GEO. LONG INNES,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
12th February, 1866.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Meeting of the Justices of the Peace, acting
in and for the district of Springsure, will be holden
at the Police Office, Springsure, on TUESDAY,
the 17th day of April next, for the consideration of
applications made to them for Publicans' General
Licenses.
All applications for Licenses must be forwarded to
the undersigned on or before Tuesday, the 27th day
of March next. V
JNO. GEO. WHEELER,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office, Springsure,
12th February, 1866.
PUBLICANS'. ANNUAL LICENSING MEETINGTHE Annual Licensing Meeting of the Justicesof the Peace,  acting in  and for the Police
District of Dalby, will be holden at the Court
House, Dalby, on TUESDAY, the 17th day of
April next, for the purpose of taking into con-
sideration applications under the Act 27 Victoria,
No. 16.
Applications must be lodged at the Police Office,
Dalby, on or before the 27th day of March next.
C. F. CUMMING,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House, Dalby,
27th February, 1866.
F. O. DARVALL,  Registrar -General.
Name of Proprietor. Date within which a Caveat
may be  Lodged.
William Newton, as attorney ' 31st March, 1866.
for Christopher Newton,
Charles Kent, and Daniel
Bulman, mortgagees exer-
cising power of sale
John Cain ... .. ... Ditto.
Laurence  Ward ... ... 28 April, 1866.
A COURT of  Revision for the purpose ofrevising the List of Electors for the  Electoral
District of the Burnett, wi ll  be holden  at the Court
House, Gayndah , on TUESDAY, the 17th day of
April next.
Court House,
M. AIREY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Gayndah, 21st February, 1866.
KOTICE.-A Court of Petty  Sessions will bej
11 14 holden at St. George, on TUESDAY, April
17th, for the purpose of taking  into consideration
applications for Publicans'  Licenses  for the ensuing
year.
By order of the Bench  of Magistrates,
QUINTIN A. THOMPSON,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Office, St. George,
15th February, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
UPPER FLATS, FITZROY RIVER.
0 N and after the 28th of February, a LIGHT-SHIP will be moored, head and stern, in the
position of the Large Black Buoy, at the Crossing
place at  the Upper Flats. The Lightship will,
between  sunset and sunrise , show a Red Light at
the mast-head, and by day and night the following
Tidal  Signals will  be exhibited from her:-
TIDAL SIGNALS.
Upper Flats, Fitzroy River.
Depth of
Water. Day Signal. Night Signal.
Eft. Oin. ... Ball north yard -arm ... White light  north side
Eft. bin. ... Ball  south yard-arm
7ft. Oin. ,.. Flag north yard-arm ... White 1' ;ht south side
7ft. 6in. ... Flag south  yard  arm
8ft. Oin. ... Ball  north and south yard-  Red light north side
aft. 6in....
arms
Flag north andsouth yard-  Red light south side
arms
9ft. Oin.... Two balls north yard-arm  Green light north side
9ft. 6in. ... Two balls south yard-arm Green light  south side
.loft. Gin. ...  Ball above  flag north
yard-arm
loft .  6in. ... Ba ll  above  fl ag south
yard-arm
lift.Oin.  ...  Flag above ball north
yard-arm
11ft . 6in.... Flag above ball south
White light north side,
white light south side
Red light north side, red
light south side
White light north side,
red light south side
Red light north side
yard-arm white light south side
12ft.  Oin. ... Ball  above  flag  north, ball White light north side,
south green light south side
12ft. 6in. ... Ball above  flag south, ball Green light north side,
north white light south side
13ft .  Oin. ... Flag above ball north, ball Red light north side,
south green light south side
13ft .  6in. ... Flag above ball south, ball Green light north side,
north red  light south side
14ft. Oin. ... Two balls north,  flag south Green light north side,
14ft. 6in. and Two balls south ,  flag north
upwards
green light south side
By order of the Marine Poard,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office,
28th February, 1866.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.F ._i-'OR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth1' section  of the  ]JTarriage Act of  1864, We, the
Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
WILLIAM EDWARD HILLIARD, of Gladstone, in the
Colony of Queensland, Esquire, Police Magistrate,
to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's
-District of Gladstone, who shall, by virtue of this
appointment, give  consent  in the cases provided for
in and by the eighteenth and nineteenth sections of
the said Act.
Dated this twenty-first day of February, A.D.
1866.
(Signed) JAMES COCKLE, C. J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 27th February, 1866.
THE CORPORATION OF THE BANK OF NEW
SOUTH WALES v. THE MANCHESTER
QUEENSLAND COTTON COMPANY.
T
O ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff
in the above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest, of, in, and to, all that piece or
parcel of Land, situated in the county of Ward,
parish of , containing 1,280 acres,
more or less-Commencing on the right bank of
Nerang River, at the north-west corner of portion
eleven, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing south one hundred and twenty-niile chains
and seventy-three links ; on the south by a line
bearing west one hundred and fifty-nine chains and
seventy-four links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing north forty-five degrees west, seventy-three
chains -and thirty links ; on the west by a line
bearing north eighty chains eighty-four links to
N  erang. River, and on all other sides by that river
downwards to the point of commencement, exclusive
of a reserved road one chain wide from Brisbane to
the Tweed River, and a reserved road one chain
wide used by timber-cutters, passing through this
land, in an easterly, south-easterly, and north-
easterly direction, the area of which have been
deducted from the total area, being Deed numbered
eleven thousand three hundred and thirty-eight.-
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
public auction, at the Victoria Hotel, Elizabeth
street, Brisbane, on WEDNESDAY, the fourth
day of April next, at Twelve o'clock noon, unless
this execution is previously satisfied.
It. K. MACNISH,
Under Sheriff.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
CHAMBERS v. BONAR.
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ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice that aWrit of  fieri facias  has been
issued -upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff
in the above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest, of, in, and to, all that piece of
Land, containing by admeasurement four acres two
roods and sixteen perches, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Stanley, parish of Oxley,
being subdivisions one to twenty-three, inclusive of
section one of portion number sixty-eight-Com-
mencing on a road at the northern corner of portion
sixty-seven, and bounded thence on the north-west
by that road bearing north sixty-eight degrees east
two chains to a road fifty links wide ; on the north-
east by that road bearing south twenty-two degrees
east twenty-three chains ; on the south-east by north-
west boundary of subdivision twenty-four bearing
south sixty-eight degrees west two chains ; and on
the south-west by north-east boundary of portion
sixty-seven bearing north twenty-two degrees west
twenty-three chains to the point of commencement.
Also, all that piece of land containing by ad-
measurement two acres one rood and thirty perches,
be the same more or less, situate in the county of
Stanley, parish of Oxley, being subdivisions three,
four, five, six, and forty-four to forty-nine, inclusive
of section two of portion sixty-eight-Commencing
on a road fifty links wide, at the southern corner of
subdivision seven, and bounded thence on the
south-west by that road bearing south twenty-two
degrees east four chains ; on the south-east by the
north-west boundary line of subdivisions two, one,
and  fi fty, bearing north sixty-eight degrees east
three chains seventy-five links; again on the south-
west by the north-east boundary line of subdivision
fifty bearing south twenty-two degrees east one chain
fifty links to another road  fifty links wide ; on the
south-east by that road bearing north sixty-eight
degrees east one chain twenty-five links to a third
road fifty links wide; on the north-east by that
road bearing north twenty-two degrees west six
chains fifty links ; on the north-west by the south-
east boundary line of subdivision forty-three bear-
ing south sixty-eight degrees west two chains fifty
links ; again on the south-west by the north-east
boundary line of subdivision seven bearing south
twenty-two degrees east one chain ; and again on
the north-west by the south-east boundary line of
subdivision seven bearing south sixty-eight degrees
west two chains fifty links to the point of com-
mencement.
Also, all that piece of land containing by ad-
measurement forty-eight acres one rood and twenty-
eight perches, be the same more or less, situated in
the county of Stanley, and parish of Tingalpa, being
part of portion eighty-six-Commencing on the
south side of a Government road one chain wide at
its intersection with a street fifty links wide, and
bounded thence on the east by that street bearing
south twenty-four chains and thirty-nine links ; on
the south by part of the south boundary of. the
portion bearing west twenty-five chains and forty-
three links ; on the north-west by the north-west
boundary of the portion bearing north twenty-seven
degrees east twenty-nine chains and twenty-four
links to the aforesaid Government road ; and on
the north by that road bearing south eighty-two
degrees east twelve chains to the point of com-
mencement-
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at the Victoria Hotel, Elizabeth
street, Brisbane, on WEDNESDAY, the fourth
day of April next, at Twelve o'clock noon, unless
this execution is previously satisfied.
it. K. MACNISH,
- Under Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Henry Ogg, of
Ballard's Camp, storekeeper.
WHEREAS
the said William Henry Ogg was,
on  the 23rd day of February, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 5th day of April, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the elec-
tion of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and
also to determine whether any or what allowance
for support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court at the same place on
MONDAY, the 25th day of June, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 28th day of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,  Judge'
Official Assignee.
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In the -  SaUrc  ne  Count  of Quicensland.
I-tr I rSOLV ENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Zachariah Skyring, of
Fortitude Valley, butcher.
-WHEREAS the said Zachariah Skyring was,
on the 26th day of February ,  A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 9th day  of April, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock ,  for the proof of debts
against the said estate ,  and for the election of a
Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required  ;  and also to deter-
mine - whether any or what allowance for. support
shall he made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing  his last  examination ,  and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall  be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY ,  the 25th
day of June, A.D. 1866 ,  to commence at Eleven
o'clock,  .  for the proof of  debts  against the said
estate ,  and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 28th day of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J .  P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Charles William Pitts,
of Yaamba, storekeeper.WHEREAS the said Charles -William Pitts
W • was, on the 26th day of February, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 9th day of April, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the electionof a Cred tors' Assignee, if required ; and also to-
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 25th day of June, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for such other matters
connected with the estate as may be required to
be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 26th day of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William James, of
Rockhampton.
W r r HEREAS the said William James was, on the1 1 28th day of February, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 9th day of April, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vent up to the time of passing his last exami-
nation, and whether any and what tools and
wearing apparel shall be allowed -to the Insol-
vent ; and a 'Second Public 'Sitting of the Court,
at the same place, on MONDAY, 'the 25th
day of June, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of clebts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required- to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 28th  day  of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Sworeme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of C. W. Pitts and John
Winter, of Yaamba and Clermont, storekeepers.
THEREAS the said C. W. Pitts and John
1 1 Winter were, on the 23rd day of February,
A.D. 1866, adjudged to be Insolvent, I hereby
appoint a First Public Sitting of the Court, to bey
holden before me, at the Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 9th day of April,
A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the
proof of debts against the said estate, and for
the election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vents up to the time of passing their last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvents ; and a
Second Public Sitting of the Court,at the same
place, on MONDAY, the 25th day of June, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 23rd day of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Richard Champion, of
Brisbane ,  painter.
WHEREAS the said Richard Champion was,
V Y on the 23rd day of February ,  A.D.  1806,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
First Pub lic Sitting of the Court ,  to be holden
before me ,  at the Supreme Court House, Bris-
bane, on THURSDAY ,  the 5th day of April,
A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the
proof of debts against the said estate ,  and for the
election of a Creditors '.  Assignee ,  if required; and
also to determine whether any or what allowance
for support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination ,  and whether
any and  -what  tools and wearing apparel shall
be allowed to the Insolvent  ;  and a Second
Public .  Sitting of the Court ,  at the same place,
on MONDAY, the 25th day of June, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock ,  for the proof
of debts against -  the said estate ,.  and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 23rd day of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER.  RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Adam Wolbeck, of
Toowoomba ,  storekee p er.
WHEREAS the said Adam Wolbeck was, on
11 the 28th day of February , A.D.1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court ,  to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 9th day of April, A.D. 1566,
to commence at Eleven o'clock ,  for the proof of debts
against the said estate ,  and for the election of a
Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required  ;  and also to
determine whether any or what allowance  for'
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination ,  and whether
any and what  tools  and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent  ;  and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court ,  at the same -place, on
MONDAY, the  25th day of Jun P, A.D. 1866,
to commence  at  Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate ,  and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 28th day  of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED  J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John E. Rutherford,
formerly of Rockhampton, at present of the
City of Brisbane.
W  1 
HEREAS the said John E. Rutherford,
chemist and druggist, was, on the 28th
day of February, A.D. 1866, adjudged to be an
Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public Sitting
of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURS-
DAY, the 5th day of April, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 25th day of June, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required'to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 28th day of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, , Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Alexander Hood, late of Toowoomba,
in the County of Aubigny, and Colony of
Queensland, painter and decorator,. deceased.
NOTICE
is hereby given, that Annie Hood,
the lawful widow and relict of the above-
named deceased, intends, upon the expiration of'
fourteen days from the publication hereof, to apply
to the Supreme Court of Queensland, in its Eccle-
siastical Jurisdiction, that Letters of Administration
of the goods, chattels, credits, and effects, of the
abovenamed deceased-may be granted to her.
Dated the twenty-second day of February, A.D.
1866.
J. WICKEY STABLE,
Proctor for the said Applicant,
Toowoomba.
By his Agents-ROBERTS AND HART,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.ECCLESIASTICAL* JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Landrigan, late of Warrill
Creek, in the Colony of Queensland, farmer,
deceased.
-&-N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fou teen days from th  publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the Supreme Court, in
its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed James Landrigan may be
granted to Edward Moore and Michael Doonar,
both of Warrill Creek aforesaid, the Executors of
the abovenamed deceased.
HENRY BATHO,
Ipswich,
Proctor for the said Edward Moore and Michael
Doonar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  James Willis ,  late of Ipswich, in the
Colony of  Queensland ,  deceased.
T OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after  the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application  will be  made to this honorable
Court,  in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate
of the last .  Wi ll and Testament  of the  abovenamed
deceased maybe granted to Richard Symes Warry,
of Fortitude  Valley, Esquire, (in the said Wi ll
called Richard Warry ,  Esquire ),  the sole Executor
thereof.
Dated this  second day of March, one  thousand
eight  hundred and sixty-six.,
ROBERTS AND HART,
Proctors  for the said  Richard Symes Warry.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
JAMES ANDERSON, late of Sydney, in the
19 Colony of New South Wales, at present resid-
ing in Dalby, in the Colony of Queensland, gentle-
man, an Attorney, Solicitor, and Proctor of the
Supreme Court of the said Colony of New South
Wales; hereby give notice, that I intend to apply to
the honorable the Supreme Court of Queensland,
on the last day of Hilary Term now next ensuing,
to be admitted an Attorney, Solicitor, and Proctor
of the said Supreme Court.
Dated at Dalby, this 20th day of February, A.D.
1866.
JAMES ANDERSON.
NOTICE.-In accordance with the Act 28Victoria, No. 19, I, James Ivory, intend to
apply on 23rd March to the Court of Petty Sessions,
Ipswich, for permission to place Gates between
portions 311, 332, and 311,. 320, near Deebing
Creek; 184, 185, Bandanbah Creek ; near same, 233,
60, and 171, 227 ; and, near Long Swamp, 26, 35.
£10 REWARD.
S
UPPOS ED to be Stolen from Ruthven street,
Toowoomba, the bay Horse " Talleyrand,"
late the property of Mr. S. S. Norris, Condamine,.
branded T over n conjoined near shoulder, small
star, off hind foot,white.  The-  above reward will
be paid on conviction of the thief, if stolen, or £2
on delivery to Mr. Andrew Walker, Toowoomba,
or to
JAMES KING,
Condamine.
£3 REWARD..LOST from Malvern Downs, oneBay Cob,
branded WF near shoulder, very short tail,
two white hind feet ; one bay mare. branded WF
sideways near shoulder, one hind foot white, scar
off side, switch tail. The above reward will be paid
on delivery of the horses to G. Haylock, Esquire,
Malvern Downs, or to R. M'Master, Esquire,
Blair Athol. -NOTICE.-The Partnership heretofore* subsist-ing between us, the undersigned, Alexander
Speed Webster, George William Brown, and
Hugh McMichael, under the firm of Brown and
McMichael, has been Dissolved by mutual consent.
All debts due to the firm are to be paid to Alexander
Speed Webster and George William Brown, by
whom all debts due by the firm will be paid.
Dated the 6th day of February, 1866.
A. S. WEBSTER,
GEO. W. BROWN,
H. McMICHAEL.
Witness-JNO. P. ROIBURGH.
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
I HAVE this day sold to James Taylor, of
Toowoomba, all my right, title, and interest in
the Stations known as Clifford, Woodduck, and
Emu, near Taroom, Leichhardt District, and all
stock belonging thereto.
Mr. James Taylor will pay all liabilities con-
nected with the property, and receive all assets.
THOS. R. BOULTO N.
Witness-C. W. PITTS.
Toowoomba, February 3rd, 1866.
intpnunbinq .
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Mr. Arthur
Douglas' cultivated land, 20th February, 1866.
Damages, £1.
One red bullock, TP or TI off ribs, whip marked, off
horn broken, slit off ear. -
Also, from Mr. Lindinberg's paddock, 21st February,
1866. Damages, 15s.
One grey mare, J8 over LA over 3 near shoulder,  0
near rump.
If not released on or before 20th. March, 1866, will
be sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Franklin Vale.
Driving, 4s .  per head.
One black mare, 0 over gH conjoined near shoulder.
One dark chesnut horse, blaze, near hind foot white, L
near neck ,  off ribs , and thigh.
One grey filly ,  WB over T near shoulder ,  314 near ribs.
One brown colt, star ,  near hind foot white, R near
shoulder ,  2 near rump.
One bay mare ,  star, near hind foot white, 74 off ribs, 1
near ribs ,  GI over E near shoulder.
One brown mare, small star ,  R 9 near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, blaze, heart over J off shoulder, P
-  near shoulder and cheek.
One bay horse, like CB over JC near shoulder, like
over off shoulder.
One black horse, star, m in U near shoulder.
One roan mare ,  F over rI conjoined both shoulders.
One bay filly, small star, JM off shoulder.
One bay mare, star ,  WB  conjoined over 2 near shoulder.
One bay horse ,  star, 0S near shoulder.
One brown mare, star, JF off shoulder, WB over T
near  shoulder,  35 near ribs.
One bay  mare , TK both shoulders, H near ribs.
One bay  mare, snip, hind feet white, t over heart con-
joined near shoulder.
One bay filly, star, hind feet white, C near shoulder and
thigh.
One bay mare,  S near  shoulder, TF conjoined off
shoulder.
One bay colt ,  star and snip, JK near shoulder.
One bay mare and foal, star and snip, near hind foot
white, A over 1 conjoined over 38 near shoulder.
One bay filly foal ,  star ,  near hind foot white ,  PF near
shoulder.
One grey filly, z-i over P near shoulder.
One grey horse, M over M near shoulder ,  like Q over
CC off shoulder, 2 off ribs.
One chesnut horse, streak ,  hind feet white, D near
shoulder, JF conjoined off shoulder.
One brown horse, small star, near hind feet white, like
ME conjoined near shoulder.
One bay entire, white feet,  blaze,  N over SF near
shoulder. Damages, £5.
One iron-grey entire, 5 over PE conjoined (the P
reversed )  off shoulder .  Damages, £5.
From Mr. Edward Quinn's paddock. Damages, 5s.
One bay filly, % near shoulder.
If not released on or before 31st March, 1866, will be
sold to defray expenses.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi, from Callandoon, 20th
February, 1866, by order of James E. Davys,
Esquire. Distance driven, 15 miles. Damages on
entires, £5 each.
One bay yearling filly, black points ,  star and snip, S in
circle near  shoulder.
One bay filly, star ,  S in circle near shoulder ,  W over S
in circle off shoulder.
One chesnut gelding, star and snip ,  hind feet white, like
C over O near shoulder.
One iron-grey yearling filly, JN or JM near shoulder.
One bay entire colt, three white feet, MM near shoulder.
One iron-grey or roan entire colt ,  blaze down face, near
feet white, F near shoulder.
If not released on or before 20th March ,  1866, they
will be sold to pay expenses.
HARRY D. BALMAIN, Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Warwick , by Mr.  H. Mitchell, outof his paddock, on the 18th January, 1866. Damages,
2s. 6d. per head.
One brown sided bullock ,  PF conjoined  (the P reversed)
near ribs, blotch brand off ribs.
If not released on or before 6th March ,  1866, will be
sold to defray expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL ,  Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Minerva Creek, on
the 17th February, 1866, by John Wehr, Esq.
Driving, 3s.
One cream -colored horse, X near shoulder and thigh,
black mane and tail ,  sear near hip.
One dark dappled grey mare, heart over EP near shoul-
der, heart near thigh
One dark bay or brown draught horse, fistula and saddle
marked, J over "I over 2 near shoulder, like AC
off shoulder, short switch tail.
One bay entire colt, unbranded.
One bay filly, three white  feet, snip on nose, RF near
shoulder, with like blotch over.
One dark bay or brown horse, few white hairs in fore-
head, NC or G near shoulder.
One bay mare, docked tail, like P with blotch over near
shoulder.
If not released ,  will be sold on the 30th March, 1866,
to defray  expenses.
WM. H. BURNETT, Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Warwick ,  from North Toolburra, on22nd January ,  1866,  by order of Thos .  Coutts, Esq.
Driving expenses ,  Is. 6d. per head.
One red and white cow, TOO over TH near ribs ,  near ear
cropped.
One red and white cow, like MR near ribs, near ear split.
One red and white calf .  unbranded.
One brown cow, GT off ribs, TT near loin.
One red and white bullock, blotch brand off rump and
near shoulder.
One black and white cow, shield off rump, 5 off shoulder.
If not released on or before 6th March ,  1866, wi ll  be
sold to defray expenses.
HENRY  MITCHELL,  Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Clifton, 17th
February, 1866, by order of E. Marley, Esq.
Damages and driving 2s. 6d. per head.
One bay filly, WB over T near shoulder,  327 near ribs,
halter on.
One bay filly, SL near shoulder, near hind foot white.
One bay mare, S over 75 near shoulder, bay foal
unbranded, at foot.
One chesnut colt, H near shoulder, stripe on face,
shod.
One chesnut mare ,  EP near shoulder ,  near hind foot
white, stripe down face.
One bay colt ,  blind near eye, hind feet white, star and
snip.
One bay colt, JH over 2 off shoulder ,  near fore and hind
feet white, star and snip.
One grey colt, like d off shoulder.
One grey mare, H near and off neck ,  bay filly foal at
foot.
If not released on or before the 20th March ,  1866, will
be sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Gowrie, 16th
January, 1866, by order of H. Fisk, Esq. Driving
expenses 2s. 6d. per head. (Wrongly described in last
advertisement.)
One bay horse, DC or BC over DJ near shoulder
illegible letters like JJ with M off shoulder, J near
cheek, near hind foot white.
Also, from Westbrook, 19th  January, 1866.
One black horse, D over M off shoulder, D off thigh, JC
over R near shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 20th March ,  1866, will
be sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
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QUARANTINE.
At the Government House, Brisbane, Wednesday, the 7th day of
March, 1866.
Present
HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL.
W
HEREAS by an Order of Council, dated the 17th day of January,
1866, it was directed that the ship Wandrahm," having Typhus
Fever among her passengers then recently arrived in Moreton Bay, should be
placed in Quarantine, and there remain until it should be notified by the
Health Officer that her release would be unattended by danger to the public
health ; and whereas the said Health Officer has now made report that the
said vessel may be so released : Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, doth order, and it is hereby
ordered, that the said vessel, the  11 Wandrahm," be released from Quarantine
and admitted to pratique.
And the Honorable the Colonial Secretary is to give the necessary
instructions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, .
.Pro  Clerk of the Council,
By Authority : W. C. BELBRIDGE, Government Printer, William Street, Brisbane.
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Government House,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1866.
N consequence of the frequent applications for
I employment in the Public Service of Queens-
land, which continue to be addressed to the
Governor personally, His Excellency directs that
the reply which he causes to be returned to all
such applications may be published for general
information. That reply is to the effect, that in
colonies possessing Parliamentary Government,
applications for employment in each of the public
departments should be addressed to the Minister
responsible for its management.
Moreover, it is with much satisfaction that the
Governor directs the attention of candidates to the
notice which appeared in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette,  No. 19, of February 10, 1866, by
which it will be seen that henceforward admission
to the junior grade of the Civil Service in this
Colony must be obtained by competitive examina-
tions, according to the system already established
in Great Britain, in British India, and in most of
the principal British Colonies.
By His Excellency's Command,
HENRY D. PITT, Capt. R.A.,
Private Secretary and A.D.C
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1866.
T
HE attention of the Government having been
drawn to the fact that certain officers of the
Civil Service occasionally engage themselves in
furnishing contributions to newspapers, and
although the Government have no desire to
interfere with the political privileges which the
officers of the Civil Service possess in common
with other members of the community, the Govern-
ment still conceive it of the highest importance
that in a service which is essentially executive, no
attempt should be permitted on the part of public
officials to engage, either directly or indirectly, in
contributing, by writing or otherwise, to any of the
newspapers : His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive council, directs it to
be notified for general information, that any
member of the Civil Service who shall in future
engage, by contributing or otherwise, to associate
himself with any public newspaper, shall thereby
render himself liable to instant dismissal.
By His  Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
MUNICIPALITY OF TOWNSVILLE.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same,
&c., &c., &c.
HEREAS by the  Municipal Institutions
Act of  1864, it was amongst other things
enacted that any city or town,  either alone or com-
bined with any adjoining defined portion of any
province, not being part of such city or town, or
any rural district, might, as thereinafter enacted, be
constituted a municipality, and that the Governor
might, as also therein provided, declare such city or
town, either alone or combined as aforesaid, or any
rural district, to be a Municipality by a name to be
mentioned in a Proclamation to be issued thereupon,
and might also by the  same or  any other Procla-
mation define the limits and boundaries thereof,
and that -upon such publication the Municipality
should be constituted accordingly ; and whereas
by a certain Proclamation dated the fifteenth day
of February, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-
six, and duly made and published  as aforesaid, a
certain town in the said Proclamation described and
named was declared to be a Municipality within
the meaning of the said Act, by the name of the
"Municipality of Townsville :" Now, therefore, I,
Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN, in pursuance of
the provisions of the said Act, do, by this my Pro-
clamation, declare that the limits and boundaries of
the said Municipality shall be as follows, that is to
say,-
Commencing on Ross Creek, and bounded on the
south by a line bearing west to the south-east  corner of
suburban section No. 1, then by a continuation of said
line forming the south boundaries of suburban  sections
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5; on the west by the western boundary
of suburban  sections 5  and 6 and by a prolongation
thereof bearing north 10 degrees east to the shore of
Ross Bay ; on the north by the shore of Ross Bay bear-
ing easterly to the mouth of Ross Creek ; and on the
east by Ross Creek upwards in a southerly direction to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
the eighth day of March, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
It. R. MACKENZIE.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1866.THERegistrar-General, with the sanction ofHis Excellency the Governor, and under the
provisions of the Act of Parliament 20 Victoria,
No. 27, did, on the 1st day of January, 1866,
appoint
WILLIAM THEOPHILUS BLAKENEY, Esquire,
to be a Deputy Registrar-General.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1866.THE .Registrar-General, with the sanction ofHis Excellency the Governor, and under the
provisions of the Act of Parliament 20 Victoria,
No. 27, did, on the 1st day of January, 1865,
apppint
SETH  L-kTHROP PETERSON, Esquire,
to be a Deputy Registrar-General.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FRANCIS THOMAS GREGORY, Esquire,
to be District Surveyor for the Darling Downs and
Maranoa Districts.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1866.
SUPPLY OF SADDLES.
T ElTDRSwill be received at this Office, until
11 1NooEn on SATURDAY, the 24th instant,
from parties, resident within the Colony, who may
be willing to contract for the supply of Saddles for
the  service of the Government during the period
between the 1st day of April and the 31st day of
December, 1866.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Saddles."
Security will be required for the due fulfilment
of the terms of this contract. .
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1866.
R
ETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,
made to the Bench of Magistrates at Bowen,
from the 1st day of July to the 31st day of
December, 1865, both inclusive.
Applicant' s name.
Amount.
Description  of Whether of fee
License. granted  or received
refused , in each
case.
John Graham ...
... Hardwood... Granted 1
George Graham ... ditto ditto 1
John Gilmour ... ... ditto ditto 1
Seaward and Co.,
ploying five men
em- General ... ditto 10
William Peit ... ... Hardwood... ditto 1
John Bartleet ... ... ditto ditto I
Patrick Feeney... ... ditto ditto 1
The Treasury,
Queensland, 9th  March,  1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice.
_I l of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments:-
HENRY GEORGE SIMPSON, Esquire, Commander
Royal Navy, Harbor Master and Marine Sur-
veyor at Somerset, Cape York,
to be Customs Officer for the same Port ;
Mr. MATTHEW S. RUNDLE, Harbor Master and
Shipwright Surveyor, Rockhampton,
to be Shipping Inspector for the same Port ;
Mr. PETER HARDIE,
to be Boatman Pilot,. Rockhampton ;
Mr.  -JOHN B. CASEY,"
to be Acting Pilot at Port Hinchinbrook.
The above appointments to take effect from 1st
February, 1866.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1866.
REFER.R.ING to a Notice, dated from this
Office the 22nd of November, 1866, intimat-
ing that application had been made by the Trustees
of the Land granted for the purposes of a Servants'
Home in North Brisbane for permission. to
Mortgage and Lease the said Land for the purpose
of obtaining funds for the erection of the necessary
buildings thereon, in conformity with the terms of
the Grant : His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, now directs it to
be notified, that as no objection has been lodged
with the Colonial Secretary to the granting of the
leave sought, he has been pleased, in terms of the
Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, , to autliorise the said
Trustees to Mortgage and Lease the said Land for
the purpose named.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. It. MACKENN7ZIE.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1866.
IExcellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the following Rules for
the general government and discipline of the
Native Mounted Police Force.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
THE following instructions are published for the
information and guidance of the officers of the
Native Mounted Police Force
- 2. It is impossible to give precise directions for
the. execution of every duty which the force may
be required to perform, or to anticipate every diffi-
culty which its. members may have to encounter,
as, from the nature of the service, its duties must
vary, and consequently the mode of execution must
vary with them, and be directed by the circumstances
of each particular  case.  Each member of the force
should therefore endeavor to become acquainted
with the nature of every duty which he may  be
called on to perform, and by zeal, energy, discretion,
and intelligence, make every effort to supply the
unavoidable deficiency in general instructions.
3. The officers will, however, be held strictly
responsible for the execution and observance of all
orders and regulations ; for any deviation from
which, and for their own acts and orders in such.
cases as  may not or cannot be provided for by these
instructions, they will be held responsible.
4. In the performance of their duty they are
distinctly to understand that their efforts should be
principally directed to  the prevention  of crime,
which will tend far more effectually towards the
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security of person and property than the  punish-
ment  of those who have violated the laws ; and the
very best evidence that can be given of their effi-
ciency will be the  absence q,f cy-ime  in their districts.
5. All officers are studiously to' observe a strict
neutrality in political matters.
6. Every officer of the Native Mounted Police
Force should bear constantly in mind how essential
it is to cultivate a proper regard for the honor and
respectability of the, force, and should be governed
by the principle that the more they can raise those
above or below them in public estimation, the more
they elevate their own official position, and with it
the general character of the force.
7. All commands devolve on the senior officer
present. As the responsibility attaching to a superior
may  at any time devolve on the next in rank, it is
essential - that the members of • each grade be
acquainted with the duties that circumstances  may
call on them to discharge, in order to guard against
injury to the public service.
8. Every subordinate is to receive the lawful
commands of his superior with deference and
respect, and to execute them to the best of his
power ; and every superior, in his turn, is to give
his orders in the language of moderation and of
regard to the feelings of those under his command.
9. The obedience and respect which are here
required must be observed throughout the force
generally, and not be understood in any partial or
confined sense.
10. The conditions of admission into the force
are stated here that no reason for complaint may
exist upon their being enforced. , It is to be under-
stood at the same time that the power is reserved
to the Commissioner, subject to the approbation of
His Excellency the Governor in Council, to alter
or-amend any of these conditions, and also to make
such new rules as may be found expedient :-
(l.) Every officer must devote his whole time
to the service.
(2.) He shall serve and reside wherever he is
ordered.
(3.) He shall promptly obey all lawful orders
which he may receive from the persons
placed in authority over him.
(4.)'. He shall conform himself to all the regu-
lations which may be made from time to
time for the good of the service.
Three months' notice of his intention to
resign his appointment must be given to
the Commissioner ; . and he shall, on no
account, absent himself from his station,
unless specially permitted by writing under
the hand of his immediate commanding
officer.
(6.) Any officer who shall be dismissed cannot
again be admitted into the Pollee Force,
nor any other branch of the Government
service.
Every officer shall, before leaving the
service, deliver up all Government property
that may be in his charge ; and any such
property that may have been lost or
damaged by the neglect of the officer in
whose charge it was, will be made good by
deduction from his pay.
11. The officers are not to allow any person
unconnected with the Native Police Force to
interfere with or accompany them, or give orders to
any of the troopers under their command.
12. They must be very careful of the health of
their men ; not to allow them to wear their jackets
in hot weather ; not to allow them to put on their
newly-washed clothes before they are dry ; nor to
camp in low spots conducive to fever and ague ; or
to camp upon ground wet from rain, but cause them
to strip bark to put under then.
13. The arms, clothes, and accoutrements must
be inspected as often as possible. 1 o excuse will
ever be admitted for dirty arms or accoutrements,
as with a very little trouble they are easily kept
clean.
14. Whenever an opportunity occurs, such as a
day or two's rest, or a short stage, the officers are to
practice the troopers in the usual drill and no
other.
15. Before leaving the police station, the officer
in command will see that such clothing as may not
be wanted on patrol is carefully put away.
16. A daily account of all rations received and
issued will be kept in a book supplied for the
purpose.
17. The object in sending out patrol parties is
principally that the hostile blacks, from the frequent
visits of the police, may be deterred from murder
and felony-this is the meaning of a preventive force.
18. It is however certain that, occasionally, the
officers will have to endeavor to apprehend persons
who have committed felony. When the officer
holds a. warrant his duty is very clear if he can
identify the individual named therein, or has
reasonable grounds to believe he can do so; and if
he meets with resistance in the execution of such
warrant, he is justified in making use of force
against the man he wishes to apprehend, and any
person assisting him. When he holds no warrant,
if he can prove that a felony has been committed,
. and that he has reasonable cause to suspect an
individual, he is justified in apprehending him, and
using' force if resisted. With white persons it is
not difficult to prove all this, but blacks are so much
alike, and the evidence is generally so faulty, that
officers must be very cautious. It has been
frequently found that the statements made by
individuals differed very widely from the affidavits
when made out on oath by the same persons.
When an officer sees a felony or an assault being
committed, as a matter of course, he is obliged to
take all the offenders in charge. In every case the
same law applies to blacks as to whites, and if the
officers go beyond the law they do so at their own
risk. The blacks cannot be considered as men
armed for illegal purposes, because their weapons
are their principal means of obtaining food.
19. The officers must be very particular in always
avoiding indiscreet discussions.'
. 20. Upon returning from patrol, officers in charge
of parties will report to the officer in command of
the district everything concerning any collision
that may have taken place, and give him full infor-
mation,- in order that he may collect any necessary
evidence.
21. When a trooper is transferred, a return is to
be sent with him, signed by the officer who sends
him, of the arms, accoutrements, clothing, &c., sent
with him ; this return is to be countersigned by the
officer to whom the trooper is sent, and by him
forwarded to the Inspector of the district.
22. Officers in charge of districts and detach-
meats will be careful that under no circumstances
are blacks, not being troopers, to be allowed in the
police camp ; and they will use every exertion to
prevent the troopers from having any communication
whatever with the aborigines of the district in which
they may be stationed,.or through which they may
be passing ; they will also be held responsible that
no trooper keeps a gin without permission from
head-quarters.
23. Every officer will keep a journal of all inci-
dents happening in the course of public duty,
whether during patrol or in camp, and of any
circumstances that may have occurred within his
district, in which he may have acted in his official
capacity. He will also keep a diary of the duty
performed on patrol, stating time of arrival at and
departure from each station he may visit, to which,
when possible, he will obtain the signature of the
proprietor or person in charge.
24. He will be particular in collecting and for-
warding, at the close of each month or quarter, all
accounts against his own, or any outstanding
accounts belonging to any other detachment that
may have passed through his district ; the accounts
must be made out on proper vouchers, and officers
must be very-careful that all the necessary signa-
tures are attached thereto.
25. He will be held responsible for the general
duty of his detachment, and the proper fulfilment
of the separate duties of the subordinate officers
under his command.
26. He will be careful to instruct his acting Sub-Inspectors as to the duties, they will be required to
perform, which are principally as follows
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To take charge of the stores, and serve
out rations to the troopers night and
morning, and keep a strict account of all
stores and rations issued to the detach-
ment, to be laid before the officer in charge
at any time he may wish to inspect the
same.
(2.) To drill the troopers every day they are
in camp, until they are perfect in their
exercise, mounted or on foot.
(3.) And perform any camp duties which may
be considered necessary by the officer in
command.
27. Officers and troopers will at all times wear
correct uniform when on parade, patrol, or other
duty ; and in this respect it is particularly necessary
that the officers should be careful in showing a
proper example : as thorough cleanliness in person,
clothing,' and accoutrements must be rendered
compulsory on the part of the troopers, every
inducement should be held out to them to assume a
smart and soldierlike appearance.
28. In no case are any of the native troopers to
be allowed to take spirits from any one, except their
officer or medical man in case of sickness.
29. No cartridges are to be expended by the
troopers without the order of their officers.
30. The whole of the horses are to be mustered
regularly every morning by the troopers in turn,
and a note to be made in the officer's journal of any
horses absent ; their backs must be carefully
attended to, and should always be washed upon the
troopers dismounting, and well rubbed down before
saddling ; the saddles should be examined frequently
by the officer in charge, and the saddle cloths and
girths kept clean.
31. It is the duty of the officers, at all times and
opportunities, to disperse ai.y large assembly of
blacks without unnecessary violence ; such meetings
frequently lead to depredations and murder, and
mistaken kindness or misbehavior of the officers
in command only serves to inspire the blacks with
sufficient confidence to commit outrages. The
officers will, therefore, see the necessity of teaching
the aborigines that no outrage or depredation shall
be committed with impunity, but, on the contrary,
that retributive justice will speedily follow the com-
mission of crime ; nevertheless the officers will be
careful in receiving reports against the blacks, as it
frequently happens that mistakes are made as to
the identity of the aggressors. In case of any
collision with the aborigines a report is to be for-
warded to the Commissioner without delay.
32. Officers in charge of districts and detach-
ments will make themselves, as soon as possible,
acquainted with the ;ereral ;'eatures of the country
in their respective districts and vicinities, so as to
enable them to take every advantage of any inform-
ation they may receive as . to the route or hiding-
places of any aborigines whom it may be necessary
to apprehend, and to enable them to patrol their
districts without keeping on the beaten tracts.
33. They will be careful to see the men's arms and
ammunition placed where they can lay their hands
on them at night for attack or defence.
34. The greatest care is to be observed in the
preservat'on of the men's arms and ammunition ;
and as much injury is done to the locks of the car-
bines by taking them to pieces, it is directed that
this shall be done as seldom as possible, and always
under the superintendence of an officer.
35. The men will be fully armed on all duties
when. mounted.
36. The men at out stations, when in quarters,
will, invariably, parade on Sundays in full. dress.
37. A compliance with this order will be entered
in the monthly return of duties.
. 38. When in quarters, there will be a daily
parade of horses ; and officers will take advantage
of those men who have been drilled to instruct
their detachments in riding, as well as in the carbine,
istol, and sword exercises, on foot and on horse-
back.
39. The Native Mounted Police will at all times
afford the magistrates and constables a ready assist-
ance in the execution of their duty; but it is to be
distinctly understood that, except in eases: of special
necessity, they are not to be employed in perform-
ing any of the duties of ordinary constables.
40. When escorts or orderlies are furnished by
the Native Mounted Police, they will always, when
practicable, be relieved at the nearest stations.
41. Whenever men die or become non-effective,
the officer in charge of the station will immediately
take charge of the spare horses, arms, and appoint-
ments, and preserve them in the best order.
42. Officers commanding stations will inspect all
return patrols, and immediately report any irregu-
larity they may observe in men or horses arriving
at their posts.
43. The men of the Native Mounted Police are
forbidden to appear in the streets unless dressed
strictly according to order, and at all times they
are expected to be smart and clean.
44. When not interfering with duty, each officer
is permitted to employ a trooper as groom, but it is
to be understood that he is to be always armed,
appointed, and ready for any service that may be
required. He is not on any account to be dressed
in livery, or to be employed in any way unconnected
with the officer's duties.
45. Every trooper shall have two horses, suited
to his weight, told off to him, for which he will be
held responsible in all respects. The trooper is not
to be deprived of his horses, except for misconduct ;
nor are they to be changed, except on urgent neces-
sity, without previous reference to head-quarters.
46. Officers in charge of detachments will be
held responsible that the saddles are kept in good
repair, and fit the horses so as not to injure their
backs.
47. Upon the exertion and example of the
officers mainly depends the efficiency of the force ;
their duties are never ending ; their presence is
required everywhere, and it is solely by their intel-
ligence, unceasing vigilance, and watchful superin-
tendence of the men, that the protection, which is
the main object of the force, can be afforded. This
can in no way be more effectually carried out than
by the constant personal supervision of their
different . stations on the part of the Inspectors in
command of districts, and more than ordinary care
in visiting and patrolling the haunts of the abori-
gines by the officers in command of detachments.
48. When any trooper has been incapable of
duty for a considerable time from sickness, a
special report must be made, in order to his being
brought to head-quarters for medical treatment, or
removed from the force.
49. The particular attention of officers is directed
to the different returns required to be furnished to
head-quarters. If those returns are not carefully
prepared, it is impossible to arrive- at a correct
knowledge of the state of the force, as well as of
the stores, ammunition, equipments, and supplies
required.
50. All returns and reports are to be made as
full as possible, so as to afford every information.
51. In the monthly return of duties performed,
the number of men on duty each day, the place
visited, the number of miles travelled, as well as
the nature of the duty on which employed, whose
order, and any occurrence of an extraordinary
nature, are to be entered.
52. The expenses of the corps must be kept
within the narrowest limits consistent with effi-
ciency. No expense, except of the most trivial
nature, or under circumstances of emergency to
justify it, is to be incurred without previous appli-
cation to and authority front Bead-quarters ; and
in making requisitions the probable amount is to
be stated, as well as the work required to be
performed.
53. It is expected that the fences of the paddocks
as well as the barracks, will, in a great measure, be
kept in order b the men themselves.
54. On the first of each month every officer in
command of a detachment will send to head-
quarters a copy of the  diary kept by hinmsclf,
according to form, stating where lie has .been each
day during the preceding month, the duties per-
formed, occurrences, and any steps taken in
consequence, detailing what stations he has visited
during the month, the state of each, the condition
I  of the horses, and if ane of them are lame or otlter-
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wise inefficient, the state of the arms, ammunition,
appointments, clothing, and necessaries, the general
conduct and discipline of the troopers, and if they
appear to have been attentive to their duties and
careful of their horses.
55. Officers in charge of detachments are not to
hand over their detachments without written
authority.
56. Officers, except on  duty,  will not quit their
districts without leave of absence, obtained in
writing.
57.  Applications for leave of absence are to be
made in time to allow an answer to be returned
before the leave requested shall commence.
58. The Government horses are to be kept
strictly for the use of troopers.
59. When horses are taken to the forge, an
officer is always to accompany them.
60. All saddlery repairs must be inspected, in
order to ascertain that the charge is fair and
reasonable.
61. The following returns will be sent to the
officers in command of divisions, immediately after
the first of the month, or quarterly :-
(1.) Return of horses, half yearly.
(2.) Return of rations issued, monthly.
(3.) Officer's diary, monthly.
(4.) Return of arms, stores, &c., quarterly.
62. And whereas it is essential to the good govern-
ment and discipline of the Native Police Force to
prevent and punish certain offences, and that the
following rules should be in force for the purposes
aforesaid:-
(L)  Any person who shall  by any  means wil-
fully induce, or attempt to induce any
trooper of the Native Police Force to desert
from the service, or who shall knowingly
harbor, aid, or assist any trooper of the
Native Police Force who shall desert, or
attempt to desert from the service, or who
shall by any means wilfully interfere with,
or obstruct the discipline of the Native
Police Force, shall be liable to pay a penalty
not exceeding £20, and in default of payment
thereof to be imprisoned with or without
hard labor for any period not exceeding
three calendar months, or at the discretion
of the justices before whom any such com-
plaint shall be heard, to be imprisoned with-
out fine for any such period as aforesaid.
(2.) It shall be lawful for any two or more
Justices of the Peace to hear and determine
in a summary way any complaint under
the preceding section.
'63. The following arethe Dress Regulations
DRESS REGULATIONS.
When officers attend, as spectators, any review
or public ceremony at which His Exce.l.ency the
Governor is present, they are to appear in uniform.
Officers are not  required  to procure the  full dress,
but they will not be permitted to ornament the
undress in any way.
Officers in mourning, when. dressed in uniform,
are to wear a piece of black crape round the left
arm above the elbow.
DISTINCTIONS OF RANK.
Commissioner.-Sleeve  ornament in treble cord.
Inspector.-Sleeve  ornament in double cord.
Sub-Inspector.-Sleeve  ornament in single cord.
FULL DRESS.
Jacket.-Dark  blue cloth, Garibaldi pattern ;
standing collar, rounded in front, and edged
all round with round gold cord ; two rows of
round gold cord down the front, one-quarter
inch apart ; Austrian knot of round gold
cord on sleeve ; round gold cord shoulder-
straps.
Trousers.-Dark  blue cloth,  with  two stripes of
gold lace, oak leaf pattern, half an inch wide
and quarter an inch apart, down outer seam.
.Roots.-Wellington.
Spurs.-Steel,  crane neck.Sword.-Light cavalry, scabbard steel.
Sword-knot.-Gold  cord, with acorn end.
Sieord-belt.-Cavalry  pattern, pale Russia leather,
snake clasp.
Pouch-belt.-Pale  Russia leather, two and a-half
inches wide.
Pouch-box.-Pale  Russia leather, Q.P. in gilt on
flap.
Sabretache and three Slings.-Pale  Russia leather,
Q.P. in gilt.
Gloves.-White  leather.
.Mead  Dress.-Blue cloth forage cap, with black
oak leaf band, Q.P. in gilt in front, straight
peak.
UNDRESS.
Jacket.-Same  as full dress, except that red cord
is substituted for gold.
Trousers.-Dark  blue cloth, with two stripes of
red cloth, half an inch wide, quarter an inch
apart, on outer seam.
Or
Pantaloons.-Drab  cord.
Boots.-With  trousers, Wellington boots, with
box spurs, steel crane neck ; with pantaloons,
Napoleon boots and hunting spurs.
Sword-knot.--Black  leather.
Sabretache.-None.
Head-dress .-Same  as  full dress.
Gloves.-White  leather.
HORSE FURNITURE.
Saddle-Hunting.
Holster wallets.-Brown  leather.
Bridle.-Brown  leather, cavalry pattern.
Log-chain.-Plaited  green hide, steel swivels and
rings.
Breastplate and Crupper.-Brown  leather with
leather hearts.
Saddle cloth.-Blue  cloth.
Patterns of the above are deposited at the office of
the Commissioner of Police.
Acting Sub-Inspectors are to wear the uniform
provided by Government.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1866.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that Tenders will be
received at this Office, until Twelve o'clock,
on SATURDAY, the 31st day of March next, for
furnishing for the Colonial Service in the several
districts the Supplies undermentioned, in such
quantities as may be required for the period com-
mencing 1st June and ending 31st December, 1866,
upon the conditions hereafter specified.
Printed forms of Tender may be obtained at
this Office, and from the Clerks of Petty Sessions
in the several districts ; and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be responsible for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
within one month froin the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise such Tender will not
be taken into consideration. The Tenders to
contain the names of the Tenderers and their
Sureties, and place of residence at length. Each
Tender must be in the proper printed form, and
marked "  Tender for  Provisions, c'c."
Further particulars and information may be
obtained on application at this Office, and to the
several establishments for which the supplies are
required.
Separate Tenders will be required for the articles
enumerated under Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
It is to be distinctly understood that the Govern-
ment will not necessarily accept the' lowest or any
Tender.
The towns and places for which Contracts will
be required  are as  f o ll o w s : =
" Brisbane " " Dalby"
" Ipswich " " Maryborough "
" Drayton " " Rockahmpton "
" Warwick " " Bowen "
" Woogaroo."
prom 1st September to 31st December 18 oiiq.
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The Provisions and other Articles required ar ---
No. 1.
(Ist quality ... ... per lb.
Bread 2nd quality do
3rd quality
::: ...
do
1st quality ... do
Flour 2nd quality .... ... do
3rd quality
M i
do
a ze Meal  ... ... ... ... do
Oatmeal ... ... ... ... do
Ship Biscuit... ... ...
No. 2.
... do
Fresh Beef ... ... ... do
Salt  Beef ... .., do
Salt Pork ... ... ... ... do
Fresh Mutton ... ... ... do
Suet .. ... .. ... ... do
Lard ... ...
No. 3.
... do
Gelatine ... ... .., do
Currants ... ... ... do
Raisins do
Arrowroot . do
Treacle ... do
Sago ... ... ... do
Rice ...
... do
Tea ...
... do
Sugar, soft ... ... ... do
Ditto, loaf ... ... ... do
Salt ... ... ... ... do
Pepper ... do
Soap .. ... ... do
Starch ... .,. do
Soda... ... do
Blue . ... ...
doPearl Barley ... ...
Tobacco ( American ,,. doColonial ... do
Tobacco Pipes ...
Salt Butter ...
Lime Juice ...
Port Wine ...
Rum.. ... ...
Colonial Ale... ...
Yeast .
Vinegar ...
Sperm Oil ... ...
Common ditto
Mould Candles
Common ditto ...
Cotton Wick ditto ...
Roach Lime...
Firewood ...
Coals...
Charcoal
Vegetables
Milk ...
if aize.. .
Bran ...
Grans ... ...
Hay
S
Water
No.
1. All the articles required by this notice are to
be of the best quality of their several kinds.
2. The Flour and Bread must be the produce of
clean, sound Wheat, from which, when forming
part of the ration to prisoners of the Crown, 10
per cent., and in all other cases 20 per cent., has been
extracted in Bran and waste, except for those who
are authorised to receive the best Bread or Flour.
3. Beef and Mutton to be issued in such pro-
portions as may be. required; to be delivered in fore
and hind quarters alternately.4t. The Maize Meal to be similar in quality to
the Wheat Meal, and to be twice ground.
5. The Vegetables to be supplied are-Potatoes,
Greens, Pumpkins, Onions, &c.
6. When it may be necessary to substitute one
article for another, thefollowing proportions are to
be observed, , iz.  :-1 lb. Wheat Flour, or 1 lb.
Biscuits, equal to 14 lb, of Bread ; 12 ozs. Wheat
Flour, equal to 1 lb. Maize Meal ; 8 ozs. Wheat
Flour equal to 1 pint Oatmeal ; 1 lb. Salt Beef, or
1 lb. Mutton, or 10 ozs. Salt Pork, equal to I lb.
Fresh Beef; 1 lb. Coal equal to 3 lbs. firewood.
7. The supplies for Immigrants in the Brisbane
District are to be delivered at such places in the
City as may be required  by  the Agent for Immi-
gration.
8. The supplies of Provision, Fuel. and Light,for iff' Penal .:fit;} ;1151 oe is of Brisbane, ar  to
... per gross
... per lb.
... per quart
.., per dozen
... per gallon
do
per quart
... per gallon
... do
... do
... per lb.
... do
... do
... per bushel
... per 100 lbs.
... per ton
... per bushel
... per Ib.
... per quart
... per bushel
... do
... do
per ton
per cwt.
... per 100 allons.
be delivered at these establishments by the Con-
tractors.
- 9. In respect of supplies for other services, they
are to be delivered at the nearest fixed station, on
the requisition of the officer in charge.
10. The Contractor will be bound to furnish any
of the articles tendered for, for any service, in such
quantities as may be required, when called upon to
do so by the Government.
11. In the event of a difference of opinion be-
tween the Contractor and the party receiving the
supplies as to the quality, the same is to be decided,
in cases where the article is not of a perishable
nature, by a Board of Survey. The party objecting
shall name one person as Arbitrator, the Contractor
or his Agent another, and these two will (previously
to any other proceedings on their part) concur in
naming a third as Umpire, who, in the event of
the Arbitrators not agreeing in opinion, will be
called upon for his decision, which shall be final.
12. If the Board, Arbitrators, or Umpire, shall
decide that the article is not of proper quality, it
must be immediately replaced by the Contractor,
failing of which it will be procured by the depart-
ment requiring it, and the expenses charged to the
Contractor.
13. In the event of any failure or unnecessary
delay on the part of the Contractor in furnishing
the articles when required, they will be otherwise
procured and charged in like manner.
14. In cases where the article is of a perishable
nature, or from some other cause injury would be
sustained, either by the parties to whom they are
due or by the Contractor, by waiting for a Board
of Survey, the head of the department or officer
in charge of the party or parties for whom the
articles are to be received, shall have power to
reject, at the place of delivery, such article or
articles as are obviously of inferior quality, it
being distinctly understood that he will be
responsible to the Government for so doing, and
that the Contractor will have a right to appeal to
the Government, although in the meantime he
must take back the rejected article and supply
good in its stead, failing of which it will be obtained
by the officer or party requiring it, and the expense
charged to the Contractor.
15. A repetition of irregularity in the quality or
quantity of the supplies, or of any delay in delivery
or replacing them when required, will also subject
the Contractor, upon the report of the officer in.
charge of the parties or establislinient, to such
mulct not exceeding one-fourth of the amount of
his monthly account, as the Government may
direct. It will also be in the power of the Govern-
ment, upon such repetition, t  terminate th con-
tract forthwith.
1G. It will be in the power of either party to.
limit the duration of the contract, by giving, in
writing, a notice of three full calendar months to
the opposite party of intention of ending the con-
tract at the expiration of that period, it being
understood that such notice can be given only from
the first.day of a month.
17. The Contractor will be required to prepare
his own account, monthly or quarterly, in the
prescribed form, which he will deliver in a complete
state to the officer receiving the supplies. In those-
cases where cash credits are given to heads of
departments for that purpose, the Contractor will
receive payment through the department ; when
such is not the case the account will be forwarded
by the officer receiving the supplies to the
'Treasury.
18. The value of all packages to be included ia
the price demandad.
19. It will be competent to any Contractor, with
the sanction of the Government, to transfer his.
contract on the first day of any month, provided
the party accepting the same on his behalf, shall,.
together with two sureties, execute a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing the due performance of the
contract on the terms and conditions originally
accepted. A deposit of one hundred pounds will
be required as' a guarantee for the due fulfilment of
the terms of the contract.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
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NOTICE.
PERSONS desirous of an interview with the
Colonial Secretary, upon Public Business,
will have the opportunity afforded them between the
hours of Eleven a.m. and One p.m. on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays, at which times only will
the Colonial Secretary be at- leisure to receive
them.
It is, however, to be understood, that gentlemen
from the country, whose business will not admit of
delay, will be received at any time during the usual
office hours..
Heads of Departments will also understand that
they can see the Colonial Secretary whenever they
may find it necessary to seek an interview.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
6th February, 1866.
NOTICE.FROM and after this date, no applications foremployment in the Public Service, in con-
nection with this Department, can be entertained,
as there are no vacancies at present or in prospect.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
12th February, 1866.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1806.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PUBLIC OFFICES, ROCKHAMPTON.
4'
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 31st
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Public Offices at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Public
Offices, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender, may be
seen and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane, or at the
Engineer of Roads Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
or at the Engineer of Roads Office, Rockhampton,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a. bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £400 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender- will not necessarily beDepartment of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  20th February, 1866.
APPLICATION TO SELL UNDER THE " TRUS-
TEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."H IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  directs it to be
notified, that the Board of General Education have,
in terms of the Act 28 Victoria ,  No. 22, made
application to -the Governor in Council for leave
to sell the portion of land granted as a site for a
National School ,  Toowoomba ,  in order to obtain
funds for the erection of suitable school premises
on another site.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought, must
lodge the same with the Secretary for Lands and
Works, by letter, within the period of three months
from the date of the first publication of this notice
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Worics,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO COLTRT HOUSE, IPSWICH.TENDEI S will be received at this Office, untilTwelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 31st
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Additions to Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Additions
to Court House, Ipswich."
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane, or at the
Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum, signed
by the partytendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and
deliver at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor
in Brisbane, or at the Court House, Ipswich, within
seven days from the usual notification of' accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal sum
of 0100 for securing such performance, otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following Regulations to be observed
with regard to the working of the Turnpike Gate
erected on Wiseman's Bridge, near Rockhampton,
in pursuance of the provisions of the Act 2  William
IT., No. 12 ,  and 14 Victoria, No. 5.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
sailors in  Her Majesty's service, proceeding or
returning on duty.
Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers, and constables on
actual duty, and any prisoners in their charge.
TURNPIKE REGULATIONS.
1. That the Turnpike gate be leased by auction, tender,
or otherwise, as the Government may determine.
2. That the Turnpike rates and charges shall be painted
on boards, and placed in conspicuous situations at both
ends of the bridge, at the cost of the lessee thereof.
3. The lessee of the Turnpike shall enter into a bond in
an amount to be fixed by the Government, with two
sureties, for the due performance of his contract ; and for
his information he will be supplied with a copy of these
Regulations.
4. During the dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and pro-
perly trimmed at both ends of the bridge, and the lessee
shall provide the same.
5. All persons crossing the bridge, with the follow-
ing exceptions, shall pay the charges fixed in Schedule
A., viz.:-
(1.) The Governor and any person in actual attend-
ance upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
(2.) Ministers of religion, officers, soldiers, and
ment, furnished with a Pass from the Engineer
of Roads.
All children  proceeding to or returning from
any school , whether public  or private ; all
officers and men connected  with  Her Majesty's
Customs when  on duty.
(4.)• All  officers and laborers of the Roads Depart-
(5 )
6. Any lessee of the Turnpike who shall infringe upon
or act contrary to any clause or condition contained
in these Regulations shall, on conviction before two
or more Justices of the Peace, be subjected to a penalty
not exceeding five pounds.
7. In the event of two convictions within one month
against the lessee of the Turnpike, such convictions shall
cancel the lease, and the Government may at once
resume the `turnpike.
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8. If the  lessee  shall neglect to put up a scale of Turn-
pike  dues,  as provided for in clause 2 of these regula-
tions  ; or if any collector, or other person, employed by
such lessee , shall not be in attendance at all times by
day and by night at the place at which he is stationed,
or ought to be ; or shall demand and take greater dues
from any person or persons who shall be exempt from
payment thereof, and who shall claim such exemption ;
or shall, under color of his office as collector, wilfully
extort from any person or persons any sum of money or
thing of value whatsoever, as and for or in lien of
payment of dues; or shall refuse to permit and suffer
any person or persons to read, or shall in any manner
hinder or prevent any person or persons from reading
the inscription on such boards ; or shall refuse to tell
his Christian and surname to any person or persons
who shall demand to know the same, on being paid the
said dues or any of them, or shall in answer give a
false name or names ; or upon legal dues being tendered
or paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay any passenger or passengers from passing over
the bridge ; or if such collector shall make use of any
scurrilous or abusive language to any traveller or passen-
ger,-then and in each and every such case the-said
lessee  shall forfeit and pay for every such offence any
sum not exceeding five pounds, to be recovered before any
two of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace.
9. If any person liable to the payment of any dues
under these Regulations shall, after demand, neglect or
refuse to pay the same, or any part thereof, it shall be
lawful for any person duly authorised to collect the same,
to prevent such person or persons from passing over the
bridge until the dues demandable and payable by such
person or persons so refusing to pay the same be paid
and discharged.
10. Any person who shall intentionally evade the pay-
ment of the aforesaid dues shall, on conviction, be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
11. The  lessee shall  not sub-let, or in any way dispose
of the turnpike, without the express sanction of the
Government.
SCHEDULE A.
Turnpike dues and charges.
s. d.
Every foot  passenger ... ... ... 0 1
Single  horse, with or without rider ... ...  0 2
Two-wheeled vehicle, laden with produce,'
merchandise , &c., drawn, by one horse or
other animal . , . 0 3
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two  horses or
other animals .. ... 0 4
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses
or other  animals ... . ...  .11  0 5
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses
or other animals ... ... ... ...  0 6
For every additional horse or other animal
drawing a two-wheeled conveyance, each 0 1
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses
or other animals ... ... ... ...  0 8
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses
or  other animals ... . ... ... 0 9
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses
or other animals ... ... . - . .. 0 10
For every additional horse or other animal
drawing a four-wheeled conveyance, each 0 1
Private Carriages.
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by one horse ... 0 6
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by one horse ... 0 9
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses,.. 1 0
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses 1 3
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses 1 6
Bullocks and horned cattle, per head ... 0 1
Pigs, goats, and sheep, per head .. ... 0 4
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  let March, 1866.HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct ,  in accordance with the provisions of Act
29 Victoria ,  No. 18 ,  that on and after the 1st
proximo ,  the Government will receive
Proposals for the Insurance of Lives under
Government guarantee  ;  and for the
Purchase of small Government Annuities or
Monthly Allowances,
at  any  Savings Bank O.flice throughout the Colony.
Small Life Insurances and Annuities may be
purchased from the Government by persons between
the ages of 16 and 60 ,- either by one immediate
payment or by annual ,  quarterly ,  or monthly pay-
ments ,  as may be convenient to the purchaser.All information ,  and the necessary forms of Pro-
posal,  &e., can be obtained on application at any
Savings Bank  Office, or at the Treasury ,  Brisbane.
By His Excellency 's 'Command,JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
AMENDED REGULATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT
SAVINGS BANKS.HIS Excellency the Governor, with theadviceof the Executive Council, has b en pleas
to direct the publication of the following alterations
and additions to the Savings Bank Regulations,
dated 16th November, 1864, made under the
authority of the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria,
No. 2, entitled  "An Act to grant additional facsli-
ties for depositing small savings at interest with the
securitg of the Government for due repayment
thereof," viz.
1. The following words to be omitted from clause 5 of
the said regulations, viz., " the depositor shall sign his
name in  a place to be provided for his signature in the
depositor's book," it being considered advisable that
depositors shall not in future be required to sign their
names  in Savings Bank pass-books.
The following are to stand as additional  regula-
tions :-
1. Persons desirous of lodging money in the Govern-
ment  Savings  Banks, and who, by reason of residing at
too great a distance from the nearest Branch Office, are
precluded from depositing in the manner prescribed by
clause 3 of the regulations, may remit their deposit by
post direct to the Treasury. The Government will,
however, undertake no responsibility under this  clause,
in the event of the remittance miscarrying.
2. In order to meet the convenience of persons resid-
ing at a distance from Brisbane, and to save a long
course of post, depositors so circumstanced may, in
future, make application to withdraw the whole or any
portion of their deposits by electric telegraph  message,
at the reduced uniform charge of one shilling. The
depositor will be required to sign the usual withdrawal
notice in the presence of a Savings Bank Officer, by whom
the message will be forwarded to the Treasury ; but no
officer is  to forward  such message  unless the depositor is
personally known to him, or  unless  he produces satis-
factory evidence that he  is the person  entitled to the
withdrawal.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
RANCHES of the above Bank are now open
at Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Dray ton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings..
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further intormation.can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
f`(lHE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillings
_j._ per quarter ,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements  is at  the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight  lines  (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 17th January, 1866.
STEAM POSTAL„ST+.RVICE BETWEEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY AND BATAVIA OR SINGA-
PORE,  VIA  TORRES'.STRAITS.
Queensland Government having in conTIlE teniplation 'the establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
:tain,  yid  Torres' Straits and Singapore, sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until MON-
DAY, the" 25th June, 1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly, for a period of five
years, from and to Brisbane and Batavia, calling
at Port Denison and Cape York.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore and Sydney ; and separate
offers will be received for Monthly Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York," and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of'lst and 2nd class, the tonnage, horse-
power, and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether propelled by screw or paddles ; also
to state the time at which the service can be
commenced. -
The Contract will embrace the conveyance,of  -all
Mails put on board, whether British,. Colonial, or
Foreign. -
The vessels will be required to convey theOfficer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do ,not bind, themselves to
accept the lowest or .any Tender.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or by applying to ,Messrs. Julyan
and Sergeaunt, Crown Agents, 6 ,A.de'lphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
'.Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer, Brisbane, and marked  " Tender
.for the Conveyance of Mails yid Torres' Straits.."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Memoranda for the information of persons wishing to
Tender for the Torres' Straits Mail Service,, in
reply to Treasury - advertisement, dated the 17th'
January, 1866.
1. Tenders to state fully the speed, tonnage, passenger
accommodation of each class, how, propelled, .and all
other information relative to the vessels to be employed,
required by the advertisement.
2. Vessels to start from, each end of. the Contract line
monthly, at such times as may be hereafter determined,
with a view of making the Torres' Straits Mail- Service
alternate with that  .vi4  Cape Leeuwin, thus securing
fortnightly commlinication between Australia and
Europe..
3. Plans and sections of vessels proposed to be
employed to be sent with the Tender.
4. Vessels to be at all  times supplied and furnished
with ,all necessary and proper machinery, engines, pro-
visions,, anchors, cables, boats, fire pumps, and lightning
conductors, and. all proper appliances, subject to the
approval of the Officers appointed for the. purpose by the
Postmaster-General.
5. Vessels to be officered and manned to the satisfac-
tion of,the Postmaster-General. -
6. Each vessel to carry a properly, qualified medical
practitioner,,.and to be furnished with, suffi,cieint medicines
ant. medical comforts. . -
7. 'The Postmaster-General-or his representative may
delay departure of Contract, Steamer twenty-four, , hours
when deemed necessary.
8. The Contract Steamer to leave Batavia or Singapore
within twenty-four hours after the arrival of the
European Mail Steamers, and to carry the Mails to their
destination at an average speed of not less than ten*
"'knots, calling atCape York, and such other port or ports
as maybe agreed on, reasonable time for detention being
allowed by the Government.
9. Should the Mails not be delivered within the time
stipulated, the sum of £100 to be deducted, by way of
penalty, for every twenty-four hours of such delay, the
fu ll  amount of -penalty, however, not to exceed the
proportionate sum due for that particular service.
10., Postmaster--General to pay an award of £50, over
and above the -Contract sum, for each and every twenty-
four hours the Mail shall be delivered within the time
covenanted' for.
11. As a penalty for not providing an efficient vessel
ready to, start according to agreement, Contractors to
pay, by way-of penalty, the sum of £250, also to pay a
further sum of £100 for every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay.
12. Contractors to have not less than three vessels of
the stipulated tonnage and power at all times ready for
service.
13. Postmaster-General may appoint a Mail Agent to
each vessel, who,.-shall be provided with suitable first-
class. cabin accommodation 'and table, at the expense of
the Contractors. The said Mail Agent o have
customary powers with regard to determining questions
relative to Mails, -and the ;despatch or detention of vessels
carrying Mails.
14. Necessary and suitable accommodation, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General, to be provided
-for the purpose of sorting and making up- Mails during
the voyage, if required.
15. Mails to be delivered at the Post Office, and con-
veyed to the Steamers at the expense of the Contractor,
without  any  delay.
16. Payments to be made quarterly in Brisbane, and
the payment stipulated to be in full satisfaction for 'the
service; the Mail money to belong to Her Majesty.
17. The agreement to be entered into to be in force
for five years, but Government reserve to themselves
power to determine the Contract, should the service not
be properly performed.
18. Contractors may -at any time terminate the agree-
ment, upon-giving six 'months notice of their intention,
and .by paying, by way of forfeit; a sum equivalent to
two months' subsidy. "
19. 'Contractors not to dispose of, or under-let the
Contract, without the consent of the Postmaster-General.
20. Contractors to be bound in the penal sum o£
£16,000, to be paid to the Government .by way of -stipu
sated damages, in ease of' failure on their part- :to"
carry out the agreement.
21. ' Government, .reserve to themselves the; right -to.
add other reasonable 'stipulations .to those aalready
mentioned.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 7th March, .1866.IT is hereby notified or general information, that
the Tender of the undermentioned party has
been .accepted for the Run 'of Crown Lands.as here-
inafter specified in connection with his .name.
This Tender is accepted subject to the provisions
of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17, and to the Regula-
tions in force.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Applicant, Abraham Johnston ; run, Bottle Tree,;
estimated area, 18 square miles ; rent, £18 ;
premium, £2, 10s. ; total amount, £20 10s.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION ON SURVEY.
Commencing. at  -a box, tree marked broad-arrow over
P in triangle at north-west corner of the ' Gnooloonia.
Run, and bounded.. thence on the east by a north line'about
eight miles seventy-two chains ; thence on the north by
a west line six miles and. three-quarters to a box tree
marked broad-arrow over Bin triangle ; thence an the
west by a south line about two miles forty-seven chains
to an oak tree marked broad-arrow over UN in triangle ;
thence on the south. by an east line fifty-four chains to a
bloodwood tree marked broad-arrow in triange JP, well
known as ".Bottle Tree ;" thence on the south=west by
a line bearing south forty-two degrees east about eight
il dh •fbm e ore* Tenders wi ll  also be received  for the  service on a scale pro - es an tree -ctuaxters W the rnarkod tree herein
rortionate to speed- say, from nine to eleven knots. first described.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  6th -March, 1866.
MAILS F d R• EUROPE , INDIA,  CHINA, &c.,
VIA TORRES '  STRAITS.
M
AILS per Colonial Contract Steamer
" SOUCHAYS " to  Batavia  vid  Torres'
Straits, will be despatched on FRIDAY ,  the 6th
April next.
Mails  will be made .up for the following  places:-The United Kingdom, France, and other Conti-
nental States ,  Her Majesty 's Indian Possessions, the
Cape ,  Mauritius ,  Timor, Batavia ,  Singapore, and
all other places in the .  China Seas, &c.
RATES OF POSTAGE.
Correspondence addressed to, or through, the
United Kingdom, or the Continent of Europe,  vid
Trieste, or by the closed French Mail, will be
charged the usual Rates of Postage, in accordance
with the printed Table of Rates.
Correspondence for all other places will be
charged the Sea Rate of Postage, viz. :-Sixpence
for every half-ounce, such correspondence, how-
ever, may, or may not, be charged on arrival at
destination.
J. DOUGLAS,
Postmaster -General.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1866.
MAILS PER " ELLORA."MAILS per the P. and O.S.N. Company's
steamer " ELLORA" will be made up at this
Office, and despatched  via  Sydney, per -LADY
YOUNG," closing as under :-
On SATURDAY, the 17th instant-
leading- lights for taking the north channel, will be
exhibited on and after Tuesday, the 1st of May, 1866.
The two fairway lights for entering (red and bright),
will be shown from beacons 228 feet apart, in a S.W. I S.,
and N.E.  I  N. direction, erected on a clear space of
ground on the hill at the back of the town, between the
Wesleyan and Catholic- Churches.
Those for taking the north channel, also red and
bright, will be shown from beacons erected on the break-
water -in the vicinity of the old Bull beacons, at a
distance of a hundred feet apart, in a W. by N. and E.
by S. direction.
In both  cases, when the lights are in line, the, bright
will be the uppermost, and the red the lowermost, -one
of the two. In the day time, however, this order of
colour will be reversed,  as it is  intended to paint the
upper beacons red and the lower ones white.
The lower or north-eastern 'of the two obelisks at pre-
sent used for the leading mark in, situated on Shepherd's
Hill, will be removed, so likewise will be the remnant of
the Bull beacons on the breakwater.
The exhibition of these leading lights will not necessi-
tate different sailing directions to those already pub-
lished, any more than the lights and new beacons being
substituted for the obelisks and beacons which are at
present in use. _
In entering the Port of Newcastle at night, great
caution will be necessary, in consequence of the strength
of the tide, and due allowance will have to be made for
ebb or flow; on sighting the north channel lights, and
abdut to alter course from S.W. 4 S. with the fairway
lights  in one , to W. by N., the direction which  a vessel
will have to steer to keep the north channel lights in
line, to gain an anchorage in the north harbor.
FRANCIS HIXSON,
Superintendent.
istered LettersFor Re m5 pg ... ... ..
For Newspapers
For Ordinary Letters
...
...
...
...
8 p.m.
10  P.M. UPPER FLATS, FITZROY RIVER.
LATE FEE MAIL.-At General Post Office, 8.30
a.m. on the 19th instant. Also on board the " Lady
Young" until the hour of her departure from the
wharf.
Money Order, 5 p.m. on the 17th instant.
The following mails will be despatched, viz.-To the United Kingdom via  Marseilles and South-
ampton ; to France and other Continental States
(in a closed mail to France) ; and to the Northern
countries of Europe  via  (when marked) Trieste ;
also to the colonies of New South Wales, Victoria,
South Australia, Tasmania and Western Australia.
Letters intended to be transmitted by any of the
special routes ab'ovementioned, viz.,  " via  Marseilles"
(in inclosed mail to France), or  "via  Trieste," must
be so addressed.
RATES.-All letters' going to or through the
United Kingdom must be prepaid, and the additional
charge on those sent  via  Marseilles is 4d. the half-
ounce. On letters sent  " via  Trieste " the postage
(as already notified) is 6d. the quarter-ounce.
J. DOUGLAS,
Postmaster-General.
The Treasury, New South Wales,
15th February, 1866.THE following particulars, with reference to theleading Lights in the Harbor of Newcastle, •
in this Colony, are published for general informa-
tion.
GEOFFREY EAGAR,
Office of Superintendent of
Pilots, Lights, and Harbors,
Sydney, 10th February, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
LEADING LIGHTS AND 13EACONS FOR NEWCASTLE.
Yrr order to  increase  the facilities for navigating iNTew-
ca$le Harbor, leading lights for entering, and also
ON and after the 28th of February, a LIGHT-SHIP will be moored, head and stern, in the
position of the Large Black Buoy, at the Crossing
place at the Upper Flats. The Lightship will,
between sunset and sunrise, show a Red Light at
the mast-head, and by day and night the following
Tidal Signals will to exhibited from her :-
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TIDAL SIGNALS.
Upper Flats , -Fitzroy River.
Depth of
Water. Day Signal. Night  Signal.
Eft. flip.... Ball north yard-arm White light north side
Oft. Bin. ... Ball south yard-arm
7ft. Oin.... Flag north yard-arm ... White light south side
7ft. bin. ... Flag south yard arm
Sft. Oin. ... Ball north and south yard- Red light north side
armsM. bin. ,.. Flag north and 'south yard- Red light south side,
arms
9ft. Oin. ... • Two balls north yard-arm Green light north side
91t.  fin . ... Two balls south yard-arm  Green light south side
10ft . Oin. ,., Ball above  flag north
yard-arm
10ft.6in. ...  Ball above  flag south
yard-arm
11ft.Oin.... Flag above ball north
yard-arm
11ft. 6ia. ...  Flag  -  above ba ll  south
yard-arm
12ft. Oin.  •...  Ba ll  above  flag north,ball
south
12ft .  fin.... Ball above  flag south, ball
north
13ft. Oin....  Flag above ball north, ball
south
131%. bin. .., Flag above ball south, ball
north
14ft .  Oin.... Two balls north ,  flag south
14ft .  Gin. and Two balls south ,  flag north
upwards
White  light north side,
white  light south side
Red  li ght north side, red
light south side
White  light north side,
red  light south side
Red  light north side
white light south side
White light north side,
green light south side
Green  light  north side,
white light south side
Red light '  north side,
green light south side
Green light north side,
red light south side
Green  light north side,
green light south side
By order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Postmaster,
Port Office,
28th February, 1866.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1866.THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and AssETS of the BANK of QUEENSLAND (LiMITED), within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, during the QUA'nrrn fromthe 3rd OCTOBER to the 30th DECEMBER,
 1865, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13. By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANE or QUEENSLAND (LIMirxn), within the Colony of QiJTENSLAND, taken from the several Weekly Statements
during the QUARTER from the 3rd OCTOBER, to 30th DECBMBER,1865.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation. Not bearing Interest;"Bearing Interest
Bills in  Circulation (
Not bearing Interest ",
Bearing  Interest
Balance due to other Banks ...
Deposits .,. Not bearing Interest-Bearing Interest .,,
Total Amount
 of Liabilities
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
P,  a. d. £ s. d.
ASSETS.
30,636 3 1 30,636 3 1 Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined Metals
6,434 18 6
49,730 15  0
64,686 2 8
Landed Property
Gold and Silver, in Bullion or Bars ... ,,.
6,434 18 6 Notes and Bills of other Banks ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
5,767 10 8 Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
113,416 17 8
Balances due from other Banks ., .,.
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
£ 156,255 911
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ... ... 207,900 0 0
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders, percent. .., 6 0 0
Amount of the last Dividend declared .., 6,391 8 9
Amount of the  Reserved Profits  after  declaring such
 Dividend 6,801 18 6
Total Amount of Assets
AMOUNT.
s. d.
TOTALS.
& s. d.
14,629 16 9
141 10 11
1,545 6 7
4,879 18 5
388,14710 9
£ 404,344 3 5
A. ANDERSON, Manager.
W. SHIELDS, Acting Accountant.
I, Alexander Anderson, make oath, that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
auk during the period specified ; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at , this 6th day, of March, 1866. A. ANDERSON.
HRxni B1 c$Lr;, Justice of the Peace.
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Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1866.
PRE-EMPTIVE PURCHASES APPROVED.
I
T is hereby notified, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to approve of the persons mentioned in the annexed list being allowed to purchase,
under their Pre-emptive Right, the portions of land specified against their respective names.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
Applicant. Name of Run. Area.
Cost
Price. of Measure-
ment-
Deed Fee.
Acres. £ £ s. d. £ s. d.
T. Coutts ... ... ... North°•Toolburra No. 19 314 314 6 4 0 1 10 0
Ditto .. ... ... Ditto 20 633 633 Nil. 1 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... Ditto 21 478 478 Nil. 1 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... Ditto 22 240 240  6 4 0 1 5 0
Ditto ... ... Ditto 23 538 538 Nil. 1 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... Ditto 24 160 160 6 4 0 1 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... Ditto 25 162 162 6 4 0 1 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... Ditto 26 316 316 6 4 0 1 10 0
Ditto .., ... ... Ditto 27 160 160 6 4 0 1 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... Ditto 28 160 160 6 4 0 1 5 0
Ditto ... ... Ditto 29 431 431 Nil. 1 10 0
Ditto Ditto 30 445 445 Nil.  1 10  0
J. D. Vignolles ... ... Western Creek No. 1 ... 333 333 Nil. 1 10 0
Ditto Ditto 2 309 309 6 4 0 1 10 0
Shepherd Smith Felton No. '26 ... 350 350 Nil.  1 10  0
Ditto  ... ... Ditto 27 ... 314 314 6 4 0 1 10 0
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1866,
No. 1.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY, 1866.
PARTIES applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
give the correct number of the List in which they may have observed their Names, as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Parties in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission ; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested. to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
J. DOUGLAS,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is open for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted ,  from Ten a.m. to Four  p.m.; on Saturday ,  from. Ten a.m, to One p.m.
A. 27 Andrews John ,  Brisbane u k
1 ABBOTT Miss Eliza ,  Ipswich n z 28 Andrews Frederick ,  Toowoomba u k
2 Abbott Henry, Port Denison s 29 Appleford  -,  Rockhampton u k (2)
3 Abbott T .  K., Rockhampton c 30 Appleton Thomas ,  Wolfang c
4 Adams Mrs., Brisbane c 31 Archer William, Brisbane c
5 Adams Lequire ,  Redbank c 32 Arde ll J .,  Rocky Creek s
6 Ahearn Miss E., Milton c 33 Argo George, Gatton c
7 Ahern R. and J., Brisbane u k 34 Arkison Richard ,  Maryborough c
8 Albert H .  D., Rockhampton c 35 Armistead H., Brisbane c
9 Albreth Francis, Enniskillen o 36 Armstrong -, Milton c
10 Alexander James, Brisbane c 37 Armstrong L., Toowoomba u k
11 Allan John ,'  Brisbane, u k (2) 38 Arnold H. C., Rockhampton s a (2)
12 Allen Mrs .  E., Brisbane u k 39 Ashton John ,  Toowooinba s
13 Allen David, Brisbane u k 40 Askins  -,  Brisbane c
14 Allen G., Warwick c 41 Aspden James, Brisbane u k
15 Allen J. T.,  Enniskillen c 42 Asin  (Chinaman ,)  Roma c
16 Alleyne R., Canmaroo, s a 43 Atherden Josh Henry ,  Brisbane o
17 Al lison P., Brisbane c 44 Attwater Mrs., Brisbane c
18 Allison Thomas ,  Bindango c 45 Axon William ,  Negunga c
19 Allport H. C., Long Island c B.
20 Alpin Phil., Rockhampton c 1 BADCOCK  W., Rockhampton s (2)
21 Amos Charles ,  Rockhampton t 2 Baily Charles ,  Brisbane u k (2)
22 Ance Mrs., Clermont o 3 Bailey William Henry, Rockhampton c
23 Anderson Eustace, Wa llah s 4 Bailey George ,  Camboon u k (3)
24 Anderson James,  Murphy' s Creek,  in 5 .Bailey Rev., P .  R. S., Taroom c
25 Anderson and Sons, Rockhampton s 6 Bainbridge Robert, Toowoomba o c
26 Andrews  -- (tobacconist ),  Brisbane c 7 Baker  -,  Bowen c
2,69
8 Baker Joseph , Eight-mile  Plains, c 96 Bowman  -,  Brisbane c
9 Baker George, Brisbane -m (2) 97 Boyan Miss Maria,  Brisbane c
10 Baker J. W., Brisbane c 98 Boycs William W., Brisbane m
11 Ballard J., Bulimba c (3) 99 Boyce I. and E., Brisbane o
12 Ballard James, German  Station c (), 103 Boyle Charles, Toowoomba, c
13 Banks John, Callandoon c 101 Boyle John. Gatton s
14 Banks R., Toowoomba u k 102 Brabayon Samuel, Toowoomba u k
15 Banks  Mrs. Mary A., Brisbane u k 103 Brady Edward F., Mounted  Police:f
16 Barlow John, Marvboron; lr e (2) 10-1 Brady Jonathan. Mount  Hattoa. a.
17 Barlow Silvanus, Brisbane u k 105 Braine Miss Mary, Brisbane c
18 Barnett J., Brisbane o e 106 Brannan Jimima, Glengallan o
19 Barnett -, Brisbane e 107 DeBrant J. W., 1{ocklrainpton s:
20 Barricoat Samuel W., Rockhampton u k (2) 108 Branghan Thomas, Baramba e
21 Barrett Bridget, Brisbane c 109 Broderson T. C., Brisbane c
22 Barrett  J. G., Peak Downs a 110 Brodie William, Brisbane c
23 Barron  Miss E. A., Brisbane a 111 Brehm John, Canal Creek e
24 Barry  John,  Brisbane u k (2) 112 Brennan Miss Mary, Bowen u
25 Barry Toseph, Peak Downs s 113 Brannan James, Brisbane u k
26 Bart Miss Augusta, Toowoomba e. 114 Brigmann John, Toowoomba 9
27 Barter Samuel, Toowoomba e 115 Brigs James, Toowoomba c
28 Bartholomay Adam, 11 ormandy  Reserve, c 116 Bruslin  James, Rocklampton e
29 Partin William, Rockhampton u k 117 Broach Thomas, Brisbane c
30 Barwell -, Warwick e 118Broadhurst William, Brisbane u.k
31 Basch Leopold, Bowen c 119 Brodie Brothers, Bowen o
32 Bassett  W. F., Bowen c (2) 120 Broe Patk., Talgai c
33 Basiven St. John, Brisbane e 121 Broker James, Gracemere e
34 Battersby Arthur, Port Denison q 122 Bromlett Cerilli, Toowoomba,
35 Baxter.George, Brisbane u k 123 Brookes W., Rockhampton q
36 Baylis John, Talgai s (2) 121 Bros C., Rockhampton s
37 Baynes E. J., Brisbane c 125 Brown G. J., Rockhampton s.
38 Beale , Chinchilla c 126 Brown James, Rockhampton,
39 Beare Thomas and James,  Peak  T),qWRg. c 127 Brown John, Brisbane u k
40 Beasley John 0., St. George C,(2) 128 Brown John, Brisbane u k
41 Beasley John, Bowen c 129 Brown J., Coranga s
42 Beid Miss, Bowen c 130 Brown John  Evans, Marauga q.
43 Beilby Thomas, Brisbane u k 131 Brown J. G., Brisbane c
44 Belcher -, Redbank c 132 Brown John H., Brisbane e
45 Belford Richard, Rockhampton c 133 Browne John, Brisbane c
46 Belforr F. G., Curriwillinghi 4 131 Browne Maurice E., Brisbane p
47 Bell Charles  H., Brisbane c 135 Browne Robert, Petrie  Terrace: c
48 Bell Thomas, Brisbane s 136 Browne Robert, Brisbane u 19
49 Bell F., Brisbane u k 137 Brown W., Brisbane c
50 Bell J., Talgai n z and c (2) 138 Brown W., Talgai s
61 Bellamy -, Toow oomba c 139 Brown W., Brisbane e
52 Bennett  George, Port  Denisgt) ,  e 140 Browne W. Wrightson,  Brisbane  4'k
53 Benham William, Toowoomba # 141 Browning F. J., Brisbane u U
54 Bennett Maria,  Brisbane o e 142 Bruce It. H., Brisbane e
5 Bennett C. J., Brisbane u k 143 Bryant Emma, Brisbane o
56 Bennett  J. H., Rockh an ptori e 144 Bryant James,  Brisbane u 1€
57 Berche T., Talgai e 145 Bryce John, Brisbane n z
58 Bergin E., Ipswich e 146 Buchanan Eliza, Bockhampto 9
59 Bergin Dennis, Warwick e (2) 147 Buchanad Mary, Brisbane n
60 Bergin S. D., Maryborough e 148 Buckle Cuthbert,  Wharton Caek 4_
61 Berkhardt Miss F., Gayndalt c 149 Buckley Samuel,  Bulimba g
62 Bernhard Antoft , Clermont c 150 Buckley Michael, Dalby c
63 Best  Richard, .ttockl m-  top n z 151 Buffy Thomas, Oxley  e,
64 Bienge John,  Bauhinia Downs s 152 Bulfin  Ed., Ipswich a
65 Bigg  William, Brisbane- iz k (2) 153 Bullen George, Brisbane 4k
66 Binstead Arthur,  Brisbap c 154 Burke Miss Julia, Brisbane ,e
67 Birch John, Brisbane u k 155 Burkitt, Geo., Warwick u k
68 Bishop -, Ipswich n 156 Burn Geo. H., Nebo Creek s k
69 Blake Mrs. Charles, Rockhampton u k 157 Burn James, Talgai e
70 Blake Edward, Port Denison u It 158 Burnett James, Ipswich o c
71 Black John, Gibbon's Camp e 159 Burns R. TV., Brisbane 7n
72 Black Rev. J. K., Rockhampton c 161) Burrowdale Henry, Peak  Dons act
73 Blacker Robert, Rockhampton e 161 Burrowes Sydney,  Brisbane c
74 Bland Henry S., Rockhampton c 162 Burt -, Surat e
75 Blenkiron Ralph, Ipswich u k 163 Burtenshaw -,  Comet s
76 BI igh John, Brisbane u k 164 Burton J. R., Brisbane c
77 Bloomfield Robert, Pike's Creek e (2). - 165 Butcher Boen, Brisbane c -
78 Blum John, Banana f 166 Butcher J. B., Brisbane u k (2
79 Boardman H., Brisbane c 167 Butler W., Brisbane u k
80 Boddie ;ton C.. Port  Denison c (2) 168 Bottler F., Toowoomba c (2)
81 Bolga Rose, Brisbane u k 169 Byrne James, Ballard's Camp e
82 Bolin John, Glengallan o 170 Byrne James, Townsville s
83 Dolton  Charles, Brisbane e (3) 171 Byrnes Henry, Brisbane a
84 Brisbane sBolton W. -T.
85
,
Bolwin William , Brisbane s Co
86 Bond Francis, Port ;Denison c I CAHALANE John, Oxley u k
87 Bridge . Talgai u k 2 Caldwell Samuel, Brisbane nl
88 Bonwick J. J., Brisbane fn 3 Caldwell John,  Brisbane g
89 Booker Mrs. Richard, Brisbane s 4 Cale Mrs.,  Brisbane s
90 Boor L. J., Dah, angal a 5 Callaghan Andrew,  Springsure A
91 Borck Carl, Clermont o 6 Calagan Mrs., Toowoomba e
92 Bott Wm., Brisbane c 7 Callaghan Miss, Toowoomba a
93 Boulton T., Toowoomba, c 8 Callan John, Clermont u k
94 Bourke John,  Bandamb x is 9 Callan John, Strathmore c
95 Bovill .E. Page, Rpma s 10 Calland Doi glas,  Ipswich u k
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11 Callinan Bridget, Brisbane u k
12 Calvert James, Brisbane c
13 Cameron, E., Rockhampton  m and c (2)
14 Cameron John, Brisbane u k
15 Cameron John, .Wort Denison m
16 Cameron J. H., Clermont m
17 Cameron D. and A., Gayandah o c
18 Campbell Alex., Toowoomba o
19 Campbell Chas., Taroom c
20 Campbell Farquhar, Bowen s
21  Campbell J., ZTTarwvich c
22 Campbell Malcolm, Logan River e
23 Campbell Murdock, Callandoon c
24 Campbell Neil, Brisbane u k
25 Campbell R., Warwick s
26 Canning H., Brisbane u k
27 Cannon, Joseph, Curriwillinghi c
28 Cannon Patk., Redbank c
29 Canty John, Brisbane u k
30 Cardow Mrs. Julies, Brisbane f
31 Carlyle John, Wentworth m
32 Carr J. de B., Warwick e (4)
33 Carr Charles, Bowen u k
34 Carrington Win., Rockhampton u k
35 Carson Saml. John, Rockhampton u k
36 Carter Edward, Brisbane u k
37 Carter John, Rockhampton c
38 Cary , Mondure e
39 Cary (butcher), Brisbane c
40 Casey Timothy, Gracemere ra k
41 Cash James, Brisbane f
42 Cass James, Clermont c (2)
43 Cashin Thos., Brisbane u k
44 Catton Charles, Toowoomba u k
45 Cattlin E. W., Brisbane o c
46 Caubbert, Miss Rebecca,  Brisbane u k
47 Ceruti Carlo, Rockhampton s
48 Chalk M., Drayton s
49 Chalners Janet, Brisbane u k
50 Champion Eliza, Ipswich o
51 Chant Geo., Rockhampton n z
52 Chapman Thos, W., Rockhampton u k
53 Chapman R., Toowoomba u k
54 Chapman H., Brisbane e
55 Chapman Jas., Rockhampton c
56 Chandeen Hy., Albinia Downs c
57 Cheeseborough and Co., Appleshaw c
58 Chester Joseph, Brisbane m
59 Child John, Gatton n z
60 Childs ----, Bowen c
61 Chippendale T. and C., Waverley s62 Chisholm John C., Bowen u k (2)
63 Chiltern Miss, Brisbane s
64 Christie Michael, Ipswich e
65 Cliristiansen'Jens, Brisbane c
66 Clark ----, Brisbane u k
67 Clarke Adam, Bowen o e
68 Clarke Daniel, Rockhampton  in
69 Clarke James, Charlivelle e
70 Clark John. Maryborough s
71 Clarke J., Drayton s72 Clark J. D., T'al gai c(3)
73 Clarke J. C., Rockhainnton s
74 Clarke Walter, Bowen u k
75 Claus, Adam, Tingalpah c
76  Claims  Chris., Brisbane c
77 Claiiss Sophie, Blythdale f
78 Claussen U. F., Port Denison e
79, Clayton T. E., G aypdah u k
80 Claydon Philip, Brisbane u k
81 Clements -, Talgai c
82 Clifford Edward, Bowen m (2)
83 Clifford David, Brisbane c
84 Clifford H., Bowen s
85 Coady Miss Eliza, Brisbane u k
86 Coady Miss Ellen, Brisbane s (2)
87 Coakly Ed., Ipswich u k
88 Coare Henry, -Brisbane and Ipswich u k (5)
89 Coare John II., Brisbane u k
90 Coates 11obt., Redbank c
91 Cockburne  Jas.,  Brisbane o c92 Cochrane Wm. H., Rockhampton e
93 Cockerill Ed., Tabragalba c
94 Codrington Wm., Barcoo c
95 Coghill Donald, Rockhampton m
96 Coiilan -, Brisbane c
97 Colbeck John, Brisbane  it  k
98 Colbert Rebecca, Brisbane u k
I
Cole Fredk. Thos., Callandoon c
Cole Fredk. T., Warwick s
Cole Win., Brisbane u k
Collier Mrs., Brisbane c
Collins Mrs. Eliza, Brisbane c
Collins Wm., Brisbane u k
Collins Jas., Bowen c
Collins Miss Ann, Brisbane u k
Collins Mrs., Mary street c
Collins John, Brisbane c
Collins Thos., Ipswich u k
Comyn Peter, Toowoomba e
Condy Rebecca, .Brisbane o
Condon M., Comet s
Congdon W., Adam Bay m
Conlon Thos., Brisbane u k
Conly Chas., Ipswich c
Connay Mrs., Brisbane c
Connolly T., Rockhampton s
Comner W., Talgai c
Connor Michael, Ipswich c
Connor Chas., Brisbane t
Conroy Mrs. M., Toowoomba e
Conroy Mary, Brisbane u k
Considine M., Dalby s
Goode Mrs. Jas., Brisbane s
Cook Wm., Dikeliead u k
Cook Robt., Maryborough c
Cook Edward, Ipswich u k
Coombes Wm,, Brisbane c (2)
Cooper Chas., Cooper's  Plains o e
Cooper Henry, Talgai c
Cooper J. and T., Bowen c
Cooper Thos., Bauhinia Downs e
Cooper Thos. Michl., Rockhampton u k
Copeland Joseph, Toowoomba u k
Copland John R., Rockhampton u k (3)
Corbet Thos., Rockhampton u k
Corcoran M., Brisbane c
Corlille Thos., Brisbane u k
Cormody B., Brisbane e
Cornwell D., Toowoomba o
Cooren H., Brisbane c
Cort Robt., Rockhampton f
Costello Ellen, Brisbane s
Costello John Al., Bowen e (3)
Costen John, Bowen c (2)
Cottle Edwd., Callandoon c
Coupar T., Brisbane o c
Cowell John, Brisbane u k
Cowley C. A., Rockhampton u k (5)
Cox M. T., Brisbane u k
Coxhead Alfred,  Brisbane u k (2)
Cramb Joseph, Bowen c
Crain Chas., Brisbane u k
Crane -, Ipswich u k
Crate W., Rockhampton c
Crawford -, Brisbane c
Crawford Andrew, Brisbane u k
Crompton Jas., Elizabeth Creek o
Cronk Chris., Toowoomba e (2)
Cronin Sarah, Brisbane e
Crook llichd., Rookwood C
Cross John, Toowoomba c
Crouch Herbert, Bowen e.
Crowe Bridget, Ipswich u k
Crowley Win., Enoggera c
Crowley Denis, Bauhinia Downs c
Crowley John Murray, Rockhampton u k
Crughon Patk., Brisbane n z
Cruise Geo., Brisbane s a
Cullen Pat. or Mick., Bowen u k
Cullen G., Toowooniba c and s (3)
Cullen James, Ipswich c
Cullinan Simon, Brisbane f
Cummins T. T., Rockhampton s
Cunningham Miss, Rockhampton c
Cunningham Wrn., Clermont s
Curr Mrs. Bowen m
Curran Michl. C., Rockhampton c
Currie Robt., Chinchilla u k
Currie liobt. B., Brisbane u k
Curtis Chas., Rockhampton u Ic (4)
Cuselly Jas., Bunga c
D.
DALY Jeremiah, Ipswich e
Daley John, Warwick c
Danzick Fredk., Cleveland Bay c
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4 D'Arcy  H., wrarrego e
5 Dargin  John W., Bowen e
6 David F. W., Toowoomba c
7 David Michi, Brisbane-t
8 Davids Thos. and John  Thos., Brisbane u k
9 Davidson John G., Rockhampton s a
10 Davidson J. J., anango c
11 Davidson J. P., C iaverton c
12 Davies G. P., Brisbane e
13 Daviesoni Mrs., Ipswich u k
14 Davis Ethc-d., fpswich o c
15 Davis C::lman, Brisbane n z
16 Davis Edso d., Brisbane c c
17 Davis -_, Brisbane u k
18 Dawson Wm., Roekhampton e
19 Dawson Andrew, Clermont u k
20 Day Henry, Waverley c
21 Day Peter, Retreat c
22 Denham Chas., Bowen c
23 Dertyer Mrs., Brisbane u k2.4 Devine Lavinia, Rockhampton u k
25 De'vht James, Gowrie o
26 Devon Thos., Callandoon o c
27 Dew Richard, Rockhampton e
28 Dia mond Rachel, Brisbane u k
29 Diecen John, Rockhampton c
30 Dickson Thomas B., Iloekhampton u k
31 Dickson M. W., Bowen o c
32 Digidan Michael, Toowoomba u k
33 Dippel Henry, Bowen e
34 Dixon F., J. G., Ipswich u k
35 Dobiiken Mrs., Walloon c
36 Doekerty Win., Talgai c
37 Dolan Bridget,  Brisbane u k
38 Dolan Mary, Brisbane f
39 Doniinock  Wm., Ipswich s
40 Donaghey  Samuel , Bowen e
41 Donohue  John, Brisbane u k
42 Donovan J., Toowoomba c
43 Doolan Mrs. Esther,  Brisbane e
44 Dogherty James, Leyburn o
45 Douglas  B,., Brisbane s
46 Douglass  T. Wingfield,  Bowen u k (6)
47 Dowyer  Wilmot  P., Ipswich c
48 Dow  Andrew ,  Brisbane u k
49 Dow John, Bowen m
50 Downey James, Talgai e
51 Downing B., Gayndah c
52 Downs John, Toowoomba o c
53 Drew Jules, Ipswich c
54 Driscoll Michael, Brisbane u k
55 Duffey Denis, Toowoomba c
56 Daffy Margaret and Eliza, Ipswich a k
57 Duggan W., Pearl Creek c
58 Duggan M., Ilockliampton e
59 Du,imaresq L. F., Brisbane e
60 Dunn Mrs. A., Brisbane s
61 Dnnn ?ossy, Maryborough c
62 Dunn Henry, Bowen o
63 Dunne Robert,  Bald Hills c (2)
64 Duncan Thos., Bowen u k
65 Duncan Walter, Rockhampton u k
66 Dunken  W.,  Bowen c
67 Dunlop Charles J., Rockhampton u k
68 Duosdon J. D., Brisbane c
69 Putney Charles, Ipswich c
70 Dutton Robert, liocxhampton o
71 Dwyer Thos., Moonic River c
72 Dwyer Win., Toowoomba c
73 Dyes -, Rockhampton c
E.
1 EAGER G,, Bogeria s
2 Eames Thomas , Rosewood e
3 Easclen j., Ipswich u k
4 Eastside , Ipswich n k
5 l,dlgers John, Itockhanspton c
6 l?.illcins E. R., Rockhampton e
7 Fdanonds Eliza, Ipswich o
8 l':uerrnas John, Ipswich u k
9 ldeidge Fredk., on Telegraph line o
10 Eldon J., Oxley e
11 ] C_liolt Joseph, Ipswich u k (2)
12 lhiiiott Win., Banana o13 Jilliott Wra., White Camp e
14 Ellis Albert, Toowoomba c
15 Ellis Thomas, Rockhampton c
16 Ellis Henry, Brisbane  c and u k 2
17 Elliston C., Brisbane u k
18 Ellwood Robert, Ilockhainpton o c
19 Elwell Henry G., Brisbane  c and u k 3
20 Emmerson Charles, G ayndah c
21 Erl Leonard, Leyburn c
22 Erwin John, Rockhampton c
23 Erwin William John, Brisbane u k
24 Erwood W., Brisbane u k
25 Ennis Frederick, llorna u k
26 Eska Charles, Toowoomba s
27 Esse E. P., Brisbane u k (2)
28 Evans George, Brisbane e
29 Evans Mr., ;Warwick c
30 Evans Mr., Brisbane c
31 'Evans H., Brisbane u k
32 Evans Andrew, Brisbane s
33 Evans William, Iiedibauk c  and s (2)
34 Ewing -, Brisbane c
35 Ewing Thomas, Brisbane u k
Star s^inglon Dr., Barwick c
F.
FALCONER John, Brisbane u k
Falliner James, Felton c
Familton Williirn2, Peak Downs o
Farley Hugh, Brisbane u k
Farrel Miles, Goondiwindi c
.Farrel Patrick, R ockJu tm po ton o eFauhy Daniel, Brisbane i
Faust Peter, Logan Road c
Feeney John, Clermont s
Fegan Michael, Talgai u k (2)
Felshow H., Logan e
Fenick Emma, Bowen o c
Fenwicke Henry George,  Brisbane u k
Ferguson Edward A., Brisbane c
Field Joseph,  Brisbane u k
Fient G., Brisbane e
Fiford J. S., Cardw ell in and o c (2)
Finlay A. B., Clermont  n Ic and c (2)
Findlay Thomas, Gayndah c
Fish George Henry,  Peak Downs m
Fisher J., Rocky Springs c
Fischer  G., Talgai C
Fitzgerald Mr., Ipswich c
Fitzgerald J. W., Bowen o c
Fitzgerald Edward, Bowen e
Fitzosborne Elizabeth,  Brisbane o e
Fitzpatrick  James,  Brisbane u k
Fitzsimmon  Mary, Ipswich u k
Flannery Thomas, Felton c
Fleining Mrs., Brisbane c
Fletcher J. W., Waverley o c
Flint Charlotte, Brisbane o
Flood Mary A., Brisbane u k
Flood Edward, Maranoa c (2)
Flower C., Brisbane u k
Flynn Edward, Warwick u k
Fo22arty Geore, Ipswich c
Fogarty James, Ipswich e
Fogarty Patrick, Toowoomba o e
Foote John, Brisbane u k
Forbes Ar rnitage, Waverley u k
Foreman S. E., Brisbane c
Foreeeter G., Warrego s
Forsyth J., -Rockhampton c
Foxbroke Charles B., Brisbane u k  and s (2)
Foster Charles, Clermont c
Foster Chris., Brisbane c
Foster James, Brisbane c
Fowler Samuel, rfalgar s
cx,TaNTi, B'rlislarce f
Fox Charles-, Rockhampton n z
Francis -, Survey Office c
Francis Mrs. K A., Brisbane o
Francis James, Toowoomba c
Franklin Henry, Cooper' s Camp o c (2)
Franklin Henry, Doughboy u k
Franklin William Henry,  Brisbane u k (`?)
Fraser J., Taiavera c
Fraser Jo':hn, Condamine c
Fraser Miss Ann, Brisbane u k (3)
Fraser Robert, Ipswich s
Fredericks -VV. H„ Ipswich s
Frederick Henry, Ipswich s
Freestone  Edward  W., Rockhampton ra
French -, Brisbane c
French Henry ,  Maryborough c
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Freney Thomas, Roma e
Freeney Edward, Ivey hurn e
Fril,)erg A. J. H., l?oclchainpton m
Fridge James. Brisbane u k (2)
Frisbone WVilliain, Callandoon c
Frogley J., Brisbane u k
Frost J., Ipswich c
Fulham  -,  Brisbane  C
Fuller Charles, Warwick s
Fullerton IIr., Wa.r,,v-ick e
Fulton John, F,owena k
G.
G-ALLIVA N  William, Bowen c
Gallinger Samuel, Brisbane f (2)
Gardiner Villiarn. Tali;ai u k (2)
Gardiner John, Warwick e
Gardiner W. C„ Roeldianipton c
Gardner John, Bowen a lc
7 Garner Joseph, BoJ Hampton i k
8 Gaskell Margaret, Brisbane u k
9 Gaul NV., Cape St. George f
10  Geagson -, Rood hainpfon e
11 G-epson Frederick, Bowen c (2)
12 Gerard W., 'l ooweoinba c
13 Gibson John W. Bowen c
14 Gieran J:ainas, Br'i.iba ie it k
15 Giles C., Maryborori,li t
16 Gleeson V..1., Too-,vo.miba o
17 Giiery  George,  Jirimboiir c
18 Gilander Robert, Brisbane u k
19 Gilander Hobert, Eton Vale o
20 Giilard Thomas, Talgai e
21 Gillard John, Bowen it k (3)
22 Gillespie J., Banana c
23 Gillcsp,e'Thoma,s, Park Downs c
21  Gillian Jolin, Graceinere c
25 Gillingw-aler Edward, lledbauk e (2)
23 Gi'lis John. Bowen c
27 Ginna James. 4swich u Ic
23 Ginnane Bridget, Oxley u k (2)
219 Girain Franz, Toowoo:iiba s
31) Gleeson Jaires, Talgai c
31 Gleeson Hobert, Town Marie c
32 Glennie Mrs. Oxley c
33 Glower -, Drayton e
3'1, Gold H., Brisbane s
35 Goodall Alexander, Dalby o
36 Goodsvin A. MeL., Rockhampton s
37 Gordon Samuel, Cotton u k. (4)
3f3 German Lair., Brisbane U Ic
zIi) Gosfia Robert, Rockhampton u k
40 Gossling Greaves, Port  Denison  u k
41 Gosling Greaves, Maryborough e
4`? Gracy John, Brisbane it k
43 Graham George, Toowoomba e
44 Graham Rev. George, Brisbane u k
4.5 Graham James, Rockhampton s
46 Graham C. J., Lyndhurst c (2)
47 Graham James E., Drayton c
18 David, Talgai c
44) Chr"'lln'11-1 C. J., Ipsoich c6") .C c_rnit '_b,., lio:•klia;npton c
51- Grant xt'(r- e, B3ris'b5ne it k
x' r52 Gr.rnt Y't'; .Liam. Bowen  a  k' (o)
`'`i.Y James, Bowen it Ic
5', (;-reaees Tbomais, Brisbane c
55 Gready Jame,-, Brisbane c
56 Green "1'ho:nias, Cullinglaringo u k
5:7 Green 3_licliard, Rosenthal s
5 3  Green Robert,  Brisbane  1-liver a
59 Green John Smith, Bowen s
60 Green William, Brisbane c
61 G tee "'L'- 11 ai.d Pell, Warrego a
62 Gi"P.`?".'.vil JOlyi, Darling  Downs e
63 Grii.no' -, Urayton e
6 i, Grici e Robert, Clermont e
65 Gri4cces A::drew. Red-bank c
6ai Gri (li,i -. Ly: tton c
67 GrOILhs Iii.  IT.,  Bowen o
6'  Gryson --, 11-oekhanapton o e
69 Gross Carl. Talgr.i f
7:) Gross K., Brisbane o e
E t Guest William, Gnndiwvindi u Jr
72 Guppy William, Toowoomba 0
H.
1 D : TUA1, Brisbane n z
2 fl ielcer A. J., Brisbane c
3 .Iladmnan A. If., Maryborough c
Haddoek William C., Brisbane u k
Hardon John, Brisbane u k
Haflin George W., 11oakliampton s
Hagan Michael, Gayncluli iv a14 agn•an J. A., Tiowooniba e
Halifax Amos, Brisbane n z
Hall Walter, Peak Downs s (`2)
Hall James, EEoekhampton u k
Halpin Thomas, Tarooni c
Hanson Thomas, Bowen u (kHalloran B. E., Bowen s (l)
Halon Thomas, -Brisbane it k
Hainbledon Mrs., Iloc:liarnpton,c
Hamilton George. Callaa)coon e
Hamilton John, Leichhrrrdt District
Hamilton William. Gaayndah. f
Hampton E., Clermont c
Hampton Miss 1Ellen, Boweu c
Hanhani -, BI3oo-en e
Hanlin Thomas, Dalby o
Hanlon Thon}as, Brisbane c
Hanmore T., Talgai c (2)
Hannah Mrs., Brisbane n z
Hannam ----, Brisbane c
h[annatli -, Brisbane u k
Hannath H.  0..  Brisbane u k
Hanlen Mrs., Stoney Creek a k
llansonie --,, Toowoonmba c
Hansen fienr.y, Talgai c
Hanison H., Gayndah o
Hardeastle Mrs. Thomas, Brisbane
Hardin John, Brisbane e
Hardy Fassitern s
Har'en John, Brisbane s
Harnett Airs David, Clermont s.
Harper and Son, ldrisbLtne s (2)'
1-lan,isr ;ton lbb,bert Warwick a
Harris J. J., lesuvi Is u k
Harris Edavard, I pswieh u Ic
H ar "is Sanny 01, lioektiarnpton u
>Harris G., hoc k ir-a,noton c
Harris George, Toowooynba e
Harris Cliarlem, lioekliaanipton e
Harris Wil(jain. Leich!aardt in
Harris ,Janie,, Gayndali c
Hart John- Brisbane t
Hart Patrick, Banana c
Harti ;an P. W., ltoekhampton s
Hartley and Sneih, Brisbane o c.
Harvey Henry, Bowen u 11
Harvey ,largos, Clermont n z and  p  (2)
Harvey George William, Brisbane u k
Harvey henry B., lurei burn as k
Harvey J. J-., Ipswich s
i[.arw oil Sauim 1, Brisbane u
Haswell  -,  Rockhampton o e
Hatsen Mrs., Brisbane o
Ihitton 1r<. Bridget, Brisbane o
lIawkes P. C., Brisbane u k
Hawkins  If., Brisbane c
Hay J., I'oowooinba c
.H ayes Bernard, Ii, xsklaampton c
Hayes .lohn, Bowen- c
Hayes George  F.,  Toowoornba
Hays Laurence, Brisbane e
Hays V., Bowen o e
ysldria Thomas. Brisbane c
Head J., Clermont o
ii eagerty William, Milton o c
Healy James, Albinia Downs f
Ileauey Thomas, Brisbane u k
Hearne James. Brisbane u k
I leatth Samuel, Alaryborongh u k
Hecksher Philip, Brisbane m
Helliolt Airs. Brisbane in
Hellin;er  -,  Brisbane c (2)
11 crimson Thorn a, Hockhaniptou c
Hend rieke John, Springsure c
Heneke Otto, Brisbane s
Henry Edward, Bowen s
Henri  John, Toowoomba c
Henry James, Brisbane n z
Henry John, H )ckharnpton o
Herbert C., Clermont c (2)
Herbert Mrs., (From Co. Meath) u
11 crtnan  -,  Brisbane c
Herney Mrs., Maryborough c
Hewitt and Walke, Warrego
92 Hickey John, Oxley u k
93 Higgins James, I)albv c
94 Hill Allison, Ithaca Creek u k
95 Hill J., Rockhampton e
96 Hill Jane, Toowoorba c
97 Hill George E., Laidley s (2)
98 Hingston John, Warwick c
99 Hitchcock Oswald, Brisbane c
100 Hobb Charles, Gay,ndah c
101 Hobson E,. W., hock iampton in. (3)
102 Hobson E., Clermont o
103 Hockings J., Ipswich c
104 Hoddinott Samuel, Brisbane u k
105 Hodges  R.  T., Mitchell Downs u k
106 Hodson Thomas, Brisbane u k
107 Hogan Daniel, Brisbane c
108 Hogg James, Talgai c
109 Hodges William, Ipswich c
110 Holcombe J., T"s,,A-ich u lc
III Holden Thomas, Brisbane u k
112 Holden Jacob, Pim_palna in.
113 Holden Captaaiu, I owen a li
114 Holdman and i o aIoli. C oonJhwindi s
115 Hollands A``J tla-.,11' 11 i k
116 I:1olllebo -ie A. J., •Brisbbane o
117 Holley Edward F., Rockhampton o
118 Holman Henry, Peak Downs u k
119 Holmes Henry, Bo-wen c
120 Hooke J., Brisbane u k
121 Hooker William, Brisbane c
122 Hopgood George, Maryborough u k
123 Hopkins W., Brisbane i1 k
121 Horigan Daniel, Brisbane a
125 Honle John, Biuidaluba c
126 Hors field  George, Ipswich u k
127 Horton Amos, Brisbane u k (2)
128 Hoswall Henry, Brisbane a k
129 Hott or Holt, Toowoomba u k
130 House  John, Ipswich c
131 Howard Thomas, Brisbane u k
132 Howard T. C. Brisbane c
133 I3 owe J.  It.,  Bowoti c
134 Huddle stop W., i lockhamilpton u k
135 1-Iudson W., Brisbane u k
136 Huggins Edwd., S ri!n;,<3ire e (2)
137 Hughan PJ olin, Itoekilau pt on 11 k
138 Hughes Edward, Brisbane c and u k (2)
139 Hughes A. h., u k
140  Hughes -,  Bowen e
141 Hughes John, Brisbane u k
142 Hughland , Brisbane c
143 Huish G., Powell s
144 Hulbert Hy. B., llt,e tlhaniptoil c
145 Hulyer John, Gay ndah c
146 Humphrey T. A., -Rockhamnpton u k
147 Humphreys Johii, Doughboy c
148 Humber S.  If., Bowen c
149 Hunter John, Cooper's Plains o c
150 Huntley Dr., Warwick c
151 Hurley J., Ipswich o
152 Hurley Danl., Ipswich s and e (2)
153 Hussett Patrick, Barcoo o c
154 Hutchinson and J. Wallis, Owthorpe o c
155 Hutton David, Rosenthal c
156 Hutton Arclid., Brisbane u k
15'7 Huxtable E., Bowen u k
158 Hyde  James,algal e
I.
1 INNES Matthew, Ipswich u k
2 Innes Thos., Redbank c (2)
3 Ingram John S., Brisbane a k
4 Inwood James, Toowoomba c
5 Irwin John, :Bowen in
6 Irwin John, Bowen e
7 Isaacs H., Toowoomba o e
8 Isley J. B., Roelchaiiipton e
9 Ivers Peter, Bowen I
r.
1 JACKSO' NT Jas., Brisbane c
2 Jackson Jas., Call fungal c
3 Jackson W., Rockhampton c
4 Jackson Win , Fanning River c
5 Jackson i., Springsure u k
6 Jafl'r ay 'lurdo, Toowoomba c
7 Jamieson Robert, Dalby c
8 Jamison Robt. Thos., Callandoon e
9 Janaway W.. Ipstvich u  If
1  10 Japery Robt. C., Brisbane u k
11 Jenkins Owen, Ipswich n z
12 Jenkins Hy., Rockhampton c
13 Jenkins D., Brisbane c
14 Jennings AVin., Brisbane u k
15 Jewell Henry, Roma c
16 Jewell John C., Rockhampton s
17 John J., Pelican Creek f
18 Johnes Win., Brisbane u k
19 Johnson (engineer), Ipswich c
20 Johnson Geo., Rocky Spring e
21 Johnson Mrs. E. M., Rockhampton s
.22 Johnson S., Toowoomba e
23 Johnston Hugh, Brisbane u k
24 Johnston  Miss  Mary, Rockhampton u k
25  Johnson Fredk., Brisbane c
26 Johnson John ,  Brisbane s
27 Johnstone John, Brisbane c
28 Jhnson Miss Ann ,  Brisbane o c
29 Johnson Hy. F., Brisbane s
30 Johnson .  Mrs. Sarah ,  Rockhampton a
31 Johnson  -Ralph, Bowen c
32 Joiee Geo., Oxli.v c
33 Jones C.,  Talavera e
34 Jones  Hugh  Allen ,  Ipswieli c
35 Jones W .,  Ipswiell c
36 Jones Charles, Talgai e
37 Jones S., Brisbane u k
38 Jones Miss Anne E., Brisbane u k
39 Jones Daniel, Brisbane c
40 Jones W. T., Brisbane s
41 Jones John, hoclchampton e (2)
42 Jones John ,  Oxley  it  k
43 Jones John,  Toowoomba o
44 Jones Jane, Ipswich  ii  k
45 Jones T. Yid, Bowen u k
46 Jones Thos., Warrego s
47 Jones Henry, Bowen e
48 Jones Robert, Rockhampton e
49 Jordan William ,  Drayton e
50 Josse Geo .,  Toowoomba s
51 Jourdan W., Rosenthal o
52 Julious Mrs. Ann,  Pelican Cseek u k
X.
1 KABLE  -,  T ,rooni c
2 Kaner s John A., hockhampton e
3 Kavanagh Patrick ,  Gayndah c (2)
4 Kearce Patrick ,  Ipswich u k
5 Keane John ,  Brisbane in
6 Keary Michael ,  Brisbane u k
7 Keating J., Salisbury Plains c
8 =h eating John, Callandoon e
9 Kehoe Patrick ,  Talgai u k
10 Kellett Edward , 'T'aroom c
11 Ke lly J., Somerset e
12 Kelly  James, Banana c
13 Kelly Martin ,  Ipswich u k
14 Kelly John ,  Dalby e
15 Kelly  I '., C'allandoon s
16 Kellaw ay J. E.,  Springsure c
17 Kelly  Thomas ,  Brisbane n z
18 Kelly Mrs. D., Brisbane u k
19 Kelley Pat, Maranon, in
20 Kelly Patrick ,  Gowrie e
21 IIe ;bn ecl1' Palm R.., }'a_ >ct Deiiison at 1c (3)
22 Kenery Patrick, Brisbane s
23 Kent Charles ,  Brisbane  it k
24 Kerr Mary A., Bowen o and c (2)
25 Kervan 1I1-b 11hew ,  Glenyaller a k and e (5)
26 Kim John, Warwick c
27 Kinnan John ,  Brisbane u k
23 King Mrs. 4rilliam ,  Toowoomba e
29 Kinghill  -,  Surat o c
30 Kiuiner  Miss  J., Brisbane s
31 Kinney Miss Elizabeth ,  Bowen  u  lc
32 Kirby John S., Bowen s (2)
33  Kirke  J .  H., C urri ;vil!inglii u k (2)
34 Kite  I'ldwin,  Maryborough c
35 K_illeston John ,  Ghinghinda  u k
36 Korn F .  0., Brisbane in
37  Krieger  Michael , Brisbane c
38 Kraul George, Ipswich c
L.
1 LADD  -,  no address
2 Laff'cy 1-Iug h, Brisbane u k
3 Land Henry, -Nardoo e4  L mu(lshorou h Dr., Brisbane o
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5 Lane Charles,  Brisbane c Maltby Emma, Bowen o
6 Lane John, Oxley u k Malugreen T. J., Rockhampton c
7 Lanagan E., Roma e Malyn James, Toowoomba c
8 Langer Frederick, Comet c Mann E., Brisbane c
9 Langrebe J., Toowoomba c Mann John, Rockhampton s
10 Langton John, Bowen u k Manning John, Bowen u k (3)
11 Laird D. J., Bellyando c Manton John A., Peak Downs c (3)
12 Lambert Thomas, Ipswich n z Mark W., Mongool c
13 Lambert John, Talgai c Mark C. J., Brisbane u k and e (6)
14 Lambton Mrs., Brisbane c Marshall (auctioneer) Brisbane c
15 Lathers Peter, Bowen c (2) Marshall W. L., Brisbane c
16 Laurie John, Gayndah c Marshall James, Bowen t (2)
17 Law Mrs. Albert, Bowen e Martin A., Gatton c (2)
18 Lawry Captain, Bowen c Martin A. G., Taroom c
19 Lawton Thomas, Brisbane c Martin Fred, Toowoomba c
20 Layhe -, Logan Road c Martin J. D., Bowen e (2)
21 Lean E., Doughboy c Martin L., Ipswich u k
22 Lear and Broughton, Callandoon s Martin W., Rockhampton e (2)
23 Leatherland -, Kedron Brook c Martin W. C., Brisbane u k
24 Leavy Wm., Ipswich u k Martin J. and S., Brisbane o
25 Leary •, Warwick c Maryborough John, Maryborough c
26 Leary ---, Glengallan c Maskell James, Brisbane c
27 Ledcls/ Thomas, Clermont o Mason Thomas S., Brisbane u k
28 Leddy James, Yewella c (2) Mason -, Rockhampton e
29 Lee Patrick, Rockhampton c Matthews Charles, Bowen a k and f (2)
30 Lee James, Morgan's Creek e Matthews William, Bowen c
31 Lee Stewart, Brisbane u k Matthewson D., Kileraigie c
32 Lee A., Bowen c Mathison Alexander, Ilockliampton  in
33 Lechon Louis, Bowen c Mathieson (grocer) Brisbane c
34 Leighton George and James, Maryborough
u k (2) Matson William, Brisbane fMay Miss Bella, Rockhampton c
35 Leipold Wm., Ipswich o Mayne John F., Brisbane c
36 Leittrell Michael, Mount McConnell c Mayne Nicholas, Gayndah c
37 Lennon Mary Ann, Brisbane u k Maynes Paul, Toowoomba e
38 Lennox Mrs. Alexander, Barcoo u k Mead James, Taroom o
39 Lery Honora,  Brisbane s Meade John, Ipswich u k
40 Letherland Jonathan, Brisbane c Meager Catherine, `I oocvoomba e
41 Lewis Enoch, Clermont c Meaghern -, Toowoomba e
42 Lewis F., Brisbane c Meeritt Mrs. E., Rockhampton m
43 Lewis James, Ideraway o Meikleiohn J., Bowen c
44 Lewis Owen, Ipswich u k Me.ldren Henry, Gayndah c
45 Liddane Honor, Ipswich it. k Melfit W. J.,'Bowen s
46 Lindo Sydney, Warwick c Melfin Luke, Springsure c
47 Linklater G. R., Bowen c Melrose George, Brisbane c
48 Lister Wm., Oxley t Mereker Welsh, Brisbane t
49 Livingstone Mary, Bowen o c Merritt Thomas, Dalby e
50 Lloyd David, Toowoomba c Meynell Francis, Rockhampton u k
51 Lloyd and Bin icy, Dundar Creek o c (2) Miall Catherine, Brisbane o
52 Lob Gotlieb, Burnett e Millar , Brisbane c
53 London ---, Cleveland Bay c Miller , Brisbane c
54 London J., Bowen u k Miller James, Brisbane m
55 Lonergan James, Bowen c Miller W. A., Brisbane u k
56 Long Win., Bungaban c Mills H. P., Coomera Diver s and e (2)
57 Long John, Albinia Downs o Miner Sterling, Ipswich c
58 Long Mrs., Brisbane c Miner Mary, lpswieh c
59 Lomax J. R., Rockhampton s and c (2) 1Vliner Joseph, Brisbane u k
60 Lord G. W., N rarrego s Minus John, Brisbane e
61 Lord Simeon, Brisbane o Missing Henry, West 1LTaranoa c (2)
62 Loudon John D., Glengallan c Mitchell J., Brisbane u k
63 Low.  -,  Surat c Kitchell John, Brisbane u k
64 Lowden John, Brisbane u k Mitchell J. C., Toowoomba c
65 Log tie Patrick, Clermont e Mitchell C., Bowen c
66 Luas John, Pine River, f Mitchell G., Brisbane e
67 Lublin -, Brisbane .Bit'er f Mitchell Thomas, Springsure c
68 Lucas R., Dalby c Mitly Thomas, Broadsouud c
69 Lucas George, Rockhampton o Maney Andrew, Bowen c (2)
70 Luke Henry, Brisbane ni Model F. C., Bowen c
71 Lundergin James, Bowen c -Nlolgy Maria, Brisbane e
72 Luia and Dale, Sandy Creek c (2) Mollison Alexander, Bowen u k (2)
73 Lynch Martin Peter, Bowen s (2) Molloy Michael, Newtown e
74 Brisbane cLynch Mrs. Moloney Miss B Brisbane c,
I.
1 .,Molony Margaret,, Iockhampton u k
Monroe Frederick, Sandy Creek S
1 112ACHSON John, Albinia, Dons o Montgomery Duncan, Brisbane u k
2 Madden Michael, Swain River f Moody -, Logan Road c
3 Madge Adolph, Brisbane f Mooney Miss Ann, Toowoomba o a
4 Moffatt T. D., Rockhampton s Moore Walter R., Brisbane u k (2)
5 Maguire T. V., Rockhampton s Moore Margaret, Brisbane u k
6 Mahony M. C., Bowen e Moore James, Dalby e
7 Maier Max, Taroom c Moore W. G., Warrego e
8 Mails J. L., lockhampton u k Moorehead and Young, Warrego c
9 Main Dyson, Brisbane u k Morgan Peter, Glenggaillan u k
10 Mainwaring Mrs. J., Brisbane o e Morgan Thomas, Rockh amnpton c
11 Majoribanks E., Rockhampton c Moron Michael, Brisbane c
12 Mallon Joseph, Brisbane u k Morrissey T., Toow ooniba c
13 Malone Catherine, Brisbane u k Morris George, Bowen s
14 Malone  Mary.  Rockha iinpton c Morris Mrs., Brisbane c
t-3 Maloney Thomas, Ip nich c Morrissey Michael, Brisbane it k
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104 Morrison Frederick, Roma c 52 McFadden James, IpsaWieh e
105 Mortimore G. S., Oxley u k 53 McFadyan W., Brisbane c (3)
106 Morton Mrs. A .  M., Rockhampton o 54 McFadyan John, Rockhampton c
107 Moses and Coverley ,  Surprise c 55 MeFarquhar H., Bowen t (5)
108 Mountford Mrs. A .,  Brisbane o c 56 McFarlane  ,  Clermont c
109 Mueller F. K., Rockhampton c 57 McFarlane  ,  Mungwyndah e
110 Muellins James, Rockhampton s 58 McFrane  -,  Banana c
111 Muelligan F. B., Bowen s (3) 59 McGarry John, Brisbane u k
112 Mulligan Hugh, Ipswich c 60 McGavin Charles, Brisbane u k
113 Mullins Peter, Clermont c 61 McGee and  Boyd,  Toowoomba e
114 Mungall Robert, Brisbane u k (4)  62 McGee , Boggo c
115 Munro Henry, Toowoomba u k 63 McGernon  ,  Brisbane u k
116 Murdock Andrew, Toowoomba u k 64 McGlinchey , Brisbane c and u k (2)
117 Murphy  Miss  A., Bowen u k 65 McGrath Cornelius ,  Ipswich c
118 Murphy Charles ,  Bowen c 66 McGrath John, Brisbane, m
119 Murphy Hannah, Brisbane u k 67 McGuire Edward, Gayndah c
120 Murphy James, Callandoon c 68 McGunn John, Brisbane o
121 Murphy Johanna, Ipswich u k 69 McHugh  ,  Brisbane m (2)
122 Murphy Michael ,  Kennedy c 70 Mclvery Stephen, Brisbane j
123 Murphy Michael, Coochin Coochin c (2) 71 McIntyre Jas., Brisbane, u k
124 Murphy Patrick, Rockingham Bay c 72 McIntosh J., Warrego s
125 Murphy Robert, Brisbane u k (2) 73 McKay Thos .,  Brisbane u k
126 Murphy Christina ,  Clermont c 74 McKay John, Toowoomba s
127 Murray  -,  Bowen s (2)  75 McKay  John, Malvern Downs e (2)
128 Murray and Soady ,  Bowen s and e (4) 76 McKay F. G., Condamine s
129 Murray James ,  Rockhampton m 77 McKay Hugh ,  Surat c (3)
130 Murray James, Bowen s 78 McMahon Jas., Brisbane u k
131 Murray John ,  Callandoon c (2) 79 McKenna Thos., Brisbane u k
132 Murray Margaret  (care of Dr. Gready) u k 80 McKenna Margt., Brisbane u k (2)
133 Murray Robert, Cockatoo s 81 McKenzie G., Brisbane o c
134 Murray Robert, Canal Creek o 82 McKenzie Miss Eligh .,  Brisbane s
135 Musgrave Geoeege, Talgai u k (3)  83 McKenzie W. W., Brisbane u k
136 Musson  G. F., Bowen o  84 Mackenzie A. A., Bowen s a
137 Mutton James, Rockhampton s (2) 85 Mackie Miss Helen, Brisbane o
138 Mytson Edward, Brisbane s 86 Mackie  -,  Brisbane o c
He. 87 Mackrow  Itobt.,  Rockhampton s88 Springsure cMacky Hugh
1 McABER John ,  Brisbane u k 89
,
McLaughlan Kenneth, Rockhampton e
2 McBean Charles ,  Brisbane u k 90 McLaughlin Daniel, Toowoomba e
3 Macbeth James ,  Rockhampton u k (2) 91 Talavera eMcLeod D.
4 MeBow Peter, Moonie Creek s 92 , Brisbane cMcLeod Chas.
5 McCabe Matthew ,  Surat c 93
,
McLean A. S., Banana e6 McCabe William, Brisbane u k 94 McLoy Brisbane u k
7 McCaig John, Rockhampton m 95 McMa .h Toowoomba c8 McCall William, Expedition Range c 96
,
McMahon Thos. ribowoombo s9 McCalligan P., Bowen e 97
,
McMahon -Michael Dalby -u k
10 McCalligan Rose, Rockhampton o 98
,
McMahon Daniel ,  Dalby u k
11 McCallon  -,  Brisbane c 99 McManus Owen, Brisbane m
12 McCallum Donald, Brisbane u k 100 McMaster Joseph, Taroom c
13 McCann E., Brisbane c 101 Mel iller Miss E., Brisbane c
14 Macan Edward ,  Consuelo Creek o c 102 McMuna Sarah ,  Rockhampton n z
15 MacCarthy Alfred F., Brisbane u k (2) 103 McNally John, Gatton m
16 McCarty Eliza NI., Brisbane o 104 McNamarra -, 'ibowoomba o
17 McClean  ,  Petrie Terrace c 105 McNeillie  Alex., Ipswich u k
18 McClelland  -,  Talavera c 106 McNish Norman, Jimboombah u k
19 McEvoy Michael, Warwick Range u k 107 McPherson John, Springsure e
20 McLellan Lathan, Talavera e 108 McPherson Samuel, Barcoo e
21. McConachie David, Brisbane u k 109 1llcQuilty Owen, Mount Pleasant c
22 McConachie John, Brisbane s 110 Mc Q uilkin Timothy, Warwick s
23 McCormic Miss ,  Brisbane e 111 MeWhannell David, Bowen s and c (3)
24 McCormack John, Ipswich c (2)
25 McCormack Michael, Ipswich u k N.
26 McCormack James, Peak Downs o 1 NATION  W., Bowen u k and s a (2)
27 McDevitt John, Durham Downs o 2 N, eagle Margt .  A., Bowen c
28 Macdonald John, Cressbrook u  'k- 3 Neal Mrs. Geo.,  'Brisbane s29 McDonald William Moore,  Gal ton c (2) 4 Nealer Thos., Glengallan c
30 McDonald C., Callandoon s 5 Nearg  Robt.,  Brisbane o
31 McDonald P. C., Ipswich c 6 Neaves J. M., Brisbane u k
32 McDonald D., West End  Pb.  f 7 Neck John Grant, Ipswich s
33 McDonald James, Milton c 8 N eilds -, ,  Brisbane c
34 McDonald G. P., Rockhampton e 9 Neller Chas .,  Bowen c
35 McDonald Mrs., Rockhampton c 10 Newell T .,  Brisbane u k
36 McDonald C. O.  If., Hawkwood e  11 Newman W., Brisbane c
37 McDonald Alexander ,  Toowoomba o c  12 Newport  Jas., Brisbane u k
38 McDonald Alexander ,  Gayndah c 13 Neylon Mary,  Brisbane u k
39 McDonald W. J., Rockhampton s and u k (3) 14 Niece  A .,  Bowen c
40 N eDonald Thomas, 'ibowoomba o c  15 Nichol  Mrs., Brisbane u k
41 McDonald McK., Hawkwood c 16 Nichol Miss L., Toowoomba s
42.  McDonald  J., Dalby c 17 Nichols  Mrs. Mary , Toowoomba c
43 Macdonald  J., Ipswich s 18 11ricliolas Hermann ,  Clermont o
44 Macdonald  J. K., Talgai c 19 Nicnoll  H. H.,  Warwick s and c (7)
45 McDonald James ,  Brisbane s 20 Nielsen John, Brisbane c
46 McDonald James .  Cleveland Bay o c 21 N ielitingale Charles , Brisbane e
47 McDonell Edward ,  Bowen s 22 I olan John, Clermont c
48 McDonlier Miss E. M., Eockhainpton c 23 Nolan John , Ox'.ey c
49 McElwain Mrs. Robert ,  B.r isbane u k 24 Noia ,is Jr., Ipso ieli s
50 McEvoy Wi lliam ,  Bowen c 25 Nolan James ,  Bandamba c
51 McEwen Elizabeth ,  Brisbane n z 26 Noonan John ,  Walloon o
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27 Norman James, Talavera c 52 Pinkerton Wm., Bowen s
28 Norrie Mrs. Wm., Brisbane s 53 Piper John, Talgai u k (2)
29 Norris A., Brisbane s 54 Pollock , Rockhampton c
30 Norris Robt. R., Rockhampton e 55 Poole Geo., Brisbane u k
31 Northcote James (butcher) s 56 Poole Benjamin, Redbank e
32 Norton Mrs. Martha, Brisbane u k 57 Porter Geo., Roma c
33 Nouin or Mocin Mrs. M., Brisbane u k 58 Portly Michael, Newtown c
34 Noyes  R., Talgai s 59 Power Jas. J., Goodah c (2)
.35 Nunan Miss Ellen, Brisbane u k 60 Power Nicholas, Pilton c and o (2)
61 Brisbane sPrecht Fredk
1
0.
Warwick s 62O'BRIEN Denis
,
Prentice  -,  Brisbane u k
, 63
'
Brisbane ePrice Mrs.2 O Brien Win., Broad Sound c (2) 64
'
,
Brisbane u kF.Price Geo3
4
Callaghan  -,  Toowoomba cO
Toowoomba c 65O'Callachan Mrs.
,.
Price John- Robt., Dalby u k
5
,
Brisbane  it k 66O'Connor Miss Mary Pridmore W. B., Toowoomba c
6
,
Fanning River u k 67O'Connor Michael Priestley Alfred, Brisbane u k
7
,
Maryborough s 68O'Connor  Al Primrose Francis, Gayndah u k and c (4)
8
.,
O'Dona'id E., Bowen c 69 Punter John, Cumkillimbah c
9 O'Donohoe James, Brisbane u k Q.
10 O' Grady James, Peak Downs u le  1 QUINN Mrs. J., Brisbane n z
11 O'Hanlon Thomas, Brisbane It k 2 Quinn James, Springsure s
12 O'Hanlon Mary, Rockhampton u k 3 Quin Matthew, Bowen u k
13 O'Leary John, Warwick c 4 Quinn Patk., Cleveland Bay c
14 Q'Malley James, Rockhampton u k 5 Qun Adam, Talgai c
15 O'Moore Miss M., Brisbane m
'
R.16
17
Neil Wm., Bowen s.O 1Barambah eNeil MichaelO' RALPH John, Ipswich u k (2)
18
,- 2I swich u kO'Neil Geo Ramsay James, Maryborough c
19
p., 3Orr Thos Clermont e Rankin R., Banana c
20
., 4Toowoomba eOrr John Ratray Hugh, Toowoomba s
21
, 5O'Reilly Donoghue Brisbane c Rawson Win, Surat c
22
, 6O'Reilly Patk Toowoomba c Ray. James John, Rockhampton u k
23
., 7Osbaldiston E Brisbane o cT Ray Mrs. W., Rockhampton c
24
. ., 8O'Sulivan Jeremiah; Tal ai c Rea John, Rockhampton u kg 9 Ready P. Ipswich c25 Overend Thos., Brisbane u k 10
,
Rebora Lewis, Rockhampton c
P. 11 Reed Samuel, Brisbane c
I PADDLE Geo., Brisbane c (2) 12 Reid G. T., Maranoa o
2 Paddle Michael, Brisbane u k 13 Reid J., Bin ;our o c
3 Padian John, Brisbane u k 14 Reid James D., Maryborough c (2)
4 Page Wm., Brisbane u k 15 Reilly Patk., Pikedale u k
5 Page Jas , Bowen u k 16 Reidly Michl., Peak Downs u k
6 Painter George, Talgai s 17 Renner Heinrick, Bowen f
7 Paitak John, Peak Downs c 18 Reillings John, Toowoomba s
8 Palmer Mrs. Emily, Brisbane o 19 Rouch Thos., Brisbane c
9 Palmer E. F., Bowen u k 20 Reynolds W. C., Rockhampton s
10 Palmer Edward, Strathmore c 21 Rice Miss Mary, Brisbane c
11 Panton John, Clermont c 22 Rich Richard, Brisbane c
12 Pardel Wm., Brisbane c 23 Richards Edward B., Brisbane u k
13 Pak and Murray, Bowen s 24 Richards J., Brisbane u k
14 Parker Geo., Ideraway c 25 Richardson J. H., Brisbane e
15 Parker Henry, Fairview m 26 Rickets J., Brisbane c
16 Parker Samuel, Clermont s 27 Riding James, Brisbane u k (5)-
17 Parker And. Peter, Brisbane u k 28 Roily James, Talgai c
18 Parsons , Rockhampton c 29 Ries T. M., Boonbyjan c
19 Parsons Wm., Roma c (2) 30 Rietti Adam, Cressbrook u k
20 Parsons Win., Banana u k 31 R-illy Thos., Banana c
21 Parson James, Brisbane u k 32 Rion Thos., Maryborough f
22 Parry Richard, Brisbane u k 33 Riorden John, Bowen o and u k (3)
23 Paterson Mrs. R., Brisbane o e 34 Ritchie Robert, Gatton c
24 Patison John, Rockhampton s 35 Roadnight Charles, Brisbane u k
25 Patterson Mrs. John, Brisbane u k 36 Roadey Charles, Clermont s
26 Pauche F., Talgai c 37 Robinson J.  AT., Bowen o c
27 Pavis A. E., Goondiwindi c 38 Robinson Henry C., Brisbane u k
28 Peacan Chas., Brisbane n z 39 Robinson G., Brisbane c
29 Peake (chief officer) c 40 Robinson James and D. McPhee, Bulimba a
30 Pearce  -, - - Rockhampton c 41 Robinson Jack, Rockhampton u k
31 Pearcey Jas., Brisbane c 42 Robinson David, Clermont "n z
.32Pearce Michael, Clermont c 43 Robinson  -,  Cooranga c
33 Pearce Fredk., Ipswich c 44 Roberts Mrs. A.  It., Rockhampton e
34 Pearse H. M., Ipswich c 45 Roberts George; Rockhampton u k
35 Pemberton H., Brisbane c 46 Roberts G. R., Bowen u k
36 Pemberton Alfred E., Brisbane it k (5) 47 Roberts James Ar., Brisbane s and u k (2}
37 Penn Wm., Warwick c 48 Roberts  -,  (butcher,) Brisbane c
38 Ponder Jas., Toowoomba c 49Roberts J. S., Brisbane c
39 Penman Thos., Brisbane u k 50 lioberts Louis, Ipswich c
40 Penney H., Brisbane u k 51 Roberts John, Ipswich u k
41 Perry Kate, Bowen o 52 Roberts Richard, Peak Downs o
42 Perron -,  Warrego s 53 Roberts Thomas, Bowen c
43 Pethbridge I-1. L. and T. J., Brisbane e 54 Roberts John, Ipswich in
44 Petersen .Peter, Dawson c 55 Robertson Maxwell, Brisbane u k
45 Peterson John, Bowen c •56 Rocke Miss Marv, Brisbane u k
46 Pety Joseph, Talgai s 57 Rochford Miss, Brisbane c
47 Phelan  -,  Kangaroo Point c 58 Rockliff Wm., Rockhampton m
48 Phillips Joseph, Toowoomba o  59 Rodgers Mattliew, Clermont c (3)
49 Philippe Gastave, Springsure e 6') Rodger Thomas, Brisbane u k
50 Philpot Miss Julia, Rockhampton c 61 Rogers Samuel, Bowen c (2)
51 Pike E. A., Warwick c 62 Rogers W., Rockhampton n k
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63 Rogers Miss Ann, Brisbane u k 55 Sheridan Andrew, Rockhampton u k
64 Rohan John, Bowen o e 56 Shields Joseph, Brisbane u k
65  Romberg John Bemnard, Rockhampton itk 57 Shieves W., Bowen o
66 Ronald Owen, Brisbane c 58 Shilson J., Bo  we.o c
67 Rooke George, Ipswich u k 59 Short L.  F. H.,  Brisbane  u k (2)
68 Ross Andrew, Fassife.n e 60 Short Job, Ipso i.eLc
69 Ross John, Brisbane u k 61 Shure TUarga-ret, 1 ockharr_pton c
70 Ross John, Rockhampton c 62 Shwartz Henry, Toowoo_ziba c
71 Ross John, Ipswich s 63 Simmonds 2 ., 11ockhatnpton c
72 Ross Wm., Jimbour e 64 Simpson E. A., Brisbane s
73 Rosskelly Mrs. C., Brisbane u k 65 Singer Justus, Banana f
74 Rotchfort Mrs. S., Brisbane c 66 Sisson A., Rockhampton c
75 Roulstone James, Rockhampton c 67 Skeve Hugh W., Ipswich c
76 Router Stephen, Gatton u k 68 Skinner Mrs., Newtown c (2)
77 Rourke John, Rockhampton s 69 Slack J., Maranoa c
78 Rowe Patrick, Cleveland Bay c 70 Slane Arthur, Toowoomba u k
79 Rowell S. S., Burdekin o 71 Slatter John W., Brisbane u k
80 Rowley John, Brisbane u k 72 Smallhorn Jane, Brisbane o
81 Rumburg John, Rockhampton u k 73 Smith Mrs., Rockhampton c
82 Russell John, Bowen c 74 Smith , Rockhampton c
83 Russell Miss Kate, Toowoomba e 75 Smith , Brisbane c
84 Rutter J. Clement, Bowen u k 76 Smith A., Ipswich u k
85 Ryan Denis, Warwick c and u k (2) 77 Smith Henry, Rockhampton m
86 Ryne Donald, Rockhampton c 78 Smith E., Dalby c
87 Ryan James, Toowoomba c 79 Smith F. J., Brisbane e
88 Ryan Jeremiah, S ringsure c 80 Smith Goorge, Springsure c
89 Ryan John, Cleveland Bay c (2) 81 Smith John, Rockhampton c
90 Ryan John, Retreat s 82 Smith James, Brisbane c
91 Ryan John, Toowoomba c 83 Smith James, Rockhampton e
92 Ryan Thomas, Rockhampton n z 84 Smith John Potton, Cardwell u k
93 Ryan Margaret, Rockhampton c. 85 Smith J., Brisbane u k
86 Smith J Brisbane cS. 87
.,
Smith J. W., Bowen m  and s (2)
1 SADLEIR Captn., Yerilla c 88 Smith James (blacksmith), Dalby c
2 Salisbury W., Gayndah c 89 Smith J. F., Warrego s (2)
3 Salt Samuel, Brisbane u k 90 Smith Thomas, Coochin Cooehin c
4 Sammon Nicholas, Lockyer Creek c 91 Smith William, Warwick s and c (2)
5 Sampson Henry, Brisbane u k 92 Smith William, Doughboy c
6 A Sam (Chinaman), Glengallan $ 93 Smith William Henry, Bowen c (4)
7 Sands Thomas, Brisbane c 94 Smyth John B., St. Lawrence c
8' Sanders Geo., Brisbane o 95 Smyth Richard B., Brisbane u k
9 Sargeant Charles, Bowen in 96 Sneider Henry, Toowoomba c
10 Sattell William, Brisbane u k 97 Soady -, Bowen c
11 Savery Thos., Warwick f and u k (4) 98 Sothern Russell, Brisbane u k
12 Saville, Henry, Brisbane u k 99 Spenser Richard, Elphinston m
13 Sayers Richard, Bowen s 100 Spilsbury Miss A. M., Toowoomba o c
14 Scheape Henry, Brisbane f 101 Stables Thomas, Brisbane  is  k
15 Schetta John Ch., Warwick f 102 Staffonski Julius, Talgai c
16 Scholfield Wm. B., u k 103 Staier Conrad, Nanango c
17 Scholes Thos., Ipswich u k 104 Standen Patrick, Tipper Dawson m
18 Schrocter Julius, Roma s 105 Stanfield Annie, Bowen o (2)
19 Schumacker John, Rosenthal f 106 Stapleton Samuel, Toowoomba c (2)
20 Scott James, Melrose-u k 107 Statham J. G., Brisbane c
21 Scott Thos., Fernlees s 108 Stevens S., Ipswich c
22 Scott James, Brisbane u k 109 Steward R.., Spottiswoode c
23 Scott James, Brisbane u k 110 Stewart P., Brisbane c
24 Scott Richard, Bowen c (3) 111 Stewart Mrs., Bowen u k
25 Scott W., Brisbane u k (3) 112 Stewart John, Leyburn s
26 Scott Win., Brisbane c 113 Stewart John, Spottiswoode c (2)
27 Scott Wrn., Toowoomba c 114 Stirling Thomas, Bowen c
28 Scriven James, Kedron Brook u k 115 Strasburg 0., Peak Vale f
29 Scully M,. Clermont c 116 Strathdon Robert, Cooranga m
30 Search -, Toowoomba c 117 Strathdon R. S., Nanango c
31 Searle John, Dalby c 118 Stratton George, Rockhampton c (2)
32 Seifforth Fredk., Toowoomba e 119 Street Edward, Brisbane u k
33 Selby Dr., Bowen c 120 Strettle A., Warrego s
34 Sillers Alfred, Toowoomba c 121 Stringer Patrick, Brisbane c
35 Seymour C. M., Ro(,,kham:)ton s 122 Strongfellow J., Jiinbour c
36 Shadwick -, Kennedy District e 123 Stuart Alexander, Bowen c
37 Shafner Mrs., Bowen s 124 Sullivan Patrick, Rosenthal c
38 Shannon Patk., Burnett District c 125 Sullivan John, Brisbane u k
39' Sharpe G. W., Rockhampton c (2) 126 Surr William, Brisbane c
40 Sharman Miss S., Brisbane u k 127 Swan John, Banana c
41 Shaw Alex., Rockhampton u k 128 Sweeny Garrett John, Brisbane u k
42 Shaw Thomas, Toowoomba c
43 Shaw Wm., Talgai c T.
44 Sheafe Geo., Coochin Coochin c 1 TANSEY Elizabeth, Brisbane u k
45 Sheaffe Roger Hale, Brisbane c 2 Taylor Miss Mary, Brisbane c (3)
46 Sheelan John (care of Seeman), railwa y 3 Taylor Robert, Peak Downs c and u k (2)
works s 4 Taylor James, Clermont c
47 Sheffield J. A., Rockhampton u k 5 Teasdale Thomas, Brisbane u k
48 Sheia Mrs. James, Banana c 6 Tebbutt -, Ipswich s
49 Sheils Stephen, Jimbour c 7 Tenil Felix, Rockhampton c
50 Shields Joseph, Yandilla c 8 Thomson and Black, Boxdale e
51 Shenday James, Rockhampton c 9 Thomas Henry, Glengallan u k
52 Shepherd J., Enniskillen c 10 Thomas 1VIrs., Ipswich u k
53 Shenard P., Clifton c 11 Thomas Mrs., Oxley c
54 Sheridan and Cameron Rockhampton s 12 Thomas Alfred C., Dykehead c
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13 Thomas -, Roma c 42 Welsh Sarah, Rockhampton o
14 Thompson  Mrs., Gayndah  u k and c (2) 43 Welsh Robert, Brisbane c
15 Thompson Job.u, Toowoomba c 4h Welsh D., Brisbane iii
16 Thompson David, Buarba c 45 Well wood A. Ft. D.  1 NI., Surat c
17 Thompson James, Bowen in 46 Werner John, Waver leaf c
18 Thompson  W. H., Brisbane 47 Werner August, Camboon c
19 Thompson G. J., Brisbane u is 48 Wener C., Juandah c
20 Thompson Harry H., Rockhampton u is 49 Wesley Alex. C.. Bowen  z t.?-
21. Thompson Thomas, Rockhampton c 50 Wesley S. A., Rockhampton u is
22 Thompson James,  Ipswich c 51 Wettenhall A. R:., Glengallan o
23 Thomson  J. M., Calliungal n z 52 Whelan Jas., Gracemere e
24 Thorburn Alexander ,  Peak Downs u  is 53 Whelan Joseph, Ipswich c (2)
25 Thorn George, Canal Creek s 54 Whittaker Geo., Toowoonba c (2)
26 Thornington Thomas, Ipswich e 55 White Thomas, Ipswich u is
27 Timm  Walter, Fairview c 56 White  Isaac , McIntyre Brook s
28 Tisdale Tb orol d, Warrego s 57 Whitley Chas. J., Clermont u is (2)
29 Todd James, Talgai a 58 White -, Brisbane  (near Goal) c
30 Tom  Miss Martha, Leybourne m 59 White Robert, Rockhampton c
31 Tonyean John Arnold, Brisbane u is 60 White Sarah A., York's Hollow c
32 Towell T., Rockhampton c 61 White R ichard ,  Bowe n  o c (2)
33 Towell J., Brisbane u k 62 Whitesmith Joseph, Rockingham Bay e
34 Towell  W., ToowoombA c 63 Widgery James, Toowoomba s
35 Town Richard, Toowoomba o c 64 Wigginston Josh, Clermont c
36 Tracey Catherine  and Maria,  Brisbane u k 65 Wilkie Welch and Co., Brisbane u is
37 ravers Joseph, 1Vblalbin u Ic 66 Wilkinson Alex., Brisbane u  is  and c (2)
38 Treacy Denis, Ipswich  in 67 Wilkins Miss 1iI., Rockhampton u k
39 Tiede Paul, Xitehelll Downs f 68 Wilks Joseph, Bowen c
40 Trollope George F., Brisbane u k (2) 69 Wallace  Bart, Toowoomba c
41 Tray Joseph ,  Brisbane u  is 70 Wiles S., Clifton e
42 Tullock C.,  Brisbane s 71 Wild  Konrad, ,  Camboon o c
43 Tune -, Toowoomba c 72 Widie Thomas, Rockhampton c
44 Tunney  J., Oxford Rush e 73 Williams R., Brisbane c
45 Turnbull T., Callaudoon s 74 Williams James, Brisbane u  is
46 Turner John ,  Condamine c (3) 75 Williams D., Brisbane c
47 Turner  P. J., Clermont o c 76 Williams  ,  Brisbane  in
48 Turner Sarah ,  Rockhampton c 77 Williams Win., Ipswich a is (2)
49 Turner George ,  Talgai  in (3) 78 Williams Frank, Rockhampton s
50 Turner William, Barcoo c 79 Williams J. P., Ipswich u is
61 Turpin T., Ipswich u  is 80 Williams John, Cleveland Bay s
52 Tyre ll Miss Jane, Brisbane u  is  (2) 81 Williams Samuel, Toowoomba c
U. and V. 82 Williams Thomas, Toowoomba  c and  in (2)
1 Toowoomba u kULLATHORNE Richd. F. 83 Williamson and_iooke, Dalby c
2
,
Rockhampton eVANE John W. 84
'
Williamson  -,  (Publican) Peak Downs c
3
,
Varacy Thos . de Ipswich `e 85 Williamson A. J., Clermont c, 86 Eversieigh cWilliamson and Co4 Vickary John, Brisbane u k (2) 87 .,Bowen oWilliamson Robert5 Vivian W., Leyburn u is 88 ,Toowoomba cWilliamson W. C.
W. 89
,
Rockhampton cWilson  JohnI WAINWRIGI-IT Miss Anne,  Pine River u  is 90 ,Wilsen Albert '., Rockhampton u is
2 Wakeshaw John, Bowen c (2) 91 Wilson Miss, Brisbane u is
3 Wakefield Letitia, Brisbane u k 92 Wilson D., Bowen s
4 Walker Miss A., Maryborough o 93 Wilson D., Glengarif s
5 Walker Edward, Ideaway c 94 3-pswich sJWJ.'  on r A.
6 Walker Y., Taroom in 95
,
Wilson Geo., Maryborough c
7 Walker W. G., Bowen in 96 Wilson John, IPeeibyy s
8 Walker Thos., Toowoomba c
-
97 WWt'indie Thos., Brisbane c9 D ockh ampton sWalsh John P., 98 Winkletuan M. F., Dalby e
10 Walsh Chas., Brisbane c 99 Winter Clara, Bowen c
11 Ward Jas., Rockhampton u k 100 Win-wood Joseph,  Toowoomba u k
12 Ward J. B., Ware, ick s 101 Woolrige W-ai., Banana c
13 Ward Denis, Talgai c 102 Woodhouse Annie B., Brisbane u is
14 Ward G., Toowoomba c 103 Wood  Miss  Kate, Brisbane u is
15 Ward Mary, Brisbane u is (2) 101 Wood Abraham, Taroom c
16 Warden A., Goomnburra o 105 Woods Win., Brisbane u k
17 Wardle Thos., Brisbane o c 106 Warwick sN oods Ciras.
18 Warren  -,  Warrego s 107
,
WW ootor Char. Talgai in
19 Warren  John, Brisbane s 108
,Wreford J. Brisbane  in
20 Watt  J. B., Warrego s 109
,
Brisbane cWright  -
21 Watt  J., Bowen c 110
,
Wright Win., Bowen c
22 Watsen  G. L., Marlborough t 111 Ipswich cWright Geo.
23 Watsen Perci val, Brisbane c
,
24 Watson  Alfred,  Brisbane u  is X. Y. and Z.
25 Watson  Wni., Ban Ban c 1 XAYDBRS Jakob, Dalby e
26 Watson  VV-m., Kne'bworth s (3) 2 YATES Win., Peak Downs 
27 Watkins  John, Ipswich u is 3 Yorke T.  13.,  Brisbane u k
28 Watkins Thor., '_i_'oo oo_;a'r a c 4 Young Eliza, Bowen c
29 Watkin J. ., Bx `6ih,.ne c 5 Young Lewis, Brisbane u is
30 Waters  Julia, Br s"balne o 6 ZANOW Johann,  Brisbane f
31 Watton Jas., Caznboon o 7 Zechin. Wilhelm, Ipswich c
32 Way Jas, J no... Bower o 8 Zechelius.August, Clermont n z
33 Way  W.,  Peak Downs o 9 Zilmer Susanna, Brisbane e
34 Wayland  F., Ipswich c
35 Webb G. W., Roekha mpton s
36 Webb W. 1I., Clermont c INITIALS AND HISCELLANLOUS.
37 Webber.Robert, Boweri c 1 J. L., Brisbane c
38 Webster Jenny, Brisbane  0 2 H. F., Brisbane c
39 Webster Thos., Springsure e 3 W. D., Brisbane c
40 Weekes Mrs., Rocl-Oaa- r t.on s 4 J. U. B., Brisbane c (3)
41 Zeeland --,  l ockliar3nt n i 5 Superintendent  of Wallinchie c
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TOTICE is hereby given that the "annual Meet-
ing of the Justices of the Peace, acting in
and for the district of Brisbane, will he held at
noon,, on TUES,i) , the i 7;_11 d-1y of Acrd next,
at the Police O iu,e- , _-  cis ;r of  _3ri  b:1-11e, fcr  the
consideration of a pplie Lions m ide io: . 2'i.b_i:'ansLicenses.
Applications for Licenses must be deliTei-ed to
the undersigned on or before  TUESDAY,  the 27th
of March.
WILLIAM HENRY DAY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Office,
Brisbane , 7th March, 1866.
ANNUAL LICENSING  MEETING, GAYN DAIS.
A MEETING of the Justices of the Peace,acting in and for the Police District of
Gayndah, will be holden at the Court House,
Gayndah, on TUESDAY, the 17th day of April
next, for the purpose of taking into consideration
applications for Publicans' Licenses.
Applications must be lodged with the under-
signed on or before the 27th March.
M. AIREY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Gayndah, 27th February, 1866.
NOTICE.TIIi Annual Licensing iMleeting of Justices ofthe Peace, acting in and for the district of
Drayton, will be holden at the Police Offices,
Drayton and Toowoomba, on TUESDAY, the 17th
day of April next, at noon, for the purpose of
taking into consideration such applications as may
be made to them for Publicans' Licenses, under the
Act 27 Victoria, No. 16.
All applications to be sent to the undersigned on
or before the 27th March, 18d6.
ARTHUR EDWARD DOUGLAS,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Offices, -
Toowoomba and Drayton, 6th l\Lsrch, 1866.
- NOTICE.
1 TOTICE  is hereby given,  that Courts of Revision
.1_i of the Electoral  Rolls  of the districts under-
named will  be held  at the time and place here
stated-
For Western Downs, at Police  Office, Drayton,
on WEDNESDAY, the 11th April next, at Ten
a.m.
For Drayton and Toowoomba , at Police  Office,
next, atToowoomba , on TUESDAY, Kith Ai-ril
Twelve noon.
By order,
ARTHUR EDWARD DOUGLAS,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Office,
Toowoomba , 6th March, 1866.
NOTIcIE
is hereby  given, that in accordance
with  the 11th  clause of the  Act 27 Victoria,
No. 16 ,  a Court of Petty Sessions will be holden at
the Court House; Nanango , on TUESDAY, the
17th day of  April  next, at noon ,  for the express
purpose of considering all applications under the
above recited Act.
WM. C. N. BUS SELL,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Nanango ,  6th March, 1866.
THE Annual Licensing Meeting of the Justicesacting for, and usually residing in, the Police
District of Leyburn, will be held at the Police
Office,  Leyburn, on TUESDAY, the 17th day of
April, 1866,  at noon.
HENRY BR,AMSTON,
Clerk of  Petty Sessions.
Police  Office,
Leyburn , 5th March, 1866.
NOTICE.AGENERAL  Meeting of the Justices of thePeace, acting in and for the Police District
of  NA'oo A rco, will be  holde-c at the  Court House,
4 oog o o,  on  T  E SD _  Y,  the  off` , o f April
next , for the purpose  of taming into  con=sideration
a plicatio  ins for Publicans ' .Licenses ,  under the Actk Victoria, 1v o. 16.
All applications must be  lodged with  the  Clerk
of Petty Sessions ,  on or before the 27th day of
March next.
A.M. PATRICK,
Acting Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Police Court,
Woogaroo, 7th M arch, 1866.
PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
lI Licensing Meeting of Her Majesty's Justices
of the Peace, acting in and for the Police District
of Roma, will beholden at the Police Office, Roma,
on TUESDAY, the 17th day of April next, at
noon, for the purpose of taking into consideration
applications for Publicans' Licenses, under the Act
of Council 27 Victoria, No. 16.
JOHN MOORHEAD,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office;
Roma. 1st March. 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff 's Office,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1866.
O'SULLIVAN v. BERGIN.TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-TakeNotice that a Writ of  fier°i facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff in
the above action, and that all the Defendant's equity
of redemption or other equitable interest of, in,
and to, all that piece or parcel of Land in  the said
Colony, containing by adin.easurement forty-nine
acres more or loss, situated in the county of
Stanley, and parish of C-oocica, on Six-mile Creek,
portion eighty-three-Commencing on the right
bank of Six-mile Creek, at the south-western corner
of portion seventy-eight, and bounded thence on
the north by a line dividing it from that portion
bearing east forty-seven chains to a road one
chain wide; on the east. by that road dividing it
from part of portion seventy-nine bearing south
ten chains ; on the south by a line dividing it from
portion eighty-four bearing west fifty-one chains
and eighty links to Six-mile Creek ; and on the
west by that creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
And also all that }icce or parcel of Land in the
said Colony, containing by admeasurerent twenty
acres nior<, or less, sita.aa.,ted in tie county of
Stanley, and Parish Of lpss; ich, allotment one
hundred and twenty-four, in the eastern  suburbs
of Ipswich-Commencing at the north-west corner
of allotment one hundred and twenty-five, and
bounded on the north by a road one chain wide
westerly eight chains ; on the west by  a line at
right angles dividing it from allotment number one
hundred and twenty-three southerly twenty chains
to a road one chain wide ; on the south by that
road at right angles dividing it from allotment
number one hundred and twenty-seven easterly ten
chains ; and on the east by a line at right angles
dividing it from allotment number one hundred and
twenty-five northerly twenty.chains. to the point
of coinm?encement.-
Will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at the Clarendon Hotel, corner of
Brisbane street and Thorn street, Ipswich, on
SATURDAY, the fourteenth day of April next,
at Twelve o'clock noon ,  unless this execution is
previously  satisfied.
I
R. K. MACNISH,
Under Sherifff.
.3
Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane.
LET Writs be sealed or re-sealed, as the case
may require, empowering and authorising the
undermentioned persons to act as Con-ulissioners of
the Supreme Court of Queensland for taking bail
and affidavits, and also to examine witnesses in all
actions and proceedings in the said Court.
(Signed) JAMES COCKLE, C. J.
Matthew Airey
Reynolds Ball
T. B. Bruce ..,
Henry Batho...
F. S. Bowerman
C. C. Bencraft
W. C. N. Russell
F. N. Beddek...
W. Barns
Henry Bramston
P. A. Buckley
Gustavus Birch
J. L. Baker ...Horace. Burkit ...
C. F. Cumming .,.
William Cave
Charles  Carrington ... Maryborough
John Carew ... ... Rockhampton
S. Crisp ... ..,
W. Chubb .,.
Charles F. Chubb ...
Benjamin Cribb ...
John Conquest
F. 0. Darvall...
W. C. J. Doutty
Charles S. Dick
G. W. Dodwell
John Dawson
William 11. Day
Richard Driver
Arthur E. Douglas ...
George Evans
Henry Eliott... ...
C. B. Grimaldi ...
James Gordon
C. J. Gray
William Hellins
W. Haynes ... ...
A. E. Halloran
W. Hellyer ...
B. A. Ilerwooa ...
G. S. Lukin' ... ...
Peter Macpherson ..,
W. H. Mullen
A. P. Afaekeehnie ...
W. K. llacnish
H. H. Massie.. ...
Johii Moorehead ..,
Sydney Moore ...
E. 0. Moore ...
R. K. 1lacnish ...
R. C. Meagher
Edwin Norris
John Oldham
W. G. Pennington ...
Philip Pinnoek
Robert Payne ...
William Pickering ...
Gayndah ... ... Clerk Petty  Sessions
Brisbane ... Registrar  Supreme
Court
Adelaide ... ... Solicitor
Ipswich ... ... Solicitor
Dalby ... ... ... Clerk Petty  Sessions
Melbourne ... .., Solicitor
aanaugo Clerk Petty Sessions
Rockhampton Clerk Petty Sessions
Maryborough ,., Solicitor
Leybarn ... ... Clerk Petty  Sessions
New Zealand... ... Barrister
Ipswich Registrar District
Court
Mackay, PloneerRiver Justice of the Peace
St. Lawrence... ... Clerk Petty Sessions
Nanaugo ... ... Clerk Petty Sessions
Clermont . ... Clerk Petty Sessions
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Conveyancer and
Notary
Hobart Town... ... Solicitor
London ... .., Solicitor
Ipswich ... ... Solicitor
Charleville ... ... Clerk Petty  Sessions
Warwick ... ... Solicitor.,
Brisbane ... Registrar -General
Bowen... .. ... Clerk Petty Sessions
Rockhampton ... Solicitor
Ipswich ,.. ... Clerk Petty Sessions
Sydney ... Solicitor
Brisbane ... ... Clerk Petty  Sessions
Sydney Solicitor
Toowoomba ... ... Clerk Petty  Sessions
Sydney .,. .,. Solicitor
Brisbane ... ... Registrar District
Court
Bowen... ... ... Solicitor
St. Lawrence... ... Clerk Petty Sessions
Ipswich Police Magistrate
Melbourne ... ... Solicitor
Taroom ,., Clerk Petty  Sessions
Brisbane ... ... Sheriff
Sydney Solicitor
London ... Solicitor
Condamine ... Clerk Petty Sessions
Ipswich ... hallway Conveyau-
ecr and Solicitor
West Maitland Solicitor
Sydney Solicitor
Brisbane ... ... Solicitor
Brisbane ... ... Police Magistrate
Roma ... ... ... Clerk Petty Sessions
Clerk Petty Sessions
Roma ... ... ... Clerk Petty Sessions
Brisbane ... .., Under Sheriff
Maitland ... ... Solicitor
Brisbane ... Solicitor
Melbourne ... ... Solicitor
Sydney ... .,. Solicitor
Bowen ... ... Police Magistrate
Armidale ... .,, Solicitor
Brisbane ,., Official Assignee and
curator of Intes-
tate Estates
Seth L. Peterson Brisbane
George 1). Pilehar .,. Armidale .. .. Solicitor
Frederick Rilius . Drayton .., ... Police Magistrate
James Stockwell I?ri,bane Associate to His
F. 11. Stephen Sydney
honor the Chief
Justice
Chief Clerk in the
Office of Supreme
Court, Sydney,
N.S. W.
H. C. Stephen ... Sydney Solicitor
it. Sullivan Ipswich ... Solicitor
R. H. Smith ... M'Ielhourne ... .., Solicitor
D. H. Sinclair Daiby ... ... ... Police Magistrate
IT. G. Sit; pson ... Somerset. Tort Albany Clerk Petty Sessions
William wale ,. Sydney... ... ... Solicitor
R. T. Taylor ... ... `;urat ... ,,. ... Clerk Petty Sessions
Q. A. Thompson ... St. George's Bridge ... Clerk Petty Sessions
J. Malbon Thompson Ipswich ., Solicitor
Robert Viuecut ... Goondiwindi... Clerk Petty Sessions
W. K. Wright ... Brisbane ... ... Associate to His
Gilbert V. Wright
llonet• Mr. Justice
I.utuyehe
B'1 baX18 .,.  Supreme  Court
J. C. Wheeler  ...  Prinehcstsr ...
J. C.  White ... .. Warwick
S. H. Webb ... .. Bali aa:t ...
W. H. Wiseman  ...  '  Rockhampton
Lindsay B. Young .. .  Banana
offices
Clerk  Petty  Sessions
Police Magistrate
Cleric Potty Sessions
Police Magistrate
IClerk Petty  Sessions
This second day of  March, being the fourth day
t. llllt 1Y °l'etal ,  AD.  1866
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FRIDAY, THE SECOND DAY OF MARCH, BEING THE
FOURTH DAY OF HJLARY TS-,I;3I, A.D. 1866.
GENERAL ORDER.
I T is Ordered that the Commissions of all Com-inissioners, other than those named in the
Chief Justice's warrant of this day's date, and
other than those issued under the  " Common Law
" PFoccss Extension Act  1861," be, save and except
as regards any act heretofore done, revoked as
follows --
The Commissions of all Commissioners resident
in Queensland, other than as aforesaid, shall cease
and be of no effect at the end of five weeks from
the date hereof.
The Commissions of all Commissioners resident
in New South Wales, other than as aforesaid, shall
cease and be of no effect at the end of six weeks
from the date hereof.
The Commissions of all Commissioners resident
in Victoria, other than as aforesaid, shall cease and
be of no effect at the end of two months from the
date hereof.
The Commissions of all. Commissioners resident
elsewhere than in Queensland, New South Wales,
Victoria, or other than as aforesaid, shall cease
and be of no effect at the end of six months from
the date hereof.
(Signed) JAMES COCKLE, C. J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Coote, of
Brisbane, architect.
HE REAS the said William Coote was, on
the 3rd day of March, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,.
the 16th day of April, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
e.itate, and bar the election of a• Creditors' Assignee,
if required: and also to determine whether any or
what allowance for support shall be made to the
Insolvent up to the time of passing his last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvent; and a
Second Public Sittin of the Court, at the same
place, on I'H ySDAY, the 2Stu clay of June, A.D.
a btuv, to commence at Eleven O'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected wills the estate as may be-
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at .Brisbane, the 3rd day of March,.
A.D. 1866. ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER 3.tAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
l r IINSOLVE itiCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Farlow of
Brisbane, writer.
HTII,EAS the said William Farlow was,
d on the 5±h day of March, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to bean Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
AlOIIDAY, the 16th day of April, A.D. 1866,
to commence at, b leven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
T1-flT SD A Y, the 28th day of June, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and. for subh other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 5th day of March,
A.D. 1866.
. ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of  William  Henry Agg, of
Ballard 's Camp ,  storekeeper.
y
W HEREAS  the said William Henry Agg was,
on the 23rd day of February ,  A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting  of the  Court, to be holden
before me at the Supreme Court  house,  Brisbane,
on TH -URSDAY, the  5th day of  April, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o 'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate ,  and for the elec-
tion of a Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required ; and
also to determine whether any or what allowance
for support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed  to the  Insolvent  ;  and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court at the same place on
MONDAY, the  25th day of June ,  A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock ,  for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 28th day of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge
Official  Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the matter of the Act of Parliament, 9 Geo. IV.,
c.  83; and of the Act of Council, 11 Vic., No.24; and of the personal estate of John Kelly,
late of Seventeen-mile Rocks, deceased.
To Michael Kelly, the brother and next of kin to
the above intestate.
TAKE notice that, unless you apply for and
j obtain Letters of Administration to the personal
estate of John Kelly, late of Seventeen-mile Rocks,
deceased, intestate, or show cause within one
calendar month after the date hereof, to the satis-
faction of the Supreme Court of Queensland, or the
Judge thereof, why an order should not be made
for me to collect, manage, and administer the ,,aid
estate of the said John Ke lly, deceased, I shall, at
the expiration of the said one calendar month, apply
by petition to the said Court, or the Judge of the
said Court, for such order, and the same will be
made accordingly.
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane , the 10th day  of March, 1866.
MEMORANDUM .- Cause will be expected to be .  shown by
you, if at all, an Wednesday the eleventh day of
April , 1866, at 10 oclock ,  before the Judge then
sitting in Chambers ,  at the Court House,  Queen.
street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Maurice Collins, of the Ipswich
Agricultural Reserve ,  near Ipswich, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  farmer, deceased,
intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given ,.  that after the expira-
llIr  tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this honorable
Court,  in  its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ,  that Letters
of Administration of the goods ,  chattels ,  credits,
and effects ,  of the abovenamed deceased may be
granted to Bridget Collins ,  of the same place,
Widow of the said deceased.
Dated this second day of March ,  A.D. 1866.
4. J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Proctor for  the said  Bridget Collins.
By his Agents-KEANE AND FOWLES,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of John Skinner Bruere Hutchings,
of Brucedale Station, near Roma, in the Colony
of Queensland, grazier, deceased, intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Letters
of Administration of the goods, chattels, credits,
and effects of the abovenamed deceased may be
granted to Anna Hutchings, of the same place,
Widow of the said deceased.
Dated this second day of March, A.D. 1866.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Proctor for the said Anna Hutchings,
. Ipswich.
By his Agents-KEANE AND FO WLES,
Brisbane.
NOW READY FOR PUBLICATION,
AT THE GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE ,  BRISBANE,
ASERIES of  THIRTEEN PLATES, Engravedon Copper ,  showing the whole of the
TWENTY-TWO ELECTORAL  DISTRICTS
of the Colony of Queensland ,  viz.:--
PLATE No .  1.-EAST AND WEST MORETON.
AND THE EASTERN ,  WESTERN, AND NORTH-
ERN DOWNS, with portion of the LEICHHARDT
and WIDE BAY DISTRICTS .  Showing Towns,
Railways ,  Electric Telegraph Lines, Principal Bush
Roads and Tracks ,  Rivers, Creeks ,  Ranges ,  Agricultural
and Village Reserves ,  Boundaries of Surveyed Areas,
Principal Squatting Stations , &c., &c., with more than
200 miles of Coast  ;  also Bays ,  Ports ,  Islands, &c.,
according to the most recent Surveys. Scale ,  16 miles
to 1 inch ; size, 27 inches by 20 inches .  Printed on fine
paper, and colored .  Price 2s. per copy.
PLATE No. 2. - PORT CURTIS DISTRICT,.
Showing extensive Coast Line of upwards of 250 miles,
extending  from  Ranges near Kolan River on the south,,
northerly to Mackay on the Pioneer River ,  with Towns,
Roads ,  Telegraph Lines ,  Squatting Stations , &c., com-
plete .  Scale ,  16 miles to 1 inch ; size 27 inches by 20
inches .  Printed on fine paper, and colored. Price
is. 6d .  per copy.
PLATE No. 3. - WIDE BAY AND BURNETT
DISTRICTS .  Engraved to same scale and uniform
with Plates Nos. 1 and 2. Price 1s.
PLATE No. 4.-MARANOA ,  LEICHHARDT, AND
CLERMONT  DISTRICTS.  Engraved to the scale of
30 miles to 1 inch  ;  colored, and printed on fine paper
Price Is.
PLATE 1Vo.  5.-MITCHELL AND WARREGO.
DISTRICTS. Scale ,  30 miles to 1 inch  ;  complete as
above. Price Is.
PLATE No. "6.-KENNEDY DISTRICT .  Scale,  30,
miles to 1 inch. Price Is.
PLATE No. 7.-TOWNSHIPS  OF DRAY TON AND
TOOWOOMBA,  AND SUBURBS .  Engraved to the
scale of 20 chains to 1 inch ; printed on fine paper, and
colored. Price 1s.
PLATE No. 8.-TOWN AND SUBURBS OF ROCK-
HAMPTON. Finished same as Toowoomba and Dray-
ton. Scale ,  20 - chains to one inch  ;  colored. Price Is.
PLATE No .  9. - WARWICK AND SUBURBS.
20 chains to 1 inch ; colored. Price Is.
PLATE No. 10.-MARYBOROUGH AND SUB-
URBS .  20 chains to 1 inch  ;  colored. Price Is.
PLATE No. 11. - IPSWICH AND SUBURBS.
Showing original Government Allotments in Town and
Suburbs ,  Purchasers '  Names, Areas, Roads, Railway
Terminus ,  Reserves for Public Buildings and Recreation,
&c., &c. Scale,  18 chains to I inch  ;  size, 22 inches by
28 inches  ;  colored, and printed on fine paper .  Price 2s.
PLATE No. 12. - BRISBANE AND SUBURBS,
including Electoral Districts of North Brisbane ,  Forti-
tude  Valley , and South Brisbane ,  Kangaroo Point,  &c.;
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with Roads, Reserves, Town and Suburban Allotments,
Names of Purchasers from the Crown, &c., &c. Scale, 8
chains to 1 inch ; printed on fine paper, and neatly
colored. Price 2s.
PLATE No. 13.-SKETCH MAP OF THE COLONY
OF QUEENSLA.ND. Showing Electoral and Pastoral
Districts, Telegraph Lines, Postal Routes, &c., &c., &c. ;
colored. Price 2s.
ATLAS OF QUEENSLAND.
The whole of the above Maps can be had com-
plete in an ATLAS, with an ADDITIONAL
PLATE, showing the situation of ueensland in
the group of Australian Colonies,' and to the
continents of India, China, Netherlands India, &c.,
&c., with existing and proposed Steam Routes and
Telegraphic Lines intended to connect Queensland
direct with Great Britain, India, China, &c., &c.
Price, in cloth cover, complete, 12s. 6d.
Published at the Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, Queensland.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
OTICE.-In accordance with the Act 28
Victoria, No. 19, I, James Ivory, intend to
apply on 23rd March to the Court of Petty Sessions,
Ipswich, for permission to place Gates between
portions 311, 332, and 311, 320, near Deebing
Creek;  184, 185, Bandanbah Creek ; near same, 233,
60, and 171,  227;  and, near Long Swamp, 26, 35.
£10 REWARD.
QUPPOSED to be Stolen from Ruthven street,
Toowoomba, _ the  bay  Horse "Talleyrand,"
late the property of Mr. S. S. Norris, Condamine,
branded T over n conjoined near shoulder, small
star, off hind foot white. The above reward will
be paid on conviction of the thief, if stolen, or £2
on delivery to Mr. Andrew Walker, Toowoomba,
or to
JAMES KING,
Condamine.
£3 REWARD.
LOST from Malvern Downs, one Bay Cob,
branded WF near shoulder, very short tail,
two white hind feet ; one bay mare, branded WF
sideways near shoulder, one hind foot white, sear
off side, switch tail. The above reward will be paid
on delivery of the horses to G. Haylock, Esquire,
Malvern Downs, or to R. M'Master, Esquire,
Blair Athol.
£3 REWARD,
LOST from Toowoomba, the under-described
Horses :-Roan Horse, branded 55 I near
shoulder, like R off shoulder. Bay Horse, branded
rri over S near shoulder,  55  near thigh. Bay Horse,
branded HR over H near shoulder. One Pound
reward each will be paid on the delivery of the
said horses to the undersigned.
HENRY RASAR,
Main Range.
NOTICE.- The Partnership heretofore subsist-
I ing between us, the undersigned ,  Alexander
Speed Webster, George William Brown, and
Hugh  McMichael ,  under the firm of Brown and
McMichael, has been Dissolved by mutual consent.
All debts due to the firm are to be paid to Alexander
Speed Webster and George William Brown, by
whom all debts due by the firm will be paid.
Dated the 6th day of February, 1866.
A: S. WEBSTER,
GEO. W. BROWN,
H. McMICfIAEL.
Witness-Jxo. P.  Roxnuxc.ti.
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
( HAVE' this day sold to James Taylor, of
J Toowoomba, all my right, title, and interest in
the Stations known as Clifford, Woodduck, and
Emu, near Taroom, Leichhardt District,  and all
stock belonging thereto.
Mr. James Taylor will pay all liabilities con-
nected  with the property, and receive  all assets.
THOS. R. BOULTON.
Witness-C. W. PITTS.
Toowoomba, February 3rd, 1866.
1
THE Creditors in the Assigned Estate of.
Thomas Huddlestone Slater, jeweller, Rock-
hampton, are requested to send' in their claims to
the undersigned within eight days from date, to
enable Trustees to declare a Dividend, otherwise
they will not be recognised.
JOS. KOHN AND CO.
10th March. 1866.
flapounbingo.
I MPOUNDED at alby, from Jondaryan, o  23rdFebruary, 1866, by order of Win. Graham, Esquire.
Driving expenses 2d. per mile.
One piebald mare, 0 like H inside near shoulder.
One black colt, hind feet white, EC off shoulder, like JK
blotch brand under near shoulder.
One black horse, star, white feet, P-+ over H near shoulder,
2 near neck, N near rump.
One chesnut filly, white face, near hind foot white, WA
near shoulder, WP near rump.
One chesnut horse, star, M in circle near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, MG near shoulder.
One bay mare, J and M over M conjoined over G near
shoulder, top of both ears split.
One bay horse, hind feet white, C near shoulder, C oil'
shoulder, 2 near thigh.
One chestnut horse, blaze, white feet, TY near shoulder.
One bay mare, blaze, near hind foot white, FB near
shoulder, foal at foot.
One ehesnut horse, white face, HL conjoined near
shoulder, GJ near thigh. .
One bay horse, star, B near shoulder, B off thigh.
One bay mare, JH conjoined near shoulder.
One bay filly, stripe, off fore and hind legs white, X
over AB near shoulder.
One dark chesnut mare,  near  fore fetlocks white, Q'i over
R near shoulder.
One roan horse, . M over broad-arrow over A conjoined
near shoulder.
One chesnut  mare,  blind off eye, TM over YJ near
shoulder.
One chesnut  mare , blind near eye, J-B near shoulder,
M in circle near thigh.
One black filly, star, M near shoulder, NA of shoulder.
One bay horse, J-B conjoined near shoulder, JH con-
joined near saddle. -
One bay horse, D- near shoulder, crown brand above and
under 75 off shoulder.
One grey horse, 2 over 3A near shoulder.
One bay filly, SG over TB near shoulder, 83 near ribs.
One grey entire, TM over JD near shoulder. Damages
£5.
One chesnut mare, TM over M over TA near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 31st day of March,
will be sold to defray expenses.
GEO. HOLMES, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, from Undullah, by order of
1 A:: Meston, Esq., February 26th. Driving  expenses,
2d. per mile.
One blue strawberry heifer, BC near ribs, off ear marked.
One red heifer, DC near ribs, ear marked.
One red bullock, JN over N off ribs, J off rump, ears
marked.
One roan bullock, AR near rump, 0 near ribs.
One red cow, BC near ribs, oil' ear marked.
One yellow cow, WW near ribs.
One roan cow, WW near ribs.
One red stag, BC near ribs, off ear marked.
One strawberry cow, BC near ribs, off ear marked.
One red heifer, BC near ribs, off ear marked.
One red steer, BC near ribs, off ear marked.
One roan bullopck, MOB over bd off rump.
One red stag, BC near ribs, off ear marked.
One red bullock, worker, BK off rump, SB near ribs.
One red cow, BC near ribs, off ear marked.
If not released on or before the 31st day of March
next, will be sold to defray expenses.
GEO. HOLMES, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Glengallan, on the
27th February, 1866, by order of John Deuchar,
Esquire. Driving expenses 2s. per head.
One brown entire, WD near shoulder. Damages £5.
One grey mare, JL over JT near shoulder.
One bay filly foal, JL near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, like M over W and HO over P near
shoulder.
One grey colt foal, unbranded.
One chesnut horse, three white feet, blaze in face, W
near cheek, like IW near shoulder, W near hip.
One grey mare, like JHL conjoined over  -  off shoulder.
One bay horse, star, MA near shoulder, like j j off
shoulder.
One Chesnut horse, DM over A near shoulder, D over  Ak
off shoulder, D off hip.
One brown horse, hind feet white, like 533 near shoulder,
like C over H K off shoulder.
One bay horse, star, off hind foot white, like Hp con-
One bay filly,  like Z off shoulder.
One bay colt, blaze down face, like J-C near shoulder.
One grey  filly, MH conjoined near shoulder.
One brown horse, like JP over blotch brand near
shoulder, like triangle near rump.
If not released on or before 30th March, 1866, will
be sold on that day, at noon, to defray expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowooniba., 17th February, 1866,
from Clifton, by order of E Marley, Esq. Driving
and damages, 2s. 6d. per head. (Not claimed by sup-
posed owner.)
One chesnut filly, 2 over WL over 00 near shoulder,
diamond off shoulder and near thigh.
(Wrongly described in former advertisement.)
One bay colt, JH over 2 off shoulder, near fore and hind
feet white, star and snip.
One strawberry cow, JZ or IZ near ribs and rump, slit
near ear. _
If not released on or before 20th March, 1866, will be
sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Talgai, 3rdMarch,
1866, by order of Thomas Hanmer, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 2s. per head.
One bay mare, TW over JHC or JHG conjoined near
shoulder, two hind feet white, star.
One black colt, like KH or ICH (the IC conjoined) near
shoulder, near hind foot white, lump on off bock.
One dark grey colt, JP conjoined, sideways, near
shoulder and rump.
One chesnut colt, WM conjoined near shoulder, blaze,
two hind feet white, star and snip.
One black mare M near shoulder, near hind foot white,
snip.
One bay colt, 2 over 2 2 near shoulder, like 9 off
shoulder, off hind. foot white, star.
One grey horse, JY near shoulder, T near saddle.
One bay mare, M over ra off shoulder.
joined over W off shoulder,  like R near rump.
One grey mare, Q over like heart near shoulder,
Chesnut filly foal at foot, unbranded.
One dark grey rig, like cross in circle off shoulder. £5
damages.
One bay horse, P near ribs, 'WO near shoulder, like 71
off ribs, two hind feet white, spur marked.
One brown mare, SS over blotch near shoulder, rope on
neck, hobble strap and chain on near fore foot.
One dark bay mare, JT near shoulder.
One brown  filly foal, PF near shoulder.
One brown filly, three white feet, star and snip, no
brand visible.
One bay mare, JM near shoulder.
One bay mare, PF near shoulder, white feet, star
and snip.
One chesnut mare, F near shoulder, white feet,
blaze, festula marked.
If not released on or before the 30th March, 1866,
they will be sold to pay expenses.
CHARLES THOMAS, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Mortlake. Driving
4s. per head.
One red and white cow and calf, tip off near ear, like
^ over i conjoined over RB over B off ribs, R off
rump.
One brindle and white steer, slit off ear, M off ribs.
One white cow, like JW and blotch off ribs.
One yellow bullock, top off both ears, HI off rump and
ribs.
One white steer, top off off ear, TD off rump and ribs
One red and white cow, RM off ribs.
One red and white steer, top off near ear, ES off rump
and ribs.
One red and white steer, split near ear, DM near ribs.
One mouse-colored cow, top off both ears, PE off rump
and ribs.
One red and white steer, CA off ribs, A off shoulder.
One red and white steer, CA off ribs, A off shoulder.
One red and white heifer, split near ear, TAM near ribs,
like J near rump.
One red and white steer, hole near ear, DP near rump.
One red steer, TIT off ribs, red heifer, anvil near shoulder.
From Fassifern. Driving 5s. per head.
One bay colt, R near shoulder, N near rump.
One bay colt, hind feet and near fore foot white, J near
shoulder.
One bay horse, shield near ribs.
One bay mare, star, like C in square over DD over 7 near
shoulder, 10 near ribs.
One bay horse, III near shoulder.
One iron-grey mare and foal, like 4 over JG off shoulder.
One roan entire, PB off shoulder, like PB near shoulder.
One bay horse, off hind foot white, RT near shoulder.
One bay filly, SD near shoulder.
One brown mare and foal, hind feet. white, C over 22
near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 31st day of March,
1866, will be sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
Printed and  Published by W. C. Bar.unrnoz. Government  Printer,
William  Street , 10th March, 1866,
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VOL. VII.] MONDAY, 12TH. MARCH, 1866. - [No. 29.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c., &c., &c.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the provisions of the Act 24
Victoria, No. 15, respecting the Alienation of Crown Lands, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following Lots of Land will be
offered for sale by public auction, at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock, on the days specified,
at the upset price affixed to each Lot respectively. (Deposit 10 per cent.)
The Deed Fee on the undermentioned Lots will be charged according to the following scale :--
Not exceeding 50 acres, £1; above 50 and not exceeding 300 acres, £15s. ; above 300 and not exceeding
640 acres, £1 10s.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS, BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY, THE 17TH DAY OF APIUL, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS .
a F7 Price per County.Area. Acre.o o o
Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P. £
1 14 ... 80 0 0 1 Ward ,.. Gilston ... On Neerang River.
2 15  ... 72 0 0 1 „ „
3 16 ... 145 0 0 1 „ „ „
4 18 ... 132 0 0 1 Near Neerang River.
5 19 ... 99 3 0 1 „
6 20 ... 77 3 0 1
7 21 ... 87 1 0 1
8 22 ... 93 1 0 1
9 24 ... 78 0 0 1 On Neerang River.
10 23 ... 66 0 0 1 „ Albert ... Near the Logan River.
11 24 44 0 0 1 „ it „
12 25 ... 60 0 0 1 „ „
13 26 ... 40 0 0 1 „ „
14 27 ... 60 0 0 1
15 28 ... 40 0 0 1
16 29 ... 60 0 0 1
17 30 .., 40 0 0 1
18 31 ... 90 0 0 1
19 32 ... 60 0 0 1
20 33 ... 60 0 0 1
21 34 ... 60 0 0 1
22 35 ... 60 0 0 1
23 36 ... 60 0 0 1
24 37 ... 60 0 0 1
25 38 ... 136 0 0 1 On the Logan River.
26 39 ... 38 0 0 1
27 40 ... 32 0 0 1
28 41 ... 29 2 0 1
29 42 ... 27 2 0 1
30 43 ... 42 0 0 1
31 44 ... 35 0 0 1
32 45 ... 32 0 0 1
33 46 ... 34 0 0 1 „ „
34 47 ... 40 0 0 1 „ „
35 48 ... 47 0 0 1 „ „
36 49 49 0 0 1...
,n a n n 1ct7  r
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C0
a d
c o.° o
S ' 8 51
39 52
40 53
41 54
42 55
43 56
44 57
45 58
46 59
47 60
48 61
49 62
50 63,
61 64
52 65
53 66
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,  BRISBANE -continued.
ON  TUESDAY)THE 17TH DAY OP APRIL, 1866.
COUNTRY  LOTS -.continued.
Area. Price perAcre. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P. £
40 0 0 1 lWard
40 0 0 1 „
40 0 0 1 „
64 1 0 1 „
50 0 0 1
40 0 0 1
40 0 0 1
4000 1
40 0 0 1 „
4000 1 „
... 40 0 0 1 „
50 0 0 1
75 0 0 1
.,. 60 0 0 1
... 60 0 0 160 0 0  1
0
d
c 0 ° o Area.6a z
County.  Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P. £
1 243 . , , 20 3 24 1 Stanley ... Goodna ... Year the Six-mile Creek
2 244 ... 20 0 0 1 „
3245 ... 6 0 0 1 „
4 246 ... 44 0 0 1 „ „
„
5 251 ... 55 0 0 1 „ „ „
6 254 ... 25 2 0 1 „  SPY  „
7 255 ,.. 42 0 0 1 „ „
8 256 .. 34 0 0 1 „
9 257  ... 27 3 0 1 „
10 258 ... 26 2 0 1
11 259
... 35 0 0 1
12 260 .,. 31 0 0 1
13 261 ... 32 0 0 1 „ „ „
14 262 ... 41 0 0 1 „ „
15 263 ... 46 0 0 1 „
16 264
... 61 0 0 1 „ „ „
17 265 ,.. 56 0 0 1 „ „ „
18 266 ... 63 0 0 1 „ „ It
19 267 ... 34 3 0 1 „ „ „
20 268
... 28 0 0 1 „ „
21 269 . . . 28 0 0 1 „ „ „
22 273 ... 62 0 0 1 „ „ On the Six-mile Creek
23 274 66 0 0 1 „ „
24 278 42 3 0 1 Near the Six-mile Creek
25 279 ... 48 0 0 1 ,. „
26 280
...
61 3 0 1
27 281 ... 51 2 0 1 „
28 309 . . . 10 3 12 1 Churchill ... Brassall , . .
29 310
...
12 0 0 1
30 311 ,.. 10 2 0 1
31 312
... 13 1 0 1 „ ...
32 313 ... 10 0 32 1
33 314 17 3 20 1...
34 315 ... 21 0 0 1 15
35 316 ... 41 3 0 1 „
36 317 ... 43 0 0 1
37 319 ... 10 0 0 1
38 320 ... 8 1 24 1
39 321 ... 5 1 36 1 ,,
40 322 ... 21 3 14 1
41 323 ... 16 3 0 1
42 324 ... 10 2 0 1
43 325 ... 1 3 16 1
,7
44 326  ...  2 1 38 1
45 327 ... 4 1 10 1 „
46 328 ... 6 0 15 1 „
47 329 ... 5 . 3 18 1 ,, ff
48 330 ... 4 2 20 1
„ „
49 331 .., 5 2 31 1
„ ,f
50 332 .. , 6 3 14 1 „  if
51 333 6 332 1 Of 00
... Albert ... Near the Logan River.
„
„ ,f
ff
„
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 18TH DAY OF APRIL, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
The purchaser of this al-
lotment will have to
allow the  present occu-
piers 60 days to remove
their  imp rovements.
IThe purchaser  of thia al-
lotment  will  have co pay
the present occupiers
X30 for
o
improvements.
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE,  IPSWICH-continued.
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 18TH DAY OF APRIL, 1866.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
0 0-2 0 Area. am County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
z a Z
52 1.15
53 116
54 117
55 118
56 119
57 120
58 121
59
60
61
62
122
123
124
125
63
64
65
126
127
128
A. R. P. £
2 2 1 2 Churchill ... Laidley ... Near the Town of Laidley
1 2 25 2 „ „ „
1 3 11 2 „ „
1 3 11 ' 2 „ „
1 3 11 2
3 2 22 2 „
3 2 22 2 21
20 0 0
30 0 0
38 0 0
44 0 0
6 1 30
5 1 24
5 1 30
1
1
2
2
2
COUNTRY LOTS.
Churchill ... Laidley ... , On Laidley Creek ...
„ it
„
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Churchill ... Laidley ...  On Laidley Creek
„ I „ „
„ „ „
COUNTRY LOTS.
66 ( 29AI ...  122 2 0 1 1 Stanley ... Bundanba On Bundanba Creek ...
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOOWOOMBA,
ON MONDAY,  THE 16TH DAY  OF APRIL, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
These lots ,  if not sold,
. will not be open to
Jl selection.
41
d Price per
° Area. Acre. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
O U
A. R. P. £
1 8 26 1 0 0 8 Aubigny Drayton Town of Toowoomba.
2 9 26 1 0 0 8 „ „ „
3 6 27 1 0 0 8 „ „ „
4 7 27 1 0 0 8
5 8 27 1 0 0 8
6 9 27 1 0 0 8
7 10 27 1 0 0 8 „
8 2 31 1 0 10 8
9 3 31 1 0 10 8 „
10 4 31 1 0 10 8 „
11 1 32 1 0 10 8 „
12 2 32 1 0 10 8 „
13 6 32 2 0 20 8 „
„
SALE AT THE POLICE .OFFICE, MARYBOROUGH,
ON THURSDAY, THE 12TH DAY OF APRIL, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
Area. m County. Parish. Situation.
Pa
A. R. P. £
1 1 201 9 3 21 1 March ... Maryborough Near the Race Course.
2 2 201 12 1 13 1 „ „ „
3 3 201 15 1 17 1 „ „ „
4 4 201 29 2 16 1 „ „  it
5 5 201 39 2 8 1 „ „  it
6 6 201 53 0 0 1 „
7 7 201 15 1 38 1
8 8 201 8 2 37 1
9 9 201 7 2 35 1 „ „
10 1 203 11 2 36 1 „ „
11 2 1203 14 2 25 1 „  11
12 5 1203 18  0 13  1 „ „
13 1 1204 15  1 30  1 10
14 2 1204 9 2 39 1 „
15 3 X204 7 1 0 1 „16,  4 1204 11  2 15  1 ,,  11
17 5'204 10 0 0 1 „ „
18 6 1204 26 0 16 1 „ „
19 7 204 14 0 0 1
20 1 205 5 0 5 1 „
21 2 '205 17 0 0 1
22 3 205 15 1 16 1
23 4 205 16 3 15 1
Remarks.
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, GAYNDAH,
ON FRIDAY ,  THE 13TH DAY of APRIL, .1866.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Area. County . Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P. £
6 10 2 2 0 2 Mackenzie  Gayndah  ...  Near the Town  of Gayndah.
1 14 1 1 37 2 „ „
1 25 1 2 10 2 It „
2. 25 1 2 10 2 „
3 25 1 2 10 2 „
4 25 1 2 10 2 „
5 25 1 2 10 2 „ „
6 25 - 1 2 10 2 IS
7 25 1 2 10 2 „
8 25 1 2 10 2
5 26 1 2 10 2
6 26 1 2 10 2
7 26 1 2 10 2
8- 26 1  2 10  2
4 27 1  2 10 2
5 27 1 2 10 2
6 27 1  2 202 2
5 27a  1 2 20 2
6 27a 1 2 20 2
7 27a  1 2 20 2
8 27a 1 2 20 2 „
3 28 2 1 3  2  „
1 28a  1 2 10 2
2 28a  1 2 10 2
3 28a 1 2 10 2 „
4 28a 1 2 10 2
5 28a  1 3 7 2
6 28a 1 3 7 2
7 28a 1 3 7 2
8 28a 1 3 7 2
1 29 1 2 10 2
2 29  1 2 10 2
3 29 1  2 10 2
4 29 1 2 10 2
5 29 1 2 10 2
6 29 1 2 10 2
7 29 1 2 10 2
8 29 1 2 10 2
1 30 1 2 10 2
2 30 1 2 10 2 it
3 30 1 2 10 2
4 30 1 2 10 2
5 30 1 2 10 2
6 30 1 2 10 2
7 30 1 2 10 2 „
8 30 1 2 10 2 it
1 31 1 2 10 2 „
2 31 1 2 10 2 „
3 31 1 2 10 2 „
4 31 1 2 342 2 it
5 31 1  3 72 2 2j,  it
6 31 1 2 10 2 „
7 31 1 2 10 2 „
8 31 1 2 10 2 „ „
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, GLADSTONE,
ON MONDAY, THE 16TH DAY OF APRIL, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
0
I
0 o ° Area.
P
°; County . Parish. Situation. Remarks.
U y
A. R. P. £
1 20 28 0 2 0 8 Clinton ... Gladstone Town  of Gladstone.
2 22 28 0 2 0 8 19 i
3 23 28 0 2 0 8 P)
4 -1 .9 0 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
2 Clinton ... Auckland... Near the Town of Gladstone.
5 2 7 2 0 2 „ „ „
6 3 10 0 32 2 „
7 4 8 2 0 2
8 5 8 0 34 2
9 7 6 2 0 2
10 8 7 3 8 2
11 9 7 2 9 2
12 10 6 1 8 2
13 11 11 3 35 2
14 13 6 0 0 2 „
15 15 6 0 0 2
16 16 5 0 0 2 - „
17 19 4 1 25 2
18 20 6 3 29 2
19 21 11 0 32 2
20 22 8 3.22 2
21 23 5 2 24 2
22 24 6 2 35 2
23 25 6 034 2
24 26 6 2 2 2
25 27 4 2 32 2
26 28 51 0 2
27 35' 6 2 0 2
28 36 7 0 0 2
29 37 10 2 0 2
30 38 16 0 15 2
31 39 7 1 0 2
32 40 7 1 12 2
33 41 7 3 22 2
34 42 8 1 32 2
35 44 6 224. 2
36 45 5 1 26 2
37 46 7 2 7 2
38 47 10 1 10 2
39 48 7 1 8 2
40 49 3 0 32 2
41 50 4 1 5 2
42 51 4 0 32 2
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, MACKAY,
ON MONDAY, THE 16TH DAY Off' APRIL, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
c 0 o Area. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R P. ze
The purchaser of
this lot will have to
1 8 23 0 1 0 8 Carlisle Howard Town of Mackay allow ft  presents tor 60 dai... yoccup e
e his improve-rem
t
s
Por-
tion.
2 53
3 54
4 55
5 56
6 58
7 59
8 60
9 61
10 62
11 63
12 64
13 65
14 66
15 67
16 68,
17 69
18 70
19 71
20 72
21 73
22 51
23 50
24 48
25 47
26 46
27 45
28 44
29 43
30 42
31 41
32 40
33 39
34 38
35 37
36 34
37 33
38 32
39 31
40 30
41 28
42 27
43 2644 2545 2446  23
47 22,
48 21
49 2±)
50  19
51 18
52 17
53 16
54 15
55 14
56 13
57 12
,,. 84 0 0
84 0 0
... 93 0 0
... 109 b 0
... 84 0 0
84 0 0 1
84 0 0 1
... 93 3 0 1
86 0 0 1
88 0 0
60 0 0
60 0 0
1
1
1
... 60 0 0
60 0 0
90 3 0
177 0 0
... 98 0 0
... 82 0 0
... 78 0 0
... 73 0 0
171 2 0
160 0 0
120 0 0
... 120 0 0
... 96 2 0
... 100 0 0
95 2 0
85 2 0
... 67 0 0
... 60 0 0
60 0 0
... 60 0 0
... 60 0 0
60 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 60 0 0
... 60 0 0
... 160 3 0
160 3 0
120 0 0
79 0 0
... 82 0 0
80 0 0
89 0 0
89 0 0
69 0 0
51 0 0
50 0 0
16 0 0
... 102 0 0
120 0 0
120 0 0
120 0 0
120 0 0120 0 0120 0 
COUNTRY LOTS.
V
1 „
„
Bassett ... Near the Pioneer River
99 ,T
On the Pioneer River
!T „
Near the Pioneer River
On the Pioneer River
7,
,9
Near the Pioneer River
Tf
99
,T
On the Pioneer River
„
Near the Pioneer River
„
On the Pioneer River
„
Near the Pioneer River
,f
On the  Pioneer River
Near the  Pioneer River
„
„
„ TT
9, )9
9, fT
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the Colony, at Government House, Brisbane, this
seventh day of March, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixty-six,
and in the twenty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. 1VIACALTSTEI.
GOD SAVE  THE QTTEEN.
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LOGAN AGRICULTURAL  RESERVE.
Pxodanration.
By His Excellency Sir GEO$GE FERGUSON BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c., &c., &c.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the provisions of the Acts 24
Victoria, No. 15, and 27 Victoria, No. 23, respecting the Alienation of Crown Lands, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following
Lots of Land will be open to sale by selection, subject to the provisions of the said Acts and Regulations
thereunder, at the undermentioned place, at and after Eleven o'clock on the day specified, at the price
affixed to each lot respectively, being at the rate of £1 per acre.
The Deed Fee on the undermentioned. Lots will be charged according to the following scale
Not exceeding 50 acres, £1; above 50 and not exceeding 300 acres, £1 5s. ; above 300 and not exceeding
640 acres, £1 10s.
FOR SELECTION AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE, BRISBANE.
ON THURSDAY, THE 19TH DAY OF APRIL, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
0
0 0° 0  Area. 0m County . Parish. Situation. Remarks.
dam' 0Z
1 203
A. R. P. £
... 31 0 0 1 Stanley .. Mackenzie ... In the Logan Agricultural
2 204 48 0 0 1
Reserve.
„
3' 205 65 0 0 1 7)
4 206 54 0 0 1
5-.207 44 0 0 1
6 208 61 0 0 1
7 209 84 0 0 1
8 210 60 0 0 1
9 211 65 0 0 1 ,, „ 7,
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the Colony, at Government House, Brisbane, this
seventh day of March, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixty-six,
and in the twenty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.S.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
s} 1fitLilllt) :  AN. C. Bi rrs:ivc=s., (xc\e,uiacnt i.untef, %',ilhain Str. et, BiiC ai,e,
P4,
I
SUPPLEMENT
TO THE
QUEENSLAND
oberunient t$1aette
OF SATURDAY, 10TH MARCH, 1866.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. VII.]  WEDNESDAY, 14TH MARCH, 1866 . [No. 30.
I
N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deeds of Assignment have been registered in this Office
No. Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties .  Nature and Effect of Deed .  Date of Registration.
1866.
38 12  March . . . Between Edward William Fegan, of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland,
merchant, and Hugo Pietzcker, of the
same place, merchant, trading together
under the name and style of " E. W.
Fegan and Co.," of the first part ;
Ernest Hervey Webb, of Brisbane,
merchant, and Edward Barron Forrest,
of the  same  place, merchant (Trustees
for the purposes in the Deed of Assign-
ment mentioned), of the second part ;
and the several persons and bodies cor-
porate who have, by themselves or
their agents, executed the said Deed
of Assignment, being creditors of the
said Edward William Fegan and Hugo
Pietzcker, and whose  names are men-
tioned in the schedule attached to the
said Deed of Assignment, of the third
part.
39 9 March ... Between Jonathan Harris, of Drayton, in
the Colony of Queensland, butcher, of
the one part ; and William Henry
Groom, of Toowoomba, in the said
Colony, auctioneer, and George Blax-
land Molle, one of the firm of E. J.
Blaxland and Company, of Toowoomba
aforesaid, stock and station  agents, on
behalf and with the consent of certain
of the creditors of said Jonathan Har-
ris, Trustees, of the second part.
Deed of Assignment of all Lodged at the
the estate and effects of office of the
the said Edward Wil- Registrar of theham Fegan and Hugo Supreme Court
Pietzcker, trading as of Queensland,
Fegan and Company, in this 12th day of
trust for the benefit of March, A.D.
all the creditors of the 1866, and en-
said Edward William tered same day.
Fegan and Hugo
Pietzcker
Deed of Assignment of the 12th March, and
estate and effects of entered same
Jonathan Harris, of day.
Drayton, in the Colony
of Queensland, to Wil-
liam Henry Groom and
George Blaxiand Molle,
in trust absolutely to be
applied and adminis-
tered for the benefit of
the creditors of the said
Jonathan Harris
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
Jiy Authority :  W. C. JBaLBHIDQE,  Government Printer, Wi ll iam Street, Brisbane.
x'
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SUPPLEMENT
TO THE
QUEENSLAND
oberuiueutJThiette
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. VII.]  WEDNESDAY ,  14TH MARCH ,  1866.  [No. 31.
VriIantatiolu,
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c., &c., &c.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the provisions of the Act 24
Victoria, No. 15, respecting the Alienation of Crown Lands, I, the*Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following Lots of Land will be
offered for sale by public auction at the undermentioned place, at Eleven o'clock, on the day specified,
at the upset price affixed to each Lot respectively. (Deposit 10 per cent.)
The deed fee on the undermentioned Lots will be charged according to the following  scale :--
Not exceeding 50 acres, £1 ; above 50 and not exceeding 300 acres, £1 5s. ; above 300 and not exceeding
640 acres, £1-10s.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS, BRISBANE,
ON
_
WEDNESDAY, THE 2ND DAY OF MAY, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
Area, County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P.
1 1 6 0 1 8 8 Somerset  ... Sey mour Town of  Somerset
2  2 6 0 1 8 8 „ „ is
3  -3 6 0 1 8 8 is
4 4 6 0 1 8 8 „
5 5 6 0 1 8 8 is is
6  6 6 0 1 8 8 „
7 7 6 0 1 8 8 is
8  8 6 0 1 8 8 is
9  9 6 0 1 8 8 is
10  10 6 0 1 8 8  It „
11  11 6 0 1 8 8 is „
12  12 6 0 1 8 8 „
13  13 6 0 1 8 8  if is
14  14 6 0 1 8 8 „ it
15  1 7 0 1 8  8 „
16  2 7 0 1 8  8 is
17  3 7 0 1 8  8 „ of
18  4 7 0 1 8  8 i
19  5 7 0 1
„
8  8  „ is
20 6 7 0 1 8  8 is is
21 7 7 0 1 8  8 ,, is
22 8 7 0 1 8  8  is is  „
23 9 7 0 1 8  8 „ „  it
24 10 7 0 1 8  8 „  „
25 11 7 0 1 8  8 „ is is
26  12 7 0 1 8  8 „
27  13 7 0 1 8  8 „ is  „
28  14 7 0 1 8  8  it is  is
29  15 7 0 1 8  8  is „  is
30  16 7 0 1 8  8 is 95 is
31  17 7 0 1 8  8 is „ „
32  18 7 0 1 8  8 1
33  19 7 0 1 8  8 „ I
„is J
OF SATURDAY, 10TH MARCH, 1866.
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SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS, BRISBANE-continued.
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 2ND  DAY OF MAY, 1866.
TOWN  LOTS-continued.
Area. R County .  Parish .  Situation .  Remarks.
A. R. P. £
34 20 7 0 1 8 8 Somerset  ...  Seymour .. .  Town of Somerset
35 21 7 0 1 8 8 „ „
36 22 7 0 1 8 8 „
37 23 7 0 1 8 8
38 24 7 0 1 '8 8
39 1 14 0 1 8 .8
40 2 14 0 1 8 8
41 3 14 0 1 8 8
42 4 14 0 1 8 8
43 5 14 0 1 8 8
44 6 14 0 1 8 ,8
45 7 14  0 1 8 8
46 8 14 0 1 8 8
47 9 14 0 1 8 8
48 10 14 0 1 8 8
49 11 14 0 1 8 8
50 12 14 0 1 8 8 ., „
51 13 14 0 1 8 8
52 14 14 0 1 8 8
53 15 14 0 1 8 8
54 16 14 0 1 8 8
55 17 14 0 1 8 8
56 18 14 0 1 8 8
57  19  14 0 1 8 8 it
58 20 14 0 1 8 8 „
59 21 14 0 1 8 8 „
60 22 14 0 1 8 8 „ it
61 23 14 0 1 8 8
62 24 14 0 1 8 8
63 1 13 0 1 8 8
64 8 13 0 1 8 8
65  9 13 0 1 8 8
66 10 13 0 1 8 8
67 12 13 0 1 8 8
68 13 13 0 1 8 8
69 14 13 ' 0 1 8 8
70 15 13 0 1 8 8
71 16 13 0 1 8 8
72 17 13 0 1 8 8
73 18 13 0 1 8 8
74 19 13 0 1 8 8
75  20 13 0 1 8 8
76 21 13 0 1 8 8
7/ 22 13 0 1 8 8
78 23  13 0 1 8 8
79 24  13 0 1 8 8
80 13 12 0 1 8 8
81 15 12 0 1 8 8
82 17 12 0 1 8 8
83 1 35 1 0 0 8
84 2 35  .  1 0 0 8 it
85 3 35 1 0 0 8
86 4 35 1 0 0 8
87 5 35 1 0 0 8
88 6 35 1 0 0 8
89 7 35 1 0 0 8
90 8 35 1 0 0 .8
91 9 35 1 0 0 8
92 10 35 1 0 0 8
93 11 35 1 0 0 8
94 12 35 1 0 0 8
95 13 35 1 0 0 8
96 14 35 1 0 0 8
97  15  35 1 0 0 8
98 16 35 1 0 0 8 „ it It
99 17 35 1 0 0 8 „ „
100 18 35 1 0 0 8 „
101 119  35 1 0 0 8 „
102 120 35 1 0 0 8
Giv en  under  ny Hand, and the Seal of the Colony, at Government House, Brisbane, this
fourteYuth day of March, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixty-
six, and in the twenty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
G.  F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER..
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Authority :  W. C. Brr.Baieoa ,  Government Printer, William Street, Brisban ,
4QUEENSLAND
Livernnrent
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY,
aette+,
VOL. VII.] SATURDAY, 17TH MARCH, 1866. [No. 32.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane ,  14th March, 1866.
IS Excellency  the Governor, with the advice
of the  Executive Council, has been pleased to
direct the publication of the subjoined Minute of
the Executive  Council.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER. .
At the Government House, Brisbane, on the 28th
February, 1863.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR in Council.
His Excellency the Governor, at the instance of
the Vice-President, directs the attention of the
Council to a notice which appeared in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of the 28th July, 1860, No. 43,
warning Officers of the Civil Service of Queens-
land against attending political meetings, and
taking part in political agitations ; and to the fact
that the Government have recently ascertained
that at least two Officers in the service of this
Colony, either through inadvertence or wilfully,
have given countenance and support to political
newspapers.
The Council deliberate. It is of importance that
the Government should not interfere unnecessarily
with those political privileges which are possessed
alike by Officers in the Civil Service as by all
other members of the community ; but it is equally
important that in a service essekitially executive, and
where the first duty of every member is to obey and
carry out the law, no attempt should be permitted
on the part of any official person to engage, either
directly or indirectly, in contributing, either by
writing or otherwise, to the support of any political
newspa pers. To allow any discretion on a subject
of this kind would be at once to convert the public
departments into political associations, and the
information acquired in the Service into an engine
for partisan attacks, while the true objects of
the Public Service, and the duties of the permanent
servants of the Colony, would be utterly
neglected.
Fully impressed with the importance of this
subject, and actin; in accordance with the rules
laid down in all other conmiuaities, the Council
advise that there be published in the  Government
Gazette  a notice embodying the above views, and.
prohibiting all Officers of the Civil Service of
Queensland, under pain of dismissal, from engaging
themselves in connection with any political journals
It is, of course, understood that the members of
the Civil Service, like the rest of the community,
are at liberty to contribute to the public press
information respecting general literature, natural
history, pastoral pursuits, agriculture, and all other
subjects unconnected with party politics.
HENRY D. PITT,
For Clerk of the Council.
MUNICIPAL ELECTION.
MUNICIPALITY OF TOWNSVILLE.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.WHEREAS by a certain Proclamation datedthe fifteenth day of February, one thous nd
eight hundred and sixty-six, and duly made and
published under the provisions contained in the
Municipal Institutions Act of  18(14, in the  Gazette
of the seventeenth day of February, one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-six, a certain town in the
said Proclamation described and named, was
declared to be a Municipality" within the mean-
ing of the said Act, by the name and style of " The
Municipality of Townsville "; and whereas by a
certain other Proclamation, dated the eighth day of
March, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six,
the limits and boundaries of the said Municipality
were defined, pursuant to the said Act ; and
whereas it is by the said Act provided and declared
that the first election of Aldermen for any new
Municipality should take place on a day to be notified
by the Governor, within three months after its
incorporation, and that the Returning Officer at such
election should be nominated by the Governor :
Now, therefore, I, Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN,
in pursuance of the provisions of the said Act, do
by this my Proclamation, nominate and notify that
James Gordon, Esquire, of Townsville, shall be
the first Returning Officer of the said Municipality,
and that the first meeting of the electors thereof
shall. be held at noon at the Court-house at Towns-
ville, on FRIDAY, the twentieth day of April,
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, for the
purpose of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this fifteenth day of March, in the year of
our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year of
Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BO`,VEN.
By his Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1866.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. A. M. G. PATRICK,
to be Clerk and Storekeeper at the Lunatic Asylum,
and Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Woogaroo.
This appointment to date from the 1st January,
1866.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  16th March, 1866.
H
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint the following gentlemen Trustees of the
site granted for a Race -course Reserve at Mackay :-
ALFRED HART LLOYD, Esquire
THOMAS HENRY FITZGERALD ,  Esquire
DANIEL CONNOR, Esquire
ARTHUR KEMMIS ,  Esquire
JOHN ALLEN ,  Esquire.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1866.HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the Island of St. Helena, to be a place
for the detention of Male Prisoners, in pursuance
of the provisions of the 5th section of the Act 11
Victoria, No. 34.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1866.
R
EFERRING to a Notice, dated from this
Office 23rd August, 1865, intimating that
application had been made by the Trustees of.the
Land granted to the German Lutheran Congrega-
tion at Ipswich for leave to Mortgage the said
Laud in order to obtain funds for the erection of a
minister's residence, - and for other purposes in
conformity with the terms of the Grant : His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, now directs it to be notified,
that as no objection has been lodged with the
Colonial Secretary to the granting of the leave
sought, he has been pleased, in terms of the Act
28 Victoria, No. 22, to authorise the said Trustees
to Mortgage the said Land for the purpose specified.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1866.
TENDERS FOR SUPPLIES.TENDERS are invited for Supplies for thePublice Service. For full particulars, see
Government Gazette  (No. 28), a file of which is
kept at every Police Office in the Colony.
Nature.
Date of  Gazette Date to which
containing Tenders can be
original notice . received at this
office.
1866. 1866.
Supplies for the Colonial 10 March ... 31 March.
Service.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified, that MONDAY next, the19th instant, will be observed as a Holiday at all
the Public Offices, in place of Saturday, the 17th
instant.
A. MACALISTER.
March'  14th, 1866.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 5th March, 1866.
SUPPLY OF SADDLES.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1. Noon on SATURDAY, the 24th instant.
from parties,  resident  within the Colony, who may
be willing to contract for the supply of Saddles for
the service of the Government during the period
between the 1st day of April and the 31st day of
December, 1866.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
Tenders to  be endorsed  " Tender for Saddles."
Security will be required for the due fulfilment
of the terms of this contract.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
NOTICE.
PERSONS desirous of an interview with the
Colonial Secretary, upon Public Business,
will have the opportunity afforded them between the
hours of Eleven a.m. and One p.m. on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays, at which times only will
the Colonial Secretary be at leisure to receive
them.
It is, however, to be understood, that gentlemen
from the country, whose business will not admit of
delay, will be received at any time during the usual
office hours.
Heads of Departments will also understand that
they can see the Colonial Secretary whenever they
may find it necessary to seek an interview.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
6th February, 1866.
NOTICE.
and after this date, no applications for
employment in the Public Service, in con-FROM
nection with this Department, can be entertained,
as there are no vacancies at present or in prospect.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
12th February, 1866.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 9th March, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO COURT HOUSE, IPSWICH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 31st
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Additions to Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Additions
to Court House, Ipswich."
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane, or at the
Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum, signed
by the partyteqdering, and two responsible  persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and
deliver at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor
in Brisbane, or at the Court House, Ipswich, within
seven days  from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a  Bond to Her Majesty in the penal sum
of £100 for  securing  such performance, otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PUBLIC OFFICES, ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will bereceived at this Office, until
Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 31st
instant, from  persons  willing to contract for the
erection  of Public Offices at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for PublicOffices, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender, may be
seen and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane, or at the
Engineer of Roads Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
or at the Engineer of Roads Office, Rockhampton,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £400 for securing such performance, ot'.;er-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and ,STorks,
-
Brisbane, 7th March, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following Regulations to be observed
with regard to the working of the Turnpike Gate
erected on Wiseman's Bridge, near Rockhampton,
in pursuance of the provisions of the Act 2 William
IV., No. 12, and 14 Victoria, No. 5.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
TURNPIKE REGULATIONS.
1. That the Turnpike gate be leased by auction, tender,
or otherwise, as the Government may determine.
2. That the Turnpike rates and charges shall be painted
on boards, and placed in conspicuous situations at both
ends of the bridge, at the cost of the lessee thereof.
3. The lessee of the Turnpike shall enter into a bond in
an amount to be fixed by the Government, with two
sureties, for the due performance of his contract ; and for
his information he will be supplied with a copy of these
Regulations.
4. During the dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and pro-
perly trimmed at both ends of the bridge, and the lessee
shall provide the same.
5. All persons crossing the bridge, with the follow-
ing exceptions, shall pay the charges fixed in Schedule
A., viz.:-
(1.) The Governor and any person in actual attend-
ance upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
(2.) Ministers of religion, officers, soldiers, and
sailors in Her Majesty's service, proceeding or
returning on duty.
Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers, and constables on
actual duty, and any prisoners in their charge.
(4.) All officers and laborers of the Roads Depart-
ment, furnished with a Pass from the Engineer
of Roads.
All children proceeding to or returning from
any school, whether public  or- private ; all
officers  and men connected with Her Majesty's
Customs  when on duty.
6. Any lessee of the Turnpike who shall infringe upon
or act contrary to any clause or condition contained
in these Regulations shall, on conviction before two
or more Justices of the Peace, be subjected to apenalty
not exceeding five pounds.
7. In the event of two convictions within one month
against the lessee of the Turnpike, such convictions shall
cancel the lease, and the Government may at once
resume  the Turnpike.
8. If the lessee shall neglect to put up a scale of Turn-
pike dues ,  as provided for in clause 2 of these regula-
tions .,;  or if any collector ,  or other person ,  employed by
such lessee, shall  not be  in attendance  at all times by
day and by night at the place at which he is stationed,
or ought to be ; or shall demand and take greater dues
from any person  or persons who shall be exempt from
payment thereof, and who shall claim such exemption ;
or shall, under color of his office  as collector , wilfully
extort from any person or persons any sum of money or
thing of value whatsoever, as and for or in lieu 'of
payment of dues ; or shall refuse to permit and suffer
any person,or  persons  to, reach,  or shall in any manner
hinder or prevent any person  or persons  from reading
the inscription on such boards ; or shall refuse to tell
his Christian  and surname  to any  person or persons
who shall demand to know the  same, on being  paid the
said dues or any of them, or shall in answer give a
false  name or names ; or  upon legal dues being tendered
or paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay any passenger or passengers from passing over
the bridge ; or if such collector shall make use of any
scurrilous or abusive language to any traveller  or passen-
ger,-then and in each and every such case the said
lessee shall forfeit and pay for every such offence any
sum not exceeding five pounds, to be recovered before any
two of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace.
9. If any person liable to the payment of any dues
under these Regulations shall, after demand, neglect or
refuse to pay the same, or any part thereof, it shall be
lawful for any person duly authorised to collect the same,
to prevent such person or persons from passing over the
bridge until t lie dues demandable and payable by such
person or persons so refusing to pay the same be paid
and discharged.
10. Any person who shall intentionally evade the pay-
ment of the aforesaid dues shall, on conviction, be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
11. The lessee shall not sub-let, or in any way dispose
of the turnpike, without the express sanction of the
Government.
SCHEDULE A.
Turnpike  dues  and charges.
S.  d.
Every foot passenger... ... ... ... 0 1
Single horse, with or without rider .., ...  0 2
Two-wheeled vehicle, laden with produce,
merchandise, &c., drawn by one horse or
other animal ... ... ...  0 3
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses or
other  animals  ... ... ... ...  0 4
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses
or other  animals ... ... ... ... 0 5
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses
or other  animals ... ... ... ... 0 6
For every additional  horse or other animal
drawing a two-wheeled conveyance, each 0 1
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses
or other  animals ... ... ... ... 0 8
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by  three horses
or other animals . 0 9
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses
or other  animals  ... ... ... ... 0 10
For every additional horse  or other animal
drawing a  four-wheeled conveyance, each 0 1
Private Carriages.
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by one horse ... 0 6
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by one horse ... 0 9
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses... 1 0
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses 1 3
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses 1 6
Bullocks and  horned cattle, per head ... 0 1
Pigs,  goats, and  sheep, per head ... ... 0
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1806)
APPLICATION TO SELL UNDER THE " TRLTS-
TEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Board of General Education have,
in terms  of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made
application to the Governor in Council for leave
to sell the portion of land granted  as a site for a
National School, Toowoomba, in order to obtain
funds for the erection of suitable  school premises
on another site.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any  reasonable  objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought, must
lodge the sane with the Secretary for Lands and
Works, by letter, within the period of three months
from the date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency' s Command,
A. MACALISTEE:
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st March, 1866.
I IIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct; in accordance with the provisions of Act
29 Victoria, No. 18, that on and after the 1st
proximo,  the  Government will receive
Proposals f'or the Insurance of Lives under
Government guarantee ; and for. the
Purchase of small Government Annuities or
Monthly Allowances,
at any Savings Bank Office throughout the Colony.
Small Life Insurances and Annuities may be
purchased from the Government by persons between
the ages of 16 and 60,-either by one immediate
payment or by annual, quarterly, or monthly pay-
ments, as may be convenient to the purchaser.
All information, and the necessary forms of Pro-
posal, &c., can be obtained on application at any
Savings Bank Office, or at the Treasury, Brisbane.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
AMENDED REG[7LAT:ONS FOIl GOVERNMENT
S:LVI NbS BANIKS.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the following alterations
and additions to the Savings Bank liegulatlons,
dated 16tH iNovember, 1861, made umler the
authority of the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria,
No. 2, entitled  " A» Art to Jrant additional Jctcsli-
ties for delosiliimg small savings at in.tei eat 2vilh, the
sec?(rrl.y of the Govercrnaent for clue repo/nient
tirer'eoJ,  viZ.:-
1. The following words to be omitted from clause 5 of
the said regulations, viz., " the depositor shall sign his
name in a place to be provided for his signature in the
depositor's book," it being considered advisable that
depositors shall not in future be required to sign their
navies in Savings Bank pass-books.
Tile. following are to stand as additional regula-
tions
1. 1'cersons desirous of lodging money in the Govern-
ment Savings Banks, and who, by reason of residing at
too great a distance from ille nearest- Branch Office, are
precluded from depositing in the manner prescribed by
clause 3 of the regulations, iory remit their deposit by
post direct to the Treasury. The Government will,
however, undertake no responsibility under this clause,
in the event of the remittance miscarryilig.
2. In order to meet the convenience of persons resid-
ing at a diztauce from Brisbane, and to save a long
course of post, depositors so circumstanced may, in
future, make application to withdraw the whole or any
portion of their deposits  by electric telegraph message,
at the reduced uniform charge of one shilling. The
depositor will be required to sign the usual withdrawal
notice in the presence of a Savings Bank Officer, by whom
the message will be forwarded to the Treasury ; but no
officer is toforward such mesage unless the depositor is
personally known to hi!n, or iniless he produces satis-
factory evidence that lie is the person entitled to the
withdrawal.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. 1-IEIIBER.T.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BAN K S.BRANCHES of the above Bankre ow penat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clerniont.Calliope, Cleveland,Cundaniine,
Dal by, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, GoondiTindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Ptaryborough, Marlborough,y'I ackav, Roma, 11ockhanmpton, Surat, Springsure,
'T'arooill, Toowoolnba, Townsville, Warwick, and
l",iverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of time above
Banks during ordinary o1 ice hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 ?rer cent. per annum is
o hosted to  depositors.
Further information ran be obtain d by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's
[Command,
JOSILU . P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 17th January,  1863.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BET W EEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY AND BATAVIA OR SINGA-
PORE,  VIA  TORRLS' STRAITS.THE Queensland Government having in con-templation the establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  via'  Torres' Straits and Singapore, sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until  MON-DAY, the 25th June, 1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly, for a period of five
years, from and to Brisbane and Batavia, calling
at Port Denison and Cape Yor , .
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore and Sydney ; and separate
offers will be received for Monthly Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York, and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of 1st and 2nd class, the tonnage, horse-
power, and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether propelled by screw or paddles ; also
to state the time at which the service can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or by applying to Messrs. Julyan
and Sergeannt, Crown Agents, 6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer, Brisbane, and marked  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails via' Torres' Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Memoranda for the infornation of persons wishing to
Tender for the Torres' Straits Mail Service, in
replrr to Trensacrg advertisenient, da ed the 17th
Jana c-ry,  1866.
1. Tenders to state fulls the speed, tonna-te, passenger
accommodation of each clans, how propelled, and all
other information relative to the vessels to be employed,.
required by the ailvert.isement.
2. Vessels to start f'roin each end of the Contract line
muiit.hly, at such times as may be hereafter determined,
with a view of m,iking the Torres' Straits Mail Service
alternate with that,  rite  Cape Leeuwin, thus securing
fortnightly conirnuilieation between Australia amid
Europe.
3. Plans an-1 seetioirs of vessels proposed to be
employed to be sent with the Tender.
4. Vessels to he at all times supplied a-id furnished
with all necessary and proper machinery, engines, pro-
vmlons, anchors, cable-, boats, fire pilnilis, alld iigbta lug
conductors, and all proper apphiance, subject to the
approval of the Otlicc:rs appointed for the purpose by the
Postmaster-General.
5. Vessels to be officered and manned to the satisfac-
tion of the Postmaster-General.
6. Facb vessel to carry a properly qualified medical
practitioner, and to be furnished with sufficient medicines
and medical comforts,
7. The Postmaster General or his representative may
delay departure of Contract Steamer twenty-four hours
when deemed necessary.
8. The Contract Steamer to leave Batavia or Singapore
within twenty-four  110111-8 after the arrival of tire
European Mail ,Steamers, and to carry the Mails to their
destination at an average speed of not less than ten*
knots, calling at Cape York, and such other port or ports
as may be agreed on, reasonable time for detetition being
allowed by the Government.
9. Should the Mails not be delivered within the time
stipulated, the sum of £100 to be deducted, by way of
penalty, for every twenty-four hours of such delay, the
full amount of penalty, however, not to exceed tllo
proportionate sum due for that particular service.
* Tenders w it l also be received for the service oil a scale pi o
portiomte to speed-say, frnii nine to eleven knots.
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10. Postmaster -General to pay an award  of £50, over
and above  the Contract sum, for each and every twenty-
four  hours the Mail shall be delivered within the time
covenanted for.
11. As a penalty for not providing an efficient vessel
ready to start according to agreement, Contractors to
pay, by way of penalty, the sum of £250, also to pay a
further sum of £100 for every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay.
12. Contractors to have not less than three vessels of
the stipulated tonnage and power at all times ready for
service.
13. Postmaster-G eneral may appoint a Mail Agent to
each vessel , who shall be provided with suitable first-
class cabin  accommodation and table, at the expense of
the Contractors. I'lie said Mail Agent to have
customary powers with regard to determining; questions
relative  to Mails, and the despatch or detention of vessels
carrying Mails.
14. Necessary and suitable accommodation, to the
satisfaction  of the Postmaster-General, to be provided
for the purpose of sorting and making up Mails during
the voyage, if required.
15. Mails  to be delivered at the Post Office, and con-
veyed tothe Steamers at the expense of the Contractor,
without any delay.
16. Payments to be made quarterly in Brisbane, and
the payment stipulated to be in full satisfaction for the
service; the Mail money to belong to Her Majesty.
17. 'ihe agreement to be entered into to be in force
for five years, but Government reserve to themselves
power to determine the Contract, should the service not
be properly performed.
18. Contractors may at any time terminate the agree-
ment, upon giving six months notice of their intention,
and by paying, by way of forfeit, a sum equivalent to
two months' subsidy.
19. Contractors not to dispose of, or under-let the
Contract, without the consent of the Postmaster- General.
20. Contractors to be bound in the penal stun of
1,'15,000,  to be  paid to the Government by way of stipu-
lated damages, in case of failure on their part to
carry  out the agreement.
21. Government reserve to themselves the right to
add other reasonable stipulations to those already
mentioned.
NOTICE.
rPHE POSTMASTER - GENERAL will be
glad, during business hours, to see gentlemen
from the country who may desire to have a per-
sonal interview with him on matters connected
with the Post Office or Electric Telegraph Depart-
ments.
He especially solicits information with regard
to newly-adopted or proposed Mail Routes in the
Districts of Maranoa, Warrego, Mitchell, Ken-
nedy, and Burke.
General Post  Office,
10th  March, 1866.
J. DOUGLAS.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 10th  March, 1866.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINES.
EXTENSION-NEBO TO CLERMONT.
rYIENDE1iS will be received at the O lice of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, until
Noon on MOSS DAY, the 30th day of April
next, from persons desirous of contracting for the
supply of all materials, except Wire, insulating pins,
and insulators, and for all workmanship necessary,
except stretching wire, for the erection of the
undermentioned Line of Telegraph, according to
the terms, general conditions, and specifications
appended hereto.
From Nebo to Clermont, a distance of ninety-
five (95) miles, more or less. The contract to be
completed and handed over to the Government
within six (6) months from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made to the extent of seventy-
five  (75) per cent. on the value of the woric certified
for by the officer appointed to inspect the same to
have been completed at the end of every second
month, and the total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner, and at the rate of progress, required by
the Government, it shall be in the power of the
Government, by a notice in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette,  to terminate the contract so far as
relates to the work remaining to he done; and to
enforce the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the
contract.
Attached to each Tender, there roust: be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due perform ance of the contract
within the time stipulated in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver, at
the office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
ten (10) days from the notification of the accept-
ance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in a
sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount
of Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
ASP; CIFICAfION.
Posts to be lies_ y straight saplings, of the best
description of hardwood, with the bark removed,
not less than nine (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in diameter
at the too, and twenty-five (`?5) feet in length ; to
be carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six (6) feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one (1) inch from its extremity with good
hoop iron not less than one (1) inch wide ; a hole
of proper size, to receive the insulating pin, to be
bored into the centre of the top of' the post to the
depth of five and a half (5k) inch s.
The posts to be not more than eigbty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission, and to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, and well rammed
in with rubble and earth, and placed in a perpen-
dicular position.
No spotted gum, brigalow, or Moreton Bay ash
will be allowed for posts. At angles, or other
places where required, struts, or supports of wood,
fixed as directed, to be supplied,
All trees and underwood standing within thirty-
five (35) feet on each side of the line to be fallen,
and all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet of
each post. to be cleared away. Any branches over-
hanging from trees beyond the distance mentioned,
which in the judgment of the inspecting officer-
may endanger the line, to be removed. All existing
roads and tracks to be left clear. .
All materials used in the construction- of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or re;eetion of the
Superintendent of Electric `telegraphs or  any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Every information may be obtained on applica-
tion at the Office of the Superintendent of Electric
Telegraphs, Brisbane.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. DOUGLAS.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1866.
MAILS FOR EUROPE. I;v DI  z' I, CHINA, &c.,V[A TO111•R.ES' TRAITS.
7 AILS per Colonial Contract SteamerA " SOUCHAYS" to Batavia  yid  Torres'
Straits, will be despatcb_ed on FRIDAY, the 6th
April next.
Mails will be made up for the following places :--
The United Kingdom, France, and other Conti-
nental States, Her Majesty's Indian Possessions, the
Cape, Mauritius, Timor, Batavia, Singapore, and
all other places in the China Seas, &c,
.ATES Oil POSTAGE.
Correspondence addressed to, or through, the
United kingdom. or the Continent of Iurope,  vld
Trieste, or by the closed French Mail, will be
charged the u_tstial Rates of Postage, iii accordance
with the printed Table of Rates.
Correspondence. fcr all other places will be
charged the Sea Rate of Postage, viz.:-Sixpence
for every half-ounce, such correspondence. how-
ever, may, or may not, be charged on arrival at
destination. J. DOUGLAS,
Postmaster- General
3 02
General Post  Office,
Brisbane ,  8th March, 1866.
MAILS  PER " ELLORA."
MAILS per  the P. and  O.S.N.Company'ssteamer ELLO1 A" will be  made up at this
Office. and despatched  i'i:e Sydney,  per " L I  DY
YOUNG,"  closing, as  under:--
THIS DAY  (Saturday  .) the 17th instant-
For Registered Letters ... ... 5  p.m.
For Newspapers  .., ...  8  P.M.
For Ordinary Letters ... ... 10 p.m.
LATE FEE MAIL .- At General Post Office, 8.30
a.m. on the 10th  instant. Also on board the " Lady
Young" until the hour of her departure from the
wharf.
Money Order, 5 p .m. on the 17th instant.
The 'folloviing mails  'will be despatched, viz.-
To the United  kingdom via  Marseilles and South-
ampton  ;  to France  and other Continental States(in a closed mail to Franca) ;  nd to the Northern
countries of Europe  via  (when marked) Trieste ;
also to the colonies of New South Wales, Victoria,
South Australia .  Tasmania and Western Australia.
Letters intended to be transmitted by any of the
special routes abovementioned ,  viz.,  " via  Marseilles"
(in inclosed .mail to France ),  or  " via  Trieste," must
be so addressed.
RATES.-All letters going to or through the
United Kingdom must be  prepaid, and the additional
charge on those sent  vie  Marseilles is 44c1. the half-
ounce. On letters sent  " via  Trieste  "  the postage
(as already notified )  is 6d. the quarter-ounce.
J. DOUGLAS,
P ostmaster -General.
Crown Lands  01 ice,
Brisbane, 12th  March,
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to direct
that the portion of land hereinafter described shall
be reserved for public purposes, and excluded  from
the leases of the respective Runs of which it now
forms a part.
E. W. LA INT}3,
Chief Comrnis3 oner of Crown Lands.
.J;'o- aip,rloy. tit 1oW' r'= I1PiS TLVE,, BLTv aEwwl ARAr
FA {, 1,' 11, I.-S,
C':•ee'li at a point
c, :,:,: ; !, _ •i . ie r='s Creek, and bounded
a li,ie  bo,irin;; east 22 miles; on
lihl,. to-,Tin, south  3 miles , crossing  Bun-
e irg'irai Cr,'eit ; on  the  sole ii by a line hearing west
3  Tilde., ; on the west by a line be wing  north 3 miles2111"on t'ic  rciIriinder of the  not-tit by a line bearing
east half  a mile to  the point of  co:ormencement.
The Treasury, l: ew South Wales,
15th February, 1866.
HE following particulars, with reference to the
leading Lights in the Harbor of Nev castle,
in this Colony, are published for general informa-
tion. -
GEOFFREY EAGAR.
In both eases, when the lights are in line, the bright
will be the uppermost, and the red the lowermost, one
of the 'two. In the day time, however, this order of
colour will be reversed, as it is intended to paint the
upper beacons red and the lower ones white.
'Pic lower or north-eastern of the two obelisks at pre-
sent used for the leading mark in, situated on Shepherd's
1-fill, will be removed, so likewise will be the remnant of
the 13LIll beacons oil the breakwater.
The exhibition of these leading lights will not  necessi-
tate different sailing directions to those already pub-
lished, any more than the .lights and new beacons being
substituted for the obelisks and beacons which are at
present in use.
In entering the Port of Newcastle at night, great
caution will .be nccessary, in consequence of the strength
of the tide, and due allowance will have to be made for
ebb or flow, on sighting the north channel lights, and
about to alter course 'front S.W. z S. with the fairway
`'lights in one, to'W., by N , the direction which'  a  vessel",
will have to steer to keep the north channel lights in
line, to gain an anchorage in the north harbor.
FRANCIS HIXSON,
Superintendent.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
UPPER FLATS, FITZROY RIVER.
(N and after -the. 28th of February, a LIGHT-
SHIP will be moored, head and stern, in the
position of the Large Black Buoy, at the Crossing
place at the Upper Flats. The Lightship will,
between sunset and sunrise, show a Red Light at
the mast-head, and by day and night the following
Tidal Signals will be exhibited from her.-
TIDAL SIGNALS.
Upper Flats, Fitzroy Fever.
Depth ofWater. Day Signal.
6ft. Gill.... Ball north yard arm ...
Glr. 6ia. ... Ball south yard-arm
7tt. ilia. ... Flag north yard-area
73. On. ... Flag-south yard arm
811. Oiu.... Bal I north and south yard-
arms
8ft.61a . ,.. Flagnorthandsouthyard-
at-iiis
9ft. Gin. ... Two balls north yard-arln
sift. bin. ... Two bails south yard-arin
101t.Oin. Ball above flag north
yard-arm
1Oft,  din, ... Ball  above  flag south
yard-arm
lilt. Oin. ...  Flag  auove ball north
yard-arui
lilt. Gin. ,,. Flag above ball south
yard-arln
12t't. Oin. ... Ball  above  flag north, ball
south
12ft Gin. ... Ball above flag south, ball
north
13ft. Gin. ... Flag above ball north, ball
south
l3ft. Gin. ,.. Flag above ball south, ball
north
14ft. 0in.... Two balls north, flag south
14ft. Gin and' Two balls south, flag north
upwards
Night Signal.
White  light north side
White  light south side
Red light  north side
Red light south sido
Green  light north side
Green light ,south side
White light  north side,
white light  south side
Red light north  side, red
light south side
White light  north side,
red light south side
Red light north side
white  light south side
White light  north side,
green light  south side
Green light  north side,
white light  south side.
Red light north side,
green light  south side
Green light  north side,
red light south side
Green light  north side,
green light  south side
By order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Office of Superintendent of
Pilots, Lights, and Harbors,
Sydney, 10th February,  18`,6.
NOTICE TO MATLINE RS.
LEADIN G LIGHTS AND BEACONS FOR NEWCASTLE.
Irr order to increase the facilities for navigating New-
castle H arbor, leading lights for entering, and also
leading lights for taking the north channel, will be
exhibited on and after 'fuesllav, the 1st of inlay,  1866.
The two f.tirwav lid.:lets for entering (red and bright),
will he shown from hp-scone 228 feet. a'rsrt, in a 73.W. 2 S.,
and N.E. 12 N. ilr,ec;to,l, crecte.1 on a clear spice of
ground on the lull. d, thu hick of the town, between the
Wesleyan a d  C -itllolic Churc:lees.
'niose for hi dug  tlra  ilvi•lh cliaanel, also r•ed and
bri•ht, w,11 be:it ;'rain h.;co'1' erewteilon the break-ill  the ic.1111 of i,!i,, old 131111 be:ic.ons, at a
distance  of a hundred feet sapae't, in a W. by 24. and E.
by S. direction.
Port  Office,
28th February. 186G.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.111IE subscription to the Gazette  is Ten  shillings
- per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements  is at  the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight  lines  (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not nlarlced, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not  later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane , 1st February, 186G.
Surveyor -General 's  Office,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1866.
JT  is hereby  notified,  that in accordance with the provisions of the  Pastoral Leases  Act of  1863, 27Victoria , No. 17,  the Annual Rents of the  undermentioned Runs have been appraised for Renewed
Leases at the amounts specified.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General.
Name of Run.
Gowrie ... ...
Goonbunga
Westbrook.. ... ...
Rosalie Plains .. ...
Jingi Jingi.. .
Cooranga , . .
Jimbour ... ...
Fairy Land  ...
Seven Oaks
Canaga ,,. ...
Pelican ...
Irvingdale ...
Tumaville ...
Pilton
Northbranch
Haldon .,, ,,, ...
Jondaryan ...
Cecil Plains
Yandilla
Lagoon Creek Downs West
DARLING DOWNS.
Claimant of Lease,
Frederick Neville Isaao
Ditto
J. D. McLean and W. Beit ...
W. Kent, junr., and E. Wienholt
S. Murray .. ...
T. J. P. and J. A. Bell
Ditto
S. Murray
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ..,
R. Tooth .
W. F. Gore and M. B. Baldock
H. B. Fitz and W. Wilson
W. F. Gore and M. B. Baldock
H. B. Fitz and W. Wilson ,..
R. Tooth
J. Taylor
W. F. Gore and M. B. Baldock
W. Kent, junr., and E. Wienholt
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
Name of Proprietor.
Rent.
£ s. d.
583 6 8
123 6 8
628 14 0
250 0 0
208 6 8
412 0 0
685 3 8
27 0 0
18 0 0
32 0 '0
50 0 0
363 6 8
478 14 8
153 8 0
232 0 0
118 6 8
523 6 8
405 6 8
708 2 8
70 0 0
rHAKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions  of the Real Property Act of 1831. Any person desiring  to  oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or bef ore the day named in
each case:
F. O. DARVALL,  Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land.
Subdivision. 18 of suburban portion 224, containing
20. perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North Brisbane
Suburban portions 58 and 62, containing together 5 acres
and 7 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, Ipswich, at
Ipswich
Allotments 6; 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14, of section 6,
containing together 1 acre 2 roods 16 perches ; county
Stanley ; parish, Chuwar ; and town, Ipswich
Part of portion 84, containing 2 acres 1 rood 14
perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North Brisbane
Portion 115, containing 54 acres ; county, Stanley ;
parish, Yeerongpilly
Allotment 17 of section 29, containing 1 rood 35
perches ; county, Merivale ; parish, Warwick ; town,
Warwick
Allotment 6 of section 3, containing 2 roods ; county,
Merivale ; parish and village, Leyburn
Western suburban allotment 57, containing 4 acres  38
perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, South Brisbane
Western suburban allotment 56, containing 4 acres 32
perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, South Brisbane
Allotment 20, of section 63, containing 2 roods ; county,
Stanley ; parish and town, Cleveland
£3 REWARD.
LOST from Malvern Downs, one Bay Cob,
branded WF near shoulder, very short tail,
two white hind feet ; one bay mare, branded WF
sideways near shoulder, one hind foot white, scar
off side, switch tail. The above reward will be paid
on delivery of the horses to G. Haylock, Esquire,
Malvern Downs, or to It. M`Master, Esquire,
Blair Athol.
Date within  which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
John Petrie, Richard Symes 10th April, 1866.
Warry, George Edmond-
stone, trustees of the
Queensland Building Society,
as mortgagees exercising
power of sale
Thomas Given , .. ... 17th April, 1866.
James Quinn... Ditto.
Robert Cribb... ... ...  Ditto.
Ditto . „
John  Winstone
Area.
Acres.
70,000
50,000
113,722
100,000
128,000
125,000
219,911
17,280
11,520
20,480
32,000
88,154
130,000
34,788
80,720
43,295
115,859
172,801
229,360
21,760
... Ditto.
Ditto.
Henry Tracy  and Frederick Ditto.
Morris, as trustees of Robert
Edmund Dix
Ditto ... ... ...  Ditto.
Ditto ... ... .. ,  Ditto.
Ditto . , , .. , ... Ditto.
£3 REWARD.
L
OST  from Toowoomba, the under-described
Horses :-Roan Horse, branded 55 I near
shoulder, like R off shoulder. Bay Horse, branded
ra over S near shoulder,  55  near thigh. Bay Horse,
branded HR over H near shoulder. One Pound
reward each will be paid on the delivery of the
said horses to the undersigned.
HENRY RA S AR,
Main Range.
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N'OW READY FOR PUBLICATION,
AT TIE  G OVERNMENT  PRINTING OFFICE,  BRISBANE,ASERIES of THIRTEEN PLA l`E Engravedon Copper, showing the whole of the
TWENTY-TWO ELEC'`ORAL DISTRICTS
of the Colony of Queensland, viz.:-
PLATE  No. 1.--EAST AND WEST MORETON.
AND THE EASTERN, WESTERN, AND NORTH-ERN DOWNS, with portion f the LEICI{HARDT
and WIDE BAY DISTRICTS. Showing Towns,
Railways, Electric Telegraph Lines, Principal Bush
Roads and Tracks, Rivers, Creeks, Ranges, Agricultural
and Village Reserves, Boundaries of Surveyed Areas,
Principal Squatting Stations, &c., &c., with more than
200 miles of Coast ; also Bays, Ports, Islands, &c.,
according to the inostt recent Surveys. Scale, 16 milesto '1 inch ;, size,  27 inches by 20 inches. Printed on fine
paper , and colored. Price 2s. per copy.
PLATE No. 2. - PORT CURTIS DISTRICT,
Showing extensive  Coast Line of upwards of 250 miles,
extending from Ranges near Bolan River on the south,
northerly to Mackay on the Pioneer River, with Towns,
Roads, Telegraph Lines, Squatting Stations, &c., com-
plete . Scale, 16 miles to 1 inch ; size 27 inches by 20
inches . Printed on fine paper, and colored. Price
Is. 6d , per copy.
PLATE No. 3. - WIDE BAY AND BURNETT
DISTRICTS. Engraved to same scale and uniform
with Plates Nos. 1 and 2. Price Is.
PLATE No. 4.--MAT,,ANOA, LEICHIIARDT, AND
CLERMONT DISI`RIC11'S. Engraved to the scale of
30, miles to  1 inch; colored, and printed on fine paper
Price Is.
PLATE No. 5.-MITCFIELL AND WARRI+.GO.
DISTRICTS. Scale, 30 miles to 1 inch ; complete as
above. Price is.
PLATE No. 6.-KENNEDY DISTRICT. Scale, 30
miles to 1  inch. Price Is.
PLATE No. 7.-TOWNSHIPS OF DRAYTON AND
TOOWOOMB A, AND SUBURBS. Engraved to the
scale  of 20 chains to 1 inch ; printed on flue paper, and
colored. Price is.
PLATE No, 8.-TOWN AND SUBURBS OF ROCK-
HAMPTON. Finished same as Toowoomba and Dray-
ton. Scale, 20 chains to one inch ; colored. Price Is.
PLATE No. 9. - WARWICK AND SUBURBS.
20 chains to 1 inch ; colored. Price Is.
PLATE No. 10.-MARYBOROUGII AND SUB-
URBS. 20 chains to 1 inch ; colored. Price Is.
PLATE No. 11. - IPSWICII AND SUBURBS.
Showing original Government Allotments in Town and
Suburbs, Purchasers' Names, Areas, Roads, Railway
Terminus, Reserves for Public Buildings and Recreation,
&c, &c. Scale, 18 chains to 1 inch ; size, 22 inches by
28 inches ; colored, and printed on fine paper. Price 2s.
PLATE No. 12.-BRISBANE AND SUBURBS,
including Electoral Districts of North Brisbane, Forti-
tude Valley, and South Brisbane, Kangaroo Point, &c.;
with Roads, Reserves, Town and Suburban Allotments,
Names of Purchasers from the Crown, &c., &c. Scale, 8
chains  to 1 inch ; printed on fine paper, and neatly
colored. Price 2s.
PLATE No. 13.--SKETCH MAP OF THE COLONY
OF QUEENSLAND. Showing Electoral and Pastoral
Districts, Telegraph Lines, Postal Routes, &c., &c., &c.
colored. Price 2s.
ATLAS OF Q UEEN SL AND.
The whole of the above Kaps can be had com-
plete in an ATLEl S, with an ADDITIONAL
PLATE, showing the situation of Queensland in
the group of Australian Colonies, and to the
continents of India, China, Netherlands India, &c..-
&c., with existing and proposed Stearn Routes and
Telegraphic Lines intended to connect Queensland
direct with Great Britain, Indi.i, China,
Price, ill cloth covet', compl te, Gi.
Pt blisiled at the Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, Queensland.
VV. C. BELB_RIDGE,
Government Pri titer.
Brisb ane, 1st  February, 1866.
Chief Justice 's Chambers,
Supreme Court  House,  Brisbane.
LET Writs  be sealed or re-sealed ,  as the case
may require ,  empowerin g  and authorising the
underrnelltioned persons to  net  as Commissioners of
the Supreme Court of Queensland for taking bail
and affidavits, and also to examine witnesses in all
actions and proceedings in the said Court.
(Signed) JAMES COCKLE, C. J.
Matthew Airey Gayndah
Reynolds Ball Brisbane ... ...
T. B. Bruce ... ... Adelaide ...
henry Batho .. ... Ipswich ...
F. S. Bowerman ... Dalby ... ...
C. C. Bencral't ... lilelb,ourne ..,
11'. C. N. Russell .. Nanaugo ...
F. N. Bedd.;k... ... Rockhampton
W. Barns ... Maryborough
Henry i,ra'eston ... Leybui•n ...
P. A. Buckley ... New Zealand...
Gustavus Birch ... Ipswich ...
J. L. Baker .. . I Mackay, PioneerRiver
Horace Burkit ... I St. Lawrence...
C. F. Cumming Nan< n;o
William Cave ... Clerinoirt ..
Charles Carrington... Maryborongh
John Carew ... ... Rockhampton
S. Crisp Hobart Town...
W. Chubb ... London ...
Charles F. Chubb ... Ipswich ...
Benjamin Cribb ... Charleville ..,
John Conquest ... Warwick ...
F. 0. Darvall... ... Brisbane ...
W. C. J. Doutty ... Bowen... ...
Charles S. Dick .,. Rockhampton
G. W. Dodwell Ipswich
John Dawson Sydney
William  11, Day Brisbane
Richard Driver Sydney
Arthur E. Douglas ... Toowoomba
George Evans ... Sydney
Henry Eliott ... ... Brisbane
C. B. Grimaldi ... Bowen... ...
James Gordon ... St. Lawrence.,.
C. J. Gray .
William Hellins
Al.  Haynes ...
A. E Halloran
W. Hellyer ..
B. A. Herwood
G. S. Lukin ...
...
...
...
,..
...
...
...
Ipswich ...
Melbourne .,.
Taroom ...
Brisbane ...
Sydney ..,
London
Condamine ...
Peter Macpherson ... Ipswich ...
W. II. Mullen ,.. West Maitland
A. P. Mackechnie ... Sydney
W. K. Alacnish ... Brisbane
II. H. Massie...
... Brisbane
John Moorehead ... Roma ... ...
Sydney Moore .., [Nebo] ...
E. 0. Moore ...
...
Roma ... ...
R. K. Macnieh ... Brisbane ...
It. C. Meagher ... Maitland ...
Edwin Noiris ... Brisbane ...
John Olilfiam .., `Ielbourne
W. G. Pennington. ... Sydney
Philip Pi n-lock ... Bowen...
Robert Pa vile ... Armidale
William Pickering ... Brisbane
Seth L. Peterson .. Brisbane
George 1). P ilclmr ... Armidale
Frederica: Rawlins ... Drayton
James Stockwell ... Brisbane
F.  H.  Stephen  ... i Sydney
M. C. Stephen ,,,
A. Sullivan ... ...
R II. Smith ... ...
D. H. Sinclair ...
It. G. Sampson ...
William Teale ...
R. T. Taylor ... ...
Q. A. Tiinmpson .,.
J. Malbon Thompson
Robert Vincent .,.
W.  it.  Wright
Gilbert V-. Wright ...
Sydney
Ipswich
Melbourne
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Reistrar  Supreme
Court
Solicitor
Solicitor
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Solicitor
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Clerk Petty Sessions
Solicitor
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Barrister
Registrar District
Court
Justice of the Peace
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Clerk Petty Sessions
Clerk Pett,  Sessions
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Conveyancer and
Notary
Solicitor
Solicitor
Solicitor
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Solicit or,
Registrar- General
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Solicitor
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Solicitor
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Solicitor
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Solicitor
Registrar  District
Court
Solicitor
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Police Magistrate
Solicitor
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Sheriff
Solicitor
Solicitor
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Railway Conveyan-
cer and Solicitor
Solicitor
Solicitor
Solicitor
Police  Magistrate
Clerk Petty Sessions
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Under SheriffSolicitor
[Clerk to the Crown
Solicitor]
Solicitor
Solicitor
Police Magistrate
SolicitorOfficial Assignee and
Curator of Intes-
tate Estates
Solicitor
Police Magistrate
Associate to His
honor the Chief
Justice
Chief Clerk in the
Office of  Supreme
Court, 5y dney,
N.S.W.
Solicitor
Solicitor
Solicitor
Dalby ... .. ... I Police Magistrate
Semner-et,  Port  Albany Clerk Petty  Sessions
Sydney... ... Solicitor
liurat ... ... Clerk Petty  Sessions
St. George' s Bridge  ... Clerk  Petty Sessions
lpswich „ •.• solicitor
Goondiwindi ... ... Clerk Pett y Sessions
Brisbane  ... ...  Associate to  His
Brisbane
J. G. Wilec>ler ,.. ! Princlrester ...
J. C. 11'lntc ,.. 1'arwiek ...
S. II. WiTho ..- ,., Banana
H. IV semen  ...  Rockhampton
Lindsay B. Young ... Banana
honor Mr. Justice
Lutwyche
Supreme Court
offices
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Police Magistrate
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Police Magistrate
Clerk Petty  Sessions
This second day of March, being the fourth day
of Hilary Term, A.D. 1866.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
TuunsDAY, 8T$ MARCH, 1866.THEIR HONOURS the CHIEF JUSTICE and Mr.JUSTICE LUTWYCHE do order as follows :-
Costs.--Affidavits of Increase.
1. All affidavits of increase verifying the amount
of fees paid to Counsel shall hereafter state that
the fees as charged were marked on the Counsel's
briefs on delivery, and that such delivery was made
before the trial' if at  Nisi Pria s,  or before the
hearing if in Banco in Chambers or in Equity, or
any other jurisdiction of the Court ; and the Tax-
ing Officer may at the taxation demand the produc-
tion of such further affidavits or evidence as he may
deem necessary, and such affidavits shall be paid
for by the party who is called upon to produce them.
- Plea of Cross Action.
2. Summonses and Orders for pleading matters
of Cross Action shall contain an undertaking not
to sue in respect of such matters.
Special Case.
3. Whenever in any Special Case title to realty
shall be averred, averment shall also be made as to
the actual possession and occupation thereof, and
the duration of such possession or occupation, and
as to whether such possession or occupation be ad-
verse to the parties to the case or any of them, and
such averments shall be verified in the affidavits.
(Signed) JAMES COCKLE, C. J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
VICE-ADMIRALTY . COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
AT a Sitting of the above Court, held at theSupreme C urt House, Brisbane, on Friday,
the ninth day of March, A.D. one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-six, before His Honor  JAMES
COCKLE, Esquire, Chief Justice of Queensland, and
Judge of the Vice-Admiralty Court of Queensland.
IN THE MATTER OF THE BmG " MISSIE."
Mr. Print moved (on behalf of the owner, Mr.
Richard Symes Warry), that the cargo on board
the above brig, now under arrest at a suit by the
seamen for wages, be released. Decreed accord-
ingly. And on the motion of Mr. Bramston, the
brig, her tackle, apparel, and furniture were decreed
to be sold to meet the claims ; the Promoters to
find bail unless costs otherwise secured.
ADMISSION TO THE COURT.
On the motion of Mr. Pring, Henry Lindsay
Hely, Esquire, Barrister-at-Law, was admitted an
Advocate of this Court ; and Graham Lloyd Hart,
Esquire, Attorney, Solicitor, &c., of the Supreme
Court, was admitted an Attorney, Solicitor, and
Proctor of this Court.
Gilbert Wright, Esquire, to act as Marshall, in
the temporary absence of W. K. Wright, Esquire,
Marshall of the above Court.
The Court was then adjourned to MONDAY, the
ninteenth day of March, A.D. 1866.
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
MONDAY, the 25th day of June, A.D. 1866,
to commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against  the said estate, and for such other
matters connected  with the estate  as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane , the 12th day of March,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Frederick Augustus
Hart, of North Ipswich, storekeeper.WHEREAS the said Frederick Augustus Hartwas, on the 12th day of March, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 5th day of April, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the elec-
tion of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and
also to determine whether any or what allowance
for support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court at the same place on
MONDAY, the 25th day of June, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court. -
Dated at Brisbane, the 12th day of February,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER  RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Frederick Robert Hutchinson, late
of Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
merchant, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
, tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in  the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this honorable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate of
the Will of the abovenamed deceased may be
granted to George Ranken, of Rockhampton afore-
said, Esquire, and Alexander Brodie N eilson, of
Maryborough, in the Colony aforesaid, solicitor, the
Executors appointed according to the tenor of the
said will.
Dated the seventh day of March, 1866.
ALEXANDER BRODIE NEILSON,
Maryborough,
Proctor for the Applicants.
By LITTLE AND BROWNE, his Agents,
Queen Street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Stephen Rogers, of
Brisbane, builder.
W HEREAS the said Stephen Rogers was,on the 12th d y of March,  A. D.  1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 5th day of April, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
In the Supreme Court' of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Abraham Hartley, of Jondaryan, in
the Colony of Queensland, Innkeeper.
NTOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate
of the last Will and Testament of the abovenamed
Abraham Hartley, deceased, may be granted to
Sarah Ann Hartley, the sole Executrix in the said
Will named.
Dated this 14th day of March, A.D. 1866.
JOHN OCOCK,
Proctor for the Executrix.
By his Agent,-ARTHUR MACALISTER,
Town Hall Chambers, Brisbane.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN EQUITY.
Between Thomas Heys Jones, Plaintiff ; and
Charlotte Corkill, widow, and Daniel Corkill,
Charles Edward Corkill, William John Corkill,
Louis Corkill, and Isabella Corkill, infant sons
and daughter of Daniel Corkill, deceased,-
by George Macklin Helsham, their Guardian,
---Defendants
P
URSUANT to a Decree made in the above
suit, and with the approbation of the Regis-
trar of the Supreme Court of Queensland. Mr. John
Sidney will Sell by Auction, on SATURDAY, the
31st day of March instant, at the North Star Hotel,
at Dalby, all the Lots in the " Corkill Estate "
remaining unsold at the sale that took place on the
23rd day of December last.
Further particulars can be had and a plan seen on
application to Messrs. Roberts and Hart, Solicitors,
Queen Street, Brisbane ; C. F. Chubb, Esquire,
Solicitor, Ipswich ; or to the Auctioneer, Dalby.
Terms at Sale.
NOTICE.- A General Meeting of Her Majesty's
Justices of the Peace, acting in and for the
district of Warwick ,  will be holden at the Police
Office, Warwick , on TUESDAY , the 17th day of
A pril next ,  for the purpose of taking into considera-
tion applications for Publicans '  Licenses under the
Act 27 Victoria ,  No. 16.
All applications must be lodged with the Clerk
of Petty  Sessions on or before the 27th day of
March instant.
HORACE C. RANSOME,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Warwick, 8th March, 1866.
OTICE.-A Court of Revision for the purpose
1 ' of revising the List of Electors, for the
Electoral District of Port Curtis, will be holden at
the Court House, Gladstone, on THURSDAY,
the 19th day of April next.
G. W. WHITE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Gladstone ,  12th March, 1866.
NOTICE,.-A Court  of Petty Sessions will beholden at Gladstone, on  THURSDAY, the
19th day of April , for the purpose of taking into
consideration applications for Publicans '  Licenses
for the ensuing year.
G. W. WHITE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Gladstone ,  12th March, 1866.
NOTICE.- A General Meeting of the  Justices
of the Peace, acting in and for  the Police
District of Surat, will be holden at the Court House,
Surat, on TUESDAY, the 17th day of April next,
for the purpose of taking into consideration applica-
tions for Publicans '  Licenses ,  under the Act 27
Victoria, No. 16.
All applications must be lodged with the Clerk
of  Petty  Sessions ,  on or before the 27th day of
March next.
RICIID. T. TAYLOR,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Surat, 8th Marc h, 1866.
Empaunbinp.
J'NII'OUNI)ED at Toowoomba, from Tent Hill,March 2nd, 1866, by order of Messrs. Hodgson and
Watts. Driving  expenses, 3s . 6d. per head.
One chesnut  mare,  off shoulder, JII conjoined or J
near cheek, near hin.l foot white, stripe on face.
If not released on or before 30th March, 1866, will be
sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkceper,
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba. March' 2nd, 1866,
from Tent Hill, by order of Messrs. ITodgson and
Watts. Driving exile r yes, 3s. per head. Damages on
entires, 25.
One flea-bitten chesnut mare, JF near shoulder, star,
near hind foot white, No. 2 off shoulder.
One chesnut colt, unbranded.
One bay horse, A near shoulder, WK near saddle, small
star, fistula mark.
One chesnut horse, over D or r over D off shoulder,
like C off neck, star, shod.
One black entire, JF near shoulder, stripe down face.
One bay mare, like over JIIF conjoined or over
JF near shoulder, short tail.
One black mare, like U over CC near shoulder, star.
One brown mare, M near shoulder, stripe down face.
One bay mare, C or G near shoulder, white spots along
back.
One bay colt, K or R off hip, MJ of shoulder, near
hind foot white.
One dark brown colt. W near shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, like C5 or C3 off shoulder, small star.
One bay colt, PG over B near shoulder, small star, hind
feet white.
One brown mare, MA over R off shoulder, ,4 over
over J near shoulder, r4 near thigh.
One brown  filly, PM over M or Fill over M near shoulder,
hind feet white, blaze face.
One bay horse, 3A near shoulder, off hind foot white,
star, one shoe on.
One bay horse, AC near shoulder.
One black  filly foal, unbranded.
One chesnut mare, JM over F or IM over F near shoulder,
streak down face.
One flea-bitten grey horse, lump on off fetlock, 52 near
shoulder.
One dark bay mare,  0-1 over T over B in circle near
shoulder, heart off shoulder, C near cheek.
One chesnut colt, SL near shoulder.
One bay horse, like FII conjoined, L near neck, small
star.
One iron-grey  filly, like JFT conjoined near shoulder,
three white feet.
One bay horse, M over Ill or W over IM with blotch
letters near shoulder, collar mark.
One chesnut horse, JC over n off shoulder, TN over CL
near shoulder, LO over W over A over 9 over n
over L-r near thigh, star, hind feet white.
One bay colt foal, unbranded.
One brown horse, 3A near shoulder, hind feet white,
small star.
One bay horse, small horse-shoe near saddle.
One bay mare, OK over OK near shoulder, star.
One bay horse, PF near shoulder, star.
One brown mare, illegible brand off shoulder, like F,
three white feet, star and snip.
One bay mare, MLY conjoined near shoulder, illegible
like brand WH of" ribs.
One blue roan horse, JN over JD or HD nei*r shoulder,
hind feet white, collar mark.
One brown mare, BK. over LI near shoulder, 42 near
thigh.
One bay horse, DD near shoulder, near hind foot white,
179 near saddle.
One brown colt,  IT  near shoulder, off.. hind and fore foot
white, star.
One bay mare, CP over G near shoulder, 2 near neck, N
near thigh, fistula rnar,,.
One brown colt, C over lI over WL over J oft shoulder,
like JN over A over. 51 near shoulder, hind feet
white, blaze face.
One chesnut entire, JS near shoulder.
If not released on or before 30th March, 1866, will be
sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba ,  from Gowrie, February
13th, 1866 ,  by order of H. Fisk Esq. Driving
expenses ,  5s. per head.
One red and white cow, like C over E or S near shoulder,
S near thigh ,  like ^ over JG or JC  off ribs and
rump, slit  off ear.
One red and white bullock ,  AS near ribs, BO over C
off ribs, piece hack of)' ear.
Wrongly described in former advertisement, from
Clifton ,  February 17th, 1866.
One grey colt , 0 off shoulder.
If not released on or before 20th March ,  1866 ,  will be
sold to pay expenses.
ARTII UR LLOV_D, l'oun :celrcr.
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IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba., March 2nd, 1866,
from Clifton, by order of E. Marlay, Esq. Driving
expenses, 1s. per head.
One bay filly, M near shoulder, M off thigh, star.
One chesnut mare, H over diamond near shoulder, hind
fetlock white, star.
One bay filly, N near shoulder.
One bay horse, RI) over D near shoulder, hind fetlock
white.
One cream-colored mare, MB over AZ over NO near
shoulder, black streak along back.
One bay mare,  0  near shoulder, H over PS or H over
FS off shoulder, off hind foot white, star and snip.
One bay colt, : over II near shoulder, two blotch letters
off shoulder, star.
One roan mare, F near and off shoulder or small letter
conjoined with F, star.
One bay horse, MR conjoined over L over - near
shoulder, 7 near cheek, collar mark.
One bay horse, JW off shoulder, CH over FR near
shoulder.
One chesnut mare, blind near eve, star, H with blotch
or illegible letter near ribs, like  0  over TS or  0  over
JS shoulder, white spot near hip.
One grey filly, 25 near saddle, illegible brand like WOT
over 7 near shoulder.
If not released on or before 30th March, 1866, will be
sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
I
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, 6th March 1866, by
order of Donald Ross, Esq. Driving expenses, 3s.
9d, per head.
One bay mare, blotch, like F reversed over - or I
over - near shoulder, stripe on face.
One black mare, blotch letter In stirrup over MC over
HM near shoulder, off hind foot white.
One black mare, E over M or E over tt near shoulder,
star, shod, small streak, illegible brand or scar near
ribs.
If not released on or before 30th March, 1866, will be
sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from North Toolburra, on7th February, 1866, by Thomas C utts, Esq.
(Wrongly described).
One bay mare, like AS over JH or JK near shoulder,
like C over CC off shoulder, off hind foot white.
One chesnut colt foal, unbranded, near hind foot white.
If not released on or before the 30th March, 1866,
they will be sold on that day at noon to defray expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
I
IIPOLTND  ED  at Warwick, from Maryvale, on the 9th
March, 18663, by order of A. Wienholt, Esq.
Driving expensed 3s. per head.
One roan cow, illegible brand off rump and off shoulder.
One red and white  cow,  like W blotched off rump, L off
thigh.
One red and white bull calf, unbranded.
One roan cow, like - over A off shoulder off ear slit.
One roan calf, unbranded.
One black and white bull, off ear cropped, no legible
brand.
One roan cow, like three letters blotched near ribs, like
a brand on rump.
One strawberry lieifbr, ear marked, like MM off ribs.
One red bullock, like - over .1 hi and - over JM near
ribs, - over .1 M off ribs.
One blue bullock, like C off rump, blotched brands off
ribs, ears erolmed.
If not released on or before the 3rd April, 1866, will
be sold on that day at noon, to defray expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, 5th March, 1866, by
1 Peter McGuckin, out of his paddock.
One iron-grey mare, like JK or JB off shoulder.
Damages, 22. 2s.
One iron-grey colt foal, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 30th March, 1866,
they will be sold on that day at noon to defray expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, March 7th, 1866, by order
of Mr. Sheiff Caraabah.
One bay mare, WL near and off shoulder, four white
feet, small star.
One black filly foal, three white feet, stripe down face,
unbranded.
One chesnut mare, WL near shoulder, small star, near
hind foot white.
One bay filly foal, star and stripe, hind feet white,
unbranded.
One chesnut mare, WL off shoulder, off fore and near
hind foot white.
One bay filly foal, stripe down face, unbranded.
One bay mare, 26 over -i over over JS near shoulder,
star, off hind foot white.
One bay filly foal, star and stripe, off hind foot white,
unbranded.
If not released on or before April 4th, 1836, will be
sold to pay expenses.
CHARLES RYDER, Poundkeeper.
[MPO UNDE  D at Ipswich ,  from Mortlake .  Driving
4s. per head.
One red and white cow, split o ff  ear ,  like JOSY over
bdJT  (the JT conjoined )  near ribs ,  22 near loin.
One red and white heifer, like ttJT  (the JT conjoined)
near ribs.
One strawberry steer, JJ off rump ,  4 off shoulder.
One yellow and white cow, piece off both ears ,  1 over W
off shoulder ,  W over W over W off rump.
One red cow ,  piece off both ears ,  WD off rump and ribs.
One red and white steer ,  piece off off ear,  D W off rump
and ribs.
One yellow and white heifer, top off  near ear,  Pp,{ off
rump.
One strawberry eow, split near ear, J heart D off rump
and ribs.
One yellow and white heifer ,  two splits both ears, MM
near ribs.
One white heifer, two splits off ear ,  M  off  thigh and
shoulder ,  4 off ribs.
One red and white bull ,  slit and split off ear, M off
thigh ,  ribs, and shoulder.
One red and white heifer ,  DO over W ]  near ribs.
One rod and white heifer, notch near ear, brands near
ribs not legible.
One red and white steer ,  IT both ribs, IW off rump.
One red and white steer ,  sp li t off ear ,  D W off rump and
ribs ,  8 off' shoulder.
One red and white bullock ,  split off ear ,  JOSY near
ribs, J scar check ,  JMD conjoined near shoulder.
One red  and white heifer, top off  ear, split near ear, lime
brands near rump and off' ribs not legible.
If not released on or before  the 3rd day of April,
will be sold.
A. IIASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
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By His Excellency Sir Gi:oiraE FERGUSON Bowe, Knight Grand Cross of the Most  Distinguished
Order of St. 'Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony
of it leeaskad and its Dependencies, and Vice-Acl airal  of the same, &c., &c.,  to.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in ,.ceor.lnce with the provisions of the Act 24
Victoria, No. 15, respecting the Alienation of Cro c Luids, I, the Governor  aforesaid , with the
-1
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and p.• )claim that the following Lots of Land will
be offered for sale by public auction, at the undermenttonca places, at Eleven o'clock on the days specifie d
at the upset price affixed to each Lot respectively. (Deposit 10 per cent.)
The Deed Fee on the undermentioned Lots will be charged according to the follow ing scale :-Not
it-, 5) :Ceres, 1,1 ; above 50 and not exceeding 30) acres, Z1 5s. ; above 300  and not exceeding 640
SALE- AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS, BRISBANE,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 25TH DAY OF APRIL, 1866.
CITY LOTS.
0c
0 c
o
I c
I
Area. County .  Parish. Situation .  Remarks.
A. R. P.
1 1 33 0 0 36 100 Stanley South Brisbane City of Brisbane.2
3
2
3
33
33
0
0
0 36
036
100
1004 4 33 0 0 36 100
5 5 33 U 0 36 100
6
7
6
7
33
33
0
0
0 36 1
0 36
00
100
8 8  33 0 0 362 100
9  33 0 0 362
10 10  33 0 0 36 100
11 11 33 0 0 36 100
12  12  33 0 0 36 100
13 13  33 0 0 36 1100
14  1-1 33 0 0 36 100
15  15  33 0 0 36 100
16 16  33 0 0 36 100
17 17  33 0 0 36 1.00
18 18  33 1 0 0 36 100
19 19 33 0 0 36 100
20 20 33 0 0  36 100
21  1 41 0 0 36 100
22 2  41 0 0 36 100
23 3  41 0 0 33 100
24 4  41 0 0 11 100
25  5  41 0 0 372100
26 6  41 0 0 34 100
27  1 49 0 0 36 100
28 2  49 0 0 31 100
29 3  49 0 0 24 100 I „ „
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SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,  BRISBANE- continued.
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 25TH DAY OF APRIL, 1866.
SPECIAL.
C;
z
O U
30 7 18 0 0 32 100
31 3 18 0 0 32 100
32 9 18 0 0 32 100
33 10 18 0 1 3 100
Per
Lot.
34 20 30 -0 0  162'1350
35 21  30 0 0 162 350
36 22 30 0 0 162350
37 24  30 0 01621350
38 25 30 0 0 162350
39 26  130 0 0 162350
1 268
0
z
Area. County. Parish. Situation.
Stanley . North  Brisbane  City of  Brisbane.
SALE AT  THE LA ND OFFICE, TOOWOOMBA,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 24TH DAY OF APRIL, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
Area.
A.  R. P.
8 3 30
269 ... 8 2 27
270 ... 10 0 0
2715  ... 10 0 0
276 ... 8 2 27
290 ... 4 1 2
306, ... 9 0 0
396 ... 19 2 38
397 ... 20 0 0
398 ... 20 0 0
399 ... 20 0 0
400 ' ... 20 0 0
401 ... 20 0 0
402 ' ... 20 0 0
403 ... 20 0 0
404 ... 20 0 0
405 ... 20 0 0
406 ... 18 0 11
407 ... 18 2 1
408 ... 18 3 28
409 ... 19 1 19
410 ... 19 3 19
411 ... 19 3 19
412 ... 20 0 0
413 ... 20 0 0
414 ... 20 0 0
415 ... 20 0 0
416 ... 20 0 0
417 ... 20 0 0
418 ... 20 0 0
419 ... 20 0 0
420 ... 19 3 19
421 ... 19 3 19
422 ... 20 0 0
423 ... 20 0 0
424 ... 20 0 0
425 ... 11.2 4
426 ... 17  0 8
427 ... 20 0 0
428 ... 20 0 0
429 ... 19 3 19
430 ... 19 2 0
431 ... 20 0 0
432 ... 19 2 0
433 ... 12 2 11
434 ... 20 0 0
435 ... 20 2 14
436 ... 16 0 15
437 ... 17 3 33
438 ... 19 3 24
Price per
Acre. County. Parish. Situation.
Aubigny ... ,Geham ...  Near the Toowoomba Agri-
cultural Reserve
Toowoomba
Geham ...
„
„
„
1f
1f
,f
,f
„
Remarks.
These Lots  will be Bold
under the  " Parlia-
mentary and other
Buildings Act of
1864.
Remarks.
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c ° c Area. Acre . County.
z 0,
A. R. P. £
51 439  ... 16 0 36 1 Aubigny ...
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
258
o
a m
o o0 oy
z 1z:; zr
1 1 35 1 0 0
2; 2 35 1 0 0
3 I 3 35 1 0 0
4 4 35 1 0 0
5 5 35 1 0 0
6 6 35 1 0 0
7 7 35 1 0 0
8 8 35 1 0 0
9 9 35 1 0 0
10 10 35 1 0 0
11 1 36 1 0 0
12 2 36 1 0 0
13 3 36 1 0 0
14 4 36 1 0 015 5 36 1 0 0
16 6 36 1 0 0
17 7 36 1 0 0
18 8 36. 1 0 0
19 9 36 1 0 0
20 10 36 1 0 0
21 1 22 0 2 0
22 2 22 0 2 0
23 3 22 0 2 0
24 8 22 0 2 0
25 9 22 0 2 0
26 10 22 0 2 0
27 7 23 0 2 0
28 8 23 0 2 0
29 9 23 0 2 0
30 10 23 0 2 0
31 1 24 0 3 0
32 2 24 0 3 28
33 3 24 0 2 36
34 4 24 0 3 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE,  TOOW00M11BA- continued.
ON TUESDAY, THE 24TH DAY OF APRIL. 1866.
COUNTRY  LOTS- continued.
21 3 0 1
19 3 13 1
18 2 18 1
17 1 23 1
16 0 28 1
14 3 34 1
19 2 0 1
19 0 0 1
20 0 0 1
12 1 30 1
13 3 27 1
16 1 32 1
16 1 32 1
16 1 32 1
12 2 22 1
9 2 22 1
18 1 36 1
16 0 0 1
13 1 0 1
Price per
VI
IV
15
7)
1f
7f
15 0 25 1 „
20 0 0 1
20 0 0 1
20 0 0 1
20 0 0 1
20 0 0 1
12 3 3 1
17 3 20 1
13 0 0 1
13 0 0 1
20 1 4 1
71
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, GOONDIWINDI,
ON THURSDAY, THE 26TH DAY OF APRIL, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
Area.
A. R. P. £
County.  Parish.
7f
Situation.
8 Marsh ... Goondiwindi Town of Goondiwindi
8 is „ „
8 „ „
8 is „ „
8 „ „
8 „ „
8 „ „
8 „ „ It
8 „ „ „
8 „ „
8 ,, „
8 „ „
8 „
8 „
8 „ „
8 „ „ „
8 „ „
8 „ „
8 „ „ „
8 „ „
8 ,, „
8 „ is of
8 „ „ „
8 „ „ „
8 „ „ „
8 „ „ „
8 „ „ „
8 „ it „
8 „ „
8 „ „ „
8 „ „
8
8 „
8 .11
Parish.  Situation. Remarks.
Geham ... Near the Toowoomba Agri-1
cultural Reserve.
„
))
>>  IVyt P)
11 ff
0
0
0GO
Remarks.
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, GOONDIWIN DI -conatinued.
ON THURSDAY, -THE 26TH DAY of APRIL, 1866.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
a 01 si Area Price per County. Parish Situation. Remarks.0 0 , .Acre.
0
z
A. R. P. 9 1
35 1 25 5 0 0 2 Marsh  ... Goondiwindi Near the Town of Goondiwindi.
36 2 25 5 0 0 2 ,, „
37 3 25 5 0 0 2 „ „
38 4 25 5 0 0 2 31
39 5 25 5 0 0 2 „ „
40 6 25 5 0 0 2 0
41 7 25 5 0 0 2 0
42 8 25  5 0 0 2
43 1 26 5 0 0 2
44 2 26 5 0 0 2 0
45 3 26 5 0 0 2 0
46 4 26  5.0 0 2
47 5 26 5 0 0 2
48 6 26 5 0 0 2
49 7 26 5 0 0 2 0
50 8 26 5 0 0 2
51- 1 27 2 2 0 2 0
52 2 27 2 2 0 2
53 3 27 2 2 0 2
54 4 27 2 2 0 2
55 5 27 2 2 0 2 0
56 1 28 2 2 0 2
92
57 2 28 2 2 0 2 0
58 3 28 2 2 0 2 44
59 4 28 2 2 0 2
60 5 28 2 2 0 2 J
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the Colony, at Government House, Brisbane, this
twenty-first day of March, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixty-
six, and in  the twenty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Authority : W. 0. BELBOIDGE, Government Printer, William  Street, Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BowEN, Knight Grand. Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same,
&c., &c., &c.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act
27  Victoria, No.  17, Pastoral -eases Act,  I, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that
the lease for five years, for pastoral purposes, of
the following portion of land, will be offered for
sale at the undermentioned place, at Eleven o'clock
on the day specified, at the upset price affixed
thereto.
SALE AT THE LAND AGENT'S OFFICE, AT GLADSTONE,
oN TvES.nAv, 5Tn JuxE, 1866.
Name of Run-Gayfield.
Original Lessee-Hugh Neil.
Area-25 square miles.
Upset price-£1 per square mile.
Situation-Commencing at the south corner of the
Alma Run, and bounded thence on north-west by south-
east boundary of said run bearing north 52 degrees east
160 chains ; on the north-east by the south-west boundary
of Galloway Plains Run bearing south 38 degrees east
to the watershed separating the Calliope River from the
Boyne River ; on the south by said watershed westerly ;
on the south-west by a line bearing north 38 degrees
west to the south boundary of Maxwelton Run ; and on
the north by the said south boundary of Maxwelton
bearing east 4 degrees north 193 chains to the point of
of commencement.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
the twenty-first day of March, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
W v'
HEREAS by an Act of the Governor and
Legislative Council of the Colony of New
South Wales, passed in the ninth year of the reign
of Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  " An  Act to provide for the general
requlation of the Customs in New South Wales,"
and numbered fifteen, it is amongst other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor to
alter or vary the boundaries of any ports of the
said Colony, as in the said Act are named and
defined, or to subdivide the same, and to establish
any new port or ports as to His Excellency may
seem meet, by Proclamation to be published in the
Government Gazette :  Now know ye, that inasmuch
as it is deemed expedient to establish a new port at
Port Albany, Cape York, and in the Colony of
Queensland, I, the Governor aforesaid, in pur-
suance of the power and authority so vested in
me, and by the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim, that for the pur-
poses of the said Act; a new port at Port Albany,
Cape York, shall be and is hereby established as a
port of Entry and Clearance, and that the said port
shall be construed to include the various anchorages
under Albany Island, and in Evans and Newcastle
Bays.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-second day of March, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Volunteer Office,
Brisbane, 17th March, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to accept the resignation of the Commission
held by
JOHN MACDONALD, Esquire, Junior,
as Lieutenant of No. 2 (Ipswich) Battery of the
Queensland Volunteer Artillery.
HENRY D. PITT, Capt. II..A.,
Major of Brigade.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1866.
TENDERS FOR SUPPLIES.TENDERS are invited for Supplies for thePublice Service. For full particulars, see
Government Gazette  (No. 28), a file of which is
kept at every Police Office in the Colony.
Nature.
Date of  Gazette Date to which
containing Tenders can be
original notice. receivedOffice.this.
1866. 1866.
Supplies for the Colo ' 10 March ... 31 March.
Service.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1866.
STJPPLY OF SADDLES.TENDERS will be'received at this Office, untilNoon on SATURDAY, the 24th instant,
from parties, resident within the Colony, who may
be willing to contract for the supply of Saddles for
the service of the Government during the period
between the 1st day of April and the 31st day of
December, 1866.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed  Tender for Saddles."
Security will be required for the due fulfilment
of the terms of this contract.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, having been pleased
to establish the Police and Registration District of
Townsville, Cleveland Bay, the following boundaries
of the same are published for general information.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
POLICE AND REGISTRATION DISTRICT OF TowNSYILLE
Commencing on the shore of Halifax Bay in lati-
tude 19 degrees south, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing south-west, crossing the
Burdekin River 27 miles in a direct line below the
junction of the River Clarke to the western watershed
of the Burdekin River ; on the west by that watershed
bearing southerly ; on the south by the watershed
separating the Burdekin River from the Cape River and
Suttor River, to the junction of the Burdekin and Suttor
Rivers ; on the east by a line bearing northerly from
said junction to the summit of Mount Elliott ; then by
a line  bearing north-east to the seacoast, and thence by
the seacoast north-easterly to the point of commence-
ment, and including all islands adjacent thereto.
Place of Petty Sessions-Townsville.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1866,
APPLICATION TO SELL UNDER THE " TRUS-
TEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
__._A. of the  Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Board of General Education have,
in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made
application to the Governor in Council for leave
to sell the portion of land granted as a site for a
National School, Toowoomba, in order to obtain
funds for the erection of suitable school premises
on another site.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought, must
lodge the  same  with the Secretary for Lands and
Works, by letter, within the period of three months
from the date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command, -
A. MACALISTER.
Department  of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  9th March, 1866,
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO COURT HOUSE ,  IPSWICH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY ,  the 31st
instant, from persons will ing to contract for the
erection of Additions to Court House ,  Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  "  Tender for Additions
to Court House ,  Ips'iieh."
Plan, specification ,  and- form of tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect 's Office,  Brisbane ,  or at the
Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum ,  signed
by the partytendering ,  and two responsible persons,
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and
deliver at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor
in Brisbane ,  or at the Court House, Ipswich, withi n
seven days from the usual notification of accept-
ance ,  a Bond to Her  Majesty  in the penal sum,
of £100 for securing such performance ,  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PUBLIC OFFICES, ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilTwelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 31st
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Public Offices at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for PublicOffices, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender, may be
seen and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane, or at the
Engineer of Roads Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must state the time within which it i&
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons.
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due-
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that-
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
or at the Engineer of Roads Office, Rockhampton,.
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £400 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will notbe taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd March, 1866.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 pending the passing of an Act by the Legisla-
ture, His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
direct that Port Albany (Cape York), shall be
deemed and considered a Free Port, and the proper
officer of Customs has been instructed not to
demand or receive duty upon goods imported there,
or to exact any pilotage or harbor dues or fees from
the masters of vessels arriving at, or departing
thence.
I
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st March, 1866.
] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct, in accordance with the provisions of Act
29 Victoria, No. 18, that on and after the 1st
proximo, the Government will receive
Proposals for the Insurance of Lives under
Government guarantee ; and for the
Purchase of small Government Annuities or
Monthly Allowances,
ht any Savings  Bank Office throughout the Colony.
Small Life Insurances and Annuities may be
purchased from the Government by persons between
the ages of 16 and 60,-either by one immediate
Payment or by annual, quarterly, or monthly pay-
ments, as  may be convenient to the purchaser.
All information, and the necessary forms of Pro-
posal, &c., can  be obtained on application at any
Savings Bank Office, or at the Treasury, Brisbane.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
AMENDED REGULATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT
SAVINGS BANKS.
IIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the following alterations
and additions to the Savings Bank Regulations,
dated 16th November, 1864, made under the
authority of the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria,
No. 2, entitled  ".An Act to grant additional facili-
ties for depositing small savings at interest with the
security of the Government for due repayment
thereof,"  viz.
1. The following words to be omitted from clause 5 of
the said regulations, viz., " the depositor shall sign his
name in  a place to be provided for his signature in the
depositor's book," it being considered advisable that
depositors shall not in future be required to sign their
names in Savings. Bank pass-books.
.The following are to stand as additional regula-
tions :-
1. Persons desirous of lodging money in the Govern-
ment Savings Banks, and who, by reason of residing at
too great a distance from the nearest Branch Office, are
precluded from depositing in the manner prescribed by
clause 3 of the regulations, may remit their deposit by
post direct to the Treasury. The Government will,
however, undertake no responsibility tinder this clause,
in the event of the remittance miscarrying.
2. In order to meet the convenience of persons resid-
ing at  a distance from Brisbane, and to  save a long
course , of post, depositors so circumstanced may, in
future, make application to withdraw the whole-or any
portion of their deposits by electric telegraph  message,
at the reduced uniform charge of one shilling. The
depositor will be required to sign the usual withdrawal
notice in the presence of a Savings Bank Officer, by whom
the message will be forwarded to the Treasury ; but no
officer is to forward such message unless the depositor is
personally known to him, or unless he produces satis-
factory evidence that he is the person entitled to the
withdrawal. ,
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.BRANCHES of the above Bank are now openat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 17th January, 1866.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY AND BATAVIA OR SINGA-
PORE,  VIA  TORRES' STRAITS.
THE Queensland Government having in con.
templation the establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain, via Torres' Straits and Singapore, sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until MON-
DAY, the 25th June, 1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly, for a period of five
years, from and to Brisbane and Batavia, calling
at Port Denison and Cape York.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore and Sydney ; -and separate
offers will be received for Monthly Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York, and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of 1st and 2nd class, the tonnage, horse-
power,- and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether propelled by screw or paddles ; also
to state the time at which the service can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose. of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or by applying to Messrs. Julyan
and Sergeaunt, Crown Agents, 6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer, Brisbane, and marked  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails via Torres' Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Memoranda for the information of persons wishing to
Tender for i/se Torres' Straits Mail Service, in
reply to Treasury advertisement, dated the 17thJanuary, 1866.
1. Tenders to state fully the speed, tonnage, passenger
accommodation of each class, how propelled, and all
other information relative to the vessels to be employed,
required by the advertisement.
2. Vessels to start from each end of the Contract line
monthly, at such times as may be hereafter determined,
with a view of making the Torres' Straits Mail Service
alternate with that  via  Cape Leeuwin, thus securing
fortnightly communication between Australia and
Europe.
3. Plans and sections of vessels proposed to be
employed to be sent with the Tender.
4. Vessels to be at all times supplied and furnished
with all necessary and proper machinery, engines, pro-
visions, anchors, cables, boats, fire pumps, and lightning
conductors, and all proper appliances, subject to the
approval of the Officers appointed for the purpose by the
Postmaster-General.
5. Vessels to be officered and manned to the satisfac-
tion of the Postmaster-General.
6. Each vessel to carry a properly qualified medical
practitioner, and to be furnished with sufficient medicines
and medical comforts.
7. The Postmaster-General or his representative may
delay departure of Contract Steamer twenty-four hours
when deemed necessary.
8. The Contract Steamer to leave Batavia or Singapore
within twenty-four hours after the arrival of the
European Mail Steamers, and to, carry the Mails to their
destination at an average speed of not less than ten*
knots, calling at Cape York, and such other port or ports
as may be agreed on, reasonable time for detention being
allowed by the Government.
9. Should the Mails not be delivered within the time
stipulated, the sum of £100 to be deducted, by Way of
penalty, for every twenty-four hours of such delay, the
full. amount of penalty, however, not to exceed the
proportionate sum due for that particular service.
* Tenders will also be received for the service on  a scale pro-
portionate to speed-say, from nine to eleven knots,
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10. Postmaster-4eneral  to pay  an award of £50, over
and above the Contraot sum, for each and every twenty-
four hours the Mail shall be delivered within the time
covenanted for.
11. As a penalty for not providing an efficient vessel
ready to start according to agreement, Contractors to
pay, by  way of penalty, the sum of £250, also to .pay a
further sum of £100 for every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay.
12. Contractors to have not less than three vessels of
the stipulated tonnage and power at all -times ready for
service.
13. Postmaster -General may appoint  'a Mail Agent to
each vessel, who shall be provided with suitable first-
class  cabin accommodation and table ,  at the expense of
the Contractors. The said Mail Agent to have
customary powers with regard to determining questions
relative to Mails, and the despatch or detention of vessels
.carrying Mails.
14. Necessary and suitable accommodation, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General, to be provided
for the purpose of sorting and making up Mails during
the voyage, if required.
15. Mails to be delivered at the Post Office, and con-
veyed to the Steamers at the expense of the Contractor,
without any delay.
16. Payments to be made quarterly in Brisbane, and
the payment stipulated to be in full satisfaction for the
service; the Mail money to belong to Her Majesty.
17. The agreement to be entered into to be in force
for five years, but Government reserve to themselves
power to determine the Contract, should the service not
be properly performed.
18. Contractors  may  at any time terminate the agree-
ment, upon giving six months notice of their intention,
and by paying, by way of forfeit, a sum equivalent to
two months' subsidy.
19. Contractors not to dispose of, or under-let the
Contract, without the consent of the Postmaster-General.
20. Contractors to be bound in the penal sum of
£15,000, to be paid to the Government by way of stipu-
lated damages, in case of failure on their part to
carry out the agreement.
21. Government reserve to themselves the right to
add other reasonable stipulations to those already
mentioned.
General Post Office,
Brisbane , 23rd March, 1866.
NOTICE.
C
OMPLAINTS having been frequently made that
Newspapers believed to be posted in Brisbane
are not delivered at their destination  in remote
Districts, and special  instances  of this alleged
neglect having lately been made in reference to the
delivery of  newspapers  in the Districts of Maranoa
and Warrego, the Postmaster-General now draws
the particular attention of Country Postmasters to
the following " Rules and Regulations for the
guidance of Country Postmasters :"-
No.  4%-" No person who has not subscribed the
declaration required by clause 4 of the Act 15
Victoria, No. 12, shall  have access to the letter
branch of the General Post Office, or to the
interior of any other Post Office,  unless accom-
panied by a responsible officer."
No. 63  (portion of).-" Each  Postmaster must
keep,  as far  as practicable,  a list  of subscribers
receiving colonial newspapers at his office ; and
on the non-arrival of papers for such sub-
scribers a report of the circumstance must
be at once forwarded to the Postmaster-General,
further stating whether such non,arriva1 with
regard to the particular  newspaper  has been
general or partial."
Second.-" When there  is reason  to believe that
the stoppage has taken  place at some  interme-
diate office, this will be noticed in the report,
and the Postmaster will communicate on the
subject with such intermediate office by the
earliest  opportunity."
and directs a careful compliance with these regula-
tions.
J. DOUGLAS,
Postmaster -General.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1866.
MAILS FOR EUROPE, INDIA, CHINA, &c.,
VIA  TORRE'S' STRAITS.
JAILS per Colonial Contract  Steamer
lr1 " SOUCHAYS" to Batavia  vid  Torres'
Straits , will be despatched on FRIDAY, the 6th
April next.
Mails will be made up for the following placesThe United Kingdom, France, and other Conti-
nental States, Her Majesty's Indian Possessions, the
•Cape, Mauritius, Timor,  Batavia , Singapore, and
all other places in the China Seas, &b.
RATES OF, POSTAGE.
Correspondence addressed to, or through, the
United Kingdom, or the Continent of Europe,  viii
Trieste, or by the closed French Mail, will be
charged the usual Rates of Postage,  in accordance
with the printed Table of Rates.
Correspondence for all other places will be
charged the Sea Rate of Postage, viz. Sixpence
for every half ounce, such correspondence, how-
ever, may, or may not, be charged on arrival at
destination.
J. DOUGLAS,
Postmaster -General.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 10th March, 1866.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINES.
EXTENSION - NEBO TO CLERMONT.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, until
Noon on MONDAY, the 30th day of April
next, from persons desirous of contracting for the
supply of all materials, except wire, insulating pins,
and insulators, and for all workmanship necessary,
except stretching wire, for the erection of the
undermentioned Line of Telegraph, according to
the terms, general conditions, and specifications
appended hereto.
From Nebo to Clermont, a distance of ninety-
five (95) miles, more or less. The contract to be
completed and handed over to the Government
within six (6) months from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made to the extent of seventy-
five  (75)  per cent. on the value of the work certified
for by the officer appointed to inspect the same to
have been completed at the end of every second
month, and the total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner, and at the rate of progress, required by
the Government, it shall be in the power of the
Government, by a notice in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette,  to terminate the contract so far as
relates to the work. remaining to be done, and to
enforce the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the
contract.
Attached to each Tender, there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver, at
the office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
ten (10) days from the notification of the accept-
ance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in a
sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount
of Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
Posts to be heavy straight saplings, of the best
description of hardwood, with the bark removed,
not less than nine (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and five (5). inches in diameter
at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to
be carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
I
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upwards over a space of six (6) feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one (1) inch from its extremity with good
hoop iron not less than one (1) inch wide ; a hole
of proper size, to receive the insulating pin, to be
bored into the centre of the top of the post to the
depth of five and a half (52) inches.
The posts to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission, and to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, and well rammed
in with rubble and earth, and placed in a perpen-
dicular position.
No spotted gum, brigalow, or Moreton Bay ash
will be allowed for posts. At angles, or other
places where required, struts, or supports of wood,
fixed as directed, to be supplied,
All trees and underwood standing within thirty-
five (35) feet on each side of the line to be fallen,
and all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet of
each post to be cleared away. Any branches over-
hanging from trees beyond the distance mentioned,
which in the judgment of the inspecting officer
may endanger the line, to be removed. A ll  existing
roads and tracks to be left clear.
All materials used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Every information may be obtained on applica-
tion at the Office of the Superintendent of Electric
Telegraphs, Brisbane.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. DOUGLAS.
NOTICE.THE POSTMASTER - GENERAL will beglad, during business hours, to see gentlemen
from the country who may desire to have a per-
sonal  interview with him on matters connected
with the Post Office or Electric Telegraph Depart-
ments.
He especially solicits information with regard
to newly-adopted or proposed Mail Routes in the
Districts of Maranoa, Warrego, Mitchell, Ken-
nedy, and Burke.
General Post Office,
10th March, 1866.
J. DOUGLAS.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1866.
i
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the within-named parties have been licensed to
occupy, for pastoral purposes, the undermentioned
Runs, in accordance with the provisions of the Act
27 Victoria, No. 17, and the regulations published
thereunder.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Name of Run - Chudleigh.
Licensees - John B. Watt and John McHenry.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked W on the right
bank of the creek known as Stephen Creek ;
bounded on the west by a line running 5 miles back
from the creek  ;  on the south by a line running 10
miles parallel to the creek  ;  on the east by a line
running 5 miles back to the creek  ;  and on the
north by the creek 10 miles to starting point.
Name of  Run-Lidwell.Licensees-John B . Watt  and John McHenry.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Situated on the left bank of the creek known as
Stephen Creek ,  opposite the block known as Chud-
leigh ; bounded on the west by a line running back
5 miles from the creek  ;  on the north by a line run-
ning 10 miles parallel to the creek  ;  on the east by
a line running 5 miles back to the creek ; on the
south by the creek for 10  miles to starting point.
Name of Run-Thureba No. 2.
Licensee-J. B. Watt.
Estimated area-48 square miles.
This block is bounded on the east by Thureba ;
on the south by Granville Creek and scrub ; on the
west by scrub ; and on the north by the range.
The block extends 6 miles by 8 miles, of which
there are 25 square miles available and 23 square
miles unavailable. The unavailable portion is
all scrub ; the available portion consisting of
open stony ridges, intersected by two creeks which
do not carry permanent water.
Name of Run-North Yan Yan Gurt.
Licensee-Thomas William Vicary.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Yan
Yan Gurt, and bounded thence on the south by the
northern boundary of that run ; on the east by
portion of the western boundary of Kynebil ; on
the north by the southern boundaries of Talagi and
Tieri ; and to the west by the watershed between
Crinum and Ranorah Creeks.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Humeburn North.
Licensee - Alexander Falconer Sull ivan.
Estimated area- 50 square miles.
Amended description after  Survey.
Commencing at a koolabah tree  'in the bed of the
Paroo River marked broad-arrow over 6 in triangle
on its east side ,  situated at the north-east corner
of the Humeburn Run ; bounded thence on the
south by a west line 3 miles 4 chains  ;  thence on
the west by a north line 10 miles ; thence on the
north by an east line 6 miles 76 chains to the Paroo
River, at a yappunya tree on the left bank, marked
broad -arrow over 7 in triangle on its east side ; and
thence on the east  by  the said river downwards to
the marked tree hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Paroo.
Licensee-Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated area- 25 square miles.
Amended description after Survey.
Commencing at a koolabah tree in the bed of the
Paroo River marked broad -arrow over 6 in triangle
on its east side situated at the north -west corner of
the Boobara North Run, bounded thence on the
south by an east line 5 miles  73  chains  ;  thence on
the east by a north line 5 miles  ;  thence on the north
by a west line 4 miles 7 chains to the Paroo River
at a treble gum tree on the left bank marked broad-
arrow in triangle on its east side  ;  and thence on
the west by the said river downwards to the marked
tree hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Fairlie Plains West.
Licensee - Alexander Falconer Sull ivan.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Situated on the right bank of the Su ll ivan Creek,
commencing at a point opposite the north-west
corner of the Fairlie Plains Run, bounded thence
on the north by a west line 5 miles  ;  thence south
10 miles ; thence east 5 miles to the Sullivan Creek;
and thence by the right bank of that creek upwards
to the starting point.
Name of Run-Oonungoo.
Licensee - Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Situated on the south bank of the Ackland Creek
on the  west  side of Yowah Creek  (the said Ackland
Creek  is situated about  40 miles  in a westerly
direction from the +'ulo Station on the Paroo River),
commencing at a gidyah tree marked AFS on its
south side situated about 12 miles east of
Oonungoo spring ,  bounded thence on the east by a
south line 5 miles ; on the south by a west line 10
miles ; on the west by a north line 5 miles to the
Ackland Creek  ;  and on the north by that creek to
the point of commencement.
Name of  Run-Koolpitta.
Licensee - Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south -east corner of the
Fairlie Plains  West Run on the west  bank of the
Sullivan Creek , bounded  thence on the north by a
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west line 5 miles ; thence south 10 miles ; thence
east 5 miles to the Sullivan Creek ; and thence by
the right bank of that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Yarrabooter.
Licensees-John de Villiers Lamb, Robert Keate
Sams, and Albert James Dawson Sams.
Estimated area-51 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
Quamby Run, on the west side of the Coorni Paroo
Run, bounded thence on the south side by a west
line 10 miles ; thence north 5 miles ; thence east 10
miles ; thence south 5 miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Pint-ahea.
Licensees-John deVilliers Lamb,Robert Keate
Sams, and Albert James Dawson Sams.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the
Yarrabooter Run on the west side of the Coorni
Paroo Run, bounded thence on the south by an
east line 5 miles ; thence north 15 miles ; thence
west 5 miles ; thence south 15 miles to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Cheshunt South.Licensees-John deVilliers Lamb, Robert Keate
Sams, and Albert James Dawson Sams.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Amended Description.
Commencing at a double gum tree on the left
bank of the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River marked
broad-arrow over C 15 in triangle on its east side
situated at the south corner of the Cheshunt Run,
bounded thence on the east by a north line 50
chains ; thence on the North by a west line 10
miles ; thence on the west by a south line 8 miles
30 chains to the Bufloo or Coorni Paroo River at a
koola.bah tree on the right bank marked broad-
arrow over C  16  in triangle on its south side ; and
thence on the south and east by the said river
upwards to the marked tree hereinbefore first
described.
Name of run-Bylang,
Licensees-Alexander Hood, James -Wyse
Torrance, and James Hood.
Estimated area-49 square miles.
Commencing at the north east corner of the
Brindowappa Run, on the east side of the Parroo
River ; thence east  7  miles ; thence south  7  miles ;
thence west 7 miles ; thence north 7 miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Burrilkan.
Licensees-Alexander Hood, James Wyse
Torrance, and James Hood.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a box tree on the left bank of
the Boorara Creek marked  1-I T situated at the
south-west corner of the Wyte Wonka Run,
bounded thence on the south by a west line 5
miles ; thence north 10 miles ; thence east 5 miles
to the aforesaid creek ; thence by the said creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Kurra Molo.
Licensees-Alexander -Hood, James Wyse
Torrance, and James Hood.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Yi yte Ov'onka Run on the east side of the Boorara
Creek, bounded thence on the south by an east
line 10 miles ; thence north 10 miles ; thence
west 10 miles ; thence south 10 miles to the point
of commencement.
NN ame cf Run--Tilbury.
Licensee-Alexander Hood, James Wyse
Torrance, and James Flood.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the
Boorara Run on the west side of the Parroo River,
bounded thence on the south by a west line 10
miles ; thence north 10 miles ; thence east 10 miles ;
thence south 10 miles to the point of commence-
menlt,
Name of Run-Tungata.
Licensees- Alexander Hood, James Wyse
Torrance, and James Hood.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Wyte Wonka Run on the Boorara Creek, bounded
thence on the east by a north line 10 miles ; thence
west 10 miles ; thence south 10 miles ; thence east
10 miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Tanko.
Licensees-Alexander Hood, James Wyse
Torrance, and James Hood.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
Tungata Run, bounded thence on the south by a
west line 10 miles ; thence north 10 miles ; thence
east 10 miles ; thence south 10 miles to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Yarron Vale.
Licensees - Robert Russell, and Edmund
Bignell.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a koolabah tree on the right
bank of the Paroo River marked broad-arrow over
10 in triangle on its west side, situated at the
north-east corner of the Buckenby West Run,
bounded thence on the south by a west line 8 miles
22 chains ; thence on the west by a north line 10
miles ; thence on the north by an east line 1 mile
58 chains to the Paroo River at a koolabah tree on
the left bank marked broad-arrow over 11 in
triangle on its east side ; and thence on the east by
the said river downwards to- the marked tree
hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Yarran.
Licensees-William Colburn  Mayne,  junior,
Edward Colburn Mayne, and Charles J.
Forbes.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Commencing at a guin. tree on the left bank of
the Nivelle River marked broad-arrow over N16 in
triangle on its south side, bounded 'thence on the
south by an east line 3 miles 10 chains ; thence on
the east -by a north line 5 miles ; thence on the
north by a west line 5 miles, crossing the said river
at a box tree on the left bank marked broad-arrow
over N17 in triangle on its south side ; thence on
the west by a south line 5 miles ; and thence again
on the south by an.east line 1 mile 70 chains to the
marked tree hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Yarran North.Lice In sees-William Colburn Mayne, junior,
Edward Colbui•n Mayne, and Charles J.
Forbes.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Commencing at a box tree on the left bank of the
Nivelle River marked broad-arrow over N17 in
triangle on its south side, bounded thence on the
south by an east line 2 miles ; thence on the east by
a north line about 5 miles to the northern boundary
of the Warrego District.; thence west 5 miles ;
thence south about 5 miles ; and thence east three-
miles to the starting point.
Name of Run-Gunadorah.
Licensees-Joseph -Becker and William Sly.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a double gum tree on the left
bank of the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River marked
broad-arrow over C in triangle on its east side
situated at the north-west corner of the Korag-
garak Run, bounded thence on the south by an east
line 5 miles ; thence north 10 miles ; thence west 5
miles to the aforesaid river ; and thence by the said,
river downwards to the tree first described.
SOUTH  KENNEDY  DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Lestree Hill No. 4.
Licensee-Robert McMaster.
Estimated area-48 square miles.
This run is situated on the River Belyando on
both banks, and bounded to the southward by the
Lestree Hill No. 3 Run and a line drawn from the
north-western- corner of that run due west across,
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.the- river for 21 miles ; thence by a line drawn
parallel to and down the river for 12 miles ; thence
by a line drawn due east to the western boundary
line of Apsley No. 2; and thence along the western
boundary lines of Apsley No. 2 and Apsley No, 1
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mitchell Plains No. 1.
Licensees-Richard Hall and David Lewis
Williams.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Mitchell Plains is situate on the western bank
of the Belyando River, and commences at a tree
marked W near the junction of Western Creek
with that river, and extending up the river to a tree
marked H about 15 miles, and running back from
the river 5 miles. It is bounded on the east by the
Belyando River 15 miles ; on the south by Mitchell
Plains No. 2 5 miles ; on the west by a line con-
necting the northern and southern boundaries 5
miles back from the river and 15 miles long ; on the
north by a line 5 miles long connecting the eastern
and western boundaries.
Name of Run-Mitchell Plains No. 2.
Licensees-Richard Hall and David Lewis
Williams.
Estimated area-48 square miles.
Mitchell Plains No. 2 is situated on the west bank
of the Belyando River, commencing at a tree marked
H and running up the river to a tree marked ^ over
H at the junction of Broad Sandy Creek with the
river about 12 miles, and extending back from the
river 4 miles. It is bounded on the north by Mit-
chell Plains No. 1 ; on the east by the Belyando
River ; on the south by a line starting at the tree
marked ^ over H and running westerly 4 miles ;
on the west by a line about 12 miles long running
parallel with and 4 miles back from the Belyando
River.
Name of Run-Omega No. 1.
Licensee-Frederick Keen.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked triangle, situated
upon the eastern side of Star Creek at boundary of
ran known as Alpha No. 2, extending thence about
five miles in an easterly direction to a tree marked
triangle ; from thence by a'-line about 20 miles in a
north-westerly direction running parallel with Star
Creek to a tree marked triangle ; thence in a
westerly direction to a tree marked triangle on the
bank of Star Creek ; from thence in a south-east-
erly direction up Star Creek to the starting point.
Name of Run-Omega No. 2.
Licensee-Frederick Keen.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked triangle on, the
western bank of Star Creek; and extending about
5 miles in a westerly direction to a tree marked
triangle ; thence in a north-westerly direction about
20 miles to a tree marked triangle ; from thence in
an easterly direction about 5 miles to a tree marked
triangle, situated upon the western bank of Star
Creek ; and thence in a south-easterly direction to
original point of starting.
Name of Run-Cerito.
Licensee-James Lorimer.
Estimated area-92 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked WW, on the right
bank of Cerito Creek, at a point where the Suttor
Creek Range closes in on the left bank of Cerito
Creek, and from thence upwards, embracing all the
watershed of Cerito Creek.
Name of Run-Arundel No. 1.
Licensee-Henry Beit.
Estimated area-30 square miles.
Description after survey.
Commencing at the junction of the Seiheim
River with the Suttor, and bounded thence on the
west by the last-named river downwards for about
2' miles to the south-west corner of the Smedley
Run ; thence on the north by an east line 5 miles
10 chains ; thence on the east by a south line 5
miles 30 chains to the northern boundary of the
Conradsdorff Run ; thence on the south by a por-
tion of the said boundary 3 miles to the River
Sellheim ; and thence on the south-west by said
river downwards to the point of commencement.
N ame of Run-Hopetown.
Licensees-James and Robert Martin.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-eastern corner of the
run Hamilton ; thence on the south by the Pioneer
River for 10 miles ; thence on the east by a line
running north to the Dividing Range 5 miles; thence
on the north by a line running westerly 10 miles ;
and thence along the eastern. boundary of Hamilton
Run 5 miles to starting point.
Name of Rini---Upper Eaglefield.
Licensee-James Lorimer.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked EP over Co. on
the north side of Eaglefield Creek ; thence for a
western boundary north about 6 miles, and south
'about 4 miles to the watershed of the creek on
either side ; thence from this southern point in a
westerly direction along said watershed about 7
miles for a southern boundary ; thence for a western
boundary in a northerly direction about 7 miles
along the watershed ; thence for a northern boun=
dary westerly along said watershed until it strikes
the north and south line forming the line of com-
mencement. The country comprised in this appli-
cation includes all the upper half of the country
applied for on Eaglefield Creek, under the name of
Eaglefield Plains, the entire area of which is now
supposed to be in excess of that originally esti-
mated.
Name of Run-Percy Downs.
Licensee-Sydney Beavan Davis.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Percy Downs is situated on an eastern tributary
of the Belyando, and commences. at a tree marked
D on the northern boundary line of Mr. A. H.
Palmer's block Karlsbad, at the place where the'
supposed eastern boundary line of Carry Coates
intersects ; then north 10 miles ; then east 5 miles ;
then south 10 miles ; then west to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Bradwell Grove.
Licensee-Sydney Beavan Davis.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Bradwell Grove is situated on an eastern tribu-
tary of the Belyando, and commences - at the
northern boundary of Percy Downs ; then north
10 miles : then east 5 miles ; then south 10 miles ;
then west to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Startlemere.
Lessee-Lewis Bulgin.
Estimated area-96 square miles.
Commencing at the north-western corner of
Caerphilly Run, and bounded thence on the west
by a line running north 12 miles to the Cape River;
thence along that river east to its junction with the
River Suttor ; thence south along that river to the
north-east- corner of Caerphilly Run; and thence
along the north boundary of Caerphilly 8 miles
west to starting point.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Basalt.
Licensee-W. R. Onslow Hill, Agent 'for
Joint Stock Bank.
Estimated area-40 square miles.
The Basalt Run commences where the -south-
western boundary of the Lake or Eumara Run
crosses a large sandy creek, a tributary of Fletcher's
Creek ; thence up Sandy Creek 8 miles ; thence
runs about south-east 5 miles ; thence north-
easterly parallel to general course of creek 8 miles ;
thence by the south corner of the Lake Run back
to starting point.
Name of Run-Sandal Wood.
Licensee-William Reeve.
Estimated area-40 square miles.
The Sandal Wood Run commences at the
western corner of the Basalt Run, where it cuts the
Sandy Creek ; thence up the Sandy Creek 8 miles ;
thence south-easterly 5 miles ; thence north-easterly
8 miles parallel to the general course of Sandy
Creek ; thence by the south-west boundary -of the
said Basalt Run to t-he starting point.
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Name of Run--Retreat  Valley.
Licensees - William Anning and Company.
Estimated area- 50 square miles.
Retreat Valley is situated on Scott Creek and
Albert Creek ,  tributaries of the Clarke River,
bounded on the north by an east and west line
running through the junctions of these two creeks
for five miles ,  where there is a tree marked J over
W, and connecting the ranges forming the water-
sheds of those creeks ;  on.the  west by a portion of
the Flinders Range 10 miles  ;  on the south by an
east and west line five miles  ;  and on the east by a
portion of the ranges 10 miles.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Name of R an- Hoogarbunna.
Licensee - James Smith.
Estimated area- 75 square miles.
This run is situated on the right bank of the
Mungallala Creek ,  adjoining the south boundary of
Sealby Run ,  and commencing at a gum tree marked
8 over broad -arrow by Mr. Commissioner Austin,
on the right bank of the said creek, originally
marked A J ; is bounded on the north-by a west
line two miles ; thence on the south by an east
line 10 miles to- Mungallala Creek ,  at a tree marked
1 at Holojerring pool, recorded by Mr.  Commis-
sioner Austin  ;  and thence by the creek aforesaid
upwards along the right bank to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run - Wandibingie.
Licensee -- Charles Picton.
Estimated area-39 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Nemin
Run, at a tree marked broad -arrow over N in
triangle ; and bounded thence partly on the west
by a north line 400 chains  ;  thence partly on the
north by an east line 26 chains ; thence again on
the west by a north line 127 chains ; thence again on
the north by an east line about 404 chains  ;  thence
on the north -east by a south -east line 280 chains ;
thence on the south -east by a south -west line 463
chains ; thence again on the south by a west line
about 300 chains to the point of commencemc nt.
Name of Run-Bymount No. 2.
Licensee - William Bassett.
Estimated area- 25 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Bymount
Block, on the head of the Bungil Creek  ;  thence by
the southern boundary of Carpi to the Main Range,
round to the south -east by the waterfa ll  of the
Main Range until it reaches Lalor 's Eumamurra ;
thence by the northern boundary of that block and
Lalor's other country to the south -eastern corner of
Bymount ; and then by a line 5 miles in length
to the commencing point.
Name of Run - Weeyan.
Licensee - David Roberts ,  senior.
Estimated area - 70 square miles.
Commencing at the north -western corner of
Thuragi Run ,  which is indicated by a tree marked
,IF  conjoined ,  and bounded thence on the west by
a north line 14 miles ; thence on the north by an
east line 5 miles ; thence on the east by a south
line 14 miles, passing through a tree marked MP
conjoined  (which is the north-west corner of Myall
Plains )  to the north -east corner of Thuragi Run ;
and thence on the south by the north boundary
of the last-mentioned run west 5 miles to the marked
tree hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run - Cornwall N o. 4.
Licensee-William Bassett.
Estimated area- 48 square miles.
A block of land on the east of the Burgagie
Creek ,  12 miles in length and 4 in breadth ;
bounded on the south -west by the  back boundary
of the upper half of Cornwall No. 2, all the north-
east boundary of Cornwa ll  No. 3, and 41 miles by
Deuchar 's and Lee's back boundary.
Name of Run-Cornwall No. 5.
Licensee - Wi lliam Bassett.
Estimated area-- 48 square miles.
A block of  country on the east side of the Bur-
gagie Creek , 12 miles lor:; by I in width ; com-
mencing at the north-east corner of Cornwall No.
1 ; thence by the north-east boundary of Cornwall
No.  15  miles ; thence continuing by the north-east
boundary of Smith's Burgagie country 7 miles.
Name of Run-Moogamooga.
Licensee-James Lalor.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
A block of country on the Onanada Creek ; com-
mencing at the south-east corner of Grafton Court
Run, and bounded on the south-west by a north-
west line 10 miles ; thence on the north-west by a
north-east line 5 miles ; thence on the north-east
by a south-east line 10 miles ; thence on the south-
east by a south-west line 5 miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Bengalla.
Licensee-James Lalor.
Estimated area-47 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Bunge-
wargorai No. 4 Run, and bounded thence partly on
the south by part of the north boundary of that run
to the south-east corner of Bungewargorai No. 5
Run ; thence partly on the west by part of the
eastern boundary of that run 3 miles ; thence
partly on the north by a north-east line 4 miles ;
thence again partly on the west by a north-west line
7 miles ; thence again partly on the north by a
north-east line  31  miles to the north-west
corner of the Wattanall Bay Run ; thence on
the east by the back boundaries of Wattanall Bay,
Couthalla, Minmean, and Mount Beagle Runs, to
the south-west corner of Mount Beagle Run ;
thence again partly on the north by part of the
south boundary of that run 2 miles to the north-
west corner of Mindahrin Run ; thence again on
the east by part of the western boundary of
that run 20 chains ; thence again on the south by
part of the northern boundary of Bungewargorai
Creek Run to the south-east corner of Bungewar-
gorai No. 3 Run ; thence again on the west by the
eastern boundaries of Bungewargorai No. 3 and
Bungewargorai No. 4 Runs, passing through the
centre of Mount Beagle to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Four-mile Creek Back Block.
Licensee-William Smith.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
A long narrow slip at the edge of the scrub along
the south-west boundary of the Bungewargorai
Blocks, known as No. 4, No. 5,- and No. 6, com-
mencing about half way up the back line of the
block known as No,  4;  thence along the back line
of the blocks known as No. 5 and No. 6, and con-
tinued in a north-west direction to the east corner
of Stewart's Creek back block to a tree marked
No. 1 S ; thence in a south-west direction to a tree
marked No. 4 S, the south corner of Stewart's
Creek back block ; thence along the edge of the
scrub in a south-east direction to a parallel with
the middle of the block known as No. 4; thence to
the middle of the back line of block 4, the point of
commencement.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Manamanilla.
Licensee-Alexander Macgregor Thomson.
Estimated area-25 square miles.Manainanilla is situated onthe left bank of the
Mackenzie River, which bounds it on the west for
6 miles. It is bounded on the north by a scrub
for 4 miles ; on the east by a scrub ; and on the
south by a creek, and the scrub which separates it
from IPonamba.
Registrar -General's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd March, 1866.
1,TOTICE.- In accordance with Section 6 of the
LLr Marriage  Act  (28 Victoria ,  No. 15), it is
hereby notified, that the
Reverend JONAS MEYER MYERS,
Minister of the Hebrew Congregation ,  Brisbane, is
duly registered in this office as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in
Queensland. F. O. DABVALL,
Registrar- f renera].
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Volunteer Office,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1866.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, and in accordance
with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 10,
has been pleased to dispense with the services of
the undermentioned members of the Ipswich
Company of the Queensland Volunteer Rifle
Brigade, on account of their neglect of the duties
which they had undertaken to perform--viz. :
D. MacIntosh J. Murray
B. Davison J. McEwan
D. Collins J. Peters
F. E. Clarke J. B. Sloman
J. Chappel H. Stewart
H. Dixon J. Salisbury
J. Doyle W. Trotter
A. Fullerton W. Wood
T. Forrester J. Weiss
J. Feeney F. Cramer
J. Howard W.  Burton
IF. Hockley W. Norris
P. McBay J. Saunders
D. McDonald IF. Watson.
HENRY D. PITT, Capt. R.A.,
Major of Brigade.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
UPPER FLATS, FITZROY RIVER.
O
N and after the 28th of February, a LIGHT-
SHIP will be moored, head and stern, in the
position of the Large Black Buoy, at the Crossing
place at the Upper Flats. The Lightship will,
between sunset and sunrise, show a Red Light at
the mast-head, and by day and night the following
Tidal Signals will be exhibited, from her
TIDAL SIGNALS.
Upper Flats, Fitzroy River.
Depth of
Water. Day Signal. Night  Signal.
6ft. Oin.... Ball north yard-arm
eft. bin. ... Ball south yard-arm
7ft. Oin.... Flag north yard-arm ...
7ft. Sin.... Flag south yard arm
Sft. Oin.... Ball north and south yard-
arms
eft. 6in. ... Flag north and_south yard-
arms
9ft. Oin.... Two balls north yard-arm
9ft. bin. ... Two balls south yard-arm
loft.Oin. ... Ball above flag north
yard-arm
10ft .  Sin.... Ba ll  above  flag south
yard-arm
11ft.Oin.... Flag above ball north
yard-arm
lift, 6in.... Flag above ball south
yard-arm
12ft. Oin.... Ball above flag north, ball
south
12ft .  6in.... Ball above flag south, ball
north
13ft .  Oin.... Flag above ball north, ball
south
13ft .  bin. ... Flag above  ball  south, ball
north
14ft. Oin..., Two balls north, flag south
14ft. bin. and Two balls south, flag north
upwards
White light  north side
White light south side
Red light  north side
Red light south side
Green light north side
Green light south side
White light  north side,
white light south side
Red light  north side, red
light south side
White light north side,
red light south side
Red light north side
white light south side
White light north side,
green light  south side
Green light north side,
white light  south side
Red light north side,
green light  south side
Green light north side,
red light south side,
Green light north side,
green light south side
By order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.1V.,Portmaster.
Port Office,
28th February, 1866.
The Treasury, New South Wales,
15th February, 1866.
f"HE following particulars, with reference to the
leading Lights in the Harbor of Newcastle,
in this Colony, are published for general informa-
tion.
GEOFFREY EAGAR.
Office of Superintendent of
Pilots, Lights, and Harbors,
Sydney, 10th February, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
LEADING LIGHTS AND BEACONS FOR NEWCASTLE.
IN order to increase the facilities for navigating New-
castle  Harbor, leading lights for entering, and also
leading  lights for taking the north channel, will be
exhibited on and after Tuesday, the 1st of May, 1866.
The two fairway lights for entering  (red and bright),
will be shown from beacons 228 feet apart ,  in a S.W. z S.,
and N.E.  I  N. direction ,  erected on a clear space of
ground on the hi ll  at the back of the town, between the
Wesleyan  and Catholic Churches.
Those for taking the north channel, also red and
bright, will  be shown from beacons erected on the break-
water in the vicinity of the old Bull beacons, at a
distance of a hundred feet apart, in a W. by N. and E.
by S. direction.
In both cases ,  when the lights are in  line ,  the bright
wi ll  be the uppermost ,  and the red the lowermost, one
of the two, In the day time ,  however ,  this order of
colour will  be reversed ,  as it is intended to paint the
upper beacons red and the lower ones white.
The lower or north-eastern of the two obelisks at pre-
sent used for the leading mark in, situated on Shepherd's
Hill,  will be removed , to  likewise wi ll  be the remnant of
the Bull beacons on the breakwater.
The exhibition of these leading lights will  not necessi-
tate different sailing directions to those already pub-
lished, any more than the lights and new beacons being
substituted for the obelisks and beacons which are at
present in use.
In entering the Port of Newcastle at night, great
caution wi ll  be necessary ,  in consequence of the strength
of the tide ,  and due all owance will have to be made for
ebb or flow ,  on sighting ,  the north channel lights, and
about to alter course from S.W.  S.  with the fairway
lights in one ,  to W. by N .,  the direction which a vessel
will have to steer to keep the north channel lights in
line, to gain an anchorage in the north harbor.
FRANCIS HIXSON,Superintendent.'
PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
ACOURT for the above purpose will sit here onTUESDAY, the 17th proximo, at Twelve
noon.
M. HAYNES,
Clerk of  Petty Sessions.
Police Court,
Taroom, March 13, 1866.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING, IPSWICH.
-NOTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
L'  11  Licensing Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace, acting in and for the Police District of
Ipswich, will be held at the Court House, Ipswich,
on TUESDAY, the 17th day of April next, for the
purpose of taking into consideration applications
for Publicans' Licenses, under the Act 27 Victoria,
No. 16.
A ll  applications must be lodged with the under-
signed, on or before the 27th day of March instant.
GEORGE W. DODWELL,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Ipswich, 10th March, 1866.
PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a meeting of the
J Justices of the Peace, acting in and for the
Police District of Banana, will be holden at the
Court House, Banana, on TUESDAY, the 17th of
April next ensuing, for the purpose of taking into
consideration applications for Licenses under the
Act 27 Victoria, No. 16.
All applications must be lodged with the under-
signed, on or before the 27th of March instant.
W. H. CLYDE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Banana,  3rd March, 1866.
REGISTRATION OF ELECTORS ACT, 1865.
ACOURT of Revision, for revising the Electoral.Rolls for the .Police District of Banana,
will be holden at the Court House,  Banana, on
TUESDAY, the tenth day of April next ensuing,
in accordance with the provisions of the  Registrti-
tion of Electors Amendment Act of  1865.
W. H. CLYDE,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Banana, 3rd March, 1866.
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Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1866.
PRE-EMPTIVE PURCHASES APPROVED.
I
T is hereby notified, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to approve of the persons mentioned in the annexed list being allowed to purchase
under  their Pre-emptive Right, the portions of land specified against their respective names.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
Applicant.
Cost
Name of Run .  Area .  Price. of Measure -  Deed Fee.
ment-
Acres.  £ £ s. d. £ s. d.
George Clapperton ... ... ... Nanango No. 2 ... ... 314 314 6 4 0 1 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Tarong No.  1  ... ...  ...  640 640 Nil. 1 10 0
George Edward Forbes ... ... ... Colinton No. 1 ... ... 500 500 Nil. 1 10 0
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.TAKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under theprovisions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named in
each case.
F. 0. DARVALL,  Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Proprietor.
Date within which a Caveat
. may be Lodged.
Subdivisions 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 of portion 1, con-
taining together 5 acres 3 roods 9 perches  ;  county,
Stanley ; parish ,  Enoggera
Part of subdivision 14 of portion 46, containing  221,
perches ; county, Stanley ;  parish ,  North Brisbane
Subdivisions 49 and 50 of north-easte rn  suburban all ot-
ment 87, containing 38 perches  ;  county, Stanley ;
parish, North Brisbane
Allotment 19 of section 46, containing 1 rood 35 perches ;
county ,  Merivale ; parish and town , Warwick
Part of portion 17, containing 19 acres ; county ,  Stanley ;
parish, Indooroopilly
CONDEMNED GOODS.T0 be Sold by Auction at the Custom House,Port  Denison, on  TUESDAY, 10th April,1866- One package Refined Sugar,
Ex " Gordon ," @ Sydney, 8th January, 1866.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1866.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A
SITTING of the above Court was held at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on Monday,
the nineteenth day of March, A.D. one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-six, before His Honor
James Cockle, Esquire, Chief Justice of Queensland,
and Judge of the Vice-Admiralty Court of Queens-
land. No business being on the paper, the Court
was adjourned to WEDNESDAY, the twenty-
eighth day of March, A.D. 1866.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
T
HE subscription o the Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions  is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane , 1st February, 1866.
Charles  Le Brocq ... 25th April, 1866.
John Hulett  ... ... ... 24th April, 186666.
Thomas  K earney ... ... Ditto.
Francis Kates ... ... Ditto.
Thos. Lodge  Murray Prior  ... Ditto.
NOTICE.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
'NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
.L hitherto existing between the undersigned,
William Hunter and William Thomas Exham
Fosbery, as graziers, at Eurella, Fitz Roy Downs,
in the Colony of Queensland, is this day dissolved
by mutual consent.
All debts due to or owing by the late firm, will
be received or paid by the undersigned, William
Hunter, who will continue to carry on the late
partnership business.
Dated at Brisbane the 16th March, 1866.
WILLIAM HUNTER.
WM. T. E. FOSBERY.
Witness-DANIEL F. ROBERTS, Solicitor.
Tr HE Partnership formerly existing between the undersigned, carrying on business under th
style of Raymond and Fetherstonhaugh, was dis-
solved on the second of December last.
Dated this third day of December, one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-five.
CUTHBERT FETHERSTONHAUGH, JuN.
Witness-G. RYItIE.
Witness-W. BovEy.
G. W. RAYMOND.
JOHN EDWARDS.
Witness ---GonDON SANDEMAN.
£10 REWARD.STOLEN or Strayed from Bendango, in Februarylast, one black draught Horse, branded G over
G over MD near shoulder, D on near ribs, E on
near thigh. The above reward will be paid on
conviction of the thief; or, £5 if strayed. Com-
munications addressed to
CORNELIUS ELBOIN,
Bendango.
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Chief Justice 's Chambers,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane.
LET Writs  be sealed or re-sealed ,  as the case
may require ,  empowering and authorising the
undermentioned persons to act as  Commissioners of
the Supreme Court  of Queensland for taking bail
and  affidavits, and also to examine witnesses in all
actions and proceedings in the said Court.
(Signed) JAMES COCKLE, C. J.
Matthew Airey
Reynolds Ball
T. B. Bruce ...
Henry Batho...
F. S. Bowerman
C. C. Bencraft
W. C. N. Bussell
F. N. Beddek...
W. Barns
Henry Bramston
P. A. Buckley
Gustavus Birch
J. L. Baker ...
Horace Burkit ...
C. F. Cumming ...
William Cave ...
Charles Carrington...
John Carew ... ...
S. Crisp ... ,.,
W. Chubb ...
Charles F. Chubb ..,
Benjamin Cribb ...
John Conquest ...
F. O. Darvall... ...
W. C. J. Doutty ...
Charles S. Dick ...
G. W. Dodwell ...
John Dawson ...
William H. Day ...
Richard Driver ...
Arthur E. Douglas ...
George Evans ..,
Henry Eliott... ...
C. B. Grimaldi
James Gordon
C. J.  Gray .
William Hellins
H. JIaynes ..,
A. E. Halloran
W.Hell yer
E A.Ilerwood
G. S. Lukin' ...
Peter  Macpherson
W. H. Mullen
A. P. Mackechnie
W. K. Macnish
H. H. Massie...
John Moorehead
Sydney Moore
E. O. Moore ...
R. K. Macnish
H. C. Meagher
Edwin Norris
Gayndah
Brisbane
Adelaide ...
Ipswich ...
Dalby ... ...
Melbourne ...
Nanango ..,
Rockhampton
Maryborough
Leyburn
New Zealand...
Ipswich ...
Mackay, PioneerRiver
St. Lawrence... ...
Nanango ... ...
ClermontMaryborough ...
Rockhampton ..,
Hobart Town...
London
Ipswich ...
Charleville ...
Warwick ...
Brisbane ...
Bowen... ...
Rockhampton
Ipswich
Sydney
Brisbane ...
Sydney ...
Toowoomba ...
Sydney ...
Brisbane ...
Bowen... ...
St. Lawrence...
Ipswich ...
Melbourne ...
Taroom ..,
Brisbane ..,
Sydney
London ...
Condamine ..,
Ipswich ,..
Clerk Petty Sessions
Registrar  Supreme
Court
Solicitor
Solicitor
Clerk Petty Sessions
Solicitor
Clerk Petty Sessions
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Solicitor
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Barrister
Registrar District
Court
Justice of  the Peace
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Conveyancer and
Notary
Solicitor
Solicitor
Solicitor
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Solicitor;
Registrar-General
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Solicitor
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Solicitor
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Soli citor
Clerk Petty Sessions
Solicitor
Registrar District
Court
Solicitor
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Police Magistrate
Solicitor
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Sheriff
Solicitor
Solicitor
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Railway Conveyan-
cer and Solicitor
Solicitor
Solicitor
Solicitor
Police Magistrate
Clerk Petty Sessions
Clerk Petty Sessions
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Under Sheriff
Solicitor
[Clerk to the Crown
Solicitor]
Solicitor
Solicitor
Police Magistrate
Solicitor
Official Assignee and
Curator of Intes-
tate Estates
West Maitland
Sydney
Brisbane
Brisbane
Roma .. . ..
[Nebo]Roma ... ...
Brisbane
Maitland
Brisbane
John Oldham ... Melbourne
W. G. Pennington ... Sydney
Philip Pinnock ... Bowen...
Robert Payne ... Armidale
William Pickering ... Brisbane
Seth L. Peterson - Brisbane
George D. Pilchar ... Armidale
Frederick Rawlins ... Drayton
James Stockwell ... Brisbane
F. H. Stephen ... Sydney
M. C. Stephen ..,
A. Sullivan ... ...
R. H. Smith . ...
D. M. Sinclair ...
H. G. Simpson ...
William Teale ...
R. T. Taylor.... ...
Q. A. Thompson
J. Malbon Thompson
Robert Vincent ...
W. K. Wright ...
Sydney .., ...
Ipswich ... ...
Melbourne ... ...
Da•lby ... ... ...
Somerset, Port Albany
Sydney,., ... ...
Surat ... ... ...
St. George's Bridge ...
Ipswich ... ...
Goondiwindi ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Gilbert  V. Wright ...  Brisbane
J. G. Wheeler ... Princhester ...
J. C. White ... ... Warwick
S. H. Webb ... ... Banana
W. H. Wiseman ... Rockhampton
Lindsay B. Young ... Banana
Solicitor
Police Magistrate
Associate to His
Honor the Chief
Justice
Chief Clerk in the
Office of Supreme
Court, Sydney,
N.S.W.
Solicitor
Solicitor
Solicitor
Police Magistrate
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Solicitor
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Solicitor
Clerk  Petty Sessions
Associate to His
Honor _lr. Justice
Lutwyche
Supreme Court
Offices
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Police Magistrate
Clerk Petty  Sessions
Police Magistrate
Clerk Petty  Sessions
This second day of March, being the fourth day
of Hilary Term, A.D. 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Ledgard, of
Toowoomba.
WHEREAS the said John Ledgard was,
on the 16th day of March,.  A. D.  1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 5th day of April, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 25th day of June, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 16th day of March,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John George Walker,
of Maryborough.
TITER-EAS the said John George Walker
was, on the 21st day of March, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 9th day of April, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the elec-
tion of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and
also to determine whether any or what allowance
for support shall  be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court at the same place on
MONDAY, the 25th day of June, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 21st day of March, A.D
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER  RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Briggs Orchard,
of Rockhampton, blacksmith.
1VOTICE is hereby given, that an application
will l be made on behalf of the abovenamed
Insolvent, on MONDAY, the ninth day of April
next, to his Honor the Judge in Insolvency (the
aforesaid day having been appointed by him
for that purpose), that a Certificate under the
Insolvency Act of  1864 may be granted to the said
insolvent.
Dated this ninth day of February, 1866.
MACNISH AND SON,
Attorneys for the said Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Latin Nugent
Fitzgerald ,  of Ballard's Camp, Toowoomba, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  storekeeper.
`[TPON hearing the Attorney or Agent for the
J said Insolvent ,  and upon reading the affidavit
sworn and filed herein, it is ordered by the Honor-
able the Chief Justice of Queensland  that-the
Third Public Meeting herein be restored to the
paper ; and  that  an adjourned  Third Public  Sitting
be  held in this estate on MONDAY ,  the ninth day
of April next ,  to commence at Eleven o'clock, for
the last examination of the Insolvent  ;  and, unless
the Court shall  otherwise direct, for the Insolvent
to make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this twenty -first day of
March,  in  the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-six.
[L.s.] Signed by Authority,
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar.
J. WICKEY STABLE, Toowoomba,
By ROBERTS AND HART ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN EQUITY.
Between Thomas Heys Jones ,  Plaintiff ; and
Charlotte Corkill, widow, and Daniel Corkill,
Charles Edward Corkill, William John Corkill,
Louis Corkill ,  and Isabella Corkill ,  infant sons
and daughter of Daniel  Corkill, .  deceased,-
by George  Macklin Helsham ,  their Guardian,
-Defendants,
P URSUANT to a Decree made in the abovesuit, and with the approbation of the Regis-
trar of the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Mr. John
Sidney will Sell by Auction, on SATURDAY, the
31st day of March instant, at the North Star Hotel,
at Dalby, all the Lots in the " Corkill Estate "
remaining unsold at the sale that took place on the
23rd day of December last.
Further particulars can be had and a plan seen on
application  to Messrs.  Roberts ,and Hart, Solicitors,
Queen Street, Brisbane  ;  C. F. Chubb, Esquire,
Solicitor, Ipswich ; or to the Auctioneer, D alby.
Terms at Sale.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of Andrew Flegler, of the Rocky
Waterholes ,  near Brisbane ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  deceased ,  publican.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that after the expira-
1  tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be  made to the Supreme Court, in
its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate of the
last Will and Testament of the abovenamed Andrew
Flegler ,  deceased ,  may be granted to Frederick
Funkner , of the Rocky W aterholes ,  near Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, the Executor of the
said deceased.
Dated  this 23rd  day of March,  in the year of our
Lord 1866.
EDWARD DOYLE,
Proctor for the said Frederick  Funkner,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James MacPherson, of
Maryborough ,  baker.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that on the sixteenth
` day of October last ,  a Certificate under the_j- I
Insolvency  Act of  1864, was  allowed and granted by
His Honor Mr. Justice  Lutwyche ,  the Judge in
Insolvency ,  to the abovenamed Insolvent.
Dated this twentieth day  of March, 1866.
MACNISH AND SON,
Attorneys  for the Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Whiffen, of
Rockhampton ,  painter.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that on the twenty-
third day of October last, a Certificate under
the  Insolvency  Act of 1864 ,  was allowed and ;ranted
by His Honor Mr. Justice Lutwyche ,  the Judge
in Insolvency to the abovenamed Insolvent.
Dated this twentieth day of March, 1866.
MACNISH AND SON,
Attorneys for the Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the goods of Frederick Bauer, late of Toowoomba,
in the County of Aubigny ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  farmer, deceased.
1-OTICE is hereby given ,  that Katherine Bauer,
the lawful Widow and Relict, and Karl
Friederick Bauer ,  the eldest son and one of the
next of kin of the said deceased ,  intend, after the
expiration of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, to apply to the Supreme Court of Queens-
land ,  in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ,  that letters
of administratio n  of the goods ,  chattels, credits,
and effects  of the  abovenamed deceased may be
granted to them.
Dated the 15th day of March, 1866.
J. WICKEY STABLE,
Proctor for, the said Applicants,
Toowoomba.
By his Agents, ROBERTS AND HART,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Alexander Hood ,  late of Too-
woomba, in the County of Aubigny, in the
Colony of  Queensland ,  painter and decorator,
deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that Annie Hood, the
lawful Widow and Relict of the abovenamed
deceased, intends after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, to apply to the
Supreme Court of Queensland in its Ecclesiastical
Jurisdiction, that Letters of Administration of the
goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects of the said
deceased may be granted to her.
Dated this 15th day of March, 1866.
J. WICKEY STABLE,
Proctor for the said Applicant,
Toowoomba.
By his Agents ,  ROBERTS AND HART,
Brisbane.
Kinpounbinpp.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba ,  15th March, 1866,
by order of H. Nclson ,  Esq. . Driving ,  2s. per
head.
One bay mare, TF  over J JD  conjoined near shoulder,,
TF near thigh.
One brown colt foal, unbranded.
One bay mare ,  CJ conjoined near shoulder ,  CJ and H
over M near thigh.
One bay mare ,  over like J Y conjoined near shoulder,
near fore and hind feet white, star.
One bay horse, DD near shoulder.
One brown mare, M over B near shoulder.
One bay colt foal at foot.
One bay horse ,  CA or LA near shoulder ,  MA over LA
off shoulder, star.
One grey mare ,  JE over 0 near shoulder.
One bay mare ,  diamond JW off shoulder  and cheek.
One bay horse ,  J-211 near shoulder ,  P ofl' shoulder, star.
One iron-grey horse, HH conjoined off shoulder, 22 or
28 near shoulder.
One bay filly, HR over H near shoulder ,  H near hip.
If not released on or before the April, 1866, will
be sold.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Tent Hill, March
2nd, 1866, by order of Messrs. Hodgson and
Watts. Driving expenses, 3s. 6d. per head.
One flea-bitten chesnut mare, JF near shoulder, star,
near hind foot white, 2 off shoulder.
One chesnut colt, unbranded.
One bay horse, A near shoulder, WK near saddle, small
star, fistula mark.
One chesnut horse, 'I  over D or over D off shoulder,
C off neck, star, shod.
One black entire, JF near shoulder, stripe down face.
One bay mare, like t. over JHF conjoined or ,-, over
JF near shoulder, short tail.
One brown mare, M near shoulder, stripe down face.
One dark brown colt, W near shoulder.
One bay colt, pa over g near shoulder, small star, hind
feet white.
One brown mare, MA over R off shoulder,  A  over M.
over J near shoulder, a near thigh.
One  bay  horse, 3A near shoulder, off hind  foot  white,
star, one shoe on.
One bay horse, AC near shoulder.
One black  filly foal, unbranded.
One chesnut mare, JM over F or IM over F near shoul-
der, streak down face.
One chesnut colt, SL near shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, like JFT conjoined near shoulder,
three white feet.
One  bay  horse, M over IM or W over IM with blotch
letters near shoulder, collar mark.
One chesnut horse, JO over C off shoulder, TN over CL
near shoulder, ZO over W over pa over 9 over C
over L near thigh, star, hind feet white.
One bay colt foal, unbranded.
One bay horse, small horse-shoe near saddle.
One bay mare, OK over OK near shoulder, star. _
One bay horse, PF near shoulder, small star.
One brown mare, illegible brand off shoulder like F
over A, three white feet, star and snip.
One bay mare, MLY conjoined near shoulder, like WH
off ribs.
One blue roan horse, JM over JD or HD near shoulder,
hind feet white, collar mark.
One brown mare, BK over LI near shoulder, 42 near
thigh.
One bay horse, DD near shoulder, near hind foot white,
179 near saddle.
One bay mare, A over H near shoulder, 2 near neck, N
near thigh, fistula mark.
One chesnut entire, JS near shoulder.
If not released on or before 30th March, 1866, will be
sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, on 14th February, 1866,
by Thomas Coats, Esquire. (Wrongly described.)
Driving expenses, 2s.
One dark cream-colored horse, branded like PS over
JA. near shoulder, or like EP over JA near
shoulder, strap and bell on neck.
If not released on or before 17th April, 1866, will be
sold to pay expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Clifton, March
2nd, 1866, by order of E. Marlay, Esq. Driving,
expenses, 1s. per head.
One bay filly, N near shoulder.
One bay colt, a-t over H near shoulder, two illegible
letters like MH conjoined off shoulder, star.
One roan mare, F near and off shoulder, star.
One bay horse, MR conjoined over L over a near
shoulder, 7 near cheek, collar mark.
If not released on or before 30th March, 1866, will be
sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Eton Vale, March
15th, 1866, by order of H. Nelson, Esq. Driving
expenses, 2s. per head.
One bay mare, CJ conjoined near shoulder,  CJ H over
M near.
One bay'mare, -• over YJ conjoined near shoulder, near
fore and hind feet white, star.
One bay horse, DD near shoulder.
One bay' horse, CA or LA near shoulder, MA over LA
off thigh, star.
One grey mare, JE over  0  near shoulder.
One bay mare, diamond near shoulder, JW off shoulder
and cheek.
One bay horse, JM near shoulder, P off shoulder, star.
One iron-grey horse, AW conjoined off shoulder, like
22 near shoulder.
One bay filly, HK over H near shoulder, H near thigh.
One black filly, like J, near and off shoulders.
If not released on or before the 17th April, 1866, will
be sold. to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook,
17th March, 1866.
One chesnut horse, SM near shoulder, star, off hind foot
white.
If not released on or before 17th April, 1866, will be
sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Tent Hill,
j March 2nd, 1866, by order of Messrs. Hodgson and
Watts. Driving expenses, 3s. 6d. per head. (Wrongly
described in former advertisement.)
One brown mare, like F over A off shoulder, three
white feet.
. ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Springsure, from Cullinlaringo, on26th February, 1866, by Charles Johnson, Esq.
Driving 3s. per head.
One dark brown horse, little white off hind foot, saddle
marked, like trace marks both sides, J near shoulder,
WO under saddle near side.
One dark bay filly, MJ near shoulder.
If not released on or before 17th April, 1866, will be
sold to pay expenses.
W. H. BARNETT, Poundkeeper,
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published by W. C. BVLBnu)GF,, Government' Primer,
William Street, 2ith March, 1866.
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OF SATURDAY, 24TH MARCH, 1866.
PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
I
N  accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office
No. Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties. Nature and Effect of Deed .  Date of  Registration.
1866.
40 27 March Between Edward William Fegan of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland,
merchant, and Hugo Pietzcker, of the
same place, merchant, trading together
under the name and style of " E. W.
Fegan and Co.," of the first part ;
Ernest Hervey Webb, of Brisbane,
merchant, and Edward Barron Forrest,
of the same place, merchant (Trustees
for the purposes in the Deed of Assign-
ment mentioned), of the second part ;
and the several persons and bodies cor-
porate who have, by themselves or
their agents, executed the said Deed
of Assignment, being creditors of the
said Edward William Fegan and Hugo
Pietzcker, and whose names are men-
tioned in the schedule attached to the
said Deed of Assignment, of the third
part.
Deed of Assignment of all Lodged at the
the estate and effects of office of the
the said Edward Wil- Registrar of the
liam Fegan and Hugo Supreme Court,
Pietzcker, trading as this 27th day of
Fegan and Company, in March, A.D.
trust for the benefit of 1860,  and en-
all the creditors of the tered  same day.
said Edward William
Fegan and Hugo
Pietzcker.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar  of the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
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OF SATURDAY, 24TH MARCH, 1866.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. VII.] THURSDAY, 29TH MARCH,  1866 . [No. 36.
I
N  accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office
No.
40
I
Date of Deed .  1 Names and Description of Parties .  Nature and Effect of Deed .  Date of  Registration.
1866.
12 Alarch ... Between Edward William Fegan of Bris- Deed of Assignment of all Lodged at the
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, the estate and effects of office of the
merchant, and Hugo Pietzcker, of the the said Edward Wil- Registrar of the
same  place, merchant, trading together Liam Fegan and Hugo Supreme Court,
under the name and style of " E. W. Pietzcker, trading  as this  27th day of
Fegan and Co.," of the first part ; Fegan and Company, in March, A.D.
Ernest Hervey Webb, of Brisbane, trust for the benefit of 1866, and en-
merchant, and Edward Barron Forrest, all the creditors of the  tered  same day.
of the same place, merchant (Trustees said Edward William
for the purposes in the Deed of Assign- Fegan and Hugo
ment mentioned), of the second part ; Pietzcker.
and the several persons and bodies cor-
porate who have, by themselves or
their agents, executed the said Deed
of Assignment, being creditors of the
said Edward William Fegan and Hugo
Pietzcker, and whose names are men-
tioned in the schedule attached to the
said Deed of Assignment, of the third
part.
The above is a corrected advertisement of the notcation which appeared in the Supplement to the Gazette,
datrd 281h March,  1866.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar  of the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
SUPPLEMENT
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, acid Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
HEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year of the reign of Her Majesty,
intituled  Agricultural Reserves Act of  1863,
and numbered twenty-three, power is given to the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
by Proclamation, to define and set apart lands for
agricultural occupation : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to define and set apart certain lands for
agricultural purposes in the vicinity of the township
of Dalby, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs
District : Now, therefore, I; SIR GEORGE FERGUSON
BowEN, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of
the power in me vested, and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do by this my Proclamation
declare, that the land so hereunder described shall
be set apart  as an  Agricultural Reserve at Dalby,
that is to say,-
Description.
DALBY AGRICULTURAL.  RESERVE,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY,
DARLING  DowNs DISTRICT -CONTAINING 38,400
ACRES.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of the DalbyTown
Reserve, as  proclaimed on the 11th March, 1865, and
bounded thence on the north by, the south boundary of
that reserve and the same line continued crossing the
Condamine River, in all a line bearing west 10 miles ;
on the west by a line bearing south 6 miles ; on the
south by a line crossing the Condamine River bearing
east  10 miles ; and on the east by a line bearing north
6 miles to the south -east corner  of the Dalby Town
Reserve aforesaid , the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day
of March, in the year of our Lord One
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, and
in the twenty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same,
&c.,
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act
27 Victoria, No.  17, Pastoral Leases Act,  I, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that
the lease for five years, for pastoral purposes, of
the following ;portion of land, will be offered for
sale at the undermentioned place, at Eleven o'clock
on the day specified, at the upset price affixed
thereto.
SALE AT THE LAND AGENT'S OFFICE, AT `GLADSTONE,
ON TUESDAY, 5TH JUNE, 1866.
Name of Run-Gayfield.
Original Lessee-Hugh Neil.
Area-25 square miles.
Upset price-£1 per square mile.
Situation-Commencing at the south corner of the
Alma Run, and bounded thence on north-west by south-
east boundary of said run bearing north 52 degrees east
160 chains ; on the north-east by the south-west boundary
of Galloway Plains Run bearing south 38 degrees east
to the watershedt-separating the Calliope River from the
Boyne River ; on the south by said watershed westerly.;
on the southwest by a line bearing north 38 degrees
west to the south boundary of Maxwelton Run ; and'on
the north by the said south boundary of Maxwelton
bearing east 4 degrees north 193 chains to the point of
of commencement.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House,  Brisbane,
the twenty-first day of March, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in-the twenty-ninth year
of Her Majesty 's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
W
HEREAS by an Act of the Governor and
Legislative Council of the Colony of New
South Wales, passed in the ninth year of the reign
of Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  " An Act to provide for the general
requlation of the G'nstorns in New South Wales,"
and numbered fifteen, it is amongst other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor to
alter or vary the boundaries of any ports of the
said Colony, as in the said Act are named and
defined, or to subdivide the same, and to establish
any new port or ports as to His Excellency may
seem meet, by Proclamation to be published in the
Government Gazette :  Now know ye, that inasmuch
as it is deemed expedient to establish a new port at
Port Albany, Cape York, and in the Colony of
Queensland, I, the Governor aforesaid, in pur-
suance of the power and authority so vested in
me, and by the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim, that for the pur-
poses of the said Act, a new port at Port Albany,
Cape York, shall be and is hereby established as a
port of Entry and Clearance, and that the said port
shall be construed to include the various anchorages
under Albany Island, and in Evans and Newcastle
Bays.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-second day of Marcli, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1866.
[] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the subjoined Despatch,
received from the Principal Secretary of State for
the Colonies.
By His Excellency's Command,
R.B. MACKENZIE.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing Street,
26th December, 1805.
SIR,
As a misapprehension appears to exist in some
colonies respecting the mode of verifying legal and
other documents which are forwarded' to this
department for use in Foreign Countries, I think it
requisite to explain that whenever such documents
are either forwarded to you at the request of
Foreign Governments for execution in the Colony
over which you preside, or are transmitted by you
to this country at the request of foreigners or
others for verification in .l'Jngland, the last signature
attached by way of attestation to any such docu-
ment, must invariably be one which is known, and
can therefore be certified to in this department. If
possible, it should always be that of the Officer
administering the Government.
I have to request your particular attention to
this rule, as its non-observance has occasionally led
to delay and inconvenience.
I have, &c.,
EDWARD CARDWELL.
To the Officer administering the Government of
Q; icelih i i3? d.
Volunteer Office,
Brisbane, 28th March,  1866,
II IS Excellency the Governor has been pleasedto accept the resignation of the Commissions
held by the undermentioned gentlemen in the
Queensland Light Horse, viz.-
JAMES LEITH H&Y, Esquire, as Ca tain.
CHARLES FREDERICK CHLTBB, Esquire, as
Lieutenant.
JOHN BLAINE, Esquire, as Second Lieutenant.
HENRY D. PITT, Capt., R. A.,
Major of Brigade.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1866.
ADVANCES ON ACCOUNT OF LAND ORDERS.
(JN and after the Ist April next, all applications
for Advances on account of Land Orders,
under the 9th clause of the  Immigration Act,  should
be made to the Immigration Agent, instead of to
the Treasury as heretofore.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1866.
TENDERS FOR SUPPLIES.TENDEli S are invited for Supplies for thePublic Service.. For full particulars, see
Government Gazette  (No..28), a file of which is
kept at every Police Office in the Colony.
a Tenders can beNature. contankingzette
Date to whichDate  of G
original notice. Y eceiv ea at thisOffice.
1866. 1866.
10 March... 31 March,Supplies for the Colonial
Service.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has beep pleased
to establish the following regulation, in pursuance
of the 17th clause of the  Pastoral Leases Act.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
That the Local Crown Lands Offices be closed at
One p.m. on Saturdays, and upon the Public Holidays
notified in the  Government Gazette.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 29th March,  1866.
NEW ROAD.NOTICE is hereby given, that the line of Roadfrom Brisbane to the Logan River, men-
tioned in the  Government Gazette,  of 16th Septem-
ber last (folio 963), has been formally marked and
opened by the proper Officer; and that the same is
now open for public use.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1866.
APPLICATION TO SELL UNDER TIlE " TRUE-
, TEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."HIS Excellency the Governor, with theadviceof the Execu ive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Board of General Education have,
in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made
application to the Governor in Council for leave
to sell the portion of land granted as a site for a
N ational School, Toowoomba, in order to obtainfunds for, the erection fsuitable school premises
on another site.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought, must
lodge the same with the Secretary for Lands and
Works, by letter, within the period of three months
from the date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
Go VERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE ANDANNUITIES.,
PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for thepurchase of Annuities, or Mo thly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank,. where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the paymgnt of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
. Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at  60-by  payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  26th March; 1866.
ADVANCE ON LAND  ORDERS.
NOTICE TO IMMIGRANTS.THE Advance towhich Immigrants are entitledupon the deposit of their Land Orders, under
the  Immigration Act of  1864, will, from and after
the 1st of April next, be paid at the Office of the
Immigration Agent, and not at the Treasury.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
AMENDED REGULATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT
SAVINGS BANKS.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the following alterations
and additions to the Savings Bank Regulations,
dated 16th November, 1864, made under the
authority of the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria,
No. 2, entitled  "An Act to grant additional facili-
ties for depositing small savings at interest with the
security of the Government for due repayment
thereof,"  viz.:
1. The following words to be omitted from clause 5 of
the said regulations, viz., " the depositor shall sign his
name in a place to be provided for his signature in the
depositor's book," it being considered advisable that
depositors shall not in future be required to sign their
names in Savings Bank pass-books.
The following are to stand as additional regula-
tions
1. Persons desirous of lodging money in the Govern-
ment Savings Banks, fnd who, by reason of residing at
too great a distance from the nearest Branch Office, are
precluded from depositing in the manner prescribed by
clause 3 of the regulations, may remit their deposit by
post direct to the Treasury. The Government will,
however, undertake no responsibility under this  clause,
in the event of the remittance miscarrying.
2. In order to meet the convenience of persons resid-
ing at a distance from Brisbane, and to save a long
course of post, depositors so circumstanced may, in
future, make application to withdraw the whole or any
portion of their deposits by electric telegraph message,
at the reduced uniform charge of one shilling. The
depositor will be required to sign the usual withdrawal
notice in the presence of a Savings Bank Officer, by whom
the message will be forwarded to the Treasury ; but no
officer is to forward such message unless the depositor is
personally known to him, or unless he produces satis-
factory evidence that he is the person entitled to the
withdrawal.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd March, 1866.
T T is hereby notified for general information, that
JL pending the passing of an Act by the Legisla-
ture, His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
direct that fort Albany (Cape York), shall be
deemed and considered a Free Port, and the proper
o(ficei of Customs has been instructed not to
demand or receive duty upon goods imported there,
or to exact any pilotage or harbor dues or fees from
the masters of vessels arriving at, or departing
thenc
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
RANCHES of the above Bank are now open
B at Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Dray ton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, andWaverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn . at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to defositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  17th January, 1866.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY  AND BATAVIA  OR SINGA-
PORE ,  VIA  TORRES '  STRAITS.THE Queensland Government having in con-templation the establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  vid  Torres' Straits and Singapore, sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until MON-
DAY, the  25th June ,  1866 ,  for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly ,  for a period of five
years, from and to Brisbane and Batavia ,  calling
at Port Denison and Cape York.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which  they would  be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore and Sydney  ;  and separate
offers will be received  for Monthly  Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York ,  and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of 1st and 2nd class, the tonnage ,  horse-
power, and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether propelled by screw or paddles ; also
to state the time at which the service can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office , or by applying to Messrs.  Julyan
and Sergeaunt ,  Crown Agents, 6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
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Tenders to be addressed  to the  Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer, Brisbane , and marked  " Tender
for the  Conveyance  of Mails vid Torres'  Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Memoranda for the is formation of persons wishing to
Tender for the Torres' Straits Mail Service, in
reply to Treasury advertisement, dated the 17th
January,1866.
1. Tenders to state fully the speed, tonnage, passenger
accommodation of each class, how propelled, and. all
other information relative to the vessels to be employed,
required by the advertisement.
2. Vessels to start from each end of the 'Contract line
monthly, at such times as may be hereafter determined,
with a view of making the Torres' Straits Mail Service
alternate with that  vid  Cape Leeuwin, thus securing
fortnightly communication between Australia and
Europe.
3. Plans and sections of vessels proposed to be
employed to be sent with the Tender.
4. Vessels to be at all times supplied and furnished
with all necessary and proper machinery, engines, pro-
visions, anchors, cables, boats, fire pumps, and lightning
conductors, and all proper appliances, subject to the
approval of the Officers appointed for the purpose  by the
Postmaster-General.
5. Vessels to be officered and manned to the satisfac-
tion of the Postmaster-General.
6. Each vessel to carry a properly qualified medical
practitioner, ar.d to be furnished with sufficient medicines
and medical comforts.
7. The Postmaster General or his representative may
delay departure of Contract Steamer twenty-four hours
when deemed necessary.
8. The Contract Steamer to leave Batavia or Singapore
within twenty-four hours after the arrival of the
European Mail Steamers, and to carry the Mails to their
destination at an average speed of not less than ten*
knots, calling at Cape York, and such other port or ports
as may be agreed on, reasonable time for detention being
allowed by the Government.
9. Should the Mails not be delivered within the time
stipulated, the sum of £100 to be deducted, by way of
penalty, for every twenty-four hours of such delay, the
full amount of penalty,' however, not to exceed the
proportionate sum due for that particular service.
10. Postmaster-General to pay an award of £50, over
and above the Contract sum, for each and every twenty-
four hours the Mail shall be delivered within-the time
covenanted for.
11. As a penalty for not providing an efficient vessel
ready to start according to agreement, Contractors to
pay, by way of penalty, the sum of £250, also to pay a
further sum of £100 for every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay.
12. Contractors to have not less than three vessels of
the stipulated tonnage and power at all times ready for
service.
13. Postmaster-General may appoint a Mail Agent to
each vessel, who shall be provided with suitable first-
class cabin accommodation and table, at the expense of
the Contractors. The said Mail Agent to have
customary powers with regard to determining questions
relative to Mails, and the despatch or detention of vessels
carrying Mails.
14. Necessary and suitable accommodation, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General, to be provided
for the purpose of sorting and making up Mails during
the voyage, if required.
15. Mails to be delivered at the Post Office, and con-
veyed to the Steamers at the expense of the Contractor,
without any delay.
16. Payments to be made quarterly in Brisbane, and
the payment stipulated to be in full satisfaction  for the
service; the Mail money to belong to Her Majesty.
17. The agreement to be entered into to be in force
for five years, but Government reserve to themselves
power to determine the Contract, should the service not
be properly performed.
18. Contractors may at any time terminate the agree-
ment, upofi giving six months notice of their intention,
and by paying, by way of forfeit, a sum equivalent to
two months' subsidy.
19. Contractors not to dispose of, or under-let the
Contract, without the consent of the Postmaster-General.
20. Contractors to be bound in the penal sum of
£15,000, to be paid to the Government  by way  of stipu-
lated damages, in case of failure on their part to
carry out the agreement.
21. Government reserve to themselves the right to
add other reasonable stipulations to those already
mentioned.
* Tenders will also he received for the service on a scale pro-
portiouate to speed-say, from nitre to eleven knots.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1866.
MAILS FOR EUROPE, INDIA, CHINA, &c.,
VIA  TORRES' STRAITS.
AILS per Colonial Contract Steamer
IV. " SOUCHAYS" to Batavia  vid  Torres'
Straits, will be despatched on FRIDAY, the 6th
April next. Closing as under :-
On THURSDAY, 5th proximo.
Registered Letters and Money Orders, 5 p.m.,
on FRIDAY, 6th proximo.
For all places, except the United Kingdom, 8 a.m.
For the United Kingdom, Bowen; and Somerset,
9 a.m.; Newspapers, 8 a.m.
Mails will be made up  for the  following places:-The United Kingdom, France, and other Conti-
nental States, Her Majesty's Indian Possessions, the
Cape, Mauritius, Timor, Batavia, Singapore, and
all other places in the China Seas, &c.
RATES OF POSTAGE.
Correspondence addressed to, or through, the
United Kingdom, or the Continent of Europe,  rid
Trieste, or by the closed French Mail, will be
charged the usual Rates of Postage, in accordance
with the printed Table of Rates.
Correspondence for all other places will be
charged the Sea Rate of Postage, viz.:-Sixpence
for every half-ounce, such correspondence, how-
ever, may, or may not, be charged on arrival at
destination.
J. DOUGLAS,
Postmaster -General.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1866.
NOTICE.
(
-1 OMPLAINTS having been frequently made that
.)  Newspapers believed to be posted in Brisbane
are not delivered at their destination in remote
Districts, and special instances of this alleged
neglect having lately been made in reference to the
delivery of newspapers in the Districts of Maranoa
and Warrego, the Postmaster-General now draws
the particular attention of Country Postmasters to
the following " Rules and Regulations for the
guidance of Country Postmasters :"-
No. 4.-" No person who has not subscribed the
declaration required by clause 4 of the Act 15
Victoria, No. 12, shall have access to the letter
branch of the General Post Office, or to the
interior of  any other Post Office, unless accom-
panied by a responsible officer."
No. 63 (portion of).-" Each Postmaster must
keep, as far as practicable, a list of subscribers
receiving colonial newspapers at his office ; and
on the non-arrival of papers for such sub-
scribers a report of the circumstance must
be at once forwarded to the Postmaster- General,
further stating whether such non-arrival with
regard to the particular newspaper has been
general or partial."
Second.-" When there is reason to believe that
the stoppage has taken place at some interme-
diate office, this will be noticed in the report,
and the Postmaster will communicate on the
subject with such intermediate office by the
earliest opportunity."
and directs a careful compliance with these regula-
tions.
J. DOUGLAS,
Postmaster -General.
NOTICE.THE POSTMASTER - GENERAL will beglad, during business hours, to see gentlemen
from the  -country who may desire to have a per-
sonal interview with him on matters connected
with the Post Office or Electric Telegraph Depart-
ments.
He especia lly solicits  information  with regard
to newly -adopted or proposed Mail Routes in the
Districts of Maranoa ,  Warrego,  Mitchell, Ken-
nedy, and Burke.
General Post Office,
10th March, 1866.
J. DOUGLAS.
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Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 10th March, 1866.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINES.
EXTENSION - NEBO TO CLERMONT.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the
1 Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, until
Noon on MONDAY, the 30th day of April
next, from persons desirous of contracting for the
supply of all  materials , except wire, insulating pins,
and insulators, and for all workmanship necessary,
except stretching wire, for the erection of the
undermentioned Line of Telegraph, according to
the terms, general conditions, and specifications
appended hereto.
From Nebo to Clermont, a distance of ninety-
five (95), miles, more or less. The contract to be
completed and handed over to the Government
within six (6) months from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender.
GEtqERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made to the extent of seventy-
five  (75)'  per cent. on the  value  ofthe work certified
for by the officer appointed to inspect the same to
have been completed at the end of every second
month, and the total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
Should- the contractor fail' to proceed in the
execution of, or. to complete the , work in the
manner, and at the rate of progress, required by
the Government, it shall be- in the power of the
Government, by a notice in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette,  to terminate the contract  so  far as
relates to the work remaining to be done, and to
enforce the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the
contract.
Attached to each. Tender,. there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
u• ithi n the time stipulated in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and. undertaking in that
event that they, will severally execute and deliver, at
the office-of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
ten (10) days from the notification of the accept-
ance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in a
sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount
of Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
Posts to be hen,y straight  saplings , of the best'
description of hardwood, with the bark removed,
not less than nine (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in diameter'
at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to
be carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six (6) feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one (1) inch from its extremity with good
hoop iron not less than one (1) inch wide ; a hole
of proper size, to receive the insulating pin, to be
bored into the centre of the top of the post to the
depth of five and a half (5i) inches.
The posts to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission, and to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, and well .rammed
in with rubble and earth, and placed in a perpen-
dicular position..
No spotted gum, brigalow, or Moreton Bay ash
will- be allowed for posts. At angles, or other
places where required, struts, or supports of wood;'fixed as directed, to be supplied,
All trees and underwood standing within thirty-
five (35) feet on each side of the line to be fallen,
and all timber within  a radius  of twenty (20) feet of
each post to be cleared away. Any branches over-
hanging from trees beyond, the -distance mentioned,
which  '  in the judgment of the inspecting officer
may endanger the line ,  to be removed .  A ll  existing
roads and tracks to be left clear.
A ll  materials used in the construction .  of ,this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best qualit yy,
and, together with the workmanship ,  are to b'e
subject to the final
-approval  „ orre j ection. of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Every information may be obtained on applica-
tion at the Office of the Superintendent of  Electric
Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
By His Exce llency's Command,
J. DOUGLAS.
Crown lands Office',
Brisbane, 27th March, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that' H is Excellency the, Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that the portion of Land hereinafter
described, shall be reserved for public purposes,
and excluded from the lease of the Run of which
it now forms a part..
E. W. IAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown  Lands.
DESCRIPTION OF TOWN RESERVE ON THE WARREGO
RivER ,  WARREGO  DISTRICT.-5,760  ACES.
Commencing on the south boundary line of  Wallal
Run.;. at a- point about 30 chains west froth the- south-
east corner of that run ,  and bounded thence on part of
the west by a line bearing north- 120 chains ';:  on'the'
north by a line bearing east 240 chains  ;  on the east by
a line bearing south 240 chains  ;  on the south by a line
bearing west 240 chains ,  and on the remainder of the
west by a line bearing north 120 chains to the point of
commencement.
Registrar -General's Office,
Brisbane ,  29th March ,- 1866.
NOTICE.-In  accordance with Section 6 of the
.Marriage Act (28  Victoria , No. 15),  it is'
hereby notified ,  that the
Reverend TgoMAs JENKYN; M.A.,
Congregational Minister ,  Ipswich, is duly registered
in-this Office as a Minister of Religion authorised"
to celebrate Marriages in Queensland.
F. ' O. DARVALL,
I egistrar -General.
CONDEMNED GOODS.
Tobe Sold  by' Auction  at the Custom House,Port Denison , on TUESDAY, 10th April,
1866•-
One package Refined Sugar,
Ex " Gordon ,"  Sydney, 8th January, 1866.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1866.
Police- Department;
Brisbane, 24th March, 1866.
T
HE undermentioned Order and Cheques, found
on the person of Parker  alias  Flash Harry,
tried at the last District Court held  at Roma, are
now lying at this Office for identification :-
1. No. 183-11436 ,  on the Commercial Banking,'
Company of Sydney, 29th May, 1865, drawn
by E. Wallace-£7' 16s. 6d.
2. 28th April,1865,'on Joint Stock Bank, Armidale,New, South ' Wales (order), drawn by J. B.
Mulligan-£7 17s.'
3. No. 340, 23rd April, 1865, on Bank of New
South Wales,-Brisbane, 'drawn  by  John Abbott,
for M. Morey-for £10 5s.
4.' No., T 530-180; 17th May, 1865, drawn by
Cochran and Moore, on Bank of Australasia,Brisbane-;C20-
T. H. BARRON,Pro' Commissioner.
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1866.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open and make a portion of Road through portion 9, parish of Purga, near Warrill Creek
Bridge : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference showing the intended line of
Road abovementioned; are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor- General, and at the Police Office,
Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the road in question.
By His  Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  THROUGH  P ORTION  9, PARISH OF PURGA, NEAR WARRILL CREEK BRIDGE, TO
BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD  UNDER TEE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 A strip of land 1 chain wide, com-
mencifig on the east boundary
line of J. Gibbon's 30 acres 30
perches, portion 9, in the parish
of Purga," and running in a
westerly direction through that
land to Warrill Creek
Reputed Occupier
Character
of - Bearings
Length
in
p;nclo- Breadth
of AreaOwner. . Land
.
Chains. snres. Road.
.
chains. chain, A. R. P.
James Gibbon West ... 20 ... 1 2 0 0
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified, that in accordance with the provisions of the  Pastoral Leases Act  of 1863, 27
Victoria, No. 17, the Annual Rents of the undermentioned Runs have been appraised for Renewed
Leases at the amounts specified.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General.
PORT CURTIS.
Name of Run.
Eighteen hundred and fifty-
one
Injustice ... ... ...
Rodd's Bay ... ...
Claimant of Lease.
Allan, Street,  and Norton
Ditto
Ditto
The Treasury, New South Wales,
15th February, 1866.THE following particulars, with reference to theleading Lights in the Harbor of Newcastle,
in this Colony, are published for general informa-
tion..
GEOFFREY EAGAR.
Office ofSuperintendent of
Pilots, Lights, and Harbors,
Sydney, 10th February, 1866.
NOTICE TO I ARINE R,S.
LEADING LIGHTS AND BEACONS FOR NEWCASTLE.
IN order to increase the facilities for navigating New-
castle Harbor, leading lights- for entering, and also
leading lights for taking the north channel, will be
exhibited on and after Tuesday, the 1st of May, 1866.
The two fairway lights for entering (red and bright),
will be shown from beacons 228 feet apart, in a S.W. i S.,
and N.E. a N. direction, erected on a clear space of
ground on the hill at the back of the town, between the
Wesleyan and Catholic Churches.
Those for taking the north channel, also red and
bright, will be shown from beacons erected on the break-
water in the vicinity of the old Bull beacons, at a
distance of a hundred feet apart, in a W. by N. and E.
by S. direction.
In both cases, when the lights are in line, the bright
will be the uppermost, and the red the lowermost, one
of the two. In the day time, however, this order of
colour will be reversed, as it is intended to paint the
upper beacons red and the lower ones white.
The lower or north-eastern of the two obelisks at pre-
sent used for the leading mark in, situated on Shepherd's
Area.
Square
Miles.
25
25
25
Rent.
£ s. d.
37 10 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
Hill, will be removed, so likewise will be the remnant of
the Bull beacons on the breakwater.
The exhibition of these leading lights will not necessi-
tate different sailing directions to those already pub-
lished, any more than the lights and new beacons being
substituted for the obelisks and beacons which are at
present in use.
In entering the Port of Newcastle at night, great
caution will be necessary, in consequence of the strength
of the tide, and due allowance will have to be made for
ebb or flow, on sighting the north channel lights, and
about to alter course from S.W. 2 S. with the fairway
lights in one, to W. by N., the direction which a vessel
will have to steer to keep the north channel lights in
line, to gain an anchorage in the north harbor.
FRANCIS HIXSON,
Superintendent.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.THE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillingsper quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February,  1866.
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`N OTICE is hereby given, that a Court for the
Revision of the Electoral Rolls of North
Brisbane, South Brisbane, Fortitude Valley, and
East Moreton, will be held at the Police Office,
Brisbane, at Noon of WEDNESDAY, the 18th
day of April now next.
WILLIAM HENRY DAY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Brisbane , 28th March, 1866.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the AnnualMeeting of the Justices of the peace, in and
for the District of Wide Bay, will be holden at the
Police Office, Maryborough, on TUESDAY, the
17th day of April next, for the consideration of all
.applications for Publicans' General Licenses, or for
transfers thereof.
All applications must be lodged with the under-
signed, on or before the 27th instant.
CHARLES CARRINGTON,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House, -
Maryborough, 21st March, 1866.THE Annual Meeting of Justices of the Peace,in and for the District of Condamine, will be
holden at the Police Office, Condamine, on TUES-
DAY, the 17th April, at noon, for the purpose of
taking into consideration such applications as may
be made for Publicans' Licenses, under the 27th
Victoria, No. 16.
A ll  applications to be sent to the undersigned, on
or before the 27th March, 1866.
GEO. LUKIN,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Condamine, 6th March, 1866.
PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
.1
N OTICE is hereby given, that a meeting of the
Justices of the Peace, acting in and for the
Police District of St. Lawrence, will be holden at
the Court House, St. Lawrence, on TUESDAY,
the seventeeth day of April next, for the purpose of
taking into consideration applications for Publicans'
Licenses, under the Act 27 Victoria, No. 16.
All applications must be lodged with the under-
signed on or before Tuesday, the 27th clay of
March next.
By order of the Bench of Magistrates,
HORACE BURKITT,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House, -
St. Lawrence, 8th March, 1866.
is hereby given, that the Annual
Meeting of the Justices of the Peace, actingNOTIcE
in and for the District of Rockhampton, will be
held at noon on TUESDAY, the 17th day of April
nexty at the Police Office, in the town of Rock-
hampton; for the consideration of applications made
for Publicans' Licenses.
Applications for Licenses must be delivered to
the undersigned on or before Tuesday, the 12th
March.
FRANK N. BED.DEK,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Rockhampton, 13th March, 1866.
COURT of Revision for Revising theA Electoral Roll for the Police District of
Rockingham Bay, will be held in the Court House,
Cardwell, on MONDAY, the 2nd of April, 1866.
R. BECKWITH LEEFE,
Police Magistrate.
Police Office, Cardwell, 12th February, 1866.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.T 1HE Annual Licensing Meeting for the con-sideration of applications f r Publicans' d
Auctioneers' Licenses for the District of Rock-
ingham Bay, will be held in the Court House,
Cardwell, on TUESDAY, the 17th of April, 1866,
at Noon.
R. BECKWITH LFlFE;
Police Magistrate.
Police Office, Cardwell, 12th February, 1866.
Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane.
L
ET Writs be sealed or re-sealed ,  as the case
may require, empowering and authorising the
undermentioned persons to act as Commissioners of
the Supreme Court of Queensland for taking bail
and affidavits ,  and also to examine witnesses in all
actions and proceedings in the said Court.
(Signed) JAMES COCKLE, C. J.
Matthew Airey Gayndah Clerk Petty Sessions
Reynolds Ball Brisbane Registrar  Supreme
Court
T. B. Bruce ... Adelaide ... SolicitorHenry Batho... Ipswich ... Solicitor
F. S. Bowerman Dalby ... ... Clerk Petty  Sessions
C. C. Bencraft Melbourne ... Solicitor
W. C. N. Russell Nanango ... Clerk Petty Sessions
F. N. Beddek... Rockhampton  Clerk Petty  Sessions
W. Barns Maryborough Solicitor
Henry Bramston Leyburn :..  Clerk Petty Sessions
P. A. Buckley New Zealand .  Barrister
Gustavus Birch
..
Ipswich ...  Registrar District
Court
J. L. Baker .. . 1Mackay, Pioneer River Justice of the Peace
Horace Burkit ... St. Lawrence... ... Clerk Petty Sessions
C. F. Cumming Nanango ... ... Clerk Petty  Sessions
William Cave Clermont Clerk Petty Sessions
Charles Carrington... Maryborough Clerk Petty  Sessions
John Carew ... ... Rockhampton ...  Conveyancer and
notary
S. Crisp Hobart Town... Solicitor
W. Chubb ... London ... Solicitor
Charles F. Chubb ... Ipswich ,.. Solicitor
Benjamin  Cribb ... Charleville ... Clerk Petty Sessions
John Conquest Warwick ... Solicitor,
If. 0. Darvall... ... Brisbane ... Registrar-General
W. C. J. Doutty ... Bowen... ... Clerk Petty  Sessions
Charles S. Dick ... Rockhampton  Solicitor
G. W. Dodwell ... Ipswich Clerk Petty Sessions
John Dawson ... Sydney Solicitor
William H. Day Brisbane ... Clerk Petty Sessions
Richard Driver Sydney .. Solicitor
Arthur E. Douglas ... Toowoomba ... Clerk Petty  Sessions
George Evans Sydney ... Solicitor
Henry Eliott ... ... Brisbane ... Registrar  District
C t
C. B. Grimaldi
our
Bowen ...  Solicitor
James Gordon St. Lawrence... Clerk Petty  Sessions
C. J. Gray ... Ipswich ... Police  Magistrate
William Hellins Melbourne Solicitor
:14. Haynes ... ...... Taroom ...... Clerk Petty  Sessions
A. E. Halloran ... Brisbane ... Sheriff'
W. Hellyer ... Sydney Solicitor
B A. Herwood London Solicitor
G. S. Lukin ... ... Condamine ... Clerk Petty  Sessions
Peter Macpherson ... Ipswich ... Railway Conveyan-
nd Solicitorer
W. H. Mullen
ac
West Maitland  Solicitor
A. P. Mackechnie Sydney  Solicitor
W. K. Maenish Brisbane ... Solicitor
H. H. Massie... Brisbane Police Magistrate
John Moorehead Roma . .. Clerk Petty Sessions
Sydney Moore [Nebo] Clerk Petty Sessions
E. 0. Moore ... Roma .... .. Clerk Petty Sessions
If. K. Macnish Brisbane Under Sheriff
H. C. Meagher Maitland Solicitor
Edwin Norris Brisbane [Clerk to the Crown
Solicitor]
John Oldham ... Melbourne Solicitor
W. C. Pennington ... Sydney. Solicitor
Philip Pinnock ... Bowen... Police  Magistrate
Robert Payne ... Armidale Solicitor
William Pickering ... Brisbane Official Assignee and
Curator of bates-
tate Estates
Seth L. Peterson .,, Brisbane
George D. Pilchar ... Armidale Solicitor
Frederick Rawlins ... . Drayton Police Magistrate
James Stockwell ... , Brisbane Associate to His
honor the Chief
Justice
F. H. Stephen Sydney Chief Clerk in the
Office of Supreme
Court, Sydney,
N.S.W.
M. C. Stephen Sydney Solicitor
A. Sullivan ... ... Ipswich Solicitor
If.  H. Smith ... ... Melbourne ... ... Solicitor
D. M. Sinclair ... Dolby . . Police ?Magistrate
H. G. Simpson ... Somerset, Port Albany Clerk Petty  Sessions
William Teale ... Syydney... ... ... Solicitor
R. T. Taylor ... ... Surat ... ... ... Clerk Petty Sessions
Q. A. Thompson ... St. George 's Bridge... Clerk Petty Sessions
J. Malbon Thompson Ipswich .. ... Solicitor
Robert viecent ... Goondiwindi ... ... Clerk  Petty Sessions
W. K. Wright ... Brisbane ... Associate to His
Honor Mr. Justice
Lutwyche
Gilbert V. Wright Brisbane Supreme Court
Offices
J. G. Wheeler Princhester ... Clerk Petty Sessions
J. C.  White ... Warwick ... Police Magistrate
S. H. Webb ... Banana ... Clerk Petty Sessions
W. H. Wiseman Rockhampton Police Magistrate
Lindsay B. Young Banana Clerk Petty Sessions
This second day of March, being the fourth day
of Hilary Tenn, A.D. 1866.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 26th March, 1866.
BROWN v. GOODWIN.
ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.---Take
TO Notice that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been,
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff in
ti.e above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest of, in, and to, all that piece or
p`aicel of Land,' containing by adhieasurement two,
roods, situate in the town of Maryborough, parish
of I'dlaryborough, being allotment 5 of section 60-
Commencing on the River Mary at the south corner
of allotment No. 6 of section 60, and bounded on
,the north-west by the south-east boundary of
allotment 6, being a line bearing 'north 30 degrees
30 minutes east  507  links to South street ; on the
north-east by'that street, bearing west 30 degrees 30
minutes north 100 links to the north corner of
allotment 4; on the south-east by the north-west
boundary of allotment 4, being a line bearing south
30 degrees 30 minutes west 498 links to the River
Mary ; and on the south-west by the River Mary
upwards to the point of commencement,-Will' be
Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by Public
Auction, at the Royal Hotel, Maryborough,
on MONDAY, the seventh day of May next,
at' Twelve o'clock noon, unless this execution is
previously satisfied.
Under Sheriff .
R. K. MACNISH,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1$66.
REARDON v. O'KEEFE.
T .Jz 0
ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
It Notice that a Writ of  fieri facias  -has been
issued upon 'a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff
in'the `above action, and that all Defendant's equity,
of redemption' or ' other equitable interest of, in,
and to, all those two pieces or parcels of Land, in
the county'of.Stanley, and parish of Darragh, con-
taining by admeasurement thirty-four and  three-
quarter perches, be the same a little more or less,
being lots marked 52 and 53, portion of 'eastern
suburban allotment, 87-commencing on  it  roadway
named Agnes street, at a point two chains and I
seventy links south-east, and thence one chain
north-easterly from the south-western corner of,
eastern suburban allotment No.  8,7;  and bounded
thence on the south-west'by a line at right angles
to Agnes street one chain and thirty-five links
north-westerly -'on the north-west by a line parallel
to Agnes street one chain and sixty links north-
westerly ; on the north-east by a line dividing it
from lot No: 54, one' chain and thirty-five links at
right angles to Agnes street ; and on'the south-east
by a line at right angles, being one chain and,sixty
links of Agnes street south-westerly to the point of
commencement.
Also, all that piece or parcel of Land, in the
county and parish aforesaid, containing by ad-
measurement eighteen and three-quarter perches,
be the same a little more or less, being lot  57,  por-
tion of eastern suburban allotment No. 87, com-
mencing on a road one chain wide at .the intersec-
tion therewith of a roadway named Gipps street,
sixty-eight links wide, at a point one hundred and
ninety-eight links south-westerly from the north-'
west corner of eastern suburban allotment No.  97;
and bounded thence' on the north-west by one
chain and thirty links of that first-mentioned road
south-westerly; on the south-west by aline at right
angles to that road ninety links south-easterly ; on
the south-east by a line -parallel ' to said'road one
chain and thirty links north-easterly to Gipps-
street ; and on the north-east by Gipps-street at
right angles ninety links north-westerly to the
point of commencement.
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at the City Buffet Hotel, Queen-
street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, the first day of
May next, ' at 'Twelve o'clock noon, uiiless this
execution is previously satisfied.
R., K. MACNISH,
Under Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Finnie, late of the Drayton
'Agricultural Reserve, in the Colony of Queens-
land, farmer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after  the  expira-
l tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the Supreme Court of
Queensland, - in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Probate of the last Will and Testament of the
abovenamed deceased may be granted to John
Finnie, the sole Executox appointed by, the said
Will. .
Dated this 29th day of March, A.D. 1866.
GUSTAVUS HA1JI TON,
Proctor for the said John Finnie,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of William Muir, formerly of Glas-
gow, in Scotland, but lately residing at, Break-
fast Creek, near Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, master mariner, deceased, in-
testate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction., that Letters
of Administration of the.goods, chattels, credits, and
effects, of the abovenamed deceased, may be granted
to, Eyles Irwin Caulfield Browne, of Brisbane, in
the said Colony, solicitor, the duly constituted
Attorney of Grace.llluir, of number 39 Stockwell
street, Glasgow aforesaid, the Widow of the said
deceased.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of March, A.n. 1866.
LITTLE AND., BROWNE,
Proctors for the Applicant,
Queen street, Brisbane,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil, of John Stephen Ferriter,
formerly of Brisbane, in the. Colony of.Queens-
land, but lately temporarily, residing at the
Spa, in the City of Gloucester, in England,
Esquire, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication,
hereof,- application will be made to this honorable
Court in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate
of the last Will and Testament and the Codicil
thereto of the abovenamed deceased maybe granted
to Thomas Jones, of Baramba, in the said Colony,
Esquire, and Elizabeth Ferriter, of Brisbane, in
said Colony, Widow, one of the Executors and the .
Executrix in the said Will named ; Robert Ramsay
Mackenzie, the other Executor in the said Will
named having renounced Probate of the same Will
and Codicil.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of March, A.D.
1866.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Proctors for the-Applicants,
Queen  street,  Brisbane.
NOTICE.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
hitherto existing 'between the undersigned,
William Hunter and William Thomas Exham
Fosbery, as graziers; at Eurella,, Fitz Roy,Downs,.
in the Colony of Queensland, is this day dissolved
by mutual consent.
All debts due to or owing by the late firm, will
be received or paid ' by the undersigned, William
Hunter, who will continn.e to carry on the late
partnership business.
Dated at Brisbane the. 16th March, 1866.
WILLIAM HUNTER.
WM. T. E. FOSBERY.
Witness-DANIEL F. ROBERTS, Solicitor..
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N
OTICE.-The Partnership heretofore subsisting
between us, the undersigned, Edward James
Blaxland, James Henry Harvey, and George Blax-
land Molle, as Auctioneers, Stock, Station, and
Commission Agents, at Toowoomba, under the style
or firm of E. J. Blaxland and Co., has been this day
dissolved by mutual consent, so far as the said
George Blaxland Molle is concerned. All debts
due to the firm are to be paid to the said Edward
James Blaxland and James Henry Harvey, by whom
the business of the said firm will henceforth be
carried on, under the style or firm of E. J. Blaxland
and Co.
Dated this 15th day of March, 1866.
E. J. BLAXLAND,
J. H. HARVEY,
G. B. MOLLE.Witness-J. WICKEY STABLE,
Solicitor, Toowoomba.
£10 REWARD.STOLEN or Strayed from Bendango, in Februarylast, one black draught Horse, branded G over
G over MD near shoulder, D on near ribs, E on
near thigh. The above reward will be paid on
conviction of the thief ; or, £5 if strayed. Com-
munications addressed to
CORNELIUS ELBOIN,
Bendango.
ilmcpounbir%gs.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Weatheron Station,
4th March, 1866, by order of B. and S. Morton,
Esqs.
One bay horse, T over WB conjoined  near  shoulder, IM:
near thigh.
One brown  entire  horse, P over LL near shoulder.
Damages, £5.
One dark bay  mare,  - over A near shoulder, A near
thigh.
One bay filly,  W near  shoulder, DM near ribs.
One dark chesnut horse, JK conjoined near shoulder.
If not  released , will be sold 17th April, 1866.
A. FARRELLY, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Malvern Downs, on
3rd March, 1866, the undermentioned horse. Driving
expenses, 10s.
One bay mare, branded 0 near shoulder, W off shoulder,
black points, switch tail, with foal at foot.
If not released sooner, the above described horse will
be sold on Wednesday, 28th March. 1866.
THOMAS KELLY, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Clifton, by order
of F. Marley, Esq. Damages and driving expenses
2s. 6d. ; not claimed by supposed owner.
One chesnut filly, 2 over WL over 00 near shoulder,
diamond off shoulder and thigh.
If not released on or before the 17th day of April,
1866, will be sold.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from the Auburn Station,24th February, 1866, by order of Mr. Pickett.
One large bay mare, td off shoulder.
One large  bay mare,  A.  near shoulder, and blaze, like U
near rump.
One bay mare, H near shoulder, and star ; young
foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay mare, ^ over Gd near shoulder, 15 under sad-
dle near side ; young foal at foot, unbranded.
One dark chesnut mare, IP near saddle.
One brown mare, W over WW near shoulder, W near
ribs, A near thigh.
If not released, will be sold on 30th March, 1866.
A. FARRELLY, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook, 17th
1 March, 1866, by order of Donald Ross, Esq. Driv-
ing expenses  2s. per head.
One bay horse, S M over G near shoulder, SM near thigh,
DR off shoulder, GJ off thigh, star.
One dark iron-grey filly, like 2 near thigh, bald face,
near hind foot white.
If not released  on or before the 17th April, 1866, will
be sold to pay  expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
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DA.Y OF HUMILIATION AND PRAYER.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FEHGUsoN BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross
of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland,
and Vice-Admiral of the same.
W
-
IIEREAS in consideration of the very serious calamity from which this
Colony is now suffering, by reason of the protracted Drought, it is
proper that a day should be set apart on which all persons may unite in
Humiliation and Prayer to Almighty God to obtain through His Divine
Mercy a mitigation or removal of this calamity : And whereas it is right
and expedient. that an opportunity should be given to the Clergy and
Ministers of Religion of all Denominations, and all others, Her Majesty's
subjects in the Colony of Queensland, to observe such day of Humiliation
and Prayer : Now, therefore, I, the GOVERNOR OF QUEENSLAND, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby direct that, for the purpose
aforesaid, the Public Offices be closed on FRIDAY, the thirteenth day of
April instant ; and I express my earnest hope that all classes of the community
will join with reverence and humility in this solemn appeal to the Divine
Mercy.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this
fourth day of April, in the year of Our Lord One thousand eight
hundred and sixty-six, '4' and in the twenty-ninth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] ' G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
EXTRAORDINARY.
QUEENSLAND
ienment
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VOL. VII.] SATURDAY, 72H APRIL,  1866.  [No. 39.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of , the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same,
&c., &c., &c.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act
27  Victoria, No. . 17, Pastoral Leases Act,  I, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that
the lease for five years, for pastoral purposes, of
the following portion of land, will be offered for
sale at the undermentioned place, at Eleven o'clock
on the day specified, at the upset price affixedthereto.
SALE AT THE LAND AGENT'S OFFICE, AT'GI,ADSTONE,
ON TUESDAY, 5TH JUNE, 1866.
Name of Run-Gayfield.
Original Lessee-Hugh Neil.
Area-25 square miles.
Upset price-C1 per square mile.
Situation-Commencing at the south corner of the
Alma Run, and bounded thence on north-west by south-
east boundary of said run bearing north 52 degrees east
160 chains ; on the north-east by the south-west boundary
of Galloway Plains Run bearing south 38 degrees east
to the watershed separating the Calliope River. from the
Boyne River ; on the south by said watershed westerly ;
on the south-west by a line bearing north 38 degrees
west to the south boundary of Maxwelton Run ; and on
the north by the said south boundary of Maxwelton
bearing east 4 degrees north 193 chains to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
the twenty-first day of March, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year,
of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same , &c., &c., &c.
-rHEREAS by an Act of the Governor and
Legislative Council of the Colon of New
South Wales, passed in the ninth year of the reign
of Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  " An Act to provide for the general
requlation of the Customs in iYeev South Wales,
and numbered fifteen, it is amongst other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor to
alter or vary the boundaries of any ports of the
said Colony, as in the said Act are named and
defined, or to subdivide the same, and to establish
any new port or ports as to His Excellency may
seem meet, by Proclamation to be published in the
Government Gazette :  Now know ye, that inasmuch
as it,is deemed expedient to establish a new port at
Port Albany, Cape York, and in the Colony of
Queensland, I, the Governor aforesaid, in pur-
suance of the power and authority so vested in
me, and by the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim, that for the pur-
poses of the said Act, a new port at Port Albany,
Cape York, shall be and is hereby established as a
port of Entry and Clearance, and that the said port
shall be construed to include the various anchorages
under Albany Island, and in Evans and Newcastle
Bays.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-second day of March, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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Volunteer Office,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor  has been pleased
to accept the resignation  of the  Commission
held by
WELLMOND  PROSPERE  DOUYERE,  Esquire,
as Honorary  Veterinary  Surgeon of  the Queensland
Light Horse.
HENRY D. PITT, Capt. R. A.,
Major of Brigade.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  5th April, 1866.
H
EFERRING to a Notice ,  dated the 22nd
of December ,  1865, intimating that the
Trustees of the School of Arts in North Brisbane
had made application for leave to Mortgage the
Land granted for the purposes of that institution :
His Exce llency the Governor , with  the advice of the
Executive Council, now directs  -it to be notified,
that as no objection has been lodged with the
Colonial Secretary to the granting of the leave
sought,  he has been pleased ,  in terms of the Act
28 Victoria ,  No. 22 ,  to authorise the said Trustees
to Lease the said Land for the purposes named.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
WITH reference to the Government notice,
11 1  dated 5th January, 1866, published in the
Government Gazette  of the 6th of the same month
(folio 39), relative to the opening and making of a
new road from Frenchman's Creek towards town-
ship of Herbert, Broadmount, county of Livingstone :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
of Council 4 William IV., No. 11, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the
said road ; and it is therefore declared expedient
to open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police
Office, Rockhampton ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the same road
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the 6th section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
W
ITH reference to the Government notice,
dated 5th January, 1866, published in the
Government Gazette  of the 6th of the same month,
(folio 40), relative to the opening and making of a
new road from Marlborough towards Apis Creek,
county of Liebig : Notice is hereby given, in accord-
ance with the Act of Council 4 William IV., No.11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con-
firm the said road ; and it is therefore declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at
the Police Office, Marlborough ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of the
same  road,  are hereby reminded that notice must
be served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and form
as are provided in the 6th section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  3rd April, 1866.
NEW ROAD.W \ ` ITH reference to the Government notice,V dated 10th November ,  1865, pub li shed in
the  Government Gazette  of 11th November, 1865,
(folio 1138),  relative to the opening and making of
a,  new road through portions 22 and 23 on Saltwater
Creek, one of the tributaries of the  Mary River,
county of March : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act of Council 4 Wi ll iam
IV., No . 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said road  ;  and it is therefore
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Deference ,  to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General ,  and at the Police Office ,  Maryborough ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the same road ,  are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof ,  in such
manner and form as are provided in the 6th section
of  the  Act above referred  to, or they  will be forever
foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1866.
TO BOATMEN, PUNTMEN, AND OTHERS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Noon, on THURSDAY, the 12th instant, from
parties who may be willing to Tender for the Lease
of the Ferry for three years over the River Brisbane,
at Bulimba, the same to be worked by suitable punts
and boats, to be provided by the successful Tenderer,
and to be subject to the approval of the Government.
At foot of each Tender there must be a memoran-
dum signed by two responsible persons as sureties,
agreeing to be answerable for the due performance of
the contractin the event of the tender being accepted;
and undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver at the office of the Civil Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within seven (7) days from -the
usual notification of acceptance, a bond to Her
Majesty in the penal sum of £50 for securing such
performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
Tenders to be endorsed  " ° Tenders for Bulimba
Ferry."
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
The Ferry will be leased subject to the Regula-
tions published in the -  Government Gazette,  dated
27th September, 1864.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1866.
APPLICATION TO SELL UNDER THE " TRUS-
TEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Board of General Education have,
in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made
application to the Governor in Council for leave
to sell the portion of land granted as a site for a
National School, Toowoomba, in order to obtain
funds for the erection of suitable school premises
on another site.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought, must
lodge the same with the Secretary for Lands and
Works, by letter, within the period of three months
from the date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1866.HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following regulation, in pursuance
of the 17th clause of the  Pastoral Leases Act.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
That the Local Crown Lands Offices be closed at
One p.m. on Saturdays, and upon the Public Holidays
notified in- the  Government Gazette.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Department of Lands  and Works,
Brisbane ,  5th April, 1866.
JV O objection having been lodged ,  in pursuance
l . of the notification issued from this office,
dated 30th December ,  1865, against the construc-
tion of the proposed Extension of the Southern
and Western Railway from Toowoomba to Allora,
in-virtue  of the provisions of the Act passed 3rd
September ,  1863, empowering the Government to
construct Railways in the Colony  (27 Victoria, No.
8),-it is hereby notified for general information,
that His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased, in
virtue of the 14th clause of the said Act, to approve
of and confirm the Plans and Books of Reference
of the said proposed Line of Railway between
Toowoomba and Allora. .
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  26th March, 1866.
H
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased,
under authority  of Act  28 Victoria ,  No. 11, sec. 3,
to approve of the following Scale of Harbor Light
Dues being established at the places named,
agreeably with the recommendation of the Marine
Board :--
ROCKHAMPTON.
Foreign-going ships ...  12d. per ton in, 12d.  per ton out.
Intercolonial vessels  ... 4d. „ 4d.
Coasting vessels  ... 2d. ,, 2d.
PORT CURTIS.
Foreign -going ships  ...  Id. per ton in, Id. per ton out.
Intercolonial  vessels.. . 2d.. „ 4d. „
Coasting vessels ... 4d. „ 4d.
PORT Dr visoN.
Foreign-going ships ... ld. per ton in, 1d. per ton out.
Intercolonial  vessels ...  2d. „ 2d. „
Coasting vessels ...  4d.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd March, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
pending the passing of an Act by the Legisla-
ture, His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
direct that Port Albany (Cape York), shall be
deemed and considered a Free Port, and the proper
officer of Customs has been instructed not to
demand or receive duty upon goods imported there,
or to exact any pilotage or harbor dues or fees from
the masters of vessels arriving at, or departing
thence.
By His  Excellency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, -1866.
ADVANCE ON LAND ORDERS.
NOTICE TO IMMIGRANTS.
"" HE Advance to which Immigrants are entitled
upon the deposit of their Land Orders, under
the  Immigration Act of  1864, will, from and after
the 1st of April next, be paid at the Office of the
Immigration Agent, and not at the Treasury.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS for Life  Insurance , or for the
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where  all  information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay  any person may now.
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase- of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife- and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus,  a man  aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus,  a man  aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his-death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of22,9s. 5d., equal to£29 13s. ayear-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
AMENDED REGULATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT
SAVINGS BANKS.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the following alterations
and additions to the Savings Bank Regulations,
dated 16th November, 1864, made under the
authority of the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria,
No. 2, entitled  " An Act to grant additional facili-
ties for depositing small savings at interest with the
security of the Government for due repayment
thereof,"  viz.:-
1. The following words to be omitted from clause 5 of
the said regulations, viz:, " the depositor shall  sign his
name in a place to be provided for his signature in the
depositor's book," it being considered advisable that
depositors shall not in future be required to sign their
names in Savings Bank pass-books.
The following are to stand as additional regula-
tions :-
1. Persons desirous of lodging money in the Govern-
ment Savings Banks, and who, by reason  of residing at
too great a distance from the nearest Branch Office, are
precluded from depositing in the manner prescribed by
clause 3 of the regulations, may remit their deposit by
post direct to the Treasury. The Government will,
however, undertake no responsibility under this clause,
in the event of the remittance miscarrying.
2. In order to meet the convenience of persons resid-
ing at a distance from Brisbane, and to save a long
course of post, depositors so circumstanced may, in
future, make application to withdraw the whole or any
portion of their deposits by electric telegraph  message,
at the reduced uniform charge of one shilling. The
depositor will be required to sign the usual withdrawal
notice. in the  presence  of a Savings Bank Officer, by whom
the message will be forwarded to the Treasury ; but no
officer is to forward such message unless the depositor is
personally known to him, or - unless he produces satis-
factory evidence that he is the person entitled to the
withdrawal.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
BRANCHES of the above Bank are now openat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 17th January, 1866.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY AND BATAVIA OR SINGA-
PORE,  VIA  TORRES' STRAITS.
THE Queensland Government having in con-
.JL templation the establishment of a Monthly
Mail' Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  via  Torres' Straits and Singapore, sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until MON-
DAY, the 25th June, 1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly, for a period of five
years, from and to Brisbane and Batavia, calling
at Port Denison and Cape York.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore and Sydney ; and separate
offers will be received for Monthly Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York, and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders, to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of 1st and 2nd class, the tonnage, horse-power,- and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether propelled by screw or paddles ; also
to state the time at which the service can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia.
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or by applying to Messrs. Julyan
and Sergeaunt, Crown Agents, 6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer, Brisbane, and marked  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails via Torres' Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Memoranda for the information of persons wishing to
Tender for the Torres' Straits Mail Service, in
reply to Treasury advertisement, dated the 17th
January, 1866.
1. Tenders to state fully the speed, tonnage, passenger
accommodation of each class, how propelled, and all
other information relative to the vessels to be employed,
required by the advertisement.
2. Vessels to start from each end of the Contract line
monthly, at such times as may be hereafter determined,
with a view of making the Torres' Straits Mail Service
alternate with that  via  Cape Leeuwin, thus securing
fortnightly communication between Australia and
Europe.
3. Plans and sections of vessels proposed to be
employed to be sent with the Tender.
4. Vessels to be at  all times  supplied and furnished
with all necessary and proper machinery,  engines, pro.
visions, anchors, cables, boats, fire pumps, and lightning
conductors, and all proper appliances, subject to the
approval of the Officers appointed for the purpose by the
Postmaster-General.
5. Vessels to be officered and manned to the satisfac-
tion of the Postmaster-General.
6. Each vessel to carry a properly qualified medical
practitioner, and to be furnished with sufficient medicines
and medical comforts.
7. The Postmaster General or his representative may
delay departure of Contract Steamer twenty-four hours
when deemed necessary.
.8. The Contract Steamer to leave Batavia or Singapore
within twenty-four hours after the arrival of the
European Mail Steamers, and to carry the Mails to their
destination at an average speed of not less than ten*
knots, calling at Cape York, and such other port or ports
as may be agreed on, reasonable time for detention being
allowed by the Government.
9. Should the Mails not be delivered within the time
stipulated, the sum of £100 to be deducted, by way of
penalty, for every twenty-four hours of such delay, the
full amount of penalty, however, not to exceed the
proportionate sum due for that particular service.
10. Postmaster-General to pay an award of £50, over
and above the Contract sum, for each and every twenty-
four hours the Mail shall be delivered within the time
covenanted for.
11. As a penalty for not providing an efficient vessel
ready to start according to agreement, Contractors to
pay, by way of penalty, the sum of £250, also to pay a
further sum of '£100 for every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay.
12. Contractors to have not less than three vessels of
the stipulated tonnage and power at all times ready for
service.
13. Postmaster-General may appoint a Mail Agent to
each vessel, who shall be provided with suitable first-
class cabin accommodation and table, at the expense of
the Contractors. The said Mail Agent to have
customary powers with regard to determining questions
relative to Mails, and the despatch or detention of vessels
carrying Mails.
14. Necessary and suitable accommodation, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General, to be provided
for the purpose of sorting and making up Mails during
the voyage, if required.
15. Mails to be delivered at the Post Office, and con-
veyed to the Steamers at the expense of -the Contractor,
without any delay.
16. Payments to be made quarterly in Brisbane, and
the payment stipulated to be in full satisfaction for the
service ; the Mail money to belong to Her Majesty.
17. The agreement to be entered into to be in force
for five years, but Government reserve to themselves
power to determine the Contract, should the service not
be properly performed.
18. Contractors may at any time terminate the agree-
ment, upon giving six months notice of their intention,
and by paying, by way of forfeit, a sum equivalent to
two months' subsidy.
19. Contractors not to dispose of, or under-let the
Contract, without the consent of the Postmaster-General.
20. Contractors to be bound in the penal sum of
£15,000, to be paid to the Government by way of stipu-
lated damages, in case of failure on their part to
carry out the agreement.
21. Government reserve to themselves the right to
add other reasonable stipulations to' those already
mentioned.
* Tenders will also be received for the service on a scale pro-
portionate to speed-say, from nine to eleven knots.
NOTICE.
(MITE POSTMASTER - GENERAL will be
11 glad, during business hours, to see gentlemen
from the country who may desire to have a per-
sonal interview with him on matters connected
with the Post Office or Electric Telegraph Depart.
ments.
He especially solicits information with regard
to newly-adopted or proposed Mail Routes in the
Districts of Maranoa, Warrego, Mitchell, Ken-
nedy, and Burke.
General Post Office,
10th March, 1866.
J. DOUGLAS.
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Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 10th March, 1866.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINES.
EXTENSION --- NEBO TO CLERMON P.
GENDERS will be received at the Office of the
1. Superintendent  of Electric  Telegraphs, until
Noon on MONDAY, the 30th day of April
next,'  from persons desirous  of contracting for the
supply of  all materials ,  except wire ,  insulating pins,
and insulators , and for all workmanship  necessary,
except stretching wire, for the erection of the
undermentioned Line of Telegraph, according to
the terms,  general  conditions,  and specifications
appended hereto,
From Nebo to Clermont,  a distance  of ninety`
five (95) miles , more or less. The contract to be
completed and handed over to the Government
within six (6) months from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made to the extent of seventy-
five (75) per cent. on the value of the work certified
for by the officer appointed to inspect the same to
have been completed at the end of every second
month, and the total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner, and at the rate of progress, required by
the Government, it shall be in the power of the
Government, by a notice in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette,  to terminate the contract  so far as
relates to the work remaining to be done, and to
enforce the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the
contract.
Attached to each Tender, there must  be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver, at
the office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
ten (10) days from the notification of the accept-
ance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in a
sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount
of Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
Posts to be hea.y straight  saplings , of the best
description of hardwood, with the bark removed,
not less than nine (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in diameter
at the'top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to
be carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over _a space of  six (6) feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one (1) inch from its extremity with good
hoop iron not less than one (1) inch wide ; a hole
of proper  size , to receive the insulating pin, to be
bored into the centre of the top of the post to the
depth of , five and a half (52) inches.
The posts to be not more than eighty-eight (98)
yards apart, unless by special permission, and to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, and well rainmeed
in with rubble and earth, and placed in a perpen-
dicular position.
No spotted gum, brigalow, or Moreton Bay ash
will be allowed for posts. At angles, or other
places  where requited, struts, or supports of wood,fixed as directed, to be supplied,
All trees and underwood standing within thirty-
five (35) feet on each  side  of the line to be fallen,
and all timber within a radius of twenty (20). feet of
each post to be cleared away. Any branches over-
hanging from  trees  beyond the  distance  mentioned,
which in the judgment of the inspecting  ofeer
may endanger  the line, to be removed.  A ll  existing
roads and  tracks to be  left clear.
All materials used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs- or  'any
ofcer  appointed by him to inspect the'a0ne.
Every information may be obtained on applica-
tion at the Office of the Superintendent of Electric
Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. DOUGLAS.
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd March, 1866.
NOTICE.
C
OMPLAINTS having been frequently made that
Newspapers believed to be posted  in Brisbane
are not delivered at their destination in remote
Districts, and special instances of this alleged
neglect having lately been-made in reference to the
delivery of newspapers in the Districts of Maranoa
and Warrego, the Postmaster-General now draws
the particular attention of Country Postmasters to
the following " Rules and Regulations for the
guidance of Country Postmasters :"-
No. 4.-" No person who has not subscribed the
declaration required by clause 4 of the Act 15
Victoria, No. 12, shall have  access  to the letter
branch of the General Post Office, or to the
interior of any other Post Ofce, unless accom-
panied by a responsible officer."
No. 63  (portion of).-" Each Postmaster must
keep, as far as practicable, a list of subscribers
receiving colonial newspapers at his office ; and
on the non-arrival of papers for such sub-
scribers a report of the circumstance must
be at once forwarded to the Postmaster-General,
further stating whether such non-arrival with
regard to the particular newspaper has been
general or partial."
Second .-" When there is  reason ,,tobelieve that
the stoppage has taken place at some interme-
diate office, this will be noticed in the report,
and the Postmaster will communicate on the
subject with such intermediate office by the
earliest opportunity."
and directs a careful compliance with these regula-
tions.
J. DOUGLAS,
Postmaster -General.
CONDEMNED GOODS.
1
TO be Sold  by Auction  at the Custom House,
Port Denison, on TUESDAY, 10th April,
1866•--
One package Refined Sugar,
Ex " Gordon," @ Sydney, 8th  January, 1866.
WILLIAM THORNTON, .
Collector  of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1866.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.THE subscription to the Gaz tte  is Ten shillingsper quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions  is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent  in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government  Printer.
Government  Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  1st February, 1866.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the COLONY OF QUEENSLAND,
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY, at BRISBANE, during the QUARTERS ended 31st
MARcrr, 1865, and 31st MARCH, 1866, respectively, showing the Increase or Decrease
under each head thereof.
Head of Revenue or Receipt.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
31st March, 31st March,  Decrease .  Increase.
1865. 1866.
CUSTOMS-
Spirits ... . , . ... ...
Wine .. . ...
Ale, Porter, and Beer of all sorts
Tobacco ...
Tea ..
Sugar and Molasses ... ...
Coffee and Chicory ... ...
Opium... ... ... ...
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
26,128 7 0 33,338 17 10 ... 7,210  10 10
2,957 15 1 3,516 11 6 ... 558 16 5
838 13 10 3,643 17 6 .. 2,805 3 8
7,401 19 6 7,126 6 7 275 12 11
3,017 2 0  3,560 10  3 ... 543 8 3
3,873 11 8 4,588 19 11 ,., 715 8 3374 15  2 396 6 10 ... 21 11 8
289 17 7 435 10 1 ... 145 12 6
44,882 1 10 56,607 0 6 275 12 11 12,000 11 7
GOLD-
Duty on Gold .. ... 625 0 4 388 3 1 236 17 3 ...
Miners' Rights and Business Licenses ... 282 0 0 306 0 0 24 0 0
Other Receipts ... ... ... ... 177 15 3 70 16 2 106 19 1 ...
1,084 15 7 764  19  3 343 16 4 24 0 0
LAND REVENUE-
Proceeds of Land Sales paid in Cash 13,010 12 5 10,623 19 5 2,386 13 0 ...
Ditto ditto in Land Orders 29,373 0 5 42,426 4 4 13,053 3 11
Rents of Land for Pastoral Purposes ,., 2,956 14 1 1,697 10 0 1,259 4 1 ..
Ditto in Agricultural Reserves 431 2 9 656 4 3 ... 225 1 6
A ll  other Rents ... ... ... 198 0 0 179 0 0 19 0 0
Assessment on Runs... ... ... ... 60 0 0 60 0 0 ...
Survey of Runs .,, ,., .,. .., 181 18 0 982 16 0 ... 800 18 0
46,211 7 8 56,625 14 0 3,664  17 1 14,079 3 5
POSTAGE... ... ... ... ... ... 4,304 5 0  5,147 15  5
COMMISSION ON POST OFFICE ORDERS 141 3 10 152 13 0
843 10 5
11 9 2
LICENSES-
To Cut Timber ,  Make Bricks , &c. 619 0 0 659 0 0 ... 40 0 0
To Auctioneers  ... . , .  229 11 8 422 8 4  ...  192 16 8
To Wholesale  Spirit Dealers ,., ... 1,660 0 0 1,800 0 0  ...  140 0 0
To Bonded Storekeepers  ... ...  608 3 5 538 13 11 69 9 6
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors 470 0 0 585 5 0 84 15 0 ...
To Pub li cans ,  for Bi ll iard and Bagatelle 65 0 0 105 0 0Tables 40 0 0
To Hawkers and Pedlars  ...  , , , 48 0 0 38 0 0 10 0 0
All other Licenses  ... ... ... ...  65 2 10 51 5 0 13 17 10 ...
3,764 17 11  3,999  12 3 1 178 2 4 412 16 8
FEES OF OFFICE-
Certificates of Naturalization
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
Registrar- General ... ... ...
Registrar Supreme Court ... ... ...
Registrars District Courts ... ... ...
Sheriff.. ... ... ..
Courts of Petty Sessions ... ... ...
Water Police Court ... ... ... ...
Shipping Master ,.,
All other Fees ,.. ... ...
5 0 0 4 17 6
958 5 0 952 10 0
996 7 7 1,008 8 10
685 0 0 181 4 8
93 10 0
316 3 9 172 11 4
144 17 2 196 13 4
11 5 0 5 10 0
5515 9 7510 3
120 11 0 168 1 0
0 2 6
5 15 0
503 15 4
14312 5
5 15 0
12 1 3
93 10 0
51 16 2
19 14 6
47 10 0
3,293 .  5 3 2,858  16 11 659 0 3 22411 11
FINES AND FORFEITURES--
Sheriff'... ... .,. 4 0 0 45 0 0 ... 41 0 0
Courts of Petty Sessions ... ... ... 310 8 2 562 9 6 ... 252 1 4-
Proceeds of Sale of Confiscated and
} 4 12 3 51 0 7 ... 46 8 4Unclaimed Property
Crown's Share of Seizures ... ... ... 21 12 11 1 1 2 20 11 9
All other Fines . , . ... ... ... 4 9 6 ... 4 9 6
340 13 4 664 0 9 20 11 9 343 19 2
RENTS , EXCLUSIVE OF LAND-
Tolls and Ferries . .. ... ...  82 5 0 114 7 8 .,. 32 2 8
Wharves ... ... ... ... • .
Government Buildings and Premises
24 1 6
106 6 6
24 1 6
114 7  8 24 1 6 32 2 8
Carried forward ,.. ... ... £ 104,128 16 11 126,934 19 9 5,166 2 .2 .27,972 5 0
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF QUARTER'S  REVENUE- continued.
Head of Revenue or Receipt.
Quarter ended  Quarter ended
31st March ,  31st March ,  Decrease .  Increase.
1865. 1866.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ 8. d. £ s. d.
Brought forward ... ... ... 104,128 16 11 126,934 19 9 5,166 2 2 27,972 5 0
HARBOR DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage ... ...  657 2 2 1,139 19 4  482 17 2
Light Dues .,. 502 5 7 748  6 1 ... 246 0 6
Marine  Board ...  80 10 6 53 15 6 26 15 0
1,239 18 3  1,942 0  11 26 15 0 728 17 8
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Fares . .., ... ... ... ...  2,156  2 0 ... 2,156 2 0
Goods Traffic ... ... ... ... ... 1,542 17 7 .,, 1,542 17 7
Other Miscellaneous  Receipts ... ,.. ... 219 13 2 219 13 2
3,918 12  9 ...  3,918 12  9
CIVILSERVICESUPERANNUATIONFUND  877 13 2  392 16 1 484 17 1
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH  RECEIPTS  ...  1,982 14 5 2,581 7 1 ... 598 12 8
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property-Cast Horses ... ...
Ditto ditto-Stores . , .  ...  ... ... 113 14 6 67 19 5 45 15 1 .
Government Printer . , . ... ... ... 251 15 5 355 3 0 . . . 103 7 7
Balances in hands of Public Officers Refunded 3 17 1 128 4 6 ., 124 7 5
Surcharges Recovered ... ... 103 1 9 251 18 6 ,.. 148 16 9
Letters of Registration ... 40 0 0 20 0 0 20 0 0 ...
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ... ... 9,837 12 3 1,429 17 6 8,407 14 9
10,350 1 0 2,253 2 11 8,473 9 10 376 11 9
TOTAL REVENUE  PROPER  £ 118,579 3 9 138,022 19 6 14,151 4 1 33,594 19 10
Deduct Decrease ... ... £ 14,151 4 1
Increase  of Revenue Proper on corresponding quarter 1865 ... £ 19,443 15 9
SPECIAL RECEIPTS. I
Immigration Remittances ,., ... ... 1,758 0 0 944 0 0 814 0 0
Scab Assessment ... ... ... ... 9 15 0 9 10 0 0 5 0
Pleuro-pneumonia Assessment ... ... ... ...
Pound Sales ... ... ... ... 168 3 0 254 5 0 86 2 0
Curator Intestate Estates ... 0 19 0 0 19 0
Assurance Fund, Real Property Act .., 201 11 7 122 18 11 78 12 8
Police Reward Fund... ... ...  ...  140 12 9 247 9 11 ... 106 17 2
Police Superannuation Fund ... ... 131 1 9 156 9 3 ... 25 7 6
Sinking Fund... ... ... ... ... 7,388 10 0 9,449 4 6 ... 2,060 14 6
Parliamentary Buildings Fund, paid in Cash 7,607 12 0 5,035 0 0 2,572 12 0
Ditto ditto Land Orders 826 8 0 59 0 0 767 8 0 ..,
TOTAL SPECIAL  RECEIPTS  £  18,232  13 1 t 16,277 17 7 4,233 16 8 2,279 1 2
Deduct Decrease ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £ 4,233 16 8
Decrease of Special Receipts on corresponding Quarter 1865 ... £ 1,954 15 6
JOSHUA P. BELL,  Treasurer.
HENRY BUCKLEY,
Auditor-General.-
The Treasury,
Queensland , 6th April, 1866.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that the interest of the previous occupants in the
Licenses of the undermentioned Runs has been transferred, during the quarter ending the 31st
ultimo, with the sanction of the Government, to the parties hereinafter particularised.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Transferrer. Transferree. Name of Run.
John De Villiers Lamb, Robert Kate John De Villiers Lamb ... ,,. Pint-a-hea, Yarrabooter.
Sams, and Albert James Dawson
Sams
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
John  Melton Black  ... . . . ... i Robert  Towns  ... 1 Landsdowne.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified  for general  information, that the interest of the previous occupants in the
undermentioned Runs of Crown Lands has been transferred, during the quarter ending the 31st ultimo,
with the sanction of the Government, to the parties hereinafter particularised.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Transferrer. Transferree. Run.
J. H. Scott ...
Archibald Berdmore Buchanan
The representative of the lato George
Kilgour Ingelow
Edgar Thomas Aldridgo ...
Peter John Pigott, and the repre-
sentative of the late John Michael
Murphy
Henry Edward Augustus Allan,
John Rendall Street, and Henry
Norton
Alexander Thayne, Anna Maria
Power, and Francis Glynn Con-
nolly
Francis Jeffrey Ivory ,.,
Henry Alfred  Tyrer and James
Henderson
The representative of the late George
Kilgour Ingelow
John Headrick and Edward Pike
Livermore
Alexander Fyfe ... , , .
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Christopher Newton, Charles Kent ,  Merinda.
Daniel Bulman ,  Frederick Geard,
and Wm. Newton, trading under
the name of Christopher Newton
Brother and Company ,  of Bris-
bane
Archibald  Berdmore Buchanan and Chinchi ll a,  Wongongera.
John Hunter
Stewart Murray  ... ... Wee Wee.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
The Trust and Agency Company of
Australasia (Limited.)
Peter John Pigott ... ...
Henry Alfred Tyrer,  and James
Henderson
Anna Maria Power ,  and Francis
Glynn Connolly
Edward  Brooking Cornish, and.
John Hay
Isaac Moore... ... ... .. ,
Toogoom.
Auburn, Fishey Creek, Upper Haugh,
Lower Haugh.
Otoo, Santitha, Welcome Creek.
Euroka.
Geumga.
Welcome Creek.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT;
John Brown Watt and John Young
Wm. Archer ,.,
James Frederick Hedgeland, David
Mander Jones, and George Hale
Jones
Meroo, Mianbaa , Worlbaa, Galgatha
East, Bulimba, Widerege, Widerege.
Emu Creek, Tilpalberry,  Rosewood,
Mowah.
Linlithgow  Plains.
Archd. Berdmore Buchanan Archd. Berdmore Buchanan and Cairdbeign, Freitag, Aspanzia , Range-
John Hunter land, Buckleton.
Arehd. Ferguson ,,. John Frazer and. William Manson Castle Creek, Hope, The Forest, Thalaba
East.
Alfred Edward Clarke .. , Alfred Edward Clarke and Henry Talgai,  Tarabandara,
Cooper
John Eales ... ... ... Robert Towns and Alexander Stuart Treswell, Rutland, Wellon, Ranmore,
Oakham, Mowbray, Telemon.
Stewart Murray Robert Towns and Alexander Stuart Clifton, Wilford,  Ramsdale , Rushleigh,
Oxton.
Alexander Haywood Richardson ... Robert Towns and Alexander Stuart Rio, Bahia, Bahia Back Run, Olinda,
Olinda Back Run, Monte Video.
J. Miller and W. M. Hutton Benjamin Cribb and John Clarke Ceres, Moonzie, Clematis No. 1.
Foote
J. Miller and W. M. Hutton Benjamin Cribb and John Clarke Clematis No. 2, Clematis No. 3, Cle-
F
F.JN. Burne, W. C. Mayne, and C.
oote matis No. 4.
Gordon Sandeman ... L'Ete, La Poule, Crescendo, Pastorale
W. Ward No. 1, Pastorale No. 2.D. McKenzie, J. Lowe, and J. Head-John Headrick ... ,., ... Woodlands, Bloomfield, Coorah, Car,
rick nangarra, Currajong.
John Headrick , , . ... . , , The Bank of New South Wales ... Woodlands, Bloomfield, Coorah, Car-
nangarra , Curr'ajbng.
Archd.  Ferguson John Frazer and William Manson Thalaba, Woolthorpe.
Cuthbert Fetherstonhaugh,  jun. Stewart Murray ,,,  Burton  Downs No. 1, Burton Downs
No. 2. Burton Downs No. 3,
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Transferror.
Michael O'Malley
Esrom Baldwin and the representa-
tives of the late Jonathan Snell
Esrom Baldwin ... ...
Isaac  Gorrick,  senior
W. Loder and A. Johnston .
Esrom Baldwin  and the representa-
tives  of the  late Jonathan Sne ll
Elias  Harding ..,
James McAndrew and Hugh
McPhillimy
James McAndrew .. ...
J. J. Peacock and J. A. Saunders,..
William Loder .. ... ...
John Charles McManus
The representative of the late
Catherine Brown
J. J. Peacock and J. A. Saunders...0. and C. Baldwin ... ...
William Hunter and William
Thomas Exham Fosberry
John de  Villiers  Lamb, Robert
Keate Sams, and Albert James
Dawson Sams
Charles  Tom ... . , , ... .. .
Robert Towns and Alexander Stuart
Henry Williams
J. Hall Scott... ...
James Fenwick and Company
Moses  Angel James ...
James Chalmers and Donald
McDonald Campbell
James Chalmers, Donald McDonald
Campbell, and John Turner
William Landsbbrough .,.
TRANSFER OF  RUNS-coyatinued.
Transferree.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Walter Macale
Esrom Baldwin ... ...
.
,,,
Isaac Gorrick, senior ... ...
Henry John Adams... ...  ...
William Loder
Richard Skewthorpe ..,
Elias Harding and John Macdonald
John  Donald McLean
John Donald  McLean , . ,
Stewart Murray ..,
Thomas Cadell , . ,
William Moore ..
Alexander, Edwin, and Frank
Holmes
Stewart Murray ... , . ,
Duncan Forbes McKay ... ,..
William Hunter ...
WARREGO DISTRICT.
John de Villiers Lamb ...
Henry Tom and Charles Tom ..,
William Forlonge ... ... ...
Joseph Becker
NORTH  K ENNEDY.
John Brown  Watt ... .
George  Cain ,  James Francis Ma-
guire ,  and John Roberts Ricards,
junior .. .
George Cain, James Francis Ma-
guire, and John Roberts Ricards,
jnnior
SOUTH KENNEDY.
William Sloane ...
William Sloane ...
MITCHELL DISTRICT;
Charles Williamson, and Walter
Williamson, of Melbourne,  trading
under the name of Charles Wil-
liamson and  Company
Run.
Charlestown, Long Charlestown, Rock-
wells.
Miamonungindi North, Miamonun-
gindi South.
Miamonungindi North, Miamonungindi
South.
Miamonungindi North, Miamonungindi
South.
Dareel, Upper Dareel.
Turo West, Jungalby West.
Wild Horse Plains No. 1, Wild Horse
Plains No. 2, Wild Horse Plains No.
4.
Hill Side, North Billin, Billin, Maxvale.
East Billin, South Billin.
Combarngo.
Dareel, Upper Dareel.
Tyrconnell.
Boundary.
Yeulba Back Block,
Ana Ningan West.
Mount Bindeygo, Tulloch,  Blessington.
Norley, Entalley, Cheshunt, Lawrenny,
Quamby, Huntworth.
Chesterton No. 2.
A No. 1, A No. 2, A No. 3, A No. 4,
A No. 5, A No. 6.
Noorama.
Drynock.
Tallegulla No. 1, Tallegulla No. 2,
Nulls Nulls No. 3.
Nulls Nulla.
Nurrydurry, Collygorrey, Talhi.
I enilworth, Diamond Downs.
Tower .Hill.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane,  27th  March, 1866,
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open and make a portion of Road through portion 9, parish of Purga, near Warrill Creek
Bridge : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference showing the intended line of
Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office,
Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the road in question.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Boost or RRPEIvENCE  of ROAD THROIIG R PORTION 9, PARISH OF PURGA, NEAR WARRILL  CREED  -BRIDGE, TO
BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD UNDER THE ACr OF Couxcu. 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road. ReputedOwner.
1 A strip of land 1 chain wide, com- James Gibbon
mencing on the east boundary
line of J. Gibbon's 30 acres 30
perches, portion 9, in the parish
of Purga, and running in a
westerly direction through that
land to  Warrill Creek
Character Length Enclo- BreadthOccupier. of
Land
Bearings. in ,
Chains. sures.
of
Road.
Area.
chains. chain, A.  R.  P.
... ...
West ... 1 20 ... 1 2 0 0
35 2
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
1 provisions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named in
each case.
Description and Situation of Land.
Allotment 1 of section 12, containing 3 roods ; county,
Aubigny ; parish and town, Dalby
Part of eastern suburban allotment 35, containing 154
perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North Brisbane
Portion 250, containing 20 acres, 3 roods, 24 perches ;
county, Stanley ; parish, Ipswich
Allotment 1 of section 18, containing 2 roods, 18 perches;
county, Stanley ; parish and town, Ipswich
Allotment 2 of section 49, containing 1 rood, 38 perches;
county, Stanley ; parish and town, Ipswich
Allotment 17 of section 15, containing 32 perches;
county, Stanley ; parish and town, Ipswich
Allotment 74, containing 9 acres, 2 roods, 20 perches ;
county, Stanley ; parish, Ipswich, near Ipswich
Land on Bundanba Creek, containing 20 acres, 2 roods,
20 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, Ipswich
F. O. DARVALL,  Registrar-General.
Name of Proprietor.
Date within which  a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Winifred  Robertson  ... ... 1 7th May, 1866.
George Byrne  ... / ... Ditto.
Mary Theresa  Warry Ditto.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto:
. Ditto.
George Harris and Frederick Ditto.
Hamilton Hart, trustees
with power of sale of as-
signed estate of Walter
Allotment 3 of section 5, containing 1 acre 2 roods 32
Gray and Co.
James Taylor... ... ...
perches ; county, Aubigny ; parish, Drayton
Part of suburban portion 49, containing 1 rood 4 Laurence Ward ... ...
perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, Ipswich
Ditto.
23th April, 1866.
Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd April, 1866.
TT is hereby notified for general information ,  that the. interest  of the  previous occupants in the
j undermentioned Runs of Crown Lands has been transferred ,  during the quarter ending the 31st
ultimo, with the sanction of the Government ,  to the persons hereinafter particularised.
A. C. GREGORY,  Surveyor -General.
Transferror. Transferree . Name of Run. District.
Walter Hay John Eaton . Tagigan ... ... Wide Bay.
Ross Mossman Palmer Ross Beddome Palmer Trafalgar and Coruna ... Port Curtis.
J. Duncan ... Arthur Martin ... Pine-tree Creek ... Moreton.
R. Little ... .,. E. Goertz ... ... Sections 58, 84, 85, co9, 135 Ditto.
No. 2.
150, and 189
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1866.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED. LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY, 1866.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
give the  V correct number of the List in which they may have observed their Names,  as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission ; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission  of Letters.
J. DOUGLAS,  Postmaster -General.
NOTE - The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is open  for  delivery ,  daily ,  Saturday
excepted ,  from Ten a.m .  to Four  p.m.;  on Saturday ,  from  Ten a.m. to One p.m.
A. 28 Armitage Miss S., Brisbane c
1 AAULD Robert James, Toowoomba c 29 Armstrong W. A., Brisbane s
2 Adams H., Ipswich c 30 Armstrong P., Brisbane v
3 Adams Thomas R., Brisbane c 31 Armstrong -, Brisbane s
4 Adderley William, Brisbane u k (2) 32 Armstrong Robert, Oxley u k
6 Ahern Thomas, Brisbane u k 33 Armstrong Thomas, Logan c6 Ainsworth John, Toowoomba e 34 Armitage Miss Sarah, Brisbane v
7 Ahern Thomas, Brisbane u k 35 Arthur David, Brisbane
8 Albred R., Toowoomba c 36 A. Tack (Chinaman) s
9 Alexander J. Lindsay, Cambridge Downs c 37 Arthur Mary, Toowoomba o
10 Alexander G., Brisbane c 38 Aslen William, Maryborough c
11 Allean Mrs. M., Brisbane u k 39 Aspden James, Brisbane u k
12 Allen Charles, Brisbane u k 40 Atkinson H. L., Peak Downs v
13 Allardyce James, Wyaga c 41 Atchison John, Durundur c
14 .4llerdiee William D., Boyne Gold Fields c 42 Atkinson Henry, Clermont o
15 Atkice It. Travers, Mitchell District c 43 Atwell John, Ipswich u k
16 Amedu S., Brisbane c 44 Auburn W. Rowden, Brisbane c
17 Aram James, Brisbane u k 45 Auld A., Eedbank c ,
18 Anderson Miss Margaret, Brisbane u k 46 Auley William, Jinghi Jinghi c
19 Anderson William, Brisbane c 47 Aulsebrock Alexander, Brisbane u k
20 Anderson John, Eton Vale c 48 Atler William, Planet Downs c
21 Andrew J. L., Ipswich c 49 Aigers Phillip, Toowoomba s
22 Andrew John L., Ipswich s B.
23 Andrews Stephen, Curable Creek c 1 BABINGTON Miss Johanna, Bonsterfield u k
24 Andrews John, Redbank c 2 -Bailey Peter, Brisbane u k
25 Andrews George, Redbank c 3 Baker Mrs. Ellen, Brisbane u k
26 Apelt W., Toowoomba c 4 Baker George, Brisbane v (2)
27 Argent George, Brisbane u k 5 Ballard George, Brisbane c
6 Banedick -, Ipswich c
7 Banks , Junction c
8 Banks John, Brisbane v
9 Banks R., Toowoonzba u k
.10  Barber Joseph, Sydney u k
11 Barber William, Brisbane u k
12 Barker Richard, Wallumbilla c
13 Barlow Silvanus, Brisbane u k
14 Barnard T., Brisbane u k
15 Barnes Richard, Toowoomba u,k
16 Barnett Henry, Toowoomba c
17 Bamford Ralph S., Brisbane iz k
18 Barnicott S. W., Brisbane u k
19 Barrett A., Brisbane c
20 Barrett Alfred, Laidley c
21 Barrett Isabella M., Brisbane o
22 Barret Mrs. Thomas, Brisbane c
23 Barron  -,  Toowoomba c
24 Barron Alexander, Oxley c
25  Burrow Miss, Brisbane v
26 Barron Miss E., Brisbane e
27 Barry P., Toowoomba u k
28 Barter  J. T., Toowoomba c
29 Baucham W. D., Laidley o
30 Bawden T. McK., Ipswich s
31 F axter Mrs. J., Toowoomba c
32 Bayley George, Toowoomba c
33 Bayne  -,  Junction c
34 Beahan Daniel, Toowoomba o
35 I'eard James, Ipswich c
36 Beansang W., Barcoo c (3)
37 Beaumont Arthur B., Mitchell Downs u k
38 Beaumont William, Planet Downs c
39 Beebe  -,  Toowoomba u k
40 Beer James, Toowoomba c
41 Beere G., Dalby c
42 Beirne Patrick, Maryborough c (3)
43 Bell Frederick, Brisbane u k
44 Bell J., Brisbane u k
45 Bell John, 1VIaryborough c
46 Bell John Alexander, Brisbane u k
47 Bell J. and W., Ipswich c
48 Bell Robert, Brisbane n z
49 Bellemy James, Toowoomba c
50 Bennett  -,  Brisbane c
51 Bennett Maurice, Ipswich u k
52 Beokmann Wilhelm, Brisbane e
53 Berge B ermaiin, Brisbanef
54- Bergin S. D., Maryborough c
55 Bergin  -,  Wide Bay c
56 Berigan John, Brisbane c
57 Biggs Ends-or, Brisbane c
58 Bird George, Maryborough c
59 Bishop Henry, Brisbane u k
60 Bru John, Toowoomba c
61 Black J. M., Brisbane u k
62 Black Mrs. Rachel, Brisbane o
63 Blackie Robert, Toowoomba o
64 Blackmore William, Brisbane u k
65 Blake Thomas, Maryborough c
66 Blakely  -,  Brisbane c
67 Blandford  -,  Oxley c
68 Bligh John, Brisbane u k
69 Bokltemanu  -,  Brisbane u k
70 Bolton Charles, Ipswich u k
71 Bormann Heinrick, Toowoomba f
72 Borton and Co. Messrs., Leichhardt Districts
73 Bourke Stephen, Toowoomba c
74 Bowden W., Toowoomba c
75 Bowman Alfred, Ipswich it k
76 Boyes William Watson, Townville v
77 Boyd John, u k
78 Boyd Thomas, Maryborough c
79 Boyle Thomas, Jinghi Jinghi c
80 Berghuam:in  -,  Townsville c
81 Bradford Mrs., Brisbane c
82 Bradford Thomas, Brisbane s
83 Brady Thomas, Toowoomba u k
84 Brady Kate, Ipswich u k
85 Brant J. W. Do, Cullyunga s
86 Braner Frederick, Brisbane e
87 Brun Thomas, Dalby c
88 Brelsford Joseph, Toowoomba c
89 Breenan Miss E., Brisbane c
90 Brevitt J., Brisbane u k
91 Briant James, Brisbane e
92 Bright J. A., Maryborough c
93 Brinkley Edward, Moraby Condamine c (3)
94 Brixnu Christian, Brisbane f95, Broadfoot. John, Calliope o
96 Beverhurst William, Brisbane u k
97 Brock, Robert, Rainsworth c
98 Brockman Mrs., Brisbane v
99 Brookes  -,  Toowoomba e
100 Broughton A. D., Brisbane c
101 Broullett Cerill, Toowoomba a
102 Brown Bell, Brisbane c
103 Brown J. and S., Brisbane u k (2)
104 Brown Jaynes, Brassall c
105 Browne John, Brisbane c
106 Brown John, Ipswich c
107 Brown Joseph, Brisbane u k
108 Brown Joseph, Maryborough c
109 Brown Robert, Brisbane e
110 Brown J and G., Brisbane c
I11 Brownlow T., Planet Downs c
112 Bruce James, Brisbane u k
113 Brumell John, Brisbane c
114 Brumell  -,  Toowoomba c
115 Bryans Robert, Brisbane u k
116 Buchanan C. H., Dalby c
117 Buchanan James, -IZ.edbank Plains c (2)
118 Buckby G., Kedron Brook c
119 Buckby James, German Station u k
120 Buflp Thomas, Maryborough c
121 Burdakin J., Crows' Nest Road c
122 Burgess Miss A. D., North Brisbane c
123 Burgess James, Brisbane c
124 Burgini Miss Mary, Brisbane u k
125 Burki Bridge, Ipswich c
126 Burkitt E. S., Brisbane v
127 Burk James, Brisbane u k
128 Burke John, Brisbane s
129 Burke W., Toowoomba c
130 Burns James, Mooloolah c
131 Burns James, Brisbane u k
132 Burns Michael, Coorangah c
133 Burns Thomas, Brisbane c
134 Burrell William, Brisbane c
135 Butcher John Barlow, Brisbane u k (3)
136 Byrne David J., Brisbane c
137 Byrne Denis, Brisbane u k
138 Byrnes Patrick, Maryborough c (2)
139 Byrnes J., Wallumbilla c
C.
1 CADE Mrs. Wm., Rockhampton u k
2 Cadden W., Brisbane o c
3 Cadsey E. T., Ipswich o
4 Caffey Mart., Pimpama c
5 Caffrey Thomas, Ipswich u k
6 Cain Alfred, Maryborough c
7 Cain Patrick, Brisbane i
8 Cairns Jas.,.Condamine c
9 Calaghan John, Mary borough c
10 Callaghan James, Condamine c
11 Callagan Dennis, Ipswich c
12 Campbell James, Cumkillinbar o c
13 Campbell Henry, Oxley Creek e
14 Campbell John, Toowoomba e
15 Campbell John, Toowoomba i
16 Campbell John, Toowoomba o e
17 Campbell Robert, Ipswich c
18 Campbell Thomas, Toowoomba c
19 Campbell William, Maryborough c
20 Cameron W., Maryborough c
21 Cameron John, Rockhampton u k (4)
22 Cameron Marv, Toowoomba c
23 Cameron Murdow, Brisbane i
24 Cameron W. E., Toowoomba o c
25 Candlish Wm.,  Wyaga o c
26 Cannon-Mary, Ipswich o
27 Carmody W., South Brisbane o c
28 Carney Edward, Clermont n z
29 Carrick Thos., Toowoomba c
30 Carroll John, Toowoomba o c
31  Carroll Michael, 1bbowooml a u k
32 Carsledine Jonathan, Brisbane c
33 Carter T., Toowoomba c
34 Carter William, Toowoomba u k
35 Carty Thomas, Bald Hills u k
36 Carruthers William, Brisbane o c
37 Castry Peter, c
38 Castling W. Chs., Bowen Downs e
39 Caswell Richard, Ipswich u k (2)
40 Catterall Francis, Toowoomba o 6
41 Connolly James, Clermont u k
42 Chance John, Brisbane u k
43 Chapmans H., Barcoo a
44 Chapman James, Brisbane e
45 Chapman James, Toowoomba c
46 Chapman R., Toowoomba u k 134 Crotty Jeremiah, Brisbane u k
47 Chapman Robt., Toowoomba u k 135 Crowden G., Planet River c
48 Chater F. D., Rockhampton u k 136 Crowley Cornelius, Laidley o and n z (3)
49 Cherry James, Toowoomba u k 137 Crowley Edward. Ipswich n z
50 Chisholm -, Brisbane c 138 Crownson Alfred, Roma e
51 Clancy William, Brisbane u k 139 Crowther Mrs. Timothy, Brisbane u k
52 Clark John, Oxley Creek u k 140 Cudily Martin, Brisbane c
53 Clark Wm., Brisbane u k 141 Cuesby Patrick, Toowoomba c
54 Clason Mrs., i 142 Culany Thomas, Brisbane u k
55 Clark Mr., Ipswich c 143 Cullen G., Toowoomba s
56 Cleaton Patrick, Maryborough c 144 Cullin Patrick, Toowoomba c
57 Cleeson Dan, Toowoomba c 145 Cullinan Kate, Toowoomba c
58 Clegg John, Condamine c 146 Culpan J. B., Ipswich c
59 Clifford Patrick, Rose Valley u k 147 Cunningham -, Brisbane c
60 Clinton Richd., Brisbane u k 148 Currie James, Redbank Plains c
61 Clohessey Davis, Gatton c 149 Curtis J. M. (carrier), Toowoomba e (2)
62 Coane Henry, Ipswich u k (2) 150 Curtis Mrs. Catherine, Brisbane o
63 Coates T., Ipswich o 151 Curtis Miss Mary, Maryborough t
64 Cochlan Thomas, Peak Downs c 152 Cubis T., Main Range e
65 Cochran Wm., Dalby o 153 Cutler Mrs., Ipswich c
66 Coday Miss E., Ipswich c D.
67 Coffee James, Toowoomba c 1 DAILIAH John, Toowoomba c
68 Cogan Pat, Toowoomba u k 2 Dalby James H., Dalby s
69 Coleman J., Gladstone v 3 Dales George, Ipswich u k
70 Collin Edward, Maryborough c 4 Dalrymple W. E., Planet Downs c
71 Coling Charles, Western Creek c 5 Dalton Michael, Burrandowan Station c
72 Collery Manus, Toowoomba u k 6 Daly, Miss M., Brisbane u k
73 Collier Mrs. J., Brisbane u k 7 Damrymple Henry, Narpoo Station v
74 Collier Thomas M., Brisbane c 8 Doonan William, Gatton u k
75 Collings John, Brisbane u k 9 Dann James, Maryborough e
76 Collins , Nulalbin c 10 Darby A. S., Barcoo River e
77 Collins Miss Bridget, Brisbane c 11 Dart John, Ipswich u k
78 Collins Daniel, Cumkillimbar c 12 Darwell George, Rodney Downs o
79 Collins Mrs. Eliza, Brisbane c 13 Davidson Alexander, Brisbane c
80 Collins John, Moondoolin c 14 Davidson George, Brisbane o
81 Collins William, South Brisbane c 15 Davidson John, Brisbane u k
82 Coloyns Bayly M., Gum Springs c 16 Davidson John, Toowoomba c
83 Colliss John, Barcoo s 17 Davidson J. Ewen, Brisbane c
84 Conell James, Comet River e 18 Davies Evan, u k
85 Conell -, Warwick c 19 Davis Mrs. G., Brisbane c
86 Connolly John, More's Pocket c 20 Davies George, Jimbour (Dalby) v (2)
87 Connor John, Dalby c ,21 Davis -, Brisbane c
88 Connor Phil, Maryborough c 22 Davis Edward, Toowoomba c
89 Conroy Miss Anne M., Brisbane u k 23 Davis Harvey, Tinana Creek, Maryborough c
90 Conroy Richard, Ipswich u k (2) 24 Dawe J., Toowoomba u k
91 Conway Mrs., Ipswich c 25 Day S., Brisbane e
92 Conway Richard, Toowoombo c 26 Dearing J., Dalby o
93 Cony Michael, Maryborough c 27 Deister -, Wallan c
94 Coogan  -, Irish Town c 28 Deleip Alexander, Ipswich tk k
95 Coogan James, Brisbane u k 29 Delah Alexander, Ipswich u k
96 Cook J , Brisbane c 30 Dempsey, Michael, Felton Station e
97 Cook T.., Brisbane o 31 Doherty John, Maryborough u k
98 Cooke Edward, Ipswich it k 32 Drums John, Brisbane c
99 Cooper John, Ipswich s 33 Devan Cornelius, Brisbane e
100 Cooper Richard, Maryborough e 34 Devlin John, Toowoomba  c and s (2)
101 Coop Robert P., Brisbane o 35 Devon Miss Catherine, Brisbane u k
102 Copper Matthew, Ipswich u k  36 Diamond Mrs. Racbael,  Brisbane u k
103 Corber William, Brisbane u k 37 Dick John, Brisbane u k
104 Corder T., Warroo c 38 Dickey Edward, Calliope e
105 Corduroy John, Brisbane c 39 Dickson  James , Blythedale  Station c
106 Corken Simon, Maryborough c 40 Duokhoof Charles, Brisbane c
107 Cormack Charles, Maryborough c 41 Dight Henry, Calliope e
108 Cornish J., Brisbane u k 42 Diggins George, Gladstone c
109 Corrigan Hugh, Brisbane  n z and c (2)  43 Dinte H. D., Brisbane c (2)
110 Corser John, Brisbane u k 44 Dobbie William, Maryborough u k (2)
111 Coutts James, Brisbane u k 45 Dodgson, Percy, Rockhampton u k
112 Coutts John, Maryborougb c 46 Doherty John, Maryborough u k
113 Cowen James, Dalby c 47 Donald James, Ipswich c
114 Cox Mrs., Brisbane c 48 Donelly Michael, I, aidley c
115 Cox , (carrier),' Toowoomba c 49 Donihoe Patrick, Brisbane o
116 Cox, W. J., Toowoomba v 50 Donihue John, Toowoomba c
117 Coyle  Miss  Anne, Ipswich 51 Donnan William, Brisbane u k
118 Coyle Thomas, Maryborough c 52 Donnally Mrs., Bandamba  Creek e'
119 Craig Andrew, Ipswich c 3 Donnellon  Miss Bridget,  Brisbane c
120 Craig William, Brisbane u k 64 Donnelly Hugh, Maryborough c
121 Cramp -, Logan c 55 Donnohu Michael, Brisbane u k
122 Crane  George, Brisbane u h 56 Donovan  Michael, Maryborough a,
123 Crawford - , Brisbane u k 57 Donovan Timothy, Roma c
124 Crawford George B., Oayndah c 58 Doron Bridget, Dalby c
125 Crawford Patrick, Maryborough c  59 Douglas  A. E., Gayndah c
126 Crawford Robert, Maryborough c 60 Doust H. C., Windsor s
127 Crawford W. J., Brisbane c 61 Down , Ipswich u k
128 Crew Emily, Ipswich u k 62 Down John, Ipswich u k
129 Cribbs F., Maryborough e 63 Downe E. A, Adelaide Point a
130 Crohan Francis, Brisbane v 64 Downey Patrick, Condamine e
131 Cross Charles Frederick, Toowoomba e 65 Downs William, Toowoomba c
132 Cross John, Toowoomba c  66 Dowson William, Brisbane u k134Croswiek Catherine,  Brisbane e  67 Doyle Bridget,  Brisbane u k
3 55
68 Doyle John, Boyne Gold-fields s 34 Fletcher James, Toowoomba c
69 Doyle Thomas, Barcoo e (2) 35 Fletcher Mary, Brisbane u k
70 Doyle Thomas, Maryborough c 36 Flood Patrick, Maryborough c
71 Draper Jane, Brisbane o 37 Flower Charles, Brisbane u k
72 Draper Robert V., Calliope v 38 Flukes Thomas, Maryborough c
73 Draper Mrs. William, Brisbane u k 39 Flynn John, Toowoomba c
74 Driscol John, Toowoomba c 40 Flurry Miss B., Brisbane s
75 Druce T., Bruce s 41 Forbes Wm., Toowoomba c
76 Duckworth  -,  Brisbane u k 42 Ford George, Calliope c and s a (2)
77 Dumaring F., Brisbane s 43 Ford John, Ipswich c
78 Duncan William, Jinghi Jinghi c 44 Forrest H., Ipswich o c
79 Duncan Mrs. W., Brisbane v 45 Forrester Win,, Brisbane u k
80 Dunce William, Jinghi Jinghi c 46 Foster Mrs. E., Brisbane o
81 Dunn J., Brisbane u k 47 Foster S., Brisbane c
82 Durham Abraham, Maryborough c 48 Forteseae C., Toowoomba o
83 Durock Edward, Gladstone s 49 Foxton T. G., Brisbane c
84 Dutt Henry, Condamine c (2) 50 Francis  -,  Toowoomba c
85 Dwyer-Daniel, Brisbane c 51 Franks John, Cardwell c
86 Dwyer James, Felton Station c 52 Frazer Daniel, Roma s
87 Dwyer Martin, Ipswich o 53 Fraser John, Ipswich c
54 Fraser Wm., Sandy Creek c
E. 55 Frazier Donald, Roma s
1 EAMES Thomas, Ipswich c 56 Freeman H., Brisbane c (2)
2 Earl Henry C.- Brisbane c 57 Freeman Rowland, Lakeland e
3
,
Eastmure A. D. Rockhampton o e 58 Freeman Wm., Brisbane u k
4
,Ellison JohnChinchilla s 59 Freeman Wm. (newspape7), Brisbane u k
5
,
Edmonds Joseph Calliope o 60 French  -,  Brisbane u k
6
,
Edwards E. Toowoomba s 61 Friur Joseph, Ipswich u k
7
,
Edwards Frank, Roma f 62 Frogley J., Ipswich u, k
8 Edwards Henry Barcoo s 63 Fuge Fredk., Brisbane u k (2)
9
,
Edwards Richard; Jinghi c 64 Fuler Wm. Jamieson, Brisbane u k
10 Egan Simon, Maryborough c 65 Furber C., Costle Valley c
11 Elder Donald (mason), Brisbane and Holmes'
Camp u k (2)
66 Furnival James, Westwood c (3)
G.
12 Ellergen Edward, Brisbane f 1 Crimin cGAING (Chinaman)13 Elliott Griffith, Jinghi c 2
,
Gallagher Antony Ipswich u k14 Elliott William, Yandilla c 3
,
Gallagher John Maryborough c15 Ellis Albert, Brisbane c 4
,
Galleohan James, Maryborough c16 Ellis George and Mrs., Brisbane u k (3) 5 Galven Margaret Brisbane u k17 Emery David, Brisbane c 6
,
Gandie Catherine Ann, Brisbane o18 Elwell Henry Graham, Brisbane u k (2) 7 Gardiner Henry Brisbane f19 Englemohr  -,  South Brisbane c 8
,
Garmley John Maryborough c20 English Mary, Brisbane u k 9
,
Gartside Mrs. M. H. Brisbane u k21 Ernst G., Brisbane c 10
,
Oxley Creek cGaynor J hn22 Erwin William T., Brisbane n k 11 ,Gochlard Benjamin Rockhampton c23 Eude F., Canmaroo c
'
12
,
Geary W., Brisbane u k (3)24 Evans  -,  Towns Cotton Plantation c 13 Geary Wm., Toowoomba u k (2)25 Evans George, Brisbane c 14 Geddes J. H., Clermont c26 Evans John, (sawyer) Brisbane c 15 Geike Avolpsh, Redbank c27 Evans Samuel, (carpenter) Brisbane o c 16 Geilsdorfer Fredk., Maryborough c28 Evinger Cornelius, Maryborough c 17 Geoynn John, Toowoomba u k29 Eyre Annesley, Brisbane u k. 18 George Wm., Toowoomba c
19 Gerhard Henry Toowoomba c
F. 20
,
Gibbs George, Ipswich s
1 FALKNER Andrew or Charles, Brisbane u k 21 Gill  -,  Basin Pocket c
2 Fallon Michael, Ipswich u k 22 Gill James, Peak Downs u k
3 Fanning Patrick, Toowoomba u k 23 Gill John, Ipwich u k
4 Faimer John, Calliope c 24 Giles John (carrier), Ipswich e
5 Fawcett M. C., Brisbane c 25 Gillespie Joseph, Ipswich c
6 Farrelly Nicholas, Laidley o 26 Gilfoyle John, Wallam c
7 Faulas Abraham, Redbank c 27 Gillies James, Oxley Creek u k
8 Faulkner Mrs. Isaac, Toowoomba u k 28 Gilliver James, Ipswich e
9 Feagan John, Maryborough c 29 Giltman J., Brisbane u k
10 Feint N., Brisbane u k 30 Gilsham John, Maryborough c
11 Feltham Jno., junior, Brisbane u k 31 Glass Robert, Brisbane v
12 Ferguson E. A., Logan Road m 32 Goddand  -,  Ipswich s
13 Ferguson John, South Brisbane e 33 Gooing James, Booval c
14 Ferguson W., Forest Vale s 34 Godden T., Brucedale c
15 Ferrick Austin, Maryborough c 35 Goodall  -,  Brisbane c
16 Ferris William, Roma c (2) 36 Goodsall Joseph, Brisbane u k
17 Ferrett John, Brisbane o c 37 Gordon H., Condamine c
18 Fibbins'John, Ipswich s 38 Gordon S., Brisbane u k
19 Field Joseph, Brisbane u k 39 Gorman John, Oxley Creek c
20 Finch James, Ipswich o 40 Gough David, Ipswich u k
21 Finn Jeremiah, Ipswich f 41 Gough H. E., Hawkwood "u k
22 Finnimore George, Maryborough c (2) 42 Gowman  -,  Ipswich c (2)
23 Finney Harry, Ipswich c 43 Gowan James, Ipswich c
24 Fisher Henry, Maryborough e 44 Gracey John, Condamine c
25 Fisher Richard, Toowoomba c 45 Gracey John, Brisbane  n k
26 Fisher Thomas, Toowoomba c 46 Graham  -,  Railway Camp c
27 Fitzgerald Maurice, Maryborough c 47 Graham Daniel, Brisbane u k and c (2)
28 Fitzgerald Robert, Toowoomba c 48 Grant William, Rockhampton v
29 Fitzgerald S., Ipswich c 49 Grant William, Malvern Hills, Barcoo o
30 Fitzpatrick Arthur, Ipswich c 50 Gray Arthur, Gladstone o
31 Flanaghan Thomas, Maryborough e 51 Gray  -,  New Rush, Gladstone o
32 Flanagas Thomas, Laidley c 52 Greaves Edwin, Brisbane u k
33 Fletcher H., Western Creek c 53 Greaves Thomas, Brisbane c
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54 Green Charles, Brisbane c 68 Haylock H. C., Tomwoo u k
55 Green James, Paroo River 69 Head George, Ipswich u k
56 Green T., Brisbane s 70 Heaney Thomas, Brisbane u k
57 Green T., Ipswich c 71 Hearne Miss Ellen, Brisbane v
58 Gregory Francis Thomas, Maranoa c (2) 72 Heannan William R., Mail Downs v
59 Gregory H., Palm-tree Creek c 73 Headigan Patrick, Ipswich u k
60 Gregory Robert, Peak Downs c 74 Heffnew James, Pine Mountain c (2)
61 Griei J. H., Brisbane u k 75 Hegan John, Ipswich c
62 Griffith Adam, Brisbane c 76 Hehvi Maria, Brisbane u k
63 Griffiths John, Toowoomba s 77 Henney Patrick, Condamine e
64 Griffiths Wm. Brython, Laidley u k 78 Henry Mrs. Eliza, Brisbane o
65 Grimley William, Coorungah c 79 Henry James, Peak Downs v
66 Grooves W., Planet Downs 80 Hennessy Martin, Maryborough c
67 Guest Hendrey, Laidley c 81 Hennessy Michael, Maryborough c (2)
68 Gunry -, Red Bank Plains e 82 Hennessy Thomas, Maryborough c
69 Gurly John Joseph, Barcoo River c 83 Hennessy Thomas, Maryborough c
70 Gurrum James, Toowoomba s 84 Herbert -, Brisbane c
71 Gwynn John, Brisbane u k 85 Herman William, Ipswich u k
72  Gwynn John, Toowoomba u k 86 Herrence Thomas, Brisbane u k
bane oi ti iCh BH
H.
87
88
an, r serse r s
Hewitt  Isaac , Barcoo s
I HACHLON John, Brisbane u k 89 Hicks Weston, Brisbane u k2,Hatton Ada Louisa, Brisbane u k 90 Hickey -, Campbell's Gully e
3 Haunrigh Caspar, Toowoomba s 91 Hickey Michael, Maryborough c
4 Harggen Henry, Spring Grove c 92 Hickey Patrick, Maryborough c
5 Hafl'elloek George D., Maryborough c 93 Higgins Hugh, Maryborough u k
6 Hagan John, Ipswich c 94- Higgins Patrick, Lockyer Creek Store e
7 Hall Mrs. Mary, Brisbane o 95 Higgs Hugh, Brisbane u k
8 Hallitt Mrs. Mary Jane, Brisbane o 96 Hicken Robert, Maryborough c
9 Hall James, Brisbane u k 97 Hill Charles, Brisbane u k
10 Hart W., Calaunga c 98 Hill Mrs. Emily, Brisbane o
11 Haly -, carrier, Toowoomba e 99 Hill John, Toowoomba s
12 Ham George, Ipswich c 100 Hill Thomas, Brisbane e
13 Hamberger -, Ipswich c 101 Hillard Miss, Margaret, Brisbane u k
14 Hambljn --, or James Amon, Brisbane u k (2) 102 Hillman Philip Henry, Brisbane e
15 Hamilton Alexander, Ipswich n z 103 Hick Philip, Fassifern n-Station e
16 Hamilton Alexander, Brisbane u k 104 Hird Alexander, Brisbane u k
17 Hamilton A. P., Brisbane f (2) 105 Hoar Mrs. William, Brisbane e
18 Hamilton F., Brisbane s 106 Hobday George, Toowoomba s
19 Hamilton F. A., Brisbane s 107 Hodgson Arthur, Laidley c
20 Hamilton Hugh, Brisbane c 108 Hodgson. Mrs. L., Brisbane e
21 Hamilton F., Ipswich u k 109 Hodson John, Rodney Downs c
22 Hamilton J., Toowoomba o 110 Hoffmann Mrs. Maria, Ipswich s a
23 Hamilton Robert, Jinghi Jinghi c 111 Hogan -, Redbank Plains c
g24 Hammill Stephen, Brisbane u k 112 Ho an Mrs., Brisbane c
25 Hammer Christian, Brisbane c 113 Hoggan Edward, Brisbane u k
26 Hammond S., Brisbane c 114 Hogan John, Calliope u k
27 Hampton R. C. E., Clermont c 115 Hogan P., Doneybrook
28 Haneflan John, Brisbane c 116 Holder W. F., Brisbane u k
29 Hanlon Redimond, Myall Downs e 117 Holland George, Cardowan s
30 Hanley Patrick, Maryborough c 118 Holmes George, Toowoomba c
31 Hannah Mrs. G. H., Ipswich u k 119 Holmes William Henry, Toowoomba e
32 Hannant H., Seven-mile Creek o 120 Holder J. S., Talgai o
33 Hannath -, Brisbane u k 121 Hood James, Maryborough e
34 Hannon James, Toowoomba c 122 Hooke, J. L., Brisbane u k
35 Hanson Thomas, Brisbane u k (2) 123 Hooper Frederick, Roma c
36 Harbor Abel, Toowoomba s 124 Hopkins Thomas, Brisbane v
37 Harders H., Jimbour Station v 125 Hopen Charles, Ipswich c
38 Hardie John, Brisbane c 126 Horman Miss M. A., Brisbane u k
39 Hargreaves -, architect, Brisbane c 127 Horan Matt., Brisbane e
40 Harland , Brisbane c 128 Horton Amos, Brisbane u k (2)
41 Harman Frederick, Toowoomba c 129 Hosking Arthur, Brisbane u k
42 Harney John, Ipswich c 130 Honal William, Oxley c
43 Harper David, Jinghi Jinc-hi c 131 Houston Isaac, Roma c
44 Harper and Son Messrs. X, Brisbane s 132 Houston Isaac, Condamine c
45 Hains Mrs. Amelia, Brisbane c 133 Howard Matthew, Brisbane u k
46 Harrison Benjamin-, Brisbane u k 134 Howard W., Brisbane s
47 Harris W., Brisbane s 135 Howe John, Buaraba u k
48 Harrison Ann, Brisbane v 136 Howe John, Maryborough c
49 Harrison George J., Peak Downs u k 137 Houddart John, Myall Downs c
50 Harrison A. H., Darling Downs u k 138 Huddurt.John, Toowoomba c
51 Hart Patrick, Brisbane u k 139 Huddirt John, Toowoomba e
52 Hartenstien A. T. W., Brisbane c 140 Hughes R., Ipswich c
53 Harvey George William, Brisbane u k 141 Hughes Edwin, Maryvale e
54 Harvey George William, Sydney u k 142 Hughes Miss Emma, Ipswich u k
55 Harwood A. A., Brisbane s 143 Hughes John, Toowoomba e
56 Harwood Samuel, Brisbane u k 144 Hume James Hill, Brisbane u k
57 Hassett -, Barcoo River c 145 Hume George, Ipswich u k
58 Hasleton David, Ipswich c 146 Hume Joseph, Wyaga c
59 Hewarth -, Brisbane c 147 Hume M. C.,,Condamine e
60 Hawkns William, Toowoomba v 148 Humphrey G. R., Brisbane u k
61 Hawkins George, Toowoomba c 149 Hunt -, Redbank Plains c
62 Haws P., Ipswich c 150 Hunt Richard William, Maryborough e
63 Hayden Peter, Ipswich s a 151 Hunt W., Redbank Plains
64 Hayes Denis, Planet Downs s 152 Hunter Charles, Bundi Station e
65 Hayes H., Rockhampton c 153 Hunter George, Ipswich-0
66 Hayes Joseph, Yandilla u k 154 Hunter G., Brisbane s
67 Hayes James, Brisbane c 155 Hunter John, Brisbane o
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156 Hunter J. M.  A., Brisbane c 25 Kendry Mrs. Mary, Brisbane c
157 Hunter William, Calliope n z 26 Kenedy James, Turner's Creek o
158 Huntingdon James, Brisbane c 27 Kenedy James A., Brisbane u k
159 Huntley John, Brisbane u k 28 Kenedy Robert, Brisbane c
160 Hurley Miss, Toowoomba c 29 Kenny John, Brisbane u k
161 Hurley John, Toowoomba s 30 Kenny Thomas, Maryborough e
162 Hurst Joel, Gladstone s a 31 Kenoully Michael, Toowoomba s
163 Hursthouse Samuel, Ipswich u k 32 Kent , Brisbane u k
164 Hutchins F., Ipswich u k 32 Kent Charles, Toowoomba c
165 Hutchinson and Co., Coorni Paroo River c 34 Kent John G., Brisbane u k
166 Hutton David, Brisbane u k 35 Keohane D., Ipswich u k
167 Hyland James, Toowoomba c 36 Kerr Miss Eliza J., Brisbane u k
37 Kerr Francis Brisbane u kI. and J. 38
,
Kerr Robert, Tower Hill c
1 IBAGE Thomas, Brisbane u k 39 Kewin Patrick, Brisbane u k
2 Ibberson J., Brisbane u k 40i Keep William, Oxley c3 lees Mrs., Ipswich 41 Kilburn Mrs. Kate Ipswich u k
4 Ingram John, Toowoomba c i 42
,
Kilderkin Mary Ellen, Brisbane m
5 Ireland Richard, u k 43 Kilcullen Edward, Ipswich c
6 Iley Farmar, Brisbane u k 44 Killeen Patrick, Brisbane u k
7 JACK John, Maryborough c 45 Kilmartin J., Toowoomba c
8 Jackson James, Ipswich o 46 Kilmartin Patt, Toowoomba in
9 Jackson Thomas, Maryborough c 47 Kinchela Eugene, Maryborough c
10 Jager -,'Brisbane c 48 King Mrs., Ipswich u k
11 James Henry, Maryborough c 49 King Miss, Brisbane u k
12 James Michael, Brisbane c 50 King Thomas, Brisbane u k (2)
13 James William Henry, Brisbane m 51 King William, Ipswich u k (4)
14 Jardine John, Brisbane c (5) 52 Kinsey Thomas, Ipswich c
15 Jaume Francis, Brisbane s 53 Kitzer Mrs., s
16 Jeacock, James Alfred, Brisbane u k 54 Klatt Caries, Brisbane f
17 Jelren C. H., Brisbane u k 55 Kleuker Fr., Planet Downs c
18 Jeffreys George, Maryborough c 56 Knight Festing C., 'Maryborough c
19 Jenkins James, Brisbane c 57 Knight Robert, Brisbane o c
20 Jeremy Peter, Toowoomba s 58 Knox E. and M. C. Stephens, Whiteside o c
21 Jerberg Herg, Toowoomba c 59 Kosminsky Joseph, Brisbane c (2)
22 Jewell Mrs. H., Ipswich o 60 Kruse H., Brisbane f
23 Jing Ching Ling (Chinaman) Brisbane s. 61 Krause John, Toowoomba f
24 Johnson Edward, Dalby c 62 Kretschmar Ambrosius, Dalby c
25 Johnson George, Planet Downs s 63 Kubach Karl, Toowoomba s
26 I swich oJohnson James
27
, p
Johnson John, Ipswich c L,
28 Johnson John, Brisbane c 1 LACK Edward A., Maryborough c
29 Johnson Thomas, Oxley c 2 La Combre William, Brisbane u k
30 Johnson William, Maryborough o c (2) 3 Lafontaine Augustus, Toowoomba c
31 Johnston Mrs., Ipswich in 4 Lamb H. V., Lockyer's Creek c
32 Johnstone  -,  Oxley c 5 Lamer John, Toowoomba c
33 Johnstone Mrs., Brisbane u k 6 Lambert Thomas, Ipswich n z
34 Johnston  -,  Brisbane u k 7 Lamon Daniel, Ipswich u k
35 Johnston Abraham, Barcoo c 8 Lamont James, Maryborough c
36 Johnston Mrs. A., Tomoo c 9 Landa H., Ipswich c
37 Johnston Frederick, Toowoomba s 10 Landrigan Michael, Maryborough c
38 Johnston James, Toowoomba c 11 Landrigan Patrick, Maryborough c
39 Johnston, John, Brisbane o c 12 Lane Benjamin, Toowoomba c'
40 Johnston Miss Matilda, Ipswich c 13 Langdon Miss J., Ipswich u k
41 Jones Mr., Brisbane c 14 Langston M., Brisbane u k
42 Jones D., Brisbane c 15 Larkin James, Brisbane u k
43 Jones G., Ipswich c 16 Larkin Patrick, Maryborough c
44 Jones G. Joseph, Roma c 17 Lary James, Brisbane u k
45 Jones Henry, Wallan c 18 Last  -,  s
46 Jones John, Coorangah c 19 Lathan John, Maryborough c
47 Jones Lewis, Redbank Plains c 20 Launder Geo., Brisbane u k (2)
48 Joseph  -,  Brisbane c 21 Lawrence Thomas, Brisbane c
22 Lawton James, Ipswich c
K. 23 Leake H., Brisbane c
1 KANE  -,  Gowrie Road c 24 Lear George, Brisbane c
2 Kane James, Toowoomba c 25 Leary Henry, Ipswich s
3 Kartling George, Toowoomba c 26 Leary James, Ipswich u k (2)
4 Kavanagh Edward, Maryborough c 27 Lebher Conrad, Boggo Road c
5 Kavanagh Patrick, Brisbane u k 28 Leboanft Christian, Ipswich s a
6 Kavanagh P. H., Brisbane u k 29 Lee John, Brisbane f
7 Keatinge Miss, Brisbane u k 30 Lee Thorpe, Maryborough c
8 Keays Margaret, Toowoomba o 31 Leech Mrs., Brisbane c
9 Keefe Peter, Toowoomba c 32 Leech Thomas, Fountain's Camp c
10 Keele Dudley John, Inkerman s 33 Leeder W., Ipswich s
11 Kegan Philip, Brisbane u k 34 Le Galley Jas., Brisbane u k
12 Kellet R., Waterston c (2) 35 Leibinger L., Brisbane c
13 Kelly  -,  Gowrie Road c 36 Leighton Geo., Calliope o
14 Kelly Bernard, Laidley s 37 Leipsin , Gowrie Road c
15 Kelly F. A. Gore, Brucedale o e 38 Leitram John, Maryborough c
16 Kelly Catherine, Brisbane o 39 Lemon Daniel, Ipswich u k
17 Kelly Charles, Maryborough e (3) 40 Leonard Ellen, Brisbane u k
18 Kelly D., Ipswich a 41 Leuthwaite John, Maryborough a
19 Kelly Felix, Toowoomba u k .42 Leverry James, Ipswich c
20 Kelly John, Forest Vale s 43 Lewis and Co., Ipswich s
21 Kelly Thomas, Brisbane u k 44 Lewis Henry, Ipswich c
22 Kelly Thomas, Maryborough e 45 Lewis Henry, Brisbane u k
23 Kemp E., Talgai c and m (2) 46 Lewis John, Ballard's Camp u k
24 Kendall Edward, Jimbour i4 47 Lewis W. E;, Brisbane u k
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48 Leytham Robt., Maryborough c 56 Maling -, Toowoomba c
49 Lindsay John, Dalby c 57 Merton A., Gatton c
50 Lindsay Robt., Maryborough c 58 Meyenberg F., Brisbane e
51 Lindsey Wm., Warra Warra-e 59 Meylon Danl., Toowoomba c
52 Li t V l 2J h F 60 Brisbane o clMi hne e c ( )o n, ores a ,aec
53 Linklater Wm., Boyne Diggings c 61 Millar --, Brisbane c (2)
54 Locke John, Toowoomba c 62 Millar James, Brisbane c
55 Lockwood -, Basin Pocket c -63 Miller G., Condamine u k
56 Logan Archibald, Rockhampton u k 64 Miller James, Toowoomba o e
57 Logan Miss Eliza, Maryborough s 65 Miller John, Brisbane, u k
58 Lonergan Oliver J., Maryborough c 66 Miller Robert, u k
59 Lonergan Miss C., Brisbane a 67 Miller George, Wallumbilla c
60 Loney Robert, Toowoomba c 68 Mills Rubina, Brisbane o c
61 Lonsdale Robt., Toowoomba u k (2) 69 Mills Thos., Ipswich u k
62 Lord Samuel, Planet Downs u k 70 Milne T. Fredk., Cardwell c (6)
63 Lorenzer Friedrich, Toowoomba c (2) 71 Milner Jas., Maryborough c
64 Louch Mados, Maryborough c 72 Mimms Win., Toowoomba c
65 Longran J. Luke, Brisbane u k and s (2) 73 Minim Jas., Ipswich 
66 Love James, Brisbane o c 74 Miner Mary, Ipswich e
67 Lowe J. C., Darby c 75 Mitchell Geo., Brisbane c
68 Lowther -, Jirnbour c 76 Moebs Peter, Maryborough c (2)
69 Lucas John, Maryborough c (2) 77 Moen, James, Brisbane c
70 Lucas It., Brisbane u k 78 Mohr. John, Maryborough c
71 Lucas Robert, Roma c 79 Moher William, Logan c
72 Lynch -, Ipswich c 80 Mollan Mrs., Ipswich c
73 Lynch E., Brisbane c 81 Molloy Maria, Brisbane e
74 Lynch Patrick, Coranga c 82 Monaghan Frank, Ipswich c
75 Lynch Thomas, Forest Vale c 83 Monahan Thomas, Toowoomba c
76 Lyons Thos. B., Brisbane s 84 Monkhouse Chas. E., Brisbane u k
77 Lyons W., Brisbane c 85 Monson John, Brisbane u k
86 Montford Jos Brisbane cX. 87
.,
Moon David, Ipswich c
1 MADDEN Thos., Drayton Road c 88 Mooney Ann, Brisbane u k
2 Maffey John, Ipswich c 89 Moore E. 0., Mt. Alexander s
3 Maglone John, Ipswich c 90 Moore John, Maryborough c (2)
4 Maguire Maria, Cooper's Camp c 91 Moore Patk., Brisbane u k
5 Maguire -, Brisbane c 92 Moore Walter Hy., Brisbane u k
6 Maguire Peter, Myall Downs c 93 Mores Thos. Bromley, Ipswich c
7 Maher Jas., Maryborough e 94 Moorland Chas., Maryborough c
8 Mahon arm., Maryborough c 95 Moran Edward, Toowoomba c (2)
9 Mahoney ,! as., Maryborough c 96 Morey E., Mitchel Downs c
10 Mahoney John, Maryborough c 97 Morgan Edward, Lockyer's Creek u k
11 Mahor Mary, Brisbane u k 98 Morgan George, Clifton c
12 Malcolm John Maryborough c 99 Morris Chas. S., Laidley n z
13 Malone John, Maryborough c 100 Morris R., Ipswich c
14 Maltby -, Planet Downs c 101 Morris Robt., Brisbane u k
15 Malrin James, Brisbane c 102 Morris Thos., Gladstone s
16 Manfuli Hiram, Brisbane u k 103 Morison Miss, Brisbane n k (3)
17 Mann Patrick, Uralla c
-104Morison Emily, Brisbane u k
18 Manson Thomas, Brisbane u k 105 Morrison Fredk., Roma e
19 Marchant It., Toowoomba c 106 Morrison Kenneth, Maryborough ci
20 Marini Frank, Laidley o. 107 Morrow George, Ipswich u k
21 Marks -, Mongool c 108 Mortimore Geo., Cumkillinbah c
22 Markwell (photographer), Brisbane c 109 Mourche Otto, Brisbane f
23 Marra Dan, Toowoomba c 110 Moxham R., Toowoomba c
24 Marshall (auctioneer), Brisbane c 111 Moylen Thos., Greenbank c
25 Marshall Alex. E., Ipswich c 112 Muldoon J., Condamine c
26 Marshall Bichd. P., Marvborough c 113 Mufl'ey John, Toowoombah c
27 Martin -, One-mile Bridge c 114 Muirhead John, Elgin Downs o
28 Martin George, Knebworth and Barcoo s 115 Mullins Wm., Toowoombah c
and c (3) 116 Mullhall Joseph, Brisbane u k
29 Martin George, Maryborough c (2) 117 Mulkoney John, Maryborough c
30 Martin Jas (hawker), Ipswich c 118 Munrow -, Toowoombah e
31 Martin Patrick, Mary River c 119 Murdock John, Ipswich c
32 Martin Robert, Ipswich u k 120 Murley Jas , Brisbane s
33 Martin Robert, Toowoomba e 121 Murn Jas., Toowoomba in
34 Martin W. C., Walangi o 122 Murphy D., Brisbane c
35 Martin Win., Tinana c 123 Murphy Daniel, Ipswich c
36 Marwedel and Go., Toowoomba c 124 Murphy George, Ipswich u k
37 Mason Wm., Maryborough e 125 Murphy John, Ipswich c
38 Mason Wm. Bonie, Brisbane u k 126 Murphy John, Ipswich u k
39 Massey John, Brisbane c 127 Murphy William, Lansdown in.
40 Massori Pietro, Maryborough c
-128 Murray Alice, Walloon o
41 Matthews J., Wallumbilla c 129 Murray Chas., Planet Creek c
42 Matthews Win., Laidley c 130 Murray D. G., Brisbane c
43 Maxwell Jno., Ipswich c 131 Murray John, Condamine c
44 Mayns H. A., Brisbane u k (2) 132 Murray C., Brisbane c
45 Mayne Richd., Brisbane u k 133 Murray Joseph, Brisbane t
46 Mayo Jno, Springsure c (2) 134 Musgrave George, Talgai u k
47 Meany Patk., Maryborough e 185 Minlne Thos., Brisbane u k
48
49
Meara D., Toowoomba c (2)
Meeks W., Bulimba o c No.
50 Meikle James, Brisbane o c 1 McALBEE John,  Brisbane s
51 Meissner Herman, Brisbane o c (2) 2 McAllister P., Brisbane c
52 Mellifont Thos., James' Downs Station u k 3 McAllister Peter, Maryborough c
53 Melville Thos., Brisbane u k 4 McAlpin Henry, Maryborough c
54 Menary Joseph, Brisbane u k- 5 McBennett -, Mort Estate c
55 Meanie .lames, Calliope c 6. McBride Edmund, Maryborough c
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7 McCann Francis, Roma c 3 Naughton John, Maryborough c
8 McCarthy Charles, Maryborough c 4 Nawhans John, Brisbane c
9 McCarthy Daniel, Brisbane c 5 Naumann John, Burrandowan f
10 McCloy Robert, Brisbane c 6 Neaves John, Toowoomba o
11 McClure Anne, Brisbane u k 7 Neil Bleiney, Maryborough c
12 McConochie David, Brisbane f and u k (2) 8 Neilly Mrs., Brisbane c
13 McCormack S., Ipswich c (2) 9 Nelson Elizabeth, Brisbane o c
14 McCubbin Peter, Maryborough c 10 Nelson Henry Arthur, Brisbane u k
15 McCubbin S., Toowoomba c 11 Neuss W., Brisbane s
16 McCullum Archibald, Murrillo c 12 Newell Thomas, Brisbane u k
17 McCulloch Samuel, Maryborough c 13 Newson Mrs., Brisbane c
18 McDermott Mrs., Brisbane s (2) . 14 Newton  -,  Ipswich e
19 McDermott Captain J. J., Brisbane s 15 Neylon Catherine, Brisbane c
20 McDonnel  -,  Brisdane e 16 Neylon Eliza, Brisbane u k
21 McDonald Alex, Brisbane c 17 Nicol Andrew, Brisbane s
22 McDonald Anne, Ipswich c 18 Neilson James, Brisbane a k
23 McDonald Bernard, Gatton c 19 Nimmo John, Ipswich u k
24 McDonald Edward, Roma c 20 Nisson and Fossett, Barcoo c23McDonald Jas., Ipswich c 21 Nixon Robert, Toowoomba c
26 McDonald John, Pine Mountain c 22 Noble John, Ipswich u k
27 McDonald John Toowoomba c 23 Nolan Miss A Buli b C k
28
,
McDonald J.  M.-G., Feramba e 24 m., a ree cNolan Mrs. Ellen, Brassal c
29 McDonald Peter, Brisbane c 25 Nolan Hugh, Ipswich c
30 McDonnell J., Brisbane c 26 Nolan Michael, Maryborough c
31 McDowell Jas., Oxley c 27 Norbury William, Brisbane u k
32 McElroy Patk., Brisbane s 28 Norrie William, Brisbane s
33 McFadden Robt, Bin Bin u k 29 North Mrs., Ipswich c
34 McFarlane, Mungwyndah c (2) 30 North William, Maryborough c (2)
35 McFarlane Anne, Brisbane c 31 Nott William, Dalby s
36 McGee and Dougherty, Logan c 32 Nugent E., Wallan o
37 McGibbon Jessee, Brisbane u k 33 Nugent Michael, Brisbane c
38 DalbMcGrath Phillip cy, 039 McGray Barnard Toowoomba c .
40
41
,
McGuiniss Thos., Maryborough c
Toowoomba cMcGuire G.
1I 2 O AKE S John, Brisbane cO'Brien Bridget, Ipswich u k (2)
'42
,
McGuire Mary Ipswich u k 3 O Brien James, Dalby c
43
,
McGuire Philip, Toowoomba s 4 O'Brien James, Brisbane c
'44 Brisbane cMcMachan  - 5 Brien John, Maryborough e (2)O
45
,
Ipswich u kMcHugh James 6 O'Brien Denis, Brisbane u k, 7 O'Brien Denis Toowoomba c46 Mclnnerney Daniel, Toowoomba c (3) 8
,
O'Brien Michael Mar borou h c47
48
McIntyre Catherine, Brisbane u k
Condamine cMcfntosh Donald 9
, y g
O'Brien Patrick, Maryborough c
'49
,
Chincrall it kMackay Elizabeth 10 O Brien Timothy, Maryborough c
'50
,
Toowoomba inMackay John 11 O Callaghan D., Toowoomba c
51
,
Barcoo o cMackay John 12 O'Callaghan Michael, Toowoomba e
'52
,
Brisbane sMackay William 13 Connell John, Dalby cO
'
, 14 Connell RedmondO Maryborough c53 McKeig G. F., Brisbane n z (2) I ,
'54 Ipswich mMcKelve A. 15 O Connor Mrs., Brisbane o c and m (2)
'55
,.
Brisbane u kMcKenna John 16 O Connor Bridget, Ipswicli u k
'56
,
Yandilla cMcRenny 17 Connor James, Brisbane cO
'57
,
Brisbane u kMcKenrie Donald 18 Donnell D., Brisbane sO
'58
,
Toowoomba cMackenzie John 19 Donnell James, Maryborough eO
'
,
TJ Ek i bM 20 Donolan James, Brisbane u kO59
60
oowoom a s. .,enz eac
Toowoomba cMackie Robert 21 O'Dougherty  -,  Bowen Bridge e
'61
,
Maryborough cMcKinley Charles 22 Heir James, Toowoomba cO
'62
,
Ipswich cMcKisach  - 23 Keeffe Arthur, Dalby cO
''63
,
Clermont mMcLane Mrs. 24 Keell e Thomas, Dalby cO
'64
,
Toowoomba eMcLaren George 25 O Keef J., Ipswich c
'65
,
Brisbane u kMcLaughlin John 26 Kell Patrick, Mary River cO
'66
,
Brisbane o cMcNeish Isabella H. N. 27 Loghlin John, Womblebank s aO
'67
,
Ipswich cMcLellan Isabella 28 Loughlin John, Brisbane oO
68
,
Brisbane u kMcLeod Wm. 29 Olney William, Brisbane c
'69
,
(of Laidley) Brisbane o cMcLeod Mrs. 30 Maley Patrick, Maryborough cO
'70
,
McMahon Timothy, Brisbane c (2) 3132
O Meally Patrick, Maryborough e
O'Neil  - Brisbane o c71 ToowoombaMcMann Thomas ,
'72
,
Mitchell District o cMeManers John 33 Neil George, Ipswich u kO
'73
,
Maryborough cMcMeechan Andrew 34 O Neil Patrick, Brisbane c
'74,
,
Brisbane cMcMelton Miss 35 Neil Michael, Brisbane cO
75
,
Maryborough cMcMillan Andrew 36 Oram Joseph, Brisbane u k
76
,
Ipswich cMcMurphy ----- 37 Ormsby Gore, Monduran u k77 , Gatton sMcNaughton Wm. 38 Osborn John, Brisbane u k
78
,
Ipswich mMcNeill Archy 39 Osborne Robert, Mooresland u k
'79
,
Ipswich cMcNeillie A. 40 Sullivan Mrs. Mary, Brisbane u kO
'80
,
McNeillie W. and Alex., Ipswich u k 41 Sullivan Roger, Toowoomba cO
'81 Brisbane o cMcNeilly Alex. 42 Toole James, Maryborough .cO
82
,
McNeilly Thomas, Toowoomba s 43 Otto Thomas, Gladstone c
83 McNeish Dr., Roma c 44 Owens Miss, Brisbane u k45 Owen Frederick J., Dalby u k (2)84 McNelly (plasterer), Brisbane s 46 Owen Henry Maryborough e85 Brisbane o cMcNickle Bridget ,
86
,NePherson -,  Toowoomba c (2) 47 Owens S., Ipswich s
87 McPherson Alex. B., Toowoomba s P.
88 McQueen Phillip, Toowoomba c 1 PAGE Mrs., Brisbane u k
89 McRa. Webster, Toowoomba o c 2 Page Joseph, Clifton c
90 McRea Donald, Toowoomba c 3 Page Thomas, Clermont e
91 McSweeney John, Maryborough e 4 Page Thomas (pensioner), Brisbane s
N. 5 Palmer Arthur H., Bungill c
1 NAAN Jonn, Eurella c 6 Palmer Samuel, Toowoomba c
2 Nathan Geo. Wallis, Peak Vale s 7 Panton J., Clermont c
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8 Parrott :. ,  Brisbane e 18 Reid John ,  Toowoomba u k
9 Park Wm .,  Condamine c 19 Reidy Mrs., Brisbane m
10 Parker H., Bareoo o 20 Reilly Chris .,  Ipswich o
11 Parkes Wm., Condamine c 21 Reilly Patrick ,  Brisbane u k
12 Painham Wn., Brisbane u k 22 Rei lly Patrick ,  Maryborough c
13 Parry R .  R., Brisbane u k and n z (2) 23 Rei lly Owen ,  Maryborough c
14 Pursel Joel,  Ipswich c 24 Revel Mrs .,  Toowoomba c
15 Pasher Mrs ,, Bulimha o e 25 Reynolds Edwards ,  Brisbane c
16 Patrick Frederick ,  Brisbane u k. 26 Rhind Charles, Brisbane u k (2)
17 Patten Alfred , Roma c (2) 27 Rhodes  -,  Brisbane c
18 Patten A., Condamine c 28 Rhodes James ,  Forest Vale c
19 Patterson J., Brisbane e 29 Richards Thomas, Brisbane u  it
20 Patterson Richard, Ipswich u k 30 Richards ,  J., Cumkillinbar c
21 Patterson Robert, Brisbane u k 31 Richards John, Brisbane u k
22 Pattison Selby, Maryborough e 32 Richardson A. H., Cymoo c
23 Pauley W., Brisbane c 33 Richardson Wm., Ipswich u k (3)
24 Payne George ,  Brisbane o e 34 Riley Patrick ,  Maryborough c
25 Payne John, Toow-ooynba c 35 Rimstone John ,  Brisbane u k
26 ,  Brisbane cPearce 36 Ring Denis ,  Maryborough c
27
_
Pearce Richard, Brisbane m 37 Ring James, Springsure s
28 Pearl Mrs .  Charles, Ipswich u k (2) 38 Roberts Charles, Brisbane u k
29 Peirce David, Condamine o c 39 Robert G. (farmer),  Brisbane u  it
30 Peirceson Charles ,  Toowoomba s 40 Roberts G. (blacksmith ),  Roma c
31 Pendar Michael, Roam e 41 Roberts J. Archibald ,  Brisbane u  it
32 Penns Edward ,  Ipswich s a 42 Roberts James, Brisbane m
33 Percival  Mrs. E.,  Sandgate e 43 Roberts H. L., Brisbane u  it
34 Peters Alexander ,  Brisbane u k 44 Roberts Louis, Ipswich c
35 Pfitzenmaier Sehan, Brisbane o (2) 45 Roberts-Wi lliam ,  Brisbane u k
36 Phair Mrs .,  Ipswich o. 46 Robertson Masewell, Brisbane f
37 Phair Edward ,  Newton o 47 Robertson H., Drayton e
38 Phelan Michael ,  Maryborough c 48 Robinson  (auctioneer ),  Dalby c
39 Phelan W., Gatton c 49 Robinson G. Y., Ipswich u k
40 Phil lipe D. M., Calliope c 50 Robinson S. P., Gooranga a
41 Phil lips Charles, Mary-borough e 51 Robinson Thomas, Brisbane c
42 Phillips George, Maryborough c 52 Robinson Wi lliam, Jingi c
43 Phi llips John ,  Maryborough c 53 Robson Frederick John ,  Rockhampton u  it
44 Phillips Manny, Ipswich s 54 Rocke John ,  Maryborough e
45 Pigott P. J., Trisbane c 55 Roebuck Joseph ,  Maryborough c
46 Pilkington George ,  Brisbane u k 56 Rogers W., Ipswich c
47 Pillevuit Louis, Gladstone s 57 Romp Conrad ,  Planet Downs c
48 Pistorius Frederick ,  Maryborough c 58 Ronan Patrick ,  Maryborough c
49 Pierce Ponder, Maryborough c 59 Rooney Jacob, Maryborough c
50 Poole John ,  Maryborough c 60 Rose Frederick ,  Toowoomba c
51 Porter Mrs., Brisbane c 61 Rose W., Brisbane c
52 Porter Richard, Brisbane m 62 Rosh John ,  Maryborough c
53 Potter Richard, Brisbane u  it 63 Ross Robert ,  Ipswich c
54 Poulden F. G., Ipswich u  it 64 Rowe Chris .,  Franklin Vale c
55 Powe ll John ,  Highfield n z 65' Bowling A., Brisbane s
56 Power Charles ,  Maryborough c 66 Bowling Daniel ,  Calliope s
57 Power James ,  Toowoomba c -67 Bowling J., Brisbane s
58 Porter F., Ipswich c 68 Rowse Henry ,  Maryborough m
59 Power M .  J. L., Ipswich o c 69 Rowse Mary, Maryborough n z
60 Powers J. J., Ipswich c 70 Rowson S. G. H., Toowoomba u k
61 Price E .  H., Barron River s 71 Roy John ,  Calliope o
62 Power Wm .,  Toowoomba u k 72 Roylance Thomas ,  Toowoomba c
63 Price F., Lingi c 73 Ruff John ,  Toowoomba c
64 Primrose Henry, Ipswich s 74 Russell  -,  Brisbane c
65 Pritchard George, Brisbane u  it 75 Russell Charles ,  Brisbane c
66 Probert Ambrose ,  Gatton e 76 Rutsey Charles, Peak Downs s
67 Provan I?avill ,  Bigge's Camp n z 77 Ryan  -,  Toowoomba c (2)
68 Pentie John .  Rolston c 78 Ryan Widow ,  Brisbane u  it
69 Pyne Patrick, Maryborough c 79 Ryan James , I pswich c
80 Ryan James ,  Brisbane c
1 Warrill Creek cQUILNER John, 81 Ryan Jeremiah ,  Bandambah c
2
_,
Quinlan Margaret ,  Brisbane, u  it 82 Ryan John ,  Undullah c
3
.
Ipswich u  kQuinn Bridget 83 Ryan . John ,  Maryborough c
4
,
Brisbane u kQuinn Catherine 84 Ryan M .,  Brisbane c, 85 Ryan Miss Mary Brisbane c5 Quinn Patrick ,.  Brisbane u. k- 86
,
Ryan Michael ,  Toowoomba s6 Quinn Thomas ,,Naryboroughc 87 Ryan Patt ,  Liverpool Range c
R. 88 Ryan Patrick ,  Toowoomba o c
hRADDY J 89 R Phi lli T '1 o n s p,yan urner s Creek u k
2 Ralph Joseph ,  Brisbane u k (2) 90 Ryan Silvester ,  Dalby c
3 Ramsay D :,  Toowoomba, c 91 Ryan Thomas ,  Brisbane u k
4 Ramsay Francis ,  Brisbane u k 92 Ryan Thomas ,  Carnarvon Station c
5 Raphael Mrs., Brisbane o 93 Ryan Thomas ,.  Brisbane u k
6 Rabach Frederick ,  Ipswich c 94 Ryansmith George, Brisbane c
7 Ratcli $'  H., Calliope c 95 Ryland John ,.  Undullah o
8 Maryborough ,  cRathall Robert
9
,
Rawling Wm .,  Toowoomba c S.
10 Rea John ,  Toowoomba c 1 SALE . W., Roma, c
11 Read A .,  Brisbane s. 2 Salmon Chris .,  Maryborough c
12 Reading James ,  Maryborough c 3 Salzman.-F., Brisbane s
13 Rebora L., Planet Downs c 4 Samson H .,  Brisbane u k
14 Reeve .  Charles . John, Brisbane u k 5 Samppson ,  Henry ,  Brisbane u  it
15 Regan George ,  Ipswich u k 6 Satcli$e Henry ,  Maryborough c
16 Reichard Wm., lpswich t 7 Saull J. T .,  Ipswich u k
17 Reid James ,  Ipswich u  it 8 Savage James, Toowoomba c
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9 Savage Patrick, Toowoomba c
10 Seals John, Roma c
11 Scales John, Myall Downs e
12 Scarritt Charles, Maryborough c
13 Scharnweber Miss Mary, Ipswich c
14 Schmidt Mrs., Brisbane o c
15 Schmidt John, Toowoomba c
16 Schmidt L., Tiereyboo c
17 Schroeter Julius, Roma s (2)
18 Schull  -,  Rosalie Plains c
-19  Scott , Planet Downs c
20 Scott Adam, Maryborough e
21 Scott Charles, Toowoomba c
22 Scott David, Brisbane c
23 Scott James, Brisbane c
24 Scott John, Ipswich c
25 Scowen S. P., Brisbane e
20 Scott Thomas, Upper Mary c
27 Scott Wm., Wallah c
28 Scriven James, Brisbane s a
29 Scully Miss Maria, Brisbane u k
30 Scully P., Toowoomba c
31 Scully Wm., Maryborough e
32 Searley T., Toowoomba e
33 Seed James, Brisbane u k
34 Seiffert J., Toowoomba c
35 Selby R. J., Toowoomba c
36 Seragutt Charl de, Toowoomba f
37 Settell W., Maryborough c (2)
38 Sewell John, Maryborough c
39 St. George Francis, Maryborough e
40 Shakelton James, Brisbane c .
41 Shanahan Patrick, Laidley o c
42 Sharp Wm., Brisbane u k
43 Sharp W., Brisbane c
44 Sharpe Mrs. E., Toowoomba s
45 Shaughnessey Thos., Condamine c
46 Shaw Thos. Wilks, Brisbane u k
47 Shea John, Pine Mountain c (2)
48 Sheaffe R. H.; Brisbane c
49 Sheehan W., Brisbane e
50 Sheehan Miss Mary, Brisbane c
51 Sheen Lawrence, Toowoomba u k
52 Shepard George; Gladstone s
53 Sense Samuel, Ipswich o
54 Shanahan Denis, Ipswich u k
55  Shepherd  -,  Drayton 
56 Sherson P., Brisbane c
57 Shonwood J. H., Ipswich c
58 Shirley Thos., Brisbane u k
59 Short John, Ipswich c
60 Short W., Redbank c
61 Shute John, Brisbane c
62 Siegner F. W., Chesterton c
63 Simmonds W., Brisbane u k
64 Simmons Joseph, Maryborough c
65 Simpson Alexander, Brisbane in
66 Simpson Charles, Roma u k
67 Simpson E. A., Brisbane in and s (2)
68 Simpson Isaac, Laidley c
69 Simson Robert, Toowoomba e
70 Simson W. P., Cambridge Downs s
71 Sinclair Charles, Yandilla in
72 Singleton Charles, Ipswich c
73 Sisson A., Brisbane c
74 Skehin Cornelius, Roma c
75 Skinner Mrs., Brisbane u k
76 Skinner Curtis, Brisbane u k (2)
77 Slade Philip, Brisbane c
78 Slevin Thomas, Brisbane u k
79 Smarte William, Toowoomba c
80 Smith  -,  Wivenhoe, c
81 Smith , Brisbane c
82 Smith --, Toowoomba c
83 Smith Arthur F., Brisbane n z and n k (2)
84 Smith B., Brisbane c
85 Smith C. S. Winwood, Mount Flinders u k
86 Smith Charles, Brisbane o (2)
87 Smith Corporal, Brisbane c
88 Smith E., Clermont o
89 Smith G., Brisbane u k
90 Smith George, Brisbane c
91 Smith George, Boyne Diggings c
92 Smith George, Maryborough c (2)
93 Smith H. M., Condamine c
94 Smith James, Brisbane c
95 Smith James, Toowoomba e
96 Smith John, Taroom c
97 Smith John, (carrier) Ipswich c (3)
98 Smith J. T., Ipswich c (2)
99 Smith Mary Ann, Ipswich c
100 Smyth Matthew, Clermont c
101 Smith Patrick, Maryborough c
102 Smith Richard, Clermont o
103 Smith R. J., Town Marie c
104 Smith Thomas, Brisbane c and u k (2)
105 Smith William, Wivenhoe c
106 Smith William, Planet Downs c
107 Smith William Jos., Brisbane s and u k (2)
108 Smithers J., Ipswich c
109 Smythe H., Toowoomba s
110 Soames , Brisbane c
111 Soan Peter, Toowoomba o
112 Soils Henry, Brisbane s
113 Sommer Johanne, Toowoomba s
114 Song John, Condamine c
115 Sonneborn Emil, Brisbane f
116 Sparks G. and E., s
117 Spence William, (plumber) Brisbane u k
118 Spinks R. G., Ipswich u k
119 Spode W. I3., Oxley o
120 Spohr Louis, Maryborough c
121 Stamm Louis, Milton c
122 Stanbridge J. B., Mitchell Downs s (2)
123 Stanley J., Brisbane c
124 Stanton Michael, Maryborough c (2)
125 Steadford William, Brisbane o c
126 Steele Miss Sarah, Brisbane u k (2)
127 Steele James, Gladstone c
128 Steffins C. F., Jimbour o
129 Stevenson George, Springsure u k
130 Stevenson James, Bowen u k
131 Stevenson Peter, Ipswich c (2)
132  'Stevenson Dr. W.  If.,  Ipswich o c
133 Stewart Bessie Ann, Ipswich c
134 Stewart D. T., Brisbane o e
135 Stewart James, Mary River c
136 Stewart John, (blacksmith) Brisbane c
137. Stewart Peter, Ipswich c
138 Stewart William, Ipswich e
139 Stooks John, Toowoomba u k
140 Stone John, Springsure u k
141 Stone Philip, Brisbane s (2)
142 Stratford Charles, Gladstone c
143 Struthers William (schooner "Sea Breeze ") c
144 Stumbles William, Brisbane,s
145 Styles William, Toowoomba c (2)
146 Sullivan Cornelius, Maryborough c
147 Sullivan P., Ipswich c
148 Sullivan Peter, Bogo c
149 Sullyn Michael, Maryborough e
150 Summerfield B., Ipswich u k (2)
151 Surraghan James, Maryborough c
152 Sutherland John, Brisbane e
153 Suthers Bennett, Brisbane u k
154 Suttling , Brisbane c
155 Sutton F. E., Dalby c
156 Swanborough Jas., Maryborough c
157 Stratham Robt., Maryborough c
158 Sweet Joseph, Brisbane u k
159 Sweetman Mrs. Jane, Brisbane u k
160 Swieten J., Toowoomba c
161 Swift Bernard, Toowoomba c
162 Swift Elizabeth, Toowoomba c
163 Swinborne C., Brisbane c
164 Sykes Thomas, Brisbane u k
165 Sylfleish , One-mile Swamp o c
166 Syvret Jas., Ipswich u k.
T.
I TAMBLING Mrs., Ipswich c
2 Tandy Michael, Rockhampton u k
3 Taylor Arthur, Brisbane u k
4 Taylor , Brisbane c
5 Te La , Cumkillinbar c
6 Tetfor John, Brisbane u k
7 Tuney David, Brisbane c
8 Thomas Alfred, Dalby c
9 Thomas George, Toowoomba u k
10 Thomas H., Telegraph Gap c
11 Thomas William, Brisbane u k
12 Thomas Mr. W. J.. Brisbane u k
13 Thompson Mrs., Maryborough c
14 Thompson A., Brisbane c
15 Thomson  -,  Mount Abundance u k
16 Thomas O. T., Little Liverpool o
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17 Thompson D., Ipswich s 41 Weeler Henry, Toowoomba c
18 Thompson James, Maryborough c (2) 42 Weever,  Thomas, Dalby c
19 Thompson John. Ipswich u k 43 Wehr J. A .,  Condamine c
20 Thomson John ,  Maryborough  e- 44 Weiber John ,  Maryborough c21Thompson John, Maryborough c (3) 45 Weir Robert ,  Dalby u k
22 Thomson John ,  Brisbane u k 46 Weir John ,  Condamine c
23 Thomson William ,  Tieryboo c (2) 47 Wellear Henry ,  Toowoomba c
24 Thomson William ,  Mount Abundance u k 48 Wells F. and B., Brisbane u k
25 Thorn George ,  Maryborough c 49 Welton Mrs., Brisbane c
26 Thorogood W. J., Ipswich u k 50 Wenham  ,  Moreton Bay o c
27 Thorpe Henry A .,  Brisbane u k and f (3) 51 Wenham J .,  Toowoomba e (2)
28 Thwaits William, Ipswich a 52 Westcott Joseph ,  Toowoomba u k
29 Thwarta John, Brisbane c 53 Westphall  -,  Brisbane c
30 Tierman Patrick ,  Maryborough e 54 Weyman John ,  Toowoomba u k
31 Tierney Michael ,  Brisbane u k 55 Whannel Herbert, Maryborough c
32 Tierney P., Leyburn c 56 Wheeler Henry ,  Toowoomba c
33 Tighi Owen ,  Maryborough c 57 Wheeler R., Ipswich u k (2)
34 Tunmale John G., Toowoomba c 58 Whereat Isaac, Brisbane u k
35 Timon John ,  Maryborough c 59 White Charles, Laidley s
36 Tiney W., Planet Downs c 60 White Jonathan ,  Brisbane u k
37 Titmash William ,  Toowoomba c 61 White Patt, Toowoomba c
38 Tobin John ,  Ipswich u k 62 Whitewell T., Brisbane u k
39 Tomlin Weldon ,  Emerald Downs c 63 Whitley Wm., Maryborough c
40 Toohy  Michael,  Cumkillimbar c 64 Wickham G. J., Brisbane u k
41 Toolan Michael ,  Maryborough c 65 Widgery James, S. and W .  Railway s
42 Tooth Nicholas ,  Brisbane s 66 Wilcox Samuel, Toowoomba c
43 Townsend Henry, Maryborough c 67 Wilkie Welsh and Co., Brisbane u k
44 Tracey Margaret ,  Brisbane o 68 Wilkinson Miss, Ithaca Creek u k
45 Trindle J., Toowoomba c 69 Wilkinson Miss Sarah ,  Brisbane o c
46 Trollope George, Brisbane u k 70 Wilkinson T. S., Brisbane s
47 Tsehummer A., Calliope c 71 Williams  Alfred K.,  Brisbane u k
48 Tuan John ,  Toowoomba c 72 Wil liams P., Toowoomba c
49 Tunan Patrick, Maryborough c 73 Williams Robert Henry, Maryborough u k
50 Tung Ludwig, Cooper 's Plains f (2) 74 Wi lliams Robert ,  Brisbane o c (2)
51 Turner Jonathan ,  Condamine c 75 Williams Wm., Toowoomba o c
52 Turner Phillip ,  Brisbane c 76 Williamson and Hook ,  Toowoomba c
53 Turpin T., Ipswich u k 77 Williamson  Win. C., Brisbane u k (4)
54 Twedale J. A., Toowoomba c 78 Willmott  Henry, Brisbane c
55 Tyler J .,  Brisbane s 79 Wills Wm. James, Toowoomba c
56 Tyler W., Brisbane s 80 Wilson Andrew H., Maryborough e (2)
81 Wilson Charles, Mount Pleasant s
V. 82 Wilson Hugh, Dalby c
1 V ANSITT  ART William Henry ,  Brisbane u k 83 Wilson .  J., Maranoa c
2 Varley John, Maryborough c 84 Wilson Jacob ,  Penrith s
3 Vieser Henry ,  Roma o c 85 Wilson Noma ,  Brisbane c
4 Vietch Walter ,  Brisbane f 86 Wilson Pearson ,  Brisbane u k (2)
5 Vivian  William Carne, Leyburn u k (3) I 87 Wilson R.  K., Maranoa c6 Vrasse ll David ,  Roma u k 88 Wilson W .  C. B., Brisbane s
89 Winn Richard, Brisbane c
W. 90 Winning James, Brisbane u k
1 WADSWORTH Hannah ,  Ipswich c 91 Winsley Daniel, Brisbane u k
2 Wahrmann Martin ,  Ipswich f 92 Wiseman S., Roma c
3 Wait Mrs., Brisbane u k (2) 93 Wiseman W. R., Ipswich c
4 Wakefield Mrs., Brisbane ni 94 Wishart James, Maryborough c
5 Walbridge A., Cumkillinbah c 95 Withynan W. D., Main Range c
6 Walker Charles, Maryborough c (2) 96 Wix Jacob ,  Maryborough c
7 Walker Alfred James ,  Laidley s 97 Wolf P., Toowoomba c
8 Walker W., Ipswich c (2) 98 Woods Mrs. Ellen, Meemee c
9 Wall Daniel ,  Brisbane u k 99 Wood G., Brisbane c
10 Wall James, Dolbery m 100 Woods James, Ipswich c
11 Waller Joseph ,  Toowoomba c 101 Wood John ,  Brisbane c
12 Walmsley  --,  Ipswich c 102 Wood Michael, Tinana Creek e
13 Walmsley  Charles, Roma c 103 Wood W. C., Brisbane e
14 Walsh Miss, Ipswich c 104 Woodmass C. H., Rainforth o
15 Walsh  Miss C.,  Mount Brisbane u k 105 Woodman Henry, Maryborough c
16 Walsh Edward ,  Rockhampton u k 106 Wool James, Roma c
17 Walsh  Michael, Maryborough c 107 Worm  Wm., Maryborough c
18 Walters  John,  Toowoomba o 108 Wrafter Ann, Brisbane u k
19 Ward George ,  Toowoomba c 109 Wren Jane ,  Brisbane c
20 Ward James ,  Cumkillimbar c 110 Wright  -,  Brisbane c
21 Ward Thomas ,  Brisbane u k 111 Wright Miss ,  Milton c
22 Ward Thomas ,  Maryborough c 112 Wright George, Brisbane s
23 Warne George ,  Brisbane u k (2) 113 Wright James, Toowoomba u k
24 Warnold W., Condamine c 114 Wright James, Maryborough e
25 Warren Joseph ,  Dalby o 115 Wright Thomas Brisbane u k
26 Warren William, Mary River c 116
,
Wright  Mrs.  Win., Brisbane  u k
27 Warren  W. S Brisbane c
28
.,
Warrell Mrs., Brisbane c Y.
29 Warron W. (painter), Brisbane s 1 YAP (Chinaman ),  Taabinga c
30 Washbourne E. W., Gatton u k 2 . Young Chiem, Port Curtis c
31 Watson Alfred  (care of Messrs .  Hill), u k (2) 3- Young Charles, Brisbane o
32 Watterston  -,  Ipswich u k 4 Young James ,  Toowoomba u k
33
34
Watts Ann, Ipswich o
Weavers Richard, Ipswich s INITIALS AND MISCELLANEOUS LETTERS.
35 Webb George ,  Brisbane s a D. M. C., Ipswich c
36 Webb W. H., Toowoomba c E. M., Brisbane c
37 Weber J .,  Roma c H. G. W., Brisbane c
38 Webster  ,  Condamine c T.  0., Brisbane c
39 Webster  ,  Ipswich e Mr. Charles  (Punt " Jane "), Oxley c
40 Weeks Mrs., Rockhampton c Manager, Peak Downs Quartz Crushing Co. e.
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OTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Meeting of Magistrates acting in and for
the District of Princhester, for the purpose of grant-
ing Publicans' Licenses, will be holden at the Police
Office, Marlborough, on TUESDAY, the 17th day
of April next.
HENRY ELLIS,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
-Marlborough, 21st March, 1866.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a Petty Sessionswill be held at the Court House, Nebo, Fort
Cooper, at Twelve o'clock-on TUESDAY, the 17thApril, 1866, for the purpose ofgranting Publicans'
Licenses.
SYDNEY MOORE,
Clerk of  Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Nebo, Fort  Cooper, 21st March. 1866.
PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING  MEETING.
A
Court for  the above purpose will sit here on
TUESDAY, 17th  proximo, at Twelve noon.
Police Court,
M. HAYNES,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Taroom, 13th March, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
REGULA GENERALIS.
I
T  is hereby notified, that  on FRIDAY,  the 13th
day of April next ,  the Office of the Supreme
Court will be closed , that  day having been fixed
as a day of general humiliation by His Excellency
the Governor in Council.
In Vacation ,  this fifth day of April ,  A.D. 1866.
(Signed ) JAMES COCKLE,
Chief Justice of Queensland.
By Order,
REYNOLDS BALL, Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Tn the- Insolvent Estate of George Goggs, bullock-
driver, of Ipswich.
WHEHEAS
the said. George Goggs was,
on. the 23rd day of March, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a.
First Public Sitting of the Court,.. to be, holden
before -me, at the Supreme. Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 12th. day of April, A.D.
1866,, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the elec-
tion of a Creditors' Assignee, if required;, and
also to determine  whether any or what'  allowance
for support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of  passing his last examination, and
whether any and what  tools and  wearing apparel
shall  be allowed to the Insolvent ;  and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court at the same place on
THURSDAY, the 28th day of June, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 23rd day of March, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE;
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Thompson, of
South Brisbane, lemonade manufacturer.
N
OTICE is hereby -given, that on the twelfth
day of February last, a Certificate under the
Insolvency Act of  1864 was granted by His Honor
Mr. Justice Lutwyche,•the Judge in Insolvency, to
to the abovenamed Insolvent.
Dated this fifth day of April, 1866.
THOMAS THOMP'SON,
In person.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriffs Office,
Brisbane, 29th March, 1866.
GARDNER v. ANDERSON.
TO
ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.--Tak
Notice, that a 'Writ  Fieri Facias  has been,
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff' ii
the above action, and that all Defendant's' right,
title, and interest' of, in, and to, all that piece or
parcel of Land, containing by admeasurement t*6
roods, be the same more or less, situate at the corneir
of Sinclair and Dalrymple streets, in the town 6f
Bowen, and Colony of Queensland, being allotment
number one of section number nineteen, of the said
town of Bowen,-will. be Sold by the Sheriff of
Queensland, by Public Auction, at Hart's Familgg
Hotel, Port Denison, oil SATURDAY, the 12t}
day of May next, at Twelve o'clock noon , unless
this execution is previously satisfied.
R. K. MACNISH,
Under Sheriff
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of William John London, late of
Sandgate, in the Colony of Queensland;
publican, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication'
hereof, application will be made to this honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Letters
of Administration of the goods, chattels, credits,
and effects of the said William John Loudon;
deceased, be granted to Elizabeth Loudon, the-
Widow of the said deceased.
Dated this  fifth  day of April, in the, year of our.'
Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Proctors for the Applicant;
Queen streets Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
INSOLVENCY JURISDICTION.
In the Insolvent Estate of Edwin May, of Mary-
borough.
TAKE notice, that it is my intention, on MON-
JL DAY, the 16th day of April instant, at the
Third Public Sitting appointed to be held in the
above estate, to apply for a Certificate of Discharge,
in pursuance of - the Act in that case made and{
provided.
Dated the 2nd day of April, 1866,
EDWIN MAY,'
The abovenamnd Insolvent.
ENCLOSURE OF ROADS.,
OTICE is hereby given, in terms of the
N Enclosure of Roads Act of  1864, that it is
my intention to apply, on WEDNESDAY, the 16th
of May next, to the Court of Petty Sessions, Bris-
bane, 'for a license to enclose the road between my
purchased allotments at ' Mooloolah, in the County.
of Canning ; and, secondly, to enclose the road from
the Maroochy River to the Mooloolah River, so far.
as it adjoins the above allotments ; to erect on
each  road a pair of gates thirteen feet wide in the
clear, and a self-acting swing gate four feet wide in
the clear-total width seventeen feet ; the gates to
be painted white, and the letters black-the words
" Licensed Public Gate" painted on a conspicuous
part thereof.
WILLIAM PETTIGRE:W,
£10 REWARD.
STOLEN or Strayed from Bendango, in Februarylast, one black draught Horse, branded G over
G over MD near shoulder, D on near ribs, E on
near thigh. The above reward- will be paid- on
conviction of the thief ; or, £5 if strayed. Com-
munieations addressed. to
CORNELIUS ELBOTN,'
Bendango.
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NOTICE.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnershiphitherto existing between the undersigned,
William . Hunter and William Thomas Exham
Fosbery, as graziers, at Eurella, Fitz Boy Downs,
in the Colony of Queensland, is this day dissolved
by mutual consent.
All  debts due to or owing by the late firm, will
be received or paid by the undersigned, William
Hunter, who will continue to carry on the late
partnership business.
Dated at Brisbane the 16th March, 1866.
WILLIAM HUNTER.
WM. T. E. FOSBERY.
Witness---DANIEL F. RomEars, Solicitor.
E1npollnbillgo.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich , fr om Mortlake .  Driving
4d. per head.
One grey fi11y, blotch brand near shoulder.
One brown colt, fore feet and off hind foot white, star
and streak, like F near shoulder.
One bay mare, star and snip, fore feet and near hind foot
white, JM conjoined  near  shoulder  and ribs, S over
m off shoulder.
One roan mare, streak, J W near shoulder.
One bay mare and foal, PC near shoulder, n near thigh,
like 92 off neck.
One bay entire, ei over G near shoulder, 362 off shoulder,
JMK conjoined troth thighs.
One bay mare and foal, W over "I over n near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, blaze, white feet,  8 near  shoulder,
like 122 oft' shoulder.
One grey mare, MD near shoulder.
One iron-grey colt, star, hind feet white,  like FK near
shoulder.
One black mare and foal, off hind,foot white, like MD
near shoulder, aH conjoined of shoulder.
One bay colt, off hind heel white, JE near shoulder.
One brown mare, hind feet and near fore foot white, 4
off shoulder, 1) over J conjoined near shoulder, J
near  cheek, star and streak.
One black mare and foal, over DL over near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 27th day of April,
1866, will be sold.
A. HA,SENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Fassifern. Driving
5s. per head.
One black horse, star and snip, near fore and hind feet
white, All near shoulder.
One bay horse, star, C W near shoulder, 63 near ribs.
One brown mare, ;itl off shoulder, like CJ conjoined
near shoulder.
One brown filly, DE off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 27th April, will be
sold.
A. HASENKAMP,  Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Maryvale, 2nd April'
1866, by order of Arnold Wienholt, Esquire.
Damages, 25.
One roan entire or rig, like 0 over JC off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 27th day of April,
1866, will de sold to defray expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Glengallan, 27th
( February, 1866, by order of John Deuchar, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 3s. per head. (Wrongly described in
a former advertisement).
One chesnut horse, hind feet white, near fore foot white,
blaze,  near cheek, like I W near shoulder, near
hip.
One chesnut horse, DM over A near shoulder, D over
M off shoulder, D off' hip.
One brown horse, like 533 over H near shoulder, like
C over H K off shoulder.
If not released on or before 27th April, 1866, will be
sold to defray expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED, at Warwick, from Canning Downs,
j. on the 22nd March, 1866, by order of F. J. C.
Wildash, Esq. Driving expenses, Is. per bead.
One red heifer calf, unbranded.
One yellow cow, 0 near loin, 2T off ribs, like GB over T
off rump, piece out near ear, off ear slit.
One red and white cow, like CC over C of ribs, like P
off rump, 0 near rump, like MR near ribs, piece out
off ear.
One black heifer calf, unbranded.
One roan bullock, JC near rump, -1 over o near thigh,
T off loin.
One red and white cow, like H over diamond near rump,
like 00 near ribs, CC off rump, like 33 or thigh,
piece off near ear.
One white poley cow, A or rump.
One black and white heifer calf, unbranded.
One black and white heifer calf, unbranded.
One red and white steer, WP of ribs, slit off ear.
One red and white cow, Too T near side, piece off near
ear.
One light strawberry heifer, unbranded.
One yellow and white poley cow, like AV over 4 off rump,
like 88 over W off shoulder, like. W off ribs, near
ear slit.
One black and white cow, like TB over 0 off rump, like
MO over D off ribs.
One strawberry bull, like HW over 102 off rump, 2 off
shoulder, both ears notched, T off loin. Damages,
25.
One black and white steer, like H off shoulder, illegible
brand off rump.
One brindle steer, unbranded.
One red and white heifer, unbranded.
One strawberry heifer, like WA off ribs and rump.
One black and white heifer, illegible brand near ribs and
rump.
One red and white heifer calf, unbranded.
One red and white cow, like KE off ribs and rump.
One red and white bull calf, unbranded.
One red and white heifer, illegible brand off and near
rumps, near ear slit.
One red and white heifer calf, unbranded.
One roan heifer, unbranded.
One roan steer, like H off rump.
One red bullock, like GH off shoulder, H off rump, like
GH off thigh, illegible brand off ribs, of ear slit.
One red and white bullock, like MY off ribs and rump.
One red heifer, illegible brand near rump, piece out near
ear.
One black and white heifer, like CJE (the JE conjoined)
over 3 near rump, slit off ear.
One blue and white steer, like 5 over WW or ribs.
One red and white steer, illegible brand off rump.
One red cow, like 5 over P near shoulder.
One red and white steer, like M' over 11 off ribs, off
ear slit, piece out near ear.
One red and white cow, like TB off rump, blotch brand
off ribs.
One red and white steer, like MX over 11 off ribs, off
ear slit, piece out near ear.
One red steer, like M ,' over 11 off ribs, off ear slit
piece out near ear.
One white heifer, like WW near ribs, like CJE (the JE
conjoined) near thigh, near ear cropped.
One strawbery steer, like M0, over 11 off  ribs, off ear
slit, piece out near ear.
One roan bull calf, unbranded.
One strawberry steer, no visible brand, of ear cropped.
One red and white steer, off ear cropped.
One red and white heifer, unbranded.
One red and white heifer, unbranded.
One red heifer, no visible brand.
One black bull calf, unbranded.
One roan cow, like LM near ribs and  rump, piece out
both ears.
One red steer, like RG near rump, piece out  near ear.
One strawberry cow, 100 over TH near ribs.
One yellow cow, B near loin, like L near rump, illegible
brand off rump.
One brown cow, like MD off ribs and rump, STR near
ribs.
One red and white ttelfer, illegible brand near ribs and
rump.
One brown and white bull, AMI over 4 off rump.
Damages £5.
If not  released on  or before the 17th April, 1866, they
will be sold on that day at noon to defray  expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba,  from  Gowrie, 27th
March, 1866, by order of H. Fisk, Esq. Driving
expenses 2s. 6d .  per head.
One bay colt, like TF conjoined over F over MJ near
shoulder.
One roan bay filly, hind feet white, S over Tq conjoined
near shoulder.
One grey mare, W over tt over N over LW near shoulder,
like W near neck.
One black colt, JJ over LA over 3 near shoulder, star
and small streak on face, LP near hip.
One bay filly, AA,over W off shoulder, -small star.
One brown mare, H over +,, over T conjoined near
shoulder, small star, lump on near hind fetlock.
One brown horse PG near neck and thigh, like TP con-
joined over PW 2 over TP conjoined near shoulder,
blotch mark like c over c off shoulder, like 157 off
saddle.
One bay colt, hind feet white, W with aP conjoined
near shoulder, star.
One black filly foal, hind feet white, KH near thigh.
One bay mare JFT conjoined near shoulder, hind feet
white.
One roan mare, La or Zg near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, HE near shoulder, white feet, stripe
down face.
One black horse, two keys near shoulder, hind feet white,
co llar mark.
One chesnut horse, c-i over X near shoulder, star and
stripe down face, white feet, shod.
One roan mare ,  heart or triangle or 12 near shoulder,
shod. -
One roan  filly, if (tail of second r reversed) or rfrl (the
tail of first rj reversed) off saddle, star.
One black mare, F over rI conjoined near and off shoulder,
small star.
One bay horse, C over TR near shoulder, hind feet white,
star.
One black mare, yg over PM near shoulder.
One Chesnut mare, MB over A near shoulder.
One. brown horse, 2 near neck, L over L or L over YL
conjoined near shoulder, star and snip, hind feet
white, 7.
One black horse, t4 over HH over near shoulder,
like H near hip, off hind foot white, star and streak.
One grey horse, WS near shoulder, 6 or 9 near cheek.
One black mare,  W  over H over JS  near  shoulder, small
star and snip.
One bay mare, H over Y in circle near shoulder, H near
thigh, near hind foot white, collar mark.
One bay mare, EBB over like horseshoe near shoulder,
TS near ribs, star, shod.
One  grey  mare , T over 00  near  cheek and shoulder.
If not released on or before the 27th April, 1866, will
be sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Bowen, from Mount Pleasant, 10th
March, 1866, by J. S. Collings, Esq. Driving 6s. 8d.
per head.
One bay horse, BB near shoulder.
One bay horse ,  P and bell  brand near saddle ,  DF over
like 615 off saddle.
One bay horse, 2 over like 8 near shoulder.
If not claimed to be sold on the 24th April, 1866.
G. J. BOULTER, Poundkeeper.
T MPOUNDED at Warwick, from  Goomburra, 24th
1 March, 1866, by order of Messrs. Green and Co.
Driving expenses, 3s. per head.
One strawberry cow, like AX off rump.
One red and white cow, 8 off ribs, like CC off rump, slit
off ear.
One strawberry cow, HO near rump and ribs, slit off ear.
One black and white bullock, like JF off rump, like G
off ribs, slit off  ear, near  ear cropped.
One red and white cow, like 00 blotched  near rump
like MD conjoined off rump.
One blue poley cow, like RG off loin, like JI off ribs, off
ear slit.
One red bullock, JD conjoined  over 6 near  rump, top off
both ears.
One red cow, 00 near side, W near rump.
One strawberry cow, like WJT (the JT conjoined) off
ribs, blotch brand off thigh, piece out both ears.
One white cow, like I  near  shoulder, like T near loin.
One black and white steer, blotched illegible  brand off
rump, top off off ear, piece out near ear.
One red cow, like HD conjoined over 88  near ribs, 0 off
loin, dew lapped.
One strawberry  cow,  W over td off thigh,  8 off ribs, piece
out off ear:
One blue steer, like 8 off thigh, like bldtched brand off
shoulder.
One strawberry  steer, like  JC off rump, off ear slit.
If not released on or before the 17th April, 1866, they
will be sold on that day at noon to defray  expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from L.oonara Station, 19th
March, 1866, by order of D. M. and G. H. Jones,
Esqs.
One large bay horse, m over S over 00 and invisable
brand underneath near shoulder, R off shoulder,
indescribable brand underneath.
One roan mare, AF conjoined  near  shoulder,  near hip
down, hind feet white.
One bay mare ,  like C over 8 near shoulder , the C indis-
tinct.
One ehesnut  mare,  like D near shoulder, indescribable
brands near and off shoulder.
One chesnut filly, unbranded, at foot.
If not released on or bofore the 27th April, 1866. will
be sold.
A. FARRELLY, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Glendarawell, 12th
March, 1866. Driving and damages 5s. per head.
One bay horse, short tail, like JHF conjoined over like ST
over like K near shoulder.
One grey horse, like ST over , over A near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 27th April, 1866, will
be sold.
WM. H. BARNETT, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Bowen, from Strathdon, 17th March,
1866, by order of F. R. Bode, Esquire. Driving ex-
penses 4s. -
One ehesnut  filly, heart near neck.
If not released on or before the 27th April, 1866, will
be sold to defray expenses.
GEO. J. BOULTER, Poundkeeper.
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4 T Noon,  this day, His Excellency the GovERNOR proceeded in State
from Government  House to the  Legislative Chambers, to open the
Fourth Session of the Second Parliament of Queensland ,  and delivered the
following Speech :-
HONORABLE GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE CouNCIL,
AND GENTLEMEN OF THE HOUSE OF  ASSEMBLY:-
1. It is with much satisfaction that, after another year of continued progress, I
again meet you in Parliament.
2. Papers having reference to our Colonial Defences will be laid before you. I
recommend you to appoint a Joint Committee of both Houses to inquire and report in what
manner the general protection of Queensland can be best secured. A similar course was
recently adopted in the neighboring Colonies.
3. The stream of Immigration still continues to flow fast into this Colony. Queens-
land presents a wide field for a portion of the industrial population of the Mother Country;
but it has become a matter of grave doubt whether the practical working of the system
under which our Immigration has been carried on for some time past will realize all the
beneficial effects anticipated from it. The numbers that are now landed on our shores
from the ports, not only of the United Kingdom, but also of Continental Europe, are likely
soon to bring about financial and social results which appear to. my Constitutional Advisers
to demand your immediate and earnest attention.
4. The Northern and Southern Railways have been pushed on with all the energy
that the Government has had at command. Although it is not in my power to announce
to you that any portion of the Southern Line beyond Bigge's Camp is as yet open for
traffic, I have to state that a few weeks more of ordinary weather will see that line extended
and open so far as to Gatton; while it is anticipated that before the close of this Session it
will have reached the point at which the ascent of the Main Range commences. The
success which has hitherto attended the working of the first section, affords an ample
guarantee of still greater reproductive results as our Railways progress towards the interior.
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5. In pursuance  of the authority granted by you during  the last Session,  a Steam
Postal Service through Torres' Straits has been initiated, in the first  instance,  at the sole
cost of  Queensland. It is hoped that the neighboring Colonies, and also the Government
of Netherlands India, will contribute to the permanent support of an undertaking which
connects  Australia with India, China, and the Dutch  Settlements in the Eastern
Archipelago. Papers relating to this service will be laid before you, and your advice will
be again requested upon the entire question.
6. Among the more important  measures  which will be presented for your considera-
tion, will be Bills to "consolidate  and amend the laws relating to the Alienation of Crown
Lands;-and those  affecting  Real Property and Partnership;-to regulate the mode of
procedure  in opening new roads ;-to provide for the Relief of occupants of Crown Lands in
the northern frontier districts;-and to amend the Brisbane Water Works Act. Other
measures  of importance will be introduced during the course of the Session.
GENTLEMEN OF THE MOUSE OF ASSEMBLY :-
7. The Estimates for the coming year will be laid before you without delay. The
Revenue of the Colony continues steadily to increase. The returns of the first
quarter of - 1866 exceeded those of the first quarter of the previous year by 16.40
per cent. ; and the prospect presents itself that we shall be enabled to commence the
year 1867 with Ways and Means considerably in excess of the estimated expenditure.
Some portion of this gratifying prospect is due to the amended Tariff;-some portion also
to the re- assessment  of the Crown Lands;-while a large addition to the Revenue may
shortly be anticipated from the proceeds of the Railways. You will not be invited to grant
the necessary authority for raising any fresh loan, except for the completion of those
reproductive public works which have already received your sanction.
8. The rapidly increasing cost of the several departments renders the Government
desirous to seek your advice and assistance in determining whether reductions in the
number,. combined with improvements in the organisation, of the Civil Service, may not
secure at  once greater economy and greater efficiency.
HONORABLE GENTLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN
- 9. A severe and protracted drought, which has afflicted-the neighboring colonies
also, appears to be the main cause of the temporary depression under which many
of the principal interests of Queensland are suffering at the present moment. It is
consolatory, however, to find from the Official Statistics, that the Revenue of 180
exceeded that of 1864 by 25.6 per cent. ; while the population of last year surpassed
that of the previous year by 19.52 per cent. You will observe with peculiar satisfaction
that the export of cotton from Queensland in 1865 was. three times greater than
the export of that staple in 1864. There has been, moreover, a large increase in
the export of wool and other pastoral produce, as also of gold ; while several sugar
plantations have been formed during the last twelve months with a fair prospect of
success. Again, the official returns fully confirm the anticipations which I expressed
when I last addressed you. During the six years which have elapsed since the
establishment of this Colony, our European population has been augmented nearly four-fold,
while our revenue and our trade have been more than trebled ;-the other chief elements of
prosperity have advanced in almost equal proportion; and pastoral settlement has been
extended  over  an area  at least four times larger than the area of the United Kingdom.
I earnestly hope that  all classes  of this community will unite in thanksgiving to Almighty
God for the manifold blessings already vouchsafed to the energy and industry of our people;
and in humble  prayer for the removal of the calamity by which we are now afflicted.
By Authority: W. C. Br:L&RIDGJ,  Government  Printer, William  Street, Brisbane.
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By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-ia-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c., &c., &c.
IN,ursupce of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the provisions of the  Act 24
ctoria, No. 15, respecting the Alienation of Crown Lands, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following Lots of Land will be
offered for sale by public auction, at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock, on the days specified,
at the upset price affixed to each Lot respectively. (Deposit 10 per cent.)
The Deed Fee on the undermentioned Lots will be charged according to the following scale :-
Not exceeding 50 acres, £1; above 50 and not exceeding 300 acres, £1 5s. ; above 300 and not exceeding
640 acres, £1 10s.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION  ROOMS, BRISBANE,
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 23RD DAY OF MAY, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
0
w
O V 0
z zw z
Area. Price perAcre. County.
A. R. P. £
1 13 ... 45 0 0 1 Stanley
2 14 30 0 0 1
3 15 ... 33 0 0 1
4 16 ... 53 0 0 1
*5 1 ... 579  0 0 1 Ward ...
6 496  ...  15 2 0 1  Stanley ...
7 497  ...  10 3 24 1 „{
8 498 ... 11 0 35 1 1 „
9 499 ... 15 2 61 1
10 500 ... 15 2 6
11 501 ... 15 0 39
12 502
13 503
9 2 20
15 1 24
1
1
1
1
14 504j... 15 2 6 1
15 5051. X15 2 6 1
16 5061 ... 15 124 1
,f
„
Parish. Situation. Remarks.
Redland Bay
- 19
„
On Moogurrapum Creek.
Near Moogurrapum Creek.
On Moogurrapumi Creek
Mundoolun On the Albert River.
Kedron ... On the Great Northern
Road.
„ Near the Great Northern
Road.
On the Great Northern
Road.
Near the Great Northern
Road
„
On the Great Northern
Road
N ear the Great Northern
Road
* The pur-
chaser ofthis
lot will have
to pay £900
for improve-
ments there-
on.
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. ao c ; o 0
17 507
18 508
19 509
20 510
21 511
22 512
23 513
24 514
25 515
26 516
27 517
'28 518
29 519
30 520
31 521
32 522
33 523
34 524
35  525
36 526
37 527
38 528
39 529
40 530
41 531
42 •532
43 533
44 534
45 535
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,  BRISBANE-- continued.
ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE 23RD DAY  OF MAY, 1866.
COUNTRY  LOTS- continued.
Area.
P•r
County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P.
15 1 24 1 Stanley ... Kedron ... Near the Great Northern
Road
15 2 6
15 2 6
15 1 24
15 2 6
15 1 24
15 1 24
15 2 6
11 0 32
11 0 0
11 0 0
11 0 0
15 1 24
15 2 6
15 2 6
15 1 24
15 1 24
15 2 6
15 2 6
15 1 24
15 2 6
15 1 24
16 3 33
17 2 16
14 0 0
15 0 8
15 0 8
15 0 8
10 1 31
46 536  ... 11 0 0 1
47 537  ...  12 2 16 1
48 538 ... 12 2 16 1
49 539 ., 12 2 16 1
50 540 .. , 12 2 16 1
51 541 .., 12 2 16 1
52 542  ... 12 1 0 1
53 543 ... , 14 3 0 1
54 544  ... 10 2 0 1
55 545  ... 9 2 10 1
56 546  ... 11 2 20 1
57 547  ... 10 0 0 1 1
58 548 ... 8 0 33 1
59 549  ... 10 0 0 1
60 550 ... 12 2 39 1
61 551 ... 14 1 24 , 1
62 552  ..: 12 2 39 1 1
63 553  ... 15 1 16 1 1
64 554 ... 12 2 39
65 555 ...  12 2 39
66 556  ... 14 0 39
1
1
1
of
))
1f
>f i >,
» i »
1f
,f
f9 It
99
97
99
ff
99
9f
99
79
99 99
ss
!9if
9f
On the Great Northern
Road
99
Near the Great Northern
Road
On the Great Northern
Road.
Near the Great Northern
Road.
On the Great Northern
Road
„
Near the Great Northern
Road
On the Great Northern
Road.
Near the Great Northern
Road.
On the Great Northern
Road.
Near the Great Northern
Road
79
On the Great Northern
Road
67 557  . 10 2 10 f9 )f ,9
168 558  ... 9 0 19
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON FRIDAY,  THE 18TH DAY  OF MAY, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
1 213
0
z
Area. County. Parish. Situation.  Remarks.
'2 214
3 215
4 216
5 217
6 218
7 219
8 220
9 221
10 222
11  223
12 224
13 225
14 226
15 227
16 228
17 229
18 230
19 231
20 232
21 233
22 234
23 235
24 236
25 237
26 238
27 239
28 240
29 241
30 242
31 243
32 244
33 245
34 246
35 247
36 248
37 249
38 250
39 251
40 93
41 94
A. R. P. £
55 0 0  1 Churchill ... Jeebropilly.. About  eight miles south of
27 0 0 1
42 2 0 1
44 0 0 1
50 2 0 1
59 2 0 1
44 0 0 1
42 2 0 1
42 2 0 1
45 1 0 1
35 3 0 1
42 0 0 1
66 0 0 1
42 0 0 1
66 0 0 1
84 0 0 1
84 0 0 1
60 3 0 1
60 3 0 1
63 3 0 1
44 3 0 1
56 3 0 1
49 2 0 1
44 0 0 1
48 1 0 1
47 3 0 1
55 3 0 1
60 3 0 1
60 3 0 1
56 1 0 1
39 1 0 1
37 2 0 1
45 2 0 1
35 0 0 1
64 0 0 1
64 0 0 1
96 0 0 1
60 0 0 1
60 0 0 1
81 2 0 1
53 0 0 1
„
„
„
If
„
If
of
„
Ipswich.
„
„
„
„
If
„
If
„
„
„
„
„
„
of  „
„ „
If  »
91
Bundanba Near Redbank Plains.If  Near the head of the Long
Swamp.
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, DRAY TON,
ON MONDAY,  THE 21ST  DAY OF MAY, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
0 0 o Area. County. Parish. Situation.  Remarks.
O V .vi
6
z z z
A. R. P. £
1 5 6 1 0. 0 8 Aubigny ... Drayton ... Town of Drayton.
2 6 6 1 0 0 8 „ „ „
3 7 6 1 0 0 8
4 8 6 1 0 0 8
5 9 6 1 0 0 8
6 15 7 0 2 0 8
7 16 7 0 2 0 8
8 17 7 0  2  0 8 If „
9 18 7 0 2 0 8 „ „
10 3 14 0 3 35 8
11 7 14 0 3 35 8 If
12 13 43 0 1 30 8 „
13 15 43 0 1 30 8 It
14 5 46 0 2 92 8
15 6 46 0 2 91 8
16 3 51 0 1 134 8 „
SUBURBAN LOT.
17 1 4 1 35  1  3 .0 4 4 [ Aubigny ... [ Drayton , . , i Near the town of Drayton. [
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, CONDAMINE,
ON FRIDAY,  THE 18TH DAY OF  MAY, 1866
TOWN LOTS.
0 0 Area. County.mm Parish.
Situation. Remarks.
0
Fti+
A. R. P. £
1 1 82 1 0 0 8 Rogers ... Cond amine ... Town of Condamine.
2 2 82 1 0 0 8 „
3 3 82 1 0 0 8
4 4 82 1 0 0 8 it
5 5 82 1 0 2 8
6 6 82 1 0 2 8 „
7 7 82 1 0 0 8 it ))
8 8 82 1 0 0 8 „ ))
9 9 82 1 0 0 8 „ ),
10 10 82 1 0 0 8 „ ,)
11 1 83 1 0 0 8 „
12 2 83 1 0 0 8 ))
13 3 83 1 0 0 8
14 4 83 1 0 0 8
15 5' 83 1 0 4 8 ,)
16 6 83 1 0 4 8
17 7 83 1 0 0 8
18 8 83 1 0 0 8
19 9 83 1 0 0 8 „
20 10 83 1 0 0 8 to
21 1 84 1 0 0 8 „
22 2 84 1 0 0 8 „
23 3 84 1 0 0 8 „ it
24 4 84 1 0 0 8 it
25 5 84  1 0 4 8 „
26 6 84 1 0 4 8 is ),
27 7 84 1 0 0 8 „ is is
28 8 84 1 0 0 8 „ „
29 9 84 1 0 0 8 „ „
30 10 84 1 0 0 8 „ „
COUNTRY LOTS.
31 1 22 0 19 1  Bulwer Condamine ... Near the town of Condamine.
32
33
2 30 0 19 1 ))
3  28 0 0 1 59 )) ))f)
34 4  30 0 0 1
35
))
5  30 0 0 1
))
36
92
6  28 0 0 1 Y) It
37 7 30 0 19 1 ), ))
38 8 22 0 19 1 )) )) ))
39 9  60 0 0 1 ))
40 10  60 0 0 1 ),
41 11  60 0 0 1 )) )) ))
42 12  72 0 0 1 )) )) ,)
43 13  48 0 0 1
44 14  48 0 0 1 )) )) ),
45 32  17 2 0 1 )) )) ))
46 33  19 2 0 1
47
),
34  20 3 0 1
)) ),9
48
91
35  22 0 0 1 91 1 t X95  95
49 36 39 0 0 1 It )) ))
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, MARYBOROUGH.
ON MONDAY, THE 21ST DAY OF MAY, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
0
a a v
o 0 Area , 0 County. parish. Situation . Remarks.
z  ;4 P4  z A4 -4
A. R. P. £'
1 29 1 . . . 48 2 32 1  March ... Unnamed... Near the Mary River.
2 30 l ••• 48 3 0 1 ), )) ))
3 31 .. 48 3 0 1
4 32 ... 48 3 0 1
5 33 ... 48 3 0
is
1 51 ))91 ))is
6 34 ... 48 3 0 1 )) It ,)
7 35 . . . 48 3 0 1 ,)
8 36 ••• 34 3 17 I
))
1 of
9 37 . . . 36 3 0 1 )) On the Mary River.
10 38 ... 47 3 0 1 )) ))
11 39 ••. 41 3 0 1 )) ))
12 40 ••• 53 3 0 1 It
13 41 ... 57 2 0 1 )) Near the Mary River.
14 42 ... 57 3 0 1 )) )) It
15 43 ... 61 0 0 1 it it
16 44 ... 11320 0t 1 51 On the Mary River.
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE,  MARYBOROUGH- continued.
ON MONDAY, THE 21ST DAY OF MAY, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
0
o
z
o0
za° z
Area. P4
V m
County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P.
17 7 109 0 0 1 March- Elliott ... On the Mary River.
18 8 109 1 0 1 ,!  I$
19 9 96 3 0 1 99 s,
20 10 78 2 0 1 „  9, ,9
21 11 81 1 0- 1 „ s,
22 12 90 2 0 1 99  !, „
23 13 127 0 0 1 $!
24 14 101 2 0 1 „  !f „
25 15 84 1 0 1
26 16 85 0 0 1
27 25 28 0 0 1 Unnamed... On the Gayndah Road.
28 26 27 3 34 1 9, „
29 27 25 3 26 1 „  to
30 28 22 3 11 1
„ „
31 29  ... 17 213 1
„ ,9
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, ROCKHAMPTON,
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 23RD  DAY OF MAY, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
a
0
d
o" o
.o
Price per
Area. Acre. County. Parish. situation.  Remarks.
A. R.  P.
1 152 44 0 0 1 Livingstone. Gracemere Near Duck Pond.
2 153 44 0 0 1  „ !, ,!
3 154 51 1 0 1
„
4 155 30 0 0 1 ff
5 156 44 0 0 1
„ f9
6 157 44 0 0 1 „ „
7 164 23 0 20 1 99
8 165 28 2 20 1
9 166 30 0 0 1
,!
10 168 53 3 0 1
11 169 44 0 0 1
12 170 44 0 0 1
13 171 30 0 0 1
14 172 31 0 0 1 ff
15 173 30 0 0 1 f,
16 174 37 2 0 1 s9
17 175 49 2 0 1
18 123 50 0 0 1 Near the line of the Great
Northern Railway.
19 124 30 0 0 1
20 125 37 0 0 1
21 126 81 0 0 1
22 221 82 0 0 1
23 222 79 2 0 1
24 223 167 0 0 1
25 224 138 2 0 1
26 225 24 0 0 1
27 226 16 0 0 1 i
28 227 12 2 27 1 39
29 228 14 0 37 1 7f
30 229 26 0 0 1 „
31 230 26 0 0 1
32 231 26 0 0 1
33 232 36 0 0 1
34 233 16 0 0 1
35 234 18 0 20 1
36 235 23 3 0 1
37 236 25 0 0 1
38 237 23 0 20 1
39 238 69 2 0 1
40 239 50 0 0 1
41 240 66 0 0 1
42 241 50 1 20 1
43 243 39 0 0 1
44 244 36 0 0 1
45 245 12 0 0 1
46 246 9 0 0 1
47 247 27 2 20 1
48 248 27 2 20 1
49 249 27 2 20 1
50 250 25 0 0 1
51 251 26 0 0 1
52 252 26 0 0 1
o
U
0
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, CLEWAIONT,
ON FRIDAY, THE 25TH DAY OF MAY, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
w01
CD
z rni
1 1 26
2 2 26
3 3 26
4 4 26
5 1 27
6 2 27
7 3 27
8 4 27
9 1 28
10 2 28
11 •3 28
12 4 28
13 1 29
14 2 29
15 3 29
16 1 30
17 2 30
18 3 30
19 4 30
20 1 35
21 2 35
22 3 35
23 4 35
24 5 35
25 1 36
26 2 36
27 3 36
28 4 36
29 1 37
30  2 37
31 3 37
32 4 37
33 5 37
34 1 38
35 2 38
36 3 38
37 4 38
38 5 38
31) 1 39
40 2 39
41 3 39
42 4 39
43 1 40
44 2 40
45 3 40
46 4 40
47 5 40
48 1 41
49 2 41
50 3 41
51 4 41
52 5 , 4,1
Area. County. Parish.
A. R. P. £
Situation.
1 0 0 8 Clermont ... Clermont ... Town of Clermont.
1 0 0 8 „
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8 „ - „
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 s
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8 „ „ „
1 0 0 8 „ „
1 0 0 8
1 0 -0 8
Remarks.
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, NANANGGO,
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 23RD  DAY OF MAY, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
Area. County. Parish. Situation.  Remarks.O O N O U U
O 6t
A. R P. £
1 1 28 0 2 0 8 Fitzroy .. Nanango ... Town of Nanango.
2 4 28 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
3 7 28 0 2 0 8 „ „ it
4 8 28 0 2 0 8 „ „
5 9 28 0 2 0 8 „
6 1 29 0 2 0 8
7 2 29 0 2 0 8
8 3 29 0 2 0 8
9 4 29 0 2 0 8
10 8 29 0 2 0 8
11 9 29 0 2 0 8
12 10 29 0 2 0 8
13 1 30 0 2 0 8
14 2 30 0 2 0 8
15 8 30 0 2 0 8
16 9 30 0 2 0 8
17 10 30 0 2 0 8
18 1 31 0 2 0 8
19 2 31 0 2 0 8
20 3 31 0 2 0 8
21 4 31 0 2 0 8'
22 5 31 0 2 0 8
23 7 31 0 2 0 8
24 8 31 0 2 0 8
25 9 31 0 2 0 8
26 10 31 0 2 0 8
27 1 32 0 2 0 8
28 2 -32 0 2 0 8 „
29 10 32 0 2 0 8
30 1 40 1 0 0 8
31 2 40 1 0 0 8
32 3 40 1 0 0 8
33 4 40 1 0 0 8
34 5 40 1 0 0 8
35 6 40 0 2 0 8 f,
36 7 40 0 2 0 8-
37 8 40 0 2 0 8 ,,
38 9 40 0 2 0 8 „ „ , 
39 10 40 0 2 0- 8 ,,
40 1 41 1 0 0 8 „
41 2 41 1 0 0 8 „ „
42 3 41 1 0 0 8 „ „
43 4 41 1 0 0 8 „ „
44 5 41 1 0 0 8
45 6 41 0 2 0 8 „
46 7 41 0 2 0 8
47 8 41 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
48 9 41 0 2 0 8
49 10 41 0 2 0 8
50 1 42 1 0 0 8
51 2 42 1 0 0 8
52 3 42 1 0 0 8
53 4 42 1 0 0 8 „
54 5 42 1 0 0 8
55 6 42 0 2 0 8
56 7 42 0 2 0 8 „
57 8 42 0 2 0 8 „ „
58 9 42 0 2 0 8 „ „
59 10 42 0 2 0 8 „  37
376
Area.
A. R. P.
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 -2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, SURAT,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 23RD  DAY OF MAY, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
8
County. Parish. Situation . Remarks.
Elgin. ... I Surat ...  I Town of Surat.
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the Colony ,  at Government House, Brisbane, this
twelfth day  of April, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixty-six,
and in the twenty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN.
By Authority : W. C. Br LBMDUJ, Government Printer, William Street,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same,
&c., &c., &c.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act
27  Victoria, No.  17, Pastoral Leases Act,  I, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that
the lease for five years, for pastoral purposes, of
the following portion of land, will be offered for
sale at the undermentioned place, at Eleven o'clock
on the day specified, at the upset price affixed
thereto.
SALE AT THE LAND AGENT'S OFFICE, AT 'GLADSTONE,
ON TUESDAY, 5TH JUNE, 1866.
Name of Run-Gayfield.
Original Lessee-Hugh Neil.
Area-25 square miles.
Upset price-£1 per square mile.
Situation-Commencing at the south corner of the
Alma Run, and bounded thence on north-west by south-
east boundary of said run bearing north 52 degrees east
160 chains ; on the north-east by the south-west boundary
of Galloway Plains Run bearing south 38 degrees east
to the watershed separating the Calliope River from the
Boyne River ; on the south by said watershed westerly ;
on the south-west by a line bearing north 38 degrees
west to the south boundary of Maxwelton Run ; and on
the north by the said south boundary of Maxwelton
bearing east 4 degrees north 193 chains to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Land, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
the twenty-first day of March, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE, QUEEN  1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. C. E. Amos
to be a Clerk of the 5th Class in the Department of
the Registrar-General,  vice  Stafford Webb.
By His Excellency's Command.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1866.
1 4 IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
MICHAEL BUCKLEY, Sergeant of Police at Glad-
stone,
to be Ranger of Crown Lands and Inspector of
Slaughterhouses for the Police District of Glad.
stone.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1866.
A N error having occurred in the notification, in
.CA. the  Government Gazette  of the 15th February
last, of Mr. E. Bignell's appointment to the Com-
mission of the Peace, it is hereby notified that that
gentleman's name should have appeared. as
EDMUND (not  Edwin)  BIGNELL.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, '9th April, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been  pleased
to appoint
Mr. ROBERT ORTON BOURNE, Accountant, Electric
Telegraph Department,
to be an Officer of the 3rd Class of the Civil.
Service. This promotion to take effect from the
1st January last.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. DOUGLAS.
378
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1866.
il IS Excellency the Governor, with eadviceof the Executive Council, having been pleased
to approve the undermentioned alterations in Rules
5, 6, and 19 of the Regulations for the Manage-
ment of the Brisbane Hospital, the Rules, as
altered, are  published  for general information.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Rule V.-After the word " sum" in first line, insert
" is qualified  for office and."
Ad' to Rule VI.-" All proxies for absent Governors
must represent only those who reside beyond two miles
from Brisbane."
Rule XIX.-Omit words after " meet" on thirteenth
line to word  "  on" in fifteenth line.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1866.
T T is hereby notified, that the Tender of Mr. N.
1 LADE, for the supply of Saddles for the public
service during the current year, has been accepted.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1866.REFERRING to a Notice, dated the 22ndof December, 1865, intimating that the
Trustees of the School of Arts in North Brisbane
had made application for leave to Mortgage the
Land granted for the purposes of that institution :
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the.
Executive Council, now directs it to be notified,
that as no. objection has been lodged with the
Colonial Secretary to the granting of the leave
sought, he has been pleased, in terms of the Act
28 Victoria, No. 22, to authorise the said Trustees
to, Mortgage the said Land for the purposes named.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 9th April, 1866..
14
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, and in pursuance
of the provisions of the 485th clause of the  Pastoral
Leases Act of  1863 (27 Victoria, No. 17), directs it
to be notified for general information, that the
descriptions inserted in the Lease issued for the
Run named in the Schedule annexed, having been
found upon survey not to describe with sufficient
certainty the Lands thereby intended to be demised,
such Lease has been cancelled, and that a fresh
Lease will be prepared and issued embodying the
amended description of the Run.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
SCHEDULE.
Lessee-Christopher Rolleston. Name of Run-
Yandina. District-Leichhardt.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1866.
APPLICATION TO SELL UNDER THE " TRUS-
TEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Board of General Education have,
in terms of  the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made
application to the Governor in Council for leave
to sell the portion of land granted  as a site for a
National School, Toowoomba, in order to obtain
funds for the erection of suitable school premises
on another site.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting  of the leave so sought, must
lodge the same  with the Secretary for Lands and
Works, by letter, within the period of three months
from  the date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
W 1
W ITH reference to the Government notice,
dated 5th January, 1866, published in the
Government Gazette  of the 6th of the same month,
(folio 40), relative to the opening and making of a
new road from Marlborough towards Apis Creek,
county of Liebig : Notice is hereby given, in accord-
ance  with the Act of Council 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con-
firm the  said  road ; and it is therefore declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according  to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at
the Police Office, Marlborough ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of the
same  road, are hereby reminded that notice must
be served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and form
as are provided in the 6th section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim,.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 3rd April, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
T ITH reference to the Government notice,
dated 10th November, 1865, published in
the  Government Gazette  of 11th November, 1865,
(folio 1138), relative to the opening and making of
a new  road through portions 22 and 23 on Saltwater
Creek, one of the tributaries of the Mary River,
county of March : Notice is hereby given,.
in accordance with the Act of Council 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,.
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said road ; and it is therefore
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, and at the Police Office, Maryborough
and all persons intending to claim  compensation in
respect of the same road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner  and form  as are  provided in the 6th section
of the Act above referred to, or they will be forever
foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1866,
NEW ROAD.
W
ITH reference to the Government notice,
dated 5th January, 1866, published in the
Government Gazette  of the 6th of the same month
(folio 39), relative to the opening and making of a
new road from Frenchman's Creek towards town-
ship of Herbert, Broadmount, county of Livingstone:.
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
of Council 4 William IV:, No. 11,. that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the
said road ; and it is therefore , declared expedient
to open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police
Office, Rockhampton ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the same road
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the 6th. section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following regulation, in pursuance
of the 17th clause of the  Pastoral Leases Act.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
That the Local Crown Lands Offices be closed at
One p.m. on Saturdays, and upon  the  Public Holidays
notified in the  Government Gazette.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  5th April, 1866.
NO objection  having been lodged ,  in pursuance
of the notification issued from this office,
dated 30th December ,  1865 ,  against the construc-
tion of the proposed Extension of the Southern
and Western  Railway from  Toowoomba to Allora,
in virtue of the provisions  of the  Act passed 3rd
September ,  1863, empowering the Government to
construct  Railways  in the Colony  (27 Victoria, No.
8),-it is  hereby  notified for general information,
that His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased, in
virtue of the  14th  clause of the said Act, to approve
of and confirm the Plans and Books of Reference
of the said proposed Line of Railway between
Toowoomba and A llora.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  26th March, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive  Council,  has been pleased,
under authority  of Act  28 Victoria ,  No. 11, sec. 3,
to approve of the following Scale of Harbor Light
Dues being established at the places named,
agreeably with the recommendation of the Marine
Board :-
ROCIKI3AMPTON.
Foreign-going ships ...  lid. per ton in,  112d. per ton out.
Intercolonial vessels . .. id. „ 4d. „
Coasting vessels ...  Id.  „ 2 d.
PORT CURTIS.
Foreign-going ships  ... Id. per  ton in ,  ld. per ton out.
Intercolonial vessels .. . 2d. „ 2 d.
Coasting vessels ...  4d. „ Id.
PORT DENISON.
Foreign-going ships ... ld. per ton in, ld .  per ton out.
Intercolonial vessels  ... 2d. „ 2d. „
Coasting vessels ...  4d. „ Id.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.BRANCHES of the above Bankre ow penat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for the
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
AMENDED REGULATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT
SAVINGS BANKS.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the following alterations
and additions to the Savings Bank Regulations,
dated 16th November, 1864, made under the
authority of the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria,
No. 2, entitled  " An Act to grant additional facili.
ties for depositing small savings at interest with the
security of the Government for due repayment
thereof,"  viz.:-
1. The following words to be omitted from clause 5 of
the said regulations, viz., " the depositor shall sign his
name in a place to be provided for his signature in the
depositor's book," it being considered advisable that
depositors shall not in future be required to sign their
names in Savings Bank pass-books.
The following are to stand as additional regula-
tions :-
1.  Persons desirous of lodging money in the Govern-
ment Savings Banks, and who, by reason of residing at
too great a distance from the nearest Branch Office, are
precluded from depositing in the manner prescribed by
clause 3 of' the regulations, may remit their deposit by
post direct to the Treasury. The Government will,
however, undertake no responsibility Linder this clause,
in the event of the remittance miscarrying.
2. In order to meet the convenience of persons resid-ing at a distance from Brisbane, andto save a long
course of post, depositors so circumstanced may, in
future, make application to withdraw the whole or any
portion of their deposits by electric telegraph message,
at the reduced uniform charge of one shilling. The
depositor will be required to sign the usual withdrawal
notice in the presence of a Savings Bank Officer, by whom
the message will be forwarded to the Treasury ; but no
officer is to forward such message unless the depositor is
personally known to him, or unless he produces satis-
factory evidence that he is the person entitled to the
withdrawal.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 17th January, 1866.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY AND BATAVIA OR SINGA.
PORE,  VIA  TORRES' STRAITS.
THE Queensland Government having in con-templation he establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  vid  Torres' Straits and Singapore, sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until MON-
DAY. the 25th June, 1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly, for a period of five
years, from and to Brisbane and Batavia, calling
at Port Denison and Cape York.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore and Sydney ; and separate
offers will be received for Monthly Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York, and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of 1st and 2nd class, the tonnage, horse-
power, and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether 'propelled by screw or paddles ; also
to state the time at which the service can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or by applying to Messrs. Julyan
and Sergeaunt, Crown Agents, 6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer, Brisbane, and marked  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails via Torres' Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Memoranda for the information of persons wishing to
Tender for the Torres' Straits Mail Service, in
reply to Treasury advertisement, dated the 17th
January,  1866.
1. Tenders to state fully the speed, tonnage, passenger
accommodation of each class, how propelled, and all
other information relative to the vessels to be employed,
required by the advertisement.
2. Vessels to start from each end of the Contract line
monthly, at such times as may be hereafter determined,
with a view of making the Torres' Straits Mail Service
alternate with that  via  Cape Leeuwin, thus securing
fortnightly communication between Australia and
Europe,
3. Plans and sections of vessels proposed to be
employed to be sent with the Tender.
4. Vessels to be at all times supplied and furnished
with all necessary and proper machinery, engines, pro-
visions, anchors, cables, boats, fire pumps, and lightning
conductors, and all proper appliances, subject to the
approval of the Officers appointed for the purpose by thePostmaster- General.
5. Vessels to be officered and manned to the satisfac-
tion of the Postmaster-General.
6. Each vessel to carry a properly qualified medical
practitioner, and to be furnished with sufficient medicines
and medical comforts.
7. The Postmaster-General or his representative may
delay departure of Contract Steamer twenty-four hours
when deemed necessary.
8. The Contract Steamer to leave Batavia or Singapore
within twenty-four hours after the arrival of the
European Mail Steamers, and to carry the Mails to their
destination at -an average speed of not less than ten*
'knots, calling at Cape York, and such other port or ports
as may be agreed on, reasonable time for -detention being
allowed by the Government.
9. Should the Mails not be delivered-within the time
stipulated, the sum of £100 to be deducted, by way of
penalty, for every twenty-four hours of such delay, the
full amount of penalty, however, 'not to exceed the
proportionate sum due for that particular service.
10. Postmaster-General- to pay an award  of £50, over
and above the Contract sum, for each and every twenty-
four hours the Mail shall be delivered within the time
covenanted for.
11. As a penalty for not providing  an efficient vessel
ready to  start according to agreement , Contractors to
pay, by  way of penalty, the sum of £250, also to pay a
further sum of £100 for every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay.
12. Contractors to have not less than three  vessels of
the stipulated  tonnage  and power at all times ready for
service.
13. Postmaster-General may appoint a Mail Agent to
each vessel , who shall be provided with suitable first-
class  cabin accommodation and table, at the expense of
the Contractors. The said Mail Agent to have
customary powers with regard to determining questions
relative to Mails, and the despatch or detention of vessels
carrying Mails.
14. Necessary and suitable accommodation, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General, to be provided
for the purpose of sorting and making up Mails during
the voyage, if required.
15. Mails to be delivered at the Post Office, and con-
veyed to the Steamers at the expense of the Contractor,
without  any  delay.
16. Payments to be made quarterly hi Brisbane; and
the payment stipulated to be in full satisfaction for the
service; the Mail money to belong to Her Majesty.
17. The agreement to be entered into to be in force
for five years, but Government reserve to themselves
power to determine the Contract, should the service not
be properly performed.
- 18. Contractors may at any time terminate the agree-
ment, upon giving six months notice of their intention,
and by paying, by way of forfeit, a sum equivalent to
two months' subsidy.
19. Contractors not to dispose of, or under-let the
Contract, without the consent of the Postmaster-General.
20. Contractors to be bound in the penal sum of
£15,000, to be paid to the Government by way of stipu-
lated damages , in case  of failure on their part to
carry out the agreement.
21. Government reserve to themselves the right to
add other reasonable stipulations to those already
mentioned.
* Tenders will  also be received for the service  on a scale pro-
portionate to speed-say, from nine  to eleven knots.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1866.
NOTICE.
C
OMPLAINTS having been frequently made that
J Newspapers believed to be posted in Brisbane
are not delivered at their destination in remote
Districts, and special instances of this alleged
neglect having lately been made in reference to the
delivery of newspapers in the Districts of Maranoa
and Warrego, the Postmaster-General now draws
the particular attention of Country Postmasters to
the following " Rules and Regulations for the
guidance of Country Postmasters :"-
No. 4.-" No person who has not subscribed the
declaration required by clause 4 of the Act 15
Victoria, No. 12, shall have access to the letter
branch of the General Post Office, or to the
interior of any other Post Office, unless accom-
panied by a responsible officer."
No. 63 (portion of).-"Each Postmaster must
keep, as far as practicable, a list of subscribers
receiving colonial newspapers at his office ; and
on the non-arrival of papers for such sub-
scribers a report of the circumstance must
be at once forwarded to the Postmaster-General,
further stating whether such non-arrival with
regard to the particular newspaper has been
general or partial."
Second.-" When there is reason:to believe that
the stoppage has taken place at some interme-
diate office, this will be noticed in the report,
and the Postmaster will communicate on the
subject with such intermediate office by the
earliest opportunity."
and directs 's careful compliance with these regula-
tions.
J. DOUGLAS,
.
postmaster-General.
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Postmaster -General' s Office,
Brisbane, 10th March, 1866.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINES.
EXTENSION-NEBO TO CLERMONT.TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, until
Noon on MONDAY, the 30th day of April
next, from persons  desirous of contracting for the
supply of all  materials, except  wire, insulating pins,
and insulators , and for all workmanship necessary,
except stretching wire , for the erection of the
undermentioned  Line of Telegraph, according to
the terms ,  general  condition s, and  specifications
appended  hereto.
From Nebo to Clermont,  a distance  of ninety-
five (95)  miles ,  more or less . The contract to be
completed and handed over to the Government
within  six (6) months from the notification of the
acceptance  of the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be  made  to the extent of seventy-
five (75) per cent. on the value of the work certified
for by the officer appointed to inspect the same to
have been completed at the end of every second
month, and the total balance will be paid when the
entire contract  shall have been completed- to the
satisfaction  of the Government.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner,  and at the rate of progress, required by
the Government, it shall be in the power of the Gov-
ernment , by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate the contract so far as relates
to the work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract.
Attached to each Tender, there must be a memo-
randum signed  by the party tendering, and two
responsible  persons as  sureties, agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver, at
the office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
ten (10) days from the notification of the accept-
ance  of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in a
sum equal  to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount
of Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
Posts to be  heady  straight saplings, of the best
description of hardwood, with the bark removed,
not less  than  nine  (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in diameter
at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to
be carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six (6) feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one (1) inch from its extremity with good
hoop iron not less than one (1) inch wide ; a hole
of proper size, to receive the insulating pin, to be
bored into the centre of the top of the post to the
depth of five and a half (WO) inches.
The posts to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission, and to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, and well rammed
in with rubble and earth, and placed in a perpen-
dicular position:
No spotted gum, brigalow, or Moreton Bay ash
will be allowed for posts. At angles, or other
places  where required, struts, or supports of wood,
fixed as directed, to be supplied,
All trees and underwood standing within thirty-
five (35) feet on each side of the line to be fallen,
and all  timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet of
each post to be cleared away. Any branches over-
hanging from trees beyond the distance mentioned,
which in the judgment of the inspecting officer
may endanger  the line, to be removed. All existing
roads and tracks  to be  left  clear.
All materials used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject  to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent  of Electric Telegraphs or any
officer appointed  by him to inspect the same. i
Every information  may be obtained  on applica-
t Mi  ati the-Offiie of the Superintendent of Electric
Telegraphs , Brisbane.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
J. DOUGLAS.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1866.
MONEY ORDER OFFICES.
L
THE following alterations, made in the Money
Order Offices of the United Kingdom, are
published for general information.
J. DOUGLAS,
Postmaster -General.
ENGLAND.
1. Money Order Offices have been opened in London
and its suburbs at :-
Anerley Road ... ... ... ... ...  S.
Blackheath, Dartmouth Row ,., .., ... S.E.
Camberwell New Road ... ... ... ...  S.
Down's Park Road, Shacklewell ... ... ... N.E.
Harrow Weald ... ... ... ... ... N.W.
Nine Elms Road ... ... S.
North End, Whetstone ... ... ... ... N.
Putney, High street ... ... ... ... S.W.
St. George's Road, Peckham ... ... ...  S.E.
South Hackney ... ... ... ... ... N.E.
Upper Teddington ... ... ... ... ... S.W.
York Road, Battersea ... ... ... ... S.W.
2. The designation of the undermentioned  Offices has
been changed as follows :-
Former Designation .  Present Designation.
Ashley Crescent ............... Wenlock Place, City Road,
N.
Brackfriars Road ............ Blackfriars Road (228)
Bristol Place, or Gardens, Warwick Road, Maida Hill
Paddington
Brompton, Fulham Road, or Fulham Road (191)
Queen's Elm
Canal Bridge, Old Kent Old Kent Road (774)
Road
Gower Street North ......... Gower Street
Loughboro' Place, Brixton Brixton Road, Loughboro'
Road Place
Ludgate Street .............. Ludgate Hill
Oxford Street (210) ......... Oxford Street (198)
Pancras Vale .................. Haverstock Hill
Portsdown Terrace, Pad- Portsdown  Terrace, Maida
dington . Hill
Portugal Street ............... Lincoln's Inn
Princess Terrace, Primrose Primrose  Hi ll , Princess Ter-
Hill race
St. John Street, E.C......... St. John Street Road
Savoy Street, Strand......... Strand (104)
Sussex  Place ,  Plumstead  ...  Plumstead , Sussex Place
3. The Money Order Offices at " Great Coram  Street"
and " Hampstead Green" have been abolished.
4. Money Order Offices have been opened in the
Country, at:-
Head  Office.  County.
Bedminster R. 0....... Bristol ............  Somerset
Canning Street R.O... Liverpool ......... Lancaster
Church Street R.O. ...Preston ............  Lancaster
Englefield Green ......Staines ............Surrey
Falsgrave ...............Scarborough......York
Falstone..................I-Iexham .........Northumberland
Friargate R,O. .. ......Preston............Lancaster
Great George St. R.O.Liverpool .........Lancaster
Grosvenor R.O......... Bath ...............Somerset
King's Sutton .........Banbury .........Oxford
Pemberton ...............Wigan ............Lancaster
Rastrick..................Normanton ......York
St. Paul's Road R.O. Birkenhead ...:..Chester
Smallbridge ,...........Rochdale .........York
Stanninglcy ............Leeds ............York
Stantonbury ............Stoney Stratford  Buckingham
Worsboro' Dale ........Barnsley .........York
5. The Money Order Office at "  Hessle  Road"  (Hu ll)
will henceforth be designated "  Porter Street" Money
Order Office.
6. The Money Order Offices  at " Blackstone Street,
and "Berry Street," Liverpool, have  been abolished.
SCOTLAND.
7. A Money Order Office has  been opened at
Head Office. County.
Strathpeffer ...............Dingwall ...... Ross.
ilttLAND.
8. Money order offices have  been opened in Dublin
at Upper Kevin Street and Upper Ormond Quay ; and
the Money  Order Office at Arran Island  (Galway) has
been abolished,
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 9th April, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open and make a portion of Road through portion 146, parish of Purga, near the One-mile Bridge,
Ipswich : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No,
11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office,
Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the
Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the road in question.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Boox of REFERENCE  of ROAD  THROUGH PORTION  146, PARISH OF PURGA, TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC
ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM 1V., NO. 11.
Portion of Road.
Commencing at the north-west
corner of portion 146, in the
parish of Purga, and running
through that land in a south-
easterly and southerly direction
to its south-west boundary
Reputed Occupier.
Character
of Bearings.
Lengths
in Enclo-sures
Breadth
of Area.
Owner. Land Chains. . Road.
R. Roulston ... R. Roul- Open ° E. 100 15'S.
chs. its.
4 45
chains,
1*
A. R. P
1 0 26
ston Forest S. 28° E. 1 7
S. 2° E. 2 65
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER, NOTICE.
T
AKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of the Real Property  Act of  1861.  Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney ,  a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named in
each case.
F. O. DARVALL,  Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land.
Suburban allotment 6 of section 45, containing 1 acre
32 perches ; county, Merivale ; parish and town,
Warwick
Part of allotment 8 of section 3, containing 16 perches ;
county, Stanley ; parish and town, Ipswich
Subdivision 42 of portion 87, containing 16 perches ;
county, Manley ; parish of North Brisbane
Western suburban allotment 73, containing 6 acres 24
perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, South Brisbane
Registrar-General's Office,
Brisbane, 10th April, 1866.
OTICE.---In accordance with section 6 of the
Marriage Act (28  Victoria, No. 15), it is
hereby notified, that
The Reverend COOPER SEARLE, Minister of the
Church of England, Bowen ; and
The Reverend Toux F. INGRAM, Baptist Minister,
Ipswich,
are duly registered in this Office as Ministers of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in
Queensland.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
Registrar -General 's Office,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1866.
OTICE.-- It is hereby notified for general
.L information, that
Mr. GEORGE HALLAM
has been appointed  District  Registrar of Births,
Marriages ,  and Deaths ,  at Tambo, in the District
of Mitchell.
F. O. DARVALL,Registrar-General.
Registrar-General's Office,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1866.
OTICE.--It is hereby notified for general
information, that
Mr. JAMES Gonnox
has been appointed District Registrar of Births,
Marriages, and Deaths, at Townsville, Cleveland
Bay.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
Name of Proprietor. Date within which a Caveat
may be  Lodged.
Christopher Newton, Charles 14th May, 1866.
Kent, Daniel Bulman, and
Fredrick Geard, as mortga-
gees exercising power of
sale, by their attorney,
William Newton
George Williams ... ... Ditto.
Susan  Wooderoft Ditto.
;Elenry Green Marchant, by Ditto.
his attorney, William Mar-
chant
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1866.
CRIBB v. MUELLER.
T
0 ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained. by the Plaintiff in
the above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest of, in, and to, all that parcel
of land, containing one rood and four and one-half
perches, situate, lying, and being in the parish of
North Brisbane, county of Stanley, in the Colony
of Queensland, being the north-western sub-divi-
sions eighteen, nineteen, and twenty, of portion
number fifty-six ;-commencing at a point on the
north-west boundary, distant one chain and fifty
links from the north corner of said portion number
fifty-six ; and bounded thence on the south-west by
a line bearing south fifty-eight degrees three
minutes east one chain and fifty links ; on the
south-east by a line bearing north thirty-one
degrees fifty-seven minutes east two chains and
twenty-one and seven-tenths links ; on the north-
east by a Government road bearing west six
degrees twenty-four minutes north one chain and
and sixty-six and a half links; and on the north-west
by another Government road bearing south thirty-
one degrees fifty-seven minutes west one chain and
fifty links to the point of commencement,-Will be
Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by Public
Auction, at the City Buffet Hotel, Queen Street,
Brisbane, on TUESDAY, the fifteenth day of
May next, at Twelve o'clock noon, unless this
execution is previously satisfied.
R. K. MACNISI,
Under Sheriff.
d S3
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Winter, of Cler-
mont, publican.1 7' IIEREAS the said John Winter was, on the
V 6th day of April, A.D. 1866, adjudged to
be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me,
at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 19th day of April, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if' required ;
and also  to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vent up to the time of passing his last exami-
nation,  and whether any and what tools and
wearing apparel shall be allowed to the Insol-
vent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the Court,
at the same place, on MONDAY, the 25th
day of June, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate,  and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at  Brisbane , the 6th day of April, A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER  RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Biggs, of Kedron
Brook, dairy farmer.W,WHEREAS the said James Biggs was, on the11th day of April, A.D. 1866, adjudged to
be an insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURS-
DAY, the 19th day of April, A.D. 1866, to com-
mence at Eleven  o'clock, for the proof of debts
against  the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also, to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of  passing  his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place,
on MONDAY, the 25th - day - of June, A.D. 1.866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 11th day of April, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER  RIFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent of Thomas Burnett Ward, of
Brisbane, providore and shipowner.
HF,REAS the said Thomas Burnett Ward
was, on the 11th day of April, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 19th day of April, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
.and  also , to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the
Insolvent up to the time of passing his last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvent; and a
Second Public Sitting of the Court, at the same
place, on MONDAY, the 25th day of June, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 11th day of April,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the InsolventEstate of Robert Short,  of Brisbane.WHEREAS the said Robert  Short was, onthe 12th day of April, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 19th day of April, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the  election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;  and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the  same place, on
MONDAY, the 25th day of June, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for such other matters
connected with the estate  as may be required to
be brought before the Court.
Dated at  Brisbane , the 12th day of April,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William  Coote, of
Brisbane, architect.
I Hereby call a Meeting of the Creditors in the
above Estate, to take place at my Office, Queen
street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, the 24th day of
April next, at Eleven o'clock, to resolve that the
Estate ought to be wound up under a deed of
arrangement, composition, or otherwise, and that
an application be made to the Court to stay all pro-
ceedings  in the Insolvency for such period as the
Court shall think fit, and in accordance with the
Act of Council 28 Victoria, No. 25, section 166.
Dated at  Brisbane  this 12th day of April, A.D.
1866.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Boyd, late of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland, builder, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that at the expira-
k' tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate
of the Will of the said John Boyd, deceased, may
be granted to Catherine Boyd, his Widow and
Executrix in the said will named ; the other
Executor, the Reverend Father Murley,  having
renounced and declined to act.
Dated 10th April, 1866.
MACNISH AND SON,
Proctors for the said Catherine Boyd,
Queen  street , Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Francis Ladner, late of Coopers'
Plains, near Brisbane, in the Colony of  Queens-
land, farmer, deceased.
1T OTIC E is hereby given, that at the expiration
of fourteen days from the publication hereof,
application will be made to the Supreme Court of
Queensland, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Letters of Administration of all and singular the
goods, chattels, credits and effects, of the said
deceased be granted to Jane Ladner, of Coopers'
Plains, aforesaid, the Widow. of the said  Francis
Ladner, deceased.
Dated this 12th day of April, A.D. 1866.
WILLIAM EDWARD MURPHY,
Proctor for the said Jane Ladner,,
Queen Street ,  Brisbane,
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Henry Dangar, late of Grantham,
Pott's Point, Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, Esquire, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the xpira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this honorableCourt, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate,
with the exemplification of the last Will and Testa-
ment of the abovenamed deceased annexed, may be
granted to Eyles Irwin .Caulfield Browne, of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, Solicitor,
the duly constitued Attorney of Grace Dangar, of
Sydney aforesaid, Widow and Executrix in the
said Will named, leave being reserved for William
Dangar, the other Executor named in the said Will,
to come in at any future time and prove the same.
Dated this- 7th day of April, A.D. 1866.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Proctors for the Applicant,
Queen Street, Brisbane.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
T
HE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  pailable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
£10 REWARD.
STOLEN or Strayed from Bendango, in February
last, one black draught Horse, branded G over
G over MD near shoulder, D on near ribs, E on
near thigh. The above reward will be paid on
conviction of the thief ; or, £5 if strayed. Com-
munications addressed to
CORNELIUS ELBOIN,
Bendango.
NOTICE.- In accordance  with the Act 28Victoria, No. 19, I intend to apply to the
Court of Petty  Sessions , Nanango, for permission
to place gates  (made  in terms of the Act) on the
undermentioned roads leading from Nanango Town.
ship, viz. :-One on the road to Baramba, at the
present dividing fence ; one on the road to Tarong ;
and one on  the road to Taabinga,-each at about
one and  a-half miles distance from the town.
GEO. CLAPPERTON.
Tarong, 27th March, 1866.
lllipaunbingz.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the enclosed lands
of Messrs . McLean and Beit, 4th April, 1866.
Damages 2s. 6d , driving 2s.
One chesnut  horse, hind feet white, WO or WC near
saddle, like B or R near shoulder, snip.
If not released  on or before 27th April,  1866 , will be
sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
(1VIPOUNDED at Warwick, from Canning Downs, by
1 order of F. J. C. Wildash, Esq., on the 7tb April,
1866 .  Driving expenses , Is. per head.
One red and  white cow, like A in circle off ribs, like 1 off
shoulder, like 6 off thigh, top off off ear.
One yellow and white cow, like 8 over S N over J in circle
near ribs , rW near rump, C off rump, like 1E off
thigh.
One red bull calf, unbranded.
If not released on or  before the 1st May, 1866,
will be -sold on that  day at noon to defray  expenses.
.. HENRY MITCHELL,  Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at North Brisbane , for trespass, by Mr.
Lawlass.
One yellow and white cow.
One red and white calf, illegible brand.
Also, from the growing crops of Charles Bird,
One red and white heifer, FF over 2 near ribs,
One red and white heifer, III off rump.
One red and white IT off rump.
One yellow and white spotted cow, BS over S off and
near ribs, JH off rump.-
If not released on or ';before the 17th April, 1866,
will be sold.
. EDMUND HUGHES, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi, from Umbercollie, 27th
March, 1866, by order of R. P. and S. Y. Marshall.
One bay  mare,  hollow-backed,  star and snip , FE near
shoulder, 0  near cheek.
One bay mare, star, FE  over 9 near  shoulder, 0 near
cheek.
One black mare, like MrI over IZ  near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 27th April, will be
sold to pay expenses.
HARRY D. BALMAIN, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Canning  Downs, on,
the 5th April, 1866, by order of F. J. C. Wildash
Esq. Driving expenses 2s. 4d. per head.
One brown filly, small star, like JM near shoulder.
One bay mare, hind legs white, star, like p over J con-
joined  near  thigh, like C near neck, like rg off
shoulder, like q over J conjoined over C over M
over M near shoulder.
One bay colt foal, hind heels white, unbranded.
One bay mare, stirrup iron brand off shoulder,  like 8 off
saddle, like  31 near saddle, small  star.
One bay horse, W over 0 over EI near  shoulder, like a
dot in C near saddle, like 100 off saddle.
One dark bay mare, like 0 over 0-0 off shoulder, off
fore coronet white.
One dark chesnut  mare,  JK near shoulder , small star.
One bay mare, ,% near shoulder, EW off shoulder.
One bay filly, like PR near shoulder.
One bay colt, SR near shoulder.
One brown mare, cn over J over JS over MC near
shoulder,  small  star, speckled back.
One chesnut  mare , WS near shoulder  and ribs, collar
marked.
One brown horse, 1P conjoined off shoulder.
One dark bay horse, AB near shoulder,  off fore foot and
hind feet white, small star.
One bay  mare,  MeL near shoulder,  small star.
One black  entire , T off ribs.  Damages £5.
One black filly, -F near shoulder, like C near hip, -F off
hip and shoulder.
One flea-bitten grey horse, like WC near shoulder, like
brand off shoulder, like L off saddle, large  off knee.
One bay mare, like H near shoulder, small star.
One * brown filly, ^ over M over NK over TS near
shoulder, K near thigh, star, hind heels white.
One bay horse, litre BA near shoulder and thigh, like M
off shoulder, small star.
One roan horse, like p., A conjoined over HH near
shoulder, like JC over S off shoulder, like blotch
brand off rump, like 4 off thigh, hind heels white.
One roan filly, CB near shoulder.
One bay mare, T.l_I off shoulder, like M over A near
shoulder, white stripe down fa, e.
One grey filly foal, off hind foot white, star, unbranded.
One dark bay filly, like All over RM near shoulder.
One brown colt, like M over M off shoulder,  small star .
If not released on or before the 1st May, 1866, they
will be sold on that day at noon to defray  expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL, Poundkeepe r.
IMPOUNDED at Bowen, from Mount Pleasant, 10th
March, 1866,  by  J. S. Collings, Esq. Driving 6s. 8d.
per head.
One bay mare, BB near shoulder.
One bay horse, P and bell brand near saddle, DF over
like 615 off saddle.
One bay horse, 2 over like 8 near shoulder.
If not claimed, to be sold on the 24th April, 1866.
G. J. BOULTER, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
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N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office :-
No.
41
Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties. Nature and Effect of Deed. Date of Registration.
1866.
27th March ,., Between Thomas Hodson, of Brisbane, Deed of Assignment of all Lodged at the
in the Colony of Queensland, draper, the estate and effects of office of the
of the first part ; Henry Prince, of the said Thomas Hodson, Registrar of the
Sydney, in the Colony of New South in trust for the benefit Supreme Court,
Wales, merchant, and William of all the creditors of the this 13th day of
Newton, of Brisbane aforesaid, mer- said Thomas Hodson. April,  A.D. 1866,
chant, (trustees for the purposes in and entered
the Deed of Assignment mentioned), same day.
of the second part ; and the several
persons and bodies corporate who have
by themselves or their agents executed
the said Deed of Assignment, being
creditors of the said Thomas Hodson,
and whose names are mentioned in the
schedule attached to the said Deed of
Assignment, of the third part.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
By Authority : W. V, BimBaTnrF, Gavernm ent Printer , Will iam Street ,  Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to direct the publication of the following List of Officers
in the Civil Service of Queensland, classified according to the provisions of
the Acts 27 Victoria, No. 18, and 28 Victoria, No. 12.
The Class in which each officer is placed is determined by the Salary
granted to him by the Appropriation Acts of 1863, 1864, and  1865;  and the
position of each officer in the Class is determined by the date of the first
receipt of the Salary of the Class.
It is to be distinctly understood that this classification is made for the
purpose of carrying out the Civil Service Acts of 1863 and 1864, and not in
order to determine the precedence of any officer in the Service over
another ; and the Government cannot entertain the application of any officer
to take precedence of another, in the classified list, on account of the
supposed superior importance of his office. Questions of precedence, should
they arise, can only be settled in accordance with the Queen's Colonial
Regulations.
Appended to the Classified Schedule ,  is a list of persons permanently
employed by the Government at an annual Salary, to  whom  certain of the
provisions of the  Civil Service  Act of  1863 are extended by the amended
Act of 1864.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
OF SATURDAY, 14TH APRIL, 1866.
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LIST OF_ OFFICERS IN THE
CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO
Name.
Darvall, Frederick Orme ,,,
Thornton, William ... ...
Manning,  Arthur Wilcox . , .
Jordan, Henry ..
Halloran, Arthur Edward ...
Gray, Charles  George ... ...
Jardine, John .. ...
Rawlins,  Frederick
Drew, William Leeworthy Goode
Herbert, Arthur Orpen
Massie,  Hugh Hamon... . , .
Lamb, Edward William .,
Sinclair , Duncan MeDiarmid ...
Griffin, Thomas John ... ...
Kemball, Arthur Clark
Wiseman, William Henry
Bligh, John O'Connell ... .
Macarthur, Patrick ...
Tully, William Alcock... ..,
Sheridan, Richard Bingham ...
Eliott, Gilbert William ...
McDonnell, John
Simpson,  Henry George ...
Somerset ,  Daniel Rountree ,.,
Huntley, George ...
Brown , William John ... ...
Bryant, Francis Orr .. . , ,
Blakeney, William Theophilus
Cullen, Edward Boyd ..,
Haynes, William ,,, ..,
Hill, Walter ,,, ,.,
Pinnock, Philip...
White, James Charles ...
Richards, Henry ,.,
Haseler , Henri Willson
Peterson, Seth Lothrop
Wilkie, John Wiseman ,,.
Salisbury, Francis Elliot
Nightingale, Alfred John Wesley
Drury, Albert Victor ..,
Jennings, Reginald
Smythe, Thomas Fitzarthur ...
Bell, William ... ... ...
Hilliard, William Edward ...
McDonald, Alexander ,.. ...
Day, William Henry , . , ...
Gill, Richard ... ...
Drew, Richard Langler
Rogers , Lewis Gordon ... ...
Norris , William Osborne
Taylor, Frederick .. ..,
Hutchinson, Albert Maxwell ...
Stowell, Hugh ...
Bulgin , Henry ...
Russell, Charles Samuel
Coley, Richard  James ... ...
Horstmann , Gustav Cwsar ,,,
Smith, John ,..
Mills,  Robert Harris ... ...
Kilner, Frederick .. , . .
Boyce, William Martin ,..
Webster, Randal Eden ...
Rumsey, Lacy Henry ,.. ...
Purdie, Robert... ..
McClintock, Walter ,,. ,
Wettenhall, Allan Ravenseroft
Baker, John Tanner ...
Hollingsworth, Edwin William
Bliss, Richard ..
Phelan, Richard F. ,.. .,.
Sneyd, Samuel ... .,. .,,
Gordon, James... . .,,
Chancellor, William George ..,
Stevens, William Borlase .,,
Unsworth, William Cook , , ,
Macqueen, Arthur , , ,
Applebee,  Maurice  Felton ,,,
FIRST CLASS-ORDINARY DIVISION.
Office.
Date of
appointment to
Class.
Salary.
Registrar-General  ... ...
Collector of Customs ... .,.
Principal, Under Secretary ...
Agent-General for Emigration ,.,
Sheriff  ... ...
Police Magistrate  ...  ...
Commissioner of Crown Lands ...
Police Magistrate ... ...
Under Secretary, Treasury
Under Secretary, Lands and Works
Police Magistrate  ... ...
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands
Police Magistrate .., .,.
Police Magistrate ... ...
Police Magistrate ,., ... ...
Police Magistrate ...
Police Magistrate ,,, ,,, ,,,
Police Magistrate ... ... ...
Deputy Chief Com, of Crown Lands
Sub-Collector of Customs... ...
Police Magistrate ...
Immigration Agent .. ,..
Police  Magistrate , &c., &c., Somerset, .,,
SECOND CLASS-ORDINARY DIVISION.
Chief Clerk,  Customs .,, ,,. ,.,
Chief Clerk, Survey  Office .., .,,
Sub-Collector  of Customs ... ... ,..
Accountant, Audit Office...
Deputy Registrar-General ...
Chief Clerk, Treasury
Chief Landing Waiter
Director, Botanical Gardens , , .
Police Magistrate ,..
Police Magistrate ...  ...  ...
Acting Colonial Storekeeper
Chief Clerk, Roads Department .,,
Deputy Registrar-General .,.
Clerk, Attorney- General .. , . ,
Chief Clerk, General Post Office .,.
Accountant, General Post Office.,.
Clerk, Executive Council Office ..,
Accountant, Railway Department
Clerk, Immigration Office,.,
Clerk, Registrar-General ... ...
THIRD CLASS=ORDINARY DIVISION.
Sub-Collector, Customs ...
Tide Surveyor, Customs ,.. ,..
Clerk of Petty Sessions ,..
Posstmater .. . , . ... ..
Shipping Master ... ... ,,,
Clerk, Treasury .
Clerk, Crown Lands ,..
Clerk, Customs ... ,,, .,.
Sub-Collector, Customs ... ...
Clerk, Lands and Works...
Clerk, Treasury ... , , ,
Clerk, Treasury ,,, .,, .,,
Clerk, Treasury ,,, ,., ,.,
Clerk, Audit Office
Postmaster„ ,,,
Clerk, Audit Office . , .
Sub-Collector, Customs .
Accountant, Lands and Works
Clerk, Colonial Secretary's Office
Officer in Charge, Land Order Office ,..
Health Officer, and Assistant Immigra-
tion Agent
Clerk of Petty Sessions
Clerk, Survey Office
Police Magistrate  ... ... ...
Clerk, Harbors  and Rivers . ,
Clerk, Audit Office
Accountant,  Savings Bank . , .
Gaoler ... ...
Police  Magistrate, &c.
Seconcl Landin Waiter Customs
Clerk, Registrar-General's Office
, . , Accountant,  Savings Bank , , ,
Clerk, Treasury ,,, ,,,
Clerk, Audit Office .,, ,,,
10 June, 1859 ,., 600
10 Dec., 1859 ... 600
11 Sept., 1860... 600
8 Oct., 1860  ...  1,000
1 Jan., 1861 .,, 600
1 Jar'., 1861 ,.. 500
1 Jan., 1861 , . , 500
1 Jan., 1862 , , . 600
8  Feb., 1862  ...  600
.8April, 1862... 600
3 May, 1862 ... 500
1 Jan., 1863 , , , 600
1 Jan., 1863 ,,, 500
10 Oct., 1863 ... 500
1 Jan., 1864 , , , 500
1 April, 1864,,, 500
1 April,  1864...  500
1 April,  1864... 500
2 Dec., 1864 ... 500
I Jan .,  1865 500
27 Feb., 1865 , . , 500
1 Jan.,  1866 500
1 Jan.,  1866 ... 500
1 July,  1862 ... 475
16 Aug., 1862 ... 475
1 Jan., 1863 ... 475
1 Jan., 1863 ... 475
1 Jan., 1863 ... 475
1 Jan., 1863 . , .  475
1 Jan., 1863 ... 475
1 Jan., 1863 ... 475
1 Jan., 1863 ... 475
20 April, 1864 , . , 450
1 July, 1864  ...  450
1 Jan., 1865 , , , 425
1 Jan., 1865  ...  425
1 Jan., 1865 :.. 425
1 July, 1865 ... 425
1 July, 1865 ... 425
13 Oct., 1863  ...  400
1 Nov., 1865 ... 400
1 Jan., 1866  ...  400
1 Jan., 1866 ... 400
1 Jan., 1860 .,- 375
1 June, 1861 ... 375
1 Aug.,  1861  ...  375
1 Jan., 1862  ...  375
1 July, 1862  ...  375
1 Aug.,  1862  ...  375
1 Oct., 1862  ...  375
26 Nov., 1862 , . , 375
1 Jan., 1863 ... 375
1 Jan., 1863 ... 375
1 Jan., 1863 ... 375
1 Jan., 1863 ... 375
1 Jan., 1863 , . , 375
1 Jan., 1863 ... 375
1 March, 1863 375
1 Oct., 1863  ...  375
1 Dec., 1863 . , , 350
1 Jan., 1864 ... 350
1 Jan., 1864  ...  350
1 Oct., 1864 ... 350
1 Oct., 1864 ... 350
1 Nov., 1864 . , . 350
1 Jan., 1865 . , . 325
1 Jan., 1865  ...  325
1 Feb., 1865 ... 325
2 June, 1865 ,., 325
1 July, 1865 ...
1 Jan., 1866 , . , 325
1 Jan., 1866 . , . 300
1 Jan., 1866  ...  300
1 Jan., 1866 , , , 300
1 Jan., 1866 ... 300
1 Jan., 1866 ... 300
1 Jan., 1866 . , . 300
389
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THE ACT  27 VICTORIA, NO. 18.
Name.
Burrowes, Major Edward Lewis
Wood, Arthur Francis ,..
Gregory, Augustus Charles , . .
Tiffin, Charles ...
Belbridge, William Charles ...
Bennett, Edward James ,..
Austin, Robert ...
Heath, George Poynter . , ,
Little, Robert  ...
Cracknell, William John
Cannan, Kearsey . , .
Byerley, Frederick John . , ,
Brady, Joseph ... .. ...
Scott, Henry ...
Rawnsley, Henry Charles
Deighton, Edward ... .. ,,,
Roberts, Francis Edward ,,, ... .,,
King, Henry Edward ... ... .
Davidson, William Montgomerie Davenport...
McDowall, Archibald ... ...
Gregory, Charles Frederick ...
O'Connell, Maurice Geoffrey ,..
Goodall, William Robert ,..
Boyd, William Carr ,,. ...
Stuart, Clarendon
Chester, Henry Marjoribanks ...
Geary, William Henry... ...
Stanley, Francis Drummond Greville
Wyborn, Henry .., .,. ,,.
Langley, Oliver Grace .. ... ...
Hume, Walter ... ... ... ...
Weale, George Telford
McMillan, Archibald Campbell ,,.
Brown, Alexander  ...  . , . , , ,
Willson, John Henry .. ... ...
Matveieff, Alexey Frotoff ,,,
Mylne, Thomas... ...
Baron, William Henry , , ,  ...
FIRST CLASS-PROFESSIONAL DIVISION.
Office.
Deputy Surveyor-General ... ,.,
District Surveyor ... ...
Surveyor-General ... ... ..  ...
Colonial Architect. . . .. ... .
Government Printer ,,, ... ,.,
Chief Draftsman, Survey
Engineer of Roads, S. D.... ... ...
Port Master ..
Crown Solicitor , . , , , ,
Superintendent of Telegraphs .. ...
Medical Superintendent, Lunatic Asylum
Engineer of Roads, N. D. ... ...
Engineer of Harbors and Rivers ...
Master of Titles ... ... ... ...
SECOND CLASS-PROFESSIONAL DIVISION.
Surveyor
Chief Clerk, Colonial Architect
Surveyor . . .
Commissioner of Crown Lands
Surveyor ,.. ...
Commissioner of Crown Lands
Commissioner of Crown Lands
Commissioner of Crown Lands
Commissioner of Crown Lands
Commissioner of Crown Lands
Surveyor ...
Commissioner of Crown' Lands
THIRD CLASS-PROFESSIONAL DIVISION.
Harbor Master , . , , , ,  ...  , , .
Clerk of Works, Colonial Architect's Office
Assistant Harbor Master ... . . .
Telegraph Station Master ,..
Surveyor ... ... ... . , .
Surveyor ... ...
Surveyor . ...
Superintendent of Dredge " Bremer"
Chief Draftsman, Roads Department
Chief Station Master, Telegraph ...
Clerk, Registrar General's Office
Draftsman, &r., Harbors and Rivers
Date of
appointment to Salary.
Class.
22 Aug., 1857 ... 500
10 Oct., 1858 ... 500
23 Dec:; 1859 ... 700
23 Dec., 1859 ... 600
1 Dec., 1861 ... 600
1 Jan., 1862 ... 500
28 April, 1862... 600
1 Jan., 1863 ... 600
1 Jan., 1863 ... 500
1 April, 1863 . . . 600
1 Feb., 1864 . . . 500
21 Oct., 1864 ... 600
20 Jan., 1865 . . . 600
1 Jan., 1866 ... 600
10 Mrch.,1860...  475
1 Jan., 1862 ... 475
6 Aug., 1862 ... 475
15 Aug., 1862 ... 475
1 Jan., 1863 ... 475
12 Dec., 1863 ... 475
1 Jan., 1864 ,.. 475
25 Feb., 1864 . . . 450
26 Feb., 1864 ... 450
25 May, 1864 ... 450
28 Oct., 1864 . . . 450
1 Jan., 1866 ... 400
1 Aug., 1853 ... 375
1 Feb., 1863 ... 375
1 Jan.,  1864 ... 350
3 June, 1864 ,,,
17 June, 1864 ... 350
24 Aug., 1864 ... 350
21 Oct., 1864 , . , 350
24 Oct., 1864 . , . 350
1 Jan., 1865 ... 325
1 Jan., 1866 ... 325
1 Jan., 1866 . , . 300
1 Jan., 1866 ... 300
I
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LIST OF OFFICERS IN  THE CIVIL
FOURTH CLASS--ORDINARY DIVISION.
Name.
Airey, Matthew ... ...
Beddek, Frank Newell... ...
Hitchins, Edward Bulwer Lytton . ...
Cooling, John ... ...
Elliot, David ... ,.,
Geary, Godfrey Nairne Benjamin ...
Drummond, Peter ..,
Dudgeon, Thomas Vokes ... ...
Stevens, John Harry ... ... ...
Hinton, Frederick ... ... ...
Daly, James Edwin Owen ... ...
Dodwell, George William ...
Willson, William Ellis
Gosset, Arthur Percy ...
King, Thomas Mulhall
.Beach, John Stuart ... ...
Carrington, Charles  ...  . , .
Douglas, Arthur Edward ... ...
Sandrock, George Frederick ...
Bartley, James... ... ... ...
Macarthur, Alexander ... ...
Henzell, Thomas Smith ...
D'Arcy, George Lindesay ...
Scott, Robert Townley... .. .
Carter, Charles Claudius ... ...
Taylor, Walter Samuel
Chamberlain, Edward Augustus Frederick
Beazeley, Edward Calvert ..
Buttanshaw, Henry Reginald... ...
Gerahty, Digby ... ...
Murphy, William ... ... ...
Sabine, John Randolph ... ...
Rich, Charles William... ... ...
Boyce, John Alexander ...
Watts, James ... ... ... ...
Bourne, Robert Orton,.. ... ...
Cave, William . ...
Thistlewayte, Francis Charles Norrie
Johnson, Ralph Cholmondely Godschall
Darvall, Frederick Orme F.
Lawry, John Worden ..,
Deshon, Edward ,.,
Lukin, Gresley  ...  ... ...
Pugh, John William Edford ...
Bulgin, Arthur ... .. ... ...
Robinson, Anthony Bennett ... ...
Day, David Allan ...
Gardner, William Gordon Anderson
Somerset, Fitzroy ... ...
Gray, Robert .. ...
Nettleton, Sydney Whiteford... ...
Norris, Maurice Joseph ... ...
Macalister, Arthur
Wodehouse, Charles E. ...
Date
Office. of appointment Salary.
to Class.
Clerk of Petty Sessions ... ...
Clerk of Petty Sessions ... ...
Clerk, General Post Office ... ...
Clerk, Gaol .
Third Landing Waiter, Customs... ...
Clerk, Crown Lands Office
Land Agent ...
Clerk, Customs ...
Clerk, Land Order Office...
Clerk, General Post Office ...
Clerk, General Post Office
Clerk of Petty Sessions
Recording Clerk ... ... ...
Clerk, Northern Roads Department
Second Officer, Customs .. ..
Superintendent of Quarantine Station
Clerk of Petty Sessions ... ...
Clerk of Petty Sessions .,, ..,
Second Officer, Customs ...
Fourth Landing Waiter, Customs
Clerk, Roads Department... ...
Clerk, Roads Department ...
Clerk, Colonial Secretary's Office
Clerk, General Post Office
Recording Clerk ... ...
Clerk, Commissioner for Railways
Recording Clerk ... ... ...
Recordiug Clerk ... ...
Visiting Justice ... ...
Gaoler ... ...
Gaoler ...
Land Agent
Second Officer, Customs ...
Clerk, Police Department... ... ...
Foreman of Works, Roads Department...
Accountant, Telegraph Department
Clerk of Petty Sessions ... ...
Recording Clerk ... ... ...
Recording Clerk  ...  ...
Clerk, Savings Bank ... ...
Clerk, General Post Office
Clerk, Savings Bank ...
Recording Clerk
Clerk, Lands and Works Department
Recording Clerk
Draftsman, Crown Lands Office...
Postmaster... ... ...
Clerk, Registrar-General's Office...
Clerk, Registrar-General's Office...
Clerk, Colonial Secretary's Office
Locker, Customs
Clerk, Police Department... ...
Recording Clerk ... ...
Land Agent ...
FIFTH CLASS-ORDINARY DIVISION.
Bowerman, Frank Sydney ...
Rooksby, Thomas ...
Polden, Theodosius William ...
Cumming, Charles Francis ... ...
Connolly, William Joseph ...
Wheeler, John George ...
Davidson, Robert Rickards ... ...
Lukin, George Lionel ... ... ...
Vincent, Robert ...
Ellis, Henry  ...  ... ...
Gilchrist, Robert Keaghey ...
Haynes, Michael ... ...
Welsby, Samuel Pearson ... ...
Thompson, Quintin Acheson ... ...
Glanville, George Whitefield ...
Heley, Thomas Battley A.
Trotmann, James Thomas Williams...
Leefe, Roger Beckwith ... ...
Bond, Augustus Salmond ... , ...
Raffles, Jaynes Hargreaves
Clerk of Petty Sessions ,.. .
Master of  Light-ship .., ,.. ,,,
Clerk, Survey Office ... ... ...
Clerk of Petty Sessions  ... ... ...
Clerk, Customs ... ... ... ...
Clerk of Petty Sessions  ... .... ...
Clerk, Lands  and Works Department ...
Clerk of Petty Sessions ...
Clerk of Petty Sessions ...
Clerk of Petty Sessions ..,
Locker, Customs .. ...
Clerk of Petty Sessions ...
Assistant Immigration Agent
Clerk of Petty Sessions ...
Clerk, General Post Office ..,
Clerk, Registrar-General's Office
Third Officer, Customs
Sub-Collector of Customs, &c.
Clerk, Colonial Stores
. I Clerk, Registrar-General' s Office...
20 Oct.,  185 3  ... 260
18 May, 1859 ... 280
1 Dec., 1860 ... 280
1 Jan., 1862 ... 260
1 March, 1862 260
1 July, 1862 ... 260
9 July, 1862 ... 280
25 Nov., 1862 ... 280
1 Jan., 1863 ... 260
14 March, 1863 260
8 April, 1863 ... 280
28 July, 1863 ... 280
18 Aug., 1863 ... 260
7 Sept., 1863 ... 260
23 Sept., 1863 ... 260
30 Oct., 1863 ... 260
12 Nov., 1863 ... 280
19 Nov., 1863 ... 280
1 Dec., 1863 ... 260
1 Jan., 1864 ...  '260
1 Jan., 1864 ... 210
1 Jan., 1864 ... 240
1 March, 1864 270
6 March, 1864 240
18 March, 1864 240
18 March, 1864 240
18 March, 1864 240
19 March, 1864 240
10 May, 1864 ... 210
21 May, 1864 ... 240
1 June, 1864 ... 240
24 Aug., 1864 ... 270
11 Oct., 1864 ... 240
1 Jan., 1865 ... 220
1 Jan., 1865 ... 270
1 Feb., 1865 ... 270
1 April, 1865 ... 220
1 May, 1865 ... 220
1 June, 1865 ... 220
17 June, 1865 .., 220
1 July, 1865 ... 220
1 Sept., 1865 220
1 Nov., 1865 ... 270
1 Nov., 1865 ... 220
1 Jan., 1866 ... 240
1 Jan., 1866 ... 200
1 Jan., 1866 ... 200
1 Jan., 1866 ... 200
1 Jan., 1866 ... 200
1 Jan., 18f,6 ... 200
1 Jan., 1866 ... 200
1 Jan., 1866 ... 200
1 Jan., 1866 ... 200
1 June, 1848 ...
1 March, 1861
3 March, 1861
8 April, 1861 ...
1 Jan., 1863 ...
1 Jan., 1863 ...
15 Jan., 1863 ...
19 March, 1863
25 March, 1863
16 May, 1863 ...
23 Sept., 1863 ...
1 Nov., 1863 ...
4 Dec., 1863 ...
11 March, 1864
8 April, 1864 ...
18 May, 1864 ...
17 June, 1864 ...
9 July, 1864 ...
24 Sept., 1864 ...
14 Oct., 1864 ...
190
190
145
190
190
190
145
190
190
190
190
190
130
190
165
130
180
105
130
130
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Name.
Bragden, James ,..
Rundle, Matthew Sandoe ...
Longlands, David Ferdinando...
Scarr, William ... ... ...
Bailey, Thomas Scott
Burkitt, Walter
Bauer, William Daniel .,.
Tawell, Thomas ,, ...
Hanna, Benjamin de Elzery ..,
Burkitt, Arthur , , .
Scarr, Frederick
Creyke, Robert... ... ..
Winniett, Charles Massey ...
Cowl, Thomas Holden... ..
Smith, Charles ... ... ...
Cramp, John
Illidge, Josiah Mason
Bourne, Joseph Orton ... ...
Braddock, John Herbert . , ,
Thorne, John Thomas ... ...
Hanna, Edward
Furlong, George Hitchings
Dickins, Thomas B.
Manson,  Alexander John
Belford, Richard Blair
FOURTH CLASS-PROFESSIONAL DIVISION.
Office.
Lighthouse ]Keeper ,,, ,,,
Harbor Master, Rockhampton ., ...
Clerk of Works, Roads Department ..,
Draftsman, Survey Office... ... .
Draftsman, Survey Office... ...
Telegraph Station Master ,,,
Telegraph Station Master ,,. .,.
Telegraph Station Master , . , , , ,
Telegraph Station. Master
Repeating Clerk, Telegraph Department...
Draftsman, Registrar-General's Office ..,
Draftsman, Registrar-General's Office ,..
Telegraph Station Master ,,, ,,,
Telegraph' Station Master
Telegraph Station Master
Telegraph Station Master
Telegraph Station Master
Draftsman, Survey Office... ,., ,,,
Draftsman, Survey Office...
Clerk of Works, Colonial Architect's
Department
FIFTH CLASS-PROFESSIONAL DIVISION.
.,, Junior Clerk, Telegraph Department
Clerk, Telegraph Department , , ,
... Junior Clerk, Telegraph Department
... Shipping Inspector, &c. ...
.., Junior Operator, Telegraph Department..
Date of
appointment to Salary.
Class.
22 Dec., 1856 ... 276
1 Jan.,  1860 ... 280
1 Jan.,  1860 ... 280
1 July,  1861 ... 260
1 Feb.,  1862 ... 260
1 Oct.,  1862 ... 280
1 Jan.,  1863 260
1 April,  1863... 280
1 Jan.,  1864 ... 280
1 June,  1864 ... 220
21 Oct.,  1864 ... 280
1 Jan.,  1865 ... 220
1 Jan.,  1865 ... 220
1 Jan.,  1865 , :. 220
1 Jan.,  1865 ... 220
1 Jan.,  1865 ... 220
1 Jan.,  1863 ... 220
1 April, 1863  ... 220
1 April,  1865 ... 220
8 Nov.,  1865 ... 280
5 Dec., 1864 .,.
1 Jan., 1865 , ,
24 April, 1865 .,.
15 May, 1865 ,..
1 July, 1865 ...
130
165
115
165
115
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LIST OF OFFICERS IN THE CIVIL SERVICE OF  QUEENSLAND- 'ontinued.
FIFTH CLASS-ORDINARY  DIVISION- continued.
Name. Office. Dateof appointment
to Class.
Salary.
Pym, Richard Elworthy
Wilkins, John Creathorne
Fahy, Bartley .. ..,
Nichols , Arthur Robert
Somerset ,  Henry St. John
Hill, Stanley Grantham
Snelling, Walter Henshawe ,,,
Bunton, George  ... ...
Taylor, Richard Target ,,.
Pentland, Thomas
Sullivan, Ambrose John ..,
Bramston , Henry ,,, ,,,
Perrier, David  .. ... ...
Watson, Richard Henry
Harries, Eustace Henry .,,
Burrell, Thomas
Halloran, Arthur Edward, jun.
Dickens, Thomas Robert ,.,
Moorhead, John
Allan, Julian ...
Clyde, William Henry... ...
Wells, Thomas William ,.,
Burkitt ,  Horace ,., .,,
Curphy, Thomas
Hausmann , David  Daniel .,,
Cribb, Benjamin, jun..., ...
Moore , Sydney...
Hallam, George
White, George ,..
Martin,  Henry Shubrick
Whiteley, Charles James
Buss e'll ,Williatn Cradock Newell
Costello, Charles ,., ,.,
Kellett,  James
Rowlands, B. ,.,
Webb, William... ...
Baird ,  James ... . , ,
Grose, Edward Giddy ... .. ,
Magill, Richard ... . , .
Peterson ,  Daniel , . .
Harbor Master ,  Bowen . , ,
Second Officer ,  Customs ... ...
Locker, Customs .. ... ...
Schoolmaster ,  Gaol ... , , .
Clerk, Customs ... ,., ...
Clerk, Police Department... ..
Clerk, Crown Lands Office  ...
Clerk, Audit Office  ...  . , ,
Clerk of  Petty Sessions ... ...
Clerk, Customs
Clerk, Survey Office
Clerk of Petty Sessions ... ...
Clerk, Gaol... ... ...
Clerk, Gaol... . , ,
Clerk, Colonial Architect's Office
Locker, Customs ...
Clerk, Sheriff's Office ..,
Clerk, General Post Office
Clerk of Petty  Sessions ,,,
Clerk, General Post Office ..,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions ...
Clerk, Registrar- General's Office...
Clerk of Petty Sessions ... ...
Locker, Customs
Clerk, Crown Lands Office ..,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions ... ...
Clerk of Petty Sessions ... ...
Clerk of Petty  Sessions ...
Clerk of Petty Sessions ... ...
Clerk, Immigration Office
Clerk, Registrar-General's Office.. .
Clerk of Petty  Sessions ,.. ,.,
Third Locker, Customs ,.. ...
Fourth Locker, Customs ...
Clerk, Telegraph Department ...
Junior Clerk , Customs
Clerk, General Post Office ...
Clerk, General Post Office
Clerk, General Post Office ...
Clerk, General  Post Office
1 Jan., 1865 , . .
1 Ian., 1865 ...
1 Jan., 1865 ...
1 Jan., 1865 . , .
1 Jan., 1865 . , .
1 Jan., 1865 .,,
1 Jan., 1865  ...
1 Jan., 1865 .,,
, . , 27 Feb,, 1865 . .
... 1 March, 1865
. , , 1 April, 1865
. , , 13 April, 1865
1 May, 1865
1 May, 1865
1 May, 1865
8 May, 1865
1 July, 1865
1 July, 1865
3 Aug., 1865
5 Aug., 1865
9 Aug., 1865
1 Sept., 1865
23 Sept., 1865
... 23 Sept., 1865
3 Nov., 1865
1 Jan., 1866
1 Jan., 1866
1 Jan., 1866
1 Jan., 1866
1 Jan., 1866
1 Jan., 1866
1 Jan., 1866
1 Jan., 1866
1 Jan., 1866
1 Jan., 1866
1 Jan, 1866
1 Jan., 1866
1 Jan., 1866
1 Jan., 1866
1 Jan., 1866
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LIST OF PERSONS PERMANENTLY EMPLOYED BY THE GOVERNMENT ,  to whom certain  of the  Provisions of the
Civil Service  Act  of  1863 are extended  by the  Amended Civil Service Act of  1864.
Name. Office. Date of salary.First Appointment.
Hartley, Peter ... , , . Messenger, Customs ,,, 15 Aug., 1846 ... 120
Morphy, Sophia Matron, Depot , , , , , , 1 Oct., 1849 ... 100
Bakey, Patrick .,, ,,, Light-keeper ,,, ,., 1 Aug., 1852 ... 96
Lacey, William... ... Boatman, Pilot .. ,,. 20 Oct. 1852 ... 96
Armstrong, Edward ,,, Principal Turnkey, Gaol , . ,
,
17 Dec., 1853 ... 170
Bradley, Patrick Turnkey, Gaol 1 Jan., 1854 ... 118
Goodwin, John... Coxswain, Customs ,,, 1 July, 1854 ... 120
Seeds,  George ,,, Acting Pilot ... 11 March, 1855 120
Simpson,  John .,, Light-keeper ,,, ,,, 1 Jan., 1856 ... 108
Claybourn, William .,, ,,, ,,. Turnkey, Gaol ,,, 1 July, 1857 ... 100
Dickens, Thomas .., ,,, ,,. Messenger, Registrar-General 1 Sep., 1858 ... 150
Roberts, Alfred... ... ... Assistant River Pilot ,,, 1 Dec., 1858 ... 180
Frazer, John ... .. Turnkey, Gaol , , , , , , 25 May, 1859 ... 100
Haynes , Charles ... River Pilot... . 1 June, 1859 ... 190
Sholl, Richard Henry ... . , , , , . Senior Pilot ... ,,, 1 Oct., 1859 ... 260
Brown, William ... Boatman, Pilot 1 Oct., 1859 . . . 108
Hurford, John ... ... Turnkey, Gaul 19 Oct., 1859 ... 118
Sneyd, Margaret Matron, Gaol , , , 25 Nov., 1859 ... 42
Kearney, Thomas , , . Boatman, Pilot ,,, .., 1 Dec., 1859 ... 96
Evans,  John ,,, .,, Letter Carrier 10 Dec., 1859 ... 120
Evans, John ,,, ,., Boatman, Pilot 1 Jan., 1860 ... 108
Kelly, John .,, ,,, Letter Sorter ,,, 1 Jan., 1860 . . . 120
Bragg, Charles ... ... Turnkey, Gaol ,,. .,. 14 Feb., 1860 . . , 118
Cox, Henry ,., Turnkey, Gaol 20 Feb., 1860 ... 118
Fitzpatrick, William ,,, Boatman, Customs ,,, 1 Oct., 1860 ... 96
Frederick, James , , . Turnkey, Gaol 19 Oct., 1860 . . . 118
Phillips, John ... Warder, Lunatic Asylum...
T
4 Nov., 1860 ... 100
Robinson, George .,, urnkey, Gaol ,,, ,,. 5 Nov., 1860 ...  118
Telford, William ,,. Wardsman, Depot... 5 Nov., 1860 ... 100
Clarke, George ... ,., Coxswain, Customs ,,. 10 Nov., 1860 ... 120
McCullough, William ,,, Letter Sorter 1 Jan., 1861 ... 120
McKenzie, Alexander ,,, Boatman, Pilot Service , , , 10 Jan., 1861 ... 96
O'Keefe, Thomas ,,, Messenger, Attorney-General 3 April, 1861 ... 100
Free, Joseph ,,, ,,, Turnkey, Gaol 27 April, 1861... 118
Lang, John Turnkey, Gaol , . , . , , 10 June, 1861 ... 118
Brennan, John ... ,,, Coxswain, Customs 19 June, 1861 ... 120
Mills, Samuel Howard... Boatman, Customs ...
j
15 Nov., 1861 ... 96
Brosnan, John .,, ,., Warder, Lunatic Asylum...
L S
23 Dec., 1861 ... 100
Bower, Richard... ... etter orter ,,, ,,, 1 Jan., 1862 . . , 120
Jones, Daniel ,,, Acting Pilot ,,, 1 Jan., 1862 ... 120
Walker, Jolin . ... Messenger, Colonial Secretary ,,, 1 Jan., 1862 ... 100
Evans, Benjamin ,,. Boatman, Customs ,,, 23 March, 1862 96
Poole, Thomas .,, Messenger, Lands and Works 1 April, 1862. , , 100
Jaggard, Josiah... Boatman, Customs ,,, 5 June, 1862 ... 96
Watson, John ,,, Boatman, Customs ,., 1 Aug., 1862 ... 96
Roughan, Daniel ,,, Storeman . , . 11 Aug., 1862 ... 104
Wright, John ... . , . Boatman, Portmaster , , , 8 Sept., 1862 ... 96
Brown, John , . , Boatman .,, ,,, 1 Oct.,  1862 ... 96
Don, Alexander . , , ,Assistant Pilot , , , , , , 1 Oct.,  1862 ... 165
O'Keeffe,  James , , , Letter Carrier , . , , , , 1 Oct., 1862 . , , 120
Burre ll, Henry .,, ,., Boatman,  Pilot ... , . , 1  Oct., 1862 ...  108
Cramer, Ernest... Messenger , Treasury , . - 3 Oct.,  1862 ... 125
Cavanagh, Martin . , . Boatman, Customs 21 Oct,,  1862 ... 96
Montgomerie , Joseph ... Pilot ,,, ,,, .,, 1 Nov., 1862 ... 165
Doheny, Patrick Boatman,  Customs ,,. ,,, 1 Jan., 1863 ... 96
Helen . Office-keeperPoole ,,, ,,, 1 Jan., 1863 ... 48,
O'Neill, Michael .,. Boatman, Customs ... 14 Feb., 1863 ... 96
Williams, David , , , Coxswain, Portmaster ,,. ,,, 1 March, 1863 120
ThomasWra . Letter Carrier ,,., ,,. ,,, 8 Mardi, 1863 120y, ...
Taylor, George..,
.
Turnkey, Gaol ,,, ,,, ,,, 16 March, 1863 118
Wood, William... River Filet... 9 April, 1863 .., 190
Easton,  Joseph .,, Boatman, Customs ,,, ,,, 1 1363 ... 96
York, John , , , Boatman, Pilot Service .,. .,, 1 July, 1863 ... 96
Symes, Mary M. Matron, Depot ,,, ,,. 1 July, 1863 . . . 50
Warner, Isaac Johnston Sea Pilot ... ... ... 20 Aug., 1563 ... 250
Hardie, Peter .. ,,. Coxwain, Pilot Service ,,, 1 Sept., 1863 ... 120
Gillespie, Benjamin ,., Letter Carrier , . , . , , , , , 10 Sept., 1863... 120
Cooper, Richard ... Sea Pilot ... ... ... . 1 Oct., 1863 . . . 245
Croaker, Henry... ... Pilot .,, ,,, 1 Oct , 1863 ... 220
Smith, Alexander Dudgeon Assistant Pilot ... 19 Oct., 1863 ... 165
Beach, Henry ,., Boatman, Portmaster 1 Nov., 1863 ...  96
Neill, Arthur , , . Boatman, Pilot Service 1 Nov., 1863 ... 96
Thorn, George ,,. ,,, Boatman, Pilot Service ,,, 1 Nov., 1863 ... 96
Walsh, John .,. ,,. Porter, Gaol 14 Nov., 1863 ... 118
Lowe , Patrick ... ... Boatman, Customs 1 Dec., 1863 ... 96
Graham, Jane . , , ..  Matron, Depot ,,, ,,, 4 Dec,, 1863 ... 50
Gorman, Daniel ... Boatman, Pilot  Service ,,, 1 Jan,, 1864 ... 96
How, James . , . , , ,  Sea Pilot ... ... 1 Jan., 1864 . , . 245
Sang,  John ,,, Assistant River Pilot 1 Jan., 1864 ... 165
Maughan , Joseph Letter Carrier .,. ,,, ,., 1 Jan., 1864 ... 120
Murry, Peter ... Letter Carrier ,,. .,, 1 Jan., 1864 . , , 100
Prolinski , Gottfried Ferdinand Boatman, Pilot Service ,.. 1 Feb., 1864 . . . 96-
Ragis , Frederick William Robert Boatman, Pilot  Service ,., ,,, 1 Feb.,  1864 . . . 96
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LIST OF PERSONS PERMANENTLY EMPLOYED BY THE GOVERNMENT,  &C.-C0etinaed.
Name. Office. Date of Salary.First Appointment.
Marshall, Robert ...
Hill, Jane ... ..
Timins, Henry ... ...
French, William ..,
Lee, John James ...
Johnston, Jane... ...
O'Brien, William ...
Bree, John ..  ...
Fagan, Richard... ...
Burke, Peter „
Sloane, William ...
Sheahy, Edward , . ,
Blaney, Hugh ... ... .. ..
Casey, John  Brandreth ...
Donnelly,  Peter...
Phillips, Thomas .,, ...
Barry, Patrick ... ... ...
Smith, John ... ... ...
Neill,  James . , . ...
Ormrod, William ... ...
Gilmour, Samuel
White, Jacob ... ... ...
Graham,  James ... ...
Evans,  Jenkin ... ... ...
Ellis , William . , . ... , ..
Wain, William ... ...
McCullough, Thomas ...
Sims, Richard William
Woods, Francis Barron
Cronin, Cornelius ...
Murphy, Anna ... ...
Gerahty, Anne ... ...
Hanlon, Thomas ...
Phillips, Mary Anne ...
Walker, Susanna ...
Carter, Susan
Haddon, William John ... ,..
Tottenham, William ... ...
Smith, Edward Houghton . , ,
Frazer, Anna .. ...
McMahon, Daniel ... ... ..,
Ball, James ... ... ...
McCarthy, Denis ,,, .,.
Williams, William .., ... ...
Howell, Joseph... ... ...
Dagleish, George ...
Rhodes, John . ... ...
Partridge, William  ...  . , .
Ryan, James ... ... ...
Thompson, Margaret ... ...
Jansen, Laurenz ... ... ,.,
Johnstone, Alexander :%. ...
Helmore, John ... ... ,.,
Pillane, Patrick. . . ... ... ...
Sheridan, Michael ... ...
Williams, George . . . ... ...
Smith, John ,,. ...
Duffy, James ... ... ... ...
Baker, Henry ... ... .
Grail, George Hudson ... ... ...
Dowd, James ... ... ... ...
Gallagher, Henry ... ... ...
McCracken, Thomas .. , . , , .. ,
Blanchard, Francis .., ,..
Letter Carrier ... ...
Matron, Lunatic Asylum,..
Wardsman, Depot... ... ...
Principal Turnkey, Gaol ... ...
Turnkey, Gaol - ... ...
Female Turnkey, Gaol ...
,.. Boatman, Customs ... ...
... Turnkey, Gaol ... ...
...  Turnkey, Gaol ... ... ...
,.. Light-keeper ... ,,,
... Boatman, Pilot Service ... ...
. Principal Turnkey, Gaol . . . .. .
. , . Turnkey, Gaol ... ...
Acting Pilot ... ... ...
... Turnkey, Gaol ...
... Warder, Lunatic Asylum... ...
.. Warder, Lunatic Asylum... ...
... Boatman, Customs ,.. ...
... Boatman, Pilot Service ... ...
,.. Letter Carrier ...
... Turnkey, Gaol ... ...
... Boatman, Customs ... ...
Boatman, Customs ...
... Light-keeper ...
... Coxwain, Pilot Service ...
... Boatman, Pilot Service ... ...
. , , Mailman ... .. ... ...
... Letter Carrier ... ... ...
... Letter Carrier ... ... ...
... Warder, Lunatic Asylum... ..,
... Matron, Gaol ... ...
... Matron, Gaol ...
... Wardsman, Depot...
. , , Female Warder, Lunatic Asylum
... Office-keeper ... ... ...
... Office-keeper ... ... ...
,., Chief Warder, Lunatic Assylum...
... Light-keeper ... ... ...
... Acting Pilot  ...
... Female Turnkey, Gaol
... Boatman, Customs ... ...
...  Letter Carrier .. .
... Light-keeper , , .
... Turnkey, Gaol ... ... ...
... Boatmaan, Pilot Service ... ...
Letter Carrier ... ...
Boatman, Customs ... ...
... Coxwain, Pilot Service ...
Turnkey, Gaol  ...  , . , ...
... Nurse, Lunatic Asylum ... ...
,.. Acting Pilot ... ... ...
...  Boatman ... ... ...
... Boatman , Pilot  Service ,,,
... Boatman, Pilot Service .,. ...
Warder, Lunatic Asylum... ...
... Boatman, Pilot Service ..,
... Boatman, Portmaster
Letter Carrier ...
... Turnkey, Gaol ...
... Boatman ,,.
... Turnkey, Gaol ...
... Boatman ... ...
.. Boatman . ...
... Boatman, Portmaster
1 Feb., 1864 ...
17 March, 1864
18 March, 1864
24 March, 1864
24 March, 1864
1 May, 1864 ..,
10 May, 1864 ...
17 May, 1864 ...
17 May, 1864 ...
24 May, 1864 .,.
17 June, 1864 ...
20 June, 1864 ...
20 June, 1864 ...
25 June, 1864 ....
1 July, 1864 .,,
1 July, 1864 ...
1 July, 1864 ..,
12 July, 1864 ...
1 Sept., 1864 ...
1 Sept., 1864 ...
1 Nov., 1864 ...
16 Nov., 1864 ...
16 Nov., 1864 ...
1 Dec., 1864 ...
1 Dec., 1864 ...
1 Dec., 1864 ...
1 Jan., 1865 ...
1 Jan., 1865 ...
1 Jan., 1865 ...
1 Jan., 1865  ...
1 Jan., 1865 ...
1 Jan., 1865 .,.
1 Jan., 1865 ...
1 Jan., 1865 ...
1 Jan., 1865 ...
1 Jan., 1865 ...
,,. 10 Jan., 1865 ,..
1 Feb., 1865 ...
7 Feb., 1865 ...
22 Feb., 1865 ...
1 March, 1865
1 March, 1865
... 1 March, 1865
15 March, 1865
, , , 17 March, 1865
1 April, 1865...
1 May, 1865 ,,.
... 1 May, 1865 ...
... 16 May, 1865 .„
22 June, 1865 ...
1 July, 1865 ...
1 July, 1865 ...
1 July, 1865 ...
... 19 July, 1865 ...
.,, 29 Aug., 1865 ...
.. 6 Sept., 1865 ...
... 22 Sept., 1865 ...
1 Oct., 1865 ...
8 Oct., 1865 ...
... 10 Oct., 1865 ...
... 12 Oct., 1865 . , .
,,. 17 Oct., 1865 ...
1 Nov., 1865 ...
1 Nov., 1865 ...
120
70
75
120
100
30
96
100
100
96
96
120
100
120
100
100
100
96
96
100
118
96
96
96
108
96
108
100
100
100
30
30
45
42
40
40
130
96
120
30
96
120
96
100
96
100
96
120
100
42
120
96
96
96
100
96
96
93
100
96
100
96
96
96
By Authority  ;  W. C. BELsaIDGE,  Government Printer, William  Street, Brisbane,
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1866.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased to
direct the publication of the subjoined Despatches,
received from the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing street,
9th February, 1866.
Silt,
I transmit to you, for your guidance, a copy of
2 February,ic66. letter in which the Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs has conveyed to me Her Majesty's orders
that no Chilian or Spanish armed vessels be allowed
to bring their prizes into British waters.
I have, &c.,
EDWARD CARDWELL.
Governor Sir George Bowen, G.C.M.G.,
&c., &c., &c.
THn EARL OF CLARENDON  to  MR.  CARD  WELL.
Foreign Office, 2nd February, 1866.
SIR,
Her Majesty's Government being desirous of observing
the strictest neutrality in the contest between Spain and
the Republic of Chili, they propose, with the view of
more effectually carrying into effect this principle, to
interdict the armed ships, and also the privateers of both
parties, from carrying prizes made by them into the ports,
harbors,  roadsteads, or waters of the United Kingdom,
or of any of Her Majesty's Colonies or Possessions
abroad.
I have accordingly to acquaint you that the Queen has
been pleased to direct  that  orders in conformity with the
principles above stated, should forthwith be addressed to
all proper authorities in the United Kingdom, and to
Her Majesty's Naval or other authorities in all quarters
beyond the United Kingdom, for their guidance in the
circumstances.
I have, &c.,
(Signed ) CLARENDON.
The Right Honorable Edward Cardwell , 1VI.P.,
&c., &c., &c.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing street,
26th February, 1866.
Her Majesty being fully determined to observe
the duties of neutrality during the existing hostilities
between Her Catholic Majesty and the Republics of
Chili and Peru, and being moreover resolved to
prevent as far as possible Her Majesty's harbours,
ports, and coasts, and the waters within Her
Majesty's territorial jurisdiction, in aid of the war-
like purposes of either belligerent, has commanded
me to communicate to you, for your guidance, the
following rules, which are to be treated and enforced
as Her ]Majesty's orders and directions.
Her Majesty has been pleased to command that
these rules shall be put in force in the United
Kingdom and in the Channel Islands, on and after
Friday, the 2nd March next, and in Her Majesty's
territories and possessions beyond the seas, six days
after the day when the Governor or other chief
authority of each of such territories or possessions
respectively shall have notified and published the
same, stating in such notification that the said
rules are to be obeyed by all persons within the
same territories and possessions.
I. During the continuance of the present hostili-
ties between Her Catholic Majesty and the Repub-
lics of Chili and Peru, all ships of war and privateers
of either belligerent are prohibited from making
use of any port or roadstead in the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, or in the
Channel Islands, or in any of Her Majesty's
Colonies or Foreign Possessions or Dependencies,
or of any waters subject to the territorial jurisdic-
tion of the British Crown, as a station or
place of resort for any warlike purpose, or for the
purpose of obtaining any facilities of warlike
equipment ; and no ships of war or privateer of
either belligerent shall hereafter be permitted to
sail out of or leave any port, roadstead, or water,
subject to British jurisdiction, from which any
vessel of the other belligerent (whether the same
shall be a ship of war, a privateer, or a merchant
ship) shall have previously departed, until after the
expiration of at least twenty-four hours from the
departure of such last-mentioned vessel beyond the
territorial jurisdiction of Her Majesty.
II. If any ship of war or privateer of either
belligerent shall, after the time when this order
sl.iall be first notified and put in force in the
United Kingdom and in the Channel Islands, and
in the several Colonies and Forein Possessions
and dependencies of Her Majesty' respectively,
enter any port, roadstead, or waters belonging to
Her Majesty, either in the United Kingdom or in
the Channel Islands, or in any of Her Majesty's
Colonies, or Foreign Possessions, or Dependencies,
such vessel shall be required to depart and
to put to sea within twenty-four hours after
her entrance into such port, roadstead, or waters,
except in ease of stress of weather, or of her
requiring provisions or things necessary for the
subsistence of her crew, or repairs ; in either of
which cases the authorities of the port, or of the
nearest port (as the case may be), shall require her
to put to sea as soon as possible after the expira-
tion of such period of twenty-four hours, without
permitting her to take in supplies, beyond what
may be necessary for her immediate use; and no
such vessel which may have been allowed to remain
in British waters for the purpose of repair shall
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continue in any such port, roadstead, or waters,
for a longer period than twenty-four hours after
her necessary repairs shall have been completed :
Provided, nevertheless, that in all cases iii.which
there shall be any vessels (whether ships _ of war,
privateers, or merchant ships) Hof the said
belligerent parties in the same port, roadstead, or
waters within the territorial jurisdiction of Her
Majesty, there shall be an interval of not less than
twenty-foiir hours between the departure there-
from of any such vessel (whether a ship of war, a
privateer, or a merchant ship) of the one
belligerent, and the subsequent departure there-
from of any ship of war or privateer of the other
belligerent ; and the times, hereby limited, for- the
departure of such ships of war and privateers
respectively, shall always in case of necessity be
extended, so far as may. be requisite for giving
effect to this proviso, but not further or otherwise.
III. No ship of war or privateer of either
belligerent, shall hereafter be permitted while in
any port, roadstead, or waters subject to the terri-
torial jurisdiction of Her Majesty, to take in any
supplies, except provisions and such other things
as may be requisite for the subsistence of her crew;
and except so.much coal only as may be sufficient
to carry such vessel to the nearest port of her own
country or to some nearer destination ; and no coal
shall be again supplied to any such ship of war or
privateer in the same or any other port, roadstead,
or waters, subject to the territorial jurisdiction of
Her Majesty, without special permission, until
after the expiration of three months from the time
when such coal may have been last supplied to her
within British waters as aforesaid.
I have, &c.,
EDWARD CARDWELL.
The Officer administering the Government of
Queensland.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased, in
terms of the Acts 28 and 29 Victoria, Nos. 21 and
22, to appoint the undermentioned persons to act
as Assessors for the Municipality of Brisbane-
JAMES SPEN.cE, Esquire, for East Ward ;
JOHN HALL, Esquire, for North Ward ;
J.H. SMITH, Esquire, for Valley Ward ; and
HENRY HocKINGS, Esquire, for Kangaroo Point
Ward.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified, that under the p ovisions of clause
17 of  the Municipal Institutions Act of  1864, he
has been pleased, with the advice of the Executive
Council, to appoint -
Mr. CHARLES NOLAN
to the office of Alderman for the Municipality of
Dalby.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Attorney General's Office,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1866.
1'JIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOwEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same,
&c., &c., &c.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act
27  Victoria, No.  17, Pastoral Leases Act,  I, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that
the lease for five years, for pastoral purposes, of
the following 1portion of land, will be offered for
sale at the undermentioned place, at Eleven o'clock
on the day specified, at the upset price affixed
thereto.
SALE  AT THE LAND AGENT'S OFFICE, AT GLADSTONE,
ON TUESDAY, 5TH JUNE, 1866.
Name of Run-Gayfield.
Original Lessee-Hugh Neil.
Area-25 square miles.
Upset price-&1 per square mile.
Situation -Commencing at the south corner of the
Alma Run, and bounded thence on north-west by south-
east boundary of said run bearing north 52 degrees east
160 chains ; on the north-east by the south-west boundary
of Galloway Plains Run bearing south 38 degrees east
to the watershed separating the Calliope River from  the
• Boyne  River ; on the south by said watershed westerly ;
on the south-west by a line bearing north 38 degrees
west  to the south boundary of Maxwelton Run ; and on
the north by the said south boundary of Maxwelton
bearing east 4 degrees north 193 chains to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at' Government House, Brisbane,
the twenty-first day of March, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year
of Her Majesty's reign. .
[L.S.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
Mr. JOHN KEANE,
to be a Clerk of the fourth class in the Department
of the Crown Solicitor,  vice  Mr. Edwin Norris,
resigned. This appointment to take effect from
the 8th March last.
By His Excellency's Command,
CHARLES LILLEY.
Attorney General's Office,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, by Letters Patent
dated the 27th December, 1865, was pleased to
appoint
CHARLES LILLEY, Esquire,
to be one of Her Majesty's Counsel, with precedence
next to and after the Attorney-General and Solicitor-
General for the time being.
By His Excellency's Command.
CHARLES LILLEY.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1866.
REFERR-ING to a notice published in the
Government Gazette,  dated the 14th October,
1865, intimating the acceptance of Messrs. J. and G.
Harris' tender for the supply of miscellaneous stores
for the year ending the 30th September, 1866 ; it
is hereby notified, that such contract has been
terminated.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, -17th April, 1866.
TO UNDERTAKERS AND OTHERS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilnoon of SATURDAY, the 5th day of May
next, from persons willing to contract for the
following,  Viz.
1. Funerals Complete-Brisbane.
1. Ditto ditto Ipswich.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1866.
I
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, having been pleased
to establish the Police and Registration Districts
of Mackay, Bowen, Cardwell, St. Lawrence, and
Princhester, the following boundaries of the same
are published for general information.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1866.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following regulation, in pursuance
of the 17th clause of the  Pastoral Leases Act.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
I
That the  Local Crown Lands  Offices be closed at
One p.m .  on Saturdays ,  and upon the  Public  Holidays
notified in the  Government Gazette.
POLICE AND REGISTRATION DISTRICT OF MACKAY.
Commencing at Cape Palmerston and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing west to the watershed of
the Isaac River, and by that watershed bearing westerly ;
on the west by the watershed separating the waters of
the Pioneer River from other waters bearing northerly ;
on the north by a line bearing north-east to the north-
west extreme of Repulse Bay ; and on the east by the
seacoast bearing southerly to the point of commence-
ment, and including all islands adjacent thereto.
Place of Petty Sessions -Mackay.
POLICE AND REGISTRATION DISTRICT OF BOWEN.
Commencing on the seacoast between Cape Bowling
Green and Cape Cleveland ,  and bounded thence on the
west by a line bearing south -west to the summit of
Mount Elliott  ;  thence by a line bearing southerly to the
junction of the Burdekin River and the Sutter River ;
then by the Suttor River upwards to the junction of
the Belyando River  ;  on the south -east by a line bearing
north-easterly from said junction to the north-west
extreme of Repulse Bay ; and on the north -east by the
seacoast  north- westerly to the point of commencement,
and including all islands adjacent thereto.
Place of Petty Sessions - Boweh.
POLICE AND REGISTRATION DISTRICT OF CARDWELL.
Commencing on the shore of Halifax Bay, in latitude
19 degrees south, and bounded thence on the south-
east by a line bearing south-west, crossing the Burdekin
River about 27 miles in a direct line below the junction
of the Clarke River to the watershed separating the
Burdekin River from other waters flowing to the west-
ward ; on the south-west by said watershed north-
westerly ; on the north-west by the northern watershed
of the Bardekin River, and the northern watershed of
the Mackay River north-easterly to Tam O'Shanter
Point ; and on the north-east by the seacoast, south-
easterly to the point of commencement, and including all
islands adjacent thereto.
Place of Petty Sessions-Cardwell.
POLICE AND REGISTRATION DISTRICT OF ST. LAWRENCE.
Commencing at Cape Palmerston, and bounded thence
on the north by a line bearing west to the range forming
the watershed between the waters flowing to the coast
and those falling into the Isaac River ; on the west by
said watershed southerly to the head of the Styx River ;
on the south by the Styx River downwards to its mouth;
and on the east by the seacoast northerly to Cape Palmer-
ston, the point of commencement, and including  6.11
islands adjacent to said coast.
Place of Petty Sessions-St. Lawrence.
POLICE AND REGISTRATION DISTRICT OF PRINCHESTER.
Commencing at the mouth of the Styx River, and
bounded on the north by that river upwards in a west-
erly direction to its source ; on the west by the range
forming the watershed betiveen the waters flowing to the
coast and those 'flowing to the Isaac ' River and other
tributaries to the Fitzroy River, and by a spur range
forming the southern watershed of Marlborough Creek
to the confluence of said creek with the Fitzroy River ;
on the south by the Fitzroy River downwards to the con-
fluence of Canoona Creek, thence by a spur range form-
ing the eastern watershed of said creek northerly to the
hills called the Pointers, thence by the northern water-
shed of the Fitzroy River, and by a spur range to a
point on the seacoast bearing west from the northern
extreme of Keppel Island ; and on the east by the  seacoast
to the mouth of the Styx River, the point of commence-
ment, and including all islands adjacent to said coast.
Place of Petty  Sessions -Princhester.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th April,  1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE. BOWEN.
SEPARATE Tenders will be received at this
1,7 Office, until Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY,
the 2nd June next, from persons willing to contract
for the erection of a Court House at Bowen, of
brick, or of timber.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Court
.House, Bowen."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen, and-further particulars obtained, at the Colo-
nial Architect's Office, Brisbane, or at the Court
House, Bowen.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Bris-
bane, or at the Court House, Bowen-, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £150 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
GAOL, BOWEN.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
i 1.2 o'clock, on SATURDAY, the 2nd June
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of a Gaol at Bowen.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Gaol,
Bowen."
Plan, specification, and form of tender may -be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office,  B4 sbane, or at the
Court-house, Bowen. -
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible  persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the' contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor  in Bris-
bane, or at the Court House, Bowen, within
fourteen . days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £150 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
MILITARY HOSPITAL AND OFFICERS'
QUARTERS.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 12th
May next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Hospital and Officers' Quarters at
the Military Barracks, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Military
Hospital, cJ'e., Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum, signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and, undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in
Brisbane, within seven days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty
in the penal sum of £250 for securing such perform-
ance, otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands 'and Works,
Brisbane, 9th April,' 1866.
ITIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executive C uncil, and in pursuance
of the provisions of the 48th clause of the  Pastoral
Leases Act  of 1863 (27 Victoria, No. 17), directs it
to be notified for general information, that the
descriptions inserted in the Lease issued for the
Run named in the Schedule annexed, having been
found upon survey not to describe with sufficient
certainty the Lands thereby intended to be demised,
such Lease has been cancelled, and that a fresh
Lease will be prepared and issued embodying the
amended description of the Run.
,By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
SCHEDULE.
Lessee-Christopher Rolleston. Name of Run-
Yandina. District-Leichhardt.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1866.
NEW ROAD.W 1 ITH reference to the Government notice,dated 5th January, 1866, published in the
Government Gazette  of the 6th of the same month,
(folio 40), relative to the opening and making of a
new road from Marlborough towards Apis Creek,
county of Liebig : Notice is hereby given, in accord-
ance with the Act of Council 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con-
firm the said road ; and it is therefore declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at
the Police Office, Marlborough; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of the
same road, are hereby reminded that notice must
be served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and form
as are provided in the 6th section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER,
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
ITH reference to the Government notice,
dated 10th November, 1865, published in
the  Government Gazette  of 11th November, 1865,
(folio 1138), relative to the opening and making of
a new road through portions 22 and 23 on Saltwater
Creek, one of the tributaries of the Mary River,
county of March : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act of Council 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said road ; and it is therefore
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, and at the Police Office, Maryborough ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the same road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner.and form as are provided in the 6th section
of the Act above referred to, or they will be forever
foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
r
ITH reference to the Government notice,W 1 dated 5th January, 1866, published in the r
Government Gazette  of the 6th of the same month
(folio 39), relative to,the opening and making of a
new road from Frenchman's Creek towards town-
ship of Herbert, Broadm ount, county of Livingstone :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
of Council 4 William IV., No. 11, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the
said road ; and it is therefore declared expedient
to open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
office of the Surveyor-General,, and at the Police
Office, Rockhampton ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the same road
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the 6th section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1866.
APPLICATION TO SELL UNDER THE " TRUS-
TEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
II
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the'Board of General Education have,
in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made
application to the Governor in Council for leave
to sell the portion of land granted as a site for a
National School, Toowoomba, in order to obtain
funds for the erection of suitable school premises
on another site.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought, must
lodge the same with the Secretary for Lands and
Works, by letter, within the period of three months
from the date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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Commissioner for Railways Office,
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1866.
N
O objection having been lodged, in pursuance
of the notification issued from this office,
dated 30th December, 1865, against the construc-
tion of the proposed Extension of the Southern
and Western Railway from Toowoomba to Allora,
in virtue of the provisions of the Act passed 3rd
September, 1863, empowering the Government to
construct Railways in the Colony (27 Victoria, No.
8),-it is hereby notified for general information,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased, in
virtue of the 14th clause of the said Act, to approve
of and confirm the Plans and Books of Reference
of the said proposed Line of Railway between
Toowoomba and Allora.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1866.
ONE POUND NOTE.THE' above having been found by a platelayeron the line of the Southern and Western
Railway, the owner may obtain the same, on
,furnishing description thereof tothis Office.
A. O. HERBERT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased,
under authority of Act 28 Victoria, No. 11, sec. 3,
to approve of the following Scale of Harbor Light
Dues being established at the places named,
,agreeably with the recommendation of the Marine
Board :--
RocEm AMPTON.
Foreign-going  ships ... 12d. per ton in, 12d. per ton out.
Intercolonial  vessels ... 4d. „ 4d. „
Coast in g  vessels 2d. „ 2d.
P ORT CURTIS.
Foreign-going  ships ... Id. per  ton in,  ld. per ton out.
Intercolonial vessels ... 2 d. ,, 2 d.
.Coasting vessels  ... 2d. „ 2d.
PORT DENISON.
Foreign-going  ships ... Id. per ton in, Id. per ton out.
.Intercolonial vessels  ... 2d. „ 2d.
Coasting vessels .. . Id. „ Id.
By His ,Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
.QUEEN BLAND  GGVERNMENT SAVI GS
BANKS.BRANCHES of the above Bankre ow penat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for the
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age. .
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
AMENDED REGULATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT
SAVINGS BANKS.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the following alterations
and additions to the Savings Bank Regulations,
dated 16th November, 1864, made under the
authority of the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria,
No. 2, entitled  " An Act to grant additional facili-
ties for depositing small savings at interest with the
security of the Government for due repayment
thereof "  viz.
1.  The following words to be omitted from clause 5' of
the said regulations, viz., " the depositor shall sign his
name in a place to be provided for his signature in the
depositor's book," it being considered advisable that
depositors shall not in future be required to sign their
names in Savings Bank pass-books.
The following are to stand as additional regula-
tions :-
1. Persons desirous of lodging money in the Govern-
ment Savings Banks, and who, by reason of residing at
too great a distance from the nearest Branch Office, are
precluded from depositing in the manner prescribed by
clause 3 of the regulations, may remit their deposit by
post direct to the Treasury. The Government will,
however, undertake no responsibility ender this clause,
in the event of the remittance miscarrying.
2. In order to meet the convenience of persons resid-
ing at a distance from Brisbane, and to save a long
course of post, depositors so circumstanced may, in
future, make application to withdraw the whole or any
portion of their deposits by electric telegraph message,
at the reduced uniform charge of one shilling. The
depositor will be required to sign the usual withdrawal
notice in the presence of a Savings Bank Officer, by whom
the message will be forwarded to the Treasury ; but no
officer is to forward such message unless the depositor is
personally known to him, or unless he produces satis-
factory evidence that he is the person entitled to the
withdrawal.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
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The Treasury,
Queensland ,  17th January, 1866.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY AND BATAVIA OR SINGA-
PORE, VIA TORRES' STRAITS.THE Queensland Government  having in con-templation the establishment  of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  vi d  Torres' Straits and Singapore ,  sealed
Tenders will be received at this  Office until MON-
DAY, the 25th June ,  1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly, for a period of five
years, from and to Brisbane and Batavia ,  calling
at Port Denison and  Cape Yore-.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore  and Sydney ;  and separate
offers will be received for Monthly Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York, and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of 1st and 2nd class ,  the tonnage ,  horse-
power, and speed of the  Steamers  to be employed,
and whether propelled by screw or paddles ; also
to state the time at which the service can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey. the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or by applying to Messrs. Julyan
and Sergeaunt, Crown Agents, 6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer, Brisbane, and marked  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails via Torres' Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Memoranda for the information of persons wishing to
Tender for the Torres '  Straits Hail Service, in
reph/ to Treasury  advertisement , dated the 17th
January,  1866.
1. Tenders to state fully the speed, tonnage ,  passenger
accommodation of each  class,  how propelled, and all
other information relative to the vessels to be employed,
required by the advertisement.
2. Vessels to start from each end of the Contract line
monthly, at such times as may be hereafter determined,
with a view of making the Torres' Straits Mail Service
alternate with that vice Cape Leeuwin, thus securing
fortnightly communication between Australia and
Europe.
3. Mans and  sections of vessels proposed to be
employed to be sent with the Tender.
4. Vessels to be at all times supplied and furnished
with all necessary and proper machinery, ery,ines, pro.
visions, anchors, cables, boats, fire pumps, and lightning
conductors, and all proper appliances, subject to the
approval of the Officers appointed for the purpose by the
Postmaster-General.
5. Vessels to be officered  and manned to the satisfac-
tion of the Yostinaster-General.
6. Each vessel to carry a properly qualified medical
practitioner, and to be furnished  with sufficient medicines
and medical comforts.
"7. The Postmaster General or his representative may
delay departure of Contract Steamer twenty-four hours
when deemed necessary.
8.  The  Contract Steamer to leave Batavia or Singapore
within twenty-four hours after the arrival of the
European Mail Steamers, and to carry the Mails to their
destination at an average speed of not less than ten*
knots, calling at Cape York, and such other port or ports
as may be agreed on, reasonable time for detention being
allowed by the Government.
9. Should the Mails not be delivered within the time
stipulated, the sum of £100 to be deducted,  by way  of
penalty, for every twenty-four hours of such delay, the
`renders will elm0 be recur of for the 'vet on a ca1e i?rc-
portionate to sspeed- say, from nine to e'ever, knot,.
fall amount of penalty ,  however, not to exceed the
proportionate sum due for that particular  service.
10. Postmaster -General to pay an award of £50, over
and above the Contract sum, for each and every twenty-
four hours the Mail shall be delivered within the time
covenanted for.
11. As a penalty for not providing an efficient vessel
ready to start according to agreement ,  Contractors to
pay, by way of penalty ,  the sum of £250 ,  also to pay a
further sum of £100 for every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay.
12. Contractors to have not less than three vessels of
the stipulated tonnage and power at all times ready for
service.
13. Postmaster -General may appoint a Mail Agent to
each vessel ,  who shall be provided with suitable first-
class cabin accommodation and table ,  at the expense-af
the Contractors .  The said Mail Agent to have
customary powers with regard to determining questions
relative to Mails, and the despatch or detention of vessels
carrying Mails.
14. Necessary  and suitable accommodation ,  to the-
satisfaction of the Postmaster -General ,  to be provided
for the purpose of sorting and making up Mails during
the voyage, if required.
15. Mails to be delivered at the Post Office, and con-
veyed to the Steamers at the expense of the Contractor,
without any delay.
16. Payments to be made quarterly in Brisbane, and
the payment stipulated to be in full satisfaction for the
service  ;  the Mail money to belong to Her Majesty.
17. The agreement to be entered into to be in force
for five years, but Government reserve to themselves
power to determine the Contract ,  should the service not
be properly performed.
18. Contractors may at any time terminate the agree-
ment, upon giving six months notice of their intention,
and by paying, by way of forfeit, a sum equivalent to
two months' subsidy.
19. Contractors not to dispose of, or under-let the
Contract ,  without the consent of the Postmaster -General.
20. Contractors to be bound in the penal sum of
£15,000, to be paid to the Government by way of stipu-
lated damages ,  in case of failure on their  part to,
carry out the agreement.
21. Government reserve to themselves the right to
add other reasonable stipulations to those already
mentioned.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane , 10th  March, 1866.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINES.
EXTENSION  -  NEBO TO CLERMONT..
f1ENI}ERS will be received at the Office of the
I Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, until
Noon on MONDAY, the 30th day of April
next, from persons desirous of contracting for the
supply of all materials, except wire, insulating pins,
and insulators, and for all workmanship necessary,
except stretching wire, for the erection of the
undermentioned Line of Telegraph, according to
the terms, general conditions ,  and specifications
appended hereto.
From Nebo to Clermont, a distance of ninety-
five (95) miles, more or less. The contract to be
completed and handed over to the Government
within six  (6) months from the notification of the,
acceptance of the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made to the extent of seventy-
five (75)  per cent. on the value of the work certified
for by the officer appointed to inspect the same to
have been completed at the end of every second
month, and the total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner, and at the rate of progress ,  required by
the Government, it shall he in the power of the Gov-
ernment, by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate the contract so far  as relates
to the work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract.
Attached to each Tender, there must be a memo-
ranclmun signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
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answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver, at
the office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
ten (10) days from the notification of the accept-
ance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in a
sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount
of Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
Posts to be heavy straight saplings, of the best
description of hardwood, with the bark removed,
not less than nine (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in diameter
at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in ,length ; to
be carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of  six (6 ) feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one (1) inch from its extremity with good
hoop  iron  not less than one (1) inch wide ; a hole
of proper  size , to receive the insulating pin, to be
bored into the centre of the top of the post to the
depth of five and a half (5) inches.
The posts to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission, and to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, and well rammed
in with rubble and earth, and placed in a perpen-
dicular position.
No spotted gum, brigalow, or Moreton Bay ash
will be allowed for posts. At angles, or other
places where required, struts, or supports of wood,
fixed as directed, to be supplied,
All trees and underwood standing within thirty
five (35) feet on each side of the line to be fallen,
and all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet of
each .post to be cleared away. Any branches over-
hanging from trees beyond the distance mentioned,
which in the judgment of the inspecting officer
may endanger the line, to be removed. All existing
roads and tracks to be left clear.
All materials used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs or any
officer appointed by laim to inspect the same.
Every information may be obtained on applica-
tion at the Office of the Superintendent of Electric
Telegraphs, Brisbane.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. DOUGLAS.
Registrar General's Office,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1866.
N
OTICE.-It is hereby notified for public infor-
mation, that the undermentioned Ministers,
having changed their residences, are now Registered
in this Office as Ministers of Religion authorised to
celebrate Marriages at the places set opposite their
respective names
The Rev. JONES KILLICK PIDDINGTON, Wesleyan
Minister, Brisbane ;
The Rev. BENJAMIN DIxoN, Wesleyan Minister,
Bowen, Port Denison ; and
The Rev. HENRY WOODHOUSE, Wesleyan Minister,
Brisbane.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar  General.
FORFEITED GOODS.
T O be sold by Auction, by Mr. Alexander, at
his Rooms, Edward street, on MONDAY,
30th April, 1866
2 casks Treacle, ex " Wansfel," from London, 1st
February, 1864.
1 cask Brandy, ex " Telegraph, " from Sydney,
21st December, 1863.
1 cask Coffee, ex " Queensland, " from Sydney, 12th
December, 1865.
1 package Perfumery, ex " Telegraph, " from
Sydney, 29th January, 1866.
1 case Cigars (94lbs), ex " City of Brisbane," 27th
March, 1866.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified, that GEORGE WHITE,
Esquire, Clerk of Petty Sessions at Gayndah,
has been appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits,
&c., such Commission being determinable on his
ceasing to hold the appointment of Clerk of Petty
Sessions at Gayndah, in the Colony of Queensland.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A
SITTING of the above Court will be held at
the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane , before
His Honor JAMES COCKLE, Esquire, Chief  Justice
of Queensland and Judge of the Vice-Admiralty
Court of Queensland, on WEDNESDAY  next, the
twenty-fifth day of April, A.D. One  thousand eight
hundred and sixty-six.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenthsection of the  Marriage Act of  1864, we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
JOHN MELTON BLACK, Esquire, of 'Kennedy
District, in the Colony of Queensland, Justice of
the Peace, to be a Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar's District of Townsville, who shall, by
virtue of this appointment, give consent in the cases
provided for in and by the eighteenth and nineteenth
sections of the said Act.
Dated this sixteenth day of April, A.D. 1866.
(Signed) JAMES COCKLE, C. J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
F
OR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section of the  Marriage Act of  1864, we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
HENRY MARJORIBANKS CHESTER, Esquire, of
Charleville, in the Colony of Queensland, Com-
missioner of Crown Lands, to be a Justice of the
Peace in the Registrar's District of Warrego, who
shall, by virtue of this appoinrment, give consent in
the eases provided for in and by the eighteenth
and nineteenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this sixteenth day of April, A.I. 1866.
(Signed) JAMES COCKLE, C. J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
MR. CHARLES BRIDGFORD  has beenappointed Bailiff for the Court  of Requests,
Springsure.
JNO. GEO. WHEELER,
Registrar.
Police Office,
Springsure, March 20th, 1866.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
THE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. -All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866,
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.TAKE Notice that applications have been made tobring' the Lands described below under the
1 provisions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named in
each case.
F. 0. DARVALL, Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land.
Allotment 18 of section 20, containing 1 rood 27 perches ;
county, Aubigny ; parish, Drayton, town, Toowoomba
Subdivision 11 of portion 49, containing 2 roods 2
perches ; county, Livingstone; parish, Rockhampton
Name  of  Proprietor. Date within which a Caveatmay  be  Lodged.
Wm. Glover ... 21st May, 1866.
Charles Sydney Dick ... Ditto.
VICTORIA, by the Grace of God of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of the Faith, &c.
To the widow and to the next of kin of Frederick
Mulholland, late of Gayndah, in the Colony
of Queensland, licensed publican, deceased,
and to all others whom it may concern,--
GREETING :-Whereas it hath been repre-
sented unto our 'Supreme Court of Queens-
land, by William Lambert Fowles, Proctor of
Anna Maria Power and Francis Glynn Connolly,
trading at Gayndah aforesaid, under the style or
firm of Power and Connolly, general merchants,
creditors of the said deceased, that the said
Frederick Mulholland, late of Gayndah, departed
this life on or about the seventh day of March last,
having at the time of his death goods, chattels,
and credits, in the Colony aforesaid, intestate :
We do, therefore, hereby peremtorily cite you and
each of you to appear before our said Court, at the
Court House, in Queen street, Brisbane, on the
ninth day of May, 1866, at the hour of Ten o'clock
in the forenoon of the same day, and there abide, if
occasion shall require, during the sitting of the
said Court, and then and there to accept or refuse
Letters of Administration of all and singular the
goods, chattels, and credits, of the said deceased,
or otherwise to show sufficient cause (if you or
either of you have or know any) why the same
should not be committed to the said Anna Maria
Power  and Francis Glynn Connolly, creditors of
the said deceased, on giving sufficient security ;
and furthur to do and receive as to law and justice
shall appertain, under pain of such Letters of
Administration being granted to the said Anna
Maria Power and Francis Glynn Connolly, credi-
tors of the said deceased.
Witness the Honorable JAMES COCKLE, Esquire,
Chief Justice of Queensland, this sixteenth
day of April, in the twenty-ninth year of
our reign, and A.D. 1866.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar.
KEANE AND FOWLES, Proctors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1866.
GOERTZ v. HUTTON.
CLARK v. HUTTON.
1
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon  a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff in
the above action, and- that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest of, in, and to, all that piece or parcel
of Land, containing by admeasurement, thirty acres,
be the  same  more or less, situated in the county of
Merivale, and parish of Allora, within the Allora
Reserve, portion fifteen-commencing on the south
side of a road one chain wide, at the north-west
corner of portion sixteen, and bounded thence on
the east by the west boundary line of that portion
bearing south twenty chains to a road one chain
wide ; on the south by that road, dividing it from
part of portion seventeen bearing west eighteen
chains ; on the west by part of the west boundary
line of the Allora Reserve bearing north six chains
and forty-five links to Dalrymple  Creek,  and thence
by that creek upward dividing it from part of
portion thirty-six to the first mentioned road ; and
on the north by that road dividing it from a reserve
and from part of portion thirteen bearing east
fourteen chains to the point of commencement.-
And also all that piece or parcel of Land containing
by admeasurement one acre, be the same more or
less, situated in the county of Merivale and parish
of Allora, within the Allora Village Reserve, allot-
ment seven of section three-commencing on the
east side of Herbert street at the south-west corner
of allotment six, and bounded thence on the west
by that street southerly two chains ; on the south by
the north- boundary line of allotment eight easterly
at right angles to Herbert street five chains to a
lane ; on the east by that lane northerly parallel
with Herbert street two chains ; and on the north
by the south boundary line of allotment six afore-
said westerly at right angles to Herbert street five
chains to the point of commencement ;-Will be
Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by Public
Auction, at the Downs Hotel, Albion Street,
Warwick, on TUESDAY, the twenty-second day
of May next, at Twelve o'clock noon, unless this
execution is previously satisfied.
R. K. MACNISH,
Under Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Charles Keys, of
Brisbane, publican.W1 THEREAS the said Charles Keys was,Y 1  on the 18th day of April, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 25th day of June, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 30th day of July, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 1$th day of April,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Eames, of Gat-
ton, timber getter.
WHEREAS the said Thomas  Eames was, on
the 16th day of April, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURS-
DAY, the 28th day of June, A.D.  1866,  to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said Estate, and for the election of a Creditors'
Assignee, if required ; and also to determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall be
made to the Insolvent, up to the time of passing
his last examination ; and whether any and what
tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the
Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 9th
day of July, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 18th day of April, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In  the  Insolvent Estate of Win. Crookall of Break-
fast Creek.
WHEREAS the said Wm. Crookall was, on the
3rd day of January, A.D. 1866, adjudged to
be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 25th
day of June, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last -examination of the Insolvent,
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct, for the
Insolvent to make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 16th day of April A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Benjamin Benjamin, of
Brisbane, draper.
WHEREAS the said Benjamin Benjamin was,
1111  on the 5th day of February, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the  25th  day of June, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 16th day of April, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WM. PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY. -
In the Insolvent Estate of John Newton, of
Warwick, carpenter.
WHEREAS the said John Newton was, on
1 the 9th day of February, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 25th
day of June, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvent,
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct,
for the insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane the 16th day of April, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, - Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Hardie and Co.,
of Fassifern, squatters.
WHEREAS the said Hardie and Co. were, on
the 16th day of February, A.D.1866, adjudged
to be Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the 28th
day of June, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination-of the Insolvents,
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct, for the
Insolvents to make an application for their
Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 16th day of April, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of - Wm. H. Agg, of
Ballard's Camp, storekeeper.
W
HEREAS the said Wm. H. Agg was, on the
23rd day of February, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 25th
day of June, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvent,
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct, for
the Insolvent to make an application for his
Certi ficate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 16th day of April, A.D.
1866. -
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee. -
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Lawless, of
Brisbane, grocer.
W Y 1' HEREAS the said Thomas Lawless was, on the 14th day of February, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 2nd day of July, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 16th day of April, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Zachariah Skyring, of
Fortitude Valley, butcher.
WHEREAS the said Zachariah Skyring was, on
Y 11'' the 26th day of February, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 28th day of June, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 16th day of April, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
WM. PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Richard Champion, of
Brisbane , painter.
WHEREAS the said Richard Champion wad,
r on the 23rd day of February, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to ,be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme  Court Mouse, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 28th day of June, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent  to make an  application .for
his Certificate.
Dated-at Brisbane, the 9th day of April, a..o.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER  RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Charles Wi lliam Pitts.
of Yaamba, storekeeper.WHEREAS the said  'Charles William Pitts was,
on the 26th day  of  February ,  A:D.  1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane ,  on TI ITJRSDAY,
the 28th day of June ,  A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock ,  for the last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct,  for the  Insolvent to make an application for
his,Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 9th day of April, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER  RAFF,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In- the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN  INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of -John George Walker,
of Maryborough ,  farmer.W the said John George WalkerV was,  on  the  21st day of  March,  A.D.  1866,
adjudged  'to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before -me, at the
Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane ,  on THURSDAY,
the 28th ,  day of June,  AD. 1866 ,  to commence at
Eleven  • o'clock, for the last examination of -the
Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall 'otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his -Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 9th day of April, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P .  LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER -RAFT ,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the- Supreme Court of ,Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of C. W. Pitts and John
Winter, of Yaamba and Clermont.WHEREAS the said C. W. Pitts and JohnWinner were, on the 23rd day of February,
A.D. 1866, adjudged to be Insolvent, I hereby
appoint a Third Public Sitting, to be holden before
me, at the Suprexne Court house, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY., the 28th day of June, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the last examina-
tion of the Insolvents, and unless the Court shall
otherwise direct, for the Insolvents to make an
application for their Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane the 9th day of April, A,D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas B. Ward, of
Brisbane, providore and shipowner.
WE-REAS the said Thomas B. Ward was,
on  the 11th day of April, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURS-
DAY, the 5th day of  July,  A.D.1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, -for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 17th day of April,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the -Supreme Court of Queensland
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Coote, of
Brisbane , architect.
HEREAS the said William Coote  was, on the
3rd day of March, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to 'be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 2nd
day of July, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvent,
and unless the,Court shall otherwise direct, for,the
Insolvent to-make an application for his Certificate.
;Dated at Brisbane, the 19th day of April,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LTJTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RA1rF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
'In the Supreme ' Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Robertson, of
Brisbane, builder.
EREAS the said William Robertson was,
y V on  'the 14th day of February, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an'Insolvent, 'I hereby ,appoint -a -
Third Public Sitting, Lobe holdenbefore me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 2nd ' day of July, A.D. 1866, to commence at. -
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insol'v'ent, and unless the Court- shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
-Dated -at Brisbane, the 9th day ' of - April, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER RAFF, -
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent  'Estate of William Farlow, of
Brisbane ,  writer.
WHEREAS  the said William Farlow was,
1` 'on the 5th day of March,  A,D. '1866,
adjudged  'to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint aThird ,Public S tting ,  to be holden'before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the -2nd  -day, of July, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall .otherwise
direct, for ,the  -Insolvent  ' to make an application for
his' Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, 'the 16th day of April,
A.D. .1866.
ALFRED J .  P. LUTWYCHE,
-ALEXANDER RAFF ,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme 'Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of -George Goggs, of
Ipswich, bullock-driver.
WHEREAS the said George .Goggs was, on
VV 11`` the 23rd day of March, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to beholden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the .2nd day of July, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of
the Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 19th day of April,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE.,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Robert Short, of
Brisbane, printer.
W HEREAS the said • Robert Short was,on  the 12th day of April, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURS DAY,the-5th day of July, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 19th day of April, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
AL-EXANDRER RAFF,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme-Court' of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Lidgadrd, of
Toowoomba,,brickmaker.
WHEREAS the said John Lidgard'was, on the16th day of March, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an'Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, Von THURSDAY, the 28th
day of June, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvent,
and unless the • Court shall otherwise direct, for the
Insolvent to make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane the 5th day of April, A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Stephen Rogers, of
•  Brisbane ,  builder.
WHEREAS
the said Stephen Rogers was, on
the 12th day of March ,  A.D. 1866, adjudged to
he an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holdenbefore me, at the-Supreme Court
House ,  Brisbane , on THURSDAY,  the-28th day of
June ,  A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven o 'ec•lok,
for the last examination .of the .Insolvent, and unless
the V Court  , shall otherwise direct, for the Insolvent
to make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane the 5th - day of
-April,.-A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER RAAFF,
Official Assignee.
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 25th day of June, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last  -examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent  •to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 5th day of April, A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Brisbane, Draper.
HEREAS the said John E. Gerrard was,
on the 6th day of February, A.D. 1866,
In the Supreme Court,of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John E.  G errard, of
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the 5th
day of July, A.D.. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvent,
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct, for
the Insolvent to make an application for his Cer-
tificate.
Dated .at Brisbane, the 19th day-of April, A.D.
1866.
&edron Brook ,  farmer.
HERE AS  the  saidJames Biggs was, on the
11th day of April, A.D. 1866, adjudged
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the  'Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Insolvent Estate of James Biggs, of
Judge.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
-Official Assignee.
ALFRED.J. P..LUTWYC.HE,
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Insolvent Estate of Adam Wolbeck, of
Toowoomba.
THEREBY call a Meeting of the Creditors inthe above Estate, to take place at,my Office,
Queen street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, the 1st
day of May next, at Eleven o'clock, to resolve that
the Estate ought to be wound up under a deed of
arrangement, composition, or otherwise, and that an
application be made to the 'Court to stay all pro-
ceedings in the Insolvency for such period as the
Court shall think fit, and in accordance with the
Act of Council, 28 Victoria, No. 25, section 166.
Dated at Brisbane, this 19th day of April, A,D.1866.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
-Official Assignee.
In the Supreme-Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of John Rudolph Zillman ,  of Fortitude
Valley , in,the colony of'Queensland ,  dealer in
stock ,  deceased ,  intestate.
N
OTICE is herebygiven, that after the expiration
of fourteen days from the publication  'hereof
in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  application
will be made to the Supreme Court of Queensland,
in -its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ,  that Letters -of
Administration of all and singular the goods,
chattels ,  credits and effects of the abovenamied
John Rudolph Zillm'an, deceased ,  may be granted
to Annie Zillman ,  of Fortitude Va lley, in the
colony aforesaid ,  the widow and relict of the said
deceased.
Dated this 20th day of April, A.D. 1866.
DANIEL  FOLEY ROBERTS,
Proctor for the said Anne Zillman,
.Queen street ,  Brisbane.
Judge.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas James Johnston,
of Dalby, in the Colony of Queensland ,  hawker,TAKE notice, that the abovenamed Insolventintends to apply to the honorable Alfred
James Peter Lutwyche, Chief Commissioner of
Insolvent Estates ,  at the Supreme Court,
Brisbane, on the twenty  eight day  of June next,
that a Certificate of Discharge may be granted him
in the terms of the Act in such case made and
provided.
Dated this 19th day of .April, in the year of our
Lord 1866.
,T. J. JOHNSTON,
Insolvent in Person.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Thomas Simmons, late of Auburn ;
Thomas Sercombe, late of Brisbane ; John
Corser, late of Brisbane ; William Thomas,
late of Rockhampton ; John McLeod, late of
Warrego ; Samuel Woolard, late of Surat ;
Patrick Daly, late of Logan Downs ; John
Gottleib Klein, late of Peak Downs ; Otto
Weinschank, ' late of Warrego ; William
Stevenson, late of Herbert Station ; Susan
Creedy, late of Ipswich ; Samuel Sperings,
late of Rockhampton ; James Dandy, late of
Brisbane ; Johns Barnes, late of Owthorpe,
Paroo River ; Louize Guiseppe, late of
Wallumbilla ; William Brown, late of Wallum-
billa; William Houston, late of Roma ; Tai
(Chinese),late of Callandoon; Angour (Chinese),
late of Drayton ; Charles Barry, late of Pilton ;
Charles Berry, late of Toowoomba ; John
Baigrie, late of Rockhampton ; William Bell,
late of Goganga Creek, near Westwood ; Ralph
Burton, late of " Empress of the Seas ; " Joseph
Carpenter, late of Toowoomba ; William
Chamberlain, late of Rockhampton ; James
Davidson, late of Barcoo ; Mary Anne Davis,
late of " Empress of the Seas ; " Michael Doyle,
late of "Empress of the Seas;" -- Gibbs, late of
Barcaldian Downs; Thomas Harris, late of
"Empress of the Seas ; " William Halliday,
late of Rockhampton ; Archibald McArthur,
late of " Empress of the Seas ; " James McLear,
late of Willpend Station ; Benjamin Prior,
late of " Empress of the Seas; " A. Sing, late
of Tryconnell ; Tan Yong, late of Apis Creek ;
J. Harris, late of " Queensland " steamer ;
John Kelly, late of Seventeen-mile Rocks ;
Francis B. Wright, late of Brisbane ; Auguste
Fink, late of Cleveland ; James Dale, late of
Wallum Creek ; John McLeod, late of Bur-
renda, Warrego ; John Munroe, late of Oak-
wood Station ; Michael Behan, late of Dalby.
PURSUANT to Act of Council, 11 Victoria,
No. 24, all persons having any claims against
the Estate of any one of the abovenamed deceased
persons, are to come in and prove their debts at
my Office, Queen street, Brisbane, on or before the
2nd day of June instant, or in default they will be
peremptorily. excluded from all benefit accruing
from the said estates.
WM. PICKERING,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1866.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba , from  Eton Vale, 11th
April ,  1866 ,  by order of II. Nelson ,  Esq. Driving
expenses 2s. per head.
One bay horse ,  M over N in circle near shoulder.
One brown horse ,  C over H over T off  shoulder ,  near fore
and hind feet white ,  WP conjoined near shoulder,
blaze face ,  P near neck.
One flea -bitten chesnut horse ,  like WB over T or WF
over T over JF off shoulder ,,  star.
One bay horse ,  TW over 2 near shoulder ,  C over J  off
shoulder ,  near hind foot white.
One bay horse, A off shoulder ,  L over to near shoulder,
small star.
One bay mare ,  MA near ,  shoulder ,  CE near thigh.
One bay horse ,  SE near shoulder ,  star ,  near hind foot
white.
One black mare, C or G reversed near shoulder ,  star..
One brown horse ,  JM near shoulder.
One dark bay horse, L over B near shoulder.
One brown filly, like pr near shoulder.
One bay colt, AB conjoined near shoulder,  pq off
shoulder.
One bay horse ,  AM near shoulder ,  off hind foot white,
star and snip ,  short tail.
One chesnut horse, IMD near shoulder ,  like 25 near
neck ,  collar mark, star.
One grey mare, C near and off shoulders.
One brown pony horse ,  H near shoulder ,  near hind foot
white.
If not released on or before 15th May, 1866, wi ll  be
sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD ,  Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Eton Vale, 15th
March, 1866, and wrongly described.
One bay mare, over J or over Y near shoulder.
One bay horse, CA near shoulder, MA over LL or 44 off
shoulder, star.
Also, from Gowrie, 27th March, 1866.
One brown horse, 2 near neck, L over L or L over YL
conjoined near shoulder, star and snip, hind feet
white, . -,  over 7 near hip.
If not released on or before 27th April, 1866, will be
sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, on the 9th April,  1866, byorder of Mr. P. McNamara. Driving expenses is.
per head.
One roan bull, like J near ribs, top off near ear.
One red steer, blotch brand off ribs.
One white cow, W off rump, like W off neck, like  n
over ce olf ribs.
One strawberry cow, WA off ribs, stumpy tail.
One roan strawberry bullock, like near rump and
ribs.
One strawberry bull calf, unbranded. -
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1866, will
be sold on that day at noon to defray expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, fromCowandle Station, 5th
April, 1866, by order of Messrs. Mackey and Ban-
sell. Driving expenses 11s. 8d. per head.
One black horse, M near shoulder
One bay entire colt, X-j near neck ; damages £5.
One Chesnut horse, R off neck, star forehead.
One brown horse, three white feet, blotch brand near
shoulder, like square with a stroke from each corner
off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1866, will
be sold.
A. FARRELLY,  Poundkeeper.
Kinpfiunbing%.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from the streets, by the
Police.
One black horse, white spots on back, neck and head,
hind feet and near fore foot white, W L off shoulder,
like  &T,  over W near shoulder. -
From Mr. Kendall's garden, Ellenborough street.
One strawberry cow, JI over like Oa off ribs, blotch
brand, like oo off rump, JM near ribs.
One red steer calf, AR off ribs.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1866, will
be sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
MPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Dalgangal, 5th April,
I 1866, by order of Thomas Magar, Esq. Driving
expenses  8s. 6d . per head.
One bay mare, LF near shoulder, near hind foot white.
One bay horse, Jill conjoined near shoulder, • . over JC
over DM. off shoulder.
One brown mare, like 16 near shoulder, but indiscribable.
One Chesnut horse, like N over 8 off shoulder, three white
feet.
One black mare, heart  near  shoulder.
One bay horse, N near shoulder, MG off shoulder.
If not released on or before 15th May, 1866, will be
sold.
A. FARRELLY,  Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Leyburn,  from Bodumba, on the
16th April ,  1866, by order of J. Selke,  Esquire.
Driving expenses 5s. per head.
One white cow, Lm near rump.
One strawberry bullock ,  like G in diamond ear ump,like D off loin.
One red bullock ,  MD over 7 near rump ,  7 near shoulder.
One white heifer, S off shoulder ,  ribs, and thigh, piece
off off ear.
One red bullock ,  JS over 5 off ribs ,  C or G off rump,
like C or 0 near ribs ,  off ear slit.
One white cow, MD over 7 near rump, 7 near shoulder.
One brindle cow, like UL conjoined (the R reversed), off
rump, like 3 off shoulder ,  illegible brand of loin,
notch off ear, tip near ear.
One yellow and white cow, like CI over E over"6 off
rump, like Qg off back, EI near rump, top off both
ears.
One yellow and white cow, W near ribs, blotch brand off
rump.
One brindle  steer,  CC or GG off ribs, notch off ear.
One spotted cow, like MF over T off rump, notch off ear.
One strawberry cow, like DR near rump ,  like 0- near
ribs ,  top off of ear.
One red cow, S near rump, S off rump, both ears split.
One white bullock, strawberry neck, like 1 in half circle
near rump ,  R off rump.
One strawberry bullock, HYS' off ribs ,  snail- horned,
piece off off ear.
One brown and white cow, - over RP  '  off ribs, like 0
near rump, piece off both ears.
One blue cow ,  EB off rump ,  piece off off ear, near ear
slit.
One brown poley cow, like LH over I off shoulder, like
F cff loins ,  like brand off rump, 00 and blotch
ner Lr rump.
One w:: ite cow,  Lm  near rump.
One roan cow ,  MD over 7 near rump, 7 near shoulder.
One yellow cow, C or G off ribs, like rI off loin.
One yellow cow, T over 00 near rump ,  y off rump,
near ear split.
One white cow, S near and off rump, both ears split.
One strawberry cow, like IJ off rump, like D off ribs,
near ear split ,  top off off ear.
One spotted cow, HYS off ribs, notch near ear.
One strawberry cow, MF ,over T near rump, near ear
split.
One strawberry cow, like WO over B or WC over B off
rump ,  like 5 off shoulder ,  top off near ear, notch off
ear.
One spotted cow, EXR near ribs, like brand near shoulder,
notch near ear.
One red cow,  like 00 over Y off rump, notch off ear.
One yellow cow, dewlap ,  like C near rump ,  like C near
neck.
One white cow, brown spots on neck ,  like C off back.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1866, they
will  be sold to defray expenses.
CHARLES THOMAS ,  Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick ,  fr om Rosenthal, on the
12th April ,  1866, by order of L. E. Lester; Esq.
Damages and driving expenses, 6d. per head.
One grey colt ,  OL near shoulder, star.
One bay filly ,  DE near shoulder.
One brown mare, IC near shoulder ,  C near neck, like I
near rump ,  sma ll  star.
One bay colt, like W over CE  near shoulder, star.
One roan colt, T off shoulder, star.
One bay colt, blotched brands near and  of  shoulders.
One brown horse, SS near shoulder , g off shoulder and
thigh.
One chesnut mare, W near shoulder and rump, sma ll
white stripe down face.
One chesnut filly foal, small star ,  unbranded.
One black horse,  li ke L reversed and W over R near
shoulder.
One bay mare,  like D over HD:over QQ near shoulder,
star. .
One bay colt ,  like PR over GR near shoulder, off fore
and near hind foot white, star.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1866, they
wi ll  be sold on that day at noon to defray expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL ,  Poundkeeper.
IMPOUN DED  at Springsure,  fr om Weelwandangie, on
the 27th March ,  1866. Driving 4s. 2d.
One red and white spotted bu ll ock ,  red neck ,  off horn
slightly  drooping ,  like a cross in U off rump, LB off
ribs ,  6 off shoulder.
Also  fr om Emerald Downs ,  on the 31st March, 1866.
Driving 8s .  4d. per head .  Damages on entire, £5.
One chesnut entire, hind feet white ,  blaze ,  bell  on, no
visible brands.
One chesnut mare, near hind foot white ,  blaze, SS near
shoulder ,  N near cheek.
One bay horse , -  over and under H near shoulder, -
near saddle.
One bay mare, hind feet white ,  star, GA off shoulder.
If not released on or before  .the 15th May ,  1866, wi ll
be sold.
WM. H. BARNETT,  Poundkeeper.
I
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HIS Excellency the Governor will hold the
Annual Levee, in honor of Her Majesty's
Birthday, at Government House, on THURSDAY,
the 24th May next, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
By His Excellency's Command,
HENRY D. PITT, Captain R.A.,
Aide-de-Camp.
REGULATIONS FOR THE LEVEE.
All  gentlemen attending the Levee will wear official
dress, full uniform, or evening costume.
Each gentleman will come provided with two cards,
with his name legibly written thereon ; one to be left in
the Entrance Hall, and the other to be given to the
Aide-de-Camp.
Gentlemen who have received cards of  entree  wi ll
assemble in- the principal Drawing-room ; -Members of
both Houses of Parliament-will assemble in the Dining.
room ; and the public generally in the Hall.
By His Excellency's Command,
HENRY D. PITT, Captain R.A.,
Aide-de-Camp.
PROCLAMATION.
By. His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and
St. George, Captain-General and Governor-
in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &e., &c.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act
27 Victoria, No. 17  (Pastoral Leases Act),  I, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim, that the
Lease for five (5) years; for pastoral purposes, of the
following portions of land will be offered for sale
at the undermentioned place, at Eleven o'clock
A.M. on the day specified, at the upset price affixed
thereto.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS, BRIS.
BANE,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 9TH DAY OF MAY, 1866.
County of Canning-Moreton District.
Sections Nos. 37, 38,  76, 77, 78,  79, 80, 81, 130, 131.
Area-13 square miles.
Upset price-e1 per square mile.
Commencing at a point about three and a-half miles
north-easterly, along the shore of Moreton Bay from
the mouth of the Cabulture River; and bounded thence
[No. 46.
on the west by a line bearing north five and a-half miles;
on the north by a line bearing east two and a-half miles,
to Pumice Stone Channel, between the mainland and
Bribie's Island ; on the east by Pumice Stone Channel
southerly; and thence by the shore of Moreton Bay
south-westerly, to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of April, in the year of
our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year of
Her Majesty's reign.
[L.S.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  27th  April, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JAMES CHARLES WHITE, Esquire,
to be Police Magistrate at Dalby, in the room of
Mr. Sinclair.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1866.
IT IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
DUNCAN MCDIARMID SINCLAIR, Esquire,
to be Police Magistrate at Warwick, in the room
of Mr. White.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1866.
TOWNS POLICE ACT.
H
1S Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to extend the provisions of the Act of Council 2
Victoria, No. 2, commonly designated as the  Town&
Police Act,  to the town of Roma, in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa ; and to the town of Conda-
mine, in the Pastoral District of Darling Downs.
By His Excellency's Command,
1. R. MACKENZIE,
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  24th April, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCIL.
TOWNSVILLE PETITION.
I N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-ment 28 Victoria, No. 25, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has directed the publication of the substance of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency, as hereunder
set forth, purporting to be signed by persons
qualified to be placed upon the Electoral Roll of
the District of Kennedy, praying for the erection
of a portion of such district into a Province, and
the establishment therein of a -Provincial Council.
By His  Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state, that it is highly advan
tageous for the interests of this portion of the
district that the country trading with the port at
Cleveland Bay, should be formed into a Province
under the  Provincial Councils  Act of  1864, and
they  therefore pray that the area lying within the
undermentioned boundaries may be proclaimed a
Province:--  Commencing at the mouth of the
Burdekin River, and on the left bank of the same ;
thence by the left bank of that river till it meets
the Suttor River, thence by the left .  bank of the
Suttor River ti ll  it meets the 21st parallel of
latitude ; thence by that parallel till it strikes the
142nd meridian of longitude  ;  thence by that meri-
dian northerly till it strikes the 19th parallel of
latitude ;  and thence by that parallel to the heads of
the Dry River;  thence by the watershed of that
river till it meets the Burdekin ,  and thence by a
line due east to the coast and thence by the coast
line to the starting point.
Jas. Sutherland ,  squatter ,  Marathon ,  Flinders River
R. 't'owns, squatter ,  Kennedy District
Henry Betts, superintendent ,  Fairlight ,  Flinders
Anning and Company ,  squatters, Reedy Springs,
Flinders
J. C. Sanders ,  squatter ,  Craigie
J. Moore  Dillon ,  squatter ,  Hamestead
F. W. Rokehust  Roberts, surgeon ,  Upper Burdekin
T. McClelland ,  squatter ,  Pentland Hills
Richard Scott ,  squatter ,  Upper Burdekin
M. W. Cunningham ,  squatter ,  Burdekin Downs
E. Cunningham, squatter ,  Burdekin Downs
John Bowler ,  squatter ,  Prairie
Wm. Hann, squatter , Bluff  Downs
James Cassady ,  squatter ,  Rosella Plains
W. Reilly, squatter ,  Reedy Lake
John Hann ,  squatter ,  Tolworth
D. Cudmore, squatter, Tara
W. P. Stenhouse ,  squatter, Niall
Maurice O'Connell ,  C. C. Lands, Dalrymple
Clarendon Stewart, Government surveyor ,  Towns-
ville
Richard Daintree ,  squatter ,  Maryvale
Michael Miles ,'  squatter ,  Star River Stations
Seaton H. Dun, superintendent ,  Dotswood
W. McGinty ,  minister ,  Townsville
James Gordon, landholder ,  Townsvi lle
John W. Greaves ,  landholder , Townsville
John J. Rochfort ,  licensed publican, East Wickham
Robert Collins ,  squatter ,  Hinchinbrook ,  Halifax
Bay
Francis C. Shore, carrier ,  Townsvi lle
Geo. R .  Johnson, architect ,  Townsville
Henry Wilks ,  superintendent ,  Boi ling Estab lishment
Dennis Helmes, householder , Townsville
G. Walker ,  fruiterer ,  Townsville
W. A Ross, hotel-keeper ,  Townsville
Joseph Hume ,  wheelwright ,  Townsvi lle
Francis Morris, blacksmith ,  Townsvi lle
John Biggs ,  clerk, Townsville
F. A. Fryer, merchant ,  Townsvi lleWm. Graham, butcher, Townsville
George Aldenborough,  boarding-house keeper,
Townsville
Harman De Zoet, boarding house-keeper, Townsville
William Lee, householder, Townsville
S. P. Tofft, householder, Townsville
M. W. Hof, leaseholder, Townsville
John Hart, householder, Townsville
H. John Keller, leaseholder, Townsville
George Tance, householder, Townsville
Geo. W. Heslop, engineer, Townsville
T. R. Carter, merchant, Townsville
J. B. Carter, householder, Townsville
A. C. Barley, freeholder, Dalrymple
John Langton, freeholder, Dalrymple
Peter McGlinchey, freeholder, Cardwell
A. H. Cooper, householder, Townsville
Richard H. Willis, leaseholder, Dalrymple
Andrew Ross, superintendent, Fanning River
H. Anning, squatter, Mount Stergeon, Flinders
John McGinnes, squatter, Lynd River Station
Herbert Y. Keller, freeholder, Townsville
J. Allingham, squatter, Upper Burdekin
Edward Wheeler, Lieutenant Native Mounted
Police, Upper Burdekin
John Southerland and Co., squatters, Rockland
F. Gardiner, superintendent, Tara, Clark River
T. C. Rowden, chemist, &c., Townsville
J. M. Black and Co., squatters, Woodstock
Walpole and Collins, squatters, Albert Downs,
Flinders
Andrew Ball, superintendent, Jarvisfield, Lower
Burdekin
Mark Watt Reid, overseer, Victoria Downs, Cape
River
W. Blackmore, overseer, Star River Stations
Freer and Mead, licensed publicans, Royal Oak
Hotel, near Cleveland Bay
J. L. Hann, squatter, Bluff Downs
P. Peterson, carrier, Townsville
Wm. Clifton, merchant, Townsville
W. B. Grimaldi, stock and station agent, Townsville
John McDermott, dairyman, Townsville
S. F. Walker, householder, Townsville
Frederic Hamilton, licensed publican, Townsville
Francis Charles Hodel, householder, Townsville
Henry J. Meldren, freeholder, Townsville
W. Aplin, merchant, Townsville
John Trottery, householder, Townsville
Jas. Thearer, freeholder, Townsville
Fred. Riese, householder, Townsville
F. C. Kohlborn, householder, Townsville
A. Macbeath, master mariner, Townsville
James V. Brown, printer, Townsville
Patrick F. Harran, leaseholder, Townsville
John F. Hof, leaseholder, Townsville
William Graham, leaseholder, Townsville
Christian Hof, leaseholder, Townsville
William Reid, leaseholder, Townsville
Thomas Boston, resident, Townsville
John T. Houghton, leaseholder, Townsville
Phillip Somer, squatter, 1otswood
Ellis Read, merchant, Burketown
John H. Gamack, Manager of the A.J.S. Bank,
Bowen
James Josephson, Accountant of A.J.S. Bank, Bowen
H. Brandon, clerk of A.J.S. Bank, Bowen
J. A. Macleod, Mayor of Bowen
Henry Hill, ironmonger, Bowen
J. P. Macdonald, merchant, Bowen
J. Watkins, pressman, Bowen
Robert A. McKinley, squatter, River Clark
William Keith, merchant, Bowen
Thomas Lishet, builder, Bowen
Thomas Chamberlain, publican, Bowen
Herman Hamfee, binder, Bowen
John S. H. Yeates, squatter, Bowen
N. H. Bell, grazier, Bowen
Thomas Sterling, fruiterer, Bowen
A. C. Hyank, butcher, Bowen
J. J. Cahill, compositor, Bowen
D. C. Margrourty, teacher Bowen
Dr. Ed. Ascher, medical practitioner, Bowen
Walter Balfe
William T. Lloyd, gentleman, Bowen
Edward Head, builder, Bowen
Louis Silvester, printer, Bowen
R. H. Smith, Town Clerk, Bowen
Wm. Coote, gentleman, Bowen
Cr. Hamilton, ironmonger, Bowen
J. C. Wilkins, clerk, Bowen,
Henry Holdship and Co., drapers, Bowen
John Malone, Albert River, Bowen
Alex. Stewart, grazier, Leichhardt River, Bowen
T. B. Cornish, manager of the Landsborough River
Co's. Stations, Sydney.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1866.
THE following revised Rules for the management
of the Ipswich Hospital, having been approved
and confirmed by His Excellency the Governor in
Council, are now published for general information.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
RULES ADOPTED AT THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
OF THE SU13SCRIBERS TO THE IPswICH HOSPITAL,
JANUARY, 1866.
Name.
1. The Ipswich Hospital.
Objects.
2. To afford relief to the sick of Ipswich and the
surrounding district ,  and to supply ,  as far as possible,
the want of a benevolent institution.
Patients.
3. Patients shall be divided into two classes ,  free and
pay ; the latter, on admission ,  to pay the  sum  of £3 or
3s. per day. Patients, on applying for admission or
relief, must produce a printed form of recommendation
filled up by a subscriber, namely, form A, B, C, or D ;
and unless such form of recommendation be produced to
the Acting Committee, no application shall be attended to.
The above  rule not to  apply  in cases of accident or
extreme  urgency.
Funds.
4. The institution wi ll  be supported by voluntary
contributions ,  and by charges to such patients as are not
paupers, as we ll  as by such aid as the Colonial Govern-
ment may afford. Qualification.
5. An annual subscription of £1 shall entitle the
contributor to the privilege of voting at all general
meetings , as  well as  of recommending  for admission to
the Hospital one free and two paying patients ,  and two
for out-door relief ,  during the interval extending from
the time of payment of such subscription to the end of
the current year .  Annual subscribers of £2, and upwards,
will be entitled to privileges in proportion ,  during the
same interval.
A donor of £10 shall be considered a life member of
the institution ,  and sha ll  be entitled to all  the privileges
belonging to annual subscribers.
All admissions to the Hospital ,  however, sha ll  be subject
to the approval of the Acting Committee.
Mode of voting.
6. All subscriptions must be paid in advance, and no
subscriber sha ll  be entitled to any privilege unless the
subscription be paid ,  if demanded  ;  nor any new subscriber
unless  his subscription shall have been paid for three
months preceding. No paid officer of the Institution
shall have a vote in the management upon any occasion.
Subscribers may vote either in person or by proxy.
In the election of officers ,  the subscribers or their proxies
sha ll  deliver to the Chairman a ticket with the name
written thereon of the person for whom they desire to
vote, and the Chairman having read it ,  shall place it in
a box ,  where it shall remain until examined by scrutineers
appointed by the Chairman.
Proxies.
7. All proxies for absent subscribers must be them-
selves subscribers ,  and produce to the Chairman a written
authority, signed by the subscriber whom they represent,
and such authority shall be in force only for the particular
occasion  for which it shall be given.
Contested elections.
8. In case of a contest , the poll  shall remain open for
one hour after the delivery of the first vote.
Casting vote.
9. The Chairman  for the  time being shall have a
casting vote in addition to his vote as .a subscriber.
Management.
10. At  every annual general meeting a Board of
Management sha ll  be chosen from among the subscribers,
and shall consist of a President ,  a Treasurer, a Com-
mittee of twelve, the honorary Medical Officers of the
institution ,  and of all officiating ministers of religion
who may be subscribers.
Out of the Committee of twelve, the Board of
Management  so constituted, shall elect quarterly five
members to form an Acting Committee ,  of which the
President and Treasurer shall be  ex  offi cio  members.
No person ,  being a contractor ,  or agent for any con-
tractor, sha ll  be placed upon the Board of Management ;
and any member of the Board becoming a contractor,
or an agent for a contractor , shall thereby  vacate his
seat. Nor sha ll  any member thereof sit and vote upon
any tender in which he may have an interest.
Duties of the Board of Management.
11. The Board shall meet on the first Thursday after
the annual meeting, and on the first Thursday in April,
July, October, and January, for the appointment of the
Acting Committee ,  the reception of their report, and the
transaction of any other business .  The Board sha ll
present at the annual meeting in each year ,  a report of
the general condition of the institution ,  accompanied by
a statement  of the  receipts and disbursements duly
audited.
Duties  of the Acting  Committee.
12. The Resident Dispenser or Medical Officer, the
Secretary ,  and the Matron, as well as all the servants of
the institution, shall be selected and appointed by the
Acting Committee, from time to time as may be required ;
and the Acting Committee shall have power also to
discharge the same, on due cause being shown. The
Acting Committee sha ll  in  every  case prescribe the duties
of those employed.
In case of any vacancy occurring among the honorary
officers of the institution, the Acting Committee shall
forthwith call a special general meeting of the subscribers,
for the purpose of appointing to the vacant post, but
the Acting Committee may fill up the post provisionally.
The Acting Committee shall meet-three to form a
quorum-every Thursday, at 4 p.m., for the admission
of patients ; to authorise the payment by the Treasurer
of all moneys due by the institution; and for the
transaction of general business .  It wi ll  be their duty to
visit the wards and stores of the Hospital ;  to  li sten to any
complaints , and to suggest what improvements they may
deem requisite.; to report to the Board at their quarterly
meetings on the general state of the institution, and to
arrange ,  subject to the approval of the Trustees, such
plans and specifications as may be required for the altera-
tion or enlargement of the Hospital buildings.
The Acting Committee upon the admission of any
patient, shall require him to state to what denomination
he belongs .  And the name of such patient sha ll  be
submitted to the officiating minister of the denomination
he may mention, when he will be at liberty to receive the
visits  of  such minister  ; and any  patient shall be at
liberty to apply at any time, through the Matron,
Resident Dispenser, or Medical Officer, or Acting
Committee ,  for the ministrations of any minister he may
think proper.
Annual general  meetings.
13. An  annual  general meeting of the  subscribers
shall be held on the third Wednesday in January, for
the following purposes :-The reception of the annual
report  and statement  of accounts  ;  the election of
Honorary Officers, two Auditors, and the Board of
Management  for the ensuing year ,  and the transaction of
any business  of which due notice may have  been given.
Special general meetings.
14. Special  general meetings may  be called  at any time
(the Secretary giving fourteen days notice in the local
papers of the day of meeting and of the purpose for
which such meeting is called) on the authority of the
Acting Committee, or upon a requisition signed by at
least five subscribers ,  in which latter  case, a meeting
shall be summoned with the least possible delay.
At least ten to be present.
15. If at any general meeting there be not present,
within one hour from the time appointed, at least ten
subscribers no business shall be transacted ;  but the
meeting shall be adjourned to the same day of the
following week ,  at the same hour and place  ;  and at such
adjourned  meeting,  three shall constitute a quorum.
President.
16. The President sha ll  be chairman of all meetings
at which he  may be present.
Treasurer.
17. The Treasurer sha ll  be empowered to sue and may
be sued on behalf of the institution.
He shall honor all orders for the payment of money
justly due by the institution, and which shall have been
passed at any meeting of the Acting  -Committee. And
he shall render to the Acting Committee a quarterly
account of all receipts and disbursements  ;  the said
account to be presented at the quarterly  .meetings of the
Board.
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Secretary.
18. He shall persona lly attend all special general and
committee meetings  ;  he shall take minutes of the pro-
ceedings ,  and enter them into books kept for . that
purpose ; he shall carry out the directions of such meet-
ings in the particulars incident to his department ; he
shall conduct the correspondence and keep the accounts
of the institution, under the directions of the Committee ;
and sha ll  keep in the. committee -room a list of persons
entitled to the privileges of subscribers.
Collector.
19. He shall collect subscriptions and all moneys due
to the institution ,  and pay over the same to the Treasurer
once every week, together with an accurate account of
the amount received  by him  since his last payment.
Visiting Surgeons.
20. A staff of three Medical Officers, if so many
present themselves ,  or any smaller number that may do
so, shall be elected annually as Visiting Surgeons ; and
at the expiration of their term of office shall be eligible
for re-election.
Duties of  Visiting  Surgeons.
21. The Visiting Surgeons shall weekly, in rotation,
take charge of such patients as may be admitted during
their respective weeks, and shall continue to treat the
said patients during their  stay  in the Hospital. They
shall also have the entire medical control of the patients
in the. Hospital.
Presents.
22. No officer or servant of the institution shall, on
pain of dismissal, receive directly or indirectly, a gratuity
from any patient, except by permission of the Acting
Committee had and obtained by the patient desirous of
making such gratuity.
Alteration of laws.
23. No law (or rule) of the institution shall be altered
or abolished ,  nor any new law introduced ,  except at an
annual or special general meeting ; and twenty -one days
notice shall be given in writing to the Secretary, of the
nature of any alteration in the laws which it may be
proposed to consider.
FORM A.
To the Committee of the Ipswich Hospital.
Please to admit the bearer,
I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge
is a proper object of charity, and that
is neither able to pay for
maintenance  during stay in . the Hospital , nor in a
position to obtain medical  assistance  outside.
FORM B.
Paying  patients '  recommendation ticket.
To the Committee of the Ipswich Hospital.
Please to admit the bearer,
into the Ipswich Hospital .  I hereby certify that, to the
best of my knowledge ,  is a proper object of charity,
and that, although is able to pay a moderate sum
for maintenance during stay in the Hospital,
is not in a position to obtain medical assistance
outside.
In consideration of the admission of the above
into the Ipswich Hospital ,  I hereby
promise to pay for maintenance during stay
there ,  at a rate not exceeding per day ,  and for a
period not exceeding days.
FORM C.
To the Committee of the Ipswich Hospital.
In consideration of your admitting the bearer,
into the Ipswich Hospital, I
hereby promise to pay to the order of the Treasurer of
the Ipswich Hospital, on demand, the sum of three
pounds sterling ,  payable at
FoRm D.
To the Committee of the Ipswich Hospital.
Please  to receive  the bearer,
as an out -patient of the Ipswich Hospital, and I hereby
certify to the best of my knowledge, that
is unable to  pay the  Hospital charges.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 27th April, 1866.
HORSES FOR QUEENSLAND POLICE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 ` noon on THURSDAY, the 31st May proximo,
from persons willing to .supply Horses for the
Queensland Police Service.
Horses to be not less than four (4) nor more than
six (6)  years old ,  and not less than fifteen (15)
hands one (1) inch in height..
To be delivered at Brisbane, and subject to the
approval of an officer appointed by the Government
to examine them. Separate tenders wi ll  be received
for broken and unbroken horses.
Further particulars may be obtained on applica-
tion to the Commissioner of Police, Brisbane.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th April, 1866.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, acting in the
name and on behalf of Her Majesty, and in
terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 10, has been
pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council,
to dispense with the services of the Queensland
Light
worse,
the whole of the Officers of the Corps
having resigned their Commissions, and the mem-
bers having, for a length of time, neglected to attend
drill and parade.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. It. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1866.
TO UNDERTAKERS AND OTHERS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
noon of SATURDAY, the 5th day of May
next, from persons willing to contract for the
following, viz.:-
1. Funerals Complete-Brisbane.
1. Ditto ditto Ipswich.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  25th April, 1866.
TO BOATMEN, PUNTMEN, AND  OTHERS.
BULIMBA FERRY.
FRESH Tenders wi ll  be received at this Office,
until Noon , on THURSDAY,  the 10th
proximo, from persons who may be willing to
Tender for the Lease  of the Ferry  for three years
over the River Brisbane at Bulimba ,  the same to
be worked by suitable punts and boats, to be pro.
vided by the  successful Tenderer ,  and to be subject
to the approval  - of the Government.
At foot of  each Tender there must be a memo-
randum, signed by the party tendering ,  and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the office of the
Civil Crown  Solicitor in Brisbane ,  within seven
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty  in the  penal sum of
£50 for securing such performance ,  otherwise the
Tender wi ll  not be taken into consideration.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Bulimba
Ferry."
The highest or any tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Ferry  will be leased subject  to the regula-tions published in the  Government Gazette,  dated
27th September, 1864.
A. MACALISTER.
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Department  of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, BOWEN.
EPARATE Tenders  will be received at this
Office, until Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY,
the 2nd June next ,  from persons willing to contract
for the erection of a Court House at Bowen, of
brick, or of timber.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender  for Court
House, Bowen."
Plan, Specification ,  and Form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at the Colo-
nial Architect 's  Office,  Brisbane ,  or at the Court
House, Bowen.
Tenders mast state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that  they  will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Bris-
bane, or at the Court House, Bowen ,  within
fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance , a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £150 for securing such performance, other-
wise theTender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and  Works,
Brisbane , 20th April, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
GAOL, BOWEN.
I
lENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1.2 o'clock, on SATURDAY, the 2nd June
next ,  from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of a Gaol at Bowen.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  " Tender for Gaol,
Bowen."
Plan, specification ,  and form of tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial  Architect' s Office, Brisbane ,  or at the
Court-house ,  Bowen.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance .of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they wi ll  severally execute and deliver
at the office  of the Civil  Crown Solicitor in Bris-
bane ,  or at the Court House ,  Bowen, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £150 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER
Department of  Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  20th April, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
MILITARY HOSPITAL AND OFFICERS'
QUARTERS.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office, until
Twelve o'clock  on SATURDAY,  the 12th
May next,  from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Hospital and  Officers' Quarters at
the Military Barracks ,  Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Military
Hospital, 4 'c., Brisbane."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must state the time  within  which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum ,  signed
by the party tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in  the  event of the
Tender -  being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute .  and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in
Brisbane ,  within seven days from the usual
notification of acceptance ,  a bond to Her Majesty-
in the penal sum of £250 for securing such perform-
ance ,  otherwise the Tender wi ll  not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender wi ll  not necessarily
be accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
% J
ITH  reference to the Government notice,
dated 5th January, 1866, published in the
Government Gazette  of the 6th of the same month,
(folio 40), relative to the opening and making of a
new road from Marlborough towards Apis Creek,
county of Liebig : Notice is hereby given,  in accord-
ance  with the Act of Council 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con-
firm the said road ; and it is therefore declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General, and at
the- Police Office,  Marlborough ; and all  persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of the
same road ,  are hereby reminded that notice must
be served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof, in such  manner and form
as are provided in the 6th section of the Act above
referred to, or they wi ll  be forever foreclosed fromr-
such claim.
By His Exce llency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  3rd April, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
W ITH reference  to the Government notice,dated 10th Novemb r, 1865, published in
the  Government Gazette  of  11th  November, 1865,
(folio 1138), relative to the opening and making of
a new  road  through portions 22 and 23 on Saltwater
Creek, one of the tributaries of the Mary River,
county of March : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance  with the Act of Council 4 William
IV., No .  11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said road ; and it is therefore
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General ,  and at the Police Office, Maryborough ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the same road, are  hereby  reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the 6th section
of the Act above referred to, or they will be forever
foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. IACA LISTER.
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1866.
NEW ROAD.W r r ITH reference to the Government notice,1 dated 5th January, 1866, published in the
Government Gazette  of the 6th of the same month
(folio 39), relative to the opening and making of a
new road from Frenchman's Creek towards town-
ship of Herbert, Broadmount, county of Livingstone :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
of Council 4 William IV., No. 11, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the
said road ; and it is therefore declared expedient
to open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police
Office, Rockhampton ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the same road
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the 6th section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALIST , R.
Department of Lands  and Works,
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1866.
TO objection having been lodged, in pursuance
i of the notification issued from this office,
dated 30th December, 1865, against the construc-
tion of the proposed Extension of the Southern
and Western Railway from Toowoomba to Allora,
in virtue of the provisions of the Act passed 3rd
September, 1863, empowering the Government to
construct Railways in the Colony (27 Victoria, No.
8),-it is hereby notified for general information,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased, in
virtue of the 14th clause of the said Act, to approve
of and confirm the Plans and Books of Reference
of the said proposed Line of Railway between
Toowoomba and Allora.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
I ROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for the
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
Brisbane , 20th February, 1866.
APPLICATION TO SELL UNDER THE " TRUS-
TEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
I
A
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the .Board of General Education have,
in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made
application to the Governor in Council for leave
to sell the portion of land granted as a site for a
National School, Toowoomba, in order to obtain
funds for the erection of suitable school premises
on another site.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought, must
lodge the same with the Secretary for Lands and
Works, by letter, within the period of three months
from the date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER..
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1866.
FJIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
JL of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following regulation, in pursuance
of the 17th clause of the  Pastoral Leases Act.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
That the Local Crown Lands Offices be closed at
One p.m. on Saturdays, and upon the Public Holidays
notified in the  Government Gazette.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1866.
(j1 ENDERS are invited until THURSDAY, the
10th of May, at Noon, from persons wishing
to ' Rent the Refreshment Rooms at the Terminal
Station of the Southern and Western Railway at
Ipswich, for one year, for the sale of the usual
refreshments, exclusive of wines, spirits, and fer-
mented liquors, the sale of which will be strictly
prohibited.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
The successful Tenderer will have to enter into the
usual Bond required by the Government.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or be may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, ,in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of  55  until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.BRANCHES of the above Bankre ow penat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Da.lby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum. is
allowed to depositors.
Further inforinatimi can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury; or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELI,.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 17th. J anuary, 186 e.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY AND BATAVIA OR SINGA-
PORE,  VIA  TORRES' STRAITS.THE Queensland Government having in con-templation the establishment- of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  via  Torres' Straits and Singapore, sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until MON-
DAY, the 25th June, 1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly, for a period of five
years, from and to Brisbane and Batavia, calling
at Port Denison and Cape Yore:.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore and Sydney ; and separate
offers will be received for Monthly Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York, and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of 1st and 2nd class, the tonnage, horse-
power, and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether propelled by screw or paddles ; also
to state the time at which the service can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or by applying to Messrs. Julyan
and Sergeaunt, Crown Agents, 6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer, Brisbane, and marked  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails viii Torres' ,Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Memoranda for the information of persons wishing to
Tender for the Torres' Straits Mail Service, in
reply to Treasury advertisement, dared the 17th
January,  1866.
1. Tenders to state fully the speed, tonnage, passenger
accommodation of each class, how propelled, and all
other information relative to the vessels to be employed,
required by the advertisement.
2. Vessels to start from each end of the Contract line
monthly, at such times as may be hereafter determined,
with a view of making the Torres' Straits Mail Service
alternate with that  vi a' Cape Leeuwin, thus securing
fortnightly communication between Australia and
Europe.
3. Plans and sections of vessels proposed to be
employed to be sent with the Tender.
4. Vessels to be at all times supplied and furnished
with all necessary and proper machinery, engines, pro-
visions, anchors, cables, boats, fire pumps, and lightning
conductors, and all proper appliances, subject to the
approval of the Officers appointed for the purpose by the
Postmaster-General.
5. Vessels to be officered and manned to the satisfac-
tion of the Postmaster-General.
6. Each vessel to carry a properly qualified medical
practitioner, and to be furnished with sufficient medicines
and medical comforts.
7. The Postmaster General or his representative may
delay departure of Contract Steamer twenty-four hours
when deemed necessary.
8. The Contract Steamer to leave Batavia or Singapore
within twenty-four hours after the arrival of the
European Mail Steamers, and to carry the Mails to their
destination at an average speed of not less than ten*
knots, calling at Cape York, and such other port or ports
as may be agreed on, reasonable time for detention being
allowed by the Government.
9. Should the Mails not be delivered within the time
stipulated, the sum of £100 to be deducted, by way of
penalty, for every twenty-four hours of such delay, the
full amount of penalty, however, not to exceed the
proportionate sum due for that particular service.
* Tenders will also be received for the service on a scale pro-
portionate to speed=say ,  from nine to eleven knots.
10. Postmaster-General to pay an award of £50, over
and above the Contract sum, for each and every twenty-
four hours the Mail shall be delivered within the time
covenanted for.
11. As a penalty for not providing an efficient vessel
ready to start according to agreement, Contractors to
pay, by way of penalty, the sum of £250, also to pay a
further sum of £100 for every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay.
12. Contractors to have not less than three vessels of
the stipulated tonnage and power at all times ready for
service.
13. Postmaster-General may appoint a Mail Agent to
each vessel, who shall be provided with suitable first-
class cabin accommodation and table, at the expense of
the Contractors. The said Mail Agent to have
customary powers with regard to determining questions
relative to Mails, and the despatch or detention of vessels
carrying Mails.
14. Necessary and suitable accommodation, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General, to be provided
for the purpose of sorting and making up- Mails during
the voyage, if required.
15. Mails to be delivered at the Post Office, and con-
veyed to the Steamers at the expense of the Contractor,
without any delay.
16. Payments to be made quarterly in Brisbane, and
the payment stipulated to be in full satisfaction for the
service; the Mail money to belong to Her Majesty.
17. The agreement to be entered into to be in force
for five years, but Government reserve to themselves
power to determine the Contract, should the service not
be properly performed.
18. Contractors may at any time terminate the agree-
ment, upon giving six months notice of their intention,
and by paying,.by way of forfeit, a sum equivalent to
two months' subsidy.
19. Contractors not to dispose of, or under-let the
Contract, without the consent of the Postmaster-General.
20. Contractors to be bound in the penal sum of
£15,000, to be paid to the Government by way of stipu-lated amages, in case of failure on their part to
carry out the agreement.
21. Government reserve to themselves the right to
add other reasonable stipulations to those already
mentioned.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
AMENDED REGULATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT
SAVINGS BANKS.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been  pleased
to direct the publication of the following  alterations
and additions to the Savings Bank Regulations,
dated 16th IN ovember, 1864, made under the
authority of the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria,
No. 2, entitled  "An Act to grant additional facili-
ties,for depositing small savings at interest with the
security of the Government for due repayment
thereof',  viz.
1. The following words to be omitted from  clause 5 of
the said regulations, viz., " ° the depositor shall sign his
name in a place to be provided for his signature in the
depositor's book," it being considered advisable that
depositors shall not in future be required to sign their
names in Savings Bank pass-books.
The following are to stand as additional regula-
tions :-
1. Persons desirous of lodging money in the Govern-
ment Savings Banks, and who, by reason of residing at
too great a distance from the nearest Branch Office, are
precluded from depositing in the manner prescribed by
clause 3 of the regulations, may remit their deposit by
post direct to the Treasury. The Government will,
however, undertake no responsibility under  this clause,
in the event of the  remittance  miscarrying.
2. In order to meet the  convenience of persons resid-
ing at a distance  from Brisbane,  and to save a long
course  of post, depositors  so circumstanced may, in
future, make application to withdraw the whole or any
portion of their deposits by electric telegraph  message,
at the reduced uniform charge of one shilling. The
depositor will be required to sign the  usual  withdrawal
notice in the presence of a Savings Bank Officer, by whom
the message will be forwarded to the Treasury ; but no
officer is to forward such message unless the  depositor is
personally known to him, or unless he produces satis-
factory evidence that  he is the person entitled to the
withdrawal.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
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General Post  Office.
Brisbane , 27th April, 1866.
3TEND E RS are  invited ,  and will be received atthis  Office, un il MONDAY, the7th M y,
proximo, for  15 (more or less) Letter  Carriers'
Uniform Scarlet Coats ,  and Black  Silk Hats with
gold Bands.
A specimen coat and hat to be seen at" this
Office.
J. DOUGLAS,
Postmaster-General.
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  27th April, 1866.
NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF TENDERS.
P
OSTAL SERVICE - Extension to Lind Station
(MicKinnon 's), and Burketown  (Gulf ofCarpentaria):-
Service, Glen Dhu, Valley ofLagoons, and Lind
Station  (MeKinnon 's), once a month ; tenderer,
John McKinnon ; period, twenty months,
commencing 1st May ,  1866; amount, £85 for
the whole period.
Service ,  Richmond Downs, Flinders River, and
Burketown  (Gulf of Carpentaria ),  once a
month  ;  tenderer ,  R. H. Sheaffe  ;  period, seven
months, commencing 1st June, 1866; amount,
£ 350 for the whole period.
J. DOUGLAS,
Postmaster -General.
Postmaster-General's Office
Brisbane ,  10th March, 1866.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINES.
EXTENSION  -- NEBO TO CLERMONT.TENDERS will  be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, until
Noon on MONDAY, the 30th day of April
next ,  from persons desirous of contracting for the
supply of all  materials ,  except wire ,  insulating pins,
and insulators ,  and for all workmanship necessary,
except stretching wire, for the erection of the
undermentioned Line of Telegraph, according to
the terms, general conditions, and specifications
appended hereto.
From Nebo to Clermont ,  a distance of ninety-
five (95)  miles, more or less. The contract to be
completed and handed over to the Government
within six (6)  months  from  the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made to the extent of seventy-
five (75)  per cent. on the value of the work certified
for by the officer appointed to inspect the same to
have  been completed at the end of every second
month, and the total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction  of the Government.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete  the work in the
manner, and at the rate of progress ,  required by
the Government ,  it shall be in the power of the Gov-
ernment, by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate the contract so far as relates
to the work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract.
Attached to each Tender, there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering ,  and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated in the event of  the
Tende r  being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver, at
the office  of  the  Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane ,  within
ten (10)  days from the notification of the  accept-
ance of the Tender ,  a Bond to Her Majesty in a
sum equal to twenty  (20) per cent. on the amount
of Tender.
The Government  does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any,  Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
Posts to be heavy straight saplings, of the best
description of hardwood, with the bark removed,
not less than nine  (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in diameter
at the top, and twenty- five (25) feet in length ; to
be carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six (6) feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one (1) inch from its extremity with good
hoop iron not less than one (1) inch wide ; a hole
of proper size, to receive the insulating pin, to be
bored into the centre of the top of the post to the
depth of five and a half  (54Dinches.
The posts to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart ,  unless by special permission ,  and to be
sunk five (5)  feet in the ground, and well rammed
in with rubble and earth, and placed in a perpen-
dicular position.
No spotted gum, brigalow ,  or Moreton Bay ash
will be allowed for posts. At angles, or other
places where required ,  struts, or supports of wood,
fixed as directed ,  to be supplied,
All trees and underwood standing within thirty-
five (35)  feet on each side of the line to be fallen,
and all timber within a radius of twenty  (20) feet of
each post to be cleared away. Any branches over-
hanging from trees beyond the distance mentioned,
which in the judgment of the inspecting officer
may endanger the line, to be removed. A ll  existing
roads and tracks to be left clear.
All materials used in the construction of this
York, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs or any
of eer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Every  information  may  be obtained on applica-
tion at the Office of the Superintendent of Electric
Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
J. DOUGLAS.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified ,  that the Sale of the Lease forfive years of the Run Gayfield ,  in the Port
Curtis district ,  proclaimed to be held at the Police
Office, Gladstone ,  on the 5th June, 1866, has been
withdrawn.
Survey Office,
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
Brisbane , 26th April, 1866.
Real Property  Transfer Office,
Brisbane , 21st April, 1866.
R. FRANCIS GEORGE CAMPBELL, of
Bowen, is this  day licensed  as a Surveyor,
qualified to act under the provisions and for the
purposes  of the  Real. Property Act of  1861.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar -General.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
THE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shill ings
per quarter ,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the  first eight lines  (or under),
and Three -pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked ,  will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p .m. on Thursdays.
W. C.  BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
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Department of Lands and Works
Brisbane, 25th April, 1866.
ERROR IN DEED.
`NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deed of Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder written, being
l erroneous in the particulars therein set forth , His Excellency  the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of the  Titles to  Land Act,  1858, at the expiration of three months from the date hereof, by
an instrument under his Hand and the Seal  of the Colony,  describe the names  of the intended Grantees
to the intent that by force of  the Act  aforesaid  they  shall be taken to have been inserted in the Grant,
and in every Deed containing the erroneous names, and such Grant and every such Deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
A. MACALISTER.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Name of
Grant. GranteeorGrantees.
r,
Description of Land granted. Nature ofMisnomer.
All that piece or parcel of Land containing by admeasurement sixty- a ' 0a o N
eight acres two roods, be the same more or less, situated in the c•,' d
county of Churchill, and parish of Jeebropilly, portion number forty- ° ca;q'0 W
four, commencing on the Bremer River at a point where the east side
of a road one chain wide meets that river ; and bounded on the west N o i 1by seven chains seventy links of that road bearing south ; on the , ii • n a
south-west by a line dividing it from portion number forty-three, a p c
measured portion of sixty-one acres one rood bearing south fifty-threedegrees east
a
line bearing fnorth thirty-seven degrees feasts twelve chains; on
south-east
the i a a s N
north-east by a line dividing it from portion number forty-five, a , "
measured portion of sixty-one acres three roods, bearing north fifty- , , Pa
three degrees west fifty-four chains eventy-one links to the Bremer °' m
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to the point of com- N 09,C400 ,41  41mencement, exclusively of the road to Franklyn Yale passing through So
this land in a south-westerly direction, one chain wide, the area of
, 0 n  0which has been deducted from the total area. iH
Names of Names
intended of parties
Grantees.applying forInstrument.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1866.
CLOSING OF ACCOMMODATION ROAD.
NOTICE.--His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be
.L notified for general information, that application, under the Act 24 Victoria, No. 15, section 16,
has been made by the owner of the adjacent land for the closing of the undermentioned Accommodation
Road ; and that such road will be closed at the expiration of two months from the date of this notice,
unless the owners or occupants of any land in the vicinity of this road, who may consider their`
interests affected thereby, send in to the Surveyor-General their objections, in writing, within the above
specified period.
A plan of this road may be seen at the office of the Surveyor-General, and at the office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions of the district in which such road is situated.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
App licant.
E. R. Drury ...
Situation.
Road which divides portions Nos. 95 and 218,
in the parish of Tingalpa
Parish.
Tingalpa.
I N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified- that the:-undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office
No.  Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties.
1866.
42 17th April ... Between Richard Joseph Smith, of Town
Marie, near Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland, steam sawyer, and pro-
prietor of a boiling-down establishment,
of the first part ; George Harris, of
Brisbane, in the said colony, merchant,
George Raff, of same place, merchant,
and Alexander Archer, of same place,
manager of the corporation of the
Bank of New South Wales, at Brisbane
aforesaid (Trustees for the purposes
in the Deed of Assignment mentioned),
of the second part; and the several
persons and bodies corporate, who have
by themselves or their agents executed
the said Deed of Assignment, being
creditors of the said Richard Joseph
Smith, and whose names are mentioned
in the schedule attached to the said
Deed of Assignment, of the third part.
Nature and  Effect  of Deed. Date of Registration.
heed of Assignment of all Lodged at the
the estate and effects of office of the
the said Richard Joseph Registrar of the
Smith, in trust for the Supreme Court,
benefit of all the credi- the 26th day of
tors of the said Richard April,A.D. 1866,
Joseph Smith, in pursu- and , entered
ance of the provisions same day.
of 28 Victoria, No. 25,
intituled  "An Act to
amend and consolidate
the laws for the relief of
Insolvent Debtors."
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named in
each case.
F. 0. DARVALL, Registrar-General.
Description  and Situation of Laud. Name  of Proprietor. Date within which a Caveatmay be Lodged.
Subdivisions 1A and 2A of subdivision 9 of portion 222, Thomas Smellie ... ... 28th May, 1866.
containing 15 perches ; county Stanley ; parish
North Brisbane
Allotment 5 of section 59, containing 2 roods ; county, Dennis Donleavy ... ... Ditto.
Livingstone ; parish, Rockhanpton
Subdivision 2 of allotment 10 of portion 5, containing 16 Maurice Schneider ... ... Ditto.
acres 3 roods 24 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish,
Toombul
Custom House,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1866.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the
1st day of May next, the ground floor at the
premises at present rented by Mr. Daniel Collins,
and situated in Short street, Ipswich, adjoining the
Railway Terminus, will be set apart for the purpose
of a Bonded Store, for the Warehousing of
Dutiable Goods previously to the payment thereon
of Duties, or to the exportation, in accordance
with the Act of the Governor and Council of New
South Wales, 9 Vic., No. 15.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
FORFEITED GOODS.T0 be sold by Public Auction, at the Court House,Ipswich, on THURSDAY, the 19th May,
1866, the following Articles.found in possession of
John Taggart and John Falker, who were committed
by. the Bench of Magistrates at Ipswich, for carrying
on illicit distillation at Alfred, in the Police District
of Ipswich :-
2 stills, 2 still heads, pipes, and 1 worm
1 bullock dray
7 hodgets
2 quarter casks
1 patent pump and piping
1 saddle and bridle, complete
1 double barrelled gun
1 camp oven
1 spade
1 crowbar
3 hammers
1 axe
1 frying pan
2 hinges
1 earthen mug
1 treacle pot
I slate
5 spoons, 1 tin plate
I lot of tinsmiths' tools
1 mallet
19 feet of tin piping.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Chief Inspector of Distilleries.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1866.
FORFEITED GOODS.
f,10 be sold by Auction, by IVIr. Alexander, at
1l his  Rooms, Edward street, on MONDAY,
30th April, 1866 :-
2 casks Treacle, ex " Wansfel," from London, 1st
February, 1864.
1 cask Brandy, ex " Telegraph, " from Sydney,
21st December, 1863.
1 cask Coffee, ex " Queensland, " from Sydney, 12th
December, 1.865.
1 package Perfumery, ex" Telegraph, " from
Sydney, 29th January, 1866.
1 case Cigars (94lbs), ex " City of Brisbane," 27thMarch, 1866.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
NAMES of Bailiffs appointed for the severaltowns in the Western District Courts--
Dalby-ABEAHAM RAMSAY,
Condamine-WILLIAM LANE,
Roma-PATRICK NEHIL.
C. W. BLAKENEY,
Judge. of the Western District.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 25th April, 1866,
IT
ge
is hereby notified, that JAMES ANDERSON,
ntleman, one of the Attorneys, &c., of the
Supreme Court of Queensland, has been appointed
a Commissioner for Affidavits, &c., such Commission
being determinable on his ceasing to reside at
Dalby, in the Colony of Queensland.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A SITTING  of the above Court was held atthe Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane, on
Wednesday ,  the twenty -fifth day of April, A.D.
1866, before His Honor JAMES COCKLE, Esquire,
Chief Justice of Queensland and Judge of the said
Vice-Admiralty Court. No business being on the
=paper,  the Court  was  adjourned to FRIDAY,  the
twenty-fifth day of May ,  A.D. 1866.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme -Court of Queensland.
INSOLVENCY JURISDICTION.
In the Insolvent Estate of F. May, of Maryborough,
publican.
T AKE notice, that it is my intention,  MON-DAY, the 2nd day of July next, at the
Certificate Sitting appointed to be held in the above
estate, to apply for a Certificate of Discharge in
pursuance of the Act in that case made and provided.
Dated the 24th day of April, A.D. 1866.
EDWIN MAY,
The abovenamed Insolvent.
NOTICE.
T
HE Partnership hitherto existing between W.
M. McDonald and Charles Roberts has this
day been dissolved by mutual consent. The busi-
ness  will be carried on by W. M. McDonald, who
will pay all liabilities. and to whom all accounts are
to be paid.
W. M. McDONALD.
CHARLES ROBERTS.
Witness-W. D. SLADE.
Ipswich, 21st April, 1866.
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DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
-R
R. WILLIAM WILSON having this day
retired (by mutual consent) from the firm
of the undersigned, trading as J. and G. Harris,
merchants, Brisbane, Ipswich, and London, notice
is hereby given, that the business will be from this
date carried on at the above places by John Harris
and George Harris, under the style and firm of
J. and G. Harris.
Mr. Wilson will continue to manage the business
in connection with the Warehouse.
Brisbane, 9th April, 18,6.
(Signed) JOHN HARRIS,
By his attorney,
GEORGE HARRIS.
GEORGE HARRIS.
WILLIAM WILSON.
Witness-E. I. C. BRowNE.
TUESDAY, MAY 8.
To capitalists, speculators, parties on the lookout
for investment, and others.
MAGNIFICENT FREEHOLD PROPERTY IN THE
VERY HEART OF BRISBANE.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN EQUITY.
Between George McAdam, Plaintiff, and Alfred
Lilly and Ellen Lilly, his wife, late and in
the Bill called Ellen Harrison, the Adminis-
tratrix of Ralph Harrison, deceased, and Ralph
Albert Edward Harrison, an infant under the
age of twenty-one years, by Ellen Lilly, late
and in the Bill called as aforesaid, his Guardian,
and the said Ellen Lilly, late and in the Bill
called as aforesaid, Defendants.
p
URSUANT to a Decree made in the above
Suit, and with the approbation of the Regis-
trar of the Supreme Court of Queensland, ARTHUR
MARTIN will sell by auction, at the City Auction
Mart, Queen and Edwards streets, on TUESDAY,
the 8th May, at Eleven o'clock.
1. All that Piece or Parcel of Land, situated in
the town and parish of North Brisbane, con-
taining by admeasurement 15 perches, a
little more or less, and having a frontage of
30 feet to Queen street, being Lot No. 1 on
the plan of subdivision of allotment No. 4
of section No. 28.
2. A ll  that Piece or Parcel of Land, situated as
aforesaid, containing 15 perches, a little more
or less, having also a like frontage of 30 feet
to Queen street, and being Lot No. 2 on the
plan of subdivision of allotment No. 4 of
section No. 28.
Note.-These  two magnificent allotments are
situated in Queen street, immediately opposite the
premises now in course of erection for the Commer-
cial Bank.
3. All that Allotment or Parcel of Land, situated
as aforesaid, containing by admeasurement
1 rood and 2 1, fiches, a little more or less,
being allotment No. 8 of section No 14,
together with the cottage thereon erected.
4. All that Piece or Parcel. of Land, situated as
aforesaid, containing 14 perches, more or
less, having a frontage of 27 feet to Adelaide
street, and being Lot No. 3 on the plan of
subdivision of allotment No. 15 of section
No. 28.
5. A ll  that Piece or Parcel of Land, situated as
aforesaid, containing 14 perches, more or less,
and having a like frontage of 27 feet to
Adelaide street, and being Lot No. 4 on the
plan of subdivision of allotment No. 15 of
section No. 28,
Further particulars can be had on application to
Messrs. ROBERTS and HART, Solicitors, Queen
street, Brisbane ; J. F. GARRIca, Esquire, Solicitor,
Queen street ; or to the Auctioneer, at whose Rooms
a plan of the various properties can be seen.
Terms-Cash.
220 REWARD.
CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
_S TOLEN from the person of Evan Williams, at
0 TL A. Jenkins' Public-house, tainsford,
Lower Dawsom, about £200 in ,Cheques and Orders
the property of J. J. Auerbach, Knebw.orth. A
Reward of £20 is offered to any person giving
information which will lead to the recovery of the
money, and conviction of the thief. The following
is a description of part of the Cheques, payment of.,
which has been stopped :-
No. A54,617-January 24, 1866, drawn by Fredk•
Wheeler, £1 4s. 7d., Union Bank, Brisbane.
No. A 54,616-January 24, 1866, Fredk. Wheeler,
£14 7s., Union Bank, Brisbane.
No. A 54,623-Ja-rnuary 24, 1866, " Fredk. Wheeler,
£1 4s. 7d., Union Bank, Brisbane.
No. A 5314-February 9, 1866, Henry Buery, £1 7s.,
Union Bank, Brisbane.
No. A 53,511-February 9, 1866, ditto, £1 7s., Union
Bank, Brisbane.
No. A 53,510-February  8, 1866 , ditto, £1 7s., Union
Bank, Brisbane.
No. 43-February 12, 1866, Wilkinson , £1 8s.,  Bank
New South Wales, Rockhampton.
No. 108-January 8, 1865, Thos. Dunn, £i, Bank New
South Wales, Rockhampton.
No. 142-March 16, 1866, Thos. Dunn, £ 2 3s. 6d.,
Bank New South Wales, Rockhampton.
No. 4-March 2, 1866, Henry Buery, £1 5s., Bank of
Queensland, Roma.
No. A 54,619-January 24, 1866, Fredk. Wheeler, £i
4s. 7d., Union Bank, Brisbane.
No. A 54,620-ditto, Union Bank, Brisbane.
No. 23-February 26, 1866, Peter Cadman, £2 9s.,
Stephen Spencer, Mount Abundance.
No. 3-February 1, 1866, Peter Cadman, £5, Mount
Abundance.
No. 20-February 26, 1866, Peter Cadman, £5, Mount
Abundance.
No. 21-February 26, 1866, Peter Cadman, £5.
No. 159-January 10, 1866, John Reid and Alex.
Moor, £4, Bank New South Wales, Sydney.
S over - C 19, 337-February 13, 1866, Burne and
Co., £1 18s., in favor of Williams, Oriental Bank, Sydney.
No. 1,117-March 10, 1866, I. O. U. on account of
Warrego Store, £3 7s. 5d. Signed Lius Zieman. Drawn
on Zieman and Co., Roma.
No. 150-March 16, 1866, Thomas Dunn, £3 lls.
8d. on the Bank of New South Wales, Rockhampton.
No. 177,548-J. Ashton, Taroom, £7, Commercial
Bank, Dalby.
No. 635-January 2, 1866, A. Dollman, £ 13 12s.
2d. Pay No. 635, Bank of New South Wales, Ipswich.
No. 693,268-August 13, 1865, G. N. Griffith, Nardoo,
£4 6s. 4d., Union Back, Sydney.
S over - C under, 19,329--February 8, 1866, Burne
and Co., amount unknown, Oriental Bank, Sydney.
No. 71.-Drawn by Mr. Turnbull, Gowrie Station, on
the Warrego, on Mr. Macdonald, Danger Station,
Balloon River, £45.
No. 1.-Drawn by Mr. Turnbull, same station, on
Flood and Gordon, Pitt street, Sydney, £24 9s.
EVAN WILLIAMS.
Emplounbillt'f.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Canning Downs, on
the 20th April, 1866, by order of F. J. C. Wildash,
Esquire. Driving expenses Is. per head.
One grey colt, A near shoulder.
One bay filly, A over R near shoulder.
One bay entire, T off ribs, small star, like brand near
shoulder. Damages £5.
One black entire, like 2 over J conjoined of shoulder,
like IIL conjoined over .. over M near shoulder.
Damages, £5.
One dark bay filly, like over E off' shoulder.
One black mare, D near shoulder, star, off hind foot
white.
One bay gelding, M over RP near shoulder,  p. near
rump, like 431 off shoulder, hind feet white,
speckled back.
If not released on or before Tuesday, 15th May, will
be sold on that day, at noon, to defray expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the enclosed lands
.j of Messrs . McLean. and Beit, 18th April, 1866.
Damages, 2s. 6d. ;driving, 2s. per head.
One bay mare, H over 8 or S off shoulder.
From enclosed cultivated lands of Mr. Philip, Gowrie
Creek, 17th April, 1866. 20s. per head.
One red and white poley heifer, bald face, 2 over HpJH
over 2 (the Hp and JH conjoined) off ribs.
One red and white poley -heifer, 2 over HrJH over 2
(the Hp and JH conjoined) off ribs.
One white bull, CH or GH off rump and loin.
Also from the enclosed cultivated land of Messrs.
Hill and Sawyer, Cowrie Creek, 19th April, 1866.
Damages , 20s. per head.
One strawbery bullock, no visible brand, whip mark
near loin  and rump.
If not released  on or before 15th May, 1866, will be
sold to pay  expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba ,  17th March ,  1866, by
order of Ross, Esq. Driving expenses 2s. per
head.  (Wrongly described.)
One bay horse ,  SM over J near shoulder ,  SV_ near thigh,
DR off shoulder ,  GJ or CJ  off thigh.
If not released on or before 27th April ,  1866 ,  will be
sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD ,  Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Mr. Bryan McCor-mick's paddock.  Trespass , 2s. 6d. per head.
One bay horse,  star and snip , SW off shoulder.
One bay filly , -. over B near  shoulder.
If not  released  on or before 25th May,  1866, wi ll  be
sold.
A. HASENKAMP,  Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
THE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative
Assembly, in terms of the  Electoral Act
of 1858, 22 Victoria, No. 20, directs it to be
notified that a Petition, of which the subjoined is a
copy, has been lodged against the Election and
Return of Arthur Hunter Palmer, Esquire, to serve
in the Legislative Assembly as a Member for the
Electoral District of Port Curtis.
By order of the Honorable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of Legislative Assembly.
To the Honorable Gilbert Eliott, The Speaker of the
Legislative Assembly of Queensland.
The humble Petition of Albert Norton, of Rodd's Bay,
in the Colony of Queensland,
Sheweth,-
That a vacancy having occurred in the representation
of the District of Port Curtis in the Legislative Assembly
of Queensland, by the resignation of his seat in the said
Legislative Assembly by John Douglas, the late member
for the said district, that you the Honorable Gilbert
Eliott, as Speaker of the said Legislative Assembly, did,
on the fifth day of February, issue your, writ for the
election of a member to represent the said District of
Port Curtis in the said Legislative Assembly in the
place and stead of the said John Douglas, and directed
the same to Percival Douglas Mansfield, the Returning
Officer for the said District of Port Curtis, and thereby
required him to appoint the twenty-sixth day of February,
to be the day on which candidates should be nominated
at Gladstone to represent the said district of Port
Curtis in the Legislative Assembly of Queensland, and
to appoint the nineteenth day of March to be the day on
which the Poll should be Liken at the several polling
places for the said district, in the event of more -than one
candidate being nominated and a Poll being demanded
at such nomination.
That in compliance with the said writ, he the said
Percival Douglas Mansfield appointed the said twenty-
sixth day of February to be the day on which such
nomination as aforesaid should take place at Gladstone
aforesaid, and the said nineteenth day of March to be
the day on which such poll should be taken as aforesaid.
That on the said twenty-sixth day of February, the
day appointed for such nomination as aforesaid, your
petitioner the said Albert Norton and Arthur Hunter
Palmer, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
were duly proposed and seconded as candidates to repre-
sent the said district of Port Curtis in the said Legislative
Assembly of Queensland, and that at such nomination
the show of bands being declared by the said Percival
Douglas Mansfield to be in favor of the said Albert
Norton, a poll was there and then demanded on behalf
of the said Arthur Hunter Palmer, personally.
That accordingly on the said nineteenth day of March,
the day so appointed for such poll to be taken as afore-
said, the poll was taken at the several polling places
within the said district of Port Curtis, and also at Rock-
hampton, which is outside of the said district of Port
Curtis, as limited and defined by the  Additional
Members Act of  1864.
That at the taking of such poll a roll purporting to be
the Electoral Roll for the District of Port Curtis, but
which your petitioner submits, was in fact the roll for
that district before the passing of the Act referred to, and
when the town of Rockhampton was comprised within its
limits, was the one used.
That a large majority. of the electors whose names
appeared on such roll and who voted at the election were
electors in respect of qualifications arising out of the town
of Rockhampton.
That at the taking of such poll the limits of the said
district, as adopted by the Electoral Roll for the district
of Port Curtis, prior to the passing of the  Additional
Members Act of  1864; were made use of.
That no revision of the said Electoral Roll had been
made since the passing of the said recited  Additional
Members Act of  1864, and that the votes of many persons
whose names appeared on the said Electoral Roll, were
polled by the said Percival Douglas Mansfield and by
Robert Miller Hunter, Deputy Returning. Officer as
aforesaid, in favor of the said Arthur Hunter Palmer,
such persons notwithstanding that their names appeared
on'the said Electoral Roll, not being entitled to vote at
such  election by reason of their names not appearing on
such Electoral Roll in respect of any qualification arising
within the said Electoral District of Port Curtis as
limited and defined by the said recited statute, entitled
The Additional Members Act of  1864.
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That by the eleventh section of  Tlse Registration of
Electors Amendment  Act  of  1865, the said Electoral
Roll should not have been used in the whole but only in
part, as the case required ,  and such persons only should
have been  permitted  to vote at such election whose
names appeared on such Electoral Ro ll  in respect of a
qualification arising within the said Electoral District of
Port Curtis as limited and defined by the said recited
Additional Members Act of  1864.
That in consequence and by reason of such persons
being so improperly and unlawfully permitted to vote in
favor of the said  Arthur  Hunter Palmer as last  mentioned
and set forth ,  the said Arthur Hunter Palmer was
declared to have a majority of votes, and to be duly
elected to represent the said district of Port Curtis in the
said Legislative Assembly of Queensland ,  and your
petitioner has been wrongfully  deprived  of a seat in the
said Honorable House and prevented from representing
the said district of Port Curtis therein, as he otherwise
would have done and legally ought to do.
And your petitioner further says ,  that on the fourteenth
day of April instant, he paid the sum  of One hundred
pounds ster ling into the  Union  Bank of Australia, in
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, to the credit of
you the Honorable Gilbert Eliott, the Speaker of the said
Legislative Assembly of Queensland as aforesaid, as
required by the seventy-seventh section of the  Electoral
Act of  1858, the receipt for which payment is hereunto
annexed.
And your petitioner prays that you will cause this
Petition to be laid before the said Legislative Assembly
of Queensland to be by them referred to the Committee
of Qualifications of Electors, and the facts herein stated
inquired into, and that the said election may be declared
void and a new one ordered.
And your petitioner as in duty bound will ever
pray, &c.
[DUPIIC&TE.]
A. NORTON.
14th April, 1865.
Lou GTD on account of Speaker of the Legislative
Assembly, with the Union Bank of Australia, at Bris-
bane, the sum of One hundred pounds, by
A. NORTON.
By Authority; W. 0. ]3saansncs, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Government House,
Brisbane, 25th April, 1866.HIS Excellency the Governor will hold theAnnual Levee, in honor of Her Majesty's
Birthday, at Government House, on THURSDAY,
the 24th May next, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
By His Excellency's Command,
HENRY D. PITT, Captain R.A.,
Aide-de-Camp.
REGULATIONS FOR THE LEVEE.
All gentlemen attending the Levee will wear official
dress, full uniform, or evening costume.
Each gentleman will come provided with two cards,
with his name legibly written thereon ; one to be left in
the Entrance Hall, and the other to be given to the
Aide-de-Camp.
Gentlemen who have received cards of  entree  wi ll
assemble in the principal Drawing-room ; Members of
both 1 uu es of Parliament will assemble in the Dining-
room ; and the public generally in the Hall.
By His Excellency's Command,
HENRY D. PITT, Captain R.A.,
Aide-de-Camp.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and
St. George, Captain-General and Governor-
in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act
27 Victoria, No.  17 (Pastoral Leases Act),  I, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim, that the
Lease for five (5) years, for pastoral purposes, of the
following portions of land will be offered for sale
at the undermentioned place, at Eleven o'clock
A.M. on the day specified, at the upset price affixed
thereto.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS, BRIS.
BANE,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 6TH DAY OF JUNE, 1866.
County of Canning-Moreton District.
Sections Nos. 37, 38, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 130, 131.
Area-13 square miles.
Upset price-21 per square mile.
Commencing at a point about three and a-half miles
north-easterly, along the shore of Moreton Bay from
the mouth of the Cabulture River; and bounded thence
on the west by a line bearing north live acid a-half miles;
[No. 48.
on the north by a line bearing east two and a-half miles,
to Pumice Stone Channel, between the mainland and
Bribie's Island ; on the east by Pumice Stone Channel
southerly; and thence by the shore of Moreton Bay
south-westerly, to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of April, in the year of
our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year of
Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and. Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
WHEREAS by a proclamation, issued under
date the 14th day of February last, in the
Government Gazette,  " Wiseman's Bridge," near
Rockhampton, was declared to be a place at which
a Turnpike Gate may be erected and Tolls
collected ; and whereas it has been deemed
expedient to rescind such proclamation : I, the
GOVERNOR aforesaid, do hereby declare that the
proclamation constituting Wiseman's Bridge a
place for a Public Toll-gate shall be and is hereby
rescinded ; and in pursuance of the authority vested
in me by an Act made and passed in the second
year of His late Majesty King William the Fourth,
and numbered twelve, and with the advice of the
Executive Council, I now proclaim Mandersleigh
Bridge, near Rockhampton, in lieu thereof, to be
a place at which a Turnpike Gate shall be erected,
and at which Tolls shall be collected, to the
amount, and under the regulations, restrictions, and
provisions of the said recited Act ; of which Turn-
pike Gate all persons concerned are hereby required
to take due notice.
Given under my Hand and the Seal of the Colony,
at Government House, Brisbane, this second
day of May, in the year of Our Lord One
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, and
in the twenty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1866.
11
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint a Commission, consisting of the following
gentlemen, to visit and report upon the state of the
Lunatic Asylum :-
HUGH HAMON MASSIE, Esquire, Police Magis-
trate, Brisbane ;
ROBERT HANDCOCK, Esquire, Brisbane ;
CHARLES GEORGE GRAY, Esquire, Police
Magistrate, Ipswich ;
WILLIAM MCTAGGART DORSEY, Esquire,
Ipswich ; and
HENRY REGINALD BUTTANSHAW, Esquire,
Visiting Justice.
The latter to act as Honorary Secretary.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1866.
FlIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. EDWARD HENRY COX,
to be a probationary Officer of the 5th Class, in the
Customs Department, Rockhampton,  vice  Fahey,
resigned , from ill health.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1866.
IT is hereby notified, that the undermentioned
1 Tenders for Supplies for the Colonial Service,
for the period commencing on the 1st June, and
ending on the 31st December, 1866, have been
accepted :-
Brisbane-Meat, Mrs. Mayne ; Bread, Groceries,
&c., W. J. Costin.
Woogaroo-Meat, Mrs. Mayne ; Bread, C. Wallis ;
Groceries, E. and IF. Young ; No. 4, James
Holmes.
Drayton and Toowoomba-Meat, Bread, Groceries,
&c., W. Handcock.
Maryborough-Rations, &c., T. Purser.
Rockhampton-Meat, Bread, Groceries, &c., F. Smith
and Co.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1866.
HORSES FOR QUEENSLAND POLICE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilnoon on THURSDAY, the 31st May proximo,
from persons willing to supply Horses for the
Queensland Police Service.
Horses to be not less than four (4) nor more than
six (6) years old, and not less than fifteen (15)
hands one (1) inch in height.
To be delivered at Brisbane, and subject to the
approval of an officer appointed by the Government
to examine them. Separate tenders will be received
for broken and unbroken horses.
Further particulars may be obtained on applica-
tion to the Commissioner of Police, Brisbane.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,.
Brisbane , 17th April, 1866.
TO UNDERTAKERS AND OTHERS.
T
ENDERS will be  received at this  Office, until
noon of SATURDAY, the 5th day of May
next, from persons willing to contract for the
following ,  viz.:-
1. Funerals  Complete- Brisbane.
1. Ditto ditto  Ipswich.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 24th April,  186Ei.
PROVINCIAL COUNCIL.
TOWNSVILLE PETITION.
IN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-ment 28 Victoria, No. 25, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has directed the publication of the substance of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency, as hereunder
set .forth, purporting to be signed by persons
qualified to be placed upon the Electoral Roil of
the District of Kennedy, praying for the erection
of a portion of such district into a Province, and
the establishment therein of a Provincial Council.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state, that it is highly advan-
tageous for the interests of this portion of the
district that the country trading with the port at
Cleveland Bay, should be formed into a Province
under the  Provincial Councils Act of 1864, and
they therefore pray that the area lying within the
undermentioned boundaries may be proclaimed a
Province :-" Commencing at the mouth of the
Burdekin River, and on the left bank of the same ;
thence by the left bank of that river till it meets
the Suttor River, thence by the left bank of the
Suttor River till it meets the 21st parallel of
latitude ; thence by that parallel till it strikes the
142nd meridian of longitude ; thence by that meri-
dian northerly till it strikes the 19th parallel of
latitude; and thence by that parallel to the heads of
the Dry River ; thence by the watershed of that
river till it meets the Burdekin, and thence by a
line due east to the coast and thence by the coast
line to the starting point.
[The signatures to this petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 28th April, ,1866,
No. 46.]
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 82th April, 1866.
J
JIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased.
to establish the following Regulations to be observed
with regard to the working of the Turnpike Gate
erected on Mandersleigh Bridge, near Rock-
hampton, in pursuance of the provisions of the Act
2 William IV., No. 12, and 14 Victoria, No. 5.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
TURNPIKE REGULATIONS.
1. That the Turnpike gate be leased by auction, tender,.
or otherwise, as the Government may determine.
2. That the Turnpike rates and  charges  shall be painted
on boards, and placed in conspicuous situations at both
ends of the bridge, at the cost of the lessee thereof.
3. The lessee of the Turnpike shall enter into a bond in
an amount to be fixed by the Government, with two
sureties, for the clue performance of his contract ; and for
his information he will be supplied with a copy of these
Regulations.
4. During the dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and pro-
perly trimmed at both ends of the bridge, and the lessee
shall provide the same.
5. All persons crossing the bridge, with the follow-
ing exceptions, shall pay the charges fixed in Schedule
A., viz.:-
(1.) The Governor and any person in actalu"attend-
ance upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
(2.) Ministers of ieligion, officers, soldiers, and
sailors in Her Majesty's service, proceeding or
returning on duty.
(3.) Any member of the Executive Government,
officers ofpolice, troopers, and constables on
actual duty, and any prisoners in their charge..
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(4.) All officers  or laborers  of the  Roads Depart-
ment, furnished  with a Pass from the Engineer
of Roads.
(5.) All children  proceeding to or returning from
any school ,  whether public or  private ; all
officers and men connected  with  Her Majesty's
Customs when  on duty.
6. Any  lessee of  the Turnpike who shall  infringe upon
or act contrary to any clause or condition contained
in these Regulations shall ,  on conviction before two
or more Justices  of the  Peace, be subjected to a penalty
not exceeding  five pounds.
7. In the event  of two convictions within one month
against the lessee of  the Turnpike ,  such convictions sha ll
cancel the lease, and the Government may at once
resume the  Turnpike.
8. If the  lessee shall neglect to  put up  a scale of Turn-
pike dues ,  as provided  for in clause  2 of these regula-
tions  ; or if any collector, or other person, employed by
such lessee ,  shall  not be in attendance at all  times by
day and by night at the  place at  which  he is stationed,
or ought to be ; or shall  demand and  take greater dues
from any person or persons  who shall  be exempt from
payment thereof ,  and who shall claim such exemption ;
or shall, under color of his office as collector ,  wilfully
extort from any person or persons any sum of money or
thing of value whatsoever ,  as and for or in lieu of
payment of dues ; or shall refuse to permit and  suffer
any person or persons to read, or shall in any manner
hinder or prevent any  person or persons from reading
the inscription on such boards  ;  or shall refuse to tell
his Christian  and surname  to any person  or persons
who shall  demand to know the same ,  on being paid the
said dues  or any of them ,  or sha ll  in answer give a
false name  or  names ; or  upon  legal dues being tendered
or paid, shall  detain or  wilfully obstruct ,  hinder, or
delay any passenger  or passengers from passing over
the bridge  ;  or if such collector shall make  use of any
scurrilous  or abusive language  to any traveller  or passen-
ger ;-then and in each and  every such  case the said
lessee shall  forfeit and pay for  every  such offence any
sum not exceeding  five pounds ,  to be recovered before any
two of Her Majesty ' s Justices  of the Peace.
9.  -If  any person  liable to the payment of any dues
under these  Regulations shall, after demand, neglect or
refuse to pay the same ,  or any part thereof ,  it shall be
lawful  for any person duly authorised to collect  the same,
to prevent such person  or persons from passing  over the
bridge until  the dues demandable and payable by such
person or persons so refusing  to pay the  same be paid
and discharged.
10. Any person who  shall  intentionally evade the pay-
ment of the aforesaid  dues shall ,  on conviction ,  be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
11. The lessee  shall  not sub-let ,.  or in any way dispose
of the Turnpike ,  without the  express sanction of the
Government.
SCHEDULE A.
Turnpike dues and charges.
s. d
Every foot passenger... ... ... 0 1
.Single horse ,  with or without rider ... ... 0 2
Two-wheeled vehicle ,  laden with produce,
merchandise , &c., drawn by one horse or
other animal  ... ... ... ...  0 3
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses or
other animals  ... ... ... ...  0 4
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses
or other animals  ... ... ... ...  0 5
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses
or other animals  ... ... ... ...  0 6
For every additional horse or other animal
drawing a two-wheeled conveyance ,  each 0 1
Four-wheeled vehicle ,  draw ii  by one horse or
other animal  ... ... ... ...  0 6
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses
or other animals , . , 0 8
Four-wheeled vehicle ,  drawn by three horses
or other animals ... 0 9
Four-wheeled vehicle ,  drawn by four horses
or other animals  ... ... ... ...  0 10
For every additional horse or other animal
drawing a four -wheeled conveyance ,  each 0 1
Private Carriages.
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by one horse ... 0 6
Four-wheeled vehicle ,  drawn by one horse ... 0 9
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses... 1 0
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses 1 3
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses 1 6
Bullocks and horned cattle, per head ... 0 1
Pigs, goats ,  and sheep ,  per head  ... ...  0 4
Department of Lands  and Works,
Brisbane ,  4th May, 1866.
NOTICE-BULIMBA FERRY.
IIEFERRING to the  notice issued 18th Novem-ber, 1864,  authorising  the following  altera-
tion inthe scaleof Ferry  charges and dues at  Bulimba,
viz  :-" Instead  of every foot  passenger, with a parcel
not exceeding fourteen  pounds  in weight ,  one penny;
it shall be  lawful  to charge twopence  for every such
passenger, with  aparcelnot exceedingfourteen pou ds
in weight ."  It is hereby  notified for general informa-
tion ,  that His Excellency the Governor ,  with the
advice of  the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to rescind the said notice ,  and to intimate  that con-
sequently the Ferry  dues and charges for Bulimba
Ferry shall be levied  in accordance  with the Regu-
lations published 27th September, 1864.
By His Excellency 's Command,1. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  4th May, 1866.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
SPRING CREEK BRIDGE, DRAYTON AND
DALBY ROAD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 9th
June, 1866 ,  from persons willing to contract for
constructing a Bridge over Spring Creek, on the
Drayton and  Dalby Road.
T enders to be endorsed ,  " Tender for  constructing
Spring Creek Bridge, Drayton and Dalby R oad."
Plan, specification ,  and form of tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at the
Engineer of Roads Office, Brisbane ,  and at the
Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work ,  and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for they due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that they will severa ll y execute and deliver
at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of  t20  for securing such performance ,  other-
wise the Tender wi ll  not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  4th May, 1866.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
CLEARING HIGHFIELDS ROAD.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilTwelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 9th
of June, from  persons willing to contract for
Clearing the Highfields Road ,  between Toowoomba
and the Highfields  Saw Mills.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  " Tenders for  Clearing
zric hfelds Road."
Plan,  Specification ,  and form of Tender, may be
seen and further particulars obtained, at the
Engineer of Roads  Office,  Brisbane ,  and at the
Court  House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete  the work, and at the foot of
every  Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the  party tendering and two  responsible  persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance  -of the contract  in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event  that they  wi ll  severally execute and deliver
at the office  of the Civil Crown  Solicitor in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a bond  to Her Majesty  in the penal
sum of 935 for securing such  performance , o't'.:er-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  25th April, 1866.
TO BOATMEN, PUNTMEN, AND OTHERS.
BULIMBA FERRY.
F
RESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
until Noon, on  THURSDAY, the 10th
proximo ,  from persons  who may  be willing to
Tender  for the  Lease of the  Ferry  for three years
over the River Brisbane at Bulimba ,  the same to
be worked by suitable punts and boats, to be pro-
vided by the  successful Tenderer ,  and to be subject
to the approval of the Government.
At foot  of each Tender there must be a memo-
randum ,  signed by  the party  tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable  for the  due performance of the con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event  that- they will
severally execute and deliver at the office of the
Civil  Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within seven
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her  Majesty in  the penal sum of
£50 for securing such performance ,  otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Bulimba
Ferry."
The highest or any tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Ferry will be leased subject to the regula-
tions published in the  Government Gazette,  dated
27th September ,  1864.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  20th April, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, BOWEN.SEPARATE enders will be received at thisOffice, until Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY,
the 2nd June next, from persons willing to contract
for the erection of a Court House at Bowen, of
brick ,  or of timber.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Court
Souse, Bowen."
Plan, Specification ,  and Form of Tender may be
seen,-and further particulars obtained,  at the Colo-
nial Architect 's Office, Brisbane ,  or at the Court
House, Bowen.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for the clue
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Bris-
bane, or at the Court House, Bowen, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of  £ 150 for securing such performance ,  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 20th April, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
GAOL, BOWEN.
(MENDERS will be received at this Office, until
I 1.2 o'clock , on SATURDAY,  the 2nd June
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of a Gaol at Bowen.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  " Tender for Gaol,'
Bowen."
Plan, speci fication ,  and form of tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane, or at the I
Court-house ,  Bowen.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Bris-
bane ,  or at the Court House, Bowen, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £150 for securing such performance ,  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  20th April, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
MILITARY HOSPITAL AND OFFICERS'
QUARTERS.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 12th
May next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Hospital and Officers '  Quarters at
the Military Barracks ,  Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Military
Hospital, 4'c Brisbane."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect 's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must state the time withi n  which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum ,  signed
by the party tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that they will severa lly execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in
Brisbane ,  'within  seven days from the usual
notification of acceptance ,  a bond to Her Majesty
in the penal sum of £250 for securing such perform-
ance ,  otherwise the Tender wi ll  not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  3rd May, 1866.
SHEEP RETURNS.
V
CCUPANTS  of Crown Lands for pastoral
purposes are hereby reminded, that by the
9th section of the  Scab Act  1863,  27  Victoria, No.
2, it is incumbent upon them to make to the Com-
missioners of their districts respectively, on 1st July
now next, a Return of all  Sheep depastured by
them ; and that such Return, in pursuance of the
Proclamation issued by His Exce llency the
Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
upon the 23rd  March,  1864, and in terms of  such
section of the before -recited Act, must be accom-
panied by a remittance to the amount of the
assessment chargeable against them ,  at the rate of
ten shillings  for  every thousand or part of a thous-
and sheep so depastured.
Neglect of this provision of the Act will subject
the person defaulting to a penalty of Fifty Pounds.
As far as practicable ,  printed forms of return
will be supplied ,  but the non -receipt of such forms
will not exonerate any person from the duty of
making the Return, or afford him a plea for
exemption from penalty. I
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
I&
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1866.
CATTLE RETURNS.
0
CCUPAiN TS of Crown Lands for pastoral
purposes are reminded, that by the 6th
section of the Act 25 Victoria, No. 21  (Diseases
in Cattle Act),  the operation of which has been
revived by Proclamation, dated the 18th January,
1813t, in terms of clause 2 of 26 Victoria, No. 6,
(The Act to suspend Diseases in Cattle Act of  1862),
it is incumbent upon them to make to the Commis-
sioners of their districts respectively, on the 1st
July now next, a Return of all horned cattle owned
by them ; but no assessment upon such Cattle need
be for the present paid.
Neglect of this provision of the Act will subject
the person defaulting to a penalty of Fifty Pounds.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not exonerate any person from the duty of
making the Return, or afford him a plea for exemp-
tion from penalty.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1866.
APPLICATION TO  SELL UNDER THE " TRUS.
TEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Board of General Education have,
in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made
application to the Governor in Council for leave
to sell the portion of land granted as a site for a
National School, Toowoomba, in order to obtain
-funds for the erection of suitable school premises
on another site.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought, must
lodge the same with the Secretary for Lands and
Works, by letter, within the period of three months
from the date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1866..
TENDERS are invited -until THURSDAY, the
l 10th of May, at Noon, from persons wishing
to Rent the Refreshment Rooms at the Terminal
Station of the Southern and Western Railway at
Ipswich, for one year, for the sale of the usual
refreshments, exclusive of wines, spirits, and fer-
mented liquors, the sale of which will be strictly
prohibited.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
The successful Tenderer will have to enter into the
usual Bond required by the Government.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSL AND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
RANCHES of the above Bank are now open
B at Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cl veland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Itlaryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, andWaverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 17th January, 1863.STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY AND BATAVIA OR SINGA-
PORE,  r iA  TOILERS' STRAITS.
j1 HE Queensland Government having in con-
temptation the establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  via  Torres' Straits and Singapore, sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until MON-
DAY, the 25th June, 1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly, for a period of five
years, from and to Brisbane and Batavia, calling
at Port Denison and Cape York.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to' extend this
service to Singapore and Sydney ; and separate
offers will be received for Monthly Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York, and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation'of 1st and 2nd class, the tonnage, horse-
power, and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether propelled by screw or paddles ; also
to state the time at which the service can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or by applying to Messrs. Julyan
and Sergeaunt, Crown Agents, 6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer, Brisbane, and marked  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails via Torres' Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Memoranda for the information of persons wishing to
Tender for the Torres' Straits 11, ail Service, in
reply to Treasury advertisement, dated the 17th
January,  1866.
1. Tenders to state fully the speed, tonnage, passenger
accommodation of each class, how propelled, and all
other information relative to the vessels to be employed,
required by the advertisement.
2. Vessels to start from each end of the Contract line
monthly, at such times as may be hereafter determined,
with a view of making the Torres' Straits Mail Service
alternate with that  vid  Cape Lecuwin, thus securing
fortnightly communication between Australia and
Europe.
3. Plans and sections of vessels proposed to be
employed to be sent with the Tender.
4. Vessels to be at all times supplied and furnished
with all necessary and proper machinery, engines, pro-
visions, anchors, cables, boats, fire pumps, and lightning
conductors, and all proper appliances, subject to the
approval of the Officers appointed for the purpose by the
Postmaster-General.
5. Vessels to be officered and manned to the satisfac-
tion of the Postmaster-General.
6. Each vessel to carry a properly qualified medical
practitioner, and to be furnished with sufficient medicines
and medical comforts.
7. The Postmaster General or his representative may
delay departure of Contract Steamer twenty-four hours
when deemed necessary.
8. The Contract Steamer to leave Batavia or Singapore
within twenty-four hours after the arrival of the
European Mail Steamers, and to carry the Mails to their
destination at an average speed of not less than ten*
knots, calling at Cape York, and such other port or ports
as may be agreed on, reasonable time for detention being
allowed by the Government.
9. Should the Mails not be delivered within the time
stipulated, the sum of 9100 to be deducted, by way of
penalty, for every twenty-four hours of such delay, the
full amount of penalty, however, not to exceed the
proportionate sum due for that particular service.
* Tenders will also be received for the service on a scale pro-
portionate to speod-say, from nine to eleven knots.
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10. Postmaster-General to pay an award of £50, over
and above the Contract sum, for each and every twenty-
four hours the Mail shall be delivered within the time
covenanted for.
11. As a penalty for not providing an efficient vessel
ready to start according. to agreement, Contractors to
pay, by way of penalty, the sum of £250, also to pay a
further sum of £10) far every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay.
12. Contractors to have not less than three vessels of
the stipulated tonnage and power at all times ready for
service.
13. Postmaster-General may appoint a Mail Agent to
each vessel, who shall be provided with suitable first-
class cabin accommodation and table, at the expense of
the Contractors. The said Mail Agent to have
customary powers with regard to determining questions
relative to Mails, and the despatch or detention of vessels
carrying Mails.
14. Necessary and suitable accommodation, to- the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General, to be . provided
for the purpose of sorting and making up Mails during
the voyage, if required.
15. Mails to be delivered at the Post Office, and con-
veyed to the Steamers at the expense of the Contractor,
without any delay.
16. Payments to be made quarterly in Brisbane, and
the payment stipulated to be in full satisfaction for the
service ; the Mail money to belong to Her Majesty.
17. The agreement to be entered into to be in force
for five years, but Government reserve to themselves
power to determine the Contract, should the service not
be properly performed.
18. Contractors may at any time terminate the agree-
ment, upon giving six months notice of their intention,
and by paying, by way of forfeit, a sum equivalent to
two months' subsidy.
19. Contractors not to dispose of, or under-let the
Contract, without the consent of the Postmaster- General.
20. Contractors to be bound in the penal sum of
£15,000, to be paid to the Government by way of stipu-
lated damages, in case of failure on their part to
carry out the agreement.
21. Government reserve to themselves the right to
add other reasonable stipulations to those already
mentioned.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
AMENDED REGULATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT
SAVINGS BANKS.HIS Excellency the Governor, with theadviceof the Executive Council, has be n pleas
to direct the publication of the following alterations
and additions to the Savings Bank Regulations,
dated 16th November, 1864, made under the
authority of the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria,
No. 2, entitled  "An Act to grant additional facili-
ties for depositing small savings at interest with the
seeacrity of the Government for dace°epayment
thereof,"  viz.
1.  The following words to be omitted from clause 5 of
the said regulations, viz., " the depositor shall sign his
name in a place to be provided for his signature in teh
depositor's book," it being considered advisable that
depositors shall not in future be required to sign their
names in Savings Bank pass-books.
The following are to stand as additional regula-
tions  :-
1.  Persons desirous of lodging money in the Govern-
ment Savings Banks, and who, by reason of residing at
too great a distance from the nearest Branch Office, are
precluded from depositing in the manner prescribed by
clause 3 of the regulations, may remit their deposit by
post direct to the Treasury. The Government will,
however, undertake no responsibility under this clause,
in the event of the remittance miscarrying.
2. In order to meet the convenience of persons resid-
ing at a distance from Brisbane, and to save a long
course of post, depositors so circumstanced  may,  in
future, make application to withdraw the whole or any
portion of their deposits by electric telegraph message,
at the reduced uniform charge of one shilling. The
depositor will be required to sign the usual withdrawal
notice in the presence of a Savings Bank Officer, by whom
the mess age will be forwarded to the Treasury ; but. no
officer is to forivard such message unless the depositor is
personally known to him, or unless he produces satis-
factory evidence that he is the person entitled to the
withdrawal.
By His Excellency's Command,
It. G. W. HERBERT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
pROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for thepurchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a,year-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Registrar-General's Office,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1866.
NOTICE.-It is hereby notified for general
..L information, that
PHILIP PINNocK, Esquire, Police Magistrate,
has been appointed Acting Registrar of Births,
Deaths, and Marriages, at Bowen, Port Denison.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
Registrar-General's Office,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1866.
rOTICE.-In accordance with the 6th section of-'
the  1114rriaye Act  (28 Victoria, No. 15), it is
hereby notified, that
The Reverend WILLIAM HILL, Wesleyan Minister,
Ipswich,
is duly registered in this Office as a Minister of
Religions authorised to celebrate Marriages in
Queensland.
F. O. DARVALL,Registrar-General.'
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1866.
NOTICE.-In accordance withsection 6 of the
10 Jdarriage Act  (28 Victoria, No. 15), it is
hereby notified, that
The Reverend CHAtzr ES WILvs, Wesleyan Metho-
dist Minister, Warwick,
is. duly Registered in this Office as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in
Queensland. .
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar -General.
NOTICE.
A Court  of Petty Sessions will be holden atrTambo, on  TUESDAY,  the 22nd day of
May, for the  purpose of taking into consideration
applications for Publicans '  Licenses for the ensuing
year.
GEORGE HALLAM,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Tambo, 10th April, 1866,
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 4th May, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open and make a portion of Road (to be maintained at the public expense), .and running
through portions Nos. 2, 3, and 4, parish of Walloon, from Ipswich to Toowoomba : Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, in Ipswich ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit in writing to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from this date, any well grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the road
in question.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM IPSWICH To TooWOOMBA, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 4.
No. Portion of Road. Reputed Owner.
$. .
c s
Occupier.
00
Bearings.
Lengths
in
Chains.
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
-
chs. his. chs. lks. A. R. P.
Z Commencing on the John Smith ... John Smith... .... Open I W. 39° 4518. 7 72 1 50 1 2 8 A triangular piece of
north boundary of Forest, land cut off the
portion 2, in the parish north-west corner
of Walloon, and run- of portion 2.
ning in a south-west-
erly direction through
that land to its west
boundary
2 Commencing on the K. Wal-,h .. K. Walsh ... .... Open W. 4° 45' S. 15 6 1 50 1 2 1
east boundary of por- Forest
tion 3, in the parish of
Walloon, and running
in a westerly direction
through that land to
its west boundary
3 Commencing on the  Al.  O'Brien ... M. O'Brien ... .._ Open W. 6° 27' N. 15 9 1 50 1 1 4
east boundary of por- lForest
tion 4, in the parish of
Walloon, and running
in a westerly direction
through that land to
its north-west corner
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 25th April, 1866.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder written, being
erroneous in the particulars therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of the  Titles to Lana Act,  1858,  at the expiration of three months from the date hereof, by
an instrument under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, ' describe the names of the intended Grantees
to the intent that by force of the Act aforesaid they shall be taken to have been inserted in the Grant,
and in every Deed containing the erroneous names, and such Grant and every such Deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
A. MACALISTER.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Name of Nature of
Names of
Grant. Uranteeor  Description of Land granted . Misnomer .
intended
Grantees. Grantees.
All that piece or parcel of Land containing by admeasurement sixty- 2
a
a c'e q
eight acres two roods, be the same more or less, situated in the ea ' Ca Q5
county of Churchill, and parish of Jeebropilly, portion number forty-
four, commencing on the Bremer River at a point where the east side ""z 41
MC  of a road one chain wide meets that river ; and bounded on the west N o
c°'a by seven chains seventy links of that road bearing south ; on the '4, c, •
south-west by a line dividing it from portion number forty-three, a Iq
measured portion of sixty-one acres one rood bearing south fifty-three +
degrees east fifty-five chains seventy-five links ; on the south-east by Q,
a line bearing north thirty-seven degrees east twelve chains ; on the 2  r.  a 'CU R.'4,0z5 north-east by a line dividing it from portion number fortyve,
+;
41
ar measured portion of sixty-one acres three roods, bearing nort-fihfiftya - ti
three degrees west fifty-four chains seventy-one links to the Bremer m p p d
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to the point of com- LIFs° bn
mencement, exclusively of the road to Franklyn Vale passing through  O 'Dz o
this land in a south-westerly direction, one chaiir wide, the area of y
which has been deducted from the total area. E+
Names
of parties
applying for
Instrument.
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1866,
NEW ROAD.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open and make a portion of Road from Brisbane to the Logan Ferry, passing through the land
of J. Rafter : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11,  and now in  force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office
in Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the road in question.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF  ROAD  FROM BRISBANE TO 'IILE  LOGAN FERRY,  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road, ReputedOwner. Occupier.
Character
of
Land
Bearings.
Lengths
in
Chains.
Enclo-
sures.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area.
chs. iks. chs iks. A. R. T.
1 Commencing on the west boon- John Rafter ... John Raf- Open East ... 10 40 ... 4 50 4 1 0
dary of portion 22 in the Logan
Agricultural Reserve, parish of
ter Forest
Mackenzie, and running in an
easterly direction through that
laud to the Logan River
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1866.
CLOSING OF ACCOMMODATION ROADS.
N
OTICE.-His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council. directs it to be
notified for general information, that application, under the Act 24 Victoria, No. 15, section 16, has
been made by the owners of the adjacent lands for the closing of the undermentioned Accommodation
Roads ; and that such roads will be closed'at the expiration of two months from the date of this notice,
unless the owners or occupants of any lands in the vicinity of these roads, who may consider their interests
affected thereby, send into the Surveyor-General their objections in writing within the above specified
period.
A plan of these roads may be seen at the office of the Surveyor-General, and at the office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions of the district in which such roads are situated.
Applicant Situation.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Messrs . Hodson,  McLean, and Roads between  portions Nos. 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46,
Green 47,  48, 49, 50, 51, and 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125,
126, 127,  128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134,  101, and
102
A. C. GREGORY.
Parish.
Allora.
Surveyor -General's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd May, 1866.
IT  is hereby notified ,  that in accordance with the provisions of the  Pastoral Leases Act of  1863, 27Victoria , No. 17,  the Annual Rents of the undermentioned Runs have been appraised for Renewed
Leases at the amounts specified . A. C. GREGORY,
MORETON DISTRICT.
Name of Run. Claimant of Lease.
Bromelton ... ... ...
Tabragalba
Undallah ... ... ...
Mount Flinders ... .
Sections Nos. 16, 18, and
19, County of Churchill
Gimboomba
Moondoolun ... ...
Dugandan ... ...
Heads of Logan ... ...
Tambourine
Beauaraba...
St. Ruth .
South Toolburra ...
Gladfield ... ...
Maryvale ...
Peeles Plains or Felton
North Toolburra ...
Glengallan... ...
Rosenthal ...
Bodumba ...
Canning Creek ...
Canal Creek
Talgai
Gooinbur. ra
Ellangowan
^Wee Wee .,.
Eton Vale ,.,
Morehead and Young ... ...  ...
James Henderson ... ... .., ,..
John Rylands .., ,,. ,..
William Wilson .,. ... ... ...
William Wilson .., ...
Andrew Ingles Henderson
Johii Collins .,. ... ... ...
Jessie MacDonald . , , , . ,
Thomas L. Murray Prior ...
Charles and D. W. Williams ... ... , , . ...
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Shepherd Smith . , , ...  ...
Palgrave and Bigge , , ,
...
Palgrave and Bigge . , .  ...
Arnold Wienholt . , . ... ...
Arnold Wienholt . , . . , ,
Shepherd Smith ... ... ...
Thomas Coutts.., ... ..
... ...
Marshall and Deuchar ... ... . , . ... ...
Palgrave and Bigge . , . . , .
St. George R. Gore ... . , . ... ...
St. George R. Gore  ...  ...
Thomas Hood Hood ... ... ... ... ...
Thomas Hood Hood
Hodgson, McLean, and Green ... ... ...
...
Peel River Company ... ...
W. B. Tooth
Hodgson and Watts
Surveyor-General.
Area. Rent.
Square
lilies, £ s.  d.
40 150 0 0
20 60 0 0
45U4 150 0 0
45 225 0 0
4H 10 0 0
12 33 6 8
371 79 3 4
80 129 3 4
36 66 13 4
48 112 10 0
140 300 0 0
149 650 0 0
58 166 13 4
43 100 0 0
33 100 0 0
78 400 0 0
25 66 13 4
50 50 0 0
430 583 6 8
113 113 0 0
132 200 0 0
163 250 0 0
91 250 0 0
95 I 203 14 8
69 403 1 4
21 21 0 0
105 283 6 8
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NOTICE.
LANDS PURCHASED BY NON-TRANSFERABLE LAND ORDERS UNDER .6T8 7T$ AND 8Tn
SECTIONS 28 VICTORIA, No. 17.
T is hereby notified, that the undermentioned Location Tickets are now lying for delivery to the
purchasers, upon proper application, at this Office.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General's Office, Surveyor-General.
Brisbane, 1st May, 1866.
No. of
Location
Ticket.
Portion. Area. County.  Parish. Purchaser.
A A. R. P.
2 223 11 0.10 Stanley ... Oxley ... ... William Francis Dixon
8 251 20 2 16 )) George Mathews
9 249 6 2 13 Charles Massey
10 250 18 1 15 )f George Mathews
11 144 64 0 0 Tingalpa Henry Leake
19 152 49 0 0 Walter Barrett
20 18 40 0 0 McLean ... ... Robert Bride Wynn
21 9 40 0 0
22 85 28 2 0 Kedron... ... Edward Barrett
23 38 40 0 0 Ward Boyd ... ... John Hodson
24 39 40 0 0 ))
25 43 40 0 0
26 44 40 0 0
27 32 27 0 0 Stanley ... Wooaaroo... ... George Mathews
28 210 5 1 37 )) Kedron... ... Mark Fitzmaurice
29 60 29 0 0 Livingstone ... Gavial ... ... Timotheus John Baran
30 59 28 1 0 „ 21 33
31 59 48 0 0 Lennox ... St. Mary ... ... John Overend Rose
32 28 49 0 0 March ... Bidwell ... ... James Ellwood
33 23 89 0 0 it Mary Tredwen
34 156 27 3 0 Stanley ... ... Warner ... ... Joseph Henry Decent
35 115
119
10
21
3 0
1 0
Nundah ... ... Charles H. Twyman
M W36
37 266 32 0 16
91
„ Yeerongpilly ...
ary ylie
Joseph Potts
38 238 32 3 25 „ )$ 35
39 415. 14 1 0 „ Toombul ... ... Thomas Taylor
40 352 10 1 9 )) Samuel Bennett
41 353 10 2 0
42 354 11 1 36 „
43 356 9 3 36 „ )) ))
44 348 21 2 24 „ William Hamson
45 372 10 2 0 Edwin Deane Bennett
46 349 15 2 0 Joseph Bancroft
47 360 11 0 30 II William Hamson
48 400 18 2 16 „ Enoggera ... George Wilson
49 78 20 1 24 Kedron ... Edward Corfe
50 243 9 0 24 „ Oxley ... Charles Massey
51 94 21 1 7 Kedron ... John Livesey
52 196 24 1 17 „ Brlimba ... James Stone
53 34 71 0 0 Ward Boyd ... Alexander Beaton
54 91 20 1 24 Stanley Kedron ... Samuel Clissold
55 401 18 2 16 „ Kedron ... George Wilson
56 90 22 3 8 Enoggera ... Edwin Brier
57 11 30 0 0 Redland ... Andrew Thomson
58 25
11
79
40
3 0 Ward ...
2 0
Boyd ... Thomas Holiday
Edwin P dl b59
60 418. 12
_ „
3 0 . Stanley ... Enoggera ...
en e ury
Thomas Anderson
I
N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office
Names and Description of Parties.
1866.
43 5th April ... Between Benjamin Rhodes, ofBrisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, and Charles
Rhodes, also of Brisbane aforesaid,
builders, trading together under the
name and style of Benjamin Rhodes
and Son, of the first part ; Henry
Watson, of Brisbane aforesaid, builder,
and John Walters, of the same place
(Trustees for the purposes in the
Deed of Assignment mentioned), of the
second part ; and the several persons
and bodies corporate, who have by
themselves or their agents executed
the said Deed of Assignment, being
creditors of the said Benjamin Rhodes
and Charles Rhodes, and whose names
are mentioned in the schedule attached
I i to the said Deed of Assignment, of the
third part.
Nature and Effect of Deed. Date of Registration.
Deed of Assignment of all Lodged at the
the estate and effects of office of the
the said Benjamin Registrar of the
Rhodes and Charles Supreme Court,
Rhodes, trading as Ben- this 30th day of
jamin Rhodes and Son, April,A.D. 1866,
in trust for the benefit of and entered
all the creditors of the same day.
said Benjamin Rhodes,
and Charles Rhodes.
REYNOLDS, BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice  that applications have been  made to bring the Lands described below under the
1 provisions  of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging ,  himself or  by his Attorney,  a Caveat in  form B. of said Act, on or before the day named in
each case.
P. O. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land.
Subdivision 4 of allotment 2 of section 64, containing15j perches ; county, Livingstone ; parish and
town, Rockhampton
Subdivision 3 of portion 9, containing 20 acres; county,
Stanley ; parish Purga
Subdivision 11 of suburban portion 17, containing 1 rood
12 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, South Bris-
bane, at Kangaroo Point
power of sale
Ditto ... ..
Name of Proprietor.
Edward Pyke Livermore ... 5th June, 1866.
Francis Robert Chester Master Ditto.
Daniel  Foley  Roberts, as sur- Ditto.
viving Trustee under the
Will ofJohn  Smith, deceased,
and Mortgagee exercising
Subdivision 9 of suburban portion 17, containing 15
perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, South Bris-
bane, at Kangaroo Point
Subdivision 5 of suburban portion 17, containing 15
perches ; county, Stanley; parish, South Bris-
bane, at Kangaroo Point
Allotment 1 of section 9, containing 1 rood 17 perches ;
county, Stanley ; parish and town, North Brisbane
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
... Ditto.
Eliza Williams ... ... Ditto.
G eorge Harris  ... 6th August, 1866.
No. 3.
General Post Office,
Brisbane , 1st May, 1866.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF MARCH, 1866.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
give the correct number of the List in which they may have observed their Names, as such
reference will materially facilitate  delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission ; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
J. DOUGLAS,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of  the General Post Office is open  for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m. to Four p.m. ;  on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to One p.m.
A. 28 Arnold Mrs., Brisbane u k
29 Arnold H C Rockham ton s1 ABERDEEN John Brisbane e ., p.
2
,
Ah Yew (Chinaman) Myall Creek c 30 Arthur David, Roma o
3
, 31Abert Thomas R. Rockhampton s Arthurs James W., Brisbane o c
4
,
Gayndah c 32Abrams Joseph Ashburn William, Rockhampton u k
5
, 33Ahern Miss Ellen Brisbane c Ascher Dr., Maryborough c
6
, 34Albrecht William Port Denison f Atkins William, Rockhampton c, 35 Oxley Creek cAtkinson James7
8
Aldridge Thomas, Port Denison u k (2) 36Allen Mrs. South Brisbane c
,
Atkinson T. K., Oxley Creek c (3)
9
,
Bowen u k 37Allen Donald Atoun James, Brisbane c, 38 Brisbane u kAutroui Chas.10 Allwood Robert Francis, South Brisbane c (4) 39
,
Gayndah oAylwar William11 Amm James, Brisbane u k (2) ,
12 Anderson George, Port Denison u k (2) B.
13 Anderson James, Brisbane oc c 1 BACK C., Toowoomba c
14 Anderson Martin, Bulimba c 2 Bace -, Rockhampton c
15 Andrews Thomas, Goondiwindi c 3 Bailey C., Toowoomba c
16 Anerbach John, Gayndah c 4 Bailey George, Gayndah u k
17 Anson Geo. V., Brisbane u k 5 Bailey William, Brisbane u k
18 Applar Francis, Drayton c 6 Bailey W. L., Brisbane c
19 Archer David, Gayndah s 7 Baird David, Toowoomba m
20 Armstrong A., Gayndah c 8 Baird Joseph, Bowen c
21 Armstrong A. J. A., Gayndah u k 9 Baitie Miss Ellen, Brisbane c
22 Armstrong Alexander, Rockhampton s 10 Baker  -,  Bowen c
23 Armstrong Andrew, Gayndah c 11 Baker C., Ipswich c
24 Armstrong John, Port Denison m 12 Baker W. Robert, Brisbane u k
25 Armstrong Robert, Oxley Creek u k 13 Ballard Thos., Gayndah c (2)
26 Armitage Miss S. J., Rockhampton u k 14 Barber Joseph, Brisbane u k
27 Armstrong William, Brisbane u k 15 Barclay James, Burnett c
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16 Barkwell Thomas, Rockhampton a
17 Barlow Thomas, Dawson c
18 Barnard William, Dalby e
19 Barnes J. P., Kangaroo Point o c
20 Baron C. R. and T., Brisbane u k
21 Barraclough W. H., Brisbane f
22 Barrett Thomas, Mount Abundance u k
23 Barrett Micheal Dalby c
24 Barton H. H., Maryborough c
25 Bartlett John, Brisbane c
26 Bassett James, Rockhampton o
27 Bassett Thomas, Rockhampton s
28 Batton John, Rockhampton u k
29 Boyles John, Roma c
30 Bayne Thos., Drayton c
31 Baynham F., Roma c
32 Baxter Blair, Gayndah o c
33 Baxter Cornelius, Toowoomba e
34 Beazley Chas., Toowoomba u k
35 Beake William Barley, Brisbane u k
36 Bertton William, Fortitude Valley s
37 Belford P., Rockhampton o c
38 Beh Gollob, Burnett c
39 Burne John, Brisbane u k
40 Bell George, Bowen u k
41 Bell George, Rockhampton c (2)
42 Bell Robt., Brisbane n z (2)
43 Bell Thomas, Dalgangar e
44 Bell Robt., Brisbane u k
45 Belleas William, Kangaroo Point o c
46 Bellinger Micheal, Breakfast Creek o c
47 Belton William, South Brisbane o c
48 Bennett Mr., Brisbane c
49 Bennett Agnes, Brisbane c
50 Bennett C. J., Brisbane u k
51 Bennett G., Mount Auburn c
52 Bennett John, Brisbane c
53 Bennett William, Ipswich u k
54 Bennett Wm. S., Brisbane o c
55 Berrv John, Banana c
56 Berry Patrick, Rockhampton c
57 Berthold John or Francis, Brisbane c
58 Beanies Ernest, Gayndah o c
59 Bianicki John, Rockhampton c
60 Biancho Wm. J., Rockhampton c (2)
61 Biechelman H. C., Rockhampton o c
.62 Bigmore Samuel, Gayndah u k
63 Binney Edward, North Brisbane o c
64 Binney E., Bowen c
65 Buo Charles, Rockhampton c
66 Bird C., Gladstone s
67 Bishop Henry, Brisbane u k
68 Bishop Wm.  J,, Rockhampton c
69 Black Wm., Maryborough u k
70 Black James, Gayndah s
71 Blackhall Miss E., Brisbane c
72 Blackmore, William, Brisbane u k
73 Bloxams Ann, Gayndah o (2)
74 Bodmann F., Toowoomba f
75 Bohringer Konrad, Port Denison s
76 Bolton Chas., Laidley c
77 Bolton Wm., Brisbane s
78 Boon Adam Ph., Port Denison m
79 Booth  -,  Yaamba c
80 Boner James, Nanango m
81 Bonfield Wm., Maryborough c
82 Born Henry, Gladstone c
83 Boss Joseph, Laidley s
84 Bourne John, Fortitude Valley o c
85 Bowden , Toowoomba o c
86 Bowden David, Drayton c
87 Bowen C., Brisbane u k
88 Bower Captain, Brisbane c
89 Bowery Wm., Brisbane c
90 Bowls George, Albinia Downs c
91 Bown Robert, Toowoomba c
92 Bower John, Brisbane u k
93 Box Wm., Brisbane c
94 Boyd Alexander, Woogaroo o c
95 Boyde Wm., Brisbane o c
96 Boylan Patrick, Rockhampton u k
97 Bradbury Edward, Ipswich n z (2)
98 Bradfield John, Yaamba c
99 Bradshaw Miss Mary, Brisbane u k
100 Brady John, Kangaroo Point o c
101 Brady Peter, Brisbane o c
102 Branan Alex., Port Denison c
103 Bremnir Alex., Laidley u k (3)
104 Breen Denis, South Brisbane o c
105 Brians John, South Brisbane o c
106 Brice J. S., Gayndah c
107 Brickley John, Ipswich u k
108 Brisbane Adam, Rockhampton c
109 Brisco Henry, Rockhampton n z
110 Britten Geo., Ipswich u k
111 Broadhurst Wm., Brisbane u It
112 Brock R., Gladstone c (2)
113 Brodie Thomas, Bowen s
114 Brohman John, Toowoomba c
115 Bromage Geo., Toowoomba c
116 Brooks James ,  Dalgangal c
117 Brooks John, Taroom c (2)
118 Brown Miss, Brisbane s
119 Browne A., Gladstone o c
120 Brown Frederick ,  Wabba Ridges c
121 Brown T .  and T., Brisbane u k
122 Brown John, Brisbane u k
123 Brown John ,  Burnett River c
124 Brown Robert, Brisbane u k
125 Brown Robert, Ipswich c
126 Brown J. W., Ipswich o
127 Brown W.,  Brisbane s
128 Brown Mrs. W .,  Brisbane s (2)
129 Brown W., Port Denison o c
130 Brown W., Laidley c
131 Brown J., Brisbane c
132 Bryan D., Brisbane o c
133 Buckanan John, Brisbane o c.
134 Burkler Robert, Brisbane c
135 Buckley Bridget, Rockhampton u k
136 Buchanan  Mrs. M.,  Rockhampton  a
137 Buckley George ,  Bald Hills c
138 Buckley James ,  Bowen c
139 Buckley James, Bowen u k
140 Bucknell Wm., Rockhampton  in
141 Bullen J. K., Ipswich c
142 Bulgin Louis. Dalby o c
143 Burfield G. H., Ipswich u k
144 Burgess Frederick ,  Brisbane u k
145 Burgess James ,  Brisbane c
146 Burgess John ,  Kangaroo Point o c
147 Burgess Miss S. A., Port Denison u k (3)
148 Burghead Fredk., Rawbelle c
149 Burgone  -,  Dalby c
150 Burke D., Brisbane c
151 Burke Bridget, Ipswich u k
152 Buirke Miss N., Port Denison e
153 Burke J., Rockhampton c
154 Burrows Samuel, Brisbane c
155 Burton Fred .,  Maryborough o c
156 Burton Fred., Maryborough s
157 Bushell Charles ,  Logan River o c
158 Butcher George ,  Brisbane o c
159 Butter Michael, Ipswich c
160 Butler William, Brisbane c
161 Byrne  -,  Ipswich c
162 Byrne Frances, Oxley Creek o
163 Byrne John, Toowoomba c
164 Byrne Patrick, Brisbane o c
C.
1 CADER  H., Rockhampton e
2 Cahill William,  Rockhampton u k
3 Callagham Denis, Brisbane c
4 Callagham James ,  Toowoomba c
5 Calaghan Patrick, Toowoomba u k
6 Callian John,  Brisbane c
7 Calbron -,  Gladstone c
8 Cameron  Archibald,  Maryborough e
9 Cameron Donald ,  Nulalbin  u k
10 Cameron Duncan ,  Brisbane v and u k (2)
11 Cameron John, Woogaroo c
12 Cameron Mrs. Margaret, Brisbane o
13 Cameron Murdo, Brisbane u k
14 Cameron Wi lliam, Brisbane u k
15 Campbell D., Bowen c
16 Campbell Daniel ,  Bowen c
17 Campbell  Francis ,  Brisbane u k
18 Camble Francis ,  Logan c
19 Campbell John ,  Rockhampton c
20 Campbell Robert , Ipswich c
21 Campbell  T. C., Toowoomba c
22 Canaughan Mrs., Rockhampton u k
23 Cannon Miss Mary, Brisbane c
24 Canty  John,  Rockhampton c
25 Carawford Wi lliam, Brisbane u k
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26 Carby F ., K nebworth c 109 Cotter M., Ipswich u k (2)
27 Carew Daniel or John ,  Rockhampton u k 110 Comeford John, Toowoomba a
28 Carey Miss ,  Brisbane c 111 Commann George, Gayndah e
29 Carmichael H. J., Marlborough c 112 Compton James, Pimpama River e
30 Carmudhi , Boggo c 113 Condell W., Gayndah o
31 Carnelley John, Brisbane u k 114 Conlen Miss Ann, Brisbane c
32 Camey Michael ,  Toowoomba c 115 Connell and Yates ,  Messrs .,  Bowen c
33 Carney Owen, Port Denison f 116 Connell Miss Ellen, Brisbane c (2)
34 Carpenter Charley, Ballard's Camp e 117 Connell James, Brisbane c
35 Carr James, Brisbane u k 118 Conner John, Laidley a
36 Carrick Thomas Turner ,  Rockhampton s 119 Conner John, Bowen c
37 Carrigan Michael ,  Rockhampton v 120 Connor Mary Ann, Ipswich o
38 Carrington George, Bowen, Port Denison u k 121 Connor Thomas, Rockhampton c
and o (6) 122 Connor Patrick, Laidley e
39 Carroll John W., Laidley u k 123 Connors William, Rockhampton v
40 Carroll P. (care of Mrs .  Loyd ),  Gatton c 124 Conroy Miss Anne ICI., Brisbane u k
41 Carrell William ,  Ryan Downs ,  Comet River c 125 Corby John, care of Thomas Murray, Bris-
42 Carson Samuel John ,  Rockhampton u k bane u k
43 Carter Miss  IN., Brisbane c 126 Conway  -,  Ballard 's Camp or Toowoomba c
44 Carter Peter ,  Brisbane c 127 Cook Edward, Ipswich u k
45 Carter Thomas W., Gayndah o 128 Cook William ,  care of J. W. Harris, Blue
46 Carter William, Toowoomba u k Boar Inn, Burnett District u k (2)
47 Coskie A., Toowoomba u k 129 Coonan Thomas, Laidley c
48 Cassidy Mrs. Edward, Taroom c 130 Cooney James, Brisbane u k (2)
49 Cassidy Jshares  (care of G. Dougherty), Con- 131 Cooney Michael, Banana s
suelo Station c 132 Coonlan  -,  Mya ll Creek c
50 Carwell Richard ,  Ipswich u k 133 Cooper A., Brisbane u k
51 Cavanagh Thomas ,  Rockhampton o 134 Cooper John, Warrall Creek c
52 Cawley Charles ,  Gayndah c 135 Cooper Thomas N., Rockhampton u k
53 Cawsey Louis, Gayndah c 136 Copus Phillip, Dalby c
54 Cawley Thomas John ,  Bungarbar n z 137 Corby John, Rockhampton c
55 Cerley Thomas ,  Ipswich c 138 Corcoran Ann, care of John Mining, Bris-
56 Chadderton Thomas, Main Range c bane c
57 Chalagher John, Toowoomba c 139 Cornford  ,  Toowoomba c
58 Claimers Robert, Maryborougb e 140 Cornwall  ,  Gayndah s
59 Chandler Lewis, Brisbane s 141 Cornwell Samuel, Ipswich c
60 Chance John, Lytton c 142 Currie A. E ,, Brisbane u k
61 Chant George .  Rockhampton v 143 Coshin Henry, Ipswich c
62 Chapman Robert ,  Toowoomba u k (2) 144 Counsel Wil liam, Toowoomba c
63 Chappell William, Ipswich c 145 Cousley Jenory, Gatton c
64 Chisholm P., Brisbane c (2) 146 Cowan John, Rockhampton u k
65 Choise B., Ipswich o 147 Cox Henry  (care of C. Munro), Rockhamp.
66 Christie Thomas, Gatton c ton u k
67 Cinnamon J. W., Seventeen -mile Rocks c 148 Cramb Joseph ,  Bowen c
68 Clapshaw F., Brisbane u k 149 Craim Daniel ,  Bowen c
69 Clarke and Cooper Messrs .,  Rockhampton e 150 Crammack John, Brisbane u k
70 Clark Mrs .,  Rockhampton c 151 Craven G. F. (care of T. Hall) Clermont u k
71 Clarke Abraham ,  Dalby c _ 152 Crawford  -,  Maryborough u k
72 Clark Alexander ,  Canal Creek Diggings u k 153 Crisp James ,  Yaamba c
73 Clark Miss Annie, Rockhampton c 154 Croghan  -,  Ipswich c
74 Clarke Frederick ,  Main Range u k (2) 155 Cronin Eugene ,  Brisbane c
75 Clark James (care of R. E .  Palmer ),  Glad- 156 Cowell John, Toowoomba c
stone u k 157 Crowe Miss  K ate, Oxley Creek e
76 Clarke James  (care of R. E .  Palmer ),  Glad- 158 Cuddehy John, Brisbane c
stone u k 159 Cuddehy John, Cresebrook c
77 Clark John ,  Gayndah c 160 Culbert Robert, Brisbane u k
78 Clark William, Brisbane c 161 Cullanna Hannah, Bowen c
79 Clarke Walter, Monumber Nananga c 162 Cullin Miss Kate, Toowoomba e
80 Clayton J., Port Denison c 163 Culhane D., Ipswich v
81 Clayton John Ernest ,  Gayndah u k 164 Culmer James, Brisbane o
82 Clements Joseph, Brisbane u k 165 Cullin John, Laidley e
83 Clemestra R. B., Ipswich s 166 Cummins George, Brisbane c
84 Cleveland Mrs. E .,  Brisbane u k 167 Cunningham Miss, Rockhampton c
85 Clifford  -,  Eton Vale c 168 Cunningham John Charles, Rockhampton
86 Conston Daniel, Bowen s u k (2)
87 Coady Patrick ,  Pilton Station c 169 Cunningham M. W., Bowen v
88 Coady Patrick  (careof Daniel Goenes ),  Laidley 170 Cunningham Thomas, Rockhampton o
Creek c 171 Cunningham William, Dalby c
89 Coakley Miss Amy, Brisbane o 172 Curren John, Brisbane c
90 Cashman Charles F., Dalby c 173 Curry Robert, Brisbane c
91 Cockbowrne James, Brisbane c 174 Curtin Daniel, Mount Abundance e
92 Cockrana Edward ,  Brisbane u k 175 Curtin John, Kangaroo Station c
93 Cocker ,  R. E. C., Brisbane s 176 Curtis Mrs. Catherine ,  Brisbane o
94 Cogan John ,  Toowoomba u k 177 Curtis Charles C., Bowen u k
95 Cohen J., Rockhampton c 178Curtis George ,  Ipswich s a
96 Colberk John ,  Brisbane u k 179 Curtis W. +'., Brisbane u k (2)
97 Colburn -,  Rockhampton c 180 Cusack James ,  Brisbane u k
98 Cole  -,  Rockhampton c 181 Cusack M. A., Beaufort Station c
99 Cole Julian ,  Rockhampton c 182 Cuthbert Robert,  Bowen u k
100 Colless Anna ,  Brisbane c 183 Cuthill  George, Rockhampton v
101 Collier T., Brisbane u k
102 Collins Jeremiah ,  Bowen Downs c D.
103 Collins William ,  Laidley c 1 DALE Errington C., Brisbane s
104 Collor John  (care of F. Loyd ),  Gatton e 2 Dale John, Dalby o e
105 Colman John ,  Mount Abundance e 3 Dales George, Ipswich u k
106 Colman M .,  Toowoomba c 4 Dalmanico Andrew, Gayndah c
107 Colman Wi lliam ,  Ipswich u k 5 Brisbane cDalrymple  Captain
108 Cotten Michael ,  Ipswich u k 1 6
,
Dalton  Miss  Jane, Port Denison u k
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Daly Thomas, Brisbane u k
Danatz M. J., Brisbane c
Dare John, Brisbane c oc
David Thomas, Brisbane u k
Davidson -, Toowoomba c
Davidson G., c
Davidson Gilbert, Brisbane o c
Davidson J. Ewen, Brisbane c
Davidson John, Brisbane u k
Davidson John G., Rockhampton s a (2)
Davidson Walter, Port Deni son u k
Davies Charles, Brisbane c
Davies E., Brisbane u k
Davies R. M., Rawbelle c
Davies T., Brisbane u k
Daves Mrs., Brisbane u k
Davis Alfred, Brisbane u k
Davis G., Port Denison c
Davis James, Gayndah c
Davis Matthew, Rockhampton c
Davis John, Beagle c
Davis W., Brisbane c_
Davy Miss, Brisbane s
Daw John C., Ipswich u k
Dawson Ambrose, Brisbane u k
Dawson Henry, Rockhampton u k
Deakin Samuel, Rockhampton in
Deavan James, Brisbane o c
De Jersey F., Cleveland u k
Delaney  -,  Toowoomba s
Delany J. W., Bowen s
Delany Michael ,  Rockhampton u k
Delany Paul ,  Brisbane o c
Delmenico Andrew ,  Gayndah c
Denlen Patrick ,  Rockhampton c
Devon Luke, Beaufort c
Dewring J. A., Brisbane c
Diezmann Julius ,  Gladstone c
Dillow Robert ,  Gladstone s
Dinum Connor ,  Toowoomba e
Dinwoodie J. H., Brisbane o
Disley James, Ipswich c
Dixon Joseph ,  Canal Creek c
Dooherty Wil liam,  Brisbane u k (2)
Dolan Miss, Brisbane c
Dolan Patrick ,  Brisbane u k
Dolgner C.  L., Brown River c
Donald James ,  Kangaroo Point o e
Donaldson  -,  Ipswich c (2)
Donne lly Miss E llen ,  Port Denison c
Donne lly Michael ,  Brisbane o c
Donnelly Michael, Laidley u k
Donner  -,  Laidley c
Doonan James, Ipswich u k
Doolan Miss Mary ,  Brisbane s
Doonan William, Ipswich u k
Doran Miss Bridget, Ipswich u k
Dornley John ,  Brisbane o c
Dornley Stephen ,  Fortitude o c
Douglas Robert, Dalby c
Douglas Wm., Brisbane c
Downs Miss E., Port Denison u k
Downs David, Rockhampton o
Dowson Jane ,  Brisbane c
Driscoll  John, M aryborough u k
Drown Mrs .,  Brisbane c
Drueman Mrs .,  Ipswich c
Duce Alfred ,  Brisbane f
Duckworth James, Brisbane u k
Duff  Patrick ,  Toowoomba c
Duggan Wm .,  Brisbane u k
Dunaeg Conrad ,  Rawbe lle c
Dunbar Thomas ,  Rockhampton c
Duncan Robert ,  Port Denison c
Duncan Thomas, Brisbane u k
Duncan Walter D., Rockhampton u k
Duncan Wil liam, Port Denison u k
Dunlop James ,  Cabooltu ve River o c
Dunn Richard, Brisbane o
Dunstone Chas. ,  Bowen u k
Dunsdon L .  H., Marlborough c
Durnas T. N., Yaamba o
Dutney Chas. ,  Ipswich c
Dryer Thomas ,  Dalby c
E.
EAMES James, Drayton s
Eames James, Felton s
3 Easden J., Ipswich u k
4 Eastwood Chas., Brisbane c
5 Eason Mrs. H., Brisbane s
6 Eavis William, Brisbane c
7 Edwards Captain Charles, Somerset s
8 Edwards Captain, Bowen c
9 Edwards John, Dalby e
10 Eisen Charles, Toowoomba s
11 Ekins G. F., Rockhampton u k
12 Elcock Henry Brook, Brisbane c
13 Elliott Robert, Rockhampton s (2)
14 Ellis Miss E. (care of John Palmer), Rock-
hampton s (2)
15 Ellis Douglas, Rockhampton v (2)
16 Elsiback Wilhelm Carl, Brisbane f
17 Elwell Henry G., Brisbane u k
18 Emberson , Eagle Farm c
19 Engulman John, Logan Reserve f
20 Ewan W. M., Goodna c
21 Esse E.  P., Brisbane u k
22 Evans G. B. DeLacey, Mount Abundance c
23 Evans E., Brisbane u k
24 Evans Herbert, Brisbane u k and e (3)
25 Evans Herbert, Gayndah o
26 Evans H., Westbrook c
27 Evans Mrs. Jane, Rockhampton c
28 Evason -, Gayndah c
29 Easton and Robinson Messrs., Brisbane s
30 Exaisir, W., Gayndah
F.
1 FAGUN Charles, South Brisbane o c
2 Falconer John, South Brisbane o c
3 Farington Francis; South Brisbane o
4 Farlow Mrs., South Brisbane c
5 Farlow Mrs. W., Brisbane u k (3)
6 Farrell Mrs. Bridget, Brisbane o c
7 Farrell Thomas, Ballard's Camp e
8 Fatnel -, Spring Creek c
9 Faust C., Rawbelle c
10 Feeney Edward, Breakfast Creek o c
11 Feldhahn Michael, Brisbane f
12 Fell Frederick;, Brisbane c
13 Fenchel F., Ipswich s
14 Ferguson Duncan, Maryborough c
15 Ferguson E. A., Logan River o c and c (2)
16 Ferguson John, c
17 Former F. H., Nerang Creek o c
18 Ferrier Thomas, o e
19 Ferris John, Ipswich s
20 Fielding John, Brisbane c
21 Finlayson D., Gatton c
22 Finlayson K., Rockhampton s (3)
23 Finlayson K., Port Denison s
24 Fisher Alfred, Brisbane u k
25 Fisher Arthur W., Brisbane s
26 Fisher Henrich, Rockhampton c
27. Fisher Henry, Rockhampton c
28 Fitz John, Brisbane c
29 Fitzgerald S., Ipswich c
30 Fitzmorris Michael, Port Denison c
31 Fitzpatrick James, Brisbane u k
32 Fitzsimmons Matthew, Brisbane o c
33 Flanagan -, Ipswich e
34 Flanagan If., Ipswich c
35 Flanagan Mrs. J., Brisbane c
36 Flanagan Michael, Toowoomba m
37 Flanagan Peter 0., s
38 Fleming William H., Brisbane m
39 Flenady W. H. F., Toowoomba o
40 Flower Charles, Brisbane u k
41 Flym Miss Mary Anne, Brisbane u k
42 Flyn Patrick, Toowoomba c
43 Fogarty A., Toowoomba o
44 Fogarty Daniel, Gayndah o c
45 Folley -, Rockhampton c
46 Folliard John, Yaamba u k
47 Foote William, Dalby o c
48 Forbes Armitage, Port Denison u k (3)
49 Ford J., Ipswich e
50 Foreside William, Brisbane c
51 Forster Charles W., Ipswich c (3)
52 Fontey Mrs., Brisbane c and s (2)
53 Fontey Daniel, Brisbane o
54 Fox Christopher, Brisbane u k
55 Fox Mary Ann, Gayndah u k
56 Frame James, Toowoomba s
57 Frame James, Toowoomba e
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58 Francis  -., Ipswich e 62 Grant Charles Peter, Port Denison u k
59 Francis Mrs., Rockhampton u k 63 Grant William, Port Denison u k
60 Francis F., Brisbane s 64 Grey Henry, Toowoomba c
61 Frank and Co., Rockhampton c 65 Greig W. J., Rockhampton e
62 Fraser Miss Anne, Brisbane u k 66 Green J., Ipswich u k
63 Fraser George, Gayndah c 67 Green John, Toowoomba u k
64 Fraser Hugh, Brisbane u k 68 Grey John Samuel, Brisbane c
65 Fraser James, Roma u k 69 Greive Robert, Brisbane u k
66 Fraser James, Brisbane u k 70 Griffin Mrs. P., Brisbane u k
67 Fraser John, Brisbane o 71 Griffin G. J., Rockhampton o
68. Frazer Donald, Ipswich s 72 Grimes James, Charlevale c
69 Free Joseph, Brisbane c 73 Grose Arthur, Gayndah c
70 Freer Thomas, Charleville s 74 Gross G. P. J., Ipswich c
71 French Mrs. C., Brisbane n z 75 Gwynn John, Toowoomba u k
72 Freeney M., Brisbane e (2) 76 Gurm John, Port Denison u k
73 Frith Mrs Brisbane u k
74
.,
Frith William, Toowoomba u k H.
75 Frogley J., Ipswich u k 1 HACHEBE Mrs., Toowoomba s
76 Fry John, Ipswich u k 2 Hadley Henry, Laidley c
77 Fry W. F., Tarong c 3 Hadly John, Toowoomba c
78 Fuge Frederick, Brisbane u k 4 Hagg William, Roma c
79 Fritter , e 5 Haggarty John, Toowoomba c
80 Fulton John, Port Denison u k 6 Hagenbart John, Rockhampton c
81 Funk Jacob, Rawbelle c 7 Hagan John, Rockhampton u k
82 Fwiber W., Rawbelle c 8 Haldane James, Ballard's Camp e
G. 9 Hall E., Brisbane u k
1 GAEBEL Farob, Brisbane f 10 Hallaghan James, Toowoomba c
2 Gaden W. H., Rockhampton c (2) 11 Hallowes John J., Brisbane o c
3 Gaghan P., Toowoomba s 12 Hamilton James, Rockhampton e
4 Gahagan T. H., Brisbane u k 13 Hamilton David, Brisbane u k
5 Gallagher Hughbert, Priaria Station c 14 Hammersley J., Oxley Creek u k
6 Galbraith Miss M., Brisbane u k (2) 15 Hampson Henry, Brisbane u k
7 Galloway J: J., Brisbane c (2) 16 Hampson F. O. C., Bowen c
8 Gallagher Mary, Warrego River c 17 Hancock A. P., Brisbane s
9 Gannoin John, Gayndah o 18 Hanlom Mrs. P. 0., Laidley e
10 Gardner John, Port Denison u k 19 Hannah Gilbert Stythe, Ipswich u k
11 Gardiner W. H., Toowoomba c 20 Hannath -, Brisbane u k
12 Garvin James, Raglan u k 21 Hanson Oliver, Brisbane c
13 Gatehouse Samuel, Dalby e 22 Hanson William, Brisbane o e
14 Gavan Mark, Dalby c 53 Hanson Mrs., Rockhampton u k
15 Gayner John, Fairfield c 24 Hardie William, Brisbane o c (2)
16 Gaze Mrs. (care of Mr. Taylor), Brisbane c 25 Harding E. B., Drayton c (2)
17 Gaze Matilda, Brisbane o 26 Harkiss Thomas, Toowooinba c
18 Geary E. Al., Ellangowan c 27 Harkness William, Pilton o
19
r
Gillespie John, Toowoomba c 28 Harley William, Brisbane o
20 George W. West, Gayndah e 29 Harrison George, Brisbane u k
21 Gerlu J., Brisbane c (3) 30 Harper Al., Drayton o
22 Gibson Frederick, Bungaban c (2) 31 Harris Brothers (builders), Ipswich c
23 Gibson John, Brisbane e 32 Harris George. Turner's Creek c
24 Gibson John, Lower Condamine c 33 Harris Thomas J., Brisbane u k
25 Gilbride John, Brisbane c 34 Harris Frederick William, Brisbane c
26 Gilchrist Peter, Toowoomba s 35 Harrold Charles, Taroom c
27 Gillam Mrs. E., Brisbane n z 36 Hart James, Goodna c
28 Gillispie S., Brisbane c 37 Hartley Mrs. J., Laidley c
29 Giles John S., Gayndah c 38 Harlwig W., Gayndah c
30 Gilliven James, Ipswich c 39 Harvey Henry B., Leyburn u k
31 Gillingham J. J., Brisbane u k 40 Harvey Arthur, Brisbane o c
32 Ginty Patrick, Maryborough c 41 Haskins Mrs. W., Brisbane u k
33 Gladding Mrs. C., Toowoomba o 42 Hasking Arthur, Brisbane u k
34 Gluson Thomas, Felton s 43 Hate William, Rockhampton m
35 Glinchman -, Ipswich c 44 Hayes James, Toowoomba m
36 Glynn Thomas, Laidley Creek c 45 Hayes William, Brisbane o c
37 Godber Edward, Ipswich c 46 Haylock H. C., Toowoomba u k
38 Godfrey Richard, Ipswich u k 47 Haylor Henry, Toowoomba c
39 Godsall -, Brisbane c 48 Haynes Louis, Port Denison c
40 Golchar J. John, Brisbane c 49 Hayclone Henry, Brisbane c
41 Gonety Thomas, Drayton e 50 Headley Thomas, Dalby e
42 Goode John, Brisbane c 51 Heinrich Peter, Canal Creek e
43 Goodsell Mrs., Brisbane u k 52 Hemphill Mrs. W., Brisbane m
44 Goodwin -, Dalby c 53 Hennan Anne, Ipswich c
45 Goodwin Mrs. John, Brisbane u k 54 Henery Patrick, Jimbour c
46 Goodwin George, Albert River c 55 Henriques David, Brisbane s
47 Goodyn John, Brisbane c 56 Herbert C. F,, Toowoomba s a
48 Goold George, Brisbane s a 57 Herlily James, Felton c
49 Gordon John, Toowoomba c (2) 58 Herrigon John, Ipswich o c
50 Gordon Samuel, Brisbane c 59 Heskon Patrick, Rockhampton c
51 Gordon George R., Banana a 60 Hettinger, Karl, Brisbane f
52 Goggin Michael, Ipswich c 61 Heuser John, Brisbane f
53 Gosling Robert, Rockhampton u k 62 Hewill Henry, Toowoomba o c
54 Grady Augustin, Brisbane c 63 Hewitt Samuel, Gladstone u k
55 Gradolf J., Toowoomba f 64 Hewitt H., Ipswich s
56 Graham James, Brisbane e 65 Hickes Weston, Brisbane u k
57 Graham John, Brisbane c 66 Hickes Weston, Walton Station c
58 Graham Donald, W gton Gayndah u k 67 Hiftbrnan John, Springsure u k
59 Graham David, Brisbane u k 68 Higgs Hugh, Brisbane u k
60 Graham James, Bribane u k 69 Hikes, Weston, Brisbane u k (2)
61 Garty Patrick (care of Gragham John), Clifton 70 Hilder E. K,, Laidley c
u k 71 Hill John, Brisbane o c
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72 Hill John ,  Brisbane u k 33 Jones Thomas, Rocky Springs ,  Burnett c
73 Hi ll William ,  Toowoomba u k Jones Thomas, Woogaroo
74 Hillman P. H., Brisbane u k 34 Jones  -,  Rawbelle c
75 Hine John ,  Rockhampton c 35 Jones E. C., Ipswich c
76 Hitchcock  0.,  (builder )  Brisbane u k 36 Jones Mrs., Brisbane  u k
77 Hobson E., German Station c 37 Jones Richard ,  Ipswich u k
78 Hobson George M., Brisbane u k 38 Jonson William, Brisbane c
79 Hodson  Thomas, Bowen u k 39 Joy H., Brisbane u k
80 Holder Mrs .  M., Port Denison c 40 Joyce John ,  Dalby c
81 Holmes Howard ,  Brisbane o c 41 Judd J. H .,  Brisbane c
82 Holmes James, Canal Creek o 42 June Henry John ,  Hawkwood c
83 Home Geo .,  Toowoomba c 43 Jury John ,  Rockhampton u k (2)
84 Hopp Samuel ,  Brisbane c K85 Heneman Henry Toowoomba c .
86
,
Hong  (Chinaman) Rocky Spring c 1 KAVSLINS H. T., Brisbane f
87
,
Hood Brisbane c 2 Keane Pat, (care of Pat Gibson ,)  Ipswich u k
88
,
Hooke J. L. Brisbane u k 3 Keane James ,  Brisbane c
89
,
Hore Edmond Toowoomba c 4 Kean Hugh ,  Rockhampton c
90
,
Hore P. Toowoomba c 5 Kearney M., Toowoomba c
91
,
Horrenburgh Mrs. German Station c 6 Kearney James ,  Ipswich s
92
,
Horsley H. Brisbane u k 7 Kearney Mrs., Rockhampton o
93
,
Horton Joseph Ipswich u k 8 Kearey Mrs. James, Brisbane u k
94
,
Horten Amos Brisbane u k 9 Keating Kate M., Ipswich u k
95
,
Hoskin Thomas Brisbane o c 10 Keating Edmond ,  Brisbane u k
96
,
Howard J. M. C. Brisbane c 11 Keele Dudley John ,  Inkerman Station s
97
,
Howard Jas. B . Dalby s 12 Keely  -,  Brisbane c
98
,
Howard Denis Dalby c 13 Keeple Francis ,  Brisbane c
99
,
Howard John ,  Ballards' Comp c 14 Keisor Henry Jacob ,  Brisbane v
100 Howard Thomas Toowoomba u k 15 Kelly John ,  Toowoomba c (2)
101
,
Howe lls John Port Denison c 16 Ke lly John ,  Brisbane c
102
,
Howe ll W. Dalby s 17 Kelly William, Rockhampton o
103
,
Howes H. Brisbane u k 18 Ke lly P. S., Rockhampton c
104
,
Howhard and Morris Messrs. Nerang Creek c 19 Kelso John ,  Bowen u k
105
,
Houghton Thomas Brisbane s 00 Keenan John, Brisbane n z
106
,
Huett Miss E . Rockhampton c 21 Keenan James, Brisbane u k
107
,
Hutchings Mrs. Ipswich u k 22 Kennen John ,  Brisbane u k
108
,
Brisbane u kHuggins 23 Kennedy Mrs. Jane ,  Rockhampton u k
109
,
Brisbane u kHumJ . 24 Kenedy Bridget, Brisbane v, 25 Kennedy James Rockhampton c110 Hunter George, Brisbane u k (2) 26
,
Kennedy John Kedron Brook s111
112
Hunter Mrs., Moonie R. u k
Hunter Henry Rockham ton c 27
,
Kennedy Thomas, Toowoomba u k
, p 28 Brisbane n zKent Thomas113 Hunter Charles, Gladstone s (2) 29
,
Keogh Miles Brisbane c114 Hunter James, Gladstone c 30
,
Keon William J Felton u k115 Hunter Peter, Brisbane s 31 .,Kerr and Clarke Messrs Dalgangal c116 Hyland John ,  Rockhampton o c 32 , .,Coomrith u kKerr George117 Hynes Michael, Rockhampton c 33 ,Kersey Wi lliam ,  Rockhampton c
I. 34 Keys Edward, (care of Mrs .  McKoen,)
1 INGOLDSBY Miss M. E., Bowen u k Laidley c
2 Inkster Alexander ,  Bowen u k 35 Kickin Heinrick, Toowoomba c
3 Innes Alexander ,  Brisbane c 36 Kidby Mrs.
4 Irving William ,  Rockhampton u k 37 Kier Alexander, Rockhampton u k
5 Irany Miss J. M., Brisbane c 38 Kierman Michael ,  Brisbane c
6 Isaacs Herbert, Brisbane u k 39 King Ernest ,  Brisbane c (3)
40 Brisbane u kKing W .J. 41
,
King  -,  Brisbane c
1 JACOBS Samuel ,  Brisbane c 42 King William, Toowoomba c
2 Jacobs J. W., Woogaroo o 43 Kipling Joseph ,  Dalby c
3 Jackson James, Woogaroo c 44 Kirby J .  S., Gladstone c and s (2)
4 Jager John ,  Goomburra f 45 Kirby J .  L., Calliungul c
5 James T., Brisbane c 46 Kitchen  -,  Gayndah c
6 Jardine John, Brisbane c (5) 47 Klein G .  F., Dalby c
7 Jarsen  -,  Brisbane c 48 Knapp J .,  Rockhampton s
8 Jennings John, Brisbane c 49 Koch Henry ,  Drayton c
9 Jennings Mrs. J. ,  Toowoomba c 50 Knight Miss M., Rockhampton u k
10 Jerney John ,  Camboon or Rawbelle c 51 Knight John ,  Gayndah c
11 Jesberg Mrs. H., Toowoomba c 52 Knight F., Brisbane c
12 Jew H. ,  Brisbane u k 53 Knight F. T., Drayton s
13 Jiraser Mrs. H .,  Laidley s 54 Knock G .,  Toowoomba c
14 John Mrs .  Ann, (care of Mr .  Silver,) Port 55 Knox Andrew , (care of G. Crighton )  Ipswich c
Denison c 56 Knox John, Gayndah c
15 Johnson  Mrs. J.,  Brisbane u k 57 Kosminsky Joseph ,  Brisbane c
16 Johnson junior  -,  Brisbane u k 58 Kluth T .  H., Boyar River c
17 Johnson W. J., Brisbane  u k 59 Kranz Kaspar ,  Toowoomba c
18 Johnson J. W., Ipswich u k 60 Kieseker George, Dalby c
19 Johnston John, Rockhampton o 61 Kruse Peter ,  Ipswich c
20 Johnstone James, Oxley Creek c 62 Kuhn Henry ,  Gayndah f (2)
21 Johnston  ,  Oxley c 63 Kyle  -,  Laidley c
22 Johnston Charles, Sydney f 64 Kyle W., Gayndah o
23 Johnston William ,  Maryborough o
24 Johnston William ,  Toowoomba c L.
25 Jones William, Brisbane u k 1 LALOR Michael ,  Toowoomba c
26 Jones Edgar C.,  Brisbane u k 2 Lalor John, Brisbane c
27 Jones Robert ,  Toowoomba o 3 Lambert Mrs. John ,  Brisbane f
28 Jones Robert ,  Brisbane u k 4 Lamond Charles, Gayndah o c
29 Jones Thomas, Woogaroo c 5 Lampe H., Brisbane c
30 Jones R., Curriwillinghi o 6 Lannaur Miss E., Brisbane c
31 Jones William, Brisbane u k (2) 7 Lander Peter ,  Port Denison u k
32 Jones Edwin ,  Bowen s (2) 8 Launder George, Brisbane o c
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9 Larnan Miss Ann, Rockhampton u k 27 Marshall Philip, Dalby o c
10 Larther Miss Bertha, Toowoomba c 28 Marshall Michael, Dalby o c
11 Laron Stephen, Pine River u k 29 Martell William, Shamrock Hotel e
12 Lasserris C. Bertrand, Canal Creek c 30 Martin George, Maryborough s
13 Lavery James (builder), Ipswich c 31 Martin James, Yaamba e
14 Lead W., Ipswich s 32 Martin P. M., Rockhampton o
15 Leaky Frederick, Dalby o c 33 Martin William E., Brisbane u k
16 Leane E., Toowoomba u k 34 Massie Dysons, Brisbane u k
17 Leane Charles, Brisbane u k 35 Maskel T., Port Denison c
18 Lee Alexander J., Dalby o c 36 Mason G. A., Manago o
19 Lidyard , Laidley c (2) 37 Mason George Fay, Brisbane u k
20 Le Franc Charles, Campbell's Creek s 38 Mason Robert, Brisbane u k
21 Legg William, Rockhampton u k 39 Mason Matthew, Rockhampton u k
22 Leitch Thomas, Darling Downs u k 40 Mason William, Maryborough o
23 Lennon J!hnnes, u k 41 Massie J., Brisbane c
24 Leschen F., Toowoomba s a .42 Masterston John, Toowoomba e
25 Little Thomas, Laidley c 43 Matterson Chas., Brisbane a Ic
26 Lewis Henry, Ipswich u k (2) 44 Matheson Norman, Ipsww-i'eh e (2)
27 Lewis W. E., Ipswich u k 45 Matters George, Brisbane u k (3)
28 Levekes Robert, Rockhampton c 46 Mattinson Francis, Brisbane u k
29 Liddane Patrick, Toowoomba o 47 May Edmund, Ipswich u k
30 Liddy John, Dalby u k 48 May James, Ipswich f
31 Lidy Thomas, Pimpama u k 49 Maye Francis, Toowoomba o c
32 Legall William, Brisbane u k 50 Maye Francis, Toowoomba u k (3)
33 Legg William, Rockhampton u k 51 Mayer Mrs., Brisbane u k
34 Lihon J., Brisbane c 52 Mazen Miss M., Port Denison c
35 Linch Matthew, Taroom c 53 Mecall Phil., Canal Creek o
36 Lincoln Robert, Mount Abundance c 54 Mee Mrs., Brisbane c
37 Lindel John, Ipswich u k 55 Mees Mrs. J., Rockhampton u k
38 Lindow --, Rockhampton f 56 Mucklejohn J. D., Brisbane o c
39 Lindsay Captain, Gladstone s 57 Munzies James, Ipswich uk
40 Linklater Thomas, Rockhampton u k 58 Mensel August, Rockhampton c
41 Lister C., Brisbane m 59 Merdith Thomas, Dalby o c
42 Little Miss, Ipswich c 60 Merlian Chas., Darling Downs c
43 Little T., Brisbane n z 61 Merter A., Gatton c
44 Liivngstone J., Gayndah c 62 Mewall James, Brisbane c
45 Livingstone James, Bigge's Camp c 63 Meyers Mrs., Brisbane c
46 Livesey Miss H., Brisbane c 64 Millar  -,  Margaret street c
47 Lloyd John, Ipswich s 65 Millar John James, Gladstone u k (3)
48 Lloyd Miss, Brisbane m 66 Miller A., Brisbane n z
49 Lloyd Henry, Toowoomba c 67 Miller Alex., Toowoomba u k
50 Lloyd Thomas, Port Denison e 6 ; Miller John, Toowoomba c
51 Long George, Port Denison in 69 Miller John, Brisbane u k
52 Long John, Albinia Downs 'o 70 Millington  -,  Marlborough c
53 Lorenz Charles, Ipswich o 71 Milorick D., Canal'Creek c
54 Lorimer Peter A., Warrego s 72 Mills Brisbane u k
55 Lowndie B., Brisbane n k 73 Mills Henry P., Cooroora e
56 Lowry E. G., Brisbane e 74 Mills J., Eockhampton c
57 Lowie 0., Brisbane c 75 Milton Mrs. W., Brisbane u k
58 Low George, Brisbane o c 76 Mitchell  -,  Clifton c
59 Low Henry Clifford, Brisbane o c 77 Mitchell Mrs., Dalby c
60 Ludwick ---, Gladstone c 78 Mitchell. George P., Toowoomba s (2)
61 Lumson James, Gayndah s 79 Mitchell Mrs. H., Port Denison c
62 Lund James, Rockhampton m (2) 80 Mitchell John or H., Port Denison c
63 Lynakan J., Brisbane o c 81 Mitchell Joshua, Ipswich u k
64 Lynan Paul, Banana s 82 Mohr -, Ipswich c
65 Lynch John, Ipswich c 83 Morgnard Clement, Brisbane u k (2)
66 Lynch Thomas, Ipswich s 84 Mollson Alexander, Port Denison u k
67 Lynes Miss E., Rockhampton u k 85 Moloney Miss Bridget, Brisbane c
68 Lyons George, Rawbelle Station c 86 Mottoy Thomas, Laidley c
87 Moncreiffe W. E. A., Brisbane s (2)
88 Moniz A. E., Rockhampton s
1 MABELL James, Ghingliinda c 89 Montgomery James, South Brisbane o a
2 Madden , Brisbane s 90 Monypenny  11. J. L., Gayndah m
3 Maguire George, Ipswich o c - 91 Mooney Richard, Fortitude Valley o c
4 Maher Patrick, Brisbane n z 92 Moore Walter H., Brisbane u k
5 Mahoney John, Ipwich s 93 Moorhan W. Thomas, Dalby o c
6 Mailso James, Toowoomba u k 94 Morgan Charles, Dalby s
7 Malcolm " , Ipswich c 95 Morgan Charles William, Rockhampton c
8 Males James, Ballord's Camp u k 96 Morris Mark, Brisbane u k
9 Maley John, Rockhampton c 97 Morrison Miss Emily, Brisbane u k
10 Maloney Martin, Fortitude Valley o c 98 Morrison Michael, Brisbane u k
11 Malynn James, Toowoomba c 99 Morley Miss L., Toowoomba s
12 Maner H., Gayndah c (2) 100 Morrisons Michael, Brisbane u k (4)
13 Maner Mrs. H., Gayndah c 101 Mort Edward, Brisbane c
14 Miner H. Dalby c 102 Mortimer John, Dalby o a
15 Manfall H., Brisbane u k 103 Mortimer Wffarn, Seventeen-mile Rock o a
16 Manly John, Brisbane m 104 Moreton Mrs., Toowoomba u k
17 Mannie William, Brisbane u k 105 Morton John, Toowoomba c
18 Manning Mrs. C., Brisbane s 106 Moses J., Ipswich c
19 Mann John, Taroom c 107 Moynehan J., Ipswich c
20 Maims William, Dalby c 108 Moynahan Thomas, Dalby o c
21 Mankle Miss,'Brisbane u k 109 Murtter F. B., Bowen e
22 Marchie S., Rockhampton c 110 Muffrie  -,  Brisbane o c
23 Mario James, Toowoomba m 111 Muid John, Laidley c
24 Mark' Charles, Brisbane u k 112 Muir William, Toowoomba s
25 Marsden Ben., Brisbane u k 113 Mullen Sydney, Milton o c
26 Marshall J., Bowen -o I 114 Muller Alexander F., Toowoomba a
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115 Muller Gottfered, Toowoomba o I 54 McHeugh Case, Brisbane c
116 Mulholland Henry, Laidley o c 55 McHugh Bridget, Booval o
117 Mulligan John, Rockhampton m 56 McHugh William, Brisbane n z
118 Mulligan S., Fortitude Valley c 57 McIntyre Alexander, Brisbane c
119 Mullins J., Ipswich c 58 McIntyre Archie, Bowen u k
120 Mullins Pat, Ipswich c 59 McIntyre Miss Catherine, Brisbane u k
121 Mullvihill John, Brisbane u k 60 McIntyre C., Toowoomba c
122 Murphy D., Mount Beagle c 61 Macintyre Colin, Brisbane c
123 Murphy Denis, Ipswich u k 62 McIver J., Rawbelle c
124 Murphy John, Clifton in 63 Mackoy Alexander, Brisbane c (2)
125 Murphy John, Buarabah c 64 Mackay John, Toowoomba s
126 Murphy Lewis, Brisbane c 65 Mackenzie Arthur, Brisbane c
127 Murphy Michael, Leyburn c 66 McKenra  Charles, Ipswich u k
128 Murphy P., Ipswich s (2) 67 Mackenzie Colin J., Brisbane c
129 Murphy Thomas, Toowoomba u k 68 McKenzie Mrs. D. and Mr., Brisbane s and
130 Murragh Robert, Brisbane o c u k (3)
131 Murray Robert, Bowen c 69 McKenzie Miss Elizabeth, Brisbane s
132 Murray and Co. Messrs. A., Don c 70 Mackenzie James, Planet Downs u k
133 Murray Daniel, Goodna o 71 McKenzie Peter, Knebworth u k
134 Murray J., Bowen s 72 McKee John, Port Curtis s
135 Murray James, Brisbane c 73 Mackron Robert, (care of W. H. Webb) Rock-
136 Murray James (blacksmith) Brisbane e hampton c
137 Murrey Thomas, Port Denison u k 74 McLardy Alexander, Laidley Creek c
138 Murthough Matthew, Ipswich e 75 McLennon D., Bowen c
139 Mutton James, Rockhampton s 76 McLean Donald, Rockhampton c
140 Mutton W., Laidley c 77 McLean Donald, Cressbrook s
141 Myale George, Gladstone s 78 McLean J., Glen Alice s
142 Mylehreest Joseph, Bowen n z 79 Maclegan ,'Rockhampton s
80 McClemont Samuel, Port Denison c
Mac and Mc. 81 McLeod Murdo, Brisbane u k
1 McNALLY -, Toowoomba c 82 McLeod James, Brisbane e
2 McAndrew and McPhilling Messrs., Maxvale c 83 McLeod C., Brisbane c (2)
3 McArthur A., Gayndah c 84 McLoughlin David, Laidley s
4 McAuley Mrs. Anne, Bungaban o 85 McMahon Bridget, Brisbane c
5 McAuley D., Gladstone c (2) 86 McMahon Daniel, Dalby u •k
6 Macawley -, Brisbane c 87 McMahon Hugh, Rockhampton u k
7 McBennett Mrs., Toowoomba c 88 McNar John, Laidley o
8 McBride Charles, (care of F. Loyd) Gatton u k 89 McMillan -, Ipswich c
9 McBride James, Brisbane u k 90 McMillon John, Brisbane c
10 McBride John, Brisbane u k 91 McNabs Samuel, Brisbane c
11 McBryde John, Brisbane u k 92 McNiven Mac, Rockhampton u k
12 McCave -, Jimbour c 93 McPherson Colin, Rockhampton c
13 McCave John, Brisbane u k 94 McPherson James, Brisbane u k
14 McCall Phil., care of Henry Stevenson, Canal 95 McPherson James, Tambilen c
Creek Diggings o 96 McPherson John, Gayndah o
15 Macarthy Alfred, Rockhampton c 97 McQueen John, Rockhampton c
16 McCarty Thomas, Toowoomba c 98 MacVeigh George, Laidley u k
17 Port Denison cMacartney J. A.
18
,
McChurny Hugh, (care of S. Brown) Coomrith c N.
19 McClarran Duncan, Dalby c 1 NAYLOR Mrs., Toowoomba c
20 McCloskey Patrick, (care of C. Lawless) Boom- 2 Naylor John, Brisbane n z
byagan u k 3 Nancarrow James, Laidley u k
21 McClowe Alexander, Ipswich s 4 Neal James, Toowoomba c
22 McComyle Dougal, e 5 Neal Thomas, Brisbane c
23 McCormack John, Deebing Creek c 6 Neil Richard, Spring Hill c
24 McCormack S., Ipswich c 7 Nell Wm. H., Gladstone c
25 McCoskey Owen, Ballards' Camp u k 8 Nesbit James, Brisbane u k
26 McCoy John, Brisbane c 9 Neuss W., Brisbane u k
27 McCoy William, Bowen u k 10 Nichols William, Dalby c
28 McCracken Miss Ann, Rockhampton 11 Noble John, Brisbane u k
29 McCullough Robert, Gladstone c  12 Noonan Mrs., Brisbane u k (2)
30 McDermott James, Eton vale c 13 Nooneon Miss C., Drayton c
31 McDairmaid Jessie, Brisbane o c 14 Noonen  Patrick,  Rockhampton u k
32 McDonald John, c 15 Norbury William, Brisbane u k (2)
33 McDonald John, Ipswich c 16 Norris, S. Stephen, Dalby o c
31 McDonald Thomas, Dalby c 17 Norton Albert, Brisbane u k
35 McDowell William, (care of Mr. Godfrey) 18 Norton James, Brisbane u k
Brisbane s 19 Norton W., Brisbane c
36 MeEwan Robert, Gayndah c 20 Nowell Joseph, Ipswich u k (2)
37 McFadden James, Brisbane c 21 Nunn S., Brisbane n z
38 McFadden John, Ballard's Camp s 22 Nutt -, Laidley c
39 Brisbane u kMcFarlane George
40
,
McFarlane James, Brisbane c 0.
41 McFarquhar Alexander, (care of D. Mathe- I O'BRIEN Mrs. or Miss C., Toowoomba c
son) u k 2 O'Brien James, Rockhampton m
42 McFarquhar Alexander, Maryborough c 3 O'Bryan John, Toowoomba c
43 McFarquhar Alexander, Maryborough c 4 O'Brien Miss Kate, Rockhampton c
44 McGarr Joseph, Rockhampton c (2) 5 O'Connell Martin, Port Denison s (2)
45 McGee -, Boggo c 6 O'Connell William, New Farm o c
46 McGewey James, Brisbane c 7 O'Connor Francis, Port Denison in
47 McGhie James, Lockyer's Creek v 8 O'Connor Mrs., Laidley c
48 McGiness Patrick, Glen Roy Station c 9 O'Connor Miss Mary, Ann, Brisbane c
49 McGlashan Archibald, Brisbane u k 10 O'Donnell John, Brisbane u k
50 MacGregor Roderic, (care of Mr. Kelly) Bris- 11 O'Donnell John, Gowrie c
bane u k 12 O'Donnell Miss M., Ipswich u k
51 McGroatty Daniel, Brisbane c 13 O'Donohoe Patk., Toowoomba o e
52 MacGuire Robert, Brisbane c 14 O'Drain -, Brisbane u k
53 McHenry Mrs., Ipswich c 15 O'Flynu John, Brisbane u k
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16 O'Grady Mrs., Ipswich c 3 Rafter James, Toowoomba e
17 O'Hara Andrew, Western Creek o c 4 Ralph Joseph L., Brucedale c
18 O'Reef'e Edward, Brisbane c 5 Rankin Elizabeth, Rockhampton c
19 Rockhampton cO'Keefe Jose h 6 Rankin Joseph, Brisbane it k
20
p ,
O'Keeffe Patrick, Rockhampton c 7 Rawlin Mrs., Ipswich c
21 Laidle cO'Kiel Wm 8 Raymonde W. F., Rockhampton u k
22
y.,
O'Leary Arthur, Bowen o 9 Rayner Arthur, Toowoomba c
23 Oldham T. 0., Toowoomba c 10 Rice George, Yaamba o c
24 O'Neal Wm., Moogeroo Station c 11 Ready James, Bowen c
25 O'Meil James, Rockhampton s 12 Reed Andrew, Brisbane c
26 O'Rourke W.,Brisbane c 13 Reeve James, Nanango c
27 Orr David, Brisbane o c 14 k eid Andrew, Brisbane u k
28 Osborne Joseph, Oxley Creek c 15 Reid Mrs., Rockhampton m
29 O'Sullivan Daniel, Newlands u k 16 Reilly John, Ipswich c
30 O'Sullivan E., Brisbane it k 17 Reilly Patrick, Roma u k
31 O'Toole Joseph, Brisbane it k 18 Reilly P., Toowoomba u k
32 Own H., Brisbane s 19 Reincke Ernest, Toowoomba s
33 Owen Robert, Woogaroo c 20 Renaly John, Toowoomba c
P. 21 Renny -, Toowoomba c
1 Bowen cPAGNAM Joseph 22 Renshaw John, Brisbane it k
2
,
Brisbane o cPalmer David 23 Renwick William, Bowen c
3
,
Toowoomba sPalmer Edward 24 Renstrom and Siebold Messrs., Bowen c
4
,
Gayndah oPark T. 25 Reynolds L., Brisbane it k
5
,
Leyburn ePark Richard 26 Richard Samuel, Toowoomba e
6
,
Rockhampton cParker John 27 Richards -, Marlborough c, 28 oRocky WaterholesRichardson Robert7
8
Parker Peter, Brisbane it k
Brisbane it kParry R R. 29
,,
Richmond John, Brisbane s
9
,.
Toowoomba it kPaterson Richard 30 Richmond William, Bowen it k
10
,
Patrick A. Bowen it k 31 Rickard Joseph, Ipswich c
11
,
Brisbane o cPatrick Ann 32 Riddle George, Dalby s
12
,
Brisbane it kPatrick Frederick 33 Riddle John, Dalby o e
13
,
Leyburn n zPayne Wm. 34 Rigney John-, Brisbane o c
14
,
Ipswich cPayne Wm. 35 Ringel W., Toowoomba e
15
,
Brisbane it kPeacan Chas 36 Riordan John, Brisbane it k
16
.,
Brisbane o ePearce Mary 37 Rittscher H., Toowoomba o c
17
,
Brisbane u kPeaven Mrs. 38 Roach Mary, Ipswich c
18
,
Toowoomba it kPedly Henry 36 Roberts -, (Professor of Music) Drayton c, 40 Roberts A. Brisbane u k19 Peel Edward, Port Denison u k (2) 41 ,Roberts E Port Denison c20 Peel E. J., Port Denison u k 42 .,Roberts John Rockhampton s21
22
Perrin William, Brisbane u k (3)
Roma cPerr Wm 43
,
Roberts John B., Rockhampton c (3)
23
y .,
Bowen o ePerston R. M. 44 Roberts M. P., Yandilla s
24
,
Peterson Peter Gayndah o e 45 Roberts Wm., Brisbane u k
25
,
Eton Vale cPhar Hugh 46 Roberts John, Ipswich s
26
,
Kangaroo Point cPhelan Mrs. 47 Robertson Maxwell, Brisbane u k (2)
27
,
Brisbane cPheobeck - 48 Robertson Thomas, Brisbane it k
28
,
Breakfast Creek cPhillips - 49 Robinson Mrs., Valley e
29
,
Philps Mrs. Walloon Station c 50 Robinson Arthur, o c
30
,
Philips G., Roma c 51 Robinson Edward, Waranga s
52 Robinson Mrs. Jane Rockham ton it k31
32
Phillips Henry, Gayndah c (2)
Philpot John Gayndah s a 53
, p
Robinson Joseph, Brisbane u k
33
,
Gayndah o cPickering John 54 Rock Mrs. Wm., Brisbane u k
34
,
Pickup George Canal Creek n z 55 Roehford John, Maryborough c
35
,
Jingi o cPidwell Chas. 56 Rockford Richard, Gatton c
36
,
Brisbane sPlesher Peter 57 Rodger Thomas, Brisbane u k
37
,
Pocock Geo., Bowen c 58 Rodger Wm., Redland  Bay c
38 Pocock Geo., Dalby o c 59 Rodgers Gleeson, Ipswich c
39 Poingdestre L. J. A., Bowen o c 60 Roes Andrew, Goondarah c
40 Ponto John, Dalby c 61 Rodgers Samuel, Port Denison c
41 Poore George, Brisbane it k 62 Rodgers W., Rockhampton it k (2)
t J I h k 2P 63 Rolls Wm., Brisbane it k (2)42
43
or eous ames, pswic ( )u
Porter William, Doughboy Creek c 64 Rooke Andw., Brisbane u k
44 Powell John, Laidley u k (2) 65 Rooney John, Maryborough c (2)
66 Rose Robt Dalb c45
46
Powell N. S., Bungendore s (2)
Power Miss Ellen Rockhampton it k 67
., y
Ross Andrew, Rockhampton e
47
,
Power James, Dalby e 68 Ross Hugh, Bowen u k
48 Power John B. Toowoomba u k 69 Ross Thomas, Toowoomba c
49
,
Power J. W., Wickham Terrace c 70 Ross W. H., Rockhampton o
50 Preen John, Rockhampton it k 71 Ross Wm., Dalby o c (2)
51 Price Miss Eton Ipswich c 72 Ross Mrs. C., Queensland u k
52
,
Price Frederick, Brisbane o c 73 Bothwell Joseph, Rockhampton o c
53 Price R. B., Brisbane it k 74 Rotchet D., Toowoomba c
54 Price William Brisbane u k 75 Rowden T. C., Bowen c
55
,
Prier Thomas, Brisbane u k (2) 76 Rouse Henry, Maryborough n z (2)
56 Pringle James, Toowoomba c 77 Rowley John, Maryborough c
57 Pritchard George, Ipswich it k 78 Rowal Wm., Bowen c
58 Pritchard James, Brisbane o c 79 Rouddle Mrs., Ipswich c
59 Procter Nelson, Gayndah o c 80 Rumsay R., Brisbane e
60 Prolinsky Frederick, Rockhampton u k 81 Russell Miss, Brisbane u k
61 Purdell William, Brisbane o c 82 Rutherford John E., Brisbane e
83 Rutledge Thos. Drungale cQ. 84
,
Butler and Co. Messrs. R. Brisbane n z1
2
QUAIL William, Fortitude Valley o c
Quince Miss Warwick s 85
, , ,
Ryan Bridget, South Brisbane o
3
,
Quick F. Thomas South Brisbane o c 86 Ryan James, Toowoomba n z, 87 I .yan Mary Ann, Toowoomba o c
R. 88 Ryan Michael, Ipswich it k
1 RAABE John, Brisbane c 89 Ryan T., Rockhampton c
2 Raeen Hoogen, Brisbane n z 90 Ryan Thomas, Ipswich c
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91 Ryle W., Toowoomba c 85 Smith John  (carrier), c
92 Ryrie Donald, Cassia c 86 Smith John ,  Ipswich c
87 Smithers John I swich eS. 88
, p
Smith Dr .  Patrick, Gladstone c
1 SACHS Carl,  Logan c 89 Smith Peter , Toowoombu  e
2 Sale Miss G., Ipswich c 90 Smith R ..  Fortitude Valley c
3 Sam Joseph ,  Dalby c 91 Smith Robert Leyburn c (3)
4 Sames  -,  Gladstone s 92 Smith Mrs .  W., Gladstone s
5 Sands John ,  German Station o c 93 Smith W. B., Ipswich c
6 Sapeford Wm., Brisbane o c 94 Smith W .  H., Bowen u k
7 Savery C. T., Ipswich c 95 Smith W .  H. Gladstone s
8 Scanlan E., Brisbane s 96 Smith Richard ,  Redbank c
9 Scanlan E., Brisbane o 97 Snow E lliot ,  Brisbane c
10 Scanlan Jas., Toowoomba c 98 Snyeed James, Ipswich c
11 Scantelbury Richard ,  Gayndah c 99 Sohahoo Valentine ,  Brisbane o c
12 Sche ll John ,  Toowoomba c 100 Solomon Henry, Brisbane n z
13 Schenck John, Toowoomba c 101 Solomon Simon ,  Rockhampton m
14 Schmidtz Andrew ,  Gayndah c 102 Somerfield -, Brisbane s
15 Schneider Edward ,  Gayndah c 103 Sonksen  -,  Ipswich f
16 Schofield Edward, Brisbane c 104 Soolevan Patrick ,  South Brisbane o c
17 Scholes R., Toowoomba c 105 Soutar George ,  Brisbane u k
18 Scholt Sheodor ,  Toowoomba c 106 Soutar James J., Laidley c
19 Schutz Frederick ,  Queensland f 107 Sowden Thomas ,  Brisbane u k
20 Scott  -,  Rockhampton c 108 Spanse Miss W., Ipswich c
21 Scott and Jones Messrs .,  Brisbane c 109 Speed Wm., Taroom c
22 Scott John ,  Malsburgh c 110 Spencor Edward, Brisbane u k
23 Scott John, Ipswich c 111 Spencer John, Brisbane c
24 Scott  John  and Henry ,  Brisbane u k 112 Spicer William, Rawbelle u k
25 Scot Robert ,  Bowen c 113 Stace Walter M., Springsure s
26 Seaile Wm., Brisbane o c 114 Stann Geo., Brisbane o c
27 Searson R. P., Port Denison ii k 115 Stapleton Chas .,  Boormburra c
28 Seed James, Spring Hill o 116 Starkey G., Laidley c
29 Seed James, Brisbane n z 117 Steele Wm., Brisbane c
30 Selly R. T., Rockhampton e 118 Steinback  ,  Brisbane e
31 Sircombe J. P., Port Denison s 119 Stelyner Carl, Toowoomba o c
32 Serristy P. W., Rockhampton s 120 Steorne Mrs., Moonie e
33 Sesety W., Brisbane u k 121 Stevens J., Logan c
34 Seymour Miss, Brisbane c 122 Stevenson H., Toowoomba e
35 Shape  ,  Rockhampton c 123 Stevenson Miss E., Gladstone u k
36 Sharp J .,  Brisbane s 124 Stevenson P., Booval e
37 Sharp N .,  Rockhampton e 125 Stewart  -,  Logan River c
38 Shaw Thos .,  Dalby c 126 Stewart James, Dalby c
39 Shaw  Wm., Gayndah c 127 Stewart James, Ballard 's Camp e
40 Shea  Michael,  Fortitude  Valley c 128 Stewart Mrs. J. K., Rockhampton u k
41 Shearer Edmund ,  Canal Creek c 129 Stewart Martin, Callandoon o c
42 Shearman Edmond ,  Canal Creek c 130 Stewart W. R., Gladstone o c
43 Shedel T .  P., Brisbane u k 131 St .  George N. A .,  Gladstone c
44 Sheldt C., Brisbane c 132 Stieglitz  A., Port  Denison c
45 Sheppard Mr., Drayton c 133 Stieglitz H. G., Brisbane t
46 Sheridan  Andrew,  Brisbane u k 134 Stockwe ll Thomas, Toowoomba o
47 Sheward Paul ,  Maryborough u k 135 Stokes Captain ,  Brisbane u k
48 Shewin Joseph, Brisbane o c 136 Stover W. T., Rockhampton c
49 Shilbeck  Mrs., Brisbane u k 137 Straiton Walter, Toowoomba e
50 Shirt c 138 Strathdon R. T., Nanango c
51 Short Mrs., Gregory Terrace c 139 Stradford George, Brisbane e
52 Short Geo .  Bell ,  Toowoomba u k 140 Streiner John ,  Brisbane c
53 Short L. F. H., Brisbane u k 141 Stringer F., Brisbane u k
54 Short  W., Redbank c 142 Sullivan T., Brisbane u k
55 Sim Wm. C., Ipswich u k (2) 143 Sullivan E. H., Brisbane c
56 Simmons  (carpenter )  Brisbane o c 144 Summerfield  John, Ipswich c
57 Simon Reinhard ,  Bowen u k (2) 145 Sutherland George, Six-mile Creek c
58 Simpson  A. G., Toowoomba o c 146 Sutherland W., Toowoomba o c
59 Simpson ,  Chas .,  Brisbane u k 147 Swan Mrs .,  Bowen street c
60 Simpson Jamess -Dalby o c 148 Swanson Magnus, Gladstone u k
61 Simpson Jas. A., Brisbane c 149 Swarll James ,  Dalby o c
62 Simpson  John,  Maryborough c 150 Symons William, Toowoomba u k
63 Sippel Heinrick  (shoemaker ),  Brisbane o c
64 'Slevin Michael ,  Spring Hill o c T.
65 Sloane  -,  Ipswich c 1 TAILOR E.,  North Brisbane f (2)
66 Sloman W .  F., Gayndah o c 2 Taw George  (Chinaman ),  Gatton c
67 Sly  Henry ,  Brisbane u k 3 Taylor Messrs .  J., Gladstone e
68 Small  A., Gladstone u k 4 Taylor Samuel  (brickmaker ), York's  Hollow o c
69 Smallett  Mrs. Andrew,  Rockhampton c 5 Telfer Thomas ,  Laidley c
70 Smith Miss, Brisbane  u k 6 Telford Thomas ,  Laidley u k (3)
71 Smith  -,  Ipswich c 7 Templeton James ,  Brisbane c
72 Smith Alexander ,  Ipswich c 8 Tennant Mrs., Ipswich u k
73 Smith Alexander D., Brisbane o c (2) 9 Ternay David, Toowoomba u k
74 Smith C., Ipswich c 10 Thenerkauf August ,  Toowoomba e
75 Smith Charles ,  Gladstone f 11 Thomas David Hall, Rockhampton n z
76 Smith  Charles,  Brisbane u k 12 Thomas D. M., Gay adah o c
77 Smith Charles, Brisbane s 13 Thomas Henry , Laidley u k
78 Smith E. H., Callandoon o c 14 Thomas Owen, Laidley s (2)
79 Smith G.,  Condamine o c 15 Thomas Owen John ,  Laidley u k
80 Smith Geo .,  Bulimba o c 16 Thomas William, Roma c
81 Smith George M., Brisbane e 17 Thomas  William,  Ipswich u k
82 Smith  R., Laidley u k 18 Thomline  George, Port  Denison u  k
83 Smith Henry F., Port  Denison s 19 Thompson  -,  Brisbane m
84 Smith James, Canal o  20 Thompson  Andrew, Mary street c
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21 Thompson A., Brisbane c 16 Walton John, Brisbane i1 k
22 Thompson George, Brisbane u k (2) 17 Walsh Miss Florence, Brisbane c
23 Thompson Mrs. George, Brisbane u k 18 Walsh Frederick, Rockhampton c
24 Thompson G. S., Brisbane u k 19 Walsh James, Oxley Creek o c
25 Thompson George, Gladstone u k 20 Walsh J. R., Rockhampton o
26 Thompson James, Rockhampton s 21 Walit Michael, Brisbane c
27 Thompson James (Steam Dredge, Lytton) o c 22 Walsh Patrick, Brisbane u k
28 Thompson John, Toowoomba c 23 Ward James, Jimbour c
29 Thompson P. T., Brisbane c 24 Warner Thomas, Ipswich u k
30 Thompson William, Rockhampton c 25 Warner -, Brisbane c
31 Thompson W. H., Brisbane u k 26 Warren James, Dalby c
32 Thompson -, Don_c 27 Washington George, Port Denison u k
33 Thomson Mrs. A., Port Denison u k 28 Watkins Robert, Callandoon c
34 Thomson Andrew, Port Denison u k (5) 29 Watkins Thomas, Pilton c
35 Thomson Frederick M., Gayndah f 30 Watkinson W., Dalby c
36 Thomson Mrs. W., Ipswich u k 31 Wattson Mrs., Brisbane c
37 Thomson John, Callingall u k 32 Watson John C., Gladstone c
38 Thomson Joseph, Brisbane n z 33 Watson Mrs. John, Ipswich c
39 Threefall Chas., Gayndah o c 34 Watts Richard, Walloon c
40 Thrutchley -, Lytton c 35 Waugh Andrew, Brisbane u k
41 Thuarts R. F., Bowen Downs c 36 Weaver George, Grandehester o e
42 Tierney Mrs. Mary, Toowoomba c 37 Welsh , Brisbane c
43 Till Captain T. C., Bowen c (2) 38 Webb Joseph, Dalby o
44 Timperly Thomas, Fortitude Valley o c 39 Webb Michael, Brisbane c
45 Tinson W., Toowoomba c 40 Webber -, Logan c
46 Tipsett Robert, Bowen u k 41 Wilde Joel (for Ernest Wegner) Brisbane f
47 Todd Andrew, Bowen c 42 Weinwright Mrs. A.,  Brisbane c
48 Todd Andrew, Rockhampton u k 43 Wells Asael, Brisbane o c
49 Todhunter Joseph, Maryborough s 44 Wells Miss momma, Brisbane v
-50 Toft William, Bowen c 45 Wernham George, Bowen u k
51 Toll Bernard, South Brisbane c 46 Wesley Charles Alexander, Bowen u k (2)
52 Tom Charles, Gayndah c (3) 47 West George, Brisbane c
53 Toohey Mrs. James, Ipswich s 48 Westaway John, Brisbane c
54 Tollanhane James H. L., Brisbane u k 49 Wescott Joseph, Wamba u k
55 Towel James, Gayndah o c 50 Witheral Charles, Callandoon
56 Town John Joseph, Gayndah o c 51 Whappian  Isaac , Brisbane u k
57 Townley William, Gayndah in 52 Wheelabam Bridget, Brisbane u k
58 Tracey Miss Katharine, Brisbane u k 53 Whelan Steven, Brisbane u k
59 Tracey Miss, Margaret, Brisbane c 54 Wheeler R., Brisbane u k
60 Traill Alexander, Callandoon o c 55 White F., Humbugga u k c
61 Traill W. H., Ipswich c 56 White Mrs., Toowoomba c
62 Travers  Arthur, Gladstone s  57 White David, Rockhampton u k
63 Tregel -, North Ipswich ,  58White Edwin, St. Ruth o c
64 Trimlivan Michael, Brisbane e 59 White James, Port Denison c
65 Trollope George F.,  Brisbane u k 60 White Jonathan, Gayndah s
66 Tronsdell Charles,  Brisbane u k (3) 61 White T. L., Brisbane c
67 Tullock F., Brisbane c 62 White William, Gladstone c
68 Tullock William, Port  Denison s  63 Whitehead John, Gayndah c
69 Turres William, South  Brisbane c  64 Whitehead Richard, Brisbane u k
70 Turnbel A., Laidley s 65 Whitely H. (carpenter), Gayndah c
71 `Turnbull William, Brisbane n z (2) 66 Whitman William, Ipswich u k
72 Turgeus Henry, Bowen v 67 Wickham G. G., Brisbane u k
73 Tunnser Charles, Toowoomba u k 68 Wickham Wm., Ballard's Camp o c
74 Turner F. M., Narang Creek c 69 Wienkel George, Dalby c
75 Turner H., Pilton c 70 Wilder J. W., Ipswich c
76 Turner -, Pilton c 71 Wilkie J. H., Rockhampton c
77 Turner Harry, Toowoomba c 72 Wilkins Miss Mary Ann, Rockhampton u k
78 Turner P., Rockhampton u k 73 Wilkins Wm., Laidley Creek u k (2)
U. and V. 74 Wilds Henry, Logan River o e
1 Brisbane c 75UCOCK Henry Brook Willes J. W., Rawbelle c
2
,
Port Denison c 76Underwood Robert Williams Charles, Rawbelle o c
3
,
Port Denison s 77Urquhart - Williams D., Brisbane c, 78 Williams George Dalby o c4 VA.NIS J. W., Rockhampton u k (2)
79
,
Williams Henry Port Denison u k5 Vansittart Wm. Henry, Brisbane u k 80
,
Williams John Laidley c6 Veitch Wm., Port Denison u k (4) 81
,
Williams John P. Brisbane u k7
8
Vivian Wm. C., Leyburn u k
Vogelis Frederick, Port Denison c 82
,
Williams Richard, Port Denison c
83 Williams Wm., Brisbane u k
W. 84 Williams Wm., Gingi o c
1 WANN Christian, Rockhampton c 85 Williams Wm., Ipswich o c
2 Wahrmann Martin, Ipswich f 86 Williams A. S., Rockhampton u k
3 Wakefield H., Ipswich c 87 Williamson Robert, Rockhampton u k
4 Waking Joseph Henry, Ipswich c 88 Williamson W. C., Brisbane u k
5 Walker James D., Banana s 89 Willms Johann, Toowoomba f
6 Walker R. L., Pilton c 90 Wilson John, Roma e
7 Walker W. G., (care of - Watt) Eton 91 Wills Miss Jane, Dalby c
Vale s 92 Wilson A. E., Ipswich s
8 Walker W., Ipswich c 93 Willson Miss Ellen, Rockhampton c
9 Wall C., Woogaroo c 94 Wilson James, Gowrie Creek o c
10 Wall Ephraim, (care of James Little) Bris- 95 Wilson John, Brisbane c
bane u k 96 Wilson John D., Ippswich u k
11 Walls Francis, (care of N. Butcher) Too- 97 Wilson Miss Martha, Ipswich c
woomba c 98 Wilson Thomas, Wide Bay c
12 Walldock George, Brisbane u k 99 Wilson W., Maryborough c
13 Wallace Henry J., Brisbane u k 100 Wodcharte Miss or Mrs. A. B., Brisbane
14 Wallace James C., Brisbane u k (2) u k (2)
15 Wallace Joseph, (care of Captain Watson) 1.01 Wallach John, Gatton c
schooner " Mary Smith," Port Denison c 102 Wollaghan John W., Ipswich u k
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103 Wood  -,  Gayndah c
104 Woods Mrs., Bokhara River c
105 Woods Daniel, Ipswich u k (2)
106 Woods D., Woogaroo c
107 Wood G. J., Brisbane c
108 Wood Thomas, Brisbane n z
109 Woodland Thomas, Coorangah o c
110 Woodruff Henry, Ipswich uk
111 Woodcott, H. C., Toowoomba c
112 Wormlington John (builder), Ipswich e
113 Wride George, Laidley c
114 Wright C., Brisbane c
115 Wright James, Toowoomba u k
116 Wright John E., Gayndah c
117 Wright Joseph, Brisbane u k
118 Wright John, Maryborough u k
119 Wright J., Toowoomba u k
120 Wyles Joseph, Coomrith c
Y. and Z.
1 YATES Edward, Laidley s
2 Young Arthur, Burnet River o
3 Young R. (Chinaman), Port Denison c
4 Yues Win., Port Denison s
5 ZELLER Miss M., Gayndah c
6 Zitt Wm., Drayton f
Initials and Miscellaneous.
1 A. M. W. Miss, Brisbane e
2 F. A. C., Brisbane c
3 G. P. A., Brisbane c
4 W. D., Toowoomba u k
5 To the Proprietor of the Royal Hotel, on
Bowen Bridge Road, Brisbane.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 5th May, 1866.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fifteen days from this date, the
Registrar-General will, in conformity with the 95th
clause of the  Real Property Act of  1861, dispense
with the production of the Certificate of Title
hereinafter described, for the purpose of registering
a Memorandum of Conveyance of the Land therein
contained to Thomas Stanley, of South Brisbane.
Certificate. of Title No. 1,455, vol. XIV., folio 223,
in favor of George Booth, of subdivision 90, of
portion 209, containing 32 perches ; county,
Stanley ; parish, South Brisbane.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane ,  5th May, 1866.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that after the  expira-tion of fifteen days from this date, the
Registrar -General will, in conformity with  the 117th
clause of the  Real Property  Act of  1861 ,  issue, in
the name of George Turner, a provisional Certificate
of Title for 28 perches of Land ,  being subdivision
63, of portion 209, in the county of Stanley, and
parish of South Brisbane ,  more particularly des-
cribed in Certificate of Title No. 990, vol. XII.,
folio 8, in favor of George Turner.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar -General.
FORFEITED GOODS.T O be sold by Public Auction, at heCourt House,
Ipswich, on THURSDAY, the 19th May,
1866, the following Articles found in possession of
John Taggart and John Falker, who were committed
by the Bench of Magistrates at Ipswich, for carrying
on illicit distillation at Alfred, in the Police District
of Ipswich:-
2 stills, 2 still heads, pipes, and 1 worm
1 bullock dray
7 hodgets
2 quarter casks
1 patent pump and piping
1 saddle and bridle, complete
1 double barrelled gun
1 camp oven
1 spade
1 crowbar
3 hammers
1 axe
1 frying pan
2 hinges
1 earthen mug
1 treacle pot
1 slate
5 spoons, 1 tin plate
1 lot of tinsmiths' tools
1 mallet
19 feet of tin piping.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Chief Inspector of Distilleries.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1866.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1866.
IT is hereby notified, that EDWIN NoRRis, gentle-
man, one of the Attorneys, &c., of the Supreme
Court of Queensland, has been appointed a Com-
missioner for Affidavits, &c., such commission being
determinable on his ceasing to reside at Bowen,
Port Denison, in the Colony of Queensland.
Also, WILLIAM HENRY CLYDE, Esquire (Clerk of
Petty Session at Banana), has been appointed a
Commissioner for Affidavits, &c., such commission
being determinable on his ceasing to hold the above
appointment.
Also, JAMES BYRNES RICHARDS, Esquire, of
Bathurst, in the Colony of New South Wales
(Justice of the Peace), has been appointed a Com-
missioner of the Supreme Court of Queensland forAffidavits, &c., such commission being determinable
on his ceasing to hold the office of Justice of the
Peace.
Also, EDWARD CoRSER, gentleman, one of the
Attorneys, &c., of the Supreme Court of Queens-
land, has been appointed a Commissioner for
Affidavits, &c., such commission beingdeterminable
on his ceasing to reside at Maryborough, in the
Colony of Queensland.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice of
Queensland.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
rr1HE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillings
1  per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be. published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
R. WILLIAM WILSON having this day
lIY. retired (by mutual consent) from the firm
of the undersigned, trading as J. and G. Harris,
merchants, Brisbane, Ipswich, and London, notice
is hereby given, that the business will be from this
date carried on at the above places by John Harris
and George Harris, under the style and firm of
J. and G. Harris.
Mr. Wilson will continue to manage the business
in connection with the Warehouse.
Brisbane, 9th April, 1866.
(Signed) JOHN HARRIS,
By his attorney,
GEORGE HARRIS.
GEORGE HARRIS.
WILLIAM WILSON.
Witness-E. I. C. BROWNE.
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VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of the Faith. &c.
To the widow and next of kin (if any) of Ambrose
Croshaw, late of Lockyer's Creek, in the
Colony of Queensland, contractor, deceased,
intestate, and to all others whom it may
concern.
Q
RRETING :-Whereas it hath been repre-
sented to our Supreme Court of Queensland,
by the Proctor of Alexander Anderson, of Brisbane,
in the said colony, the manager and duly constituted
attorney of the Bank of Queensland (Limited), a
creditor of the said deceased, that the said Ambrose
Croshaw departed this life on or about the nine-
teenth day of April, in the year of our Lord One
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, intestate,
having at the time of his death goods, chattels, and
credits, in the colony aforesaid : We do, therefore,
hereby peremptorily cite you and each and every of
you to appear personally, or by your Proctor duly
constituted, before our said court, at the Court
House, Queen street, Brisbane, on the seventeenth day
of May, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight
hundred and sixty-six, at the hour of Ten o'clock in
the forenoon of the same day, and there to abide,
if occasion shall require, during the sitting of the said
court, and then and there to accept or refuse
Letters ofAdministrationof all and singular thegoods,
chattels, and credits, of the said deceased, or other-
wise to show sufficient cause (if you or either of you
have or know any) why the same should not be
committed to the said Alexander Anderson, the
manager and attorney of the Bank of Queensland
(Limited) as aforesaid, a creditor of the said deceased,
on giving sufficient security ; and further to do, and
receive, as to law and justice shall appertain, under
pain of such Letters of Administration - being
granted to the said Alexander Anderson, the
manager and attorney of the Bank of Queensland
(Limited) as aforesaid, a creditor of the said
deceased.
Witness the Honorable JAMES COCKLE, Esquire,
Chief Justice of our said Court, at Brisbane,
this second day of May, in the twenty-ninth
year of our reign, and A.D. 1866.
(For J. R. BALL, Registrar,)
GILBERT WRIGHT,
Clerk.
LITTLE AND BROwNE,
Proctors for the said Alexander Anderson,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of W. J. Quinton, of South
Brisbane, storekeeper.WTHEREAS the said W. J. Quinton was,1 '# on the 27th day of April, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to.be an Insolvent, I herebyappoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 25th day of June, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent.
Dated at Brisbane, the 27th day of April,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER  RAFF,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN Iii SOLVEr' CY.
In the Insolvent Estate of  Quicke and Thompson,
builders, Brisbane.WREREAS  the said Quicke and Thompsonwere, on the  27th day of  April,  A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be Insolvents , I hereby  appoint a
First Public  Sitting of the Court ,  to be holden
before me , at the Supreme  Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 25th day of June, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the elec-
tion of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and
also to determine whether any or what allowance
for support shall be made to the Insolvents up to
the time of passing their last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvents.
Dated at Brisbane, the 27th day of April, A.D
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Findlay, of
Brisbane, ironmonger.
WHEREAS the said James Findlay was, on
the 27th day of April, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 25th day of June, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee if required ; and also to determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall
be made to the Insolvent up to the time of passing
his last examination, and whether any and what
tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the
Insolvent.
Dated at Brisbane, the 27th day of April, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official  Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Campbell Ross, late of
Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland, publican,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
of this notice in the  Government Gazette,  applica-
tion will be made to this honorable Court, in its
Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate of the last
Will and Testament of the abovenamed deceased,
may be granted ' to James McIntosh and John
McDonald, both of Ipswich aforesaid, Executors in
the said Will named.
Dated this first day of May, One thousand eight
hundred and sixty-six.
CHARLES F. CHUBB,
Proctor for abovenamed Executors,
By EDWARD DOYLE,
Bell street, Ipswich.
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN ITS ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the matter of the  Will of  Thomas Brand ,  late of
Boggy Creek ,  in the parish of Toombool, county
of Stanley ,  and Colony of Queensland ,  farmer,
deceased.
NOTICE
is hereby given, that after the expira.
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this honorable Court, in
its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate of the
Will of the said Thomas Brand, deceased, may be
granted to James Biggs, of Eagle Farm, near Bris-
bane, in the said Colony, and William Fowles, of
Brisbane aforesaid, the Executors named in the
said will.
Dated this fifth day of May, 1866.
EDWARD DOYLE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said James Biggs and William
Fowles.
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NOTICE.- I have in my possession a ChesnutHorse  which  I claim as my property ,  branded
on the off  shoulder CJ,  and an ill egible brand on the
shoulder . Any person  showing a better claim near
within  twenty -one days from this date, can have
the horse by paying the expenses.
CHARLES JONES.
Highfields, 18th April, 1866.
£20 REWARD.
CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
TOLEN from the person of Evan Williams, at
3  H. A. Jenkins' Public-house, Gainsford,
Lower Dawson, about £200 in Cheques and Orders
the property of J. J. Auerbach, Knebworth. A
Reward of £20 is offered to any person giving
information which will lead to the recovery of the
money, and conviction of the thief. The following
is a description of part of the Cheques, payment of
which has been stopped:-
No. A 54,617-January 24, 1866, drawn by Fredk.
Wheeler, £1 4s. 7d., Union Bank, Brisbane.
No. A 54,616-January 24, 1866, Fredk. Wheeler,
£14 7s., Union Bank, Brisbane.
No. A54,623-January 24,  1866 , Fredk. Wheeler,
£1 4s. 7d., Union Bank, Brisbane.
No. A 5314-February 9, 1866, Henry Buery, £1 7s.,
Union Bank, Brisbane.
No. A 53,511-February  9, 1866 , ditto, £1 7s., Union
Bank, Brisbane.
No. A 53,510-February  8, 1866,  ditto, £1 7s., Union
Bank, Brisbane.
No. 43-February 12, 1866, Wilkinson, £ i 8s., Bank
New South Wales, Rockhampton.
No. 108-January 8,1865, Thos. Dunn, £1, Bank New
South Wales, Rockhampton.
No. 142-March 16, 1866, Thos. Dunn , £2 3s. 6d.,
Bank  New South Wales, Rockhampton.
No. 4-March  2, 1866 , Henry Buery, £1 5s.,  Bank of
Queensland, Roma.
No. A 54,619-January  24, 1866 , Fredk. Wheeler, £1
4s. 7d., Union Bank,  Brisbane.
No. A 54,620 'ditto, Union Bank, Brisbane.
No. 23-February  26, 1866 , Peter Cadman, £ 2 9s.,
Stephen Spencer, Mount Abundance.
No. 3-February 1, 1866, Peter Cadman, £ 5, Mount
Abundance.
No. 20-February  26, 1866 , Peter Cadman, £ 5, Mount
Abundance.
No. 21-February  26, 1866,  Peter Cadman, £5.
No. 159-January 10, 1866, John Reid and Alex.
Moor, £4, Bank New South Wales, Sydney.
S over  - C 19, 337-February 13, 1866 , Burne and
Co., £1 18s., in favor of Williams, Oriental Bank, Sydney.
No. 1,117-March 10, 1866, I. O. U. on account of
Warrego Store,'23 7s. 5d. Signed Lius Zieman. Drawn
on Zieman  and Co .,  Roma.
No. 150-March 16, 1866, Thomas Dunn, £3 Ils.
8d. on the Bank of New South Wales, Rockhampton.
No. 177,548-J. Ashton, Taroom, £7, Commercial
Bank, Dalby.
No. 635-January  2, 1866 , A. Dollman , £13 12s.
2d. Pay No. 635, Bank of New South Wales, Ipswich.
No. 693,268-August 13, 1865, G. N. Griffith, Nardoo,
£4 6s. 4d., Union Back, Sydney.
S over - C under, 19,329--February  8, 1866, Burne
and Co., amount unknown, Oriental Bank, Sydney.
No. 71.-Drawn by Mr. Turnbull, Gowrie Station, on
the Warrego, on Mr. Macdonald, Danger Station,
Balloon River, £45.
No. 1.-Drawn by Mr. Turnbull, same station, on
Flood and Gordon, Pitt street, Sydney, £24 9s.
EVAN WILLIAMS.
]IMPOUnbi1tg .
IMPOUNDED  at Springsure ,  from  Pinnacle  Plains,
j 10th April,  1866 , by Henry Richards,  Esquire.
Driving, £2 2s.
517 sheep ,  different sexes ,  branded like C and various
ear marks.
If not released  will be  sold on the  15th May, 1866.
WM. H. BARNETT,  Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Mr.  J. Panton'scotton field .  Tres ass, 5s.
One iron -grey mare ,  5 near  thigh, F over  rI conjoined off
shoulder ,  M over M and F over rj conjoined near
shoulder , star, near  hind heel white.
If not released  on or before  25th May,  1866, wi ll  be
sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Belcomba,16th
April, 1866 ,  by A. M. Thompson, Esq. Driving,
14s. 4d. per head.
One Chesnut mare, blotch brand like J near shoulder.
One bay horse, old wound on saddle ,  like JT over JC
near shoulder, sma ll  star.
One bay mare ,  WO near saddle, indistinct brand  like P
near shoulder, PA off shoulder  ;  with bay filly foal,
unbranded.
One grey mare,  like No. 3 reversed or C over C near
shoulder ,  PA off shoulder  ;  with iron-grey colt foal,
unbranded.
If not released will be sold on the 15th May, 1866.
L. H. YOUNG,  Poundkeeper.
MPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Bodumba, 16th April,
1866 ,  by order of J. Selke ,  Esq. Driving expenses
5s. per head . (Wrongly described in a former advertise-
ment.)
One red or yellow cow, C or G off rump and ribs,  like
ZI or TI off loin.
If not released on or before the 15th day of  May,
1866 ,  wi ll  be sold to pay expenses.
CHAS. THOMAS, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED  at Rockhampton ,  from Ascot Heath
27th April ,  1866, by E. H .  Baker, Esq .  Damages
2s. 6d., driving Is. 6d.
One bay mare,  like MG near shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 25th day of May,
1866, wi ll  be sold.
L. H. YOUNG, Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Toowoomba ,  from the Westbrookaddock ,  26th April ,  1866, byorder of Ross, Esq.
Damages and driving 4s. 6d.
One bay colt ,  T-M off shoulder ,  3 near thigh, illegible
brand near shoulder.
From the enclosed land of Andrew C. Nelson .  Damages
5s.
One brown horse, like over H over JS near shoulder,
star and snip.
Also, from Gowrie and Eton  Vale, (wrongly  described).
One black filly, k 1 over HH over near shoulder,  li ke
brand near hip, off hind foot white.
One bay mare ,  T over  t  conjoined under S near shoulder.
One bay horse, M or W over IMD near shoulder, coll ar
mark.
If not released on or  before 25th  May, 1866 , will be
sold.
ARTHUR LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published by W. C. BLLBRIDGE, Government Printer,
w illiam Street, 5th May, 1866.
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N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office :-
No.
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Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties .  Nature and Effect of Deed .  Date of Registration.
1866.
9th April ... Between Godfrey Freeman White, of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
storekeeper, of the first part ; Robert
Bulcock, of Brisbane aforesaid, produce
merchant, and Simon Fraser, of the
same place, auctioneer (trustees for the
purposes in the Deed of Assignment
mentioned), of the second part ; and
the several persons and bodies corporate
who have by themselves or their agents
executed the said Deed of Assignment,
being creditors of the said Godfrey
Freeman White, and whose names are
mentioned in the schedule attached to
the said Deed of Assignment, of the
third part.
Deed of Assignment of all Lodged at the
the estate and elects of office of the
the said GodfreyFreeman Registrar of the
White,  in trust for the Supreme Court,
benefit of all the creditors this 5th day of
of the said Godfrey Free . May, A.D. 1866,
man White and entered same
day.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar  of the  Supreme  Court  of Quoensland.
By Authority : W. C. BELBttinGB, Goverument Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Government House,
Brisbane, 25th April, 1866.HIS  Excellency the Governor will hold the'Annual Levee, inhonor f Her Majesty's
Birthday, at Govt cement House, on THURSDAY,
the 24th May nP° at Eleven o'clock a.m.
By His Excellency's Command,
HENRY D. PITT, Captain R.A.,
Aide-de-Camp.
REGULATIONS FOR THE LEVEE.
All gentlemen attending the Levee will wear official
dress, full uniform, or evening costume.
Each gentleman will come provided with two cards,
with his name legibly written thereon ; one to be left in
the Entrance Hall, and the other to be given to the
Aide-de-Camp.
Gentlemen who have received cards of  entree  will
assemble in the principal Drawing-room ; Members of
both Houses of Parliament will assemble in the Dining-
room ; and the public generally in the Hall.
By His Excellency's Command,
HENRY D. PITT, Captain R.A.,
Aide-de-Camp.
Bribie's Island ; on the east by Pumice Stone Channel
southerly; and thence by the shore of Moreton Bay
south-westerly, to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of April, in the year of
our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year of
Her Majesty's reign.
[L.S.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1866.
error having occurred in the notification of
AN the appointment of Mr. G. H. Wilson as a
Magistrate of the territory, it is hereby notified,
that the appointment should have appeared as
that of
GEORGE HARRISON WILSON, Esquire,
of Ipswich, and not George Henry Wilson, as
inserted in the general Commission of the  Peace,
appearing in the  Government Gazette  of the 15thPROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and
St. George, Captain-General and Governor-
in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act
27 Victoria, No. 17  (Pastoral Leases Act),  I, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim, that the
Lease for five (5) years, for pastoral purposes, of the
following portions of land will be offered for sale
at the undermentioned place, at Eleven o'clock
A.M. on the day specified, at the upset price affixed
thereto.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS, BRIS-
BANE,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 6TH DAY OF .TUNE, 1866.
County of Canning-Moreton District.
Sections Nos. 37, 38,'76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 130, 131.
Area-13 square miles.
Upset price-91 per square mile.
Commencing at a point about three and a-half miles
north-easterly, along the shore of Moreton Bay from
the mouth of the Cabulture River; and bounded thence
on the west by a line bearing north five and a-half miles;
on the north by a line bearing east two and a-half miles,
to Pumice Stone Channel, between the mainland and
February, 1866.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Attorney-General's Office,
Brisbane, 11th May, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
F. S. BOWERMAN, Esquire,
to be a Registrar for the Western District Court at
Dalby.
By His Excellency's Command,
CHARLES LILLEY.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1866.
HORSES FOR QUEENSLAND POLICE.Tr ENDERS will be received at this Office, until noon n THURSDAY, the 31st May proximo,
from persons Willing to supply Horses for the
Queensland Police Service.
Horses to be not less than four (4) nor more than
six (6) years old, and not less than fifteen (15)
hands one (1) inch in height.
To be delivered at Brisbane, and subject to the
approval of an officer appointed by the Government
to examine them. Separate tenders will be received
for broken and unbroken horses.
Further particulars may be obtained on applica-
tion to the Commissioner of Police, Brisbane.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1866.
FUNERALS.
IT is hereby notified, that the Tenders of theundermentioned persons have been accepted :-
JOSHUA EBENSTON, Brisbane
GEORGE DOwDEN, Ipswich.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCIL.
TOWNSVILLE PETITION. _
IN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-ment 28 Victoria, No. 25, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the-Executive Council,
has directed the publication of the substance of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency, as hereunder
set forth, purporting to be signed by persons
qualified to be placed upon the Electoral Roll of
the District of Kennedy, praying for the erection
of a portion of such district into a Province, and
the establishment therein of a Provincial Council.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state, that it is highly advan-
tageous for the interests of this portion of the
district that the country trading with the port at
Cleveland Bay, should be formed into a Province
under the  Provincial Councils Act of  1864, and
they therefore pray that the area lying within the
undermentioned boundaries may be proclaimed a
Province :-" Commencing at the mouth of the
Burdekin River, and on the left bank of the same ;
thence by the left bank of that river till it meets
the Suttor River, thence by the left bank of the
Suttor River till it meets the 21st parallel of
latitude ; thence by that parallel till it strikes the
142nd meridian of longitude ; thence by that meri-
dian northerly till it strikes the 19th parallel of
latitude; and thence by that parallel to the heads of
the Dry River ; thence by the watershed of that
river till it meets the Burdekin, and thence by a
line due east to the coast and thence by the coast
line to the starting point.
[The signatures to this petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 28th April, 1860,
No. 46.]
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 82th April, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executive C uncil, has been pleased
to establish the following Regulations to be observed
with regard to the working of the Turnpike Gate
erected on Mandersleigh Bridge, near Rock-
hampton, in pursuance of the provisions of the Act
2 William IV., No. 12, and 14 Victoria, No. 5.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
TURNPIKE REGULATIONS.
1. That the Turnpike gate be leased by auction, tender,
or otherwise, as the Government may determine.
2. That the Turnpike rates and charges shall be painted
on boards, and placed in conspicuous situations at both
ends of the bridge, at -the cost of the lessee thereof.
3. The lessee of the Turnpike shall enter into a bond in
an amount to be fixed by the Government, with two
sureties, for the due performance of his contract ; and for
his information he will be supplied with a copy of these
Regulations.
4. During the dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and pro-
perly trimmed at both ends of the bridge, and the lessee
shall provide the same.
5. All persons crossing the bridge, with the follow-
ing exceptions, shall pay the charges fixed in Schedule
A., viz..-
(1.) The Governor and any person in actalu attend-
ance upon him, and any carriages pr horses
of or belonging to him.
(2.) Ministers of religion, officers, soldiers, and
sailors in Her Majesty's service, proceeding or
returning on duty.
(3.) Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers, and constables on
actual duty, and any prisoners in their charge.
(4.) All officers or laborers of the Roads Depart.
ment, furnished with a Pass from the Engineer
of Roads.
(5.) All children proceeding to or returning from
any school, whether public or private ; all
officers and men connected with Her Majesty's
Customs when on duty.
6. Any lessee of the Turnpike who shall infringe upon
or act contrary to any clause or condition contained
in these Regulations shall, on conviction before two
or more Justices of the Peace, be subjected to a penalty
not exceeding five pounds.
7. In the event of two convictions within one month
against the lessee of the Turnpike, such convictions shall
cancel the lease, and the Government may at once
resume the Turnpike.
8. If the lessee shall neglect to put up a scale of Turn-
pike dues, as provided for in clause 2 of these regula-
tions ; or if any collector, or other person, employed by
such lessee,' shall not be in attendance at all times by
day and by night at the place at which he is stationed,
or ought to be ; or shall demand and take greater dues
from any person or persons who shall be exempt from
payment thereof, and who shall claim such exemption ;
or shall, under color of his office as collector, wilfully
extort from. any person or persons any sum of money or
thing of value whatsoever, as and for or in lieu of
payment of dues; or shall refuse to permit and suffer
any person or persons to read, or shall in any manners
hinder or prevent any person or persons from reading
the inscription on such boards ; or shall refuse to tell
his Christian and surname to any person or persons
who shall demand to know the same, on being paid the
said dues or any of them, or shall in answer give a
false name or names ; or upon legal dues being tendered
or paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay any passenger or passengers from passing over
the bridge ; or if such collector shall make use of any
scurrilous or abusive language to any traveller  or passen-
ger ;-then and in each and every such  case  the said
lessee shall forfeit and pay for every such offence any
sum not exceeding five pounds, to be recovered before any
two of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace.
9. If any person liable to the payment of any dues
under these Regulations shall, after demand, neglect or
refuse to pay the same, or any part thereof, it shall be
lawful for any person duly authorised to collect the same,
to prevent such person or persons from passing over the
bridge until the dues demandable and payable by such
person or persons so refusing to pay the same be paid
and discharged.
10. Any person who shall intentionally evade the pay-
ment of the aforesaid dues shall, on conviction, be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
11. The lessee shall not sub-let, or in any way dispose
of the Turnpike, without the express sanction of the
Government,
SCHEDULE A.
Turnpike dues and charges.
s. d.
Every foot passenger... ... ... 0 1
Single horse, with or without rider ... 0 2
Two-wheeled vehicle, laden with produce,
merchandise, &c., drawn by one horse or
other animal  ... ... ... 0 3
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses or
other animals ,,, ... 0 4
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses
or other animals ... ... ... ... 0 5
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses
or other  animals ... ... ... ... 0 6
For every additional horse or other animal
drawing a two-wheeled conveyance, each 0' 1
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by one horse or
other animal  .. .. ... 0 6
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses
or other  animals ... ... ... 0 8
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses
or other  animals .. ... ... 0 9
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses
or other  animals ... . .. ... 0 10
For every additional horse or other animal
drawing a four-wheeled conveyance, each 0 1
. Private Carriages.
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by one horse ... 0 6
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by one horse .., 0 9
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by-two horses,,, 1 0
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses 1 3
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses 1 6
Bullocks and horned cattle, per head ... 0 1
Pigs, goats, and sheep, per head ... ... 0
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 4th May, 1866.
NOTICE-BULIMBA FERRY.
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REFERRING to the notice issued 18th Novem-ber, 1864, authorising the following altera-
tion inthe scale of Ferry charges and dues at Bulimba,
viz : Instead of every foot passenger, with a parcel
not exceeding fourteen pounds in weight, one penny;
it shall be lawful to charge twopence for every such
passenger, with aparcelnot exceeding fourteen pounds
in weight." It is hereby notified for general informa-
tion, that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to rescind the said notice, and to intimate that con-
sequently the Ferry dues and charges for Bulimba
Ferry shall be levied in accordance with the Regu-
lations published 27th September, 1864.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 9th May, 1866.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Twelve o'clock, on SATURDAY, the 9th
June, 1866, from persons willing to contract for
Re-planking the One-mile Creek Bridge, Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenders f'or Re planking
One-mile Creek Bridge, Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender, may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Engineer of Roads Office, Brisbane, and at the
Road Depot, Ipswich.
Tenders must state the time within which it 'is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within seven days from the usual notifi-
cation of acceptance, a bond to her Majesty in the
penal sum of £30 for securing such performance,
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1866.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
SPRING CREEK BRIDGE, DRAYTON AND
DALBY ROAD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
j Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 9th
June, 1866, from persons willing to contract for
constructing a Bridge over Spring Creek, on the
Drayton and Dalby Road.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for constructing
Spring Creek Bridge, Drayton and Dalby Road."
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Engineer of Roads Office, Brisbane, and at the
Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and At the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £20 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1866.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
CLEARING HIGHFIELDS ROAD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
j_ Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 9th
of June, from persons willing to contract for
Clearing the Highfields Road, between Toowoomba
and the Highfields Saw Mills.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tenders for Clearing
Highfields Road."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender, may be
seen and further particulars obtained, at the
Engineer of Roads Office, Brisbane, and at the
Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £35 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, BOWEN.
 ,
IEPARATE Tenders will be received at this
Office, until Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY,
the 2nd June next, from persons willing to contract
for the erection of a Court House at Bowen, of
brick, or of timber.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Court
House, Bowen."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Colo-
nial Architect's Office, Brisbane, or at the Court
House, Bowen.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Bris-
bane, or at the Court House, Bowen, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £150 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
GAOL, BOWEN.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, until1.2 o'clock, on SATURDAY, the 2nd June
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of a Gaol at Bowen.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Gaol,
Bowen."
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane, or at the
Court-house, Bowen.
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Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Bris-
bane , or at the Court House, Bowen, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £150 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
MILITARY HOSPITAL AND OFFICERS'
QUARTERS.
r ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
r Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 12th
May next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Hospital and Officers' Quarters at
the Military Barracks, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Military
Hospital, j,-o., Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at' the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum, signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in
Brisbane, within seven days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty
in the penal sum of £250 for securing such perform-
ance, otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1866.
SHEEP RETURNS.
0
CCUPANTS of Crown Lands for pastoral
purposes are hereby reminded, that by the
9th section of -the  Scab Act  1863, 27 Victoria, No.
2, it is incumbent upon them to make to the Com-
missioners of their districts respectively, on 1st July
now next, a Return of all Sheep depastured by
them; and that such Return, in pursuance of the
Proclamation issued by His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
upon the 23rd March, 1864, and in terms of such
section of the before-recited Act, must be accom-
panied by a remittance to the amount of the
assessment chargeable against them, at- the rate of
ten shillings for every thousand or part of a. thous-
and sheep so depastured.,
Neglect of this provision of the Act will subject
the person defaulting to a penalty of Fifty Pounds.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be. supplied, but.-the-non-receipt of such forms
will not exonerate- any person from the duty of
making the Return, or afford him a plea for
exemption from penalty.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1866.
CATTLE RETURNS.
O CCUPANTS of Crown Lands for pastoral
purposes are reminded, that by the 6th
section of the Act 25 Victoria, No. 21  (Diseases
in Cattle Act),  the operation of which has been
revived by Proclamation, dated the 18th January,
1864, in terms of clause 2 of 26 Victoria, No. 6,
(The Act to suspend Diseases in Cattle Act of  1862),
it is incumbent upon them to make to the Commis-
sioners of their districts respectively, on the 1st
July now next, a Return of all horned cattle owned
by them ; but no assessment upon such Cattle need
be for the present paid.
Neglect of this provision of the Act will subject
the person defaulting to a penalty of Fifty Pounds.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not exonerate any person from the duty of
making the Return, or afford him a plea for exemp-
tion from penalty.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1856.
APPLICATION TO SELL UNDER THE " TRUS-
TEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Board of General Education have,
in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made
application to the Governor in Council for leave
to sell the portion of land granted as a site for a
National School, Toowoomba, in order to obtain
funds for the erection of suitable school premises
on another site.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought, must
lodge the same with the Secretary for Lands and
Works, by letter, within the period of three months
from the date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for the
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the' sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shi llings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure  £ 100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly  -  Allowances may, in  the
same way, be .purchased 'by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus ,  a man aged - 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the-age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of - £ 4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year to commence
at 60-by payment of eight  shillings a month.
JOSHUA  P. BELL.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 17th January, 1866.
S TEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY AND BATAVIA OR SINGA-
PORE,  VIA  TORRES' STRAITS.
THE Queensland Government having in con-
templation the establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  vid  Torres' Straits and Singapore, sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until MON-
DAY, the 25th June, 1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly, for a period of five
years, from and to Brisbane and Batavia, calling
at Port Denison and Cape York.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore and Sydney ; and separate
offers will be received for Monthly Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York, and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of 1st and 2nd class, the tonnage, horse-
power, and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether propelled by screw or paddles ; also
to state the time at which the service- can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves, to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or by applying'to Messrs. Julyan
and Sergeaunt, Crown Agents, 6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer, Brisbane, and marked  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails rid Torres' Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Memoranda for the information of persons wishing to
Tender for the Torres' Straits Mail Service, in
reply to Treasury advertisement, dated the 17th
January,  1866.
1. Tenders to state fully the speed, tonnage, passenger
accommodation of each class, how propelled, and all
other information relative to the, vessels to be employed,
required by the advertisement.
2. Vessels to start from each end of the Contract line
monthly, at such times as may be hereafter determined,
with a view of making the Torres' Straits Mail Service
alternate with that  via  Cape Leeuwin, thus securing
fortnightly communication between Australia and
Europe.
3. Plans and sections of vessels proposed to be
employed to be sent with the Tender.
4. Vessels to be at all times supplied and furnished
with all necessary and proper machinery, engines, pro-
visions, anchdrs, cables, boats, fire pumps, and lightning
conductors, and all proper appliances, subject to the
approval of the Officers appointed for the purpose by the
Postmaster-General.
5. Vessels to be officered and manned to the satisfac-
tion of the Postmaster-General.
6. Each vessel to carry a properly qualified medical
practitioner, and to be furnished with sufficient medicines
and medical comforts.
7. The Postmaster-General or his representative may
delay departure of Contract Steamer twenty-four hours
when deemed necessary.
8. The Contract Steamer to leave Batavia or Singapore
within twenty-four hours after the arrival of the
European Mail Steamers, and to carry the Mails to their
destination at an average speed of not less than ten*
knots, calling at Cape York, and such other port or ports
as may be agreed on, reasonable time for detention being
allowed by the Government.
9. Should the Mails not be delivered within the time
stipulated, the sum of £100 to be deducted, by way of
penalty, for every twenty-four hours of such delay, the
full amount of penalty, however, not to exceed the
proportionate sum due for that particular service.
* Tenders will also be received for the service on a scale pro-
portionate to speed-say, from nine to eleven knots.
10. Postmaster-General to pay an award of £50, over
and above the Contract sum, for each and every twenty-
four hours the Mail shall be delivered within the time
covenanted for.
11. As a penalty for not providing an efficient vessel
ready to start according to agreement, Contractors to
pay, by way of penalty, the sum of £250, also to pay a
further sum of £100 for every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay.
12. Contractors to have not less than three vessels of
the stipulated tonnage and power at all times ready for
service.
13. Postmaster-General may appoint a Mail Agent to
each vessel, who shall be provided with suitable first-
class cabin accommodation and table, at the expense of
the Contractors. The said Mail Agent to have
customary powers with regard to determining questions
relative to Mails, and the despatch or detention of vessels
carrying Mails.
14. Necessary and suitable accommodation, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General, to be provided
for the purpose of sorting and making up Mails during
the voyage, if required.
15. Mails to be delivered at the Post Office, and con-
veyed to the Steamers at the expense of the Contractor,
without any delay.
16. Payments to be made quarterly in Brisbane, and
the payment stipulated to be in full satisfaction for the
service ; the Mail money to belong to Her Majesty.
17. The agreement to be entered into to be in force
for five years, but Government reserve to themselves
power to determine the Contract, should the service not
be properly performed.
18. Contractors may at any time terminate the agree-
ment, upon giving six months notice of their intention,
and by paying, by way of forfeit, a sum equivalent to
two months' subsidy.
19. Contractors not to dispose of, or under-let the
Contract, without the consent of the Postmaster-General.
20. Contractors to be bound in the penal sum of
£15,000, to be paid to the Government by way of stipu-
lated damages, in case of failure on their part to
carry out the agreement.
21. Government reserve to themselves the right to
add other reasonable stipulations to those already
mentioned.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1865.
AMENDED REGULATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT
SAVINGS BANKS.
illS
Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the following alterations
and additions to the Savings Bank Regulations,
dated 16th November, 1864, made under the
authority of the Act of Parliament 28 Victoria,
No. 2, entitled  " An Act to grant additional facili-
ties for depositing small savings at interest with the
security of the Government for due repayment
thereof,"  viz.:-
1. The following words to be omitted from clause 5 of
the said regulations, viz., " the depositor shall sign his
name in a place to be provided for his signature in teh
depositor's book," it being considered advisable that
depositors shall not in future be required to sign their
names in Savings Bank pass-books.
The following are to stand as additional regula-
tions :-
1. Persons desirous of lodging money in the Govern-
ment Savings Banks, and who, by reason of residing at
too great a distance from the nearest Branch Office, are
precluded from depositing in the manner prescribed by
clause 3 of the regulations, may remit their deposit by
post direct to the Treasury. The Government will,
however, undertake no responsibility under this clause,
in the event of the remittance miscarrying.
2. In order to meet the convenience of persons resid-
ing at a distance from Brisbane, and to save a long
course of post, depositors so circumstanced may, in
future, make application to withdraw the whole or any
portion of their deposits by electric telegraph message,
at the reduced uniform charge of one shilling. The
depositor will be required to sign the usual withdrawal
notice in the presence of a Savings Bank Officer, by whom
the message will be forwarded to the Treasury ; but no
officer is to forward such message unless the depositor is
personally known to him, or unless he produces satis-
factory evidence that he is the person entitled to the
withdrawal.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1866.THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK OF AUSTRALASIA,  Within the Colony Of QUEENSLAND, during the QUARTER from the1st JANUARY to 31st MARCx, 1866, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council ,  4 Victoria, No. 13.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK OF AUSTRALASIA within the Colony of QUEENSLAND,  taken from the several Weekly Statements
during the Quarter from the 1st JANUARY to the 31st MARCH, 1866.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest ;;;Bearing Interest
Bi lls in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Balance due to other Banks ...
Not bearing Interest ...Deposits { Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabi lities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ... ...
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits after declaring such Dividend
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
20,879 1 6
3,386 2 7
58,953 0 8
30,994 3 2
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
20,879 1 6
3,386 2 7
89,947
 3 10
£ 114,212 7 11
1,200,000 0 0
S6 per et. per ann., and
t  bonus of 8 per et .  per ann.
68,250 0 0
354,065 2 5
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ...
Landed Property .
Notes and Bi ll s of other Banks
Balances due
 from other Banks ...
Amount of all  Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bi lls of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts
of  every
 description ,  excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank
 fr om other Banks
Total Amount of Assets...
AMOUNT.
£ s.  C'.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
19,728 10 2
9,000 0 0
445 5 2
284,16918 5
£  313,343 1  9
EDWARD R. DRURY,  Manager.
JOSH. B. DIXON, Accountant.
I, Edward Robert Drury, make oath, that to the best of my knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the  above
Bank, during the period specified
 ;  and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements the re of, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Sworn before me, at this 7th day of May, 1866. EDWARD R. DRURY,
J. ELLIS, Justice of the Peace,
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open and make a portion of Road (to be maintained at the public expense), and running
through portions Nos. 2, 3, and 4, parish of Walloon, from Ipswich to Toowoomba : Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police  Office,  in Ipswich ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit- in writing to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from this date, any well grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the road
in question.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
BOOR OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM IPSWICH TO  TOOWOOMBA, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 4.
No. Portion of Road. Reputed Owner. Occupier. Bearings.
Lengths Breadth
Chains, of Road.
Area.
' chs.  Iks. chs. Iks. A. It.  P.
1 Commencing on the John Smith ... John Smith... ... Open W. 39° 45'8. 7 72 1 50 1 2 8
north boundary of Forest
portion 2, in the parish
of Walloon, and run-
ning in a south-west-
erly direction through
that land to its west
boundary
2 Commencing on the K. Walsh ... K. Walsh ... ... Open W. 49 45' S. 15 6 1 50 1 2 4
east boundary of por- Forest
tion 3, in the parish of
Walloon, and running
in a westerly direction
through that land to
its west boundary
3 Commencing on . the K O'Brien ... M. O'Brien ... Open W. 6° 27' N. 15 9 1 60 1 14
east boundary of por- Forest
tion 4, in the parish of
Walloon, and running
in a westerly direction
through that land to
its north-west corner
Remarks.
A triangular piece of
land cut off the
north west corner
of portion 2.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 25th April, 1866.
ERROR IN DEED.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant mentioned i  the Schedule hereunder written, beingerroneous in the particulars therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of the  Titles to Land Act, 1858,  at the expiration of three months from the date hereof, by
an instrument under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of the intended Grantees
to the intent that by force of the Act aforesaid they shall be taken to have been inserted in the Grant,
and in every Deed containing the erroneous names, and such Grant and every such Deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
A. MACALISTER.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Name of Nature ofDescription of Land granted.
Grant.
Granteeor Misnomer.Grantees.
Names of Names
intended of parties
Grantees. applying forInstrument.
All that piece or parcel of Land containing by admeasurement sixty-  -c oA c N g
o
eight acres two roods, be the same more or less, situated in the
cs
• d a Q
county of. Churchill, and parish of Jeebropilly, portion number forty- ° - c do 00 ,
four, commencing on the Bremer River at a point where the east side '
of a road one chain wide meets that river ; and bounded on the west N v o 0 3road bearing south; on the 1-6 - (vby seven
south-west by a
chains
line dividing k it from
that
portion. number forty-three, a - c5e o ~ "t a
measured portion of sixty-one acres one rood bearing south fifty-three
Pa
o v
'S
degrees east fifty-five chains eventy-five links; on the south-east by
o, '
a line bearing north thirty seven degrees east twelve chains; on the o 0 y
north-east by  a line  dividing it from portion number forty-five, a 0
measured portion of sixty-one acres three roods, bearing north fifty-
three degrees west fifty-four chains seventy-one links to the Bremer p o a m
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to the point of com- a .
a vmencement, exclusively of the road to Franklyn Vale passing through 0 o z7 c o
454
this land in a south-westerly direction, one chain wide, the area of
which has been- deducted from the total area. ,E-, i .,
I
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 30th April, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
il
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open and make a portion of Road from Brisbane to the Logan Ferry, passing through the land
of J. Rafter : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office
in Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the road in question.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Boox  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  FROM BRISBANE TO THE  LOGFAN  FERRY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
I
Reputed Character Lengths Enclo- BreadthNo. Portion of Road. Occupier .Owner. ofLand
Bearings . in
Chains. surer.
of
Road.
Area.
chs. lks. chs lks. A.  B.  F.
1 Commencing on the west boun-
dary of portion 22 in the Logan
Agricultural Reserve, parish of
John Rafter  ...  John Raf -
ter
Open
Forest
East 10 40 ... 4 4 1 0
Mackenzie,  and running in an
easterly direction through that
land to the Logan River
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions  of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named in
each case.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name  of Proprietor.
Part of portions 59, 88 ,  and 61 ,  containing ,  in cumulo ,  James  McGrath
14 acres 3 roods 20 perches ; county, Churchhill;
parish, Brassall
Subdivisions 1 and 2 of eastern suburban allotment 111, George Kitt ...
containing  1 rood 24 perches ; county, Stanley ;
parish, North Brisbane
Suburban allotment  63, containing 2 acres 3 roods 34
perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, Ipswich
Subdivisions 1 and 3 of portion 16, containing  26 acres
1 rood 36 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish,
Brassa ll
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
12th  June, 1866.
Ditto.
Richard Joseph Smith, as Ditto.
trustee, with power of sale
Ditto ditto ... .... Ditto.
ALF YEARLY RETURN of the Aggregate Average Amount of, the Weekly LIABILITIES and
H ASSETS of the BANK Of AUSTRALASIA, within the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND, from the 17th day of
October, 1865, to the 16th day of April, 1866, inclusive.
PUBLISHED PURSUANT TO THE ROYAL CHARTER OF INCORPORATION.
£ s. d.
Bills  in Circulation not bearing 4,055 10 1
Interest
Notes in Circulation not bearing 20,955 11 7
Interest
Bi ll s and Notes  in Circulation bear- ...
ing Interest
Balances due to other Banks ...
Cash deposited not bearing Interest 57,638 2 5
Cash deposited bearing Interest ... 30,249 12 8
£ s. d.
Coin and Bullion ... . ... 22,041 3 7
Landed Property (Bank Premises) 9,000 0 0
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... 539 15 0
Balances due from other Banks ...
Debts due to the Corporation, in- 281,957 18 9
cluding Notes, Bills, and other
securities
Total Assets within the Colony £ 313,538 17 4Total Liabilities within the Colony £ 112,898 16 9
Brisbane, 20th April, 1866. EDWARD . RURY, Manager.
JOSH. B. DIXON, Accountant.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
BRANCHES of the above Bank are now open
at Brisbane, Boiven (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORETON BAY.
OTICE is hereby given to Masters of vessels
trading to the port of Moreton Bay, that in
Freeman's Channel there is now only 9 feet of
water at low water springs.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port  Office, May 8th, 1866.
FORFEITED GOODS.
TO be sold by Public Auction, at the Court House,Ipswich, on THURSDAY, the 19th May,
1866, the following Articles found in possession of
John Taggart and John Falker, who were committed
by the Bench of Magistrates at Ipswich, for carrying
on illicit distillation at Alfred, in the Police District
of Ipswich:-
2 stills, 2 still heads, pipes, and 1 worm
1 bullock dray
7 hodgets
2 quarter casks
1 patent pump and piping
1 saddle and bridle, complete
1 double barrelled gun
1 camp oven
1 spade
1 crowbar
3 hammers
1 axe
1 frying pan
2 hinges
1 earthen mug
1 treacle pot
I slate
5 spoons, 1 tin plate
1 lot of tinsmiths' tools
1 mallet
19 feet of tin piping.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Chief Inspector of Distilleries.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FRIDAY, THE 11TH DAY OF MAY, A.D. 1866.
REGULA GENERALIS.
T T is hereby Ordered, that all Rules and  Regula-tions relating to Candidates for admission to
the Bar be suspended until further order.
(Signed) JAMES COCKLE, C. J.,
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
METROPOLITAN DISTRICT COURT.
OTICE is hereby given, that this Court will
be held, in its Criminal and Civil Jurisdictions,
at the undermentioned places, on dates as follows :--
Irswicn.
Criminal , . , ... ... Monday, 21st May
Civil ... Tuesday, 22nd May
ToowoorBA.
Criminal ... ... ... Monday, 28th May
Civil ... ... Wednesday, 30th May
WARWICK.
Criminal .. , ...
...  Monday, 4th June
Civil .. , ... ... Tuesday, 5th June
When all jurors and witnesses summoned will
be required to attend.
HENRY A. ELIOTT,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1866.
BROWN v. POUNTNEY.
r"O ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
11 Notice, that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a Judgment obtained by the Plaintiff in
the above action, and that all  Defendant's right,
title, and interest, of, in, and to, all that piece or
parcel of Land, containing by admeasurement forty-
three acres, be the same more or less, situated in
the county of March, and parish of Young, portion
fifty-seven, in the Maryborough Agricultural
Reserve, number two,-commencing at a point on
the River Mary, being south-east corner of portion
fifty-five  ;and bounded thence on the west. by the
east boundary of that portion bearing north twenty-
five chains and twenty links ; on the north by a
road one chain wide bearing east fifteen chains ; on
the east by the west boundary of portion fifty-eight
bearing south thirty chains ; on the south by a line
bearing est nine chains and eighty links to the
Mary River; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement ;-being the land
proclaimed as lot forty-eight, on the 19th March,
1863, and selected by John Humphrey Greville
Pountney, under the eleventh section of the
Alienation  of  Crown Lands Act of  1866;-Will be
sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by Public
Auction, at the Royal Hotel Maryborough, on
WEDNESDAY, the 13th day of June next, at
Twelve o'clock Noon, unless this Execution is
previously satisfied.
R. K. MACNISH,
Under Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Wood Hartley, of
South Brisbane, butcher.W V YHEREAS the said John Wood Hartley1'  was , on the 8th day of May, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 25th day of June, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 9th
day of July, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 10th day of May,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Wm. PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of George Gipps Orr, of
South Brisbane, butcher.
WJS
the said George Gipps Orr was, on
the 2nd day of May,  A.D. 1866,  adjudged to be
an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public Sitting
of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 25th' day of June, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 26th day of July, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 2nd day of May,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Guthrie, of
Brisbane ,  commission agent.
W HEREAS '  the said John Guthrie was, onthe 2nd day of May, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme  Court  House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 25th day of  June, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate,  and for the election of a
Creditors ' Assignee , if required ;  andalsoto determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall
be made to  the-Insolvent up to the time of passing
his last examination ,  and whether any and what
tools and wearing apparel shall  be allowed to the
Insolvent.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 2nd day of May, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED  J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, -
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Lawrence Peterson ,  late of Peak
Downs ; Enoch Evans ,  late of Woolumut ;
Walter MdHutchins ,,  late of Cardwe ll ;
Thomas Poole ,  late of Paroo River ; James
Dwyer, late of Warrego River ; David George
Clarke ,  late of Ipswich  ;  and George Hanetier
Carter, late of Brisbane ,  deceased.
PURSUANT to Act  of Council , 11 Victoria,
No. 24, all  persons .having any claims against
the Estate of any one of the abovenamed deceased
persons, are to come in and prove their debts at my
office ,  Queen street, Brisbane ,  on or before the
twenty-fifth day of June instant, or in default they
will be  'peremptorily  ;excluded from all  benefit
accruing from the said estates.
WM. PICKERING,
Curator of Intestate Estates,
per W.  H. MISxIN.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
INSOLVENCY JURISDICTION.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Villiers Lawson,
of Goganga  Creek, in the Colony of Queens-
land,  licensed publican.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the abovenamed
Insolvent intends to apply to His Honor
the Judge of the Supreme Court, acting as Chief
Commissioner of Insolvency ,  at the hour of Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon  of MONDAY,  the 25th
day of June ,  at the Supreme  Court  House, Brisbane,
that a Certificate of Discharge be granted to him,
pursuant to the Acts of Council in that case made
and provided.
Dated this seventh day of May ,  A.D. 1866.
WILLIAM EDWARD MURPHY,
Attorney for the Insolvent,
Queen Street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Peter Tofft, of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, mariner.TAKE Notice, that he abovenamed Insolventintends, on MONDAY, the 25th day of June
next, to apply to the Honorable Alfred James
Peter Lutwyche, Esquire, one of the Judges of the
Supreme Court of Queensland, acting as Chief
Commissioner of Insolvent Estates, that a Certi-
ficate, under the Act 7 Victoria, No. 19, may be
granted to him.
Dated this 7th day of May, 1866.
MACNISH AND SON,
Attorneys for the Insolvent,
Queen Street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Charles Alfred Owen, late of
Yandilla, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the accounts of
I Rebecca. Elizabeth Owen, as the Adminis-
tratrix of the Estate of the abovenamed deceased,
were this day filed in the Office of the Supreme
Court of Queensland, and all persons having any
claim, or being otherwise interested therein, are
required to come in, before me at my Office, situate
in the Supreme Court, Queen street, Brisbane, on
or before THURSDAY, the 31st day of May instant,
and inspect the same, and if they shall think fit,
object thereto.
Dated this 9th May, A.D. 1866.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court.
A. MACALISTER,
Proctor for Administratrix,
Town Hall Chambers, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of James Robert Gillespie, late of
Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland, doctor
of medicine, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  appli-
cation will be made to this honorable Court, in its
Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Letters of Admin-
istration of the goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the said deceased, be granted to Caroline Matilda
Gillespie, at present residing in Warwick, in
said Colony, widow, the mother of the said deceased.
Dated this tenth day of May, 1866.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Proctor for said Caroline Matilda Gillespie,
Ipswich.
By KEANE  AND FOWLES, his Agents.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll  of Daniel Mara ,  late of the Midde
Ridge, Toowoomba ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land, farmer and carrier ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Wi ll iam Murphy,
.L of Toowoomba ,  Governor of the Gaol, and
Thomas Ford ,  of the same place, carrier ,  the Execu-
tors named in the last Will and Testament of the
abovenamed deceased ,  intend after the expiration
of fourteen days from the publication hereof, to
apply to this honorable Court, in its Ecclesiastical
Jurisdiction ,  that Probate of the said Wi ll  may be
granted to them as such Executors as aforesaid.
Dated the 1st day of  May, A.D. 1866.
J. WICKEY STABLE,
Proctor for the said Executors,
By his Agents - ROBERTS AND HART,
Queen street, Brisbane.
No. 21-February 26, 1866, Peter Cadman, £5.
No. 159-January 10, 1866, John Reid and Alex.
Moor, £4, Bank New South Wales, Sydney.
S over - C 19, 337-February 13, 1866, Burne and
Co., £1 18s., in favor of Williams, Oriental Bank, Sydney.
No. 1,117-March 10, 1866, I. O. U. on account of
Warrego Store, £3 7s. 5d. Signed Lius Zieman. Drawn
on Zieman and Co., Roma.
No. 150-March 16, 1866, Thomas Dunn, £3 lls.
8d. on the Bank of New South Wales, Rockhampton.
No. 177,548-J. Ashton, Taroom, £7, Commercial
Bank, Dalby.
No. 635-January 2, 1866, A. Dollman, £13 12s.
2d. Pay No. 635, Bank of New South Wales, Ipswich.
No. 693,268-August 13, 1865, G. N. Griffith, Nardoo,
£4 6s. 4d., Union Back, Sydney.
S over - C under, 19,329-February 8, 1866, Burne
and Co., amount unknown, Oriental Bank, Sydney.
No. 71.-Drawn by Mr. Turnbull, Gowrie Station, on
the Warrego, on Mr. Macdonald, Danger Station,
Balloon River, £45.
No. 1.-Drawn by Mr. Turnbull, same station, on
Flood and Gordon, Pitt street, Sydney, £24 9s.
EVAN WILLIAMS.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
T HE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillingsper quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
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£10 REWARD.
OST from Toowoomba, the underdescribed
1J Horses :-
Roan horse, branded 55I near  shoulder, like R off
shoulder.
Bay horse, branded m  near  shoulder, 55 near thigh.
Bay horse, branded HR over H near shoulder.
If stolen, the above reward will be given for such
information as will lead to the conviction of the
thief, or one pound reward each will be paid on
delivery of the said horses to the undersigned.
Poundkeepers are hereby cautioned  against
disposing of the above horses without  sending a
written notice to the owner.
HENRY RASAR,
Main Range.
£20 REWARD.
CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
S TOLEN from the person of Evan Williams, at
H. A. Jenkins' Public-house, Gainsford,
Lower Dawson, about £200 in Cheques and Orders
the property of J. J. Auerbach, Knebworth. A
Reward of £ 20 is offered to any person giving
information which will lead to the recovery of the
money, and conviction of the thief. The following
is a description of part of the Cheques, payment of
which has been stopped:-
No. A 54,617-January 24, 1866, drawn by Fredk.
Wheeler, £1 4s. 7d., Union Bank,' Brisbane.
No. A 54,616-January 24, 1866, Fredk. Wheeler,
£14 7s., Union Bank, Brisbane.
No. A 54,623-January 24, 1866, Fredk. Wheeler,
£1 4s. 74., Union Bank, Brisbane.
No. A 5314-r ebraary 9, 1866, Henry Buery, £1 7s.,
Union Bank, Brisbane.
No. A 53,511-February 9, 1866, ditto, £1 7s., Union
Bank, Brisbane.
No. A 53,510-February 8, 1866, ditto, £1 7s., Union
Bank, Brisbane.
No. 43-February 12, 1866, Wilkinson, £1 8s., Bank
New South Wales, Rockhampton.
No. 108-January 8, 1865, Thos. Dunn, £1, Bank New
South Wales, Rockhampton.
No. 142-March 16, 1866, Thos. Dann, £2 3s. 6d.,
Bank New South Wales, Rockhampton.
No. 4-March 2, 1866, Henry Buery, £1 5s., Bank of
Queensland, Roma.
No. A 54,619-January 24, 1866, Fredk. Wheeler, £1
4s. 7d., Union Bank, Brisbane.
No. A 54,620-ditto, Union Bank, Brisbane.
No. 23-February 26, 1866, Peter Cadman, £2 9s.,
Stephen Spencer, Mount Abundance.
No. 3-February 1, 1866, Peter Cadman, £5, Mount
Abundance.
No. 20-February 26, 1866, Peter Cadman,  25,  Mount
Abuiickancc.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
R. WILLIAM WILSON having this day
.L retired (by mutual consent) from the firm4
of the undersigned, trading as J. and G. Harris,
merchants, Brisbane, Ipswich, and London, notice
is hereby given, that the business will be from this
date carried on at the above places by John Harris
and George Harris, under the style and firm of
J. and G. Harris.
Mr. Wilson will continue to manage the business
in cohnection with the Warehouse.
Brisbane, 9th April, 1866.
(Signed) JOHN HARRIS,
By his attorney,
GEORGE HARRIS.
GEORGE HARRIS.
WILLIAM WILSON.
Witness-E. I. C. BROWNE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnershiplately subsisting between us, the undersigned,
James Skelton and Joseph Hughes, as auctioneers,
at Dalby, in the Colony of Queensland; under the
firm of Skelton and Hughes, was, on the 1st day of
April last, dissolved by mutual consent, and that
all debts due and owing to and by the late firm
will be received and paid by the said Joseph
Hughes.
As witness our hands, this fifth day of May, 1866.
(Signed) JAMES SKELTON
JOSEPH  HUGHES.
Witness-GEo. W. HARRIS,
Solicitor, Dalby.
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IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Glengallan, on the
3rd May, 1866, by order of John Deuchar, Esq.
Driving expenses 2s. per head
One red and white steer ,  like M off rump.
One red and white cow, like E in n off' rump and ribs,
0  near shoulder, EXR near ribs, near ear marked.
One red and white heifer,  li ke . over E off rump and
ribs.
One red and white heifer calf, like M of rump.
One black and white cow, 7 off neck, HI near ribs, HH
XO near loin, like W7 near rump.
One red and white bull calf, unbranded.
One red and white heifer calf, unbranded.
One white heifer, like p-+ over MJ off rump  and ribs.
Ono roan steer , like WC over A off ribs.
One red and white bull calf, unbranded.
One red and white cow, DD off loin, like PF near ribs.
One red and white heifer, no visible brand, both ears
.marked.
One white bull calf, unbranded.
One red and white heifer, like a brand off rump.
One roan bull calf, unbranded.
One strawberry steer, HD conjoined off rump and ribs.
One brown steer ,  HD conjoined off rump and ribs.
One brown and white cow, EN near ribs, like 2 near
rump, TT off rump and ribs, both ears slit.
One strawberry heifer,  off ear  cropped, blotch  off  thigh.
One black and white bull calf, unbranded.
One strawberry bull calf, unbranded.
One strawberry steer, like a brand near rump.
One red and white steer, like W off rump and ribs, both
ears marked.
One red and white steer ,  H over diamond off ribs, off
ear cropped.
One red heifer, no visible brand
One roan heifer ,  like ,  HHH off  ribs ,  off ear slit.
One blue cow, HM near rump and ribs.
One red and white heifer calf, unbranded.
One red and white poley steer, WM over p near ribs,
near  ear cropped.
One brindle and white bullock, like DWD near rump,
off ear marked.
One pug -nosed red and white poley heifer ,  like y near
shoulder and ribs, off ear slit.
One strawberry steer ,  like TM off rump.
If not released on or before  the 5th of  June, 1866, wi ll
be sold on that day, at noon ,  to defray expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
j MPOUNDED at Warwick,  from Canning Downs, 5th
.j April, 1866 , by order of F. J. C. Wildash, Esq.
Driving 2s. 4d.  per head. (Wrongly described  in former
advertisement.)
One roan horse ,  like pa over HAT  near shoulder ,  like JO
over S off shoulder ,  like L off thigh ,  scar off rump,
hind heels white.
If not released on or before  the 5th day  of June, 1866
wi ll  be sold on  that  day, at noon , to defray  expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL,  Poundkeeper.
IM POUNDED at Warwick, from Goomburra, on the
26th April, 1866, by order of  Messrs . Green and Co.
Driving expenses 3s. per head.
One dark bay horse, like e4 over C (dot in C) near shoul-
der, near hind foot white, like 153 off shoulder.
One brown horse, JC over  5 near  shoulder, like brand
off shoulder, hind feet white.
One black mare, DD near shoulder, like 245 near saddle.
One dun-colored mare, A over A over BW near
shoulder.
One dun-colored mare, like BW off shoulder.
One brown colt foal, small star, unbranded.
One bay mare, W over W near shoulder,  small star.
One chesnut colt foal, blaze, hind feet white, unbranded.
One roan bay filly, like x, near neck, near hind foot
white.
One dark bay mare, like AW conjoined  near and off
shoulders ,  2277 off ribs, off hip down ,star, near hind
coronet white.
One bay  filly foal, unbranded.
One bay mare, like PP off shoulder, like A over illegible
brand near shoulder, star.
One bay filly, like ME near shoulder, near hind and near
fore feet white, star and snip.
One black horse, JD over J near shoulder.
One black mare, like ace of spades near shoulder.
One black mare, like E over R8 near shoulder, like PY
off shoulder, star and snip.
One black filly foal, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1866, they
wi ll  be sold on that day at noon to defray expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL , Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the Westbrook
paddock, 26th April, 1866, by order of D. Ross.
Damages and driving, 4s. 6d.
One bay colt, TAj over T off shoulder, 3 near thigh,
illegible brand near shoulder.
Wrongly described, from Gowrie.
One bay mare ,  S over ,  over d conjoined or S over T over
d conjoined  near  shoulder.
If not released on or before 25th May ,  1866, will be
sold to pay expenses.
From Westbrook paddock ,  3rd May ,  1866,  same expenses.
One bay mare ,  like ace of clubs near shoulder ,  sma ll  star.
Also from Mr .  John Ellkers, of Toowoomba ,  5th May,
1866. Damages, £1 3s.
One black pig, fore feet white.
If not released on or before the 5th of June, 1866, will
be sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
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LT IS Excellency the Governor will hold the
11 Annual Levee, in honor of Her Majesty's
Birthday, at Government House, on THURSDAY,
the 24th May next, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
By His Excellency's Command,
HENRY D. PITT, Captain R.A.,
Aide-de-Camp.
REGULATIONS FOR THE LEVEE.
All gentlemen attending the Levee will wear official
dress, full uniform, or evening costume.
Each gentleman will come provided with two cards,
with his name legibly written thereon ; one to be left in
the Entrance Hall, and the other to be given to the
Aide-de-Camp.
Gentlemen who have received cards of  entree  will
assemble in the principal Drawing-room ; Members of
both Houses of Parliament will assemble in the Dining-
room ; and the public generally in the Hall.
By His Excellency's Command,
HENRY D. PITT, Captain R.A.,
Aide-de-Camp.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
g in accordance with the provisions of the At
27 Victoria, No.  17, Pastoral Leases Act,  I, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim, that
the lease for five years, for pastoral purposes, of the
following portion of land, will be offered for sale at
the undermentioned place, at Eleven o'clock, on the
day specified, at the upset price affixed thereto.
Sale at the Land Agent's Office, at Rockhampton,
on the 19th June, 1866.
Name of Run-Peninsula.
Original Lessee-Robert Ross.
Estimated available area-25 square miles.
Upset price-£1 per square mile.
The Peninsula Run is bounded on the east by a
creek running into Port Bowen ; on the south by
the range forming the watershed of the Water
.Park Creek ; on the west by the run known as
Raspberry Creek ; and on the north by the coast.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighteenth day of May, in the year of
Our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year of
Her Majesty's reign.
rL.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
RICHARD SYMEs WARRY, Esquire,
to be the Returning Officer for the Electoral
District of South Brisbane, in the room of Charles
Joseph Trundle, Esquire, resigned.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1866.
IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN PETRIE ,  Esquire,
to be the Returning Officer for the Electoral
District of East Moreton, in the room of Charles
Wil liam Blakeney ,  Esquire.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th May,  1866,
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
l1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN MCMAHON, Sergeant of Police,
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and Ranger of
Crown Lands, within the Police District of Banana.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MAC KENZIE.-
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1866.
POLICE.
IS Excellency the Governor having been
11 pleased, with the advice of the Executive
Council, to approve the subjoined additional
Regulations, the same is hereby published for
general information.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
All members  of the Force will,  at all times,  salute
His Excellency the Governor, the Members of the
Executive Council, Judges of the Supreme Court,
President of the Legislative Council, Speaker of the
Legislative Assembly, District Court Judges within their
Districts, and the Commissioner of Police.Officers of the Force will salute their superior Officers
and gentlemen holding the Commission of the Peace,
only when on duty.
Sergeants  and  Constables  will salute their Officers and
the Magistrates of the District in which they are serving,
once a day-i.e., on first meeting them. They will also,
on every occasion when addressing or. being addressed
-by them, stand to attention and salute.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1.866.
T
HE  following Bye-laws, made by the Municipal
Council of Rockhampton, pursuant to the 70th
section of the  Municipal Institutions Act of  1864,
for the payment of rates, having been confirmed by
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, under his Hand, in accord-
ance with the 74th section of the ;paid Act, the said
Bye-laws are hereby published in the  Government
Gazette.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
IN pursuance of the powers vested inthe Council of the
Municipality of Rockhampton, under the  Municipal
Institutions Act of  1864, section 70, the said Council do
hereby make the following Bye-laws:-
1.  That all annual rates and assessments shall be due
and payable by two half-yearly instalments in advance ;
and the first of such instalments shall become due and
payable on and after the expiration of seven days from
the day appointed by the Council for holding the Court
of Appeal against the assessment, provided for by section
79 of the  Misnicipat Institutions Act of  1864; and the
second of such instalments shall be due and payable on
and after the lst day of August in each year.
2. All rates shall be paid to the Town Clerk, or Rate
Collector, at the Municipal Council Chambers, Rock-
hampton, between the hours of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., and
on Saturdays, from 10 a.m. ' to 1 p.m., or to the Rate
Collector on his calling for the same ; but nothing in
this Bye-law shall be construed to render it necessary
that any demand for rates other than the notice required
by the said Act shall be requisite or necessary previous
to the issue of a warrant or other legal proceedings.
Passed by the Municipal Council of Rockhampton,
this eighth day of March, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-
six.
R. W. HUNTER, Mayor.
WM. DAVIS, Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord One thousand eight
hundred and sixty-six, and in the twenty-
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. H. -MACK.ENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCIL.
TOWNSVILLE PETITION.
JN
pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment 28 Victoria, No. 25, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has directed the publication of the substance of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency, as hereunder
set forth, purporting to be signed by persons
qualified to be placed upon the Electoral Roll of
the District of Kennedy, praying for the erection
of a portion of such district into a Prop ince, and
the establishment therein of a Provincial Council.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state, that it is highly advan-
tageous for the interests of this portion of the
district that the country trading with the port at
Cleveland Bay, should be formed into a Province
under  the Provincial Councils Act  of 1864, and
they therefore pray that the area lying within the
undermentioned boundaries may be proclaimed a
Province :-` ` Commencing at the mouth of the
Burdekin River, and on the left bank of the same ;
thence by the left bank of that river till it meets
the' Suttor River, thence by the left bank of the
Suttor River till it meets the 21st parallel of
latitude ; thence by that parallel till it strikes the
142nd meridian of longitude ; thence by that meri-
dian northerly till it strikes the 19th parallel of
latitude; and thence by that parallel to the heads of
the Dry River ; thence by the watershed of that
river till it meets the Burdekin, and thence by a
line due east to the coast and thence by the coast
line to the starting point.
[The signatures to this petition are published in
the  -Government Gazette  of 28th April, 1866,
No. 46.]
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1866.
HORSES FOR QUEENSLAND POLICE.
TENDERS will be,received at this Office, until
noon on THURSDAY, the 31st May proximo,
from persons willing to supply Horses for the
Queensland Police Service.
Horses to be not less than four (4) nor more than
six (6) years old, and not less than fifteen (15)
.hands one (1) inch in height.
To be delivered at Brisbane, and subject to the
approval of an officer appointed by the Government
to examine them. Separate tenders will be received
for broken and unbroken horses.
Further particulars may be obtained on applica-
tion to the Commissioner of Police, Brisbane.
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 9th May,  1866.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilTwelve o'clock, on SATURDAY, the 9th
June, 1866, from persons willing to contract for
Re-planking the One-mile Creek Bridge, Ipswisli.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenders for Re planking
One-mile Creek Bridge, Ipswich."
Plan. Specification, and form of Tender, may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Engineer of Roads Office, Brisbane, and at the
Road Depot, Ipswich.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within seven days from the usual notifi-
cation of acceptance, a bond to her Majesty in the
penal sum of X30 for securing such performance,
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1866.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
SPRING CREEK BRIDGE, DRAYTON  AND
DALBY ROAD.
'ENDERS will be  received  at this Office, until
Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 9th
June, 1866, from persons willing to contract for
constructing a Bridge over Spring Creek, on the
Drayton and Dalby Road.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for constructing
Spring Creek Bridge, Drayton and Dalby Road."
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Engineer of Roads Office, Brisbane, and at the
Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be" a memorandum signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance ' of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of 220 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER..
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1866.
TO. CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
CLEARING HIGHFIELDS ROAD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilTwelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 9th
of June, from persons willing to contract for
Clearing the Highfields Road, between Toowoomba
and the Highfields Saw Mills.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tenders for Clearing
Highfields Road."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender, may be
seen and further particulars obtained, at the
.Engineer of Roads- Office, Brisbane, and at the
Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £35 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE. BOWEN.
S EPARATE Tenders will be received at thisOffice, until Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY,
the 2nd. June next, from persons willing to contract
for the erection of a Court House at Bowen, of
brick, or of timber.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Court
house, Bowen."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Colo-
nial Architect's Office, Brisbane, or at the Court
House, Bowen. -
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Bris-
bane, or at the Court House, Bowen, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £150 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER..
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
GAOL, BOWEN.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
12 o'clock, on SATURDAY, the 2nd June
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of a Gaol at Bowen.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Gaol,
Bowen."
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane, or at the
Court-house, Bowen.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to.complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Bris-
bane, or at the Court House, Bowen, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £1550 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1866.
SHEEP RETURNS.
OCCUPANTS of Crown Lands for pastoral
purposes are hereby reminded, that by the
9th section of the  Scab Act  1863, 27 Victoria, No.
2, it is incumbent upon them to make to the Com-
missioners of their districts respectively, on 1st July
now next, a Return of all Sheep depastured by
them ; and that such Return, in pursuance of the
Proclamation issued by His Excellency the .
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
upon the 23rd March, 1864, and in terms of such
section of the before-recited Act, must be accom-
panied by a remittance to the amount of the
assessment chargeable against them, at the rate of
ten shillings for every thousand or part of a thous-
and sheep so depastured.
Neglect of this provision of the Act will subject
the person defaulting to a penalty of Fifty Pounds.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not exonerate any person from the duty of
making the Return, or afford him a plea for
exemption from penalty.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1866.
CATTLE RETURNS.
O
CCUPANTS of Crown Lands for, pastoral
purposes are reminded, that by the 6th
section of the Act  25  Victoria, No.  21 (Diseases
in Cattle Act),  the operation of which has been
revived by Proclamation, dated the 18th January,
1864, in terms of clause 2 of 26 Victoria, No. 6,
(Tlie Act to suspend Diseases in Cattle Act of  1862),
it is incumbent upon them to make to the Commis-
sioners of their districts respectively, on the 1st
July now next, a Return of all horned cattle owned
by them ; but no assessment upon such Cattle need
be for the present paid.
Neglect of this provision of the Act will subject
the person defaulting to a penalty of Fifty Pounds.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not exonerate any person from the duty of
making the Return, or afford him a plea for exemp-
tion from penalty.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1866.
NOTICE-BULIMBA FERRY.REFERRING to the notice issued 18th Novem-ber, 1864, authorising the following altera-
tion inthe scaleof Ferry charges and dues at Bulimba,
viz :-" Instead of every foot passenger, with a parcel
not exceeding fourteen pounds in weight, one penny;
it shall be lawful to charge twopence for every such
passenger, with aparcel not exceeding fourteen pounds
in weight." It is hereby notified for general informa-
tion, that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to rescind the said notice, and to intimate that con-
sequently the Ferry dues and charges for Bulimba
Ferry shall be levied in accordance with the Regu-
lations published  27th  September, 1864.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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Department  of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  20th February, 1866.
APPLICATION TO SELL UNDER THE " TRUS-
TEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive  Council ,  directs it to be'
notified ,  that the  Board  of General  Education have,
in terms of  the Act 28 Victoria ,  No. 22, made
application  to the Governor  in Council for leave-
to sell the  portion of  land granted as a site for a
National School, Toowoomba ,  in order to obtain
funds for the erection of suitable school premises
on another site.
His Excellency also directs  it to  be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting  of the  leave so sought, must
lodge the same with  the Secretary  for Lands and
Works ,  by letter ,  within the period of three months
from  the date of  the first publication  of this  notice.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 17th  January, 1863.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY AND BATAVIA OR SINGA-
PORE,  VIA  TORRES '  STRAITS.
THE Queensland Government having in con-
1  templation the establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain ,  vid  Torres '  Straits and Singapore ,  sealed,
Tenders will be received at this Office until MON-
DAY, the  25th June ,  1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails ,  monthly, for a period of five
years ,  from and to Brisbane and Batavia ,  calling
at Port Denison and  Cape York.
Persops.tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore and Sydney ; and separate
offers wi ll  be received for Monthly Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape  York,  and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of 1st and 2nd class ,  the tonnage ,  horse-
power, and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
apd,whether propelled .  by screw or paddles ; also
to state -  the time at which the service can be
commenced.
` The Contract wi ll  embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board ,  whether British ,  Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the ,  Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
Further information  may be obtained  on applica-
tion at this Office, or by applying to Messrs. J ulyan
and Sergeaunt ,  Crown Agents ,  6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand ,  London.
Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer ,  Brisbane, and marked  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails via Torres '  Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Memoranda for the information of persons  wishing to
Tender for  the Torres '  Straits  Mail Service, in
reply to Treasury advertisement ,  dated the 17th
January,  1866,
1. Tenders to state fully  the speed, tonnage,  passenger
accommodation of each class ,  how propelled ,  and all
other information relative to the vessels  to be employed,
required  by the advertisement.
2. Vessels to start from  each end of  the Contract line
monthly, at such times as  may be hereafter  determined,
with, a view of making the Torres '  Straits Mail Service
alternate  with that  vid  Cape Leeuwin ,  thus securing
fortnightly  communication between Australia and
Europe.
3. Plans and sections of vessels proposed to be
employed  to be sent  with the Tender.
4. Vessels to be at all  times supplied  and furnished
with all necessary  and proper  machinery , engines, , pro-
visions, anchors ,  cables, boats ,  fire pumps ,  and lightning
conductors ,  and all proper appliances ,  subject to the
approval  of the Officers appointed for the purpose by the
Postmaster-General.
5. Vessels to be officered and manned to the satisfac.
tion of the Postmaster -General.
6. Each vessel to carry a  properly  qualified ,  medical
practitioner ,  and to  be furnished with sufficient  medicines
and medical comforts.
7. The  Postmaster General or his representative may
delay departure  of Contract  Steamer twenty -four hours
when deemed necessary.
8. The Contract Steamer to leave Batavia or Singapore
within twenty -four hours after the  arrival of the
European Mail Steamers ,  and-to carry the Mails  to their
destination at an average speed of not less than ten*
knots, calling at Cape  York ,  and such other port or ports
as may be agreed on, reasonable  time for  detention being
all owed  by the  Government.
9. Should the Mails not be  delivered  within the time
stipulated ,  the sum of  £ 100 to be deducted, by way of
penalty, for every twenty -four hours of such delay, the
fu ll  amount  'of penalty ,  however, not to exceed the
proportionate sum due for that particular service.
10.  Postmaster- General to pay an award of £50, over
and above the Contract sum, for each and every  twenty-
four hours  the Mail  shall  be delivered within the time
covenanted for.
11. As a penalty for not providing  an efficient vessel
ready to start  according  to agreement ,  Contractors to
pay, by way of penalty, the sum of £250,  also to pay a
further sum of £100 for every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay. '
12. Contractors to have not  less than three vessels of
the stipulated  tonnage and  power at all times  ready for
service.
13. Postmaster -General may  appoint a Mail Agent to
each vessel ,  who shall be provided  with suitable first-
class cabin accommodation and table ,  at the expense of
the Contractors . The said  Mail Agent to have
customary powers with  regard to determining questions
relative to Mails, and  the despatch  or detention of vessels
carrying Mails.
14. Necessary  and suitable accommodation, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster -General, to be provided
for the purpose  of sorting and making up Mails during
the voyage ,  if required.
15. Mails to  be delivered at the  Post Office, and con-
veyed to the  Steamers at the expense  of the  Contractor,
without any delay.
16. Payments to be made quarterly  in Brisbane, and
the payment stipulated to be in full  satisfaction for the
service ;  the Mail money  to belong  to Her Majesty.
17. The agreement to be entered into to be in force
for  five years ,  but Government  reserve to themselves
power to determine the Contract ,  should the service not
be properly  performed.
18. Contractors may at any time terminate the agree-
ment, upon giving six  months notice of their  intention,
and by paying, by way of forfeit,  a sum equivalent to
two months '  subsidy.
19. Contractors not to dispose of, or  under -let the
Contract ,  without the  consent of  the  Postmaster-General.
20. Contractors to be bound  in the penal sum of
£15,000, to be paid to the  Government  by way of stipu-
lated damages ,  in case of failure on  their  part to
carry out  the agreement.
21. Government reserve to themselves the right to
add other  reasonable stipulations to those already
mentioned.
* Tenders will also be received for the service  on a scale pro-
portionate to speed-say ,  from nine to eleven knots.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
BRANCHES -of the above Bank are now open
at Brisbane ,  Bowen  (Port  Denison ),  Banana,
Cardwell ,  Clermont , Calliope, Cleveland ,  Condamine,
Dalby,  Drayton,  G-ayndah ,  Gladstone ,  Goondiwindi,
Ipswich,  Leyburn , Maryborough ,  Marlborough,
Mackay,  Roma, Rockhampton ,  Surat, Springsure,
Taroom ,  Toowoomba ,  Townsville ,  Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s .  upwards, can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at  the rate of  5 per cent .  per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person ,  at the Treasury, or
at any ,  of the above offices.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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Commissioner for Railways Office, _
Brisbane, 1st May, 1866.
-TOTICE is hereby given, that the Southern and Western Railway will be open for General Traffic
.Lr from Ipswich to Gatton, on and after the 1st June next, when the following amended Time Table,
Passenger Fares, Parcel and Goods Classification Rates, will come into operation.
TIME TABLE.
Miles . Down. Week  Days .  Sundays.
a.m. p.m. a.m. P.m.  a.m. ( p.m.P.M.  a.m.
Ipswich ... 10' 0 2.15 8.20 2.15
74 Walloon .. 10'25 2'40 8.45 2.40 10
211 Grandchester... 1115 3.20 9.255 3.20; 16;
28 Laidley ... 11.45 4.0 10.5 4. 0 301
38 Gatton ... ... 12.15 4.30 10.35 4'30 38
Railway Department,
Brisbane, let May, 1866.
STATIONS.
8
21
28
38
Gatton...
Laidley..,
...
..
...
...
11.15
11.45
3.30
4. 0
8.15
8'45
3.304.0
Grandchester...  ... 12'25 4.40 9.25 4.40
Walloon
... ... 1- 5 5.20 10. 5 5.20
Ipswich
... 1.30 5.45 10.30 5.45
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
PASSENGER FARES.
IPSWICH. WALLOON.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles. Up. Week Days. Sundays.
GRANDCFIESTER. LAIDLET.
Single. Return. Single. Return. Single. Return. Single.
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
8. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d .  s. d. s. d. s. d. s .  d. s. d. s. d.
Ipswich ...I ... ... ... ...  26 20 40 26 50 36  80 50 76 50
Walloon . . . 1 2 6  2 0 4 0 2 6 ... :.. 40 26 60 40 60 40
Grandchester 5 0 3 6 8 0 5 0  40 26 60  4 0 2 6  20
Laidley ...' 7 6 50 100 76  60 40 90 60 26 20 40 26
Gatton ... 100 76 150  100 80 60 126 80 50 30 76 50 26 20
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1866.
PARCEL RATES.
GATTON.
Return. Single. Return.
1 2 1 2 1 1 2
s. d. s. d. s d. s. d. s d.
100 76 100 76 1.50
90 60 80 60 126
4 0 2 6 5 0 3 0 7 6
40
... 2 6 2 0 4 0
s d.
10 0
80
50
26
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Every addi-
Miles. Under 3 lbs. Under 7 lbs. Under 14 lbs. Under 28 lbs. Under 56 lbs. Under 84 lbs. Under 112 lbs. tional 28 lbs. or
part of 28 lbs.
s,  d. 8,  d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. 8.  d. s. d.
Under 10 1 0 1 6 1 6 1 6 2 0 2 6 3 0 0 6
10 to 25 .. 1 6. 2 0 2 6 3 0 3 6 4 0 4 6 1 0
25 to 5n - 2 6 3 0 3 6 4 0 4 6 5 0 6 0 2 0
All parcels to be at stations fifteen minutes before the advertised time of departure of the train by which
they are to be forwarded.
Parcels over £10 value and under  9 50, double rate, and over £50, quadruple rate. Although these rates are
charged, and the value of such parcels declared accordingly, the department does not hold itself responsible for
contents.
Newspaper parcels and despatches, half parcel rates, minimum charge, 6d. Furniture and musical instru-
ments, double parcel rates. Corpses, Is. per mile, minimum charge, £1 10s. -
Packed parcels, quadruple rates. Poultry in crates by passenger trains, 3s. each per first 25 miles, and 2s,
for every additional 25 miles or part of 125 miles.
GOLD DUET AND GOLD AND SILVER COIN.
(The Queensland Railways will not be responsible for any loss to the undermentioned.)
The following charges are made, and the coin carried, on conditions of its bein din charge of owners, and at
their risk :-
Miles. Gold Dust. Gold Coin. Silver Coin;
s. d. ore. s. d. . £ s. d. 2
Under 10 7 6 per 1,000 2 6 per 1,000 7 6 per 1,000
10 to 25... 15 0 per 1,000 4 0 per 1,000 10 0 per 1,000
25 to 50... 20 0 per 1,000 5 0 per 1,000 12 0 per 1,000
(The Queensland Railways will not be responsible for any loss to, or damage whatsoever, which the undermentioned may sustain
whilst upon the Railway Premises or Carriages.
HORSES.
One horse, 6d. per mile each ; two horses, same owner, 9d. per mile ; and stud horses, 2s. per mile each-
minimum, 20 miles.
CARRIAGES.
Carriages, gigs, dog carts, drays, and carts, 6 per mile-minimum. 10 miles. Horses and vehicles to be at the
station twenty minutes before the departure of the train by which they are to be despatched; but the department
does not guarantee to forward by any particular time or train.
DOGS.
Carriage to be prepaid, 1s. 10 miles ; 2s. 25 miles ; and 3s. 30 miles-minimum charge, Is. Dogs must be
provided with chains, or other sufficient means to secure them, without which the department will not be responsible
for their safety.
EXCESS LUGGAGE IN CHARGE OF PASSENGERS.
Not Goods, Produce, or Merchandise.
First-class passengers allowed 112 lbs. weight free. Second-class passengers allowed 84 lbs. weight free.
For every28 lbs. orpart of 28 lbs. additional : Under 10 miles,  9d.; 10 to 25 miles, Is.  6d.; 25 to 50 miles, 3s.
Cloak room charges:-Large parcel is., small parcel 6d., for twenty-four hours ; over that time, an extra
charge of 3d. per diem on large, and 2d. per diem on small parcels to be made.
These charges to be enforced on all parcels arriving at stations addressed " To be left till called for," if such
parcels are not taken delivery of in twenty-four-hours after arrival at the respective stations.
A. O. HERBERT,
Railway Department, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane, 1st May, 1865
GOODS CLASSIFICATION.
FIRST CLASS--SEVEN-PENCE PER SECOND CLASS-,FIGHT-PONCE PER TON PER THIRD CLASS-N INE-PENCE PER  Founra CLASS-TEN-PENCE' PER TON PEE SPECIAL CLASS-- SIX-PENCE  PEa TON PER
TON PER MILE. MILE. TON PEE MILE. MILE. MILE.
Agricultural produce, unless Aerated waters, bottled (owner's risk) Agricultural implements, un- Acids, in cases and carboys, double AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE
otherwise specified Almonds less otherwise specified rate (owner's risk)
Alum American woodenware, buckets, tubs, &c. Britannia metal goods Ammunition, double rate, min. 5 cwt. AND MISCELLANEOUS.
Anchors and chein cables Apples, dried, in casks and eases Churns Baskets and basketware
Anti-friction grease Arms, in cases Chimney pieces, wooden, 50 Basket carriage and gig bodies,1 cwt.
Antiniony, in casks Arrowroot, sago, and tapioca cubic feet to the ton min. (owner's risk) Not less than  one ton.
Anvils Arsenic Cigars, in cases Bagatelle tables as furniture, loose
Bags, in bales Baking powder Confectionery (owner's risk)
Ditto, empty Barley, pearl, or groats, in casks Copying presses, if loose Beer engines, loose (owner's risk) Carried at owner's risk, and to be
Barley Beer or cider, bottled, in casks and cases (owner's risk) Boilers loaded and unloaded by owner; or
Bath-bricks (owner's risk) Copper boilers  Cages, bird if loaded and unloaded by the
Beef or pork, salt, in casks Beer engine, in cases (owner's risk) Cordials (owner's risk) China and glassware (owner's risk) Department, to be charged at first-
Beer and cider, in casks or hogs- Bellows Doors and door fittings Clocks, in cases (owner's risk) class rates.
heads Bells, of all kinds (owner's risk) Drapery, or soft goods not Corks
Bedsteads, in cases Biscuits, in bags, casks, and tins otherwise specified Distillery apparatus, double rate
Boards, deals, 50 cubic feet to Blacking Drugs (owner's risk) AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE.
the ton Blacklead Flower pots (owner's risk) Feathers
Boats, min.1 ton of 50 cubic Bleaching powder Fruit, fresh, in cases (owner's Fish, fresh (owner's risk) Barley
feet (owner's risk) Bluestone, in kegs and casks risk)  Furniture, loose or in packages Beans
Bottles, in crates and cases Books, in cases Garden seeds (owner's risk) or if not owner's risk, Beet root
Bran and pollard Boots and shoes, in cases Garden seats (owner's risk) double rate Carrots
Butter, in firkins or kegs Bread, bakers' Glass, plate, ditto Fuse, fireworks, in cases Chaff, pressed, in bales or bags
Canvas, in bales Brushware Ditto, window, ditto Gasaliers and chandeliers (owner's risk) Chicory roots, in bags
Caustic soda Buckets, iron Grates Gig shafts Flax, in bundles and bales
Chalk or ochre Camp ovens (owner's risk) Hair, horse  Glasses, looking, in cases (owners risk) Grain, in bags, not otherwise speci-
Charcoal, in bags Candles, in boxes Honey, in kegs or jars Gunpowder, in kegs, double rate, 5 fied
Cocoanuts Carpeting Indiarubber goods, or hose cwt. min. Hay, pressed, in bales
Cordage Carriage and cart material, unmanufac- Ink, in casks Hats, in cases, double rate Maize
Cotton, waste or flock tured Lampblack Ink, bottled (owner's risk) Mangel-wurzel
Fish in brine, in casks and Cheese,  in cases Luggage  Instruments, musical (owner's risk) Oats
cases Chicory, manufactured Marble, manufactured, in Ditto, scientific ditto Pease, in bags
Flour Chimney pots (owner's risk) case (owner's risk) Kerosene and burning fluids (owner's Potatoes
Girders, iron, not exceeding 14 Chinese goods, in cases, jars, or packages Matches and vestas,  in cases  risk) Roots, in bags,  not  otherwise
feet long (owner's risk) Mats and. rugs, woollen Kreosote in tins (owner's risk). specified
Glue Chinese matting Mattresses, in bales and Lamps, street-door and hall (owner's Tobacco, Colonial, leaf
Glue pieces, in bales Cocoa and chocolate bundles risk) Wheat
Gram or dholl, in bags Cocoanut fibre and matting Mouldings and cornices, in Millinery, in cases
Grindstones (owner's risk) Coffee bundles, 50 cubic feet to Naphtha (owner's risk)
Hams and bacon, in casks or Coir mats the ton Opium, double rate MISCELLANEOUS.
cases Colors and paints, in casks, kegs, and tins Oilcloth, exceeding 14 feet Paintings and engravings (owner's risk)
Hurdles, iron and wood Copper and brass, rod broad Papier-machie goods (owner's risk) Artificial manurelee, in cases (owner's ri k) Ditto, sheet Oil, in casks , tins, and cases  Perambulators, double rate (owner's Bark, tanners'
(Owner's risk) risk)
TIMBER RATES.
SAWN TIMBER.
6s. per ton of 30 cubic feet
for distances under 25 miles ;
over 25 miles, to be charged
is. 2d. per truck per mile.
Piles and logs to be charged at
sawn timber rates. Red gum,
25 cubic feet only to be allowed
to the ton.
FIREwoon.
10d. per truck per mile of
25 miles minimum; less dis-
tance than 25 miles to be
charged as 25 miles, or else at
first-class rates.
The firewood rate applies to
lignite, posts and rails, vine
stakes, palings, sleepers.
Firewood, 50 cubic feet to
the ton, if the dead weight of
50 cubic feet does not exceed 1
ton.
All timber to be loaded and
unloaded by owner, and if
delayed in unloading over
twelve hours, 9s. per waggon
per working day demurrage to
be charged; or if unloaded by
the Department, a charge of
4s. per waggon to be made-
minimum charge, 5 tons.
RETURNED EMPTIES.
Pipes and tierces, 2s. each, pre-
paid
Hogsheads, Is. each, ditto
Quarter-casks, 9d. each, ditto
Kegs, 6d. each, ditto.
Iron, bar and rod
Ditto, boiler plates
Ditto, bolts and nuts, in bags
Ditto, castings ,  not to exceed 1
ton (owner ' s risk)
Ditto, corrugated ,  in cases
Ditto, galvanised ,  in cases
Ditto, tubing ,  in cases
Lead, pig, sheet, and piping
Leather, in bales
Maize
Meal, in bags and casks
Mi llstones  (owner's risk)
Molasses and treacle
Nails and screws ,  in tins
Oats
Onions, in bags  (owner's risk)
Paper ,  in bales
Pipes, water or gas  (owner's
risk)
Retorts, iron  (owner's risk)
Rice
Rope, and rope wire (owner's
risk)
Rosin
Salt
Saltpetre ,  in bags or casks
Scab specific and foot -rot pre-
paration ,  in casks
Shot, in kegs (owner's risk)
Steel, in cases
Soap, in cases
Soda ,  in casks  (owner's risk)
Sugar, in mats ,  bags, or casks
Sulphur ,  in barrels
Tar and pitch
Tarpau lins
Tobacco, for sheepwash
Trees and shrubs, not in pots
and in packages over 2 cwt.
Type, old
Vices
Vinegar ,
 in casks
Whiting
Wire ,  iron, in bundles
Ditto, wire
Ditto, nails
Currants ,  in casks
Dairyproduce
 (owner's risk ,  unless other-
wise speci fied)
Dates, in bags
Drays in pieces
Dyes, in casks and casesEarthenware, in crates and casks  (owner's
risk)
Fellows and spokes
Felt
Fenders
 (owner's risk)
Figs
Fish, dried
Gas fittings ,
 in casks and cases
Gas and water meters
 (owner's risk)
Girders, iron ,  exceeding 14 feet long
Gravestones
 (owner's risk)
Hair ,  plasterers'
Hams and bacon, loose
Hardware ,
 not otherwise  specified
Hogsheads and quarter -casks, new
Hollow -ware  (owner's risk)
Hosiery
Hops, in bales and pockets
Iron, castings ,  over 1 ton  (owner's risk)
Ditto, corrugated, loose
Ditto, hoop and sheet
Ditto, galvanized, loose
Ditto, tubing, loose
Keys, new
Laths, in bundles
Machinery ,  in pieces
 (owner ' s risk)
Malt, in bags
Nuts
Oilcloth, not exceeding 14 feet broad
Paperhangings
Paper pipes
Peas, split, in casks or bags
Pepper,
 in bags, cases ,  or tins
Pipes, smoking
Portable engines  (owner ' s risk)
Pots, iron, loose  (owner's risk)
Preserves , in cases
Printing machines  (owner ' s risk)
Provisions ,  preserved
Quicksilver
Oil, Chinese  (owner's risk)
Oilmen's stores
Saddlery
Saws, loose
Shop-fittings and counters,
50 cubic feet to the ton
Spades and shovels, in bun-
dles
Spices, in bales, boxes, &c.
Spirits, in cases  (owner's
risk)
Spirits, in casks and hogs-
heads
Stationery
Sugar, loaf, loose  (owner's
risk)
Tea, in chests, half-chests,
boxes, &c.
Tubing, copper and brass
Tu rn ery, if loose  (owner's
risk)
Turpentine ,  in casks ,  cases,
and cans
Upholsterers '  and coach trim-
mings
Varnish, in casks, cases, and
tins
Window sashes
Wine, in cases (owner's risk)
Perfumery
Picture frames  (owner's risk)
Plants, in pots and light cases
 (owner's
risk)
Plated goods  (owner's risk)
Poultry, living ,  in crates
 (owner's
risk)
Sewing machines  (owner's risk)
Silk goods  (owner ' s risk)
Slate slabs for bil liard tables
 (owner's
risk)
Sponge, in bales or cases
Tanks, corrugated iron  (owner's risk)
Tar, spirit of, in tins (owner's risk)
Threshing machines
Tinware, loose
Toys, in cases
Water tanks and vats, empty
Wire netting
Wood patterns for castings
Bones
Carcass beef
Fat and ta ll ow
Glass, broken
Guano
Hides
Hoofs
Horns
Iron, scrap
Manures
Meat, fresh
Metal, old
Rags ,  in bales
Seaweed
Sheepskins
Stone, paving ,
 building, &c.
MINERALS.
Antimony ore
Asphalte
Black sand or tin ore
Brick
Cement
Coal and coke ,  in sacks
Copper ore
Drain pipes
Gypsum
Iron ore
Ditto, pig
Ditto, scrap
Kaolin
Lime
Marble, unmanufactured
Rails, and other permanent way
materials
Road metal and gravel
Salt, rock
Sand
Slates
Stone, building, &c.
Chaff, hay, and straw ,  loose, 30s.
per truck, for distances under 50
miles ; part of truck to be charged
as fu ll  truck.
GOODS CLASSIFICATION- continued.
FIRST CLASS - SEVEN-PENCE PER TON
PER MILE.
SECOND CLASS- EIGHT-PENCE PER TON PER
'MILE.
Raisins
Retorts, clay (owner's risk)
Safes, if loose (owner' s risk)
Seeds, agricultural
Soda, bicarbonate of
Screwjacks
Shot, loose, in bags (owner's risk)
Slops, in bales
Spades and shovels, in cases
Starch and blue
Stone, carved for building purposes
(owner's risk)
Sugar, loaf, in cases
Tartaric acid
Tents, in bundles
Tin or copper, ingot and bar
Tin plates, in boxes
Tinware, packed
Tobacco, smoking
Treacle, in bottles (owner's risk)
Trees and shrubs, not in pots and in
packages, under 2 cwt.
Twine
Type, new
Vegetables, in crates and bags (owner's
risk)
Vine cuttings, in bundles
Weighing machines, if loose (owner's
risk)
Wine, in casks
Winches, crab
Wheels, loose, wooden and iron
Wheelbarrows and hand-trucks
Woollen goods, bales and cases
Yeast,'n casks (owner's risk)
Zinc and tin spouting and ridging
(owner's risk)
Zinc, in casks and cases
THIRD CLASS- NINE-PENCE PER
TON PER MILE.
FOURTH CLASS - TEN-PENCE  PER TON PER  SPECIAL CLASS - SIX-PENCE PER TON PER
MILE. MILE.
NOTE.-Goods carried at a special
class rate, if owners are not in
waiting to unload on  arrival at
destination, they will be unloaded
by the Department, and the rate as
before stated charged.
TIMBER RATES.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways Office, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane, 1st May, 1866.i
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1865.
It is hereby notified for general information, that the following amended and uniform rate for the carriage of Wool upon the Southern
and Western Railway, has been approved by the Government, and that the same will be charged from and after the 9th instant, viz.
ONE PENNY AND ONE HALF-PENNY PER MILE PER BALE.
A. 0.  HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTE.-Minimum Rates charged on Goods at ten miles each class. The lowest charge, 4s. for 25 miles, and 8s. for 50 miles.
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
TIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
JL to open a New Road running through portion 38, Parish of Taughboyne : Notice is hereby given,
that in conformity with the provisions of the  Act  4 William IV., No. 11, a Plan and Book of Reference,
showing the intended line of New Road abovenamed, are now deposited in the Office of the Surveyor-
General, in Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Gayndah ; and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 38 PARISH of TAUGHBOYNE, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road. ReputedOwner.
1 Commencing on the north boun- W. Huth
dary of portion 38, in the parish
of Taughboyne, and running in
a south-westerly direction
through that land to the
Burnett River
Description of Land granted.
Character
Occupier.  of Bearings.
Land
W. Ruth Open
Forest
ch.  Its.  A. R. r.
1 50 2 235
Department of Lands and Works,
ERROR IN DEED.
Length Breadth
i ll Enclo- of Area.
Chains. sores. j Road.
cps.  its.
9 50
Brisbane, 25th April, 1866.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder written, being
erroneous in the particulars therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of the  Titles to Laud Act, 1858,  at the expiration of three months from the date hereof, by
an instrument under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of the intended Grantees
to the intent that by force of the Act aforesaid they shall be taken to have been inserted in the Grant,
and in every Deed containing the erroneous names, and such Grant and every such Deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
A. MACALISTER.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Name of
Grant. GranteeorGrantees.
Nature of Names of
Misnomer: intendedGrantees.
All that piece or parcel of Land containing by admeasurement sixty- a ri o N
a ~ aeight acres two roods, be the same more or less, situated in the R  a
county of Churchill, and parish of Jeebropilly, portion number forty-
ti zfour, commencing on the Bremer River at a point where the east side -5-1 4z a
IA
m a ,;
of a road one chain wide meets that river ; and bounded on the west 43
by seven chains seventy links of that road bearing south ; on the
south-west by a lure dividing it from portion number forty-three, a 5 C-S
measured portion of sixty-one acres one rood bearing south fifty-three  Q r ,
degrees east fifty-five chains seventy-five links; on the south-east by ¢, n'p
a line bearing north thirty-seven degrees east twelve chains; on the a c a 0
north-east by a line dividing it from portion number forty-five, a "
measured portion of sixty-one acres three roods, bearing north fifty-
three degrees west fifty-four chains seventy-one links to the Bremer a Ord 4 mRiver ; and on the north by that river upwards to the point of com- ca pu•^ as p, P
mencement, exclusively of the road to Franklyn Vale passing through a
o o
0
this land in a south-westerly direction, one chain wide, the area of
which has been deducted from the total area. iE+
I
S 22o 57' W
1
Names
of parties
applying for
Instrument.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 16th May, 1866.
PRE-EMPTIVE PURCHASES APPROVED.
I
T is hereby notified, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to approve of the persons mentioned in the annexed list being allowed to purchase,
under their Pre-emptive Right, the portion of land specified against their names.
A. C. GREGORY, Surveyor-General.
Applicant.
Messrs.  Bell and Sons ...
Acres.
637
I
Name of Run. Area.
Jimbour No. 33
Price.
2
637
Cost
of Measure-
ment-
£ s. d.
Nil.
Deed Fee.
£ s. d.
1 10 0
IIEAL PROPERTY  TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below tinder the
provisions of the Real Property Act of 1861 .  Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging ,  himself or by his Attorney ,  a Caveat in form B. of said Act ,  on or before the day named in
each case.
F. O. DARVALL,  Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Proprietor. Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Subdivision 17 of portion 74, containing 17 i o perches  ;  David Haynes ... 19th June, 1866.
county, Stanley  ;  parish, North Brisbane
Subdivision 23 of portion 74, containing 171 i perches  ;  Wm. Fowles... Ditto.
county, Stanley  ;  parish, North Brisbane
Subdivisions 5 and 6 of  portion 30, containing 2 roods ; Francis  Henry  Farrington  .,.  Ditto.
county, Stanley ; parish and town, Ipswich
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The Treasury,
Queensland ,  26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS for Life  Insurance , or for the
purchase of Annuities ,  or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch  Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision ,  by Insurance ,  for his widow or
children after his death  ;  or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself ,  in old age.
Thus ,  a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
950 at his death-
By the payment of Two `Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six '  Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure  £ 100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year - to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORETON BAY.
OTICE is hereby given to Masters of vessels
I trading to the port of Moreton Bay, that in
Freeman's Channel there is now only 9 feet of
water at low water springs.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, May 8th, 1866.
FORFEITED GOODS.
T 0 be sold by Public Auction, at the Court House,
Ipswich, on THURSDAY, the 19th May,
1866, the following Articles found in possession of
John Taggart and John Falker, who were committed
by the Bench of Magistrates at Ipswich, for carrying
on illicit distillation at Alfred, in the Police District
of Ipswich:-
2 stills, 2 still heads ,  pipes ,  and 1 warm
1 bullock dray
7 hodgets
2 quarter casks
1 patent pump and piping
1 saddle and bridle, complete
1 double barrelled gun
1 camp oven
1 spade
1 crowbar
3 hammers
1 axe
1 frying pan
2 hinges
1 earthen mug
1 treacle pot
1 slate
5 spoons ,  1 tin plate
1 lot of tinsmiths' tools
1 mallet
19 feet of tin piping.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Chief Inspector of Distilleries.
Custom House,
Brisbane,  27th April, 1866,
METROPOLITAN  DISTRICT COURT.
OTICE  is hereby given, that this Court will
be held ,  in its Criminal and Civil Jurisdictions,
at the undermentioned places, on dates as follows
IPSWICH.
Criminal  ... ... ... Monday,  21st May
Civil ... Tuesday, 22nd May
TooWOOMBA.
Criminal ... ... Monday, 28th May
Civil ... ... Wednesday, 30th May
WARWICK.
Criminal  ... ... Monday, 4th June
Civil ... ... ... Tuesday, 5th June
When all jurors and witnesses summoned will
be required to attend.
HENRY A. ELIOTT,
Registrar.
ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office,William Street, single copies of the follow-
ing Acts of  Parliament,  viz:-
Agricultural Reserves Act, 6d.
Criminal Oliences Act, Is.
Criminal Practice Act, Is.
Criminal Statutes Repeal Act, 6d.
Diseases in Cattle  Act, 6d.
District Courts Act Amendment Act, Is.
Forgery Act, Is.
Fencing Act, 6d.
Government Annuities Act, 6d.
Government Savings Banks Act, 6d.
Government Savings Banks Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Impounding Act, Is.
Impounding Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Insolvency Act, Is. 6d.
Innkeepers Protection Act, 6d.
Industrial and Reformatory Schools  Act, Is.
Licensed Auctioneers Act, 9d.
Master and Servants Act, Is.
Municipal Institutions  Act, Is.
Olfenees against the Person Act, Is.
Pastoral  Leases Act, Is.
Pastoral Occupation Act, 6d.
Publicans  Act, Is.
Publicans Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Quarantine  Act, Is.
Real Property Act, 2s. 6d.Registration of Electors  A mendment Act, Is.
Roads Closing Act, 6d.
Scab and other diseases in Sheep Prevention Act,  is,
Scab in Sheep  Act, 6d.
Selectors  Relief Act, 6d.
R LES OF COURT.
General Orders in Equity, Is. 6d.
Pleading Practice, Is.
Fees and Charges in Equity, 6d.
Lnsolvevey Rules, 6d.
District Court Rules, Is.
Rates of Postage, Is.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Brisbane , 18th May, 1866.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
THE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines  (or under),
and Three -pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked ,  will only be pub lished once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o 'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing  Office,
Brisbane ,  1st February, 1866.I
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1866.
BANK OF NEW  SOUTH WALES v.  MCKENNY.
tO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff
in the above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest of, in, to, all that piece or parcel
of Land, containing by admeasurement two roods,
be the same more or less, situated in the county of
Livingstone, parish of Archer, being subdivision
number thirty-three of portion number seventy-three,-Commencing at the north-eastern corner of
subdivision number thirty-two, and bounded on the
north by a line bearing north eighty degrees east
one chain and two links ; on the cast by a line
bearing south five chains ; on the south by a line
bearing south-westerly parallel to northern boun-
dary one chain and two links ; and on the west by
a line bearing north five chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Also, all that piece, of Land, containing by
admeasurement two roods, be the same•niore or less,
situated in the county of Livingstone and parish of
Archer, being subdivision number three of section
number thirteen of portion number one hundred
and twenty-one,-Commencing at the -south-west
corner of allotment number two, and bounded on
the south-west by Yarra street  fifty links wide,
bearing north thirty-five degrees west one chain ;
on the north-west by subdivision number four,
bearing east fifty-five degrees north five chains
on the north-east by Bellerine street fifty links
wide, bearing south thirty-five degrees east one
chain ; and on the south-east by subdivision
number two, bearing west thirty-five degrees south
five chains, to the point of commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement one acre and two roods, be the same
more or less, situated in the county of Livingstone,
parish of Archer, being subdivisions two, three, and
four of section number fourteen of portion number
her one hundred and twenty-one,-Commencing
at the south-west corner of subdivision number one,
and bounded on the south-west by a private street
fifty links wide bearing three hundred and twenty-
five degrees three chains ; on the north-west by
subdivision number five, bearing fifty-five degrees
five chains ; on the north-east by another private
street fifty links wide, bearing one hundred and
forty-five degrees three chains ; and on the south-
east by subdivision number one bearing two
hundred and thirty-five degrees five chains to the
point of commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement one acre and two roods, be the
same more or less, situated in the county of Living-
ston, and parish of Archer, being subdivisions
numbers one, two, and three of section number nine
of portion number one hundred and twenty-one,-
Commencing at a point bearing fifty-five degrees
fifty links from the east corner of subdivision five
of section five, and bounded thence on the south-
west by a private street fifty links wide, bearing
three hundred and twenty-five'degrees three chains;
on the north-west by subdivision four bearing fifty-
five degrees five chains ; on the north-east by sub-
divisions seven, six, and five, bearing one hundred
and forty-five degrees three chains ; and on the
south-east by Government portion one hundred and
twenty-two, bearing two hundred and thirty-five
degrees five chains to the 'point of commence-
ment.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement three roods and eight perches, be
the same more or less, situated in 'the county of
Livingstone, and parish of Rockhampton, near
Rockhampton, being subdivisions numbers seventy-
four, seventy-five, eighty-two, and eighty-three of
portion number five,-Commencing at the south-
east corner of subdivision number seventy-three,
and bounded thence on the south by a private
street one chain wide, bearing east two chains ; on
the east by a line dividing it from subdivisions
.numbers seventy-six and eighty-one, bearing north
four chains ; on the north by another private street
one chain wide, bearing west two chains ; on the
west by a line dividing it from subdivisions numbers
eighty-four and seventy-three, bearing south four
chains to the point of commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement two roods, be the same more or
less, situated in the county of Livingstone, and
parish of Archer, being subdivision eight of section
six of portion one hundred and twenty-one,--
Commencing at the west corner of subdivision
number seven, and bounded on the south-west by
subdivision number three, bearing three hundred
and twenty-five degrees one chain ; on the north-
west by subdivision number nine, bearing fifty-five
degrees five chains ; on the north-east by a private
street fifty links wide, bearing one hundred and
forty-five degrees one chain ; and on the south-east
by subdivision number seven, bearing two hundred
and thirty-five degrees five chains to the point of
commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement one acre and two roods, be the
same more or less, situated in the county of Living-
stone, parish of Archer, being subdivisions five, six,
and seven of section nine, of portion one hundred
and twenty-one,-Commencing at the east corner
of subdivision number one, and bounded thence on
the south-west by the north-east boundary line of
subdivisions numbers one, two, and three, bearing
three hundred and twenty-five degrees three chains;
on the north-west by the south-east boundary line of
subdivison number eight, bearing fifty-five degrees
five chains to a street fifty links wide ; on the
north-east by that street bearing one hundred and
forty-five degrees three chains ; and on the south-
east by part of the north-west boundary line of
Government portion number one hundred and
twenty-two, bearing two hundred and thirty-five
degrees five chains to the point of commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement one acre, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Livingstone, parish of
Rockhampton, being subdivision A . of portion
eighty-two,-Commenciug at a point on the Port
Curtis Road two chains wide, being the north-east
corner of portion eighty-six, and bounded thence
on the north-east by that road bearing north thirty-
five degrees thirty minutes west four chains ninety-
six links ; thence on the north-west by a line
bearing south twenty-seven degrees fifteen minutes
west four chains fifty links; and on the south by
the north boundary line of portion eighty-six,
bearing east four chains ninety-six links to the point
of commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement two roods, be the same more or
less, situated in the county of Livingstone, parish
of Archer, being subdivision one of section four,  of'
portion one hundred and twenty-one,-Commencing
on the Yaamba'road one hundred and fifty links
wide, at a point bearing three hundred and twenty-
five degrees fifty links from the west corner of sub-
division five of section three, and bounded on the
south-west by that road bearing three hundred
and twenty-five degrees one chain ; on the north-.
west by the south-east boundary line of subdivision
two, bearing fifty five degrees five chains ; on the
north-east by the south-west boundary line of sub-
division five, bearing one hundred and forty-five
degrees one chain to a street fifty links wide ; and
on the south-east by that street bearing two
hundred and thirty-five degrees five chains to the
point of commencement.
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at the Royal Fitzroy Hotel, Quay
street, Rockhampton, on FRIDAY, the twenty-
ninth day of June next, at Twelve o'clock noon,,
unless this execution is previously satisfied.
R. K. MACNISH,
Under Sheriff
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1866.
SMITH v. McHENRY.
1
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.--Take
Notice, that a Writ of  fieri ,facial  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff in
the above action, and that all Defendant's equity
of redemption, or other equitable interest of, in,
and to, all that piece of Land containing by
adraeasurement one rood and twenty perches, be
the same more or less, situated in the town and
parish of Ipswich, and county of Stanley, being
allotment 9 of section 10,-commencing at the
south-east corner of the section ; and bounded on
the south-east by one chain and thirty-five links of
the north-west side of Martin street south-westerly
to the east corner of allotment 8 ; on the south-
west by the north-east boundary of that allotment,
being a line at right angles to Martin street two
chains north-westerly ; on the north-west by a line
parallel to Martin street two chains and forty two
links north-easterly to West street ; and on the
east by two chains and twenty-seven links of the
west side of West street south-westerly to the
south-west corner of the section as aforesaid, being
the land sold on the 11th May, 1855, as lot 17, inpursuance of Proclamation of 3rd of April, 1855 ;--
Will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by Public
Auction, at the Clarendon Hotel, corner of Brisbane
and Thorn Streets, Ipswich, on WEDNESDAY,
the twentieth day of June next, at Twelve o'clock
noon, unless this execution is previously satisfied.
R. K. MACNISH,
Under Sheriff.
Engineer's Office,
Department of Harbors and Rivers,
Brisbane, 14th May, 1866.
OTICE.-The undermentioned Government
Cheques, drawn upon the Union Bank,
Brisbane, having been lost, the public are cau-
tioned against negotiating them, payment being
stopped at the Bank.
No. A 75,215, dated 27th April, 1866, in favor
of " Engineer," for the suin of £49.
No. A 75,2?2, dated 30th April, 1866, in favor
of the " Cleveland Saw Mill Company, "
for the sum of £500.
JOSEPH BRADY,
Engineer of Harbors and Rivers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Joseph Marshall, of
South Brisbane, baker.
-WHEREAS the said Joseph Marshall was,
on 'the 14th day of 1d4 ay, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 28th day of June, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 9th
day of July, A.D. 1866, to continence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 18th day of May,A. D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LU TWY CHE,
Judge.
WM. PIcKRRIN?o.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.TAKE Notice, that Plans of Distribution in theundermentioned Estates now lie in my office,
Supreme Court House, BrisbaneJor the inspection of
creditors, and any creditor or other person interested
therein, objecting to the confirmation thereof, must
lodge a caveat in the said office, stating the grounds
of such their objections, on or before the 2nd day of
June next, otherwise the said plans of distribution
will, on MONDAY, the 4th day of June, be
confirmed.
B. B. Marks, .a second dividend of 4s. in the £
James Lang, a first dividend of 4s. in the £
Henry Neustadt, a first dividend of 3s. 02d. in the £
John Pickering, a first dividend of 8s. 51d. in the £.
Dated at Brisbane, this 17th day of May, 1866.
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee. -
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN; ITS ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Robert Walsh, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the Supreme Court of
Queensland, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Probate of the last Will. and Testament of the
abovenamed :Robert Walsh be granted to Mary
Ann Walsh, Widow, and John Miller, the Executrix
and Executor in the said Will named.
JAMES F. GARRICK,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Executrix and Executor.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of the Insolvency of William Allen,
of Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
storekeeper.
NOTICE is hereby  given,  that under the provi-
sions' ofthe Insolvency Act of  1864, His
Honor the Judge in Insolvency has appointed
MONDAY, the 2nd day of July next., at the hour
of Eleven o'clock in the forenoon, for hearing the
application of the abovenamed William Allen, for a
Certificate.
Dated this 17th day of April A.D. 1866.
WILLIAM EWARD MURPHY,
Solicitor for the said William Allen,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Charles Stewart
Graham.
TAKE_ Notice,  that His Honor the Judge in
Insolvency has appointed  MONDAY, the
9th day, of July next, to hear the  application of the
abovenamed Insolvent ,  for a Certificate of Discharge
from his debts and liabilities.
Dated this 14th day of May, A.D. 1866.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Solicitors for the abovenamed Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
strap-ounbin}.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, by order of Mr. Sheaffe,
Carabah.
One bay mare, branded WL near and off shoulders,
star, four white feet
One black  filly foal, blaze, three white feet, unbranded.
One chesnat mare, branded WL near shoulder, star,
near hind foot white.
One bay filly foal, star and snip, hind feet white, un-
braicded
One chesnut mare, branded WL off shoulder, off fore
and near hind feet white.
One bay filly foal, stripe down face, unbranded..
One bay mare, branded 2G over over m over JS near
shoulder, star, hind feet white.
One bay  filly foal, blaze, at foot.
One bay filly, star and stripe, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1866, will
be sold.
CHARLES RYDER, Pound'keeper,
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IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from North Toolburra,
May 12th, by order of Thomas Coutts, Esq. Driving
expenses, 2s. 6d. per head.
One brown mare td over xI and illegible brand under
near shoulder, star, hind feet white.
One brown foal, tzi over pJ near shoulder, blaze, off
hind foot white.
One dark bay horse, like MC near shoulder, hind feet
.white, star.
One black horse, over conjoined near shoulder,
star and snip, off hind foot white.
One brown mare, JS over M over M near shoulder,
blotch.
One chesnut mare, like e1 over KC or KG near shoulder,
star.
One brown mare, like P near shoulder, near hind foot
white.
One bay mare, like J near shoulder, hind feet white,
small star.
One brown foal, unbranded, near hind foot white, star.
If not released on or before Tuesday, 5th June, will be
sold on that day at noon to defray expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
One bay colt, like SB under saddle near side.
One grey horse, like N off shoulder, like A off ribs.
One dark grey horse,  ED off shoulder, JJ off rump, J off
cheek.
One light bay mare, r M conjoined near ribs, like A W
near shoulder, bald face.
One black mare, illegible brand near shoulder, small star.
One bay mare, RH near thigh.
One bay foal unbranded, off' hind and near fore feet
white, star and snip.
One brown mare, like F over rj conjoined near and off
shoulders, like blotch brand near shoulder.
One dark grey  filly, blotch brand near shoulder, near
hind foot white.
If not released on or before Tuesday, 5th June, 1866,
will be sold on that day, at noon, to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
I
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Wolfang, on 21stApril, 1866, by Messrs. Milson De Sat e and Co.
Damages, Is. per head, driving, 6s. 8d. per head.
One bay horse, BH near shoulder, white snip, tip off
near ear, blind off eye, hind feet white.
One chesnut mare, blotched brand near shoulder, RY
near thigh, hind feet white.
One chesnut filly foal, unbranded, hind feet white.
One chesnut mare, MN near shoulder, long switch tail,
small speck on forehead.
One bay filly, over H near shoulder.
One chesnut  filly, H off shoulder, bald face.
One chesnut mare, JL conjoined near shoulder, silver
mane and tail, star and blaze on face.
One chesnut filly foal, unbranded, white face, Six months
old.
One grey mare, aged, tip off the off ear, long tail, ty near
shoulder.
One bay colt foal, unbranded, star on forehead, hind feet
white.
One brown mare, JM near shoulder, near hind foot
white.
One bay colt, H off shoulder, star and snip on face.
One black  filly, H near ribs, small snip, hind feet -white.
One bay mare, CL near shoulder, near hind foot white.
One bay colt foal, unbranded, hind feet white, star on
forehead, six months old.
One bay mare, W over td near neck, aged.
One chesnut colt foal, unbranded, white feet, blaze on
face,
One black mare, TR near shoulder, small snip, long
heavy tail. '
One bay colt foal, unbranded, star on forehead, six
months old.
One bay filly, blotched brand in circle near shoulder.
One black horse, IJ over IJ off shoulder, small star on
forehead, long heavy tail.
One iron-grey colt, KM near shoulder, long heavy tail.
One chesnut horse, speck on near eye, large star on fore-
head, illegible brand.
One bay horse, like W and mallet near shoulder, 2 near
thigh.
One bay horse, BB near shoulder, F off shoulder,'star on
forehead.
One bay horse, W over C near shoulder, black points.
One chesnut horse, like MW near shoulder, star on fore-
head.
One bay horse, like nn in oval over JS near shoulder, short
switch tail.
If not released on or before 16th May, 1866, they will
be sold to pay expenses.
THOMAS KELLY, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED Warwick, from North Toolburra, 10th
May, 1866, by order of Thomas Coutts, Esq. Driving
expenses 2s. 6d. per head.
One roan horse, EP near shoulder, off hind foot white.
One bay mare, BO near thigh, F over F near neck, like
W in circle over F near shoulder, 7 near ribs.
One brown foal, like W in circle over F near shoulder,
three white feet.
One dark bay mare, like W m near shoulder, hind feet
white, star.
One roan filly, AE conjoined near shoulder.
I
MPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Fernielawn. Driving
2s. per head.
One red and white steer, split near ear, like JL off ribs.
One red and white heifer, top off near ear, MS over 2
near rump.
One red and white heifer, no legible brand.
One white steer, no legible brand.
One strawberry steer, notch off ear, top off near ear, like
JK off rump, J over CJ off ribs.
One red and white steer, slit off near ear, like H off rump.
One red steer, dew-lapped, CC near ribs.
One strawberry cow, TM off rump, like m over JC off
ribs, T near rump.
One white steer, red cheeks, like FG near shoulder.
One white and red steer, top off off ear, nick  -  near ear,
like JM off ribs, M off rump.
One brindle heifer, no legible brand.
One roan heifer, top off near ear, MS over 5 near rump.
One roan steer, piece off off ear, blotch brand off shoulder,
ribs, and thigh.
One spotted steer, split near ear, G off rump, B off ribs.
One red and white  cow,  slit oif oil' ear, AS and - over o2
ribs.
One brindle cow, P cross J off rump, L near rump.
One red cow, top off both ears, STOO off rump, 8 near
loin, blotch.
One red and white bull, split off ear, RB off ribs, B off
rump.
From Mr. Edward Quinn's paddock. Trespass 2s. 6d.
per head.
One strawberry bullock, two splits and tip off off ear,
tip off near ear, JS off rump, HR over WH off ribs,
2 off shoulder.
One strawberry cow, hole off ear, PK over J off rump,
like W off ribs.
One red and white poley steer, like JS off rump, brands
off ribs not legible.
One red and white steer, like JC off ribs.
One bay horse, writing T over 3 off shoulder.
If no released on or before 5th June, will be sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the Westbrook
paddock, 9th May, 1866, by order of D. Ross, Esq.
One bay horse W and aP conjoined near shoulder, star,
hind feet white.
One bay mare, like 4 off shoulder, JM near shoulder.
One blue bullock, TOO over TH near ribs, like rjl' near
rump, tip near ear. -
One strawberry poley steer, illegible brand near ribs, tip
near ear.
From same place, 11th May, 1866.
One bay mare, like stirrup-iron off shoulder, off hind
foot white, like 85 near saddle, small lump near
flank.
One bay horse, W M near shoulder, C or  0  near thigh,
star and stripe, like small diamond near cheek, shod.
One chesnut horse, like L over a near shoulder, one
shoe on, star and stripe.
One bay mare, PF near shoulder, black points.
One brown colt, illegible brand near shoulder.
If not released on or before 5th June, 1866, will be
sold.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poiuldkeeper.
BrtISBANE :
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PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. VII.] WEDNESDAY, 23RD MAY, 1866. [No. 52.
xr r .rnctilan.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c., &c., &c.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the provisions of the Act 24
Victoria, No. 15, respecting the Alienation of Crown Lands, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following Lots of Land will
be offered for sale by public auction, at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on the days specified
at the upset price affixed to each Lot respectively. (Deposit 10 per cent.)
The Deed Fee on the undermentioned Lots will be charged according to the following scale :-Not
exceeding 50 acres, £1; above 50 and not exceeding 300 acres, £1 5s.; above 300 and not exceeding 640
acres, £1 10s.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS, BRISBANE,
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 27TH  DAY OF JUNE, 1866.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
0
0
s7
o°
60 0
z P4 ;e;
Area.
A. R. P. £
1 517 2 0
2 518 2 0
3 519 2 0
4 520 2 0
5 521 2 0
6 522 1 3
7 523 1 3
8 545 1 1
9 546 1 1
10 548 1 0
11 549 1 1
12 603 0 3
13 271 ...  48 0
14 272 ... 73 0
15 273 ... 60 0
16 274 ... 60 0
17 275 21 3
18 276 30 2
19 277 27 .2
20 278 29 1
21 279 30 1
22 280 .24 3
23 281 24 2
24 282 26 2
25 283 29 1
26 284 31 3
27 285 30 2
28 286 27 2
29 287 16 2
30 288 60 0
31 289 49 0
32 290 47 0
33 291 51 0
34 292 35 3
2 10
6 10
11 10
15 10
8 10
28 10
4 10
33 10
5 10
30 10
4 10
38 25
County. Parish. situation. Remarks.
Stanley
99
Enoggera... Near the Three-mile Scrub.
99
99
99
99
99
99
99 99 9)
99 ff 9f
99 99 99
99 99 99
99 )9  99
99 99 99
,, 99
99
0 1 Stanley
0 1 „
0 1 „
0 1 „
17 1 „
0 1 „
4 1 99
6 1 „
0 1 „
0 1
0 1
0 1
2 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
„ Adjoining Petrie Terrace.
COUNTRY LOTS.
... Yeerongpilly;Near the Brisbane andLoganRoad,
f9
9f On the Brisbane and Logan Road.
99
97
,f
99
Near theBrisbane 'and Logan Road
99
On the Brisbane and Logan Road.'
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SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS, BRISBANE -continued.
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 27TH DAY OF JUNE, 1866.
COUNTRY  LOTS- continued.
35 293
36 294
37 295
38 296
39 316
40 317
41 318
42 319
43 320
44 321
45 322
46 323
47 324
48 325
- 49 326
50 32.7
51 328
52 329
53 330
54 331
55  332
56 333
57 316
58 317
59 318
60  319
61 320
62 321
63 322
64 1323
65 1324
66  325
67 326
68  327
69 328
70 329
71 330
72 1331
73 X332
74 {333
75 334
76 335
77 336
78 337
79 338
80 339
81 340
82 1,341
.83 1342
84 343
85 1344
86 1345
87 1 346
88 X347
89 1348
90 3349
91  350
92 351
9!3  352
94 '353
95 X354
96 1355
97 '356
98 !357
99 j358
100 1359
101 '360
102 1361
103 '362
104 X36310.5 1364
106 365
107 ,366
108 367
109 368
110 369
111 370
112 371
113  X372
114 373
1.15 374
116 .375W 1-127
Area.
I.
County.
PH a  -el
1 Stanley
1
1
1 „
1 7f
1
99
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 99
1
1 f9
1 f9
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 97
1
1
1
1 „
1 9,
1
1
1
1
1
11 },
1
1
1
1
1
1
f9
1
11
1
1
9f
1
1 99
11
11
11 7J
1
f9
Parish. Situation.
Yeerongpilly On the  Brisbane  and Logan Road.
)f ,9
)7 99
Tingalpa ... Near Bulimba Creek.
„ On Bulimba Creek.
9912
ff 7f
ff ,9
,f 9)
99 ),
Near Bulimba Crock.
On Bulimba Creek.
ff f9
;, Near Bulimba Creek.
On Bulimba Creek.
7, 7 9
Bulimba ...
99 p9
Near Bulimba Creek.
J9
f9
f9
99
ff
Kedron
99
99
On the Brisbane and Logan Road.
Near the Brisbane and Logan Road.
On Bulimba Creek.
Near Bulimba Creek.
On Bulimba Creek.
Near Bulimba Creek.
On the  Brisbane  and Logan Road.
On Bulimba Creek.
Near Bulimba Creek.
On the Brisbane and Logan Road.
7f
Near the Brisbane andLoganRoad.
On Bulimba Creek.
Near Cabbage tree Creek.
Remarks.
477
Area.
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON THURSDAY, THE 28TH DAY OF JUNE, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS. ,
Price per
Acre._ County.  Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P. £
1 100 ... 21 1 39 1 Churchill ... Walloon ... Between Tarampa Road and
Rosewood Scrub.2 101 ... 17 3 4 1
3 102 ... 27 2 20 1
4 103 ... 20 0 0 1
5 104 ... 20 2 22 1
6 105 ... 20 2 22 1
7 106 ... 20 0 0 1
8 107 ... 20 0 0 1
9 108 ... 20 2 22 1
10 109 ... 20 2 22 111  110 ... 20  0' 0 112  111 ... 21 .0 0 1
13 112  ...- 21  2  27  1
14 113 ... 41 0 0 1
15 114 ... 33 0 0 1
16 115 .,. 20 0 0 1
17 116 ... 20 0 0 1
18 117 .... 20 0 0 1
19 118 43 3 0 1
20 119 ... 23 2 28 1
21 120 ... 35 0 0 1
22 121 32 2 0 1
23 122 ... 30 0 0 1
24 123 ... 30 0 0 1
25 124 ... 30 1 0 1
26 125 ... 24 0 0 1
27  126 ... 28 0 0 1
28 127 ... 25 0 0 1
29 128
... 20 0 0 1
30 129 ... 22 0 0 1
31 130 ... 40 1 0 1
32 131 ... 21 0 9 1
33 132 ... 25 1 24 1 - „
34 133 ... 28 0 0 1
35 134 ... 31 3 0 136  135 ... 31 3 0 1
37 136 ... 36 2 0 1
38 137 48 0 0 1
7 9l
39 138 ...  40-  0 0 1
40 139 ... 25 0 0 1
41 140 ... 28 0 0 1
42 141 ... 20 3 17 1
43 142 ... 20 2 0 1
44 143 ... 20 0 25 1
45 144 ... 40 2 0 1
46 145 ... 42 0 0 1
47 146 ... 24 2 0 1 „
48 147 ... 24 2 0 1
49 148 ... 22 3 6 1
50 149 ... 30 2 20 1
51 150 ... 30 2 20 1
52 151 ... 43 1 0 1
53 152 ... 42 0 0 1
54 153 ... 40 2 0 1
55 154 ... 48 2 0 1
56 155 ... 84 0 0 1
57 156 ... 57 0 0 1
58 157 ... 34 3 0 1
59 158 ... 47 2 0 1
60 159  ...  22 0 0 1
61 160  ... 24 0 0 1
62 161 ... 24 0 0 1
63 162 ... 26 0 0 1
64 163 ... 36 1 0 1
65 164 ... 35 3 0 1
66 165 ... 31 0 0 1
67 166 ... 31 0 0 1
68 167 ... 28  2  16  1
69 168 ... 33 3 0 1
70 169 ... 33 3 0 1
71 170 ... 33 3 0 1
72 171  ... 38 3 0 1
73 172 ... 26 0 0 1
74 173 ... 28  2  16  1
75 174 ... 26 0 0 1
76 175 ... 21 0_ 0 1
77 176 ... 20 0 0 1
78 177 ... 24 1 38 1
79 178 28 3 0 1 a, s> »
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SALE- AT THE POLICE OFFICE, WARWICK,
ON THURSDAY, THE 28TH DAY OF JUNE, 1866. .
TOWN LOTS.
d aai
c c o c Area. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
U
p'- I  P4
A. R P. £
1 1 1 1 0 0 8 Merivale ... Pratten ... Town of Pratten.
2 2 1 1 0 0 8 „ It „
3 3 1 1 0 0 8 „ „
4 4 1 1 0 0 8 „ It It
5 5 1 1 0 0 8 „ It6 6 1 1 0 0 8 „ „
7 7 1  1 0 0 8 „ „
8 8 1 1 0 0 8 „ „
9 9 1 1 0 0 8 „ „
10 10 1 1 0 0 8 It
11 1 2 1 0 0 8
12 2 2  1 0 0 8
13 3 2 1 0 0 8
14 6 2 1 0 0 8
15 7 2 1 0 0 8 It „
16 8 2 1 0 0 8 „
17 9 2 1 0 0 8 „ It
18 10 2 1 0 0 8 It It „
19 1 3 1 0 0 8 It „ It,
20 2 3 1 0 0 8 „ „ „
21 3 3 1 0 0 8 It „
22 4 3 1 0 0 8 is
23 5 3 1 0 0 8 It
24 6 3 1 0 0 8 „
25 7 3 1 0 0 8
26 8 3 1 0 0 8 „ „ It
27 9 3 1 0 0 8 It  Jf
28 10 3 1 0 0 8 „
29 1 4 1 0 0 8 It
30 2 4 1 0 0 8 It It
31 3 4 1 0 0 8 „ 9$
2 4 4 1 0 0 8 9J
33 5 4 1 0 0 8 It  f)
34 6 4 1 0 0 8 „
35 7 4 1 0 0 8 It  9)
36 8 4 1 0 0 8 It „ „
37 9 4 1 0 0 8 It ,, 9
38 10 4 1 0 0 8 „ It  It,
39 1 13 5 0 0 2
40 2 13 5 0 0 2
41 3 13 5 0 0 2
42 4 13 5 0 0 2
43 1 14 10 3 27 2
44 2 14 10 2 0 2
45 3 14 10 2 0 2
46 4 14 10 2 0 2
47 5 14 10 2 0 2
48 6 14 10 2 0 2
49 7 14 10 2 0 2
50 8 14 10 2 0 2
51 1 15 5 0 0 2
52 2 15 5 0 0 2
53 3 15 5 0 0 2
54 4 15 5 0 0 2
55 5 15 5 0 0 2
56 6 15 5 0 0 2
57 7 15 5 0 0 258 8 15  5  0 0  2
59 9 15 5 0 0 2
60 10 15 5 0 0 2
61 11 15 5 0 0 2
62 12 15 5 0 0 2
63 1 16 10 0 0 2
64  2 16 10 0 0 2
65 3  16  10 0 0 2
66 4 16 8 0 0 2
67  5  f 16 8 0 0 2
68 6 J 16 8 0 0 2
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Merivale ... Pratten ... Near the town of Pratten.
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE,  WARWICK -continued,
ON THURSDAY ,  THE 28TH DAY OF JUNE, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
00
0 0° o Area. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
0 0
za z
A. R. P.
69 1 ... 48 0 0 1 Merivale ... Pratten ... On the Condamine River.
70 2 ... 51 0 0 1
71 3 ... 45 0 0
!, f, f,
1 f, f,
72 4 ... 37 0 0 1 f,
73 5 ... 40 0 0 1
74 6 ... 42 0 0 1
75 7 ... 60 0 0
76 8 ... 57 0 0 1 ,f
SUBURBAN LOTS.
77 268 20 0 10 2 Merivale ... Warwick Near the Condamine River.
78 269 15 1 24 2 ff
79 275 12 1 0 2
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOOWOOMBA,
ON THURSDAY ,  THE 28TH DAY OF JUNE, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
I
c 0° o Area.
P4 County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
z Z A4 Z (+
A. R. P. £
7 1 13 0 0 1 ( Aubigny... Douglas ... Near the Toowoomba Agri.
cultural Reserve.
2 2 ... 14 1 35 1 ff
3 3 ... 21 0 0 1  7,
4 4 ... 20 3 25 1 ,f
5 5 ... 20 3 6 1
6 6 ... 20 2 30 1 ff
7 7 ... 20 2 12 1
8 8 ... 20 1 36 1
9 9 ... 20 1 17 1 „
10 10 ... 20 1 3 1 f!
11 11 ... 20 0 24 1
12 12 ... 19 3 6 1 ff
13 13 ... 19 2 38 1
14 14 ... 20 0 0 1 ,f
15 15 ... 20 0 0 1 II it
16 16 ... 20 0 0 1 ff f,
17 17 ... 20 0 0 1 7f
18 18 ... 20 0 0 1
19 19 ... 20 0 0 1 ff
20 20 ... 20 0 0 1
21 21 ... 20 0 0 1 f9
22 22 ... 20 0 0 1
23 23 ... 26 0 0 1 ff
24 24 ... 20 0 0 1 f9
25 25 ... 14 0 0 1  f )
26 26 ... 20 0 0 1
27 27 ... 20 0 0 1
28 28 ... 18 2 16 1 ff
29 29 ... 20 0 0 1  7f
30 30 ... 20 0 0 1
31 31 ... 20 0 0 1  ff ff f,
32 32 ... 20 0 0 1  ff
33 33 ... 20 0 0 1  ff ff 7f
34 34 ... 26 0 0 1 7f f9
35 35 ... 19 2 38 1 7f ff
36 36 ... 19 2 38 1  ff ,f
37 37 ... 20 0 0 1
38 38 ... 20 0 0 1  ff
39 39 ...;20 0 0 1  ,f
40 40 ... 20 0 0 1  29 „
4O
SAL +' AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOOWOOMBA--- co, tiaa d.
ON THURSDAY, TI3E 28TH DAY  OF J IN  ,,  18c66.
COUNTRY  LOTS- continued.
0
c c ,o o Area.
Z a, z
a
I
County. I Parish.
A. R. P. £
41 41 ... 20 0 0 1 Aubigny...
42 42 ... 20 0 0 1
43 43 ... 20 0 0 1
44 44 ... 12 2 16 1
45 45 ... 28 1 0 1
46 46 ... 20 0 0 1
47 47 ... 20 0 0 1
48 48 ... 20 0 0 1
49 49 ... 20 0 0 1
50 50 ... 20 0 0 1
51 51 .., 20 0 0 1
52 52 ... 19 2 38 1
53 53 ... 3 1 24 1
54 54 ... 8 2 9 1
55 55 ,.. 8 2 0 1
56 56 ,.. 7 2 24 1
57 57 ...  8 2 0 1
58 59 ... 10 0 8 1
59 60 ... 10 0 0 1
60 61 ... 9 0 0 1
61 62 ... 10 0 0 1
62 63 ... 10 0 0 1
63 64 ... 7 0 0 1
64 65 ... 22 1 11 1
65 66 ... 23 0 38 1
66 67 ... 20 0 0 1
67 68 ... 23 3 0 1
68 69 ... 18 1 4 1
69 70 ... 23 3 0 1
70 71 ... 16 1 28 1
71 72  ... 26 0 21 1
72 73 ... 23 3 9 1
73 74 ... 20 0 0 1
74 75 ... 20 0 0 1
75 76 ... 20 0 0 1
76 77 ... 20 0 0 1
77 78 ... 20 0 0 1
78 79 ... 19 0 38 1
79 80 ... 17 1 8 1
80 81 ... 15 1 17 1
81 82 ... 13 1 25 1
82 83 ... 20 0 0 1
83 84  ...  20 0 0 1
84 85 ... 20 0 0 1
85 86 ... 20 0 0 1
86 87 ... 20 0 0 1
87 88 ... 23 3 9 1
88 89 ... 23 3 9 1
89 90 ... 23 3 9 1
90 91 ... 23 3 9 1
91 92 .. 20 0 0 1
92 93 ... 20 0 0 1
93 94 ... 20 0 0 1
94 95 ... 12 0 0 1
95 96 14 0 25 1
96 97 ... 23 2 8 1
97 98 ... 18 0 9 1
98 99  ...  20 0 0 1
99 100 ... 20 0 0 1
100 101 ... 23 3 9 1
101 102 ... 23 3 9 1
102 103 ... 36 0 0 1
to
.1
Douglas
f,
Situation. Remarks.
Near the Toowoomba Agri-
cultural Reserve.
It
f,
to
to
to
ff
f,
f,
of
It
to
to
to
it
„
f,
f,
„
At the Albert Saw
Mills. The pur-
chaser of this
allotment will
have to pay the
present occupier
x;4,000.
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFLQF, LFYBURN,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 27TH DAY OF JUNE, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
Area. County. Parish. Situation. Ben arks.
1 6
A. R. P. £
22 0 2 0 8
s.
0 Merivale... Leyburn ... Town of Leyburi
2 7 22 0 2 0 8 0 „ „ „
3 11 22 0 1 35 8 0 „ „
4 12 22 0 1 35 8 0 „ „
5 13 22 0 1 35 8 0 „ is „
6 .14 22 0 1 35 8 0 „ „
7 15 22 0 1 35 8 0 „ „ „
8 16 22 0 1 35 8 0 „ „ „
9 17 22 0 1 35 8 0 „ „
10 18 22 0 1 35 8 0 „
11 19 22 0 1 35 8 0 „
12 20 22 0 1 35 8 0 „
13 1 29 0 2 0 8 0 „
14 2 29 0 2 0 8 0 „ „
15 3 29 0 2 0 8 0 „ „ „
16 4 29 0 2 0 8 0 „ „ „
17 5 29 0 2 0 8 0 „ „
18 6 29 0 2 0 8 0 „
19 7 29 0 2 0 8 0 is „
20 8 29 0 2 0 8 0 „ „
21 9 29 0 2 0 8 0 „ „
22 10 29 0 2 0 8 0 „ „ „
23 11 29 0 2 0 8 0 „
24 12 29 0 2 0 8 0 „ „
25 13 29 0 2 0 8 0 „ „
26 14 29 0 2 0 8 0 „ „
27 15 29 0 2 0 8 0 „ „
28 16 29 0 2 0 8 0 „  is
29 17 29 0 2 0 8 0 „ „
30 18 29 0 2 0 8 0 „
31 19 29 0 2 0 8 0 „
32 20 29 0 2 0 8 0 „ „
33 21 29 0 2 0 8 0 „
34 22 29 0 2 0 8 0 „ „
35 23 29 0 2 0 8 0 „
36 24 29 0 2 0 8 0 „ „
37 1 30 0 2 0 8 0 „ „ „
38 2 30 0 2 0 8 0 „
39 3 30 0 2 0 8 0  is
40 4 30 0 2 0 8 0 „
41 5 30 0 2 0 8 0 „ „
42 6 30 0 2 0 8 0 „ „
43 7 30 0 2 0 8 0 „ „  ,
44 8 30 0 2 0 8 0 „ „
45 9 30 0 2 0 8 0 „ „ „
46 10 30 0 2 0 8 0 „ „
47 11 301 0 2 0 8 0 „ Is
48 12 30 0 2 0 8 0 „ „ »
49 13 30 0 2 0 8 0 „ „  it
50 14 30 0 2 0 8 0 „ „
51 15 30 0 2 0 8 0 „ „
52 16 30 0 2 0 8 0 „ „
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, ROMA,
ON THURSDAY,  THE 28TH  DAY OF JUNE, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
a
0
1
2
3
4
Area. 1:24 County . Parish.
A. R. P. £
9 4 0 2 0 8 Waldegrave Roma
10, 4 0 2 0 8 1 if  if
9
13
32 0 1 0 8
32 0 1 10 8
Situation . Remarks.
Town of Roma.I$ The purchaser of thisallotment will have to
allow thepresentoccupier
sixty days to remove his
improvements.
,f 1 „
If ,f
COUNTRY LOTS.
57 0 0 1 Waldegrave Roma ... On Bungil Creek.
35 0 0 1  if 11 if
40 0 0 1 if is 11
44 0 0 1 is if  ff
40 0 0 1 If If  )f
34 0 0 1 „ „ if
33 0 0 1 „ if if
37 0 0 1 ,, „ if
36 0 0 1  if if if
32 0 0 1 if „ if
30 0 0 1 „ if if
31 0 0 1 „ if „
22 2 0 1 if if Near Bungil Creek.
22 2 0 1 if „
22 2 0 1 „
,f
22 2 0 1 if if
22 2 0 1 If If If
22 2 0 1 if „ if
14 2 0  1 ff ,f  if
18 0 0 1 ,. if „
15 3 38 1  is If „
6 2 39 1 „ if „
8 0 0 1 if „ „
7 312 1 if if if
7 1 7 1 „ if „
8 2 10 1 if „ „
6 2 12 1 if if If
8 0 0 1 if „ if
11 1 0 1 if  „  if
10 0 0 1 „ „ If
18 0 16 1 if if if
22 2 0 1 „ J „ if22 2 0 1  if „
22 2 0 1 if If „
22 2 0 1 „ if „
22 2 0 1 f,  if .12
22 2 0 1 if PP .1
56 0 0 1 ff  ff ,f
59 0 0 1 if „ On Bungil Creek.
{The purchaser of theselots will have to allowthe present occupier
sixty days to remove
his improvements.
483
0
0
O
SALE AT THE  POLICE OFFICE, SPRING SURE,
ON THURSDAY, THE 28TH DAY  OF JUNE, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
Area. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
I A. R. P.
1 1 3 0 222 8 Denison ... Springsure Town of Springsure.
2 2 3 0 2 36 8 ),
3 4 3 0 2 0 8 ))
4 5 3 0 2 0 8
5 6 3 0 2 0 8
6 7 3 0 2 0
87 8 3 0 2 0
8 1 1 1 1 15 8 Rolleston ... Town of Rolleston ... On the Comet
9 2 1 1 1 15 8
River
10 3 1 1 1 15 8 !, !!
11 4 1 1 1 04 8 ), )!
12 5 1 1 1 32q 8 !
13 1 2 1
!
0 0  8
14 2 2 1 0 0 8
15 3 2 1 0 0 8
16 4 2 1 0 0  8
17  5 2 1 0 0 8
18 1 3 1 0 0 8 9f
19 2 3 1 0 0 8 ),
20 3 3 1 0 0 8
21 4 3 1 0 0 8
22 5 3 1 0 0  8
23 1 4 1 0 0 8
24 2 4 1 0 0 8
25 1 5 1 0 0 8
26 2 5 1 0 0  8
27 3 5 1 0 0 8 ,9
28 4 5 1 0 0  8 ))
29 5 5 1 0 0  8 )) ,!
30 1 6 1 0 0 8 ), ))
31 2 6 1 0 0 8 !, 9)
32 3 6 1 0 0  8 )9 )!
33 4 6 1 0 0  8 ,!
34 5 6 1
!)
0 0  8 !9 f7
35 1 7 1 0 0 8 !, ))
36 2 7 1 0 0 8
37 3 7 1 0 0 8
38 4 7 1 0 0  8 )! )!
39 5 7 1 0 0 8  ,9 9!
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, GAYNDAH,
ON FRIDAY, THE 29TH DAY OF JUNE, 1866.
TOWN LOTS,.
rl o Price per
0 0 0 Area. Acre. County.
v
Por-
tion.
A.  R.  P. £ 1
1 1 6 0 2 20 8 Maeeeilzie Mundubbera... Town of Munclubbera,
2 2  6 0  220 8  It  „
3 3 6 0 2 20 8 „ s, »
4 4 6 0 220 8  it  „
5 5 6 0 220 8
6 6 6 0 220 8
7 7 6 0 220 8
8 •8 0 0  2 20  8  it  „
9 9 6 1 1 0 8 „
10 10 6 1 1 0 8
11 11 6 1 1 0 8
12 12 6 1 1 0 8 „
13 1 7 1 1 3 8  It
14 2 7 1 0 35 8 „ „
15 3 7 1 033 8 „ „
16 4 7 1 035 8 „ „
17 1 8 1 0 7 8 „ „
18 2 8 0 3 26 8 „ „
19 3 8 1 0 12 8 „
20 4 8 1 1 0 8 „
21 1 9 0 220 8 „
22 2 9 0 2 20 8 „ „ „
23 3 9 0 2 20 8 „ „ „
24 4 9 0 2 20 8 „ It  „
25  5 9 0 2 20 8 „ „
26 6 9 0 2 20 8 „ „ „
27 7 9 0 2 20 8 „ „
28 8 9 -0  2 20  8 „ „
29 9 9 1 1 0 8 „
30 10 9 1 1 0 8
31 11 9 1 1 0 8
32 12 9 1 1 0 8 „
33 4 15 1 3 21 8
34 5 15 1 3 8 8
35 2 16 0 2 20 8 „
36 3 16 0 2 20 8
37 4 16 0 2 20 8  It
38  .5  16 0 2 20 8 „  to  „
39 6 16 0 2 20 8 >, „
40 7 16 0 2 20 8 „ „ „
41 8 16 0 2 20 8  it
42 9 16 1 1 0 8 „
43 10 16 1 1 0 8 „
44 11 16 1 1 0 8 „ „
45 12 16 1 1 .0 8 „ „
46 1 22 1 2 16 8 „ „
47 2 22 1 2 25 8 „ „
48 3 22 1 2 24 8 „ „
49 4 22 1 2 24 8 „ „
50
51
1
Allot-
ment.
6
... 320 0 0
10 2 2 0
1
8
Mackenzie
Mackenzie.
Parish. Situation.
COUNTRY LOT.
TOWN LOT.
Gayn-da ...
On the Burnett River
Town of Gayndah.
Iemarlls.
The purchaser of this
lot will have to pay
4500 for  improvements.
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0
w
00
7Pi
o
0
Area.
P4
County. Parish. Situation .  Remarks.
A. R. P.
1 4 ... 24 0 0 1 Carlisle ... Bassett ... On the Pioneer River.
2 5 ... 23 1 0
3 6 ... 30 0 0 1 ... ...
4 7 ... 30 0 0 1 ... ...
5 8 ... 34 0 0 1 ... ... Near the Pioneer River.
6 9 ... 34 0 0
7 10 ... 40 3 0 1 ... ...
8 11 ... 40 3 0 1 ... »
9 42 ... 19 0 32 1 ... Greenmount Near Baker's Creek.
10 43 ... 19 0 32 1
11 44 ... 19 0 32 1 ..
12 45 ... 19 0 32
J3 46 ... 19 0 32 1
14 47 ... 19 0 32 1
15 48 ... 19 0 32 1
16 49 ... 19 0 32 1
17 50 .. 19 0 32 1
18 51 ... 19 0 32 1
19 52 ... 24 0 0 1
20 53 ... 24 0 0 1
21 54 ... 24 0 0 1
22 55 ... 24 0 0 1
23 56 ... 24 0 0 1
24 57 ... 24 0 0 1 ...
25 58 ... 24 0 D 1
26 59 ... 24 0 0 1
27  60 ... 24 0 0 1
28 61 ... 24 0 0 1
29 62 ... 24 0 0 1
30 63 ... 24 0 0 1
31 64 ... 24 0 0 1
32 65 ... 24 0 0 1
33 66 ... 24 0 0 1
34 67 24 0 0 1
35 68 ... 24 0 0 1
36 69 ... 24 0 0 1
37 70 ... 24 0 0 1
38 71 ... 24 0 0 1 ... ...
39 72 ... 30 0 0 1 ...
40 73 ... 30 0 0 1
41 74 ... 30 0 0 1
42 75 ... 30 0 0 1
43 76 ... 30 0 0 1
44 77 ... 30 0 0 1
45 78 ... 30 0 0 1
46 79 ... 30 0 0 1
47 80 ... 30 0 0 1
48 81 ... 30 0 0 1
49 82 ... 30 0 0 1
50 83 ... 30 0 0 1
51 84 ... 30 0 0 1
52 85 ... 30 0 0 1
53 86 ... 30 0 0 1 ... ..
54 87 ... 30 0 0 1 ...
55 88  ... 46 0 0 1 On Baker's Creek.
56 89 ... 106 0 0 1 ...
57 90 ... 115 0 0 1
58 91 ... 114 0 0 1
59 102 ... 64 0 0 1 Carlisle ... Howard ... On the Pioneer River.
60  1103 ... 61 2 0 1
o
SALE AT THE POLICE  OFFICE, MACK AY,
ON THURSDAY, THE 28TH DAY OF JUNE, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
a+
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SALE AT TIlE POLICE OFFICE, BOWEN,
ON FRIDAY, THE 29TH  DAY OF JUNE, 1566.
TOWN LOTS.
A. R. P. £
1 1 67 1 0 9 8 Herbert Pring ... Town of Bowen.
2 2 67 1 0 9 8 „ „ 99
3 3 67 1 0 9 8 „
4 4 67 1 0 9 8 „
5 5 67 1 0 9 8
6 1 68 1 0 9 8 „ „
7 2 68 1 0 9 8 „
8 3 68 1 0 9 8 „
9 4 68 1 0 9 8 „
10 5 68 1 0 9 8 „
11 1 69 0 1 0 8 „ „ 99
12 2 69 0 1 0 8 ,,
13 3 69 0 1 0 8 „
14 4 69 0 1 0 8 „ „
15 5 69 0 1 0 8 „ „
16 6 69 0 1 0 8 „ 99 ,
17 7 69 0 1 0 8
18 8 69 0 1 0 8 „
19 9 69 0 1 0 8
20 10 69 0 1 0 8 „ „
21 11 69 0 1 4 8
22 12 69 0 1 4 8
23 13 69 0 1 4 8
24 14 69 0 1 4 8
25 15 69 0 1 4 8
26 16 69 0 1 4 8
27 17 69 0 1 4 8
28 18 69 0 1 4 8
29 19 69 0 1 4 8
30 20 69 0 1 4 8
31 1 70 0 1 0 8 99 „ 79
32 2 70 0 1 0 8
33 3 70 0 1 0 8
34 4 70 0 1 0 8
35 5 70 0 1 0 8
36 6 70 0 1 0 8
37 7 70 0 1 0 8
38 8 70 0 1 0 8
39 9 70 0 1 0 8
40 10 70 0 1 0 8
41 11 70 0 1 4 8
42 12 70 0 1 4 8
43 13 70 0 1 4 8
44 14 70 0 1 4 8
45 15 70 0 1 4 8
46 16 70 0 1 4 8
47 17 70 0 1 4 8
48 18 70 0 1 4 8
49 19 70 0 1 4 8
50 20 70 0 1 4 8
51 1 71 0 1 0 8
52 2 71 0 1 0 8
53 3 71 0 1 0 8
54 4 71 0 1 0 8
55 5 71 0 1 0 8
56 6 71 0 1 0 8
57 7 71 0 1 0 8
58 8 71 0 1 0 8
59 9 71 0 1 0 8
60 10 71 0 1 0 8
61 11 71 0 1 4 8
62 12 71 0 1 4 8
63 13 71 0 1 4 8
64 14 71 0 1 4 8
65 15 71 0 1 4 8
66 16 71 0 1 4 8
67 17 71 0 1 4 8
68 18 71 0 1 4 8
69 19 71 0 1 4 8
70 20 71 0 1 4 8
Area. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, CARDWELL,
QN  MONDAY, THE 2ND DAY  OF JULY,  1866.
TOWN LOTS.
Area. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P. £
3 30 0 2 0 8 Cardwell ... Ellerbeck ... Town of Cardwell  ... On Rockingham Bay.
8 32 0 1 0 8 „ „
16 32 0 1 0 8
13 33 0 1 0  8
14 33 0 1 0 8
17 33 0 1 0  8
20 33 0 1 0 8 ,! !!
2 34 0 2 0 8
2 39 0 2  0  8
8 39 0 2  0  8
9 39 0 2 0 1 8
11 43 0 2 0 8
12 43 0 2 0 8
13 43 0 2 0 8
14 43 0 2 0 8
15 43 0 2 0 8
1 44 0 2 0 8
2 44 0 2 0 8
3 44 0 2 0 88
4 44 0 2 0 8 „ „ !!
5 44 0 2 7 8
6 44 0 0 35 8
7 44 0 1 0 8
8 44 0 1 9 8 „ !! ,!
9 44 0 1 18 8
10 41 0 1 26 8
1 46 0 1 0 8 The purchaser  of this lot!! '! " will liave'to pay £150
for improvements.
13 46 0 1 15 8
14 46 0 0 31 8
16 46 0 1 0 8
1 47 0 1 34 8
2 47 0 1 34 ' 8
3 47 0 1 34 8
4 47 0 1 34 8
5 47 0 1 34 8
6 47  0 1 34 8
7 47 0 1 34 8
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the Colony, at Government House, Brisbane, this
twenty-third day of May, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixty-six
and in the twenty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Exce llency's Command,
A. MACALTSTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Authority  : W.  C. BLLBRIDGR, Government Printer,  William street ,  Brisbane.
fQTJEENSL AND
0Vtr1[tMtJtt
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. VII.] SATURDAY,  26TH MAY, 1866.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1866.
f[IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the subjoined Despatches,
received from the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
I.
[CIRCULAR.
Downing Street,
8th March, 1866.
SIR,
I have  the honor  to transmit to  you a  copy of
a Treaty of  Navigation,  which was concluded on
the 16th of August last ,  between Her Majesty
and the  K ing of Prussia ,  the ratifications  of which
were exchanged at Berlin on the 24th ultimo.
I have, &c.,
EDWARD CARDW ELL.
Governor Sir G. F. Bowen , G.C.M.G.,
&c., &c., &c. p 46
TREATY  OF NAVIGATION  BETWEEN HER
MAJESTY AND THE KING OF PRUSSIA. ,
Signed at  G astein ,  August  16,  1865 .-[ Ratifications
exchanged at Berlin ,  February y  24, 1866.]
HER Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain  and  Ireland ,  on the one part, and His
Majesty the King of Prussia ,  on the other part, being
equally animated by the desire  to develop  the stipula-
tions relative to the reciprocal treatment of navigation
now in force under the treaties concluded between them
on the 2nd of April ,  1824, and the 2nd of March, 1841,
upon the basis of the alterations in their Navigation
Laws which have since taken place ,  have entered into
negotiation for that purpose ,  and have named as their
Plenipotentiaries ,  that is to  say:-
Her  Majesty the Queen of  The  United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland ,  the Right Honorable Francis
Baron Napier ,  of Merehiston ,  a Peer of Scotland, a
Baronet of Nova Scotia ,  a Member of Her Britannic
Majesty's Privy Council ,  Her Majesty ' s Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to His Majesty the
King of Prussia, &c. ; '
And His Majesty the King of Prussia ,  M. Otto
Eduard Leopold von Bismarck -Schonhausen ,  President
of His Ministry of State ,  and Minister of Foreign
A ffairs ;
Who, after having communicated to each other their
respective full powers ,  found to be in good and due
form, have agreed upon and concluded the following
Articles :-
i PttP.
[No. 53.
ARTICLE I.
British ships and their cargoes shall, in Prussia, and
Prussian ships and their cargoes shall, in the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, from whatever
place arriving, and whatever may be their place of
destination, and whatever may be the place of origin or
destination of their cargoes, be treated in every respect
as national ships and their cargoes.
It is, however, agreed that the preceding stipulation
shall not affect the rights connected with fishery belong-
ing exclusively to the subjects of either country within
their respective marine territorial limits, nor the local
immunities enjoyed in Great Britain, not by British
subjects generally, but only by certain privileged  classes
in certain ports.
Every favor or exemption which either of the Con-
tracting Parties shall grant in these respects to any
other Power, shall be immediately and unconditionally
extended to the other party.
ARTICLE II.
The stipulations contained in the preceding Article
are also to be applied to the Colonies and Foreign
Possessions of Her Britannic Majesty, as well as to the
ships and cargoes of the same ; but as. regards the
coasting trade, only in those Colonies and Foreign
Possessions the coasting trade of which shall have been,
or shall be hereafter, opened to foreign ships in con-
formity with the Acts of Parliament which -govern this
matter.
ARTICLE III.
If any ship of war or merchant vessel of one of the
Contracting Parties should run aground or be wrecked
upon the coasts of the other, the same aid and assistance
shall be rendered to it as to a national vessel, and in
such case no other expenses shall be paid by the owners
or their agents and representatives for the preservation
of the property than would be payable in the like case of
a wreck of a national vessel. In case the master of a
merchant vessel should be under the necessity of dispos-
ing a part of his merchandise, in order to defray his
expenses, no impediment shall be opposed by the
authorities, the master being bound, however, to con-
form to the existing regulations and tariffs.
The goods and merchandise saved from the wreck
shall be exempt from all  duties of Customs unless
cleared for consumption.
The respective Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls,
and Consular Agents shall, if the owner or master, or
other agent of the owner, is not present, or is present and
requires it, be - authorised to interpose, in order to afford
the necessary assistance to those concerned.
ARTICLE Iv.
The Consuls-General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls, and
Consular Agents of each of the Contracting Parties
residing in the dominions and possessions of the other,
shall receive from the local authorities such assistance as
can by law be given to them for the recovery of deserters
from the vessels of their respective countries.
ARTICLE V.
The right of acceding to the present Treaty, is reserved
to every State now belonging to, or which may hereafter
join, the Zollverein.
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ARTICLE TI.
The present Treaty shall have the same duration as the
Treaty of Commerce, signed on the 30th of May in the
current year, between Great Britain and the Zollverein.
It shall come into force four weeks after the exchange
of the ratifications thereof.
ARTICLE VIT.
The present Treaty shall he ratified, and the rati$ca.
tions thereof shall be exchanged at Berlin in six months,*
or sooner  if possible.
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries
have signed the same, and have affixed thereto the seal
of their arms.
Done at Gastein, the sixteenth day of August, in the
year or o tr Lord one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-fihe.
(L.s.) NAPIER.
(L._s.) V. BISMARCK.
II.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing Street,
9th March, 1866.
SIR,
I have the honor to transmit to you a copy of a
Treaty of Commerce, which was concluded on the
16th of December last, between Her Majesty and
The Emperor of Austria, the ratifications of which
were exchanged at Vienna on the 4th January last.
I have, &c.,
EDWARD CARDWELL.
Governor Sir G. F. Bowen, G.C.M.G.,
&c., &e., &e.
TREATY OF COMMERCE BETWEEN HER
MAJESTY AND - THE EMPEROR OF
AUSTRIA.-WITH THE FINAL PROTOCOL.
Signed at Vienna, December  16, 1865.  -[Rat flcations
exchanged at Vienna, January 4,  1866.]
HER Majesty the Queen•of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland, on the one part ; and His Majesty
the Emperor of Austria, King of Hungary and Bohemia,
&c., on the other part ; being equally animated by the
desire of regulating and extending the commercial rela-
tions between their respective States and Possessions,
have resolved to conclude a Treaty for that purpose, and
have named for their Plenipotentiaries, that is to say :-
Heir  Majesty  the Queen of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland, &c., the Right Honorable
John Arthur Douglas, Baron Bloomfield of Oakhampton
and Redwood, a Peer of Ireland, a Member of Her
Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council, Knight Grand
Cross of the Most Honorable Order of the Bath, Her
Majesty's Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipoten-
tiary to His Imperial and Royal and Apostolic Majesty ;
And His Majesty the Emperor of Austria, King of
Hungary and Bohemia, &c., Alexander Count Mensdor$=
Pouilly, Grand Cross of the Order of Leopold, with the
military decoration belonging to the Commander's Cross
of-the same Order, Knight of the Order of Maria Theresa,
and Possessor of the Cross of Military Merit, Knight
Commander of the Most Honorable Order of the Bath,
Lieutenant-General in His Imperial Majesty's Army,
Privy Councillor and Chamberlain, Minister of the Im-
perial House and of Foreign Affairs ; and Bernhard,
Baron Wiillerstorf-Urbair, Knight of the Order of the
Iron Crown of the Second Class, Rear-Admiral in his
Imperial Majesty's Navy, Privy Councillor, and Minister
for,Commerce ;
Who, after having coimn!: _'c-i ed to each other their
respective full powers, tn,i _u to be in dui and proper
form, have agreed upon and concluded the following
.Articles : -
ARTICLE I.
During the continuance of the present Treaty, the
subjects and commerce of Austria shall enjoy within all
the dominions and possessions of Her Britannic Majesty,,
including Her Majesty's Colonies and foreign possessions,
the same advantages which have been conceded to French
subjects and commerce by the Treaty between Her
Majesty and the Emperor of the French, signed at Paris
on the 23rd of January, 1860, and to the subjects and
commerce of the States of the Zollverein by the Treaty
between Her Majesty and His Majesty the King of
Prussia, representing the sovereign States and territories
united to the Prussian system of customs and contri-
butions, signed at Berlin on the 30th of May, 1865 ; and
This  term m as s absiquently e-,landed by Protocol'to 24 Fehua.ry
18n6.
further,  Austrian  subjects and commerce shall be placed
in all other respects on the footing of the subjects and
,comm erce  of the most favored nation.
ARTICLE II.
From and after the 1st January, 1867, British subjects
and commerce shall, within the dominions of His Im-
perial and Royal Majesty, be placed in every respect
upon the footing of the- most favored nation, and share
in all the -advantages and favors which are enjoyed by the
commerce  and subjects of any third power.
From this rule are excepted-
-a. Advantages such as those which, for the sole
purpose 'of facilitating frontier  traffic, are at
present conceded, or may hereafter be conceded,
to the States of the German Zollverein, or to
other 'neighboring States ;  and also  those retlue=
tions of or, exemptions from  Customs duties
which -are valid only at certain  parts  -of the frontiers
or for the inhabitants of particular  localities.
b. Those advantages which belong, or may hereafter
be conceded, to the subjects of the German
Confederation, in virtue of Federal Treaties and
Federal Laws.
c. Those special and ancient privileges. which are
enjoyed by Turkish subjects, as such, for Turkish
commerce in Austria.
ARTICLE III.
The Austrian Customs Tariff (the present system of
calculating Customs duties by weight being maintained)
shall be so regulated that the duty to be levied upon
articles the produce or manufacture of the dominions of
Her Britannic Majesty, upon their importation into the
Austrian  States , shall, from the 1st of January, 1867,
not exceed 25 per cent, of the value, with the addition
of the cost of transport, insurance,  and commission
necessary for the importation into Austria as  far as the
Austrian 'Customs frontier ; and for this purpose there
shall  serve as  basis the average value of the articles
included under one and the same  denomination in each
position of the future Austrian Tariff.
From and after the 1st of January, 1870, the maximum
of these duties shall not exceed 20 per cent. of the value,
with the additions above defined.
The articles of State monopolies  (tobacco,  salt, gun-
powder), and, further, the goods  comprised in
Classes  1 and 7 of the present Austrian Tariff,
are excepted from these  maxima.
ARTICLE IV.
Commissioners  from both Governments shall meet -not
later than the month of March, 1866, for the  purpose
of ascertaining  and determining the values and additional
charges, and they shall  take as  the basis of their calcu-
lations the average prices at the principal  centres of
production and commerce of the United Kingdom for
the year 1865.
Three years after the duties fixed by Treaty shall have
come  into operation, each of the Contracting  Parties
shall have the right to claim a revision of the  values.
ARTICLE V.
Those duties of the future Austrian Tariff to come
into operation on the 1st of January, 1867, -to which
England attaches a special interest, shall form the subject
of a supplementary Convention to be concluded between
the two Contracting Parties.
The articles of State monopoly,  as also  the goods
subject to fiscal duties included in Classes 1 and 7
of the present Tariff, remain  also  here excepted.
ARTICLE VI.
Internal imposts which are levied in the territory of
one party on the production, preparation, or use of any
article, whether on account of the State or on account
of municipalities and corporations, shall under no pretext
affect the productions of the other party in a higher or
more onerous  degree than  the same  productions of
native origin.
ARTICLE VII.
The Contracting Parties agree that every  reduction in
their Tariffs of import or export duties, and every
privilege, favor, or immunity which either Contracting
Party may hereafter grant to the subjects and commerce
of a third Power, shall be extended immediately and
unconditionally to the other Contracting Party, with a
reserve,  however, of the exceptions enumerated in Article
IT.,  a and b.
ARTICLE VIII.
The subjects of one of the Contracting Parties shall
enjoy in the dominions and possessions 'of the other,
equality of treatment with native subjects in regard to
charge's on loading and unloading,. to warehousing, and
to the transit trade, as also in regard to bounties,
facilities, and drawbacks.
I
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ARTICLE IX.
The subjects of one of the two High Contracting
Powers shall, in the dominions of the other, enjoy the
same protection as native subjects in regard to the rights
of,property in trade marks, and other distinctive marks,
as well as in patterns and designs for manufactures.
ARTICLE X.
The High Contracting Parties reserve to themselves to
determine hereafter, by a special Convention, the means
of -reciprocally protecting copyright in works of literature
and the fine arts within their respective dominions.
ARTICLE XI.
The present Treaty shall remain in force for the space of
ten years, to date from the 1st of January, 1867 ; and in
case neither of the High Contracting Powers shall have
notified to the other, twelve months before the expiration
of the said period of ten  years,  the intention to put an
end to its operation, the Treaty shall continue in force
for another year, and so on from year to year, until the
expiration of a year counting from the day on which one
or other of the High Contracting . Parties shall have
announced its intention to put an end to it.
The High Contracting Parties reserve to themselves
the right to introduce, by common consent, into this
Treaty, any modification which is not opposed to its
spirit and principles, and the utility of which shall have
been shown by experience.
ARTICLE XII.
The present Treaty shall be ratified, and the ratifications
shall be exchanged in Vienna in three weeks, or sooner
if possible.
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries
have signed the same, and have affixed thereto the seal
of their arms.
Done at Vienna, this sixteenth day of December, one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-five.
BLOOMFIELD.
ALEXANDER GRAF M'ENS-
DORFF-POUILLY,  F.M L.
BERNHARD BARON W1TL-
LERSTORF,  C. Admiral.
Final Protocol.
Upon proceeding to the signature of the Treaty of
Commerce concluded this day between Great Britain
and Austria, the Plenipotentiaries of the two Powers
made following Declarations :-
1. The Plenipotentiaries of His Majesty the Emperor
of Austria declared that in virtue of Article XIII. of the
Treaty,of Customs and Contributions Union of the 23rd
December, 1863, between Austria and Liechtenstein,
the Treaty of Commerce concluded this day would apply
equally to the Principality of Liechtenstein, and the
British Plenipotentiary accepted this declaration.
II. In order to avoid any future doubt as to the
intention of Article III., the Plenipotentiaries of the two
Powers agreed to the following explanation:-
In the construction of a Tariff of specific duties by
weight within fixed  ad valorem  rates, it is necessary to
determine what shall be the unit of value to which each
specific duty shall be applied.
In adopting the basis of value established by Article
III. it is understood that it is not intended to depart
from the general principle of the Article, viz., the
application of certain maximum  ad valorem  rates of
duty'to all articles of British produce and manufacture,
but 'to guard against the necessity of making separate
provision for every variety of each article, thereby
creating minute and inconvenient subdivisions in the
Tariff.
With this view it becomes necessary to group
together those different qualities and descriptions of the
same article or of similar articles, which, from their
approximation in value and general resemblance in
character, it is found possible to include under one and
the  same denomination in one position of the Tariff.
But it is understood that in fixing the denominations in
each position 'of the -future Austrian Tariff,  they  shall be
so arranged that'the duty affixed to any one position shall
not exceed the " maximum " rates fixed by Article III.
of the Treaty upon the average value of any kind of
goods of commercial importance included under any one
denomination in such position, unless  by  common
consent it is considered expedient or necessary.
II;I. With reference to Article IV., the Plenipoten-
tiaries likewise agreed that if it shall be found 'that 'the
prices of any kinds of goods have been essentially dis-
turbed by exceptional  causes  during the twelve months
of the year 1865, the Commissioners of the two Govern-
ments shall  endeavor to find such a basis of value as
shall be considered to 'correspond  to a fair average value
for futu e years.
In the case of textile manufactures (the prices of which
have been seriously deranged during the late war in the
United States of America),  it is  agreed that if the
average prices of the year 1865 be taken as •a basis  of
value, either Contracting Party may claim  a revision of
such valuation after the 1st of January, 1868.
IV. The British Plenipotentiary then declared that
Her Britannic Majesty  engages to recomeitend , .to
Parliament the abolition of the duties payable on the
importation of wood and timber into the United King-
dom, and also the reduction of the duties payable on
wine in bottle to the amount of those payable:  on wine
in wood upon importation into the United Kingdom.
V. The Imperial Austrian Plenipotentiaries  on their
part declared that :
The duty upon the export of  rags  from the States and
Possessions of his Imperial and Royal Majesty shall,
from and after the 1st of July, 1866, be reduced to two
florins the zollcentner ; and that :
The duty upon the importation of salted herrings into
the States and Possessions of his Imperial and Royal
Majesty shall, from the 1st of February, 1866, be.reduced
to 50 kreutzers per zollcentner, gross weight.
In witness  whereof the Undersigned Plenipotentiaries
have drawn up the present Protocol in duplicate form,
to which, after it had been duly read, they affixed their
signatures.
Vienna, this ].6th day of December, 1865.
BLOOMFIELD.
ALEXANDER GRAF MENS-
DORFF-POUILL. Y, F.M.L.
BERNHARD BARON WUL-LERSTORF, V. Admit-al.
III.
rCIRCULAR.]
Downing Street,
10th March, 1866.
SIR,
I have the honor to transmit to you, for yourinformation, the enclosed Copy ,of an extraot frova
the  Moniteur,  which 'has been communicated to
the Earl of Clarendon by Her Majesty's Ambas-
sador at Paris, containing Rules respecting the
importation of Undressed Wool into France frm
Australia, Monte Video, and Buenos Ayres, through
England and Belgium.
I have &c.,
EDWARD CARDWELL.
Governor Sir G. F. Bowen, G-.C..M.G.,
&c., &c., &c.
Des observations out etc adressees a Son Excellence
M. le Ministre de l'Agriculture, du Commerce et des
Travaux Publics sur le prejudice que porterait a 1''in-
dustrie Franoaise - l' interdiction cle .1' entree en France
des laines en suint provenant d',Australie, de Montevideo
et de Buenos Ayres, at importees en France par la vole
d'Angleterre on de Belgique.
Le Ministre, reconnaissant que le typhus contagieuz
des betes a comes n' existe nulle part daps ces coritrees
situees hors d' Europe, et que d' ailleurs les laines qui en
proviennent ont etc soumises a une longue navigation,
s' est empresse de se coucerter avec son collegue des
Affaires Etrangeres pour que les-dites laines puissent
titre admises a la frontiere Franraise, sur la 'production
de certificate signs des autorites superieures 'des docks
on entrepots oh elles auront dte consignees at visees par
les Consuls Franoais, constatant que ces laines gont bien
de provenance ,d'Australie, de Montevideo on de Buenos
Ayres et qu' elles n' ont pas etc confondues dans les'doeks
ou entrepots avec des laiues provenant des pays inectes.
Des instructions en ce sens out etc adressass 'aux
preposes du service des douanes sur la 'frouti6re 'de
France.
i
rv.
.[cIR.cULAR. ](Queensland.)
Downing Street,
20th March, 1866.
SIR,
I have the honor to transmit for your information
the accompanying copy of a Procclamation, which
has been approved by the Queen in Coinci'l, 4eelar-
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ing Gold Coins made at the Branch Mint at Sydney,
New South Wales, a legal tender within the United
K ingdom  of Great  Britain and Ireland.
You will take care that full publicity is given to
this Proclamation in the most authentic manner in
the Colony. under your Government.
I have, &c.,
EDWARD CARDWELL.
Governor Sir G. F. Bowen, G.C.M.G.,
&c., &c., &c.
BY THE QUEEN.
A PROCLAMATION,
For declaring Gold Coins made at the Branch Mint at
Sydney, New South Wales ,  a legal tender within
the United  K ingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,
and for imposing a charge of Threepence per Ounce
troy of Standard Gold on the coinage of Gold
at the said Branch Mint, being a charge sufficient
to defray the expenses of coinage over and above the
expenses of assay and refining.
VICTORIA R.
WHEREAS by an order in Council ,  bearing date the
the nineteenth day of August ,  one thousand eight
hundred and fifty-three, We have thought fit to order
that a branch of our Royal Mint should be established at
or near Sydney in New South Wales :
And whereas in the eighteenth year of our reign, by
an Order in Council, dated the eighteenth day of October
one thousand eight hundred and fifty-four, We have
thought fit to order that certain pieces of gold money
should be coined at the said branch of our Royal Mint to
be called respectively Australian sovereigns and Austra-
lian half -sovereigns, and to be of the same respective
weights , fineness ,  and values  with the  sovereigns  and half-
sovereigns now current within this our Realm :
And whereas, pursuant to and in virtue of the powers
given in our said Orders in Council ,  it is provided that a
coinage of the said Australian sovereigns and half-sove-
reigns shall be made ,  and that every such Australian
sovereign shall have for the obverse our Effigy, with the
inscription , " Victoria, D.G. Britannia Regina, F.D.," and
the date of the year, and for the reverse the word
" Australia" placed in the centre of the piece, encircled
by a laurel wreath, and surmounted by the Royal Crown
with the inscription " Sydney Mint, One Sovereign," and
with a graining on the edge ; and that every such
Australian half sovereign shall have the obverse in every
respect similar to that of the sovereign, and for the
reverse the -same word "Australia" in the centre, en-
circled and surmounted in like manner, but for the
inscription the words " Sydney Mint, Half-Sovereign,"
and a graining  on the edge :
And whereas pieces of gold money have been and will
be coined at our said branch of the Royal Mint in pur-
suance of orders issued and to be issued :
And whereas by an Act made and passed in the Twenty-
sixth and twenty-seventh years of our reign, intituled
"An Act to enable Her Majesty to declare gold coins to
"to be issued  from Her Majesty's branch Mint at Sydney,
"New South Wales ,  a legal tender for payments, and for
"other purposes relating thereto," it is provided that
" it shall be lawful for Her Majesty, by Proclamation
issued with the advice of Her Privy Council, to declare
" that, after a date specified in such Proclamation, gold
" coins made at the said branch Mint at Sydney aforesaid,
" of designs approved by Her Majesty, and being of the
" same weight and fineness as are required by law with
" respect to gold coins of the same denominations made
" at  Her Majesty ' s Mint in London ,  are to be a legal
"tender for payments within the United Kingdom of
" Great Britain and Ireland, and upon such Proclamation
" being issued gold coins ,  made of such designs and
" being of such weight and fineness as aforesaid ,  shall be
" a legal tender for payments accordingly :"
And whereas by the same Act it is further provided
that "  it sha ll  be lawful for Her Majesty ,  by Proclamation
" issued with such advice as aforesaid ,  from time to time to
" impose on the coinage of gold at the said branch Mint
" at Sydney a charge sufficient to defr ay the expenses of
" coinage over and above the expenses of assay and
" refining ; and it shall  be incumbent on the said Deputy
"Master to coin gold at the charge so imposed:"
We therefore, by and with the advice of our Privy
Council ,  have thought fit to issue this our Royal Procla-
mation, and We do ordain, declare, and command, that
from and after the date of the pub li cation of this our
Proclamation  in the  London Gazette,  coins made at the
said  branch Mint, of designs approved by us, at Sydney
aforesaid ,  and being of the same weight and fineness as
are required by law with respect to gold coins of the
same denominations made at our Mint in London, shall
be a legal tender for payments within the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.
And We do hereby, by and with the advice of our
Privy council, by this our Royal Proclamation ,  impose
on the coinage of Gold at the said branch Mint at Sydney
the charge of threepence per ounce troy of gold of
standard fineness ,  being a charge sufficient  to defray the
expenses of coinage over and above the expenses of assay
and refining.
Given at our Court at Osborne House ,  Isle of  Wight,
this third day of February, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six,
and in the Twenty-ninth Year of our Reign.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, andm accordance withthe provisions of the Act
27 Victoria, No.  17, Pastoral Leases Act,  I, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim, that
the lease for five years, for pastoral purposes, of the
following portion of land, will be offered for sale at
the undermentioned place, at Eleven o'clock, on the
day specified, at the upset price affixed thereto.
Sale at the Land Agent's Office, at Rockhampton,
on the 19th June, 1866.
Name of Run-Peninsula.
Original Lessee-Robert Ross.
Estimated available  area-25 square miles.
Upset price-£1 per  square mile.
The Peninsula Run is bounded on the east by a
creek running into Port Bowen ; on the south by
the range forming the watershed of the Water
Park Creek ; on the west by the run known as
Raspberry Creek ; and on the north by the coast.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighteenth day of May, in the year of
Our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year of
Her Majesty's  reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 23rd May, 1866.
_[T'IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
DUNCAN MCDIARMID  SINCLAIR, Esquire,
to be the Returning Officer for the Electoral
District of Eastern Downs,  vice  J.  C. White,
Esquire.
By His Excellency's Command,
It. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
MORGAN, Esquire,
to be the Returning  Officer for the Electoral
District of Warwick,  vice  Kingsford.
By His  Excellency' s Command,
It. R. MACKENZIE.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive C uncil, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Members of the local Immigration Board at Mary-
borough :-
RICHARD BRINSLEY SHERIDAN, Esquire,
Assistant Immigration Agent,
JOSEPH HAYDON WARD, Esquire, Health
Officer, and
WILLIAM MONTGOMERY DAVIDSON, Esquire.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCILS.
ROCKINGHAM BAY DIS PRICT.
IN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 23, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has directed the publication of the sub-
stance of a Petition, addressed to His Excellency,
as hereunder set forth, purporting to be signed by
persons qualified to be placed upon the Electoral
Roll of the Kennedy District, praying for the
erection of certain portions of such District into a
Province, and the establishment therein of a Pro-
vincial Council.
Any counter petition in reference hereto must be
lodged with the Colonial Secretary within three
months from date hereof.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners express their desire to participate
in the benefits conferred by the Act providing for
the establishment of Provincial Councils, and they
therefore pray that the District of Rockingham
Bay maybe proclaimed a Province.
The following signatures are attached to the
Petition :-
Retinal P. H. Uhr R. N. Binney
Julius Tottenham Alfred Edwards
Emanuel Roberts Samuel Ward
R. D. R. Farquharson Joseph Jones
W. Peters Adam Row Phillips
Chas. Collins John Milne
Ezra Firth Louis Harke
James Thorn Heinrich Ewart
John Leeman Fried. Heilemann
John McQueen Jdhn Yardley
E. D. Atkinson Weilgulm Loffe
John Fitzgerald George F. Hill
Donald McPherson James Wilson
John Morrisey Edwin Whitfield
E. D Taylor J Ewen Davidson
Alexander McPherson E. L. Thomas
Walter S. Butler Jno. McBryde
Geo. L. Sutton John McLennan
Walter J. Scott John Dallachy
Scott,Brothers and Co. Nicol Scarth
John Cameron Joseph M. Speed
William Shives C. N. Shairp
Thomas Waldron W. J. Davidson
Nathan Walters J. Brooksbank
Henry Stone John Campbell
Geo. H. Rudd James Duncan
J. Charles W, Mackrell
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1866.HIS Excellency the Governor having beenpleased, with the advice of the Executive
Council, to approve the subjoined amendments and
additions to the Police Regulations, the same are
hereby published for general information.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
THE FOLLOWING REGULATION IS SUBSTITUTED FOR
RULE 24, PAGE 8, OF THE POLICE REGULATIONS,
WHICH IS HEREBY CANCELLED.
Each member of the Force, below the rank of Inspector
will receive an allowance of sixpence (6d.) per diem, in
lieu of clothing, and,will be required to provide himself
with the several articles enumerated in Rule _254, page
313,, PmA to.keep, the same in good order.
The clothing will be supplied by the Government, and
charged against the clothing allowance, unless special
notice is given by any constable that he prefers to supply
himself, and such notice must be received in the
Commissioner's Office, not later than the 30th day of
September.
Should any constable, so supplying his own uniform,
provide himself with that which is not in strict conformity
with the regulation pattern, the Inspector of his district
will not allow it to be worn, but will proceed as directed
in Rule 25.
On the death, resignation, or dismissal of a constable,
his uniform will be sold by auction, at the head-quarters
of his district-none but constables being allowed to bid
-and the proceeds credited to his clothing account,
which will be kept separate from the pay account, and
settled quarterly.
Arms, ammunition, and appointments will be supplied
by the Government.
Each constable will be required o sign a certificate
containing a list of his clothing, and of all Government
property with which it may be deemed advisable to
supply him, the date of issue, and other necessary
remarks, which must be countersigned by the officer
'issuing the articles, and retained by the constable, and
produced by him prior to the receipt of his monthly
pay ; and the officer by whom the pay is issued will,
after examining the articles, enter in the station occur-
rence book a certificate to the following effect:-
"  I certify that, on paying the men of this station, I
carefully examined all the articles mentioned in their
certificates, and found that they were all in good and
serviceable order."
THE FOLLOWING WORDS ARE  TO BE ADDED TO THE
42ND CLAUSE-
Which now reads as follows :-" The principal object
to be kept in view, in  all exercises  in drill and the
use of arms, is to make the force effective, and not to
make it approximate in its character to a military body,
further than by introducing the promptness and unifor-
mity of action attained in such bodies."--
The Commissioner at Brisbane,  or, in his absence,
the officer acting for him, and the  officers in  charge of
all the other principal  stations  in the Colony, will hold
a weekly drill every Saturday,  for at least two hours.
Arrangements shall be made, so that every  member of
the Force shall, without interfering with his other
duties, attend drill once in  every  month.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCIL.
TOWNSVILLE PETITION.
IN
pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parliament 28 Victoria, No. 25, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has directed the publication of the substance of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency, as hereunder
set forth, purporting to be signed by persons
qualified to be placed upon the Electoral Roll of
the District of Kennedy, praying for the erection
of a portion of such district into a Province, and
the establishment therein of a Provincial Council.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The. Petitioners state, that it is highly advan-
tageous for the interests of this portion of the
district that the country trading with the port at
Cleveland Bay, should be formed into a Province
under the  Provincial Councils Act of  1864, and
they therefore pray that the area lying within the
undermentioned boundaries may be proclaimed a
Province :-" Commencing at the mouth of the
Burdekin River, and on the left bank of the same ;
thence by the left bank of that river till it meets
the Suitor River, thence by the left bank of the
Suttor River till it meets the 21st parallel, of
latitude ;thence by that -parallel till it strikes the
142nd meridian of longitude ; thence by that iiaeri-
dian northerly till it strikes the 19th parallel of
latitude; and thence by that parallel to the heads of
the Dry River ; thence by the watershed of that
river till it meets the Burdekin, and thence by a
line due east to the coast and thence by the coast
line to the starting point.
[The signatures to this petition are published in
,the  Government Gazette  of 28th April, 1866,
No. 46.]
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1866.
HORSES FOR QUEENSLAND POLICE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
L noon on THURSDAY, the 31st May proximo,
from persons willing to supply Horses for the
Queensland Police Service.
Horses to be not less than four (4) nor more than
six (6) years old, and not less than fifteen (15)
hands one (1) inch in height.
To be delivered at Brisbane, and subject to the
approval of an officer appointed by the Government
to examine them. Separate tenders willbe received
for broken and unbroken horses.
Further particulars may be obtained on applica-
tion to the Commissioner of Police, Brisbane.
It. R. MACKENZIE.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1866.
ERRATUM.ATYPOGRAPHICAL error having occurredin the name of the Bridge referred to in the
Proclamation, dated second instant, as " Man-
dersleigh " Bridge, it is hereby notified that the
name of the said bridge is  31audesleigh  Bridge.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 9th May, 1866.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilTwelve o'clock, on SATURDAY, the 9th
June, 1866, from persons willing to contract for
Re-planking the One-mile Creek Bridge, Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenders for Re planking
One-mile Creek Bridge, Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender, may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Engineer of Roads Office, Brisbane, and at the
Road Depot, Ipswich.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within seven days from the usual notifi-
cation of acceptance, a bond to her Majesty in the
penal sum of £30 for securing such performance
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1866.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
SPRING CREEK BRIDGE ,  DRAYTON AND
DALBY ROAD.T7 ENDERS will be received at this Office, untill1 Twelve o'clock on  SATURDAY,  the 9th
June, 1866 ,  from persons willing to contract for
constructing a Bridge over Spring Creek, on the
Drayton and Dalby Road.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for constructing
Spring Creek Bridge ,  Drayton and Dalby Road."
Plan ,  speci fication ,  and form of tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Engineer of Roads Office,  Brisbane, and at the
Court House ,  Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within seven days from. the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £20 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1866.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
CLEARING HIGHFIELDS ROAD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 9th
of June, from persons willing to contract for
Clearing the Highfields Road, between Toowoomba
and the Highfields Saw Mills.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tenders for Clearing
Highfields Road."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender, may be
seen and further particulars obtained, at the
Engineer of Roads Office, Brisbane, and at the
Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of  9 35 for securing such performance, ot.er-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, BOWEN.
SEPARATE Tenders will be received at this
Office, until Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY,
the 2nd June next, from persons willing to contract
for the erection of a Court House at Bowen, of
brick, or of timber.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Court
House, Bowen."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Colo-
nial Architect's Office, Brisbane, or at the Court
House, Bowen.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted,. and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Bris-
bane, or at the Court House, Bowen, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £150 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
GAOL, BOWEN.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until12 o'clock, on SATURDAY, the 2nd June
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of a Gaol at Bowen.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Gaol,
Bowen."
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane, or at the
Court-house, Bowen.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Bris-
bane, or at the Court House, Bowen, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £150 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1866.
SHEEP RETURNS.
0
CCUPANTS of Crown Lands for pastoral
purposes are hereby reminded, that by the
9th section of the  Scab Act  1863,  27  Victoria, No.
2, it is incumbent upon them to make to the Com-
missioners of their districts respectively, on 1st July
now next, a Return of all Sheep depastured by
them ; and that such Return, in pursuance of the
Proclamation issued by His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
upon the 23rd March, 1864, and in terms of such
section of the before-recited Act, must be accom-
panied by a remittance to the amount of the
assessment chargeable against them, at the rate of
ten shillings for every thousand or part of a thous-
and sheep so depastured.
Neglect of this provision of the Act will subject
the person defaulting to a penalty of Fifty Pounds.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not exonerate any person from the duty of
making the Return, or afford him a plea for
exemption from penalty.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1866.
CATTLE RETURNS.
OCCUPANTS of Crown Lands for pastoral
V purposes are reminded, that by the 6th
section of the Act 25 Victoria, No. 21  (Diseases
in Cattle Act),  the operation of which has been
revived by Proclamation, dated the 18th January,
1864, in terms of clause 2 of 26 Victoria, No. 6,
(The Act to suspend Diseases in Cattle Act of  1862),
it is incumbent upon them to make to the Commis-
sioners of their districts respectively, on the 1st
July now next, a Return of all horned cattle owned
by them ; but no assessment upon such Cattle need
be for the present paid.
Neglect of this provision of the Act will subject
the person defaulting to a penalty of Fifty Pounds.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not exonerate any person from the duty of
making the Return, or afford him a plea for exemp-
tion from penalty.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 17th January, 1866.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY AND BATAVIA OR SINGA-
PORE,  VIA  TORRE, S' STRAITS. .
.
THE Queensland Government having in con-templation he establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  via  Torres' Straits and Singapore, sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until MON-
DAY, the 25th June, 1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly, for a period of five
years, from and to Brisbane and Batavia, calling
at Port Denison and Cape York.
Persons tendering are invited to state  the  amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore and Sydney ; and separate
offers will be received for Monthly Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York, and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of ],st and 2nd class, the tonnage, horse-
power, and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether propelled by screw or paddles ; also
to state the ' time  at which  the service can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or by applying to Messrs. Julyan
and Sergeaunt, Crown Agents, 6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer, Brisbane, and marked  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails viii Torres' Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Memoranda for the information of persons wishing to
Tender for the Torres' Straits Mail Service,, in
reply to Treasury advertisement, dated the 17th
January,  1866.
1. Tenders to state fully the speed, tonnage,  passenger
accommodation of each class, how propelled, and all
other information relative to the vessels to be employed,
required by the advertisement.
2. Vessels to start from each end of the Contract line
monthly, at such  times  as may be hereafter determined,
with a view of making the Torres' Straits Mail Service
alternate with that vi" Cape Leeuwin, thus securing
fortnightly communication between Australia and
Europe.
3. Plans and sections of vessels proposed to be
employed to be sent with the Tender.
4. Vessels to be at all times supplied and furnished
with all necessary and proper machinery, engines, pro-
visions , anchors, cables, boats, fire pumps, and lightning
conductors, and all proper appliances, subject to the
approval of the Officers appointed for the purpose by the
Postmaster-General.
5. Vessels to be officered and manned' to the satisfac-
tion of the Postmaster-General.
6. Each vessel to carry a properly qualified medical
practitioner, and to be furnished with sufficient medicines
and medical comforts.
7. The Postmaster General or his representative may
delay departure of Contract Steamer twenty-four hours
when deemed necessary.
8. The Contract Steamer to leave Batavia  or Singapore
within twenty-four hours after the arrival of the
European Mail Steamers, and to carry the Mails to their
destination at an average speed of not  less than  ten*
knots, calling at Cape York, and such other port or ports
as may be agreed on, reasonable time for detention being
allowed by the Government.
9. Should the Mails not be delivered within the time
stipulated, the sum of £100 to be deducted, by way of
penalty, for every twenty-four hours of such delay, the
" Tenders will also be received  for the service  on a scale pro-
portionate  to speed - say, from nine to eleven knots.
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full amount of penalty, however, not to exceed the
proportionate sum due for that particular service.
10. Postmaster-General to pay an award of £50, over
and above the Contract sum, for each and every twenty-
four hours the Mail shall be delivered within the time
covenanted for.
11. As a penalty for not providing an efficient vessel
ready to start according to agreement, Contractors to
pay, by way of penalty, the sum of £250, also to pay a
further sum of £100 for every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay.
12. Contractors to have not less than three vessels of
the stipulated tonnage and power at all times ready for
service.
13. Postmaster-General may appoint a Mail Agent to
each vessel, who shall be provided with suitable first-
class cabin accommodation and table, at the expense of
the Contractors. The said Mail Agent to have
customary powers with regard to determining questions
relative to Mails, and the despatch or detention of vessels
carrying Mails.
14. Necessary and suitable accommodation, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General, to be provided
for the purpose of sorting and making up Mails during
the voyage, if required.
15. Mails to be delivered at the Post Office, and con-
veyed to the Steamers at the expense of the Contractor,
without any delay.
16. Payments to be made quarterly in Brisbane, and
the payment stipulated to be in full satisfaction for the
service; the Mail money to belong to Her Majesty.
17. The agreement to be entered into to be in force
for five years, but Government reserve to themselves
power to determine the Contract, should the service not
be properly performed.
18. Contractors may at any time terminate the agree-
ment, upon giving six months notice of their intention,
and by paying, by way of forfeit, a sum equivalent to
two months' subsidy.
19. Contractors not to dispose of, or under-let the
Contract, without the consent of the Postmaster-General.
20. Contractors to be bound in the penal sum of
£15,000, to be paid to the Government by way of stipu-
lated damages, in case of failure on their part to
carry out the agreement.
21. Government reserve to themselves the right to
add other reasonable stipulations to those already
mentioned.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT  LIFE  INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PIIOPOSALS
for Life Insurance, or for the
purchase of Annuities ,  or Monthly Allowances,
can be received ai any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision ,  by Insurance ,  for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
f`amily, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shi llings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure  £ 100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age  of ten years.
t hus, a man aged 80 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
'Or, 'he may ' secure a Mohthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d .,  eciual to  R291 3s}  n year- =to commohce
at 60--'by Payment of ei'glfi'shilluigs a ihonth.
jd8ftuA  P. "BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
RANCHES of  the above Bank are now open
Y) at Brisbane ,  Bowen  (Port Denison ),  Banana,
Cardwell ,  Clermont ,  Calliope ,  Cleveland ,  Condamine,
Dalby,  Drayton, Gayndah ,  Gladstone ,  Goondiwindi,
Ipswich ,  Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay,  Roma, Rockhampton ,  Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba ,  Townsville ,  Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from  5s.  upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours ,  and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent .  per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
PORT OF MORETON BAY-MIDDLE CHANNEL.
NOTICE is hereby given to Masters of Vessels
trading to Moreton Bay, that in consequence
of a gradual alteration of the Banks in the Middle
Channel, it is necessary, while crossing the eastern
banks, to keep the yellow patch light open to the
northward of the Lighthouse, and while rounding
the north point of the Venus Bank, to keep the
yellow patch light open to the southward of the
Lighthouse.
The outer buoy of the Middle Channel will
shortly be painted red and placed on the north side
of the Channel.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, 21st May, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
PORT OF MORETON BAY.
ON the 22nd  instant .  and until further notice,the Lightship  at the Brisbane Bar, while
undergoing repairs ,  will be replaced by k, Schooner
painted black ; a masthead light and the usual
tidal signals will be exhibited.
G. P. HEATH,  Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, 21st May, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORETON BAY.
j'®TOTICE is hereby given to Masters of  vessels
11 trading to the port of Moreton Bay, that in
Freeman's Channel there is now only 9 feet of
water at low water springs.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.'
Fortmaster.
Port Office, May 8th, 1866.
METROPOLITAN DISTRICT COURT.
OTICE is hereby given, that this Court willI be held, in its Criminal hnd Civil Jurisdictions,N
at the undermentioned places, on dates as follows
ToowooMBA.
Criminal ... ... ... Monday, 28th May
Civil ... ... ... Wednesday, 30th May
WARWICK.
Criminal ... ... .... Monday, 4th June
Civil ... ... . Tuesday, 6th June
When all jurors and witnesses summoned will
be required to attend.
HENRY A. ELIOTT,
Registrar.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1866.
ME HE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the TUN10N BAN$ or AUSTRALIA, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, during the QUARTER from the
1 1st JANUARY to 311st MARCH, 1866, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.,
By His  Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the UNioN BANK Of AUSTRALIA within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, taken from the several Weekly Statements
during the Quarter from the 1st JANUARY to the 31st MARCH, 1866.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation
Not bearing Interest
...Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...Bear in g Interest ...
Balance due to other Banks ...
f Not bearing Interest ...
Deposits ..............• lBearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
23,561 0 0
9,089 15 10
76,465 9 2
40,795 9 7
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ... ... ...
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ...
Amount of the last Half-yearly Dividend declared ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
TOTALS. ASSETS.
£ s. d.
23,561 0 0 Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion  or Bars ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ...
9,089 15 10 Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
15,729 3 4 Bills of Exchange,  and all  Stock  and Funded Debts
117,260 18  9
£  165,640 1711
... 1,250,000 0 0
... 17  per cent .  per annum
... 106,250 0 0
358,736 5 0
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Asse ts...
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
TOTALS,
£ s. d.
46,169 13 10
2,000 0 0
578 8 1
14,389 16 10
385,946 18
 3
£ 449,084 17 1 f
J. S. TURNER, Manager.
A. THOMSON, Accountant.
I, John Sargent Turner, make oath, that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
Bank, during the period specified; and that the same was made up from the Weekly  Statements  thereof, kept  in pursuance  of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before  me, at Brisbane , this 21st day  of May, 1866 . J. S. TURNER.
GEo. RAFT, Justice of the Peace.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May,  1866.
THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and AssETS of the AusTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK, within the Colony of QuEENSLAND, during the QUAETIIE
from the 1st JANUARY to the 31st MARCH, 1866, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE,
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK, in the Colony of QUEENSLAND, taken from the several Weekly Statements
during the Qu K.TER from the 18t JANUARY to 318t MARCH, 1866.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing  InterestBea.ring Interest ...
Not bearing Interest ...Bills in Circulation . , Bearing Interest
Balances due to other Banks ... .
AMOUNT.
£ s, d.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
51,428 5 4
1,219 3 7
......... .........
Deposits f Not bearing Interest ... ... ... 113,033 2 3
"""""' ? Bearing Interest ... ... ... 64,493 9 1 177,526 11 4
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... £
 230,174 0 3
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the closeof the Quarterended3lst March, 1866 597,600 0 0
10 per cent. per annum,
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... and a bonus of 5 per
cent, per annum.
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ..,
... 40,312 10 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 121,667 7 8
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ... ... .. ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
37,080 9 10
4,853 3 11
20,074 13 10
2,878 13 4
9-
429,28011 1
co
£ 494,167 12 0
HENRY P. ABBOTT, Manager.
EDWARD GRIFFITH, Accountant.
I, Henry Palmer Abbott, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
Bank, in the Colony of Queensland, during the period specified; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and
Council of New South Wales, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 18th day of May, 1866. HENRY P. ABBOTT.
WILLIAM J. KENNEDY, Justice of the Peace.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 23rd May, 1866.THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of the  COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, during the
QUARTER from the 1st JANUARY to the 31st MARCH, 1866, is published in conformity with the third  clause of  the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF, SYDNEY, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, taken from the  several
Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st JANUARY to 31st MARCH, 1866.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation ( Not bearing Interest...Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Balance due  to other Banks ...
Deposits ... Not bearing
 Interest ...
Bearing Interest
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d.
40,796 12
 721,467 15
 7  62,264 8 2
of every  description ,  excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said  Bank from  other Banks
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.25,808 18
 0
2,202 15 3
2,822 7 6
122,034 8 4
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... ... ... £
 79,081 2 1  Total Amount  of Assets  ... ... ... ... £  152,868 9 1
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ... ... ... ... ••• 400,000 0 0
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders .,. ... ... ... 17 per cent. per annum
Amount" of the last Dividend declared .., ... ... ... ... ... 34y000 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 110,497 12 8
Brisbane , 18th May, 1866. ROBERT GIBSON, Manager.
HENRY A. SHERIDAN Accountant,
I, Robert Gibson, make oath, that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
during the  period specified; and that the  same was made  up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept  in pursuance  of the  provisions  of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Vales 4
ASSETS.
£ s. d.
16,164 6 2 Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined Metals
......... Gold and Silver, in Bullion  and Bars ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ...
302 6  4 Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ... ... ..
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
350 1 5 Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
Victoria, No. 13.
worn  before me,' at Brisbane, Queensland, this 18th day of May,  1866.
 ROBERT GIBSON.
J. C. HEUSSLER,  Justice of the Peace.
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1866.NEW ROAD.
I
jIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a New Road running through portion 38, Parish of Taughboyne : Notice is hereby given,
that in conformity With the provisions of the Act 4 William I AT., No. 11, a Plan and Book of Reference,
showing the intended line of New Road abovenamed, are now deposited in the Office of the Surveyor-
General, in Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Gayndah ; and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. IkIACALISTER.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD IHROUGH PORTION 38 PARISH OF TAUGHBOYNE ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No Portion of Road Reputed Occupier
Character
of Bearings.
Length
in
I BreadthEnclo-
of Area.. . Owner. . Land Chains. sores . Road. I
chs. lks .  i ch- lks . A. R.  F-
1 Commencing on the north boun- W .  Huth ... W. Huth Open S 22° 57' W 9  50 1 50  12 2 35
daffy of portion 38, in the parish
of Taughboyne, and running in
Forest
a south-westerly direction
through that land to the
Burnett River
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane,  23rd  May, 1866.
7TOTIC_ E is hereby given, that the Southern  and Western  Railway will be open for General Traffic
iron-i.Ipswich  to Gatton ,  on and after the 1st June next ,  when the following amended Time Table
will cone into operation in place of that issued on the 1st May, 1866.
(L.s.) A. O .  HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
Miles. I Down. Week Days . Sundays. Miles. Up. Week Days. Sundays.
a.m. p.m. a.m. p.m. a.in. p.m. a.in. p.m.
7*
Ipswich
Walloon
10.30
11. 0
4. 0 8.20
4.30 8.50
2.152-45 10 Gatton ... ...Laidley... ... 9.09.30 4.04.30 8.208.50 3454.15
21 Grandellestor... 11.45 5.15 9.35 3.30 161 Grandehester... 10.15 5.15 9.35 5. 0
28 Laidley ... 12.30 6. 0 10.20 4.15 302 Walloon ... 11.0 • 6. 0 10•20 5.45
38 Gatton ... ... 1.0 6.30 10.50 4.45 38 Ipswich ... 11.30 6.30 10.50 6.15
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1866.
PRE-EMPTIVE PURCHASES APPROVED.
I
T is hereby notified, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to approve of the persons mentioned in the annexed list being allowed to purchase,
under their Pre-emptive Right, the portions of land specified against their respective names.
A. C. GREGORY, Surveyor-General.
Cost
Applicant .  Name of Run. Area. Price . of Measure  Deed Fee.
ment-
W. B. Tooth
Ditto ...
Ditto ..,
Ditto ..,
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto....
Ditto ...
.Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ,.,
Ditto ...
.Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto .,.
Acres.  £ 2 s. d. £ s. d.
Clifton No. 1 , . , . , . 1286 1286 Nil. 3 0 0
Ditto 2 ... ... 427 427 ... 1 10 0
Ditto 3 ... ... 457 457 ... 1 10 0
Ditto 4 616 616 ... 1 10 0
Ditto 5 ... 710 710 ... 3 0 0
Ditto 6 ... 628 628 ... 1 10 0
Ditto  7 ... .. 577 577  ... 1 10 0
Ditto 8 . , . 391 391 ... 1 10 0
Ditto 9 ... 661 664 ... 3 0 0
Ditto 10 ... .. 628 628 ... 1 10 0
Ditto 11. ... .. 314 314 ... 1 10 0
Ditto 12 62.8 i 628 ... 1 10 0
Ditto 13 ... 628 628 1 10 0
Ditto 14 ... ...I 549 540 ... 1 10 0
Ditto 15 ... ... 311 314 1 10 0
Ditto 1.6 ... 314 31=3, ... 1 10 0
Ditto 17 ., 539 539 ( ... 1 10 0
Ditto 18 ... .. 459 1 459 ... 1 10 0
Ditto 19 ... 628 628 j ... 1 10 0
Ditto 20 ... ... 628 628 I ... 1 10 0
Ditto 21 ... i 160 160 6 4 0 1 5 0
Ditto 22 ...  628 62 Nil. 1 10 0
Ditto 23 160 160 6- 0 1 5 0
Ditto 24 291, 294 6 4 0 1 5 0
Ditto 25 ... ... 92l1 941 Nil. 3 0 0
Ditto 26 712 712 .. 3 0 0
Ditto 27  257 257  6  4 0 1 5 0
Ditto  28 .. 171  471 *`il. 1 10 0
Ditto  29 ... .. 491  491 ... 1 10 0
Ditto 30 ... ... 230 230 6 4 0 1 5 0
Ditto  31  392 392 Nil. 1. 10 0
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
FAKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named in
each case.
F. O. DARVALL, Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Proprietor. Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Part of subdivision 4 of suburban portion 170, containing
4 acres ; county, Stanley ;  parish , South Brisbane
Charles Eastwood ... ... 26th June, 1806.
Allotment 4 of section 11, containing 36 perches ;
count Stanle ari h North B i b
John Philipp Jost ... ... Ditto.
y, y; p s , r s ane
Allotment 6 of section 14; containing 2 roods ; county, William Pickering,Official Ditto.
Aerivale ; parish and town, Warwick As.gnee of Jacob Kralick's
estate
ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.
ON SALE at  the Government Printing Office,William  Street, single copies of the follow-
ing Acts of Parliament, viz :-
Agricultural  Reserves Act, 6d5
Criminal Oliences Act,  Is.
Criminal Practice Act, is.
Criminal Statutes Repeal Act, 6d.
Diseases in Cattle  Act, 6d.
District Courts Act Amendment Act,  Is.
Forgery Act,  Is.
Fencing Act, Gd.
Government Annuities Act, 6d.
Government Savings Banks Act, 6d.
Government Savings Banks Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Impounding Act,  Is.
Impounding Act Amendment Act, Gd.
Insolvency  Act, is. 6d.
Innkeepers Protection  Act, 6d.
Industrial and Reformatory Schools Act,  Is.
Licensed Auctioneers Act, 9d.
Master and Servants Act, is.
Municipal Institutions Act, is.Offences against the Person Act,  Is.
Pastoral Leases Act,  Is.
Pastoral Occupation Act, 6d.
Publicans Act, Is.
Publicans Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Quarantine Act, Is.
Real Property Act, 2s. 6d.
Registration of Electors Amendment Act,  Is.
Roads Closing Act, 6d.
Scab and other diseases in Sheep Prevention Act,  Is.
Scab in Sheep Act, 6d.
Selectors Relief Act, 6d.
RULES OF COURT.
General Orders in Equity ,  is. 6d.
Pleading Practice, is.
Fees and Charges in Equity, Gd.
Insolvency Rules, Gd.
District Court Rules, is.
Rates of Postage, Is.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Brisbane, 18th May, 1566.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
THE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1866.
SMITH v. McH E NRY.
L O
ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
I. Notice, that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the -Plaintiff in
the above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest of, in, and to, all that piece of Land
containing by admeasurement one rood and twenty
perches, be the same more or less, situatedinthe town
and parish of Ipswich, and county of Stanley, being
allotment 9 of section 10,-commencing at the
south-east corner of the section ; and bounded on
the south-east by one chain and thirty-five links of
the north-west side of Martin street south-westerly
to the east corner of allotment 8 ; on the south-west
by the north-east boundary of that allotment being
a line at right angles to Martin street two chains
north-westerly ; on the north-west by a line parallel
to Martin street two chains and forty-two links
north-easterly to West street ; and on the east by
two chains and twenty-seven links of the west side
of West street south-westerly to the south-west
corner of the section as aforesaid ; being the Land
sold on the 11th May, 1865, as lot 17, in pursuance
of Proclamation of 3rd April, 1855 ;-Will be
Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by Public
Auction, at the Clarendon Hotel, corner of Brisbane
and Thorn streets, Ipswich, on WEDNESDAY,
the twenty-seventh day of June next, at Twelve
o'clock noon, unless this execution is previously
satisfied.
R. K. MACNISH,
Under Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Williams, of
Rockhampton, livery stables keeper.VNHEREAS the said Henry Williams was, onthe 18th day of May, A.D. 1866,adjudgedtobe
an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public Sitting
of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 2nd day of July,  A. D.  1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 30th day of <7uly, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 22nd day of May;
A. D.  1866.
. ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
Judgo.
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ENCLOSURE OF ROADS.
NOTICE is hereby given,  in terms of the
-Eynctosxr e of Roads Act of  1804, that it is
our intention  to apply, on TUESDA Y, the 26th
day of  June next ,  to the Court  of Petty  Sessions,
Brisbane ,  for a license to enclose the road on our
purchased allotments at Eight-mile Plains, in the
county of  Stanley, and parish  of Yeerongpi ll y ; to
erect on the road a pair of gates, thirteen feet wide
in the clear ,  and a self -acting swing gate, four feet
wide in the clear, total width seventeen feet ; the
gates to be painted white ,  and the letters black,
the words -"  Licensed Public Gate ,"  painted on a
conspicuous part thereof.
BAKER BROTHERS.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook, 18th
1 May, 1866, by order of D. Ross,-Esquire. Driving
expenses, 2s. per head.
One bay mare, W over 5 near shoulder, TM off shoulder,
hind foot white, collar marked.
Same date, from Mr. McCleverty's enclosed land,
Drayton Road, by Mr. John Herbert.
One dark bay horse, like PPK near saddle, star and snip,
near hind foot white, shod.
Also, from Eton Vale, same date.
One brown horse, AW conjoined over  0  off shoulder,
near fore and hind feet white, rope on neck, 492 off
saddle.
If not released on or before 19th June, 1866, will be
sold.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
Tiiltpeitllb in£j.
I MPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Rosevale. Driving,5s per head.
One bay horse, blaze, hind feet white, U near shoulder,
like AM off shoulder, S near ribs.
One bay horse, star, 2 over 3A near shoulder, TO near
ribs.
One bay horse, star, near hind foot white, IN off
shoulder.
One black mare, streak, near hind foot white, 2 over 3A
near shoulder,  TO  off shoulder.
One grey mare, WE over `.l' off' shoulder.
One Chesnut horse, near hind foot white, 7 near ribs,
like IbIH conjoined over C7 near shoulder.
One grey mare, like JR (the J reversed and ^ over and
under the  13)  near shoulder, m over DC off shoulder.
One bay mare and foal, star, off hind foot white, like W
near shoulder, writing G off shoulder.
One bay horse, star, D near shoulder.
One bay mare, small star, hind feet and near fore foot
white, r over R9 over P near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, streak, hind feet white, PR near
smoulder.
One brown mare, star, JW near shoulder.
One black horse, M over 139 near shoulder, C near
cheek.
One bay colt, star, HM near shoulder.
One grey snare, P near ribs, D near shoulder.'
One bay mare, star, U near shoulder, M over  0  off
shoulder, M off thigh.
One bay horse, star, hind feet white, 307 near ribs,
WB over T near shoulder.
One roan horse, 210 near ribs, U over DD near
shoulder.
From Mr. Ch. Lovell's Garden. Trespass, £1 per
head.
One red and white cow, GV off rump and ribs.
One strawberry heifer, split off ear, GV off rump and
ribs.
If not released on or before 19th June, 1866, will be
sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Mr. Philip'sPaddock, Gowrie Creek. Damages 5s.
One strawberry steer, no brand visible.
If not released on or before the 5th June, 1866, will
be sold.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IlkfPOUNDED at Warwick, fromNorth Toolburra,18th May, 1866, by order o  Th s. Coutts, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 1s. 2d. per head.
One grey mare, over J conjoined near shoulder, like
MG off shoulder, near hip down.
One chesnut mare, like H over J in circle near shoulder,
like W over J off shoulder, bald face.
If not released on or before Tuesday, 19th June, 1866,
will be sold on that day at noon to defray expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
'POUNDED at Warwick, from Rosenthall, 12th
I April, 1866, by order of E. Lester, Esq-, (wrongly
described in former advertisement). Driving, 6d.
One bay  filly, like IIPQ (the HP conjoined) over Qq
near shoulder, scum on near eye, star.
From North Toolburra, 10th May, 1866, (wrongly
described in former advertisement). Driving
expenses, 2s.
One light bay more, M conjoined near ribs, like All
near shoulder, bald face.
If not released on or before Tuesday, 5th June, 1866,
will be soldon that day at noon to defray expenses.
HENRY MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Fernielawn. Driving
2s. per head.
One brown horse, star, hind feet white, like N off
shoulder.
One bay mare, star, oT hind foot white, ` over w hear
shoulder, like JII conjoined oft shoulder.
One iron-grey mare, WD conjoined near shoulder.
One brown colt, near hind foot white, no legible brand.
One chesnut mare, streak, GS near shoulder.
One bay filly, TD near shoulder.
One bay horse foal, star and snip, hind feet and near
fore foot white, no legible brand.
One tafl mare and foal, P near thigh, like GS over S
near shoulder.
One bay colt, star, B 9i near shoulder.
One bay horse, hind feet white, like W over I near
shoulder.
One bay entire, star, near hind foot white, like Z near
shoulder ; damages £5.
If not released on or before the 19th June, 1866, will
be sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published by W. C. BrasnunGE, Government Printer.
William Street, 26th May, 1866.
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vrortamatiou
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c., &c., &c.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the provisions of the Act 24
Victoria, No. 15, respecting the Alienation of Crown Lands, I, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive 'Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following Lots of Land
will be offered for sale by Public Auction at the undermentioned place, at Eleven o'clock on the day
specified, at the upset price affixed to each Lot respectively. Deposit 10 per cent.
The Deed Fee on the undermentioned Lots will be charged according to the following scale :---
Not exceeding 50 acres, £1 ; above 50 and not exceeding 300 acres, £1 5s. ; above 300 and not exceeding
640 acres, £1 10s.
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, ROMA,
ON MONDAY, THE 2ND DAY OF JULY, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
0
0
Area. Price perAcre. County. Parish. Situation.  Remarks.
1 1
I A.
35 1 0
R.
2
P.
0  8 Waldegrave Roma... ... Town of Roma.
2 2 35 0 2 0  8 99 ,, ,1
3 3 35 0 2 0 8 9,
4 4 35 0 2 80 8 JJ ,9 JJ
5 5 35 0 2 0 8
6 6 35 0 2 0  8
7 7 35 0 2 0 8 JJ „ ,9
8 8 (35 0 2 0  8 „ It
9 9 {35 0 2 0  8 „ It 1f
10 10 35  0 2 0  8 „ „ 1
11 1 36 0 2 0  8 „ 99
12
13
2
3
36 0
36 0
2
2
0  8
0 8
,,It It„
14 4 36 0 2 0  8 It „ It
15 5 36 0 2 0  8 It It
16 6 36 0 2 0  8 „ „ ,9
17 7 36 0 2 0 8 „ It It
18 8 36 0 2 0 8 9, 9, It
19 9 36 0 2 0 8 9, If
20 10 36 0 2 0 8 ,9 Of 9,
21 1 37 0 2 0 8 99 „ 99
22 2 37 0 2 0 8 „ It 99
23 3 37 0 2 0 8 It It It
24 4 37 0 2 0 8 99 It 99
25 5 37 0 2 0 8 99 It 9,
26 6 37 0 2 0 8 • ,9 9, J9
27 7 37 0 2 0 8 ,9 It It
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE,  ROMA,- continued.
ON MONDAY,  THE 2ND DAY  OF JULY, 1866.
TOWN  LOTS-continued.
Area. County .  Parish. Situation .  Remarks.
A. R. P. £
28 8 37 0 2 0 8 Waldegrave Roma... ... Town of Roma.
29 9 37 0 2 0 8  IF
30 10 37 0 2 0 8 „
31 1 38 0 2 36 8 „ „
32 2 38 0 3 3 8 „ „
33 1 39 0 3 3 8  of of Of
34 2 39 0 2 0 8 „  of  »
35 3 39 0 2 0 8 IF of  »
36 4 39 0 2 0 8 „ »
37 5 39 0 2 0 8 „ »
38 6 39 0 2 0 8 „
39 7 39 0 2 0 8
40 8 39 0 1 39 841  1 40 0 2 0 8  IF
2 40 0 2 0 8 11
43 3 40 0 2 0 8 „ „
44 4 40 0 2 0 8 „
45 5 40 0 2 0 8 „
46 6 40 0 2 0 8 IF
47 7 40 0 2 0 8 „ „
48 8 40 0 2 0 8 „ „
49 9 40  0 2 0 8 ,,
50 10 40 0 2 0 8 OF
51 4 7 0 2 0 8
52 3 8  0 2 0 8
53 5 8 0 2 0 8
54 1 11 1 0 4 8
55 1 33 0 2 0 8
56 2 33 0 2 0 8 „ OF
57 3 33 0 2 0 8 IF „ „
58 4 33 0 2 0 8 „ of „
59 5 33 0 2 0 8 „ IF  ,
60 6 33 0 2 0 8 „
„
61 7 33 0 2 0 8 „ ,,
62 8 33 0 2 0 8 „ IF
63 9 33 0 2 0 8 of  to  to
64 10 33 0 2 0 8 it of „
65 1 34 0 2 0 8 „ IF to
66 2 34 0 2 0 8  of IF to
67 3 34 0 2 0 8 IF  „
68 4 34  0 2 0 8 „ OF to
69 5 34 0 2 0 8  of of to
70 6 34 0 1 372 8 F9 ,,
71 7 34  0 1 37 8 „ „ „
72 8 34 0 1 37 1 8  of „ „
73 9 34 0 1 36 1 8 OF
74 10 34 0 1 36 I 8 „
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the Colony, at Government House, Brisbane, this
thirtieth day of May, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixty-six
and in  the twenty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
By Authority : W. C. Br LI3&IDG2, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
WHEREAS by an Act of the Parliament of
r 1' Queensland, passed in the twenty-eighth
year of the reign of Her Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  "An  Act to Amend the Publicans Act
of f  1863," it was, amongst other thing enacted,
that it shall not be lawful for any wholesale spirit
dealer, for any wholesale dealer in wines 'or beer, or
for any grower or maker of liquors made from sugar-
cane the produce of the colony, to sell or otherwise
dispose of, or to deliver, any liquor (although in
quantities exceeding two gallons at one time) except
in such towns or places as shall from time to time
be proclaimed by the Governor in Council, and
notified by Proclamation in the  Government Gazette
as towns and places where liquors may be disposed
of by wholesale : Now, therefore, I, Sir GEORGE
FERGUSON BOWEN, the Governor aforesaid, in pursu-
ance of the power so vested in me, do hereby pro-
claim the town of Charleville as a place where
spirits, wine, beer, or liquors made from sugar-cane
the produce of the colony, may be sold in quantities
not less than two gallons at one time.
Given under my Hand,; and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of May, in the year of
Our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year of
Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
It. R. MACKENZIE.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1866.
NOTICE.
11
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen, Trustees
of the Land granted as a site for a Lying-in-
Hospital, Brisbane:-
HENRY BUCKLEY, squire
SAMUEL DAVIS, Esquire
Reverend EDWARD GRIFFITH.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Attorney-General's Office,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1866.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
C. F. CUMMING,  Esquire,
to be a Registrar for the Metropolitan  District
Court, at Warwick.
By His Excellency' s Command,
CHARLES LILLEY.
Attorney-General's Office,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE WHITE, Esquire,
to be a Registrar for the Northern District Court,
at Gladstone.
By His Excellency's Command,
CHARLES LILLEY.
Attorney General's Office,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1866.
Ij IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
W. MCCLINTOCK, Esquire,
to be a Registrar for the Northern District Court,
at Bowen.
By His Excellency 's Command,
CHARLES LILLEY.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1866.
EFERRING to a Notice, dated from this
office the 17th January, 1866, intimating
that the Trustees of the Land on Wickham Terrace,
granted for the purposes of the Episcopalian
Church, had made application for leave to Mort-
gage such Land in order to obtain funds for
the erection of additional buildings thereon : His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, now directs it to be notified,
that as no objection has been lodged with the
Colonial Secretary to the granting of the leave
sought, he has been pleased, in terms of the Act
28 Victoria, No. 22, to authorise the said Trustees
to Mortgage the said Land for the purpose named.
By His Excellency's Command,
It. R. MACKENZIE,
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th May, 1866.
r1HE following Bye-laws, made by the Muni-
j, cipal Council of Ipswicli, pursuant to the
70th section of the  Mwn.iczpal Institutions Act of
1864, for Licensing and Regulating Hackney Car-
riages, Cabs, &c., having been confirmed by His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, under his Hand, in accordance
with the 74th section of the said Act, the said
Bye-laws are hereby published in the  Government
Gazette.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
IN pursuance of the power vested in the Council of the
Municipality of Ipswich by Part VI. of the  li/unici-
pal Institutions Act of  1864 ,  the said  Council do
make the following Bye-law
1. No person or persons sha ll  ply or run any vehicle
for hire within the Municipalty ,  until and unless he
shall be duly licensed to ply or run the same vehicle in
manner hereinafter described .  And no person sha ll
drive or conduct any vehicle plying or running for hire,
until and unless he shall be licensed to drive or conduct
such vehicle.
2. All applications for licenses must be sent in to the
Town Clerk  ;  such application to specify a full descrip-
tion of the vehicle for which such license is required,
also the name of the driver or conductor ,  with a certi fi-
cate from two respectable citizens to the effect that the
person is good of character ,  and competent to act as
such driver or conductor.
3. No license shall be granted in respect of any
vehicle, unless the same is found in complete repair on
inspection  by the Mayor  and two Aldermen ,  and shall
from time to time be liable to inspection on receiving
notice to that effect from the Town Clerk.
4. All vehicles so licensed ,  have the number of license
affixed on some conspicuous place, in figures not less than
two inches in height and of proportionate breadth, white
upon a ground of black ,  for cars, hackney carriages,
&c. ; and for omnibuses in the same manner, four inches
in height .  And such numbers  shall  be kept legible and
undefaced during all  the time such vehicle shall ply or
be used for hire.
5. No omnibus or car shall ply for hire within the said
Municipality, unless the number of the license of such
vehicle ,  and the number of persons such vehicle is
li censed to carry, in words, at length ,  in the following
form :-that is to say, "Licensed to Carry ," be
placed on some conspicuous place or places, on
the outside of such vehicle, as directed  by the Mayor,
in legible letters, white upon a ground of black, at least
two inches in length and of proportionate breadth ; nor
shall such driver or conductor of such vehicle carry a
greater number of persons than the number so painted
and printed thereon ;  nor shall such driver or conducter
permit, or suffer any person besides himself to take
charge of such vehicle .  Provided that when any vehicle
shall be altered ,  the same shall be immediately brought
for inspection to the Council Chambers, and any required
alteration in the number of passengers shall be made by
indorsement on the license, signed by the Mayor, and
countersigned by the Town Clerk.
6. No proprietor shall part with or lend his license;
nor part with his licensed vehicle without the knowledge
and approval of the Mayor ,  and the registry of the name
of the purchaser in the books of the Town Clerk, and
the indorsement of such name by the Town Clerk on the
license granted for such vehicle ;  and any proprietor
who shall part with his vehicle without such approval
registry and indorsement ,  sha ll  still be deemed the
proprietor thereof, and subject as such to all the
provisions of this Bye-law, as fully as if no change of
ownership had taken place. Provided always that the
purchaser of such vehicle who shall allow the same to be
used, or to ply for hire, without such approval ,  registry,
and indorsement ,  shall be subject to the penalty
imposed by the Bye-law on a person for plying without
a license.
7. The person or persons whose name or names shall
appear to have been obtained ,  or duly transferred, sha ll
be deemed the proprietor or proprietors of the vehicle,
in respect of which the same shall have been taken out
or transferred ,  and sha ll  be held responsible for the good
conduct of the driver or drivers ,  conductor or con-
ductors ,  employed by him ,  and may be proceeded
against for any breach or non -observance of any provision
of these Bye-laws by such driver or drivers, conductor
or conductors, and shall be liable for all the penalties
which such driver or drivers, and conductor or con•
ductors, may incur under these Bye-laws.
8. Whenever any person named as the proprietor, or
one of the proprietors, of a licensed vehicle shall change
his or her place of abode, he or she shall, within two
days next after any such change, give notice thereof in
writing, signed by him or her, to the Town Clerk, speci-
fying his or her new place of abode ; and the same shall
be duly indorsed by the Town Clerk upon the license
granted to such proprietor.
9. The license of the proprietor, driver, or conductor,
of any vehicle may be revoked or suspended by the
Mayor, as he shall deem right, " after three days notice
in writing given to such proprietor, driver, or con-
ductor" to show cause why the same should not be
revoked or suspended, and opportunity thereupon given
to show cause, in case either the proprietor, driver, or
conductor shall have been convicted of two offences
against these Bye-laws, committed within the period of
eight months next preceding ; and a certificate from the
Clerk of Petty Sessions shall be deemed conclusive
evidence of such convictions having taken place
10. No driver or conductor of a licensed vehicle shall
lend or part with his license, or permit or suffer any
unlicensed person to drive or conduct his licensed
vehicle, nor shall the proprietor of any such vehicle
employ any unlicensed person as the driver or conductor
thereof.
11. A ll  licenses shall be in the following or like
form:-
This is to certify that A B, of D street, is hereby
licensed to ply or run a vehicle with wheels
within the Municipality of Ipswich, subject, neverthe-
less, to all and every of the Bye-laws, Rules, and
Regulations in force relating thereto. The said vehicle
to carry passengers, and no more. This license
in force from the day of 186 to the
day of 186
Town Clerk,
[Description of vehicle.]
And shall be made out by the Town Clerk, numbered
in such order as he may think fit; and for
every such license issued there shall be paid annually
to the Town Clerk, for the benefit of the town revenue,
£ s. d.
the following rates
Cabs, hansoms, and other vehicles on
two wheels ... ... ... 3 0 0
Cars on two wheels, carrying more than
two passengers... ... ... 4 0 0
Hackney carriages and other vehicles on
four wheels ... .-. ... 5 0 0
12. The table of fares fixed by the Municipal Council,
painted or printed in clear legible figures on a card or
plate six inches by three inches, shall be affixed in a
conspicuous part in the inside of the vehicle, or such
other place, of every vehicle licensed under these Bye-
laws as the Mayor may direct ; and such card or plate
shall be kept so affixed and legible and undefaced
during all the time the vehicle shall ply or be used for
hire.
13. No proprietor, driver, or conductor, of any
licensed vehicle shall demand, receive, or take more
than the several fares set forth in the following schedule,
viz.:-- '
If drawn  by one horse.
s.
For any distance not exceeding half-a-mile 0 6,
And for every half-mile or part of half-a-mile
over and above any number of miles or
half-miles completed 0 a
For any time not exceeding one half-hour ... 2. 0
And for every half-hour or part of a half-
hour after any number of half-hours
completed... ... ... ...  2
And for every vehicle drawn by two horses.
For any distance riot exceeding half-a-mile 1 0
And for every half-mile or part of half-a-mile
over and above any number of miles or
half-miles completed
... 1 0
For any time not exceeding one half-hour 2 6
And for every half-hour or part of a half-
hour after any number of half-hours
completed ... ... ...  2 6
Provided that the sums so set forth may be varied
from time to time by a resolution of the Municipal
Council, as occasion may seem to require ; and notice of
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such  alteration  shall be published in one or more of-the
papers  published in Ipswich aforesaid.
14. Half fares shall be allowed back to the place from
which the vehicle was engaged, whenever it shall have
been taken to a distance greater than three miles from
such place.
15. For so much of every drive or distance as may be
performed by any vehicle after ten o'clock at night and
before five o'clock in the morning, an addition to the
ordinary fare of one-half shall be paid.
16. The rates of fares established or to be established
under these bye-laws shall be inclusive 0f all charge for
luggage  under fifty pounds weight.
17. If the driver of any vehicle hired by distance be
kept waiting by the hirer in the course of a drive or a
journey above fifteen minutes, except when detained by
the hirer for the purpose of returning, as hereinafter
provided, he shall receive for every fifteen minutes
detention after the first fifteen minutes, if it be a vehicle
drawn by two or more horses one shilling, and if by one
horse ninepence.
18. Any person calling or sending for any vehicle and
not further employing the same, shall pay as follows :-
For a vehicle drawn by one horse ninepeuce, and for a
vehicle drawn by two horses one shilling, or the fare from
the place where the vehicle was engaged, at the driver's
option ; and if the person calling the vehicle shall detain
the same more than five minutes he shall further pay for
any time that the vehicle may be detained not exceeding
a quarter  of an hour sixpence, by two or more horses
ninepence , and for any time not exceeding a second
quarter  of an hour, if a vehicle drawn by one horse
sixpence , by two or more horses ninepence, and for any
further time in the same proportion.
19. The distance shall be computed from the place
where the vehicle was hired, and not from where the
same may  usually ply.
20. No proprietor or driver of any licensed vehicle,
having agreed to take any fare at any time or from any
place , shall delay, neglect, or refuse to do so.
21. Any person having hired a licensed vehicle, and
not paying the legal fare when demanded, shall on con-
viction before any justices forfdit and pay to the owner
or driver  of such vehicle such fare, together with such
further sum for damages, costs, and expenses for loss of
time or otherwise,  as the said  justices shall in their dis-
cretion think fit.
22. Every proprietor or driver of a licensed vehicle
standing or plying for hire at any place appointed by the
Municipal Council shall be deemed disengaged, and be
bound accordingly to take immediately any fare, not-
withstanding any pre-engagement.
23. No driver or conductor of any vehicle, whilst in
any part of the town, shall endeavor to attract notice by
shouting, ringing of bells, blowing of horns, or otherwise.
24. No driver or conductor of any vehicle shall suffer
the same to stand or loiter in any street or alongside of
any other vehicle, nor refuse to give way if he con-
veniently can to any other vehicle, nor obstruct the
driver of any other vehicle in taking up or setting down
any person, or wilfully, wrongfully, or forcibly prevent
or endeavor to prevent the driver of any other vehicle
from taking a fare.
25. No driver or conductor, shall, whilst driving,
loading, or unloading, or attending any vehicle, or whilst
in any public place, wilfully, or negligently, or cause, or
suffer to be done, any damage, to the person or property
of any one, or be guilty of any breach of the peace,
misconduct, or misbehavior, nor make use of any
obscene , blasphemous, threatening, abusive, or insulting
language ,  sign, or  gesticulation.
26. Every driver of any vehicle, shall keep the same
on the left or  near  side of the road, except in case of
actual necessity, or other sufficient reason for deviation,
and shall permit any other vehicle to pass his carriage,
having a right to do so.
27. No driver shall, except while standing at the
place appointed for him, permit his vehicle to stand in
any part of the town longer than may be necessary for
loading or  unloading, or taking up or putting down
passengers , nor shall cause any obstruction in any part
of the town.
28. Every driver, whilst engaged in taking up or
setting down any passenger, shall, during such taking up
or setting down, place his vehicle as near as convenient
may be to that side of the street, and at a right line
with the curb-stone, at which the taking up or setting
down is required.
29. No vehicle shall be driven through any part of
the town at  a walking pace ,  nor at a pace  other than a
trot.
30. No driver or conductor shall carry, or knowingly
permit to be carried, in any licensed vehicle, except to
some police ..office, or watch -house ,  any coffin,  or deceased
human  body, or any person violently or noisily con-
ducting himself, or herself, or otherwise so misbehaving
as to occasion any annoyance, so as to disturb the public
peace.
31. The proprietor of every licensed vehicle shall, at
all times, when plying, or employed for hire, have the
same in  good order, with the harness perfect, and in
good condition, and the vehicle clean and in good repair,
and the whole ready and sufficient for use, with the
driver or conductor, and horses competent to perform
the trip from place to place within the municipality, in
due and reasonable time.
32. No driver or conductor, of any vehicle  shall smoke
any pipe or cigar, whilst driving or conducting any
licensed vehicle engaged by any fare, nor shall any
passenger smoke in any vehicle without the permission
of the driver, or against the wish of any other passener.
33. The driver or conductor of every vehicle shall' be
constantly attendant upon the same while standing at
its appointed place, or whilst plying or engaged for hire,
nor shall the driver be at such a distance from his horse
or horses,  as to prevent  his having the control of the
same.
34. Every licensed vehicle plying or  engaged after
sunset, shall , except on clear moonlight nights, be pro-
vided with lights on either side, and keep  the same
lighted while so plying for hire.
35. No driver of any licensed hackney carriage or cab
shall be compelled to carry more  passengers  than his
carriage  or cab can conveniently accommodate.
36. The driver of every licensed vehicle shall place a
muzzle upon the head of any vicious horse, and whilst
feeding his horses shall use nose-bags to contain his
forage, and shall not remove his horses' winkers at any
time when attached to the carriage.
37. In every case of property being left in any vehicle
by the person who used the same, such property shall
immediately be taken in the state in which it was found
to the Council Chambers, and there deposited with the
Town Clerk.
38. Any property left in any  licensed  vehicle at any
time, and not claimed within fourteen days next after-
wards, shall be advertised  in one or more  of the papers
published in Ipswich aforesaid, and if not claimed within
three calendar months after such advertisement such
property shall be disposed of by public auction, and the
proceeds, after paving all expenses and such reward to
the driver or conductor as the Mayor shall determine,
shall be given to such public institution for charitable
purposes within the town as he may direct. And if the
property be claimed by the owner within the said period
of three months, the Mayor shall cause the  same to be
delivered to him on his paying any expenses  incu rred,
and making such satisfaction to the driver or conductor
bringing  the same as  lie may think reasonable.
39. The Town Clerk shall deliver to the owner of
every licensed vehicle, and every driver of such vehicle,
at the time of obtaining his license, a printed copy of
these Iiye-laws, certified by his signature, and having
the name of the owner or driver to whom the same is
delivered, and the number of the license written dis-
tinctly thereon, and such owners or drivers respectively
shall at all times have such copy, or some other copy of
these Bye-laws ready to produce, and shall upon request
produce the same for perusal to any persons having
hired such vehicle, and every driver and conductor of
any vehicle shall at all times, when plying for hire, have
with him his license, and shall upon demand produce
the same to any such person, or to the Inspector of
licensed vehicles, or to any Justice of the Peace, or
Inspector of Police requiring to inspect the same.
40. Every driver or conductor of a vehicle, and every
vehicle, shall be deemed to be licensed, if  a document
signed by such owner, driver, or conductor, purporting
to be a copy of such license be produced by the inspector
for the time being, and it shall not be, necessary to call
upon the party prosecuted to produce the original license
to enable the prosecutor to give secondary evidence, and
every person or persons and any vehicle shall be deemed
unlicensed unless it appears on the production of the
license register by the inspector that a license has been
duly issued.
41. Such person or persons as may from time to time
be in that behalf appointed by the Municipal Council,
shall be the inspector or inspectors during the pleasure
of the Municipal Council of all licensed vehicles plying
for hire within the town, and such inspector or inspec-
tors shall from time to  time examine  all such vehicles,
and shall at all  times se ,) that as far  as possible these
Bye-laws are duly observed.
42. No owner, driver, or conductor of any such  vehicle,
or any other person shall obstruct any such  inspector iza
the execution of his said duties.
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43. For any offence against the provisions of these
Bye-laws the offender shall be liable to, and shall pay, a
penalty not exceeding five pounds nor less than ten
shillings, to be recovered in a summary way, as by law is
or shall be required.
44. No vehicle which shall be let for hire by special
agreement only, or only when bespoken at the stable or
residence of its owner, and which shall never publicly
ply for hire off the promises of its owner, shall be
deemed a licensed vehicle, within the meaning of these
Bye-laws, nor shall the owner, driver, or conductor of
such vehicle be subject to their provisions in any respect
whatsoever.
45. When the word "vehicle" shall be used in these
Bye-laws, the same shall be understood to apply to either
an omnibus, a car, hacknery cariage or cab. And an
" omnibus " shall be meant to be a vehicle upon four
wheels drawn by two or more horses ; and a " car " a
vehicle upon two wheels, for which omnibus licenses
have been taken out ; and a " hackney carriage " shall
mean a vehicle upon four wheels drawn by two or more
horses ; and a  " cab "  a vehicle upon two wheels, for
which hackney carriage licenses have been taken out.
46 All acts, matters, or things to be made or done by,
and all powers and authorities vested in, the Mayor
under or by virtue of the provisions of these Bye-laws,
may respectively be made or done by, or vested in such
other person or persons as the said Council shall, by
resolution in that behalf, appoint.
47. That any proceedings under the provisions of
these Bye-laws, it shall not be necessary for the person
or persons prosecuting or complaining to prove that any
place is within the said town.
J. MURPHY,
Mayor.
P. P. ANDERSON,
Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of May,
in the year of our Lord One thousand eight
hundred and sixty-six, and in the twenty-
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
R.. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCIL.
TOWNSVILLE PETITION.
J
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment 28 Victoria, No. 25, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has directed the publication of the substance of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency, as hereunder
set forth, purporting to be signed by persons
qualified to be placed upon the Electoral Roll of
the District of Kennedy, praying for the erection
of a portion of such district into a Province, and
the establishment therein of a Provincial Council.
By His Excellency's Command,
11. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state, that it is highly advan-
tageous for the interests of this portion of the
district that the country trading. with the port at
Cleveland Bay, should be formed into a Province
under the  Provincial Councils Act  of 1864, and
they therefore pray that the area lying within the
undermentioned boundaries may be proclaimed a
Province:-- Commencing at the mouth of the
Iurdekin River, and on the left bank of the same ;
thence by the left bank of that river till it meets
the Suttor River, thence by the left bank of the
Suitor River till it meets the 21st parallel of
latitude ; thence by that parallel till it strikes the
142nd meridian of longitude ; thence by that meri-
dian northerly till it strikes the 19th parallel of
latitude; and thence by that parallel to the heads of
the Dry Liver ; thence by the watershed of that
river till it meets the Burdekin, and thence by a
line. due east to the coast and thence by the coast
line to the starting point.
[The signatures to this petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 28th April, 1866,
N, o, 46.]
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCILS.
ROCKINGIIAM BAY DISTRICT.
I N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 23, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has directed the publication of the sub-
stance of a Petition, addressed to His Excellency,
as hereunder set forth, purporting to be signed by
persons qualified to be placed upon the Electoral
Roll of the kennedy District, praying for the
erection of certain portions of such District into a
Province, and the establishment therein of a Pro-
vincial Council.
Any counter petition in reference hereto must be
lodged with the Colonial Secretary within three
months from date hereof.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners express their desire to participate
in the benefits conferred by the Act providing for
the establishment of Provincial Councils, and they
therefore pray that the District of Rockingham.
Bay may be proclaimed a Province.
The following signatures are attached to the
Petition :-
Reginal P. H. Uhr R. N. Binney
Julius Tottenham Alfred Edwards
Emanuel Roberts Samuel Ward
R. D. It. Farquharson Joseph Jones
W. Peters Adam Row Phillips
Chas. Collins John Milne
Ezra Firth Louis Harke
Janes Thorn Heinrich Ewart
John Leeman Fried. Heilemann
John McQueen John Yardley
E. D. Atkinson Weilgulm Loffe
John Fitzgerald George F. Hill
Donald McPherson James Wilson
John Morrisey Edwin Whitfield
E. D Taylor J Ewen Davidson
Alexander McPherson E. L. Thomas
Walter S. Butler Jno. McBryde
Geo. L. Sutton John McLennan
Walter J. Scott John Dallachy
Scott Brothers and Co. Nicol Scarth
John Cameron Joseph M. Speed
William Shives C. N. Shairp
Thomas Waldron W. J. Davidson
Nathan Walters J. Brooksbank
Henry Stone John Campbell
Geo. H. Rudd James Duncan
J. Charles W. Mackrell
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
MILITARY HOSPITAL AND OFFICERS'
QUARTERS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
11 1.2 o'clock, on SATURDAY, the 16th instant,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Hospital and Officers' Quarters, at the Military
Barracks, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Military
Hospital, Brisbane."
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within seven days from the visual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £250 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration,
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALIST E R
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 9th May, 1866.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilTwelve o'clock, on SATURDAY, the 9th
June, 1866, from persons willing to contract for
Re-planking the One-mile Creek Bridge, Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenders for Re planking
One-mile Creek Bridge, Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender, may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Engineer of Roads Office, Brisbane, and at the
Road Depot, Ipswich.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within seven days from the usual notifi-
cation of acceptance, a bond to her Majesty in the
penal sum of £30 for securing such performance
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1866.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
SPRING CREEK BRIDGE, DRAYTON AND
DALBY ROAD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 9th
June, 1866, from persons willing to contract for
constructing a Bridge over Spring Creek, on the
Drayton and Dalby Road.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for constructing
Spring Creek Bridge, Dra/ton and Dalby Road."
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Engineer of Roads Office, Brisbane, and at the
Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £20 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1866.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
CLEARING HIGHFIELDS ROAD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
J Twelve o'clock on SATURDAY, the 9th
of June, from persons willing to contract for
Clearing the Highfields Road, between Toowoomba
and the Highfields Saw Mills.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tenders for Clearing
Higlields Road."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender, may be
seen and farther particulars obtained, at the
Engineer of Roads Office, Brisbane, and at the
Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £35 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1866.
SHEEP RETURNS.
0
CCUPANTS of Crown Lands for pastoral
purposes are hereby reminded, that by the
9th section of the  Scab Act  1863,  27  Victoria, No.
2, it is incumbent upon them to make to the Com-
missioners of their districts respectively, on 1st July
now next, a Return of all Sheep depastured by
them ; and that such Return, in pursuance of the
Proclamation issued by His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
upon the 23rd March, 1864, and in terms of such
section of the before-recited Act, must be accom-
panied by a remittance to the amount of the
assessment chargeable against them, at the rate of
ten shillings for every thousand or part of a thous-
and sheep so depastured.
Neglect of this provision of the Act will subject
the person defaulting to a penalty of Fifty Pounds.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not exonerate any person from the duty of
making the Return, or afford him a plea for
exemption from penalty.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1866.
CATTLE RETURNS.
OCCUPANTS of Crown Lands for pastoral
purposes are reminded, that by the 6th
section of the Act 25 Victoria, No. 21  (Diseases
in Cattle Act),  the operation of which has been
revived by Proclamation, dated the 18th January,
1864, in terms of clause 2 of 26 Victoria, No. 6,
(The Act to suspend Diseases in Cattle Act of  1862),
it is incumbent upon them to make to the Commis-
sioners of their districts respectively, on the 1st
July now next, a Return of all horned cattle owned
by them ; but no assessment upon such Cattle need
be for the present paid.
Neglect of this provision of the Act will subject
the person defaulting to a penalty of Fifty Pounds.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not exonerate any person from the duty of
making the Return, or afford him a plea for exemp-
tion from penalty.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department  of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  31st  May, 1866.
NOTICE OF  ACCEPTANCE  OF TENDER.
I
T  is hereby notified for general information, that
the Government have accepted the tender of
Mr. Robert Bertwistle ,  for the lease of the Bulimba
Ferry for three years.
A. MACALISTER.
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The Treasury,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1866.
NOTICE TO PUBLICANS.
PUBLICANS are hereby reminded that their
Certificates, together with the sums required
to be paid for their Licenses, must be lodged at the
Office of the Colonial Treasurer, not later than the
Thirtieth day of June next.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
N.B.-To prevent delay in the issue of Licenses,
it is requested that remittances to the Treasury be
made in Bank Drafts or Cheques payable in
Brisbane, where practicable.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 17th January, 1866.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY AND BATAVIA OR SINGA-
PORE,  ,VIA  TORRES' STRAITS.THE Queensland Government having in con-templation the establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  via  Torres' Straits and Singapore, sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until MON-
DAY, the 25th June, 1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly, for a period of five
years, from and to Brisbane and Batavia, calling
at Port Denison and Cape York.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore and Sydney ; and separate
offers will be received for Monthly Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York, and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of 1st and 2nd class, the tonnage, horse-
power, and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether propelled by screw or paddles ; also
to state the time at which the service can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or by applying to Messrs. Julyan
and Sergeaunt, Crown Agents, 6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer, Brisbane, and marked  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails via Torres' Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
7. The Postmaster General or his representative may
delay departure of Contract Steamer twenty-four hours
when deemed necessary.
8. The Contract Steamer to leave Batavia or Singapore
within twenty-four hours after the arrival of the
European Mail Steamers, and to carry the Mails to their
destination at an average speed of not less than ten*
knots, calling at Cape York, and such other port or ports
as may be agreed on, reasonable time for detention being
allowed by the Government.
9. Should the Mails not be delivered within the time
stipulated, the sum of £100 to be deducted, by way of
penalty, for every twenty-four hours of such delay, the
full amount of penalty, however, not to exceed the
proportionate sum due for that particular service.
10. Postmaster- General to pay an award of £50, over
and above the Contract sum, for each and every twenty-
four hours the Mail shall be delivered within the time
covenanted for.
11. As a penalty for not providing an efficient vessel
ready to start according to agreement, Contractors to
pay, by way of penalty, the sum of £250, also to pay a
further sum of £100 for every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay.
12. Contractors to have not less than three vessels of
the stipulated tonnage and power at all times ready for
service.
13. Postmaster-General may appoint a Mail Agent to
each vessel, who shall be provided with suitable first-
class cabin accommodation and table, at the expense of'
the Contractors. The said Mail Agent to have
customary powers with regard to determining questions
relative to Mails, and the despatch or detention of vessels
carrying Mails.
14. Necessary and suitable accommodation, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General, to be provided
for the purpose of sorting and making up Mails during
the voyage, if required.
15. Mails to be delivered at the Post Office, and con-
veyed to the Steamers at the expense of the Contractor,
without any delay.
16. Payments to be made quarterly in Brisbane, and
the payment stipulated to be in full satisfaction for the
service ; the Mail money to belong to Her Majesty.
17. The agreement to  be entered  into to be in force
for five years, but Government reserve to themselves
power to determine the Contract, should the service not
be properly performed.
18. Contractors may at any time terminate the agree-
ment, upon giving six months notice of their intention,
and by paying, by way of forfeit, a sum equivalent to
two months' subsidy.
19. Contractors not to dispose of, or under-let the
Contract, without the consent of the Postmaster-General.
20. Contractors to be bound in the penal sum of
£15,000, to be paid to the Government by way of stipu-
lated damages, in case of failure on their part to
carry out the agreement.
21. Government reserve to themselves the right to
add other reasonable stipulations to those already
mentioned.
* Tenders will also he received for the service  on a scale pro-
portionate to speed-say, from nine to eleven knots.
Memoranda for the information of persons wishing to
Tender for the Torres' Straits Mail Service, in
reply to Treasury advertisement, dated the 17th
January,  1866.
1. Tenders to state fully the speed, tonnage, passenger
accommodation of each class, how propelled, and all
other information relative to the vessels to be employed,
required by the advertisement.
2. Vessels to start from each end of the Contract line
monthly, at such times as may be hereafter determined,
with a view of making the Torres' Straits Mail Service
alternate with that  vid  Cape Leeuwin, thus securing
fortnightly communication between Australia and
Europe.
3. Plans and sections of vessels proposed to be
employed to be sent with the Tender.
4. Vessels to be at all times supplied and furnished
with all necessary and proper machinery, engines, pro-
visions, anchors, cables, boats, fire pumps, and lightning
conductors, and all proper appliances, subject to the
approval of the Officers appointed for the purpose by the
Postrilaster-General.
5. Vessels to be officered and manned to the satisfac-
tion of the Postmaster-General.
6. Each vessel to carry a properly qualified medical
practitioner, nod to bofurnished with so flicient medicines
and medical  comforts.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
BRANCHES of the above Bank are now openat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Dray ton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE  -INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for the
purchase of Annuities ,  or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision ,  by Insurance ,  for his widow or
children after his death  ;  or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family ,  or for himself ,  in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his  death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half -yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities  or Monthly  Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death  by a yearly  payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year - to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shi llings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1866.REFERRING to the notification published inthe  Government Gazette  of 10th February,
1866, respecting the future admission of Candidates
to the Civil Service of this Colony, by competitive
Examinations, the Board of Education reminds
intending Candidates that the first Half-yearly
Examination will be held in July next, and that
they are required to send in their certificates,
addressed to the Board's Secretary on or before
2nd July, 1866.
All necessary information as to the certificates
required, and the method of the examination,
will be found in the abovementioned notification in
the  Gazette,  a copy of which is kept at every Police
Office in the Colony.
By Order of the Board,
ROBERT BOURNE,
Secretary.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
PORT OF MORETON BAY-MIDDLE CHANNEL.
NOTICE is hereby given to Masters of Vessels
tradin g, to Moreton Bay, that in consequence
of a gradual alteration of the Banks in the Middle
Channel, it is necessary, while crossing the eastern
banks, to keep the yellow patch light open to the
northward of the Lighthouse, and while rounding
the north point of the Venus Bank, to keep the
yellow patch light open to the southward of the
Lighthouse.
The  outer  buo  r  of the Middle Channel will
shortly be painted red and placed on the north side
of the Channel.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port  office, 21st May, 1516.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
PORT OF MORRTON BAY.
ON the 22nd instant, and until further notice,the Lightship at the Brisbane Bar, while
undergoing repairs, will be replaced by a Schooner
painted black ; a masthead light and the usual
tidal signals will be exhibited.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. RN.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, 21st May, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORETON BAY.
NOTICE is hereby given to Masters of vessels
l trading to the port of Moreton Bay, that in
Freeman's Channel there is now only 9 feet of
water at low water springs.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, May Sth, 1866.
ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office,William Street, single copies of the follow-
ing Acts of Parliament, viz:-
Agricultural Reserves Act,6d.
Criminal Offences Act, Is.
Criminal Practice Act, Is.
Criminal Statutes Repeal Act, 6d.
Diseases in Cattle Act, 6d.
District Courts Act Amendment Act, Is.
Forgery Act, Is.
Fencing Act, 6d.
Government Annuities Act, 6d.
Government Savings Banks Act, 6d.
Government Savings Banks Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Impounding Act, Is.
Impounding Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Insolvency Act, Is. 6d.
Innkeepers Protection Act, 6d.
Industrial and Reformatory Schools Act, Is.
Licensed Auctioneers Act, 9d.
Master and Servants Act, is.
Municipal Institutions Act, Is.
Offences against the Person Act, Is.
Pastoral Leases Act, Is.
Pastoral Occupation Act, 6d.
Publicans Act, 1s.
Publicans Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Quarantine Act, Is.
Real Property Act, 2s. 6d.
Registration of Electors Amendment Act, is.
Roads Closing Act, 6d.
Scab and other diseases in Sheep Prevention Act, Is.
Scab in Sheep Act, 6d.
Selectors Relief Act, 6d.
RULES OF COURT.
General Orders in Equity, Is. 6d.
Pleading Practice, Is.
Fees and Charges in Equity, 6d.
Insolvency Rules, 6d.
District Court Rules, Is.
Rates of Postage, Is.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Brisbane, 18th May, 1866.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
T14E subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additioual line. A ll
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, lst February, 1866.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1866.
THHE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK Or Nrw SOUTH ALES, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, during theQUARTER from the Ist JANUARY to the 31st MARCH, 1866, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABTLTTIES and ASSETS of the BANK or NEW SOUTH WALES, Within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st JANUARY to 31st AIARcu,1866.
LIABILITIES. '
Notes in Circulation f Not bearing Interest...Bearing Interest ...
Bills in Circulation (
Not bearing Interest
Bearing Interest ...
Balance due to other Banks ...
Deposits ... (Not bearing Interest ...? Bearing Interest ...
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
42,226 7 8
38 9 2
148,760 11 8
68,477 2 4
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... ...
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ...
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ...
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
Brisbane , 17th May, 1866.
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver ,
 and other Coined Metals ...
Gold and Silver, in Bullion and Bars ... ...
Landed Property
 ... ... ... . . . ..
-Votes and Bills of other Banks
 ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ... .
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock  and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks )
Total Amount
 of Assets
Al1OUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.53,460 1 7
1,390 6 323,289 18  9
2,527 2 10
262 17 0
472,973 15 11
£ 553,904 2 4
ALEX.  ARCHER, Manager.
J. N. CRIBB, Accountant.
I, Alexander Archer, make oath, that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
during the period specified; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales 4
6,552 13 7
217,237 14 0
£ 266,055 4 5
1,000,000 0 0
15 per cent.,  and bonus
of 5 per cent., per annum
=20 percent.
 per annum
99,691 0 0
333,333 6 8
Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 25th day  of May, 1866. ALEX. ARCHER.
HENRY BUCKLEY ,  Justice of the Peace.
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1866.NEW ROAD.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a New Road running through portion 38, Parish of Taughboyne : Notice is hereby given,
that in conformity With the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, a Plan and Book of Reference,
showing the intended line of New Road abovenamed, are now deposited in the Office of the Surveyor-
General, in Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Gayndah ; and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Boon OF REFERENCE OF ROAD  THROUGH PORTION 38 PARISH OF TAUGITBOYNE, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road. ReputedOwner.
1 Commencing on the north boun- W. Huth
dary of portion 38, in the parish
of Taughboyne, and running in
a south-westerly direction
through that land to the
Burnett River
(Character
Occupier. of Bearings.
Land
W. Iluth Open ' S 22, 57' W
Forest I
Up.
Fnclo- Breof th
sures. Road.
_I
Area.
eli lks. A. R.  F.
1 50 2 2 35
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1866.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Southern and Western Railway will be open for General '1'rallic
from Ipswich to Gatton, on and after the 1st June next, when the following amended Time Table
will come into operation in place of that issued on the 1st May, 1866.
(L.s.) A. O. HERBERT,
TIME TABLE.
Miles. Down.
74
212
28
38
Ipswich
Walloon ...
Grandchester...
Laidley ...
Gatton... ...
Week  Days .  Sundays.
a.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
2.15
2.45
3.30
4.15
4.45
10.30
11. 0
11.45
12.30
1. 0
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1866.
4. 0 8.20
4'30 8.50
5'15 9.35
6' 0 10.20
6'30 10.50
Miles.
10
164
30L
38
Gatton ... ...
Laidley... ...
Grandchester...
Walloon ...
Ipswich
Length
in
Chains.
chs. lks.
9  50
Commissioner  for Railways.
Week Days. Sundays.
a.m. p.m. a.m.
9. 0
9.30
10.15
11.0
11.30
4. 0 8.20
4.30 8.50
5.15 9.:35
6. 0 10.20
6.30 10.50
p.m.
3.45415
5. 0
5.45
6.15
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1866.
PRE-EMPTIVE PURCHASES APPROVED.
I
T is hereby notified that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council
has been pleased to approve of the persons mentioned in the annexed list being allowed to purchase,
under their pre-emptive right, the portions of land specified against their respective names.
2. Unless the required payments be made into the Colonial Treasury, Brisbane, within three
months from this date, a fine of ten per cent. will be added for every three months, or part of three
months, that the payment is delayed, in compliance with the Notice of 7th October, 1858,
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
Applicants. Name of Run. Area.
Cost of '
Price. Measure-  Deed Fee.
meat.
ei es. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Messrs. Milson and De Satge 1 Apsley No. 1 ... ... 1 160 160 6 4 0 1 5 0
Ditto ... Ditto 2 ... 160 160 1 6 4 0 1 5 0
Ditto ... ... Crispin Plains No. 1 ... 160 160 6 4 0 1 5 0
Ditto Ditto 2 ... 160 160 6 4 0' 1 5 0
Ditto ... Ditto 3 ... 160 160 6 4 0 1 5 0
Ditto Ditto 4 160 160 6 4 0 1 5 0
Ditto ••• Ditto 5 ... 160 160 .6 4 0 1 5 0
Ditto ... Ditto 6 ... ... 160 160 6 4 0 1 5 0
Macartney and Mayne ... Glencoe No. 2 ... 311, 314 Nil. 1 10 0
R Campbell ... ... Capella Creek No. 3 ... ... 160 ' 160 6 4 n 1 5 0
Ditto ... ... Ditto 4 ... ... 160 160 6 4 0 1. 5 0
Surveyor-General's O(lice,
Brisbane, 28th May, 186(3.
PRE-EMPTIVE PURCHASES APPROVT.I).
I
T is hereby notified, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to approve of the persons mentioned in the annexed list being allowed to purchase,
under their Pre-emptive Right, the portions of land specified against their respective names.
A. C. GHEGW. Y", Surveyor-General.
-- - -
Applicant. Name of Run. Area. I Price.  (
- (lost
if 51 a -ore-  Deed Fee.
i Acres. j £
Messrs. Kent and  Wienholt ... ... Jonclaryan ,  57 ... ... 330 330 NIl. 1 10 0
Ditto ... ... . .. ... ... Ditto,  58 ... ... 318 318 10 0
Ditto ... Ditto, 59 ... ... 318 318 „ 1 10 0
Ditto ... ... .. . ... ... Ditto, 60 ... ... 833 833 3 0 0
General Post Office,
Brisbane , it June, 1866.
AMENDED TIME TABLE.-- The following Amended Time Table of Arrival and Despatch of Mails is published for general  information.
Post Town.
Allora
via
 Drayton
 .. ... . ... ...
Avon  Downs  via
 Rockhampton .., ..
Banana
via  Gayndah and Maryborough
via  Rockham 1nton... ... ...
Barcoo (Alice Downs)
 via
 Rockhampton ...
Beaufort (Belyando)
 via  Rockhampton ...
Bowen* direct,  via
 Gladstone and  via  Rock-
hampton
Bully Creek
 via
 Bowen  en route  to Bowen
Downs
Burdekin
 via  Bowen ... ... ...
Calliope (Gold Fields)  via
 Gladstone ...
Canal Creek (Ten-mile Rush) ...
Carrangarra (Barcoo)
 via  Rocklampton
Cardwell
 via  Rockhampton or Bowen .,.
Casino (N.S.W.) ... ... ...
Charleville (Warrego) ...
Clermont* (Peak Downs) via Rockhampton
Cleveland ... ... ...
Condamine* ... .. ...
Curriwillinghi
 via
 St. George,.. ... ...
Dalby* ... ... ... ...
Drayton*
Forest Vale (Maranoa)
Gatton ... ... .
Gayndah* via Maryborough
German Station ... ...
Gladstone*
Goochna (Woogaroo) ... ,.,
Goondiwindi* ...
Grandchester ,..
Ilighfields ..Ipswich* ,,,
Knebworth via  Rockhampton
Laidley ... ..
Mail Closes at General Post Office, Brisbane.
Wednesday, 6 p.m.
Tuesday, 6 p.m. ...
See "Rocishanlpton"
See " Maryborough"
See "Rockhampton"
See "Rockhampton"
See "Rockhampton"
By every steamer .,,
See "Bowen"
See "Bowen" ...
See " Gladstone" ... ... ...
Tuesday, 6 p.m. ,.. ... ...
See " Rockhampton"
See " Rockhampton and Bowen"...
Monday, 6 p.m. ... ... ...
Tuesday, 6 p.m. ... ...
See "Rockhampton"
Wednesday and Saturday, 11'30 a.m.
Tuesday and Thursday, 6 p.m
Alternate Tuesday,  6 p m. .. ...
Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday,  6 p.m....
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday, 6 p.m.
Tuesday, 6 p.m. ... ... .. .
Every day (Sunday excepted) noon and 6
p.m.
Tuesday, 6 p.m. .. ... ...
See "Maryboough" ... ...
Monday and Thursday, 0.30 p.m.
By every steamer ...
Every day (Sunday excepted), noon ...
Tuesday,  6 p.m. ... ... ... ...
Every day  (Sunday excepted), noon and
6 p.m.
Tuesday, 6 p.m.
Every day (Sunday excepted), noon and
6.0 p.m.
See " Rockhampton" ...
Daily (Sunday excepted), noon and 6 p.m.
Mail Arrives at Post Town.
Monday, 6 p.m. ... ...
Thursday, 1 p.m....
Alternate Wednesday, 5 p.m.
Wednesday, 5 p.m. ..
Wednesday, 2 p.m. ...
Saturday, 6 p.m. ... .
Alternate Sunday, 2 p,m. ,..
.Every Alternate Friday, 6 p.m. ,.,
Alternate Thursday, 6 p.m. ... ...
Thursday, 5'30 p.m. ... ... ...
Wednesday, 6 p.m. ... ... ...
Thursday, 1 p.m. ,.,
Saturday, 6 p.m. ... ... ...
Friday, 6 p.m. ... ... ...
Wednesday and Saturday, 5 p.m. ...
Saturday and Tuesday, 6 p.nm. ...
Every alternate Saturday, 11 a.m. ..
Monday, Thursday, and Saturday, 6 p.m.
Daily (Sunday excepted), 6-30 p.m.
Thursday ,
 6 p.m....
Every day (Sunday excepted), 1 and 6'30
p.m.
Saturday, 8 p.m. ,., ...
Tuesday and  Friday,
 6 p.m. ...
Monday and Thursday ,  2.30 p.m. ...
Every day (Sunday excepted), 8.50 a.m.
Saturday, noon ... ...
Every day (Sunday excepted), 11.45 a.m.
and 5.15 p.m.
Thursday, 10 a.m....
Every day (Simday excepted), 10.0 a.m.
and 3'45 p.m.
Tuesday, 6 p.m. ... ... ...
Daily (Sundayexcepted),12'30and 6-Op.m.
Mail Leaves for Brisbane.
Thursday, 1-30 p.m. ... ... ...
Monday, 6'30 p.m. .. ... ...
Alternate Friday, 8 a.m.... ...
Thursday, after arrival of Rockhampton
Mail
Wednesday, 8 a.m. ... ... ...
Monday, 8 a.m. ... ... ...
Alternate Thursday, 8 a.m. ... ...
By every steamer ... ,., .,.
J. DOUGLAS,
Postmaster -General.
Mail arrives at Brisbane.
Monday,
 3.30 p.m.
Wednesday ,  3'30 p.m.
Every alternate Saturday, 8 a.m....
Alternate Wednesday, 6 a.m.
Tuesday, 3 p.m.
Thursday,
 8 a.m. .,,
Friday,
 8 a.m. ... ...
Sundae, 8 a.m. ... ...
Sunday, 8 a.m.
Mouday and Thursday, I p.m.
Monday and Friday, 6 a.m.
Wednesday. 3.30 p.m.
Every alternate Monday,
 6 a.m....
Sunday, Wednesday, and Friday,  6 a.m....
Daily (Sunday excepted), 8'30 p.m. ;
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Saturday, 6 a.m. ... ... ...
Every day (Sunday excepted), 9 a.m. and
4 p.m.
Monday, 6 a.m. ... ...
Monday and Thursday, 6 a.m. ...
Monday and Thursday, 9 a.m. ...
By every steamer ... ... ... ...
Every clay (Sunday excepted), 1-1.5 p.m.
Monday, 6 a.m.
Every day (Sunday excepted), 1015 a.m.
and 5.15 p.m.
Thursday, l p.m. ...
Every day (Sunday excepted), noon and
6.45 p.m.
Thursday, 6 a.m. ... ... ...
Daily (Sunday excepted), 9'30 a.m. and4-30 p,in.
Sunday, 6 p.m.
Thursday, 3'30 p.m.
Monday and Thursday, 6 p.m.
Monday and Thursday, 3.30 p.m.
Every alternate Thursday,
 3,310 p.m.
Monday, Thursday, and Saturday,3-30 p.m.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday, and Satur-
day, 3 30 p.m.
Thursday, 3.30 p m.
Every day (Sunday excepted), 3.30
p.m. and 1030 p.m.
Thursday, 3'30 p.m.
Monday  and Thursday, 10 a.m.
Every day (Sunday excepted), 3-30
p.m.
Thursday,  3'30 p.m.
Every day (Sunday  excepted), 3.30
and 10'30 p.m.
Friday, 3.30 p.m.
Every day (Sunday excepted), 3'30
p.m. and .10'30 p.m.
Daily (Sunday excepted), 3'30 p.m.
and 10.30 p.m.
Leyburn  via  Drayton ... ... ...
Lilly Vale  via  Rockhampton ... .
Logan Reserve
Logan Downs  via  Rockhampton or  via
Mackay ... .,. ... ... ...
Lynd  via  Bowen
Mackay direct, and  via  Rockhampton
Marlborough  via  Rockhampton
IVIaryborough And irect
Mitchell Downs ...Moggill ...  ... ... .
Mount M'Connell  via  Bowen
Mungindi ... . ... ...
1 via  Toowoomba ... ..Nanango
via  Ipswich .., .,. ...
Natal Downs  via  Bowen
Narang Creek ... ...
-Nebo  via  Rockhampton
Oxley ... ... ...
Retreat .., ...
Richmond Downs (Flinder's River)  via  Bowen
or Townsville
Rockhampton*... .. ...
Rocky Waterholes g... ...
Roma* ... ... .. ...
Rulherford's (Warrego) ...
Sandgate ... ... ...Seven-mile Creek ... ...
Springsure  via  Rockhampton ,.,
St. George  via  Surat ...
St. Lawrence  via  Rockhampton
Surat* ... ...
Talgai Reef
Taroorn* . ... ...
Toowoomba* ... ... ...
Townsville (Cleveland Bay)  via  Bowen
Valley of Lagoons  via  Cardwell .,.
via  Ipswich
Warwick
via  Drayton
...
.,.
Western Creek  via  Leyburn ... ...
Westwood  via  Rockhampton ... ...
Yaamba  via  Rockhampton ... ...
Yarrowa (N.S.W.)  via  Goondiwindi...
Tuesday, 6 p.m.
See " Rockhampton"
Monday, noon
See " Rockhampton"
See "Cardwell"
See " Rockhampton"
See "Rockhampton"
Every alternate Monday, noon ,..
By every steamer ... ... ...
Tuesday, 6 p.m. .., ...
Saturday, noon ... ... ..
See " Bowen" .., ...
Tuesday; 6 p.m. ... ... ...
Tuesday, 6 p.m. ... ... ...
Tuesday, noon ...
See " Bowen" ... ... ...
Monday, noon ... ... ..,
See "Rockhampton" ... ...
Every day (Sunday excepted), noon
Tuesday, 6 p.m.
See " Bowen"
By every steamer ... .
Every day (Sunday excepted), noon ...
Tuesday, 6 p in. ...
Every alternate Tuesday, 6 p.m. .,.
Monday and Thursday, 0.30 p.m.
See "Rockhampton" ... ... ...
Tuesday, 6 p.m. ... ... ...
See " Rockhampton" ,., ...
Tuesday, 6 p.m. ... ... ...
Sunday, 6 p.m. .., ... ... ...
Tuesday, 6 p.m. ... ... ... ...
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday, noon and 6 p.m.
See " Bowen" ... ... ... ...
See "Cardwell" ... ... ...
Every Sunday and Wednesday, 6 p.m.
Tuesday, 6 p.m,Tuesday, 6 p.m.
See "Rockhampton" ... ...
See " Rockhampton" ... ...
Tuesday, 6 p.m. ... ... ,..
Thursday, 2 p.m. ,.. Wednesday, 4 a.m.
Thursday, 1. p.m.... ... ... Monday, 10 a,m. ...
Monday, 4 p.m. ,.. .., ... ... 1 Thursday, 10 a,m.... ...
Every alternate Sunday, 6 p.m.... ,.. Every alternate Monday, 8 a.m.
Sunday, 6 p.m.
Every alternate Friday, noon
Wednesday, 6 p.m. ..
Saturday, 5 p.m. ...
Every alternate Wednesday, 6 p.m.
Tuesday, 6 p.m. ... ... ...
Friday, noon ...
Friday, noon ... ... ,., ,..
Every alternate Friday, 6 p.m.
Tuesday, noon ... ...
Every alternate Friday, 6 p.m.
Every day (Sunday excepted) 7.50 a.m.
Saturday, 6 p.m. ...
Every alternate Thursday, 6 p.m.
Every day (Sunday excepted), 7.30 a.m.
Tuesday, 11 a.m. ... ... ... ...
Every alternate Saturday, 2 p.m.
Monday and Thursday, 4 p.m. ,., ...
Saturday, 6 p.m. ... ... ... ...
Wednesday, 6 p.m. ... ...
Tuesday, 4 p.m. ... ... ...
Tuesday, 10 a.m. ... ... ...
Thursday, 10 a.rn...,
Monday, 6 p.m. ... ... ... ...
Daily ,Sunday excepted), 5.30 and 11.30
p.m.
Every alternate Saturday, 6 p.m.
First Sunday in each month
Tuesday, noon, and Friday, 4 p.m. ...
Thursday, 3 p.m.
Friday, 10 a.m.
Monday, 6 p.m.
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Tuesday, 6 p.m. ,..
By every opportunity
Thursday, 8 a in. ...
Every alternate Monday, noon ..,
By every steamer ...
Wednesday, 8 a.m.. ... ,,,
Saturday, 6 a.m. ... ..
Every alternate Monday, 8 a.m.
Wednesday,  8 a.in.
Tuesday, 3 p.m. ... ...
Saturday,
 6 a.m. ,.. ... ...
Every alternate Saturday, 8 a.m....
Wednesday, 1 p.m. ...
Every alternate Saturday, 8 a.m.... ...
Thursday, 3.30 p
 in.
Thursday, 2 p.m.
Every alternate Friday, 6 p.m.
Thursday, 3.30 p.m.
Saturday,  10 a.m.
Thursday, 3.30 p.m.
Thursday, 3.30 p.m.
Monday,
 9.15 a.m.
Thursday, 2 p.m.
Every day (Sunday excepted), 2-15 p.m.... Every day (Sunday excepted), 3.30
p.m.
Monday 6 a. m.  via  Leyburn ; Wednesday, Thursday, 3.30 p.m.
 via
 Leyburn ;
6 a.m.  via  Dalby Saturday, 3'30 p.m.
 via
 Dalby.
Every alternate Thursday, 6 a.m. ...
By every steamer .., ...
Every day (Sunday excepted), 2.30 p.m. Every day (Sunday excepted) 3.30
and 9,30 p.m. p.m.
Thursday, 4 p.m..., . ... ... Thursday, 3,30 p.m.
Every alternate Monday, 8 a.m.... ... Every alternate Thursday, 3.30 p.m.
Monday and Thursday, 8 a.m. ... Monday and Thursday, 10 a.m.
Sunday, 8 a.m. ... ... ...
Tuesday, 6 a.m.
Tuesday, 8 a.m.
Thursday, 8 a.m. ... ... ...
Wednesday, 6 a.m. ...
Friday, 6 a.m. ... .. ... ...
Daily (Sunday excepted), 5.30 a.m. and
1245 p.m.
Every alternate Monday, 8 a.rn....
First Monday in each month ... ..,
Thursday, 3-30
 p.m.
Thursday,
 3.30 p.m.
Thursday,
 3.30 p.m.
Thursday,
 3.30 p.m.
Daily (Sunday excepted), 3-30 p.m.
and 1030 p.m.
Wednesday, 6 a.m., and Saturday, noon... Thursday, 3.30 p.m., and Monday,
3,30 p.m.
Monday, 3 p.m. .,. ... ... Wednesday, 3.30 p.m.
Tuesday, 8 a.m. ... ... ... Thursday, 3.30. pm.
Friday, 8 a.m.
Friday, 8 a.m.
Wednesday, 6 a.m. ... Thursday, 3.30 p.m.
Those marked thus* are Money Order Offices.
Letters for transmission by ship will be forwarded by first opportunity, unless specially  addressed.
Mails  for England, &c., are despatched the morning of the 19th February, and the 21st of every other month, to meet the Peninsular and Oriental Company's Mail Contract steamers, which leave Sydney at 2 p.m. the 22nd February, and the 24th of
every other month.
Letters must be posted at the Country Offices half an hour previous to the time fixed for the  despatch of mails ; but late letters will be received to within a quarter of an hour, upon a fee of a Sixpenny stamp being affixed to  each  letter.
Newspapers are required to be posted one hour before the time appointed for closing the mails.
Mails  per steamer  to the Northern Ports  are, as a rule,  despatched every  Tuesday.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of the Real Property Act of 1861 .  Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging,  himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named in
each case.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land.
Allotment 1 of section 9, containing I rood 17 perches
county, Stanley  ;  parish and town, North Brisbane
Subdivision 3 of block 1 of eastern suburban allotment
70, containing 192 perches  ;  county, Stanley  ;  parish,
North  Brisbane
Subdivisions 3 and 4 of north -eastern suburban allotment
95, containing together 1 rood 394 perches  ;  county,
Stanley ; parish ,  North Brisbane
Subdivision 3 of block 6 of eastern suburban allotment
71, containing 29 perches; county, Stanley ; parish,
North  Brisbane
Subdivision 4 of eastern suburban allotment 31, contain-
ing 16 perches ; county ,  Stanley ; parish, North
Brisbane
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane ,  16th February, 1866.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
j
THE attention of the Lessees of the  under-
mentioned -Runs and Sections is directed to
the 35th, 36th, and 37th sections of the  Pastoral
Leases Act of  1863, which require that Lessees,
who may desire to renew their leases for a fresh
term of five years ,  must apply for such renewal
at least six months before the expiration of the
current terms of lease, otherwise the renewed leases
will  be offered to public competition at auction.
The current terms of lease of the undermentioned
runs expire on the 31st December ,  1866, and appli-
cations must be made before the 30th June, 1866.
Printed forms ,  on application ,  can be obtained at
this  Office, or from the local Commissioner.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor- General.
MORETON DISTRICT.
Name of Run .  Claimant of Lease.
35 MVToondoolun
36 Pimpitna ...
37 Cumboomba
38 Undalia ...
39 i 13rornelton ...
40 1 '1 abragalba
41 Nincloointba
John  Collins
W. D. Write
... Ditto
John Rylancls
Morelicad and Young
James Henderson
Robert Towns
James Ivory
David C. AlcConnelll
Bank of Australasia
42 Heads of Cresshrook
43 Cresshrook ...
41 Fasnifei'n ...
45  Ta "ome
46 Mount Flinders
47 Rosebrool,
48 (limhoomha
49 Pugandau ...
Ditto
Willia.rn Wilson
Geo. Thorn
A. J. 1le 2-iilerson
Jessie McDonald, J. Rankin,
M l:am Turner, and 'J.
Cacfieron
Name of Proprietor.
George Harris
Date  within which  a Caveat
may be Lodged.
... 6th August, 1866.
Richard Symes Warry
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ,.,
, , . 2nd July, 1866.
... Ditto
... Ditto
... 2nd August, 1866.
R ENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES -COWinUed.
Name of Rum. Claimant of Lease.
57 Helidon ... William Turner
58 Tent Hill ... Hodgson and Watts
59 Buaraba ...  J. P. and J. A. Bell
60 Fairney Lawn  Joseph and Wm. North, senr.
61 Wivenhoe ... Wi ll iam North, senr., and
Joseph North
62 Northbrook William North, junr.
64 East Halden H. B. Fitz and  W. Wilson
65 Rosevale ... Patrick Mayne  (executors of)
66 Grantham ... Gilchrist ,  Watt, and Co.
67 Rosewood ... Bank of Queensland
68 Whiteside ... Ed. Knox and M. C. Stepens
69 Djuan Djuan, or  McLean and Beit
Emu Creek
71 Crow's Nest  W. B. Tooth
74 Samson Vale Joiner and Mason
76 Sections ... William Wilson
77 Sections at '*oggill  John McGrath
79 Bandambah ... James Ivory
84, Sections . Slack and Jackson
85 Ditto ... William Norris
89 Ditto ... Adam Moody
92 Ditto Upper North
Pi R
J. B. S. Griffin
94,
ne iver
Samford ... ... Geo. Harris
95 Sections Jas. Cash
98 Ditto Jas. Dunlop
99 Ditto (Deception J. L. Zillman
Run)
104 Sections  P. Coqgrove, now R. Little
106 1Cabbage-tree Station John Smith
107 Sections, Western
Creek and parish
Henry Mort
of IViutdapiliy
109 Sections ... Learmouth and McLean
112 Ditto J. McIntyre
113 Ditto,  Oxley Creek ,Fatties Ivory
115 ; Ditto ... ... l+aireloth and Josey
FORFEITED GOODS.TO be Soldby Auction at Mr. Robinson'sRooms,at Toowooniba, at noon, on FRIDAY, 8th
50 F Eskdale James 1 vorv June,  1866,-
51 lVlount Brisbane F,  W .  and F. E. Bigge About  19 cwt. Tobacco, seized by the Customs
52 IVilount Esk Ditto Authority on 4th  May 186653 Tarampa• ... F .  A. Forbes and James , , .
England WILLIAM  THORNTON,
54 Laidley Plains Henry Mort Collector of Customs
55  Franklyn  Vale Ditto .Custom House
56 1 Tambourine  11 C. and D .  'V'. Williams ,Brisbane ,  30th May, 1866.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1866.
BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES v. BENNETT.
NICHOLSON v. BENNETT.
HOLD v. BENNETT AND ANOTHER.SWORTH
SAME v. BENNETT.
WARD v. B ENNE TT.
CRIPPS v. BENNETT.
YALDWYN v. BENNETT.
BEILBY v. BENNETT.
THRELKELD v. BENNETT.
CHRISTIAN v. BENNETT.
RUTHERFORD v. BENNETT.
WILKINSON v. BENNETT.
CHRISTIAN v. BENNETT AND ANOTHER.
ROSS AND OTHERS v. BENNETT.
HEADRICK AND ANOTHER v. BENNETT.
i
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiffs in
the above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest of, in, and to, all that piece of Land
containing by admeasurement fitteen acres and
twenty perches, be the same more or less, situated
in the county of Livingstone, and parish of Rock-
hampton, being subdivision No. 1 of portion No.
159,--commencing at the south-west corner of
portion No.  158;  and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing east twenty-nine chains and fifty
links to a road one chain wide ; on the north-east
by that road bearing south fifty degrees east eight
chains and six links ; on the south by a line bearing
west thirty chains and twenty links ; and on the
south-west by a line bearing north forty-seven
degrees west seven chains and fifty-one links to the
point of commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement two acres, be the same more or
less, situated in the county of Livingstone, parish
and town of Rockhampton, being subdivision 5 of
allotments 2, 3, and 4, of section eighty-seven,-
commencing at the east corner of the section ; and
bounded thence on the north-east by West street
north-westerly three chains ; on the north-west by
part of the south-east boundary line of subdivision
3 south-westerly at right angles to West street five
chains ; on the south-west by the north-east
boundary line of subdivision 4 south-easterly
parallel with West street one chain ; again on the
north-west by part of the south-east boundary line
of subdivision 4 at right angles to the last line
south-westerly two chains fifty links ; on the south-
west by the north-east boundary line of subdivision
6 south-easterly parallelwithWest street two chains ;
and on the south-east by part of the north-west
boundary line of Archer street north-easterly seven
chains fifty links to the point of commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement two acres, be the same more or less,
situated inthe county of Livingstone, parish and town
of Rockhampton, being subdivision 5 of allotments
1 and 2 of section 90,-commencing at the west
corner of the section ; and bounded thence on the
north-west by Fitzroy street north-easterly two
chains ; on the north-east by the south-west
boundary lines of subdivisions 4 and 6 south-easterly
at right angles to Fitzroy street ten chains to
Denham street ; on the south-east by that street
south-westerly parallel with Fitzroy street two
chains to Canning street ; and on the south-west by
that street north-westerly ten chains to the point of
commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement twenty-one acres and three roods,
be the same more or less, situated in the county
of Livingstone and parish of Gavial, being portion
57; commencing on the right bank of Gavial or
Crocodile Creek, at the north corner of portion
No.,  56;  and bounded thence on the south-west
by the north-east boundary line of that portion
bearing south-east twenty chains and nine links ;
on the south-east by a line bearing north-east ten
chains ; on the north-east by a road one chain wide
bearing north-west twenty-two chains and fifty
links to Gavial or Crocodile Creek ; and on the
north-west by that Creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement one rood and thirty perches, be
the same more or less, situated in the county of
Livingstone and parish of Rockhampton, being
subdivisions Nos. 21 and 22, of allotment No.  277 ;
-commencing on the south-eastside of Denham
street one chain fifty links wide at its intersection
with a street one chain wide and bounded thence
on the north-east by the last mentioned street
bearing one hundred and thirty-seven degrees thirty
minutes one chain twenty-five links ; on the south-
east by the north-west boundary line of subdivision
No. 23 bearing two hundred and twenty-seven
degrees thirty minutes three chains fifty links ; on
tie south-west by the north-east boundary line of
allotment  276,  bearing three hundred and seven-
teen degrees thirty minutes one chain twenty-five
links to Denham street ; and on the north-west by
that street bearing forty-seven degrees thirty
minutes three chains fifty links to the point of
commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement thirty-seven perches, be the same
mare or less, situated in the county of Livingstone,
parish of Rockhampton, being subdivision 22 of
allotment 3 of section 85 ;-commencing at a point
on the south-east side of a street seventy-six links
wide being the west corner of subdivision  19;  and
bounded thence on the north-west by that street
south-westerly one chain ; on the south-west by
the north-east boundary line of subdivision 27
south-easterly at right angles to that street two
chains thirty-one links ; on the south-east by the
north-west boundary line of subdivision 21 north-
easterly parallel with that street one chain ; and on
the north-east by the south-west boundary line of
subdivision 19 aforesaid north-westerly two chains
thirty-one links to the point of commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement ten acres, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Livingstone, parish and
town of Rockhampton ; being allotments 1 and 2 of
section 88;-commencing at the east corner of the
section at the intersection of Talford and Archer
streets ; and bounded thence on the south-east by
Archer street south-westerly ten chains to Canning
street ; on the south-west by that street north-
westerly at right angles to Archer street ten chains
to Cambridge street ; on the north-west by that
street north-easterly parallel with Archer street
ten chains to Talford street ; and on the north-east
by that street at right angles to Archer street ten
chains to the point of commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement five and three-quarter perches, be
the same more or less, situated in the county of
Livingstone, parish and town of Rockhampton, being
part of allotment 1 of section 47;-commencing at
a point on the south-east side of Denham street one
chain seventy-one and a half links south-westerly
from its intersection with East street ; and bounded
thence on the north-east by a line at right angles to
Denham street bearing one hundred and thirty-
seven degrees thirty minutes ninety-one links ;
on the south-east by a line parallel with that street
bearing two hundred and twenty-seven degrees
thirty minutes forty links; on the south-west by a
line bearing three hundred and seventeen degrees
thirty minutes ninety-one links to Denham-street ;
and on the north-west by that street bearing
forty-seven degrees thirty minutes forty links to
the point of commencement.
Also, all that piece or parcel of Land, containing
by admeasurement two roods, be the same a little
more or less, situate in the county of Livingstone,
and parish of Rockhampton, being allotment No. 4
of section No. 77,-commencing on the south-west
side of Alma street, at the east corner of allotment
3, and bounded thence on the north-east by that
street south-easterly two chains ; on the south-east by
the north-west boundary line of allotment 5, south-
westerly at right angles to Alma street two chains
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and fifty links ; on the south -west by the north-
east boundary line of allotment 7, north-westerly
parallel with Alma street two chains ; and on the
north-west by the south -eastern boundary line of
all otment 3, north-easterly at right angles to Alma
street two chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
Also, all that piece or parcel of Land, containing
by admeasurement two roods ,  be the same a little
more or less ,  situated in the county of Livingstone,
parish  and town of Rockhampton ,  being allotment
N. 3 of section No .  77,-commencing on the  south-
west  side of Alma street ,  at the east corner of allot-
ment 2,  and bounded thence on the north -east by
that street south-easterly two chains  ;  on the south-
east by the north -west boundary line of allotment
4, south-westerly at right angles to Alma
street two chains and fifty links ; on the south-
west  by the north-east boundary line of allotment
8, north-westerly parallel with Alma street two
chains ; and on the north-west by the south-
east boundary line of allotment 2 north-easterly
at right angles to Alma street two chains
and fifty links to the point of commencement.
Also, all that piece or parcel of Land, containing
by admeasurement two roods ,  be the salve a little
more or less, situated in the county of Livingstone,
parish and town of Rockhampton ,  being allot-
ment No. 7 of section No. 41 ,- commencing on the
north -east side of Kent street ,  at the west corner
of allotment 6, and bounded thence on the south-
west by that street north-westerly two chains ; on
the north-west by the south -east boundary line of
allotment 8 north-easterly at right angles to Kent
street two chains and fifty links south to a lane ;
on the north -east by that lane south -easterly
parallel with  Kent street  two chains ; and on the
south-east by the north -west boundary line of
allotment 6 south -westerly at right angles to Kent
street two chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
Also ,  all  that piece or parcel of Land, containing
by admeasurement two roods and nine perches, be
the same a little more or less ,  situated in the county
of Livingstone ,  parish and town of Rockhampton,
being allotment No. 8 of section No. 72,- commenc-
ing on the north -east side of West street at the
west corner of allotment 7 and bounded thence on
the south -west by that street north -westerly two
chains ; on the north-west by the south-east
boundary  line of allotment 9 north-easterly at
right angles to West street two chains and eighty
links  ;  on the  north -east by the sout ]r-west boundary
line of allotment 3 south-easterly parallel with
West street  two chains ; and on the south -east by
the north -west boundary line of allotment 7 south-
westerly at right angles to merest street two chains
and eighty links to the point of commencement.
Also, all that piece or parcel of Land, containing
by admeasurement two roods and nine perches, be
the same a little more or less ,  situate in the county
of Livingstone ,  parish and town of Rockhampton,
being allotment No. 9 of section No. 72,-com-
mencing on the north -east side of West street at
the west corner of allotment 8 and bounded thence
on the south -west by that street north -westerly
two chains  ;  on the north -west by the south-east
boundary line of allotment 10 north-easterly at
right angles to West street two chains  and eighty
links ; on the north-east by the south -west boundary
line of allotment 2 south-easterly parallel  with West
street two chains  ;  and on the south-east by the
north-west boundary  line  of allotment 8 south-
westerly at right angles to West street two chains
and eighty links to the point of commencement.
Also, all that piece or parcel of Land, containing
by admeasureitient two roods and nine perches, be
the same a little more or less ,  situated in the county
of Livingstone ,  parish and town of Rockhampton,
being allotment No. 9 of section 78,-commencing
on the north -east side of Alma street at the west
corner of allotment 8, and bounded thence on the
south -west by that street north -westerly two chains ;
on the north -west by the south -east boundary line
of allotment 10 north-easterly  at right  angles to
Alma street two chains and eighty links ; on the
north -east by the south-west boundary line of
I allotment  2 south-easterly  parallel with Alma street
two chains ; and on the south-east by the north-
west boundary line of allotment 8 south-westerly
at right angles to Alma strc't two chains eighty
links to the point of comnienement.
Will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at the Royal Fitzroy Hotel,
Quay street, Rockha mpton, on  MONDAY, the
ninth day of July next, at Twelve o'clock noon,
unless these executions are previously  satisfied.
R. K. AIACNISH,
Under Sheriff.
•  In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Hayselden of
Brisbane.
WHEREAS  the said Thomas Hayselden was,on the 25th ay of May, A.D. 1866,
adjudged  to be an Insolvent , I hereby appoint a
First  P ublic Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the S upretne Court House ,  Brisbane,
on MONDAY , the 2nd day of July, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o ' clock, for the proof
of debts against  the said  estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee ,  if required ;
and also, to determine whether any or what
all owance for support shall be made to the
Insolvent up to the time of'passing his last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvent; and a
Second Public Sitting of the Court ,  at the same
place, on  MONDAY,  the 30th day of July, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o 'clock ,  for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the day of
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Harrison,
trading under the style of Harrison and Co.,
Brisbane ,  engineers.
1ATHEREAS  the said firm of Harrison and Co.
m was, on the 16th day of May ,  A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me,
at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 25th day of June, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock ,  for the proof
of debts against the said estate ,  and for the election
of a Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required  ;  and  also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvents up to the
time  of passing  his  last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent  ;  and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court ,  at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 2nd day of July, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven  o'clock, for  the proof of
debts against the said estate ,  and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 25th day of May,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of the Act of Parliament, 9 George
IV., e. 83 ; and of the Act of Council, 11
Victoria, No. 24; and of the personal estate of
Patrick Daly, late of Logan Downs, deceased.
To Michael Carroll, the cousin, or next of kin, to
the abovenamed deceased.
T
AKE notice, that unless you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the
personal estate of Patrick Daly, deceased, intestate,
or show cause within one calendar month after the
date hereof, to the satisfaction of the Supreme
Court of Queensland, or the Judge thereof, why an
order should not be made for me to collect, niana.ge,
and administer the said estate of the said Patrick
Daly, I shall, at the expiration of the said one
calendar month, apply by Petition to the said Court,
or the Judge of the said Court, for such order,
and the same will be made accordingly.
WILLIAM  PICKERING,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, the 28th day of May, 1866.
MEMORANDUM.-Cause will be expected to be shown by
you, if at all, on MONDAY the Second day of
July instant, at Ten o'clock, before the Judge
then sitting in Chambers, at the Court House,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO  CREDIT ORS.
In the Estates  of Ambrose Croshaw, late of
Lockyer's Creek ; Dennis  Cummings ,  late of
Laidley ;  John Sheppard,  late of Warree
Catherine Gaynan, late of Rockhampton
Henry Spong ,  late of Rockhampton ; Elias
Kirby, late of Rockhampton  ;  Johan Gotts-
chalk ,  late of Ipswich Road  ;  John S. Ha llows,
late of Brisbane  ;  Henry Hamill, late of
Cheesbourgh  Downs ; Edward  Burr, late of
Waroonga ; J. C] uncy, late  of Cracow  ;  Edward
S. Ashton ,  late of  Rockhampton ;  Charles
Frederick  Carey, late  of Brisbane  ;  Daniel
Harris, late of Brisbane ; George Lear, late
of Brisbane  ;  John Moffatt ,  late of  Ipswich ;
W illiam Strasburgh ,  late of Brisbane.
PURSUANT to Act of Council, 11 Victoria, No.
24, all persons having  any  claims against the
estate of any one of the abovenamed deceased
persons, are to come in and prove their debts at my
office,  Queen street ,  Brisbane ,  on or before the
fourteenth day of  July instant,  or in default they
will be peremptorily excluded from all  benefit
accruing from the said estates.
WM.-DICKERING,
Curator of Intestate Estates
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Cadbury, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, debt collector, deceased.
1TOTICE is hereby given that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this honorable Court in
its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate of the
Will of the said John Cadbury, deceased, may be
granted to Edward Henry Scammell Barrymore,
the sole Executor in the said Will named.
Dated this 31st day of May, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.
ARTHUR MACALISTER,
Proctor for the Executor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Jean Halla, late of Yandilla, Darling
Downs, in the Colony of Queensland, carpenter,
deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate
of the last Will and Testament of the abovenamed
deceased may be granted to Judith Breton Halla,
of Yandilla aforesaid, widow, and Jean Halla, of
the same place, stockman, the Executrix and
Executor in the said Will named.
Dated this 29th day of May, A.D. 1866.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Proctors for the Applicants,
Queen street, Brisbane.
r 1HE undersigned, Walter Horatio -Wilson,
formerly of Chancery Lane, Melbourne,
Victoria, and now carrying on business in Queen
street, Brisbane, and Robert Ker Macnish, formerly
a Member of the firm of Macnish and Son, Solicitors,
Brisbane, and recently Under Sheriff for the
Colony of Queensland, have this day entered into
Partnership as Attorneys, Solicitors, and Proctors.
Offices, Queen street, opposite the Imperial Hotel.
W. H. WILSON.
R. K. MACNISH.
Brisbane, 1st Jtme, 1866.
DISSOLUTION  OF PARTNERSHIP.
?'NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
IN  hitherto existing between the undersigned
Francis Helvetlus Nobler and Thomas Blair,
as Graziers at Coorada, in the Leichhardt District,
and Colony of Queensland ,  has this day been
dissolved by mutual consent. All claims against
the Coorada Station are requested to be sent in to
Mr. Thomas Blair ,  at the Station ,  for examination
and settlement.
Dated at I .ockhampton ,  this 12th day of May,
1866.
F. H. HOBLER.
THOMAS BLAIR.In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
INSOLVENCY JURISDICTION.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Villiers Lanson,
of Goganga Creek, in the Colony of Queensland,
licensed publican.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the abovenamed
Insolvent intends to apply to His Honor the
Judge of the Supreme Court, acting as Chief Com-
missioner of Insolvency ,  at the hour of Eleven
o'clock ,  in the forenoon of MONDAY ,  the Second
day of July next, at the  Supreme.  Court House,
Brisbane ,  that a Certificate of Discharge be granted
to him, pursuant to the Acts of Council in that
case made and provided.
Dated this seventh day of  May, A.D.  1866.
WILLIAM  EDWARD MURPHY,
Attorney for the Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
Witness--J. BLAIR.
]itrLptunbingo.
IMPOINDED at North Brisbane, 12th May, 1866.
One white calf, brown ears and nose, like IM off
rump.
Also, from Sanford Run.
One chesnut mare, GG near shoulder, 9 on neck.
One chesnut mare, D near shoulder, MM off shoulder,
star in forehead.
One brown mare, wall-eyed, fistula on the shoulder, JP
431 near shoulder, over 0 off shoulder;
also,
One black horse, S on near shoulder and illegible brand,
with three white feet.
If not released on or before the 5th day of June, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
EDWARD HUGHES, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from North Toolburra,
on the 26th May, 1866, by order of Thomas Coutts,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 2s. per head.
One red and white steer, no visible brand, piece off off
ear.
One red and white cow, illegible brand off rump, like
CB off ribs, top off off ear.
One red and white bull calf, unbranded.
One roan cow, RR over W off rump, HM conjoined
off ribs, like diamond near back, both  ears  marked.
One white cow, PM near ribs, slit near ear.
One red and white heifer calf, no visible brand.
One red and white heifer calf, unbranded.
One brindle and white steer, illegible brand near ribs
and off rump.
One red cow, JB conjoined near rump, top off near ear.
One roan cow, unbranded.
One strawberry steer, like WW off rump and ribs.
One strawberry cow, like CC off ribs, blotch brand over
like 5 off rump, like PM on back, both ears slit.
One strawberry heifer, illegible brand off rump and ribs.
One red and white cow, W over tb off rump, off ear
marked.
If not released on or before Tuesday, 19th June,
1866, will be sold on that day, at noon, to defray
expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Goomburra, byorder of C. H. Green, Esquire. (Wrongly des.
cribed in former advertisement.) Driving expenses, 3s.
One black mare, like  W5  or WS over E over R8 near
shoulder, like PY off shoulder, star and snip.
If not released on or before Tuesday, 19th June,
1866, will be sold on that day, at noon, to defray
expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Gracemere, onthe 18th May, by Messrs. Archer and Co. Driving,
Is. per head.
One grey horse, like trident over 8 over something in
circle or another trident near shoulder, like JB off
shoulder-all these brands are very indistinct.
One dark bay mare, RJ near shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 19th June, 1866, will
be sold.
F. H. YOUNG, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, on the 24th May,
1866, by Sedgwick Cowper, Esquire.
One bay cob horse, ^ over ,S near shoulder.
One bay mare, H near shoulder.
One brown or black gelding, like CR near shoulder.
One grey filly, blotch near shoulder.
Same day, from Gracemere, by Messrs. Archer and Co*
Driving, 2s. 8d. per head.
One bay horse, K over RP near shoulder, P near hip,
like 451 off shoulder, white on face.
One chesnut mare, feint Yx off shoulder, WO near
saddle, D near shoulder.
One black horse, blotch near ribs, like HHM over
over H near shoulder, feint  0  off hip, lump on
nose.
One black mare, K or R in circle near shoulder, lump
behind near ear.
One grey horse, like writing M over WP near shoulder.
One bay horse, like PO off shoulder.
One bay mare, like J-z conjoined near shoulder, like W in
circle under mane near neck.
One dark bay horse, like D over T and JW conjoined
near shoulder, 6 near thigh, star.
One big grey horse, feint 266 off shoulder, RP near
shoulder, P near rump.
One black mare, blotch near shoulder, P near hip, like
za off shoulder.
One roan mare, S near shoulder, Yx J off shoulder.
One chesnut mare, like MC near shoulder.
One bay colt, like F near shoulder.
One chesnut colt, like W or M blotched near shoulder,
blaze down face.
One dark bay or brown horse, indistinct brand near
shoulder.
One black entire. Damages, £5.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1866, will
be sold.
F. H. YOUNG, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Ferniclawn. Driving,
2s. per head.
One strawberry cow, piece off off ear, LEL over R over
RB of ribs,  0  off shoulder, like B off thigh and
near ribs.
One white cow, cross over W off rump, like JC over like
WL over RB off ribs.
One red and white steer, split off ear, B off rump, RB
of ribs.
One red and white bullock, like RB near ribs.
One strawberry steer, WH off rump, 2 off shoulder.
One red cow, WH off rump, 2 off shoulder
One red and white heifer, WH off rump, 2 off shoulder.
One red and white cow, WH off rump.
One red and white steer, HH off "ribs.
One red and white steer, JQ (J reversed) off ribs.
One black and white heifer, JQ (J reversed) off ribs.
One brown and white heifer, notch off ear, cross off
rump, P2 off ribs.
One red and white cow, top off both ears, SM off rump,
MW near ribs, J near rump, $ near thigh.
One strawberry steer, split off ear, hole near ear, like
S over M off shoulder.
One red and white steer, brands off shoulder not
legible.
One red and white steer, like AN off ribs.
One red and white heifer, WIT off rump, I1W off ribs.
One red and white cow and calf, MG (writing G)
over  0  near rump, top off off ear
One strawberry heifer, brands off shoulder not legible.
One red steer, split off ear, FS over o? off ribs.
One white cow,  top off  near ear, two pieces off off ear,
WW off rump, like 8 off shoulder.
If not released on or before 19th June, 1866, will be
sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Blair Athol, on the
8th May, 1866, by order of R. McMaster, Esquire.
One chesnut colt, like T off shoulder, star on forehead,
unbroken.
If not released on or before the 6th June, 1866, wil
be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS KELLY, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook pad-dock, on the 24th May, 1866, by order of D. Ross,
Esquire. Damages and driving, 4s. 6d. per head.
One bay mare, TP over HC over like TH conjoined
near shoulder, TP near thigh, H over DD off
shoulder, star, like small brand near ribs.
One bay mare, C off neck, like CH near rump, like 57
or 51 near saddle, WH or WK near shoulder,
hind feet white, star.
One red and white bullock, T cross S near rump. illegible
brand like ES near ribs, piece back near and off
ears with tip.
One white bullock, like aS near and off shoulders, red
ears.
Same date, also from the enclosed cultivated land of Mr.
W. Crawford, near Toowoomba.
One white bullock, red ears, like FD or SD off ribs and
rump or DD off rump, piece back near ear.
(Wrongly described, from Westbrook.)
One chesnut horse, L near shoulder, white feet, blaze
face.
If not released on or before 19th June, 1866, will be
sold.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba ,  from the Westbrook
paddock, on the 25th May ,  1866, by order of D.
Ross, Esquire .  Driving and damages ,  4s. 6d. per head.
One black horse, S near shoulder, star.
One bay mare ,  ES near and off shoulder ,  snip, blind
near eye.
One brown mare,  like WP or Wp conjoined near
shoulder ,  short tail ,  L off shoulder ,  star ; brown
filly foal at foot.
If not released on or before  19th  June, 1866, will be
sold.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1.866.AN  omission having occurred in the notificationof the appointment of Mr. Morgan as
Returning Officer for the Electoral District of
Warwick, it is hereby notified that the name of
that gentleman should have appeared as
JAD1Es MORGAN, Esquire,
instead of as published in the  Government Gazette
of the 26th May last.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCIL.
TOWNSVILLE PETITION.
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment 28 Victoria, No. 25, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has directed the publication of the substance of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency, as hereunder
set forth, purporting to be signed by persons
qualified to be placed upon the Electoral Roll of
the District of Kennedy, praying for the erection
of a portion of such district into a Province, and
the establishment therein of a Provincial Council.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state, that it is highly advan-
tageous for the interests of this portion of the
district that the country trading with the port at
Cleveland Bay, should be formed into a Province
under the  Provincial, Councils  Act of  1864, and
they therefore  pray that the area lying within the
undermentioned boundaries may be proclaimed a
Province:--  Commencing at the mouth of the
Burdekin River, and on the left bank of the same ;
thence by the left bank of that river till it meets
the  Sutter  River, thence by the left bank of the
Suttor River till it meets the 21st parallel of
latitude ; thence by that parallel ti ll  it strikes the
142nd meridian of longitude  ;  thence by that meri-
dian northerly till it strikes the 19th parallel of
latitude ; and thence by that parallel to the heads of
the Dry River  ;  thence by the watershed of that
river till it meets the Burdekin ,  and thence by a
line due east to the coast and thence by the coast
line to the starting point.
[The signatures to this petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 28th April, 1866,
No. 46.]
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCILS.
ROCKINGHAM BAY DISTRICT.
IN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 23, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has directed the publication of the sub-
stance of a Petition, addressed to His Excellency,
as hereunder set forth, purporting to be signed by
persons qualified to be placed upon the Electoral
Roll of the Kennedy District, praying for the
erection of certain portions of such District into a
Province, and the establishment therein of a Pro-
vincial Council.
Any counter petition in reference hereto must be
lodged with the Colonial Secretary within three
months from date hereof.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners  express their desire to participate
in the benefits conferred by the Act providing for
the establishment of Provincial Councils, and they
therefore pray that the District  of Rockingham
Bay may be proclaimed a Province.
The following  signatures are attached to the
Petition :-
Reginal P. H. T?lir
Julius Tottenham
Emanuel Roberts
R.  D. R. Farquharson
W. Peters
Chas. Collins
Ezra Firth
James Thorn
John Leeman
John McQueen
E. D. Atkinson
John Fitzgerald
Donald McPherson
John Morrisey
E. D Taylor
Alexander McPherson
Walter S. Butler
Geo. L. Sutton
Walter J. Scott
Scott Brothers and Co.
John Cameron
William Shiver
Thomas Waldron
Nathan Walters
Henry Stone
Geo. H. Rudd
J. Charles W. Mackrell
R. N. Binney
Alfred Edwards
Samuel Ward
Joseph Jones
Adam Row Phillips
John Milne
Louis Harke
Heinrich E wart
Fried. Heilemann
John Yardley
Weilgulm Loff'e
George F. Hill
James Wilson
Edwin Whitfield
J Ewen Davidson
E. L. Thomas
Jno. McBryde
John McLennan
John Dallachy
Nicol Scarth
Joseph M. Speed
C. N. Shairp
W. J. Davidson
J. Brooksbank
John Campbell
James Duncan
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 4th June,  1866,
TOLL-BAR AT MAUDESLEIGH BRIDGE,
NEAR ROCKHAMPTON.
AT Twelve o'clock noon, on MONDAY, the
18th day of June, the Lease for One Year,
(commencing on the 1st day of July), of the Dues
authorised to be Collected at the Maudesleigh
,Bridge Toll-bar, will be put up to auction, at
Wormald's Auction Rooms, Rockhampton.
A bond in double the amount of rent will be
required for the due fulfilment of the lessee's
engagements, together with two responsible sureties.
A warrant of attorney will also be required.
Further particulars can be ascertained upon
application at this Office, or at the office of the
Engineer of Roads,'Northern Division, Rockhamp-
ton.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1866.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
MILITARY HOSPITAL AND OFFICERS'
QUARTERS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1.2 o'clock, on SATURDAY, the 16th instant,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Hospital and Officers' Quarters, at the Military
Barracks, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Tender for M litary
Hospital, 4•c., Brisbane."
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Colonial Architect's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the office of the Civil Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £250 for securing such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. MACALISTER
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1866.
SHEEP RETURNS.
0
CCUPANTS of Crown Lands for pastoral
purposes are hereby reminded, that by the
9th section of  the  Scab  Act  1863, 27 Victoria, No.
2, it is incumbent upon them to make to the Com-
missioners of their districts respectively, on 1st July
now next, a Return of all Sheep depastured by
them ; and that such Return, in pursuance of the
Proclamation issued by His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
upon the 23rd March, 1864, and in terms of such
section of the before-recited Act, must be accom-
panied  by  a remittance to the amount of the
assessment chargeable against them, at the rate of
ten shillings for every thousand or part of a thous-
and sheep so depastured.
leglect of this provision of the Act will subject
the person defaulting to a penalty of Fifty Pounds.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not exonerate any person from the duty of
making the Return, or afford him a plea for
exemption from penalty.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1866.
CATTLE RETURNS.
(J
CCUPANTS of Crown Lands for pastoral
purposes are reminded, that by the 6th
section of the Act 25 Victoria, No.  21 (Diseases
in Cattle Act),  the operation of which has been
revived by Proclamation, dated the 18th January,
1864, in terms of clause 2 of 26 Victoria, No. 6,
(The Act to suspend Diseases in Cattle Act of  1862),
it is incumbent upon them to make to the Commis-
sioners of their districts respectively, on the 1st
July now next, a Return of all horned cattle owned
by them ; but no assessment upon such Cattle need
be for the present paid.
Neglect of this provision of the Act will subject
the person defaulting to a penalty of Fifty Pounds.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not exonerate any person from the duty of
making the Return, or afford him a plea for exemp-
tion from penalty.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
AN NVITIES.
P ROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for thepurchase of Annuities, or Mo thly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£550 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year=to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.BRANCHES of the above Bank are  now  openat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,Dalby, Dray ton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Spriugsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, andWaverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per' cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtain ed by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL,
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 17th January, 1866.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY AND BATAVIA OR SINGA-
PORE,  VIA  TORRES' STRAITS.
P1HE Queensland Government having in con-
templation the establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  via  Torres' Straits and Singapore, sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until MON-
DAY, the 25th June, 1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly, for a period of five
years, from and to Brisbane and Batavia, calling
at Port Denison and Cape York.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore and Sydney ; and separate
offers will be received for Monthly Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York, and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of 1st and 2nd class, the tonnage, horse-
power, and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether propelled by screw or paddles ; also
to state the time at which the service can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or by applying to Messrs. Julyan
and Sergeaunt, Crown -Agents, 6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer, Brisbane, and marked  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Flails via Torres' Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
10. Postmaster -General to pay an award of £50, over
and above the Contract sum, for each and every twenty-
four hours the Mail sha ll  be delivered within the time
covenanted for-
11. As a penalty for not providing an of eient vessel
ready to start according to agreement ,  Contractors to
pay, by way of penalty ,  the sum of £250 ,  also to pay a
further sum of £100 for every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay.
12. Contractors to have not less than three vessels of
the stipulated tonnage and power at all  times ready for
service.
13. Postmaster -General may appoint a Mail Agent to
each vessel, who shall be provided with suitable first-
class cabin accommodation and table ,  at the expense of
the Contractors. The said Mail Agent to have
customary powers with regard to determining questions
relative to Mails, and the despatch or detention of vessels
carrying Mails.
14. Necessary and suitable accommodation, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster -General, to be provided
for the purpose of sorting and making up Mails during
the voyage ,  if required.
15.. Mails to be delivered at the Post Office ,  and con-
veyed  to the Steamers at the expense of the Contractor,
without any delay.
16. Payments  to be made quarterly in Brisbane, and
the payment stipulated to be in full satisfaction for the
service; the Mail money to belong to Her Majesty.
17. The agreement to be entered into to be in force
for  five years ,  but Government reserve to themselves
power to  determine the  Contract, should the service not
be properly performed.
18. Contractors may at any time terminate the agree-
ment, upon giving six months notice of their intention,
and by paying ,  by way of forfeit ,  a sum equivalent to
two months' subsidy.
19. Contractors not to dispose of, or under-let the
Contract ,  without the consent of the Postmaster -General.
20.  Contractors to be bound in the penal sum of
£15,000, to be paid to the Government by way of stipu-
lated damages ,  in case of failure on their part to
carry out the agreement.
21. Government reserve to themselves the right to
add other reasonable stipulations to those already
mentioned.
Memoranda for the information of persons wishing to
Tender for the Torres' Straits Mail Service, in
reply to Treasury advertisement, •daled the 17th
January, 1866.
1. Tenders to state fully the speed, tonnage, passenger
accommodation of each class, how propelled, and all
other information relative to the vessels to be employed,
required by the advertisement.
2. Vessels to start from each end of the Contract line
monthly, at such times as may be hereafter determined,
with a view of making the Torres' Straits Mail Service
alternate with that  via  Cape Leeuwin, thus securing
fortnightly communication between Australia and
Europe.
3. Plans and sections of vessels proposed to be
employed to be sent with the Tender.
4. Vessels to be at all times supplied and furnished
with all necessary and proper machinery, engines, pro-
visions, anchors, cables, boats, fire pumps, and lightning
conductors, and all proper appliances, subject to the
approval of the Officers appointed for the purpose by the
Postmaster-General.
5. Vessels to be officered and manned to the satisfac-
tion of the Postmaster-General.
6. Each vessel to carry a properly qualified medical
practitioner, and to be furnished with sufficient medicines
and medical comforts.
7. The Postmaster General or his representative may
delay departure of Contract Steamer twenty-four hours
when deemed necessary.
8. The Contract Steamer to leave Batavia or Singapore
within twenty-four hours after the arrival of the
European Mail Steamers, and to carry the Mails to their
destination at an average speed of not less than ten*
knots, calling at Cape York, and such other port or ports
as may be agreed on, reasonable time for detention being
allowed by the Government.
9. Should the Mails not be delivered within the time
stipulated, the sum of £100 to be deducted, by way of
penalty, for every twenty-four hours of such delay, the
full amount of penalty, however, not to exceed the
proportionate sum due for that particular  service.
* Tenders will  also be received  for the service  on a scale pro-
portionate to speed- say, from nine  to eleven knots.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1866.
NOTICE TO PUBLICANS.PUBLICANS are hereby reminded that theirCertificates, together with the sums required
to be paid for their Licenses, must be lodged at the
Office of the Colonial Treasurer, not later than the
Thirtieth day of June next.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
N.B.-To prevent delay in the issue of Licenses,
it is requested that remittances to the Treasury be
made in Bank Drafts or Cheques payable in
Brisbane, where practicable.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1866.
R EFERRING to the notification published inthe  Government Gazet e  of 10th February,
1866, respecting the future admission of Candidates
to the Civil Service of this Colony, by competitive
Examinations, the Board of Education reminds
intending Candidates that the first Half-yearly
Examination will be held in July next, and that
they are required to send in their certificates,
addressed to the Board's Secretary on or before
2nd July, 1866.
All necessary information as to the certificates
required, and the method of the examination,
will be found in the abovementioned notification in
the  Gazette,  a copy of which is kept at every Police
Office in the Colony.
By Order of the Board,
ROBERT BOURNE,
Secretary.
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Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 4th June. 1866.
PRE-EMPTIVE PURCHASES APPROVED.
I
T is hereby notified that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to approve of the persons mentioned in the annexed list being allowed to purchase,
under their pre-emptive right, the portions of land specified against their respective names.
A. C. GREGORY, Surveyor-General.
Applicant. Name of Run.
Gore Brothers and Co. Yandilla No. 2
Ditto ... Ditto 3
Ditto ... Ditto 4
Ditto ... Ditto 5
Ditto Ditto 6
Ditto ... Ditto 7
Ditto ... Ditto 8
Ditto ... Ditto 9
Ditto ... Tummaville No. 5
Palgrave.and Bigge Rosenthal No. 7
Ditto Ditto 8
Area.
Acres.
275
160
160
160
160
327
160
325
161
160
160
Price.
Cost
of Measure-
ment.
Deed Fee.
£ £ s. d. £ s. d.
275 6 4 0 1 5 0
160 6 4 0 1 5 0
160 6 4 0 1 5 0
160  6 4 0 1 5 0
160 6 4 0 1 5 0
327 Nil. 1 10 0
160 6 4 0 1 5 0
325 Nil 1 10 0
161 6 4 0 1 5 0
160 6 4 0 1 5 0
160 6 4 0 1 5 0
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
r AKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
l provisions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the  day  named in
each case.
F. O. DARVALL, Registrar-General-
Description a d Situation of Land. Name of Proprietor. Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Part of allotment 19 of section 23, containing 291 George Fox ...
perches ; county Stanley ; parish and town, Ipswich
... ... 9th July, 1866.
Allotments 2 and  3 of section 26, containing  together John Smith ...
1 rood 24 perches ; county Stanley ; parish and
... ... Ditto.
town, Ipswich
'Subdivision 2 of block 1 of eastern suburban allotment Richard Symes Warry
70, containing 191 perches ; county Stanley ;
Ditto.
parish, North Brisbane
Allotment 11 of section 10, containing 1 acre ; county Ditto... ...
Churchill; parish and town, Gatton
... ... Ditto.
Subdivisions 10 and 12 of eastern suburban portion 37, John Hardy ... ... ... Ditto.
containing together 1 rood 37f perches; county
Stanley ; parish, North Brisbane
I
N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office
Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties.
45 7th day of May, Between Donald Dallas, of Brisbane, in
A.D. 1866. the Colony of Queensland, saddler and
harness maker, of the first part ;
William Webster, of Brisbane afore-
said, merchant, and Reuben Nicklin, of
the same place (trustees for the
purposes in the Deed of Assignment
mentioned), of the second part ; and
the several persons and bodies corporate
who have, by themselves or their agents,
executed  the  said Deed of Assignment,
being creditors of the said Donald
Dallas, and whose names are mentioned
in the Schedule attached to the said
Deed of Assignment, of the third part.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1866.
NOTICE.-In accordance with the 6th section ofthe  Marriage Act  (28 Victoria, No. 15), it is
hereby notified, that
The Reverend WILLIAM CHARLES HUGHES, Wes-
leyan Minister, Maryborough ; and
The Reverend PATRICX SHEEHAN, Roman Catholic
Minister, Fortitude Valley, Brisbane;
Are duly Registered in this office as Ministers of
Religion authorised to Celebrate Marriages in
Queensland.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar -General.
Nature and Effect of Deed
Deed of Assignment of all
the estate and effects of
the said Donald Dallas,
in trust for the benefit
of the creditors of the
said  Donald Dallas.
Date of Registration.
Lodged at the
office of the
SupremeCourt,
this second day
of June, A.D.
1866, and en-
tered same dav.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.ASITTING of the above Court was held atthe Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
FRIDAY, the twenty-fifth day of May, A.D. one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, before His
Honor James Cockle, Esquire, the Chief Justice
of Queensland and Judge of the said Vice-
Admiralty Court, and adjourned to WEDNESDAY,
the twentieth day of June, A.D. 1866.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL, , Registrar.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1866.
j\T OTICE,---Mu.. HENRY HAEGE, of Toowoomba,
l is this day licensed as a Surveyor, qualified
to act under the provisions and for the purposes
of the  Real .Property Act  of 1861.
F. 0. DARVALL, Registrar-General.
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NOTICE TO MAR IN ERS.
PORT OF MOIRETON BAY-i\iInDLE, CIIA_N1EL.
NOTICE is hereby given to Masters of 'Vessels
trading to .Moreton Bay, dial iii c.>nsequoe e
of a gradual alteration of the Banks in the MiddleChannel, it is necessary, while crossing;the eastern
banks, to keep the yellow patch lino-lit op-ii to the
northward of the Lighthouse, and while rounding
the north point of the Venus Bank, to keep the
yellow patch light open to the southward of the
Lighthouse.
The outer buoy of the Middle Channel will
shortly be painted red and placed on the north side
of the Channel.
G. P. IIEATH, Lieut. 112N.,
Portinaster.
Port Office, 21st May, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1866.
LIVERMORE AND OTHERS v. MEYER.
T
O ALL PERSONS CO1ti CE1INED.-Take
Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facras  has been
issued upon a Judgment obtained by the Plaintiff
in the above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest of, in, and to, all that piece or par-
cel of Land in the colony of Queensland, containing
by admeasurement five acres, be the same more or
less, situated in the county of Aubigny, and parish of
Drayton, portion 295,---eommenc;ng at the north-
east corner of portion 87, and bounded thence on
the west by part of the eastern boundary line of
that portion bearing south ten chains ; on the
south by the northern bound try line of portion 308,
bearing east five chains ; on the east by the
western boundary line of portion 206, bearing north
ten chains to a road one chain wide ; and on the
north by that road dividing it from part of portion
77, bearing west five chains to the point of coan-
menceinent ;-being the Land sold as lot 41, in
pursuance of the Proclamation of 5th February,
1861.
Also, all that allotment or parcel of Land in the
colony of Queensland, containing by admeasurement
two roods and nine and a half perches, be the same
more or less, situated in the county of Liebig, and
parish of Princhester and town of Princhester ;
being allotment No. 1 of section No. 5 ; eom-
ziien isle, at the south-east corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the east by Henning street
northerly two chants ; on the north by the' South
boundary line of allotment No. 2 westerly at right-
angles to Henning street two chains and eighty
Links ; on the west by the eastern boundary of
allotment No. 10 southerly, parallel with Henning
street two chains to Lambert street ; and on the
south side by that street easterly two chains and
eighty links to the point of commencement ; being
allotment sold as lot 32, in pursuance of Procla-
mation of 13th May, 1862.
And also, all the right, title, and interest, of the
said J. E. Meyer, in the Lease of part of portion
No. 38, parish of Rockhampton, and county of
Livingstone. under lease from Dr. Paynter, and by
bins leased from - .Holt.
Will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at the Royal Fitzroy Hotel,
Quay street, Rockhampton, on MONDAY, the
sixteenth day of July next, at Twelve o'clock noon,
unless this execution it previously satisfied.
ARTHUR E. HALI1ORAN, Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JU1lTSDICTION.
In the Will of Jean Falla, late of Yandilla, DarlingDowns. in the Colony of Queensland, carpenter,
deceased.
70TIt`I: is hereby iven, that after the expira-
Lion of foririeen clays from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this honorable
Court, i n it s ih eeh 'si:tst 'cal J urisdiction, that Probate
of the last 1"ill and Testaiaent of the abovenained
deceased may be -ranted to Judith Breton Falla,
of Yandilla aforesaid, widow, and Jean Falla, of
the same place, stockman, the Executrix and
Executor in the said Will named.
Dated this 29th day of May, A.D. 1866.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Proctors for the Applicants,
Queen street, Brisbane.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1866.
No. 4.
LIST OF UNCL AIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL, 1866.
p
ERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
give the correct number of the List in which they may have observed their Names, as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission ; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
J. DOUGLAS, Postmaster-General.
NOTE-The DEAD LETTER Bitx cu of the General Post Office is open for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m. to Four p.m. ; on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to One p.ut.
A. 27 Alley Walter, Brisbane c
1 ACKEY Mrs., Kangaroo Point e 28 Alleyne -Hobert J., Caamaroo c and s (3)
2 Adams  -,  Rockhampton c 29 Alone Daniel, Ipswich c
3 Adams Henry, Warwick c 30 Alsope Caroline, Brisbane u k
4 Adams Mrs. S. J., Rockhampton c 31 Anderson  -,  Ipswich c (2)
5 Adams Thomas, Brisbane c 32 Anderson John, Brisbane u k
6 Adams Thomas It., Brisbane c 33 Anderson Peter, Brisbane s
7 Addems William, Brisbane e 34 Appelt W., Toowooniba c
8 Adger D. P., Toowooinba c 35 Arabin Miss, Maryland c
9 Ah Uki (Chinaman), Port Denison c 36 Ariston Charles, Brisbane c
10 Ahern John, Toowoomba c 37 Armstrong A., Rockhampton s
11 Ahern Peter, -Brisbane u k I 38 Armstrong George, Glencairn Dongan o c
12 Aitchison John, Brisbane c (2) 39 Arnold David, Brisbane u k
13 Alexander John Mcccay David, Port Denison c 40 Arnold F., Brisbane c
14 Alexander William, Brisbane u k 41 Arnell G' eorge, Toowoomba c
15 Aleson P., Brisbane e 42 Arnold J aines, Brisbane c
16 Alley Edward, Brisbane s 43 Arpinstall George, Brisbane c
17 Allan James, Brisbane c 44 Arthur John (care of Thomas Little), Rock-
18 Allen Alfred, Brisbane u k iranipton in
19 Allan Miss Jessie, Brisbane uk 4J tlshe i{iclv-ard, IR.ockhampton u k
20 Allan George, Ipswich u k 46 Attenbourough George (care. of Peterson,
21 Allen Henry, Toowooniba, c o Esquire), Ilavil_lab Station, Port Denison u .k
22 Allen J. K., Burdekin e 47 Atn'itt ----, 1ps;Vich c
23 Allen Joseph, - u k  48 Atwood Bellevue. Station u k
2t Allen Robert, Brisbane u k 49 Asu'si7ig, --- , Brisbane c
25 Allender Charles, Warwick s o")Austin (contractor),ionla c
26 Allenan F. G. (care of A. Powell, Esquire), 51
Brisbane s
Austin
.:nylon Jaines, Br'isbtule e
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B. 83 Bland George ,  Ipswich c
84, Boyle Johanne, Mariborough f
1 BABFR Joseph ,  Brisbane u k (2) 85 Blatchford H. J., Rockhampton c
2 Backler (artist ),  Brisbane c 86 Boland Pasal ,  Ipswich c
3 Baer Gustave ,  Rockhampton o c 87 Bolton Charles ,  Brisbane c
4 Bailey  -,  Brisbane u k 88 Bolton George ,  Warwick u k  (2)
5 Bailey W. L., Brisbane e 89 Bolton H., Woolmot Station c
6 Baillie Henry Warwick c 90 Bonnor William , (care Mr. Golding )  Rockdale
7 Baker Charlie  (care of Yaldwyn ,  Esquire), Station c
Planet Downs c 91 Boroughs Fanney ,  Brisbane c
8 Baker Daniel ,  Brisbane u k 92 Boner Charles ,  Rockhampton c
9 Baker George ,  Sydney u k 93 Bourke Mrs., Brisbane c
10 Baker James ,  Brisbane e 94 Bourke Mrs. Johu, Brisbane o c
11 Baker John, Ipswich c 95 Bourke Joseph ,  Bondeinere s
12 Bakey Patrick ,  Moreton Islands e 96 Bourke Thomas  Wood , Brisbane u k (2)
13 Balb  ,  Toowoomba c 97 Bowden Evelyn St .  Lawrence ,  Brisbane
14 Ball John, Ipswich u k u k (2)
15 Ballard J., German Station c (2) 98 Bowen  T., Brisbane n z
16 Ballard Thomas J., Brisbane u k 99 Boyle Miss,  Brisbane c
17 Ballinger James ,  Toowoomba c 100 Boyle  Miss Bridget, Rockhampton u k
18 Balsor Sinclair ,  Rockhampton s 101 Boyce Joseph ,  Ipswich c
19 Barclay J.,  Warwick  c 102 Bradbury Catherine ,  Ipswich o e
20 Barclay John, Brisbane u  It 103 Bradford  '.Thomas, Ipswich c
21 Barker Mrs., Gayndah u k 104 Brading John, Brisbane u k
22 Barker Mrs., Brisbane u k 105 Brady Thomas , Toowooinba  u  it
23 Barley John ,  Toowoomba. u k 106 Brahaney  ,  Toowoomba c
24 Barnett Jonathan ,  Walhtmbilla o e 107 Braihau  -,  Brisbane e
25 Barnes Charles Main Ran e near Toowoomba 108 Brannan Ewen Brisbane  in, g
u k 109 ,Brassey  ,  Darling Downs o c
26 Barnes Thomas, T oowoomba c 110 Brelsford Joseph ,  Brisbane u k
27 Barraclo,igh W. H .,  Brisbane u k 111 Brennan  W. . B., Brisbane  in
.28 Barrine William, Ipswich c 112 Bremner Alexander ,  Toowoomba u  it
29 Barrett H. S. (care of Messrs .  T. and W. 1113 Brennan Peter ,  Port Denison  in
Law), AVelitown u k (2) 114 Brice , (brickmaker )  Dalby e
30 Barrow David, Maryborough c 115 Brice  William, (care Captain Vignolles) Weir
31 Barter Isaac, Toowwwoomba c River c
32 Bartle, William, Brisbane u k 116 Brickley Thomas, Ipswich c
33 Bartlett Mrs., Brisbane u. k 117 Bridges H. E., Brisbane in
34 Barry P., Ipswich c i1 Bridson Mathew, Ballard's Camp c
35 Barrymore -,  Western Creek c 119 Briggs W illiam, Brisbane e
86 Barrymore  Mrs., Western  Creels c 120 Brimean Miss Sarah Jane, Brisbane u k
37 Barton  Robert,  'v\ ooioolimnan f 121. Britten George, Ipswich u  it  (3)
38 Batch Mrs .  A., Brisbane u  it 122 Brodie , Dalby c
39 BatehelorWin .,  Laidley c 123 Bronlage George,  Toowoomba, c
40 Bath William ,  Talgai Reef c 124 Bromley J. W., (care A. H. Palmer )  Beaufort c
41 Battrick Henry, Ipswich o e 125 Brooke Henr , Rockhampton c
42 Beatte William Bailey ,  Brisbane u k 126 yBrook H., Too; ooniba s
43 Beard  E. and J., Brisbane u  it 127 Brooks Robert , T oowoomba u  it
44 Beattie Charles ,  Toowoomba c (2) 128 Brouggz Dan, Brisbane s
45 Beatty John, Rockhampton u k 129 Brown  ,  Brisbane e
46 Beauchamp  Charles.  lli vge's  Camp c 130 Brown  , Drayton Road c
47 Beanmon)t  'i hoi s, Loci inmiptoz e 131 :Brown Alfred Henry, Brisbane e
48 Beasley  l '. C., -Prisbane c (2) 132 Brown C .,  Brisbane  in
49 Beck 1 apes, '1"00;, ooz,bo c and o c (2) 1',13Brown Charles  A., (care  G. E.  Forbes) Colin-
50 Beeker  Edward, 'T`oowooii ua c ton c
51 Blen G .,  Tooww-oc;ml,ba e 134 Brown Gilber Hearcler ,  Rockhampton e
52 Beirn Andrew ,  CGlanmoe o c 135 Brown Mrs. J., Brisbane e
53 Beilsley  -  arislli,,e c 136 Brown J ames . Toowooinba  e
54 Bell i Irs .,  Brisbane c 137 Brown  John W .,  iV are,  ick Reserve o e
55 Bell irs. xs. : %nn. lI-i_ryborough c 138 Brow n. John AV., Brisbane e
56 Bell Lev. H., 139 Brown  Mrs. M ary , T oowwoomba c
57 Bell Rovert, Brisba:ne u  it  (3)
r
'li 14' Brown  33 iss Mary Jade, (care Thomas Berry)58 s - -, (seaman )  ship Legion of -c oaor,Be Brisbane u  it
uk 141 Brown Mfrs.  AV., Brisbane s
59 Reimer Je  mes, Toowoomba c 1 112 Brown Wi lli amn,  Sandridge ,  Victoria.  in
60 Benks Mo'Iargaret .  13cnn-en c 143 Brim ge  John, Toowoomnba c
61 Bennet U. J., Brisb a ne n a 141, Brusor A .,  Brisbane e
62 Bennet James,  Brisbane  u I. 145 L'rydon  William, Tartha c
63 Bennett ti%i illiam, Ii ;swich c 146 Barton J. R., Samford Station c
64 Beres?ord D., Boma, c 147 Buekby George, Brisbane c (3)
65 Bergen --, Brisbane e 148 Billivant and  Ellis Messrs, Rockhampton s
66 Berry C.  B., Brisbane 11 it 149 Burch Frederick , 'Ibowoombo u  it  (2)
67 Bessell E.  If., Brisbane u  It 150 Burfield G. H., Ipswich u k (2)
68 Bessler Henry ,  Brisbane n  it 151 Burgess  -,  Brisbane c6.9Resler Henry, Brisbane f and o c (2) 152 Burgess Allen, Toowoomba c
70 Beswick Edward. Brisbane e 153 Burke Bridget, Ips1c ieh u  it
71 Bevan  Mrs., Bris bane  in 154 Burke Eliza,  B risbane o e
72 Bevindgc Robert ,  Rockhampton u  it 155 Burke John .  Canning Downs m (2)
73 Bayliss John, Brisbane u  it 156 Burke .John, Brisbane e
74 Bayne Thomas ,  T'oowoomba e 157 Burnes  -, Toowoomba c
75 Bilnony W. I-i., Warwick c 158 Burns  -,  Ii aliford c
76 Benney Edward ,  Brisbane c 159 Burns Francis, Toowoomba, c
77 Berry Patrick, Rocl i liamiton  u k 169 Burns James,  1,1-aryboroul;li c
78 Birkett  Wm,, Brisbane c 161 Burns Richmond ,  Jingi Jinni s
79 Biship  --,  Brisbane c 162 Burns Richmond , (care of E. Hickey) Jingi
80 Biss Job, (care  -Al r. iampson ) Gayndah  c Jingi u  it  and c (5)
81 Black Robert, 'Teetba, c 163 Burrowes W., Surat c (3)
82 Black Miss Sarah M .,  Brisbane o c 164 Burton Margaret ,  Brisbane o c
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165 Bush Mrs. A. J. Brisbane n k 71 Clarke Mrs R (care of T Walden) Bris.
166
,
Bushnell Richard, Brisbane e
..,. .bane nk
167 Bass , Sand gate c  72 Clarke W. T., Ipswich s
168 Butler and Foster Messrs., Brisbane c (3)  73 Clarkson  Thomas, Ipswich e
169 Butler Frank, Toowoomba e 71 Clarke John, Brisbane u k
170 Butler Mrs. L., Brisbane u k 75 Cobham I:., Warwick s
171 Butler Michael, Brisbane e 76 Coehlan John, Brisbane n k
172 Bryne , Sandga.te c 77 Colbourne A., Brisbane u k
173 Byrne James P., Brisbane c 78 Coleman William, Gattton c
174 Byrns Mat., Laidley c 79 Coleman William, Laidley a
175 Byrne James, Brisbane c  80 Coles George, Rockhampton e
176 Byrne Peter, Brisbane u k 81 Colgan William, Toowoomba s
82 Caller Jolin Booval cC. 83 .Collie John, Toowoomba u k
1 CABIS T., Warwick c 84 Collins John, Toowoomba c
2 Cade W., Brisbane o c 85 Collins J., Warwick e (2)
3 Cairns James, Ipswich e 86 Collins John, Ipswich u k
4 Cairn John, Ipswich c 87 Collings John, Hilbury u k
5 Callaghan John, Greenbank Bridge, Dalby o c 88 Collins Richard, (care of T. Ryce) Ipswich c
6 Callanghan Dr., Brisbane o c 89 Collins Timothy, Ipswich u k
7 Cameron Alexandar, Ipswich c 90 Cotter G., Toowoomba c
8 Cameron Murdo, Brisbane u k 91 Cotter Joseph, Laidley s
9 Campbell Archibald, (care of M. Maloy) 92 Colunby Peter, Laidley c
Burnet c 93 Cawparo -, Bowen c
10 Campbell J., Ben Eden s (2) 94 Condon John, Brisbane u k
11 Campbell Fergus (care of Bell and Love), 95 Conlon Robert, Ipswich u k
Brisbane u k (3) 96 Cormack .Miss Ellen, Brisbane u k
12 Campbell Thomas, Rockhampton m 97 Connors Henry, Toowooinba c
13 Campbell William, Toowoomba c 98 Connor James, Warwick e
14 Canavan 'U., Brisbane o c 99 Connolly Martin, Ipswich s
15 Cantin James, Toowoomba o c 100 Conway -, Brisbane o c
16 Canning William,, Brisbane u k 101 Conway Rodger, Brisbane f
17 Cantlon Mary, Brisbane u k 102 Cook --, Toowoomba s
18 Carbanes J. S., Brisbane o c 103 Cook Edward, Ipswich u k
19 Carby Frederick, Rockhampton c (3) 104 Cook John, Rockhampton u k
20 Carlin Edward, Brisbane u k 105 Cook Mary Davy, Brisbane u k
21 Callon James, Warwick s 106 Cook J. G., Toowoomba u k
22 Carmichael George, Brisbane u k 107 Cook Thomas, Gatton c
23 Carr J de B., Warwick c (4) 108 Coogan Andrew, Clillord Station e
24 Carrick Robert, Port Denison c 109 Coombe William, Brisbane e
25 Carrig Michael, Brisbane s 110 Coonan Thomas, Laidley c
26 Carrington George, .}Bowen u k and Brisbane ill Cooney IF., Warwick o c
e (2)  112 Coopen James, Toowoommba u k
27 Carroll A. H. J., Ipswich c 113 Cooper Thomas, Toowoomba c
28 Cursor J. Hill, Rockhampton c 114 Cordial Mrs. M., Rockhampton o c and c (2)
29 Carter , Brisbane c 115 Cowan Ellen, Brisbane a
30 Carter MVliss Catherine, Roelihimpton u k 116 Cornwell D., Warwick e
31 Carter Edwin, Brisbane u k (2) 117 Cosgrive Thomas, Toowoomba c
32 Cassey Patrick, Ipswich e 118 Cotterell --, (care of W. Moore) Brisbane u k
33 Cashin Thomas, Brisbane n k 110 Cotterall Richard, Warwick c
3-1 Cassidy Farris, Ipswich e 120 Covenly George, Brisbane e
35 Cassell -, Kilmorcy c 121 Cowell Alfred, Toowoomba u k
36 Caswell , Brisbane .c  122 Coyie Thomas, Wallumbilla c
37 Cattle G. J., Bowen, Port Denison u k 123 Coyle Patrick, Laidley c
38 Cavanagh John, Brisbane w a 121 Craig James, Rioekliamnpton c
39 Chadwick ll'Mrs., Toowoomba u k 125 Craig William, Brisbane u k
40 Chadwick Isaac, Tiockhainpton in 126 Crampton John, Brisbane s
41 Chadwick Robert, Brisbane u k 127 Craven Thomas W., Toowoomba o c
42 Chalmers Robert, Roekhaanpton c  1213 Crawford ----, Brisbane a
43 Chamberlain H., Port Denison e 129 Creagh Peter, Jpswieh n k
44 Chambers \\' illiam, Ipswich c 130 Creher Walter, Ipswieh u k
45 Champion Mrs. Elizabeth, Brisbane c 131 Cready Dennis, Ipswich c
46 Champion Henry Percival, Sydney u k 1:,2 Crick C., Wide Bay s
47 Chandler James, AVarvviek s 133 Craidley Patrick, Tarooin o c
48 Chant George, Si.. C eoege's Bridge m 134 Crasbic Jaines, Dall_by c
49 Chanipman Robert, Toowoomba u k 135 Crowley Jeremiah, Brisbane m
50 Chase H. C., Brisbane e 1' 6 Cristo[ Kate, Brisbane o c
51 Chavangh Thomas, Toowoomba c 1.37 Cul Miss, Brisbane o c
52 Childs 1). J., (care of Mr. Mc Vab) Dawson 138 Cugner B., Ipswich n k
River c 139 Cullen William, Rockhampton s
53 Ching John, Brisbane u k 14') Cully Jaines, Ipswich c
54 Christie Mrs., .hockhampton s 141 Cummings Miss Rebecca, Brisbane e
55 Christopher Johann, Brisbane c 142 Cumming Walter, Brisbane u k
56 Church Charles E. S., Brisbane u k (2) 143 Cummins James, Toowoomba c
57 Cinnamond Thomas, Jlfaryborough s 114 Cun']efl' Bridget, Ipswich c
58 Clap, Mrs. W., Brisbane u k 145 Cunningham --, Brisbane c
59 Clapham Samuel, Brisbane u k 116 Cunningham John, Toowoomba o c
60 Clark Miss Annie, Rockhampton c 147 C,unnhmghiam peter, 13risbane u k
61 Clark Miss Annie, Port Denison c 148 Curran --, Brisbane c
62 Clark Mrs. Christopher, Brisbane u k 149 Curran R., Emu Creek c
63 Clark Mrs. C., Ipswich e, 150 Currie Daniel, Brisbane e
64 Clarke D., Toowoomba s 151 Curry T. V., Talavera u k (2)
65 Clark George Edwin, Maryborough c 152 Curtain M., Brisbane c
66 Clark John, .Brisbane u k 153 Curtis W. E., Brisbane u k
67 Warwick inClarke John
68
,
Clarke John, Bowen u k D.
69 Clarke Laurence, Brisbane u k 1 DAINTREE Richard,  Brisbane o
70 Clarke  B., Rockhampton c  2- Dale C. H., Kennedy district c
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3 Dalton Miss Catherine, Toowoomba e 14 Egan Patrick, Warwick 
4 Daly Andrew, Rockhampton c 15 Y"-,";leton John. Brisbane o
5 Dangerfield J., Gatton c (2)  16 L11,tnaiia Cfirrrle, Dalby o
6 Daniels Moses, Brisbane it k-  17 R: z e  iii's.  _11.. Doll;1 in7 Dant W., Warwick s  18 Eiseb Charles, 1),ilby s
8 Darcy Denis, Mitchell's Camp c (2) 19 iElley T., Ipswich c
9 Darel J., Kangaroo Point c 20 Elliott Artlntr eK., Toowoomba c
10 Darlington John, Dalby c 21 Elliott Charles, Bowen c
11 Davey C. G., Brisbane u k  22 Ellis Charles, Rockhampton c
12 Davie Sarah, Brisbane o  23 Ellis .T., Ilockhanipton s
13 Davies Richard, Bowen c 2t Ellis W illiatn, Brisbane o c
14 Davies Thomas, Fortitude Valley o c 25 1+:iey- G., Fortitude Valley c
15 Davidson William, Brisbane u k 2(i Ewell H. G., Brisbane u k
16 Davis George, Brisbane o c 27 Emery Allred, Toowoomba c (2)
17 Davis G. W., Port Denison c 28 England John, Brisbane c (2)
18 Davis R., c 29 Evans henry, Brisbane u k
19 Davis William, Warwick u k 30 Evans John Hugh, Ipswich m
20 Davy Daniel, Ipswich u k 31 Evans Thomas, !llaryborough c
21 Dawson S., Rockhampton o 32 Ewington W., Warwick c
22 Deacy James, Brisbane o c 33 Extall William, Rockhampton c
23 Deaken Samuel, Rockhampton m (2) F24 Dean Joseph, Breakfast Creek c .
25 Dean William, Brisbane u k 1 FALCONER John, Brisbane u k
26 Deeis Dr., St. George's Bridge c 2 Falvey John, Rockhampton c
27 Denham Henry S., Weltown s 3 Fardey John, Dalby s
28 Dennis Charles, Brisbane u k 4 Farley Mrs. B., Dalby s
29 Dent T., Brisbane c 5 Farquharson F. A., Brisbane u k
30 Derrick Mary, Brisbane c G Farrell :Miss A., New Farm c
31 Devine Miss Lavinia, Rockhampton u k (2) 7 Farrell Thomas, Toowoomba uk
32 Devine P., Wallah c 8 Faunce J. T., Brisbane c
33 Kiln 'Miss Lavinia, Rockhampton u k (3) 9 Fat.nce T., Brisbane e
34 Dick James, Brisbane u k 10 EF east Chas., Brisbane u k
35 Dickinson Henry, Brisbane u k (2) 1i l eiglteny James. Brisbane o e
36 Dilger J., Cleveland Road c 12 Jhousser JV'illia»a, hr%sbaane 26 k ( 2)
37 Dillon Patrick, Toowoomba c 13 Fe at on B. IT., 2ortli Ipswich u k (2)
38 Dixon John P., Rockhampton u k i 1, Ferander William, Brisbane o c
39 Dodd Robert, Breakfast Creek c 15 Fcre'uson -, 11)""N -ich c
40 Doherty Eliza, Little Ipswich o 16 Ferguson A., Ipswich c
41 Dolan Patrick, Brisbane u k 17 Ferguson James, Brisbane e
42 Donegan Michael, Brisbane o 18 Ferguson Jolcu, Ipswich c (2)
43 Donohoe George, M aryborough c 19Ferguson Wirilliamm, Brisbane u k (2)
44 Donovan and Hall Messrs., Spring Hill o c 20 Ferril John. Brisbane c
45 Donvan Timothy, Spring Hill c 21 Ferritt J., Brisbane c (2)
46 Doody Edward, Ipswich s and o c (2) 22 Field James, Ipswich it k
47 D'A rsay F. A. G., Dawson c 23 Fielder Miss, Brisbane u It
48 Dangar Mrs. E., Rockhampton e 2,11 finch William, (care of Mr. Lou) Goondiwindi
49 Douglas Mrs., Brisbane u k- uk50Douglas Morton, Condamine c 25 .Ru t/e/ Alexender H, (ea re qf'A.11L. Thompson)e
51 Douglas William, Barwon u k ha lcorba
52 Dove John, Spring Hollow c 2G Finnelly Patrick, Brisbane f
53 Dow Andrew, Gibbons' Camp c 27 Tinniuiorc Mrs., Brisbane c
54 Dow John, Bowen, c 28 Finniniore John Thomas, Brisbane c
55 Doyle James, Toowoomba o 29 Finnintore W. W., Maryborough c
56 Doyle Joseph, Rockhampton e 30 Fisher Addison, Brisbane u k
57 Draper George, North Brisbane s 31. FisherThonias, Toowoomba c (3)
58 Dristal William, Toowoomba c 32Fisken Williatu, Brisbane it Is
59 Dromand Lawrence, Brisbane is k 33 Fitzg;erald Edmond, Brisbane c
60 Druse A., Maryborough o 3=1 Fitzgerald Mannie, .Ballard's Camp c
61 Duff George, Toowoomba c 3,5 Fitzpatrick Peter, (care of James Fitzpatrick)
62 Duffy Jane, Rockhampton it k Brisbane it k
63 Dug lass Richard, Brisbane it k 3G Fitzpatrick Thomas, Brisbane tt k
64 Dunalione Mrs. A.  Cary,  Walloon e :7 I'Ianigan Michael, Too,vooraba o c
65 Dunlea Patrick, 14omes' Camp c 3 t FrincI llcnali°, l3rislnane a Is
66 Dunlop George, Rockhampton u k 39 Fitzgerald A., 1t)o-)ckhatnpton u k
67 Dunn S. L., Brisbane u k 4') Fienuing James, Ipswich e
68 Dunn Edward, Ipswich c 41 Fletcher Hugh, Mantuan Downs u Is
69 Dunne John, Ipswich s 42 Fletcher Miss Mary, Brisbane u Is
70 Dunstan James, Port Denison c 43 Pletcher Robert. Ipswvieli f (2)
71 Durdon -, Brisbane c 4 L Flinn J olmt, Toowoomba c
72 Duryer Mrs., Brisbane u k 4.5 Florio If., Brisbane e
73 Dwyer Caroline, Toowoomba o 46Flynn John, Toowoomba c
74 Dwyer John, Brisbane c 47 Foote , (carrier) Dalby c
75 Dyball Joseph It., Brisbane o c 48 Fortes and Dalrymple Messrs., Lower Burde-
kin c
E. 49 Forde Miss, (care of Mrs. Neighton) Zoo-
1 EADE William, Rockham, pton c woornha It Is
2 Eagrtn James, Rockhampt.o,i e 5i) Foster Charles. Dalby s
3 Eagon James, RoeUiatnpton c iil Fortoscue C., Drayton c
4 Eagan Michael, Toowoomba c 52 Poster -, Cleveland Road c
5 Eames E., Brisbane e 53 Fountain Miss Mary, Brisbane u Is (2)
6 Eanes Thomas, Ipswich c 5-h Fountain -, Brisbane is k
7 Earl Frank, Brisbane s 55 Fountain Stephen, Brisbane u k
8 111'astland Mrs.Ellen, Toowoomba in 56 Ionutain tune, Brisbane u k
9 Rekersly J., Laidley c :a7Foy 1?rs. WWT., Brisbane c
10 Eccles 1ldmosul, I1tswiell is k 56t Fratae James, Toowoomba s
11 Eddii: ,AIrs. J phis, li.:acithatnptort n k >) Frame Robert, Brisbane. o c
12 Eli°ictge i+rede-'ick, Eon cit  'Terrace c 60 .hroonok ---, Jpswieh e
13 Edwards Wihiasa Toowoomba c 6l pFraser Donald, Iswich c
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62 Fraser Hugh J., 7psirich c
63 Frazer William, Sandy Creek c
64 Freeman Martin, Ipswich e
65 French Edmond, Toowoomba n z
66 French J., Ipswich c
6'7 Fishman , Brisbane c
68 Frog ley J., J pswieh u 1c
69 Fry George, Brisbane c
70 Fryon W., Brisbane c
71 Fulwood  -,  Brisbane c
72 Fuge Frederick, Brisbane u k (3)
i 74 Gilbride John, Brisbane u k
75 Gunn Thomas, Toowoomba c
76 Gunter William, Tooroomba, o c
77  Gunther Frederick Christian, Bockhsmptan g
78 Gunther .t r: deries's'_ Da-aiel, Rockhanipton s
79 Gunner Georr,e, .l.o`owooiri=i`a c
80 Guy,J ohu, (caveo; McDonald) Toowoomba
u  k (2)
H.
1 HA [Gll George Henry, Brisbane u k
2 Haidane James, Brisbane  u k
3 IJ_i.iititx Amos. Brisbane u k
4 Hell Charles ; ohn, I, oci.l!a:_il?ton, S
5 Hall Isaac, Post Denison c
6 I-Iall James,  Brisbane  a 1:. (2)
7 Bee11 1!'f ;ss Mary Anne, Brisbane o c
8 Hall Mrs. Rachel,  '13risbane u k
9 Hall Robert, -Brisbane a k
10 Hallan dj arc?_, Breakfast Creek c
11 Hallan Ttobert, Toowoomba is
12 Halloran Mrs., South  Brisbane c
i3 Ll al;;in Catherine, Toow,ooniba oy, Doughboy Creek u 1c14 11-lalpin 4Wortli-
15 Hamilton David, Ips`:-ici. u k
16 Hamilton .Henry Shaw, 11,swich c
17 Hamilton John,VBrisbane s
I8 Hamilton John. Brisbane u k
19 Hamilton Matthew D., Laidley e
20 Hank John, Bowen c
21 Hanlan Mrs. M., Brisbane c
22 Hanlan Morris, Rockhampton m
23 Hanly 1'Vs=rs. Bridget, Brisbane c
24 Hann and Co., Brisbane o c
25 Hannay James, Toowooillba c
26 Hansen John, Brisbane in
27 Harden J., -Brisbane o
28 Hardgrave John, Ipswich e
29 Harding  -,  Basin Pock c
30 Harding H., Ipswich u k
31 Harding J. (builder), Brisbane u k
32 Hardy Henry, Brisbane u k
33 Hardey John, Brisbane c
34 Harnett Wiliielin, Roakhainpton c
35 Harris, Captain B., Brisbane s (5)
36 Harris Daniel I3., Brisbane u k (3)
37 Harris T Warwick c
38 Harris Thomas, Brisbane u k
39 Harris Mrs. William, Brisbane, s
40 Harris William P., Brisbane u k
41 Harrison Martha, Brisbane o c
42 Hart Patrick, Brisbane n k
43 Hartagan P., Rockhampton s
44 Harth J-ohu, Brisbane f
45 Hartley Archibald, Bigge's Camp e
46 Hartley Thomas J., Bulimba c
47 Harton Ada Louisa, Brisbane u k
48 Hartwieh F., Toowoomba e
49 Harvey Richard, Brisbane c
50 Hasnia.nn  -,  (carpenter), Toowoomba o e
51 Hawthorn James, Brisbane c
52 Hawkes R. C., Brisbane u k
53 Hawloru Michael, Brisbane c
54 Hawortts E. C., Brisbane u k
55 Haworth E., Bowen o
56 Hayden Mrs. H. P., Warwick o
57  IL, e-,'John, Toowooinba c
58 Ins' M., Tpswicb c
59 14ayberegg 6C. U., ltontia c (2)
60 llealey Daniel, Brisbane in
61 Ifearfiel l David, -1WTarwick o c (2)
62 Hearty Ellen, Toowooniba u k
63 Heel ice Louis,  Woomba s
64 Hedigan Batt, Toowooinba u  I-65  Heinaman Mrs., Toowoomba, e
66 Heire la's argaret, Eockhanlpton c
67 Hellard Mrs., Rockhampton c
68 Heller Mrs., lloekhamptoa c
69 Henekel M. Louis, Brisbane f
70 Henderson Andrew, Brisbane u k
71  Henderson Donald. Brisbane u k
72 Hendry Marv  Ann,  Brisbane u k
73 Henke i ar•tin, l;l3swick c
74 Henry A-rthur, Brisbane e (2)
75 Hepburn  -,  Brisbane s
76 Hepburne 1iob->rt. Brisbane s
77 Kepner C., Rockhampton s
i`8 Herman Henry, Brisbane f
79 Blame I`ierre, Brisbane  it k
G.
1  GAFFNEY Jolin, id a ryborou gh u k and c  (5)
2 Gallagher Thomas, Ipswich c
3 Galbraith Edward, Laidley it z
4 Gallen John, (care of James Cauningham)
Ipswich u k
5 Galloway James, Toowoomba c
6 Gasser  -,  Gowrie Creek c
7 Gardner J., Iloekhainpton c
8 Gardner William, IHHaryborough u. k
9 Gardner W., Canal Creek Gold-fields c
10 Garney F. W., Brisbane u k
11 Gavoc'k William Nt., Bowen c
12 Gaynor Thomas, Brisbane c
13 Geddes J. H., Port Denison c (2)
14 Geg ee WWTilliani, Ballard's Camp ili (2)
15 Grutel Jacob, Bowen c
16 Gerality Lawrence, Brisbane u k (3)
17 Gereiny Peter, Toowooriba c
18 Gerler C. F., German Station
19 Germms John, Brisbane C
20 Gibbs Gibbs, Ipswich u k (3)
21 Gietzel August, Gowrie c
22 Gillespie James, Toowooiuba e (2)
23 Gill  -,  Basin Pocket c
24 Gilliver James, Ipswich c
25 Ginochn Johan, Toowooinba, e
26 Gleason Thomas, Toowoomnba c
27 Gleeson Miss Ellen, Brisbane u k
28 Gleeson Mary Ann, Ipswich c
29 G-lynn John, Toowoomba c
30 Glennon John, lpsvwich c
31 Glindeinan  -,  Ipswich e
32 Glisson Trs. W., Ipswich s
33 Godber Joseph, Iiocklianipton e
34 Godwin Joseph, (care of G-. I)eucker) Roma u k
35 Gollan William, Brisbane e
36 Gome Mrs., (care of Mr. Johnson) Bowen c
37 Good Edward, Brisbane o c
38 Gordon John, Ipswich u k (2)
39 Gordon John, Brisbane  0  c
40 Gorm Thomas, Lytton Road c
41 C-osselin Francis J., Rockhampton c
42 Gondie Catherine, Brisbane u k
43 Grace H. It., Brisbane u >c
44 Grace Jeremiah., Toowoomba c
45 Graham  -,  Brisbane c
46 Graham Mrs. Williasl, Warwick s
47 Grael Mrs. Janet, Brisbane o c
48 Granger Miss 1H1., Brisbane n z
49 Grant Miss Eliza, Brisbane u k
50 Grant James, Briabli.n0 C51 Grant I'c ichoias, Rowan in
52 Graves Lawrence, Brisbane o e
53 Green Charles, Brislbar e c
54, Green Charles  If , Brisbane o c
55 Green Thomas, Brisbane o c
56 Green William, Toowoomba u k
57 Greenhalgh Thomas,
Brisbane ii 1;
58 Griveuhou` it Job, (care of P. Alligan) Rock-
hampton s
59 Greenwood John, Dal].-,y a
60 Greenwood John, Too-,voomba o e
61 Greenwood William, Toowoonlba o o
62 Greer Joseph, Killarney s
63 Greerslade Elias, Toowooiuba a k
64 Greet Joshua, Brisbane e
65 Gregory J., Brisbane c
66 Greig S., Spring Vale c67 Grey Miss Margaret, Brisbane o c
68 G-ri if in  -,  Lytton e (2)
69 Griffin James, Piffle River a
70 GriiliJIns  ;Villia,in B.,  Toowoomba o e
71 Geo gan Peter, Dort Denison e
72  Guest John, Brisbane u  I-73  (?west -IT-illion?,  8i•?" bbamme it 1•
80 Heeott Miss, Brisbane c  19 Johnson  W., Gayndali e
81 Hick Geo., Brisbane c 20 Joley Matthew, Bowen e
82 Hickey- Andrew, A orthampton u k 21 Jones E., Warwick s
83 Hickey f artin, Woodhouse Camp c (2) 22 Jones George, Brisbane c
84 Hicks J. +i:., t{ockuamnoton c 23 Jones G.  Al., Roma c
85 B igh W., Brisbane u k 21 Jones Ilenry, Brisbane u is
86 Hill A. F., Brisbane c 25 Jones J. S., Brisbane c
87 Hill James, rlbowoomba c 26 Jones W., Westwood c
88 Hill John, Rockhampton s 27 Jurkin Himinetry, Toowoomba c
89 Hill Samuel, Brisbane it k K.90 TalHenr ai eHillman Philli gp y, 1 Dalby oKENNEDY John91 Hintz William, Rockhampton c 2
,
Brisbane cKarey James92 iippe C., Brisbane e 3
,
Toowoomba cKarr John93 Robes William, Home's Camp c 4
,
Kian E.  Al., Brisbane in94 Hodge Mrs., North Brisbane n z (3) 5 Toowoomba o cKeane Patrick95 Hodges James, Brisbane c 6 ,Bowen sKean Reuben96 Hodgkinson Edward R., Brisbane u k 7 ,Keating E. N., Surat e97 Hoflin, George W., Rockhampton s (2) 8 Keit  H. A., Dalby e98 Hofman H., -Brisbane f 9 Brisbane eKeily John99 Hogan George c ,
100
, 10
Hogan P., Mitchell's Camp c 11
Kellerman Frederic, Warwick c
Milton eKelly  P.101 Rolls John, Toowoonba s 12 , Ipswich o cKelly D.102 Holland A. H., German Station c 13 , Toowoomba eKelly John103 Holland John, Hoina c 14 ,Kelly John Rosenthal u is104 Holland J . B., Dalby c 15 , Jingi Jingi cKelly John105 Holder C., Toowooinba s 16 ,Kelly Luke Brisbane u is106 Holsman C., Brisbane s 17 ,Kelly Patrick Warwick e107 Honeyford Miss Elizabeth, Bowen s c 18 ,Kemp Peter Brisbane u k108 Ipswich sHood James ,
'109
, 19Brisbane it kHood Thomas R nneally 2 laomas, Toozoomba u k
110
, 20Bowen cHooke J Kennedy Alexander, Rockhampton u is
111
., 21i Jin i cJinHooke J
Kennedy Charles, Pikedale u kg g., 22 Kennedy James A. Brisbane u is112 Hooton H., Brisbane s (2) 23
,
Kennedy John Brisbane c113 Hopkins Thomas, Brisbane c (4) 24
,
Kennie William Toowoomba u k114 Horam S., Ipswich u k 25
'
,
Knight Robert Maryborough c115 s Camp u klore John, Ballard 26
,
Knobloch Heimick Retreat o e116 Toowoomba cHoren Philip ,
117
, 27Brisbane es JamesHorkin Kernaghan  -, Fortitude Valley e
118
,g 28Toowoomba. eeHorn Geor Kersliaurd Samuel, eg , 29 Keti)n Bernard Laidley c119 Horns John, Warwick c 30
,
Keune Christian Toowoomba f120 Horton Amos, Brisbane u k (2) 31
,
Keymont Mrs. A. Brisbane n z121 Hoskings Arthur, Brisbane u k 32
,
Kien A Rockhampton u k122 Hoston Mrs., Ipswich u k 33
.,
Killirn Catherine Brisbane u is123 Hourigan John, Ipswich e 34
,
Kine John Toowoomba s124 Houbert 117inehin, (mason), Brisbane u k 35
,
King  - Linderiberg's Hotel c125 Hourigan John, Toowoomba u k ,
` '36 King Henry, t oow oomba u is (2)126 Howard C. T. W., Brisbane c 37
'
King Jasper Ipswich e127 s Camp eHowell Charles, Bigge 38
,
Kinny Celia Brisbane u is128 Hubbard John, Laidley c 39
,
Kirke J. H. St (4,-eorge o e129 Ballendean sHudson I" , .
130
. 40han John Rocl.h ainpton n zHu Kirk Samuel, lockhampton u k, .g 41 Kirkman Mrs. Henry Calliope c131 Hughes  -,  Brisbane  it k 42 ,Kirkman Henry Talgai Reef ti k132 Hughes Archibald, c 43 ,Kittson Michael Laidley c133 Hughes Alfred, Toowoomba s 44 ,Krach Conrad Western Creek e134 Hughes Miss F., Brisbane u k 45 ,Kugan James Toowoommba e135 Hughes T. G., Brisbane u k 46 ,Kuhn Adam Ta.lgai c136 Hume James If.., Brisbane n z 47 ,Kuinger Nicholas Laidle e137 Hurley Michael, Rosalie c 48 y,Kylne M Warwick o c138 Brisbane eHurst Jolhn .,
139
,
Hutchinson , Upper Mrrry River o c I.
_140 Hufelzin!psson Mrs•., I3t'i.v(ioeee a k 1 LAB').' '1'T Dr., Brisbane e
141 Hutton --, Lytton c 2 Laekeiibv George, Brisbane az is (2)
'142 Hyde  -,  Jimbour e 3 Lafontinc 111rs., 'I .xcwooiuuba e
4 Lakin U Brisbane is isI. 5
.,
Lake U'.,  Too
") OOniilici  u 1,1 INNIS Daniel, Tomro-nilba s 6 amber  E. ,i.. ?Br sikiae a  is
2 Isaacs Herbert, Bvl-,bane a k 7 Lane Brisbane a  k-
3 Isaacs Sa)7muc1, llucl.letnip tc,n s 8 Lan e  v liri=brie c4 Ivers Christian,  Post  Denison  C 9 Lane Asti illiam, 1'ori. Denison c.
J. 10 Laniieg,au John, Rockha.inpton c
1 JACKES James Alexander N., Brisbane o c :1 Landsboroagh Dr., Brisbane c
2 Jackson B., Brisbane o 12 I,arrck P. (shoemaker), Toowoornha in
3 James Henry, lpswvich u k 13 Laughlin Patrick, Goonditlwindi u is
4 James  Moses Angel,  Bowen o c 14 Lawrence Charles, Brisbane o e
5 Jamieson Alexander, Maryborough s 15 Laurence James, Maryborough (3) u is
6 Jamieson `it.,.[pswich. c 16 luacr zace 1ala; y Ann, Brisbane o c
7 Jamnkap Mrs. T., Toowoo)nba c 17 Lawson George, Toowoomba u  is
8
_
Jardine John, Brisbane e (1) 18 Lawton Thomas C., Brisbane it is
9 Jeffery George, Gatton c 19 Lealiey Jaynes, iiockhanmpton.c
10 Jameson hranc;s L., l r;sbane u k 2) LeaaSe, (contractor), Laidicy c
11 Jameson George, Brisbane u k 21 Lean C., Brisbane e
12 John ---, Ips:-vieh Lt is 22 Lean E., Doughboy Creek e
13 John Nicholas, Brisbane u is 23 Lear and Broughton Messrs., CalIandoon s
14 Johnstone C., rarwiek c 24 Learnioutll J. Southfield o c
15 Johnson Frank, ,17atrwcick e 25 !-weary  Daniel, Ipswich u k (2)
16 Johnson Henry, tloekl-iampton o c 26 Leblicry Leonard, Brisbane e
17 Johnson John, Maryborou.114-11 e 27 Leddy -ud)nond, Brisbane u k (2)
18 Johnson Miffs Rebecca. Dalby u is 28 Lederhose J., Brisbane f
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29 Le Febure Dr. E. C., Port Denison u k
30 Lena.gan John, Rockhampton in
31 Lennahan James, Gayndah c
32 Lenehen Eugene, Toowoomba c
33 Lennon James, Brisbane u k
34 Lennon John, Brisbane c
35 Leon IJOYIs., Brisbane yn
36 Leonard Jaynes,  Brisbane o
37 Leanare hV illiani, Brisbane u k
38 Lesknown  , Port  Denison e
39 Levett Alexander, Brisbane u k
40 Levell Miss Jane, Brisbane c
41 Lewis Jaynes, Warwick c
42 Lewin 1:. W. E., Brisbane it k
43 Lewin Rer,inald, Brisbane u k
44 Lewis Owen, Brisbane u k
45 Liddell Thomas, Brisbane c
46 Linklater Margaret, Townsville o c
47 Linklater Thomas, Brisbane (2) u k
48 Linne A., Rockhampton u k
49 Lipsett R. B., Port Denison u k
50 Litherland John, Eagle Farm c
51 Lloyd Miss, Brisbane u k
62 Lloyd Humphrey G. C., Brisbane c
53 Lock George C., Brisbane u k (2)
54 Lonsdale Robert, Toowoomba u k (2)
55 Lonregan John, Brisbane c
56 Lopps Sibastian ,  Brisbane c (2)
57 Loveday Joseph, Toowoomba c
58 Loxton George, Companion Creek in
59 Lubach Johann, Brisbane f
60  Luff Thomas ,  Surat s
61 Luitz  (bootmaker ),  Logan road c
62 Luke Henry, Brisbane u k
63 Lyle David, Roma u k
64 Lynn George, Brisbane u k (2)
65 Lyons W. S., Jingi Jingi c
66 Lynch Bridget ,  Ipswich o
31.
1 MACARTNEY  William and John Dempster
Messrs., Bloomsbury c
2 Mack  Adam, Ipswich u k
3 Mack  Francis Arthur,  Brisbane u k
4 Maddip George, Ballard's Camp u k
5 Maddrick J., Toowoomba c
6 Magith John, Rockhampton c
7 Maher -, Brisbane s
8 Maher James, Town Marie, Ipswich c
9 Maher John, c
10 Maher. Thomas, Ipswich u k
11 Mahon John, Brisbane u k
12 Mahony Mary, Ipswich c
13  Maisey Frederick -Henry, Brisbane u k
14 Mallahin  Alfred, Warwick c
15 Marlboro James, Brisbane c
16 Muloney James, Warwick Creek c
17 Muloney James, Wall Creek c
18 Mallway l7 ary, Maryborough e
19 Malvnn Patrick (care of Patrick  Began),Toowooniba c
20 Mancer Richard, Brisbane c
21 Maneo George, Brisbane s
22 Manfall Hiram, Brisbane u k
23 Mangan, Miss Teresa, Brisbane u k
24 Mann C., Jimbour s
25 Manning Miss Maria, Brisbane u k
26 Mannnn  Thomas, Ipswich c
27 Marburger George, Dalby f
28 Mark W., Mongool e
29 Marles , Ipswich u k
30 Marrells -,  Dalby c
31 Marsh Samuel, Basin Pocket c
32 Marsha ll Joseph, Brisbane c
33 Martin Miss Anne ,  Brisbane u k
34 Martin  Miss Eliza, Port Denison u k
35 Martin Mrs. Jane, Port Denison c
36 Marten John, Brisbane o c
37 Martin Richard, Ipswich u k
38  ]Martin William C., ..Brisbane u k
39 Marwedel  and Co. Messrs. i i., Rockhampton s
40 Massey Mrs., Brisbane c
41 Master  Henry, Ma.ryborouh c
42 Matherson  Norman, Ipswich c
43 Mathews Mrs., Laidley s
44 Mathews Jaynes, Brisbane o c
45 Mathews Sarah, Rockhampton o c
46 Matlevy -,  Laidley c
17 Maxwell Mrs.  Jane,  Ipswich n k
48 Maxwell J., Main Range Toowoomba. c
49 Maxwell William, Toowoomba c (4)
50 May James, Rockhampton c
51 Mayers Henry H., Brisbane u k
52 Maher J. H., Brisbane u k
53 Maghew James, Ipswich it k (3)
54 Maylor William, Brisbane u k
55 Maynes P.. Toow ooniba
56 Matthew, George, Ipswich u k
57 Meade R. E., Dalby c
58 Meaken Thomas, Toowoomba c
59 Meard Daniel, Toowoomba u k
60 Medill, Thomas (care of G. Bennett), Rock-
hampton u k
61 Mees Mrs. J., Rockhampton u k
62 Melrose George, Brisbane c
63 Melverton Mrs. Edward, Brisbane u k
64 Meredith James, Toowoomba s
65 Meredith Mary, Ipswich o c
66 Meredith William John, Brisbane c
67 Mereynan -, Brisbane c
68 Mezan -, Brisbane c (2)
69 Michael -, Rosenthol c
70 Mitchell John B., Bowen c
71 Mill William, Ipswich u k
72 Miller Alexander  (care of Robert Black),
Maryborough u k
73 Millar Cecil, Ipswich u k
74 Millar Cecil ,  Toowoomba o e
75 Millar Thomas, Brisbane s
76 Millar David, Brisbane u k
77  Miller Miss Mary, Warwick s
78 Miller R., Brisbane u k
79 Miller Richard, Rockhampton c
80 Mulligan James or Robert, Brisbane u k
81  Mills  John, Brisbane u k
82 Miller S., Brisbane s
83 Milray James E., Rockhampton o c
84 Minnish Henry, Mount Hutton c
85 Minns George, Toowoomba s
86 Mishaw Ellen, Brisbane o c
87 Mitchell David, Rockhampton u k
88 Mitchell J., Ipswich u k
89 Mitchel John or Hannah, Port  Denison c
90 Mitchell Joshua, Ipswich u k
91 Mitchell Mrs. Mary Jane, Dalby c
92 Mitchell W. N., Sydney s
93 Nfockridge George,  Brisbane u k (2)
91 Hoer James, Brisbane c
95 Moein Mrs. Brisbane e
96 Mollan  John, Warwick c
97 Moller  John (care of  John Fitzgibbon)
Brisbane f
98 Malony  Mary,  Brisbane u k
99 Mooloy Johanna, Warwick o c
100 Managhan Edward (care of John  Beston),
.Mallard's Camp u k101 Manglian J., Brisbane u k
102 Mongar William, Brisbane u k
103 lilonban Rev. J., Way wick c
104 Monteith Mrs. (care of Mr. Hope), Brisbane s
105 Montgomery Duncan, Brisbane u k
106 Moon , Brisbane c
107 Mooney Richard, Brisbane c
103 Moore Samuel, Boocara Creek s
109 ?, orahan Michael, (care of H. Moore) South
Foolbura c
110 Moran Miss, Brisbane  C
Ill Morrison Miss, Brisbane u k
112 Morison George, Brisbane e
113 Morley Robert, Toowoomba c
114 Morries Dr., Warwick e
115 Morris Edward, Rockhampton s (2)
116 Morris  J W., Sydney u k
117 Morrissy -, Warwick e
118 Morrison Dr., Warwick c
119 Morrow Miss Isabella, Rockhampton c
120 Morroph -Robert, Toowoomba c
121 Mott Edward, Brisbane u k
122 Mowbray  -,  Rockhampton u k
123 Moynahan Jeremiah, Ipswich c3'2,4 Mulligan Bernard, Toowoomba c
125 '.Mulligan Celie, Brisbane e
126 Mullen James, Maryborougli u k
127 Mullen James,. Maryborou3h u k
128 Munro David, (care of M. Daly) Coogoon
Station c
129
130
Murdath  Miss  Janet, Brisbane u k  59I 60Ipswich cM Tarles
McKay William, Toowoonba n z
McKcague  William, Cardbeign, Leichhardt
131
,
Murphy Daniel, Ipswich c District u k
132 Murphy Janes, Port  Denison c  61 McKeague William, Toowoomba c
133 Murphy James, Brisbane c (2) 62 Mc_€ ella ?  rs., Brisbane c
134 Murphy John Francis, Rockhampton e 63 McKelvey J., Rockhampton e
135 Murphy dick, Port Denison c 64 McKenzie William, Brisbane u k
136 Itluphy Af. W., Rockhampton c 65 M1 cKenzie William, Toowoomba u k
137 Murphy Kate, Brisbane c 66 I.l,eld eilop Mrs. John, Brisbane c
138 Murphy S., Brisbane u k 67 He:Ik_innon L. D., Ne i stead Station in
139 Murphy Thomas, Toowoorba c 68 McKinley John, Warwick s
140 Murray Andrew,  Bowen o c 69 Mckisack  W. D. F., Ipsw icli  u k and f (5)
141 Murray Mrs. Anne,  Brisbane o c 70 AlAaren Donald, Toowoomb c
142 Murray Mrs. William, Br isbane c (2) 71 McLoughlen , Dalby c
143 Murray and Soady,  Messrs ., Port  Denison s  72 McLacklan Hugh, WWrarwiek s
144 Murray D., Condamine River o c 73 A_l'acLoug;hlan John, Grace-mere c
145 Murray Edward, Rockhampton f 74 T1'1cLennan I)., R.ockhamn;,ton e
146 Murray  George, Brisbane n z 75 McLeod James, Moreton Island e
147 Murray James, Rockhampton m 76 McMahon Bridget, Brisbane c
148 Murray James, Warwick o e  77 McMaii s John, St.  George, c (2)
149 Murry John,  Brisbane c 78 Mchlilleii , Ipswich c
150 Murray John, Toowoomba u k 79 McM:illeri Miss Ann, Maryborough u k
151 Murray John, Brisbane f 80 111cMillen Robert, Rockhampton in (2)
152 Murray Robert, Bowen in 81 Mc. aniara George. Ipswich c
153 Murray William, Brisbane m 82 1c Nair Samuel, Brisbane
83lyre. 84 McPherson Donald, Ipswich eMcQuaree D., Brisbane nl (2)
I MCAULE Y Peter, Bengali c 85 McQuilkin Tinioihv, Warwick s
2 McBetti James, Rockhampton u k 86 McQuilby -, Warwick c
3 McBow P., Gunnedah s
N.4 McBovr Peter, Narrabri s (2)
5 McBride James for  Susan 1lcGurke, Bris- 1 N ANCARR?,O N James, Laidley u k
bane c 2 N ail i.es Frederick .K., Bowen e
6 McCabe E raund,  Toowoomba e 3 No- ys i s. iVillianz, Rockhampton at k
7 McCaffrey John, Ipswich u k 4 Neale W illiain, Rosenthall e
8 Highfields c 5McCann  - Neaton Mrs. Charlotte,  Brisbane u k
9
,
McCann John, Brisbane u k 6 Nenliane F., Brisbane f
10 7McCarthy Alfred, Rockhampton c Neal Thomas, Gooudiwindi,WelitownStation C
11. 8McCarthy Adam, loowoomba c Newman Joass, Van\.'i,-k u k
12 McCarthy James, Brisbane o c 9 Newman i<<;lraniel, Brisbane u is
13 2  eUartlhIT Thomas, Laidley o c 10 Neylin A-iitfiony, Woodhouse Camp, oo-
14 McClean John, Ipswich u k woo1l;l,a e
15 McCloi_ gh A' illiam Henry, (care of - Russell) 11 Nicholis Henry. Da_l:y e
'12Mount Hutton u k >ris ane CNicholson
16 McClare Ann, lpswicu u k 13 Nicholson Miss Mary. Brisbane u k
17 lil_eCock ''illiam.  Brisbane n z 14 Nichol Mss, (care E. O'Connell),  Tenterfield u k
18 McCormack S., Ipswich c 15 Nichol 11. H., Tenter field s (2)
19 McCoy William, Bowen u k 16 Nolan Annie,  Brisbane c
20 McCrady Robert, Little Liverpool  c 17 Nolan Stephen, (care Mrs. Murphy),  Brisbane e
21 l:eCoonc James, Rockhampton u k 18 North Arthur, Rockhampton u k
22 _A'lez ullagh Mrs., Brisbane s 19 Northey William, Rockhampton u k
23 McDermot James, Brisbane c 20 Northridge Ali. ss Ellen, Rockhampton u k
21 McDermott John, Brisbane o c 21 Norten Ellen, Brisbane u k
25 McDinald James Jostin, Toowoomba e 22 Norten John, Brisbane e
26 T,I.cDonald, Smith, and Co.,Messrs., Brisbane c 0.
27 McDonald A., Brisbane c 1 O'BRIEN Miss Annie , Toowoomba u k
28 McDonald Dirs., Port Denison u k 2 O'Brien Miss Catherine,  Brisbane e
29 McDonald Mrs. E. S. A., -Bowen s 3 O'Brien Denis,  Brisbane u k
30 McDonald J., Callandoon e 4 O'Brien James, Ipswich u k
31 McDonald  John, Brisbane c 5 O'Connor Francis, Port  Denison m
32 McDonald Kennith, Bowen e 6 O'Dea Mary, Brisbane e
33 McDonald Peter, Brisbane s 7 O'Doherty Jeremiah,  Brisbane  in
34 McDonald Thomas, Ballar°d's Camp c 8 O'Donnell C., Rockhampton
35 McDougall A. L., Sand Downs North 9
Kennedy =District c
O'Donnell D., (care John Hargreaves),  Bris-
bane  s
36 McDowall William, .-oowoonrba s 10 O'Donohoe Patrick, Ipswich u k
37 McEnnally Mrs., .A llora w a 11 O'  Flare  J _,nnes, Toowooni_ba s
38 McFaden John, Brisbane a k 12 O'Keiile Edv, ard, Toowoomba c
39 AlcFarghar Alexander, Brisbane u k
. O'.Reife Janes, Bowen c
40 McGavin Charles, Tooiwoomba c 11 O'Kei. ': 'Timothy, Ipswich uk
41 1lMcGonggan Donald. Brisbane u k 15 Oliver H. A. D., (care D. Sutherland),  Boon-
42 McGuan Bridget, Rockhampton in doomb::, s
43 MaGure Edwi rd, Brisbane u k 16 Oliver J. Thomas, (care Scott Brothers  and Co.)
44 MaGuire Miss Jane, Sandgate e Valley of La goons a. k (2)
45 MaGuire Mrs. Jane, Brisbane o c 17 Olden Thomas, Toowoomba e
46 ?arc Guire l'er aence , Iloceha rnplan  itk  18 O'Neal 1M11chael, Brisbane c
47 McGadzell  John,  Brisbane u k 19 O'Neil Andrew, Toowoomba o e
48 AIcHaly John, Br isbane c  20 O'Neil Daniel, .Brisbane c
49 Tdcr osick t V. P. F., Ipswich u k  21 O'Neil  tto u c
50 IM.clntosh A., r,_oco-oom'ma c  22 Orrne Richard lirassol c
Si -`McIntosh Hugh,  Toowoomba e 23 Orr Ebeiiezer, Sydney e
512 McIntosh `AT.. EaL, Dar°iin, Downs in 21 Ielen. ipswich o cOrr F
53 _ikTCL,-Yre H., Ipswich  2:5 .Osboorne Henry, Warwick c
54
p)
l,Iclntyre Colin, Port Denison in} ir McIntyre D %JCi?I, 1,siTF ici. e
26
27
Osborne John. Brisbane u k
Osbourne Joseph J. F., Brisbane u k
5,6 McKay Donald, Brisbane u Jr 28 Osbourne M alliew, c
57 McKay P., Brisbane o >.a 29 Osbourne William, Brisbane s
58 McKay Robert, Maryborou ;h c 30 O',3baa Micha el, Rockleainpton  at  k
31 O'Shea Mark, Ballard's Camp u k R.32 O'Sullivan Eugene, Brisbane a k
'
1 RADO Palo Wallumbilla, o c33 O Sullivan  John, Toowoomba c 2
,
Ragen Anothy Rockhampton c34 Owens R,., Laidley u k 3
,
Raney  -, Dalby c
P. 4 Rankin Elizabeth ,  Port Denison c
I PADDLE, -,  Sandgate Road c 5 Rankin William, Warwick c
2 Paddle  George, Brisbane e 6 Rea A., Rockhampton c
3 Padmore James, Rockhampton n z 7 Ready Patrick, Ipswich c
4 Page Edward, Brisbane u k 8 Reed Miss Eliza ,  Brisbane c
5 Paillas Celestin, Toowoomba e 9 Rees  G. Arthur,  Brisbane u k (4)
6 Paine -, Toowoomba c 10 Rees Rees, Brisbane c
7 Painter Frank, Brisbane u k 11 Rees William, Brisbane u k
8 Palmer C. H., St. Ruth's u k 12 Reety Henrick ,  Brisbane f
9 Palmer John, Brisbane s 13 Reeve John, Toowoomba u k
10 Palmer Miss Mary, Brisbane c 14 Reid, H. de Preig, Warwick s
11 Parker J., Brisbane s 15 Buckle Jacob  (care of Keistmann ),  Toowoomba c
12 Parker  J., Dalby c 16 Roily W., Ipswich s
13 Parker Peter Andrew, Brisbane u k 17 Reinter John, Coomrith f
14 Parker Mrs. S., R ockhanipton e 18 Rein Mrs .,  Toowoomba c
15 Parks John, Ipswich u k 19 Ritchie ,  Jacob S. (care of Captain Pack ),  Rock-
16 Parkes  Mrs. or Miller,  Brisbane c hampton f
17 Parmham  William,  Brisbane u k 20 Rennaldson George  (care of H. Ware ),  Rock-
18 Parry Rev. Richard, Brisbane u k hampton c
19 Patterson Alexander, Rockhampton u k 21 Renold -, Brisbane e
20 Paterson J. L., Bowen c 22 Reynolds and Pattie  Messrs.,  Brisbane c
21 Patrick William, Ipswich c 23 Reynolds Alfred  (care of G. R .  Reynolds),
22 Patrick  Thomas Brisbane c Brisbane t
23
,
Rockhampton s 24Pation John Reynolds Edward, Brisbane c, 25 Reynolds Leonard Brisbane u k24
25
Peel Edward  J., Port  Denison u k (2)
Brisbane o c 26Pgiundner
,
Rhind Charles, Brisbane u k
26
,
Pelham W illiam , Newtown  c 27 Richardson  -,  Rockhampton e
27 {Ponder Edward, Laidley c 28 Riclinzond William,  Bowen,  Port Denison  itk
28 Brisbane u k 29Pendlebury Edwin F. Richmond William, Bowen c and u k (2)
29
,
Brisbane u k 30Pengitty A. Ricketts Thomas, Brisbane c
30
,
Warwick c 31Penn  W. Rigney, Mrs. Mary Ann, Brisbane s
31
,
Brisbane e 32Perrin  - Rilley Henry, Toowoomba e
32
,
(care P. Willcox), Ipswich u k 33Perrin William Roach William, Brisbane c
33
,
Brisbane s 34Perryman  - Roadknight Charles, Brisbane u k
34
,
Percy James, Ipswich s 35 Roberts Abraham, Brisbane u k
35 Toowoomba in 36Phelen  John Roberts H., Brisbane s and n z (2)
36
,
Brisbane c 37Phillips Capt. Roberts John, Laidley c, 38
'
Roberts John B Rockham ton e37 s Bridge e (5)Phillips George, St. George ., p
38 Callandoon s 39Phillips H. W. Roberts William  (smith), Brisbane u k
39
,
Surat c 40Phillips G A. Robertson (ship carpenter),  Brisbane c
40
. ,
Surat c 41Phillip  - Robertson Captain James, Brisbane u k
41
,
Ipswich u k 42Phillips T Robertson Roderick ,  Toowoomba u k
42
.,
Laidley Creek c 43Phillips Thomas Robertson Thomas, Brisbane u k
43
,
Taroom c 44Phillips William Robertson William, Brisbane u k (2)
44
,
Brisbane in 45Pickering B Robinson -, Brisbane c
45
.,
Brisbane u k 46Pickworth Thomas Robinson  Mrs. A.,  Brisbane u k
46
,
Brisbane u k 47Piekworth T. Robinson George, Brisbane e
47
,
Brisbane u kPilcher George L. 48 Robinson Thomas, Brisbane u k
48
,
Brisbane u kPilkington G. 49 Robinson  Mrs. W.,  Ipswich u k
49
,
(care James Foster ),  Brisbane n zPukin  Miss 50 Robinson W. F., Toowoomba c, 51 Rockhampton cRobson Joseph Bell
and u k (2) 52
,
Roche Bridget Brisbane u k50
51
Plinzinger Gosaliel, Brisbane c
Porey Patrick, Brisbane e 53
,
Roche  William,  Brisbane u k
52 Banda inba cPocock James 54 Rock Charles, Bowen u k (2)
53
,
Brisbane cPollock James 55 Rodney Charles, Toowoomba u k
54
,
Brisbane u kPollock John 56 Roe Charles Edward, Monduran u k
55
,
Toowoomba ePonton *William 57 Roebuck Mrs. H., Brisbane c
56
,
Toowoomba u kPoole Joseph 58 Rosenthal  Chris.,  Brisbane c
57
,
Brisbane cPoole W. 59 Rogers Daniel ,  Rockhampton  in
58
,
(care Thomas Harding ),  Bris-Porter Laurence 80 Roger John ,  Toowoomba u k,bane u k 61 Rogers Wi lliam, Brisbane c62 Rogers William, Brisbane u k (3)59 Potter Mrs. T., Toowoomba  s and c (2)
f 63 Toowoomba oRoles William60 ith, Toowoomba cPower Grif 64
,
Rolinson R. Toowoomba c61
62
Powell W., Bowen c
Drayton Road ePower  Mrs. 65
,
Rose Frederick, Gatton c
63
,
Toowoomba cPower William 66 Rose John, Toowoomba u k
64
, Toowooinba u kPcatcbitt Charles 67 Rositer Bryan, Rockhampton u k
65
,
Puston George W., Toowoomba c 68 Ross  -,  Wetheren c
66 Toowoomba cPreston  John 69 Ross A. ,  Brisbane u k (2)
67
,
Toowoomba u kPreston Johhn 70 Ross Andrew, Brisbane m
68
,
Brisbane o cPrice Frederick 71 Ross Daniel, Toowoomba e
69
,
Toowoomba a kPrice Thomas 72 Ross Donald, Brisbane u k
70
,
Price Thomas, Brisbane u k 73 Ross George, Bowen a k
71 Roma cPringle James 74 Ross James S. ,  Ipswich e and  u k  (2)
72
,
Laidley cPringle John 75 Ross Mrs. Joseph ,  Southern and Western
73
,
Prockton William, Toowoomba it k Railway c
74 Brisbane u kPurcell Thomas 76 Ross Mrs . Maryane,  Bowen c (2)
75
,
Ipswich mPussell J 77 .Rotchford John,  Brisbane o
76
.,
Toowoomba ePurcey James 78 Rouse Henry ,  Maryborough n z
77
,
Ipswich u kPurtell Thomas 79 Rowson Samuel  (carrier),  Toowoomba e, 80 Royles William (tailor), Brisbane u k
a. 81 Russell Mrs., Brisbane c
1 QUINN Patrick, Brisbane u k 82 Russell Mrs. Ben ,  Warwick c
2 Quinn William, Port  Denison m 83 Ryan -, Bundamba c
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84 Ryan James, Brisbane c
85 ltyan John ,  Redford c
86 Ryan John ,  Toowoomba s
87 Ryan Michael, Warwick c
88 Ryan  Teddy, Mount  Hutton c
S.
1 SAGER William, Brisbane u k (2)
2 Sale W. E., Warwick c
3 Sam Qui (Chinaman) Sandy Creek c
4 Sandeman Gordon, Gatton c
5 Sandilands E. Vincent, Brisbane s
6 Sands John, (carpenter) Brisbane c
7 Sanato Marie Jose, Brisbane u k
8 Sanato -, Brisbane u k
9 Saunders Henry, Rockhampton c (2)
10 Saunders James Frederick, Ipswich c
11 Scanlon John, Toowoomba c
12 Scarr Charles, Brisbane c
13 Schener Christopher, Brisbane o c
14 Sehutty Teodore, Brisbane f
15 Searle Miss Kate, Dalby o
16 Seiff'arth Fred., Toowoomba in and c (5)
17 Seifl`erdt Bernhardt, Brisbane c
18 Selfridge James, Brisbane u k
19 Scoble James Brisbane u k
20 Scott John, Toowoomba c
21 Scott James, Brisbane c
22 Scott W., Mooloolah c
23 Series Reuben, Laidley c
24 Seymour C. R., Brisbane u k
25 Shabram Mrs., Brisbane c
26 Shackler , Brisbane c
27 Shacidock Abraham, Rockhampton s and in (2)
28 Shallett Mrs. Alfred, Brisbane u k
29 Shardlon William. Rockhampton e
30 Shaw Mrs., Toowoomba u k
31 Shaw Charles William, Toowoomba e
32 Shea Miss Catherine, Brisbane u k
33 Sheldon David, Brisbane e
34 Shepherd Miss Elizabeth, Toowoomba e
35 Shepherd George, (Fishman) Brisbane o e
36 Sherry W., Warwick c
37 Sherwell, , Rockhampton c
38 Shewcroft James P., Ipswich a k
39 Shien Margaret, Brisbane c
40 Shillington Mrs. John, Brisbane u k
41 Shilton H. A., Brisbane u k
42 Shields -, (baker) Brisbane c
43 Shmid Samuel, Maryborougli o c
44 Short L. F. IT., Brisbane u k
45 Sidey Thomas, Toowoomba e
46 Siemon William, Jingi Jingi e
47 Simon Reinhard, Bowen f
48 Singer , Toowoomba c
49 Sitcher , Brisbane c
50 Slceetli James Brisbane,  it  k
51 Skilbeck Mrs., Brisbane it k
52 Skyring D., Oxley e
53 Skyring L. S., Brisbane c
5,1 Slack J. W., Dalby c
55 Slack William, Cooper's Plains c (2)
56 Slater Henry, Rockhampton ni
57 Slater George, Rockhampton a  it
58 Slattery John (gardener) Brisbane f
59 Slew Mrs. Thos. A., Rockhampton u k
60 Slider David, Brisbane, u I-61 Sluben Dierek, Brisbane c
62 Small T., Port Denison e
63 Smellie Andrew, Warwick e
64 Smearl R. F., Brisbane s
65 Smith Mrs., Brisbane u k
66 Smith Mrs., Bowcn s
67 Smith Mrs. (care of Wm. Smith) Ipswich c
68 Smith and Compass, Bowen s (2)
69 Smith A. L., Brisbane c
70 Smith Bernard, Boren o c
71 Smith Charles, Brisbane c (3)
72 Smith Edward, Laidley o c
73 Smith G. L., Roma c (5)
74 Smith G. I., Ipswich o
75 Smith Henry (carrier)Toowoomba o c
76 Smith Mrs. James, Ipswich u k
77 Smith John, Ipswich c (2)
78 Smith John, Brisbane u k
79 Smith John T., (bricklayer) Toowoomba
a and c (3)
80 Smith Margaret, Ipswich it k (3)
81 Smith Hobert Wilkin, Brisbane c
82 Smith Sydney, B.ockhamptou u It
83 Smith Tbos,, Brisba_e c and it It (2)
I 84 Smith  W., Gatton c
85  Smith  W. (engineer) Talgai c (2)
86 Smith Win. Green ,  Rockhampton s
87 Smyth H. W., Tucka Tucka c
88 Smyth Robert, Brisbane  u k
89 Soames  ,  Brisbane c
90 Sot amedi Pere, Brisbane f
91 Sowtar Geo., Brisbane u  It
92 Sparke Wm., Laidley u k
93 Stanford Chas. Ipswich u  It
94 Stanhope F., Toowoomba c
95 Stanton John, Brisbane  is  k
96 Staycey Miss, Brisbane c
97 Stute James ,  Laidley e
98 Steele Robert, Toowoomba c
99 Stephens  R. Digby, n k
100 Stephens Henry  (storekeeper), Brisbane o c
101 Stewart  A ., Brisbane c
102 Stewart C. L., Ipswich o
103 Stewart , Robert,  Bowen  u k
104 Stewart Samuel , Dalby c
105 Stewart Wm. (care of T. Paul ),  Ballard's
Camp c.
106 Stoker F. C., Port Denison o
107 Stockley (butcher ),  Brisbane m
108 Stone  John, Laidley c
109 Strong James, Euriila u  It  (2)
110 Streiner John, Brisbane c
1I1 Stringer Frank, Brisbane in
112 Stumbles W., jtiur., Brisbane a
113 Suffin  Bobt., Toowoomnba f
114 Suffield W., Brisbane 11 It
115 Sullivan John ,  Surat o
116 Suhr  Carl H., Brisbane  f
117 Supp John ,  Toowoomba c
118 Swan John,  Brisbane c
119 Swan Mrs., Brisbane c
120 Symounds  Mrs. Henry,  Toowoomba, s
T.
I TALBOT John, Ipswich u It (2)
2 Tailor Rieth, Ipswich e
3 Talamini Suigi, Wide Bay f
4 Tapart B. 0., Brisbane c
5 Taylor Alex., Broad Sound c
6 ' Taylor Henry Charles, Brisbane e
7 Taylor George (mason), Brisbane u It
8 Taylor Mrs. Geo., Brisbane c
9 Taylor Mrs. Henry, Ipswich s
10 Taylor Mrs. Mary, Ipswich o
11 Taylor Mrs. Mary, Brisbane u It
12 Taylor Thos., Drayton s
13 Telfer or Telcord'Thos. (mason), Laidley it It (2!
14 Teo Thos., Brisbane c
15 Terry or Tewy John, Jingi Jingi e
16 Theaker Miss. Brisbane c
17 '1'henerkauf W. Atugust, Brisbane c
18 Thomas Miss C., Brisbane ak
1.9 Thomas Geo., Toowoomba u  If
20 Thomas John, Roma s
21 Thomas Stephen, Ipswich u It
22 Thomas Win., Brisbane u It
23 Thoinson Andrew. Laidley e
21 Thompson A., Brisbane e
25 Thompson D., Dalby c
26 Thompson Geo., Laidley c
27 Thomson Goo., Warwick u k (2)
28 Thompson Mrs. Hugh, Brisbane u k
29 Thomson James, Bowen n z
30 Thompson James (mason), Brisbane m
31 Thompson Jas. or Thos., Ipswich f
32 Thomson John (of Glasgow), Brisbane n It
33 Thompson John (farmer), Warwick c (4)
34 Thompson Robt., Brisbane u It
35 Thompson W., Warwick c (2)
36 Thorn J. E., Ipswich a It
37 Thorn John, ltedbank c
38 Thorpe Henry Algernon, Brisbane u k
39 Thumburg --, Warwick e
40 Thwaits W., Brisbane n z
41 Thynue Wm., Warwick Road c
42 Till Horace, Brisbane u k
43 Timperley Thos., Brisbane n z
44 Titmarch John (carrier), Toowoomba c
45 Too George, Dal by c
46 Totfree E., Alice Downs c (2)
47 Tollit Wilhelm, Brisbane f
48 Torpy John, Toowoomba u It
49 Totten Thos., Itoekharnpton u k (2)
50 Town Richard, Toowoomba u It
51 Treadv, ell R., Ipswich c
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52 Trevitt E Brisbane o 67 u kWhi ki H.,
53 Trott John, Toowoomba c 68
enry,s ng
White and Co., Ipswich c
54 Troy Joshua, Bowen m 69 White David, Little Liverpool c
55 Tuohey John (carrier), Ipswich c 70 White David, Ipswich u k
56 Tudor Mrs. W., Ipswich c 71 White Edmund, Brisbane u k
57 Turbaine Mrs., Brisbane u k (2) 72 White James, Brisbane c and m (2)
58 Turner -, Brisbane u k 73 White John, Marlborough u k
59 Turner Thomas (care of Thomas Atkinson), "u k 74 White Robert, Brisbane u k
60 Turner Win., Toowoomba o c 75 Whitfield -, Brisbane u k
61 Twomey Miss Margt., Toowoomba c 76 Whitehead John and Sarah, Brisbane u k
U. and V. 77 Whitman Thomas, Toowoomba u k
78 Whitman W. Comet River c1 ULPH Edward W., Talgai u k (3) 79
,
Wickham G Brisbane u kJ2 Uric Wm., Brisbane o 80
,,.
Brisbane cWidds James ( lasterer)3 VACHELL Geo., Brisbane u k 81
,p
Wiggins Mrs. Arthur Brisbane u k4 Vanes John, Rockhampton u k 82
,
Wilkie Duncan (carpenter), Toowoomba c5 Vanes P. W., Rockhampton u k 83 Wilkins William Laidley u k6 Vansittart Win Henry, Mondure u k 84
,
Brisbane sWilliams Mrs.
7 Venables J., Warwick c 85
,
Williams Mrs. Toowoomba c8 Verner Thos., Brisbane s 86
'
,
Williams - Samford e9 Veteroe Mrs. Mary, Brisbane c 87
,
Williams Alfred E., Brisbane u k10 Vorgt Wilhelm, German Station o c 88 Jingi Jingi cWilliams Charles
W. 89
,
Williams David, Toowoomba u k
1 WADE Captain Henry, Brisbane m 90 Williams Elizabeth, Ipswich u k
2 Wade William (laborer), Toowoomba o c 91 Williams G., Ipswich c
3 Walsh Mrs. Mary, Bowen o c 92 Williams Henry, Rockhampton s
4 Walden T. (butcher), Brisbane c 93 Williams John, Mount Hutton c (3)
5 Walker Alfred, Brisbane u k 94 Williams Lloyd, Toowoomba e
6 Walker N. Glen, Brisbane s 95 Williams William, Brisbane u k
7 Walker Miss Eliza, Toowoomba c 96 Williamson and Hook, Toowoomba c
8 Walker F., Brisbane c 97 Williamson J. B., Rockhampton u k
9 Walker Henry, Gayndah c (2) 98 Williamson William C., Toowoomba e and
10 Walker R. G., Toowoomba c u k (2)
11 Walker Sophia, Brisbane c 99 Willis Edward, Maryborough c
12 Walker 7.'., Bowen c 100 Willis Miehael, Brisbane c
13 Walker Thomas, Toowoomba c 101 Wilcock Thos., (painter) Brisbane e
14 Wall -Edward, Brisbane u k 102 Wilmot G., Coogoon c
.15 Wall Richard, Rockhampton m 103 Wilson -, Warwick c
16 Wallace Henry, Maryborough s 104 Wilson A. G., Toowoomba u k
17 Wallace Henry James, Brisbane e 105 Wilson Mrs. C., Ipswich c
18 Wallace James C. S., Brisbane u k (3) 106 Wilson Mrs. H., Ipswich c
19 Wallace William, Maryborough u k (2) 107 Wilson B. G., Ipswich c
20 Wallend John, Rockhampton c 108 Wilson John K., Laidley e (2)
21 Waller Thomas, Toowoomba e 109 Wilson Robert, Burger Creek o e
22 Wallis C., Brisbane c 110 Windeyer Chas., German Station e
23 Wallis Mark, Brisbane o c (2) 111 Wingrove George, Ipswich u k (2)
24 Walsh John P., Rockhampton s 112 W inning James, Toowoomba e
25 Walsh Y1 ary , Brisbane u k 113 Wire -, McIntyre Brook c
26 Walters Thomas, Port Denison u k (2) 114 Wiseman Solomon, Toowoomba e
27 Waltha Jae ob, Warwick f 115 Woodhouse A rmine B., Brisbane  u k and m (2)
28 Walton Eliza John, Brisbane u k 116 Woodrofe D. C., Brisbane s
29 Walton J., Brisbane c 117 Woods Charles, Gatton s
30 Wappel George, Brisbane u k (2) 118 Woods Daniel, Ipswich u k
31 Ward William, Brisbane u k 119 Woods Mrs. Jane, Brisbane o c
32 Warde George, Toowoomba c  120 Woods Patrick, Laidley e
33 Ware W., Toowoomba e 121 Wooles A., Brisbane u k 2
34 Waters Joseph, Bowen u k- 122 Wormleighton, (Builder) Ipswich c (2)
'35 Waters Joseph, Upper Burdekin m and e 123Worrall John, Toowoomba c
36 Watterson Miss Eleanor, Brisbane u k 124 Worrall Wm., Rockhampton n z
37 Watkins Thomas, Toowoomba u k 125 Wright George, Brisbane c
38 Watson Thomas C.. Brisbane c 126 Wright James, (Seaman) Brisbane u k
39 Watson Miss E., AY-allan c 127 Wright Joseph, Toowoomba c
40 Watson Henry, Brisbane e 128 Wright Rebecca, Brisbane u k
41 Watson Robert, Too,vooniba a c  129 Wright Win. John, Brisbane u k
42 Watt J. B. C., Toowoomba e 130 Wyatt John, Maryborough c
43 Watt W., Toowoomba s 131 Wyer R. W., Brisbane c
44 Watts Thomas. Brisbane a and u k (2) 132 Wylie John, Brisbane u k (2)
45 Webb James Hill, Brisbane u k 133 Whyte Honora, Ipswich o
46 Welsh Richard, Dalby c
47 Webb T., Brisbane c Y&Z.
48 Webber Mrs. Anne, Brisbane m 1 (Chinaman) Warwick sYAP SOO49 Webber Sairmuel, Brisbane u k 2
,
Yarrow (farmer) Redbank e50 Webber J antes, Ipswich u k 3
,
Yates G. M., Brisbane o e
51 Webster Miss I., Brisbane s 4 Yates John, Toowoomba c
52 Webster Janies, Brisbane e 5 Yong Edward Toowoomba c
53 Wcidal Charles, Rockhampton c 6
,
Yorath Brisbane u k
54 Weir John, Rockhampton u k 7
,
Young George, Brisbane u k (3)55 Weir Robert, Jingi Jingi u k (3) 8 Young Joseph Ipswich e56 Welbouriie William, Dalby c 9
,
Yule Alexander, Toowoomba u k (2)57 Welcombe John, Rockhampton c 10 Yung -, Toowoomba s
58 Wells Robert, Brisbane s and u k (2) 11 Yung Conrad Maryborough f59 Wells W. C., Tooioomba u k 12
,
ZAHEL Alfred 'Toowoomba c60 Wernhain George, Kangaroo Creek c 13
, ,
Zimmermann G. Brisbane e61 Wesley Charles Alex., Bowen u k
62 Wessman Charles German Station c
,
,
63 Weston James, Brisbane c
64 Wetterall Charles, Kurvon c
65 Wharburton George, Warwick s 1
INITIALS AND MISCELLANEOUS.
H. H., u k
66 Wheeler R., Brisbane u k 2 Oaky Creek Squatting Company in115
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Quinton and Costin,
of South Brisbane, storekeepers.
'HEREAS the said firm of Quinton and Costin
was, on the 6th day of June, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me,
at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 25th day of June, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvents up to the
time of passing their last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvents ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 9th day of July, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 7th day of June,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.WILLIAM PICKFRIXG1Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
TAKE Notice that Dividends in the undermen-tioned estates are now payable at my office,
Supreme Court House, Queen street, viz.,-In the state ofB. B. Marks, 2nd ividend of
4s. in the £.
In the estate of John Pickering, 1st dividend
of 8s.  51d. in the £.
In ti  -e estate of James Lang, 1st dividend of
4s. in the £.
In the estate of Henry Neustadt, 1st dividend
of 3s.  'd. in the £.
Creditors will be required to produce P. N.'s
and Bills, unless already filed.
Dated at Brisbane, this 5th day of June, A.D.
1866.
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Henry George Forbes Cotgrave,
late of Planet Downs, Comet River, in the
Colony of Queensland, gentleman, formerly a
mate in the Indian Navy, deceased.
T OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Government Gazette,  application will
be made to this honorable Court, in its Ecclesiastical
Jurisdiction, that letters of Administration of the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named deceased, may be granted to Ellen Caroline
Cotgrave, of the same place, widow of the aforesaid
deceased.
Dated this 4th day of June, A.D., 1866.
DANIEL FOLEY ROBERTS,
Proctor for the said Ellen Caroline Cotgrave,
Queen street, Brisbane.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
'TOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
between the undersigned, Thomas Roe
Carter, Frederic Augustus Fryer, and another, in
trade or business of general merchants, stock,
station, and commission agents, at Cleveland Bay,
in the Colony of Queensland, under the firm of
Carter, Fryer, and Co., was this day dissolved by
the retirement of the said Frederic Augustus
Fryer from the said co-partnership ; and in future
the business will be carried on by the said Thomas
Roe Carter and others on their own account, under
the name, style, or firm of Carter and Co., who
will pay and receive all debts owing from and to
the said partnership firm of Carter, Fryer, and Co.,
in the regular course of business.
T. R. CARTER.
F. A. FRYER.
c T of 'i w wtwjlle.
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IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Fassifern. Driving
5s. per head.
One bay colt, like PS near shoulder, 3 off shoulder.
One chesnut mare, WS off shoulder.
One bay colt, star, S near shoulder, S near thigh.
One chesnut mare, blaze, hind feet and near fore foot
white, 3A near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, star, 81 near thigh, MP near ribs,
C2 near shoulder.
One black mare, like over IJ off' shoulder.
One bay horse, star, near fore foot white, AC near
shoulder.
One bay horse, four white feet, EH off shoulder.
One bay mare, blind near eye, hogniane, FS near shoulder,
W near thigh ; her bay filly foal, T W over W off
shoulder.
One bay horse, hind feet white, WG near shoulder.
One black horse, hind feet white, near fore foot white,
no legible brand.
One bay horse, star, J off shoulder, RB near shoulder,
JEB near neck.
One bay mare, star, scar off thigh,  (I]) over (I near
shoulder, 410 near ribs.
One chesnut mare, star, K near shoulder.
From Mr. Charles Dunn's paddock, the Glcbe.
One bay horse, white feet, blaze, like GS over L II near
shoulder. Trespass £1.
If not released on or before 3rd July, 1866, will be
sold. A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, 29th May, 1866, by orderI of W. H. Fisk, Esquire. Driving 2s. 6d. per head.
One bay mare, TW near shoulder and ribs, like C or
0 off shoulder, small star.
One brown horse, shod, OR near shoulder, star, stripe
down face.
One bay mare, W over 7 or W over H near shoulder,
star, hind feet white.
One chesnut horse, JR off shoulder, star and streak, near
hind foot white.
One black mare, RL or BL near shoulder, shod, star.
One brown mare, like F near and olf shoulders, blind
off eve, hind feet white.
One black horse, D near rump, illegible brand near
shoulder, shod, star.
One chesnut horse, S over reversed near shoulder,
like HM off shoulder, white feet, stripe down face.
One bay colt, like Jr off thigh, like HH or WET conjoined
off shoulder.
One brown mare, JM near shoulder.
One bay horse, like OM over GR conjoined near
shoulder, blaze face.
One brown horse, blotch letter like M near shoulder.
If not released on or before 29th June, 1866, will be
sold. ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from North Toolburra,31st May, 1866, by order of Th as Coutts, Esq i e.
Driving expenses, 2s. 6d, per head.
One dark chesnut horse, like J within C or G near
shoulder, long star, hind feet white
One dark chesnut mare, like cross near shoulder, like
LW near neck and cheek, silver mine and tail, star.
One bay horse,  11  in circle over triangle over L near
shoulder.
Driving, Is. 2d. per head.
One grey mare, like C over TH near shoulder.
One chesnut filly, gp near shoulder, bald face.
One brown mare, like JS off shoulder, off hind foot white.
One bay colt, J over c off shoulder, hind feet white.
One black snare, like RF near shoulder, star, near hind
foot white.
Driving, 7s. 6d. Third time impounded.
Onebayhorse, NK near shoulder, star, near hind footwhite.
If not released on or before Friday, 29th. June, 1866,
will be sold on that day, at noon, to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom ,  on the 25th  May, by order
of Brymes  and Moore,  Esquires ,  Palin-tree Creek.
One brown mare, CR near side under  saddle, like WC
or WG blotch brand near shoulder, broken tail.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1866, will
be sold. CHARLES RYDER, Poundkeeper.
MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook
I Paddock, 11th May, 1866. (Wrongly described)
One bay mare, g off shoulder, JIVI conjoined and C
near shoulder.
Also, from Gowric, 29th May, 1866.
Onebrown colt,like CL off shoulder, likeJL orJC off thigh.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1866, will
be sold. ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
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QUARANTINE.
At the Government  House ,  Brisbane , Monday, the Eleventh day of
June, 1866.
re.ent
HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL.
WHEREAS it has been represented by the Health Officer, dulyappointed in such behalf, that several cases of Typhus Fever exist on
board the emigrant vessel " Rockhampton," at present lying at the
anchorage in Moreton Bay : Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance and
exercise of the authority vested in him by the  Quarantine Act of  1863, doth
order, and it is hereby ordered, that the said ship, the Rockhampton," and
all passengers thereby, be placed in Quarantine, and so continue until it shall
be certified by the Health Officer that there does not exist on board such
vessel, or among such passengers, any infectious or contagious sickness, and
that the release of such ship or passengers from Quarantine will not
endanger the public health.
And the Honorable the Colonial Secretary will give the necessary
directions herein accordingly.
ARTHUR W. MANNING,
Clerk of the Council.
By Authority :  W. C. BELBBSDGE, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
$$ of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments :--
Acting Sergeant PRIDAY,
to be an Inspector of Slaughter -houses for the
Logan District ;
Acting  Sergeant CRoss,
to be an Inspector of Slaughter-houses for the
Cleveland District ;
Acting Sergeant BRADY,
to be an Inspector of Slaughter -houses at Sand-
gate.
By His Excellency' s Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
Mr. FRANCIS XAVIER H E, ENEY,
to be Land Agent at Toowoomba.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 11th  June, 1866.
PUBLIC POUND.
IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased,
in accordance with the  Impounding Act of
1863 ,  to appoint
RoMA,  in the Pastoral District of Maranoa,
to be a place for establishing, erecting, and main-
tain]ng a Public Pound.
By His Excellency's Command,
It. R. MAC KENZIE.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  15th June, 1866.
PUBLIC POUND.
F IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased,
in accordance with the  Impounding Act of  1863,
to appoint
ST. GEORGE,  in the Pastoral District of Maranoa,
to be a place for establishing ,  erecting ,  and main-
taining, a Public Pound.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd May, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCILS.
ROCKINGHAM BA Y  DISTRICT.
IN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 23, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has directed the publication of the sub-
stance of a Petition, addressed i-o His Excellency,
as hereunder set forth, purportin to be signed by
persons qualified to be placed upon the Electoral
Roll of the Kennedy District, praying for the
erection of certain portions of such District into a
Province, and the establishment therein of a Pro-
vincial Council.
Any counter petition in reference hereto must be
lodged with the Colonial Secretary within three
months from date hereof.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners express their desire to participate
in the benefits conferred by the Act providing for
the establishment of Provincial Councils, and they
therefore pray that the District of Rockingham
Bay may be proclaimed a Province.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 2nd June, 1866,
No.  55.]
540
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COTJNCIL.
TOWNSVILLE PETITION.
TN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment 28 Victoria, No. 25, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has directed the publication of the substance of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency, as hereunder
set forth, purporting to be signed by persons
qualified to be placed upon the Electoral Roll of
the District of Kennedy, praying for the erection
of a portion of such district into a Province, and
the establishment therein of a Provincial Council.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state, that it is highly advan-
tageous for the interests of this portion of the
district that the country trading with the port at
Cleveland Bay, should be formed into a Province
under the  Provincial Councils Act of  1864, and
they therefore pray that the area lying within the
undermentioned boundaries may be proclaimed a
Province :-" Commencing at the mouth, of the
Burdekin River, and on the left bank of the same ;
thence by the left bank of that river till it meets
the Suttor River, thence by the left bank of the
Suttor River till it meets the 21st parallel of
latitude ; thence by that parallel till it strikes the
142nd meridian of longitude ; thence by that meri-
dian northerly till it strikes the 19th parallel of
latitude; and thence by that parallel to the heads of
the Dry River ; thence by the watershed of that
river till it meets the Burdekin, and thence by a
line due east to the coast and thence by the coast
line to the starting point.
.[T]3.e signatures to this petition are published in
the  Govermmnent Gazette  of 28th April, 1866,
No. 46.]
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1866.
TOLL-BAR AT MAUDESLEIGH BRIDGE,
NE'AR ROCKHAMPTON.
A
T Twelve o'clock noon, on MONDAY, the
18th day of June, the Lease for One Year,
(commencing on the 1st day of July), of the Dues
authorised to be Collected at the Maudesleigh
Bridge Toll-bar, will be put up to auction, at
Wormald's Auction Rooms, Rockhampton.
A bond in double the amount of rent will be
required for the due fulfilment of the lessee's
engagements, together with two responsible ureties.
A warrant of attorney will also be required.
Further particulars can be ascertained upon
application at this Office, or at the office of the
Engineer of Roads, Northern Division, Rockliamp-
ton.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1866.
SHEEP RETURNS.
OCCUPANTS of Crown Lands for pastoral
purposes are hereby reminded, that by the
9th section of the  Scab Act  1803, 27 Victoria, No.
2, it is incumbent upon them to make to the Coin-
missioners of their districts respectively, on 1st July
now next, a Return of all Sheep depastured by
them ; and that such Return, in pursuance of the
Proclamation issued by His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
upon the  23rd  March, 1864, and in terms of such
see-Lion of the before-recited Act, must be accom-
panied by a remittance to the amount of the
assessment chargeable against them, at the rate of
ten shillings for every thousand or part of a thous-
and sheep so depastured.
Neglect of this provision of the Act will subject
the person defaulting to a penalty of Fifty Pounds.
As far as practicable, printed. forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not exonerate any person from the duty of
Making the Return, or afford him a plea for
exemption from penalty.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1866.
CATTLE RETURNS.
OCCUPANTS of Crown Lands for pastoral
purposes are reminded, that by the 6th
section of the Act 25 Victoria, No. 21  (Diseases
in Cattle Act),  the operation of which has been
revived by Proclamation, dated the 18th January,
1864, in terms of clause 2 of 26 Victoria, No. 6,
(The Act to suspend Diseases in Cattle Act of  1802),
it is incumbent upon them to make to the Coniniis-
sioners of their districts respectively, on the 1st
July now next, a Return of all horned cattle owned
by them ; but no assessment upon such Cattle need
be for the present paid.
Neglect of this provision of the Act will subject
the person defaulting to a penalty of Fifty Pounds.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not exonerate any person from the duty of
makin the Return, or afford him a plea for exenZp-
tion from
g
penalty.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or forthe
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch  Office  of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at. 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury, ,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
BRANCHES of the above Bank are now openat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowooinba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSI3 LTA P. BELL,
541
The Treasury,
Queensland , 17th  January, 1866.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY AND BATAVIA OR SINGA-
PORE,  VIA  TORRES' STRAITS.
HE  Queensland Government having in con-
templation  the  establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  via  Torres '  Straits and Singapore ,  sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until  MON-
DAY, the 25th June, 1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails, monthly, for a period of five
years, from and to Brisbane and Batavia ,  calling
at Port Denison and  Cape York.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore  and Sydney ;  and separate
offers will be received for Monthly Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York, and between
Cape York  and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of 1st and 2nd class, the tonnage, horse-
-power, and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether propelled by screw or paddles ; also
to state the time at which the service can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this  Office,  or by applying to Messrs. Julyan
and Sergeaunt ,  Crown Agents, 6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer ,  Brisbane, and marked  Tender
for the Conveyance of Ma ils vi al Torres' Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
10. Postmaster-General to pay an  award of £50, over
and above  the Contract  sum, for each and every twenty-
four hours the Mail shall be delivered within the time
covenanted for-
11. As a penalty for not providing an efficient vessel
ready to start according to agreement ,  Contractors to
pay,  by way  of penalty ,  the sum of £250 ,  also to pay a
further sum of £100 for every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay.
12. Contractors to have not less than three vessels of
the stipulated tonnage and power at all times ready for
service.
13. Postmaster -General may appoint a Mail Agent to
each vessel ,  who shall be provided with suitable  first-
class cabin accommodation and table ,  at the expense of
the Contractors .  The said Mail Agent to have
customary powers with regard to determining questions
relative to Mails, and the despatch or detention of vessels
carrying Mails.
14. Necessary and suitable accommodation, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster -General ,  to be provided
for the purpose of sorting and making up Mails during
the voyage, if required.
15. Mails to be delivered at the Post Office, and con-
veyed to the Steamers at the expense of the Contractor,
without any delay.
16. Payments to be made quarterly in Brisbane, and
the payment stipulated to be in full satisfaction for the
service  ;  the Mail money to belong to Her Majesty.
17. The agreement to be entered into to be in force
for five years, but Government reserve to themselves
power to determine the Contract ,  should the service not
be properly performed.
18. Contractors may at any time terminate the agree-
ment, upon giving six months notice of their intention,
and by paying, by way of forfeit,  a sum  equivalent to
two months '  subsidy.
19. Contractors not to dispose of, or under-let the
Contract ,  without the consent of the Postmaster -General.
20. Contractors to be bound in the penal sum of
£15,000, to be paid to the Government by way of stipu-
lated damages ,  in, case of failure on their part to
carry out the agreement.
21. Government reserve to themselves the right to
add other reasonable stipulations to those already
mentioned.
Memoranda for the information of persons wishing to
Tender for the Torres' Straits Mail Service, in
reply to Treasury advertisement ,  dated the 17th
January,  1866.
1. Tenders to state fully the speed, tonnage ,  passenger
accommodation of each class, how propelled, and all
other information relative to the vessels to be employed,
required by the advertisement.
2. Vessels to start from each end of the Contract line
monthly, at such times as may be hereafter determined,
with a view of making the Torres' Straits Mail Service
alternate  with that  vid  Cape Leeuwin, thus securing
fortnightly communication between Australia and
Europe.
3. Plans and sections of vessels proposed to be
employed to be sent with the  T ender.
4. Vessels to be at all times  supplied  and furnished
with all necessary and proper machinery, engines, pro-
visions, anchors ,  cables, boats ,  fire pumps ,  and lightning
conductors, and all proper appliances, subject to the
approval of the Officers appointed for the purpose by the
Postmaster-General.
5. Vessels to be officered and manned to the satisfac-
tion of the Postmaster -General.
6. Each vessel to carry a properly qualified medical
practitioner ,  and to be furnished with su fficient medicines
and medical comforts.
7. The Postmaster General or his representative may
delay departure of Contract Steamer twenty -four hours
when  deemed necessary.
8. The Contract Steamer to leave Batavia or Singapore
within twenty -four hours after the arrival of the
European Mail Steamers ,  and to carry the Mails to their
destination at an average speed of not less than ten*
knots, calling at Cape York, and such other port or ports
as may be  agreed  on, reasonable time for detention being
allowed by the Government.
9. Should the Mails not be delivered within the time
stipulated, the sum of £100 to be deducted, by way of
penalty, for every twenty-four hours of such delay, the
full amount of penalty ,  however ,,  not to exceed the
proportionate sum dime for that particular service.
* Tenders will also be received for the service on a scale pro-
portionate to speed-say ,  from nine to eleven knots.
Education .  Office,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1866.
REFERRING to the notification published inthe  Government Gazette  of 10th February,
1866, respecting the future adnussion of Candidates
to the Civil Service of this Colony, by competitive
Examinations, the Board of Education reminds
intending Candidates that the first Half-yearly
Examination will be held in July next, and that
they are required to send in their certificates,
addressed to the Board's Secretary on or before
2nd July, 1866.
All necessary information as to the certificates
required, and the method of the examination,
will be found in the abovementioned notification in
the  Gazette,  a copy of which is kept at every Police
Office in the Colony.
By Order of the Board,
ROBERT BOURNE,
Secretary.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 14th  June, 1866.
-rOTICE. ---In accordance with the 6th section of
the  Marriage Act  (28 Victoria, N o. 15), it is
hereby notified, that
The Reverend T$ nvnnus F. Horx Orr, Minister
of the Church of Rome, Warwick,
Is duly registered in this olnce as a Minister of
Religion authorised to Celebrate Marriages in
Queensland.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar -General.
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Commissioner for Railways Office,
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1866.
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY
AT IPSWICH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFRIDAY, the 6th July next, at Noon, from
persons willing to contract for the supply of the
whole or any of the undermentioned Stores, &c.,
in such quantities as may be required, during twelve
calendar mouths, commencing from the date of the
acceptance of the Tender, upon the conditions here-
after specified. To be delivered at the Railway
Stores, Ipswich.
Printed Forms of Tender may be obtained at this
Office, and at the foot of every Tender there must
be a memorandum, signed by the party tendering,
and two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to
be answerable for the due performance of the
contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the office -of the
Railway Conveyancer, in Brisbane, within seven
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a bond to Her Majesty in the penal sum of £50,
for security of such performance, otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted. _
The Stores to be of the very best description of
their several kinds.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
CLASSIFICATION OF STORES REQUIRED FOR THE USE
OF THE SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY,
IPSWICH, FOR THE YEAR 1866.
Iron plates, 6 feet, 6 feet 6 inches by 2 feet and
2 feet 6 inches ,  up to inch thick
Round iron, up to 3 inches
Square iron ,  up to 22 inches
Flat iron ,  various sizes
Angle iron ,  up to 3 inches
Iron wire, from  i s  to inch
Round cast -steel ,  up to 1 inch
Square cast -steel ,  up to 1 inch
Octagon cast -steel ,  up tot inch
Hexagon cast-steel ,  up to 4 inch
Blister cast-steel ,  3 x 4 inch, and 2 x inch
Gas tubing , 2, 41, V,  and 2 inches
Bends for ditto
Copper, sheets ,  from i1sto s inch thick
Copper nails, from 2 to 2 inches
Copper rivets, 4 inch
Morewood 's patent galvanized corrugated iron,
in 6, 7, 8, and 9 feet  lengths
Perforated zinc
Sheets, plain zinc
Morewood 's patent galvanized iron, plain ,  sheets
Galvanized iron bolts and nuts ,  from
-
to 4 inch
Galvanized iron screws ,  from 1 to 2 inches
Sheet lead, 4 and 6 lbs.
Pig lead
Ratchet braces and drills
Drilling posts
Portable forges
Bradawls ,  assorted sizes
Twist gimlets ,  assorted sizes
American shovels
American spades
Grafting tools
Iron picks ,  handled
Platelayers '  beaters, handled
Augers ,  from to 1.2 inches ,  Matheson 's patent
Iron blocks ,  double, treble ,  and snatch, up to
8 inches
Iron bench screws
Wood bench ,.crews
Crosscut saws
Handsaws
Tenon-saws
Sawsets
Trying squares
Coachmakers' bevels
Coachmakers' axes, handled
American  axes,  handled
Carpenters' adzes, handled
Cut tacks,  all sizes
Flooring brads
Wire nails,  all sizes
Wood screws,  all sizes
Trimming pins, up to 2 inch
Soldering irons
Tinman's solder
Glue-pots
Grindstones (large size)
Oilstones
Oil feeders
Sawsets
Metallic measuring tapes
Flat bastard files (safe edge) 8, 10, 12, 14, and
16 inches
Half round bastard files, 10, 12, 14, and 16 inches
Fishbellied bastard files, 10, 12, 14, and 16 inches
Hand smooth files (safe edge) 6, 8, 10, 12, 14,
and 16 inches
Half-round smooth files, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16
inches
Fishbellied smooth files, 10, 12, 14, and 16 inches
Square bastard files, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 inches
Slotting files, 6, 8, 10, and 12 inches
Handsaw files, 6, 8, and 9 inches
Tenon-saw files, 3, 4, and 5 inches
Crosscut-saw files, 8, 9, and 10 inches
Equalling square bastard files, 6, 8, and 10 inches
Parallel cotter files, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 inches
Three-square files, 10, 12, 14, and 16 inches
Flat saw files, 6, 8, and 10 inches
Half-round saw files, 8 and 10 inches
White lead, ground, in kegs 14, 28, and 56 lbs.
White lead, dry
Red lead, dry
Red lead, ground, in kegs 14, 28, and 56 lbs.
Yellow ochre, dry
Yellow ochre, ground
Lampblack, ground
Lampblack, dry
Burnt sienna
Raw sienna
Burnt umber
Raw umber
Best Chinese vermilion
Indian red, best
Indian red, common
Pale chrome yellow
Deep chrome yellow
Prussian blue
U ltra-marine blue
Lake
Best drop blackWhiting
Patent dryers
Turpentine
Gold size
Boiled oil
Linseed oil
Rape oil
Neatsfoot oil
Sweet oil
Black japan, best
Black japan, common
Black naphtha varnish
Carriage varnish
Dry green paint, light and dark
Iron chain, from a to s inch
Guttering, assorted sizes
Ridge capping, assorted sizes
Down piping, assorted sizes
Chest -locks, assorted sizes
Carpenter's patent rim locks, 6 and 7 inches
Padlocks, assorted sizes -
Iron braces
Drawer locks,  assorted sizes
Zinc buckets
SpittoonsGallon ti bottles
fl alt ,.gallon tin bottle.:
Quart tine bottles
Three quarts paint pots
Two quarts paint pots
Funnels, assorted sizes
Fine trimming wire, for cyphons
Lead piping, from to 2 inches
Watering  pots
Dust-pans
Iron rakes
Cast-iron barrow wheels
Manila rope, assorted sizes
Cement
Mops and bandies
Hair felt
Vices, up to 7 inches jaws
Bath bricks
Spun flat
Spun yarn
Tar brushes, long handled
Bannister brushes
Scrubbing brushes
Carriage washing brushes
Coir brooms
American bass brooms
Sash tools, assorted sizes
Dusters, 8
Dusters, 6
Ground brushes, 6
Carriage varnish brushes
Titches
Sable, assorted
Swan quill, assorted
Flat graining brushes
Only graining softeners
Graining combs
Whitening
Soda
Putty, in bladder
White chalk
Red chalk
Beeswax
Packing twine
Leather for belting, harness
Sole leather, or cross
Coal tar
Stockholm tar
Cotton waste, colored
Cotton waste, white
Worsted
Glass-paper, Nos. 1, 2, and 3
Glass-cloth, Nos. 1, 2, and 3
Emery-cloth, Nos. 1, 2, and 3
Emery powder, Nos. 1, 2, and 3
Curled hair, in rope
Trimming lace
Sponge, common
Wash leather
Flannel dusters
Linen dusters
Glue
Gum arabic
Books gold leaf
Amber rosin
Tallow
Soft soap
Yellow bar soap
Pumice stone
Pumice stone, ground
Prussiate of potash
Borax
Spirits of salts
American cloth
Red bunting
White bunting
Green bunting
Lamp wick
Navy canvas
Patent knotting
Palette knives
Putty knives
Flooring cramps
Cramps and splices
Taps and Dies for cutting wood screws from 2 to
1 inch
Best English coals
Lime
Earthenware pipes, From 4 to 9 inches, with bends
and inlets, to order
Lucerne hay
Maize
Bran
Oaten hay
Sled ;e hammers
Hand hammers
Copal varnish
Black oak stain
Ironbark timber
Blue gain timber
Cedar timber
Yellow wood
Pine
Pine, 12 by 1 inch chamfer boards
Pine, 12 by 1 inch tongued and grooved
Pine, 9 by 4 inch tongued and grooved
Pine, 6 by 1 inch tongued and grooved
Pine, dressed flooring. board 6 by 1 inch .
-NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORETON BAY.
BRISBANE BAR-WEST CHANNEL.
O
N  and after this date a Green Light will be
exhibited on a screw pile placed on the N.W.
edge of the  West  Bank, bearing from the Light-
ship about S.W. by W.
This light in  line with the West Beacon light on
a S.S.E. 4 E. bearing ,  leads in from the anchorage
off the Bar, to the Entrance of the Outer Cutting.
The line passing the outer black buoy at a distance
of about 70 feet, and the ,Outer Beacon ,  in mid-
channel.
When a vessel, entering the channel ,  is abreast
the Outer Beacon, she is no longer to keep the line
of lights, but to follow the line of Black Beacons
on the East side of the Cutting and of the West
Channel.
By order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, 12th June, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
PORT OF MORETON BAY-MIDDLE CHANNEL.
IN
TOTICE is hereby given to Masters of Vessels
trading to Moreton Bay, that in consequence
of a gradual alteration of the Banks in the Middle
Channel, it is necessary, while crossing the eastern
banks, to keep the yellow patch light open to the
northward of the Lighthouse, and while rounding
the north point of the Venus Bank, to keep the
yellow patch light open to the southward of the
Lighthouse.
The outer buoy of the Middle Channel will
shortly be painted red and placed on the north side
of the Channel.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Offlee ,  21st  May, 1866.
Office of Superintendent of
Pilots, Lights, and Harbors,
Sydney, 4th June, 1866.
NOTICE. TO MARINERS.
I
N consequence of the great change which has
lately taken place, at the entrance to the
M`Lcay River, it has been found necessary to erect
a temporary flag-staff, near the extremity of the
Southern Spit.
Masters of vessels are hereby informed that
the signals for entering, &c., will, for the present,
be shewn from the above-mentioned temporary
flag-staff.
FRANCIS HIXSON,
Superintendent,
Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1866.
ENERAL ABSTRACT,  showing the AVERAGE
 L IABILITIES and ASSETS ,  and of the CAPITAL
 and  PROFITS ,  of the undermentioned BANKS Of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND ,  for the Quarter
ending 31st
 March,
 1866. R. R. MACKENZIE.
Union Bank of Australia
Bank of New South Wales
Bank of Australasia ...
Joint Stock Bank
Commercial Bank ...
Bank of Queensland • ..
TOTAL
BANKS, Notes in Circulation Notes in Circulation
not bearing Interest.! bearing Interest.
Bills in Circulation
not bearing Interest.
£ s. d.
... 23,561 0 0 1 9,089 15 10
... 42,226 7 8 38 9 2
20,879 1 6 3,386 2 7
51,428 5 4 1,219 3 7
16416 6 2 302 6 4,35,9061510 ., 3,595 3 8
£ 1 190,165 16 6 17,631 1 2
LIABILITIES.
Bills in Circulation Balances due to other Deposits not bearing
bearing Interest. Banks. Interest.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
15,729 3 4 76, t65 9 2
... 6,552 13 7 148,760 11 8
.,, ... 58,953 0 8
113,033 2 3
350 1 5 40,796 12 7
1 7,145 5 6  51,477 10  4  1
ASSETS.
BANKS. Coined Gold and
Silver, and other
Coined Metals.
£ s. d.
Union Bank of Australia 46,169 13 10
Bank of New South Wales 53,460 1 7
Bank of Australasia .,. 19,728 10 2
Joint Stock Bank ... 37 080 9 10
Commercial Bank
,25,80818 0
Bank of Queensland .,. 10,926 2 7
TOTAL £ 193,17316 0
BANKS.
Gold and Silver in Government
Bullion or Bars. Securities.
£ s. d.
1,390 6 3
...
4,853 3 11
126 4 4
6,369
 14  6
Capital paid up to date.
£ s. d.
Union Bank
 of Australia ... 1,250,000 0 0
Bank of New South Wales 1,000,000 0 0
Bank of Australasia 1 200 000 0 0
Joint Stock
 Bank .,.
, ,
597,600 0 0
Commercial Bank ... 400.000 0 0
Bank of Queensland 207,900 0 0
Landed Property.
s.d.I £  d.2,000 0 0
23,28918 9
9,000 0 0
20,074 13 10
54,36-1 12  7
29,777
 3 10 489,486 6 8
Deposits bearing
Interest.
£ s. d.
40,795 9 7
68,477 2 4
30,994 3 2
64,493 9 1
21,467 15 7
54,388 4 1
280,616 3 10
Amount of all debts due
to the Banks, including
Notes, Bills of Exchange,
and all Stock and
Funded Debts of every
description, excepting
Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Banks
from other Banks.
Notes and Bills of Balances due from
other Banks. other banks.
s. d. £ s. d.
578 8 1  14,389 16 10
2,527 2 10 262 17 0
445 5 2
2,878 13 4
2,202 15 3
2,359 14 0
10,991 18 8
Rates per annum last Dividend.
17 per cent. per annum
15 per cent. per annum
6 per cent. per annum
10 per cent, per annum
17 per cent. per annum
6 per cent. per annum
£ s. d.
385,946 18 3
472,973 15 11
284,16918 5
429,280 11 1
2,82?, 7 6 122,034 8 4
6,934, 12 5 388,851 4 8
24,409 13  9
Bonus.
5 per cent.
8 per cent.
5 per cent.
Total Liabilities.
£ s. d.
165,640 17 11
266,055 4 5
114,212 7 11230,174, 0 3
79,081 2 1
152,512 19 5
1,007,676 12 0
Total amount of
Assets.
£ s. d.
419,081 17 0
553,904 2 4
313,343 13 9494,167 12  0
152,868 9 1409,197 18  0
2;083,25616 8  2,372,566 12  2
Amount of last Dividend
declared.
£ s. d.
106,250 0 0
99,691 0 0
68,250 0 0
40,312 10 0
34,000 0 0
6,391 8 9
Amount of the Reserved
Profits at the time of
declaring such Dividend.
£ s. d.
358,736 5 0
333,333 6 8
354,065 2 5
121,667 7 8
110,497 12 8
6,801 18 6
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1866.
THE
following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK OF QUEENSLAND (LIMITED), within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, during the QUARTEu
from the 31st DECEMBER, 1865, to the 26th MARcu,1866, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK Or QUEENSLAND (LIMITED), Within the Colony of QUEENSLAN D, taken from the several Weekly Statements
during the QUARTER from the 31st DECEMBER, 1865, to 26th MARCH, 1866.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...{Bearing Interest ...
Bills in Circulation, . ( Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest
Balance clue to other Banks ...
(Not bearing Interest ...Deposits L Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS.
£  s.d. £ s.d.
3 06 15 10 35,906 15 10 Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined  Metals ...
Gold and Silver  in Bullion or Bars ...
Landed Property ... ... ...
3,595 3 8 3,595 3 8 1 Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ...
51,477 10 4
54,388 4 1  105,865 14  5
£ 152,512 19 5
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ,.. ... 207,900 0 0
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... .. ..
Amount of the Reserved Profits after declaring such Dividend
6 per cent.
6,391 8 9
68011S 6
every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
Ani OUNT.
£ s. d.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
10,926 2 7
126 4 4
2,359
 14,
 0
6,934 12 5
388,851 4 8
£
 409,197 18
 0
JAMES CAIRNS, Sub-Manager.
II. S. E. RUTHNING,
 pro
 Accountant.
I, James Cairns, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
Bank during the period specified; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statecuents thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of New South Wales,
Balances due from other Banks ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
7,145 5 6 Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded  Debts of
4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 6th day of June, 1866. JAMES CAIRNS.
Wax. BROOKES, Justice of the Peace.
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REAL PR OPERTY TRANSFER  NOTICE.
rl"AKE  Notice that application has been made to bring the Land described below under the
j1 provisions of the  -Real  Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging ,  himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B .  of said Act, on or before the day named.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land. 'Tame of Proprietor Date within which a Caveat
may he Lodged
Part of portion 1.9 of section 23, containing 10 l perches ;
county Stanley ; parish and town, Ipswich
ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.
SALE at the  Government Printing Office,
j William  Street, single copies of  the follow-
ing .Acts of Parliament, viz :--
Agricultural Reserves Act, 6d.
Criminal Offences Act, 1s.
Criminal Practice Act, Is.
Criminal Statutes Repeal Act, 6d.
Diseases in Cattle Act, 6d.
District Courts Act Amendment Act, .Is.
Forgery Act, Is.
Fencing Act, 6d.
Government Annuities Act, Gl.
Government  Savings  Banks Act, 6d.
Government  Savings  Banks Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Impounding Act, 1s.
Impounding Act Amendment Act, 61
Insolvency Act, 1a. 6d.
Innkeepers Protection  Act, dd.
Industrial  and Reformatory Schools Act, 1s.
Licensed  Auctioneers  Act, 9c1.
Nfaster and Servants  Act, Is.
Municipal Institutions Act, 1s.
Ofl'enecs against the Person Act, Is.
Pastoral Leases Act, Is.
Pastoral Occupation Act, 6d.
Publicans Act, Is.
Publicans Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Quarantine Act, Is.
Real Property Act, 2s. 6d.
Registration of Electors Amendment Act; Is.
Roads Closing Act, 6d.
Scab and other  diseases  in Sheep Prevention Act, Is.
Scab  in Sheep Act, 6d.
Selectors Relief Act, 6d.
RULES OF Cornr.
General Orders in Equity, Is. Fld.
Pleading Practice, Is.Fees and Charges in D'q-oltyT, 6a.
Insolvency Rules, 6(1.
District Court Rules, Is.
Rates  of Postage, Is.
W. C. BELB.RIDGE,
C ocertnnent Printer.
Brisbane, 18th May, 1SC6,
George Fox 16th July, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN ITS ECCLESIASTICAL  JURISDICTION.
In the  Will  of Thomas Burnet Temple ,  late of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland ,  1)octor
of Medicine ,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette,
application will be made to the Supreme Court of
Queensland ,  in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ,  that
Probate of the last Will and Testament of the
abovenamed Thomas Burnet Temple be granted to
Jane  Temple, of Brisbane aforesaid , Widow of the
said deceased ,  and sole Executrix in the said Will
naiiied.
Dated the fourteenth day of June, in the year of
our Lord 1866.
JAMES F.  GARRICK,
Proctor for the said Executrix,
Queen Street,
Brisbane.
) llt}l>luriblitt .
iVTPOUNDED at Rockhampton, on the 24th May,
1866, by Seclgwick Cowper, Esquire. Driving, 10s.
per ]lead. (Corrected description.)
One grey colt, blotched brand near shoulder.
One bay colt, like F over half-circle near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1866, will
be sold.
F. H. YOUNG, Poundkeeper.
A4TPOIJNDED at  Warwick , from North Toolburra,
10th  May,  1866, by order of Tliomas Coutts, Esq.
Driving expenses ,  2s.  Gd. (Wrongly described in former
adverti sement.)
One black mare ,  like MlMMB over JC.VI near shouldisri
star.
if  not released on or before Friday, 29th  June,  1866,
will be sold on that day ,  at noon, to pay expenses.
HENRY  MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
rriiltc;t and Pe,bini,cri by 11'. C. BIITSRruc;F, Government Printer,
Williams Street, 16th June, 1L66.
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SUPPLE MEN T
TO THE
QTTIEENSLAND
hberumeut aette
OF SATURDAY,  16TH  JUNE, 1866.
PUBLISHE D BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. VII.] THURSDAY, 21sT JUNE, 1866. [No. 59.
Priarlamation+
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c., &c., &c.
I
`T pursance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the provisions of the Act 24
Victouria, No. 15, respecting the Alienation of Crown Lands, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following- Lots of Land will
be offered for sale by public auction, at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on the days specified
at the upset price affixed to each Lot respectively. (Deposit 10 per cent.)
The Deed Fee on the undermentioned Lots will be charged according to the following scale :-Not
exceeding 50 acres, £1; above 50 and not exceeding 300 acres, £1 5s.; above 300 and not exceeding 640
acres, £1 10s.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION  ROOMS,- BRISBANE.
ON  WEDNESDAY,THE  25Th DAY  OF JULY, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
Area.
A.  R.  P.
County. j Parish. Situation. Remarks.
1 1 1 2 1 0 0 8  Stanley Tingalpa Village of Tingalpa.
2 2 2 1 0 0
...8 ! 71 it
3 3 2 1 0 0 1 8 71
4 .1 2 1 1 0 0
'
8 71 04Q5 5 1 2 1 0 0 8 77 17
6 6 2 1 0 0 8 C
7 7' 2 1 1 0 0 , 8 11 08 j 8 2 1 0 0 8 17
9' 9 1 2 1 0 0 , 8 71  17
10110 2 1 0 0 8 11 0
11 1 11 1 019 11 17 C
12 2 11 1 0 0 8
13 3 11 , 1 0 0 11 11
14 4 11 1 0 0 S 77
15 5 11 1 0 0 8 71 016  6 11 1 0 0 ' 8 71  71
i7 7 11 1 0 0 8 11 0
18 8 11 1 0 0 8  71 11
1:9, 9 11 1 0 0 8  17 77 91
21 10 11 1 0 0 8  77 7!
2 1 . 1 1 . 1 1 100 8 r, n  71 G
2212 11 1 0 0 8 71 , v
23.13 11 1 0 0 8  97 71 C
24 14 11 1 0 0 ' 8 11 77 17
2515 11 1 034 8  19 11
26 i 16 11 1 2 8 ' 8  17 11  11
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SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,  BRISB VNV -continued
ON WEDNESDAY, TIlE 25TH DAY OF JULY, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
C P4
Area. County. Parish. Situation.
0 o
4 L
zRa za°
p
-4
A. R. P.
27 244 ... 46 3 8 Stanley ... Tingalpa ... Ne ar Tingalpa Creek.
28 245 ... 20 3 20 77 „
29 246 52 0 0
30 `247 ... 31 0 0 3f 51
31 248 .. 44 0 0 On Tingalpa Creek.
32 .249 ... 61 0 0
33 ;250 ... 85 0 0
34 251 ... 83 0 0
35 1 ... 37 0 0 Canning ... Canning ... On the Caboolture River.
36 2 ... 357 0 0
37 13 .... 26 1 0
38 14 ... 31 0 0
39 115 ... 27 0 0 Stanley ... Inclooroopilly N ear the Brisbane River.
40 116 ... 13 2 10 t,
41 117 ... 10 3 27
42 118, ... 9 310
43 119 ... 11 2 32
44 120 ... 10 0 0
45 121 ... 11 1 24
46 122 ... 15 1 7
47 123 ... 18 0 36
48 121 ...  5 2 14 On the Brisbane River.
49 125 ... 9 0 16 77
50 126 ... 9 0 16
51 127 ... 10 1 29
52 128 ... 10 0 4 „
53 129 ... 9 2 0
5-1 130 ... 9 3 0 Jf
55 131 13 3 29 Near the Brisbane River...
56 132 ... 21 0 0 53 .if
57 133 ... 19 0 20
58 134 ... 25 1 33
59 135 ... 17 3 0
60 136 ... 25 2 0
61 137 .., 48 1 16
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS, BRISBANE,
ON TULSDAY ,  THE 31ST DAY OF JULY, 1866.
SPECIAL CITY LOTS.
o o Area.
o^ o d
County. Parish. Situation. Rei-ark'
A. R. P. £'
1 1 16 0 1 0 400 Stanley .. North Brisbane
2 2 16 0 1 0 400 „
3 316 0 1 0 400
4 4 16 0 1 0 400 „ „
5 1 17 0 1 0 400
6 2 17 0 1 0 400 „ „
7 3 17 0 1 9 400
8 4 17 0 0 35 400
9 5 17 0 1 0 4.00
10 6 17 0 1 0 400
11 7 17 0 1 0 ' 400
12 12 17  0 0 3541 400
13 13 17 0 0 35 400IPrice
lper Lot.
14 20 30 0 0  161 200
15 21 30 0 0 162 200
16 22 30 0 0  16-11200
17 24 30 0 0 161' 200
18 25 30 0 0 16 200
19 26 30 0 0  10  200
City of  Brisbane.
These Lot.. tctlI bf
sold tired' r tn,
Parluiou rattirv
and  othe(? o, d-
inys  Act(,"( 10,4
549
0
0 0 ° o Area.
6 6
fa Z
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON THURSDAY, THE 26TH DAY OF JULY, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
Price per
Acre. County. Parish.
A. R. P. £'
1 30 ... 6 1 28 1 Churchill... Gatton
2 31
3 32
4 33
5 34
6 35
7 36
8 38
9 39
10 40
11 41
12 42
13 43
14 44
15 45
16 46
17 47
18 48
19 49
20 50
21 51
22 52
23 53
24 54
25 55
26 56
27 92
28 93
29 94
30 95
31 96
32 97
33 98
34 99
35 100
36 101
37 102
38 103
39 104
40 105
41 106
42 107
43 108
44 109
45 110
46 116
47 117
48 118
49 119
50 120
51 122
6 1 4
6 0 20
5 3 36
5 3 0
5 1 0
4 2 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
5. 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
7 232
6 3 0
... 10 0 29
5 1 14
4 0 12
... 13 0 0
... 10 0 0
... 10 1 4
,.. 8 1 16
... 100 0 0
... 100 0 0
... 100 0 0
... 100 0 0
... 104 0 0
... 100 0 0
... 100 0 0
... 100 0 0
... 100 0 0
... 100 0 0
... 101 0 0
... 101 0 0
... 101 0 0
... 101 0 0
... 101 0 0
... 83 0 32
... 101 0 0
... 101 0 0
... 101 0 0
... 104 0 0
... 100 0 0
... 100 0 0
100 0 0
.. 100 0 0
... 198 0 0
19
19
91
f9
99
99
99
99
11
99
99
19
Mutdapilly...
1f
f9
91
f9
99
Situation.
Near the Line  of the f1
Great Southern and
Western Railway.
11
91
99
99
19
71
9f
91
19
19
Remarks.
550
o
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOOWOOMBA.
ON FRIDAY, THE 27TH DAY OF JULY, 1866.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Price
Area per Acre County Parish Situation Remarks
0 0
0
6 .. o
z z zn
A. R. P.
1 2 37 5 0 16.
2 3 37 5 0 16
3 5 37 5 0 0
4 6 37 5 0 0
5 7 37 6 0 18
6 2 38  5 0 16
7 3 38 5 0 16
8 , 4 38 5 0 16
9 5 38 5 0 0
10 6 38 5. 0 0
11 7 38 5 0 0
12 8 38 5 0 0
13 1 1 39 6 0 19
14 2.39 6 019
15 3 39 6 0 19
16 4 39 6 0 19
17 5 39 6 0 19
18 6 39 6 0 0
19 7 39 6 0 0
20 8 39 6 0 0
21 9 39 6 0 0
22 10 39 6 0 0
23 3 40 4 3 0
24 4 40 6 1 8
Por-
tion.
469 7 3 23 1
470 ... 5 1 13 1
471 1 ... 5 1 7 1
472 ... 5 1 0 1
473. ... 5 0 34 1
474 ... 5 0 28 1
475 , ... 5 0 21 1
476, ... 5 0 16 1
477 ... 5 0 9 1
478 ... 5' 0 3 1
479;...' 6 1 6 1
1480 ... 6 1 6 1
481 ... 6 1 6 1
482 , ... 6 1 6 1
483 6 1 6 1
484 ... 6 1 6 1
485 ... 6 1 6 1
486 7 2 35 1
487 ... 3 3 31 1
488 ... 4 3 34 1
489 5 0 0 1
490 5 0 0 1
491 ... 5 0 0 1
493 1 .. 10 0 0 1
494 ... 10 0 0 1
495 I ... 110 0 0 1 1
496 ... 10 0 0 1
4,97  . ! 10 0 0 1
498 . 10 0 0 1
499 ... 10 0 0 1
500 ... 10 0 0 1 1
501 I ... 10 0 0 1 1
502 ... 10 0 0 1
503 . 10 0 0 1
504 10 0 0 15,05 10  0 0 1
509 .. . 110 0 0 1
Aubignv ... Drayton ... Near Town of Toowoomba.
!, 97
), ff
!, f7
f9 ,!
,! 77
!7 ,f
„ 77
), 7!
f, f>
!f 7,
COUNTRY LOTS.
Aubigny ... Geham
!!
,7 f7
Near the Alain Range.
!,
f,
!,
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0
0 0 o°
<d 7
Area.
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, DALBY,
ON THURSD AYE THE 26TH DAY OF JULY, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
Price per
Acre. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P. £
1 1 1 0 2 0 8 Lytton ... Jandowae... Town of Jandowae.
2 2 1 0 2 0 8 to  to it
3 3 1 0 2 0 8
4 4 1 0 2 0 8
5 5 1 0 2 0 8  it It ,9
6 6 1 0 2 0 8 to 9, „
7 7 1 0 2 0 8  it  „ 90
8 8 1 0 2 0 8 „  it
9 9 1 0 2 0 8  it
10 10 1 0 2 0 8
11 1 2 0 2 0 8
12 2 2 0 2 0 8 99
13 3 2 0 2 0 8 it „ it
14  4  2 0 2 0  8 it  99
15 5 2 0 2 0 8 „ it 91
16 6 2 0 2 0 8 „ 9,  19
17 7 2 0 2 0 8 9, „
18 8 2 0 2 0 8  it
19 9 2 0 2 0 1 8  it of
20  10  2 0 2  0  8 „  to it
21 1 3 0 2 0 8  it  99
22 2 3 0 2 0 8  of  99
23 3 3 0 2 0 8 It it  99
24 4 3 0 2 0 8  it It 39
25 5 1 3 0 2 0 8 „ ,9 99
26 6 3 0 2 0 8 to 99 99
27 7 3 0 2 0 8 99 ,9 99
9928 8 3 0 2 0 8 of to
29 9 3 0 2 0 8 9f  it
30 10 3 0 2 0 8 21 99 99
31 1 4 0 2 0 8 9,  to 99
32 2 4 0 2 0 8 it „ 9,
33 3 4 0 2 0 8  it 9, 99
34 4 4 0 2 0 8 39  to it
35 5 4 0 2 0 8  it it it
36 6 4 0 2 0 8 it „ 99
37 7 4 0 2 0 88 it  of 99
3
7
8 8 4 0 2 0 8 99 99 99
39 9 4 0 2 0 8 it  9,  or
40 10 4 0 2 0 8  it it
l
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, GLADSTONE,
ON THURSDAY: THE 26TH DAY OF JULY, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
0
0 o o° Ar
G m
ea.  Co unty. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
0
o y
ocoo
A. R. P. £
1 2 50 1 0 24 8 Clinton Gladstone Town of Gladstone.
2 3 50 1 0 27 8 „
3 4 50 1 0 30 8 ,)  to  „
4 5 50 1 0 332 8 to to to
5 6 50 1 0 362 8 to  „ to
6 1 51 2 1 242 8 of to to
7 2 51 2 1  1321  8 ), to to
8 3 51 2 1 12 8 ,T  to to
9 4 51 2 0 292 8 f, „
10 5 51 2 0 18 8 „ „
11 1 52 0 2 28 8 „ to  to
12 2 52 0 3 0 8 f,  it  „
13 3 52 0 3 12 8 „ to to
14 4 52 0 3 23 8 to „ „
15 5 52 0 3 36 8 to to It
16 6 52 1 0 0 8 „ to „
17 7 52 1 0 0 8 „ „ „
18 8 52 1 0 0 8 ,) to to
19
20
1
2
53
53
1
1
0 19 8
0 38 8
„  toit ,)
21
22
3
4
53
53
1
1
1 17 8
1 37 8
to Itit „
23 5 53 1 2 16 8 1y
24 6 53 1 0 0 8 „ „ „
25 7 53 1 0 0 8 to „
26 8 53 1 0 0 8 , f „ „
27 9 53 1 0 0 8 „ „
28 10 53 1 0 0 8 „
29 1 54 1 3 332 8 11 ,)
30 2 54 1 3 14 8 „ „
31 3 54 1 2 35 8 „ „ „
32 4 54 1 2 16 8 „ „ „
33 1 5 54 1 1 362 8' it 1 it
SUBURBAN LOTS.
34 2 78 2 3 35 4
1
Clin ton Gladstone Near the Town of
35 1 79 2 1 36 4
Gladstone.
,f ,f ,f
36 3 79 2 1 36 4 to  f,  it
37 4 79 2 1 36 4 ,, ,, ff
38 1 80 2 1 36 4 f,  of  ff
39 2 80 2 1 36 4 It  ,f  to
40 1 81 2 •2 28 4
41 2 81 2 2 28 4 ,f )) ,Tto  to  ) )
42 1 82 2 2 28 4 to  f)
43 2 82 2 2 28 4 f, 7f 9)
44 3 82 2 2 28 4 to  f) )9
45 4 82 2 2 28 4 Ito to
46 1 83 3 0 34 4
,,  to  ,,
47 2 83 3 0 34 4
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SALE AT  THE POLICE OFFICE, MARYBOROUGFI,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 25TH DAY OF JULY, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
4
c
o Area.
r c per
County.Acre. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A R P £.
1 44  47
.
0
.
0 1 March ... Tiaro ...
2  45  47 0 0 1
3  46  60 0 0 1
4  47  60 0 0 1 ff
5  48  60 0 0 16  49  60 0 0 1 „ „6
50
.
8  51  60 0 0 1
9  52  60 0 0 1 „ ff
10 53  60 0 0 1
11 54  60 0 0 1
12  55  60 0 0 1 „
13 56  60 0 0 1
14 57  75 2 0 1
15 58  45 3 0 1
16 59  103 0 0 1
17 60 144 0 0 1
18. 61  109 1 0 1
19 62  142 0 0 1
20 63  160 0 0 1
21 74  70 0 0 1
22 75  70 1 0 1
23 76  52 3 0 ' 1
24 77 52 3 0 1 4 „
25 78 52 3 0 1
26 79 52 3 0 1
27 80 52 3 0 1
28 81 52 3 0 1
29 121  130 0 0 1 „ Tinana ... On Tinana Creek
30 122 162 0 0 1
31 123 134 0 0 1
32 124 145 0 0 1
33 37  135 0 0 1 Bidwell
34 38  87 2 0 1
35  39  90 0 0' 1
36 40  65 2 0 1
37  41  113 0 0 1
38 42  90 3 0 1
39 43 119 0 0 1
40 44  1-46 0 0 1
41 17A  12 3 19 1 „ Walliebuin On the Mary River
42 17B 14 1 22 1
43 18  66 2 0 1 Near the Mary River
44 1SA  11 1 16 1 On the Mary River
45 19  74 3 0 1 „ Near the Mary River
46 19A  10 1 7 1 f, On the Mary River
47 1913  9 1 23 1 „
48 20  76 2 0 1 „ Near the Mary River
49 20A  10 0 11 1 „ On the Mary River
50 20B 9 2 2 1 „
51 21  109 1 0 1 Near the Mary River
52 21A  11 3 20 1 On the Mary River
63 21B 8 3 31 1 „
P i e
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SALE AT THE  POLICE  OFFICE, MACKAY,
ON FRIDAY ,  THE 27TH DAY OF JULY, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
S0
' Area.
O ° o
z za z
County. Parish. Situation.
43 Remarks.
A. a. P.
1 96 ... 64 0 0
2 97 ... 64 0 0
3 98 ... 68 0 0
4 99 ... 52 0 0
5 100 ... 155 0 0
6 101 ... 117 0 0
7 102 ... 91 0 0
8 103 ... 55 0 0
9 104 ... 45 0 0
10 1055 ... 88 3 0
11 106 ... 88 3 0
12 107 ... 88 3 0
13 108 ... 88 3 0
14 109 ... 93 3 0
15 110 ... 88 3 0
16 111 .., 88 3 0
17 112 ... 88 3 0
18 113 ... 88 3 0
19 114 ... 93 3 0
20 115 ... 100 3 0
21 116 ... 100 3 0
22 117 ... 100 3 0
23 118 ... 100 3 0
24 119 ... 106 2 0
25 120 ... 119 0 0
26 121 ... 96 3 0
27 122  ... 33 2 0
28 123 ... 82 0 0
29 124 ... 70 1 0
30 125 ... 125 1 0
31 126  ...  163 3 0
32 127 ... 135 3 0
33 128 ... 88 3 0
34 129 ... 88 3 0
35 130 ... 109 1 0
36 131 ... 88 3 0
37 132 ... 88 3 0
38 133 ... 88 3 0
39 134 ... 88 3 0
40 135 ... 161 2 0
41 136 ... 161 2 0
42 137 ... 165 3 0
43 138 ... 161 2 0
44 139 ... 161 2 0
45 140 ... 165 3 0
46 141 ... 140 2 0
47 142 ... 140 2 0
48 143 ... 123 1 0
49 144 ... 226 0 0
50 145 ... 178 1 0
51 146  ,.. 85 2 0
52 147 ... 114 2 0
53 148
... 100 3 0
54 149 ... 100 3 0
55 150 ... 100 3 0
56 151 ... 100 3 0
57 152 ... 100 3 0
1 Carlisle  ...  Greenmount N ear Baker 's Creek
1 ), „ „
1 )) ,)
1 „ „ On Baker 's Creek
1 „
1
11
1 Near Baker's Creek
1
1
1
1
1
1 On Baker's Creek
1
1 )) ), f,
1 Near Baker's Creek
f, )) „
1
1
1
i
1
1
1
),
1
1 „
1
1
1 „ ., )f
1 ,,
1 „ f) ,)
1
1
1 1 )) I „1 ),
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, MACKAY,
ON MONDAY , THE 6TH  DAY OF AUGUST, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
1 195 • ..
2 196 ...
3 197 ...
4 198 ...
5 199 ...
6 200 ...
7 201 ...
8 202 ...
9 203 ...
0
Price per
Area. Acre. County. Parish. Situation. Remar.ts
10 204 ...
11 205 .. .
12 210 ...
13 211  ...
14 212
15 213  ...
16 218  ...
17 219  ...
18 220  ...
19 221 .
20 222  ...
21 1223  ...
22 .224  ...
23 225  ...
24 226 .. ,
25 227 ...
26 228  ..,
27 229  ...
28 230  ...
29 231  ...
30 1232  ...
31  1233 .. .
32 1234 ...
33 1235  ...
34  1236  ...
35 237  ...
36 X238  ...
37  1239  ...
38  1240  ...
39 241  ...
40 242 ...
41 243  ...
A. R. P. f'
25 1 36 1 Carlisle ... Howard ... Near the Race Course.
28 2  19 1 „
31 3 1 1
14 3 24 1
18 0 4 1 It
20 0 0 1 It „ „
20 0 0 1 „ „
20 0 0 1 „
20 0 0 1 „ It „
20 0 0 1 It „ „
20 0 0 1 „ „ „
20 0 0 1 11 13
20 0 0 1 „ „
20 0 0 1 „
20 0 0 1
20 0 0 1
20 0- 0 1 ,.
20 0 0 1
20 0 0 1
„
19
20 0 0 1
20 0 0 1 „
20 0 0 1 „ „ It
20 0 0 1 11 It „
28 0 0 1 „ It
20 0 0 1 „ „
20 0 0 1 „ „
20 0 0 1 „ „ 11
20 0 0 1 „ „ „
20 0 0 1 It „ „
28 0 0 1 It
20 0 0 1
„It ItIt It
20 0 0 1 „ It „
20 0 0 1 ,•
20 0 0 1
20 0 0 1 „ It „
42 0 0 1 „ It It
42 0 0 1 „ „ It
41 0 0 1 „ „
41 0 0 1 „
41 0 0 1 It 19
41 0 0 1 „ It
TOWN LOTS.
42
Allot- See-
ment. tion.
1 33 0 2 0 8 Carlisle ... Howard ... Town of  Mackay.
43 2 33 0 2 0 8 „ f,
44 3 33 0 2 0 8
45 4 33 0 2 0 8
46*
47
5 33
8 33
0
0
2
2
0
0
8
8
48 9 33 0 2 0 8
49 10 33 0 2 0 8 It
* The purchaser of this
lot will have to allow
the present occupier 60
days to remove his im-
provements.
5.56
SALE AT THE  -P-OLICE -OFFICE ,F,FORT COOPER,
ON THURSDAY ,  THD 2ND DAY  OF AUGUST, 1866.
TORN LOS'S:'
a ` o
Z
o °
'Tara
Area .  County .  Parish. Situation .  Remarks.
Fri
A. R. P.
1 3 6 0 2, 0
'
,  8„ Wodehouse Wodehouge Town of tort Cooper.
2" 41 6" 0 2 0 8 „ 1 „
3 5 6 0 2 0 8,
4 6 6 0
t
2" 0 8
5 7 6 0 2 0 8
6 8 6 0 2 0 8
7 9 6 0 1 0 8
8 10 6 0 1 241 8 „ „
9 1 14 0 2 0 8 „
10 2 14 0 2 0 8
11 3 14 0 2 0 8
12 4 14 0 2 0 8
13 5 14 0 2 0 8
14 6 14 0 2 0 8
15 7 14 0 2 0 8
16 8 14 0 2 0 8
17 9 14 0 2 0 8
18 10 14 0 2 0 8
19 1 15 0 2 0 8
20 2 15  0 2 0 8
21 3 15 0 2 0 8
22 4 15 d 2 0 8
23  5 15  0 2 0 8
24 6 15 2 0 8
25 7 15 02 0 8
26 8 15 0 2 0 8
27 9 15 0 2 0 8
28 10 15 0 2 0 8
29 1 16 0 2 0 8
30- 2 16 0 2 0 8
31 3 16 0 2 0 8
32 4 16 0. 2 0 8
33 5 16 0 2 0 8
34 6 16  0 2 0 8
35 7 16 0 2 0 8
36 8 16 0. 2 0 8
37 9 16 0 2 0 8
38 10 16 0, 2 0 8
39 1 17 0, 2 0 8
40 2 17 0; 2 0 8 -
41 -3 17 012 0 8
42 4 17 0 , 2 0 8
43 5 17 0 2 0 8
44 6 17 0 2 0 8
45 7 17 0 2 0 8
46 8 17 0 2 0 8
47 9 17  0 2 0 8
48 10 17 0 2 0 8
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the Colony, at Government House, Brisbane, this
twentieth day of June, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixty-six
and in the thirtieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency 's Commdnd,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Authority ;  W. C. BELBRTOGE,  Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
QUEENSLAND
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PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
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SATURDAY,  23RD  JUNE, 1866.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the subjoined Despatch
from the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
[CnsCuLA].]
Downing Street,
6th April, 1866.
Sizs-The Board of Trade have called my atten-
tion to a case in which the Registrar of Shipping at
a Colonial Port refused to receive a despatch from
a British Consul abroad, containing the register of
a British vessel, on the ground that the postage on
the despatch had not been prepaid.
It is obvious that great inconvenience might
result from the refusal of officers to receive letters
on the public service, and I wish, therefore, to call
your attention to the subject, in order that, unless
some understanding already exists, directions may
be issued to guard against such an occurrence in
the Colony under your Government.
I have, &c.,
EDWARD CARDWELL.
Govenor Sir G. F. Bowen, G.C.M.G.,
&c., &c., &e.
Colonial Secretaryy's Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCIL.
TOWNSYILLE PE+TIIION.
I N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-ment 28 Victoria, No. 25, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has directed the publication of the sub itance of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency, as hereunder
set forth, purporting to be signed by persons
qualified to be placed upon the Electoral Roll of
the District of Kennedy, praying for the erection
of a portion of such district into a Province, and
the establishment therein of a Provincial Council.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state, that it is highly advan-
tageous for the interests of this portion of the
district that the country trading with the port at
[No. 60.
Cleveland Bay ,  should be formed into a Province
under the  Provincial Councils  Act  of  1864, and
they therefore pray that the area lying within the
undermentioned boundaries  may  be proclaimed a
Province  :-"  Commencing at the mouth of the
Burdekin River ,  and on the left bank of the same ;
thence by the left bank of that river till it meets
the Suttor River ,  thence by  the left  bank of the
Suttor River till it meets the 21st parallel of
latitude  ;  thence  by that  parallel till it strikes the
142nd meridian of longitude  ;  thence by that meri-
dian northerly till it strikes the 19th parallel of
latitude ;  and thence by that parallel to the heads of
the Dry  River ; thence by the watershed of that
river till it meets the Burdekin ,  and thence by a
line due east to the coast and thence by the coast
line to the starting point.
[The signatures to this petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 28th April, 1866,
No. 46.]
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCILS.
ROCKINGHAM BAY DISTRICT.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 23, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has directed the publication of the sub-
stance of a Petition, addressed to His Excellency,
as hereunder set forth, purporting to be signed by
persons qualified to be placed upon the Electoral
Roll of the Kennedy District, praying for the
erection of certain portions of such District into a
Province, and the establishment therein of a Pro-
vincial Council.
Any counter petition in reference hereto must be
lodged with the Colonial Secretary within three
months from date hereof.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners express their desire to participate
in the benefits conferred by the Act providing for
the establishment of Provincial Councils, and they
therefore pray that the District of .Rockingham
Bay may be proclaimed a Province.[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  GoL'e4, n nt Gazette  of 2nd June, 1866,11
, ',o. 55.]
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Department of Lands and WTorks,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1866.
SHEEP RETURNS.
CCUPANTS of Crown Lands for pastoral
purposes are hereby reminded, that by the
9th section of the  Scab Act  1863, 27 Victoria, No.
2, it is incumbent upon them to snake to the Con1-
missioners of their districts respectively, on 1st July
now next, a Return of all Sheep depastured by
them ; and that such Return, in pursuance of the
Proclamation issued by His Excellency the
Governor, w.il, the advice of the Executive Council,
upon the 23rd March, 7.864, and in terms of such
section of the before-recited Act, must be accom-
panied by a remittance to the amount of the
assessment chargeable against them, at the rate of
ten shillings for every thousand or part of a thous-
and sheep so depastured.
Neglect of this provision of the Act will subject
the person defaulting to a penalty of Fifty Pounds.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not exonerate any person from the duty of
making the Return, or afl'ord him a plea for
exemption from penalty.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1866.
CATTLE RETURNS.
0
CCUPAA'' TS of Crown Lands for pastoral
purposes are reminded, that by the 6th
section of the Act 25 Victoria, No. 21  (Diseases
in Cattle Act),  the operation of which has been
revived by Proclamation, dated the 18th January,
1864, in terms of clause 2 of 26 Victoria, No. 6,
(Tlie Act to suspend Diseases in Cattle Act of  1862),
it is incumbent upon them to make to the Commis-
sioners of their districts respectively, on the lst
July  now next, a Return of all horned cattle owned
by them ; but no assessment upon such Cattle need
be for the present paid.
Neglect of this provision of the Act will subject
the person defaulting to a penalty of Fifty Pounds.
As far as practicable, printed forms of return
will be supplied, but the non-receipt of such forms
will not exonerate any person from the duty of
making the Return, or afford hint a plea for exemp-
tion from penalty.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 21st June, 1866.
Excellency the Governor, with the advice
IJIS of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish additional Branch Savings Banks at
the undermentioned places, viz., Nebo and'Tambo.
The above Branch Offices will be opened from and
after the 1st proxiruo.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOS1 4UA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 20th June, 1866.
W HEREAS it has been deemed expedient toconstitute Cleveland Bay a WarehousingPort for the Warehousing of Dutiable Goods
-intended for home consumption, or exportation,
previously to the payment of duties thereon : His
Excellency the Governor has, with the advice of
the Executive Council, been pleased to direct it to
be notified, that from and after the 21st June.
1866, Cleveland Bay shall be a Warehousing Port
accordingly ; and it shall be lawful for the. Collector
of Customs, by notice under his hand, to appointFront time  to  time  such warehouse Or warehouses
at the said Port as shall be approved of by him forthe warehousin of dutiable goods therein, subject
to the law in that  behalf  which is now or shall
hereafter be in force.
By His Excellency's Commniand,
JOSHUA  P.  BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  17th January, 1863.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BE TWEEN BRISBANE
OR S D  EY AND BATAVIA OR SINGA-
PO ft',  VIA  TORRES '  STRAITS.T1-'s ii  Queensland Government having in con-templation  the establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  vid  Torres '  Straits and Singapore, sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until MON-
DAY, the 25th  June, 1866, for the conveyance of
the English Mails,  monthly ,  for a period of five
years, from and to Brisbane and Batavia ,  calling
at Port Denison and Cape York.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore and Sydney  ;  and separate
offers wi ll  be received for Monthly Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape York, and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger acconx-
modation of 1st and 2nd class, the tonnage, horse-
power, and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether propelled by screw or paddles ; also
to state the time at which the service can be
commenced.
The Contract will embrace the conveyance of all
Mails put on board, whether British, Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office, or by applying to Messrs. Julyan
and Sergeaunt ,  Crown Agents, 6 Adolphi Terrace,
Strand, London.
Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer , Brisbane , and marked  "  Tender
for the Conveyance  of Mails  rid Torres '  Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Memoranda for the is formation of persons wishing to
Tender for the Torres '  Straits Mail Service, in
replt/ to Treasury advertisement, dated the  17th
January, 1866.
1. Tenders to state fu ll y the speed ,  tonnage, passenger
accommodation of each class ,  how propelled ,  and all
other information relative to the vessels to be employed,
required by the advertisement.
2. Vessels to start from each end of the Contract line
monthly, at such times as may be hereafter determined,
with a view of making the  Torres'  Straits Mail Service
alternate with that  vin  Cape Leeuwin ,  thus securing
fortnightly communication between Australia and
Europe.
3. Plans and sections of vessels proposed to be
employed to be sent with the Tender.
4. Vessels  to be at  all times supplied and furnished
with  all necessary and proper machinery ,  ea.gines, pro-
visions, anchors, cables ,  boats ,  fire pumps ,  and lightning
conductors, and all proper appliances ,  subject to the
approval of the Officers appointed for the purpose by the
Postmaster -General.
5. Vessels to be officered and n tanned to the satisfac-
tion of the Postmaster -General.
6. Each vessel to carry a properly qualified medical
practitioner , and  to be furnished with sufficient medicines
and medical comforts.
7. The Postmaster General or his representative may
delay departure of Contract Steamer twenty -four hours
when deemed necessary.
S. The Contract Steamer to leave Batavia or Singapore
within twenty-four hours after the arrival of the
Europ(_c-r '%rail  Steamers ,  and to carry the Mails to their
dcstiu .r,! at an average speed of not less than ter(`
lnv t;: _ _ing at Cape York ,  and such other port or ports
a ; tno } agreed on,  reasonable  time for detention being
,;'owed  by the Government.
9. Should  the Mails not be delivered ruithiu the time
ti,)ulatcd,  the Bann of  £ 100 to be dodncted, by way of
penalty, for  every twenty -four hours of such  delay, the,
Tcnut;r,:  xi;l ,d,o l ,o reoeh  ("' )  for the  s(;rvio(,  Oil a r; ;ale pr'oo-
tiurt ,to,, a. to h o l Est r, firma 111110 to olcveu
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full amount of penalty, however, not to exceed the
proportionate suin due for that particular service.
10. Postmaster-General to pay an award of £50, over
and above the Contract sum, for each and every twenty-
four hours the Mail shall be delivered within the time
covenanted for-
11. As a penalty for not providing an efficient vessel
ready to start according to agreement, Contractors to
pay, by  way of penalty, the suns of £250, also to pay a
further sum of £100 for every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay.
12. Contractors to have not less than three vessels of
the stipulated tonnage and power at all times ready for
service.
13. Postmaster-General may appoint a Mail Agent to
each vessel, who shall be provided with suitable first-
class cabin accommodation and table, at the expense of
the Contractors. The said Mail Agent to have
customary powers with regard to determining questions
relative to Mails, and the despatch or detention of vessels
carrying Mails.
14. Necessary and suitable accommodation, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General, to be provided
for the purpose of sorting and making up Mails during
the voyage, if required.
15. Mails to be delivered at the Post Office, and con-
veyed to the Steamers at the expense of the Contractor,
without any delay.
16. Payments to be made quarterly in Brisbane, anp
the payment stipulated to be in full satisfaction for the
service ; the Mail money to belong to Her Majesty.
17. The agreement to be entered into to be in force
for five years, but Government reserve to themselves
power to determine the Contract, should the service not
be properly performed.
18. Contractors may at any time terminate the agree-
ment, upon giving six months notice of their intention,
and by paying, by way of forfeit, a sum equivalent to
two months' subsidy.
19. Contractors not to dispose of, or under-let the
Contract, without the consent of the Postmaster-General.
20. Contractors to be bound in the penal sum of
£15,000, to be paid to the Government by way of stipu-
lated damages, in case of failure on their part to
carry out the agreement.
21. Government reserve to themselves the right to
add other reasonable stipulations to those already
mentioned.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
P OPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for thepurchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch O (ficc of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
. By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to hint from the age of' 55 until
his death by a yearly paynucnt of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 Os.  5d., equal to £29 13s. a year- to commence
at 60-by payment of ei Iht shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
BRANCHES of the aloe---e Bank are now openat Brisbane, Bo;ve,i  ( rt Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliol--,% Cleveland, Condamine,
Dolby, Drayton, Gayndali. + ladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1866.
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY
AT IPSWICH.
F ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
FRIDAY, the 6th July next, at Noon, from
persons willing to contract for the supply of the
whole or any of the undermentioned Stores, &c.,
in such quantities as may be required, during twelve
calender months, commencing from the date of the
acceptance of the Tender, upon the conditions here-
after specified. To be delivered at the Railway
Stores, Ipswich.
Printed Forms of Tenders may be obtained at
this Office, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum, signed by the party
tendering, and two responsible persons as sureties,
agreeing to be answerable for the due perform-
ance of the contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event
that they will severally execute and deliver at
the office of the Railway Conveyancer, in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £50 for security of such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very best description of
their several kinds.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
[For Classification of Stores, see  Government
Gazette  of 16th June, 1866, No. 58.]
Education Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1866.
REFERRING to the notification published in
the  Government Gazette  of 10th February,
1866, respecting the future admission of Candidates
to the Civil Service of this Colony, by competitive
Examinations, the Board of Education reminds
intending Candidates that the first Half-yearly
Examination will be held in July next, and that
they are required to send in their certificates,
addressed to the Board's Secretary on or before
2nd July, 1866.
All necessary information as to the certificates
required, and the method of the examination,
will be found in the abnn c emcntioned notification in
the  Gazette,  a copy of,, -'I is kept at every Police
Office in the  Colony.
By Order u.'the Board,
ROBERT BOURNE,
secretary.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1866.
MONEY ORDER OFFICES.
THE following alterations in the Money Order
Offices of the United Kingdom and Colonies,
are published for general information.
J. DOUGLAS,
P os t ma s ter-General .
ENGLAND.
1. Money Order Offices have been opened at-
Head Office. County.Broughton. ....... .......... Winchester ...Hants
Caledonian Road .........Darlington......Durham
Coleford .....................Bath ............Somerset
Freemantle .................. Southampton... Hants
Great Horton ...............Bradford ......York
$ooley Hill ............... Manchester ... Lancaster
Ince ........................... Wigan ......... Lancaster
Kilburn .....................Derby .........Derby
Mortimer ..................Reading .... ...Berks
Narborough ...............Brandon .......Norfolk
Oldham Road, R.O. ...... Rochdale ......Lancaster
Pelsall ........................ Walsall ......... Stafford
Prospect Road, R.O.......Birmingham ...Warwick
Royton .................... Oldham .........Laancaster
South Mimms ............Barnet .........Middlesex
South Street, R.O....... ..Scarborough ...York
Sutton ........................St. Helen's ...Lancaster
Upper Parr Street, R.O. St. Helen's ...Lancaster
Upway .....................Dorchester ...Dorset
Vauxhall Road, 11.0....... Birmingham ...Warwick
York Place, R.O. ......... Brighton ...Sussex
2. Money Order Offices have been opened in
London at-
Postal District.
No. 42, Aldersgate Street ... ... ... E. C.
Gresham Street ... ... ... ... E. C.
Wood Street (Silver Street) ... ...E. C.
3. The Money Order Offices at "St. George's
Place" (Brighton), " Rainham" (Sittingbourne), and
Ashted Row" (Birmingham), have been abolished
SCOTLAND.
4. Money Order Offices have been opened at-
Head Office. County.
Aberlour ..................... Craigellaehie ... Banff
Armadale .... . ....... . ..... Edinburgh ... Linlithgow
Auchmill ..................Aberdeen ......Aberdeen
Auldgirth .................Dumfries .....Dumfries
Duke Street, R.O. ......... Glasgow ......... Lanark
Stevenston  ................  Saltcoats ...Ayr
Franklin Place, R.O.......Glasgow........Lanark
Kirkliston  .................. Edinburgh ...... Linlithgow
Old Aberdeen, R.O. ...... Aberdeen ...... Aberdeen
Portmahomack ............Taira ............Ross
Woodside, N. B. ......... Aberdeen .....Aberdeen
5. The designation of the Money Order Office at
"Hanover street" (Edinburgh), has bveu altered to
" George street."
IRELAND.
6. Money Order Offices have opened at-
Head Office. County,
Camden Street, R.O. ...... Dublin .........Dublin
Crettyard .................. Carlow ......... Queen's
Kilbrittain .................Bandon .........Cork
A'ortli Wall, R.O.......... Dublin ......... Dublin
COLONIAL.
'Yew Sazntli Wales.
7. On and after the 1st July, 1866, the Post
Office Money Order system will be extended to the
following places, viz.:-
Balmain Marulan
Balranald Moama
Bendemecr Newtown
Bourke Paddington
Branxton T'abulazn
Casino Tarcutta
Coonabarabran LTrana
Gunnedah Wallsend
Gundaroo Warialda
Hay Walgett
Lechinvar Wollonibi
QUEENSLAND.
8. Money Order Offices will be opened, on the 1st
August, 1866.  at-Mackay Springsure Townsville
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BRIS-
BANE OR SYDNEY, AND BATAVIA OR SINGA-
PORE,  via'  TORRES' STRAITS.
POSTPONEMENT OF TIME FOR RECEIVING
TENDERS.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, June 20th, 1866.
A
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to postpone the time for the reception of tenders
for the above service, as advertised in  Goverremen.t
Gazette  of the 17th January, ultimo, to the 5th
July, proximo.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. DOUGLAS,
Postmaster-General.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORE TON BAY.
BRISBANE BAR-WEST CHANNEL.
ON and after this date a Green Light will be
exhibited on a screw pile placed on the N.W.
edge of the West Bank, bearing from the Light-
ship about S.W. by W.
This light in line with the West Beacon light on
a S.S.E. 4 E. bearing, leads in from the anchorage
off the Bar, to the Entrance of the Outer Cutting.
The line passing the outer black buoy at a distance
of about 70 feet, and the Outer Beacon, in mid-
channel.
When a vessel, entering the channel, is abreast
the Outer Beacon, she is no longer to keep the line
of lights, but to follow the line of Black Beacons
on the East side of the Cutting and of the West
Channel.
By order of th&,Marino Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Postmaster.
Port  Office, 12th  June, 1866.
Office of Superintendent of
Pilots, Lights, and Harbors,
Sydney, 4th June, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
1N consequence of the gr at change which haslately taken plac , at the entr nce to theM'Leay River, ithas been found necessary to erect
a temporary flag-staff, near the extremity of the
Southern Spit.
Masters of vessels are hereby informed that
the signals for entering, &e., will, for the present,
be shewn from the above-mentioned temporary
flag-staff.
FRANCIS HIXSON,
Superintendent.
TOTICE is hereby given, that on and after this
.I 21st June, 1866, that portion of the Customs
premises at Townsville, Cleveland Bay, known as
the Queen's Warehouse, will be set apart for the
purposes of a Bonded Store for the warehousing
of dutiable goods previously to the payment
thereon of duties, or to exportation, in accordance
R ith the Act of the Governor and Council of New
South Wales, 9 Victoria, No. 15.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1866.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1866.
IVOTICE.--Mr. EDGAR JONES, of Brisbane, is
I this day Licensed as a Surveyor, qualified to
act under the provisions, and for the purposes, of
the  Real Property Act of 1861.
F. 0. DARVALL,
registrar-General.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFgR NOTICE.
/j1ARE Notice that applications have been made to bring the I4aids c eacribed below under the
j provisions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person - desiring to oppose must do so by
each,case.himself or  by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named in
F. O. DARVALL,  Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Proprietor Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged
Part of allotment 19 of section 3, containing 17 perches;
county Stanley ; parish, South Brisbane
Joseph Wonderley ...
... 23rd July, 1866.
Portion No. 292, containing 5 acres ; county, Stanley;.
parish, Ipswich
Mary Drane... ...
... Ditto.
Allotment 8 of section 29, containing 2 roods 9 perches ; Wm. Seaward, Wm. Clarke, Ditto.
county, Herbert; parish, Pring; town, Bowen and John Wm. Greaves
I
N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office :-
No. Date of Deed .  Names and Description of Parties.
46 9th June, 1866 ..
Nature and Effect of
Deed.
Deed of Assignment
of all the estate
and effects of the
said Henry Pros-
ser, in trust for
the benefit of the
creditors of the
said Henry Pros-
ser.
Date of Registration.
Lodged at the
office of the Su-
preme Court this
30th day of June,
A.D. 1866, and
enteredsame day.
p
REYNOLDS BAL'L,
Registrar  Of theSupreme  Court  of -Queensland.
OTICE is hereby given, that there will be a
Petty Sessions Meeting held at the Court
Between Henry Prosser, of East street, Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
tailor and draper, of the first part ; John
Dawson, of Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, draper (Trustee for the pur-
poses in the Deed of Assignment mentioned),
of the second part ; and the  several persons
and bodies corporate who have, by them-
selves  or their agents, executed  the said
Deed of Assignment, being creditors of the
said Henry Prosser, and whose  names are
mentioned in the schedule attached to the
said Deed of Assignment of the third art
House, Rockhampton, at noon, on 10th da of July,
1866, for the purpose of Granting Publicans'
Licenses.
FRANK N. BEDDEK,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office, Rockhampton, 12th June, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Brown, of
Brisbane, green-grocer.
11 W
HEREAS the said William Brown was,
on the 20th day of June, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 28th day of June, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also, to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the
Insolvent up to the time of passing his last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvent; and a
Second Public Sitting of the Court, at the same
place, on THURSDAY, the 26th day of July, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 20th day of June, A.D.
1$66.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RIFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Archibald Banks, of
Cooper's Plains, farmer.
HEREAS the said Archibald Banks was,
on the 20th day of June, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 28th day of June,  A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the `Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall`be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on THURSDAY, the 26th
day of July, A.D. 1866, to commence 'at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 22nd day of June, A.D.
1866.
JAMES COCKLE, C. J.
WM. PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Charles Boyle and
John McGhee ,  of Fountain 's Camp, store-
keepers.
WIVEREAS  the said Charles Boyle and John
McGhee  was, on the 20th day of June,•A.D.
1866, adjudged to be Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court ,  to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane, on
THURSDAY,  the 28th day of .June, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o 'clock ,  for the proof
of debts against the said estate ,  and  for  the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required  ;  and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
-support shall  be made to the Insolvents up to the
time of passing their last examination ,  and whether
any and what tools and wearing  apparel  shall be
allowed to the Insolvents  ;  and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court ,  at the same place, on
THURSDAY,  the 26th day  Of  July ,  A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate,  and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 22nd day of June,
A.D. 1866.
JAMES COCKLE, C. J,
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee,
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Joseph Wm. Tilson, of
Brisbane ,  licensed publican.
W
HEREAS the said Joseph Wm. Tilson was, on
the 20th day of June, A.D. 1866 ,  adjudged to
be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court ,  to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  on MON-
DAY, the  2nd day of July, A.D.  1866 ,  to com-
mence at Eleven o'clock ,  for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required  ;  and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
sball be allowed to the Insolvent  ;  and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court ,  at the same place,
on THURSDAY,  the 2nd  day of  August, A.D.1866,
to commence at Eleven o 'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate ,  and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 22nd day of June, A.D.
1866.
JAMES COCKLE, C. J.
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIA STICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William John London, late of
Sandgate ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
Licensed Publican ,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will  be made to this honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ,  that Probate
of the last Wi ll and Testament of the abovenamed
deceased may be granted to Daniel Rountree
Somerset ,  one of the Executors in the said Wi ll
named,  (William Augustine Duncan ,  the other
Executor in the same Will named having renounced
Probate thereof.)
Dated this 21st day of June, A.D., 1866.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Proctors for the Applicant,
Queen Street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Johann Niehnus, late of  Wharf
street, in the city of Brisbane ,  bricklayer,
deceased.
-TOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
.i. tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to this honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Pro-
bate of the last Will and Testament of the .  above-
named deceased may be granted to Johann Von
Aspern ,  of Wharf street, in  the city of  Brisbane,
tailor, the sole executor in the said Will named.
Dated this 20th day of June, A.D. 1866.
PETER MACPHERSON,
Proctor for Applicant,Kingsford's Buildings ,  Queen street ,  Brisbane.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.THE subscription to the Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February,  1866,
J 2npoultbirtg .
I MPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Mr. J. Brosman's
paddock, Six-mile Creek, near Redbank; trespass 2s. 6d.
One chesnut horse, JM or JH near shoulder.
From Mr. Somerfield's Paddock, Blackwall ; trespass
2s. 6d. per head.
One bay mare, star, near hind foot white, B over
cross or Z over cross near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, like 12 over RC off shoulder.
One bay filly, star, QW near shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, Tzj of shoulder.
One chesnut horse, streak like w over H near shoulder,
H off shoulder.
From Mr. A. McGrory's paddock ; trespass 2s. 6d.
One red cow and calf, top off off ear, WS over  e  off
ribs, MH loins
From Mr. C. F. Chubb's paddock ; trespass 2s. 6d. per
head.
One yellow and white heifer calf, no legible brand.
One blue strawberry heifer calf, no legible brand. Split
off ear and quarter off.
One white steer, split of ear, like J W off rump, L off
ribs.
One red heifer calf, no legible brand.
If not released on or before 17th July, will be sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Eidswold Station,
28th May, 1866, by order of Messrs. Ivery
Brothers.
One bay mare, WG near shoulder, star.
One chesnut horse, foal at foot, unbranded.
If not released, will be sold June 29th, 1866.
ANDREW FARRELLY, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Eton Vale, 9th
June, 1866, by order of H. Nelson, Esq. Driving
expenses  2s. per head.
One brown filly, S over  or 8 over  off shoulder,
star.
One chesnut horse, like A over 2T near shoulder, No. I
over diamond off saddle, blind off eye.
One grey colt, like 2 over 3A or 2 over 36 near
shoulder.
One brown filly, like 0 over -  over a or C over [
near  shoulder.
One black filly, 0 over or C over  , near  shoulder.
One bay horse, lump off flank, like td r over HL
conjoined over PG near shoulder, PG near thigh,
star.
One bay horse, like FF or FP over illegible brand near
shoulder, near hind foot white.
If not released on or before 3rd July, 1866, will be sold.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at North Brisbane, from the grow-
ing crops of Mr. Dart, May 9th, 1866.
One blue steer, no visible brand.
One strawberry bullock, red neck, JJ near ribs.
One yellow and white bullock, GCJ reversed off rump.
One red and white spotted bullock, JJ near ribs.
Also, from Mr. France's growing crop.
One blue and white cow, MIG of ribs.
One red and white steer, WW off rump, 9 on off
shoulder.
One red and white spotted cow, JG reversed.
One red and white spotted cow, illegible brand off ribs.
One red and white steer, illegible brand near ribs.
If not released on or before the 19th June, 1866, will
be sold.
EDMUND HUGHES, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the cultivation of
Mr. W. Crawford, 7th June, 1866. Damages, 5s.
One red steer, no visible brand.
If not released on or before the 3rd July, 1866, will
be sold.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE
Printed and Published by W. C. BELBRIDGE, Government Printer,
William Street, 23rd June, 1866.
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I N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, itundermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office :-
No.
46
Date of Deed. I
9th June, 1866...
Names and Description of Parties.
Between Henry Prosser, of East street, Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
tailor and draper, of the first part ; John
Dawson, of Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, draper (Trustee for the pur-
poses in the Deed of Assignment mentioned),
of the second part ; and the several persons
and bodies corporate who have, by them-
selves or their agents, executed the said
Deed of Assignment, being creditors of the
said Henry Prosser, and whose names are
mentioned in the schedule attached to the
said Deed of Assignment, of the third part.
Nature and Effect of
Deed.
is notified that the
Date of  Registration.
Deed of Assignment Lodged at the
of all the estate office of the Su-
and effects of the preme Court this
said  Henry Pros- 20th day of June,
ser, in  trust for A.D. 1866, and
the benefit of the entered same day.
creditors of the
said  Henry Pros-.
ser.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland,
oberuiuent
By Authority : W. C. BananiJ)GE, Government Printer, William Street, Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1866.
TENDERS FOR CLOTHING, 1867-8.Tr 1ENDE IIS are hereby invited, and will be1 received at this Office, until Noon, on MON-
DAY, the 23rd July next, from persons willing to
contract for the supply of Clothing for Police,
Turnkeys, and Warders, for two years, from the
1st January, 1867, in accordance with patterns on
view at the Colonial Store, Brisbane, where printed
Forms of Tender and any information required
concerning the Tender may be obtained.
The subjoined lists show the quantities of each
article of clothing likely to be required in each
year.
Delivery to be made into the Colonial Store,
Brisbane, not later than 1st December next.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in such case that they will severally
execute and deliver at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a
bond to Her Majesty, for securing such perform-
ance, in the sum of two hundred and fifty pounds,
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
CLOTHING FOR WARDERS, TURNKEYS, ETC., ATTACHED
TO H.M. GAOLS, LUNATIC AsYLUaI, AND HULK.
40 blue cloth tunics
80 pairs blue cloth trowsers
40 great coats, long
80 pairs white duck trowsers
80 caps, with glazed covers
160 white cap covers
50 duty badges (key)
40 oilskin capes
CLOTHING FOR WATER POLICE AND QUARANTINE
GROUND.
50 blue serge uniform shirts
50 white drill shirts
25 pairs blue cloth trowsers, No. 1 (dress)
[No. 62.
25 pairs blue cloth trowsers ,  No. 2 (undress)
25 pairs white drill trowsers
25 pairs white duck trowsers
25 caps, with glazed covers
50 white cap covers
60 hat ribbons  (Water  Police)
25 sou'-westers
25 monkey jackets
CLOTHING FOR POLICE FORCE.
600 caps, with glazed covers
1200 white cap covers
300 dress jackets
300 undress jackets
200 pairs dress trowsers, strapped
200 pairs undress trowsers, strapped
100 pairs dress trowsers
100 pairs undress trowsers
300 great coats, long
300 oilskin capes
CLOTHING FOR NATIVE POLICE FORCE.
150 dress jackets
150 pairs dress trowsers, strapped
150 pairs undress trowsers, strapped, leather
600 blue jumpers
600 pairs white duck trowsers, strapped
300 caps and glazed covers
300 pairs cotton braces
CLOTHING FOR GOLD EscoRTS.
16 dress jackets
16 pairs dress trowsers, strapped
16 pairs undress trowsers, leather strapped
64 pairs white duck trowsers, strapped
32 caps and glazed covers
64 white cap covers
61 blue jumpers
10 ponchos
TENDER FOR BOOTS.
600 pairs men's wellington boots, colonial made
300 pairs men's bluchers, with nails,  of sizes
300 pairs men's bluchers, without  nails ,  of sizes
300 pair men's shoes, with rails, of sizes
300 pairs  men's shoes,  without nails,  of sizes
100 pairs of women's boots , bluchers, without nails,
cf sizes
250 pairs  women's shoes ,  of sizes
Leather, kip, sole, and horsehide.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th June, 1866.
SUPPLIES FOR CIVIL SERVICE, •1867-8.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office, until
Noon, on MONDAY ,  the 23rd day of July
next ,  from persons willing to contract for the Supply
of Stationery ,  Linen -drapery ,  Saddlery ,  Ironmon-
gery ,  &c., for two years,  from the Ist January, 1867,
in such quantities as may be required from time to
time by the Colonial Storekeeper ,  in Brisbane, from
whom printed Forms of Tender ,  and all necessary
information can be obtained. -
The subjoined lists show the quantities of each
article likely to be required in each year.
It will be optional with persons to tender for any
one or more of the classes into which the Supplies
are divided ,  but no tender can be received for only
a portion of the articles enumerated in such class.
Attached to each Tender there  must  be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering ,  and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in such case that they will severally
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a
bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance
in the sum of
1. One hundred pounds in the case of contract
for Staionery.
2. One hundred pounds in the case of contract
for Linen-drapery.
3. Twenty-five pounds in the case of contract
for Saddlery.
4. One hundred pounds in the case of contract
for Ironmongery.
5. Fifty pounds in the case of contract for
Ship Chandlery.
6. Fifty pounds in the case of contract for
Arms.
7. Fifty  pounds in the case of contract for
Surveyor 's materials.
8. Fifty pounds in the case of contract for
Diver 's gear.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R.  It.  MACKENZIE.
STATIONERY TENDER.
Class 1.
Books-6 quire medium, ruled and indexed
„
foolscap copying machine ,  1,000 leaves
demy copying machine, 1,000 leaves
guards, demy,  indexed and leaved
guards, demy ,  skeleton
guards, foolscap ,  indexed and leaved
guards, foolscap ,  skeleton
6 quire demy, ruled and indexed
6 quire demy plain
4 quire foolscap, ruled double money
4 quire foolscap, plain
4 quire demy, ruled double money
4 quire demy, plain
3 quire demy, ruled faint lines
3 quire demy, plain
3 quire foolscap, ruled faint lines
3 quire foolscap, plain
2 quire foolscap, ruled cash and faint lines
mein oran dum
„ copy,  for schools, per dozen
exercise, for schools, per dozen
National School  series-Books -arithmetic
„
7,
mensuration
geometry
reading lessons, first
to fifth seriesgrammar
spelling
dictionaries
Books Pinnoek's Goldsmith's England
„ Pinnock's Goldsmith's Rome
„ Pinnock's Goldsmith's Greece
Judge's note
„ Bibles
Testaments
Common Prayer
Books-Bibles, Douay
Roman Catholic Prayer
„ Atlas
Paper-continuous double elephant drawing, per yard
„ cartridge drawing, per ream
„
„
cartridge, per ream
demy, blue wove, 24 lbs., ruled faint, per ream
foolscap, cream laid, cut edges, ruled, 18 lbs.,
per ream
foolscap, cream laid, cut edges, plain, 18 lbs.,
per ream
foolscap, blue wove, cut edges, ruled, 16 lbs.,
per ream
foolscap, blue wove, out edges, plain, 16 lbs.,
per ream
post, blue wove, 20 lbs., per ream
post, cream laid, 20 lbs., per ream
note, blue wove, 5 lbs., per ream
note, cream laid, thick, per ream
brown, large, thick, per ream
brown, small, thick, per ream
demy copying, per ream
foolscap copying, per ream
„ white blotting, heavy, per ream
red blotting, heavy, per ream
Parchment-18 x 28
„ 18x24
„ 18x20
Gum arabic, per lb.
Pencils-Rowney's assorted, per dozen
Royal Academy, per dozen
Faber's, red and blue in one, per dozen
Faber's, red and blue, separate, per dozen
Elastic bands, boxes, each
Pasteboards-foolscap size, per dozen
medium size, per dozen
„ demy size, per dozen
Balances-Salter's letter, best quality
„ Salter's spring, best quality
Boxes-date
despatch, Chubb's lock, duplicate keys, demy
size
Bodkins, handled
Blotting books-foolscap size, lock and duplicate keys
is demy size, lock and duplicate keys
Brushes, damping, for copying press
Clips-letter, foolscap
„ letter, hand
Cabinet, envelope, lock and key, with drawer
Cards jurors, per pack) playing, per pack
Candles, best sperm, per lb.
Cord-green silk, per skein
„ strong, with tags
strong, fine laid, per lb.
Dominoes, boxes of, each
Envelopes-cartridge, extra large, cameo, per 1,000
cartridge, large, cameo, per 1,000
cartridge, foolscap, cameo, per 1,000
very long and lined calico, per 1,000
very long, not lined, per 1,000
official, cream laid and blue wove, per
1,000, cameo
letter, cream laid and blue wove, per 1,000
(with and without cameo)
note, cream laid and blue  wove,  per 1,000
(with and without cameo)
Tnk erasers, per dozen
Eyelet machines
Eyelets, boxes of
Folders, ivory, paper, 10 inches, thick, each.
Files, paper-18 inches, telescope, per dozen
„ 12 inches, per dozen
„ 6 inches, per dozen
Glasses, ink-No. 2 and 3, round, per dozen
square, with tops
best, for ebony inkstands
Gum bottles, with brushes
Hones, in wood
Inkstands-ebony, best quality, each
„ ebony, second best quality, each
square pewter
„ round pewter, large, with stands
„ round pewter, small
Ink, fluid-black
„ blue
copying
„ red
Stephens' blue black
„ tins of obliterating
„ tins of stamping, black
tins of stamping, red
Ink powders-red, per dozen
„ black, per dozen
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Indiarubber, pieces
Knives-pocket
erasing
„ desk
Needles, looping
Pads, blotting-foolscap
demy
Pounce, packets, per dozen
Pens-steel nibs, per box
as
as
3
William Mitchell's S and N magnum bonum
Sands and Kenny's E, or W. Mitchell's
magnum bonum pens
„ quills, per 1,000
Penholders-indiarubber
„ wood
Pencils, common, office, and slate
Pen-cleaners
wipers
„ racks
Presses-paper, lead, and bronze
copying, foolscap size
Portfolios, assorted sizes-40 x 30
36 x 24
as demy
foolscap
Ribbon, pieces, green silk
Rulers, round ebony-24 inches
18 inches
12 inches
Slates-foolscap
» demy
Scissors, best makers-large
small
Tape, red-broad, per dozen
„ middle
„ narrow
Wafers-per box
„ legal, per box
Wafer seals, ebony, eachWax-red, best
„ red, broad sticks, Post Office use
LINEN  DRAPERY AND SLOPS FOR  LUNATIC ASYLux,
AND GAOLS.
Class 2.
3,000 pairs 4 grey blankets
Calico, double width, bleached, per yard
single width, bleached, per yard
„ double width, unbleached, per yard
single width, unbleached, per yard
striped venetian blind, per yard
glazed union, per yard
Check, blue and white linen, per yard
Combs, rack
Combs, small tooth
Duck, linen, per yard
450 pairs flannel drawers
Dresses, print, per yard
300 men's dowlas frocks
600 men's felt hats
50 men's Panama hats
150 women's hats, felt and straw
300 pairs men's cotton socks, half hose
300 pairs men's woollen socks, half hose
250 pairs women's white cotton stockings, hose
250 pairs women's grey or brown woollen stokings,
hose
300 men's grey prison jackets
200 women's brown serge jackets
200 women's cotton striped jackets
Needles, per packet
Osnaburg, per yard
250 brown serge petticoats
200 striped cotton petticoats
Rugs, woollen, each
150 linen shifts
250 Scotch twill shifts
1,050 Scotch twill shirts, best quality
700 Scotch twill shirts, inferior
300 serge shirts
600 flannel shirts
Tape, white
Thread, white, per lb.
„ black, per lb.
Ticking, bed, per yard
Towels, huckaback
diaper
„ flesh
600 pairs moleskin trowsers
300 pairs dowlas trowsers
SADDLERY TENDER.
Class 3.
Bags, messenger's
,, saddle
Bits
Bridles
Brushes, dandriff
as horn
Buckets, carbine
Combs, curry
„ mane
Cruppers
Girths, hemp
is leather
Halters
Headstalls
Hobbles
Picks, hoof
Pouches, cap
cartridge
„ handcuff case
Saddles, pack and riding
Sponges, horse
Spurs, with leathers
Straps, carbine
„ cloak
„ holster
saddle
„ wallet
Stirrup irons
„ leathers
Shoulder belts
Surcingles
Swivels, sword and carbine
Waist belts
IRONMONGERY  TENDER.
Class 4.
Axes, American, 4 to 6 lbs.
„ Collins', 5 to 7 lbs.
Adzes, carpenter's
Anvils
Awls, brad
„ shoemaker's
Barrows, wheel, iron
wood, box
Baskets, waste paper
Basins, galvanised iron
as „ tin
„ iron, enamelled
Bath bricks
Bedsteads, iron, single
Bells, office, gongs
Boilers, iron, oval, tinned, with covers, 2 to 10 gallons
Buckles, boot
Boxes, cash, japanned,  9  inches Chubb's lock
as as
as as
Boxes, twine
„ deed, tin
10 inches
11 inches
12 inches
as
as
as
Brace bits, with 36 bits and collar
Brooms, bass, Nos. 4 and 5
as
as
as
Brushes,
Buckets,
millet
hair, No. 6 and 8
turk's head
coir
banister
clothes
hair
hand scrubs
deck scrubs
shaving
whitewash
paint, sash tools
„ l lb. and lb.
paint scrubbers
shoe
wooden
„ galvanised iron
Callipers
Camp ovens
Candlesticks, round, brass, and japanned
Cans, water
Chains, marching (for 6 men)
Chisels, carpenter's
„ cold
„ socket
Cleavers, butcher's
Crowbars
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Diamonds, glaziers
Dishes, oval, 12 inches
14 inches
16 inches
18 inches
Emery cloth, per quire
„ paper, per quire
powder, fine and coarse grains
Fuse, gutta percha
„ double tape
Feeders, oil, one pint
„ „ one quart
Files, bastard, various, per inch
crosscut saw
„ hand saw
„ pit saw
„ blacksmiths
Filters, water, per gallon
Forks, carving, black or bone
dinner, black or bone
„ flesh
„ stable
Forges
Funnells
Frying pans, Nos. 7 to 9, tinned iron, round
Gimlets, per dozen
Glasses, chimney, for lamps
Glass, sheet, window, any size
Glue, best London
Grinding stones, per inch
Hammers, blacksmith's hand, per lb.
„ sledge
„ claw
carpenter's
shingling
shoeing
„ shoemaker's
„ sledge, all weights
Handcuffs, chain And keys
Handles, axe, F4nglish; ash
hammer
„ broom
mop
sledge
Irons, soldering, 4 lb., per lb.
„ leg, 4, 7, and 14 lbs., per lb.
Iron, Assorted  sizes,  round
flat
square
Kettles, tea, 2 to 9 quarts
„ kitchen, 2 to 10 gallons
Knives, butcher's, 5 to 12 inches
„ carving, black or bone
„ dinner, black or bone
Ladles, iron
Lamps, kerosine
Lanterns, prison, glass sides
„ bull's  eye
„ stable
Levels, spirit
Lead, sheet
,, scrap
Matches, lucifers, per box
„ wax, vestas, per box
Mats, door, cocoa
Mauls, each
Mops, heads, 14 to 16 ounces each
Measuring tapes, 66 feet
Measures, assorted, liquids
Nails, Ewbank's, 1 to 4 inches, per lb.
clout, best countersunk
„ batten
„ galvanised
shingle
spike
tacks, iron
tacks, tin
Needles, packing, per dozen
Oil, kerosine, per gallon
„ colza
neatsfoot
Fails, slop, galvanised iron
Pans, dust
,, bed
Paper, sand
„ glass
Pegs, boot
.pincers, carpenter's
Planes, jack
„ smoothing
Plates, tin, dinner (with thumb-pieces)
Plyers, each
Pots, glue, each
tin, pint, per dozen
tin, quart, per dozen
iron, with lids and hooks, 4 to 8 gallons, per cwt.
Powder, blasting
Rakes, garden, per tooth
Razors, good
Rules, 2 feet
Safes, fireproof, boxes, Milner's or Tann's, 20 x 14
„ 26x20
Saucepans, tinned, 1 to 10 quarts, each
„ enamelled, each
Saws , hand, each
crosscut, per foot
meat, each
pit, each
Sawsets,  pit, each
cross -cut, each
hand, each
-Scales, counter, 14 lbs., 28 lbs., and 56 lbs.
„ with scoop, 28 and 56 lbs.
hanging scoop, ration, 28 lbs.
Salters' circular
„ Salters' balance, 24 to 40 lbs.
Scissors, barbers
Screw-drivers
Screw wrenches
Screws, brass
iron
Shovels, Forster's
American, short handled
)) ))
Spades, Forster's
Solder
long handled
28 x 22
32 x 26
36 x 36
Steel, octagon, 14 inch
blister
„ sheer
Spoons, iron-tinned
„ horn
Steels, butchers
Steelyards, to weigh 200 and 300 lbs.
Stretchers, iron
Tomahawks, American
Tubs, wooden
„ urine, iron galvanized, with covers
Vyces, hand
„ bench
Wedges, iron, per lb.
Wicks, lamp, assorted, cotton and flat
Weights, per set, brass
iron
Weighing machines, Avery's lever,
7
cwt., with rail
9r ,, cwt.)) 4
10 cwt.
15 cwt.
„ 20 cwt,
Wheels, iron wrought, for barrows
Whistles, police
SHIP CHANDLERY,
Class 5,
Anchors-4 cwt. to 6 cwt.
„ boat
Blocks-patent, sheaved, 5 inches to 12 inches
bush, sheaved, 4 inches to 8 inches
iron bound, 10 inches double
iron bound, 10 inches, single
watch tackle, 8 inches, double
>) watch tackle, 8 inches,  single
Bunting, 18 inches-red
white
„ blue
yellow
Brushes,  tar-long  handled
„ short handled
Beeswax
Canvas, any number, per yard
Chain-proof, 4 to s inch
„ cross  barred, 1 inch to 12 inches
Chalk
Duck-American
„ best navy
Ensigns-3 yards, each
21 yards, each
2 yards, each
boat, each
Hemp, balls
Hooks and thimbles
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Lines-deep  sea lead
„
hand lead
log
cod
„ schnapper
Lamps, masthead, red
Life buoys
Lime
Muntz metal
Needles, sail
white
Pistols, Tranter's
„ revolvers
ship
Swords, cavalry, light
SURVEYORS MATERIALS.
Class 7.
Peutograph pins, per gross
Pallettes, 12 compartments
6 compartments
„ 3 compartments
nest, per dozen
Color saucers, each
Scales, Troughton and Sims', ivory, 4°o, with
„ duck
Nails, composition , sheathing
copper, from 1 inch to 4
„ copper, rivets
„ copper, washers
inches
Oil, raw linseed, Blundell, Spence, and Co.
boiled, pale, Blundell, Spence, and Co.
„ sweet
„ castor
„ china
Oars, ash, per foot
Oakum
Palms, seaming
roping
Paints, black, per lb.
white lead
red lead
green imperial
yellow ochre
blue, ultra marine
chrome, yellow
raw umber
zinc paint
blue, Prussian
patent driers
Pitch, per cwt.
Rope, Europe, any size, per cwt.
„ Manila, any  size,  per cwt.
coir, any size, per cwt.
Russian
bolt
ratlin line, 9 and 12 thread
4 stranded rigging, 4 to 5 inches
house line
marline
hambro line
„ spunyarn
„ white line
Rosin, per cwt.
Sheets galvanized iron, plain tinned galvanized, 24
guage, Morewood and Rogers', per cwt
Signal halliards
Shackles, chain
„ anchor
Tallow
Turpentine
Tacks, copper
Twine, roping
„ seaming
„ seining
Tar, coal
„ Stockholm
Tarpaulins
Tents
Thimbles, brass
„ composition
Varnish, bright
copal
„ hard brown
Waste cotton
Washers, iron assorted
Whiting.
ARMS TENDER.
Class 6.
Carbines, double barrelled, smooth bore
single barrelled, smooth bore
Terry's breech loader
wood
„
? ° with
,> 407
„ $ o, with
off-sets
off-sets
off-sets
„ architects
Protractors, ivory, 2'roughton and Sims
Proportional compassesTracing paper, double crown, per quire
double doubleJ 3)
„ linen, 24 inches, per yard
„ „ 36 inches, per yard
Newman's ox gall liquid
Steel straight edges, 2 feet
3 feet
4 feet
6 feet
Sets of squares
Winsor's and Newton's colors, gamboge, per cake
Gillett 'a mapping pens, per
„ steel crow quill
„ lithographic pens
Perry's lithographic pens
burnt sienna
raw sienna
Prussian blue
cobalt
verdant green
indigo
saturine
Indian yellow
ultra marine
burnt umber, per cake
raw umber
crimson lake
sepia
light red
burnt ochre
sap green
brown madder
carmine
vermillion
emerald green
neutral tint
Chinese white
flake white
card
Troughton  and Sims' best  ivory handled drawing pens
„
„
„
„
rolling parallel rulers
rolling parallel rulers, graduated
edges, 24 inches
rolling parallel rulers, graduated
edges, 18 inches
rolling parallel rulers, graduated
edges, 12 inches
Compasses, steel points, each
Indian ink, per stick
ARTICLES  REQUIRED  FOR DIVERS, ETC.
Diving Apparatus, Seibe and Reinke, complete
Spare dresses.
Clothing-Stout hose
Drawers
Under vests
Caps, red worsted
Neckerchiefs, imperials
Over jackets
Over trousers
Spare cuffs
India rubber solution
Naptha.
By Authority : W. C. BELB,.IDGE, Government Printer, William Street, Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
1 7 HEREAS it has been deemed expedient to
W  alter and amend the boundaries of the Gold
Field proclaimed on the eleventh day of August,
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three, as the
"Peak Downs Gold Field, "  and to cancel the
Proclamation then issued on that behalf : Now I, Sir
GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN, the Governor aforesaid,
in pursuance of the power vested in me, do hereby
declare the said Proclamation, issued under my Hand
and Seal on the said eleventh day of August, one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-three, to be can-
celled ; and that the following shall now be deemed
to be the boundaries of the Gold Field within the
meaning and for the purposes of the Act 20 Victoria,
No. 29, intituled  " An Act to amend the Laws
relating to the Gold Fields,"  that is to say:-
PEAK DowNs GOLD FIELD.
Bounded on the east by the Wolfang and Sandy Creeks
to the junction of Gowrie Creek ; and from thence by a
line north for seven miles ; from thence by a line west
to the Drummond Range ; on the west by the Drummond
range ; and on the south by Douglas Creek.
This description will include the Springs Rush,
and 11cMasters' Diggings.
Given. under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-ninth day of June, in the year of
Our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year of
Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross' of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and
St. George, Captain-General and Governor-
in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act
27 Victoria, No. 17.  (Pastoral Leases Act), I,  the
GOVERNOR aforesaid, withthe advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
Lease for five years for pastoral purposes of the
following portion of land, will be offered for Sale at
the undermentioned place, at Eleven o'clock, on
the day specified, at the upset price affixed thereto.
SALE AT THE LAND AGENT'S OFFICE, AT ROCKHAMPTON,
THE Ti n DAY of AUGUST, 1866.
Name of Run-Long Island.
Estimated available  area-25 square miles.
Upset price-£1 per square mile.
Long Island is situated on the  east side  of Broad Sound.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-ninth day of June, in the year of
our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year of
Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  27th June, 1866.
FJTS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
RANDAL EDEN WEBSTER, Esquire,
to be Chief  Clerk in the Colonial Secretary's
Department.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th June, 1866.
fiIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Execu ive- Cou cil has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM EDWARD HILLIARD,,Esquire,
Returning Officer for the Electoral District of
Port Curtis,  vice P. D.  Mansfield, resigned ;
ROBERT MILLER HUNTER, Esquire,
Returning Officer for the Electoral District of
Rockhampton,  vice P. D.  Mansfield, resigned ; and
HENRY MARJORIBANKS CHESTER,- Esquire,
Returning Officer for the Electoral District of
Warrego,  vice  T. H. B. Barron, resigned.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
872,
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  28th June, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased,
in terms of the Acts 28 and 29 Victoria , Nos. 21
and 22,  to appoint  the  undermentioned persons to
act as Assessors for the Municipality of .TOo-
woomba :-
Mr. WILLIAM LEE ELLIOTT SNOW, for North
Ward ;
Mr. THOMAS JAMES WHITE, for Central
Ward ;
Mr. DANIEL MCINNERNEX ,  for South Ward.
By His Excellency ' s Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  28th June, 1866.
POLLING PLACE.
IS  Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified, that he has been pleased, with the
advice of the Executive Council, to appoint
HIGHFIELDS,
in the Electoral District of Drayton and Too-
woomba, to be a Polling Place for taking the Poll
at the election of a member to serve in the Legisla-
tive Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Drayton and Toowoomba, in the event
of the. election being contested in such district.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Department  of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 28th  June, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the appointment of
JAMES TAYLOR, Esquire, M.L.A.
T. G. ROBINSON, Esquire,
JAMES WATTS. GRIMES, Esquire,
as Trustees for the land granted for a Race-course
at Toowoomba.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ;  25th June, 1866.
I] IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the following gentlemen, Trustees
of the land granted as a Cemetery at the German
Station, near  Brisbane:-
Mr. FRANZ JOSEPH AUGUSTUS RODE,.
The Reverend  FRANCIS SCHIRMEISTER,
Mr. MORITZ  SCHNEIDER,
Mr. J. L.  ZILLMAN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  27th June, 1866.
jr IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
11 of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased` to
amend the notice issued on the 20th February last
in the  Government Gazette,  folio 225, vol. VII,
and directs ,  that the names of the following gentle-
men be notified as Trustees of the land granted as
a Race-course at  Bowen:-
JAMES HALL SCOTT, Esquire,
WM. PINKERTON CUTHBERT,  Esquire,
CHARLES PO WELL, Esquire,
JAS. ALEXANDER JOHN S, MACLEOD,,  Esquire,
WILLIAM  SEAWARD,  Junior, Esquire.
By His Exce llency 's Command;
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 29th June, 1866.
j IS Excellency  the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council. has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Acting Shipping Masters at the following places
W. E. HILLIARD, Esquire, Port Curtis.
H. BURKITT, Esquire, Broad Sound.
JAMES  GORDON,  Esquire, Cleveland Bay.
By His Excellency's Command,
. JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 29th June, 1866.
[ j IS Exce llency  the Governor, with the advice
i 1 of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
Mr. WILLIAM  PARTRIDGE,
to be  Boatman Pilot  for the Port of Moreton Bay.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1866.
SUPPLIES FOR CIVIL SERVICE, 1867-8.
FENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Noon, on MONDAY, the 23rd  day  of July
next, from persons willing to contract for the Supply
of Stationery, Linen-drapery, Saddlery, Ironmon-
gery,  &c., for two years,  from the 1st January, 1867,
in such quantities as may be required from time to
time by the Colonial Storekeeper, in Brisbane, from
whom printed Forms of Tender, and all necessary
information can be obtained.
The subjoined lists show the quantities of each
article likely to be required in each year.
It will be optional with persons to tender for any
one or more of the classes into which the Supplies
are divided, but no tender can be received for only
a portion of the articles enumerated in such class.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in such case that  they  will severally
execute and deliver at the Office - of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the notification of the  acceptance  of the Tender, a
bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance
in the sum of
1. One hundred pounds in the case of contract
for Staionery.
2. One hundred pounds in the case of contract
for Linen-drapery.
3. Twenty-five pounds in the case of contract
for Saddlery.
4. One hundred pounds  in the case  of contract
for Ironmongery.
5. Fifty pounds in the case of contract for
Si&ip Chandlery.
6. Fifty pounds  in the case  of contract for
Arms.
7. Fifty pounds in the case of contract for
Surveyor's materials.
8. Fifty pounds in the case of contract for
Diver's gear.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
[The Articles required are detailed in the  Govern-
ment Gazette-of  27th June; 1866, No. 62.]
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th June, 1866.
TENDERS FOR CLOTHING,  1867-8.
1Li NDERS are hereby invited, and will be
received at this Office, until Noon, on MON-
DAY, the 23rd July next, from persons willing to
contract for the supply of Clothing for Police,
Turnkeys, and Warders, for two years, from the
1st 'January, 1867, in accordance with patterns on
view at the Colonial Store, Brisbane, where printed
Forms of Tender and any information required
concerning the Tender may be obtained.
The subjoined lists show the quantities of each
article of clothing likely to be required in each
year,
Delivery to be made into the Colonial Store,
Brisbane, not later than 1st December next.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in such case that they will severally
execute and deliver at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a
bond to Her Majesty, for securing such perform-
ance, in the sum of two hundred and fifty pounds.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
[The Articles required are detailed in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 27th June, 1866, No. 62.]
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  24th April, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCIL.
. TOWNSVILLE PETITION.
I N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial ParliaParlia-ment 28 Victoria, No. 25, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has directed the publication of the substance of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency, as hereunder
set forth, purporting to be signed by persons
qualified to be placed upon the Electoral Roll of
the District of Kennedy, praying for the erection
of a portion of such district into a Province, and
the establishment therein of a Provincial Council
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state, that it is highly advan-
tageous for the interests of this portion of the
district that the country trading with the port at
Cleveland Bay, should be formed into a Province
under the  Provincial  Councils Act of  1864, and
they therefore pray that the  area  lying within the
undermentioned boundaries may be proclaimed a
Province:--  Commencing at the mouth of the
Burdekin River, and on the left bank of the same ;
thence by the left bank of that river till it meets
the Suttor River, thence by the left bank of the
Suttor River till it meets the 21st parallel of
latitude  ;  thence by that parallel till it strikes the
142nd meridian of longitude  ;  thence by that meri-
dian northerly till it strikes the 19th parallel of
latitude ;  and thence by that parallel to the heads of
the Dry  River ;  thence by the watershed of that
river till it meets the Burdekin ,  and thence by a
line due east to the coast and thence by the coast
line-to  the starting point.
[The signatures to this petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 28th April, 1866,No. 46.]
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCILS.
ROCKIN(HAM BAY DIS l'RICT.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 23, His Excellency the
Governor,, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has directed the publication of the sub-
stance of a Petition, addressed to His Excellency,
as hereunder set forth, purporting to be signed by
persons qualified to be placed upon the Electoral
Roll of the Kennedy District, praying for the
erection of certain portions of such District into a
Province, and the establishment therein of a Pro-
vincial Council.
Any counter petition in reference hereto must be
lodged with the Colonial Secretary within three
months from date hereof.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners express their desire to participate
in the benefits conferred  by the Act  providing for
the establishment of Provincial Councils ,  and they
therefore pray that the District of Rockingham
Bay may be proclaimed a Province.
[The signatures to, this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 2nd June, 18x6,
No. 55.]
The Treasury,
Queensland, 21st June, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish additional Branch Savings Banks at
the undermentioned places, viz., Nebo and fambo.
The above Branch Orfices will be opened from and
after the 1st proximo.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 20th June, 1866.
W
HEREAS it has been deemed expedient to
constitute Cleveland Bay a Warehousing
Port for the Warehousing of Dutiable Goods
intended for home consumption, or exportation,
previously to the payment of duties thereon : His
Excellency the Governor has, with the advice of
the Executive Council, been pleased to direct it to
be notified, that from and after the 21st June,
1866, Cleveland Bay shall be a Warehousing Port
accordingly ; and it shall be lawful for the Collector
of Customs, by. notice under his hand, to appoint
from time to time such warehouse or warehouses
at the said Port as shall be approved of by him for
the warehousing of dutiable goods therein, subject
to the law in that behalf which is now or shall
hereafter be in force.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT .SAVINGS
BANKS.BRANCHES of the above Bankre ow penat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum, is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter. or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.,
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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The Treasury,
Queensland ,  17th January, 1866.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE BETWEEN BRISBANE
OR SYDNEY AND BATAVIA OR SINGA-
PORE ,  VIA  TORRES '  STRAITS.
TIE Queensland Government having in con-
templation the establishment of a Monthly
Mail Service between Queensland and Great Bri-
tain,  via  Torres '  Straits and Singapore ,  sealed
Tenders will be received at this Office until
THURSDAY,  5th July proximo ,  for the conveyance
of the English Mails, monthly, for a period of five
years, from and to Brisbane and Batavia ,  calling
at Port Denison and Cape York.
Persons tendering are invited to state the amount
for which they would be disposed to extend this
service to Singapore and Sydney ; ' and separate
offers will be received  for Monthly  Services between
Singapore or Batavia and Cape  York,  and between
Cape York and Brisbane.
Tenders to state the amount of passenger accom-
modation of 1st and 2nd class, the tonnage ,  horse-
power ,  and speed of the Steamers to be employed,
and whether prope lled by screw or paddles ; also
to state the  t ime at which the service can be
commenced.
The Contract  will embrace  the conveyance of all
Mails put on board ,  whether British ,  Colonial, or
Foreign.
The vessels will be required to convey the
Officer in charge of the Mails free of cost.
Tenders for this service being called for the pur-
pose of being laid before the Queensland Parlia-
ment, the Government do not bind themselves to
accept the lowest or any Tender.
Further information may be obtained on applica-
tion at this Office ,  or by applying to Messrs .  Julyan
and Sergeaunt ,  Crown Agents ,  6 Adelphi Terrace,
Strand, London. .
Tenders to be addressed to the Honorable the
Colonial Treasurer ,  Brisbane ,  and marked  "  Tender
for the Conveyance  of Mails  via Torres '  Straits."
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Memoranda for the information of persons wishing to
Tender for the Torres' Straits Mail Service, in
reply to Treasury advertisement, dated the 17th
January,  1866.
1. Tenders to state fully the speed, tonnage, passenger
accommodation of each class, how propelled, and all
other information relative to the vessels to be employed,
required by the advertisement.
2. Vessels to start from each end of. the Contract line
monthly, at such times as may be hereafter determined,
with a view of making the Torres' Straits Mail Service
alternate with that  via  Cape Leeuwin, thus securing
fortnightly communication between Australia and
Europe.
3. Plans and sections of vessels proposed to be
employed to be sent with the Tender.
4. Vessels to be at all times supplied and furnished
with all necessary and proper machinery, engines, pro.
visions, anchors, cables, boats, fire pumps, and lightning
conductors, and all proper appliances, subject to the
approval of the Officers appointed for the purpose by the
Postmaster-General.
5. Vessels to be officered and manned to the satisfac-
tion of the Postmaster-General.
6. Each vessel to carry a properly qualified medical
practitioner, and to be furnished with sufficient medicines
and medical comforts.
7. The Postmaster General or his representative may
delay departure of Contract Steamer twenty-four hours
when doomed necessary.
8. The Contract Steamer to leave Batavia, or Singapore
within twenty-four hours after the arrival -of the
European Mail Steamers, and to carry the Mails to their
destination at an average speed of not less than ten*
knots, calling at Cape York, and such other port or ports
as may be agreed on, reasonable time for detention being
allowed by the Government.
9. Should the Mails not be delivered within the time
stipulated, the sum of £100 to be deducted, by way of
Tenders will also be received for lime service on a scale pro-
portionate to speed--says, from Mine to eleven knots.
penalty, for  every  twenty-four hours of such delay, the
full amount of penalty, however, not to exceed the
proportionate sum due for that particular service.
10. Postmaster-General to pay, an award of £50, over
and above the Contract sum, for each and every twenty-
four hours the Mail shall be delivered within the time
covenanted for-
11. As a penalty for not providing an efficient vessel
ready to start according to agreement, Contractors to
pay, by way of penalty, the sum of £250, also to pay a
further sum of £100 for every subsequent twenty-four
hours' delay.
12. Contractors to have not less than three vessels of
the stipulated tonnage and power at all times ready for
service.
13. Postmaster-General may appoint a Mail Agent to
each vessel, who 'shall be provided with suitable first-
class cabin accommodation and table, at the expense of
the Contractors. The said Mail Agent to have
customary powers with regard to . determining questions
relative to Mails, and the despatch or detention of vessels
carrying Mails.
14. Necessary and suitable accommodation, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General, to be provided
for the purpose of sorting and making up Mails during
the voyage, if required.
15. Mails to be delivered at the Post Office, and con-
veyed to the Steamers at the expense of the Contractor,
without any delay.
16. Payments to be made quarterly in Brisbane, anp
the payment stipulated to be in full satisfaction for the
service; the Mail money to belong to Ider Majesty.
17. The agreement to be entered into to be in force
for five years, but Government reserve to themselves
power to determine the Contract, should the service not
be properly performed.
18. Contractors may at any time terminate the agree-
ment, upon giving six months notice of their intention,
and by paying, by way of forfeit, a sum equivalent to
two months' subsidy.
19. Contractors not to dispose of, or under-let the
Contract, without the consent of the Postmaster-General.
20. Contractors to be bound in the penal sum of
£15,000, to be paid to the Government by way of stipu-
lated damages, in case of failure on their part to
carry out the agreement.
21. Government reserve to themselves. the right to
add other reasonable stipulations to those' already
mentioned.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS  for Life Insurance ,  or for the
purchase of Annuities , or Monthly  Allowances,
can be received at any Branch  Office of the  Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision ,  by Insurance ,  for his widow or
children after his  death ; or by  the purchase of a
Government  Annuity,  may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself ,  in old age.
Thus ,  a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly. Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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Commissioner for Railways Office,
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1866.
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY
AT IPSWICH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 FRIDAY, the 6th July next, at Noon, from
persons willing to contract for the supply of the
whole or any of the undermentioned Stores, &c.,
in such quantities as may be required, during twelve
calender months, commencing from the date of the
acceptance of the Tender, upon the conditions here-
after specified. To be delivered at the Railway
Stores, Ipswich.
Printed Forms of Tenders may be obtained at
this Office, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum, signed by the party
tendering, and two responsible persons as sureties,
agreeing to be answerable for the due perform-
ance of the contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event
that they will severally execute and deliver at
the office of the Railway Conveyancer, in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £50 for security of such performance, other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very best description of
their several kinds.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
[For Classification of Stores, see  Government
Gazette  of 16th June, 1866, No. 58.]
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane, 29th June, 1866.TENDERS are invited till TUESDAY, the 16thday of July, at Noon, from persons wishing
to Rent the Refreshment Rooms at the Terminal
Station of the Southern and Western Railway,
Ipswich, for one year, for the sale of the usual
refreshments, to include wines, spirits, and fer-
mented liquors. The successful tenderer will have
to enter into the usual bond required by the
Government, and will have, at his own cost, to
obtain the usual license from the Bench to sell
spirits, &c., under the  Publicans Act.
The highest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORETON BAY-BRISBANE RIVER.
VESSELS
crossing the Inner Bar above the
west Beacon ,  where a cutting is now being
made, are to pass on that side of the Dredge,
from which a Flag is exhibited by day, or a Red
Light  by night.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, 29th June, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORETON BAY.
BRISBANE  BAR-WEST CHANNEL.
ON and after this date a Green Light will beexhibited on a screw pile placed on the N.W.
edge of the West Bank, bearing from the Light_
ship about S.W. by W.
This light in line with the West Beacon light on
a S.S.E. 4 E. bearing, leads in from the anchorage
off the Bar, to the Entrance of the Outer Cutting.
The line passing the outer black buoy at a distance
of about 70 feet, and the Outer Beacon, in mid-
channel.
When a vessel, entering the channel, is abreast
the Outer Beacon, she is no longer to keep the line
of lights, but to follow the line of Black Beacons
on the East side of the Cutting and of the West
Channel.
By order of the ,Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, 12th June, 1866.
STEAM POSTAL SERVICE  BETWEEN BRIS-
BANE OR SYDNEY, AND BATAVIA  OR SINGA-
PORE,  via  TORRES ' STRAITS.
POSTPONEMENT  OF TIME FOR RECEIVING
TENDERS.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, June 20th, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executive C uncil, has been pleased
to postpone the time for the reception of tenders
for the above service, as advertised in  Government
Gazette  of the 17th January, ultimo, to the 5th
July, proximo.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. DOUGLAS,
Postmaster-General.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 29th June, 1866.
ALTERATION IN SYSTEM OF CHARGING
PACKETS OF BOOKS AND PATTERNS OR
S t?yt'li:S OF MERCHANDISE.Education Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1866.
R
EFERRING to the notification published in
the  Government Gazette  of 10th February,
1866, respecting the future admission of Candidates
to the Civil Service of this Colony, by competitive
Examinations, the Board of Education reminds
intending Candidates that the first Half-yearly
Examination  NA
.111 be h(ld in July next, and that
they are required to send is their certificates,
addressed to the Board's Secretary on or before
2nd July, 1866.
All necessary information as to the certificates
required, and the method of the examination,
will be found in the abovernentioned notification in
the  Gazette,  a copy of which is kept at every PoliceOffice inthe Colony.
By Order of the Board,
I OBEIl1' 13C)liJRJNE,
Secretary.
IBS Ex.celkeney the Governor , with the advice
of the Executive Council,  L s been pleased
to approve of the follow w-, system of charging
packets of Books and pa,,terns or samples of
lerchandise transmitted  by  the Post to the
United Kingdom :-
tea  Southwnie' on.  vua  Marseilles.S.  d. s. d.
Not exceeding 4 oz. . .. ... 0 4 0 6
Above 4 oz.  and  not exceeding
8 ois.  ...  0 8 1 0
Above 8 oms. and  not exceeding
12 ozs. ...  1 0 1 6
Above 12 oz .  and not exceeding
Itt. ... .. ... 1 4 2 0
And so on, increasing for every  additional  4 ozs. or
fraction of 4 ozs .  up  to R&3, via  Southampton 4d., and  via
Marseilles 6d.
By His Excellency 's Command,
J. DOUCtL AS,
I'os tmaster -G encral.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane, 29th June, 1866.
RATES OF POSTAGE ON SAMPLES OR PAT-
TERNS OF MERCHANDISE FOR TRANS-
MISSION TO THE UNITED KINGDOM,
FRANCE, ETC.THE following amended Rates of Postage, andconditions to be observed in the transmission
of samples of merchandise through any Post Office
in Queensland to the United Kingdom, &c., is
published for general information.
RATES.
The United Kingdom.
via  Southampton .  via  Marsei lles.
s. d. s. d.
Not exceeding 4 ozs. . . , .. 0 4 0 6
Above 4 ozs. and not exceeding
8 ozs . ... ... 0 8 1 0
Above 8 ozs. and not exceeding
12 ozs. ... 1 0 1 6
Above 12 ozs. and not exceeding
1 lb. ... ... ... 1. 4 2 0
And for every additional 4 ozs. or fraction of
4 ozs. up to 3 lbs.,  via  Southampton 4d., and  via
Marseilles, 6d.
Belgium and Italy, via the United Kingdom.
via  Southampton.
Not exceeding  2 ozs. ...
Exceeding 2 ozs. and not ex-
ceeding 4 ozs. ... ...
Exceeding 4 ozs. and not ex-
ceeding 8 ozs. ... ...
Every additional 4 lb. or frac-
tion of 2 lb. up to 3 lbs. .. ,
s. d.
0 6
0 8
1 4
1 4
Italy, via  dncona,
Not exceeding  4 ozs . ... ...
Not exceeding 2 lb.... ... ... ...
Exceeding  2 lb. and not  exceeding  1 lb. , , .
REGFIJLATIONS.
The same general regulations that exist in the case of
book packets are applicable to patterns  and samples of
merchandise ; in addition to which, the following con-
ditions must be strictly adhered to in the case of the
latter.
1. No packet shall exceed two feet in length and one
foot in width and depth.
2. No packet shall exceed three pounds in weight.
3. The patterns must. be of no intrinsic value.
This rule excludes all articles of a saleable  nature,
and, indeed, whatever may have a value of its  own, apart
from its mere  use as  a pattern ; nor must the quantity of
any material sent ostensibly as a pattern be so great that
it could fairly be considered as having on this  ground an
intrinsic value.
4. The patterns must not bear any writing other than
the address of the persons for whom they are intended,
a manufacturer's, or trade mark, numbers, and the prices
of articles.
5. The patterns must be  sent in covers  open at the
ends, so as to be easy of examination.
Samples, however, of seeds, drugs, and so forth, which
cannot be sent in open covers, may be enclosed in bags
of linen or other material ; but closed bags, although
transparent, must not be used for this purpose.
6. No article likely to injure the contents of the mail
bags, or the person of any officer of the Post Office, will
be forwarded as a pattern
7. Metal, nails, watch machinery, cutlery, and other
via  Marseilles.
s. d.
articles of intrinsic value, cannot be forwarded to or
through France.
0 8 J. DOUGLAS,
Postmaster-General.
0 10
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
1 8 Supreme Court House,
Brisbane 21st May 1866.1 8
s. d.
, ,
I T is hereby notified, that ROBERT WILhIAMRoisBERDS, of Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, Esquire, Solicitor, has been appointed
... 0 4 a Commissioner for Affidavits, &c., such  commission
0 8 being determinable on his ceasing to be on the roll
. , . 1 4 f t f h S C f N S th
And so on, increasing 8d. for every additional 2 lb. or
portion of s lb., up to 3 lbs.
Germany (including the following States) via the
United Kingdom,  viz.:-
Prussia, Austria, Bavaria, Saxony, Hanover, Wurtem-
burg, Baden, Luxemburg, Brunswick, Mecklenburg-
Schwerin, Mecklenburg-Strelitz, Oldenburg, Hamburg,
Bremen, Lubeck, and the Countries which are included
in the Postal District of the Principality of Tour and
Taxis, viz.:-Frankfort-on-the-Maine, Grand Duchy of
Hesse, Hesse (Electoral), Hesse-Homburg, Schaumburg-
Lippe, Lippe-Detmold, Nassau, Reuss, Saxe-Coburg-
Gotha, Saxe-Meiningen, Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach, Hohen-
allern , Schwartzburg•Rudolstadt, and Schwartzburg-
Sonderhausen.
via  Southampton.  via  Marseilles.
s. d. s. d.
Not exceeding  2 ozs . ... 0 7 0 9
Exceeding  2 ozs.  but not ex-
ceeding 4 ozs. ... 0 10 1 0
Exceeding 4 ozs. but not exceed-
ing 8 ozs. ... ... 1 8 2 0
Every additional 8 ozs. up to
S lbs. ... ... ... 1 8 2 0
.Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, via the United Kingdom.
via  Southampton.  via  Marseilles.
s. d. s. d.
Not exceeding 2 ozs. ... ... 0 7 0 9
Exceeding  2 ozs . but not exceed-
4 ozs. .. ... ... 0 10 1 0
Exceeding 4 ozs. but not exceed-
ing 8  ozs. ... ... 1 8 2 0
Every additional 8 ozs. up to
3 lbs. ... 1 8 2 0
No postage will be charged on receipt in Queensland
of samples of merchandise from the abovenamed places.
France,  via  the United Kingdom, or in direct mails
via  Suez- -
£ s. d
Not exceeding  2 ozs. ... .. . ... 0 0 6
Above 2 ozs. and not exceeding 4 ozs. ... 0 0 8
Above 4 ozs. and not exceeding 8 ozs. ... 0 1 4
Above 8 ozs. and not exceeding 1 lb.... ... 0 2 8
Every additional 4 lb. or fraction of 2 lb., up
to 3 lbs. 0 1 4
Packets of samples or patterns received from France,
will be charged, on delivery, the colonial inland book
rate.
ato orneys o oue upreme ourt o ewt
Wales.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1866.
I T is hereby notified, that JOHN THOMAS GRIFFIN,of Clermont, in the Colony of Queensland,
Esquire, Police Magistrate, has been appointed a
Commissioner for Affidavits, &c., such commission
being determinable on his ceasing to hold the above
appointment at Clermont.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A
SITTING of the above Court was held, at
1. the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
Wednesday, the twentieth day of June, A.D. One
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, before His
Honor JAMES COCKLE, Esquire, the Chief Justice
of Queensland, and Judge of the said Vice-Admiralty
Court, and adjourned it to WEDNESDAY, the
eighteenth day of July, A.D. 1866.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after this
N 21st June, 1866, that portion of the Customs
premises at Townsville, Cleveland Bay, known as
the Queen's Warehouse, will be set apart for the
purposes of a Bonded Store for the warehousing
of dutiable goods previously - to the payment
thereon of duties, or to exportation, in accordance
with the Act of the Governor and Council of New
South Wales, 9 Victoria, No. 15.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs,
Custom House,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1866.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE
Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named in
each case.
F. 0. DARVALL,  Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Proprietor Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged
Allotment 18 of section 25, containing 36 perches ;
county, Stanley ; parish, North Brisbane ; town,
Brisbane
Allotment 2, at the Swamp near Drayton, containing
29 acres ; county, Aubigny ; parish, Drayton
Western part of portion 70, containing 11 acres 1 rood
33 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, Enoggera
Subdivision 2 of allotment 16 of section 28, containing
131 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North
Brisbane
Part of portion 25, containing I rood 361 perches ;
county, Stanley ; parish, South Brisbane
Allotment 20 of section 28, containing 1 rood 35 perches;
county, Merivale ; parish and town, Warwick
Allotment 14 of section 23, containing 2 roods ; county,
Merivale ; parish and town, Warwick
Allotment 10 of section 30, containing 2 roods 16
perches ; county, Merivale ; parish and town,
Warwick
John George Brown ... 30th July, 1866.
James Ivory... ... Ditto.
Wm. Alcock Tully ... ... Ditto.
James Fisher ... ... Ditto.
Daniel Rountree Somerset ... Ditto.
Christopher Newton, Charles - Ditto.
Kent, Daniel Bulman, and
Frederick Geard, as Mort-
gagees, exercising power of
Sale, by their Attorney,
William Newton
Ditto .. ... ... Ditto.
Ditto...
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1866.
GLADWELL AND ANOTHER v. GRAHAM.
mO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff
in the above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest of, in, and to, all that piece or parcel
of Land, containing by admeasurement twenty-one
acres two roods, be the same more or less. situate
in the town of Maryborough, parish of Mary-
borough, being allotment 1 of section 169-Com-
mencing 'at the west corner of that section, and
bounded on the north-west by Aldridge street,
bearing north 40 degrees 50 minutes east 2,150
links ; on the north-east by a line bearing east 30
degrees 50 minutes south 1,066, links ; on the south-
east by the north-west boundary of allotment 2 of
section 164, bearing south 40 degrees 50 minutes
west, 2,150 links to Kent street ; and on the south-
west by that street bearing west 30 degrees 50
minutes north 1,038 links to the point of commence-
ment.-Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland,
by public auction, at the Royal Hotel, Maryborough,
on THURSDAY, the 2nd day of August next, at
Twelve o'clock noon, unless this execution is pre-
viously satisfied.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Moses Walmsley, of
South Brisbane ,  butcher.
WHEREAS  the said Moses Walmsley was,
on the 27th day of June ,  A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  and I appoint
MONDAY,  the 9th day  of July,  as the day upon
which the Insolvent is to come in  and submit to
be examined ; and I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting  of the Court,  to be holden before me,
at the Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the  9th day of  July, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o 'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required  ;  and also to deter-
mine whether any or what all owance for support
Ditto.
I
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 30th
day of July, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 28th day of June, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANtER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Crompton, of
Victoria Point, lime-burner.W1 THEREAS the said James Crompton was,11' on the 28th day of June, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 9th day of July, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the
Insolvent up to the time of passing his last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvent; and a
Second Public Sitting of the Court, at the same
place, on MONDAY, the 13th day of August, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 28th day of June, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
WM. PICKERING},
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Quinton and Costin, of
South Brisbane, storekeepers.
WHEREAS the said firm of Quinton and Costin
was, on the 6th day of June, A.D. 1866,
a i] 1ged to be Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 30th day of July, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvents, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvents to make an application for
their Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the  27th  day of June, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
WM. PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Wood Hartley,
of South Brisbane ,  butcher.
HEREAS the said John Wood Hartley
was, on the 8th day of  May, 'A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 26th day of July, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
. Dated at Brisbane, the 27th day of June, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WM. PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Iu the Insolvent Estate of William Harrison and
Co., of Brisbane ,  engineers.WHEREAS the said William Harrison and  Co.were, on the 16th day of May, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be Insolvents , I hereby appoint a
Third Public  Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 30th day of July, A.D. 1866,  to commence at
Eleven o'clock,  for the  last examination of the
Insolvents ,  and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvents to make an application for
their Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 26th day  of June, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of George Gipps Orr, of
South Brisbane, butcher.
WHEREAS the said George Gipps Orr was,
on the 2nd day of May, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 30th day of July, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of
'
the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 26th day of June, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Winter, of
Clermont.
WHEREAS the said John Winter was, on
the 6th day of April, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 2nd
day of July, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvent,
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct, for
the Insolvent to make an application for his
Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 25th day of ' June, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John E. Rutherford,
of Rockhampton, chemist and druggist.
W HEREAS the said John E. Rutherford was,
on the 28th day of February, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 9th day of July, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent  to make an  application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 25th day of June, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge..
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of W. Sparrow Quinton,
of South Brisbane, storekeeper.
W r r
HEREAS the said W. S. Quinton was, on
 1 the 24th day of April, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before I ne, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 30th day of July, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent  to  make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 26th day of June, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE;
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Charles Keys, of
Brisbane, publican.
WHEREAS the said Charles Keys was,
Vv on the 18th day of April, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 2nd day of August, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 26th day of June, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official  Assignee.
Judge.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Guthrie, of
Brisbane, commission agW ent.
HEREAS the said John Guthrie was, on
the 2nd day of May, A.D. 1866, adjudged to
be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holdenbefore me, at the Supreme Court
House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 30th day of
July, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock,
for the last examination of the Insolvent, and unless
the Court shall otherwise direct, for the Insolvent
to make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane the 26th day of June, A.D.1866,
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER IIAFF,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William John Loudon, late of
Sandgate, in the Colony of Queensland,
Licensed Publican, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-I tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate
of the last Will and Testament of the abovenamed
deceased may be granted to Daniel Rountree
Somerset, one of the Executors in the said Will
named, (William Augustine Duncan, the other
Executor in the same Will named having renounced
Probate thereof.)
Dated this 21st day of June, A.D., 1866.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Proctors for the Applicant,
Queen Street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Thomas M'Evoy, late of Warwick,
in the Colony of Queensland, Esquire, intestate,
deceased.NT OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-i' tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this honorable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Letters of
Administration of the estate, goods, chattels, credits,
and effects of the said Thomas M'Evoy, deceased,
may be granted to Margaret M'Evoy, Widow of
the abovenamed Intestate.
Dated this ninth day of June, A.D. 1866.
JOHN OXEN HAM,
Proctor for the said Margaret M'Evoy.
By his Agents-WILSON AND MACNISH,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  William Sandford ,  late of Brisbane,
in the  Colony of Queensland ,  and formerly of
Leeds, in Yorkshire ,  England, engineer,
deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this honorable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ,  that Probate
of the Will of the abovenamed deceased be
granted to Harriet Sandford ,  Widow of said
deceased ,  and sole Executrix appointed in and by
said Will.
Dated this 29th day of June, 1866.
KEANE AND FOWLES,
Proctors for said Harriet Sandford,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Geor e Williamson, late of Dalby,
in the Colony of Queensland, carrier, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-N tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this honorable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Letters of
Administration of the goods, chattels, credits and
effects of the said deceased, be granted to Bridget
Williamson, the Widow of said deceased.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of June, 1866.
GEORGE WHEATLEY HARRIS,
Proctor for said Bridget Williamson, Dalby.
By his Agents---KEANE AND FOWLES,
Brisbane.
A CTS OF PARLIAMENT.
N SALE at  the Government Printing Office,
William Street,  single copies  of the follow-
ing lets 'of Parliament, viz:-
Agricultural Reserves Act, 6d.
Criminal Offences Act, Is.
Criminal Practice Act, is.
Criminal Statutes Repeal Act, 6d.
Diseases in Cattle Act, 6d.
District Courts Act Amendment Act, Is.
Forgery Act, Is.
Fencing Act, 6d.
Government Annuities Act, 6d.
Government Savings Banks Act, 6d.
Government Savings Banks Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Impounding Act, Is.
Impounding Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Insolvency Act, Is. 6d.
Innkeepers Protection Act, 6d.
Industrial and Reformatory Schools Act, Is.
Licensed Auctioneers Act, 9d.
Master and Servants Act, Is.
Municipal Institutions Act, Is.
Offences against the Person Act, Is.
Pastoral Leases Act, Is.
Pastoral Occupation Act, 6d.
Publicans Act, Is.
Publicans Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Quarantine Act, Is.
Real Property Act, 2s. 6d.
Registration of Electors Amendment Act, Is.
Roads Closing Act, 6d.
Scab and other diseases in Sheep Prevention Act, Is.
Scab in Sheep Act, 6d.
Selectors Relief Act, 6d.
RULES OF COURT.
General Orders in Equity, Is. 6d.
Pleading Practice, Is.
Fees and Charges in Equity, 6d.
Insolvency Rules, 6d.
District Court Rules, Is.
Rates of Postage,  Is.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government  Printer.
Brisbane, 18th May, 1866.
MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from enclosed cultiva-
tion of Mr. J. T. Littleton, 22nd June, 1866.
Damages, 5s.
One spotted bullock, C or 0 near rump,  M near loin,
near horn broken.
One yellow cow, MW near ribs, 9 near rump, FH over
over M M off ribs, tip both ears.
One strawberry calf, ,-, over M off ribs, piece off back ear.
One brown horse, like JD over J near shoulder, like D
over M off thigh, short tail.
Also, from Mr. H. O'Mara's enclosed land, 23rd June,
1866. Damages, 5s. per head.
One bay mare, bald face, WP over P near shoulder, e-4
over J off shoulder, like P near neck and thigh.
One bay mare,  star  and large snip, like over R or K
near shoulder.
Wrongly described, from Eton Vale, 9th June, 1866.
One brown filly, C over over C or C over over C
over  . near  shoulder.
If not released on or before 17th July, 1866, will be
sold.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published by W. C. BCLBIIDGE, Government Printer,
William Street, 30th June, 1866.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and
St. George, Captain-General and Governor-
in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance with the provisions of the Act
27 Victoria, No. 17.  (Pastoral Leases Act), I,  the
GOVERNOR aforesaid, witlithe adviceof the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
Lease for five years for pastoral purposes of the
following portion of land, will be offered for Sale at
the undermentioned place, at Eleven o'clock, on
the day specified, at the upset price affixed thereto.
SALE AT THE LAND AGENT'S OFFICE, AT ROCKHAMPTON,
THE 7TH DAY OF AUGUST, 1866.
Name of Run-Long Island.
Estimated available area-25 square miles.
Upset price-el per square mile.
Long Island is situated on the east side of Broad Sound.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-ninth day of June, in the year of
our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year of
Her Majesty's reign.
[n.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A.  MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 5th July, 1.866.
PUBLIC POUND.HIS Excellency the Governor  has been  pleased,in accordance  with  the Impounding Act of
1863, to appoint
CONDAMINE
to be a place for establishing ,  erecting ,  and main-
taining a Pub lic Pound.
By His  Exce llency 's Command,
It. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE LAND UNDER
THE " TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the Lands granted for
the purposes of a Servants' Home, in Brisbane,
have, in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22,
made application to the Governor in Council for
leave to further mortgage the said lands, in order to
obtain further funds to be applied in liquidation of
the cost of completing the building and its
appurtenances.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the leave so sought,
must lodge the same with the Colonial Secretary,
by letter, within the period of three months from
the date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCILS.
ROCKINGHAM BAY DISTRICT.
IN
pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 23, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has directed the publication of the sub-
stance of a Petition, addressed to His Excellency,
as hereunder set forth, purporting to be signed by
persons qualified to be placed upon the Electoral
Roll of the Kennedy District, praying for the
erection of certain portions of such District into a
Province, and the establishment therein of a Pro-
vincial Council.
Any counter petition in reference hereto must be
lodged with the Colonial Secretary within three
months from date hereof.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners express their desire to participate
in the benefits conferred by the Act providing for
the establishment of Provincial Councils, and they
therefore pray that the District of Rockingham
Bay may be proclaimed a Province.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 2nd June, 1866,1 No. 55.]
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCIL.
TOWNSVILLE PETITION.
pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment 28 Victoria, No. 25, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has directed the publication of the substance of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency, as hereunder
set forth, purporting to be signed by persons
qualified to be placed upon the Electoral Roll of
the District of Kennedy, praying for the erection
of a portion of such district into a Province, and
the establishment therein of a Provincial Council.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state, that it is highly advan-
tageous for the interests of this portion of the
district that the country trading with the port at
Cleveland Bay, should be formed into a Province
under the  Provincial Councils Act of 1864, and
they therefore pray that the area lying within the
undermentioned boundaries may be proclaimed a
Province :-" Commencing at the mouth of the
Burdekin River, and on the left bank of the same ;
thence by the left bank of that river till it meets
the Suttor River, thence by the left bank of the
Suttor River till it meets the 21st parallel of
latitude ; thence by that parallel till it strikes the
142nd meridian of longitude ; thence by that meri-
dian northerly till it strikes the 19th parallel of
latitude; and thence by that parallel to the heads of
the Dry River ; thence by the watershed of that
river till it meets. the Burclekin, and thence by a
line due cast to the coast and thence by the coast
line to the starting point.
[The signatures to this petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 28th April, 1866,
No. 46.]
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 25th June, 1866.
TENDERS FOR CLOTHING, 1867-8.
TENDERS are  hereby invited, and will be
l received at this  Office, until  Noon, on MON-
DAY, the 23rd  July next ,  from persons willing to
contract for. the supply of Clothing for Police,
Turnkeys , and Warders,  for two years ,  from the
1st January ,  1867 ;  in accordance with patterns on
view at the Colonial Store, Brisbane , where printed
Forms of Tender and  any information  required
concerning the Tender may be obtained.
The subjoined lists show the quantities of each
article of clothing likely to be required in each
year.
Delivery to be made into the Colonial Store,
Brisbane ,  not later than 1st December next.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed  by the party  tendering ,  and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender  being accepted, and
undertaking in such case that  they  will severally
execute and deliver at the office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the
noti fication of the acceptance of the Tender, a
bond to Her Majesty, for securing such perform-
ance, in the sum of two hundred and fifty pounds.
The Government does not  bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
By His Excellency 's Command,
H.H. MACKENZIE.
[The Articles required are detailed in the  Gaeei'n-
,o2crV Gezefte of 27th June , 186(i. No. d=2.j
Colonial Secretary's Oifiee,
Brisbane, 25th  June,  1866,
SUPPLIES FOR CIVIL SERVICE, 1867-8_
T ENDERS will be received at this. Office, until
!_  Noon, on MONDAY, the 23rd day of July
next, from persons willing to contract for the Supply
of Stationery, Linen-drapery, Saddlery, Ironmon-
gery,  &e., for two years,  from the 1st January, 1867,
in such quantities as may be required from time to
time by the Colonial Storekeeper, in Brisbane, from
whom printed Forms of Tender, and all necessary
information can be obtained.
The subjoined lists show the quantities of each
article likely to be required in each year.
It will be optional with persons to tender for any
one or more of the classes into which the Supplies
are divided, but no tender can be received for only
a portion of the articles enumerated in such class.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in such case that they will severally
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a
bpnd to Her Majesty for securing such performance
in the sum of
1. One hundred pounds in the case of contract
for Staionery.
2. One hundred pounds in the case of contract
for Linen-drapery.
3. Twenty-five pounds in the case of contract,
for Saddlery.
4. One hundred pounds in the case of contract
for Ironmongery.
5. Fifty pounds in the case of contract forShip Chandlery.
6. Fifty pounds in the case of contract for
Arius.
7. Fifty pounds , in the case of contract for
Surveyor's materials.
8. Fifty pounds in the case of contract for
Diver's gear.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
[The Articles required are detailed in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 27th June, 1866, No. 62.]
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, - 5th July, 1866.
R ETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,made to the Bench of Magistrates at eyburn,
from the 1st day of January to the 30th day of
July, 1866, both inclusive.
Applicant's name, Description of
Whether
granted or Amount
License.
refused. of fee.
John Fletcher ... ... General ... Granted 2
John Fletcher  pro  Daniel
Booth
ditto ditto 2
Frederick Parish ... Hardwood.,, ditto 1
William Parkes .., ditto ditto I
Joseph Green ... ... General ... ditto 2
Alexander McLeod ... ditto ditto 2
Charles Julian... ... ditto ditto 2
Donald McLeod ... ditto ditto 2James Paget Hardwood,.. ditto 1
Hector Dillies . . . ... ditto ditto 1
William Peard... ... ditto ditto 1
Thomas Darby... ditto ditto 1
George Porter ... ... ditto ditto 1
Thomas Jones... ... ditto ditto 1
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1866.
II ETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,made to the Bench of Magistrates at Bris-
bane, from the 1st day of January to the 30th
day of June, 1866, both inclusive.
Applicant' s name.
John Beit ...
Adam Clabs ... ...
Benjamin Beit .. ...
Charles Brown
Jacob Schier ... ...
Adam Mohr ...
James Sinith ... ...
James Dawes ... ...
Charles Briggs ...
John Smith
James Horderl ...
Chas. Connolly ...
Owen Trine ... ...
John Tiller
Alexander Grewer ...
Alexander Grewer, junr.
George Swatkin ...
Joseph Lawler ...
George Freeman ...
John Copson ... ...
Angus Bell .
Norman McLeod
Joseph Tubbs ... ...
Frederick Tubbs
Thomas Love ... ..,
David Laurie ...
David W.  Sinclair ...
Henry Blakesley ...
Samuel Fallon... ...
Joseph Dogherty ...
Daniel McGee... ...
Alexander Fraser ...
Thomas Harley ...
Thomas  Barke ...
James Barke .. ...
William Beard ...
Andrew Barming ...
John Bishop ... ...
H. W. Lewis ...
Henry Harran ...
Richard Gannon ...
John Creevy
William  Menzies
Henry Creevy ...
John Hill ... ...
Hugh Mahony
David Day ...
John Robertson ...
Henry Williams ...
Thomas Webber
David Forest ... ...
John McKenzie ...
John Beattie .. ...
Alexander Beattie ...
Horace Wetham
Robert B. Lowe ...
W. Stanley Hall ...
Richard Potter ...
George Fitzgerald ...
John Myers ... ...
George Atkinson
John Bernard ... ...
Edward Mattacott ...
Jacob Dilger ... ...
John Matthewson ...
Peter M. Campbell ...
Duncan McLean ...
Robert Kimmond ...
John Lowe ...
Charles Chambers ...
Charles Chambers, junr.
John Kimmond ...
Henry Brown ... ...
Hugh Owens ... ...
John Brown ... .
Donald Coghill ...
Henry Arthur Bailey...
A. George Bailey ...
James Cullum.... ...
Description Whether Amount
of License. granted or of fee.
refused.
f,
„
TInnmi  TJT0RNSF5- 00nhiicued.
Applicant' s name.
John  Matheson
William Roach
George Ward ...
Thomas  Beanland
David Ashby ...
John  Duncan ...
Ebenezer Thorne
Description
of License.
„
... General... Granted
Thomas Thompson ... General... Granted... 4
Robert Worley ... „ „ 4
John Johnston ... 4
John Reid ... ... 4
David Ferguson ... 4
William Duncan ... 4
William Smith ... „ 4
William  Overdale  ...  „ „ 4
SIX MONTHS. s. d.
Abel Alford ... ...  To quarry Granted... 2 10
stone
George Bowser ... Makebricks „ 9 0
(6 moulds)
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1866.
R ETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,made to the Ben h of Magistrates at Rock-
hampton, from the 1st day of January to the 30th
day of June, 1866, both inclusive.
Applicant' s name.
F. Power ...
Samuel and J. Johnson
J. Evans and William
Simmons
Whether Amountgranted or
of feerefused.
„
Whether Amountgranted or of fee.
refused.
Hardwood... Granted 1
ditto ditto 4
ditto ditto 2
P. Williams ... ditto
P. Logue ... ... ditto
Frederick Geitz ... ditto
ditto 1
ditto 1
ditto 1
By His Excellency' s Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1866.
RETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,
made to the Bench of Magistrates at Nanango,
from the 1st day of January to the 30th day of
June, 1866, both inclusive.
Description Whether AmountApplicant' s naive . of License . granted or of fee.
refused.
Thomas Page ... ... General... Granted... 2
Edwin Clark ... ... ditto ditto 2
Daniel Lincoln... ... ditto ditto 2
John Smith ... ... ditto ditto 2
James Newman ... Hardwood ditto 1
John Moore ... ... ditto ditto 1
John Bishop ... ditto ditto 1
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1866.
MILITARY HOSPITAL AND OFFICERS'
QUARTERS, BRISBANE.
J
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the tender of Mr. W. E. Wright, for the
erection of the above Buildings, has been accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Description of
License.
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
TWELVE MONTHS.
5S4
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
WITH reference to the Government notice,
dated 4th May last, published in the
Government Gazette  of the 5th of the same month,
folio 429, relative to the opening and making of a
new road through portions 2, 3, and 4, parish of
Walloon, from Ipswich to Toowoomba : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act of Council
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said road ; and it is
therefore declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference, to be seen at the office of the
Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation, in
respect of the same road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the 6th section
of the Act above referred to, or they will be for
ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
.Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
P
EFE IIRING to the Government notice, dated
17th May last, published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 19th of the same month, folio 469,
relative to the opening and making of a new Road
through portion 38, parish of Taughboyne : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act of Council
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said road ; and it is
therefore declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the office of the Surveyor-
General, and at the Police Office, Gayndah ; and all
persons intending to claim compensation, in respect
of the same road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner
and form as are provided in the 6th section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD,Wi7 T ITH reference to the Government notice,1 1 dated 9th April last, which appeared in the
Government Gazette  of the same month, folio 382,
relative to the opening and making of a new Road
through portion 146, parish of Purga, near the One-
mile Swamp, Ipswich : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act of Council 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said road ; and it is therefore declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the office of the Surveyor-General, and at
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation, in respect of the same road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the 6th section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be for ever foreclosed from
such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
1 1
W ITH reference to the Government notice,
dated 27th March last, which appeared in
the  Government Gazette  of the same month, folio
336, relative to the opening and making of a new
Road through portion 9, parish of Purga, near
Warrill Creek Bridge : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act of Council 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that.His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said road ; and it is therefore declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference to be
seen at the office of the Surveyor-General, and at
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intend-
ing to claim compensation, in respect of the same
road, are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and form.
as are provided in the 6th section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be for ever foreclosed from
such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTEI.
N
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
OTICE is hereby given, that the line of Road
running through portions 22 and 23, on Salt-
water Creek, county of March, mentioned in the
Government Gazette  of 7th April last, folio 344, has
been formally marked and opened by the proper
officer, and that the same is now open for public
use.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 5th July, 1866.Tr HE following Proclamation, prohibiting the1 introduction of sheep into South Australia, is
published for general information.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA, to wit.
[L.S.] D. DALY.
Proclamation by Sir DoMINICK DALY, Knight, Cap-
tain-General and Governor-in-Chief in and over
Her Majesty's Province of South Australia, and
the Dependencies thereof, and Vice-Admiral of
the same, &e., &c., &c.
WHEREAS by an let of the Parliament of South Aus-
tralia, passed in a session held in the twenty-fourth and
twenty-fifth years of Her Majesty's reign, No. 12, intituled
" An Act to enable the Governor to prevent the Importa-
tion of Cattle into South Australia under certain circum-
stances, and for other purposes,"  it is enacted that it
shall be lawful for the Governor, from time to time,
with the advice and consent of the Executive Council, by
Proclamation in the  South Australian Government
Gazette,  to prohibit the introduction or importation of
any cattle, or any particular description of  cattle,  into
the said Province, from such places and during such
time as should be set forth in such Proclamation : Now
therefore I, the said Governor-in-Chief, by and with the
advice and consent of the Executive Council, do, in pur-
suance of the hereinbefore recited Act, by this present
order, prohibit the introduction or importation from the
colonies of Queensland, Western Australia, Tasmania,
and New Zealand, of any sheep, unless a permit in
writing, signed by the Commissioner of Crown Lands,
for authorising such importation or introduction; shall
have been first obtained. And I do also proclaim,
order, and direct that this, my Proclamation, shall con-
tinue in full force and effect until the same shall be
revoked by Proclamation in the  South Australian Govern-
ment Gazette.
Given under my hand and the peblic seal of the said
Province, at Adelaide, this seventh day of June,
in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hun-
dred and sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year
,of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
ARTHUR BLYT11, Chief Secretary.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS..
RANCHES of the above Bank are now open
E at Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 21st June, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish additional Branch Savings Banks at
the undermentioned places, viz., Nebo and Tarnbo.
The above Branch Offices will be opened from and
after the 1st proximo.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES. -
PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for the
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORETON BAY-BRISBANE RIVER.
VESSELS crossing the Inner Bar above the
west Beacon, where a cutting is now being
made, are to pass on that side of the Dredge,
from which a Flag is exhibited by clay, or a Red
Light by night.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portinaster.
Port Office, 29th June, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORETON BAY.
BRISBANE BAR-WEST CHANNEL.
0
N and after this date a Green Light will be
exhibited 'on a screw pile placed on the N.W.
edge of the West Bank, bearing from the Light-
ship about S.W. by W.
This light in line with the West Beacon light on-
a S.S.E. 4' E. bearing, leads in from the anchorage
off the Bar, to the Entrance of the Outer Cutting.
The line passing the outer black buoy at a distance
of about 70 feet, and the Outer Beacon, in mid-
channel.
When a vessel, entering the channel, is abreast
the Outer Beacon, she is no longer to keep the line
of lights, but to follow the line of Black Beacons
on the East side of the Cutting and of the West
Channel.
By order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office,  12th June, 1866.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane, 29th June, 1866.
T
ENDERS are invited till TUESDAY, the 16th
day of July, at Noon, from persons wishing
to Rent the Refreshment Rooms at the Terminal
Station of the Southern and Western Railway,
Ipswich, for one year, for the sale of the usual
refreshments, to include wines, spirits, and fer-
mented liquors. The successful tenderer will have
to enter into the usual bond required by the
Government, and will have, at his own cost, to
obtain the usual license from the Bench to sell
spirits, &c., under the  Publicans Act.
The highest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 4th July, 1866.
L1DWARD HACKING, Esquire, Barrister-at-
Law has been appointed Under-Sheriff for the
Colony of Queensland,  viceR. K.  Macnish, Esquire,
resigned. Appointment to date from the  25th
ultimo.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff.
T OTICE.-A Special Petty Sessions will be
holden at Nebo, Fort Cooper, at Twelve
o'clock noon, on TUESDAY, the 10th day of July
next, for the purpose of granting Licenses, &c.
SYDNEY MOOR E,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Nebo, Fort Cooper, 1st June, 1866.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1866.
EXAMINATION OF CANDIDATES FOR THE
CIVIL SERVICE,
(As prescribed by the Governor in Council, and notified
in the " Governnzent Gazette" of the 10th February,
1866
A
N  Examination of Candidates for admission
into the Civil Service will be hold at the
Education Office, Adelaide street, on WEDNES-
DAY and THURSDAY, the 11th and 12th instant,
and will commence at Ten o'clock a.m. each day.
The Examination will be open to all Candidates
who have complied with the conditions prescribed
in the notification published in the  Gazette  on the
date above referred to.
By order of the Board,
IiOil I , RT BOURNE,
Secretary.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE Of the COLONY OF QUEENSLAND,
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY, at BRISBANE, during the QUARTERS ended 30th
JUNE, 1865, and 30th JUNE, 1866, respectively, showing the Increase or Decrease under
each head thereof.
Head of Revenue or Receipt.
CUSTOMS-
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th June, 30th June,
1865. 1866.
£ s. d. s. d.
Decrease.
£ s. d.
Increase.
£ s. d.
Spirits ... ... ... 27,087 8 8 32,319 18 2 5,232 9 6
Wine .. ... 2,174 15 6 3,672 11 2 1,497 15 8
Ale, Porter, and Beer of all sorts 951 15 4 2,325 13 3 1,373 17 11
Tobacco ... ... ... 6,686 15 1 7,94518 11 1,259 3 10
Tea ... 2,822 6 0 3,019 6 9 197 0 9
Sugar and Molasses ... ... 4,315 12 2 4,361 11 9 45 19 7
Coffee and Chicory ... ... 496 9 10 556 19 2 60 9 4
Opium... ... 219 5 8 I 323 3 9  103 18 I
44,754 8 3 1 54,525 2 11 9,770 14 S
GOLD-
Duty on Gold 520 7 5 258 6 6 262 0 11
Miners' Rights and Business Licenses ... 314 0 0 81 0 0 233 0 0
Other Receipts ... 141 8 0 135 13 6 5 14 6
975 15 5 475 0 0 500 15 5 ...
LAND REVENUE-
Proceeds of Land Sales paid in Cash ... 12,5017 4 4,028 14 4 8,472 13 0 ...
Ditto ditto in Land Orders 41,44410 5 18,753 1 3 22,691 9 2
Rents of Land for Pastoral Purposes 3,481 8 9 2,028 10 9 1,452 18 0 ...
Ditto in Agricultural Reserves ... ... 75 13 8 71 11 2 4 2 6 1
All other Receipts ... ... ... ... 293 0 0 285 0 0 8 0 0
Assessment on Runs... ... ... ... 179 14 0 179 14 0
Survey of Runs ... ... 1,257 17 8 1,876 1 5 i ... 6183 9
59,233 11 10 27,042 18 11 32,808 16 8 618 3. 9
POSTAGE... ... 4,205 3 2 1 5,013 4 0 808 0 10
COMMISSION ON POST OFFICE ORDERS 187 10 0 176 12 0 10 18 0
LICENSES-
To Cut Timber, Make Bricks,  &c. .. 349 10 0 403 5 0 ... 53 15 0
To Auctioneers ... ... 92 1 8 115 6 6 ... 23 4 10
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... ... 300 0 0 240 0 0 60 0 0 ...
To Bonded Storekeepers ... ... 466 5 2 615 8 9 ... 149 3 7
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors 9,016 7 0 10,670 15 0 ... 1,654 8 0
To Publicans, for Billiard and Bagatelle 182 10 0 115 0 0 67 10 0Tables ... ... ... ... y
To Hawkers and Pedlars ... ... ... 20 18 4 25 14 4 4 16 0
All other Licenses ... 40 4 6 25 7 0 1417 6 ...
10,467 16 8 12,210 16 7 142 7 6 1,885 7 5
FEES OF OFFICE-Certificates of Naturalization... ... 3 3 0 6 11 0 ... I 3 8 0
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds 867 0 0 838 15 0 28 5 0
Registrar-General ... ... ... ... 1,090 16 0 1,138 1 10 ... 47 5 10
Registrar Supreme Court ... ... 408 2 1 404 1 2 4 0 11
Registrars District Courts ... 191 13 7 ... 191 13 7
Sheri ff ...  ...  ... ... 197 1 5 195 17 0 1 4 5
Courts of Petty Sessions ... ... ... 152 14 0 138 15 8 13 18 4 ...
Water Police Court ,.. 2 8 6 0 9 0 1 19 6
Shipping Master ... 74 6 0 115 18 9 41 12 9
All other Fees ... ... ... 167 19 0 226 0 6 ... 58 1 6
2,963 10 0 3,256 3 6 49 8 2 342 1 8
FINES AND FORFEITURES--
'Sheriff... ... ... , .. ... ... 38 0 .0 294 3 6 .. 256 3 6
Courts of Petty Sessions ... ... 371 17 14 373 12 9 ... 1 15 5
Proceeds of Sale of Confiscated and
Unclaimed Property .. ... S 138 14 6 57 18 6 80 16 0
Crown's Share of Seizures ... ... 74 2 11 180 17 3 106 14 4
All other Fines ... ... ... ... ... 11 0 0 ... 11 0 0
1 -
622 14 9 91917 12 0 80 16 0 375 13 3
RENTS, EXCLUSIVE OF LAND-
`
Tolls and Ferries ... 140 8 11 104 1 8 . 36 7 3
Wharves ... .. ... ... ... ' ... 10 0 0 10 0 0
Government Buildings and Premises ... 10 0 8 ... 10 0 8 ...
150 9 7 . 11.4 1 8  46 7 11 10 0 0
C;arricd forward ,.. 123 360 19 8 1103,731 11 7 33,639 9 8 13,810 1 7
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF QUARTER' S  REVENUE - continued.
Head of Revenue or Receipt.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th June, 30th June,  Decrease .  Increase.
1865. 1866.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £  Y. d. £ s. d.
Brought forward... ... ... ... 123,560 19 8  103,731 11 7 33,639 9 8 13,810 1 7
HARBOR DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage ...
Light Dues ..
...
Marine Board
570 4 4 894 3 6
430 0 8 684 2 11
102 8 0 98 4 0
1,102 13 0 1,676 10 5
4 4 0
4 4 0 578 1 5
323 19 2
254 2 3
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Fares ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,491 13 6 ... 2,491 13 6
Goods Traffic ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,752 7 7 ... 1,752 7 7
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ... ... ... 370 14 7 ... 370 14 7
4,614  15 8 ... 4,614 15 8
CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION FUND 722 11 5 635 3 7
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS ... 2,547 16 11 2,571 16 5
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property-Cast Horses
Ditto ditto-Stores ... ... ... ...
Government Printer ... ... ... ...
Balances in hands of Public Officers Refunded
Surcharges Recovered ... ... ...
Letters of Registration
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ... ...
23 19 6
22 2 3 22 2 3
66 12 11 5 5 0 61 7 11 ..
247 18 3 259 9 5 ...  11 11  2
73 18 11 69 16 4 4 2 7
9 0 0 22 1 8 ... 13 1 8
40 0 0 40 0 0 .., ...
137 16 3 651 0 10 ... 513 4 7
597 8 7 1,047 13 3 87 12 9 537 17 5
TOTAL REVENUE PROPER £ 128,531 9 7 114,277 10 11 33,818 14 3 19,564 15 7
Deduct  Decrease
87 7 10
... £ 33,818 14 3
Decrease of Revenue Proper on corresponding Quarter 1865 ... £ 14,253 18 8
SPECIAL RECEIPTS.
Immigration Remittances ... ... 1,410 1 0 668 0 0 742 1 0 ...
Scab Assessment ... ... ... 1,887 19 10 1,796 5 4 91 14 6
... 482 16 3 . , , 482 16 3 ...Pleuro-pneumonia Assessment ...
Pound Sales ... ... ... ... 129 0 1 387 7 10 ... 258 7 9
... 221 14 11 257 5 5 .. 35 10 6Assurance Fund, Real Property Act '
Police Reward Fund... ... ... ... 195 8 0 146 9 9 48 18 3
Police Superannuation Fund ... ... 145 18 9 162 4 11 ... 16 6 2
Parliamentary Buildings Fund, paid in Cash 3,274 0 0 94 11 4 3,179 8 8 .
Ditto ditto Land Orders 18 0 0 217 8 8 ... 199 8 8
TOTAL SPECIAL RECEIPTS  £ 7,764  18 10 3,729 13 3 4,544 18 8 509 13 1
Deduct Decrease ... ... ... ... ... ... £ 4,544 18 8
Decrease of Special Receipts  on corresponding Quarter  1865 ... £ 4,035 5 7
JOSHUA P. BELL,  Treasurer.
HENRY BUCKLEY,
Auditor-G encral.
The Trea.surs,
Queensland, 4th July, 13GG.
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Crown Lands  Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd July, 1866.
I
T  is hereby notified for general information ,  that the interest of the previous occupants in the under-
mentioned Runs of Crown Lands ,  has been transferred during the quarter ending the 30th ultimo,
with the sanction of the Government to the parties hereafter particularised.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Transferrer. Transferree. Name of Run.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Thomas Andrew . .... John Brown Watt .. .. .... Stretchworth, Halliford
Alex. McDonald and Chas. Smith ... 1 John Aflleck . I Swan Creek
Henry Alfred Tyrer and James
Henderson
E. S. and J. H. Ross ...
Anna Maria Power and Francis
Glynn Connolly
Wm. Brahe ...
Thos. Andrew and Jno. Brown Watt
E. and J. H. Ross ...
John Graham MacDonald ...
John Binney...
George Wm. Brown and Hugh
McMichael
George Wm. Brown ...
It.  Campbell ... ... ... ...
Jas. Milson, junr. ... ... ...
Gordon Sandeman ... ... ...
John Brown Watt ... ... ...
W. H. Yaldwyn ... ... ...
John  Brown  Watt and John Young
Kent and Wienholt ... ... ...
Samuel Deane Gordon
Robert Towns and Alexander Stuart
Stratton and Co. ... ... ...
Robert Lawson
Alexander Anderson
Blackman and Wilson
Robert Tooth
Duncan Forbes McKay ...
John A. Johnston ... ...
Wm. Arthur Simpson ...
Archd. Fullerton
James McAndrew and Hugh
McPhillimy
James Byrnes and Wm. Byrnes ...
Wm. Hunter ... ... ...
John Mackay
Hannah Gray as administratix of
the Estate of Walter Gray,
deceased
Henry Baillie ... ...
Walter Macale
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Isaac  Moore... ... ... ...
Robert Archibald Alison Morehead
and Matthew Young
The Commercial Banking Company
of Sydney
Otoo, Santitha
Dyngie
Eureka
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
John Headrick and Edward Pike
Livermore
John Brown Watt ...
Robert Archibald Alison Morehead
and Matthew Young
Robert Towns and Alex. Stuart ...
Stewart Murray ...
Alexr.  Speed  Webster
Alexr . Speed  Webster
Samuel Smith Travers
Samuel Smith Travers
Samuel  Smith Travers
Robert Archibald Alison Morehead
and Matthew Young
Wm. Yaldwyn, junr. ...
Alexr. Stuart
Thomas Craig, Richard Mellish,
George Simmie, Simon Fraser,
and Wm. Forrest
Theodore  Harden ... ...
Charles Seal.. ...
Robt. Henry Templeton and John
Burn
John Young and William Oswald
Gilchrist
John Eales ... ... ... ...
Christopher Newton
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Robert Archibald Alison Morehead,
and Matthew Young
Leonora McKay ...
Thomas Cadell ... ...
Robt. Tooth... ... ... ...
George Fullerton ... ...
John Donald McLean ... ...
Stewart Murray ... ... ...
The Trust and Agency Company of
Australasia (limited)
Duncan Forbes Mackay ... ...
Henry Baillic ...
Wm. Miles ...
The Corporation styled the Bank of
.Australasia
I
Comet Vale, Corio
Lower Rannes, Thuriba, Junction Creek,
Chinbin, Rannes, Gullandara, The
Plain
Silesia
Baaland, Maaland
Toolah, Beilba, Albert, Bundilla, Tun-
garra, Robinson's Creek, Robinson's
Creek No. 2, Baroonda No. 1,
Baroonda No. 2, Baroonda No. 1 A,
Baroonda No. 2 A.
Huntley
Upper Huntley
Lower Laguna, Boree, Belcong
West Esmond, Berbeth, Mislone No. 1
Blackadder, Pastorale No. 1, Pastorale
No. 2, Gordonstone, South Berbeth
Godstone, Cowley, Riversleigh, Mooroo-
loo, Doonmunya, Toonbaa, Baambaam
Markland, Sandy Creek, Lily Vale, Rose
Vale, Swainpingah
Upper Melaleuca, MorenishNo. 1
Glenwiggle, Injune, Highland Plains,
Hutton Vale, Rose Vale, Myall Vale,
Brickalow Park, Springbock, Crewman,
Carrot Field
Wicketawee, Upper Tualka, Lower
Tualka, Gibber Gunyah, Wagoon No. 3,
Narawy
Maaland, Ranmore
Nundubbermere
Yatton, Cockenzie, Springfleld
Salisbury, Wandoo, Errol, Oaklands No.
4, Courtney
Yeffil Block, Baffle Block, Upper Block
Prairie Block
New Deepwater, Lower Deepwater,
Mount Abundance.
Byron Plains ,  Tommoo, Cunniana.
Dareel Retro.
Havelock.
Southland No. 2.
Watershed.
Black's Camp
Mount Bindeygo, Tulloeh, Blessington.
Ana Ningan East.
Redford, East Redford.
Redford, East Redford.
Charlestown, Long Charlestown, Rock-
wells.
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Transferrer.
William Pickering, as official as-
signee in the insolvent estate of
Fattorini and Co.
The representative of the late Henry
Dangar
Jas. Smith
Mary Anna Spencer ...
Robt. Tooth ...
John Smith ... ... ... ...
John William Colless, Benjamin
Clay Hutchinson, and James
Wallis
John William Colless, Benjamin
Clay Hutchinson, and James
Wallis
John Donald McLean ... ...
Adolphus Bartlett Jones
Charles Powell ...
Edward Joy ... ...
Julius Curr ...
James Staines Collings, and Ronald
MacDonald
John Thomas Allan, Thomas Sut-
cliffe Mort, William Montague
Manning
William Furlong Berkelman and
William Frederick Lambert
Alexander Anderson ... ...
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1866.
I
T  is hereby notified for general information, that the interest of the previous occupants in the Licenses
of the undermentioned Runs of Crown Lands, has been transferred ,  during the quarter ending the
30th ultimo, with the sanction of the Government ,  to the parties hereinafter particularised.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
MARANOA  DISTRICT.- Continued.
Transferree. Name of Run.
Robt. Austin ... ... ... Yalebone No. 1, Trinidad
The Bank of New South Wales: ...
John Frederick Doyle and Alfred
John Doyle
Karee ; Karee South No.  I;  Karee
South No. 2; Boomba East No. 1
Boomba East No. 2; Boomba East
No. 3 ; Boomba No. 6
Hoogarbunna
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Robt. Archd. Alison Morehead and
Matthew Young
Robt. Archd. Alison Morehead and
Matthew Young
Robt. Russell and Edmund Bignell
Joseph Becker and Wm. Sly ...
Benjamin Clay Hutchinson and
Jas. Wallis
Adolphus  Bartlett Jones ..
Alfred Thomas Jones .
Muggadilla
Nive Downs West, Barford, Back Run
Buckenby
Owthorpe No. 1, Owthorpe No. 2,
Owthorpe No. 6, Owthorpe No. 7
Owthorpe No. 3, Owthorpe No. 4,
Owthorpe No. 5, Owthorpe No. 8,
Owthorpe No. 9, Owthorpe No. 10.
Brunell Downs North, Brunell Downs
West
Brunell Downs North, Brunell Downs
West
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Thomas Holt and Edward Joy ... Wonton Vale, Cayley Valley
Thomas Holt and Edward Joy ... Salisbury Plains, Springfield, The Pocket,
Molongle, Upstart Plains, Wangarattu,
Wangaratta South
Marmaduke Curr and Montague Gilgunya.
Curr
James Byrnes and William Byrnes Eaton Vale, Mount Pleasant.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
William Colburn Mayne, junior,
Edward Valentine Colburnikfayne,
and Charles John Forbes
Theodore Harden ... ...
Birkheal Creek No. 1, Birk-head Creek,
No. 2, Windeyer Creek.
Listowel Downs No. 5.
John Eales ... Vener,  Tenterden ,  Rodney Downs,
Ollera.
LEICHIIARDT DISTRICT.
Transferrer. Transferree. Name of Run.
Alfred Edward Clark
k' I
Thomas Frederick Harrison
Donald McDonald ...
John Graham Macdonald ...
George Sutherland Caird, and the
representative of the late James
Patterson
William Basset ...
Alfred Edward Clark and Henry
Cooper
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Frederick  Augustus  Forbes ...
COOK DISTRICT.
William Seaward, William Marsh,
and Richard Symes Warry
Robert Towns, and Alexander
Stuart
James Sutherland ...
Robert Towns, and Alexander
Stuart
Tieri.
Authoringa, Authoringa  East, Munga
Munga.
Cunata, The Copperfield ,  The Pine, The
Preston, Nepowe, Table Land
Downs ,  The Rienza
Augustus Downs No. 3, Augustus
Downs No. 4 , Augustus  Downs No.
5, Augustus Downs No. 6.
Keira,  Marathon.
Floraville, Adelaideberg, Armraynald.
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in the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenthsection of the  Marriage Act of  1864, we, the
Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
ROBERT MILLER, of the Leichhardt District, in the
Colony of Queensland, Esquire, Justice of the
Peace, to be a Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar's District of Taroom, who shall, by virtue
of this appointment, give consent in the cases pro-
vided for in and by the eighteenth and nineteenth
sections of the said Act.
Dated this sixth day of July, A.D. 1866.
(Signed) JAMES COCKLE, C. J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
In the Supreme Court of Quueensland.
In the Insolvent Estate of Moses Walinsley, of
South Brisbane.
T HEREBY call a meeting of the Creditors inthe above Estate, to take place at my Office,
Queen street, Brisbane, on FRIDAY, the 20th
clay of July, at Eleven o'clock, to resolve that the
Estate ought to be wound up under a deed of
arrangement, composition, or otherwise, and that an
application be made to the Court to stay all proceed-
ings in the Insolvency for such period as the
Court shall think fit, and in accordance with the
Act of Council, 28 Victoria, No. 25, section 166.
Dated at Brisbane, this 5th day of July, A.D. 1866.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE .
r AKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions  of the Real Property Act of 18d1. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney,  a Caveat  in Conn B. of said Act, on or  before  the day named in
each case.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Proprietor
Subdivision 4 of eastern suburban allotment 31, con- Richard Symes Warry
taming 16 porches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North
,Brisbane
Allotment 1 of section 9, containing 1 rood 17 perches ; George Harris ...
county, Stanley ; parish and town, North Brisbane
Several portions of ground, at or near Toolburra, Thomas Coutts
containing in the aggregate 5,768 acres,-the several
portions not being named or numbered ; county,
Merivale ; parish, unnamed
Allotment 8 of section 12, containing two roods ; John Simpson ...
county, Livingstone ; parish and town, Rockhampton
Allotment 5, containing 10 acres 3 roods 10 perches ; Henry Howard Payne
county, Stanley; parish, Enoggera, near Brisbane
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged
2nd August,  1866.
6th August,  1806.
7th August, 1866.
Ditto.
Ditto.
F. O. D.LRVALL,  Registrar-General.
General Post Office,
Brisbane , 2nd July, 1866.
No. 5.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF MAY, 1866.
P
ERSONS  applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
give the correct number of the List in which they may have observed their Names, as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
J. DOUGLAS,
Postmaster-General.
NOTE -- The DEAD LETTER.  BRANCH of the General Post Office is open  for delivery, daily,  Saturday
excepted ,  from Ten a.m. to Four p.m . ;  on Saturday ,  from '.Pen  a.m.  to One p.m.
A. 25 Anton Thos., Cania s and u k (2)
26 Appleton Thos Brisbane u k1 ABINETT James, Bruceclale s and c (2) .,
27 Armstrong - Brisbane u k2 Abrahams Denis, Condamine c (3) ,28 Armstron South Brisbane eA3
4
Adams A., Toowoomba it  It
Addems Wm. Brisbane u k
g .,
29 Ashley H. C., Cundarra u k
5
,
Andrew J. L. Ipswich e a 30 Atwell W., Laidley c
6
,
Aherdan Mrs. (care of J. Brady) George street 31 Austin Win. (carpenter), Pleasant Bank o
7 Ahern John, Toowoomba c 32 Austen Leonard, Brisbane u k
8 Ali Foo, Brisbane e 33 Aytoun Jas. junr., Brisbane n z
9 Alder Anthony, Toowoomba e (2) B.
10 Alderson T. B., Brisbane u k 1 BAILIE Joseph, Brisbane s
11 Aldrich Dr., Dalby c 2 Bailey J., Toowoomba c
12 Allan Margaret H., Holmes' Camp c 3 Baker Matthew, Roma c
13 Allars R. T., Brisbane in 4 Baker W. Henry, Brisbane u k
14 Allen J. K., Kennedy e 5 Ballantyne Miss Catherine, Brisbane u k
15 Allen P. C., Kingalume c 6 Ballard M , Cooranga a
16 Allen Wm., Gatton o 7 Balbe Alex., Main Range e
17 Allenby Miss Annie, Brisbane e 8 Bamford Reginald, Brisbane u k
18 Alliott Win., Jondaryan u k 9 Ban field John, Brisbane s
19 Anderson Mrs. David, Brisbane o 10 Banks -, Junction c
20 Anderson Miss Margaret, Brisbane it k 11 Banks Isaac, Brisbane u k
21 Anderson Thos., Ifelidon c 12 Bannon Joseph, Toowoomba c
22 Angelo Arflavr, Macleay it k 13 Barclay A., Darham's Camp c
23 Angelo Artaur, Mackay io It and s (i•) 11 Barker G., Brisbane o
24 Arslow s 15 Barlow John, Toowoomba 
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16 [iailow '(lies., l3risl wie, u k 110 Buckley John, German Station e
17 Barnard '1'., Bridb:rne it lc 1.11 Budd Geo., Toowoomba  it  k
18 Barnett Jonathan, AVallumbilla c 112 Bufry Thos., Oxley e (2)
19 Barnett Joseph, "l oowooraba c 113 Bunard --, Brisbane n z
20 Barrett IL. 8 , Welltown u k 114 Burfield G. H., Ipswich u k
2t Barrett Jonas, BBrisbane o 115 Burford Benjn., Cressbroolk c
22 Barron Alex., Oxley c (3) 116 Burgess Allen, Drayton o c
.23 Barrow  -,  Goo,rdiwindi c 117 Burke Michl., Toowoomba e24 Barter , Brisbane u k 118 Burke Patk., Given's Camp c
25 Barr David, Toowoomba c 119 Burne Chas., Brisbane u k
26 Bayden Mrs. John, Brisbane c 120 Burnes J. H., Maryborough e
27 Baynes Mrs., Brisbane c 121 Burns Robt,, Main Range u k
28 Beard Thos., Brisbane u k 122 Burnett Elizabeth, Toowoomba e
29 Beardmore G. 0., Rockhampton c 123 Burton  -,  Sanford c
30 Beavan Thos., Highfield o 124 Berry W., Ipswich c
31 Becker C.  (care  of A. J. Boyd), Oxley f 125 Bushby F., Brisbane u k
32 Beeston (contractor), Laidley e 126 Bushnell Riclid., Brisbane e
33 Belcher Jatnes, Brisbane o c 127 Butcher Miss G., Brisbane o
31 Bell --, Fortitude Valley c 128 Butler  -,  Breakfast Creek o c
35 Bell Frederick, Brisbane u k 129 Butler and Foster, Brisbane c
36 Bell Jolhe, Brisbane c 130 Butler J., Brisbane u k
37 Bendle  --,  Ipswich s 131 Butler Wm., Ipswich e
38 Bennett Wm. it., Ipswich o 132  Bgr.=ae Path., Port Denison u k
<39 Bonnie Walter, Springsure e 133 Byrne Bernard, Brisbane u k
40 Bermingham Ferrnoy, Brisbane it k 134 Byrnes J., Wallambilla c
41 Biggerstafl' Mrs., Brisbane in 135 Byrnes John (shoemaker), McIntyre Brook s
42 Bird Wm. Brisbane s
43
,
Birkett W., Brisbane c C.
44 Blackburn S„ Brisbane c 1 CAEHOL Michael, Toowoomba e
45 Blackman W., Brisbane it k 2 Callaghan Patrick, Toowoomba o c
46 Blackwell Robert, Ipswich o 3 Callaghan Mrs., Bundamba c
47 Blair Hunter, Ipswich c 4 Callen James, Brisbane u k
48 Blair T. K., Brisbane c 5 Camron Hannah, Brisbane c
49 BlakeT11 Alex., Goondiwiiadi if k 6 Cameron Murdo, Brisbane u k (2)
50 Blatchlorcl J. A., Brisbane u k 7 Cameron Robert, Brisbane u k
51 Blight Mrs., Brisbane u k 8 Campbell Fergus (care of Bell and Love), Bris-
52 Blue Edward, Brisbane u k bane u k
53 Loden Jaynes, Ipswich e 9 Campbell John, Toowoomba u k
54 Boman John, Toowoomba c 10 Campbell John, Brisbane U k
55 Bond A., Brisbane o 11 Campbell Robert J. (care of Mr. Fletcher), Too-
56 Borek Carl, Brisbane u k woomba o c
57 Bourke Patk., Rawbelle o 12 Carlon Andrew, Toowoomba u k
58 Bourne Mrs. Eliza, Brisbane u k 1.3 Carman Edward, Roma e
59 Bourne Thos. Wood, Brisbane u k (3) 14 Carn R., Brisbane u k
60 Bovis Henry, Brisbane e 15 Carrolein Andrew, Brisbane u k
61 Bowers Richard, Ballard's Camp e 16 Carroll A. H.  J.,'  Ipswich e (2)
62 Bowman J. W., Arrowneld e 17 Carroll John (care of Mr. Bagess), Laidley Creek c
63 Boyne Alex., Brisbane  it  Is I S Carter Miss J., Brisbane u k
64 Boyle Charles, Ipswich e 19 Carter Thomas, Taroom c
65 Boyle Michael, Bungoba c 20 Carver Matthew Fern, Brisbane u k
66 Boyle Wm., Oxley e 21 Caskie A., Allora c (2)
67 Braban Mrs. R•., Ipswich e 22 Cassidy Faris, Ipswich u k
68 Brabagon Capt. J, H., lvlackay s and u 1: (5) 23 Caulfield Mrs. S. M., Brisbane c
69 Brabins Thos., Toowooinba s 21 Cavanhauna or Cavanagh, Brisbane u is
70 Bricker Goo , Toowoomba c  25 Cavoy W., Leyburn s
71 Bracket John, Brisbane e 2;i Cazalar Bobt. 1=I. (care of C. Coxen)r Brisbane u  I-
72 Bradbury Edward, Sandgate c 27  Cendy Mrs. Rebecca., Brisbane o c
73 Bradshutw Geo., Ipswich u k 24 Chadwick Charles Nathaniel, Brisbane u k
74 Bradshaw Thos., Ipswich u k (2) 29 Champion George E., Laidley s
75 Braiding Mrs., Ipswich u k 30 Chapman  IT., Brisbane c
76 Brenan Hannah,  T oowoomba rt lc 31 Chapman R, Toowoomba n is
77 Brenan Owen, Brisbane n k 32 Charnock George, Brisbane u k (2)
78 Brennan W , Toowoomba. s a (2) 33 Chars (joiner), Toowoomba c
79 Bresbane Hugh, Kennedy c 31 Cheesborough and Hodgson Messrs., Walloon
80 Brian Path., Toowoomba c 35 Chine T., Ipswich o e
81 Bridges Geo., Brisbane e 36 Clale Mrs. Robert, Brisbane u is
82 Bridson M., Laidley c 37 Cleney Christopher, Brisbane u k
83 Brierly Mrs. irlartha, Brisbane c 38 Clarke 1)., Warwick s
84 Brine;rn Sarah Jane, Brisbane it is 39 Clarke Jno., Brisbane u k
85 Brock J. Easton, Arcturus Downs c 40 Clarke Michael F., Brisbane e
86 Brooks James, Dalgingal c 41 Clarke Patrick, Ban Ban o e
87 Brooks Thos., Ban Ban c 42 Clarke Patrick, Brisbane u is
88 Brookes W (sawyer), Roma o e 43 Clarkson Thomas, Ipswich u k
89 Brown -, Weranga e 44 Clews Adam (care of W. D. White), Tingalpa n z
90 Brown Charlesworth, Brisbane u k 45 Clanssen  -,  lTighfrelds c
91 Browne Mrs. D. R., Maryborough it k 46 Clemesha R B., Ipswich o e
92 Brown Miss Rliza, Brisbane it k 47 Cleveland Mrs J., Brisbane u is
93 Brown George, Brisbane n is 48 Clifton Walter (care of Jacob Low), Weltown n z
91 Brown George, Toowoomba c 49 Clissold Henry, Brisbane u k
95 Brown Harry, Brisbane it k 50 Clitheroe Mrs. Isabella, Ipswich u k
96 Browne J., Brisbane u k 51 Cameron and McArthur Messrs., Coleraige c
97 Brown  John,  -Brisbane u k 52 Coane Henry, Brisbane u k
98 Brown John (wheelwright), Toowoomba e 53 Cockram Alexander, Brisbane o e
99 Brown J. W., Cleveland e (2) 51  Caalheelr,Tohn, Brisbane  is  k-
100 Brown Mrs. M. C., Brisbane c 55  Coleman Daniel, Campbell's Gully c
1.01 Brown Mrs. W., Brisbane s 56 Coleman John (care of Mr. Goodchap), Gayndah
102 Browne Wm, Brisbane o c and Taroom c
103 Bruce Win., Brisbane u k (3) 57 Colts Alfred, Laidley o c
104 Brunton  -,  Toowoonba c 58 Coles William, Toowoomba o c
105 Brunton Francis, Toowoomba c 59 Colhown Miss, Ipswich s
106 Bryson Robert, Rockhampton it is (2) 60 Collins John, 'L'oowoomba c
107 Buck John, lpsw;oli c 61 Collins Wm,, T'ouna c
108 Buckley  Georg e, Bald  ITills c (32 Clarke  G.  1)., Brisbane e
103 Buckley James, Bald Hills c 63 Courasiy Misa Mari, Brisbane u k
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64 Come Mrs., Brisbane u k 46 Donaghy Bieliard, Brisbane rc k
65 Compton  -,  Brisbane c 47 Donald Sinclair, Brisbane it k
66 Connor Miss Catherine, Toowoomba c (2) 48 Donaldson Maria G., Brisbane o c
67 Connor Christopher, Wombalbank c 49 Donnell James, Laidley s
68 Connors John, Brisbane e 50 Donnell J., Laidley c
69 Cook Mrs. George, Lockyer's  Creek c 51 Donley John, Laidley c
70 Cook Robert, Gatton  it k 52 Donohue M., Laidley c
71 Cook Wm., Toowoomba s 53 Donohoe Patrick, Toowoomba o c
72 Cook James, Yenda c 54 Donohoe Peter, Oxley c
73 Cookworthy Capt. W. S., Brisbane u k 55 Donnolly James, Toowoomba u k
74 Coombes Joseph, Brisbane u k 56 Donovan L., Bungabarr s
75 Coonan D. and W., Coowoonbar Station c 57 Doolan L. J., Brisbane o e
76 Cornish John, Brisbane u k 58 Dooley William, Toowoonnba c
77 Corrigan Miss (or Mrs.,) Ipswich o c 59 Doublet ik.rmando, Goondiwindi f
78 Correy John, Brisbane u k 60 Douglas Henry S., Brisbane u k
79 Cosgrove James, Ipswich n z 61 Dowening Daniel, Maryborougli c
80 Cosgrove John, Brisbane u k 62 Downee Charles, Brisbane u k
81 Corbetto  -,  Toowoomba c 63 Doyle  -,  Whalan c
82 Counsel William, Toowoomba c- 64 Draper E., Brisbane it k
83 Courtney John, Ipswich c 65 Drew Robert Finlay, Brisbane u k (2)
84 Coverley Moses, Springsure c and u k (4) 66 Drewe J. W., Brisbane u k
85 Coverley William, Barcoo c (4) 67 Dowling John, Brisbane c
86 Covil George, Brisbane u le 68 Drummund D. Campbell, Barinda c (2)
87 Couney John, Toowoomba e 69 Duleny HI., Laidley c
88 Cox IT., Brisbane u k 70 Duncan Capt., Brisbane c
89 Cox J. and A. (care of T. L. M. Prior, Brisbane) o c 71 Duncan James, Toowooinba u k
90 Cox R., Brisbane c 72 Dunkenly David, Oxley u k
91 Craig J., Ipswich e 73 Dunne B., Brisbane u k
92 Crawford Mrs. Wm., Brisbane c 74 Dunne Mary, Toowoomba c
93 Crawley Thos., Brisbane c 75 Dunn Samuel L., Brisbane u k (2)
94 Crawley Miss, Brisbane c 76 Dunne Thomas, Condamine s
95 Cronin Daniel, Toowoomba o c 77 Dunrich E., Planet Downs c
96 Crohan John, Ipswich c 78 Duxbury Edward, Brisbane in
97 Cross Mrs., Redbank c 79 Dwyer Edward, Weranga c
98 Cross Wm., Laidley u k 80 Dymes Malcom, Toowoornba c
99 Culbert It., Brisbane u k 81 Dwyer Win., Yandilla e
100 Cullen Miss Ann, Brisbane u k E101
102
Cullen Daniel, Brisbane c
Cullen Simon, Laidley o c 1
.
FAMES J., Drayton c
102 Cummins William Brisbane u k 2 Eames Thos. G., (care Mr. Cook), Gatton c
104
,
Cunningham  - Campbell's Gully c 3 Easdin J., Sydney u k
105
,
Cunningham Eneas Brisbane c 4 Easdon J., Sydney u k
106
,
Currie Mrs. Agnes Brisbane f 5 Eavern -----, Toowoomba c
107
,
Curtis John Toowoomba c 6 Echalaz, North Creek s
108
,
Cuthbert Robert, Bowen u k 7 Eden Mrs. John. (care Robt. England),
hampton u k
Rock-
D. 8 Toowoomba, cEdwards James1 DALBY C. G., e 9
,
Edwards Mrs. M, Brisbane c
2 Dale David, Port Mackay e 10 Edward Jobn, Barcoo River e
3 Dalton T. C., Brisbane s 11 Edwards C. It., Dalby o c
4 Dare Miss Louisa, Brisbane u k 12 Egles ----, Ellangowan c
5 Darlin John Henry, Toowoomba c 13 Egan William, Brisbane u k
6 Darnell, F. A., Brisbane u k 14 Eggors Eldon, Brisbane  in
7 Davey C. G., Brisbane u k 15 Eislly  0., Brisbane c
8 Darres Capt., Brisbane c 16 Eisenacher Wilhelm, Mackay c
9 Dart Mr. and Mrs. Win., Brisbane and Oxley 17 Ekkel George, Toowoomba c
c and u k (2) 18 Elbon C., Roma c
10 Davies Evan, u k 19 Elder William (care T. H. Baldwyn), Comet
11 Davis J., Brisbane it k River e
12 Davies Thos, Oxley c (2) 20 Elias John, Brisbane u k
13 Davis Mrs., Brisbane e 21 Elliott James, Bigge's Camp c
14 Davis Alfred, Brisbane u k 22 Elliott James, Sandy Creek
15 Davis M. H., Brisbane s 23 Elliott Thomas, Brisbane f
16 Davis James, Barcoo s 24 Elliott Robert, Gatton c
17 Davis It. K., Pioneer River u k and c (2) 25 Ellis  -,  Brisbane c
18 Davis Thomas, Ipswich c 26 Elteb Goutiel, Brisbane m
19 Davey Daniel Coopar, Ipswich u k 27 Elwell Henry G., Brisbane u k (2)
20 Day James E., Ipswich c 28 Elwell John  Al.. S , Brisbane s
21 Day Thomas, Leyburn u k 29 Elworthy William, Cleveland e
22 Dehan Mrs. S., Ready Springs ni 30 Emery Charles, Redbank f
23 Dean William, Brisbane u k 31 Etherwick Mrs., Brisbane u It
24 Dehy Edward, Toowoomba U c 32 Ettingliam  -,  G-owri Road c
25 Degiell E., Brisbane c 33 Evans --, Logan e
26 Delmorelez P., Allora c 34 Ewer F. A., Waliam u k (4)
27 Dempsey James, Warwick c
28 Deuchy Daniel, Ipswich u k F.
29 Denham  -,  Ipswich u k 1 FAGAN Michael, Brisbane u k
30 Dennison Mrs. George, Little Liverpool c 2 Falconer John, Brisbane f
31 Denny  Margaret E. (care of Honorable P. C. Ellis, 3 Fanning William, Dulacca c (3)
Forest Hill), Barcoo u k 4 Farley Miss Bessey, Brisbane e
32 Desmond Thomas, Ipswich u k 5 Farnell Samuel, Brisbane u k
33 Devine Bernard, Toowoomba c 6 Farrell James, Laidley c
34 Devinport William, Laidley Station c 7 Farrell Michael, Gayndah u k
35 Dickson A., Brisbane c 8 Faulk William, Brisbane s
36 Dickson J. E., Brisbane m 9 Fay  Stephen, Brisbane u k
37 Diffin Wm., Highf'ieids u k 10 Falialy Bridget, Brisbane u k
38 Dillon Wm., Toowoomba u k 11 Feeney John, Port Mackay s (2)
39 Dimond Win., Brisbane u k 12 Fegan Joseph, Gatton o c
40 Dennan Joseph, Roma c 13 Falkin William, Brisbane u k
41 Diving Thomas, Brisbane u k 14 Feltham John, Brisbane u k
42 Doherty C., Brisbane m 15 Ferguson -, Brisbane c
43 Dolan Patrick, Toowoomba o c 16 Ferguson Win., Toowoomba e
44 Dollard M., Main Range o, (2) 17 Ferris Mrs., Brisbane s
45 Dolony Tow, Brisbane c 18 Fiddles Hugh, Brisbane u k
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19 1 iggins Campbell, Brisbane s 45 Graham John Lynn, Rockhampton m (2)
20 Filand Patrick, Toowoomba e 46 Graham Robert, Brisbane u k
21 Finch August, Brisbane s 47 Graham W. D., care of W. Cook, Gatton c (3)
22 Findlayer It. T., Upper Dawson River c 48 Grange Edmund B., Rockhampton u k
23 Finegan Francis, Brisbane u k (2) 49 Grant Jolm, Toowoomba o c
24 Finnukin Miss Susan, Oxley c 50 Gowland William, Oxley Creek o e
25 Firth John, Brisbane u k 51 Graham James, Leyburn c
26 Fisher Matthew M., Brisbane u k (2) 52 Graham James, Leyburn c (2)
27 Fisk --, G owri Station u k 53 Grant John, Toowoomba o c
28 Fitzpatrick E., Toowoomba c 54 Grant Simon, Gowrie c (2)
29 Fitzsimmons, Ovicy o c 55 Grayson  -,  care of J. H. Yaldwin, Planet Downs c
30 Fitzpatrick John, Roma c 56 Granfield Miss, Brisbane e
31 Flanery John, Ipswich c 57 Greenslade , Brisbane c
32 Fleming P., h alby c 58 Greham E. P., Ipswich c
33 Fleming Robert, Toowoomba u k 59 Grehson Matthias, Logan u k
34 Fletcher John, Brisbane u k 60 Grey Robert, Brisbane s
35 Fletcher Marv (care Chas. Fletcher), Brisbane o c 61 Grice J. H., Brisbane u k
36 Fletcher T., Highfields e 62 Greive Archibald, Brisbane n z
37 Flood Edward, Amby c (2) 63 Griffin  -,  Lytton c
38 Floyd Thomas, Mackay u k 64 Griffin Mary Jane, Brisbane u k
39 Flynn John, Gatton c 65 Griffith G, care of Hon. C. Lilly, Brisbane u k
40 Foley Lawrence Henery, Condamine s 66 Griffith John, Toowoomba s
41 Follenk Harry, Toowoomba c 67 Griffiths Patrick, Highfields c
42 Follett D., Brisbane o 68 Gutridge John, Churchill c
43 Foote Geo., Dalby e 69 Gwynn John, Toowoomba u k
44
45
Ford Goo, Sandgate s
Ford Reuben, Brisbane u k ana o c (2) H.
46 Ford Roland, Brisbane c 1 HACKETT Francis, Brisbane u k
47 Forrest Donald James, Brisbane u k 2 Hackshall John, Brisbane n z
48 Forrester Wm., Brisbane u k 3 Haledane James, Brisbane u k
49 Forward Charles, Brisbane e 4 Halsey Robert S., Brisbane u k
50 Foster Frederick, Brisbane s 5 Hamer William, Brisbane u k (2)
51 Foster J. W., Brisbane c 6 Hamersley Hugh B., Rockhampton u k
52 Fowls James, Brisbane u 1 7 Hamersley Mrs., Brisbane o c
53 Fowls James, Brisbane u k 8 Hamilton George, Brisbane c
54 Francis F. A., Ipswich o c 9 Hamilton H., Brisbane e
55 Franklin H., Brisbane e 10 Hamilton David, Brisbane u k
56 Franks J. G., Toowoomba u k 11 Hamilton James, Dunwich c
57 Fraser Thorn, Brisbane, u k 12 Hamilton John, Brisbane c
58 Fawley Ellen, Toowoomba c 13 Hamilton John, Ipswich u k
59 Freeman William, Ipswich c 14 Hammer John, Toowoomba c
60 French Walter, Toozoomba c  15 Hammond A., Ballandoon River a
61 Freeleny Wilhem, Brisbane f 16 Hampson W., Port Mackay c
62 Freeny M., Brisbane c 17 Hanchard H. C., Toowoomba c (2)
63 Froost Peter, Toowoomba c 18 Hanchard W., Brisbane o c
64 Frost Thomas, Brisbane u k 19 Handcock H., Brisbane o c (2)
65 Faryer C., Brisbane u k 20 Handley W., Toowoomba n z
66 Faginan Andrew, Laidley c 21 Hankin John, Brisbane u k
22 Hanna RobertBrisbane u k
G. 23
,
Hannant H., Laidley e
1 GABBEL Robert, care of W. Otto, Brisbane c 24 Hannath  -,  Brisbane u k
2 Gallerg Michael, Brisbane e 25 Hannath Henry  0,  Brisbane u k
3 Gallagher J., Ipswich c 26 Harden Hans, Jimbour m (2)
4 Gallagher Thomas, Brisbane u k 27 Hardgrave R., Brisbane o c
5 Gardiner James, Gatton c 28 Harding H., Brisbane u k
6 Gardner Edward, Brisbane c 29 Harding John, Gatton o c
7 Garforde Francis, Brisbane u k 30 Harding W. B., Laidley e
8 Gascarth Sandy, Allora c 31 Harper James, Mackay o e
9 Gaskins William, Brisbane s 32 Harris David R., Brisbane u k (3)
10 Gathorcole John, Brisbane u k 33 Harris Edward, Condamine c
11 Gayden , Bindango c 34 Harris G., Brisbane u k (2)
12 Graham Henry, Toowoomba c 35 Harris J Eato, Brisbane u k
13 Gellatly A., Toowoomba m 36 Harris J., Brisbane c
14 Geraghty Lawrence, Brisbane u k 37 Harry James, Brisbane u k
15 Gereby Francis, Brisbane u k (2) 38 Harris Samuel V., Condamine c
16 Gerring William, Brisbane u k  39 Hart Ebar George, Brisbane u k
17 Gibbings G., Ipswich u k 40 Hart James, Dalby e
18 Gibbs James, Rockhampton c 41 Hartley B., Toowoomba c
19 Gerard John, Warwick c 42 Hasted George, Dalby c
20 Gleeson Thomas, Leyburn c and o e (2) 43 Hattley John, Brisbane u k
21 Gibson Frederick, Bungaban c 44 Houghton  -,  Toowoomba u k
22 Gibson James, Brisbane c 45 Hawkins Michael, Toowoomba m
23 Gibson John, Brisbane u k and c (2) 46 Hawsins Thomas, Ipswich c
24 Gibson Thomas, Gore's Range c 47 Hay Roderick, Brisbane o c
25 Girgingack Conrad, Dalby o c 48 Hayes Richard, Brisbane s
26 Gilby Fred., Brisbane s and u k (2) 49 Hayles Robert, Brisbane u k
27 Gilber  -,  Brisbane c 50 Hayes W., Corango c
28 Ginn John, Brisbane s 51 Hayes Daniel, Toowoomba o e
29 Ginnam Miss Bridgett, Sandgate u k 52 Hays James, Rockhampton c
30 Gleeson Thomas, Dalrymple Creek o c 53 Hayselhurst T., Brisbane c
31 Glynn Martin, Brisbane u k 54 Hazlett Miss Sarah, Brisbane u k
32 Godhead Alfred, Cressbrook c 55 Healy J., Beaufort c
33 Goding  -,  Brisbane c 56 Hedigan Patrick, Toowoomba u k (2)
34 Goldsworthy Thomas, Brisbane u k 57 Hegarty John C. S., Brisbane o e
35 Goodwin Andrew, Port Mackay c 58 Hendry James, Brisbane o c
36 Goodwin E. H., Goondiwindi c (2) 59 Henderson William, Brisbane u k
37 Gordon D., Mitchell Downs o c 60 Henery John, Gatton c
38 Gorman Ann, Brisbane o c 61 Honey Mrs. Sarah, Brisbane o c
39 Gough David, Toowoomba c 62 Henniker F., Nanango c
40 Gow James, Laidley c 63 Holbert Mrs. Sarah, Brisbane c
41 Goyer Samuel, Brisbane c 64 Herflold J. W., Allora c
42 Graham , Sydney s 65 Herring John W., Gladstone u k
43 Graham John, Grosvenor Downs s 66 Heston Janes, Brisbane o e
41 Graham John, Ipswich o 67 Hewitt  -,  Brisbane u k
594,
68 Heaton W. and J., Brisbane c 10 Kelly Mrs, Oxley c
69 Hickey Miss Mary, Brisbane o c 11 Kelly Margaret, Brisbane o c
70 Hickey Pat, Toowoomba c 12 Kelly Patrick, (care of Mr. Cross' Toowoomba o c
71 Hicks James, Ipswich u k (2) 13 Kemp  -,  Toowoomba c
72 Hick Richard, Brisbane s 14 Kemp Peter, Brisbane u k
73 Hieles Mrs. W., 17 Mile Peg e 15 Kendall Edward, Jimbour s
74 Higgins Michael, Bandambah o c 16 Kennan James, Brisbane u k
75 Hillman Charles, Ipswich u k 17 Kennary Patrick, Brisbane s
76 Hillock  -,  Highfields c 18 Kennedy Duncan, Brisbane o c
77 Holden,junr. Mrs. Charles, Brisbane n z 19 Kennedy James, Brisbane o e
78 Hodge Mrs., Brisbane u k 20 Kennedy John, Brisbane o e
79 Hodgson S., Mitchell District e 21 Kennedy John, Mitchell Downs o
80 Hodgson Stud, Rodney Downs c 22 Kennedy John, Brisbane e
81 Hodgson William, Glender, Rockingham Bay c 23 Kennedy Peter, Ipswich c
82 Hogan John, Bandamba e 21 Kenny Ellen, (care of W. C. Milli) Brisbane i' k
83 Holeroft  -,  Brisbane c 25 Kerling Frederick, Allora c
84 Holland John, Roma s 26 Kernahan John, Brisbane u k
85 Holloway H., Toowoomba u k  27 Kernahan J. W., Brisbane u k
86 Holmes F., Brisbane s 28 Kerney Michael, Gatton c
87 Holmes John, Brisbane u k (2) 29 Kerr  -,  Brisbane c (2)
88 Holzapple Hermann, Melbourne or Brisbane f 30 Keene Christian, Toowoomba c
89 Homan Walter, Brisbane u k 31 Keyes M. Brisbane c
90 Honick A., Brisbane c 32 Kremare Mrs. Toowoomba c
91 Hooper and Robinson Messrs, Brisbane s 33 Kingcott George, Brisbane u k
92 Hore J. L., Brisbane u k 34 Kilroy J. (care of R. Coscesy) Brisbane w a
93 Hornfield --, Wallen e 35 Kim Mrs., (care of Thomas Davis) Ipswich o e
94 Horrigan John, Ipswich c 36 King George, Ipswich u k
95 Horborough Geor borou h u k 37e Mar ) Burnett District eKin (care of Mr IvorGeor e
96
gg , y
Homburg  -,  Brisbane in 38
yg g .,
King William, Brisbane u k
97 Horten Amos, Brisbane u k 39 King Johanna, Ipswich u k
98 Hors Auton, Toowoomba e  40 Kipling Joseph, Ipswich n z
99 Howard Thomas, Brisbane u k (2) 41 Klein Christy, Toowoomba c (2)
100 Hoxey Robert, Cleveland c 42 Knight A., Brisbane u k
101 Hughes Alfred, Toowoomba s 43 Knowles William, Amby Downs c
102 Hughes David, Charleville u k 44 Kremer W., Toowoomba c
103 Hughes Hugh, Gatton c 45 Krug Joseph, (care of Messrs Ridler) Cania c (2)
104 Hughes John Brisbane u k
105
,
Hughes Richard, Brisbane u k L.
106 Hughes William, Toowoomba c 1 LABATT Dr. Jonn., Dunwich c
107 Hullame Phillip, I4aidley c 2 Laid Miss M. C., Brisbane in
108 Halzman L, Brisbane c 3 Lalor Mrs. Eliza, Ipswich u k
109 Hume George, Toowoomba c 4 Lambert John, Toowoomba c
110 Hunt J, Meringentham c 5 Lander F., Brisbane c
111 Hunt Charles Richard, Brisbane u k 6 Langley Charles A. M, Clifton, s
112 Hurst James, Brisbane u k 7 Lapworth Joseph, Brisbane c
113 Hurst Mrs. William, Brisbane u k 8 Larking D., Ipswich c
114 Hutchinson Mrs. Mary A., Brisbane o c 9 Lathan David, Oxley c
115 Hudson Mrs. F., Brisbane c 10 Laughtan Patrick, Toowoomba u k
116 Hushes David, Haranoa u Jr 11 Law Thomas, Amby Downs o e
12 Lawrence Daniel Falle Station u kI. and J. 13
, y
Brisbane oLawson Clara
1 JENKINS Mrs. W., Brisbane m 14
,
I.ayden  - Roma c
2 Johnson Robert, Yandina c 15
,
Lear George Brisbane o
3 Johnstone James, Oxley Creek c 16
,
South Brisbane sLeaster Miss
4 Irvine John, Teiryboo c 17
,
Brisbane u kLeaster John5 Ilann Thomas, Brisbane u k 18
,
South Brisbane c.Lebherz Conrad
6 Jeanes S., Fawley Ward River u k 19
,
Leddy Margaret Brisbane o
7 Jel Frederick, Brisbane c 20
,
Toowoomba u kLees Margaret
8 Jenkins Janes, Laidley c 21
,
Le Gall J. M. Brisbane u k
9 Jermmia Peter, Toowoomba c 22
,
Luffarth J. Toowoomba c10 Jenkins Evan, Brisbane f 23
,
Ipswich cLeitch Alexander11 Joe John E., Mitchell Dawns c 24
,
Laidley o eLemasney John
12 Johnson , Brisbane u k 25
,
Lennot Mrs. William, Brisbane u k13 Johnston , Ipswich c 26 borough c (2)MarLenton Miss Rose14 Johnstone Mrs., Ipswich u k 27
, y
Leonare William Ipswich u k15 Johnston Alexander, Brisbane u k 28
,
Brisbane mLewis George16 Johnson Herbert, Rockhampton c 29
,
Lewis Lambert Brisbane u k17 Johnson Hugh, Gatton o e 30
,
Brisbane oLewis William18 Johnson John, Brisbane o c 31
,
Lewis William E. Brisbane u k19 Johnson Thomas, New Zealand c 32
,
Lewis W. T. Toowoomba m20 Jones ---, Brisbane c 33
,
Lim Key (Chinaman) Nanango c21 Jones Edward, Toowoomba e 34
,
Brisbane eLindsay Elizabeth22 Jones George, Brisbane c 35
,
Lineen Miss Mary Brisbane u k23 Jones J., Roseville e 36
,
Linklater Thomas Brisbane u k24 Jones Robert, Goondiwindi c 37
,
Linton J. Brisbane s25 Joseph Bernard, Drayton rc 38
,
Brisbane mLister C.26 Jackson J. W. N, Ipswich c 39
,
Livingstone James, Toowoomba e (2)27 Jaffray William, Brisbane o e 40 Cardwell u kLloyd A.  0.28 Jamieson R Callandoon o e 41 , Toowoomba sLloyd Edward29 Jamieson William, Brisbane u k 42 ,Lloyd Samuel F., Brisbane o30 Jardine John, Brisbane c (3) 43 Lock George C., Brisbane u k31 Judge Hugh, Toowoomba c 44 Toowoomba cLockel George32 Judd J. H., Brisbane c 45 , Brisbane u kLockett Miss R.33 Jung Otto, Brisbane f 46 , Ipswich cLockhart Edward
K. 47
,
Logan Miss Eliza, Brisbane c
1  KANE  , Gowrie Road e 48 Lohernann Johann, Gatton c
2 Kiag James, Toowooinba c 49 Loid John, Brisbane u k
3 Kealy Mrs. or Miss C., Toowoomba o e 50 Lomasney John, Brisbane u k
4 Kean  -,  Brisbane e 51 Lowragen Mrs., Brisbane c
5 Kenion John, Brisbane c 52 Loaves Emma, Ipswich c
6 Keeble  -,  Brisbane c 63 Luck E. C., Rockhampton u k
7 Keely bliss M., Maryborough e 54 Luck A. E., Rockhampton t
8 Kelly Felix, Toowoombe it k 55 Lughran Miss Margaret, Brisbane f
3 Kelly Patricl., Oxlu c 56 Lunacy James, Toowoomba o c
59
57 Lynch D., Ipswich c  88 Muirland Patrick, Gatton s
58 Lynch Michael  J., Ipswich c 89 Mullen Miss ,  Brisbane c
59 Lynch  Patrick ,  Ipswich c 90 Mullen William, Sandgate c
60 Lynn George, Ipswich u k 91 Muller G., Taroom o c
61 Lyon S., Brisbane o 92 Muller Gustavus, Brisbane c
93
M. 94
Munn Mrs., Brisbane a
Munn W., Brisbane m
1 MACKRFLL  Charles, Brisbane u k 95 Murphy  -,  Swamp c
2 Maguire Maria, Brisbane u k 96 Murphy Augustine ,  Brisbane e
3 Maguire John , Toowooinba  o c 97 Murphy Charles ,  Port Mackay c
4 Maher Mrs . James,  Ipswich m 98 Murphy  Miss E., Brisbane c
5 Maher John, Ballard ' s Camp s (2) 99 Murphy George, Laidley c
6 Maher Laurence ,  Brisbane o 100 Murphy Henry, Rockhampton u k
7 Maher Mary Anne ,  Brisbane u k 101 Murphy John L ., (carpenter )  Brisbane u k (2)
8 Mahoney Cornelius, Condamine s 102 Murphy William ,  Toowoomba c
9 Mahony Cornelius ,  Brisbane u k 103 Murray Thomas, Brisbane c
10 Maigin S.,  Dalgangal c 104 Murray Thomas Brisbane u k11 Maile Adam ,  Laidley c 105 ,Murray Mary Ann Pine Mountain o
12 Malbarm John, Laidley c 106 ,Murray Miss Maria ,  Brisbane o
13 Mallon Francis ,  Brisbane c (2) 107 Murrane Thomas, Brisbane c
14 Malone Anne ,  Brisbane u k 108 Murrin Charles, Ipswich u k
15 Maloney James, Warrcll Creek c 109 Mush W .,  Charlevi lle c
16 Maloney T., Ipswich e 110 Muter Robert ,  Toowoomba m
17 Malone William ,  Brisbane u k 111 Mylne W., Brisbane c
18 Mann William, Oxley Creek c
19 Mangan Miss Jane, Brisbane u k Mc.
20 Manfull H .,  Brisbane u k 1 McBENNET  -, Mort's Estate c
21 Manuel Sam, Charleville c 2 McCabe , (farmer )  Middle Ridge c
22 Marks and Wallach Messrs .,  Teowoomba s (3) 3 McCann -, Highfields c
23 Marles  -,  Ipswich u k 4 M'Carty John, Brisbane e
24 Marsh S., Ipswich u k 5 McCarthy Daniel, Maryborougls s
25 Martin  -,  Brisbane u k 6 McCurtye John, Toowoomba c
26 Martin James, Brisbane u k 7 McCle lland Miss Catherine, Upper Mary u k (3)
27 Masterson John, Toowoomba c 8 McCormack McGee ,  Oxley Creek o c
28 Matthews  -,  Rockhampton u k 9 McDonald R., Charlevi lle s.
29 Matthews E, Rockhampton u k 10 McDonald Agnes, Brisbane o e
30 Mathers Thomas,  Toowoomba c 11 McDonald James, Toowoomba o c
31 Mathie Miss Elizabeth ,  South Brisbane a k 12 McDonald James, Brisbane c (3)
32 Maxwell Miss, South Brisbane c 13 Macdonald John ,  Ipswich u k
33 Maxwell Agnes ,  South Brisbane c 14 McDonell John, Brisbane c
34 Maxwell William ,  Toowoornba c 15 McDowall Robert, Cleveland u k
35 Mavher J., Brisbane u k 16 McDowe ll W. F., Toowoomba s
36 Mayhew James ,  Ipswich u k 17 McElwee John, Brisbane u k
37 Mead  -,  Ipswich c 18 MeForrest Dougal, Brisbane u k
38 Meade  -,  Ipswich c 19 McGann  -,  Highfields c
39 Meade Miss Eliza, Brisbane u k (2) 20 McGarry Mrs., Ipswich c
40 Meade Samuel ,  Nanango c 21 McGarrigel John, Toowoornba c
41 Meard Daniel ,  Toowoomba e (2) 22 McGee Charles, Brisbane u k
42 Merret John ,  Toowoomba c 23 McGrath Michael ,  Gatton c
43 Melrose George ,  Brisbane c 24 McGuire John, Toowoomba c
44 Miles William, Brisbane u k (2) 25 McGuiness Peter, Laidley c
45 Millegan Robert, Oxley Creek u k 26 McHugh Andrew,  'lbowoomba e
46 Miller  -,  Park House c 27 McHugh Michael, Toowoomba c
47 Miller and  Covey  Messrs. ,  Brisbane c 28 McHutcheson Walter, Rockingham Bay ti k
48 Miller James ,  Brisbane u k (2) 29 McIntyre Rev. Adam, Ipswich .u k
49 Millet Harold, Brisbane c 30 Mclvor J. B., Gayndah c
50 Millines Alfred, Brisbane t 31 Mackay Thomas, Bourke s
51 Mills  --  Miss, Brisbane u k 32 Mackay  -,  Port Mackay s
52 Milne  -, Brisbane u k 33 McKay Archibald ,  Kangaroo Point u k
53 Milne Thomas ,  Cardwell c 34 McKay Angus, Brisbane c
54 Milne T. F. (auctioneer), Cardwell u k 35 McKay Miss Elizabeth, Brisbane u k (3)
55 Minners Thomas, Ipswich u k 36 Mackay Hugh ,  Wallan c
56 Mitchell James, Ipswich e 37 McKay Wil liam , Toowoomba  e
57 Mitchell John, Ipswich o 38 McKeand Alexander, South Brisbane o e
58 Mitchell John, Roma c 39 Mackenzie Christina ,  Brisbane u k
59 Mitchell W. M., Brisbane o 40 McKenzie Donald ,  Ipswich u k
60 Mitchell William, Brisbane u k (2) 41 McKelby John ,  Rockhampton c
61 Moekridge George, Brisbane u k 42 Mackenzie J. E., Toowoomba c
62 Moffitt Andrew, North Creek u k 43 McKenzie John ,  Toowoomba c
63 Moffatt John, Waroonga  u ,k  44 McKean William ,  Ipswich  u k
64 Moller T. G., Taroom c 45 McKiernon  ,  Ipswich c
65 Maloney James, Warrel Creek c 46 McKillop Susan, Rockhampton o
66 Monks E., South Brisbane c 47 McKinlay John ,  Brisbane u k
67 Monteith J., Brisbane c 48 McKinnon John, Brisbane  o v
68 Montgomery Duncan, Brisbane u k 49 McLachlan Catherine ,  Brisbane c (2)
69 Montgomery Captain, Brisbane u k 50 McLardy Mrs. A., Laidley e
70 Mooney John, Forest Vale c 51 McLean J., Ipswich c
71 Moore  -,  Brisbane c 52 McLean W. H., Brisbane o c
72 Moor J .,  Ipswich u k 53 McLellan John, Brisbane c
73 Moran Mrs .  C., Brisbane c 54 McLeod James, Brisbane u,k
74 Moran Mrs .  Robert, Brisbane u k 55 McLeod James ,  Laidley c (2)
75 Morahan  T. B., Waroonga c 56 McLullich John, Cleveland,c
76 Morgan Miss R., Toowoomba c 57 McLinchey Edward, Toowoomba c
77 Morgan Morgan, Brisbane c 58 McMally John, Brisbane u k
78 Moyenwich W., Toowoomba c 59 McMu llen James, Oxley Creek c
79 Moris Mark, Brisbane u k 60 McNamara James H .,  Brisbane f
80 Marona John, Brisbane o 61 McNamara Edward ,  Holmes' Camp c
81 Maroney Thomas, Ipswich e 62 McNamurry Frederick ,  Toowoomba o
82 Morris Mrs. R .,  Brisbane u k 63 McNeil  ,  Laidley c
83 Morrison Miss Emelia, Brisbane u k 64, McNeill John ,  Ipswich u k
84 Morrison John R., Brisbane o 65 McNicoll James, Brisbane c
85 Mossop Mrs. A .,  Brisbane o 66 McNivan Donald, Brisbane u k
86 Muir  William, Toowoomba  c 67 McPhul A., Dalby c
87 Muirhead John, Barcoo Road c 68 McPherson  Donald,  Ipswich u k
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69 McPherson David, Brisbane u k 11 Paslcy Walter, Roehhaiopton ni (2)
70 Macquarie Hugh, Springsure c 12 Patrick A, Brisban,_ u k71 McQueen Archibald, Ipswich c 13 Patrick Frederick, Brisbane u k
72 McRae John, Brisbane u k 14 Patrick H. G., Brisbane c
73 McWhinney Thomas, Brisbane c 15 Patrick Thomas, Brisbane u k
16 Spring Hill cPatten Mrs.
N. 17
,
Paynter Mrs. Rosina W., Ipswich c
1 NAAN John, Brisbane u k 18 Pearan Charles. Briab ine o
2 Nagel Hinrich, Brisbane c 19 Pearce William, Toowoomba e
3 Nash John, Brisbane s 20 Pemberton H., Brisbane c
4 Nathan G. W., Peak Vale s 21 Penman Thomas, Brisbane s
5 Neal , Brisbane c 22 Perry Charles, Dalrymple Creek s (2)
6 Neal - , Brisbane u k 23 Perston Robert M., Cardwell a k (4)
7 Neilson Frederick, near Valley of Lagoons f 24 Peterkin W. M., Brisbanc c
8 Newnham William, Ipswich o 25 Peters Alexander, Brisbane it k
9 Nicholl  -,  Brisbane c 26 Peters Hugh, Ipswich u k
10 Nicholls Frederick L., Brisbane c 27 Peterson George, Brisba' ie a k
11 Nichols Jonas, Cardwell n z (4) 28 Pethetridge T. J., Mackay c
12 Nicholls Jonas, Brisbane c 29 Phelan W. Gatton c
13 Nichell Mrs. M., Brisbane a 30 Phelan W., Gatton o
14 Nicol Miss, Brisbane c 31 Pigote Mrs., Brisbane c
15 Nicol Adam, Toowoomba s 32 Pike Henry, Milton c
16 Nicole Andrew, Burbbe Station c 33 Pike James M., Toowoomba c
17 Nikloweit Richard (shoemaker), N. Brisbane k 34 Piper John, Allora it k
18 Noatton Thomas, Roma c 35 Pitt Charles, Brisbane o
19 Noble John, Roma c (2) 36 Pitts C. W., Brisbane c
20 Norbury William, Brisbane u k 37 Pitz Mrs. Johannes, Briabane f
21 Norman Frank, Cardwell e 38 Potter Richard, Brisbane u k
22 North Arthur J., Brisbane c 39 Potter Thomas, Brisbane u k
23 North T., Brisbane u k 40 Prat Mrs. Adam, Brisbane c
24 Nott Joseph, Mitchell Downs e 41 Price Albert A., Rockhampton u k
25 Nowan Mrs. W., Brisbane c 42 Price E. H., Club c
26 Nusam (Chinaman), Nanango e 43 Price Robert, Brisbane u k
27 Nutt Edward, Brisbane in 44 Price R. B., Brisbane u k
28 Nugent Thomas, Gattoia o 45 Pricken W., Brisbane o
0. 46 Prile John, Brisbane s
1 O'BRIEN James, Toowoomba c 47 Pringle John, Brisbane a
2 Brisbane a 48O'Brien Miss Kate Provan David, Toowoomba a
3
,
O'Brien M., Brisbane u k 49 Puniard Mark, Toowoomba o c
4 O'Brien Michael, Laidley o c 50 Puns Miss Elizabeth, Ipswich c
5 O'Brien P. Toowoomba c
6
,
O'Brien Thomas Gatton c Q.
7
,
Toowoomba c 1O'Callaghan Michael QUALE Charles, Brisbane u k
8
,
Toowoomba c 2O'Cavanagh Joseph Quick Paul, Brisbane u k
9
,
O'Kenden R., Brisbane u k 3 Quigley Patrick Joseph, Gatton a
10 Fortitude Valley c 4O'Connor E T. Quinlen Wm., Brisbane c
11
. ,
O'Connor M., Brisbane s 5 Quinn James, Ipswich c
'12 O'Dea Mary, Brisbane c 6 Quinn Michael, Toowoomba c (2)
13 O'Donnell H., Brisbane c
'
R.14
15
O Donnell John, Brisbane o
Toowoomba o 1O'Donnell Michael RAE A. J., Brisbane c
16
,
Brisbane a k 2Ogilvy Rev. C. W. Normun Rainey ----, Toowoomba e
17
,
Brisbane c 3Ogilvy J. Range Mrs. J., Brisbane c
1S
. , 4Ogilive John, Brisbane c (2) 5
Rann Detlef, Toowoomba f
JRansle Brisbane c19 Ogilvie Mrs. J. S., Brisbane s 6
.,y
R tf d ( t T b20 O'Grady John Toowoomba c ora carpen er), oowoom a  e.
21
,
O'Hanlin Michael Fortitude Valley c 7 Ray Peter, Brisbane c
22
,
Brisbane a 8O'Hern John or Margaret Rayle  -,  Yo Yo c
23
,Laidley o 9O'Lear David Rees G. (bookbinder), Brisbane s
24
,
South Brisbane o 10Oliver C. F. Rees G. A., Brisbane u k (2)
25
,
O'Meard Miss M., Brisbane e 11 Reeve C., Brisbane u k
26 Ipswich u k 12O'Neal John Reeves Charles, Toowoomba c and in (2)
27
,
Lytton c 13O'Neil George Reid Frederick, Toowoomba u k
28
,
Brisbane u k 14O'Neill Bernard Reid Margaret, Brisbane o
29
,
Brisbane c 15O'Neill D. Reid William, Brisbane u k
30
,
O'Neail Daniel, Brisbane a e 16 Reilley Miles, Gatton o
31 Milton e 17O'Neil D. Rhind Charles, Brisbane u k
32
,
O'Neil John, Brisbane u k 18 Rhodes H. T., Brisbane u k
33 Onslow G., Brisbane s 19 Richards Thomas, Brisbane n z and u k (3)
34 Openshaw William, Mitchell Downs in 20 Richardson J., Milton c (2)
35 Mackay u k 21Ormsby Bore Richardson John, Ward River s (2)
36
,
22Ormsby Gore, Mackay u k (8) Riding James, Brisbane u k
37 Osborn  -,  Spring Hill c 23 Ridadale Charles, Ipswich u k
38 Brisbane o 24O'Shaughnessy John Riegner F. W., Toowoomba c
89
,
O'Shesky  -,  Brick Kilns c 25 Ridgway Walter, Ipswich u k
40 Walloon o 26O'Sullivan Johanna Rightly ---, Toowoomba o,
27 Riley Miss L. Brisbane s41 Ovenstone Captain Wm., Brisbane u k (2)
28
,
Rill Robert Brisbane u k42
43
Owen (Sub-Inspector Police), Nebo c
Brisbane c 29Owen Lieut.
,
Rilly John, Toowoomba c
44
,
Brisbane u k 30Owen A. Rilley Michael, Brisbane c
45
,
Brisbane e 31Owen Beddell Rion John, Gatton c
46
,
Toowoomba c 32Owen Joseph Roadnight Charles, Brisbane u k,
33 Roberts John Toowoomba m
P. 34
,
Roberts Robert, Brisbane u k
1 PADDLE George, Sandgate e 35 Roberts William, Brisbane u k
2 Page James, Brisbane c 36 Robertson Alexander, Brisbane c (2)
3 Page John, Gayndah f 37 Robertson  Jane,  Brisbane c
4 Paint Peter, Brisbane u k 38 Robertson Maxwell, Brisbane f (2)
5 Palmer W., Gatton o c 39 Robertson William, Brisbane c and u k (3)
6 Patterson W. and T., Parkesdale c 40 Robins Charles, Ipswich u k (2)
7 Parker Peter, Brisbane u k 41 Robinson James, Rockingham Bay  e
8 Parkinson Win, Brisbane u k 42 Robinson James and S., Brisbane o
9 Parrot J., Rockhampton c 43 Robinson Thomas, Brisbane u k
10 Perry B.,  Brisbane it k (2) 14 Robinson William, Brisbane e
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45 Rochford Edward, Darling Downs u k 61 Smith Edward J., Brisbane m
46 Roe C. E., Monduran u k (2) 62 Smith E. J., (surveyor, &c.) Bowen s and c 16
47 Rogers George, Brisbane c 63 Smith Mrs. Eleanor, Brisbane o
48 Rogers J., Karilpa c 64 Smith G., Rockingham Bay e
49 Rogers William, Ipswich c 65 Smith George, Brisbane c
50 Roneing Patrick, Brisbane u k 66 Smith J, Brisbane t (2)
51 Rootsay Charles, Springsure c 67 Smith James, Toowoomba c
52 Rose John, Toowoomba u k 68 Smith John, Roma c
53 Rosenthal Christian, Brisbane c 69 Smith John, Cabbage Tree c
54 Ross James, Ballard's Camp c 70 Smith John, Rawbe]le c
55 Rothwell A., Brisbane c (2) 71 Smith John, Undullah o c
56 Rourke Patrick, Toowoomba u k 72 Smith John, (carrier) Warwick c
57 Rourke William, Brisbane u k 73 Smith John, Nine-mile Water e
58 Ruddle Mrs., Redbank c 74 Smith John, (carpenter) Ipswich c
59 Ruddle H., Redbank c (2) 75 Smith Michael Cleveland c (2)
60 Ruddy Patrick (laborer), Brisbane o c 76 Smith Patrick, Ipswich c
61 Rush Michael, Brisbane u k 77 Smith Robert, Brisbane u k
62 Russell -, Brisbane c 78 Smith Robert, (carrier) Leyburn c
63 Russell David, Gatton e 79 Smith Samuel, Cressbrook u k and f (3)
64 Russell S., Brisbane c 80 Smith Sydney Colling, Brisbane u k
65 Rutherford J., Mungalore c 81 Smith T., Brisbane u k
66 Rutledge James, Toowoomba c 82 Smith Towney, Bungaban c
67 Ryan Mrs., Brisbane o 83 Smith W., Cressbrook c'
68 Ryan -, Toowoomba c 84 Smith William, Charleville e
69 Ryan James, Toowoomba m and u k (5) 85 Smith William, (moulder) Brisbane n z
70 Ryan James, Welltown o c 86 Smith William (civil engineer), Brisbane f
71 Ryan James, Toowoomba o 87 Smith W. H., Nanango c
72 Ryan John, Toowoomba c 88 Sowden Samuel, Ward River u k (2)
73 Ryan Thomas or James, Gatton o 89 Sparke James, Toowoomba c
74 Ryan Miss Joanna, Brisbane e 90 Sparrow R., Brisbane n z
75 Ryan Michael, Laidley c 91 Spence D., Brisbane o
76 Ryan Susan, Toowoomba u k 92 Spence James, Brisbane u k
OS. 9394
Spence John, xley c
encer Edward and WilliamS Brisbane s
1 SABAGE Mrs. A., Brisbane c 95
p ,
Spencer W. J., Brisbane u k
2 Samplebe Andreas, Toowoomba f 96 Spiegel Philip, Brisbane c
3 Sanderson T., Mackay c 97 Spode W. H., Oxley c
4 Sands J., Brisbane c 98 Stack W. B., Mitchell Downs c
5 Sands Miss Rose, Brisbane c 99 Steele Joseph, Barcoo c
6 Sankhas August, Planet Downs c 100 Stephen and Knox, Whiteside o e
7 Sanders Joseph (shoemaker), Brisbane c 101 Stephens Captain E., Brisbane s
8 Saul Harry, Brisbane m 102 Stern Miss Fanny, Brisbane c
9 Savage -, Toowoomba c 103 Sterrat David, Mount Alma s
10 Saxby Mrs. Charles, Brisbane u k 104 Stevenson Peter, Ipswich c
11 Scally John, Brisbane u k 105 Stewart -, Logan c
12 Scanlon Thomas, Brisbane o 106 Stewart Miss Emma, Brisbane c
13 Scarlett Patrick, Toowoomba c 107 Stone -, (tailor) South Brisbane n z
14 Schewrman John, Roma c 108 Stone Miss S. P. J., Brisbane s
15 Scheuer J., Doughboy Creek c 109 Stopha Miss Eliza, Brisbane u k
16 Scholefield William Brooke, Brisbane u k 110 Storey John, Brisbane u k
17 Scholes Robert, Canal Creek s 111 Stratton W., Toowoomba e
18 Schonauer George (bootmaker), Roma c 112 Street Mrs. Chas., Brisbane u k
19 Sehonback Martin, Condamine c 113 Strong Thos., Oxley o c
20 Schuldt Heinrich, Oxley o 114 Sullen Geo., Brisbane c
21 Scott John and Henry, Ipswich u k  (3) 115 Sulivan Denis, Dalby c
22 Scott William, Brisbane n z 116 Sulivan Mrs. John, Ipswich s
23 Scott William, Toowoomba c 117 Sullivan Thomas, South Brisbane c
24 Scullen M., Gatton o 118 Sunsmith W. D., Brisbane u k
25 Scully P., Toowoomba c 119 Sutherland J., Mackay e
26 Seery James, Toowoomba o e 120 Sutton Joseph, Brisbane u k (2)
27 Selfridge James, Brisbane u k (2) 121 Sutton Joseph, Brisbane, u k
28 Sercombe W. J., Brisbane u k 122 Swanson Miss M., Brisbane c
29 Sevens William, Brisbane u k 123 Swanbrig Daniel, Brisbane u k
30 Shea James, Walloon c 124 "Sweeney C., Dalby s
31 Shay James, Ipswich c 125 Sweeney Edward, Toowoomba e
32 Shea John, Mackay o 126 Sweeney John, Dalby s
33 Sheaffe R. Hale, Marathon c 127 Swords James, Ipswich u k
34 Sheffield Miss, Brisbane s 128 Sykes William S., Brisbane u k (2)
35 Shelly Samuel, Ipswich u k 129 Syms G., Ipswich c
36 Shelly Samuel F. Brisbane u k
37
,
Sheriff Henry, Condamine c T
38 Sheriff John, Leyburn c 1 TAFFEN John, Ipswich c
39 Sherwood Thomas H., Ipswich u k 2 Tancred John, Mitchell Downs c
40 Shoecroft James Pine, Ipswich u k 3 Tansey Martin, Toowoomba u k
41 Siefer -, (shoemaker) Brisbane f 4 Tate Miss Elizabeth, Cleveland e
42 Silars G. F., Boka Boka s 5 Taylor George, (mason) Brisbane u k
43 Simpson Charles, Wallan o 6 Taylor James, Enoggera s
44 Simpson E. J., Dalby c (2) 7 Taylor John, Toowoomba c
45 Sinclair Mrs., Brisbane c 8 Taylor W. S., Brisbane e
46 Sinnamon James, Brisbane c (2) 9 Teed, John Charles, Brisbane u k
47 Sinnott George, Toowoomba u k 10 Tennant Mrs., Ipswich u k
48 Sisson A., Rockhampton c (3) 11 Theyne Edward, Warrall Creek c
49 Skeehan Cornelius, Ipswich e 12 Thomas -, (watchmaker) Condamine c (2)
50 Skmner Charles George, South Brisbane c 13 Thomas Henry J., Ipswich o
51 Skyring D., Oxley c (9) 14 Thomas W. D. J., Brisbane s
52 Slack and Jackson, Oxley o c 15 Thomas W. R., Boombyjan c
53 Smart Mrs. John, Brisbane e 16 Thomas John, Condamine c
54 Smeeton Richard, Toowoomba s 17 Thomas Alfred, Brisbane u k
55 Smidley Edmond, Gatton c 18 Thompson -, South Brisbane e (2)
56 Smith -, Spring Hill c 19 Thompson A., Brisbane c
57 Smith Mrs., (" Charlie Palmer") Brisbane uk 20 Thompson Archibald, Ipswich c
58 Smith , (carrier) Toowoomba c 21 Thompson G. S., Brisbane u k
59 Smith Alexander, Little Ipswich c (2) 22 Thompson Mrs. Hugh, Brisbane u k
60 Smith Charles D., Brisbane u k 23 Thompson J. C., Cane Creek c
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24 Thompson William, Tieryboo c (2) 41 Webber James (care Honorable J. C. Ellis),
25 Thompson William, Brisbane s Malvern Hills c
26 Thompson J., Laidley c 42 Webster John, Brisbane c
27 Thomsen Marcus, (shoemaker) Toowoomba f 43 Webster Dr. Marshall Hall, Brisbane m
28 Thom George, Fortitude Valley c 44 Weeks Walter, Barcoo u k
29 Thom J. E., Ipswich u k (2) 45 Weisenfeld John Jost, Burumbah c
30 Thurgood Emily, Toowoomba c 46 Weldon Henry, Wivenhoe c
31 Tiebnea Lawrence, Ipswich o c 47 Weldon Samuel, Brisbane o c
32 Till Horace, Roma u k 48 Wells F. N. F., Rockhampton w a
33 Tillner Miss Mary, Brisbane u k 49 Wells C., Toowoomba u k
34 Brisbane or 50Hson JThom Wier (for Dan Rouke), McIntyre Brook u k
35
.,.p
Titmarsh John, Brisbane e (2)
36 Trieff Frank, Brisbane u k 51 Weir G. M., Coolmunda c
37 Token Mrs. and Thomas, Toowoomba c (2) 52 Webb William, Toowoomba- s
38 Tom Mrs., Ipswich s 53 Wenham J., Toowoomba c
39 Tombs A. H., Brisbane u k 54 Wenham Wm., Toowoomba c
40 Tome A., Maryborough f 55 Wensley John, Ipswich o c
41 Tookey John S., Toowoomba c 56 Wersally Rudolph, Wallan f
42 Toolan John, Brisbane o 57 Wether Mrs, Mary, Brisbane c
43 Townsville Mrs., Brisbane c 58 Wilkinson M., Leyburn o c
44 Treacy Denis, Toowoomba a k 59 Whitney  -,  Oxley Creek c
45 Tracy J. H., Toowoomba c 60 Whillet Andrew, Toowoomba u k
46 Tregaskies William, Toowoomba c 61 White D., Toowoomba e
47 Tress Mrs., Henry, Brisbane s 62 White Gregory, Ipswich c
48 Trimble John, Brisbane c 63 White T., Ipswich u k (2)
49 Trindle J., (carrier) Toowoomba c 64 White James, Brisbane u k
50 Truenan Charles, Brisbane c 65 White James, Brisbane c (2)
51 Tudor W., Maryborough u k 66 White  -,  Brisbane u k
52 Tully James, Brisbane u k 67 White Katherine, Ipswich c
53 Turbayne Mrs., Brisbane u k 68 Wheeler Thomas, Brisbane u k
54 Turner Wm., Brisbane e 69 Whelan G., Thomson River c
55 Twice J., Brisbane c 70 Wickham, G. L., Brisbane u k
71 Wicks Mrs. B., Rockhampton a la
72 Wigginson Mrs Arthur Bain u kU. and Y. 73
. ,
Wilkehn August F. Toowoomba c
I Toowoomba c 74UNDERWOOD Robt. Wilkins William, Brisbane u k (2),
75 Wilkinson James Brisbane u k2 Vachell Geo. D., Maryborough u k 76
,
Willcox Thomas Brisbane u k3 Valentine Frank, Toowoomba c 77
,
William C Walla c4 Vaust Peder J., Brisbane c 78
.,
Williams Charles Brisbane u k5 Venall James, Condamine a 79
,
Williams D Brisbane c6 Veitch Walter, Brisbane f 80
.,
Williams D. Brisbane c7 Villani L., Taabinga c 81
,
Williams John P Brisbane u k8 Viney John, (brickmaker) Toowoomba u k 82
.,
Williams George Ipswich c9 Vivian W. C., Leyburn u k 83
,
Williams Leonard Toowoomba in10 Vogel Reinkard, South Brisbane c 84
,
Williams Walter Brisbane uk11 Vooz  -,  Broadsound c 85
,
Williamson Edward Auckland u k12 Voyle Herbert, Gatton u k 86
,
Williamson James, Mount McConnell c
87 Willi lt iB dWW. 88 amson a urm a eer, nWilliamson William, Dalby c
89 Wilkins John, Brisbane s
I WADE John, Brisbane u k 90 Willer Henry, Toowoomba u k
2 Wade Wm., Toowoomba u k 91 Willis Margaret, Brisbane o
3 Whalen Stephen, Brisbane it z 92 Willson --, Ipswich c
4 Whillings  -,  Brisbane c 93 Wilson A. G., Toowoomba u k
5 Waldcock John, Roma c 94 Wilson C., Ipswich c
6 Wales Margaret, Brisbane c 95 Wilson Miss Elizabeth Brisbane a 1,
7 Walker Edward, Brisbane u k 96
,
Wilson James, G owrie Road c
8 Walker John, Brisbane u k 97 Wilson James, Toowoomba o c
9 Walker Henry, Amby Downs c 98 Wilson John, Roma c
10 Walker James, Lockyer's Creek s a, 99 Willson W. Ellis, Euri Creek c
11 Walkinshaw Clotworthy, Ipswich c 100 Wilson William, Ipswich u k
12 Wallace James C. T., Brisbane u k (2) 101 Windle G., Dalby c
13 Wallmark E., Brisbane o c 102 Wingrove George, Ipswich u k
14 Walsh John A. J., Port Mackay u k 103 Wood John Clavering, Brisbane o c
15 Walsh Joseph, Brisbane u k 104 Wood F, E., Brisbane c
16 Walsh Joseph, Toowoomba in 105 Woodgates William, Toowoomba c
17 Watters IL, Ban Ban c (4) 106 Woodhall W. A., Brisbane u k
18 Walters John, Brisbane e 107 Worley Reuben, Brisbane u k
19 Ward Charles, Brisbane u k 108 Worley Robert, Brisbane o c
20 Ward George, Brisbane u k 109 Wire William, Gatton Creek c
21 Ward John, Toowoomba u k 110 Wren Edward, Ipswich c
22 Ward John Edward, Brisbane m 111 Wright F. W,, Warrego River s
23 Ward Mrs. Mary, Brisbane f 112 Wright F. B., Brisbane u k (2)
24 Ward T. B., Brisbane c 113 Wright George Campbell, Brisbane u k
25 War Mark, Dalby c 114 Wright H., Brisbane o c
26 Brisbane u  k- 115Warner Mrs. Wright John, Brisbane c (2)27 ,Warples Mrs., Brisbane u k 116 Wright Mrs. Maria Anne, Brisbane u k
28 Brisbane c 117Warren W. Stanley Wright Miss Rebecca, Brisbane u k
29
,
Brisbane c 118Warroll Mrs. Wright Thomas, Brisbane u k
30
,
Brisbane u k 119Wason J. (care T. L. Tabbot) Wyatt James, Ipswich e, 120 Wyatt John Maryborough c31 Watson Ellen Rebecca, Brisbane c 121
,
Wylie James Brisbane u k32 Watson John Pereivil, Brisbane c 122
,
Wynne John Springsure u k33 Watson Richard, Walloon c ,
34 BWatt J Dalb cC
35
.. ., y
Watt James, Brisbane c Y.  and. Z.
36 Watts E., Ipswich c 1 YORK Charles B., Brisbane s
37 Watts J. W., Brisbane c 2 Young James, (builder) Toowoomba u  k
38 Weaber Mrs., Brisbane u k 3 Younger J., Fortitude Valley o
39 Webb Edwin, Brit baine c 4 Yorath Ivor, Brisbane u k
40 Webb James, Mackay o e 5 ZI12MERRAN Mrs. Catherine, South Brisbane a c
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Michael Lowry, of
South Brisbane, baker.
WHEREAS the said Micheal Lowry was,
on the 4th day of  July,  A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 26th day of July, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the
Insolvent up to the time of passing his last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvent; and a
SecondPublicSitting of the Court, at the same place,
on MONDAY, the 10th day, of September, A.D,
1866, to commence at Eleven oclock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may b
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 5th day of July, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WM. PICuvRINa,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Causebrook
Giles, formerly of Maryborough.
WHEREAS the said Wm. Causebrook Giles
was, on the 27th day of June, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint
THURSDAY, the 26th day of July, as the
day upon which the Insolvent is to come in
and submit to be examined ; and a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me,
at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 26th day of July, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock., for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 10th
day of September, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 27th day of June, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Robert Cairneross, of
Brisbane, master mariner.
THEREAS the said Robert Cairncross was, on
the 29th day of June, A.D. 1866, adjudged to
be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 9th day of July, A.D. 1866, to com-
mence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place,
on MONDAY, the 13th day of August, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 29th day of June, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John King, of Boggo,
farmer.
WHEREAS the said John King was, on
V the 29th day of June, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 9th day of June, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MON DAY, the 13th day of August, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 29th day of June,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Robert Beeston, of
Fortitude  Valley,  builder.
THEREA S the said Robert Beeston was,
on the 3rd day of July, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 26th day of July, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 10th day of September, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts aainst the said estate, and for such other
matters' connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 3rd day of July,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Brown, of
Brisbane, green -grocer.
WHEREAS  the said William Brown was,
on the 20th day of June, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting ,  to be holden before me, at the
Supreme  Court  House, Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 30th day  of July,  A.D. 1866 ,  to commence at
Eleven o'clock ,  for the last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall  otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 28th day of June, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Fred. A. Hart,
North Ipswich, storekeeper.W vW HEREAS the said F. A. Hart was, on the12th day of March, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme Court
House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the 26th day of
July, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock,
for the last examination of the Insolvent, and unless
the Court shall otherwise direct, for the Insolvent
to make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane the 28th day of June, A.D.1866;
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Quick and
William J. Thompson, of Brisbane, builders.
W HEREAS the said Thomas Quick and
William J. Thompson were, on the 27th
day of April, A.D. 1866, adjudged to be
Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the
6th day of August, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvents, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvents to make an application for
their Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 3rd day of July, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Hayselden,
of Brisbane.
W
HEREAS the said Thomas Hayselden was, on
the 25th day of May, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 6th
day of August, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvent,
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct, for
the Insolvent to make an application for his
Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 2nd day of July, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P.LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official A  s5igii e.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Levy, of Rock-
hampton, dealer.
WHEREAS the said John Levy was, on
1 the 14th day of February, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 6th day of August, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 3rd day of July, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Joseph Win. Tilson,
of Brisbane, licensed publican.WHEREAS the said Joseph William Tilson
was, on the 20th day of June, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 6th day of August, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 5th day of July, A.D.
1866.
Judge.
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Joseph Marshall, of
South Brisbane, baker.W the said Joseph Marshall was,V on the 14th day of May, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 26th day of July, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 3rd day of July, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Archibald Banks, of
Cooper's Plains, farmer.WHEREAS the said Archibald Banks was,on the 20th day of June, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I heroby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 30th day of July, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court• shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 29th day of June, A.D,
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
WM. PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Willof Charles Taylor, late of Toowoomba,
in the Colony of Queensland, well-sinker,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Thomas -Perkins,
of Spring Creek,' near Tooivooiaba aforesaid,
farmer, and Samuel George Stevens, of Toowoomba
aforesaid, storekeeper, the Executors named in the
last Will and Testament of the abovenamed
deceased, intend, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, to apply to this
honorable Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction,
that Probate of the said Will may be granted to
them, as such Executors as aforesaid.
Dated the 3rd day of July, A.D. 1866.
J.  _NN ICKEY STABLE,
Proctor for the said Executors.
By his Agents-RoBERTS AND HAFT,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Villiers Lanson,
of Goganga Creek, in the Colony of Queensland,
licensed publican.
1 T OTICE is hereby given, that the abovenamed
Insolvent intends to apply to his Honor the
Judge of the Supreme Court, acting as Chief
Commissioner of Insolvency, at the hour of Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon of 'THURSDAY, the ninth
day of August next, at the Supreme Court House,
Queen street, Brisbane, that a Certificate of
discharge be granted to him pursuant to the Acts of
Council in that case made and provided.
Dated this 3rd day of July, A.D. 1866.
WILLIAM EDWARD MURPHY,
Solicitor for the said Henry Villiers Lanson,
Queen street, Brisbane,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Coods of John Healy, late of i oekhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland, laborer, deceased,
intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on the expiration
1 of fourteen days from the publication hereof,
John O'Brien, of illaryborough, in the said Colony,
the second cousin and next of kin of the said
deceased, intends to apply to this honorable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that administra-
tion of all and singular the goods, chattels, credits,
and effects, of the said deceased may be granted to
him.
Dated atRoekhampton, this thirtieth day of June,
A.D. 1866.
THOMAS CLAR-K,
Itockl:ampton,
Proctor for the said  John. O'Brien.
By his Agel ts-LloniER,ds AND IIART,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL  JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Woodward ,  late of Fassifern,
in the Colony of Queensland , shepherd,
deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Gocuctime;tt Gazette,
application wi ll  be trade to this honorable Court
in it s  Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ,  that Probate  of'
the last Will and Testament of the abovenamed
deceased ,  may be granted to Theophiiua  Howell,
late of Fassifern ,  now of Maryvale ,  Darlings Downs,
near Warwick ,  in the Colony of Queensland, sheep
overseer ,  the duly constituted Attorney of Berija-
inin Woodward ,  of Liverpool ,  England, the sole
E xecutor in the said Will named.
Dated this fifth day of July, 1866.
ARTHUR MACALISTER,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the Applicant.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN I.-N)SOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Newton, of War-
wick, in the Colony of Queensland.
AKE notice, that the abovenamed InsolventT intends to apply to the Honorable Alfred
James Peter  Lutwvche, Chief Commissioner of
Tnsolvent  E states, at the Supreme Court, Bris-
bane, on  TH1URSIJAY, the twenty -sixth day of
July instant ,  that a Certificate of Discharge may be
granted him in the terms of the Act in such case
made and provided.
Dated this sixth  day of  July,  in the year of Our
Lord 1866.
EDWARD DOYLE,
Queen treet, Brisbane,
Attorney for the Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
INSOLVENCY JURISDICTION.
In the  Insolvent Estate of  John George Walker, of
Maryborough,  farmer.
t AK E Notice, that it is my intention , on MON-DAY, the sixth day of August  next ensuing,
at the sitting  appointed to be held in the above
estate, to  apply for a Certificate  of discharge in
pursuance  of the Act  in that case made and.
provided.
Dated this 3rd day of July, A.D. 1866.
JOHN GEORGE WALKER,
The abovenamed Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Zachariah Skyring, of
Fortitude Valley, butcher.
TAKE notice, that the abovenamed Insolvent
intepids to apply to the Honorable Alfred
James Peter Lutwyche, Chief Commissioner of
Insolvent Estates, at the Supreme Court, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the twenty-sixth day of July
instant, that a Certificate of Discharge may be
granted to him, in the terms of the Act in such
case made and provided.
Dated this sixth day of July, in the year of Our
Lord 1866.
EDWARD DOYLE,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
NOTICE TO AUCTIONEERS AND POLICEMEN.
REWARD.-Stolen on or about the 17th
0i  of the present month, from. Dinner
Corner, two Horses, of the following description :-
One Bay Cart Horse, star, white spot near wither,
white spot under saddle off side, grey hairs on off hip,
white on both hind fetlocks, speck o,i off eye, stout build,
branded ' Al B' over MB near shoulder, B near cheek, 15
hands 3 inches high.
A Bay Horse, well bred, small star, white spot on
hind fetlock and heel, white hairs on top of tail, about
16 hands 2 inches high, branded C-C near shoulder, B
near cheek.
950 Reward will be given by the undersigned
for the conviction of the thief or thieves, or 1;25
on conviction on either horse. These horses are
supposed to be taken up the country in a team.
JAMIES BASSIN GTHWAITIE,
Dinner Corner, near Gatton.
19th June, 1866.
110 ALL WHOM IT MAY CONC l,RRN.-
Take Notice ,  that the Partnership hitherto
existing between the undersigned has this day been
Dissolved by mutual consent ,  and for good and valid
reasons.
Dated at Brisbane, this 2nd day of July, 1866.
S. BYRO M,  ) Builders.R. BEESTON
Witness-G-EouGE WARREN.
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NOTICE is hereby  given , that the Partnershiplately subsisting between John Graham and
Peter Graham ,  trading under the style or firm of
Graham and Co., of Maryborough ,  General Mer-
chants and Storekeepers ,  was, on the 9th day of
June instant ,  dissolved by mutual consent ; and
that all debts due and owing to or by the said late
firm are to be received or paid by the said Peter
Graham ,  who wi ll  for the future continue to carry
on the said business under the style or  firm of
Graham and Co.
Dated this 22nd day of June, 1866.
JOHN GRAHAM,
PETER  GRAHAM.
Witness-C .  H. STEDMAN,
Solicitor ,  Maryborough.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
hereunto existing between Frederick Keen
and Robert Foulkes, as Graziers ,  at the Omega
Station ,  South Kennedy District, has this day been
dissolved by mutual consent .  The said Frederick
Keen will receive all  sums due to and pay all  debts
due by the  firm.
Dated 1st June, 1866.
FREDERICK KEEN,
ROBERT FOULKES.
Witness-THOMAS BELLAS,
Solicitor ,  Rockhampton.
ACTS OF PARLIAMENT. .
0
N SALE at the Government Printing Office,
William Street, single copies of the follow-
ing Acts of Parliament, viz :--
Agricultural Reserves Act, 6d.
Criminal Offences Act, Is.
Criminal Practice Act, Is.
Criminal Statutes Repeal Act, 6d.
Diseases in Cattle Act, 6d.
District Courts Act Amendment Act, Is.
Forgery Act, Is.
Fencing Act, 6d.
Government Annuities Act, 6d.
Government Savings Banks Act, 6d.
(Iovernment Savings Banks Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Impounding Act, Is.
Impounding Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Insolvency Act, is. 6d.
Innkeepers Protection Act, 6d.
Industrial and Reformatory Schools Act, Is.
Licensed Auctioneers Act, 9d.
Master and Servants Act, Is.
Municipal Institutions Act, Is.
Off'enees against the Person Act, Is.
Pastoral Leases Act, Is.
Pastoral Occupation Act, 6d.
Publicans Act, Is.
Publicans Act Amendment Act, 6d:
Quarantine Act, Is.
Real Property Act, 2s. 6d.
Registration of Electors Amendment Act, Is.
Roads Closing Act, 6d.
Scab and other diseases in Sheep Prevention Act, Is.
Scab in Sheep Act, 6d.
Selectors Relief Act, 6d.
RULES OF COURT.
General Orders in Equity, Is. 6d.
Pleading Practice, Is.
Fees and Charges in Equity, 6d.
Insolvency Rules, 6d.
District Court Rules, Is.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
THE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
1 mpciunbing .
IMPOLTNDED at Ipswich, from Buaraba . Driving
7s. 6d .  per head.
One bay mare, B near shoulder, WG off thigh.
One bay horse, star, white feet, H near thigh, like U
blotched near shoulder, T off shoulder.
One black mare, star, like over W near shoulder, M
near rump.
One iron-grey mare, J in horse-shoe off shoulder, R near
shoulder.
One chesnut mare, star, white feet, like IC off thigh, IC
over H over  n  off shoulder.
One bay filly, C near shoulder and thigh.
One black horse, star, FHL conjoined (the F reversed)
near shoulder.
One bay filly, -' over M near shoulder.
One black mare, JS near shoulder.
One bay filly, star, SC off shoulder.
One chesnut mare, '4 near shoulder, C over CC over F
off shoulder.
One black horse, star, over S near shoulder, S near
rump.
One bay mare, w over c near shoul(ler, AG near ribs.
One bay horse, star, sear hip down, FF near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, blaze, Bind feet white, 110 near
shoulder.
One bay horse, H in circle near shoulder and thigh.
One bay mare, blaze, hind feet white, JB off shoulder,
like TH near shoulder.
One bay mare, streak, 14 over R near shoulder.
One bay mare, star and snip, near hind foot white, no
legible brand.
One bay colt, CI off shoulder.
One bay mare and foal, SE off shoulder, P over x, near
shoulder.
From Mr. Michael Donnelly's Paddock.
One black heifer, top off off ear and split, like p overq) over over p off leg.
If not released on or before 7th August, will be sold.
A. IIASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from North Toolburra,
31st May, by order of Thomas Cootts, Esq. Driving
expenses 2s. 6d. (Wrongly described in former advertise-
ment.)
One dark chesnut mare, indescribable brand like two
crosses conjoined near shoulder, like 1W off deck.
If not released on or before Friday, 27th July, will be
sold on that day at noon to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
Rates of Postage, Is.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Brisbane , 18th May, 1866.
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I
N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office :-
No. Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties. Nature and Erect of
Deed. Date of Registration.
47 11th June, 1866. Between Philip Calfe Hill, of Rockhampton, in
the Colony of Queensland, draper, of the first
part ; Mills Wormald, of Rockhampton, afore-
said, auctioneer, and John Richardson McWil-
liam, of Rockhampton, aforesaid, produce
merchant (Trustees for the purposes in the
Deed of Assignment mentioned), of the second
part ; and the several persons who have, by
themselves or their agents, executed the said
Deed of Assignment, being creditors of the
said Philip Calfe Bill, and whose names are
mentioned in the schedule attached to the
said Deed of Assignment, of the third part.
Deed of Assignment Lodged at the
of all the estate office of the S0.-
ancl effects of the promo Court this
said Philip Calfe 6th day of July,
Hill, in trust for A.D. 1866, and
the benefit of the entered same
creditors of the day.
said Philip Calfe
I1111.
REYNOL DS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
By Authority : W. C. BEaBRIDGE, Government Printer, Willian Street, Brisbane.
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QUA1 ANTINE.
At the Government House, Brisbane, Wednesday, the 11th day of
July, 1866.
prforut *-
HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL.
W HEREAS by an Order of Council, dated the 11th day of June, 1866,it was directed that the ship ti Rockhampton," having Typhus
Fever among her passengers, then recently arrived in Moreton Bay, should be
placed in Quarantine, and there remain until it should be notified by the
Health Officer that her release would be unattended by danger to the public
health ; and whereas the said Health Officer has now made report that the
said vessel may be so released : Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, doth order, and it is hereby
ordered, that the said vessel, the Rockhampton," be released from
Quarantine and admitted to pratique.
And the Honorable the Colonial Secretary is to give the necessary
instructions herein accordingly.
ARTHUR W. MANNING,
Clerk of the Council.
By Authority : W. C. BLLBaIuoE, Governmeut Printer, William Street,  Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Execu ive Cou cil has been pleased
to appoint
WALTER AI CCLINTOCK, Esquire, Clerk of Petty
Sessions at Bowen,
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions at Toowoomba,  vice
Douglas, dismissed ;
HENRY BRAMSTON, Esquire, Clerk of Petty Sessions
at Leyburn,
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions at Bowen,  vice
McClintock ;
BENJAMIN CRIBB, Esquire, junr., Clerk of Petty
Sessions at Charleville,
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions at Leyburn,  vice
Bramston.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1866.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased,
in terms of the Acts 28 and 29 Victoria, Nos. 21 and
22, to appoint the undermentioned persons to act as
Assessors for the Municipality of Maryborough
Mr. JOHN KENT,
Mr. JOHN PURSER.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1866.
NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM HARRISON BROWN, Esquire,
to be Trustee of the School of Arts, Warwick, in
the room of Dr. S. W. Aldred, deceased.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Attorney-General's Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WALTER MCCLINTOCK, Esquire,
to be a Registrar of the Metropolitan District
Court at Toowoomba,  vice  Douglas ;
HENRY BRAMSTON, Esquire,
to be a Registrar of the Northern District Court,
vice  McClintock.
By His Excellency's Command,
CHARLES LILLEY.
Attorney-General's Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
PHILIP PINNOCx, Esquire, Police Magistrate,
to be Acting Registrar of the Northern District
Court at Bowen, during the temporary absence of
the Registrar, Mr. Henry Bramston.
By His Excellency's Command,
CHARLES LILLEY.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following promotion and appointment
in the Electric Telegraph Department, viz.:--
Mr. THOMAS BRAND, Overtime Clerk, Brisbane,
to be Acting Station Master, Toowoomba,  vice
Mr. B. de E. Hanna ;
Mr. JOHN PHILP,
to be Overtime Clerk, Brisbane,  vice  Mr. Thomas
Brand, promoted.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. DOUGLAS.
Cos
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
GAYNDAH PETITION.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency as hereunder set forth, purporting to be
signed by One hundred and six Householders, in
the Town of Gayndah, praying the erection of that
locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that the increasing popula-
tion of this town, the large  sums  of money that
have been expended in the purchase of land
therein, and the benefits derivable from municipal
government, render them anxious to secure its
advantages, and they, therefore, pray that Gayndah
may be declared a Municipality with the under-
mentioned boundaries.
The following signatures
petition :-
Francis G. Connolly
John Connolly
Samuel Casten
Robert Walker
James McPherson
James Walker
Dan Macuee
Thomas Skelton
Daniel Kenny
George Anderson
Robert Walker
John Falconer
Warren Whelan
Donald Hood
R. C. Watson
Charles Smith
Henry Fenwick
John Montgomery
Ambrose Hudson
Thomas White
G. Ernst
David Gardner
F. P. H. Exham
Harry Jarvis
Joseph Jones
John H. Lavin
William Newton
Carl Zeitz
John Jewell
George Bardwell
James Boyer
James Yepeh
John Loyd
Thomas Cashen
Thomas Ashney
John Hong
Arthur Samuel Wacke
Samuel Robinson
Aaron Heaton
James Marshall
John Clock
Thomas Grace
John Decon
Francis Brown
Jonathan Hazeel
William Davis
Andrew Benheubuck
Louis Wedemeyer
William Kayler
Christian Schupp
Franz Andrews
Andrew Broury
Hercules Smith
are attached to the
Carlis P. Thiele
William Huth
John Endemann
Fred Meyer
Balthasar Haupt
Conrad Haupt
Jacob Miller
Wilhelm Soehr
Johann Sawer
Gottfried Sohary
Job Bredhaeur
F. Slrmieren
George Prost
John Seitner
John Kreiger
David Kun
Frank Lee
Johann Lyang Schmid
James Cutler
W. H. Stevenson, J.P.
A. Farrelley
William Hunt
William Knight
John Thue
Frederick Kew
E. Reynolds
G. Roswerantz
Jacob Home
James Miller
Gottlieb Scheuber
George Fuy
August Lolle
James Chattin
A. G. Lockrey
William Barnard
Robert Barnard
Booth Walsh
James Thompson
George Patten
Louis Flyner
Henri Flyner
Andrew Singen
William Hampson
Stephen Kuly
James Sharkey
William Murphy
Joseph Taylor
Edward Tyanes
Louis Benerscone
Richard Caddy
George Butcher
John Enright
Patrick Banks
Proposed Boundaries of Gayndah Municipality.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Mount
Debateable Purchase ; from thence across the Burnett
westerly three miles up Reed's Creek ; from thence a
line running easterly to cross the Burnett at the Bro-
then ; thence along the southern bank downwards to the
junction of the Barambah Creek ; thence along the
southern bank of the Barambah upwards to the junction
of Campbell's Creek with the Barambah ; from thence
along Campbell's Creek to the old Ban- Ban Road ; from
thence a line to Mr. Walker's purchase on Oakey
Creek ; from thence one mile southerly, and from thence
to the southern point of the Mount Debateable Pur-
chase, and thence to the point of commencement.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
CLERMONT AND COPPERFIELD PETITION.
I
N  pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, sections 3 and 4.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has directed the publication
of the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by 199 householders, residing in the
towns of Clermont and Copperfield, praying for the
erection of these localities into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that at a public meeting of
the inhabitants of the abovenamed townships, held
at the Court House, Clermont, on the 25th May
last, it was resolved that a Petition be prepared
requesting the Government to proclaim the town-
ships of Clermont and Copperfield a Municipality ;
and they accordingly pray that the abovenamed
localities may be constituted a Municipality, to be
named the Municipality of Clermont and Copper-
field with the undermentioned boundaries-the
same to be divided into two wards, each ward
returning three aldermen.
The following signatures are attached to the
Petition.
S. Candiottis, M.D., Clermont
Wm. Robertson, ditto
James Skelton, ditto
M. Ryland, ditto
Jas. J. Anderson, ditto
W. B. Steel, ditto
J. D. Ryland, ditto
N. Reimers, ditto
Walter Reid and Co., ditto
John Mackintosh, ditto
A. McLeod, ditto
Richard Talbot, ditto
C. H. Macarty, ditto
P. Moss, ditto
Wm. Cave, ditto
Samtok, ditto
Leo. Damke, ditto
W. Hubbert, ditto
Schutte, ditto
Charles Snale, ditto
Thomas Williams, ditto
George Porter, ditto
George B. Cary, ditto
Luis Bulgarve, ditto
Jno. Balfrey, ditto
Ali (his mark) Sue, ditto
Harry (his mark) Hing, ditto
Jin (his mark) Chong, ditto
Samuel, Gillard, ditto
J. F. Murphy, ditto
Mrs. Elliott, ditto
John M. Roberts, ditto
Geo. Wikell, ditto
George Bokel, ditto
Fred. Tangley, dittoAli You, ditto
William Ross, ditto
James Daley, ditto
T. H. Francis, ditto
Jos. Olyerd, ditto
H. Robinson, ditto
W. B. Henderson, ditto
J. W. Macdonald, ditto
Arthur Weller, ditto
James Watson, ditto
Joseph Avery, ditto
S. Bennett, ditto
Thomas Cribble, ditto
John Attlack, ditto
George Ahkin, ditto
Patrick Brannell, ditto
George Roberts, ditto
Bloxom, ditto
E. Arrowsmith, ditto
H. S. Barrow, ditto
William Johns, ditto
John Smith, ditto
Henry Gibson, ditto
For (his mark) Keow, dittoSchnitzerling,ditto
Richard Ede, Copperfield
S. W. Jacobsohn, ditto
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George Turner, ditto
Samuel Croft, ditto
Lawrent Bel, ditto
C. L. Freenzy, ditto
Thomas Jeminson, ditto
Henry  Wyer,  ditto
Daniel Rolfe, senr., ditto
Hugh Rane, ditto
Edward Donnell, ditto
Thomas Rilpatrick, ditto
Robert McAuley, ditto
William Jones, ditto
John Black, ditto
Hlayston Bros., ditto
McZiney, ditto
John Harris, ditto
S. Johns, ditto
E. Eske, ditto
William Rolfe, ditto
Wm. Marley, ditto
Wm. Hayston, ditto
Jonathan White, ditto
Jairnive Sermandy, ditto
Joseph Rolfe, ditto
Anthony Sermandy, ditto
Henry Ivey, ditto
James Fonti, ditto
Thomas Harrison, ditto
Adam Brisbane, ditto
William Glossan, ditto
George Young, ditto
John Hopkins, ditto
Robert Rolfe, ditto
David Leaishian, ditto
Thomas Williams, ditto
Thomas (his mark) Thomas, ditto
John Clement, ditto
Denis Murphy, ditto
P. Reddy, ditto
David Jones, ditto
William M'Cole, ditto
Charles Wilson, ditto
William Thompson, ditto
Henry Parker, ditto
George Roberson, ditto
John Crofft, ditto
George Hopkins, ditto
James Rolfe, ditto
John Doran, ditto
Jeremiah Kavanagh, ditto
Thomas Totten, ditto
C. Gaudtety, ditto
Louis Schanfeld, ditto
Joshua Chambers, ditto
George Emenuel, ditto
James McAleny
A. Edmont McMahon, ditto
James Cusack, ditto
Ed. Lachlen, ditto
William Cambell, ditto
Robt. Archer, ditto
Joseph Hudson, St. Hall
F. Hardy, Copperfield
John Suran, ditto
John Frach, ditto
William Burns, ditto
George Roger, ditto
Robert Howe, ditto
John 'Crowley, ditto
S. Hudson, ditto
W. Sokreiber, ditto
James Sullivan, ditto
James Jones, ditto
Johan Benken, ditto
J. Kennedy, ditto
William Thomas, ditto
Robert Dunlop, ditto
Willian Karr, ditto
Charles Seigle, ditto
John Yunther, ditto
Peter Menton, ditto
Robert Frace, ditto
Robert Chalmers, ditto
Harry Grendon, d it-to
A. W. O'Conner, ditto
Wm. Bler, ditto
T. Forster, ditto
J. W. Macdonnell, ditto
John Moreton, ditto
W. Woodhouse, Copper Mines
John David, Copperfield
M. Denniey, Copper Mines
John Union, Copperfield
Samuel Banets, ditto
John Symons, ditto
William Jenkins, ditto
John Davies, ditto
Henry Merritt, ditto
William Rodda, ditto
Thomas Floyd, ditto
Thos. Howe, ditto
Richard Coombe, ditto
Phillip Roberts, ditto
William Smith, ditto
Dan Ryan, ditto
Robert Caveen, ditto
Owen Gheehy, ditto
John Merritt, ditto
Richard Sowder, ditto
John Glasson, ditto
Math. Gunther, ditto
Antonios Schief her, ditto
Phillip Fie, ditto
George Watts, ditto
Gustav Mayer, ditto
George Moore, ditto
John Croft, ditto
Neil McLean, ditto
Charles George Vines,
James Simpson, ditto
Henry H. Tawse, ditto
William Ross, ditto
J. Millington, ditto
Samuel Banks, Macdonald Flat
Alexander Fraser, ditto
Roderick Morison, ditto
William Bamford, ditto
John Towers, ditto
Henry Lansley, ditto
William Morgan, ditto
Ap Thomas Jones, ditto
Alexander McEwan, ditto
Carl Reuter, ditto
George Oliver, Copperfield
Richard Oliver, ditto
Charles Berridge, ditto
Phillip Kelly, ditto
Thomas, Kelly, ditto
Boundaries of proposed Municipality.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
surveyed section enclosing Ravensdale Lagoon,
and running thence north eight miles ; thence west
thirteen miles ; thence south thirteen miles ; thence
east to Sandy Creek ; thence by Sandy Creek
northerly to a point due west from the southern
boundary line of the Ravensdale section, and thence
easterly to the point of commencement.
And that the said Municipality be divided into
two wards, by a line running from east to west
through the centre of the Municipality, the
northern section to be known as the Clermont
Ward, and the southern section as the Copperfield
Ward.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE LAND UNDER
THE " TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
RIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executiv Council, directs it to b
notified, that the Trustees of the Lands granted for
the purposes of a Servants' Home, in Brisbane,
have, in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22,
made application to the Governor in Council for
leave to further mortgage the said lands, in order to
obtain further funds to be applied in liquidation of
the cost of completing the building and its
appurtenances.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any' person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the leave so sought,
must lodge the same with the Colonial Secretary,
by letter, within the period of three months from
the date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
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RETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,made to the Bench of Magistrates at Ipswich,
from the 1st day of January to the 30th day of
June, 1866, both inclusive.
Applicant's name. Descriptionof License.
WhetherAmount
granted or
of fee.
refused.
James Haydon... .. Hardwood Granted...
William McLoughlin ... Pine .
James Ruberry . . . Hardwood
John Vangeur . , .
James Pocock
Charles Pennell
, . .
... Brick ...
J. and H. Morcombe , . . Pine
John Philips .. Hardwood
Alexander McDonald  ...
„
John Bradfield... Brick .
B dictV o,ene anbeur lIardwod... o „
Abraham Wynne ,., Pine ...
William Sheppard ...
Charles Ward ... ...
Colin Peacock ... „
Charles Smith . . , ...  Hardwood
Paul Hunt  ... ... „
John Wright ... ... Pine
Denis Day .,. ,,
William Wilson
William Bryce. .. ..
Samuel Greer ... ... Hardwood
Daniel McMullen .. - Pine  ...
Henry Jones ... ... „
John McKennan ...
William Blakemore . . .
Patrick Hughes ... Hardwood
Peter Thallon ... ... Pine
William Hay ... ... Hardwood
John Hay ... ... „
James Shield  ... . , .  Pine
Thomas Shield... ... ,
William McNutt ... „
Thomas Hinks.. , ... Hardwood
Jim Brooke ,.. Pine ...
Philip Abel  ... . , . Hardwood
Denis Woolley... ... „
John Malone ... ... Pine  ...
Matthew Malone
Charles Smith...
William Milward
Patrick Connor
John Howell ...
Norman Rule ...
Patrick Keogh,..
„
Alfred Sulham
John Holdway... ... Hardwood
Ezra Harvey ...
... , Pine ...
John Harvey  ...
... „
William Stocken
.., Hardwood
Joseph Harding ... „
Henry Tinsley ... , . , Pine
George Hunt ...
... Hardwood'
Charles Creighton . , . Pine ...
John James .,. ,,, „
George Jackson ... „
George Payne ... ... Hardwood
William Crew ,,.
... Brick ..,
James Rodgers ... Hardwood
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1866.
SUPPLIES FOR CIVIL SERVICE, 1867-8.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Noon, on MONDAY, the 23rd day of July
next, from persons willing to contract for the Supply
of Stationery, Linen-drapery, Saddlery, Ironmon-
gery,  &c., for two years,  from the lst January, 1867,
in such quantities as may be required from time to
time by the Colonial Storekeeper, in Brisbane, from
whom printed Forins of Tender, and all necessary
information can be obtained.
The subjoined lists show the quantities of each
article likely to be required in each year.
It will be optional with persons to tender for any
one or more of the classes into which the Supplies
are divided, but no tender can be received for only
a portion of the articles enumerated in such class.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randurn signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in such case that they will severally
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a
bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance
in the sum of
1. One hundred pounds in the case of contract
for Staionery.
2. One hundred pounds in the case of contract
for Linen-drapery.
3. Twenty-five pounds in the case of contract
for Saddlery.
4. One hundred pounds in the case of contract
for Ironmongery.
5. Fifty pounds in the case of contract for
Ship Chandlery.
6. Fifty pounds in the case of contract for
Arms.
7. Fifty pounds in the case of contract for
Surveyor's materials.
8. Fifty pounds in the case of contract for
Diver's gear.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
[The Articles required are detailed in the  Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 27th June, 1866, No. 62.]
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25t]i June, 1866.
TENDERS FOR CLOTHING, 1867-8.
fI ENDERS are hereby invited, and will be
received at this Office, until Noon, on MON-
DAY, the 23rd July next, from persons willing to
contract for the supply of Clothing for Police,
Turnkeys, and Warders, for two years, from the
lst January, 1867, in accordance with patterns on
view at the Colonial Store, Brisbane, where printed
Forms of Tender and any information required
concerning the Tender may be obtained.
The subjoined lists show the, quantities of each
article of clothing likely to be required in each
year.
Delivery to be made into the Colonial Store,
Brisbane, not later than 1st December next.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable-for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in such case that they will severally
execute and deliver at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a
bond to Her Majesty, for securing such perform-
ance, in the sum of two hundred and fifty pounds.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
[The Articles required are detailed in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 27th June, 1866, No. 62.]
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCILS.
ROCKINGIIAM BAY DISTRICT.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 23, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has directed the publication of the sub-
stance of a Petition, addressed to His Excellency,
as, hereunder set forth, purporting to be signed by
persons qualified to be placed upon the Electoral
Roll of the Kennedy District, praying for the
erection of certain portions of such District into a
Province, and the establishment therein of a Pro-
vincial Council.
Any counter petition in reference hereto must be
lodged with the Colonial Secretary within three
months from date hereof.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners express their desire to participate
in the benefits conferred by the Act providing for
the establishment of Provincial Councils, and they
therefore pray that the District of Rockingham
Bay may be proclaimed a Province.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 2nd June, 1866,
No. 55.]
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  24th April, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCIL.
TOWNSVILLE PETITION.
JN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-ment 28 Victoria, No. 25, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has directed the publication of the substance of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency, as hereunder
set forth, purporting to be signed by persons
qualified to be placed upon the Electoral Roll of
the District of Kennedy, praying for the erection
of a portion of such district into a Province, and
the establishment therein of a Provincial Council.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
WITH reference to the Government notice,
dated 4th May last, published in the
Government Gazette  of the 5th of the same month,
folio 429, relative to the opening and making of a
new road through portions 2, 3, and 4, parish of
Walloon, from Ipswich to Toowoomba :  N otice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act of Council
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council
has been pleased to confirm the said road; audit is,
therefore declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference, to be seen at the office of the
Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation, in
respect of the same road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the 6th section
of the Act above referred to, or they will be for
ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD,
1 i7T
ITH reference to the Government notice,
dated 9th April last, which appeared in the
Government Gazette  of the same month, folio 382,
relative to the opening and making of a new Road
through portion 146, parish of Purga, near the One-
mile Swamp, Ipswich : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act of Council 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said road ; and it is therefore declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the office of the Surveyor-General, and at
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation, in respect of the same road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the 6th section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be for ever foreclosed from
such claim.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state, that it is highly advan-
tageous for the interests of this portion of the
district that the country trading with the port at
Cleveland Bay, should be formed into a Province
under the  Provincial Councils  Act  of  1864, and
they therefore pray that the area lying within the
undermentioned boundaries may be proclaimed a
Province:-" Commencing at the mouth of the
Burdekin River, and on the left bank of the same, ;
thence by the left bank of that river till it meets
the Suttor River, thence by the left bank of the
Suttor River till it meets the 21st parallel of
latitude ; thence by that parallel till it strikes the
142nd meridian of longitude ; thence by that meri-
dian northerly till it strikes the 19th parallel of
latitude; and thence by that parallel to the heads of
the Dry ]deer; thence  by  tl ie watershed of that
river till it meets the  fluid  ehi ii, and thence by a
U110 clue east to the coast and thence by the coast
line to the starting point.
[The  signatures to this petition are published in
the  i`ove ,zanc,ai GeeLette  of 28th April, 1806,
o. 46.]
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
W
ITH reference to the Government notice,
dated 27th March last, which appeared in
the  Government Gazette  of the same month, folio
330, relative to the opening and making of a new
Road through portion 9, parish of Purga, near
A- airill Creek Bridge : Ti office is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act of Council 4 William TV.,
o. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said road ; and it is therefore declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference to be
seen at the office of the Surveyor-General, and at
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intend-
ing to claim compensation, in respect of the same
road, are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date Hereof, in such manner and form
as are provided in the  6th section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be for ever foreclosed from
such claim.
By His Excellency-'s Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
REFERRING to the Government notice, dated17th May last, published in the  Gov rnment
Gazette  of the 19th of the same month, folio 469,
relative to the opening and making of a new Road
through portion 38, parish of Taughboyne : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act of Council
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to con firm the said road ; and it is
therefore declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference ,  to be seen at the office of the Surveyoi -
General, and at the Police  Office, Gayndah ;  and all
persons intending to claim compensation, in respect
of the same road, are  hereby reminded  that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner
and form as are provided in the 6th section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be for ever fore-
closed from  such claim.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.BRANCHES of the above Bank are now open
at Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
iMIackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s .  upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours,  and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest  at the rate  of 5 per cent.  per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in  person, at  the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 11th July, 1866.THE following Notice to Mariners, receivedfrom the Government of South Australia, is
published for general information.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SPENCER ' S GULF, CAPE ELIZABETH.
A red pyramidal buoy  has been  placed in five and
a-half (52) fathoms at low water off the outer end of
the reef off Cape Elizabeth, with the following bearings
Cape Elizabeth, mag. E.N.E. ; Tipara Lightship, niag.
N.W.  by N. I N. The buoy is placed four (4) cables'
length to the westward of the shoalest part of the reef,
and is visible in clear weather at a distance of four (4)
miles, the eye being elevated ten (10 )  feet above the sea
level.
B. DOUGLAS ,  President Marine Board.
Marine Board Offices, Port Adelaide, 26th  May,  1866.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 7th July, 1866.
PAYMENT OF RENT AND ASSESSMENT OF
RUNS.
THE Lessees  of Crown Lands and their Agentsare reminded that the Annual Rents and
Assessment  upon Crown Lands are payable on or
before the 30th day of-September next.
The holder of  every  run under license, who has
made application and duly qualified himself for a
lease is required  to pay rent  upon such run, as
above, notwithstanding that a lease may not have
been actually issued to him.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  21st June, 1866.
I
JIS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish additional Branch Savings Banks at
the undermentioned places, viz., Nebo and Tambo.
The above Branch Offices will be opened from and
after the 1st proximo.
By His E.eelleney's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.PROPOSALS for Life Insurance ,  or for the
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for  himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
sane way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORETON BAY-BRISBANE RIVER.
VESSELS crossing  the Inner Bar above the
west Beacon, where a cutting is now being
made, are to pass on that side of the Dredge,
from which a Flag is exhibited by day, or a Red
Light by night.
G. P.  HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port  Office, 29th  June, 1866.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane ,  29th June, 1866.
BENDERS  are invited till TUESDAY ,  the 16th
day of July, at Noon, from persons wishing
to Rent the Refreshment Rooms at the Terminal
Station of the Southern and Western Railway,
Ipswich ,  for one year ,  for the sale of the usual
refreshments, to include wines, spirits, and fer-
mented liquors .  The successful tenderer wi ll  have
to enter into the usual bond required by the
Government ,  and will have, at his own cost, to
obtain the usual license  from  the Bench to sell
spirits, &c.,  under the  Publicans Act.
The highest or any Tender not  necessarily
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Colonial Secretary's O ice,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1866.THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK OF AUSTRALASIA, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, during the QUARTER from the1st APRIL to 30th JuNE,  1866, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK OF AUSTRALASIA within the Colony of  QUEENSLAND, taken from the several Weekly Statements
during the Quarter from the 1st APRIL to the 30th JUNE, 1866.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Balance due to other Banks ...
Deposits Not bearing Interest ...{Bearing Interest
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
17,995 4 7
4,918 0 8
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
17,995 4 7
4,918 0 8
77,611 8 2
46,450
 0 10
31,161 7 4
£  100,524 13  5
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ...
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ...
Amount of the last Half-yearly Dividend declared ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits after declaring such Dividend.
1,200,000 0 0
16  per cent. per annum, and
bonus of 8 per cent. per
annum.
... 78,750 0 0
... 370,000 9 3
Total Amount of Assets...
9,000 0 0
604 13 10
313,782 17 11
£  353,397 1
 3
EDWARD R. DRURY , Manager.
JOSH. B. DIXON, Accountant.
I, Edward Robert Drury, make oath, that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
Bank, during the period specified ; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria, No. 13.
30,010 5 6
Sworn before me, at  Brisbane, this 13th day of July, 1866. EDWARD R. DRURY.
ERNEST
 WHITE, Justice  of the Peace.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
SURVEY OF RUNS S.
I
T  is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Runs have been surveyed,
and amended descriptions of the boundaries thereof
prepared for insertion in the Leases of the said
Runs.
Any person who may consider his interest preju-
diced by said amended descriptions must forward
his objections, in writing, to this Office before the
12th of October next.
Plans of these Runs may be seen, and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained, on application
at this Office.
The local Crown Lands Offices have been fur-
nished with copies of the plans for inspection.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Corriesdale.
Claimant of Lease-John Brewster.
Area-
Available ...
Unavailable
37 square miles.
18
Total... ... 55
Amended description for insertion in Lease.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burdekin River,
near the confluence of Fletcher's Creek with that river,
about a quarter of a mile north-east from a tree marked
broad-arrow over XXII ; and bounded thence on the
east by a south line five miles ; thence on the south by a
west line eight miles forty-eight chains ; thence on the
west by a north line eight miles, crossing Fletcher's Creek
and passing through a point sixteen chains east from a tree
marked broad-arrow over XII to the Burdekin River; and
thence on the north by said river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-The Plains.
Claimant of Lease-Arthur Cole Bailey.
Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... 8
Total ... ... 48
Amended description for insertion in Lease.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Corriesdale
Run, on the right bank of the Burdekin River ; and
bounded on the east by a portion of the eastern boundary
of said run, being a south line seven miles forty-eight
chains ; thence on the south by a west line seven miles
twenty chains ; thence on the west by a north line five
miles seventy chains to the south-east boundary of the
Eumara Run ; thence on the north-west by said
boundary, in a north-easterly direction about three miles
to the Burdekin River, about twenty chains above a
tree marked IV on the road survey ; and thence on the
north by the said river downwards to the point of com-
mencement,
Name of Run-Eumara.
Claimant of Lease-Alexander  11.  Richardson.
Area-
Available ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable
Total ... ... 25
Amended description for insertion in Lease.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burdekin River
at the outlet of the Eumara Gully ; and bounded thence
on the south-east by a south-west line five miles, passing
through a tree marked broad-arrow over V and crossing
Fletcher's Creek ; thence on the south-west by a north-
west line five miles, crossing the south-western margin of
Reedy Lake and also Fletcher's Creek; thence on the
north-west by a north-east line about five miles twenty
chains, passing through a point about eight chains north-
west from a tree marked X to the Burdekin River ; and
thence on the north-east by said river downwards to the
point of co11m7encement.
Name of Run-Kinvah.
Claimant of Lease-A. 11. Richardson.
Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... 3
Total .. ... 28
Amended description for in.serti Jn in Lease.
Commencing at a point on the nort h-western boundary
of the Eumara Run about one mile fifty-six chains from
the River Berdekiu ; bounded thence on the north by a
west line ten miles forty chains ; thence on the so uth-
west by a line bearing south nineteen degrees east, about
four miles sixty chains to Fletcher's Creek at a point
about six miles above the Red Lily Lagoon, being also the
south-east corner of the Southwick No. 1 Run ; thence on
the south by said creek downwards to the south-western
boundary of the Eumara Run ; thence by that boundary
in a north-westerly direction twenty chains ; thence on
the south-east by the north-western boundary of same
run three miles forty-four chains to the point of com-
mencenient.
Name of Run-Hillgrove.
Claimants of Lease-T. S. Mort, E. W. Cameron
and B. Buchanan.
Area-
Available ... ... 49 square miles.
Unavailable ... -
Total ... ... 49
Amended description for insertion in Lease.
Commencing on the right bank of the River Burdekin,
at a tree marked broad-arrow, about four miles and
a-half below the junction of the Basalt River ; bounded
thence on the north by a west line six miles twenty
chains; thence on west by a south line five miles ; thence
on the south by an east line about eleven miles forty
chains to the north-western boundary of the Eumara
Run ; and thence by that boundary in a north-easterly
direction to the Burdekin River one mile fifty-six chains
at a point about one mile above a tree marked broad-
arrow over 1 over A ; and thence on the north-east by
said river upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Gara.
Claimants of Lease-T. S. Mort, E. W. Cameron,
and B. Buchanan.
Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable
Total... ... 25
Amended description for insertion in Lease.
Commencing at the confluence of the Basalt River
with the Burdekini River ; bounded thence on the north
by the first-named river upwards to a tree marked broad-
arrow about four miles seventy chains in a direct line
from the junction ; bounded thence on the west by a
south line four miles twenty chains ; thence on the
south by an east line six miles twenty chains, being the
northern boundary of the Hillgrove Run, to the
River Burdekin at a tree marked  with  a broad-arrow ;
and thence on the east by that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Westerage.
ClaiAmnts of Lease-T. S. Mort, E. W. Cameron,
and B. Buchanan.
Area-
Available ... 40 square miles
Unavailable ... 7
Total ... 47
Amended description for insertion in Lease.
Commencing on the right bank of the Basalt River, at
a tree marked broad-arrow, said tree being 4 miles 70
chains above the junction of said river with the Burdekin
River, and bounded thence partly on the east by a south
line 5 miles ; thence on the south by a west line 4 miles 56
chains ; thence on the west by a north line 10 miles
crossing Basalt River ; thence on the north by an east
line 4 miles 56 chains ; and thence again on the east by
a south line 5 miles to the point of commencement.Name of Run-Gordon Plains.
Claimant of Lease-J. and C. Allingham.
Area-
Availabje ... ... 35  -square miles.
Unavailable ... 6
Total... ... 41
A mended deseriptio74 for insertion in Lease.
Commencing at the south -east corner of the Westerage
Run, being a  point  fi ve miles south  from  a tree marked
broad- arrow ,  on the Basalt River ,  about four miles
seventy chains above its  j unction with the Burdekin
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River ; bounded thence partly on the north by the
southern boundary of that run four miles fifty-six chains ;
thence partly on the west by a south line three miles
eight chains ; thence again on the north by an east line
six miles ; thence again on the west by a south line
about four miles to the north-west corner of the South-
wick No. 1 Run ; thence on the south by the northern
boundary of that run, being a line bearing north seventy-
five degrees east eleven miles ; and thence on the east
by a north line four miles sixteen chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Rimbanda.
Claimant of Lease-J. and C. Allingham.Area-Available ... ... 32 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...
Total ... ... 32
Amended description for insertion in Lease.
Commencing on the right bank of the Basalt River, at
the western boundary of the Westerage Run ; bounded
thence on the east by a south line six miles forty chains ;
thence on the south by a west line six miles ; thence on
the west by a north line about four miles seventy chains
to the Basalt River, at a tree marked H ; and thence on
the north by said river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Red Bluff.
Claimant of Lease-The Trust and Agency Company
of Australasia (limited.)
Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... 25
Total... ... 75
Commencing at a point on the Basalt River, at the
south-west corner of the Ban Ban Run, at a tree marked
H ; and bounded thence on the east by a north line five
miles seventy chains ; thence on the north by a west
line nine miles twenty chains ; thence on the west by a
south line ten miles sixty chains to the Basalt River, at
a tree marked XIII ; thence on the south-east by the
said river downwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described.
Name of Run-Ban Ban.
Claimant of Lease-J. and C. Allingham.
Area-
Available ... ... 31 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...
Total... ... 31
Commencing at the Basalt River, at the south-east
corner of the Red Bluff Run ; and bounded thence on
the  west by  a north line five miles seventy chains ; thence
on the north by an east line six miles to the western
boundary of the Westerage Run ; and thence on the east
by said boundary in a southerly direction five miles and
a quarter to the Basalt River ; and thence on the south
ny that river upwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described.
Name of Run-Bird Bush.
Claimant of Lease-The Trust and Agency Com-
pany of Australasia, Limited.
Area-
Available ... ... 75 square miles.
Unavailable ... -
line six miles to the Basalt River, at a tree marked
XXVII ; and thence on the south by that river down-
wards to the marked tree hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-No. 1 Southwick.
Claimant of Lease-Robert Stewart.
Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable . , , 10
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Commencing at the junction of Lion with Fletcher's
Creek, a westerly tributary of the Burdekin ; bounded
thence on the west by a line bearing north eighteen degrees
west, five miles to the south-western corner of Gordon
Plains Run ; thence by the southern boundary of that run,
being a line bearing north seventy-five degrees east eleven
miles to the south-western corner of the Hillgrove Run;
thence by part of the southern boundary of that run
being an east line eighty chains ; thence on the east
by a line bearing south nineteen degrees east to Flet-
cher's Creek, forming also the western boundary of the
Kinyah Run ; and thence on the south by the said
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-No. 2 Southwick.
Claimant of Lease-
Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable 5
45
Commencing at the junction of Lion with Fletcher's
Creek, being the south-west corner of the No. 1 South-
wick Run ; bounded thence on the east by  a line  bearing
north eighteen degrees west, five miles ; thence on the
north-west by a south-west line nine miles ; thence on
the south-west by a south-east line about five miles and
a half to a tree marked broad-arrow over 11 at the
Basalt wall ; thence on the south-west by that wall to
where there is a tree marked broad-arrow over VII, near
the opening in said wall through which Fletcher's Creek
flows ; and thence on the south-east by that creek do wn-
wards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-No. 3 Southwick.
Claimant of Lease-Robert Stewart.
Area-
Available ... ... 65 square miles.
Unavailable ... 25
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Commencing at the north-west corner of No. 1 South-
wick Run ; bounded thence on the east by a north line
two miles twenty chains to the south- east  corner of the
Birdbush Run ; thence on the north by the southern
boundary of that run, being a line bearing  west  fourteen
degrees south fourteen miles seventy chains ; thence on
the west by a south line seven miles, crossing Allingham's
Creek about twenty chains below a tree marked broad-
arrow over XVIII. ; thence on the south by a line bear-
ing east fourteen degrees south about eight miles and a
quarter to the western corner of No. 2 Southwick Run ;
and thence on the south-east by the north-western
boundary of that run, being a north- east  line  nine miles
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Nulla Nulla.
Claimants of Lease-G. Cain, J. F. Maguire,
and J. R. Ricards, junior.
Area-
Available ... ... 60 square miles.
Unavailable ... 15
Total... ... 75
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the Basalt
River, where there is a tree marked H ; and bounded
thence on the east by a south line six miles and a half ;
thence on the south-east by a line bearing west fourteen
degrees south fourteen miles seventy chains ; thence on
the west by a north line six miles to the Basalt River,
where there is a tree marked XX ; thence on the
north by that river downwards to the marked tree here-
inbefore described.
Name of Run-Chance Hays.
Claimants of Lease-W. Hann, R. H. Bland, R.
Daintree, and E. Klingender.
Area-
Available ... .. 52 square miles
Unavailable
52
Commencing at a point on the left bank of the Basalt
River, where there is a tree marked XIII., being also the
south-western boundary of the Red Bluff Run ; bounded
thence on the east by the western boundary of that run
in a northerly direction, six miles ; thence on the north
by a west line ten miles ; thence on the west by a south
75
Commencing at the north-western boundary of Bird-
bush at Basalt Creek, where there is a tree marked
XX ; and bounded thence on the cast by the western
boundary of that run, and a prolongation thereof being
a south line six miles and a half ; bounded thence on
the south by a west line about sixteen miles sixty chains
to the Basalt River, at a point about two miles and a
half in a direct line below a tree marked broad-arrow
over 1, near the confluence of a small creek with that
river, and thence on the west and north by the aforesaid
river downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Nulla Nulla No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-James Fenwick and Co.
Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles
Unavailable ... 21
51
Commencing at the south- eastern corner  of the Nulla
Nulla Run, at a point six miles and a half south of a
tree marked XX on Basalt Creek ; and bounded thence
cn the north by the southern boundary  of said run,
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being a west line about sixteen miles sixty chains to the
Basalt River, at a point about two miles and a half in a
direct line below a tree marked broad-arrow over 1 ;
thence on the south-west by a south-east line four miles
ten chains ; thence on the south by an east line thirteen
miles sixty chains ; passing through a tree marked
broad-arrow over XVIII, near some waterholes, and
about one mile and ten chains west of the eastern
extremity of that boundary line ; thence on the east by
a north-line three miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run--Tallegulla, No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-G. Cain, J. F. Maguire, and
R. Ricards, junr.
Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 5
Total ... ... 45
Commencing at the south-west corner of Nulla Nulla
Run, on Basalt Creek, at a point about two miles and
a half in a direct line below a tree marked broad-arrow
over 1 near the confluence of a small creek with the said
river; and bounded thence on the north-east by the south-
western boundary of the Nulla Nulla No. 2 Run, being a
south-east line four miles and ten chains ; thence on the
north by a portion of the southern boundary of that run
being an east line seven miles ; thence on the south-east
by a south-west line nine miles and twenty chains ; and
thence on the south-west by a north-west line six miles
and a half to the Basalt River at a tree marked broad-
arrow over VI. ; and thence on the west by the said river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Tallegulla No 2.
Claimants of Lease-G. Cain, J. F. Maguire, and R.
Ricards, junr.
Area-
Available ... ... 18 square miles.
Unavailable 15
Total ... ...  33
Commencing at a point on Basalt Creek where there is
a tree marked broad-arrow over VI., being the upper
boundary of Tallegulla No. 1; and bounded thence on
the north-east by the south-western boundary of that run
being a south-east line  six miles and  a half ; thence on
the south-east by a south-west line  six miles  ; and thence
on south-west by a north-west line about six miles forty
chains to the Basalt River at a tree marked XV. ; and
bounded thence on the north-west by the said river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Tallegulla No. 3.
Claimant of Lease-James Fenwick and Co.
Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... 12
Total ... ... 42
Commencing at the south corner of Tallegulla No. 2;
and bounded thence on the north-west by the south-
eastern boundaries of that run and of Tallegulla No. 1,
being a north-east line fifteen miles twenty chains ;
passing through a point about ten chains north, west of
a tree marked broad-arrow over XXVI. on the road;
bounded thence on the north by an east line four miles
and a quarter ; bounded thence on the south-east by a
south-west line crossing the road at a point about eight
chains north-west of a tree marked broad-arrow over
XXII., and also through a tree marked broad-arrow
over IX., about sixteen miles sixty chains to the great
Basalt wall, where there is a tree marked broad-arrow
over XVI. ; and thence again on the south-east by said
wall to a tree marked broad-arrow over XIII., being
about two miles in a direct line from the last-mentioned
marked tree ; bounded thence on the south-west by a
north-west line about three miles and forty chains to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Nulla Nulla No. 3.
Claimants of Lease-G. Cain, J. F. Maguire, and
J. R. Ricards, junr.
Area-
Available ... ... 36 square miles
Unavailable 36
Total ... ... 72
Commencing at the south-eastern corner of Nulla
Nulla No. 2, being a point about one mile eight chains
easterly of a tree marked broad-arrow over XVIII, near
some waterholes on the road ; and bounded thence on
the east by a south line crossing Allingham's Creek;
and passing through a point about forty chains due
west  of a tree marked broad-arrow over XVII,
near said creek, about nine miles forty chains to
the Great Basalt wall; bounded thence on the south by
said wall in a westerly direction to a point where there is
a tree marked broad-arrow over XVI on the south-
eastern boundary of the Tallegulla, No. 3 Run ; and
thence on the north-west by the south-eastern boundary
of that run sixteen miles sixty chains, passing through a
point eight chains north-west of a tree marked broad-
arrow over XXII on the road, to the southern boundary
of Nulla Nulla No. 2 Run ; and thence on the north by
part of the southern boundary of that run-being an
east line two miles and a half to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Thorngrove.
Claimants of Lease-W. Hann, R. H. Bland, R.
Daintree, and E. Klingender.
Area-
Available ... ... 31 square miles.
Unavailable ... 19
Total... ... 50
Commencing at a point on the left bank of the Basalt
River, where there is a tree marked broad-arrow over
XXVII, being also the south-western corner of the
Chance Hays Run ; bounded thence on the east by part
of the western boundary of that run, being a north line
three miles and fifty chains ; thence on the north by a
west line nine miles and sixty chains, crossing Maryvale
Creek, where there is a tree marked VII ; bounded
thence on the west by a south line about five miles
twenty chains, passing through a point six chains  west
of a tree marked X on the track passing under Mount
Louisa to the Basalt River, at a point opposite to where
there is a tree marked XL ; bounded thence on the
south by the said river downwards to the marked tree
hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Rockwood.
Claimant of Lease-Joseph Hann.
Area-
Available ... ... 45 square miles
Unavailable ... 2
Total ... 47
Commencing at a point on the left bank of the Basalt
River, at the south-western corner of the Thorngrove Run ;
bounded thence on the east by the western boundary of
that run, being a north line five miles twenty chains ;
thence on the north-east by a north-west line fifty-six
chains ; thence on the north-west by a south-west line
ten miles twenty chains ; thence on the south-west by a
south-east line, passing through a tree marked broad-
arrow over I, near the confluence of a small creek with the
Basalt River, about six miles sixty chains to the said
river ; thence on the south-east by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run--Ravenswood.
Claimant of Lease-Joseph Hann.
Area-
Available ... ... 35 square miles
Unavailable ... 10
Total ...  45
Commencing at a point on the left bank of the Basalt
River, at the south corner of Rockwood, and bounded
thence on the north -east by the south -western boundary
of that run four miles sixteen chains ; thence on the
north-west by a south -west line seven miles ; thence on
the south-west by a south -east line about  five miles and
a-half to the Basalt River ,  opposite to a tree marked
broad- arrow over  XVI ;  and thence on the south -east by
said  river downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Lolworth No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-W .  Hann, E. Klingender, R.
H. Bland ,  and R. Daintree.
Area-
Available  ... ...  36 square miles
Unavailable
Total ... 36
Commencing at a point on the left bank of one of the
heads of Fletcher's Creek, north of a peaked hill on the
opposite -side of the creek, called Sugarloaf Hill, in
about latitude twenty degrees ten .minutes thirty seconds
south ; and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing north ten degrees west five miles and a-half ;
thence on the north by a line bearing east ten degrees
north six miles ; thence on the east by a line bearing
south ten degrees east five miles and a-half to Fletcher's
Creek, at a tree marked broad-arrow over XII ; thence
on the south by Fletcher's Creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
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Name of Run-Lolworth No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-W. Hann, E. Klingender, R.
H. Bland, and R. Daintree.
Area-
Available ... ... 34 square miles
Unavailable
Total ... 34
Commencing at a point on Fletcher's Creek at the
south-west corner of Lolworth No. 1 Run, and bounded
thence on the east by the western boundary of that run,
being a line bearing north ten degrees west ; thence on
the north by a line bearing west ten degrees south five
miles  fifty chains ; thence on the west by a line bearing
south ten degrees east five miles and a quarter, passing
through a tree marked broad-arrow over IX by Mr.
Commissioner O'Connell, about forty chains distant from
the north-west corner to Fletcher's Creek, at a tree marked
broad-arrow over II; and thence on the south  by
Fletcher's Creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Lolwortli No. 3.
Claimants of Lease -W. Hann, E. Klingender, R.
H. Bland, and R. Daintree.
Area-
Available ... ... 35 square miles
Unavailable ... -
Total ... 35
Commencing at a point on the left bank of Fletcher's
Creek, where there is a tree marked broad-arrow over II,
being also the south-western corner of Lolworth No. 2
Run ; and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
north ten degrees west five miles twenty chains, passing
through a tree marked broad-arrow over IX, forty chains
distant from the northern extremity of the boundary ;
thence on the north by a line bearing west tea degrees
south six miles; thence on the west by a line bearing
south ten degrees east five miles sixty chains to Fletcher's
Creek, about sixty chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over X on said creek : bounded thence on the
south by that creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Niall.
Claimant of Lease-Daniel Cudmore.
Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles
Unavailable ... 28
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Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
Burdekin River at its confluence with the River Clarke,
and bounded thence partly on the north-east by the
first-named river downwards for about forty chains, to a
tree marked broad-arrow ; then again on the north-east
by a south-east line five miles ten chains ; thence on the
south-east by a south-west line seventeen miles ; thence
on the south-west by a north-west line seven miles cross-
ing Maryvale Creek to the Clarke River, at a point oppo-
site to a tree marked broad-arrow over XVI., and thence
on the north-west by that river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Tara.
Claimant of Lease-Daniel Cudmore.
Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles
Unavailable .. 12
Total ... 112
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
Clarke River, opposite to a tree marked broad-arrow over
XVI., being also the north-western corner of the Niall
Run, and bounded thence on the north-east by a portion
of the south-western boundary of that run  six miles
thirty chains,  crossing  Maryvale Creek about two miles
and a half  in a direct  line, above  a tree  marked with a
broad-arrow near the Niall homestead ; bounded thence
on the south- east by a south -west  line fourteen miles,
crossing  Maryvale Creek, and passing through a point
about sixteen chains  north- west of  the junction of that
creek with Emu Creek, and also crossing the last-named
creek  at a tree marked IV. ; thence on the south-west by
a north- west line  eight miles to the Clarke River, at a
point south- east  of a tree marked broad-arrow over II.
on the opposite bank ; thence on the north-west by the
said river downwards  to the point of commencement.
Natne of Run-Wall.
Claimant of Lease-W. Hann, R. H. Bland, R.
Daintree, and E. Klingender.
Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  2
Total ... ... 42
Commencing at the south corner of the' Niall Run,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a portion of
the south-east boundary of that run, being a north-east
line seven miles ; thence on the north- east  by a south-
east line six miles  ; thence on the south-east by a south-
west line seven miles ; thence on the south-west by a
north-west line six miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-•Maryvale.
Claimants of Lease-W. Hann, R. H. Bland, R.
Daintree, and E. Klingender.
Area-
A vailable ... ... 70 square miles.
Unavailable ... 5
Total ... ... 75
Commencing at the eastern corner of the Tara Run,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a portion of
the south-eastern boundary of that run, being a south-
west line seven and a half miles, passing through
a point sixteen chains north-west from the junction of
Maryvale Creek with Emu Creek, and crossing the
last-named creek at a tree marked IV.; bounded thence
on the south-west by a south-east line, ten miles crossing
Maryvale Creek, about twenty chains below a tree
marked  II.;  thence on the south-east by a north-east
line seven and a half miles ; and thence on the
north-east by a north-west line ten miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Kangerong.
Claimants of Lease-W. Hann, R. H. Bland, R.
Daintree, and E. Klingender.
Area-
Available ...
Unavailable
... 80 square miles.
5
Total ... ... 85
Commencing at the western corner of the Maryvale
-Run, and bounded on the north-east by the south-western
boundary of that run, and a prolongation thereof, being
a south-east line eleven miles and a quarter, crossing
Maryvale Creek about twenty chains below a tree marked
II., to the northern boundary of the Chance Hays Run ;
thence partly on the south by that boundary to its western
extremity ; thence on the east by a south line two miles
thirty chains, passing through a point eight chains west
of a tree marked IX. on the track ; thence again on the
south by a west line nine miles sixty chains, being also
the northern boundary of the Thorngrove Run, and cross-
ing Maryvale Creek, at a tree marked VII; bounded
thence on the south-west by a north-west line five miles
sixty-four chains, and thence on the north-west by a
north-east line nine miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Malmesbury.
Claimant of Lease-Joseph Hann.
Area-
Available ... ... 33 square miles.
Unavailable ... 17
Total... ... 50
Commencing at the north-eastern corner of the Chance
Hays Run, and bounded thence on the east by a north
line four miles sixty chains, being part of 'the western
boundary of the Red Bluff Run ; thence on the north-
east by a north-west line four miles and a half, thence on
the north-west by a south-west line to the eastern corner
of the Maryvale Run, and by the south-eastern boundary of
that run, being a continuation thereof ten miles ; thence
on the south-west by a south-east line one mile and a
quarter to the northern boundary of the Chance Hays
Run; and thence on the south by that boundary easterly
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Kinlock No 2.
Claimant of Lease-James Gibson.
Area-Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable ... 6
Total ... 106
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
Clark River, where there is a tree marked broad-arrow
over XII, and bounded thence on the north-east
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by a south-east line nine miles, thence on the south-
east by a south-west line nine miles ; thence on the
south-west by a line bearing west thirteen degrees
north about five miles to the Junction Creek, at a point
opposite to where there is a tree marked broad-arrow over
III about three miles above its confluence with Yates
Creek ; thence on the west by the first named creek to
its junction with Yates Creek ; and thence again by the
last named creek to its confluence with the Clark River;
and thence on the north-west by that river downwards
to the marked tree hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Wando Vale.
Claimant of Lease-W.  G.  Walker.
Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable ... 3
Total ... 103
Commencing at the confluence of Yates and Junction
Creeks, and bounded thence on the north-west by the
first named creek upwards for about five miles to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XIII ; and bounded thence on
the west by a south line nine miles and sixty chains ;
thence on the south by an east line ten miles, crossing
Junction Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow over XIV;
thence on the east by a north line nine miles twenty
chains, to the southern corner of the Kinlock Run ; and
thence on the north-east by the south-western boundary
of that Run, being a line bearing west thirteen degrees
north about five miles to Junction Creek at a point
opposite where there is a tree marked broad-arrow over
III and thence again on the east by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Newburgh No. 1.
Claimants of Lease- J. C. Sanders and R. Sanders.
Area-
Available ... ... 29 square miles
Unavailable... ... 8
Total ... 37
Commencing at a point on the west bank of Yates
Creek, tributary of the Clark River, where there is a tree
marked broad-arrow over XIX, bounded thence on the
east by the said creek upwards for about eight miles and
a half, in a direct line to a tree marked broad-arrow over
XXX near its head, and bounded thence again on the
east by a south line two miles ; thence on the south by a
west line four miles and a quarter ; thence on the west
by a north line about six miles and a half to the south-
eastern boundary of the Yering Run, thence on the
north-west by that boundary, being a north-cast line
about five miles and a half to the marked tree herein-
before first described.
Name of Run-Newburgh No. 2.
Claimant of Lease -James Gibson
Area-
Available ... ... 39 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 5
Total ... ... 44
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over XIII
on Yates Creek, being also the north-western corner of
the Wando Vale Run ; bounded thence on the east by
the western boundary of that run and a prolongation
thereof, being a south line fourteen miles ; thence on the
south by a west line three miles and a half; thence on
the west by a north line two miles to Yates' Creek, at a
point near its head where there is a tree marked broad-
arrow over XXX ; bounded thence on the west and
north-west by the said creek downwards to point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Kinlock No. 1.
Claimants of Lease---J. C. Sanders and R. Sanders.
Area-
Available ... ,.. 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... 8
Total... ... 33
Commencing at the confluence of Yates Creek with
the Clark River, and bounded thence on the south-east
by the first named creek upwards about ten and a half
miles in a direct line to a tree marked broad-arrow
over XIII., said tree being the north-western corner
of the Wando Vale Rum ; bounded thence on the
south-west by a line bearing north forty-one degrees
west about five miles to the Clark River, at a point
about half a mule below a tree marked broad-arrow
over II. ; and thence on the north-west by that
river downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Kinross
Claimants of Lease-J. C. Sanders and R. Sanders.
Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 13
Total ... 38
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over XIII
on Yates  Creek, being  also the north -western corner of
the Wando Vale Run, bounded on the south -east by
that creek upwards about five miles sixteen chains in a
direct line to a tree marked broad-arrow over XIX ;
bounded thence on the south -west by a north -west line
about six miles and three quarters to the Clark River,
1 at a point about twelve chains above a tree marked
broad -arrow over VII ; and thence on the north -west by
that river downwards to a point about half a mile below
a tree marked broad-arrow over II, being also the
western corner of Kinlock No. 1 Run  ;  bounded thence
on the north -east by a line bearing south forty-one
degrees east ,  about  five miles to the marked tree
hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Yering.
Claimants of Lease-J .  C. Sanders and R .  Sanders.
Area-
Available  ... ... 9-1  square miles.
Unavailable ... 15
Total ... 109
Commencing at the western corner of Kinross Run, on
the Clark River, at a point about twelve chains above a
tree marked broad-arrow over VII, and bounded thence
on the north-east by the south-western boundary of the
above-mentioned run, being a south-east line about six
miles and sixty chains to Yates Creek, at a tree marked
broad-arrow over XIX, being also the northern corner
of the Newburgh No. 1 Run ; and bounded thence on
the south-east by the north-western boundary of that
run and a prolongation thereof being a south-west line
in all twelve miles forty chains ; bounded thence on the
south-west by a north-west line six miles to the Clark
River, at a tree marked broad-arrow over XXV ; bounded
thence on the north-west by that river downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Craigie.
Claimants of Lease-J. C. Sanders
Area-
and R. Sanders.
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 19
Total ... 59
Commencing at a point on the left bank of the Clark
River north-west of a tree marked broad-arrow over VI
on the opposite bank; bounded thence on the south-
west by a north-west line three miles ; bounded thence
on the north-west by a north-east line ten miles and a
quarter to the Broken River, at a point where there is a
tree marked with a broad-arrow about seven miles seven
chains above its junction with the Clark River ; and
thence on the north-east by the first-named river down
to the aforesaid junction; and thence on the south-east
by the Clark River upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Therriebooboo.
Claimant of Lease-Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Area-
Available ...
Unavailable ...
... 50 square miles.
Total ... 50
Description.
Commencing at a point distant one mile sixty chains in
an easterly direction from a koolabah tree on the left bank
of the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River marked broad-arrow
over C 18 in triangle on its south side; bounded thence
on the east by a true north line four miles seventy-six
chains, said line being a part of the western boundary of
the Pastoral District of Warrego ; thence on the north
by a west line ten miles sixty chains ; thence on the
west by a south line six miles to the Bulloo or Coorni
P; roo River, at a koolabah tree on the left bank marked
broad-arrow over C 19 in triangle on its south side; and
theuee on the south by the said river upwards to the
point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Warrah Warrah.
Claimant of Lease-Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Area-
Available ... 32 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 18
Total ... 50
Description.
Commencing at a koolabah tree on the left bank of
the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River marked broad-arrow
over C 19 in triangle on its south side, situated at the
south-west corner of the Thei riebooboo Run ; bounded
thence on the east by a north line one mile ; thence on
the north by a west line ten miles ; thence on the west
by a south line nine miles seventy-two chains to the
Bulloo or Conrui Paroo River, at a koolabah tree on the
right bank marked broad-arrow over C 20 in triangle on
its north side ; and thence on the south by the said river
upwards to the marked tree hereinbefore first described.
Name of Rani-Buloo.
Claimant of Lease-Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... .. 25
Total ... 50
De cription.
Commencing  at a point where the western boundary
line of the Pastoral District of Warreg r inters ,,  is the
Bulloo or Coorni Paroo Liver , the ail  point being
distant one mile sixty chains in an easterly direction from
a, koolabah tree on the left bank of the said river marked
broad -arrow over C 18 in triangle on its south side ;
bounded thence on the east by a true south line three
miles sixty -nine  chains, the said line being a  p art of the
said western  ; )undary line of the Pastoral District of
Warrego;  thence on the soua .h by a ive.st line twelve
miles thirty-four chains  ;  thence on the we -t by a north
line two miles fifty-two chains to the Bulloo or Coorni
Paroo River ,  at a k o olabah tree on the left ,  bank marked
broad- arrow over C 19 in triangle on its south side ; and
thence on the north by the said river upwards to the
marked tree l,ereinbefore fiat described.
Name of Run-Kool•ah.
Claimant of Lease-Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1866.
NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Mr. WILLIAM
MURPHY has been appointed District Regis-
trar of Births, Deaths, and Marriages, for Drayton
and Toowoomba, in the room of Mr. A. E.
Douglass.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar -General.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane ,  July 2nd, 1866.
I T  is hereby notified ,  that JOAN WICKEY STABLE,of Toowoomba ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
Esquire, Solicitor ,  has been appointed a Commis-
sioner for Affidavits , &c., such Commission being
determinable on his ceasing to reside at Too-
woomba.
Also, it is hereby notified ,  that WILLIAM HENRY
P e .... o t Trafton ,  in the Colony of New South
t; a : ;. ;d, quire, Clerk of Petty Sessions at Grafton,
h-- i appointed  a Commissioner of the Supreme
Coarc of Queensland for Affidavits , &c., such Com-
mission being determinable on his ceasing to hold
the <bove Appointment of Cleric of Potty  Sessions
at Grafton,  Vew Sound  Wales.
Also, it is hereby notified ,  that EDWARD HACK-
ING, of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
Esquire, Barrister -at-Law, and Under -Sheriff for
the Colony of Queensland ,  has been appointed a
Commissioner  for Affidavits, &c., such Commission
being determinable on his ceasing to hold the above
Office of Under-Sheriff of Queensland at Brisbane.
Also, it is hereby notified, that JOHN RANKIN
COWAN, of Townsville, in the Colony of Queens-
land, Esquire, Solicitor ,  has been appointed a
Comaiissio aer for Affidavits , &c., such Commission
being determinable on his ceasing to reside at
Tow-usville. Queensland.
By order,
Area-
Available ... ... 38 square miles JAMES STOCKWELL,
Unavailable ... ... 37 Associate  to His  Honour the Chief  Justice.
Total ... 75
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified, that JOHN KEANE, of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, Esquire,
Clerk to the Crown Solicitor of Queensland, has
been appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits, &c.,
such Commission being determinable on his ceasing
to hold the above Office of Clerk to the Crown
Solicitor at Brisbane, Queensland.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honour the Chief Justice.
Description.
Commencing at a koolabah tree on the left bank of
the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River, marked broad-arrow
over C 19 in trian=ale on its south side, situated at the
north-west corner of the Bulloo Run, bounded thence on
the east by a south line eleven miles thirty-two chains,
thence oil the south by a west line twelve miles twelve
chains to the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River, at a, point
distant two miler,, sixty-eight chains east from a koolabah
tree on the left bans, mar.;ed bread-arrow in triangle on
its west side, thence from the s tid point on the west and
north by the said river upwards to the marked tree here-
nibefore first described.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Listowel Downs No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-Theodore Barden.
Available area ... ... 50 s:lnare miles.
Unavailable ... ... 50
Total ... ... 100
Commencing at a point on Bride Creek, a southern
tributary of the Bn•coo, about twenty-five chains north
of a tree marked B 111 on its right bank, and indicating
also the southern boon Lary of the Dulwiesh Run, and
bounded thence partly on the north by an east line four
miles, thence on the cast by a south line about seventeen
miles to the range dividing the Barcoo from the Warrego
waters ; thence on the south by that range in a westerly
direction about six miles ; thence on the west by a north
lice about seventeen miles to the southern boundary of
the Forest hall Run, and thence again on the north by
portion of the southern boundary of that run being an
east line two miles to the point of commenceuient.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
N SHE subscription to the Gazette  is Ten shillings
her quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings. for the first eight lines  (or  under),
and Three-pence for every additional  line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked ,  will only be published once.
Advertisements  must be sent in not later than
Four o 'clock  p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government  Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  1st February, 1566.
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PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.
T
HE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay  forthwith  into the
Treasury ,  the amounts speci fied in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th clause of the Act 27 Victoria ,  No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause ,  which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be  forfeited.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 12th July, 18(36.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee. Name of Run.
Area in
District .  square Amount.
Miles. I
John Brewster ... ... ...
Arthur Cole Bailey ... ...
A. H. Richardson ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Mort,  Cameron,  and Buchanan ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto . ... ...
J. and C. Allingham... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
The Trust & Agency Company of Australasia
J. and C. Allingham... ... ... ...
The Trust & Agency Company of Australasia
Hann , Bland, Daintree, and Klingender ...
Robert Stewart ... ... ...
Ditto .
Cain , Maguire, and Ricards, junr ... ...
James  Fenwick and Co.;,
Cain, Maguire, and Ricards, junr. ...
Ditto . .
James,  Fenwick and Co ...
Cain, Maguire, and Rickards, ,junr. ...
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender ...
Joseph Hafln...
Ditto ... ... ...
Hann, Bland , Daintree, and Klingender ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Daniel Cudmore ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ..
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Joseph Hann... ... ... ... ...
James Gibson ...
W. G. Walker ... ... ...
J. C. and R. Sanders ... ... ...
James  Gibson ... ...
J. C. and R. Sanders ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto . ... ... ... ...
Alexander F. Sullivan ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ..
Robert Tooth
The Corporation styled The Bank of Aus-
tralasia
Corriesdale ... ...
The Plains ... ...Eumara ...
Kinyah ... ...
Hillgrove ... ...
Gara ...
Westerage
Gordon Plains ...
Rimbanda
Red Bluff ... ...
Ban Ban ... ...
Birdbush ... ...
Chance Hays ... ...
No. 1 Southwick ...
No. 3 ditto ... ...
Nulla Nulla ...
Ditto No.  2 ... ...
Tallegulla No. 1 ...
Ditto No. 2 ...
Ditto No. 3 ...
Nulla Nulla No. 3 ...
Thorngrove
Rockwood ... ...
Ravenswood ... ...
Lolworth No. 1
Ditto No. 2 ...
Ditto No. 3
Niall ... ... ...
Tara ... ... ...
Wall .. ... ...
Maryvale
Kangerong ... ...
Malmesbury ... ...
Kinlock  No. 2 ...
Wando Vale ... ...
Newburgh No. 1 ...
Ditto No. 2 ...
Kinlock No. 1 ...
Tering.. . ... ...
Craigie ... ...
Therriebooboo ...
Warrah Warrah ...
Buloo ... ... ...
Koolah ... ...
Havelock ... ...
Charlestown ... ...
9 s.
North Kennedy 55 16 10
Ditto... ... 48 14 8
Ditto... ... 25 7 10
Ditto... ... 28 8 8
Ditto... ... 49 111 14
Ditto... ... 25 7 10
Ditto... ... 47 14 2
Ditto... ... 41 12 6
Ditto... ... 32 9 12
Ditto... ... 75 22 10
Ditto... ... 31 9 6
Ditto... ... 75 22 10
Ditto... ... 52 15 12
Ditto... ... 60 18 0
Ditto... ... 90 27 0
Ditto... ... 75 22 10
Ditto... ... 51 15 6
Ditto... ... 45 13 10
Ditto... .. 33 9 18
Ditto... ... 42 12 12
Ditto... ... 72 21 12
Ditto... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 47 14 2
Ditto... ... 45 13 10
Ditto... ... 36 10 16
Ditto... ... 34 10 4
Ditto... ... 35 10 10
Ditto... ... 128 38 8
Ditto... ... 112 33 12
Ditto... ... 42 12 12
Ditto... 75 22 10
Ditto... 85 25 10
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 106 31 16Ditto..,  ... 103  30 18
Ditto... ... 37 11 2
Ditto... ... 44 13 4
Ditto... ... 33 9 18
Ditto... ... 109 32 14
Ditto... ... 59 17 14
Warrego ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 75 22 10
Maranoa ... 35 10 10
Ditto... ... 100 30 0
Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane , 4th July, 1866.
TRANSFER OF RUNS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that the interest of the previous occupants in the
undermentioned Runs of Crown Lands has been transferred, during the quarter ending the
30th June, with the sanction of the Government, to the persons hereinafter particularised, in accordance
with the regulations of the 1st January, 1848.
M. E. L. BURROWES,
Deputy, Surveyor-General.
Transferrer. Transferree. Name of Run. District.
E. Goertz ... T. Bryce and J. Philip 58, 84, 85, 99, 135, 150, and 189 ... ... Moreton.
Watt, Black, and Hay Tourle, Morse, and Co. Babylon, Banksia, and Box Forest ... ... Port Curtis.
Borton and Cox ... R. Napier ... ... i C rey olift'... ... ... ... ... ... ditto.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1866.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to direct that in accordance with the provisions of the  Pasto,-al
Leases Act of  1863, the unexpired terms of the Leases of the Rains of C-ewli Lands lierealnder described,
which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, shall be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the
Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 1st day of October, 1866.
The Upset Price shall be Ten Shillings per square mile, according to the estimated area in each
case, and the highest amount bid shall be the anlual rent for the periods of the leases that may be current
at the time of sale, ending respectively as follows :-Hogonthulla No. 3, first term of four years ending
30th June,  1868;  Lower Maranoa No. 1, second term of five years ending 31st December, 1863.
The Rent of each block respectively for the succeeding terms of the leases, as per schedule annexed,
after the above dates will be appraised as provided in the 2lth clause of the above-mentioned Act, or the
Pastoral Assessment Act of  1864.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first ,retir's Rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee changeable on each bl,,ck.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Lea-,e; enumerated below, shall be allowed six months
to stock the country, failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon, as
prescribed by the Act, the Lease may be cancelled.
The instruments  of Lease will be delivered to i-h purchaser,  on receipt through the local
Commissioner ,  of a declaration  that the Run has oec.l sturkced  in accordance with the provisions of the
Pastoral  Leases Act.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE  AUCTION ROOMS OF ARTHUR MARTIN, QUEEN  STREET, BRISBANE , OF THE FOLLOWING
RUNS, ON MONDAY, THE 1ST DAY OF OCTOBER, 1866.
NAME OF RUN.
E+
a°
DISTRICT. DLSCRIPTION OF BOUNDARIES.
U PS eT
DATE OF EXPI- PRICE
RATION OF PER
LEASE. SQUALLS
MILE.
q
a
M
S.  £ s. d.
1 Hogonthulla, Warrego 63 Commencing at a gum tree marked All under 12 years 30 June, 1878 10 18 1s 0
No. 3  broad-arrow in triangle on right bank of the
Hogontllulla Creek, ten miles above its confluence
with the Warrego River, bounded thence on the
west  by a  north line about ten miles and a quarter
to the Warrego River, at a spot about  fi fty chains
west of an apple tree marked broad-arrow in
triangle ; thence on the north by the aforesaid
river upwards five miles east in a right line;
thence on the east by a south line about twelve
miles seventy chains to the Hogonthulla Creek, at
a box tree marked AIII under broad-arrow in
triangle; thence on the south by the last named
creek downwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described.
2 Lower Maranoa, Maranoa 25 Commencing at a point at the left bank of the Lower 7 years 31 December, 10 7 10 0
No. 1 Maranoa River, where there is a gum sapung 1873
marked DV under broad-arrow in triangle, being
also the southern corner of Drysdale Ponds No. 5
Run; bounded thence on the north-west by a
north-east line six miles and seven chains ; and
thence on the north-east by a south-east line
five miles ; thence on the south-east by a south-
west line five miles and sixty-six chains to the
Maranoa River, at a bastard gum tree marked 1311
under broad-arrow in triangle, being also the
western corner of the Clearwater Run, and thence
on the south-west by the said river upwards to the
marked tree hereinbefore first described.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
MAKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of the Real Property Act of 18,31. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named in
each case.
F. O. DARVALL,  Registrar -General.
Description and Situation  of Land. Name of Proprietor Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged
Suburban portion No .  52, containing 2 acres 2 roods  John Lynch ... ... ...  14th August, 1866.
8 perches  ;  county ,  Stanley  ;  parish ,  Ipswich, at
Ipswich
Portions 189, 144 ,  and 188 ,  and part of portions 190, Nehemiah Bartley ... ... Ditto.
258, and 259 ,  containing in all  198 acres 1 rood 25
perches  ;  county, Stanley ;  parish, Enoggera
Portion 202, containing 27 acres  1 rood ; county, Robert Cribb ... ... Ditto.
Stanley ;  parish, Enoggera
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VICTORIA,  by the Grace of God, of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland ,  Queen,
Defender of the Faith , &c., &c.,
To the Widow and next of kin (if any )  of James
Teevan, late of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  builder, deceased ,  intestate, and
to all others whom it may concern-
GREETING :
W
HEREAS it hath been represented to our
Supreme Court of Queensland, by the
Proctor of Amos Braysher ,  of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  a creditor of the said
deceased ,  that the said James Teevan departed this
life on or about the Twenty -third day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and sixty -four ,  intestate ,  having, at the time of his
death goods. chattels ,  and credits ,  in the Colony
aforesaid  :  We do therefore hereby peremptorily
cite you, and each and every of you, to appear
personally ,  or by your, Proctor duly constituted,
before our said Court ,  at the Court House, in
Queen street ,  Brisbane ,  on the Eleventh day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and sixty -six, at the hour of
Ten o'clock in the forenoon of the same day,
and there to abide ,  if occasion shall require,
durin g,  the sitting of the said Court, and then
and there to accept or refuse Letters or
Administration of all  and singular the good chat-
tels, and effects, of the said deceased ,  or otherwise
to shove sufficient cause  (if you or either of you
have or know any) why the same should not be
committed to the said  Amos  Braysher, as aforesaid,
a creditor of the said deceased, on giving sufficient
security  ;  and further to do and receive as to law
and justice shall appertain ,  under pain of such
Letters of Administration being granted to the said
Amos  Braysher ,  as aforesaid ,  a creditor of the said
deceased.
Witness the Honorable JAMES COCKLE, Esquire,
Chief Justice of our said Court at Brisbane,
this eleventh day of July, in the thirtieth
year of our reign ,  and A.D. 1866.
[L.s.] REYNOLDS BALL,
ROBERTS AND HART,
Registrar.
Proctors for the said Amos Braysher,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Crompton, of
Victoria Point, lime-burner.
W
HEREAS the said James Crompton was, on
 W the 28th day of June, A.D. 1866, adjn,dye d
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third
Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 10th day of September, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 12th day of July, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Kind, of Boggo,
farmer.
-THEREAS the said John King was, on the
29th day of June, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third .Public
Sitting, to be holdenbefore me, at the Supreme Court
House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 10th day of
September, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvent,
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct, for
the Insolvent to make an application for his
Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane the 11th day of July, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER BBAFr,
Official Assignee.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
lately subsisting between John Graham and
Peter Graham, trading under the style or firm of
Graham and Co., of Maryborough, General Mer-
chants and Storekeepers, was, on the 9th day of
June instant, dissolved by mutual consent ; and
that all debts due and owing to or by the said late
firm are to be received or paid by the said Peter
Graham, who will for the future continue to carry
on the said business under the style or firm of
Graham and Co.
Dated this 22nd day of June, 1866.
JOHN GRAHAM,
PETER GRAHAM.
Witness-C. H. STEDMAN,
Solicitor, Maryborougli.
NOTICE TO AUCTIONEERS AND POLICEMEN.
""  0  REWARD.-Stolen on r about the 17thct"0  of the present month, from Dinner
Corner, two Horses, of the following description :-
One Bay Cart Horse, star, white spot near wither,
write spot under saddle off side, grey hairs on off hip,
white on both hind fetlocks, speck on off eye, stout build,
branded NIB over 1MZL' near shoulder, B near cheek, 15
hands 3 inches high.
A Bay llorso, well bre 1, sin  iii  star, white spot on
hind fetlock and heel, white hairs on top of tail, about
16 hands 2 inches high, branded C-C near shoulder, L'
near cheek.
£50 Reward will be given by the undersigned
for the conviction of the thief or thieves, or £25
on conviction on eitl.il,r horse. These horses are
supposed to be taken up the country in a team.
JAMES BAS  SINGTH WAIT E,
Dinner Corner, near Gatton.
19th June, 1866.
NOTICE.
T IIE Partnership heretofore existing between
Charles Parbury, George William Parbury,
and Robert Keltett, with respect to the Natal
Downs Station and Stock, Konnedy District, was
dissolved on the 23rd day of April last.
C i-IARLES PARBUJIY,
(By his Attorney, George William Parbury.)
GEORGE WILLIAM PARBURY.
ROBERT KELLETT.
l111pounb tngi.
IMPOUND EE D at Warwick,  from South Toolburra, 5th
July, by order of L . E. Lester, Esq. Driving expenses
2s. 4d. per head.
One dark iron -grey  horse ,  TW near shoulder ,  hind feet
white.
One bay mare , J B  off shoulder ,  hollow back.
One grey mare ,  like C over NI off shoulder, M near
shoulder
One grey snare ,  SS blotch under near shoulder, P near
thigh.
One brown mare, like JS near shoulder ,  off  fore foot and
hind feet white.
One bay fitly ,  near shoulder ,  star, near hind foot white.
One black mare ,  A in circle near shoulder, white face,
hind feet white.
One dark bay mare, P near ribs, like G W near shoulder.
One bay mare ,  ML near shoulder ,  like over W near
thigh and flank, WG near neck, star.
One bay horse ,  TM near shoulder ,  hind feet white, star.
One chesnut entire, JM over JM sideways near shoulder,
off hied foot white. Damages £5.
One entire , PF  near shoulder ,  star .  Damages £5.
If not released on or before Tuesday, 7th August, will
be sold  on that day ,  at noon, to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL ,  Poundkeeper.
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`IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba ,  from the Westbrook
.1 Paddock ,  6th July, 1866, by order of D. Ross, Esq.
Damages and driving ,  4s. 6d. per head.
One bay horse ,  like  0  over Z near shoulder ,  switch tail,
bald face.
Also, same date. Damages 20s .,  driving 2s. per head.
One dark brown mare, VI over CS or GS near shoulder,
star and snip.
One brown filly foal ,  unbranded ,  at foot.
One black colt , JO or JC  near shoulder, star.
If not released on or before 7th August ,  1866, will be
sold.
From same place ,  29th June, 1866 .  Damages and
driving, 4s. 6d .  per head.
One grey horse ,  like ES off shoulder ,  like S over S near
thigh, or JT conjoined near shoulder.
One bay mare ,  JL near shoulder , like bell brand near
saddle.
If not released on or before  27th July,  1866 ,  will be
sold.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Sandy Creek, 9th July,
by order of L. E. Lester, Esq. Driving  expenses
3s. 4d. per head, damages 3d. per head.
One bay mare, JT conjoined and C near shoulder.
One roan bay  mare , R near shoulder.
One iron-grey mare, JS near shoulder, off hind foot white.
One black mare, AP off shoulder, off hip down, star, near
hind foot white.
One black filly, GS near shoulder, star, hind feet white.
One bay mare, WP near shoulder, star.
One bay  filly, WP near shoulder, near hind foot white.
One bay  filly, ED near shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, three white legs, white face, JS near
shoulder.
One bay colt, like H near shoulder, blaze, near hind foot
white.
One dun-colored colt, like MK off shoulder, star, hind
feet white.
If not released on or before Tuesday, 7th August, will
be sold on that day, at noon, to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the Westbrook
Paddock, 29th June, 1866, by order of D. Ross,
Esq. Damages and driving, 4s. 6d. per head.
One grey horse, ES off shoulder, blotch like S over S
near thigh, g near shoulder.
One bay mare, JL near shoulder.
One bay mare, DL near shoulder, small star.
One bay mare, hobble strap on neck, like LL near
shoulder, star.
From same place,  3rd July ;  same expenses.
One bay horse, like FI over : , or FI over E, near
shoulder, stripe down face, collar mark, shod.
From Eton Vale. (Wrongly described.)
One bay horse, like J over M near shoulder, near hind
foot white.
From Mr. Nelson, near Toowoomba, 27th June. 1866.
One black mare, like FJ near shoulder, collar mark, star.
If not released on or before 27th July, 1866, will be
sold.
ARTHUR LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
y MPOUNDED at Warwick, from North  Toolburra,
1 31st  May, by  order of Thomas Coutts,  Esq. Driving
2s. 6d.  (Wrongly described in former  advertisement.)
One chesnut mare, light  mane and tail,  li ke $1 near
shoulder, like IW off neck, and off cheek.
If not released on or before Friday, 27th July, will be
sold on that day at noon,, to defray  expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Normanby.  Driving,
3s. 4d. per head.
One chesnut  mare, star ; R9 over TH  near  shoulder.
One chesnut filly, star, like CK near shoulder, K near
thigh.
One chesnut horse, RA near shoulder,  R near ribs.
One bay filly, star, MA over LL near shoulder.
One grey mare and foal, FB  near shoulder, JB off
shoulder.
One black mare and foal,  star, GB near  shoulder, like W
P off shoulder.
One roan filly foal, near hind foot white,  HG near
shoulder.
One bay mare,  star , off hind foot white , triangle off ribs,
25 off shoulder.
One flea-bitten grey mare, GT near shoulder.
One taffy mare, blaze, H near shoulder.
One grey mare, N within  circle near  shoulder.
One bay horse, hind feet  and near fore  foot white, W
near  shoulder, blotch off shoulder.
One bay horse,  star, near  fore foot and off hind foot
white, A near cheek, like -VA near shoulder.
One bay  mare, star  and snip, F off shoulder,  RF near
shoulder.
One brown  mare, ' over M near shoulder, HW off
shoulder, like 74 over L near thigh.
One bay pony mare,  star , like MK near shoulder.
One black  mare, like  WP or WF near shoulder.
From Buaraba. (Wrongly described in former  advertise-
ment.)
One black  mare, like JS over B or JC over B near
shoulder.
If not released on or before 7th August, will be sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toroom, on the 30th June, by order
of Mr. Nesbitt, Ghinghinda.
One bay mare, 99 off thigh, small star.
One chesnut horse. OD over QH conjoined  near  shoulder,
white stripe down face, hind feet white.
One brown horse, like H over HM conjoined  and B (not
very legible)  near  shoulder, small star.
Same day, by order of R. Everett, Esq., Carabah.
One dark bay horse, WL near shoulder.
One dark iron-grey filly, heart  near shoulder, 8 near
side under saddlle.
One dark iron-grey filly, cross off thigh.
One dark bay mare, CCS near shoulder.
One brown colt, unbranded, star, and snip, near hind
foot.
If not  released on or  before the 27th July, will be sold.
CHARLES RYDER, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane ,  20th July, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified , that  he has beenpleas d to accept the resignation of
The Honorable ARTHUR MACALISTER,
as Vice -President and Member of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ROBERT  G. W. HERBERT.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified, that he has beenpleased to accept the resignation f
The Honorable ROBERT RAMSAY MACKENZIE,
The Honorable JOSHUA PETER BELL,
The Honorable CHARLES LILLEY,
The Honorable JOHN DOUGLAS,
as Members of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ROBERT G. W. HERBERT.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, July 20th, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified, that he has beenpleas d to appoint
The Honorable ROBERT GEORGE WYNDHAM HER a ,ERT,
to be Vice-President and Member of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ROBERT G. W. HERBERT.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified, that he has beenpleased to appoint
The Honorable RATCLIFFE PRING,
The Honorable GEORGE RAFF,
The Honorable JOHN DONALD MCLEAN,
The Honorable GEORGE ELPHINSTONE DALRYMPLE,
to be Members of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ROBERT G. W. HERBERT.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified, that he hasaccept d the resignati n of
The Honorable ARTHUR MACALISTER,
as Secretary for Lands and Works of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ROBERT G. W. HERBERT.
Executive Council Office,
Brisba iie ,  20th July, 1866.
11lS Excellency  the Governor directs it to be notified ,  that he has
accepted the resignation of
The Honorable  ROBERT  RAMSAY MACKENZIE,
as Colonial Secretary of Queensland.
By His Excellency 's Command,
ROBERT G. W. HERBERT.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified, that he has accepted
the resignation of
The Honorable JOSHUA PETER BELL,
as Colonial Treasurer of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ROBERT G. W. HERBERT.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified, that he has acceptedthe resignation of
The Honorable CHARLES LILLEY,
as Attorney-General of Queensland.
By His Excellency', Command,
ROBE RT G. W. HERBERT.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified, that hehas acceptedthe resignation of
The Honorable JOHN DOUGLAS,
as Postmaster-General of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ROBERT G. W. HERBERT.
By Authority  :  W. C. BELBRIDGE. Government Printer ,  Willian Street ,  Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
CLERMONT AND COPPERFIELD PETITION.
IN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, sections 3 and 4.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has directed the publication
of the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by 199 householders, residing in the
towns of Clermont and Copperfield, praying for the
erection of these localities into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that at a public meeting of
the inhabitants of the abovenamed townships, held
at the Court House, Clermont, on the 25th May
last, it was resolved that a Petition be prepared
requesting the Government to proclaim the town-
ships of Clermont and Copperfield a Municipality ;
and they accordingly pray that the abovenamed
localities may be constituted a Municipality, to be
named the Municipality of Clermont and Copper-
field with the undermentioned boundaries-the
same to be divided into two wards, each ward
returning three aldermen.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.]
1oundaries of proposed 16[unicipality.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
surveyed section enclosing Ravensdale Lagoon,
and running thence north eight miles ; thence west
thirteen miles ; thence south thirteen miles ; thence
east to Sandy Creek ; thence by Sandy Creek
northerly to a point due west from the southern
boundary line of the Raven sdale section, and thence
easterly to the point of commencement.
And that the said Municipality be divided into
two wards, by a line running from east to west
through the centre of the Municipality, the
northern section to be known as the Clermont
Ward, and the southern section as the Copperfield
Ward.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
GAYNDA II  PETITION.
I N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency as hereunder set forth, purporting to be
signed by One hundred and six Householders, in
the Town of Gayndah, praying the erection of that
locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency' s Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that the increasing popula-
tion of this town, the large sums of money that
have been expended in the purchase of land
therein, and the benefits derivable from municipal
government, render them anxious to secure its
advantages, and they, therefore, pray that Gayndah
may be declared a Municipality with the under-
mentioned boundaries.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.]
Proposed Boundaries of Gayndale Municipality.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Mount
Debateable Purchase ; from thence across the Burnett
westerly three miles up Reed's Creek ; from thence a
line running easterly to cross the Burnett at the Bro-
then ; thence along the southern bank downwards to the
junction of the Barambah Creek ; thence along the
southern bank of the Barambah upwards to the junction
of Campbell's Creek with the Barambah ; from thence
along Campbell's Creek to the old Ban-Ban Road; from
thence a line to Mr. Walker's purchase on Oakey
Creek ; from thence one mile southerly, and from thence
to the southern point of the Mount Debateable Pur-
cciase, and thenco to the point of commencement.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd May, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCILS.
ROCKINGHAM BAY DISTRICT.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 23, His Excellency the
Governor. with the advice of the Executive
Council, has directed the publication of the sub-
stance of a Petition, addressed to His Excellency,
as hereunder set forth, purporting to be signed by
persons qualified to be placed upon the Electoral
Roll of the Kennedy District, praying for the
erection of certain portions of such District into a
Province, and the establishment therein of a Pro-
vincial Council.
Any counter petition in reference hereto must be
lodged with the Colonial Secretary within three
months from date hereof.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners express their desire to participate
in the benefits conferred by the Act providing for
the establishment of Provincial Councils, and they
therefore pray that the District of Rockingham
Bay may be proclaimed a Province.
[The signatures to this Petition are published 'in
the  Government Gazette  of 2nd June, 1866,
No. 55.]
Colonial  Secretary 's  Office,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCIL.
TOWNSVILLE PETITION.
I N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-ment 28 Victoria, No. 25, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has directed the publication of the substance of a
Petition addressed to 11 is Excellency, as hereunder
set forth, purporting to be signed by persons
qualified to be placed upon the Electoral Roll of
the District of Kennedy, praying for the erection
of a portion of such district into a Province, and
the establishment therein of a Provincial Council.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state, that it is highly advan-
tageous for the interests of this portion of the
district that the country trading with the port at
Cleveland bay, should be formed into a Province
under the  Provincial Councils Act  of 1861, and
they therefore pray that the area lying within the
undermentioned boundaries may be proclaimed a
Province :-" Commencing at the mouth of the
Burdekin River, and on the left bank of the same ;
thence by the left bank of that river till it meets
the Sutton.lliver, thence by the left bank of the
Suitor River till it meets the 21st parallel of
latitude; thence by that parallel till it strikes the
142nd meridian of longitude ; thence by that meri-
dian northerly till it strikes the 19t1 parallel of
latitude; and thence by that parallel to the heads of
the Dry  River;  thence by the watershed of that
river till it meets the Burclei.in, and thence by a
line due east to the coast and thence by the coast
line to the starting point.
[The signatures to this petition are published in
the  Gove;'nmentt Gazette  of 28th April, 1866,
No. 4,6.]
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 2nd July, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE LAND UNDER
THE " TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the Lands granted for
the purposes of a Servants' Home, in Brisbane,
have, in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22,
made application to the Governor in Council for
leave to further mortgage the said lands, in order to
obtain further funds to be applied in liquidation of
the cost of completing the building and its
appurtenances.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the leave so sought,
must lodge the same with the Colonial Secretary,
by letter, within the period of three months from
the date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1866.
SUPPLIES FOR CIVIL SERVICE, 1867-8.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilNoon, on MONDAY, the 23rd day of July
next, from persons willing to contract for the Supply
of Stationery, Linen-drapery, Saddlery, Ironmon-
gery,  &c., for two years,  from the 1st January, 1867,
in such quantities as may be required front time to
time by the Colonial Storekeeper, in Brisbane, from
whore printed Forms of Tender, and all necessary
information can be obtained.
The subjoined lists show the quantities of each
article likely to be required in each year.
It will be optional with persons to tender for any
one or more of the classes into which the Supplies
are divided, but no tender can be received for only
a portion of the articles enumerated in such class.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in such case that they will severally
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a
bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance
in the sum of
1. One hundred pounds in the case of contract
for Staionery.
2. One hundred pounds in the case of contract
for Linen-drapery.
3. Twenty-five pounds in the case of contract
for Saddlery. ' ,
4. One hundred pounds in the case of contract
for Ironmongery.
5. Fifty pounds in the case of contract for
Si ]*p Chandlery.
6. Fifty pounds in the case of contract for
Arms.
7. Fifty pounds in the case of contract for
Surveyor's materials.
8. Fifty pounds in the case of contract for
Diver's gear.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
[The Articles required are detailed in the  Govern.
ment Gazette  of 27th June, 1866, No. 62.]
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th June, 1866.
TENDERS FOR  CLOTHING,  1867-8.
TENDERS are hereby invited ,  and will be
1 received at this Office, until  Noon, on MON-
DAY, the  23rd July next ,  from persons  willing to
contract for the supply of Clothing for Police,
Turnkeys ,  and Warders, for two years ,  from the
1st January ,  1867 ,  in accordance with patterns on
view at the Colonial Store ,  Brisbane ,  where printed
Forms of Tender and any information required
concerning the Tender may be obtained.
The subjoined lists show the quantities of each
article of clothing likely to be required in each
year.
Delivery to be made into the Colonial Store,
Brisbane ,  not later than 1st December next.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering ,  and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in such case that  they  will severa lly
execute and deliver at the office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the
notification of the acceptance  of the  Tender, a
bond to Her Majesty ,  for securing such perform-
ance ,  in the sum  of two  hundred and  fifty  pounds.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest  or any Tender.
By His  Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
[The Articles  required  are detailed in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of  27th June, 1866, No. 62.]
RETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,made to the Bench of Magistrates at Roma,
from the 1st day of January to the 13th day of
June, 1866, both inclusive.
Description of w hetherApplicant' s name . License. granted or
refused.
Amount
of fee.
John Kennedy... Hardwood Granted 1
Alexander Charteris ... „ „ 1
Ditto ... ... Employer's „ 1
Hardwood
Samuel Baker ... General ... „ 2
Charles Ahrens ,,, Employer's
General
2
John Atkins . ... General ... „ 2
John Whitmarsh ...
Henry Dagg . .. ...
Lewis McCrae ... ...
2
Thomas Deane ... 2
William Saunders ... 2
Charles Watson 2
Timothy Holland ... 2
William Hayne ... 2
William Plunkett ... Hardwood „
William Thomas ...
Alfred Dell ... ...
George Holeman
David Dick ... ...
1
John Lockart ... ... General ... „ 2
Matthew McCabe ... „ „ 2
Thomas Brennan ... „ „ 2
James Walters Employer's „ 2
General
John Ellenworth ... Hardwood „ 1
George Bredhomer ..
John Hutman Schaff ...
John Smith ...
Edward Rees
Duguid Keir ... General ... „ 2
John Schgugard 2
John Hart ... 2
John Lovell ... ... 2
William Downes 2
Francis Downes ... 2
Edward Tubbs ... Hardwood „ I
Robert Siggs ... ,. „ 1
Stephen Shiels... ... I
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
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RETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,
made to the Bench of Magistrates at
Toowoomba, from the 1st day of January to the
30th day of June, 1866, both inclusive.
Applicant 's name. Description
Whether Amount
of License . refused.. of  fee.
John Shepperd ... Hardwood Granted...  1
Samuel Shepperd 1
John Roslin ...
„
...
„
1
William Bishop ...  1
Cairn Kenny ... ...  1
John Cahill 1
James  Spruhon ...  1
Jacob Otto ... 1
Henry Styre ...  1
Charles Cocks ... ... 1
Charles Hackett ... 1
John Moran ... ... 1
Alfred Blinco
„
1
Frederick Leschen Pine  2
Phillip Pobar ... ... Hardwood  1
Michael Klein...
... Pine ...  2
Josiah Barlow... 2
William Hay , . .
„
2
Mark M'Kenzie 2
William Broadfoot 2
Employee 2
Thomas Bayne... Hardwood  1
Henry Wriuwood ...
Thamas Abdy . , .
.. „ 1
Highfield Saw Mills 2 Pine ... 8(employer's) ...
€
4Hardwood „
Joseph Cavagnag ... Hardwood  1
Christian Lipsuld ,.. „  1
Thomas Jones ... 1
William Jones... 1
Patrick Burke
laborer ...
and
2
Edward Reem... ... 1
Christian Reem ...
Thomas Fletcher ... 1
John Peter Pingel ... 1
James Hamm , , .
„
1
Richard James 1
Richard Shaw 1_
"' I
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1866.
11
ETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,
made to the Bench of Magistrates at Goondi-
windi, from the 1st day of January to the 30th
day of June, 1866, both inclusive.
Applicant' s name. Description
Whether Amount
of License. granted or of Fee.refused.
James Bunner ... i General... Granted... 2
Stephen Dwyer ... Hardwood „ I
John Elsom
William Ryder
James Mackay General... „ 2
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1866.RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses,made to the Bench of Magistrates at St. Law-
rence, from the 1st day of January, to the 30th
day of June, 1866, both inclusive.
Applicant's Name. Descriptionof License.
Whether Amount
granted or
of Fee,
refused.
Charles Keller ...  Hardwood I  Granted... 1
By His Exce llency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE,
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1866.][ZRTURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,
made to the Bench of Magistrates at War-
rick, from the 1st day of January to the 30th day
of June, 1866, both inclusive.
Applicant' s name. Description  of
Whether Amount
License. rd of feerefused. 
£
William Hadler ... Hardwood... Granted  1
George Collins 1
John Collins ... ... 1
Patrick Adams... ... 1
Michael Tinehr ... 1
James Mitchell 1
David Murdoch 1
Henry Chandlier
...
...
1
Philip Thornton ... 1
Patrick Cameron ... 1
John Turton ... 1
Robert Stark ... 1
Johann Heimes ... )) 1
George McKinley ... 1
Thomas Strong ... )) )) 1
John Willard ... )) 1
J. H. Scholt 1
Thomas O'Dwyer ... 1
James Craig ... 1
Allan McLaren ... 1
John Marshall 1
James Thompson ... 1
John Schaumber 1
Clements Hawger ... 1
Amos Hall ... General 2
John Affleck ... 2
Frank Wright ... 2
Thomas Burnes ... 2
Robert Macdonald ... Hardwood... 1
James Spreadborough... )) 1
By His Excellency's Command,
It. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1866.
` ETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,
L made to the Bench of Magistrates at Gayndah,
from the 1st day of January to the 30th day of
June, 1866, both inclusive.
Applicant' s name.
John Thue ...
Thomas Grace ...
Abram Heaton...
Stephen Kerby
John Lawrie
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, "20th July, 1866.
RETURN of allapplications for Timber  Licenses,made to the Bench of Magistrates at Glad-
stone, from the 1st day of January to the 30th
day of June, 1866, both inclusive.
Applicant' s name. Description ofLicense.
Whether
ranted of
refused.
Amount
of fee.
Duncan McIntosh ... Hardwood... Granted 1
Mark Wallace ... ... General ... 2
William Bromley ... „ 2
James Sidey ... ... Hardwood... 1
Thos McCrudden 1.
Nicholas Mine...
) )
a 2
John Head ,.. 1
John Pershouse 1
Arthur Clarke ... 1
George Goody ... 1
George Condon General 2
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
WITH reference to the Government notice,
dated 4th May last, published in the
Government Gazette  of the 5th of the same month,
folio 429, relative to the opening and making of a
new road through portions 2, 3, and 4, parish of
Walloon, from Ipswich to Toowoomba : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act of Council
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council
has been pleased to confirm the said road ; andit is,
therefore declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Bock
of Reference, to be seen at the office of the
Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation, in
respect of the same road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the 6th section
of the Act above referred to, or they will be for
ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Descriptionwhether Amount
of License . I granted of fee.refused.
... Hardwood Granted
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1866.
R
ETITRN of all applications for Timber Licenses,
made to the Bench of Magistrates at Surat,
from the 1st day of January to the 30th day of
June, 1866, both inclusive.
Applicant' s name.
Robert McGill...
J. Gregory ...
S. Johnston .
Wm. McKready
J. McCue
J. W. Davidson
William Crofts...
Frederick Williams
Description
of License.
Whether
granted or
refused.
Amount
of fee
Hardwood
))
General.. .
Hardwood
))
Granted... 1
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD.WT ITH reference to the Government notice,V dated 9th April last, which appeared in the
Government Gazette  of the same month, folio 382,
relative to the opening and makings of a new Road
through portion 146, parish of Purga, near the One-
mile Swamp, Ipswich : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act of Council 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said road ; and it is therefore declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the office of the Surveyor-General, and at
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation, in respect of the same road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the 6th section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be for ever foreclosed from
such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
W
ITH reference to the Government notice
dated 27th March last ,  which appeared in
the  Government Gazette  of the same month, folio
336, relative to the opening and making of a new
Road through portion- 9 ,  parish of Purga, near
Warrill Creek Bridge : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act of Council 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Exce llency the Governor ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased to
con firm the said road ; and it is therefore declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference to be
seen at the office of the  Surveyor-General,  and at
the Police Office, Ipswich  ;  and all persons intend-
ing to claim compensation ,  in respect of the same
road, are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof ,  in such manner and form
as are provided in the 6th section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be for ever foreclosed from
such claim.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALTST ER
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
J EFERRING to the Government notice, dated17th May last, published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 19th of the same month, folio 469,
relative to the opening and making of a new Road
through portion 38, parish of Taughboyne : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act of Council
4 William IV.,  No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said road ; and it is
therefore declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the office of the Surveyor-General, nd at the Police Office, Gay ndah ; and all
persons intending to claim compensation, in respect
of the same road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the dote hereof, in such manner
and form as are provided in the 6th section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be for ever fore-
closed from such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALTSTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 12th July, 1866.
POWDER MAGAZINE.
rPHE following charges for receipt of Powder at,
and delivery of Powder from, the Brisbane
Magazine, will in future be made when labor is
supplied by the Government:-Per Quarter Barrel, each Id.
Per Half ditto, each  I2'd.
Per Barrel, each 2d.
When the Powder is delivered across the river
by the Government, double the above charges will
be made.
The minimum charge will be 2s. 6d.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
BRANCHES of the above Bank are now open
at Brisbane ,  Bowen  (Port Denison ),  Banana,
Cardwell ,  Clermont, Calliope ,  Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah ,  Gladstone ,  Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn ,  Maryborough ,  Marlborough,
Mackay,  Roma, Rockhampton ,  Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours ,  and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at  the  rate of 5 per cent .  per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person ,  at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for thepurchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, lie may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1866.
MAILS PER "HERO"  PIA  TORRES' STRAITS.
jOAILS for the United Kingdom, India, China,
11I' and other places will be despatched from
Gladstone on the 8th of August, closing as fol-
lows :-
Brisbane-MONDAY, the 6th of August,
Rockhampton-TUESDAY, the 7th of August,
Gladstone-WEDNESDAY, the 8th of August,
For despatch by the " Messageries Imperiales "
from Batavia.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 7th July, 1866.
PAYMENT OF RENT AND ASSESSMENT' OF
RUNS.
1
THE Lessees of Crown Lands and their Agents
are reminded that the Annual Rents and
Assessment upon Crown Lands are payable on or
before the 30th day of September next.
The holder of every run under license, who has
made application and duly qualified himself for a
lease is required to pay rent upon such run, as
above, notwithstanding that a lease may not have
been actually issued to him.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
JOHN DOUGLAS,
Postmaster -General.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A SITTING of the above Court was held atthe Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
Wednesday, the eighteenth day of July, A.D. One
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, before His
Honor JAMES COCKLE, Esquire, the Chief Justice
of Queensland, and Judge of the said Vice-Admiralty
Court, and adjourned it to FRIDAY, seventeenth
day of August, A.D. 1866.
By order,TAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 18th July, 1866.
THE following Notice to Mariners, received
from the Government of South Australia, is
published for general information.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
GULF OF ST. VINCENT-PORT WAKEFIELD.
The following sailing directions and information are
published for the guidance of commanders of ships
visiting Port Wakefield.
The bearings are magnetic ; variation about five
degrees E. Soundings refer to low water spring tides.
Buoy on the Lonq Spit.-From  the lightship off the
Port Adelaide outer bar, steer N.W. 4 W., making
allowance for tide and leeway, according to circumstances.
Keep this course for twenty-two (22) miles, to sight a
large red buoy, with a pyramidal top, surmounted by a
ball. This buoy marks the S.W. extremity of the Long
Spit, extending to the westward from the low sandy
shore to the northward, and in the vicinity of the
Gawler River.
Lonq  Spit.-This extensive shoal extends for twenty
(20) miles in a north-westerly direction from the Port
Gawler Flats, lying to the northward of the channel
into Port Adelaide.
Position of Buoy.-The  buoy at the S.W. and W.
extremity of the shoal is placed in nineteen (19) feet at
low-water spring tides, in latitude 34 degrees 32 minutes
S., longitude 138 degrees 10 minutes 15 seconds, with
the south summit of the Hummock Range of hills at
the head of the Gulf bearing N. 11 degrees W., and
Mount Lofty S. 38 degrees E. With these bearings,
commanders of vessels will be able to place the position
of the buoy on their own charts.
Coast-line  -The coast-line on the east side is distant
from the buoy about six (6) miles, the low scrub inside
the sandy beach being just visible from the deck of a
small vessel ; but this offers no guide, as, during the
summer, and at times in winter, the coast-line is much
affected by refraction.
From the buoy to the westward the water deepens
rapidly to six (6) fathoms, until a depth of ten (10)
fathoms is attained in the middle of the Gulf.
The water inside the buoy-or from E S.E. to N.N.E.
round by E.-shoals somewhat rapidly to two and a-half
(22) fathoms ; but very quickly after that depth is
attained.
Caution in Thick Weather.-In  thick weather, or in
the middle of a summer day, when the sun is ahead, and
objects much affected by refraction, the lead should be
carefully attended to when steering to make the buoy.
Caution.-By  maintaining a depth of five (5) fathoms,
the edge of the Long Spit may be avoided and the buoy
sighted.
Buoy on the Bald Hill  Spit.-Having brought the
buoy to bear N.E., distant two (2) miles, steer N.W. by
N. 2 N. for twelve and a-half (122) miles, until the
south summit of the Hummocks are seen bearing N.,
when alter the course to N. for four (4) miles, until the
land at the head of the Gulf is raised above the horizon,
and a bald hill on the east side, inside Sandy Point,
distinguished ; then alter the course to N.N.E., keeping
in not less than four and a-half (42) fathoms, until a
large red buoy, with a pyramidal top and triangular head,
is observed. Steer then to keep the buoy to the eastward
at a distance of two (2) cables length, then alter the
course to N.
Position of Buoy.-This  buoy is placed on the outer
extremity of the shoal spit stretching out to the westward
of Sandy Point, or what is termed the " Bald Hill Spit."
The buoy is placed in seventeen (17) feet at low water,
and it offers an excellent guide for entering the anchorage
of Port Wakefield.
Caution.-Before  getting up to the buoy, sail should
be taken in, and the ship got ready for anchoring.
Position for Anchoring.-Having  brought the largest
store in the township of Port Wakefield to bear N.N.E.
I  E., or the buoy S.E. 2 E., and the mangrove bushes
on Sandy Point to between E.S.E. and  S. E. by E.  4 E.,
anchor in four (4) fathoms at low water. There will be
room to swing in this berth, but not space to beat out
of it without going into eighteen (18) feet at low water.
Beating up the Gulf.-ln  making a passage from the
Lightship to Port Wakefield against head winds, make
the first board to the westward, and stand on that tack
-say west-for about sixteen (16) miles, taking care
not to come under eight (8) fathoms, so as to avoid the
§hoal water on the Orontes Bank ; then, going about,
endeavor to work between the two shoals-viz., the
Orontes Bank and the Long Spit-but in drawing to the
northward do not fail to sight the buoy on the latter
danger, as it- forms an excellent guide for enabling a
commander of a ship to know when he is to the north-
ward of the Orontes Bank.
Western Coast may be Approached.-Being  off  the
buoy, and, consequently, to the northward of the
Orontes Bank, the western coast may be safely
approached, making long boards from five (5) fathoms
outside the Long Spit, on the east side, to within a mile
of the western shore.
On nearing Sandy Point, the red buoy off  the Bald Hill
Spit should be passed as previously directed, when short
tacks must be made, taking care not to bring the buoy
to bear to the southward of S. by E., and not standing
to the westward into less than three and a-half (32)
fathoms, anchoring in the space before indicated.
Small Vessels. - Position for Anchorinq.  - Small
vessels may stand towards the landing-place, observing
that the water shoals very rapidly from three (3)
fathoms in some places ; but even should a vessel touch
the ground no injury will arise, as the bottom is gene-
rally composed of sand and mud, and there is no sea.
Care, however, must be taken to keep a ship in such a
position as to be clear of her anchor.
Land Wind.-In  leaving Port Wakefield, it is advis-
able not to start until the morning, when the wind
generally being easterly, an offing  may  be easily
obtained without beating out.
Tides.-The  tides at the head of the Gulf are very
irregular, and much affected by prevailing winds.
With strong westerly winds the rise of tide is
much augmented, whilst the fall is much diminished.
Thistle Rock, about seven and a half (72) miles to the
southward of Bald Hill, and about two (2) miles from
the sandy beach, lies in latitude 31 degrees 22 minutes
5 seconds S., longitude 138 degrees 13 minutes 15
seconds E., with the following bearings :-Mount Lofty,
S. 40 degrees  E.;  S. Summit Hummocks, N. 20
degrees W.
The rock, which is of limestone, and very small, is
awash at low spring tides, and lies. in the track of small
vessels beating down the Gulf.
A large mud buoy, painted red, now marks the posi-
tion of the rock. This buoy should, like all other red
buoys, be kept on the starboard hand bound to the north
or inwards, and on the port hand when bound to the
south, or outwards.
The rock may be easily avoided by keeping three (3)
fathoms at low water, and in four and a half (42) at
high water ; the rise and fall at being nine (9) feet.
Some of the small coasters report other small rocks in
the vicinity of Thistle Rock, but they have not yet been
found by this department.
Winds  -It often occurs during westerly winds, at
neaps, that a higher tide will be experienced than at the
springs, with fine weather, and south or south-east winds.
With the latter, the tides are at the lowest, and the
rise at springs is much reduced.
In fine weather, with the ordinary land and sea
breezes, the time of high water at F. and C. is five (5)
hours, and the rise about nine (9) feet.
At neaps, in fine weather, the rise and fall is almost
imperceptible, the time of apparent high water being
very irregular.
The winds, during fine weather in the summer are
generally as follow :-From sunrise to about 8 a.m. from
E. to E.S.E. ; in hot weather, the wind in the morning
may be from N.E., gradually falling calm towards 8
o'clock a in. Ths sea breeze generally sets in after an
interval of a couple of hours light winds, or calm, at
about 11, and freshens towards 5 o'clock, gradually
moderating till sunset, when it comes round to the S.E.,
and dies away towards night.
The barometer falls rapidly with northerly winds both
in the summer and winter seasons, and generally precedes
a change of weather from the westward. In summer
the change often occurs suddenly from the southward,
when it blows hard. In the winter, the strongest winds
are from the westward.
Produce is now sent from Port Wakefield to the
shipping in the roadstead by barges. The river entrance
is very shallow, and has a flat of upwards of a mile in
extent uncovered at low water springs. At a rise of six
(6) or seven (7) feet above the low water spring level,
the loaded barges can cross the bar.
The question of either deepening the entrance of the
river, or building a jetty across the flat, is now under the
consideration of the Government.
Ths supply of fresh waster at Port Wakefield is
limited and difficult to procure ; it is, therefore, recom-
mended that a sufficient stock should be obtained at
Port Adelaide, if the ships call there on their way up
the Gulf ; or water can be obtained by arranging for the
barges used at Port Wakefield,-but which generally
belong to persons at Port Adelaide,-bringing up a
supply.
B. DOUGLAS, .
President of the Marine Board of South Australia,
Marine Board Office, Port Adelaide, South Australia.
22nd January, 1866:
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1866.THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, during theQUARTER from the 1stAPRIL to 30th JUNE, 1866, is published n conformity with e hird clause of the Act of Council, 4 V ctoria, No. 13.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY of SYDNEY, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st APRIL to the 30th JuNE,  1866.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation c Not bearing Interest ... ...Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation ( Not bearing Interest ..Bearing Interest
Balance due to other Banks ...
Balances due from other Banks ... ... ... ... ......... 3,632 4 10
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
705 14 8 Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
Deposits  ...............Not bearing Interest ... ... ... 47,620 6 1Bearing Interest ... ... ... 22,409 9 10 70,029 15 11
Total Amount of Liabilities £  85,080 19  8
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... ... ... ... 400,000 0 0
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... 17 per cent. per annum.
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 34,000-0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 110,497 12 8
Brisbane, 14th July, 1866.
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
`136,051 6 2
Total Amount of Assets... ... ... ... ... £ 169,076 2 8
ROBERT GIBSON, Manager.
HENRY H. SHERIDAN, Accountant.
I, Robert Gibson, make oath, that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank,
during the period specified ; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria, No. 13.
AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
14,137 9 3 Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined  Metals ... .........  25,875 7 7
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ... ... ... .........
Landed Property ... ... ... ... .........
207 19 10 Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ... ......... 3,517 4 1
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 14th day of July,  1866.  ROBERT GIBSON.
J. DOUGLAS, Justice of the Peace.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.
THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
1 Treasury, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee. Name of Run.
Area in
District, square Amount.
Miles.
John Brewster ... ...
Arthur Cole Bailey ...A. H. Richardson' ...
Ditto ...
Mort, Cameron, and Buchanan
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ...
J. and C. Allingham... ...
Ditto .. ...
The Trust & Agency Companyof Australasia
J. and C. A.llingham... ... ... ...
The Trust & Agency Company of Australasia
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender ...
Robert Stewart ... ...
Ditto .•. ..•
Cain, Maguire, and Ricards, junr ... ...
James Fenwick and Co.' ... ... ...
Cain, Maguire, and Ricards, junr. ...
Ditto ... ... ...
James, Fenwick and Co ... ...
Cain, Maguire, and Rickards, junr. ...
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender ...
Joseph Hann... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... .. ...
Raw Eland, Daintree, and Klingender ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ., ... ... ... ... ...
Daniel Cudmore ... ... ...
Ditto . ... .. ...
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Joseph Mann ... ... ... ... .. .
James Gibson ... ... ...
W. G. Walker ...
J. C. and R. Sanders ... ... ...
James Gibson ...
J. C. and R. Sanders ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ... ... .. .
Ditto ... ... ...
Alexander F. Sullivan ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto . .. ... ... ... ...
Robert Tooth ...
The Corporation styled The Bank of Aus-
tralasia
Corriesdale ...
The Plains ...
Euinara
Kinyah
Hillgrove ...
Gara ... ...
Westerage ...
Gordon Plains
Rimbanda ...
Red Bluff ...
Ban Ban ...
Birdbush ...
Chance Hays ...
No. 1 Southwick
No. 3 ditto ...
Nulla Nulls, ...
Ditto No. 2
Tallegulla No. 1
Ditto  No. 2
Ditto No.  3
Nulla Nulla No. 3
Thorngrove ...
Rockwood ...
Ravenswood ...
Lolworth No. 1'
Ditto No. 2
Ditto  No. 3
Niall ... ...
Tara ... ...
Wall ...
Maryvale ...
Kangerong
Malinesbury ...
Kinlock No. 2
Wando Vale ...
Newburgh No. 1
Ditto No. 2
Kinlock No. I
Yering... ...
Craigie ...
Therriebooboo
Warrah Warrah
Buloo ... ...
Koolah
Havelock ...
Charlestown ...
£ .s.
North Kennedy 55 16 10
Ditto... ... 48 14 8
Ditto... ... 25 7 10
Ditto... ... 28 8 8
Ditto... ... 49 14 14
Ditto... ... 25 7 10
Ditto... ... 47 14 2
Ditto... ... 41 12 6
Ditto... ... 32 9 12
Ditto... ... 75 22 10
Ditto... ... 31 9 6
Ditto... ... 75 22 10
Ditto... ... 52 15 12
Ditto... ... 60 18 0
Ditto... ... 90 27 0
Ditto... ... 75 22 10
Ditto... ... 51 15 6
Ditto... ... 45 13 10
Ditto... ... 33 9 18
Ditto... ... 42 12 12
Ditto...  ... 72 21  12
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 47 14 2
Ditto... ... 45 13 10
Ditto... ... 36 10 16
Ditto... ... 34 10 4
Ditto... ... 35 10 10
Ditto... ... 128 38 8
Ditto... ... 112 33 12
Ditto... ... 42 12 12
Ditto... ... 75  22 10
Ditto... ... 85 25 10
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 106 31 16
Ditto... 103 30 18
Ditto... 37 11 2
Ditto... ... 44 13 4
Ditto... ... 33 9 18
Ditto... ... 109  32 14
Ditto... ... 59 17 14
Warrego ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 75  22 10
Maranoa ... 35 10 10
Ditto... ... 100 30 0
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1 - 66.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that the Tender of the undermentioned party has been
accepted for the Run of Crown Lands specified in connection with his name.
This Tender is accepted subject to the provisions of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Applicant. Run.
Estimated
area in
sgilare miles.
Rent . Premium. TotalAmount.
G. L. Lethbridge, W. Kelman, and W. Carter Turtle Creek No. 4 25
£  s. d.
12  10 0
£ s. d.
0 5 0
£ s. d.
12 15 0
Description contained in Tender.
This Tender is for a portion of country two and a half miles on each side of Turtle Creek, from its junction
with Wagoon or Palm- tree  Creek, and taking in about five miles frontage to Palm-tree Creek on the north side,
with about five miles of both banks of Turtle Creek.
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Crown Lands  Office,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1866.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS  OF CROWN
LANDS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information ,  that His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  has been pleased to direct  that  in accordance with the provisions of the  Pastoral
Leases Act of  1863 ,  the unexpired terms of the Leases of the Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described,
which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, shall be offered for Sale  by Public  Auction, at the
Auction Rooms of A. Martin ,  Queen street, Brisbane , on MONDAY , the 1st day of October, 1866.
The Upset Price shall be Ten Shillings per square mile, according to the estimated area in each
case, and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the periods of the leases that may be current
at the time of sale, ending respectively as follows :-- Hogonthulla No. 3, first term of four years ending
30th June , 1868;  Lower Maranoa No. 1, second term of five years ending 31st December , '1868.
The Rent of each block respectively for the succeeding terms of the leases ,  as per schedule annexed,
after the above dates will  be appraised as provided in the 24th clause of the above -mentioned Act, or the
Pastoral Assessment Act  of 1864.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid ,  being the first year's Rent ,  will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each block.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below, shall be allowed six months
to stock the country, failing in which,  or  not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon, as
prescribed  by the  Act, the Lease may be cance lled.
The instruments of Lease will  be delivered to the purchaser ,  on receipt through the local
Commissioner ,  of a declaration that the Run has been stocked in accordance with the provisions of the
Pastoral Leases Act.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crow .  Lands.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF ARTHUR MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, OF THE FOLLOWING
RUNS, ON MONDAY, THE 1ST DAY OF OCTOBER, 1866.
Ei
'4
NAME OF RUN. DISTRICT.
w
w S
cw
as
C p
DESCRIPTION OF BOUNDARIES.
A
ai0
W Wa1
p
F
UPSET
DATE OF EXPI- PRICE
RATION OF PER
LEASE. SQUARE
MILE.
2k'-
a
S.  £ s. d.
1 Hogonthulla, Warrego 63 Commencing at a gum tree marked All under 12 years 30 June, 1878 10 18 18 0
No.  3  broad-arrow in triangle on right bank of the
Hogonthulla Creek, ten miles above its confluence
with the  Warrego  River, bounded thence on the
west by a north line about ten miles and a quarter
to the Warrego River, at a spot about fifty chains
west of an apple tree marked broad-arrow in
triangle ; thence on the north by the aforesaid
river -upwards five miles east in a right line ;
thence on the east by a south line about twelve
miles seventy chains to the Hogonthulla Creek, at
a box tree marked AIII under broad-arrow in
triangle ; thence on the south by the last named
creek downwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described.
2 LowerMaranoa, Maranoa 25 Commencing at a point at the left bank of the Lower 7 years 31 December, 10 7 10 0
No. I Maranoa River, where there is a gum sapling 1873
marked DV under broad-arrow in triangle, being
also the southern corner of Drysdale Ponds No.  5
Run ; bounded thence on the north-west by a
north-east line six miles and seven chains ; and
thence on the north-east by a south-east line
five miles ; thence on the south-east by a south-
west line five miles and sixty-six chains to the
Maranoa River, at a bastard gum tree marked M1
under broad-arrow in triangle, being also the
western corner of the Clearwater Run, and thence
on the south-west by the said river upwards to the
marked tree hereinbefore first described.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive council, has
been pleased to approve of the persons mentioned in the annexed list being allowed to purchase
under their pre-emptive right, the portions of Land specified against their respective names.
A. C. GREGORY.
Applicant. Name of Ran. Area.
Cost
Price. of Measure-
ment.
Deed Fee.
Acres.  £ £ s. d. £ s. d.
G. Thorn ... ... Warra Warra No. 2 ... ... ... 210 210 6 4 0 1 5 0
D.tto ... ... Ditto No. 3 ... ... ... 420 420 Nil. 1 10 0
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NOTICE.-LAND SALE, BRISBANE, WEDNESDAY,  25rn  DAY OF JULY, 1866.
TT is hereby notified for general information, that the undermentioned Lots, proclaimed to be offered
j, for sale  on the 25th July next, have been withdrawn.
Surveyor-General 's Office,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
0
0
a
00 Area. County.
M. E. L. BURROWES,
Deputy Surveyor-General.
Parish. Situation.
A.  R.  P.
11 1 2 1 0 0
2 2 2 1 0 0
3 3 2 1 0 0
4  4 2 1 0 0
5 5 2 1 0 0
6 6 2 1 0 0
7 7 2 1 0 0
8 8 2 1 0 0
9 9 2 1 0 0
10 10 2 1 0 0
11 1 11 1 0 19
12 2 11 1 0 0
13 3 11 1 0 0
14 4 11 1 0 0
15 5 11 1 0 0
16 6 11 1 0 0
17 7 I1 1 0 0
18 8 11 1 0 0
19 9 11 1 0 0
20 10 11 1 0 0
21 11 11 1 0 0
22 12 11 1 0 0
23 13 11 1 0 0
24 14 11 1 0 0
25  15  11 1 0 34
26 16 11 1 2 8
27 244
28 245
29 246
30 247
31 248
32 249
33 250
34 251
Stanley .. Tingalpa ... Village of  Tingalpa.
„
„
88
88
8
„
„
„
It
„
46 3 8 1
20 3 20 1
52 0 0 1
31 0 0 1
44 0 0 1
61 0 0 1
85 0 0 1
83 0  0  1
Stanley ... Tingalpa ... Near Tingalpa Creek
It I) It
„ On Tingalpa Creek ...II IT 31
„ „
„ „
Remarks.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
T ATE Notice that application has been made to bring the Land described below under the
provisions or the Real Property Act of 1831. Any person desiring to oppose mast do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named.
F. O. DARVALL, Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Laud. Name of Proprietor Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged
Part of suburban allotment 69, containing2 roods 3 Thomas Price
perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North Brisbane.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1866.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fifteen clays from this date, the Regis-
trar-General will, in conformity with the 117th
clause of the  Real Property Act of  1861, issue
in the name of Horace Webb Townsend, three
provisional Certificates of Title for the following
allotments of land, viz
25-7 perches ; subdivision 7 of portion 155 ; county,
Stanley ; parish, South Brisbane ; described in
certificate of title No. 6564, Vol. LVI, folio 84.
241„ perches ; subdivision 6 of portion 155 ; county
and parish aforesaid, described in cerci(3cate of
title No.  6565,  Vol. LVI, folio 85.
26„ perches ; subdivision 8 of portion 155 ; county
and parish aforesaid ; described in certificate of
title No. 6566, Vol. LH, folio 86.
F. 0. D A RVALL,
eegi fray-Gmerei.
21st August, 1866.
I QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
THE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February. 1866 .
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Crown  Lands  Office,
Brisbane ,  12th duly, 1866.
SURVEY  OF RUNS.
I
T  is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Runs have been surveyed,
and amended descriptions of the boundaries thereof
prepared for insertion .  in the Leases of the said
Runs.
Any person who  may  consider his interest prej a-
diced by  said  amended descriptions must forward
his objections ,  in writing ,  to this Office before the
12th of October next.
Plans of these Runs may be seen, and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained ,  on application
at this Office.
The local Crown Lands  Offices have been fur-
nished  with copies  of the plans for inspection.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Naive of Run-Corriesdale.
Claimant of Lease-John Brewster.
Area-
Available ...
-Unavailable
37 square miles.
18
Total... ... 55
Amended description for insertion in Lease.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burdekin River,
near the confluence of Fletcher's Creek with that river,
about a quarter of a mile north-east from a tree marked
broad-arrow over XXII ; and bounded thence on the
east by a south line live miles ; thence on the south by a
west line eight miles forty-eight chains ; thence on the
west by a north line eight mites, crossing F+letclher's Creek
and passing through a point sixteen chains east from a tree
marked broad-arrow over XII to the Burdekin River; and
thence on the north by said river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Naive of Rini--The Plains.
Claimant of Lease-Arthur Cole Bailey.
Area-
Available ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... 8
Total ... ... 98
Ameizded description for insertion in Lease.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Corriesdale
Run, on the right bunk of the Burdekin Ttiver ; and
bounded on the cast  by  a portion of the eastern boundary
of said run, being a south line seven miles forty-eight
chains ; thence on the south by a west line seven miles
twenty chains ; thence on the west by a north line five
miles seventy chains to the south-cast boundary of the
Eumara Rijn ; thence on the north-we.•t said
boundary, in a north-easterly direction about three miles
to the Burdekin River, about twenty chains above a
tree marked IV on the road survey ; and thence on the
north by the said river downwards to the point of coiu-
m encement
Name of Run-Eumara.
Claimant of Lease-Alexander H. Richardson
Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable
Total ... ... 25
Amended description for insertion in Lease.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burdekin River
at the outlet of the Eumara Gully ; and bounded thence
on the south-east by a south-west line five miles, passing
through a tree marked broad-arrow over V and crossing
Fletcher's Creek ; thence on the south-west by a north-
west line five miles, crossing the south-western margin of
Reedy Lake and also Fletcher's Creek; thence on the
north-west by a north-cast line about five miles twenty
chains, passing through a point about eight chains north-
west from a tree marked X to the Burdekin River ; and
thence on the north-cast by said river downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Ruu--Einyah.
Claimant of Lease-A. 11. Richardson.
Area-
Available ... ...  25 square miles.Unavailable ... 3
Total ... ... - 28
Amenrled descriptionfor  inserti'in in Lease.
Coin tnencing at a point on the north-western  boundary
of the Eumara Ran  about one  mile fifty- six chains from
the River Burdekin ; bounded thence  on the north by a
west line  ten miles forty chains ; thence on the south-
west by a lines bearing south  nineteen degrees east, about
four miles sixty chains to Fletcher's  Creek at a point
about six miles above the Red Lily Lagoon,  being also the
south-cast corner of the Southwick No. 1 11un ; thence on
the south by said creek downwards to the south- western
boundary of the Eumara Run ; thence  by that boundary
in a north- westerly direction twenty chains ;  thence on
the south-east by the north-western  boundary of same
run three miles forty-four chains  to the pointaof com-
mencement.
Name of Run- Hillgrov e.
Claimants of Lease-T. S. Mort, E.  W. Cameron
and B. Buchanan. _
Area-
Available .. ... 49 square miles.
Unavailable
'total  ... ...  49
Amended description for insertion in Lease.
Commencing on the right bank of the River Burdekin,
at a tree marked broad -arrow, about four miles and
a-half below the junction of the Basalt River ; bounded
thence on the north by a west line six miles twenty
chains ;  thence on west by a south line  five miles  ;  thence
on the south by an east line about eleven miles forty
chains to the north -western boundary of the Eumara
Run ; and the nee by that boundary in a north-easterly
direction to the Burdekin River one mile fifty-six chains
at a point about one mile above a tree marked broad-
arrow over 1 over A and  thence on the north -east by
said river upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Gara.Claimants of Lease-T . S. Mort,  E. W. Cameron,
and 13. Buchanan.
Area-
Available  ..  25 square miles.
U uavailablc
Total... ... 25
Amended description for insertion  in Lease.
Coninienciig  at the confluence of the Basalt River
with the Burdekin River ;  bounded thence on the north
by the first-named river  upwards to a tree marked broad-
arrow about four miles seventy chains  in a direct line
from the junction ; bounded  thence on the west by a
south li,.e four  miles  twenty  chains ; thence on the
south  b
'
v an east  line six  miles twenty  chains, being the
northern botuidary of the 113i11arove  Run, to the
River Burdekin at a tree marked with a broad- arrow ;
and  thence on the east by that river  upwards to the
point of commencement.
h`anle of 1$nn-Westerage.
Claimants of Lease-T. S. Mort, E.  W. Cameron,
and B. Buchanan.
Area-
Available ... 40 square miles
1U1 lavc?ilaj1, e ... 7
Total ... 47
Ame ided cteseriplion for insertion  in Lease.
Commencing on the right bank of the  Basalt River, at
a tree marked broad-arrow, said tree being  4 miles 70
chains above the junction of said river  with the Burdekin
River, and bounded thence partly  on the  east by a south
line 5 miles ; thence on the south by a west line  4 miles 56
chains ; thence on the west by  a north line 10 miles
crossing Basalt River ; thence on  the north by an east
line 4 miles  56 chains ;  and thence again on the east by
a south  use  5 miles to  the  point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Gordon Plains.
Claimant of Lease-J. and C. Allingham.
Area-Available ... ...  35 square miles.
Unavailable ... 6
Total... ... 41
Amended description for insertion in Lease.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of the  Westerage
Fun, being a point live mules south from  a tree marked
broad-arrow, on the Basalt River , about four miles
seventy chains above its junction with the  Burdekin
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River  ; bounded thence partly on the north by the
southern  boundary of that run four miles fifty-six chains ;
thence partly on the west by a south line three miles
eight  chains  ;  thence again  on the north by an  east line
six miles  ; thence again on the west by a south line
about four miles to the north-west corner of the South-
wick No. 1 Run ; thence on the south by the northern
boundary of that run, being a line bearing north seventy-
five degrees  east eleven miles ; and thence on the east
by a north line four miles sixteen chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Rimbanda.
Claimant of Lease-J. and C. Allingham.
Area-
Available ... ...  32 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...
Total  ... ... 32 -
Amended description for insertion in Lease.
Commencing on the right bank of the Basalt River, at
the western boundary of the Westerage Run ; bounded
thence on the east by a south line six miles forty chains
thence on the south by a west line six miles ; thence on
the west by a north line about four miles seventy chains
to the Basalt River, at a tree marked II ; and thence on
the north by said river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Red Bluff.
Claimant of Lease-The Trust and Agency Company
of Australasia (limited.)
Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... 25
Total... ... 75
Commencing at a point on the Basalt River, at the
south-west corner of the Ban Ban Run, at a tree marked
H ; and bounded thence on the east by a north line five
miles seventy chains ; thence on the north by a west
line nine miles twenty chains ; thence on the west by a
south line ten miles sixty chains to the Basalt River, at
a tree marked XIII ; thence on the south-east by the
said river downwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described.
Name of Run-Ban Ban.
Claimant of Lease-J. and C. Allingham.
Area-
Available ... ... 31 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...
Total... ... 31
Commencing at the Basalt River, at the south-east
corner of the Red Bluff Run ; and bounded thence on
the west by a north line five miles seventy chains ; thence
on the  north by an east line six miles to the western
boundary of the Westerage Run ; and thence on the east
by said boundary in a southerly direction five miles and
a quarter to the Basalt River ; and thence on the south
oy that river upwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described.
Name of Run-Bird Bush.
Claimant of Lease-The Trust and Agency Com-
pany of Australasia, Limited.
Area-
Available ... ... 75 square miles.
Unavailable
Total... ... 75
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the Basalt
River, where there is a tree marked H ; and bounded
thence on the east by a south line six miles and a half ;
thence on the south-east by a line bearing west fourteen
degrees south fourteen miles seventy chains ; thence on
the west by a north line six miles to the Basalt River,
where there is a tree marked XX ; thence on the
north by that river downwards to the marked tree here-
inbefore described.
Name of Run-Chance Hays.
Claimants of Lease-W. Hann, R. H. Bland, R.
Daintree, and E. Klingender.
irea-
Available ... ... 52 square miles
Unavailable ... -
52
Commencing at a point on the left bank of the Basalt
River, where there is a tree marked XIII., being also the
south-western boundary of the Red Bluff Run ; bounded
thence on the east by the western boundary of that run
in a northerly direction, six miles ; thence on the north
by a west line ten miles , thence on the west by a south
line six miles to the Basalt-River, at a tree marked
XXVII ; and thence on the south by that river down-
wards to the marked tree hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-No. 1 Southwick.
Claimant -of Lease-Robert Stewart.
Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... 10
60
Commencing at the junction of Lion with Fletcher's
Creek, a westerly tributary of the Burdekin ; bounded
thence on the west by a line bearing north eighteen degrees
west, five miles to the south-western corner of Gordon
Plains Run ; thence by the southern boundary of that run,
being a line bearing north seventy-five degrees east eleven
miles to the south-western corner of the Hillgrove Run;
thence by part of the southern boundary of that run
being an east line eighty chains ; thence on the east
by a line bearing south nineteen degrees east to Flet-
cher's Creek, forming also the western boundary of the
Kinyah Run ; and thence on the south by the said
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-No. 2 Southwick.
Claimant of Lease-
Area
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... 5
45
Commencing at the junction of Lion with Fletcher's
Creek, being the south-west  corner  of the No .  1 South-
wick Run ; bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
north eighteen degrees west ,  five miles ; thence on the
north-west by a south -west  line  nine miles  ;  thence  on
the south -west by a south -east line about five miles and
a half to a tree marked broad-arrow over 11 at the
Basalt wa ll;  thence on the south -west by that wall to
where there is a tree marked broad -arrow over VII, near
the opening in said wa ll  through which Fletcher's Creek
flows ; and thence on the south -east by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-No. 3 Southwick.
Claimant of Lease - Robert Stewart.
Area-
Available  ... ...  65 square miles.
Unavailable ... 25
90
Commencing at the north -west corner of No. 1 South-
wick Run ; bounded thence on the east by a north line
two miles twenty chains to the south -east corner of the
Birdbush Run ; thence on the north by the southern
boundary  of that run ,  being a line bearing west fourteen
degrees south fourteen miles seventy chains ; thence on
the west by a south line seven miles, crossing A ll ingham's
Creek about  twenty  chains below a tree marked broad.
arrow over  XVIII. ;  thence on the south by a line bear-
ing east fourteen degrees south about eight miles and a
quarter to the western corner of No. 2 Southwick Run ;
and thence on the south -east by the north-western
boundary of that run ,  being a north-east line nine miles
to the point of commencement.
Name of  Run-Nu lla Nulla.
Claimants of Lease - G. Cain, J. F.  Maguire,
and J. R .  Ricards ,  junior.
Area-
Available  ... ...  60 square miles.
Unavailable ... 15
75
Commencing at the north-western boundary of Bird-
bush at Basalt Creek, where there is a tree marked
XX ; and bounded thence on the east by the western
boundary of that run, and a prolongation thereof being
a south line six miles and a half ; bounded thence on
the south by a west line about sixteen miles sixty chains
to the Basalt River, at a point about two miles and a
half in a direct line below a tree marked broad-arrow
over 1, near the confluence of a small creek with that
river, and thence on the west and north by the aforesaid
river downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Nulla Nulla No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-James Fenwick and Co.
Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles
Unavailable ... 21
51
-Commencing at the south- eastern corner  of the Nulnl
Nulla Run, at  a point six miles and a  half south of a
tree  marked XX on Basalt Creek ; and bounded then a
on the north by the southern boundary of said rc•t•tz
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being a west line about sixteen miles sixty chains to the
Basalt River, at a point about two miles and a half in a
direct line below a tree marked broad-arrow over  1;
thence on the south-west by a south-east line four miles
ten chains ; thence on the south by an east line thirteen
miles sixty chains ; passing through. a tree marked
broad-arrow over XVIII, near some waterholes, and
about one mile and ten chains west of the eastern
extremity of that boundary line ; thence on the east by
a north line three miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run--Tallegulla, No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-G. Cain, J. F. Maguire, and
R. Ricards, junr.
Area-
Available 40 square miles.
Unavailable 5
Total  ... ...  45
Commencing at the south-west corner of  Nulla  Nulla
Run, on Basalt Creek ,  at a point about two miles and
a half in a direct line below a tree marked broad-arrow
over l  near the confluence of a small creek with the said
river; and  bounded  thence on the north -east by  the south-
western boundary of the Nulla Nulla No .  2 Run , being a
south-east line four miles and ten chains  ;  thence on the
north by a portion of the southern  boundary  of that run
being an east line seven miles ; thence on the south-east
by a south -west line nine miles and twenty chains ; and
thence on  the south- west by a north-west line six miles
and a half to the Basalt River at a tree marked broad-
arrow over  VI. ; and thence  on the west by the said river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run -Tallegulla No 2.
Claimants of Lease-G .  Cain, J. F. Maguire, and R.
Ricards, junr.
Area-
Available  ... ...  18 square miles.
Unavailable .. 15
Total ... ... 33
Commencing at a point on Basalt Creek where there is
a tree marked broad-arrow over VI., being the Lipper
boundary of Tallegulla No. 1 ; and bounded thence on
the north-east by the south-western boundary of that run
being a south-east line six miles and a half; thence on
the south-east by a south-west line six miles ; and thence
on south-west by a north-west line about six miles forty
chains to the Basalt River at a tree marked XV. ; and
bounded thence on the north-vest by the said river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Tallegulla No. 3.
Claimant of Lease-J Umes F+enwick and Co.Area-Available ... ... 30 square miles,
Unavailable ... 12
Total ... ...  42
Commencing at the south corner of Ta llegulla No.  2;
and bounded thence on the north-west by the south-
eastern boundaries of that run and of Tallegu lla No. 1,
being a north -east line fifteen miles twenty chains ;
passing through a point about ten chains north -west of
a tree marked broad-arrow over  XXVI.  on the road;
bounded thence  on  the north  by an east  line four miles
and a quarter  ;  bounded thence on the south-east by a
south -west line crossing the road at a point  about eight
chains north -west of  a tree  marled broad- arrow over
XXII .,  and also through a tree marked broad-arrow
over IX., about sixteen  miles sixty  chains to the great
Basalt, wall, where there is a tree marked broad-arrow
over XVI. ; and thence again on the south -east by said
wall to a tree marked broad -arrow over XIII .,  being
about two miles in a direct line from the last -mentioned
marked tree  ;  bounded thence on the south -west by a
north-west line about three miles and forty chains to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run - Nalla Nulla No. 3.
Claimants of Lease-G .  Cain, J. F. Maguire, and
J. R. Ricards, junr.
Area-
Available  ... ...  36 square miles
Unavailable ... 36
Total ... ... 72
Commencing at the south-eastern corner of Nulla
Nulla No. 2, being a point about one mile eight chains
easterly of a tree marked broad-arrow over XVIII, near
some waterholes on the road ; and bounded thence on
the east by a south line crossing Allingham's Creek,
and passing through a point about forty chains due
west of a tree marked broad-arrow over XVII,
near said creek, about nine miles forty chains to
the Great Basalt wall ; bounded thence on the south by
said wall in a westerly direction to a point where there is
a tree marked broad-arrow over XVI on  the  south-
eastern boundary of the Tallegull.i No. 3 Rcnn ; and
thence on the north-west by the south-eastern boundary
of that ran sixteen miles sixty chains, passing through a
point eight chains north- west of a tree marked bruaJ-
arrow over XXII on the road, to the southern boundary
of Nulla Nulla No. 2 Ruin ; and thence on the north by
part of the southern boundary of that run-being an
east line two miles and a half to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Thorngrove.
Claimants of Lease-W. Hann., R. H. Bland, R.
Daintree, and E. Klingender.
Area-
Available .. ... 31 square miles.
Unavailable ... 19
Total... ... 50
Commencing at a point on the left bank of the Basalt
River, where there is a tree marked broad-arrow over
XXVII, being also the south-western corner of the
Chance Hays Item ; bounded thence on the east by part
of the western boundary of that run, being a north line
three miles and fifty chains ; thence on the north by a
west line nine miles and sixty chains, crossing Maryvale
Creek, where there is a tree marked VII ; bounded
thence on the west by a south line about five miles
twenty chains, passing through a point six chains west
of a tree marked X on the track passing under Mount
Louisa to the Basalt River, at a point opposite to where
there is a tree marked XL ; bounded thence on the
south by the said river downwards to the marked tree
hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Rockwood.
Claimant of Lease-Joseph Hann.
Area-
Available ... ... 45 square miles
Unavailable ... 2
Total ... 47
Commencing at a point on the left bank of the Basalt
River, at the south-western corner of the Thorngrove Run ;
bounded thence on the east by the western boundary of
that run, being a north line five miles twenty chains ;
thence on the north-east by a north-west line fifty-six
chains ; thence on the north-west by a south-west line
ten miles twenty chains ; thence on the south-west by a
south-east line, passing through a tree marked broad-
arrow over I, near the confluence of a small creek with the
Basalt River, about six miles sixty chains to the said
river ;  thence on the south-east by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run--Ravenswood.
Claimant of Lease-Joseph Hann.
Area-
Available ... ... 35 square miles
Unavailable ... 10
Total . ... 45
Commencing at a point on the left bank of the Basalt
River, at the south corner of ilookwood, and bounded
thence on the north-east by the south-western boundary
of that run four miles sixteen chains ; thence on the
north-;vest by a south-west line seven miles; thence on
the south-west by a south-east line about five miles and
a-half to the Basalt 1-liver, opposite to a tree marked
broad-arrow overXVI ; and thence on the south-east by
said river downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Lolworth No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-W. Hann, E. Klingender, R.
H. Bland, and R. Daintree.
Area-
Available ... ... 36 square miles
Unavailable
Total ... 36
Commencing at a point on the left bank of one of the
heads of Fletcher's Creek, north of a peaked hill on the
opposite side of the creek, called Sugarloaf Hill, in
about latitude twenty degrees ten minutes thirty seconds
south ; and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing north ten degrees west five miles and a-half ;
thence on the north by a line hearing east ten degrees
north six miles ; thence on the east by a line bearing
south ten degrees east five miles and a-half to Fletcher's
Creek, at a tree marked broad-arrow over XII ; thence
on the south by Fletcher's Creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
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Name of Run -Lolworth No. 2.
Claimants  of Lease-W. Hann, E. glingender, R.
H. Bland, and R. Daintree.
Area-
Available ... ...  34 square miles
Unavailable
Total ... 34
Commencing at a point on Fletcher's Creek at the
south-west corner of Lolworth No. 1 Run, and bounded
thence on the east by the western boundary of that run,
being a line bearing north ten degrees west ; thence on
the north by a linq bearing west ten degrees south five
miles  fifty chains ; thence on the west by a line bearing
south ten degrees east five miles and a quarter, passing
through a tree marked broad-arrow over IX by Mr.
Commissioner O'Connell, about forty chains distant from
the north-west corner to Fletcher's Creek, at a tree marked
broad-arrow over II ; and thence on the south by
Fletcher's Creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Lolworth No. 3.
Claimants of Lease -W. Hann, E. Klingender, R.
H. Bland, and R. Daintree.
Area-
Available ...
Unavailable
... 35 square miles
Total ... 35
Commencing at a point on the left bank of Fletcher's
Creek, where there is a tree marked broad-arrow over II,
being also  the south-western corner of Lolworth NL o. 2
Run ; and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
north ten degrees  west  five miles twenty chains, passing
through a tree marked broad-arrow over IX, forty chains
distant from the northern extremity of the boundary ;
thence on the north by a line bearing we-t ten degrees
south  six miles  ; thence on the west by a line bearing
south ten degrees east five miles sixty chains to Fletcher's
Creek, about sixty chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over X on said creek : bounded thence on the
south by that  creek  downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run -Niall.
Claiman t of Lease-Daniel Cudmore.
Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles
Unavailable ... 28
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Commencing  at a point  on the right bank of the
Burdekin River at its confluence with the River Clarke,
and bounded thence partly on the north-east by the
first -named  river downwards for about forty chains, to a
tree marked broad-arrow ; then again on the north-east
by a south-east line five miles ten chains ; thence on the
south-east by a south-west line seventeen miles ; thence
on the south-west by a north-west line seven miles cross-
ing Maryvale Creek to the Clarke River, at a point oppo-
site to a tree.marked broad-arrow over XVI., and thence
on the north-west by that river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run- Tara. _
Claimant of Lease-Daniel Cudmore.
Area-
Available ... ...  100 square miles
Unavailable ... 12
Total ... 112
Commencing at a point  on the right bank of the
Clarke River, opposite to a tree marked broad-arrow over
XVI., being also the north-western corner of the Niall
Run, and bounded thence on the north-east by a portion
of the south-western boundary of that  run six miles
thirty chains,  crossing  Maryvale Creek about two miles
and a half in  a direct line, above a tree marked with a
broad- arrow near  the. Niall homestead ; bounded thence
on the south-east by a south-west line fourteen miles,
crossing  Maryvale Creek, and passing through a point
about sixteen chains  north-west of the junction of that
creek  with Emu Creek, and also crossing the last-named
creek at  a tree marked IV. ; thence on the south-west by
a north-west line eight miles to the Clarke River, at a
point south-east of a tree marked broad-arrow over II.
on the opposite bank; thence on the north-west by the
said river downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Wall.
Claimant of Lease-W. Hann, R. H. Bland, R.
Daintree, and E. Klingender.
Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  2
Total ... ... 42
Commencing at the south corner of the Niall Run,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a portion of
the south-east boundary of that run, being a north-east
line seven miles ; thence on the nortlh-east by a south-
east line six miles ; thence on the south-east by a south-
west line seven miles ; thence on the south-west by a
north-west line six miles to the point of commencement,
Name of Run-Maryvale.
Claimants of Lease-W. Hann, R. H. Bland, R.
Paintree, and E. Klingender.
Area-
Available ... ... 70 square miles.
Unavailable ... 5
Total ... ... 75
Commencing at the eastern corner of the Tara Run,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a portion of
the south-eastern boundary of that run, being a south-
west line seven and a half miles, passing through
a point sixteen chains north-west from the junction of
Maryvale Creek with Emu Creek, and crossing the
last-named creek at a tree marked IV. ; bounded thence
on the south-west by a south-east line, ten miles crossing
Maryvale Creek, about twenty chains below a tree
marked II. ; thence on the south-east by a north-east
line seven and a half miles ; and thence on the
north-east by a north-west line ten miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-ICangerong.
Claimants of Lease-W. Hann, R. H. Bland, R.
Daintree, and E. Klingender.
Area-
Available ... 80 square miles.
Unavailable ... 5
Total... ... 85
Commencing at the western  corner  of the Maryvale
Run, and bounded on the north-east by the south- western
boundary of that run, and a prolongation thereof, being
a south-east line eleven miles and a  quarter, crossing
Maryvale Creek about twenty chains below a tree marked
If., to the northern boundary of the Chance Hays Run ;
thence partly on the south by that boundary to its  western
extremity ; thence on the east by a south  line two miles
thirty chains, passing through a point eight chains west
of a tree marked IX. on the track ; thence again on the
south by a west line  nine miles  sixty  chains, being also
the northern boundary of the Tliorngrove -tun, and cross-
ing Maryvale  Creek,  at a tree marked VII ; bounded
thence on the south-west by a north-west line five miles
sixty-four chains, and thence on the north-west by a
north-east line nine miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Malmesbury.
Claimant of Lease-Joseph Hann.
Area-
Available  ... ... 33 square miles.
Unavailable ... 17
Total... ... 50
Commencing at the north-eastern corner of the Chance
Hays Run, and bounded thence on the east by a north
line four miles sixty chains, being part of the western
boundary of the Red Bluff Run ; thence on the north-
east oy a north-west line four miles and a half, thence on
the north-west by a south-west line to the eastern corner
of the Maryvale Run, and bythe south-eastern boundary of
that run, being a continuation thereof ten miles; thence
on the south-west by a south-east line one mile and a
quarter to the northern boundary of the Chance Hays
Run ; and thence on the south by that boundary easterly
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Kinlock No 2.
Claimant of Lease-Jam,is Gibson.
Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable 6
Total ... 1000
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
Clarke River, where there is a tree marked broad-arrow
over XII, and bounded thence on the north-east
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by a south-east line nine miles, thence' on the south-
east by a south-west line nine miles ; thence on the
south-west by a line bearing west thirteen degrees
north about five miles to the Junction Creek, at a point
opposite to where there is a tree marked broad-arrow over
III about three miles above its confluence with Yates
Creek ; thence on the west by the first named creek to
its junction with Yates Creek ; and thence again by the
last named creek to its confluence with the Clarke river;
and thence on the north-west by that river downwards
to the marked tree hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Wando Vale.
Claimant of Lease-W. G. Walker.
Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable ... 3
Total ... 103
Commencing at the confluence of Yates and Junction
Creeks, and bounded thence on the north-west by the
first named creek upwards for about five miles to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XIII ; and bounded thence on
the west by a south line nine miles and sixty chains';
thence on  the south by an east line ten miles, crossing
Junction Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow over XIV;
thence on the east by a north line nine miles twenty
chains, to the southern corner of the Kinlock Run ; and
thence on the north-east by the south-western boundary
of that Run, being a line bearing west thirteen degrees
north about five miles to Junction Creek at a point
opposite where there is a tree marked broad-arrow over
III and  thence again on the east by that creek clown-
wards to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run -Newburgh No. 1.
Claimants of Lease - J. C. Sanders  and R .  Sanders.
Area-
Available ... ...  29 square miles
Unavailable... ...  8
Total ... 37
Commencing at a point on the west bank of Yates Creek,
atributary of the Clarke River, where there is a tree
marked broad-arrow over XIX, bounded thence on the
east by the said creek upwards for about eight miles and
a half, in a direct line to a tree marked broad-arrow over
XXX near its head, and bounded thence again on the
east by a south line two miles ; thence on the south by a
west line four miles and a quarter ; thence on I he west
by a north line about six miles and a half to the south-
eastern boundary of the Yering Run, thence on the
north-west by that boundary, being a north-east line
about five miles and a half to the marked tree herein-
before first described.
Name of Run-Newburgh No. 2.
Claimant of Lease--James Gibson
Area-
Available ... ...  39 square miles.
Unavailable... ... 5
Total ... ... 44
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over XIII
on Yates Creek, being also the north-western corner of
the Wando Vale Run ; bounded thence on the east by
the western boundary of that run and a prolongation
thereof, being a south line fourteen  miles ;  thence on the
south by a west line three miles and a half; thence on
the west by a north line two miles to Yates' Creek, at a
point near its head where there is a tree marked broad-
arrow over XXX. ; bounded thence on the west and
north-west by the said creek downwards to point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Kinlock No. 1.
Claimants  of Lease -J. C. Sanders  and R .  Sanders.
Area-
Available ... ..  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... 8
Name of Run-Kinross
Claimants of Lease-J . C. Sanders and R .  Sanders.
Area-
Available ...
... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 13
Total ... 38
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over XIII
on Yates Creek, being also the north-western corner of
the Wando Vale Run, bounded on the south-east by
that creek upwards about five miles sixteen  chains in a
direct line to a tree marked broad-arrow over XIX ;
bounded thence on the south-west by a north- west line
about six miles and three quarters to the Clarke River,
at a point about twelve chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over VII ; and thence or, the north-west by
that river downwards to a point about half a mile below
a tree marked broad-arrow over II, being also the
western corner of Kinlock No. 1 Run ; bounded thence
on the north-east by a line bearing south forty-one
degrees east, about five miles to the marked tree
hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Yermg.
Claimants of Lease-J .  C. Sanders and  It.  Sanders.
Area-
Available ...
... 91 square miles.
Unavailable
... 15
Total ... 109
Commencing at the western corner of Kinross Run, on
the Clarke River, at a point about twelve chains above a
tree marked broad-arrow over VII, and bounded thence
on the north-east by the south-western boundary of the
above-mentioned run, being a south-east line about six
miles and sixty chains to Yates Creek, at a tree marked
broad-arrow over XIX, being also the northern corner
of the Newburgh No. 1 Run; and bounded thence on
the south-east by the north-western boundary of that
run and a prolongation thereof being a south-west line
in all twelve miles forty chains ; bounded thence on the
south-west by a north-west line six miles to the Clarke
River, at a tree marked broad-arrow over XXV ; bounded
thence on the north-west by that river downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Craigie.
Claimants of Lease-J. C. Sanders and R.  Sanders.
Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 19
Total ... 59
Commencing at a point on the left bank of the Clarke
River north-west of a tree marked broad-arrow over VI
on the opposite bank ; bounded thence on the south-
west by a north-west line three miles ; bounded thence
on the north-west by a north-east  line ten miles and a
quarter to the Broken River, at a point where  there is a
tree marked with a broad-arrow about  seven miles seven
chains above its junction with the Clarke  River ; and
thence on the north-east by the first-named river down
to the aforesaid junction ; and thence on, the south-east
by the Clarke River upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name of  Run-Therriebooboo.
Claimant of  Lease-Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Area-
Available ...
Unavailable ...
... 50 square miles.
Total ... 50
Total... ...  33
Commencing at the confluence of Yates,Creek with
the Clarke River, and bounded thence on the south-east
by the first named creek upwards about ten and a half
miles in a direct line to a tree marked broad-arrow
over XIII., said tree being the north-western corner
of the Wando Vale Run; bounded thence on the
south-west by a line bearing north forty-one degrees
west about five miles to the Clarke River, at a point
about half a mile below a tree marked broad-arrow
over II. ; and thence on the north-west by that
river downwards  to the point of commencement.
Description.
Commencing at a point distant one mile sixty  chains in
an easterly direction from a'koolabah tree on the left bank
of the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River marked broad-arrow
over C 18 in triangle on its south side; bounded thence
on the east by a true north line four miles seventy-six
chains ; thence on the north by a west line ten miles sixty
chains ; thence on the west by a south line six miles to
the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River, at a koolabah tree on
the left bark marked broad-arrow over C 19 in  triangle
on its south side; and thence on the south by the said
river upwards to the point  of commencement.
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Name of Run-Warrah Warrah. I
Claimant of Lease-Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Area-
Available ... ... 32 square miles.
Unavailable... ... 18
Total ... 50
Description.
Commencing at a koolabah tree on the left bank of
the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River marked broad-arrow
over C 19 in triangle on its south side, situated at the
south-west corner of the Therriebooboo Run ; bounded
thence on the east by a north line one mile: thence on
the north by a west line ten miles ; thence on the west
by a south line nine miles seventy-two chains to the
Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River, at a koolabah tree on the
right bank marked broad-arrow over C 20 in triangle on
its north side ; and thence on the south by the said river
upwards to the marked tree hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Buloo.
Claimant of Lease-Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25
Total ... 50
Description.
Commencing at a point  on the left bank of the
Bulloo or  Coorni Paroo River, the said point being
distant one  mile sixty chains in an easterly direction from
a koolabah  tree on the left bank of the said river marked
broad-arrow  over C 18 in triangle on its south side
bounded thence on the cast by a true south line three miles
sixty-nine  chains; thence on the south by a west line twelve
miles thirty -four chains; thence on the west by a north
line two miles  fifty-two chains to the Bulloo or Coorni
Paroo  River, at a koolabah tree on the left bank marked
broad-arrow  over C 19 in triangle on its south side ; and
thence on  the north by the said river upwards to the
marked tree  hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Koolah.
Claimant of Lease-Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Area-
Available ... 38 square miles
Unavailable ... 37
Total ... ... 75
Description.
Commencing  at a koolabah  tree on  the left bank of
the Bulloo  or Coorni Paroo River, marked broad-arrow
over  C 19 in triangle on its south side, situated at the
north-west corner of the Bulloo Run, bounded thence on
the east by a south line eleven miles thirty-two chains,
thence on  the south by a west line twelve miles twelve
chains to  the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River, at a point
distant two  miles sixty-eight chains east from it koolabah
tree on  the left bank marked broad-arrow in triangle on
its west side , thence from the said point on the west and
north by the  said river  upwards to the marked tree here-
inbefore first  described.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Name  of Run-Listowel Downs No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-Theodore Harden.
Available area ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 50
Total ... ... 100
Commencing at a point on Bride Creek, a southern
tributary of the Barcoo, about twenty-five chains north
of a tree marked B 111 on its right bank, and indicatinc,
also the southern boundary of the Dulwich Run, and
bounded thence partly on the north by an east line four
miles, thence on the east by a south line about seventeen
miles to the range dividing the Barcoo from the Warrego
waters ; thence on the south by that range in a westerly
direction about six miles ; thence on the west by a north
line about seventeen- miles to the southern boundary of
the Forest Hill Run, and thence again on the north by
portion of the southern boundary of that run being au
east line two miles to the point of commencement.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Gumble.
Claimant of Lease-A. H. Richardson.
Estimated area-40 square miles.
C omniencing at a tree marked K and broad-arrow K
on Euroomba Creek, a tributary of the Dawson, about
fifteen miles in a direct line from its head ; and boun ted
thence on the south-west by a line bearing south twenty-
seven  degrees east two miles an,l a half; thence on the
south-east by a line bearing north sixty-three degrees
east five miles and a-half ; thence on the north-cast
by a line bearing north twenty-seven degrees west
to the watershed between Euroomba and Scott's
Creek, crossing the first named creek at a point about
forty chai.is below a tree marked 17 ; thence on the
north-west by said watershed in a south-westerly
direction to a point bearing north twenty-seven degrees
west from the tree marked K and broad-arrow K on
Euroomba Creek ; and thence again on the south-we,t
by a line hearing south twenty-seven degrees east to the
marked tree hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Narran.
Claimant of Lease- V. H. Richardson.
Estimated area-35 square miles.
Commencing at the eastern corner of the Gumble Run,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a line bearing
north sixty-three degrees east five miles forty-eight
chains crossing Durham Creek about sixty-four chains
in a direct line above a tree marked 19 ; bounded thence
on the north-east by a line bearing north twenty-seven
degrees west three miles to Euroomba Creek at a tree
marked broad-arrow over K, and by a prolongation of
the same to the watershed between Euroomba and
Scott's Creek ; thence on the north-west by said water-
shed in a south-westerly direction to a point where the
north-eastern boundary of the Gamble Run intersects
the same ; thence on the south-west by that boundary,
being a line bearing south twenty-seven degrees east,
crossing Euroomba Creek at a point about forty chains
below a tree marked 17, three miles from its south-
eastern extremity, to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Gooimbali.
Claimants of Lease-J. B. Watt and Jno. Young.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Commencing at a point on Euroomba Creek where
there is a tree mark 10 about one mile and three-
quarters below Myall Downs head station ; bounded
thence on the west by a north line to the watershed
dividing Euroomba from Scott's Creek ; thence on the
north by said watershed for about three miles and three-
quarters to a point where the south-western boundary of
the Gumble Run intersects the seine ; thence on the
north-east by a portion of that boundary being a line
bearing south twenty-seven degress east to Euroomba
Creek at a tree marked K and broach-arrow K ; and
thence on the south by that creek upwards to the
marred tree hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Pamaroo.
Claimants of Lease-J. B. Watt and Jno. Young.
Estimated area-38 square miles.
Commencing at a point on Euroomba Creek where
there is a tree marked 10, about one mile and three-
quarters below Myall Downs head station ; bounded
thence on the west by a south line five miles twenty-
eight chains ; thence on the south by an east line seven
miles and three-quarters ; thence on the east by a north
line two miles and three-quarters to the southern corner
of the Gumble Run ; and thence on the north-cast by
portion of the south-western boundary of that run two
miles and a half to Euroomba Creek at a tree marked K
and broad-arrow K ; thence on the north by that creek
upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Toarkie.
Claimants of Lease-J. B. Watt and Jno. Young.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Commencing at a point on Euroomba Creek where
there is a tree marked 10, about one mile and three-
quarters below Myall Downs head station ; thence
partly on the south by that creek upwards seven miles
and three-quarters in a direct line to a point at its head
where there is a tree marked  8;  thence again on the
south by a west line to the Main Range ; thence on the
west  by  that range in a northern direction to where the
watershed between Euroomba and Scott'., Creek intersects
the same; thence on the north-west and north by that
watershed to the north-western corner of the Gooitnbah
Run ; and thence on the east by the western boundary
of that run being a south line to the marked tree herein-
before first described.
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Name of Run-Gunnewin.
Claimants of Lease-J. B. Watt and John Young.
Estimated Area-44 square miles.
Commencing at a point on Euroomba Creek, where
there is a tree marked 10, about one mile and three
quarters below Myall Down's head station, bounded thence
on the east by the western boundary of Pamaroo and a
prolongation thereof, being a south line to the Main
Range ; thence on the south and south-west by that range
to the south-western corner of the Toarkie Run ; thence
partly on the north by a portion of the southern
boundary of that run, being an east line to a tree marked
8 at the extreme head of Euroomba Creek ; and thence
again on the north by that creek downwards about seven
miles and three-quarters to the marked tree herein before
first described.
Name of Run-Ridgeland.
Claimants of Lease-A. Walker and J. McLaren.
Estimated Area-16 square miles.
Commencing at the south-western corner of Pamaroo
Run five miles and twenty-eight chains south from a
tree marked LO on Euroomba Creek; bounded thence on
the north by the southern boundary of that run seven
miles sixty chains ; thence on the east by the south line
to the Main Range ; thence on the south by that range in
a west-north-westerly direction to a point south of the
south-western corner of the Pamaroo Run ; thence on
the west by a north line to the point of commencement
Name of Run-Durran Downs.
Claimant of Lease-A. H. Richardson.
Estimated Area-78 square miles.
Commencing at the southern corner of the Gumble
Run, being a point bearing south twenty seven degrees east
and distant two miles and a half from a tree marked K and
broad-arrow K on Euroomba Creek ; and bounded thence
on the west by a south line to the Main Range ; and thence
on the south-west by that range in a south-earterly
direction to the watershed between Durham and Slate
Hill Creeks ; thence on the east by that watershed in a
northerly direction to the south-eastern boundary of the
Narran Run ; and thence on the north-west by a portion
of that boundary and that of Gullible, being a line
bearing south sixty-three degrees west, and crossing
Durham Creek at a point about sixty-four chains above
a tree marked 10 to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Slate Hills.
Claimant of Lease-Andrew Scott.
Estimated Area-55 square miles.
Commencing at the east corner of the Narran Run,
being a point bearing south twenty-seven degrees east
and distant three miles from a tree marked broad-arrow
over K on Euroomba Creek ; bounded thence on the
north by an east line crossing State Hill Creek at a
point about forty chains below a tree marked 21 on said
creek t0 the watershed dividing Slate Hill from Barton's
Creek ; thence on the east by said watershed in south-
south-westerly direction abbout nine miles and three-
quarters to a point east of a tree marked S 4 on Slate
Hill Creek; thence on the south by a west line crossing
that creek at said marked tree to the watershed between
Durham and the last named creek ; thence on the west
by that watershed in a northerly direction to the south-
eastern boundary of the Narrrin tun ; and theuue of
the north-west by that boundary to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Rougl.ilie.
Claimant of Lease-Andrew Scott.
Estimated Area-
Available .. ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... 17
Total ... ... 42
Commencing at the south-eastern corner of the Slate
Hills Run, being a point bearing east from a tree marked
S 4 on Slate Hill Creek ; bounded thence on the east  by
the watershed dividing that creek from Barton Creek in
a southerly direction till it meets the Main Range ;
thence on the south by that range in a westerly direction
to a point where the watershed between Slate Bill and
Durham Creeks intersects tine same; thence on the west by
said watershed in a north-north-easterly direction to the
south-west corner of the Slate hill Run ; thence on the
north by the southern boundary of that run being an
east line crossing Slate Hill Creek at a tree marked S 4,
to the point of commencement.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1866.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that the within-named parties have been
licensed to occupy, for pastoral purposes, the under-
mentioned Runs, in accordance with the provisions
of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17, and the Regulations
published thereunder.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Manamanilla.
Licensee-Alexander Macgregor Thomson.
Estimated area- 25 square miles.
Description.
Manamanilla is situated on the left bank of the Mac-
kenzie River, which bounds it on the west for six miles ;
it is bounded on the north by a scrub four miles ; on the
east by a scrub ; and on the south by a creek and the
scrub which separates it from Ponamba.
Name of Run-Chudleigh.
Licensees-John B. Watt and John MacHenry.
Estimated area-50 square miles. -
Description.
Commencing at a gum tree marked W on the right
bank of the creek known as Stephen Creek ; bounded on
the  west by  a line running five miles back from the
creek ; on the south by a line running ten miles parallel
to the creek ; on the cast by a line running five miles
back to the creek ; and on the north by the creek ten
miles to starting point.
Name of Run-Lidwell.
Licensees-John B. Watt and John MacHenry.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Situated on the left bank of the creek known as Stephen
Creek, opposite the block known as Chudleigh; bounded
on the west by a line running back five miles from the
creek; on the north by a line running ten miles parallel
to the creek ; on the east by a line running five miles
back to the creek; on the south by the creek for ten
miles to starting point.
Name of Run-Thureba No. 2.
Licensee-John B. Watt.
Estimated area-48 square miles.
Description.
This block is bounded on the east by Thureba ; on the
south by Granville Creek and scrub ; on the west by
scrub ; and on the north by the range. The block
extends six miles by eight, of which there are twenty-five
square miles available and twe,ity-three square miles
unavailable. The unavailable portion is all scrub, the
available portion consisting of open stony ridges inter-
sected by two creeks which do not carry permanent
water.
Name of Run-Moira.
Licensees-John Bailey, Frank W. Newton, and
Frederick Liddiard.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at eight miles below Leichhardts lower
gorge of the Isaacs, i. e., the southern boundary of the
run known as Wallambah, and running down the
Isaacs nearly south for five miles to a tree marked A
near to another  tree  marked M on the east bank of the
Isaacs, the said tree marked A being the north-west
boundary of the run known as G-oongella, and extending
back five miles on each side of the Isaacs.
The country described as above is comprised in the
original boundary of the run known as Wallambah, but is
in excess of the area actually tendered for or claimed by
said tender.
Name of Run-Kingstone.
Licensees-John Maclieiiry and John B. Watt.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Description.
Kingstone commences at a marked tree, the eastern
boundary of the run nown as Philip's Creek, and runs
down that creek for five miles, taking two and a half
miles back from the creek on both sides.
This block is intended to take any country that may
be found on survey in excess of tender for Vermont, and
is situated between that run and Philip's Creek Run.
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Name of Run-Western Consuelo.
Licensees-John Peter and Co.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Situated on a tributary of the Consuelo Creek called
the Pewaddy Creek, bounded on the north-west by the
watershed of the Meteor, and including all the waters of
the Pewaddy Creek.
This country is applied for to secure any country that
may be found (after survey) in excess of that tendered
for by Messrs. John Peter and Co.
Name of Run-Bruntsfield.Licensee-George Edward Turnbull.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Description.
This run, Bruntsfield, is contiguous to Lake Salvator
Run, on the northern side of that block, and is bounded
on the south by a line running from a marked tree
westward, and crossing the Nogoa River at the junction
of a small creek two and a half miles from the starting
point, and thence two and a half miles farther westward
to a marked tree ; on the west by a line starting from
the last mentioned tree running northward for five miles
to a marked tree ; on the north by a line starting from
the last mentioned tree and running eastward for five
miles, crossing the Nogoa River and terminating at a
marked tree ; on the east by a line commencing at the
last mentioned tree and running southwards to the
starting point, there terminating.
Name of Run-Excess No. 2.
Licensee-Archibald Ferguson.
Estimated area-34 square miles.
Description.
Bounded on the south by that portion of the northern
boundary of Woolthorpe extending east from the eastern
boundary of Thalaba ; on the west and north by dense
scrub , and the northern watershed of Castle Creek, to
that point of the watershed intersected by the eastern
boundary ; and on the east by the run called Hope, being
a continuation of the eastern boundary of Excess No. 1.
This is country formerly included in the runs Wool-
thorpe, Hope, and Thalaba.
Name of Run-North Yan Yan Gurt.
Licensee-Thomas William Vicary.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Yan Yan
Gurt, and bounded thence on the south by the northern
boundary of that run ; on the east by portion of the
western boundary of Xynebil ; on the north by the
southern boundaries of Talagi and Tieri ; and to the
west by the watershed between Crinum and Ranorah
Creeks.
MAR &NOA DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Quibit.
Licensee-John Beckett.
Estimated area-49 squaretmiles.
Description.
Commencing at a tree marked B about two miles and
a half from a point on the southern bank of the Tartulla
Creek, about thirteen miles  above  the junction of that
creek with the Balonne River, and bounded thence on the
east by a north line seven miles ; thence on the north by
a west line seven miles ; thence on the west by a south
line seven miles ; thence on the south by an east line
seven miles to the marked tree hereinbefore first
described.
The Quibet waterhole is about two miles within the
southern boundary of this run.
Name of Run-Tomoo No. 3.
Licensees--Alfred and John  Doyle.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Description.
Commencing on the left bank of the Mungallala Creek
at the intersection of the south boundary of Tomoo No.
2 Run, and bounded on the north by an east line four
miles and a half ; thence on the east by a south line five
miles ; thence on the south by a west line about five
miles sixty chains to a box tree marked by Mr. Commis-
sioner Austin X[V over broad-arrow on the left bank
of the Mungallala Creek near a box tree marked  J;  and
thence on the west by the left bank of that creek upwards
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Tomoo No. 4.
Licensees - Alfred and John Doyle.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Description.
Commencing on the right bank of the Mungallala
Creek at the intersection of the south boundary of
Tomoo No. 2 Run, and bounded on the north by a west
line five and a half miles  ;  thence on the west by a south
line five and a half miles ; thence on the south by an
east line four miles twenty chains to the Mungallala
Creek, opposite a box tree marked XIV .  over broad-
arrow by Mr. Commissioner Austin, near to a tree
marked J ; and thence on the east by the right bank of
that creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of  Run-Scalby.
Licensee - Wi lliam Barton.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
This run is situated on both banks of Mungallala
Creek ,  adjcining the south boundary of Mungallala Run
which crosses the creek one mile below the junction of
the Ahundanung Creek where there is a river gum tree
marked 0 over broad -arrow by Mr. Commissioner Austin
on the right bank of the Mungallala Creek, commencing
four miles east from the creek and four and a half miles
west from the south-east corner of  the Mungallala Run,
and bounded on the north by a west line ten miles ;
thence on the west by a south line about five miles;
thence on the south by an east  line crossing the creek,
and passing through the gum tree marked 8 over broad-
arrow by Mr. Commissioner Austin on the left bank ;
and thence on the east by a north line about five miles
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Bymount No. 2.
Licensee - William Bassett.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Bymount
Block on the head of the Bungil Creek; thence by the
southern boundary of Carpi to  the Main  Range round
to the south -east by the waterfall of the Main Range
until it reaches Lalor's Eumamurra  ;  thence by the
northern boundary of that block and Lalor's other coun-
try to the  south-eastern corner of Bymount, and then
by a line  five miles in length to commencing point.
Name of Run-Weeyan.
Licensee - David Roberts, sear.
Estimated area - 70 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the north -weste rn  corner of Thuragi
Run, which is indicated by a tree marked F, and
bounded thence on the west  by a north  line fourteen
miles ; thence on the north by an east line  .five miles ;
thence on the east by a south line fourteen miles passing
through a tree marked MP conjoined  (which is the
north -west corner of Myall Plains ),  to the north-east
corner of Thuragi  Run ; and  thence on  the south by
the north  boundary of the  lastznentioned run, west  five
miles to the marked  tree hereinbefore  first described.
Name of Run - Moogamooga.
Licensee - James Lalor.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
A block of country on the Onanada  Creek commenc-
ing at the south-east corner of  Grafton Court  Run, and
bounded on the south -west by a north- west line ten
miles ; thence on the north -west by a north -east line five
miles ; thence on the north -east by a south -east line ten
miles ; thence  on the  south-east  by a south- west  line five
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Bengalla.
Licensee - James Lalor.
Estimated area-47 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the north -east corner of Bungewargarai
No. 4 Run ; and bounded thence partly on the south
by part of the north  boundary  of that  Run to the
south-east corner of B ungewargarai No. 5 Run ; thence
partly on the west by part of the eastern boundary of
that  run three miles ; thence partly on the north by a
north-east line four miles ; thence again partly on the
west by a north -west line seven miles  ;  thence again
partly on the north by a  north -east line three and a-half
miles to the north-west corner of the Wattanall Bay
Run ; thence  on the east by the back boundaries of
Wattanall Bay, Gouthalla ,  Minmean, and Mount
Beagle  -Runs to the south-west corner  of Mount Beagle
Run ; thence again partly on the north by part of the
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south boundary of that run two miles to the north-west
corner of Mindahrin Run ; thence again on the east by
part of the western boundary of that run twenty chains ;
thence again on the south by part of the northern
boundary of Bungewargarai Creek Run to the south-east
corner of Bungewargarai No. 3 Run ; thence again on the
west  by  the eastern boundaries of Bungewargarai No. 3
and Bungewargarai No. 4 Runs, passing through the
centre of Mount Beagle to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Four-mile Creek Back Block.
Licensee - William Smith.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Description.
A long narrow slip at the edge of the scrub along the
south -west boundary of the Bungewargarai Blocks
known as No .  4, No. 5, and No .  6, commencing about
half-way up the back line to the block known as No.  4;
thence along the back line of the blocks known as No. 5
and No. 6, and continued in a north -west direction to
the east corner of Stewart ' s Creek back block to a
tree marked No. 1 S ; thence in a south -west  direction
to a tree marked No. 4 S, the south corner of Stewart's
Creek back block ; thence  along  the edge of the scrub in
a south-east direction to a parallel with the middle of
the block known as No . 4;  thence to the middle of the
back line of Block 4,  the point of commencement.
Name of Run -Wandibingie.
Licensee - Charles Picton.
Estimated area-39 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the north -west corner of Nemin Run,
at a tree marked broad-arrow over N in triangle ; and
bounded thence  partly on  the west by a north line four
hundred chains  ;  thence partly on the north by an east
line twenty -six chains  ;  thence again on the west by a
north line one hundred and twenty-seven chains ; thence
again on the north by an east line about four hundred
and four chains ; thence on the north -east by a south-
east line two hundred and eighty chains ; thence on the
south-east by a south -west line four  hundred  and sixty-
three chains  ;  thence again on the south by a west
line about three hundred chains to the point of
commencement.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Fairlie Plains West.
Licensee-Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Situated on the right bank of the Sullivan Creek,
commencing at a point opposite the north-west corner of
the Fairlie Plains Run ; bounded thence on the north by
a west line five miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence
east five miles to the Sullivan Creek ; and thence by the
right bank of that Creek upwards, to the starting point.
Name of Run-Oonungoo.
Licensee-Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Situated on the south bank of the Ackland Creek, on
the west side of the Yowah Creek, (the said Ackland
Creek is situated about forty miles, in a westerly direc-
tion, from the Fulo Station on the Paroo giver) coin-
mencing at a gidA ah tree, marked AFS on its south
side, situated about one mile and a half east of Oonungoo
Spring ; bounded thence on the east by a south line
five miles ; on the south by a west line ten miles ; on
the west by a north line five miles to the Ackland Creek;
and on the north by that Creek to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run--Koolpitta.
Licensee-Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Fairlie
Plains West Run, on the west bank of the Sullivan
Creek ; bounded thence ou. the north by a west line five
miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence east five miles to
the Sullivan Creek ; and thence by the right bank of
that creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Yarrabooter.
Licensee-John de Villiers Lamb.
Estimated area-51 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Quamby
Run, on the west side of the duorni r'a.oo IL or; bounded
thence on the south side by a west line ten miles  ;  thence
north five miles ; thence east ten miles  ;  thence south
five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Pint -a-hea.
Licensee - John de Villiers Lamb.
Estimated area - 75 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the north -west corner of the Yarra-
booter Run ,  on the west side of the Coorni Paroo River ;
bounded thence on the south by an east line five miles-;
thence north fifteen miles ,  thence west five miles, thence
south fifteen miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bylang.
Licensees - Alexander Hood, James Wyse Tor-
rance, and James Hood.
Estimated area-49 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at  the  north-east corner of the Brindo-
wappa Run, on the east side of the Paroo River, thence
east seven miles ; thence south seven miles ; thence west
seven miles ; thence north seven miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Burrilkan.
Licensees-Alexander Hood, James Wyse Tor-
rance, and James Hood.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a box tree on the left bank of the
Boorara Creek marked HT ,  situated at the south-west
corner of  the W,yte-Wonka  Run; bounded thence on
the south by a west line five miles ; thence north ten
miles ; thence east  five miles to the aforesaid creek ;
thence by the said Creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name  of Run - Kurra Molo.
Licensees - Alexander Hood, James  Wyse Tor-
rance, James Hood.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the south -east corner of the Wyte-
Wonka Run ,  on the east side of the Boorara Creek ;
bounded thence on the soul h by an cast line ten miles ;
thence north ten miles ; thence west ten miles  ;  thence
south ten miles to the ' point of commencement.
Name of Run-Tilberry.
Licensees - Alexander  Hood, James Wyse Tor-
rance,  James Hood.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the north -west corner of the Boorara
Run, on the west side of the Paroo River ; bounded
thence on the south by a west line ten miles ; thence
north ten miles ; thence east ten miles  ;  thence south
ten miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Tungata.
Licensees - Alexander Hood, James  Wyse Tor-
rance, and James Hood.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Wyte-
Wonka Run ,  on the Boorara Creek ; bounded thence on
the east by  a north line ten miles ; thence west ten miles ;
thence south ten miles ; thence east ten miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Tanko.
Licensees-Alexander Hood, James Wyse Tor-
rance, and James Hood.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the south -west corner of the Tungata
Run ; bounded thence on the south by a west line ten
miles ; thence north ten miles ; thence east ten miles
thence south ten miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Yarron Vale.
Licensees - Robert Russell and Edmund Bignell.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a koolabah tree on the right bank of
the Paroo River, marked broad-arrow over 10 in triangle
on its west  side,  situated at the north-east corner of the
Buckenby  West Run ; bounded thence  on the south by
a west line eight miles twenty-two chains ; thence on the
west by a north line ten miles ; thence on the north by
an east line  one mile fifty -eight chains to the Paroo
ilxver a t a koulaba n  tree  on  the left bank marked broad-
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arrow over 11 in triangle on its east side ; and thence
on the east by the said river downwards to the marked
tree hereinbefore  first described.
Name of Run - Yarran.
Licensees  -  William Colburn Mayne, junior,
Edward Colburn Mayne, and Charles James
Forbes.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a gum tree on the left bank of the
Nivelle River marked broad -arrow over N 16 in triangle
on its south side ; bounded thence on the south by an
east line three miles ten chains  ;  thence on the east by a
north line  five miles  ;  thence on  the  north by a west
line five miles crossing the said river at a box tree on
the left bank marked broad -arrow over N 17 in triangle
on its south side ; thence on the west by a south line five
miles ; and thence again on the south by an east line
one mile seventy chains to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described.
Name of Run - Yarran North.
Licensees - William Colburn Mayne, Edward
Colburn Mayne ,  and Charles John Forbes.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a box tree on the left bank of the
Nivelle River ,  marked broad -arrow over N 17 in triangle
on its south side ; bounded thence on the south by an
east line two miles ; thence on the east by a north line
about  five miles to the northern boundary of the War-
rego District ; thence west five miles  ;  thence south
about five miles  ;  and thence east three miles to the
starting point.
Name of Run-Cunadorah.
Licensees - Joseph Becker and William Sly.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a double gum tree on the left bank of
the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River ,  marked broad-arrow
over C in triangle on its east side, situated at the north-
west corner of the Koraggarak Run ; bounded thence on
the south by an east line five miles  ;  thence north ten
miles ; thence west  five miles to the aforesaid river ; and
thence by the said river downwards to the tree  first
described.
Name of Run-Authoringa.
Licensee-Frederick Augustus Forbes.
Estimated area-35 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a leaning gum-tree on the left bank of
the Angellala River, marked broad-arrow over C in
triangle on its east side, situated at the south corner of
the Clonmel Run ; bounded thence on the north by a
west line five miles ; thence south seven miles ; thence
east five miles to the said river  ;  and thence by the said
river upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Authoringa East.
Licensee-Frederick Augustus Forbes.
Estimated  area-35  square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a leaning gum-tree on the left bank of
the Angellala River, marked broad-arrow over C in
triangle on its east side, situated at the south corner of
the Clonmel Run ; bounded thence on the north by an
east line five miles ; thence south seven miles ; thence
west five miles to the Angellala River ; and thence by
the said river upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Rnn-Munga Munga.
Licensee--Frederick Augustus Forbes.
Estimated  area-36 square miles.
Description.
Commencing  at the north-east corner of the Ivanhoe
Downs Run, on the head of the Angellala River ;
bounded thence on the north by an east line six miles ;
thence south six miles ; thence west six miles to the
eastern boundary of the said Ivanhoe Downs Run ; and
thence north six miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Humeburn West.
Licensee-Alexander Falconer  Sullivan.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing on the left bank of the Sullivan Creek, at
a spot where the back or western boundary of the Hume-
burn Run crosses the said creek  ;  bounded thence by a
line running north five miles ; thence by a west line five
miles ; thence  by a south line ten miles ; thence by an
east  line five miles  ;  and thence by a north line  five miles
back to starting point.
Name of Run-Bingara South.
Licensee-Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the Bingara Spring, which is situated
about thirty miles in a westerly direction from the Eulo
Station, on the Paroo River ; and also situated about ten
miles in an easterly direction from the Oornurgoo
Spring ; bounded thence by a west line two miles
thence by a south line ten miles ; thence by an east line
five miles ; thence by a north line ten miles ; and thence
by a west line three miles back to starting point.
Name of Run - Bingara North.
Licensee - Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the Bingara Spring, and bounded
thence by a line running east five miles ; thence by a
north line ten miles  ; thence by  a west line five miles
thence by a south line ten miles back to the starting
po in t.
Name of Run - Beechel West.
Licensee - Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Situated on the right bank of the Sullivan Creek, and
commencing at the south-east corner of the Koolpitta
Run ; and bounded thence by a west line five miles ;
thence by a south line ten miles ; thence by an east line
five miles to the Sullivan Creek ; and thence by the
course of that creek upwards to the starting point.
Name of Run - Kahmoo Mulga.
Licensee-Donald McIntyre.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a box tree  marked  HJA on the east
bank of the Dangle Ricer ,  situated at the south-west
corner of the East Barkoothullah Run ; bounded thence
on the north by an east line five miles ; thence south ten
miles ; thence west five miles to the Dangle River ; and
thence by the left bank of that river upwards to the
marked tree first described.
Name of Run-Authoringa North.
Licensee-Thomas Frederick  llarrison.
Estimated area-40 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a leaning gum tree on the left bank
of the Angellaia River marked broad-arrow over C in
triangle on its east side; bounded thence on the east by
a north  line eight  miles  ;  thence west five miles ; thence
south eight  miles  ;  and thence east five miles to the
marked tree first described.
Name of R, un-Karteret.
Licensee-William Henry Hill.
Estimated  area-25 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Cuttaburra
No. 1 Run, on the west side of the Cuttaburra Creek,
bounded thence on the north by a west line five miles
thence south five miles ; thence cast five miles ; and
thence north five miles to the point of conunencemuent.
Name of Run-Kah moo.
Licensee-William Henry Hill.
L+ siimated area-25 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Cuttaburra
No. 2 Run, ono the west side of the Cuttaburra Creek
bounded thence on the north by a west line five miles
thence south five miles ; thence east five miles ; and
thence north five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run--Euraine.
Licensees-John Frazer, Charles  Brown, and
John Monkton Brown.
Estimated area-- 49 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a box tree marked broad -arrow over
XI in triangle on its east side, situated on the left bank
of the Warrego River ; bounded thence on the south by
a west,line two miles  ;  thence on the west by north line
se ven  miles; thence on the north by an east line seven
miles ; thence on the east by a south line three miles ten
chains to the Warrego River, at a box tree marked
broad-arrow over XII in triangle ; thence by a contin-
uation of said south line for three miles seventy chains
farther, to the north boundary of the Westerton Run;
thence again on the  south by  a west line five miles to the
marked tree herein-before first described.
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Name of Run-Woura.
Licensees-John Frazer, Charles Brown, and
John Monkton Brown.
Estimated area- 42 square miles.
Desmiption.
Commencing at a box tree marked broad-arrow over
XII in triangle, on the right bank of the Warrego River ;
bounded thence  east seven miles ;  thence north six
miles ; thence west seven miles ; and thence south six
miles  to point of eommencment.
Name of Run-Inquin.
Licensee-Thomas Williams.Estimated-area-64 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the south -east corner  of the Goonery
Run, on the  east side  of the Warrego River ; bounded
thence east seven miles ; thence north nine miles forty-
three chains ; thence west seven miles ; and thence south
nine  miles forty-three chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Kambo.
Licensee-Henry Williams.
Estimated  area-25 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Inquin
Run, on the east side of the Warrego River ; bounded
thence on the south by an east line five miles ; thence
north five miles ; thence west five miles ; thence south
five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Paddy Paddy.
Licensee-William Forrester.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a spot about eleven miles north of a
gidyah tree on the Noorama Creek, marked broad-arrow
over N 1 in triangle ; bounded thence on the south by a
west line five  miles ; thence north five miles ; thence east
ten miles  ; thence south five miles ; and thence east five
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Trunkey, East Warrego.
Licensee-George Sydney Smith.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at north-east corner of a run called
Trunkey on the east side of Warrego River ; thence by a
south line forming part of the eastern boundary of
Trunkey five miles ; thence by an east line five miles ;
thence by a north line five miles ; thence by a west line
five miles, to  point of commencement.
Name of Run-Yanda Warrego.
Licensee-George Sidney Smith.
Estimated area-60 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the south-east corner of a run called
Trunkey east, on east side of the Warrego River; thence
by an cast line five miles ; thence by a north line ten
miles ; thence by a west line seven miles ; thence by the
left bank of the Noorama Creek to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Imbadulla Warrego.
Licensee-Henry Jervis St. John.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Desc7 iption.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Injamulla
Run, on the Bulloo River; bounded thence on the north
by a west line five miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence
east five miles ; thence on the east by the said river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Imbadulla East Warrego.
Licensee-Henry Jervis St. John.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Injamulla
East Run, on the Bulloo River ; bounded thence by an
east  line five miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence west
five miles ; and thence on the west by the said river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Injamulla Warrego.
Licensee-Henry Jervis St. John.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Gundary
Run, on the Bulloo River ; bounded thence on the
north by a west line five miles ; thence south ten miles ;
thence east  five miles ; and thence on the east by the
said river  upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Injamulla East Warrego.
Licensee-Henry Jervis St. John.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Gundary
East Run, on the Bulloo River ; bounded thence on the
north by an east line five miles ; thence south ten miles ;
thence west five miles ; and thence on the west by the
said river upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mogadarra Warrego.
Licensee-Henry Jervis St. John.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Imbadulla
Run on the Bulloo River ; bounded thence on the north
by a west line five miles ; thence south fifteen miles ;
thence east five' miles, and thence on the east by the said
river upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Gundary Warrego.
Licensee-Henry Jervis St. John.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Description.
Situated on the Bulloo River. Commencing at a gum
tree on the west bank marked AP over IC in square, said
tree being distant about sixty miles above and north of
the Government marked tree, broad-arrow over C in
triangle, on said river ; bounded thence on the north by
a west line five miles ; thence south fifteen miles ; thence
east five miles, and thence on the east by the said river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Gundary, East Warrego
Licensee-Henry Jervis St. John.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Gundary
Run, on the Bulloo River ; bounded thence on the north
by an east line five miles ; thence south fifteen miles ;
thence west five miles ; thence on the west by the said
river upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bingala.
Licensee-Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a koolabah tree on the right bank of
the Paroo River marked broad-arrow over 1 in triangle
on its west side, situated at the north-east corner of the
Upper Eulo Right Run ; bounded thence on the south
by an east line six miles twenty-three chains ; thence on
the east by a north line ten miles ;  thence  on the north
by a west line three miles fifty-seven chains to the Paroo
River, at a koolabah tree on the right bank marked
broad-arrow over 2 in triangle on its west side, and
thence on the west by the said river downwards to the
marked tree hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Beechel East.
Licensee-Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Fairlie
Plains South Run, on the Sullivan Creek ; bounded
thence on the north by an east line five miles ; thence
south ten miles ; thence west five miles to the said
creek, and thence by the aforesaid creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Dynevor Downs.
Licensee-Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Dynevor
Downs East Run, on the Ackland Creek ; bounded
thence on the east by a north line five miles ; thence
west ten miles ; thence south five miles to the said creek,
and thence by the aforesaid creek upwards to the starting
point.
Name of Run-Dynevor Downs South.
Licensee-Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Oonungoo
Run, on the Ackland Creek ; bounded thence on the
east by a south line ten miles ; thence west ten miles ;
thence north ten miles to the said creek, and thence to the
aforesaid creek upwards to the starting point.
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Name  of Run-ICyearing West.
Licensees -Vincent James Dowling and George
Henry Cox.
Estimated  erea-50  square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a tree marked VD conjoined on the
western bank of the Coorni Paroo Waterhole, at the
northern boundary of the Caiwarro Right Run, extend.
ing thence northerly ten miles ; thence west five miles ;
thence south  ten miles  ; thence  east  to starting point five
miles.
Name of Run-Xyearing East.
Licensees-George Henry Cox and Vincent James
Dowling.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a tree marked VD conjoined on the
east bank of the Coorni Paroo Watcrhole, opposite the
southern boundary of the Kyearing West Run, extend-
ing thence northerly ten miles ; thence east five miles ;
thence south ten miles ; thence west five miles back to
starting point.
Name of Rrin-Podmore West.
Licensees-George Henry Cox and Vincent James
Dowling.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Kyearing
West Run, opposite the southern boundary of the
Podmore East Run ; extending thence northerly ten
miles ; thence west five miles ; thence south ten miles ;
thence east five miles, back to starting point.
Name of Run-Podmore East
Licensees-'George Henry Cox and Vincent James
Dowling.
Estimated area-50 square miles
Description.
Commencing at the northern boundary of the
Kyearing East Run, extending thence northerly ten
miles ; thence east five miles ; thence south ten miles ;
thence west five miles back to starting point.
Name of Run-Thurnby.
Licensees-George Henry Cox and Vincent James
Dowling.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Podmore
West run, extending thence by a boundary line north
ten miles ; thence west five miles ; thence south ten
miles ; thence  east  to starting point five miles.
Name of Run - Flinton.
Licensees -George Henry Cox and
Janes Dowling.
Estimated  area - 50 square miles.
Description.
Vincent
Commencing at north-east corner of the Podmore
East Run, opposite the southern boundary of the
Thurnby run; extending thence by a boundary line
north ten miles ; thence  east  five miles ; thence south
ten miles ; thence west to starting point five miles.
Name of Run-Gunadorah West
Licensees-Joseph Becker and William Sly.
Estimated  Area-75  square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a guru tree on the left bank of the
Bulloo River, marked broad-arrow over C1 in triangle
on its eastern side, situated at the north-east corner of
the Yungerah Run ; bounded thence on the south by a
west line five miles ; thence north fifteen miles ; thence
east five miles to a spot opposite the north-west corner
of the Gunadorah Run : and thence on the east by the
said river downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Boondoona.
Lincensee-William Henry Ralston.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Jero Run
on the east side of the Yowah Creek; bounded thence
on the south by an east line five miles ; thence north ten
miles ; thence west five miles ; and thence south ten
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Dynevor Downs, East.
Licensee-Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated Area-50 square miles
Description.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Oonungoo
Run on the Ackland Creek ; bounded thence on the east
by a north line five miles ; thence west ten miles ; thence
south five miles to the said creek ; and thence by the
aforesaid creek upwards to the starting point.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
INNER ROUTE TO TORRES' STRAITS.
rr HE following Beacons have been erected for
the Queensland Government by" H. 1VI. S.
Salamander," for the guidance of vessels taking
the Inner Route, viz.:--
d. Reef, Princess Charlotte's  Bay.-Lat. 14° 7' 30" S.,
on the S.W. end of the sand bank, a beacon facing east
and west, with large D painted white on a black ground.
y. Reef, of Cape Direction.-Lat.  12° 49' S., a black
rectangular beacon is placed on the western edge of
this reef. The sand shown on the chart is covered at
high water.
d. Reef, of Momkhouse Point.-Lat.  15° 30' 30". A
screw pile-on which a beacon is about to be erected-is
placed on the western edge of this reef.
Mariners are cautioned that two coral patches
have been reported as lying between Nos. 1 and 2
Claremont Islands and the shoal off the mainland,
-in the neighborhood of the course laid down on
the Admiralty charts as that which should be used
at night. It is recommended, therefore, that at
night a course should be steered so as to pass to
the eastward of the above islands.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, 18th  July,  1860.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORETON BAY-BRISBANE RIVER.
0
N and after this date, a light will be exhibited
from Lytton, which will be visible from the
beacon immediately above Luggage Point,--east-
rard, to the Fishermen Islands. Vessels passing up
the river should keep Luggage Point within two
ship's lengths, until the small gap through the man-
groves above the point is opened ; they should then
haul up and steer direct for the light at Lytton,
until the large black buoy off the Boat Channel is
sighted, after passing which, they can shape a
course up the river as usual.
Vessels steering up the river, towards Lytton
will,-while keeping this light in sight,-be clear of
the bank, and the two red buoys on the west side of
the channel.
By order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, July 10th, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORETON BAY-BRISBANE RIVER.VESSELS crossing the Inner Bar above thewest Beacon, where a cutting is now being
made, are to pass on that side of the Dredge,
from which a Flag is exhibited by day, or a Red
Light by night.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, 29th June, 1866.
Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1866.
I T is hereby notified, that WALTER MCCLINTOCK,of Toowoomba, in the Colony of Queensland,
Esquire, Clerk of Petty Sessions, has been
appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits, &c., such
commission being determinable on his ceasing to
hold the appointment of Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Toowoomba.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1866.
IT is hereby notified, that R0BERT E.ER MACNISH,E quire, late Und r-Sheriff of the Colony of
Queensland, no longer holds a Commission for
taking Affidavits in the Supreme Court of Queens-
land.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to his Honor the Chief Justice.
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REVENUE and EXPENDITURE of the ToOWOOMBA MUNICIPALITY to 30th JUNE, 1866.
Dr.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
To cash in hand  ...  .. 16 18 7
„ Balance in Bank of New
South Vales ... ... 106 3 5
„ Government Endowments-
On ]and sales for 1865 ... 634 8 4
On Rates for half-year
ending 31st Decem-
ber, 1865 ... ... 970 9 5
„ Carriers' licenses ... ... 5 0 0
„ Contractors' deposits ... 36 0 0
„ Sale yard dues ...
... 59 9 6
„ Loan of Seal ... ... 0 15 0
„ Deduction from contractor
for cutting burr
... 0 10 0
„ Per centage off printing ac-
count  Darling" Downs
Gazette...
,,  Rates  collected ...
0 19
123 2 0
1,604 17 9
3
102 13 9
139 9 5
Cr.
£ s. d.
By Salaries-
Town Clerk and Engineer
to 31st May ... .. 116 3 5
Rate Collector and In-
spector of Nuisances ... 29 3 4
Town Clerk to 30th June 16 13 4
Town Engineer to 30th
June ,..
... 20 16 8
Incidental and petty ex-
penses, including postage,
election expenses, audit
and assessment fees ... 33 12 2
Exhibition_ 6 5 10
Town Ha ll ... ... ... 4 0 0
Town Hall Reserve ... 8 10 0
Market sale yard ... . ... 298 10 0
Bathurst burr ... ... 13 0 0
Reservoir ... 47 10 0
Contractors' deposits ... 36 0 0
Printing and advertising ... 41 6 0
Burning dead carcasses ... 16 5 0
Stationery ... ... ... 2 17 11
Well, Herries street west... 5 0 0
Ditto, Herries street east... 92 5 0
Ditto, James street ... 24 11 0
Ditto, Bridge street 56 5 0
Ditto, Margaret street west 90 1 0
Ditto, Norwood street ... 16 0 0
Ditto, West Swamp ... 6 16 0
„ Bridge, Russell street ... 5 5 0
„ Ditto, Stephen street  ... 12 7 2
„ Ditto, Campbell street ... 2 10 0
„ Ditto, Herries street ... 7 5 0
Ditto, Ruthven street ... 45 0 0
Hume street, clearing 362 10 0
„ Ruthven street, ditto ... 98 0 0.
„ West street, ditto ... ... 106 0 0
„ Klein street, ditto... ... 48 0 0
„ North street, ditto ... 30 0 0
„ South street, ditto ... 12 0 0
„ Season street, ditto ... 12 0 0
„ Neil street, ditto ... ... 2 10 0
Long street, ditto ... ... 1 0 0
„ Perth street, log crossing... 52 15 0
„ Cash in hand .. 3 6 7
„ Balance in Bank of Now
South Wales ... ... 188 2 6
£ s. d.
182 16 9
507 16 11
290 18 0
72 7 2
724  15 0
191 9 1
£1,970  2  11 £1,970  2  11
We, the undersigned, having examined the Books and Vouchers in connection with the above
Accounts, do hereby certify the same to be correct.
Jo$N M. FLYNN, Town Clerk.
Toowoomba Municipality, July, 1866.
EDWARD LORDS,
SAMUEL GEORGE STEPHENS,
E. W. ROBINSON, Mayor.
VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of the Faith, &c., &c.,
To the Widow and next of kin (if any) of James
Teevan, late of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, builder, deceased, intestate, and
to all others whom it may concern-
GREETING :
HEREAS it hath been represented to our
Supreme Court of Queensland, by the
Proctor of Amos Braysher, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, a creditor of the said
deceased, that the said James Teevan departed this
life on or about the Twenty-third day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-four, intestate, having, at the time of his
death goods, chattels, and credits, in the Colony
aforesaid : We do therefore hereby peremptorily
cite you, and each and every of you, to appear
personally, or by your Proctor duly constituted,
before our said Court, at the Court House, in
Queen street, Brisbane, on the Eleventh day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-six, at the hour of
I Auditors.
Ten o'clock in the forenoon of the same day,
and there to abide, if occasion shall require,
during the sitting of the said Court, and then
and there to accept or refuse Letters ofAdministration of all a d singular thegoods, chat-
tels, and effects, of the said deceased, or otherwise
to show sufficient cause (if you or either of you
have or know any) why the same should not be
committed to the said Amos Braysher, as aforesaid,
a creditor of the said deceased, on giving sufficient
security ; and further to do and receive as to law
and justice shall appertain, under pain of such
Letters of Administration being granted to the said
Amos Braysher, as aforesaid, a creditor of the said
deceased.
Witness the Honorable JAMES COCKLE, Esquire,
Chief Justice of our said Court at Brisbane,
this eleventh day of July, in the thirtieth
year of our reign, and A.D. 1866.
[L.s.] REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar.
ROBERTS AND HART,
Proctors for the said Amos Braysher,
Queen street, Brisbane.
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BALANCE SH ET of the DRAYTON MUNICIPALITY for the half year ending the 30th June,1866.
Dr.
1866. £ s. d.
Jan. 1. To Cash in hands of Town Clerk... 4 0 6
Feb. 6. „ Rate endowment to 31st 1)ecem-
, ,  15.
May 30.
ber, 1865 ... ... ... 266 3 6
„ Land sales endowment to ditto 116 13 9
„ Overdraft  from Queensland
Bank  ... ... .  50 0 0
June30. „ Cutting burr on private property 0 12 0
a,
,,  Received on account of sum-
monses ... ... ... 1 4 0
Rates collected this half year ... 186 12 0
„
Cr.
1866.
Jan. 1. By Balance due to Joint Stock
balance ... 2215 6
Clearing Anne, Canning, and
Creek streets  37 12 6
Bank  ...  ... .. 25 15 8
June 30. „ Clearing the boundary streets 62 0 0
Clearing the road up the Range,
„
„
„
„
Clearing Cambooya, Laurence,
and Darling streets... . 28 8 0
Breaking metal, and cartage of
same, balance . .,. 19 7 7
Carting rubble to bridges 5 5 0
Macadamising part of Win-
chester street ... ... 116 17 6
9,
Fencing wells, and repairs to
same ... ... ... 13 15 0
Sinking wells deeper ... ... 24 7 0
Cutting the burr, and paid tobailiff .. 13 0 0
Woods, day labor, and burning
dead beasts . 4 14 6
Drawing logs and felling a tree 1 10 0
Surveying for three wells, and
transferring same to Council 11 1 6
DarlingDowns and  Government
Gazette,  printing, &e. ... 13 14 6
,9
9,
s. d.
Auditors and Poll Clerk  ...  4 4 0
Stationery, ropes, candles, tele-
grams, requisitions, buckets,
Town Clerk's salary for seven
£625 5 9
4 15 7
months :.. ... 75 16 8
Inspector's salary for nine
months ... ... ... . 27 10 0
The Assessor's fees, and serving
assessment notices .. ... 23 3 0
Interest, exchange, discount,
and insurance .. ... 5 18 0'
Deed box for Council... .. ' 2 0 0
Paid for summons, memorials,
and repairs to clocks ... 4 13 6
Stamps...  ...  ... 2 10 0
Paid overdraft to bank .. 50 0 0
Balance in Queensland Bank... 22 9 6
In Town Clerk's hands ... 2 1 3
9, 9,
9, ,9
£625 5 9
I hereby Certify that the above Balance Sheet is correct.
THOMAS P. HASLAM, Town Clerk.
JOSEPH WEBB, Mayor-
We hereby Certify that we have examined the accounts of the Municipality of Drayton ,  for the
half year ending the 30th June ,  1866 ,  and have found them to correspond  with  the above Balance Sheet,
which is quite correct.
Council Chambers,
Drayton, 12th July, 1866.
In the Metropolitan District Court of  -Queensland,
holden at Brisbane.
ELLERKER AND ANOTIIER v. DUNNING.
r",O ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
'J L'  that in pursuance of a certain Writ of
fieri facius  issued herein, the Registrar of the Metro-
politan District Court of Queensland, holden at
Brisbane, will cause to be sold, all the Defendant's
equity of redemption, or other equitable interest of,
in, and to, all that piece or parcel of Land situate in
the county of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion
one hundred and sixty-two, containing thirty-five
acres and three roods, be the same more or less,
commencing on a road one chain wide at the north-
east corner of portion one hundred and sixty-one,
and bounded thence on the north by that road
bearing east nine chains to another road one chain
wide, on the east by that road bearing south thirty-
eight chains and forty-four links to the road from
Brisbane to Cleveland, on the south-east by that
road bearing south seventy-one degrees west nine
chains and forty-eight links, and on the west by a
GUSTAV SCHWTLK,
} Auditors.ROBERT PARKER,
line bearing north forty-one chains and forty-eight
links to the point of commencement.
The Registrar will also cause to be sold all the
Defendant's right, title, and interest in, and to, all
that piece or parcel of Land situate in the county of
Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly, sub-division num-
ber one of portion number three, containing two
roods, be the same more or less, commencing at the
north-east corner of sub-division number two, and
bounded thence on the south by that sub-division
bearing west five chains, on the west by a road fifty
links wide bearing north one chain, on the north
by portion number two bearing east five chains to
a Government road, on the east by that road bear-
ing south one chain to the point of commencement,
Will be Sold at Montgomery's Royal Hotel,
Queen street, Brisbane, on FRIDAY, the twenty-
fourth day of August next, at Twelve o'clock noon,
unless this execution is previously satisfied.
HENRY A. ELIOTT,
Registrar.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Henry Pedgrift, formerly of Liverpool,
in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, and late surgeon of the Government
emigrant ship " Rockhampton," deceased.
rOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probite
of the last Will and Testament of the abovenamed
Henry Pedgrift, deceased, may be granted to Hugh
Buckley Hammersley,'and John dessop, at present
residing in the City of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, two of the Executors in the said Will
named, reserving leave to Francis Miurrell, of 42
Duke street, Lincoln's Inn, London, the other
Executor therein named, to come in and prove the
same at any time hereafter if he shall think fit.
Dated this twenty-first day of July, in the year of
Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty six.
ROBERTS AND HART,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Hugh Buckley Hammersley,
and John Jessop.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICSION.
In the Goods of Jasper Salter, late of Ghingindale,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  wool -sorter,
deceased ,  intestate.
N
TOTICE is hereby given, that on the expiration
L of fourteen days from the publication hereof
in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  Charles
Frederick Chubb, of Bell street ,  Ipswich, in the
the said Colony ,  an Attorney of the Supreme Court
of Queensland ,  intends to apply to this honorable
Court ,  in its Ecclesiastical  Jurisdiction, that Lett:•rs
of Administration of all and singular the goods,
chattels, credits ,  and e ffects ,  of the abovenamed
deceased ,  intestate ,  may be granted to him as the
duly constituted Attorney of Sarah Salter, of
Stroud ,  in the county of Gloucester ,  and kingdom
of England ,  the mother and next of kin of the said
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this twenty -first day of July,
in the year of our Lord 1866.
EDWARD DOY LE,
Proctor for the said Charles Frederick Chubb,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
;NOTICE  is hereby  given, that  the Partnership
lately subsisting between John Graham and
Peter Graham,  trading  under the style or firm of
Graham  and Co., of Maryborough, General MVIer-
chants and Storekeepers ,  was, on the  9th day of
,June  instant ,  dissolved  by mutua l consent ; and
that all debts due and owing  to or by the  said late
firm are to  be received  or paid by the said Peter
Graham, who will for the future  continue  to carry
on the said business under the style or firm of
Graham and Co.
Dated this 22nd day of June, 1866.
JOHN GRAHAM,
PETER G_tZAHAM.
Witness - C. H. STEDMAN,
Solicitor ,  Maryborough.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
THE Partnership hitherto existing betweenThomas Roe Carter and J hn William
Greaves, under the style or firm of Carter and Co.,
as merchants, at Townsville, Cleveland Bay, in the
Colony of Queensland, is this day dissolved. The
said business will for the future be carried on by
the said Thomas Roe Carter, under the style or
firm of Carter and Co., who will receive and pay
all debts due to and from the said late firm of
tarter and Co. contracted in the usual course of
.Jusiness.
T. R. CARTER,
JOHN W. GREAVES.
THOMAS BOSTON, Witness to both Signatures.
Townsville, 20th June, 1866.
]inparunbing.
AIPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the premises of
Mr. H. Hatton, 13th July, 1866. Damages 10s.
One brown horse, like D over CW over W near shoulder,
CH or GH near rump, stripe down face, near hind
and off fore feet white.
If not released on or before 7th August, 1866, will be
sold.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi, from Callandoon, 11th
July, 1866, by order of James E. Davys, Esquire.
One brown gelding, hip down, blaze down face, branded
1) near shoulder, T off shoulder.
One bay mare, JW near shoulder.
One bay mare, M and blotched brand near shoulder ;
bay filly foal at foot unbranded.
One grey gelding, like JT near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, JY near shoulder, M near neck.
If not released on or before 7th August, 1866, will be
sold to pay expenses.
HARRY D. B ALMA.IN, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Rosenthall, 16th
:T _Ii,, 1460, by order of L. E. Lester, Esquire.
Driving, 1s. 8d. per head ; damages, 3d.
One dark bay mare, It near shoulder, off hind foot
white.
One bay colt foal, unbranded.
Also, wrongly described in former advertisement,
driving, 2s. 4d.
One bay horse, TM near shoulder, LB near thigh, hind
feet white, star.
If not released on or before 16th August, 1866, will be
sold to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
'POUNDED at Warwick, from Canning DownsM POUNDED
10th July, 1866, by order of F. J.  Q.
Wildash, Esquire. Damages 2s. 6d.
One black gelding, like  III near shoulder,  0  near back,
star and snip.
If not released on or before Tuesday, 7th August,
1866, will be sold on that day at noon to defray
expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
1\u1POUN1)ED at Warwick, from Rosenthall Creek,
1 11th July, 1866, by order of L. E. Lester, Esquire.
Driving expenses 2s. ; damages 3d.
One chesnut mare, like ao over N near shoulder, blaze,
off fore foot, and hind feet white.
If not released on or before Tuesday, 7th August,
1866, will be sold on that day at noon to defray
expenses.
H. MITCHELL , Poundkeeper.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified, that he has beenpleas d to appoint
. The Honorable RATCLIFFE PRINTG,
to be Attorney-General of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ROBERT G. W. HERBERT.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be noti fed, that he has been
pleased to appoint
The Honorable  JOHN  DONALD McLEAN,
to be Colonial Treasurer of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ROBERT G. W. HERBERT.
Executive Council Office,
BrisIi ane, 21st July, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified, that he hasbeen pl ased o app int
The Honorable GEORGE ELPHINSTONE DALRYMPLE,
to be Colonial Secretary of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ROBERT G. W. HERBERT.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, July 21st, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified, that he has beenpleas d to appoint
The Honorable JOHN WATTS,
to be the Secretary for Lands and Works of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ROBERT G. W. HERBERT.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, July, 2st 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified, that he has been
pleased to appoint
The Honorable THOMAS LODGE MURRAY PRIOR,
to be Postmaster-General of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ROBERT G. W. HERBERT.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified, that he has beenpleas d to appoint
The Honorable JOHN WATTS,
The Honorable THOMAS LODGE MURRAY PRIOR,
to be Members of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ROBERT G. W. HERBERT.
By Authority :  W. C. BILBRIDGE,  Government Printer, Willian Street ,  Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th July, 1866.
POLLING PLACES.
H IS Excellency the Governor  directs  it to be notified that he has, withthe advice of the  Executive Council, been pleased to  appoint the
fo llowing places
TOWNSVILLE,
STRATHMORE,
DALRYMPLE, and
GLEN DHU STATION,.
in the Pastoral District of Kennedy, to be additional Polling Places for
taking the Poll at the Election of a Member to serve in the Legislative
Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral District of Kennedy, in the event
of the Election being contested in such District.
By His Excellency's Command,
G. E. DALRYMPLE.
By Authority :  W. C. BELBRIDCGE, Government Printer, Willian Street, Brisbane.
QUEENSLAND
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VOL. VII.] WEDNESDAY, 25TH JULY, 1866. [No. 72.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 25th July, 1866.
THE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and the
following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member to
serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Kennedy, in room of The Honorable GEORGE ELPIIN5TONTE
DALRYMPLE, Esquire, whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become vacant
by reason of the acceptance of office by the said Honorable George
Elphinstone Dalrymple, Esquire.
.Place of Yo;nination ... ... Bowen.
Date of TWrit  ... ... ... 25th July, 1866.
Date of Nomination ... ... 22nd August, 1866.
Polling Day ... ... ... ... 5th September, 1866.
Return of Writ ... ... ... 26th September, 1866.
By Command of the Honorable the Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of Legislative Assembly.
By &ntlrority :  W. C. BeLSRIDGe,  Government  Printer,  William street ,  Brisbane.
SUPPLEMENT
TO THE
QUEENSLAND
oberununt6 att
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VOL. VII.] THURSDAY, 26TH JULY,  1866. [No. 73.
ilrorlamation+
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FxxuusoN BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c., &c., &c.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the provisions of the Act 24
Victoria, No. 15, respecting the Alienation of Crown Lands, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following Lots of Land will be
offered for sale by public auction, at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock, on the days specified,
at the upset price affixed to each Lot respectively. (Deposit 10 per cent.)
The Deed Fee on the undermentioned Lots will be charged according to the following  scale :-
Not exceeding  50 acres , £1; above 50 and not exceeding 300 acres, £1 5s.; above 300 and not  exceeding
640 acres , £1 lOs.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS, BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY, THE 28TH DAY OF AUGUST, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
4o N
0 0 0 o Area.  County. Parish . Situation. Remarks.
P11 zPH a
A. R. P. £
1 28 ... 35 0 0 1 Stanley ... Cleveland... On Moogurrapum Creek.
2 29 ... 46 0 0 1
3 30 ... 29 3 0 1
4 31 ... 50 0 0 1 „ „
5 32 ... 80 0 0 1 „ „ Near Moogurrapum Creek.
6 33 ... 62 1 0 1 „ „ „
7 34 ... 52  2 0 1 „ „ „
8 35 ... 74 2 0 1 „ „ „
9 36 ... 34  0 0 1 „ „ On Eprapah Creek.
10 37 ... 76 3 0 1 Near Eprapah Creek.
11 38 ... 65 0 0 1 On Eprapah Creek.
12 39 ... 25 3 0 1
13 69 ... 23 0 0 1 „ Redland ... On the shoreof Moreton Bay.
14 70 ... 22 2 0 1 „ „ ` „
15 71 ... 19 3 0 1 „ „
16 72 ... 21 0 0 1 ,,
17 73 ... 24 0 0 1 „
18 74 ... 27 0 0 1 „
19 75 ... 36 0 0 1 „
20 76 ... 40 0 0 1 Near the shore of Moreton Bay.
21 77  ... 68 0 0 1 On the shore of Moreton Bay.
22 78 ... 50 0 0 1 „
23 79  ... 40 0 0 1 „ „ „
24 80 ... 45 0 0 1
25 81  ... 43 0 0 1 „ >,
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SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,  BRISBANE- continued.
ON TUESDAY,  THE 28TH DAY  OF AUGUST, 1866.
COUNTRY  LOTS- continued.
.40 P
0 0° o
P4Area.
U
U
z zw°
A. R. P. £
26 82  ... 70 0 0 1
27 83 ... 60 0 0 1
28 84 ... 60 0 0 1
29 85 ... 60 0 0 1
30 86 ... 60 0 0 1
31 87 ... 80 0 0 1
32 88 ... 108 0 0 1
33 89 ... 94 0 0 1
34 90 ... 141 0 0 1
35 91 ... 67 0 0 1
36 92 ... 62 0 0 1
37 93 ...  63 0 0 1
38 94 ... 97 0 0 1
39 95 ... 134 0 0 1
40 96 ... 66 0 0 1
41 97 ... 55 0 0 1
42 98 ... 81 0 0 1
43 99 ... 46 0 0 1
44 100 ... 73 0 0 1
45 101 ... 100 0 0 1
46 102 ... 91 0 0 1
47 103 ... 71 0 0 1
48 104 ... 47 0 0 1
49 105 ... 84 0 0 1
50 106 ... 120 0 0 1
51 107 ... 160 0 0 1
52
Allot- Se
ment. Lio
1
e-
n.
1 1 0 34 8
53 2 1 1 0 8 8
54 13 1 0 3 20 855 4 1  0 2 28  8
56 5 1 0 2 10  8
57 1 2  1 0 22  8
58 2 2  1 0 32 8
59 3 2  1 1 4  8
60 4 2  1 1 20  8
61 5 2 1 1 33  8
62 6 2  1 2 0  8
63 1 3  1 2 7  8
64 2 3  1 2 3  8
65 3 3  1 2 0  8
66 4 3  1 1 39 8
67 5 3 1 1 33 8
68 6 3  1 1 28  8
69 1 4  1 1 24  8
70 2 4  1 1 17  8
71 3 4  1 1 9  8
72 4 4  1 1 4  8
73 5 4  1 0 38  8
74 6 4  1 0 25  8
75 1 5 1 0 17  8
76 2 5  1 0 11  8
77 3 5 1 0 6  8
78 4 5  1 0 13  8
79 5 5  1 0 26  8
80 6 1 5  2 3 36 8
811 41 1 1 215 8
County.  Parish. Situation. Remarks.
Stanley ... Redland ... On the shore of Moreton Bay.
3f 39
15
3f
ff
On the shore of Moreton Bay.
Near the shore of Moreton Bay.
On the shore of Moreton Bay.
93
99
73
99
N ear the shore of Moreton Bay.
33 33
Near the shore of Moreton Bay.
On the Logan River.
99 97
3, 33
79  1f
f3 ff
33  3f
9f f3
ff ff
7f 3f
Ward ...
TOWN LOTS.
Moffatt ...
3f !9
f3 !9
f3 !!
13 !!
33
f3
73
1f
Near the Logan River.I$PP
ff
93
Town of Waterford, on the Logan
River.
i
3f !!
37 „ 9f
73 f9 89
13 „ f7
f9
33 33
f9 !f 9f
f3 D7 97
ff ff f3
3f tf f9
99 73 )7
!f ,f f9
93 99  33
9: 73 ,3
59 79 f7
33 77  f7
7f 33 >f
33 33 ,9
93 39 99
,f !! f9
,f ,9 f9
39 Village of Logan.
The purchaser
of this Lot
will have to
allow the
present oc-
cupier sixty
days to re-
movehis im-
provements.
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SALE AT TILE POLICE OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON WEDNESDAY ,  TaE 29TH DAY  OF AUGUST, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
0) Priceper
o c -0  Area . Acre. County. Parish.  Situation. Remarks
A. R. P. £
1 1 1 0 2 9 8 Cavendish... Helidon ... Town of Helidon
2 1 0 2 302 8
1 2 0 2 0 8
2 2 0 2 0 8
6 2 0 2 0 8
7 2 0 2 0 8
8 2 0 2 0 8
9 2 0 2 0 8
10 2 0 2 0 8
12 2 0 2 0 8
13 2 0 2 0 8
15 2 0 2 0 8
16 2 0 2 0 8
17 2 0 2 0 8
18 2 0 2 0 8
19 2 0 2 0 8
20 2 0 2 0 8
5 3 0 2 0 8
6 3 0 2 0 8
7 3 0 2 0 8
8 3 0 2 0 8
9 3 0 2 0 8
10 3 0 2 0 8
16 3 0 2 0 8
17 3 0 2 0 8
18 3 0 2 0 8
19 3 0 2 0 8
2 4 0 3 0 8
3 4 0 3 0 8
4 4 0 3 0 8
5 4 0 2 0 8
6 4 0 2 0 8
7 4 0 2 0 8
22 2 35 1 Cavendish... Helidon ... Near the Town of Helidon
20 036 1 „ ,1
19 3 35 1 „ „
20 0 0 1 „
19 0 20 1 „
22 0 0 1 „  it
20 0 0 1 „
20 1 36 1
20 0 0 1
10 0 0 1 „
10 0 0 1 17
19 2 16 1 „
18 3 11 1
10 0 0 1
10 0 0 1
10 0 0 1
10 0 0 1 „ ,. yy
18 0 0 1
Portion.  COUNTRY LOTS.
52 22
53 23
64 24
55 25
56 26
57 27
58 29
59 1 30
)f 71
„ )f
1f
„
SUBURBAN LOTS.
7 1 30 2 10 Cavendish...
11 1 10 2 10 „
5 0 0 210 „
5 0 0 2 10 „
5 0 0 2 10 „
5 0 0 2 10
5 0 0 2 10 „
4 3 10 i 2 10 „
Helidon
11
J,
Near the Town of Helidon
... On the line of the
Great Southern and
Western Railway.
IJ
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE,  IPSWICH-continued.
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 29TH DAY OF AUGUST, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
430
0
0
o
Oo
o
0
Area. mo County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R. .P. £
60  57 ... 20 2 0 1 Churchill... Gatton ... On Lockyer's Creek
61  58 ... 20 0 0 1 Near Lockyer's Creek 0
62  59 ... 20 0 0 1
63  60 ... 19 1 0 1 „ On Lockyer's Creek a
64  61 ... 17 2 0 1 „ 0
65  62 ... 20 0 0 1 Near Lockyer's Creek
66  63 ... 32 0 0 1 „ On Lockyer's Creek
67  64 ... 29 2 0 1 ,,
68  65 ... 51 0 0 1 „ 0
69  66 ... 47 0 0 1 ,,
70  67 ... 46 0 0 1 ,,
71  68 ... 57 0 0 1
72  69 ... 51 0 0
„
1 0
73  70 ... 46 0 0 1 0
a74  71
75 72
...
...
39
32
0 0
0 0
1
1
76  73 ... 46 2 0 1 a
77  74 ... 43 3 0 1 0
78 75 ... 45 0 0 1
79 76 ... 48 2 0 1
80 235 ... 19 0 22 1 „ Brassall ... Near Sandy Creek
81 236 ... 23 0 20 1
82 237 ... 20 0 0 1
83 238 ... 19 0 6 1-84 1239 ... 20 1 24 1 „
85 X240 ... 20 0 0 1
86 241 ... 20 0 0 1
87  242 ... 21 3 0 1
88 1243 ... 23 0 24 1
89 244 ... 20 0 0 1
90 245 ... 20 0 0 1
91 246 ... 23 1 18 1
92 247 ... 22 0 18 1
93 248 ... 20 0 0 1
94 249 ... 20 0 0 1
95 250 ... 21 3 32 1
96 251 ... 22 3 16 1
97 252 ... 20 0 0 1
98 253 ... 20 0 0 1
99 254 ... 25 3 36 1
100 114 ... 90 0 0 1 Stanley Bundanbah
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0
c
1 1 1
2 2 1
3 3 11
4 4 1
5 9 1
6 10 1
7 2 2
8 3 2
9 4 2
10 5 2
11 6 2
12, 7 2
13 8 2 1
14 { 9 2
15 10 2
16 11 2
17 1 1 3
18 2 '3
19 ' 3 3
20 4  3
21 5 3 III
22 6 3
23 7 3
24 8 3
25 9  3
26 10 3
27 5 4
28 6 4
29 7 4
30 8 4
31 9 4
32 10 4
33 1 5
34 2 5
35 3 5
36 4 5
37 5 5
38 6 5
39 7 5
40 8 5
41 9 5
42 10 5
43 1 6
44 2 6
45 3 6
46 4 6
47 5 6
48 6 6
49 7 6
50 8 6
51 9 6
52 10 l 6
SALE AT THE RAILWAY STATION, GRANDOHESTER.
ON TUESDAY, THE 4TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1866.
TOWN  LOTS.
Area. (Price perAcre. County. Parish.
A. R. P. 2 S.
0 2 0 8 0 Churchill... Alfred ...  Town of Grandchester
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 0 32 8 0
0 1 164 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 1 164 8 0
0 1 38 8 0
0 039 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2  0  8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
if
9f
p7
Situation.
f9
if
,f
9f  13
If
,9 f9
f9  if
f9 i f> ff
,9 I 7f ,f
f1
9f 71 ff
f, 9f
ffif if
91  f,  if
ff 99 ,9
99  if 23
f9  if  if
it  9f ff
ff  if
f9  is
7f f  of
!9 1fif
ff
f9  91 if
,9  if
ff  if
if if  if
if if of
9, 9f  91
99  if  99
,f  if 1)
9, 9,  11
if if 11
11  9)  if
99 9,  if
If  9, f9
if if  9f
„ f,  II
if  ,9  Ii
9f 9, „
f,
79
SUBURBAN LOTS.
ff
f9
Por-
tion.
53 1 •.. '13 0 0 2 0 Churchill... Alfred ... Near the Town of Grandehester
54 2 •.• 13 0 0 2 0 „
55 3 ... 6 2 0 2 10 if „
56 4 ... 7 3 6  2 10 if if57  9 ... 5 0 0 2 10 if  if
58 10 ... 5 0 0 2 10  if
59 11 ... 5 2 0 2 10 it
60 12 ... 11 0 0 2 10 „
61 13 ... 10 0 0 2 0 if „
62 14 , .. 20 0 0  2  0 „ is
63 15 ... 20 0 0 2 0  if  „
64 16 ... 11 0 0 2 10 if if
65 17 ... 5 0 0 2 10 If if  9,
66 18 ... 5 0 0 2 10 „ „ 99
67 20 ... 8 3 0 2 10 '  if  „  if
68 21 ... 5 0 0 2 10 If if
69 22 ... 13 2 0 2 10 „  Is
Remarks.
On the Line
of the Great
Southern and
Western  Rail-
way.
70, 23 6 0 0 2 10 „ „
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SALE AT THE RAILWAY STATION, GRANDCHESTER-coatir&wed.
ON TUESDAY, THE 4TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1866.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
a
o
d
d o Area. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
C5
za z
A. R. P. £ s.
71 24 6 2 16  2 10 Churchill ... Alfred ... Near the Town of Grandchester
72 25 12 0 0 2 0 „
73 26 20 0 0 2 0
74 27 11 0 0 2 10
75 28  5 0 0 2 10
76 29 5 0 0 2 10
77 30 11 0 35 2 10
78 31 11 1 15 2 10
79 32 5 0 0 2 1Q IS
80 33 5 0 0 2 10 „
81 34 11 0 0 2 10
82 35 20 0 0 2 0
SALE AT  THE LAND OFFICE, TOOWOOMBA.
ON MONDAY ,  THE 3RD DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
0 ° o Area. County . Parish. Situation.  Remarks
x zw x
A. R. P. £ S.
1 42 30 2 32 1 0 Churchill Near Fountain's Camp.
2 43 30 0 0 1 0 !mom
3 44 30 0 0 1 0 Off
4 45 30 0 0 1 0
5 46 30 0 0 1 0 O C1
6 47 30 0 0 1 0
7 48 30 0 0 1 0 „ f9
SUBURBAN LOTS.
8 49 9 1 0 5 0 Churchill I ... Near Fountain's Camp.
9 50 5 1 18 5 0
10 51 6 3 32 5 0 „
11 52 5 1 0 5 0
12 53 6 232 5 0 Jf
13 54 7 1 29 5 0 ff
14 55 8 1 30 5 0 f,
15 56 5 1 24 5 0
16 57 4 3 36 5 0
17 58 3 3 20 5 0 7f
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, ROCKHAMPTON,
ON TUESDAY , THE 28TH DAY OP AUGUST, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
o
Price perArea. County.
o o o  Acre.
0 0° oai
Parish. Situation .
A. R. P. £
1 1 106 0 0 32 8 Livingstone Rockhampton Town of Rockhampton.
2 2 106 0 0 32 8 „
3 3 106 0 0 32 8 „
4 4 106 0 0 32 8
5 5 106
6 6 106
0 0 32 8  it
0 0 32 8
7 7 106 0 0 32 8
8 8 106 0 0 32 8
9 9 106 0 0 32 8 „ „
10 10 106 0 0 32 8 „ „
11 11 106 0 1 33 8 It It „
12 12 106 0 1 33 8 „ „
13 13 106 0 1 33 8 „ !,
14 14 106 0 1 33 8 „ „  It
15 15 106 0 1 33 8 „
16 1 107 0 2 0 8 „
17 2 107 0 2 0 8 „
18 , 3 107 0 2 0 8 „
19 4 107 0 2 0 8
20 5 107 0 2 0 8
21 6 107 0 2 9 8 It
22 7 107 0 2 9 8
23 8 107 0 2 9 8
24 9 107 0 2 9 8 „
25 10 107 0 2 9 8 „
26 1 111 0 1 24 8
27 2 111 0 1 24 8
28 3 111 0 1 24 8
29 4 111 0 1 24 8
30 5 111 0 1 24 8 It „
31 6 111 0 1 33 8 „ „
32 7 111 0 1 33 8 „
33 8 111 0 1 33 8 „
It
34 9 111 0 1 33 8 „
35 10 111 0 1 33 8
36 1 112 0 1 24 8
37 2 112 0 1 24 8 „
38 3 112
39 4 112
0 1 24 8 it
0 1 24 8 „ „
40 5 112 0 1 24 8 „
41 1 122 0 2 0 8
42 2 122 0 2 0 8
43 3 1221 0 2 0 8 „ „
44 4 122' 0 2 0 8 „
45 5* 122 0 2 0 8 „
46  6 122 0 2 0 8
47  7 122 0 2 0 8 9f
48 8 122 0 2 0 8
49 9 122 0 2 0 8  ff
50 10 122 0 2 0 8
51 2 123 0 2 0 8
52 3 123 0 2 0 8  it
53 4 123 0 2 0 8 it
54 5 123 0 2 0 8 is
Remarks.
The purchaser of
this lot will have
to allow the pre-
sent occupier 60
days to remove his
improvements.
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, DALBY,
ON MONDAY, THE 27TH DAY OF AUGUST, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
y
f
N
0 0£ o0
O O
Z Zd ZV2
Ar ea. Price per County. Parish.Acre. Situation. ( Remarks.
A. R. P.1  1 17 0 2 0  Aubigny ... Dalby ... Town of Dalby.
2  2 173  3 17 00 22 0 8 !!0 8 )f f)f) f!!)
4  4 17 0 2 0 8 !! )) f f
5  5 17 0 2 0 86  6 17 0 2 0 8
7 7 17 0 2 0 8  f! 7f !f
8 17 0 2 0 8  )! f• 7f
9 9 17 0 2 0 8  )) )f f)
10 10 17 0 2 0 8 !) f9 !f
11 11 17 0 2 0 8  7f !f 7f
12 12 17 0 2 0 8
13 13 17 0 2 0 8 )f f !f
14 14 17 0 2 0 8 )f )! !!
15 15 17 0 2 0 8 )! 7f !)
16  16 17 0 2 0 8 !f 7f f!
17  17 17 0 2 0 8
18  18 17 0 2 0 8 !f !) 7f
19 19 17 0 2 0 8 f! !) !)
20 20 17 0 2 0 8 7f )) !)
21  1 39 0 2 0 8
22  2 39 0 2 0 8 7f )f f)
23  3 39 0 2 0 8 )f f! 7f
24  4 39 0 2 0 S 7f )! ))
25  5 39 0 2 0 8 )) f! !f
26  6 39 0 2 0 8 7f f) ))
27 7 39 0 2 0 8 f) f) ))
28  8 39 0 2 0 8 7f )) )f
29  9 39 0 2 0 8 7f 7f )f
30  10 39 0 2 0 8 f! f) 7f
31  1 40 0 2 0 8 )) f! !f
32  2 40 0 2 0 8 )) )f )f
33  3 40 0 2 0 8 7f )) f)
34  4 40 0 2 0 8
35  5 40 0 2 0 8 f) )) !f
36  6 40 0 2 0 8 9) )f 7f
37  7 40 0 2 0 8
38 8 40 0 2 0 8 f) )f !f
39 9 40 0 2 0 8 7f 7f 7f
40 10 401 0 2 0 I 8 )f )) f)
SUBURBAN LOTS.
41 1 83 2 0 Dalby Town of Dalby.0  4 Aubi ng y ...
42 2 83 2 0 0  4 19  )!  ))
43 3 83 2 0 0 4
44 4 83 2 0 0 4  II
45 5 83 2 0 0 4
46 6 83 2 0 0 4
47 1 84 2 2 20 4 f)
48 2 84 2 2 20 4
49 1 85 2 0 0 4 ))
50 2 85 2 0 0 4 f)
51 3 85 2 0 0 4
52 4 85 2 0 0 4 AI
53 5 85 2 0 0 4
54 6 85 2 0 0 4
55 1 86 2 2 20 4
56 2 86 2 2 20 4
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SAL P A T  THE POLICE OFFICE, NANANGO,
ON TUESDAY, THE 28TH DAY OF AuGus'r, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
Price per
Acre. - County. Parish. Situation.  Remarks.
A. R. P. £
1 34 0 2 0 8 Fitzroy ... Nanango ... Town of Nanango.
2 34 0 2 0 8
3 34 0 2 0 8
4 34 0 2 0 8
5 31 0 2 0 8
6 34 0 2 0 8  it it
7 34 0 2 0 8 „
8 34 0 2 0 8 „
1 36 0 2 0 8 „
2 36 0 2 0 8 it
3 36 0 2 0 8
4 36 0 2 0 8
7 36 0 2 0 8
8 36 0 2 0 8
9 36 0 2 0 8
10 36 0 2 0 8 „
1 37 0 2 0 8  it
2 37 0 2 0 8 „ -„ „
3 37 0 2 0 8 It  „ „
4 37 0 2 0 8 „  It
5 37 0 2 0 8  to „
6 37 0 2 0 8
7 37 0 2 0 8
8 37 0 2 0 8 It
3 38 0 2 0 8
4 38 0 2 0 8
5 38 0 2 0 8
7 38 0 2 0 8
8 38 0 2 0 8
9 38 0 2 0 8  It
10 38 0 2 0 8
1 39 0 2 0 8  it
2 39 0 2 0 8  it
3 39 0 2 0 8 „
4 39 0 2 0 8 „
5 39 0 2 0 8 „  It
6 39 0 2 0 8  of
7 39 0 2 0 8 „
8 39 0 2 0 8 „
9 39 0 2 0 8
10 39 0 2 0 8  It to
(ii0
S-ALE A T TIlE POLICE OFFICE, CLERMONT,
ON W+' 'DNeSDAY,  THE  29TU DAY OF AUGUST, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
0
0
Area
Price
per Acre County parish Situation  Remarks,
.A . x. P.
1 12 0 0 1 Clermont_ Clermont ... On Sandy Creek.
u ii 15 1 0 1 It  1,
3 i>; 1 69 0 0 1 f, „  11
A, 2) 13 0 0 1 ,1 ,1 1f
i I 0 (l 1 77 77 ))
/
7
2,32) I t'141
)2 0
0 0
1
,,  11  77
1 1f  ,, On Wolfang Creek.
8 20 0 0 1 11  it  1,9 25 #t) 0 0 1 it it it
2 20 0 0 1 17 11 1,
1127 20 0 0 1 31 it it
12 28 20 0 0 1 1, 1, 1,13 29' 20 0 0 1
„ ,f ))
14 30 41 0 0 .1 1, 11  ),
15 31 J 1(i 0 0 1 11 11  ) ,
por-  Seo-
tiul.  tion.
TOWN LOTS.
1 13  1  1 2 0 i 8 Clermont ... Lilly Vale... Town of Lilly Vale.
17 2  1 1 0 0 8 11 1) 13
18 ! 3 1 1 0 0 8  it  ,, it
1tf I 1  2 1 0 0 8  it to 11
20 2 2 1 0 0 8  It  11 11
21 3 2 1 0 0 8  it  ,, f1
22  4  2 1 0 0 8 11  35 11
23  2 1 .0 0 8
24 3 1 0 0 ,, 11825 2  3 1 0 0 8 ,, „ 1,it 1
26 3 3  1 0 0 8 I 1f1  to it
27 4  3  1 0 0 828 5  3  1 0 0 ,, )) 1,1 f
29 1  6  1 0 0 8
,, f1 11
30 2 6  1 0 0 ! 8 ,, ,
31 3 6  1 0 0 8 ,, , 11
32 4 6  1 0 0 8 to it
33 5 6 1 0 0 8 ,, 11
34 1 7 1 0 0 8 )f
35 2 7 1 0 0 I 8
36 3 1 0 0 8 1 it
37 4 7 1 0 0 ) 118 71 ,, 1,
38 5 7 1 0 0 8 ,,
39 1 8 1 0 0 8•
40 2 8 1 0 0 ,, 118
41 3 8 1 0 0 11 ,,8 71 ,, 11
42 4 8 1 0 0 1 8 ,f
43 5 8  1 0 0 ,, ,f8 71 ,, 11
44 3 9  1 0 0 8
45 5 10  1 0, 0 1)846 11 1 0 0 ,, 17 f,8 11 f,  it
47 2 11 1 0 0 8  to  f,
48 J 11  1 0-0 8 ,, 11
49 12 1 0 0 8 11
50 2 12 1 0 0 8 ,, 71 11
51 3 12 1 0 0 1 ,, 11 118
52 4 12 1 0 0  1 Q8 it  99  9f
53 5 12 1 0 0 8 11  It  11
54 13 1 0 0 855 2 13 1 0 0 11 1f 1)8 It  1,
56 3 13 1 0 0 8
57 4 13 1 0 0 11 118
58 5 13 1 0 0 118 1f( 11
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the Colony, at Government House, Brisbane, this
twenty-fifth day of July, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixty-six
and in the thirtieth year of Her 2dajesty's reign.
[L.S.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOHN WATTS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Authority : W. C. BELBRIDGE,  Government Printer,  William  Street, Brisbane.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1866.
THE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ path this day issued, and the
following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member to
serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Ipswich, in room of The Honorable RATCIJIFFE PRING, Esquire,
whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become vacant by reason of the
acceptance of office by -the said Honorable Ratcliffe Pring, Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... .. Ipswich.
Date  o t  Writ  ... ... ... 26th July, 1866.
Date  of Nomination ... ... 2nd August, 1866.
Polling Day ... ... ... ... 4th August, 1866.
-Return of Writ ... ... ... 11th August, 1866.
By Command of the Honorable the Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of Legislative Assembly.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1866.
THE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and the
following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member to
serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Eastern Downs, in room of the Honorable JOHN DONALD MCLEAN,
Esquire, whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become vacant by reason of
the acceptance of Office by the said Honorable John Donald McLean,
Es uireq .
Place of Nomination ... ... Warwick.
Date of  Writ  ... ... ... 26th July, 1866.
Date of Nomination ... ... 9th August, 1866.
Polling Day  ... ... ... ... 18th August, 1866.
Return of  Writ ... ... ... 7th September, 1866.
By Command of the Honorable the Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of Legislative Assembly.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1866.
THE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and the
following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member to
serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Western Downs, in the room of The Honorable JOHN WATTS,
Esquire, whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become vacant by reason of
the acceptance of Office by the said Honorable John Watts, Esquire.
Place of  Nomination ... ... Drayton.
Date of Writ  ... ... ... 26th July, 1866.
Date of Nomination ... ... 11th August, 1866.
Polling  -Day...  ... ... ... 22nd August, 1866.
Return  of Writ .. . ... ... 7th September, 1866.
By Command of the Honorable the Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of Legislative Assembly.
By Authority : W. C. BELBRIUGr;, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th July, 1.866.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified, that he has, in the terms of the Consti-
tution Act,  received the resignation of the under-
mentioned gentleman, recently a member of the
Legislative Council, viz.:-
JOHN DOUGLAS, Esquire.
By His Excellency's Command,
G. E. DALRYMPLE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
GAYNDAH PETITION.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency as hereunder set forth, purporting to be
signed by One hundred and six Householders, in
the Town of Gayndah, praying- the erection of that
locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that the increasing popula-
tion of this town, the large sums of money that
have been expended in the purchase of land
therein, and the benefits derivable from municipal
government, render them anxious to secure its
advantages, and they, therefore, pray that Gayndah
may be declared a Municipality with the under-
mentioned boundaries.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.]
Proposed Boundaries of Gayndah Municipality.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Mount
Debateable Purchase ; from thence across the Burnett
westerly three miles up Reed's Creek ; from thence a
line running easterly to cross the Burnett at the Bro-
then ; thence along the southern bank downwards to the
junction of the Barambah Creek ; thence along the
southern bank of the Barambah upwards to the junction
of Campbell's Creek with the Barambah ; from thence
along Campbell's Creek to the old Ban-Ban Road ; from
thence a line to Mr. Walker's purchase on Oakey
Creek ; from thence one mile southerly, and from thence
to the southern point of the Mount Debateable Pur-
chase , and thence to the point of commencement.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
CLERMONT AND COPPERFIELD PETITION.
IN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, sections 3 and 4,
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has directed the publication
of the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed,by 199 householders, residing in the
towns of Clermont and Copperfield, praying for the
erection of these localities into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that at a public meeting of
the inhabitants of the abovenamed townships, held
at the Court House, Clermont, on the 25th May
last, it was resolved that a Petition be prepared
requesting the Government to proclaim the town-
ships of Clermont and Copperfield a Municipality ;
and they accordingly pray that the abovenamed
localities may be constituted a Municipality, to be
named the Municipality of Clermont and Copper-
field with the undermentioned boundaries-the
same to be divided into two wards, each ward
returning three aldermen.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.]
Boundaries of proposed Municipality.
Commencing at the south -east corner of the
surveyed section enclosing Ravensdale Lagoon,
and running thence north eight miles ; thence west
thirteen miles  ;  thence south thirteen miles  ;  thence
east to Sandy Creek;  thence by Sandy Creek
northerly to a point due west from the southern
boundary line of the Ravensdale section, and thence
easterly to the point of commencement.
And that the said Municipality be divided into
two wards ,  by a line running from east to west
through the centre of the Municipality, the
northern section to be known as the Clermont
Ward, and the southern section as the Copperfield
Ward-.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd May, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCILS.
ROCKINGHAM BAY DISTRICT.
IN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 23, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has directed the publication of the sub-
stance of a Petition, addressed to His Excellency,
as hereunder set forth, purporting to be signed by
persons qualified to be placed upon the Electoral
Roll of the Kennedy District, praying for the
erection of certain portions of such District into a
Province, and the establishment therein of a Pro-
vincial Council.
Any counter petition in reference hereto must be
lodged with the Colonial Secretary within three
months from date hereof.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners express their desire to participate
in the benefits conferred by the Act providing for
the establishment of Provincial Councils, and they
therefore pray that the District of Rockingham
Bay may be proclaimed a Province.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 2nd June, 1866,
No. 55.]
Colonial Secretary 's  Office,
Brisbane ,  24th April, 1866.
PROVINCIAL COUNCIL.
TOWNSVILLE PETITION.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment 28 Victoria, No. 25, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has directed the publication of the substance of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency, as hereunder
set forth, purporting to be signed by persons
qualified to be placed upon the Electoral Roll of
the District of Kennedy, praying for the erection
of a portion of such district into a Province, and
the establishment therein of a Provincial Council.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKE NZIE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1866.
R ETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,made t  the Bench of Magistrates at Cler-
mont, from the 1st day of January to the 30th
day of June, 1856, both inclusive.
Applicant's name. DescrLi
iption of
cense.
Whether Amountgranted or
of fee.
refused.
Neil McLean .. Hard wood... Granted 1
Robert Heyse ... )) )) 1
Nathaniel Parry 7) ) )
John Smith ... )) )) 1
James Timmins )) ,7 1
Benjamin Hamilton )) )) 1
Richard Padmore )) )7 1
Robert Frank ...
Antonio Glover 1
Boniface Varzi... 1
Stephen Pecolich » )7 1
Isaac Oliver ... )) )) 1
Peter Thompson 1
Peter Casilina ... 1
Giovani Fifada... 1
Charles Landry 7) )) 1
Joseph Olzard )) 77 1
Richard Perry ... )7 77 1
Antonio Silvestri 1
Thomas Francis ,7 7) 1
Frank Lucas ... ,) )) 1
Samuel Baley ...
I
)! )) 1
By His Excellency's Command,
G. E. DALRYMPLE.
Colonial Secretary's ONce,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1866.RETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,made to the Bench of Magistrates at Mackay,
from the 1st day of January to the 30th day of
June, 1866, both inclusive.
Applicant 's name. Description gof License.
Whether Amount
ranted or
of fee.
refused.
Jno. Oliphant Anderson Hardwood Granted 1
Henry Joseph Bunhill
Henry Jones ... ...
Edward Miller ...
William Aneoll ... „ „ .1
Andrew Smollet ...
John Hall ...
Jo. ,i (Fiddens
1lenry Gogay ... ... „ „ 1
John Gogay .. „ 1
By His Excellency 's Command,
G. E. DAL11YMPLE.
The Petitioners state, that it is highly advan-
tageous for the interests of this portion of the
district that the country trading with the port at
Cleveland Bay, should be formed into a Province
under the  Provincial Councils Act  of 1864, and
they therefore pray that the area lying within the
undermentioned boundaries may be proclaimed a
Province :-" Commencing at the mouth of the
Burdekin River, and on the left bank of the same ;
thence by the left bank of that river till it meets
the Suttor liver, thence by the left bank of the
Suttor River till it meets the 21st parallel of
latitude ; thence by that parallel till it strikes the
142nd meridian of longitude ; thence by that meri-
dian northerly till it strikes the 19th parallel 'of
latitude; and thence by that parallel to the heads of
the Dry River ; thence by the watershed of that
river till it meets the Burdekin, and thence by a
line due east to the coast and thence by the coast
line to the starting point.
[The signatures to this petition are published in
the  Goverment Gazette of 28th April, 1866,
No. 46.]
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1866.RETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,made to the Bench of Magistrates at Bowen,
from the 1st day of January to the 13th day of
June, 1866, both inclusive.
Applicant' s name. Description ofLicense.
Whether
granted or
refused.
Amount
of fee.
John Cunningham ... Hardwood Granted 1
Patrick  Feeney 1))
John Bartlett ... 1
Joseph Pagum...  1
William Peet ... 1
Richard Walsh  )) 1
Robert Gibson... 1
John Walton ...  general em-  8
ployer' li-
cense
By His  Excellency' s Command,
G. E. DALRYMPLE.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  27th  July, 1866.
RETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,
made to the Bench of Magistrates at Mary-
borough, from the 1st day of January to the 30th
day of June, 1866, both inclusive.
Applicant' s name. Description
of License.
Whether
granted or
refused.
Amount
of Fee.
John Mohr Hardwood Granted... 1
John McCormack ...
John Whitehead ...
Joseph Pane
Conrad Hebinger ...
Frank Rosker ... ...
Gerard Shaddell ...
James Griffin ...
Edward Cosgrove ..,
James Sorahan ...
James Riley
Irwin Johnson... ...
Donald Henderson
Henry Arnold ...
James Gallagher
James Dryden... ...
Charles Barrow
John Faust
Andrew Goodwin ...
William Goodwin ...
Christopher Bauer ...
James Blarkley ... Cedar and „ 2
Pine
Eli Lenthal (employees) 6
D. McKenzie ... ... 2
Walter Mclndoe ... 2
Henry Gillin ... ... 2
Denis O'Brien... ... Hardwood „ 1
Johann Weiber ...
Fredk. Aser ... ...
Francis Krebs ... ...
Mathias Finch... ...
Michael Ewald ...
Christian Dreiss ...
Joseph Hibbitt ...
James Leather... ...
Philip Weinheimmer ... „ „ 1
Arthur Clarke... ... 1
W. T. S. Carter ... „ „ 1
Maurice O'Brien
Fredk. Habbles ...
John Appel ... ...
John Priddy ... ...
Philip Beeten .. ...
Robert Cummings ... „ „ 1
George Ree  ... ...
William Fitzgerald ...
Richard Smith,.. ... „ „ 1
George Horne ... .. „ „ 1
Charles Christopher ...
Charles Phillips
Thomas Brandon ...
N. Cocking .. ... „ „ I 1
By His Excellency's Command,
G. E. DALEYMPLE.
Pepartnieat of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd July,  1866,
NEW ROAD.
REFERRING to the Government notice, dated17th May last, published in he  Governm nt
Gazette  of the 19th of the same month, folio 469,
relative to the opening and making of a new Road
through portion 38, parish of Taughboyne : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act of Council
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said road ; and it is
therefore declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the office of the Surveyor-
General, and at the Police Office, Gayndah ; and all
persons intending to claim compensation, in respect
of the same road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner
and form as are provided in the 6th section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be for ever fore-
closed from such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
WITH reference to the Government notice
dated 4th May last, published in the
Government Gazette  of the 5th of the same month,
folio 429, relative to the opening and making of a
new road through portions 2, 3, and 4, parish of
Walloon, from Ipswich to Toowoomba : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act of Council
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council
has been pleased to confirm the said road ; andit is,
therefore declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference, to be seen at the office of the
Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation, in
respect of the same road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the 6th section
of the Act above referred to, or they will be for
ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD.WITH reference to the Government notice,dated 9th April last, which appeared in the
Government Gazette  of the same month, folio 382,
relative to the opening and making of a new Road
through portion 146, parish of Purga, near the One-
mile Swamp, Ipswich : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act of Council 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said road ; and it is therefore declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the office of the Surveyor-General, and at
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation, in respect of the same road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the 6th section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be for ever foreclosed from
such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
W IT II reference to the Government notice,dated 27th March last, which appeared in
the  Government Gazette  of the same month, folio
336, relative to the opening and making of a new
Road through portion 9, parish of Purga, near
Warrill Creek Bridge : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act of Council 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said road ; and it is therefore declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference to be
seen at the office of the Surveyor-General, and at
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intend-
ing to claim compensation, in respect of the same
road, are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and form
as are provided in the 6th section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be for ever foreclosed from
such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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The Treasury,
Queensland ,  26th July, 1866.T 1 HE following  Notice  to Mariners ,  received from the Government of Ceylon, is published
for general information.
J. D. MCLEAN,
Colonial Treasurer.
Notice is hereby given, that on and after the 1st of
September next, during the erection of a second order
Dioptric Light on the Clock Tower, a temporary Light
will be exhibited on the Old Lighthouse ,  near the Flag-
staff, at an elevation of ninety feet above the sea.
JAMES DONNAN,
Master Attendant.
Master Attendant ' s Office, Colombo, 9th May, 1866.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  27th July, 1866.
1
THE following Notice to Mariners is published
for general information.
J. D. MCLEAN.
Colonial Treasurer.
Office of Superintendent of
Pilots, Lights, and Harbors,
Sydney, 18th July, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
The late heavy gales have damaged the light towers
on the Newcastle Breakwater, and rendered it imprac-
ticable to exhibit the leading lights for taking the North
Harbor.
The leading lights for entering the port will continue
to be shown, and the Breakwater lights will be repaired
as soon as  possible.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.BRANCHES of the above Bank are now open
at Brisbane,. Bowen (Port Denison),  Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Dray ton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat,  Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.Interest a the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
1
FRANCIS HIXSON,
Superintendent.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 7th July, 1866.
PAYMENT OF RENT AND ASSESSMENT OF
RUNS.THE Lessees of Crown Lands and their Agentsare reminded that the Annual Rents and
Assessment upon Crown Lands are payable on or
before the 30th day of September next.
The holder of every run under license, who has
made application and duly qualified himself for a
lease  is required to pay rent upon such run, as
above, notwithstanding that a lease may not have
been actually issued to him.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for the
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern
meat Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or,  E leven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to hint from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at  60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P.- BELL.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1866.
MAILS PER HERO "  VIA  TORRES' STRAITS.
/HAILS for the United Kingdom, India, China,
BI and other places will be despatched from
Gladstone on the 8th of August,  closing as fol-
lows :-
Brisbane-MONDAY, the 6th of August,
Rockhampton-TUESDAY, the 7th of August,
Gladstone-WEDNESDAY, the 8th of August,
For despatch by the " Messageries Imperiales "
from Batavia.
JOHN DOUGLAS,
Postmaster -General.
NOTICE.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES
OF PASTORAL RUNS.THE unexpired periods of the Leases of theundermentioned Runs will be submitted to
public auction, at the Auction Rooms of A. Martin,
Queen street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 1st day
of October, 1866 :-
Hogonthulla No. 3, Warrego District.
Lower Maranoa No.  1, Maranoa  District.
Attention is directed to the notice in the  Govern-
ment Gazette,  giving full particulars ; and any
further information may be obtained at the Crown
Lands Office, Brisbane.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1866.
NOTICE.-The Justices, in Petty  Sessionsassembled, have this day appointed Mr.
FRANCIS GRANT McKAY to be Keeper of the Public
Pound at Roma.
PATRICK MACARTHUR,
Police Magistrate, Roma.
Police Office,
Roma, 10th July, 1866.
`
OTICE is hereby given, that Mr. PATRICK
NIHIL has this day been appointed Bailiff of
the Court of Requests at Roma.
PATRICK MACARTHUR,
Police Magistrate, Roma.
Police Office, -
Roma, 11th July, 1866.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Special Petty
j
NOTICE
will be held on the 14th August,
1866, at Noon, at the Police Office, Rockhampton,
for the purpose of hearing applications for Pub-
licans' Licenses.
FRANK N. BEDDEK,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
i Rocl.hampion, 18th July, 1866.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1866.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatthe within nam pa ties h ve been licensed to
occupy for pastoral purposes the undermentioned
Runs, in accordance with the provisions of the
Act 27 Victoria No. 17, and the regulations pub-
lished thereunder.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Lestree Hill No. 4.
Licensee-Robert McMaster. -
Estimated area-48 square miles.
Description.
This Run is situated on the River Belyando on both
banks, and bounded to the southward by the Lestree
Hill No. 3 Run ; and a line drawn from the north-
western corner of that run due west across the river two
and a half miles ; thence by a line drawn parallel to and
down the river for twelve miles ; thence by a line drawn
due east to the western boundary line of Apsley No. 2;
and thence along the western boundary lines of Apsley
No. 2, and Apsley No. 1, to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mitchell Plains No 1.
Licensees-Richard Hall and David Lewis Williams.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Description.
Mitchell Plains is situated on the western bank of the
Belyando River, and commences at a tree marked W
near the junction of MVestern Creek with that river, and
extending up the river to a tree marked H about fifteen
miles, and running back from the river five miles ; it is
bounded on the east by the Belyando River fifteen miles
on the south by the Mitchell  Plains No. 2 five miles
on the west by a line connecting the northern and
southern boundaries five miles back from the river and
fifteen miles long ; on the north by a line five miles
long, connecting the eastern and western boundaries.
Name of Run-Mitchell Plains No. 2.
Licensees-Richard Hall and David Lewis Williams.
Estimated area-48 square miles.
Description.
Mitchell Plains No. 2 is situated on the west bank of
the Belyando River, commencing at a tree marked II
and running up the river to a tree marked over H at
the junction of B'-oacl Sandy Creek with the river about
twelve miles, and extending back from the river four
miles. It is bounded on the north by Mitchell Plains
No. 1 ; on the east by the Belyando River ; on the
south by a line starting at the tree marked over H
and running westerly four miles ; on the west by a line
about twelve miles long, running parallel with and four
miles back from the Belyando River.
Name of Run-Omega No. 1.
Licensee-Frederick Keen.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a tree marked triangle, situated upon
the eastern side of Star Creek, at boundary of run known
as Alpha No. 2, extending thence about five miles in an
easterly direction to a tree marked triangle ; from thence
by a line about twenty miles in a north-westerly direc-
tion running parallel with Star Creek to a tree marked
triangle ; thence in a westerly direction to a tree marked
triangle on the bank of Star Creek ; from thence in a
south-easterly direction, up Star Creek to the starting
point.
Name of Run-Omega No. 2.
Licensee-Frederick Keen.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a tree marked triangle on the western
bank of Star Creek ; and extending about five miles in a
westerly direction to a tree marked triangle ; thence in
a north-westerly direction about twenty miles to a tree
marked triangle ; from thence in an easterly direction
about five miles to a tree marked triangle, situated upon
the western bank of Star Creek ; and thence in a south-
easterly direction to original point of starting.
Name of Run-Cerito.
Licensee-James Lorimer
Estimated area-92 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a tree marked W W on the right bank
of Cerito Creek at a point where the Suttor Creek Range
closes in on the left bank of Cerito Creek, and from
thence upwards embracing all the watershed of Cerito
Creek.
Name of Run-IIopetown.
Licensees-James and Robert Martin.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Run
" Hamilton " ; thence on the south by the Pioneer
River for ten miles ; thence on the east by a line running
north to the Dividing Range five miles ; thence on the
north by a line running westerly ten miles, and thence
along the eastern boundary of Hamilton Run five miles
to starting point.
Name of Run-Upper Eaglefield.
Licensee-James Lorimer.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a tree marked E P over Co. on the
north side of Eaglefield Creek, thence for a western
boundary north about six miles, and south about four
miles to the watershed of the creek on either side ; thence
from this southern p >int in a westerly direction along
said watershed about seven miles for a southern boundary;
thence for a western boundary in a northerly direction
about seven miles along the watershed ; thence for a
northern boundary westerly along said watershed until it
strikes the north and south line forming the line of
commencement.
Name of Run-Percy Downs.
Licensee-Sydney Beavan Davis.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Percy Downs is situated on an eastern tributary of
the Belyando ; and commences at a tree marked D, on
the northern boundary line of Mr. A. H. Palmer's block
Karlsbad, at the place where the supposed eastern boun-
dary line of Carry Coates intersects ; then north ten
miles ; then east five miles ; then south ten miles ; then
west to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bradwell Grove.
Licensee-Sydney Beavan Davis.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Bradwell Grove is situated on an eastern tributary of
the Belyando, and commences at the northern boundary
of Percy Downs ; then north ten miles ; then east five
miles ; then south ten miles ; then west to point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Startlemere.
Licensee-Lewis Bulgin.
Estimated area-96 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the north-western corner of Caerphilly
Run, and bounded thence on the west by a line running
north twelve miles to the Cape River ; thence along that
river east to its junction with the River Suttor ; thence
south along that river to the north-east corner of
Caerphilly Run ; and thence along the north boundary
of Caerphilly eight miles west to starting point.
Name of Run-Pyramid.
Licensee-James Alexander John Macleod.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a bloodwood tree marked broad-arrow
over O. and broad-arrow in triangle, on left bank of
River Sellheim ; thence easterly four and a half miles to
west boundary of Mount Wyatt Run ; thence southerly
three and a half miles to junction of Percy Douglas Creek
with Sellheim River, and crossing that river one mile
and a half ; thence westerly about five miles to Pyramid
Creek, where it is crossed by the Port Denison Road ;
thence northerly down said creek and Sellheim River to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Surbiton No. 4.
Licensee-William Kilgour.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Bounded on the north by the southern boundary line
of Surbiton No. 2 ; on the west by a line starting from the
south-western corner of Surbiton No. 2, and running
parallel to Companion Creek ten miles, to a tree marked
WK ; on the south by a line starting from the last men-
tioned marked tree, and running east for five miles,
crossing Companion Creek, to a tree marked WK ; on
the east by a line running from thence parallel to the
creek to the south-eastern corner of Surbiton No., 2.
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Name of Run-Recruit.
Licensees-Jeremiah Rolfe, William Rolfe, James
Rolfe, and Joseph Rolfe.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a tree marked RS on west bank of
Mistake Creek, and running west five miles ; thence
north ten miles ; thence east five miles ; thence south
ten miles to starting point.
Name of Run-Wilandspey.
Licensee-Nicholson Julius Peyton.
E§timated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Wilandspey commences at a point on the Belyando
River where the Uhrton Run terminates ; thence bounded
northwards by the southern boundary of Uhrton ; thence
by a line parallel with the Belyando River for ten miles
in length ; thence by a line parallel with the northern
boundary ; thence by the Belyando River to  the  starting
point. ,
Name of Run-Uhrton.
Licensee-Nicholson Julius Peyton.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Uhrton commences at a tree on the left bank of the
Belyando River marked F over N ; thence bounded
northwards by the southern boundary of the Vine
Creek Run ; thence on the western side by a line parallel
with the river for ten miles in length ; thence on the
southern side by a line parallel with the northern
boundary ; thence by the Belyando River to the starting
point.
Name of Run--West Wolfang No. 2.
Licensee-James Lorimer.
Estimated area-48 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a tree marked WRN over M in West
Wolfang Creek, about a mile above the junction of West
Wolfang Creek with Logan Creek ; it embraces all the
watershed of West Wolfang Creek above the point and
below West Wolfang No. 1 Block ; is bounded on the
north-west by a line crossing West Wolfang Creek at
right-angles at the said tree marked WRN over M, this
line being intercepted at either end by the watershed of
West Wolfang Creek at a distance of about three and
a-half miles from the creek ; is bounded on the north-
east by the watershed of West Wolfang Creek till it cuts
the north boundary line of West Wolfang No.  I;  thence
on the south by said north boundary line of West
Wolfang No.  1;  thence by the watershed dividing
Brown's Creek and West Wolfang Creek till it cuts the
north-west boundary line.
Name of Run-Lammermuir No. 1.
Licensee-James Alexander John Macleod.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a point Ave miles south of the north-
east boundary corner of Lammermuir No. 2; bounded
thence on the north-west by a line bearing north sixty
degrees east ten miles ; thence on the east by a line
bearing south ten miles ; on south-east by a line bearing
south sixty degrees west ten miles ; and on the west by
a line running ten miles due north to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Lammermuir No. 2.
Licensee-James Alexander John Macleod.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a poplar gum tree on Coxen's Creek,
marked N 600 E ; bounded thence on the north-
west by a line running north sixty degrees east five miles ;
thence on the east by a line running south ten miles ;
thence on the south-east by a line running south sixty
degrees west five miles ; and on the west by a line
running north to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Lammermuir No. 3.
Licensee-James Alexander John Macleod.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at south-west corner, of run called Lam-
mermuir No. 2; bounded thence on the west by a line
running south ten miles ; thence on the south-east by a
line running north sixty degrees east five miles ; on
the east by a line running north ten miles ; and on the
north-west by a line bearing south sixty degrees west
five miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-North Talki.
Licensee-James Chalmers.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the point where the south-east boun-
dary line of Nurredurry Run intersects Diamond Creek,
which point is about fifteen miles above the junction of
Diamond Creek with Suitor River ; following up the
south side of Diamond Creek in an easterly direction
sixteen miles ; thence south-westerly about eight miles
thence north-westerly about four miles, until it inter-
sects the north-eastern boundary line of the Talki Run
thence along said north-eastern line of Talki about
twelve miles in a northerly direction to the starting
point.
Name of Run-Bong Bong No. 1.
Licensee-Alexander Anderson.
Estimated Area-40 square miles.
Description.
Bong Bong No. 1 is situated on the southern
tributary of the Mackay or Pioneer River ; bounded on
the south by a ridge dividing the watershed of Funnell
Creek from the water of the south branch of the Mackay
River ; north by a line crossing the creek at a marked
tree seven miles below, the south boundary ; east by the.
western boundary of Mackay's Green Mount Station ;
west by the eastern boundary of Hardie's Retreat
Station.
Name of Run-Bong Bong No. 2.
Licensee-Alexander Anderson.
Estimated Area-40 square miles.
Description.
Bounded on the south by the north boundary of
Block No.  1;  on the north by a line crossing the creek
at a marked tree six miles below the south boundary
cast by the western boundary of Mackay's Green Mount
Station ; west by the eastern boundary of Hardie's
Retreat Station ; country timbered with ironbark and
bloodwood, open forest and undulating ridges.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Basalt.
Licensee-W. R. Onslow Hill.
Estimated Area-40 square miles.
Description.
The Basalt Run commences where the south-western
boundary of " the Lake" or Eninara Run ; crosses a
large sandy creek on a tributary of Fletcher's Creek ;
thence up Sandy Creek eight miles ; thence runs about
south-east five miles ; thence north-easterly parallel to
general course of creek eight miles ; thence by the south
corner of the Lake Run back to starting point.
Name of Run-Sandal Wood.
Licensee-William Reeve.
Estimated Area-40 square miles.
Description.
The Sandal Wood Run commences at the western
corner of the Basalt Run, where it cuts the Sandy
Creek ; thence up the Sandy Creek eight miles ; thence
south-easterly five miles ; thence north-easterly eight
miles parallel to the general course of Sandy Creek
thence by the south-west boundary of the said Basalt
Run to the starting point.
Name of Run-Retreat Valley.
Licensee-William Manning and Co.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Retreat Valley is situated on Scott Creek and Albert
Creek tributaries of the Clarke River ; bounded on the
north by an east and west line running through the
junctions of these two creeks for five miles, where there
is a tree marked J over W, and connecting the ranges
forming the watersheds of those creeks ; on the west by
a portion of the Flinders Range ten miles ; on the south
by an east and west line five miles ; and on the east by a
portion of the ranges ten miles.
Name of Run-Hinchinbrook.
Licensee-Robert Collins.
Estimated area-36 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Halifax
Plains Run ; bounded thence on the north-east by the
coast reserve nine miles ; thence on the north-west by a
south-westerly line four miles to the coast range-; thence
on the south-west by the coast range nine miles to north-
west boundary of Halifax Plains ; and thence on the
south-east by said boundary line to point of commence-
ment.
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Naive of Run-Quilp's Dale.
Licensees-Cunningham and Palmer.
Estimated area-t0 square miles.
Description.
Quilp's Dale Run commences where the southern
branch of Fletcher's Creek enters the Burdekin, being
the north-eastern corner of Corriesdale Run ; thence five
miles along the eastern boundary of Corriesdale ; thence
parallel to the Burdekin in a south-east direction eight
miles ; thence northerly along the western boundary of
Texas five miles, to the Burdekin River ; thence by the
Burdekin River to the point of commencement eight
miles.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Greendale Back Run.
Licensee-Archibald Berdinore Buchanan.
Estimated area-35 square miles.
Description.
Greendale Back Run is bounded on the north by the
south boundary of Greendale ; on the east by a line
beginning at south-east corner of Greendale ; thence
about four miles due south to top of watershed between
Barcoo and Warrego waters ; south by said watershed
westerly to south-eastern corner of Bexhill, west by
eastern boundary of Bexhill till it joins south-west corner
of Greendale.
Name of Run-Clipstone.
Licensee-John C. Ellis.
Estimated area-94 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the western boundary of Portland,
running north six and a half miles ; bounded on the
north by a line running east fifteen miles ; on the east
by a line running south six and a half miles ; on the
south by the northern boundary of Portland.
Name of Run-Seaford.
Licensee-John C. Ellis.
Estimated area-75- square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a tree  Ell;  bounded on the south by
the Barcoo to the junction of the Alice; on the east by
the Alice fifteen miles north ; on the north by a line
running west about fives miles ; on the west by a line
running down eastern boundaries of Clipstone and Port-
land to the Barcoo fifteen miles.
Name of Run-Quamby.
Licensees-Sohn Govett and James Thompson.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing on the west bank of Worolah Creek, and
bounded by the Terrick Terrick Run on the north for
six miles and a half ; thence by a line south five miles ;
thence by a line east ten miles ; thence by a line north
five miles ; thence by a line west three miles and a half
to the starting point.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  26th July, 1866.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
I
T  is hereby notified for general information, that
the un derrnentioned  Runs  have been surveyed,
and amended descriptions of the boundaries thereof
prepared for insertion in the leases of the said
Runs.
Any person who may consider his interest  preju-diced by said amended descriptions must forward
his objections ,  in writing ,  to this Office before the
26th of October next.
Plans of these  Runs may be  seen, and all infor-
mation concerning  them  obtained ,  on application
at this Office.
The local Crown Lands Offices have been fur-
nished with copies of the plans for inspection.
F. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Centre.
Claimants of Lease-R. A. A. Morehead and M.
Young.
Area-
Available ... ... 57 square miles.
Unavailable . , ... -
Total ... ... 57
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing at a spot six chains north of a berah tree
marked broad-arrow overH 11 in triangle on its north side,
said spot being the south-east corner of the Damson Run,
on the east side of the Ward River; bounded thence on the
west by a north line six miles ; thence on the north by an
east line nine miles forty chains ; thence on the east by a
south line six miles to a brigalow tree marked broad-arrow
over C9 in triangle on its east side ; and thence on the south
by a west line nine miles forty chains to the marked tree
heinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Nive Downs West.
Claimants of Lease-R. A. A. Morehead and M.
Young.
Area-
Available ... ... 59 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... -
Total ... ... 59
Amended description for insertion  in lease.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Hope Run
on the west side of the Nive River ; bounded thence on the
east  by  a north  line six miles  fifty chains to the south-
eaA corner of the Tanabe Run situated in the Mitchell
District; thence on the north by a west line eight miles
seventy chains ; thence on the  west  by a south  line six
miles fifty chains ; thence on the south by an  east line
sixt y-five chains to a berah tree marked broad-arrow over
N Win triangle on its east side; thence again on the south
by a continuation of said east line eight miles five chains
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Back Run.
Claimants of Lease-it. A. A. Morehead and M.
Young.
Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable
Total ...  ._100
Amended description f r insertion in lease.
Commencing at a spot thirty-seven chains south of a
koolabah tree marked broad-arrow over H.10 in triangle
on its south side, said spot being the north-east corner of
the Carawan or Ca.mroo Run, on the east side of the
Ward River ; bounded thence on the north by an east
line nine miles fifty chains to a berate tree marked broad-
arrow over 0.8 in triangle on its east side ; thence on
the east by a south line eleven miles ; thence on the
south by a west line twenty chains to a gidyah tree
marked broad-arrow over C.7 in triangle on its west
side ; and thence again on the south by continuation
of said west line seven miles fifty-four chains to a
koolabah tree marked broad-arrow over 137 in triangle
on its south side ; thence again on the south by a con-
tinuation of said west line sixty-six chains to the south-
east corner of the Fawley West Run ; thence on the
west by a north line five miles to a post six feet out of
ground marked broad-arrow over H8 in triangle on its
west side ; thence again on the south by a west line
seventy chains to the south-east corner of the Carawan
or Camroo Run ; thence again on the west by a north
line six miles to the spot hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Barford.
Claimants of Lease-R. A. A. Morehead and M.
Young.
Area-
Available ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... 19
Total 69
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing at a spot forty-seven chains west of a
gidyah tree marked broad-arrow over C10 in triangle on its
south side-said spot being the south-west corner of the
Cresswell Run on the west side of the Nive River ;
bounded thence on the east by a north line five miles ;
thence on the south by an east line fifty chains to the
south-west corner of the Fawley Run ; thence again on
the east by a north line five miles to a gidyah tree
marked broad-arrow over B in triangle on its east side ;
thence on the north by a west line five miles sixty chains ;
thence on the west by a south line twenty chains to a
brigalow tree marked broad-arrow over C.9 in triangle on
its east side ; thence again on the north by a west line one
mile fifty chains to a berah tree marked broad-arrow over
C.8 in triangle on its east side-being the north-east corner
of Back Run Run ; thence on the west by a south line
nine miles sixty chains ; thence again on the south by an
east line six miles sixty chains, to the spot lereinbefore
first mentioned.
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Name of Run-Belstead.
Claimants of Lease-H. E. A. Allan, J. R. Street,
and H. Norton.
Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 22
Total ... ... 72
Amended descripton for insertion in lease.
Commencing at a gidyah  tree  marked broad-arrow
over H *5 in triangle on its west side at the south-east
corner of the Crosswell No. 1 or Oakwood No. 8 Run
on the east side of the Ward River ; bounded thence
on the west by a, north line nine miles to a post six feet
out of the ground marked broad-arrow over H 6 in
triangle on its west side ; thence on the north by an east
line four miles twenty chains to a gidyah tree marked
broad-arrow over C 7 in triangle on its west side ; thence
again on the north by a continuation of said east line
twenty chains ; thence again on the west by a north
line one mile ten chains ; thence again on the north by
an east line three miles fourteen chains ; thence on the
east by a south line ten miles sixteen chains to a gidyah
tree marked broad-arrow over C 6 in triangle on its west
side ; thence on the south by a west line seven miles
fifty-three chains to the marked tree hereinbefore first
described.
Name of Run-Dunstan.
Claimants of Lease-H. E. A. Allan, J. R. Street,
and H. Norton.
Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 19
Total ... ... 69
Amended descriptionfor insertion in lease.
Commencing at a gidyah tree marked broad-arrow over
H 4 in triangle on its west side, being the north-east
corner of the Cresswell No. 2 Run on the east side of the
Ward River ; bounded thence on the north by an east
line six miles thirty-three chains to a gidyah tree marked
broad-arrow over C 6 in triangle on its west side ;
thence on the east by a south line four miles and three-
quarters ; thence again on the north by an east line
one mile ; thence again on the east by a south line five
miles ; thence again on the north by an east line fifty-
two chains ; thence again on the east by a south line
twenty chains ; thence on the south by a west line seven
miles seventy-six chains ; th, nee on the west by a north
line ten miles to the marked tree hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Westbourne.
Claimant of Lease-F. N. Burne.
Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ...
Total ... 25
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing at a spot one mile east of a koolabah
tree marked broad-arrow over T 2 in triangle on its east
side, said tree being the north-west corner of the Tarring
Run on the west side of the Ward River; bounded thence
on the south by an east line five miles ; thence on the
east by a north line five miles ; thence on the north by
a west line five miles to an apple tree marked broad-
arrow over E 1 in triangle on its west side ; thence on
the west by a south line five miles to the point of com-
mencement.
LEICIIHARDT DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Rongaring.
Claimant of Lease-The Corporation of the
of Queensland (Limited).
Estimated area-
Bank
Kinross ...
Yering ...
Craigie ...
Available .. ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 1
29
Amended description,
Commencing at the south-western corner of the Girrah
Run; bounded thence on the east by the western boun-
dary of that run five miles and ten chains, crossing
Girrah Lagoons about one mile below a tree marked
broad-arrow over L over 11 in triangle, and also Oaky
Creek at a tree marked M in the wood ; thence on the
north by a west line five miles ; thence on the west by
a south line two miles and three-quarters to Oaky Creek
at a point about thirty-six chains below a tree marked
broad-arrow over  0  over X in triangle ; thence on the
north-west by said creek upwards to a point about twenty
chains below its confluence with Bulbul Creek; thence
on the south by an east line seven miles and a quarter,
crossing Girrah Lagoons at a tree marked broad-arrow
over L over 111 in triangle, to point of commencement.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1866.THE attention of the Lessees and others isdirected to the Notice and the amended
Descriptions after Survey of the undermentioned
Runs, which were published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 21st instant.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run.
Corriesdale
The Plains
E umara .. .
Kinyah ...
Hillgrove
Gara ...
Westerage
Gordon Plains
Rimbanda
Red Bluff
Ban Ban...
Bird Bush
Chance Hays
No. 1 Southwick
No. 2 Southwick
No. 3 Southwick
Nulla Nulla ...
Nulla Nulla No. 2
Tallegulla No. 1
Tallegulla No. 2
Tallegulla No. 3
Nulla Nulla No. 3
Thorngrove
Rockwood ...
Ravenswood ...
Lolworth No. 1...
Lolworth No. 2...
Lolworth No. 3...
Niall ...
Tara ...
Wall  ... ...
Maryvale ...
Kangerong
Malmesbury
Kinlock No. 2
Wando Vale .
Newburgh No. 1
Newburgh No. 2
Kinlock No. 1 ...
Therriebooboo ...
Warrah Warrah
Buloo ... ...
Koolah ...
...
...
...
WARREGo DISTRICT.
Lessee.
John  Brewster
Arthur Cole Bailey
Alexander H. Richardson
Ditto
T. S. Mort, E. W. Cameron,
and B. Buchanan
Ditto
Ditto
J. and C. Allingham
Ditto
The Trust and Agency Com-
pany of Australasia (limited)
J. and C. Allinghain
ihe Trust and Agency Com-
pany of Australasia (limited)
W. Hann, R. H. Bland, R.
Daintree, and E. Klingender
Robert Stewart
Robert Stewart
G. Cain, J. F. Maguire, and
J. R. Ricards, junr.
James, Fenwick and Co.
G. Cain, J. F. Maguire, and
J. R. Ricards, junr.
Ditto
James, Fenwick, and Co.
G. Cain, J. F. Maguire, and
J. R. Ricards, junr.
W. Hann, R. H. Bland, R.
Daintree, and E. Klingender
Joseph Hann
Ditto
W. Hann, E. Klingender, R.
H. Bland, and R. Daintree
Ditto
Ditto
Daniel Cudmore
Ditto
W. Hann, R. H. Bland, R.
Daintree, and E. Klingender
Ditto
Ditto
Joseph Bann
James Gibson
W. G. Walker
J. C. Sanders and R. Sanders
James Gibson
J. C. Sanders and R. Sanders
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Alexander Falconer Sullivan
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Listowel Downs No. 1 ...  I Theodore Harden.
LEICHIIARDT DISTRICT.
Gumble ...
Narran ...
Coonnbah
Pamaroo...
Toarkie ...
Gunnewin
Ridgeland
Durran Downs
Slate Hills
Roughlie...
A. H. Richardson
Ditto
J. B. Watt and Jno. Young
Ditto.
Ditto
Ditto
A. Walker and J. McLaren
A. H. Richardson
Andrew Scott
Ditto
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1866.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to direct that in accordance with the provisions of the  Pastoral
Leases Act of  1863, the unexpired terms of the Leases of the Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described,
which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, shall be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the
Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 1st day of October, 1866.
The Upset Price shall be Ten Shillings per square mile, according to the estimated area in each
case, and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the periods of the leases that may be current
at the time of sale, ending respectively as follows -Hogonthulla No. 3, first term of four years ending
30th June, 1868; Lower Maranoa No. 1, second term of five years ending 31st December, 1868.
The Rent of each block respectively for the succeeding terms of the leases, as per schedule annexed,
after the above dates will be appraised as provided in the 21th clause of the above-mentioned Act, or the
Pastoral Assessment Act of  1864.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's Rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each block.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below, shall be allowed six months
to stock the country, failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon, as
prescribed by the Act, the Lease may be cancelled.
The instruments of Lease will be delivered to the purchaser, on receipt through the local
Commissioner, of a declaration that the Run has been stocked in accordance with the provisions of the
Pastoral Leases Act.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE  AUCTION ROOMS
RUNS,
NAME OF RUN.
0
a
Or ARTHUR MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE , OF THE  FOLLOWING
ON MONDAY, THE 1ST DAY OF OCTOBER, 1866.
DESCRIPTION  OF BOUNDARIES.
UPSET
DATE OF EXPI- PRICE
RATION OF PER
LEASE. SQUARE
MILE.
W t7
5 W W
w
S.  & s. d.
1 HogonthuIla, Warrego 63 Commencing at a gum tree marked All under 12 years 30 June, 1878 10 18 18 0
No.  3  - broad-arrow in triangle on right bank of the
Ilogontliulla Creek, ten miles above its confluence
with the Warrego River, bounded thence on the
west by a north line about ten miles and a quarter
to the Warrego River, at a spot about fifty chains
west of an apple tree marked broad-arrow in
triangle; thence on the north by the aforesaid
river upwards five miles east in a right line;
thence on the east by a south line about twelve
miles seventy chains to the IIogonthulla Creek, at
a box tree marked AIII under broad-arrow in
triangle; thence on the south by the last named
creek downwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described.
2 Lower Maranoa, Maranoa 25 Commencing at a point at the left bank of the Lower 7 years 31 December, 10 7 10 0
No. 1 Maranoa River, where there is a gum sapling 1873
marked DV under broad-arrow in triangle, being
also the southern corner of Drysdale Ponds No. 5
Run ; bounded thence on the north-west' by a
north-east line six miles and seven chains ; and
thence on t he north-east by a south-east line
five miles ; thence on the south-east by a south-
west line five miles and sixty-six chains to the
31aranoa River, at a bastard gum tree marked Ml
under broad-arrow in triangle, being also the
western corner of the Clearwater Run, and thence
on the south-west by the said river upwards to the
marked tree hereinbefore first described.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TARE Notice that applications have been trade to bring the Lands described below under the
j provisions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named
in each case.
F. O. DARVALL, Registrar-General.
Description and Situation  of Land. Name of Proprietor Date within which  a Caveat
may be Lodged
Part of portions 141 and 142, containing 3 acres 1 rood Thomas Blacket Stephens ... 28th August, 1866.
20 o perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, South
Brisbane
Allotment 3 of portion 175, containing 1711 perches ; Andreas Ruckert. .. ... Ditto.
county, Stanley ; parish, North Brisbane
Allotments 3 and 4 of block 17, and allotment 4 of block Patrick Ahern ... ... Ditto.
18 of eastern suburban allotments 72 and 73, con-
taining in all 1 rood 374 perches ; county, Stanley ;
parish, North Brisbane
Allotments 4 and 5, containing together 18 acres 1 rood Charles Frederick Chubb ... Ditto.
22 perches ; county, Churchill ; parish, Brassall
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  12th July, 1866.
PAYMENT FOR  SURVEY OF RUNS.
THE Licensees  and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
1 Treasury ,  the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs ,  in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th clause of the  Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters sha ll  be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee.
John Brewster ... ... ...
Arthur Cole Bailey ... ... ...
A. H. Richardson ... ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Mort, Cameron, and Buchanan ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto
J. and C. Allingham... ... ...
Ditto .. .
The Trust & Agency Company of Australasia
J. and C. Allingham... ... ...
The Trust  & Agency Company of Australasia
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender ...
Robert Stewart ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Cain, Maguire, and Ricards, junr ...
James Fenwick and Co.a, ...
Cain, Maguire, and Ricards, junr. ...
Ditto • ... ... ...
James, Fenwick and Co ... ...
Cain, Maguire, and Rickards, junr. ...
Hann, Bland; Daintree, and Klingender ...
Joseph Hann...
Ditto ... ... ...
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Daniel Cudmore ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ..
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Joseph Hann... ... ... ... ...
James Gibson ...
W. G. Walker ... ... ...
J. C. and R. Sanders ... ...
James Gibson
J. C. and R. Sanders ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Alexander F. Sullivan ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto .. ... ... ...
Robert Tooth  ...  .
The Corporation styled The Bank of Aus-
tralasia
Area in
District.  square' Amount.
Miles.
North Kennedy
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto...Ditto...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto..,
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto...
Ditto... ...
Ditto...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...Ditto-Ditto ... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto- .. ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Warrego ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Maranoa
Ditto...
£ s.
55 16 10
48 14 8
25 7  10
28 8 8
49 14 14
25 7 10
47 14 2
41 12 6
32 9 12
75 22 10
31 9 6
75 22 10
52 15 12
60 18 0
90 27 0
75 22 10
51 15 6
45 13 10
33 9 18
42 12 12
72 21 12
50 15 0
47 14 2
45 13 10
36 10 16
34 10 4
35 10 10
128 38 8
112 33 12
42 12 12
75 22 10
85 25 10
50 15 0
106 31 16
103 30 18
57 11 2
44 13 4
33 9 18
109 32 14
59 17 14
50 15 0
50 15 0
50 15 0
75 22 10
35 10 10
100 30 0
Name of Run.
Corriesdale ... ...
The Plains ...
Euinara ... ...
Kinyah
Hillgrove ...
tiara ... ... ...
Westerage ... ...
Gordon Plains
Rimbanda ...
Red Bluff ...
Ban Ban ... ...
Birdbush
Chance Hays ... ...
No. 1 Southwick
No. 3 ditto ... ...
Nulls Nulla ... ...
Ditto No. 2 ...
Tallegulla No. 1 ...
Ditto No. 2 ...
Ditto No.  3
Nulla Nulls No. 3 ...
Thorngrove ... ...
Rockwood ... ...
Ravenswood ... ...
Lolworth No. 1
Ditto  No. 2 ...
Ditto  No. 3  ...
Niall ...
Tara ...
Wall .. ...
Maryvale
Kangerong
latalmesbury ... ...
Kinlock No. 2
Wando Vale ...
Newburgh No. 1 ...
Ditto No. 2
Kinlock No. 1
I  Yering... ... ...
Craigie ...
Therriebooboo
Warrah Warrah
Buloo ...
Koolah ..,
Havelock
Charlestown ...
I
N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office
Names and Description of Parties.
48 30th June, 1866.
Nature and Effect of
Deed.
Between Hamilton Reed Rutherford, late of Deed of Assignment
Maryborough, but now of Rockhampton, in of all the estate
the Colony of Queensland, chemist, and and effects of the
Edward Hazlit Hunter, of Maryborough said Hamilton
aforesaid, chemist, carrying on business at Reed Rutherford
Maryborough aforesaid, under the name, style, and Edward Haz-
and firm, of Rutherford and Hunter, of the lit Hunter, in
first part; and John Row, of Sydney, in the trust for the
Colony of New South Wales, chemist, Edward benefit of the
Row, of the same place, chemist, and Jeremiah creditors of the
John Moore, of Sydney, aforesaid, bookseller, said Hamilton
creditors of the said Hamilton Reed Rather- Reed Rutherford,
ford, and Edward Hazlit Hunter (Trustees and Edward Haz-
for the purposes in the Deed of Assignment lit Hunter.
mentioned), of the second part ; and the
several persons who have by themselves or
their agents executed the said Deed of Assign-
ment, being creditors of the said Rutherford
and Hunter, and whose names are mentioned
in the schedule attached to the said Deed of
Assignment, of the third part.
Date of Registration.
Lodged at the
Office of the
Supreme Court,
this 23rd day
of July, A. D.
1866, and
entered same
day.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar  of the  Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  26th July, 1866.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.
.1L
THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury the amounts specified in connection  with  their respective Runs ,  in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th clause of the Act  27  Victoria , No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause ,  which declares, that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette ,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee.
John Brown Watt and John Young
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
A. Walker  and J. McLaren...
A. H. Richardson ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Andrew Scott ... ... ... ...
Ditto
Thomas Mcllwraith and Jos. C. Smyth
Ditto . .
W. C. Mayne, junr., E. C. Mayne, and C. J. Forbes
H. L. Low ... ... ... ...
J. Fraser, C. Brown, and J. M. Brown ...
Ditto ... ... ...
R. A. A. Morehead and M. Young... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
H. E. A. Allan, J. R. Street, and H. Norton ...
Ditto ... ... ...
F. N. Burne ... ... ... ...
Name of Run. I District. Area. Amount.
sq, miles. £ s. d.
Toarkie . ... ... Leichhardt ,.. 25 7 10 0
Gunnewin  ...  ... ditto ... ... 44 13 4 0
Cooimbah .., ditto ... ... 25 7 10 0
Pamaroo ... ... ditto ... ... 38 11 8 0
Ridgeland ... ... ditto ... ... 16 4 16 0
Gumble ... ... ditto  ...  ... 40 12 0 0
Narran ... ... ... ditto  ...  ... 35 10 10 0
Durran Downs... ... ditto ... ... 78 23 8 0
Slate Hills ... ditto ... ... 55 16 10 0
Roughlie ... ditto ... 42 12 12 0
Mv° rtleville ... Maranoa ... 80 24 0 0
Ravenswood ... ... ditto ... 39 11 14 0
Yarran ... ... ... Warrego ... 25 7 10 0
Malta ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 15 0 0
Woura ... ... ... ditto ... ... 42 12 12 0
Euraine ... ... ditto ... ... 49 -14 14 0
Centre ... ... ditto ...  ... 57  17 2 0
Nive Downs West ... ditto ... ... 59 17 14 0
Back Run ... .. ditto ... ... 100 30 0 0
Barford... ... ... ditto ... ... 69 20 14 0
Belstead ditto ... ... 72 21 12 0
Dunstan ... ditto ... ... 69 20 14 0
Westbourne ... ditto ... ... 25 7 10 0
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1866.NOTICE is hereby given, that he Southern a d Western Railway will be open for General Trafficfrom Ipswich to Helidon, on and after MONDAY, the 30th instant, when the following Time
Table and Table of Passenger Fares will come into operation.
(L.s.) A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
Miles. Up. Week Days. Sundays. Miles. Down. Week Days. Sundays.
Goods. Pass. Pass. Pass. Pass. Pass. Goods. Pass.  Pass. Pass.
a.m, a.m. p.m. a.m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
Ipswich 6.10 10. 0 4' 0 8. 0 4. 0 Helidon ... S. 0 11.50 3.25 7.25 3.25
71 Walloon .. 6.40 *10.30 4.30 8.30 4.30 111 Gatton .. *8'40 *12.30 4.0 8. 0 4.0
21 Grandchester 7.25 11.15 *5-15 *9.15 *5.15 21l Laidley .. 9.10 1.0 4.30 8.30 4.30
281 Laidley 8.10 12. 0 6. 0 10' 0 6. 0 29 Grandehester9.50 1.40 05.15 *9.15 05.15
381 Gatton ... 08.40 *12.30 6.30 10.30 6.30 421 Walloon ... .*10-30 2.20 6. 0 10. 0 6.0
50 Helidon ... 9.20 1.10 7. 5 11' 5 7. 5 50 Ipswich ... 11. 0 2.50 6.30 10.30 6*30
* Trains meet here.
(L.s.) A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways Office, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane, 27th July, 1866.
PASSENGER FARES.
Ipswich. Walloon. Grandchester. Laidley. Gatton. Helidon.
Station.
Single. Return. Single. Return. Single. Return. Single. Return. Single . Return. Single .  Return.
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1` 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
8. 8. d. 8. 8. s. d. s. d. s. S. s.d. s.d. s s, s.d. { 8.d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. s. d. 8. s.
Ipswich ... 30 20 4 3 7050 10 8 100176 15 0 11 0 13 0 10 0 19 0 15 0 17 12 6 25 18
8 Walloon ...  3 2 0 4 3 ... 4636 7 5 7050 10 0 8 0 10 0 7 6 15 0 11 0 14 10 0 21 15
21 Grandchester  7 5 0 10 8 46 36 7 5 ... ... ... ... 30 20 40 30 60 46 90 70 9 70 14 10
29 Laidley ...  10 7 6 15 11 70 50 10 8 30 20 4 3 3 6 2 6 4 6 3 6 7 5 0 10 8
38 Gatton ...  13 10 0 19 15 100 7 6 15 11 6 461
9 7 36 26 4 6 3 6 ... ... ... ... 4 3 0 6 4
49 Helidon ...  17 12 6 25 18 140 100 21 15 7900 14 10 70,50 100 80 40 30 60 40 ... ...
(L.s.) A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways Office, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane , 27th July, 1866.
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R
ECEIPTS AND EXPENDI TURE of the DALBY MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, from JANUARY 1st to JUNE
30th, 1866.
Dr. CASH £ s. d.
1866.
CONTRA Cr. £ s. d.
1866.
Jan. 12 To cash rates collected
24 „ Cash rates collected
Feb. 8 „ Cash rates collected
22 „ Cash rates collected
En, owiner,t of land
sales to December
17 14 11 Jan. 1 By balance due on Bank of Queensland ... 570 12 1
35 12 8 i 6 „ 't'own Clerk, expenses to Toowoomba 5 0 0
114 5 5 15 „ Overseer of Works, salary for December 8 8 0
36 6 10 30  „ Dalby Herald,  advertisements, &c. ... 2 17 0
314, 1865 .. 242 13 9
Mch. 24 „ Cash rates collected 24 4 6
„ Endowment on rates
to December 31st,
1865
April 19 „ Cash rates collected
May 16 „ Cash rates collected
June 14 „ Cash rates collected
Expenses of distress
warrants ...
30 „ Cash rates collected
Expense  distress
J. Bauer, removing carcass ...
Overseer of Works, salary for January
„ A. Elms, on account of contract for well
Government Gazette,  subscription ... 2 0 0
„ Walter Driver, removing two carcasses 1 0 0
warrant ... ... 0 6 0
To Loan account ... 750 0 0
„ Samuel Hawks,  removing carcass ... 0 10 0
„ Walter Driver, ditto ,,, 0 10 0
W. N. Poole, purchase of 3rd vol.
Queensland Statutes...  ... ...  2 0 0
„ Town Clerk, balance of expenses to
Toowoomba ... 2 0 0
24 „ Town Clerk, salary to February 16, at
£130 per annum .. ... 32 10 0
„ School of Arts, rent of Chamber ... 12 10 0
„ Costs trial, Williams v. Municipality... 75 0 0
Samuel Hawks, removing  two carcasses 1 0 0
Mch. 16
Thomas Taylor, posting bye-laws 0 5 0
A. Elms, balance of contract for well
„
sinking ... .. . ... ...  86 5 0
„ W. Hallagan,  report and inspection of
sinking ... ... ... ... 100 0 0
250 18 3 31 „ W. C. Wakeling, on account of ex-
14 7 4, penses to Toowoomba ... ... 4 0 0
15 17 4 Feb. 12 „ Postage stamps ... 1 0 0
22 1 3 F. W. Roche, paper, ink, &c.... ... 1 10 0
5 14 0
2 10 0
Corporation  wells ... 3 0 0
Interest  on account  to Bank of Queens-
April 7 „ A. Elms,  carting earth  from Corpo-
G. Holmes, on account of contract
-cutting burr ... ... ... 20 0 0
School of Arts, rent of Chamber ... 12 10 0
Town Clerk, salary to March 31, at
£150 per annum ... ... ... 37 10 0
J. Quigley, removing carcass... ... 0 10 0
J. Dolphin, salaryfor February... ... 8 8 0
It. Texton, expenses to Toowoomba ... 5 10 0
W. C. Wakeling, balance of expenses
to Toowoomba ... 6 10 0
A.  G. Gayler, expenses to Toowoomba 5 10 0
P. Hallinan, ditto ditto... 5 10 0
Town Clerk, ditto ditto... .. 10 10 0
Dalby Herald,  printing and advertise-
ments ... .. ... 7 7 0
ration wells  ... ... ... ...  29 7 1
21 „ J. W.  Buxton, rate and assessment
2 13 6
May 21 „
J. Davenish, on account contract, repair
of bridge ... ... ...
J. Ward, contract for buckets, ropes,
0 10 0
8 8 0
13 3 0
20 0 0
&c., for  wells... ... ... 14 0 0
J. Ward, emptying out Corporation
wells ... ... 3 10 0
June 2 „ J. Cavanagh, 8 days labor in Patrick
street, at 7s. ... ... ...
P. Flaherty, 6 days ditto ditto...
W. C. Wakeling, section and estimate
18
2 16 0
2 2 0
of draining swamp ... ... 3 3 0
Walter Driver, removing carcasses ... 1 10 0
T. Taylor, posting notices ... 0 5 0
Inspector of Nuisances, one month's
salary  ...  ... ... ... 3 6 8
Philip Smith,  stumping streets ... ..  20 0 0
30 „ G. Holmes,  balance contract - cutting
burr ... ... ... ... 20 0 0
Eastaughffe and Mayer,  fees as asses-
sors ... ...  ...  ... ... 10 0 0
W. Driver, removing carcasses... ... 1 0 0
A. Woodland, ditto ditto ... 0 10 0
Thomas Bool, ditto ditto ... ... 0 10 0
H. Pickering, ditto ditto ... ... 0 10 0
J. Davenish, . balance of contract,
Gayler's Bridge ... ... ... 23 15 0
Postage stamps ... ... ... 1 0 0
Clarke, 9 days work, at 7s. per diem ... 3 3 0
Blake, 9 ditto, ditto ditto 3 3 0
McGregor, 4 days, ditto ditto... ... 1 8 0
Balance ...  ... ... ... ... 311 6 11
£1,53212 3 £1,532 12 3
We, the undersigned, having examined the Books and Vouchers in connection with the above
Accounts, hereby certify the same to be correct.
GEORGE M. HELSHAM, Town Clerk. JOSEPH HUGHES, Auditors.JOHN RYAN,
Dalby Municipality, July 18th, 1866. PATRICK HALLINAN,  Mayor.
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S1 TATEMENT of the RECEIPTS  and DISBURSEMENTS  of the CORPORATION Of ROCKHAMPTON, for(J HALF-YEAR ending 30th JUNE, 1866. the
RECEIPTS. DISBURSEMENTS.
£
Drainage Fund account-To
s. d. £ s. d.
I
£ s,
By expenses of assessment of
d.  £ s. d.
balance in A. J. S. Bank, 1866 60 0 0
December 31, 1865 ... 3,225 18 1 I By.contract No. 11, kerbing,
To interest accrued... 77
To cash drawn from general
15 2 &c. ...  ... 1,032 0
By contract No. 40, fencing
0
fund .,. 123 3 0 main drain. ... 164 9 6
3,426 13 3  By contract No. 41, additions
General Fund account-To
balance in hand, December
to chambers ., 51 5
By contract No. 42, blue
6
31, 1865 ... . . . ... 4,404 19 3 metal , &c. .., 993 10 5
To interest accrued 188 7 7 B contract No second43... ... 45936 10 y . ,i if d
To Rates-To amount of
, sect on o ma n rain .., 859 0
By contract No. 44, fencing
0
rate of 1864, collected . 23
To amount of rate of (Leich-
10 0 Market  reserve 65 5
By contract No. 45, break-
5
hardt Ward) 1865, collected 30
To amount of rate of (Archer
12 6 water .. .. ... 1,054 0
By contract No. 46, earth-
0
Ward) 1865, collected .. 538
To amount of rate of (Fitzroy
18 3 work ... ,,, 66 0
By contract No. 47, forma-
0
Ward) 1865, collected ... 169
To amount of rate of (Archer
7 0 tion Bolsover street 60 0
By contract No. 48, rubble
0
Ward) 1866, collected ... 17 15 0 stone earthwork 106 0 0
1,051 3 3 By contract No. 50, rubble
To Government Endowments stone ... . . . 50 10 0
-To balance of Endow- 4,502 0 10
ment of land sales of 1864 2,040 15 6 By interest on loan to Dec.
To land sales of 1865 ... 563 5 4 31st, 1865 54 1 6
To Rates in December 31, By salaries-Town Clerk ,,. 125 0 0
1865 ... ... ... 1,034 0 6 Town Surveyor ... 150 0 0
3,638 1 4 Rate Collector 75 0 0
To ballasting fees .. 2 2 0 Messenger ... ... 15 12 0
„ Miscellaneous receipts ... 3 0 0 Sexton ... 54 12 0
„ Cemetery fees ... ... 94 7 6 Inspector of Nuisances 14 9 9
„ Wharfage dues ... 620 5 1 Corporation Solicitor ... 25 0 0
„ Carriers' licenses ... 29 0 0 459 13 9
„ Yeppen pump (nett By wages account-general 104 9 3
proceeds) .., 34 11 9 Leichhardt Ward 31 13 6
„ Rent of Upper Ferry ... 48 6 8 „ Archer Ward ... 309 6 3
Lower Ferry. . .. 26 5 0 Fitzroy Ward ... 59 17 3
Drainage account
By charges - Drainage ac-
151 6 9
count ... 22 9 1
„ General account
By balance in A. J . S. Bank
517 3 11
General account  ...  5,006 2
Balance in A. J. S Bank
6
-drainage account ... 2,106 7 11
Balance in hand ... 182 10 2
2957 0 7,
£13,567 2 8 £13,567 2 8
R. M. HUNTER, Mayor.
WILLIAM DAVIS, Town Clerk.
We have this day audited the Corporation  accounts  for the half-year ending June  30th, 1866, and*
find the same correct.
Rockhampton, July 18th, 1866.ST ATE MENT  of RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTSJANUARY  to 30th Of JUNE, 1866.
Dr. £ s. d.
January 1, 1866.
To balance from last statement in Bank ... 28 12 0
„ Endowment on rates collected to 31st
December, 1865 ... ... ... 152 18 8
„ Endowment on land sale ... ... 240 11 8
Rates coll ected, 1866 ... ... ... 199 12 10
£621 15 2
I hereby certify the above statement to be correct.
WILLIAM PERSHOUSE, Mayor.
GEORGE LUFF, Auditors.JOSEPH BRIGNELL, 1
of the GLADSTONE MUNICIPALITY, from 1st Of
„ Cash in Australian Joiat Stock Bank .,. 150 8 0
„ Cash in hands of Treasurer ... 6 1 8
dam .., ... ... .,. 100 0 0
„ Discount on cheques .. . , . 2 4 0
Cr.
January 1, 1866,  £ s. d.
contractors' accounts for street improve-
ments ... ... .., ... 256 15 6
Surveying streets ... 13 0 0
Advertising, printing, and stationery ,.. 7 3 0
Destroying Bathurst burr ... 3 0 0
Copying press, book, &c, ... ... 5 9 5
Rent of Council Chamber ... .., 6 5 0
Town Clerk's salary, six months 51 13 4
Commission on rates collected ... ...  9 12 2
Maps and postage ... ... ...  3 5 0
Repairs, and contingent expenses 6 18 1
R. Smith, on account of contract for
£621 15 2
GEORGE BODIMEADE,  Town Clerk.
We certify that we  have examined the Books  of Accounts,  and Vouchers connected therewith,
kept by the  Municipal  Council  of Gladstone ,  and that the above statement corresponds therewith.
WILLIAM H. HALL, Auditors.G. W. ROBERTSON,
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REVENUE and XPENDITURE Of the IPSWICH MUNICIPALITY to 30th JUNE,1866.
Dr.
£ s. d.
To Balance ...
,,Cash on hand ...
Endowment on land sales,
1865 ...
Ditto rates collected ...
Rent of Sale Yards ... 25 0 0
„
„
„
To
„
„
Town-hall reserve 5 0 0
Wharf frontage ... 18 3 0
Ferry ... ... 19 15 0
Water reserve 32 10 0
Waterworks and
baths ... ... 165 0 0
Pumps, North
Ipswich ... 1 7 6
Licenses to draymen ... 24 0 0
Licenses %o hackney car-
riages  ... ... 44 0 0
To Warrants issued  ...
Clearing Bathurst burr
„ Rates collected ...
„ Joint Stock Bank ...
Cr.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d
453 19 8
6 6 4
337 0 1
651 15 6
Election expenses  ... 14 15 6
Auditors ... ... ... 10 0 0
Assessors  ... ... ... 50 0 0
Salaries ... ... ... 258 5 0
Rent of Council Chambers 17 10 0
Corporation Solicitor ... 43 1 4
Petty cash ... .. ... 3 15 6
Commission, sale of Water
Reserve ... ... 4 8 0
Repairs to theodolite ... 2 10 0
Surveying ... 2 16 0
Ironmongery, kerosene, &c. 12 16 2
Blacksmith's work  ...  10 18 4
Stationery, printing, and
advertising ... ... 55 18 6
Interest on Loan to 31st
December, 1865 ... ... 165 9 0
„
334 15 6 652 3 4
0 3 0 By North Ipswich ... ... 39 0 0
3 1 0 „ Woodend Road .. 384 17 10
633 7 0 „ Removing and erecting Sale
605 0 3 Yards ... ... ... 55 0 0
„ Pring and East streets 25 0 0
„ Brisbane street, Little
Ipswich ... ... 319 0 0
„ Mortimer and Brisbane
streets ... ... ... 30 15 0
„ Elizabeth street ... ... 27 5 0
„ Warwick street ... ... 83 15 0
„ Kerbing streets .. ... 38 3 0
„ Waterworks and baths ... 200 7 5
„ Western suburbs ... ... 20 0 0
„ South street ... 22 10 0
Nicolas street ... ... 180 0 0
„ Waghorn street ... .. 149 0 0
Clearing and stumping
streets ... ... ... 186 5 0
„ Wharf street ... ... 145 0 0
„ Gravelling streets ... 110 0 0
Labor and cartage... .. 337 3 0
By Interest Joint Stock Bank 10 3 9
,,  Cash on hand .. ... 10 0 0
£
20 3 9
£3,025 8 4 £3,025 8 4
P. P. ANDERSON, Town Clerk. 0 J. MURPHY, Mayor.
We have examined the Books and Vouchers of the Ipswich Municipal Council, from the 1st
of January to the 30th June, 1866, and find they agree with the annexed Balance Sheet, which is correct.J.BLAINE
Ipswich, 20th July, 1866. JNO.  CAMERONAuditors.
TATEMENT of the RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the BRISBANE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, from 1st
i January to 30th Jiine, 1866 :--
Dr.
1866. £ s. d.
Jan. 1. To Cash in hand... ... 54 17 4
June 30. „ Rates received ... ... 3,391 8 6
Rents of ferries ...  ...  1,386 18 4
Rents of market reserve, &c. 138 5 0
Fines from Police Court ... 30 5 0
Licenses, cabs, drays, &c. .. 511 10 0
Government endowment  ...  4,522  13  7
Loan... ... £10,000 0 0
Rank overdraft 1,830 1 11
- 11,830 1 11
1866.
Jan. 1 . By Balance from last
statement ..
June 30. „ East Ward,
£21,86 6  19 8  11
I hereby certify the foregoing statement to be correct.
2,353 1 3
Cr.
s. d. £ s. d.
15,045 8 6
m-
provement  .. 161 18 10
„ West ditto, ditto 477 15 0
„ North ditto,  ditto 938 9 6
„ South ditto,  ditto 282 12 10
Kangaroo Point
ditto, ditto  .. 65 15 10
Valley ditto,  ditto 2,043 15 3
„ Salaries ... ... 781 10 0
„ Office furniture... 91 4 11
Fire Brigade ... 30 1 8
Watering streets 164 11 0
„ Street metal ... 147 12 9
„ Ferries ... ... 4 11 5
Contingences  ... 686  3 4
„ Interest ... ... 531 9 11
2,437 6 0
„ Cash in hand ... 12 18 11
£21,865 19 8
Thos. DowsE, Town Clerk. R. S. WARRY, Mayor.
We hereby certify that we have examined the books of accounts, and vouchers connected therewith,
kept by the Brisbane Municipal Council, and that the above statement corresponds with them.
RICHD. F. PHELAN, Auditors.Dated this 23rd July , 1866, THEODORE U NMACK,
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NOTICE TO MARINERS.
INNER ROUTE TO TORRES' STRAITS.
THE following Beacons have been erected for
the Queensland Government by H.M.S.
" Salamander," for the guidance of vessels taking
the Inner Route, viz. :-
d.  Reef, Princess Charlotte's Bay.-Lat.  14° 7' 30" S.,
on the S.W. end of the sand bank, a beacon facing east
and west, with large I) painted white on a black ground.
y. Beef, of Cape Direction.-Lat.  12° 49' S., a black
rectangular beacon is placed on the western edge of
this reef. The sand shown on the chart is covered at
high water.
d. Reef, off Monkhouse Point.-Lat.  15° 30' 30". A
screw pile-on which a beacon is about to be erected-is
placed on the western edge of this reef.
Mariners are cautioned that two coral patches
have been reported as lying between Nos. 1 and 2
Claremont Islands and the shoal off the mainland,
-in the neighborhood of the course laid down on
the Admiralty charts as that which should be used
at night. It is recommended, therefore, that at
night a course should be steered so as to pass to
the eastward of the above islands.
eight hundred and sixty-six, at the hour of
Ten o'clock in the forenoon of the same day,
and' there to abide, if occasion shall require,
during the sitting of the said Court, and then
and there to accept or refuse Letters or
Administration of all and singular the goods, chat-
tels, and effects, of the said deceased, or otherwise
to show sufficient cause (if you or either of you
have or know any) why the same should not be
committed to the said Amos Braysher, as aforesaid,
a creditor of the said deceased, on giving sufficient
security ; and further to do and receive as to law
and justice shall appertain, under pain of such
Letters of Administration being granted to the said
Amos Braysher, as aforesaid, a creditor of the said
deceased.
Witness the Honorable JAMES COCKLE, Esquire,
Chief Justice of our said Court at Brisbane,
this eleventh day of July, in the thirtieth
year of our reign, and A.D. 1866.
FL.s.] REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar.
ROBERTS AND HART,
Proctors for the said Amos Braysher,
Queen street, Brisbane.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, 18th July, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORETON BAY-BRISBANE RIVER.
ON and after this date, a light will be exhibited
from Lytton, which will be visible from the
beacon immediately above Luggage Point :-east-
ward, to the Fishermen Islands. Vessels passing
up the river should keep Luggage Point within two
ship's lengths, until the small gap through the
mangroves above the point is opened ; they should
then haul up and steer direct for the light at
Lytton, until the large black buoy off' the Boat
Channel is sighted, after passing which, they can
shape a course up the river as usual.
Vessels steering up the river, towards Lytton
wi ll , while keeping this light in sight, be clear of
the bank, and the two red buoys on the west side
of the channel.
By order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, July 10th, 1866.
VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of the Faith, &c., &c.,
To the Widow and next of kin (if any) of James
Teevan, late of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, builder, deceased, intestate, and
to all others whom it may concern-
GREETING:
W it hath been represented to our11 YY  Supreme Court of Queensland, by the
Proctor of Amos Braysher, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, a creditor of the said
deceased, that the said James Teevan departed this
life on or about the Twenty-third day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-four, intestate, having, at the time of his
death goods, chattels, and credits, in the Colony
aforesaid : We do therefore hereby peremptorily
cite you, and each and every of you, to appear
personally, or by your Proctor duly constituted,
before our said Court, at the Court House, in
Queen street, Brisbane, on the Eleventh day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1866.
CHAMBERS v. BONAR.
TO
ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that a Writ of  fieri jbcias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff
in the above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest of, in, and to, all that piece or
parcel of Land in the Colony of Queensland,
containing by admeasurement twenty-six acres one
rood and fourteen perches, be the same more or
less, situated in the county of Stanley, and parish
of Oxley, portion one hundred and eighty-one-
commencing at the north corner of portion one
hundred and eighty on the Ipswich road ; and
bounded thence on the south-west by the north-
east boundary line of that portion, bearing south
thirty-nine degrees forty-five minutes east thirty
chains and seventeen links ; on the south-east by a
line bearing north fifty degrees fifteen minutes
east nine chains and two links ; on the north-east
by a road one chain wide separating it from portion
one hundred and eighty-two bearing north thirty-
nine degrees forty-five minutes west twenty-eight
chains and twenty-six links ; and on the north-
west by the Ipswich road one hundred and  fi fty
links wide bearing south sixty-two degrees forty
minutes west nine chains and six links to the point
of commencement.
Also all that piece of Land containing by
admeasurement one acre one rood and nineteen
perches, be the same more or less, situated in
the county of Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly,
being subdivisions thirty, thirty-one, thirty-eight,
thirty-nine, and forty of portion one hundred
and fifty-one B-commencing at the north corner
of subdivision twenty-nine ; and bounded thence
on the north-east by a road sixty links wide
bearing north sixty-two degrees west two chains
fifty links ; on the north-west by a road fifty links
wide bearing south twenty-eight degrees thirty
minutes west six chains and fifteen links ; on the
south by a line bearing east thirty minutes south
two chains eighty-three links ; and on the south-
east by the north-western boundary line of sub-
divisions twenty-nine and forty-one bearing north
twenty-eight degrees thirty minutes east four
chains eighty links to the point of commencement.
Will be sold by the Sheriff' of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at the Sovereign Hotel, Elizabeth
street, Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the 30th day
of August next, at Twelve o'clock noon, unless the
said execution is previously satisfied.
EDWARD HACKING,
Under Sheriff.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1866.
PICKERING v. LEVEETON.
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
notice, that a Writ of  fceri ,facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff in
the above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest, of, in, and to, all that piece of
Land, containing by admeasurement 24 perches, be
the same more or less, situate in the county Aubigny,
and parish of Drayton, being subdivision 76A of
portion 13 ;-commencing at the south-east corner of
subdivision 75, and bounded thence on the south
by Bridge street bearing easterly fifty links ; on the
east by a line at right-angles to Bridge street
dividing it from subdivision 76B bearing northerly
three chains ; on the north by  a line  parallel with
Bridge street dividing it from part of subdivision
47 bearing westerly fifty links ; and on the west by
the east boundary line of subdivision 75 bearing
southerly three chains to the point of commence-
ment ; being part of the land sold on the 19th
July, 1858, as lot No. 1, in pursuance of a procla-
mation of the 31st May, 1858; Will be Sold by the
Sheriff of Queensland, by Public Auction, at the
Queen's Arms, Toowoomba, on THURSDAY, the
30th day of August next, at Twelve o'clock noon,
unless this execution is previously satisfied.
EDWARD HACKING,
Under Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Louis Zarek, of Cleve-
land, storekeeper.
WHEREAS the said Louis Zarek was, on
the 23rd day of July, A.D. 1866, adjudged to
be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint MONDAY, the
30th day of July, for the Insolvent to come in and
be examined ; and a First Public Sitting of the
Court, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the
30th day of July, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools acid wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the sane place, on MONDAY, the 10th
day of September, A.D. 1806, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of * debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 23rd day of July, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
Sitting of the Court, at the 'same place, on
MONDAY, the 17th day of September, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 26th day of July,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
WM. PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Norris Hill, of Too-
woomba, builder.
OTICE is hereby given, that on the 21st day
J.. of December last, a Certificate under  The
Insolvency Act of  1864, was allowed and granted,
by His Honor Mr. Justice Lutwyche,  the Judge  in
Insolvency, to the abovenamed insolvent.
Dated this 26th day of July, A.D. 1866.
MACNISH AND SON,
Attorneys for the Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
INSOLVENCY JURISDICTION.
In the Insolvent Estate of Robert Short, of Bris-
bane, printer.
/(LAKE Notice, that it is my intention, on  MON-DAY, the 13th day of August next ensuing,
at the sitting appointed to be held in the said
Estate, to apply for a Certificate of Discharge, in
pursuance of the Act in that case made and pro-
vided.
Dated the 26th day of July, 1866.
ROBERT SHORT,
The abovenamed Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Peter McGlinchy, late of Cardwell,
in the Colony of Queensland, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
l tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  appli-
cation will be made to the Supreme Court of
Queensland, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Probate of the last Will and Testament of the said
deceased may be granted to John McBride, of
Cardwell aforesaid, merchant, the sole Executor in
the said Will named.
Dated this 28th day of July, A.D. 1866.
ROBERTS AND HART,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executor.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Win. Partridge, of
Ipswich, carpenter.
WHEREAS the said Wm. Partridge was,
on the 25th day of July,  A. D.  1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent,  f  hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 10th day of September, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and f'or the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination. and whether
any and what tools and u earth;,, apparel shall be
allowed o the ln,soh-ent ; and a Second Public
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Aisne Gordion Machefer, of
Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
wine and spirit merchant, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the Supreme
Court of Queensland, in its Ecclesiastical Juris-
diction, that Letters of Administration of the goods,
chattels, credits, and effects, of the said Aisne
Gordion Machefer, may be granted to Emily Jane
Machefer, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of July, A.D. 1866.
ROBERTS  A STD HART,
Proctors for the said Easily Jane Machefer,
Queen street,  Brisbane..
C89.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Herbert Renwick, late of Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, Isabella Renwick, of Rockhampton afore-
said, the wife and next of kin of the said deceased,
intends to apply to this honorable Court, in its
Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that administration of
all and singular the goods, chattels, credits, and
effects, of the said deceased may be granted to her.
Dated at Rockhampton, this twenty-third day of
July, A.D. 1866.
THOMAS BELLAS,
Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Isabella Renwick.
By his Agent-EDWARD DOYLE,
Brisbane.
A N  Order of the Court has this day beenmade, to the effect that Courts of Petty
Sessions shall be held monthly, viz., on the last
Wednesday in each month ; and the Clerk of Petty
Sessions is instructed to summons in accordance
with this order.
W. F. KENNEDY, J.P.
JAMES B. TYMONS, J.P.
Court House, Nebo,
Fort Cooper, 10th July, 1866.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Co-partner-
ship carried on for some time past at
Brisbane, between William Perry and Frederic
William Perry, under the firm of Perry Brothers,
as ironmongers, has been dissolved by mutual
consent. Mr. William Perry is empowered to
discharge and settle all debts due to and by the
said Co-partnership concern,
Dated this twenty-seventh day of July, A.D.
1866.
WILLIAM PERRY.
FREDERIC WILLIAM PERRY.
Witness to both signatures-Wm. K. MACNISH,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
T
HE Partnership hitherto existing between
Thomas Roe Carter and John William
Greaves, under the style or firm of Carter and Co.,
as merchants, at Townsville, Cleveland Bay, in the
Colony of Queensland, is this day dissolved. The
said business will for the future be carried on by
the said Thomas Roe Carter, under the style or
firm of Carter and Co., who will receive and pay
all debts due to and from the said late firm of
Carter and Co. contracted in the usual course of
business.
T. R. CARTER,
JOHN W. GREAVES.
THOMAS BosTON, Witness to both Signatures.
Townsville, 20th June, 1866.
NOTICE.-The Partnership heretofore existing
between the undersigned, trading under the
name, style, or firm of E. Goertz and Co., has been
this day dissolved by mutual consent. The busi-
ness will in future be carried on by E. Goertz. All
debts will be received, or paid, by the said E.
Goertz, or by John Frazer and Co., Sydney.
ERNEST GOERTZ.
JOHN FRAZER.
WILLIAM MANSON.
April  30th, 1866.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
THE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillingsper quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. A ll
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office,William Street, single copies of the follow-
ing Acts of Parliament, viz :-
Agricultural Reserves Act, 6d.
Criminal Offences Act, Is.
Criminal Practice Act, Is.
Criminal Statutes Repeal Act, 6d.
Diseases in Cattle Act, 6d.
District Courts Act Amendment Act, 1s.
Forgery Act, Is.
Fencing Act, 6d.
Government Annuities Act, 6d.
Government Savings Banks Act, 6d.
Government Savings Banks Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Impounding Act, Is.
Impounding Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Insolvency Act, Is. 6d.
Innkeepers Protection Act, 6d.
Industrial and Reformatory Schools Act, Is.
Licensed Auctioneers Act, 9d.
Master and Servants Act, Is.
Municipal Institutions Act, Is.
Offences against the Person Act, 1s.
Pastoral Leases Act, Is.
Pastoral Occupation Act, 6d.
Publicans Act, Is.
Publicans Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Quarantine Act, Is.
Real Property Act, 2s. 6d.
Registration of Electors Amendment Act, Is.
Roads Closing Act, 6d. .
Scab and other diseases in Sheep Prevention Act, Is.
Scab in Sheep Act, 6d.
Selectors Relief Act, 6d.
RULES OF COURT.
General Orders in Equity, Is. 6d.
Pleading Practice, Is.
Fees and Charges in Equity, 6d.
Insolvency Rules, 6d.
District Court Rules, Is.
Rates of Postage, 1s.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Brisbane , 18th May, 1866.
JFntpiunbin.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndab, fromYeinda Station, 5thJuly, 1866, by order of William Pirie, Esquire.
One chesnut horse, unbranded, star and snip, white.
One large grey  filly, AH near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 7th August, 1866, will
be sold to defray expenses.
A. FARRELLY, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Bowen, from Strathdon, 23rd June,1866, by order of F. R. Bode, Esquire. Driving 2s.
One bay horse, like TAC over  w  near shoulder, star on
forehead, saddle marked, near hind foot white, snip
on nose.
If not released on or before 27th July, 1866, will be
sold to defray expenses.
G. BOULTER, Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Rockhampton, 14th July, 1866, bySedgewick Cowper, Esquire. Driving 10s.
One iron-grey filly, like AO near shoulder.
If not released on or before 21st August, 1866, will be
sold to defray expenses.
F. H. YOUNG, Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Normanby (wronglydescribed in former advertisement).
One taffy mare, blaze, R near shoulder.
One bay horse, hind and near fore feet white, blotch off
shoulder, W near shoulder, G near thigh.
If not  released  on or before 7th August, 1866, will be
sold to defray expenses.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published by W. C. BELBR- OGE, Government Printer,
William Street, 28th July, 1866
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I
N  accordance  with  the provisions of the Act 28  Victoria,  No. 25, Section  173, it is  notified that the
undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office :-
No. Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties. Nature and Effect of Date of Registration.Deed.
49 27th July, 1866 Between Robert Spencer Davidson, of Holmes'
Camp, near Toowoomba, in the Colony of
Queensland, storekeeper, of the first part;
William Newton and Ernest Hervey Webb,
of Brisbane, in the said Colony, merchants
(trustees for the purposes in the Deed of
Assignment mentioned), of the second part;
and the several persons and bodies corporate
who have by themselves or their agents
executed the said Peed of Assignment, being
creditors of the said Robert Spencer David-
son , and whose names are mentioned in the
Schedule attaolied to the said Deed of
Assignment, of the third part.
Deed of Assign- Lodged at the
ment of all the office of the
estate and effects Supreme Court,
of the said Robert this 28th day of
Spencer Davidson, July, A.D. 1866,
in trust for the and entered same
benefit of the cre- day.
ditors of the said
Robert Spencer
Davidson.
x I:YNOLDS BALL,
Registrar  of'the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
By Authority : W. C. BSLBKIDGI:,  Government Printer, William Street, Brisbane.
Supplement  to the Queensland Governinent  Gazette of Saturday, 28th July,  1866.-- No. 77,
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ANNO VICESIMO  N ONO
VICTORL1"A REGIN.
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No. 23.
An Act to Recover and Enforce Claims against the Government.
ASSENTED TO 23RD MAY, 1866.
BE it enacted by and with the  -advice and consent of he Legislative Pr amble.Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament
assembled and by the authority of the same as follows :-
1. The Act twentieth of Victoria number fifteen except as to Repeal of Act 20
proceedings already commenced or to claims and demands arising Viet. No. 15.
from the administration of the public lands prior to the passing of this
Act is hereby repealed.
2. Any person having or deeming himself to have any just claimant may
claim or demand against the Government may set forth the same petition Governor.
in a petition to the Governor praying him to appoint a nominal
defendant in the matter of such petition and the Governor by and Governor may
with the advice and consent of his Executive Council may by apf
nntnt ominal
notification in the  Government Gazette  appoint any person resident in
the colony to be a nominal defendant accordingly Provided that
if within one month after presentation of such petition no such
notification shall be made the Colonial Treasurer for the time being
shall be such nominal defendant. -
3. Every petition presented to the Governor under the provi- Judge may certify
sions of this Act shall have endorsed thereon the certificate of a judge prima facie  case.
of the Supreme Court that the statements therein contained disclose
a prinid  facie case for inquiry in a court of law or equity and such
judge is hereby required where sufficient grounds are so disclosed to
grant such certificate.
4. At
69i 29° VICTORIX No. 23.
Claims aaiabst Government Act.
Security for costs. 4. At the time of the granting of army such certificate the
petitioner shall be required to find security for the costs of the
Crown i.ii defending such suit in such manner and in such sum as the
said judge may determine.
Petitioner may sue 5. Any such petitioner may sue such nominal defendant at
as in ordinary cases. law or in equity in any competent court and every such case shall be
commenced in the same way and the proceedings and rights of parties
therein shall as nearly as possible be the same and judgment and
costs shall follow on either side as in an ordinary case between subject
and subject at law or in equity.
Limited liability of 6. The nominal defendant in any case under this Act or in any
not,unal defendant. cases arising from the working of this Act shall not be individually
liable in person goods chattels estate or otherwise by reason of his
being such nominal defendant..
Nature of relief alror- 7. In any action or suit under this Act all necessary judgmentsdeu by.judgiucut. decrees rules and orders may be given granted and made and according
to the nature of the case shall include every species of relief whether
by way of specific performance or restitution of rights or recovery of
lands or chattels o v payments of money or damages or otherwise.
Colonial Treasurer to 8. The Colonial Treasurer shall pay any damages or costs
pay damages awarded.
adjudged against the Government under this Act out of any moneys
in his hands for the time being legally applicable thereto or which
may hereafter be voted by Parliament for that purpose and in the
event of any such payment not being duly made by the Colonial
Treasurer execution may be had for the amount and the same may be
levied by distress and sale upon any property vested in Her Majesty
except property real or personal used held occupied or enjoyed or
intended so to be for or by Her Majesty's- land or sea forces or for
other Imperial purposes and except property real or personal used
held occupied or enjoyed or intended so to be by the Governor of the
Colony for the time being and except the Parliamentary buildings at
Brisbane and all property real or personal therein or thereunto apper-
tainiiIg or therewith used or occupied for the purposes of the Parlia-
nient or of the Legislative Council or Legislative Assembly of
Queensland and except Supreme and other court houses and offices
thereunto appertaining and all gaols houses of correction lock-ups and
other places for the detention of prisoners and all property real or
personal therein or thereunto appertaining or therewith used or
occupied.
Not to applyto claims 9. Nothing in this Act contained shall be taken to apply to
arising out of Crownclaims arisino from the administration of the Crown lands or out of the
lands regulations.
intevpretattion of the Crown lands regulations which shall have
accrued previous to the passing of this Act.
Rules and orders how 10. The Chief Justice and one at least of the judges of the
to be made. Supreme Court may make general rules and orders not inconsistent
with this Act for carrying the salve into -effect and such rules or
orders on being confirmed by the Governor with the advice of the
Executive Council and published in the  Government Gazette  shall
have the force of law and copies of all such rules and orders shall be
Copies of rules andlaid before the Houses of Parliament within seven days after
orders to be laid  be. publication thereof or if the Parliament be not sitting then within
fore Parliament. ,
seven days after the commencement, of the session next following
such publication.
Short title. 11. This Act shall lie styled and may be cited as  " The Claims
cc agoiiist Goverici7neiit Act."
By Authority : 11 (', Si,.LBRiDf;E. Government Printer, William fitrect,  Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland Government Gazette of Saturday, 28th July,  1866.-No. 78.
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VICTORI}E REGIN.
No. 24.
An Act to  Authorise the raising of Loans on the Security of the Consolidated
Revenue of the Colony for the Execution of certain  P ublic Works and
further to provide Funds for Immigration.
[ASSENTED  To 23RD  MAY, 1866.
T!
IIE REAS it is expedient to enable the Government to borrow  Preamble.
the sums appropriated by the Legislature for the execution of
certain permanent works of public utility and convenience and further
to provide funds for immigration Be it therefore enacted by the
Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and consent
of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled and by the authority of the same as follows-
1. It shall be lawful for the Governor with the advice of the Power to raise money
Executive Council from time to time to raise by debentures secured for certain purposesy by loan secured upon
upon the consolidated revenue of the colony and bearing interest at a the consolidated
rate not exceeding six pounds per centum per annum such  sum or revenue.
sums of money not exceeding One million one hundred and seventy-
thou sand
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thousand nine hundred and fifty pounds as may be required for the
several purposes hereinafter more particularly expressed That is to
say-
Immigration ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £200,000
Railways (to complete)-
Ipswich to Dalby ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 432.350
Toowoomba to Warwick ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  388,T00
Great Northern Railway ... ... .:. ... ... ... ... 54,900
Improvement of Harbors and Rivers ... ... ... ... 35,000
Erection of Lighthouses at Sandy Cape and Bustard Head ... ... ... 25,000
Brisbane Waterworks (to complete) ... ... ... ... ... .. 15,000
Advances to Municipalities (secured upon their revenues) ... ... ... 5,000
Railway Surveys... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 15,000
TOTAL ... ... ... £ 1,170,950
Debentures may be 2. It shall be lawful for the Governor with the advice of the
sold beyond the limitsExecutive Council to authorise the sale of any such debentures in
of the colony. places beyond the limits of the colony and to appoint any agent or
agents to negotiate such sale on behalf of the Government and in
anticipation of such sale to effect loans on behalf of the Government
upon security of the debentures from time to time remaining unsold.
Securities signed by 3. All securities purporting to be issued by the Governor with
the Governor to be the advice of the Executive Council under the authority of this Actdeemed duly issued.
and signed by the Governor and countersigned by the Treasurer of
the colony shall be deemed to have been duly issued and the holder
thereof shall not be bound to inquire whether such issue was in fact
duly authorised.
Sums borrowed how 4. All sums borrowed under the authority of this Act shall be
to be accounted for. paid to the Treasurer of the colony and shall be by him placed to the
credit of the Consolidated Fund to be applied for the several purposes
for which the same shall have been raised and shall be accounted for
in the same manner as if they had formed part of the current annual
revenue of the colony.
Loan to be repaid in 5. All sums borrowed under the authority of this Act shall be
twenty-five years. payable at any time after the expiration of twenty-five years from the
time of borrowing the same.
Interest to be a 6. All interest upon any sums borrowed under the authority of
primary charge on this Act shall be and be deemed to be a charge upon all the revenuesrevenue,
of the colony and the same when it shall have fallen due shall be paid
by the Treasurer of the colony for the time being out of such revenues
in priority to all demands thereon except the charges and expenses of
the collection thereof and of the interest upon the sum of one million
eight hundred and  fifty thousand two hundred and thirty-six pounds
borrowed under the authority of the  Government Loan Acts of  1861
1863  and  1864.
Short title. 7. This Act shall be styled and may be cited as the "  Government
" Loan Act of  1866."
By Authoriity : W. C. Bt1,Bs1BoE, Goi  ernment  Printer, William  street,  Brisbane.
Supplement  to the  Queensland  Government  Gazette of Saturday,  28th  July, 1866.-No. 79
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VJCTORLI"  REGIME.
No. 1.
An Act to declare Port Albany a Free Port.
[ASSENTED TO 13TH JULY, 1866.
B
E  it enacted by the Queen 's Most Excellent Majesty by and Preamble.
with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly of.Queensland in Parliament assembled and
by the authority of the same as follows-
1. From and after the passing of this  Act the  port of Port The port of Port
Albany Cape York shall be and the same  is hereby  declared to be Albany  Cape York
a free port and no duties of customs and no pilotage harbor lighting to be a free port.
or other dues or charges shall be charged or paid upon any goods
whatsoever landed thereat  bona  fide  for and afterwards retained
for consumption thereat or for any vessels or ships entering arriving
or being at the said  port or clearing or departing  therefrom
Provided that nothing herein contained shall render it lawful to land
any of the said goods at any other port or place within the said
Colony without the payment of duty thereon.
2. All officers of customs and all other persons who before Indemnity to  officers
the passing of this Act shall have permitted goods to be landed at or for omitting to col-
vessels or ships to arrive at enter or depart from the said port without sect dues before thepassing of this Act.
paying the customs duties pilotage harbor lighting or other dues and
charges payable by law at the said port shall be and they are hereby
indemnified and discharged against and from all actions suits
prosecutions and penalties whatsoever for or on account of or
connected with the not collecting or demanding any such duties dues
or charges or the permitting goods to be landed or ships or vessels to
arrive at enter or depart from the said port  without paying  the said
duties dues or charges or any of them and no such action suit or
prosecution shall be instituted by or against any person whatsoever
for or in respect of any of the matters aforesaid.
By Authority: W. C. BELB7tIDGE, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland Government Gazette of Saturday, 28th July,  1866.- No. 80.
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VICTORLEUA REGINIE.
No. 2.
An Act to facilitate the taking or apprehending of persons charged with certain
Felonies and the punishment of those by whom they are harbored.
[ASSENTED TO 13TH JULY, 1866.
WHEREAS it is expedient to adopt stringent measures for the Preamble.
y suppression  of bushranging and other crimes accompanied by
violence for the apprehension of such criminals and for the punishment
of persons harboring the same Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's
Most Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and consent of the
Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parlia-
ment assembled and by the authority of the same as follows-
1. Whenever an information shall be filed in the Supreme
Court by Her Majesty's Attorney-General after oath made before a
justice of the peace and a warrant thereupon duly issued charging
any person therein named or described with the commission of a felony
punishable by law with death any judge of the said court upon being
satisfied by affidavit of these facts and that the person charged is at
large and will probably resist all attempts by the ordinary legal means
to apprehend him may forthwith issue a bench warrant under the
hand and seal of such judge for the apprehension of the person so
charged in order to his answering and taking his trial upon the said
information and such Judge may thereupon either immediately or at
any time afterwards before the apprehension or surrender or after any
escape from custody of the person so charged order a summons to be
inserted in the  Gazette  requiring such person to surrender himself
on or before a day and at a place specified to abide his trial for the
crime of which he so stands accused Provided that the judge shall
further direct the publication of such summons at such places and in
such newspapers and generally in such manner and form as shall
appear to him to be best calculated to bring such summons to the
knowledge of the accused.
2. If
After informatiox
filed for any capital
crime a judge may
cause the accused to
be summoned.
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Ef'cct of riot :cur- 2. If the person so charged shall not surrender himself for
rendering where the
ui ed remeina at trial pursuant to such summons or shall not be apprehended or beingreaccus
large. apprehended or having surrendered shall escape so that he shall not
be in custody on the day specified in such summons he shall upon
proof thereof by affidavit to the satisfaction of any judge of the
Supreme Court and of the due publication of the summons be deemed
outlawed and shall and may thereupon be adjudged and declared to be
an outlaw accordingly by such judge by a declaration to that effect
under- his hand filed of record in the said court of record And if
after proclamation by the Governor with the advice of the Executive
Council of the fact of such adjudication shall have been published in
the  Gazette  and in one or more Brisbane and one or more country
newspapers such outlaw shall afterwards be found at large armed or
there being reasonable ground to believe that he is armed it shall be
lawful for any of Her Majesty's subjects whether a constable or not
and without being accountable for using of any deadly weapon in aid
of such apprehension whether its use be preceded by a demand of
surrender or not to apprehend or take such outlaw alive or dead.
evideliceo
off
``i  "
thee Out- 3. The proclamation as published in the  Gazette  shall bevii
law. evidence of the person named or described therein being and having
been duly adjudged an outlaw for the purposes of this Act and the
judge's summons as so published shall in like manner be evidence of
the truth of the several matters stated therein.Harboring or aiding 4. If after such proclamation any person shall voluntarily andoffenders after
aizui1.ions. knowingly harbor conceal or receive or give any aid shelter or suste-
nance to such outlaw or provide him with fire-arms or any other weapon
or with ammunition or any horse equipment or other assistance or
directly or indirectly give or cause to be given to him or any of his
accomplices information tending or with intent to facilitate the com-
mission by him of further crime or to enable him to escape from justice
or shall withhold information or give false information concerning such
outlaw from or to any officer of police or constable in quest of such
outlaw the person so offending shall be guilty of felony and being
thereof convicted shall forfeit all his lands as well as goods and shall be
liable to imprisonment with or without hard labor for such period not
exceeding fifteen years as the court shall determine and no allegation
or proof by the party so offending that he was at the time under
compulsion shall be deemed a defence unless he shall as soon as
possible afterwards have gone before a justice of the peace or some
officer of the police force and then to the best of his ability given
full information respecting such outlaw and made a declaration on
oath voluntarily and fully of the facts connected with such com-
pulsion.
Form of indictment 5. In any indictment under the last preceding section it shall
under previous ee- be sufficient to describe the offence in the words of the said section
and to allege that the person in respect of whom or whose
accomplice such offence was committed was an outlaw within
the meaning of this Act without alleging by what means or, in what
particular manner the person on trial harbored or aided or gave arms.
sustenance or information to the outlaw or what in particular was the
aid sustenance shelter equipment information or other matter in
question.
Justice or officer of 6. Any justice or officer of the police force having reasonable
hot'tce may search for
pisrovted foloils. cause to suspect that an outlaw or accused person summoned under
the provisions of this Act is concealed or harbored in or on any
dwelling-house or premises may alone or accompanied by any persons
acting in his aid and either by day or by night demand admission into
and if refused admission may break and enter such dwelling-house or
premises
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premises and therein apprehend every person whom he shall have
reasonable ground for believing to be such outlaw or accused person
and may thereupon seize all arms found in or on such house or premises
and also apprehend all persons found in or about the same whom such
justice or officer shall have reasonable ground for believing to have
concealed harbored or otherwise succoured or assisted such outlaw or
accused person And all persons and arms so apprehended and seized
shall be forthwith taken before some convenient justice of the peace
to be further dealt with and disposed of according to law.
7. It shall be lawful after any such proclamation as aforesaid police may take
for any police officer or constable in the pursuit of any such outlaw in horses &c.
the name of Her Majesty to demand and take and use any horses not
being in actual employment on the road arms saddles forage suste-
nance equipments or ammunition required for the purposes of such
pursuit And if the owner of such property shall not agree as to the
amount of compensation to be made for the use of such property
then the amount of such compensation shall be determined in the
District Court or Supreme Court according to the amount claimed in an
action to be brought by the claimant against the Colonial Treasurer or
upon an issue agreed to by the claimant and the Colonial Treasurer
Provided that in all cases • in which any such action shall be brought Tenders proved.
it shall be lawful for the Colonial Treasurer to plead in bar any tender
previously made by him or to pay into court such money as he shall
think fit and plead such payment in bar of the further maintenance
of such action.
8. This Act shall continue in force for the period of one year Duration of Act.
only,froin the date of its passing and afterwards unless Parliament be
sitting when that term expires for two calendar months after the
commencement of its then next session.
9. No conveyance or transfer of land or goods by any such To prevent fraudu-
outlaw or accused person after the issue of a warrant for his appre- lent conveyance of
pension and before his conviction if he shall be convicted shall be of property,
any effect whatever.
10. This Act shall be cited as the  " Felons Apprehension Act" Short title and oper.
and shall apply to all crimes committed and evidence taken and ation of Act.
warrants issued and informations filed relating thereto as well before
as after the passing of this Act.
By Authority: W. C. BELBRineE, Government Printer, William Street , Brisbane.
Supplement  to the Queensland Government  Gazette of Saturday,  28th  July,  1866.-No.81.
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No. 3.
An Act to abolish Coroners' Juries and to empower Justices of the Peace to hold
Inquests of Death.
[ASSENTED TO 17TH JULY, 1866.
WHEREAS it is expedient to make further provisions for thePreamble.holding of inqu sts of death Be it therefore enacted by he
Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and consent
of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland
in Parliament assembled and by the authority of the same as follows -
l. Whenever a coroner is by law authorised or required to Justices may hold
hold an inquest of death it shall be lawful for any justice of the inquests on death.
peace in the absence of a coroner or during a vacancy of that office
to perform the duties and he shall have all the powers and authorities
of a coroner for the purposes of any inquest to be taken or made by
him.
2. All justices of the peace are hereby required to hold such Justices required to
inquests if thereunto requested by any two persons in writing. act.
3. No jury shall be summoned for any inquest of death by a Jury not to be sum-
coroner or justice of the peace but such coroner or justice shall return moved'
the depositions to the Attorney-General with a certificate of the sup-
posed cause of death appended thereto in the form in the schedule to
this Act and shall at the same time send a duplicate of such certificate
to the Commissioner of Police or head of the police department for the
time being.
4. Such certificate shall not have the force or effect of a Certificate not to
verdict. have effect of verdict.
5. All the powers and authorities of justices out of  sessions  Powers of justices
under an Act passed in the eleventh and twelfth of the rof out of sessions st ayyears eign be exercised atin-
Her present Majesty chapter forty-two intituled  "An Act to facili- quests.
tate the performance of the duties of justices of the peace out of
sessions  within England and Wales with respect to persons charged
with indictable offences"  may be exercised by such coroner or justice
whilst
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whilst holding an inquest of death but nothing herein contained shall
prevent or limit the exercise by either of them of any of the duties
powers or authorities now lawfully exercised by coroners and not
repugnant to the provisions of this Act.
Post mortem  exami- 6. Such coroner or justice may in his discretion order  a post
nation may be or-mortem  examination of any deceased person for the purpose of an
dered and bodies .
exhumed. inquest and upon reasonable cause being shown may order the body
of any deceased person to be exhumed and where information has
been taken upon oath may enter and break open any ground cemetery
or place for the purpose aforesaid.
Medical testimony to 7. Whenever a justice of the peace or coroner shall hold an
be taken when prac-inquest he shall if there be any reasonable doubt as to the cause of
ticable. death and it be possible to obtain such testimony take the testimony
of a medical practitioner thereon.
Suspected or accused  S. It shall be lawful for any coroner or justice by whom an
persons may be inquest of death shall be held to cause to be apprehended and to
apprehended and
committed for trial. commit for trial any person suspected or accused of having caused
such death by homicide Provided that whenever it can be done the
evidence shall be given and all proceedings incidental to commitment
for trial shall be taken in the presence of the accused. -
Accused rersons to 9. Whenever the evidence has been taken in the absence of the
be furnished with aperson suspected or accused heshall immediately after his apprehen-
copy of the evidence.
Sion or so soon thereafter as conveniently may be receive a copy of
the evidence taken as aforesaid from the Attorney-General or other
person having the custody thereof.
Fees. 10. There shall be paid out of the Colonial Treasury for each
inquest to the coroner police magistrate or justice holding such inquest
a fee of twenty-one shillings to each medical witness a fee of
twenty-one shillings to each medical practitioner holding  a post
mortem  examination a fee of forty-two shillings to the coroner
police magistrate justice and medical witnesses mileage at the rate of
sixpence per mile each way and other witnesses at the like rate of
mileage.
short Title 11. This Act shall be styled and may be cited as  11 The Inquests
" of Death Act of  1866."
SCHEDULE.
I HEREBY certify that on the day of 18 I held
an inquest of death at in the police district of
and that the following particulars were then disclosed-
1. Name of deceased (if known)
2. Profession or calling
3. Height color of hair peculiar clothing and any other  means of  identity
4. Where found and when
5. Date of death
6. Supposed cause of death
7. Persons  last seen  in company of deceased  and names  of suspected  persons
8. Accused
9. Names residences and callings of witnesses
10. Suspicious circumstances
(Signature)
Coroner or Justice.
By Authority: W. C. BELBxmes, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
Supplement to the  Queensland Government  Gazette of Saturday, 28th July,  1866 .- No. 82.
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ANNO TRICESIMO
VICTORI}E REGIN1E.
No. 4.
An Act  to amend the Law relating to Sheep affected with the Cumberland
Disease.
[ASSENTED TO 17TH JULY, 1866.
HEREAS by the laws now in force sheep affected with the Preamble.
Cumberland disease are subject to and included in the Acts
dealing with contagious and infectious diseases and whereas it is
considered that the said disease is neither contagious or infectious
Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by
and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled and by
the authority of the same as follows-
1. From and after the passing of this Act the  Scab and  The  Scab Acts of
other Diseases in Sheep Prevention Act of  1860" and the . "  Scab 1860 and 1863 not to
apply to CumberlandAct of  1863" shall not nor shall either of them be taken to apply disease.
to sheep infected with the Cumberland disease and the said Acts shall
be read as if the Cumberland disease were not mentioned therein.
2. This Act may be cited for all purposes as  " The Cumberland  Short itle.
" Disease Act of  1866."
B; Authority : W. C, BL7.BRIDGE, Government Printer, William Street, Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland Government Gazette of Saturday, 28th July,  1866. -No. 83.
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ANNO TRICESIMO
V1CTORLE REGIN1E.
No. 5.
An Act to provide for the discharge of the duties of Registrars of
District Courts.
[ASSENTED TO 23RD JULY, 1866.
B E it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by and with  Preamble.the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled and by the authority
of the same as follows
1.  Whenever the clerk of any court of petty sessions shall
have been appointed registrar of a District Court holden at the town
or place where he is such clerk the successor in office of such clerk or
any deputy of such clerk or any person for the time being performing
the duties of clerk of such court of petty sessions shall have and
may exercise all the rights powers and duties of registrar of such
District Court for such time and so long as he is performing the duties
of clerk of such court of petty sessions Provided that nothing herein
contained shall affect the power of appointment now vested in the
Governor with the advice of the Executive Council.
When a clerk of petty
sessions is registrar of
a district court his
successor deputy or
locum teneus  shall be
registrar of District
Court.
Proviso.
2. It shall be lawful for the registrar of every District Court to Mileage payable to
demand and receive from each person who shall apply for -a summons bailiff.
under the  District Courts Acts  a mileage fee at the rate of sixpence
per mile one way for the service of every summons or subpoena instead
of the sum of threepence as set forth in the schedule of the Act of the
twenty-second Victoria No. 18 which mileage fee shall be paid by
the registrar to the bailiff of the Court unless otherwise ordered by
the Judge.
By Authority :  W.  C. Ba1.Bmnx , Government Printer, William street , Brisbaxne.
Supplement  to the Queensland Government Gazette  of Saturday,  28th  July,  1866.- No. 84.
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ANNO TRICESIMO
VICTORLE REGIN.
No. 6.
An Act to regulate the Trial of Offences committed within the jurisdiction
of the Admiralty.
ASSENTED To 23RD JULY, 1866.
W HEREAS by an Act passed in the thirteenth year of Her Preamble.Majesty 's reign intituled  " An Act to  provide  for the prosecu-
" tion and trial in Her Majesty 's Colonies  of offences  committed
within the  j urisdiction  of the Admiralty "  provision is made for the
trial of such offences and whereas it is expedient to regulate the mode
of proceeding on such trials and to repeal certain provisions of divers
Acts passed in the last session of Parliament respecting offences com-
mitted within the jurisdiction  of the Admiralty  and other offences
not wholly committed within the Colony of Queensland Be it there-
fore enacted  by the  Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by and with the
advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative  Assembly
of Queensland in Parliament assembled and by the authority of the
same as follows -
l. So much of the seventh section of the  Accessories Act Of Repealing part of
1865 as relates to felonies which shall not have been wholly com- see. 7 of the Act 29Vic.
mitted within the Colony of Queensland and to persons who shall be
accessories to such felonies shall be and the same is hereby repealed.
2. The fifty -third section  of the  Forgery Act of  1865 the Repealing-
thirty -fifth section of the  Coinage - Offences Act of  1865 the  seventy - 29Vic.No. 4 see. 53ec. 35
fifth section of the  Injuries to Property  Act of  1865 the one 29 vie. No. 5 see. 75
hundred and twentieth section of  the  Larceny Act of  1865 and 29 Vic. No. 6 sec. 120
the seventy -fourth section of the  Offences against the  Person Act 29 Vic .  No. 11 sec. 74
of  1865 shall be and the same are hereby repealed.
3. All offences committed within the jurisdiction of the Regulating mode of
Admiralty  which may lawfully be dealt with inquired of tried and trial of offences com-
m itted within the
determined in the Colony of Queensland may be dealt  with  inquired jurisdiction of the
of tried and determined in any county district jurisdiction or place Admiralty.
within the said colony in which the offender shall be apprehended, or
be in custody in the same manner in all respects as if they had been
actually committed in that county district jurisdiction or place and in
any indictment for any such offence or for being an accessory to such
an offence the venue in the margin shall be the same as if the offence
had been committed in such county district jurisdiction or place and
the offence shall be averred to have been committed on " the high seas''
Provided that nothing herein contained shall alter or affect any of the
laws relating to the government of Her Majesty's land or naval
forces.
By Authority : W. C. BLB E1tIDGE , Government Printer, V Bliam street, Brisbane.
Supplement  to the Queensland Government  Gazette of Saturday,  28th  July,  1866.- No. 85.
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VICTORTIE  REGINI.
No. 7.
An Act for  transferring  to the  Board of Waterworks certain powers now possessed
by the Municipal  Council of  the City  of Brisbane.
ASSENTED TO 23RD JULY, 1866.
WHEREAS the necessary works for obtaining a supply of water preamble.
v v for the city of Brisbane and its suburbs are now being
constructed by a Board specially appointed in that behalf by the
Governor in Council under the provisions of  " The Brisbane
" Waterworks Act of  1863 " and whereas it is expedient to make
fur li- provision for the maintaining of the said works when
completed and for the making and recovery of rates and charges for
the supply of water and for other purposes connected therewith as
hereinafter provided Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most
Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and consent of the
Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled and by the authority of the same as follows-
1. From and after the passing of this Act all powers rights Powers of Municipal
and authorities whatsoever given to or vested in the Municipal Council transferred to
Council of the city of Brisbane by or under the provisions of  " The Board.
11 Brisbane Waterworks Act of  1863 " and not heretofore transferred
to and vested in the Board appointed under the said Act shall by
virtue of this Act vest in and apply to and may be exercised by the
said Board and the members thereof for the time being as fully in all
respects as if the said Board had been specifically named in the said
Act in place of the said Municipal Council.
2. It shall be lawful for the Governor with the advice of the Governor may trans-
Executive Council and subject to such conditions as it may appear prose works and
expedient to impose (and particularly upon such security as to the
Executive Council may appear sufficient being given to recoup to
the Colonial Treasury all moneys which the said board may have
expended or become liable for) to transfer to the municipal council
of the city of Brisbane the works abovementioned or referred to and
all reservoirs pipes fountains and other appurtenances and property
used or connected therewith and to do or cause to be done all acts
which may be necessary to vest the said works reservoirs pipes
fountains appurtenances and property in the said municipal council. .
3. Upon the completion of such transfer as aforesaid the said powers to vest on
municipal council shall have and exercise and be deemed to have transfer or sale.
vested in them all and singular the rights powers and authorities
given to or vested in the said municipal council by the Act before
referred to and by this Act vested in the said board and from the
period of such completion of transfer or sale as aforesaid the powers
and functions of the said board shall cease and determine.
By Authority :  W. C. BE.LCIRTOGe, Government Printer , William  street, Brisbane.
Supplement -to the Queensland Government Gazette of Saturday, 28th July,  18$6.-No. 86.
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No. 8.
An Act to authorise the Issue of Treasury Bills.
[ASSENTED TO 23RD JULY, 1866.
WHEREAS we your Majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects Preamble.
the members of the Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled towards raising the necessary supplies which
we have granted to your Majesty have resolved to grant to your
Majesty the sum hereinafter mentioned Be it therefore enacted by
the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and
consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of
Queensland in Parliament assembled and by the authority of the
same as follows-
1. The term Governor in Council whenever used herein shall Interpretation.
mean the Governor with the advice of the Executive Council And
when any Government officer is mentioned herein the person for the
time being acting for such officer and duly authorised so to act shall
be also implied.
2. The Governor in Council may at any time cause any number Government may
of Treasury Bills to be made out b the Colonial Treasurer for an y raise three hundredy thousand pounds by
amounts of money not exceeding in the whole the sum of Three Treasury Bills.
hundred thousand pounds in manner and subject to the provisions
hereinafter specified and contained.
3. All
714 300 VICTORI}E No. S.
Treasury Bills  -del.
How Bi lls to be made  3. All such Treasury Bills shall be made out at the Treasury
out and signed . in such method and form and with such cheques indents and counter-
foils as the Governor in Council shall deem most safe and convenient
And may contain one common sum or different sums in the principal
moneys And shall be signed by such persons as the Governor in
Council shall direct and authorise besides the Auditor-General by
whom they shall all be signed And the names of all other  persons so
authorised to sign such Bills shall be registered in the Treasury and
published in the Queensland  Government Gazette  before any Treasury
Bills so signed shall be issued. r
How to be numbered  4. All such Treasury Bills shall be numbered consecutively
beginning with number one and progressing arithmetically by units.
How principal sums  5. All principal sums to be contained in any such Treasury
to be paid. Bills shall be chargeable upon and paid out of the consolidated
revenue of the colony and such Bills shall not be made payable on
any day later than the thirty-first day of December one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-nine.
Date of Bills and 6 . All such Treasury Bills shall bear date on such days subse-
rate of  interest.- quently to the commencement of this Act as the Governor in Council
shall direct And shall bear interest payable half-yearly at a rate not
exceeding ten pounds for every one hundred pounds by the year
in respect of the whole moneys contained therein. And such interest
shall be chargeable upon and paid out of the consolidated revenue
of the colony and the growing produce thereof.
Defaced Bills  may 7. In case any such Treasury Bill shall be defaced by accident
be exchanged. the Colonial Treasurer may cancel the same and cause a new Bill to
be made in the Treasury in lieu thereof and such cancelled Bill shall
be filed in the Treasury And such new Bill shall have the like
currency and be in all respects subject to the same rules methods
and continuance and bear the same number date and principal sum
and rate of interest as such cancelled Bill.
Treasury  Bills cur- S. Any such Treasury Bill after the expiration f twenty-four
rent for taxes  &c. and
months from the date thereof may be tendered to and shall togetherfor Crown land n
purchases and Crownwith the interest then due and payable thereon be received by any
rents
collector or other person authorised to receive any tax duty of Customs
or excise revenue or supply or authorised to receive the purchase
money for any land sold by the Crown or any rent or assessment
payable in respect of any Crown land in or towards payment of such
tax duty revenue supply purchase money rent or assessment and
shall be allowed in the accounts of such collector or other person
Provided that no interest shall run or be allowed upon any Bill so
paid from and after the payment . and receipt thereof as aforesaid
Provided also that every person so paying any Treasury Bill for any
such public purpose shall in the presence of such collector or other
person write his own name designation and address and the date of
such payment on the back of such Bill which writing shall be attested
by such collector or other person.
Application of 9. The Governor in Council may from time to time issue and
Treasury
raiseBilld.byapply any sum or sums of money to arise from any such Treasury
Bills to any service authorised to be defrayed out of the consolidated
revenue of the colony or out of loans authorised by Parliament.
Pr,)visions for 10. The Governor in Council may direct all or any of the
paying off Bills. Treasury Bills made and issued under this Act to be paid off and
discharged out of the moneys hereinbefore made and declared
applicable to such purpose at such time and place and in such
manner as shall be deemed most convenient and beneficial to the
public service.
Appointment of 11. The Governor in Council may appoint and give authority
officers to pay off to any fit person to pay off the moneys due upon such TreasuryBills.
Bills And the officer so appointed shall have the use and custody of
the cheques indents and counterfoils from which such Bills shall have
been
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been cut in order to prevent imposition by counterfeit or forged Bills
And all such cheques indents and counterfoils shall be delivered back
into the Treasury when the corresponding Bills shall have been paid
off And every person so appointed shall be subject to the control of
the Colonial Treasurer and shall  do all such acts in relation to the
payment and custody of such Bills as shall be directed by such
Treasurer.
12. The Colonial Treasurer may contract in writing with any Colonial Treasurer
person to circulate and exchange at his own cost any such Treasury may contract withpersons to circulate
Bills but only for ready, money at least equal, in amount to the Bills.
principal moneys contained in and the interest due upon such Bills
respectively And every such contract shall be limited to a time to
be therein specified and shall be registered in the office of the Auditor-
General Provided that as the consideration for such contract the
Colonial Treasurer may thereby agree to pay to the other contracting
party a commission at such rate as may be sanctioned by the
Governor in Council and may pay such commission accordingly out of
any moneys applicable as aforesaid to the payment and discharge of
such Treasury Bills Provided also that upon the due execution of
any such contract the Colonial Treasurer may deliver to the contractor
such amount of Treasury Bills as such Treasurer shall think fit
And such contractor shall thereafter become chargeable and charged
therewith subject to such directions in writing as shall be issued to
him by such Treasurer and shall only be discharged from all account
in respect of such Treasury Bills on proving to the satisfaction of the
Auditor-General that he has duly completed his contract and obeyed
the directions of such Treasurer Provided further that no such
Treasury Bills shall be so delivered except for the purpose of raising
money to be paid to the credit of the consolidated revenue of the
colony.
13. Except the commission aforesaid no fee reward or gratuity No fees to be taken.
shall be demanded or taken directly or indirectly from any person
whomsoever for any thing done under or by virtue of this Act by any
officer appointed or authorised to act or in any wise acting in any
matter under or by virtue of this Act or by any clerk or servant of
any such officer.
14. The holder of any Treasury Bill shall not be at liberty to Fraction of a penny
demand and no person paying the interest upon such Bill shall pay n t p g able for
any less sum in respect of, such interest than one penny Provided
that when the interest of more Bills than one shall be payable at the
same time this enactment shall apply only to the total sum payable
for interest on such Bills collectively.
15. Upon proof being made on oath before a Judge of the  Provisions for Bills
Supreme Court by any credible person that any Treasury Bill issued lost &c.
under this Act and held by him the number and sum whereof shall be
specified by him in his evidence has been lost or accidentally burnt or
otherwise destroyed before the same shall have been paid off and upon
such Judge certifying that he is satisfied with such proof the Colonial
Treasurer may cause a new Bill to be made in the Treasury bearing
the same number date principal sum and rate of interest as the Bill
so lost or destroyed and to be delivered to such person upon his giving
sufficient security to the Colonial Treasurer to indemnify the Treasury
against any double payment if the missing Bill shall thereafter be
presented for payment.
16. All Treasury  Bills issued under  this Act which  shall be Cancelling of dis-
paid off and discharged and all defaced Bills as aforesaid shall be charged Bills.
cancelled And after being so cancelled and the accounts thereof
having been audited and allowed and the cheques indents and coun-
terfoils delivered back into the Treasury all such Bi ll s together with
such
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such cheques indents any counterfoils shall be burned or otherwise
destroyed under the authority of the Colonial Treasurer.
Counterfeiting Bills 17. Whosoever shall forge fabricate or counterfeit wholly
to be forgery and
punished with ex- or in part any paper writing or instrument purporting to be a Treasury
treme penalty. Bill under or according to this Act-or who shall forge counterfeit
alter add to obliterate or wilfully mutilate or deface any word letter
or figure in or upon any such Treasury Bill-or who shall fill up with
any word letter or figure any blank space in or upon any such Treasury
Bill whether issued or not and whether wholly or partly made under
this  A et-or who shall utter pass or negotiate or attempt to utter pass
or negotiate any such forged fabricated counterfeited altered added to
obliterated wilfully mutilated or defaced or filled up Bill as aforesaid
knowing the same to be so shall be guilty of felony and being
convicted thereof shall be liable at the discretion of the Court to be
kept in penal servitude for life or for any term not less than three
years or to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding two years with
or without hard labor or with or without solitary confinement.
Moneys raised to 18. All such sums of money as shall be raised by Treasury
form part of Con- Bills to be made out in pursuance of this Act shall be carried to and
solidated Revenue
form part of the consolidated revenue of the colony.
Conimeiicernent and 19. This Act shall commence on the day of the passing thereof
short title;. and shall be styled and may be cited as the  " Treasury Bills Act
" of  1866."
kF Cc.thority ; W. C. Bs eainos, Government  Printer, Wit  ian Street ,  Brisbane.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 31st July, 1866.
TREASURY BILLS.
IN terms of the Act 30 Victoria, No. 8, intituled  " An Act to authorise theissue of Treasury Bills,"  it is hereby notified that His Excellency the
GOVERNOR, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
direct that all Treasury Bills issued under the above mentioned Act, shall,
besides bearing the signature of the AUDITOR-GENERAL, be signed by
The Honorable JOHN DONALD McLEAN, Esquire, as Colonial Treasurer of
Queensland ; and
WILLIAM LEWORTHY GOOD DREW, Esquire, as Under Secretary.
By His Excellency's Command.
J. D. McLEAN.
By authority : W. C. BELBRIDOE, Government Printer, William Street,  Brisbane.
ak SeCt ft .
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PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. VII.] SATURDAY, 4TH AUGUST,  1866. [No. 88.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st August, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
Mr. CHARLES DOUGLAS EASTAUGHFFE,
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses within the
Police District of Dalby.
By His Excellency's Command,
G. E. DALRYMPLE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st August, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified,,that he has been pleas d, with th
advice of the Executive Council, to cancel the
appointments of Messrs. John Kent and John
Purser, to the office of Assessors for the Munici-
pality of Maryborough, as published in  the Gov-
ernment Gazette  of the 14th July last ; and to
appoint the undermentioned persons to act as
Assessors for such Municipality in the Wards
set opposite their names, respectively, viz.:-
Mr. WILLIAM ALBERT-HOLME ... West Ward.
Mr. NICHOLAS TOOTH ... ... East Ward.
Mr. ROBERT JONES ... ... South Ward.
By His Excellency's Command,
G. E. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  3rd August ,  1866.
NOTICE-TRUSTEES ,  WARWICK SCHOOL
OF ARTS.
HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the adviceof th  Executiv  C uncil, has been pleased
to approve of the appointment of
PETER AFFLECK, Esquire,
as Trustee  of the  land granted for a site for the
Warwick School  of Arts,  in the  room  of James
McEvoy,  Esquire, deceased.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JOHN WATTS.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 1st August, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve the following promotions in the depart-
ment of Electric Telegraphs :-
Mr. EDWIN JAMES WELCH, Line Repairer,
to be an Officer of the 4th Class, and Acting Station
Master, Bowen ;
Mr. GEORGE HITCHINGS FURLONG, Assistant, Bris-
bane Office,
to be an Officer of the 4th Class, and Acting
Station Master, Mackay ;
Mr.  JOHN  DEAR, Line Repairer,
to be an Officer of the 4th Class, and Acting
Station Master, Nebo ;
Mr. WILLIAM THOMAS GOODALE,
to be an Officer of the 5th Class, and Assistant,
Brisbane Office,  vice  Furlong, promoted ;
Mr. FREDERICK PAYNE GORTON, Overtime Clerk,
Brisbane,
to be an Officer of the 5th Class, and Assistant,
Rockhampton Office.
By His Excellency's Command,
THOS. L. MURRAY PRIOR.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd August, 1866.
RETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,
made to the Bench of Magistrates at Cler-
mont, from the 1st day of April, to the 30th
day of June, 1866, both inclusive.
Desoription of Whether AmountApplicant' s name. License. granted or of fee.refused.
Antonio Silvestri  ...  Hardwood Granted 1
Thomas  Francis ...
Frank Lucas ... ...
Samuel Baley  ... ...
By His Excellency's Command,
G. E. DALRYMPLE.
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HE following Bye-laws, made by the Muni-
cipal Council ofBrisbane, pursuant to the
70th section of the.  Municipal Institutions Act of
1864, for the General Management of the Munici-
pality, having been confirmed by His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under his hand, in accordance with the
74th section of the said Act, the said Bye-laws are
hereby published in the  Government Gazette.
By His Ewcellency's Command,
G. E. DALRYMPLE.
BYE-LAWS FOR THE GENERAL MANAGEMENT
OF THE MUNICIPALITY OF BRISBANE.
No. 8.
.Enacting clause.
WHEREAS it is expedient and necessary to make provision
for the general management of the Municipality of
Brisbane : It is therefore ordered by the Council of the
said municipality, by virtue of the powers and authority
in them vested by the Act 28 Victoria, No. 2, intituled
" An Act to amend the laws relating to Municipal Insti-
tutions,"  that on and after the thirty-first day of July,
A.D. 1866, the following Bye-laws shall take effect ; and
the said Bye-laws are hereby authorised to commence
and take effect on and after that day accordingly. Pro-
vided that nothing hereinafter contained shall be taken
to repeal, alter, vary, or affect the provisions of any Bye-
laws heretofore made by the said council, and such
existing Bye-laws shall be read and construed as if the
now enacting Bye-laws had never been passed.
MANAGEMENT OF STREETS--PAVING OF FOOTWAYS AND
DRAINAGE.
City Surveyor to set out breadth of carriage and foot
sways, and cause same to be marked.
1. That the City Surveyor, or any other person or
persons deputed by the said municipality, shall set out,
so far as may be practicable, the breadth of the carriage
and foot ways in the streets and public places within the
said municipality, and shall cause the said footways to
be marked by posts at the corners and intersections of
the streets, or wherever the same may be necessary for
defining the footways ; and the carriage and foot ways
when so set out shall be deemed to be the carriage and
foot ways within the meaning of these Bye-laws, and the
said footways shall in all cases be taken and measured
from the kerb stone or exterior edge thereof, as laid down
by the said City Surveyor, or any other person or persons
as aforesaid, without reference being in any manner had
to the breadth of the carriage way adjoining thereto, or
any part or parts thereof. Provided always, that until
the breadth of such carriage and foot ways shall be set
out as aforesaid, the carriage and foot ways for the time
being laid down or used shall be deemed and taken to be
carriage and foot ways within the meaning of these
Bye-laws.
Forming drains, making openings, streets, lands, 4,c.
2. That no person shall form, dig, or open, or cause to
be formed, dug, or opened, any drain or sewer, or make,
or cause to be made, any opening or cutting in any'part of
the streets, carriage or foot ways, within the said munici-
pality, or in any lands within the said municipality
belonging to, or vested in, or leased or held in trust by, or
under the control or in the power of, the said council of
the said municipality, without the consent of the said
council first had and obtained for that purpose.
Removing turf, stone, 4'c., from streets, lands, 4em.
3. That no person shall dig or remove, or cause to be
dug or removed, any turf, sand, clay, soil, gravel, stone,
or other material, from any part of the said streets,
carriage or foot ways, or from any of the lands referred
to in the preceding clause, without such leave as afore-
said first had and obtained for that purpose.
Damaging streets, 1 1,10.
4. That no person shall wantonly break up, or other-
wise damage or injure, the said carriage or footways.
Buildings, 4•c., encroaching on streets not to be erected.
5. That no person or persons shall, after the passing
of this Bye-law, erect or begin to erect any building,
stair, or projection so as to encroach upon any carriage-
way, footway, street, or public place within the said
municipality, and if any person or persons shall erect or
begin to erect any sach building, stair, or projection, he
or they shall forthwith remove the same upon being
thereto required by the said council ; and in the event of
any person or persons refusing or delaying to remove
such building, stair, or projection, it shall be lawful for
the said council to have the same removed at the
expense of the person or persons refusing or delaying ;
and the expense incurred thereby may be recovered in
the same way as penalties under these Bye-laws, or other-
wise as by lave allowed, and in addition to the penalty
for the erection or partial erection of such building,
stair, or projection.
Buildings, erections, 4-c., obstructing streets, may be
removed or altered by Council, on failure of owners
or occupiers.
6. That the owner or occupier of any buildings or
projections, which obstruct the safe or free passage of
any foot or carriage way, road, or street within the said
municipality, shall, upon the order of the said council of
the said municipality remove or alter the same as
required by such order ; and if any owner or occupier
shall fail to remove or alter such buildings or projections
within twenty-eight days after a copy of such order has
been served upon him, or left at, or sent through the
post to, his last known place of abode in the said colony,
then it shall be lawful for the said council to remove or
alter such buildings or projections. Provided always,
that in cases where the said buildings or projections shall
have existed before the passing of this Bye-law, and the
same shall be removed or altered under the authority of
this Bye-law for public convenience and accommodation,
reasonable adequate compensation shall be allowed to
the owner or occupier, as the case may be, out of the
funds of the said municipality.
Houses may be numbered and streets named.
7. It shall be lawful for the Mayor, for the time being,
of the said municipality, from time to time to cause the
houses and buildings in the streets within the said
municipality to be numbered, and to cause to be affixed
or painted in a conspicuous part of some house, building,
or place, at or near each end, corner, or entrance of
every said street, the name by which said street is known,
and no person shall destroy, pull down, or deface any
such number or name, nor shall put up, continue, or
retain any number or name different to the number or
name so caused to be put up as aforesaid, or similar to a
number or name attached to another house or street, so
as to occasion trouble or inconvenience.
Council may make or alter sewers, &c.
8. That it shall be lawful for the said council, from
time to time, to cause such common sewers, drains,
vaults, culverts, and watercourses, as they may think
necessary to be made in or under any road, street, or
place, within the said municipality ; aand also to cause
any of the common sewers, drains, vaults, culverts, and
watercourses which now are, or hereafter shall be, within
the same, to be altered or repaired as to them shall seem
necessary, and to carry and continue the same in, to, and
within any lands within the said municipality. Provided
always, that if any person interested in such lands shall
be injured thereby, the said council shall pay to such
person a reasonable compensation for the damage or
injury sustained by him.
Occupier, or if none, owner, to repair and cleanse
private drains.
9. That the occupier of any house or land (or where
there shall be no occupier), then the owner of the said
house or land, from which any private drain, side drain,
or sewer now does, or hereafter shall, issue into any of
the said common sewers, drains, vaults, culverts, or
watercourses, shall from time to time forthwith cleanse
such private drain, side drain, or sewer, when required
by the Mayor for the time being of the said council.
THE ABATEMENT AND REMOVAL OF NUISANCES AND
OnsvuucTIONS AFFECTING THE PUBLIC HEALTH
OR CONVENIENCE.
Casting filth, 4-c., in any watercourse, sewer, 4-c.-
Diverting or obstructing any sewers, 4-c.
10. That no person shall cast any filth, rubbish, dead
animal, putrid, or offensive matter into any stream,
watercourse, sewer, or canal in the said municipality, nor
obstruct or divert from its channel any public sewer or
any watercourse, or stream within the said municipality,
and any person convicted of any such offence shall, besides
and in addition to the penalty inflicted therefor, pay
the cost, or estimated cost, of removing such filth or
obstruction, or of restoring and repairing such water-
course or sewer, as the case may be; and such cost, or
estimated cost, may be recovered in like manner as
penalties may be recovered under these Bye-laws, or
otherwise as by law allowed.
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Throwing carcase  to.,  in any creek, 4u.-Leaving any
carcase, 4c., on the banks of any creek, c c.
11. That no person shall throw, or cause to be
thrown, any carcase, carrion, offal, or other offensive
matter into any creek, river, or stream, which shall flow
in or through the said municipality, nor leave, or cause
the same to be left, on the shores or banks thereof within
the said municipality.
Throwing dirt, cc., on streets.
12. That no person shall throw, cast, or lay, or cause
to be throwli, cast, or laid, any dirt, litter, ashes, soot,
rubbish, or any carrion, fish, offal, dung, soil, dead
animal, blood, offensive fluid, or other offensive matter
or thing in or upon any road, street, carriage or foot
way, or public place, or in or upon any lane, alley, or
thoroughfare in the said municipality, nor cause, permit,
or suffer any such matter or thing to fall, flow, or run
into any sewer, pipe, or drain, or into any channel, sink,
or open or uncovered gutter, or any strewn or water-
course, pond, or reservoir for water within the said
municipality, nor cause, permit, or suffer any offensive
liquid or matter to run from any house, yard, or
premises upon any road, street, carriage or foot way,
gutter, or public place in the said municipality.
Occupiers,  4 c., of premises not to permit any pool, ditch,
4c., to become and continue foul, cc.
13. That the occupier of any house, land, or premises
within the said municipality, and where there is no
occupier, then the owner of any such house, land, or
premises, shall not permit or suffer any pool, ditch,
gutter, watercourse, privy, urinal, cesspool, drain, ash-
pit, dunghill, or other matter or thing in or upon any
such house, land, or premises to be, become, or continue
so foul as to cause an offensive smell or be injurious to
health. .
Premises to be kept free from accumulations or deposits
of water, matter, cg'c.
14. That the occupier or occupiers of any land or
premises within the said muncipality, where there shall
be no such occupier or cccupicrs, then the owner or
owners of any such land or premises, shall keep the same
at all times free from all accumulations or deposits of
water and matter which shall be, become; or continue
offensive or unwholesome, and shall not allow, permit,
or suffer any animal, or the carcase of any animal, or any
part thereof, in such a state or condition as to be
offensive or unwholesome, to be, or continue to be, in,
upon, or about such land or premises.
Permitting or sufferinq filthy or offensive matter,  *c., to
run upon any street
15. That no occupier of any land or premises within
the said municipality, or where there shall be no
occupier, then that no owner or owners of any such land
or premises, shall permit or suffer any filthy, offensive, or
unwholesome matter to run or flow, or continue to run
or flow, into or upon any street, footway, open gutter, or
public place within the said municipality.
Accumulation of stagnant water-Holes, crc., naay be
filled up.
16. That no person shall suffer any stagnant or waste
water to be or remain in any cellar, or other department,
or on any land, vacant or otherwise, belonging to or leased
or occupied by him within the said municipality ; and
every person committing a breach of this Bye-law shall,
for every day such breach may continue, forfeit and pay
a suin not exceeding five pounds. And it shall and may
be lawful for the Mayor of the said municipality for the
time being, by notice in writing, to order the occupier or
occupiers of the land or premises where such water, or
such holes, openings, or indentations as hereinafter men-
tioned shall be, or the owner or owners, lessee or lessees
thereof, to remove such stagnant or waste water, and  fill
up any holes, openings, or indentations on any such land
as aforesaid, in which any water shall accumulate with
natural soil, within a reasonable time after such notice
shall have been given to the occupier or occupiers, owner
or owners, lessee or lessees thereof, or shall have been
left for such occupier or occupiers, owner or owners,
lessee or lessees, as the case may be, at his or their last
or usual place or places of abode in the said colony, or
on the said land and premises ; and every such owner or
owners, occupier or occupiers, lessee or lessees, as the
case may be, shall remove such stagnant or waste water,
and fill such holes, openings, or indentations as aforesaid,
pursuant to such notice. And if such owner or owners,
occupier or occupiers, lessee or lessees, as the case may
be, shall be convicted of not removing such stagnant or
waste water, or of not filling in such holes, openings, or
indentations, pursuant to such notice as aforesaid, then
it shall and may be lawful for the said council to remove
such water, or  fill up any such holes, openings, or inden-
tations, at the expense of the person or persons so
convicted, and shall and may recover the cost thereof
from such person or persons, by the same means as
penalties may be recovered under these Bye-laws or
otherwise, as by law allowed.
Privy, cesspool, c., being a nuisance, shall be resnoved-
councic may remove nuisance, c'c.
17. That in case any privy, cesspool, or any other
matter or thing whatsoever, in any place within the said
municipality, shall be or become a nuisance to any of the
inhabitants thereof, it shall be lawful for the said Mayor
of the said municipality for the time being, by notice in
writing, to order that every or any such privy, cesspool,
or other matter or thing, being a nuisance, shall be
remedied, discontinued, or removed, within a reasonable
time after such notice shall have been given to the
occupier or occupiers of the premises where such
nuisance shall exist ; or if there shall be no occupier or
occupiers of the said premises, then to the owner or
owners thereof, or shall have been left for such owner or
owners, occupier or occupiers, as the case may be, at his,
her, or their last or usual place or places of abode, or on
the said premises ; and every such owner or owners,
occupier or occupiers, as the case may be, shall remedy,
discontinue, or remove such nuisance pursuant to such
notice. And if , such owner or owners, occupier or
occupiers, as the case may be, shall be convicted of not
remedying, discontinuing, or removing such nuisance
pursuant to sch notice, then it shall and may be lawful
for the said council to remedy and remove such nuisance
at the expense of the person or persons so convinced, and
shall and may recover the cost thereof from such person
or persons by the same means as penalties may be
recovered under these Bye-laws, or otherwise, as by law
allowed.
Ashpits, &c., in the vicinity of streets.
18. That no ashpit, dungsteacl, cesspool, privy, urinal,
or other similar erection, shall be so near to any street,
footway, lane. or thoroughfare, in the said municipality,
as to be offensive to passengers, or so near to any
dwelling house, store, factory, shop, counting house,
office, warehouse, or other place, as to be a nuisance or
offence to the person or persons re,icling or employed
therein. And that the owner or owners, lessee or lessees,
occupier or occupiers of any premises where such ashpit,
dungstead, cesspool, privy, or other similar erection as
aforesaid shall be, shall for every day such ashpit, dung-
stead, cesspool, privy, or other similar erection shall
remain or continue offensive, or remain or continue so
near to any dwelling-house, store, factory shop, counting
house, office, warehouse, or other place, as to be a
nuisance or offence as aforesaid, forfeit and pay any sum
not exceeding forty shillings.
Emptying, c-c., privies.-Taking away night soil.
19. That no person or persons shall empty or begin
to empty any privy or privies, or take  away  any night
soil from any house or premises, within the said munici-
pality, or come with carts or carriages for that purpose,
except between the hours of eleven at night and five in
the morning.
Petting in or casting out of tub, any night soil.-
Apprehension of offender.-Owner or owners of
carts, 4'c., shall he liable.-Except to be apprehended.
20. That no person or persons shall put in or cast out
of any cart, carriage, tub, or vessel, or otherwise any
night soil within the said municipality. And it shall be
lawful for any person or persons whomsoever, without
any warrant or other authority than this Bye-law, to
apprehend and carry any person or persons found com-
mitting any offence against the provisions of this Bye-
law, or any of them, to the watch-house within the said
municipality, or to any other place of confinement or
security, and from thence to carry him or them, as soon
as conveniently may be, before the Justices of the Peace
within the said municipality, to be dealt with according
to law ; and the owner or owners of any carts, carriages,
horses, or beasts, or any of them employed in and about,
emptying and removing such night soil or coming for
that purpose, save and except within the hours hereby
allowed, or the employer or employers of any person or
persons who shall so put in or cast out any such night
soil, shall be liable respectively under the provisions
hereof, as if such owner or owners, employer or
employers, had come with such carts or carriages to
empty or begin to empty any privy or privies or take any
night soil from any house within the said municipality,
except between the hours of eleven at night and five in
the morning as aforesaid, or had so put in or cast out
any such night soil aforesaid, save and except, neverthe-
less, the liability to be apprehended.
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Driving cart, 4'c., with night soil. Filling any cart, c4c.,
with night soil, *c., so as to turn over,  9;c., or casting
night soil.-Apprehension of offender.-Owner or
owners of carts, 4'c., to be liable.
21. That no person or persons shall drive, or cause to
be driven, any cart or other conveyance, or carriage, with
any night soil or ammoniacal liquor within the said
municipality except between the hours of eleven o'clock
at night and five o'clock in the morning, nor fill any
cart or other carriage so as to turn over, or cast any
night soil, ammoniacal liquor, or slop mire, or channel
dirt, or filth, in or upon any of the streets or other
public places within the said municipality, or in
or upon any roads, lanes, alleys, or thoroughfares within
the said municipality. And it shall be lawful for any
person or persons whomsoever to seize and apprehend,
and to assist in seizing and apprehending, the offender
or offenders in the premises, and by the authority of this
Bye-law, and without any other authority or warrant, to
convey him or them before any two justices of the
peace within the said municipality to be dealt with
according to law. Provided always, that the owner or
owners of such cart or carriage in which such night soil,
ammoniacal liquor, slop, filth, mire or channel dirt, shall
be put or placed, and also the employer or employers of
the person or persons so offending, shall be liable to be
convicted in the same manner, and as well as the person
or persons so offending, and shall be liable to forfeit and
pay a like penalty, to be recovered by the same means
as penalties are under these Bye-laws, or otherwise.
Carting out dead horses.
22. That every person who shall cart away, or carry,
or draw out, place, or have any dead horse, dog, or
other animal, or carrion within the said municipality,
and shall not bury the same a sufficient depth in the
ground (or burn the same in such a place as the Mayor
of the said municipality for the time being, or any person
authorised by him, may direct) so that the same shall
not be, or become, in any manner offensive to passengers
or inhabitants, shall be liable to a penalty for every such
offence a sum not exceeding five pounds.
Breeding, keeping, 4'c., swine, cgc.-Suffering swine, 4-c.,
to go about streets, 4 c.
23. That no person whosoever shall breed, feed, or keep
any kind of swine in any house, building, yard, garden,
or other premises, situate and being in and within the
said municipality, nor suffer any kind of swine, or any
horse, ass, mule, sheep, goat, or other cattle belonging to
him or her, or under his or her charge, to stray or go about,
or to be tethered or depastured in any street or public
place therein.
Hooping casks.
24. That no person shall in any street, lane, passage, or
thoroughfare, within the said municipality, cleanse, hoop,
fire, wash, or scald any cask or tub, or use saw, bore, or
cut any timber or stone.
Slacking lime, 4'c.
25. That no person shall in any street, lane, passage,
or thoroughfare, in the said municipality, slack or sift, or
cause to be slacked or sifted, any lime, except in the case
of a new building, on the site or intended site of such
building, or within the ground allotted for, and suffi-
ciently enclosed for depositing and working the building
materials.
Beating carpets -Flying kites, 4'c.-Driving vehicles-
Breaking horses in, 4 c.-Slaughtering cattle, 4' c.,
within municipality-Dressing cattle, *c.-Running
waggons on foot ways, c'c.-Leadinq horses, 4-c., on
footways-Turning animals loose-Drawing chains,
41e., across streets.
26. That no person or persons shall in any street, road,
or public place, within the said municipality, beat or dust
any carpet or carpets, nor fly any kite or kites, nor drive
any carriage or vehicle for the purpose of breaking,
exercising, or trying any horse or horses,  nor  ride any
horse, mare, or gelding, for the purpose of airing exer-
cising, trying, showing, or exposing such horse, mare, or
gelding for sale, otherwise than by passing through such
street or public place ; nor kill or slaughter any beast,
swine, calf, sheep, lamb, or other cattle within the said
municipality ; nor dress, scald, or cut up, any beast,
swine, calf, sheep, lamb, or other cattle, in or so near to
any of the said streets, or other public places in the said
municipality, as that any blood or filth shall run or flow
upon, or over, or be upon, any of such carriage or
foot ways ; nor run, roll, drive, draw, or cause, or permit,
or suffer, to be run, rolled, driven, or placed upon any of
the said footways of any street or public place within the
said municipality, any waggon, cart, dray, sledge; or other
carriage, or any wheelbarrow, handbarrow, or truck, or
any hogshead, cask, or barrel ; nor lead, drive, or ride
any horse or other animal upon any such footways as
aforesaid ; nor wilfully or negligently permit or suffer
any horse or other animal which such person shall be
riding, driving, or leading, to go or be thereon, or tie or
fasten any horse or other animal, so that it may stand
across or upon such footway ; nor turn loose, or negli-
gently permit or suffer to be at large, unattended within
the said municipality, any horse or other animal ; nor
draw out any chain or rope by means of any horse or
otherwise, along or across any such road, street, or public
place as aforesaid, in, or for hoisting or whipping up any
goods or things from or into any warehouse, room,
cellar, or other place.
Carrying any newly slaughtered meat.
27. That no person shall carry or convey, or cause to
be carried or conveyed, the carcase, or any part of the
carcase, of any newly slaughtered animal in any street,
road, or public place within the said municipality
without a sufficient cloth covering the same, nor shall
hawk or carry about any butcher's meat for sale in such
street, road, or public place.
Inspector of Nuisances, 4-c., to inspect butchers' shops,
4-c.-Mayor to give directions concerning cleaning.-
Owners refusing to comply with directions.
28. That it shall be lawful for the Inspector of
Nuisances for the time being, or other person appointed
by the said council for that purpose, from time to time,
to enter, and as often as he or they shall see occasion, to
visit and inspect any butcher's shop within the said
municipality, and that the Mayor for the time being of
the said council shall give such directions concerning
the cleaning of any such shop as to him shall seem
needful. And no owner or occupier of any such shop
shall obstruct or molest any such inspector, or other
person or persons appointed as aforesaid, in the inspection
thereof, and no such owner or occupier shall refuse or
neglect to comply with such directions within a reason-
able time.
Cleansing of foot pavements.
29. That so long as the said Municipal Council shall
not deem it expedient to take the cleaning of the foot
pavements within the said municipality under their own
management,. every person who shall occupy the shops,
or where there are no shops, who shall inhabit or use the
dwelling-house or other house or building adjoining to
and fronting the foot pavements, shall cause the same
along the front of his shop or premises to be well and
sufficiently swept and cleansed once every lawful day,
between the hours of eight and nine in the morning.
Miscellaneous offences. -Authority to seize stall board,
ic., obstructing roads, Lc.-Perishable articles, c'c.,
seized.-As to articles not of a perishable nature.-
Artir-les, 4'c., not of a perishable nature, 4'c., seized,
not being claimed.-Proviso as to awnings in front
of shops.
30. That no person shall set or place, or cause or
permit to be set or placed, any stall board, chopping
board, shoe board (on hinges or otherwise), crockery
wares, merchandise, casks, or goods of any kind whatso-
ever, nor prop, place, wash, or cleanse, or cause to be
propped, placed, washed, or cleansed, any pipe, barrel,
cask, or vessel, in or upon or over any of the carriage
roads or footpaths in any of the streets or public
places within the said municipality, nor set out, lay, or
place, or cause, or procure to permit, or suffer to be set
out, laid, or placed, any coach, cart, waggon, dray, wheel-
barrow, handbarrow, sledge, truck, or other carriage,
upon any of the said carriage ways, except for the neces-
sary time of loading or unloading any cart, waggon,
dray, sledge, truck, or other carriage, nor set or place, or
cause to be set or placed, in or upon or over any of the
said carriage or  foot  ways, any timber, stones, bricks,
lime, or other materials or things, for building whatso-
ever (unless the same shall be enclosed as provided by
these Bye-laws), or any matters or things whatsoever,
nor hang out or expose, or cause to be hung out or
exposed, any meat or other thing or matter whatsoever,
from any house or houses, or other buildings and
premises, over any part of either or any of such footway
or carriage way, or over any area or areas of any houses
or other buildings or premises, or any other matter or
thing upon and on the outside of the front, or any other
part of any house or houses or other buildings and
premises over or next unto such street or public
place ; and it shall and may be lawful to and for
any Inspector of Nuisances, or other person appointed
by the said council, without any warrant or other
authority than this Bye-law, to seize any such
stall, board, chopping block, crockery ware, mer-
chandise, casks, goods, show board, coach, cart, wag-
gon, dray, wheelbarrow, handbarrow, sledge, truck,
or other carriage, together with the horse or horses, ass
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or asses, mule or mules, if any, which shall be there-
unto belonging ,  with the harness, gear ,  and acoutre-
ments thereof ,  or any such timber or other materials,
or other matters or things aforesaid ,  or any of them ; and
if in any case any of the goods ,  wares, or merchandise,
so seized shall be perishable ,  or shall be articles of food,
then the same shall be immediately forfeited ,  and the
person or persons who shall seize the same, shall deliver
the same, or cause the same to be delivered, to the
Town  Clerk for the time being of the said municipality,
but for the use and benefit of the said municipality ; but
otherwise ,  such inspector or other person appointed as
aforesaid ,  shall cause the said stall, board ,  basket, cask,
goods ,  coach, cart, waggon, dray ,  wheelbarrow, hand-
barrow ,  sledge, truck, or other carriage ,  horses, asses,
mules, or other animals, materials ,  or other things, so
seized ,  and not being of a -perishable nature, to be
removed to any place appointed  by the Mayor for the
time being for the reception  thereof, if  any such there
be, or otherwise to such place or places as he or they
sha ll  judge convenient ,-giving parole or written notice of
such place or places whereunto the same shall  be removed,
and to the  owner, driver,  or other person having an
interest in the things so seized  and removed, if he, she, or
they, sha ll  be then and there present ,  but not otherwise ;
and the same shall be there kept and detained until
such owner ,  driver, or other person interested therein
as aforesaid ,  shall cause to be paid the penalty
which he, she, or they shall be convicted, together
with the charges of taking and removing the
same, and of keeping such horse or horses, ass or
asses , mule or mules, or other animal or animals,
if any, and in case the goods, carriages, horses, animals,
materials, or other things so removed, not being perish-
able or articles of food, shall not be claimed, and the
said penalty and charges be paid within five days next
after such removal thereof, then and in every such case
it shall and may be lawful to and for the justice and
justices hearing the complaint, to order the same to be
sold, and the overplus of the money arising from such
sale shall be paid to the owner or owners thereof after
deducting the said penalty, and such costs, charges, and
expenses attending such seizure, -removing, keeping, and
selling the same, as the said justice or justices shall
ascertain and allow. Provided always, and it is further
ordered, that nothing in this Bye-law contained shall be
deemed to prevent any person from placing any awning
in front of his, her, or their shop or house ; provided,
however, that such awning be at least eight feet above
the height of the footway in front of such house or shop,
and that the post be placed close up to the kerb stone or
outer edge of such footway, and be approved by the
Mayor of the said council.
Hauling or drawing timber, t c., upon streets, 4c.-
Suffering timber, 4 c., to drag or trail.-Apprehen-
sion of offender.
31. That no person or persons shall haul or draw, or
cause to be hauled or drawn, upon any part of the roads,
streets, or public places, within the said municipality,
any timber, stone, or other thing, otherwise than upon
wheeled carriages, nor suffer any timber, stone, or other
thing, which shall be carried principally or in part upon
wheeled carriages, to drag or trail upon any part of
street or public place, or to hang over any part of such
carriage, so as to occupy or obstruct the street beyond
the breadth of the said carriage. And it shall be lawful
for any Inspector of Nuisances, or other person or per-
sons appointed by the said council to carry out this Bye-
law, or any police constable, to apprehend any person
whom he or they shall find in the act of committing any
such offence, and to convey such person or persons before
any justices of the peace, to be dealt with according to
law.
Other obstructions and annoyances.
32. That no person shall occasiois any kind of obstruc-
tion, nuisance, or annoyance, in or upon any street, lane,
thoroughfare, public place, or passage in the said muni-
cipality, nor obstruct nor incommode, hinder or prevent,
the free passage of any footway or causeway within the
said municipality, nor prejudice or annoy in any manner
whatsoever, any person or persons travelling, passing, or
going thereon.
Goods remaining longer than necessary.
33. That no person shall suffer any goods, merchan-
dise, or things to be, or remain in, any street, footpath,
lane, or thoroughfare, within the said municipality, for a
longer period than shall be necessary for the housing or
removal thereof.
Waggons improperly loaded.
31. That no person shall carry or convey any matter or
this,, within the said municipality (except hay, straw,
fernmture, or ,-)t1m r bulky articles, whieha cannot be other-
wi'o 't'ried ol, o>,,-oyed) in yat,•ln 111:uIller th:al tho same
may project more than one foot laterally beyond the
wheels of any cart or other such carriage, or more than
thirty inches from the side of any beast of burden on
which the same may be carried or conveyed,  or so as to
obstruct any person, carriage, or beast of burden.
Carriage crossing the footways or crossings.
35. That no driver of any cart, waggon, or other
carriage, shall stop, or place any such cart, waggon, or
carriage at or near the intersection of any street, road,
lane, or thoroughfare in the said municipality in such
manner as to cross the footway, or prevent foot passen-
gers from crossing the street, road, lane, or thoroughfare
in the direction and line of the footway on the side of
such street, road, lane, or thoroughfare.
Carriages loading and unloading, not allowing any one to
pass.
36. That no person shall place any carriage or horse
across or athwart any road, street, lane, or thoroughfare
within the said municipality either for the purpose of
taking up or setting down passengers, or of loading or
unloading goods, or otherwise, so that there shall not be
sufficient room for a coach, or foot, or other passenger,
conveniently to pass along such street, road, lane, or
thoroughfare.
Obstruction of thoroughfares.
37. That no person shall, by means of any cart, car-
riage, truck, or barrow, or by means of any horse or
other animal, wilfully interrupt any public crossing
within the said municipality, or wilfully cause any
obstruction in any thoroughfare therein.
Carrying goods to annoyance of public.
38. That no person shall carry goods on any frame, to
the annoyance of any person, on the footway of any
street or public footway within the said municipality.
Placing lines, or hanging clothes.
39. That no person shall place any line, cord, or pole,
across any street, road, lane, passage, or thoroughfare,
within the said municipality, or hang or place clothes
thereon.
Fixing signposts.
40. That no person shall place, hang up, or affix, any
signpost, board, house ticket, or other similar thing,
within the said municipality, otherwise than close to, or
flat upon, the wall of the house, shop, or building, to
which the same shall belong.
Scrapers and other obstructions, &c, in pavement.-
Mayor, crc., to remove or. alter same.
41. That no person shall cause any foot-scraper, or
other obstruction whatever, to be placed within the said
municipality on any pavenent, road, or footway, beyond
the plane of the front wall of any tenement, and all
doors and gates leading to buildings, yard, or ground,
within the said municipality shall, be so placed or formed
as not to project over or upon any such payment, road,
or footway, when open, and if any such. scraper or
obstruction as aforesaid, door, or gate, shall have been
constructed otherwise, it shall be lawful for the Mayor of
the said municipality for the time being, or other acting
under him, to remove or alter the same, or cause the
same to be removed or altered at the expense of the
proprietor or occupier, and the cost of such removal or
alteration may be recovered by the same means as
penalties under these Bye-laws, or otherwise.
Consent of Mayor for depositing building materials, 4 e.,
or making sheds in streets.
42. That no person or persons shall place or deposit
any stone, wood, line, sand, or other materials, or erect,
build, or place any shed for workmen, or other erections
or inclosure on any road, street, carriage or foot way, or
other public place within the said municipality without
the consent of the Mayor of the said municipality for
the time being first had and obtained.
Blowing horns, cc.
43. That no person shall blow any horn, ring any bell,
or use any other noisy instrument, within the said muni-
cipality, for the purpose of calling people together, or of
announcing any show or entertainment, or for the
purpose of hawking, selling, disturbing, or collecting any
article whatsoever, or of obtaining money for alms.
PUBLIC SECURITY AND PREVENTION or ACCIDENTS.
Weight of gunpowder to be kept.
44. That no person shall have or keep within the said
municipality at any one time, being a dealer or dealers
in gunpowder, more than two hundred weight of gun-
powder, and not being such dealer or dealers, more
than one hundred weight of gunpowder in any house,
storehouse, warehouse, shop, cellar, yard, wharf, or any
other place or building within the said municipality otlior
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than the public magazine erected for that purpose, on
pain of forfeiting all the gunpowder  beyond the  quantity
hereby allowed to be  kept, and the barrels or  vessels in
which such gunpowder  shall be, and  also the siim of two
shillings for every pound of gunpowder beyond such
allowed quantity.
How limited quantity  of gunpowder  shall he kept.
45. That respective quantities of two  hundredweight
and one hundredweight of gunpowder  and under, which
may be kept in any house ,  storehouse ,  warehouse, shop,
cell ar, wharf ,  or place as aforesaid ,  within the said
municipality ,  shall be kept in stone jars, or in vessels, or
in Bannisters ,  properly  covered, having the word " gun-
powder" legibly inscribed thereon, or on a label thereto
properly attached, or in tight casks well headed and
hooped with copper or wood ,  and shall also be kept
separate from all other goods or commodities, and
secured by lock and key ,  under a penalty nit exceeding
five pounds for each offence, to be paid by the owner, or
by the  person in whose possession any gunpowder not so
kept and secured shall be found.
.How quantity exceeding  fifty-six pounds  to be conveyed.-
Gunpowder belonging to Her Majesty 's forces excepted.
46. That all gunpowder in greater quantities than
fifty-six pounds in weight carried or conveyed through
any street ,  lane, passage ,  or place, with in  the said
municipality shall be secured  in tight casks ,  well headed
and hooped with copper or wood, each of which  shall be
put into, and entirely covered with, a leather case, or
wooden or saltpetre bag, sufficient to prevent the gun-
powder from being spilt or scattered ,  and labelled or
marked so sufficiently as to distinguish the same, and the
owner or the person or persons carrying or conveying
any gunpowder contrary to the provisions  of this Bye-
law sha ll  be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds. Provided always that nothing contained in
these Bye-laws shall extend to ,  or be construed to extend
to, any gunpowder belonging to Her Majesty, or for the
use of any of Her Majesty's forces, or of any militia or
volunteer corps.
Selling gunpowder ,  4rc., by gas light, 4 c.
47. That no person shall sell gunpowder ,  or other
combustible matter, by gas, candle ,  or other artificial
light, within the said  municipality.
Firearms , fireworks, 4'c.
48. That no person shall throw ,  cast, or  fire any squib,
cracker, rocket ,  or other firework ,  in, near, or into any
street, road ,  lane,  thoroughfare ,  or passage within the
said municipality ,  nor fire off or discharge any gun,
pistol, fowling piece, or other firearms from any house,
or in or near any street ,  road, lane, thoroughfare, or
passage within the  said  municipality ,  nor permit or
suffer any person to fire  off  or discharge ,  at or from his
house, any gun, pistol ,  or other firearms ,  nor make, or
assist in making, any bonfire, nor burn any matter in
any street ,  road, lane, thoroughfare ,  or passage within
the said municipality ,  nor shall set or let off, any  fire
baloon within the said municipality.
Authority to place fire cocks on water pipes.
49. That it shall and  may be lawful for the  Mayor for
the time being of the said municipality ,  or any person
authorised by him, to cause proper fire cocks to be
placed upon the service or collateral water pipes, now or
hereafter to be laid within the said municipality, and
belonging to any water company, or commission, or
vested in any body now  or hereafter to be deputed or
appointed by Par liamentary or other sufficient  authority,
to supply the said municipality with water ,  at such con-
venient distances from each other ,  and at such places as
may be considered  proper by  such Mayor, or person as
aforesaid ,'  for the supply of fire engines when brought
into operation.
Negligent  setting  fire to chimneys ,  or chimneys taking
fire, -c.
50. That if any chimney or fuel in any house, shop,
building ,  or premises  within the  said municipality shall
be negligently  or culpably  set on fire, or shall  take,  or be
on fire, the occupier of such house ,  shop, building, or
premises shall ,  for every  such chimney  or funnel so set
on fire, forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding five pounds,
besides such expenses as the justices deciding the case
shall award to the fireman  or firemen,  or other person or
persons who shall extinguish ,  or assist in extinguishing,
such fire, and who shall have  reported  the same to the
town clerk of the said  municipality  for the time being,
at the chambers or town hall of the said municipality,
which the  fireman or firemen seeing such  fire is or are
hereby required to do under a penalty not exceeding
twenty shillings in case of failure.
Burning shavings, 4-c., in streets, 4-c.
51. That no person or persons shall burn any
shavings or other matters or things whatsoever in any
street, road ,  thoroughfare ,  or public place within the
said municipality.
Fires in open air, c-c.
52. That no person or persons shall burn or cause,
permit, or suff. r to be burned, any shavings ,  rubbish, or
other matter ,  nor shall kindle or continue ,  or cause,
permit, or suffer to be kindled or continued, any fire in
the open air, or in any place not properly and suffi-
ciently constructed for the purpose within the distance
of one hundred yards from any dwelling -house, building,
or fence, in any place whatsoever within the said
municipality.
Coopers burning out casks,  4-c.
53. That no cooper or other person shall, in the
making or repairing of any cask or tub, fire or burn
out the same  ;  and no wheelright shall heat any tire in
the open air within  fifteen  yards of any street, lane,
thoroughfare, or passage within the said municipality,
without such firing burning out ,  and heating being
sufficiently screened  fr om any street ,  lane, thoroughfare,
or passage by some  building  wall or close paling, with or
without a gate thereto ,  such gate ,  if any, being close
and kept shut.
Light from  blacksmiths  forges, 4-c.
54. That every blacksmith, whitesmith, anchorsmith,
nailmaker ,  or other person using a forge ,  and having a
door ,  window, or aperture ,  fronting or opening into
or towards any street ,  lane, thoroughfare ,  or passage,
within the  said municipality ,  who shall not close such
door or fasten the shutters ,  or other fastenings of such
window, and enclose such aperture every evening within
one-half hour after sunset, so- as effectually to prevent
the light from 'showing through the doorway, window, or
aperture, next or upon such street, lane, thoroughfare, or
passage, shall for every such offence be subject to a
penalty not exceeding forty shi ll ings
Buildings becoming insecure may be fenced.
55. That when from accident ,  negligence ,  or otherwise,
any building ,  or part of a building ,  within the said
municipality , or anything  connected therewith, shall
become insecure ,  or any aperture or opening shall be left
open ,  so that any inhabitant or passenger may be
endangered ,  it shall be lawful for the Mayor of the said
municipality for the time being, or others acting under
him, to cause the same to be fenced or guarded at the
expense of the owner or occupier of such building, or
oilier thing ,  or the owner or occupier of any premises
with which such opening or aperture may be connected ;
and such expense  may be recovered  by the same means
as penalties under these Bye-laws, or otherwise as by
law allowed.
Walls of houses which  have been burnt may be taken
down.
56. That the Mayor of the said municipality for the
time being , or any  other person authorised by him, is
hereby empowered on any sudden emergency, from fro
occurring within the said municipality, to order any wall,
gate, chimney-stalk, or any other part of any house or
building, which shall have been burned, to be either
wholly or partly taken down, or removed, or sufficiently
propped and fenced, if it shall appear necessary or proper
so to do, for the safety of contiguous property, or of the
inhabitants therein, or of passengers or other persons,
the expense of which operations shall be chargeable
against the owners of the house or building on which the
same are performed in proportion to their respective
interests therein, and which shall, unless the same be
immediately paid upon demand, be recovered in like
manner as penalties are under this Bye-law, or otherwise
as allowed by law.
Power to order removal or  repair of  chimney can, 4c.
dangerous to passengers.
57. That the Mayor of the said municipality for the
time being, may order to be removed or repaired, all
chimney cans or pots, tiles ,  slates, shutters, or other
articles on the roof or any other part of houses within
the said municipality ,  which may be dangerous to pas-
sengers ; and on failure ,  the said Mayor may employ a
person or persons to remove or repair the same, and the
owner or occupier of such house shall in such case,
besides paying all  expenses ,  forfeit and pay a sum not
exceeding  five pounds sterling ,  and  such expenses may be
recovered in the same manner as penalties under these
Bye-laws, or otherwise as aforesaid.
Building  works, 4c. ,  and materials, to be fenced and
lighted.
58. That no person sha ll  build ,  or commence to build,
an,, house ,  wall, or premises within the said municipa lity,
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car repair, or commence or continue to repair, any such
house, wall, or premises, or place any stone, wood, lime,
sand, or other material, or erect, build, or place any
sheds for workmen, or other erection or enclosure, in any
street, carriage or foot way, or other public place within
the said municipality, without fencing and guarding the
same, and keeping the same fenced and guarded in a
good and sufficient manner while any operations, repairs,
or works are in progress or continuance, under a penalty
for every day or part of a day each offence shall continue
not exceeding five pounds ; and without causing a suffi-
cient number of lamps or lights to be affixed at or near
the same, and kept burning every night from sunset to
sunrise during the continuance of such enclosure, under
a like penalty for every night or part of a night such
offence shall continue. And that on such person or per-
sons failing or neglecting well and sufficiently to fence
and guard or light, as aforesaid, within twelve hours
after notice so to do by the Mayor for the time being of
the said municipalit'),, or a person authorised by him, it
shall be lawful for the Mayor to fence an 1 guard or light,
as aforesaid, at the expense of the person or persons so
failing or neglecting so to do, and that the cost thereof
respectively may be recovered by the same means as
penalties under these Bye-laws or otherwise, and shall be
in addition to any penalty that may be inflicted for a
breach of any of the provisions thereof.
Pislc from articles failing in performance of work on
houses, how provided against.
59. That when it mar become necessary to perform
any work upon houses or tenements within the said
municipality, whereby risk may arise of any articles or
materials falling upon any carriage or foot way, or of
other injury to the public, every person carrying on or
causing such works to be carried on, shall at his expense
sufficiently fence round the parts of the said foot ways
opposite to such houses or tenements, and shall uphold
and keep in proper repair the fences aforesaid, during
the whole time the said works are being carried on, to
prevent passengers from walking along those parts of the
said foot ways ; and, where necessary, shall also form a
footpath sufficiently fenced round in front of such fence,
and the person neglecting or refusing so to do, shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds for each
days' neglect or refusal ; and the Mayor for the time
being of the said municipality may order such footpath
to be fenced in as aforesaid, at the expense of such
person ; and such expense may be recovered by the
same means as penalties are under these Bye-laws, or
otherwise as by law allowed.
Casting down slates,
-e.
60. That no person shall throw or cast from the roof,
or any part of any house or building within the said
municipality, any slate or brick, part of any slate, brick,
or any wood, rubbish, or other material or thing.
Flower pots liable to fall down.
61. That no person shall fix or place any flower pot
or box in any upper window within the said munici-
pality, without sufficiently guarding the same against
being thrown down.
Holes, foundations, &c., to be enclosed.-Persons when
required by 7layor to fence holes, c'•c.-Lighting
enclosures.-h-ylect to comply with notice light.
62. That no person or persons shall dig or make, or
cause to be dug or made, any hole, or leave, or cause to
cause to be left, any hole before any vacant ground, or
before or behind, or on the side of any house or tenement
or building erected, or being erected, or about to be
erected, in and adjoining to any street or public place in
the said municipality, for the purpose of making any
vault or vaults, or the foundation or foundations to such
houses or other buildings, or for any other purpose
whatsoever, without forthwith enclosing the same in a
good and sufficient manner to the satisfaction of the
Mayor of the said municipality for the time being ; and
that no such person shall keep up, or cause to be kept
up, and continued, any such enclosure for any time which
shall be longer than shall be absolutely necessary in the
opinion of the said Mayor ; and that any such person
or persons when thereurito required by the Mayor
and
sufficiently fence and enclose any such hole or holes, or
area or areas, or space or spaces, opened or left open,
and intended for an area or areas, foundation or founda-
tions, or for any other purpose whatsoever, in the front
of, or behind, or on the side of any such vacant ground,
house, or tenement, or building, in and adjoining to any
such street or public place forined, or to be formed, or
forming, within twelve hours after he or they shall be
required to do so by the said Mayor, in the manner and
with such materials as he shall direct, and to his satis-
faction ; and shall place a light upon the said enclosure,
and keep the same constantly burning from sunset to
sunrise, during the continuance of such enclosure ; and
if such person or persons shall neglect to comply with
the said notice, or to place such light as aforesaid, the
said Mayor may direct the same to be done at his or
their expense, and the costs thereof may be recovered by
the same means as penalties under these Bye-laws or
otherwise.
No rock to be blasted without notice to the Mayor.
63. That no person shall blast any rock or earth
within the said municipality, without giving notice in
writing twenty-four hours previously to the Mayor of the
said-municipality for the time being, who shall appoint a
time when such blasting may take place, and give such
directions as he may deem necessary for the public
safety, and if any person shall blast, or cause to be
blasted, any rock or earth without giving such notice, or
shall not conform to the directions given to him by the
said Mayor, he shall, on conviction, forfeit and pay for
every such offence any sum not less than ten pounds
nor more than twenty pounds.
Coverinq in wells.
61. That every person who shall have a well, under-
ground tank, or cistern, on his or her premises in the
said municipality, shall well, securely, and permanently
cover the same, and every day durmg,which such well,
underground tank, or cistern, shall remain not so
covered, shall constitute an offence under this Bye-law.
Owner or occupier of premises having any entrance, 4'c.,
adjoining the footway, cc., shall protect the same,
4 c.-,Steps adjoining the footway to be protected.
65. That every owner or occupier of any house,
building, or premises, within the said municipality,
having any entrance, area, garden, or other open space,
adjoining the footway of any street, or adjoining any
street where there shall be no such footway, or adjoining
any public place within the said municipality beneath the
level of the curbstone, or exterior edge of such footway,
or of such street where there shall be no footway, or of
such public place. And every owner or occupier of any
land or premises within the said municipality which shall
be beneath or above the level of the curbstone, or
exterior edge of such footway as aforesaid, or of such
street as aforesaid, or of such street where there shall be
no such footway, or of such public place, shall protect
and guard the same by good and sufficient rails and
fences, or other enclosures, so as to prevent damage or
accidents, and every day during which the same shall
be or amain not so protected and guarded, shall consti-
tute an offence under this Bye-law. And that every
such owner or occupier of any such house, building, or
premises having any steps adjoining the footway of any
street or public place, shall, in like manner, protect and
guard the same by rails or other enclosures, so as to
prevent damage to persons passing and repassing, and
and every day such house, building, or premises shall be
or remain not so protected and guarded, shall constitute
an offence under this Bye-law.
Provisions as to sunk windows, entrances,  &c.,  to be
formed in erecting or reconstructing buildings.
66. That no person, in erecting or reconstructing
buildings in or near any road, street, lane, passage,
thoroughfare, or public place within the said munici-
pality, shall form  any  opening for sunk windows,
entrances, stairs, lights, or other purposes whatever,
exceeding eighteen inches beyond the plane of the front
wall of the building ; and the owner or person having
the care or superintendence of any underground room or
.cellar shall form such entrance or opening in accordance
with this provision, and with the direction of the
surveyor of the said municipality for the time being.
And no such owner or person shall have any entrance to
such room, or cellar, or other opening, without a suffi-
cient rail, covering, or fence, to be to the satisfaction of
the said surveyor, for the protection of passengers; or
any cellar or underground room, or any vault, coal-hole,
or area, without a sufficient door, hatchway, or flap, or
other sufficient covering, rail, or fence, to be to the
satisfaction of the said surveyor ; nor shall negligently,
or without a sufficient witch or guard, nor except
between the hours of five of the clock and eight of the
clock in the morning, leave open or insufficiently fastened
any hatchway, flap, or flap window, grate, stove-plate,
board, or other covering, to any cellar, underground
room, or any vault or coal-hole ; and every person so
offending shall, for every such offence, in addition to the
penalty inflicted, make reparation for any loss or damage
caused to the person injured thereby; and if danger
shall be apprehended by any such places being left open
or insecure, it shall be lawful for the Mayor of the said
municipality for the time being, or any officer acting
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under  him, to fence and secure the same, and cause the
same  to be watched and guarded at the expense of the
owner  or occupier ; and the cost thereof may be recovered
by the same means as penalties under these Bye-laws, or
otherwise as by law allowed.
Hoisting or lowerinq goods, ic., without sufficient tackling.
67. That no person shall hoist, or cause to be hoisted,
or lowered ,  or cause to be lowered, goods of any descrip-
tion from any opening in front of a house in any main
street or from back streets within the said municipality,
or lanes  within the said municipality, without sufficient
and proper ropes and tackling.
Furious riding or driving through streets.
68. That no person shall negligently ,  carelessly, or
furiously ride or drive through any street, road ,  or public
place in the said municipality.
Waggons, not on springs, c., not to proceed out of
a walking pace.
69. That no person driving or having the care or
charge of any wain, waggon,  cart,  or dray which shall be
drawn by any horse or other animal shall, unless such
wain, waggon, cart,  or dray,  shall be upon springs,
wilfully or negligently allow the horse or other animal
drawing the sane to proceed out of a walking pace on
any road, street, or public place within she said munnici-
pality.
Driver of any carriage at a distance therefrom so as not
to have the government of horses, cc.
70. That no driver of any carriage or vehicle whatso-
ever shall wilfully or negligently be at such a distance
from such carriage or vehicle ,  or in such a situation
whilst it shall be passing or standing upon any street or
public place within the said municipality that he cannot
have the government and direction of the horse or
horses or cattle drawing the same. -
Persons driving any cart, do , to keep left hand side of road.
71. That every person driving any cart, waggon, dray,
carriage ,  and other vehicle, within the said municipality,
shall keep to the near or left hand side of any street,
road, thoroughfare ,  public place ,  or passage in the said
municipality except when passing any other vehicle.
No person driving any cart, c 'c., to prevent a 'y other
person passing him,  4u.-Nor  by negligence, 4-c.,
prevent thefree passage of any person.-.[s'o person
to ride in cart, 4'c., without bit, &c.
72. That no person driving any cart, waggon, dray,
carriage, or other vehicle shall, in any manner wilfully
prevent any other person from passing him in any
carriage or vehicle under his care in any  street and
thoroughfare ,  public place or passage ,  in the said muni-
cipality, or by negligence or misbehavior prevent, injure,
or interrupt the free passage of any carriage ,  vehicle, or
person in or upon the same. And that no person having
the care or charge of any cart, waggon, dray, carriage,
or other vehicle within the said municipality shall ride
on the same without good and sufficient bit and reins to
guide the animal or animals drawing the same.
Drivers being asleep or intoxicated.
73. That no driver of any cart, waggon, or carriage
within the said municipality. shall be asleep or
intoxicated when driving, or has isig the charge of any
carriage, horse, or other beast.
Taking up and setting down of passengers, 4'c.
74. That every driver engaged in taking up or setting
down any passengers ,  or other persons ,  or in loading or
unloading any carriage or vehicle, within the said
municipality ,  shall, during such taking up or setting
down, loading or unloading ,  place such carriage or
vehicle as near as conveniently may be to that side and
part of the street at which the taking sup and setting
down or loading or unloading is to be performed.
Owners of vehicles on springs to have lights.-Owners
responsible for servants.-Saving of omnibuses and
hackney carriage bye-taw.
75. That the owner or owners of any coach, carriage,
or other vehicle of any description, on springs, shall
provide the same, whilst running or standing in the
municipality after sunset (except on clear moonlight
nights), with lights on either side, and shall keep the
same ligh.ed, and such owner or owners shall .be
responsible for the unobservance by any servant or
other person  having  the care or charge of any such
coach, carria- Vie, or other vehicle as aforesaid, of the
provisions of tlni-, bye law. 1_'rovicled, always, that the
provision's of this Zi c-law shall not in anywise a{feet any
provision contained in the Omni us and Hackney
Cattle intended  for sale, &c.,  not to be driven, except
within certain hours.
76. That no cattle intended for sale, slaughter, or
shipment, shall be driven into or through any part of the
said municipality except between the hours of twelve
o'clock at night and six o'clock in the morning, and
every person who shall drive or cause to be driven any
such cattle as aforesaid into or through any part of the
said municipality shall forfeit and pay any sung not
exceeding twenty shillings for each and every head of
cattle so driven  ;  and in the construction of this Bye-law
the word " cattle" shall extend to and include bulls,
cows ,  oxen, heifers, and steers ,  but shall not be held to
apply to much cows or cattle in teams or working
cattle in yokes.
77.  That no person or persons shall drive any mob or
draft of horses. whether broken or unbroken ,  into or
through any part of  the  said municipality, except between
the hours of twelve o'clock at night  and seven  o'clock in
the morning.
Inprooer driving  of cattle.
78. That no person shall, by negligence or ill usage in
driving cattle or horses within  the said municipality,
cause any mischief to be done by such cattle or horses,
or shall in anywise misbehave himself in the driving,
care, or management of such - cattle or horses ; and no
person not being hired or employed to drive such cattle
or horses shall wantonly pelt, drive ,  or hurt such cattle.
Allowing dogs to be at large.
79. That no person shall allow to be at large any
unmuzzled ferocious dog, or other animal ,  or set on
or urge any dog or other animal to attack, worry, or put
in fear any person, horse or other animal ,  in any road,
street, or public place within the said municipality.
Females not to stand on outside of window when cleaning.
80. That no occupier of any house or building within
the said municipality, or any other person, shall order or
direct, or authorise, permit, or super any femal e to clean,
paint, or perform any other operation, upon the outside
of any window of any house or building within the said
municipality, by standing on the outside of such window
--except such window shall be on the sunk or basement
story.
PROHIBITION AGAINST CERTAIN TRADES.
Certain noxious trades prohibited within municipality.
81. That no person shall have or use, or begin to have
or use, with the said municipality, any place for lime-
burning or felluiongering ; nor any manufactory or place
for the making or refining of soap, candles, or tallow ;
nor any boiling-down, wool-washing, or bone-crushing
establishment ; nor any establishment for the curing of
hides ; nor any tannery, tan pits, or place for the
snaking, currying, or preparation of leather ; nor any
factory for the refining of sugar ; nor any brewery or
distillery ; nor any tobacco factory ; nor any smelting
furnace ,  or place for the smelting of ore of whatever
kind ;--and every person carrying on or beginning to
carry on any of the trades or businesses before specified,
in contravention of this Bye-law, shall for every clay such
contravention ,In€.11 exist, forfeit and pay, ati for a separate
offence, a sum not exceeding twenty pounds.
PUBLIC Dvcaacv.
Balking  in certain places during certain hours prohibited.
82. That no person shall bathe near to, or within view
of, any public wharf, street, bridge, or other place of
public resort within the limits of the said municipality
between the hours of six o'clock in the morning and
eight o'clock at night, and it shall be lawful for any
person having the authority of the Mayor of the said
municipality for the time being for that purpose, to
arrest any person who shall be found bathing contrary
to the provisions of this Bye-law, and to convey such
person before two justices of the peace to be dealt with
according to law.
Driving sheep or cattle on Sabbath Day.
83. That no sheep, cattle, or draft or mob of horses,
shall be driven in any street, passage, lane, or other
public place within the said municipality on the Sabbath
Day.
Cruelty to animals--prizefights and dog fights.
Si. That no person shall wantonly orcruelly abuse or
work any animal, or engage in, insti ;ate, or abet any
prize fight, dog fght, or other fight or battle, xithia the
said ncuuicipalit;v.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Damaging any building, &c.
85. That no person shall negligently ,  wilfully, or ma-
liciously damage any building, erection ,  wall, sluice,
bridge, road ,  street, sewer, watercourse ,  fountain ,  urinal,
work, or material within the said municipality, of or
belonging to or leased or used by or being under the
care ,  control or management of the said council.
=Sticking bills or iniucing fences, &c.
86. That no person shall auix any posting bill or other
paper to or against  any church ,  chapel, or schoolhouse,
within the said municipality ,  or (without the consent of
the owner or occupi 0r) shall affix any posting bill or
other paper to or against any  ciwe'_ling-house ,  shop, ware-
house, wall ,  or fence in the said municipality ,  or write
upon, soil, deface ,  or mark any such church ,  chapel,
schoolhouse ,  dwel li ng -house ,  or other building, wall,
fence ,  or paling , with  chalk or paint or in any other
manner whatsoever ,  nor shall wilfully break, destroy, or
damage any  part  of any suc li  dwelling -house ,  or other
building ,  wall, fence, or paling, or any fixture or append-
age thereunto.
Brca/ inq  or  injuring  lanes, Sic.
87. That no person sha ll  wantonly ,  maliciously, or
negligently ,  break ,  injure ,  or remove any lamp-post, or
extinguish ,  or partially extinguish ,  any lamp or light set
up for public convenience within the said municipality,
and that it shall be lawful for any constable or other
person to seize any person whom  lie  shall find in the act
of committing any such olf'ence,  and to convey him or
her to the nearest watehhouse ,  there to be detained
until he or she can be brought before two justices of the
peace within  the  said municipality to be dealt with
according to law.
Provisions as to ligliling of laatps in private  courts,
lanes,  S,c.
88. That where there are courts ,  lanes, or passages
within the said municipality ,  in which the said council
shall net consider it expedient to erect and light lamps
from the public  asses  bluent ,  the  said  council may ,  on the
application of the owners or occupiers of houses or other
premises in  any  shah courts, lanes ,  or passages ,  or of any
number of them, whose rent, as appearing from any of
the assessment or survey books ,  shall amount to one-half
of the rents paid by the whole occupiers in suc li  courts,
lanes, or passages ,  respectively, to place ,  erect, and light,
in such courts ,  lanes, or passages ,  such a number of
lamps as shall be required from time to  time,  at the
expense of the whole owners of houses or other premises
therein ,  corresponding to the amount of their rent,
respectively ,  as aforesaid  ;  and the expense of placing,
erecting ,  and lighting such lamps shall be recovered by
the said council ,  or any person authorised by them, at
such times and in such proportions as the said council
shall direct.
Residing upon or using lands of council.
89. That no person shall ,  without leave of the said
council, reside upon ,  occupy, or use, or continue to
reside upon ,  occupy, or use (except in accordance with
the purposes or objects for which the said council shall
have or hold the same ),  any lands within the said
municipality belonging ,  or leased ,  or held in trust by, or
under the control or in the power of, the said Council of
the said municipality.
Owner of waggon , &c., shall have his name thereon.-Any
person refusing to give his or oavner's naive, &c.
90. That the owner of every waggon, van ,  cart, and
dray ,  shall have his name and place of abode painted in
full length on the off or right-hand side thereof ,  legibly,
at least one inch high  and  proportionately broad, in
white letters on a black ground ; and any person who
shall refuse to give his or the owner ' s name and address,
or shall give a false or fictitious name of himself or the
owner, such person may be detained by the Inspector of
Nuisances ,  or any person or persons appointed by the
said Council to carry out this Bye-la%v,  or any constable,
until a satisfactory account be given to such Inspector or
the person or persons appointed as aforesaid ,  or to such
constable or person who  may  require the same.
.  POWERS OF MAYORS AND OFFICERS.
Mayor, City Surveyor ,  and other  officers, may, when
necessary ,  enter private lands.
91. That the Mayor of the said municipa li ty, the
City Surveyor ,  and every Inspector or Inspectors of
Nuisances of the said municipality for the time being,
and any ether person or persons appointed by the said
Mayor, or by the said council ,  to carry out the pro-
visions of these Bye -laws, or any of then, shall and may,
in the execution of his and their duties in carrying out
such provisions ,  or any of them ,  and with any surveyors,
workmen ,  and others ,  enter upon and use, and if neces-
sary, break ,  cuter  upon ,  and use any  private lands,
hereditaments, an:d premises within the said municipality.
INFORMATIONS, ETC.
Restrictions as to persons suing out informations.
92.  That  all informations ,  complaints ,  and summonses
for offences against the Bye-laws, shall be sued out, laid,
and prosecuted at the instance of thu council of the said
municipality ,  or of some person anthorisecl by them in
that  behalf ; and no  other person,  other than a person
having  such authority ,  shall be at liberty to sue out any
information or summons ,  or lay any complaint in respect
of any ollbnee  thereunder. Provided always, that in no
case shall the prosecutor  be obliged  to prove that he has
any such authority as aforesaid ,  but the onus of proving
that  no such authority exists shall rest upon the
defendant.
PaxALTIES.
.311 awianu ,a penalty.
93. That for every neglect, breach, or offence of, or
against any of  the provisions  of these Bye- laws where no
specific penalty is hereinbefare provided for such neglect,
breach, or offence, the maximum penalty shall be twenty
pounds.
INTERPRETATION CLkITSE.
94. That  in the foregoing  Bve -laws the  following words
and expre ,isions shall  have the  several meanings hereby
as igned to them, unless tliev e be something in the
subject or context repugnant to such construction, that is
to say-
Iy atnnber.
95. Words importing the singular number shall
include the plural number, and words importing the
plural number shall include the singular number.
Masculine gender.
96. Words importing the masculine gender only, sha ll
include females.
Month.
97. The word  "  month. "  shall include calendar month.
Pc rson.
98. The word  " person ," shall  include corporation,
whether aggregate or sole.
Laricis.
99. The word  "  lands," shall extend to tenements of
every tenure and description.
Made and approved  by the  Council of the municipality
of Brisbane ,  this ninth day of July,  A.D. 1866.
It.  S. WARRY ,  Mayor.
The Seal of the said  Council  was affixed hereto the
tenth day of July, A.D. 1866.
TnoMns Dows Ei, Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my hand, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of August,
in the year of our Lord One thousand eight
hundred and sixty-six ,  and in the thirtieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By his Excellency's Command,
G. E. DALRYMPLE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
CLERMO1 T AND COPPERFIELD PETITION.
I N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial  Parlia-ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, secti ns 3 and 4,
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has directed the publication
of the substance of a Petition addressed to his
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by 199 householders, residing inethe
towns of Clermont and Copperfield, praying for the
erection of these localities into a Municipality.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. it. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that at a public meeting of
the inhabitants of the abovenamed townships, held
at the Court House, Clermont ,  on the 25th May
last, it was resolved that a Petition be prepared
requesting the Government to proclaim the town-
ships of Clermont and Copperfield a Municipality ;
and they accordingly pray that the abovenamed
localities may be constituted a Municipality, to be
named the Municipality of Clermont  and Copper-
field with the undermentioned boundaries-the
same to be divided into  two wards, each ward
returning three aldermen.
(The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette of 14th July, 1866,No. 67.]
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
GAYNDAR PETITION.
JN
pursuance of the Act of the  Colonial  Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria ,  No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency  the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Exce llency as hereunder set forth ,  purporting to be
signed  by One hundred  and six  Householders, in
the Town of Gayndah, praying the erection of that
locality into a  Municipality.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that the increasing popula-
tion of this town ,  the large sums of money that
have been expended in the purchase of land
,therein ,  and the benefits derivable from municipal
government ,  render them anxious to secure its
advantages ,  and they, therefore ,  pray that Gayndah
may be declared a Municipality with the under-
mentioned boundaries.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.]
Proposed Boundaries  'of 'Gayndah Municipality.
Commencing at the north -east corner of the Mount
Debateable Purchase ; from thence across the Burnett
westerly three miles  up Reed's Creek  ;  from  thence a
line running easterly to cross the  Burnett at  the Bro-
then; thence along the southern bank  downwards to the
junction of the  Barambah Creek  ;  thence along the
southern  bank of the  Barambah upwards  to the  junction
of Campbell's Creek with the Barambah  ;  from thence
along Campbell ' s Creek to the old  Ban-Bau  Road; from
thence a line  to  Mr. Walker's purchase  on Oatey
Creek ; from  thence one  mile southerly ,  and from thence
to the southern  point of the Mount Debateable Pur-
chase, and thence  to the point of commencement.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
REFERRING to the Government notice, dated
17th May last, published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 19th of the same month ,  folio 469,
relative to the opening and making of a new Road
through portion 38, parish of Taughboyne : Notice is
hereby given ,  in accordance with the Act of Council
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm  the said road ;  and it is
therefore declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Flan and Book of
Reference ,  to be seen at the office of the Surveyor-
General ,  and at the Police Office,  Gayndah  ;  and all
persons intending to claim compensation ,  in respect
of the same road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary within
forty days from the date hereof ,  in such manner
and form as are provided in the 6th section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be for ever fore-
closed from such claim.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
':\VITH reference to the Government notice,
V dated 4th May last, published in the
Government  Gazette  of the 5th of the same month,
folio 429, relative to the opening and making of a
new road through portions 2, 3, and 4, parish of
Walloon ,  from .  Ipswich to Toowoomba  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  in accordance with the Act of Council
4 William IV .,  No. 11,  that His Excellency the
Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council
has been 'pleased to confirm the said road  ;  audit  is
therefore declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according  to the  Plan and Book
of Reference ,  to be seen at the office of the
Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ;
and all persons intending ,  to claim compensation, in
respect of the same road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the 6th section
of the Act above referred to, or they will be for
ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
W
ITH reference to the Government notice,
dated 9th April last ,  which appeared in the
Government Gazette  of the same month ,  folio 382,
relative to the opening and making of a new Road
through portion 146, parish of Purga, near the One-
mile Swamp, Ipswich : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act of Council 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice  of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to confirm the said road  ;  and it is therefore declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the office of the Surveyor -General, and at
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation ,  in respect of the same road,
are  hereby  reminded that notice must be served
upon the
Colonial Secretary within forty days fromthe date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the 6th section of the Act above
'eferred to, or they will be for ever foreclosed from
such claim.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. INIACALISTER.
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane ,  3rd July, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
W
ITH reference to the Government notice,
dated 27th March last, which appeared in
the  Government  Gazette  of the same month, folio
336, relative to the opening and making of a new
Road through portion 9, parish of Purga, near
Warrill  Creek Bridge : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance  with the Act  of Council  4 William IV.,
No. 11, that  His Exce llency the Governor ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the  said road  ;  and it is therefore declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference to be
seen at the office of the Surveyor -General, and at
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all  persons intend-
ing to claim compensation ,  in respect of the same
road ,  are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof ,  in such manner and form
as are provided in the 6th section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be for ever foreclosed from
such claim.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 7th July, 1866.
PAYMENT OF RENT AND ASSESSMENT OF
RUNS.
j
THE Lessees of Crown Lands and their Agents
are reminded that the Annual Rents and
Assessment upon Crown Lands are payable on or
before the 30th day of September next.
The holder of every run under license, who has
made application and duly qualified himself for a
lease is required to pay rent upon such run, as
above, notwithstanding that a lease may not have
been actually issued to him.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.PROPOSALS for LifeInsurance, or for the
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same  way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
JOHN DOUGLAS,
Postmaster -General.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
'Brisbane, 27th July, 1866.NOTICE is hereby given, that he Southern a d Western Railway will be open for General Trafficfrom Ipswich to Helidon, on and after MONDAY, the 30th instant, when the following Time
Table and Table of Passenger Fares will come into operation.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
Miles. Up. Week Days.  Sundays.
a.m. a.m.
Ipswich ... 6.10 10. 0
8 Walloon .. 6.40 *10.30
21 Grandchester 7.25 11.15
29 Laidley ... 8.10 12. 0
38 Gatton ... *8.40 *12.30
50 Helidon ... 9.20 1.10
Goods.  Pass. Pass .  Pass. Pass.
Commissioner for Railways  Office,
Brisbane , 27th July, 1866.
Station.
Ipswich.
Ipswich ...
8 Walloon ...
21 Grandchester
29 Laidley ...
33 Gatton ...
50 Iielidon ...
Single. Return.
p.m. a.m. p.m.
4. 0 8. 0 4. 0
4.30 8.30 4.30
*5'15 *9.15 *5.15
6. 0 10.0 6. 0
6.30 10.30 6.30
7. 5 11.5 7. 5
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.BRANCHES of the above Bank are now openat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards ca,u
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  20th July, 1866.
MAILS PER  " HERO "  VIA  TORRES '  STRAITS.
1 /T AILS for the United Kingdom ,  India ,  China,
ilL and other places will  be despatched from
Gladstone on the 8th of August ,  closing as fol-
lows :-
Brisbane -MONDAY,  the 6th of August,
Rockhampton -TUESDAY,  the 7th of August,
Gladstone -WEDNESDAY,  the 8th of August,
For despatch  by the  Messageries Imperiales "
from Batavia.
miles.  Down .
Helidon ...
12 Gatton ...
21 Laidley ..
29 Grandchester
42 Walloon ...
50 Ipswich ...
Laidley. Gatton.
* Trains meet here.
(L.s.) A..0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
PASSENGER FARES.
Walloon. Grandchester.
Single. Return . Single. Return.  Single.
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
s. s.  d. s. s. a. d. s. d. s.  s, s.d. 18.d. s
30 20 4 3 70,50 10
3 2 0 4 3 ... ... ... ..5. 4 6 1 3 6 7
7 5 0 10 8 4 6 3 6 7
10 7 6 15 11 7 0 5 0 10 8 3 0 2 0 4
13 10 0 19 15 10 0 7 6 15 11 6 01 4 6 9
17 126 25 181140  10 0  21 15 90170 14
2
8.
8
5
3
7
10
Week Days . Sundays.
Pass .  Goods. Pass. Pass. Pass.
a.m. a.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
8.0 11.50 3.25 7.25 3.25
*8.40 *12.30 4e 0 8. 0 4•• 0
9.10
,
1. 0 4.30 8.30 4.30
9.50 1.40 *5.15 *9.15' *5.15
*10.30 2.20 6.0 10.0 6.0
11. 0 2.50 6.30 10.30 6.30
Return. Single.
1 2 1 1 2 1 2
s.d. s.d.18. d. s. d.  s. d. s. d.
10 0 7 6 11 0 11 0 13 0 10 0
7 0 5 0110 0 8 0 10 0 7 6
30 201 40 30 60 46
3 6 2 6
36 26' 46 36
70 50 , 100 80 40 30
Helidon.
Return. Single.
1
s. d.
19 0
15 0
90
46
60
2 1 2.
Return.
1 2.
s. d. s. s. d.  s. 8.
15 0 17 12 6 25 18
11 0 14 10 0 21 15
70 9 70 14 10
36 7 5010 8
4 30 1  6 4
(L.s.) A.  0.  HERBERT,
COm issioner for Railways Office, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane, 27th July, 1866.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1866.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWNLANDS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that fi is li,xcellen.cy the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to direct that in accordance with the provisions of the  Pastoral
Leases Act of  1863, the unexpired terms of the Leases of the Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described,
which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, shall be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the
Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 1st day of October, 1866.
The Upset Price shall be Ten Shillings per square mile, according to the estimated area in each
case , and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the periods of the leases that may be current
at the time of sale, ending respectively as follows :-Rogonthulla No. 3, first term of four years ending
30th June, 1868; Lower Maranoa No. 1, second term of five years ending 31st December, 1868.
The Rent of each block respectively for the succeeding terms of the leases, as per schedule annexed,
after the above dates will be appraised as provided in the 24th clause of the above-mentioned Act, or the
Pastoral Assessment Act of  1864.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's Rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each block.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below, shall be allowed six months
to stock the country, failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon, as
prescribed by the Act, the Lease may be cancelled.
The instruments of Lease will be delivered to the purchaser, on receipt through the local
Commissioner, of a declaration that the Run has been stocked in accordance with the provisions of the
Pastoral Leases Act.  E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROO.IMS OF  ARTHUR M`IARTIN, QUEEN  STREET, BRISBANE ,  OF THE FOLLOWING
RUNS, ON MONDAY ,  THE 1ST DAY OF OCTOBER, 1866.
NAME OF RUN. DISTRICT.
w A UPSET
Z Pi DATE OF EXPI- PRICE C
> PiDESCRIPTION OF BOUNDARIES. 8 d RATION OF PER
El  9.,4  LEASE. SQUARE U W
r
_i Y E"
ra
MILE.C'
I Hogonthulla, Warrego 63 Commencing at a gum tree marked All under 12 years
No. 3 broad-arrow in triangle on right bank of the
llogonthnlla Creek, ten miles above its confluence
with the Warrego River, bounded thence on the
west by a north line about ten miles and a quarter
to the Warrego River, at a spot about fifty chains
west of an apple tree marked broad-arrow in
triangle ; thence on the north by the aforesaid
river upwards five miles east in a right line:
thence on the east by a south line about twelve
miles seventy chains to the IIogonthulla Creek, at
a box tree marked AIII tinder broad-arrow in
triangle ; thence on the south by the last named
creek downwards to the marked tree hercinbefore
first described.
2 LowerMaranoa, Maranoa 25 Commencing at a point at the leftbank of the Lower 7 years
No. 1 Maranoa River, where there is a gulp sapling
i
marked DV under broad-arrow in triangle, being
also the southern corner of Drysdale Ponds No. 5
Run ; bounded thence on the north-west by a
north-east line six miles and seven chains ; and
thence on the north-east by a south-east line
five miles ; thence on the south-east by a south-
west line five miles and sixty -six chains to the
31aranoa River, at a bastard guru tree marked jM[l
under broad-arrow in triangle, being RICO the
western corner of the Clearwater Run. and thence
on the south-west by the avid river upwards to the
marked tree hereinbefore first described.
s. R s. d.
10 1s 18 0
10 7 10 0
30 June, 1878
31 December,
1873
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1866.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into theTreasury the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares, that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited. E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee.
John Brown Watt and John Young
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
A. Walker and J. McLaren...
A. H. Richardson ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .. ... ... ...
Andrew Scott... ...
Ditto
Thomas Mcllwvraith and Jos. C. Smyth
Ditto ... ... ... .
W. C. Mayne, j unr., E. C. Mayne, and C. J. Forbes
H. L. Low ... ...
J. Fraser, C. Brown, and J. M. Brown ...
Ditto ... ... ...
R. A. A. Morehead and M. Young... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ... .. ,
Ditto  ... ...
H. E. A. Allan, J. R. Street, and 11. Norton
Ditto
F. N. Biunno. .,.
Name of Run. District.
Toarkie ...
.. Gunnewin ...
... Cooimbah
... Pamaroo ...
Ridgeland ...
tumble
... Narran .. ...
... Durran Downs...
Slate Hills
Roughlie
... Myrtleville
R davenswoo
Yarran ...
Malta ...
Woura ...
E uraine
Centre .
. dive Downs West
Back Run ...
Barford...
Belstead
Dunstan
Westbourne ...
Area. Amount.
sq. miles. £ s. d.
Leichhardt 25 7 10 0
ditto ... ... 44 13 4 0
ditto ... 25 7 10 0
ditto ... .... 38 11 8 0
ditto ... ... 16 4 16 0
ditto ... ... 40 12 0 0
ditto ... ... 30 10 10 0
ditto ... ... 78 23 8 0
ditto , . 1 55 16 10 0
ditto ... .,. 42 12 12- 0
Maranoa• ... 80 24 0 0
ditto ... ... 39 11 14 0
Warrego ... 25 7 10 0
ditto ... ... 50 15 0 0
ditto ... 42 12 12 0
ditto ... ... 49 14 14 0
ditto ... ... 57 17 2 0
ditto ... ... 59 17 14 0
ditto ... ... 100 30 0 0
ditto ... ... 69 20 14 0
ditto ... ... 12 21 12 0
ditto ... ... 69 { 20 14 0
ditto ... ... 25 1 7 10 0
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Crown Lands Office,
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
P IIE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in  Governmeat Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee.
John Brewster ... ... ...
Arthur Cole Bailey  ...
A. H. Richardson ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Mort,  Cameron, and Buchanan
Ditto ... ... .. ... ...
Ditto
J. and C. Allingham...
Ditto ... ... ... .
The Trust & Agency Company of Australasia
J. and C. Allingham... ... ... ...
The Trust & Agency Company of Australasia
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender ...
Robert Stewart  ...  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...  ...
Cain, Maguire, and Ricards, junr ...
James Fenwick and Co.' ..
Cain, Maguire, and Ricards, junr. ...
Ditto  ...  ...
James, Fenwick and Co ...
Cain, Maguire, and Rickards, junr. ...
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingonder ...
Joseph Hann... ... ... ...
Ditto ... .. ...
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Daniel Cudmore ... ...
Ditto .. ...  ...
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Joseph Hann... ...
James Gibson ...
W. G. Walker ...
J. C. and R. Sanders
James Gibson ...
J. C. and R. Sanders
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ..
Alexander F. Sul livan
Ditto . .. ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto  ...
Robert Tooth
The Corporation styled The Bank of Aus-
tralasia
Name of Run.
Corriesdale ... ...
The Plains ... ...
Eumara ... ...
Kinyah ... ...
Hillgrove ... ...
Gara ... ...
Westerage ... ...
Gordon Plains
Rimbanda ... ...
Red Bluff ...
Ban Ban ... ...
Birdbush ...
Chance Hays ... ...
No. 1 Southwick ...
No. 3 ditto ... ...
Nulla Nulla ...
Ditto No. 2 ... ...
Tallegulla No. 1 ...
Ditto No. 2 ...
Ditto No.  3  ...
Nulla Nulla No. 3 ...
Thorngrove ...
Rockwood ...
Ravenswood ...
Lolworth No. 1
Ditto No. 2
Ditto No.  3
Niall ... ,..
Tara ... ...
Wall ... ...
lMZaryvale
Kangerong ...
Malmesbury ...
Kinlock No. 2
Wando Vale ...
Newburgh No. 1
Ditto No. 2
Kinlock No. 1
Yering... ...
Craigie ...
Therriebooboo
Warrah Warrah
Buloo ...
Koolah ...
Havelock ...
Charlestown ...
Area inI
District. square Amount.
Miles.
£ s.
North Kennedy 55 16 10
Ditto... ,.. 48 14 8
Ditto.., . .., 25 7 10
Ditto... ,.. 28 8 8
Ditto... ... 49 14 14
Ditto... ... 25 7 10
Ditto... ... 47 14 2
Ditto... .., 41 12 6
Ditto... ... 32 9 12
Ditto... ... 75  22 10
Ditto... ... 31 9 6
Ditto... ... 75 22 10
Ditto... ... 52 15 12
Ditto... ... 60 18 0
Ditto... ... 90 27 0
Ditto... ... 75 22 10
Ditto... ... 51 15 6
Ditto... ... 45 13 10
Ditto... ... 33 9 18
Ditto... ... 42 12 12
... Ditto... ... 72 21 12
.. Ditto... ... 50 15 0
... Ditto... ... 47 14 2
... Ditto ... ... 45 13 10
...  Ditto-  ... 36 10 16
... Ditto... ... 34 10 4
. , . Ditto... ... 35 10 10
... Ditto... ... 128 38 ' 8
... Ditto... ... 112 33 12
... Ditto ... ... 42 12 12
... Ditto. . . ... 75 22 10
... Ditto',. ... 85 25 10
.,. Ditto... ... 50 15 0
,.. Ditto.,. 106 31 16
... Ditto.., ,,. 103  30 18
.., Ditto.,. ... 37 11 2
Ditto,,. ... 44 13 4
Ditto... ... 33 9 18
Ditto... ... 109 32 14
... Ditto... ... 59 17 14
... Warrego ... 50 15 0
.,. Ditto... ... 50 15 0
.. Ditto... ... 50 15 0
... Ditto... ... 75 22 10
... Maranoa ... 35 10 10
... Ditto... ... 100 30 0
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
j, provisions of the Real Property Act of 1851. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attoraey, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named
in each case.
Description and Situation of Land.
F. O. D ARVALL, Registrar- Ge neral.
Name  of Proprietor Date  within which  a Caveat
may be Lodged
Suburban allotment 51, containing 31 acres 2 roods ; James Hunter and James 4th September, 1866.
county, Stanley ; parish of Goodna Pitt
Allotment 2 of section 25, containing 2'roods 27;perches ; Patrick Carbarry ... ... Ditto.
county, Stanley ; parish and town, Drayton
Part of portions 183 and 184, containing 2 acres 2 roods Thomas Blacket Stephens ... Ditto.
10- perches ; county, Stanley ; parish of South
Brisbane
Subdivision 2 of allotment 3 of section 113, containing `Henry Lynch ... Ditto.
13 o perches; county, Stanley; parish and town,
North Brisbane
Subdivisions 4, 25, 26, and 27, of eastern suburban James Boyce ... ... Ditto.
allotment 74; county, Stanley ; parish of North
Brisbane
Allotments 1 and 20 of section 28, containing together John Franklin McMullen, as Ditto.
1 rood 32 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish and town, Inspector for the time
North Brisbane being of the Union Bank
of Australia
Allotments 19 and 20, of section 3, containing together ; James Gibbon ... ... Ditto.
1 rood 32 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish and town,
North Brisbane
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NOTICE TO MARINERS.
INNER ROUTE TO TORRES' STRAITS.THE following Beacons have been erected forthe Queensland Government by H.M.S.
" Salamander," for the guidance of vessels taking
the Inner Route, viz. :-
d.  Reef, Princess Charlotte's Bay.-Lat. 14° 7'  30" S.,
on the S.W. end of the sand bank, a beacon facing east
and west, with large D painted white on a black ground.
y. Reef, ofd' Cape Direction,-Lat.  12° 49' S., a black
rectangular beacon is placed on the western edge of
this reef. The sand shown on the chart is covered at
high water.
d. Reef, off Honk-house Point.-Lat.  15° 30' 30". A
screw pile-on which a beacon is about to be erected-'is
placed on the western edge of this reef.
Mariners are cautioned that two coral patches
have been reported as lying between Nos. 1 and 2
Claremont Islands and the shoal o$ 'the mainland,
-in the neighborhood of the course laid down on
the Admiralty charts as that which should be used
at night. It is recommended, therefore, that at
night a course should- be steered so as to pass to
the eastward of the above islands.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port  Office,  18th July, 1866.
Court House,
Leyburn, 27th July, 1866.
I HAVE this day appointed Mr. CHARLESTHOMAS as Poundkeeper, at Leyburn, for
twelve months, from 28th July, 1866.
For the Bench of Magistrates,
GILBERT W. ELIOTT,
Police Magistrate.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORETON BAY-BRISBANE RIVER.
O
N and after this date, a light will be exhibited
from Lytton, which will be visible from the
beacon immediately above Luggage Point :-east-
ward, to the Fishermen Islands. Vessels passing
up the river should keep Luggage Point within two
ship's lengths, until the small gap through the
mangroves above the point is opened ; they should
then haul up and steer direct for the light at
Lytton, until the large black buoy off the Boat
Channel is sighted, after passing which, they can
shape a course up the river as usual.
Vessels steering up the river, towards Lytton
will, while keeping this light in sight, be clear of
the bank, and the two red buoys on the west side
of the channel.
By order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, July 10th, 1866.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
THE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements.npon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, Ist February, 1866.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 1st August, 1866.
No. 6.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF JUNE, 1866.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
give the correct number of the List in which they may have observed their Names, as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission ; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission  of Letters.
T. L. M. PRIOR,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post O{lice is open for delivery, daily,  Saturday
excepted ,  from Ten a.m. to Four  p.m.; on Saturday ,  from Ten a.m. to One p.m.
A. 27 Aug Loy (Chinaman ),  Apis Creek c
28 Ipswich cAnthon Wm1 ABACK Mrs., Rockhampton c 29
y .,
Condamine cAppleby  Wm2 Abdy Mrs .  Mary Toowoomba c .,
3
,
Adams Alfred Toowoomba c 30 Armstrong  George A.,  St. George c (2)
4
,
Adams John I swich u k 31 Arnold George , Springsure e
5
6
p,
Ahern John ,  Toowoomba c
Airy Jose ton eh Rockham
32 Arnold  J. (care of Watkins),  Mount Flinders
u k (2)p , p 33 BauhiniaArtheridge J. D. (care of F. Dutton)7 Allams Alfred, Dalby c ,Downs c8 Allan J .,  Brisbane s -a 34 Ipswich oArthurs James9 Allen Edward W., Ipswich c 35 ,Fortitude  Valley sAshton Wm.10 Allen T., Rockhampton c 36 , Jondaryan cAthampower  John11 Alley  Walter  (blacksmith ),  Toowoomba c - 37 ,Toowoomba o cAtkins Thomas12 Alley H., Toowoomba e 38 , Cleveland o cAtkinson  George13 Alphen Miss Ann, Brisbane c 39 ,Bowen sAtkinson James14 Alvis  J. Callandoon u k ,, 40 Atwell  Win., Toowoomba u k (2)15 Ambrose  -,  Toowoomba u k 41 Laidley sAuchterlonic David16 Anderson Mrs., Brisbane c 42 , Toowoomba cAusten Miss  Mary  Ann17 Anderson James, Brisbane t 43 , Roma cAusten  Win. (carpenter )18Anderson John, Brisbane u k 44 ,Toowoomba cAhern  -19 Anderson John  (blacksmith ),  Brisbane c 45 , Racecourse cAylward Edmond20 Anderson Margaret  (care of William Cooke; 46Gatton u k
,
Aylward Wm., Brisbane u k
21 Anderson Martin, Bulimba c B.
22 Anderson R., Gatton c 1 BACK Walter ,  Brisbane u k
83 Anderson Thomas  (contractor ),  Toowoomba c 2 Baer  -,  Rockhampton c
24 Andrews Mrs., Mondure c 3 Bailis John, Brisbane  in
25 Andrews George ,  Redbauk c 4 Bailey Thomas, Milton c
26 Andrews Thomas, Westwood c 5 Bak John  (care of Atkins ),  Herbert's Creek e
733
6 Baker Mrs., Rockhampton s 94 Breman Catherine, Toowoomba u k
7 Baker G. (carpenter), Brisbane u k 95 Breman Michael, Ipswich c
8 Baker George, Brisbane u k 96 Breman Thomas, Laidley c
9 Baker John, Rockhampton o 97 Bressington George, --- c
10
11
Baker Mary Ann, Toowoomba c (2)
B i bB ld 1
98
99
Brewer James, Toowoomba c
B i lbD-
12
r s ane ca ro ,
Balinga W., Jingi Jingi c 100
r ce a, y c
Brien Mary A., Toowoomba o c
13 Ballard J., Sandgate Road e 101 Brier John, Jondaryan c
14 Bamford Ralph, Ipswich c 102 Brinam George, Rockhampton u k
15 Bank H., North Ipswich c 103 Brinckman Ernest, Toowoomba c
16 Banks Archibald, Brisbane c 104 Brine John, Laidley c
17 Banks Thomas, Brisbane c 105 Brinnen Joseph, Jondaryan c
18 Barclay James, Ipswich o 106 Brinton F., Toowoomba e
19 Barnes Henry, Rockhampton n z 107 Broadkent James, Jondaryan c
20 Barr David, Brisbane u Ic 108 Brockwell N., Cressbrook o
21 Barr David, Billa Billa u k 109 Brooks W., Ipswich o
22 Barrett Mrs. Matilda, Brisbane o 110 Broomfield S., Laidley c
23 Baron Messrs. C. R. and T., Brisbane u k 111 Brown Alfred, Dalby u k
24 Barron John, Brisbane m 112 Brown Mrs. C. M., Brisbane u k
25 Barry , Junction c 113 Brown Edmonds S., Brisbane o
26 Barter J., Toowoomba c 114 Browne F., Rockhampton c
27 Bartley Henry, Toowoomba c 115 Brown Frederick, Dalby c
28 Bass Miss M., Rockhampton o c 116 Brown Henry, Apis Creek s (2)
29 Batten Alfred, Jondaryan u k 117 Brown J. P., Toowoomba u k
30 Battishill  -,  Indooroopilly c 118 Brown John Thomas, Brisbane c
31 Battye Joseph, Toowoomba u k (4) 119 Brown Joseph, Roma e
32 Baw Mrs. D., Brisbane u k 120 Brown Mrs. S., Rockhampton s
33 Baxter D., Brisbane u k 121 Browne T. Durham, Laidley c
34 Bays John, Toowoomba u k 122 Brown Thomas, Gatton c (2)
35 Beagley Charles, Ballard's Camp u k (2) 123 Brunell , Middle Ridge e
36 Beale Captain (10th Foot), Brisbane u k 124 Brun j es , Dalby c
37 Beasley John  0., Brisbane c and u k (2) 125 Bryan Daniel, Toowoomba o e
38 Beasley John, Brisbane c 126 Bryan Patrick, Toowoomba c
39 Beasley W. C., Albert street c (2) 127 Bryden James S., Rockhampton u k
40 Beavan Wm., Ipswich u k 128 Bryden Mrs. John, Brisbane c
41 Becham  -,  Rockhampton s 129 Buchanan James, Redbank Plains e (2)
42 Beer F., Ipswich o 130 Buckaller Andrew, Rockhampton f
43 Belengham George, Dalbyy c 131 Buckle  -,  Rainsworth c
44 Bell (farmer), Boggo c 132 Bugdale Charles, Gatton c
45 Bell Mr. or Miss George, Brisbane u k 133 Bulman  -,  Ward River u k
46 Bell Thomas, Brisbane f 134 Bulot, Anton, Toowoomba s
47 Bell Win., Toowoomba c 135 Burgess James, Ipswich c
48 Bennett C. J., Brisbane u k 136 Burgoyne W., Goomburra c
49 Bennett James, Mount McConnell c 137 Burke John, Rockhampton u k
50 Benson E., Roma o 138 Burke Wm., Woogaroo c
51 Benson John, Laidley c 139 Burnett Wm., Rockhampton m
52 Bentinclc II. (steward), Brisbane a k 140 Burns  -,  Jingi Jingi c
53 Berg H., Rockhampton c 141 Burnes Owen, Turner's Creek in
54 Bergin J. L., Cambroon c 142 Burns Robert, Toowoomba u k
55 Bessell Edward, Brisbane u k 143 Burns Thomas, Brisbane c
56 Bessell E. H., Brisbane u k 144 Burton Wm., North Ipswich c
57 Biggs Endsor, Brisbane c 145 Burttenshaw J., Chinchilla e
58 Bird Miss Annie, Brisbane u k 146 Bushel Miss F., Toowoomba e
59 Bishop Mrs. Mary Anne, Toowoomba e 147 Buskell Robert, Bowen c
60 Black James, Dawson Road u k (2) 148 Butterfield John, Ipswich c
61 Blennerhassett Richard, Toowoomba n z 149 Bye Wm., Rockhampton c
62 Blundell Miss S., Ipswich Road c 150 Byrne Frances, Ipswich s
63 Bocock  -,  Toowoomba c 151 Byrnes J., Wallambilla e
64 Bofinger F., Rockhampton s 152 By south Robert, Leyburn c
65
66
Bolan Michael, Tingera e
Bolt J. H., Brisbane u k (2) C.
67 Bonar Win. H., Toowoomba c 1 CADOGAN Thomas, Maryborough u k
68 Bonham J. G., Rockhampton e 2 Cahil  -,  Ipswich c
69 Boocham Wm., Toowoomba c 3 Cain James, Peak Mountain c70 Booth John, Rockhampton u k 4 Cain Patrick, Toowoomba o c
71 Booval James Goen, Ipswich c 5 Caird William Thomas, Rockhampton o
72 Boss T. C., Post Office c 6 Callaghan John, Toowoomba c
73 Bourke Mrs., Brisbane c 7 Cullen James, Laiclley c
74 Bourk James, Toowoomba s 9 Calvert Thomas, Toowoomba c
75 Bourke James, Toowoomba u k (2) 9 Cameron A. Stewart, Maryborough e
76 Bourke Rd., Ipswich c 10 Cameron John, Rockhampton u k
77 Bourne John, Spring Hill c 11 Cameron William, Brisbane u k
78 Bourne Thomas Wood, Brisbane u k 12 Campbell Aylmer, Brisbane c
79 Bourne T. W., Brisbane f 13 Campbell Edward, Toowoomba o e
80 Bourne  Thomas  TVood, Brisbane u k  14 Campbell Fergus, South Brisbane u k
81 Bovis Henry Wm., Toowoomba c 15 Campbell George, Gatton c and u k (2)
82 Bowen C., Brisbane u k (2) 16 Campbell J., Ipswich c
83 Bowman Dr., Brisbane u k 17 Campbell John, Brisbane n z
84 Bowman Joseph, Jondaryan c 18 Campbell Thomas, Toowoomba e
85 Bowness W., Toowoomba c 19 Campbell Neil, Jondaryan c
86 Boyd Robert, Roma c 20 Candlish John, Enniskillen u k
87 Bradbury John, Ipswich w a 21 Cane P., Jondaryan e
88 Brading J., Ipswich u k 22 Caning Alfred, Brisbane e
89 Bradey E. (care of E. T. Barr), Westwood s 23 Canty  -,  Ipswich c
90 Brady Miss Catherine, Toowoomba e 24 Canty Mrs. John, Rockhampton c
91 Brady Patrick, Woodlands u k 25 Canty Mrs. John, Toowoomba c
92 Brain Robert T., Bowen s (2) 26 Carew Mrs. or Miss A., Maryborough o
93 Bramen George, Rockhampton u k 27 Carr A. B., Ipswich c
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28 Carrigan Michael ,  Rockhampton m 115 Cosgrove  Michael , Brisbane u k
29 Bowen u k (2)Carrin ton George 116 Coveny Catherine ,  Brisbane u  k-
30
,g
Carroll A. H. J., Toowoomba c 117Cowen  -,  Brisbane m
31 Carroll James W., Laidley o 118 Cowley Captain ,  Brisbane c
32 Carswell Arthur, Brisbane u k 119 Coxen Mrs., Brisbane s
33 Cartniel J. W., Brisbane f 120 Coxhead Alfred ,  Brisbane u k (2)
34 Cartwright Thomas W., Brisbane u k 121 Coyne G., Ipswich s
35 Carver James T., Brisbane m 122 Coyne Michael ,  Brisbane u k
36 Casbourn Charles, Jondaryan s 123 Coyne Patrick, Ipswich c
37 Casey Archibald ,  Rockhampton c 124 Crabbe William, Maryborough c
38 Cassidy J., Comet River c 125 Cradock Mrs., Rockhampton s
39 Cassidy Thomas ,  Gatton c 126 Craig James, Ipswich c
40 Cassidy Wi lliam ,  Brisbane o e 127 Craig John, Rockhampton c
41 Cattlin John, Laidley e 128 Cramb Joseph, Ipswich c
42 Caunce John ,  Prestowe c 129 Cranstone Miss Jennet ,  Rockhompton n z
43 Caves James, Ipswich u k 130 Cready Denis, Ipswich c (2)
44 Chadwick T. R., Gatton c 131 Crinian P., Brisbane s
45 Chapell -, (stonemason )  Brisbane c 132 Cristie William, Ipswich c
46 Chapman Mrs., Eagle Farm c 133 Cronen Timothy ,  Brisbane o
47 Chapple Henry, Brisbane o c 134 Crooker James, Jandowai c
48 Chapman George, Redbank c 135 Crosbie John, Jondaryan c
49 Child llev .  Coles, Brisbane s 136 Cross James, Rockhampton c
50 Child John ,  Brisbane u k 137 Crotty Andrew  (contractor ),  Warwick  Line_ o
51 Choctun  Karl,  Warrego o 138 Crouch Herbert, Rockhampton u k and n z (7)
52 Choice B., Brisbane c 139 Crowley Cornelius ,  Toowoomba  in
53 Christie James, Jondaryan c 140 Crowley Edward Brisbane o (3)
54 Christie Michael ,  Dundamba c 141 Crowley John Murray , Rockhampton n  k
55 Christie Michael  (farmer ),  near Ipswich c 142 Cullen William, Toowoomba s
56 Christie Thomas ,  Gatton c 143 Cumming  J. A., Undullah c
57 Clarke Miss, Brisbane f 144 Cunningham  ----,  South Brisbane u k (2)
58 Clark Adam ,  Ipswich c 145 Cunningham , South Brisbane. u k
59 Clark Ann ,  Brisbane c 146 Cunningham George, Brisbane u k
60 Clark Arthur James, Brisbane u k 147 Cunningham John ,  Rockhampton u k
61 Claussen Hennerick ,  Brisbane c 148 Cunningham Patrick, Brisbane u k
62 Clayton William ,  Woogaroo u k 149 Curren John, Myall Downs c
63 Clarke Mrs. D. G .,  Ipswich m 150 Currey James, Redbank c
64 Clarke Miss Harriet ,  Ipswich o 151 Curry John, Toowoomba o
65 Clarke W. T., Brisbane f 152 Curtis Miss E llen ,  Ipswich c
66 Clifford Wi lliam ,  Fitzroy River s 153 Cuthbertson John, Toowoomba m (2)
67 Clinton Henry Toowoomba o c
68
,
Cloat James ,  Brisbane s D.
69 Close Nicholas ,  Brisbane m 1 DIGG William,  Brisbane f
70 Cocking George, Ipswich u k 2 Dahourty Miss Mary, Ipswich c
71 Codey Patrick, Gatton c 3 Dale Miss Janet ,  Brisbane u k
72 Colbeck John, Brisbane u k 4 Dallton J .,  Gracemere c
73 Coldhan Julia Miss ,  Rockhampton c 5 Dalziel Samuel R., Sydney u k (2)
74 Coleman Daniel, Ipswich c 6 Dance Henry, Jondaryan c
75 Coles H. W., Brisbane u k 7 Dann Frederick ,  Maryborough u k
76 Cole John ,  Laidley m 8 Dann J., Ipswich m and s (3)
77 Coleman William ,  Laidley c 9 Darne ll Harry ,  Toowoomba f
78 Colins Charles  (brickmaker ),  Leyburn c 10 Dath Robert ,  Brisbane u k
79 Coll James ,  Rockhampton o 11 Davenport Joseph ,  Toowoomba u k (2)
80 Collcutt John, Brisbane u k 12 David Thomas ,  Brisbane u k
81 Collin William ,  Brisbane u k 13 Davies  -,  Jingle Jinghi e
82 Coll ins James (carpenter ),  Ballard 's Camp s 14 Davies and Macdonald ,  Messrs .,  Nuringadan c
83 Colman Miles, Toowoomba o 15 Davies George, Baramba c
84 Colman William ,  Laidley c 16 Davies Isaac, Rockhampton s
85 Conrad C., Talgai  Reef o 17 Davis, Harris, and Co., Messrs .,  Toowoomba s
86 Condell Ousley, Bowen e 18 Davis Alfred ,  Brisbane u k (2)
87 Condon John ,  Jondaryan c 19 Davis Mrs. Davis ,  Brisbane u k
88 Condron Bernard, Roma c 20 Davis Henry, Jinghi Jinghi c
89 Conlan Michael ,  Brisbane o 21 Davis William ,  Maryborough c
90 Conlon John, Rockhampton c 22 Davidson R., Ipswich c
91 Conly Charles ,  Ipswich c 23 Dawson E., Brisbane u k
92 Connelly P., Jondaryan c 24 Day Harry, Ipswich o c
93 Connolly John, Moore 's Paddock c 25 Deakin Samuel, Rockhampton m
94 Connors John, Rockingham Bay u k 26 Dean Henry, Toowoomba c
95 Connors William ,  Gatton c 27 Debenham C., Brisbane u k
96 Convery Patrick, Toowoomba o c 28 Delane Patrick, Rockhampton o c
97 Coomba Andrew , (or Hickson James ),  Bris- 29 Dempsey-John, Toowoomba c
bane u k 30 Dempsey Mathew, Jondaryan c and u k (3)
98 Coombs Miss Jane ,  Ipswich c 31 Dempsey P., Toowoomba c
99 Coombs Joseph, Brisbane u k 32 Donann Miss Mary, Brisbane c
100 Cook Miss Martha, Ipswich c 33 Dawson Mrs. Wi lliam, Rockhampton c
101 Cook Walter ,  Toowoomba c 34 Dennis John, Toowoomba o c
102 Cooke Wi lliam,  Ipswich c 35 Devlin M., Port Denison c
103 Cooke W. V. M., Brisbane u k 36 Dick Miss, Brisbane c
104 Cooper John  (seaman ),  Brisbane o c 37 Dickinson Peter ,  Jondaryan c (2)
105 Cooper James, Toowoomba o 38 Dickinson Mrs. James ,  Toowoomba c
106 Copeman W. B., Rockhampton c 39 Deilun Andrew ,  Rockhampton e
107 Copley P. G., Grandcbester c 40 Digby Wi lliam ,  Brisbane s
108 Copson John  (fencer ),  Brisbane c 41 Dillon Mrs., Railway Lane c
109 Corber Wi lliam, Brisbane u k 42 Dilworth John, Dalby s
110 Gordy Richard, Ipswich o 43 Dimond Wi lliam, Brisbane u k
111 Corkery Kate, Ipswich o 44 Dimma William G .,  Brisbane u k (2)
112 Coyne Mrs., Brisbane u k 45 Direy Alfred ,  Goondiwindi c
113 Corrigan  John (mason ), Toowooniba  o c 46 Diver Mrs .  Bernard, Toowoomba s
114 Cosgrive Thomas ,  Oaky Creek c 47 Dixon C., Brisbane u k
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48 Dixon Mrs. J .,  Brisbane t
49 Dixon Thomas, Westwood u k (2)
50 Dobson Charles, Bohemia c
51 Danningse John, Laidley c
52 Donnel William ,  Toowoomba c
53 Donelly John, Rockhampton c
54 Donnell James ,  Laidley c
55 Donnelly Mrs., or Miss A., Roma o c
56 Donivan J. E., Rockhampton u k
57  Doodt C .  C., Brisbane f
58 Dooke Thomas, Maryborough u k
59 Domrack Christian ,  Dalby c
60 Douglas Henry S., Brisbane f
61 Douglas Morton ,  Brisbane c
62 Dongere  -, Dalby c
63 Dowd Bernard ,  Laidley Creek c
64 Downey John, Toowoomba s
65 Downs Captain, Brisbane s
66 Downs -, Toowoomba c
67 Doyle J. W., Toowoomba in
68 Draper Thomas ,  Ipswich e
69 Dunn -, Dotswood c
70 Drew Robert,  (care of William King), Too-
woomba c
71 Duce William, Talgai c
72 Duffy James ,  Brisbane e
73 Duffy Miss Margaret, Ipswich c
74 Dugan Mrs. John, Rockhampton c
75 Dugan John, Ipswich s
76 Dugan John, Gayndah c
77 Duggan Peter ,  Toowoomba o e
.78 Dingan S.A., Toowoomba in
79 Duncan John, Pine Tree Creek c
80 Duncan William ,  Brisbane o c
81 Dunne John, Sydney c
82 Dunn M., Coomooboolara c
83 Dunne Matthew ,  Brisbane u k
84 Dunn S. H .,  Brisbane c
85 Dunn S. L., Brisbane u k
86 Dunn W .  R., Brisbane u k
87 Dunsdon S. H., Rockhampton c
88 Dus Mrs. P. Y., Toowoomba c
89 Dutton -, Rockhampton e
90 Duxbury E., Brisbane in
91 Dwyer John ,  Upper Dawson c
92 Dutyer Timothy, Gatton c
93 Dwyer Timothy, Ipswich c
E.
1 EADE William ,  Rockhampton n z
2 Eames Thomas, Ipswich c
3 Eames Thomas, Ipswich c
4 Easdon James, Toowoomba c
5 Eames S. J., Brisbane c
6 Eckersby James, Laidley Creek c
7 Edland Mrs. M., Brisbane c
8 Edmonds William ,  Toowoomba u k
9 Edward and Co., Jondaryan c
10 Edwards C., Talgai Reef o c
11 Edwards Edward ,  Taroom e
12 Edwards John, Laidley o e
13 Elkin Miss Ann, Brisbane s
14 Ellery B., Brisbane u k (2)
15 Ellery J. B. F., Brisbane u k
16 Ellis George, Brisbane u k
17 Elliott 31rs. C., Dalby u k
18 Elmy Thomas, Brisbane o c
19 Elwell Henry G., Brisbane u k (2)
20 Emerson G., Brisbane o c
21 Enson Thomas, Gatton c
22 Eristjanson F., Brisbane c
23 Etherwick Mrs., Brisbane u k
24 Evans Joseph, Ipswich c
25 Evans J. P., Ipswich n z
26 Ekins G. F., Rockhampton u k
27 Ewen James, Ipswich c
F.
1 FALLOON James, Brisbane c
2 Fallon Thomas ,  Jondaryan c
3 Farley John, and John Renny, Messrs., Too-
woomba c
4 Farquharson Miss Catherine, Rockhampton c
5 Farrelly,. McHugh and Co., Messrs, Ipswich c
6 Farrington Messrs. Francis H., Ipswich c (2)
7 Faulk Thomas, Rockhampton o c
8 Faulkner Mr. J., Talgai c
9 Faulkner John James, Toowoomba n z
10 Faulkner  Thomas ,  Rockhampton u k
11 Faulkner Thomas, Brisbane u k
12 Febay -, Westbrook c
13 Fen (Chinaman ),  Jondaryan c
14 Fenton  B. H., Ipswich u k
15 Ferrier Felix ,  Rockhampton e
16' Ferris William, Roma c
17 Finch  -,  Broadsound c
18 Findlaye R. T., Upper Dawson c
19 Finlay Alexander H., Balcomba u k
20  Finlay  Alexander  IL, Balcomba u k (2)
21 Findlay  Mrs., Brisbane s
22 Findlay James, Brisbane c
23 Fisher Mrs. Rachael ,  Toowoomba o c
24 Fitzgerald  -,  Toowoomba c
25 Fitzgerald  Mrs. E .,  Ipswich c
26 Fitzgerald James,  Ipswich c
27 Fitzgerald  William ,  Toowoomba s
28 Fitzanma yer John,  Brisbane c
29 Flahearty Miss Catherine ,  Brisbane u k
30 Flanagan  Michael,  Toowoomba o c
31  Flanagan Owen ,  Toowoomba o c
32 Fleet  Joseph ,  Brisbane c
33 Fleming  Robert, Toowoomba  m and u k (2)
34 Floyd  Samuel ,  Brisbane o c
35 Flossie  Mrs., Ipswich o c
36 Flynn Hugh ,  Woodhouse 's Camp o c
37 Follett Thomas,  Booval e
38 Follett Thomas,  Eastern Suburbs c
39 Ford R .,  Brisbane u k
40 Ford William, Toowoomba c
41 Foreman  George, Rockhampton u k
42 Forster  C. A., Kenilworth c
43 Forster Charles,  Ipswich c
44 Forster  James ,  Brisbane u k
45 Fountain  T. H., Brisbane u k
46 Fowle F. Robert ,  Redcli$e u k (2)
47 Fowle Henry, Ipswich e
48 Francis J., Rockhampton c
49 Frankland S.  Al., Bowen c
50 Franklin  John, Laidley Creek
51 Frazer  A. Z., Ipswich in
52 Fraser Hugh , Toowoomba o c
53 Fraser James ,  Jondaryan c
54 Fraser Miss  Marjory,  Brisbane u k
55 Fratir Alexander ,  St. George 's Bridge s (2)
56 Frazer James,  Toowoomba e
57 Frazier  Donald, Ipswich s
58 Freeman  E. M., Ipswich o c
59 Freeman  John ,  Jondaryan e
60 Freuchler  M., Jondaryan e
61 Fruisohler Henry, Toowoomba c
62 Frost C .,  Palm Tree Creek f
63 Fulton J. G., Ipswich c
64 Fraser Andrew, Laidley
65 Furguson Eliza ,  Rockhampton
G.
1 GADEN E. A., Newlands s
2 Gallagner J., Ipswich c
3 Gallagher Thomas, Ipswich c
4 Gallery Michael, Brisbane u k
5 Gardner G., Ipswich u k
6 Gardner Henry, Brisbane s
7 Gardner 0., Brisbane c (2)
8 Garey Mrs,, Ipswich u k
9 Garland Mrs. James, Jondaryan u k
10 Ganowdy John, Ipswich c
11 Gathercole John, Ipswich u k
12 Gavinson Stephen, Jondaryan c
13 Gayford Frederick ,  Laidley Creek
14 Gayner John ,  Brisbane e
15 Gehremam A., Ipswich c
16 George A. V., Brisbane c
1 17 Geraghty Francis, Gatton o c
18 Gestun James, Brisbane u k
19 Gibbs George, Ipswich u k
20 Gibbons John, Lockyer' s Creek c (2)
21 Gibson Miss Elizabeth M., Brisbane u k
22 Gibson G., Pearl Creek c
23 Gillis Alexander ,  Talgai Reef c
24 Ging John, Toowoomba e
25 Girdler George, Brisbane u k (2)
26 Gleeson Martin, Ipswich c
27 Glynn  ,  Laidley Creek c
28 Goan James ,  Toowoomba e
29 Goff Henry ,  Ipswich u k (2)
30 Gohdnner -, Dalby c
31 Goldsou John, Brisbane o c
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32 Goode Wm., Rockhampton u k 40 Hayes James, Rockhampton u k
33 Goodwin Mrs., Brisbane s 41 Hayes John, Toowoomba c
34 Goodwin F. H., Brisbane c 42 Healy Patrick, Laidley c
35 Goodwin Thomas H., Toowoomba s 43 Rally Richard, Toowoomba c
36 Gordner  -,  Brisbane c 44 Healy William, Brisbane u k
37 Gordon Henry, Jondaryan c 45 Heaslop Samuel, Gatton c
38 Gordon Peter, Rockhampton o c  46 Heeny --, Jondaryan c
39 Gough  -,  Ipswich c 47 Heffernan Miss Margaret, Laidley c
40 Govete John, Rockhampton c 48 Hefl'ren William, Gatton m
41 Graham George, Drayton c 49 Heins James, Laidley c
42 Graham Wm., Jondaryan in 50 Heiny Mrs., Toowoomba c
43 Grant G., Laidley Creek c (2) 51 Heller Hans, Toowoomba c
44 Grant William, Bowen u k 52 Heller Josiah, Toowoomba c
45 Granville Howard, Brisbane u k 53 Helsham --, s
46 Granes E., Toowoomba u k 54 Henderson Henry, Rockhampton c
47 Gunter Johann, Brisbane f 55 Hennessey Widow, Ipswich c
48 Grawley Patrick, Toowoomba c 56 Hennessy John, Taylor's Reef c
49 Gray Archibald, Brisbane u k (2) 57 Henniker Frederick, Nanango e
50 Gray Frank, Rockhampton u k 58 Henry Arthur, Mount McConnell u k
51 Gray John, Brisbane u k 59 Henry Patrick, Dalby c
52 Gray Ilobt., Rockhampton c 60 Henry Mrs., Toowoomba c
53 Gray Thomas, Rockhampton u k 61 Herbert -- (architect), Toowoomba c
54 Greaves --, Toowoomba o c 62 Heiman H., Toowoomba e
55 Greaves E., Toowoomba o c 63 Heine Margaret, Brisbane o
56 Greaves Robt. H., Brisbane o c 64 Heiza Henry, Toowoomba c
57 Griee Alexander, Brisbane u k 65 Herve Pierre (carpenter), Brisbane u k
58 Griell Win., Rockhampton c 66 Hewitt K., Taroom e
59 Green Charles, Brisbane s 67 Hewitt W., Brisbane c
60 Green David, Brisbane n z 68 Hextable E., Bowen c
61 Green John, Ipswich s 69 Hickey Denis, Brisbane u k
62 Green Thomas, Talgai Reef s  70 Hill --, Brisbane u k
63 Greenaway William, Gatton c 71 Hill , Jondaryan c
64 Greenfield Joseph B., LNTanango u k 72 Hill Herbert, Knebworth c (2)
65 Greenly , Palm-tree Creek c 73 Hill Samuel, Brisbane t and u k (2)
66 Greenwood William, Toowoomba n z 74 Hitchcock (cabinetmaker), Brisbane c
67 Greer James, Maryborough u k 75 Hobson William, Brisbane c
68 Grey Edward, Brisbane c 76 Hobbs Mary and William, Bowen o
69 Griffith Capt. H., brig CCJanet Stewart,"  77 Hodge Robert Tucker, Helidon o r
Brisbane t 78 Hodgkinson -- (farmer), Upper Mary c
70 Griffiths James, Rockhampton u k 79 Hodgkinson Dr. E. R., Brisbane it k
71 Griffiths Thomas, Woogaroo u k (3) 80 Hodson Mrs. Margaret, Rockhampton c
72 Grill William, Rockhampton c 81 Hogan Thomas, Jondaryan c
73 Guest John, Brisbane u k (2) 82 Hogg William, Rockhampton u k
74 Gunter William, Toowoomba o c 83 Holden C., Toowoomba s
75 Gurney F. W., Brisbane u k 84 Holding James, Laidley c
76 Guy John, Toowoomba u k 85 Holloway Charles, Goodna c
77 Gwydle Edwin, Jondaryan c 86 Hollyer J. S., Talgai u k
87 Holmes --- (sawyer) Little Ipswich B. 88 ,Holmes George (plasterer), Toowoomba n z
1 HACKET Henry, Rockhampton u k 2 89 Holmes George, Toowoomba e
2 Hagan Al., Laidley c 90 Holmes Joseph, Brisbane u k
3 Halcomb John, Ipswich u k 91 Holrne Mrs. Mary Anna, Brisbane  it k
4 Haldane James, Brisbane u k 92 Holston Patrick, Toowoomba c
5 Halger Henry, Dalby c 93 Hooper and Robinson, Brisbane s
6 Hall -, War War c 94 Hooper Thomas, Rockhampton u k 2
7 Hall A. F., Jondaryan c 95 HoplkinsJohn (cotton plantation), Brisbane uk
8 Hall James, Rockhampton u k 96 Hore J. B., Brisbane c
9 Hall A. W, Brisbane c 97 Horne Charles, Laidley e
10 Halpin James, Toowoomba o 98 Horsfall E. M., Talgai c
11 Halyburton W., Oxley c 99 Horton Amor, Brisbane u k
12 Hamer Thomas, Dalby s (2) 100 Hosking Arthur, Brisbane c c
13 Hamilton Archibald, Jondaryan s 101 Hoskin Miss Jane. Brisbane c
14 Hamilton David (mason), Ipswich u k 102 Hosley William, Toowooinba c
15 Hanmerson George, Brisbane s 103 House John, Ipswich c
16 Hampel Paul, Taroom c  104 Houlikan Tohn, Brisbane u k
17 Heins James, (care of McDonald) s 105 Howard J. W. C., Coomra c
18 Hanard John, Toowoomba u k 106 Hues Patrick, Spring Vale c
19 Hancock Miss, Brisbane c 107 Hugerty John, Rockhampton s
20 Hanlon Edward, Jondaryan e 108 IHughes  -,  Toowoomba c
21 Hannah Robert, Brisbane u k (2) 109 Hughes Archibald, Ipswich c
22 Harding George, Woogaroo e 110 Hughes Charles, Gatton c
23 Harding Henry T., Brisbane u k 111 Hughes Edwin, Laidley c
24 Harkinson .Tohn, Ipswich c  112 Hughes Richard, Cabulture u k (2)
25 Harnett Wilhelm, Rockhampton c 113 Hulbert Alfred, Toowoomba c
26 Harney John, Ipswich c 114 Hummerston G., Brisbane s
27 Harper Benjamin, Spring Vale c 115 Humphreys R., Rockhampton c (2)
28 Harris Daniel R., Brisbane u k (2) 116 Hume W. C., surveyor, Maranoa e
29 Harres George. Toowooinba c 117 Hunter Isabella, Brisbane c
30 Harris J. M., Toowoomba u k 118 Hunter John, Bowen s
31 Harrigan D., Ballard's Camp c 119 Hunter Lockhart, Jondaryan s
32 Hartland William, Gatton it k 120 Hurley James, Toowoomba c
33 Hartland William, Helidon c 121 Hurley John, Roma c and s (2)
34 Harvey  If enry, Taroom c 122 Hutchins J. D'O., Brisbane u k-
35 Roma inHarvy Thomas
36
,
Hass Johann Heinerig. Toowoomba f I.
37 Hawkins Miss, Brisbane in 1 INGLIS A. J., Dalby c38 Hay Roderick, Brisbane c 2 Ingrain  .1. M., Brisbane c
31) Hsiy ,'V  illiain, 1?alby- c. 3 Ingrain John, Toowoomba it k
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4 Ingram R., Toowoomba c 48 Kolahs Carl, Maryborough c
5 Innis H. R., Brisbane o 49 Krag John B., Rockhampton c
6 Innis W. H. B., Rockhampton c 50 Krays Christopher, Rockhampton c
7 Irvynn John, Toowoomba u k 51 Kremer Mrs., Toowoomba c
8 Irwing John, Laidley c 52 Kremer W., carpenter. Ipswich f
9 Ivin k 53 Redbank Plains cKrei h C rles , u
54
g ,a
Talgai sKruse HenryJ. 55
,
Kummerer C., Brisbane c
1 JACKSON -, Mary River c 56 Kunn John ,  Toowoomba s (2)
2 Jackson George, Jondaryan c 57 Kyte Edwin, Maryborough c
3 Jackson James, Toowoomba o c
4 Jackson John, Toowoomba e L.
5 James John, surveyor, Rockhampton u k 58 LAING George (passenger per " Light of
6 James Robert Rybot, Brisbane u k the Age"), c
7 Jamieson -, Rockhampton c 59 Lamb H. V., Lockyer's Creek c
8 Jardine William, Ipswich u k 60 Lamberton Hugh, Ipswich s
9 Jeffcot Mrs., North Ipswich c 61 Laudy James, Brisbane o
10 Jeffery Robert Cornwall, Brisbane u k (2) 62 Lane --, Toowoomba c
11 Jeffery Robert, Brisbane u k 63 Lane Henry, Brisbane u k
12 Jemotie John, Southwood c 64 Lang John, St. Ruth s
13 Jensen Captain R .,  Brisbane f 65 Lansley George (printer ),  Brisbane o c
14 Jermyne H., Brisbane c 66 Lafherty Conrad, South Brisbane c
15 Jessop J. J. or John, Rockhampton u k 67 Larking J., Ipswich s
16 Joans Miss, Brisbane s 68 Larkin John, Toowoomba s
17 Job Richard, Waragal s 69 Launder -- (store-keeper), Laidley c
18 Johnson Mrs. (late McGruer), Bowen o c 70 Law Alfred, Toowoomba c
19 Johnson George, Darling Downs s 71 Lawler Edward, Ipswich s
20 Johnson John, Rockhampton c 72 Lawless Miss Catherine ,  Brisbane u k
21 Johnston John, Gatton c 73 Lawson Mrs. A. R., Brisbane c
22 Johnston Robert, Wetheron s 74 Leaky William, Rosilla Plains u k
23 Johnston Robert, Yandina c 75 Leary James, Brisbane u k
24 Jones -, brickmaker, Holmes' Camp c 76 Leaver Walter, Talgai o
25 Jones A .  R., Brunell Downs s 77 Leffler Lawrence, Bundamba c
26 Jones H. H., it k 78 Leavers Miss Jessie, South Brisbane u k
27 Jones John, Colinton c 79 Lester L. E., Brisbane o c
28 Jones Owen, Rockhampton u k 80 Letherland J., Pine River c
29 Jones Robert, Ipswich c 81 Lewes Thomas (of Llanlear ),  Toowoomba, &c.
30 Joza -, Jondaryan c c (11)
31 Judd J. M., Rockhampton n k 82 T-inlow P., Rockhampton f
K. 8384
Linehan Cornelius ,  Cabulture s
Lines J., Brisbane c
1 KABLE J., Charlton Vale c 85 Linklater Thomas H., Brisbane u k
2 Karstman Carl, Braidwood s 86 Little James E., Maryborough u k
3 Kasack Martin, Brisbane f 87 Little Robert, Ipswich u k
4 Kaye Frank ,  carpenter ,  Woodhouse 's Camp c 88 Little Miss S., Brisbane u k
5 Kearey James, grocer ,  Ipswich S 89 Livingstone -, Toowoomba e
6 Kearney Thomas, Brisbane o 90 Lloyd Edward, Toowoomba c
7 Kearsley George, Brisbane s 91 Lloyd Humphrey G. C., Brisbane c
8 Keaveny Mary Ann, Brisbane c 92 Lochel G. (engine-driver ),  Toowoomba o c
9 Kegan. J ohn, Jondaryan c 93 Lock Joseph, Jondaryan c
10 Keilly Denis, Talgai o 94 Lockwood J., Jondaryan u k (2)
11 Kellet Charles, painter, Toowoomba c 95 Logan Thomas ,  Laidley s
-
12 Kelly Charles, Rockhampton f 96 Long Richard, Cabulture e
13 Kelly Daniel, J ondaryan u k 97 Lonergan Michael, South Brisbane u k
14 Kelly Douglas, Brisbane u k 98 Lorensen Peter, Roma c
15 Kelly J. H., Rockhampton c 99 Loraglian James, Brisbane u k
16 Kelly John, carpenter, Toowoomba u k 100 Loten Mrs., Rockhampton e
17 Kelly John, Toowoomba it k 101 Longheed William, Brisbane u k
18 Kelly Martin, Toowoomba u k 102 Louis -, Brisbane c
19 Kelly Michael, Brisbane u k 103 Louis Robert J., Dalby o
20 Kelly Michael, Laidley u k and c (3) 101 Lovett E., Wallangara c
21 Kennedy Harry P. N., Brisbane u k (2) 105 Lovett -, Ipswich c
22 Kennedy Johanna, Ipswich e 106 Lowe Heinrich, Jondaryan c (2)
23 Kennedy John, Brisbane u k 107 Loydel Alfred, liockhampton c
24 Kennedy Mary Eliza. Rockhampton o 108 Lucas Henry, Bowen c
25 Kennie William, Toowoomba u k 109 Lucas James, Toowoomba c
26 Keogh B., Toowoomba c 110 Lucas John Wright, Toowoomba o
27 Keon T., Toowoomba c 111 Lucas W. G., Toowoomba and Ipswich c (2)
28 Kernah&n J. W., Brisbane c 112 Lufley Mrs. Thomas, Ipswich e
29 Kennyhan Thomas, Laidley c 113 Lyal H., Toowoomba c
30 Kerr George, Toowoomba u k 114 Lyall John S., Westwood in and c (2)
31 Kerr Mary, liockhampton n z 115 Lyon J. F., Rockhampton u k
32 Kerr William, Laidley s 116 Lyons James, South Brisbane u k
33 Kettleton John, Charleville c 117 Lyons John R., Brisbane in
34 Kew A., collector, Rockhampton s
35 Keys , Rockhampton c M.
36 Kier Alexander, Rockhampton s 1 MACHIN T. R., Brisbane u k
37 Kiernan Miss Mary Anne A., Brisbane u k 2 Maddin Patrick, Gatton c
38 Kim John, Toowoomba s 3 Madge Mrs. E., Dalby o
39 Kind -, Dalby o c 4 Maga James, Toowoomba c
40 Kineely James, Toowoomba o 5 Magrath Patrick, Toowoomba c
41 King -, Toowoomba c 6 Maher John, Toowoomba t
42 King Mrs. William, Toowoomba s 7 Maher Mrs. J., Rockhampton u k
43 Kissall David, Brisbane o c 8 Mahon James, Welltown s
44 Klein G. F., Dalby c (2) 9 Mahon James, Granehester o e
45 Klinge John, Jondaryan f 10 Mahon Patrick (carpenter), Ipswich u k
46 Knox George, Rockhampton c 11 Mahon William, Brisbane c
47 Koelz Carl, Gooniburra c 12 Mahoney William, Laidley o
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13 Make Robert, Roma c 104 Mulloy P. D., Brisbane f
14 Malilewe --, Jondaryan u k  105 Mulroney James, Ballard's Camp e
15 Malone Miss Bridget, Brisbane c 106 Munro Edward, Brisbane u k
16 Malone Lawrence, Toowoomba c 107 Munro James (mason), Brisbane u k
17 Maloney James, Warrall Creek c (2) 108 Murcave Thomas, South Brisbane c
18 Maloney --, Ipswich c 109 Murning  James,  Toowoomba o c
19 Malongren T. S., Rockhampton u k  110 Murnin James, Ipswich a k-
20 Malynn Patrick, Toowoomba c 111 Murphy Denis, Jondaryan u k
21 Mansfield J., Brisbane u k 112 Murphy J., Toowoomba c
22 Mant G., Jigoomigan s 113 Murphy J. S., Toowoomba o
23 Manual Mrs. Mary Grace, Toowoomba s 114 Murphy James, Booval c
24 Marher Margaret, Toowoomba c 115 Murphy John Francis, Rockhampton c
25 Mark William, Jondaryan f 116 Murphy P., Cumkillinbah c
26 Marks Mary, Brisbane u k 117 Murphy P., Ipswich s
27 Maroney F. E., Laidley o 118 Murphy Patrick e
28 Marsden Henry, Brisbane o c 119 Murphy W., Rockhampton c
29 Marsh Stephen, Eastern Suburbs c 120 Murray and Soady, Bowen  c and s (2)
30 Marshall S. Smith W., and others, Talgai o c 121 Murray Miss., Byerwen c
31 Marshall Thomas, Kedron Brook s 122 Murray John, Brisbane u k
32 Marshall William, Talgai u k (2) 123 Murray N., Brisbane o
33 Martaine Mary, Toowoomba o c 124 Martin Alexander, Brisbane s
34 Martin Michael, Toowoomba c (2) 125 Myland John, Ipswich c
35 Martin Timothy, Brisbane m 126 Myle Peter, Peak Downs Road c
36 Mason Richard, Gatton c 127 Myler John, Toowoomba c
37 Mason William Bonie, Brisbane u k 128 , Mylne Thomas, Brisbane n z
38 Massy Thomas J., Brisbane u k Mc.
39 Matthews George, Ipswich c 1 McCAFFEY Owen, Toowoomba u k40 Matthews M. G. B., Brisbane m and o (2) 2 McCallum Bruce Dalby c41 May Frederick, Gowrie c 3
,
McCann Mrs. Ann, Brisbane o c
42 Mayhew James, South Brisbane u k (2) 4 McCarney William, Toowoomba s
43 Mead Samuel, Brisbane c 5 McCarthy Denis Brisbane'. Ic44 Meagher Jeremiah, Dalby c 6
,
McCarthy Thos. Laidley o c45 Mealey Christopher, Toowoomba c 7
,
McCarthy Thos. Toowoomba c46 Meek Robinson, lockhampton u k 8
,
McLeod Mrs. A., Roma c47 Meikle James, Brisbane u k (3) 9 McCoinbes Thomas (carpenter), Three-mile
48 Meister Frederick, Taroom f Creek c49 Melfit W. J., Bowen s 10 McCormick Michael Jondaryan c50 Merridith -, (carpenter) Toowoomba c 11
,
McCosker henry Brisbane u k51 Merrington J., Ipswich u k and n z 12
,
McCoy Mrs. David Jondaryan c52 Michell J. B., Bowen c 13
,
McCrea David Brisbane u k53 Millar Peter, Yuelba o c 14
,
Brisbane (book)McCread or McCready Hugh54 Miller George, Milton s ,uk55 Miller Hugh (mason), Brisbane o c 15 McCrink J. F. Brisbane c56 Miller J. (blacksmith), Toowoomba o c 16
,
McDermott Edward Brisbane o c57 Miller Robert, Brisbane c 17
,
McDoll -, Brisbane c58 Miller Thomas, Dalby s 18 McDonald Mrs. Brisbane u k59 Milner Isaac, Toowoomba, u k 19
,
McDonald David Brisbane u k60 Millner John, Ipswich u k 20
,
McDonald Mrs. Eliza Rockhampton s61 Mills H., Brisbane c 21
,
McDonald John Toowoomba s62 Milton (butcher), Rockhampton c 22
,
McDonald John, Oxley c
63 Mitchell D. (wine merchant), Brisbane c (2) 23 McDonald John Kerr, Talgai n z (2)64 Mitchell Joseph, Kedron. Brook c 24 McDonald P. Oxley c65 Mitchell Joshua (mason), Ipswich n k 25
,
McDonnell Frank Westwood c66 Mitchell Rev. William, Brisbane u k 26
,
McDonnell W. Alex. Westwood c67 Moberley E. J., Toowoomba c 27
,
McDowell John, Oxley e68 Mott Mary, Brisbane o c 28 Apis Creek n zMcDowell Miss Margaret69 Mogan John, Brisbane e 29
,
McErlane Charles, Rockhampton u k
70 Mollieson A., Bowen u k 30 McFadden John, Ipswich c
71 Moloney Joseph, Toowoomba o c 31 McFarlane Daniel, Ipswich c72 Monahan James, Talgai s 32 McGee James Lockyer's Creek c73 Moncreipt William, Junction e 33
,
McGhee Joseph, Ipswich u k
74 Monk Mrs., Brisbane c 31 McGrath Win. Drayton Road c75 Montgomery James, Rockhampton c 35
,
McGrath Win. Ipswich c
76 Montgomery William, Toowoomba o 36
,
McGuinness Samuel, Rockhampton u k
77 Mooney Mrs., Rockhampton c 37 Maguire Francis, Dalby c
78 Moore Mrs Bridget, South Brisbane o 38 Maguire Peter Jondaryan c
79 Moore , Mount McConnell c 39
,
McGuire Thomas Clifton c80 Moore-Miss E., Toowoomba o 40
,
McIntosh John Rockhampton in
81 Moore John, Rockhampton s 41
,
Mclvor Miss Catherine, Toowoomba o c
82 Moore John, Roek1iampton s 42 McKay Miss Elizabeth, Brisbane u k83 Moran Mrs. C., Brisbane c 43 McKay Mrs. Elizabeth, Brisbane u k84 Moran Daniel, Toowoomba o c 44 Mackell Mrs. or Miss J., Ipswich u k85 Morgan Mrs., Ipswich c (3) 45 McKilvey John, Westwood c (2)
86 1Torigan Mrs., Brisbane c 46 Mackenzie (farmer), Pine River c
87 Morn John, Toowoomba u k 47 McKenzie Daniel, Toowoomba u k88 Morney  -, Ipswich o e 48 McKenzie Hector, Brisbane u k89 Moroney Thomas, Ipswich c 49 McKenzie Hugh, Jondaryan c90 Morris John Thomas, Rockhampton s 50 Brisbane cMackenzie J.>1Morrison J., Jondaryan c 51 , Toowoomba, u kMcKenzie Jas. Edward!A,Morse G. P., Rockhampton c 52 ,McKenzie James, Planet Downs u k (2)93 Mortimer J., Rockhampton c 53 Mackenzie James Edward, Toowoomba u k94 Morton (stationmaster), Brisbane u k 54 McKenzie Wni., Laidley m and c (2)95 Mueller Johann, Rockhampton o c 55 McKervey  Thos., Laidley c96 Muir John, Fairfield e 56 Mackey Hugh, Spring Vale c97 Muir John, Weranga o c 57 Mackie David, Redbank c98 Malay John, Ipswich o 58 Mackison Peter Low, Brisbane u k99 Muleng -, Toowoomba c 59 McLennon Duncan, Toowoomba o c100 Mulcahey Patt, Ipswich c 60 McLeod Alex., Laidley c101 Muller - , Rockhampton s 61 McLeod Donald, Laidley m
102 Muller Mrs. Johann, Westwood u k 62 MeMaha -, Toowoomba o
103 Muller Joseph, Dalb y c i 63 McMenaxn Patrick, Ipswich u k
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64 McMaster Hugh, Brisbane u k 23 Perry George, Rockhampton s (2)
65 McMullen Daniel, Ipswich u k 24 Perry John, Peak Downs s
66 McNamara , Jondaryan c (2) 25 Peter Margaretta, Brisbane f
67 McNamay , Nerang Creek s 26 Petrie David, Ipswich u k
68 McNeall Neall, Ipswich s 27 Phelan James, Toowoomba c and u k (3)
69 McNicoll John, Goondiwindi c 28 Philps John, Ploughed Station c
70 McNiven Mrs. D., Brisbane u k 29 Phillip George, Toowoomba c (2)
71 McWayer John, Bigge's Camp e 30 Philips J., Cleveland Road c
72 McWhor J. H., Rockhampton c 31 Pigott Mrs. P. J., Brisbane c (2)
32 Pillow - Brisbane c
N. 33
,
Pillow Hampton, Brisbane o c
1 NANTY John, Dalby c 34 Pinder Miss Bridget, Brisbane c
2 Narland Anthony, Gatton c 35 Pinner Robert, Toowoomba u k
3 Nashbarrier James, Dalby c 36 Pint Miss M., Ipswich c
4 Neill James, Brisbane s 37 Pinto John, Bowen o c
5 Nalcombe -, Rockhampton c 38 Poiles C., Jondaryan c (3)
6 Nelson Mrs. E., Ipswich c 39 Pitt James, Redbank c
7 Neuss William, Brisbane o c' 40 Plitz Vinzens, Glenelg, Darling Downs e
8 Newton Joseph, Ipswich c 41 Poppley W., Warwick u k
9 Newton R., Roma c 42 Pole Captain David, Brisbane m
10 Neville Charles Cavendish, Brisbane o c  43 Ponton Mary Ann, Brisbane c
11 Nicholls John, Brisbane u k 44 Ponton Wm., Toowoomba c (2)
12 Nicholls J., Brisbane u k 45 Porter F., Ipswich c
13 Neuhans Johann, Brisbane f 46 Portley James, Toowoomba c
14 Nichan Wm., Ipswich o c 47 Pritchard Mrs. E., Brisbane o e
15 Noonan Patrick, Rockhampton u k (2) 48 Pringle E. H., Brisbane f and u k (2)
16 North Mrs., Ipswich c 49 Prosser -, Brisbane c
17 North Arthur J., Rockhampton u k (2) 50 Potts John, Ipswich u k
18 Noulan Richard, Jondaryan c 51 Pound John Charles, Ipswich u k
19 Noyes James, Toowoomba s (2)  52 Power Thomas (wheelwright), Toowoomba s (2)
20 Nulley Samuel, Ipswich c 53 Power James, Rockhampton c
.21 Nutt Matilda, Toowoomba o c 54 Pugh G., Dalby u k
0. 55
'
Purcell Richard F., Ipswich e (2)
Q.1 O BRIEN James, Rockhampton c 1 QUINCH Paul, Brisbane u k
2 O'Brien John, Toowoomba c 2 Quicksby Miss Ann, Ipswich c
3 O'Brien Michael, Toowoomba c 3 Quinlan Martin, Jimbour Station c
4 O'Brien Patrick, Brisbane u k 4
'
Quinn Owen, Ipswich u k
5 O Callaghan D., Dalby c (2) 5 Quodling R., Ipswich c
6 Ockfield A., Brisbane c
'
R7 O Connor E. J., Toowoomba c (3) .
8 Odgiss J., Rockhampton u k 1 RADGAR G. W., Laidley c
9 O'Donnell John, Brisbane f 2 Rae James, Dawson Road c
10 O'Flynn John, Brisbane u k 3 Ratiford Wm., Jondaryan c
11 O'Gan M., Toowoomba c 4 Ray Henry, Brisbane u k
12 O'Hara A., Laidley o c 5 Ray Joseph, Jondaryan c
13 O'Hye Hans P. 6 Redd Richard, Gatton c
14 Oldenbury J., Jondaryan c 7 Relhs Johann, Jondaryan c
15 Oll George, Jondaryan c 8 Rees Arthur, Brisbane u k
16 O'Loughlan Thomas, Rockhampton u k 9 Reeves (contractor); Rosella c
17 O'Maher -, Toowoomba c 10 Reichte J., Toowoomba c
18 O'Neil -, Lytton c 11 Reid (locomotive department) Ipswich n
19 O'Neil Daniel, Moggill c 12 Reid Alexander, Toowoomba u k
20 O'Neil John, Ipswich u k 13 Reid Frederick, Toowoomba u k
21 Onslow G., Brisbane s 14 Reid Master Jemmy, Toowoomba s
22 Orr -, Ipswich o c 15 Reid Walter, Brisbane u k
23 Orr Wm. Jas., Rockhampton u k 16 Reid William, Toowoomba c
24 Osbourne J., Brisbane c 17 Releigh John, Rockhampton in
25 Osbourne William, Ipswich c (2) 18 Reilly James, Brisbane u k
26 O'Shaughnessy John, Brisbane uk 19 Reineke Ernst (musician), Toowoomba t
27 Osman 1Mrs . L., Brisbane o c  20 Rhind Chas., Brisbane u k
28 Osmond C., Rockhampton s 21 Rian Edward, Toowoomba s
29 O'Sullivan Michael (for D. Hogan), Ipswich 22 Rian James, Ipswich o
c (2)  23 Richards Edward, Talgai c
30 O'Sullivan M. R., Brisbane m 24 Riohards Henry (tinsmith), Brisbane o
31 Outhwaite George, Gatton o c 25 Richardson R., Ipswich u k
32 Owen B. S., Brisbane c 26 Richmond J., Brisbane s
33 Owens Thomas, Ipswich c 27 Ricketts Thomas Boucher, Brisbane u k
P.  28 Riddle Gee, Dalby c
1 PAGE Wm., Brisbane s 29 Riddle John, Brisbane u k
2 Printer Frank, Brisbane c 30 Reilly John, Brisbane u k
3 Pardoc R. A., Laidley c 31 Reilly W. R., Laidley s
4 Park J., Toowoomba s 32 Riley Wm. (care of Palmer), Toowoomba s;
5 Parker and Co. Messrs., Brisbane c 33 Ringle Wm., Jondaryan c
6 Parker Augustus, Condamine c 34 Ripperger H. G., Brisbane c
7 Parker James, Brisbane c 35 Ritch Jacob, Rockhampton a
8 Parker T. F., Toowoomba s 36 Rivers John, Ipswich c
9 Parr Wm., Brisbane u k 37 Robbins W, Mary River u k
10 Pasley James, Ipswich c 38 Roberts (butcher), Brisbane c
11 Paterson Wm., Talgai Diggings s 39 Roberts George, Rockhampton c
12 Patrick Frederick, Brisbane u k 40 Roberts Jas., Woogaroo c
13 Patton Robert (for Pat. O'Brien) Albinia 41 Brisbane u kRoberts JohnDowns e 42 ,Roberts Wm. J., Toowoomba c (2)
14 Payne James, Gatton c 43 Robertson A., Rockhampton o
15 Payne Thomas, Jondaryan c 44 Robertson Alex., Brisbane c
16 Pargose Thomas, Brisbane u k 45 Robertson Graham, Rockhampton c
17 Peacock -, Jondaryan c 46 Robertson (or Robinson) J., Dalby a
18 Pearl C., Ipswich c 47 Robertson John, Brisbane s -
19 Peck -, Bindingo c 48 Robertson Maxwell, Brisbane f
20 Pedley Henry, Toowoomba u k 49 Robertson Wm., Brisbane u k
21 Penn John, Jondaryan c 50 Robertson Wm., Highfield c
22 Perkins R., Brisbane c 51 Robins Geo. (boot closer), Brisbane e
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52 Robins John, Ipswich c 56 Small'Mrs. C. J., Rockhampton c
53 Robinson Mrs., Brisbane c 57 Smart J. W., Brisbane o
54 Robinson Anne, Brisbane c 58 Smith (Adelaide Boarding House),
55 Robinson Geo. M., Brisbane o c Rockhampton c
56 Robinson John, Maryvale e 59 Smith (Leichhardt Search), Brisbane s
57 Robinson S., Ipswich o 60 Smith Alexander, Gibbon's Camp e
58 Robinson Wm., Ipswich j 61 Smith Miss E. F., Brisbane u k
59 Robinson W. L., Brisbane o e 62 Smith J. (butcher), Milton e
60 Robeson Mrs. John, Rockhampton c 63 Smith J. IT., Laidley s
61 Robson Joseph B., Rockhampton u k 64 Smith John (carpenter), Ipswich c
62 Rocklevy Morris, Toowoomba c 65 Smith John, Cann.aroo c
63 Rodgers Thomas (saddler), South Brisbane e 66 Smith Luke, Racecourse c
64 Rogerson Michael, Jondaryan c 67 Smith Mrs. or Miss Mary Ann, South Bris-
65 Roler , Rosalie c bane c
66 Roe Thomas A., Milton c 68 Smith Sydney, `Rockhampton u k
67 Royer John, Toowoomba u k 69 Smith Thomas, Kolongo in
68 Rossiter , Rockhampton e 70 Smith Thomas, Brisbane u k
69 Rowen Mary, Brisbane c 71 Smith William (moulder), Brisbane u k
70 Rowden J. C., Ipswich o 72 Smith William, Brisbane j
71 Rowe Wm., Brisbane f 73 Smith William, Brisbane u k
72 Ruddle Mrs (2) 74Redbank Sm th Mrs Brisbane u k
73
., c
Ruddle Miss L., Ipswich e 75
y .,
Smyth James, Brisbane u k
74 Ruddy Patk., Brisbane u k 76 Smyth Robert A., Laidley c
75 Rimmel, John, Jondaryan c 77 Soutar James T., Brisbane u k
76 Russell Alfred, Jondaryan c (3) 78 Sparks Alfred (bricklayer), Ipswich e
77 Russell Miss Amelia J., Brisbane c and s (2) 79 Speck Frederick J., Laidley u k
78 Ruston Thomas, Ipswich u k (2) 80 Speed William jun., Rockhampton in
79 Rutter and Co., n z 81 Speigle Philip. Gatton c
80 Ryan Daniel Bishop, Brisbane c and u k (2) 82 Spence --, Ten Mile Creek, s
81 Ryan J., Ipswich o 83 Spensor J. V., Ipswich u k
82 Ryan John, Toowoomba u k 84 Spilsbury Mrs. Amelia, Toowoomba o c
83 Ryan Michael, Jondaryan u k 85 Splaine Miss Julia, Brisbane c
84 Ryder Kate, Brisbane o c 86 Sprenger Godtfried, Brisbane c
85 Ryne John, Myall Downs e 87 Sprey John, Rockhampton u k
88 'Spuner Thomas, Ipswich c
S.  89 Stace F., Ipswich c
1 Brisbane c 90SANDS Alfred (painter) Stafford Joseph, Toowoomba e
2
,
Brisbane c 91Sands John (carpenter) Stanim L., Milton c, 92 borou h cStam 1VlarW3 Sanderson George, Rockhampton u k (2) 93
gyp .,
Brisbane eStannard Richard4 Sanderson J., Brisbane u k ,
5 Brisbane u k 94Sapsford W. Stapleton -, Laidley e (2)
6
,
Brisbane u k 95Sare Frederick Starkey Henry, Ipswich c
7
,
Dalby o e 96Sauer David (carrier) Starkey John (care Messrs. Tooth), Darling
8
,Saul] J. F.Brisbane u k Downs o c
9
,
Sawyer W. J. Logan Road e 97 Staunton Thomas, Brisbane s
10
,
Scanlan - Brisbane s 98 Steapler John, Talgai s
11
,
Schaumberg Daniel, Toowoomba o e 99 Steele W., Brisbane c
12 Toowoomba c 100Schmidt Edward C. Stephens Samuel, Dalby c (2)
13
,
Schuster F. C. F., Toowoomba o c 101 Stephenson Peter, Racecourse c
14 Whidka Whidka o c 102Scott and Kingsford Sterland William, Rockhampton u k
15
,
Ipswich c 103Scott David (confectioner) Sterland W., Rockhampton u k
16
,
Toowoomba u k 104Scott Edmond Stevens (storekeeper), Rockhampton
17
,
Scott James C., Toowoomba u k 105 Stevenson Peter, Ipswich e
106 Brisbane eStewart Mrs18 Scott John, Ipswich u k (3) .,
19 Rockhampton c 107Scoulba Alexander Stewart Donald, Rockhampton c
20
,
Scowen Mrs., Toowoomba c 108 Stewart James, Rockhampton c
21 Rockhampton u k 109Screech William Stockden Wyatt, Little Liverpool c
22
,
Selfridge James, Brisbane u k 110 Stone Job, Milton c
23 Search Daniel, Toowoomba o c 111 Stone Lawrence, Toowoomba e
24 Seacombe Thomas, Brisbane u k 112, Storey Edward, Toowoomba o c
25 Seacombe W. J., Brisbane u k 113 Stott  H. A., Talgai s
26 Seril -, Brisbane c 114 Straiton N alter, Dalby c o
27 Serpininere S. (carpenter), Brisbane c 115 Strang James, Coomrith u k (2)
28 Shackleton --, Brisbane c 116 Stratton John, Toowoomba c
29 Sharp Miss A., Brisbane u k 117 Struck Mrs., Toowoomba c
30 Sharp G., Brisbane c 118 Stuart Mary Ellen, Ipswich e
31 Shava -------, Toowoomba c 119 St. Clair Peter, Rockhampton m
32 Shea Michael, Rockhampton f 120 Suiliam Alfred, Ipswich s
33 s 121Slieaffe R. H., Brisbane Sullivan David, Laidley c, 122 Sullivan John Toowoomba o34
35
Sheehy Daniel, Toowoomba c (2)
123Shepherd Mrs. Elizabeth, Ipswich u k
,
Sullivan Martin, Oxley in (2)
36 Shephard James, Laidley s 124 Sullivan Thomas, Brisbane c
37 Shields James, Cooly Creek c 125 Sullivan Michael, Ipswich c
38 Shine Patrick, Jondaryan j 126 Summers Mrs., Rockhampton u k
39 Short W., Redbank c 127 Summers Richard, Ipswich e
40 Shute --, Toowoomba e 128 Sutherland James, Brisbane c (2)
41 Sidey Thomas, Toowoomba c 129 Sutton Joseph, Brisbane u k
42 Siechman George Michael, Rockhampton c 130 Swallow Mrs. Eliza Ann, Toowoomba a
43 Simpson Alexander, Toowoomba ni 131 Sweeney Bridget, Three-mile Creek u k
44 Simpson William, Redbank e 132 Sweet J. Beaumont, Brisbane u k
45 Simsheusen -, Eckswell e 133 Symonds - - - (butcher), Brisbane e
46 Sinkleman Henry, Brisbane s
47 Skelton Thompson, Toowoomba c 1 TANDY Thomas, Talgai u
48 Skerring Mrs. Moggill c 2 Taylor George (mason), Brisbane u k
49 Skinner J. G., Rockhampton s 3 Taylor Henry, Rockhampton c (2)
50 Skivington John, Dalby u k 3 4 Taylor William, Woogaroo c
51 Slack --, Cooper's Plains c 5 Taylor William, Toowoomba c
52 Slack Thomas. Bullamon c 6 Tebbatt E. J., Toowoomba i (3)
53 Slaughter Edward, Bulimba Creek c 7 Telfer Thomas (mason), Laidley it k
54 Slevin James, Gayndah o 8 Telfer Thomas. Rockhampton o
55 Smales Robert, Brisbane Thacker J. G, A., Ips` i<'h
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10 Thedt Johann, Brisbane f (2) 30 Watson Mrs. (2 Queen  street ),  Brisbane a
11 Thomas Alfred, Laidley c 31 Watson Albert, Laidley c (2)
12 Thomas B., Rockhampton c 32 Watson Alexander, Laidley c
13 Thomas John, Blacksoil c 33 Watson Mrs. C., Brisbane c
14 Thomas Louis H., Laidley c 34 Watts James, Brisbane m
15 Thomason Andrew I., Brisbane m 35 Weane Lewis, Gowrie e
16 Thomasson John, Upper Burdekin u k. 36 Webb Ellen, Brisbane o
17 Thompson Mrs., South Brisbane c 37 Wehr John A., Minerva c
18 Thompson Mrs. A., Brisbane c 38 Welch J. B. Kemp, Drayton c (2)
19 Thompson G. S., Brisbane u k 39 Wensley Elizabeth, Ipswich o
20 Thompson James, Gatton s 40 Welsh John, Bowen c
21 Thompson John, Rockhampton s 41 Westley Francis, Jondaryan u k
22 Thompson R. C., Brisbane c 42 Weston James, Dinner Corner e
23 Thomson Anthony, Pikedale u k 43 Whaley J., Ipswich c
24 Thomson Archibald, Talgai c 44 Wheeler John, Brisbane u k
25 Thomson Henry (tailor), Rockhampton c 45 T7helan John, -Brisbane m
26 Thomson John (carpenter), Brisbane u k (2) 46 Whincap Charles T., Brisbane u k (2)
27 Thomson John P., Brisbane u k 47 Whitby Thomas, Rockhampton s
28 Thomson Thomas, Toowoomba s 48 White Messrs., Booroomba s
29 Thornton Henry, Brisbane u k 49 White Mrs. E., Toowoomba e
30 Thornton Joseph, Brisbane u k 50 White John, Brisbane m
31 Thorpe Henry Algernon, Brisbane"c 51 White Peter, Toowoomba c
32 Thynne William, Laidley c 52 White Thomas, Ipswich u k
33 Tibbatt Mrs. Spencer C., Brisbane c 53 Whitehead John, Rockhampton u k
34 Tierney John, Brisbane m 54 Whittake Richard, Johndella e
35 Tighe Mrs., Talgai c 55 Whitten Henry,  Brisbane s
36 Till Horace, Roma u k 56 Whittett Andrew (smith), Holme' s Camp u k
37 Tillett J. W., Dalby c 57 Whitty Thomas, Rockhampton s
38 Tilley John, Doughboy Creek o 58 Wholonan B., Toowoomba o
39 Timbrell Cyrus, Clifton e 59 Wholohan John, Toowoomba o
44) Timferley Mrs. Ann (confectioner), Newtown c 60 Wicker Frederick, junior, Brisbane o
41 Tomlinson G. D., Ipswich u k 61 Wild Miss, Brisbane s
42 Tonar John, Brisbane c 62 Wild Mrs. E., Little Liverpool c
43 Toon Daniel, Toowoomba s 63 Wild T. J., Toowoomba o
44 Tooth R. or N., Jondaryan c 64 Wilkie Andrew, Brisbane o c
45 Townsend Elijah, Brisbane c 65 Wilkin Dr.,-Kennedy c
46 Townshend G. F., Cressbrook c 66 Wilkins Mrs., Gatton c
47 Trassey Thomas, Laidley in 67 Wilkinson William, Boyne Station c
48 Treagle George, Ipswich c 68 Williams Anne, Holme's Camp o
49 Trevesham Henry, Brisbane n z 69 Williams Edward, Darling Downs u k
50 Trevor A. H., Brisbane o 70 Williams Miss Elizabeth, Toowoomba c
51 Trollope George F., Brisbane u k (2) 71 Williams Evans, Springton Creek u k
52 Tudor William, Maryborough u k 72 Williams Henry, Rockhampton s
53 Tullock William (farmer), Warwick e 73 Williams G., Wallangra c
54 Tunny James, Toowoomba c 74 Williams John, Ipswich c
55 Turnbull John, Ipswich c 75 Williams Matilda, Brisbane u k
56 Turner C., Toowoomba e 76 Willmore Miss M., Toowong c
57 Turner G. B., Jimbour e 77 Williams Robert, Rockhampton c
58 Turner Frederick, Toowoomba c 78 Williams W., Brisbane u k
59 Turner John, South Brisbane i a 79 Williams W., Jondaryan in
60 Tweede W., Gatton c 80 Willis Edward, Brisbane c
61 Twidale Edward, Jondaryan u k 81 Willson John, Brisbane in
82 Willson Thomas Nanango t
U. and V. 83
,
Willson William, Gowrie w
1 UNDERFOOT John, Dalby c 84 Wilson Christopher, Brisbane a
2 Upsdell Charles, Ipswich e 85 Wilson John, Brisbane c
3 VALE W., Ipswich o 86 Wilson Susan, Brisbane o
4 Vansittart William Henry, Brisbane u k 87 Wilton John, Ballard's Camp u k
5 Vaughan Charles T., Brisbane u k 88 Winkelmann Michael F., Myall Downs f
6 Vogt Peter, Brisbane f 89 Winton William, Toowoomba o e
7 Voigt Andrew, Jingi Jingi f 90 Wintzheimer -, Talgai c
91 Wirth Peter Toowoomba o cW.
Apis Creek c1 WAFER and Cooke 92
,
Wodehouse Armino B., Brisbane u k (2)
, 93 Wollbeek Charles Ica Toowoomba s2 Wain Charles, Rockhampton u k 94
,
Brisbane cWood Walter3 Waldon Eobert, Brisbane u k 95
,
Wotherspoon John, Westwood c (2)4 Walker F., Brisbane c
Spring Vale m5 Walker M. H. 96 Wright F. B., .Brisbane u k (3), 97 Wright G. W Toowoomba c6 Walker AV. (carter), Ipswich c 98
.,
Westwood cWright James
7 Walker W. P., Toowoomba s
Rockhampton s8 Wall James
99
,
Wright Miss M. A., Toowoomba o c
, 100 Wright Miss Isabella T. Toowoomba o c9 Wallace James C. S., Brisbane u k 101
,
Wykes John Brisbane a10 Wallace Patrick, Toowoomba u k (2) ,
11 Walmsley Charles, Blythdale c
12 Walsh James, Retreat e
13 Walsh James, Cabulture c
Y. and Z.
1 YOUNES Frederick, Brisbane u k
14 Walsh John, Ipswich c 2 Young Adam Osborne, Rockhampton c
15 Walsh Joseph, Brisbane u k 3 Young Arthur, Burnett District, c
16 Walsh M. S. (baker) s 4 Young C., Wolston u k and o (2)
17 Walsh Richard, Jondar-,-an c 5 Young Samuel, Laidley c
18 Walsh Thomas, Toowoomba c 6 ZINDLER W. Julius, Brisbane f
19  Walsh Tliosnas, Rockhampton o c
20 Walsh W., Gatton c
21 Walter F., Brisbane in
22 Tarde Mrs., Brisbane c INITIALS  AND X ISOELLANEOUS LETTERS.
23 Ward James, Ipswich c
24 Ward Robert Oxley u.k 1 A. T. 11., Ipswich o c,
Garden c25 Warnhotz John 2 J. L. S. (in diamond), merchant, &c., Brisbane,,
26 TVar•,ier Thomas, Ballard's Camp c uk
27 Warrener Peter (smith), Toowoomba o c 3 M. I. M., Brisbane
28 Wlrarsley John, Toowoomba c 4 P. M., Brisbane in
29 WWTai-kii s Thomas, Ii!ockha;npton s 5 Y. Z., Brisbane c.
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N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office
No. Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties.
50 14th July, 1866 Between Patrick Cleary and Joseph Parker, of
Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland, carry-
ing on business as butchers, under the firm
of Cleary and Parker, of the first part ; George
Harrison Wilson, of the same place, merchant,
James Foote, of the same place, merchant,
and James England, of Tarampa, near
Ipswich, grazier (trustees for the purposes in
the Deed of Assignment mentioned), of the
second part ; and the several persons who
have, by themselves or their agents, executed
the said Deed of Assignment, being creditors
of the said Cleary and Parker, and whose
names are mentioned in the schedule attached
to the said Deed of Assignment, of the third
part.
Nature and Effect of Date of Registration.
Deed.
Deed of Assignment Lodged at the
of all the estate office of the
and effects of the Supreme Court,
saidPatrickCleary this 1st day of
and Joseph Par- August, A.D.
ker, in trust for 1866, and en-
the benefit of the tered same day.
creditors of the
said Patrick Cleary
and Joseph Par-
ker.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
REVENUE and EXPENDITU RE of  the WARwIcK MUNICIPALITY, from the 1st January to
June, 1866.
Dr.
1866. £ s. d.
To Balance cash on hand ... .. ... 5 19 0
„ Endowment on land sales to 31st Decem-
ber, 1865 . ... ... ... 350 16 3
„ Endowment on rates to 31st December,
1865
„
197 8 0
Rates collected from the 1st January to
the 25th May ... ... ... 147 6 3
„ Rates collected from the 25th May to the
30th June, 1866 ... 79 4 9
£780 14 3
J. M. JAILRETT, Town Clerk.
the 30th
Cr.
1866. £ s. d.
Jan. 24. By Balance due Australian Joint
51
April 5.
Stock Bank ... ... ... 68 9 5
T. McCabe, 210 loads stone ... 35 0 0
17
„
Town Clerk's salary ... 12 10 0
B. Allan, labor ... ... 9 6 8
Petty cash 1 6 6
Morgan and Woolcot, auditors 10 10 0
T. McCabe, 198 loads stone ... 33 0 0
B. Allan, labor  ...  ... 8 0 0
Town Clerk's salary .. ... 12 10 .0
J O'Lary, destroying burr ... 7 13 4
J. Baker, destroying burr ... 5 0 0
Petty cash ... ... ... 1 7 a
T. McCabe, 104 loads stone ... 17 6 8
B. Allan, labor ... ... 4 0 0
J. O'Lary, destroying burr , . . 3 0 0
J. Baker, destroying burr ... 2 13 4
Town Clerk's salary ... ... 12 10 0
Petty cash ... ... ... 1 11 0
E. G. Rigby, tressels ... ... 12 0 0
J. W. Buxton, stationery ... 7 17 6
T. McCabe, 205 loads stone ... 34 3 4
B. Allan, labor ... ... 8 0 0
J. O'Lary, labor ... ... 4 6 8
Town Clerk's salary ... ... 12 10 0
P. Ritchie, printing ... ... 3 9 6
R. Burnett, assessment 15 0 0
Town Clerk's salary ... ... 12 10 0
T. McCabe, 235 loads stone ... 39 3 4
B. Allan, labor . , ... 8 0 0
Interest and exchange 2 8 3
Balance in Australian Joint
Stock Bank ... ... 356 10 0
Balance cash on' hand ... 18 11 a
£78014 3
JAMES MORGAN,  Mayor.
We have examined the Books and Vouchers of the Warwick Municipal Council, from the 31st
December, 1865, to the 30th June, 1866, and find they  agree  with the above Balance Sheet, which is
correct.
WILLIAM WARREN, Auditors.THOMAS HORSMAN,
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 1st August, 1866.
IT is hereby notified; that HENRY ELLIS, Clerk of
Petty Sessions) of Marlborough, in the Colony
of Queensland, Esquire, has been appointed a Com-
missioner of Affidavits, &c., such commission being
determinable on his ceasing to be Clerk of Petty
Sessions at Marlborough, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice.
In the Supreme Court;of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Guthrie.
TAKE notice, that His Honor the Judge inInsolvency, has appointed MONDAY, the
tenth day of September next, to hear my applicationfor a Certificate of Discharge from my debts and
liabilities.
Dated this thirty-first day of July, A.D. 1866.
JOHN GUTHRIE.
7.13
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Armstrong, of
Brisbane, china merchant.
W 9HEREAS the said James Armstrong was, onthe 30th day of July, A.D. 1866, adjudged to
be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 6th day of August, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 10th
day of September, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 30th day of July, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WM. PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Wm. Partridge, of
Ipswich, carpenter.
W
' THEREAS the said Wm. Partridge was,
1 on the 25th day of July, A.D. 1866,
-adjudged to bean Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 6th day of August, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MO1\TDAY, the 10th day of September, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 30th day of July,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,WM. PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Russell, of
South Brisbane, late publican.
HEREAS the said Henry Russell was,
V V on the 30th day of July, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 9th day of August, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the
Insolvent up to the time of passing his last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvent; and a
Second Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place,
on MONDAY, the 10th day of September, A.D,
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 30th day of July, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Watts, of
Brisbane.
THEREA S the said William Watts was, on
the 26th day of July, A.D. 1866, adjudged to
be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 10th day of September, A.D. 1866, to com-
mence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 11th day of October, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 26th day of July, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Richard Wright, of
Ipswich, butcher.
W
HEREAS the said Richard Wright was, on
the 31st day of July, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 13th day of August, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 10th day of September, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 31st day of July,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Herbert Evans, of
Warwick.
WHEREAS the said Herbert Evans was,
v on the 30th day of July, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 9th day of August, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passim his last examination ; and whether
any, and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on MON-
DAY, the 10th day of September, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for such other matters
connected with the estate as may be required to be
brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 30th day of July, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Robert Beeston, of
Fortitude Va lley, builder.
WTHEREAS  the said Robert Beeston was,
on the 3rd day of July, A.D. 1866'
adjudged to be an Insolvent , I hereby  appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 17th day of September ,  A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 26th day  of July, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Michael Lowry of
South Brisbane, baker.WHEREAS the said Michael Lowry was, on the1 1 4th day of July,  A.D. 1866, adjudged to be an
Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the
17th day of September, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 27th day of July, A.D-
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Heap, late of Queen  street,
Brisbane ,  in the  Colony  of Queensland,
publican,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
I tion of fourteen "days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the Supreme Court of
Queensland, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Probate of the last Will and Testament of the
abovenamed deceased may be granted to William
Heap, the brother, and sole Executor appointed
by the said will.
Dated this thirty-first day of July, A.D. 1866.
GUSTAVUS HAMILTON,
Proctor for the said William Heap,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Insolvent Estate of Stephen Rogers, of
Fortitude Valley, builder.
TAKE notice, that a Certificate of Discharge
1 was granted by the Judge in Insolvency of
the Supreme Court of Queensland, to the above
Insolvent, on the 28th day of June, A.D. 1866.
STEPHEN ROGERS,
The abovenamed Insolvent.
In the Insolvent Estate of George Gipps Orr, of
South Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
-butcher.TAKE notice, that a Certificate of Dischargewas granted by the Judge in Insolvency of
the Supreme Court of Queensland, to the above
Insolvent, on the 28th day of June, A.D. 1866.
GEORGE GIPPS ORR,
The abovenamed Insolvent.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
r11HE Partnership hitherto existing between the
1 undersigned, trading under the firm of
Walsh and Miller of Brisbane, ginger beer brewers,
has this day been dissolved by mutual consent.
All debts due by or on account of the late firm will
be paid by John Miller, to whom all persons
indebted thereto are respectfully requested to pay
their accounts.
Dated this 31st day of July, 1866.
MARY ANN WALSH,
Widow and Administratrix of
the late Robert Walsh.
JOHN MILLER.
Witness to both Signatures-GEORGE WARREN.
NOTICE.-The Partnership heretofore existing
l between the undersigned, in the Strathmore
Station, has expired through effluxion of time.
J. C. TUCKER.
W. D. STEWART.
P. F. SELLHEIM.
G. H. WAYTE.
Sydney, 27th  July,  1866.
1.
THE undersigned have this day entered into
Co-partnership, as ginger beer manufac-
turers, under the style and firm of Miller and Co.
Dated this first day of August, A.D. 1866.
JOHN MILLER.
THOMAS MURRAY.
Wltness-GEORGE WARREN.
Manufactory,
Duncan street, Fortitude Valley.
ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.
O
N SALE at the Government Printing Office,
William Street, single copies of the follow-
ing Acts of Parliament, viz :-
Agricultural Reserves Act, 6d.
Criminal Offences Act, Is.
Criminal Practice Act, Is.
Criminal. Statutes Repeal Act, 6d.
Diseases in Cattle Act, 6d.
District Courts Act Amendment Act, Is.
Forgery Act, Is.
Fencing Act, 6d.
Government Annuities Act, 6d.
Government Savings  Banks  Act, 6d.
Government  Savings Banks  Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Impounding Act, Is.
Impounding Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Insolvency Act, Is. 6d.
Innkeepers Protection Act, 6d.
Industrial and Reformatory Schools Act, Is.
Licensed Auctioneers Act, 9d.
Master and Servants Act, Is.
Municipal Institutions Act, Is.
Offences against the Person Act, Is.
Pastoral Leases Act, Is.
Pastoral Occupation Act, 6d.
Publicans Act, Is.
Publicans Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Quarantine Act, Is.
Real Property Act, 2s. 6d.
Registration of Electors Amendment Act, Is.
Roads Closing Act, 6d.
Scab and other  diseases  in Sheep Prevention Act, Is.
Scab in Sheep Act, 6d.
Selectors Relief Act, 6d.
RULES OF COURT.
General Orders in Equity,  Is. 6d.
Pleading Practice, Is.
Fees and Charges in Equity, 6d.
Insolvency Rules, 6d.
District Court  Rule, Is.
Rates of Postage, 1s.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Brisbane, 18th May, 1866.
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i!mpounbingo.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Felton, 30th July,
1866, by order of Messrs. Sandeman and Whitchurch.
Driving expenses, 2s. 8d. per head.
One chesnut colt, near fore and hind foot white, blaze,
one shoe on, no brands visible.
One dark grey filly, ,J over H near thigh, off hind foot
white.
One brown horse, JF conjoined off shoulder, three white
feet, hobbles and rope, halter on neck, blaze.
One blue roan  filly, WB over T near shoulder, 336 near
saddle, two shoes on.
One chesnut mare, D ' near shoulder, blaze, hind feet
white.
One bay mare, W over K near shoulder, star, bay foal at
foot, illegible brand near shoulder.
One grey mare, 2 over 3A near shoulder, rope on neck,
collar and whip marked.
One dark bay horse, C off shoulder and thigh, SM near
shoulder and thigh, star.
One bay mare, like Wy over.-, over B near ribs, illegible
brand near shoulder.
One bay mare, BB near ribs, B or R over illegible brand
near shoulder, collar marked.
One bay horse, over off shoulder, illegible brand
near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, AH near shoulder, blaze, hind feet
white.
One brown filly, BB near ribs, three white feet, blaze.
One grey horse, WB over T near shoulder, number over
JF off shoulder, .. over B near ribs.
One bay horse, W over R'' near shoulder.
One black mare, W over M near shoulder, like C off
shoulder.
One bay horse, like 24 off shoulder, like TW over illegible
brand near shoulder, star and snip, near hind and
off fore foot white, two fore shoes on, saddle marked.
One dark bay mare, like CK over CL or CI over CL near
shoulder, star.
One bay  filly foal, two hind feet white, star, like FT near
shoulder.
One chesnut filly foal, like PF near shoulder.
One brown horse, illegible brand near thigh, illegible
brand off shoulder, like r4 over near shoulder.
One bay pony mare, illegible brand near shoulder.
One bay mare, C or 0 over illegible brand near shoulder.
One bay  filly, blaze, illegible brand near neck and
shoulder.
One dark grey mare, like B Q over 1:4 near shoulder,
star, two fore shoes on.
If not released on or before the 31st August, 1866,
will be sold on that day at noon, to pay expenses.
CHAS. THOMAS, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, fro  Westbrook, 28th
July, 1866, by order of D. Ross, Esq. Damages
and driving expenses 4s. Gd. per head.
One dark bay horse, 8 over MC near shoulder, stripe
down face, collar marked, shod all round.
One bay horse, CC or GG near shoulder, B near cheek,
small star and snip, collar marked.
One chesnut mare, MB over JB near shoulder, JB off
shoulder, 6 over 2 near thigh, stripe down face.
Also, from Alderly, 27th July, 1866, by order of E. J.
Blarland and Co. No expenses.
One iron-grey horse, like J over JR near shoulder,
switch tail.
If not released on or'_ before the 21st August, will be
sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the Westbrook
Paddock, 29th June, 1866. (Wrongly described.)
One bay mare, N near shoulder, like bell brand near
saddle, 0 off neck,
If not released on or before 7th August, 1866, will
be sold.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Carrabah, 24thJuly,
1866, by order of R. Everret, Esq.
One light bay mare, 2G near shoulder, small star, near
hind foot white, switch tail.
One grey mare, SB near shoulder.
From same place. (Wrongly described in former
advertisement.)
One dark bay mare, CCS near shoulder, C near thigh,
W off rump, blind near eye.
If not released on or before 21st August, will be sold
CHARLES RYDER, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Rosenthal, by order
of L. E. Lester, Esq., 27th July, 1866. Driving
expenses 2s. 4d.
One chesnut mare, EP near shoulder, hind feet white,
star and snip.
If not released on or before the 21st August, 1866, will
be sold on that day at noon, to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published by W. C. BELBRIDGE, Government Printer
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POLLING PLACES.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,has been pleased to appoint the several places undermentioned to
be additional Polling Places for taking the Poll at the Election of Members
to serve in the Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Districts
named in connection therewith respectively, in the event of the Election
being contested in either of the said Districts, viz.:--
PIKEDALE, ALLORA--In the  Electoral District of Eastern Downs.
PEAK  VALE- In the Electoral District of Clermont.
By His Excellency's Command,
G. E. DALRYMPLE.
By Authority  : W. C. B&LBRIDG$, Government Printer, William street ,  Brisbane.
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CLIFTON AGRICULTURAL RESERVE.
1riitIarnation+
By His Exce llency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN, K night Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George ,  Captain -General and Governor -in-Chief of  the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies ,  and Vice -Admiral of the same, &c., &c., &c.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the provisions of the Acts 24
Victoria ,  No. 15, and 27 Victoria ,  No. 23, respecting the Alienation of Crown Lands ,  I, the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following
Lots of Land will be open to sale by selection ,  subject to the provisions of the said  Acts  and Regulations
thereunder ,  at the undermentioned place, at and after Eleven o'clock on the day specified ,  at the price
affixed to each lot respectively ,  being at the rate of £1 per acre.
The Deed Fee on the undermentioned Lots will be charged according to the following scale
Not  exceeding 50 acres,  £ 1; above 50 and not exceeding 300 acres , £ 1 5s. ; above 300 and not exceeding
640 acres, £1 10s.
FOR SELECTION  AT THE POLICE OFFICE, WARWICK,
ON MONDAY,  THE 5TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
0
0 0° o
C;
za°
A.
1 67 ... 45
-2 68 47
3 69 43
4 70 38
5 71 49
6 72 38
7 73 51
8 74 51
9 75 51
10 76 51
Area. Price perAcre. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
R. P. £
1 19 1 Merivale Table Top In the Clifton Agri-
cultural Reserve.
2 0 1
1 18 1
2 35 1
1 19 1
3 25 1
0 0 10 0  1
0 0 1
0 0 1
750
3'OR SELECTION, AT THE POLICE OFFICE,  WARWICK-continued.
ON MONDAY, THE 5TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1866.
COUNTRY  LOTS--continued.
0
0
z
Area.
F.0
a m County. Parish. Situation.
A. R. P.
11 77 ...  43 3 36 1 Merivale Table Top
12 78 ... 39 1 12 1
13 79 ... 50 1 0 1
14 80 ... 39 3 3 1
15 81 ... 43 0 0 1
16 82 ... 55 1 17 1
17 83 ... 56 0 0 1
18 84 ... 56 0 0 1
19 85 ... 56 0 0 1
20 86 ... 56 0 0 1
21 87 ... 56 0 0 1
22 88 ... 56 0 0 1
23 89 ... 55 1 17 1
24 90 ... 48 0 0 1
25 91 ... 48 0 0 1
26 92 ... 48 0 0 1
27 93 ... 48 0 0 1
28 94 ... 48 0 0 1
29 95 ... 48 0 0 1
30 96 ... 48 0 0 1
31 97 ... 48 0 0 1
32 98 ... 48 0 0 1
33 99 ... 48 0 0 1
34 100 ... 54 1 24 1
35 101 ... 54 1 24 1
36 102 ... 48 0 0 1
37 103 ... 48 0 0 1
38 104 ... 48 0 0 1
39 105 ... 48 0 0 1
40 106 ... 48 0 0 1
41 107 ... 48 0 0 1
42 108 ... 48 0 0 1
43 109 ... 48 0 0 1
44 110 ... 48 0 0  1
45 111 ... 48 0 0 1
46 112 ... 48 0 0 1
47  113 ... 48 0 0 1
48 114 ... 48 0 0 1
49 115 ... 48- 0 0 1
50. 116 ... 76 3 8 1
51 117 ... 80 0 0 1
118 ...
119 ...
120 ...
121 ...
122 ...
123 ...
124 ...
125 ...
126 ...
127 ...
128
129
]30
L31 ...
132 ...
133 ...
134
135
136
137 ...
138 ...
139 ...
140 ...
141 ...
142 ...
143 ...
144
145 ...
146 .. 1
147 ...
148 ...
149
150 ...
In the Clifton Agri-
cultural Reserve.
80 0 0 1
76 3 8 1
48 2 35 1
50 3 0 1
50 0 0 1
48 0 0 1
48 0 0 1
50 1 24 1
50 2 0 1
50 0 0 1
48 0 0 1
50 0 0 1
37 3 11 1
42 1 34 1
47 0 17 1
51 3 0 1
50 2 8 1
45 2 28 1
41 0 4 1
36 1 21 1
31 2 38 1
24 2 15 1
39 1 17 1
41 0 0 1
55 0 32 1
57 2 0 1
58 3 0 1
56 1 24 1
45 1 11 1
45 1 11 1
44 0 0 1  11
44 0 0; 1
44 0  0  ; 1
J,
JJ
JJ
J)
JJ
„
„
),
,f
f,
ff
JJ
Remarks.
The selector of this lot will have
to allow the owner of the
improvements sixty days to
remove the same.
I
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FOR SELECTION, AT THE POLICE OFFICE,  WARWICK- continued.
ON MONDAY , THE 5TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER 1866.
COUNTRY  LOTS-continued.
0
Z
Price per
Area. Acre. County. Parish. Situation.  Remarks
A. R. P. £
85 151 ... 44 0 0 1 Merivale Table Top In the Clifton Agri-
cultural Reserve.
86 152
87 153
88 154
89  155
90 156
91 157
92 158
93 159
94 160
95 161
96 161A
97 162
98 163
99 164
100 165
101 166
102 167
103 168
104 169
105 170
106 171
107 172
108 173
109 174
110 175
111 176
112 177
113 178
114 179
115 180
116 181
117 182
118 183
119 183A
120 184
121 185
122 186
123 187
124 188
125 189
126 190
127 191
128 192
129 193
130 194
131 195
72 2 6 1
69 3 0 1
69 3 0 1
69 3 0 1
68 0 24 1
66 2 32 1
18 0 0 1
29 0 0 1
40 2 16 1
40 2 16 1
46 2 16 1
50 0 0 1
55 0 0 1
40 0 0 1
46 0 0 1
45 0 0 1
55 0 0 1
61 0 0 1
70 2 0 1
69 0 0 1
70 2 0 1
69 0 0 1
.. 44 0 0 1
44 0 0 144  0 0  1
... 44 0 0 1
... 44 0 0 1
... 44 0 0 1
46 2 0 1
46 2 0 1
... 46 2 0 1
... 46 2 0 1
... 69 3 0 1
... 68 3 11 1
... 44 0 0 1
... 44 0 0 1
... 44 0 0 1
... 44 0 0 1
... 66 0 0 1
... 65 0 19 1
... 45 0 0 1
... 45 0 0 1
... 45 0 0 1
... 45 0 0 1
... 67 2 0 1
... 66 2 16 1
„
f! !f  to
.1 y of
„ !, ff
„ of
of  „
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the Colony,  at Government House, Brisbane, this
third day of August,  in the year of our  Lord One thousand  eight hundred and sixty-six
and in the thirtieth year of Her  Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
JOHN WATTS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Authority, W. C. BELBRIDGE, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane ,  7th August, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified, that he has beenpleas d to accept the resignation of
The .Honorable ROBERT GEORGE WYNDHAM HERBERT,
as Vice -President and Member of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His  Exce ll ency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Executive Council Ofce,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified, that he has been
pleased to appoint
The Honorable ARTHUR MACALISTER,
to be Vice-President and Member of the Executive Council, and Colonial
Secretary of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it tobe notified, that he has beenpleased to accept the resignation f
The Honorable RATCLIFFE PRING,
as Attorney-General,
The Honorable JOHN DONALD MCLEAN,
as Colonial Treasurer,
The Honorable GEORGE ELPHINSTONE DALRYMPLE,
as Colonial Secretary,
The Honorable JOHN WATTS,
as Secretary for Public Lands and Works,
The Honorable THOMAS LODGE MURRAY PRIOR,
as Postmaster-General of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
- 'oberu'meut k13P tP
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified, that he has beenpleas d to appoint
The Honorable JOHN DONALD MCLEAN,
to be Colonial Treasurer,
The Honorable JOSHUA PETER BELL,
to be Secretary for Public Lands,
The Honorable JOHN WATTS,
to be Secretary for Public Works,
The Honorable CHARLES LILLEY,
to be Attorney-General of Queensland.
By Hi3 Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to accept the resignationof
The Honorable RATCLIFFE PRING,
The Honorable THOMAS LODGE MURRAY PRIOR,
The Honorable GEORGE ELPHINSTONE DALRYMPLE,
as Members  of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency ' s Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to appointThe Honorable  JOSHUA  PETER BELL,
The Honorable CHARLES LILLEY,
to be Members of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER,.
By Authority : IN. C. BPLBRu x , Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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VOL. VII.] TUESDAY, 7TH AUGUST, 1866. [No. 92.
I N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section  173, it is notified that theundermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office:-
No.  Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties.
51 4th August, 1866 Between George Wright, of Ipswich, in the
Colony of Queensland, baker, of the first part ;
Samuel Hodgson, of Ipswich aforesaid, mer-
chant, and John Johnston, of the same place,
merchant (trustees for the purposes in the
Deed of Assignment mentioned), of the second
part ; and the several persons who have,
by themselves or their agents, executed the
said Deed of Assignment, being creditors of
the said George Wright, and whose names
are mentioned in the schedule attached to the
said Deed of Assignment, of the third part.
Nature and Effect of Date of Registration.Deed.
Deed of Assignment Lodged at the
of all the estate office of the
and effects of the Supreme Court,
said George this 4th day of
Wright, in trust August, A.D.
for the benefit of 1866, and en-
the creditors of tered same day.
the said George
Wright.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
obPrRment
By Authority  W. C. BaLBRIDG1:, Government Printer, William  Street, Brisbane.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1866.
THE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and the
following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member to
serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Ipswich, in room of The Honorable ARTHUR, 312WALISTEH, Esquire,
whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become vacant by reason of the
acceptance of office by the said Honorable Arthur Macalister, Esquire.
Place of ?Vonvinatio32 ... ... Ipswich.
Date of  Writ  ... ... 7th  August, 1866.
Date  of Noininatioiz ... .., 10th August, 1866.
Polliiag Day ... .., ... ... 11th August, 1866.
.ieturn of  Writ ... ... ... 14th August, 1866.
By Command of the Honorable the Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
By Authority : W. C. BELBRIDGE, Government Printer, William  street ,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN, Knight Grand
Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and  St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same,
&c.; &c.,  &C.WIIEREAS by an Act of the Parliament of Queensland, passed in thetwenty-fourth year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled,  " An Act to
limit the number of  persons holding office under the Grown, who, under
the  '  Constitution Act,'  17 Victoria, No.  41,  may be declared capable of
be vg elected Members of the -egislative Assembly,"  and numbered 2, it
is provided that  11 Any person holding any office of profit under the Crown
" or having a pension from the Crown during pleasure or for a term of years
" shall be incapable of being elected or of sitting and voting as a Member
" of the Legislative Assembly unless he be one of the following official
" Members of the Government (that is to say) the Colonial Secretary
" Colonial Treasurer Attorney-General or one of such additional officers
not being more than two as the Governor with the advice of the
Executive Council may from time to time by notice in the  Government
Gazette  declare capable of being elected a Member of the LegislativeAssembly;" And whereas bya Notice dated from the Colonial Secretary's
Office, on the fourteenth of January, one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-two, it was declared that the Secretary for Public Lands and
Works was capable of being so elected a Member of the said Legis-
lative Assembly ; And whereas it has been deemed expedient to divide
the duties of the said Secretary for Public Lands and Works : Nov,
therefore, I, Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN, the Governor aforesaid, in
pursuance of the power vested in me by the above recited Act, and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do by this, my Proclamation, declare that
the Secretary for Public Lands, and the Secretary for Public Works, shall
each of them be capable of being elected, and of sitting and voting as a
Member of the said Legislative Assembly.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this
seventh day of August, in the year of Our Lord One thousand eight
hundred and sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A.. MACALISTER.
By Authority; W. C. BELBRIDGE, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1866.
THE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and the
following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member to
serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Fortitude Valley, in room of the Honorable CHARLES LILLEY,
Esquire, whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become vacant by  reason of
the acceptance of Office by the said Honorable Charles Lilley, Esquire.
Place of Nomination Fortitude Valley.
Date of Writ ... 8th August, 1866.
Date of Nomination 11th August, 1866.
Polling Day ... ... ... 13th August, 1866.
Return  of Writ ... ... 20th August, 1866.
By Command of the Honorable the Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of Legislative Assembly.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1866.
THE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and the
following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member to
serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of West Moreton, in room of the Honorable JOSHUA PETER BELL,
Esquire, whose seat in the said Assembly hath become vacant by reason of
the acceptance of Office by the said Honorable Joshua Peter Bell, Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... ... Ipswich.
Date of Writ  . .. ... ... 8th August, 1866.
Date of Nomination ... ... 18th August, 1866.
Polling Day ... ... ... ... 25th August, 1866.
Return  of Writ ... ... ... 1st September, 1866.
By Command of the Honorable the Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of Legislative  Assembly.
By Authority  W. C. BELBRIDGI, Government Printer, William  Street ,  Brisbane.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 10th August, 1.866.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
U notified, that Her Majesty the Queen has
been graciously pleased to grant permission to
The Honorable ROBERT GEORGE WYNDHAM
HERBERT,
who has filled the offices of Vice-President of the
Executive Council and Colonial Secretary of
Queensland for above six years, to retain the title
of " Honorable" within this Colony, in the terms of
the Circul Despatch from His Grace the Duke of
Newcastle, dated 28th December, 1863.*
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
* Printed in the Parliamentary Papers (See  Votes and Proceed-
ings  for  1864, page 413.)
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane ,  10th August, 1866.
IS Excellency  the Governor directs it to be
notified, that Her Majesty the Queen has
been graciously pleased to grant permission to
The Honorable RATCLIFFE PRING,
who has filled the  office  of  Attorney- General of
Queensland for nearly six years ,  to retain the title
of " Honorable "  within this Colony, in the terms
of the Circular Despatch from His Grace  the Duke
of Newcastle ,  dated 28th December, 1863.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGusoN
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and
St. George, Captain-General and Governor-
in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-fourth year of the reign of Her Majesty,
intituled the  Alienation of Crown Lands Act of  1860,
power is given to the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, to declare Reserves for
public purposes ; and whereas it is deemed expedient
to reserve the land hereunder described, as a Water
Reserve for the use of the inhabitants of the City
of Brisbane : Now, therefore, I, Sir GEORGE
FERGUSON BOWEN, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do by this my
Proclamation, declare that the lands so hereunder
described, shall be set apart as a Water Reserve, and
be known as the GQ Brisbane  Waterworks Reserve."
Description.
Commencing on the right bank of Enoggera Creek, at
a point bearing  south from the south-east corner  of Jesse
Paten's  portion No.  177,  in the parish of Enoggera ; and
bounded thence on part of the east by a line bearing
south to the range forming the southern watershed of
Enoggera Creek, and of all tributaries falling thereinto
above the  starting  point ; on the south and west by
that watershed westerly and northerly to the head of
Enoggera Creek ; thence on the north by the range
forming the northern watershed of Enoggera Creek, and
of all tributaries falling thereinto above the dam easterly,
and by a spur range forming the watershed of all tribu-
taries to Enoggera  Creek above the dam south-easterly
to the west boundary of Jesse Paten's portion No. 177
aforesaid ; thence  again  on the east by the  western
boundary of that portion and its southerly continuation
to Enoggera Creek, and by Enoggera Creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this third day of
August, in the year of our Lord One thousand
eight hundred and sixty-six, and in the
thirtieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
[L.s.] I G. F. BOWE' N.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JOHN WATTS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
The Honorable the COLONIAL SECRETARY,
to be the Chairman of the Board of General
Education.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1866.
fIS. Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint -
The Honorable tho SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC
WORKS,
to be the Chairman of the Board of Waterworks.
By His Excellency's Command,
A.  MACALISTER.
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Colonial Secretary's Office;
Brisbane, 8th August, 1866.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM CAVE, Esquire,
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions at Taroom,  vice
Haynes, dismissed.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Henry  Benjamin
C. M. Schlesinger
John Dloine
Francis Nicoll
Joseph Johnston
C. L. Moran, M.D.
R. J. Cottell
S. P. Cameron
W. Rodger
Joseph Dickinson
Francis Crosbie
James Spence
P. Layden
J. Aitkin
Edward Rice
John Staley
H. Schmidt
William Gamble
Edward Schneider
Henry Kay
W. R. Lauron
William Bell
William Andrews
Thomas Rube
Andrew McHugh
Charles McHugh
Joseph Shometzky
Louis Smith
John Lines
John Ly (Chinese)
Tommy Shin (Chinese)
George Launder
James Walters
Henry Kreibke
John J. Allwood
Thomas Morton
L. E. Johnson
Thomas King
D. Cornwell
G. A. Stewart
Heinrich Alike
Marcus Thomson
John Thompson
C. M. Jones
William Park
Thomas Byrnes
Francis Downs
William Downs, junr.
Edward Carney
Thomas Lloyd
Augustus Garland
J. Raffin
George Uff
J. Pratt
John Lines
F. O'Brien
William Jones
Joseph Saltmarshe
George Kiverskin
Sam Ping
Henry Walter Geo. Watson
John Hiel
Joseph Read
John Crouch
William Crouch
Thomas Wilson
Arthur Kemp
John Wm. North
William Otto
John Berk
Thomas D. Ogg
J. W. Cope
Edward Massarath
T. B. Mackay
John Shermer
David Dick
Alex. Robinson
F. H. A'Court
Arthur Robinson
J. Crofton
Stephen Sheilds
Conrad Beck
E. H. Simpson
William C. Bice
Herman Roebeg
Engelbert Roebeg
Daniel O'Connell
John O'Connell
Timothy O'Connell
William Downs, sear.
Phillip Downs
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
EDWARD WILLIAM- HOLLINWORTR, Esquire,
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions at Clermont,  vice
Cave, removed to Taroom.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES CARRINGTON, Esquire,
to be an Officer of the 4th Class in the Registrar-
General's Office,  vice  Somerset, removed to Immi-
gration Office.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1866.HIS Excellency the Governor, with t e advic
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN HARRY STEVENS, Esquire,
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions at Maryborough,
vice  Carrington, removed to Registrar-General's
Office.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August,-'1866.
'IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceH of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FITZ ROY SOMERSET, Esquire,
to be an Officer of the 4th Class in the Immigration
Office,  vice  Stevens, promoted.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
ROMA PETITION.
IN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by One-hundred and five householders and
inhabitants of the town of Roma, praying the
erection of that locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The petitioners, in pursuance of a resolution
passed at a public meeting, state that they are
anxious of securing the benefits derivable from
municipal government, and therefore pray that
Roma may be declared a Municipality.
Benjamin and, Co. George Steinberger
Raphael Lewin Anton Zerbe
Louis Samson Alexander McIntosh
Samuel L. Prince Charles Devine
Samuel Bassett Charles Lethbridge
C. Stevens William Flynn
Julius Dieman John O'Connel
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
GAYNDAH PETITION.
I
N  pursuance  of the Act  of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 " Victoria ,  No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency '  the Governor ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Exce llency as hereunder set forth ,  purporting to be
signed by One hundred and six Householders, in
the Town of Gayndah, praying the erection of that
locality into a Municipality.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
R. R.  MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that the increasing popula-
tion of this town, the large sums of money that
have been expended in the purchase of land
therein, and the benefits derivable from municipal
government ,  render them anxious to secure its
advantages ,  and they, therefore ,  pray that Gayndah
may be declared a Municipality with the under-
mentioned boundaries.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of  14th  July, 1866,
No. 67.)
Proposed Boundaries of Gayndak Municipality.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Mount
Debateable Purchase; from thence across the Burnett
westerly three miles up Reed's Creek ; from thence a
line running easterly to cross the Burnett at the Bro-
then ; thence along the southern bank downwards to the
junction of the Barambah Creek ; thence along- the
southern bank of the Barambah upwards to the junction
of Campbell's, Creek with the Barambah ; from thencq
along Campbell's Creek to the old Ban-Ban Road; from
thence a line to Mr. Walker's purchase- on Oakey
Creek from thence one mile southerly, and from thence
to the southern point of the Mount Debateable Pur-
chase, end thence to the point of commencement.
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Colonial Secr` etary's Office,
Brisbane ,  12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
CLERMONT AND COPPERFIELD PETITION.
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, sections 3 and 4.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has directed the publication
of the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by 199 householders, residing in the
towns of Clermont and Copperfield, praying for the
erection of these localities into a Municipality.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that at a public meeting of
the inhabitants of the abovenamed townships, held
at the Court, House, Clermont, on the 25th May
last, it was resolved that a Petition be prepared
requesting the Government to proclaim the town-
ships of Clermont and Copperfield a Municipality ;
and they accordingly pray that the abovenamed
localities  may be constituted a Municipality, to be
named the Municipality of Clermont and Copper-
field with the undermentioned boundaries-the
same to be divided into two wards, each ward
returning three aldermen.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.]
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE UNDER THE
" TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS  ACT."
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executiv  Council, d rects it to b
notified ,  that the Trustees of the Land granted to
theAcclimatisation Society of Queensland, Brisbane,
have in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made
application to the Governor in Council for leave to
mortgage the said land, in order to obtain funds
for the erection of improvements thereon.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting  of  the leave so sought, must
lodge the same at this Office within the period of
three months from the date of .the first publication
of this notice.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
JOHN WATTS.
Department of Lands and  Works,
Brisbane ,  7th August, 1866.
NOTICE.
A
TYPOGRAPHICAL  error having occurred
in the Proclamation of Sale in the Clifton
Agricultural  Reserve , published  in the  Government
Gazette  of the 4th instant , (No. 90),  announcing the
Sale for "  Monday, the 5th day of September ,  1866;"
it is hereby notified ,  that it should be " Monday,
the 3rd day of September, 1866."
JOHN WATTS.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
B RANCHES of the above Bank are now openat Brisbane , Bowen  (Port Denison ),  Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont ,  Calliope, Cleveland ,  Condamine,
Dalby, Dray ton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Tyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma ,  Rockhampton ,  Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount  from  5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest  at the rate  of 5 per cent.  per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  26th  March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for the
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may how
make provision ,  by Insurance ,  for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus ,  a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances  may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year - to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 7th July, 1866.
PAYMENT OF RENT AND ASSESSMENT OF
RUNS.THE Lessees of Crown Lands and their Agentsare reminded that the Annual Rents and
Assessment upon Crown Lands are payable on or
before the 30th day of September next.
The holder of every run  under license ,  who has
made application and duly qualified himself for a
lease is required to pay rent upon such run, as
above, notwithstanding that a lease may not have
been actually issued to him.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial  Treasurer.
Commissioner  for Railways Office,
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1866.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY,
T
ENDERS are invited for the supply of Billet
Wood, per cord  (for  Locomotive Engines), to
be delivered at the Ipswich ,  Wa lloon, Grandches-
ter, Laidley ,  Gatton ,  and He lidon Stations, or at
such place as sha ll  be hereafter decided upon, for
one (1)  year from the date of the acceptance  .of arty
such Tender.
Specifications and further particulars may be' step
at the office of the Locomotive Superintendent, at
Ipswich.
Tenders to be sent to this Office on or before
THURSDAY,  the 30th instant, at 4 p.m .,  marked
" Tenders for Firewood, S outhern  and WesMrn
Railway."
A. O. HER BERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Registrar-General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  7th August, 1866.
lT
OTICE.-In accordance with Section 5 of 28
Victoria, No. 15, it is hereby notified, that
The Reverend  STEPHEN HENRY MCDowoon,
Clergyman of the Church of Rome ,  Maryboroug1k,
is registered at this Office as a Minister of Re ligioim
for the celebration of marriages in the Colony of
Queensland.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar -GenerrJ,
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Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  8th August, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor , with  the advice  of the Executive  Council, has been pleased to
l direct the publication of the subjoined Memorandum and Statement ,  in reference to the recent
Competitive Examination of Candidates  for employment in the Civil  Service of  the Colony.
By His  Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Education Office, Brisbane, 2nd August, 1866.
MEMORANDUM FOR THE BOARD OF EDUCATION.
In communicating to the Government the result of the recent Examination of Candidates for the Civil
Service,  a few words may be necessary in explanation of the manner in which the Examination has been carried out.
1. The Examination, which was by written papers, was conducted by Mr. Anderson, District Inspector, and
myself, in all subjects except in German, in which we obtained the kind assistance of Mr. J. C. Heussler. Including
the preparation of the questions, and the perusal and final revision of the answers, it occcupied more than a
fortnight of our time, in the midst of other pressing duties.
2. The questions were drawn up on the model of those given at a similar examination in the colony of
Victoria, in the year 1865, and were designed to test, not so much the extent of the technical and special knowledge
of the Candidates, as their general information and intelligence, and their acquaintance with the outlines, at least,
of those subjects in which they were to be examined.
3. Sixteen  Candidates presented themselves for the Preliminary Examination, which was confined to English,
Arithmetic, Geography, and History, and was completed, as far as the writing of the answers was concerned, in
the prescribed term of two days. The result of this Examination will be found in a tabulated statement appended
hereto  (Appendix A).  Subsequently, on a perusal of the Candidates' papers, questions were prepared for those
who desired, and were deemed eligible, for Examination in any of the extra subjects included in the programme
published in the  Government G azette.
4. For this extra examination, which lasted three days, seven Candidates presented themselves. The annexed
Table, marked B, exhibits the respective answering in the optional subjects. The examiners, in framing these
Tables, have not deemed it necessary or expedient to publish a schedule of marks representing, with an attempt at
minute  exactitude, the various shades of merit of the different Candidates, but have contented themselves with
expressing  their estimate of the value of each paper, in terms which  they  believe will be found sufficiently clear and
intelligible. The plan of arranging the.names in the alphabetical order of their respective mottoes was adopted
before the identity of the Candidates became known to the examiners ; and there did not appear to be any reason to
alter it afterwards, especially as the relative position which each occupies is summed up in the column headed
" Order of Merit."
5. Some difficulty`-has been experienced in determining the exact importance that ought to be attached to skil
in penmanship, as a qualification for admission into the Public Service. The examiners, while they have assigned to
it, in this Table, the same value as to English or Arithmetic, think, however, that a decidedly inferior handwriting
must be regarded as a disqualification, even though it be found in connection with very considerable attainments.
They feel, therefore, obliged to express their opinion, that the writers of the papers signed respectively " Fides,"
and " Make haste slowly," are so faulty in this respect, and so little redeemed by merit in other respects, as to
render the writers ineligible, at present, for employment in the Civil Service. They also consider that, on other
grounds, the writers who adopted respectively the mottoes "Che saga sara" and "Ich Dien" (2), have not passed
a satisfactory examinations.
6. Notwithstanding these decided failures, which bear only a small proportion to the number of writers, the
examiners  feel gratified in being able to state that the papers of the majority of the Candidates gave evidence of very
considerable information, if not of careful preparation on the part of the authors. In particular, the papers bearing
the motto "Perseverando  vinces " were characterised by accuracy and ability. So also,.although in a much less
degree, were those under the mottoes " Nil desperandum," " Animo et fide," " Nee aspera terrent," Deo volente,"
and " Labore et honore." The writer who adopted the motto last mentioned lost, by a mistake, the opportunity of
answering  the mathematical questions ; otherwise (as he is the most distinguished pupil in the Ipswich Grammar
School) he would unquestionably have improved his position. Another Candidate, " Nec_aspera terrent," presented
a certificate  of his having passed a satisfactory examination in Civil Engineering before the authorities of the Queen's
University in Ireland.
- 7. Perhaps it may not be  amiss,  in view of future examinations, to comment on the very remarkable
instances  of bad spelling which were furnished by some of the answers to the paper on " English" In one paper
of manuscript there were no less than twenty-two  errors  of Orthography. The mistakes in Geography, also, were
numerous , and sometimes not a little ridiculous. Indeed, if this  memo.  were intended to afford amusement, it might
be swelled with examples of blunders in both subjects. I enclose copies of the Examination Papers, which the
Government may, perhaps, desire to make public. -
R. MACDONNELL, General Inspector.
TABLE shewing the RESULT Of the EXAMINATION Of CANDIDATES for the CIVIL SERVICE.-Preliminary
Examination held on the 11th and 12th July instant.-Appendix  A.
Mottoes. Names. Writing. English. Arithmetic. Geography.
Animo ' et fide 1 ,..
Che sara sara ...
Deo volente
Dum Spiro spero (1)
Dum  spire. Spero (2)
Fides
Hope to succeed
Ich Dien (1) ..,
Ich Dien (2) ...
Labore  at  honore
Make baste slowly
Nee aspera terrent
Nil desperandum
Perseverando vinces
Virtus stat ...
Work  and live ...
EXTRA
Mottoes. Names. Latin. Greek.
Deo volente J. W. Maynard .. ...
Dum spiro spero (1)
Dum spiro spero (3)
,..
..,
P. J. Carandini ..
H. C. Thompson...
...
Labore at honore * .., William Berry ... Satisfactory ... Tolerable  ,,,
Nil desperandum ... C. L. Stewart  ... Fair ,.. .. ...
Perseverando vinces ... AndrewThynne Satisfactory ... Fair ...
ch Dien  (1) ... ...
...
J. Smales ... _
* Not examined.  Sec  foregoing Memo.
(Signed)
30th July, 1866.
G. H. Parminter ...`  Satisfactory ... Satisfactory  ...  Satisfactory  ...  Tolerable  ... 1
C., H. Croaker ...  Fair  ... ...  Unsatisfactory Unsatisfactory Tolerable ,.. i
J. H. Maynard  ..,  Indifferent  ... Fair ... ...  Tolerable ... Satisfactory  ....
F. J. Carandini  ...  Satisfactory  ...  Satisfactory  ...  Unsatisfactory Unsatisfactory
H. C. Thompson ...  Satisfactory  ...  Tolerable ... Bad ... ... Unsatisfactory
J. G. McCarty ...  Indifferent  ...  Unsatisfactory Unsatisfactory Fair ... ...
W. Dalby ... .,.  Fair  .., ...  Tolerable  ...  Tolerable  ...  Tolerable  ...
J. Smales... ... Indifferent  ...  Tolerable  ...  Satisfactory  ...  Unsatisfactory
L. G. W. C. Trotter Fair ... ...  Unsatisfactory Fair ... ... Unsatisfactory
... William Berry  ... Indifferent  ... Fair ... ...  Satisfactory  ... Tolerable ...
W.  C. Backhouse Bad ... ... Tolerable  ...  Tolerable Unsatisfactory
M. J. Mullins  ...  Satisfactory  ,.,  Satisfactory  ...  Satisfactory  ... Unsatisfactory
C. L. Stewart  ...  Satisfactory  ...  Fair  ... ...  Satisfactory  ...  Unsatisfactory
... Andrew  Thynne... Satisfactory  ...  Satisfactory  ...  Satisfactory  ...  Fair  ... ...
Frederick Allan... Indifferent  ...  Fair  ... ...  Satisfactory  ...  Unsatisfactory
A. S. Wallace ...  Fair  ... ...  Unsatisfactory Satisfactory  ...  Fair  ... ...
Order
French. German.
I
Mathematics, of
Merit.
History.
Order
of
Merit.
Tolerable ... 3
Unsatisfactory 14
Satisfactory ,.. 4
Satisfactory ... 7
Fair ... 11
Fair ... ... 15
Unsatisfactory 12
Fair ... ... 10
Unsatisfactory 13
Fair ... 6
Tolerable ... 16
Tolerable ... 5
Satisfactory
... 2
Satisfactory ... 1
Tolerable ... 9
Tolerable ... 8
SUBJECTS.- Examination  held on the 18th, 19th, and 27th  July.-Appendix B.
R. MACDONNELL,  Examiners.
J. G. ANDERSON,
J. C. HEUSSLER, R  xaminer in German.
Fair ... 6t
Satisfactory ... ... ...  4
Satisfactory  ... ... ... 5
3
Pair ... ...  2
Satisfactory ... ...
.. Tolerable .,. 6t... Fair ...
t Equal.
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Crown Lands  Office,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1866.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatthe undermentioned Runs have been surveyed,
and amended descriptions of the boundaries thereof
-prepared, for insertion in. the leases of the said
Runs.,
Any person who may consider his interest preju-
diced, by said amended descriptions must forward
his objections, in writing, to this Office before the
11th of November next.
Plans of these Runs may be seen, and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained, on application
at this Office.
The local Crown Lands Office has been furnished
with copies of the plans for inspection.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Retreat.
Claimant of Lease-R. Triffitt.
Estimated area-90 square miles.Amended scription for insertion in lease.
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over
R over IX on the Retreat Creek, close to the
Retreat Range ; bounded thence on the east by a
north line one mile and a half ; thence on the north
by a west line eighteen miles and a l&alf ; thence on
the west by a south line five miles, crossing Retreat
Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow over XXI ;
thence on the south by an east line eighteen miles
and forty chains ; thence again on the east by a
north line three miles and a half to the marked tree
hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Anakie Downs.
Claimant of Lease-R. Triffitt.
Estimated area-85 square miles.
Amended description for insertion  in lease.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of the
Retreat Run ; bounded thence on the east by a
south line for about five miles and a half to the
north-western boundary of the St. Helen's Run ;
thence on the south-east by a portion of that boun-
dary about three miles and a half to Anakie Creek,
at the northern corner of the Glendarriwill Run,
being a point about two miles thirty chains north
of a tree marked broad-arrow over XIV in
triangle, and also broad-arrow and star, on the
Nogoa River ; thence on the west by a north line
to the northern watershed of Anakie Creek ; thence
on the sonth by that watershed in a west direction
to Anakie Hill, where there is a tree marked with a
broad-arrow and a star ; thence again on the south-
east by a south-west line three miles sixteen chains;
thence on the south-west by a north-west line ten
miles and thirty chains to the south-western corner
of the Retreat Run ; and thence on the north by
the southern boundary of that run, being an east
line  eighteen miles and a half, to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Glendar.-riwill.
Claimant of Lease-J. B. Watt.
Estimated area-35 square miles.
Amended description for insertion  in lease.
Commencing at a point on a northern ana-branch
of the Nogoa River, where there is a tree marked
broad-arrow over N over XIV in triangle, and also
a broad-arrow and star ; bounded thence on the
east by a north line two miles thirty chains to
Anakie Creek ; thence on the north-west by a south-
west line  ten miles ; thence on the south-west by a
Routh-east  line about  six miles  twenty-four chains
to the Nogoa River, about thirty chains above a
tree on  the right bank marked broad-arrow over N
over  XIX in triangle ; thence on. the south-east by
that river downwards to the- marked tree herein-
before first  described.
Name of Run-No. 2, of Glendarriwill.
Claimant of Lease-J. B. Watt.
Estimated  area-42 square miles:
Amended description for insertion  iiv less:
Commencing at the northern corner of Glendar-
riwill Run on Anakie Creek ; bounded thence on the
east  by a north line to the northern watershed of
that creek ; bounded thence on the north-east by
said watershed in a north-westerly direction about
three miles to a tree marked broad-arrow over A
over V in triangle, and also MD conjoined ; bounded
thence on the north-west by a south- west line ten
miles and a half ; thence on the south-west by a
south-east line four miles sixteen chains to the
western corner of the Glendarriwill Run ; and
thence on the south -east  by the north- western,
boundary of that run, being a north-east  line ten
miles  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Borilla.
Claimant of Lease-J. B. Watt,
Estimated  area-85 square miles.
Amended description for insertion in, lease.
Commencing at a tree marked broad- arrow  over
A over V in triangle and also MD conjoined on the
northern watershed of Anakie Creek ; thence on
the north by that watershed in a westerly direction
to Anakie Hill, where there is a tree marked with a
broad-arrow and star ; thence on the north-west by
a south-west line twelve miles ; thence on the south-
west by a south-east line about fourteen  miles to a
tree marked broad-arrow over N over XXIII in
triangle on the Nogoa River ; thence on the south-
east by that river downwards to the southern
corner of Glendarriwill Run, being a point about
thirty chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over
N over XIX in triangle on the said river ; and
bounded thence on the north-east by the south-
western boundaries of the Glendarriwill and No. 2
Glendarriwill Runs, being a north-west line ten
miles  and a-half ; thence on the south-east by the
north-western boundary of the last mentioned run,
being a north-east line ten miles and a half to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-St. Helens.
Claimant of Lease-R. Triffitt.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Amended description for insertion  in lease.
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over
N over XIX, and also broad-arrow and star on a
northern ana-branch of the Nogoa River at the
eastern corner of the Glendarriwill Run ; bounded
thence on the west by a north line two miles thirty
chains to 4nakie Creek ; thence on the north-west
by -a north-east line about twelve miles and a-
quarter to the south-western boundary of' the-
Emerald Downs Run: thence on the north-east by
a portion of that boundary, being a south-east line
about four miles to the Nogoa River where there is
a tree marked with a broad-arrow and star  and also
MD conjoined ; thence on the south-east and south,
by that river upwards to the marked  tree herein-
before first described.
Name of Run-Emerald Downs.
Claimant of Lease-D. McPherson.
Estimated area-32 square miles.
Amended description for insertion  in lease.
Commencing at a point on the Nogoa River about
fifteen miles above the junction of Theresa Creek
where there is a tree marked with a broad-arrow
and star and also MD conjoined ; thence on the
south-east by that river downwards to a point five:
miles below the above-mentioned marked tree ;;
thence on the north-east by a north-west line about.
seven miles and a quarter to Retreat Creek ; thence'
on the north by that creek upwards about sixty-
chains- to a tree marked broad-arrow over Rover
III in triangle ; thence on the north-west by a'
line bearing south nine degrees west about five
miles and a quarter ; and thence- on the south-,
west by a south-east line five miles to the-mark-at
tree hereinbefore first described.
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Name of Run-Avoca.
Claimant of Lease-D. McPherson.
Estimated area-52 square miles.
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing at the eastern corner of the Emerald
Downs Run on the Nogoa River being a point five
miles below a tree marked broad-arrow-land star and
also MD conjoined ; bounded thence on the south-
west by the north-eastern boundary of Emerald
Downs Run being a north-west line seven miles
twenty chains to Retreat Creek at a point about
sixty chains below a tree marked broad-arrow over
R over III in triangle ; bounded thence on the
north by that creek downwards to its junction with
Theresa Creek ; thence again on the north by the
last mentioned creek to its junction with the Nogoa ;
thence on the south-east by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Kingower.
Claimant of Lease-D. McPherson.
Estimated area-21 square miles.
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing at a tree marked T on Theresa
Creek about six miles above its confluence with
Retreat Creek ; bounded thence on the north-west by
a south-west line five miles ; bounded thence on the
south-west byasouth-south-east line two miles thirty
chains to Retreat Creek about twenty chains, below a
tree marked broad-arrow over R over VI in triangle;
and thence on the south-east by that creek to its
junction with Theresa Creek ; thence on the north-
east by the last named creek upwards to the marked
tree hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Cullin-la-ringo No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-H. S. Wills.
Estimated area-ti square miles.
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing on the right bank of the Nogoa
River at the junction of Stony Creek ; and bounded
thence on the north by the Nogoa River upwards
for about five miles ; on the west by a line bearing
south about seven miles and a half passing through.
a spot five miles west of the junction of Stony-
Creek with the Nogoa River ; on the south by a
line bearing east to Stony Creek about five miles
and ten chains ; and on the east by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cullin-la-ringo No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-H. S. W-11s.
Estimated area-35 square miles.
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing on the right bank of the Nogoa
River at the junction of Spring Creek where there
is a tree marked broad-arrow over X over XVIII;
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
east six miles ten chains to the south-western
corner of the Cullin-la-ringo No. 1 Ran; thence on
the east by the western boundary of that run
being a north line seven miles and a-half to the
Nogoa River, passing through a spot five miles
west from the junction of Stony Creek with that
river; thence on the north and west by the Nogoa
River upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Coorabelle.
Claimant of Lease-Ii. S. Wills.
Estimated area-52 square miles.
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing on the right bank of the Nogoa
River at the junction of Spring Creek where there
is a tree marked broad-arrow over N over XVIII ;
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
east six miles and ten chains ; on the east by a line
bearing south seven miles fifty chains, crossing
Spring Creek about twenty chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over Z over III ; thence on
the south by a west line seven miles and a-quarter
to the Nogoa River at a tree marked broad-arrow
over N over XXII ; and thence on the west by theNogoa River downwards to thepoint of commence-
ment,
Name of Run-Perangiwa.
Claimant of Lease-H. S. Wills.
Estimated area-31 'square miles.
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing at a point on Stony Creek at the
south boundary of Cullin-la-ringo No. 1, being a
point 570 chains south from the junction of the
said creek with the Nogoa River ; and bounded
thence on the north by 'a line bearing west five
miles ten chains ; on the west by the eastern
boundary of Coorabelle Run, being a line bearing
south seven miles fifty chains crossing Spring Creek
about twenty chains below a tree marked broad-
arrow over Z over III; on the south by a line
bearing east to Stony Creek at a point where the
prolongation of said line would pass through a spot
twenty chains south from the summit of Mount
Promenade ; then on the east by Stony Creek
in a northerly direction about seven miles and a
half to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cullin-la-ringo No. 3.
Claimant of Lease- H. S. Wills.
Estimated area-48 square miles.
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
Nogoa River where there is a tree marked broad-
arrow over N over XXII., being the south-western
corner of the Coorabelle Run ; bounded thence on
the north by portion of the southern boundary of
that run, being an east line four miles and a-half ;
thence on the east by a line bearing south six
miles to Separation Creek, at the junction of
Gar.len Creek, where there is a tree marked
broad-arrow and star ; thence on the south by
Separation Creek about four miles westerly to its
junction with the Nogoa River ; thence on the west
by the Nogoa River downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Cullin-la-ringo No. 4,
Claimant of Lease-H. S. Wills.
Estimated area-42 square miles
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing at- the junction of Garden Creek
with Separation Creek being the south-eastern
corner of the Cullin-la-ringo No. 3 Run ; bounded
thence on the west by the eastern boundary of that
run being a north line six miles ; thence on the north
by a line bearing east about eight miles, crossing
Spring and Stony Creeks, to a spot twenty chains
south from the summit of Mount Promenade ; on
the east by the watershed separating the Nogoa
River from the Comet River bearing southerly to
the head of Separation Creek; on the south by that
creek. downwards in a westerly direction to the
point of commencement.
Name of Rum-Sclbridge
Claimant of Lease-J. L. Hay.
Estimated area-30 square miles.
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing on the right bank or Stony Creek
at a point five miles south. from its junction with
the Nogoa River, and bounded thence on the north
by the south boundary of Gindie No. 1 being a line
bearing east to the watershed separating the Nogoa
waters from those of the Comet, on the east by
said watershed bearing southerly about ten miles
to a point twenty 'chains south from the summit of
a remarkable hill called Mount Promenade ; on the
south by a line bearing west from said point to
Stony Creek; and on the west by the Stony Creek
downwards in a northerly direction about ten miles
to the point o{ commencement.
Name of Run-Gindie No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-P.F. MacDonald.Estimated area-25 square miles.
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing on the right bank of the Nogoa
River at the junction of Gindie Creek ; bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing east to the
watershed separating the Nogoa River from
tributaries of the Comet River ; on the east by said
watershed bearing southerly to the north-eastern
corner of the Selbridge Run ; on the south by the
northern boundary of that run, being a line bearing
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west to Stony Creek and passing through a spot
five miles south from the junction of Stony Creek
with  the Nogoa River ;  thence  on the west by
Stony Creek bearing northerly to the Nogoa
River about five miles ; thence on the north-west
by the Nogoa River downwards for about one and
a half miles to the junction of Gindie Creek ; the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Gindie No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-P. F. MacDonald.
Estimated area-30 square miles.
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing on the right bank of the Nogoa
River, at the junction of Gindie Creek ; bounded
thence on the south by the north boundary of
Gindie No. 1 Run, being a line bearing east to the
watershed separating the Nogoa River from the
Comet River ; bounded thence on the east by said
watershed in a north-easterly direction about five
miles and three-quarters ; on the north by a line
bearing west to the Nogoa River, at the junction
of Mosquito Creek ; and on the west by the Nogoa
River upwards in a south-westerly direction about
five miles and three-quarters to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Uranna No. 5.
Claimant of Lease-A. H. Richardson.
Estimated area-35 square miles.
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing at the junction of Cona with
Norwood Creek ; bounded thence on the south-west
by the first-named creek upwards to its junction
with Cairdbeign Creek ; thence by that creek
upwards about two miles and three-quarters, in a
direct line to a point where there is a tree marked
with a broad-arrow and star; thence on the north-
east by a lino bearing north sixty-three degrees
west about ten miles and a half to Norwood Creek,
where there is a tree marked with a broad-arrow
and star ; and thence on the north by that creek
downwards to its junction with Co" Creek, the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Uranna No. 4.
Claimant of Lease-A. H. Richardson.
Estimated area-26 square miles.
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing on Cona Creek, at a spot bearing
east from the summit of a remarkable hill near
Buckland's table land, and called Ben Cona; and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing east
to the watershed separating Cona Creek from
Friitag Creek ; on the east by said watershed
bearing northerly about eight miles ; then by a line
bearing north to Frei tag Creek, at a tree marked
F over If; thence by a line bearing north eight
degrees west about four mites thirty chains, crossing
Cypress Creek to a tree marked with a broad-arrow
and star on its right bank ; thence  by  a line bearing
north forty d. green west about one mile and a
quarter to Cairdbei ;;i Creek, where there is a tree
marked with a broad-arrow and star ; thence on
the north by Cairdbeign Creek downwards about
two and three-quarters miles to its junction with
Cona Creek ; thence on the west by Cona Creek
upwards about fourteen and a half mites to the
point of commencement. -
Name of Run-Cairdbeign.
Claimants of Lease-A. B. Buchanan and J.
!-Tenter.
Estimated area-3U square miles.
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing on Freitag Creek at a tree marked
F over If, and bounded thence on the south by a
line bearing east to the watershed separating the
Nogoa .River from the Comet River ; thence on the
east by said watershed bearing northerly about
seven miles ; on the north by the watershed sepa-
rating Cypress Creek from Cairdbeign Creek, bear-
ing westerly to a portion of the east boundary of
Uranna No. 4 ; thence on the south-west by portion
of that boundary, being a line bearing south forty
degrees east to a tree marked with a broad-arrow
and star, on the right bank of Cypress Creek ; and
thence on the west by a line bearing south eight
degrees east about four miles and thirty chains to
Freitag Creek at  the  point of commencement.
Name of Run-Buckleton.
Claimants of Lease-A. B. Buchanan and  J .
Hunter.
Estimated area-40 square miles.
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing at the summit of Ben Caird or
Rainworth Hill, and bounded thence on the north
by portion of the southern "boundary of Norwood,
bearing west-south-west about seven miles and
three-quarters ; thence on the south-west by a line
bearing south sixty-three degrees east six miles and
ten chains to a tree marked with a broad-arrow and
star, on the bank of Cairdbeign Creek ; thence by
a line bearing south forty degrees east about half a
mile to the watershed separating Cairdbein from
Cypress Creek ; on the south by the said' water-
shed in an easterly direction about six miles ; on
the east by the watershed separating the Nogoa-
River from the Comet River about five and a half
miles ; and again on the north by a spur range to
Ben Caird or Rainworth Hill, the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Wallaroo.
Claimants of Lease-A. and W. Busby.
Estimated area-72 square miles.
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing on Separation Creek at the junction
of Garden Creek where there is a tree marked with
a broad-arrow and a star, and situate about four and
a half miles above the junction of Separation Creek
with the Nogoa River ; and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing south-south-west about
nine miles and three quarters to Vandyke Creek ;
on the south-west by Vandyke Creek upwards in a
southerly direction about two and three quarter
miles ; on the south-east by the north-west boun-
dary of Osmondthorpe, being a line bearing north-
east from a point five miles north-west from the
junction of Vandyke Creek and Cona Creek to the
watershed separating the Nogoa River from the
Comet River ; on the north-east by said watershed
bearing northerly to the head of Separation Creek ;
and thence on the north by that creek downwards
from its source to the junction of Garden Creek, the
.point of commencement.
Name of Run-Osmondthorpe.
Claimants of Lease-A. and W. Busby.
Estimated area-70 square miles.
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing on Vandyke Creek at the junction
of Cona Creek, and bounded thence on the south-
east by the north-west boundary of Norwood run
being a line bearing north-east about fourteen miles
to the watershed separating the Nogoa River from
the Comet River ; on the east by said watershed
bearing northerly about six miles ; on the north-
west by the south-east boundary of Wallaroo,
being a line bearing south-west about sixteen miles
to Vandyke Creek at a point where the prolongation
of said line would pass through a spot four hundred
chains north-west from the junction of Vandyke
with Cona Creek ; and on the south-west by
Vandyke Creek upwards in a southerly direction
about five miles to the point of commencement.
N ame of Run-Yarrai No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-A. and W. Busby.
Estimated area-38 square miles.
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing at the junction of Vandyke Creek
and Cona Creek, and bounded thence on the south-
east by the north-west boundary of LTranna No. 6
being a line bearing south-west four miles and ten
chains ; on the south-west by a line bearing north-
west seven miles and fifteen chains to the Nogoa
River opposite to a tree marked brood-arrow over
N over XXXVI and situate near the upper end
of a large waterhole called Pelican Reach ; on the
north-west by the Nogoa River downwards about
seven miles to the junction of Vandyke Creek,
where there is a tree marked broad-arrow NV over
XX XIII ; and on the north-east by Vandyke
Creek upwards about eleven miles to the junction,
of Cona Creek, the point of commencement.
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Name of  Run-Emu  Plains,
Claimants  of Lease-A. and W. Busby.
Estimated  area-42 square miles.
Amended' description, for insertion  in lease.
Commencing on the right bank of the Nogoa
River opposite to a tree marked broad-arrow over
N' over XXXVI near the upper end of a large
waterhole called Pelican Reach ; and bounded
thence on the north-east by part of the south-west
boundary of Yarrai No. 2 bearing south-east five
miles, and  a-quarter ; on the south-east by a line
bearing south-west eleven miles seventy chains ;
on the west by a line bearing north to the Nogoa
River at the junction of Yellowberry Creek
apposite to a tree marked A on the left bank of a
large waterhole  ; on the north-west by the Nogoa
River downwards about eight miles. to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Freitag. 1
Claimants of Lease-A. B. Buchanan and J.
Hunter.
Estimated area-55 square miles.
Amen'led description for insertion  in lease.
Commencing on Freitag Creek at a tree marked
F over II, and bounded thence on the west by the
east boundary of Uranna 4 bearing south to the
watershed separating, Freitag Creek from Cona
Creek ; thence by that watershed southerly to
Buckland's table land; on the south by Buckland's
table land forming the watershed of Freitag Creek ;
on the east by the watershed separating the Nogoa
River from the Comet River bearing northerly ;
and on the north by a line bearing west about four
and a-half miles to Freitag Creek at the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Uranna No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-A. H. Richardson.
Estimated area-40 square miles.
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing on Cona Creek, and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing west about
eight miles crossing the summit of a hill called
Ben-cona, and terminating at a point bearing south-
east  from the junction of Spring Creek and Van-
dyke Creek ; on the south-west by the north-east
boundary of Vandyke Creek Run bearing north-
west about two and a-half miles ; on the north-
west  by the south-east boundary of Uranna 2,
bearing north-east, eight and a quarter miles to
Cona Creek ; and on the east by Cona Creek
upwards to the point of commencement about nine
miles.
Name of Run -Uranna No 2.
Claimant of Lease-A. H. Richardson.
Estimated area-47 square miles.
Amended description for insertion in lease.
Commencing at the junction of Vandyke Creek
and Spring t'I•ce , and bounded thence on the
north-kve.,t by the south-east boundary of Uranna
No. 3, being a line bearing north-east about ten
miles fifty chains to ;Cona trunk at a point fifteen
chains above the junction of Cairdbeign Creek ; on
the east by Cone Creek upwards about five and
a-half miles in a southerly direction ; on the south-
east by the north-west boundary of Uranna No. 1,
being a line bearing south-west about eight miles
and a-quarter ; on the south-west by part of the
north-east boundary of Vandyke Creek Run, being
a line bearing north-west five miles to the junction
of Vandyke Creek with Spring Creek, the point
of commencement.
Name of E un-Uranna No. 3.
Claimant of Lease-A. H. Richardson.
Estimated area-40 square miles.
Amended description for insertion, in lease.
Commencing at the junction of Vandyke Creek
and Spring Creek, and bounded • thence on the
south-east by the north-west boundary of Uranna
No. 2, being a line bearing north-east about ten
miles fifty chains to Cona Creek, at a point fifteen
chains above the junction of Cairdbeign Creek ; on
the north-east by Cona Creek downwards in a north-
west direction ; on the north-west by the south-
west boundary of UrannaNo. 6, being a line
bearin g south-went about seven miles and three-
quarters , crossing Vandyke Creek,  and terminating
at a• point  four hundred chains  north-west  from the
junction  of Vandyke Creek with, Spring Creek ;
and on the south-west by a line bearing  south-east
five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Uranna No. 6.
Claimant of Lease-A. H. Richardson.
Estimated  area-43 square miles.
Amended description for insertion  in lease.
Commencing at the junction. of Vandyke Creek
with Cona Creek, and bounded thence' on, the north-
west by a. line bearing south-west five miles fifty
chains ; on the south-west by a line  bearing , south-
east six miles  ; on the south-east by  a line beaxing
north-east about seven  miles  and three- quarters-,
crossing Vandyke Creek to Cona. Creek ; and on
the north-east by Cona Creek downwards to the
junction of Vandyke Creek, the  point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Norwood.
Claimants of Lease-A. and W. Busby.
Area-76 square miles.
Amended description for insertion  in lease.
Commencing at the junction of Cona Creek with
Vandyke Creek, and bounded thence on the north..
west by a line bearing north-east about fourteen
miles to the watershed separating the tributaries of
the Nogoa River from those of the Comet River ;
on the north-east by said watershed south-easterly
about eight  miles ; on  the south-east by a spur
range to " Bencaird," or " Rainworth Hill," about
four miles ; then by a line bearing west-south-west
about seven  miles  and three-quarters to the north-
east boundary of Uranna No. 5 ; on the south-west
by the said boundary of Uranna 5, bearing north
twenty-five degrees west about four miles thirty
chains to Norwood Creek, where there  is a tree
marked broad-arrow and star ; then by Norwood
Creek down to its junction with Cona Creek, and
by Cona Creek downwards to the junction with
Vandyke Creek, the point of commencement.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1866.It is hereby notified or general information, that
His .Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to direct
that the portions of land hereinafter described,
shall be reserved for public purposes, and excluded
from the leases of the respective runs of which they
now form a part.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
DESCRIPTION OF TOWN SITE OF MORADY RESERVE,
No. 51, DARLING DOWNS. '
Six square miles, commencing at `he junction of
Moraby Creek and Dogwood Creek, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing west one mile ; on the
west by a life bearing north three miles ; on the north
by a line bearing east about three and a quarter miles
to Dogwood Creek ; and on the east by Dogwood Creek
downwards to the junction of Moraby Creek, the point
of commencement.
This reserve is included in the original run called
Goondool.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION OF TOWN RESERVE ON THE
WARRLGO RIVER, WARRLGO  DISTRICT-6,150  ACRES.
Commencing on the Warrego River at the point
where the north boundary line of the reserve (Proclaimed
in the  Government Gazette,  No. 37, of 1866), crosses that
river, and bounded thence on part of the north by a
line bearing west; on the west by a line bearing south
two hundred and forty chains, passing through a point
about thirty chains west from the south-east corner of
Wallal Run ; on the south by a line bearing east two
hundred and forty chains ; on the east by a line bearing
north to the Warrego River, and on the remainder of
the north by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
TOWN RFSERVE ON CLERKE'S CREEK, MARANOA
DISTRICT-4 SQUARE MILES.
Commencing on Clerke's Creek at a tree marked 2 in
triangle, situated about five miles north-westerly from
the confluence of Clerke's and Bungeworgrai Creek, and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing east two
miles ; on the east by a line bearing south two miles; on the
south by  a line  bearing west' two miles, and on- the- west
by at line bearing north, two miles to the point of corn
mencement.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1866.
J
r  is hereby notified for general information, that the Tender of the undermentioned party has been
accepted for the Run of Crown Lands specified in connection with his name.
This Tender is accepted subject to the provisions of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.'
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Estimated
Applicant. Run. area in Rent. Premium.
square miles.
DATE OF EXPI-
RATION OF
LEASE.
£ s. d.
P. F. Mac Donald ,  transferred to H. S . Wills Cullin -  la - ringo 42  ... £ 21 ... Nil  ...  21 0 0
No. 4
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
Commencing at the junction of Garden Creek with Separation Creek, being the south -eastern  corner of the
Cullin-la-ringo No. 3 Run ; bounded thence on the west by the eastern boundary of that run being a north  line six
miles ; thence on the north by a line bearing east about eight miles crossing Spring and Stony Creeks, to a spot twenty
chains south from the summit of Mount Promenade ; on the east by the watershed separating the Nogoa River from
the Comet River bearing southerly to the head of Separation Creek ; on the south by that creek downwards in a
westerly direction to the point of commencement. _
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1866.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to direct that in accordance with the provisions of the  Pastoral,
Leases Act of  1863, the unexpired terms of the Leases of the Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described,
which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, shall be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the
Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 1st day of October, 1863.
The Upset Price shall be Ten Shillings per square mile, according to the estimated area in each
case, and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the periods of the leases that may be current
at the time of sale, ending respectively as follows :-Hogonthulla No. 3, first term of four years ending
30th June,  1868;  Lower Maranoa No. 1, second term of five years ending 31st December, 1868.
The -rent of each block respectively for the succeeding terms of the leases, as per schedule annexed
after the above dates will be appraised as provided in the 24th clause of the above-mentioned Act, or the
Pastoral Assessment Act  of 1864.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's Rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each block.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below, shall be allowed six months
to stock the country, failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon, as
prescribed by the Act, the Lease may be cancelled.
The instruments of Lease will be delivered to the purchaser, on receipt through the local
Commissioner, of a declaration that the Run has been stocked in accordance with the provisions of the
Pastoral Leases Act.  E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE  AT" THE AUCTION ROOMS OF ARTHOR MARTIN,  QUEEN STREET ,  BRISBANE ,  OF THE FOLLOWING
RUNS, ON MONDAY,  THE 1ST DAY OF OCTOBER, 1866.
NAME OF RUN.
F
0
DISTRICT.
ca
tW
tax
G C
a 
DESCRIPTION OF BOUNDARIES.
1 IIogonthulla, Warrego 63 Commencing at a gum tree marked All under
No.3 broad-arrow in triangle on right bank of the
Hogonthulla Creek, ten miles above its confluence
with the Warrego River, bounded thence on the
west by a north line about ten miles and a quarter
to the Warrego !liver, at a spot about fifty chains
west of an apple tree marked broad-arrow in
triangle ; thence on the north by the aforesaid
river upwards five miles east in a right line;
thence on the east by a south line about twelve
miles seventy chains to tlle Hogonthulla Creek, at
a box tree marked AIiI under broad-arrow in
triangle ; thence on the south by the last named
creek downwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described.
2 LowerMaranoa, Maranoa 25 Commencing at a point at the left bank of the Lower
No. 1 Maranoa River, where there is a gum sapling
marked DV under broad-arrow in triangle, being
also the southern corner of Drysdale Ponds No. 5
Run; bounded thence on the north-west by a
north-east line six miles and seven chains ; and
thence on ; he north-east by a south-east line
fi ve miles; thence on the south-east by a south-
west line five miles and sixty-six chains to the
Maranoa River, at a bastard gum tree marked MI
under broad-arrow in triangle, being also the
western corner of the Clearwater Run, and thence
on the south-west by the said river upwards to the
marked tree hereinbetore first described.
A
4 ;1H
a a
a a
12 years
7 years
UPSET
PRICE
PER
SQUARE
MILE.
Total
Amount.
w
0PH P+W
8. £ 8. d.
30 June, 1878 10 18 18 0
31 December,  10 7 10 0
1373
1
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1866.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into theTreasury the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the 'said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee .  Name of Run.
R. Triffit
Ditto
J. B. Watt ... ...
Ditto ... _
Ditto ... ,..
R. Triffit ...
H. S. Wills ... ,.,
Ditto ...
Ditto ... .,,
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,.. ...
J. L. Hay
P. F. MacDonald ...
Ditto .. ..,
A. H. Richardson ...
Ditto ...
Buchanan and Hunter
Ditto ... ,..
A. and W. Busby ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Buchanan and Hunter
A. H. Richardson ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto  ...
A. and W. Busby ,..
C. H. Humphrey ,..
Retreat ,.. ...
Anakie Downs ...
Glendarriwill ...
No. 2 of Glendarriwill
Borilla ... ...
St. Helens...
Cullin-la-ringo No. 1
Cullin-la-ringo No. 2
Coorabelle ...
Perangiwa...  ...
Cullin-la-ringo No. 3
Cullin-la-ringo No. 4
Selbridge ... ,..
Gindie No. 1
Gindie No. 2 .,.
Uranna No. 4 . , .
Uranna No. 5 ...
Cairdbeign , . .
Buckleton ... ...
Wallaroo ... ...
Osmondthorpe ...
Yarrai No. 2 ...
Emu Plains ...
FreitagUranra No. 1  ...
Uranna No. 2 .,,
Uranna No. 3 ...
Uranna No. 6 ...
Norwood ,.,
Jingidilla ... ..,
District.
Leichhardt ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,.,
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ..,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto  ...
ditto ...
ditto ..,
ditto ,..
ditto ...
ditto ,,,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Warrego
Area, square
miles. Amount.
£ s. d.
90  27 0 0
85 25 10 0
35 10 10 0
42 12 12 0
85 25 10 0
75 22 10 0
41 12 6 0
35 10 10  0-
52  15 12 0
31 9 6 0
48 14 8 0
42 12 12 0
30 9 0 0
25 7 10 0
30 9 0 0
26 7  16 0
35 10 10 0
30 9 0 0
40 12 0 0
72  2112 0
70 21 0 0
38 11 8 0
42 12 12 0
55 16 10 0
40 12 0 0
47 14 2 0
40 12 0 0
43 12 18 0
76 22 16 0
39 11 14 0
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1866.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into theTreasury the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th clause of the  Act 27  Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause., which declares, that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee.
John Brown Watt and John Young
Ditto ,,, ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... . . . ...
Ditto ... ... ...
A. Walker and J. McLaren... ... ... ...
A. H. Richardson ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto .. ... ... ... ... ...
Andrew Scott... ... ... .. , ... ...
Ditto .. ... ... ... ... ...
Thomas -11cllwraith and Jos. C. Smyth .., ,..
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
W. C. Mayne, junr., E. C. Mayne, and C. J. Forbes
H. L. Low ... ...
J. Fraser, C. Brown, and J. M. Brown ... ...
Ditto ...  ...  ... ...
R. A. A. Morehead and M. Young... ...
Ditto . ,.. ,,. ... .. ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto .. ... .. ... ...
H. E. A. Allan, J. R. Street, and H. Norton
Ditto ... ... . , . ...
F. N. Berne ...
Naive  of Rau.  District.
Toarlci.e , . ,  ...G1111-nowin ...
Cooin,bah ...
1.'amaroo ...
h.idgeland
C unable
N arr an ... ( ...
Durran Downs.,,
Slate  Hills ...
1 ougldie ...
Mi rtleville
Ravenswood .,.
Y'arran .., ,..
Malta ... ...
Woura .., ...
Famine ..,
Centre ..
IN ive  Downs i, rest
Back Run ...
r arford.,,
Belstead
Dunstan
Westbourlie ...
Area.. Amount.
sq miles £ s. ci.
Leichhardt  .,,  25 7 10 0
ditto ... ... 44 1.3 4 0
ditto ... .... 25 7 10 0
ditto ... 38 11 8 0
ditto .., 16 4 16 0
ditto  ...  ... 40 12 0 0
ditto  ...  35 10 10 0
ditto .., . .. 78 23 8 0
ditto ... 55 16 10 0
ditto ... , , . 42 12 1.2 0
Maranoa .. .  80 24 0 0
ditto  ... ...  39 11 14 0
'Warrego  ,.,  25 7  10 0
ditto .., ... 50 15 0 0
ditto ... ... 42 12 12 0
ditto .., .. .  49 14 14 0
ditto ., 57 17 2 0
ditto ... ... 59 17 14 0
ditto ... ,.. 100 30 0 0
ditto ... ... 69 20 14 0
ditto ... 72 21 12 0
ditto ...  ... !  69 20 14 0
ditto ... .. . !  25  1,  7 10 0
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Crown Lands Of*,
Brisbane ,  12th July, 1866.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.
9IIIE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned  Runs are  hereby  required  to pay forthwith  into the
1Treasury, the amounts specified in connection with their respective  Runs ,  in accordance with the
provisions  of the 49th  clause  of the  Act 27  Victoria, No. 17.
Attention  is called  to the said  clause ,  which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification  in  Government  Gazette ,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee.
John Brewster ...
Arthur Cole Bailey ...
A. H. Richardson
Ditto ...
Mort, Cameron, and Buchanan
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
J. and C. Allingham
Ditto ..
The Trust & Agency Company of Australasia
J. and C. Allingham... ... ... ...
The Trust & Agency Company of Australasia
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender
Robert Stewart ... ...
Ditto  ...  ... ...
Cain, Maguire, and Ricards, junr ...
James Fenwick and Co.
Cain, Maguire, and Ricards, junr.
Ditto ...
James, Fenwick and Co .
Cain, Maguire, and Rickards, ,junr.
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender
Joseph Hann...
Ditto ... ... ...
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto . ... ...
Daniel Cudmore ... ... ...
Ditto ... .. ... ...
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto .. ... ... ... ...
Joseph Hann... ... ... ...
James Gibson ... ... ...
W. G. Walker ... ... ...
J. C. and R. Sanders
James Gibson
J. C. and R. Sanders ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ...
Alexander F Sullivan
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...  ... ... ... ...
Ditto .. . ... ... ... ...
Robert  Tooth .. .
The Corporation  styled The  Bank of Aus-
tralasia
Name of Run.
Corriesdale ...
The Plains ...
Eumara ...
Kinyah ...
Hillgrove ...
Gara ... ...
Westerage ...
Gordon Plains
Rimbanda ...
Red Bluff ...
Ban Ban ...
Birdbush ...
Chance Hays ...
No. 1 Southwick
No. 3 ditto ...
Nulla Nulla ...
Ditto No. 2 ...
Tallegulla No. 1
Ditto No. 2
Ditto No.  3
Nulla Nulla No. 3
Thorngrove ...
Rockwood ...
Ravenswood ...
Lolworth No. 1
Ditto No. 2
Ditto No.  3
Niall
Tara ...
Wall ... ...
Maryvale ...
Kangerong
Malmesbury ...
Kinlock No. 2
Wan do Vale...
Newburgh No. 1
Ditto No. 2
Kinlock No. 1
Yering... ...
Craigie
Therriebooboo
Warrah Warrah
Buloo ...
Koolah
Havelock ...
Charlestown ...
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
Area in
District, square Amount.
Miles.
£  S.
North K ennedy 55 16 10
Ditto... ...  48 14 8
Ditto... ... 25 7 10
Ditto ... ...  28 8 8
Ditto... ... 49 14 14
Ditto... ... 25 7 10
Ditto... 47 14 2
Ditto... 41 12 6
Ditto... 32 9 12
Ditto...  ... 75 22  10
Ditto... ...  31 9 6
Ditto ... ... 75 22 10
Ditto... ...  52 15 12
Ditto... ... 60 18 0
Ditto... ... 90 27 0
Ditto... ... 75 22 10
Ditto... ... 51 15 6
Ditto... ... 45 13 10
Ditto... ...  33 9 18
Ditto... ... 42 12 12
Ditto... ... 72 21 12
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 47 14 2
Ditto... ... 45 13 10
Ditto... ... 36 10 16
Ditto... ... 34 10 4
Ditto... 35 10 10
Ditto... ...  128 38 8
Ditto... 112 33 12
Ditto... ... 42 12 12
Ditto... ... 75 22 10
Ditto... ... 85 25 10
Ditto... ..  50 15 6
Ditto... ... 106 31 16
Ditto... ... 103 30 18
Ditto... ...  37 11 2
Ditto... ... 44 13 4
Ditto... ...  33 9 18
Ditto ... ... 109 3214
Ditto... ... 59 17 14
Warrego ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 75  22  10
Maranoa .., 35 10 10
Ditto... ... 100 30 0
I1AIE
Notice that application  has been  made to bring the  Land described below under the
provisions of the teal Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring  to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney,  a Caveat in form B . of said Act,  on or before the day named.
F. O. DAR'VALL,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Proprietor. Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged
Allotment 13 of section  1, containing 36 perches  ;  George Edmondstone  ...  11th September, 18436.
county, Stanley; parish and town, North  Brisbane
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N accordance  with the provisions  of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173,  it is  notified that the
undermentioned Deeds of Assignment have been registered in this Office :-
No. Date of Deed .  Names and  Description  of Parties . Nature and Effect ofDeed Date of Registration..
52 19th July, 1866 Between David Groom, of Toowoomba, in the
Colony of Queensland, baker and grocer, of the
first part ; Alfred Thomas Rees, a member of
the firm of Limmer, Rees, and Robinson, of
Toowoomba aforesaid, storekeepers, and John
Britty North, of Toowoomba aforesaid,
auctioneer (trustees for the purposes in the
Deed of Assignment mentioned), of the second
part ; and the several persons and bodies
corporate who have, by themselves or their
agents, executed the said Deed of Assignment,
being creditors of the said David Groom,
and whose names are mentioned in the
schedule attached to the said Deed of Assign-
ment, of the third part.
53 4th August, 1866. Between Henry Montague Cockburn, of Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland, auctioneer, of
the first part ; William John Taylor, of
Ipswich aforesaid, bank manager, and
Frederick Augustus Forbes, of Ipswich afore-
said, gentleman, (trustees for the purposes in
the Deed of Assignment mentioned), of the
second part; and the several persons who
have, by themselves or their agents, executed
the said Deed of Assignment, being creditors
of the said Henry Montague Cockburn, and
whose names are mentioned in the schedule
attached to the said Deed of Assignment, of
the third part.
54 9th August, 1866. Between Archibald Alfred Wood, of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, plumber, of the
first part ; John Pettigrew, of Ipswich, in the
said colony, storekeeper, and James Foote, of
Ipswich, aforesaid, storekeeper, (trustees for
the purposes in the Deed of Assignment
mentioned), of the second part ; and the
several persons and bodies corporate who
have, by themselves  or their agents , executed
the said Deed of Assignment, being creditors
of the said Archibald Alfred Wood, and
whose names are ' mentioned in the schedule
attached to the said Deed of Assignment, of
the third part.
'.town Clerk ... 100
Town Surveyor 75
Working Overseer...  75
Rate Collector ... 26
Assessors  ... ...  60
1J
ITATEMENT of the RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS by the COUNCIL of the MUNICIPALITY Of
BOWEN, for the Half-year ending the 30th JUNE, 1866.
RECEIPTS.
£ s.
To cash on hand  ... ... ... ...  10 12
Balance in Bank  ... ... ...  471 12
„ Government Endowments-
On Land  Sales  for 1865 £243 3 0
On rates to 31st Decem-
• her, 1865  ... ...  437 8 6
To Tender  Forms ...
„ Dray  licenses  ... ... ...
„ Fines for contravening  municipal bye-
,, Rates
By Petty expenses ...
„ Balance in Bank
„ Cash on hand ...
„ Imple""4ents ...
„ Incidental expenses
„ Salaries-
Deed of Assignment  Lodged at the
of all the estate office of the
and effects of the Supreme Court,
said David Grooxn, this 8th day of
in trust for  the August, A.D.
benefit of the 1866, and en-
creditors of the tered same day.
said David Groom.
Deed of Assign- Lodged at the
ment of all the ' office of the
estate and effects Supreme Court,
of the sail Henry this 9th day of
Montague Cock- August, A.D.
burn, in trust for 1866, and en-
the benefit of the tered same day.
creditors of the
said  Henry Mon-
tague Cockburn.
Deed of Assignment Lodged at the
of all the estate office of the
and effects of the Supreme Court,
said Archibald this 9th day of
Alfred Wood, in August, A.D.
trust for the 1866, and en-
benefit of the terel same day.
creditors of the
said Archibald
Alfred Wood.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar  of the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
DIsBURSEMENTS.
d.
3 By stationery ... ...
8 Dalrymple  street :..
George street
„ Sinclair street ... ...
Gregory street ...
Quay street ...
680 11 6 „ Herbert street ... ...
0 4 6 „ William street ... ...
2 0 0 „ Powell street
Building  account ...
7 19 6 „ Timber
173 5 0  „  Horse expenses ...
Printing and advertising
£1,346 5 5 11
£ s. d.
3 9 6
19 7 3
80 4 0
1 11 6
29 15 0
5 8 6
32 11 0
47 18 0
11 11 0
67 2 3
0 9 0
17 17 9
66 8 6
39 15 3
7 1 5
0 0
0 0
0 0
5 6
0 0
336 5 6
5 1 0
565 3 3
... 19 5 9
£1,346 5 5
R. H. SMITH, Town Clerk. J. A. MACLEOD, Mayor.
We have examined the Books and Vouchers of the Bowen Municipality, and found them
correct.
W. PINRERTON CUTIIB3+ RT, Auditors.Bowen, July 21st, 1865. WILLIA M MARSH,
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STATEMENT of INCOME and EXPENDITUREHalf-year ending 30th June, 1866.
Dr.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
of the MUNICIPALITY Of MARYBOROUGH, for the
Cr.
£ s. ,d. £ s. d,
1st January, 1866.
To Balance from last half-year 22 16 8
1st January, 1866.
By Balance 3,000 0 0
„ Balance Commercial Bank 30th June, 1866.
account ... . ... 1 36 14 4  South Ward.
30th June, 1866. By Wharf account ... ...  28 6 5
To Rates collected during half- „ Kent street ... ... 246 17 6
year ... ... 122 15 6  „ March street ... ...  22 12 6
Rent, Princes Ferry 27 10 0  Wharf street ... ... 11 13 4
„ Endowment  on, land sales 309 9 9
to 31st December, 1865... 313 4 6 East Ward.
„ Endowment on rates col- By Lennox street ... ...  125 3 8
lected  to 31st  December, Bazaar street  ...  32 16 6
1865  ... ...  725 5 6 Sussex street  North and1,038 10 0 South ... ... ... 39 0 0
To Wharfage dues ... 144 0 11 „ Toll bar ... ... ... 21 0 0
Balance from ball com- 218 0 2
mittee ... ... 12 4 9 West Ward.
Loan from Government .. 3,000 0 0 By Lennox street 7 0 0
Promissory note discounted 100 0 0 „ Adelaide street ... ... 1 1 6
Alice street ... ... 241 12 1
Ann street ... ... ... 30 0 0
„ Fort street... ... ... 7 6 3
Victoria ferry ... ... 11 19 0
Bazaar  street ... ... 9 14 6
308 13 4
By Miscellaneous account ... 14 2 10
Tools, &c., ... 25 6 10
Repairs to tools ... 21 12 9
„ General repairs 4 15 0
Advertising, printing, &c. 30 11 3
Solicitor's account.., ... 46 14 8
Rent, chambers ... ... 27 10 0
„ Town Clerk's salary ... 50 17 17
Town Surveyor ... ... 116 13 4
„ Wharf Clerk ... ... 18 15 0
„ Rate Collector, commission 14 8 3
„ Inspector Nuisances salary 6 6 0
207 0 5
By Incidental expenses ... 8 19 2
„ Interest on Government
loan ... ... 78 410
Promissory note paid ... 100 0 0
„ Discount on promissory
note ... ... ... 0 12 10
By Balance in Commercial
Bank ... ... ...
178 17 8
202 18 4
£4,60412 2 £4,60412 2
I hereby certify the above statement to be correct.
THOMAS HOLME, Town Clerk. H. PALMER, Mayor.
We hereby certify that we have examined the books of account, and vouchers connected therewith,
kept by the Municipal Council of Maryborough, and that the above statement corresponds therewith.
Maryborough, 25th July, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
INNER ROUTE TO TORRES' STRAITS.THE following Beacons have been erected forthe Queensland Government by H.M.S.
"Salamander," for the guidance of vessels taking
the Inner Route, viz.: -
d. Reef, Princess Charlotte's Bay.-Lat. 14° 7'  30" S.,
on the S.W. end of the sand bank, a beacon facing east
and west, with large D painted white on a black ground.
y. Reef, off Cape Direction.-Lat.  12° 49' S., a black
rectangular beacon is placed on the western  edge of
this reef. The sand shown on the chart is covered at
high water.
d. Reef, off Monkhouse Point.-Lat.  15° 30' 30". A
screw pile-on which a beacon is about to be erected-is
placed on the western edge of this reef.
Mariners are cautioned that two coral patches
have been reported as lying between Nos. 1 and 2
Claremont Islands and the shoal off the mainland,
-in the neighborhood of the course laid down on
the Admiralty charts as that which should be used
at night. It is recommended, therefore, that at
night a course should be steered so as to pass to
the eastward of the above islands.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
WILLIAM KEITH , Auditors.
EDW. H. HUNTER,
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MORETON BAY-BRISBANE RIVER.
ON and after this date, a light will be exhibitedfrom Lytton, which will be visible from the
beacon immediately above Luggage Point :-east-
ward, to the Fishermen Islands. Vessels passing
up the river should keep Luggage Point within two
ship's lengths, until the small gap through the
mangroves above the point is opened ; they should
then haul up and steer direct for the light at
Lytton, until the large black buoy off the Boat
Channel is sighted, after passing which, they can
shape a course up the river as usual.
Vessels steering up the river, towards Lytton
will, while keeping this light in sight, be clear of
the bank, and the two red buoys on the west side
of the channel.
By order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH,  Lieut. R.N.,
Portm.aster.
Port Office, 18th July, 1866. 1 Port Office, July 10th, 1866.
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NOTICE.
ON the day of departure of each steamer fromthis Port, the Agent for the vessel is required
to give notice to the Chief Clerk, in the Long
Room, of the hour at which she is to leave the
Wharf, and no goods intended for exportation
from the Colony shall be shipped on board any
steamer previously to due entries for the same
being passed, under the 34th section, 9 Victoria,
No. 15.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 6tb August, 1866.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a General
L  11  Meeting of the Justices for the Police
District of Rockhampton, will be held at the Court
House, Rockhampton, at Ten o'clock, on the 11th
day of September, 1866, for the purpose of granting
Hawkers and Pedlars' Licenses.
FRANK N. BEDDEK,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Rockhampton, 6th August, 1866.
1TOTICE is  hereby given ,  that a Special
Petty Sessions wi ll  be held  at the Court
House, Rockhampton ,  on the  11th day of
September ,  1866, at Noon ,  for the purpose of
granting Publicans '  Licenses.
FRANK N. BEDDEK,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Office,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1866.
PHILPOTT v. BARROW.
Jl 0
ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff in
the above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest, of, in, and to. all that piece or
parcel of Land, containing by admeasurement
1 rood 35 perches, be the same more or less,
situated in the town of Maryborough, parish of
Maryborough, being allotment 10 of section 53,-
commencing in Fort street at the north-east corner
of allotment 9, and bounded thence on the south-
east by that street by a line bearing north 300  30'
east 1 chain ; on the north-east by the south-west
boundary line of allotments 11 and 12 to a lane 4
chains and 70 links ; on the north-west by that lane
by a line bearing south 30° 30' west 1 chain ; and
on the south-west by the north-east boundary of
allotment 9 aforesaid, 4 chains and 70 links to the
point of commencement.
On the above is erected a substantial dwelling-
house with detached kitchen. The whole property
is secured with a two-rail fence.
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at the Royal Hotel, Maryborough,
on TUESDAY, the Eleventh day of September
next, at Twelve o'clock noon, unless this execution
is previously satisfied.
EDWARD HACKING,
Under Sheriff.
Rockhampton, 6th August, 1866.
METROPOLITAN DISTRICT COURT. In the Su reme Court of Queensland
NOTICE is hereby given, that this Court willbe holden, in its Criminal and Civil Jurisdic-
p .
IN INSOLVENCY.
tions at the undermentioned laces on dates as In the Insolvent Estate of Henr Russell of, p ,follow:-- ,ySouth Brisbane.
BRISBANE : HEREAS the said He r Russ ll wasonCriminal Jurisdiction
Civil Jurisdiction ...
...
...
13 August, 1866
15 August „
y ,n eW 1' the 30th day of July, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent I hereby appoint a Third
Irswien :
,
.Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Criminal Jurisdiction ... 22 August Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
Civil Jurisdiction ... ... 23 August the 13th day of September, A.D. 1866, to commence
ToowooMnA : at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Criminal Jurisdiction . . 28 August Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
Civil Jurisdiction ...
.
30 August direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
WARWICK :
for his Certificate.
Criminal Jurisdiction ... 4 September
Civil Jurisdiction ... ... 5 September
At which times all jurors, witnesses, and others
are requested to attend.
HENRY A. ELIOTT,
Registrar, Metropolitan District Court.
OTICE.-His Honor the Judge of the North-
ern District Court, has been pleased to
appoint Mr. B. F. DOWDESWELL, to be Bailiff of
the said Court, at Clermont. Such appointment to
date from the 19th May, 1866.
WM. CAVE,
Clermont, 23rd July, 1866.
Registrar.
QUEENSLAND  GOVERNMENT  GAZETTE.
THE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillings
_l.. per  quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
. Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, Ist February. 1866.
Dated at Brisbane the 9th day of August, A.D.1866,
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER PIAFF,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent {Estate of William Causebrook
Giles, late of Maryborough.
WHEREAS the said William Causebrook Giles
was, on the 27th day of June, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 13th day of September, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 6th day of August, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER RIFF,
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Robert Cairncross, of
Brisbane.
WHEREAS the  said Robert Cairncross  was,
YV1 on the 29th day of June, A.D.  1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public  Sitting, to  be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 10th day of September ,  A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o 'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 9th day of August, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAF F, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas C. Drew, of
Brisbane, chemist.
WHEREAS the said _ Thomas C. Drew was, on
the 30th day of July, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the 13th
day of September, A.D. 1866, to commence'at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvent,
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct, for the
Insolvent to make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 9th day of August,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WM. PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Wm. Partridge, of
Ipswich, carpenter.
WHEREAS the said Wm. Partridge was,
on the 25th day of July, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, 1 hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 13th day of September, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 7th day of August, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Armstrong, of
Brisbane, china dealer.
W
HEREAS the said James Armstrong was, on
the 30th day of July, A.D. 1866, adjudged to
be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the
13th day of September, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at ;3risbane, the 7th day of August, A.D.
1866. -
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PrcKERINTG, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Hardie and AVienholt,
of Fassifern.W% THEREAS the said John Hardie and Arthur''  W ienholt were, on the 6th day of August,
A.D. 1866, adjudged to be Insolvent, I hereby
appoint MONDAY, the 13th day of August, for
the Insolvents to come in and be examined ; and a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 13th day of August, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vents up to the time of passing their last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvents; and a
Second Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place,
on THURSDAY, the 13th' day of September, A.D,
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 6th day of August,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAF F, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Charles Becker, of
Gibbon's Canip, storekeeper. ,WHEREAS the said Charles Becker was, onthe 3rd day of August, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 13th day of August, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the , Insolvent up to the time of
passing its last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 17th
day of September, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 6th day of August, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P.LUTWYCHE,
WM. PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Codner Drew,
of Brisbane, chemist and druggist.WIII+REAS the said Thomas C. Drew was, on the 30th day ofJuly, A. . 1866, adjudged to
be an insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURS-
DAY, the 9th day of August, A.D. 1866, to com-
mence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
I Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 10th day of' Se tember, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 6th day of August, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John McDonald, of
North Ipswich, storekeeper.
WHEREAS the said John McDonald was,on the 3rd d y of August, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 13th day of August, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on TITURS-
DAY, the 13th day of September, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for such other matters
connected with the estate as may be required to be
brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 6th day of August, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of W. M. McDonald and
Co., of Fountain's Camp, storekeepers.
HEREAS the said firm of W. M. McDonald
and Co. was, on the 3rd day of August, A.D.
1866, adjudged to be Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 13th day of August, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvents up to the
time of passing their last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvents ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 13th day of September, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 6th day of August, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.T ARE NOTICE that Plans of Distribution in1 the undermentioned Estates now lie in my
office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane, for the
inspection of Creditors ; and any Creditor or other
person interested therein, objecting to the confir-
mation thereof, must lodge a caveat in the said
office, stating the grounds of such their objections,
on or before the twenty-fourth day of August
instant next, otherwise the said plans of distribu-
tions will, on Monday, the twenty-seventh day of
August, be confirmed.
Insolvent Estate of W. H. Palmer, 2nd dividend,
Is. 3d. in the £.
Insolvent Estate of Grenfell and Co., 1st
dividend, 4s. in the £.
Insolvent Estate of Z. Skyring, 1st dividend, 2s.
in the £.
Insolvent Estate of T. Taylor, 1st dividend,
3s. lld. in the £.
Insolvent Estate of L. F. Landesberg, 1st
dividend, 14s. in the £.
Dated at Brisbane, this tenth day of August,
1866.
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of John Quinn, late of Jimbour ;
Henry Oliver, late of Rockingham Bay ;
Thomas Everard Blackney, late of Brisbane ;
Michael Scanlan, late of Ipswich ; Reverend
Adam McIntire, late of Roma ; John Healey,
late of Mackenzie River ; Wilhelm Cappin,
late of Albert River ; Charles Johnson, late of
Somerset; Robert Thompson, late of South
Brisbane ; David Leyod, late of Ipswich ; Mary
Walsh, late of Ipswich ; Thomas McGuire, late
of Callandoon ; John Chisolm, late of Acacia
Creek ; Tobias Sharer, late of Nebo ; James
Lescombe, late of Nebo ; James Mills,
late of Toowoomba ; Timothy O'Conner,
late of 'Upper Burdekin ; and Christopher
Thompson, late of Ipswich ;-deceased, intes-
tate.
p
URSUANT to Act of Council, 11 Victoria, No.
24, all persons having any claims against the
estate of any one of the abovenamed deceased
persons, are to come in and prove their debts at my
Office, Queen street, Brisbane, on or before the
twenty-first day of September instant, or in default
they will be peremtorily excluded from all benefit
accruing from the said estates.
WM. PICKERING,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Hardie and Co., of
Fassifern ,  near Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that an application
will be  made on behalf of the abovenamed
Insolvent , on THURSDAY,  the thirteenth day of
September next, to His Honor the Judge in Insol-
vency (the aforesaid day having been appointed by
him for that  purpose )  that a Certificate under the
Insolvency  Act of  1864  may be granted to the said
Insolvent.
Dated this 9th day of  August ,  A.D. 1866.
A. MACALISTER,
Attorney for Insolvent,  Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Estate of Mr. William Handcock, Drayton.
B Y virtue of a Bill of Sale, we, the undersigned,have taken possession of the stock, book debts,
&c., in the above Estate, and request that all
amounts due to the said Estate may be paid to us
without delay, or to our authorised Agent at
Drayton.
Contracts for supplies entered into by Mr.
Handcock, we will see duly carried out.
CHRIST. NEWTON BROTHER AND CO.
Brisbane, August, 1866.
N OTICE is hereby given, that he Partnershiplately subsisting between Frederick Foster
Campbell, Giles Bramston Daubeney, and James
Hamilton Scott, trading at Redland Bay as planters,
was on the 2nd day of August instant, dissolved by
mutual consent ; and that all debts due and owing
to or by the said late firm are to be received and
paid by James Hamilton Scott and Charles Alfred
Ryder Hervey, who will for the future carry on
the said business under the style or firm of Scott,
Hervey, and Co.
Dated at Brisbane, this 3rd day of August, A.D.
1866.
F. F. CAMPBELL.
G. B. DAUBENEY.
J. HAMILTON SCOTT.
Witness to the Signatures of Frederick Foster
Campbell and James Hamilton Scott-
E. H. L. BARRYMORE, Brisbane.
Witness to  the Signature  of G. B.  Daubeney-
R. BROWNLIE.
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DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
IrOTICE is hereby given, that the Copartner-
J. ship carried on for some time past at Brisbane,
between Matthew Howie and James Condie, under
the firm of Howie and Condie, as bread bakers,
has been dissolved by mutual consent, this day.
All debts  are to  be paid to Mr. Howie.
Dated this second day of June, 1866.
MATTHEW HOWIE.
JAMES CONDIE.
NOTICE.-The Partnership heretofore existing
..L between the undersigned, in the Strathmore
Station, has expired through effluxion of time.
J. C. TUCKER.
W. D. STEWART.
P. F. SELLHEIM.
G. H. WAYTE.
Sydney, 27th July, 1866.
ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office,William Street, single copies of the follow-
ing Acts of Parliament, viz :-
Agricultural Reserves Act, 6d.
Criminal  Offences Act, Is.
Criminal Practice Act, Is.
Criminal Statutes Repeal Act, 6d.
Diseases in Cattle  Act, 6d.
District Courts Act Amendment Act, Is.
Forgery Act, Is.
Fencing Act, 6d.
Government Annuities Act, 6d.
Government Savings Banks  Act, 6d.
Government Savings Banks Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Impounding Act, 1s.
Impounding Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Insolvency Act, 1s. 6d.
Innkeepers Protection Act, 6d.
Industrial and Reformatory Schools  Act, 1s.
Licensed Auctioneers Act, 9d.
Master and Servants  Act, Is.
Municipal Institutions Act, Is.
Offences against the Person Act, Is.
Pastoral Leases  Act, Is.
Pastoral Occupation Act, 6d.
Publicans Act, Is.
Publicans Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Quarantine Act, Is.
Real Property Act, 2s. 6d.
Registration of Electors Amendment Act, Is.
Roads Closing Act, 6d.
Scab and other diseases in Sheep Prevention Act, Is.
Scab in Sheep Act, 6d.
Selectors  Relief Act, 6d.
RULES  OF COURT.
General Orders in Equity, Is. 6d.
Pleading Practice, Is.
Fees and Charges in Equity, 6d.
Insolvency Rules, 6d.
District Court Rules, Is.
Rates of Postage, Is.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Brisbane, 18th May, 1866.
if npounbingo.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Felton, 30th July,
1866. Driving expenses 2s. 8d. per head. Wrongly
described in a former advertisement.
One brown horse, F off shoulder and thigh, three white
feet, blaze, hobbles and halter on.
One chesnut colt, W near cheek, blaze, near fore and
hind feet white , two shoes on.
One bay filly, like JH conjoined over 5' near shoulder,
illegible brand near neck, blaze.
One grey mare, WB over T near shoulder, JF with a
number over off shoulder, ' over B near ribs.
If not released on or before the 31st August,  1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
CHARLES THOMAS, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Ellangowan, 3rd
August, 1866, by order of J. Snell, Esquire. Driving
expenses Is. per head.
One bay horse, WH near shoulder, near hind foot white,
star and snip.
One brown horse, JC near shoulder, like P. over PM off
shoulder.
One grey horse, JC or JO near shoulder, cocked shoes
on, small JP or ao near shoulder.
One brown mare, one hind foot white, JE near shoulder.
One bay horse, illegible brand near shoulder.
One bay mare, like J and illegible brand near shoulder.
One brown  filly, blaze, no brands visible.
One bay mare, star and snip, SB over I near ribs off hind
foot white.
One bay horse, star and snip, SB near ribs.
One chesnut mare, F near shoulder, CT or OT off
shoulder, star.
One bay filly, Ra near shoulder ,  DW near ribs, D near
rump.
One bay colt, like JP or JF near shoulder.
One bay colt, MAC near shoulder,  star, near  hind foot
white.
One bay foal, star and snip, no brands visible.
If not released on or before the 31st day of August,
1866, will be sold to defray expenses.
CHARLES  THOMAS, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom ,  from Carrabah ,  30th June,
1  1866 ,  by order of R. Everett ,  Esq. (Wrongly
inserted in former advertisement.)
One dark iron -grey filly, cross off shoulder ,  2 near rump.
One dark iron-grey or brown  filly , heart  near shoulder,
8 near side under saddle.
If not released on or before 21st August ,  will be sold.
CHARLES RYDER, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Ideraway Station,
26th July, 1866, by order of John Cruckshanks, Esq.
Driving expenses 10d. per head.
One roan bull, GS off rump  ;  damages £5.
One dark red cow, HH off rump, 8 off thigh.
One red bull calf, unbranded.
One red and white steer, indescribable brand near ribs.
One white heifer calf, unbranded.
One white heifer calf, unbranded.
One strawberry heifer, unbranded.
One red and white heifer, like OG near rump, blotch
brand near ribs.
One red and white spotted  steer , unbranded.
One yellow-spotted  steer,  indescribable brand.
If not released, will be sold 21st August, 1866.
A. FARRELLY, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published by W. C.  BeasameR ,  Government Printer,
w illiam Street, 11th August, 1866.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
11 to appoint
ALGERNON LEMPRIERE, Esquire,
to act as His Excellency's Private Secretary and
Aide-de-Camp,  vice  Captain Pitt, R.A., resigned, on
his proceeding to England to rejoin his Regiment.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Volunteer Office,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1866.-
IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to accept the resignation of the Commission
held by
Captain HENRY D. PITIr, Royal Artillery,
as Major of Brigade of the Queensland Volunteer
Rifle Brigade.
M. C. O'CONNELL,
Lieutenant-Colonel Commanding Q.V.R.B.
Volunteer Office,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1866.
IS  Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to accept the resignation of the Commission
held by
Captain HENRY D. PITT, Royal Artillery,
as Captain-Commandant of the Queensland Volun-
teer Artillery.
M. C. O'CONNELL,
Lieutenant-Colonel Commanding Q.V.R.B.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th August, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased,
in accordance with the 17th clause of the  Muni-
cipal. Institutions Act of  1864, to appoint
Mr. GEORGE HOLMES
an Alderman of the Municipality of Dalby.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1866.
il IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. MARTIN BOULTON
to be an Alderman of the North Ward of the
Toowoolnba Municipality, in terms of the 28 Vic-
toria, No. 21, section 17.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACAL IS TL.l:.
[No. 97.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executive C uncil, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. JOHN HOWLAND COLEMAN
to be the Commander of the Government Steamer
Kate."
This appointment to date from the 13th March,
1866.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALIST,+ R.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
Mr. Sub-Inspector WILLIAM S. WATT
to be Ranger of Crown Lands and Inspector of
Distilleries for the Police District of Port Denison.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th August, 1866.ISIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ARTHUR ORPEN HERBERT, Esquire,
to be Under Secretary for Public Works.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOHN WATTS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th August, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM ALCOCK TULLY, Esquire,
to be the Under Secretary for Public Lands.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th August, 1866.
IS Excellency theGovernor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM ALCOCK  TULLY, Esquire, Under Secretary
for Public Lands,
to be Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, in the
room of Edward William Lamb, Esquire, resigned.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  8th August, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
ROMA PETITION.
I
N  pursuance  of the Act of the  Colonial Parlia-
ment ,  28 Victoria ,  No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency ,  as hereunder set forth ,  purporting to
be signed  by One  hundred and five householders and
inhabitants of the town of Roma, praying the
erection of that locality into  a Municipality.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The petitioners, in pursuance of a resolution
passed at a public meeting, state that they are
anxious of securing the benefits derivable from
municipal government, and therefore pray that
Roma may be declared a Municipality.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 11th August, 1866,
No. 96.]
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUT [O\ S.
GAYNDAH PETITION.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the ads ice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency as hereunder set forth, purporting to be
signed by One hundred and six Householders, in
the Town of Gayudah, praying the erection of that
locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACK hNZIE.
The Petitioners state that the increasing popula-
tion of this town, the large sums of money that
have been expended in the purchase of land
therein, and the benefits derivable from municipal
government, render them anxious to secure its
advantages, and they, therefore, pray that Gayndah
may be declared a Municipality with the under-
mentioned boundaries.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 14th .1uly, 1864,
No. 67.]
Proposed Boundaries of Gayndali MVtmicipality.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Mount
Debateable Purchase; from thence across the Burnett
westerly three miles up Reed's Creek ; from thence a
line running easterly to cross the Burnett at the Bro-
then ; thence along the sout fern bank downwards to the
junction of the Barambali Creek ; thence along the
southern bank of the Barambah upwards to the ,function
of Campbell's Creek with the Barancbah; from thence
along Campbell's Creek to the old Tian-Ban Road ; from
thence a line to Mr. Walker's purchase on Oakey
Creek ; from thence one mile southet ly, and from thence
to the southern point of the Mount Debateable Pur-
chase, and thence to the point of commencement.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
CLERMONT AND COPPhRI+IELD PETITION.
I
N  pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, sections 3 and 4,
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has directed the publication
of the substance of "a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by 199 householders, residing in the
towns of Clermont and Copperfield, praying for the
erection of these localities into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that at a public meeting of
the inhabitants of the abovenamed townships, held
at the Court House, Clermont, on the 25th May
last, it was resolved that a Petition be prepared
requesting the Government to proclaim the town-
ships of Clermont and Copperfield a Municipality ;
and they accordingly pray that the abovenamed
localities may be constituted a Municipality, to be
named the Municipality of Clermont and Copper-
field with the undermentioned boundaries-the
same to be divided into two wards, each ward
returning three aldermen.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.]
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE UNDER THE
CG TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS  ACT."
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executive Cou cil, d rects it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the Land granted to
the Acclimatisation Society of Queensland, Brisbane,
have in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made
application to the Governor in Council for leave to
mortgage the said land, in order to obtain funds
for the erection of improvements thereon.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the  leave  so sought, must
lodge the same at this Office within the period of
three months from the date of the first publication
of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOHN WATTS.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 7th July, 1866.
PAVI'IENT OF RENT AND ASSESSMENT OF
RUNS.THE Lessees of Crown Lands and their Agentsare reminded that the Annual Rents and
Assessment upon Crown Lands are payable on or
before the 30th day of September next.
The holder of every run under license, who has
made application and duly qualified himself for a
lease is required to pay rent upon such run, as
above. notwithstanding that a lease may not have
been actually issued to him.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 20th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or forthe
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
'Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a mouth.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
BRANCHES of the above Bank are now openat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1866.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS.
IT
is hereby notified for general information, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to direct that in accordance with the provisions of the  Pastoral,
Leases Act  of 1863, the unexpired terms of the Leases of the Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described,
which have  become  vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, shall be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the
Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 1st day of October, 1866.
The Upset Price shall be Ten Shillings per square mile, according to the estimated area in each
case, and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the periods of the leases that may be current
at the time of sale, ending respectively as follows : Hogonthulla No. 3, first term of four years ending
30th June,  1868; Lower Maranoa No. 1, second term of five years ending 31st December, 1868.
The Rent of each block respectively for the succeeding terms of the leases, as per schedule annexed
after the above dates will be appraised as provided in the 24th clause of the above-mentioned Act, or the
Pastoral Assessment Act of  1864.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's Rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each block.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below, shall be allowed six months
to stock the country, failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon, as
prescribed by the Act, the Lease may be cancelled.
The instruments of Lease will be delivered to the purchaser, on receipt through the local
Commissioner, of a declaration that the Run has been stocked in accordance with the provisions of the
Pastoral Leases Act.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE AUCrION ROOM8 OF ARTHUR MARTIN, QUEEN  STREET, BRISBANE , OF THE FOLLOWING
RUNS, ON MONDAY, THE 1ST DAY OF OCTOBER, 1866.
zd
NAME OF RUN. DISTRICT. DESCRIPTION  OF BOUNDARIES.
R
P4 O
zHa
U
DAT H OF EAPI-
RA'1'LON OF
LEASE.
UPSET
PRICE
PER
SQUARE
MILE.
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5 W .4
m
a
8. £ 8. d.
1 Hogonthulla, Warrego 63 Commencing at a gum tree marked All under 12 years 30 June, 1878 10 18 18 0
No.3 broad-arrow in triangle on right bank of the
Hogonthulla Creek, ten miles above its confluence
with the "'arrego River, bounded thence on the
west by a north line about ten miles and a quarter
to the Warrego River, at a spot about  fi fty chains
west of an apple tree marked broad-arrow in
triangle; thence on the north by the aforesaid
river upwards five miles east in a right line;
thence on the east by a south line about twelve
miles seventy chains to the Iogonthulla Creek, at
a box tree marked AIII under broad arrow in
triangle ; thence on the south by the last named
creek downwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described.
2 Lower Maranoa, Maranoa 25 Commencing at a point at the left bank of the Lower 7 years 31 December, 10 7 10 0
No.  1 Maranoa River, where there is a gum sapling 1873
marked DV tinder broad-arrow in triangle, being
also the southern corner of Drysdale Ponds No. 5
Run ; bounded thence on the north-west by a
north-east line six miles and seven chains ; and
thence on the north-east by a south-east line
five miles ; thence on the south-east by a south-
west line live miles and sixty-six chains to the
Maranoa River, at a bastard gum tree marked Ml
under broad-arrow in triangle, being also the
western corner of the Clearwater Run, and thence
on the south-west by the said river upwards to the
marked tree hereinbefore first described.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1866.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TENDERS are invited for the supply of Billet
1 Wood, per cord (for Locomotive Engines), to
be delivered at the Ipswich, Walloon, Grandches-
ter, Laidley, Gatton, and Helidon Stations, or at
such place as shall be hereafter decided upon, for
one (1) year from the date of the acceptance of any
such Tender.
Specifications and further particulars may be seen
at the office of 'the Locomotive Superintendent, at
Ipswich.
Tenders to be sent to this Office on or before
THURSDAY, the 30th instant, at 4 p.m., marked
" Tenders for Firewood, Southern and Western
Railway."
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  16th August, 1866.THE following  General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK of QUEENSLAND (LIMITED),  within the Colony of QUEENSLAND,  during the QUARTERfrom  the 2nd APRIL  to the 30th
 JUNE, 1866, is published in conformity with the third clause of  the Act of  Council, 4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, slowing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK OP QUEENSLAND (LIMITED), within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, taken from  the several  Weekly Statements
during the QUARTER from the 2nd APRIL to 30th JUNE, 1866.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£
Notes in Circulation (Not bee Bearing Interest Interest ...
... ... 36,851
Bills in Circulation.. ( Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest
... ,., 3,220
s. d. £ s. d.
2 2 36,851 2 2
15 4 3,220 15 4
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ...
Landed Property .., ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Balance
 clue to other Banks ,.. .., ... ......... 6,580 3 8
Deposits
 ...............
Not bearing Interest ... ... ... 45,643 4 10
Bearing Interest ... 59,789 13 8 105,432 18 6
Total Amount of Liabilities £ 152,084 19 8 Total Amount of Assets ...
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date .., ... 174,508 0 0
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ,., ,,, Nil.
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... .., Nil.
Amount of the Reserved Profits after declaring such Dividend ... ... ... 13,036 12 10
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
12,313 5 3
147 12 3
1,844 16 3
5,646 19 11
382,54517 3
... ... ... £ 402,49810 11
A. ANDERSON, Manager.
H. L. E. RUTHNING,  pro  Accountant.
I, Alexander Anderson, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
Bank during the period specified ; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of New South Wales,
4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 9th day of August, 1866.
HENRY BUCKLEY, Justice of the Peace.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th August, 1866.
j
THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and AssErs of the BANK or NEW SoUTH WALES, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, during the
QUARTER from the 1st APRIL to the 30th JUNE, 1866, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK Of NEW SOUTH WALES, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st APRIL to 30th JUNE, 1866.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in CirculationNot bearing Interest::Bearing earing Interest .
Bills in Circulation S Not bearing Interest...t Bearing Interest
Balance due
 to other
 Banks ...
Deposits ... f Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
45,241 15 4
21 10 9
45,241 15 4
21 10 9
2,341 15 6
145,442 9 0
2,341 15 6
78,981 12 11 224,424 1 11
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... ...
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ...
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ...
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
Brisbane , 11th August, 1866.
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined Metals
Gold and Silver, in Bullion and Bars ...
Landed Property ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ...
Balances due from other Banks ,..
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
AMOUNT.
 TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
62,640 0 8
1,907 2 8
23,767 7 9
2,152 11 6
305 14 8
478,824 8 9
£ 569,597 6 0
ALEX. ARCHER,  Manager.
Accountant.
I, Alexander Archer, make oath, that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Ban
during the period specified; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales
£ 272,029 3 6
1,000,000 0 0
15 per cent. per annum,
and 2l per cent. bonus-
20 per cent, per annum
100,000 0 0
333,333 6 8
4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 14th day of August, 1866. ALEX. ARCHER.
RorERT DOUGLAS, Justice of the Peace.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 9th August, 1866.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Rims are hereby required to pay forthwith into theTreasury the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee. Name of Run.
Area, square
District.
miles. Amount.
£ s. d.
R. Trifl°lt ... ,,. Retreat Leichhardt ,., 90 27 0 0
Ditto ,.. Anakie Downs ,,. ditto ,., 85 25 10 0
J. B. Watt ,., ,.. ,.. Glendarriwill .. ditto ...  35 10 10 0
Ditto ,,, No. 2 of Glendarriwill ditto .,, 42 12 12 0
Ditto ,,, Borilla ditto 85 25 10 0
R. Triffit St. Helens... ... ,,, ditto 75 22 10 0
H. S. Wills ... Collin-la-ringo No. 1 ditto ,,, 41 12 6 0
Ditto ,,, Cullin-la-ringo No. 2 .,. ditto .,, 35 10 10 0
Ditto ,.. Coorabelle .., ditto .,, 52 15 12 0
Ditto Perangiwa... , ditto ,., 31 9 6 0
Ditto ,,. Cullin-la-ringo No. 3 ditto ,,, 48 14 8 0
Ditto ,.. .., ,., Cullin-la-ringo No. 4 ,,. ditto ,,. 42 12 12 0
J. L. Hay ... Selbridge .. ,,, ditto ,., 30 9 0 0
P. F. MacDonald ... .., ,., Gindie No. I .., ditto ... 25 7 10 0
Ditto .. ,.. ,., Gindie No. 2 ditto ,,,  30 9 0 0
A. H. Richardson .,. .., ,., Uranna No. 4 ditto 26 7 16 0
Ditto Uramia No. 5 .., ditto 35 10 10 0
Buchanan and Hunter , , , ,.. Cairdbeign .., ditto ,..  30 9 0 0
Ditto ... ... Buckleton.. , ,,. ditto ,., 40 12 0 0
A. and W. Busby ,,, Wallaroo ... ... ... ditto .,, I 72 21 12 0
Ditto .,, ... ,,. Oslnondthorpe .., .., ditto ,,, 70 21 0 0
Ditto Yarrai No. 2 .., ditto ,,, 38 11 8 0
Ditto Emu Plains ... ditto ,,, 42 12 12, 0
Buchanan and Hunter .,, Freitag ditto ... 55 16 10 0
A. H. Richardson Urania No. 1 ditto ,,, 40 12 0 0
Ditto ... Uranna No. 2 ditto 47 14 2 0
Ditto ... . , . Uranna No. 3 ditto 40 12 0 0
Ditto ,,, .., Uranna No. 6 ... ditto ,,, 43 12 18 0
A. and W. Busby ... .,, Norwood ... ditto 76 22 16 0
C. H. Humphrey .,. Jingidilla ... Warrego 39 11 14 0
I
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1866.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are h reby required to pay forthwith into heTreasury theamounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, inaccordance withthe
provisions of the 49th clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares, that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee.
Toarkie ... ...
Gnnnewin
Cooianbah ...
Pamaroo ..,
Ridgeland ..,
Gumble
Narran ... ...
Durran Downs...
sq miles. £ s. d.
Leichhardt ...I 25 7 10 0
ditto ... ... 44 13  .4  0
ditto ... ... 25 7 10 0
ditto ...
...
38 11 8 0
ditto „ 16 4 16 0
f ditto ... ... 40 12 0 0
f ditto ... ... 35 10 10 0
ditto .., 78 23 8 0
f ditto ... ... 55 16 10 0
ditto ... ... 42 12 12 0
Maranoa ... 80 24 0 0
ditto .,, 39 11 14 0
Warrego .,, 25  7 10  0
ditto ...  ... 50 15  0 0
ditto .., 42  12 12  0
ditto ... ... .49 14 14 0
ditto ... ,.. 57 17 2 0
ditto .,. .., 59 17 14 0
ditto .,, .., 100 30 0 0
ditto ... ... 69 20 14 0
ditto ,.. .,. 72 21 12 0
ditto ... ... 69 20 14 0
ditto ...  .., 25 7  10 0
Name of Run. District . Area. I Amount.
John Brown Watt and John Young ...
Ditto ,.. .,. ,,,
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
A. Walker and J. McLaren... ... ...
A. H. Richardson ... .., ... ..
Ditto ,,. ... .. ...
Ditto
Andrew Scott... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Thomas McIlwraith and Jos. C. Smyth ,,.
Ditto ... ... ...
W. C. Mayne, j unr., E .  C. Mayne, and  C. J. Forbes
H. L. Low ... ... ...
J. Fraser, C.  Brown ,  and J . Al.  Brown ...
Ditto ..  ...  ...
R. A. A. Morehead and  Al. Young... ..,
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
H. E. A. Allan, J.  R. Street, and  H. Norton
Ditto ... ... ... ...
F. N. B arne ... . .. ... ...
Slate Hills ...
Roughlie
MZ rtleville
Ravenswood ,,,
Yaryan ... ...
.. Malta ... .,,
... Woura ... ...
... E urauie
Centre . ,
.,, Nive Downs West
Back Run
Barford... ...
Belstead ,..
Dunstan
, ... Westbourne  ...
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
PAYIIIENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.
rjHE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
-L' Treasury, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions  of the 49th  clause  of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention  is called  to the said  clause , which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee. Name of Run.
-1
1
John Brewster ... .. ...
Arthur Cole Bailey ,,, ... ...
A. H. Richardson ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Mort, Cameron, and Buchanan ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ...
J. and C. Allingham... ...
Ditto .,.
The Trust & Agency Company of Australasia
J. and C. Allingham... ...
The Trust & Agency Company of Australasia
Hann,  Bland, Daintree, and Klingender ..
Robert Stewart .,, ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Cain, Maguire, and Ricards, junr ... ...
James  Fenwick and Co.' ... ... ...
Cain, Maguire, and Ricards, junr.
Ditto ... ...
James, Fenwick and Co ...
Cain, Maguire, and Rickards, junr. ...
Hann , Bland, Daintree, and Klingender ...
Joseph Hann... ... ... ... ...
Ditto  ...  . .
Hann,  Bland, Daintree, and Klingender ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto .
Daniel Cudmore ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Hann,  Bland, Daintree, and Klingender ...
Ditto ... ... ... .. ...
Ditto ... ...  ...  ... ... ...
Joseph Hann... ... ...
James Gibson .,, ... ... ...
W. G. Walker ... ... ...
J. C. and R. Sanders ...
James Gibson
J. C. and R. Sanders ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Alexander F. Sullivan
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Robert Tooth ... ... ... ...
The Corporation styled The Bank of Aus-
tralasia
Corriesdale ...
The Plains ...
Eumara
Kinyah .,.
Hillgrove ...
Gara ...
Westerage ...
Gordon Plains
Rimbanda ...
Red Bluff ...
Ban Ban ...
Birdbush ...
Chance Hays ...
No. 1 Southwick
No. 3 ditto ...
Nulla Nulla , , ,
Ditto No. 2 ...
Tallegulla No. I
Ditto No. 2
Ditto No.  3
Nulla Nulla No. 3
Thorngrove ...
Rockwood
Ravenswood ...
Lolworth No. 1
Ditto No. 2
Ditto No.  3
Niall .. .
Tara ... ...
Wall .. ...
Maryvale , .
Kangerong
Malinesbury .,.
Kinlock No. 2
Wando Vale ...
Newburgh No. 1
Ditto No. 2
Kinlock No. 1
Yering... ...
Craigie ...
Therriebooboo
Warrah Warrah
Buloo ...
Koolah ..,
Havelock ...
Charhstown ...
District.
North Kennedy
Ditto... ...
.,. Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto.,. ..
Ditto . .
Ditto ...
... Ditto...
.., Ditto...
,., Ditto... ...
... Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto...
Ditto
... j Ditto...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto...
Ditto...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto,,, ...
...  Ditto... ...
.,. Ditto.., ...
.. Ditto...
... Ditto... ...
,.. Ditto... ...
,., Ditto... ...
... Ditto...
... Ditto... .,,
,., Ditto... ...
,,, Ditto...
Ditto.,.
,.. Ditto,,,
... Ditto,,, ...
... Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
... Warrego .,.
,., Ditto... ...
Ditto... ...
Ditto  .. ...
,,, Maranon ...
,., Ditto... ...
Area in
square ,  Amount.
Miles.
£ s.
16 10
14 8
7 10
8 8
14 14
7 10
14 2
12 6
9 12
22 10
9 6
22 10
15 12
18 0
27 0
22 10
15 6
13 10
9 18
12 12
21 12
15 0
14 2
13 10
10 16
10 4
10 10
38 8
33 12
12 12
22 10
25 10
15 0
31 16
30 18
11 2
13 4
9 18
32 14
17 14
15 0
15 0
15 0
22 10
10 10
30 0
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
rF, KE Notice that apolieations have been rna-le to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of the Real Property Act of 1331. -kay person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form 13. of said Act, on or before the day named
in each case.
F. O. DAR,VALL,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Prc>prietor_ Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged
Allotment 7 of section 8, containing 36 perches; county, William Loague, Abrali am 18th September, 1866.
Stanley ; parish, North Brisbane Street, and Andrew M'Far-lane
Subdivision 4 of portion 44, containing 8 acres 20 Anthon Neder ... ... Ditto.
perches ; county, Churchill ; parish, Jeebropilly
Allotment 7 of section 6, containing 39 perches ; county, George Edmondstone ... 18th October, 1866b
Stanley ; parish, South Brisbane.
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NOTICE.
()N the clay  of departure of each steamer from
this Port, the Agent for the vessel is required
to give notice to the Chief Clerk, in the Long
Room, of the hour at which she is to leave the
Wharf, and no goods intended for exportation
from the Colony shall be shipped on board any
steamer previously to  due'  entries for the same
being passed ,  under the 34th section ,  9 Victoria,
N o. 15.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Custom House,
Collector of Customs.
Brisbane , 6tb August, 1866.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane ,  15th August, 1866.
IT
is hereby notified ,  that HENRY BRAMSTON, of
Bowen, Port Denison ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  Esquire, Clerk of Petty Sessions, has
been appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits, &c.,
such  Commission being determinable on his ceasing
to be  Clerk  of Petty Sessions at Bowen.
By Order,
JAMES STOCIiWELL,
Associate to  His honor the Chief Justice,
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
THE subscription to the Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions  is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.in. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBILIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
BY ARTHUR MARTIN'.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN EQUITY.
Between John Pettigrew, plaintiff, and Robert
Short, an infant under the age of twenty-one
years, and Mary Short,  widow,  defendant.
Y UliSUASTT to a decree of the Supreme Courtof Queenslrnc., in its Equitable Jurisdiction,
bearing c_ate the seventeenth day of May, One
thousand  eight  l oni tdred and sixty-five. and a decree
of the sa=d'Court on further directions bearing date
the twent y-11
i
thl  day of April, and with the approba-
tion Of the Pri'sliery  Judge thereof, hlr. Arthur
Martin, of Brisbane, the person appointed by the
.registrar of the said Court, Will Sell at his Rooms in
Queen street, Brisl)ame aforesaid, on WEDNES-
DAY, the Twenty-ninth day of August, One
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon, the hereinafter men-
tioned valuable freehold property :-All that
piece or parcel of Land in our said territory,
containing by adine.isi.renaent thirty-three acres,
be the same more or less, situated in the
county of Si auley, and parish of I r daoroopilly,
Portion twenty-six-Coninleneing at the Brisbane
River at the north-east corner of portion twenty-
seven ; and bounded thence on the south by the
north boundary of' that portion and the extremity
of a road one chain wile. being in all a fine bearing
west twenty-four chains and sixty-six linlLs ; on the
west by part of the east boundary line of porn ion
twenty-eight, bearing north twenty-one chains and
fifty-four links to Sandy Creek; on the north by
that creek downwards to its confluence with the
River Brisbane ; and on the east by the River
Brisbane upwards to the -point of commencement--
being the land sold as Lot 24 in pursuance of the
Proclamation of the 15th August, 1859.
(Signed) REYNOLDS BALL,
lleg;istrar of the Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Alfred Grey Sloper, of
Spring Hi ll , grocer and draper.
WHEREAS the said Alfred Grey Sloper was,
y ` on the 16th day of August, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court ,  to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 10th day of September, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required  ;  and also to deter-
mine whether any or what all owance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination ,  and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent  ;  and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 8th
day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 16th day of August, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER Rarr, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In time Insolvent  Estate of  Standen and Piper,
drapers, of Brisbane.
W
T-IEREAS the said Standen and Piper
were, on the 14th day of August, A.D.
1866, adjudged to be Insolvents, I hereby appoint
a First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 10th day of September, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o 'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vents up to the time of passing their last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools  and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvents; and a
SecondPublic Sitting of the Court, at the same place,
on MONDAY, the 8th day of October, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for tha proof
of debts against the said  estate, and for such
other matters connected  with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 14th day of August,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
AL ,-xANDER RArr, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of George Wight, of
Brisbane, printer.
1THEREAS the said George Wight was, on
N  the 16th day of August, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 10th day of September, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any  or what all owance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the tinge of passing  his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 8th day of October, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 16th day of August, A.D,_
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLT,11I PICKEniNa ,  eJudge,
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John McDonald, of
Ipswich, storekeeper.
UT HEREAS the said John McDonald was, onW the 3rd day of August, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third
Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 27th day of September, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent  to make  an' application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 16th day of August, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of W. M. McDonald and
Co., of Fountain's Camp, storekeepers.
HEREAS the said W. M. McDonald and
--7 Co. were, on the 3rd day of August,
A.D. 1866, adjudged to be Insolvent, I hereby
appoint a Third Public Sitting, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the 27th day of
September, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvents,
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct, for
the Insolvents to make an application for their
Certificate.
Dated at  Brisbane , the 16th day of August, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Pitts and Winter, of
Clermont and Yaamba, in the Colony of
Queensland.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that an application1 will be made to the Supreme Court of
Queensland ,  sitting in Insolvency , on MONDAY,
the twenty -fourth day of September next, that
Certificates of Discharge may be granted to the
abovenamed Insolvents.
Dated this fourteenth day of August ,  A.D. 1866.
ROBERTS  AND HART,
Attorneys for the Insolvents,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Charles Keys, of Bris-
bane, late publican.
XOTICE is hereby given, that an application
will be made on behalf of the abovenamed
Insolvent, on THURSDAY, the 13th day of Sep-
tember next, to His Honor the Judge in Insolvency
(the aforesaid day having been first appointed by
him for that purpose), that a Certificate, under the
Insolvency Act of  1864, may be granted to the said
Insolvent.
Dated this 16th day of August, 1866.
MACNISH AND SON,
Attorneys for the said Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
NTOTICE.-It is the intention of the undersignedJ. to apply to the Bench of Ipswich, within
three months from this date, for a license  to enclose
by two gates the main road leading from Toowoomba
to Ipswich ; such gates to be painted white and
marked "Licensed Gate, " in accordance  with the
Enclosure of Roads Act.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Hardie and Wienholt,
of Fassifern.WHEREAS the said Hardie and Wienholtwere, on the 6th day of August, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be Insolvents, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 27th day of September, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvents, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvents to make an application for
their Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 14th day of August, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Richard Wright, of
Ipswich, butcher.
%XTHEREAS the said Richard Wright was,
V V on the 31st day of July, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 27th day of September, A.D. 1866 , to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent  to make an  application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 14th day of August, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
WM. TURNER.
)Impaunbfngo.
I MPOUNDED at Warwick, from South Toolburra, 3rdAugust, 1866,,by order of L. E. Lester, Esq. Driving
expenses  2s. 4d ., damages 6d.
One bay colt, star, near hind foot white, BA near
shoulder, J near neck.
One dark bay colt, off hind foot white, like OD near
shoulder.
One light bay mare, CX near shoulder, 901 near ribs, CO
off ribs, pG (the p reversed) off shoulder.
One bay horse, like over B near shoulder, near fore
foot and hind feet white.
One bay colt, BB over 2 near shoulder.
One bay filly, white feet, like `4 over J near shoulder.
If not released on or before Friday, 31st August, 1866,
will be sold on that day at noon, to defray expenses.
H.  MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from South Toolburra, 6th
August, 1866, by order of L. E. Lester, Esq. Driving
2s. 8d. per head, damages 6d.
One chesnut horse, white face, three white feet, like N
over MC over R in circle off shoulder.
One bay mare,  star , hind foot white, like TS off shoulder.
One bay colt, like PM near shoulder.
One brown horse, hind feet white, like N over C near
shoulder.
If not released on or before Tuesday, 4th September,
1866, wi ll  be sold on that day at noon, to defray expenses.
S, H..MITCHELL, Poundkeeper,
JMPOUNDED at Warwick, 11th August, 1866, from
JlL the Police Paddock, by order of Mr. Wm. Harris,
Sub-Inspector of Police. Damages, Is. 6d.
One red and white bullock, like H off shoulder, like SH
off rump, illegible brand off ribs, near horn broken,
bell and strap on.
If not released on or before  4th September,  1866, will
be sold to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Eton Vale, 4th
j August, 1866, by order of H. M. Nelson, Esq.
Damages and driving  expenses 2s.
One iron-grey colt, like JO over JD or JS over JD near
shoulder.
One bay horse, JM near shoulder, collar marked.
One bay horse, H near shoulder, WC over H near saddle,
117 near thigh, off fore foot white.
One bay horse, JB over ED near shoulder, star.
One brown horse, like Jr or JE near'shoulder, d over
tt off shoulder, star.
One brown horse, like WT conjoined  near  shoulder, FC
or FG off shoulder, star and stripe, hind feet white.
One grey mare, like 4 over m  near  shoulder.
One light brown horse, ga near thigh.
One bay mare, P over j, conjoined  near  shoulder, star
and stripe.
One chesnut horse, GI over E near shoulder, like I near
saddle, 153 or 133 off saddle, star and snip.
One roan mare ,  RP near shoulder ,  3 or B near saddle,
stripe down face ,  collar marked.
One black horse ,  J over LA over 3 near shoulder,  0
near rump.
One bay horse ,  no brands visible, star and snip, three
white feet.
If not released on or before the 31st August, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED  at Toowoomba , from Westbrook, 30th
July,  1866 .  Not claimed by supposed owner.
One red and  White cow, PR off rump.
If not released on or before 31st August, 1866 ,  will be
sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published  by W.  C. BELB1t1DGF., Government Printer,
William Street, 18th August, 1866.
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Vrociamatioiz.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c., &e., &c.
J
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the provisions of the Act 21
Victoria, No. 15, respecting the Alienation of Crown Lands, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following Lots of Land will be
offered for sale by public auction, at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock, on the days specified,
at the upset price affixed to each Lot respectively. (Deposit 10 per cent.)
The Deed Fee on the undermentioned Lots will be charged according to the following scale :-
Not exceeding 50 acres, £1; above 50 and not exceeding 300 acres, £1 5s.; above 300 and not exceeding
640 acres, £1 10s.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS, BRISBANE,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 26TH DAY  OF SEPTEiMBER, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
4'0
e c
0 0 Area.
za
A.  B.  P.
1 560 ... 11 0 0
Price per
Acre.
1
2 561  ... 9 1 27 J 1
3 562  ... 19 0  21  1
4 563  ... 19 0 24 1
5 564  ... 9 0 24 1
6 565  ... 9 0 24 1
7 566  ... 20 0 0 1
8 567  ... 20 0 0 1
9 568  ... 10 0 0 1
10 569  ... 10 0 0 1
11 570 ... 20 0 0 1
12 571 ... 20 0 0 1
13 572  ... 13 0 0 1
14 573 ... 16 0 16 1
15 574 ... 9 2 11 1
16  575 t ...  17 0 4 1
County. Parish.
Stanley ... ' Kedron ...
„
„
Situation.
On the Great Northern
Road.
Near the Great Northern
Road.
„
„
On the Great Northern
Road.
„
Remarks.
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SALE AT MARTI T'S AUCTION ROOMS,  BRIS13ANE-continued.
O N WEDNESDAY, THE 26TIi DAY OF SEPTEMBE R, 1866.
COUNTRY  LOT  S-continued .
0
0 0 .o
Area. Price perAcre. County, Parish.
i
Situation. Remarks.
0
A. R. .R.P
17 576 ... 11 1 35 1 Stanley ... Kedron Near the Great Northern
R d
18 1 577 { 9 0 12
oa .
,7
19578
...
10 0 0 1 „
20 579 ... 10 0 0
21580 ... 10 0 0 1
22 581 ... 9 0  2t
23 1 582 ... 11 0 0 1
24  583 ... 11 0 0 1
25  584,... { 110 0
26 585
Allot-
ment.
... 10
See-
tion.
0 10 1
TOWN LOTS.
27 1 1 1 0 1 24 8 Ward Unnamed ... Town of Nerang, on theNerang River.
28
{
2 1 0 1 21 8
29 3 1  0 1 19 8
30 4 1  0 1 14 8 f, } ,f
:31 5 1  0 1 9 8 97 a ,9
:32 1 2 0 1 3 8 „
2 2 0 1 0 8 19
34 3 2 0 0 39 835 4 2 0 0 39 8 „
:6 5 2  0 039 8
37 1 3  0 1 2 8
2 3 0 1 3 8 „
39 3 3  0 1 3 8
40 4 3 0 1 1 8
41 5 3  0 0 38 f 8
42 1 4 0
I
1  9 8
43 2 4 0 115 8 „
4.4  3 4 0 1 18 8 „
45  1 5 0 1 0 8
46  2 0 1 01 8 !,
47  1 6 0 „
48  2 6  0 1 8 „
4.9  3 6  0 1 0 . 8 „
4 6 0 1 0 8
51
,5J 6 066 0 1  01 0 883 7 , 6 0 1 0 8
8 6  0 1 0 8 „55 9 6  0 1 0 8
57
101 6  00 1  01  0 88
58 2
7 0 1 0 8 „
59 3 7  0 1 0 ! 8 „ !,
60 4 7  0 1 0 8
61 5 7  0 1 0 8.62  6 7  0 1 0 8
63  7 7 0 1 0 8 !! „
61 8 7 0 1 0 8615 0 1 0 8
66  10 7 0 1 0 8 „  f! >!
793
0
a
0
0
g
o o
00 0
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON TEIURSD .Y, THE 27TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
Area. a0 County. Parish.
A.
1 1 ... 23
2 2 ... 26
3 3 ... 27
4 4 ... 29
5 5 ... 30
6 6 ... 30
7 9 ... 30
8 10 ... 40
9 13 ... 25
10 14 ... 28
11 19 ... 48
12 21 ... 48
13 22 ... 30
14 23 ... 22
15 24 ... 22
16 25 ... 29
17 30 ... 29
18 31 ... 22
19 32 ... 23
20 1 ... 66
21 2 ... 18
22 3 ... 26
23 i 4 ... 30
24 59
25 60
26 61
27 62
28 63
29 64
30  60-31 66
32 67
33 68
34 69 ...
35 70 ...
36 71 ...
37  72 ...
38 73 ...
39 74 ...
40 75
41 1 ...
42 2 ...
43 4 ...
44 5 ...
451167...
46 168 .
47 169 ...
48 170 ...
49 171 ...
50 172 ...
51 173 ...
52 175 ...
53 176 ...
54 54
55
56
R. P. £ s.
0 0 1 0 Churchill... ,..
320 1 0
1 0 1 0
3 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
1 24 1 0
0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0
2 24 1 0
3 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
3 8 1 0
2 17 1 0
3 0 1 0
3 0 1 0
2 17 1 0
3 8 1 0
0 0 1 0
2 16 1 0
0 30 1 0
0 0 1 0
6 0 0 210
4 0 0 2 10
5 0 0 2 10
5 2 9 2 0
7 2 14 2 10
7 0 0 2 0
10 0 0 2 0
13 1 0 2 0
14 0 0 2 0
10 0 0 2 0)
77
11
It
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Churchill . , . ...
1]
25 0 0 1 0 Churchill
26 2 0 1 0
36 0 0 1 0
29 1 0 1 0
19 2 0 1 0
21 0 0 1 0
to
COUNTRY LOTS.
7•
23 2 0 1 0 „
16 2 0 2 0  to
ff
ff
9f
8 0 30 2 0 „ ff
21 3 0 1 0 It „
21 2 0 1 0 9) ...  It
90 0 0 1 0 „ Jeebropilly ... On the Bremer River
43 0 0 1 0 „
84 0 0 1 0• „
82 0 0 1 0
84 0 0 1 0
56 0 0 1 0
53 0 0 1 0
70 0 0 1 0
80 0 0 1 0
21 0 0 1 0
1935
,,
Situation.
On Lockyer Creek
ff
77
Near Lockyer Creek
77
On Lockyer Creek93
ItIt
to
Walloon
87 ... 53 0 0 1 0 Stanley ... Chuwar ... On the Brisbane River
88 ... 47 0 0 1 0
Near Lockyer Creek
ff
Sf
ffIt
On Lockyer Creek
Near Lockyer Creek
ff
ff
Near Fountain's Camp
Near Fountain's Camp
,,
11
Remarks.
These lots, if not
sold, will  not  be
open to selection.
These lots, if not
sold, will  not  be
open to selection .
1
These lots, if not
sold, will  not  bej open to selection.
This lot, if not sold,
will  not  be open
to selection.
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, WARWICK,
ON TUESDAY, THE 25TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1866.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
A. R. P. £
1 304 ... 8 1 0 3 Merivale ... Warwick ... ` Near the Town of Warwick.
2 305 ... 8 1 0 3  It It
3 306 ... 8 1 0 3
4 307 ... 16 2 0 3  It It
5 308 ... 16 2 0 3 „ It
6 309 ... 16 2 0 3  It It
7 310 ... 16 2 0 3 .,  It It
8 311 ... 24 2 0 3 „ „  It
9 312 ... 8 1 0 3 „ „
10 313 ... 8 1 0 3
11.314 ... 8 1 0 3 It
12 315 ... 8 1 0 3 It
13 316 ... 16. 2 0 3 „
14 317 ... 16 2 0 3 „  It
15 318 ... 16 2 0 3  It  „
16 319 ... 16 2 0 3 It Is
17 320- ... 24 2 0 3 ,. „  It
18 321 ... 14 0 0 3 „ It It
19 322 ... 14 0 0 3 It „  It
20 323 ... 14 0 0 3 It „ „
21 324 ... 14 0 0 3  It  „ „
22 325 ... 14 0 0 3 „
23 326 ... 16 0 0 3  If
24 327 ... 12 0 0 3  It
25 328 ... 6 0 14 3
26 329 ... 6 0 14 3
27 330 ... 8 3 5 3
28 331 ... 9 0 14 3
29 332 ... 6 1 8 3 „ It
30 333 ... 6 1 8 3 It „
31 258 ... 7 2 9 3 It „ It
Area. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
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1 17 32
2 5 33
3 6 33
4 7 33
5 8 33
6. 9 33
7 10 33
8 11 33 .
9 12 33
10 13  33'
11 14 33
12 15 33
13 16  '33
14 17 33
15 18 33
16 19 33
17 20 33
18 21 33
19 22 33
20 23 33
21 6 34
22 7 34
23 8 34
24 9 34
25 10 34
26 11 34
27 12 34
28 13 34
Por-
tion.
29 1
30 2
31 3
32  4-
33  5
34 6
35 7
36 8
37 9
38 10
39 11
40 12
41 13
42 14
43 15
44 16
45 17
46 18
47 19
48 20
49 21
50 23
51 24
52 25
53 27
54 28
55 291
Area.
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE;,, GAYNDAH,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 26TH DAY -OP -SEDTEMBER,V .1866.
TOWN LOTS.
Price per
Acre. County. Parish. - . situation. BEem.arks.
A. R. P.  £ s.
0 2 25  8 0 Mackenzie Gayndah .., Town of Gayndah.
0 1 24  8 0
0
.  to
1 23 8 0  to  „  to
0 124  8 0
0 1 24  8 0
0 1 24  8 0
0 1 23 8 0
0
0
1 24  8 0 to
8 0 „ to  to1 24
1 0 14  8 0 „ „
1 0 19 8 0
0
to „
1 24 8 0 „  it of
0 124 8 0 „
0 1 24 8 0 „
0 1 23 8 0 „
0 1 24 8 0
0 1 24 8 0  is
0 1 24 8 0
0 124  .8 0 „ ,7
0 1 24 8 0 „
1 0 0 8 0 „ „
1
0
0 0 8 0 it
8 0 „ „3 38
1 0 0  8 0 „ „
2 0 39 8 0 „
1 2  24 8 0 „ +,
0 3 31 8 0 „
1 0 0 8 0 „
SUBURBAN LOTS
2
.
0 30 2 0 Mackenzie Gayndah ,... Near the Town of Gayndah.
2 2 3 2 0 „ „
1 0 36 2 0 „
1 036 2 0 V „  to
1 1 3 2 0 „ „
1 1 0 2 0 „
1 1 35 2 0
1 135 2 0
11 1 35 2 01 35 2 0
5 1 16 2 0 ,p
5
5
1 16 2 0
1 16 2 0 to it
5 116 2 0 „ „  19
1 135 2 0  to
1 1 35 2 0 „ „ ,s
1 1 35 2 0 „ „ „
1 1 35 2 0 „ „ „
1 1 0 2 0 „
1 1 0 2 0 „
1 1 0 2 0  to to
2 2 0 2 0 „ „
2 2 0 2 0 „ „
2 2 0 2 0 „
1
1
1 0 2 0 „ to
„2 0 2 0
1
„ „
2 0 2 0 It It it
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Area.
A. R. P.
1 1 80 4 1 12
2 2 80 6 0 39
3 3 80 8 0 9
4 4 80 5 0 0
5 5 80 5 0 0
6 6 80 4 0 27
7 7 80 3 2 33
8 8 80 3 1 0
9 9 80 2 3 6
10 10 80 2 3 23
11 1 81 4 0 32
12 2 81 3 1 2
13 3 81 4 3 13
14 4 81 5 0 3
15 5 81 5 2 0
16 6 81 5 2 0
17 7 81 5 2 0
18 8 81 5 2 0
19 9 81 5 2 0
20 10 81 5 2 0
21 11 81 5 2 0
22 12 81 5 2 0
23 13 81 5 2 0
24 1 82 1 1 35
25 2 82 2 1 29
26 3 82 1 3 0
27 4 82 1 0 25
28 5 82 2 2 0
29  -6  82 2 1 23
30 7 82 2 2 0
31 8 82 2 2 0
32 1 83 2 2 0
33 2 83 2 2 0
34 3 83 2 2 0
35 4 83 2 2 0
86 1 84 0 3 2
37 2 84 1 0 15
38 3 84 2 0 32
39 4 84 1 2 16
40 5 84 1 1 32
41 1 85 1 0 37
42 2 85 0 3 39
43 3 85 1 1 5
44 4 85 1 2 11
45 5  85 1 3 16
46 6 85 1 2 16
47 7 85 1 2 16
48 8 85 1 2 16
49 9 85 1 2 16
50 10 85 1 2 16
51 11 85 1 2 16
52 12 85 1 2 16
53 13 85 1 2 16
54 14 85 1 2 16
55 15 85 1 1 27
56 16 85 1 2 34
57 17 85 2 0 0
58 18 85 2 0 0
59 19 85 1 2 34
60 20 85 1 1 27
61 21 85 1 0 21
62 22 85 1 1 24
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, BOWEN,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 2ND  DAY OF QCTOBER, 1866.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
p
County. Parish. Situation.  Remarks.
4 Herbert ... Pring
4 „
4
4 :!
4
4
4
4
4
4 9,
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4 !!
4 !!
4 „
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
99
... Near the town of Bowen.
!,
!,
I
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SALE' AT THE POLICE OFFICE, BOWEN,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 8TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
0
A
0 Area. County . Parish. Situation .  Remarks.
A. R. P.
1 11 16 0 1 0 8 Elphinstone Coonambelah Town of Townsville.
2
3
2
3
16
16
0
0
1
1
0
0
8 „ „'ll
8 „ „
4 4 16 0 1 0 8 93
5 5 16 0 1 0 8
6 6 16 0 1 0 8
7 7 16 0 1 0 8
8 8, 16 0 1 0 8
9 9 16 0 1 0 8
10 10 116 0 1 0 8
11 11 16 0 1 0 8
12 12 16 0 1 0 8
13 13 16 0 1 0 8
14 14 16 0 1 0 ' 8
15 15  16 0 1 0 8
16 16 16 0 1 0 8
17 17  16 0 1 0 8
18 18 16 0 1 0 8
19 19 16 0 1 0 8
20 20 16 0 1 0 8
21 1 17 0 1 0 8
22  1 2 17 0 1 0 8
23 j 3 17 0 1 0 8
24 4 17 0 1 0 8
25 5 17 0 1 0 8
26 6 17 0 1 0 8 „ „
27 7 17 0 1 0 8
28 8 17 0 1 0 8
29 9.1 17 0 1 0 8
30 10 17 0 1 0 8
31 11 17 0 1 0 8
32 12 17 0 1 0 8
33 13 17 0 1 0 8
34 14 17 0 1 0 8
35 15 17 0 1 0 8
36 16 17 0 1 0 8 . „
37 17 17 0 1 0 8
38 18 17 0 1 0 8
39 19 17 0 1 0 8
40 20 17 0 1 0 8
COUNTRY LOTS.
Por-
41
tion.
1 45 0 0 1 Elphinstone Coonambelah' Near the  main  road to the Upper
42 2 45 0 0 1 „ „ „ [Burdekin
43 3 45 0 0 1 „ „
44 4 20 0 0 1 „ „ „
45 5 45 0 0 1 „ „
46 6 45 0 0 1
47 7 45 0 0 1
48 8 30 0 0 1
49 9 45 0 0 1
50 10 45 0 0 1
51 11 44 0 0 1 On the main road to the Upper
52 12 42 0 32 1 „ [Burdekin
53 13 37 2 0 1 Near the  main road  to the Upper
54 14 45 0 0 1 „ [Burdekin
55 15 30 0 0 1
56 16 30 0 0 1
57 17 30 0 0 1
58 18 20 0 0 1
59 19 29 0 16 1 On the main  road  to the Upper
[Burdekin
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o *'
0 0 o Area.
U
A. R. P.
1 18 0 2 0
2 18 0 2 0
3 18 0 2 0
4 18 0 2 0
5 18 0 2 0
6 18 0 2 0
7 18 0 2 0
8 18 0 2 0
9 18 0 2 0
10 18 0 2 0
1 19 0 2 0
2 19 0 2 0
3 19 0 2 0
4 19 0 2 0
5 19 0 2 0
6 19 0 2 0
7 19 0 2 0
8 19 0 2.. 0
9 19 0 2 '0
10 19 0 2 0
1 20 0 1 0
2 20 0 1 0
3 20 0 1 0
4 20 0 1 0
5 20 0 1 1
6 20 0 1 0
7 20 0 1 0
8 20 0 1 7
9 20 0 1 3
10 20 0 1 0
11 20 0 1 0
12 20 0 1 0
13 20 0 1 0
14 20 0 1 0
15 20 0 1 0
16 20 0 1 0
17 20 0 1 0
18 20 0 1 0
1 21 0 1 8
2 21 0 1 0
3 21 0 1 0
4 21 0 1 0
5 21 0 1 0
6 21 0 0 33
7 21 0 0 328  21  0  1 '0
1 22 0 1 0
2.22 0 1 0
3 22 0 1 0
4 22 0 1 0
5 22 0 1 0
6 22 0 1 0
7 22 0 1 0
8 22 0 1 0
9, 22 0 1 010' 22 0 1 0
11 22 0 1 0
12 22 0 1  `0
13 22 0 1 0
14 22 0 1 0
15 22 0 1 0
16 22 0 1 017' 22 0 1 0
18 22 0 1 0
19 22 0 `1 0
20 22 0 1 0
1 23 0 2 0
2 23 0 2 0
3 23 0 2 0
4 23 0 2 0
5 23 0 2 0
6 23 0 2 0
7 23 0 2 0
8 23 0 2 0
9 23 0 2 0
10 23 0 2 0
- SALE - AT THE POLICE OFFICE, CARDWELL,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 9T 11 DAY  OF OCTOBER, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
Price
per Acre. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
t
W S
8 Cardwell ... Ellerbeok... Town of Cardwell.
8 „  It  „
8 „ „ „
8  it  „  it
8 „  is  „
8 „ „ „
8 „ „ „
8 ,,  is
8 „ „ „
8  it  „ „
8  is  „
8 „ „
8 „ „
8 „ „ „
8 „ „ „
8  is  „ „
8 „ ,, ,:
8 „ „
8 „ „
8 „ „ „
8 ,, „ „
8  is is  „
8  is  „ „
8 „ „ „
8 „ „  is
8 „ „  is
8  is  „ „
8 „ „  is
8  it  „  is
8 „ „ „
8 „ „  is
8 „  is  is
8  it  „ „
8 „ „ ,!
8 „ „  if
8  is is  „
8 of  „
„8 „  it
8 '7,  it  „
8  is  „
8 „  it it
8 „ „ „
8 „ „  is
8 „ „ „
8 ,,  is it8
„  is is
8 „  is  „
8 „ „ „
8 „ „ „
8  is  „ „
8 „ „ „
8 „ „ „
8  is it  „
8 „ „ „
8 ,,  It I
8 „  is  „
8 „ „ „
8  is  „  is
8  is  „
8 „ „ „
8
„ „ „
8 „ „ „
8 ,, „ „
8 „ ,, „
8 „  is  „
8 „ „ „
8  is  „  is
8  is  „ „
8 „ „ „
8  is  ,, „
8  it  „  is
8 „  to  „
8 „ „ „
8 „  it  „
8  it  ,,  it
8 „ „ „
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, CONDAMINE,
ON THURSDAY,  THE 27TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
Price per
0 0 o Area . Acre. County.  Parish. situation. Remarks.
A. B. P. £
1 1 39 0 2 0 8 Rogers ... Condamine... Town of Condamine.
2 2 39
•
0 2 0 8 „ of „
3 3 39 0 2 0 8 „ „ to
4 4 39 0 2 0 8 „ „
5 5 39 0 2 0 8 „ is
6 6 39 0 2 0 8  is to is
7 7 39 0 2 0 8 is „ „
8
9
8
9
39
39
0
0
2
2
0
0
8 „
8
is „
10
11
10
1
39
40
0-
0
2
2
0
0
„
8 „
8 „
isis
„ „
12 2 40 0 2 0 8.  if it „
13 3 40 0 2 0 8  is „ „
14 4 40 0 2 0 8 it „ „
15 5 40 0 2 0 8 „ is  to
16 6 40 0 2 0 8 is is „
17 7 40 0 2 0 8 „
18 8 40 0 2 0 8
19 9 40 0 2 0 8 „
20 10 40 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
21 1 41 0 2 0 8 „ is
22 2 41 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
23 3 41 0 2 0 8 „ is „
24 4 41 0 2 0 8 is „
25 5 41 0 2 0 8 „ is  is
26 6 41 0 2 .0 8  it „ „
27 7 41 0 2 0 8 „ it „
28 8 41 0 2 0 8 „ is „
29 9 41 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
30 10 41 0 2 0 8 „ it „
31 1 42 0 2 0 8 is „ „
32 2 42 0 2 0 8 „ „ is
33 3 42 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
34 4• 42 0 2 0 8 is „ is
35 5 42 0 2 0 8 „ it „
36 6 42 0 2 0 8  is „ „
37 7 42 0 2 0 8 is „ „
38 8 42 0 2 0 8 „
39 9 42 0 2 0 8 „
40 10 42 0 2 0 8 „ „ is
Por-
COUNTRY LOTS.
tion.
41 15A ... 48 0 0 1 Bulwer ... Condamine... Near the Condamine
42 16A ... 48 0 0 1  it River.„ „
43 17A ... 48 0 0 1 „ „ „
44 18. ... 48 0 0 1 „ „ „
45 19 ... 48 0 0 1 „ „
46 20 ... 60 0 0 1 „ „
47 21 ... 60 0 0 1  it „
48 22 ... 60 0 0 1 „ „
49 23 ... 76 0 0 1 „ „ On the Condamine;River
50 24 ... 81 0 0 1 „ „ is
51 25 ... 84 0 0 1 „ is „
52 26 ... 60 0 0 1 it „ „
53 27  ... 46 0 0 1 „ is „
54 28 ... 26 0 0 1 „ is „
55 29 ... 23 0 0 1 is „ „
56 30 ... 20 2 0 1 19 „ „
57 31 ... 19 0 0 1 „ „ is
Given under  my Hand ,  and the Seal  of the Colony, at  Government House, Brisbane, this
eighteenth day of August,  in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixty-six,
and in  the thirtieth  year of Her Majesty's  reign.
[L.s.] 0 G. F. BOWEN.
By His  Exce llency 's Command,
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
J. P. BELL.
By Authority • W. C. BNLe1;ILGN, Government Printer, William  Street ,  Brisbane.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY,
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1866.
THE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and the
following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member to
serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Clermont, in room of SYDNEY BEAVAN DAVIS, Esquire, whose
Seat in the said Assembly hath become vacant by reason of the resignation
of the said Sydney Beavan Davis, Esquire.
P latte of NorniAation ... ... Clermont.
Date  of Writ  ... .. ... 20th August, 1866.
.Date of Nomination ... ... 11th September, 1866.
Pollr-iay Day ... ... ... ... 18th September, 1866.
l l et i&rr2 of Writ ... ... 12th October, 1866.
By Command of the Honorable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly
By Authoril  y : ; . C. BinaaiuuP. ,  Gover nment Printer,  William Street ,  Bhsbane.
i
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1866.
II IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN KERR WILSON, Esquire,
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions, at Clermont, in the
room of Mr. Hollinworth, whose appointment,
notified in the-  Government Gazette  of the 11th
instant, has been cancelled.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
LACHLAN CHISHOLM,  Esquire, Logan River,
to be a Magistrate  of the  territory.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd August, 1866.
IIIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executiv Council, has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS JOHN GRIFFIN, Esquire, Police Magistrate,
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Clermont, in the room of Oscar de Satge',
Esquire, resigned.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Colonial Secretary)
J. P. BELL.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to reconstruct the Board of Waterworks, and has
accordingly appointed the following gentlemen to
form a Board, for the purpose of carrying out thepowers and provisions f the Brisbane Waterworks
Acts :-
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC WORKS (as Chair-
man)
The SURVEYOR-GENERAL
THEOPHILUS PARSONS PUGH, Esquire
THOMAS BLACKET STEPHENS, Esquire
ROBERT CRIBB, Esquire
JOSN PETRIE, Esquire.
By His Excellency's Command.
J. WATTS.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  22nd August, 1866.THE Honorable Thomas Lodge Murray Prior,Esquire, M.L.C., having  expressed a desire
to be relieved from the duties of the office of
Postmaster -General, after the 31st instant, His
Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to appoint
FRANCIS ELLIOTT SALISBURY ,  Esquire,
to be Acting Postmaster -General, from the 1st
proximo, until further notice.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
(For the Colonial Treasurer)
J. P. BELL.
Attorney-General's Office,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
REYNOLDS BALL, Esquire, Registrar of the
Supreme Court,
to be the Acting Parliamentary Draftsman during
the absence on leave of John Bramston, Esquire.
By His Excellency's Command,
C. LILLEY.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd August, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE AND LEASE
LAND UNDE U "TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC
LANDS ACT."
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the land granted to
the Congregation of the Presbyterian Church on
Wickham Terrace, in this city, have, in terms of
the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made application to
the Governor in Council for leave to mortgage and
lease the said land, in order to obtain funds for
liquidating the debt on the Church, and for other
purposes of interest to the said Congregation.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the permission so
sought. must lodge the same with the Colonial
Secretary, by letter, within three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
.Brisbane, 21st August, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE LAND UNDER
" TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
HIS Exce ll ency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the Trustees of the land granted for
the purposes of a Temperance Ha ll  in North Bris-
bane have ,  in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No.
22, made application to the Governor in Council for
leave to mortgage and lease the said land for the
general purposes of the Institution.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge  against the granting of the leave so sought,
must lodge the same with the Colonial Secretary,
by letter ,  within three months from the date of the
first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1866.
RETURN of all applications for Timber Licenses,
made to the Bench of Magistrates at Charle-
ville, from the 1st day of January to the 30th day
of June, 1866, both inclusive.
Applicant 's name. Description
Whether Amount
of License. granted or of Yee.
refused.
Lewis Zieman ... ... Pine ... Granted .. 4
Joseph Marshall ... „ „ 2
David Kisseck ... ...  2
Morris Hoeflich 4
Carl Koenor 2
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd August, 1866.
T A
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has, in terms of
the Act 26 Victoria, No. 1, section 1, been pleased
to approve and confirm the subjoined Rules for the
management of the Maryborough and Wide Bay
Hospital.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
1. That the office of Treasurer to the Institution be
abolished, and in future all moneys  received by  or on
account of the Institution be lodged in one of the banks
of Maryborough, to the credit of the Committee.
2. That all payments on account of the Institution
shall be made by cheque, signed by three of the Com-
mittee and countersigned by the Secretary.
3. That the Secretary of the Institution for the time
being shall have power to sue and be sued on behalf of
the Institution. The property of the Institution to be
the property of the Secretary for the time being. He
shall keep, for public inspection, a list of persons
entitled to vote, and shall render to the Committee a
quarterly account of all receipts and disbursements on
the first Thursday in January, April, July, and October,
respectively.
4. That the foregoing Rules shall have full power,
notwithstanding their being repugnant to any rules pre-
viously adopted.
JAMES DOWZER,
Chairman.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd August, 1866.THE following notification, received from theGovernment of St. Helena, is published for
general information.
A. MACALISTER,
Colonial Secretary.
ST. HELENA.
GOVERNaIFNT NOTIFICATION.
INFORMATION having reached this Government
that erroneous impressions exist in several
ports in India, China, and elsewhere, to the effect
that charges on Shipping calling at St. Helena
have been increased : Notice is hereby given that
there is no foundation for such reports, and
that all Port Charges at St. Helena have been
abolished, save and except the penny per ton here-
tofore charged for the gratuitous medical treatment
and maintenance of sick seamen (British or foreign)
left behind at the Colonial Hospital.
Notice is further given, that a Monthly Mail is
made up at the General Post Office in London  direct
for St. Helena, usually performing the passag e,  in
twenty-two days. Return mails from St Helena
to England, by steam, are likewise made up in every
month, and once a month to the Cape of Good
Hope and all ports eastward thereof
Owners, Consignees, Masters of vessels, and
others interested, are informed that every facility
will be afforded at the Post Office at St. Helena for
the due care and transmission of their letters.
By Command,
R. C. PENNELL,
Colonial Secretary.
St.hfelena, 18th April, 18G6.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
ROMA PETITION.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by One hundred and five householders and
inhabitants of the town of Roma, praying the
erection of that locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The petitioners, in pursuance of a resolution
passed at a public meeting, state that they are
anxious of securing the benefits derivable from
municipal government, and therefore pray that
Roma may be declared a Municipality.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 11th August, 1866,
No. 96.]
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
GAYNDAH PETITION.
N pursuance of the  Act of the  Colonial Parlia-
ment ,  28 Victoria ,  No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency  the Governor , with  the advice of the
Executive Council ,  has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency as hereunder set forth ,  purporting to be
signed by One hundred and six Householders, in
the Town of Gayndah,  praying the erection of that
locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R.  MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that the increasing popula-
tion of this town ,  the large sums of money that
have been expended in the purchase of land
therein, and the bene fits derivable from municipal
government ,  render them anxious to secure its
advantages ,  and they, therefore ,  pray that Gayndah
may be declared a Municipality with the under-
mentioned boundaries.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.]
Proposed Boundaries of Gayndah Municipality.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Mount
Debateable Purchase ; from thence across the Burnett
westerly three miles up Reed's Creek ; from thence a
line running easterly to cross the Burnett at the Bro-
then ; thence along the southern bank downwards to the
junction of the Barambah Creek ; thence along the
southern bank of the Barambah upwards to the junction
of Campbell's Creek with the Barambah ; from thence
along Campbell's Creek to the old Ban-Ban Road ; from
thence a line to Mr. Walker's purchase on Oakey
Creek ; from thence one mile southerly, and from thence
to the southern point of the Mount Debateable Pur.
l  c)iaso, and thence to the point of commencement.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
CLERMONT AND COPPERFIELD PETITION.IN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, sections 3 and 4,
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has directed the publication
of the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by 199 householders, residing in the
towns of Clermont and Copperfield, praying for the
erection of these localities into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that at a public meeting of
the inhabitants of the abovenamed townships, held
at the Court House, Clermont, on the 25th May
last, it was resolved that a Petition be prepared
requesting the Government to proclaim the town-
ships of Clermont and Copperfield a Municipality ;
and they accordingly pray that the abovenamed
localities may be constituted a Municipality, to be
named the Municipality of Clermont and Copper-
field with the undermentioned boundaries-the
same to be divided into two wards, each ward
returning three aldermen.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.]
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE UNDER THE
" TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT. "
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Execu iv Council, d rects it to b
notified, that the Trustees of the Land granted to
theAcclimatisation Society of Queensland, Brisbane,
have in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made
application to the Governor in Council for leave to
mortgage the said land, in order to obtain funds
for the erection of improvements thereon.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought, must
lodge the same at this Office within the period of
three months from the date of the first publication
of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOHN WATTS.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for the
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd August, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that Publicans' General Licenses have been
issued to the undermentioned persons, and are now
in force for the houses mentioned in connection
with their respecive names for the year ending
30th June, 1867.
Name.
J. D. MCLEAN,
Colonial Treasurer.
House.
BRISBANE DISTRICT.
Ahern, M.
Baker, C.
Benn, W.
Baines, J.
Braysher, A....
Brown, J.
Buckley, J.
Bennett, A. ...
Brodie, J.
Brown, J. ...
Cain, J. ...
Carrig, M.
Cassim, J. V.
Cockerill, J. T.
Chambers, T.
Cregh, J.
Darragh, J. ...
Dindsdale, J....
Daly, E.
Drynan, W.
Daly, M. ...
Deagon, W. ...
Donovan, J,
Donovan, D....
Ellis, W. A. T.
Eaves, C. .
Fishley, G. H.
Fletcher, J. .
Fitzpatrick, W.
Fisher, J.
Graham, J.
Hudson, E.
Heap, J.
Hanson, C.
Hardcastle, T.
Heal, J. D.
Hordon, J. W.
Hayes, O.
Huggins, R. ...
Howden, J. ...
Hayes, T.
Houle, P.
Hartley, J.
Haligan, J. T.
Harvey, J.
Horan, M.
Jones, J.
Kennedy, J....
Kelly, J. P. , . .
Kean, M.
Lynde, H. G...
Laver, J.
Lynch, J.
Lee, F. H.
Lyons, W.
Lenneberg, J. H.
McCabe, C.
Monro, W.
Morse, J.
McCotter, M...
Montgomery, J. K.
Massey, J.
Mclvor, D.
Menzies, J.
Murphy, D....
McGoldrick, P.
McAdam, G....
Mason, G. B.
Mooney, J.
McCann, T. ...
Muller, F. A....
Nolan, J.
Osborne, A. ...
O'Neil, D.
O'Rourke, M ...
Overland, R....
Sportsman's Arms
Baker's Hotel
Plough Inn
Shakespear Hotel
Metropolitan Hotel
Hamilton Hotel
Kedron Brook Hotel
North Riding Hotel
Royal Oak Hotel
The Harp
Pine Apple Hotel
Terrace Hotel
Cleveland Hotel
Empire Hotel
Golden Fleece Hotel
Brisbane Hotel
Logan Hotel
Exchange Hotel
British Empire Hotel
Drynan's Hotel
Royal George Hotel
Prince of Wales Hotel
Shamrock Hotel
Railway Hotel
Cremorn Hotel
Foresters' Arms Hotel
Wansfell Hotel
Crown Hotel
Stanley Hotel
Spring Hill Hotel
Prince Royal Hotel
Albion Hotel
City Buffet
Hanson's Family Hotel
Victoria Hotel
Prince Consort Hotel
London Tavern
Criterion Hotel
Q. S. N. Hotel
Builders' Arms
North Star Hotel
Albion Hotel
Brighton Hotel
Clarendon Hotel
Castle Hotel
Bridge Hotel
North Australian Hotel
Alliance Hotel
Shamrock Hotel
Treasury Hotel
Queen's Hotel
Red Lion Hotel
Tattersall's Hotel
Provincial Hotel
Harp of Erin
Cafe de Paris
Fairfield House
Shipwrights' Arms
Assembly Hotel
Dunmore Arms
Royal Hotel
Enoggera Hotel
Caledonian Hotel
Union Hotel
Leiehhardt Hotel
Union Hotel
Sovereign Hotel
Brighton Hotel
Exchange Hotel
Red Lion Hotel
European Hotel
Royal Mail Hotel
Osborne's Hotel
Cricketers' Arms
Sir John Young Hotel
Clarence Hotel
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PUBLICANS'  LIOENSES - continued,
Name. House.
BRISBANE  DISTRICT - continued.
Purchase, A....
Parish, C.
Power, R.
Purcell, T.
Quinn,  J.
Robinson, E....
Reid, W.
Ryan, D.
Rhodes, R.
Russell, H.
Scanlan, J.
Staheli, G.
Stabler, T.
Sullivan, J.
Smith, W.
Sullivan, J. ,.,Simpson. J. .,.
Tevlin, P.
Tory, G. .
Tilson, J. W...
Warman, W. H.
Walker, F. G.
Whitehead, R.
Wood, J.
Watson, G. ...
Williams, L....
Wilson, D.
Farmers' Arms
Parish's Family Hotel
Southern Cross Hotel
Brunswick Hotel
Prince of Wales Hotel
Waterloo Inn
Stanley Hotel
City Hotel
Retreat Hotel
Buffalo Hotel
Queensland Hotel
Diggers' Arms
Cumberland Hotel
Queen's Arms
Honest Lawyer Hotel
St. Patrick's Tavern
Victoria Tavern
City Arms
Commercial Hotel
Imperial Hotel
Caxton Hotel
Kelvin Grove Hotel
Ship Inn
Bowen Hotel
Bulimba Ferry Hotel
Royal Hotel
Boundary Hotel
Bolger, P. M.
Hutchinson, W.
McKeon, %T. J.
Pearse, M. ...
Rayner, D.
Wallace, E.
Morissey, J. ...
Brassington, S.
Janetzky, L....
Low, H. L.
BANANA DISTRICT.
.,, Commercial Hotel
... Star Inn
Banana Hotel
,,. Woolthorpe Hotel
CONDA1!INE  DISTRICT.
... Prince of Wales Hotel
Condamine Arms
CARDWELL  DISTRICT.
,.. Royal Hotel
CHARLEVILLE DISTRICT.
Burenda Hotel
... Coopers' Hotel
Carriers' Arms
Brown, J.
Burges, R.
Bronckhorst, J. C.
Bateman, T....
Donovan, J. ...
Gaylor, A. P.
Gibson, S.
Hartley, S. A.
King, S.
Michaelis, M.
Martin, T.
Norris, T.
O'Keefe, E. ...
O'Neill, S.
Range, J.
Allen, T. ..
Andrews, W....
Bailey, T.
Ball, J.
Cook, J. ...
Connolly, J. .. ,
Cockerill, B. ,.,
Cussins, T.
Diederich, E. H.
Donovan, D....
Flori, H.
Fraser, W.
Gentle, E.
Giles, J.
Hooper, G.
Hutchinson, W.
Kitchen, J.
Koch, F.
Littleton,  A.
DALBY DISTRICT.
... Victoria Hotel
.., Bowen Arms Hotel
Union Hotel
Great Northern Road Hotel
Terminus Hotel
... Criterion Hotel
, , , Caledonian Hotel
.,, Jondaryan Hotel
,.. Queen's Arms
,.. Tattersall's Hotel
.,. North Star Hotel
Woolshed Inn
Railway Hotel
.,. Travellers' Home Hotel
,., Bridge Hotel
DRAYTON DISTRICT.
. , . Cricketers' Arms
...
Crow's Nest Hotel
North Star Hotel
Queensland Hotel
Royal Exchange Hotel
Shamrock Hotel
,,. Crown Hotel
,,. Shearers' Arms
Travellers' Arms
White Horse Hotel
, , . Prince of Wales Hotel
... Queen's Arms Hotel
,.. Horse and Jockey Hotel
, , , Railway Hotel
... Sovereign Hotel
.,. Victoria Hotel
...  Toowoomba Hotel
Post-Office Hotel
Royal Hotel
PUBLICANS'  LICENSES - continued.
Name. . House.
DRAYTON  DISTRICT - continued.
Lindenberg, H.
Moss, D. .
McLelland, J.
McIntosh, D.
Maloney, J. ...
Meldr n, J.
Meldon, M. ...
Ole, T. ..
Oelkers, J.
Peardon, J.
Pentecost, H. L.
Perkins, W. T.
Ryan, P.
Snow, E.
Smart, C.
Wood, W.
Webb, J.
Prince Albert Hotel
Rising Sun Hotel
Royal Bull's Head Inn
Spring Creek Inn
Traveller's Arms
Welcome Home Hotel
Railway Tavern
Waggon and Horses
Hambourgh Hotel
Newmarket Hotel
Pic Nic Hotel
Highfield Hotel
Hibernian Hotel
Tattersall's Hotel
Red Lion Hotel
Criterion Hotel
Bushman's Arms
GOONDIWINDI DISTRICT.
Bailey,  C. W.... Royal Hotel
Hensler, C . ... ... Goondiwindi Hotel
GLADSTONE DISTRICT.
Evans, S. W....
McGuire, C....
Priseman, W. B.
Pershouse, W.
Reilly, T. .
Sutherland, J. B.
Simmonds, A.
Walker, W. ,.,
Wilson, J.
Metropolitan Hotel
Cat Fish Inn
Commercial Hotel
Queen's Hotel
Rainbow Inn
Prospect Hotel
Diggers' Arms
Persia Inn
Persia Inn
Corry, A.
Chapman, J....
Chaney, C.
Dougherty, C.
Harris, J. W.
Mulholland, K.
Paris, J. ...
Reid, J.
Scheuber, G....
Skelton, T. ...
Sutherland, D.
Waite, A. S....
Walker, A.
GAYNDAH DISTRICT.
, . , Prince of Wales Hotel
... Black Horse Hotel
Shearers '  Arms Hotel
Shearers '  Arms Hotel
Blue Boar Hotel
,., Royal Hotel
,., Auburn Hotel
,,. Barambah Hotel
Victoria Arms
Power's Hotel
... Old House at Home
, . , Mechanics' Arms
,.. Gayndah Hotel
Balbi, A. ..
Bassingthwaite, J.
Campbell, H.
Clune, J.
Chapman, F.
Cook, J.
Connell, P.
Cook, W.
Connor, O.
Curry, J.
Devine, W.
Davidson, J....
Darling, L.
Fletcher, J.
Finselback, F.
Galton, J.
Hanran, J.
Harris, J.
Hooper, J B.
Hargreaves, R.
Irwin, G.
Kelly, T.
Lynch, T.
Lennon, J.
Larter, W. F.
Landy, P. ...
Lee, C. ..
Moore, F.
McDonald, W.
McGrath, J. ,.,
Moroney, T. ...
McGrath, J....
McLean, A. , ..
IPSWICH DISTRICT.
Half-way House
Lady of the Lake
Highland Home
Southern and Western Railway
Terminus Hotel
White Horse Hotel
Postman's Arms
Bush Inn
Rose Inn
Labor in Vain
Gatton Hotel
Melbourne Hotel
Royal Hotel
Mount Flinders Hotel
Laidley Inn
Union Hotel
Main Range Hotel
North Star Hotel
Bull's Head Hotel
Clarendon Hotel
Volunteer Arms
Prince of Wales Hotel
North Australian Hotel
Railway Hotel
Tattersall's Hotel
White Swan Hotel
Queensland Hotel
Booval Hotel
White Lion Hotel
'Sawyers' Arms
Travellers'  Home Hotel
Travellers' Home Hotel
Post Office Hotel
Carriers' Arms Hotel
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PUBLICANS '  LICENSES - continued.
Name.
IPswlcK
Mooney, J. „
O'Malley, M....
O'Rourke, G.,,, .
O'Brien, M. .. , ,
Phillips, D. ... ,
Perkins, J. ... ,
Rael, J. ...
Ross , G. C. ... ,
Ross , A.
Rael, M. ... .
Ryan, M.
Rogers, D. ,,. .
Smith, T.
Simpson, G. .. ,
Thompson, W.
Wilkinson, R.
House.
DISTRICT - continued.
City Arms Hotel
Shamrock Hotel
Cottage of Content
Rising Sun Hotel
Churchill Inn
Royal Hotel
Ipswich Hotel
Victoria Hotel
Ross' Hotel
Railway Hotel
Criterion Hotel
Railway Hotel
Glen Cottage
Royal Engineers' Hotel
Horse and Jockey Hotel
Queen's Arms.
Budgen, F.
Boulton, A. W.
Byrnes, G.
Bolger, G.
Bradford, B. , , .
Borck, C.
Bourner, J. G.
Clarke, J.
Earl, W.
Hart, G.
Horning, G....
Helard, J.
Johnston, J. F.
Lannoy, F.
McIntyre, J.
McIntyre, J....
Spring, H.
Wills ,  K. H....
Walsh, R. ...
Bell, C. ...
Dinte, H. D.. .
Freestone, J. E.
Hemman, J....
Lefrancke, C....
Murray, C.
Stuart, C.
Sutherland, W.
Bagley, W.
Cooke, J.
Keeley, C.
Ready, J.
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
North Australian Hotel
Don Hotel
Bowen Inn
Strathmore Hotel
Mount McConnell Hotel
Brighton Hotel
George's Hotel
Euri Creek Hotel
Hedden Valley
Hart's Family Hotel
Heidelberg Hotel
Alliance Hotel
Victoria Hotel
Lannoy's Family Hotel
Bogie Hotel
Suttor Hotel
Port Denison Hotel
Wills' Hotel
Mount Gordon Hotel
LEYBURN DISTRICT.
Golden Fleece
Talgai Reef Hotel
Ingle Inn
Prince of Wales Hotel
Diggers' Return
Royal Hotel
Gold Diggers' Arms
Commercial Hotel
MACKAY DISTRICT.
... Northern Hotel
...  Royal Hotel
...  Golden Fleece
... Traveller's Rest Hotel
NANANGO DISTRICT.
Bright, J. .... Burnett Inn
Laherty, R. ... Star Hotel
Clarke, B. D.
Greig, J.
Heinman, C....
Nolan, D.
Phiftre, B.
Reynolds, W.
NEBO DISTRICT.
,,, Leichhardt Hotel
,., Lake Elphinstone Hotel
, , , Retreat Hotel
London Tavern
Homebush Inn
Fort Cooper Hotel
Ah Shee, G....
Allen, J.
Chase, H. C. ,,.
Ede, R.
Fraser, A.
Kilpatrick, T.
Kelly, P.
Kennelly, J. F.
Poole, T. H....
Reimers, N. ...
Steele, W. B.
Spratley, R.
Solomon, M....
PEAK DowNs DISTRICT.
Drummond Hotel
, . , North Star Hotel
, , , Roper's Creek Hotel
, . , Alliance Hotel
... Reefers' Arms
, , , Copperfield Hotel
. , , Sportsman's Arms
Coach and Horses Hotel
, , . Half-way House Hotel
,., Prince of Wales Hotel
...  Rose and Shamrock Hotel
Crinam Hotel
Water Hole Hotel
PUBLICANS '  LICENSES -continued,
Name. House.
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT.
Anderson, A.... ... Royal Oak
Brogli, B. ... ... Victorian Club Hotel
Beattie, J. ... Dawson Inn
Bedford, A. H. Bedford Arms
Bartholemew, J. T. ... Horse and Jockey Hotel
Bagnell, W. ... Commercial Hotel
Boyer, A. ... Queensland Hotel
Buschell, W. H. ... Sovereign Hotel
Crook, G. . , , ... Cornstalk Hotel
Cramp, J. ... Cambridge Arms
Creighton, W. ... Racecourse Hotel
Chapple, W. S. ... Commercial Hotel
Cravino, L. ... ... Burnettville Hotel
Craig, A D.... , .. Apis Creek Hotel
Chapple, J. , . Retreat Hotel
D ufly, C. ... Cricketers' Arms
Egan,  S. ... ... Horse  and Jockey Hotel
Flannigan, F. ,., Shearers' Arms
Flyn, P. ... City Arms Hotel
Gregory, J. F. ,,, Turf Hotel
Gwyther, G. , , , . . . Herbert's Creek Hotel
Glasscock, I.... ... Leichhardt Hotel
Goodwyn, J.... ... Sydney and  Brisbane Steam
Packet Hotel
Hatton, J. .. , ... North Star Hotel
Hill, W. ... Railway Hotel
Hoffmaister, G. , , , Gainsford Inn
Hogg, M. Half-way House Hotel
John, C. M. .. , Prince of Wales Hotel
Joss, W. , . , Mackenzie Hotel
Johnson, W.... ... Spring Vale Hotel
Kennedy, P.... . Albion Hotel
Keating, J. . , , ... Tattersall's Hotel
Kearney, W. ... Hibernian Hotel
Laurie, D. S , .. , ... Northern Hotel
Maller, C. C. T. , . , United Hotel
McGregor, J , . . , , . , Ulster Arms Hotel
Macalister, A. Clarendon Hotel
Michael, A. .. , ... Telegraph Hotel
Marshall, J. ... ... Freemasons' Arms
Moses , E. ... Royal Fitzroy Hotel
Montgomery, J. C. ... Globe Hotel ..,
Nobbs, T.
Norton, A.
Ottaway, A. ...
Pene, J. F.
Parton, R.
Page, T.
Pendrigh, J.
Pendergast, M.
Rowley, S. .. ,
Rosel, J.
Skardon, J. B.
Strube, J. H....
Squibb, J. R....
Scheuk,  J.
Sheppard, W. F.
Seibel, C. ...
Turner, E.
Tregilgus, K....
Wafer, M.
Wilson, G.
Warnell, T. S.
, . , Criterion Hotel
Stockman's Arms
... Gracemere Hotel
. , , Cremorn Hotel
... Westwood Club Hotel
Queensland Hotel
,,, Netherby Arms
...  Golden Lion
... Bull's Head Inn
... North Shore Hotel
...  Rockhampton Hotel
,,, Crescent Hotel
...  Royal Hotel
... Merry Jig Hotel
,,. Woolpack Hotel
, . , Mackenzie Hotel
,., Globe Hotel
.., Bridge Inn
,., Charleyview Hotel
,., Alliance Hotel
...  Sebastopal Hotel
Ahrens, C.
Devine, J.
Hasset, P.
Hogan, P.
McEwan, T ...
Massarath, E.
Brophy, J.
Coghlan, D. ...
Miller, P.
Marshall, M....
Campbell, T....
Eyles, T. ..
Lesser, S.
Miller, C.
RoMA DISTRICT.
... Bowen Hotel
,., Fitzroy Hotel
,,. Donnybrook Hotel
.,, Garry Owen Hotel
.,, Bush Inn
,,, Maranoa Hotel
SURAT DISTRICT.
. , . Travellers' Rest Inn
.., Ulibah Hotel
, , , Sovereign Hotel
, . , Tara's  Hall Hotel
SPRINGSURE DISTRICT.
,., Bridge Inn
.,, Planet Inn
... Springsure Hotel
, , . Shamrock Hotel
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Name. House.
ST. GEORGE DISTRICT.
Cavanagh, J.... ... St. George Hotel
lCarmody, J. ... ... Moonie Hote
Ezzy, C. ... ... Commercial Hotel
Hyland, S. ... ... Royal Alexandra Hotel
ST. LAWRENCE DISTRICT.
Barton, D. H. St. Lawrence Hotel
Wood, F. N.... Telegraph Hotel
Wallace, J. T. J. ... Waverley Hotel
TOWNSVILLE DISTRICT.
Bailey, A. C....
Falconer, D....
Fletcher, J. ...
Head, A. E. ...
Hamilton, F....
Johnson, G. R.
James,  M. A....
Melezagerth, N.
Mead, J. ...
Rowe, C. S. ...
Weiss, M. A....
... Great Northern Hotel
... Bohle Hotel
... Townsville Hotel
... Exchange Hotel
... Hamilton Hotel
... Criterion Hotel
... Nulls' Nulla Hotel
... Shearers' Arms
... Range Hotel
... Eureka Hotel
... Weiss' Hotel
WOOGARoo  DISTRICT.
Drysdale, J. ...
Freeney, M.
Hanrahan, P. M.
MacDonald, J.
Reed, W. J....
...
...
...
...
...
Royal Mail Hotel
Travellers' Rest Hotel
Redbank Hotel
Oxley Creek Hotel
Prince of Wales Hotel
WIDE BAY DISTRICT.
Bunting,  J. A. ... Golden Fleece Hotel
Brownie, C. J. ... Ariadne Hotel
Bonaries , H.... ... Southern Cross Hotel
Best ,  R. ... ... Sawyers' Arms Hotel
Cooper, T. ... ... Victoria Hotel
Gossner , J. ... ... Munduran Hotel
Galbraith, G.... ... Steam Packet Hotel
Gregory, M. A. M. , , . Queen's Hotel
Hawthorne, C. S. Blossom's Inn
Irwin, M. ... .. Royal Oak Inn
Kehlet, F. Royal Hotel
McLachlan, J. ... Cross Roads Inn
Milner, R. .. ...  White Lion Inn
Milner, T. N. ... Melbourne Hotel
Carrack, C. ... ... Sydney Hotel
Priddy,  E. .. ...  Carpenters' Arms
Richmond, J. ... Robin Hood Inn
Robinson, G.... ... Travellers' Rest Hotel
Ryan, M. White Hart Inn
Thurecht, N.... ... White Swan Hotel
WARWICK DISTRICT.
Aspinal, J. Golden Fleece Hotel
Bugden, D. Criterion Hotel
Brushaber, G. F. ... Harmonic Hotel
Cleary, H. ... Plough Inn
Carter, W. ... Rose Inn
Coles, C. ... ... Globe Inn
Evenden, S. , . . ... Horse and Jockey Hotel
Erhart, M. ... Queen's Arms Hotel
Gordon, S. ... Prince of Wales Hotel.,
Glover, A. ... Prince of Wales Hotel
Hudson, F. ... Australian Hotel
Lethbridge, J. ... Royal Hotel
McDermitt, P. ... Railway Hotel
McLachlan, J. Sandy Creek Hotel
Ryan, J. ... Shamrock Hotel
Roggencamp, M. ... Dalrymple Hotel
The Treasury,
Queensland, 7th July, 1866.
PAYMENT OF RENT AND ASSESSMENT OF
RUNS.THE Lessees of Crown Lands and their Agentsare reminded that the Annual Rents and
Assessment upon Crown Lands are payable on or
before the 30th day of September next.
The holder of every run under license, who has
made application and duly qualified himself for a
lease is required to pay rent upon such run, as
above, notwithstanding that a lease may not have
been actually issued to him.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.BRANCHES of the above Bank are now openat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1866.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
MENDERS are invited for the supply of Billet
Wood, per cord (for Locomotive Engines), to
be delivered at the Ipswich, Walloon, Grandches-
ter, Laidley, Gatton, and Helidon Stations, or at
such place as shall be hereafter decided upon, for
one (1) year from the date of the acceptance of any
such Tender.
Specifications and further particulars may be seen
at the office of the Locomotive Superintendent, at
Ipswich.
Tenders to be sent to this Office on or before
THURSDAY, the 30th instant, at 4 p.m., marked
" Tenders for Firewood, Southern and WesternRailway."
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE.
ON the day of departure of each steamer fromthis Port, the Agent for the vessel is required
to give notice to the Chief Clerk, in the Long
Room, of the hour at which she is to leave the
Wharf, and no goods intended for exportation
from the Colony shall be shipped on board any
steamer previously to due entries for the same
being passed, under the 34th section, 9 Victoria,
No. 15.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector  of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1866.
Registrar-General's Office,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1866.NOTICE.-In accordance with section 4, 28th
Victoria, No. 15, it is hereby notified, that the
Reverend EDWARD TANNER,
Minister of the Church of England, residing at
Brisbane, is now registered at this Office  as a minis-
ter of religion for the celebration of Marriages in
Queensland.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1866.
OTICE.-In  accordance  with  section 4, 28th
Victoria,  No. 15,  it is hereby notified ,  that the
Reverend ERNEST CHRISTIAN FREDERICK
THEODORE HEINER,
Minister of the Lutheran Church, residing at
Ipswich, is now registered at this Office, as a  minister
of religion for the celebration  of Marriages in
Queensland.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar -General.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1866.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS.'
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to direct that in accordance with the provisions of the  Pastoral,
Leases Act of  1863, the unexpired terms of the Leases of the Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described,
which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, shall be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the
Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 1st day of October, 1866.
The Upset Price shall be Ten Shillings per square mile, according to the estimated area in each
case, and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the periods of the leases that may be current
at the time of sale, ending respectively as follows :-Hogonthulla No. 3, first term of four years ending
30th June,  1868;  Lower Maranoa No. 1, second term of five years ending 31st December, 1868.
The Rent of each block respectively for the succeeding terms of the leases, as per schedule annexed
after the above dates will be appraised as provided in the 24th clause of the above-mentioned Act, or the
Pastoral Assessment Act of  1864.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's Rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each block.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below, shall be allowed six months
to stock the country, failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon, as
prescribed by the Act, the Lease may be cancelled.
The instruments of Lease will be delivered to the purchaser, on receipt through the local
Commissioner, of a declaration that the Run has been stocked in accordance with the provisions of the
Pastoral Leases Act.
E. W. .LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE  AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF ARTHUR MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE,  OF THE  FOLLOWING
'RUNS, ON MONDAY, THE 1ST DAY OF OCTOBER, 1866.
0
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NAME OF RUN. DISTRICT.
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DESCRIPTION OF BOUNDARIES.
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DATE OF EXPI- PRICE
RATION OF PER
LEASE. SQUARE
MILE.
R A
8. £ 8. d.
1 Hogonthulla, Warrego 63 Commencing at a gum tree marked All under 12 years 30 June, 1878 10 18 18 0
No. 3 I broad-arrow in triangle on right bank of the
Hogonthulla Creek, ten miles above its confluence
with the warrego River, bounded thence on the
west by a north line about ten miles and a quarter
to the Warrego River, at a spot about fifty chains
west of an apple tree marked broad-arrow in
triangle; thence on the north by the aforesaid
river upwards five miles east in a right line ;
thence on the east by a south line about twelve
miles seventy chains to the Hogonthulla Creek, at
a box tree marked AIII under broad-arrow in
triangle ; thence on the south by the last named
creek downwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described.
2 Lower Maranoa, Maranoa 25 Commencing at a point at the left bank of the Lower 7 years 31 December, 10 7 10 0
No. 1 Maranoa River, where there is a gum sapling 1873
marked DV under broad-arrow in triangle, being
also the southern corner of Drysdale Ponds No. 5
Run; bounded thence on the north-west by a
north-east line six miles and seven chains ; and
thence on the north-east by a south-east line
five miles ; thence on the south-east by a south-
west line five miles and sixty-six chains to the
Maranoa River, at a bastard gum tree marked Ml
under broad-arrow in triangle, being also the
western corner of the Clearwater Run, and thence
on the south-west by the said river upwards to the
marked tree hereinbefore first described. {
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
j, provisions  of'  the Real Property  Act of 1861. Any  person  desiring  to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by  his Attorney,  a Caveat in form B . of said Act,  on or before the day named
in each case.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Laud.
Subdivision A of a re-survey of portion 157, containing
4 acres ; county, Stanley ; parish, Enoggera
Allotment 26 of section 54, containing 1 rood 35
perches ; county, Merivale ; parish and town,
Warwick
Portion 280, containing 12 acres ; county, Stanley ;
parish, Ipswich
Allotment 7 of section 6, containing 39 '  perches ;
county, Stanley ; parish, South Brisbane
N.B.-The period for lodging Caveat in the last of
the above applications has been shortened, owing to the
production of the original Deed of Grant since the last
advertisement.
Name of Proprietor. Date within which  a Caveat
may be Lodged
Samuel Webb ... ... 25th September, 1866.
Samuel Davis ... ... Ditto.
Michael Ryan ... ... Ditto.
George Edmondstone ... 18th September, 1866.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1866.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.
THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee. Name of Run . Area , squareDistrict. miles. Amount.
R. Triffit ... ... Retreat ... ... ... Leichhardt ...  90
£ s. d.
27 0 0
Ditto ... ... Anakie Downs ... ditto ...  85 25 10 0
J. B. Watt ... ... Glendarriwill ... ... ditto ...  35 10 10 0
Ditto ... ... No. 2 of Glendarriwill ... ditto 42 12 12 0
Ditto ... ... Borilla ... ... ... ditto ...  85 25 10 0
R. Triffit ... St. Helens... .. ... ditto  75 22 10 0
H. S. Wills ... .., Cullin-la-ringo No. 1 ... ditto 41 12 6 0
Ditto Cullin-la-ringo No. 2 ditto  35 10 10 0
Ditto Coorabelle ... ditto  52 15 12 0
Ditto Perangiwa... ... ... ditto  31 9 6 0
Ditto Cullin-la-ringo No. 3 ... ditto  48 14 8 0
Ditto Cullin.-la-ringo No. 4 ... ditto  42 12 12 0
J. L. Hay Selbridge ... ... ... ditto  30 9 0 0
P. F. MacDonald Gindie No. 1 ... ... ditto  25 710 0'
Ditto Gindie No. 2 ... ... ditto 30 9 0 0
A. H. Richardson ... Uranna No. 4 .., ditto 26 7 16 0
Ditto Uranna No. 5 ... ... ditto 35 10 10 0
Buchanan and Hunter Cairdbeign ... .., ditto 30 9 0 0
Ditto ... Buckleton ... ... ... ditto 40 12 0 0
A. and W. Busby ... Wallaroo ... ... ... ditto 72 21 12 0
Ditto ... Osmondthorpe ... ... ditto  70 21 0 0
Ditto Yarrai No. 2 ... .., ditto  38 11 8 0
Ditto . Emu Plains ... ... ditto  42 12 12  0-
Buchanan and Hunter  Freitag ditto  55 16 10 0
A. H. Richardson ... Uranna No. 1 ... ditto  40 12 0 0
Ditto ... Uranna No. 2 ... ... ditto  47 14 2 0
Ditto • ... ... Uranna No. 3 ... ditto  40 12 0 0
Ditto ... Uranna No. 6 ... ditto  43 12 18 0
A. and W. Busby ... Norwood ... ... ... ditto  76 22 16 0
C. H. Humphrey ... Jingidilla ... ... ... Warrego  39 11 14 0
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1866.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into theTreasury the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares, that unless payment is made, within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
Licensee or Lessee.
John Brown Watt and John Young
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
John Rankin ... ... ... .. .
A. H. Richardson ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Andrew Scott... ... ... ...
Ditto
Thomas Mcllwraith and Jos. C. Smyth
Ditto .. ...
W. C. Mayne, junr., E. C. Mayne, and C. J. Forbes
H. L. Low ... ... ... ...
J. Fraser, C. Brown, and J. M. Brown ... ...
Ditto ... ...
R. A. A. Morehead and M. Young... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
H. E. A. Allan, J. R. Street, and H. Norton ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
F. N. Burne . , . ... ...
Name of Run.
Toarkie . ...
Gunnewin ...
Cooimbah ...
Pamaroo ...
Ridgeland ...
Gumble ...
Narran ... ...
Durran Downs...
Slate Hills ...
Roughlie ...
Myrtleville
Ravenswood ...
Yarran ... ...
Malta ... ...
Woura ... ...
Euraino ...
Centre ... .
Nive Downs West
Back Run ...
Barford... ...
Belstead ...
Dunstan ...
Westbourne ...
E. W. LAMB,
Chief  Commissioner  of Crown Lands.
District.  I Area.  Amount.
sq miles. 9 s. d.
Leichhardt . , . 25 7 10 0
ditto ... ... 44 13 4 0
ditto ...  ... 25 7  10 0
ditto ... ... 38 11 8 0
ditto ... ... 16 4 16 0
ditto ... ... 40 12 0 0
ditto ... ... 35 10 10 0
ditto ... ... 78 23 8 0
ditto ... ... 55 16 10 0
ditto ... ... 42 12 12 0
Maranoa ... 80 24 0 0
ditto ... ... 39 11 14 0
Warrego ... 25 7 10 0
ditto ... ... 50 15 0 0
ditto ... 42 12 12 0
ditto ... ... 49 14 14 0
ditto ... ... 57 17 2 0
ditto ... ... 59 17 14 0
ditto ... ... 100 30 0 0
ditto ... ... 69 20 14 0
ditto ... ... 72 21 12 0
ditto ... ... 69 20 14 01
ditto ... ... 25 7 10 0
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.
T
HE  Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee.
John Brewster  ... ... ... ...
Arthur Cole  Bailey ... ... ...
A. H. Richardson ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Mort,  Cameron ,  and Buchanan ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto  ...  ... ... ... ...
J. and C. Allingham... ... ...
Ditto ... . ... ...
The Trust & Agency Company of  Australasia
J. and C. Allingham... ... ... ...
The Trust & Agency Company of  Australasia
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender
Robert Stewart ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Cain, Maguire, and Ricards, junr ...
James Fenwick and Co.
Cain, Maguire, and Ricards, junr.
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
James, Fenwick and Co ...
Cain, Maguire, and Rickards, junr.
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender
Joseph Hann... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto . ... ... ...
Daniel Cudmore ...
Bann,  Bland, Daintree ,  and Klingender
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Joseph  Hann... ...
James Gibson ...
W. G. Walker ...
J. C. and R.  Sanders
James Gibson
J. C. and R.  Sanders
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto'... ... ...
Alexander  F. Sullivan
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto .. .. ...
Robert Tooth ... ... ... ...
The Corporation styled The Bank of Aus-
tralasia
Name of Run.
Corriesdale
The Plains
Eumara ...
Kinyah ...
Hillgrove ..,
Gara ... ... ...
Westerage ...
Gordon Plains ..
Rimbanda ...
Red Bluff ...
Ban Ban
Birdbush
Chance Hays ... ..,
No. 1 Southwick ...
No. 3 ditto ... ...
Nulla Nulla ... ...
Ditto No. 2 ... ...
Tallegulla No. 1 ...
Ditto No. 2 ...
Ditto No.  3  ...
Nulla Nulla No. 3
Thorngrove ... ...
Rockwood ...
Ravenswood ...
Lolworth No. 1
Ditto No. 2
Ditto No.  3
Niall ... ...
Tara ... ...
Wall ... ...
Maryvale ...
Kangerong ...
Malmesbury ...
Kinlock No. 2
Wando Vale ...
Newburgh No. 1
Ditto No. 2
Kinlock No. 1
Yering... ...
Craigie ...
Therriebooboo
Warrah Warrah
Buloo ...
Koolah
Havelock ...
Charlestown ...
Area inl
District. square Amount.
Miles.
£ s.
North Kennedy 55 16 10
Ditto... ... 48 14 8
Ditto... ... 25  7 10
Ditto... ...  28 8 8
Ditto... ... 49 14 14
Ditto... ... 25  7 10
Ditto... ... 47 14 2
Ditto... ... 41 12 6
Ditto... ... 32 9 12
Ditto... ... 75  22  10
Ditto... .. 31 9 6
Ditto... ... 75 22 10
Ditto... ... 52 15 12
Ditto... ... 60 18 0
Ditto... ... 90 27 0
Ditto... 75 22 10
Ditto... ... 51 15 6
Ditto... ... 45 13 10
Ditto... ... 33 9 18
Ditto... ... 42 12 12
Ditto... .. 72 21 12
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 47 14 2
Ditto... ... 45 13 10
Ditto... ... 36 10 16
Ditto... ... 34 10 4
Ditto... ... 35 10 10
Ditto... ... 128 38 8
Ditto... 112 33 12
Ditto... ... 42 12 12
Ditto...  ... 75  22 10
Ditto... ... 85 25 10
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 106 31 16
Ditto... ... 103  30 18
Ditto... ... 37 11 2
Ditto... ... 44 13 4
Ditto... ... 33 9 18
Ditto... ... 109 32 14
Ditto... ... 59 17 14
Warrego ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 75 22 10
Maranoa ... 35  10 10
Ditto... ... 100 30 0
N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
1 undermentioned Deeds of Assignment have been registered in this Office :-
No. Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties.
55 1866. Between Teresa Agnes Boyes, of Burnett street,
13th August. Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland, widow,
of the first part ; John Pettigrew, of Ipswich
aforesaid, storekeeper, and Mark Henry Long,
of the same place (trustees for the purposes
in the Deed of Assignment mentioned), of
the second part ; and the several persons,
creditors of the said Teresa Agnes Boyes,
who have executed the said Deed of Assign-
ment, being a majority in number, represent-
ing three-fourths in value of the creditors of
the said Teresa Agnes Boyes, whose debts
exceed ten pounds and upwards, and herein-
after called creditors, of the third part.
Nature and Effect of Date of Registration.Deed.
Deed of Assignment Lodged at the
of all the estate Office of the Su-
and effects of the preme Court this
said Teresa Agnes twenty-thirdday
Boyes, in trust for of August, A.D.
the benefit of the 1866,andentered
Creditors of the same day.
said Teresa Agnes
Boyes.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
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Real Property Transfer Office,
3}laane , 25th August, 1866.NOTICE is hereby given, t1 af ter tie egpira-tipr} of fifteen days from this date, the
I egj strar-Geieral will, in canfbrmity with the
provisions of the lifth  clause of the  Beat .Z'moperiy+
Oct of  1861, issue a Provisional Deed of Grant in
the na;ne of Edward James {ills, fbr the following
allotment of, Land, viz. :
Two roods, Qlgt;nent 8 qf section 67, county
of Livingstone, parish and town of Rock-
hampton,  more articularly  described in
Deed pf Grant No.  5,535,  vol. xv., fol. 54.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar _C eneral.
NOTICE,
TO IDPORTE RS Off'  GUNPOWDER.A TER this date, all consignments of more
than twelve barrels of Powder ,  arriving
in the Port  of Moreton  Bay,  are to be lodged in
the )Magazine at Eagle Farm Flats  ;  and until such
Powder is discharged ,  every vessel having on board
more than the above number of barrels belongingto anyone person is, in accordance with the Port
I ,egulations ,, to remain below  E agle Farm Flats.
N.B.-The attention of importers of Gunpowder
is drawn to clause 3 of  7 William IV., No. 7,
which directs that any transfbr or sale of Powder
deposited  in the Magazine is to be immediately
reported ,  in writing ,  to the Ordnance Storekeeper.
To. revert delay, it is necessary that the Certifi-
cate  of  such sale should accompany the Requisition
for the delivery of the Powder ; and also, that the
brands given in any Requisition for Powder should
correspond with those by which the Powder was
described when it was placed in the Magazine.
G. P. HEATH,  Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
fort Office, 22nd August, 1866.
NOTICE TO X RINERS.
WIDE BAY BAR.
r WO White Beacons, which can be seen from
the rook off Double Island Pom* t, are now
erected as leading marks through the North
channel over Wide Bay Bar ; a Red Buoy is also
placei at the extreme of the Spit running to the
S.E., off the south end of'Great Sandy Island.
The. Inner or Westernmost Beacon is 36 feet
high, and is, placed on Inskip Point ; the Eastern-
most or Outer Beacon, is 33 feet high, and is
placed on Hook Point, the south extreme of Great
Sandy Island. The Red Buoy is can-shaped, and
is moored in three fathoms.
Directions. .Steer  N.W. by N. from abreast
Double Island Point until the two Beacons be
about S.W. by W., when they will be, almost in
line ; then haul up, keeping this line of bearing-
the Inner Beacon just touching, and to the south-
ward of, the Outer Beacon-until the Red Buoy is
sighted ; when haul up, and pass midway between
the Buoy and the break on the south side of the
channel.
By following these, directions, the bar will be
crossed in three fathoms at low water.
G. P. HEATH; Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, 20th August, 1866.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QWEE, NSLAND.THE sitting of the above Court stands adjournedto FRIDAY, the seventh day of September,
A.D. 1866.
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar-. '
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff 's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd August, 1866.
ALEXANDER AND ARMOUR v. STONE.
T O ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-TaVeNotice, that a Writ  of  fiesri  facias  has been
issued upon a judgment  obtained  by the Plaintiffs in
the above action, and that all Defendant 's right,
title, and interest ,  of, in ,  and to ,  all that piece of
Land, containing by admeasurement sixty-one
acres, be the same more or less ,  situated in the
county of Stanley and parish of Mackenzie, portion
nine  (9), in the Logan Agricultural  Reserve-com-
mencing on the left bank of the Logan River, at the
south -west corner of portion eight, and bounded
thence on the east by the west boundary line of
that portion bearing north thirty-four chains to a
road one chain wide ; on the north by that road
bearing west twenty chains  ;  on the west by  a line
bearing south twenty -seven chains and eighty-five
links to, the Logan River  ;  and on the south by that
river downwards to the point of commencement ;
being the Land proclaimed as Lot 9, on the 2nd
December ,  1861;-Will be sold by the Sheriff of
Queensland ,  by Public Auction, at the Sovereign
Hotel ,  Elizabeth street, Brisbane ,  on THURS-
DAY, the 27th day of September next, at Twelve
o'clock noon ,  unless this execution is previously
satisfired.
EDWARD HACKING,
Under Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  I nsolvent Estate  of Archibald  Banks,  of
Cooper's Plains ,  in the Colony of Queensland,,
farmer.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that an application
l will be made ,  on behalf of the abovenamed
Insolvent , on THURSDAY , the twentieth day of
September next, to His Honor the Judge in
Insolvency ,  the aforesaid day having been appointed
by him for that purpose ,  that a Certificate under
The Insolvency  Act of  1864  may be granted to the
said Insolvent.
Dated this twenty-second day of August, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six.
KEANE AND FOWLES,
Attorneys for the said Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll  of Robert Hill Laing ,  late of Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland, Over-
seer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expirationof fourteen days from the publication hereof
in the  Queensland  Government Gazette,  application
will be made to the Su reme Court of Queensland,
in its Ecclesiastical  Jurisdiction,  that Letters of
Administration ,  with the Wi ll  annexed, of the
ggoods, chattels ,  credits ,  and effects of the said
Robert Hill Laing., may be granted to Robert George
Tucker, of Rockhampton ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land, undertaker ,  a creditor of the said deceased.
Dated this 25th day of August ,  in the year of our
Lord 1866.
THOMAS BELLAS,
Proctor for the said Robert George Tucker,
Rockhampton.
By his Agent, EDwA1.p DOYLE,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Burnell Ward,
of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
shipowner, and providore.
T
AKE. Notice, that a Certificate of Discharge
was granted by the Judge in Insolvency,, to
the above Insolvent, on the 13th day of August,
A.D. 1866.
THOMAS BURNELL WARD.
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QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
THE subscription to the Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter, p ayable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, -1st February, 1866.
NOTICE.-It is the intention of the undersignedto apply to the Bench of Ipswich, within
three months from this date, for a license to enclose
by two gates the main road leading from Toowoomba
to Ipswich ; such gates to be painted white and
marked " Licensed Gate," in accordance with the
Enclosure of Roads Act.
WM. TURNER.
1lntpaunbingo.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Felton, on the 30th
July, 1866, by order of Messrs. Sandeman and
Whitchurch. Driving expenses,' 2s. 8d. (Wrongly
described in a former advertisement.)
One bay mare, like diamond over illegible brand near
shoulder, star.
Also, from Ellangowan, on the 3rd August, 1866, by
order of J. Snell, Esquire. Driving expenses, 1s. per
head. (Wrongly described in a former advertisement.)
One bay horse, like W over J over B near shoulder, like
JB conjoined near rump.
One grey horse, JD over JO near shoulder, like IF or
JF off shoulder, cocked shoes on.
One bay mare, PR reversed near shoulder, DW near
ribs, b or t7 near rump.
If not released on or before the 31st of August, 1866,
will be sold on that day to pay expenses.
CHARLES THOMAS, Poundkeeper
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook,
August, 1866, by order of D. Ross, Esq. Damages
and driving, 3s.
One chesnut horse, JP near shoulder, H off shoulder
and neck, star and snip, three feet white.
One chesnut mare, ML over NP near shoulder, star.
One bay mare, 2 over S over v near shoulder, star ;
mouse-colored colt foal, MF off shoulder, at foot.
One mouse-colored filly, blotch brand, like PI over 2G
or PI over AC off shoulder, small star
One bay horse, WP conjoined near rump, star.
One grey horse, like S over GI near shoulder, J off
shoulder.
One bay filly, like W over GE near shoulder, star.
One brown horse, HB near shoulder, star, near fore and
off hind feet white.
One bay horse, like W over C near shoulder, like G in
square near thigh, shod all round.
One bay mare, like JJC or JIC off shoulder, like F
diamond off thigh, star, off hind foot white.
One bay horse, like ET over RW near shoulder, T near
hip, near hind foot white.
One brown fitly, PY or PV near shoulder.
One bay filly, illegible brand near shoulder, star, hind
feet white.
One bay mare, J8 or JS near shoulder, 4 off shoulder,
hind feet white.
One grey mare, X over D near shoulder.
From same place. Damages, 2s. 6d. ; driving, 2s.
One grey mare, like bucket handle near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 18th September, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Eton Vale, 4thAugust, 1866 ,  by order of H. M. Nelson ,  Esquire.
Damages and driving expenses, 2s.
One bay mare ,  TB near shoulder, shod.
If not released on or before the 18th September, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published  by W. C.  BELBRIDGE, Government Printer,
William Street, 25th August, 1866.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1866.
THE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ path this day issued, and the
following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member to
serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of West Moreton, in room of The Honorable ROBERT GEORGE
WYNDHAM HERBERT, Esquire, whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become
vacant by reason of the resignation of the said Honorable Robert George
Wyndham Herbert, Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... ... Ipswich.
Date of  Writ  ... ... ... 27th August, 1866.
Date of Nomination ... ... 4th September, 1866.
Polling  .Day ... ... 11th September, 1866.
Return of Writ ... ... ... 18th September, 1866.
By Command of the Honorable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly
By Authority : W. C. BE.LBSUDGC, Government Printer, William  Street, Brisbane.
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OF SATURDAY,  25TH AUGUST, 1866.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. VII.]  WEDNESDAY ,  29TH AUGUST, 1866. [go. 102.
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
As OF MONDAY, THE FOURTH DAY OF JUNE, A.D.
1866.
REGULIE GRNERALES.
I
T IS ORDERED by the Honorable JAMES
COCKLE, the Chief Justice of Queensland, and by
the Honorable ALFRED JAMES PETER LUTWYCHE, a
Judge of the Supreme Court of Her Majesty's said
Colony, that all existing rules relating to the admis-
sion of barristers, solicitors, proctors, and convey-
ancers, to practise in the said Court, and also that
the General Rules made as of Monday, the eighth
day of January, A.D. 1866, and those made as of
Thursday, the eighth day of March, A.D. 1866, save
as regards any step or proceeding heretofore taken
in the office, be annulled, and such admission shall
henceforth be made, and the practice of the Court
in respect of the particulars hereinafter mentioned,
shall henceforth be as follows :-
Boards of Examiners for Barristers and Attorneys.
1. There shall be two Boards of Examiners in
the said Court, which shall be respectively called
"-The Board of Examiners of the Supreme Court
for Barristers," and " The Board of Examiners of
the Supreme Court for Attorneys." An appeal
shall in all cases lie from either of the said Boards
to the Judges of the said Court in Chambers.
ADMISSION OF BARRISTERS.
Who are to be admitted as Barristers.
2. No person shall be admitted to practise as a
barrister in the said Court, unless he shall have
been duly admitted as a barrister or advocate in
some one or other of the Queen's superior courts
of record in Great Britain or Ireland, New South
Wales or Victoria, or unless he shall have
submitted to be examined in the manner herein-
after provided. And every person before his
admission shall satisfy the Court that he intends to
reside and practise in Queensland.
Admission moved on Report of Board of Examiners for
Barristers.
3. Previous to the application for admission to
practise in the said Court made by any barrister or
advocate admitted in any of the Queen's superior
courts of record in Great Britain or Ireland,
New South Wales or Victoria, ' he shall submit
his certificates of admission to the Board of
Examiners of the Supreme Court for Barris-
ters, or account for the non-production thereof ;
and the said Board 'shall report thereon to the
Judges ; and after such report has been made, the
admission of such barrister may be moved by any
barrister of the said Court, or by himself, on any
day on which the said Court sits in banco.
Constitution of Board of Examiners for Barristers.
4. The Board of Examiners of the Supreme
Court for Barristers shall consist of Her Majesty's
Attorney and Solicitor-General (if there be one) of
the said Colony, and three practising barristers of
the said Court, who shall be elected annually, in the
month of February in each year, by the practising
barristers of the said Court; and until such election
it shall be competent for the said Judges to nominate
such practising barristers. Provided that should
any vacancy in the said Board at any time occur by
the removal, death, or resignation of any elected
member, or otherwise howsoever, the same may be
filled up by the election of any other practising
barrister.
Election of practising Barristers.
5. Each practising barrister of the said Court
desirous to vote shall, on or before the 10th day of
February in each year, signify in writing, signed
by him and addressed to the said Board, the names
of the practising barristers whom he proposes shall
act for the ensuing year as members of the Board ;
and the Board shall nominate as such members
those for whom the highest number of votes is
given.
Meetings of the Board. Adjournment.
6. The Board shall meet as occasion may require,
and may adjourn its meetings if deemed necessary.
Quorum.
7. Three members shall form a quorum for the
transaction of business, and the majority of the
members present shall decide all questions which
may arise ; and in case of an equality of votes at
any such meeting, the chairman presiding thereat
shall have a casting as well as a deliberative vote.
Secretary.
8. Such person as the Board shall from time to
time appoint, shall be and act as the secretary
thereof.
Board may examine Candidates.
8. The said Board may, either by all or any
number of its, members, or by any competent per-
son or persons appointed by it, conduct the exami-
nation of all candidates in such order, and on such
days and times, as may be fixed.
Qual .fication of Candidates not previously admitted.
9. Every person applying to be admitted to prac-
tise as a barrister, not previously admitted as a
barrister or advocate in any of the Queen's superior
courts of record in Great Britain or Ireland, New
South Wales or Victoria, must be a natural born
or naturalised British subject, of the full age of
twenty-one years, of good fame and character ; and
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during the three years next preceding the time he
submits himself to be examined he shall  reside in
the Colony of Queensland ,  and must not be
engaged in any trade or business ,  or salaried
employment other than that of Judges '  associate,
or principal Secretary or Minister of the Crown,
or act as a clerk or writer to any barrister,
attorney ,  solicitor ,  proctor, or conv eyancer.
Provided that if such person be compelled or
desire to leave the Colony ,  in consequence of
ill-health or for any temporary purpose, he
shall  before his departure give notice in writing
to  the  secretary of the Board of Examiners,
which notice shall specify the time of his projected
departure ,  the true cause of his intended absence,
and the probable duration thereof ; and the time of
his absence from the said Colony shall  not be
included in the said period of three years ,  unless
the Board shall  think proper to allow the same.
Certificate  A to be lodged with the Secretary three  Years
before Notice of Examination.
10. Every such person must, three years at least
before he gives notice of his desire to be examined
as a candidate for admission ,  cause to be delivered
to the secretary of the Board of Examiners for
Barristers ,  a certificate in the form ,  or to the effect
of that in the schedule annexed marked A,
which certificate shall be signed by three
respectable persons at the least .  And the secretary
shall  thereupon file such certificate ,  and enter the
receipt thereof amongst the proceedings of the
Board, and forward ,  without delay, to the associate
of the Chief Justice of the said Court a copy of
the same, and moreover deliver  (if it be required)
to the person from whom he receives the certi ficate
an acknowledgment in writing ,  setting forth the
nature thereof ,  and the time when the same was
lodged with him, which ,  should other proof fail,
shall  be sufficient evidence of the time when such
certificate was delivered by such person.
Examination of Candidates for admission as Barristers.
11. Every such person must submit to be
examined in the ancient Greek and Latin classics,
in mathematics or logic, history and law, and in
such other branches of knowledge and science as
the Board of Examiners of the Supreme Court for
Barristers may from time to time direct ; and he
shall , before the commencement of the term next
preceding that in which he shall propose to be
admitted ,  cause to be delivered to the secretary of
the said Board a certificate ,  in the form or to the
effect in the schedule annexed marked  B.
which certificate shall  be signed by two
practising barristers of the said Court ; and he
shall  also, at ' the same time, cause to be delivered
to the said secretary a notice, setting forth the time
when and the names of the works  (from amongst
those hereafter mentioned )  in which he is desirous
to submit to be examined .  Provided ,  however,
that it shall not be necessary for any such candi-
date who may have taken the degree of Bachelor
of Arts of either of the Universities of Oxford,
Cambridge ,  Dublin ,  London ,  Sydney, or Melbourne,
to submit to be examined in the ancient Greek and
Latin classics ,  in mathematics ,  logic ,  or history.
Appointment ,  Time and Mode of Examination.
12. The Board, when satisfied as to the character
of the candidate and that these rules have been
complied with, shall examine him at any place, day,
or hour fixed by them, and notified to him by the
secretary one week before the time fixed for the
examination  ;  and such examination shall be con-
ducted by  questions in writing ,  given to the candi-
date and answered by him in writing  (with his
name thereunto signed ),  in the presence of the
examiners ,  or one of them  ;  and there shall  be a
paper on each of the following subjects
1. Greek and Latin.
2. Mathematics ,  Algebra, and Logic.
3. Ancient History.
4. English History.
5. U*iversal History.
And five on Law, on the respective subjects of-
1. Real Property and Conveyancing.
2. Common Law Pleading and Practice.
3. Equity.
4. Admiralty and Matrimonial Law, and
Insolvency.
5. Criminal Law.
6. Evidence and the Law of Contracts.
And each shall contain not fewer than twelve,
nor more than eighteen questions, and
not more than two hours will be allowed
to the candidate for answering one
examination paper.
Certfcate of Fitness and Capacity to practice.
13. No such candidate shall be admitted to prac-
tise in the said Supreme Court, unless he shall have
procured a certificate, in the form or to the effect
of that in the schedule annexed marked C, and
shall have ,  in other respects ,  complied with
these rules .  And such certificate shall be in
force only to the end of the term next following
the date thereof ,  unless such time shall be
specia lly extended by the Board.
Fee payable on Be -examination.
14. Any candidate who sha ll  not satisfy the Board
of Examiners as to his fitness and capacity, shall
not be entitled to be re-examined until he shall have
paid to the secretary the sum of ten guineas, in
addition to all  other fees, and so on ,  "  toties
quoties,"  as often as he sha ll  apply to be examined.
Works from which Questions may be selected.
15. The following works will  be those from which
the examiners will select the questions for the
examination of the candidates :-
EXAMINATION FOR BARRISTERS.
MATHEMATICS.
Euclid, Books  I. to VI.;  Algebra, to Quad-
ratic Equations  ;  Whately's or De
Morgan 's Logic ,  or Boole's Laws of
Thought ,  or any other work on logic,
or the laws of thought ,  read in any of
the said Universities.
CLASSICS.
Greek - Any one book of the Evangelists,
any one Epistle, and any one Book of
Homer 's Iliad. For the latter book
any one tragedy of Euripides or Sopho-
cles ,  at the discretion of the examiners,
may be substituted.
Latin-Any three Orations of Cicero, or any
three Books of Virgil ,  or any one Book
of Horace.
HISTORY.
Arnold 's, or Hook 's Rome ; Thirlwall's,
Gillies' ,  or Grote's ,  or Mitford 's Greece;
Hume and Smo llett 's, or Lingard's
England ,  with continuation  ;  Hallam's
Constitutional History; Alison 's History
of Europe.
LAW.
Stephen 's Commentaries  ;  HCayes , or Wat-
kins ,  or Burton ,  on onveyancing ;
Stephen on Pleading  ; Tidd, or Arch-
bold ,  or Bagley ,  or Lush, on Common
Law Practice  ;  Daniel, or Smith, or
Grant ,  on Equity Practice ; Russe ll , or
Archbold, on  Criminal Law  ;  Phillips,
or Starkie ,  or Greenleaf ,  or Taylor, on
Evidence  ;  Sugden's or Dart's  Vendors
and Purchasers ,  or Smith 's Mercantile
Law ; Smith 's Leading Cases ; Best's
Principles of Evidence.
ADMISSION OF ATTORNEYS, ETC.
Who are to be admitted as Attorneys.
16. No person  shall be admitted  as an  attorney,
solicitor ,  or proctor  of the said  Supreme Court,
unless he shall  have  been duly admitted as an
attorney ,  solicitor ,  or writer to the signet ,  in some
one or other  of the  Queen's superior courts of
record in Great Britain or Ireland ,  or as an
attorney and solicitor of the Supreme  Court of New
South Wales ,  or of Victoria ,  or unless he shall have
submitted  to be examined in the manner hereinafter
provided.
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Attorneys previously admitted to file  Affidavits before
the first day of Term.
17. Every person applying to be admitted to
practise as an attorney ,  solicitor ,  and proctor in the
said Court ,  previously admitted as an attorney,
solicitor ,  or writer to the signet in any of the
Queen's superior courts of record in Great
Britain or Ireland ,  New South Wales, or
Victoria ,  shall  lodge with the prothonotary,
for the satisfaction of the Court ,  his original
or annual certificate of admission ,  which shall
be returned to him after the hearing or grant-
ing of such application ,  and shall  file with the
Prothonotary the affidavit  (H) on which he seeks
admission ,  together with a copy of the certificate
of his previous admission ,  which affidavit shall
contain the following allegations ,  videlicet :-
Firstly. That the deponent has been admitted
in one of the aforesaid Courts.
Secondly .  That he has not done or com-
mitted any act or thing which would
cause his name to be struck off the roll
of the said Court.
Thirdly. That to the best of his knowledge
and belief his name sti ll  remains on the
said roll.
Fourthly. That the copy of the certificate
annexed to his said affidavit is a true
copy of his admission.
Fifthly. That  he is the person named therein.
Sixthly .  The time when he ceased to practice.
Seventhly .  The time of his arrival in the
Colony.
Eighthly .  The name of the ship in which he
arrived.
Ninthly .  The mode of his employment from
the time he ceased to practice ; and
Tenthly. A reference to two or more respect-
able householders resident within the
Colony to whom he is known ; and
every such certi ficate shall  be lodged
and  affidavit  filed with the Prothonotary
on or before the first day of the term in
which any such person shall so apply.
Eleventhly .  A compliance with rules.
Publication  of Notice.
18. Every person so applying ,  whether previously
admitted elsewhere or not, shall ,  before the com-
mencement of the Term in which he shall so apply,
cause his name and place of abode, written in
legible characters ,  to be stuck up in the office of
the Prothonotary ,  and also on the outer door of the
Supreme Court House ; and shall moreover cause
notice of his intended application to be advertised
three several times in two newspapers published in
Brisbane during such Term, and no such admission
shall take place except on the last day of such
Term.
.Examination of candidates for admission as Attorneys.
19. Every person applying to be admitted to
practise as an  attorney,  solicitor ,  and proctor in the
said Court ,  not previously admitted as an attorney,
solicitor ,  or writer to the signet in any one
of the Queen's superior courts of record in
Great Britain or Ireland ,  New South Wales or
Victoria ,  must be a natural born or naturalised
British subject, of the full age of twenty-one
years ,  of good fame and character ,  and shall
have been articled to an attorney or solicitor
of any one of the Queen's superior courts of
record in Great Britain or Ireland, or to a writer
to the signet in Scotland ,  or to some practising
attorney or solicitor in this or any other colony of
Great Britain ,  and shall have served the full term
of five years under such articles, or who having
been so articled to one, and having served for any
period of time, shall complete the residue of the
fu ll  term of five years ,  either as articled clerk to
another attorney or solicitor ,  or writer to the signet,
who having been articled ,  and having served as
aforesaid ,  in this or any other colony of Great
Britain, shall complete the residue of the full term
of five years as articled clerk to any attorney or
solicitor of any one of the Queen 's superior courts
of Record in Great Britain or Ireland, or with a
writer to the signet in Scotland ,  or with any other
attorney or solicitor in this or any other colony of
Great Britain ,  or who shall  have served the full
term of five years as associate to any one of the
Judges of the Supreme Court, to the satisfaction
of the said Judge.
And every  such person who shall not have
entered into articles of clerkship before the first day
of January ,  in the year of our Lord 1867, or whose
articles of clerkship entered into with any attorney,
solicitor ,  or writer to the signet elsewhere ,  shall not
have been assigned to any attorney ,  solicitor, or
proctor of the said Court before the said first day
of January ,  in the year aforesaid ,  must ,  before be
enter into such articles ,  or before such assignment,
satisfy the Board of Examiners  of the  Supreme
Court  for Attorneys of his having competent know-
ledge of the subjects of a liberal education, of
which  subjects  Greek or  Latin must be one; and
must  lodge with  the said board all  certificates used
by him.
And every  such person must, after the expiration
of his articles of clerkship ,  and before he apply for
admission to practise in the Supreme Court, also
submit  to be  examined by the said Board of
Examiners of the Supreme Court for Attorneys,
and must pass in six at least of the following
branches of the  law:-
1.  Real Property and Conveyancing.
2. Common and Statute Law.
3. Equity, Divorce ,  and Matrimonial and
Ecclesiastical Law.
4. Bankruptcy or Insolvency and Admiralty.
5. Criminal Law.
6. Practice of the Supreme Court in its
various branches.
7. Practice of the Courts of inferior juris-
diction.
8. Constitutional Law and Constitutional
History.
Provided  that if any such person shall  produce
to the said  Board of Examiners  of the  Supreme
Court for Attorneys ,  a certificate of his having
passed at any matriculation examination in either
of the  Universities  of Oxford ,  Cambridge ,  Dublin,
London ,  Sydney or  Melbourne ,  or of his having
passed the preliminary and any intermediate
examination which clerks articled in Great Britain
or Ireland may be required to pass, and lodge with
the board  a copy thereof ,  it shall  not be necessary
for him to submit  to  such examination a second
time . • Provided ,  further, that nothing in this rule
contained shall affect the  present Judges '  associates,
or the present clerks in the office of the Supreme
Court, whose  rights to be admitted as attorneys,
solicitors ,  and proctors  of the Court,  after five years'
service ,  shall be the same as if these rules had not
been made.
Residence and Certificates required.
20. Every  such person shall reside for one year,
at the  least,  in the Colony  of Queensland ,  before he
shall be entitled  to be examined as a candidate for
admission to  practise.  in the said  Supreme Court ;
and one  year before  he gives notice of his desire to
be examined  he shall  cause  to be delivered to the
Board of Examiners  for Attorneys  a certificate in
the form or to the effect of that in  the schedule
annexed marked  D ; and one month before he
proposes  to be examined he shall  cause to be deli-
vered to the said  Board a certificate, in the
form or to the effect of that  in the said schedule
marked E ; and before he move to be admitted to
practise ,  he shall procure  a certificate  in the form
or to the effect of that  in the said  schedule  marked F.
Board of  Examiners  for Attorneys.
21. The  Board of Examiners  of the  Supreme
Court for Attorneys  shall consist  of the  Registrar,
one practising barrister ,  and two practising at-
torneys of the said Court ,  to be named by the
Judges thereof in the month  of December in each
year ,  to act  during the ensuing year.
Examination of such Candidates.
22. The examination of every candidate desirous
to be admitted to practise as an attorney ,  solicitor,
and proctor in the said  Court ,  shall be conducted by
the said Board of Examiners  of the  Supreme Court
for Attorneys,  at such places ,  days ,  and hours as
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they may appoint, and in the  same  manner and
subject to the same rules in every particular, as are
hereinbefore mentioned for the examination of
barristers ; and the said Board shall report the
result of their examination to the said Judges, who
sha ll  determine as to the admission or rejection of
such candidate, or direct that he submit to a new
or additional examination on some future day. If
approved of, he shall file with the Prothonotary a
copy of the  certificates , duly authenticated by the
Board of  Examiners  of the Supreme Court for
Attorneys, and give notice by advertisement and
otherwise, and in other respects comply with these
rules  as required. See Form (I.)
ADMISSION OF CONVEYANCERS.
Conveyancers.
23. Every person  desirous  to be admitted to
practise as a conveyancer  shall, one month before
the term in which he intends to apply to the Court
for leave to be examined as a conveyancer, give
notice of his intention by advertisement and other-
wise, in the mode required  in the case  of a person
desirous to be admitted to practise  as an  attorney ;
and having given such notices and otherwise com-
plied with No. 18 of these rules, and produced a
certificate, in the form or to the effect of that in the
schedule annexed marked G ; and the Judges
having directed that he shall be examined by
the Master-in-Equity of the said Court, he shall
submit to be examined at such place and day in the
same term, and hour, as the said Master may
appoint. And the examination of every such per-
son shall be conducted by the said Master in such
works and branches of the law of real property as
he may think proper, in the same manner and sub-
t to the  same rules  in every particular as are
Creinbefore mentioned for the examination of
barristers ; and the Master shall report the result
of his examination to the Judges, who shall de-
termine as  to the admission or rejection of such
candidate, or direct that he submit, to a new or ad-
ditional examination. If approved of, he shall file
in the office of the Prothonotary a true copy of the
certificates marked C and G in the said schedule,
and may be admitted to practise on the last day of
the same or any- other term, on the motion of any
barrister of the said Court; whereupon the said
Master shall grant him a certificate to, entitle him
to practise as a conveyancer, in which shall be
recited that such person has complied with these
rules. See  Form (J.)
GENERAL MATTERS.
Barristers, Attorneys, and Conveyancers to practise only
in their.'respeetive Characters.
24. Persons admitted as barristers, attorneys, or
as conveyancers, shall act in their respective
characters of barristers, or of attorneys, solicitors,
and proctors of the said Court, or as - conveyancers,
and not otherwise.
FEES.-LIBRARY.
Table of Fees.
25. The following fees shall be paid on the ad-
mission of barristers, attorneys, and conveyancers:
By every barrister not previously  admitted  Guineas.
to practise in the superior courts of record
of Great Britain or Ireland, New South
Wales, or Victoria . ... ... 50
For every  re-examination .. 10
By every barrister of England or Ireland,
or advocate of Scotland, or barrister of
New South Wales, or Victoria ... ... 10
By every attorney, solicitor, and procter, not
previously admitted to practise in anyCourt 40
For every re-examination ... 10
By every attorney, solicitor, - and proctor,
previously admitted to practise in any
Court ... ... ... ... ...  5
By every conveyancer . ... ... 50
For every  re-examination  ... ... 5
Time of Payment of Fees.
26' - All puch fees shall be paid to the secretary of
the Board of Examiners for Barristers. In the case
of applicants previously admitted in the superior
courts ,.of record of Great Britain or Ireland,
New • South Wales, or Victoria, prior to the
motion made for admission to practise in the
said Supreme Court ; and in the case of candidates
not so previously admitted, prior to their submitting
to the examination required, or renewed examina-
tion ; and in any case in which any applicant or
candidate be not admitted to practise in the said
Supreme Court, the fee so required to be paid by
him shall be returned to him at his request.
Fees received to be lodged in the Bank , to the Credit of the
Registrar.
27. All such fees received by the said secretary,
shall be by him lodged in the bank, to the credit of
the Registrar of the said Court on account of
the Supreme Court Library Fund," and entries
of such receipts, lodgments, and of all disburse-
ments , shall be duly made in a book to be called
the " Supreme Court Library Fee Book," to be
kept by such  secretary.
Account of  Fees to be published  in Court on  the first Day
of Term.
28. The secretary, or in his absence such other
person as  the Chief Justice may direct, shall, on the
first day of each term,  present an  account of all such
fees received by such secretary since the first day of
the preceding term, and the mode of disburse-
ment of the  same, or  any part thereof, and the
amount  remaining  indisposed of, if any.
Application of Fees.
29. All such fees shall be applied to the purchase
and maintenance of a library, for the use of the
said Supreme Court, as the said Board of Ex-
aminers  may consider most advantageous, and may
from to time direct.
30. The library committee shall consist of the
Board of Examiners for Barristers, and the Board
of Examiners for Attorneys, who with the approval
of the Judges of the said Court shall have power to
make rules and regulations for the management and
good government of the library, and all branches
of the profession shall have free access to such
library, subject nevertheless to the rules so to be
made in  that behalf.
PRACTICE OF THE COURT.
Office Regulations.
31. All writs may be issued and signed, and
judgments may be signed, and all documents may
be received and filed, by the Registrar's clerk, for
the Registrar.
32. When fees are payable, no officer shall be
required to give change, and no document shall be
sealed, filed, or received, until the fee has been
paid thereon.
33. An affidavit of debt shall be filed prior to the
issue of any writ or renewed writ of execution on
any judgment by default, warrant of attorney, or
cognovit actionem,  or on any jugdment more than
one year old. If a plaintiff be absent from the
Colony, the affidavit may be made by his agent or
attorney.
34. The Registrar, Sheriff, Curator of Intestate
Estates, and the Official Assignee, shall, in January,
April, July, and October, file in the office of the
Registrar quarterly accounts of their receipts,
payments, and securities.
35. The Sheriff may on interpleader  summonses
be allowed costs of attendance at Chambers and
office fees paid by him. No other costs shall be
allowed him unless by order specifying the parti-
culars thereof, and made under special circum-
stances.
36. The Sheriffs bailiff shall be entitled to a fee
of twenty-one shillings for levy.
Chamber Rules.
37. Chamber days and hours shall, except  as here-
inafter provided, be Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., and at 10 a.m. the
Registrar shall send to the Associate a list of all
summonses and matters  returnable at Chambers,
together with all affidavits and papers connected
therewith.
38. Chamber days and hours shall, during the
Christmas and Winter vacations, be Wednesdays,
from  10 a.m. to 12 at noon.
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39. The Associate or Judge's clerk shall enter all
documents used and proceedings had in Chambers,
and shall deliver all documents and fees to the
Registrar, who shall initial the entries, and keep
the documents in a separate file, to be called the
Chamber file.
40. The Chamber entry book shall contain dates,
names of cases, proceedings therein, descriptions
thereof, and fees thereon, and a minute of the
decision.
41. A Judge may have a stamp for impressing his
name on summonses issued from and orders made
in his Chambers, and such impression on any such
summons or order otherwise duly sealed, shall have
the force and effect of the Judge's signature, and
the Court, or a Judge, may- take judicial notice, of
such impression on any such summons or order
otherwise duly sealed.
42. The Registrar or sealing officer shall officially
recognise such impressions on such summonses
and orders, but no order so impressed shall be
sealed until the consent or Judge's minute shall
have been delivered to the Registrar or sealing
officer.
43. No document on which a fee is payable, shall
be sealed, filed, or received, until the fee has been
paid.
Plea of Cross Action.
44. Summonses and Orders for pleading matters
of cross action shall contain an undertaking not to
sue, in respect of such matters.
Special Case.
45. Whenever in any special case title to realty
shall be averred, averment shall also be made as to
the actual possession and occupation thereof and
the duration of such possession or occupation, and
as to whether such possession or occupation be
adverse to the parties to the case or any of them,
and such averments shall be verified in the affidavits.
Affidavits.
46. All rules relating to affidavits by illiterate
deponents shall apply to affidavits by blind de-
ponents.
47. Each separate sheet of an affidavit shall be
signed by the deponent and marked (after the
manner of an exhibit) by the person before whom
it is taken, and the same fee shall be payable on
each extra sheet as on an exhibit.
48. The issuing of every Commission for taking
affidavits will be notified in the  Gazette,  and a
register of such Commissioners shall be kept in the
Office of the Court.
Costs.-Affidavits of Increase.
49. All  affidavits of increase verifying the amount
of fees paid to counsel shall hereafter state that
the fees as charged were marked on the counsel's
briefs on delivery, and that such delivery was made
before the trial if at  Nisi Prizes,  or before the
hearing if in Banco in Chambers or in Equity, or
any other jurisdiction of the Court ; and the tax-
ing officer may at the taxation demand the produc-
tion of such further affidavits or evidence as he may
deem necessary, and such affidavits shall be paid
for by the party who is called upon to produce
them.
Vacations. Time for Pleading.
50. In case the time for pleading to any decla-
ration or for answering any pleadings shall not have
expired before the first day of the Christmas or
Winter vacations, the party called upon to plead
shall have the same number of days for that pur-
pose, after the day succeeding the last day of the
Christmas or Winter vacations, respectively, as if
the declaration or preceding pleading had been
delivered or filed on such day succeeding the last
day of such vacations respectively.
51. The office will be closed on Thursdays and
Fridays, during the Christmas and Winter vaca-
tions.
SITTINGS IN BANC.
52. The Court will not sit in Bane on any day in
Term, except the first four and the last day of
term, unless adjourned to any day, or unless there
be business on the papers, or unless after one clear
day's notice of an urgent motion shall have been
left with the Associates of each of the Judges, and
at the Office of the Registrar, the Judges shall
consent to sit in Bane to hear the same.
53. Cases shall be set down in the Crown paper,
the new trial paper, and the special paper, four
clear days before argument.
EQUITY.
54. The Chief Justice, if there be business on the
Equity papers, will sit in equity on any day in
Term on which the Court shall not sit in Banc ;
and, provided the Court in Bane shall rise at a
convenient time, then on any day in Term after the
sitting in Bane is concluded ; and, unless absent on
circuit, on every Wednesday in his Chamber weeks
during vacations, the Christmas and Winter vaca-
tions excepted.
MATRIMONIAL CAUSES JURISDICTION.
Intervention pending Suit.
55. When the Attorney-General, or any other
person, intervenes he shall (and such other person
within eight days after leave obtaip,ed) enter an
appearance and plead to the petiti yi ; and all sub-
sequent pleadings shall proceed between the
petitioner and the intervener, according to the
rules established with regard to pleadings between
the original parties in the cause.
Showing Cause against a Decree.
56. Any person wishing to show cause against a
decree  nisi  for dissolution of a marriage shall enter
an appearance, and such appearance shall be accom-
panied by an address within one mile of the
Supreme Court Office, at which it still. be sufficient
to serve all notices, and leave copies of instruments
which are to be delivered to such person.
57. Every such person shall at the time of enter-
ing an appearance, or within four days thereafter,
Me affidavits setting forth the facts upon which he
relies.
58. Upon the same day on which such person
files his affidavits he shall deliver a copy of the same
to the party in the cause in whose favor a decree
nisi  for dissolution of marriage has been pronounced.
59. The party in the cause in whose favor the
decree  nisi  for dissolution of marriage has been
pronounced may, within eight days after delivery
of the affidavits, or within such further time as may
be allowed by the Court, file affidavits in answer,
and shall forthwith give notice of his having done
so.
60. The questions raised on such affidavits shall
be argued at such time as the Judge Ordinary may
appoint ; and if he thinks fit to direct any contro-
verted questions of fact to be tried by a jury, the
same shall be settled and tried in the same manner,
and subject to the same rules as any other issue
tried in this jurisdiction.
REPEAL.-PROVISO.
61. No rule or regulation heretofore repealed
shall be revived by anything herein contained, and
nothing herein contained shall affect the Regulation
made as of Monday, the ninth day of January,
A.D. 1865, as to the -Seal of the Court, which
continues in force, anything therein or hereinbefore
contained, notwithstanding.
(Signed) JAMES COCKLE,. J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
SCHEDULE.
Certificate A.
To the Board of Examiners of the Supreme Court of Vide  Rule 10.Queensland for Barristers.
We certify that we are acquainted with
who now resides at we believe him to be
a fit person to be a candidate for admission to the Bar
of the Supreme Court of the Colony of Queensland.
We believe that he is a natural born [or naturalised]
British subject, of the full age of years, and
that he is a person of good fame and character, and not
engaged in any trade.
Dated this day of in the year of our
Lord 186 .
B.
(Signed) D.
R F.
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Certificate B.
To the Board of Examiners of the Supreme Court of the
Colony of Queensland for Barristers.
Vide  Rule 11 We certify that we have known for one year,
and that we believe him to be a fit person to be admitted
to practice at the Bar of the Supreme Court of the
Colony of Queensland.
Dated this day of in the year of our
Lord, 186 .
(Signed) J A. B.1 C. D.
Practising Barristers of the said Court.
Certificate C.
To their Honors the Judges of the Supreme Court of the
Colony of Queensland.
Vide Rules  13 and We, being the major part of the examiners conducting
23 the Examination of  [or I]  do hereby,
in pursuance of the Rules of this Honorable Court,
certify that we  [or  I] have examined the said
and we [or I] do testify that he is fit and
capable to practise in the said Court as a Barrister For
as a Conveyancer.]
Dated this clay of in the year of our
Lord, 186 .
A. B.
(Signed) C. D.
E. F.
Members of  the Board of Examiners for Barristers,
or,
G. H.,
Master in  Equity.
Certificate D.
To the Board of Examiners of the Supreme Court of
Queensland for Attorneys.
Vide Rule 20 1. We certify that we are acquainted with
who now resides at
2. We believe that he is a natural born For natural-
ised] British subject, of the age of years.
3. We have ascertained and believe that he has
passed the matriculation examination at the
University of  , [or  the examinations
to be passed by clerks articled in Great Britain
or Ireland].
4. That he is not engaged in any trade or business.
5. That he is of good fame and character, and
6. That we believe him to be a fit and proper
person to be a candidate for admission as an
attorney, solicitor, and proctor of the Supreme
Court of Queensland.
Dated this day of  A.D. 186
A. B. of
C. D. of
E. F. of
1. Name of candidate to be signed by him at full
length at the bottom of this paper.
2. Age last birthday.
3. Date and place of birth.
4. Name of father.
5. Profession or calling of, and residence of.
6. Last place of education.
7. Passed examination at on
day of
Dated this day of A.D. 186
Certificate E.
To the Board of. Examiners of the Supreme Court of
Queensland for Attorneys.
Vine  Rule 20 We certify that we have known
for yea °s, during which time, as we have ascer-
tained and be , he has not been engaged in any trade
or business ; we believe that he is a fit and proper
person to be admitted to practise as an attorney,
solicitor, and proctor of the Supreme Court of the
Colony of Queensland.
Dated this day of A.D. 186
(Signed) E. F.
G. H.
Practising attorneys of the said Court.
Report F.
To their Honors the Judges of the Supreme Court of
Queensland.
Vide  Rule 20 We, the major part of the Examiners of the Supreme
Court for Attorneys, hereby report that we have examined
A. B of and we find-
1: That he has complied with all the conditions pre-
scribe and passed all the examinations re-quire
cby the rules of this Honorable Court,
and
2. That we believe him to be a fit and proper person
to practise as an attorney, solicitor, and proctor
in this Court  For  as the case may be].
Certificate G.
To their Honors the Judges of the Supreme Court of the
Colony of Queensland.
We certify that we have known for the last
twelve monts, during which time he has been constantly
resident in the Colony of Queensland, and not engaged
in any trade. We believe him to be a natural born  [or
naturalised] British subject, of the full age of twenty-one
years, of good fame and character, and that he is a fit
person to be a candidate to practise as a Conveyancer.
Dated this day of in the year of our
Lord 186
A. B.
(Signed) C. D.
E. F.
Householders.
Vide Rule 23
(H)  Affidavit of Attorney applying for Admission.
In the Supreme Court of the  Colony of  Queensland.
In the matter of A. B., Gentleman.
I, A. B., of in the Colony of Queens-
land, Gentleman ,  make oath and say-
1. That I was  on the clay  of A.D.  Vide Rule 177
18 , admitted an Attorney of Her Majesty's
Court of Queen 's Bench ,  at Westminister, and
on the day of  A.D. 18 , admitted
a Solicitor of Her Majesty 's High Court of
Chancery,  in England , [or as the case  may be].
2. That I have not  done or committed any act or
thing which  would cause my name to be struck
off  the Roll of either of the said Courts.
3. That to the best of my knowleuge  and belief my
name still remains on the Ro ll s of each of the
said Courts.
4. That the copies of the certi ficates annexed are
true copies of my admission therein respec-
tively.
5. That I am the person named therein.
6. That I ceased to practise as an Attorney and
Solicitor ,  in England ,  in the month of
A.D. 18 .
7. That I arrived on the day of
A.D. 18 , in the Colony of Queensland.
8. That I so arrived by the ship which
sailed from the port of in
9. That after I ceased to practise in England, and
before my departure therefrom ,  I was employed
as and since my arrival in the Colony
of Queensland I have been employed as
10. And I refer to C. D., of and E. F., of
resident within the said Colony ,  as persons to
whom I am known.
11. That I have caused to be posted and published
the Notices required  by the  Rules of this
Honorable  Court, and otherwise in all respects
complied therewith.
Sworn at this day of  A.D.  186
before me,
A Commissioner for taking Affidavits.
(I.) Affidavit in support of application for admission as
Attorney by a person not previously admitted
elsewhere.
In the Supreme Court of the Colony of Queensland.
In the matter of A. B., Gentleman.
I, A. B., of in the Colony of Queensland,
make oath and say -
1. That the documents hereunto annexed are true
copies of the certificates, duly authenticated
by the Board of Examiners of the Supreme
Court for Attorneys, the originals whereof
were, on the day of A.D. 18 ,
filed by me in the office of the Prothonotary of
this Honorable Court.
2. That I am the person named therein.
3. That I have cause to be posted and published
the Notices required by the Rules of this
Honorable Court, and otherwise in all respects
complied therewith.
Sworn at this day of A.D. 186
before me,
A Commissioner for taking Affidavits.
Vide  Rule 22
(J.) Affidavit of person applying to  be admitted to
practise as Conveyancer.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the matter of A. B., Gentleman.
I, A. B., of in the Colony of Queensland,
Gentleman, make oath and say-
1. That the documents hereunto annexed are true  Vide  Rule 23
copies of the Certificates required by the Rules
of this Honorable Court, the originals whereof
were , on the day of A.D. 18 ,
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filed by me in the office of the Prothonotary
thereof.
2. That I am the person named therein.
3. That I have caused to be posted and published
the Notices required by the Rules of this
Honorable Court, and otherwise in all respects
complied therewith.
Sworn at this day of A.D. 186
before me,
A Commissioner of the Supreme Court for taking
Affidavits.
I certify that the above Rules were laid before the
Legislative Council on Wednesday, the fourth day of
June, A.D. 1866.
(Signed) HENRY JOHNSON,
Clerk of the Legislative Council.
I certify that the above Rules were laid before the
Legislative Assembly on Tuesday, the nineteenth day of
June, A.D. 1866.
(Signed) LEWIS A. BERNAY'S,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
(Signed ) JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTNII-YCHE, J.
By the Court,
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar.
B. Authority:  W.  C BeasIuaea, Government printer, William 4treet, Bri+bave
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1866.
NOTICE.REFERRING to the departmental advertise-ment, dated 24th August, 1866, it is hereby
notified, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to accept the resignation of ROBERT CRIBB,
Esquire, as a member of the Board of Waterworks.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works)
A. O. HERBERT.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1866.
CIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to reconstruct the Board of Waterworks, and has
accordingly appointed the following gentlemen to
form a Board, for the purpose of carrying out the
powers and provisions of the Brisbane Waterworks
Acts  :-
The SECRETARY FO  PUBLIC WORKS (as Chair-
man)
The SURVEYOR-GENERAL
THEOPHILUS PARSONS PUGH, Esquire
THOMAS BLACKET STEPHENS, Esquire
JOHN PETRIE, Esquire.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works)
A. O. HERBERT.
BRISBANE WATERWORKS.THE Board of Waterworks direct it to benotified, for general information, that they
have adopted the following Bye-laws, in terms of
the  Brisbane Waterworks Act  of 1863, 27 Victoria,
No. 19.
BYE-LAWS.
Assessments.
1. For the purposes of rates and charges to be made
under the Act, the Board adopt, as to houses and tene-
ments in the city of Brisbane, the valuation made from
time to time by the Municipal Council of the said city ;
and such valuation shall be deemed to be the valuation
made and fixed by the said Board until notice be given
by the Board of any alteration thereof.
[No. 103.
Rates.
2. The rates and charges to be paid for or in respect
of water supplied by the Board shall be those set forth
in the table hereunto annexed.
Rates when payable.
3. All such rates shall be payable in advance, in four
equal quarterly payments, on the first clay of January,
the first of April, the first of July, and the first of
October, in every year ; but for any portion of a quarter
the first payment may be calculated according to such,
portion, and shall be made in advance at the time when
the pipe by which water is supplied is made to coniniu-
nicate with the pipes of the -Board, or at the time when
the agreement to take water from the pipes of the Board
is made.
Right to use water not transferable.
4. Any person receiving water from the Board who
shall offend by supplying, or causing or permitting to be
supplied, with water any house or tenement other than
that for which he is himself liable, or who shall allow
any person not liable to the payment of a water rate to
be s, plied with water, or who shall allow water to be
taken from his premises to be consumed elsewhere, shall
be liable for each such offence to a penalty not exceeding
ten pounds.
Neglect to pay rates.
5. If any person shall neglect to pay such rate as  may
be chargeable against hint, the Board may stop the water
from flowing into his premises by cutting of," the service-
pipe to such premises, or by such other means as the
Board may think fit.
Opening ground, or interfe,-inq with pipes, &c.-Penalty.
6. Any person who shall offend by opening any ground
so as to uncover any pipe or pipes the property of the
Board, without giving fourteen days' notice to the Board
of his intention so to do, or who shall in any way tamper
or interfere with any pipe or valve, or any portion of the
works whatsoever, the property of the Board, without
the permission in writing of the Board being first
obtained, shall be liable for each such offence to a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds over and above the damage
which he may be found liable to pay in any action at
law at the suit of the Board.
Laying services without permission.-Penalty.
7. Any plumber or other person who shall attach or
to cause to be attached any service-pipe to any pipe
belonging to the Board, or who shall attach a branch
service-pipe to any service-pipe already laid, for the
purpose of supplying any other house or tenement with
water, or for the purpose of supplying water for motive
power, or for irrigation purposes, or for any other pur-
pose whatever, without having first given notice to, and
obtained permission of, the Board, so to do, shall be
liable for each such offence to a penalty not exceeding
twenty pounds.
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Notice to be given of intention to lay pipes .- Strength
and material to be approved . Penalty.
8. Any plumber  or other person who shall  lay any
pipe  to communicate  with the pipes  of the Board  without
giving two  days '  notice of the day  and hour when such
pipe is intended to be  made to communicate  with the
pipes of the Board, or who  shall  make such communi-
cation except  under the  superintendence and according
to the directions  of some officer of the Board, or who
shall lay any leaden or other pipe  to communicate with
the pipe of the Board  of a strength and material not
approved of by the Board ,  shall be liable  for each such
offence to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
Neglect to repair service pipes after  notice .-Penalty.
9. If any person shall neglect to repair  any service-
pipe conveying water from the pipes of the Board into
the premises of such person, after having received notice
from any officer of the Board that such  service-pipe
requires repairing, the Board may stop the water from
flowing into such premises, either by cutting off the
service-pipe or otherwise, as to the said Board may seem
fit, until the necessary repairs shall have been effected.
The service-pipes from the main being the property of
the owners or occupiers of the tenements supplied by
such service-pipes, the occupier (if any), and if none,
the owner, shall in every instance in which  any damage
shall be caused by reason of such service-pipe being
leaky, or otherwise out of repair or broken, be liable to
a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
Board so to do, the Board may shut off  the supply of
water from the premises of such person ,  either by cutting
the service -pipe or otherwise ,  until such meter shall have
been properly repaired, and certified by some officer of
the Board as being in proper working order.
Meter not to be fixed without certificate of examination.-
Penalty.
14. Any plumber or other person fixing or refixing any
meter upon any premises supplied with water by the
Board, without having first obtained a certificate from
the Board that the said meter has been examined and
found in correct working condition ,  shall  be liable to a
penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
Meter not  to be moved without notice.-Penalty.
15. Every person requiring to remove or alter the posi-
tion of any meter shall give six days '  notice, in writing,
to that effect to the Board, at their office, in order that the
registration  of the quantity of water used may be taken ;
and any person who shall offend by removing or altering
the position of, or in any way interfering with, any such
meter, without giving such notice as aforesaid, shall be
liable, for each such offence, to a penalty not exceeding
twenty pounds over and above the damage which he
may be found liable to pay in any action at law at the
suit of the Board.
Word  "person" to apply to  "  corporation."
16. In the construction of these Bye-laws the word
" person" shall be deemed to extend to and include a
corporation , whether  aggregate or sole.Stand-pipes.-Penalty.
10. In all cases where a stand-pipe shall have been
erected for the supply of the houses and tenements in
any road, or way, lane, or other place, any person not
occupying a house in any such road, or way,  lane, or
other place, who shall take water from such stand-pipe,
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds for
each offence, unless be shall have received a written
permission from the Board to take water from such
stand-pipe.
11. It shall be optional to the Board to charge large
consumers either according to the usual method or at per
thousand gallons ; in the latter  case  the consumer shall
be at the expense of purchasing and fixing a meter,
which shall in all cases be done according to the direc-
tions and under the inspection of such officer as the
Board or their engineer may appoint .  Such meter shall
be of a description approved of in writing by the engineer
to the Board, and none other shall be  allowed to  be fixed,
In all cases the meter shall be enclosed in a box at the
expense of the proprietor, and shall be fairly protected
from injury. A seal shall be fixed, in the mutual
presence of the proprietor or his representative and an
officer of the Board appointed for that purpose, on the
cap, cover, door, or lock, and such  seal  shall not be
broken except in the presence of both parties-the pro-
prietor or his representative on the one part, and an
officer of the Board on the other part ; such officer to
be properly appointed, as above, and to be able at any
time to produce his certificate of authority, if required
to do so. The following is a list of trades and manufac-
tories which will be considered  large consumers :-
Bath and Wash-house-keeper Fishmongers
Bakers Ginger -beer Manufacturers
Basket-makers Gardeners
Breweries Gas Works
Butchers Laundries
Chemists Livery  Stables
Cordial- makers Lemonade Manufactories
Curriers Scourers
Cow-keepers Soap -boilers
Color  Manufactories Sodawater Makers
Distillers Publicans
Dyers  Wine and SpiritMerchants.
Fellmongers
Consumption  by meter. -Meter to be kept in repair.-
Penalty.
12. Every person consuming water by meter shall , in
the event of any repairs being required ,  give notice, in
writing, to the Board, and a registration sha ll  be taken
before such repairs sha ll  be effected  ;  llnd for default in
giving  such notice, such  person shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding ten pounds.
Board may shut off  till meter repaired.
13. Should any person  refuse or delay to have such
meter properly repaired and put in  correct working
order,  after having been required  by any officer of the
GENERAL STIPULATIONS.
All the work to be done  as hereafter  described is to be
subject to the following regulations ,  and to the approval
of the Engineer or the Inspector of the Board ,  viz.
1.  The lead pipes are to be of the undermentioned
weights, viz.:-
All piping a of an inch in diameter, 5 lbs.
weight per yard
All piping I of an inch in diameter, 72 lbs.
weight per yard
All piping  4  of an inch in diameter, 9 lbs.
weight per yard
All piping 1 inch in diameter ,  12 lbs. weight
per yard
2. If cast or wrought iron service -pipes be used,
they must be examined and approved previous
to their being laid down.
3. All the ferrules used must be taper on the plug,
whether  they  are collar ferrules or not ; and no
driving ferrules shall be allowed.
4. All holes drilled in the cast iron mains must be
tapped with a taper tap.
5. One stop -cock must be placed between the main
pipe and the building line of the premises to
be supplied  ;  and all stop-cocks and bib-cocks
must be constructed for high pressure. Those
manufactured by "Guest and Chrimes," Lam-
bert ,  or Warner ,  will be preferred .  No cocks
with  conical ground plugs to be used.
6. No ferrule larger than 41 inch to be used, unless
with the special  consent, in  writing, of the
Engineer to the Board.
7. All  solder joints to be clean wiped.
8. The regular legal notices must be given  by the
contractor to the Board and to the City
Surveyor before proceeding with the work or
opening ground  ;  and any penalty imposed in
consequence of default in this respect must
be borne by the contractor or plumber.
9. Any ground broken in the street ,  and any pitchers
or flagging displaced by reason of this work,
must be restored by the contractor or plumber
to the satisfaction of the City Surveyor and the
Engineer to the Board.
10. The notices are to be given in dupli cate, one to
the Secretary of the Board ,  and the other to the
Engineer  ;  and the plumbers are to take notice
that no main wi ll  be emptied for the purpose of
laying on services until there are are at least
three bores to be made in the pipe or pipes so
emptied.
11. No pipe or pipes sha ll  be allowed to be used,
either in the interior or exterior of any building,
which are of a less strength and weight than
those which are in accordance with the regula-
tions of the Board.
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RATES FOR WATER.
1.-FOR DOMESTIC USE ONLY.
Where the annual value of the tenement does not
exceed £50, 7 per cent. ; with watercloset or bath, 8 per
cent.
Exceeding £50 and not exceeding £300, 6 per cent. ;
with watercloset or bath, 7 per cent.
Exceeding £300, 5 per cent. ; with watercloset or
bath, 6 per cent.
Where horses and cattle are constantly kept, the charges
as follow to be in addition to the house rate :-
Horses, 24s. per head per annum. Cows, 18s. per
head per annum.
And for livery stables and hotels, for each stall, 18s.
per annum, but not to include water for washing
carriages ; for this an additional rate to be charged.
The above rates to cover a supply from service pipes
not exceeding half-an-inch bore.
Larger services according to agreement.
Payments to be made quarterly in advance.
Water delivered at the stand-pipes, Is. per load not
exceeding 100 gallons.
2.-LARGE CONSUMERS BY METER.
. (See Bye-law No. 11.)
(Parties consuming less than  25,000  gallons per quarter
not to be considered  as large consumers)
Not exceeding 50,000 gallons per quarter, 5s. per 1,000
gallons.
Exceeding 50,000 and not exceeding 100,000 gallons,
4s. 6d. per 1,000 gallons.
Exceeding 100,000 and not exceeding 200,000 gallons,
4s. 3d. per 1,000 gallons.
Exceeding 200,000 and not exceeding 400,000 gallons,
4s. per 1,000 gallons.
Meters to be provided at the expense of the consumers.
High-pressure engines, £6 per horse power.
By order of the Board,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Secretary.
Office of Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane, 29th August, 1866.
By Authority : W. C. BarnainuF, Government Printer. William street,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and
St. George, Captain-General and Governor-
in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.W T HEREAS by an Act of the Governor and! r Council of New South Wales, passed in
the fourth year of the reign of Her present
Majesty, intituled t' An  Act for the regulation of
Gaols, Prisons, and Houses of Correction, in the
Colony of Neat South Wales and its dependencies,
and for other purposes relating thereto,"  it is
enacted that all buildings, erections, houses and
premises, which should thereafter be erected, built,
purchased, enlarged, or maintained at the public
expense, as and for public gaols, prisons, and
houses of correction, within the said Colony and its
dependencies, and which should, by Proclamation, to
be from time to time published in the  Government
.Gazette,  by order of the Governor for the time
being of the said Colony, be declared and notified
as such public gaols, prisons, or houses of correc-
tion, should from and after the publication of such
notification be severally deemed and taken to be
the public gaol, prison, or house of correction, of the
place or district where the same was or should be
situated within the said Colony or its dependencies
respectively, and should be subject to the several
provisions thereinafter made for the regulation,
management, care, and discipline of the public gaols,
prisons, and houses of correction belonging to the
said Colony and its dependencies, and of the pri-
soners confined within the same ; And whereas
there has been recently erected on the Island of St.
Helena in Moreton Bay, as and for a lock-up, the
building called and known by the name of the St.
Helena Lock-up ; And it is expedient that the said
lock-up should be and be declared a public gaol,
prison, and house of correction : Now, therefore, I,
the GOVERNOR aforesaid, by virtue of the said recited
Act, and in pursuance of the power and authority
in me vested, do hereby proclaim, declare, and
notify the said building on the Island of St. Helena
to be a public gaol, prison, and house of correction.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
August, in the year of Our Lord One thousand
eight hundred and sixty-six, and in the
.thirtieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
GOD SAVE TIIE QCEEN
[No. 104.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
CLERMONT AND COPPER-FIELD PETITION.
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, sections 3 and 4,
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has directed the publication
of the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by 199 householders, residing in the
towns of Clermont and Copperfield, praying for the
erection of these localities into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that at a public meeting of
the inhabitants of the abovenamed townships, held
at the Court House,- Clermont, on the 25th May
last, it was resolved that a Petition be prepared
requesting the Government to proclaim the town-
ships of Clermont and Copperfield a Municipality ;
and they accordingly pray that the abovenamed
localities may be constituted a Municipality, to be
named the Municipality of Clermont and Copper-
field with the undermentioned boundaries-the
same to be divided into two wards, each ward
returning three aldermen.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.]
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd August, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE AND LEASE
LAND UNDER " TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC
LANDS ACT."
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
] of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the land granted to
the Congregation of the Presbyterian Church on
Wickham Terrace, in this city, have, in terms of
the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made application to
the Governor in Council for leave to mortgage and
lease the said land, in order to obtain funds for
liquidating the debt on the Church, and for other
purposes of interest to the said Congregation.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the permission so
sought, must lodge the same with the Colonial
Secretary, by letter, within three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACAL[STER.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE LAND UNDER
" TRUSTEES  OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."HIS Excellency the Governor,  with  the advice
of the Executive  Council, directs it to be
notified that  the Trustees of the land  ranted for
the purposes of a Temperance Ha ll  in  forth Bris-
bane have ,  in terms of  the Act 28 Victoria, No.
22, made application  to the Governor  in Council for
leave  to mortgage  and lease the said land for the
general purposes  of the  Institution.
His E xcellency further directs it to be notified,
that any  person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting  of the  leave so sought,
must lodge the same  with the  Colonial Secretary,
by letter ,  within  three months from the date of the
first publication of this notice.
By His  Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
GAYNDAI3 PETITION.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial  Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria ,  No. 21,  section 3, His i
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has  directed  the publication of
the substance  of a Petition  addressed to His
Excellency  as hereunder  set forth ,  purporting to be
signed by One hundred  and six  Householders, in
the Town of Gayndah ,  praying the erection of that
locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners  state that the increasing popula-
tion of this town ,  the large sums  of money that
have been expended  in the purchase of land
therein ,  and the benefits derivable from municipal
government ,  render  them  anxious to secure its
advantages , and they, therefore, pray that Gayndah
may be declared a Municipality with the under-
mentioned  boundaries.
[The signatures  to this Petition  are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
NO. 67.]
Proposed  Boundaries7of Gayndah Municipality.
Commencing at the north -east corner of the Mount
Debateable Purchase ;  from thence  across the Burnett
westerly  three miles  up Reed's Creek  ;  from thence a
line running  easterly  to cross  the Burnett  at the Bro-
then ; thence  along the southern  bank downwards to the
junction  of the Barambah  Creek ; thence along the
southern  bank of the  Barambah upwards to the junction
of Campbell ' s Creek with  the Barambah  ;  from thence
along  Campbell ' s Creek to the old Ban-Ban Road; from
thence a line to Mr .  Walker's purchase  on Oakey
Creek ; from thence one  mile southerly ,  and from thence
to the southern  point of the  Mount Debateable Pur-
chase, and thence to the point of commencement.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  8th August, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
ROMA PETITION.
I
N  pursuance  of the Act  of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria ,  No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency ,  as hereunder set forth ,  purporting to
be signed by One hundred and five householders and
inhabitants of the town of Roma ,  praying the
erection of that locality into a Municipality.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTEE.
The petitioners ,  in pursuance of a resolution
passed at a public meeting ,  state that they are
anxious of securing the bene fits derivable from
municipal government ,  and therefore pray that
Roma may be declared a  Municipality.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 11th August, 1866,
No. 96.]
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE UNDER THE
"TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
Cj IS Excellency the Governor , with the advice
Ij of the Executive Council ,  directs it to be
notified ,  that the Trustees  of the Land granted to
theAcclimatisation  Society of Queensland ,  Brisbane,
have in terms of  the Act 28 Victoria ,  No. 22, made
application  to the Governor in Council for leave to
mortgage the said land, in order to  obtain funds
for the erection of improvements  thereon.
His Excellency also directs  it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable  objection to urge
against the granting of the leave  so sought, must
lodge the same at this  Office within the period of
three  months from the date of  the first publication
of this notice.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JOHN WATTS.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 28th August, 1866.THE following Notice  to Mariners  is publishedfor general information.
J. D. McLEAN.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SPENCER ' S GULF.
NOTICE is hereby given that the buoy placed off Cape
E lizabeth in May last has disappeared .  Immediate
steps will be taken to replace the buoy.
B. DOUGLAS,
President Marine Board, S.A.
H.M. Colonial schooner  " Flinders,"
Tipara Bay, 24th July, 1866.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS for Life  Insurance , or for the
purchase of Annuities ,  or Monthly Allowances ,,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision ,  by Insurance ,  for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity ,  may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself ,  in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shil lings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure  £ 100 at death by double the
above payments:
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way ,  be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d. ,  equal to  £29 13s. a year-to commence
at 60- by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  7th July, 1866.
PAYMENT OF RENT AND ASSESSMENT OF
RUNS.THE Lessees  of Crown Lands and their Agentsare reminded that the Annual Rents and
Assessment upon Crown Lands are payable on or
before the 30th day of September-next.
The holder of every run under license, who has
made application and duly qualified himself for a
lease is required to pay rent upon such run, as
above, notwithstanding that a lease may not have
been actually issued to him.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd August, 1866.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that Publicans' General Licenses have been
issued to the undermentioned persons, and are now
in force for the houses mentioned in connection
with their respecive names for the year ending
30th June,  1867.
J. D. MCLEAN,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name.
Ahern, M.
Baker, C.
Benn, W.
Baines, J.
Braysher, A....
Brown, J.
Buckley, J.
Bennett, A. ...
Brodie, J.
Brown, J. ...
Cain, J.
Carrig, M.
Cassim, J. V.
Cockerill, J. T.
Chambers, T.
Cregh, J.
Darragh, J. ...
Dindsdale, J....
Daly, E.
Drynan, W.
Daly, M. ...
Deagon, W. ...
,..Donovan,  J.
Donovan, D....
Ellis, W. A. T.
Eaves, C. .
Fishley, G. H.
Fletcher, J. ..
Fitzpatrick, W.
Fisher, J.
Graham, J.
Hudson, E. ...
Heap, J.
Hanson, C.
IIardcastle, T.
Heal, J. D. ...
Hordon, J. W.
Hayes, 0.
Huggins, R. ...
Howden, J. ...
Hayes, T.
Houle, P.
Hartley, J.
Haligan, J. T.
Harvey, J.
Horan, M.
Jones, J.
Kennedy, J....
Kelly, J. P. ...
Kean, M.
Lyncle, H. G...
Laver, J.
Lynch, J.
Lee, F. H.
Lyons, W.
Lenneberg, J. H.
McCabe, C. ...
Monro, W.
Morse, J.
McCotter, M...
Montgomery, J. K.
Massey, J.
Mclvor, D.
Menzies, J.
Murphy, D. ...
McGoldrick, P.
McAdam, G....
Mason, G. B.
Mooney, J.
McCann, T.
Muller, F.  A_
Nolan, J. ..,
Osborne, A. ...
O'Neil, D.
O'Rourke, M ...
Overland, R....
House.
BRISBANE DISTRICT.
Sportsman's Arms
Baker's Hotel
Plough Inn
Shakespear Hotel
Metropolitan Hotel
Hamilton Hotel
Kedron Brook Hotel
North Riding Hotel
Royal Oak Hotel
The Harp
Pine Apple Hotel
Terrace Hotel
Cleveland Hotel
Empire Hotel
Golden Fleece Hotel
Brisbane Hotel
Logan Hotel
Exchange Hotel
British Empire Hotel
Drynan's Hotel
...  ,  Royal George Hotel
... Prince of Wales Hotel
... Shamrock Hotel
... Railway Hotel
,.. Cremorn Hotel
... Foresters' Arms Hotel
... Wansfell Hotel
... Crown Hotel
... Stanley Hotel
... Spring Hill Hotel
... Prince Royal Hotel
... Albion Hotel
... City Buffet
... Hanson's Family Hotel
... Victoria Hotel
... Prince Consort Hotel
... London Tavern
... Criterion Hotel
Q. S. N. Hotel
... Builders' Arms
North Star Hotel
Albion Hotel
... Brighton Hotel
... Clarendon Hotel
... Castle Hotel
... Bridge Hotel
... North Australian Hotel
... Alliance Hotel
... Shamrock Hotel
... Treasury Hotel
... Queen's Hotel
... Red Lion Hotel
Tattersall's Hotel
Provincial Hotel
Harp of Erin
Cafe de Paris
... Fairfield House
Shipwrights' Arms
Assembly Hotel
... Dunmore Arms
... Royal Hotel
... Enoggera Hotel
... Caledonian Hotel
... Union Hotel
... Leichhardt Hotel
... Union Hotel
... Sovereign Hotel
... Brighton Hotel
... Exchange Hotel
... Red Lion Hotel
... European Hotel
... Royal Mail Hotel
... Osborne's Hotel
... Cricketers' Arms
... Sir John Young Hotel
... Clarence Hotel
PUBLICANS'  LICENSES-continued.
Name.
BRISBANE
Purchase, A....
Parish, C.
Power, R.
Purcell, T.
Quinn,  J.
Robinson, E....
Reid, W.
Ryan, D.
Rhodes, R.
Russell, H.
Scanlan, J.
Staheli, G.
Stabler, T.
Sullivan, J.
Smith, W.
Sullivan, J.
Simpson. J.
Tevliu, P. ...
Tory, G. .
Tilson, J. W...
Warman, W. H.
Walker, F. G.
Whitehead, R.
Wood, J.
Watson, G. ...
Williams, L....
Wilson, D.
Bolger, P. M.
Hutchinson, W.
McKeon, J. J.
Pearse, M. ...
Rayner, D.
Wallace, E. ...
Morisscy, J. ...
Brassington, S.
Janetzky, L....
Low, H. L.
Brown, J.
Burges, R.
Bronckhorst, J. C.
Bateman, T.
Donovan, J. ...
Gaylor, A. P.
Gibson, S.
Hartley, S. A.
King, S. ..
Michaelis, M.
Martin, T.
Norris, T.
O'Keefe, E. ...
O'Neill, S.
Range, J.
Allen, T. ..
Andrews, W....
Bailey, T. ...
Ball, J. ...
Cook, J. ...
Connolly, J. ...
Cockerill, B....
Cussins, T.
Diederich, E. H.
Donovan, D....
Flori, H.
Fraser, W.
Gentle, E.
Giles, J. ...
Hooper, G.
Hutchinson, W.
Kitchen, J.
Koch, F.
Littleton, A...
House.
DISTRICT-continued.
Farmers' Arms
Parish's Family Hotel
Southern Cross Hotel
Brunswick Hotel
Prince of Wales Hotel
Waterloo Inn
Stanley Hotel
City  Hotel
Retreat Hotel
Buffalo Hotel
Queensland Hotel
Diggers' Arms
Cumberland Hotel
Queen's Arms
Honest Lawyer Hotel
St. Patrick's Tavern
Victoria Tavern
City Arms
Commercial Hotel
Imperial Hotel
Caxton Hotel
Kelvin Grove Hotel
Ship Inn
Bowen Hotel
Bulimba Ferry Hotel
Royal Hotel
Boundary Hotel
BANANA DISTRICT.
... Commercial Hotel
... Star Inn
,.. Banana Hotel
... Woolthorpe Hotel
CONDAMINE DISTRICT.
... Prince of Wales Hotel
Condamine Arms
CARDWTLL  DISTRICT.
... Royal Hotel
CHARLEVILLE  DISTRICT.
::: Burenda Hotel
Coopers' Hotel
Carriers' Arms
DALBY DISTRICT.
Victoria Hotel
Bowen Arms Hotel
Union Hotel
Great Northern Road Hotel
Terminus Hotel
Criterion Hotel
Caledonian Hotel
Jondaryan Hotel
Queen's Arms
Tattersall's Hotel
North Star Hotel
Woolshed Inn
Railway Hotel
Travellers' Home Hotel
Bridge Hotel
DRAYTON DISTRICT.
Cricketers' Arms
Crow's Nest Hotel
North Star Hotel
Queensland Hotel
Royal Exchange Hotel
Shamrock Hotel
Crown Hotel
Shearers' Arms
Travellers' Arms
White Horse Hotel
Prince of Wales Hotel
Queen's Arms Hotel
Horse and Jockey Hotel
Railway Hotel
Sovereign Hotel
Victoria Hotel
Toowoomba Hotel
Post-Office Hotel
Royal Hotel
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Name.
PUBLICANS'  LICENSES - conlinued.
House.
DRAYTON
Lindenberg, H.
Moss, D. ..
McLelland, J. ...
McIntosh, D.
Maloney, J. ... ...
Meldon, J. ... ...
Meldon, M. ... ...
Ole, T. ...
Oelkers, J. ... ...
Peardon, J. ...
Pentecost, H. L. ...
Perkins, W. T.
Ryan, P.
Snow, E.
Smart, C.
Wood, W.
Webb, J.
DISTRICT - continued.
Prince Albert Hotel
Rising Sun Hotel
Royal Bull's Head Inn
Spring Creek Inn
Traveller's Arms
Welcome Home Hotel
Railway Tavern
Waggon and Horses
Hambourgh Hotel
Newmarket Hotel
Pic Nic Hotel
Highfield Hotel
Hibernian Hotel
Tattersall's Hotel
Red Lion Hotel
Criterion HotelBushman's Arms
GOONDTWINDI DISTRICT.
Bailey, C. W..., Royal Hotel
Hensler,  C. ... .... Goondiwindi Hotel
GLADSTONE DISTRICT.
Evans , S. W....
McGuire, C...
Priseman, W. B.
Pershouse, W.
Reilly, T.
Sutherland, J. B.
Simmonds, A.
Walker, W. ,.,
Wilson, J.
Corry, A. ..
Chapman, J....
Chancy, C. .
Dougherty, C.
Harris, J. W.
Mulholland, K.
Paris, J. ...
Reid, J. ..
Scheuber, G....
Skelton, T.
Sutherland, D.
Waite, A. S....
Walker, A.
Metropolitan Hotel
Cat Fish Inn
Commercial Hotel
Queen's Hotel
Rainbow Inn
Prospect Hotel
Diggers' Arms
Persia Inn
,,, Persia Inn
GAYNDAH DISTRICT.
Prince of Wales Hotel
Black Horse Hotel
Shearers' Arms Hotel
Shearers' Arms Hotel
Blue Boar Hotel
Royal Hotel
Auburn Hotel
Barambah Hotel
Victoria Arms
Power's Hotel
Old House at Home
Mechanics' Arms
Gayndah Hotel
Balbi, A. ..
Bassingthwaite, J.
Campbell, H.
Clone, J.
Chapman, F.
Cook, J. ...
Connell, P. ...
Cook, W. ,,,
Connor, O.
Curry, J.
Devine, W.
Davidson, J....
Darling, L.
Fletcher, J.
Finselback, F.
Galton, J.
Hanran, J.
Harris, J.
Hooper, J. B.
Hargreaves, R.
Irwin,  G.
Kelly, T. ...
Lynch, T.
Lennon, J.
Larter, W. F.
Landy, P. ...
Lee, C. ...
Moore, F. ...
McDonald, W.
McGrath, J....
Moroney, T. ...
McGrath, J. ,..
McLean, A.
IPSWICH DISTRICT.
Half-way House
Lady of the Lake
.,, Highland Home
... Southern and Western Railway
Terminus Hotel
White Horse Hotel
Postman's Arms
... Bush Inn
...  Rose Inn
.., Labor in Vain
Gatton Hotel
Melbourne Hotel
... Royal Hotel
Mount Flinders Hotel
Laidley Inn
Union Hotel
... Main Range Hotel
North Star Hotel
Bull's Head Hotel
. , . Clarendon Hotel
... Volunteer Arms
Prince of Wales Hotel
... North Australian Hotel
,,. Railway Hotel
Tattersall's Hotel
... White Swan Hotel
Queensland Hotel
Booval Hotel
... White Lion Hotel
.., Sawyers' Arms
...  Travellers' Home Hotel
... Travellers' Home Hotel
Post Office Hotel
Carriers' Arms Hotel
PUBLICANS'  LICENSES-continued.
Name.
Mooney, J.
O'Malley, M....
O'Rourke, G....
O'Brien, M. .. ,
Phillips, D. ...
Perkins, J.
Rael, J. ...
Ross, G. C. ...
Ross, A. ...
Rae], M.
Ryan, M.
Rogers, D.
Smith, T. ...
Simpson, G.
Thompson, W.
Wilkinson, R.
House.
IrswIcri  DISTRICT-Continued.
City Arms Hotel
Shamrock Hotel
Cottage of Content
Rising Sun Hotel
Churchill Inn
Royal Hotel
Ipswich Hotel
Victoria Hotel
Ross' Hotel
Railway Hotel
Criterion Hotel
Railway Hotel
Glen Cottage
Royal Engineers' Hotel
Horse and Jockey Hotel
Queen's Arms.
Budgen, F.
Boulton, A. W.
Byrnes, G.
Bolger, G.
Bradford, B....
Borck, C.
Bourner, J. G.
Clarke, J.
Earl, W.
Hart, G.
Horning, G. , ..
Helard, J.
Johnston, J. F.
Lannoy, F. .,,
McIntyre, J....
McIntyre, J....
Spring, H. ...
Wills, K. H....
Walsh, R. ...
Bell, C. ...
Dinte, H. P. .
Freestone, J. E.
Hemman, J....
Lefraneke, C....
Murray, C.
Stuart, C.
Sutherland, W.
Bagley, W.
Cooke, J.
Keeley, C.
Ready, J.
Bright, J.
Laherty, R.
Clarke, B. D.
Greig, J.
Heinman, C....
Nolan, D. ...
Phiftre, B.
Reynolds, W.
Ali  Slice, G. ...
Allen, J.
Chase, H. C...,
Ede, R.
Fraser, A.
Kilpatrick, T.
Kelly, P.
Kennelly, J. F.
Poole, T. H....
Reimers, N. ...
Steele, W. B....
Spratley, R. ...
Solomon, M....
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
... North Australian Hotel
Don Hotel
Bowen Inn
Strathmore Hotel
... Mount McConnell Hotel
...  Brighton Hotel
,.. George's Hotel
Euri Creek Hotel
Hedden Valley
Hart's Family Hotel
Heidelberg Hotel
Alliance Hotel
Victoria Hotel
Lannoy's Family Hotel
Bogie Hotel
Suttor Hotel
Port Denison Hotel
Wills' Hotel
Mount Gordon Hotel
LEYBURN  DISTRICT.
Golden Fleece
Talgai Reef Hotel
Ingle Inn
Prince of Wales Hotel
Diggers' Return
Royal Hotel
Gold Diggers' Arms
Commercial Hotel
MACKAY DISTRICT.
... Northern Hotel
... Royal Hotel
... Golden Fleece
... Traveller's Rest Hotel
NANANGO DISTRICT.
.., {Burnett Inn
... I Star Hotel
NEBO DISTRICT.
... 1 Leichhardt Hotel
Lake Elphinstone Hotel
Retreat Hotel
London Tavern
Homebush Inn
Fort Cooper Hotel
PEAK  Down  DISTRICT.
...  I  Drummond Hotel
... North  Star Hotel
... Roper's  Creek Hotel
... Alliance Hotel
... Reefers' Arms
,., Copperfield Hotel
... Sportsman's Arms
,,. Coach and Horses Hotel
. , , Half-way House Hotel
,,, Prince of Wales Hotel
... Rose and Shamrock Hotel
,.. Crinam Hotel
... { Water Hole Hotel
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PUBLICANS '  LICENSES - continued.
Name.
Anderson, A....
Brogli, B.
Beattie, J.
Bedford, A. H.
Bartholomew, J. T.
Bagnell, W. ...
Boyer, A.
Buschell, W. H.
Crook, G. ,.,
Cramp, J. ,
Creighton, W.
Chapple, W. S.
Cravino, L.
Craig, A. D....
Chapple, J. , ..
Duffy, C.
Egan, S.
Flannigan, F.
Flyn, P.
Gregory, J. F.
Gwyther, G....
Glasscock, I....
Goodwyn, J....
Hatton, J.
Hill, W. ..
Hoffmaister, G.
Hogg, M. ,..
John, C. M. ...
Joss, W. ...
Johnson, W....
Kennedy, P....
Keating, J.
Kearney, W. ...
Laurie,  D. S....
Ma ller, C. C. T.
McGregor, J....
Macalister, A.
Michael, A. ...
Marshall, J. ...
Moses, E.
Montgomery, J. C.
Nobbs, T. ,..
Norton, A. ,.,
Ottaway, A. ..,
Pene , J. F. ,,.
Parton, R.
Page, T. ...
Pendrigh, J....
Pendergast, M.
Rowley, S. ,,.
Rosel, J. .
Skardon, J. B.
Strube, J. H....
Squibb, J. R....
Schenk, J.
Sheppard, W. F.
Seibel, C.
Turner, E.
Tregilgus, K..,.
Wafer, M. ...
Wilson, G.
Warnell, T. S.
Ahrens, C.
Devine, J.
Hasset, P. ...
Hogan, P. ..,
McEwan, T..,,
Massarath, E.
Brophy, J. ,..
Coghlan, D. ...
Miller, P. .. ,
Marsha ll , M....
House.
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT.
Royal Oak
Victorian Club Hotel
Dawson Inn
Bedford Arms
Horse and Jockey Hotel
Commercial Hotel
Queensland Hotel
Sovereign Hotel
Cornstalk Hotel
Cambridge Arms
Racecourse Hotel
Commercial Hotel
Burnettville Hotel
Apis Creek Hotel
Retreat Hotel
Cricketers' Arms
Horse and Jockey Hotel
Shearers' Arms
City Arms Hotel
Turf Hotel
Herbert's Creek Hotel
Leichhardt Hotel
Sydney and Brisbane Steam
Packet Hotel
North Star Hotel
Railway Hotel
Gainsford Inn
Half-way House Hotel
Prince of Wales Hotel
Mackenzie Hotel
Spring Vale Hotel
Albion Hotel
Tattersall's Hotel
Hibernian Hotel
i Northern Hotel
United Hotel
,., Ulster Arms Hotel
... Clarendon Hotel
... Telegraph Hotel
... Freemasons' Arms
... Royal Fitzroy Hotel
.., Globe Hotel
...  Criterion Hotel
Stockman's Arms
Gracemere Hotel
Cremorn Hotel
Westwood Club Hotel
Queensland Hotel
Netherby Arms
Golden Lion
Bu ll 's Head Inn
North Shore Hotel
Rockhampton Hotel
Crescent Hotel
Royal Hotel
Merry  Jig Hotel
Woolpack Hotel
Mackenzie Hotel
Globe Hotel
Bridge Inn
Charleyview Hotel
Alliance Hotel
Sebastopal Hotel
RoMA DISTRICT.
... Bowen Hotel
.., Fitzroy Hotel
,., Donnybrook Hotel
,., Garry Owen Hotel
Bush Inn
Maranoa Hotel
SURAT DISTRICT.
Travellers' Rest Inn
Ulibah Hotel
Sovereign Hotel
Tara's Hall Hotel
SPRINOSURE DISTRICT.
Campbell, T.... ... Bridge Inn
Eyles, T.
Lesser, S.
Miller, C.
Cavanagh, J....
Carmody, J. ...
Ezzy, C.
Hyland, S.
Planet Inn
Springsure Hotel
Shamrock Hotel
ST. GEono DISTRICT.
St. George Hotel
Moonie Hotel
Commercial Hotel
Royal Alexandra .hotel
PUBLICANS'  LICENSES-continued.
Name. House.
ST. LAWRENCE DISTRICT.
Barton, D. H ... St. Lawrence Hotel
Wood, F. N.... Telegraph Hotel
Wallace, J. T. J. Waverley Hotel
TOWNSVILLE DISTRICT.
Bailey, A. C.... ... Great Northern Hotel
Falconer, D.... ... Bohle Hotel
Fletcher, J. ... Townsville Hotel
Head, A. E. ... ... Exchange Hotel
Hamilton, F.... ... Hamilton Hotel
Johnson, G. R. ... Criterion Hotel
James, M. A.... ... Nulla Nulla Hotel
Melezagerth, N. ... Shearers' Arms
Mead, J. ... ... Range Hotel
Rowe, C. S. .., ... Eureka Hotel
Weiss, M. A.... ... Weiss' Hotel
WooG}AROo DISTRICT.
Drysdale, J. ... Royal Mail Hotel
Freeney, M. .. ... Travellers' Rest Hotel
Hanrahan, P. M. Redbank Hotel
MacDonald, J. Oxley Creek Hotel
Reed, W. J. ... ... Prince of Wales Hotel
WIDE BAY DISTRICT.
Bunting, J. A. ,.. Golden Fleece Hotel
Brownie, C. J. ,., Ariadne Hotel
Bonaries, H.... ,.. Southern Cross Hotel
Best, R. ... Sawyers' Arms Hotel
Cooper, T. ... ... Victoria Hotel
Gossner, J. ... ... Munduran Hotel
Galbraith, G.... ... Steam Packet Hotel
Gregory, M. A. M. ... Queen's Hotel
Hawthorne, C. S. Blossom's Inn
Irwin, M. ... ... Royal Oak Inn
Kehlet, F. ... Royal Hotel
McLachlan, J. ... Cross Roads Inn
Milner, R. .. ... White Lion Inn
Milner, T. N. ... Melbourne Hotel
Carrack, C. ... ... Sydney Hotel
Priddy, E. ... ... Carpenters' Arms
Richmond, J. ... Robin Hood Inn
Robinson, G.... Travellers' Rest Hotel
Ryan, M. .. ... White Hart Inn
Thurecht, N.... ... White Swan Hotel
WARWICK DISTRICT.
Aspinal, J. ... ... Golden Fleece Hotel
Bugden , D. .. ... Criterion Hotel
Brushaber , G. F. Harmonic Hotel
Cleary, H. .. , . , . Plough Inn
Carter, W. ... ... Rose Inn
Coles, C. ... ... Globe Inn
Evenden, S. ... ... Horse and Jockey Hotel
Erhart, M. ... Queen's Arms Hotel'
Gordon, S. ... ... Prince of Wales Hotel
Glover, A. ... ... Prince of Wales Hotel
Hudson, F. ... ... Australian Hotel
Lethbridge, J. ... Royal Hotel
McDermitt, P. ... Railway Hotel
I McLachlan, J. Sandy Creek Hotel
Ryan, J. .. ... Shamrock Hotel
Roggencamp, M. ... Dalrymple Hotel
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
RANCHES of the above Bank are now open
at Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison),  Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits  to any amount  from 5s.  upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary  office  hours , and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest
ve ings.
rate of 5 per cent.  per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in  person, at  the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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Commission. r for Itoilwivs 0tH e,
llrisienic, 27t11 Aiieicsl,  1866.
TENDERS FOR STOEEb FOR TEE, SOUTHERN
AND 11 IiSTEhN RAlT.1CAY.
JT is hereby notified. tliclt Elie following Tendersfor the supply of  Stores for the Southern and
Western Railway, during the year ending 31st
August, 1867, have been aeeep_cd:-
Messrs . T. IT. Jones and Co., Ipswich-general
ironmongery, &c., he.
Mr. W. Pettigrew, Brisbane-colors, he.
Mr. W. Davies, Ipswich-colonial coals.
Messrs. Reilly and McDonald, Ipswich-pine and
cedar.
Mr. A. S. Leslie, Ipswich-hardwood and cedar.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways Office,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th August, 1866.THE following Regulations, relating to theworking of the Traffic Department on the
Queensland  Railways, approved by His Excellency
the Governor in Connell, are hereby published for
general information, pursuant to the provisions of
clause 116  of the  Railwc Act  (27 Victoria, No. 8).
[L.s.1 A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN
RAILWAY.
Thu Government give public notice that they will not
be accountable for any articles ,  unless the same be signed
for, as received ,  by their clerks or agents.
Nor will they be responsible for the loss of or damage
done to money in cash, or bills or promissory notes, or
securities for money, or jewellery, trinkets, rings,
precious stones, bullion , gold  and silver manufactured or
unmanufactured ,  gold and silver plate or plated articles,
clocks, watches, time-pieces, marbles, lace, furs, silks in
a manufactured or unmanufactured state, and whether
wrought up or not  wrought up with other  materials,
writings, title deeds, prints, paintings, maps, engravings,
pictures, stamps, or other valuables ; nor for damage
done to china, glass ,  wearing apparel ,  musical instru-
ments, furniture , toys, castings,  or any other such
hazardous or brittle articles ,  in packages or otherwise,
unless the same be declared as such, and insured accord-
ing to their value, and paid for at the time of delivery
to the Government  ;  nor for loss or damage arising from
fire, the act of God, or  civil  commotion.
Nor for the loss of or damage done to goods put into
returned  wrappers  or boxes, or packages described as
empties ; nor  of any goods left until called  for, or to
order, or warehoused for the convenience of the parties
to whom they belong, or by or to whom they are
consigned.
Nor for the loss or damage of any packages insuffi-
ciently or improperly packed, marked, directed, or
described, or containing a variety of articles liable, by
breaking, to damage each other, or other articles ; nor
for leakage arising from bad casks, or bad cooperage, or
from fermentation.
Nor for any loss or damage as to any goods whatso-
ever, by reason of accidental or unavoidable delays in
transit or otherwise.
Nor will they bind themselves to forward goods from
any station by the first succeeding train ; nor will they
agree to send a waggon from one station to another with
less than one to il.
Senders of any dangerous articles will be held
accountable for any damage arising therefrom, or
thereto, unless the contents are described as such upon
the direction, that duo care may be observed in the
loading ; and in no ease will the Government be liable
for the loss of any such article ; and the Government
will not undertake the carriage of gunpowder, aquafortis,
vitriol, ardent spirits, lucifer or congreve matches, on any
terms whatever.
All goods, from whomsoever received, or to whomso-
ever belonging, are subject to a  lien,  not only for the
freight of the particular goods, but also for any general
balance that may be due lroiii the owners, consignors, or
consignees  ; and if in fourteen clays after the Govern-
ment first received the goods for transmission by this
railway the money due be not paid, they will be sold by
auction, and the proceeds applied towards satisfaction of
such lien and expenses.
All goods will be sutject to a charge for demurrage, if
not removed from the railway premises within twenity-
four hours after arrival ; awl f.. h, fruit, meat, poultry,
or other perishable articles are conveyed at the owner's
risk, and will be immediately sold to secure the freight,
if it be not paid when such articles arrive at the railway
terminus or are offered for delivery.
No claim for loss or damage (for which the Govern-
ment are accountable) will be allowed, unless made
within one week of arrival of the goods ; and the
delivery of such goods will be considered as complete
when the notice of arrival is rendered to the consignee ;
or if carted out by the Government, when the goods are
placed at the door of the consignee, or suspended to his
crane-chains  or tackle ; the collaring or warehousing
afterwards will be at the owner's risk. Notwithstanding
any period or periods of credit, which, as a matter of
convenience , the Government may allow, they hereby
give notice that all charges for freight or carriage, or for
conveyance ,  are due in cash on delivery or tender of the
goods, waggons ,  or carriages.
All empties not taken away within one month after
their arrival ,  will be sold by auction to defray expenses.
N.B.-The above conditions apply to all  parcels and
goods received  by  the Government for transmission by
this railway at all their respective offices and warehouses,
wheresoever situate.
Commissioner  for Railways Office,
Brisbane ,  29th August, 1866.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1866.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that the within-named party has been licensed
to occupy for one year, for pastoral purposes, the
undermentioned duos, situated in the unproclaimed
district of Gregory, in accordance with the provi-
sions of the 64th clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No.
17, and the Regulations published thereunder.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
UNPROCLAIMED DISTRICT OF GREGORY.
Name of Run - Conbar East.
Licensee-S. D. Gordon.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a waterhole on the Wilson River
or Lubrina Creek, which  runs near  ly north and south
between the Bulla Creek and Cooper ' s Creek ; the
waterhole is called Conbar upon which the head station
is now established  ;  from thence ten miles north up the
creek  ;  from thence five miles east, forming a block of
fifty square miles, back to the Conbar Waterhole at the
south end.
Name of Run-Conbar West.
Licensee - S. D. Gordon.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing from the south end of Conbar (on the
Wilson River )  Waterlole ,  running  five miles west back ;
thence ten miles north  ;  thence five  miles cast to the creek,
and ten miles down the creek to starting point.
Name of Run-Upper Conbar East.
Licensee-S. D. Gordon.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the north boundary of Conbar East,
running up the creek ten miles ; thence five miles cast
back ; thence ten miles south  ;  thence west to starting
point.
Name of Run-Upper Conbar West.
Licensee - S. D. Gordon.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the north boundary of Conbar West,
running up the creek ten miles ; thence five miles back
west ; thence ten miles south  ;  thence five miles to creek
and starting point.
Name of Run-Lubrina East.
Licensee-S. D. Gordon.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a tree  marked  L on the Lubrina Creek,
or Wilson River, about ten miles below Conbar Water-
hole, running down the creek  ,fifteen miles  ;  thence five
miles back east ;  thence fifteen miles north back to
starting point.
Name of Run-Lubrina West.
Licensee-S. D. Gordon.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a tree marked L on the west side of
Lubrina Creek, or Wilson River, ton miles below Conbar
Waterhole, running down the creek fifteen miles; thence
five miles west ; thence fifteen miles south ; thence back
to starting  point.
Colonial Secretary 's Qfce,
Brisbane ,
 31st August, 1866.
THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and AssETS of the UNION BANK OF AUSTRALIA,  within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, during the QUARTER
from the 1st APRIL to the 30th JUNE, 1866 ,  is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GENERAL ABSTRACT ,  showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the UNION BANK OF AUSTRALIA,  within the Colony of QUEENSLAND,  taken from the several Weekly  Statements
during the QUARTER from the 1st APRIL to 30th JUNE, 1866,
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£
Notes in Circulation Not bearing InterestBearing Interest
... ... .., 21 ,900
B'll ' C' 1 Not bearing Interests n ircu aton .. Bearing Interest
Balance due to other Banks ...
... ... ... 12,359
Not bearing Interest ...Deposits ... 72,429...............Bearing Interest  ... ... ... 41,948
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... ...
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ...
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ...
Amount of last half-yearly Dividend declared ... ... ... ...
s. d. £ s. d.
0 0 21,900 0 0
13 6 12,359 13 6
13,328 5 10
10 6
8 7 114,377 19 1
.,. £  161,965 18 5
.. 1,250,000 0 0
...  17  'P cent .  'P annum.
... ...  106,250 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
 ... ...  358,736 5 0
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bul li on or Bars ...
Landed Property
 ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks
Balances due  fr om other Banks  .,, ... ..
Amount of all  Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank  fr om other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s.d. £ s. d.
39,825 3 4
20 4 7
2,000 0 0
574 15 2
8,887 4 4
441,464 5 0
... ... £  492,771 12  5
J. S. TURNER ,  Manager.
A. THOMSON ,  Accountant.
1, John Sargent Turner, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief ,
 the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
Bank during the period specified ;  and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof ,  kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of New South Wales,
4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Sworn before me, at
 Brisbane ,  this 24th day of August, 1866.
ARTHUR
 E. HALLORAN,  Justice of  the Peace.  J. S. TURNER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  31st August, 1866.THE following  General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND,  during theQUARTER from the 1st  APRIL to the  30th  JUNE, 1866, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council,  4 Victoria,  No. 13.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOOK BANK, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st APRIL to 30th JUNE, 1866.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOUNT.  TOTALS.
Notes in Circulation
Not bearing Interest... ,.,
Bearing Interest
Not bearing Interest... ...Bill i Ci tiols rcu n.n a Bearing Interest ..,
Balance due to other Banks
Deposits ,., Not bearing Interest
, . .,. .,.Bearing Interest .
£ s. d. £ s. d.
45,656 5 0 Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined Metals .,,
Gold and Silver, in Bullion  and Bars ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ...
1,080 16 8 Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... .,,
115,597 6 0 .........68,949 18  7 184,547 4 7
Total Amount  of Liabilities
 ... ... ... ... £  231,284 6 3
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the Quarter ended 30th June 598,357 10 0
10
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders .., ...
 ando a
 bonus e ofannum,5 per
. cent, per annum.
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... 40,312 10 0
Automat of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ,.. 121,667 7 8
Balances due from other Banks .., .. .,
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
£ s. d. £ s. d.26,583 13  3
3,244 5 10
22,068 3 9
2,651 11 11
460,627
 2
 10
.., .,, £
 515J74 17
 7
HENRY P. ABBOTT, Manager.
EDW. GRIFFITH, Accountant.
I, Henry Palmer Abbott, make oath, that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
in the Colony of Queensland, during the period specified; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the
Colony of New South Wales 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 24th day of August, 1866. HENRY P. ABBOTT.
M. Goccs, Justice of the Peace.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1866.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.T 1 HE Licensees and Lessees  of the  undermentioned Runs are hereby required  to pay forthwith  into the Treasury the amounts specified in connection  with their  respective Runs ,  in accordance with the
provisions  of the 49th  clause  of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention  is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within 'six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee . Name of Run. District. Area, squaremiles. Amount.
£ s. r3,.
R. Triflit ... ... ... Retreat ... ... ... Leichhardt .. , ... 90 27 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Anakie Downs .. , ... ditto ... ... 85 25 10 0
J. B. Watt ... ... ... Glendarriwill ... ditto ... 35 10 10 0
Ditto .,. ,,, No. 2 of Glendarriwill ... ditto ... 42 12 12 0
Ditto ... Borilla ... ... ... ditto ... ... 85 25 10 0
R. Trifliit ,.. ... St. Helens... ... ditto ... ... 75 22 10 0
H. S. Wills ... ... ... Cullin-la-ringo No. 1 ... ditto ... ... 41 12 6 0
Ditto ... Cullin-la-ringo No. 2 ,., ditto 35 10 10 0
Ditto ... ... , , . Coorabelle ... ... ditto ... ... 52 15 12 0
Ditto ... ... , . , Perangi wa... ... ditto 31 9 6 0
Ditto ... ... Cullin-la-ringo No. 3 ... ditto ... ... 48 14 8 0
Ditto ... ... ,.. Cullin-la-ringo No. 4 ... ditto ... ... 42 12 12 0
J. L. Hay ... ... Sclbridge ... ... ... ditto ... 30 9 0 0
P. F. MacDonald ... Gindie No. 1 ... ... ditto ... 25 7 10 0
Ditto . Gindie No. 2 .,. ... ditto ... 30 9 0 0
A. H. Richardson Uranna No. 4 ... ... ditto ... 26 7 16 0
Ditto Uranna No. 5 ... ... ditto ... 35 10 10 0
Buchanan and Hunter Cairdbeign .,, ditto ... ... 30 9 0 0
Ditto ... ,,, Buckleton... ... ... ditto .,, ... 40 12 0 0
A. and W. Busby ... Wallaroo ... ... ... ditto 72 21 12 0
Ditto ,.. ... Osmondthorpe .., ditto ,.. ,.. 70 21 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Yarrai No. 2 ... ... ditto ... ... 38 11 8 0
Ditto ... Emu Plains ,., ... ditto ... ... 42 12 12 0
Buchanan and Hunter . , , Freitag ... ... ... ditto ... ... 55 16 10  0
A. H. Richardson Uranna No. 1 ditto ,.. ... 40 12 0 0
Ditto ... .,, Uranna No. 2 .,, ditto ... ... 47 14 2 0
Ditto ... ... Uranna No. 3 ditto ... 40 12 0 0
Ditto Uranna No. 6 ... .., ditto .. , ... 43 12 18 0
A. and W. Busby ... Norwood ... ... ... ditto ... 76 22 16 0
C. H. Humphrey ... Jingidilla .. , ... ... Warrego ... ... 39 11 14 0
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1866.PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into theTreasury the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares, that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee. Name of Run. District. Area. Amount.
John Brown Watt and John Young
Ditto ,., ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
John Rankin ... ... ... . .
A. H. Richardson ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Andrew Scott... ... ...
Thomas Mcllwraith and Jos. C. Smyth ... ...
Ditto ... ...
W. C. Mayne, junr., E. C. Mayne, and C. J. Forbes
H. L. Low ... ... ... ... ...
J. Fraser, 0. Brown, and J. M. Brown ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
R. A. A. Morehead and M. Young... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto .. ... ...
H. E. A. Allan, J. R. Street, and H. Norton
Ditto ... ... ... ...
F. N Burne .., ...
Toarkie ... ...
Gunnewin
Cooimbah
Pamaroo ...
Ridgeland ...
Gumble ...
Narran ... ...
Durran Downs...
Slate Hills ...
Roughlie ...
My rtleville . .
Ravenswood ...
Yarran ... ...
Malta ... ...
Woura ... ...
Euraine ...
... Centre ... ...
... Nive Downs West
Back Run ...
Barford... .. .
Belstead ...
Dunstan ...
.14' est bounce ...
sq miles. £ S. d.
Leichhardt .,. 25 7 10 0
ditto ... ... 44 13 4 0
ditto ... ... 25 7 10 0
ditto ... ... 38 11 8 0
ditto ... ... 16 4 16 0
ditto ... ... 40 12 0 0
ditto ... ... 35 10 10 0
ditto ... ... 78 23 8 0
ditto ... ... 55 16 10 0
ditto ... ... 42 12  12 0
Maranoa ... 80 24 0 0
ditto ... ... 39 11 14 0
Warrego ... 25 7 10 0
ditto ... ... 50 15 0 0
ditto ... ... 42 12 12 0
ditto ... ... 49 14 14 0
ditto ... ... 57 17 2 0
ditto ...  ... 59 17 14 0
ditto ... ... 100 30 0 0
ditto ... ... 69 20 14 0
ditto ... ... 72 21 12 0
ditto ... 69 20 14 0
ditto ... ... 25  1 7 10 0
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.
TIRE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
_l Treasury, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Area in[
Licensee or Lessee. Name of Run. District. square Amount.
Miles.
John Brewster ... ...
Arthur Cole  Bailey ... ...
A. H. Richardson
Ditto ... .. ...
Mort,  Cameron ,  and Buchanan
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto . .
J. and C. Allingham... ...
Corriesdale ...
The Plains
Eumara
Kinyah
Hillgrove ...
Gara ... ...
Westerage ...
Gordon Plains
Rimbanda ...
Red Bluff ...
Ban Ban ...
Birdbush ...
Chance Hays...
No. 1 Southwick
No. 3 ditto ...
Nulla Nulla ...
Ditto No. 2 ...
Tallegulla No. 1
Ditto No. 2
Ditto No.  3
Nulla Nulla No. 3
Thorngrove ...
Rockwood ...
Ravenswood ...
Lolworth No. 1
Ditto  No. 2
Ditto No.  3
Niall ... ...
Tara ... ...
Wall ...
Maryvale
Kangerong ...
Malmesbury ...
Kinlock No. 2
Wando Vale ...
Newburgh No. 1
Ditto No. 2
Kinlock No. 1
Yering... ...
Craigie
Therriebooboo
Warrah Warrah
Buloo ... ...
Koolah
Havelock ...
Charlestown ...
£ s.
North Kennedy 55 16 10
Ditto... ... 48 14 8
Ditto... ... 25 7 10
Ditto... ... 28 8 8
Ditto... 49 14 14
Ditto... ... 25 7 10
Ditto... ... 47 14 2
Ditto... ... 41 12 6
Ditto... ... 32 9 12
Ditto... ... 75  22 10
Ditto... ... 31 9 6
Ditto... ... 75 22 10
Ditto... ... 52 15 12
Ditto... ... 60 18 0
Ditto.., ... 90 27 0
Ditto... ... 75 22 10
Ditto... ... 51 15 6
Ditto... ... 45 13 10
Ditto... ... 33 9 18
Ditto... ... 42 12 12
Ditto... ... 72 21 12
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 47 14 2
Ditto... ... 45 13 10
Ditto... ... 36 10 16
Ditto... 34 10 4
Ditto... ... 35  10 10
Ditto... ... 128 38 8
Ditto... ... 112 33 12
Ditto...  ... 42 12 12
Ditto... ... 75  22 10
Ditto... ... 85 25 10
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 106 31 16
Ditto... ... 103  30 18
Ditto... ... 37 11 2
Ditto... ... 44 13 4
Ditto... ... 33 9 18
Ditto... ... 109  32 14
Ditto... ... 59 17 14
Warrego ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 50 15 0
Ditto... ... 75 22 10
Maranoa ... 35 10 10
Ditto... ... 100 30 0
Ditto ...
The Trust & Agency Company of Australasia
J. and 0. Allingham... ... ... ...
The Trust  & Agency Company of Australasia
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender ...
Robert Stewart ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... .. ... ...
Cain, Maguire, and Ricards, junr ...
James Fenwick and Co.
Cain, Maguire, and Ricards, junr.
Ditto ... ...
James, Fenwick and Co ...
Cain, Maguire, and Rickards, junr.
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender ...
Joseph Hann... ... ... ... ...
Ditto .. ... ... ...
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender .,.
Ditto ... ..
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Daniel Cudmore ... ... ... ...
Ditto .. .. ... ... ...
Hann, Bland, Daintree, and Klingender ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Joseph Hann... ... ... ... ...
James Gibson ... ... ...
W. G. Walker ... ...
J. C. and R. Sanders ... ...
James Gibson
J. C. and R. Sanders ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto .. .. ... ... ... ...
Alexander F. Sullivan ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto . ... ... ... ... ...
Robert Tooth ... ...
The Corporation styled The Bank of Aus-
tralasia
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TA KE Notice  that  applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
j- provisions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney,* a Caveat in form B. of said Act,  on or  before the day named
in each case.
F. 0. DARVALL,
Registrar -General.
Description  and Situation of Land. Name of Proprietor. Date within  which  a Caveat
may be Lodged
Portions 155 and 156 of Toowoomba, containing together Edmund Lord and William 1st October, 1866.
60 acres 2 roods 37 perches ; county, Aubigny ; Lord, as Trustees, with
parish, Drayton power of sale
Portion  292,  containing 1 acre 3 roods 32 perches; county,
St l i h th B bN i
Susan Elizabeth Barton ... 1st November, 1866.
an ey ; par s , or r s ane
53 acres at  Fassifern ; county, Churchill ;  parish, James  John Falconer, as 1st October, 1866.
Fassifern Attorney for the Bank of
Australasia
640 acres at the Lagoon Station, and 320 acres, both Ditto ... ... ... Ditto.
near Fassifern ; county, Churchill ; district, More-
ton
Part of allotment 4 of section 3, and the whole of allot- Benjamin Cribb and John 1st November, 1866.
ment 9 of section 27, containing together 1 rood
23 i o perches ; county, Stanley ; parish  and town,
Ipswich
Clarke Foote
Allotment 12 of section  8,  containing 36 perches;  i Thomas Wilson
f 'CC+lin tatt.eVy, 5 l lal1,h, ,SC}tltll liri3t,aYte ... ... l1st October, 1866.
8i9
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1866.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to direct that in accordance with the provisions of the  Pastoral,
Leases Act of 1863, the unexpired terms of the Leases of the Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described,
which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, shall be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the
Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 1st day of October, 1866.
The Upset Price shall be Ten, Shillings per square mile, according .to the estimated area in each
case, and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the periods of the leases that may be current
at the time of sale, ending respectively as follows :--Hogonthulla No. 3, first term of four years ending
30th June,  1868;  Lower Maranoa No. 1, second term of five years ending 31st December, 1868.
The Rent of each block respectively for the succeeding terms of the leases, as per schedule annexed
after the above dates will be appraised as provided in the 24th clause of the above-mentioned Act, or the
Pastoral Assessment Act  of 1864.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's Rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each block.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below, shall be allowed six months
to stock the country, failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon, as
prescribed by the Act, the Lease may be cancelled.
The instruments of Lease will be delivered to the purchaser, on receipt through the local
Commissioner, of a declaration that the Run has been stocked in accordance with the provisions of the
Pastoral Leases Act.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF ARTHUR MARTIN, QUEEN  STREET, BRISBANE ,  OF THE FOLLOWING
RUNS, ON MONDAY, THE 1ST DAY OF OCTOBER, 1866.
NAME OF RUN. DISTRICT.
w
DESCRIPTION OF BOUNDARIES.
a
U
UPSET
DATE OF EXPI- PRICE
RATION OF PER
LEASE. SQUARE
MILE.
P.,  W
w A
0WS,
a
s. E s. d.
I Hogonthulla, Warrego 63 Commencing at a gum tree marked All under 12 years 30 June, 1878 10 18 18 0
No.  3  broad-arrow in triangle on right bank of the
IIogonthulla Creek, ten miles above its confluence
with the Warrego River, bounded thence on the
west by a north line about ten miles and a quarter
to the Warrego River, at a spot about fifty chains
west of an apple tree marked broad-arrow in
triangle; thence on the north by the aforesaid
river upwards five miles east in a right line;
thence on the east by a south line about twelve
miles seventy chains to the IIogonthulla Creek, at
a box tree marked AIII under broad-arrow in
triangle ; thence on the south by the last named
creek downwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described.
2 LowerllIaranoa, Maranoa 25 Commencing at a point at the leftbank of the Lower 7 years 31 December, 10 7 10 0
No. 1 Maranoa River, where there is a gum sapling 1873
marked DV under broad-arrow in triangle, being
also the southern corner of Drysdale Ponds No. 5
Run ; bounded thence on the north-west by a
north-east line six miles and seven chains ; and
thence on the north-east by a south-east line
five miles ; thence on the south-east by a south-
west line five miles and sixty-six chains to the
Maranoa River, at a bastard gum tree marked M1
under broad-arrow in triangle, being also the
western corner of the Clearwater Run, and thence
on the south-west by the said river upwards to the
marked tree hereinbefore first described. I
P40
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N accordance with the provisions of the Act 2S Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
_j undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office :-
No. Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties. Nature and Eitect ofDeed. of Registration..
56 1866. Between Charles James Ellis ,  of Toowoomba,
21st August . in the Colony  of Queensland ,  cabinet-maker
and  -upholsterer ,  of the first part  ;  Charles
Augustus Dittmar, of Toowoomba  aforesaid,
auctioneer , and William  Broadfoot ,  of Too-
woomba aforesaid ,  undertaker  (trustees for
the purposes in the  Deed of  Assignment  men-
tioned), ioned ),  of the second part ; and the several
persons and bodies corporate ,  creditors of the
said Charles James Ellis ,  who, by themselves
or their partners ,  or otherwise , have executed
the said Deed  of Assignment, of the third
part.
Deed of Assignment Lodged at the
of all the estate Office of the Su-
and effects of the preme Court this
said Charles James thirty-first day
Ellis, in trust for of August, A.D.
the benefit of the 1866, and entered
Creditors of the same day.
said Charles James
Ellis.
l I
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
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BRISBANE  WATERWORKS.
THE Board of Waterworks direct it to benotified, for general information , that they
have adopted the following Bye-laws, in terms of
the  Brisbane Waterworks  Act of  1863, 27 Victoria,
No. 19.
BYE-LAWS.
Assessments. -
1. For the purposes of rates and charges to be made
under the Act, the Board adopt, as to houses and tene-
ments in the city of Brisbane, the valuation made from
time to time by the Municipal Council of the said city ;
and such valuation shall be deemed to be the valuation
made and fixed by the said Board until notice be given
by the Board of any alteration thereof.
Rates.
2. The rates and charges to be paid for or in respect
of water supplied by the Board shall be those set forth
in the table hereunto annexed.
Rates when payable.
3. All such rates shall be payable in advance, in four
equal quarterly payments, on the first day of January,
the first of April, the first of July, and the first of
October, in every year ; but for any portion of a quarter
the first payment may be calculated according to such
portion, and shall be made in advance at the time when
the pipe by which water is supplied is made to commu-
nicate with the pipes of the Board, or at the time when
the agreement to take water from the pipes of the Board
is made.
Right to use water not transferable.
4. Any person receiving water from the Board who
shall offend by supplying, or causing or permitting to be
supplied, with water any house or tenement other than
that for which he is himself liable, or who shall allow
any person not liable to the payment of a water rate to
be supplied with water, or who shall allow water to be
taken from his premises to be consumed elsewhere, shall
be liable for each such offence to a penalty not exceeding
ten pounds.
Neglect to pay rates.
5. If any person shall neglect to pay such rate as may
be chargeable against him, the Board may stop the water
from. flowing into his premises by cutting off the service-
pipe to such premises, or by such other means as the
Board may think fit.
Opening ground, or iraterferinq with pipes, &c.-Penalty.
6. Any person who shall offend by opening any ground
so as to uncover any pipe or pipes the property of the
Board, without giving fourteen  days'  notice to the Board
of his intention so to do, or who shall in any way tamper
or interfere with any pipe or valve, or any portion of the
works whatsoever, the property of the Board, without
the permission in writing of the Board being first
obtained, shall be liable for each such offence to a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds over and above the damage
which he may be found liable to pay in any action at
law at the suit of the Board.
Laying services without permission -Penalty.
7. Any plumber or other person who shall attach or
to cause to be attached any service-pipe to any pipe
belonging to the Board, or who shall attach a. branch
service-pipe to any service-pipe already laid, for the
purpose of supplying any other house or tenement with
water, or for the purpose of supplying water for motive
power, or for irrigation purposes, or for any other pur-
pose whatever, without having first given notice to, and
obtained permission of, the Board, so to do, shall be
liable for each such offence to a penalty not exceeding
twenty pounds.
Notice to be given of intention to lay pipes.-Strength
and material to be approved. -Penalty.
8. Any plumber or other person who shall lay any
pipe to communicate with the pipes of the Board without
giving two days' notice of the day and hour when such
pipe is intended to be made to communicate with the
pipes of the Board, or who shall make such communi-
cation except -under the superintendence and according
to the directions of some officer of the Board, or who
shall lay any leaden or other pipe to communicate with
the pipe of the Board of a strength and material not
approved of by the Board, shall be liable for each such
offence to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
Neglect to repair service pipes after notice.-Penalty.
9.  If  any person shall neglect to repair any service-
pipe conveying water from time pipes: of the Board into
the premises  of  such Pierson. after having r,,(,eivL(l notice
from any office" of the Bo,mrrl that, such servmee-l,ip'
requires repairing ,  the Board may stop the water front
flowing into such premises ,  either by cutting off the
service-pipe or otherwise ,  as to the said Board may seem
fit, until the necessary repairs shall have been effected.
The service -pipes from the main being the property of
the owners or occupiers of the tenements supplied by
such service -pipes ,  the occupier  (if any ),  and if none,
the owner ,  shall in every instance in which any damage
shall be caused by reason of such service -pipe being
leaky, or otherwise out of repair or broken ,  be liable to
a penalty  not  exceeding twenty pounds.
Stand-pipes.-Penally.
10. In all cases where a stand-pipe shall have been
erected for the supply of the houses and tenements in
any road, or way, lane, or other place, any person not
occupying a house in any such road ,  or way, lane, or
other place, who shall take water from such stand-pipe,
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds for
each offence ,  unless he shall have received a written
permission from the Board to take water from such
stand-pipe.
11. It shall be optional to the Board to charge large
consumers  either according to the usual method or at per
thousand gallons ; in the latter case the consumer shall
be at the expense of purchasing and fixing a meter,
which shall in all cases be done according to the direc-
tions and under the inspection of such officer as the
Board or their engineer may appoint .  Such meter shall
be of a description approved of in writing by the engineer
to the Board, and none other shall be allowed to be fixed,
In all cases the meter shall be enclosed in a box at the
expense of the proprietor ,  and shall be fairly protected
from injury .  A seal shall be fixed ,  in the mutual
presence of the proprietor or his representative and an
officer of the Board appointed for that purpose, on the
cap, cover ,  door, or lock, and such seal sha ll  not be
broken except in the presence of both parties-the pro-
prietor or his representative on the one part, and an
officer  of the Board on the other part ; such officer to
be properly appointed ,  as above, and to be able at any
time to produce his certi ficate of authority ,  if required
to do so. The following is a  list of trades and manufac-
tories which will be considered large consumers :-
Bath andWash -House-keeper Fishmongers
Bakers  Ginger- beer Manufacturers
Basket-makers Gardeners
Breweries Gas Works
Butchers Laundries
Chemists Livery Stables .
Cordial-makers Lemonade Manufactories
Curriers Scourers
Cow-keepers Soap-boilers
Color Manufactories Sodawater Makers
Distillers Publicans
Dyers  Wine and  Spirit Merchants.
Fellrnongers
Consumption by meter .-Meter  to be kept in repair.-
Penalty.
12. Every ,  person consuming water by meter shall, in
the event of any repairs being required ,  give notice, in
writing ,  to the Board ,  and a registration shall be taken
before such repairs shall be effected  ;  and for default in
giving such  notice, such person shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding ten pounds.
Board may shut off  till meter repaired.
13. Should any person refuse or delay to have such
meter properly repaired and put in correct working
order, after having been required by any officer of the
Board so to do, the Board may shut off the supply of
water from the premises of such person, either by cutting
the service-pipe or otherwise, until such meter shall have
been properly repaired, and certified by some officer of
the Board as being in proper working order.
Meter not to be fixed without certificate of examination.-
Penalty.
14. Any plumber or other person fixing or refixing any
meter upon any premises supplied with water by the
Board, without having first obtained a certificate from
the Board that the said meter has been examined and
found in correct working condition, shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
Meter not to be moved without notice.-Penalty.
15. Every person requiring to remove or alter the posi-
tion of any meter shall give six days' notice, in writing,
to that effect to the -Board, at their office, in order that the
registration of the quantity of wafer used may he taken ;
and any irrra;n one shall offend by roolovmg or altering
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the position of, or in any  way  interfering with, any such
meter, without giving such notice as aforesaid, shall be
liable, for each such offence, to a penalty not exceeding
twenty pounds over and above the damage which he
may be found liable to pay in any action at law at the
suit of the Board.
Word "person" to apply to " corporation."
16. In the construction of these Bye-laws the word
" person" shall be deemed to extend to and include a
corporation, whether aggregate or sole.
GENERAL STIPULATIONS.
All the work to be done as hereafter described is to be
subject to the following regulations, and to the approval
of the Engineer or the Inspector of the Board, viz.
1. The lead pipes are to be of the undermentioned
weights, viz.
All piping of an inch in diameter,  5  lbs.
weight per yard
A ll  piping J of an inch in diameter, 72 lbs.
weight per yard
All piping 4 of an inch in diameter, 9 lbs.
weight per yard
All piping 1 inch in diameter, 12 lbs. weight
per yard
2. If cast or wrought iron service-pipes be used,
they must be examined and approved previous
to their being laid down.
3. All the ferrules used must be taper on the plug,
whether they are collar ferrules or not ; and no
driving ferrules shall be allowed.
4. All  holes drilled in the cast iron mains must be
tapped with a taper tap.
5. One stop-cock must be placed between the main
pipe and the building line of the premises to
be supplied ; and all stop-cocks and bib-cocks
must be constructed for high pressure. Those
manufactured by "Guest and Chrimes," Lain-
bert, or Warner, will be preferred. No cocks
with conical ground plugs to be used.
6. No ferrule larger than inch to be used, unless
with the special consent, in writing, of the
Engineer to the Board.
7. All solder joints to be clean wiped.
8. The regular legal notices must be given by the
contractor to the Board and to the City
Surveyor before proceeding with the work or
opening ground ; and any penalty imposed in
consequence of default in this respect must
be borne by the contractor or plumber.
9. Any ground broken in the street, and any pitchers
or flagging displaced by reason of this work,
must be restored by the contractor or plumber
to the satisfaction of the City Surveyor and the
Engineer to the Board.
10. The notices are to be given in duplicate, one to
the Secretary of the Board, and the other to the
Engineer ; and the plumbers are to take notice
that no main will be emptied for the purpose of
laying on services until there are are at least
three bores to be made in the pipe or pipes so
emptied.
11. No pipe or pipes shall be allowed to be used,
either in the interior or exterior of any building,
which are of a less strength and weight than
those which are in accordance with the regula-
tions of the Board.
RATES FOR WATER.
1.-Fox DOMESTIC USE ONLY.
Where the annual value of the tenement does not
exceed £50, 7 per cent. ; with watercloset or bath, 8 per
cent.
Exceeding  9 50 and not exceeding £300, 6 per cent. ;
with watercloset or bath, 7 per cent.
Exceeding £300, 5 per cent. ; with watercloset or
bath, 6 per cent.
Where horses and cattle are constantly kept, the charges
as follow to be in addition to the house rate :-
Horses, 24s. per head per annum. Cows, 18s. per
head per annum.
And for livery stables and hotels, for each stall, 18s.
per annum, but not to include water for washing
carriages ; for this an additional rate to be charged.
The above rates to cover a supply from service pipes
not exceeding half-an-inch bore.
Larger services according to agreement.
Payments to be made quarterly in advance.
Water delivered at the stand-pipes, Is. per load not
exceeding 100 gallons.
2.---LARar CONSUMERSBy  METER.
(See Bye-law No. 11.)
(Parties consuming less than  25,000  gallons per quarter
not to be considered as large consumers.)
Not exceeding 50,000 gallons per quarter, 5s. per 1,000
gallons.
Exceeding 50,000 and not exceeding 100,000 gallons,
4s. 6d. per 1,000 gallons.
Exceeding 100,000 and not exceeding 200,000 gallons,
4s. 3d. per 1,000 gallons.
Exceeding 200,000 and not exceeding 400,000 gallons,
4s. per 1,000 gallons.
Meters to be provided at the expense of the consumers.
High-pressure engines, £6 per horse power.
By order of the Board,
• LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Secretary.
Office of Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane, 29th August, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
WIDE BAY BAR.TWO White Beacons, which can be seen fromthe rock off Double Island Point, are now
erected as leading marks through the North
channel over Wide Bay Bar ; a Red Buoy is also
placed at the extreme of the Spit running to the
S.E., off the south end of Great Sandy Island.
The Inner or Westernmost Beacon is 36 feet
high, and is placed on Inskip Point ; the Eastern-
most or Outer Beacon is 33 feet high, and is
placed on Hook Point, the south extreme of Great
Sandy Island. The Red Buoy is can-shaped, and
is moored in three fathoms.
Directions.-Steer  N.W. by N. from abreast
Double Island Point until the two Beacons bear
about S.W. by W., when they will be almost in
line ; then haul up, keeping this line of bearing--
the Inner Beacon just touching, and to the south-
ward of, the Outer Beacon-until the Red Buoy is
sighted ; when haul up, and pass midway between
the Buoy and the break on the south side of the
channel.
By following these directions, the bar will be
crossed in three fathoms at low water.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, 20th August, 1866.
NOTICE.
TO  IMPORTERS OF GUNPOWDER.
AFTER this  date ,  all consignments of more
than twelve barrels of Powder ,  arriving
in the Port of Moreton Bay ,  are to be lodged in
the Magazine at Eagle Farm Flats ; and until such
Powder is discharged ,  every vessel having on board
more than the above number of barrels belonging
to any one person is, in accordance  with  the Port
Regulations ,  to remain below Eagle Farm Flats.
N.B.-The attention of importers of Gunpowder
is drawn to clause 3 of-4  William IV., No. 7,
which directs that any transfer or sale of Powder
deposited in the Magazine is to be immediately
reported ,  in writing ,  to the Ordnance Storekeeper.
To prevent  delay , it is necessary that the Certifi.
cate of such sale should accompany the Requisition
for the  delivery of  the Powder ; and also, that the
brands given in any Requisition for Powder should
correspond  with those by which  the Powder was
described when it was placed in the Magazine.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, 22nd August, 1866.
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NOTICE.
0
N the day of departure of each steamer from
this Port, the Agent for the vessel is required
to give notice to the Chief Clerk, in the Long
Room, of the hour at which she is to leave the
Wharf, and no goods intended for exportation
from the Colony shall be shipped on board any
steamer previously to due entries for the same
being passed, under the 34th section, 9 Victoria,
N o. 15.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector  of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1866.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.THE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillingsper quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the -rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James White, of
Crocodile Creek, miner.WHEREAS the said James White was, onthe 27th day of August,  A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 10th day of September, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 8th day of October, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 29th day of August, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Hutchins,
of Maryborough, storekeeper.WHEREAS the said Thomas Hutchins was,on the 28th day of August, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 10th day of September, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vent up to the time of passing his last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a
SecondPublic Sitting of the Court, at the same place,
on MONDAY, the 8th day of October, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 29th day of August,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILL1AM PI."o FR1' G, Tudge.
Official A s s nce.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Reginald Clarence
Baptiste, of Brisbane, boarding-house keeper.
WHEREAS the said Reginald Clarence
y Baptiste was, on the 24th day of August,
A.D. 1866, adjudged to be an Insolvent, I
hereby appoint a First Public Sitting of the
Court, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 10th
day of September, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what  tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 8th
day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 24th day of August, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Bell, of
Brisbane, tobacconist.W' 1T  HEREAS the said Thomas Bell was,Y on the 27th day of August, - A.D. 1866,
adjudged to bean Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 10th day of September, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine `whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on MON-
DAY, the 8th day of October, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for such other matters
connected with the estate as may be required to be
brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 27th day of August, A.D
1866.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
JAMES COCKLE,
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.TAKE NOTICE, that Dividends in the under-
mentioned states are now payable at my
office, Supreme Court House, Queen street, viz :-
Insolvent estate of W. H. Palmer, 2nd dividend,
Js. 3d. in the  R.
Insolvent estate of Grenfell and Co., 1st dividend,
4s. in the £.
Insolvent estate of Z. Skyring, 1st dividend, 2s.
in the £.
Insolveht estate of T. Taylor, 1st dividend, 3s.
lld., in the £.
Insolvent estate of L. F. Landesberg, 1st
dividend, its. in the R.
Dated, at Brisbane. this 29th day of August,
1866.
WILLIAM PICKERING.Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
. IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Hayselden, of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, builder.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that an application
will be made on behalf of the abovenamed
Insolvent, on THURSDAY, the 20th day of
September next, to His Honor the Judge in
Insolvency, the aforesaid day having been appointed
by him for that purpose, that a Certificate under
the  Insolvency Act of  1864 may be granted to the
said Insolvent.
Dated this 27th day of August, 1866.
THOMAS HAYSELDEN,
The abovenamed Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Coote, of
Brisbane ,  late hotel-keeper.
THERE13Y give notice, that I shall, on the 13thday of September next, apply to His Honor
the Judge in Insolvency ,  that a Certificate, under
the  Insolvency  Act of  1864, be granted to me.
WILLIAM COOTE.
August 29th, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
WILLIAM FRANCIS D'ARCY, of Rock-
I hanipton, in the Colony of Queensland, an
attorney of Her Majesty's Court of Queen's Bench
at Westminster,  and a  solicitor of Her Majesty's
High Court of Chancery in England, hereby give
notice that it is my intention to apply for admission
as an attorney, solicitor, and proctor of this honor-
able Court, on the last day of the ensuing Trinity
Term.
Dated this 14th day of August, A.D. 1866.
W. F. D'ARCY.
11
T 0 OWNERS OF CATTLE.-" Strangers,"
sent from Nanango, to-day, in a draft of fat
Cattle
One Ox, RR off ribs, VI off rump.
One Ox, AR over MG or NG conjoined.
One Ox, GS over over R off ribs.
One Cow, A off rump.
Owners applying shall be handed the price
obtained.
GEO. CLAPPERTON.
Tarong, 15th August, 1866.
TVOTICE.-It is the intention of the undersigned
. to apply to the Bench of Ipswich, within
three months from this date, for a license to enclose
by two gates the main road leading from Toowoomba
to Ipswich ; such gates to be painted white and
marked " Licensed Gate," in accordance with the
.Enclosure of Roads Act.
WM. TURNER.
Empaunbing.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook, 13th
August, 1866, wrongly described in former advertise-
ment.
One bay horse, like WOH over C  near  shoulder, 2G near
thigh, L off shoulder, star, shod.
One grey horse, like JG near shoulder.
If not released on or before 18th September, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick,  from Rosenthall, 23rd
August, 1866, by order of L. E. Lester, Esq. Driv-
ing expenses, 2s.
One dark bay or light brown horse,  FL near neck and
near  shoulder.
If not released on or before Tuesday, September 18th,
1866, will be sold on that day at uoon to defray expenses.
Il. MITCHELL, Poundkecper.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Rosevale. Driving,
5s. per head.
One bay horse ,  near hind  foot white ,  like E cross R over
HY conjoined  near  shoulder.
One bay horse , heart near  thigh, heart over WW near
shoulder.
One black filly,  star and  snip, OW near shoulder.
One chesnut filly, WH conjoined off shoulder.
One iron-grey horse,  near  hind foot white, C over TM
over JQ near shoulder.
One brown  horse , like JC near shoulder, writing A off
shoulder.
One bay  mare and foal , off hind foot white, V near
shoulder.
One bay  mare,  M over T near shoulder.
One bay mare, near fore and off hind feet white, M over
T near shoulder.
One bay filly foal,  star  and snip, hind feet white, no
legible brand.
One bay horse,  star,  off hind foot white, M over PF
near  shoulder.
One bay mare, C near shoulder.
One bay mare, no legible brand.
One brown horse, GG over M near shoulder, like CW
off shoulder.
One chesnut filly, star, near hind foot white, H near
shoulder.
One chesnut filly foal, no legible brand.
One brown filly, H near ribs.
One black horse, hind feet white, like  RR over RH near
shoulder.
One bay mare,  star , WP near shoulder.
One bay horse, star, hind feet white, BK near shoulder.
One ta ffy colt, blaze, PS near shoulder.
One black horse, star, hind feet white, 3A near shoulder.
One chesnut  mare, star and  snip, off hind foot white, S
both cheeks,  like writing  T and H conjoined over
TA near shoulder, HO over W near ribs.
One bay colt, star, hind feet white, H near shoulder.
One grey colt,  2 over 3A near  shoulder.
One bay filly, like 5 oder anchor  near  shoulder, 145 near
ribs.
One grey colt,  brands  off shoulder not legible.
From Mortlake . Driving, 4s. per head.
One strawberry steer, UC off rump, JC off ribs.
One red and white bull calf, no legible brand.
One yellow and white heifer, brands off rump not legible.
One red and white steer , slit  off off ear, blotch off ribs.
One red and white steer, notch off ear, blotch brands off
ribs.
One roan heifer, DR off rump and ribs.
One strawberry  steer , no legible brand.
One yellow and white  steer , JN off rump.
One yellow and white heifer, W off rump.
One white cow, FJ over FJ off rump, blotch off ribs,
L near rump.
One white cow, top off  near  ear, BD near thigh.
One spotted  steer , top off both  ears ,  brands near ribs
not legible.
One roan bullock, top off  off ear,  writing M off
shoulder and thigh, like Pr (the P reversed) off
rump.
One yellow and white cow, notch  near ear , like JD con-
joined over 0 off rump, by near loin.
One strawberry cow and calf, top off near ear,  2 slits  off
off ear, CN over CC off rump, L near ribs, CBS
over LEB off ribs.
I One strawberry heifer, JB off rump and ribs.
One red and white poley heifer, JH near ribs.
One red cow, DR off rump and ribs.
One roan heifer, B off rump and ribs.
One red and white  steer , DO over WE near ribs.
One red and white steer, split  near ear and notch out,
no legible brand.
One red and white bullock, E over  BH near ribs.
One red  steer , no legible brand.
One red and white steer, slit off both  ears , JA off ribs.
One red and white bull, S  near  thigh,  brands  near ribs
not legible.
One red and white heifer, like brands off-shoulder.
One black and white heifer, RD off ribs and rump.
One spotted heifer, JJ off rump, 1 off shoulder.
One strawberry heifer, JJ off rump, 1 off' shoulder.
One red and white poley cow, split off ear and notch
out, JOSY near ribs, 2 off loin, 2 over TAM off
ribs.
One red and white cow , B over 5 near  shoulder,
FXP2 over TAM off ribs.
If not released on or before 18th September, 1866,
will be sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, fr  Westbrook, 22nd
August, 1866, by order of D. Ross, Esq. Driving
expenses for eighteen miles, 3s.
One brown horse, like H with illegible brand near
shoulder, star and stripe, shod, collar mark.
One chesnut mare, W over JQ conjoined sideways near
shoulder, star and small streak.
One black filly, like 3L off shoulder, near hind foot
white, star and snip.
One irongrey mare, like JP conjoined over BN or J over
34 near shoulder, silver mane and tail.
One black horse, like D near rump, illegible brand near
shoulder, star.
One bay horse, bald face, 0 over  q  near shoulder,
switch tail.
From same place, 22nd August, 1866. Damages and
driving expenses, 4s. 6d.
One chesnut horse, like  AA, over e. over M near
shoulder, M near thigh, 33 off shoulder, short tail
One brown mare, illegible brand, like JS near shoulder,
short tail, mealy muzzle.
One bay filly, JS near thigh.
One bay mare, N near shoulder, bell brand near saddle,
0 off neck.
One grey mare, like Maltese cross over D near shoulder.
From same place. Same expenses
One white bullock, like JL or JB near ribs and rump,
slit near ear.
One white heifer with red cheeks, like I or L near
shoulder.
One red and white heifer, like FZ near ribs and rump.
Wrongly described, from Eton Vale, 4th August, 1866.
One mouse-colored filly, like RW or BW near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, like RC over GI over E near shoulder,
I near saddle, 133 off saddle, star and snip.
Also, from Westbrook, 13th August, 1866, wrongly
described.
One bay mare, like & or W over J8 or JS near
shoulder, hind feet white.
Also, from the premises of W. H. Groom, Esq., 23rd
August, 1866. Damages, £1 per head.
One white steer with red spots, unbranded.
One yellow steer, like S near ribs, like TA near shoulder,
tip both ears.
If not released on or before the 18th September, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published  by W. C.  BELBRIDGF.,  Government Printer.
Wil liam Street ,  1st September, 1866.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1866.
ADDITIONAL POLLING PLACES.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice of the Executive Council,has been pleased to appoint
MOUNT FLINDERS HEAD STATION, and
HELIDON,
to be additional Polling Places for taking the Poll at the Election of Members
to serve in the Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of West Moreton, in the event of the Election being contested in
such District.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
By Authority  W C BELBEIDGE, Government Printer, William Street, Brisbane
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Ni Iaccordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173,  it is notified that the
undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office:-
No.  I Date of Deed.
57 1866.
10th August.
Names and Description of Parties. Nature Date of Registration.
and Effect of Deed.
Between Alexander Gaydon, of Drayton, in the Deed of Assignment Lodged at the
Colony of Queensland, saddle and harness of all the estate Office of the Su-
maker, of the first part ; William Draper and effects of the preme Court this
Box, of Brisbane aforesaid, merchant, and said Alexander first day of Sep-
one of the firm of Henry Box, Son, and Co., Gaydon, in trust tember, A.D.
carrying on business in Brisbane aforesaid, as for the benefit of 1866, and entered
merchants, and Reuben Nicklin, of the same the Creditors of same day.
place, manager for Messrs. Butler Brothers, the said Alexander
carrying on business at Brisbane aforesaid, as Gaydon.
wholesale saddlers (trustees for the purposes
in the Deed of Assignment mentioned), of the
second part ; and the several persons and
bodies corporate, who have by themselves or
their agents executed the said deed of assign-
ment, being creditors of the said Alexander
Gad don, and whose names are mentioned in
the schedule attached to the said Deed of
Aaigiflnerit, of the third part.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the  Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
a buurneut
By Authority : w C. Brra sune i, Government  Printer, William Street, Brisbane.
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ORDER  IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, Wednesday, the 5th day of
September, 1866.
rent
HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council, bearing date the 11th day of June,
1866, it was directed that the ship " Rockhampton," and her several
,passengers, should, by reason of the existence of Typhus Fever among such
,passengers, be placed in Quarantine, and there detained till such time as the
Health Officer should certify that the release therefrom of such ship or
passengers would be unattended by danger to the public health ; and whereas
the said Health Officer has now made report that, with certain exceptions, the
several passengers may now, with safety to the public health, be released from
Quarantine : Now, therefore, His Excellency the GOVERNOR, in pursuance
of the power vested in him by the  Quarantine Act of  1863, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, doth Order, and it is hereby
,Ordered, that the said passengers, with the exceptions beforenamed, be
yeleased from Quarantine, at noon on Thursday, the 6th day of September
now instant.
And the  Honorable the Colonial Secretary is to give the necessary
directions herein accordingly.
ARTHUR W. MANNING,
Clerk of the Council.
By Authority  : W. C. BELBRIDGE, Government Printer, William Street, Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
CLERMONT AND COPPERFIELD PETITION.
IN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, sections 3 and 4.
ffis Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has directed the publication
of the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by 199 householders, residing in the
towns of Clermont and Copperfield, praying for the
erection of these localities into a Municipality.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that at a public meeting of
the inhabitants of the abovenamed townships, held
at the Court House, Clermont, on the 25th May
last, it was resolved that a Petition be prepared
requesting the Government to proclaim the town-
ships of Clermont and Copperfield a Municipality ;
and they accordingly pray that the abovenamed
localities may be constituted a Municipality, to be
named the Municipality of Clermont and Copper-
field with the undermentioned boundaries-the
same to be divided into two wards, each ward
returning three aldermen.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.]
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd August, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE AND LEASE
LAND UNDER " TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC
LANDS ACT."
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the land granted to
the Congregation of the Presbyterian Church on
Wickham Terrace, in this city, have, in terms of
the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made application to
the Governor in Council for leave to mortgage and
lease the said land, in order to obtain funds for
liquidating the debt on the Church, and for other
purposes of interest to the said Congregation.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the permission so
sought, must lodge the same with the Colonial
Secretary, by letter, within three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTEP.
[No. 1.08.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE LAND UNDER
TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1-1  of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the Trustees of the land granted for
the purposes of a Temperance Hall in North Bris-
bane have,  in terms of  the Act 28 Victoria, No.
22, made application to the Governor in Council for
leave to mortgage and lease the said land for the
general purposes of the Institution.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the leave so sought,
must lodge the same with the Colonial Secretary,
by letter, within three months from the date of the
first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
GAY NDAII PETITION.
J
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to -His
Excellency as hereunder set forth, purporting to be
signed by One hundred and six Householders, in
the Town of Gayndah, praying the erection of that
locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency' s Command,
It. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that the increasing popula-
tion of this town, the large sums of money that
have been expended in the purchase of land
therein, and the benefits derivable from municipal
government, render them anxious to secure its
advantages, and they, therefore, pray that Gayndali
may be declared a Municipality with the under-
mentioned boundaries.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.]
Proposed Boundaries of Gayndah Municipality.
Commencing at the north-cast corner of the Mount
Debateable Purchase  ;  from thence across the  B urnett
westerly three miles up Reed's Creek ; from thence a
line running easterly to cross the Burnett at the Bro-
then ; thence along the southern bank downwards to the
junction of the Barambah Creek ; thence along the
southern bank of the Barambah upwards to the  junction
of Campbell's Creek with the Barambah ; from thence
along Campbell ' s Creek to the old Ban-Ban Road ; from
thence a line to Mr .  Walker's purchase on Oakey
Creek ; from thence one mile southerly ,  and from thence
to the southern point of the Mount Debateable Pur-
chase ,  and thence to the point of commencement.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, Sth August, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
ROMA PETITION.
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be si ned by One hundred and five householders and
inhabitants of the town of Roma, praying the
erection of that locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTEI'v.
The petitioners, in pursuance of a resolution
passed at a public meeting, state that they are
anxious of securing the benefits derivable from
municipal government, and therefore pray that
Roma may be declared a Municipality.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 11th August, 1866,
No. 96.]
Department of Lands and Works,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1866.
APPLICATION TO '11ORTGAGE UNDER THE
"TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT "
IS Excellency the Governor,  with  the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the Land granted to
theAcelimatisation Society of Queensland, Brisbane,
have in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made
application to the Governor in Council for leave to
mortgage the said land, in order to obtain funds
for the erection of improvements thereon.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought, must
lodge the same at this Office within the period of
three months from the date of the first publication
of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOHN WATTS.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  26th March, 1863.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE ANDANNUITIES.
IIOPOSALS for Life Insurance ,  or for the
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly  Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern.
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s, a year-to commence
at  60-by  payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELLS
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd August,  1860.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that Publicans' General Licenses have been
issued to the undermentioned persons, and are now
in force for the houses mentioned in connection
with their respecive names for the year ending
30th June, 1867.
Name.
J. D. McLEAN,
Colonial Treasurer.
Bnzs13 il\i DISTRICT.
Ahern, M. ... ...
Baker, C. ... ...
Bean, W. ...
Baines, J. ... ...
Braysher, A.... ...
Brown, J. ... ...
Buckley, J. ... ...
Bennett, A. ... ...
Brodic, J. ... ...
Brown, J.
Cain, J.
Carrig, Af. .. ...
Cassim, J. V. ... ...
Cockerill, J. T. ...
Chambers, T. ...
Cregh, J. ... ...
Darragh, J. .. ...
Dindsdale, J....
Daly, E.
Drynan, W
Daly, itt. .
Dcagon, W. ...
Donovan, J, ...
Donovan, D....
Ellis , W. A. T.
Eaves, C.
Fishley, G. H.
Fletcher, J. ..
Fitzpatrick, W.
Fisher, J.
Graham, J. , . .
Hudson, E. ...
Heap, J.
Hanson, 0. ... ...
Hardcastle, T. ...
Heal, J. D.
Ilordon,  J. W. ...
Hayes, O. ... ...
Huggins ,  B, ... ...
Howden ,  J. ... ...
Hayes,  T.
Houle,  P. ... ...
Hartley, J.
Haligan, J. T.
Harvey,  J. ... ...
Horan, M, ,.,
Jones, J.Kennedy, J....
Kelly,  J. P. .. ,
Kean, M.
Lyndc, 11. G..,
Laver, J. ,..
Lynch, J.
Lee, F. H.
Lyons, W.
Lenneberg, J. H.
McCabe, C. .,,
Monro, W.
Morse, J.
McCotter, M..,
Montgomery, J, K.
Massey, J.
McIvor, D.
Menzies, J.
Murphy, D.
McGoldrick, P.
McAdam, G....
Mason, G. B.
Mooney, J.
McCann, T. ...
Muller, F. A...
Nolan, J. ,.,
Osborne, A. ...
O'Neil, D.
O'Rourke, M..,
Overland, R.,,
Sportsman's Arms
Baker's Hotel
Plough Inn
Sliakespcar Hotel
Metropolitan Hotel
Hamilton Hotel
Isedron Brook Hotel
North Riding Hotel
Royal Oak Hotel
The Ifarp
Pine Apple Hotel
Terrace Hotel
Cleveland Hotel
Empire  hotel
Golden Fleece Hotel
Brisbane Ilotel
Logan Hotel
Exchange Hotel
British E RAT Aire Hotel
Drynan 's otel
Roya l George  hotel
Prince of  Wales Hotel
Shamrock Hotel
Railway  Hotel
Cremorn Hotel
Foresters' Arms  Hotel
Wansfell Hotel
Crown  Hotel
Stanley Hotel
Spring Hi11 Hotel
Prince Royal Hotel
Albion  Hotel
City Buffet
Hanson's  F amily Hotel
Victoria Hotel
Prince Consort  Hotel
London Tavern
Criterion Hotel
Q. S. N. Hotel
Builders '  Arms
No rt h Star  Hotel
Albion Hotel
Brighton Hotel
Clarendon Hotel
Castle Hotel
Bridge  Hotel
North Australian Hotel
Alliance Hotel
Shamrock Hotel
Treasury Hotel
Queen's  -Hotel
lied Lion Hotel
Tattersa ll' s Hotel
Provincial Hotel
Harp of Erin
Cafe de Paris
Fairfield House
Shipwrights' Arms
Assembly Hotel
Dunmore Arms
Royal Hotel
Enoggera Hotel
Caledonian Hotel
Union Hotel
Leichhardt Hotel
Union Hotel
Sovereign Hotel
Brighton Hotel
Exchange Hotel
Red Lion Hotel
European Hotel
Royal Mail Hotel
Osborne ' s Hotel
Cricketers' Arms
$ir John Young Hotel
'Clarence Hotel
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I'UBLIC.INS' LicalisliS-  Coi21inltecl.
Name.
IBIcISa3NE
Purchase, A....
Parish, C. ...
Power,  H. ...
Purcell, T.
Reid, W.19,111, D.
atl.odes, li.
Russell, H.
Sraul_un, J.
Staheli, G.
Stabler, T.
Su111van, J.
*mith, W.
Sull J. ...
Simpson. J. ...
Tevlim P.
Tory, G. .
Ti1hou, J. W.
l,rarman , IV. H.Walker, F. G.Wvllitellead, R.
Wood, J.
Watson,  G.
Williams, L....
Wilson, D.
Bolger, P. Al.
Hutchinson, W.
McKeon, J. J.
Pearse, li. ...
Rayner, D.
Wallace, E. ...
Morissey, J. ...
I;rassin,ton, S.
Janetzky, L....
Low, II. L.
Home,
DISTIICT - co}2 filched.
Farmers' Arms
Parish ' s Family Hotel
Southern Cross Hotel
Brunswic k  Hotel
Princ e  of Wales  Hotel
Waterloo  11111
Stanley  hotel
City hotel
Ilettront Hotel
I}u.:alo h tel
Queensland Hotel
Diggers' Arms
Cumberland Hotel
Queen's Arms
honest Lawyer Hotel
St. Patrick's Tav arc
Victoria Tavern
City Arms
Commercial hotel
Imperial 1i otel
Calton Hotel
Kelvin Grove Hotel
Ship Inn
Bowen Hotel
B111i111ba It eery Hotel
Royal Hotel
Boundary Hotel
B.IIn&I\a DISTRICT.
. , .  Commercial  Hotel
... Star Inn
Banana Hotel
4Voolthorpe Hotel
CONDflHNE DISTRICT.
..: Prineo of Wales Hotel
Condamine Arms
CiRDWELL DISTRICT.
Royal Hotel
CII ILLRI' ILTm DISTRICT.
... Bnrcnd:I Iloiel
Coopers'  Hotel
Carriers' Arms
Brown, J.
Bur;es, R.
Bronekllorst, J. C.
B Wtcm;,n, T....
Donovaln, J. ...
(1:a1 ior, A. P.
taibsou, S.
l art ley, S. "t.
lain z, `B.
hlie]!:aeiis,  M.
\b rti11  T. ...,i' orris, T.
O'K„cfe, E. ...
O'Neill, S.
Mange, J. ...
Alleni, T. ..
Andrews, WV....Bailey, T.
hail, J.
Cook, J. ...
Connolly, J. ...
Coekcrill, B....
Ciissins, T.
Diederich, E. If.
])onovan, D. ,..
Flory, II.
Frasor, W.
Gentle, E.
Giles, J.
Hooper, G.
Hutchinson, W.
Kitchen, J. ...
Koch, F. ...
Littleton, A....
DAT,BY DISTRICT.
... Victoria Hotel
Bowen Arms lintel
Union hotel
... Great Northern Road  hotel
,.. Terminus Hotel
... Criterion  hotel
... Caleclonian .1totel
Jondar}•au  Hotel
Queen's Arms
'a att ersall's I Iotel
North Star  HotelWoolshed Inn
Railway Hotel
Travellers' Home Hotel
Bridge Hotel
PiTz 1 IC_1NS' LICENSE 9 - c0.'2li,nmed77.
Name. House.
DIt ATTO 7 DISTIICT-eormtinzued.
Lindenbez ;, I.I. .. , Prince Albert 11o1c1
,Ions, D. ... Rising, 51111 Hotel
rcLellallcl, J.  ...  l'ovz11 Ball's  Head  Inn
McIntosh, D. Spring Crock hill
Maloney, J. ... .... Traveller's Arms
Meld-,:], J. .... Welcome holm Hotel
Mcl,loa, M. ... Railway Tavern
Ole, T. .,, ...  Waggon  and Horses
Oelker.i, J. ... ... 11anlbourgh Hottel
Pearjoil, J. i4c;vnnai'.;et llot.;l
Pont ecosst, If. L. .... Pie N is Hotel
Perkins,  VT. T. ... Ilil;lilield  'lot,-,I
R 1-au, I', . , . ...  Jhbcrnieui Hotel
Snow, F. ... ..,  Tattcrsall's 1'otel
S'ntvrt, C. pea Lion llotel
Woocl, W. .. Criterion I Iotal
N'v'ebb, J. ... ... Bushmen's Arms
GOO DI v INDI DISTRICT.
y, C.  W.... ... Royal Hotel
llcnuler , C. ... ... (ioonkliwinci Hotel
GLADSTONE DISTRICT.
Evans, S. W....
i'.lleGuirc, C....
l'rise.nan, W. B.
l'e-_,iiou.-e, W.
R illy T. .
Sutherland, J. B.
SiPninonmis, A.
Walker, 1V. ...
Vi'ilson, J. ,.,
Metropolitan  Hotel
1 Cat Fish InnCommer."i-al Hote
Queen's Hotel
I; ainbo v Ii:n
Prospect hotel
Diggers'  Arms
Persia Inn
Persia Inn
Corry, A.
Chapman, J....
Chancy, C. ..
1)ou lierty, C.
Hazris, J. W.
Mulholland, K.
Paris, J. ...
Reid,  If. ...
Scheuber, G....
Skelton,  P.
Sutherland, D.
W ate, A. S. ,..
a,'aliier, A. ...
GAYNDA1I DISTRICT.
... Prince of Wes llotel
.,, Black Horse Hotel
Shaarers'  Arms  Hotel
Shearers' Arms Hotel
Blue Boar Hotel
... Royal Hotel
... Auburn Hotel
... Baramball Hotel
... Victoria Arms
,.. Power's  Hotel
Old house a,t Ho-.noMeelio h es' Anus
Clavl.dah Hotel
] al'oi, A. ..
I3assingtlilvaite,  If.
Campbell, 11.
Clune, J. ...
C11:1plnan, F.
Cools,  If. ...
('onumeil, P. ...
Cook, W. ...
Colmor, O.
Curry,  If.  ...
Devine, W.
David son, J....
D.21YTON DISTRICT.
Darling, L. ...
I'ietchir J.
Crieketers' Arms
,
F.Fiuselback...
... Crow's Nest  hotel
,Galt on, J.
... North Star  Hotel Ilanran, J. ..,
... Queensland Hotel II arris, J.
... Royal Exchange  Hotel Hooper,  If.  B.
... shamrock Hotel IIar  ;'reaves,  R.
... Crown Hotel Irwin, G.
Shearers' Arms
't'ravellers' Arms
... White Norse Hotel
Kelly, T.
Lynch, T.
Lennon, J.
Prince of  Wales Hotel Larter, W. F .
Queen's Arms  Hotel Lanny, P.
... Horse and Jockey Hotel  Leo, C. ,.,
...  hallway  Hotel Moore, F.
..,
...
Sovereign Hotel liMcDonald, W.
Victoria  Hotel  MeG rath, J...
Toowoonnba Hotel  i4'loroney, T . ...
... Post-Office  hotel  McGr  atl,, J....
... Royal Hotel McLean, A. ...
Ipswicsr DISTRICT.
... halt-way llou.aeL-1, 'v of  the Lade
IIi,'il.uld home
Southern  ant  Vcsteru hiaihv'ay
Teems 11u" HotelV,"liite horse) lintel
I ost mall, a  .1ri11s
Bush Bin
hose I1111
Labor  in  Vain
Gat ton HotelNretbourno Hotel
Royal  hotel
Mount Blinders  hotel
Laidley Inn
Union Hotel
Main  Range Hotel
North Star  Hotel
Bu1l's !lead  Hotel
Clarendon  Hotel
Volunteer Arms
Prince of Wales  Hotel
North Australian  Hotel
Railway Hotel
Tattersall ' s Hotel
White Swan Hotel
Queensland Hotel
Booval Hotel
White Lion Hotel
Sawyers' Arms
Travellers' Hoene Hotel
't'ravellers, Home Hotel
Post  Office Hotel
Carriers' Arms Hotel
PUBLICANS'  LICENSES- Continued.
Name.
Mooney, J. ..
O'Malley, M....
O'Rourke, G....
O'Brien, M.
Phillips, D.
Perkins, J.
Reel, J.
Ross , G. C.
Ross, A.
Reel, M.
Ryan, M.
Rogers, D. , . ,
Smith, T.
Simpson, G.
Thompson, W.
Wilkinson, R.
house.
IPSWICH  DISTRICT - continued.
.., City Arms Hotel
... Shamrock Hotel
,,, Cottage of Content
,., Rising Sun Hotel
... Churchill Inn
...  Royal Hotel
Ipswich Hotel
,,. Victoria Hotel
Ross' Hotel
Railway Hotel
Criterion Hotel
Railway Hotel
Glen Cottage
Royal Engineers' Hotel
Horse and Jockey Hotel
Queen's Arms.
Budgen, F. ...
Boulton, A. W.
Byrnes, G.
Bolger, G.
Bradford, B....
Borck, C.
Bourner, J. G.
Clarke, J.
Earl, W.
Hart, G.
Horning, G. , . ,
Helard, J.
Johnston, J. F.
Lannoy, F.
McIntyre, J. ,.,
McIntyre, J....
Spring, H. ...
Wills ,  K. H....
Walsh, R. ...
Bell, C. ...
Dinte, H. D...
Freestone, J. E.
Hemman, J. ,..
Lefraneke, C....
Murray, C.
Stuart, C.
Sutherland, W.
Bagley, W.
Cooke, J.
Keeley, C.
Ready, J. ..,
Bright, J. ...
Laherty, R. ...
Clarke, B. D.
G reig, J.
IIeinman, C....
Nolan, D. ...
Phiftre, B.
Reynolds, W.
Ali Shoe, G....
Allen, J.
Chase, H. C....
Ede, R. ...
Fraser, A. .
Kilpatrick, T.
Kelly, P.
Kennelly, J. F.
Poole, T. H...
Reimers, N. ...
Steele, W. B....
Spratley, R.
Solomon, M....
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
North Australian Hotel
Don Hotel
Bowen Inn
Strathmore Hotel
Mount McConnell Hotel
Brighton Hotel
George's Hotel
Euri Creek Hotel
Hedden Valley
Hart's Family Hotel
Heidelberg Hotel
Alliance Hotel
Victoria Hotel
Lannoy's Family Hotel
Bogie Hotel
S uttor Hotel
Port Denison Hotel
Wills' Hotel
Mount Gordon Hotel
LEYBURN DISTRICT.
Golden Fleece
Talgai Reef Hotel
Ingle Inn
Prince of Wales Hotel
Diggers' Return
Royal Hotel
Gold Diggers' Arms
Commercial Hotel
MACKAY DISTRICT.
Northern Hotel
Royal Hotel
Golden Fleece
Traveller's Rest Hotel
NANANG O DISTRICT.
Burnett Inn
... Star Hotel
NEBO DISTRICT.
1 Leichhardt Hotel
Lake Elphinstone Hotel
Retreat Hotel
London Tavern
IIomebush Inn
I Fort Cooper Hotel
PEAK DOWNS  DISTRICT.
... 1 Drummond Hotel
North Star Hotel
Roper's Creek Hotel
Alliance Hotel
Reefers' Arms
Copperfield Hotel
Sportsman's Arms
Coach and Horses Hotel
Half-way House Hotel
Prince of Wales Hotel
Rose and Shamrock Hotel
Crinam Hotel
Water Hole Hotel
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Name.
PUBLICANS'  LICENSES-continued.
I
House.
ROCKHA MPTON DISTRICT.
Anderson , A.... ...
Brogli, B. ...
Beattie, J. ...
Bedford,  A. H. ...
Bartholomew ,  J. T. ...
Bagnell, W. ...
Boyer, A.
Buschcll, W. H.
Crook, G. ...
Cramp, J.
Creighton, W.
Chapple, W. S.
Cravino, L.
Craig, A D. ,.,
Chapple, J. ...
Duffy, C.
Egan, S.
Flannigan, F.
Fly n, P.
Gregory, J. F.
Gwyther, G...
Glasscock, I....
Goodwyn, J....
Hatton, J. ...
Hill, W. ..
Hoff'maister, G.
Hogg, M.
John, C. M. ...
Joss, W.
Johnson, W....
Kennedy, P...
Keating, J.
Kearney, W ...Laurie, D. S....
Maller, C. C. T.
McGregor, J....
Macalister, A.
Michael, A.
Marshall, J. ...
Hoses, E. .
Montgomery, J. C.
Nobbs, T.
Norton, A.
Ottaway, A. ...
Pone, J. F.
Parton, R.
Page, T.
Pendrigh, J.
Pendergast, M.
Rowley, S.
Rosel, J.
Skardon, J. B.
Strube, J. II....
Squibb, J. R....
Schenk, J.
Sheppard, W. F.
Seibcl, C.
Turner, E.
Tregilgus, K....
Wafer, M. .. ,
Wilson, G.
Warnell, T. S.
Ahrens, C.
Devine, J.
Hasset, P. ..,
Hogan, P.
McEwan, T. ...
Massarath, E.
Brophy, J. ...
Coghlan, D. ...
Miller, P. ...
Marshall, H. ...
Royal Oak
Victorian Club Hotel
Dawson Inn
Bedford Arms
Horse and Jockey Hotel
Commercial Hotel
Queensland Hotel
Sovereign Hotel
Cornstalk Hotel
Cambridge Arms
Racecourse Hotel
Commercial Hotel
Burnettville Hotel
Apis Creek Hotel
Retreat Hotel
Cricketers' Arms
Horse and Jockey Hotel
Shearers' Arms
City Arms Hotel
Turf Hotel
Herbert's Creek Hotel
Leichhardt Hotel
Sydney and Brisbane Steam
Packet Hotel
North Star Hotel
Railway Hotel
Gainsford Inn
Half-way House Hotel
Prince of Wales Hotel
Mackenzie Hotel
Spring Vale Hotel
Albion Hotel
Tattersall's Hotel
Hibernian Hotel
Northern Hotel
United Hotel
Ulster Arms Hotel
Clarendon Hotel
Telegraph Hotel
Freemasons' Arms
Royal Fitzroy Hotel
Globe Hotel ...
Criterion Hotel
Stockman's Arms
Gracemere Hotel
Cremorn Hotel
Westwood Club Hotel
Queensland Hotel
Netherby Arms
Golden Lion
Bull's Head Inn
North Shore Hotel
Rockhampton Hotel
Crescent Hotel
Royal Hotel
Merry Jig Hotel
Woolpack Hotel
Mackenzie Hotel
Globe Hotel
Bridge Inn
Charleyview Hotel
Alliance Hotel
Sebastopal Hotel
ROMA DISTRICT.
Bowen Hotel
Fitzroy Hotel
Donnybrook Hotel
Garry Owen Hotel
Bush Inn
Maranoa Hotel
SURAT DISTRICT.
... Travellers' Rest Inn
... Ulibah Hotel
... Sovereign Hotel
,,. Tara's  Hall Hotel
SPRINGSURE  DISTRICT.
Campbell, T.. , . ... Bridge InnRyles, T. ... ... Planet Inn
Lesser, S. ... ... Springsurc Hotel
Miller, C. ... ... Shamrock Hotel
ST. GEORGE DISTRICT.
Cavanagh, J.... .... St. George Hotel
Carmody, J. ... ... Moonio Hotel
Tizzy, C. ...  ... Commercial Hotel
Ryland, S. ... ... Royal Alexandra Hotel
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PUBLICANS'  LICENSES-continued.
Name. House.
ST. LAWRENCE DISTRICT.
Barton, D. H. ... St. Lawrence Hotel
Wood, F. N.... Telegraph Hotel
Wallace, J. T. J. ... Waverley Hotel
TOWNSVILLE DISTRICT.
Bailey, A. C.... ... Great Northern Hotel
Falconer, D.... ... Bohle Hotel
Fletcher, J. ... ... Townsville Hotel
Head, A. E. ... ... Exchange Hotel
Hamilton, F.... ... Hamilton Hotel
Johnson, G. R. ... Criterion Hotel
James,  Al.  A.... ... Nulla Nulla Hotel
Mclezagerth, N. ... Shearers' Arms
Mead, J. ... ... Range Hotel
Rowe, C. S. ... ... Eureka Hotel
Weiss, M. A.... ... Weiss' Hotel
WOOG}AROO DISTRICT.
Drysdale, J. ..
.
Royal Mail Hotel
Freency, M. .. I Travellers' Rest Hotel
Hanrahan, P. M. ... Redbank Hotel
MacDonald, J. ... Oxley Creek Hotel
Recd, W. J.... ... Prince of Wales Hotel
WIDE BAY DISTRICT.
Bunting, J. A. ... Golden Fleece Hotel
Brownie, C. J. Ariadne Hotel
Bonaries, II.... .... Southern Cross Hotel
Best, R. ... Sawyers' Arms Hotel
Cooper, T. ... ... Victoria Hotel
Gossner, J. ... ... Munduran Hotel
Galbraith, G.... .... Stearn Packet Hotel
Gregory, M. A.  Al.  ... Queen's Hotel
Hawthorne, C. S. .... Blossom's Inn
Irwin, M. ... ... Royal Oak Inn
Kehlet, F. ... Royal Hotel
McLachlan, J. ... Cross Roads Inn
Milner, R. .. ... White Lion Inn
Milner, T. N. Melbourne Hotel
Carrack, C. ... ... Sydney Hotel
Priddy, E. .. ... Carpenters' Arms
Richmond, J. ... Robin Hood Inn
Robinson, G.... ... Travellers' Rest Hotel
Ryan, M. ... ... White Hart Inn
Thurecht, N.... ... White Swan Hotel
WARWICK DISTRICT.
Aspinal, J. ... Golden Fleece Hotel
Bugden, D. ... .... Criterion Hotel
Brushaber, G. F. .., Harmonic Hotel
Cleary, H. ... Plough Inn
Carter, W. ... ... Rose Inn
Coles, C. ... ... Globe Inn
Evenden, S. ... ... Horse and Jockey Hotel
Erhart,  Al.  ... ... Queen's Arms Hotel
Gordon, S. ... ... Prince of Wales Hotel
Glover, A. Prince of Wales Hotel
Hudson, F. ... Australian Hotel
Lethbridge, J. Royal Hotel
McDermitt, P. ... Railway Hotel
McLachlan, J. Sandy Creek Hotel
Ryan, J. ... Shamrock Hotel
Roggeneamp, M. ... Dalrymple Hotel
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
RANCHES of the above Bank are now open
at Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndab, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
W averley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL,
The Treasury,
Queensland, 7th July, 1866.
PAYMENT OF RENT AND ASSESSMENT OF
RUNS.
HE Lessees of Crown Lands and their Agents
are reminded that the Annual Rents and
Assessment upon Crown Lands are payable on.or
before the 30th day of September next.
The holder of every run under license, who has
made application and duly qualified himself for a
lease is required to pay rent upon such run, as
above, notwithstanding that a lease may not have
been actually issued to him.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 5th September, 1866.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the within-named parties have been
licensed to occupy, for pastoral purposes, the
undermentioned Barns, in accordance with the
provisions of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17, and the
regulations published thereunder.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Stockade Creek.
Licensee-Stephen Spencer.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a box tree marked broad-arrow
over S in triangle on the left bank of the Stockade
Creek, about two miles above its confluence with
the Nive River, and bounded thence on the west
by a north line two miles fifty-one chains ; thence
on the north by an east line fifteen miles ; thence
on the east by a south line five miles, crossing the
Stockade Creek at a box tree marked broad-arrow
over S3 in triangle, about two miles sixty-five
chains from its southern eud ; thence on the south
by a west line fifteen miles ; thence again on the
west by a north line two miles twenty-nine chains
to the marked tree herciabefore first described.
Name of Run-Ningingubber.
Licensee-Andrew McKenzie,
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the south end of the Ningingub-
ber Waterhole, which is situated about thirty miles
in a north-north-cast direction from the Noorama
Station, on Noorama Creek ; bounded thence on
the south by an east line two miles and a half ;
thence north ton miles ; thence west five miles ;
thence south ton miles ; and thence again on the
south two and a half miles east to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Authoringa South.
Licensee-Thomas Frederick Harrison.
Estimated area-35 square miles.
Description,
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
Authoringa East Run, on the left side of the
Angellala River ; bounded thence on the north by
an east line five miles ; thence south seven miles ;
thence west five miles to the Angellala River, and
thence by the said river upwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Authoringa West.
Licensee-Thomas Frederick Harrison.
Estimated area--35 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a tree marked H on the right
bank of the Angellala River, situated about one
mile above (or up the river) the south-west corner
of the Authoringa South Run ; bounded thence on
the north by a west line five miles ; thence south
seven miles ; thence cast five miles to the Angellala
River, and thence by that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
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Name of Run--Jingidilla.
Licensee-Charles Henry Humphrey.
Estimated area-39 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at a kooraball tree marked broad-
arrow over B1 in triangle on its south side,
situated at the north-west corner of the Byer-
ganna Run, on the west side of the Ward Diver;
bounded thence on the north by a west line two
miles and a quarter to a box tree marked broad-
arrow over B2 in triangle on its south side, said
tree being in the cast boundary of the WWWWestphalia
East Run; thence on the west by a soutll line
eleven miles ; thence on the south by an east line
five miles ten chains to the south-west corner of
the Fawley West Run ; thence on the east by a
north line five miles ; thence again on the north by
a west line two miles seventy chains to a double-
stemmed box tree marked broad-arrow over B in
triangle on its west side ; thence again on the east
by a north line six miles to the marked tree herein-
before first described.
Name of Run-13urra billa East.Licensee-John Donald McLean.
Estiniated area-GI squcre miles.
D'pcri ption.
Commencin at the south-cast corner of the
Teenalla. Run, on the Mirraparoo Greek; bounded
thence on the north by a "west line five miles
thence south five miles ; thence again west five
miles ; thence again south -chree miles ; thence a
west fire miles ; thence a,,,tin south about fifty
chains to the south-east corner of the Cainaroo Dun ;
thence cast fifteen miles ; thence north about sight
miles and a half to the point of commencement.
AIARAN OA DIS PICT.
Name of Run-Logan.
Licensees - James McAndrew and Hugh
McPhillimy.
Estimated area-37 square miles.
Description.
Commencing at the south-west corner of East
Pillin Run, and bounded thence on the north by an
east line to the western boundary of Redford Dun
at a tree marked broad-arrow over EI; in triangle ;
thence  by  a south line about five miles ; thence by
an east line five miles and fifty-four chains to a
tree marked broad-arrow over WVV in triangle at
the head of Redford Creek ; thence by a south line
to the watershed of Redford Creek ; and by said
watershed north-westerly to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Moorindoorall.
Licensees-Harding and McDonald.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Description.
Coni ucncing on the Mam-;allala Creek, at the
south-west boundary of Wild Horse Plains No.  4;
bounded thence on the north  by  an cast line five
miles; thence on the east by a south line live miles;
thence on the south by a west line ten miles cross-
ing hI ungallala Creek ; thence on the west by a
north line five miles to the south-west corner of
Wild Horse Plains No. 3 ; thence by an east linefive miles tothe point of commencement.
Name of Run-havelock No. 2.
Licensee-Robert Tooth.
Estimated area-37 square miles.
Description.
Bounded on the north by Havelock ; on the west
by Moonie No. 2 and No. 1; on the south by
Tiganban and Eastern Creek Trio. 3 ; on the cast by
the watershed of the range, which will be about a
south-south-east line from the south-cast corner of
Havelock ; containing about thirty-seven square
miles.
Name of Run-Mona.
Licensees-Henry Waldo Looker and John
McDonald.
Estimated area-30 square miles.
Description.
Commencing on the west side of the T';Tallaln
Creek. afid bounded by the lower and southern
boundary of Messrs. Looker and McDonaid's
Lower Bollon West Run, starting from that point
on the Wallamn Creek and on the north by a line
running west three miles ; thence by a line running
south six miles on the west side  ;  thence o il  the
south by a line running cast six miles ; and thence
on the east by a line running north sip miles ; and
thence by the southern boundary of the Lower
Bollon Rani blocks to the starting point on the
Wallanl Creek.
Name  of Rlul - Alount Elliott.
Licensee - Frederic' . Holmes  A'Court.
E stimated area-35 square miles.
Description.
Commencing on the Manuandilla Creek at a tree
marked  All,  and bounded thence partly on the
south two hundred and eight chains along the
northern boundary of Mannandilla No. 2 Run to
the north-west corner of that run  ;  and bounded
thence on  the west by  the  watershed of the Man-
nandilla Creek round to Mount Elliott  ;  and thence
011 the north and cast by the ,, atershed of the
Mannandulla Creek roun d  to the  north- cast corner
of  Mannandllia IN o. 2 llun  ; and thence  seve3lty-
two chains along the northern boundary of that
run to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mount Polworth.
Licensees - Charles Iloinles  A 'Court  and Fras.
Geo. Deedes.
Estimated  area -100 square miles.
Description.
Commencing  at the north -casters corner of Fair-
view No. 1, and bounded thence on the south by
the northern boundary of the said block  west five
miles ;  thence on th e  west by a north line about
seven miles  ;  thence again on the west by the  water-
shed  about 'north -north-west about ten  miles ;  thence
on  the north-west by a north-cast line about two
miles to the western corner of Mannandilla No.
2;  thence on the north-east by the south-west
boundaries of Mannan dill  a No. 2 and  N o .  1 south-
easterly about nineteen miles to the northern
boundary of Tyrco -inell and by that line westerly
six miles passing through a tree marked broad-
arrow over 01 in triangle to the north -west corner
of said block ; thence on the east by a south line
three miles and sixty chains to the point of com-
mencement.
N Ott 11 KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Nalco of Run -Vale of Cash mere.
Li ensees-Scott,  Brothers, and Co.
Estimated area-I ()  square miles,
Description.
The Vale of Cashmere is bounded from a point
on the  left bank of the  River .Herbert two and a
half miles above the junction of Cameron  Creel.,
by a line  following  the general course of that creek
in an east by northerly direction  for eigh t miles,
keeping at  a distance  of two and  a half miles  from
the creek ; thence by a line parallel  with the general
course of the Herbert  River"T sotitlt- oth-cat five
miles  ; thence by a line parallel with the northern
boundary line , to the River  Herbert, west by South
sight miles ; thence by the River  H erbert to the
starting point.
N ante of Run-Goshen.
Licensees -- Scott, Brothers, and Co.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Description.
Goshen commences where the south-west
boundary  of  the Vale of Cashmere Butt strikes the
River Herbert  ;  thence along  the  left bank of said
river till it runs into the gorge and rapids ; thence
by  it,  line in a north-west direction about sl-Ofiailes
to the southern boundary of ilia Vale of Cashmere ;
and thence by a portion of that boundary to
starting point on river two and a half miles.
Name of  .Rzun- Thermopylm.
Licensee - Robert Stewart.
Estimated area- 25 square miles.
Deseriptio;?.
Bounded on the cast by the western boundary
of Southwick  No.  2 ; on the north by the southern
boundary of No. 3 Southwick for  fi ve miles ; on the
west  by a south line  five miles to the great basalt
wall ; thence along basalt wa ll  to point of coln-
I tacneeluellt.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 5th September, 1866.
J
T is hereby notified, that the Leases of the
undernmontioned Runs are now ready for
delivery to the Lessees, on application to this Office.
In the event of a Lessee wishing to depute an
agent to receive the same, it will be necessary to
forward an authority, in the usual form (which can
be obtained at this Office, or forwarded by post at
request), with the signature or signatures respect-
ively attested by a magistrate of the Colony.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Wallaby ... ...
Glenelgin ... ...
Cioverilook ...
a lenealrn .. ...
Prospect West
B;oonberry
Dura
1Viderige  Widerigre
Ludwig
Kilmorc ... ...
Milmil ...
Cargarra , . .Tathumnarra
Narrga ...
Popyo ...
Branch Creel
Victoria Downs
Nive Junction
Parrattamow
Qucrundi ...
Warra
Glenclg
Tipper Wallal
Wallal ...
Wombo ...
Egoline
Thara ...
Gowrio „
Bucklebone
Glengarry ...
LEICIIIIARDT.
James McLaren
Frederick Fanning
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
C. B. and A. F. Dutton
P. F. Macdonald
J. B. Watt and J. Young
P. F. Macdonald
Ditto
WARREGO.
C. B. and A. F. Dutton
Ditto
G. R. MacLean
C. B. and A. F. Dutton
Ditto
J. D. McLean .
Ditto
Ditto
C. B. and A. F, Dutton
S. D. Gordon and E. Flood
Ditto
Ditto
R. Goldsborough and II. Parker
Ditto
S. D. Gordon and E. Flood
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
B.  Richards
S. D. Gordon and E. Flood
W. Zlorlonge
S. D. Gordon, and E. Flood
IL. Goldsborough and H. Parker
Ditto
Ditto
R. Richards
S. D. Gordon and E. Flood
Ditto
Ditto
JL and C. Tom
R. Richards
S. D. Gordon and E. Flood
R. Richards
J. Rutherford
A. T. Jones
Thurulgunnia
Uioralling .. ...
Dilallah No. 1
Dilallah No. 2
Dilallah No. 3
Marah ...
Bominerah...
Bungoo ...
Karrol .., ...
Attica
Millie
Pomctlieragah ...
Cryan ...
Noorania  East ...
Brunch Downs
North
I'1m1e1 Downs Ditto
West
Thurulgunnia East
Thurulgunnia, South
Burrandilla North...
B urrandilla South
Burrandilla  East ...
D 4 No. 1 ... ...
1) 4 No.  2 .,, ...
D 4 No.  6 ... ...
D 4 1\1o. 7 ... ...1) 4 No. 8  . ..
Block No. 6, War-
rego River
Block  No. 7, War-
rego River
W. Forlonge
Ditto
J. D. McLean
G. It. McLean
J. D. McLean
J. B. Rundle
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
A. H. Richardson
Ditto
Name of Run.
WAaurcto-eontinuec.
Name of  Lessee.
Block No. 8, War- A. H. Richardson
rego River
Block No.  9, War- Ditto
repo river
Block No. 10, War- Ditto
rego River
Block No. 11, War- Ditto
rego River
Block No. 12, War- Ditto
rego River
A No. 1
A No. 2
A No. 3A 'No. 4
A No. 5
ANo.6
D 4 No. 4 ...
D4No.5...
Fawley West
Cresswell ...
Fawley
Oakwood No. S
Cresswell No. 2
Cresswell No. 3
W. Forlongo
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
J. B. Rundle
Ditto
C, II. Ilumpllrey
Morelioacl  and Young
Ditto
C. If. Ilnmphrey
Ditto
... Ditto
Caoygall ...
MAIIANOA.
W. Griffiths
Tommoo West .,. F. L. McKay
Flii East, ... ... W. Griffiths
Moonic No. 1 ... T. W. Smart and T. S. Mort
Eastern Crook  Y% 0. -1
Bogiria Block 2 ...
Tliuillagararah
Block 2
Redford
Tulloch
Culleynboun ...
Doogarry ,,.Battery
Kadesh
Mercurah , ..
Desideratum
Clearwater...
Chesterfield
Euraba ...
O unathaby
It. Tooth
A. D. Mackay and W. Taylor
Ditto
William Miles
The Trust and Agency Ca. of
Australasia (Limited.)
D. Grover
T. McIlsvraith and J. C. Sm1 tli
J. Ferrott
It. Tooth
J. Deadlier
P. King, as Manager of the -Peel
River Land and Mineral Co.
Ditto
Ditto
A. Ii. RichardsonW. W. Bucknell and C. Kirwan
Gorinna , . Moore, Moore, and Turnbull
Unclulgumbal Ditto
Mirpeh 11. Tooth
Shinier Ditto
Possession ... Ditto
Ilavillah Ditto
Morch . ... Ditto
Noondoo Spring J. Pearce
i oothar R. ukuthorp
Glenlyon ... P. King, as Manager of the Pee
River Land and Mineral Co.
Cashmere ... Ditto
Barabanbel ,.. Smart and Mort
Amby No. 1 ... Ditto
Amby No. 2 ,.. Ditto
Araby No. 3 ... Ditto
Amby  No. 4 ,,. Ditto
Amby No. 5 ... Ditto
Yourangle  No. 3 , . . Moore, Moore, and Turnbull
Barrigomallah Ditto
Tigtiiban ... ,., Smart and Mort
Altamont ... ... M. Mackinnon
Vancluse ... ... Ditto
Lauristines .,. Ditto
Yourangle No. 1 , , . J. D. Moore, J. Moore, and W.
Yourangle No. 4 ...
Turnbu ll
Ditto
Ivan hoe .. ... H. D. Bloxhanl
Upper Nilgie .., J. Pearse
Bogiria . A. D. Macleay and W. Taylor
Byron Plains ... L. Mackay
Codernah ... ... W. Eekford
Booligar D. Grover
Ban-ate ,,, J. Baldwin,  J. C. Manehee, G,
Manehee,  and W. BaldwinCunniana... .,. L. Mackay
Eugun ,., ... C. Ezzy
Cuoygah ,., ... W. Purves
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MITCIIELL.
Name of Rim. Name of Lessee.
Recovered ... Allan, Mort, and  Manning
Northampton J. F. McMullen,  as Inspector of
Union Bank of .Australia
Bellabad J. Rule and D. Lacy
Ingberry Ditto
Corcena Ditto
Tambo F. Fanning
Rebel Ditto
Carangarra Ditto
Return .,, Allan, Mort ,  and Manning
NORTH KENNEDY,
Texas R. Towns
Richmond ...
... Ditto
Gloucester... ,., Ditto
Salisbury ... Ditto
Middleham ,., Ditto
Warwick ... Ditto
Burdekin Downs .., J. Brewster
Commissioner  for Railways Office,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th August, 1866.THE following Regulations, , relating tothe
working of the Traffic Department on the
Queensland Railways, approved by His Excellency
the Governor in Council, are hereby published for
general information,- pursuant to the provisions of
clause 116  of the  Railway Act  (27 Victoria, No. 8).
[L.s.J A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN
RAILWAY.
TUE Government give public notice that they will  not
be accountable for any articles ,  unless the same be signed
for, as received ,  by their clerks or agents.
Nor will they be responsible for the loss of or damage
done to money in cash, or bills or promissory notes, or
securities for money, or, jewellery ,  trinkets ,  rings,
precious stones, bullion ,  gold and silver manufactured or
uninanufactured, gold and silver plate or plated articles,
clocks, watches, tune -pieces, marbles ,  lace ,  furs, silks in
a manufactured or unmanufactured state, and whether
wrought up or not wrought up with other materials,
writings , title deeds, prints, paintings, maps, engravings,
pictures, stamps, or other valuables ; nor for damage
done to china, glass, wearing apparel, musical instru-
ments, furniture, toys, castings, or any other such
hazardous or brittle articles ,  in packages or otherwise,
unless the same be declared aftuch, and insured accord-
ing to their value, and paid for at the time of delivery
to the Government ; nor for loss or damage arising from
fire, the act  of God, or civil commotion.
Nor for the loss of or damage done to goods put into
returned wrappers or boxes, or packages described as
empties ; nor of any goods left until called for, or to
order, or warehoused for the egnvenienec of the parties
to whom they belong, or by or to whom they are
consigned.
Nor for the loss or damage of any packages insuffi-
ciently or improperly packed, marked, directed, or
described, or containing a variety of articles liable, by
breaking , to damage  each other ,  or other articles ; nor
for leakage arising from bad eaiks, or bad cooperage, or
from fermentation.
Nor for any loss or damage as to any goods whatso-
ever, by reason of accidental or -unavoidable d lays in
transit or otherwise.
Nor will they bind themselves to forward goods from
any station by the first succeeding train ; nor will they
agree to send a waggon from one station to another with
less than one ton.
Senders of any dangerous articles will be held
accountable  for any damage  arising therefrom, or
thereto, unless the contents are described as such upon
the direction, that due care may be observed in the
loading ; and in no case will the Government be liable
for the loss of any such article ; and the Government
will not undertake the carriage of gunpowder ,  aquafortis,
vitriol, ardent spirits ,  lucifer or congreve  matches, on any
terms whatever.
All goods, from whomsoever received ,  or to whomso-
ever belonging ,  are subject to a  her,  not only for the
freight of the particular goods, but also for any general
balance that may be due from the owners ,  consignors, or
consignees  ;  and if in fourteen days after the  Govern-
mont first received the goods for transmission by this
railway the money clue be not paid, they will be sold by
auction, and the proceeds applied towards satisfaction of
such lien and expenses.
All goods will be subject to a charge for demurrage, if
not removed from the railway premises within twenty-
four hours after arrival ; and fish, fruit, meat, poultry,
or other perishable articles are conveyed at the owner's
risk, and will be innnediately  sold to secure  the freight,
if it be not paid when such articles arrive at the railway
terminus or are offered for delivery.
No claim for loss or damage (for which the Govern-
ment are accountable) will be allowed, unless made
within one week of arrival of the goods ; and the
delivery of such goods will be considered as complete
when the notice  of arrival is rendered  to the consignee;
or if carted out by the Government, when the goods are
placed at the door of the consignee ,  or suspended to his
eraine-chains or tackle  ;  the collaring or warehousing
afterwards will be at the owner's risk .  Notwithstanding
any period or periods of credit ,  which, as a matter of
convenience, the Government may allow, they hereby
give notice that all charges for freight or carriage, or for
conveyance, are clue in cash on delivery or tender of the
goods,  waggons, or carriages.
All empties not taken away within one month after
their arrival, will be sold by auction to defray expenses.
N.B.-The above conditions apply to all parcels and
goods received by the Government for transmission by
this railway, at all their respective  offices and warehouses,
wheresoever situate.
Commissioner for Railways  Office,
Brisbane, 29th August, 1866.
NOTICE.
TO IMPORTERS OF GUNPOWDER.AFTER this date,  all consignments of morethan twelve barrels of Powder, arriving
in the Port of Moreton Bay, are to be lodged in
the Magazine at Eagle Farm Flats ; and until such
Powder is discharged, every vessel having on board
more than  the above  number of barrels belonging
to any one person is ,  in accordance with the Port
Regulations, to remain below Eagle Farm Flats.
N.B.-The attention of importers of Gunpowder
is drawn to clause 3 of 7 William IV., No. 7,
which directs  that any transfer or sale of Powder
deposited in the Magazine is to be immediately
reported, in writing, to the Ordnance Storekeeper.
To prevent delay, it is necessary that the Certifi-
cate of such sale should accompany the Requisition
for the delivery of the Powder ; and also, that the
brands given in any Requisition for Powder should
correspond with those by which the Powder was
described when it was placed in the Magazine.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port  Office, 22nd  August, 1866.
NOTICE  TO MARINERS.
WIDE BAY BAR.TWO White B acons, which can be seen from
the rock  off Double Island Point, are now
erected as leading marks through the North
channel over Wide Bay Bar ; a Red Buoy is also
placed  at the extreme of the Spit running to the
S.E.,  off the south end of Great Sandy Island.
The Inner or Westernmost Beacon is 36 feet
high ,  and is placed on Inskip Point ; the Eastern-
most or Outer Beacon is  .33  feet high, and is
placed on Book Point, the  south extreme of Great
Sandy Island .  The Red Buoy is can-shaped, and
is moored in three fathoms.
Directions .- Steer  N.W .  by N. from abreast
Double Island  Point  until the two Beacons bear
about S.W .  by W.,  when they  will be almost in
line ; then haul up, keeping this line of  bearing-the Inner Beacon just touching ,  and to the south-
ward of, the Outer Beacon - until the Red Buoy is
sighted ; when haul up, and pass midway between
the Buoy and the break on the south side of the
channel.
By following these directions ,  the bar will be
crossed in three fathoms at low water.
G. P. HEATH ,  Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office,  20th August, 1866.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th September,
 1866.
Gr  NERAL ABSTRACT shewing the Average LIABILITIES and ASSETS, and of the CAPITAL and PROFITS, of the undermentioned Banks of the Colony of QUEENSLAND, for the Quarter ending 30th June, 1866.
BANKS.
Union Bank  of Australia .,,
Bank of New  South Wales ,.,
Notes in circulation
not bearing Interest.
£ s. d.
,.. 21,900 0 0
,.. 45,241.15 4
... 17,995 4 7
... 45,656 5 0
14,137 9 3
36,851 2 2
Notes in circulation
bearing Interest.
LIABILITIES.
Bills in circulation Bills in circulation Balances due to other Deposits not bearing Deposits bearing
not bearing Interest. bearing Interest. Banks. Interest. Interest.
Bank of Australasia
Joint Stock Bank
Commercial Bank
Bank of Queensland
Totals ,,, 181,781 16 4
Government
Securities.
ASSETS.
BANKS.
Union Bank of Australia ,.,
Bank of New South Wales ,,,
Bank of Australasia ,., ,.,
Joint Stock Bank
Commercial Bank ,..
Bank of Queensland
Totals ...
BANKS.
Union Bank of Australia
Bank of New South Wales
Bank of Australasia ... .. ...
Joint Stock Bank
Commercial Bank ...
Bank of Queensland ,.,
Coined Gold and Silver,
and other coined
Metals.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
... 12,359 13 6
21 10 9
4,918 0 8
1,080 16 8
207 19 10
3,220 15 4
21,808 16 9
Gold and Silver in
Bullion or Bars.
£ s. d.
.., 39,825 3 4
62,640 0 8
... 30,010 5 626,593 13  3
,.. 25,875 7 7
,.. 12,313 5 3
197,247 15 7
Capital paid up to date.
£ s. d.
1,250,000 0 0
1,000,000 0 0
1,200,000 0 0598,357 10  0
400,000 0 0
174,508 0 0
Amount of all Debts due to
£ s, d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.  £ s. d.
... 13,328 5 10  72,429 10  6 41,948 8 7  161,965 18  52,341
 5  6 145,442 9 0  78,981 12 11  272,029 3 6
,.. ,,, 46,450
 0 10  31,161 7 4  100,521 13  5
115,597 6 0 68,94918 7 231,284 6 3
...  705 14  8 47,620 6 1 22,409  9  10 85,080 19  8
... 6,580 3 8 45,643  4  10 59,789 13  8 152,08419 8
Lauded Property.
22,955 19  8  473,182 17  3  303,240 1  11  1,002,970  0 11
Notes and Bills of Balances clue from
other Banks. other Banks.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
2,000 0 0
 574 15  2 8,887 4 4
23,767 7 9  2,152 11
 6  305 14  8
9,000 0 0  604
 13 10  ...
22,068 3 9 2,6511111
... 3,517 4 1 3,632
 4  10
... 1,844 16  3-  5,646 19 11
£  S.  d. £ s. d.
20 4 7 ...
1,907 2 8 ...
3,244 5 10
147 12 3 ...
5,319 5 4 56,835 11 6
Bates per annum last Dividend.
17 per cent. per annum.
15 per cent. per annum.
6 per cent. per annuln.
10 per cent. per annum.
17 per cent. per annum.
11,315 12  9 18,472 3 9
Bonus.
5 per cent. per annum.
8 per cent. per annum.
5 per cent. per annum.
the Barks, including
Notes,  Bills of Exchange,
and all Stock and funded
Total Liabilities.
Total Amount of
Debts of every description Assets.
exeeptirg Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said
Banks front other Banks.
£ S. d. £ s. d.
441,464 5 0  492,771
 12  5
478,824 8 9 569,597 6 0
313,782 17 11 353,397 17 3
460,627
 2  10 515,174 17  7
136,051 6 2 169,076 2 8382,545 17  3 402,4981011
2,213,295 17 11 2,502,516 6 10
Amount of last Dividend  declared.
£ s. d.
106,250 0 0
100,000 0 0
78,750 0 0
40,312 10 0
34,000 0 0
Amount of the reserved Profits
at the time of declaring such
Dividend.
£ s. d.
358,736 5 0
333,333 6 8
370,000 9 3
121,667 7 8
110,497 12 8
13,036 12 10
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Crown Lands Ofllce,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1866.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into theTreasury the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited. E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee. Name of Run.
Area, squareDistrict.
miles. Amount.
£ s. d.
R. Triffit .,, .,, Retreat ... ... ... Leichhardt ... 90 27 0 0
Ditto ... .., Anakie Downs ... ditto ... 85 25 10 0
J. B. Watt ... Glendarriwill ... ditto ... 35 10 10 0
Ditto ... ,,, No. 2 of Glendarriwill .,, ditto ,,. 42 12 12 0
Ditto ... Borilla ,,, ,,, • ,., ditto .,. 85 25 10 0
R. Tritlit .,. ,,. St. Helens... ... ditto ,.. 75 22 10 0
H. S. Wills ... ... .., Cullin-la-ringo No. 1 ,., ditto ,.. 41 12 6 0
Ditto .., Cullin-la-ringo No. 2 ,,, ditto .,. 35 10 10 0
Ditto ... ,., Coorabelle .., ditto .., 52 15 12 0
Ditto ,,, Perangiwa... ... ... ditto ... 31 9 6 0
Ditto .., ... ,,, Cullin-la-ringo No. 3 ... ditto ,,, 48 14 8 0
Ditto Cullin-la-ringo No. 4 ... ditto ... 42 12 12 0
J. L. Hay ... .,. Selbridge ... ... ... ditto ,,, 30 9 0 0
P. F. MacDonald ... Gindie No. 1 ... ditto ,.. 2.5 7 10 0
Ditto Gindie-No.2 ,,, ditto .,, 30 9 0 0
A. H. Richardson Uranna No. 4 ,,, ditto ,,. 26 7 16 0
Ditto Uranna No. 5 ,., ditto ,,. 35 10 10 0
Buchanan and Hunter .,, Cairdbeign ,.. ,,, ditto ... 30 9 0 0
Ditto ... .,, Buckleton... ,,, ... ditto ,.. 40 12 0 0
A. and W. Busby ... ,,, Wallaroo ... ... ... ditto .,, 72 21 12 0
Ditto ,,. ... Osmondthorpe ,., ditto ... 70 21 0 0
Ditto ... ... Yarrai No. 2 .., ditto 38 11 8 0
Ditto Emu Plains ,.. .., ditto 42 12 12 0
Buchanan and Hunter Freitag ... ... ... ditto .,, 55 16 10 0
A. H. Richardson ... ,,. Uranna No. 1 ,,. .., ditto ... 40 12 0 0
Ditto .,. .., Uranna No. 2 ,.. ,,, ditto ... 47 14 2 0
Ditto ... Uranna No. 3 ,,, ,,, ditto .,. 40 12 0 0
Ditto .,. .,. Uranna No. 6 .,. .,. ditto ,.. 43 12 18 0
A. and W. Busby .,, ... Norwood ... ... ... ditto .,, 76 22 16 ' 0
C. H. Humphrey  ... Jingidilla ... Warrego 39 11 14 0
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1866.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.
THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares, that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee.
John Brown Watt and  John Young
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,,,
Ditto ,,,
John Rankin , . ...
A. H. Richardson ,,, .,,
Ditto ,,,
Ditto ,,, ...
Andrew Scott... ... ... .. .
Ditto
Thomas Mcllwraith and Jos. C. Smyth
W. C. Mayne, junr., E. C. Mayne, and C. J. Forbes
H. L. Low .. ... ,-, :..
J. Fraser, C. Brown, and J. M. Brown .,. .,,
Ditto .,. ,..
R. A. A. Morehead and M. Young.,, ,,. ,,,
Ditto ... ..,
- Ditto ... ...
Ditto ..  ,.. .,, ,,,
H: E. A. Allan, J.  1. Street,  acid H. Norton ,,,y  Ditto  ...
Name of Run.
Toarkie . ...
Gunnewin , , .
Cooimbah , . .
Pamaroo ,.,
Ridgeland  ...
Gumble . , .
Narran . ...
Durran Downs...
Slate Hills ,,.
Roughlie ,,,
Mvrtleville ,,,
Ravenswood ...
Yarran ... ...
Malta ... ...
Woura ... ...Euraine . , ,
Centre ... ...
Nive Downs West
Back Ruif ..,
Barford... ...
Belstead
Dunstan
WeetbetArrie 6,,
District.
Leichhardt
ditto .,,
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto . . .
ditto ...
Maranoa
ditto ...
Warrego
ditto ...
ditto . . .
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
tlitto
Area. Amount.
sq. miles . £ s. Ci.
25 7 10 0
... 44 13 4 0
...
25 7,10  0
... 38 11 8 0
... 16 4 16 0
... 40 12 0 0
... 35 10 10 0
... 78 23 8 0
... 55 16 10 0
.,. 42 12 12 0
... 80 24 0 0
... 39 11 14 0
... 25 7 10 0
50 15 0 0
42 12 12 0
... 49 14 14 0
...
57 17 2 0
59 17 14 0
.. , 100 30 0 0
69 20 14 0
72 211.2 0
69 20 14 0
,,, 26 71 O_0
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Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 6th September, 186G.
I
T is hereby notified, that in accordance with the provisions of the  Pastoral Leases Act of  1863,
27 Victoria, No. 17, th3 Annual Rents of the undermentioned Runs have been appraised for Renewed
Leases at the amounts srecified.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
No.
177
175
176
178
179
87
86
88
83
85
81
96
89
95
97
98
99
100
Term of Lease for five years. -°' Rent d.now Assessed.
Lessee.
From. To. £  8.  d.
I i
Woodend ...
Bundalba ...
Ulogie . ...
The Lake Block...
Cutts ... ...
Tlialberg ...
Winterbourne ...
South Kariboe ...
Coreen ... ...
Coriack . ...
Mount Scoria ...
Prospect... ...
Kroombit ...
North Kariboc ...
Iluntington ...
I;arlsfield ,..
B unerba... ...
Canney ... ...
42 Texas ... ...
43 Nundubbermere
44 Warroo ... ...
45 Greenbank ...
46 Glenlyon ...
47 D unmore ...
48 CumkilIembar ...
49 Halliford ...
50 Western Creek ...
51 Stechworth ...
52 Folkston... ...
53 Maryland ...
54 Maidenhead ...
55 Mingoola ...
56 Ballandeahr ...
57 Banshaw ...
58 Aitkin's Flat ...
59 Gunyan... ...
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
Hay and Holt ... ... ... 1 Jan., 1863...1 30Dec., 1867
Ditto ... ... ... ... 1 July, 1863...  130 June, 1868
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Peter and Co. ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Caird, Paterson, and Co. ... ...
Allan, Street, and Norton ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
W. Barker ... ...
Caird, Paterson, and Co. ... ...
J. Landsborough ... ... ...
Towns and Stewart ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
1 July, 1863...
1 July, 1863...
1 July, 1863...
1 July, 1866...
1 July, 1866...
1 July, 1866...
1 July, 1866...
30 June, 1868
30 June, 1868
30 June, 1868
30 June, 1871
30 June, 1871
30 June, 1871
30 June, 1871
1 July, 1866... ' 30 June, 1871
1 July, 1866... 30 June, 1871
1 July, 1867...
1 July, 1867...
1 July, 1867...
1 July, 1867...
1 July, 1867...
1 July, 1867...
1 July, 1867...
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Morehead and Young ... ... 1 Jan , 1866
J. B. Watt ... ... ... ... 1 Jan., 1866...
F. Bracker ... 1 Jan., 18136...
A, H. Richardson ... ... ... 1 Jan., 1866...
Ditto ... ... ... 1 Jan,  1866-J. Taylor ... ... ... ... 1 Jan., 1836...
T. De L. Moffat ... ... ... 1 Jan.,  1866-J. B. Watt ... ... ... ... 1 Jan., 1866...
F. D. Vignoles ... ... ... 1 Jan., 1876...
J. B. Watt ... ... ... ... 1 Jan., 1866...Al. H. Marsh... ... ... ... 1 Jan., 1866...
Ditto ... ... ... .. 1 Jan.. 1866...
G. Bowman ... ... ... ... 1 Jan., 1866...
R. and J. Logan ... ... ... 1 Jan., 1866."..
R. R. C. Robertson ... ... ... 1 Jan.. 1866...
J. H. Keys and W. C. Hetherington 1 Jan., 1866...
G. Bowman ... ... ... ... 1 Jan., 1866...
S. Cox... ... ... ... ... 1 Jan., 1866...
Name of Proprietor.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 6th September, 1866.
T T is hereby notified for general information, that the interests of the previous occupants in the
1( undermentioned Runs of Crown Lands has been transferred, during the quarter ending the
31st ultimo, with the sanction of the Government, to the persons hereinafter particularised.
A. C. GREGORY, Surveyor-General.
Transferror. Transferree. Name of Run. District.
Josey and Faircloth... Janes Josey ... Sections 982, 995, 994, 983, 981, and 1,023 ... Moreton.
William Hendren ... Edwin Bonney Sections 37, 38, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 130, Moreton.
and 131
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of the heal Property Act of 1531. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging;, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named
in each case.
F. O. DARVALL,  Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land.
Subdivision 3 of portion 223, containing 14 perches
county, Stanley ; parish, North Brisbane
Part of eastern suburban allotment 87, containing 34
perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North Brisbane
Allotments 6 and 13 of portion 84, contain. ng 1 rood
21 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North
Brisbane
Part of eastern suburban allotment 37, containing 387
perches ; county, Staanloy ; parish, Nortlr Brisbane
30 June, 1872
30 June, 1872
30 June, 1872
30 June, 1872
30 June, 1872
30 June, 1872
30 June, 1872
12 37 10 0
10 15 0 0
30 50 0 0
31 60 0 0
17 25 0 0
23 25 0 0
23 25 0 0
30 75 0 0
31 87 10 0
60 125 0 0
34 41 13 4
31 50 0 0
24 71 13 4
30 62 10 0
14 37 10 0
31 61 10 0
21 50 0 0
25  3710 0
31 Dec., 1870 ... 250 0 0
31 Dec., 1870 ... 150 0 0
31 Dec., 1870 ... 190 0 0
31 Dec., 1870 29 141 13 4
31 Dec., 1870 ... 235 0 0
31 Dec., 1870 260 260 0 0
31 Dec., 1870 162 340 0 0
31 Dec., 1870 85 133 6 8
31 Dec., 1870 385 385 0 0
31 Dec., 1870 101 133 6 8
31 Dec., 1870 ... 300 0 0
31 Dec., 1870 ...  33 6 8
31 Dec., 1870 ... 66 13 4
31 I)ec, 1870  ... 85 0 0
31 Dec., 1870  ... 283 6 8
31 Dec., 1870 ... 41 13 4
31 Dec., 1870 50 0 0
31 Dec., 1870 ... I 100 0 0
John Mealy ... ...
Thomas Keane ...
John Daniel heal ...
William Surr
Date within which a Caveat
may  be Lodged
8th October, 18C6.
Ditto.
Ditto.
8th November, 1866.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1866.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to direct that in accordance with the provisions of the  Pastoral,
Leases Act of  1863, the unexpired terms of the Leases of the Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described,
which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, shall be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the
Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 1st day of October, 1866.
The Upset Price shall be Ten Shillings per square mile, according to the estimated area in each
case, and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the periods of the leases that may be current
at the time of sale, ending respectively as follows :-Hogonthulla No. 3, first term of four years ending
30th June, 1868; Lower Maranoa No. 1, second term of five years ending 31st December, 1868.
The Rent of each block respectively for the succeeding terms of the leases, as per schedule annexed
after the above dates will be appraised as provided in the 24th clause of the above-mentioned Act, or the
Pastoral Assessment Act of  1864.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's Rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each block.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below, shall be allowed six months
to stock the country, failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon, as
prescribed by the Act, the Lease may be cancelled.
The instruments of Lease will be delivered to the purchaser, on receipt through the local
Commissioner, of a declaration that the run has been stocked in accordance with the provisions of the
Pastoral Leases Act.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE AUCTION R00319 OF ARTHUR MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, OF THE FOLLOWING
RUNS, ON MONDAY, THE 1ST DAY OF OCTOBER, 1866.
H
O
a
NAME  OF R,UN. DISTRICT. aW
wa
6 p
DESCRIPTION OF BOUNDARIES.
UPSET
9 o PJ  DATE OF EXPI-  PRICE
C RAT ION OF  PEE
W „a LEASE. SQUARE W W
z' F" DIILF' U2  6U -• a
8. £ 8. CZ.
1 Hogonthulla,' Warrego 63 Commencing at a glum tree marked All under 12 years 30 June, 1878 10 18 18 0
No. 3 broad-arrow in triangle on right bank of the
IIogonthulla Creek, ten miles above its confluence
with the Warrego River, bounded thence on the
west by a north line about ten miles and a quarter
to the warrego River, at a spot about fifty chains
west of an apple tree marked broad-arrow in
triangle ; thence on the north by the aforesaid
river upwards five miles east in a right line;
thence on the east by a south line about twelve
miles seventy chains to the Hogonthulla Creek, at
a box tree marked AIII under broad-arrow in
triangle ; thence on the south by the last named
creek downwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described.
2 LowerMaranoa,  Maranoa  25 Commencing at a point at the left banik- of the Lower 7 years 31 December, 10 7 10 0
No. 1 Maranoa River, where there is a ;'um sapling 1873
marked DV tinder broad-arrow in triangle, being
also the southern corner of Drysdale Ponds No. 5
Run ; bounded thence on the north-west by a
north-cast line six miles and seven chains ; and
thence on the north-east by a south-cast line
live miles ; thence on the south-east by a south-
west line five miles and sixty-six chains to the
3laranoa  River, at a bastard gum tree marked Mi
under broad-arrow in triangle, being also the
western corner of the Clearwater Run, and thence
on the south-west by the said river upwards to the
marked tree hereinbefore first described.
I N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that theundermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office:-
No. Date of Deed.
58 1866.
1st September.
Names and Description of Parties.
Between John Smith, of the Cabbage-tree Sta-
tion, near Ipswich, in the Colony of Queens-
land, squatter, of the first part ; Frederick
Augustus Forbes, of Ipswich aforesaid, gentle-
man, and Benjamin Cribb, of Ipswich afore-
said, storekeeper (trustees for the purposes
mentioned in the Deed of Assignment), of the
second part ; and the several persons, creditors
of the said John Smith, who have executed
the said Deed of Assignment, being a majority
in number representing three-fourths in value
of the creditors of said John Smith, whose
debts exceed ten pounds and upwards, and
who arc in the said Deed of Assignment
styled creditors, of the third part.
Nature
and Effect of  Deed. of  Registration..
Deed of Assignment Lodged at the
of all the estate Office of the Su-
and effects of the preme Court this
said John Smith, sixth day of Sep-
in trust for the tember, A.D.
benefit of the 1866,andeutered
creditors of the same day.
.said John Smith.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
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NOTICE.
ON the day of departure of each steamer fromthis Port, the Agent for the vessel is required
to give notice to the Chief Clerk, in the Long
Room, of the hour at which she is to leave the
Wharf, and no goods intended for exportation
from the Colony shall be shit; ed on board any
steamer previously to due entries for the same
being passed, under the 34th section, 9 Victoria,
No. 15.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector  of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1866.
AN open  Court of Examination will be held by
he Justices of Peace ,  in Petty Sessionst e,
assembled ,  at the Police Office, Charleville, on the
Second TUESDAY in the month of November, for
the purpose of examining the Electoral Roll in
force within the Electoral District of the  Warrego.
HENRY M. CHESTER, P.M.,
For Clerk of Petty Sessions.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.,
HE subscription to the Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1866.
I T is hereby notified, that DUNCAN MCDIAEMIDSINCLAIR, of Warwick, in the Colony of
Queensland, Esquire, Police Magistrate, has been
appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits, etc., such
Commission being determinable on his ceasing to
hold the office of Police Magistrate at Warwick
aforesaid.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published
once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Associate  to His Honor the Chief  Justice .  Brisbane ,  1st February, 1866.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 1st September, 1866.
No. 7.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF JULY, 1866.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
give the correct number of the List in which they may have observed their Names, as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission ; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
F. E. SALISBURY,
Acting  Postmaster-General.
NOTE-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is oppen for delivery ,  daily ,  Saturday
excepted ,  from Ten a.m. to Four p.m. ; on Saturday ,  from Ten a.m. to One p.m.
1
A.
ABBOTT Mrs. A., Ipswich  C 29 Allan  -,  Cleveland c30 Allen James, Brisbane o c
2 Abbott Charles ,  Toowoomba ii k (3) 31 Allen John ,  Lytton c
3 Abralon  William,  Maranoa River s 32 Allen John ,  Brisbane u k
4 Absolamn Messrs .,  Surat u k (4) 33 Allen Margaret ,  Rockhampton o c
5 Rockhampton  in  (3)Acco (Chinaman) I swich c  34 Allen  Thomas
6
, p ,
Adam A . Al.,  Brisbane n  z  35 Allen Thomas, Toowoomba c
7 Adams -, Clifton c 36 Allenby Miss Annie, Brisbane c8 Adams Alfred , Toowoomba  u k 37 Alley  Walter,  Brisbane c
9 Adams Captain J. G., barque  " Renown,"  38 Alleyne Robert, Canmaroo  e and s (5)
Brisbane u k 39 Allibone Joseph, Warwick o c and u k (3)
10 Adams John ,  Gatton e (2) 40 Allison Mrs., Breakfast Creek u k
11 Addenbrooke T., Toowoomba c 41 Anim  -,  Myall Downs c
12 Addis and Co., Messrs .,  Brisbane in 42 Anderson  --,  Brisbane c
13 Adsett John, Brisbane c 43 Anderson  ,  Ipswich c
14 Ahern  K ate, Toowoomba u k 44 Anderson Francis, Ipswich u k
15 Ahern Thomas ,  Brisbane u k 45 Anderson George, Port Denison  in
16 Ali Lee (Chinaman),  Brisbane s (2) 46 Anderson James, Rockhampton o c
17 Ah  Pon (Chinaman),  Brisbane o e (2) 47 Anderson John, Brisbane u k
18 Airey Joseph ,  Rockhampton u k 48 Anderson  William,  Bungeworgera e
19 Aitchison  -,  Brisbane c 49 Andrews Mrs., Nanango c
20 Albert Henry de, Clermont c 50 Andrew Alfred, Bowen o c
21 Alder Anthony ,  Dalby c 51 Andrews If. E., Goondiwincli o c
22 Alderdin Thomas, Gladstone c (2) 52 Andrews Joseph, Diebing Creek o c
23 Alderdine Thomas, Calliope u k 53 Andrews Mrs. James, Brisbane c
24 Aldinga  ,  Rockhampton s a 54 Angelo A.,  Cowrie c
25 Aldred  William ,  Clermont o c 55 Angrove J. E., Clermont c
26 Aldred William, Peak Downs  Diggings m 56 Appleton W., Rockhampton c
27 Allan David ,  Brisbane u k 57  Appleton A. S., Rockhampton s
28 Allan Fred .,  Brisbane u k 58 Appleton Cornelius ,  Roma c
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59 Applewhite G., Gatton u k 68 Besser Marten, Toowoomba c
60 Arbuckles Joseph, Ipswich u k 69 Best George, Cargoore s
61 Arden Thomas, Brisbane u k 70 Bestaky Carlo, Gladstone c
62 Argent George, Brisbane o c 71 Beswick Joseph, Bowen u k
63 Armstrong , Brisbane c 72 Beven Michael, Banana t
64 Arnold J. F., Ipswich u k 73 Beaker Charles. Ipswich c
65 Asselin T. E., Brisbane s 74 Biggs Henry, Brisbane c
66 Aitkin John Drew, Brisbane u k 75 Billings John W., Toowoomba o c
67 Atkins James, Ipswich c 76 Billingsley William, Brisbane u k
68 Atkins Thomas, Toowoomba o c  77 Bingham Anne Barnett, Brisbane u k
69 Atkinson Mrs., Warwick s 78 Biustead Arthur, Brisbane c
70 Atkinson Thomas, Brisbane e 79 Bird Charles, Peak Downs o c
71 Atkinson H., Clermont c 80 Bird Charles, Queensland  it k
72  Atkinson Miss Mary, Clermont o c 81 Bird Mrs. H., Warwick c (3)
73 Atwell Richard, Bowen o c 82 Bird Thomas C., Rockhampton c
74 Attwell William, Toowoomba u k 83 Bird Thomas,  Bowen c
75 Attwood Thomas, Sydney u k (3) 84 Bird Thomas. Bowen c
76 Audley R., Clermont c 85 Bird Mrs. William, Warwick c
77 Auhad Thomas, Brisbane 86 Bishop John, Sydney u k
87 Black Robert, Brisbane u k (2)
B. 88 Black William, Brisbane u k (2)
1 BACK Walter, Brisbane n k 86 Blackney Charles, Brisbane in and n k (4)
2 Bailey W. P., Rockhampton c 90 Blackney Charles, Victoria Downs o c
3 Baker , Toowoomba c 91 Blackney J. E., Brisbane c
4 Baker , Clermont c 92 Blackwell Robert, Moonie River x-
5 Baker ---, Ipswich c (2) 93 Blake Enoch, Coogar c
6 Baker Arthur, Brisbane e 641 Blackersley Henry, Rockhampton e and m(3)
7 Baker George, Rockhampton s 95 Blarney John, Ipswich a lc
8 Baker Henry, Brisbane u Ic 96 Blateliford J., Brisbane n z
9 Baker James, Clermont in and o c (2) 97 Bligh John. Brisbane c
10 Baker Mary Ann, Condamine c 98 Blinkiom Thomas, B osello Plains o c
11 Baker William, Brisbane c 99 Block B., Brisbane n z
12 Bailey W., Brisbane it k 100 Blackell John Richard,  Brisbane s
13 Bolt John, Brisbane s a 101 Bloom  -,  Toowoomba c
1,1 Ballard J., Brisbane c 102 Bloom S., Ipswich a
15 Bambry James, Ipswich c 103 Bloomer Hugh, Toowoomba u k
16 Bando John, Camboon o e 104 Bloomfield A. G., Brisbane e
17 Barche J., Ipswich c (2) 105 Blyth James A., Condamine u k
18 Barclay , Spring Creel: c 106 Bowen -, Ipswich c
19 Barclay Robert, Toowoomba u k 107 I?olger P. W., Brisbane c
20 Barmen Thomas, Dalby c 108 Bolton -, Warwick u k
21 Barheaver John, Rockhampton c 109 Bolton Mrs. Charles,  Brisbane n z
22 Baker James, Roekhampton c 110 Bott J. E., Rockhampton e
23 Barker  S., Brisbane c 111 Bonar D. T., Warwick c
24 Baker Mrs. W. H., Maryborough c 112 Bone Henry, Brisbane u k
25 Barbour  William, Bald Hills,  near  Brisbane uk 113 Bones Henry, Toowoomba c
26 Barnett  , Brisbane c 114 Burton F., and R. W. Cox, Messrs., Ipswich e
27 Barnes  Miss, Warwick s 115 Boughton Thomas, Laidley c
28 Baron  Messrs C. R. and T., Brisbane u k (2) 116 Boulton W., Talgai o c
29 Barratt Othello, Gatton c 117 Bourke J., Brisbane s
30 Barrett , (carrier) Toowoomba c 118 Bourke J., Ipswich s
31 Barrie James, Brisbane t: k 119 Bonne J. W., Brisbane c
32 Barron Mrs., Brisbane c 120 Bonne T. W., Brisbane f and u k (3)
33 Barron Edward, Toowoomba u k 121 Bowen Charles, Rockhampton u k
31 Barter Isaac,  Toowoomba c 122 Bowen Jeremiah, Bowen u k
35  Bathelenzrj Charles, Bowen s  123 Bowen Alfred, Ipswich u k
36 Baslar Mrs., Brisbane c 124 Bower E., Bowen u k
37 Bernoe Johan, Dalby, or Talgai c 125 Bowen I,. G. M., Brisbane f and u k (5)
38 Baxter Mrs. Thomas, Toowoomba u k 126 Bowles George, Knebworth c
39 Bailey C. W., Goondiwindi c 127 Bowman T. AT., Brisbane s
40 Bayles John, Brisbane s a 128 Boxier Mrs. Ann, Brisbane in
41 Bradic Charles, Brisbane f 129 Boyd , Brisbane e
42 Beahriis James, Toowoomba c 130 Boyle Thomas, Clermont c
43 Beatie , Toowoomba c 131 Brabins Thomas, Maryborough u k (6)
44 Beaumont R. C., Ipswich e (3) 132 Bradley George, Clermont c
45 Beansang W., Toowoomba, c 133 Bradshaw Thomas, Toowoomba u k
46 Beazler , Brisbane c 134 Bradshaw Thomas, Ipswich u k
47 Beazlcy W. C., Brisbane c 135 Brady Miss Bridget, Brisbane u k
48 Becker Henrich, Toowoomba o c 136 Brady Charles, Brisbane s
49 Beddick Matthew, Brisbane u k 137 Brady Thomas, Taroom n z
50 Bernard Beggan, Toowoomba o c 138 Brager G., Ipswich c
51 Bell , Condamine c 139 Brag  -,  Eton Vale c
52 Bell David, Brisbane it k 140 Braidwood J., Brisbane o c
53 Bell Henry, Plane Creek e 141 Bra, lie Charles J., Brisbane u k
54 Bell T. if., Calliope c 142 Brady and Co. Messrs., Clermont c
55 Bellamy James, Toowoomba c 143 Bratall Isaiah, Ilockhanlpton c
56 Bellinger Michael, Brisbane c 144 Breen Thomas, Toowoomba u lc
57 Bellis Miss, Rockhampton it k 145 Brennan Mai hew, Toowoomba c (2)
58 Bendleburgh Edwin, Dalby o c  146 Brennan Michael, Iioclchampton o e
59 Benham Mrs. It., Brisbane m'(2)  147 Brenning Christian, Bowen c
60 Bennet George, Ipswich c 148 Brett Martin, Oxley Creek c
61 Bennett H., Toowoomba, c 149 Brewis Samuel, Condamine c
62 Bennett John W., Canning Downs n z 150 Bradgfood T. T., Brisbane u k
63 Bennett Joseph, Brisbane in 151 Brien Edward, Brisbane u k
64 Bennett W., Tarom e 152 Brien John, Warwick c
65 Berneoker August, Port Denison e 153 Brien Mrs. Mary A., Toowoomba o e
66 Berry C. H., Brisbane u k 154 Brien Rodger, Brisbane o c (2)
67 Borlett -, Richmond c 155 Brier Edwin, Brisbane c
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156 Briggs Henry, Brisbane c 213 Butler R., Brisbane u k (2)
157 Brinkley Edwin, Roma c 214 Butler William, Brisbane c
158 Brisnagan Michael, Gowric Creek o c 215 Butler W. C , Ballard's Camp o c
159 Brittan William, Toowoomba o c 246 Buyrne James, Brisbane c (2)
160 Brittan George, Brisbane o c 247 Byrne Albert, Warwick u k (3)
161 Broadhead , Brisbane u k 298 Byrne Albert, Dalby u k
162 Brodie  -, Rockhampton c 219 Byrne James, Brisbane e
163 Brodie Peter, Brisbane s 250 Byrne John, Rockhampton c164Brodie Miss Catherine, Rockhampton u k 251 Byrne John, Ipswich u k
165 Bromley Frederick, Brisbane c 252 Byrnes Christopher, Gatton c
166 Bromley Henry, Toowoomba u k 253 Byrnes Jerrold, Toowoomba u k
167 Brooke Richard, Brisbane n z 254 Byrns Austin, Brisbane c
168 Brooks H. J., Brisbane c
169 Brophy John, Leyburn u k C.
170 Broughton A. D., Brisbane u k 1 CAIRNS, James, Baroondah c
171 Brown Mrs., Brisbane c 2 Calaway John, Brisbane s
172 Brown Abraham, Ipswich n k 3 Calbick William, Chinchilla u k
173 Brown Miss Annie, Ipswich c 4 Calbeck William, Chinchilla u k
174 Brown Frederick Brisbane c 5 Callagham L ton o cA Rockham
175
,
Browne H., Rockhampton n z 6
. ., p
Callaghan William, Brisbane in176Brown Lieut.  IT., Burdekin c 7 Callan John, Rockhampton u k
177 Brown James, Brisbane u k 8 Callinan Andrew, Gatton o c
178 Brown John, Rockhampton  a k  9 Cambridge C., Toowoomba n k
179 Brown John, Brisbane c 10 Cameron D., Nulalbin c
180 Brown John P., Toowoomba u k (2) 11 Cameron Duncan, Toowoomba u k
181 Brown Joseph, Eurella c 12 Cameron J. C., Clermont c (2)
182 Brown Joseph, Brisbane in 13 Cameron John, Brisbane c
183 Brown Robert, Dalby c 14 Cameron John, Peak Downs in
184 Brown T., Brisbane c 15 Cameron John, Rockhampton u k (2)
185 Brown T., Toowoomba c 16 Cameron Thomas Brennan, Ipswich u k
186 Brown William, Springsure u k 17 Campbell Miss Anne, Sydney u k
187 Brown William, Springsure u k 18 Campbell Adam, Brisbane u k
188 Brown Wm., Rosenthal c 19 Campbell Duncan, Brisbane u k
189 Browne H., Western District c 20 Campbell Robert, Gatton c
190 Browning Wm., Brisbane u k 21 Campbell Miss Matha, Banana c
191 Bruce Miss, Brisbane s 22 Campbell Miss Sarah, Rockhampton n z
192 Bruce Mansell, Little Liverpool c 23 Campbell Thomas, Rockhampton in
193 Bruce W. A., Brisbane c 24 Canning William, Brisbane u k
194 Benderson and Co. Messrs., Brisbane c 25 Cardwell and Nicholls Messrs., Toowoomba o e
195 Brutin A., Brisbane f 26 Carney John, Toowoomba c
196 Brun D., Toowoomba c 27 Carr , Brisbane c
197 Brenner Alexander, Toowoomba u k 28 Carr J. de B.. Warwick c
198 Brunton Francis, Higlifields Road c 29 Carter James, Ipswich c
199 Bryen Miss Anne, Brisbane c 30 Carrick H., Ipswich u k
200 Bryant Benjamin, Ship " Great Victoria " u k 31 Carroll A. H. J., Toowoomba c
201 Bryant J. M., Brisbane c 32 Carroll Francis, Toowooniba c
202 Brydon James S., Rockhampton u k 33 Carter Henry, Keilambiste Station c (4)
203 Briennan Mrs., Gowrie Creek c 34 Carter Michael, Brisbane in
204 Buckley  -,  Clermont c 35 Carver Miss, Brisbane c
205 Buckley John, for Miss Maria Bevan, 36 Casey John, Brisbane u k
Brisbane c 37 Casey Maurice, Ipswich a lc
206 Buckley John, Brisbane c 38 Casey Mrs. Theresa, Brisbane u k
207 Buckridge Mrs. J., Brisbane u k 39 Cassel Robert, Ipswich u k
208 Bulgin  -, Lytton, c 4`) Cassidy Hugh, Ballard's Camp c
209 Bunt John, Ipswich u k 41 Castle Frederick, Rockhampton c
210 Bunton , Brisbane c 42 Catherwood John, Brisbane u k
211 Burton  If., Brisbane s 43 Chambers  -,  Toowoomba c
212 Bunton Isaac, Brisbane s 44 Chambers William, Toowoomba s
213 Burbidge , Toowoomba c 45 Chanters Alexander, Roma e
214 Burchett William, Clermont c (2) 46 Climb , Brisbane c
215 Burgess Alfred, Coomera River c 47 Chapman , Brisbane c
216 Burgess Isaac, Laidley c (2) 48 Chan Tye (Chinaman), Brisbane s
217 Burgess James, Drayton c 49 Chew James, Maryborough u k
218 Burgess James, Ipswich c 50 Childs , Bowen c
219 Burgess John, Gordon Downs u k 51 Chisholm John, Claremont  it k
220 Burgess William, Clermont c 52 Choice B., Brisbane u k
221 Burke John, Brisbane c 53 Christer Lars, Toowoomba f
222 Burke Mrs. P. T., Brisbane u k 54 Christer  -,  Ipswich c
223 Burne John, Toowoomba o c  55 Clappison S., Brisbane s
224 Burnes Thomas, Canning Downs u k 56 Clappison S., Brisbane s
225 Burnett Mrs. Elizabeth, Toowoomba c 57 Clooke A. H., Elgin Downs c
226 Burnett Mrs. Elizabeth, Ipswich c 58 Clerk A. H., Sheppard Plains c
227 Burnett Mrs. Elizabeth, Brisbane c 59 Clerk Charles, Toowoomba s
228 Burnett Thomas, Mount Cecil c (2) 60 Clerk Henry D., Brisbane u k
229 Burnidge Samuel, Brisbane c 61 Clerk J. A., Brisbane c
230 Burns Captain, Maryborough s (2) 62 Clarke John, Warwick in
231 Burns Catherine, Brisbane c 63 Clarke John, Pine River c
232 Burns D., Toowoomba s 64 Clark J., Clermont c
233 Burns Walter, Brisbane u k 65 Clarke J., Clermont c
234 Burns John, Toowooniba u k 66 Clarke John, Brisbane c
235 Burnes John, Toowoomba c 67 Clarke R. A., Brisbane u k
236 Burns John, Brisbane c 68 Clarke Samuel or Sarah, Brisbane in
237 Burnes Robert, Toowoomba u k (2) 69 Clark T. G., Brisbane c
238 Burns W., Brisbane c 70 Clarkson Tl.omas  AT., Jimbour c
239 Burstall J. E., Burdekin River u k 71 Clarke T. U., Brisbane f
240 Bushnell R., Brisbane c 72 Clark Wm., Bowen o c
241 Bushnell It., Toowoomba c  73 Clarke  W. T., Ipswich o
942 Butler Geor°gel Llehlsar'dt Dorn  74  Olnytoij grimyTttrey, :11c,rt ' ou
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75 Cleary David, Brisbane u k 163 Craney Thos., Brisbane u k
76 Cleeff Johnstone, Toowoomba u k 164 Crawford Robert, Clermont o e
77 Clemments S., Peak Downs u k and c (3) 165 Crighton -, Ballard's Camp c
78 Clements Joseph, Brisbane u k 166 CreadyMrs., Ipswich c
79 Clency Miss Margaret, Brisbane c 167 Creagh Win., Springsure c
80 Clifford Timothy, Toowoomba u k 168 Ci'esac George, 11ort Cooper c
81 Coady Ellen, Brisbane o c 169 Criggans Miss If., Rockhampton u k
82 Cochlan John, Brisbane u k 170 Crighton John, Cardowan c
83 Cochrane William, Taroom s (2) 171 Crennan John Templeton, Rockhampton u k
84 Cockburn J., Bowen s and c (2)
85 Cochrane R., Kennedy District c 172 Croft Samuel, Peak Downs'e
86 Coekfield -, Clermont c 173 Cronin John, Toowoomba u k
87 Cocking George, Ipswich u k 174 Cronin John, Brisbane u k
88 Cohn James, Ipswich u k 175 Crosby J. V,,., Ipswich u k
89 Cockely Ann, Brisbane o c 176 Crosl:aw A., Brisbane u k
90 Colbiclc John, Ipswich u 7.- 177 Cross , Warwick c and u k (2)91Coleman David, Churchill c 178 Crowley Denis, Clermont o c
62 Coleman George, Clermont o c 179 Crudgington Daniel, Bowen u k
93 Coleman Joseph, Brisbane n k 180 Cubis Mrs., Warwick u k (2)
94 Coleman Susan, Brisbane o c 181 Cubis L., Warwick c (3)
95 Coles H., Brisbane u k 182 Culhane Patrick, Brisbane u k
96 Coley Captain, Brisbane c (2) 183 Cullen Simon, Laidley n z
97 Colan John, Brisbane u k 184 Culligan Michael, Toowoomba o c
98 Collett Alfred, Clermont c 185 Conner Wm., Ipswich in
99 Colley John, Toowoomba c 186 Ccnninglaa:n .Dr. R. lVi, Brisbane n Ic
100 Collings T., Brisbane in and u k (2) 187 Curley Patrick, Toowoomba c (2)
101 Collins -, Toowoomba c 188 Currer George, Clermont c
102 Collins C., Toowoomba o c 189 Currie James, Toowoomba c
103 Collins J. C., Warwick c 190 Currie Miss Mary Ann, Toowoomba c
104 Collins Richard, Laidley c 191 Currin Thos., Brisbane u k
105 Collins W. F., Surat e 192 Curtin Miss Oath., Rockhampton u k
106 Colan Mary, Rockhampton o c 193 Curtis -, Rockhampton u k
107 Colman Wm., Taroom o c 194 Curtis and Donohoe Messrs., Ipswich c
108 Coleman Mrs. John, Mount Abundance c 195 Curtis Michael Patrick, Brisbane c
109 Conahie Messrs., Brisbane c 196 Cusack W. G. R. Clermont u k (3)
110 Cumerford John, Toowoomba u k 197 Cusack W. S., Clermont o c
111 Comyne - Brisbane c I
112
,
Comyn T. D., Brisbane c D.
113 Comyn• W. A., Springsure o c 1 DAHLKE Amelia, Brisbane e (2)
114 Compigne Walter, Rockhampton c 2 Dail John, Ballard's Camp s
115 Ooneidy Pat, Toowoomba c 3 Dale Miss Janet, Brisbane u k
116 Conley W. G., Brisbane u k 4 Dagnal , Brisbane c
117 Conlon Mrs. Ellen, Brisbane c 5 Dagnal J. P., Brisbane c
118 Conn F. A., Talavera c (2) 6 Daly Bridget, Toowoomba o c
119 Connolly -, Ipswich c 7 Daly Henry, Brisbane c
120 Connolly J., Ipswich c 8 Dangar Thomas G., Maranoa c
121 Connolly Jane, Brisbane u k 9 Daniels Wm., Bendamba c
122 Conolly Thomas, Brisbane c 10 Dann Peter, Brisbane c
123 Colinas Henry, Toowoomba" e 11 Darke Miss Jane, Brisbane u k
124 Connor John, Toowoomba u k 12 Darley Wm., Toowoomba c
125 Conner Robert, Maryborough c 13 Darling John, Toowoomba m
126 Conway Ellen, Brisbane o c 14 Darmody John, Brisbane m
127 Conway Francis, Brisbane m 15 David -, Clermont c
128 Conway John, Warwick u k 16 Davidson J., Rosalie u k
129 Conway Miss Margaret, Keppell Bay n k (3)  17 Davidson Mrs. R., Toowoomba u k
130 Conway Miss Susan, Rockhampton a k 18 Davidson R., Ipswich c
131 Coulter -, Toowoomba c 19 Daives , Toowoomba s
132 Corey Wm., IZosella Station c 20 Davis --, Reedy Lake Station e
133 Cogan Andrew, Toowoomba o c 21 Davis , Ipswich c
134 Cooks George, Ipswich u k 22 Davis E., Toowoomba c
135 Cook John,  Toowoomba s and c (2) 23 Davis E. J., Rosalie s
136 Cooke Mrs. or Miss M., Brisbane o c 22 Davis George, Nanango c
137 Cooke Robt., Weir River s 25 Davis G. A., Toowoomba c
138 Cook Mrs. Wm., Ipswich u k 26 Davis 1-I. P., Camboon c
139 Cook Wm., Bowen f and c (3) 27 Davis John, Warrell Creek c
140 Cookworthy Captain W. S., Brisbane u k 28 Davis John, Eurella s
141 Coonan Miss Elizabeth, Brisbane c 29 Davis William, Warwick
142 Cooper L. A., Liverpool Range o c 30 Davis Daniel, Brisbane u k
143 Cooper Wm., Brisbane u k 31 Dawson Andrew, Clermont c
144 Coppinger W. F. H., Rockhampton s 32 Dawson Wm., Ipswich u k
145 Corbaner Joseph, Brisbane c 33 Day  -,  Brisbane c (2)
146 Corbert David, Toowoomba e 34 Day James E., Condamine e
147 Corbert F., Ipswich o c 35 Day Mrs. Peter, Toowoomba o c
148 Corbett Walter, Toowoomba u k 36 Dear Robert, Clermont u k (2)
149 Comford F., Toowoomba e 37 Debenham C., Brisbane u k
150 Corren Wm. Patrick, Gatton c 38 Deberg Emma, Brisbane c
151 Corry D., Toowoomba o c 39 Dolly Edward, Toowoomba  c
152 Cottier Wm. T., Warwick in 40 Deimen Dr., Port Denison c
153 Cowell Mrs. John, Toowoomba c 41 Deissmann Emil, Port Denison
154 Cox R. L., Callandoon s 42 Delany J. W., Port Denison s
155 Coxhead Mrs., Brisbane s a 43 Dellar J., Oxley e
156 Coyle Thomas, Bowen u k 44 Dely John, Toowoomba c
157 Craddock H. It., Rockhampton u k and c (2) 45 Dempsey Mrs. James, Brisbane u k
158 Craig Robert G., Hillsborough c 46 Dempsey John, Toowoomba c
159 Cramer -, Toowoomba c 47 Denahey Daniel, Ipswieh u k
160 Crane Mrs., Toowoomba c 48 Deniek Edmund, Calliope o c
161 Crane T., Ipswich s 49 Denison R., Brisbane c
162 Crane Thos., Clermont c (2) 50 Dennis Charles, Brisbane u k
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51 Denny James Michael, Brisbane u k E.
52 Denny John, Condamine o c 1 Clermont cEAGLE  -
53 Dennett J., Peak Downs o c 2
,
Eales R Toowoomba c54 Deverell  -,  Glenlee o c 3
,
Earley George Brisbane e55 Dennie  -,  Toowoomba c 4
,
Easdon James Toowoomba c56 Devine Bernard, Brisbane u k 5
,
Easdon James, Dalby c
57 Dewhurst Mrs. Alice, Ipswich o c 6 Eastham D., Angalla c
58 Dewing James A., Ipswich c 7 Easten and French Messrs., Murroona c59 Dexter Richard C., Talgai u k 8 Easton W. E. Brisbane o c
60 Dick James, Brisbane u k 9
,
Ebbert Volton, Toowoomba c (2)
61 Dillan Miss Annie, Rockhampton c 10 Ebens A., Warwick c
62 Dillam Bartholomew, Brisbane u k 11 Eccles Edward, Toowoomba c
63 Dillon  -,  Toowoomba c 12 Ecclestour  -,  Ipswich u k
64 Di lly Fred., Ipswich u k (3) 13 Edger Hans, Dalbyy c
65 Dimma William G., Brisbane u k 14 Edwards George, Gatton e
66 Dimming William, Toowoomba c 15 Edwards James, Nogoa River c
67 Dingle and Hunter Messrs., Rosalie c 16 Edwards Mrs., Brisbane u k
68 Dinsmore Frederick, Toowoomba u k 17 Edmonds Mrs. Amelia, Toowoomba u k
69 Dix Mrs. It. J., Brisbane u k 18 Edwards Capt. Charles, Brisbane s
70 Dead John, Brisbane u k 19 Edwards J., Toowoomba c
71 Doggett Alfred, Toowoomba c 20 Edwards J., Toowoomba c (2)72Doherty Messrs. C and H., Condamine c 21 Edwards Capt. J. N., Maryborough u k
73 Doherty John, Maryborough u k 22 Edmonds Wm. Chas., Toowoomba u k
74 Dolan Mrs., Toowoomba c (2) 23 Edwin Francis, Brisbane e
75 Dolton William John, Peak Downs c 24 Eflin G. W., Rockhampton s
76 Donald Miss Geor gie, Brisbane u k 25 Egan John, Waverley o c
77 Donald G., Canning Downs c 26 Egan Simon, Toowoomba c (2)
78 Doneghue , Brisbane c 27 Eggelsmann Frederick, Brisbane f
79 Donkin F. Langlo Downs c 28 Ecclestone James, Ipswich u k (2)
80 Donnell John, Laidley c 29 Elleny Mrs. J. B. F., Brisbane u k
81 Donnelly John, Ipswich u k 30 Elliott C. E., Clermont c
82 Donnally John, Nine-mile Creek c 31 Elliott C. F., Sydney o
83 Donnelly Robert, Toowoomba c 32 Elliott H. H., Brisbane c
84 Donovan Patrick, Bowen u k 33 Elliot John, Brisbane s
85 Donnohoe John, Ipswich c 34 Ellis Mrs., Ipswich c
86 Donnaghue John, Toowoomba c 35 Ellis D., Ballard's Camp c
87 Donohue Patrick, Toowoomba o c 36 Ellen R. H., Peak Downs in
88 Donoman  -,  Highfields Road c 37 E llis Wm.., Dawson River s
89 Doonan Phillip, Redbank c (2) 38 Ellis Wm., Brisbane c
v0 Doonan Phillip, Cleveland c 39 Endaman F., Bloomfield c
91 Dooset J., Sydney u k 40 Ennis Thomas, Laidley u k
92 Doun G. W. R, Brisbane o c 41 Enrigh Miss Mary J., Brisbane c
93 Douns  -,  Ipswich c 42 Etchells John, Brisbane c
94 Doust John, Roma c 43 Evens Alfred E., Knebworth o c
95 Doust John, Condamine c 44 Evans Mr. or Mrs. E., Brisbane u z
96 Dove Alexander, Rockhampton m 45 Evans Mrs. Jane, Rockhampton c
97 Dowd Bernard, Laidley c 46 Eveans Mrs. Jane, Gladstone c
98 Dowling John, Ipswich c 47 Evans Herbert, St. L urence s
99 Downs Amos, Brisbane u k 48 Evans Wm., Coomrith u k
100 Downs John, Toowoomba o c 49 Everett , Drayton s
101 Downes Samuel, Toowoomba c 50 Everett , Bowen c
102 Doyle Ellen, Warwick o c 51 Evans John, Toowoomba o c
103 Doyle Mrs. Mary Ann, Brisbane e
104 Doyle Thomas, Rockhampton s F.
105 Doyle Thomas, Condamine S. 1 FAGAN James, Clermont o c
106 Dearly Joseph, Ipswich s 2 Fahey Michael John, Jimbour u k
107 Drewe J. W., Brisbane u k 3 Falconer Miss Jane, Brisbane n z
108 Driscoll John, Toowoomba c 4 Falkner  -,  Brisbane c
109 Drisdale John, Brisbane u k 5 Fargher James, Brisbane u k
110 Drummond P., Brisbane c 6 Barley iifrs. C., -Rock1ianipton u k
111 Dryden Patrick, Rockhampton c 7 Farl o Yv Mrs. M. A., Brisbane u k
112 fluff Robert, Toowoomba  c 8 Farquharson James, Toowoomba c
113 Driil'y Honoria, Brisbane in 9 Farrel John, Rockhampton u k
114 Dunas  -,  Clermont c 10 Farrell Patrick, Mount McConnell u k
115 Duncan  -,  Maryborough c 11 Farrell Thomas, Brisbane c
116 Duncan A., Collary c 12 Farrington F. H., Ipswich c (2)
117 Duncan Charles, Gat-ton  c- 13 Faulker John Plowman, Ipswich c118Duncan Henry, Toowoomba 14 Fraulks Mrs. A., Belyando River c
119 Duncan William, Rockhampton a lc 15 Feltner H. A., Warwick f
120 Dunn  -,  Brisbane u k 16 Ferguson D., Redbank Plains c
121 Dunn Samuel, Brisbane u k 17 Ferguson David F., Alpha c
122 Dunne Edward, Warwick c 18 Ferguson John, Toowoomba o e
123 Dunne, Michael, Knebworth c 19 Ferguson John, Brisbane u k
124 Dunning Thomas, Rockhampton c and u k 20 Ferguson Thomas, Warwick m (2)
(3) 21 Ferguson Thomas, Clermont c
125 Duran , Ipswich c 22 Fielding W., Brisbane u k
126 Durham John, Toowoomba c 23 Finegan Mrs. Agnes, Ipswich o e
127 Dunstan James, Rockhampton e 24 Finegan James, Ipswich s
128 Dute G., Toowoomba 25 Finney R., Port Denison s
129 Dwyer m--, Canmaroo c 26 Finnic , Toowoomba c
130 Dwyer James, Clermont in 27 Finlay , Peak Downs e
131 Dwyer John, Eurella c 28 Finlay A. B., Rockhampton u k
132 Dwyer Michael, Consuello c 29 Finlay Horatio, Rosella c
133 Dwyer Michael, Rockhampton m and c 30 Fisher Arthur, Rockhampton s
(3) 31 Fitzgerald  -,  Bowen c
134 Dwyer Phillip, Ipswich c 32 Fitzgerald John, Pentland Downs c
135 Dwyer Thomas, Booval c 33 Fitzgerald Robert, Ipswich c
136 D M Willi 31 Fitz atrick Patrick Surat syson rs. am, s ,p
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35 Fitzpatrick Thomas, Brisbane s 38 Gilligan  John, Tpswieh u k
36 Fitzpatrick Thomas, Gatton o c 39 Gillin Miss M. IN., Brisbane c
37 Fitzsimmons Thomas, Redbank Plains c 40 Gilmour Alexander, Brisbane u k
38 Flanagan Daniel, Laidley c 41 Ginna James, Surat u k
39 Flanagan Patrick, Bowen u k 42 Ginness Mc, Clermont e
40 Flannery John, Toowoomba o c 43 Ginnane Miss Bridget, Sandgate u k
41 Flaskell Thomas, Brisbane c 44 Gladding T., Rockhampton c
42 Fleeschmann  -,  Toowoomba c 45 Gleeson Bridget, Brisbane f
43 Fletcher George, Clermont c 46 Gleeson Thomas, Rockhampton c
44 Fletcher James, Brisbane s 47 Gleeson D., Gowrie c
40" Fletcher William, Brisbane it Ic (2) 48 Glynn John, Toowoomba u k
46 Flood Mrs. Mary Ann, Brisbane u k 49 Godber E. W. N., Toowoomba c
47 Flux Richard, Ipswich c 50 Gochlard B., Springsure c
48 Flynn Denis, Bowen u k 51 Godkin Antony, Brisbane o c
49 Flynn John, Toowoomba c 52 Georgens George, Gladstone c.
50 Fogarty John, Toowoomba c 53 Goldsmith W. P., Cardwell
51 Fokety Michael, Toowoomba c 54 Golloghy Mrs. Margaret, Brisbane u k
52 Folks  P., Clermont c '55 Gownan  -,  Brisbane s
53 Folph Henry, Toowoomba c 56 Goodwin Samuel, Brisbane u k
51 Fooks John, Brisbane u k 57 Gordon Donald, Brisbane u k
55 Forbeck H. R., Brisbane o c 58 Gordon Peter, Warwick c
56 Ford Miss Sarah Ann, Brisbane c 59 Gorton A., Brisbane u k (3)
57 Forsite Win., Brisbane e 60 Gorty Mrs. H., Brisbane s
58 Fortune and Ralstone Messrs., Brisbane c 61 Gough Win., Maryborough o c
59 Forsyth Wm., Toowoomba u k 62 Govan Archibald, care of H. G. Harris
60 Foster Mrs., Toowoomba c schooner " Florence" Brisbane in
61 Foster Charles, Condamine e 63 Gowan Alexander, Toowoomba  it k
62 Foster John, Brisbane n z 64 Grace , Roma c
63 Fowke E. J., Toowoomba o c 65 Graham Mrs., Rockhampton u k
64 Fowler Francis, Clermont c 66 Graham Miss Anne, Hervey's Bay u k (3)
65 Fox J., Brisbane c 67 Graham E. P., Warwick c
66 Foy Hew, Rockhampton 68 Graham George, Toowoomba c
67 Francis T., Maryborough in 69 Graham George, Bowen u k
68 Francis John, Toowoomba c 70 Graham Win., Brisbane u k
69 Francis Joseph, Toowoomba o c 71 Grant James  Al., Brisbane u k (3)
70 Francis Joseph, Brisbane o c 72 Granville Denis, Clermont u k
71 Frank Robert, Peak Downs Diggings c 73 Grap Daniel, Laidley c
72 Frank W. A., Cooyar c 74 Gray Archibald, Brisbane u k
73 Franklin Mrs. Emma, Ipswich o c 75 Gray Mrs. Elizabeth, Rockhampton c
74 Fraser James, Singleton c 76 Gray Robert Rockhampton c
75 Fraser William, Brisbane c 77 Gray Thomas, Rockhampton u k (2)
76 Fraser Wm., Gayndah o c 78 Greaves John, Brisbane u k
77 Freeman F. W. G., Brisbane u k 79 Green  -,  Brisbane s
78 Fridge George, Toowoomba c 80 Green Joseph, Brisbane c
79 Frost Thomas, Brisbane e 61 Green Thomas, Gatton c
80 Frost Wm., Clermont.e 62 Grenfield Joseph B., Jubba, Nanango it k
81 Frost Wm. Joseph, Brisbane u k 83 Grinside G. R., Brisbane c
82 Fry George, Toowoomba o c 84 Greenside R. M., Brisb,-me u k
83 Fry John, Ipswich u k 85 Greenwood T. W., Brisbane u k
. 86 Grieve A., Billyando c
G. 87 Grenville J. R., Brisbane n z
1 GARDEN W. H., Rockhampton s 88 Grice Thomas, Calliope in
2 Gafton  -,  Ipswich s 89 Grierson  -,  Ipswich c
3 Gallagher John, Warwick c 90 Grierson Alexander, Ipswich c
4 Gallagher J., Ipswich c 91 Grieve  -,  Toowoomba c
5 Gallagher Owen, Toowoomba c 92 Griffiths Israel, Brisbane n z
6 Gallangham James, Ipswich u k 93 Griffith John, Toowoomba o e
7 Gallivan.Daniel, Rockhampton u k and f (2) 94 Griffiths Thomas, Toowoomba c
8 Gardner Frederick Toowoomba c 95 Griffiths Wm., Toowoomba u k
9 Gardner Owen, Brisbane c 96 Griffiths Wm., Brisbane s
10 Garford F., Brisbane u k 97 Grohan Pat., Toowoomba c
11 Garven James, Brisbane c 98 Guille Carey William, Brisbane c
12 G-artside James, Brisbane c 99 Gutton Thomson, Toowoomba s
13 Gartside Mrs. M. L., Brisbane u k 100 Gummon G., Rockhampton in
14 Gawther E. F., Port Denison c 101 Guthridge R., Ipswich c
15 Gayner T., Brisbane c 102 Gutmann Ubald, Brisbane s
16 Geary E. H., Clermont c
17 Geary John, Brisbane c H.
18 Geary Wm., Banana c 1 HADDOCK  -,  Toowoomba c
19 Geddis James, Gatton c 2 Haegan Henry, Rangcoll Creek e
20 Glee Edward, Brisbane u k 3 Haffner Frederick, Rockhampton f
21 Genry James, Toowoomba c 4 Haffner G., Nudgee Waterholes c
22 George George, Toowoomba u k 5 Hogan Mrs. C., Rockhampton s
23 George John, Peak Downs Diggings s a 6 Hagan John, Talgai c
24 Gliernian Agustus, Ipswich c 7 Hagan James, Toowoomba e
25 Gibbons John, Lockyer's Creek c 8 Haggerston  -,  Ipswich c
26 Gibson and Walsh Messrs., Toowoomba c 9 Haild Robert, Brisbane u k
27 Gibson Frederick, Exmoor c 10 Hall Emanuel, Brisbane c
28 Gilbert William, Toowoomba c 11 Hall Henry de J., Brisbane o c
29 Gilehin Patrick, Brisbane e 12 Hall John, Gladstone s (2)
30 Giles Thomas, Maryborough c 13 Hall Wm., Brisbane e
31 Gills Charles, Logan Road near Brisbane u k 14 Hall Wm. Wood, Brisbane c
32 Gill James, Brisbane e 15 Hallam Robt., Toowoomba c
33 Gillam T. W., Brisbane c 16 Hallenan  -,  Clermont c
34 Gillard John, Port Denison u k 17 Halliwell Thomas, Dalby c
35 Giller John, Banana c 18 Halton George, Brisbane s
36 Gillin Miss Mary, Rockhampton u k 19 Hambly Mrs., Toowoomba c
37 Gillespie James, Toowoomba c 20 Hamer Henry, Brisbane n z
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21 Hamill Patrick, Toowoomba c 108 Herens Thomas, Brisbane w a
22 Hamilton  -,  Gladstone c 109 Henley Patrick, Brisbane b p
23 Hamilton David G., Brisbane u k 110 Herne Miss Ellen, Brisbane m
24 Hammer , Toowoomba c 111 Hervey Augustus, Bowen ti k
25 Hammer George, Dalby c 112 Herne Peirce, Brisbane u k
26 Hammer Win., Condamine c 113 Hesse John George, Bowen c
27 Hammersby J., Clermont c 114 Hetterington A., Clermont c and s (2)
28 Hamp Charles, Brisbane c 115 Hewitt Michael, Taroom c
29 Hampton F. G.  0., Brisbane o c 116 Higgins Wm., Dalby u k (3)
30 Hamsen Miss Ester, Rockhampton c 117 Highland Mrs., Brisbane t
31 Hand John, Brisbane u k 118 Hill  -,  Brisbane c
32 Handerson John, Toowoomba c 119 Hill A. W., Brisbane c
33 Hanet Henry, Ipswich c 120 Hill Mrs. Elizabeth, Toowoomba u k
34 Hanna Robert, Brisbane u .k 121 Hill Mrs. E., Ipswich c
35 Hanny James, Toowoomba e 122 Hill George, Waverley c
36 Hansen  -,  Westbrook c - 123 Hill Herbert, Brisbane u k
37 Harald George, Brisbane u k 124 Hill J. E., Brisbane u k
38 Harden S., Western Creek c 125 Hill John, Townsville o c
39 Hardy  -,  Brisbane c 126 Hill John, German Station e
40 Hargrave Alexander, Springsure c 127 Hill Win., Warwick s
41 Harker R. H,, Brisbane u k 128 Hillburg , Toowoomba c
42 Harkiss George, Toowoomba o e 129 Hines Charles, Glen Prairie c
43 Harman Joshua G., Toowoomba n z 130 Hingurrin John, Toowoomba c
44 Harnett David, Clermont c 131 Hinton John, Clermont c
45 Harper B., Toowoomba c 132 Hinsman Robert, Springsure c
46 Harper Richard, Brisbane c 133 Hins William, Toowoomba c (2)
47 Harper Robt., Brisbane c 134 Elixon Edward, Toowoomba c
48 Harradine James, Clermont c 135 Hopkin H. S., Gayndah s
49 Harrington George, Toowoomba s 136 Hobson  -,  Brisbane c
50 Harriss Mrs, Anne, Brisbane u k 137 Hobson Stud, Rockhampton c and s (2)
51 Harris George Gray, Brisbane u k (2) 138 Hoeld Jacob, Rockhampton f
52 Harris James M., Toowoomba e 139 Hogan Anne, Ballard's Camp o c
53 Harris Thomas J., Brisbane u k 140 Hogan Miles, Toowoomba e
54 Harris Wm., Clermont c 141 Hogan Patrick, Brisbane in
55 Hamson F. H., Brisbane u k 142 Hogg Henry, Brisbane u k
56 Hart Denis, Ballard's Camp o c 143 Hoisona James, Brisbane o c
57 Hart Mrs. James, Ipswich u k 144 Holden Charles, Toowoomba e
58 Harwood Mrs. Charles, Parnell u k 145 Holden John, Burdekin c
59 Hasel Mrs. L. A., Brisbane o c 146 Holdich L. M., Brisbane u k
60 Hassall S., Kooroona e 147 Hole William Henry, Angella b p (2)
61 Hassen Michael, Toowoomba c 148 Hole Captain B. H., Angella u k
62 Hatch H., Toowoomba c and o c (2) 149 Hoiermann J. H., Ipswich f
63 Hanff Carl, Rockhampton c 150 Holloway Edward, Brisbane u k (2)
64 Haugh John, Toowoomba c 151 Holloway Charles, Gatton e
65 Haughten H. G., Brisbane c 152 Holm L., Bombala s
66 Hansmaine H., Calliope s 153 Holzborger  -,  Oxley Creek c
67 Heathwood Samuel, Brisbane c 154 Honey , Peak Downs c
68 Hawes George A., Ship `° Legion of Honor," 155 Honeychurch  -,  Toowoomba c
Brisbane u k (2) 156 Hoo R., Toowoomba t
69 Hawkins and Fogarty Messrs., Ipswich e 157 Hope -,  Brisbane u k
p70 Hawkins Charles, Brisbane u k 158 Ho e Thomas, Brisbane u k
71 Hawley Andrew, Brisbane u k 159 Holme William, Brisbane u k
72 Haydon Mrs. E., Brisbane u k 160 Hopkins James, Brisbane c
73 Hayes J., Laidley c 161 Hooloohan James, Brisbane c
74 Hayes Martin, Ipswich u k 162 Horinblon Henry, Toowoomba c
75 Hayes Richard, Laidley c 163 Horriben James, Brisbane c
76 Hayler J., Wellington s 164 Honan John, Toowoomba c
77 Hazelby Henry, Ipswich u k 165 Hotchkiss -, Birkley Station s and c (3)
78 Hazlett James, Brisbane u k 166 Horrop James, Brisbane u k
79 Head Miss H., Brisbane c 167 Houghton Joseph, Toowoomba u k (2)
80 Healy Elizabeth, Brisbane u k 168 Howard John, Clermont o c
81 Heaney Miss Sarah, Barcombi u k 169 Howard Mrs. S., Brisbane u k (2)
82 Heass Wm., Brisbane f 170 Howard Thomas, Toowoomba u k
83 Heasmann Thomas, Brisbane u k 171 Hoyle Giles, Toowoomba c
84 Heaton Thomas, Brisbane c 172 Huddart John, Toowoomba c
85 Hedgeland F., Redcliffe Station c (2) 173 Hudson B., Brisbane c
86 Hedger Richard, Brisbane f 174 Hughan Allen, Lilly Vale, o c
87 Hedges Wm., Oxley c 175 Hughes Archibald, Ipswich c
88 Hedwith Captain John, Brisbane u k 176 Hughes E., Brisbane o c
89 Heffernan Margaret, Laidley c 177 Huges Henry, Rockhampton c
90 Heilder  -,  Gatton c 178 Hughes John, Brisbane u k (2)
91 Heitmick Win., Peak Downs f 179 Hughes Martin, Laidley u k (2)
92 Hempsted J., Dalby c 180, Hughes Richard, Toowoomba o c
93 Henderson Andrew, Brisbane u k 181 Hughes William, Toowoomba e
94 Henderson Charles, Brisbane u k 182 Hulaban Ellen, Ipswich c
95 Henderson David, Condamine s 183 Hullery Mrs., Rockhampton c
96 Henderson Donald, Toowoomba e 184 Humphrey  -,  Clermont c
97 Heney Mrs. Sarah, Brisbane o c (2) 185 Humphreys George, Brisbane u k
98 Henery Robert, Brisbane w a 186 Hunt John, Toowoomba u k
99 Henes Mrs., Brisbane c 187 Hunter  -,  Maryborough c
100 Hennessy Mrs., Brisbane e 188 Hunter Mrs. A. J., Brisbane u k
101 Hennessy C. A., Ipswich u k 189 Hunter Charles C., Taroom s and u k (3)
102 Hennessy John, Brisbane c (2) 190 Hunter George, Brisbane c and f (2)
103 Henricks•Anna, Port Denison c 191 Hunter Richard, Maryborough u k
104 Henry  -,  Bowen s 192 Hunter Thomas, Iswich c
105 Henry John, Toowoomba c 193 Hurley Mrs. M., Warwick o c
106 Henry Patrick, Dalby u k 194 Hurlstan R., Toowoomba u k
107 Henry Robert, Brisbane w  it, 195 Hutchison C., Brisbane a
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196 Hutchison Alexander, Brisbane t 22 Kelner William, Toowoomba u k
197 Hutson James, Brisbane m 23 Kemble H., Brisbane c
198 Hyde Edward, Brisbane c 24 Kennedy Charles, Darling Downs s
25 Rockhampton sKenned FI. 26
y .,
Kennedy John, Brisbane u k1 INKSTER Alexander, Port Denison u k 27 Kennedy M. J., Turner's Creek c2 Innis Thomas, Laidley a k 28 Kennedy Matthew, Brisbane m3 Irvine Miss Christianna, Brisbane m 29 Kenney John, Clermont c (2)4 Issenberg Otto, Clermont f '30Kenny Thomas, Maryborough f5 Issenhuth George, Toowoomba c 31 Kenny Thomas, Roma c
J. 32 Kenny Mrs., Toowoomba s33 Brisbane u kKent John1 JACKSON J. A., Brisbane u k (2) 34
,
Kent Mrs. Brisbane c2 Jackson W., Brisbane s 35
,
Kernahan John W., Brisbane u k (3)3 Jackson Mrs. W., Toowoomba c 36 Warwick u kKerr John4 James Ferdinand F., Brisbane o e 37
,
Brisbane o cKerr William5 James  H., Toowoomba c 38
,
Kerr James Maryborough c6 Jamieson Robert , Brisbane n z (4) 39
,
Brisbane u kKellehurst Miss Anne7 Jameson W., Brisbane u k 40
,
Gladstone u k (2)Kilpatrick Alexander8 James J. H., Maryborough u k 41
,
Brisbane o cKimble William9 Jansen Johanna, Warwick o c 42
,
Clermont cKimben John10 Janson 0., Goondiwindi c 43
,
Toowoomba u kKing Henry11 Jeoves T. S., Brisbane n k 44 ,King John Gladstone c12 Jeer R. K., Brisbane m 45 , Rockhampton cKing Magor13 Jenkins Frederick, Brisbane o c 46 ,King Peter Laidley o c14 Jenkins Eliza, Brisbane b p 47 , Goonoo Goonoo cKing Phillip P. McA.15 Jenner W., Dalby u k 48 ,Rockhampton cKing Mrs. Richard16 Jennings -, Toowoomba c 49 ,Talgai o cKing Thomas17 Jennings James, Dalby c 50 ,King S. M. Brisbane u k18 Joranna Peter, Toowoomba c 51 ,King W. Brisbane u k19 Jewell E., Brisbane u k 52 ,King William Ipswich c20 Jimbo --, Toowoomba c 53 ,Kinly William Warwick c21 Joncrain Joshua, Bowen 54 ,Jimbo c 2King William22 Johnson Arthur, Maryborough c. 55 ,Kingel S. Toowoomba c23 John G. P., Rockhampton o c 56 , Toowoomba eKingstone Francis24 Johnson H., Waverley c 57 ,Kingston J., Brisbane u k25 Johnson J. If., Bowen u k (2) 58 Brisbaneu kKissall Robert26 Johnson James Watson, Berama u k 59 ,Kincale Mrs., Ipswich c27 Johnson Thomas, Oxley Creek c (2) 60 Ipswich u kKnight A.28 Johnson John F., Brisbane c 61 , Brisbane u kKnight George B.29 Johnston Jane, Brisbane e 62 , Brisbane u kKnight George B.30 Johnston Peter, Warwick c 63 ,Knott William, Rockhampton u k31 Johnston R., Brisbane c 64 Upper Dawson sKnowles G.32 Johnston R., Churchill, (near Brisbane) c 65 , hens  Messrs., cKnox and Ste33 Jones David, Toowoomba s 66 pKruger L., and C. Hartfiel Messrs., Ipswich c34 Jones George, Ipswich c-,(2) 67 Kuhr Adolphus, Bowen c35 Jonest George, Toowoomba c 68 Toowoomba cKurcally James36 Jones Henry Russell, Bowen u k 69 ,Kyne, 'Thomas, Rockhampton c
37 Jones John, Toowoomba o c (2)
38 Jones Jo/tn, .Fortitude Valley c L.
39 Jones Richard, Toowoomba u k 1 LEE'HAVIASON E., Brisbane f
40 Jones Robert J., Toowoomba c 2 Lacke Thomas, Toowoomba c
41 Jones T., Toowoomba c 3 Leekinby George, Brisbane u k
42 Jones T. H., Brisbane c 4 Lafontaine A., Toowoomba
43 Jones Terry, Brisbane m 5 Laherty Richard, Bowen c
44 Jones Thomas R., Brisbane n k 6 Laid David James, Avoca Station c  and m (3)
45 Jones Thomas, Talavera o e 7 Laid D. S. or D. J., Alpha Station c (5)
46 Jones W. C,, Rockhampton s 8 Lylah Johann, Peak Downs, f
47 Jones W. E., Brisbane o c 9 Lam Sat (Chinaman), Brisbane c
48 Jones William, Dalby c 10 Landen W., Brisbane s
49 Joynes Andrew, Brisbane u It 11 Lane Wm., Brisbane e
50 Jubbs --, Clermont c 12 Lang S., Brisbane c
51 Jubbitt E. J., Brisbane c 13 Lange Jno. C., Banff Downs c
52 Julian Jacob, Brisbane s 14 Lannan Mrs. E., Brisbane c
53 Jurens George J., Calliope o c  15 Lantree Mrs., Brisbane c
16 Lapworth -, Brisbane s
K. 17 Lardner Robert, Bowen s
1 KANE Mrs. James, Brisbane u k 18 Large S., Brisbane u k
2 Katy Daniel, Bowen u k  19 Larkin Miss Bridget, Brisbane  it  lc
3 Kay Malcolm, Toowoomba o c 20 Laurie R., Rockhampton u k
4 Kean James, Brisbane n z  21 Laurie Mrs. A., Brisbane o
5 Kearney Mrs. C., Brisbane u It 22 Lavelle M., Brisbane c
6 Dear John, Warwick n z 23 Law Alfred,  Brisbane s
7 Keaves James, Ipswich u k 24 Lawn Wm., Brisbane u k
8 Keenan John, Warwick c 25 Lawless -, Roma c
9 Keily Daniel, Laidley f 26 Lawrence H. E., Rockhampton u k
10 Keith Thomas, Talavera o c 27 Lawrence James,  Brisbane u k
11 Kellaway Harriett, Brisbane u k 28 Lawson Alexander, Brisbane o e
12 Kelly --, Ipswich c 29 Leahy m
13 Kelly Miss Ann, Rockhampton c (2) 30 Lahey Phillip, Toowoomba c
14 Kelly Francis W., Brisbane c 31 Leane Eneas, Cockatoo Station c
15 Kelly John, Toowoomba c (2) 32 Lear and Broughton JYYessrs., Callaudoon s
16 Kelly John, Surat o c 33 Leatherland, Brisbane c (2)
17 Kelly John, Bellyando m 34 Leslie John, Toowoomba u k
18 Kelly M., Palby c 35 Lee Robt, T., Mt. Abundance s
19 Kelly Patrick, Toowoomba c 36 Leech John, Toowoomba ilk
li 372Rll JK T ton cRockhamdL20 e c ( )osay .,e . peree
21 Kelly Thomas, Callandoon s 38 Leggett John, Townsville s (2)
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39 Lennon Jonathan, Toowoomba c 32 Afarstaeller John, Toowoomba c40 Leonard P., Toowoomba e 33 Martin , Peak Downs c
41 Leonard Wm., Ipswich c 34 Martin Mrs. W., Rockhampton c
42 Lessen N., Calliope o c 35 Mason L. H., Ipswich c
43 Lester Leonard E., Brisbane e 36. Mason Thomas, Dalby c
44 Lewes Thomas, (of Llanlear), c (16) 37 Mason Thomas, Carrabah c (3)
45 Lewis  -,  Warwick c 38 Mason Thomas, Toowoomba u k
46 Lewis Enoch, Clermont c 39 Mason T., Condamine c
47 Lewis James, Mimosa River e 40 Mason William, Rockhampton c
48 Lewis John, Brisbane o c and c 2 41 Master Mrs., Rockhampton o e
49 Liddy Thomas, Clermont m 42 Mathews  -,  Toowoomba c
50 Lidgewood Robert, Toowoomba in 43 Matthews William, Rockhampton u k (2)
51 Linch Miss B., Rockhampton m 44 Mathews Mrs. E., Toowoomba m
52 Lindeman Hans, Toowoomba o e 45 Mathews E., Ballard's Camp o
53 Lindran Cornelius, Brisbane s A6Maxwell John, Ipswich c
54 Lindsay Daniel, Brisbane u k 47 May A., Lyndhurst n z
55 Lister J., Brisbane u k 48 Mayer E. (farmer), Toowoomba c
56 Litt Wm., Brisbane c 49 Meagher Jeremiah, Toowoomba u k
57 Little James, Bandamba c 50 Meakin Thomas, Toowoomba  it  k
58 Little Thomas, Reclcliffe c 51 Meaney James, Petrie Terrace o e
59 Lloyd Thomas, Forest Vale c (2) 52 Meickel John, Brisbane u k
60 Lochel G., Toowoomba c 53 Melville G., Toowoomba c
61 Lockhart James, Brisbane u k 54 Melrose Peter, Peak Downs e
62 Logan Robt. J., Laidley s 55 Menehey J. August, Brisbane c
63 Linegan Michael, Brisbane u k 56 Merget Franz, Rockhampton e
64 Long Patrick, Dalby u k (2) 57 Merrilees Charles L., Brisbane o
65 Long Richard, Brisbane c 58 Mewes John, Toowoomba u k
66 Longworth Francis, Toowoomba u k 59 Mickels Martin, Myall Downs c
67 Longworthy Walter, Brisbane s 60 Micklewaito E., Brisbane s
68 Loochee Henry, Toowoomba c 61 Middlemast John F., Baroonclah u k
69 Lovenzen T. L., Brisbane o c 62 Middleton Thomas, Brisbane u k
70 Lorenzen J. C., Brisbane c 63 Middleton W., Brisbane o c
71 Lorimer Peter A., Port Denison c 64 Millar  -,  Brisbane e
72 Loughrane Margaret, Toowoomba u k 65 Millard John, Ipswich u k
73 Lowe  -,  Toowoomba c 66 Miller Charles, Brisbane s
74 Low  -,  Peak Downs Road c 67 Miller David, Toowoomba u k
75 Lowe Thomas, Upper Burdekin c 2 68 Miller Edward, Bowen o c
76 Low Wm., Rockhampton u k 69 Miller James, Fortitude Valley u k
77 Lowe Wm., Peak Downs c 70 Miller Peter, Toowoomba c
78 Lowden John, Toowoomba c 71 Miller R., Brisbane c
79 Lucas W. G., Ipswich c 72 Miller William, Banana c
80 Lucas John, Brisbane u k 73 Millson J. B., Brisbane u k
81 Luhn Claus, Ipswich f 74 Milner Isaac, Toowoomba  it  k (2)
82 Lucas Mrs., Ipswich o c 75 Milne James Duff, Dalby t
83 Lundy J., Maryborough o c 76 Mills Henry, Arrowsmith c
84, Lunn G., Ipswich s and u k 2 77 Mills Miss M., Toowoomba c
85 Lynch Wm., Toowoomba c 78 Minchin James, Coomrith c
86 Lynch , Toowoomba c 79 Minner  -,  Ipswich c
87 Lynch Margaret, Ipswich o c 80 Minogue Rody, Toowoomba n z
88 Lynes Patt, Toowoomba e 81 Merrielees Ronald, Port Denison in
89 Lynch Patt, Gatton e 82 Mitchell James, Belgowan o c
90 Lynch Patrick, Brisbane o c 83 Mitchell Rev. William, Brisbane m
91 Lynch Timothy, Springsure u k 84 Mitchell William, Roma c
92 Lynch Wm., Toowoomba u k 85 Moffatt John, Brisbane c
93 Lyons Edwd., Gatton o c 86 Moffet James, Ipswich s
87 Moir David, Rockhampton  it  k
X. 88 Molin John, Peak Downs Road e
1 MAGAR James, Toowoomba c 89 Molony Denis, Brisbane b p
2 Magee Eugene, Ipswich c 90 Moloney William, Gatton c
3 Magennis Miss Date, Brisbane c 91 Monahan Mrs. F., Toowoomba c
4 Maglone John, Ipswich u k 92 Monaghan Francis, Ipswich n z
5 Maglone Mary, Brisbane o 93 Monerceft W., Junction e
6 Maher John, Talgai u k 94 Monger John, Port Denison e
7 Mahon James, Clermont u k 95 Monnake Louis, Williams' Camp e
8 Mahon James (trooper), Clermont c 96 Monro William, Brisbane u k
9 Mahon John, Brisbane o 97 Montgomery Duncan, Brisbane u k (2)
10 Mahoney James, Toowoomba c and o c (2) 98 Montgomery William (contractor), Sandy
11 Mahoney J., Wickham Terrace c Creek c
12 Maille James, Holmes' Camp c 99 Mooney Miss Margaret, Sand-ate u It
13 Maine Crawford, Baroondarrah c 100 Moore Arthur, Port Denison s
14 Mallon Henry, Peak Downs e 101 Moore Charles, Brisbane o c
15 Malone John, Toowoomba o c 102 Moorehead and Young Messrs., Belyando o c
16 Maloney Mrs. Thomas, Ipswich e 103 Moore John F., Brisbane n z
17 Malynn Patrick, Toowoomba c (2) 104 Moran Edward, Toowoomba c
18 Mamesledy  -,  Warwick c 105 Moran George, Toowoomba e
19 Mann C., Jimbour s 106 Moran H. (care Peaky), Toowoomba c
20 Mannion Thomas, Toowoomba o e 107 Moran L., Toowoomba s
21 Mara Hugh, Toowoomba t 108 Mores George, Toowoomba c
22 Mara M., Toowoomba c 109 Moresby Richard, Brisbane u k
23 Mark W., Mongool c 110 Morey R. M., Brisbane o and  e  (2)
24 Mark C. J., Brisbane u k 111 Morgan J.,Surat o
25 Marker William, Cullin-la-ringo c 112 Morgan James, Brisbane u k
26 Marks William, Eagle Farm o 113 Morgan James, Dalby o e
27 Marsh and Cowderoy Messrs., Peak Downs c 114 Morrison Archibald, Warwick c
28 Marsh Samuel, Ipswich c 115 Morris Mrs., Gladstone s
29 Marshall , Dalrymple c 116 Morris William, Rockhampton s
X30 Marshall (carpenter), Petrie Terrace c 117 Morrison Sophia E., Toowoomba o
31 Marsland James, Brisbane c 118 Morton E., :Brisbane e
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119 Morton George S., Rockhampton m 47 McGoldrick P., Brisbane e
120 Morton Robert, Ipswich o 48 McGovern Thomas, Oxley Creek u k
121 Mosely  -,  Dalby c 49 McGrath Edmond, Jimbour o c
122 Mosely Josiah, Tooloombilla o c and s (2) 50 McGrath Margaret, Brisbane o c
123 Moy Peter, Toowoomba c 51 McGrath William, Ipswich c
124 Moylan , Wishtown c 52 McGrath  -,  Toowoomba c
125 Moylin John, Peak Downs Road c 53 McGregor A., Port Denison n z
126 Mueller John L., Doughboy Creek c 54 McGregor John, Belyando u k (5)
127 Mun Miss Agnes, Brisbane u k 55 McGregor John, Banchory o c
128 Mullabeer M., Clermont c 56 McGrinry Barney, Toowoomba c
129 Mullins Thomas, Brisbane River c 57 McGuiness Miss Bridget, Brisbane f
130 Muller Samuel, Toowoomba c 58 McGuiness Samuel, Rockhampton u k
131 Mullins Mary, Brisbane o 59 McHardy Charles, Poowoomba c
132 Mulloy P. D., Brisbane u k 60 McHugh William, Brisbane m
133 Mungall Robert, Laidley u k 61 McIntosh David, Toowoomba e
131 Munroe Charles, Toowoomba  d  62 McIntosh J., Brisbane c
135 Munroe James, Brisbane u k 63 McIntosh William, Mount Abundance m
136 Murfield  -,  Rockhampton c (2) 64 McIntyre Mrs., Toowoomba c
137 Murphy Andrew, Knebworth u k 65 McIntyre  -,  Ipswich c
138 Murphy Daniel, Brisbane s 66 McIntyre Rev. A., Springsure c
139 Murphy Kate, Brisbane c 67 McIntyre Miss Mary, Ipswich s
140 Murphy Keith, Warwick o 68 Mclvor William, Peak Downs c
141 Murphy Matthew, Euroombah c 69 Mackay Miss Elizabeth, Brisbane u le
142 Murphy Tim, Brisbane c 70 McKay Miss Elizabeth, Brisbane c
143 Murphy William, Rockhampton  it k 71 Mackay Miss Helen, Toowoomba c
144 Murphy William, Rockhampton u k 72 Mackay James, Toowoomba c
145 Murphy William, Toowoomba c 73 Mackay William, Brisbane c
146 Murray  -,  Brisbane c 74 Mackay William, Clermont c
147 Murray C., Rockhampton c 75 McKean F. Gordon, Bowen u k
148 Murray Campbell, Rockhampton o 76 McKean S., Toowoomba c
149 Murray David, Brisbane o 77 McKenna Patrick, Brisbane c
150 Murray John, Clermont c '78 McKenny Robert, Toowoomba o c
151 Murray Robert, Bowen u k 79 McKenzie A., Cockatoo Creek c
152 Murray Stephen, Brisbane s 80 McKenzie D., Toowoomba u k
153 Murray Thomas, Burdekin u k (2) 81 McKenzie Rev. Duncan, Brisbane 1'
154 Murthevy Miss A., Brisbane c 82 Mackenzie James, Nulalbin u k
155 Musson W. S., Rockhampton c 83 McKenzie W., Noorama c
156 Muter Robert (blacksmith), Toowoomba in 84 McKeon Peter, Brisbane u k
157 Mylchrest Mrs., Brisbane c 85 McKeon William, Ipswich u k
86 Rockhampton cMcKernan ElizabethMc. 87
,
McKay John, Dalby o c1 McALLEN Andrew, Brisbane c 88 McKay Richard, Brisbane o c
2 McAnaney Patrick, I swich u k 89 McKie Mrs. D. A., Brisbane u k
3 Macauley -, Angellalla c 90 McKinney Robert, Toowoomba'b 6
4 McAuley D., Brisbane c 91 McKison P. L., Brisbane u k
5 McBean John, Rockhampton :u k (2) 92 McLachlin Hugh, Toowoomba m (2)
6 McBellim Mrs. John, Gladstone n z 93 McLean George, Brisbane b p
7 McBennett  -,  Ipswich c 94 McLardy Alexander, Laidley m
8 McBome P. C., Toowoomba c- 95 McLaren , Dalby c
9 McCann  -,  Clyne's Bridge c 96.McLaren John, Warwick s (2)
10 McCann Patrick, Brisbane s ' 97 McLaren John M., Warwick u k
11 MeAreny William, Ipswich u k 98 McLaren Thomas, Rockhampton c
12 McCarthy Edmond, Brisbane u k 99 McLaughlin Mary Ann, Brisbane u k
13 McCarthy William, Ship " Sultana," Bris- 100 McLean Kennith, Ipswich u k
bane or elsewhere ii k 101 McLennan George, Brisbane c
14 McCavanagh Patrick, Brisbane u k 102 McLennan J., Toowoomba e
15 Macintosh James, Toowoomba c 103 McLeod C. C., Talavera in
16 McClean Michael, Gatton o c 104 McLeod D., Toowoomba c
17 McComas Francis, Brisbane u k 105 McLeod Roderick, Clermont c
18 McCook William, Toowoomba c 106 McMahon Michael, Toowoomba c
19 McCook William, Brisbane u k and c (2) 107 McMahon Michael, Hillsborough u k
20 McCormack Miss Eliza, Toowoomba c 108 McMahon Patrick, Toowoomba c
21 McCreight Sarah, Ipswich u k 109 McMaster Hugh, Brisbane u k
22 McCullough Miss Alice, Brisbane n z 110 McNab  -,  Brisbane c
23 McDermott Henry J., Brisbane o c 111 McNamara Miss C., Toowoomba c
24 McDermott James, Brisbane s 112 McNamel Maurice, Brisbane u k
25 McDermott Miss Kate, Brisbane u k 113 McNicol James, Burrandowan c
26 Macdonald Mrs., Rockhampton c 114 McNully Thomas, Toowoomba c
27 McDonald Charles, Callandoon s 115 McPhial William, Arcor Creek s
28 McDonald Donald, Ballard's Camp o c 116 McPhee Donald, Brisbane s
29 McDonald Edward, Gatton c 117 McQuade Owen, Charleville c
30 Macdonald James. Roma u k 118 McQuade T., Glenlee c
31 McDonald John, Gatton s 119 MeRee Duncan, Warwick e (3)
32 McDonald John, Toowoomba c 120 McRoberts James, Brisbane c
33 McDonald Miss Margaret, Rockhampton u k 121 McVeigh George, Laidley u k
34 McDonald Ralph, Rockhampton u k
35 McDonald Roderick, Gatton s N.
36, McDonald Thomas, Ipswich u k 1 NACK J., Rockhampton s a (3)
37 McDonald T. M., Brisbane s 2 Napier R., Ipswich c
38 McDonel, A. B., Rockhampton c 3 Nauman H., Rockhampton c
39 McDougal Dougal, Toowoomba c 4 Neep Henry, Toowoomba u k (2)
40 McDougall James, Brisbane u k 5
F l B41 M i b
Neil George, Surat c
B kK dN il
42
ar ane ,c r s ane c 6
McFarlane J. D., Jones' River 7
rone roo cane  -,e
Neilan Phillip, Myall Creek u k
43 McFeiby Peter, Clermont c 8 Nelson Louis, Brisbane f
44 McGallan Thomas, Glen alien c 9 Nevilon Thomas, Brisbane u k
45 McGee Cormack, Oxley Creek c 10 Neuss W., Brisbane u k
46 McGill William,  Brisbane u k 11 Newbronner Ji L., Brisbane in (2)
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12 Newman Job and Eliza, Brisbane u k 18 Paterson H., Gladstone e
13 Newman T., Brisbane s 19 Paterson James ,  Rockhampton s
14 Newton  -,  Clermont c 20 Paterson John S., Peak Downs s a
15 Niall James ,  Brisbane u k 21 Patten  -,  Peak Dooyns c
16 Nicholls John, Brisbane u k 22 Payne Samuel, Brisbane u k
17 Nicholls John, Toowoomba o c 23 Pearcy P., Brisbane c
18 Nicholson John, Brisbane c 24 Pearce  -,  Rockhampton c
19 Nicholson Win., Toowoomba c 25 Pearston W.  It., Dalby c (2)
20 Nicklin R., Brisbane c 26 Pearce Henry, Toowoomba e
21 Nickoli E liza,  Warwick c 27 Pedley Henry ,  Toowoomba u k
22 Nicolls George ,  Toowoomba c 28 Peel  IN. J .,  Port Denison u k
23 Nill, Wm. '1'., Toowoomba u k 29 Peep 1M., Rockhampton u k
24 Nimmo W .,  Maryborough c 30 Pegson Lewis, Rockhampton c
25 Nolan James ,  Toowoomba c 31 Purie Mrs., Brisbane c
26 Nolan Patrick ,  Laidley c 32 Pengalbey , Dalby c
27 Noland Anthony, Gatton c 33 Pent John ,  Toowoomba c
28 Noonan W., Toowoomba o c 34 Perry George, Mount McConnell s
29 Norcott J, H., Springsure 'm 35 Persse M. L., Gayndah u k
30 Norris F. A., Brisbane o c 36 Preston  ,  Retreat c
31 Norton  -,  Brisbane c 37 Preston Wm. R., Retreat c
32 Norton  John, Brisbane c 38 Peters Alfred ,  Port Denison u k
33 Noyes Mrs. Mary,  Brisbane o c 39 Peters George, Clermont c
40 Kilmcrr cPeterson  -0. 41
,
Petre  It., Marlborough c
1 O'BRIEN David,  Warwick c 42 Petroe  Mrs. Mary , Brisbane  u k (2)
2 O'Brien James ,  Dalby e 43 Phillips M. J., Brisbane s
3 O'Brien John, Toowoomba u k 44 Phimister Robert, Port Denison s
4 O'Brien John, Ipswich u k 45 Piekthall Thomas, Brisbane u k
5 O'Brien Michael ,  Toowoomba o c 46 Peckthall Wm., Peak Downs u k
6 O'Brien Timothy ,  Toowoomba s 47 Pierce D., Toowoomba c
7 O'Connell John ,  Brisbane c 48 Peitzeker  -,  Rockhampton c
8 O'Connell John ,  Condamine c 49 Pike Thomas .  Brisbane s
9 O'Conner E. J., Brisbane c 50 Pilchor W., Brisbane u k (2)
10 O'Conner Miss Mary, Brisbane u  k- 51 Pillow A. Brisbane c11 O'Donnell Daniel ,  Gatton s 52 ,Pitford John J .,  Ipswich c
12 O'Donnell W m., Port Denison c 53 Poke H., Banana c
13 O'Flyn John, Brisbane o c 54 Pollock David ,  Brisbane s
14 O'Hara Margaret ,  Brisbane o c 55 Pollock A., Brisbane s
15 O'Hara Mrs. P. H. ,  Brisbane  in 56 Pollock John, Brisbane u k
16 O'Keefe  -,  Brisbane c 57 Pomer R .,  Toowoomba c
17 O'Keefe Edmond ,  Toowoomba o c 58 Pont Robert ,  Brisbane c
18 O'Kine Patrick ,  Toowoomba c 59 Pontey Francis, Ipswich c
19 O'Loughlin John, Brisbane u k 60 Poole Thomas ,  Maryborough e
20 Olpin Henry ,  Brisbane s a 61 Porter Francis, Ipswich c (2)
21 Olsena Johann, Brisbane f 62 Porter James, Toowoomba o c
22 Olsten Martin ,  Toowoomba o c 63 Porter Mrs. T., Toowoomba o c
23 Omally Jaines ,  Rockhampton o c 64 Powell Ben .,  Toowoomba c
24 O'Neil Wm., Upper Burdekin c 65 Powell Thos .,  Toowoomba c
25 O'Neil John ,  Ipswich u k (2) 66 Preasure Andrea ,  Brassall c
26 O'Ne il John ,  Surat s 67 Preston Thos. ,  Cullanlaringo c (2)
27 Onslow G., Rockhampton s 68 Priddle Wm., Rockhampton c
28 Ord David, Toowoomba c 69 Pring R .,  Brisbane s and c (2)
29 O'Relly  ,  Lower Burdekin c 70Pritchard Miss Emma ,  Ipswich o c
30 O'Rei lly Edmond ,  Peak Downs c 71 Pritchard G. B., ship  "  Golden City," Brisbane
31 O'Rily, Edwd .,  Clermont or elsewhere u k
32 O'Reilly John, Brisbane c 72 Proctor Wm., Brisbane u k (2)
33 Omer Frederick ,  Gatton c 73 Provis  George, Brisbane c
34 O'Rerke Mrs. W. , K eppel Bay u k 74 Pryer Alfred ,  Brisbane b p and u k (2)
35 Osborne G., Rockhampton u k (3) 75 Puffitt John, Brisbane c
36 Osborne J. F., Bowen o c 76 Pullan Samuel, Rockhampton u k
37 Osborne Matthew, Roma c 77 Pulling Mrs.  George ,  Condamine u k
38 Osborn Wm., Ipswich c 78 Purcell Patk .,  Brisbane c
39 O'Shaughnessay  John,  Brisbane c
'
79 Purdon  Win.,  Brisbane u k (2)
40
41
O Sullivan Miss Ellen, Brisbane u k (2)
O'Sullivan Florence ,  Toowoomba c Q
42 O'Sullivan Master James ,  Brisbane c 1 QUADRANT -,  Maryland s
43 O'Sullivan Thomas, Toowoomba c 2 Quinlan Mrs.  Al.,Brisbane c
44 Oulten Mrs. James , T oowoomba s 3 Quinton George, Toowoomba c
45 Oyle James ,  Rockhampton u k 4 Quainton George, Toowoomba c
5 Laidley cQuodling Robt.
1
P.
PAGE  John, Warwick s
,
R
2 Painter Frank ,  Brisbane u k 1 RALEY James ,  Brisbane n k
3 Palmer John ,  Brisbane n k 2 Radford B. P., Seven -mile Creek e
4 Palmer W .,  Brisbane u k 3 Ramsay William ,  Brisbane o
5 Pardoe Robert ,  Gatton c 4 Randle George , 'lbowoomba c
6 Pardoe R., Laidley c 5 Randle Mrs. Wm. Hy., South Brisbane c
7 Parish H .,  Rockhampton u k 6 Ransome  (auctioneer ),  Dalby c
8 Parkinson  ,  Surat u k 7 Eatery W., Toowoomba c
9 Parkinson John, Ballard 's Camp, c 8 Rayner H .,  Toowoomba c
10 Parkinson Wm ,, Brisbane u k 9 Rayner R., Gladstone u k
11 Pascoe James ,  Rockhampton c 10 Rayner R. G., Gladstone u k
12 Parkler Thomas, Rockhampton u k 11 Rea George ,  Brisbane in
13 Patefield  -, Toowoomba u k 12 Beadle Mrs. A .  C., Forest Vale m and u k (4)
14 Paterson Alex., Brisbane u k 13 Reads G. W., Brisbane u k
15 Patio David, Brisbane c 14 Reagan Wm., Ipswich u k
16 Pation J., Rockhampton s 15 Reed  R. Kingsford, Mitchell Downs c (9)
17 Paterson Hugh, Rockhampton c 16 Reedy P .  Bandamba, c
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17 Reely James, Brisbane s 3 Salmon Rhd .,  Mount Abundance c
18 Rees G. Arthur, Brisbane u k 4 Salt Charles ,  Rockhampton u k
19 Reice A., Rockhampton o 5 Salwa  -,  Brisbane u k (2)
20 Reid Felin, Rockhampton o 6 Sanders George Thos. ,  Brisbane u k
21 Reid Frederick ,  Rockhampton u k 7 Sanderson Geo., Ballard 's Camp o
22 Reed Henry D.  (reporter ), Warwick s 8 Sandford E., Main Range c (2)
23 Reimer J., Toowoomba c 9 Sargeant  -,  Paddington c
24 Rewan John ,  Ipswich e 10 Sargeant John  (butcher ),  Petrie Terrace c2.5Reynburgh  -,  Cabbage-tree Creek c 11 Sargeant Charles ,  Port Denison m
26 Reynols  (contractor ),  Brisbane c (2) 12 Saul H. James ,  Brisbane u k
27 Reynolds Alfred ,  Springsure c 13 Savage W., Oxley Creek c
28 Reyolds E., Springsure c 14 Savage Thomas, Warwick u k
29 Ricard Hy., Brisbane c 15 Seales John ,  Upper Dawson e
30 Rice John  (farmer),  Ipswich c 16 Scanlan Edmund ,  Brisbane c
31 Rice Peter ,  Brisbane c 17 Scanlan Mary T., Cumkillinbar o
32 Richards Edward ,  Warwick c 18 Scantleberry Richd., Nanango c
33 Richards Robert, Rockhampton s 19 Schener Jacob, Doughboy Creek e
34 Richardson  (storekeeper), Petrie 20 Schleichart John S., Ipswich c
Terrace c 21 Scholes Roberts, Gatton e
35 Richardson A. J., Rockhampton c 22 Scloence Mrs. E., Brisbane c
36 Richardson W., Brisbane o 23 Scott Alex .,  Clermont o
37 Rielly  John ,  Port Denison c 24 Scott Barney ,  Brisbane o
38 Rieve A., Avoca c 25 Scott  Dr. G. S. ,  Brisbane c
39 Riley Daniel, Condamine c 23 Scott James, Ipswich c
40 Riley George ,  Brisbane u k and c (2) 27 Scott John ,  Toowoomba u k
41 Riley J., Brisbane o 28 Scott Mrs.  Mary ,  Toowoomba, c
42 Riley Miss L., Brisbane s 29 Scott Miller, Toowoomba u k43 Riley William ,  Brisbane u k 30 Scott Richard, Beaufort c (2)
44 Ringe  Mrs. M.  A., Toowoomba f 31 Scott Richard ,  Rockhampton s (2)
45 Ritchell-, Toowoomba c 32 Scott  Mrs.  W., Huntly Downs c (2)
46 Rivers John, Ipswich u k 33 Scott Win., Gladstone u k (2)
47 Roberts F. E., Warwick c 34 Scott Wm., Clermont c (3)
48 Roberts Miss G., Brisbane u k 35 Scowen S. P., Gatton c
49 Roberts G., Brisbane o 36 Sculley  - , Brisbane c
50 Roberts H. L., Brisbane u k 37 Scanigar Mrs., Ipswich o
51 Roberts John  (cabinetmaker ),  Brisbane u k 38 Seitforth Fredk .,  Toowoomba c
52 Roberts  Phil, Peak Downs s a 39 Seignor  -, Spring Hill c
53 Koongial cRoberts S 40 Selby John ,  Rockhampton s
54
.,
Roberts  W. F., Upper  Burdekin  in 41 Seleveon John, Rockhampton c
55 Robertson Alex., Burnett Lane c 42 Selfridge James, Brisbane u k56 Robertson John, Brisbane c 43 Selt  -,  Condamine c
57 Robertson John Hay .,  Comet River u k 41 Serragutt Charles De ,  Brisbane c
58 Robertson J. H., Port Denison c 45 Sergatt Charles,  Toowoomba c
59 Robertson Roderick ,  Toowoomba  u k 46 Seymour J. H., Toowoomba c
60 Robinson  --,  Rockhampton c 47 Shaddick  Ambrose,  Rockhampton m
61 Robinson  ,  Warwick , c 48 Sharhes Wm., Laidley n k
62 Robinson George M., Brisbane o c 49 Shea Julia, Ipswich o c
63 Robinson  Mrs. R.,  Rockhampton c 50 Shea Patrick, Bigge's Camp u k
64 Robinson Thos .  A., Rockhompton u k (3) 51 Shearman John, Brisbane u k
65 Robinson Mrs. W., Ipswich u k 52 Shedel T. P., Brisbane u k
66 Robinson ,  Wm. A., Brisbane c 53 Sherford R., Rockhampton e
67 Rogers James ,  Rockhampton c 54 Sheehen Patrick , Gatton s
68 Rollason James ,  Milton c 55 Sheehy Martin ,  Toowoomba c
69 Rolph John ,  Dalby o 56 S'aehan Patrick, Gatton o.
70 Boorke Thom as,  Clermont s 57 Sheelds John, South Brisbane c
71 Rosa F., Brisbane c 58 Shine John, Walloon o (2)
72 Rose John ,  Koingal o c and c (2) 59 Shenton Mrs. S ., Valley c
73 Rose Miss A., Alice Downs c 60 Shepherd Mist E. A., Ipswich u k
74 Ross D., Rosalie m 61 Shepherd  Mrs. Thomas , Rockhampson n z
75 Ross John, Toowoomba c 62 Slierden James ,  Leiehhardt Downs c
76 Ross Louis G., Balnagoan o c 63 Sheridan Mrs., Stephens street c
77 Ross Thomas ,  Talgai c 64 Shern John ,  Toowoomba o
78 Ross Win., Brisbane  it  k 65 Shenton Mrs. H .,  Brisbane n z
79 Rossiter Thomas, Brisbane 66 Short James, Brisbane u k
80 Rosskelly Mrs. C.,  Brisbane u k 67 Shute James ,  Toowoomba u k
81 Roth John ,  Maryborough c 68 Sidey Charles G., Peak Downs u k
82 Rouse Henry ,  Brisbane n z r9 Sidey Thomas, Toowoomba c (3)
83 Row Mrs .,  Rockhampton o 70 Silvester Henry ,  Burdekin c
84 Rowen John or Patrick ,  Ipswich c 71 Simmons H. R., Brisbane o and c (2)
85 Rowlands -, Petrie Terrace c 72 Sirnms John ,  Ipswich c
86 Rule  W., Ipswich m 73 Simons John W., R ockhampton s (2)
87 Rhumpf Conrad, Planet Downs s 74 Simpson  -,  Toowoomba c
88 Russe ll -,  Fortitude Valley c 75 Simpson James ,  Rockhampton u k
89 Russell Mrs., Laidley u k 76 Simpson James, Durab. c (2)
90 Russell  Andrew,  Port Denison o 77 Simpson Richard ,  Brisbane c
91 Russell J . (tailor ),  Maryborough s and c (2) 78 Simpson Wi lliam, Ipswich c
92 Russell Richard, Brisbane n z 79 Sims Mrs .  John, Brisbane u k
93 Ruston Thomas ,  Laidley c 80 Sims R., Marlborough u k
94 Ryall Arthur ,  Keppel Bay u k 81 Simson Miss Margaret ,  Toowoomba c
95 Ryan  Mrs. or Miss  C., Rockhampton o 82 Sinclair Peter, Brisbane c
96 Ryan Daniel Bishopp ,  Brisbane u k 83 Singer Patrick, Spring Hill c
97 Ryan W., Toowoomba c 84 Sinnamon James ,  Brisbane c (2)
98 Ryan S .,  Rockhampton s 85 Sisson Aron ,  Rockhampton u k
99 Ryan Thomas ,  Condamine e 86 Skelton Thomas ,  Toowoomba c
100 Ryan Timothy ,  Port Denison c 87 Skilbect Mrs., Milton o
88 Skinner Henry, Toowoomba cS. 89 S tatter H ;  S.,  'Brisbane  in
1 SALISBURY Isaac, Gregory Terrace c 90 Slavin James, Gayndah c
2 lS G Sl ti i k TP o 2b k dmon ,a racemere c 91 nav a r c , oow om a u )an c (
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92 Sleuse Mrs . Thomas, Rockhampton u k 180 Swain Thomas, Rockhampton m
93 Sloame James, Rockhampton u k 181 Swallow Mrs. Eliza, Gatton o
94 Sloan James, Ipswich c 182 Swanbury Henry, Brisbane u k (4)
95 Slone Thomas, Condamine c 183 Swanor Samuel, Rockhampton m
96 Smaldon D., Toowoomba c 184 Symons Jas., Brisbane o
97 Smith Mrs., Upper Burdekin e 185 Synott W., Ipswich c
98 Smith and Lawrence  Messrs., Rockhampton c
99 Smith Albert, Ipswick ti k T.
100 Smith Alexander, Ipswich c 1 Talgai cTALBUT Captain101 Smith Andrew, Toowoomba c 2
,
Toowoomba cTaylor Alfred J.102 Smith Miss E. F., Brisbane u k 3
,
Ipswich o eTaylor Eliza Ann103 Smith E. S.,  Bowen s (5) 4
,
Bi ges' Camp sTaylor James104 Smith G., Brisbane c (2) 5
,
Brisbane u kTaylor John Charles
105 Smith G. M., Ipswich c 6
,
Rockhampton u kTaylor Miss Mary
106 Smith George  S., Brisbane s 7
,
Western Creek o eTaylor Mrs. or Miss N.
107 Smith John, Victoria Point c 8
,
Toowoomba eTaylor R.
108 Smith Richard, Rockhampton o 9
, Upper Burdekin o cTaylor Robert
109 Smith Samuel, Cressbrook u k (2) 10
,
Taylor William Brisbane c
110 Smith Sydney, Rockhampton 1i k 11
,
Clermont eTean Andrew
111 Smith Thomas West, Rockhampton u k 12
,
Tebbell E. J. Warwick s
112 Smith Thomas Wontrur,  Brisbane u k 13
,
Tebbett E. J. Ipswich s
113 Smith Walter, Logan s 14
,
Teed J. C., Surat e (3)
114 Smith William, Roma s 15 Tender - Brisbane c
115 Smith William, Toowoomba u It 16
,
Terry Miss Ipswich c
116 Smith William, Donga Creek e 17
,
Dalby eThelwald  and Co. Messrs .
117 Smith William J., Brisbane u k 18
,
Thomas Mrs. Ipswich u k
118 Smoldon John, Laidley c (2) 19
,
Toowoomba eThomason James
119 Smyth J. C. or F., Ipswich o 20
,
Brisbane cThompson Mrs
120 Smyth Robert If., Upper Burdekin f 21
.,
Thompson (for James Wilson), Gatton c
121 Soliven William, Ipswich c 22 Thompson Charles Brisbane o c
122 Soutar George, Brisbane o 23
,
Thompson  Miss E. Brisbane o c
123 Sottiern A. H., Brisbane c 24
,
Rockhampton mThompson George R.
124 Southy, George, Yander c 25
,
Thompson John,  Banana u k (2)
125 Sowdin Thomas,  Brisbane c 26 Thompson J. C. Brisbane c
126 Specke F., Ipswich u k 27
,
Thompson R. C. Brisbane c
127 Spencer , Clermont c
p 28
,
Thompson William Brisbane e
128 S rey John, Rockhampton u k 29
,
Thompson - Brisbane s
129 Stack Patrick, Upper Dawson s 30
,
Ipswich o cThomson A.
130 Stafford Joe, Brisbane c 31
,
Thomson Mrs. Mary Detoin,  Brisbane u k (2)
131 Stafford William, Ipswich u k 32 Ipswich u kThomson W.
132 Slaine  E., Ipswich u k 33
,
Threafall Charles, Brisbane s
133 Stainke Karl, Cressbrook f 34 Ipswich u kThann J. E.134 Stanhope Francis, Toowoomba e 35
,
Toowoomba o eThurgood Emily
135 Stanley H. C., Brisbane c 36
,
Toowoomba cTeeman -
136 Stanton J., Brisbane u k 37
,
Bendango cTierney John
137 Stark Adam, Rockhampton u k 38
,
Till Captain J. C., schooner "  Policeman,"
138 Stay Joseph, Ipswich u k Brisbane or elsewhere c
139 Steinback -, Bulimba c 39 Leichhardt eTill Stacey
140 Stephens  Eliza , Gatton s 40
,
Brisbane u kTilling Mrs.
141 Sterling -, Ipswich c 41
,
Ipswich cTimmons --
142 Stevens Henry, Warwick c 42
,
Maryborough o cTainton Thomas
143 Stevenson James B., Port Denison c 43
,
Walloon o eTomkin William
141 Stevenson Peter, Ipswich c 44
,
Clermont u kTompson James
145 Stewart James, Brisbane c (2) 45
,
Brisbane eTomson W H.
146 Stewart L. Hind, Brisbane u k 46
,.
Toowoomba cTomson James Boyle
147 Stewart , Ipswich c 47
,
Ipswich eToohill Daniel
148 Stewart and Edge_ Messrs., Roma c 48
,
Wandoe cToott Richard
149 Stewart James, Warwick c 49
,
Totten Thomas, Rockhampton u k (3)
150 Stewart John, Pentland Hills e 50 Rockhampton cTowey James
151 Stewart James, Ipswich c 51
,
Cressbrook u kTownshend George Henry
152 Stewart Margaret, Toowoomba uk and o c (2) 52
,
Calliope cTratt Fortune153 Stewart Miss Mary, Rockampton m 53
,
Brisbane u kTravella
154 Stiles Henry J. C., Warwick c 54
,
Travers Joseph, Springsure u k (2)
155 Still John, Brisbane u k 55 Rockhampton f'Transberg Otto
156 Stirke Julius W., Taroom c 56
,
Tress Henry Brisbane s
157 Stirling John, Rockhampton o 57
,
Treyarker W. Toowoomba o c
158 Stirling Robt., Gregory Terrace c 58
,
Trindle J. Toowoomba c
159 Stodrim Mrs., Toowoomba c 59
,
Tritbruf John Brisbane c
160 Stone John, Ipswich u k 60
,
Trollope George F. Nanango c
161 Storey Robert, Toowoomba u k 61
,
Toompe J. W. Bowen s
162 Stranks Wm. (carrier), Toowoomba c 62
,
Toowoomba o cTulley James
163 Stratford Mrs., Bowen o 63
,
Tulley Mark J. C. Springsure c
164 Street J. Woodall, Marlborough u k 64
,
Turahull Thomas Callandoon s
165 Stucker A., Peak Downs c 65
,
Turner Mrs., Clermont u k (2)
166 Stunnard Richard, Brisbane c d6 Turner Dugald Gatton o c
167 Styles H. T., Warwick c 67
,
Warwick u kTurner Miss Mary
168 Style Mrs. Sarah, Brisbane o 68
,
Touhy Peter Toowoomba c
169 Styles Miss T., Rockhampton o 69
,
Twooney Miss Catherine Warwick e
170 Sueza Nicolas, Clermont c 70
,
Ipswich cTyremon Thomas
171 Sullen George Brisbane u k and c 2
,
172
,
Sullivan J., Brisbane c 71 Zygh Patrick, Rockhampton m
173 Sullivan Dan, Toowoomba c U174 Sullivan Thomas, Brisbane c (2) .
175 Sullivan Thomas, Toowoomba u k 1 UNSWORTH Mrs. H.,  Brisbane m
176 Summers Geo. F., Cooper f 2 Urquhart Rockhampton s (3)
177 Sunley Thomas, Toowoomba u k 3 Urquhart James, Rockhampton o (2)
178 Surman Nilson, Rockhampton u k 4 Urquhart J. M., Condamine o
179 Suthers  Bennett , Rockhampton c 5 Uttenmiiller John,  Banana e
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V. 80 Wildie and Hind Messrs .,  Clermont c (4)
1 VALKER T. H., Brisbane o 81 Wiles Charles, Ipswich c
2 Vallely Miss Bridget, Toowoomba e 82 Williamson James, Rochdale u k
3 Vallis Miss ,  Brisbane u k 83 Willcox Miss E., Rockhampton u k
4 Vardon Charles ,  Brisbane u k 84 Williams Mrs., Rockhampton o
5 Veale James ,  Brisbane u k 85 Wi lliams Mrs., Toowoomba c
6 Verrenkamp John, Ipswich o  86 Williams Mrs., Brisbane s
7 Veitch Mrs., Brisbane s 87 Wi lliams Capt. ,  Brisbane e (2)
8 Vecary Mrs .,  Rockhampton o c 88 Williams A. C., Brisbane o
W. 89 Wi lliams Charles, Rockhampton u k (2)
1 Toowoomba u k 90WADE Wi lliam Williams Evan J. ,  Bowen c
2
,
Toowoomba c 91Wagner D . Wi lliams Edward, Toowoomba c
3
,
Brisbane u k 92Wainwright William Williama Fred ,  Rockhampton o
4
,
Waldron John, Toowoomba c 93 Wi lliams H., Warwick c
5 Brisbane c 94Walker Mrs . Williams Henry Handel ,  Brisbane  it  k (2)
6
,
Brisbane o 95Walker Mrs .  Annie Wil liams J., Nanango o c
7
,
Brisbane c 96Walker Miss E. Williams J. P., Toowoomba o
8
,
Toowoomba c 97Walker R .  G. Williams R., Ipswich c
9
,
Walker W .,  Toowoomba s 98 Wi lliams T. L., Toowoomba c
10 Laidley c 99Walkingshaw  - Wi lliams T. S., Kennedy c (2)
11
,
Wa ll Thomas ,  Rockhampton c 100 Williams Wm., Shuttlewood 's Bridge c
12 Brisbane u k 101Wallace John Williams Wm., Ipswich  in and c (2)
13
,
Wallace Thomas ,  Rockhampton c 102 Willmore T. or  Al. M .,  Toowoomba c
14 Wa llace Wi lliam,  Brisbane u k 103 Wilmson -, Peak Downs e
15 Wa llack John, Gowrie c 104 Wilson Mrs., Ipswich c
16 Wa ller Thomas ,  Toowoomba c 105 Wilson  -,  Peak Downs c
17 Wa lls J., Drayton u k 106 Wilson Benj .,  Toowoomba c
18 Ipswich c 107Walsh J. Wilson A. G., Ballard's Camp u k
19
,
Walsh J .  P., Rockhampton s 108 Wilson G., Ipswich c
20 Ward Charles, Brisbane u k 109 Wilson John K., Ipswich c
21 Toowoomba s 110Ward James Wilson Mrs. W .,  Brisbane o
22
,
Gatton  in 111Ware David Wilson Nathan ,  Clermont c
23
,
Warline James ,  Brisbane c 112 Wilson T., Condamine c
24 Gatton o 113Warner Mrs. Thomas Wilson Wm., Ipswich c
25
,
Warwick William, Bulli Creek m 114 Winbam A., Toowoomba c
26 Woomblebank c 115Warnod William Wintle G. S., Brisbane  it  k
27
,
Warrener Peter ,  Ipswich n z 116 Winter and Co. Messrs., Rockhampton  it  k
28 Wattson John ,  Rockhampton c 117 Winter F. S., Rockhampton o
29 Watson J. P., Brisbane c 118 Winters James, Brisbane u k
30 Watson Richard, Ipswich c 119 Wood A. A., Ipswich c
31 Watson Thomas ,  Ipswich c 120 Wood E. B., Gladstone c
32 Watson Wi lliam ,  Rockhampton s 121 Wood George ,  Leiehhardt u k
33 Weaver -, Brisbane u k 122 Woods Henry ,  Brisbane s
34 Rockhampton e 123Webb (carrier) Wood John, Brisbane c
35
,
Webb and Booth Messrs .,  Brisbane c 124 Wood John ,  Rockhampton c
36 Webb William ,  Ipswich c 125 Wood Mrs. S .,  Taroom o
37 Webster Mrs. J. T .,  Ipswich s 126 Wood Robert ,  Amby Downs u k
38 Webster Marsha ll H .,  Brisbane o 127 Wood T., Laidley c
39 Webster S., Brisbane c 128 Woodfine  -,  Port Denison u k
40 Wehr J .  A., Condamine c 129 Woodleys H., Rockhampton f (2)
41 Weinecke George ,  Toowoomba c 130 Woods Thos., Rockhampton c
42 Toowoomba o 131Weir Mrs. Catherine Woodward H., Rockhampton f,
132 Brisbane  it  kWool Miss M E43 Weir Joseph ,  Rockhampton u k (2) . .,
44 Welbourne Miss Alice ,  Rockhampton u k 133 Wooliscroft John, Peak Downs s
45 Welch Charles ,  Brisbane  in 134 Wise Joseph, Goondiwindi o c
135 Dalb eWiseman S46 Welch Henry ,  Brisban e. c (2) y.,
47 Weller W., Gatton c 136 Wray James, Brisbane c
48 Wells Miss C., Coolmunda e 137 Wrine Mrs .,  Toowoomba c
49 Welsh J .,  Bowen u k 138 Wright  -,  Toowoomba c
50 Werner  -,  Bulimba c 139 Wright Francis Baynes, Brisbane u k
51 Werth Peter  (farmer ),  Toowoomba o 140 Wright John, Brisbane c (2)
141 ht Miss Rebecca Brisbane u kWri52 Wesley Charles ,  Rockhampton u k (2) ,g
53 West William, Victoria Point c 142 Wright Richard ,  Toowoomba c
54 Weynton H. Oswin, Toowoomba o c 143 Wulmer H. H., Bowen t
55 Wha lley John ,  Talavera u k 144 Wukin Dr., Collaroy c
56 Whealan Samuel ,  Toowoomba c 145 Wynne John ,  Ipswich u k (2)
57 Whelan Stephen, Brisbane o Y.
58 Wheeler Mrs., Toowoomba s (2) 1 YARDY Mrs. Joseph ,  Gatton c
59 Wheeler John ,  Brisbane u k 2 Yates Mrs. R .,  Brisbane u k
60 White Benjamin ,  Rockhampton c (2) 3 Yates Theodore ,  Peak Downs s
61 White Catherine ,  Ipswich s 4 Yeoman Miss  Mary,  Brisbane s
62 White Charles, Toowoomba c 5 Yorath Ivor ,  Brisbane u k
63 White Edward ,  Rockhampton c 6 Yorath Lewelyn ,  Laidley u k
64 - White Miss Ellen ,  Brisbane u k 7 Young , Brisbane c
65 White George M., Brisbane m 8 Young , Toowoomba c
66 White J. P., Rockhampton s 9 Young C., Toowoomba c
67 White James, Queen street c 10 Young Wm., Toowoomba c
68 White John, Drayton Road c 11 Young Win., Gordon Downs c
69 White John ,  Laidley o 12 Yule J., Rockhampton u k
70 White Robert Brisbane u k Z.
71 White J., Ipswich u k 1 ZAHEL Alfred ,  Retreat c
72
73
White Wil liam, Logan River s a 2
Whitfi ld B i
Zilmur Susanna ,  Brisbane c
e r-, sbane u k (2)
74 Whitfield James, Warwick n z INITIALS AND MISCELLANEOUS LETTERS.
75 Whitton H C R Brisbane s 1 Rockham(tradesman ) ton cP RW
76
. . .,
Wichmann Martin, Clermont e 2
, p. ..
A. D. E.,  Rockhampton s
77 Widdop James, Brisbane e 3 Charley ,  care of George  King,  Brisbane c
78 Wilder Miss Alice, Clermont c 4 George the Chinaman ,  Gladstone c
79 Wildie G. H., Clermont  it  k and c (19) 5 Manager ,  Bungallan c
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenthsection of the  Marriage pct  of 1864, we, the
Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
DUNCAN MCDIARMID SINCLAIR, of Warwick, in
the Colony of Queensland, Esquire, Police Magis-
trate, to be a Justice of the Peace, in the Registrar's
District of Warwick, who shall by virtue of this
appointment give consent in the cases provided for
in and by the eighteenth and nineteenth sections
of the said Act.
Dated this 3rd day of September, A.D. 1866.
(Signed) J. COCKLE, C. J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
T
AKE Notice, that Plans of Distribution in
the undermentioned Estates now lie iii my
Office, Queen street, Brisbane, for the inspection
of Creditors ; and any Creditor or other person
interested therein, objecting to the confirmation
thereof, must lodge a caveat in the said office,
stating the grounds of such their objections, on or
before the Twenty-second day of September next,
otherwise the said Plans of Distribution will, on
MONDAY, the Twenty-fourth day of September,
be confirmed.
W. S. Quinlan, first dividend of 13s. 10d. in the £.
John George Walker, first dividend of 7s.  Id.
in the £.
James Findlay, first dividend of 6s. 2d. in the £,
William Harrison and Co., first dividend of
5s. 2d. in the £.
John Lidgard, first dividend of 4s. 10d. in the £.
John Levy, first dividend of 2s. 2d. in the £.
Dated at Brisbane, this 31st day of August, 1866.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Chippendale,
of Umpie Bong, near Brisbane, grazier.
WHEREAS the said William Chippendale was,1' on the 3rd day of September, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 24th day of September, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the ID S01-
vent up to the time of passing his last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a
Second Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place,
on MONDAY, the 22nd day of October, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 3rd day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Leith Hay, of
Ipswich, commission agent.WHEREAS the said James Leith Hay was, onthe 3rd day of September ,  A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of  the Court,  to be holden before me, at
the Supreme  Court  House ,  Brisbane , on MON.
DAY, the  24th day of September ,  A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required  ;  and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall  be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 22nd day of October, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 3rd day of September, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Charles Armstrong
of Warwick, contractor.
W
HEREAS the said Charles Armstrong was,
on the 3rd day of September, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 24th day of September, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on MON-
DAY, the 22nd day of October, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for such other matters
connected with the estate as may be required to be
brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 5th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Arthur Walker of
Brisbane, grocer.
W
HEREAS the said Arthur Walker was,
on the 6th day of September, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 1st day of October, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 1st day of November,  A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 7th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the will of George Pullen, late of Gayndah,
in the Colony of Queensland, wheelwright,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Government Gazette,  application will
be made to the honorable the Supreme Court of
Queensland,  in its  Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Probate of the Will of the abovenamed deceased
may be granted to James Walker, of Gayndah, in
the colony  aforesaid , saddler, and Hercules Smith,
of Mary-borough, in the colony aforesaid, teacher,
the Executors named in and appointed by the said
Will.
Dated the 5th day of September, 1866.
ALEXANDER BRODIE NEILSON,
Maryborough,
Proctor for the Applicants.
By his Agents-KEANE AND FowLEs,
Queen street, Brisbane.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
NOTICE
is hereby given, that the Partnership
hitherto existing between the undersigned,
as lemonade, soda-water, ginger-beer, and cordial
manufacturers, at Toowoomba, has this day been
dissolved by mutual  consent.
All debts owing by the late firm will be dis-
charged by Mr. Peter Murphy ; and all moneys
due will be received by him, and receipts given for
same.
PETER  MURPHY,
MICHAEL CONROY.
Witnesses-
JNO. OCOCK, Solicitor.
ROBERT DEXTER.
Toowoomba, 27th August, 1866.
)mpounbingo.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Margaret Williams, late of Seven-
mile Creek, near Brisbane, widow, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this Honorable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate of
the Will of the abovenamed Margaret Williams,
deceased, be granted to James Edward Graham, the
sole Executor appointed in and by said Will.
Dated this 7th day of September, A.D. 1866.
KEANE AND FOWLES,
Proctors for the said James Edward Graham.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Estate of Joseph William Tilson,  of Bris-
bane , in the Colony of Queensland, publican.
NOTICE is hereby given, that an application
will be made on behalf of the abovenamed
Insolvent, on THURSDAY, the 20th day of
September, 1866, to His Honor the Judge in
Insolvency, the aforesaid day having been appointed
by him for that purpose, that a Certificate under
the  Insolvency Act of  1864 may be granted to the
said Insolvent.
Dated this 5th day of September, 1866.
JOSEPH WILLIAM TILSON,
The abovenamed Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Estate of Wm. Robertson, of Brisbane,
builder.
T AKE Notice, that His Honor the Judge in
Insolvency has appointed THURSDAY, the
27th day of September next, for hearing my appli-
cation for a Certificate.
Dated this 24th day of August, 1866.
WILLIAM ROBERTSON.
NOTICE.- The Partnership hitherto existing
1 r between Colin Munro, and Lawrence Daw-
kins Younger, at Brisbane ,  trading as merchants,
under the firm of  C. Munro and Co.,  was this day
dissolved by mutual consent .  The business will  in
future be carried on by the said Colin Munro,
under the  firm of C. Munro and Co.
As witness our hands this first day of September,
1866.
COLIN MUNRO.
L. D. YOUNGER.
Witness-R .  K. MACNISH,
Solicitor ,  Brisbane.
IMPOUNDED at North Brisbane ,  for trespass in the
Government Gardens, 1st August ,  1866, by order of
Mr. Hill.
One bay horse, N and an illegible brand near shoulder.
Also, 18th August, by order of  Mr. Watts.
One red and white heifer, L off rump.
Also, from the Garden of Mr. Free ,  on the 25th.
One red and white cow ,  with snail horns,  like WL,off
rump, AA  off ribs, red and white calf at foot,
blotch brand.
If not released on or before the 31st day of August,
1866, will  be sold.
EDMUND HUGHES ,  Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Bowen, from Strathdon, 23rd
dune, 1866, by order of F. R. Bode, Esquire.
Driving 2s.
One bay horse, like ET over NHH conjoined and C near
shoulder, star on forehead, saddle marked, near hind
foot white.
Wrongly described in former advertisement.
If not released on or before the 21st August, 1866,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
G. J. BOULTER, Poundkeeper.
1
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Connambula Station,
10th August, 1866, by order of W. F. McCord,
Esquire.
One chesnut gelding, blotch brand near shoulder.
From Eidsvold Station, 10th August, 1866, by order of
Messrs. Ivery and Brothers.
One chesnut colt, GS near shoulder.
One brown mare, J off shoulder, JJ off thigh.
From Ideraway Station, by order of John Cruckshanks,
Esquire.
One strawberry bull, branded MP on the ribs.
One red cow, branded CD off ribs.
If not released will be sold 18th September, 1866.
A. FARRELLY, Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Warwick, from Pike's Creek, 27thAugust, 1866, by order of C. O. Lamb, Esquire.
Driving expenses 10s.
One bay horse, like H in circle  near  shoulder, like double
cross off shoulder.
If not released on or before Friday, 28th September,
1866, will be sold on that day, at noon, to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook, 22nd
August, 1866. (Wrongly described in former
advertisement.)
One iron-grey mare, like JP conjoined or TP conjoined
over BN or B4 near shoulder, like MM over 44 or
LL off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 18th September ,  1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Fassifern. Driving
5s. per head.
One strawberry  steer , D off cheek, shoulder  and ribs,
D over m off thigh.
One red and white cow, like CH over  7 near rump, H
near ribs ,  notch near ear.
One red cow, top off  near ear,  AB near ribs.
One red  steer, split  both ears,  brands  like over BM
near rump.
One strawberry  steer , like SKT near rump, KT  near ribs.
One strawberry  steer ,  top off off ear  and two splits,
split near ear, SHP off ribs.
One strawberry  cow, slit off off ear , AW off rump, 2 off
ribs.
One strawberry cow, top off  near ear , AB nail ribs.
One poley red and white  steer,  C near shoulder, ribs, and
thigh.
One strawberry heifer, notch both  ears,  AM off rump.
One red cow, top off near ear, R near rump, over 1
conjoined over M near ribs.
One strawberry cow, like WW over m off shoulder.
One red and white bull, like brands off rump.
One brindle and white cow, split near ear, JT off ribs, J
off rump.
One strawberry cow, top off  near ear ,  MS over 2 near
rump.
One red and white steer blotch brands off rump and
ribs.
One strawberry steer, top off off ear, no legible brand.
One red steer, split near ear, no legible brand.
One red and white bullock, notch, and top off off ear,
WDW (the WD conjoined) off rump.
One strawberry heifer, split up off ear, JR or JS off
rump.
One red heifer, no legible brand.
One poley red and white heifer, no legible brand.
One red and white cow, split up off ear, TE.oonjoined
off ribs, 14 over G near rump.
One white bullock, notch off ear, 7 over G,H off ribs.
One red and white heifer, HR conjoined ,off' rump, DC
over 10 off ribs.
One yellow and white heifer, two nicks off ear, nick
near  ear, TLO off rump.
One red and white steer, like brands off ribs.
One poley red and white cow, F off rump, FS over FS
off ribs, S of shoulder.
One blue strawberry steer, split both ears, illegible
brands off rump.
One red heifer, notch off ear, like M off ribs, 2 off
shoulder.
One red and white steer, two notches off ear, TLO off
rump.
One yellow and white bull calf, no legible brands.
One red and white steer, top off off ear, no legible brand.
From Mortlake. Driving 4s. per head.
One strawberry cow, JJMD over FXP near ribs.
One red cow, JH off rump, JH over CC over like CRU
off ribs.
One red cow, C off rump, ROS off ribs.
One red steer, 4 off rump, blotch off ribs, split off ear,
and notch.
One red and white cow, top off off ear, like WW off ribs.
One red and white cow and calf, top off both ears, JOSY
near ribs , TAM off ribs.
One red and white  steer , top off off ear and split, no
legible brand.
One red and white steer, like brands off rump and loins.
One strawberry heifer, like TD off rump.
One brindle and white steer, split both ears, W over W
off rump. like AB off ribs.
One yellow and white cow, like JT both ribs.
One strawberry bull, illegible brands off rump.
One red steer, like WE off rump and ribs.
One red steer, like T off rump.
One white steer, no legible brand.
One red and white heifer, like brands off rump and ribs.
One black and white heifer, IT over IT off rump.
One red and white cow, top off both ',ears,  like W over
W off rump, W off shoulder, blotch off ribs.
One red steer, JJ off rump, 1 off shoulder.
One spotted  steer,  III off rump, H off ribs.
One yellow heifer, W off rump, C off ribs.
One strawberry heifer, AB or RB off  ribs and rump.
One white heifer, top off both ears, JS over 7 off rump
and shoulder.
One red steer, no legible brand.
One red steer, no legible brand.
One red and white steer, like CW off rump, CS off ribs.
One white steer, blotch over JW off ribs.
One red cow,  2 near  loin, JOSY over TAM near ribs, B
near shoulder.
One brindle bullock, slit off both  ears,  JA off ribs.
If not released on or before 18th Sept., will be sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
MPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Grantham Ten-mileI Station. Driving 7s. per head.
One brown horse, blaze, like TF over blotch  near  shoulder.
One brown horse, JS over LA over 3 near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, near hind foot white, like ZR con-
joined over aL conjoined  near  shoulder 9 over H
near thigh, blind off eye.
One bay colt, blaze, hind feet white, like W near shoulder,
like SF off shoulder.
One bay mare and foal, star and snip, hind feet white,
like SO over D over DK near shoulder.
One brown horse, W near shoulder.
One bay horse,  blaze, near  hind foot white, ID over R
near  shoulder,
One brown horse, like T over C near shoulder.
One, black horse, star and snip, off hind foot white, B
near shoulder.
One bay horse, star, like co over H near shoulder.
One bay filly, no legible brand.
One bay mare, star and snip, hind feet white, gg off
shoulder.
One bay mare, JN near shoulder, like SI off shoulder.
One bay horse, star, L near shoulder.
One bay horse,  star , like JH conjoined near shoulder,
like brands off shoulder.
One roan filly, like M over GG over HJ near shoulder,
2 off shoulder.
One chesnut mare, blaze, N near shoulder, like H near
thigh.
One black colt, star and snip, white feet, like MG near
shoulder.
One grey mare and foal, like 11 over U near shoulder,
W over 182 off shoulder.
One brown  mare,  star, S over JM near shoulder, brand
near neck not legible.
One bay horse, off hind foot white, like B over i
shoulder, WJC over a over W off shoulder.
One bay filly, no legible brand.
near
One brown  horse, star ,  near  hind foot white, JD con-
joined near neck.
One bay horse, -, over  g near  shoulder.
One bay horse, hind feet white, NK near shoulder.
One bay filly, blaze off hind foot white, like brands over
ao near shoulder.
One brown  mare, star ,  near  hind foot white, 81 near ribs,
M over QR conjoined near shoulder, AC off shoulder.
One bay colt,  star, near  hind foot white, aH near
shoulder.
One brown horse,  5 over  triangle off rump, blotch off
shoulder, like  brands near  shoulder.
One bay colt, star and stripe, near hind foot white, like
H over H over 88 near shoulder, 8 near cheek, H
over 811 over 88 near rump.
One brown horse, F near shoulder.
One bay mare and foal, JM near shoulder, like 4"+ R off
shoulder.
One bay horse,  star , TW near shoulder, blotch near ribs.
One brown colt,  star , off hind foot white, T near shoulder.
One brown mare, OM  near  shoulder, W near thigh.
One chesnut filly, streak, like JS over ao or JB over o2
near shoulder.
One chesnut filly, star, like JS over  ao or  JB over n
near shoulder.
One bay horse, star, like MIS or MM near shoulder, off
hind foot white.
One chesnut horse, blaze, hind feet white, DM off
shoulder, D off thigh, K near neck, like H in circle
D over C over 11 near shoulder.
One brown  mare , star, TW near shoulder.
One black mare, star and snip, PM near shoulder, FC
off shoulder.
One bay horse, streak, J over TR conjoined near
shoulder.
One bay horse, JHL conjoined  near  shoulder.
One bay horse, like '2dnear shoulder.
One bay mare and foal, star, fistula, C near shoulder.
One grey horse, PM over TR near shoulder.
One bay mare and foal, star, like brands over JS near
shoulder.
One chesnut horse, blaze, white feet, T over IC over D4
near shoulder.
One brown horse, blind off eye, JD over All near
shoulder.
One bay  mare and foal ,  star,  HC near shoulder.
One bay horse, TW over WC  near  shoulder, LA over 3
off shoulder, like JM conjoined near thigh.
One bay mare, like JQ over JM or WC over JM near
shoulder.
One bay  mare and foal , star and snip, PR near shoulder,
bell near ribs.
One bay colt, star, white feet, like P over PF near
shoulder, like 0 off shoulder.
If not  released  on or before 28th September, will be sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Rosenthall, 28th
• August,  1866, by order of L. E. Lester, Esq. Driving
expenses 2s. 4d. per head.
One bay mare, near hind foot white, like rj (reversed)
near shoulder, star.
One roan horse, EJ near shoulder, hind feet white.
One bay colt, like  0  near shoulder.
One bay colt, hind feet white, 2 over yip off shoulder.
If not released on or before Friday, 28th September,
1866, will be sold to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Rosenthall, 30th
August, by order of L. E. Lester, Esq. Driving
expenses Is. 8d. per head.
One bay horse, like 178 near saddle, like B near shoulder.
One dark bay horse, star and snip, like KC near
shoulder, P over JH off shoulder, short tail.
One bay mare,  AN  near shoulder, R off shoulder, star.
One bay mare, like JF near shoulder, collar marked.
One brown colt, hind feet white, like F off shoulder.
One chesnut mare, white face, near hind foot white, like
MS over off shoulder.
If not released on or before Friday, 28th September,
1866, will be sold to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, on the 15th August,
1866, by order of the Corporation.
One bay horse, black points, stirrup leather round neck,
like JN near shoulder.
If not released to be sold 18th September, 1866.
From Gracemere, on the 20th August, 1866, by order of
Messrs. Archer and Co. Driving Is. per head.
One red bullock, like 8 near ribs, like W and blotch near
rump.
One red and white bullock, like indescribable brand off
ribs.
One white bullock, like HR near ribs, like MR off rump,
snaily horns.
One white poley bullock, TB off ribs.
One red bullock, near fore leg stiff, blotch brand off
rump.
If not released on or before the 18th September, 1866,
will be sold.
L. H. YOUNG, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
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TO THE
QUEENSLAND
OF SATURDAY , 8TH SEPTEMBER, 1866.
PUBLISHED BY - AUTHORITY.
VOL. VII.] TUESDAY,  11TH SEPTEMBER ,  1866. [No. 109.
I
N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office
No. Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties.
59 1866. Between James  Fitzclarence Hill, of Dalby, in
10th August. the, Colony of Queensland, contractor, of the
first part ; Frederick William Roche, of the
same  place, Esquire, David Aaron Harrison,
of the same place, storekeeper, John Henry
Mayer, of the  same  place, storekeeper, and
Richard Sexton, of the same place, auc-
tioneer (trustees for the purposes in the
Deed of Assignment mentioned), of the
second part ; and the creditors of the said
James Fitzclarence Hill, whose names and
seals  are affixed to the said Deed of Assign-
ment, of the third part.
Nature
and Effect of Deed. Date of Registration.
Deed of Assignment Lodged at the
of all the estate Office of the Re-
and effects of the gistrar of the
said James Fitz- Supreme Court,
clarence Hill , in this seventh day
trust for the bene- of September,
fit of the creditors  A.D.  1866, and
of the said James entered same
Fitzclarence Hill. day.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
D)eruiueut
By Authorit y' :  W. 0. BaLBHIDGE,  Government Printer ,  William Street ,  Brisbane.
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EXTRAORDINARY.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. VII.] FRIDAY, 14TH SEPTEMBER, 1866. [No. 110.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 13th September, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified, that he has
been pleased to appoint
The Honorable ST. GEORGE R. GORE, Esquire,
to be a Member of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 13th September, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified, that he  has beenpleased to appoint
The Honorable ST. GEORGE R. Go$E, Esquire,
to be the Postmaster-General of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
By Authority : W. 0. BELB$IDGE, Government Printer, William Street,  Brisbane.
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VOL. VII.] SATURDAY,  15TH SEPTEMBER ,  1866. [No. 111.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
I
N pursuance of the power vested in me in this
behalf, I, Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN, the
Governor aforesaid, do hereby proclaim that the
following shall be deemed to be a Gold Field, within
the meaning and for the purposes of the Act of
Council, 20 Victoria, No. 29, intituled  " An Act to
" amend the laws relating to the Gold Fields,"  that
is to say :-
CROCODILE CREEK GOLD FIELD.
Including all the watershed into Crocodile Creek,
above the crossing of the road from Rockhampton to
Gladstone.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighth day of September, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year of
Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and
St. George ,  Captain-General and Governor-
in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies ,  and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
I
N  pursuance of the authority in me vested by
an Act passed in the second year of His late
Majesty King Wi ll iam the  Fourth,  and numbered
twelve, and with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  I, the GOVERNOR aforesaid ,  do hereby
appoint the Victoria Ferry, over the River Mary,
from the east end of March street to Napier street,
town of Maryborough ,  as a place of public traffic,
and where ferry dues may be levied to the amount,
and under the regulations, instructions, and
provisions, of the said recited Act ; of which Ferry
all persons are hereby required to take due notice.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighth day of September, in the year of
our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
[L.S.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same,
&c., &c., &c.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested by an
Act passed in the second year of His late
Majesty King William the Fourth, and numbered
twelve, and with the advice of the Executive
Council, I, the GOVERNOR aforesaid, do hereby
appoint the place known as Helidon, to be a place
at which a Turnpike Gate shall be erected, and
at which Tolls shall be collected to the amount,
and under the regulations, instructions, and pro-
visions, of the said recited Act ; of which Turn-
pike Gate all persons are hereby required to take
due notice.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
the fourteenth day of September, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. WATTS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 11th  September, 1866.
H IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. G. W.  ELLIOTT, Sub Inspector of Police,
to be Ranger of Crown Lands, and Inspector
of Slaughter -houses, for the Police  -  District of
Rockhampton.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane 12th September 1866.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN JARDINE, Esquire,
to be a Gold Commissioner, for the Crocodile
Creek Gold Field, Port Curtis District.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1866.
MINER'S RIGHT.
I
N pursuance of the provisions contained in the
Act of Parliament of New South Wales,
20 Victoria, No. 29, and which is now in force in
this Colony, intituled  " An Act to amend the Laws
" relating to Gold Fields,"  His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN JARDINE, Esquire,
to be an Officer for determining the extent and
position of the Claims to which each person is
entitled under any Miner's Right, Lease, or
License, issued under the provisions of the said
Act, and for marking such extent.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
J. P. BELL.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
GAYNDAH PETITION.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia.
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency as hereunder set forth, purporting to be
signed by One hundred and six Householders, in
the Town of Gayndah, praying the erection of that
locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that the increasing popula-
tion of this town, the large  sums  of money that
have been expended in the purchase of land
therein, and the benefits derivable from municipal
government, render them anxious to secure its
advantages, and they, therefore, pray that Gayndah
may be declared a Municipality with the under-
mentioned boundaries.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.]
Proposed Boundaries of Gayndah Municipality.
Commencing at the north -east corn er of the Mount
Debateable Purchase  ;  from thence  across the Burnett
westerly three miles up Reed ' s Creek ;  fr om thence a
line running easterly to cross the Burnett at the Bro-
then; thence along the southern bank downwards to the
junction of the Barambah Creek ; thence along the
southern bank of the Barambah upwards to the junction
of Campbe ll 's Creek  with  the Barambah  ;  from thence
along Campbe ll' s Creek to the old Ban -Ban Road ; from
thence a  li ne to  Mr.  Walker 's purchase on Oakey
Creek  ;  from thence one mile southerly ,  and from thence
to the southern point of the Mount Debateable Pur-
chase, and thence to the point of commencement.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
CLERMONT AND COPPERFIELD PETITION.
IN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, sections 3 and 4,
His Excellency the Governor, 'with the advice of
the Executive Council, has directed the publication
of the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by 199 householders, residing in the
towns of Clermont and Copperfield, praying for the
erection of these loca lities into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that at a public meeting of
the inhabitants of the abovenamed townships, held
at the Court House, Clermont, on the 25th May
last, it was resolved that a Petition be prepared
requesting the Government to proclaim the town-
ships of Clermont and Copperfield a Municipality ;
and they accordingly pray that the abovenamed
localities  may be constituted a Municipality, to be
named the Municipality of Clermont and Copper-
field with the undermentioned boundaries-the
same to be divided into two wards, each ward
returning three aldermen.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.]
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
ROMA PETITION.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by One hundred and five householders and
inhabitants of the town of Roma, praying the
erection of that locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The petitioners, in pursuance of a resolution
passed at a public meeting, state that they are
anxious of securing the benefits derivable from
municipal government, and therefore pray that
Roma may be declared a Municipality.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 11th August, 1866,
No. 96.]
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd August, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE AND LEASE
LAND UNDER "  TRUSTEES  OF PUBLIC
LANDS ACT."HH IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the land granted to
the Congregation of the Presbyterian Church on
Wickham Terrace, in this city, have, in terms of
the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made application to
the Governor in Council for leave to mortgage and
lease  the said land, in order to obtain funds for
liquidating the debt on the Church, and for other
purposes of interest to the said Congregation.
- His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the permission so
sought, must lodge the same with the Colonial
Secretary, by letter, within three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE LAND UNDER
" TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  directs it to be
noti fied that the Trustees of the land granted for
the purposes of a Temperance Ha ll  in North Bris-
bane have, in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No.
22, made application to the Governor in Council for
leave to mortgage and lease the said land for the
general  purposes of the Institution.
His Exce llenc further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge again st the granting of the leave so sought,
must lodge the same with the Colonial Secretary,
by letter ,  within three months from the date of the
first publication of this notice.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Lands  and Works,
Brisbane ,  7th August, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE UNDER THE
" TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS  ACT."
I
T IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the Land granted to
the Acclimatisation Society of Queensland ,  Brisbane,
have in terms of the Act 28 Victoria ,  No. 22, made
application to the Governor in Council for leave to
mortgage the said land ,  in order to obtain funds
for the erection of improvements thereon.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified, that
any person having any reasonable objection to urge
against the granting of the leave so sought, must
lodge the same at this Office within the period of
three months from the date of the first publication
of this notice.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
J. WATTS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th  September, 1866.HIS Exce llency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  has beef pleased
to establish the following Regulations to be observed
with regard to the working of the Turnpike Gate
erected at Helidon, in pursuance of the provisions
of the Acts 2 William IV., No. 12, and 14 Victoria,
No. 5.
By His Excellency 's Command,
J. WATTS.
TURNPIKE REGULATIONS.
1. That the Turnpike gate be leased by auction ,  tender,
or otherwise ,  as the Gove rn ment may determine.
2. That the Turnpike rates and charges shall  be painted
on boards ,  and placed in conspicuous situations at the
turnpike gate ,  at the cost of the lessee thereof.
3. The lessee of the Tu rn pike sha ll  enter into a bond in
an amount to be fixed by the Government ,  with two
sureties ,  for the due performance of his contract  ;  and for
his information he will be supplied with a copy of these
Regulations.
4. During the dark nights ,  and in the absence of
moonlight ,  there sha ll  be a  light kept burning and pro-
perly trimmed at the turnpike gate, and the lessee shall
provide the same.
5. All persons passing through the turnpike ,  with the
following exceptions , shall pay the  charges fixed in
Schedule  A., viz.:-
(1.) The  Governor and any person ,in actual attend-
ance upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
(2.) Ministers of religion ,  officers ,  soldiers, and
sailors in Her Majesty ' s service ,  proceeding or
returning  on duty.
(3.) Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police ,  troopers ,  and constables on
actual duty ,  and any prisoners in their charge.
(4.) All officers or laborers of the Roads Depart-
ment, furnished with a Pass from the Engineer
of Roads.
(5.) All children proceeding to or returning  fr om
any school ,  whether public or private ; all
officers and men connected with Her Majesty's
Customs when on duty.
6. Any lessee of the Turnpike who shall infringe upon
or act contrary to any clause or condition contained
in these Regulations shall, on conviction before two
or more Justices of the Peace, be subjected to a penalty
not exceeding five pounds.
7. In the event of two convictions within one month
against the lessee of the Turnpike ,  such convictions sha ll
cancel the lease ,  and the Government may at once
resume the  Turnpike.
8. If the lessee shall  neglect  to put up a  scale of Turn-
pike dues ,  as provided for.in clause 2 of these regula-
tions ; or if any collector ,  or other person ,  employed by
such lessee, shall  not be in attendance at all times by
day and by night at the place at which he is stationed,
or ought to be ; or sha ll  demand and take greater dues
from any person or persons who shall  be exempt from
payment thereof ,  and who sha ll  claim such exemption ;
or shall, under color of his office as collector , wilfully
extort from any person or persons any sum of money or
thing of value whatsoever, as and for or in lieu of
payment of dues ; or shall  refuse to permit and suffer
any person or persons to read, or shall in any manner
hinder or prevent any person or persons  fr om reading
the inscription on such boards  ;  or shall  refuse to te ll
his Christian and surname to any person or persons
who shall demand to know the same, on being paid the
said dues or any of them ,  or shall in answer give a
false name or names ; or upon legal dues being tendered
or paid, shall detain or wilfu lly obstruct ,  hinder, or
delay any passenger or passengers from passing, through
the turnpike  ;  or if such collector shall  make use of any
scurrilous or abusive language to any traveller or passen-
ger ;-then and in each and every such case the said
lessee shall forfeit and pay for every such offence any
sum not exceeding five pounds, to be recovered before any
two of Her Majesty ' s Justices of the Peace.
9. If any person  liable to the payment of any dues
under these Regulations shall, after demand, neglect or
refuse to pay the same, or any part thereof, it shall  be
lawful for any person duly authorised to collect the same,
to prevent such person or persons  fr om passing through
the turnpike until the dues demandable and payable by
such person or persons so refusing to pay the same be
paid and discharged.
10. Any  person  who  shall  intentiona lly evade the pay-
ment of the aforesaid dues shall ,  on conviction ,  be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
11. The  lessee shall not sub -let, or in any way dispose
of the Turnpike ,  without the express sanction of the
Government.
SCHEDULE A.
Turnpike dues  and charges. S.  d.
Single horse ,  with or without rider  ... ...  0 2
Two-wheeled vehicle, laden with produce,
merchandise , &c., drawn by one horse or
other animal  .. .. ...  0 3
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses or
other animals  ... ... ... ...  0 4
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses
or other animals ... ... ... ...  0 5
Two-wheeled vehicle ,  drawn by four horses
or other animals  ... ... ... ...  0 6
For every additional horse or other animal
drawing a two-wheeled conveyance ,  each 0 1
Four- wheeled vehicle ,  drawn by one horse or
other animal ... ... ... ... 0 6
Four -wheeled vehicle ,  drawn by two horses
or other animals  ... ...  0 8
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses
or other animals  ... ... ...  0 9
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses
or other animals ... 0 10
For every additional horse or other animal
drawing a four-wheeled conveyance ,  each 0 2
Private Carriages.
Two-wheeled vehicle ,  drawn by one horse ... 0 6
Four -wheeled vehicle, drawn by one horse ... 0 9
Four -wheeled vehicle ,  drawn by two horses... 1 0
Four -wheeled vehicle ,  drawn by three horses 1 3
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses 1 6
Bullocks and horned cattle, per head ... 0 1
Pigs ,  goats ,  and sheep ,  per head  ... ..  0
Four-wheeled vehicles  (attached to any other
vehicles ),  usually drawn by two or more
horses  ... . ... ... ...  0 8
Two-wheeled vehicles  (attached to any other
vehicles ),  usua lly drawn by one horse ... 0 3
Should the  vehicle so attached contain goods or
merchandise ,  other than the harn ess thereto
belonging and such articles of package as may
be necessary for the protection of the same, or
any passenger ,  the same shall be liable to
double the tolls hereby imposed.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  14th September, 1866.
R
ECENT events render it necessary that the
Government should be put in possession of
the facts as to the quantity of labor that can be
absorbed in the various districts of the Colony, for
which purpose Employers  from all parts are
requested to communicate with the Works Depart-
ment, when such steps as are necessary will be
taken to find labor and secure work for those now
so much in need of it.
J. WATTS,
Secretary  for Public Works.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.PROPOSALS for Life Insurance , or for the
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus,  a man aged  25 may  Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings  and Sixpence  half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus,  a man aged  30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may  secure  a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d.,  equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.BRANCHES of the above Bank are now open
at Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 7th July, 1866.
PAYMENT OF RENT AND ASSESSMENT OF
RUNS.THE Lessees of Crown Lands and their Agentsare reminded that the Annual Rents and
Assessment upon Crown Lands are payable on or
before the 30th day of September next.
The holder of every run under license, who has
made application and duly qualified himself for a
lease is  required to pay rent upon such run, as
above, notwithstanding that a lease may not have
been actually issued to him.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  5th September, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified, that the  Leases of the
undermentioned Runs are now ready for
delivery to the Lessees, on application to this Office.
In the event of a Lessee wishing to depute an
agent to receive the same, it will be necessary to
forward an authority, in the usual form (which can
be obtained at this Office, or forwarded by post at
request), with the signature or signatures respect-
ively attested by a magistrate of the Colony.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Name of Run. Name of Lessee.
LEICHHARDT.
Wallaby ... James McLaren
Glenelgin ... Frederick Fanning
Clovernook  Ditto
Glencairn . Ditto
Prospect West Ditto
Boonberry C. B. and A. F. Dutton
Dura ... P. F. Macdonald
Widerige Widerige J. B. Watt and J. Young
Ludwig P. F. Macdonald
Kilmore ... ... Ditto
WARREGO.
Milmil ... C. B. and A. F. Dutton
Cargarra ... Ditto
Tathumnarra G. R. MacLean
Narrga ... C. B. and A. F. Dutton
Popye ... Ditto
Branch Creek J. D. McLean
Victoria Downs Ditto
Nive Junction Ditto
Parrattamow C. B. and A. F. Dutton
Querundi ... S. D. Gordon  and E. Flood
Warra .., Ditto
Glenelg Ditto
Upper Wallal R. Goldsborough  and H .  Parker
Wallal ... Ditto
Wombo S. D. Gordon  and E. Flood
Egoline Ditto
Thara ... Ditto
Gowrie ... Ditto
Bucklebone R. Richards
Glengarry ,.. S. D. Gordon  and E. Flood
Thurulgunnia W. Forlonge
Koralling ... S. D. Gordon, and E. Flood
Dilallah No. 1 R. Goldsborough  and H .  Parker
Dilallah No. 2 Ditto
Dilallah No. 3 Ditto
Marah ... R. Richards
Bommerah... S. D. Gordon  and E. Flood
Bungoo ... Ditto
Karrol ... Ditto
Attica ... H. and C. Tom
Millie R. Richards
Pometheragah ... S. D. Gordon  and E. Fleod
Cryan ... R. Richards
Noorama  East ... J. Rutherford
Brunell Downs
North
A. T. Jones
Brunel Downs
West
Ditto
Thurulgunnia East W. Forlonge
Thurulgunnia South Ditto
Burrandilla North... J. D. McLean
Burrandilla South G. R. McLean
Burrandilla  East ... J. D. McLean
D 4 No. 1 ... ... J. B. Rundle
D 4 No. 2 ... ... Ditto
D 4 No . 6 ... ... Ditto
D 4 No. 7 ... ... Ditto
D4N 8 Dittoo.
Block No. 6,
..
War- A. H. Richardson
rego River
Block No. 7, War- Ditto
rego River
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Name of Run.
WARREGO-continued.
MITCHELL.
Name of Lessee.
Block No. 8, War- A. H. Richardson
rego River
Block No. 9, War- Ditto
rego River
Block No. 10, War- Ditto
rego River
Block No. 11, War- Ditto
rego River
Block No. 12, War- Ditto
rego River
A No. 1 ... ...
A No. 2 ... ...
A No. 3 ... ...
A No. 4 ... ...
A No. 5 ... ...
A No. 6 ... ...D4 No. 4 ... ...
D 4 No. 5 ... ...
Fawley West ...
Cresswell ... ...
Fawley ... ...
Oakwood No. 8 ...
Cresswell No. 2 ...
Cresswell No. 3 ...
Cuoygall ...
Tommoo West ...
Elii East ... ...
Moonie No. 1 ..
Eastern Creek No. 1
Bogiria Block 2 ...
Thuillagararah
Block 2
Redford
Tulloch ... ...
Culleynboun
Doogarry ..,
Battery ...
Kadesh ...
Mercurah .
Desideratum
Clearwater...
Chesterfield
Euraba
Gunathaby
Gorinna
Undulgumbal
Mizpeh ...
Shimar  ...
Possession ...
Havillah ...Moreh
Noondoo Spring
Toothar
Glenlyon ...
Cashmere .. ...
Barabanbel ...
Amby No. 1 ...
Amby No. 2 ...
Amby No. 3 ...
Amby No. 4 ...
Amby No. 5 ...
Yourangle No. 3 ...
Barrigomallah ...
Tiquiban ... ...
Altamont ... ...
Vancluse ... ...
Lauristines ...
Yourangle No. 1 ...
Yourangle No. 4
Ivanhoe ...
Upper Nilgie
Bogiria .
Byron Plains
Codernah ...
Booligar ...
Bangate ...
Cunniana ...
Eugun ...
Cuoygah ,..
W. Forlonge
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
J. B. Rundle
Ditto
C. H. Humphrey
Morehead and Young
Ditto
C. H. Humphrey
Ditto
Ditto
MARANOA.
W. Griffiths
F. L. McKay
W. Griffiths
T. W. Smart  and T. S. Mort
R. Tooth
A. D. Macleay and W. Taylor
Ditto
William Miles
The Trust and Agency Co. of
Australasia (Limited.)
D. Grover
T. Mcllwraith and J. C. Smyth
J. Ferrett
R. Tooth
J. Deuchar
P. King, as Manager of the Peel
River Land and Mineral Co.
Ditto
Ditto
A. H. Richardson
W. W. Bucknell and C. Kirwan
Moore, Moore, and Turnbull
Ditto
R. Tooth
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
J. Pearse
R. Skuthorp
P. King, as Manager of the Peel
River Land and Mineral Co.
Ditto
Smart and Mort
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Moore, Moore, and Turnbull
Ditto
Smart and Mort
M. Mackinnon
Ditto
Ditto
J. D. Moore, J. Moore, and W.
Turnbull
Ditto
H. D. Bloxham
T. Pearse
A. D. Macleay and W. Taylor
L. Mackay
W. Eckford
D. Grover
J. Baldwin, J. C. Manchee, G.
Manchee, and W. Baldwin
L. Mackay
C. Ezzy
W. Purves
Name of Run. Name of Lessee.
Recovered ... . Allan, Mort, and Manning
Northampton ... J. F. McMullen, as Inspector of
Union Bank of Australia
Bellabad ... ... J. Rule and D. Lacy
Ingberry ... ... Ditto
Coreena ... Ditto
Tambo ... ... F. Fanning
Hebei ... Ditto
Carangarra Ditto
Return ... . Allan, Mort, and Manning
NORTH KENNEDY,
Texas ... ... R. Towns
Richmond ... ... Ditto
Gloucester ... ... Ditto
Salisbury ... ... Ditto
Middleham .. Ditto
Warwick Ditto
Burdekin Downs ... J. Brewster
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1866.
TENDERS FOR BILLET WOOD FOR THE
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAII;WAY.
T is hereby notified, that the following tendersI for the supply of Billet Wood f rthe Southern
and Western Railway. during the year ending the
20th September, 1867, have been accepted:-Messrs. MAHONEY ANDCUTLER, for Ipswich and
Walloon ;
Mr. W. WHITE, for Grandchester, Laidley, and
Gatton ; and
Messrs. J. AND W. CARarIcnAEL, for Helidon
Station.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1866.
IT is hereby notified for public information, thatthe undermentioned gentlemen have been
appointed District Registrars of Births, Deaths,
and Marriages, at the places set opposite their names
respectively:-
HENRY BRAMSPON, Esquire, Bowen,  vice W.
C. J. Doutty, dismissed ;
BENJAMIN CRIBB, Esquire, Leyburn,  vice H.
Bramston, removed to Bowen ;
WILLIAM CAVE, Esquire, Taroom,  vice M.
Haynes, dismissed ;
Jonx KERR WILSON, Esquire, Peak Downs,
vice W.  Cave, removed to Taroom ;
JOHN HARRY STEVENS, Esquire, Wide Bay,
vice C.  Carrington, removed to Brisbane.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 15th September, 1866.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of twenty-one days from this date, the
Registrar-General will, in conformity with the
117th clause of the  Real Property Act of  1861,
issue, in the name of George Winslead, a Provi-
sional Certificate of Title for two roods of land,
being subdivision sixteen, of portion number five,
in the County of Livingstone, Parish of Rock-
hampton, more particularly described in Certificate
of Title No.  3,552,  vol. xxxv, folio 70.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 15th September, 1866.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
-..v tion of fifteen days from this date, the
Registrar-General will, m conformity with the
117th section of the  Real Property Act  of 1861,
issue in the name of John Patrick Kelly, a Pro-
visional Deed of Grant for eleven acres of land,
being portion 137, situated in the county of
Stanley, parish of Nundah, and more particularly
described in Deed of Grant No. 11,133, Vol. LIX.,
folio 147.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar -General.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1866.
'PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OFRUNS.THE Licensees and Lessees  of the  undermentioned  Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into theTreasury  the amounts  specified  in connection  with their respective  Runs, in accordance  with the
provisions  of the 49th clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to  the said clause , which declares that  unless payment is made within six
months after  notification in the  Government Gazette,  all  the rights  and interests  of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee. Name of Run.  District. Area ,  squaremiles. Amount.
£ 8. 1.
R. Trif it .., ,.. ... Retreat ... ... Leichhardt ... ... 90 27 0 0
Ditto ... ,., ,., Anakie Downs , . .  ditto ... ... 85 25 10 0
B. WattJ Glendarriwill  ditto ... ... 35 10 10 0.
Ditto
...
...
...
...
...
...
No. 2 of Glendarriwill  ditto ... ... 42 12 12 0
Ditto ,,, ,,, Borilla ... ... ditto 85 25 10 0
R. Triffit ... ... ... St. Helens...  ditto 75 2210 0
H. S. Wi lls ... ... ... Cullin-la-ringo No.' I  ditto ... ... 41 12 6 0
Ditto ... ... ... Cullin-la-ringo No. 2 ditto ... 35 10 10 0
Ditto ... .., Coorabelle ...  ditto ... ... 52 15 12 0
Ditto ... ... ... .. Perangiwa... .. ditto .,. ... 31 9 6 0
Ditto ,.. ,.. Cullin-la-ringo No. 3  ditto ... ... 48 14 8 0
Ditto .,. Cullin-la-ringo No. 4  ditto ... ... 42 12 12  0
J. L. Hay ... .., ... ... Selbridge .. ... ditto ... ... 30 9 0 0
P. F. MacDonald ... ... ... Gindie No. 1 ...  ditto ... ... 25 7 10 0
Ditto ... .., ... Gindie No. 2 . , . ditto , . , ... 30 9 0 0
A. H. Richardson ... ... ... Uranna No. 4 ...  ditto ... ... 26 7 16  0
Ditto ... .., , , . Uranna No. 5 ...  ditto .., ... 35 1010 0
Buchanan and Hunter ,., ... Cairdbeign .,, ditto ... ... 30 9 0 0
Ditto ... ... . Buckleton ... ... ditto 40 12 0 0
A. and W. Busby ... ... ... Wallaroo .. ...  ditto ... ... 72 21 12 0
Ditto ... .,. Osmondthorpe ...  ditto ... ... 70 21 0 0
Ditto .., ... ... Yarrai No. 2 ditto ... 38 11 8 0
Ditto ... Emu Plains '...  ditto ... ... 42 1212 0
Buchanan and Hunter ... .. Freitag ... ditto ... 55 1610 0
A. H. Richardson ... ... ... Uranna No. 1 ... ditto .,. 40 12 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Uranna No. 2 ditto ... 47 14 2 0
Ditto .,. Uranna No. 3, ditto ... 40 12 0 0
Ditto ... ... Uranna No. 6 ...  ditto ... ... 43 12 18 0
A. and W. Busby ... .. . Norwood ... ... ditto ... ... 76 22 16  0
C. H. Humphrey' ,., ... Jingidilla ... ... Warrego ,.. ,.. 39 11 14 0
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1866.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into theTreasury the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares, that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee.
John Brown Watt and John Young
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
John Rankin ... ... ... . .
A. H. Richardson ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Andrew Scott... ... ... ..
Ditto .. ... ..
Thomas McIlwraith and Jos.  C. Smyth ... ...
Ditto .. ..
W. C. Mayne, junr., E. C.  Mayne, and  C. J. Forbes
H. L. Low g ... ... ...
J. Fraser, C. Brown, and J. M. Brown ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
R. A. A. Morehead  and M .  Young ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ..
H. E. A. Allan,  J. R. Street ,  and H . Norton ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
F. N. Burne ... ... ... ... ... ...
Name of Run . District.
Toarkie . ...
Gunnewin ...
Cooimbah ...
Pamaroo ...
Ridgeland ,..
Gumble
Narran . ...
Durran Downs...
Slate Hills ...
Roughlie
Myrtleville
Ravenswood .,.
Yarran ... ...
Malta ... ...
Woura ... ...
E ursine '
Centre ... ...
Nive Downs West
Back Run ...
Barford... ...
Belstead
Dunstan
Westbourne
Leichhardt
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Maranoa
ditto ...
Warrego
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Area. Amount.
sq. miles. £' S. d.
25 7  10 0
44 13 4 0
25 7 10 0
38 11 8 0
16 4 16 0
40 12 0 0
35 10 10 0
78 23 8 0
55 16 10 0
42 12 12 0
80 24 0 0
39 11 14 0
25 7 10 0
50 15 0 0
42 12 12 0
49 14 14 0
57 17 2 0
59 . 17 14 0
100 30 0 0
69 20 14 0
72 21 12 0
69 20 14 0
25 7 10 0
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Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 6th September, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified, that in accordance with the provisions of the  Pastoral Leases Act  of 1863,
27 Victoria, No. 17, the Annual Rents of the undermentioned Runs have been appraised for Renewed
Leases at the amounts specified.
No. Run. Lessee,
To.From.
177 Woodend ...
175 Bundalba
176 Ulogie ...
178 The Lake Block...
179 Cutts ... ...
87 Thalberg ...
86 Winterbourne ...
88 South Kariboe ...
83 Coreen ... ...
85 Coriack ... ...
84 Mount Scoria ...
96 Prospect... ...
89 Kroombit ...
95 North Kariboe ...
97 Huntington ...
98 Earlsfield ...
99 Bunerba... ...
100 Canney ... ...
42 Texas ...
43 Nundubbermere
44 Warroo .. ...
45 Greenbank ...
46 Glenlyon ...
47 Dunmore
48 Cumkillembar ...
49 Halliford
50 Western Creek , . .
51 Stechworth
52 Folkston...
53 Maryland
54 Maidenhead
55 Mingoola
56 Ballandeahr
57 Banshaw
58 Aitkin's Flat
59 Gunyan ...
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
Hay and Holt ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Peter and Co. ...
Ditto ...
Caird,  Paterson , and Co.
Allan,  Street, and Norton
Ditto ...
Ditto
W. Barker
Caird, Paterson, and Co.
J. Landaborough ...
Towns and Stewart ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
DARLING
Morehead and Young
J. B. Watt ... ...
F. Bracker
A. H. Richardson
Ditto
J. Taylor
T. De L. Moffat
J. B. Watt ...
F. D. Vignoles
J. B. Watt ...
M. H. Marsh...
Ditto ...
G. Bowman ...
A. C. GREGORY,  Surveyor-General.
Term  of Lease for five years.
1 July, 1867...
1 July, 1867...
1 July, 1867...
1 July, 1867...
1 July, 1867...
1 Jan., 1863... 30 Dec., 1867
1 July, 1863... 30 June, 1868
1 July, 1863... 30 June, 1868
1 July, 1863... 30 June, 1868
1 July, 1863... 30 June, 1868
1 July, 1866... 30 June, 1871
1 July, 1866... 30 June, 1871
1 July, 1866... 30 June, 1871
1 July, 1866... 30 June, 1871
1 July, 1866... 30 June, 1871
1 July, 1866... 30 June, 1871
1 July, 1867...  130  June, 1872
... ... 1 July, 1867...
DOWNS DISTRICT.
1 Jan,  1866...
R. and J. Logan ... ... ...
R. R. C. Robertson ...
J. H. Keys and W. 0. Hetherington
G. Bowman ... ... ... ...
S. Cox... ... ... ... ...
1 Jan., 1866...
1 Jan., 1866...
1 Jan., 1866...
1 Jan., 1866...
1 Jan., 1866...
1 Jan., 1866...
1 Jan., 1866...
1 Jan., 1866...
1 Jan., 1866...
1 Jan., 1866...
1 Jan.. 1866...
1 Jan., 1866...
1 Jan., 1866...
1 Jan.. 1866...
1 Jan., 1866...
1 Jan., 1866...
1 Jan., 1866...
30 June, 1872
30 June, 1872
30 June, 1872
30 June, 1872
30 June, 1872
30 June, 1872
aQ.
Rent
now Assessed.
£ 8. d.
12 37 10
10 15 0
30 50 0
31 60 0
17 25 0
23 25 0
23 25 0
30 75 0
31 87 10
60 125 0
34 41 13
31 50 0
24 71 13
30 62 10
14 37 10
31 61 10
24 50 0
25 37 10
31 Dec., 1870 ... 250 0 0
31 Dec., 1870 ... 150 0 0
31 Dec., 1870 ... 190 0 0
31 Dec., 1870 29 141 13 4
31 Dec., 1870  ...  235 0 0
31 Dec., 1870 260 260 0 0
31 Dec., 1870 162 340 0 0
31 Dec.,  1870 85 133 6 8
31  Dec.,  1870 385 385 0 0
31 Dec., 1870  101 133 6 8
31 Dec., 1870 ... 300 0 0
31 Dec., 1870 ...  33 6 8
31 Dec., 1870 ..,  66 13 4
31 Dec., 1870 ...  85 0 0
31 Dec., 1870 ...  283 6 8
31 Dec., 1870 .. 41 13 4
31 Dec., 1870 ... 50 0 0
31 Dec., 1870 ... 100 0 0
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 6th September, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that the interests of the previous occupants in the
undermentioned Runs of Crown Lands has been transferred, during the quarter ending the
31st ultimo, with the sanction of the Government, to the persons hereinafter particularised.
A. C. GREGORY, Surveyor-General.
Transferror . Transferree . Name of Run. District.
Josey and Faircloth... James Josey ... ... Sections 982, 995, 994, 983, 984, and 1,023 ... Moreton.
William Hendren ... Edwin Bonney ... Sections 37, 38, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 130, Moreton.
and 131
T
O be Sold by Auction, by the order of the Collector of Customs, at the Custom Qouse, Rockhampton,
at Noon on the 1st October, 1866, Overtime Goods in Her Majesty's Bonded Warehouse, 3rd
September, 1866.
Date of
Bonding. ship .  Master. Whence. By Whom Warehoused .  Marks .  Description and Quantity of Goods.
1861.
Sept .  23 ... Clarence  ...  Cattier Brisbane  I. Bird  ... ... ...  W 15  2 cases  brandy ,  281 gallons.
1862.
Sept. 15 ... Balclutha ... Trouton Sydney N. Thozet... ... ...  Z 42 5 cases cordials , 134 gallons.
Nov. 11 ... Hirondell ... Bedford ditto ditto ... ... ... A 48 3 „ „  41 a gallons.
1863.
Mar. 21  ...  Marion Renny  Delaney ditto  Henriques and Co.
April 6 ...  Boomerang  ... Ch4tfield ditto  M. Bergin and Co. ...
April 6 ... ditto ... ditto ditto ditto ..
June 5 Deva Ar iold  ditto Haynes ,  Bertram, and Co.
June 5 ... ditto ... ditto ditto ditto ... ...
June  20 ... Clarence  ...  Cottier Brisbane  H. Hunter and Co. ...
(Signed)
Custom House,
Rockhampton, 3rd September, 1866.
I 60 5 cases brandy ,  8s-1 gallons.
M 61 20 3419 gallons.
R 61 5 83 4 gallons.
G 65 1  hhd and 1  qr-cask brandy, 89
gallons.
H 65 144 cases  brandy 2471  gallons.
K66 5 cases Geneva, 1711 gallons.
W. J. BROWN,
Sub-Collector.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1866.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to direct that in accordance with the provisions of the  Pastoral,
Leases Act of  1863, the unexpired terms of the Leases of the Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described,
which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, shall be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the
Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 1st day of October, 1866.
The Upset Price shall be Ten Shillings per square mile, according to the estimated area in each
case, and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the periods of the leases that may be current
at the time of sale, ending respectively as follows :-Hogonthulla No. 3, first term of four years ending
30th June,  1868; Lower Maranoa No. 1, second term of five years ending 31st December, 1868.
The Rent of each block respectively for the succeeding terms of the leases, as per schedule annexed
after the above dates will be appraised as provided in the 24th clause of the above-mentioned Act, or the
Pastoral Assessment Act of  1864.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's Rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each block.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below, shall be allowed six months
to stock the country, failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon, as
prescribed by the Act, the Lease may be cancelled.
The instruments of Lease will be delivered to the purchaser, on receipt through the local
Commissioner, of a declaration that the Run has been stocked in accordance with the provisions of the
Pastoral Leases Act.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE  AUCTION ROOMS OF ARTHUR MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, OF THE FOLLOWING
RUNS, ON MONDAY, THE 1ST DAY OF OCTOBER, 1866.
NAME OF RUN .  DISTRICT.
w
W DESCRIPTION OF BOUNDARIES.
Name of Proprietor.
A
M O
z E a
w a
G WW  a
S.  £ s. d.
1 Hogonthulla, Warrego 63 Commencing at a gum tree marked All under 12 years 30 June, 1878 10 18 18 0
No. 3 broad-arrow in triangle. on right bank of the
Hogonthulla Creek, ten miles above its confluence
with the Warrego River, bounded thence on the
west by a north line about ten miles and a quarter
to the Warrego River, at a spot about  fifty chains
west of an apple tree marked broad-arrow in
triangle; thence on the north by the aforesaid
river upwards five miles east in a right line ;
thence on the east by a south line about twelve
miles seventy chains to the Hogonthulla Creek, at
a box tree marked AIII under broad-arrow in
triangle ; thence on the south by the last named
creek downwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described.
2 Lower Maranoa, Maranoa 25 Commencing at a point at the left bank of the Lower 7 years 31 December, 10 7 10 0
No. 1 Maranoa River, where there is a guin sapling 1873
marked DV under broad-arrow in triangle, being
also the southern corner of Drysdale Ponds No. 5
Run; bounded thence on the north-west by a
north-east line six miles and seven chains ; and
thence on the north-east by a south-east line
five miles ; thence on the south-east by a south-
west line five miles and sixty-six chains to the
Maranoa River, at a bastard gum tree marked Ml
under broad-arrow in triangle, being also the
western corner of the Clearwater Run, and thence
on the south-west by the said river upwards to the
marked tree hereinbefore first described.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.TAKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of-the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named
in each case.
F. O. DARVALL,  Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land.
Subdivision 4 of suburban allotment 5 of section 4, con-
taining 1 rood 32 perches ; county, Aubigny; parish,
Drayton  ;town, Toowoomba
Subdivisions 1A, 2A, 3A, and 4A of portion ,50, containing
2 roods 4 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North
Brisbane
Subdivisions A and B of allotment 10 of portion 5 ;
containing together 7 acres 1 rood 18 perches ;
county, Stanley ; parish, Toombul
Allotment 9 of section 49 ; containing 1 rood ; county,
Stanley ; parish and town, Ipswich
Subdivision 1 of eastern stburban portions 9 and  10;
containing 34 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish,
North Brisbane
Allotments 8, 9, and 10 of section 28, containing in all
2 roods 28 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish and
town, North Brisbane
Western half of portion 11, containing 20 acres ; county,
Stanley ; parish, Moggill
UPSET
DATE OF E%PI- PRICE
RATION OF PER
LEASE. SQUARE
MILE.
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged
Vincent Frederick Ransome, 15th October, 1866.
as Devisee in trust with
powers of sale
Caroline Amelia Brown Ditto
Adam Zimmerle Ditto
William Storey Ditto
Frederick Hingston Ditto
James John Falconer, as 15th November, 1866.
Attorney for the Bank of
Australasia
William Hardgrave, and 15th October, 1866.
Elizabeth Hardgrave
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I N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that theundermentioned Deeds of Assignment have been registered in this Office:-
No. Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties.
60 1866. Between Joshua Jenyns, of Ann street, Forti-
10th September. tude Valley, near Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, ironmonger, of the first part ;
and the said Joshua Jenyns and Thomas
Morrow, of the same place, trading as grocers
and provision merchants, under the style or
firm of Jenyns and Co.. of the second part ;
Armand Ranniger and Robert Bulcock, of the
city of Brisbane aforesaid, merchants (trustees
for the purposes in the Deed of Assignment
mentioned), of the third part ; and the several
persons and bodies corporate who have, by
themselves or their agents, executed the said
Deed of Assignment, being creditors of the
said Joshua Jenyns and Thomas Morrow, and
whose names are mentioned in the schedule
attached to the said Deed of Assignment, of
the third part.
61 1st September. Between Andrew Walker, of Toowoomba, in the
Colony of Queensland, storekeeper,.of the first
part ; Robert Muter Stewart and William
Newton, both of Brisbane, in the said Colony,
merchants (trustees for the purposes in the
Deed of Assignment mentioned), of the
second part ; and the several persons and
bodies corporate who have, by themselves
or their agents, executed the said Deed of
Assignment, being creditors of the said
Andrew Walker, and whose names are
mentioned in the schedule attached to the
said Deed of Assignment, of the third part.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
WIDE BAY BAR.TWO White Beacons, which an be seen fromthe rock off Double Island Point, are now
erected as leading marks through the North
channel over Wide Bay Bar ; a Red Buoy is also
placed at the extreme of the Spit running to the
S.E., off the south end of Great Sandy Island.
The Inner or Westernmost Beacon is 36 feet
high, and is placed on Inskip Point ; the Eastern-
most or Outer Beacon is 33 feet high, and is
placed on Hook Point, the south extreme of Great
Sandy Island. The Red Buoy is can-shaped, and
is moored in three fathoms.
Directions.-Steer  N.W. by N. from abreast
Double Island Point until the two Beacons bear
about S.W. by W., when they will be almost in
line ; then haul up, keeping this line of bearing-
the Inner Beacon just touching, and to the south-
ward of, the Outer Beacon-until the Red Buoy is
sighted ; when haul up, and pass midway between
the Buoy and the break on the south side of the
channel.
By following these directions, the bar will be
crossed in three fathoms at low water.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, 20th August, 1866.
NOTICE.
TO IMPORTERS OF GUNPOWDER.AFTER this date, all consignments of morethan twelve barrels of Powder, arriving
in the Port of Moreton Bay, are to be lodged in
the Magazine at Eagle Farm Flats ; and until such
Powder is discharged, every vessel having on board
more than the above number of barrels belonging
to any one person is, in accordance with the Port
Regulations, to remain below Eagle Farm Flats.
N.B.-The attention of importers.of Gunpowder
is drawn to clause 3 of 7 William IV., No. 7,
which directs that any transfer or sale of Powder
Nature
and Effect of Deed. Date of Registration.
Deed of Assignment
of all the estate
and effects of
the said Joshua
Jenyns and
Thomas Morrow,
in trust for the
benefit of the
creditors of the
said Joshua
Jenyns and
Thomas Morrow.
Lodged at the
Office of the Re-
gistrar of the
Supreme Court,
this thirteenth
day of Septem-
ber, A.D. 1866,
at the hour of
Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon,
and entered same
day.
Deed of Assignment
of all the estate
and effects of
the said Andrew
Walker, in trust
for the benefit of
the creditors of
the said Andrew
Walker.
Lodged at the
Office of the Re-
gistrar of the
Supreme Court,
this fourteenth
day of Septem-
ber, A.D. 1866,
at the hour of
Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon,
and entered same
day.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
deposited in the Magazine is to be immediately
reported, in writing, to the Ordnance Storekeeper.
To prevent delay, it is necessary that the Certifi-
cate of such sale should accompany the Requisition
for the delivery of the Powder ; and also, that the
brands given in any Requisition for Powder should
correspond with those by which the Powder was
described when it was placed in the Magazine.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office,  22nd August, 1866.
NOTICE.
O
N the day of departure  of each steamer from
this Port, the Agent  for the vessel is required
to give notice to the Chief Clerk, in the Long
Room, of the hour at which  she is to leave the
Wharf, and no goods intended  for exportation
from  the Colony shall be shipped  on board any
steamer  previously  to due entries for the same
being passed ,  under  the 34th  section, 9  Victoria,
N o. 15.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector  of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 6tb August, 1866.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
AT a Sitting of the above Court, holden at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on Friday,
the seventh day of September, A.D. one thousand
eight hundred and sixy-six, before His Honor
JAMES COCKLE, Esquire, Chief Justice of Queens-
land, and Judge of the said Vice-Admiralty Court
of Queensland,-Mr Paul moved the admission of
William Edward Murphy, gentleman, one, &c., of
the Supreme Court of Queensland, as an Attorney,
Solicitor, and Proctor of the Vice-Admiralty Court
of Queensland. Admitted accordingly.
The Court was then adjourned to WEDNES.
DAY, 10th October, 1866.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
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VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
IT is hereby notified, that His Honor the ChiefJustice and Judge of the Vice-Admiralty
Court, has appointed GILBERT WRIGHT, Esquire, to
act as Registrar during the temporary absence of
the Registrar, on the Northern Circuit, as Associate
to the Chief Justice.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
NOTICE.
.L
TO the Owners of Tenements on QUEEN STREET,
fr om George  street to Wharf street ; RoMA
STREET, from  the City boundary to Ann street ;
ALBERT STREET, from Ann  street to  Queen  street ;
GEORGE STREET, from Queen street to Alice street ;
and the private  streets, courts ,  lanes ,  and alleys
opening thereto.-The Main  Pipe in the said streets
being laid  down , the Owners  of all Tenements
situate as above, are  hereby required, on or before
the first day of October  next, to cause service pipes
to be laid  so as  to supply water from the main pipe
within such  premises.
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Secretary.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane , 13th September, 1866.
PETTIGREW v. STABLER. ,
T
o ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.--Take
Notice, that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff in
the above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest, of, in, and to, all that piece or
parcel of Land, containing by admeasurement
thirty-two perches, be the same more or less,
situate in the county of Stanley, parish of South
Brisbane, being subdivision one hundred and six
of portion two hundred and nineteen ;-commencing
at the south-east corner of subdivision one hundred
and five ; and bounded thence on the.south by a
private road bearing  east one chain  to another
private road ; on the east by that road bearing
north two chains ; on the north by the southern
boundary of subdivision eighty-nine bearing west
one chain ; and on the west by the eastern boun-
dary of subdivision one hundred and five by a line
bearing south two chains to the point of com-
mencement : being part of the land sold on the
13th June, one thousand eight hundred and
sixty- one, as lot  seventy-two, in pursuance of
Proclamation of 2nd May, one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-one, which lot is  also delineated
as portion number two hundred and nine in the
public map of the said parish, deposited in the
office of the Surveyor-General.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement two roods and twenty-six perches,
be the same more or less, situate in the county of
Stanley, and parish of Enoggera, being subdivision
one of the land contained in Certificate of Title
No. 5855 ;-Commencing on Enoggera Creek at the
north-west corner of the portion ; and bounded
thence on the north three chains and ninety-five
links of the north boundary line of that portion
bearing east  to the Sandgate Road ; on the east
by that  road bearing south nineteen degrees east
one chain  thirty-six and four-tenths links ; on the
south by a line at right  angles to  that road three
chains and nineteen links  westerly to Enoggera
Creek ;  and on  the west by that creek upwards
to the point of commencement,
Also, equity of redemption of all that piece of
Land, containing  by admeasurement one rood
fourteen  and one-half perches, be the same a little
more  or less , situated in the county of Stanley,
parish of South Brisbane, being subdivisions Nos.
22 and 23 of  'portion two hundred and  eleven ;-
Commencing  at the north- east corner  of the said
portion ; and bounded thence on the north by a
Government road one chain wide bearing west two
chains and eighty-two links ; on the west by part
of subdivision number twenty-four by a line
,fearing south one chain and twenty -four links ;
on the south by subdivision twenty-one by a line
bearing east two chains and seventy-one links to
the Ipswich Road ; and on the east by that road
bearing north five degrees fifty minutes east one
chain twenty-four links to the point of com-
mencement : being part of the land sold on the
13th of March, one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-one, as lot number twelve, in pursuance of
the Proclamation of the 12th of February, one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-one, which said
lot number twelve is also delineated as portion two
hundred and eleven in the public map of said
parish.
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
public auction, at the Royal Hotel, Queen street,
Brisbane, on SATURDAY, the 20th day of
October next, at Twelve o'clock noon, unless this
execution is previously satisfied.
EDWARD HACKING,
Under Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 13th September, 1866.
WALLACE AND ANOTHER v. HART AND
ANOTHER.T .L OALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-TakeL Notice, that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiffs
in the above action, and that all Defendants' right,
title, and interest, of, in, and to, all that piece of
Land, containing by admeasurement 76 acres, be the
same  more or less, situated in the county of Lennox,
parish of Denison, portion 47, in the Maryborough
Agricultural Reserve No. 1,-Commencing at the
north of Myrtle Creek, and bounded thence on the
west by a line bearing north 55 chains and 30 links ;
on the north by a line bearing east 15 chains ; on
the east by a line bearing south 40 chains 45 links
to the River Mary ; and on the south by that river
to the point of commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement 154 perches, be the same more or
less, situated in the county of March, parish and
town of Maryborough, being subdivision No. 1 of
allotment 15 of section No. 71; Commencing at the
north-west corner of allotment 16, and bounded
thence on the north-west by the south-east boun-
dary line of John street north-easterly 50 links ; on
the north-east by the south-west boundary line of
subdivision No. 2 south-easterly 1 chain and 97
links ; on the south-east by the north-west boundary
line of subdivision No. 3 south-westerly parallel
with John street 50 links ; and on the south-west
by the north-east boundary line of allotment No.
16 north-westerly 1 chain and 97 links to the point
of commencement.
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at the Royal Hotel, Maryborough,
on SATURDAY, the 20th October, 1866, at
Twelve o'clock noon, unless this execution is
previously satisfied.
EDWARD HACKING,
Under Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Hutchins, of
Ipswich, storekeeper.WHEREAS the said Thomas Hutchins was, onthe 28th day of August, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the
11th day of October, A.D. 1866, - to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 14th day of September,
A. D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Adsignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of George Wight, of
Brisbane, printer.
WHEREAS the said George Wight was,1 1 on  the 16t  day of Au ust, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 11th day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 14th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Alfred Grey Sloper,
of Spring Hill.
WHEREAS the said Alfred Grey Sloper was, on
1 1 the 16th day of August, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third
Public Sitting, to be holden before. me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 11th day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his 'Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 11th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Standen and Piper, of
Brisbane.WHEREAS the said Standen and Piperwere, on the 14th day of August,
A.D. 1866, adjudged to be Insolvent, I hereby
appoint a Third Public Sitting, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the 11th day of
October, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvents;
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct, for
the Insolvents to make an application for their
Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 11th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Bell, of
Brisbane.
WHEREAS the said Thomas  Bell  was, on
the 27th day of August, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the 11th
day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvent,
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct, for the
Insolvent to make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 11th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER  RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Herbert Evans, of
Warwick.
WHEREAS the said Herbert Evans was, onthe 30th day of July, A.D. 1866, djudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third
Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 11th day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane the 11th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Watts, of
Brisbane.WHEREAS the said William Watts was,on the 26th day of July, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 18th day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 11th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Reginald Clarence
Baptist, of Brisbane.WHEREAS the said Reginald ClarenceBaptist was, on the 24th d y of August,
A.D. 1866, adjudged to be an Insolvent, I
hereby appoint a Third Public Sitting, to be
holden before me, at the Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the 11th day of October,
A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the
last examination of the Insolvent, and unless the
Court shall otherwise direct, for the Insolvent to
make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 11th day of September,
A. D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Wallis, of
Brisbane, baker.
HEREAS the said James Wallis was, onW the 8th day of September,  A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 17th day of September, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
SATURDAY, the 27th day of October, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 8th day of September, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Robert Arthur Pollock,
of South Brisbane, butcher.
WHEREAS the said Robert Arthur Pollock
1' was, on the 7th day of September, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 17th day of September, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vent up to the time of passing his last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a
Second Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place,
on MONDAY, the 15th day of October, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 7th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Quinton and Costin, of
South Brisbane, storekeepers.W WE hereby give notice, that we shall, onthe20th day of September next, apply to His
Honor the Judge in Insolvency that a Certificate
under the  Insolvency Act of 1864 be granted to us.
QUINTON AND COSTIN.
September 6th, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the matter of the Insolvent Estate of Benjamin
Benjamin, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, draper.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Certificate of
Discharge, under the  Insolvency Act of  1864,
was, on Thursday, the ninth day of August last,
duly granted to the abovenamed Insolvent.
Dated this thirteenth day of September, A.D.1866.
WILLIAM EDWARD MURPHY,
Attorney for the said Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Henry Loveday, formerly of
Drayton, in the Colony of Queensland, but
late of Tbtnes,inthe County of Devon, England,
gentleman , deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fou teen days from th  publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this honorable Court,
in its  Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Letters of
Administration, with exemplification of Probate of
the Will of the said deceased annexed, may be
granted to Frederick Rawlins, of Drayton, in the
Colony aforesaid, the duly constituted Attorney of
Julia Mary Loveday and Sarah Rindle Beazley,
the Executrices named in the Will of the said
deceased.
Dated this twelfth day of September, A.D. 1866.
JOHN OCOCK,
Proctor for Frederick  Rawlins,
By his  Agent, ARTHUR MACALISTER,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Francis John Earl, late of Hidden
Valley, in the Colony of Queensland, grazier,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this honorable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Letters of
Administration of the goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed deceased, may be granted
to James Earl, brother and next of kin of the
said deceased.
Dated this 14th day of September,  in.  1866.
EDWIN NORRIS,
Proctor for Applicant, Bowen,
By ARTHUR MACALISTER, his Agent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Panton, late of Ipswich, in the
Colony of Queensland, Esquire, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after fourteen
i ' days from the publication hereof in the
Queensland Government Gazette,  application will
be made to the Supreme Court, in its Ecclesiastical
Jurisdiction, that Probate of the last Will and
Testament of the abovenamed deceased, John
Panton, may be granted to Isabella Frederica
Panton, the Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated the eighth day of September, A.D. 1866.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Proctor for the said Executrix,
Brisbane street, Ipswich
By his Agents, KEANE AND FOWLES,
Queen street, Brisbane.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.T E subscription to the Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published
once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
lately subsisting between Robert Miller and
Alfred G. Covey, trading at Breakfast Creek, near
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, as sawyers
and timber merchants, was on the thirteenth day of
September instant dissolved by mutual consent ;
and that all debts due and owing to or by the
said late firm are to be received and paid by Robert
Miller.
Dated at Brisbane, this 13th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ROBERT MILLER.
The mark k of
ALFRED G. COVEY.
Witness to the Signatures of Robert Miller, and
Alfred G. Covey-Joan R. Fox, Milton.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
which has for some time past been carried
on by August Helfrich and Charles Humburg,
under the firm of Helfrich and Humburg, at
Leichhardt street, Spring Hill, Brisbane, in the
trade or business of tinsmiths and plumbers, was
this day dissolved by mutual consent. The
business will in future be carried on by the said
August Helfrich.
As witness our hands, this seventh day of
September, 1866.
AUGUST HELFRICH.
CHARLES HUMBURG.
Witness-W. H. WILSON, Solicitor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
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IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Eton Vale,
4th, August 1866. (Wrongly described.)
One brown horse, like J W near shoulder, F C or F G off
shoulder, star and stripe, hind feet white.
Also from Westbrook, 22nd August, 1866. (Wrongly
described.)
One dark chesnut mare, like R W over .i q conjoined
near shoulder, small star, and streak.
If not released on or before the 28th September, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Pikedale, 4th
September, 1866, by order of Donald Gunn, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 8s. 4d. per head.
One grey mare, W in circle near shoulder.
One iron-grey mare, JK conjoined near shoulder.
One brown  filly, star and snip, like diamond off shoulder.
One bay colt, star, near hind foot white, like HM near
shoulder.
One chesnut colt, like C in circle off shoulder, like P off
rump.
One bay filly, star, off hind foot white, P over DM near
shoulder.
One bay horse, star and snip, D near shoulder, P near
ribs.
One chesnut horse, blaze, near hind foot white, triangle
near shoulder, like anchor off shoulder.
One brown colt, like WZ over 2 near shoulder, star,
hind feet white.
One black horse, JC off shoulder.
If not released on or before Tuesday, 2nd October,
1866, will be sold on that day, at noon; to defray
expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Mr. Thomas Kelly's
paddock, Threetmile Creek. Trespass, is. per
head.
One red cow, hole off ear, PK over T of rump.
One red and white steer, like CF off ribs.
One yellow and white heifer, top off off ear and split, TS
off rump and ribs.
If not released on or before 2nd October, 1866, will be
sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook,
j August 22nd, 1866. (Wrongly described.)
One iron-grey mare, like 7 or T over BN or BL near
shoulder, like MM over 44 or LL off shoulder, silver
mane and tail.
If not released on or before the 28th September, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, fromRosenthal, 30th
August, by order of L. E.  Lester,  Esq. Driving,
is. 8d. per head. (Wrongly described in former
advertisement.)
One brown horse, star and snip, K C near shoulder, K C
near rump, like P over J H of shoulder.
If not released on or before Friday, 28th September,
1866, will be sold to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
1
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Rosenthal, 10th
September, by order of L. E. Lester,. Esq.
Driving expenses, 1s. 8d. per head.
One bay horse, I S near shoulder and saddle, N off
shoulder , star  and snip.
One black horse, white face, hind feet white, like over
M over T F near shoulder, like R off shoulder, scar,
near rump, spots near cheek.
One brown horse, F near thigh and off shoulder, star.
If not released on or before Tuesday, 16th October,
1866, will be sold on that day, at noon, to defray  expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Weelwandangie byP. McIntosh, Esq. Driving expenses 4s. 2d. per
head.
One dark grey horse, T H near shoulder like S (reversed)
off shoulder.
Same date, from Cardbeign, by A. B. Buchanan, Esq.
Driving is. 2d. per head.
One brown horse, J G near shoulder, like W over M
near thigh.
Same date from Glenlee, by S. B. Morison, Esq.
Driving 4s. 2d. per head, and £5 damages on entire.
One bay mare, bald face, near hind and two fore feet
white, P near shoulder.
One black or brown horse, small star, like T over B R
near shoulder.
One brown cob horse, shortish tail, like A over W D near
shoulder, like N sideways behind shoulder blade
near side.
One flea-bitten grey mare, M K off shoulder, heart near
thigh, like W W near shoulder.
One bay mare, T E near thigh, horse foal at foot
unbranded.
One grey entire, like 2 near shoulder.
One black or brown horse, like A I near shoulder.
If not released on or before 28th September, 1866, will
be sold.
WILLIAM H. BARNETT, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
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I IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
jj of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the subjoined Despatches,
received from the Secretary of State for the
Colonies.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
I.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing street,
29th June, 1866.
Six,
Her Majesty being fully determined to observe
the duties of neutrality during the existing hostilities
between the Emperor of Austria, the King of Prussia,
the King of Italy, and the German Confederation, and
being moreover resolved to prevent, as far as possible,
the use of Her Majesty's harbors, ports, and coasts, and
the waters within Her Majesty's territorial jurisdiction,
in aid of the warlike purposes of either belligerent, has
commanded me to communicate to you, for your guidance,
the following rules, which are to be treated and enforced
as Her Majesty's orders and directions.
Her Majesty is pleased further to command that these
rules shall be put in force in the United Kingdom and in
the Channel Islands on and after the fourth day of July,
and in Her Majesty's territories and possessions beyond
the seas six days after the day when the Governor or
other chief authority of each of such territories or posses-
sions respectively shall have notified and published the
same ; stating in such notification that the said rules are
to be obeyed by all persons within the same territories
and possessions.
During the continuance of the present hostilities, all
ships of war of either belligerent are prohibited from
making use of any port or roadstead in the, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, or in the Channel
Islands, or in any of Her Majesty'a colonies or foreign
possessions or dependencies, or of any waters subject to
the territorial jurisdiction of the British Crown, as a
station or place of resort for any warlike purpose, or for
the purpose of obtaining any facilities of warlike equip-
ment ; and no ship of war of either belligerent shall here-
after be permitted to sail out of or leave any port, road-
stead, or waters subject to British jurisdiction, from
which any vessel of the other belligerent (whether the
same shall be a ship of war or a merchant ship) shall
have previously departed, until after the expiration of at
least twenty-four hours from the departure of such last.
mentioned vessel beyond the territorial jurisdiction of
Her Majesty.
2. If any ship of war of either belligerent shall, after
the time when this order shall be first notified and put
in force in the United Kingdom and in the Channel
Islands, and in the several colonies and foreign posses-
sions and dependencies of Her Majesty respectively,
enter any port, roadstead, or waters belonging to Her
Majesty, either in the United Kingdom, or in the
Channel Islands, or in any of Her Majesty's
colonies or foreign possessions or dependencies, such
vessel shall be required to depart and to put to sea
within twenty-four hours after her entrance into such
port, roadstead, or waters, except in case of stress of
weather, or of her requiring provisions or things neces-
sary for the subsistence of her crew, or repairs ; in either
of which cases the authorities of the port or of the nearest
port (as the case may be) shall require her to put to sea as
soon as possible after the expiration of such period of
twenty-four hours, without permitting her to take in
supplies, beyond what may be necessary for her - imme-
diate use ; and no such vessel which may have been
allowed to remain within British waters for the purpose
of repair shall continue in any such port, roadstead, or
waters, for a longer period tkan twenty-four hours after
her necessary repairs shall have been completed. Pro-
vided, nevertheless, that in all cases in which there shall
be any vessels (whether ships of war or merchant ships)
of the said belligerent parties in the same port, road-
stead, or waters, within the territorial jurisdiction of
Her Majesty, there shall be an interval of not less than
twenty-four hours between the departure therefrom of
any such vessel (whether a ship of war or a merchant
ship) of the one belligerent, and the subsequent departure
therefrom of any ship of war of the other belgerent ;
and the time hereby limited for the departure of such
ships of war respectively, shall always, in case of necessity,
be extended so far as may be requisite for giving effect
to this proviso, but not further or otherwise.
3. No ship of war of either belligerent shall hereafter
be permitted, while in any port, roadstead, or waters
subject to the territorial jurisdiction of Her Majesty, to
tare in any supplies, except provisions and such other
things as may be requisite for the subsistence of her crew,
and except so much coal only as may be sufficient to
carry such vessel to the nearest port of her own country,
or to some nearer destination ; and no coal shall again
be supplied to any such ship of war in the same or any
other port, roadstead, or waters subject to the territorial
jurisdiction of Her Majesty without special permission,
until after the expiration of three months from the time
when such coal may have been last supplied to her within
British waters as aforesaid.
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April, 1867.
4. Armed ships of either party are interdicted from Marks.
carrying prizes made  by them into the ports, harbors, Language, Literature, and History of
roadsteads ,  or waters  of the United Kingdom or any of Greece ... ... ... ... ... 750
Her Majesty 's colonies or possessions  abroad. 3) Rome ... 750
I have, &c., France... 375
ED. CARDWELL. 71 Germany 375
. „ „ Italy ... 375
SIR,
II.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing Street,
6th July, 1866.
I have the honor to inform you, that Her
Majesty has been pleased to entrust to my care, as
one of the Principal Secretaries of State, the Seals
of the Colonial Department.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
Governor Sir G. F. Bowen, G .C.M.G.,
&c., &c., &c.
III.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing Street,
7th July, 1866.
I transmit to you, at the request of  the Civil
Service Commissioners ,  the enclosed Regulations
for an Examination of Candidates for the Civil
Service of India, which is to take place in the
month of April, 1867.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
Governor Sir G. F. Bowen , G.C.M.G.,
&c., &c., &c.
EXAMINATIONS FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE
OF INDIA.
REGFIILATIONs FOR THE OPEN COMPETITION OF 1867.1
1. On Tuesday, April 9th, 1867, and following days,
an examination of candidates will be held in London.
Not less than candidates will be selected, if so
many shall be found duly qualified. Of these
will be selected for the Presidency of Bengal, [
for the Upper Provinces, and for the Lower Pro-
vinces,] for that of Madras, and for that of
Bombay.2 Notice will hereafter be given of the days
and place of examination.
2. Any natural born subject of Her Majesty, who
shall be desirous of entering the Civil Service of India,
will be entitled to be examined at such examination,
provided he shall, on or before the 1st of February, 1867,
have transmitted to the Civil Service Commissioners,
Dean's Yard, London, S.W.-
(a) A certificate of his birth, shewing that his age
on the 1st March, 1867, will be above seventeen
years and under twenty-one years ;
(b) A certificate, signed by a physician or surgeon,
of his having no disease, constitutional affec-
tion, or bodily infirmity, unfitting him for the
Civil Service of India ;
(c) Satisfactory proof of good moral character ;
(d) A statement of those of the branches of know-
ledge hereinafter enumerated in which he
desires to be examined. 3
3. In any case in which a doubt may arise as to the
eligibility of a candidate in respect of age, health, of
character, such inquiries as may be necessary will be
instituted by the Civil Service Commissioners.
4. The examination will take place only in the follows
ing branches of knowledge : Marks.
Language, Literature, and History of
England-Composition ... ... 500
History, including that of the Laws and
Constitution ... ... 500
Language and Literature ... ... ... 500
1,500
1 The regulations are liable to be altered in future years.
The number of appointments to be made, and the number in
each Presidency, In., will be announced hereafter.
a Candidates are at liberty to send in their names and evidence
of age as soon  as they think fit to do so; but evidence of health
and character must bear date not earlier than the 1st January,
1867.
4 It should be understood that candidates are at liberty to
alame at their pleasure any or all of these branches of knowledge,
and that no subjects are  obligatory.
Mathematics, Pure and Mixed . ...1250
Natural Science ; that is, (1) Chemistry,
including Heat, (2) Electricity and
Magnetism, (3) Geology and Mineral-
ogy, (4) Zoology, (5) Botany .. 500
*** The total (500 marks) may be  obtained
by adequate proficiency in any one or
more of the five branches of knowledge
included under this head.
Moral Sciences ; that is, Logic, Mental and
Moral Philosophy .. ... ... 500
Sanskrit Language and Literature  ... 375
Arabic Language and Literature ... ... 375
5. The merit of the persons examined will  be esti-
mated by marks, and the number set opposite to each
branch in the preceding regulations denotes the greatest
number of marks that can be obtained in respect of it.
6. No candidate will be allowed any marks in  respect
of any subject of examination,  unless  he shall be con-
sidered to possess  a competent knowledge  of that subject.'
7. The examination will be conducted by means of
printed questions and written  answers,  and  by  viva voce
examination, as may be deemed necessary.
8. The marks obtained by each candidate,  in respect
of each of the subjects in which he shall have been
examined, will be added up, and the names of the
candidates who shall have obtained a greater aggregate
number of marks than any of the remaining candidates
will be set forth in order of merit, and such candidates
shall be deemed to be selected candidates for the Civil
Service of India. They shall be permitted to choose,
according to the order in which they stand,  as long as
a choice remains, the Presidency (and in Bengal, the
division of the Presidency) to which they shall be
appointed.
9. Selected candidates before proceeding to India will
be on probation for two years, during which time they
will be examined periodically with the view of  testing
their progress in the following subjects2 :-
Marks.
1. Oriental  Languages :
Sanskrit ... .. .  500
Vernacular Languages of India (each) 400
2. The History and Geography  of India 350
3. Law ... ... ... ... ... 1250
4. Political Economy ... ...  350
In these examinations,  as in  the open competition, the
merit of the candidates examined will be estimated by
marks, and the number set opposite to each subject
denotes the greatest number of marks that can be
obtained in respect of it at any one examination. The
examination will be conducted by means of printed
questions and written answers, and by  viva voce  exami-
nation, as  may be deemed necessary. The marks
obtained at each of such periodical examinations will be
added to those previously or subsequently obtained.
The last of these examinations will be held at the close
of the second year of probation, and will be called the
"Final Examination." By the merit then shown it will
be decided whether a selected candidate is qualified for
the Civil Service of India.
10. No candidate will be permitted to proceed to
India until he shall have passed the final examination,
and received a certificate of qualification from the Civil
Service Commissioners, or after he shall have attained
the age of twenty-four years.
11. The selected candidates who at the final examina-
tion shall be found to have a competent knowledge of
the subjects specified in regulation 9, shall be adjudged
to have passed, and to be entitled to be appointed to the
Civil Service of India.
12. The seniority in the Civil Service of India of the
selected candidates shall be determined according to the
order in which they stand on the list resulting from the
final examination,
13. No person will, even after passing the  final exami-
nation,  be allowed to proceed to India  unless  he shall
comply with the regulations in force, at the time, for the
Civil Service of India, and shall be of sound bodily
health and good  moral  character. The Civil Service
" Nothing can be further from our wish than to hold out
"  premiums for knowledge  of wide surface  and of small  depth.
" We are of opinion  that a candidate ought to be allowed no credit
" at all for taking up a subject in which he is a mere smatterer."-
Report of Committee of 1854.
3 Full instructions as to the course of study to be pursued  will.
be issued to the successful candidate as soon as possible after the
result of the open competition is declared.
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Commissioners will require such further evidence on
these points as they may deem necessary before granting
their certificate of qualification.
14. Applications from persons desirous to be admitted
as candidates are to be addressed to the Secretary to the
Civil Service Commissioners, Dean's Yard, London S.W.
15th June, 1866.
NOTE-(l.)  The Secretary of State for India in Council
has authorised the Civil Service Commissioners to
state that it is his intention to allow the sum of
£100 for  the first year of probation, and  £200  for
the second year to each selected candidate who shall
have passed the required examinations to the satis-
faction of the Commissioners, and shall have com-
plied with such rules as may be laid down for the
guidance of selected candidates.
(2.) All selected candidates will be required, after
having passed the second periodical examination, to
attend at the India Office, to make the necessary
arrangements for entering into covenants (binding
themselves, amongst other things, to refund in certain
cases the amount of their allowance in the event of
their failing to proceed to India), and for giving a
bond ,for  £1,000,  jointly with two sureties, ,for the
due fulfilment of the same. The stamps payable by
civilians on their appointment amount to £3  10s.
(3.) Candidates rejected at the final examination
of  1869,  will in no case be allowed to present them-
selves for re-examination.
IV.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing  Street,
10th July, 1866.
SIR,
I enclose a copy of a Proclamation recently
issued by Her Majesty's command, in relation to
the war which has recently broken out between the
Emperor  of Austria, the King of Prussia, the King
of Italy, and the Germanic Confederation ; and I
have to instruct you to give all possible publicity to
this Proclamation, and to guide yourself in accord-
ance with  its requirements.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
Governor Sir G. F. Bowen, G.C.M.G.,
&c., &c., &c.
[Enclosure in the above.]
(Extract  from the  London Gazette  of Friday, the 29th
June, 1866.)
BY THE  QUEEN.
A PROCLAMATION.
VICTORIA, R.
WHEREAS We are happily at peace with all Sovereigns,
Powers and States ;
And whereas, notwithstanding Our utmost exertions
to preserve peace between all the sovereign powers and
states now at war, hostilities have unhappily commenced
between His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Austria,
His Majesty the King of Prussia, His Majesty the King
of Italy, and the Germanic Confederation ;
And whereas a state of war now exists between His
Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Austria, His Majesty
the King of Prussia, His Majesty the King of Italy, and
the Germanic Confederation, and between their respective
subjects and others inhabiting within their countries,
territories, or dominions ;
And whereas We are on terms of friendship and
amicable intercourse with all  and each of these Sove-
reigns, and with the Germanic Confederation, and with
their several subjects and others inhabiting within their
countries, territories, or dominions ;
And whereas great numbers of Our loyal subjects
reside and carry on commerce, and possess property and
establishments, and enjoy various rights and privileges,
within the dominions of each of the aforesaid sovereigns
and states, protected by the faith of treaties between
Us, and each of the aforesaid sovereigns and states ;
And whereas We, being desirous of preserving to Our
subjects the blessings of peace, which they now happily
enjoy, are firmly purposed and determined to abstain
altogether from taking any part, directly or indirectly,
in the war now unhappily existing between the said
sovereigns and states, their subjects and territories, and
to remain at peace with, and to maintain a peaceful and
friendly intercourse with, all and with each of them, and
their respective subjects, and others inhabiting within
any of their countries, territories, and dominions, and
to maintain a strict and impartial neutrality in the said
hostilities and war, unhappily existing between them ;
We, therefore, have thought fit, by and with the
advice of Our Privy Council, to issue this Our Royal
Proclamation.
And We do hereby strictly charge and command all
Our loving subjects to govern themselves accordingly,
and to observe a strict neutrality in and during the
aforesaid hostilities and war, and to abstain from violating
or contravening either the laws and statutes of the
realm in this behalf, or the law of nations in relation
thereto, as they will answer to the contrary at their
peril.
And whereas in and by a certain statute made and
passed in the fifty-ninth year of His Majesty King
George the Third, entitled  "An Act to prevent the
enlisting or engagement of His Majesty's subjects to serve
in a foreign service, and the fitting out or equipping in
His .Majesty's dominions, vessels for warlike purposes
without His Majesty's license,"  it is amongst other
things declared and enacted as follows :-" That if any
person within any part of the United Kingdom, or in
any part of His Majesty's dominions beyond the seas,
shall, without the leave and license of His Majesty, for
that purpose first had and obtained as aforesaid, equip,
furnish, fit out, or arm, or attempt or endeavor to equip,
furnish, fit out, or arm, or procure to be equipped,
furnished, fitted out, or, armed, or shall knowingly aid,
assist, or be concerned in the equipping, furnishing,
fitting out, or arming of any ship, or vessel, with intent
or in order that such ship or vessel shall be employed
in the service of any foreign prince, state, or potentate,
or of any foreign colony, province, or part of any pro-
vince or people, or of any person or persons exercising or
assuming to exercise any powers of government in or
over any foreign State, colony, province, or part of any
provice or people, as a transport or store-ship, or with
intent to cruize or commit hostilities against any prince,
state, or potentate, or against the subjects or citizens of
any prince, state, or potentate, or against the persons
exercising, or assuming to exercise, the powers of govern-
ment in any colony, province, or part of any province or
country, or against the inhabitants of any foreign colony,
province, or part of any province or country, with whom
His Majesty shall not then be at war, or shall, within
the United Kingdom, or any of His Majesty's dominions,
or in any settlement, colony, territory, island, or place,
belonging or subject to His Majesty, issue or deliver any
commission for any ship or vessel, to the intent that
such ship or vessel shall be employed as aforesaid, every
such person so offending shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and shall, upon conviction thereof, upon
any information or indictment, be punished by fine and
imprisonment, or either of them, at the discretion of the
court in which such offender shall be convicted ; and
every such ship or vessel, with the tackle, apparel, and
furniture, together with all the materials, arms, ammuni-
tion, and stores, which may belong to or be on board
of any such ship or vessel, shall be forfeited ; and it
shall be lawful for any officer of His Majesty's customs
or excise, or any officer of His Majesty's navy, who is
by law empowered' to make seizures fbr any forfeiture
incurred under any of the laws of customs or excise, or
the laws of trade or navigation, to seize such ships and
vessels aforesaid, and in such places and in such manner,
in which the officers of His Majesty's customs or excise,
and the officers of His Majesty's navy, are empowered
respectively to make seizures under the laws of customs
and excise, or under the laws of trade and navigation ;
and that every such ship and vessel, with the tackle,
apparel, and furniture, together with all the materials,
arms, ammunitions, and stores, which may belong to, or
be on board of such ship or vessel, may be prosecuted,
and condemned, in the like manner, and in such courts
as ships or vessels may be prosecuted and condemned
for any breach of the laws made for the protection of
the revenues of customs and excise, or of the laws of
trade and navigation."
And it is, in and by the said Act, further enacted,
"That if any person in any part of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, or in any part of His
Majesty's dominions beyond the seas, without the leave
and license of His Majesty for that purpose first had and
obtained as aforesaid, shall, by adding to the number of
the guns of such vessel, or changing those on board for
other guns, or by the addition of any equipment for war,
increase or augment, or procure to be increased or
augmented, or shall be knowingly concerned in increasing
Of  augmenting, the war-like force of any ship or vessel
of war, or cruizer, or other armed vessel, which, at the
time of her arrival in any part of the United Kingdom,
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or any of His Majesty's dominions, was a ship of war,
cruizer, or armed vessel, in the service of any foreign
prince, state, or potentate, or of any person or persons
exercising, or assuming to exercise, any powers of govern-
ment in or over any colony, province, or part of any pro-
vince or people belonging to the subjects of any such
prince, state, or potentate, or to the inhabitants of any
colony, province, or part of any province or country, under
the control of any person or persons so exercising, or
assuming to exercise, the powers of government, every
such person so offending shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and shall, upon being convicted thereof,
upon any information or indictment, be punished by
fine and imprisonment, or either of them, at the dis-
cretion of the court  before  which such offender shall be
convicted."
Now, in order that none of Our subjects may unwarily
render themselves liable to. the penalties imposed by
the said statute, We do hereby strictly command that
no person or persons whatsoever, do commit any act,
matter, or thing whatsoever contrary to the provisions of
the said statute, upon pain of the several penalties by
the said statute imposed, and of Our high displeasure.
And We do hereby further  warn  and admonish all
Our loving subjects, and all persons whatsoever entitled
to Our protection, to observe towards each and all of the
aforesaid sovereigns and states, their subjects and
territories, and towards all belligerents whatsoever,
with whom we are at peace, the duties of neutrality ;
and do respect, in all and each of them, the exercise of
those belligerent rights which We and Our Royal
Predecessors have always claimed to exercise.
And We do hereby further warn all Our loving
subjects, and all persons whatsoever entitled to Our
protection, that if any of them shall presume, in con-
tempt of this Our Royal Proclamation, and of Our high
displeasure, to do any acts in derogation of their duty
as subjects of a neutral Sovereign, in a war between
other Sovereigns and States, or in violation or contra-
vention of the law of nations in that behalf, as more
especially by breaking or endeavoring to break, any
blockade lawfully and actually established by or on
behalf of any or either of the said Sovereigns and States,
by carrying officers, soldiers, despatches, arms, ammuni-
tion, military stores or materials, or any article or articles
considered and deemed to be contraband of war,
according to the law or modern usages of nations, for
the use or service of any or either of the said sovereigns
and states, that all persons so offending, together with
their ships and goods, will rightfully incur, and be justly
liable to, hostile capture, and to the penalties denounced
by the law of nations in that behalf.
And We do hereby give notice, that all Our subjects
and persons entitled to Our protection who may mis-
conduct themselves in the premises, will do so at their
peril and of their own wrong ; and that they will in no
wise obtain any protection from Us against such
capture or such penalties as aforesaid, but will, on the
contrary, incur Our high displeasure by such misconduct.
Given at Our Court at Windsor, this twenty-seventh
day of June, in the year of Our Lord One
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, and in
the thirtieth year of Our reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
SIR,
V.
[CIRCULAR.
Downing street,
11th July, 1866.
[Enclosure  in the above.]
MR. HAMDLOND  to  THE UNDER SECRETARY  OF STATE,
COLONIAL OFFICE.
Foreign Office,
28th June, 1866.SIR,
I am directed by the Earl of Clarendon to transmit to
you a copy of a letter from the Italian Minister at this
Court ,  expressing a hope that the Itallian corvette
" Magenta,"  which  is at present engaged in a scientific
voyage  to the India and China Seas ,  may be considered
as a neutral vessel, and I am to request ,  that in laying the
same before Mr. Secretary Cardwell ,  you will  inform
him that the rules laid down in Lord Clarendon ' s letter
of the 26th instant ,  rspecting the treatment of belligerent
ships of war in British ports ,  should not ,  under the
circumstances of the case ,  be app lied to this vessel,
provided she abstains from any hostile operations against
the enemies  of Italy- I am, &c.,
(Signed) E. HAMMOND.
The Under Secretary of State,
&c., &c., &c.,
Colonial Office.
THE MARQUIS D'AZEGLIo  to  THE EARL OF CLARENDON.
Londres, ce 26 Juin, 1866.
49, Grosvenor street.
M. LE COMTE,
Sous la date du 2 Aout 1864, j'ai eu l'honneur de
porter a la connaissance due Comte Russell que la
corvette a vapeur de la Marine Royale Italienne
" Magenta," allait entreprendre un voyage dans la mer
des Indes et clans celles de la Chine et du Japon daps un
but scientifique et commercial. ,
A cet edet j'ai interesse les bons offices du Foreign
Office, a fin que cc batiment royal recut un accueil
favorable dans les possessions Anglaises, et put a
l'occasion &tre assiste par les Autorites Britanniques Bans
ces parages lointains.
Le Gouvernement du Roi vient maintenant de
m'informer qu'il a 1'espoir que la " Magenta," ayant a
bord une commission scientifique, sera considere'e par
toutes les Puissances comme batiment neutre a l'instar
de cc qui fut pratique, je crois, pour la fregate
Autrichienne " Novara," a l'occasion de son voyage
autour du monde daps lea annuls 1857-58-59.
J'ai ete charge de vous communiquer, M. le Comte,-cc
qui precede, et dans 1'espoir que vos voudrez bien me
faire une reponse favorable aux vues du Gouvernement
du Roi, je vous renouvelle I'assurance, &c.
(Sign)  D'AZEGLIO.
M. le Comte de Clarendon,
&c., &c., &c.
VI.
[CIRCULAR]
Downing street,
19th July, 1866.
SIR,
I have the honor to inform you, that the Queen's
Exequatur empowering Mr. J. W. Ploos Van
Arnstel to act as Netherlands Consul-General in
the several Colonies on the Australian Continent,
and also in New Zealand and Tasmania, has
received Her Majesty's signature, and that the
notification of Her Majesty's approval of his
.appointment appeared in the Gazette  of the 17th
instant.
Mr. Van Arnstel has held the appointment of
Netherlands Consul-General, at Melbourne, for
some years past, where he will continue to reside.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
Governor Sir G. F. Bowen, G.C.M.G.,
&c., &c., &c.
I transmit to you a copy of a letter from the
28th June, 1866. Foreign Office, with a copy of one from the Italian
Minister at this Court, expressing a hope that the
Italian corvette " Magenta, " which is at present
engaged in a scientific voyage to the Indian and
Chinese Seas, may be considered as a neutral vessel.
You will act in compliance with this request if the
" Magenta " should visit the Colony under your
Government, provided that she abstains from any
hostile operations against the enemies of Italy.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
Governor Sir G. F. Bowen, G.C.M.G.,
&c., &c., &c.
By Authority ; W. C. BELBRIDGE, Government Printer, William Street,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same,
N pursuance of the authority in me vested by an
Act passed in the second year of His late
Majesty King William the Fourth, and numbered
twelve, and with the advice of the Executive
Council, I, the GOVERNOR aforesaid, do hereby
appoint the place known as Helidon, to be a place
at which a Turnpike Gate shall be erected, and
at which Tolls shall be collected to the amount,
and under the regulations, instructions, and pro-
visions, of the said recited Act ; of which Turn-
pike Gate all persons are hereby required to take
due notice.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
the fourteenth day of September, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. WATTS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th September, 1866.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
MICHAEL J. LYONS, Esquire, surgeon,
to be Medical Officer for the district of Bowen.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
[No. 113.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1866.
A
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Officers of the No. 2 Battery of the Queensland
Volunteer Artillery
Mr. JOHN FREDERICK LEWIS JETTER,
to be First Lieutenant ;
Mr. GEORGE  CHILE WATSON,
to be Second Lieutenant.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th September, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN CH ARLTON THohiPsox, Esquire,
to act as Commissioner of Crown Lands, for the
p'zrpose of enabling him to exercise the functions of
Valuer under the  Pastoral leases Act of  1863
(27 Victoria, No. 17), and the regulations there-
under.
By His Excellency's Command,
J . P. BELL.
'Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th September, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceJLJL of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the following gentlemen to be Trustees
for a Public Cemetery, at Cardwell, in terms of the
Cemetery Act  (29 Victoria, No. 15) :-
CHARLES JAMES SCOTT, Esquire
JOHN MCBRIDE, Esquire
JAMES ALEXANDER FORBES, Esquire
JOHN MoRRESSY, Esquire
JOHN EWEN DAVIDSON, Esquire
JOHN MCKINNON, Esquire
RoGER BECKWITH LEEFE, Esquire.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
904
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 19th September, 1866.
NOTICE .-IMMIGRATION.
I T is  hereby noti fied for general information,that instructions have been forwarded to the
Agent -General for Emigration ,  in London, to
discontinue all operations in connection with
Emigration . As by  such instructions  Mr. Jordan
will not be in a position to provide passages for
such persons as  have  hitherto been introduced into
the Colony  under the nominee system ,  in terms of
The Immigration  Act of  1864, section 14 : It is
therefore notified, that no more deposits will be
received at the Immigration Office, in Brisbane, or
by any of the Sub-Agents throughout the colony,
towards the cost of passage of any person
whatever.
By His  Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th September, 1866.THE following Bye-laws, made by the MunicipalCouncil of Townsville, pursuant to the 70th
section of the  Municipal Institutions Act of  1861,
for regulating the proceedings of the Municipal
Council, and for determining the times and modes
of collecting and enforcing payment of rates, having
been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, under his
Hand, in accordance with  the  74th section of the
said Act, the said Bye-laws are hereby published in
the  Government Gazette.
By His  Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
MUNICIPALITY OF TOWNSVILLE.
BYE-LAw No. 1.
A BYE-LAW FOR DETERMINING THE TIMES AND
MODES OF COLLECTING AND ENFORCING PAY-
MENT OF RATES.
WHEREAS, by provision of the  Municipal Institutions
Act of  1864, the council of any municipality are
authorised to make bye-laws for determining the times
and modes of collecting and enforcing payment of rates :
Be it therefore ordered and directed by the Council of
the municipality of Townsville, that from and after the
date of this Bye-law receiving the confirmation of His
Excellency the Governor, the following regulations shall
be in force respecting the collection and payment of
rates within the municipality of Townsville,
1. All annual rates and assessments shall be due and
payable by two half-yearly instalments, in advance ; and
the first of such instalments shall become due and payable
on and after the expiration of seven days from the day
appointed by the Council for holding the court of appeal
against the assessment, provided for by section 79 of the
Municipal Institutions Act of  1861;  and the second of
such instalments shall be due and payable on and after
the first day of August in each year.
2. All rates shall be paid to the Town Clerk or rate
collector at the Municipal Council Chambers, between
the hours of 9 a m. and 4 p.m., or to the rate collector,
on his calling for the same ; but nothing in this bye-law
shall be construed to render it necessary that any demand
for rates, other than the notice required by the said Act,
shall be requisite or necessary previous to the issue of a
warrant, or other legal proceedings.
Passed by the Municipal Council of Townsville, this
second clay of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.
J. W. BLACK, Mayor.
E. MACDOUGAL, Town Clerk.
BYE-Laws No. 2.
Whereas it is expedient that provision should be made
for regulating the proceedings of the Council of the
Municipality of Townsville, it is hereby ordered by the
said Council on that behalf, that the following Bye-laws
shall be standing orders for regulating  the  proceedings of
the said Councils
STANDING  ORDERS  OF THE COUNCIL OF THE MUNICI-
PALITY OF TowNsvILLE.
Duties of Chairman.
1. If at any meeting of the council, duly held, the
chairman shall be absent after the expiration of fifteen
minutes after the time appointed for holding the meeting,
the members present shall choose for that meeting a
chairman from amongst themselves.
2. The chairman may take part in all the proceedings
of the council.
3. All questions, duly proposed, shall be put by the
chairman, and the sense of the council thereon shall be
declared by him.
4. Every such question shall be put first in the
affirmative, and then in the negative ; and this may be
done as often as the chairman shall deem necessary for
enabling him to determine which side has the majority.
5. If two or more members rise to speak at the same
time, the ehairma-4 shall decide which of them is
entitled to pre-audience.
6. The chairman shall preserve order, and his decision
on disputed points shall be final.
Order of Business.
7. The business of each ordinary meeting of the
council shall be transacted in the following order, viz
(l.) The reading and confirmation of the minutes
of the previous meeting.
(2.) The reading of official correspondence.
(3.) The presentation of petitions.
(4.) Reports brought up from committees.
(5.) Miscellaneous business.
(6.) Motions of which notice has been given.
(7.) Notices of motion.
(8.) Orders of the day.
8. The question of confirming the minutes of the
previous meeting shall be proposed by the chairman
immediately upon their being read, and shall be to the
effect :-That the minutes now read are a correct record
of the proceedings ; --and no discussion shall be allowed
thereon, except on the point of accuracy.
9. Orders of the day shall comprise all business set
down for the day, by order of any previous meetings, or
necessarily arising out of the proceedings of a former
meeting.
Rules of Debate.
10. Every member shall stand when speaking, and
shall address the chair.
11. Except in committee, no member shall speak more
than once upon the same question, unless in explanation
when . misrepresented or misunderstood : provided,
however, that the mover of any question shall be allowed
the liberty of reply ; and provided, further, that every
member shall be at liberty to speak once on any amend-
ment, as well as on the original motion ; but the right
of reply shall not extend to the mover of an amendment.
12. No person shall speak upon any motion, or
amendment, for a longer period than fifteen minutes,
unless by permission from the council.
13. No member shall digress from the matter under
discussion, nor make personal reflections on members,
nor impute motives.
14. When any member shall use any expression
which the chairman shall think capable of being,
applied offensively to any other member. the member so
offending shall be required by the chairman to with-
draw the expression, and to make a satisfactory apology
to the council.
15. Any member may rise at any time during the
debate, even when another is speaking, to address the
chairman on a point of order ; but he cannot address
the meeting on a point of order, nor can he speak twice
to the sane point of order.
16. Any member may require the question under
discussion to be read for his information at any time
during a debate, but not so as to interrupt any other
member when speaking.
17. A debate may be adjourned to a later hour of the
day, or to another day specified ; and the member upon
whose motion a debate is adjourned, shall be entitled to
pre-audience on resumption of the debate.
18. It shall be competent for any member to divide the
council upon any question put from the chair, either
in full council or in committee of the whole council ;
and upon such division, those who are on the affirmative
side shall place themselves on the chairman's right hand;
and those who are on the negative, shall place themselves
on his left hand ; and no member shall leave his place,
until the names of all tl.e members present shall be taken
down by the Town Clerk, or person oflici•mting for him.
19. All divisions of the council shall be entered on
the minutes of the proceedings,
20. in divisions every n7cruber present small be
compelled to vote.
21. Previous to a division, or at any other time,
strangers may be ordered to withdraw.
22. No  member shall make any motion initiating
a subject for discussion, but in pursuance of a notice
openly given at a previous sitting of the council, and
duly entered on the notice paper with his signature
thereto ; but it shall always be in order, on the presenta-
tion of any document, except a petition, for the member
presenting it to move, without previous notice, that a
day be appointed for its consideration.
23. Motions shall take precedence of orders of the
day, and be moved or postponed, in the order in which
they  stand in the notice paper, or lapse.
24. No motion shall be put unless it be seconded.
25. When a motion has been proposed and seconded,
it shall be the property of the council, and shall not be
withdrawn without the consent of the council.
26. Every amendment must be seconded, otherwise it
will drop. As regards amendments, the form in which
they shall be handed up to the chair, shall be-
(1.) When an amendment is made (leaving out
words), the form shall be,-That the words
(mentioning then?)  be left out of the question.
(2.) When an amendment is made by (leaving out
words, in order to insert or add other words),
the form shall be,-That the words (men-
tioning them) be left out. of the question, in
order to add or insert  (the words, mentioning
thew.)
(3). When an amendment is made (by simply
adding or inserting), the form shall be,-That
the following words  (mnentioninq them)  be
added.
27. When an amendment has been moved and
seconded, it shall be react from the chair, after which
the debate on the original question and the amendment
proceed together ; the question raised by the amendment
being a new question (viz., whether the question shall
stand in its original form, or be amended as proposed)
any member is entitled to speak to it, although he may
have already spoken to the original question.
28. When the amendment is carried against the
original question, the former becomes itself an original
question, and subject to all the contingencies to which
the now negatived original question was liable.
29. During the debate it is competent for any
member to propose an amendment to the amended
question before the meetirg, but there never can be two
amendments before the meeting at one time.
30. No motion, the effect of which if carried would
be to rescind, or be repugnant to any resolution which
has been passed by the council, shall be entertained
during the municipal  year,  unless a gall of the whole
council has been duly made for that purpose, and no
such motion, if negatived by the council, shall be again
entertained during the  same  municipal year.
Petitions.
31. It shall be incumbent on any member presenting
a petition, to acquaint himself with the contents thereof,
and to report to the council that it does not contain
disrespectful language.
32. On the presentation of a petition, no debate shall
take place, and the only question that can he enter.
tamed by the council may be, that the petition be
received, or that it be referred to a committee. Provided,
however, that any petition which has been received by
the council may be taken into consideration upon notice
of motiomaw in the usual way.
33. All petitions shall be received only as the petitions
of the parties signing their names.
Committees.
34. In a committee of a whole council, the general
rules of the council shall be observed, except the rule
limiting the number of times of speaking, and that no
motion need be seconded.
35. No select committee shall consist of less than
three members, and half the whole number of any
select committee  shall, at  meetings duly hell, be a
quorum.
36. Every select committee, of which the Mayor of
the municipality is not a member, shall choose its own
chairman, and the chairman of every committee shall be
the convener thereof, and may direct the Town Cler to
call meetings of the committee whenever he may think
fit.
37. Every report of a committee shall be signed by
the chairman thereof.
38. When the report of a select committee is brought
up and presented to the council, the question as to its
reception may be moved and put at once, but it shall not
be adopted, or taken into consideration, without notice
n the usual way.
39. There shall be three or more standing eommitteos,
to be called respectively-the Committee of Finance, the
Committee of Works, and the Committee of General
Purposes, each of which shall consist of not less than
three members.
40. The standing committees shall be appointed for
the municipal year, at the first meeting of council, after
the election of a Mayor of the municipality ; and any
vacancies occurring therein during the year shall be
filled up by the council.
41. All reports of committees shall be fairly written
upon foolscap paper, for the convenience of filing or
binding.
Finance Committee.
42. The Mayor of the municipality shall be  ex-ojricio
chairman of the finance committee.
43. No matters of account shall be disposed of by the
council until they have been examined and reported on
by the committee of finance.
44. No payments out of the funds of the corporation
shall be male, but such as are authorised by a vote of
the council. Provided always, that the committee of
finance may, on its own discretion, authorise the dis-
bursements of current expenses to any amount not
exceeding five pounds (R5) in any one week. And
provided further, that in cases of emergency the Mayor,
with the assent of any t wo councillors, may authorise the
expenditure  of any  sums not exceeding fifty pounds (£50)
in all during a recess ; but all such discretionary pay-
ments, whether by the committee cf finance or  by  the
chairman, shall be reported to the council at its next
meeting.
45. A ll  drafts upon the funds shall be signed by the
Mayor and one other member of the finance committee,
and be countersigned by the Town Clerk ; except that
in case of emergency, as above provided for, drafts may
be signed by the Town Clerk and countersigned by two
members of council.
46. All matters connected with public works shall be
referred to the works committee, who shall have full
power to call for tenders for any work authorised to be
done by the whole council. Provided always, that prior
to the acceptance of any tender (except that power be
specially granted to the committee by the full council),
a report shall be submitted to the full council recom-
mending the acceptance of the tender or tenders, as
mentioned in their report.
47. All a-counts against the corporation relating to
works, shall be examined by the committee of works ;
and such as are found correct shall be certified and
passed to the committee of finance.
Committee of general purposes.
48. All matters, which the council shall think fit to
refer to a committee, and which do not fall within the
province of any other standing committee, shall be
referred to the committee of general purposes : Pro-
vided, however, that the council may at any time refer
such matters to a committee appointed for that parti-
cular business.
Making Bye-taws.
49. Before any proposed bye-law is discussed in coun.
cil, a copy thereof shall be open for public inspection at
the office of the corporation for not less than seven days.
50. -No bye-law shall be passed until it has been
reported on by a committee of the whole council, nor
until it has been twice read in council on different days.
51. All bye-laws, when confirmed and published as
the Act directs, shall be fairly transcribed into a book, to
be kept for that purposes, signed by time Mayor, and
countersigned by time Town Council, and time said book
shall at all reasonable times be open to public inspec-
tion.
Miscellaneous.
52. Whenever the council is adjourned for want of a
quorum, the names of the members then present, and
the hour at which the adjournment takes place, shall be
e_mtered on the minutes.
53. Any member may record his protest against any
decision of the council, provided the protest be handed
to the Town Clerk not later than the next council meet-
ing ; and provided, also, that notice of his intention to
protest be given immediately on the passing of the reso-
lution to which time protest refers.
54. The common seal and all charters, deeds, muni-
ments, and records of the corporation, shall be kept in
the town hall, or office of the corporation, in custody of
the Town Clerk, unless for any special purpose the
council shall otherwise order.
55. The common seal shall not be affixed to any docu-
ment without time express authority of the council, and
every impression thereof so authorised shall be verified
by the signatures of the chairman and Town Clerk.
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56. No officer of the corporation shall be at liberty to
show, lay open ,  or expose ,  any of the books, papers, or
records of the corporation ,  to any person, other than an
alderman ,  without leave from the council ,  except as
otherwise provided by law.
57. In cases where security is required by the
Municipal Act  of  1864,  no sureties shall be accepted
otherwise than by a vote of the council ,  and it shall not
be competent for the council to accept as surety any of
its own members ,  nor any person holding office in the
corporation.
58. The council shall meet for general business on the
second and fourth Monday in every month.
59. Any one or more of the standing orders may be
suspended ,  pro tesnpore ,  in a case of emergency, if a
majority of the Council then present shall deem such
suspension necessary.
60. Any councillor ,  or officer of the corporation,
offending against any of the provisions of this bye-law,
by refusal ,  neglect ,  or otherwise ,  shall forfeit and pay
a sum not exceeding five pounds (£5).
J. W. BLACK, Mayor.
Passed by the Municipal Council of Townsville, on the
fourth day of July,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.
R. MACDOUGALL,  Town Clerk.
Confirmed , with the advice of the Executive
Council, under  my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane , this eighteenth clay of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and sixty- six, and
in the thirtieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
G. F. I3OWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Seer, cry 's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd August, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE AND LEASE
LAND UNDER  "  TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC
LANDS ACT."HIS  Excellency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  directs it to be
notified ,  that the Trustees of the land granted to
the Congregation of the Presbyterian Church on
Wickham Terrace, in this city ,  have, in terms of
the Act 28 Victoria ,  No. 22, made application to
the Governor in Council for leave to  mortgage and
lease the said land, in order to obtain funds for
liquidating the debt on the Church, and for other
purposes of interest to the said Congregation.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the permission so
sought, must lodge the same  with  the Colonial
Secretary ,  by letter, within three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE LAND UNDER
" TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC  LANDS ACT."
H IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Execu ive Cou cil, d rects it to be
notified that the Trustees of the land granted for
the purposes of a Temperance  Hall in  North Bris-
bane have ,  in terms of  the Act  28 Victoria, No.
22, made application to the Governor in Council for
leave to mortgage and lease the  said land for the
general purposes of the Institution.
His Excellency  further  directs it to be noti fied,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the leave so sough,
must lodge the same with the Colonial Secretary,
by letter , within  three months from the date of the
fi rst publication of this notice.
By His Fxcallency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
GAY NDAHI PETITION.
JN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency as hereunder set forth, purporting to be
signed by One hundred and six Householders, in
the Town of Gayndah, praying the erection of that
locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
I-) . R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that the increasing popula-
tion of this town, the large sums of money that
have been expended in the purchase of land
therein, and the benefits derivable from municipal
government, render them anxious to secure its
advantages, and they, therefore, pray that Gayndah
may be declared a Municipality with the under-
mentioned boundaries.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.]
Proposed Boundaries of Gayndah 3Ifunicipality.
Commencing at the north-cast corner of the Mount
Debateable Purchase ; from thence across the Burnett
westerly three miles up Reed's Creek ; from thence a
line running easterly to cross the Burnett at the Bro-
then ; thence along the southern bank downwards to the
junction of the Barambah Creek ; thence along the
southern bank of the Barambah upwards to the junction
of Campbell's Creek with the Barambah ; from thence
along Campbell's Creek to the old Ban-Ban Road; from
thence a line to Mr. Walker's purchase on Oakey
Creek ; from thence one mile southerly, and from thence
to the southern point of the Mount Debateable Pur-
chase, and thence to the point of commencement.
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane , 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
CLERMONT AND COPPERFIELD PETITION.
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, sections 3 and 4,
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has directed the publication
of the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by 199 householders, residing in the
towns of Clermont and Copperfield, praying for the
erection of these localities into a Municipality.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that at a public meeting of
the inhabitants of the abovenamed townships, held
at the Court House, Clermont, on the 25th May
last, it was resolved that a Petition be prepared
requesting the Government to proclaim the town-
ships of Clermont and Copperfield a Municipality ;
and they accordingly pray that the abovenamed
localities may be constituted a Municipality, to-be
named the Municipality of Clermont and Copper-
field with the undermentioned boundaries-the
same to be divided into two wards, each ward
returning three aldermen.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.]
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
ROMA PETITION.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purportiiig to
be signed by One hundred and five householders and
inhabitants of the town of Ivoma ,  praying the
erection  of that locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER
The petitioners, in pursuance of a resolution
passed at a public meeting ,  state that they  are
anxious of securing the benefits derivable from
municipal government, and therefore pray that
Roma may be declared a Municipality.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 11th August, 1866,
No. 96.]
Department of Public Works,Brisbane, 14th September, 1866.
RECENT  events render it necessary  that the
Government should be put in possession of
the facts as to the quantity of labor that can be
absorbed in the various districts of the Colony, for
which purpose Employers from all parts are
requested to communicate with the Works Depart-
ment, when such steps as are necessary will be
taken to find labor and secure work for those now
so much in need of it.
J. WATTS,
Secretary for Public Works.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th September, 1866.
I JIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to establish the following Regulations to be observed
with regard to the working of the Turnpike Gate
erected at Helidon ,  in pursuance of the provisions
of the Acts 2 William IV., No..12, and 14 Victoria,
NO. 5.
7. In the event of two convictions within one month
against the lessee of the Turnpike ,  such convictions shall
cancel the lease,  and  the Government may at once
resume the Turnpike.
8. If the lessee shall neglect to put up a scale of Turn-
pike dues ,  as provided for in clause 2 of these regula-
tions ; or if any collector, or other person, employed by
such lessee, shall not be in attendance at all times by
day and by night at the place at which lie  is stationed,
or ought to be ; or shall demand and take greater dues
from any person or persons who shall be exempt from
payment thereof, and who shall claim such exemption ;
or shall ,  under color of his office as collector , wilfully
extort from  any person or persons any sum of money or
thing of value whatsoever, as and for or in lieu of
payment of dues ; or shall refuse to permit and suffer
any  person  or persons to read, or shall in any manner
hinder or prevent any person or persons from reading
the inscription on such boards ; or shall refuse to tell
his Christian and surname to any pcrsou or persons
who shall demand to know the same, on being paid the
said  dues or any of them ,  or shall in answer give a
false name or names ; or upon legal dues being tendered
or paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay any passenger or passengers from passing through
the turnpike ; or if such collector shall make use of any
scurrilous or abusive language to any traveller orpassen-
ger ;-then and in each and every such case the said
lessee shall forfeit and pay for every such offence any
sum not exceeding five pounds, to be recovered before any
two of Her Majesty 's Justices  of the Peace.
9. If any person liable to the payment of any dues
under these Regulations shall, after demand ,  neglect or
refuse to pay the sanxe,  or any part thereof, it shall be
lawful for any person duly authorised to collect the same,
to prevent such person or persons from passing through
the turnpike until the dues demandable and payable by
such person or persons so refusing to pay the same be
paid and discharged.
10. Any  person who shall intentionally  evade the pay-
ment of the aforesaid dues shall ,  on conviction, be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
11. The lessee shall not sub-let, or in any way dispose
of the Turnpike, without the express sanction of the
Government.
I
SCHEDULE A.
Tecrmpike  dices and ekarges.
By His Excellency 's Command,
J. WATTS.
TURNPIKE REGULATIONS.
1. That the Turnpike gate be leased by auction ,  tender,
or otherwise ,  as the Government may determine.
2. That the Turnpike rates and charges shall be painted
on boards ,  and placed in conspicuous situations at the
turnpike gate ,  at the cost of the lessee thereof.
3. The lessee of the Turnpike shall enter into a bond in
an amount to be fixed by the Government, with two
sureties, for the due performance of his contract ; and for
his information he will be supplied with  a copy  of these
Regulations.
4. During the dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be a light kept burning and pro-
perly trimmed at the turnpike gate, and the lessee shall
provide the same.
5. All persons passing through the turnpike, with the
following exceptions ,  shall pay the charges fixed in
Schedule  A., viz.:-
(1.) The Governor and any person in actual attend-
ance upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
(2.) Ministers of religion), officers, soldiers, and
sailors in  Her Majesty' s service , proceeding or
returning on duty.
(3.) Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers ,  and constables on
actual  duty, and any prisoners in their charge.
(4.) All officers or laborers of the Roads Depart-
ment, furnished with a Pass from the Engineer
of Roads.
(5.) All children proceeding to or returning from
any school, whether public, or private ; all
officers and men connected with Her Majesty's
Customs  when on duty.
6. Any  lessee 'of the Turnpike who shall infringe upon
or act contrary to any clause or condition contained
in these Regulations shall, on conviction before  two
or more Justices of the Peace, be subjected to a penalty
not exceeding  five pounds.
s. cd.
Single horse,  with or without rider ... ... 0 2
Two-wheeled  vehicle, laden with produce,
merchandise, &c., drawn by one horse or
other animal  .  ...  ...  0 3
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses or
other animals ... ... 0 4
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses
or other animals ... ... 0 5
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses
or other animals  ... ... ... ...  0 6
For every additional horse or other animal
drawing a two-wheeled  conveyance ,  each 0 1
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by one horse or
other animal  ...  ... ... ... 0 6
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses
or other animals  ... ... ... ...  0 8
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses
or other animals ... ... ... ...  0 9
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses
or other animals  ... ... ... ... 0 10
For every additional horse or other animal
drawing a four-wheeled conveyance, each 0 2
Private Carriages.
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by one  horse ... 0 6
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by one horse... 0 9
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses... 1 0
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses 1 3
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four  horses 1 6
Bullocks and horned cattle, per head ... 0 1
Pigs, goats, and sheep , per head  ... ... 0 4
Four-wheeled vehicles (attached to any other
vehicles ),  usually drawn by two  jr  more
horses ... ... ... ... 0 8
Two-wheeled vehicles (attached to any other
vehicles), usually drawn by one horse... 0 3
Should the vehicle so attached contain goods or
merchandise, other than the harness thereto
belonging and such articles of package as may
be necessary for the protection of the same, or
any passenger ,  the same shall be liable to
double the tolls Hereby impose 1.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 19th September, 1866.THE following Notice to Mariners is publishedfor general information.
J. D. McLEAN.
ADDITIONAL LIGHT AT ENTRANCE TO GEE-
LONG HARBOR, AND ALTERATIONS IN
BUOYS AND BEACONS, PORT PHILLIP
BAY.
THE accompanying  Notice  to Mariners  is published
for general information.
J. G. FRANCIS,
Commissioner of Trade and Customs.
Department of Trade and Customs,
Melbourne ,  20th August, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
ADDITIONAL LIQIIT AT THE ENTRANCE TO GEELONG
HARBOR; ALSO, NOTICE OF ALTERATIONS IN
BUOYS AND DEACONS, PORT PHILLIP BAY.
1. Notice is hereby given, that the beacon on the north
end of Symoncl's Spit has been washed away ;  another
beacon will be placed on the sane spit in a few days.
Franb•ston Jetty.
2. The jetty at Frankston having now been extended
into twelve feet water, the moorings and buoy have been
removed.
Buoys.-West Channel.
3. As several vessels have of late got foul of, and
done serious damage to, the Swan Bay and No. 12
Elbow buoys, it has been found necessary to shift the
former close in shore. Masters of vessels and others
navigating this channel are hereby informed, that the
ascertained depth of the water, in a straight line from
buoy to buoy, on both sides of the West Channel does
not exceed sixteen feet.
Light at the entrance of the Geelong Harbor.
4. With the view of facilitating the navigation of the
channel into Geelong Harbor at night, a red light will,
on and after the twenty-fourth day of next month, be
exhibited from sunset to sunrise from a lantern placed
on the first red dolphin, inshore of the lightship.
Geelong Harbor Buoys.-Removal of the Lady Peel
Black Buoy.
5. This buoy `having ceased to be of service, has been
removed.
South-east Black Buoy.
6. This buoy, which was placed on the north-west end
of sand off Bird Rock has been removed, it being no
longer required.
CHARLES FERGUSON,
Chief Harbor Master.
Department of Ports and`Harbors,
Melbourne, 27th August, 1866.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.BRANCHES of the above Bank are now openat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndalr, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at tlee rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for thepurchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision ,  by Insurance ,  for his widow or
children after his death  ;  or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family ,  or for himself ,  in old age.
Thus ,  a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure 2100 at death  by double the
above payments.
Annuities  or Monthly Allowances  may, in the
same way, be purchased  by or for  any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus ,  a man aged  30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be  paid to him from the age of  55 until
his  death  by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure  a Monthly Allowance of
22 9s. 5d., equal to £99 13s .  a year-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 7th July, 1866.
PAYMENT OF RENT AND ASSESSMENT OF
RUNS.T1-IE Lessees of Crown Lands and their Agentsare reminded that the Annual Rents and
Assessment upon Crown Lands are payable on or
before the 30th day of September next.
The holder of every run under license, who has
made application and duly qualified himself for a
lease is required to pay rent upon such run, as
above, notwithstanding that a lease may not have
been actually issued to him.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
NOTICE.
ON the day of departure of each steamer fromthis Port, the Agent for the vessel is required
to give notice to the Chief Clerk, in the Long
Room, of the hour at which she is to leave the
Wharf, and no goods intended for exportation
from the Colony shall be shipped on board any
steamer previously to due entries for the same
being passed, under the 34th section, 9 Victoria,
N o. 15.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1866.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.THE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillingsper quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for  every  additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published
once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1860.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 5th September, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified, that the Leases of the
undermentioned Runs are now ready for
delivery to the Lessees, on application to this Office.
In the event of a Lessee wishing to depute an
agent to receive the same, it will be necessary to
forward an authority, in the usual form (which can
be obtained at this Office, or forwarded by post at
request), with the signature or signatures respect-
ively attested by a magistrate of the Colony.
Name of Run.
WARRrGO-- oontinued.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Name of Run. Name of Lessee.
LEICIIH ARDT.
Wallaby ... ... James McLaren
Glenelgin Frederick Fanning
Clovernook ... Ditto
Glencairn Ditto
Prospect West Ditto
Boonbcrry ... C. B. and A. F. Dutton
Dura .. P. F. Macdonald
Wirlerige Widerige J. B. Watt and J. Young
Ludwig P. F. Macdonald
Kilmore ... Ditto
Milmil ..,
WARRE GO.
C. B. and A. F. Dutton
Cargarra ... Ditto
Tathumnarra G. R. MacLean
Narrga ... C. B. and A. F. Dutton
Popye Ditto
Branch Creek J. D. McLean
Victoria Downs Ditto
Nive Junction Ditto
Parrattamow C. B. and A. F. Dutton
Querundi ... S. D. Gordon and E. Flood
Warra Ditto
Glenelg Ditto
Upper Wallal R. Goldsborough and H. Parker
Wallal ... Ditto
Wombo ... S. D. Gordon and E. Flood
Egoline Ditto
Thara Ditto
Cowrie DittoBacklebone... R. Richards
Glengarry S. D. Gordon and E. Flood
Thurulgunnia ... W. Forlonge
Koralling S. D. Gordon, and E. Flood
Dilallah No. 1 ... R. Goldsborough and  11. Parker
Dilallah No. 2 ...  Ditto
Dilallah No. 3 ... Ditto
Marah ... R. Richards
Bommerah... S. D. Gordon and E. Flood
Bungoo .., ... Ditto
Karrol Ditto
Attica ... .., H. and C. Tom
Millie .. R. Richards
Pometheragah S. D. Gordon and E. Fleod
Cryan ,,. R. Richards
Noorama East ,.. J. Rutherford
Brunell Downs
North
A. T. Jones
Brunel Downs Ditto
West
Thueulgunnia East W. Forlonge
ThuriIlgun iia South ! Ditto
Bnrra ,ndilla  North ..  J. D. M  oLeant
Mel ,etnBurrandilla South G.  It.
Burra nclilla East  .,,  J.  D. istobeeen
1) 4 No. 1 J. 13.  Run-Ile
1) 4 No. 2 1)itto
D 4 No .  6 .,. .. Ditto
1) 4 No .  7 Ditto
1) 4 No .  8 .,, Ditto
Block No. 6, War- A .  11. Richardson
rego River
Block No. 7, War- Ditto
rego Riser
Name of Lessee.
Block No. 8, War- A. H. Richardson
rego River
Block No. 9, War-
rego River
Ditto
Block No. 10, War-
rego River
Ditto
Block No. 11, War-
rego River
Ditto
Block No. 12, War-
rego River
Ditto
A No.  1- ... ... W. Forlonge
A No. 2 .., ... Ditto
A No. 3 .., ... Ditto
A No. 4 ... Ditto
A No. 5 ... ... Ditto
A No. 6 ... ... DittoD4 No. 4 ... ... J. B. Rundle
D 4 No. 5 .. ... Ditto
Fawley West ... C. H. Humphrey
Cresswell ... ... Morehead and Young
Fawley ... Ditto
Oakwood No. 8 ... C. H. Humphrey
Cresswell No. 2 ,,. Ditto
Cresswell No. 3 ... Ditto
MARANOA.
Cuoygall ... ...
Tomtnoo West
Elii East ...
Moonie No. 1 ...
Eastern Creek No. 1
Bo ;iris Block 2 ...
Thuillagararah
Block 2
Redford
Tulloch
W. Griffiths
F. L. McKay
W. Griffiths
T. W. Smart and T. S. Mort
R. Tooth
A. D. Macleay and W. Taylor
Ditto
William Miles
,,, The Trust and Agency Co. of
Culloynboun
Australasia (Limited.)
D. Grover
Doogarry .., T. McIlwraith and J. C. Smyth
Battery ,., J. Ferrett
Kadesh  ... R. Tooth
Mercurah ... J. Deuchar
Desideratum P. King, as Manager of the Peel
Clearwater... .,,
River Land and Mineral Co.
Ditto
Chesterfield ... Ditty
Euraba ... A.  11. Richardson
Gunathaby W. W. Bucknell and C. Kirwan
Gorinna .,, Moore, Moore, and Turnbull
UnduIgumbal .., Ditto
Mizpeh .., R. Tooth
Shimar ,,, Ditto
Possession ... ... Ditto
Havillah .,, Ditto
Moreh ... Ditto
Noondoo Spring J. Pearse
Toothar ... R. Skuthorp
Glenlyon .., P. Kung, as Manager of the Peel
Cashmere  ...
River Land and Mineral Co.
Ditto
Barabanbel ,., Smart and Mort
Amby No. 1 Ditto
Amby No. 2 .., Ditto
Amby No. 3 Ditto
Araby No. 4 .,, Ditto
Amby No. 5 Ditto
Yourangle No. 3 ,,. Moore, Moore, and Turnbull
Bar: igomallah ,., Ditto
Tigiiiban .., ... Smart and Mort
Altamont ... ... M. Mackinnon
Vancluse ... ... Ditto
Laurktines .., Ditto
Yourangle No. 1 ... J. 1). M )ora,  J.  M »rc, and W.
N ' . 4
lv:LUhoe
Up tar Nil;;ial3-)giria .
Byron Plaine
Colarna't .,,
Boolig ir ,,,
Bangate ,..
Oiinniana ..,
Eugun .,,
Cuoygah
Turnbull
...  Ditto
. i 1I. 1). Blorl am
.T, Pear o
A. D. M.icleay and W. Taylor
L. M  tok-ey
W. l+.c'.{ford
1). Grover
J. Bal.Lvin, J. C. Menohee,  G.
Ifaa c'tea, an 1  W. B.ttl;via
L. Mackay
C. E zzyW; Potrves
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MIT CH ELL. OTICE is hereby given, that a Special Petty
Sessions will be held at the Court House,N
Name of Run. Name of Lessee. Rockhampton, on TUESDAY, the 9th day of
October, 1866, at noon, for the purpose of granting
applications for Publicans' Licenses.
Recovered ... Allan, Mort, and Manning FRANK N. BEDD + K,
Northampton  J. F. McMullen, as Inspector of Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Union Bank of Australia 11th September, 1866.
Bellabad J. Rule and D. Lacy ecial PettOTICE i he eb i th t a S
Ingberry Ditto
yr y g ven, a p1 s
Sessions will be held at the Court House,Coreena ... Ditto the 9th day ofRockhampton on TUESDAYTambo ... F. Fanning
Hebel Ditt
, ,
October, 1866, at Ten o'clock, for the purpose of
,,. o
Carangarra Ditto granting applications for Auctioneers' Licenses.
Return ... Allan Mort and Manning FRANK N. BEDDEK,, ,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
NORTH KENNEDY,
Texas„
Richmond ... ...
Gloucester... ...
Salisbury ... ...
Middleham
Warwick ...
Burdekin Downs ...
R. Towns
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
J. Brewster
11th September, 1866.
THE Bench of Magistrates at Dalby haveappoint d Mr. Jonx CLITHEROE to be Pound-
keeper at Dalby, in place of Mr. George Holmes.
By order of the Bench,
F. S. BOWERMAN,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Dalby, 1st September, 1866.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1866.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to direct that in accordance with the provisions of the  Pastoral,
Leases Act  of 1863, the unexpired terms of the Leases of the Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described,
which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, shall be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the
Auction Booms of A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 1st day of October, 1866.
The Upset Price shall be Ten Shillings per square mile, according to the estimated area in each
case, and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the periods of the leases that may be current
at the time of sale, ending respectively as follows :-Hogonthulla No. 3, first term of four years ending
30th June, 1868; Lower Maranoa No. 1, second term of five years ending 31st December, 1868.
The Rent of each block respectively for the succeeding terms of the leases, as per schedule annexed
after the above dates will be appraised as provided in the 2tth clause of the above-mentioned Aci, or the
Pastoral Assessment Act of  1864.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's RQnt, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each block.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below, shall be allowed six months
to stock the country, failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon, as
prescribed by the Act, the Lease may be cancelled.
The instruments of Lease will be delivered to the purchaser, on receipt through the local
Commissioner, of a declaration that the Run has been stocked in accordance with the provisions of the
Pastoral Leases Act.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE AUCTION RooMS or ARTHUR MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, OF TIDE FOLLOWING
RUNS, ON MONDAY, THE 18T DAY OF OCTOBER, 1866.
5,
0
.-1
NAME Or RUN.  DISTRICT.
S
DESCRIPTION OF BOUNDARIES.
S.
12 years 30 June, 1878 10
ti
s. [a.is  is 0
A UPSETq PH
5 0 DATE OF  I:nPI- PRICE
RATION OF  Pall
a LEASE. SQUARE
MILE.
W W
W q
1 I3ogontliulla,' Warrego 63 Commencing at a gulp tree marked All under
No.  3  broad-arrow in triangle on right bank of the
llogonthulla Creek, ten miles above its confluence
with the Warrego River, bounded thence on the
west by a north line about ten miles and a quarter
to the Warrego River, at a spot about fifty chains
west of an apple tree marked broad-arrow in
triangle; thence on the north by the aforesaid
river upwards five miles east in a right line ;
thence on the east by a south line about twelve
miles seventy chains to the Ilogonthulla Creek, at
a box tree Inarked AIII under broad-arrow in
triangle ; thence on the south by the last named
creek downwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described.
2 Lower Maranoa, Maranoa 25 Commencing at a point at the left bank of the Lower
No. 1 Maranoa River, where there is a gulp sapling
marked DV under broad-arrow in triangle, being
also the southern corner of Drysdale Ponds No. 5
Run ; bounded thence on the north-west by a
north-east line six miles and seven chains ; and
thence on the north-east by a south-east line
five miles; thence on the southeast by a south-
west line five miles and sixty-six chains to the
Maranoa River, at a bastard gum tree marked Ml
under broad-arrow in triangle, being also the
western corner of the Clearwater Run, and thence
on the south-west by the said river upwards to the
marked tree hereinbefore first described.
7 years 31 December, 10
1873
7 10 0
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th September, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
}JIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open and make a portion of Road, to be maintained at the public expense, in the Parish of
Geham, passing through the lands of Messrs. J. Dennis,  J.  Newman, and H. Schwartz : Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office in Toowoonlba; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road
in question.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Boor,  of REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 280 AND 279 ,  PARISH OF GEIIAM,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS
A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL, 4 WILLIAM Iv., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road. i Reputed Owner. Occupier.
1  Commencing  at the south -east J. Dennis  ...  J. Dennis ...
corner of portion 280, in the
parish of Geham, and running
in a northerly direction
through that  land to its
north-east corner.
2 Commencing at the south-east J. Newman and  T.  Newman and H.
corner of portion 270, in the II. Schwartz Schwartz
parish of Geham, and running
in  it  northerly direction
through that  land to its
north-east corner .
Bearings.
o
Lengths Breadthin  ;
of Road. Area.Chains.
Item arks.
Forest North ,..
Forest, North ...
chs.  Its.  chs .  lks. A. R. P.
10 0 1 0 1 0 0
9 84 1 0 0337
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1866.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.
IHE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the 49thi clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee. Name of Run. District. Area, square
miles. Amount,
£ s. d.
R. Triffit ,.. Retreat ... ... ... Leichhardt ,,, 90 27 0 0
Ditto Anakie Downs ,,. ditto ,.. 85  25 10 0
J. B. Watt ,,. Glendarriwill ... ditto 35  10 10 0
Ditto .., No, 2 of Glendarriwill ... ditto 42 12 12 0
Ditt o Borilla ,,. ,,. ... ditto 85 25 10 0
R. Trifit .,. St. Helens... ditto .., 75  22 10 0
H. S. Wills ,.. Collin-la-ringo No. 1 ... ditto ... 41  12 6 0
Ditto Collin-la-ringo No. 2 ,,, ditto ,.. 35  10 10 0
Ditto .., Coorabelle .., ,,. ditto ,., 52 15 12 0
*Ditto ,., Perangiwa... ... ... ditto ,., 31 9 6 0
Ditto Cullin-la-ringo No. 3 ... ditto ... 48  14 8 0
Ditto ... Cullin- i-ringo No. 4 ... ditto ... 42 12 12 0
J. L. Hay Selbridge ... ... ... ditto 30 9 0 0
P. F. MacDonald ... . .., Gindic No. I ... ... ditto ,., 25  7 10 0
Ditto, ... ... .,, Gindie No. 2 ,., .,. ditto ,., 30 9 0 0
A. H. Richardson Uranua No. 4 ... ... ditto ,., 26 7 16 0
Ditto .., .,, Uranna No. 5 ... ,,. ditto ,,, 35  10 10 0
Buchanan and Hunter Cairdbeigu .., ditto ,,, 30 9 0 0
Ditto .., , Buckleton... ... ... ditto ,,, 40  12 0 0
A. and W. Busby Wallaroo ... ... . . . ditto , , , ,,. I. 72  21 12 0
Ditto ,,. Osmondthorpo ... ... ditto ,.. 70  21 0 0
Ditto Yarrai No. 2 ... ... ditto ... 39  11 8 0
Ditto ,,, Emu Plains ,,, .,, • ditto ... 42 12 12 0
Buchanan  and Hunter .,. Freitag ditto 55 16 10 0
A. H. Richardson ... ... Uranua  No 1 ditto 40  12 0 0
Ditto Uranus  No. 2 ,,. ditto .,. 47  14 2 0
Ditto ,,. ,.. ,., Uranua No. 3 ... .., ditto ... 40  12 0 0
Ditto ... ,,, Uranna No. 6 ,., .., ditto 43  12 18 0
A. and W. Bushy .., ,.. Norwood ... ... ... ditto .., 76  22 16 0
C. H. Ilnmphrey Jingidilla ... ... ,.. Warrego ... 39  11 14 0
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice that application has been made to bring the Land described below under the
provisions of the Real Property Act of 1831. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging; himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named.
F. O. DARVALL, Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of  Proprietor.
Allotment 11 of section 28, containing 28 perches ; Louis Sandel
county, Livingstone ; parish and town, Rock-
hampton
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged
22nd October, 1866.
I
N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deeds of Assignment have been registered in this Office:-
No.
62
Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties.
Between Christopher Gorry, of Ipswich, in the
15th September. Colony of Queensland, saddler, of the first
1866.
63 4th September.
part ; Neuben Nicklin, of Brisbane, in the
Colony aforesaid, John Beaine, and John
Pettigrew, both of Ipswich aforesaid, gentle-
men (trustees for the purposes in the Deed
of Assignment mentioned), of the second
part ; and the several persons who have
executed the said Deed of Assignment, being
a majority in number representing three-
fourths in value of the creditors of the said
Christopher Gorry, whose debts amount to
ten pounds sterling and -upwards, and in the
said Deed of Assignment styled creditors, of
the third part.
Between William Reid, of South Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, licensed publican,
of the one part ; George Harris and James
Honeyman, both of the city of Brisbane, in
the said Colony of Queensland, merchants, on
behalf and with the assent of the creditors of
the said William Reid, of the other part.
64 3rd September. Between Henry Bostock, of Bulimba, near
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer, of the first part ; Joshua Jenyns, of
Fortitude Valley, near Brisbane, in the said
Colony, wholesale and family grocer, and
Enoch Bostock, of Ipswich, in the said
Colony, licensed surveyor (trustees for the
purposes in the Deed of Assignment men-
tioned) of the second part ; and the several
persons and bodies corporate who have by
themselves or their agents executed the said
Deed of Assignment, being creditors of the
said Henry Bostock, and whose names are
mentioned in the schedule attached to the
said Deed of Assignment, of the third part.
Nature Date of Registration.
and Effect  of Deed.
Deed of Assignment Lodged at the
of all the estate Office of the Re-
and effects of the
said Christopher
Corry, in trust
for the benefit of
the creditors of the
said Christopher
Gerry.
Deed of Assignment
of all the estate
and effects of the
said William Reid,
in trust for the
benefit of the
creditors of the
said William Reid.
Date of Assignment
of all the estate
and effects of the
said Henry Bos-
teck, in trust for
the benefit of the
creditors of the
said Henry Bos-
tock.
gistrar of the
Supreme Court,
this 18th day of
September, A.D.
1866, at 35
minutes past 10
o'clock in the
forenoon, and
entered same
day.
Lodged at the
Office of the Re-
gistrar of the
Supreme Court,
this 20th day of
September, A.D.
1866, at 5 min-
utes past 12
o'clock in the
afternoon, and
entered same
day.
Lodged at the
Office of the Re-
gistrar of the
Supreme Court,
this 21st day of
September, A.D.
1866, at 30
minutes past 10
o'clock in the
forenoon, and
entered same
clay.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
T
O be Sold by Auction, by the order of the Collector of Customs, at the Custom [louse, Rockhampton,
at Noon on the 1st October, 1866, Overtime Goods in Her Majesty's Bonded Warehouse, 3rd
September, 1866.
Date of
Bonding. Ship. Master. Whence. By Whom Warehoused. Marks. Description and Quantity of Goods.
1861.
Sept. 23 ... Clarence ... Cottier Brisbane
1862.
Sept. 15...
Nov. 11 ...
1863.
1.  Bird ... ... ... W 15 2 cases brandy, 231 gallons.
Balclutha ... Trouton Sydney N. Thozet... ... ... Z 42 5 cases cordials, 134 gallons.
Hirondell Bedford ditto ditto ... ... ... A 48 3 „ „ 416 gallons.
Mar. 21 ... Marion Renny Delaney ditto
April 6 ... Boomerang ... Chatfield ditto
April  6  ... ditto .., ditto ditto
June 5 ... Deva Arnold ditto
June  5 ... ditto ... ditto ditto
June 20... Clarence  ...  Cottier Brisbane
Custom House,
Rockhampton, 3rd September,  1866,
Henriques and Co. ...
M. Bergin and Co.
ditto  ...  ...
Haynes, Bertram, and Co.
I 60 5  cases brandy, 824 gallons.
M61  20 3412 gallons.
R 61 5 824 gallons.
G 65 1 hlid and 1 qr-cask brandy, 89
gallons.
H 65 144 cases  brandy 2471  gallons.ditto . ...
H. Hunter and Co. ...
(Signed)
K 66 5 cases Geneva , 1711,  gallons.
W. J. BROWN,
Sub-Collector.
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Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane ,  27th July, 1866.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Southern and Western Railway will be open for General Traffic,
from Ipswich to Helidon ,  on and after  Monday,  the 30th July instant, when the following Time
Table and  Table of  Passenger Fares ,  Parcel Rates ,  and Goods Classification will come into operation.
[L.s.] A. O. HERBERT,
TIME TABLE.
Miles. Up. Week Days. Sundays . Miles.
Goods. Pass .  I Pass. Pass Pass .
a.m. a.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
Ipswich .. . 6.10 10. 0 4. 0 8. 0 4. 0
8 Walloon ... 6'40 *10.30 4.30 8.30 4.30 12
21 Grandchester  7.25 11.15 *5.15 *9.15 *5.15 21
29 Laidley
... 8.10 12. 0 6. 0 10. 0 6. 0 29
38 Gatton ... *8.40 *12.30 6.30 1030 6.30 42
50 IIelidon ... 9.20 1.10 7. 5 11. 5 7. 5 50
PASSENGER FARES.
* Trams meet here. [L.e.] A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways Once, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane, 27th July, 1866.
Station.
8
21
29
38
50
Commissioner for Railways.
Down . Week  Days. Sundays.
Pass. Goods . Pass. Pass. Pass.
a.m. a.m . p  M. a.m. p.m.
IIelidon ... S. 0 11.50 3.25 7'25 3.25
Gatton  ... *8.40 *12.30 4. 0 8. 0 4. 0
Laidley 9 .10 1. 0 4.30 8 30 4.30
Granclchester 9.50 1'40 *5.15 *9.15 *5.15
Walloon  ... *10.30 2.20 6.0 10. 0 6. 0
Ipswich ... 11'  0 2.50 6.30 10.30 6.30
Ipswich. Walloon. Granclchester. Laidley. Gatton.
Single. Return. Single. Return. Single. Return. Single. Return. Single.  Return.
l i  2  1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
8.  d. ' s. d. 8. s. 8. d.  s. d.  8. I s. 8. ed. 8. d. 8. 8. 8. d.  S. d. 8. d. 8. d. s. d.  s. d. 1 s. d.  8. d.
... ... ... 30 20 4 3 76 50 10 8 100 76 150 110 1130 96 190 150
3 0 20 4 3 ... ... ... ... 40 36 7 5 70 50 100  80 100 76 150 110
71) 50 10 8 46 36 7 J 30 20 40 30 60 46 90 70
10 0 76 15 711 70  50  10 8 30 20 4 3 36  26  46 36
13 0 96 19  1" 100 76 15 11 60 46 9 7 36 26 46 36
17 0 120 25 18
1
140 100 21 15 96 70 14 10 70U 50 100 80 436
for Railways Office,,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1866.
IIelidon.
I Single.  Return.
1 2 1 2
8. ed. 8. d. 8. 8.
17 0 120 25 18
14 0 100 21  15
9 6 70 14 10
7 0 50 10 8
40 30 6  4
... ... ... ...
[L.s.] A. O. HE RBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
PARCEL RATES.
1Y,13.-No claim for loss or damage, for which the Government are accountable, will be allowed, unless made within one week of
the arrival of the parcel or parcels, and the delivery of such parcel or parcels will be considered as complete when the notice of arrival
is rendered to the consignee.
Miles.
Under 10 ...
10 to  25  ...
25 to 50 ...
Every aaai-
Under 3 lbs. Under 7 lbs. Under 14 lbs. Under 29 lbs. Under 56 lbs. Under 84 lbs. Under 112 lbs. tional 28 lbs. or
part of 28 lbs.
8. cd. s. d. s. d. s. d. 8. d. 8. d. 8. cd. 8. d.
1 0 1 6 1 6 1 6 2 0 2 6 3 0 0 6
1 6 2 0 2 6 3 0 3 6 4 0 4 6 1 0
2 6 3 0 3 6 4 0 4 6 5 0 6 0 2 0
All parcels to be at stations fifteen minutes before the advertised time of departure of the train by which
they are to be forwarded.
Parcels over £10 value and under £50, double rate, and over £ 50, quadruple rate. Although these rates are
charged, and the value of such parcels declared accordingly, the department does not hold itself responsible for contents.
ewspaper parcels and despatches, half parcel rates, minimum charge, 6d. Furniture and musical instru-
ments, double parcel rates. Corpses,  Is.  per mile, minimum charge, £1 10s.
Packed parcels, quadruple rates. Poultry in crates by passenger trains, 3s. each per first 25 miles, and 2s.
for every additional 25 miles or part of 25 miles.
GOLD DITST AND GOLD AND SILVER COIN.
(The Queensland Railways will not be responsible for any loss to the undermentioned.)
The following' charges are made, and the coin carried, on conditions of its being in charge of owners, and atdtheir risk :-
Miles. I Gold Dust. I Gold Coin. I Silver Coin.
Under 10
S.  cd. ors.
7 6 per 1,000
s. d. £
2 6 per 1,000
s.  if.  £
7 6 per 1,00010 to 25 15 0 per 1,000 4 0 per 1,000 10 0 per 1,000 +
25 to 50 20 0 per 1,000 5 0 per 1,000 12 0 per 1,000
_
(T re Queensland Pailways will not be responsible for a:cy loss to, or damage whatsoever, which the uaderuientioned may sustain
whilst upon the Railway Premises or Carriages.
HORSES.
One horse. Gd. per mile each ; two horses, same owner, 9d. per mile ; and stud horses, 2s. per mile each-
mininlulll, 20 miles.
CARRIAGES.Carriages, gigs, dog carts, drays, and carts, Gd. per mile-minimum 10 iles. Horses and vehicles to beat he
station twenty minutes before the departure of the train by which they are to be despatched; but the department
does not guarantee to forward by any particular time or train.
DOGS.
Carriage to be prepaid, 1s. 10 miles ; 2s. 25 miles ; and 3s. 50 miles-minimum charge, is. Dogs must be
provided with chains, or other sufficient means to secure them, without which the department will not be responsible
for their safety.
EXCESS LUGGAGE IN CIhARGE of PASSENGERS.
Not Goods, Produce, or Merchandise.
N.Il-'-N-o claim for loss or damage, for which the Government are accountable, will be allowed, unless made within one week of
the arrival of the package, and the delivery of such package will be considered as complete when the notice of arrival is rendered to
the consignee.
First-class passengers allowed 1.12 lbs. weight free. Second-class passengers allowed 8 1  lbs. weight free.
For every 28 lbs. or part of 28 lbs. additional:-Under 10 miles, 9d. ; 10 to 25 miles, Is. ;  25 to 50
miles, Is. 6d.
Cloak room charges :-Large parcel, Is., small parcel, 6d., for twenty-four hours ; over that time an extra
charge of 3d. per diem on large, and 2d. per diem on small, parcels to be glade.
These charges to be enforced on all parcels arriving at stations addressed "To be left till called for," if such
parcels are not taken delivery of in twenty-four hours after arrival at the respective stations.
A. O. HERBERT,
Railway Department, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane, 27th July, 1866.
Ipswich ..
Walloon
Grandchester
Laidley ...
Gatton ...
IIelidon ...
GOODS CLASSIFICATION.
N.B.-No claim for loss or damage (for which the Governnint are accountable) will be allowed, unless made within one week of the arrival of the Goods, and the delivery of such Goods will be considered as
complete when the notice of arrival is rendered to the consignee.
I
FIRST CLAWS-SIVEN-PENCE  PER SECOND
 CLASS-EIGHT-PENCE  PER TON PER
TON PER MILE. MILE.
Agricultural produce, unless
otherwise specified
Alum
Anchors and chain cables
Anti-friction grease
Antimony, in casks
Anvils
Bags; in bales
Ditto, empty
Barley
Bath-bricks
Beef or pork, salt, in casks
Beer and cider, in casks or hogs-
heads
Bedsteads, in cases
Boards, deals, 50 cubic feet to
the ton
Boats, min. 1 ton of 50 cubic
feet (owner's risk)
Bottles, in crates and cases
Bran and pollard
Butter, in firkins or kegs
Canvas, in bales
Caustic soda
Chalk or ochre
Charcoal, in bags
Cocoanuts
Cordage
Cotton, waste or flock
Fish in brine, in casks and
cases
Flour
Girders, iron, not exceeding 14
feet long
Glue
Glue pieces, in bales
Gram or dholl, in bags
Grindstones (owner's risk)
Hams and bacon, in casks or
cases
Hurdles, iron and wood
Ice, in cases (owner's risk)
THIRD  CLASS--NINE- PENCE PER
TON PER MILE.
Aerated waters, bottled (owner's risk) Agricultural implements, un-
Almonds
American woodenware, buckets, tubs, &c.
Apples, dried, in casks and cases
Arms, in cases
Arrowroot, sago, and tapioca
Arsenic
Baking powder
Barley, pearl, or groats, in casks
Beer or cider, bottled, in casks or cases
(owner's risk)
Beer engine, in cases (owner's risk)
Bellows
Bells, of all kinds (owner's risk)
Biscuits, in bags, casks, and this
Blacking
Blacklead
Bleaching powder
Bluestone, in kegs and casks
Books, in cases
Boots and shoes, in cases
Bread, bakers'
Brushware
Buckets, iron
Camp ovens (owner's risk)
Candles, in boxes
Carpeting
Carriage and
factured
cart material, unmanu-
Chaff, in bales or bags
Cheese, in cases
Chicory, manufactured
Chimney pots (owner's risk)
Chinese goods, in cases, jars or packages
(owner's risk)
Chinese matting
Cocoa and chocolate
Cocoanut fibre and matting
Coffee
Coir mats
Colors and paint, in casks, kegs, and this
Copper and brass, rod
less otherwise specified
Britannia
 metal goods
Churns
Chimney pieces, wooden,
cubic feet to the ton
Cigars,
 in cases
Confectionery
Copying presses,
(owner's risk)
Copper boilers
50
if loose
Cordials, (owner's risk)
Doors and door
 fittings
Drapery,  or soft goods
otherwise specified
Drugs
not
Flower pots (owner's risk)
Fruit, fresh, in cases (owner's
risk)
Garden seeds
Garden seats (owner's risk)
Glass, plate, ditto
Ditto, window, ditto
Grates
Groceries-not specified
Hair, horse
Honey, in kegs or jars
Indiarubber goods, or hose
Ink, in casks
Ironmongery-not specified
Lampblack
Luggage
Marble, manufactured, in
case (owner's risk)
Matches and vestas, in cases
Mats and rugs, woollen
Mattresses, in bales and
bundles
Mouldings and cornices, in
bundles, 50 cubic feet to
the ton
FOURTH CLASS-TEN-PENCE PER TON PER
MILE.
SPECIAL CLASS- SIX-PENCE PER Toe
PER MILE.
Acids,  in cases and carboys, double  AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE
rate (owner 's risk)
Ammunition ,
 double rate; min. 5  cwt. AND MISCELLANEOUS.
Baskets and basketware
Basket, carriage and gig bodies, l cwt.
min, (owner's risk)
Bagatelle tables as furniture, loose
fiot  less than  one ton.
(owner's risk ) Carried at owner 's risk, and to be
Beer engines ,
 loose  (owner's risk ) loaded
 and unloaded by owner; or
Boilers if loaded and unloaded by the
Cages, bird Department ,  to be charged at first-
China and  glassware  (owner's risk) class
Clocks, in cases (owner's risk)
Corks
Distillery apparatus, double
(owner's risk)
Feathers
Fish, fresh (owner's risk)
rate
Furniture, loose or in packages
(owner's risk), or if not owner's risk,
double rate
Fuse, fireworks, in cases
Gasaliers and chandeliers
risk)
Gig shafts
(owner's
Glasses, looking, in cases (owner's risk)
Gunpowder, in kegs, double rate ;
5 cwt. min.
Hats, in cases, double rate
Ink, bottled (owner's risk)
Instruments, musical (owner's risk)
Ditto, scientific ditto
Kerosene and burning fluids (owner's
risk)
Kreosote in tins (owner's risk)
Lamps, street-door and hall (owner's
risk)
Millinery, in cases
Naphtha (owner's risk)
Opium, double rate
Paintings and engravings (owner's
risk)
rates.
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE.
Barley
Beaus
Beet root
Carrots
Chicory  roots, in bags
'Flax, in bundles and bales
Grain, in bags, not otherwise
specified
Maize
Mangel-wurzel
Oats
Pease, in bags
Potatoes
Roots, in bags,
specified
not
Tobacco,
 Colonial leaf
Wheat.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Artificial manure
Bark, tanners'
Bones
Carcass beef
Fat and tallow
Glass, broken
Guano
otherwise
TRIBES RATES.
SAWN TIMBER.
3d. per ton per mile-mini-
mum charge, 10 miles. Piles
and logs to be charged at sawn
timber rates.
FIREWOOD.
10d. per truck per mile of
25 miles minimum ; less dis-
tance than 25 miles to be char-
ged as 25 miles, or else at
first-class rates.
The firewood rate applies to
lignite, posts and rails, vine
stakes, palings, sleepers.
A ll  timber to be loaded and
unloaded by owner, and if de-
layed in unloading over twelve
hours, 10s. per waggon per
working day demurrage to be
charged; or if unloaded by the
Department, a charge of 4s. per
waggon  to be  made-minimum
charge, 5 tons.
RETURNED  EMPTIES.
Pipes and tierces 2s. each, pre-
paid, for every  25 miles, or
part of 25 miles.
Hogsheads, Is. each, ditto.
Quarter-casks, 9d. each, ditto.
Kegs, 6d. each, ditto.
Iron ,  bar and rod
Ditto, boiler plates
Ditto, bolts and nuts, in bags
Ditto, castings ,  not to  exceed 1
ton (owner ' s risk)
Ditto,  corrugated ,  in cases
Ditto, galvanised ,  in cases
Ditto, tubing,  in cases
Lead, pig, sheet, and piping
Leather, in bales
Maize
Meal, in bags  and casks
Millstones  (owner's risk)
Molasses and treacle
Nails and screws, in tins
Oats
Onions , in bags  (owner's risk)
Paper, in bales
Pipes ,  water or gas  (owner's
risk)
Retorts, iron  (owner's risk)
Rice
Rope and rope wire  (owner's risk)
Rosin
Salt
Saltpetre,  in bags or casks
Scab specific  and foot-rot
preparation ,  in casks
Shot, in kegs  (owner's risk)
Steel, in cases
Soap ,  in cases
Soda ,  in casks  (owner's risk)
Sugar, in mats, bags, or casks
Sulphur, in barrels*
Tar and pitch
Tarpaulins
Tobacco, for  sheepwash
Trees and
 shrubs ,  not in pots
and in packages over 2 cwt.
Type, old
Vices
Vinegar,  in casks
Whiting
Wire, iron ,  in bundles
Copper, sheet
Ditto, wire
Ditto, nails
Currants, in casks
Dairy produce  (owner ' s risk, unless
otherwise specified)
Dates, in bags
Drays ,  in pieces
Dyes,  in casks and cases
Earthenware ,  in crates and casks
(owner 's risk)
Fellowes and spokes
Felt
Fenders  (owner's risk)
Figs
Fish, dried
Gas fittings,  in casks and cases
Gas and eater  meters  (owner 's risk)
Girders, iron, exceeding 14 feet long
Gravestones  (owner 's risk)
Hair ,  plasterers'
Hams and bacon, loose
Hardware, not otherwise speci fied
Hay, pressed ,  in bales
IIogsheads and quarter -casks, new
Ho llowware  (owner ' s risk)
Hosiery
Hops ,  in bales and pockets
Iron ,  castings, over 1 ton (owner ' s risk)
Ditto, corrugated, loose
Ditto, hoop and sheet
Ditto, galvanized, loose
Ditto, tubing, loose
Keys, new
Laths, in bundles
Machinery, in pieces  (owner's risk)
Malt, in bags
Nuts
Oilcloth, not exceeding  14 feet broad
Paperhangings
Paper pipes
Peas, split, in casks or bags
Pepper, in bags,  cases or tins
Pipes, smoking
Portable engines  (owner's risk)
Pots, iron, loose  (owner's risk)
Preserves ,  in cases
Printing machines  (owner's risk)
Provisions ,  preserved
Oilcloth, exceeding 14 feet
broad
Oil, in casks ,  tins, and cases
(owner's risk)
Oil, Chinese  (owner's risk)
Oilmen's stores
Packs and bales-not specified
Saddlery
Saws, loose
Shop-fittings and counters,
50 cubic feet to the ton
Spades and shovels, in bun-
dles
Spices, in bales ,  boxes, &c.
Spirits, in cases
 (owner 's risk)
Spirits, in casks and hogs-
heads
Stationery
,Sugar, loaf, loose
 (owner's
risk)
Sundries - not speci fied
Tea, in chests ,  half-chests
boxes, &c.
Tubing, copper and brass
Turnery, if loose
 (owner's
risk)
Turpentine ,  in casks, cases,
and cans
Upholterers '  and coach trim-
mings
Varnish ,  in casks, cases and
tins
Window sashes
Wine, in cases (owner's risk)
Papier-mache goods
 (owner's risk)
Perambulators ,
 double rate  (owner's
risk)
Perfumery
Ficture frames
 (owner's risk)
Plants, in pots and light cases
 (owner's
risk)
Plated goods
 (owner's risk)
Poultry ,  living, in crates
 (owner's risk)
Sewing machines
 (owner's risk)
Silk goods
 (owner's risk)
Slate slabs for billiard tables
 (owner's
risk)
Sponge, in bales or cases
Tanks, corrugated iron
 (owner's risk)
Tar, spirit of ,  in tins
 (owner's risk)
Threshing machines
Tinware, loose
Toys, in cases
Water tanks and vats, empty
Wire netting
Wood patterns for castings
Hides
Hoofs
Horns
Iron, scrap
Manures
Meat, fresh
Metal, old
Rags ,  in bales
Seaweed
Sheepskins
Stone,
 paving, building, &c.
MINERALS.
Antimony ore
Asphalte
Black sand or tin ore
Brick
Cement
Coal and coke ,  in sacks
Copper ore
Drain pipes
Gypsum
Iron ore
Ditto, pigDitto,
 scrap
Kaolin
Lime
Marble, unmanufactured
Rails, and other permanent way
materials
Road metal and gravel
Salt rock
Sand
Slates
Stone, building, &c.
Chaff, hay, and straw, loose, 30s.
per truck ,  for distances under 25
miles, or part of 25 miles  ;  part of
truck to be charged as fu ll  truck.
NOTE.-Goods carried at a special
class rate, if owners are not in
waiting to unload on arrival at
destination ,  they will be unloaded
by the Department ,  and the rate as
before stated charged.
GOODS CLASSIFICATION- continued.
FIRST CLAS;C-,EVEN-PENCE FEE
TON SLR MILE.
SECOND
 CLASS -EIGIIT-PENCE PER TCN PER
MILE.
TRIRD  CLASS-NINE- PENCE PEE FOURTH CLASS - TIN-PENCE PER TON PER
TON PER MILE. MILE.
SPECIAL CLASS-SIX-PENCE PER TON
PER MILE.
TIMBER RATES.
Quicksilver
Raisins
Retorts ,  clay (owner ' s risk)
Safes ,  if loose
 (owner's risk)
Seeds ,  agricultural
Soda, bicarbonate of
Screwjacks
Shot, loose, in bags  (owner 's risk)
Slops ,  in bales
Spades and shovels ,  in cases
Starch and blue
Stone, carved  for building  purposes
(owner's risk)
Sugar ,  loaf, in cases
Tartaric acid
Tents ,
 in bundles
Tin or copper ,  ingot and bar
Tin plates, in boxes
Tinware ,  packed
Tobacco ,  smoking
Treacle in bottles
 (owner ' s risk)
Trees and shrubs ,  not in pots and in
packages ,
 under 2 cwt.
Twine
Type, new
Vegetables ,
 in crates  and bags (owner's
risk)
Vine cuttin gs, in bundles
Weighing
 machines , if loose  (owner's
risk)
Wine, in casks
Winches, crab
Wheels,
 loose ,  wooden and iron
Wheelbarrows
 and baud- tracks
Woollen
 goods ,  bales and cases
Yeast, in casks  (owner's risk)
Zinc ,  and tin spouting and ridging
(owner 's risk)
Zinc, in casks and cases
All Goods must be taken away from a Station within 24 hours after arrival, or a demurrage of 10s. per waggon per day, or part of a
day, will be charged by the Department ; and if stored, demurrage will be charged after three days.
Commissioner for Railways Office,  A.  0. HERBERT,
Brisbane, 19th September, 1866. Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane, 19th September, 1866.
It is hereby notified for general information, that the following amended and uniform rate for the carriage of Wool upon the
Southern and Western Railway has been approved by the Government, via.:-
ONE PENNY AND ONE HALT-PENNY PER MILE PER BALE FOR WOOL IN GREASE.
ONE PENNY AND ONE FARTRING PER MILE PER BALE FOR CLEAN WOOL.
A.
 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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General Post Office,
Queensland, 20th September, 1866.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE OF 1867-8.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
SEPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until the 12th November
next, for the conveyance of Post Office Mails, as
undermentioned, for one or two years, from the 1st
January, 1867, to the 31st December, 1867 or 1868,
both days inclusive.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously
on application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words,  "Tender
for the Conveyance of 14Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the tender box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender, and every tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service, as well as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding
double the gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering are requested to state the
description of the vehicle they intend to use, and
the number of horses by which it is to be drawn,
or if on horseback.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on WEDNESDAY, the 21st November
next, and must then be prepared, if called on,
forthwith to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum
equal to ten per cent. of the amount of such of
their tenders as may be accepted, as a guarantee
until their bonds and contracts shall be executed.
The tender of any person failing to comply with
this condition will not be entertained.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender, and upon which the tender is to be
made, can be inspected by persons proposing to
tender, either at the General Post Office, or at any
Post Office in the Colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster-General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
0
.3 Prom and to, and to and from,
C
Mode of
Conveyance.
3 :Brisbane and Aloggill, once a week ... Horse
6 Brisbane and Ipswich, twice a day Four-horse
(Sunday excepted), and expresses Coach
when required, by horse
7 Brisbane and Maryborough,  via  Du- Horse
rundur, Conondale, Imbill, Wid-
gee, and Glenbar, once a fortnight
8 Helidon (Railway Station), and Too- Four-horse
woomba, twice a day (Sunday Coach
excepted)
12 Condamine and Roma,  via  Dulacca , Two-horse-
Bendeinere, Wallumbilla, and Coach
Blythedale,  once a week
19 Taroom and Roma ,  via  Kinnoul, Horse
Euroomba, Googary, Baroondah,
Blount Hutton, Myall Downs,
Lawler's and  Bassett's , once a fort-
night
20 Toowoomba and Warwick, three times Four-Horse
a week Coach
21. Warwick and Maryland , twice a week Horse
22 Ipswich and Nanango,  via  Wivenhoe, Horse
Mount Brisbane, Cressbrook,
Colinton, and Toromeo, once a
week
23 Toowoomba  and Goondiwindi,  via  Horse
Leyburn  and Inglewood, once a
week
a3 3
.Q o
SaRvicrs REQUIRED  --continued.
From and to, and to and from. Mode ofConveyance.
25 Leyburn and Ashford, New South Horse
Wales,  via  Canal Creek, Glenelg,
Waroo, Pikedale, Glenlyon, and
Texas, once a week
26 Jondaryan and Nanango,  via  Rosalie, Horse
Cooyar, and Tarong, twice a week
20 St. George and Yarrows, New South Horse
Wales,  via  Nendigully, Dareel,
and Mungindi, once a week
30 St. George and Curriwillinghi,  via  Horse
Boombah, Dondi, Boah, &c., once
a fortnight
32 Dalby and Goondiwindi,  via  St. Ruth's, Horse
Cecil Plains, Dunmore, Junction,
and Retreat, once a week
31 Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour, Horse
Burrandowan, Boondooma, and
Cooranga, once a week
35 Gayndah and Nanango,  via  Barambah, Horse
Boonara, Boombigan, and Ban
Ban, once a week
36 Gayndah and Banana,  via  Dalgangal Horse
Rawbelle, Cattle Station, and
Koingal, once a week
39 Gayndah and Walla,  via  Yenda and Horse
Teningering, once a week
40 Maryborough and Gladstone,  via  Horse
Walla, Waroo, and Rodd's Bay,
once a week
43 Gladstone and Banana, once a fort- Horse
night
44 Rockhampton and St. Lawrence,  via  Horse
Yaamba, Princhester, Marl-
borough, Tooloomba, and Waver-
ley, once a week
46 St. Lawrence and Nebo,  via  Lotus Horse
Creek, Cardagan, and Funnel
i
54
ghtCreek, once a fortn
Clermont and Beaufort (Belyando), Horse
via  Copper Mines, Drummond,
Peak Vale, and Craven, once a
fortnight
55 Marlborough and Lilly Vale,  via  Horse
Apis Creek, Columbra, Inglewood,
and Kynebil, once a week
56 Mackay and Nebo, once a fortnight... Horse
57 Nebo and Clermont,  via  Oxford Horse
Downs, Police Barracks, Grosvenor
Downs, Logan Downs, Tinwald
Downs, Spring Diggings, and
Wolfang, once a fortnight
59 Richmond Downs and Burketown,
Gulf of Carpentaria, route not
determined, once a month
Horse
60 Cardwell and Valley of Lagoons, once
a month
ITorso
61 Glen Dhu (Valley of Lagoons), and Horse
Lynd Station (McKinnon's), once
a month
Clermont and Sl:rh-igsure, route not Horse
determined, once a week
NOTICE.
order to determine the Value of Goods
IN imported into the different Ports of the Colony,
and subject to  " Ad  valorem  Duty," the original
Invoices of such Goods must be produced at the
respective Custom Houses when Entries are being
passed for the same.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collpetor of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1866.
THE Bench of Magi  strates have this day
appointed  1MTr. GEORGE JOHN BOULTER, to
be Poundkeeper ,  at Bowen, for twelve months.
By Order of the Bench,
HENRY BRAMSTON,
Police Office,
Bowen, 8th May, 1866.
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
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A
COURT of Examination will be held by the
Justices of the District Bench, Goondiwindi,
in Petty Sessions assembled, at the Court House,
Goondiwindi, on TUESDAY, the 13th day of
November next, at noon, for the purpose of
examining the Electoral Roll of the Western
Downs District (within the Police District of
Goondiwindi).
ROBERT VINCENT,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Office, Goondiwindi,
15th September, 1866.
NOTICE.
TO the  Owners  of Tenements on QUEEN STREET,from George street to Wharf street ; R oMA
STREET, from  the City boundary to Ann street ;
ALBERT STREET, from Ann street to Queen street ;
GEORGE  STREET,  from Queen street to Alice street ;
EDWARD STREET , from Queen street to Mary street ;
and the private streets, courts,  lanes , and alleys
opening thereto.-The Main Pipe in the'said streets
being laid down, the Owners of all Tenements
situate as above , are hereby required, on or before
the first day of October next, to cause service pipes
to be  laid so as to  supply water from the main pipe
within such  premises.
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Secretary.
Office of Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane , 14th September, 1866.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane , 21st September, 1866.
BRUNNER v. DITMAR.
T
O ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that a writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment  obtained by the plaintiff in
the above  action, and  that all defendant s interest
of, in, and to ,  all that allotment  cr parcel of Land
in the  said Colony,  containing  by admeasurement
one rood twenty-seven perches, be the same more
or less , situated in the county of Aubigny, parish
of Drayton, town of Toowoomba, being allotment
number  sixteen of  section number twenty ;-com-
mencing on  the north side of Perth street, at the
south-west  corner of  allotment number fifteen ; and
bounded thence on the south by that street
westerly one chain ; on the west by the eastern
boundary line of allotment number seventeen
northerly, at right  angles  to Perth street four
chains  and twenty links to a lane thirty links wide ;
on the north by that lane easterly, parallel with
Perth  street one chain  ; and on the east by the
western boundary line of allotment number fifteen
aforesaid southerly, at right  angles  to Perth street
four  chains  and twenty  links  to the point of com-
mencement  t being the  allotment sold  as lot twenty-
one, in pursuance  of the  proclamation  of 31st May,
1858:-Will be sold by the  Sheri ff of Queensland,
by public  auction, at  the Queen's Arms Hotel,
Toowoomba, on WEDNESDAY, the 24th day of
October next, at Twelve o'clock noon, unless this
execution is previously satisfied.
EDWARD HACKING,
Under Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Between  Robert Bright, Samuel Bright, Tyndal'
Bright, Heywood Bright, Henry Arthur
Bright, Charles Edward Bright, Reginald
Bright, and Frederic Hamilton Hart, trading
as " Bright Brothers and Co.," plaintiffs ; and
James Baines , James Greaves, Thomas Miller
Mackay, and John Taylor, defendants.WHEREAS  an action has been commenced inthis  Court, at the suit of the abovenamed
plaintiffs ,  against the abovenamed defendants, to
recover the  sum of two thousand one hundred and
eighty-nine pounds eighteen shillings  and  nine.pence, for money payable y the defendants to the
plaintiff, for goods bargained and sold by the
plaintiff's to the defendants, for goods sold and
delivered by the plaintiff's to the defendants, f, r
work done and materials provided by the plaintiff;,
for the defendants at their request, for money lent
by the plaintiffs to the defendants at their request,
for money paid by the plaintiffs for the defendants
at their request, and for commission and reward
due and of right payable by the defendants to the
plaintiffs in respect, thereof, and for money found
to be clue by the defendants to the plaintiffs upon
accounts stated between them ; and it being
alleged that the said defendants do not reside
within this Colony or its dependencies, a writ of
foreign attachment has been issued, returnable on
the fifth day of October next, wherein Patrick
McLea, Robert Williams, James Matthew Banks,
and Frederic Hamilton Hart, all of Brisbane, in
the said Colony, are garnishees, Notice is hereby
given thereof : And if at any time before final
judgment in this action, the defendants, or any
person on their behalf, will give the security and
notice, and file the appearance and plea required by
the Act intituled  An Act to consolidate and amend
the laws relating to actions against persons absent
from the Colony and against joint creditors,  the
attachment may be dissolved.
Dated this twentieth day of September, A.D. 1866.
GRAHAM LLOYD HART,
Attorney for the plaintiff's,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of G. W. McKeand, of
Brisbane, commission agent.
HEREAS the said G. W. McKeand was, on
the 12th day of September, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent,1I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 20th day of September, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if 'required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 25th day of October, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 14th day of September,
A.D. 1866. -
ALFRED J, P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Foxton, Leith Hay, and
Co., of Ipswich, commission agents.WHEREAS the said firm of Foxton, Leith
l Hay, and Co. was, on the 19th day of
September, A.D. 1866, adjudged to be Insolvent,
I hereby appoint a First Public Sitting of the
Court, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 24th
day of _ September, A.D.  1860,  to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said Estate, and for the election of a Creditors'
Assignee, if required ; and also to determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall
be made to the Insolvents.up to the time of passing
their last examination, and whether any and what
tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the
Insolvents ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on THURSDAY, the
25th day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence at .
Eleven o'clock, for the proof, of debts against the
said estate, and for such other matters connected
with the estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 20th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWY CHE,
WVILLiA3f PT('kl; 1RTNG, Judge.
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of J. McNa lly of War-
wick.
WHEREAS the said J. McNally was, on
the 20th day of September, A.D., 1866,
adjudged to be an  insolvent,  I hereby appoint
a First Public Sitting of the Court, to be
holden before me, at the Supreme Court
House, Brisbane ,  on MONDAY ,  the 1st
day of October ,  A.D. 1866 ,  to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required  ;  and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination ,  and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent  ;  and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on THURSDAY, the 1st
day of November , A.D. 1866,  to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 20th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John William C.
Haward, of Brisbane ,  laborer.
WHEREAS the  said John William C. Haward
11 1 was, on the 17th day of September ,  A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court ,  to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY,  the 27th day of September , A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock ,  for the proof of debts
against the said estate ,  and for the election of a
Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination ,  and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY,  the 29th day of October ,  A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate ,  and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 17th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J .  P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Frederick Manson
Bailey ,  of Brisbane ,  grocer.
WHEREAS  the said Frederick Manson Bailey
was ,  on the 13th day of September ,  A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 24th day of September ,  A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate ,  and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee ,  if required  ;  and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to thei
time of passing his last examination ,  and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place ,  on MON-
DAY, the 29th day of October ,  A.D. 1866. to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate ,  and for such other matters
connected with the estate as may be required to be
brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 13th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of McCann Brothers, of
Brisbane, publicans.
W
HEREAS the said McCann Brothers were,
on the 7th day of September, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be Insolvents, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 17th day of September,  A. D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vents up to the time of passing their last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvents ; and a
Second Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place,
on MONDAY, the 15th day of October, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 18th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Charles Eaves, of
Brisbane, publican.
W
HEREAS the said Charles Eaves was, on the
14th day of September, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 24th day of September, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 29th day of October, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 18th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING , Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Charles Becker, of
Gibbons' Camp, storekeeper.
WHEREAS the said Charles Becker was, onthe 3rd day of August, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a 'Third
Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 18th day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane the 18th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,  Judge.
Official  Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of McCann Brothers,
of Brisbane, publicans.
WHEREAS the said McCann Brothers wee,
Y on the 7th day of September, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be Insolvents, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 18th day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvents, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvents to make an application for
their Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 18th day of September,
A.D. 1866. `
ALFRED J. P. LUTW YCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Wallis, of
Brisbane, baker.
N' 'HEREAS the said James Wallis was, on the
8th day of September, A.D. 1866, adjudgedV V
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 1st day
of November, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvent,
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct, for
the Insolvent to make an application for his
Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 17th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Christian, late of Hinton, in
the Colony of New South Wales, Esquire,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that at the expiration
of fourteen days from the publication hereof,
application will be made to this honorable Court,
in its -Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate of
the last Will and Testament of the abovenamed
deceased may be granted to William Martyn
Christian, one of the Executors in the said Will
named.
Dated this 21st day of September, A.D., 1866.
PETER MACPHERSON,
Proctor for the said Executor,
Queen Street, Brisbane.
]Em p unbf ngo.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Goomburra, by order
j of Chas. Green Esq., 13th September, 1866. Driving
expenses  2s. per head.
One chesnut  mare,  JB over writing FM near shoulder,
C over HB off shoulder, star and small streak.
One bay colt foal,  star  and snip, like M over N near
shoulder.
One roan horse,  star , GL over PA near shoulder, blind
near eye.
One grey horse, C near shoulder, C near neck, like BT
under saddle off ribs, blotch brand near ribs.
One `chesnut colt foal, near hind foot white, blaze, no
visible brand.
One chesnut colt foal, blaze, off hind foot white, near
hind coronet white, like JM conjoined  near  shoulder.
One light-bay mare, AB near shoulder, star.
If not released on or before Tuesday, 16th October,
1866, will be sold on that day, at noon, to defray  expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Mount Abundance, by
order of E. Arthur, Esquire. Driving 3s. 8d. per
head.
One  grey  mare, TF near shoulder.
One dark bay mare, U over T off shoulder, unbranded ;
colt at foot.
One brown mare, C or G near thigh, star.
One light bay mare, UE off shoulder ; colt and foal at
foot, both unbranded.
One bay mare, blaze down face, near hind foot white, I
over 3 near  shoulder unbranded ; foal at foot.
If not released on or before the 16th day of October,
1866, -will be sold.
F. G. MACKAY , Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Clifton, by orderof E. Marlay, Esq., 14th September, 1866. Dam-
ages, 2s. 6d. ; driving for thirty-two miles.
One grey horse, DO or DC near shoulder.
One bay horse, like  1:1  over N over d or over
over t conjoined near shoulder, JM off shoulder.
One flea-bitten grey mare, like Pa over i--+ over IH
or Pa over conjoined over III near shoulder.
One bay horse, JC over C over or JG over  0  over
near  shoulder, hind feet white.
One brown  mare , illegible brand like A under S near
shoulder, star, halter mark.
One grey mare, WR conjoined near shoulder.
One grey mare, WB over T near shoulder, like 12 near
saddle.
One grey mare, like MC or WG near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, WB over T near shoulder, like 27
near saddle, blaze face.
One brown mare, JS over D over DD or a over BR
near shoulder.
One brown mare, like TF over 3 near shoulder, or IF
,over 3.
One bay  filly, stripe down face, WB over T near
shoulder, like 323 or 328 near saddle.
One chesnut colt, JT off shoulder, blaze face, three
white feet.
One brown filly, AR near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, d over F or t over E near shoulder,
four white feet, streak down face.
One grey filly, I over MI or I over MJ near shoulder.
One brown horse, E over IMD near shoulder.
One bay colt, illegible brand like PF over RP near
shoulder, star and snip, four feet white.
One bay colt, like JHC conjoined off shoulder, small
star and snip.
One Chesnut mare, like EC or MG near shoulder, HO
over W or 110 over W near saddle, B near thigh,
stripe down face, off hind foot white, shod.
One chesnut filly foal, unbranded, blaze face, off fore
and near hind feet white.
One bay filly, JP conjoined with S near shoulder
small star.
If not released on or before 16th October, 1866, will
be sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Rosenthal, 17th
September, 1886, by order of L. E. Lester, Esq.
Driving expenses 2s. 4d. per head.
One bay mare, white face, near hind coronet white, Pi
over PB near shoulder, IC near saddle, off hip
down.
One bay mare, small star, MC blotch brand under near
shoulder, green hide round neck.
If not released on or before Tuesday, 16th October,
1866, will be sold on that day, at noon, to defray
expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westwood, 13th
August, 1866. (Wrongly described.)
One bay horse, like WOH over C near shoulder, 2G
near thigh, L off thigh, star, shod.
Also, from same place, 22nd August, 1866.
One chesnut cob, like writing M over -4 over M near
shoulder, writing M near thigh, 33 of shoulder,
short tail.
One bay filly, no brands visible, star, hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 28th September, 1866,
-Will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Undullah. Driving,4s. 2d. per head.
One brown mare and foal, U near shoulder.
One bay mare and foal, U near shoulder.
One brown mare, star *nd snip, hind feet and near fore
foot white, - over W over B over 1 near shoulder, 39
near ribs.
One iron-grey filly, - over W near shoulder.
One bay mare, U near shoulder.
One bay mare, 5 over U near shoulder.
One iron-grey colt, 19 over U near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, off hind foot white, U near shoulder.
One brown mare, star, U over IC near shoulder, TJU
near neck, CI over CI off shoulder.
One brown horse, hind feet and near fore foot white, star
and snip, ORR near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, hind feet white, J off shoulder, like
JC conjoined near shoulder.
One bay mare and foal, star, like B in U near shoulder,
P near ribs, 72 off ribs.
One bay colt, star, M near shoulder.
One grey horse, like over B near shoulder, L off
shoulder.
One bay mare, off hind and fore feet white, star and
snip, :M over JM conjoined near shoulder, J over
n off shoulder.
One brown filly, off hip down, like TK near shoulder.
One roan colt, no legible brand.
One brown filly, EC over BM near shoulder.
One black mare, fore feet and near hind foot white, blaze,
SE over Gil near shoulder.
One bay mare, like JN over HC near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, blaze, M near shoulder, I near thigh.
One brown mare and foal, AW conjoined off shoulder,
like 400 off ribs.
From Tamrookum. Driving 7s. 6d. per head.
One bay mare, gR conjoined near shoulder.
One bay horse, star, X near shoulder, LD off neck.
One bay mare and foal, like P4 over ti conjoined over F
over RL conjoined (the R reversed) near shoulder,
star and snip.
One brown mare, star, 5 off shoulder, M near shoulder.
One bay horse, blaze, hind feet and near fore foot white,
BR near shoulder, R near rump, B near ribs.
One bay mare and foal, star, B both shoulders.
One bay horse, MR near shoulder.
One chesnut filly, star, HD conjoined near shoulder.
One bay colt, M off shoulder.
One chesnut mare, star, like JD conjoined near shoulder.
One bay horse, stripe, HW off shoulder.
One black horse, blaze, white feet, HC near shoulder.
One bay colt, AWC near shoulder, C both cheeks, 301
off shoulder.
One brown horse, star and snip, WM over cross over  0
near shoulder, like 335 near ribs.
One chesnut horse, AWC near shoulder, C both cheeks,
like 363 off shoulder.
One brown horse,  S near neck , BN near shoulder.
One brown horse,  star and snip , hind feet white, MH
over blotch near shoulder.
One bay horse, HC near shoulder, I near thigh.
One bay horse, WL over J off shoulder, A near
shoulder.
One brown horse,  star,  HW near shoulder.
From Bromilton.  Driving, 6s . 8d. per head.
One grey mare and foal, blotch near shoulder, P near
thigh
One chesnut  mare ,  star, near  fore foot white, J over H
near shoulder
One chesnut colt, star, hind feet , white JS near
shoulder.
One chesnut  mare, streak , near fore foot white, 1-1 over
8 near shoulder.
Ohe brown mare and foal, MD conjoined off shoulder.
WM near shoulder.
One bay colt, near hind foot white, CE off shoulder,
One bay filly,  star  and snip, 85 near ribs.
One grey horse, L in circle over like HW near shoulder.
One brown horse,  star, SE near  shoulder.
One chesnut horse, blaze, four white feet, C over
blotch near shoulder.
One bay horse,  star and snip, near  fore and hind feet
white, -, over M off shoulder, . over M off thigh,
like 7 over B over M near shoulder.
One roan filly, U near shoulder , 034 near ribs, H off
shoulder.
From Mortlake. Driving, 4s. per head.
One spotted cow, two splits off  ear, Pa  over Pq off rump,
like brands off ribs.
One red and white cow and calf, top off off ear, IC off
ribs.
One red and white heifer, TM o$ ribs.
One red and white  steer, two  splits near ear, J COOPER
off side.
One red and white steer, brands off rump not legible.
One red and white steer, top off off ear, M off cheek.
One spotted  steer,  slit off off ear, brands of ribs not
legible.
One red and white  steer,  split and piece off both ears,
like MM off ribs.
One red steer, top off near ear, notch  off ear,  7 off rump.
One red steer, top off off ear, brand off rump, not
legible.
If not released  on or  before the 16th day of October,
1866, will be sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 26th September, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has, in
11L. Her Majesty' s name , and with the advice of the Executive Council,
summoned  to the Legislative Council of Queensland, by Writs of Summons,
bearing even  date herewith, under the Great Seal of the Colony, the
following  gentlemen , viz.:
JOHN ALEXANDER BELL, of Jimbour, in the County of Lytton, Esquire ;
WILLIAM THORNTON, Collector of Customs,  of Brisbane ,  Esquire ;
JOHN  CHRISTIAN  HEUSSLER , of Brisbane, Esquire.
By His Excellency ' s Command,
A. MACAL ISTER.
By Authority  :  W. 0. BB&LBSIDuE, Government Printer, William Street ,  Brisbane.
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PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. VII.] THURSDAY,  27TH SEPTEMBER ,  1866. [No. 115.
Legislative Chambers,
Brisbane, 26th September, 1866.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.THE Honorable The Speaker of the LegislativeAssembly, in terms of the "  Electoral Act
of  1858, " 22 Victoria, No: 20, directs it to be
notified that a Petition, of which the subjoined is a
copy, has been lodged against the Election and
Return of the Reverend George McCullagh Reed
to serve in the Legislative Assembly as a Member
for the Electoral District of Ipswich.
By order of the Honorable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,.
Clerk of Legislative Assembly.
To the Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assem-
bly of the Colony of Queensland.
In the matter of the Petition against the Election and
return of the Reverend George McCullagh Reed,
to serve as a Member of the present Legislative
Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral District
of Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland.
The humble Petition of the undersigned electors for
the said Electoral District of Ipswich, in the said
Colony,
Sheweth,-
That in pursuance of a writ directed to the Returning
Officer for the said Electoral District of Ipswich, a
nomination of candidates to serve in the Legislative
Assembly of Queensland, took place on the second day
of August, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six,
at which two candidates only were nominated, viz. :-The
Honorable Ratcliffe Pring and the abovenamed George
McCullagh Reed.
That the show of hands at such nomination was
declared by the Returning Officer to be in favor of the
said George McCullagh Reed, whereupon a poll was
demanded by the said Ratcliffe Pring, which poll was
taken on the fourth day of the said month of August,
and on the sixth day of the said month the Returning
Officer declared that the said George McCullagh Reed
had received the greater number of votes, and was there-
fore duly elected as a representative for the said Electoral
District of Ipswich ; and he has taken his seat
accordingly.
That the said George McCullagh Reed was before and
at the time of his alleged election a Minister of the
Church of Scotland, or a Minister, Priest, or Ecclesiastic
of some form or profession of religious faith or worship,
and as such was and is disqualified by the 20 Section of
the  Constitution Act,  17 Victoria, No. 41, in force in this
Colony, from sitting or voting in the said Legislative
Assembly of Queensland, and that his return as such
representative istherefore void.
That your Petitioners have paid into the Bank of New
South Wales, Brisbane, to the credit of the Honorable
Gilbert Eliett, the Speaker of the said Legislative
Assembly, the sum of One hundred pounds, to answer
costs, or to be otherwise dealt with in pursuance of the
Act 22nd Victoria, No. 20, Section 77, the receipt for
which sum is hereunto annexed.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray, that this their
Petition may be referred to the Committee of Elections
and Qualifications, and that your Petitioners may be
heard by counsel, or otherwise, in support of the alle-
gations aforesaid, that the seat of the said George
McCallagh Reed may be declared vacant, and that your
Petitioners may have such further or other relief on the
premises as the nature of the case may require and the
law allow.
And your Petitioners will ever pray , &c., &c.
PATRICK O'SULLIVAN.
JAMES McINTOSH,
THUS. JAMES ELLIOTT.
JOHN PETTIGREW.
DENNIS T. KEOGH.
GEO. THOP..
Ipswich, 25th September, 1866.
[DUPLICATE.]
Brisbane, 25th September, 1866.
Paid into the Bank of New South Wales the sum of
One hundred pounds sterling, to be placed to the credit
of the Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assem-
bly, by the hands of Patrick O'Sullivan, of Ipswich.
£100
ALEXANDER ARCHER.
By Authority: W. C. BELBRIDGE, Government Printer, William Street, Brisbare.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceHof the Executive Council, has be n pleased
to appoint
JOHN McDONNELL, Esquire,
to be Emigration Officer for the Colony of Queens-
land for the purposes of the  Passengers Act,  18
and 19 Victoria, c. 119.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE AND LEASE
LAND UNDER " TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC
" LANDS ACT."
T"IS Excellency the, Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the Land granted for
the purposes of a Lying-in Hospital in this city
have, in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22,
made application to the Governor in Council for
leave to Mortgage and Lease the said Land, in
order to obtain funds for the purpose of erecting
the necessary premises, and other appurtenances
required for the Institution.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the permission so
sought, must lodge the same with the Colonial
Secretary, by letter, within three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE LAND UNDER
" TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
TIFIS Excellency theGovernor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the Trustees of the land granted for
the purposes of a Temperance Hall in North Bris-
bane have, in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No.
22, made application to the Governor in Council for
leave to mortgage and lease the said land for the
general purposes of the Institution.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the leave so sought,
must lodge the same with the Colonial Secretary,
by letter, within three months from the date of the
first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd August, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE  AND LEASE
LAND UNDER  " TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC
LANDS ACT."
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the land granted to
the Congregation of the Presbyterian Church on
Wickham Terrace, in this city, have, in terms of
the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made application to
the Governor in Council for leave to mortgage and
lease the said land, in order to obtain funds for
liquidating the debt on the Church, and for other
purposes of interest to the said Congregation.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the permission so
sought, must lodge the same with the Colonial
Secretary, by letter, within three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
CLERMONT AND COPPERFIELD PETITION.
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, sections 3 and 4.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has directed the publication
of the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by 199 householders, residing in the
towns of Clermont and Copperfield, praying for the
erection of these localities into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that at a public meeting of
the inhabitants of the abovenamed townships, held
at the Court House, Clermont, on the 25th May
last, it was resolved that a Petition be prepared
requesting the Government to proclaim the town-
ships of Clermont and Copperfield a Municipality ;
and they accordingly pray that the' abovenamed
localities may be constituted a Municipality, to be
named the Municipality of Clermont and Copper-
field with the undermentioned boundaries-the
same to be divided into two wards, each ward
returning three aldermen.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Goverm;ienzt Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.] •
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
GAYNDAH PETITION.
IN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency as hereunder set forth, purporting to be
signed by One hundred and six Householders, in
the Town of Gayndah, praying the erection of that
locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that the increasing popula-
tion of this town, the large sums of money that
have been expended in the purchase of land
therein, and the benefits derivable from municipal
government; render them anxious to secure its
advantages, and they, therefore, pray that Gayndah
may be declared a Municipality with the under-
mentioned boundaries.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.]
Proposed Boundaries of Gayndah Municipality.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Mount
Debateable Purchase ; from thence across the Burnett
westerly three miles up Reed's Creek ; from thence a
line running easterly to cross the Burnett at the Bro-
then ; thence along the southern bank downwards to the
junction of the Barambah Creek ; thence along the
southern bank of the Barambah upwards to the junction
of Campbell's Creek with the Barambah ; from thence
along Campbell's Creek to the old Ban-Ban Road ; from
thence a line to Mr. Walker's purchase on Oakey
Creek ; from thence one mile southerly, and from thence
to the southern point of the Mount Debateable Pur-
chase, and thence to the point of commencement.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,. 8th August, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
ROMA PETITION.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by One hundred and five householders and
inhabitants of the town of Roma, praying the
erection of that locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The petitioners, in pursuance of a resolution
passed at a public meeting, state that they are
anxious of securing the benefits derivable from
municipal government, and therefore pray that
Roma may be declared a Municipality.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 11th August, 1866,
No. 96.]
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th September, 1866.
NOTICE.-IMMIGRATION.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that instructions have been forwarded to the
Agent-General for Emigration, in London, to
discontinue all operations in connection with
Emigration. As by such instructions Mr. Jordan
will not be in a position to provide passages for
such persons as have hitherto been introduced into
the Colony under the nominee system, in terms, of
The Immigration. Act of  1864, section 14 : It is
therefore notified, that no more deposits will be
received at the Immigration Office, in Brisbane, or
by any of the Sub-Agents throughout the colony,
towards the cost of passage of any person
whatever.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1866.THE following Byelaw, made by the MunicipalCouncil of Toowoomba, pursuant to the 70th
section of the  Municipal Institutions Act of  1864,
for the regulation and licensing of hackney carriages
and omnibuses, having been confirmed by His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, under his hand, in accordance
with the 74th section of the said Act, the said Bye-
law is hereby published in the  Government Gazette.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
MUNICIPALITY OF TOOWOOMBA.
BYE-Law No. 7.
Omnibus and Hackney Carriage Bye-laws.
WxEBnss it is necessary that provision should be made
for licensing and regulating omnibuses, cars, hackney
carriages, and cabs, and the owners, drivers, and con-
ductors thereof, plying for hire within the Municipality
of Toowoomba : It is hereby ordered by the municipal
Council for the said municipality, by virtue of the power
and authority in them in this behalf vested by the Act
28 Victoria, No. 21, that on the first day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six, the following Bye-laws shall take effect, and
they are hereby established to commence that day
accordingly.
1. No person shall ply or run any vehicle for hire, or
jon in plying or running any vehicle for hire, within the
sad municipality, until and unless he shall be dulyi
licensed to ply or run the same vehicle in manner herein-
after described
2. No person shall drive or conduct any vehicle plying
or running for hire within the said municipality, until and
unless he shall be licensed to drive or conduct the same
vehicle in manner hereinafter described.
3. Before any license for plying a vehicle, or to drive
or conduct the same, shall be granted, the party requiring
such license shall obtain from the Town Clerk, free of
charge, a requisition in the form of the schedule hereunto
annexed marked A, or to the like effect, and shall duly
fill up and sign the same, and deliver it to theTown Clerk ;
and in the case of drivers and conductors, shall obtain a
certificate from two respectable ratepayers, to the effect
that the applicant is good of character and competent to
act as such driver or conducter, as the case may be.
4. No license shall be granted in respect of any vehicle
which, in the opinion of the Mayor, shall be unsafe or in
bad repair, or otherwise unfit for the accommodation and
conveyance of passengers therein ; nor until and unless
the number of such vehicle be painted thereon, on a
plate or plates affixed thereon outside on the panel of
each door of such vehicle, or in such other place or
places and in such manner as the Mayor and any two
aldermen shall direct.
5. Licenses for proprietors, drivers, or conductors of
vehicles shall be in the form contained in the schedule
hereunto annexed, marked B, or to the like effect.
6. Every license granted under these Bye-laws, shall
be granted at the town hall, in Toowoomba aforesaid,
and shall be under the common seal of the Municipal
Council, and signed by the Mayor ; and shall be in force
from the date of such license until the thirty-first day of
December next ensuing, and no such license shall include
more than one vehicle. Provided that where the licensed
vehicle shall be under repair, if the propri'btor shall so
desire, he may be permitted to substitute another for a
period to be thereby specified by indorsement on the
license, signed by the Mayor.
7. For every such license, there shall be paid to the
Town Clerk annually, for the benefit of the general funds
of the municipality, the several rates set forth in the
schedule hereunto annexed, marked C.
8. No license shall be granted to any person to drive
any vehicle unless he shall be twenty-one years of age,
nor to act as conductor unless he shall be sixteen years
of age.
9. All licenses shall be made out by the Town Clerk or
his assistants, and numbered in such order as he may
think fit.
10. No proprietor shall part with or lend his license,
nor part with his licensed vehicle, to any person without
the knowledge and approval of the Mayor, and the
registry of the name of the purchaser in the books of the
Town Clerk, and indorsement of such name by the Town
Clerk on the license granted for such vehicle ; and any
proprietor who shall part with his vehicle, without such
approval, registry, and indorsement, shall still be deemed
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the proprietor thereof, and subject as such to all the
provisions of this Bye-law as fully as if no change of
ownership had taken place. Provided always, that the
purchaser of such vehicle who shall allow the same to be
used, or to apply for hire without such approval, registry,
and indorsement, shall be subject to the penalty imposed
by the Bye-law on a person for plying without license.
11. The person or persons in whose  name  or names a
license shall appear to have been obtained, or duly trans-
ferred, as in the last section of this Bye-law, shall be
deemed the proprietor or proprietors of the vehicle in
respect of which the same shall have been taken out or
transferred. -
12. Every proprietor of a licensed vehicle shall be held
responsible for the good conduct of the conductor or
conductors and driver or drivers employed by him, and
may be proceeded against for any breach or_ non-
observance of any provision of these Bye-laws by such
conductor or conductors, driver or drivers, and shall be
liable for all the penalties which such conductor or con-
ductors and driver or drivers may incur under these
Bye-laws.
13. Whenever any person named as the proprietor, or
one of the proprietors, of a licensed vehicle, shall change
his or her place of abode, he or she shall within two
days next after any such change, give notice thereof in
writing, signed by him or.her, to the Town Clerk,
specifying his or her new place of abode, and the same
shall be duly indorsed by the Town Clerk upon the
license granted to such proprietor.
14. The license of the proprietor, driver, or conductor
of any vehicle, may be revoked or suspended by the
Mayor, as he shall deem right (after three days' notice in
writing given to such proprietor, driver, or conductor,
to show cause why the same should not be revoked or
suspended, and opportunity thereupon given to show
cause), in case either the proprietor, driver, or con-
ductor shall have been convicted of two offences against
these Bye-laws, committed within the period of eight
months next preceding, and a certificate from the Clerk
of Petty'Sessions for Toowoomba shall be deemed con-
clusive evidence of such convictions having taken place.
15. No driver or conductor of a licensed vehicle shall
lend or part with his license, or permit or suffer any
unlicensed person to drive or conduct his licensed
vehicle, nor shall the proprietor of any such vehicle
employ any unlicensed person as the driver or conductor
thereof.
16. The Mayor and any two aldermen shall, as often
as they may deem it necessary, 'cause an inspection to
be • made of all or of any licensed vehicle, and of the
harness and horse or horses used in drawing the same,
and if any such vehicle, horse or horses, or harness, shall
at any time be found by them unfit for public use,
notice in writing, in the form or to the effect contained
in the schedule annexed marked E, shall be given to the
proprietor of such vehicle ; and if after such notice he
shall use, or let to hire, such vehicle, or suffer the same
to be used or let, until the same, or the harness, or
horse or horses used in drawing the same, as the case
may require, shall be in a fit condition for public use,
the Mayor may suspend, for such time as he may deem
proper, the license of such vehicle.
17. The number of the license granted, for every
omnibus or car, in figures not less than four inches in
height, and hackney carriage or cab, in figures not less
than two inches in height, and of proportionate breadth,
white upon a ground of black, shall be painted outside
on the panel of the door or doors of such vehicle, or on
such other part or parts thereof, or on a plate or plates
affixed thereon, as the Mayor may direct, and such
number shall be kept legible and undefaced during all
the time such vehicle shall ply or be used for hire.
18. The table of fares fixed by the Municipal
Council, painted or printed in clear legible figures, on a
card or plate six inches by three inches, shall be affixed
at the upper part of the front panel inside, or in such
other place of every vehicle licensed under these Bye-
laws as  the Mayor may direct, and such card or plate
shall be kept so affixed and legible and undefaced during
all the time the vehicle shall ply or be used for hire.
19. No proprietor, driver, or conductor of any
licensed vehicle shall demand, receive, or take more than
the several fares set forth in the schedule hereunto
annexed marked D. Provided that the sums so set forth
may be varied from time to time by a resolution of the
Municipal Council, as occasion may seem to them to
require, and notice of such alteration shall be published
in one or more of the newspapers published in Too-
woomba aforesaid.
20. Half fare shall be allowed back to the place from
which the vehicle  was bngagad, whenever it shall hard
been takes for a distance greater then three s€dlee front
stab plAa®1
21. For so much of every drive and  distance as may
be performed by any vehicle after ten o'clock at night
and before five o'clock in the morning, an addition to
the ordinary fare of one-half shall be paid.
22. The rates of fares established, or to be established,
under these Bye-laws, shall be inclusive of all charge
for luggage under fifty pounds weight.
23. If the driver of any vehicle hired by distance be
kept waiting by the hirer, in the course of the drive or
journey, above fifteen minutes, except when detained by
the hirer for the purpose of returning, as hereinafter
provided, he shall receive for every fifteen minutes
detention after the first fifteen minutes, if it be a vehicle
drawn by two or more horses, one shilling, and if by
one horse, eight-pence.
24. Any person calling or sending for any vehicle and
not further employing the same, shall pay as follows :-
For a vehicle drawn by two or more horses, one shilling,
and for a vehicle drawn by one horse, one shilling, or
the fare from the stand or the place from where the
vehicle was engaged, at the driver's option ; and if the
person calling the vehicle shall detain the same more
than five minutes, he shall further pay for any time that
the vehicle may be detained, not exceeding a quarter of
an hour ; if a vehicle drawn by two or more horses, nine-
pence, and a vehicle drawn by one horse, six-pence; and
for any time not exceeding a second quarter of an hour,
if a vehicle drawn by two horses, nine-pence, and if by
one horse, six-pence, and for any further time in the
same  proportion.
25. The distance shall be computed from the stand or
place where the vehicle was hired, and not from the
stand where the same may usually ply.
26. No proprietor or driver of any licensed vehicle,
having agreed to take any fare, at any time or from any
place, shall delay, neglect, or refuse to do so.
27. Any person having hired a licensed vehicle, and
not paying the legal fare when demanded, shall, on con-
viction before any justices forfeit and pay to the owner
or driver of such vehicle such fare, together with such
further sum for damages , costs, and expenses  for loss of
time, or otherwise, as the said  justices  shall in their dis-
cretion think proper.
28. Every proprietor or driver of a licensed vehicle,
standing or plying for hire at any public stand appointed
by the Municipal Council, shall be deemed disengaged,
and be bound accordingly to take immediately any fare,
notwithstanding any pre-engagement.
29. The owner or driver of any licensed vehicle shall
not permit the same to stand or ply for hire, except at or
from an appointed stand.
30. The first omnibus or car that arrives at any public
stand shall be the first to start therefrom, and the others
in due rotation in the order in which they arrive at such
stand.
31. Each omnibus or car that  starts  fr om one of its
stands, must complete its journey to its other  stand in
reasonable time without turning round, or leaving the
proper line of road from one stand to the other.
32. No driver or conductor of any omnibus or car,
while standing at its proper stand, nor on Sundays whilst
in any part of the municipality, shall endeavor to attract
notice by shouting, ringing of bells, blowing of horns,
or other noise.
33. No omnibus or car proprietor, driver, or conductor,
shall demand or receive, from any passenger  a larger fare
than is shown in large immovable  figures on some con-
spicuous place, both outside and inside the omnibus or
car, as the fare for which such omnibus or car plies.
34. Any person having taken his seat in  an omnibus .
or car, and not paying the fare when demanded at the
termination of his ride, shall, on conviction before any
justices, forfeit and pay to the owner or driver of such
omnibus or car such fare, together with such sum or
sums  for  damages ,  costs, and expenses ,  for loss of time,
or otherwise,  as the said justices  shall in their  discretion
think proper.
35. The places specified in Schedule A hereto  annexed,
are hereby respectively appointed public stands for
licensed vehicles. Provided that the Municipal Council
may from time  to time, as  they shall  see fit , by resolution,
alter the situations and numbers of the said  stands, and
shall publish the same in  one or more  of the  newspapers
published in Toowoomba.
36. At every fourth vehicle, on every stand, there shall
be left a space of at least eight feet, for  passengers to pass
through.
37. Ay vehicle, on its arrival'at any such  public stand,
shall be drawn to the end  of, and be the last  of the rank
of  an *  vehicle  that may then  be +t ere n  such stand l
and  89 f 01011 bll® $tia1di  6 i'®hiales shall be
r ge4 ee in t h e lilik;
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88. There shall be an interval of at least five minutes
between the  starting  of every two omnibuses or car plying
from any stand to the same place ; and if, after the
expiration of five minutes from the starting of the
previous one, the one next in succession occupying the
first  place on the line be not prepared to start, it shall
be drawn to the last place on such stand, and so on with
each succeeding  omnibus or car in its order, to make
way for the one which is then prepared to start.
39. No driver of any vehicle shall suffer the same to
stand or loiter in any street, or alongside of any other
vehicle, nor refuse to give way, if he conveniently can, to
any other vehicle, nor obstruct the driver of any other
vehicle in taking up or setting down any person, or
wilfully, wrongfully, or forcibly, prevent, or endeavor to
prevent the driver of any other vesicle from taking a
fare.
40. No driver or conductor shall, whilst driving,
loading or unloading, or attending any vehicle, or whilst
on any public stand, wilfully or negligently do, or cause,
or suffer to be done, any damage to the person or
property of any one, or be guilty of any breach of the
peace, misconduct, or misbehavior, nor make use of any
obscene, blasphemous, threatening, abusive, or insulting
language, sign, or gesticulation.
41. Every driver of any vehicle shall keep the same on
the left or  near  side of the road, except in case of actual
necessity, or other sufficient reason for deviation, and
shall permit any other vehicle to pass his carriage having
a right so to do.
42. No driver shall, except while standing on his
appointed stand, permit his vehicle to stand in any part
of the municipality longer than may be necessary for
loading or unloading, or taking up or putting down
passengers , nor shall cause any obstruction in any part
of the municipality.
43. Every driver, whilst engaged in taking up or
setting down any passengers, shall, during such taking
up or setting down, place his vehicle  as near as con.
veniently may be to that side of the street, and at a right
line with the curbstone, at which the taking up or
setting down is required.
44. No vehicle shall be driven through any part of
the municipality at a walking pace, nor at a pace other
than a trot.
45. No omnibus or car, when proceeding from stand to
stand, shall pass any other omnibus or car proceeding
from stand to stand or' suburbs thereof in the same
direction, if the latter be proceeding on its journey at
a faster pace than a walk.
46. No driver or conductor shall carry, or knowingly
permit to be carried, in any licensed vehicle, except to
some police office or watchhouse, any coffin or deceased
human body, or any person in a state of intoxication, or
so violently or noisily conducting himself or herself or
otherwise so misbehaving as to occasion any annoyance,
or as to disturb the public peace.
47. The proprietor of every licensed vehicle shall at all
times, when plying or employed for hire, have the same
in good order, with the harness perfect and in good con.
dition, and the glasses and frames of such vehicle whole,
and the leathers attached to the frames of sufficient
strength, and the inside clean and in good repair, and
the whole ready and sufficient for use, with the driver,
conductor, and horses competent to perform the trip
from stand to stand, or from place to place, within the
said municipality, in due and reasonable time.
48. The driver or conductor of every vehicle shall be
constantly attendant upon the  same , when standing upon
its appointed stand, or whilst plying or engaged for hire,
nor shall the driver be at such a distance from his horse
or horses as to prevent his having control of the same.
49. Every licensed vehicle, plying or engaged after
sunset,  shall, except on clear moonlight nights, be
provided with lights on either side, and keep the same
lighted while so plying for hire.
50. No driver of any licensed hackney carriage or
cab shall be compelled to carry more  passengers  than his
carriage  or cab can conveniently accommodate.
51. The driver of every licensed vehicle shall place a.
muzzle upon  the head of any vicious horse, whilst on the
stand; 'and, whilst feeding his horse, shall use nosebags
to contain his forage, and shall not remove his horses'
winkers during the time df feeding.or at any time when
attached  to the carriage. -
52. In every  case  of property being left in any vehicle
by the person who used the same, such property shall
immediately be taken, in the 'state in which it was found,
to the flown Hall, and there deposited with the Town
Clerk.
53. Any property left in any licensed vehicle at any
time, and not claimed within fourteen days next after-
wards, shall be advertised in one or more of the news-
papers published in Toowoomba aforesaid, and if not
claimed within three calendar months after such adver-
tisement, such property shall be disposed of by public
auction, and the proceeds, after paying all expenses, and
such reward to the driver or conductor as the Mayor
shall determine, shall be given to such public institutions
for charitable purposes, within the municipality, as he
may direct. And if the property shall be claimed by the
owner within the said period of three months, the Mayor
shall cause the same to be delivered to him, on his
paying any expenses incurred, and making such satis-
faction to the driver or conductor bringing the same, as
he may think reasonable.
54. The owner of every licensed vehicle at the time of
obtaining the license for the same, and every driver of
any such vehicle, at the time of obtaining his license,
shall without any charge, have a printed copy of these
Bye-laws delivered to him, certified by the signature of
the Town Clerk, and having the name of the owner or
driver to whom the same is so delivered, and the number
of the license, written distinctly thereupon ; and such
owners and drivers, respectively, shall at all times have
such copy or some other copy of these Bye-laws ready to
produce, and shall, upon request, produce the same for
perusal to any person having hired such vehicle ; and
every driver and conductor of any vehicle shall, at all
times when plying for hire, have with him his license,
and shall, upon demand, produce the same to any such
person, or to the inspector of licensed vehicles, or to any
justice of the peace, or inspector of police, requiring to
inspect the same.
55. Every owner, driver, or conductor, of a vehicle, and
every vehicle, shall be deemed to be licensed, if a docu-
ment, signed by such owner, driver or conductor,
purporting to be a copy of such license, be produced by
the inspector for the time being, and it shall not be
necessary to call upon the' party prosecuted to produce
the original license, to enable the prosecutor to give
secondary evidence ; and every person or persons, and any
vehicle, shall be deemed to be unlicensed unless it
appears, on the production of the license register by the'
inspector, that a license has been duly issued.
56. Such person or persons, as may from time to time
be in that behalf appointed by the Municipal Council,
shall be the inspector or inspectors, during the pleasure
of the Municipal Council, of all licensed vehicles plying
for hire within the municipality ; and such inspector or
inspectors shall, from time to time, examine all such
vehicles, and shall at all times see that as far as possible
these Bye-laws are duly observed.
57. No owner, driver or conductor of any such vehicle,
or any other person, shall obstruct any such inspector
in the execution of his said duties.
58. For any offence against the provisions of these Bye-
laws, the offender shall be liable to, and shall pay a
penalty not exceeding five pounds, nor less than ten
shillings, to be recovered in a summary way as by law
is or shall be required.
59. No vehicle which shall be let to hire by special
agreement only, or only when bespoken at the stable or
residence of its owner, and which shall never publicly
take its place on any stand, or ply for hire off the premises
of its owner, shall be deemed a licensed vehicle within
the meaning of these Bye-laws, nor shall the owner,
driver, or conductor of such vehicle be subject to their
provisions in any respect whatsoever.
60. When the word " vehicle " shall be used in these
Bye-laws, the same shall be understood to apply to either
an omnibus, a car, hackney-carriage, or catb ; and an
omnibus shall be meant to be a vehicle upon four wheels,
drawn by two or more horses ; and a car or vehicle upon
two wheels, for which omnibus licenses have been taken
out; and a hackney carriage shall mean a vehicle upon
four wheels, drawn by two or more horses ; and a cab or
vehicle, upon two wheels, for which hackney carriage-
licenses have been taken out.
61. A ll  acts, matters, and things to be made or done
by, and all powers and authorities vested in the Mayor,
under or by virtue of the provisions of these Bye-laws,
may respectively be made or done by, or'vested in such
other person or persons as the  said  council shall by
resolution on that behalf appoint.
62. That in any proceeding under the provisions of
these Bye-laws, it shall not be necessary for the person
or persons prosecuting or complaining to prove that any
place is wither the said Municipality,
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SCHEDULE A-(Section 3.)
.. Requisition for license to
To the Municipal Council of Toowoomba.
I residing in street, in the Muni-
cipality of , do hereby request that a license
may be granted to me to a certain
No. within the said Municipality.
Dated day of A.D. 186
Description of
Build :
Color :
Linings and trimmings :
Name:
SCHEDULE B-(Section 5.)
No.
This is to certify that of street,
is hereby licensed to a certain
No. within the Municipality of Toowoomba, from
the date hereof to the thirty- first day of December next,
subject nevertheless, to and every the Bye-laws, rules,
and regulations in force relating thereto. The said
to carry passengers and no more.
Given under the common seal of the Municipal Council
of the Municipality of Toowoomba, at the Town
Hall, this day of in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-
SCHEDULE  C-(Section 7.)
A Table of Rates  to be paid  by proprietors,  drivers, and
conductors  of licensed  vehicles.
Proprietors of Rateannum.
£ s, d.
Omnibuses  ... ... 6 0 0
Cars ... ... ... ... 5 0 0
Hackney carriages and cabs ... 3 0 0
For every driver' s license ... £
For every conductor's license,.. £
SCHEDULE D-(Section 19.)
Rates and Fares to be paid  for any  vehicle within the
limits of  this Bye-law.
If drawn by  one, two, or more horses :-
FARES BY DISTANCE.
s. d.
For any distance not exceeding half a mile 1 0
And for every half mile or part of a half mile
over and above any number of miles or half
miles completed ... ... -... .. , 1 0
FARES BY TIME.
For any time not exceeding one half-hour .,. 2 6
And for every half-hour or part of a half-hour
after any number of halt'-hours completed 2 6
The above fares to be paid according to distance or
time, at the option of the hirer, if expressed at the com-
mencement of the hiring ; if not otherwise expressed, the
fares  to be. paid according to distance. Provided that
no driver shall be obliged to hire  his carriage  for a fare
to be paid according to time, for any distance beyond
one. mile  from the corporate limits of the  said  munici-
pality, nor within such  limits  at any time after eight
o'clock in the evening and before six o'clock in the
morning.
SCHEDULE E-(Section 16.)
I hereby certify that the No.
now used and let to hire, and known by the following
marks or description  [here state marks or description by
which the carriage may be  .fled], has been duly
inspected, and found not to be in a fit and proper condi-
tion for public use, and the license granted to
to keep and use the said is hereby suspended
for the period of from this date.
Dated this day of  A.D.  186
Mayor.
Town Clerk.
SCHEDULE G-(Section 35.)
Hackney carriage stands.
No more than the following number of carriages or
cabs shall be allowed to stand at one time on any of the
stands :-
No. 1 stand.-.On the west side of Ruthven  street,
between the Post Office and Ruthven street bridge.
No. 2 stand.-Herries street, between Neil street and
Ruthven street.
No. 3 stand.-James street, between Ruthven street
and West Swamp.
Not more than cabs allowed at each stand.
Passed by the Municipal Council of Toowoomba, 3rd
September, 1866.
JOHN M. FLYNN,
Town Clerk.
Signed and sealed by me, on behalf of the Municipal
Council of Toowoomba, this 5th day of September, 1866.
E. W. ROBINSON,
Witness-JOHN M. FLYNN.
Mayor.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-sixth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, and
in the thirtieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1866.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on THURSDAY, the 11th
day of October next, from persons willing to tender
for the Lease of the Dues authorised to be collected
at the Toll-gate, Helidon, for One (1) year.
Tender to be endorsed  00 Tender for leasing the
Turnpike Gate, Helidon."
At foot of each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by two responsible  persons as
sureties,  agreeing  to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within seven (7) days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in double the
amount of rent proposed to be levied, otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The Toll-gate will be leased subject to the
Regulations published in the  Government Gazette
of the 22nd instant.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
Further particulars can be ob*tined on applica-
tion at this Office.
J. WATTS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th September, 1866.RECENT events render it necessary that theGovernment should be put in possession of
the facts as to the quantity of labor that can be
absorbed in the various districts of the Colony, for
which purpose Employers from all parts are
requested to communicate with the Works Depart-
ment, when such steps as are necessary will be
taken to find labor and secure work for those now
so much in need, of it.
J. WATTS,
Secretary for Public Works,
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The Treasury,
Queensland , 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.BRANCHES of the above Bank are now open
at Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest  at the  rate of 5 per  cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 7th July, 1866.
PAYMENT OF RENT AND ASSESSMENT OF
RUNS.THE Lessees of Crown Lands and their Agents
are reminded that the Annual Rents and
Assessment upon Crown Lands are payable on or
before the 30th day of September next.
The holder of every run under  license , who has
made  application and duly qualified himself for a
lease  is required to pay rent upon such run, as
above, notwithstanding that a lease may not have
been actually issued to him.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial  Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, o  forthepurchase  of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received  at any Branch-Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, -where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow, or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus,  a man aged  30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 54., equal  t £29 13s . a year-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Commissioner  for Railways Office,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1866.TENDERS are invited, till THURSDAY, the11th day of October next, at Four o'clockp.m., from persons wishing to rent the Refreshment
Rooms at the Terminal Station of the Southern and
Western Railway, Ipswich, for one year, for the
sale of the  usual refreshments, exclusive of wines,
spirits, and  fermented liquors. The successful
Tenderer  will have to enter into the usual bond
required  by the Government.
The highest or any Tender  not necessarily
accepted;
A: 0, HERBERT,
Commi ioner for Reiiiy
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  5th September, 1866.
T T is hereby notified ,  that the Leases of the
l undermentioned Runs are now ready for
delivery to the Lessees, on application to this Office.
In the event of a Lessee wishing to depute an
agent to receive the same ,  it wi ll  be necessary to
forward an authority ,  in the usual form  (which can
be obtained at this Office,  or forwarded by post at
request ),  with the signature or signatures respect-
ively attested by a magistrate of the Colony.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Name of Run.
Wallaby ... ...
Glenelgin ..
Clovernook ...
Glencairn. .. ...
Prospect West ...
Boonberry ...
Dura
Widerige Widerige
Ludwig ... ...
Kilmore ... ...
Milmil ...
Cargarra ... ...
Tathumnarra ...
Narrga ... ...
Popye ... ...
Branch Creek ...
Victoria Downs  V.
Nive Junction ...
Parrattamow ...
Querundi ... ...
Warra ..,
Glenelg
Upper Wallal
Wallal
Wombo
Egoline
Thara ...
Cowrie ...
Bucklebone
Glengarry ..,
Thurulgunnia
Koralling ..
Dilallah No. 1
Dilallah No. 2
Dilallah No. 3
Marah ...
Bommerah...
Bungoo ,.,
Karrol
Attica ...
Millie
Pometheragah
Cryan .
Noorama East
Brunell Downs
North
Brunel Downs
West
Thurulgunnia East
Thurulgunnia South
Burrandilla North...
Burrandilla South
Burrandilla East ...
D4No.1...
D 4 No. 2 ... ...
D 4 No. 6 ... ...
D 4 No. 7 ... ...
B4No.8 ..
Block No. 6, War.
rego River
Block No. 7, War-
rego River
Block No. 8, War-
rego River
Block No. 9, War-
. rego River
Block No. 10, War-
rego River
Block No. 11, War-
rego River
Moak  tPo, 12,  War-
Name of Lessee.
LEICHHARDT.
James McLaren
Frederick Fanning
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
C. B. and A. F. Dutton
P. F. Macdonald
J. B. Watt and J. Young
P. F. Macdonald
Ditto
WARREGO.
C. B. and A. F. Dutton
Ditto
G. R. MacLean
C. B. and A. F. Dutton
Ditto
J. D. McLean
Ditto
Ditto
C. B. and A. F. Dutton
S. D. Gordon and E. Flood
Ditto
Ditto
R. Goldsborough and H. Parker
Ditto
S. D. Gordon and E. Flood
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
It. Richards
S. D. Gordon and E. Flood
W. Forlonge
S. D. Gordon, and F. Flood
F. Goldsborough and H. Parker
Ditto
Ditto
It. Richards
S. D. Gordon and E. Flood
Ditto
Ditto
H. and C. Tom
R. Richards
S. D. Gordon and E. Flood.
It. Richards
J. Rutherford
A. T. Jones
Ditto
W. Forlonge
Ditto
J. D. McLean
G. R. McLean
J. D. McLean
J. B. Rundle
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
A. H. Richardson
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
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Name of Run.
A No. 1 ... ...
A No. 2 ... ...
A No. 3  ...  ...
WARREGO- continued.
Name of Lessee.
W. Forlonge
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
J. B. Rundle
Ditto
C. H. Humphrey
Morehead and Young.
Ditto
C. H. Humphrey
Ditto
Ditto
Name of Run.
Texas
... ,,,
Richmond ... ,..
Gloucester... ...
Salisbury ...
Middleham ...
Warwick ,.,
Burdekin  Downs ...
NORTH KENNEDY,
Name of Lessee.
A No. 4 ...
ANo.5 ...
A No. 6 ...
D4No.4 ...
D 4 No. 5 ...
Fawley West
Cresswell ...
Fawley
Oakwood No. 8
Cresswell No. 2
Cresswell No. 3
Cuovgall ...
Tommoo West ...
Elii East ... ...
Moonie No. 1 ...
Eastern Creek No. 1
Bogiria Block 2. ...
Thuillagararah
Block 2
Redford
Tulloch ., ..
Culleynboun
Doogarry ...
Battery ...
Kadesh ...
Mercurah ...
Desideratum
Clearwater...
Chesterfield
Euraba ...
Gunathaby
Gorinna .
Undulgumbal
Mizpeh ...
Shimar ...
Possession ..,
Havillah
Moreli
Noondoo Spring
Toothar ...
Glenlyon ..,
Cashmere ... ... I
Barabanbel ...
Amby No. 1 ...
Amby No. 2 ...
Amby No. 3 ...
Amby No. 4 ...
Amby No. 5 ...
Yourangle No. 3 ...
Barrigomallah ...
Tiquiban ... ...
Altamont ... ...
Vancluse ... ...
Lauristines ...
Yourangle No. 1 ...
Yourangle No. 4 ...
Ivanhoe
Upper Nilgie ...
Bogiria .
Byron Plains
Codernah ...
Booligar ...
Bangate ...
MARANO A.
W. Griffiths
F. L. McKay
W. Griffiths
T. W. Smart and T. S. Mort
R. Tooth
A. D. Macleay and W. Taylor
Ditto
William Miles
The Trust and Agency Co. of
Australasia (Limited.)
D. Grover
T. Mcllwraith and J. 0. Smyth
J. Ferrett
R. Tooth
J. Deuchar
P. King, as Manager of the Peel
River Land and Mineral Co.
Ditto
Ditto
A. H. Richardson
W. W. Bucknell and C. Kirwan
Moore, Moore, and Turnbull
Ditto
R. Tooth
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
J. Pearse
R. Skuthorp
P. King, as Manager of the Peel
River Land and Mineral Co.
Ditto
Smart and Mort
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Moore, Moore, and Turnbull
Ditto
Smart and MortAl. Mackinnon
Ditto
Ditto
J. D. Moore, J. Moore, and W.
Turnbull
Ditto
H.  D. Bloxham
J. Pearse
A. D. Maeleay and W. Taylor
L. Mackay
W. Eckford
D. Grover
J. Baldwin, J. C. Manchee, G.
Manchee, and W. Baldwin
Cunniana  ... ... L. Mackay
Eugun  ... ...  C. Ezzy
Cuoygah  ,.. ... W.  Purves
MITCHELL.
Recovered ... ... Allan, Mort ,  and Manning
Northampton  ...  J. F. McMullen ,  as Inspector of
Union Bank of Austra lia
Bellabad  ...  J. Rule and D. Lacy
Ingberry  ...  Ditto
Coreena .. . ...  Ditto
Tambo ...  ...  F. Fanning
Hebel  ...  Ditto
Carangarra  ,.  Ditto
Return ... ... Allan , Mort,  and Manning
R. Towns
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
J. Brewster
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 26th September, 1866.
MONEY ORDER OFFICES.THE following alterations in the M ey OrderOffices of the United Kingdom are published
for general information.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster-General.
ENGLAND.
1. Money Order Offices have been opened in
London and the suburbs, at :- Postal Districts.
Eastcheap ... ... E.C.
Esmond Road, Bow ... ... E.
Grove Lane, Camberwell .. ... S.
High street, Lower Norwood... .. ... S.
Portsdown Road, Maida Hill ... W.
Southampton Road, Kentish Town ... N.W
Threadneedle street .. ... E.C.
Upper Holloway (Junction Place.) ... N.
2. The designations of the untrmentioned
receiving Offices have been changed-
From 198 Oxford street, to 227 Oxford street.
From Upper Holloway, Manor Place, N., to Manor
Place, Holloway Road, N.
From Albert Town, Stoke Newington, N., to St.
Mathias' Place, Stoke Newington, N.
From Connaught Terrace, W., to Upper Seymour
street, W.
3. Money Order Offices have been opened in the
Country at
Head Office. County.
Athol street, R.O. ... Liverpool ............... Lancaster.
Bitterne ............... Southampton ......... Hants.
Caldicot ............... Chepstow ........... Monmouth.
East Moulsey ......... Kingston-on- Thames Surrey.
Ford Green ......... Stoke-on-Trent ....... Stafford.GreatHoward street, Liverpool ............ Lancaster.
R.O.
Hayes .................. Bromley ............... Kent.
High street, R.O. ... Cheltenham............ Gloucester.
Hornhy ............... Lancaster............... Lancaster.
Lofthouse - in - Cleve- Redcar .................. York.
land
Minster .. ........ Ramsgate .............. Kent.
New Holland .. .... Hull ......... ....... York.
Norbiton Town, R.O. Kingston-on-Thames Surrey.
Oswaldwisle ......... Accrington ............ Lancaster.
Spondon ............... Derby .................. Derby.
Stretton - on - Duns- Rugby .................. Warwick.
more
Surbiton Hill, R.O.... Kingston-on -Thames Surrey.
The Valley ............ Holyhead ............... Anglesea.
Twerton  ...............  Bath ..................... Somerset.
Union street, R.O.... Torquay ............... Devon.
Upper Bangor . . . ... Bangor ............... Carnarvon.
West Smethwick ... Birmingham  .........
Woodhouse lane, R.O. Leeds .................. York.
4. The Money Order Offices at " Snape" (Sas-
mundham), " Horninglow street" (Burton-on-Trent),
" Spon lane " (West Bromwich), and " Roath "
(Cardiff), have been abolished.
5. The designation of the Money Order Office at
" Sellinge " (Hythe), has been changed to " Sel-
lindge," and that of the Office at "Park Road "
(Liverpool), to " Dingle Hill."
SCOTLAND.
6. Money Order Offices have been opened at--
Head Office. County.
Friockheim ............ Arbroath ............... Forfar.
Hilltown, R.O. ...... Dundee ............... Forfar.
King street, R.O. ... Dundee ............... Forfar.
Scouringburn, R.O.. Dundee  .. ......
.,... Forfar.
Thornhill  .............. Stirling ............... Perth.
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General Post Office,
Queensland, 20th September, 1866.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE OF 1867-8.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.SEPARATE enders are hereby invited, andwill be received until the 12th November
next, for the conveyance of Post Office  Mails, as
undermentioned, for one or two years, from the 1st
January, 1867, to the 31st December, 1867 or 1868,
both days  inclusive.
All Tenders are required to be written  on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously
on application  at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded  (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the  Postmaster -General, with the words,  "Tender
for the  Conveyance  of Mails,"  together with the
number  of the service  endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the tender  box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested  to describe, by their
numbers as below , the mail services for which they
tender, and every  tender will be taken to include
the entire service as  called for.
Tenders, on separate  forms, are required for each
service ,  as we ll  as for  the periods mentioned,
namely, one  year or two years.
Every tender  must  bear the  bond fecle  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may -direct, not exceeding
double the gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering are requested to state the
description of the vehicle they intend to use, and
the number of horses by which it is to be drawn,
or if  on horseback.
Persons tendering , or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane , on WEDNESDAY, the 21st November
next, and must then be prepared, if called on,
forthwith to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum
equal to ten per cent. of the amount of such of
their tenders as may be accepted,  as a guarantee
until their bonds and contracts shall be executed.
The tender of any person failing to comply with
this condition will not be entertained.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender, and upon which the tender is to be
made, can be inspected by persons proposing to
tender, either at the General Post Office, or at any
Post Office in the Colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender.
0
ST. G.  R. GORE,
Postmaster -General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
r,roni and to, and to and from, Mode ofConveyance.
3 Brisbane  and Moggill,  once  a week ... Horse
6 Brisbane  and Ipswich, twice a day Four-horse
(Sunday excepted), and expresses Coach
when required, by horse
7 Brisbane  and Maryborough,  via  Du- Horse
rundur, Conondale, Imbill, Wid-
gee, and Glenbar, once a fortnight
8 Helidon  (Railway Station), and Too- Four-horse
woomba, twice a day (Sunday Coach
excepted)
12 Condamine and Roma,  via  Dti lacca,  Two-horse-
Bendemere, Wallumbilla, and Coach
Blytheclale, once a week
19 Taroom and  Roma,  via  Kinnoul, Horse
Euroomba, Googary, Baroondah,
Mount Hutton, Myall Dowvns,
Lawler's and  Bassett's , once a fort-
night
20 Toowoomba and Warwick, three times Four-horse
a week Coach
21 Warwick and Maryland, twice a week Horse
22 Ipswich and Nanango,  vice  Wivenhoe, Horse
Mount Brisbane, Cressbrook,
Colinton, and Toromeo, once a
week
23 Toowoomba and Goondiwindi,  via  Horse
f Leyburn and Inglewood, once aWeek '
0
SERvIcvs  REQUIRED - continued.
From and to,  and to and from. Mode ofConveyance.
25 Leyburn and Ashford, New South Horse
Wales,  via  Canal Creek, Glenelg,
Waroo, Pikedale, Glenlyon, and
Texas, once a week
26 Jondaryan and Nanango ,  via  Rosalie,
Cooyar, and Tarong, twice a week
Horse
29 St. George and Yarrowa, New South
Wales,  via  Nendigully,  Dareel,
and Mungindi, once a week
Horse
30 St. George and Curriwillinghi,  via
Boombah, Dondi, Boah, &c., once
a fortnight
Horse
32 Dalby and Goondiwindi,  via  St. Ruth's,
Cecil Plains, Dunmore, Junction,
and Retreat, once a week
Horse
34 Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour, Horse
Burrandowan, Boondooma, and
Cooranga, once a week
35 Gayndah and Nanango,  via  Barambah,
Boonara, Boombigan, and Ban
Ban, once a week
Horse
36 Gayndah and Banana,  via  Dalgangal
Rawbelle, Cattle Station, and
Horse
Koingal, once a week
39 Gayndah and Walla,  via  Yenda and Horse
Teningering, once a week
40 Maryborough and Gladstone,  via  Horse
Walla, Waroo, and Rodd's Bay,
once a week
43 Gladstone and Banana, once a fort- Horse
night
44 Rockhampton and St. Lawrence, via Horse
Yaamba, Princhester, Marl-
borough, Tooloomba, and Waver-
ley, once a week
46 St. Lawrence and Nebo,  via  Lotus Horse
Creek, Cardagan, and Funnel
Creek, once a fortnight
54 Clermont and Beaufort (Belyando),
via  Copper Mines, Drummond,
Peak Vale, and Craven, once a
Horse
fortnight
55 Marlborough and Lilly Vale,  via  Horse
Apis Creek, Columbra, Inglewood,
and Kynebil, once a week
56 Mackay and Nebo, once a fortnight... Horse
57 Nebo and Clermont,  via  Oxford
Downs, Police Barracks, Grosvenor
Downs, Logan Downs, Tinwald
Downs, Spring Diggings, and
Wolfang, once a fortnight
Horse
59 Richmond Downs and Burketown, Horse
Gulf of Carpentaria, route not
determined, once a month
60 Cardwell and Valley of Lagoons, once
a month
Horse
61 Glen Dhu (Valley of Lagoons), and
Lynd Station (McKinnon's), once
a month
Clermont and Springsure, route not
determined, once a week
Horse
Horse
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
PRE subscription to the  Gazette is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published
once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane , 1st February, 1866.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th September, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
Il
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open and make a portion of Road, to be maintained at the public expense, in the Parish of
Geham, passing through the lands of Messrs. J. Dennis, J. Newman, and H. Schwartz : Notice is hereby
given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned , are now
deposited at the Office 'of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office in Toowoomba ;  and all  persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road
in question.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JOSHUA  P. BELL.
Boon OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 280 AND 279, PARISH OF GEHAM, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS
A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL, 4 WILLIAM Iv., No. 11.
Lengths Breadth
No. Portion of Road. Reputed Owner .  Occupier .  Bearings .  in ; Area. Remarks.
1 Chains. of Road.
I chs. iks. chs .  lks. A. R. F.!
'1 Commencing at the south-east J. Dennis ... J. Dennis ... ... Forest North ... 1 10 0 1 0 1 0 0
corner of portion 280, in the
parish of Geham, and running
in a northerly direction
through that land to its
north-east corner.
2 Commencing at the south -east J. Newman and J. Newman and H. Forest North  ...  9 81 1 0 0 3 37
corner of portion 279, in the H. Schwartz Schwartz -
parish of Geham, and running -
in a northerly direction
through that land to its
north -east corner.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1866.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS.
THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the 49th clause of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 17.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Licensee or Lessee.
R. Triffit ... ...
Ditto ...
J. B. Watt ...
Ditto
Ditto
R. Triffit ...
H. S. Wills ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
J. L. Hay ... ...
P. F. MacDonald ... ...
Ditto ... ...
A. H. Richardson ... , . .
Ditto ...
Buchanan  and Hunter
Ditto ... ...
A. and W. Busby ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Buchanan and Hunter ...
A. H. Richardson ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ,.,
Ditto
A. and W. Busby
C. H. Humphrey
Name of Run . District. Area ,  squaremiles. Amount.
Retreat ... ... ... Leichhardt ... ... 90
£ s. a.
27 0 0
,., Anakie Downs ... ... ditto ... 85 25 10 0
Glendarriwill ... ... ditto ... ... 35 10 10 0
... No. 2 of Glendarriwill ... ditto ... ... 42 12 12 0
Borilia ... ... ditto 85 25 10 0
St. Helens... ... ditto 75 22 10 0
Cullin-la-ringo No. 1 ditto 41 12 6 0
... Cullin-la-ringo No. 2 ,,, ditto ... 35 10 10 0
,., Coorabelle ditto ,., 52 15 12 0
... Perangiwa... . .., ditto ... 31 9 6 0
... Cullin-la-ringo No. 3 ... ditto ... 48 14 8 0
... Cullin-la-ringo No. 4 ... ditto ... 42 12 12 0
Selbridge ... ... ... ditto ... 30 9 0 0
Gindie No. 1 ... ditto ... .,. 25 7  10 0
... Gindie No. 2 ... . ditto .., 30 9 0 0
Uranna No. 4 ... ditto ... 26 7 16 0
... Uranna No. 5 ... ... ditto 35 10 10 0
... Cairdbeign  ... ... ditto ... 30 9 0 0
... Buckleton... ... ... ditto ,,, 40 12 0 0
Wallaroo ... ... ... ditto ... 72 21 12 0
... Osmondthorpe . , . ... ditto ... 70 21 0 0
... Yarrai No. 2 ... .., ditto ... 38 11 8 0
... Emu Plains  ... ... ditto ... , . , 42 12 12 0
... Freitag ... ... ... ditto ... ... 55 16 10 0
,., Uranna No. 1 .., ditto ,,, ,,, 40 12 0 0
Uranna No. 2 .., ditto , , , 47 14 2 0
... Uranna No. 3 , , , ditto ... 40 12 0 0
... Uranna No .  6 ... ditto ... , , , 43 12 18 0
Norwood  ... ... ... ditto .,. 76 22 16 0
Jingidilla  , , , ... ... Warrego ... , , , I 39 11 14 0
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1866.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to direct that in accordance with the provisions of the.  Pastoral
Leases Act of  1863, the unexpired terms of the Leases of the Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described,
which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, shall be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the
Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 1st day of October, 1866.
The Upset Price shall be Ten Shillings per square mile, according to the estimated 'area in each
case , and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the periods of the leases that may be current
at the time of sale, ending respectively as follows :-Hogonthulla No. 3, first term of four years ending
30th June, 1868; Lower Maranoa No. 1, second term of five years ending 31st December, 1868.
The Rent of each block respectively for the succeeding terms of the  leases, as  per schedule annexed
after the above dates will be appraised as provided in the 24th  clause  of the above-mentioned Act, or the
Pastoral Assessment Act  of 1864.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's Rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each block.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below, shall be allowed six months
to stock the country, failing in which, -or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon, as
prescribed by the Act, the Lease may be cancelled.
The instruments of Lease will be delivered to the purchaser, on receipt through the local
Commissioner , of a declaration that the Run has been stocked in accordance with the provisions of the
Pastoral Leases Act.
E. W. LAMB,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT TAE  AUCTION ROOMS OF ARTHUR MARTIN, QUEEN  STREET, BRISBANE ,  OF THE FOLLOWING
RUNS , ON MONDAY,  THE 1ST DAY OF OCTOBER, 1866.
0
a
w
wN
NAME  OF RUN .  DISTRICT.
w
w
ep
DESCRIPTION OF BOUNDARIES. X d
zH`'
P
1 Hogonthulla ,'  Warrego 63 Commencing at a gum tree marked All under 12 years
No.3 broad -arrow in triangle on right bank of the
Hogonthulla Creek ,  ten miles above its confluence
with the Warrego River ,  bounded thence on the
west by a north line about ten miles and a quarter
to the Warrego River ,  at a spot about fifty chains
west of an apple tree marked broad -arrow in
triangle;  thence on the north by the aforesaid
river upwards  five miles east in a right line ;
thence on the east  by a  south line about twelve
miles seventy chains to the Hogonthulla Creek, at
a box tree marked AIII under broad -arrow in
triangle  ;  thence on the south by the last named
creek downwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described.
2 LowerMaranoa ,  Maranoa 25 Commencing at a point at the left bank of the Lower 7 years
No. 1 Maranoa River ,  where there is a gum sapling
marked DV under broad-arrow in triangle, being
also the southern corner of Drysdale Ponds No. 5
Run; bounded thence on the north-west by a
north-east line six miles and seven chains ; and
thence on the north-east by a south-east line
five miles ; thence on the south -east by a south-
west line  five miles and sixty -six chains to the
Maranoa River ,  at a bastard gum tree marked M1
under broad -arrow in triangle ,  being also the
western corner of the Clearwater Run, and thence
on the south -west by the said river upwards to the
marked tree hereinbefore  first described.
UPSET
DATE OF EXPI- PRICE
RATION OF PER
LEASE. SQUARE
MILE.
s.
30 June ,  1878 10
31 December, 10
1873
£ s. d.
18 18 0
7 10 0
T
O be Sold by Auction, by the order of the Collector of Customs, at the Custom House, Rockhampton,
at Noon on the 1st October, 1866, Overtime Goods in Her Majesty's Bonded Warehouse, 3rd
September, 1866.
Date of
Bonding. Ship .  Master. Whence .  By Whom Warehoused .  Marks. Description and Quantity  of Goods.
1861.
Sept. 23 ... Clarence  ...  Cottier Brisbane I. Bird ... ... ...
1862.
Sept. 15  ...  Balclutha  ...  Trouton Sydney N. Thozet ... .... ...
Nov. 11 ...  Hironde ll ..,  Bedford ditto ditto ... ... ...
1863.
Mar. 21  ...  Marion  Ronny Delaney ditto Henriques and Co.
April 6  ...  Boomerang  ...  Chatfield ditto M. Bergin and Co. ...
April 6 .., ditto ditto  ,  ditto ditto ...
June 5 .. .  Deva Arnold ditto Haynes ,  Bertram ,  and Co.
June 5 ... ditto
June 20... Clarence
ditto ditto
Cottier  Brisbane
Custom House,
Rockhampton ,  3rd September, 1866.
W 15 2 cases brandy,  23, gallons.
Z 42 5 cases cordials ,  134 gallons.
A 48 3 „ „ 418 gallons.
160 5 cases brandy , 821 gallons.
M 61 20 3412 gallons.
R 61 5 824 gallons.G 65 1 hhd and 1  qr-cask brandy, 89
ditto ... ...  1165
H. Hunter and Co. ... IC 66
(Signed)
gallons.
144 cases brandy 2471 gall ons.
5 cases Geneva, 1711 gallons.
W. J. BROWN,
Sub-Collector.
937
NOTICE.
INSTRUCTIONS are furnished to the TideWaiters in the Bay, not in any instanc  to
allow goods to be trans-shipped into any Lighter,
or other vessel, unless the master of the same can
produce a Lightering License, issued from this
office, or renewed, within this current year.
Persons applying for such licenses must, enter
into bonds for the protection of the Revenue.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane,  27th  September, 1866.
NOTICE.
`$ N order to determine the Value of Goods
imported into the different Ports of the Colony,
and subject to  " Ad vetloretn  Duty," the original
Invoices of such Goods must be produced at the
respective Custom Houses when Entries are being
passed for the same.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1866.
NOTICE.
®
N the day of departure of each steamer from
this Port, the Agent for the vessel is required
to give notice to the Chief Clerk, in the Long
Room, of the hour at which she is to leave the
Wharf, and no goods intended for exportation
from the Colony shall be shipped on board any
steamer previously to due entries for the same
being passed, under the 34th section, 9 Victoria,
No. 15.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1866.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 27th September, 186G.
1T OTICE.-In accordance with section 4, 28thVictoria, No. 15, it is hereby notified, that he
Reverend WILLIAM Al. WALSH,
Minister of the Roman Catholic Church, residing
at Toowoomba, is now registered at this office, as a
Minister of Religion, for the celebration of Mar-
riages in Queensland.
F.  0.-DARVALL,Registrar-General.
NOTICE.T0 the Owners of Tenements on'QUEEN STREET,from George street to Wharf street; ROMA.
STREET, from the City boundary to Ann street ;
ALBERT STREET, from Ann street to Queen street ;
GEORGE STREET, from Queen street to Alice street ;
EDWARD STREET, from Queen street to Mary street ;
and the private streets, courts, lanes, and alleys
opening thereto.-The Main Pipe in the said streets
being laid down, the Owners of all Tenements
situate as above, are hereby required, on or before
the first day of October next, to cause service pipes
to be laid so as to supply water from the main pipe
within such premises.
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Office of Board of Waterworks,
Secretary.
Brisbane, 14th September, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Joseph Fleming.
T HEREBY appoint a Special Meeting in the
above Estate, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on WEDNES-
DAY, the 10th day of October next, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the examination of witnesses
in the said estate.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of September, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
A Judge of the Supreme Court of Queensland,
Acting as Chief Commissioner of Insolvent Estates.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Thompson, of
South Brisbane, green-grocer.
WHEREAS the said William Thompson was, on
11'' 1V  the 25th dayof September,A.D.1866,adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 8th day of October, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 1st day of November, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 25th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William James
Crawford, of Cleveland, butcher.WHEREAS the said William James Crawfordwas, on the 24th day of September, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 1st day of October, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on THURS-
DAY, the 1st day of November, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for such other matters
connected with the estate as may be required to be
brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 24th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assigneo.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Martin Meldon, of
Toowoomba, storekeeper and publican.
W
HEREAS the said Martin Meldon was, on
the 21st day of September, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme- Court House, Brisbane, on.
MONDAY, the 1st day of October, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 1st day of November, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 27th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William John Costin,
of Brisbane, merchant.
][WHEREAS the said William John Costin was,
11 f  on the 27th day of September, A.D. 186d,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 8th day of October, A.D, 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination ; and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on THURS-
DAY, the 1st day of November, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for such other matters
connected with the estate as may be required to be
brought before the court.
Dated at Brisbane, the twenty-eighth day of
September, A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee. _
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Elyah Jeffreys Monk,
of South Brisbane, shipwright.
WHEREAS the said Elyah Jeffreys Monk
0 was , on the 24th day of September,
A.D. 1866, adjudged to be an Insolvent,
I hereby appoint a First Public Sitting of the
Court, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 1st
day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said Estate, and for the election of a Creditors'
Assignee, if required ; and also to determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall
be made to the Insolvent up to the time of passing
his last examination, and whether any and what
tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the
Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the
29th day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof Of debts against the
said estate, and for such other matters connected
with the estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 26th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Lawrence Dowling, of
Peak Mountain, innkeeper.
WHEREAS the said Lawrence Dowling was,on the 24th day of September, A.D. 1866
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First, Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 1st day of October, A.D.
1866, to commence, at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vent up to the time of passing his last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and aSecond Public Sitting of the Court, at he same place,
on THURSDAY, the 1st day, of November, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven oclock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 26th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In.the Insolvent Estate of Frederick Walter
Walker, trading as Walker and Co., of Bris-
bane, engraver and printer.
WHEREAS the said Frederick Walter Walker
was, or[ the 27th day of September, .&.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 8th day of October, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 1st day of November, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court. -
Dated at Brisbane, the 27th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Marshall, of
Maryborough, builder.
WHEREAS the said John Marshall was, on
the 21st day of September, A.D., 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint
a First Public Sitting of the Court, to be
holden before me, at the Supreme Cqurt
House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 1st
day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on THURSDAY, the 1st
day of November, A.D.1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 21st day of September,
A.D.1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Leith Hay, of
Ipswich, commission agent.
7 HEREAS the said James Leith Hay was, on
the 3rd day of September, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 25th day of October, A.D. 18665 to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of
the Insolvent, and unless the Court shall other-
wise direct for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 24th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Robert Arthur Pollock,
of South Brisbane, butcher.W 9' v HEREAS the said Robert Arthur Pollock W was, on the 7th day of September,  A-'. D.
1866, adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby
appoint a Third Public Sitting, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Bris-
bane, on THURSDAY, the 25th day of October,
A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the
last examination of the Insolvent, and unless the
Court shall otherwise direct, for the Insolvent to
make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 24th day of September,
A. D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Frederick Manson
Bailey, of Brisbane, grocer.
HEREAS the said Frederick Manson Bailey
was, on the 13th day of September, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 1st day of November, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 24th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Chippendale,
of Umpie Bong, grazier.WHEREAS the said William Chippendale was,on  the 3rd day of September, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 25th day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 24th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Charles Eaves, of
Brisbane ,  publican.
W
HEREAS  the said Charles Eaves was, on
the 14th day of September ,  A.D. 1866, ad-
judged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a Third
'Public Sitting ,  to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane ,  on THURSDAY,
the 1st day of November ,  A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock ,  for the last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certi ficate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 26th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED  J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Charles Armstrong, of
Warwick, contractor.
WHEREAS the said Charles Armstrong was,
1 11  on the 3rd day of September, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 25th day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless, the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 26th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of the Moreton Bay
Tramway Company.
T hereby call a Special Meeting of the Creditorsin the above estate, to take place at my Office,
Queen street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the twelfth
day of November next, at Twelve o'clock noon, for
the purpose of deciding on an offer of composition
or security for composition, which was made to and
accepted by the greater part of the Creditors in
number and value of the abovenamed company, at
a meeting duly convened on the twenty-eighth day
of February last, in accordance with the Act
5 Victoria, No. 17, sec. 86.
Dated this 28th day of September, A.D. 1866.
WM. PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estate of John Chisholm, late of Acacia
Creek ; Timothy O'Connor, late of Upper
Burdekin ; Neal Deazley, late of Yandilla ;
Joachim Mohr, late of May Downs Station ;
Thomas Dunning, late of Brisbane ; Michael
Cunningham, late of Ipswich ; John Watson,
late of Angelala Downs ; William R. Sewell,
late of Brisbane ; Alexander Jackson, late
passenger per schooner "Margaret and
Mary ;" John Dickson, late passenger per
schooner "Margaret and Mary" ; Charles
Horrigan, late passenger per schooner " Mar-
garet and Mary" ; William Maunsell, late of
Burk Town ; Reverend Benjamin Dixon, late
of Bowen" ; Nathaniel L. P. Levett, late
surgeon per ship "Southern Ocean" ; George
He an, late of Guaralla ; John Trimbal, late
of South Brisbane ; Frederick Healling, late
of Rockhampton ; William Butler, late of
South Brisbane ; John Hickey, late of Peak
Downs ; William Beard, late of steamship
"Boomerang"; Henry Holdship, late of
Rockhampton ; James Petchey, late of Fort
Cooper ; Charles Dillon, late of Apis Creek,-deceased Intestate.
PURSUANT to Act of Council, 11 Victoria,
No. 24, all persons having any claims against
the Estate of any one of the abovenamed deceased
persons, are to come in and prove their debts at
my office, Queen street, Brisbane, on or before the
10th day of November instant, or in default they
will be peremptorily excluded from all benefit
accruing from the said estates.
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1866.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of the Act of Parliament, 9 Geo. IV.,
c. 83 ; and of the Act of Council, 11 Vic., No.
24; and of the personal estate of Michael
Cunningham, late of Ipswich, deceased.
To the sister or next of kin to the abovenamed
deceased person.
T
AKE notice, that unless you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the
personal estate of the said Michael Cunningham,
deceased, intestate, or show cause within one ca-
lendar month after the date hereof, to the satisfac-
tion of the Supreme Court of Queensland, or the
Judge thereof, why an order should not be made
for me to collect, manage, and administer the said
estate of the said Michael Cunningham, I shall, at
the expiration of the said one calendar month,
apply by petition to the said Court, or the Judge
of the said Court, for such order, and the same will
be made accordingly.
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, the 26th day of September, 1866.
MEMORANDUM.--Cause will be expected to be
shewn by you, if at all, on FRIDAY, the 26th day
of October, at Ten o'clock, before the Judge then
sitting in chambers, at the Court House, Queen
street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of the Act of Parliament, 9 Geo. IV,
c.  83; and of the Act of Council 11 Vie., No.24; and of the personal estate ofJohn Trimbal,
late of Brisbane, deceased.
To the brother, sisters, or next of kin to the
abovenamed deceased person.
T
AKE notice, that unless you apply for and obtain
Letters of Administration to the personal estate
of the said John Trimbal, deceased, intestate, or
show cause within one calendar month after the
date hereof, to the satisfaction of the Supreme
Court of Queensland, or the Judge thereof, why an
order should not be made for me to collect, manage,
and administer the said estate of the said John
Trimbal, I shall, at the expiration of the said one
calendar month, apply by petition to the said Court,
or the Judge of the said Court, for such order, and
the same will be made accordingly.
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, the 26th day of September, 1866.
MEMORANDUM.-Cause will be expected to be
shewn by you, if at all, on FRIDAY, the twenty-
sixth day of October next, at Ten o'clock, before
the Judge then sitting in Chambers, at the Court
House, Queen street, Brisbane.
VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of the Faith, &c.
To the Next of Kin of Benjamin Dixon, late of
Bowen, in the Colony of Queensland, Wes-
leyan Minister, deceased, and to all others
whom it may concern,
GREETING :--
1
HEREAS it has been represented unto our
 Supreme Court of Queensland, by James
Francis Garrick, Proctor of George Slater, of Bris-
bane, in the said Colony, bookseller and stationer,
a creditor of the said deceased, that the said Ben-
jamin Dixon, late of Bowen aforesaid, departed this
life on or about the fifth day of May last, having
at the time of his death goods, chattels, and credits
in the Colony aforesaid, intestate : We do therefore
hereby peremptorily cite you and each of you to
appear before us at our said Supreme Court at the
Court House in Queen street, Brisbane, on the
fifteenth day of October next, at the hour of Ten
o'clock in the forenoon of the same day, and there
abide, if occasion shall require, during the sitting
of the said Court, and then and there to accept or
refuse Letters of Administration of all and singular
the goods, chattels, and credits of the said deceased,
or otherwise to shew sufficient cause (if you or
either of you have or know any) why the same
should not be committed to the said George Slater,
a creditor of the said deceased, on giving sufficient
security, and further to do and receive as to law
and justice shall appertain, under pain of such
Letters of Administration being granted to the said
George Slater, a creditor of the' said deceased.
WITNESS the Honorable JAMES COCKLE,
Esquire, Chief Justice of Queensland, this
twenty-eighth day of September, in the
thirtieth year of our reign, and A.D. 1866.
[L.s. J REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar.
JAIrEs FRAxcis GARRIcx,
Proctor for the said George Slater,
Queen street, Brisbane.
VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of the Faith, and so forth,
To the next of kin of Claude Edward Le Fabure,
late of Bowen, in the Colony of Queensland,
doctor of medicine.
GREETING
WHEREAS it hath been represented unto our
11 Supreme Court of Queensland, that the
said Claude Edward Le Fabure, late of Bowen
aforesaid, departed this life on or about the 4th
day of February last, leaving at the time of his death
goods, chattels, credits in the Colony aforesaid :
We hereby cite you and each of you to appear
personally, or by your Proctor duly constituted,
before our said Court, at the Court House, in Queen
street, Brisbane, on the twenty-second day of May,
1867, at the hour of Eleven of the clock in the
forenoon, and there to abide, if occasion shall
require, during the sitting of the said Court, and
then and there to accept or refuse Letters of
Administration of all and singular the goods,
chattels, and credits of the said deceased, orotherwise
to show sufficient cause (if you or either of you have
orknow any) why the same should not be committed
to George Hart, of Bowen, in the said Colony, a
creditor of the said deceased, on his giving sufficient
security.
WITNESS the Honorable JAMES COCKLE,
Esquire, Chief Justice of our said Court,
at Brisbane, this nineteenth day of Septem-
ber, in the thirtieth year of our reign, and
A.D. 1866.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ARTHUR MACALISTEE, Queen street, Brisbane,
Agent for Edwin Norris, Proctor for the said
George Hart.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the goods of Charles Cross McCarthy, late of
Rockhampton, in the colony of Queensland,
gold digger, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on the expiration
of fourteen days from the publication hereof,
Randall McCarthy, of Rockhampton aforesaid,
blacksmith, brother of the abovenamed Charles
Cross McCarthy, deceased, intends to apply to tLe
honorable the Supreme Court of Queensland, in
its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Administration
of all and singular of the goods, chattels, credits,
and effects of the said deceased may be granted
to him.
Dated at Rockhampton, this twenty-second day
of September, A.D. 1866.
CHARLES SYDNEY DICK,
Fitz Roy street, Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Randall McCarthy.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Nicholas Starke, formerly of 72,
Marlborough street, Dublin, but late of Bris-
bane, civil engineer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that at the expiration
l of fourteen days from the publication hereof,
application will be made that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed deceased may be granted to
Jane Starke, of William street, Brisbane afore-
said, the Widow of the said deceased, and the
Executrix in and by the will of the said deceased
appointed.
Dated this 27th day of September, 1866.
KEANE AND FOWLES,
Proctors for Applicant, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Goods of Thomas Haskins ,  late of Fortitude
Valley,  in the  Colony  of Queensland, horse
dealer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby  given, that after the expira-tion of fou teen days from th  date of the
publication hereof  in the  Government Gazette,
application will be made  to this  honorable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction , that  Letters of
Administration of the goods, chattels ,  credits, and
effects ,  of the said Thomas Haskins ,  deceased, may
be granted to Anne Haskins , widow  of the said
Thomas Haskins ,  deceased.
Dated the 26th day of September ,  A.D. 1866.
ROBERTS AND HART,
Proctors for the said Anne Haskins.
3ftnpounbing.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Gowrie, 18th
September, 1866, by order of E. de St. Jean, Esq.
Driving, 2s. 6d. per head.
One roan mare, GH or CH near shoulder, small star.
One black entire, no visible brand.
One bay horse, like T over A near shoulder.
One flea-bitten grey horse, like JK near shoulder, collar
marked.
One chesnut colt, like R off shoulder,  star , off hind foot
white
One chesnut horse, like A or ro near shoulder, c-i over
R off shoulder, S off cheek, near hind foot white.
One bay horse, WP over T or WB over T near shoulder.
One brown horse, P near shoulder.
One brown horse, T near ribe, blotch like 1 near saddle.
One bay mare, J over T near shoulder, 1 near thigh,
star and snip, near hind foot white.
One black colt foal, no brand visible, bald face, hind
feet white.
One chesnut horse, like A or co near shoulder, over
R off shoulder, S off cheek, near hind foot white.
One brown cob horse, IS or JS near shoulder and saddle,
G or C off shoulder, streak down face.
One bay mare, like KK under JC or JG near shoulder,
C or G near thigh, like M off shoulder, near hind
foot white.
One bay mare, H C near shoulder,  star,  16, unbranded
-  foal at foot.
One bay mare ,  p y near shoulder ,  star and snip.
One unbranded filly foal, star, near fore and hind feet
white.
One mouse colt filly, O y  near  shoulder.
One bay colt, Ei C off shoulder, four white feet, small
star.
One black cob horse, like MF near shoulder, off fore and
hind feet white.
One chesnut colt, W near shoulder, like over  0  near
thigh, star.
One bay entire, JF off shoulder.
One bay horse, TR conjoined near shoulder.
One brown horse, like GR off shoulder, like JA near
'shoulder, star, shod.
One brown colt, like JF near shoulder, star.
One iron-grey horse ,  T near _  shoulder, S off shoulder,
boot brand near hip.
941.
One bay mare,  S near shoulder  and thigh ,  small star.
One bay horse, blotch with  E near  shoulder, like cE..a
over i off shoulder, hind feet white.
One bay mare, like J near thigh, like W near  ribs, star.
Also from Gowrie paddock. Damages and  driving, 53.
each.
One black  mare, F near and off shoulders ,  off fore and
hind feet white.
One brown  mare, F near  and off shoulders, hind feet
white, star.
One chesnut colt, like  S over B or S over S near
shoulder,  silver mane and tail.
One brown horse, 2 over B near shoulder, star, shod.
From same place, 22nd September, 1866. Driving,
2s. 6d. each.
One brown mare, FO near shoulder, PL conjoined (the
P reversed) off shoulder,  small star.
One Chesnut horse, K in circle over w over 0 near
shoulder, star, collar  marked.
One bay mare, WB over T near shoulder, like 187 over
JF off shoulder 275 near saddle, star.
One chesnut horse, iC conjoined under AMK (the MK
conjoined) over 53 near shoulder, WB off shoulder,
blaze face , off fore and hind feet white.
One brown  mare,  R near thigh, 0 near shoulder, off
hind and fore feet white ; bay unbranded foal at
foot.
One brown mare, JM over J near shoulder, white spot
off shoulder.
One bay mare, M over AL near shoulder, MY off
shoulder.
One bay entire, like JF conjoined off shoulder, like I
near shoulder.
One bay filly foal, blotch brand near shoulder.
Onybrown horse, JB near shoulder, like F or P near
ribs, star.
If not released on or before 16th October, 1866, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD , Pouudkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Undullah. Driving4s. 2d. per head.
One yellow and white cow, top off near ear, piece split
out off ear, W x near ribs.
One yellow cow, top off near ear, piece split out off ear,Wrn ear ribs.
One white cow, top off near ear, piece out off ear, Wm
near ribs.
One red bullock, top off near ear, piece out off ear, Wm
near ribs.
One white heifer, notch both ears, WN conjoined off
rump.
One white bullock, notch both  ears , WN conjoined off
rump.
One brown cow, notch both ears, WN conjoined off
rump.
One strawberry heifer, notch both ears, WN conjoined off
rump.
One red steer, notch both ears, WN conjoined off rump.
One yellow and white  steer , notch both ears, WN
conjoined off rump.
One strawberry cow and calf, notch both ears, WN
conjoined off rump.
One yellow cow, notch both ears, WN conjoined off
rump.
One red and white heifer, notch both  ears,  WN conjoined
off rump.
One white steer, notch both ears, WN conjoined off
rump.
One white cow and calf, notch both  ears,  WN off rump.
One poley white and yellow cow, top off off ear, notch
near ear, ST over WN off rump.
One white and yellow steer ,  piece off near ear, blotch
brand near loin and rump.
One red and white cow,  top off off ear, split near ear,
like JM conjoined off rump.
One black cow,  split off ear and piece off, JM near ribs
and rump, BB off ribs,  C )f  off rump.
One brown and white steer, two nicks near ear, no legible
bran&.
One red cow and calf, notch  off ear,  VI over 8  off rump.
One red and white bullock, blotch off rump, HO off ribs.
One poley red and white steer ,  no legible brand.
If not released on or before 16th October,  1866, will
be sold.
A. HASENKAMP. Poundkeep$r,-
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MPOUNDED at Dalby, from Jondaryan, 14th
September, 1866, for trespass. Driving expenses,
4s. 6d. each.
One iron-grey filly, GB near shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, G opposite G reversed near
shoulder.
One bay mare, black points, like 3 near shoulder.
One bay filly, H off shoulder.
One bay mare, AGIN over M near shoulder.
One iron-grey  filly, T over H near shoulder.
One brown horse, illegible brand off shoulder.
One dark brown mare, S near shoulder, S off shoulder.
One bay mare, P near shoulder, star, hind feet white.
One grey  filly, H in circle near shoulder.
One chestnut mare, S over E near shoulder, blaze.
One bay filly, TF near shoulder, TF off shoulder, hind
feet white.
One bay filly, T over T near shoulder, star.
One bay colt, JNT (the J and N conjoined) near shoulder,
star and snip.
One bay mare, FD off shoulder.
One bay filly, black points, JD near shoulder.
One black mare, star, B near shoulder.
One black filly, JS near ribs, JS near hip.
One black filly, GN near shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, JB near shoulder, three white feet.
One bay mare, like XX near shoulder, star.
One bay filly, JW with 2 over near shoulder, star.
One bay mare, blaze, near fore foot white, illegible
brand on near shoulder.
One chestnut mare, S over G near shoulder, illegible
brand off shoulder.
One bay entire, star, JK near shoulder ; damages £2.
One brown mare, NyB (the Ny conjoined) near shoulder,
star, collar marks.
One bay mare, B with 2 over near shoulder, T over half
circle near rump, 4 off shoulder, hind feet white,
One bay filly, DD near shoulder, PB near ribs, P near
cheek.
One brown horse, DW near thigh, and DW near
shoulder, star.
One chesnut mare, blotch over H neai+ shoulder, S over
3 off shoulder, blaze, hind feet white.
One black mare, H near thigh, SC over 9 near shoulder.
One grey mare, F over J near shoulder.
One bay filly, HL conjoined off shoulder, H off neck,
074 near ribs.
One bay mare and foal, T near shoulder, T off shoulder,
star,
One bay mare, like small P near shoulder, black points.
One brown horse, H near shoulder, H near thigh, H
over T off shoulder.
One iron-grey colt, BM off shoulder.
One bay filly, BW near shoulder, B off shoulder.
One bay  filly, R near shoulder, star.
One chesnut horse, BD near ribs, DC near shoulder,
hind feet white.
One bay mare and foal, JC near shoulder, illegible brand
off shoulder.
One chesnut mare, bell brand off ribs, star, hind feet
white.
One chesnut foal, TOM near shoulder.
One bay mare, T near shoulder, 2 on thigh.
One bay horse, star, HO near shoulder.
One grey entire, T off shoulder. Damages £5.
One grey mare, MT conjoined near shoulder, W off
shoulder.
One black filly, HB over 2 near thigh, blaze.
One bay filly, 0 over JP near shoulder, 2 near side
neck.
One brown horse, TH over T off shoulder, hind foot
white.
One chesnut entire, BOYD off shoulder. £2 damages.
One brown mare, W under half-circle near shoulder,
hipped.
One bay horse, AW conjoined off shoulder, illegible No.
on ribs, hipped.
If not released before Wednesday,) 17th October,
1866, will be sold.
J. CLITHEROE, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook, 21st
September, 1866, by order of D. Ross, Esq. Driving
and damages 4s. 6d. per head.
One spotted cow, PR off rump, C over B off thigh,
diamond off cheek.
One red and white calf, unbranded, tops both ears.
One strawberry poley heifer, no brand visible, top off ear,
stumpy  tail..
One strawberry poley steer, like  J H conjoined off rump,
nick front off ear.
If not released on or before 16th October, 1866, will
be sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Talgai, by order of
T. Hanmer, Esq., on the 18th September, 1866.
Driving expenses 2s. per head.
One old dun or cream-colored horse, star and snip, like
TP conjoined over C over 18 near shoulder, saddle
marked.
One bay mare, W over 50 or W over SO near shoulder,
half circle over cross near thigh, like Ws off
shoulder.
One dark grey colt, illegible brand near shoulder, two
hind feet white. J./
One bay colt, illegible brand over B over T near
shoulder, like 0 near thigh.
One roan filly, like 13 or 18 or IB over WB over T near
shoulder, 0 near thigh, blaze, white feet.
One chesnut mare, like I over WB over T near shoulder,
like 0 near thigh, star.
One bay filly, like VH over HA or VH over HA near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th October, 1866,
will be sold on that day at noon to pay expenses.
CHARLES THOMAS, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED, at Toowoomba, from Clifton, September
14th, 1866, by order of E. Marlay, Esquire. Damages,
2s. 6d. Driving for thirty-two miles.
One chesnut mare, F or E near shoulder, four white feet,
streak down face.
One chesnut filly,  J W over N near shoulder, like brand
off shoulder, small star.
One chesnut mare, like B or 8 near shoulder, H 0 over
W near saddle, L B or B B near thigh, stripe down
face, off hind foot white.
One bay colt, illegible brand like P F over P F near
shoulder, star and snip, four white feet.
One brown mare, illegible brand like A under S near
shoulder, B near neck, collar marked.
One bay filly, M near shoulder, star.
One chesnut filly, like S B off shoulder.
If not released on or before 16th October, 1866, will
be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, from Greenbank, 1st
September, 1866, by order of Mr. Robert Ross.
Driving expenses, 5s. per head.
One bay mare, off hind toot white, blotch brand above
W near shoulder.
One brown colt, unbranded, out of above.
One chesnut mare, GB over JM near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, shod, bell and strap on neck, horse-
shoe brand over TJ near shoulder.
One grey entire, PA over J over ' c--i over M near shoulder.
Damages £5.
If not released on or before the 2nd day of October,
1866, will be sold to defray expenses.
GEO. HOLMES, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, from St. Ruth, 8th September,
1866, by order of Hugh Campbell, Esquire. Driving
expenses, 2s. 6d. per head.
One grey mare, GV off shoulder, J off shoulder.
One brown colt, G off shoulder.
One bay horse, star, off fore foot white, JB near and off'
shoulder, 5 near thigh.
One brown horse, B over B conjoined near shoulder, A
off shoulder.
One dark bay horse, like JF near shoulder, F of shoulder
and thigh, hind feet white.
One bay, filly, P near shoulder.
One brown filly, star, blind off  eye,  01 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th day of October,
1866, will be sold to defray expenses.
GEO. HOLMES. Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Mount Abundance, byorder of E. Arthur, Esquire. Driving, 3s. 8d. per
head.
One grey mare, TF near shoulder.
One dark ba. {rare, U over T off shoulder ; unbranded
colt at foa4.
One brown mare, C or G near thigh, star.
One light bay mare, UE off shoulder ; colt and foal
at foot, both unbranded.
One bay mare, blaze down face, near hind foot white, I
over y near shoulder ; unbranded foal at foot.
If not released before the 16th day of Octobor,  1866,
will be sold.
F. G. MACKAY . Poundkeeper,
BRISBANE :
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By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUS.ON BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c., &c., &c.
I
N  pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the provisions of the Act 24
Victoria, No. 15, respecting the Alienation of Crown Lands, Is the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following Lots of Land will be
offered for sale by public auction, at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock, on the days specified,
at the upset price affixed to each Lot respectively. (Deposit 10 per cent.)
The Deed Fee on the undermentioned Lots will be charged according to the following scale :--
Not exceeding 50 acres, £1; above 50 and not exceeding 300 acres, £1 5s.; above 300 and not exceeding
610 acres, £1 10s.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS, BRISBANE,
LON FRIDAY,  THE 2ND  DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
0
0
Area.
Price
per Acre. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P. £
1 1 1 1 0 0 8 Ward , .. Boyd ... Town of Beenleigh, on the
2 2 1
3 3 1
4 4 1
5 5 1
6 6 1
7 7 1
8 8 1
9 9 1
10 10 1
11 1 2
12 2 2
13 3 2
14 4 2
15 5 2
16 6 2
17 7 2
1S 8 2
19 9 2
20 10 2
21 1 3
22 2 3
23 3 3
24 4 3
25 5 3
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
100 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0.0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 0 1 8,
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SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,  RRYSBANE- continue d.
ON FRIDAY,  THE 2ND DAY OF NOVEMBERS 1866.
TOWN  LOTS - continued.
°" 0o
oG
Area. Price perAcre. County. Parish.
A. R. P. £
26 6 3 1 0 0 8 Ward ... Boyd
27 7 3 1 0 0 8 „ „
28 8 3 1 0 0 „ „
29 9 3 1 0 0
30 10 3 1 0 0
31 1 4 1 0 0 8
32 2 4 1 0 0 8
33 3 4 1 0 0 8 „
34 4 4 1 0 0 8 „ „
35 5 4 1 0 0 8 „ „
36 6 4 1 0 0 8 „
37 7 4 1 0 0 8 „
38 8 4 1 0 0 8 „
39 9 4 1 0 8 8
40 10 4 1 0 0 8
41 1 5 1 0 0 8 „ „
42 2 5 1 0 0 8 „
43 3 5 1 0 0 8 „
44 4 5 1 0 0 8 ,,
45 5 5 1 0 0 8 ,,
46 6 5 1 0 0 8
47 7 5 1 0 0 8
48 8 5 1 0 0 8
49 9 5 1 0 0 8
50 10 5 1 0 0 8
51 1 6 1 0 0 8
52 2 6 1 010 8
53 3 6 1 3 36 8
54 4 6 1 3 9 8 „
55 5 6 1 222 8 „ „
56 6 6 1 2 4 8 „
57 1 7 1 1 23 8 „
58 2 7 1 1 7 8 ,,
59 3 7 1 0 37 8
60 4 7 1 030 8
61 5 7 1 0 25 8
62 1 10 1 0 24 8
63 2 10 1 0 26 8 „ „
64 3 10 1 0 30 8 „ „
65 4 10 1 0 36 8 „
66 5 10 1 1 8 8
67 6 10 1 1 26 8
68 1 11 '1 2 7 8 „ „
69 2 11 1 2 19 8 „
70 3 11 t 0 0 8 „
COUNTRY LOTS.
Por-
tion.
71 47 ... 32 3 35 1 Ward ... I Boyd
72 48
73 113
74 113A
75 138
76 139
77  140
78 141
79 142
80 143
81 144
82 146
83 147
84 148
85 149
86 150
87 151
88 152
89 153
90 154
91 155
92 156
93 157
94 158
95 159
47 0 0
53 0 0
48 0 0
10 3 20
11 1 25
11. 0 35
11 1 0
8 2 36
10 1 35
7 3 29
12 1 31
12 2 11
14 0 16
9 3 13
10 0 18
11 3 28
11 1 17
9 2 35
16 0 11
17 2 19
19 0 32
25 2 20
17 0 18
12 3 8
Situation. Remarki
i
Town of Beenleigh, on
the Albert River.
„
„
On New Road from Logan
to Albert Rivers.
,f
,f
On the Brisbane River.
12
Near the Brisbane River.
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON MONDAY, THE 5TH DAY OP NOVEMBER, 1866,
COUNTRY LOTS.
41
O
o o ° o Area. County. Parish. situation. Remarks.
A. R. P.
1 3 ... 50 0 0 1 Stanley ... Burn ett On the Brisbane River
2 4
... 56 0 0 1 f, to f,
3 5
... 61 3 0 1
„ „
0
4 6 65 0 0 1 to it
5 7 67 0 0 1
,, to ff
6 8 68 0 0 1 „ f, ff
7 9 89 0 0
8 10 ... 114 0 0 1 to „
9 11 ... 85 0 0 1 o ,f „ 4
10 12 ... 63 0 0 1
t
is „ „
o
11 13 128 0 0 1
„ „
12 14 ... 80 0 0 1 to to
13 15 ... 45 0 0 1
„ f, Near the Brisbane River o:14 16 ... 45 0 0 1 to to ,f W
A y15 17 ... 45 0 0
a16 18 ... 45 0 0 1 to to
17 19 ... 40 2 0 1 to
18 20 ... 40 2 0 to  ,f
19 21 ... 52 0 0 1 It „ On the Brisbane River
20 22 ... 62 0 0 1 „ „ O
21 23 . 45 0 0 1
754Near the Brisbane River a
22 24
..
... 45 0 0 1
„
it 09
23 25 ... 46 0 0 1 to „ On the Brisbane River
24 26 ... 45 0 0 1 ,, Near the Brisbane River  4)
25 27 ... 45 0 0 1 to If
26 28 45 0 0 1 to „  of  0
27 29 45 0 0 1
„ „ 0
28 30 45 0 0 1 to „ P4CD29 31 45 0 0 1 f, it to
30 32 45 0 0 1 of „ 9ff
31 33 45 0 0 1 „ to ff
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOOWOOMBA,
ON THURSDAY, THE 1ST DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
41
a
o ,0 o.,c0 •S , ,.o Area.
Price per County. Parish.Acre. Situation. Remarks.
1 62
2 63
3 64
4 65
5 66
6 67
7 68
8 303
9 304
10 305
11 306
12 307
13 308
14 309
15 310
16 311
17 312
18 313
19 314
20 315
21 316
22 507
23 508
24 509
25 510
26 511
27 512
28 513
29 514
30 515
31 516
32 517
33 518
34 519
35, 520
86 521 1
7 2
t
A. R. P. £
7 0 36 1
5 116
... 5 1 6
7 1 8
... 10 1 1
... 10 0 14
... 9 3 33
... 8 2 25
9 0 24
9 0 33
,.. 8 0 16
... 9 0 0
... 9 0 0
... 9 0 0
0 0
1 8
2 0
2 0
3 1
1 8
... 5 0 0
... 5 0 0
... 7 0 0
... 10 0 0
... 10 0 0
... 10 0 0
... 10 0 0
... 10 0 0
9 0 15
8 3 24
9 2 33
... 9 2 16
,.. 9 1 36
.,. 9 1 19
9 1 0
Aubigny ... Geham Near the Toowoomba
Agricultural  Reserve.
f,
f,
ff
f,
to
1.0
1
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SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOOWOOMBA-contimie1.
ON THURSDAY, THE 1ST DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1866.COUNTRY LOTS-continued.
0
0 0° I o
0 00 o
Price per
Area.  Acre. County.
39 524 ...
A. R. P. £
6 1 22  1 Aubigny ...
40 525 1 ... 4 1 20 1
41 526 4 1 28 1 f,
42 527 4 1 29 1
43 528 4 1 30 1
44 529 8 3 25 1 7,45  530 8 3 28 1
46 531 8 3 33 1 „
47 532 8 3 36 1
48 533 10 0 0 1
49 534 10 0 0 1
50 535 10 0 0 1
51 536 10 0 0 1
52 537 5 0 0 1
53 538 5 0 0 1
54 539 5 0 0 1
55 540 4 2 28 1
56 541 5 0 16 1
57 542 5 0 20 1
58 543 5 0 24 1
59 544 5 0 23 1
60 545 4 3 0 1
61 546 4 3 4 1
62 547 4 3 8 1
63 548 4 3 11 1
Parish. Situation,
Gehani Near the Toowoomba
Agricultural Reserve.
„
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, ROCKHAMPTON,
ON THURSDAY ,  THE 1ST DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
0
s;
3940
41
Remarks.
0
I
010)
0
0a)
0
0
0
P
0M
0 o °  Area.
O U
r7i ril
U V
4
County. Parish, Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P.
1 1 0 2 0 8 Knebworth Tow n of Kne bworth.
2 1 0 2 0 8 1
9 1 0 2 0 8
10 1 0 2 0 8
4 3 0 2 0 8
7 3 0 2 0 8  J! „
8 3 0 2 0 8
1 5 0 2 0 8  7, J7
2 5 0 2 0 8
3 5 0 2 0 8
4 5 0 2 0 8
5 5 0 2 0 8
6 5 0 2 0 8
7 5 0 2 0 8
8 5 0 2 0 8
9 5 0 2 0 8 J,
10 5 0 2 0 8
1 10 0 2 0 8 ...
2 10 0 2 0 8 ... „
3 10 0 2 0 8 .,.
4 10 0 2 0 8 ...
5 10 0 2 0 8 „ J1
6 10 0 2 0 8
7 10 0 2 0 8  ... „ Jf
8 10 0 2 0 8 l
9 10 0 2 0 8 4 ...
10 10 0 2 0 8
1 11 0 2 0 8 ...
2 11 0 2 0 8 ...
3 11 0 2 0 8 ... ,,
4 11 0 2 0 8
5 11 0 2 0 1 8 ...
6 11 0 2 0' 8
11 0 2 0 8
8 11 0 2 0 8 1 ...
9 11 0 2 0 8 1
10 11 0 2 0 8 ...
2 12 0 2 0 8 ...
3 12 0 2 0 8 .,.
9 12 0 2 0 8 ...
Por-
tion. COUNTRY LOT.
50 ' 50 3 0 Onstone Wiseman1 ! Livin Lower Gracemere The purchaser of this lot
I
...g
I I Lagoon
will have to pay £160 for
improvements.
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1 6
2 7
3 8
4 9
5 10
6 11
7 12
8 26
9 31
10 32
11 33
12 36
13 37
14 38
15 39
16 40
17 41
18 46
19 48
20 49
21 50
22 51
23 52
24 53
25 54
26 55
27 56
28 57
29 58
30 59
31 60
32 62
33 64
34 65
35 66
36 68
37 69
38 70
39 71
40 73
41 74
42 75
43 76
41  77
45 78
46 79
47 80
48 81
49 82
50 83
51 84
52 85
53 86
54 87
55 88
56 90
57 91
58 92
59 93
60 94
61 95
62 96
63 97
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, MACKAY,
ON WEDNESDAY, TIM  21ST DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1866.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Area. G U County.
A. R. P. £ S.
5 0 0 2 0 Carlisle
5 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0 2 0
5 0 0 2 0
5 0 0 2 0
5 0 0 2 0
3 036 2 0
5 0 0 2 10
5 0 0 2 10
5 0 0 2 10
5 0 0 2 10
5 0 0 2 10
5 0 0 2 10
5 0 0 2 10
5 0 0 2 10
5 0 0 210
10 112 210
10 0 0 210
10 0 0 210
10 0 0 210
10 0 0 2 10
10 0 0 2 10
10 0 0 2 10
10 0 0 210
10 0 0 2 10
10 0 0 2 10
10 0 0 2 10
10 0 0 2 10
10 0 0 2 10
8 1 7 2 10
9 0 0 2 0
10 0 0 2 0
10 0 0 2 0
10 0 0 2 0
9 322 2 0
10 0 0 2 0
10 0 0 2 0
10 0 0 2 0
16 1 17 1 0
20 0 0 1 0
20 0 0 1 0
20 0 0 1 0
20 0 0 1 0
20 0 0 1 0
20 0 0 1 0
20 0 0 1 0
„
„
Parish.
Howard
„
1 0
„ 0
„
„
.99
COUNTRY LOTS.
Carlisle ... Howard ... Near the town of Mackay.
Situation. Remarks.
I
Near the town of Maekay.'
,,
„
I
I u
„ o
I0
1 I p
is
SUBURBAN LOTS. c2
10 0 0 2 0 Carlisle ... Howard
10 0 0 2 0
10 0 0 2 0
10 0 0 2 0
... 10 0 0 2 0
... 10 0 0 2 0
... 10 0 0 2 0
,.. 10 0 0 2 0
25 1 3 1 0
35 0 20 1 0
20 0 0 1 0
20 0 0 1 0
20 0 0 1 0
20 0 0 1 0
22 0 0 1 0
27 3 33 1 0
2 0
2 0
Near the town of Mackay.
COUNTRY ,ILOTS.
Carlisle ...  I  Howard ... Near the town of Mackay.
ji.1)  1 „ „
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, ROMA.
ON THURSDAY,  TIE  1ST DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1866.
TOWN LOTS.
o
Price0
c
Area. Aare
r County.  Parish .  situation .  Remarks.
1 1 24
A. R. P. £
0 2 0 8 Waldegrave Ronia ... Town of Roma.
2 2 24 0 2 0 8 „ to to
3 3 24 0 2 0 8 „ „
4 6 24 0 2 0 8 „
5 7 24 0 2 0 8 „
6 8 24 0 2 0 8 is „ „
7 9 24 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
8 10 24 0 2 0 8  It „ „
9 1 25 0 2 0 8 „ It „
10 2 25 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
11 3 25 0 2 0 8 „ „ 1.-12 4 25 0 2 0 8 „ It „
13 5 25 0 2 0 8 „ It „
14 6 25 0 2 0 8 „ „
15 7 25 0 2 0 8 It is it
16 8 25 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
17 9 25 0 2 0 8 to to „
18 10 25 0 2 0 8 „ It „
19 1 26 0 2 0 8 to „ „
20 2 26 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
21 3 26 0 2 0 8 It to „
22 4 26 0 2 0 8 „ to „
23 5 26 0 2 0 8 ,,
24
25
6
7
26
26
0 2 0 8 It
0 2 0 8
26 8 26 0 2 0 8 „
27 9 26 0 2 0 8 It „
28
29
10 26
1 27
0 2 0 8 990 2 0 8 If„ „„
30 2 27 0 2 0 8 "
"
„ It
31
32
3 27
4 27
0 2 0 8 110 2 0 8 „„ Is
33 5 27 0 2 0 8 " „ It
34 6 27 0 2 0 8 " it „
35 7 27 0 2 0 8 " Is „
36 8 27 0 2 0 8 " to
37 9 27 0 2 0 8 " „
38 10 27 0 2 0 8 It „ „
39 1 28 0 2 0 8  to „ „
40 2 28 0 2 0 8 " to „
41 3 28 0 2 0 8 "
"
„ „
42
43
4 28
5 28
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8 "
If
„
44 6 28 0 2 0 8 „
45 7 28 0 2 0 8
46 8 28 0 2 0 8
47 928 0 2 0 8 '' „
48 10  28 0 2 0 8 „ of
r
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, LEYBURN,
'.ON THURSDAY, THE 1ST DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
0
0
40
R Area. County. Parish. situation .  Remarks.
A. R. P.
76 ... 78 0 0 1 Merivale Leyburn .., On Canal Creek.
77 ... 57 0 0 1 „ „ „
78 ... 42 0 0 1 „
„
79 ... 44 0 0 1 „
„
80 ... 53 0 0 1 „
„
81 ... 66 0 0 1 „ „
82 ... 60 0 0 1 „ it
83 ... 64 0 0 1 „
84 ... 52 0 0 1 „ ,1
84A ... 75 0 0 1 „ Near Canal Creek.
85 ... 60 0 0 1 „ „
86 ... 60 0 0 1 it It
87 ... 60 0 0 1 „ it
88 ... 60 0 0 1 It it
89 ... 60 0 0 1 „
90 ... 60 0 0 1 it „
91 ... 60 0 0 1 it it
92 ... 60 0 0 1 „
93 ... 62 2 0 1 „
94 ... 84 0 0 1 „
95 ... 84 0 0 1 „
96 ... 84 0 0 1 if it
97 ... 83 0 0 1 it On Canal Creek.
98 ... 57 0 0 1 „ „
99 ... 51 0 0 1 it it
100 ... 59 0 0
101 ... 60 0 0 1 „ Near Canal Creek.
102 ... 60 0 0 1 „ „
103 ... 60 0 0 1 „ „
104 ... - 60 0 0 1 „ 19
105 ... 57 0 0 1 On Canal Creek.
106 ... 25 0 0 1 „
107 23 2 37 1 Near Canal Creek.
108
...
... 42 1 25
„
1 „ if
109 ... 55 2 0 1 „
110 ... 46 2 0 1 „
111 ... 37 2 0 1 „
112 ... 28 2 0 1 „ „
113 ... 80 0 0 1 it „
114 ... 80 0 0 1 It
115 ... 80 0 0 I „
116 ... 80 0 0 1 it
117 ... 80 0 0 1 „
118 ... 80 0 0 1 „
119 ... 80 0 0 1 „
120 ... 80 0 0 1 „
121 ... 75 0 0 1 it „
122 ... 75 0 0 1 it „ J
0
9i,50
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, SPRINGSURE,
ON TUESDAY, THE 13Th DAY OP NOVEMBER, 1866.
TOWN  LOTS.,
a
0
O
w
00
o n
a a
c o Area.
O U
'i;. V
County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P. 2 r
1 5  5 0 2 0 8 Denison Springsure ... Town of Springsure.
2 7  5 0 2 0 8
„
3 10  5 0 2 0 8
4 4  10 0 2 0 8
5 7  10 0 3 9 8
6 9  10 0 2 0 , 8
7 2  16 0 235 8
8 3  19 1 0 0 8
9 4  19 1 0 0 8
10 3  20 0 3 0 8
11 4  20 0 3 0 8
12 5  20 0 3 0 8
13 8 20 0 3 0 8
14 9 20 0 3 0 8
15 10 20 0 3 0 8
16 2 21 1 1 8 8
17 3 21 1 1 8 8
18 4 21 1 1 8 8
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the Colony, at Government House, Brisbane, this
twenty-sixth day of September, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixty-
six, and in the thirtieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
[r,.S. J G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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WARWICK AGRICULTURAL  RESERVE.DradamatiolL
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FEnausorr BoWE, , Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c., &c., &c.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the provisions of the Acts 24
Victoria, No. 15, and 27 Victoria, No. 23, respecting the Alienation of Crown Lands, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following
Lots of Land will be open to sale by selection, subject to the provisions of the said Acts and Regulations
thereunder, at the undermentioned place, at and after Eleven o'clock on the day specified, at the price
affixed to each lot respectively.
The Deed Fee on the undermentioned Lots will be charged according to the following scale :-
Not exceeding 50 acres, £1; above 50 and not exceeding 300 acres, £1 5s. ; above 300 and not exceeding
640 acres, £1 10s.
FOR SELECTION AT THE POLICE OFFICE, WARWICK,
ON  THURSDAY, THE 1ST DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
Situation.
A. R. P. £
1 388 ... 35 0 0 1 Merivale Robinson In the  Warwick Agricultural  Reserve,
2 389
3 390
4 391
5 392
6 393
17 394
8 395
9 396
10 397
11 398
12 399
13 400
14 401
15 402
16 403
17 404
18 405
19 406
20 407
21 408
22 409
23 410
24 411
25 412
26 418
27 414
28 415
29 416
30 417
31 418
32 419
33 420
34 421
35 422
36 423
37 424
38 425
39 426
40 427
41 428
42 429
43 430
44 431
45 432
46 433
47 434
48 435
49 436
50 437
51 438
52 439
53 440
54 441
55 442
56 443
57 444
Area.
40 0 0 1
38 0 0 1
40 2 18 1
58 0 0 1
39 3 0 1
38 1. 14 1
40 3 24 1
37 0 0 1
33 0 0 1
37 0 0 1
40 0 0 140  0 0  1
40 0 0 1
28 0 0 1
28 0 0 1
27 0 0 1
20 0 0 1
40 0 0 1
40 0 0 140  0 0  1
41 3 0 1
46 0 0 1
42 0 0 1
41 0 0 1
42 0 0 1
33 0 0 1
40 0 0 1
36 0 0 1
44 0 0 1
40 0 0 1
32 0 0 1
34 0 0 1
38 0 0 1
33 0 0 1
40 0 0 1
40 0 0 1
40 0 0 1
40 0 0 1
40 0 0 1
40 0 0 1
40 0 0 1
40 0 0 149  0 0  1
50 0 0 1
49 0 0 149  0 0  1
40 0 0 140  0 0  1
40 0 0 140  0 0  1
45 0 0 1
51 0 0 1
43 0 0 1
40 0 0 1
40 0 0 1
40 0 01 1
Price per
Acre. County.  Parish.
(North-easterly Extension).
„
Remarks.
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FOR SELECTION,  AT THE POLICE  OFFICE, WARWICK---continued.
O N THURSDAY ,  THE 1ST  DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1866.
COUNTRY  LOTS-continued.
0
0
ao Area.o
za z
County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. a. P. £
58 445 ... 40 0 0 1 Merivale Robinson  In the Warwick  A
(North-easterly
gricultural Reserve,
Extension.)
59 446  40 0 0 1 „ I „ :,
60 447  41 0 0 1 ,, „ „
61 448  43 0 0 1
62 448A  43 0 0 1
63 450  40 0 0 1
64 451  40 0 0 1 „
65 452  40 0 0 1
66 458 28 0 32 1
67 460  32 0 0 1 „
68 462  43 2 0 1
69 463  43 2 0 1
70 464 43 2 0 1
71 465  40 2 16 1
72 466 22 0 0 1 „
73 467 32 0 0 1
74 468 37 1 0 1
75 469  37 3 0 176 470 41 1 19 1
77 471 48 0 19 1
78 472 52 0 32 1
79 473 ' 52 0 32 1
80 474 52 2 0 1 „
81 475 53 0 16 1 „
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the Colony, at Government House, Brisbane, this
twenty-sixth day of September, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixty-
six and in the thirtieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.S.j G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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MARYBOROUGH AGRICULTURAL  RESERVE, No. 2.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c., &c., &c.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the provisions of the Acts 24
Victoria, No. 15, and 27 Victoria, No. 23, respecting the Alienation of Crown Lands, IT, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that
the following Lots of Land will be open to sale by Selection, subject to the provisions of the said Acts
and Regulations thereunder, at the undermentioned place, at and after Eleven o'clock on the day
specified, at the price affixed to each Lot respectively, being at the rate of £1 per acre.
The Deed Fee on the undermentioned Lots will be charged according to the following scale
Not exceeding 50 acres, £1; above 50 and not exceeding 300 acres, £1 5s. ; above 300 and not exceeding
640 acres, £1 10s.
FOR SELECTION AT THE POLICE OFFICE, MARYBOROUGH,
ON MONDAY, THE  5TH DAY  OF NOVEMBER, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
Price per
0 o o Area. Acre.
d
o I
' rw Z 1
A. R. P.
1 106 ... 45 0 0 1
45 0 01 1107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
... 45 0 0 1 1
... 45 0 0 1
... 45 0 0 1
...  42  0 0 1
... 45 0 0 1
... 45 0 0 1
... 45 0 0 1
•.. 45 0 0 1
... 42 336 1
... 46 0 8 1
.., 46 0 8 1
... 46 0 8 1
... 46 0 8 1
... 46 0 8 1
... 42 3 36 1
... 42 3 36 1
46 0 8 1
46 0 8 1
.., 46 0 8 1
... 46 0 8 1
... 46 0 8 1
... 42 3 36 1
. 42 0 0 1
... 45 0 0 1
... 45 0 0 1
... 45 0 0 1
... 45 0 0 1
... 45 0 0 1
... 42 0 0 1
... 45 0 0 1
... 1 45 0 0 1
County.  Parish.
Mar.h... Denison
„
9
ff
„
9
„
of
Situation . Remarks.
In the Maryborough Agri-
cultural Reserve.
9f
f, .
ff
99
9,
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the Colony, at Government House, Brisbane, this
twenty-sixth day of September, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred aild sixty-
six, and in the thirtieth year of Her Majesty's reign. _
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
J, P, BELL.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
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IPSWICH AGRICULTURAL  RESERVE.
Priarlauxation+
By His Excellency Sir GEoRGE FERGUSON BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &e., &c., &c.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the provisions of the Acts 24
Victoria, No. 15, and 27 Victoria, No. 23, respecting the Alienation of Crown Lands, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following
Lots of Land will be open to sale by selection, subject to the provisions of the said Acts and Regulations
thereunder, at the undermentioned place, at and after Eleven o'clock on the day specified, at the price
affixed to each Lot respectively, being at the rate of £1 per acre.
The Deed Fee on the undermentioned Lots will be charged according to the following scale :-Not
exceeding 50 acres,  ;Cl; above 50 and not exceeding 300 acres, £1 5s.; above 300 and not exceeding 640
acres, £1 10s.
FOR SELECTION, AT THE POLICE OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON THURSDAY, THE 1ST DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1866.
P4
c c o Area. County. Parish.
A. R. P. £
1 60 ... 40 0 0 1 Churchill ...
2 177  ... 49 3 20 1
3 178 ... 53 2 0 1
4 179 ... 57 2 0 1
is
f!
Remarks.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the Colony, at Government House, Brisbane, this
twenty-sixth day of September, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.S.  ] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency 's Command,
J. P. BELL.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN ?
Situation.
Flinders ...  1 In the Ipswich Agricultural
II Reserve.
By Authority :  W. C. BELBxIDGF, Government Printer, Willi am  Street,  Brisbane.
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I
N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deeds of Assignment have been registered in this Office :-
No. Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties.
65 1866. Between James Sloane and Edward Butcher,
10th September. both of Ruthven Street, in the town of Too-
woomba, in the Colony of Queensland, trading
as cabinet-makers and upholsterers, under the
style and firm of Sloane and Butcher, of the
first part ; and William Henry Groom, of
Toowoomba aforesaid, auctioneer, and John
Bethel Robinson, of Toowoomba aforesaid,
trustees for the purposes in the Deed of
Assignment mentioned, of the second part ;
and the several persons and bodies corporate
who have by themselves or their agents
executed the said Deed of Assignment, being
creditors of the said James Sloane and Edward
Butcher, and whose names are mentioned in
the schedule attached to the said Deed of
Assignment of the third part.
66 3rd October. Between William Highfield, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, in Her Majesty's Civil
Service of the said Colony, of the first part ;
John Kingsford, of Brisbane aforesaid, draper,
and William Brookes, also of Brisbane afore-
said, ironmonger, trustees for the purposes in
the Deed of Assignment mentioned, of the
second part ; and the several other persons
who have by themselves or their agents
executed the said Deed of Assignment, being
creditors of the said William Highfield, and
whose names are mentioned in the schedule
attached to the said Deed of Assignment, of
third part.
Nature Date of Registration.
and Effect of Deed.
Deed of Assignment
of all the estate
and effects of the
said James Sloane
and Edward But-
cher, in trust for
the benefit of the
creditors of the
said James Sloane
and Edward But-
cher.
Lodged at the
office of the
Registrar of the
Supreme Court,
this second day
of October, A.D.
1866, at the
hour of eleven
o'clock in the
forenoon, and
entered same
day.
Deed of Assignment
of all the estate
and effects of the
said William
Highfield, intrust
for the benefit of
the creditors of
the slid William
Highfield.
Lodged at the
office of the
Registrar of the
Supreme Court,
this fourth day
of Oct,;ber, A.D.
1866, at ten
minutes past
ten o'clock in
the f ,renoon,
and entered
seine bay.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme  Court of Que!i •.land.
By Authority : W. C. BELBaIDGE, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
QUEENS LAND
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE AND LEASE
LAND UNDER " TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC
" LANDS ACT."
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executiv  Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the Land granted for
the purposes of a Lying-in Hospital in this city
have, in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22,
made application to the Governor in Council for
leave to Mortgage and Lease the said Land, in
order to obtain funds for the purpose of erecting
the necessary premises, and other appurtenances
required for the Institution.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the permission so
sought, must lodge the same with the Colonial
Secretary, by letter, within three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
ROMIA PETITION.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by One hundred and five householders and
inhabitants of the town of Roina, praying the
erection of that locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The petitioners, in pursuance of a resolution
passed at a public meeting, state that they are
anxious of securing the benefits derivable from
municipal government, and therefore pray that
Roma may be declared a Municipality.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 11th August, 1866,
No. 96.]
[No. 119.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
GAYNDAH PETITION.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency as hereunder set forth, purporting to be
signed by One hundred and six Householders, in
the Town of Gayndah, praying the erection of that
locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that the increasing popula-tion of this town, the large sums of money that
have been expended in the purchase of land
therein, and the benefits derivable from municipal
government, render them anxious to secure its
advantages, and they, therefore, pray that Gayndah
may be declared a Municipality with the under-
mentioned boundaries.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.]
Proposed Boundaries of Gayndals Municipality.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Mount
Debateable Purchase ; from thence across the Burnett
westerly three miles up Reed's Creek ; from thence a
line running easterly to cross the Burnett at the Bro-
then ; thence along the southern bank downwards to the
junction of the Barambah Creek ; thence along the
southern bank of the Barambah upwards to the junction
of Campbell's Creek with the Barambah ; from thence
along Campbell's Creek to the old Ban-Ban Road ; from
thence a line to Mr. Walker's purchase on Oaky-
Creek; from thence one mile southerly, and from thence
to the southern point of the Mount Debateable Pure
chase, and thence to the point of commencement.
958
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
CLERMONT AND COPPERFIELD PETITION.IN pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, sections 3 and 4.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has directed the publication
of the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by 169 householders, residing in the
towns of Clermont and Copperfield, praying for the
erection of these localities into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
It. R. MACKENZIE.
The Petitioners state that at a public meeting of
the inhabitants of the abovenamed townships, held
at the Court House, Clermont, on the 25th May
last, it was resolved that a Petition be prepared
requesting the Government to proclaim the town-
ships of Clermont and Copperfield a Municipality ;
and they accordingly pray that the abovenamed
localities may be constituted a Municipality, to be
named the Municipality of Clermont and Copper-
field with the undermentioned boundaries-the
same to be divided into two wards, each ward
returning three aldermen.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 14th July, 1866,
No. 67.]
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th October, 1866.
fpHE following list of prices at which Tenders
A$ have been accepted for the supply of Clothing,
Stationery, Surveyors' Materials, Boots, Linen-
drapery, and Slops, Ironmongery, and Ship Chand-
lery, for 1567 and 1868, is published for general
information.
A. MACALISTER.
CLOTHING TENDER- MESSRS.  GRIMES AND PETTY.
Clothing for Warders, Turnkeys, 4^c., attached to Her
Majesty's Goals, Lunatic Asylum-, and IHulk.
£ s. d.
Blue clots: tunics ... ... ... 1 16 0
„ trowsers  ... ... ... ... 1 4 0
Great coats, long... ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
White duck  trowsers ... ... ... ... 0 7 0
Caps, with glazed covers ... ... ... 0 8 0
White cap covers ... ... ... ... 0 1 2
Duty badges (key) ... ... ... ... 0 2 6
Oilskin capes ... ... ... ... ... 0 15 0
Clothing for Wafer Police and Quarantine Guard.
Blue serge uniform shirts ... 0 10 0
White drill shirts ... 0 8 0
Blue cloth trowsers, No. 1 dress ... ... 1 4 0
„ No. 2 undress ... 1 0 0
White drill trowsers ... ... ... ... 0 11 0
„  duel,  „ ... ... ... 011 0
Caps, with glazed covers ... ... ... 0 6 0
Hat ribbons, Water Police ... ... ... 0 3 6White cap covers ... ... ... ... 0 1 2Sou'-westers ... ... ... ... ... 0 3 9
Monkey  jackets ... 2 0 0
Clothing for Police Force.
Caps, with glazed covers
White cap  covers ... ... ...
Dress jackets ... ... ... ...
Undress „ ... . ... ...
Dress  trowsers, strapped
Undress „ ... ... ...
Dress trowsers... ...
Undress „ .. ... ... ...
Great coats (long) ... ...
Oilskin capes ... ... ... ...
11 alive  Police Force.
Dress jackets .. . ... ... ...
Dress trowsers, strapped
Undress ,, ... ...
Blue jumpers ... ... ... ...
Pairs white cluck trowsers, strapped...
Caps, and glazed covers
Pairs cotton braces . . . , . ,
0 8 0
0 1 2
1 18 0
1 1 6
1 12 0
0 18 6
1 4 0
0 15 6
2 0' 0
0 15 0
1 is 0
1 7 6
1 7 6
0 8 0
0 10 6
0 9 0
0 8 0
Gold Escorts.
£ s. d.
Dress jackets  ... ... ... 2 0 0
Dress trowsers, strapped ... ... ... 1 7 6
Undress „ ... ... ... 1 7 6
White duck trowsers, strapped ... ... 0 10 6
Caps, and glazed covers. ... ... ... 0 9 0
White cap covers ... ... ... 0 1 2
Blue jumpers ... ... ... ... 0 8 0
Ponchos ,.. ... ... 2 5 0
.BOOTS TENDER-hMR. Taos. GRAY.
600 pairs  men's  Wellington boots ...  per pair 0 16 6
300 „ Bluchers , with nails „ 0 7 3
300 „ „ without nails „ 0 7 3
300 „ shoes, with nails  ...  „ 0 6 3
300 without  na ils „ 0 6 3
250 pairs women's shoes ,  of sizes ... „ 0 7 3
Leather, kip  ... ... ... ...  per lb. 0 1 8
sole ... ... „ 0 0 11
Horsehide  ... ... ... ... ...  0 5 3
STATIONERY TENDER-lire. J.  W. BUXTON.
Books, 6 quire  medium, ruled and indexed,
roan backs, best marbled sides and
covers ... ... ... 0 19 0
6 quire clemy, ruled and ind'cxed, ditto 0 12 10
6 quire demy, plain, ditto ... ... 0 11 9
4 quire f blscap, ruled, double money,
ditto... ... 0 7 10
4 quire foolscap, plain, ditto ... 0 5 3
4 quire demy, ruled, double money,
33
7)
))
ditto... ... ... ... ... 0 15 0
4 quire decoy, plain, ditto ... ... 0 12 9
3 quire demy, ruled, feint lines, ditto 0 10 3
3 quire deiny, plain, ditto ... ...  0 8 6
3 quire foolscap, ruled, feint lines,
ditto ... 0 3 10
3 quire foolscap, plain, ditto... 0 3 6
2 quire foolscap, ruled, money and
feint lines, ditto ... 0 3 6
6 quire medium, ruled and indexed,
basil backs, cloth and corners ... 0 19 3
6 quire deiny, ruled and indexed, ditto 0 13 9
6 quire demy plain, ditto ... ... 0 12 9
4 quire foolscap, ruled, double money,
ditto ... ... ... ... ... 0 8 10
4 quire foolscap, plain ditto ... ... 0 6 3
4 quire deiny, ruled, double money,
ditto.  .. ... ... ... ... 0 16 0
4 quire decoy, plain, ditto ... 0 13 9
3 quire deny, ruled, feint lines, ditto 0 11 3
3 quire demy, plain, ditto . ...  0 9 6
3 quire foolscap, ruled,  feint lines,
dit [o... 0 4 2
3 quire foolscap, plain, ditto... 0 3 9
2 quire foolscap, ruled, cash and feint
lines, ditto ... .. 0 3 11
6 quire medium, ruled and indexed,
]calf calf, cloth  sides ... 1 0 3
6 quire demy, ruled and indexed,
ditto... ... ... ... ... 0 16  10
6 quire demy, plain, ditto 0 14 9
4 quire foolscap, ruled, double money,
ditto.. 0 9 2
4 quire foolscap, plain, ditto,.. ... 0 7 3
4 quire demy, ruled, double money,
half calf, cloth sides ... .,, 0 17 0
4 quire demy, plain, ditto .. 0 14 9
3 quire demy, r .decl, feint Itnes, ditto 0 12 3
3 quire demy, plain, ditto . ... 0 10 6
3 quire foolscap, ruled, feint line--,
ditto.. ... .. ... ... 0 5 3
3 quire foolscap,  plain , ditto... . 0 4 10
2 quire foolscap, ruled, cash and feint
lines, ditto ... ... 0 4
6 quire medium, ruled and indexed,
full calf ... ... ... ...
6 quire demy, ruled and indexed,
1
10
9
11
9
7
ditto... ... ... ... ... 1 1
6 quire demy, plain, ditto ... ... 1 1
4 quire foolscap, ruled, double money,ditto. .. ... ... ... ... 0 10 9
4 quire foolscap, plain, ditto... ... 0 8 10
4 quire demy, ruled, double money,
ditto .. ... ...
4 quire demy, plain, ditto ' ... ..
3 quire, demy, ruled, feint lines, ditto
3 quire, demy, plain, ditto ... ...
3 quire foolscap, ruled, feint lines,
ditto ... ... ...
3 quire foolscap, plain, ditto... .
2 quire foolscap, ruled, cash and feint
lines, ditto ... ... ... ...
0 19 6
0 18 3
0 14 9
0 14 9
0 7 6
0 6 6
0 6 2
959
Books, memorandum ,  per dozen
"'
from
to
))
roan ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 6
Ditto ditto, basil ... ... ... 0 7 6
Ditto ditto, half calf... ... ... 0 8 6
Ditto ditto, calf ... ... 0 10 0
Guards foolscap skeleton, roan ... 0 5 6
Ditto ditto, basil ... 0 6 6
Ditto ditto, half calf ... ... ... 0 8 6
Ditto ditto, calf ... ... ... 0 9 10
Copy, of schools, not set .. per doz. 0 3 6
Ditto ditto, engraved set copies „ 0 1 9
Ditto ditto, Swan's ... „ 0 3 0
Ditto ditto, Australian ... „ 0 3 8
Exercise for schools, 18 leaves „ 0 3 0
Ditto ditto, 36 leaves .. „ 0 6 6
National school series, arith-
metic ... ... „ 0 4 0
Ditto ditto, mensuration ... „ 0 6 9
Ditto ditto Geometry... .. „ 0 4 3
National school reading les-
sons, No. 1 .. ... ... „ 0 0 62
Ditto ditto, No. 2 ... ... „ 0 3 9
Ditto ditto, No. 3 0 7 6
Ditto ditto, No. 4 ... ... „ 0 8 10
„ Ditto ditto, No. 5 ... ... 0 9 6
Books, National school grammar, ... „ 0 4 0
spelling ... „ 0 7 9
dictionaries „ 0 10 6
Pinnock's Goldsmith's England, each 0 5 8
Judge's note...
Bibles
Testaments ..,
Foolscap copying machine, 1,000
any
leaves, roan ... ... ... 0 7 9
Ditto ditto, basil ... 0 8 9
Ditto ditto, half-calf ... ... ... 0 9 9
Ditto ditto, full calf ... ... ... 0 12 0
Demy copying machine, 1,000 leaves,
roan ... ... ... ... 0 9 7
Ditto ditto, basil ... ... ... 0 10 7
Ditto ditto, half calf ... ... ... 0 11 7
Ditto ditto, full calf ... 0 13 7
Guards, demy, indexed and leaved,
roan ... 0 8 6
Ditto ditto, basil ... ... ... 0 9 6
Ditto ditto, half calf... 0 10 6
Ditto ditto, calf ... ... ... 0 13 6
Guards, demy skeleton, roan 0 7 6
Ditto ditto, basil 0 8 6
Ditto ditto, half calf... ... ... 0 9 6
Ditto ditto, calf ... ... ... 0 10 6
Guards, foolscap, indexed and leaved,
Rome „ 0 5 1
Greece „ 0 5 1
0 3 3
0 1 3
0 0 6
„ to 0 1 0
Common prayer ... ... 0 0 102
Bibles, Douay ... ... 0 2 10
Roman Catholic prayer ... 0 1 0
)) Atlas, each ... ...
( from 0
to 0
per yard 0
"' 11 6
Paper continuous, double elephant
))
))
(drawing)  mounted .
„ unmounted
Cartridge  drawing ... ...
Cartridge  ... ... ...
Demy, blue wove, 24 lbs.,
ruled feint ...
Foolscap ,  cream laid ,  cut, 18
lbs., ruled feint ,,,
51 plain
Foolscap ,  blue wove, cut., 16
lbs., ruled feint ... :-pain
Post blue wove, 24 lbs., 4to...
„ cream laid „
Note, blue wove, 5 lbs.
51 cream laid, thick
Browne, large, thick,
weight
„ small, ditto
Demy copying ...
Foolscap
White blotting, heavy
Red
Parchment ,  18 x 27...
18x24...
18 x 20...
Gum, Arabic, ground
Pencils,  Rowney's, assorted. , .
„ Royal academy .,
„ 0
per ream 2
II
£ s. d.
0 0 4
0 1 0
2 9
3 0
1 4
5 0
1 18 6
1 2 10
0 16 60 15 10
0 14 9
0 13 10
0 9 10
0 10 0
0 5 0
0 5 2
, . , per lb. 0 0 4
, „ 0 0 4
... per ream 0 8 9
„ 0 7 9
„ 1 1 0
„ 1 1 0
.., per skin 0 1 7
„ 0 1 5
0 1 551
... per lb. 0 1 fi
... per doz. 0 1 6
Faber's) red and blue  in one ,,11 red end Mile;  bepar.t€  to
0 1 9
0 4 1 1
0 2 0
£ s. d.
Elastic bands, boxes, No. 3... ... each 0 1 3
„ No.4... ... )) 0 2 10
No. 5... ... „ 0 3 0No. 6...  0 4 6
Pasteboards ,  foolscap  size ,  4 sheet per doz. 0 2 3
„ „ 5 sheet „ 0 3 9
medium size, 4 sheet „ 0 2 8
5 sheet „ 0 3 9
demy  size  4 sheet „ 0 2 10
„ 5 sheet „ 0 3 11
Balances, letter, Salter's best quality, each from 0 8 9
„ spring ... each 0 5 3
Boxes, date „ 0 2 2
„ Despatch (Chubb's locks)
duplicate  keys,  decoy  ... 2 10 6
„ common ... from 0 7 6
Bodkins, handled ... .. ... each 0 0 9j
Blotting Boots, foolscap size, lock
and duplicate keys ... „ 0 9 10
„ demy size „ „ 0 11 6
Brushes, damping, for copying press „ 0 1 6
Clips letter, foolscap ... 0 2 4
hand . „ 0 1 4
Cabinet, envelope, lock and key, with
drawer ... .., „  2 7 6
Cards, jurors' ... ,., ... per pack 0 0 41?
„ playing ,,, ... ... „  0 0 61
Candles, best sperm .., ... ... per lb. 0 1 6
Cord, green silk ... ... ... per skein 0 1 2
strong, with tags ... 0 4 9
„ strong fine laid ... ... per lb. 0 1 6
Dominoes, boxes ... ... ... each 0 1 6
Envelopes, cartridge, ex. large, cameo,per 1000 2 15 0
7)
large „ „ 2 2 6
foolscap „ „ 2 5 0
very long and lined calico „ 4 4 0
It  not lined „ 2 15 0
Official, cream laid and blue
wove cameo .. per 1000 1 1 10
Letter, cream laid and blue
wove, with and without
cameo ... ... ... „ 010 6
„ Note „ „ „ 0 7 6
Ink erasers ... ... ... ... per doz. 0 3 3
Eyelet machines ... ... ... each 0 19 6
Eyelets, boxes of .. 0 1 6
Folders, paper ivory, 10 inch (thick) „ 0 1 82
Files, paper, 18 in telescope ... per doz. 0 17 9
12 ... ... „ 0 5 9
6 ... .,. 0 3 9
Glasses, ink, Nos. 2 and 3, round ... „ 1 0 0
„ square with tops „ 1 2 6
„ best for ebony inkstends, each 0 1 6
Gum bottles, with brushes ... ... „  0 0 71
Hones, in wood ... „  0 4 9
Inkstands, ebony, best quality 0 14 9
„ second „ ... „ 0 13 10
square pewter ... ... „  0 9 9
Round square pewter,
large, with  stands „ 0 4 3
„ small „ 0 1 22
Inik, fluid, black, quarts ... per doz. 1 1 0
„ blue ... 0 18 6
copying ... ... ... „ 1 5 0
red, pints... ... ... „  1 2 6
Stephens' blue black, qts. „ 1 1 0
tins of obliterating .. ... per lb. 0 5 0
stamping black ... „ 0 5 0
stamping red .., „ 0 6 6
Inky powders, red ... , . ... per doz. 0 4 2
„ black ... ... ... „ 0 2 10
Indiarub' er, pieces ... ... per lb. 0 4 6
Knives, pocket, " Mappin's" ... each 0 1 9
„ erasing ... ... ... per doz. 0 18 0
„ desk, best ivory hafts .. , each 0 2 6
Needles, looping ... ... ... per 100 0 1 6
Pads, blotting, foolscap ,,. each 0 1 3
decoy ... ... „ 0 1 6
Pounce packets ... ... ... per doz. 0 3 0
Pens, steel nibs .. ... per box 0 1 9
Wm. Mitchell's S. and N.
magnum bonums  ... ,.,  per doz. 0 6 9
„ Sands and Kenny's E. or W.
Mitchell 's ... ... ... „ 0 5 6
„ magnum bonum 0 4 9
quills ... ... per 1,000 2 14 0
), to ... ... „ 4 0 0
Penholders, indiarubber . , , ... per doz. 0 3 3
„ wood ... ... ... „ 0 0 4
Pencils, common ... ... „ 0 0 7
)) office ,.. „ 0 0 101
)) slate  {„ t„ ,) 0 0 1
P it e eat r  f+i  014 411 6a1 each 0 1 0
£ s. d.
Pen wipers  ,.. .,. ,,. ,,,  each 0 0 6
„ racks . , ... „ 0 1 6
Presses ,  paper ,  lead ,  or bronze „ 0 1 10
„ copying ,  foolscap  ... „ 2 18 6
Portfolios ,  assorted sizes, 40 by 30... „ 0 15 0
„ 36 by 24... „ 0 12 6
„ demy size ... „ 0 3 9
foolscap ditto „ 0 1 6
Ribbon, pieces ,  green silk  ... „ 0 2 6
Rulers ,  round ebony, 24 inches ... „ 0 3 10
18 inches  ... „ 0 2 8
12 inches  ... „ 0 1 3
Slates ,  foolscap  ... ... „ 0 0 6
decoy .. . ... ... „ 0 0 8
Scissors ,  best makers ,  large.. . ... „ 0 2 6
„ small ... 0 1 3
Tape, red, broad  ... .. , ...  per doz. 0 2 9
„ middle .. . ... ... „ 0 2 3
„ narrow ... 0 1 9
Wafers  ... ... ... ..,  per  box0 0 5
legal ... ... ... „ 0 0 4
Wafer  seals ,  ebony  ... ... ...  each 0 0 10Wax, red, best  ...  per lb. 0 3 9
„ broad sticks ,  Post Office
use ... 0 3 0
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£ s. d.
Troughton and Sims' rolling parallel
rulers, graduated edges... .., 18 in. 1 13 6
„ „ „ 12 in. 1 2 6
Compasses, steel points ... ... each 0 1 6
Indian ink, Lion brand ... ... per stick 0 0 52
LINENDRAPERY AND SLOPS TENDER.-GRIMES
AND PETTY.
Grey blankets ... per pair 0 10 0
Calico double width bleached No.1.., per yard 0 1 8
No.2... „ 0 2 0No. 3...  „ 0 2 6
„ single width „ No. 1... „ 0 0  71,
No. 2...  „ 0 0 92
No.3... „ 0 0 10
No. 4...  „ 0 0 112
„ double width unbleached No.  1...  ., 0 1 6
SURVEYORS' MATERIALS TENDER.-MR, J. W.
BUXTON.
Pentograph pins ,,, per gross 0 11 6
Palettes, 12 compartments ... ... each 0 2 0
„ 6 „ ... ... „ 0 1 6
,, 3 „ ... ... „ 0 0 82
„ nest size No. 1 ... ... per doz. 0 18 0
2 ... ... „ 1 1 0
3 ... ... „ 1 4 0
Color saucers... ... ... ... each 0 0 1
Scales, Troughton and Sims' ivory-110  offsets „ 0 18 9
o ditto ... „ 0 18 9
00ditto ... ... ,) 0 18 9
Scales, wood . , . ... „ 0 3 3
ditto to ... , , , ... „ 0 8 6
„ architects' ... ... „ 0 6 0
ditto, to ., „ 1 0 0
Protractors, ivory, Troughton and
Sims' .,. „ 0 3 6
„ ditto to 0 9 0
Proportional compasses ... ... 2 15 0
Tracing paper, double crown per quire 0 3 3
„ double double ditto „ 0 6 6
Tracing linen, 24 inch ... per yard 0 1  101,-
1' 36 inch ... ... „ 0 2 6Newman's ox gall, liquid ... per bottle 0 1 6
Steel, straight edges, 2 feet ... ... each 0 7 6
3 feet ... ... „ 0 8 6
„ ., 4 feet ... ... „ 0 12 9
6 feet ... ... „ 0 18 9
Sets of squares .,. „ 0 1 3
Winsor and Newton's colors-
Gamboge ... ...per cake 0 0 92
Burnt sienna .,, ... „ 0 0 92
Raw ... „ 0 0 92
Prussian blue ... ... per cake 0 0 92
Cobalts 0 2 0
Verdant green ... ... „ 0 0 92
Indigo ... ... ... „ 0 0 92
Saturnine ... ... „ 0 0 92
Indian yellow .. ... „ 0 1 7
Ultra marine, French ... „ 0 3 3
„ English ... „ 1 1 0
Burnt umber ... ... „ 0 0 91
Raw ditto ... „ 0 0 92
Crimson lake ... ... „ 0 1 7
Sepia ... ... „ 0 1 7
Light red ,.. „ 0 0 91
Burnt ochre ,., „ 0 0 92
Sap green ... ... 0 0 91
Brown madder ... ... „ 0 1 7
Carmine .., .. )) 0 3 2
Vermillion „ 0 0 91
Emerald green ... ... „ 0 0 92
Neutral tint „ 0 0 92
Chinese white ... ... „ 0 1 7
Flake ditto ... ... „ 0 0 91
Gillott's mapping pens ... ... per card 0 1 82
„ steel crowquills ... ... „ 0 1 81
lithographic pens ... ... „ 0 1 82
Perry's ditto ... ... „ 0 1 81
Troughton and Sims' best ivory-
handled drawings pens, from ... )) 0 4 0
„ to ... )) 0 7 6
rolling parallel rulers... 0 7 6
„ „ graduated edges, 24 in. 2 5 0
cloak .. , ... ... ... „ 0 7 6
holster ... ... ... „  0 12  0
saddle ... ... ... „ 0 10 0
wallett ... „ 0 10 0
„ „ No.4.., „ 0 2 0
„ striped Venetian blind.,. ... )) 0 1 1
glazed union ... ... ... „ 0 1 1
„ check, blue and white linen ... „ 0 0 101
Combs rack ... ... ... each 0 0 6
,, small tooth ... ... ... „ 0 0 6
Duck linen No. 1 ,,, ... ... per yard 0 0 101
)) No.2 ... ... ... „ 0 1 1
„ No.3 ... ... „ 0 1 2
Drawers, flannel ... per pair 0 4 6
Dresses, print ... ... ... per yard 0 0 91
Dowlas frocks, men's... ... ... each 0 5 0
Hats, men's felt „ 0 2 9Panama.,. ... ... „ 0 4 0
„ women's felt and straw ... )> 0 3 0
Half-hose-men's cotton socks ... per pair 0 0 9
„ ditto woollen socks .., „ 0 1 0
Hose, women's white cotton stockings „ 0 0 10
„ „ grey or brown woollen ditto „ 0 1 4
Jackets-men's grey prison... ... „ 0 7 9
„ women's brown serge ... „ 0 7 0
„ women's cotton striped ... „ 0 4 6
Needles ... ... ... ... per pckt. 0 0 22
Osnaberg ... ... ... ... per yard 0 0 92
Petticoats-brown serge ... ... each 0 7 3
striped cotton .. , ... „ 0 4 9
Rugs-woollen ... ... .., „ 0 8 9
Shifts-linen ... ... ... ... „ 0 4 9
Scotch twill .. ... „ 0 3 6
Shirts, ditto best quality „ 0 3 9
„ ditto inferior... ... „ 0 2 9
„ serge ... ... „ 0 6 6
Tape, white ... ... per piece 0 0 2
Thread, white and black ... ... per lb. 0 3 3
Ticking, bed ... ... ... ... per yard 0 1 0
Towels, huckaback ... ... ... each 0 1 0
diaper ... ... .. , „ 0 1 3
flesh ... ... ... ... „ 0 2 0
Trowsers, moleskin No. 1 ... ... „ 0 7 6
;, No.2 ... ... „ 0 8 6
dowlas ... ... ... per pair 0 4 0
SADDLERY TENDER.-MR. N. LADE.
Messengers' bags .. ... ... each 0 7 6
Bags for packsaddles, improved ... per pair 0 17 6
ordinary ... „ 0 15 0
Bitts, snaffle ... ... ... ... per doz. 1 0 0
Bridoon, military „ 1 0 0
Bridles ... ... .., each 0 10 0
Brushes, dandriff ... ... ,., per doz. 1 5 0
Horse brushes ... ... ... „ 1 16 0
Buckets, carbine .,. ... ... „ 1 4 0
Combs, curry... ... ... ... „ 0 7 6
mane... ... ... ... „ 0 6 0
Cruppers ... ,.. „ 1 16 0..
Girths, leather ... ... . each 0 5 0 J
11 web ... ... per dozen pairs 2 2 0
Halters, 12 in heads... ... ... per doz. 0 10 0
,f 1-2 ... ,,. ... 0 12 0
Headstalls ... ... ... ... each 0 6 0
Hobbles, ring... ... ... ... per doz. 1 2 6,
)) )) padded... ... ... „ 1 10 0
Picks, hoof ... ... ... .,. „ 0 9 01
Pouches, cap . ... ... ... „ 0 12 6
cartridge ... ... ... each 0 6 0
handcuff case ,.. ,.. „ 0 3 0
Saddle, troup, complete ... „ 4 0 0
pack, English ... „ 2 15 0
Gregory ... „ 3 0 0
Sponges ... ... ... per lb. 0 10 0
Spurs, stout plated and leathers per doz. pairs 1 4 0
Straps, carbine ... ... ... per doz. 0 12 0.
„ No. 2... „ 0 1 71
„ No. 3... „ 0 1  92
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Stirrup irons „ ,,,
„ leathers, English . ,
Colonial
Shoulder belts ,.. .,.
Surcingles for pack saddle .,,
„ „ riding
Swivels, sword ,,. ,.,
„ carbine ,,. ..,
Waist belts ,.. ... ...
per doz. pairs 1 10 0
2 10 0
2 5 0
... per doz. 2 8 0
.., each 0 4 0
„ 0 4 0
.,, per doz. 0 9 0
,,, „ 0 15 0
„ 2 2 0
IRONMONGERY TENDER-MESSRS. J. MARXWELL
AND SON.
Axes, American, 4 to 6 lbs.,., ,.. per doz. 4 5 0
Collins', 5 to 7 lbs ., „ 4 15 0
Adzes, carpenters' ... „ 2 0 0
.,, ... ... and 2 10 0
Anvils ... ... ... ... per cwt, 1 10 0
Awls, brad ... ... .. ... per doz. 0 0 8
„ shoemakers' ... ... ... „ 0 0 6
Barrows, wheel, iron ... ... each 1 17 6
„ „ wood, box  ...  ... „ 1 5 0
Baskets, waste paper .., ,.. „ 0 4 0
Basins, galvanised iron or tin ... „ 0 1 6
„ „ ,,, and 0 2 0
iron, enamelled ... each 0 2 6
.., and 0 3 0
Bath Bricks ... ... ... ... per doz. 0 3 6
Bedsteads, iron, single ... ... each- 1 0 0
Bells, office, gong ... ... ... from 0 3 6
„ .. to 0 6 6
Boilers, iron, oval, tinned, with
covers, 2 to 10 gallons . . . per gal. 0 2 0
Buckles, boot... .. ... ... per doz. 0 6 0
Boxes, cash, japanned, 9 inch,
Chubb's lock  ...  ... each 2 1 0
Boxes, cash, japanned, 10 inch,
Chubb's lock ,,, „ 2 2 6
Boxes, cash, ,japanned, 11 inch,
Chubb's lock  ...  „ 2 6 0
Boxes, cash, japanned, 12 inch,
Chubb's lock  ...  „ 2 12 6
Boxes, twine ... ... ... „ 0 2 9
„ ... ,.. ... to 0 4 6
„ deed, tin ,.. ... each 0 15 0
„
,., per doz.
...
...
...
,..
... each
.., per doz.
Brace bits, with 36 bits and collar. . , each 1 1 0
Brooms ,  bass , No. 4...
„
„ No. 5...
millet ..
hair, No.  6...
„ No.  S...
Turk's head
„
„
hair
..
deck-scrubs
„
...
shaving ,,,
whitewash , , .
„
paint, sash tools ...
paint ...
„
shoe
... to
... per set
0 12 0
2 8 0
0 1 6
0 10 0
1 6 0
1 10 0
0 18 0
1 8 0
0 2 6
0 4 0
0 5 0
Buckets, wooden .., ... each
galvanized iron ... ... per doz.
...
„
Callipers
0 3 6
1 4 0
1 10 0
1 16 0
... each 0 1 3
0 1 6
Camp ovens ... .. ... ... per'cwt. 0 17 0
Candlesticks, round, brass, japanned, per doz. 0 8 0
2 0 0
1 5 0
1 15 0
1 5 0
1 8 0
1 6 0
1 15 0
2 2 0
0 4 6
0 5 6
0 6 6
0 3 0
0 4 0
0 15 0
1 4 0
1 12 0
0 12 0
1 4 0
1 10 0
0 18 0
1 10 0
2 2 0
0 9 0
... to 1 4 0
... per doz. 1 4 0
... and 1 16 0
... per doz. 0 8 0
... to
... per doz.
... to
... per doz.
to
scrubbers ... ... per doz.
„
... ...
„
0 12 0
0 16 0
Calls, water
Chains, marching (for 6 men)
Chisels, carpenters'
cold...
socket
vers butchCl ',ea ers di
,) „ weight
„
ngaccor
Crowbars  ...
Diamonds, glaziers' ,..
Dishes, oval, 12 inches
„ 14 „
„ 16 „
18 „
Emery cloth ... ...
paper ...
£ s,
each 0 4
,.. 0 5
,., 0 8
per doz. 0 4
... 0 7
to each
0 9
0 14
0 12
0 15
0 18
0 6
0 9
0 12
0 15
0 3
0 9
„ 012
... per lb. 0 0
0 14
0 18
1 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 2
.,, per quire 0 2
0 1
powder, fine and coarse grain per lb. 0 0
Fuze, gutta  percha : ;  ...
„ double tape ,.
Feeders, oil, one pint ..,
„ one quart
Files, bastard,  various
crosscut-saw ... ...
handsaw ... ...
pitsaw ...
„ blacksmiths'
Filters, water, 2 gallons ,.,
3 „
4 „
Forks, carving, black or bone
dinner . , , ...
flesh ... ...  ...
stable ... , , .
and 0 0
... per coil 0 1
... „ 0 1
each 0 1
„ 0 2
,., per inch 0 0
... per doz. 0 5
„ 0 4
„ 0 5
and 0 7
per inch 0 0
each 1 7
1 15
2 5
„ 0 0
0 0
„
... ... ,.. ,,,
... ... ..,
Forges, portable ... ... .. , „
Funnells per doz.
0 0
0 2
0 3
0 4
5 0
6 10
8 0
0 7
Frying pans, No. 7, tinned iron, round
Gimblets
No. 8, ditto, ditto
No. 9, ditto, ditto
„
... .., ...
Glasses, chimney, for lamps
... ... ...
Glass, sheet, window, any size
... ... ...
box of 100 feet
ditto
Glue, best London ... ...
„ ditto ,,, ,,,
Grinding stones
Hammers, blacksmiths' hand
ditto sledge
claw ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
carpenters'
,,,
ditto ,
shoeing ...
ditto ...
ditto
shoemakers'
ditto ...
ditto
shingling . , .
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
sledge, all weights
Handcuffs, chain, and keys...
ditto ,,, .,.
„ ditto ,,.
Handles,  axe, English ash ,,,
„ 0 8
each
to
... per lb.
0 10
1 1
1 4
1 7
0 1
0 3
0 4
0 5
0 9
0 12
0 2
0 4
0 6
1 1
1 6
0 0
... „ 0 1
... per inch 0 0
... per lb. 0 0
,,, „ 0 0
... per doz. 0 9
0 12
1 10
0 18
1 4
1 4
1 10
.2 2
1 4
1 13
2 2
0 18
1 1
1 7
„ 012
... „ 0 18
... per lb. 0 0
... per doz. 2 2
.,. „ 2 5
„ 2 8
„ 0 12
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Handles,  axe, English , ash ... ... per doz. 0 15 0
„
„
hammer 0 5 0
ditto ... .., ... „ 0 9 0
broom ... ... ... „ 0 4 0
mop .., ... „
„
Irons, soldering, 4 lb. ... ... per lb. 0 2 0
leg, 4 lb. ... ... „ 0 0 7
ditto, 7 lb. ... ... ... „ 0 0 9
ditto, 14 lb. 0 1. 2
Iron, assorted  sizes .. . ... ... per cwt. 0 17 0
„  flat ... ... ... ... „ 0 17 0
square ... ... ... ... 0 17 0
Kettles, tea, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 c from 0 3 9
quarts, according to size... to 0 9 6
kitchen, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, f from 0 10 0
and 10 gallons ... to 1 10 0
Knives, butchers', according to sizes, 0 5 0
„ ditto ... 0 8 0
„ ditto ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
„ ditto ... ... ... ... 0 12 0
„ ditto ... ... ... 0 14 0
carving, black or bone ... per pair 0 2 0
„ ditto... ... . ... ... „ 0 3 0
„ ditto ... ... ... ... „ 0 4 0
„ dinner ... ... ... per doz. 0 4 0
„ ditto... ... ... ... „ 0 8 0
ditto... ... ... ... „ 0 12 0
Ladles, iron ... ... ... „ 0 9 0
„ ditto ... ... ... • ... „ 0 12 0
Lamps, kerosene ... ... ... each from 0 2 0
Lanterns, prison, glass sides ... each 0 15 6
„
... „ 0 0 4
„ 0 0 8
... „ 0 0 6
... „ 0 0 32
... per 1000 0 0 4
... „ 0 0 5
„ ditto ... „ 0 5 0
Levels, spirit ... ... ... „ 0 3 0
„ ditto ... ... ... ... „ 0 4 0
ditto ... ... ... ... „ 0 5 0
Lead, sheet ... ... ... ... per cwt. 1 11 0
„ scrap .., ,.. ,,, ... „ 1 2 0
Matches, lucifers ... ... ... doz. boxes 0 0 8
wax vestal... ... ... „ 0 1 6
Mats, door, cocoa ... ... ... each 0 6 0
„ ditto ... ... ... ... „ 0 7 6
„ ditto ... ... ... 0 9 6
Mauls... ... ... ... ... „ 0 3 6
„ 0 4 6
... ... „ 0 5 6
Mop heads, 14, 16 ozs. ... ... „ 0 1 3
„ ditto ... ... ... ... „ 0 1 6
„ ditto ... ... ... „ 0 1 9
Measuring tapes, 66 feet ... ... „ 0 3 6
„ 0 4 6
„ 0 8 0
Measures, assorted liquids ... set of 6 0 12 0
Nails, Ewbank's, 1 to 4 inch .., per lb 0 0 4
clout, best countersunk ... „ 0 0 5
„ batten ... ...
galvanized ... ...
shingle ... ...
spike ... ...
„ tacks, iron ... ...
„ ... ...
tacks, tin ... ...
,• „ . ...
Needles, packing ... ...
Oil, kerosene.,. ... ...
colza ... ... ...
neatsfoot ... ...
Pails, slop, gale. iron ...
,, ...
Pans, dust ... ... ...
„ bed ... ...
,: ... ... ...
Paper, sand
... ...
... ...
„ glass ... ... ...
Pegs, boot . ... ...
Pincers, carpenters' ... ...
Planes, jack
,,. .., ...
... ...
... „ 0 0 6
... „ 0 0 8
... per doz. 0 1 0
... per gall. 0 6 1
... „ 0 8 0
... „
. 0 9 0
... each 0 4 0
„ 0 5 0
0 6 0
... „ 0 1 6
... „ 0 4 0
„ 0 5 0
0 6 0... 11
... per quire 0 1 2
... „ 0 1 3
... per ib 0 0 7
... each 0 1 0
„
„
0 5 0
0 1 6
0 2 0
0 3 6
... „
0 4 6
.., „
0 5 6
smoothing 0 3 6
, ... 0 4 6
Plates, tin, dinner, with thumb pieces, per doz. 0 7 0
Plyers... ... ... ... ... each 0 0 6
gf ... .,. „ 0 0 9
0 1 0
rote; i1nd  ill  , , ¢9 0 9 8
!! lit  t,i  to  0 0it f1l) riffl  lit ill
sledge ... ... „ 0 12  0
ditto  0 15  0
bull's-eye ... ... ... „ 0 4 0
ditto ... ... „ 0 5 0
stable ... ... ... „ 0 2 0
ditto  ...  „ 0 3 0
£ s. d.
Pots, quart ... ... per doz. 0 6 6
iron, with lid and hooks, 4 to
8 galls.  ...  ... ... per cwt. 0 17 0
Pots, iron, with lids and hooks ... each 0 4 6
Powder, blasting ... ... ... per lb 0 0 8
„
.., to
... each
„ ... ... ... ... „ 0 0 11
Rakes, garden... ... ... ... per tooth 0 0 14
Razors, good ... ... ... ... each 0
„ ... ... ... ... „ 0
Rules, 2 feet ... ... ... ... „ 0
... ... ... „ 0
... ... ... ... „ 0
Safes, fire-proof boxes, Milner's or
... to 0 4 6
,., each 0 3 9
0 4 6
... per foot 0 1 9
... „ 0 2 0
.,. „ 0 2 3
... each 0 3 6
Towns', 20 x 14 ... „ 10 8 0
„
26 x 20 16 5 0
28 x 22 ... „ 19 10 0
32 x 26 ... „ 26 0 0
„
36 x 27  „ 29 5 0
36 x 36 ... „ 45 10 0
Saucepans, tinned, 1 to 10 quarts ... „ 0 1 3
„ according to size ... ... „ 0 6 0
„ enamelled . , ... „ 0 1 6
„
Saws,  hand ...
crosscut...
meat
„
pit ...
Sawsets, pit ...25 11...
crosscut
„
hand
Scales, counter , 14 lb. ... ...
„
„
„
28 lb. ... ...56 lb.  ...
with scoop, 28 lb. ... ...56 lb. .. ..
hanging, scoop ration, 28 lb.
... ...
Salters' circular ... ...
„ ... ...
Scales, Salters '  balance,  24 to 40 lb.
„ „
„ „
Scissors, barbers'
„ ...
Screwdrivers
„
Screw wrenches
„ 0
„
„ „ ... ... ... ... „ 0 4
„ ... ... ... ... „ 0 6
Screws , brass ... ... ... ... per gross 0 2
„ iron ... ... ... ... „ 0 0
Shovels, Forster's ... ... ... per doz. 1 10
... ... „ 1 17
2
0 1
0 3
5
9
0
6
9
0
6
7
0
6
0
0
6
0
6
0
6
0
0
9
0
0
0
0„ American short handled ... each 0 4
„ 0 4
.. „ 0
5
0 6
Spades, Forster 's ... ... ... „ 0 3
„ „ ... ... ... ,, 0 4
Solder ... ... ... ... ...  per lb. 0 1
Steel, octagon ,  14-inch  ... ... „  0 0
„ blister  ... ... ... ... „ 0 0Is ... ... ... ... to 0 0
„ sheer  ... ... ... ...  per lb. 0 0
,•
... ... ... to 0 0
Spoons, iron -tinned  ... ... ...  per doz. 0 131 ... ... „ 0 151
„ horn ... ... ... ...
.11 0 10
Steels, butchers  ... ... ...  each 0 1
Steelyards, 200 lbs. ...
„ 300 lbs. ...
Stretchers, iron
Tomahawks, American 414
0 0 91
1 0
1 6
2 6
1 3
1 6
1 9
0 4 6
0 5 6
0 11 0
0 19 0
0 0
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 1
0 1
0 13
0 16
l,1
1 0
1 5
0 14
0 18
0 10
0 13
0 16
0 2
0 3
0 6
0 2
0 2
... each 0 1
,..  perdoz,
I I did  lid to1146 of 016 fleflW11191 h'Ob pp*a with offalo 0
5
„ long handled ... „ 0 4
0 2
0 3
0
0
0
1
7
10
1513
4l1
00
i Vyces,  hand ...
...
bench...
.., each
„
... „
... per lb.
Wedges, iron ,,, ,,, ,,, „
Wicks, lamp ...
... ... ... per doz.
Weights, brass ... ... ...  per set
), ))
iron
Weighing machines, Avery's, lever
5 cwt., with  rail... each
ditto, 7 cwt., ditto „
ditto, 10 cwt., ditto „
ditto, 15 cwt., ditto „
ditto, 20 cwt., ditto „
Wheels, iron, wrought, for barrows
Whistle, police per doz.
), ... ... ... „
1 12
1 8
SHIT' CHANDLERY TENDER.-MESSRS. J. MARS-
WELL AND SON.
Anchors ... ... ... ... per cwt. 1
boat... ... ... „ 2
Blocks, patent sheaved ... ... per inch 0
bush... ... ... ... 0
„ iron bound, 10 inch, double „ 0
„ 10 inch, single „ 0
watch tackle, 8 inch, double „ 0
„ 8 inch, single „ 0
Bunting, 18 inch, red, white, blue,
yellow ... per yard 0
Brushes, tar, long handled ... ... each 0
... „ 0
,) .. ... 0 2
„ short' handled... ... „ 0 1
))
963
£ s, d.
0 2 0 Paints, white lead ...
...
0 3 0
... ...
0 4 6
... ...
0 0
0 0
5 „ red lead ...
6
...
„ ...0 0 34 „ green imperial
0 0 44 yellow ochre ...
...
0 1
0 10
0 „ blue ultra marine
0
,)
0 13 0 chrome, yellow
0 1 9
0 2 0 „ raw umber ...
...
„ zinc paint ...
...
6 9 0 Prussian blue
...
8 15 0 patent driers ... ...
10 12 6  Pitch ...
15 5
21 0
0  Rope, Europe, any size
0
...
0 5
„ Manila ...
6 coin
...
0 7 6 „ Russian ... ...
0 9 0
,x ... ... ...
0 9 0 „ bolt ... ... ...
0 12 0 x)
17 4
6 8
1 9
0 64
1 9
1 9
1 9
1 9
1  31,
1 6
0 1
Beeswax ... ... ... per lb. 0 1
Canvas, any No. ... ... ... per yard 0 1
Chain, proof ... ... ... per cwt, 1 4
„ cross-barred ...
... ... ... to 1 10
Chalk... ... ... ... ... „ 0 9
Duck, American ... ... per yard 0 1
))
„ best navy .
Ensigns, 3 yards each
„  24 yards
2 yards ...
„ boat
Hemp balls ... ...
...
Hookes and thimbles
Lines, deep sea, lead ...
hand ,  lead ...
1
„ cod ...
schnapper ...
Lamps,  mast  head, red
„ white
Life buoys ...
Lime ... ..
Muntz metal ... ...
Needles, sail ... ...
„
duck
roping
Nails, composition, sheathing
x) copper...
rivets ...
1
... „ 0 2
... each 1 4
„ 1 3
,,, 0 19
0 19
... paper 0 5
0 6
... 0 12
.., per lb. 0 0
0 1
0 1
0 1
1 14
0 12
0 18
1 2
,., each 2 0
... „ 2 0
... 1 10
.., per bshl. 0 1
... per lb. 0 1
... per gross 0 3
... per lb.
xx
washersOil,raw linseed, Blundell, Spence,
and Co.'s
boiled, pale
„ sweet ...
„ castor ...
China ...
Oars, ash ...
Oakum
Palms, seaming
Palms, roping
3
3
6
3
5
... ... per gall. 0 6 0
„ 0 6 0
„ 0 12 6
0 7 0
„ 0 6 10
per foot 0 0 9
... ... per cwt. 2 5 0
... per doz. 0 7 0
1.1
... ... ... ...
Paints, black,,. ,.. per lb.
0 12 0
0 18 0
0 9 0
0 13 0
0 18 0
0 0 3k
marline... ... ... ... „ 0 0 9
„ Hambro line  ... ... ...
,) 0 0 9
)) spun yarn ... ... ...
,) 0 0 8
white  line  ... ... ... „  0 1 9
Rosin ... .  0 0 5
Sheets galv. iron, plain  tin galvanized,
,) 0 0 6
24 guage, Morewood and Rogers', per cwt. 2 6 0
per sheet 0 5 0
Signal halliards ... ... ... per lb. 0 1 8
Shackles, chain ... ... ... „ 0 0 10
anchor ... ... ... „ 0 0 9
Tallow ,,, ... ...
...
„ 0 0 6
Turpentine , . , ... .., per gall. 0 9 0
Tacks, copper ... ... ... per lb. 0 2 3
Twine, roping ... ... ), 0 1 4
seaming ... ... ... ., 0 1 4
sewing ... ,.. ... „ 0 2 3
,) )) ... ... ... „ 0 2 9
Tar, coal ... .,. ... ... per gall. 0 0 6
„ Stockholm ... ... ,) 0 2 6
Tarpaulins, 14 x 1G... ... ... each 3 15 0
„ 16x18... ... ... „ 5 10 0
„ 16x24... ... „ 6 0 0
18x20... ... ... ,) 7 0 0Tents, 6 x 9  ... ... ... ... „ 2 5 0
,) 9x12 ... ... ... ... 3 8 0
„ 10x14 ... ... ... ... 4 10 0
„ 12x15 ... „ 5 10 0
Thimbles, brass ... ... ... per doz. 0 5 0
„ composition ... ... „ 0 3 6
Varnish, bright ... ... ... per gal. 0 4 0
1) copal, per gal, from 1 2 6to 1 6 0
„ hard brown ... ... per gal. 0 14 0
Waste cotton, per lb. . . .
"
from 0 0 10
to 0 1 0
Washers, iron, per gross from 0 1 6to 0 3 0
Whiting ... ... ... per cwt. 0 8 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1866.
ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilT Four 'clock p.m. n THURSDAY, the 11th
day of October next, from persons willing to tender
for the Lease of the Dues authorised to be collected
at the Toll-gate, Helidon, for One (1) year.
Tender to be endorsed  " Tender for leasing the
Turnpike Gate, Ifelidon."
At foot of each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by two responsible persons as
sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
pet•formance of the contract in the event of the
Tcader being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within seven (7) days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a bond to Her Majesty in double the
amount of rent proposed to be levied, otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The Toll-gate will be leased subject to the
Regulations published in the  Government Gazette
of the 22nd instant.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
Further particulars can be obtained on applica.
tion at this Office.
J. WATTS.
s. cl.
... per cwt. 1 12 0
... „ 1 15 0
... 1 18 0
... „ 1 16 0
... „ 2 0 0
... per lb. 0 0 7
... „ 0 0 4
0 1 2()  1 6
0 1 2
0 1 4
... 0 0 5
... per cwt. 1 16 0
... per lb. 0 0 7
... 0 0 6
per cwt. 1 5 0
... „ 3 2 0
... „ 3 2 0
„ 3 5 0
... „ 3 5 0
... „ 4 0 0
... 3 5 0
„ 3 12 0
ratlin line, 9 and 12 thread ... „ 3 5 0
4 stranded rigging, 4 to 5 inch „ 3 5 0
house line ... ... ... per lb. 0 0 9
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  14th September, 1866.
RECENT events render it necessary that the
Government should be put in possession of
the facts as to the quantity  -of  labor that can be
absorbed in the various districts of the Colony, for
which purpose Employers from all  parts are
requested to communicate with  the Works  Depart-
ment ,  when such steps as are necessary will be
taken to find labor and secure work for those now
so much in need of it.
J. WATTS,
Secretary for Public Works.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 4th October, 1866.
QUEENSLAND TREASURY BILLS.
I
N conformity with the provisions of the  Additional
Treasury Bills Act,  30th Victoria, No. 10, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, directs it to be notified, that
Sealed Tenders will be received at this Office, until
Noon of THURSDAY, the 1st day of November
next, from persons desirous of purchasing any
portion of Queensland Treasury Bills which it is
proposed now to issue to the extent of £50,000
(fifty thousand pounds), being the first instalment of
the entire sum of £300,000 (three hundred thousand
pounds), autliorised to be raised by the above
recited Act.
These Bills are secured upon the Consolidated
Revenue of the Colony, and are for the sum of
£100 (one hundred pounds) each, and bear interest
at the rate of ten (10) per cent. per annum from the
1st proximo. The principal sum is payable on the
31st December, 1870, and interest is payable half
yearly, on the 1st January and 1st July respectively.
Principal and interest are payable in Sydney,
Melbourne, Adelaide, or Brisbane, at the option of
the holder.
The Treasury Bills are transferable by delivery.
The amount tendered, if accepted, must be paid in
cash at the Treasury, Brisbane. Ten (10) per cent.
within one week from the notification of acceptance
of the Tender, and the balance on or before the
15th (fifteenth) day of November, 1866.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. D. McLEAN.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
BRANCHES of the above Bank are now openat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.'
The Treasury,
Queensland, 7th July, 1866.
PAYMENT OF RENT AND ASSESSMENT OF
RUNS.
THE Lessees of Crown Lands and their Agents
3. are reminded that the Annual Rents and
Assessment upon Crown Lands are payable on or
before the 30th day of September next.
The holder of every run under license, who has
made application and duly qualified himself for a
lease is required to pay rent upon such run, as
above, notwithstanding that a lease may not have
been actually issued to him.
JOSHUA P. BELL,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for the
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By . the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at  60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd October, 1866.
NOTICE-SUNDAY TRAINS.
GENERAL
attention is hereby invited to the
fact that the usual Sunday Trains will be
discontinued after Sunday next, the 7th instant,
upon the Southern and Western Railway, until
further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  29th September, 1866.TENDERS are invited, till THURSDAY, the11th day of October next ,  at Four o'clock
p.m., from persons wishing to rent the Refreshment
Rooms at the Terminal Station of the Southern and
Western  Railway,  Ipswich, for one year ,  for the
sale of the usual refreshments ,  exclusive of wines,
spirits, and fermented liquors. The successful
Tenderer will have Ito enter into the usual bond
required by the Government.
The highest  or  any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 5th October, 1866.
TENDERS FOP,, THE SERVICES OF 1867-8.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
REFERRING to Notice dated the 20th Sep-tember ultim  (Gazette,  No. 113), separate
Tenders are invited for the Services 1sos. 12 and
43, as follows, viz.:---
Condamine and Roma,  via,  Marabie, Wallum-
biila, and Blythedale, by two-horse coach,
once a week and twice a week.
Gladstone and Banana, by horse, once a fort-
night and once a week.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster-General.
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General Post Office,
Queensland, 20th September, 1866.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE OF 1867-8.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.SEPARATE enders are hereby invited, andwill be received until the 12th November
next, for the conveyance of Post Office Mails, as
undermentioned, for one or two years, from the 1st
January, 1867, to the 31st December, 1867 or 1868,
both clays inclusive.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously
on application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words,  "Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the tender box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender, and every tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service, as well as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every tender must bear the  bona' fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding
double the gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering are requested to state the
description of the vehicle they intend to use, and
the number of horses by which it is to be drawn,
or if on horseback.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on WEDNESDAY, the 21st November
next, and must then be prepared, if called on,
forthwith to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum
equal to ten per cent. of the amount of such of
their tenders as may be accepted, as a guarantee
until their bonds and contracts shall be executed.
The tender of any person failing to comply with
this condition will not be entertained.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender, and upon which the tender is to be
made, can be inspected by persons proposing to
tender, either at the General Post Office, or at any
Post Office in the Colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster-General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
From and to, and to and from.
3 Brisbane and Moggill, once a week ... Horse
6 Brisbane and Ipswich, twice a day Four-horse
(Sunday excepted), and expresses Coach
when required, by horse
7 Brisbane and Maryborough,  via  Du- Horse
rundur, Conondale, Imbill, Wid-
gee, and Glenbar, once a fortnight
8 Helidon (Railway Station), and Too- Four-horse
woomba, twice a day (Sunday Coach
excepted)
12 Condamine and Roma,  via  Dulacca, Two-horse-
Bendemere, Wallumbilla, and Coach
Blythedale, once a week
19 Taroom and Roma,  via  Kinnoul, Horse
Euroomba, Googary, Baroondah,
Mount Hutton, Myall Downs,
Lawler's and Bassett's, once a fort-
night
20 Toowoomba and Warwick, three times Four-horse
a week Coach
21 Warwick and Maryland, twice a week Horse
22 Ipswich and Nanango,  via  Wivenhoe, Horse
Mount Brisbane, Cressbrook,
Colinton, and Toromeo, once a
week
23 Toowoomba and Goondiwindi,  via  Horse
Leyburn and Inglewood, once a
week
SERVICES REQUIRED  -continued.
From and to, and to and from. Mode of
Conveyance.
25 Leyburn and Ashford, New South Horse
Wales,  via  Canal Creek, Glenelg,
Waroo, Pikedale, Glenlyon, and
Texas, once a week
26 Jondaryan and Nanango,  via  Rosalie, Horse
Cooyar, and Tarong, twice a week
29 St. George and Yarrowa, New South Horse
Wales,  via  Nendigully, Dareel,
and Mungindi, once a week
30 St. George and Curriwillinghi,  via  Horse
Boombah, Dondi, Boah, &c., once
a fortnight
32 Dalby and Goondiwindi,  via  St. Ruth's, Horse
Cecil Plains, Dunmore, Junction,
and Retreat, once a week
34 Dalby and Gaynclah,  via  Jimbour, Horse
Burrandowan, Boondooma, and
Cooranga, once a week
35 Gayndah and Nanango,  via  Barambah, Horse
Boonara, Boombigan, and Ban
Ban, once a week
36 Gayndah and Banana,  via  Dalgangal Horse
Rawbelle, Cattle Station, and
Koingal, once a week
39 Gayndah nd Walla, via  Yenda and Horse
T i i k
40
en nger ng, once a wee
Maryborough and Gladstone,  via  Horse
Walla, Waroo, and Rodd's Bay,
once a week
43 Gladstone and Banana, once a fort- Horse
night
44 Rockhampton and St. Lawrence,  via
Yaamba, Princhester, Marl-
borough, Tooloomba, and Waver.ley, once a week
Horse
46 St. Lawrence and Nebo,  via  Lotus
Creek, Cardagan, and Funnel
Creek, once a fortnight
Horse
54 Clermont and Beaufort (Belyando),
via  Copper Mines, Drummond,
Peak Vale, and Craven, once a
fortnight
Horse
55 Marlborough and Lilly Vale,  via
Apis Creek, Columbra, Inglewood,
and Kynebil, once a week
Horse
56 Mackay and Nebo, once a fortnight... Horse
57 Nebo and Clermont,  via  Oxford Horse
Downs, Police Barracks, Grosvenor
Downs, Logan Downs, Tinwald
Downs, Spring Diggings, and
Wolfang, once a fortnight
59 Richmond Downs and Burketown, Horse
Gulf of Carpentaria, route not
determined, once a month
60 Cardwell and Valley of Lagoons, once Horse
a month
61 Glen Dhu (Valley of Lagoons), and Horse
Mode of
Conveyance.
Lynd  Station  (McKinnon ' s), once
a month
Clermont and Sprmgsure, route not Horse
determined ,  once a week
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
THE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillingsper quarter,  payable in  advance.
The charge for Advertisements  is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first  eight lines  (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required  number of
insertions is not marked , will only be published
once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
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Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1866.
CLOSING OF ACCOMMODATION ROADS.
N
OTICE.-His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council. directs it to be
notified for general information, that applications, under the Act 24 Victoria,No. 15, section 16, have
been  made by the owners of the adjacent lands for the closing of the undermentioned Accommodation
Roads ; and that such roads will be closed at the expiration of two months from the date of this notice,
unless  the owners or occupants of any land 'in the vicinity of these roads, who may consider their interests
affected thereby, send in to the Surveyor-General their objections in writing within the above specified
period.
Plans of these roads may be seen at the office of the Surveyor-General, and at the office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessicns of the district in which such  roads are  situated.
A. C. GREGORY, Surveyor-General.
Applicant.
The Reverend Henry Brunz
W. O'Donnell... ...
Situation .  Parish.
Little Street, between the Roman Catholic Church and Ipswich.
Section 52, Town of Ipswich.
Between Portions 278, 279, 280 ,  and 281 ,  282, and 283 .  Brassa ll .
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th September, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
11
J' IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open and make a portion of Road, to be maintained at the public expense, in the Parish of
Geham, passing through the lands of Messrs. J. Dennis, J. Newman, and H. Schwartz : Notice is hereby
given , that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned,  are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office in Toowoomba ;  and all persons
interested therein are  requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road
in question.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Booz OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 280 AND 279 ,  PARISH OF GEHAM, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS
A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL, 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road . j  Reputed Owner. Occupier. .s
a
w
-I U -
1 Commencing at the south -east J. Dennis  ...  J. Dennis ...
corner of portion 280, in the
parish of Geham, and running
in a northerly direction
through that land to its
north -east corner.
2 Commencing at the south -east J. Newman and J. Newman and II.
corner of portion 279,  in the H. Schwartz Schwartz
parish of Geham ,  and running
in a northerly direction
through that land to its
north -east co rn er.
Forest
Forest
Bearings.
North
North ...
Lengths Breadthin _
of Road. Area.Chains.
cbs. lks. chs.  lks. A. H. P.
10 0 1 0 10 0
9 84 1 0 0 3 37
Remarks.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1866.
I
T  is hereby notified for general information ,  that the interest of the previous occupants in the licenses
of the undermentioned Runs of Crown Lands, has been transferred during the quarter ending the
30th ultimo ,  with the sanction of the Government to the parties hereafter particularised.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Transferrer. Transferree.  District. Run.
Archibald Meston Frederick Holmes  A'Court ...  Maranon ... Mount E lliott
John Fraser ... John Fraser ,  Charles Brown ,  Warrego ... Westerton,  Carnarvon Downs
and John Monkton Brown
Robert McGavin  ..E John Richardson  .  South Kennedy,.. Red Rock Valley
Lewis Bulgin .,, The Union Bank of Australia Ditto Startlemere
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1866.
I
T  is hereby notified for general information ,  that the interest of the previous occupants in the
undermentioned Runs of Crown Lands has been transferred ,  during the quarter ending the
30th ultimo, with the sanction of the Government ,  to the parties hereafter particularised.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Transferrer.
Alexander Anderson...
Robert Napier
R. P. and S. Marshall
The representatives of
the late Frederick
Nevile Isaac
The Representative of
thelate John Stephen
Ferriter and Thomas
Jones
The Representative ofthe late John Stephen
Ferriter and Thomas
Jones
The Representative ofthe late John Stephen
Ferriter, Thomas
Jones, and Robert
Ramsay Mackenzie
James Brown, Alex.
Brown, and Marinus
Francis Alfred Can-
ning
Frederick Borton and
Richard Wni. Cox
Mary McNab...
Wm. Kent, junr., and
Edward Wienholt
Richard Carey Dan-
gar, James Gilchrist,
and Fredk. Holkham
Dangar
The Bank of Queens-
land (Limited)
William Kelman ...
Lethbridge, Kelman,
and Carter
P. A. H. Monro ...
A. and R. Lawson ...
James  Maclaren
John Chas. McManus,
and James Dunn
Moore
John Chas. McManus
Joseph Birkett ...
Peter Eckford ...
Wm. Eckford ...
Duncan Forbes McKay
John and  William
Wienholt
Frederick Augustus
Forbes and John
Pettigrew
John Deuchar ...
Alexr. Anderson
John Fraser ...
James, Fenwick, and
Co.
James Hall Scott ...
Peter Favenc, Henry
Wise, and Michael
Miles
John Tho rne ...
andC. Bundock  nd
F. S. Hays
Transferree.
Fredk. Augustus Forbes
William Turner ...
Thomas Cadell,.. ...
George King ... ...
District. Run.
Darling Downs... Moonie No. 1, Moonie No. 2.
Ditto ... ... Wondul or Wyaga, Head of Yarril Creek.
Ditto ... ... Goondiwindi.
Ditto ... ... Gonbungee, Gowrie.
Elizabeth Ferriter, as Burnett...
Executrix of the late
John Stephen Ferriter,
Thomas Jones, and
Robert Ramsay Mac-
kenzie
Ditto ... ... ... Ditto ...
... Baramba, North Baramba, East Baramba,
Baramba Ranges, Cherburg, Charleston.
... Murgon, Johnstown. Stephenton.
Ditto ... ... ... Ditto ... ...  Brisbane Ranges.
The Corporation of the Ditto ...
Bank of Australasia
Robert Napier ... ...  Leichhardt
John Campbell  ...  Ditto ...
Thomas  Craig,  Richard Ditto ...
Mellish, George Sim-
mie, Simon Fraser,
and Wm. Forrest
Henry Beit  ... ... Ditto'...
Edward William Lamb Ditto ...
and John Richard
Black
Samuel Deane Gordon Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... Ditto ...
Wm. Henry, and George Ditto ...
Phillips Morse
John Young and Wm. Ditto ...
Oswald Gilchrist
John and Robert Ditto ...
McMaster
William Moore ... Maranoa
Ditto ... ... ... Ditto ...
Elias Harding... Ditto ...
Wm. Purses ... ... Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... Ditto ...
Frances LeonoralkleKay Ditto ...
Alexander Campbell ... Ditto ...
Fredk. Augustus Forbes Ditto ...
... White Bank, Wood  Bank, Red Bank, Barwood,
Linkwood.
... Banana, Neimen, Bolario, Cottenham.
... Kianga.
... Reflection.
... Phillip's Creek, Campbell's Peak,  Scott's
Creek, Roper's Creek.
... Ensham.
Round Stone Creek.
Turtle Creek No. 4.
Headington, Bullingdon, Islington, Waterperry,
Exeter Downs, Winchester Downs.
Tootoolah, Harrybrand, Oxdowns, Home-
chester, Oatengrass.
Bathampton.
Fairview No. 1, Fairview No. 2.
Womalilla West.
Grassmere Plains, Lamplough.
Cuoygah.
Booligar East.
Tommoo West.Warroby
Tomoo No. 1, Toolatilla.
Frederick Fanning ... Ditto ... ...
John Fraser, Charles Warrego ...
Brown, and John
Monkton Brown
Ditto .. ... ... Ditto
George Cain, James North Kennedy
Francis Maguire, and
John Robert RRicards,
junr.
Orallo No. 1, Orallo No. 2, Byan Byan,
Mcrcurah, Alcurah No. 1, Kilmorey.
Cunno No. 1, Cunno No. 2, Cunno No. 3,
Cunno No. 4, Channin No. 1, Channin
No. 2.
Carnarvon East, Carnarvon North.
Nulla Nulla No. 2, Talle„gulla No. 3.
Benjamin Hepburn and Ditto ... ... Kilbogic, Glen King, Tullich.
Thos. J. Finlay
Robert Towns ... ... Ditto ... ... Eridge East, Eridge West, Tareela.
Henry Beit ... South Kennedy Mendip, Frankfield.
Robert Napier... ... Burke ... ... I Wyanganie, Landsborough  Downs, Richmond
Downs
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TALE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named
in each case. F. 0. DARVALL, Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land, Name of Proprietor. Date within which a Caveat
may  be Lodged
Subdivision 15 of portion 266, containing 25 19perches ;
county, Stanley ; parish, North Brisbane
Subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8 of portion 17, contain-
ing in all 2 roods 1116 perches ; county, Stanley ;
parish, South Brisbane, at Kangaroo Point
Allotment 1 of section 14, containing 36 -perches ;
county, Stanley ; parish, North Brisbane ; town,
Brisbane
William John Costin ... 6th November, 1866.
Daniel  Foley  Roberts, sur - Ditto.
viving  trustee of John
Smith,  mortgagee ,  exercis-
ing power of sale
John Sargent Turner ... Ditto.
Allotment 3 of section 1, containing 33 acres 2 roods 18 Edmund Blucher Uhr ... Ditto.
perches ; county, March ; parish, Maryborough
Portions 51 and 52, containing together 63 acres ; Patrick Dunne ... ... Ditto.
county, Stanley ; parish of Nundah, near Sandgate
Allotments 8, 9, and 10 of section 13, containing in all William John Brown, as Ditto.
1 acre 2 roods ; county, Livingstone ; parish and attorney for John Simpson
town, Rockhampton
Allotment 11 of section 2, containing 32 perches ; Henry Buckley and Joshua 6th December, 1866.
county, Stanley ; parish and town, Ipswich Richmond Young, mortga-
gees, exercising power of
sale
Allotment 12 of section 7, and part of allotment 11 of William Wilson ,.. ... 6th November, 1866.
section 7, containing together 3816 perches ; county,
Stanley ; parish and town, North Brisbane
Portion 292, containing 1 acre 3 roods 32 perches ; Susan Elizabeth Barton ... 1st November, 1866.
county, Stanley ; parish, North Brisbane
Part of allotment 4 of section 3, and the whole of allot- Benjamin Cribb and John Ditto.
dent 9 of section 27, containing together 1 rood Clarke Foote
23h perches ; county, Stanley ; parish and town,
Ipswich
NOTICE.
INSTRUCTIONS are furnished to theTideWaiters in the Bay, not in any instance to
allow goods to be trans-shipped into any Lighter,
or other vessel, unless the master of the same can
produce a Lightering License, issued from this
office, or renewed, within this current year.
Persons applying for such licenses must enter
into bonds for the protection of the Revenue.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane , 27th September, 1866.
NOTICE.
IN order to determine the Value of Goodsimported into the different Ports of the Colony,
and subject to  "Act valorem  Duty," the original
Invoices of such Goods must be produced at the
respective Custom Houses when Entries are being
passed for the same.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane , 21st September, 1866.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 4th October, 1866.
A
CHESNUT Horse, branded 8 8  or 88 near
side, is now in the possession of the Police
stationed at Townsville ; if not claimed by the First
of December, will be sold.
T. H. BARRON,
Pro  Commissioner.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 4th October, 1866.
TOTICE.-In accordance with section 4, 28th
Victoria, No. 15, it is hereby notified that the
Reverend WILLIAM LrzsHMAN, L.L.D.,
Presbyterian Minister, residing at Brisbane, and the
Reverend WILLIAM WOOLCOCu,
Bible Christian Minister, also residing at Brisbane,
are now registered at this Office as Ministers of
Religion for the Celebration of Marriages in Queens-
and.
F. 0. DA RVALL,
Registrar-General.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 4th October, 1866.
ROBERTSON AND OTHERS v. BOYES.
LONG v. BOYES.
T
0 ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that a Writ of  fierri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiffs in
the above actions, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest, of, in, and to, all that piece or
parcel of Land in the Colony of Queensland,
containing by adineasurement one acre one rood
twenty-one perches, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Stanley, parish of North
Brisbane, town of Brisbane, subdivision portion
number one hundred and fifty-seven ;-commencing
on Wickham Terrace at the south corner of portion
one hundred and fifty-six, and bounded on the
south-east by Wickham Terrace south-westerly two
chains and a quarter of a link ; on the south-west
by the north-east boundary of portion one hundred
and fifty-eight, being a line north-westerly at an
angle of eighty-seven degrees thirty-two minutes
with the south-east boundary six chains twenty-five
links ; on the north-west by the south-east boundary
of portion one hundred and eighty-nine, being a
line at right angles to the south-west boundary
north-easterly two chains ; and on the north-east
by the south-west boundary of portion one hundred
and fifty-six aforesaid, being a line at right angles
to the north-west boundary south-easterly six chains
ejghty-seven links and a half of a link to the point of
commencement : being the land sold as lot number
nine, in pursuance of the Proclamation of the 14th
October, 1856, less twenty-five and one half perches,
conveyed to one Theodore Pantzholdl on the 8th
August, 1862  ;-Will be Sold by the Sheriff of
Queensland, by Public Auction, at the Sovereign
Hotel, Elizabeth street, Brisbane, on 1STEDNES-
DAY, the 7th day of November next, at Twelve
o'clock noon, unless this execution is previously
satisfied.
EDWARD HACKING,
Under  Sheriff.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 4th October, 1866.
PETTIGREW v. McALLISTER.
-l 0
ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff in
the above action, and that all the Defendant's right,
title, and interest, of, in, and to, all that piece or
parcel of Land, situate, lying, and being in Fortitude
Valley, near Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
containing by admeasurement thirty-eight and
three-quarters perches, more or less, portion of
eastern suburban allotment number forty-two ;-
commencing on the south-eastern boundary line of
eastern suburban allotment forty-two, at a point one
hundred and ninety-nine feet six inches distant
from the south corner hereof ; bounded on the
south-east by the prolongation north-easterly of
said boundary line sixty-six feet six inches ; on tho
north-east by a line at right angles, dividing it from
lot seventeen north-westerly one hundred and sixty
feet to Harcourt street ; on the north-west by a
line at right angles, being sixty-six feet six inches
of Harcourt Street, south-westerly ; and on the
south-west by a line at right angles one hundred
and sixty feet south-easterly to the point of com-
mencement.
Also, all that piece or parcel of Land, situate,
lying, and being in Fortitude Valley aforesaid, con-
taining by admeasurement thirty-eight and three-
quarters perches, more or less, portions of eastern
suburban allotment number forty-two, commencing
on the south-east boundary line of eastern suburban
allotment forty-two, at a point one hundred and
thirty-three feet distant from the south corner
thereof ; bounded on the south-east by the pro-
longation north-easterly of said boundary line
sixty-six feet six inches ; on the north-east by a
line at right angles dividing it from lot sixteen
north-westerly one hundred and sixty-six feet to
Harcourt street ; on the north-west by a line at
right angles being sixty-six feet six inches of
Harcourt street south-westerly ; and on the south-
west by a line at right angles dividing it from lot
fourteen south-easterly one hundred and sixty feet
to the point of commencement :-*liich said two
pieces of land form portions of the subdivisions of
eastern suburban allotment forty-two, conveyed by
one James Henderson to one John Sargeant
Turner, by deed dated 26th August, 1854, and
conveyed by the said John S. Turner to one
Thomas Slaughter, by indenture, dated 2nd
December, 1859, and by him conveyed to the
defendant.-
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at the Sovereign Hotel, Elizabeth
street, Brisbane, on WEDNESDAY, the 7th day
of November next, at Twelve o'clock noon, unless
this execution is previously satisfied.
EDWARD HACKING,
Under Sheriff.
south-westerly ; and on the west by a line at right
angles to the last line two chains to the point of
commencement : being the allotment sold as lot one
in pursuance of the Proclamation of 25th June,
1850-Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland,
by Public Auction, at the Clarendon Hotel, Brisbane
street, Ipswich, on SATURDAY, the 10th day of
November, 1866, unless this execution is previously
satisfied.
EDWARD HACKING,
Under Sheriff.
91HE  appointment of PATRICK NIIML, as Bailiff
of the Court of Reques ts at Roma , has been
cancelled.
PATRICK MACARTHUR,
Police Magistrate.
Police Office,
Roma, 12th September, 1866.
N
OTICE.--Mr. R. BROWN has been appointed
Bailiff of the Northern District Court, at
Bowen. This appointment to date from the 17th
instant.
By order of his Honor Mr. Justice Innes,
HENRY BRAMSTON,
Registrar.
Registrar's Office,
Bowen, September 19, 1866.
.!L
HE Bench of Magistrates have appointed. Mr.
WILLIAM DE MARLEY CHASE, to be Pound-
keeper, at St. George.
QUINTON A. THOMPSON,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
St. George, 11th September, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Arthur Walker, of
Brisbane, grocer.
-WHEREAS the said Arthur Walker was, on
the 6th day of September, A.D. 1866, ad-
judged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third
Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 5th day of October, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PaICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 4th October, 1866.
JOHNSON v. RODGERS.
1
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff
in the above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest of, in, and to, all that allotment or
parcel of Land in the Colony of Queensland, con-
taining by admeasurement thirty-two perches,
more or less, situated in the town of Ipswich, being
allotment number seven of section number fifteen ; -
Commencing in Brisbane street, at the south-east
corner of allotment number six, and bounded on
the south by one chain of that street north-
easterly ; on the east by a line at right angles to
Brisbane street two chains north-westerly ; on the
north by a line parallel to Brisbane street one chain
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Lawrence Dowling, of
Peak Mountain, innkeeper.
WHEREAS the said Lawrence Dowling was,
on the 24th day of September, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 5th day of October, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING },  Judge.
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Marshall, of
Maryborough, builder.
WHEREAS the said John Marshall was, on
the 21st  day of September, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
ThirdYublic Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 1st day of November, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 1st day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William J. Crawford, of
Cleveland, butcher.WHEREAS the said William J. Crawford was,on the 24th day of September, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of
the Insolvent,  and unless  the Court shall other-
wise direct for the Insolvent to mate an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 1st day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
TN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Stabler, of
South  Brisbane , householder.
W
HEREAS the said Thomas Stabler was, on
the 26th of September, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 8th day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said estate, and for the election of a Creditors'
Assignee, if required ; and also to determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall
be made to the Insolvent up to the time of passing
his  last examination, and whether any and what
tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the
Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on THURSDAY, the 1st
day of November, A.D. 1866, to cot'nmence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for such other matters connected
with the estate  as may  be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at  Brisbane , the 28th day of September,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Joseph William Tully,
of Rockhampton, storekeeper and carrier.
WHEREAS the said Joseph William Tully,
1 `1 was, on  the 28th day of September, A.D.
1866, adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint
a First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 15th day of October, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Oreditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine  whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the  same  place, on
THURSDAY, the 13th day of December, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 4th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM  PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Joseph
McDermott,, of Brisbane, auctioneer.
WHEREAS the said Henry Joseph McDermott
V was,  on the 3rd day of October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint
a First Public Sitting of the Court, to be
holden before me, at the Supreme Court
House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the 11th
day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on THURSDAY, the 13th
day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 3rd day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
in the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
T
AKE Notice, that Plans of Distribution in
the undermentioned Estates now lie in my
Office, Queen street, Brisbane, for the inspection
of Creditors ; and any Creditor or other person
interested therein, objecting to the confirmation
thereof, must lodge a caveat in the said office,
stating the grounds of such their objections, on or
before the Twentieth day of October next, otherwise
the said Plans of Distribution will, on MONDAY,
the Twenty-second day of October, be confirmed.
Thomas B. Ward, first dividend of 6s. in the £.
Stephen Rogers, first dividend of 5s. 9d. in the £.
William Coot,-, first dividend on preferent claims,
4s. in the £.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
INSOLVENCY JURISDICTION.
'In the Insolvent Estate of John McDonald, of
Ipswich, storekeeper.
TOTICE is hereby given, that the abovenamed
l Insolvent intends to apply to His Honor Mr.
Justice Lutwyche, the Judge in Insolvency, on
MONDAY, the 29th day of October next (being
the day appointed by the said Judge) for a Certifi.
cate of Discharge from his debts and liabilities,
pursuant to the Act of Council in that behalf.
Dated this 5th day of September, 1866.
WILSON AND MACNISH,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Insolvent.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Joseph William Tilson,
of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
publican.NOTICE is hereby given, that an applicationwill be made, on behalf of the abovenamed
Insolvent, on THURSDAY, the 18th day of
October next, to his Honor the Judge in Insol-
vency, the aforesaid day having been appointed by
him for that purpose, that a Certificate under the
Insolvency Act of  1864 may be granted to the said
Insolvent.
Dated this 28th day of September, 1866. -
JOSEPH WILLIAM TILSON,
The abovenamed Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
INSOLVENCY JURISDICTION.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Mune McDonald
and John McDonald, trading as W. M.
McDonald and Co., of Fountain's and Holmes'
Camps, storekeepers.
ATOTICE is hereby given, that the abovenamed
IN  Insolvents intend to apply to His Honor Mr.
Justice Lutwyche, the Judge in Insolvency, on
MONDAY, the 29th day of October next (being
the day appointed by the said Judge) for a Certifi-
cate of Discharge from their debts and liabilities,
pursuant to the Act of Council in that behalf.
Dated this 5th day of September, 1866.
WILSON AND MACNISH,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Insolvents.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Hugh Graham, late of Marianna, in
the district of Wide Bay, in the Colony of
Queensland, grazier, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this honorable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate of
the Will of the abovenamed Hugh Graham,
deceased, may be granted to Henry Palmer, of
Maryborough, in the Colony aforesaid, Esquire,
and Andrew Wedderburn Melville, of Mary-
borough aforesaid, Esquire, the Executors named
in and appointed by the said Will.
Dated the 1st day of October, 1866.
ALEXANDER BRODIE NEILSON,
Maryborough,
Proctor for Applicants.
By his Agents, KEANE AND FOWLES,
Queen Street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Between John Harris and George Harris, plaintiffs;
and James Baines, James Greaves, Thomas
Miller Mackay, and John Taylor, defendants.
WHEREAS an action has been commenced in
y + this Court, at the suit of the abovenamed
plaintiffs, to recover the sum of Four hundred and
sixty-six pounds four shillings and tenpence, for
goods bargained and sold by the plaintiffs to the
defendants, for goods sold and delivered by the
plaintiffs to the defendants, at their request, for
money lent by the plaintiffs to the defendants at
their request, for work done and materials provided
by the plaintiffs for the defendants at their request,
for money paid by the plaintiffs at their request,
and for commission and reward due and of right
payable by the defendants to the plaintiffs in
respect thereof, and for money found to be due by
the defendants to the plaintiffs upon accounts
stated between them ; and it being alleged that the
said defendants do not reside within this Colony or
its dependencies, a Wrif of Foreign Attachment has
been issued, returnable on FRIDAY, the nineteenth
day of October instant, wherein Robert Craig,
WilhamReynolds, Patrick McLea, Robert Williams,
and Frederick Hamilton Hart, all of Brisbane, in
the said Colony, are Garnishees, Notice is hereby
given thereof; and if at any time before final
judgment in this action, the said defendants (or
any person on their behalf) will give the security
and notice, and file the appearance and plea
required by the Act intituled  An Act to consolidate
and amend the laws relating to actions against
persons absent from the Colony and against joint
contractors,  the attachment may be dissolved.
Dated this fourth day of October, A.D. 1866.
EYLES IRWIN CAULFEID BROWNE,
Attorney for the Plaintiffs.
In the Insolvent Estate of Robert Beeston, of
Fortitude Valley, in the Colony of Queensland,
builder.TAKE notice, that he abovenamed Insolventintends to apply, on the 18th day of October
next, to the Judge in Insolvency, being the day set
apart by His Honor for the purpose, that aCertificate of Discharge may be granted him, in
terms of the Act in such case made and provided.
ROBERT BEESTON,
The Insolvent.
3Emcpounbingo.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from alengallen, on 28th
September, 1866, by order of J. Deuchar, Esq.
Driving expenses, 2s. per head ; damages, 2s. 6d.
One grey mare, J 4 over J T near shoulder.
One bay filly, J 4 near shoulder.
One brown mare, rat tail, hind foot white, M near
shoulder
One black mare, off hind foot white, star, J W near
shoulder, like C L off  shoulder.
One bay mare, star, J S near shoulder.
One black horse, H near hip.
One black entire, c-i over A near shoulder., Damages,
£1.
One chesnut colt, blaze near hind foot, like J E near
shoulder.
One bay  filly, star, T over H near shoulder.
One black  filly, near hind foot white, star, W near
shoulder.
One bay mare, blind near eye, D M off shoulder, D off
hip, illegible brand near shoulder.
One black mare, like over ,1 near shoulder, like HE
conjoined near ribs.
One black foal, like J D conjoined reversed off shoulder,
If not released on or before Friday, 26th October,  1866.
will be sold on that day at noon, to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Dalbv, from Jondaryan, on 14th
September, 1866, by order of Hugh Campbell, Esq.
Driving expenses 4s. 6d. each.
One ehesnut horse, star, rio over G near shoulder,
illegible brand off shoulder, near hind foot white.
One bay horse ;4 over J conjoined over T R near
shoulder, R near thigh.
One bay mare, W B over T near shoulder, number near
saddle.
One bay mare, star, like F S near shoulder, 4 o$'
shoulder.
One iron-grey colt G .0 near shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, like 0 K or C R near shoulder.
One black colt, g S near shoulder.
One bay filly, M near shoulder, M near thigh, 074 near
ribs, H off shoulder.
One bay mare, star, like M S near shoulder.
One bay horse, off hind foot white, R over T H near
shoulder, T near cheek, R near thigh, R off
shoulder.
One bay mare, MD over HD conjoined near shoulder,
W off shoulder.
One ehesnut horse, stripe, DC near shoulder,  BC near
ribs, JG off shoulder,  near  fore and hind legs white.
One iron-grey filly, 2 near thigh.
One black mare, GJP over G pear shoulder, W off
shoulder, 2 near neck.
One chesnut mare, blaze, hind legs white,  8 over E otld
TS near shoulder, S over E off shottlddir.
If not released before Tuesday, 60th October,  Wilt  td
cola
JOHN CLIT EB010i Pottndkgep4;
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IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Rosenthall, on 30th
August, 1866, by order of L. E. Lester, Esq.
(Wrongly described in former advertisement.)
One dark bay horse, like K C near shoulder, like F over
D  over Y  H off shoulder ,  star and snip, short tail.
If not released on or before Friday, 26th October, 1866,
will be sold on that day, at noon, to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Franklinvale. Driving,
4s. per head.
One bay mare ,  star, JM conjoined near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, blaze ,  hind feet white, M over D
near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, blaze ,  cross over 0 over JM near
shoulder, F off shoulder.
One bay horse, near hip down, D over C over M 'over 11
near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, blaze, four white feet, JTJ over zn
(the JT conjoined)  near  shoulder.
One bay mare, star,  JW off shoulder,  99 near  ribs, W t
conjoined over G J conjoined near shoulder.
One brown mare and foal, star, like H over X off
shoulder.
One brown horse, A over 9 near thigh, like IL near
shoulder.
One bay mare, star, like  0  near shoulder.
One bay filly, snip, 2 over DC over 2 off shoulder.
One bay  mare, star , near hind foot white, G in circle
near  shoulder, 114 near ribs,  Al  over Rol' off
shoulder.
One chesnut mare, star , NL near shoulder.
One grey mare, JW over t1 over L near shoulder, RB
off shoulder.
One bay horse ,  star, hind feet white ,  cross over OB
near shoulder ,  208 near ribs.
One bay mare ,  star ,  EEC) near thigh, like  cross over cross
near shoulder.
One grey mare ,  near hip down ,  triangle over L near
shoulder.
One iron-grey horse, blaze ,  off hind foot white, cross
over 0 B near shoulder ,  228 near ribs.
One bay horse ,  JS over 4 near shoulder.
One black mare, off hind foot white ,  cross over 0 near
shoulder ,  35 near ribs.
One bay mare ,  G in square over DD over 23 near
shoulder ,  JH  off  shoulder.
,One brown mare ,  star, cross over .  0 over H near
shoulder, WC over H near ribs.
One brown mare, TH off shoulder, BP near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, F over 7 conjoined off shoulder, F
over 7 conjoined W near shoulder.
One bay mare, B near shoulder.
One bay mare, stripe, hind feet white, F over 7 con-
joined, P near shoulder, F over 7 conjoined off
shoulder.
One chesnut horse, four white feet, blaze, CA off
shoulder.
One brown mare, star, blotch near shoulder.
One bay colt, near hind foot white, J near shoulder.
One black mare, star, LD near  shoulder.
One bay horse ,  star, JR off shoulder ,  like SP near
shoulder.
One brown mare, star, JC over  "t  near shoulder.
One,bay horse, hind feet and near fore foot white, blaze,
like  t  over M over D near shoulder.
One Chesnut horse, star, off' hind foot white, I over 3A.
near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, blaze, off hind foot white, JC over IC
over L  near  shoulder.
One bay  mare, N near shoulder.
One bay mare, WL off shoulder, JW near shoulder, like
5P near ribs.
One black horse, star, near hind foot white, blotch near
shoulder.
One bay  horse,  A cross L over 7 near shoulder, like
heart over 377 off shoulder.
One roan filly, star and snip, over M near shoulder.
bne bay horse, 3A near shoulder.
One bay horse, star, like MIC near shoulder.
One bay horse, blaze, hind feet white, 2D over 3A near
shoulder.
One brown horse, off hip clown, C over 2 near shoulder,
Pi over B off shoulder.
One bay horse, hind feet white, like brands off shoulder.
One roan  filly, FW near shoulder.
One bay mare and foal, like JB near shoulder, DT off
shoulder.
One bay mare, like oo NMD (the cn over the N) near
shoulder, HD conjoined near ribs, 115 off ribs, star,
hind feet white.
One brown colt, streak, MD over M near shoulder.
One bay mare, blaze, white feet, N near thigh, R near
shoulder.
One brown mare, MW near shoulder, DO off shoulder
One bay horse, 2 over 3A  near  shoulder.
One bay mare, like TF conjoined off shoulder, J near
shoulder.
One brown horse, like TD over TM near shoulder.
One black mare, star, CC over W near shoulder.
One bay  filly, star, like brands off shoulder.
One bay mare, blaze, near hind foot white, n cl
shoulder, like a over n over shovel brand over 38
near  shoulder.
One grey mare , over W off shoulder,  ,  over W over
CH over 123 near shoulder, SS near rump.
One bay mire, fore and near hind feet white, blaze, S
over m off shoulder, JM conjoined  near  shoulder.
From Waterstown Cultivation Paddock. Trespass 10s.
per head.
One brown horse, stripe, JL near shoulder.
One grey horse, TI near shoulder, RF off shoulder.
From Mr. P. Biun's paddock, Redbank. Trespass £1
per head.
One red and white bullock, split off car and top off zn
off shoulder ribs and rump, PB over I near rump.
One red and white bullock, two nicks near ear, G off
rump, like GS and JJA over JJD off ribs.
If not released on or before 26th October, 1866, will
be sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
Printed and Published by W. C.  BFLBRIDGF,,  Government Printer,
William Street, 6th October, 1866.
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Colonial Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES CLAUDIUS CARTER, Esquire,
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Charleville ;
such appointment to date from 8th August, 1866.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 11th October, 1866.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. CHARLES S. MILES
to be a Clerk of the 5th Class of the Civil  Service,
in the Treasury Department ; and
Mr. FRANCIS GILL
to be a Clerk of the 5th Class, in the Savings Bank
Department.
Both the above, appointments to take effect from
the 1st June, 1866.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. D. McLEAN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th October, 1866.
FIVE HUNDRED POUNDS REWARD, OR
A FREE PARDON.
HEREAS it has been represented to the
Government that fires which have recently
occurred in this city have been the work of incen-
diaries : Notice is hereby given, that a Reward of
Five Hundred Pounds will be paid by the Govern-
ment to any person who may give such information
as shall lead to the apprehension and conviction of
the guilty parties ; and that a Free Pardon will be
granted to any person concerned in such acts of
incendiarism (other than a principal) who may give
such information.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER,
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE AND LEASE
LAND UNDER "TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC
" LANDS ACT."
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the Land  granted for
the purposes of a Lying-in Hospital in this city
have, in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22,
made application to the Governor in Council for
leave to Mortgage and Lease the said Land, in
order to obtain, funds for the purpose of erecting
the necessary premises ,  and other appurtenances
required for the Institution.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the permission so
sought, must lodge the same with the Colonial
Secretary, by letter, within three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency' s Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
ROMA PETITION.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial  Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder get forth, purporting to
be signed by One hundred and five householders and
inhabitants of the town of Roma, praying the
erection of that locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency' s Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The petitioners, in pursuance of a resolution
passed at a public meeting, state that they are
anxious of securing the benefits derivable from
municipal government, and therefore pray that
R-oma may be declared a Municipality.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 11th August, 1866,
No. 96.]
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 4th October, 1866.
QUEENSLAND TREASURY BILLS.
I
N conformity with the provisions of the  Additional
Treasury Bills Act,  30th Victoria, No. 10, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, directs it to be notified, that
Sealed Tenders will be received at this Office, until
Noon of THURSDAY, the 1st day of November
next, from persons desirous of purchasing any
portion of Queensland Treasury Bills which it is
proposed now to issue to the extent of £50,000
(fifty thousand pounds),"being the first instalment of
the entire sum of  2 300,000 (three hundred thousand
pounds), authorised to be raised by the above
recited Act.
These Bills are secured upon the Consolidated
Revenue of the Colony, and are for the sum of
£100 (one hundred pounds) each, and bear interest
at the rate of ten (10) per cent. per annum from the
1st proximo. The principal sum is payable on the
31st December, 1870, and interest is payable half
yearly, on the 1st January and 1st July respectively.
Principal and interest are payable in Sydney,
Melbourne, Adelaide, or Brisbane, at the option of
the holder.
The Treasury Bills are transferable by delivery.
The amount tendered, if accepted, must be paid in
cash at the Treasury, Brisbane. Ten (10) per cent.
within one week from the notification of acceptance
of the Tender, and the balance on or before the
15th (fifteenth) day of November, 1866.
By His Exce llency 's Comm mnd,
J. D. McLEAN.
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd October, 1866.
NOTICE-SUNDAY TRAINS.
GENERAL attention is hereby invited to the
fact that the usual Sunday Trains will be
discontinued after Sunday next, the 7th instant,
upon the Southern and Western Railway, until
further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 10th October, 1866.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 Edwin Brier, having neglected to comply with
the Regulations regarding Non-transferable Land
Orders, of the 22nd January, 1866, the land herein-
after described, purchased by him with Land Order
No. 64-11, has been forfeited, and will be again
brought forward for sale.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
B RANCHES of the above Bank are now openat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any. of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for the
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged  '25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
County.
Stanley ...
Parish.'
Kedron ...
No. of
Portion.
90
Area.
A. R. P.
22 3 8
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
NOTICE.
INSTRUCTIONS are furnished to the TideWaiters in the Bay, not in any instance to
allow goods to be trans-shipped into any Lighter,
or other vessel, unless the master of the same can
produce a Lightering License, issued from this
office, or renewed, within this current year.
Persons applying for such licenses must enter
into bonds for the protection of the Revenue.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1866.
NOTICE.
IN order to determine the Value of Goodsimported into the different Ports of the Colony,
and subject to  " Ad valorem  Duty," the original
Invoices of such Goods must be produced at the
respective Custom Houses when Entries are being
passed for the same.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1866.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 5th October, 1866.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES OF 1867-8.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.REFERRING to Notice dated the 20th Sep-
tember ultimo  (Gazette,  No. 113), separate
Tenders are invited for the Services Nos. 12 and
43, as follows, viz.:-
Condamine and Roma,  vid  Marabie, Wallum-
billa, and Blythedale, by two-horse coach,
once a week and twice a week.
Gladstone and Banana, by horse, once a fort.
night and once a week. .
ST. G. R. GORE,
'ostmaster•Genert 1,
975
General Post Office,
-Queensland, 20th September, 1866.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE OF 1867-8.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.SEPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, andwill be received until the 12th November
next, for the conveyance of Post Office Mails, as
undermentioned, for one or two years, from the 1st
January, 1867, to the 31st December, 1867 or 1868,
both days inclusive.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously
on application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words,  "Tender
for the Conveyance of plaits,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed  in the tender  box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers  are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender,  and every  tender will be taken to include
the entire  service as  called for.
Tenders,  on separate  forms, are required for each
service,  as well  as for the periods mentioned,
naively, one year or two years.
Every tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding
double the gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering are requested to state the
description of the vehicle they intend to' use, and
the number of horses by which it is to be drawn,
or if on horseback.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on WEDNESDAY, the 21st November
next, and must then be prepared, if called on,
forthwith to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum
equal to ten per cent. of the amount of such of
their tenders as may be accepted, as a guarantee
until their bonds and contracts shall be executed.
The tender of any person failing to comply with
this condition will not be entertained.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender, and upon which the tender is to be
made, can be inspected by persons proposing to
tender, either at the General Post Office, or at any
Post Office in the Colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender.
ST. G. R. GORE, .
Postmaster-General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
0 .
> From and to, and to and from.
3
6
7
8
Brisbane and Moggill, once a week ... Horse
Brisbane and Ipswich, twice a day Four-horse
(Sunday excepted), and expresses Coach
when required, by horse
Brisbane and Maryborough,  via  Du- Horse
rundur, Conondale, Imbill, Wid*
gee, and Glenbar, once a fortnight
Helidon (Railway Station), and Too- Four-horse
woomba, twice a day (Sunday Coach
excepted)
12 Condamine and Roma,  via  Dulacca, Two-horse-
19
20
21
22
Bendernere, Wallumbilla, and Coach
Blythedale, once a week
Taroom and Roma,  via  Kinnoul, Horse
Euroomba, Googary, Baroondah,
Mount Hutton, Myall Downs,
Lawler's and Bassett's, once a fort-
night
Toowoomba and Warwick, three times Four-horse
a week Coach
Warwick and Maryland, twice a week Horse
Ipswich and Nanango,  via  Wivenhoe, Horse
Mount Brisbane, Cressbrook,
Colinton, and Toromeo, once a
week
SERVICES REQIIIRED  -continued.
0
From and to,  and to and from. Mode ofConveyance.
25 Leyburn and Ashford, New South Horse
Wales,  via  Canal Creek, Glenelg,
Waroo, Pikedale, Glenlyon, and
Texas, once a week
26 Jondaryan and Nanango,  via  Rosalie, Horse
Cooyar, and Tarong, twice a week
29 St. George and Yarrowa,'New South Horse
Wales,  via  Nendigully, Dareel,
and Mungindi, once a week
30 St. George and Curriwillinghi,  via  Horse
Boombah, Dondi, Boah, &c., once
a fortnight
32 Dalby and Goondiwindi,  via  St. Ruth's, Horse
Cecil Plains, Dunmore, Junction,
and Retreat, once a week
34 Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour, Horse
Burrandowan, Boondooma, and
Cooranga, once a week
35 Gayndah and Nanango,  via  Barambah, Horse
Boonara, Boombigan, and Ban
Ban, once a week
36 Gayndah and Banana,  via  Dalgangal Horse
Rawbelle, Cattle Station, and
Koingal, once a week
39 Gayndah and Walla,  via  Yenda  and Horse
T i i aen nger ng, once week
40 Maryborough and Gladstone,  via  Horse
Walla, Waroo, and Rodd's Bay,
once a week
43 Gladstone  and Banana ,  once a fort- Horse
night
44 Rockhampton and St. Lawrence,  via  Horse
Yaamba, Princhester, Marl-
borough, Tooloomba, and Waver-
ley, once a week
46 St. Lawrence and Nebo,  via  Lotus Horse
Creek, Car8agan, and Funnel,
Creek, once a fortnight
51 Clermont and Beaufort (Belyando),  Horse
via  Copper Mines, Drummond,
Peak Vale, and Craven, once a
fortnight
55 Marlborough and Lilly Vale,  via  Horse
Apis Creek, Columbra, Inglewood,
and Kynebil, once a week
56 Mackay and Nebo, once a fortnight... Horse
57 Nebo and Clermont,  via  Oxford Horse
Downs, Police Barracks, Grosvenor
Downs, Logan Downs, Tinwald
Downs, Spring Diggings, and
Wolfang, once a fortnight
59 Richmond Downs and Burketown, Horse
Gulf of Carpentaria, route not
determined, once a month
60 Cardwell and Valley of Lagoons, once Horse
a month
61 Glen Dhu (Valley of Lagoons), and Horse
Lynd  Station (McKinnon ' s), once
a month
Clermont  and Spri ngsure ,  route not. Horse
. determined ,  once a week
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE ,
THE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillingsper quarter,  payable in advance.,
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published
once.
Advertisements must be sent  in not later than.
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government  Printer.
23 Toowoomba and Goondiwindi,  via  Horse
Leyburn and Inglewood, once a Government Printing Office,
week Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th October, 1866.TlIE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK of AUSTRALASIA, Within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, during the QUARTERfrom the1lst JULY to the 30th SEPTEMBER, 1866, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and AssETS of the BANK OF AUSTRALASIA, Within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, taken from the several Weekly Statements
during the QUARTER from the 1st JULY to 30th SEPTEMBER, 1866.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
' s. d. £ s. d.
Notes  in Circulation £Not
bearing
a ne Int rest ... ... ...
21,097 0 0
41,061 17 7
Bills in Circulation „ f Not bearing Interest ... ... ... 8,312 15 7 8,312 15 7Bearing Interest
'Balance due to other Banks ,., „
Deposits  ,,,,,,,,,,,,, Not bearing  Interest .,.Bearing  Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the  Capital Stock
 paid up at this date
Rate of the  last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of last Dividend declared .,,
Amount of the Reserved Profits after declaring such Dividend
26,770 15  7  67,835 13  2
21,097 0 0
£  97,245  8 9
{ 1,200,000 0 06 If cent.' annum, andbonus of 8 `4 cent.
annum.
.., ,.. 78,750 0 0
044 370,000 9 3
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined  Metals ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ... ...
Landed Property ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes, Bills,  and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount  of Assets £  383,063 1  8
EDWARD R. DRURY, Manager.
JOSEPH B. DIXON, Accountant.
I, Edward Robert Drury, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the abovo
Bank during the period specified; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of New South Walce,
4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 11th day of October, 1866.
ERNEST WRITE, Justice of the Peace.
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
43,156 19 11
9,000 0 0
611 9 0
330,295 4 9
977
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th October, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
to open and make a portion of Road, from Brisbane to Pimpama ,  as per Schedule annexed :
Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity  with the  provisions of the Act 4 Wil liam  IV., No.  11, and now
in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road abovementioned,
are now deposited at the office  of the Surveyor- General, and Vat  the Police Office in Brisbane  ;  and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council,`
within one month from this date ,  any we ll -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
No. Portion  of Road . Reputed Owner. Occupier.  A Bearings.
o
Lengths
in ;
Chains.
chs.  As.  chs.  As.  A.  R.  P.
1 Commencing on the. north boundary W. Pryar ... W. Fryar ... ... Forest S. 35° E. 43 34 1 50  90  0
of W. Fryar's sugar application, No. S. 25° E. 17 25
2, in the parish of Mackenzie, and
running in a south-easterly direc-
tion to the Logan River.
2 Commencing on the right bank of G.`Braihan, K. G. Braihan, K. Palm, Forest S. 600 E. 14 85 1 0 1 2 0
the Logan River, and running in a Palm, W. En- W. Eukelman, and
south-easterly direction through kelman, and A. Slater
portion 70, in the parish of Boyd, A. Slater
to its east boundary.
3 Commencing at the north-west cor- G. Braihan  ..,  G. Braihan... ... Forest S. 55° E. 23 47 1 0 2 1 24
ner of portion 50, in the parish of
Boyd, and running in a south-
easterly direction through that
land to its east boundary,
4 From the north boundary of portion J. Hodson ... J. Hodson ... ... Forest South ... 20 0 1 0 20 0
43, in the parish of Boyd, along its
east boundary to the south-east
corner.
5 From the north boundary of portion J. Hodson .,, J. Hodson ... ... Forest South ... 20 0 1 0 20 0
39, in the parish of Boyd, along its
east boundary to the south-east
corner.
6 From the west boundary of Davey J. Davey and ',F. J. Davey and F. Forest E. 30°  S. ...  17 65 1 0 1 2 32
and Gooding's sugar application, Gooding Gooding
parish of Boyd, and running in a
south-easterly direction to the south
boundary.
7 Commencing on the north boundary W. S. Warren.., W. S. Warren ... Forest East ... 52 68 1 0 62 0
of W. S. Warren's cotton grant, and
extending along part of the north
boundary thereof to the Albert
River.
8 From the right bank of the Albert T. Smales ... T. Smales ... ... Forest S. 350 E. 45 25 1 0  62  0
River, running in a south easterly S. 500 E. 18 58
direction through T. Smales' sugar
application to its south-east boun-
dary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th September, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
IS Excellency  the Governor , with the  advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
11  to open and make a portion  of Road, to  be maintained at the public expense, in the Parish of
Geham, passing  through  the lands of Messrs .  J. Dennis ,  J. Newman, and H. Schwartz  :  Notice is hereby
given , that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,  and now in force in this
colony,  a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now
deposited  at the Office of the  Surveyor -General, and  at the Police Office in Toowoomba  ;  and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing , to the  Clerk  of the  Executive Council, within
one month from this date ,  any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road
in question.
By His  Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
Boox  or REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 280 AND 279 ,  PARISH OF GEHAM ,  TO 33B PROCLAIMED AS
A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL, 4 WILLIAM IV ., No. 11.
m
No. Portion of Road. Reputed Owner. Occupier . a Bearings.
1 Commencing at the south-east J. Dennis ... J. Dennis ... ... Forest North ...
corner of portion 280, in the
parish of Geham, and running
in a northerly direction
through that land to its
north-east corner.
2 Commencing at the south-east J. Newman and J. Newman and H. Forest North ...
corner of portion 279, in the H. Schwartz Schwartz
parish of Geham, and running
in a northerly direction
through that land to its
north-east corner.
chs,  As.
10 0
Lengths Breadth of
Area,
Chains. Road.
a,
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
chs. lks.
1 0
A. R. r I
1 0 01
984 1 0 0337
978
NEW ROAD.
Department  of Puulc T_,andk,
Brisbane , 11th October, 1866.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open and make a portion of Road from Brisbane to the Logan, as per Schedule annexed :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference showing the intended Line of Road abovemen-
tioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, in Brisbane, and
all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
J. P. BELL.
No. Portion of Road. Reputed Owner. Occupier.
1 Commencing at the north-west corner  M.  Smith
of portion 169, in the Eight-mile
Plains Agricultural Reserve, and
running in a south-easterly direc-
tion through that land to its east
boundary.
A. S. P.
51 0
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1866.
CLOSING OF ACCOMMODATION ROADS.
N
OTICE.,His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council. directs it to be
notified for general information, that applications, under the Act 24 Victoria, No. 15, section 16, have
been made by the owners of the adjacent lands for the closing of the undermentioned Accommodation
Roads ; and,that such roads will be closed at the expiration of two months from the date of this notice,
unless  the owners or occupants of any land in the vicinity of these roads, who may consider their interests
affected thereby, send in to the Surveyor-General their objections in writing within the above specified
period.
Plans of these roads may be  seen  at the office of the Surveyor-General, and at the office of the
Clerk of Petty  Sessions  of the district in which such roads are situated.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General.
Applicant. Situation.
The Reverend Henry Brunz Little Street, between the Roman Catholic Church and Ipswich.
Section 52, Town of Ipswich.
W. O'Donnell... -.. .., Between Portions 278, 279, 280, and 281, 282, and 283. Brassall.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
Parish.
TAKE  Notice- the t application  has been  made to bring  the Land described  below under the
provisions of t he Real Property  Act of 1861. Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging ,  himself or 'lay his Attorney ,  a Caveat in form  B. of said Act, on or before  the day named.
F. 0. DARVALL,
Registrar -General.
Description  and  Situation of Land . Name of Proprietor.
U q Lengths
Bearings. in Breadth
chains.of road.
chs. iks. chs. lks.
H. Smith ... ... Forest S. 22' E. 25 52 1 50
S. 500 E. 9 81
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged ,
Subdivision 8 of suburban portion  223, containing  124, Louis Le Gould ... .., 13th November, 1866
perches ; county, st.tnley : parish, North Brisbane
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N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria , No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned  Deeds of Assignment have been registered in this Office :-
No. Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties. Nature
and Effect of Deed. Date of Registration.
67 1866 .  Between Robert Smail, of Rockhampton, in the
24th  September . Colony  of Queensland ,  wine merchant, of the
first part ;  James  Duff  Milne ,  of the same
place, Esquire, and Charles Haynes Morgan,
of the same place, merchant, trustees for the
purposes in the Deed of Assignment men-
tioned, of the second part  ;  and the several
persons and bodies corporate  who have by
themselves or their agents executed the said
Deed of  Assignment,  being creditors of the said
Robert Smail ,  and whose names are mentioned
in the schedule attached to the said Deed of
Assignment , of the third part.
68 5th October .  Between Joseph Backhouse ,  of Ipswich, in the
Colony  of Queensland ,  architect ,  of the first
part  ; John  McDonald and John Blaine, both
of the same place, gentlemen ,  trustees for the
purposes in the Deed of Assignment mentioned,
of the second part ;  and the several persons
who have executed the said Deed of
• Assignment,  being a majority in number
representing three fourths in value of the
creditors of the said Joseph Backhouse,
whose .  debts amount to ten pounds and
upwards ,  and in the said Deed of Assignment
styled creditors ,  of the third part.
Deed of Assignment Lodged at the
of all the estate office of the
and effects of the Registrar of the
saidRobertSmail, SupremeCourt,
in trust for the this ninth day
benefit of the of October, A.D.
creditors of the 1866, at half-
saidRobertSmail. past ten o'clock
inthe forenoon,
and entered
same day.
Deed of Assignment Lodged at the
of all the  estate  office of the
and effects of the Registrar of the
saidJosephBack- SupremeCourt,
house, in trust for this tenth day
the benefit of the of October, A.D.
creditors of the 1866, at two
saidJosephBack- o'clock in the
house. afternoon, and
entered same
day.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1866.
No. 8.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST, 1866.
P ERSONS applying for Unclaimed L tters at the General Post Office, are requested togive the correct number of the List in which they may have observed their Names , as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission ; and, in addition to the former  particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other  information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster-General.
NOTE-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of theGeneral Post Office is oppen for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m. to Four p.m. ;  on Saturday, from rLen a.m. to One p.m.
A. 25 Anderson John, Toowoomba c
1 ABBOTT Miss Eliza, Ipswich n z 26 Anderson Miss Margaret, Gatton m
2 Adderley Wm. J., Brisbane u k 27 Anderson Peter, Brisbane u k
3 Akins Miss Margaret, Ipswich u k 28 Andraisen A. B., Ipswich c
4 Aleebrook Alexander, Rockhampton c 29 Andrew A., Peak Downs road c
5 Alexander Mrs., Brisbane c (2) 30 Andrews H. E., Rockhampton o c
6 Alexander Beaufort, Ipswich s 31 Andrews Mary Ann, Brisbane o c
7 Alyren L. Christian, Toowoomba f 32 Antrim Wm., Helidon c
8 Algen H., Brisbane u k 33 Appel Conrad, Toowoomba s
9 Aling -, Roma c 34 Archer Frederick,  Brisbane c
10 Alison C., Brisbane c 35 Armstron G. A., Roma c
11 Allen -, Brisbane u k 36 Ashton W., Brisbane s
12 Allen G., Ipswich c 37 Atchison Thomas, Forest Vale
13 Allen J. E., Brisbane u k 38 Attwood Thomas, Sydney u k
14 Allen Robert, Gatton o c 39 Aulsbrook A., Rockhampton u k
15 Allen J. C., Woolboolooma c (2) 40 Auton L., Gladstone c
16 Allen Mrs. Thomas, Gatton c 41 Ah Chey (Chinaman) Jingi Jingi e
17 Allone Daniel, Ipswich c 42 Ah Fat (Chinaman) Hawkwood c
18 Ammenheusen Paul, Toowoomba c 43 Ali Hong (Chinaman) H wkwood e
19 Anders -, Ipswich c 44 Ah King (Chinaman) Hawkwood c (2)
20 Anderson , Doughboy Creek c 45 Ah Loi (Chinaman)  Glen Innes s
21 Anderson , Inderaway c 46 Ali Young (Chinaman) Brisbane s
22 Rockhampton sMAnderson A B.
23
.,.
Anderson Andrew, Brisbane c I BAKER Joseph,,,Toowoomba rd
24 Anderson  Ftancis ; Ipswich u k 2 Bac*id 2l iitizany IL1 Bi'ishai e s a
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9 Badcock Robert, Helidon c 91 Bremner Alexander ,  Laidley s
4 Bailey Edward ,  Ipswich u k 92 Bruman John, Toowoomba c (2)
5 Baker George ,  Sydney u k 93 Brennan William, Toowoomba c
6 Baker John, Roma c 94 Bremer Andrew, Stonehenge ,  vid  Leyburn c
7 Baker John ,  Brisbane u k 95 Brickhill  ,  Brisbane c
8 Baker Robert ,  Brisbane  n k  96 Brickley John, Brisbane u k
9 Baker Robert ,  Gatton c (2) 97 Britten George ,  Jimbour u k
10 Baley  -,  Bandamba c 98 Brix L., Toowoomba o c
11 Ballard Thomas J., Caranga u k 99 Bowd Thomas ,  Cardwell u k
12 Balthaser John, Gayndah c 100 Brobon Richard, Gatton c
13 Barber Thomas ,  Gatton c 101 Brock F. A., Redbank c
14 Barely James ,  Ipswich u k 102 Brockman -,  Holme 's Camp c
15 Barke Francis , Ipswich  e 103 Broderson and Co.  Messrs.,  Brisbane s
16 Barker Mrs. W. IT., Maryborough u k 104 Brooksbank Joseph, Valley of Lagoons u k (4)
17 Barlow E .,  Ipswich u k 105 Broughton P., Brisbane u k
18 Barne Charles P. S., Ipswich s 106 Brown George ,  Gayndah c
19 Barnes A. S., Clifton c 107 Brown Henry, Brisbane c
20 Barron Edward, Toowoomba, u k 108 Brown John, Brisbane s
21 Barssey Geo., Kroombit u k 109 Brown John Askham, Brisbane c
22 Baston W., Ipswich c 110 Brown Mrs. J. E., Brisbane o c
23 Bauer Christian, Brisbane f III Brown Matthew J., brig " Spray " o c
24 Behan James ,  Brisbane c 112 Bruce W. A., Brisbane c
25 Behrus James ,  Toowoomba e 113 Bryant Joseph ,  Gayndah u k (2)
26 Beazley T., Brisbane c 114 Buckby Mrs .  Eliza ,  Brisbane o e
27 Beardmore Geo.  0., Wide Bay c (3) 115 Buckholz  -,  Serpentine Creek c
28 Beaty John, Ipswich u k 116 Bullen E. H., Brisbane u k
29 Beauchamp C. H., Ballards' Camp c 117 Bunney W., Oxley Creek n z
30 Beavan Wm., Gatton c 118 Burk  -,  Toowoomba e
31 Beckett Wm., Tartulla c 119 Burk John, Roma s
32 Beeth John ,  Brisbane u k 120 Burns  -,  Brisbane c
33 Baker Edward ,  Toowoomba c 121 Burns Ellen ,  Brisbane c
34 Bell Angus, Logan Road c 122 Burks or Burns James, Toowoomba n z
35 Bellamy James, Toowoomba c 123 Burnett F. C., Logan River c
36 Benck Foohim ,  Toowoomba f 124 Burns Capt. James, Brisbane s
37 Bennet J. R., Brisbane c 125 Burns Thomas ,  Brisbane c
38 Bennetts R. J., Brisbane c 126 Burroughs H, Brisbane u k
39 Bernard  ,  Gayndah c 127 Burrowes ,  Isaac ,  Helidon c
40 Bernard Francis, Brisbane c 128 Burch E., Gayndah c
41 Bernard J., Ipswich u k 129 Bushnell R., Brisbane c
42 Berry Alfred Robert, Brisbane u k (2) 130 Bushnell R., Toowoomba c
43 Berry Miss M., Brisbane u k 131 Bushnell Wm., Brisbane u k
44 Biddulph  -,  Warwick c 132 Butter Sarah, Okie Creek  in
45 Biggers Charles ,  Toowoomba c (2) 133 Butler W. B., Brisbane c
46 Biggins Edward ,  Logan Road 134 Butler Walter Selby ,  Valley of Lagoons
47 Bigley William, Brisbane f u k (2)
48 Billet  ,  Brisbane e 135 Burch W. P., Brisbane c
49 Bilse Henriech ,  Brisbane f 136 Bysouth Robert, Talgai c
50 Binney  -,  Valley of Lagoons c 137 Byrne  ,  Gatton c
51 Bircumsham George ,  Brisbane u k 138 Byrnes Bridget, Brisbane c
52 Birk August ,  Brisbane c 139 Byrne C., Gatton c
53 Birt Josiah ,  Brisbane c  140 Byrne Charles ,  Toowoomba u k
54 Bisting Albert, Maryborough c 141 Byrne Christopher ,  Helidon c
55 Bishop Robert, Toowoomba c 142 Byrne John, Woogaroo u k
56 Black J. R .,  Brisbane c 143 Byrne John ,  Ipswich u k
57 Blackney Charles ,  Brisbane u k (3) 144 Byrne Matthew ,  Brisbane  in
58 Blackmore William, Toowoomba u k 145 Byrnes Michael, Gatton c (2)
59 Bint Godlieb ,  Brisbane f 116 Byron ,  Bridget, Dalby o c
60 Bligg  -,  Maryborough c
61 Bobin or Bolin John ,  Toowoomba c C.
62 Bolger  Phillip'. Ic
63 Bolton Charley ,  Brisbane c 1 CARTER C.  J., Brisbane u k
64 Bolton R., Maryborough c 2 Carter Miss E., Brisbane u k
65 Bond J., Brisbane c 3 Cahil P., Ballard's Camp c
66 Bonor  -,  Brisbane c 4 Calbrick John, Mount Hutton u k
67 Boon J. L .,  Wide Bay, Maryborough c 5 Caldwell Messrs .  or Miss E. P., Oxley Creek
68 Booth G .  W., Brisbane  in oc
69 Borman H., Gayndah o c 6 Caldmell Reverend J., Brisbane c
70 Bossen John, Rockhampton e 7 Caldmell T.  P., Ipswich c
71 Boston Thomas, Brisbane u k 8 Callaghan Henry, Ipswich o c
72 Bounds Mrs., Nanango u k 9 Callaghan Mrs. Margaret ,  Brisbane o c
73 Bourke Miss Julia, Brisbane o c 10 Callaghan T., Brisbane u k
74 Bourke  Nary,  Brisbane e (2) 11 Caldwell Wm .,  Mount Larcomb u k
75 Bourke Mary, Brisbane o c 12 Cameron Daniel, Planet Downs c
76 Bourne Thomas Wood ,  Brisbane u k 13 Cameron D.,, Ipswich s
77 Bowens C. A. T., Turner 's Creek c 14 Cameron George ,  Toowoomba c
78 Bowland John, Toowoomba c 15 Cameron Messrs .  John and Co., Brisbane c
79 Bowles William, Gladstone c 16 Cameron J., Brisbane c
80 Bowman  -,  Sandgate c 17 Campbell C., Oxley Creek c
81 Bradley Mrs., Brisbane e 18 Campbell A., Toowoomba u k
82 Bradshaw  ' ,  Kedron Brook c 19 Campbell Alexander ,  Toowoomba c
83 Brady John ,  Helidon c 20 Campbell D. G., Clifton s a
84 Braham John, Brisbane u k 21 Campbell  Win., Eure lla e
85 Brake Mrs .,  Brisbane n z 22 Campbell D.  0., Clifton o c
86 Brannon Francis, Brisbane  in  23 Campbell William, Toowoomba c
87 Braner F., c . 24 Candgens T. J. Butler, Forrest Vale c
88 Bray Henry T.,  Brisbane f 25 Capeiz  -,  Toowoomba c
89 Breddy James ,  Brisbane c  26 Capper Matthew ,  Laidley o c
90 Brehan Miss Margaret, u k 27 Carew John, Laidley c
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Carmody
YrBridget, Gatton c 116
Cornish John, Brisbane u k
Carmody John, Highfields c 117 Cosgrove Michael, Gladstone c
Carney John, Toowoomba c 118 Coutts James, Rawbelle c
Carden Maria or Miss B., Rockhampton s  119 Coutts John, Gatton c
Carpenter Richard, Toowoomba m 120 Cowan Mrs., Brisbane u k
Carroll Francis, Toowoomba c 121 Cowell Jane Ann, Toowoomba u k
Carson D., Gladstone c 122 Cowell Mrs. M., Brisbane c
Carter Thomas, Taroom c 123 Cowen James, Toowoomba c
Caruther Walter, Balyando s 124 Cawton R. A., Brisbane u k
Casey John, Brisbane u k 125 Cog George, Toowoomba u k
Cassey John Wm., Gibbon's Camp e 126 Cox James, Brisbane u k
Cassett Miss Margaret J., Brisbane c 127 Cozey A. G., Brisbane c
Castle Frederick, Brisbane c 128 Craing Thomas, Brisbane c
Chadwick John, Bigges' Camp c 129 Crawford Andrew, Brisbane u k
Chandler A., Brisbane s 130 Crane J., Laidley o c
Champ Young, Oakwood c 131 Cranner Joseph, Cowrie e
Chapman G. S., Maranoa c 132 Crawford G. A. W., Brisbane u k
Chapman H., Brisbane e 133 Crawford R., Brisbane c
Chapman Wm., Laidley Creek c 134 Crawford R. F., Toowoomba c
Chapman Wm., Toowoomba c 135 Crawford William Wallace,  Brisbane e
Chin Ah Shop (Chinaman) Hawkwood c 136 Crooker F., Brisbane u k c
Chord G. J., Toowoomba s 137 Crohon Patrick, Westbrook c
Charters Mrs Mar Brisbane o c 138 Croley Miss Mary Toowoomba c. y,Checque -, Brisbane c 139 ,Croney Wm., Ballard's Camp c
Chisman J., Brisbane c 140 Cronin Wm., Gatton c
Christie Thomas, Toowoomba c 141 Crosby James, Brisbane c
Church Charles E. S., Leyburn s 142 Crotty Andrew, Drayton o c
Cecil Daniel, Gatton c 143 Crotty Mary, Ipswich c
Chinlan John, Brisbane c 144 Crow Denish, Dalby road c
Cissin F., Brisbane c 145 Crowley Cornelius, Toowoomba n z
Clancy Miss Margaret, Milton c 146 Crowley Edward, Ipswich n z
Clarke Miss, Brisbane c 147 Crowley Julia and C., Ipswich n z
Clarke D., Gatton c (5) 148 Cruny Denis, Ipswich e
Clarice D., Toowoomba c c 149 Crump J. B., Gatton  in
Clarke James, Forest Vale c 150 Cruse Selwyn C., Brisbane u k
Clausen T., Sidney f 151 Culliman Michael, Ipswich c
Clauss A., Brisbane f 152 Culpan J. B., Ipswich c
Claydon Mary Ann, Brisbane u k 153 Cummings Mrs., Brisbane c
Clifford Richard, Ipswich c 154 Cunningham Mrs. Charles, Brisbane u k
Clifford Richard, Talgai c 155 Cunningham C. L., Brisbane u k
Clifford Sargeant, Talgai c (3) 156 Curley Patrick, Toowoomba c
Clune Mrs., Brisbane s 157 Curran John, Toowoomba c
Clyde W. H,, Jinghi Jinghi u k 158 Curren Patrick, Ipswich c
Coady Ann, Brisbane u k 159 Currey Mrs. A., Brisbane e
Coberney Charles Coutts, Brisbane u k 160 Currie James, Redbank Plains c
Colley M. Reuben, Taylor's Reef, Talgai c 161'Curren Terrence, Gatton c (2)
Cock Nicholas, Brisbane, n z 162 Curry Michael, Brisbane u k
Cockcrill B., Gatton c 163 Curry Wm., Oxley Creek c
Code John, Brisbane c 164 Cuskelly Thomas, Toowoomba e
Coleman J., Gladstone s 165 Cuskie Alexander, Toowoomba c
Coleman Mary, Gatton c
Coleman Wm., Laidley c (3)
Coles H. W., Brisbane u k 1
D.
DAGNALL J. P., Brisbane e
Coles Mrs. Sarah, Toowoomba c 2 Daldry Thomas, Brisbane u k
Coles W., Oxley Creek c 3 Dale Miss Janet, Brisbane f
Collins , Toowoomba c 4 Daniel H. Beauchamp, Redcliffe Station c and
Collins Cornelius, Dalby c o c (2)
Collins David, Toowoomba s 5 Daniels James, Laidley o c
Collins J., Brisbane c 6 Drake Miss Janet, Brisbane u k
Collins James, Ballard's Camp s 7 Daran James, Gatton c
Collins John, Ipswich c 8 Davie -, Jinghi Jinghi c
Collins John, Toowoomba m 9 Davies -, Toowoomba c
Collins R., Gatton c 10 Davis E., Toowoomba c
Colquhoon W. J. K., Western Lagoons c 11 Davey Daniel 0., Brisbane u k
Combes Edward, Frazer's Creek s 12 Davidson John, Brisbane f and u k (4)
Comer Miss Mary, Brisbane s 13 Davidson Adam, Rockingham Bay u k (2)
Comford F., Toowoomba c 14 Day Mrs., Paddington c
Comford Patrick, Maryborough u k 15 Davis Mrs., Ballard's Camp c
Condon Wm., Toowoomba o c 16 Davis Charles and -, Brisbane c (2)
Condon Wm., Ipswich c 17 Davis Harris and Co., Toowoomba s
Cooby Charles, Ipswich c 18 Davis J. E., Brisbane c
Connar John (or Mrs. Mary), Brisbane c 19 Davis James, Brisbane c
Connolly Mrs. Michael, Brisbane c 20 Davis Simon, Dalby c
Connor Edmond, Clifton o c 21 Davis Wm., Boonara o c
Connor John, Brisbane u k 22 Dawson and Mark Messrs., Maryborough s
Connolly John, Ipswich c 23 Day Wm. Henry, Brisbane u k
Considine James, Toowoomba c 24 Deak Mrs. Robert, Brisbane c
Chief Constable, Knebworth, Dawson Rd. c 25 Dealy Miss Elizabeth, Brisbane c
Combe Mrs. M. Henry, Gatton c 26 Debenham Charles, Brisbane u k
Conway James, Cimbella c 27 Defraine -, Glenelg m
Cooper Mrs. R. E. H., Brisbane e 28 Deilger John, Logan River e
Cooper Thomas, Brisbane c 29 Delany Henry, Dalby c
Cooper H. C. W., Brisbane c 30 Dell Jos., Rawbelle u k
Coonar John, Brisbane c 31 Dempsey John, Laidley c
Copeland Mrs., Brisbane c 32 Denis Charles, Brisbane u k
Copeland Joseph, Toowoomba u k 33 Denny James, Brisbane s
Corboy Pensioner Michael, Brisbane s a 34 Dent Wm., Toowoomba u k
Cornish F., Brisbane s 35 De Roche R., Toowoomba c
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36 Devine Patrick, Toowoomba c 28 Evershed A., Brisbane i  1-(2')1
37 Devan Thomas, Toowoomba s 29 Ewington Dr., Leyburn c (3)
38 D v bB ie on r ane cs F.39 Dew Robert, Toowoomba c (2)
40 Dewar Henry Charles Brisbane u k 1 FALKNER James, Brisbane u It
41
,
Dickson James, Toowoomba u k 2 Fallen James, Brisbane u k
42 Dier John, Darling Downs m 3 Falvey John, Dalby c
43 Dillam Bartholomew, Toowoomba n z 4 Farman John, Wide Bay c
44 Dillon Andrew, Gatton e 5 Farley W., Brisbane u It
45 Dinwoodie John, Brisbane m 6 Farrell Thomas, Darling Downs -
46 Dirinq John, Brisbane u k 7 Farrelly Andrew, Toowoomba c
47 Discon A., South Brisbane c 8 Faulkner Miss Mary Ann, Brisbane c
48 Dobson W., Brisbane s' a 9 Faulks James, Ellangowan s
49 Dodd John, Toowoomba u k 10 Faulks James, Eton Vale c
50 Dogherty Charles Toowoomba c 11 Famen T. F., Brisbane o
51
,
Dogherty Thomas, Toowoomba c 12 Feast Charles, Brisbane u It
52 Dogherty Wm., Toowoomba e 13 Feeney Ann, Brisbane s
53 Doherty M. Constantine Brisbane m 14 Feeney Edward, Ipswich c
54
,
Domyer John, Toowoomba c 15 Ferguson John, Spring Creek c
55 Domyer Mrs. John, Gatton e 16 Feibeg  -,  Lytton c
56 Donehoe Wm., Brisbane c 17 Feldhahn Michael, Brisbane f
57 Donnely John, Wood-house Camp u k 18 Fell Miss Ann, Maryborough c
58 Donnelly Robert, Toowoomba c 19 Fenton B. H., Ipswich u k
59 Donovan James, Gatton u k 20 Ferimmon  -,  Ipswich c
60 Doran Bridget, Ipswich u k 21 Ferrers  -,  Ipswich e
61 Doran John, Ipswich u k 22 Fernandez William, Brisbane o c
62 Dover Samuel, Toowoomba c 23 Fidler G., Gatton s
63 Dowden James, Walloon c 24 Fielder  -,  Oxley Creek c
61 Dowenger August, Gatton o c 25 Fielding J., Oxley Creek c
65 Dowling Patrick, Toowoomba e 26 Finch Charles, Ballard's Camp s
66 Downes Mrs. Jane Ipswich u k 27 Finegan Mrs. A., Brisbane u It
67
,
Downie Patrick, Gatton c 28 Finlayson  -,  Gatton c
68 Draffts Peter, Darling Downs u k 29 Finnelly Patrick, Dalby c
69 Draper Thos., Toowoomba c 30 Fisher Mrs. Henry, Dalby c
70 Drier Franz, Toowoomba f 31 Fitch  --,  Gayndah c
71 Drew A., Gatton u It 32 Fitzgerald Mrs., Gatton c
72 Driden C., Brisbane b p 33 Fitzgerald James, Gatton c
73 Driscoll John, Toowoomba c 34 Fitzgerald John, Ipswich c
74 Drury John, Brisbane c 35 Fitz Patrick, Brisbane o c
75 Dryden Miss Susan, Rockhampton e 36 Fitzgerald Thomas, Toowoomba c
76 Drysdale William Nanango o c 37 Fitzgerald Thomas, Brisbane u k
77
,
Duce William, Talgai c 38 Fitzgerald William, Brisbane u It
78 Duff Denis, Toowoomba o c 39 Fitzpatrick T. H., Brisbane n z
79 Duff Patrick, Toowoomba c 40 Flanary L., Ipswich c
80 Dugercer  -,  Toowoomba c 41 Fletcher Henry, Toowoomba c
81 Duggan Mrs. Henry, Brisbane u k 42 Fletcher James D., Brisbane u k
82 Duncan Daniel, Brisbane c 43 Fletcher W., Brisbane u k
83 Duncomb M., Dalby c 44 Fletcher William, Woodlands c
84 Dunege Mrs., Toowoomba e 45 Flowers W. H., Brisbane u It
85 Dunne Robert, Spring Creek o c 46 Flyn J., Brisbane c
86 Dunne Robert, Sandgate c 47 Flynn John, Rawbelle Station c
87 Dunne Robert, Brisbane u k 48 Fogarty (carrier), Gatton c
88 Dunn Thomas, Goonda Creek m 49 Foley Edward, Toowoomba c
89 Dwyer Bridget, Brisbane c 50 Follett Thomas, Eastern Suburbs, Ipswich c
90 Dwyer John, Eurella c 51 Fountain Charles Joseph, Ipswich c
91 Dye Charles G., Toowoomba c 52 Foote John, Rutherford's Station c
92 Dye John, Corroona c 53 Forcith William, Ballard's Camp c
93 Dymond Samuel, Brisbane u It 54 Ford Thomas, Oxley Creek c
55 Forbes James, Gibbon's Camp c
E. 56 Fossett  -,  Brisbane c57 Foster Miss Eliza, Brisbane c
1 FADE, Wm., Toowoomba c 58 Foster William, Brisbane c
2 Easdom James, Toowoomba c 59 Fonst Peter, South Brisbane s
3 Easton F. G., Ipswich c 60 Fowke Edward, Ipswich n z
4 Eaton George, Laidley u It 61 Fowler Henry, Ipswich e
5 Eccles Edward, Toowoomba c 62 Fox Mrs., Brisbane s
6 Eclestone James, Ipswich u It 63 Fox Thomas, Sydney s
7 Edwards Mrs., Toowoomba c 64 France C. J., Brisbane u k
8 Edwards, Edward, Taroom c 65 Francis John H., Gladstone o c
9 Egan Miss Elizabeth, Brisbane c 66 Franniger Phillip, Gayndah c
10 Egan Thomas, Ballard's Camp m 67 Fraser Miss Marjory, Brisbane u It
11 Egan Wm., Brisbane u It 68 Frazer Richard, Brisbane u k
12 Eilman H., Toowoomba e 69 Freiert M., Ipswich c
13 Ellen Thomas, Eurella e 70 Fridge George, Toowoomba c
14 Elliot Miss, Brisbane c 71 Fromhauser M., Rawbelle c
15 Elliott Mrs. R., Laidley c 72 Fry  John, Ipswich u k
16 Ellis  -,  Toowoomba c 73 Fulham James, Gatton c
17 Ellis W. A. F., Brisbane c
'
G.18 Elward George, Holmes Camp c
19 Emery-Charles, Ipswich b p 1 GADDIS Miss Alice, Brisbane c
20 England Edmond, Brisbane u k 2 Caddis George, Gatton c
21 Englorn. John, Toowoomba c 3 Galbraith Miss, Brisbane u It
22 Evans , Maryborough e 4 Gaudin Mrs., Brisbane e
23 Evans , Logan c 5 Gardiner Miss Elizabeth, Brisbane u It
24 Evans A. H., Toowoomba o c 6 Gardiner Francis, War War o c
25 Evans John Pugh, Ipswich n z 7 Gardner Frederick, Toowoomba c
26 Evans Wm., Brisbane u It 8 Garrett Thomas, Ipswich e
g7 Everett J., Brisbane s 9 Gawey D., Brisbane u k
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Mteary W. I swich u k 28 Hare Miss Cecilia Brisba e
11
, p
Geise ".,Ban Banc 29 , n mHarkiss -, Ipswich c
12 Gellarty Alexander, Toowoomba c 30 Harleek Heinrich, Four- mile Camp e
13 Gest Thomas, Toowoomba c 31 Harper John, Ipswich u k
14 Gee John, Toowoomba c 32 Harper M. W., Felton Station t
15 Gibb William, Cressbrook o c 33 Harper Wm., Brisbane u k (2)
16 Gibbs John, Main Range, u k 34 Harrington -, Gayndah t
17 Gibson Thomas, Toowoomba o c 35 Harris (solicitor), Gayndah e
18 Geitzel August, Cowrie c 36 Harris Master George, Mooloolah c
19 Gilbert -, Ballard's Camp c 37 Harris James W., Toowoomba c
20 Gilbert Elias, Toowoomba u k 38 Harris John, Lagoona Bay c
21 Gilbert William, Toowoomba c 39 Harris W. J., Brisbane s
22 Gillanders Robert, Toowoomba n z 40 Harrison George, Logan River c
23 Gilpin William, Brisbane m 41 Harlen John, Violet Hill u k
24 Gleeson Martin, Ipswich c 42 Hasnip George, Ipswich c
25 Godfrey A. L. C., Brisbane s 43 Hassett George, Brisbane u k
26 Godfrey F., Toowoomba s 44 Hassall S. 0., Maryborough m
27 Goodwin Miss A., Brisbane u k 45 Haswell Robert, Singleton s
28 Gohimger John, Toowoomba c 46 Hart Mrs. James, Little Liverpool  Range u k
29 Gollaghan J., Warrego River s 47 Hart James, Little Liverpool Range u k
30 Good Edward, Toowoomba c 48 Hart John, Ipswich s
31 Goodman Henry, Toowoomba s 49 Hartley Bernard, Toowoomba o c
32 Goodwin Mrs., Brisbane s 50 Hartley B., Toowoomba o e
33 Gordon Miss E., Toowoomba c 51 Harvey Mrs. E., Brisbane c
34 Gordon John, Drayton c 52 Harvey Mrs. Robert and Charles,  Brisbane
35 Gordon John, Laidley c uk
36 Gordon Samuel, Gatton u k 53 Harvey William, Dalby s
37 Gore Charles, Ipswich u k 54 Haughton Thomas James,  Brisbane s
38 Gough Timothy, Holmes' Camp c 55 Haufchildt John, Toowoomba f
39 Gowan Alexander, Toowoomba c 56 Hawkes P. C., Brisbane c
40 Gowlett (farmer), Oxley Creek 57 Hawkins George, Brisbane s
41 Grace H. R., Fountain's Railway Camp o c 58-Hawton Andrew, Brisbane u k
42 Graham Charles James, Consuelo u k (3) 59 Hay Wm., Toowoomba o c
43 Graham Charles Stewart, Brisbane. u k 60 Hayen John, Toowoomba f (2)
44 Graham David, Ipswich u k 61 Hazelhurst T., Brisbane c
45 Graham E. P., Warwick Railway line c 62 Healy John, Toowoomba c
46 Graham George, Spring Creek e 63 Hebbel John, Toowoomba s
47 Graham William, Sydney s 64 Heckoeher Phillip, Toowoomba  in
48 Gray George, Oxley o c 65 -Keeney Miss Sarah,  Baramba o c
49 Greaves Edwin, Gibbon's Railway Camp o c 66 Heine Henry, Oxley Creek c
50 Greaves L,, Brisbane u k 67 Heinamen Mrs., Drayton Road c
51 Green George L., Ipswich o c 68 Heinamen Henry, Toowoomba c
52 Green Henry, Bigge's Camp c 69 Hotter Johannes, Toowoomba e
53 Gregory George, Gatton c (2) 70 Hetter and Co. Messrs.,  Toowoomba s
54 Gregory G., Brisbane in 71 Henderson Donald, Ipswich m
55 Gregory Joseph, Brisbane e 72 Hendrend R. J., Toowoomba c
56 Grice J. H., Brisbane u k 73 Hengrove Alfred, Gayndah Road e
57 Grice Thomas, Calliope c 74 Henley James, Ipswich c
58 Griffin John, Logan u k (2) 75 Henery Miss Ellen, Brisbane c
59 Griffiths -, Port Denison c 76 Henry James, Toowoomba c
60 Griffiths Richard, Gayndah c 77 Herbert W., Brisbane u k
61 Gross and Co. Messrs., One-mile Creek c 78 Henry Patrick, Dalby u k
62 Gregan Mrs. B., Toowoomba f 79 Herman Wm., Ipswich u k
63 Grove Wm. H., Toowoomba c (2) 80 Herring John W., Gladstone u k
64 Grundy William, Toowoomba o c 81 Howe P., Brisbane b p
65 Guest Thomas, Toowoomba c 82 Heslehurst James, Brisbane e
66 Guilfoyle -, Holmes' Camp e 83 Hesslbian Henry, Taabinga c
67 Guilfoyle  IT.,  Ipswich c 84 Hestion James, Brisbane u k
68 Guthridge Richard, Brisbane n z 85 Hewlett Udo, s.s. " Souchays" m
86 Brisbane mHewlett UdoH. 87
,
Hews Wm., Toowoomba s
1 HACKETT John, Toowoomba o e 88 Heyer C., Ellangowan c
2 Hadley or Harley John, Brisbane c 89 Hickey Edwin, Jingi Jingi c (19)
3 Hegan Myles, Toowoomba c 90 Hickey Michael, Toowoomba o c
4 Hoy Ha, Burnett District s 91 Hickman George, Brisbane u k
5 Haild Robert, Brisbane c 92 Hilder J., Brisbane u k
6 Haley Philip, Toowoomba u k 93 Hill T., Brisbane c
7 Hall Charles, Ballard's Camp u k 94 Hill Catherine, Ipswich e
8 Hall James, Toowoomba c 95 Hill John Owen, Ellangowan o e
9 Hall John, Laidley o c 96 Hill William, Myall  Downs o c
10 Hall Robert, Brisbane u k and c (2) 97 Hillyard Miss Margt., Ipswich u k
11 Gatton sHamer Thomas 98 Dykehead cHilton -
12
,
Hamill Pk., Toowoomba c 99
,
Hing Mrs. Ellen, Toowoomba a
13 Hamilton Eliza, Ideraway o c 100 Hing W., Toowoomba c
14 Hamilton Thomas, Toowoomba a 101 Hirling W., Toowoomba u k
15 Hamilton H., Gladstone u k 102 Hiscock George Myers,  Toowoomba u k
16 Hammar James, Toowoomba c (5) 103 Hobbs W., Toowoomba c
17 Hampshire Charles, Toowoomba s 104 Hobein Heinrich,  Toowoomba e
18 Hampton Thomas, Toowoomba c 105 Hobson George, Brisbane u k
19 Handcock Arthur P., Widgee Widgee b p 106 Hobson James, Brisbane  u k and c (2)
20 Handy Thomas, Brisbane c 107 Hodgson -,  Brisbane s
21 Hanley James, Toowoomba c 108 Hodgson Mrs. G. I., Brisbane  in
22 Hardcastle Thomas, Brisbane c 109 Hoehuke Wm., Brisbane f
23 Harden , Gladstone c 110 Hoerman A., Brisbane c
24 Hardgrave Mrs. Jane, Brisbane e 111 Hoey Wm., Toowoomba e
25 Harding John, Ipswich o e 112 Hogan James, Toowoomba c
26 Harding W. B., Laidley c 113 Holder Edward, Warwick a
27 Hardy James, Ipswich b p 114 Holdernesm 2, H.,  Cabulture e
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115 Holderness W, C., Brisbane n z
116 Haliborn A. J., Toowoomba o c
117 Holliwell Thomas, Brisbane u k
118 Holman Alfred, Brisbane u k
119 Holm and Kirk Messrs., Dalby c
120 Holyoake R., Ipswich u k
121 Home George, Ipswich c
122 Honan John, Toowoomba c
123 Hopermunn T. H., Brisbane f
124 Hore Miss Marian, Brisbane u k
125 Horen Lawrence, Gatton c
126 Horn Phillip, Gatton c
127 Horsefield George, Ipswich u k
128 Hort Geo., Brisbane c
129 Horniblow Henry, Toowoomba c
130 Horsefall Samuel, Sydney  in
131 Honde Kate, Toowoomba u k
132 Honrihan Matt., Toowoomba c
133 Houston -, Brisbane c
134 Houston John, Dalby c
135 Howard John, Brisbane u k
136 Howells H., Brisbane u k
137 Howe Robert, Ipswich c
138 Howes Henry, Brisbane u k (2)
139 Hoyle Giles, Toowoomba c
140 Hubbard John, Ipswich t
141 Huddart John, Toowoomba c
142 Hudeson Mrs., Brisbane c
143 Hueston -, Toowoomba c
144 Huet -, Ipswich c
145 Hughes Miss Jane, Brisbane c
146 Hughes John, Ballard's Camp c
147 Hughes Joshua, Inverelle m
148 Hughes Mrs. Margt,,  Brisbane s
149 Hughes Wm., Rawbelle c
150 Humbrecht J., Brisbane c
151 Hunter A. F., Maroon e
152 Hunter Charles, Gladstone s
153 Hunter George, Brisbane u k
154 Hunter Miss Jane, Darling Downs u k
155 Hunter Thomas, Ipswich c
156 Hurt William, Brisbane m
157 Hurman H., Toowoomba s
158 Hutton David, Taylor's Reef e
159 Hutton George, Brisbane c
160 Hyde Michael,  Bigges' Camp c
I
1 INGLIS , Helidon c
2 Ingram  -,  Sydney n z
3 Ingram  John, Toowoomba c
4 Ingram S . A., Brisbane u k (2)
5 Irwin  -,  Brisbane c
6 Irwin Straphen, Brisbane c
7 Isenssee Andreas, Cabultia Cotton Company f
J.
1 JACOM R., m
2 James , Brisbane u k
3 James F. A., Ipswich o c
4 James Henry, Toowoomba c
5 Jamieson Alexander, Toowoomba c
6 Jeal William, Toowoomba u k (2)
7 Jenkins Messrs. J. and J., Brisbane u k
8 Jenking 'J., Toowoomba c
9 Jenkins James, Brisbane c
10 Jenning Toowoomba s
11 Jessop -, Brisbane  in
12 Johnstone Mrs., Ironbark u k
13 Jekson Mrs. Holts, Toowoomba c
14 Johnson R., Brisbane c
15 Johnson Thomas, Maryborough u k
16 Jonston Henry, Holmes Camp e
17 Johnston Hugh, Toowoomba c
18 Johnston J., Ipswich c (2)
19 Johnston Robert, Churchill c
20 Johnston W., Forrest Vale e
21 Johnston VvW., Gayndah e
22 Jolley T., Jeogle t
23 Joms  Mrs., Brisbane s
24 Jones G., Brisbane c
25 Jones Hugh Allen, Ipswich e
26 Jones  John, Ipswich m
27 Jones M. A., Brisbane s
28 Jones Thomas, Brisbane u k
29 Jones Thomas, Gayndah c
30 Jones William, Toowoomba u k
31 Jope J., Maryborough u k
32 Jordan Daniel, C kff*eJA
33 Joss Miss Rachel, Maryborough s
34 Joyce George ,  Brisbane u k
K.
1 KELLAHA Jeremiah, Gatton n z
2 Keag Alfred, Brisbane u k
3 Keag James ,  Toowoomba c
4 Kearney Patrick, Ipswich u k
5 Keefe C., Talgai c
6 Keefe William ,  Ipswich c
7 Kegan James ,  Toowoomba c
8 Keiby Daniel, Laidley o c
9 Kelly J. D., Gatton c (2)
10 Kelly John, Toowoomba o c
11 Kelly John ,  Gatton o c
12 Kelly John ,  Forrest Vale m
13 Kennedy  -,  Brisbane u k
14 Kennedy Charles ,  Ipswich c
15 Kennedy E. B., Rockhampton
16 Keneddy J. T., Capella c
17 Kennedy John, Toowoomba c
18 Kennedy John, Brisbane c
19 Kenney Ruben ,  Gayndah e
20 Keogh Daniel, Toowoomba o c
21  Kehoe Michael, Yatton o c
22 Kerr and Clark Messrs .,  Melangool c (2)
23 Kinder Messrs .  James and Charles ,  MeteorDowns e
24 Killen Robert ,  Brisbane u k
25 Kiminae H., Brisbane s
26 King James ,  Drayton c
27 King George, Brisbane u k
28 King Martin ,  Brisbane u k
29 Kingston Francis ,  Toowoomba c
30 Kinney Miss Honara ,  Gatton c
31 Kinsella Owen, Holmes Camp c
32 Kitchen Joseph, Ipswich c
33 Kittson Michael, Brisbane s a
34 Kniff  -,  Sandgate Road e
35 Knight George B., Brisbane  u k
36 Knight Henry, Logan c
37 Koeing  ,  Irishtown c
38 Kruger  ,  Toowoomba e (2)
39 Krim  -,  Brisbane f
L.
1 LACEY Henry, Ipswich u k
2 Lackenby George ,  Brisbane u k
3 Laidley  -,  Gatton s
4 Laim Mrs .  Robert, Brisbane  u k
5 Lalis Walter, Toowoomba s
6 Lamb H. V., Lockyer 's Creek c
7 Lempard and Earle, Messrs .,  He lidon e e
8 Landon John, Cooranga c
9 Lanfear George, Brisbane u k
10 Langford A., Gowrie Road e
11 Langford W., Toowoomba c
12  Langley Charles, Toowoomba s
13 Large W. S., Brisbane u k
14 Larkin Denis ,  Gatton c
15 Lr rkin Denis  (shearer),  Gayndah e
16 Larkin John, Toowoomba s
17 Larmes Thomas ,  Bengala o c
18 Latamar  -,  Laidley c (2)
19 Law M .  T. C., Toowoomba f
20 Lauinptein Conrad, Warwick f
21  Law,-,r  William ,  Brisbane u k
22 Lawrence James ,  Brisbane u k
23  Lawrence Mary Ann, Brisbane c
24 Lawrence T., Gayndah c
25 Lawrence T., Gayndah c
26 Layshon William, Toowoomba s
27 Leane John ,  Toowoomba c
28 Leary  -,  or Mrs. Joseph ,  Brisbane  c'
29 Leddy Thomas ,  St. Lawrence u k
30 Leddy Miss Margaret ,  Brisbane c
31 Lediard  -,  Laidley c
32 Lee H. B., Ipswich c
33 Lee John, Gatton e
34  Leffler Lawrence, Ipswich c
35 Leksin Hotto, Gatton o e
36 Lenard Peter ,  Gatton o c
37 Lennon Mrs. Mary Ann ,  Brisbane m
38 Lennox Robert, Gayndah c
39 Lio Richard ,  Toowoomba c
40 Lionard John, Toowoomba c
41 Leragetto Charles, Toowoomba c
42 Lerebysner Ferdinand,  Toowoomba a (2
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43 Le l i c C:; Ban' Bull c 32 Matthews Chas,, Rockhampton u k
44 Levett E., Brisbane u k 33 Maurice Mrs. E., Brisbane c (2)
45 Lewis C. B., Ipswich c 34 Maxwell John, Ipswich u k
46 Lewis Frederick, Brisbane c 35 May A. H., Dalby c
47 Lewis Isabella, Woogaroo o c 36 Mayhew J., Brisbane u k (2)
48 Lewis Thomas, Dalby c 37 Maynard Miss Anne E., Brisbane u k (2)
49 Lewis Thomas, Gayndah c 38 Mayne Edmund, Pine Mountain c (2)
50 Lewis Thomas, Armidalla c 39 Mayne Leopold, Maryborough u k
51 Lewis Thomas, Gladstone c 40 Meade Miss Bessie, Brisbane e
52 Liar William, Toowoomba c 41 Meade Samuel, Brisbane u k
53 Lee David, Brisbane u k 42 Meagher Johanna, Ipswich e
54 Lindsay James, Ipswich u k 43 Mear Stephen, Toowoomba u k
55 Linomn Mrs,, Maryborough c 44 Meehan James, Three-mile Creek a
56 Lister J., Brisbane b p 45 Meehen Mrs. Mary, Brisbane c
57 Little A., Laidley c 46 Meek John, Toowoomba o
53 Little Miss Hannah, Maryborough u k 47 Meilbron A. M., Toowoomba c
59 Little Richard, Eagle Oak 48 Melfit -, Brisbane s
60 Little Robert, Brisbane u k 49 Melton George, Menerva s
61 Little Thomas, Upper Dawson c 50 Melrose P., Taroom c
62 Livingstone John, Gayndah c 51 Menzies Robert, Taroom in
63 Lloyd H. C. and C., Yancey o c 52 Mercer Ebzr., Grantham c
64 Lockett Israel, Roma o c 53 Meohe Thomas, Grantham u k
65 Long Charles J., Ipswich u k 54 Mergrath D., Logan c
66 Longworth Mary, Toowoomba u k 55 Mertle -, Brisbane s
67 Lor Ah Irwin (shepherd), Westbrook c 56 Merry George, Brisbane n k
68 Lochel Henry, Toowoomba c 57 Meston Archibald, Ipswich s
69 Lord S., Ipswich c 58 Michie James, Brisbane u k
70 Lothian William, Gibbon's Camp c 59 Micoles Mrs., Toowoomba c
71 Louchaddt William, Brisbane c 60 Middleton -, Brisbane u k
72 Lowell John, Brisbane u k 61 Millar John, Brisbane u k
73 Lowden John, Toowoomba c 62 Millar A., Ipswich c
74 Lowe R. B., Brisbane u k 63 Miller Chas. A., Toowoomba c
75 Lowe Edwin, Toowoomba o c 64 Miller Jacob, Maryborough
76 Lower William, Brisbane u k 65 Miller James, Brisbane u k
77 Loyns John, Laidley c 66 Miller James N., Brisbane u k
78 Lucas -, Brisbane c 67 Miller Robt. F., Brisbane c
79 Lucas Mrs. E., Brisbane s (2) 68 Miller Wm., Toowoomba c
80 Lucas Robert, Forrest Vale c 69 Milne Wm., Brisbane c
81 Luck Que (Chinaman), Brisbane c 70 Mills Henry, Brisbane u k
82 Leitze -, Toowoomba f 71 Mills John, Brisbane u k
83 Lyall George J., Brisbane u k 72 Mills Thos., Felton e
84 Lyndimire David, Toowoomba c 73 Minehan J., Ipswich c
85 Lynam William,-,Toowoomba c (2) 74 Minor Sterling, Ipswich c (2)
86 Lynch Alexander, Toowoomba c 75 Mitchell Mrs., Brisbane c
87 Lynch Henry, Brisbane e 76 Mitchell J. B., Brisbane c
88 Lynch Matthew, Toowoomba c 77 Mitchell R. G., William's Camp c
89 Lynch Thomas, Ipswich c 78 Moilliet Capt., Brisbane o
90 Lynch Thomas, Ipswich c 79 Molloy John George, Nanango c
91 Lynch Thomas, Holmes' Camp m 80 Moloney Charles, Brisbane u k
92 Lynch Thomas, Bigge's Camp o c ,81Moloney Denis, Felton o (2)
93 Lyons Mrs., Enoggera Creek e 82 Melaney James, Wall Creek c
94 Lyons James, and James C., Brisbane c and 83 Moloney John, Gatton c (3)
u k (2) 84 Moloney John, Toowoomba e
95 Lyons W. J., Jinghi Jinghi c (2) 85 Molloy James, Brisbane u k
86 Monger Wm., Brisbane u k (3)
M. 87 Monnypenny R. L. Gyblon, Gladstone u k88 Mooney John, Brisbane o c
1 MADGEWICK Rev. E. D., Maryborough c 89 Moore John Richard, Brisbane m
2 Madkit -, Toowoomba c 90 Moran Edward, Toowoomba c
3 Magagurban L., Ipswich c 91 Moran W. F., Gatton c
4 Magee Joseph, Gatton c 92 Moresey John, Ipswich u k
5 Maher James, Eurella u k 93 Morgan Mrs., Brisbane c
6 Maher John, Helidon c 94 Morgan J., Ipwich o
7 Mahon William, Ipswich s 95 Morh Carl B., Gayndah f
8 Mahoney James, Toowoomba e 96 Morison Mrs., Toowoomba c
9 Mahoney John, Helidon 97 Morley Richard, Roma c
10 Mair William, " Clan Alpine," Brisbane u k 98 Morley Samuel, Holmes' Camp s
11 Maittan John, Hawkwood c 99 Moroney Thomas, Laidley f
12 Malam Wm., Brisbane c 100 Morrow Wm. John, Ipswich u k
13 Malone William (baker), Brisbane u k 101 Morris David, Toowoomba c
14 Mann John, Mount Hutton c 102 Morris Miss Margaret, Brisbane u k
15 Manners Miss, Brisbane c 103 Morris Robert, Brisbane u k
16 Mansfield Joseph, Brisbane u k (2) 104 Morris Wm., Taroom c
17 Mara M., Toowoomba c 105 Morrison Mordoch, Pikedale u k
18 Mark W., Condamine c 106 Morrison Robt., Brisbane u k
19 Marriott Wm., Toowoomba c (2) 107 Morrison Miss Sophia E., Toowoomba u. k
20 Marsh George, Brisbane c 108 Mosley Josiah, Gayndah c
21 Marsh S., Ipswich c 109 Morton Mr., Ipswich c
22 Marsh Win., Maranoa o c 110 Morton H., Brisbane c
23 Marshall Thos., Kedron Brook s 111 Moy Peter, Ipswich s
24 Marson P., Brisbane u k 112 Muir Thomas, Toowoomba c
25 Martin A., Brisbane c 113 Mulcahy John, Toowoomba c
26 Martin Timothy, Taabinga u k (2) 114 Mulholland James, Ipswich u k
27 Martin W. and Marshall John, Toowoomba c 115 Mulholland Wm. Jno., Ipswich n z
28 Massen L. (seaman), Brisbane s 116 Mulins Michael, Toowoomba c
29 Massey Mrs., Brisbane c 117 Mullen Mrs. R. A., Brisbane u k
30 Massey James, Brisbane u k 118 Muller Gustav, Toowoomba cT
31 Maston W., Dalgangal a 119 Muller-Peter, Toowoomba c
.936
120 Mulligan  P. Hawkwood c (2) 68 McLean A. S., Gyr-ar-d. ()
121 Mulligan Sheila, Brisbane c 69 McLean Duncan, Rockhampton u k
122 Mulligan W. P., Hawkwood 70 McLean Kenneth, Port Curtis s
123 Mungall Robert, Brisbane u k (3) 71 McLeod D., Toowoomba c
124 Munro Alexander, Gatton c 72 McLeod Donald, Tilbooro s
125 Munro Charles, Toowoomba c 73 McMahon -, Toowoomba c
126 Munro James (mason), Brisbane u k 74 McManus J. C., Ipswich o e
127 Murfitt W., Ipswich c 75 McManus James, Toowoomba c
128 Murphy Arthur, Talgai o 76 McManus John, Brisbane u k
129 Murphy John, Gatton c 77 McManus Owen, Rockhampton n z
130 Murphy Michael, Laidley.c 78 McMillan Hugh (blacksmith), Ipswich m
131 Murphy Wm., Toowoomba c 79 McMurrich D., Gladstone c and s (3)
132 Murray (tailor), Gladstone c 80 MacMair Samuel, Brisbane in (2)
133 Murray J., Gatton c 81 McNamarra -, Ipswich c
134 Murray John, Rockhampton s 82 McNughton A., Rolleston o c
135 Murray John,  Brisbane u k 83 McNeal Miss, Oxley c
136 Murray Jonathan , Brisbane s 84 McNeil -, Brisbane s
137 Murray Wm., Brisbane c 85 McNeillie Alexander, Brisbane u k
138 Murrin John, Ipswich s 86 McPhail Alexander, Helidon c
87 McOlback Adam Toowoomba cNo. 88
,
Macpherson A., Brisbane c
1 McALLORY G., Clifton e 89 McQuillen Philip, Drayton c
2 MeAree Miss Margaret, Brisbane u k 90 McRae Duncan, Drayton c (2)
3 McBride John, Rio c 91 McVey Patrick, Toowoomba o c
4 McCaffery Charles, Holmes' Camp c
5 McCann Lawrence, Toowoomba o c N.
6 McCarthy Richard, Stony Creek n z 1 NABOM Gordon, Brisbane c
7 McCartney James, Toowoomba c 2 Neilson M., Brisbane m
8 MacDean Mrs., Gayndah c 3 Neuhann L., Toowoomba c
9 McClelland Thomas, Upper Burdekin c 4 Neuss William, Brisbane u k
10 McConnachie John, Ipswich u k 5 Newgent Henry, Brisbane s
11 McCormack Henry, Brisbane u k 6 Newell Henry, -- u k
12 McCrea David, Gatton e 7 Newland W., Ipswich o
13 McCready Mrs., Brisbane s 8 Newman -, Brisbane c
14 McCrow Wm., Ipswich c 9 Nichol F. W., Laidley c
15 McCulloch John, Brisbane u k 10 Nicholson M., Toowoomba c
16 McCulloch, Robert, Laidley c 11 Nickson Frederick, Brisbane w a
17 McDermott James E., Brisbane c 12 Nichol Miss, Rockhampton i
18 McDonald and Roberts  Messrs ., Toowoomba c 13 Nichol A. H., Brisbane c
19 McDonald Bernard, Toowoomba u k 14 Nihill Thomas, Toowoomba c
20 McDonald David, Brisbane u k 15 Nimmo James, Toowoomba c
21 McDonald G., for Owen Casey, Port  Denison s 16 Noland James, Toowoomba c
22 McDonald  James, Brisbane  u k 17 Noble A ., Brisbane c (2)
23 McDonald M., Reid's Greek  Diggings o c 18 Noonan Patt, Brisbane u k
24 McDonagh Patrick, Port  Curtis c 19 Noonan John, Toowoomba s
25 McDonald  Peter, Clifton o 0 20 Norris Cornelius, Brisbane t
26 McDonald  Miss S., Brisbane c 21 North Miss, Brisbane u k
27 McDonald and Co., Messrs. Wm., Toowoomba c 22 North Arthur, Eaglesfield u k
28 McFadden John, Ipswich e 23 North Arthur J., Brisbane c
29 McGrath James, Toowoomba e 24 North and Co. W. G., Toowoomba o
30 McGrath John, Ipswich c 25 Northridge Mary A., Brisbane u k
31 McGrath  Margaret , Brisbane o c 26 Norton Mrs. William, Brisbane s
32 McGrath Rodger, Maryborough u k 27 Nugent Enmund J., Toowoomba c
33 McGrath John, Burrandowan e 28 Nurse John, Toowoomba c
34 McGrath Thomas, Laidley e
35 McGullin -, Ipswich c 0.
36 McGunry Barney, Toowoomba c 1 O'BRIEN Denis, Brisbane u k
37 McGuines Charles, Gladstone u k 2 O'Brien Denis, Brisbane u k
38 McGuire Felix, Toowoomba s 3 O'Brien Michael, Dalby c
39 McGuire Phelin, Toowoomba u k 4 O'Callaghan James, Ipswich c
40 McGuire John, Queensland u k 5 O'Callaghan Michael, Toowoomba u k
41 McGuire Thomas, Ipswich c 6 O'Connor Cornelius, Toowoomba c
42 McGuire Phillip, Toowoomba s 7 O'Connor John, Gatton u k
43 Bigge 's Camp cMachin  Edward 8 O'Connor John Toowoomba o c
44
,
McHare -,  Brisbane  in 9 ,O'Connor Thos., Brisbane c
45 McHang William,  Brisbane m 10 O'Dair -, Toowoomba c
46 McHugh  Miss  A., Brisbane c 11 O'Donnell D., Gayndah s
47 McIntosh Robert or  Mrs., Brisbane u k (2) 12 O'Donnell John, Brisbane u k
48 Mclvor I. B., Gayndah c 13 O'Duddy (butcher ), Brisbane u k
49 MakJermott John, Darling  Downs o e 14 O'Glibe John, Brisbane e
50 Mackay J. H., Hawkwood e 15 O'Grady Michael, Hawkwood o
51 Mackay Mrs. M., Ellenborough u k (2) 16 Ohlrich (tailor),  Brisbane e
52 Mackay M., Ipswich u k (2) 17 Ohrt Miss Julie, Brisbane f
53 McKean S., Toowoomba c 18 Oldham Geo., Brisbane c
54 McKie Thomas, Ipswich u k (3) 19 Olier Joseph, Brisbane c
55 McKennah .Tames,  Toowoomba a 20 O'Neal Wm. (care of Peto,  Brassey, and
56 McKennan Louchlan, Toowoomba e Betts) u k
57 McKenny Robert, Toowoomba c 21 O'Neail Daniel, Brisbane o c (2)
58 Mackenzie Rev. Duncan ,  Brisbane u k 22 O'Neil -, Lytton c (2)
59 Mackenzie  George, Marlborough u k 23 O'Neill Bernard, Ipswich u k
60 Mackenzie  James Edward, Toowoomba u k (2) 24 O'Neil Wm., Brisbane c
61 McKenzie  John, Toowoomba u k (2) 25 O'Reilly Michael, Eaton Vale c
62 McKeon  James, Laidley e 26 Osborne Jas., Brisbane c
63 McKie Mrs . D. A., Brisbane u k 27 Osborne Wm., Ipswich o
64 Mackintosh John, Warrego s 28 O'Shanessy (nurseryman), Ipswich f
65 McLachlan S., Brisbane c 29 O'Shea Denis, Gayndah c (2)
66 McLareu Thomas,  Brisbane m 30 O'Shea John, Toowoomba c
87 M®Layender Janes ,  Toowoomba s 81 Osmoude James, Toowoomba it
987
3 v','u yin Ellej,Brisbane u k 21 Reynolds A. NI., Brisbane s
33 O'Sullivan NI., Gatton c 22 Rhodes  B., Brisbane s
34 O'Sullivan Mary, Brisbane c 23 Rice John, Gatton e
35 Owen Fredk., Yandilla c 24 Richards Cornelius, Toowoomba u k
P. 25 Richards John, Toowoomba o
1 PADMORE James Toowoomba c 26 Richards Mrs., Myall  Downs c (2)
2
, ,
Pait Miss Maria, Bigge's Camp c 2728
Ridgway -, Talgai e
Riddle John (butcher) Brisbane u k3 Parker Edward, Brisbane u k 29
,
Reidle Charles Brisbane f4 Parker Matthew, Forest Vale o c  (3) 30
,
Riek Jacob Toowoomba f5 Parkins J., Brisbane u k 31
,
Rierdy Wm Gayndah c6 Parry John, Brisbane u k 32
.,
Ritter Wm. Brisbane o c7 Parsons Wm., Roma c (2) 33
,
Robert George Brisbane n z8 Pastard Miss, Toowoomba c 34
,
Roberts John Helidon c9 Paterson Alex. B., Brisbane u k 35
,
Roberts Thos. Lytton c10 Paterson Jeanie H., Brisbane o 36
,
Robertson Alex. Toowoomba n z11 Paterson T., Baroondah u k 37
,
Brisbane cRobertson J.12 Patterson Thos., Gladstone c 38
,
Robertson John (Potter) Brisbane u k13 Payne Fredk., Brisbane s 39
,
Robins Charles Laidley u k14 Pearse E., Ipswich o c 40
,
Robinson Elias Brisbane c15 Pease Henry, Toowoomba c 41
,
Robinson George Brisbane c16 Pender Wm., Brisbane a 42
,
Robinson H. H. Brisbane u k17 Pendergast F., Maryborough s 43
,
Robinson John Toowoomba c18 Pendleton Joseph, Brisbane e 44
,
Robinson J. L. Brisbane u k19 Penfold Charles, Ipswich s 45
,
Robinson Wm L. Brisbane o c20 Peter Louis, Roma e 46
. ,
Rodgers Patk. Gatton c21 Gladstone sPetersen John ,,
" "
47 Rogers T. B., Ipswich c (2)22 Petersen Wm., Legion of Honor 48 Rogers Wm. Gibbon's Camp c23 Petrie A. B., Ipswich c 49
,
Rommel John Toowoomba c24 Petroe Mrs. M., Brisbane u k 50
,
Roone James Toowoomba s25 Pfisterer Jakob, Drayton e 51
,y
Rose  James Ambie Downs s26 Gatton cPhelan W. ,
27
,
Jin i Jingi cPhilli - 52 Rose John, Taabinga u k (2)
28
gp ,
Taroom o cPhilli s and Hoeflick 53 Rose Joseph, Ipswich c
29
p ,
s Thos Ipswich u kPhilli 54 Ross ---, Drayton c
30
.,p
Toowoomba oPierce David 55 Ross A., Brisbane u k
31
,
James Holmes' Camp cPierc 56 Ross Alexander, Brisbane u k
32
,y
Brisbane u kPilkinton Benjamin 57 Ross David, Brisbane u k
33
,
Brisbane oPiniwill J B S 58 Ross Donald, Toowoomba c
34
. .,.
Western Creek cPirideaux G 59 Rowbotham G. Wm., Brisbane u k
35
.,
Oxley cPitt - 60 Rowe Fredk., Helidon c
36
y ,
Brisbane inPonton Wm 61 Rowe George, Toowoomba c
37
.,
Toowoomba cPoolar 62 Rowe J., Woogaroo c
38
,
Ipswich cPorter Frank 63 Rowe John, Baffle Creek c
39
,
Brisbane u kPotts Joab 64 Rowlands John, Brisbane u k, 65 Roy George Drayton in40 Powditch and Smith. Gatton c (2) 66
,
Ruskin H. Knebworth c41 Maryborough u kWmPowell Robt ,
42
. .,
Clifton cPower Patk 67 Russell T. H., Brisbane u k
43
.,
Toowoomba cPower R 68 Rutter Wm., Brisbane m
44
.,
Gatton cPower Thos 69 Ryan Miss Ellen, Brisbane u k
45
.,
Henry Brisbane cPrake Jas 70 Ryan James, Toowoomba s. , 71 Ryan James, Clifton o c46 Pratt Thos., Laidley u k (2) 72 Ryan James Toowoomba c47 Price F. D., Merivale c 73
,
Ryan John Brisbane c48 Brisbane u kPriestley Alfred ,, 74 Ryan Martin, Toowoomba c (3)49 Pringle James, Toowoomba o 75 Ryan Owen, Drayton s50 Proctor Wm., Brisbane u k (2) 76 Ipswich cRyan Patk.51 Purcell Martin, Dalby f 77
,
Ryan Thomas, Brisbane u k52 Purcell Michael, Toowoomba c (2) 78 Ryan Thos. Toowoomba m53 Puttock Jesse, Toowoomba u k
Q.
,
S.
1 QUEE (Chinaman) Toowoomba c 1 SALISBURY John, Gatton c
2
,
Quigley Mary Toowoomba u k 2 Sam Hap (Chinaman), Brisbane s  (3)
3
,
Quinton Geo. Toowoomba e 3 Sammey Mary, Gladstone c
4
,
Ipswich sQuirk P. 4 Sanders T. E., Ipswich o c
5
,
Quitkin Mrs. Ipswich c 5 Sawyer W. J., Logan Road c
6
,
Quodling R. Laidley c 6 Sax E., Toowoomba c,
R. 78 Scarborough Charles, Helidon cScarlett Patrick, Toowoomba e
1 RABY John, Toowoomba u k 9 Scent S. J., Gowrie c
2 Radcliffe Jas., Brisbane c 10 Schafer W., Drayton c
3 Radnor J., Gatton a 11 Schmidt Edwd. C., Toowoomba e
4 Raleigh Thos., Laidley c 12 Scott John, Brisbane u k (2)
5 Ramsden W., Laidley o e 13 Scott John, Moreton's Station c
6 Randle Mrs., Brisbane c 14 Scott John, Brisbane s
7 Rawsen Samuel, Toowoomba e 15 Scott Walter, Yandilla c
8 Reade A. C., Forest Vale u k (2) 16 Scrivener Walter, Toowoomba s (2)
9 Ree George, Brisbane u k 17 Sculley Maria, Brisbane c
10 Rees G. Arthur, Brisbane u k (2) 18 Seager James, Toowoomba s
11 Reeves Chas. Hy., Brisbane c 19 Searle , Brisbane c
12 Regan John, Dalby e 20 Selfridge James, Brisbane u k
13 Reid John, Toowoomba u k 21 Shadwick Mrs., Toowoomba u k
14 Reid Miss M: M., Toowoomba o 22 Shalvie Owen, Gatton e
15 Reid Miss Mary, Ipswich u k 23 Shanahan John, Brisbane c
16 Reilly Patk., Pikedale f 24 Sharry H. Me., Holmes' Camp e
17 Reilly Miss R., Brisbane u k 25 Shaw Allen, Gayndah e
18 Reimer -, Toowoomba c 26 Shaw Wm., Brisbane c
19 Reineke Ernest, Toowoomba o 27 Sheaha Daria, Brisbane f
Z0 Rety Heinrich, Toowoomba f 28 Sheehy Martin, Toowoomba c
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29 Sheepherd Miss Elizabeth, Toowoomba c 117Sullivan B., Darby c
30 Sherrin  Jos., Gatton c 118 Sullivan C., Gatton c
31 Sherwood Mrs. Wm., Toowoomba c 119 Sullivan John, Ipswich o c
32 Sidey Thomas, Toowoomba 120 Sullivan Martin, Oxley Creek m
33 Simpson  Capt. (R.N.), Brisbane e 121 Simley Thomas, Toowoomba u k
34 Simpson' George, Warwick m 122 Swalls  Thomas, Brisbane c
35 Simpson J., Brisbane c 123 Symon Thomas G., Brisbane u k
36 Simpson john (seaman), Brisbane t T,
37 Brisbane cSim son R
'
.,p 1 s Camp cBallardTASKER James38 Simpson  Win., Redbank u k 2 ,Ipswich cTaylor -39 Sims  John L., and Mrs. J. L., Ipswich c (2) 3 , Brisbane u kTaylor George (mason)40 Sing (Chinaman), Jimbo c 4 ,Taylor J Logan u kC41
42
Skelton Thomas, Toowoomba c
Skilbeck Mrs., Milton u k 56
.,.
Taylor R., Toowoomba c (2)
Mooney River cTaylor John43 Skocles -, u k 7
,
Gladstone o cTaylor Robert44 Slattery Father, Brisbane t 8
,
Helidon n zTaylor Thomas45 Slay Henry, Brisbane u k 9 , Maryborough sTaylor Thomas46 Smart H. L. D. Taroom c 10 , Brisbane cTaylor William47 Smayther Frederick, Ipswich c 11 ,Taylor William Laidley e48 Smith Albert, Ipswich u k 12 .Thees Johann Maryborough f49 Smith Alex. D., Ipswich c 13 ,Thomas David Mount Brisbane u k50 Smith Andrew, Toowoomba c 14 ,Thomas John Romeo s51 Smith Arthur F., Mount Alma Station c (4) 15 ,Thomas Louis H. Laidley c52 Smith D., Toowoomba e 16 ,Thomas William Toowoomba u k53 Smith E., Ipswich u k 17 ,Thompson Mrs South Brisbane c54 Smith F., Brisbane e 18 .,Thomson (bootmaker) Brisbane e55 Smith G. C. H., Consuelo Station u k 19 ,Thomson James Consuelo m56 Smith Granville, Brisbane u k 20 ,Thompson James Gatton s57 Smith James, Maranoa o c 21 ,Thomson Thomas Jingi Jingi s58 Smith Jno. (carrier), Gammie Swamp c 22 ,Thorogood Daniel Brisbane u k (2)59
60
Smith J. Harris, Brisbane u k
Brisbane u kSmith H A 23
,
Thwaite Richard, Ballard's Camp in & u k (2)
61
. .,
Laidley o cSmith Stephen 24 Tierney John, Eurilla e
62
,
Ipswich cSmith F 25 Timperley Mrs. Ann, Newtown c (2)
63
.,
sSmith Thomas Dinner Cam 26 Todd John C., Brisbane u kp, 27 Todd Miss Vieletta Brisbane u k64 Smith Thomas Vjonton, Brisbane u k (6) 28
,
Taifree Charles Roina c65 Smith W., Charleville o c and c (3) 29
,
Tomlinson William Brisbane u k66 Smith W., Roma c 30
,
Topp James Warwick line s67
68
Smith W., Toowoomba o c
Gatton eSmith Wm 31
,
Towsend Horace Webb, Laidley c in & u k (7)
., 32 Townshend George H. Brisbane e69 Smith Wm., Ipswich e 33
,
Tradunack James Woogaroo c70 Smith W. H., Gladstone s (2) 34
,
Trendwell Reuben I swich c71 Dalby cSmith Wm. J. , p
72
,
JSmith W or T Toowoomba o c 35 Trenouth George, Brisbane u k
73
.. .,
swich o cth J C ISm 36 Trilson J. F., Gladstone e. ., py 37 Trimble James, Laidley c74 Smyth Phillip, Brisbane c 38 Trousdell Charles Port Curtis u k75 Snell (baker), Brisbane c 39
,
Trowland Robert, Ipswich w a76 Snodgrass John, Gladstone  s, n z, and o c (8) 40 Tucker John Helidon s77 Soames ----, Brisbane c 41
,
Turner Holmes' Camp c78 Sowaner W. A., Gladstone m 42
,
Turner Oakey Camp c79 Spencer Thomas, Brisbane c 43
,
Turner H., Pilton c80 Spoor-, Brisbane u k
p
44 Turner G. B. Brisbane u k81 ringer Gottfried (laborer), Oxley Creek o cS
i b k
,
82 ane uSpurness Miss, Br s U.
83 Stafflnski Julius, Talgai c 1 VHER Mrs. Gayndah c
84, Staht and Co. Messrs., Brisbane c 2
,
Uhr John, Gayndah e
85 Stampleton T., Drayton c 3 Ullrkhorne Richard F., Brisbane u k (2)
86 Stanley H. C., Brisbane c V.
87 Stapleton Mrs. Emma, Ipswich o c 1 VALLELY Miss Toowoomba c
88 Stapleton Samuel, Toowoomba s 2 ,Venge F., Tapenga c
89 Stark Mrs. Wm., Brisbane u k 3 Vegd R., Brisbane c
90 Stein F. 0., Toowoomba c 4 'Fenner Charles, Toowoomba s
91 Stewart David, Ipswich e 5 Volk Soon, Hawkwood c
92 Stephenson Jas., Wetheron Station c 6 Volkner H., Toowoomba c
93 Stevens  -,  Toowoomba e 7 Volkner J. H., Toowoomba c
94
95
Stevens Leo W., Coomera Creek o c
Stevens T., Toowoomba c W.
96 Stevens W. M., Gladstone u k 1 WADEN Edward Brisbane e
97 Stidloph Mrs. R. F., Brisbane c 2 ,Walba John, Maryborough e
98 Stipp C., Brisbane f 3 Walker A., Brisbane e
99 Stirling James, Ipswich u k Walker Henry, Felton u k
100 Stirling James, Gatton c 5 Walker John H., Brisbane c
101 Stirling John, Brisbane u k 6 Walker R. L., Pilton c
102 Stirling William, Toowoomba u k 7 Walker T., Brisbane c
103 Stoekain Wyatt, Gatton e 8 Walker W., Brisbane u k
104 Stodart John, +'urella c 9 Wallace Fredk., Brisbane o c
105 Stokes John, Ipswich u k 10 Wallace Mary, Toowoomba e
106 Stower-Joseph, Toowoomba c (2) 11 Wallace Richard, Brisbane c'
107 Straiton Walter (hawker), Brisbane o c 12 Wallace William, Brisbane u k (2)
108 Strang James, Coomrith u k 13 Wallis Wm., Warwick c
109 Strange William, Ipswich u k 14 Walls John, Ipswich e
110 Stratford Charles, Bulimba c (2) 15 Walsh -, Brisbane e
111 Struver , Wombo c 16 Walsh E., Gladstone u k
112 Strong
-, Oxley Creek e 17 Walsh Kate, Leyburn c
113 Stuart Richard, Brisbane u k 18 Walsh C. C., Ipswich o
114 Styles Mrs. James, Gatton e 19. Walter -, Rawbell s
115 Suden John., Burnet District e 20 Walters Mrs. Amos Burnett u k
116 Sullivan Mrs., Gatton o c I 21
,
Walters J., Toowoomba u k
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22 Walter Wm., Brisbane s
.„ xxr++ JohGJ rr  in, Br]s1Jan0 1t  k
24 Walton Miss M. E. A., Ipswich c
25 Ward Charles, Gatton c
26 Ward Nevill H., Brisbane c
27 Wardle W. H., Brisbane c
28 Ware Frank, Brisbane u k
29 Warem Peter, Ipswich u k
30 Wanen Wm., Toowoomba s
31 Wanen W. S., Brisbane e
32 Warsley John, Ipswich c
33 Waterson Chas., Brisbane c
34 Watgate Robt,, Brisbane u k
35 Watkins Anne, Maryborough c
36 Watkins Hugh Daniel, Brisbane s
37 Watkins Thomas, Ipswich c
38 Watson , Brisbane u k
39 Watt Allan B., Brisbane u k
40 Walton Frederick, Toowoomba s
41 Watts J. W., Brisbane c
42 Waugh Charles, Laidley u k
43 Webb Edwin, Gladstone c
44 Webster and Miller, Brisbane c
45 Webster Patrick, Maryborough s
46 Welsh Henry, Coombi River e
47 Weller John, Brisbane u k
48 Wells  -,  Spring Creek c
49 Welsh Wm., Brisbane u k
50 Wennard Geo., Helidon
51 West H., Brisbane u k
52 Westerway F., Talgai c
53 Whealan G., Brisbane c
54 Whelen John, Toowoomba s
55 Whealan Samuel Toowoomba c
56 Wheeler Joseph, Brisbane u k
57 White Charles, Toowoomba c
58 White David, Ipswich u k and c (2)
59 White Hugh, Toowoomba e
60 White John, Sixteen-mile Rocks c
61 White P., Gatton c
62 Whitfield  -,  Brisbane u k
63 Whitmore Miss Julia, Dalby u k
64 Whitt Thomas, Toowoomba s
65 Whittle Andrew (blacksmith), S. and W.
Railway u k
66 Whitten Henry, Brisbane s
67 Whyley Nathaniel, Toowoomba m
68 Wicks Mrs. R., Brisbane u k
69 Widds James, Brisbane c
70 Wielam  -,  Gatton c
71 Wier Joseph, Maryborough c
72 Wiese Carl, Toowoomba c
73 Wigley George, Brisbane u k
74 Williams  -,  Brisbane c
75 Williams C., (military train) u k
76 Williams D., Brisbane s
77  Williams Captain E. J., Brisbane a
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 4th October, 1866.CHESTNUT Horse, branded SS or 88 near
side, is now in the possession of the Police
stationed at Townsville ; if not claimed by the First
of December, will be sold.
T. H. BARRON,
Pro  Commissioner.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 12th October,  1866,
BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES V.
MEGAHRAN.
f O ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that a Writ  of fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff in
the above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest, of, in, and to, all that piece or
parcel of Land, containing by admeasurement 10
acres, be the same more or less, situated in the
county of Stanley, parish of Chuwar, being subdi-
vision number 15 of portion number 33,-com-
mencing on a road 50 links wide at the north-
western corner of subdivision number 16 ; and
bounded thence on the north by that road by a
line bearing west 10 chains ; on the west by part
of eastern boundary of portion number 34 by a line
bearing south 10 chains ; on the south by part of
78 Williams  Evan ,  Rnebworth a
79 Williams Geo., Brisbane c
80 Williams Hugh, Roma c
81 Williams John, Laidley u k
82 Williams John, Ipswich c
83 Williams John ,  Bulimba c
84 Williamson Alexander ,  Toowoomba a
85 Wilkes William ,  Toowoomba c
86 Wilkes Duncan, Yandilla c
87 Wilmington Frederick ,  Brisbane c
88 Wills Miss C. V., Brisbane  u k
89 Wills George ,  Toowoomba m
90 Wills Miss K., Brisbane c
91 Wills  S. J., Brisbane  u k
92 Willson Dr., Gatton c
93 Wilson Charles ,  Toowoomba e
94 Wilson Frederick ,  Brisbane f
95 Wilson Hugh,  Helidon c (2)
96 Wilson James, Toowoomba u k
97 Wilson  James (solicitor ),  Brisbane c
98 Wilson John ,  Culcragie u k (3)
99 Wilson Mrs. Mary, Ipswich c
100 Wilson William, Ipswich  u k
101 Wilson William, Gladstone c
102 1,Ventsheimer F. W., Talgai c
103 Wood Edwin B., Maryborough c
104 Wood John,  Brisbane u k and c (2)
105 Woodgate John ,  Brisbane e
106 Woodburn  James, Ipswich c
107 Woolback  Adam ,  Toowoomba c
108 Wray Miss  Ellen,Brisbane c
109 Wray  Mrs. Harriett ,  Brisbane u k
110 Wright  Francis B., Brisbane u k
111 Wright  George ,  Bandamba c (2)
112 Wunsch Heinrich ,  Taabinga f
Y.
1 YA Ho, Gayndah s
2 Yaldwyn John Hinds, Brisbane u k (3)
3 Young Mrs. Annie, Brisbane o
4 Young Frederick, Brisbane u k (2)
5 Young Jacob, Ipswich c
6 Young William, Toowoomba c
Z.
1 ZAHEL A., Retreat c (3)
2 Zahel J. A., Retreat s
3 Zalckerner James, Spring Creek c
INITIALS AND MISCELLANEOUS.
1 A. C., Brisbane e
2 B. F., Brisbane c (3)
3 H. U., Brisbane c
4 T. R., Toowoomba c
5 J. W. D., Brisbane u k
6 The Office, Durham's Camp c
7 Sydney Stores, Gatton.
the northern boundary of a reserve by a line
bearing east 10 chains ; and on the east by western
boundary of subdivision number 16 by a line
bearing north 10 chains to the point of commence-
ment.-Will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland,
by Public Auction, at the Clarendon Hotel, Ipswich,
on SATURDAY, the 17th day of November, A.D.
1866, at Twelve o'clock noon, unless this execution
is previously satisfied.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William John Costin,
of Brisbane, merchant.WHEREAS the said William John Costinwas,  on the 27th day of September, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 10th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Frederick Walter
Walker, printer and engraver, of Brisbane.
VY
HEREAS the said Frederick Walter Walker
was, on the 27th day of September, t ,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of
the Insolvent, and unless the Court shall other-
wise direct for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 8th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
day of October,._A.--D• 1860, to cons l
-au-
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of-debts against the
said Estate, and for the election of a Creditors'
Assignee, if required ; and also to determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall
be made to the Insolvents up to the time of passing
their last examination, and whether any and what
tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the
Insolvents ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on THURSDAY, the
13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said estate, and for such' other matters connected
with the estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 10th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Thompson, of
South Brisbane, green-grocer.
Y
1THEREAS the said William Thompson was,
on the 24th day of September, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 8th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Joseph Searle Hunt,
of Toowoomba, saddler.
W Y'Y
HEREAS the said Joseph Searle Hunt
1   was, oft the 5th day of October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint
a First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 15th day of October, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 13th day
'
of December, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven oclock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 5th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme,Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of David and James
Pollock, of Brisbane, produce merchants.
WHEREAS the said David and James
r Y Pollock were, on the 6th day of Octo-
ber, A.D. 1866, adjudged to be Insolvents,
I hereby appoint a First Public Sitting of the
Court, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 15th
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Silcock,
of Brisbane, tinsmith.
WHEREAS the said William Silcock was,
1 on  the 8th day of October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint
a First Public Sitting of the Court, to be
holden before me, at the Supreme Court
House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the 18th
day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on THURSDAY, the 13th
day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated  at Brisbane , the 8th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Edward Wilcox, of
Warwick.
THEREAS the said Edward Wilcox was, on
i Y the 4th day of October, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 15th day of October, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 13th day of December,  A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 10th day of October, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee,
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Frederick Williams, ofToowoomba, jeweller.
wHEIIEAS the said Frederick Williams was,
on the 10th clay of October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 18th day of October, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on THURS-
DAY, the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for such other matters
connected with the estate as may be required to be
brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 10th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICK nrxG, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicils of William Sheehan, late
of Wickham street, Fortitude Valley, in the
Colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Gazette,  application will
be made to the Supreme Court of Queensland, in
its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate of the
Will and Codicils of the said deceased be granted
to Joseph Darragh, of Kangaroo Point, near the
City of Brisbane, in the said Colony, gentleman ;
Patrick Ahern, of the said City of Brisbane, inn-
keeper ; and Margaret Sheehan, of the said City of
Brisbane, widow of the deceased, Executors and
Executrix named in the said Will and Codicils.
Dated this eleventh day of October, A.D. 1866.
WILLIAM EDWARD MURPHY,
Proctor for the said Executors and Executrix,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Hugh Sutherland Mackay, late of
the Albert River, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on the expiration
.L' of fourteen days from the publication hereof,
Jessie Williams, of Cleveland, near Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, widow, sister of the
abovenamed Hugh Sutherland Mackay, deceased,
intends to apply to the Supreme Court of Queens-
land, in its .Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Administration of all and singular the goods,
chattels, credits, and effects of the said deceased,
may be granted to her.
Dated at Brisbane, this twelfth day of October,
A.D. 1866.
JAMES F. GARRICK,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Jessie Williams.
3Elnpaunbinp.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Wolfang, on the 10th
instant, by H. de Satge, Esq. Driving, 3s. per head.
One roan colt, switch tail, branded+ near shoulder.
One brown  filly, eighteen months old, like E over near
shoulder.
If not claimed and expenses paid before 3rd October
next, will be sold to pay expenses.
4B, 0-. MCLEOD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont,  from Monteagle, on 9th
September, 1S66, by  Messrs.  M'Master and Fintayson,
of Blair Athol Station.  Driving expenses, £10.
One white steer, branded anchor off shoulder.
One red heifer, no visible brand, off ear cropped.
One white steer, no visible brand.
One roan steer, no visible brand.
One brindle cow, like M blotched  near rump.
One yellow steer, 2 off rump.
One strawberry cow, 62 off,, ump.
One red steer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red and white cow,  56 off  rump, anchor off shoulder.
One brindle cow, 6 off rump, anchor off  shoulder.
One blue and white steer, 4 off rump.
One red and white steer, 4 off rump, anchor  off shoulder.
One brindle cow, 62 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red heifer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One white steer, 63 off rump.
One yellow heifer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One black and white steer, 4 off rump , anchor off
shoulder.
One white heifer, 0 in diamond near rump.
One brown and white bull, no visible brand.
One red steer, H over diamond near rump , near ear
cropped.
One red heifer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red steer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One black and white bullock, OZ off rump.
One black and white bullock, like JG off ribs.
One red and white steer, like W off ribs.
One strawberry heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
One red and white steer, anchor off shoulder.
One red and white cow, blotch brand off rump.
One yellow steer, like M near ribs.
One white bullock, 61 off rump.
One red steer, H over diamond off ribs
One brindle steer, H over diamond off rump.
One white steer, H over diamond off rump.
One white steer, 63 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One white steer, 4 off rump, 1 off shoulder.
One red steer, 4 off rump, like X off shoulder.
One yellow steer, . near rump.
One brown steer, no visible brand, off ear cropped.
One red cow, 61 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One yellow cow, H over diamond off  ribs, off ear  cropped.
One red heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
One blue cow, H near rump.
One red bullock, G over W over  M near ribs.
One brindle heifer, anchor off shoulder.
One brindle heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
One strawberry heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
One red steer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red cow, white back, like K near rump.
One grizzly heifer, anchor off shoulder.
One brindle heifer, anchor off shoulder.
One red cow, anchor off shoulder.
One black cow, H over diamond  near rump.
One white heifer, anchor off shoulder.
One red and white heifer, anchor  off shoulder.
One red steer, 62 off rump.
One red steer, EB near ribs,  3 off rump.
One yellow and white heifer, like  C near rump.
One brown  steer , II over diamond off ribs.
One red heifer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One white heifer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red steer, no visible brand.
One yellow heifer diamond over two diamonds  off  ribs.
One red and white heifer, II over diamond off ribs.
One red and white steer, 4 over diamond off ribs.
One red and white heifer, anchor off shoulder.
One black cow, anchor off shoulder.
One brown heifer, diamond over two diamonds  off ribs.
One red bullock, 2 off rump, anchor off ribs.
One red steer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One brown bullock, E near rump.
One red and white steer, H over diamond  off ribs.
One red heifer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red heifer, H off rump.
One white cow, H off rump,  diamond near ribs.
One red steer, FB off ribs , like 6 near  shoulder.
One black steer, H over diamond  off rump.
One white steer, 4 off rump.
One red and white steer,  H over diamond near rump.
One brown  steer,  62 off rump.
One black steer, H over diamond off ribs.
One yellow and white heifer, H over diamond  off ribs.
One red steer, 63 off rump.
One yellow and white heifer, like W over  diamond off
ribs.
One red cow, H over  diamond near rump.
One brindle heifer, no visible brand.
One yellow and white heifer, no visible  brand, off ear
cropped.
One yellow  heifer,  H over diamond off  rum
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One yellow and white steer, 63  off rump.
One red steer , 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red  steer, 4  off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red and white steer, anchor off shoulder.
One red heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
One brown bullock, H over diamond near rump.
One red heifer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red heifer, 6 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One white  cow, 62  off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red bullock, 62 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One brindle  steer,  H over diamond off ribs.
One red and white  steer , no visible brand.
One red and white steer, 6 near rump.
One red and white steer, blotch oft' rump, anchor off
shoulder.
One red steer, 5  off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One roan steer , TM near rump.
One red heifer, 6 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One strawberry heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
One yellow and white heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
One red cow, CF near ribs, 6 near rump.
One yellow  steer , no visible brand.
One brindle  steer , H over diamond off ribs.
One brown heifer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red and white steer, H over diamond off ribs.
One white steer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red  steer , 5 off rump, 4 off shoulder.
One brown and white heifer, 4 off rump and off shoulder.
One brindle  steer , C near rump.
One yellow  steer , H over diamond off ribs.
One yellow  steer , H over diamond off ribs.
One white steer, 63 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One blue heifer, 4 off rump.
One blue cow, 1 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red and white heifer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One white bullock, no visible brand, off ear cropped.
One red heifer, M near rump.
One red cow, 62 off rump', anchor off shoulder.
One strawberry steer, I3 over diamond off ribs.
One red steer, 4 off' rump, anchor off shoulder.
One strawberry heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
One blue  steer, no  visible brand, off ear cropped.
One brown heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
One brown and white heifer H over diamond  off ribs.
One red heifer 6 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One brown  steer , MHM near ribs.
One red and white steer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One strawberry  steer , H over diamond off ribs.
One red  steer , 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red poley steer, no visible brands, off ear cropped.
One strawberry cow, RM off rump.
One red cow, 6 off rump, anchor of shoulder.
One red steer, H over diamond off ribs.
One red poley heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
C n , , ed  pc.'o,i bullock, 1 off ribs, 0 off shoulder.
One yellow bullock, H over diamond near rump.
One white  steer , H over diamond off ribs.
One brindle and white steer, H over diamond off ribs.
One red bullock, 6 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One brown and white bullock, blotch brand off ribs.
One red heifer, C in diamond near rump.
One brindle heifer, no visible brand, off ear cropped.
One strawberry steer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red and white poley steer, 4 off rump, anchor off
shoulder.
One red and white poley steer, no visible brand, off ear
cropped.
One red  steer, anchor  off shoulder.
One spotted steer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red  steer , no visible brand.
One yellow  steer , H over diamond near rump.
One red steer , 62 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red steer, 62 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red and white steer ,  0"  near rump.
One dun cow, like S off rump.
One red steer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red  steer , H over diamond off ribs.
One red heifer, no visible brand, off ear cropped.
One brown and white bullock, H over diamond off ribs.
One red cow, JF conjoined near ribs.
One brown  steer , H over diamond off ribs.
One brown  steer , H over dimond near ribs.
One white bullock, anchor off rump.
One white heifer, anchor off rump.
One red and white heifer, anchor off rump.
One strawberry steer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
One red steer, H over diamond off ribs.
One yellow cow, H over diamond near rump.
One red steer, anchor off' shoulder.
One red and white heifer, 4 off rump, anchor off
shoulder.
One red bullock, 63 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red steer, 63 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red and white steer, 66 off rump,  anchor Off
shoulder.
One strawberry steer, 63 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One grizzly heifer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red bull, B near rump.
One brown and white heifer, 66 off rump, anchor of
shoulder.
One red steer, 4 of rump, anchor off shoulder.
One spotted cow, H over diamond near rump.
One red heifer, H over diamond near rump.
One yellow and white heifer, 63 off rump, anchor off
shoulder.
One blue cow, 4 of rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red bullock, like MF near ribs.
One red steer, diamond over two diamonds off ribs.
One red and white cow, anchor off shoulder.
One red steer, no visible brand.
One blue poley heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
One red and white bullock, H over diamond of ribs.
One red and white cow, blotch oft' ribs.
One red steer, like OZ off ribs:
One red steer, like OZ off ribs.
One reel heifer, like OZ off ribs.
One strawberry steer, 4 of rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red and white steer, like WHIZ near ribs.
One red and white steer, CI near rump.
One brown steer, H over diamond off ribs.
One red steer, like NH near rump.
One red and white bullock, 62 off rump, anchor off
shoulder.
One blue bullock, IMHM near ribs.
One red and white steer, H over diamond off ribs.
One yellow and white steer, 4 off rump,  anchor off
shoulder.
One roan heifer, II over diamond off ribs.
One red heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
One brindle heifer, C in diamond near rump, C in
,diamond off rump.
One red heifer, 5 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red and white steer, diamond near rump.
One red cow, 4 of rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red cow, 62 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red bullock, H over diamond near rump.
One red steer, H over diamond near ribs.
One white heifer, J-F near ribs.
One red and white steer, II over diamond off ribs.
One blue steer, 64 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One brown and white steer, anchor off shoulder.
One brindle heifer, 11 over diamond off ribs.
One red bullock, H over diamond near rump.
One red steer, no visible brand.
One red heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
One strawberry steer, no visible brand, off ear cropped.
One red heifer, anchor off shoulder.
One red and white steer, II over diamond off ribs.
One rep heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
One brindle and white bullock, like 07 off rump, anchor
off shoulder.
One red poley heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
One red cow, 63 off rump, anchor oif' shoulder.
One red and white heifer, anchor off shoulder.
One yellow cow, 11 over diamond near rump.
One red bullock 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red steer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One brindle white bullock, H over diamond near rump.
Ono yellow cow, H over diamond near rump.
One strawberry cow, diamond of rump.
One red steer, like 4 off rump, anchor of shoulder.
One spotted cow, H.over diamond off ribs.
One red poley heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
One brindle and white heifer, 4 off rump, anchor off
shoulder.
One yellow bullock, 62 off rump, anchor of shoulder.
One red heifer, 63 off rump, anchor oft shoulder.
One red steer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One read cow, II over diamond off ribs.
One brindle bullock, 1 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red and white bullock, 61 off rump, anchor off`
shoulder.
One red steer, H over diamond off ribs.
One yellow steer, H over diamond off ribs.
One red and white heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
One red cow, H over diamond of ribs.
One red steer, like 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red cow, like 64 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red and white cow, H over diamond off ribs.
.One yellow heifer, 4 off rump, diamond off ribs.
One red steer, H over diamond off ribs.
One red steer, no visible brand, near ear cropped.
One red bullock, 62 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One yellow steer, H over diamond off ribs.
One white bullock, 61 off ribs.
One yellow heifer, II over diamond off ribs.
One spotted stag, H over diamond off ribs.
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One brown steer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red and white poley steer, S off rump, 3 off ribs.
One brindle cow, 6 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One strawberry stag, 4 off rump ,  anchor off shoulder.
One spotted heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
One brown heifer, no visible brand, off ear cropped.
One brown steer, 4 off rump.
One spotted  steer, H over diamond off ribs.
One spotted stag, 4 off rump ,  anchor off shoulder.
One white cow, 4 off rump ,  anchor off shoulder.
One white bullock ,  61 near rump.
One white bullock, 62 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One blue bullock, H over diamond near rump.
One white heifer, H over diamond off ribs.
One brindle and white cow, H over diamond near rump.
One red cow, H over diamond off ribs.
One red steer, no visible brand, off ear cropped.
One white cow, 62 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One strawberry  steer , H over diamond off ribs.
One brown heifer, 4 off rump, anchor off' shoulder.
One spotted heifer, 5 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red steer, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One white cow, 6 off rump.
One red stag, H over diamond off ribs.
One red steer, 4 off ramp, anchor off shoulder.
One brown heifer, no visible bland.
One white heifer, 3 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One spotted cow, 4 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One spotted steer, 63 off rump, anchor off shoulder.
One red and white stag, H over diamond off ribs.
One yellow and white heifer, 4 off rump, anchor off
shoulder.
If not released ,  will be sold on Wednesday next, the
19th instant.
D. G. 1V1`LE OD, Poundkeeper.
IIvIPOUNDED at Dalby, from Cecil Plains, on 4thctober, by  order of George Boulton, Esq .  Driving
expenses ,  5s. each.
One grey colt, like W near shoulder, 111 near ribs.
One grey horse, J  0  near shouler, 4 off shoulder.
One bay colt, T B near shoulder ,  near hind foot white.
One brown  mare, c over cross in D over C M near
shoulder ,  cross in D near saddle ,  W 0 near ribs,
M A over 3 off shoulder.
One bay  filly, F  0  near shoulder.
One bay filly, 0 over J W near shoulder , near  hind foot
white, blaze.
One bay mare P  0  over P H near shoulder, P H near
thigh, star.
Vhe bay mare ,  S F off shoulder ,  B near shoulder, near
hind foot white
One brown colt ,  hind feet white, star ,  like E over 7 off
shoulder.
One chesnut horse, P over M near shoulder, star.
One dark chesnut mare, star ,  j near shoulder, S H off
shoulder.
One dark bay horse, M 0 C near shoulder, C near neck.
near hind foot white.
One bay horse, short  tail , - through diamond over C
over P near shoulder, H T near neck.
One bay filly F 0 near shoulder,  star,  near hind foot
white.
One chesnut mare, white face, 5 over J S near shoulder,
near hind foot white, foal at foot.
One black colt, star, J ,g. near thigh, hind feet white.
One dun colored mare, white face, near fore and hind
legs white, -i over  q  off shoulder, J over H over
8 near shoulder, sore head.
One chesnut horse, white face, bell brand near ribs, like
9 off neck.
One bay mare, stripe, G L in diamond near cheek, G L
in diamond near shoulder, 270 near saddle, T off
saddle, off fore and hind legs white.
One brown mare W Y near saddle, foal at foot.
One brown mare, star, M C near shoulder, C over J C
off shoulder.
If not released before Tuesday, November 6th, 1866,
will be sold.
JOHN CLITHEROE, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUND ED at Toowoomba, from the enclosed landof Mr. John Russell, Spring Creek, on the 2nd
October, 1866. Damages 5s. per head.
One grey mare, - over N or W near shoulder, WB
conjoined near rump.
One bay horse, like RH or RH off shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 26th day of October,
1866 ,  will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich,  from Mon Reuben. Driving,
4s. per head.
One red and white cow, piece off off ear, like JK off ribs.
One red and white steer, JJ off-rump, 4 off shoulder.
One strawberry cow, X over W over w off rump, C off
ribs,
One strawberry cow, top off near ear ,  piece out off ear,
Wo? near ribs.
One roan steer ,  top off off ear, GA off  rump and ribs.
One red and white cow, split off ear, JC off rump, C off
ribs, ABB near shoulder.
One red steer, MM off ribs ,  like M near ribs.
One red steer, JJ off rump, 4 off shoulder.
One red and white steer, like MJH (the JH conjoined),
off ribs.
One brindle and white cow, tips off both ears, MAL off
ribs, F near rump.
One red and white cow, RSW off ribs, AF off rump.
One red and white steer, CP off ribs.
One yellow steer, JH of rump.
One red steer, no legible brand.
One red and white cow, two notches off ear, JC over F-,
off ribs, JJ off rump, J off shoulder.
One red and white steer, JJ off rump 4 off shoulder.
One red and white"heifer, MJII (the JH conjoined), off
ribs.
One white  steer,  off rump.
One red and white cow, UK off rump, brands off ribs.
One strawberry cow, split off ear, slit off, K off rump,
BK off ribs.
One red and white steer ,  like MJH (the JH conjoined),
off ribs.
One strawberry cow, notch near ear, M cross Iy near
rump, M near ribs , NJH (JH  conjoined) off ribs.
One strawberry cow, tip off  of  ear, notch near ear, HF
off ribs, M off thigh and shoulder ,  JH near ribs,
SW  near rump.
One red and white steer ,  split both ears, JB off rump
and ribs.
One yellow and white heifer, piece off both ears, WO
off ribs, 40 over  JO  off rump, 4 off shoulder.
One strawberry steer, two notches off ear, like D over S
o$ rump.
One white heifer ,  W near loin ,  fl  over FL  near rump.
One poley red cow, tip off of ear, WM of ribs.
One red and white heifer, notch both ears,  no legible
brand.
One poley red and white steer, like WM off ribs.
One brindle and white bullock, like WF off ribs.
One red bullock, dew -lapped, C near rump.
One strawberry cow, slit off  both  ears, AIR off rump,
brands off shoulder.
One red and white  cow,  notch both ears, AWC near ribs,
C cheek.
One red and white bullock, split near ear,  CSC  near ribs,
7 near shoulder.
One strawberry cow, brands off ribs.
One red and white steer, notch both ears, like 0J near
ribs, R off rump, a over L  conjoined near ribs
One red and white steer, hole near ear, piece off off ear,
W off rump and ribs.
One red cow, tip off both  ears , C over o off shoulder,
BD near rump.
One red and white heifer, like HS of rump.
One poley red and white steer, notch both ears, J heart
D off rump and ribs, 3 off shoulder.
One red and white heifer, notch off ear, g W off ribs,
7 off shoulder, T off rump.
One strawberry cow, tip off near ear, 0 near loin, M over
DO  near rump, CC near ribs and thigh.
One red and white heifer, tip off near ear, J and M i i M
near rump.
One red and white steer, piece off off ear, JO off ribs, JJ
off rump.
One strawberry heifer, anchor of rump, -0 on loin, D
off ribs, piece out off ear.
One brindle bullock, notch both  ears,  S both rumps.
One red and white steer, 3 over HD conjoined off ribs.
One white steer, hole off ear, brands off rump.
One red and white steer, piece out both ears, J heart D
off  rump.
One yellow and white cow, two notches off ear, cross off
rump, JS off ribs, JC over JC sideways, near rump.
One whits steer, notch off ear, WS oft rump and ribs.
One red bullock, piece off both ears, WJREED off side.
One strawberry cow, piece off both ears, AIR near
rump, brands on loin.
One red and white heifer, hole off ear, 1 over TK off
rump.
One red and white steer, JJ off rump, 4 off rump.
One red and white bullock, like 0 over JC off rump.
One red and white steer, MC over MC off ribs.
One black and white cow, split off ear, H near ribs, 5 off
shoulder, MF ever T oil' rump.
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One red and white cow, top off  off ear, WI off rump
and ribs.
One blue and white steer ,  sp li t near ear, slit off off ear,
i W off ribs.
One strawberry cow, top off off ear, WJ off ribs.
One red cow, '-d0 over Q over P off rump, n over POT
shoulder.
One red and white cow, split off ear ,  P over SC off rump,
JD near rump.
One red and white steer ,  split near ear, slit off off ear,
s W off ribs.
One strawberry cow, two notches off ear, M Of thigh
and shoulder, like 3W of ribs.
One red and white steer ,  slit off off ear, B off rump and
ribs, 7 off shoulder.
One red and white cow ,  top off off ear,  J cross over c-4
off rump, blotch off shoulder, L near thigh.
One strawberry cow, split near ear, CK  of  ribs, 5 near
rump, JD conjoined near shoulder.
One white cow, AW off' rump.
One strawberry steer, top off near ear, MS near rump
One strawberry heifer, two notches  off  ear, JC over 5
off ribs.
One red and white steer, hole of ear, TK off rump.
One red and white steer, HT off rump.
One red and white heifer, like JH off rump.
One red and white heifer, brands off rump and ribs.
One strawberry steer, brands off shoulder.
One red steer, split off ear,  like ''d off rump, 5 loin.
One red and white steer, split off ear, brands off rump
and ribs.
One strawberry steer, split near ear and top off, brands
ribs and rump.
One strawberry heifer, like CH off ribs, M off shoulder.
One red and white cow, notch both ears, no legible
brands.
One red and white steer, MJH (JH conjoined) off ribs.
From Mr. M. McNarmarra's paddock, Three-mile
Creek. Trespass, 2s. 6d, per head.
One yellow and white. heifer, top off off ear, 14 over  bd
off rump, JP off ribs, like M off shoulder.
One red and white  cow,  notch off ear, like JL off rump.
One strawberry heifer, ML off ribs.,{
One red and white steer, MH over ,-y off ribs.
One yellow and white heifer, D near rump, blotch near
ribs and shoulder.
From Fassifern .  Driving, 5s. per head.
One poley strawberry bullock, like C over J over C off
shoulder.
One red and white cow, top off near ear, MG over 3 near
shoulder.
One black and white cow, slit off off ear, WP over M of
ribs.
One red and white steer, like MB over C off ribs.
One red and white heifer, split off ear, GV off rump and
ribs
One red and white steer, split both ears, like MB  over
M off ribs.
One brindle and white steer, tip off off ear, brands off
ribs and rump not legible.
One red and white cow, notch off ear, like JC off rump.
One brindle and white heifer, JD over 8 off ribs, 8 off
rump.
One red cow, ^ over CM near ribs, DL off rump.
One red and white steer, two splits both ears, '1'D over
T off rump.
One strawberry heifer,.notch off ear, JA near rump and
ribs.
If not released on or l;c-'or°e the 6th day of November,
will be sold to defray expenses.
A. IIASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from  Clifton, Sept.,1866. Wrongly described.
One flea-bitten grey horse, JK orJIC (the IC corjoined)
near shoulder, P near ribs.
From Gowrie.
One brown horse, JA. near shoulder, GR or CR off
shoulder, D6 or DG near neck, star, shod.
One bay fily, JR conjoined with S near shoulder, small
star.
If not released on or before 6th November, 1866, will
be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at North Brisbane, September 22nd,
1866.
One brindle and white  steer ,  no visible legible brand.
One red and white poley cow, JS off rump, JS off
shoulder.
One white cow with brown neck, like JS of ribs, like W
over W of thigh.
One brown and white cow, and brown calf, MR off rump.
One strawberry cow, like B over TM off rump.
One red and white heifer, no visible brand.
One white cow with brindle neck, like AF off rump.
One white spotted steer, no visible brand.
One yellow and white cow, MF off ribs, 01 off rump.
One bay entire ,  star  on forehead ,  hind foot  white, no
visible brand.
If not released on or before Tuesday, October 16th,
1866, will be sold.
EDMUND HUGHES, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Clifton, by order
of E. Marlay, Esquire. Damages 2s. 6d., driving
for thirty-two miles.
One  grey  horse, DO or DC near shoulder.
One flea-bitten grey mare, like A over j over HH
conjoined near shoulder.
One bay horse, JC over C over or JG over G over
near shoulder, hind feet white.
One Chesnut mare, WB over T near shoulder, like 27
near shoulder, blaze face.
One brown mare, JS over D over DD or JS over Il over
an near shoulder.
One brown mare, like IF over 3 near shoulder.
One Chesnut colt, JT off shoulder, blaze face, three white
feet.
One chesnut filly foal, unbranded, blaze face, off fore
and near hind feet white.
One bay filly, JPS (the JP conjoined) near shoulder,
small star.
One bay filly, M near shoulder.
One Chesnut filly, like SB off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th October, 1866,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.,
MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the e- closed land
of Mr. McCleverty, Spring Creek, October 6th,
1866. Damages and driving expenses, 3s. 6d. per head.
One blue steer, MR near ribs.
One red and white heifer, 0 off rump, like 0  off ribs,
tip of ear.
One light strawberry bullock, blotch letters, like MW or
M near ribs.
Same date, from Westbrook. Damages and driving,
4s. 6d. per head,
One white bullock, like HM or MM over M or H of
rump.
One red bullock, like HF or WF near ribs, slit  near ear.
One roan cow, G or C off rump, like AN off loin, blotch
brand off ribs, piece front off ear.
One bay horse, large P near shoulder,  near  hind foot
white.
If not released on or before 6th November,  1866, will
be sold.
ARTHUR LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
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No. 9.
An Act to Impose  Additional Duties of Customs.
[ ASSENTED TO 3RD OCTOBER, 1866.
E it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by and with  Preamble.1--e VJLJ the advice and consent of he Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled and by the authority
of the same as follows1. In addition to the duties of customs now payable onthe Additional duties.
undermentioned goods there shall be collected and paid to Her
Majesty upon such goods when imported whether by land or sea the
duties following and such duties shall be payable upon the goods
named now in bond- £ s. d.
On wines not containing more than 25 per cent.
of alcohol of a specific gravity of 8.25 at the
temperature of 60 degrees of - Fahrenheit's
thermometer-the gallon  ... ... ...  0 3 0
On ale and porter of all  sorts  in wood-the gallon 0 0 3
On tea-the pound  ... ... ... ... ... 0 0 3
On coffee and chicory-the pound . .. ...  0 0 2
On opium-per pound  ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
On tobacco and snuff-per pound... ... ... 0 0 6
On cigars - per pound  ... ... ... ...  0 1 0
2. There shall be collected and paid to Her Majesty on the New duties.
undermentioned goods when imported whether by land or sea the
following duties- £ s: d.
On spruce and other beer cider perry----the gallon 0 0 6
On vinegar-the gallon ... ... ... ... 0 0 6
On rice-per ton ... ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
On  salt-per ton ... ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
On raw cocoa-per pound ... ... ... ... 0 0 2
On chocolate and manufactured cocoa-per pound 0 0 4
On dried fruits-per pound ... ... ... 0 0 1
3. There shall be collected and paid to Her Majesty upon all Ad valorem  duty to
goods imported whether by sea or land which are not liable to duty be levied.
under the last preceding sections of this Act or under any previously
existing
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existing law a duty of seven pounds ten shillings for every one
hundred pounds of the value thereof the following articles excepted
which shall be admitted free of duty viz.Machinery for manufacturing agricultural andpastoral
purposes
Steam engines and fire engines
PumpsPiping-iron and lead
Fencing wire
Steam vessels whether afloat or in sections or plates
Sailing vessels
Animals living
Fresh fruits and garden produce
Fresh heat
Gold and silver coin gold dust and bullion
Guano and manures
Hides and skins
Military and naval stores
Passengers' baggage cabin and other furniture or
personal effects which have been in use and are not
imported for sale.
Plants trees and shrubs
Printed books and papers
Seeds and esculent roots including bulbs
Specimens of natural history
Tallow and wool
Wheat and flour
Remission of duties  4. Provided that all goods imported for the supply of Her
on goads for  HerMa est 's service shall be exempt from all duties and imposts of every
service y y
description whatsoever and that nothing in this Act contained shall be
deemed to alter or repeal the provisions of the Act passed in the
and on wine  for naval seventh year of Her Majesty's reign to authorise the issue of wine
and military officers. duty free to naval and military officers.
Value of goods how 5. In all cases where any duty is imposed on any goods
estimated. imported  ad valorem  or according to the true and real value of such
goods such value shall be understood to be the fair market value
thereof in the principal markets of the country whence the same were
exported with ten per cent. added.
Value of goods in 6. In all cases where a duV is imposed on any goods imported
certain cases to be
ad valorem  or according to the true and real value of such goods such
verified by declara- 5
tion of importer or value shall be verified at the time of entry by the production of the
agent. genuine invoice and by the declaration of the importer of such goods
or his authorised agent in manner and form following (that is to say)--
Port of
I A.B. do hereby declare, that the invoice now produced is the
genuine invoice of the goods mentioned in the entry and
contained in the packages  [here specify the several packages
and describe the several marks and numbers as the case may
be]  and that-the value of such goods mentioned in the said
entry and invoice at the time of shipment was the fair
market value- of such goods in the principal markets of
the country whence the same were exported.
Witness my hand this day of One
thousand eight hundred and
A.B.
The above declaration signed the day of
in the presence of
C.D.
Collector  [or other proper officer]
And
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And such declaration shall be filled in and shall be verified by the
signature of the importer or of his authorised agent in the presence of
the collector or other proper officer at the port of importation.
7. If upon view and examination of such goods or otherwise it onicers may assess
appears to the proper officer that the said goods are not valued according value.
to the true and real value thereof as hereinbefore mentioned then and in
such case the proper officer may detain the goods and shall assess the
value thereof and in case the importer or his agent shall object to pay
duty according to the value of such goods so assessed by the proper
officer or in case the value of such goods is unknown or uncertain then
the value of such goods shall be ascertained according to such rules and
regulations as the Governor in Council may from time to time make
in that behalf and the duties shall be paid according to the value so
ascertained.
8. The Collector of Customs may if he shall think fit dispense Examination of im-
with the production of the genuine invoice aforesaid and in such case porter  or agent on
and in all other cases when he shall think fit he shall examine any oath'
importer or his agent upon oath as to the value of any goods liable to
duty according to the value thereof and in case the importer or his
agent shall upon being summoned neglect or refuse to attend for
examination or shall refuse to be sworn or to answer such questions
as shall be put to him by the Collector or to produce or account to
the satisfaction of the Collector for the non-production of any such
invoice then and in every such case the value of such goods as
assessed by the proper officer shall be deemed to be the true and real
value thereof and such importer or agent shall forfeit and pay any
sum not exceeding one hundred pounds nor less than ten pounds.
9. It shall be lawful for the importer of any goods subject to Provision as to ware-
any duty of customs to warehouse such goods upon the first entrvhousbondinggoods in
thereof under the laws in force for the warehousing of goods without
payment of duty upon such first entry.
10. The Collector of Customs may subject to regulations to be The Collector may
approved of by the Governor in Council permit the entry of any permit
to
entry
exifs me tgoods under this Act in such form and manner and on such conditions gencies.
as he may direct to meet the exigencies of any case to which the
provisions of this or any other Act relating to the customs may not
be strictly applicable and may make regulations for the exportation
and reimportation of samples of goods.
11. The Collector of Customs may subject to regulations to be Quantity of goods de-
approved of by the Governor in Council from time to time make housed from ware-
regulations as to the minimum quantity of goods which may be
delivered from the warehouse for home consumption or exportation or
conveyance coastwise.
. 12. Every person who shall on or before the passing of this Act Duties on articles
have made or entered into any contract or agreement for the sale or contracted for beforeAct to be delivered
delivery upon or at any time after the nineteenth day of September after it to be paid by
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six of any article whereupon purchaser.
any additional duty shall be payable under the provisions of this Act
shall be at liberty to add to the price contracted for so much money
as will be equivalent to the additional duty which shall by reason of
such provisions have been paid or made payable on such articles and
shall be entitled by virtue of this Act to be paid the same accordingly
by the purchaser of such article and to sue for and recover the same
against such purchaser Provided that in every case where the price Purchaser may
contracted for shall be so added to it shall be at the option of such abandon contract.
purchaser by notice in writing under his hand to be served on the
other party to such contract within fourteen days after the passing of
this Act to declare the contract null and void and the same shall be
null and void accordingly. - 13. The
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Commencement of 13 . This Act shall be deemed and taken to have been in force
Act. and  to have come into operation on and from the nineteenth clay of
September one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six and shall
continue in force until the thirty-first clay of December one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-nine.Officers of Customs  14. And whereas it was deemed expedient to close the Custom
indemnified. House on the said nineteenth day of September as a preliminary to the
alteration of the said duties Be it enacted that all officers of Customs
and all other persons concerned in closing the offices of the said
Customs and in refusing to transact the ordinary business thereof
shall be and they are hereby indemnified freed and discharged from
and against all actions suits prosecutions and penalties whatsoever for
or on account of or connected with the closing of the said Customs
or the refusal to receive any moneys in payment of duties on the said
day on which the said Custom House was so closed or the refusal to
transact the ordinary business thereof and no such action suit or
prosecution shall be instituted by or against any person whatever for
any such closing or refusal as aforesaid.
Short itle. 15. This Act shall be styled and may be cited as  " The
" Additional Uustommzs Duties Act,  1866."
BY  Authority: W. 0 .  BmBRSDcF,  Government Printer ,  William  htreet ,  BrLibaao,
Supplement to the Queensland Government Gazette of Saturday, 13th October,  1866.--No. 122.
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An Act to Authorise the Issue of Treasury Bills.
[ASSENTED TO 3RD OCTOBER, 1866.
WHEREAS we your Majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects preamble.
the members of the Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled towards raising the necessary supplies which
we have granted to your Majesty have resolved to grant to your
Majesty the sum hereinafter mentioned Be it therefore enacted by
the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and
consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of
Queensland in Parliament assembled and by the authority of the
same as follows --
1. The term Governor in Council whenever used herein  shall Interpretation.
mean the Governor with the advice of the Executive Council And
when any Government officer is mentioned herein the person for the
time being acting for such officer and duly authorised so to act shall
be also implied.
2. The Governor in Council may at any time cause any number  Government may
of Treasury Bills to be made out b the Colonial Treasurer for an y raise three hundredy thousand  pounds by
amounts of money not exceeding in the whole the sum of Three Treasury Bills.
hundred thousand pounds in manner and subject to the provisions
hereinafter specified and contained.
3. All
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How Bils to be  made 3. All such Treasury Bills shall be made out at the Treasury
out and signed, in  such method and foria and with such cheques indents and counter-
foils as the Governor in Council shall deem most safe and convenient
And may contain one common sum or different sums in the principal
moneys And shall be signed by such persons as the Governor in
Council shall direct and authorise besides the Auditor-General by
whom they shall all be signed And the names of all other persons so
authorised to sign such Bills shall be registered in the Treasury and
published in the Queensland  Got'er)onent Ga,delte  before any Treasury
Bills so signed shall be issued.
How to  be numbered 4. All such Treasury Bills shall be numbered consecutively
beginning with number one and progressing arithmetically by
units.
How principal  mums 5. All principal sums to be contained in any such Treasury
to be ha:d, Bills shall be chargeable upon and paid out of the consolidated
revenue of the colony and such Bills shall not be made payable on
any day later than the thirty-first day of December one thousand
eight hundred and seventy.
Date of Bills and 6. All such Treasury Bills shall bear date on such days subse-
rate of interest . quently to the commencement of this Act as the Governor in Council
shall direct And shall bear interest payable half-yearly at a rate not
exceeding ten pounds for every one hundred pounds by the year
in respect of the whole moneys contained therein And such interest
shall be chargeable upon and paid out of the consolidated revenue
of the colony and the growing produce thereof.
Dafaced Bills may 7. In case any such Treasury Bill shall be defaced by accident
be exchanged . the Colonial Treasurer may cancel the, same and cause a new Bill to
be made in the Treasury in lieu thereof and such cancelled Bill shall
be filed in the Treasury And such netiv Bill shall have the like
currency and be in all respects subject to the same rules methods
and continuance and bear the same number date and principal sum
and rate of interest as such cancelled Bill.
Treasury  Bills eur- S. Any such Treasury Bill after the expiration of twenty-four
rent for taxes &e. and months from the date, thereof may be tendered to and shall togetherfor Crown land zn
purchases and Crown  with the interest then due and payable thereon be received by any
rents collector or other person authorised to receive any tax duty of Customs
or excise revenue or supply or authorised to receive the purchase
money for any land sold by the Crown or any rent or assessment
payable in respect of any Crown land in or towards payment of such
.tax duty revenue supply purchase money rent or assessment and
shall be allowed in the accounts of such collector or other person
Provided that no interest shall run or be allowed upon any Bill so
paid from and after the payment and receipt thereof as acores tid
Provided also that every person so paying any Treasury Bill for any
such public purpose shall in the presence of such collector or other
person write his own name designation and address and the date of
such payment on the back of such Bill which writing shall be attested
by such collector or other person.
Application of 9. The Governor in Council may from time to time issue and
moneys raised  by apply
'treasury Bills. any sum or sums of money to arise from any such Treasury
Bills for the purposes of the Queensland Treasury •, Notes Act of
1866.
Pr,)visions for 10. The Governor in Council may direct all or any of the
paying  off Bills , Treasury Bills made and issued under this Act to be paid off and
discharged out of the moneys hereinbefore made and declared
applicable to such purpose at such time and place and in such
manner as shall be deemed most convenient and beneficial to the
public service.
11. The
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11. The Governor in Council may appoint and give authority Appointment of
to any fit person to pay on the moneys due upon such Treasury officers to pay off
Bills And the officer so appointed shall have the use and custody of Bills.
the cheques indents and counterfoils from which such Bills shall have
been cut in order to prevent imposition by counterfeit or forged Bills
And all such cheques indents and counterfoils shall be delivered back
into the Treasury when the corresponding Bills shall have been paid
off And every person so appointed shall be subject to the control of
the Colonial Treasurer and shall do all such acts in relation to the
payment and custody of such Bills as shall be directed by suchTreasurer.
12. The Colonial Treasurer may contract in writing with any Colonial Treasurer
person to circulate and exchange at his own cost any such Treasury may contract with
Bills And every such contract shall be limited to a time to be persons to circulate
therein specified and shall be registered in the office of the Auditor-
General Provided that as the consideration for such contract the
Colonial Treasurer may thereby agree to pay to the other contracting
party a commission at such rate as may be sanctioned by the
Governor in Council and may pay such commission accordingly out of
any moneys applicable as aforesaid to the payment and discharge of
such Treasury Bills Provided also that upon the due execution of
any such contract the Colonial Treasurer may deliver to the contractor
such amount of Treasury Bills as such Treasurer shall think fit
And such contractor shall thereafter become chargeable and charged
therewith subject to such directions in writing as shall be issued to
him by such Treasurer and shall only be discharged from all account
in respect of such Treasury Bills on proving to the satisfaction of the
Auditor-General that he has duly completed his contract and obeyed
the directions of such Treasurer Provided further that no such
Treasury Bills shall be so delivered except for the purpose of raising
money to be paid to the Colonial Treasurer for the purposes of the
Queensland Treasury Notes Act of  1866.
13. Except the commission aforesaid no fee reward or gratuity No fees to betaken.
shall be demanded or taken directly or indirectly from any person
whomsoever for any thing done under or by virtue of this Act by any
officer appointed or authorised to act or in any wise acting in any
matter under or by virtue of this Act or by any clerk or servant of
any such  officer.
14. The holder of any Treasury Bill shall not be at liberty to Fraction of a, penny
demand and no person paying the interest upon such Bill shall pay ?'ot payable for
any less sum in respect of' such interest than one penny Provided
interest.
that when the interest of more Bills than one shall be payable at the
same time this enactment shall apply only to the total sum payable
for interest on such Bills collectively.
15. Upon proof being made on oath before a Judge of the Provisions for Bills
Supreme Court by any credible person that any Treasury Bill issuedlost &e.
under this Act and held by him the number and sum whereof shall be
specified by him in his evidence has been lost or accidentally burnt or
otherwise destroyed before the same shall have been paid off and upon
such Judge certifying that he is satisfied with such proof the Colonial
Treasurer may cause a new Bill to be made in the Treasury bearing
the same number date principal sum and rate of interest as the Bill
so lost or destroyed and to be deliv ered to such person upon his giving
sufficient security to the Colonial Treasurer to indemnify the Treasury
against any double payment if the missing Bill shall thereafter be
presented for payment.
16. All Treasury Bills issued under this Act which shall be cancelling ofdis•
paid off and discharged and all defaced Bills as aforesaid shall be charged Bills.
cancelled
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cancelled  And after being so cancelled and the accounts thereof
having been audited and allowed and the cheques indents and coun-
terfoils delivered back into the Treasury all such Bills together with
such cheques indents and counterfoils shall be burned or otherwise
destroyed under the authority of the Colonial Treasurer.
Counterfeiting Bills 17. Whosoever shall forge fabricate or counterfeit wholly
to be forgery and or in  part any paper writing or instrument purporting to be a Treasury
punished with ex- ,
trenie penalty. Bill under or according to this Act-or who shall forge counterfeit
alter add to obliterate or wilfully mutilate or deface any word letter
or figure in or upon any such Treasury Bill-or who shall fill up with
any word letter or figure any blank space in or upon any such Treasury
Bill whether issued or not and whether wholly or partly made under
this Act-or who shall utter pass or negotiate or attempt to utter pass
or negotiate any such forged fabricated counterfeited altered added to
obliterated wilfully mutilated or defaced or filled up Bill as aforesaid
knowing the same to be so shall be guilty of felony and being
convicted thereof shall be liable at the discretion of the Court to be
kept in penal servitude for life or for any term not less than three
years or to be imprisoned for any term. not exceeding two years with
or without hard labor or with or without solitary confinement.
Moneys raised '!how 18. All such sums of money as shall be raised by Treasury
to be  applied. °' Bills to be made out in pursuance of this Act shall be carried to the
credit of the Colonial Treasurer for the purposes of the  " Queensland
" Treasury Notes Act of  1866."
Commencement  of 19. This Act shall commence on the day of the passing thereof and
Act. the amount to ba raised by virtue and in pursuance of this Act shall
Limitation of appli- be limited to such sum as may be necessary to carry out the purposes
cation of moneys  of the  Queensland Treasury Notes Act of  1866 and shall not be
raised. applied  to any other purpose.
Short title. 20. This Act shall be styled and may be cited as the
Additional Treasury Bills Act of  1866."
ByAuthority ; %V C. EELBRIDGE, Government Printer, William Sheet, 33*1sbfue.
Supj>leineidt  to the Queensla -4d Government Gazette  of &zturday, 13th October ,  18G.---No. 123.
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An Act to Authorise the issue of Bills or Notes Payable on Demand.
[ASSENTED To 3RD OCTOBER, 1866.
]'TIER. AS it is expedient for the public convenience to provide Prey+nble•
for the issue by the Government of certain bills or notes
payable on demand Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most
Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and consent of the Legis-lative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament
assembled are d by the authority of the same as follows-
l. The term "Governor in Council" whenever used herein Interpretation,
shall mean the Governor with the advice of the Executive Council
and when any Government officer is mentioned herein the person for
the time being acting for such officer and duly authorised so to
act shall be also implied.
2. From and after the passing of this Act the provisions The provisions ofAct ullcontained therein shall be of full force and effect anything in the Act this be in frforceno twi thstanding
twenty-five Victoria number thirteen contained to the contrary the Audit act.
riot .-withstanding.
3. The Governor in Council may from time to time appoint Governor in Council
such officers as may be deemed necessary for carrying out the may anoint neces.ayofficers -Who Shall
purposes of this Act and shall require the officers so appointed to give security.
give such security to the amount and in the mode which L)o the
Governor in Council may appear requisite.
4. The
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Governor in council 4. The Governor in Council may from time to time make such
may make necessary regulations as may be necessary for carrying out the purposes of thisregulations.
Act such regulations to be forthwith published in the  Government
Gazette  and laid before Parliament at the earliest date.
Government may 5. The Governor in Council may at any time after the passing of
issue bill or notes this Act cause to be made issued and circulated any number of notesparable
o
an demand
but not to a greater or bills for one pound sterling or five pounds sterling each or for any
extent than the
amount, greater suns than five pounds sterling each but not for any fractional of cash or
Treasury bills in part of a pound sterling And may from time to time cause such bills
possession of theGovernment. or notes to be re-issued or cancelled when or so often as may be
deemed expedient Provided always that the total amount of such notes
or bills so made issued and circulated as aforesaid may extend to but
shall not at any one time exceed the amount of the coin and
Treasury bills issued under the authority of the  Additional TreasuryBills Act of 1866 which shall for the time being be held in the hands
of the Colonial Treasurer And it is further provided that of the amount
of coin and Treasury bills so held in the hands of the Colonial Treasurer
as aforesaid at least one third part shall be in coin and the
remainder in Treasury bills as aforesaid.
Bills or notes to be 6. All such bills or notes made issued and circulated indated at Treasury
and to be
p
payyable
blepursuance of this Act shall be issued from and bear date at the Colonial
there in specie on Treasury of Queensland and shall be paid in specie on demand at the
demand. place of date as aforesaid.
Application of 7. The Governor in Council may from time to time issue and
moneys raised.
rapply any sum or sums of money to arise from. any suer Treasury
notes to any service authorised to be defrayed out of the Consolidated
Revenue of the Colony or out of loans authorised by Parliament.
Monthly returns to  S. And be it enacted that on the last Thursday of each month
be published of notesfrom and after the first issue of any bills or notes as provided by thisissued and of coin
and Treasury bills Act the officer or officers to be appointed for the purpose under the
in hands of Colonial
Treaeurex. provisions of this Act shall prepare and sign a statement of the
number and amount of bills or notes made issued and circulated to
that date in pursuance of this Act and such statement shall also
show the amount of coin and Treasury bills in the hands of the
Colonial Treasurer as provided by this Act distinguishing the
amount of coin from .  the amount of Treasury bills so held as
aforesaid and such statement shall be  countersigned by the  Colonial
Treasurer and shall be published for general  informa tion in the
Government  Gazette  on the following Saturday.
Forging or counter - 9.  Whoever shall forg e fabricate  or cou nter feiit  wholly or in
felting bills  tJ b;i a, r-, _ o
r,taniahe3  with e;< pat any paper writing or instrument purporting to be €o, bill or note
trome ponddty, under or according to this Act or who shall forge coup be-riei talter add
to obliterate or wilfully mutilate or deface any word letter or figure
in or  upon any such bill or note or who shall fill up with any -wordletter or figure any blank space in or upon any s ch bill or note
whether issuied or not or who shall utter pass or negotiate or attempt
to utter pass or negotiate any such forged fabricated altered added to
obliterated wilfully mutilated or defaced o filled ;gyp lhJ! or note as
aforesaid know ring the same to be so shall he guilty of Belo ply and being
convicted thereof shall be liable at the discretion of the co-P'rt to he kept
in penal servitude for 'Life or for any to m not less than tree years or
to be imprisoned for any terra not exceeding two years with or
without hard labor or with or without solitary confinement.
Sb, rl,  e tla. 1.6. This Act shall. commence on the day of the passing thereof
and shall be styrled and may be cited as the  " Queensland Treasury
"Notes  Act
 
1866.4'
Tsy Authority : W. G. BI,LBnIDGby Government Printer, Wiliia,m Street, Brisbane,
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No. 12.
An Act to Authorise the Leasing of Crown Lands  w ith a right of purchase
to the lessees.
[ASSENTED TO  11 OCTOBER, 1866.
/IIEREAS it will be of public advantage that waste lands of the Preamble
Crown situate more than two miles from the boundary of any
to-.-n should be leased upon the terms and subject to the conditions
hereinafter specified and that the lessees should be enabled to
purchase the lands so leased as hereinafter provided Be it therefore
enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by and with the
advice and consei1L of the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled and by the
authority of the same as follows-
1. All such Crown lands as shall have been surveyed in portions  crown lands situate
of thirty acres or upwards and have been offered for sale by auction within two miles from
any town and unsold
aiid neither sold at auction nor purchased by selection within thirty after being offered at
days after being offered for sale by auction shall be open to lease by auction  to be openfor lease.
the first applicant excepting only such Crown lands situate within two
miles at the least from the nearest part of the boundary of any town
or village now or hereafter to be proclaimed.
2. So soon  as any lands shall become open for lease  as Application for leases
aforesaid it shall be lawful for any person to apply to the  land to be made to land
a., nts.
agent within. whose district such land is situate to be declared the
lessee of any portion or portions of land so open to selection and in
case there shall be but one applicant for any such land  such sole
applicant shall be declared the lessee.
3. In
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Where two applicants 3. In case there be two or more applicants for the same land
at same  time. at the same time the applicant who shall offer and pay the highest
premium over and above the rent shall be declared the lessee.
Form of  application. 4. Applications for leases shall be made in the form contained
be-One rent to in the schedule to this Act and applicants shall at the  time  of makingpaid.
application pay to the land agent in cash or in land orders issue,--]
in favor of applicant the full amount of one year's rent.
Lease to be  given, 5. The person declared lessee shall receive from. the land agent
and a  duplicate for- the d_warded to survey a lease in such form as iGovernor in Council shall appoint and
office. shall sign a duplicate lease which shall be forwarded by the land
agent to the  office of the Surveyor-General.
Terms and conditions  6. Every such lease shall be made subject to the following
of leases .
conditions-
(1.) The term thereof shall be for eight years inclusive
commencing from the first payment of rent.
(2.) The yearly rent shall be at the rate of two shillings
and sixpence per acre when the upset price of
the land or the sum for which it is open to purchase by
selection is twenty shillings per acre but if the upset
price of such land or the price at which such land is
open to purchase by selection be higher than twenty
shillings per acre then the rent shall be increased in
proportion.
(3.) The rent for the second and each succeeding year shall
be paid in cash in advance to the Treasury at Brisbane
on or before the first day of January and in default of
such payment in advance the. lease shall be forfeited
and the land and all the improvements thereon shall
revert to the Crown but the lessee may defeat such
forfeiture by paying into the Treasury at Brisbane in
cash within ninety days of such original rent day a sum
equal to the annual rent together with an additional
sum equal to one-fourth part thereof by way of penalty
but in the default of such payment of rent and penalty
within ninety days the lease shall be absolutely forfeited
and the lessee and any person claiming under him who
shall thereafter remain in possession or intrude upon
the land in such lease shall be deemed a trespasser
upon Crown lands and may be removed in the manner
provided by law Provided always that when the lease
of any lands shall have been forfeited as aforesaid such
lease shall be put up for sale by auction within sixty
days of such absolute forfeiture and the residue of the
proceeds of such sale shall after paying the arrears of
rent and fine with all expenses incurred by such sale
be paid to the  lessee  his executors or administrators.
(4.) So soon as the lessee shall have made the eighth payment
of rent as aforesaid he shall be entitled to a deed of
grant in fee-simple subject however to the payment
of the fees chargeable on the issue of deeds of
grant.
(5.) If at any time during the term of such lease the lessee
shall pay in cash or land orders into the Treasury at Bris-
bane the rent for the unexpired portion of such term he
shall be forthwith entitled to a deed of grant in fee-simple
subject however to the payment of he fees chargeable
on the issue of deeds of grant.
7EIt
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7. It shall not be lawful for any one person co-partnership or Amount of land to be
company to become the lessee in any one year of more than two held by one lessee.
thousand five hundred and sixty acres.
8. It shall not be lawful for the lessee of any such lease or Lease not to be
gent
without  con-
any person claimin through or u der him to transfer asst n or
encumber the same without registering the same in the office of the
Surveyor-General and any transfer assignment or encumbrance made
or attempted to be made witlioub such registration shall be absolutely
void and of no effect.9. A fee of ten sliillinos shall be paid upon every transfer Fee to be paid upon
of a . assignment or encum-assignnnent or encumbrance f ny lease issued under this Act. of lease.
10. It shall not be lawful for  any  lessee under the provisions No damages for stock
of this Act to claim damages for any stock impounded for trespass impounded from un-enclosed lands.
on his leased land unless such trespass shall have been committed on
land surrounded by a fence.
11. All lands remaining unleased for the space of three years Lands unleased to be
after the same shall have been first open for lease shall as soon as con- sold by auction.
v eniently may be thereafter be brought forward for sale by auction as
Crown lands in the same manner as if they had never been open
for lease except that it shall not be necessary in any such case
to re-survey such lands nor to deposit or issue fresh maps or plans of
the same.
12. All lairds in agricultural reserves which shall have been Land in agricultural
or may hereafter be proclaimed as open for selection and have remained reserves and not
selected may be
so open and unselected for one calendar month shall be open to lease treated as if part of
by the first applicant under the terms and conditions specified in the a leasing area.
seventh clause of this Act Provided only that if, taken up on lease Proviso.they shall be subject to he same condition and restriction as to culti-
vation and quantity as if they were selected by purchase.
13. In the event of any Crown lands being resumed the lessees Compensation for
shall be compensated by a proportionate reduction of their rent. land resumed.
14. So much of the seventh clause of the  Agricultural seventhof clausese of of
-Reserves Act of  1863 as requires residence on and fencing of selections Agri-''ultural Reserves
is hereby repealed and also the Act twenty-nine Victoria number 29 olct.
1863
No. 21d Act
twenty-one. Lands subject to
15. All lands leased under this Act shall be subject to the Fencing Act.
provisions of the  Fencing Aet of  1861. Short title.
16. This Act may be cited for all purposes as the  " Leasing
` Act of f  1566."
SCHEDULE
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SCHEDULE.
Application to Lease Lands.
I hereby apply to be declared and entered as lessee under the  Leasing Act
of  1866 of the allotment of land specified below.
I herewith tender you the sum of as the first year's rent payable
To the Land  Agent at
Sir
in advance for the said land at the rate of per acre.
And I agree to all the conditions and restrictions of the said Act
apply to the said land.
County
Parish
Date of proclamation
Number of  allotment
(Special mark if any
Area of  allotment
Rent thereon at
Received and accepted this
Sir
Your  obedient
of subdivision)
a. r. P.
per acre
I am
s.
so far as
d.
servant
the same
Land Agent
day of 18 at o'clock.
By Authority: V1', C. BsLBRIDGT, Government Printer, William Street, Brisbane.
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LEGISLATIVE  ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1866.
THE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and the
following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member, to
serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Clermont, in room of RODERICK TRAVERS, Esquire, whose
Seat in the said Assembly bath become vacant by reason of the resignation
thereof by the said Roderick Travers, Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... ... Clermont.
Date of I rit  ... ... ... 16th October, 1866.
Date of Nomination  ... ... 13th November, 1866.
Tolling Day .,.  ,.. ... 27th November, 1866.
Return  of Writ ...  ... ... 27th December, 1866.
By Command of the Honorable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
By Authority ;  W. C. BELBSIDGE, Government Printer, William  Street, Brisbane,
S , `
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th October, 1866.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the subjoined Despatches
received from the Secretary of State for the
Colonies.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTEII.
1.
[CIRCULAR..]
Downing street,
22nd August, 1866.
SIR,
In consequence of the prevalence of cholera in
this country, Her Majesty's Government have
considered it necessary to advise the Queen to
exercise  the power vested in Her Majesty by the
59th  clause  of the  .Passengers Act of  1855, and to
cause  an Order in Council to be passed, requiring
that, from and after the 20th instant, every pas-
senger  ship to which the said Act extends, carrying
more than fifty passengers, shall have on board a
duly qualified medical practitioner.
I have the honor to transmit to you six copies of
this Order, and to request that you will cause it to
be made public within the limits of your Govern-
ment, and that you will give such further directions
as may be requisite for ensuring the due observance
of its requirements.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
[COPY.
At the Court at Osborne House, Isle of Wight, the
9th day of August, 1866,-
PRESENT:
The QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY in Council.
WHEREAS by the  Passengers' Act,  1855, it is enacted
that it shall be lawful for Her Majesty, by any Order
in Council, to prescribe such rules and regulations as to
Her Majesty may seem fit, for certain purposes in the
said Act specified, and, amongst others, for requiring
duly qualified medical practitioners to be carried in
passenger  ships, in cases where they would not be
required to be carried under the provisions of the said
[No. 126.
Act. And  such Order in Council  fr om time to time, in
like manner ,  to alter, amend ,  and revoke as occasion
may require :
And whereas from the presence of choleraic disease in
certain parts of the United Kingdom ,  it has become
expedient that Her Majesty should exercise the discretion
and authority so vested in Her as aforesaid :
Now, therefore ,  Her Majesty ,  by and with the advice
of Her Privy Council, and in pursuance and exercise of
the authority vested in Her by the said  Passengers' Act,
1855, doth hereby order as follows ; that is to say :
From and after the  20th  instant, and so long as this
Order shall continue in force, every passenger ship,
carrying more than  fifty passengers on any voyage to
which the said Act extends ,  shall, whatever be the
duration of the voyage ,  and subject to the provisions
of the 42nd section of the said Act, carry a duly qualified
medical practitioner, who sha ll  be rated on the ship's
articles.
To prevent all doubts in the construction of this Order
in Council ,  it is hereby further ordered ,  that the terms
" passenger ,"  and " passenger ship," shall have the same
significations as are assigned  to them  respectively in the
said  Passengers '  Act,  1855 ,  and unless inconsistent with
the context words of one number shall import both
numbers.
And the Right Honorable the Earl of Carnarvon, one
of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State, is to give
the necessary directions herein accordingly.
ART HUR HELPS.
Queensland.
H.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing street,
23rd August, 1866.
SIR,
I transmit to you an Act of Parliament which
has recently been passed, in which it is enacted
that any laws passed in the Australian Colonies
altering or affecting the duties of Customs, shall
not be held invalid in consequence of their not
having been reserved for the signification of Her
Majesty's pleasure. I also enclose a copy of the
Despatch in which that Act of Parliament was
communicated to the Governor of Victoria.
I have, &c.,
CAR.NARVON.
Governor Sir G. F. Bowen, G.C.M,G.,
&c., &c., &c.
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THE EARL OF CARNARVON  to  GOVERNOR THE HON-
ORABLE SIR J .  H. MANNERS  SUTTON.
Fwtoria.
No. 18.
SIR,
Downing street,
20th August, 1866.
I received with Sir Charles Darling 's Despatch
of the 20th  April, No. 43, an Act  of the Legislature
of Victoria ,  intituled ,  No. 293,  "  An Act for grant.
" ing Her Majesty certain Duties  of Customs and
"for altering certain other Duties."
Her Majesty will not be advised to exercise Her
power of disallowance in respect  of this Act.
A question having been raised ,  which does not
appear to be free from difficulty, whether this Act
ought not properly to have been reserved for the
signification of Her Majesty ' s Pleasure ,  in con-
fortuity  with the 31st section  of the  Imperial Act
5 and 6 Victoria ,  c. 76, a Bi ll  was introduced into
Parliament ,  and has since received  the Royal
Assent ,  repealing  so much of that  section as requires
that Bi ll s affecting import or export duties should
be thus reserved, and declaring  that  Laws of this
nature which have been passed in  New South
Wales, Victoria,  Tasmania, South Australia, and
Western Australia ,  sha ll  not be deemed invalid on
account of their non-reservation.
I enclose a copy of that  Act of  Parliament for
your information.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
New South Wales which should alter or affect the Duties
of Customs upon any goods, wares, or merchandise
imported to or exported from the said Colony,-should in
every case be reserved for the signification of Her
Majesty's pleasure there
13  and  14  Victoria, c. 59.
And whereas by an Act passed in the fourteenth year
of fler Majesty, intituled  "An Act for the better Govern-
" ment of I er Mhfest/' s Australian  Colonies,"  the above
recited enactments were in part repealed, and in part
extended to the colonies of Victoria, Van Diemen's Land,
South Australia, and Western Australia :
18  and  19  Victoria, cc.  54  and 55.
And whereas by two Acts passed in the fifteenth
year of Her Majesty, intituled respectively  " An Act to
" enable  Her Majesty  to assent  to a Bill as amended of
" the Legislature of New South Wales to confer a Con-
stitution  on New South Wales, and to grant a Civil
" List to Her Majesty,"  and  As Act to enable Her
" Majesty to assent  to a  Bill as amended of the Legisla-
" tore of Victoria  to establish  a Constitution in and for
" the Colony of Victoria,"  the Provisions of the first
mentioned Act respecting the Reservation of fills for the
signification of Her Majesty's pleasure thereon are
declared applicable to the colonies of New South Wales
and Victoria respectively ; and Doubts are entertained
how far the above recited Enactments remain still in force
in Her Majesty's Australian Colonies, and it is expedient
that such Doubts should be removed, and that the said
Provisions should be repealed :
Be it hereby enacted by the Queen's most Excellent
Majesty, by and with the Advice and Consent of the Lords
Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present
Parliament assembled, and by the Authority of the same,
as follows :
Repeal of part of 5 and 6 Victoria, c. 76.
1. The above-recited Enactments of the aforesaid Act
of the sixth year of Her Majesty shall be and they are
hereby repealed.
Laws not to  be invalid because not  reserved in accordance
with repealed R naotment.
2. No Law heretofore passed in any of the afore-
mentioned colonies shall be or be deemed to have been
invalid on the ground that such Law being a Law altering
or affecting the Duties of Customs aforesaid has not been
reserved for the Signification- of Her Majesty's pleasure
thereon.
Governor the Honorable Sir J. H. Manners Sutton,
R.C.B., &c., &c., &c.,
29 & 30 VICTORIA, CAP. LXXIV.
An Act to repeal part of an Act intituled An Act for the
Government of New South Wales and Van  Diemen's
Land . 16th August 1866.1
5 and 6 Victoria c. 76.
WHEREAS by an  Act passed in the sixth year of the
reign of Her present Majesty, intituled  " An Act for
" the Government  of New South  Wales and  Van Die-
"men's Land ,"  it was enacted that, except as therein
mentioned, all Bills passed  by the Legislative Council of
By Authority : W . O.,BELBEJDGE, Government Printer, William Street, :driebaii
Supplement  to the Queensland Government  Gazette of Saturday , 13th October,  1866.-- No. 127.
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No. 13.
An Act to Enable the Judges of the District Courts to Issue  Jury  Precepts.
[ASSENTED TO 18TH OCTOBER, 1866.
WHEREAS it is expedient that the Judges of the District Courts Preamble.
should have power to issue general jury precepts Be it therefore
enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by and with the
advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled and by the
authority of the same as follows-
1. The Judges of the District Courts shall have power to Power of Judges to
issue  precepts for the summoning of general jurors for the trial  of issue  jury precepts.
criminal  issues  in the District Courts in like manner as the Judges
of the Supreme Court have power to issue precepts for summoning
jurors to try criminal  issues  in the Supreme Court or Circuit Courts.
By Authority: W, C. BEIBEIDOE, Government Printer, William  Street, Brisbane .
Supplement to the Queensland  Government  Gazette of  Saturday,  13tk  October,  1866.-No. 128.
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No. 14.
An Act  to Impose Stamp Duties.
[ASSENTED TO 18TH OCTOBER, 1866.
BE it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by and with Preamble.the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legisla-
tive Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled and by the
authority of the same as follows-
l. This Act shall come into operation on the first day of commencement
November one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six and may be duration short
and division.
cited as the  " Stamp Duties Act of  1866 " and shall consist of three
parts respectively relating-
Part I-to duties on deeds or instruments.
II-to probate and administration duties.
III--to miscellaneous provisions.
2. - The Colonial Treasurer shall be charged with the administra - Administration.
tion of this Act and the chief control of all matters relating to the
title
imposition of stamp duties.
3. From
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Stamp duties to be  3. From and after the commencement of this Act there shall
levied. be levied collected and paid for the use of Her Majesty and to form part
of the consolidated revenue fund for and in respect of the several.
matters described or mentioned in this Act and in the two several
schedules of duties hereto annexed or for or in respect of the parch-
ment or paper upon which the same respectively shall be written the
several duties or sums of money and at the several rates set down in
figures against the same respectively or specified and set forth in the
said schedules of duties and the said schedules and the several
provisions regulations and directions therein contained with respect
to the said duties and the instruments matters and things charged
therewith shall be deemed to be part of this Act and shall be applied
observed and put in execution accordingly.
Power to appoint 4. The Registrar-General the Under Secretary to the Treasury
commissioners  and and the Registrar of the Supreme Court shall be commissioners
officers, charged with the levying and collection of the duties imposed by this
Act and shall each receive the sum of fifty pounds per annum
as remuneration for the discharge of such duty and the Governor
with the advice of the Executive Council may appoint such other
officers as he may deem necessary for the due execution of this
Act and may also fix the amount of security which shall be required
from them for the due discharge of their respective duties and such
officers so appointed as aforesaid shall be deemed public accountants
under the provisions of the Act of this colony passed in the twenty-fifth year of the reign of Her Majesty number fifteen and entitled
The Audit Act.
Power to appoint 5. The Colonial Treasurer may appoint persons to act as
stamp distributors. distributors of stamps throughout the colony who shall be remunerated
for their services by a commission upon the amounts and number of
stamps purchased by them for disposal.
Stamps, to  be pro- 6. The Colonial Treasurer shall provide for denoting the several
aided. duties hereby imposed such proper and sufficient stamps dies or plates.
as may from time to time be required for the purposes of this Act and
do all other Acts which he may deem necessary for effectually
collecting the said duties.
PART I.
.As to duties on deeds or instruments.
Parchment  or paper 7. All parchment or paper to which any stamp is required to:to be stamped.be affixed according to this Act or the first schedule hereto is subject
nevertheless to the provisions contained in clause ten to be brought
to a commissioner at the office to be appointed for that purpose to.
be stamped and the officers appointed for that purpose shall forthwith
upon demand made stamp any quantities or parcels of parchment. or
paper on payment of the duties without any fee or reward such stamp
to be sufficient discharge for the duties.
Penalty for making 8. Any person who shall issue or cause to be issued or pay or
an unstamped  bill or cause to be paid any bill of exchange draft or order or promissory notegiving issuing or
signing any document  for the payment of money liable to any of the duties imposed by this.
without the proper Act or who shall give any receipt or - discharge for any sum of moneystamps.
for twenty shillings and upwards as set forth in schedule number I of
this Act or who. shall sign any agreement or memorandum of agree-
ment or any award as set forth in the said schedule or who shall issue-
or cause to be issued any, policy of insurance as set forth in the said
schedule or shall give any bill of lading or receipt for goods to be
carried to any place beyond the boundaries of the colony as set
forth in the said schedule without the same being stamped for denoting
the
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the duty hereby charged thereon or who shall after any such stamp
shall have been used again -use the same stamp for any other
document shall for every such offence incur a penalty not exceedingfifty pounds.
9. All promissory notes issued within the colony of Queensland Bank notes .to be
by any bank or banking company payable aon demand shall be exempt annualualcomsubjectposition. .
from duty and may be reissued as often as thought fit Provided that
every such bank or banking company shall deliver in pursuance of the
Act fourth Victoria number thirteen an account of their notes in
circulation in the colony and pay quarterly an annual composition at
the rate of sixty, shillings for every one hundred pounds to the
commissioners according to the amount of notes stated in such return
to be in circulation.
10. The duties by this Act imposed upon awards agreements bills Duty on agreements
bills  of lading policies
of lading policies of insurance bills of exchange drafts or orders promis- of insurance bills of
sort' notes and receipts or discharges for the payment of money may exchange  promissory
notes and receiptsbe denoted by an adhesive stamp affixed thereto by the makers. or may be denoted by
holders thereof. adhesive stamp.
11. Where an adhesive stamp is used to denote the duties, stamps last men-
mentioned in the next preceding section the person signing the award "" to be oblit-erated by person
agreement or bill of lading policy of insurance or receipt or issuing issuing the instru-
the bill of exchange promissory note draft or order shall before he-
delivers 'out the same cancel or obliterate the stamp by writing
thereon his name so as to show that the stamp has been used and for
any omission to do so he shall incur a penalty not exceeding ten
pounds.
12. Any person who shall fraudulently remove or cause to be Penalty on fraudulent
removed from an instrument hereby charged with duty an adhesive 'rem°oal or  second useny ny of adhesive stamp.
stamp affixed thereon or affix a stamp so removed to any other
instrument of the same description or any paper on which any such
instrument shall be or be' intended to be written, or shall practise or
be concerned in any fraudulent act contrivance or device with intent,
to defraud Her Majesty of the duty shall incur a penalty not exceeding
fifty pounds.
13. The duties in respect of bills of exchange or promissory Bills of exchange
notes drawn out of the colony shall be payable upon all such bills  or
drawnpayable of butayable within colon
promissory notes if and when paid indorsed transferred or otherwise to be chargeable with
negotiated within the colony wheresoever payable and the duties duty as inland bills.
shall be denoted by adhesive stamps.
14. The holder of any bill or promissory note drawn or Holder of foreign bill
to  affix adhesivepurporting to be, drawn out of the colony shall before he shall present stamp before- nego.
the same for payment or indorse transfer or in any manner negotiate tiating it.
it affix a proper adhesive stamp for denoting the duty- chargeable
thereon and if purporting to be drawn in a set of two or more for,
denoting the duty chargeable upon each bill or promissory note of
the set and the person who shall indorse transfer or negotiate such
bill or promissory note shall before he shall deliver it out cancel the
stamp by writing thereon his name or the name of his firm and the
date on which he shall so write the same to the end that the same
may not be again used And any person who shall. present for
payment or shall pay or indorse transfer or negotiate any such bill or'
promissory note whereon there shall not be, such stamp without doing
so shall incur a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds And no person
who shall take any such bill or promissory note either in payment
or as a security or by purchase or otherwise shall be entitled to
recover thereon or to Make the same available for any purpose unless,
at the time when he shall so take it there shall be such stamp affixed
thereon and cancelled.
15. Any
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Penalty for drawing  15. Any person who shall within the colony draw and issue
be inl lapset  aortinnd not any bill or promissory note payable out of the colony. purporting to be
drawing the  whole drawn as one of a set and shall not draw and issue on paper duly
number. stamped  the whole number of bills or promissory notes of the set or
any person who shall within the colony transfer or negotiate any
such bill or promissory note purporting to be drawn in a set and
shall not at the same time transfer or deliver on paper duly stamped
the whole number of bills or promissory notes of the set shall incur a
penalty not exceeding one hundred pounds.
Payers of bills to 16. Whenever any bill of exchange promissory note draft or
cancel sbampa. order having,. thereon an adhesive stamp shall be presented for
payment the person to whom the same shall be presented shall
upon paying the same write or impress or cause to be written or
impressed upon every stamp affixed to the bill or promissory note the
word GI paid" to the end that the stamp may be more effectually
cancelled and made incapable of being used again and in default of
so doing he shall incur a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
Mode of cancelling  17. Where an adhesive stamp is required to be cancelled by
a4hesive stamps. writing thereon the name of any person or firm it shall be sufficient if
instead of the name in full the -initials thereof be so written or be
stamped or impressed in ink thereon together with any other
particulars specially required by this Act or any rules or regulations
to be made thereunder provided that by such means the stamp shall
be effectually obliterated and cancelled so as not to admit of its
being used again And where the adhesive stamp on any foreign bill
or note shall on such bill or note being received by any person who
shall be or become the  bona fide  holder thereof be effectually oblit-
erated and shall purport and appear to be duly cancelled the same shall
so far as relates to. such holder be deemed to be sufficiently cancelled
Provided that where there shall . be affixed to any such bill or note
when so received by any such person as last aforesaid a proper and
sufficient adhesive stamp but such stamp shall not be duly cancelled
it shall be competent to the holder to cancel the same as if he were
the person first negotiating the bill or note and upon his so doing such
bill or note shall be deemed to be duly stamped and shall be as valid
and as available by such holder and any prior or subsequent holder as
it would have been if the stamp had been affixed and cancelled as by
law required by the first holder But this shall not relieve any person
who ought to cancel such stamp from any penalty incurred by not
cancelling the same as required by law.
Terms and conditions 18. Where any deed or instrument liable by law to any stamp,
on which deeds  &c.duty shall be written on parchment or paper and shall be signed ormay be stamped y
after signing . executed by any person before it shall be duly stamped for denoting
the payment of the said duty there shall be due and paid to the
commissioners the whole or the deficiency as the case may be of the
stamp duty payable upon or in respect of such deed or instrument
and there shall also be paid over and above the said duty or deficiency
a sum by way of fine at the rate of twenty pounds per centum on the
value of the stamps to be affixed And the commissioners are hereby
required upon payment of the said duty or deficiency of duty and of
the said sum or sums hereinbefore directed to be paid by way of fine
to cause such deed or instrument to be duly stamped with a stamp
denoting the payment of such duty or deficiency and also with a stamp
denoting the payment of a fine in lieu of any receipt to be written or
given for such fine And no such deed or instrument shall be pleaded
or given in evidence or admitted to be good or available in law or
equity until, the same- shall be duly stamped in manner aforesaid
except as nereinafter provided Provided that no fine as aforesaid
shall be charged if the deed or inst°ument be stamped within one
month after execution. 19. The
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19. The commissioners shall order and direct any deed  or commissioners shall
instrument signed or executed by any party thereto at any place out stamp instrumentsexecuted out of
of the colony to be duly stamped upon payment of the proper stamp Colo
bruit
without
any
,duty payable thereon a d without payment of any additional duty or two months afterfine Provided that such deed or instrument shall be brought tothearrival.
commissioners to be stamped within two months from the time when
the same shall have been received in this colony Provided further
that proof shall. be first made to the satisfaction of the commi ssioners
of the facts aforesaid.
20. When any deed or instrument liable to stamp duty  For removing doubts
whether previously stamped or otherwise shall be presented to the as to the insufficiency
of stamp duty paid
commissioners and the party presenting the same shall desire to have on deeds.
their opinion as to the stamp duty with which such deed or instrument
is chargeable the commissioners shall charge the stamp duty to which
such deed or instrument is liable and upon payment thereof or in
the case of a deed or instrument insufficiently stamped of such a
sum as together with the stamp duty already paid thereon shall
be equal to the duty so charged and upon payment also of the
amount if any payable by way of fine on stamping such deed or
instrument shall stamp such deed or instrument with the proper
stamp denoting the amount of the duty so paid and thereupon
or if the full stamp duty to which such deed or instrument
shall be liable shall have been previously paid and denoted upon
the, same in manner aforesaid- the commissioners shall impress
upon such deed or instrument a particular stamp to be provided for
that purpose with some word device or symbol thereon to denote that
the full amount of stamp duty with which such deed or instrument ' is
by law chargeable has been paid and every deed or instrument upon
which the same shall be impressed shall be deemed to have been duly
stamped and shall be receivable in.evidence in all courts notwithstanding
any objection made to the same as being insufficiently stamped,
21. If the party presenting such deed or instrument to the Party  dissatisfied
with determination
commissioners for their opinion as, to the stamp duty with which the as to stamp duty
sane is chargeable. shall declare himself dissatisfied with their chargeable may
appeal to supremedetermination such party upon paying the amount of the stamp Court and the duty
duty according to such determination and depositing with the Shall be  paid accord-ine to its decision.
commissioners the sum of ten pounds for costs and charges to be
paid by him in the event hereinafter provided for may require the
commissioners to state specially and to sign the case on which the
question with respect to such stamp duty arose together with such
determination thereon which case the commissioners shall state and
sign accordingly and shall cause the same to be delivered to such
party in order that he may appeal against such determination to the
Supreme Court and upon the application of such party after due
notice- to the Crown Solicitor so that counsel may be heard on behalf
of the commissioners the said court shall hear and determine the said,
appeal and shall decide as to the stamp duty with which such deed or
instrument is chargeable and according to such decision the stamp
duty and fine if any which shall have been the subject of such case
shall be deemed ' to have been payable by law and if no excess of
stamp duty or fine shall have been paid by the said appellant over and
above the sum which according to the decision of the said court ought
to have been paid upon or in respect of such deed or instrument the
said sum of ten pounds deposited for costs and charges as aforesaid
shall be paid into the consolidated revenue fund but if any such
excess shall have been so paid by the said appellant the same together
with the said sum of ten pounds deposited as aforesaid shall be repaid
by the commissioners to the said appellant and if the sum paid for
stamp
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stamp duty or fine upon or in respect of such deed or instrument shall
fall short of the amount which according to the decision of the said
court upon such appeal is chargeable or ought to be paid upon or in
respect of such deed or instrument the deficiency of such stamp duty
or fine or both as the case may be shall be paid by the said appellant
to the commissioners and the court shall order and enforce the payment
thereof accordingly.
duti es on tAs essment  stampransfers 22. For  the purpose of assessing the amount of stamp dutyduties
of pastoral runs.  payable upon the instrument of transfer of any run or interest in a run
held under lease or promise of a lease or by a license from the Crown
the commissioners may require the person tendering such instrument to
be stamped at the same time to tender a declaration duly made before,
a magistrate of the territory or a commissioner of the fair and reason-
able market value of the property intended to be transferred.
Provision as to un-
stamped documents 23. Upon the production of any document as evidence at the
at any trial  not trial of any cause not being a criminal proceeding the officer of the
criminal . court whose duty it is to read such document shall call the attention
of the judge to any omission or insufficiency of the stamp and the
document if unstamped or not sufficiently stamped "shall not be
received in evidence until the whole or the deficiency of the stamp
duty and the fine required by this Act shall have been paid.
Officers of the court 24. Such officer of the court shall upon payment to him of
to receive and account
for the duty and fine.such stamp duty and fines give a receipt for the amount of the same
and thereupon such document shall be admissible in evidence saving
all just exceptions on other grounds and an entry of the fact of such
payment and of the amount thereof shall be made in a book kept by
such officer who shall at the end of each sittings  or assizes  duly make
a return to the commissioners of any moneys which he has so received
by way of duty or fine distinguishing between such moneys and stating
the name of the cause and of the parties from whom he received such
moneys and the date and description of the document for the purpose
of, identifying the same and he shall pay over the said moneys to the
commissioners And such officers shall for the purposes in this Act
mentioned be deemed public accountants under the provisions of the
Act of this colony passed in the twenty-fifth year of the reign of Her
Majesty and entitled  The Audit Act  and, the commissioners shall
upon request and production of the receipt hereinbefore mentioned
cause such document to be stamped with the proper stamp in respect
of the sums so paid as aforesaid.
Repeals part of 22 25 . So much of section fifty-nine of the Act twenty-second
Vic. No 18 s 59 Victoria number eighteen as enacts that no defendant in any District
Court shall be allowed to set up by way of defence and to claim and have
the benefit of the statute of frauds unless such notice thereof as shall
be directed by the rules made for regulating the practice of the court
shall be given to the registrar of the court is hereby repealed and
all rules made in pursuance thereof are hereby annulled and all such
rules which may be hereafter made under the provisions of the said
Act whereby it may be ordered that a defence arising out of the statute
of frauds or any statute to be hereafter made to the like effect is to be
No new trial to bepleaded specially or notified shall be null and void.
granted by reason  of 26. No new trial shall be granted by reason of the ruling of
judges' ruling that any judge that the stamp upon any document is sufficient or that suchdocumentssufficiently
stamped . document does not require a stamp.
Registering Officers  27. Any officer of the Government whose duty it may be by
not to register instru - virtue of his office to register deeds or instruments tendered to him
ments unless duly
stamped. for  registration shall refuse to register such deeds or instruments as-
.ay
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may be liable to the payment of any duties imposed by this Act and
which shall bear date after October thirty -first one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-six unless such deeds or instruments shall be
duly stamped as provided by this Act
28. There shall be granted and allowed to every person who Bonuson the pur-
ase
amnpsdistributionshall produce parchment or paper that has not been previously written f
on to be stamped with such stamps or any of them as shall amount in
the whole to the sum of thirty pounds or upwards an allowance at a
rate not exceeding fifty shillings for every one hundred pounds sterling
upon prompt payment of the said duty.
29. The commissioners on application to them by any person Allowance in Case of
possessed of any stamps rendered useless by being inadvertently spoiled uei becoming
may make allowance for the same by the  issue  of other stamps of the
same or any other denomination amounting in the whole to the like
value after deducting the commission allowed thereon without any
additional charge to the party making such application Provided
that such application shall be to the satisfaction  '  of the said com-
missioners.
30. Every instrument liable to stamp duty shall be admitted Instruments admis-
in evidence in any criminal proceeding although it may not have the sable as  criminalevidence though not
stamp required by law impressed thereon or affixed thereto , properly stamped.
PART II.
.Probate and administration duties.
31. The third section of the Act fifteenth Victoria  number Repeal of 15 Vict.No.
seventeen and the schedule annexed thereto are hereby repealed. a  hedulesec. 3 and
32. The duties to be levied collected and paid as aforesaid  Probate and adminis-
upon probates and letters of administration shall be according to the tra i
duties to be
lev ed.
respective scales of duties mentioned in the second schedule to this
Act and such duties shall be charged and chargeable upon and in
respect of all personal property which any testator dying after the
commencement of this Act at the time of his death shall have had
power to dispose of by. will and upon all property which upon the
death of any intestate will devolve by operation of law upon his
personal representatives and such duties shall be denoted by
stamps to be impressed upon or affixed to the paper or parchment
upon which the probate or administration shall be written or
engrossed.
33. No probate or letters of administration shall be granted Affidavit of value of
without first requiring from the executor or administrator an affidavit property required.
that the estate and effects of the deceased in respect of which probate
or administration is sought to be obtained are under the value of a
certain sum of money in such affidavit to be stated according to the
best of the deponent 's knowledge and belief and upon the sum stated
in such affidavit the duty hereby granted shall , be assessed according
to the rate specified in the said second schedule.
34. Where any person shall discover that on applying for the Provision for the case
probate of a will or letters of administration he has estimated the auto obe g psis p,
estate and effects of the deceased to be of greater value than the same probates &c.
shall afterwards prove to be and shall in consequence have paid too
high a stamp duty thereon he may produce such probate or letters to
the commissioners at any time within six months after the true value
of the estate and effects shall have been ascertained and deliver to the
commissioners a particular inventory account and valuation of the
estate and effects of the deceased verified by the affidavit of the
personal
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personal representative and if it shall thereupon satisfactorily appear
to the commissioners that a greater stamp duty was paid on such
probate or letters than the law required they may cancel and expunge
the stamp on the same and may substitute another stamp for denoting
the duty which ought to have been paid thereon and may make an
allowance for the difference between them as in the cases of spoiled
stamps or if the difference be considerable may repay the same in
money at the discretion of the commissioners.
Provision for the case  - 35. Where it shall be discovered that any person on applying
of t°° little  stamp
dots  being paid on for the probate of a will or letters of administration shall have
probates  &c. estimated the estate and effects of the deceased to be of less value
than the same shall afterwards prove to be and shall in consequence
have paid too little stamp duty thereon the commissioners may on
delivery to them of an affidavit of the value of the estate and effects
of the deceased  cause  the probate or letters of administration to be
duly stamped on payment of the full duty which ought to have been
originally paid thereon in respect of such value and of the further
sum or - fine payable by this Act for stamping deeds after the
execution thereof without any deduction or allowance of the stamp
duty originally paid on such probate or letters of administration
Provided that if the application shall be made within six Jrnonths after
the true value of the estate and effects shall be ascertained and if it
shall appear by affidavit to the satisfaction of the commissioners that
the duty was paid in consequence of any mistake or misapprehension
or of its not being known at the time that some particular part of the
estate and effects belonged, to the deceased and without any intention
of fraud or to delay the payment of the full duty, then the commis-
sioners may cause such probate or letters of administration to be duly
stamped on payment only of the sum which shall be wanting to make
up the duty which ought to have been first paid thereon.
Administrator to 36 .  In cases  of letters of administration on which too little
give security before
administration stamp duty shall have been paid at first -  the  commissioners shall not
stamped . cause the same to be duly stamped in the manner aforesaid until the
Penalty on personal
representatives not
paying full duty in
due time after dis-
covery of too little
duty paid at first.
Credit for * probate
duty may be given in
certain cases.
administrator shall have given such security as ought by law to have
been given on the granting thereof in case the full value of the estate
and effects of the deceased had been then ascertained.
37. Where too little duty shall have been paid on any probate
or letters of administration in consequence of any -mistake or
misapprehension or of its not being known at the time that some
particular part of the estate and effects belonged to the deceased if
any executor or administrator acting under such probate or letters of
administration shall not within six months after the discovery of the
mistake or misapprehension,or of any estate or effects not known at
the time to have belonged to the deceased apply to the  commissioners
and pay what shall be wanting to make up the duty which ought to
have been paid at first on such probate or letters of administration he
shall incur a penalty not exceeding one hundred pounds and also a
further penalty at and after the rate of ten- pounds per centum on the
amount of, the sum wanting to make up the proper duty. _
38. The commissioners on satisfactory proof upon oath may
cause any probate or letters of administration to be stamped so as to
denote the duty which ought to have been paid thereon and may give
credit for the duty either upon payment of the beforementioned
penalty or without in cases of probates or, letters of administration
already obtained and upon which too little duty shall have been paid
and either with or without allowance of the stamp already paid
thereon as the case may require under the provisions of this Act
provided that in all such cases of  'credit security be first given by the
execution
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executor or administrator together with two or more sufficient
sureties to be approved of by the commissioners by a bond to Her
Majesty in double the amount of the duty for the due payment of the
sum for which credit shall be given within six months  and of interest
for the same at the rate of ten pounds per centum per annum from
the expiration of such period until payment thereof in  case of any
default of payment at the time appointed and such probate or letters
of administration being duly stamped in the manner aforesaid shall be
as valid as if the proper duty had been first paid thereon and  the same
had been stamped accordingly.
39. If at the expiration of the time to be allowed for payment  such credit may be
of the duty on any probate or letters of administration referred  to in extended if necessary.
the next preceding section it shall appear to the satisfaction of the
commissioners that the executor or administrator to whom such
credit shall be given as aforesaid shall not have recovered effects of
the deceased to an amount sufficient for the payment of the duty they
may give such further time for the payment thereof and upon such
terms and conditions as they shall think expedient.
40. The probate or letters of administration so to be stamped In case of credit pro-
on credit as aforesaid shall be dep osited with the commissioners  and bateoradministration
shall not be delivered up to the executor or administrator until
to be deposited.
payment of the duty together ,  with such interest as aforesaid if any
shall become due but the same shall nevertheless be produced or
caused to be produced in evidence by the commissioners  at the expense
of the executor or administrator as occasion shall require.
41. Where it shall be proved by oath or proper vouchers to the Return of 'duty on
satisfaction of the commissioners that an executor or administrator  had the ground of debtsredueing estate.
paid debts owing from the deceased and payable by law out of his
estate  ' to such an amount as being deducted from the amount or value
of the estate and effects of the deceased for or in respect of which a
probate or letters of administration has been granted shall reduce the
same to a sum which if it had been the whole gross amount or value
of such estate and effects would have occasioned a less stamp duty to
be paid on such probate or letters of administration than shall have
been actually paid thereon under this Act the commissioners may
return the difference Provided that the same shall be claimed within
three years after the date of such probate or letters of administration
Provided also that where by reason of any proceeding  at law or in
equity the debts due from the deceased shall not have been  ascertained
and paid or the effects of the deceased shall not have been recovered
and made available and in consequence thereof the executor or
administrator shall be prevented from claiming such return of duty as
aforesaid within the said term of three years the Colonial Treasurer
may allow such further time for making the claim as may appear
to him reasonable under the circumstances of the case.
PART III.
Miscella neous provisions.
42. The Colonial Treasurer may use for the purposes of this Power to use adhesive
Act adhesive stamps of the requisite denomination to be affixed to the Stamps.
paper or parchment on which any matter is written which is chargeable
with a duty thereunder and in such case the officer issuing the stamp
shall affix such stamp and immediately  cancel it  by-obliteration so as
to prevent such stamp from being used for any other purpose but the
provisions  of this section  shall not  apply to the  stamp duties on awards
agreements bills of lading policies of insurance bills of exchange
promissory notes drafts orders and receipts  by this  Act imposed.
B 43. Any
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One stamp may be 43. Any single stamp may be used to demote the total amount
used  to denote total
of any duties and two or more stamps may-be used to denote any one
amount  of duty and y
two or more stamps  duty until a single stamp be provided and all inszro.inents stamped
maybe used to denote
with one two or more stamps for denoting the amount of duty charged
one duty &c.
thereon shall be as valid as if the same had been stamped with a single
stamp or any number of stamps. for denoting such duty.
Proceeding if return  44. If any accountable party required by the commissioners
not mane by anyto deliver any account required by this Act to be delivered shall make
accountable  party.
default in doing so they may sue out of the Supreme Court a writ of
summons  in such form as the judges of the said court shall from time
to time frame commanding the party so in default to deliver such
account within such period as may be appointed in the writ or to show
cause to the contrary and on cause being shown such order shall be
made as shall be just.
Power to enforce re- 45. The commissioners may for any of the purposes of this
turns from  executors
and  administrators.Act require and enforce the delivery of accounts from executors
= administrators and trustees of property chargeable with duty and for
the duty whereon they shall be accountable in the same manner as
they are by the next preceding section empowered to require and
enforce the delivery, of accounts for the purposes of this Act.
Accounting party to 46. Every person who under the provisions of this Act may
verify  his account . deliver any account or estimate of any property, of which an account
is required by virtue thereof to be rendered shall if required by the
commissioners produce before them such books and documents in the
custody or control of such person so far as the same relate to such
account or estimate as may afford any necessary information for the
purpose of ascertaining such property and the duty payable thereon
and the commissioners may without payment of any fee inspect and
take copies of any public book but all such information shall be
deemed to be confidential and the commissioners shall not disclose
the same or the contents of any document or book to any person,
otherwise than for the purposes of this Act.
Powerfor accountable  47. Any accountable party dissatisfied with the assessment ofparty to appeal. the duty payable under any of the provisions of this Act upon giving
within twenty-one days after the date of such assessment notice in
writing to the commissioners of his intention to appeal against such
assessment and a statement of the grounds of such appeal such
statement to be furnished within the further period of thirty days
may appeal by petition accordingly to the Supreme Court and such
court or any judge thereof sitting in chambers shall have jurisdiction
to hear and determine the matter of such appeal and the costs thereof
with power to direct for the purposes of such appeal any inquiry
valuation or report to be made by any officer of the court or other
person as such court or judge may think fit. Provided that where
the sum in dispute in respect of duty on such assessment does not
exceed fifty pounds the accountable party having given notice of
appeal and delivered a statement of the grounds thereof as hereinbefore
directed may appeal to the judge of the District Court in the district
in which the appellant shall be resident or the property be situate
and every such judge shall have jurisdiction to hear and determine
the matter of such last mentioned appeal with the like power and
authority as are by this section given to a judge of the Supreme
Court.
Books to be kept and 48. Whenever any payment of duty shall be made under
receipts given this Act the same shall be entered in a book to be kept by the
commissioners for this purpose" and the commissioners shall from
time to time deliver to any person interested in any property affected
by
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by such duty on applying for the same for any reasonable purpose
approved by them a certificate of such payment.
49. Whosoever shall forge or counterfeit or cause  or Forging a die to be
procure to be forged or counterfeited' any stamp or die or any part of felony.
any stamp or die which shall have been provided made or used in
pursuance of this Act or shall forge counterfeit or resemble or cause
or procure to be forged counterfeited or resembled the impression or Forging  the imprea-
any part of the impression of any such stamp or die upon any sion of a die.
parchment or paper or shall stamp or mark or cause or procure to be
stain ed or marked any parchment or paper with any such forged or stamping with forged
counterfeited stamp or die or part of Zany stamp or die as aforesaid the.
with intent to defraud and whosoever shall utter or sell or expose Uttering forged
to sale any parchment or paper having thereupon the impression of stamp.
any such forged or counterfeited stamp or die or part of any stamp or
die or any such forged or counterfeited impression or resemblance of
any impression or part of an impression as aforesaid knowing the
same respectively to be forged counterfeited or resembled and any
person who shall privately and secretly use any stamp or die which Privately using
shall have been so provided made or used as aforesaid with intent to  genuine die.
defraud and whosoever shall fraudulently cut tear or get off or cause
or procure to be cut torn or got off the impression of any stamp or die
which shall have been provided made or used in pursuance of this
Act for expressing or denoting any duty under the care and Getting off stamps to
management of the Colonial Treasurer or any part of such duty from use again.
any parchment or paper whatsoever with intent to use the same for
or upon any other parchment or paper or any instrument or
writing charged or chargeable with any of the duties hereby
granted and every person knowingly and wilfully aiding abetting or
assisting any person in committing any such offence as aforesaid
being convicted thereof shall be guilty of felony and shall be liable
to penal servitude for any term not less than seven years or to be
imprisoned with or without hard labor for any term not exceeding
four nor less than two years.
50. All affidavits required by this Act shall be made before Affidavits how to be
made and penalty for
any Supreme Court commissioner And any person who shall false oath.
knowingly and wilfully make a false oath concerning any matter
in this Act contained shall be liable to the punishment imposed
by law for wilful and corrupt perjury.
51. Whenever any suit shall be pending in any court for the Courts in suits for
administration of
administration of any property chargeable with duty under this Act property to provide
such court shall provide out of any property which may be in the for payment of duty.
possession or control of the court for the payment of such duty.
52. All penalties imposed by this Act may be recovered in a Recovery of penalties.
summary way before any two justices of the peace.
53. The Governor with the advice aforesaid may frame all Power to  make regu.
such regulations and forms as may be necessary from time to time for lations and forms.
carrying out the provisions of this Act and all such regulations and
forms when published in the  Gazette  shall have the force of law and
they shall be laid before both -Houses of Parliament forthwith if
Parliament be sitting and if not then within twenty-one days after
the commencement of the next session.
54. For the purposes of this Act the word 11 commissioners" I nterpretation.
when found therein shall be taken to mean one or more of the three
commissioners appointed by virtue of this Act.
SCHEDULES
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SCHEDULES TO WHICH THIS ACT REFERS.
SCHEDULE I.
Containing the Duties  on Deeds or  other instruments relating to transactions between
living persons.
£ s. d.
-AGREEMENT or any minute or memorandum of an agreement under hand
only where the matter thereof shall be of the value of five pounds
or upwards whether the same shall only be evidence of a contract
or obligatory on the parties from its being a written instrument
together with every schedule receipt or other matter put or indorsed
thereon or annexed thereto ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 2 6
Provided always that where divers letters shall be offered in
evidence to prove any agreement between the parties who
shall have written such letters it shall be sufficient if any
of such letters shall be stamped with a duty of five
shillings.
Exemption from the foregoing duties on agreements-
All agreements made between the Government and parties ten-
dering for the performance of work and labor or the supply of
materials  for use by the Government
ARTICLES-
On all articles of clerkship ... ... ... 10 10 0
On all articles of apprenticeship ... ... ... ... ... . 1 1 0
AWARD when the amount or the value of the matter in dispute does not
exceed £50 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 2 6
And when it shall exceed £50 and not exceed £100... ... 0 5 0
Ditto £100 ditto £200... ... 0 10 0
Ditto £200 ditto £500... ... 1 0 0
Ditto £500 ditto £750... ... 1 10 0
Ditto £750 ditto £1,000... ... 2 0 0
Ditto £1,000 and also in all cases not pro-
vided for ... 00. ... .. , ... 2 10 0
BILLS  OF EXCHANGE-
Inlatld bill of exchange promissory note draft or order for the payment
of any sum of money not exceeding £50 ... ... .. .. 0 1 0
Ditto not exceeding £100 0 2 0
And where the same shall exceed £100 than for every £50 and
also for any fractional part of £50 ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
Foreign bill of exchange promissory  note  draft or order drawn in but
payable out of the colony of Queensland-
The same dutyin-If drawn singly orotherwise than in a set of two r more ... land bill of the
same amount
and tenor.
If drawn in sets of two or more for every bill of each set where
the sum payable thereby shall not exceed £50 ... ... 0 0 6
And where it shall exceed £50 and not exceed £100 ,.. ... 0 1 0
And where the same shall exceed £100 then for every £50 and
also any fractional part of £50 ... ... ... ... 0 0 6
Exemption from the foregoing duties on bills of exchange and promissory
notes-
All debentures Treasury bills and promissory notes for the payment
of money on demand issued by the Government of Queensland.
All bills of exchange or promissory notes issued by any bank for
Government purposes to the Colonial Treasurer.1temption from the foregoing duties on bills of exchange and promissory
notes but not from any other duty to which the same may be liable-All promissory n tes for the payment of money on demand issued
within the colony of Queensland by any bank or banking company
legally ineot•porated and carrying on business in the said colony.
Bill of exchange promissory note draft or order drawn or indorsed out
of the colony for payment of money ... ... ... ...
Exemption from the foregoing duties on bills of exchange and promissory
notes drawn or endorsed out of the Colony-
All bills of exchange promissory notes drafts or orders drawn ' or
endorsed out of the Colony for the payment of money for the use of
Her Majesty.
All bills drafts or orders for the payment by any bank or banking com-
pany of any sum of money though not made payable to the bearer
or to order and whether delivered to the payee or not and all
The same duty
as on an in-
land bill or the
same amount
and tenor.
writings
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writings or demands entitling any person to the payment by any £ s,  d.
bank or banking company of any sum of money whether the person
to whom payment is to be made shall be named or designated
therein or not or whether the same shall be delivered to him or not
shall respectively be deemed to be bills drafts or orders for the
payment of money chargeable with stamp duty as if the same had
been made payable to bearer or to order.
BILL OF LADING or receipt from the master mate or agent of any vessel for
any goods merchandise or effects to be carried to any place beyond
the boundaries of the colony.
For every such bill of lading or copy thereof ... ... ... 0 1 0
For every such receipt or copy thereof ... ... ... 0 0 6
BOND given as a security for the payment of any definite or certain sum of
money-
Not exceeding £100 ... ... ... ... .. 0 2 6
And where the same shall exceed £100 then for every £100
and also for any fractional part of £1  00 ... ... ... 0 2 6
BOND given as a security for the repayment of any sum or sums of money to
be thereafter lent advanced or paid or which may become due upon
an account current together with any sum already advanced or due
or without as the case may be.
Where the money secured or to be ultimately recoverable
c
The same duty as
an a bond for suchthereon shall be limited not to exceed a given  sum  ...  limited sum.
And where the total amount of the money secured or to be The  same duty as
on a bond  for a
ultimately recoverable thereon shall be uncertain and sum equal to theamount of the
...without any limit
•
.
• .And where there shall be no penalty of the bond in such
last-mentioned case such-bond shall be available for such
an amount only as the  ad valorem  duty denoted by any
stamp or stamps thereon will extend to cover.
BOND-Any transfer or assignment of any such bond as aforesaid ... ..
BOND given as a security for the due execution of an office and for the
accounting for money received by virtue thereof ... ... ...
BOND of any kind whatever not otherwise charged nor expressly exempted
from all stamp duty ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Exemptions.
Bond given by the parent or friends of any lunatic for the mainten-
ance of such lunatic in any asylum for the relief or cure of
lunacy.
Bond given by any person on obtaining letters of administration.
Bond given pursuant to an Act of Parliament or by direction of the
Collector of Customs in and for the Colony of Queensland or
any of his officers upon or with relation to any duty of Customs
for or in respect of any goods wares or merchandise exported or
shipped to be exported from the said Colony or imported into
the said Colony And also any bond given as aforesaid for or in
relation to any other matter or thing in connection with the
levy and collection of duties of Customs in the said Colony.
Renewal of any such bond by reason of the death or insolvency of
the sureties or either of them or otherwise.
CONVEYANCE-
Of any kind or description whatsoever or any transfer under the provi-
sions of the  Real Property Act  of any property in respect of the
principal or only writing whereby the property sold shall be
conveyed to or vested in the purchaser or any other person or
persons by his direction.
Where the purchase or consideration money shall not exceed £50
And where the same shall exceed £50 and not exceed £100 ...
Then for every £100 and any fractional part of £100 ... ...
The purchase money or consideration shall be truly expressed and set
forth in words at length in or upon every such principal  or only
deed or instrument of conveyance and where such consideration
shall consist either wholly or in part of any stock or security the
value thereof respectively to be ascertained as hereinafter mentioned
shall also be truly expressed and set forth  in manner  aforesaid in
or upon every such deed or instrument and such value shall be
deemed and taken to be the purchase or consideration money or
part of the purchase or consideration money as the case may be in
respect whereof the  ad valorem  duty shall be charged as aforesaid.
And where the consideration or any part of the consideration shall be
any stock in any of the public funds or Government debentures or
stock or any debenture or stock of any person payable only at the
pen
bondty of such
0 5 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 7 6
0 15 0
0 15
will
Consideration to be
expressed.
If in stock how duty
to be calculated.
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Property  sold at one
price conveyed by
several deeds.
Wher e sold to several
at one price and con-
veyed in parts by
separate deeds.
Where separate parts
conveyed to different
persons  in same deed.
Sub-sines conveyance
by original sell er to
sub-purchaser.
To several sub-pur-
chasers in parts.
Who to be deemed
purchasers and sellers
in sub-sales.
Conveyance  by origi-
nal seller to sub-
purchaser where not
to  be charged.
will of the debtor the said duty shall be calculated (taking the  £  Y.  d.
-same respectively whether constituting the whole or a part only of
such consideration) according to the average selling price thereof
respectively on the day or on either of the ten days preceding the
day of the date of the deed or instrument of conveyance or if no
sale shall have taken place within such ten days then according to
the average selling price thereof on  the day of  the last preceding
sale and if such consideration or part of such consideration shall be
a mortgage judgment or bond or a debenture the amount whereof
shall be recoverable by the holder or any other security whatsoever
whether payable in money or otherwise then such calculation shall
be made according to the sum due thereon for both principal and
interest.
And where any lands or other property of different tenures or holdings
or held under different titles contracted to be sold at one entire
price for the whole shall be conveyed to the purchaser in separate
parts or parcels by different deeds or instruments the purchase or
consideration money shall be divided and apportioned in such manner
as the parties shall think fit so that a distinct price or consideration
for each separate part or parcel may be set forth in or upon the
principal or only deed or instrument of conveyance relating thereto
which shall be charged with the said  ad valorem  duty in respect
of the price or consideration money therein set forth.
And where any property contracted to be purchased by two or more
persons jointly or by any person for himself mid others or wholly
for others at one entire price for the whole shall be conveyed in
parts or parcels by separate deeds or instruments to the person for
whom the same shall be purchased for distinct parts or shares of
the purchase money the principal or only deed or instrument of
conveyance of each separate part or parcel shall be charged with
the said  acV valorem  duty in respect of the sum of money therein
spe.ified as the consideration for the same.
But if separate parts or parcels of such  property  shall be conveyed to
or to the use of or in trust for different persons in and by one
and the same deed or instrument then such deed or instrument
shall be charged with the said  ad valo rent  duty in respect of the
aggregate amount of the purchase or consideration moneys therein
mentioned to be paid or agreed to be paid for the property thereby
conveyed.
And where any person having contracted for the purchase of any
property but not having obtained a conveyance thereof shall
contract to sell to any other person and the same shall in
consequence be conveyed directly to the sub-purchaser the principal
or only deed or instrument of conveyance shall be charged with the
said  ad valorem  duty in respect of the purchase or consideration
money therein mentioned to be paid or agreed to be paid by the
sub-purchaser.
And where any person having contracted for the purchase of any
property but not having obtained a conveyance thereof shall
contract to sell the whole or any part or parts thereof to any other
person or persons and the same shall in consequence be conveyed
by the original seller to different persons in parts or parcels the
principal or only deed or instrument of conveyance of each part or
parcel thereof shall be charged with the said  ad valorem  duty in
respect only of the purchase or consideration money which shall
be therein mentioned to be paid or agreed to be paid for the same
by the person to whom or to whose use or in trust for whom the
conveyance shall be made without regard to the amount of the
original purchase money.
And in all cases of such sub-sales  .  as aforesaid the sub-purchaser and
the person immediately selling to  him shall be  deemed and taken
to be the purchaser and seller within the intent and meaning of
this Act.
But where any sub-purchaser shall take an actual conveyance of the
interest of the person immediately selling to him which shall be
chargeable with the said  ad valorem  duty in respect of the purchase
or consideration money paid or agreed to be paid by, him and
shall be duly stamped  accordingly-'ingly any deed or instrument of
conveyance to be afterwards made to him of the property in question
by the original seller shall be exempt from the said  ad valorem
duty and be charged only with  -the ordinary duty on deeds or
instruments of th e  same kind not upon a, sale.
And
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And where any property separately contracted to be purchased of £ s. d. Conveyance by
different persons at separate and distinct prices shall be conveyed different sellers in
to the purchaser or as he shall direct in and by one and the same same deed.
deed or instrument such deed or instrument shall be charged with
the said  ad valorem  duty in respect of the aggregate amount of the
purchase or consideration moneys therein mentioned to be paid or
agreed to be paid for the same.
And where any property shall be sold and conveyed in consideration Where lands &c. sold
wholly or in part of any sum of money charged thereon by way of subject to mortgage
mortgage or otherwise and then due and owing to the purchaser or duty to be charge
shall be sold and conveyed subject to any mortgage the amount on mortgage money.
liable to the  ad valorem  duty imposed by this Act shall be the
amount of such portion of the purchase or consideration money as
shall be over and above the amount of any mortgage as aforesaid
provided that the stamp duty on such mortgage as aforesaid has
been duly paid.
Exemptions from the preceding duties on conveyances-
All conveyances or transfers of lands to the Government for public
purposes.
Any grant from the Crown under the hand of the Governor for the
time being of the Colony of Queensland to any purchaser
of Crown Lands in Queensland.
DRAFT or order for the payment of any sum of money to the amount of
twenty shillings and upwards to the bearer or to order on demand.... 0 0 1
Exemptions from the preceding duties on drafts or orders-
All cheques drawn by officers of the Government for public purposes
and upon the forms provided for the purpose.
LEASE or agreement for a lease or any written document for the tenancy or
occupancy of any lands tenements or hereditaments the following
duties in respect of the yearly rent-
Where the yearly rent shall not exceed X50 ... ... 0 2 6
Where the same shall exceed X50 and not exceed £ 100 ... 0 5 0
Above £100 for every fractional part of £100 ... ... 0 5 0
Exemption from the preceding duties on leases-
All leases from the Crown., 0 (Both the  ad va-
lorem  duties pay-
able upon a con-
LEASE of any lands tenements or hereditaments granted in consideration of yeyance according to the consi-
a sum of money by way of premium and also of a yearly rent{ aeration therein
amounting to X20 and upwards ... ... ... for•.. aXleaseeinaconsi-
deration of a rent
of the same
l amount.
For every transfer or cancellation of any lease one-half the amount
originally paid or in the case of leases made prior to the passing
of this Act one-half the amount which would have been paid
thereon had they been made subsequent to the passing of this Act.
MORTGAGE to secure the repayment of any sum of money-
Not exceeding X50 ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
For every additional X50 or fraction of X50 ... ... ... 0 5 0
For every transfer or release in whole or in part of any of the above
one-half the amount originally paid or in the case of mortgages
made prior to the passing of this Act one-half the amount
which would have been paid thereon had they been made
subsequent to the passing of this Act.
Mortgage or bill of encumbrance to secure the repayment of
future advances the amount of which is not stated at the
time of registration ... ... ... ... ... 0 15 0
For every transfer or release in whole or in part of any of the above
the amount of duty payable to be calculated at five shillings
for any sum not exceeding fifty pounds and five shillings for
every additional fifty pounds or fraction of fifty pounds on the
whole sum advanced by virtue of such mortgage and in
addition a further duty of two shillings and sixpence for
every fifty pounds and two shillings and sixpence for every
additional fifty pounds or fraction of fifty pounds Such last
mentioned duty to be calculated on the amount due by
virtue of such mortgage at the time of such transfer or
release as aforesaid.
For the registration of any deed or instrument under the
provisions of the  heal Property Act  not otherwise stamped 0 2 6
POLICY of Insurance against risk of loss or damage by fire or other casualty
to any property on land--
For every £100 insured for any period above six months ... 0 1 0
For every £100 insured for six  months  or any period under
six months  . , , 0 0 6
POLICY
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An Act to Amend the Act passed in this Session of the Parliament of
Queensland entitled  "An  'Act to impose Additional Duties of Customs."
ASSENTED TO 18T I-I OCTOBER, 1366.
WHEREAS it is expedient to amend the third section of an Act Preamble.
passed in this session of the Parliament of Queensland intituled
"An  Act  to impose additional Duties  of Customs"  Be it therefore
enacted by the Queen ' s Most Excellent Majesty by and with the
advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled and by the
authority of the same as follows-_
1. In place of the articles enumerated in the said third section of Exemptions.
the beforementioned Act which are thereby directe  to be admitted
free of duty the following articles only shall be admitted free ofdutyWheat nd flour
Animals living
Fresh fruits garden seeds and garden produce
Fresh meat
Gold
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POLICY of Insurance or other instrument  whereby any  insurance shall be £  s, d.
made upon any ship or vessel or upon any goods merchandise or
other property on board of any ship or vessel or upon the freight
thereof-covered  by a time policy for any period  exceeding three
months  ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 2 6
And for  all other policies-for every  sum of  £100 and for every
fractional part of  £100... ... ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
Exemptions from the preceding duties on policies of insurance-
All life policies  issued under the provisions  of the Act 29 Vic.No. 18.
PROGRESSIVE DUTY that is to  say-
Where  any deed or instrument chargeable with any stamp duty under
this Act together with any schedule receipt or other matter put or
indorsed thereon or annexed thereto shall contain two thousand
one hundred and sixty words or upwards then for every one
thousand and eighty words over and above the first one thousand
and eighty words there shall be charged  the further  progressive
duty following that is to say-
Where such deed or instrument shall be chargeable with any
ad valorem  stamp duty or duties not exceeding in the
whole the sum of five shillings a further progressive duty
equal to the amount of such  ad valorem  duty or duties
and in every other case a further progressive duty of ... 0 5 0
PROMISSORY NOTES.  ( See  " Bills of Exchange.")
PROMISSORY NOTES payable to the bearer' on demand issued within the
Colony of Queensland  by any bank  or banking company at the rate
of for every one  hundred pounds of the  average annual amount in
circulation •,as certi fied under 4 Victoria  No. 13 ... ... ...  3 0 0
P.J CEIPT or discharge given for any sum of money for  twenty  shillings and
upwards ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 0 1
Exemptions from the preceding duties on receipts-
Receipts given for or upon the payment of money to or for the use
of Her Majesty.
Receipts indorsed upon any instrument duly stamped under this
Act, acknowledging the receipt of the ,  consideration money
therein expressed.
Acknowledgment given for money deposited in any banks to be
accounted for. Provided that this exemption shall not extend
to receipts or acknowledgments for sums paid or deposited for
or upon any letters of allotment of shares or in respect of calls
upon any scrip or shares of or in any joint stock or other
company or intended company  which  said last mentioned
receipts or acknowledgments by whomsoever given shall be
liable to the duty charged  upon receipts.
All receipts for money withdrawn  by depositors  from the  Govern-
ment Savings Banks.
All receipts or discharges  given by any  seaman laborer or menial
servant for the payment of wages.
TRANSFER of any run or station held under lease or promise of lease or
license from the Crown or of any interest therein where the declared
value of the said run or station or interest or the value thereof
assessed as in this  Act provided  shall not exceed  £100 ... ... 0 10 0
And where such value shall exceed  £ 100 then for every  X100 and  any
fractional part of £100  ... ... ... ... ...  0 10 0
Exemptions from the preceding duties on transfers of runs or  s tations-
Transfers of runs or stations mortgaged at the time of such transfer
where the proper stamp duty has been levied on the instru-
ment or instruments effecting such mortgage or mortgages and
when the sum or sums of money by way of consideration
expressed in such instrument or instruments equals or exceeds
the value of the run or station as declared in accordance with
the provisions  of this Act.
When the  consideration money expressed in such instrument
or instruments of mortgage as aforesaid is less than the value
of the run or station as declared in accordance  with the
provisions of this  Act the duty  levied upon any transfer of
such tnn or station shall be calculated as upon the difference
between the consideration  -money expressed in the instrument
or instruments of mortgage as aforesaid and the value of the
run or station declared as aforesaid.
TRANSFER
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TRANSFER of any share or shares in the stock and funds of any corporation
company or society whatever in Queensland upon sale thereof-
Where the purchase or consideration money therein expressed £ s. d.
shall not exceed £50 ... ... ... ... ... 0 2 6
Exceeding £50 and not exceeding £100 ... 0 5 0
For every additional £50 or fractional part of £50 ... 0 2 6
SCHEDULE II.
Containing the Duties on Probates  of Wills and  Letters of Administration and on
Legacies and Successions to Real and Personal Estate. %
PROBATE of a will and letters of administration with a will annexed where the effects as
sworn to by the executor or administrator shall be-
£ s. d.
Under the value of £50 ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Ditto £100  ...  .. ... ... ... 1 0 0
Above the value of £100 and under £200 .T. ... .. 2 0 0
Ditto £200 ditto £300 ... ... ... 3 0 0
Ditto £300 ditto £400 ... ... ... 4 0 0
Ditto £400 ditto £500 ... ... ... 5 0 0
And above £500 one per cent.
LETTERS OF ADMINISTRATION without a will annexed where the effects as
sworn to by the administrator shall be-
Under the value of £50 ,.. ... ... ... 0 15 0
Ditto • £100 ... ... ... ... ... 1 10 0
Above the value of £100 and under £200 ... ... ... 3 0 0
Ditto £200 ditto £300 ... ... 4 10 0
Ditto £300 ditto £400 ... ... .., 6 0 0
Ditto £400 ditto £500 .... ... ...  7 10  0
And above £500 one and a-half per cent.
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Gold and silver coin gold dust and bullion
Passengers' baggage and cabin furniture and personal effects
which have been in use and are not imported for sale
Plants trees and shrubs
Printed books and periodicals and newspapers
Specimens of natural history.
Certain machinery 2. That in the case of all machinery  bond fide  imported into
exempted.
the Colony for use in the manufacture of sugar and actually erected
or in use for that purpose the duty by the third section of the above-
mentioned Act imposed may be refunded on proof being given to the
satisfaction of the Colonial Treasurer that the machinery as aforesaid
has been duly erected or is in use as aforesaid.
Short itle. 3. This Act may be cited as the  " Additional Customs Duties
"Act of 1866  Amendment Act."
By Authority: W. C. Ba LBRIDGE, Government Printer, William Street, Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same , &c., &c., &c.
HEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
eighth year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
" An Act to amend the Publicans Act of  1863."
and numbered eleven, it is provided that it shall
not be lawful for any wholesale spirit dealer or
wholesale dealer in wines or beer, or for any grower
or maker of liquor from sugar-cane the produce of
the colony, to sell or otherwise dispose of, or to
deliver, any liquor (although in quantities exceeding
two gallons at one time) except in such town or
places as shall, from time to time, be proclaimed by
the Governor in Council, and notified by Procla-
mation in the  Government Gazette,  as towns and
places where liquors may be disposed of by whole-
sale : Now I, Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN,
the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the .power
in me vested by the said recited Act, do by this
my Proclamation order and declare that Helidon,
on the line of the Southern and Western Railway
from Ipswich to Toowoomba, shall be a place where
such liquors as aforesaid may be sold in quantities
not less than two gallons.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of
October, in the year of our Lord One
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, and
in the thirtieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 12th October, 1866.
FIVE HUNDRED POUNDS REWARD, OR
A-FREE PARDON.
HERE AS it has been represented to the
Government that fires which have recently
occurred in this city have been the work of incen-
diaries : Notice is hereby given, that a Reward of
Five Hundred Pounds will be paid by the Govern-
ment to any person who may give such information
as shall lead to the apprehension and conviction of
the guilty parties ; and that a Free Pardon will be
granted to any person concerned in such acts of
incendiarism (other than a principal) who may give
such information.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
[No. 130.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE AND LEASE
LAND UNDER  "TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC
" LANDS ACT."
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the Land granted for
the purposes of a Lying-in Hospital in this city
have, in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22,
made application to the Governor in Council for
leave to Mortgage and Lease the said Land, in
order to obtain funds for the purpose of erecting
the necessary premises, and other appurtenances
required for the Institution.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the permission so
sought, must lodge the same with the Colonial
Secretary, by letter, within three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
ROMA PETITION.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by One hundred and five householders and
inhabitants of the town of Roma, praying the
erection of that locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The petitioners, in pursuance of a resolution
passed at a public meeting, state that they are
anxious of securing the benefits derivable from
municipal government, and therefore pray that
Roma may be declared a Municipality.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette of  11th August, 1866,No. 96.]
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T HE  following Bye-laws, made by the Municipal
Council of Maryborough, pursuant to the
70th section of the  Municipal Institutions Act of
1864, for the management of the Public Wharf,
relating to Payment of Rates, and Regulation of
Toils at the Municipal Toll-gate, having been
confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, under his
Band, in accordance with the 74th section of the
said Act, the said Bye-laws are hereby published
in the  Government Gazette.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
MUNICIPALITY OF MARYBOROUGH.
BYE-LAW No. 3.
FOR THE REGULATION AND GOVERNMENT OF THE
PUBLIC WHARF, LAND AND PREMISES BELONG-
ING THERETO.
WHEREAS it is necessary that provision should be made
for regulating the public wharf, land, and premises
aforesaid within the municipality of Maryborough, it is
hereby ordered by the Municipal Council for the said
municipality, by virtue of the powers in them in this
behalf vested by the Act 28 Victoria, No. 21.
1. That the said wharf, land, and premises shall be
open for the landing and loading of goods, wares, and
merchandise, from or on any vessel or vessels on every
lawful day, from six o'olock in the morning till six
o'clock in the evening, except between the hours of eight
and nine in the forenoon and one and two in the
afternoon.
2. That there shall be appointed for such wharf an
officer to be called the wharf clerk, whose duties shall
be as follows :-To see that the regulations are duly
observed ; to demand and receive all wharfage and
tonnage rates ; to preserve order on such wharf, land,
and premises adjoining ; to summarily eject and remove
therefrom- any person or persons creating a riot or
disturbance, and generally to carry out such directions
as may from time to time be issued and made by the
said council.
3. That any person or persons who may obstruct the
said wharf clerk, or lessee, or his or their assistants, in
the performance of his or their duty, or shall remove
any goods, wares, merchandise, packages, horses, asses,
sheep or cattle, from the said wharf, land, and premises,
without having first paid the wharfage rates payable in
respect thereof, or without the previous consent of the
said wharf clerk, or  lessee , or who shall, on request of
the said wharf clerk or lessee, refuse or neglect to give a
description of the contents of any crate, bale, cask,
package, or parcel, or shall give a false description
thereof, or shall wilfully break down or damage any part
of the said wharf, or any of the gates, fences, lamps, or
premises of the same, shall forfeit and pay for every
such offence any sum not exceeding five pounds, and in
addition thereto be required to make good any such
damage at his or their private expense.
4. That the party or parties using the said wharf or
premises for the purposes of landing or loading any
goods, wares, merchandise, horses,  asses , sheep, or cattle,
shall be responsible for all wharfage rates demandable
and payable thereon, and shall, when thereto required by
the said wharf clerk or lessee, remove all timber or other
bulky articles from off the said wharf and premises, and
that in default of his or their removing such timber or
other bulky article after due notice, say twenty-four
hours, he or they shall forfeit and pay for every such
offence  any  sum not exceeding five pounds.
5. That, until further notice, the following wharfage
rates shall be demanded and paid upon all goods, wares,
and merchandise landed at or loaded from the said
wharf. Provided that no goods belonging to Her
Majesty, her heirs and successors, shipped or landed for
the public service, by order of His Excellency the
Governor for the time being, or any ship or vessel
belonging to or in Her Majesty's service, shall be subject
to any such wharfage rates.
Rates of Wharfage.
Inwards.  Outwards.
S.  d. s. d.
Alum, per barrel .. ... ... 0 6 0 3
keg and small package ... 0 3 0 2
„ the ton ... ... ... 1 8 1 3
Alkali, loose, the ton . ... 1 8 1 3
,, in casks , according  to size.
Almonds, the hogshead 1 0 0 9
the package,  use ok oask,  0 4 0 8
Inwards. Outwards.
s. d. s. d.
Almonds, the bag ... 0 2 0 1
Anchors, grapnels, the ton ... ...  2 4 1 9
„ in small packages, each ,..  0 4 0 3
Anchovies, the crate ,., ... ...  0 8 0 6
,, case .. .., .., 0 4 0 3
„ the barrel or keg... ...  0 2 0 1
Aniseed, the package ... .., ...  0 4 0 3
Anatto, the cask or  case ,,, ..,  0 4 0 3
„ the basket or bag 0 3 0 2
Antimony ore, the ton ... ...  1 8 1 0
Anvils, each ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 3
„ per ton ... .. ... 1 8 1 3
Apples, the package ... ... ...  0 4 0 3
Apparel, wearing,  the case ... ...  0 4 0 3
Arrowroot, the cask or  case ... ... 0 4 0 3
Asses and  mules,  each ...  0 8 0 6
Axletrees, each ... ...  0 4 0 3
Bacon , the bale or bundle ... ...  0 4 0 3
„ the side ... ... ...  0 2 0 1
Bags, the bale or bundle .., ...  0 4 0 3
Bark, loose or in bags, the ton ...  1 8 1 3
„ Peruvian, the case or chest ...  0 6 0 4
Barley, loose, or in bags, the bushel  0 1 0 0;
pearl, the cask or case  0 4 0 3
„ keg or jar ... ...  0 2 0
0
1
1Baskets, each ... ... ... ...  0 1
Beans, in bags, the bushel .. ..,  0 1 0 01
„  casks , according to size.
Beef and pork, the tierce or hogshead  0 6 0 4
„ barrel . , ...  0 4 0 3
Beer  or cider, in bulk, the hogshead...  0 6 0 4
„ barrel . ...  0 4 0 3
bottled, the cask or case  0 3 0 2
Beeswax, the cask  or case  0 4 0 3
Berries, juniper, the package  0 4 0 3
Bellows, smith's, the pair ,,.  0 4 0 3
Billiard tables, each ... ... 3 4 2 6
Biscuit, in bags, the ton ,,,  1 8 1 3
„ puncheon ...  0 8 0 6
„ hogshead  0 6 0 4
„ barrel... ...  0 3 0 2
keg ...  0 2 0 1
Blankets, the bale ... ... 0 4 0 3
Blacklead, the cask or  case ...  0 4 0 3
Blacking, the hogshead .,,  0 8 0 6
„ cask ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
keg ... .. ... 0 2 0 1
Boots and shoes, the cask or case  0 4 0 3
Books, the cask  or case ...  0 4 0 3
Bottles, empty, the package ,..  0 4 0 3
Bones, per ton ...  1 8 1 0
„ shank, per 1,000 ...  1 8 1 0
Bran, the sack... ... ...  0 1 0 1
Brimstone, loose, the ton  1 8 1 3
„ the cask or case ...  0 4 0 3
Bricks, per 1000  1 8 1 0
Brandied fruits, the case ..,  0 4 0 3
Bristles, the cask or case ... ,,,  0 4 0 3
Brooms or brushes, the cask or  case...  0 4 0 3
„ the bundle 0 4 0 3
loose, the dozen ,,. ... 0 2 0 1
Bull or cow ... ..,
... 1 8 1 3
Burr stones, each ,.. 0 1 0 1
Buoys, the ton ,,, ,., 2 4 1 9
Butter, the barrel ... . 0 4 0 3..
„ the firkin or keg ,,.
...
,,, 0 2 0 1
Cables, iron, the ton ... ... ... 1 8 1 3
„ rope, the ton ... ,..
... 1 8 1 3
Calf, each ... ... ... 0 8 0 6
Camphor, the tub or chest ... ... 0 4 0 3
Camphorwood planks, per 1000 ... 1 8 1 3
Canes or bamboos, per 100 bundles,..  1 8 1 3
„ „ loose , per 100
.., 0 1 0 1
Candles, the package ... 0 2 0 1
Cannons, the ton ... 2 4 1 9
Canvas, the bale ... 0 4 0 3
„ the bolt 0 1 0 1
„ the bale of 2 bolts 0 2 0 1
Capers, the cask or case 0 4 . 0 3
„ the keg . . 0 2 0 1
Carts and drays, each,,, 1 8 1 3
Cards, the case ,,. 0 4 0 3
Cardamoms, the case ... 0 4 0 3
„ the bag ... 0 2 0 1
Carpets, the bale or case 0 4 0 3
Carraway seeds, the case 0 4 0 3
the bag 0 2 0 1
Carrots, the ton ... 1 0 0 6
Carriages, 4-wheeled, each 3 4 2 6
219 ) 1 8 1 3
Carboy, spirits,  each ., . 0 4 0 3
Casks, empty,  the tvlni fit 0 4 0 8
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Casho nuts, the bag ... ... ...
Cassia, the case ... ... ...
Castor oil, the case ... ... ...
Cement, the barrel ... ... ...
„ loose, the ton ... ...
Chairs, the case ... ... ...
It loose, each ... ...
Chalk or whiting, in bulk, per ton ...
„ in casks, according to size.
Cheese, the cask or case
„ in tins... ... ... ...
„ loose, each ... ... ...
Chillies, the case ...
„ the-bag ... ... ...
Chinaware, the case or cask ... ...
Chocolate, the package ...
Cigars, the case ... ... ...
„ the box ... ... ...
Clay, the hogshead ... ... ...It the cask ... ... ... ...It the ton . ... ... ...
Clay figures, the case ... ... ...
Cloves, the case ... ...
„ the bag  ... ... ...
Clover and lucerne seed, the cask ...
the bag ...
Clocks, per case ... ...
Coal,  per ton ... ... ... ...
Cocoanuts, per 100 ... ...
Coffee and cocoa, the bag ... ...
It  in cask, the ton ...
Coir rope, the ton ...
Colors, the cask or case
„ hogshead . .. ...
„ 14lbs. to 28lbs. keg ...
It 30lbs. to 561bs. keg ...It  561bs. to 112lbs. keg ...
Confectionery, the package ...
Copper ore, per ton ... ... ...
Cordage, the ton
Corn, in bulk or bags, per 4 bushels
Corks, the cask ...
„ bag.. ... ... ...
Cotton, per bale or bag
Curiosities, natural, the package ...
Currants, the butt
„ carroteel ... ...
„ cask or case ... ...
„ jar
Cutlery, the  package ...
Cider (see "Beer")
Dates, the bale cask or case
I, bag ... ...
„  jar ... ...
Deals, per  100 ... ...
„ ends per 100
Dholl  or gram ,  the bushel
Doors, each ...
Drugs , the hogshead ...
„ cask or case
bag
Drapery,  the case
Earth, f'ullers', the ton
Earthenware, the hogshead or crate
„ cask or case ...
ton... ... ...
Eau de Cologne, the case ... ...
Engines, fire, each .. ...
„ beer or garden, each ...
Essences and essential oils, the case...
It I. bottle or jar
Fans, the case . ... ... ...
Feathers, ostrich, the package ...
bed, „ ... ...
Felt, the bale or  case .. . ... ...
Felloes, per 1000
Figs, the drum or drum ... ...
„ package ... ... ...
Fish, the case ... ... ... ...
It
barrel or barrel ... ...
Firearms, the chest  or case ... ...
Fireworks, the package
Flax, the ton ... ... ... ...
Flints, the keg ... ... ... ..
Floorcloth, the roll ... ... ...
Flags, Cooper's, the ton ... ...
Flour, the barrel ... ... ...
It in sacks, the ton ... ...
Flowers, artificial, the case ... ...
Fruit,  green , the package ... ...
Furniture, per ton ... ... ...
Furs, the cask  or case ... ... ...
Inwards. Outwards.
s. d.  8.  d.
0 2 0 1
0 4 0 3
0 4 0 3
0 4 0 3
1 8 1 3
0 4. 0 3
0 1 0 1
1 8 1 3
0 4 0 3
0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1
0 4 0 3
0 2 0 1
0 8 0 6
0 4 0 3
1 0 0 6
0 2 0 1
0 8 0 6
0 4 0 3
1 8 0 6
0 8 0 6
0 4 0 3
0 2 0 1
0 4 0 3
0 2 0 1
0 4 0 3
0 6 0 3
0 4 0 3
0 2 0 1
1 8 1 3
1 8 1 3
0 4 0 3
1 8 1 3
0 1 0 1
0 2 0 1
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
0 6 0 3
1 8 1 3
0 2 0 1
0 4 0 3
0 2 0 1
0 6 0 3
0 8 0 6
1 8 1 3
0 6 0 4
0 4 0 3
0 1 0 1
0 6 0 4
0 4 0 3
0 2 0 1
0 1 0 1
3 4 2 6
2 4 1 9
0 1 0 1
0 2 0 1
0 8 0 6
0 4 0 3
0 2 0 1
0 4 0 3
1 8 1 3
0 8 0 6
0 6 0 4
1 8 1 3
0 4 0 3
3 4 2 6
0 8 0 6
0 4 0 3
0 1 0 1
0 4 0 3
0 8 0 6
0 4 0 3
0 4 0 3
3 4 2 6
0 1 0 1
0 4 0 3
0 4 0 3
0 2 0 1
0 8 0 6
0 4 0 3
1 8 1 3
0 2 0 1
0 4 0 3
0 8 0 6
0 3 0 2
1 8 1 3
0 4 0 3
0 4 0 3
1 8 1 3
0 4 0 3
Inwards. Outwards.
s. d. s. d.
Ginger, the  cask or case  ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ bag ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
Gin, case of  4 gallons ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
2 gallons ... .. ... 0 2 0 191 It
Glassware (see " Earthenware")
Glass plate, the case ... ... ... 0 6 0 4
It window, the box ... ... 0 4 0 3
Glue, the hogshead ... ... ... 0 8 0 6
It cask or case ... ... 0 4 0 3
Grates and stoves, each ... ... 0 4 0 3
Grain (see " Corn")
Grindstones, each ... ... ... 0 1 0 1
Grinders, the cask or case ... ... 0 6 0 4
Gunny bags, the bale... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Gunpowder (free)
Gum, the cask  or case  ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ Laurie, per ton ... ... ... 1 8 1 3
Guano, per ton .. ... ... 1 8 1 3
Gypsum, the hogshead ... ... 0 8 0 6
„ cask or case ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ loose, the ton 1 8 1 3
Hair, the cask or  case.. . ... ... 0 4 0 3
It hogshead ... ... ... 0 6 0 4
Hams, loose, the dozen ... ... 0 2 0 1
the hogshead ... ... ... 1 0 9 0
„ the cask or case .. ... 0 4 0 3
Hardware, the hogshead or crate ... 0 8 0 6
ironmongery, the cask or
case ... ... ... 0 4 0 2
It bag or keg... ... ... 0 2 0 1
It bundle ... ... ... 0 3 0 2
Harps, each ... ... ... ... 1 0 0 9
Harrows, each... ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Hats, the case ... ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Hay, the; ton ... 1 0 0 6
Hemp, loose, the ton ... ... ... 1 8 1 3
„ the bale ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Herrings (see Fish)
Hides, each ... ... ... 0 1 0 1
Honey, the package ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Hops, the bale or bag... ... ... 0 8 0 6
It pocket ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Hoops, wood, the bundle ... ... 0 1 0 1
„ iron (see Iron)
Horses, each ... . ... ... ... 1 0 0 9
It cob or pouey, each ... ... 0 6 0 4
Horns, per 100 ... ... ... 1 8 1 0
Hoofs, per ton... ... ... ... 1 8 1 0
Ice, the ton ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 3
India rubber, the package ... .. 0 4 0 3
Iron, bars, hoop, or rod, pig, or sheet,
pots, tire, or hurdles, the ton ... 1 8 1 3
Iron machinery, the ton ... 2 4 1 9
Ironmonger, cask or case 0 4 0 2
Isinglass, the package... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Ivory, the package ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Jute (see Hemp)
Lacquered ware, the package ... 0 4 0 3
Lard, the cask or case ... ... 0 4 0 3
f> keg ... ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
Laths, per 1,000 ... ... ... 0 6 0 4
Lead, in rolls or loose, the ton ... 1 8 1 3
Leather, in bale or case ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ loose, the ton ... ... 2 4 1 9
Leeches, the package ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Lime, the ton ... ... ... ... 1 8 1 3
Logwood, the ton ... ... ... 1 8 1 3
„ in casks, according to size.
Looking glasses, per case or package 0 6 0 4
Mangles, each... ... ... ... 0 8 0 6
Marble, manufactured, the package ... 0 8 0 6
„ in blocks or loose, per ton ... 1 8 1 3
Matting, the roll ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
Machinery, per case ... ... ... 0 6 0 4
It castings, per ton ... ... 2 4 1 9
Minerals, the ton ... ... ... 0 6 0 3
Millstones, each ... ... ... 1 4 1 0
Molasses, the puncheon ... 0 8 0 6
hogshead ... ... 0 6 0 4
„ cask ... ... 0 4 0 3
Mother of Pearl shells, the ton 1 8 1 3
Mules, each . ... ... ... 0 8 0 6
Mustard, the cask or case ... 0 4 0 3
Musical instruments, not piano or
harp, the case ... ... ... 0 8 0 6
Nails, the cask... ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ bag or keg ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
Needles,  per case  ... ... ... 0 6 0 4
Nuts, the case ... ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Nutmegs, the bag ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
Oats (see Corn).
Oatmeal, the  cask or case ...  ...  0 4 0 3
1038
Inwards.  Outwards.
s. d. s. d.
Oatmeal, the keg ... ... ... 0 2
Oars, per dozen . ... ... ... 0 4
Oakum, the ton ... ... ... 1 8
Oil cake, loose, per ton 1 8
„ cask, according to size.
Oil, black or sperm, the ton ... ... 1 4
If in quantities less than a ton
to be charged by the cask.
Linseed, and other, the butt ... 1 4
99
9f
•'99
99
99
79
pipe 0 8
hogshead 0 6
cask ... 0 4
drum, chest,
or case 0 2
Oilmen's stores, the sugar hogshead... 1 0
„ hogshead ... 0 6
cask or case .. 0 4
keg, basket or bag 0 2
Onions, per ton .. ... ... 1 0
Ornaments, figures, &c. 0 8
Paint, sugar hogshead (and see Colors) 1 4
hogshead 0 8
„ butt ... . 1 8
keg, according to weight.
Palings, per 1,000 ... ... ... 2 6
Pails, per dozen ... ... ... 0 3
Paddy, in bulk, per ton ... ... 1 0
bag .. ... ... ... 0 1
Paper, the bale or case ... ... 0 4
Peas, the cask or case... ... ... 0 4
„ bag or keg ... ... ... 0 2
Pepper and spices, the bag ... ... 0 2
Pianofortes ,  each  ... ... ... 1 4
Pigs, each  ... ... ... ... 1 4
Pictures ,  the case ...  ... ...  0 4
Piece goods, the bale or case... ... 0 4
Pitch ,  the barrel ... ... ... 0 4
Ploughs, harrows ,  or dri ll s  ... ...  0 4
Pork, the barrel  .. ... ... 0 4
„ half barrel  ... ... ...  0 2
Potatoes ,  the ton  ... .. ...  1 0
Preserved meats, or essence of meat,
per case  ... ... ... ...  0 4
Quicksilver ,  the bottle  ... ...  0 2
Raisins, under 30 lbs. ,  the box .. 0 1
30 lbs .  to 56 lbs .  ditto 0 2
56 lbs. and upwards ... 0 4
Rattans  (see Canes).
0 1
0 3
1 3
1 3
1 0
1 0
0 6
0 4
0 3
0 1
0 9
n  A.
0 3
0  1
0 6
0 6
1 0
0 6
1 3
1 6
0 2
0 6
0 1
0 3
0 3
0 1
0 1
1 0
1 0
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 1
0 6
dO s.utwarInwards.
s. d. s. d.
Thrashing and winnowing machines,
each 2 0 1 6
Timber, per 100 feet ... ... 0 6 0 3
'ton plates, the box . ... ... 0 4 0 3
Tobacco, the hogshead ... 1 0 0 9
tierce ... ... ... 0 6 0 4
keg ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
„ basket or roll ... ... 0 1 0 1
Toys or turnery, cask or case... ...  0 4 0 3
Tongues and tripe, per keg ... ... 0 2 0 1
Trenails, per 1000 ... 1 8 1 3
Tubs, per nest... ... • ... ...  0 4 0 3
Twine, the hogshead ... ... ...  0 8 0 6
53 bale, cask, or case ...  0 6 0 3
Unenumerated Goods-
IHeavy, the ton .. ... 2 4 1 9
h 1in packages te butt 4 1 0.
butt or puncheon 0 8 0 0-
„ hogshead or crate 0 6 0 4
the barrel ... ... 0 4 0 3
keg or firkin ... ... 0 2 0 1
„ bundle or case ... 0 4 0  3,
jar, can, or bottle ... 0 1 0 1
Vitriol, the case ... ... ... 0 8 0 6
„ carboy ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Vinegar, the hogshead 0 6 0 4
„ barrel or half-hogshead... 0 3 0 2
Whalebone, the ton .. ... 2 4 1 9
Whale and other boats, each... ... 0 8 0 6
Wheels, cart or carriage, each ... 0 2 0 1
Wheelbarrows, each ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
Wines and spirits, the leagerer ... 1 0 0 9
half ditto ... ... 0 8 0 6
pipe, butt, or puncheon 0 8 0 6
hogshead ... . 0 6 0 4
barrel or quarter-cask 0 3 0 2
1 or 3 doz. cask or case 0 2 0 1
3 or 4 dozen ... ... 0 3 0 2
5or6dozen ... ... 0 4 0 3
25 above 6 dozen 0 6 0 4
Wool,  the bale... ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Woolpacks, the bale ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
0 2 6. That the said Municipal Council may at any time
0 1 alter the scale of charges, or at any time impose a
0 1 tonnage rate upon all vessels landing or loading from the
0 1 said wharf, any goods, wares or merchandise, or lying at
0 3 the said wharf for the purpose of refitting or otherwise.
Rice, the bag ... ... ... ... 0 1 0 1
Rope, the ton ... ... ... ... 2 4
Salt, the ton ... ... ... ... 1 0
Sago, the cask or case... ... ... 0 4
1 9
0 9
0 3
„ bag .. ... ... 0 1 0 1
Sashes, per bundle of six . ... 0 4 0 3
Seltzer and soda water, per dozen ... 0 1 0 1
Sheep or goats, each ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
Shingles, per 1000 ... ... ... 0 8 0 6
Ships' hearth, per ton... ... ... 2 4 1 9
Shot, the cask .. ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ bag or keg ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
Shooks, the bundle ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
Shower baths, each ... ... ... 0 6 0 4
Skins, loose, per dozen ... ... 0 2 0 1
„ the cask or case ... ... 0 4 0 3
the hogshead ... ... 0 8 0 6
Slops, the hogshead ... ... ... 0 8 0 6
bundle ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ bale ... ... ... 0 6 0 4
„ case ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Slates, per 1000 ... ... ... 1 8 1 3
„ writing, per case 0 6 0 4
Soap, 112 lbs. the box 0 4 0 3
„ 56lbs. „ ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
281bs. „ ... ... ... 0 1 0 1
Spokes, per 1000 ... .. ... 1 8 1 3
Spades, shovels, frying-pans, the doz. 0 2 0 1
Spars, the foot ... ... ... 0 1
Spelter, the ton ... ... ... 1 8
Starch, the case ... ... ... 0 4
Stationery, the package ... 0 4
Staves, per 100 ... ... ... 1 0
Steel, the ton .. ... ... ... 2 4
„ cask or case .. ... 0 6
Steam engines and boilers, per ton ... 2 4
Sugar, per ton.... ... ... ... 1 8
Tallow, the hogshead ... . ... 0 6
„ slush or fat, the cask ... 0 4
Tar or pitch, the barrel ... ... 0 4
Tea, the chest :. ... ... 0 4
„ half-chest ... ... ... 0 2
99 box ... ... ... ... 0 1
0 01-
1- 3
0 3
0 3
0 9
1 9
0 4
1 9
1 3
0 4
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 1
0 1
H. PALMER, Mayor.
Passed by the said Municipal Council of Maryborough,
the fourth day of  May, in the year of our Lord
One thousand  eight  hundred and sixty-six.
ROBERT GRAHAM,  junr .,  Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, and
in the thirtieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
MUNICIPALITY OF MARYBOROUGH.
'BYE-LAW No. 4.
RELATING TO PAYMENT OF RATES.
IN pursuance of the power vested in the Council of the
Municipality of Maryborough, by part 6 of  The
Municipal Institutions Act of  1864, the said council do
make the following Bye-laws :-
1. All annual rates and assessments shall be due and
payable by two half-yearly instalments, in advance ; the
first of such instalments shall become due and payable
on and after the expiration of fourteen days from the
day appointed by the council for holding the court of
appeal against the assessment provided by section 79 of
The Municipal Institutions Act of  1864, and the second
- of such instalments shall' be due and payable on and
after the first day of July, in each and every year.
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2. All rates shall be paid to the Town Clerk, or rate
collector, at the Municipal Council Chambers, between
the hours of 10 a.m. and 1 p.m., or to the rate collector
on his calling for the same ; but nothing in this Bye-
law shall be construed to render it necessary that any
demand for rates other than the notice required by the
said Act, shall 'be requisite or necessary previous to the
issue of a  warrant or other legal proceeding.
H. PALMER, Mayor.
Passed by the Municipal Council of Maryborough, on
the fourth day of May, in the year of our Lord
One thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.
ROBERT GRAHAM, junr., Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and sixty- six, and
in the thirtieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
MARYBOROUGH MUNICIPALITY.
COLONY OF QUEENSLAND.
BYE-LAW TO REGULATE THE TOLLS AND CHARGES OF
THE MARYBOROUGH MUNICIPAL TOLL-GATE.
1. The following tolls shall be demanded, paid, and
taken at  the Turnpike Gate, Maryborough  municipal
boundary,  known as  Copenhagen Bend, by  any officer
duly appointed by the said Municipal Council
2.  That is to say-
s. d.
For every sheep, lamb, pig, or goat, the sum of... 0 04
For every ox-or head of neat cattle, the sum of... 0 1
Fcr every horse, mare, gelding, ass, or mule, the
sum of ... ... ... .. ... ...
For every cart, dray, or other such vehicle with
two wheels, drawn by one horse or other
02
animal ,  the sum of  ... ... ... ...  0 6
For every  cart , dray, or other vehicle with two
wheels, drawn by two horses or other  animals,
the sum of ... ... ... ... ... 0 7
For every cart, dray, or other vehicle with two
wheels, drawn by three horses or other
animals, the sum of  ... ... ... ... 0 8
For every cart, dray, or other vehicle with two
wheels, drawn by four horses or other
animals, the  sum of ... ... ... ... 0 9
And for every horse or other animal above four,
drawing a cart, dray, or other vehicle with two
wheels, the sum of one penny additional.
For every wain, waggon, or other such vehicle with
four wheels, drawn by two horses or other
animals , the sum of ... ... ... ... 1 0
For every wain, waggon, or -other such vehicle
drawn by three horses or other animals, the
sum of ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 1
For every  wain,  waggon, or other such vehicle
drawn by four horses or other  animals, the
sum of  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 2
And for every horse or other animal above four,
drawing wain, waggon, or other such vehicle
with four wheels, the sum of one penny
additional.
For every gig, chaise, or other such carriage with
two wheels, drawn by one horse or other
animal, the sum of ... ... ... ... 0 6
For every gig, chaise, or other such carriage with
two wheels, drawn by two horses or other
animals,  the sum of ... ... ... ...  0 9
For every coach, chariot, or other such carriage
with four wheels, drawn by one horse or
other  animal , the sum of ... ... ... 09
For  every  coach, chariot, or other such carriage
S. d.
with four wheels, drawn by two horses or
other animals ,  the sum of  ... ... ... 1 0
For every coach ,  chariot, or other such carriage
with four wheels, drawn by three horses or
other animals ,  the sum of  ... ... ... 1 3
For every coach, chariot, or other such carriage
with four wheels, drawn by four or more
horses or other animals, the sum of ... ... 1 6
3. Payment of the foregoing tolls and dues shall in
all cases exempt return payment during the same day.
4. No tolls shall be demandable or taken for or in
respect of any horses or carriages of or belonging to the
Governor of the said Colony for the time being, or to any
person in actual attendance upon him ; or for or in
respect of the horses, beasts, carts, carriages, and other
vehicles of and belonging to the Government, and
employed at the time of passing such toll-gate in the
Government service ;  or for or in respect of any horse,
beast, carriage, or other vehicle conveying any clergyman
in the discharge of his duty, or any other person or
persons going to or returning from the proper church,
chapel, or other place of worship of the person or per-
sons  riding or driving  the same on Sundays ,  Christmas
Day, or Good Friday ; or for or in respect of any horse,
beast ,  carriage, or other vehicle attending funerals ; or for
or in respect of any horse ,  beast, carriage ,  or other
vehicle carrying the Post  Office mails.
5. During the dark nights and in the  absence of moon-
light, there sha ll  be a light kept burning and pro perly
trimmed at the turnpike gate.
6. The council or collector of the said turnpike is
required ,  during the whole time they sha ll  continue to
collect the said to lls,  to put up or cause to be put up in
some conspicuous place at or near the said turnpike
gate a table painted  in distinct  legible black letters on a
board with a white ground ,  containing at the top thereof
the name of the gate at which the same shall be put up,
and also a  li st of all  the tolls or dues payable thereat ;
distinguishing severally the amount of tolls and the
different sorts of cattle ,  beasts ,  carriages ,  or other vehicles
for which they are severally to be paid.
7. The  council or collector of the said turnpike shall
place or cause to be placed in some conspicuous position,
or at the foot of the board showing the tolls and  charges,
the christian and surname of the collector or keeper for
the time being.
8. Provided that no toll of dues shall be demandable
or taken for or in respect of any horse ,  carriage, or
beast belonging to, or in the employment of, the said
municipal council, or for any necessary traffic in the
removal of timber, gravel ,  stone ,  or other material, for
or on account  of the  said municipal council.
9. If any person liable to the payment of  any dues
under these regulations sha ll , after demand, neglect or
refuse to pay the same or any part thereof, it shall be
lawful for any person duly  authorised to collect the
same to prevent such person or persons from passing
through the turnpike until the dues demandable and
payable by such person or persons so refusing to pay the
same be paid and discharged.
10. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the aforesaid dues shall on conviction be
subject to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
H. PALMER , Mayor.
Passed by the said Municipal Council of Maryborough,
the twenty-first day of September, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.
THOMAS HOLME, Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, and
in the thirtieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th October, 1866.
L
THE following Bye-law, made by the Municipal
Council of Townsville, pursuant to the 70th
section of the  Municipal Institutions Act of  1864,
for the Prevention of Fires and Suppression of
Nuisances, having been confirmed by His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, under his Hand, in accordance
with the 74th section of the said Act, the said Bye-
law is hereby published in the  Government
Gazette.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 19th October, 1866.
LICENSED VENDORS OF DUTY STAMPS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, withreference to the  Stamp Duties Act of  1866,
which is to come into operation on the 1st proximo,
that all Licensed Vendors of Postage Stamps will,
upon application to this Office, be appointed
Licensed Vendors of Duty Stamps, under the
abovementioned Act.
A supply of Duty Stamps has been forwarded to
every Postmaster throughout the Colony, from
whom they can be purchased.
J. D. McLEAN.
MUNICIPALITY OF TOWNSVILLE.
BYE-LAW NO. 3.
A BYE-LAW FOR THE PREVENTION OF FIRES AND
SUPPRESSION OF NUISANCES WITHIN THE MUNICI-
PALITY OF TOWNSVILLE.
WHEREAS by the provisions of the  Municipal Insti-
tutions Act of  1864, the council of any municipality are
authorised to make bye-laws,  inter alia,  for preventing
and extinguishing fires, and suppressing nuisances and
noxious and offensive trades : It has been resolved by
the council of the municipality of Townsville, that from
and after the date of the confirmation hereof by the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and
the publication hereof in the  Government Gazette,  the
following regulations shall be in force within the
said municipality of Townsville :-
1. That no person or persons, except with the special
license of, revocable, renewable, and assignable, by , the
said council, shall kindle, use, or continue any fire on
the beach, or in or upon any enclosed or unenclosed
yard, premises, public or private street, way, or waste
ground, within the said municipality, unless the same
be in a properly constructed fireplace, a flue or chimney
whose walls or sides are of any metal, stone, or brick, or
any admixture thereof.
2. That, except as above excepted, no person or
persons shall keep, or suffer to be kept, any stacks of
greater or less quantities of hay, corn, or straw standing,
lying, or being in or upon or about any enclosed or
unenclosed yard or premises or public or private street,
way or waste ground, and whether or not on the
ground or raised therefrom, within the said municipality,
unless the same be in transitu or under a covered shed
or building, whose exterior shall be composed  of wood,
iron, stone or brick.
3. Any person or persons committing any act, or in
any way offending against the foregoing provisions of
this bye-law, or refusing or neglecting to comply with
the directions and regulations contained herein, shall, on
conviction, thereof before two or more justices of the
peace, be liable to forfeit and pay for every such
offence a penalty of a sum of money not exceeding
twenty pounds.
4. That any person or persons, except as excepted in
clause 1, that shall burn, or cause to be burnt or permit
to be burnt, any bones or other offensive substances,
whether wholly or partially, and whether animal,
mineral or vegetable, so as to be an offence or nuisance
to his neighbors or the public, within the said
municipality, shall on conviction thereof, for every such
offence, be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
5. That any brickmakers, limeburners, or any other
person, except as last excepted, burning or causing to
be burnt, any brick or lime, within one hundred and
fifty yards of any dwelling-house in the said munici-
pality, shall, on conviction, forfeit and pay, for every
such offence a sum not exceeding twenty pounds.
Passed by the Municipal Council, Townsville, on the
twentieth day of September, One thousand eight
hundred and sixty-six.
J. W. BLACK, Mayor.
W. B. 'GRIMALDI, Town Clerk. ,
Confirmed , with the  advice  of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and sixty- six, and in
the thirtieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
-Queensland, 4th October, 1866.
QUEENSLAND TREASURY BILLS.
INconformity with the provisions of the  AdditionalTreasury Bills Act,  30th Victoria, No. 10, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive council, directs it to be notified, that
Sealed Tenders will be received at this Office, until
Noon of THURSDAY, the 1st day of November
next, from persons desirous of purchasing any
portion of Queensland Treasury Bills which it is
proposed now to issue to the extent of £50,000
(fifty thousand pounds), being the first instalment of
the entire sum of £300,000 (three hundred thousand
pounds), authorised to be raised by the above
recited Act.
These Bills are secured upon the Consolidated
Revenue of the Colony, and are for the sum of
£100 (one hundred pounds) each, and bear interest
at the rate of ten (10) per cent. per annum from the
1st proximo. The principal sum is payable on the
31st December, 1870, and interest is payable half
yearly, on the 1st January and 1st July respectively.
Principal and interest are payable in Sydney,
Melbourne, Adelaide, or Brisbane, at the option of
the holder.
The Treasury Bills are transferable by delivery.
The amount tendered, if accepted, must be paid In
cash at the Treasury, Brisbane. Ten (10) per cent.
within one week from the notification of acceptance
of the Tender, and the balance on or before the
15th (fifteenth) day of November, 1866.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. D. McLEAN.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for the
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern.
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
BRANCHES of the above Bank are now openat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 12th October, 1866.
AGRICULTURAL RESERVES.
FORFEITED PORTION.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned portion in the Extension
of the Logan Agricultural Reserve, having been
forfeited by Thomas Fenelly for non-compliance
with existing regulations, will be again open to
selection on THURSDAY, the 15th November,
1866.
Portion. Area. Reserve.
A. R. P.
332 50 0 0 Logan Extension.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 10th October, 1866.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatEdwin Brier, having neglected to comply with
the Regulations regarding Non-transferable Land
Orders, of the 22nd January, 1866, the land herein-
after described, purchased by him with Land Order
No. 64-11, has been forfeited, and will be again
brought forward for sale.
County.
Stanley...
Parish.'
Kedron ...
No. of
Portion.
90
Area.
A. R. P.
22 3 8
A5. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd October, 1866.
NOTICE-SUNDAY TRAINS.
G
ENERAL  attention is hereby invited to the
fact that the usual Sunday Trains will be
discontinued after Sunday next, the 7th instant,
upon the Southern and Western Railway, until
further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 4th October, 1866.
A CHESNUT Horse, branded SS or 88 near
side, is now in the possession of the Police
stationed at Townsville ; if not claimed by the First
of December, will be sold.
T, x. BARRON,
Pro  Commibsioners
NOTICE.
]INSTRUCTIONS are furnished to the TideWaiters in the Bay, not i  any instance to
allow goods to be trans-shipped into any Lighter,
or other vessel, unless the master of the same can
produce a Lightering License, issued from this
office, or renewed, within this current year. _
Persons applying for such licenses must enter
into bends for the protection of the Revenue.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1866.
NOTICE.
IN  order to determine the Value of Goodsimported into the different Ports of the Colony,
and subject to  " Ad valorem  Duty,"  the original
Invoices of such Goods must be produced at the
respective Custom Houses when Entries are being
passed for the same.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane ,  21st September, 1866.
N
OTICE.---A Court of Examination will be
holden by the Bench of Magistrates for this
District, on TUESDAY, the 11th day of December
next, at Noon, for' the purpose of examining the
Electoral Roll for the Maranoa District (within
the Police District of Roma).
JOHN MOREHEAD,
Court House,
Roma, 6th October, 1866.
Clerk of Petty -Sessions.
IN accordance with the 15th Clause of the  Regis-tration of Electors Amendment Act,  29 Victoria,
No. 12, a Court of Petty Sessions will be held at
the Court House, Rockhampton, on THURSDAY,
the 15th day of November, 1866, at Ten o'clock,
for the purpose of examining the Electoral Rolls of
the Electoral Districts of Port Curtis and Rock-
hampton.
October 9, 1866.
FRANK N. BEDDEK,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
A COURT of Petty Sessions, for examining the
Electoral Roll for the district of Port Curtis,
will be held at the Court House, Gladstone, on
THURSDAY, the 22nd November next.
GEO. WHITE,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Gladstone , 18th  October, 1866.
QUEENSLAND ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.
SESSION 1866.
UST PUBLISHED, and ON SALE at - the
Government Printing Office, William street,
Brisbane  :-
Leasing Act, price 6d.
Additional Customs Duties Act, 6d.
Additional Customs Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Stamp Duties Act, 1s.
Additional Treasury Bills Act, 6d.
Queensland Treasury Notes Act, 6d.
Brisbane Waterworks Act, 6d.
Offences against the Person Act, 6d.
Registrars of District Courts Act, 6d.
Cumberland Disease Act, 6d.
Inquests of Death Act, 6d.
Felons Apprehension Act, 6d.
Port Albany Free Port Act, ed.
Government Loan Act, 6d.
Claims against Government Act, 6d.
Jury Precepts Act, 6d:
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Print'eri
104.2
General Post Office,
Brisbane,. 19th October, 1866.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.THE attention of intending'Tenderers is directedto the amended advertisement calling for
Tenders for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails,
during the year 1867, published in this day's  Gov-
ernment Gazette.
A cop of the advertisement can be seen at any.
Post Oce in the Colony.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster-General.
,[AM LADED  ADVER TISEMENT.]
(Original dated 20th  September,  1866,  GovernmentGazette, No.  13.)
. General Post Office,
Queensland, 19th October, 1866.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE OF 1867-8.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS. -SEPARATE enders are hereby invited, andwill be received until the 12th November
next, for the conveyance of Post Office Mails, as
undermentioned, for one or two years, from the 1st
January, 1867, to the 31st December, 1867 or 1868,
both days inclusive.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously
on application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words,  "Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed  in the  tender box, at the ' General Post
Office.
Tenderers  are requested to describe, by their
numbers as  below, the mail services for which they
tender, and every tender will be taken to include
the entire  service as  called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service ,  as. well  as for the, periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding
double the gross amount of `the-contract.
Persons tendering are requested to state the
description of the vehicle they intend to use, and
the number of horses by which it is to be drawn,
or if on horseback.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on WEDNESDAY, the 21st November
next, and must then be prepared, if called on,
forthwith to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum
equal to ten per cent. of the amount of such of
their tenders as may be accepted, as a guarantee
until their bonds and contracts shall be executed.
The tender of any person failing to comply with
this condition will not be entertained. .
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form  of tender, and upon which the tender is to be
made, can be inspected by persons proposing to
tender, either at the General Post Office, or at any
Post O4ce in the Colony. .
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster -General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
o .
From and to, and to and from. Mode ofConveyance.
3 Brisbane and Moggill, once a week ... Horse
6 Brisbane  and Ipswich, twice a day Four-horse
and three times a day (Sunday Coach
excepted), and expresses when
required, by horse
7 Brisbane and Maryborough,  via  Du- Horse
rundur, Conondale, Imbill, Wid-
gee, and  Glenbar,, once  a fortnight
0
S
8
12
19
20
21
22
23
25
26
29
-30
32
34
35
36
39
40
43
44
46
54
55
56
57
59
60
61
SERVICES REQUIRED  --Continued.
Frond  and, to,  and to and from. Mode ofConveyance.
-Helidou (Railway Station), and Too- Four-horse
woomba, twice a day (Sunday Coach
excepted)
Condamine and Roma, via Marabie, Two-horse-
Wallumbilla, and Blytherlale, once Coach
a week and twice a week
Taroom and Roma, via Kinnoul, Horse
Euroomba, Googary, Baroondah,
Mount Hutton, Myall Downs,
Lawler's and Bassett's, once a fort-
night
Toowoomba and Warwick, three times Four-horse
- a week Coach
Warwick and Maryland, twice a week Horse
Ipswich and Nanango,  via  Wivenhoe, Horse
Mount Brisbane, Cressbrook,
Colinton, and Toromeo, once a
week
Toowoomba and Goondiwindi,  via  Horse
Leyburn and Inglewood, once a
week
Leyburn and Ashford, New South Horse
Wales,  via  Canal Creek, Glenelg,
Waroo, Pikedale, Glenlyon, and
Texas, once a week
Jondaryan and Nanango,  via  Rosalie, Horse
Cooyar, and Tarong, twice a week
St. George and Yarrowa, New South Horse
Wales,  via  Nendigully, Darcel,
and Mungindi, once a week
St. George- and Curriwillinghi,  via  Horse
Boombah, Dondi, Boah, &c., once
a fortnight
Dalby and Goondiwindi,viaSt.Ruth's, Horse
Cecil Plains, Dunmore, Junction,
and Retreat, once a week
Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour, Horse
Burrandowan, Boondooma, and
Cooranga, once a week
,Gayndah and Nanango,  via  Barambah, Horse
Boonara, Boombigan, and Ban
Ban, once a week
Gayndah and Banana,  via  Dalgangal Horse
Rawbelle, Cattle Station, and
Koingal, once a week
Gayndah and Walla,  via  Yenda, and Horse
rieningering, once a week
Maryborough and Gladstone,  via  Horse
Walla, Waroo, and Rodd's Bay,
once a week
Gladstone and Banana, once a week Horse
and once a fortnight
Rockhampton and St. Lawrence,  via  Horse
Yaamba, Princhester, Marl-
borough, Tooloomba, and Waver-
ley, once a week
St. Lawrence and Nebo,  via  Lotus Horse
Creek, Cardagan, and Funnel
Creek, once a fortnight
Clermont and Beaufort (Belyando), Horse
via  Copper Mines, Drummond,
Peak Vale, and Craven, once a
fortnight
Marlborough and Lilly Yale,  via  Horse
Apis Creek, Columbra, Inglewood,
.and Kynebil, once a week
Mackay and Nebo, once a fortnight... Horse
Nebo and Clermont,  via  Oxford Horse
Downs, Police Barracks, Grosvenor
Downs, Logan Downs, Tinwald
Downs, Spring Diggings, and
Wolfang, once, a fortnight
Richmond Downs and Burketown, Horse
Gulf of Carpentaria, route not
determined, once a month
Cardwell and Valley of Lagoons, once Horse
a month
Glen Dhu (Valley of Lagoons), and Horse
Lynd Station (McKinnon's), once
a month
Clermont and Spriagsure, route not Horse
determined, once a week
Ipswich and Fassifern, once a week Horse
and twice a week
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Department of  Publio  Lends,
Brisbane, 11th October, 1866.
Lengths
Reputed Owner. Occupier. ,4 Bearings. in Breadth
44.  Chains. of Road.
U
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open and make a portion of Road from Brisbane to the Logan, as per Schedule annexed :
Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity  with the  provisions  of the Act 4 William IV ., No. 11, and
now in force in this Colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference showing the intended  Line of Road  abovemen-
tioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, and at the Police  Office,  in Brisbane, and
all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing , to the Clerk  of the Executive Council;
within one month from  this- date,  any well -grounded objections  which may exist  to the formation of the
Road in question.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing at the north-west corner H. Smith
of portion 169, in the Eight-mile
Plains Agricultural Reserve, and
running in a south-easterly direc-
tion through that land to its east
boundary.
NEW ROAD.
chs. 1ks. chs.  Iks.
H. Smith ... ...  Forest S. 229 E. 25 52 1 50
S. 500 E.  9  84
•
Area.
A.  it.  r.
51 0
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1866.
CLOSING OF ACCOMMODATION ROADS.
NOTICE.-His  Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council. directs it to be
1 notified for general information, that applications ,  under the Act 24 Victoria, No. 15, section 16, have
been made by the owners  of the  adjacent lands for the closing of the undermentioned Accommodation
Roads ; and that such roads will be closed at the expiration of two months from the date of this notice,
unless the owners or occupants of any land in the vicinity of these roads, who may consider their interests
affected thereby ,  send in to the Surveyor -General their objections in writing within the above specified
period.
Plans of these roads may be seen at the  office of the Surveyor-General, and at the office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions of the district in which such roads are situated .  Z;.u;" .,
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General.
Applicant, Situation .  Parish.
The Reverend Henry Brunz  Little Street, between the Roman Catholic Church  and Ipswich.
Section 52 , Town of Ipswich.
W. O'Donnell... ... ...  Between Portions  278, 279, 280,  and 281, 282, and 283. Brassa ll.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
fj1AKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under-" the
.ii., provisions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodgin(r, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the clay named
in each case.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar4. eneral.
Description  and Situation of Land. Name of Proprietor. Date within  which  a Caveat
may be Lodged
Allotments 19 of section 1, containing 32 perches; county,
Stanley ; parish and town, Ipswich
James Smith... ... ... 20th November, 1866
Allotments 7 and 12 of section 1, and allotments 7, 9,
10 of section 3 of original allotments 1 and 2
of section 23, containing in all 3 roods 32 perches ;
county, Aubigny ; parish and town, I)alby
Patrick Hallinan ... Ditto.
Part of allotment 56, containing 1 rood 121 perches ;
county, Stanley ; parish and town, Ipswich
John Harris, junr. ,.. ... i)ittb.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th  October, 1866.
NEW ROAD:
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open and make a portion of Road, from Brisbane to Pimpama, as per Schedule annexed :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now
in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned,
are now deposited at the office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office in Brisbane ; and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
RQad in question.
By His  Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
No. Portion of Road. Reputed Owner. Occupier.
I Commencing on the north boundary W. Fryer  ...
of W. Fryar 's sugar application ,  No.
2, in the parish of Mackenzie, and
running in a south -easterly direc-
tion to the Logan River.
2 Commencing on the right bank of G.`Braihan ,  K.
the Logan River ,  and running in a Palm , W. En-
south-easterly direction through kelman, and
portion 70,  in the parish of Boyd, A. Slater
to its east boundary.
3 Commencing at the north-west cor- G. Braihan ...
ner of portion 50, in the parish of
Boyd ,  and running in a south-
easterly direction through that
land to its east boundary,
4 From the north boundary of portion J. Hodson ...
43, in the parish of Boyd ,  along its
east boundary to the south-east
corner.
5 From the north boundary of portion J. Hodson . ..
39, in the parish of Boyd, along its
east boundary to the south-east
corner.
6 Fro m the  west  boundary of Davey J. Davey and P.
and Gooding 's sugar appli cation ,  Gooding
parish of Boyd, and running in a
south -easterly direction to the south
boundary.
7 Commencing on the north boundary W. S. Warren ...
of W. S.  Warren 's cotton grant, and
extending along part of the north
boundary thereof to the Albert
River.
$  Voom  the right bank of the Albert T. Smalea  ...
f
River ,  running in  a south -easterly
direction  through T.  Smales' sugar
app lication  to its south -east boun-
dary.
59
U
o
Bearings.
LengthsBreadth of
Area.
Chains. Road.
ohs. lks. chs .  lks. A. R. r.
Ce
W. Fryer  ... ...  Forest S. 35° E . 43 34 1 50 90 0
S. 25°  E. 17 25
G. Braihan ,  K. Palm ,  Forest S. 600 E. 14 85 1 0 1 2 0
W.  Eukelman, and
A. Slater
G.  Braihan ... ...  Forest S. 55° E . 23 47 1 0 2 1 24
J .  Hodson ,., ...  Forest South ... 20 0 1 0 20 0
J. Hodson  ... ...  Forest South ,.,  20 0 1 0 2 0 0
J. Davey and F. Forest E .  30° S.... 17 65 1 0 1 2 32
Gooding
W. S. Warren- ... Forest East  ..,  52 68 1 0 62 0
T. Smales  ,.. ...  Forest S. 35°  E. 45 25 1 () 62 0
S. 50° E. 18 58
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Coleman, of
Ipswich, butcher.
WHEREAS the said William Coleman was, on
the 12th day of October, A.D.1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 22nd day of October, A.D. 1866, to  commence at
Elsa o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said  ester, and  for the election of a Creditors'
Assignee , if required ; and also to  determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall
be made to the Insolvent up to the time  of passing
his last examination , and whether any and what
tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the
Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on THURSDAY, the
1st day of November, A.D. 1866, to  commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said  estate, and for such other  matters connected
with the estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 16th day of October,
A.D.  1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM P IWE G, Judge.Offiaif uiguees
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of George Simpson, of
Ipswich, publican.
WHEREAS the said George Simpson was,
on the 17th day of October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent,' I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 22nd day of October, A.D. 1866,
to commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;  and also to
determine  whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on THU1fS-
DAY, the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to
commence  at Eleven o'clock, for  the  proof of debts
against the said estate, and for such other matters
connected with the estate as may be required to be
brought before the Court..
Dated at Brisbane, the 17th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING , JudgeA
aaaia1 Alli  eei
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of David Temple,
builder, of Rockhampton.
WHEREAS the said David Temple was,
11' 11'' on the 12th day of October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint
a First Public Sitting of the Court, to be
holden before me, at the Supreme Court
House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 22nd
day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and, whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on THURSDAY, the 1st
day of November, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 12th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John McGrath,
publican, of Ipswich.
W
HEREAS the said John McGrath was, on
the 12th day of October, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY;
the 22nd day of October, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said estate, and for the election of a Creditors'
Assignee, if required ; and also to determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall
be made to the Insolvent up to the time of passing
his last examination, and whether any and what
tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the
Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on THURSDAY, the 1st
day of November, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for such other matters connected
with the estate as maybe required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 12th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Seis, laborer, of
Toowoomba.
HEREAS the said Henry Seis was, on the
V Y 17th day of October, A. D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 25th day of October, A.D.1866
to commence at Eleven o'c16Q; for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and 1"or the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required;. and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the'Iiisolvveiit up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 13th day of December, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 17th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,Au$exm RAP P Judge,MOW A-10101101
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Stabler, of
South Brisbane, householder.
WHEREAS the said Thomas Stabler was,
 1 on the 26th day of September, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 18th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the - Insolvent Estate of David and James
Pollock, of Brisbane, produce merchants.
'4 THEREAS the said David and James Pollock
. Wr r were, on the 6th day of October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be Insolvents, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of
the Insolvents, and unless the Court shall other-
wise direct, for the Insolvents to make an application
for their Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 18th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the ' Supreme Court of -Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Joseph McDer-
mott, auctioneer, Brisbane.
WHEREAS the said Henry Joseph McDermott
was, on the 3rd day of October, A.D.
1863, adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby
appoint a Third Public Sitting, to be holden
before me, at the- Supreme Court House, Bris-
bane, on THURSDAY, the 13th clay of December,
A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the
last examination 'of the Insolvent, and unless the
Court shall otherwise direct, for the Insolvent to
make an application. for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 11th day of October, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTW YCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE BANK OF QUEENSLAND v. RAINBOW
AND LUCAS.
1
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiffs
in the above action, and that all the Defendants'
right, title and interest of, in, and to, all that
allotment or parcel of Land, in the territory of
Queensland, containing by admeasurement two
roods, be the same more or less, situated in the
county of Marsh, parish of Goondiwindi, and  town
of Goondiwindi, being allotment No. 5 of section
No. 4-Commencing at the south-east corner of
the section, and bounded thence on the south by
Marshall street westerly 2 chains ; on the west by
the east boundary line of allotment -4, northerly at
right angles to Marshall street 2 chains and 50
links to a lane ; on the north by that lane easterly,
parallel with Marshal street, 2 chains to Herbert
street ; and on the east by that street southerly 2
chains 50 links to the point of commencement :
being the allotment sold as Lot 35, in pursuance of
the Proclamation of 6th July, 1860, being Deed
numbered 1,427.
Also, that allotment or parcel of Land, in the said
territory, containing by admeasurement 2 roods, be
the same more or less, situated in the county-of
Marsh, parish of Goondiwindi, and town of Goon•
diwindi, being allotment No.  7  of section so,  B .&O
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.Commencing on the south side of Marshall street,
on the north-west corner of allotment No. 6, and
bounded thence on the north by that street
westerly 2 chains ; on the west by the east
boundary line of allotment No. 8 southerly at right
angles to Marshall street 2 chains and 50 links to a
lane; on the south by that-lane easterly parallel
with Marshall street 2 chains ; and on the east by
the west boundary line of allotment 6, northerly at
right angles to Marshall street, 2 chains and 50
links to the point of commencement : being the allot-
ment sold as Lot 27, in pursuance of the Proclama-
tion of 6th July, 1860, being Deed numbered 1,428.
Also, that allotment or parcel of Land, in the
said territory, containing by admeasurement 2
roods, be the same more or less, situated in the
county of Marsh, parish of Goondiwindi, and
town of Goondiwindi, being allotment No. 4 of
section No. 4-Commencing on the north side of
Marshall street, at the south-east corner of allot-
ment 3, and bounded thence on the south by that
street easterly 2 chains ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 5 northerly at right
angles to Marshall street 2 chains and 50 links to
the point of commencement : being the allotment
sold as Lot 34, in pursuance of the Proclamation of
the 6th day of July, 1860, being Deed numbered
1,429. -
And, also, all that allotment or parcel of Land,
containing by admeasurement 2 roods, be the same
more or less, situated in the parish of Goondiwindi,
and town of Goondiwindi, being allotment No. 10
of section number 3-Commencing at the north-
west corner of the section, and bounded thence on
the north by Marshall street easterly two chains ;
on the east by the west boundary line of allotment
nine southerly at right angles to Marshall street
2 chains and 50 links to a lane ; on the south by
that lane westerly, parallel with Marshall street, 2
chains to Moffatt street ; and on the west by than
street northerly 2 chains and 50 links to the point
of commencement : being allotment sold as Lot 30,
in pursuance of the Proclamation of 6th July, 1860.
Will be Sold by Public Auction, at the Royal
Hotel, Goondiwindi, on TUESDAY, the sixth day
of November next, at Twelve o'clock noon, by me,
the undersigned, by virtue of an Order of His
Honor Mr. Justice Lutwyche, dated the 27th day
day of June, A.D. 1866, unless this execution is
previously satisfied.
MICHAEL FOGARTY.
Goondiwindi, Sth October, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Elizabeth Connolly, late of Stanley
street, South Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, widow of William Connolly, for-
merly of the same place, gentleman, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that at the expiration' of fourteen days from the publication hereof
in the Queensland  Gazette,  application will be made
to the Supreme Court of Queensland, in its Eccle-
siastical Jurisdiction, that Probate of the last Will
and Testament of the said Elizabeth Connolly,
deceased, may be granted to William Connolly, of
Stanley street, South Brisbane, in the said colony,
gentleman, the sole executor in the said will named.
Dated at Brisbane, this 17th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
WILLIAM EDWARD MURPHY,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for William Connolly.
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION OF CO-PART-
NERSHIP.T .l.HE Co-partnership lately existing betweenI George Browne and Thomas F. Moran, as
boot and shoe dealers, under the style or firm
of Browne and Moran, and carried on in Queen
street, Brisbane, and in Rockhampton, has this
day been dissolved by mutual consent. All
accounts due to, and the debts and liabilities of, the
Brisbane House, will be received and paid by the
undersigned.
Dated this 6th day of August, A.D. 1866.
GEORGE BROWNE.
Witness--W. LAMBERT FowLES,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
3 inpittnbingo.
I MPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Long Swamp Pad.dock. Trespass, 2s. 6d.; driving, 10d. per head.
One poley red and white cow, blotch off ribs and rump.
One red and white steer, tip off off ear and split, no
legible brand.
One roan steer, like CH off ribs.
From Franklin Vale. Driving, 4s. per head.
One bay mare, star, near bind and off fore feet white,
J over MC near shoulder.
One iron-grey entire, four white feet, IC near shoulder ;
damages, £5
One bay colt, off fore and off hind foot white,  streak,
WT near shoulder, T near thigh.
One bay mare, star, SE over G near shoulder, G near
thigh.
One roan horse, star, hind feet white, like D near
shoulder.
One bay mare, star, 9 over 2 over 3A near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, near hind foot white, JP con.
joined over OB near shoulder, HR near rump,
M off shoulder.
One chesnut roan mare, star, hind feet white, SB over
DM near shoulder, B near rump.
One bay mare, star, JS over S over W near shoulder.
One black mare, star, near hind foot white, P over TP
near shoulder, DC over 2 off shoulder.
One roan mare, streak, four white feet, F over LO near
shoulder.
If not released on or before 20th November, will be
sold.
A. HASENKAMP,  Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Goondiwindi, from GoondiwindiStation, on the 13th October, 1866, by order of
It. P. and S. Y. Marshall.
One bay colt, unbroken, star on forehead, off fore and
near hind feet white, illegible brand near shoulder.
One chesnut colt, unbroken, no visible brand.
If not released on or before the 6th November, 1866,
they will be sold to defray expenses.
HARRY D. BALMAIN, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Messrs. Sahl and
Tatham's paddock, near Fernielawn. Driving,
1s. 8d. per head.
One white cow, top off near ear, MG over 3 near rump.
One white steer, split off ear, notch near ear, like JMD
(the JM conjoined) off thigh.
One red and white steer, hole near ear, two notches off
ear, TM off rump.
One red and white steer, 2 off rump, like FH near rump.
One red bullock, slit off off ear, T off rump,  TW off  ribs.
One yellow and white bullock, tip off near ear, slit off off
ear, brand off rump like RT (working bullock).
If not released on or before 6th November, 1866, will
be sold.
A. HASENKAMP , Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Mount Beagle, on 5th
October, 1866, by order of William Smith,  Esquire.
Driving expenses, 5s. per head.
One black mare, JY over C8 near shoulder, near hind
foot white.
One chesnut mare, LW near shoulder, indistinct brand
like QD near ribs.
One bay colt, short tail, B over cn near shoulder.
One bay colt, S near shoulder, 196 near saddle, like  0
off shoulder.
One brown mare, unbroken, botched brand like AIS near
shoulder.
If not released before the 13th November, 1866, will
be sold to defray expenses.
B. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
Printed and  Published by W. C. BELBRIDGE,  Government Printer,
Wil liam Street ,  20th October, 1866.
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A T Twelve o'clock, Noon ,  His Excellency The GOVERNOR proceeded inState from Government House to the Legislative Chambers, to
prorogue the Fourth Session of the Second Parliament of Queensland, and
delivered the following Speech :--
HONORABLE GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL AND GENTLEMEN OF
THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY
1. In releasing you from further attendance in Parliament, I desire to express my
acknowledgments for the zeal and assiduity with which you have applied yourselves to the
discharge of your duties during the Session now brought to a close.
2. The financial crisis under which Queensland,, in common with most parts of the
British Empire, has been suffering, may now, it is hoped, be expected to give way to a more
healthy condition of affairs. I trust that the provision which in your wisdom you have
made for meeting our public engagements will be found to be adequate.
3. Among several important measures passed during this Session, I wish more
particularly to refer to the [[Leasing Act of  1866," by which you have offered inducements
greater than those held out by any other of the Australian Colonies for the occupation of
the public lands. The introduction of capital is not less important for,our progress than the
introduction of labor ; and, in the opinion of my Responsible Advisers, no better means
could well be found for promoting both objects than the facilities now afforded for the
permanent settlement and utilization of the soil.
GENTLEMEN OF THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY
4. 1 thank you, in the name of the Queen, for the supplies which you have granted
to Her Majesty for the various branches of the Public Service. Every exertion will be
made by the Government to keep the expenditure within the amounts voted.
HONORABLE GENTLEMEN AND  GENTLEMEN,-
5.  The monetary pressure which has weighed on the Mother Country during a
period of hitherto unprecedented duration, has exercised a temporary influence on the
progress and prosperity of the Australian Colonies. It seems indispensable, for the
growth and advancement of all young communities, that they should be dependent, in some
degree,
1048
degree, on circumstances beyond their own limits; and they are thus liable to become
subject to the consequences of over-speculation in other parts of the world. So far as
Queensland is concerned, it is gratifying to find from the official returns that, notwithstanding
the prolonged drought in the early months of this year, and the subsequent depression of
trade, the net revenue of the three first quarters of 1866 exceeded by nearly seven per
cent. that of the three first quarters of 1865. I trust that the present promising season,
coupled with the revival of confidence at home, will enable the industry and perseverance of
oar settlers to overcome all difficulties; and, under the blessing of Almighty God, to
restore and consolidate the great and growing prosperity which this Colony enjoyed during
the first six years of its career.
I now declare this Parliament to stand prt)rogued until the twelfth day of
January, 1867.
By Aiuthority:  W. G. BFLBRIDGE,  Government Printer, wiDiam street, Brisbane.
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accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that theIN undermentioned De s ofAssignment have been registered in this Office:-
No. Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties. Natureand Effect of Deed. Date ofRegistration.
69 1866 Between James Peardon of Toowoomba, in the
24th September. Colony of Queensland, publican, of the first
part ; William Henry Groom, of Toowoomba
aforesaid, auctioneer, and John William
Bennett, of Toowoomba aforesaid, storekeeper
(Trustees for the purposes in the Deed of
Assignment mentioned) of the second part ;
and the several persons and bodies corporate
who have by themselves or their agents
executed the said Deed of Assignment, being
creditors of the said James Peardon, and
whose names are mentioned in the schedule
attached to the said Deed of Assignment, of
the third part
70 20th October. Between John Sargeant, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, baker, of the first part ;
Ernest Goertz, of Brisbane aforesaid, merchant,
and George Toms, of Fortitude Valley, near
Brisbane aforesaid, storekeeper (Trustees for
the purposes in the Deed of Assignment men-
tioned) of the second part ; and the several
persons and bodies corporate who have by
themselves or their agents executed the said
Deed of Assignment, being creditors of the
said John Sargeant, and whose names are men-
tioned in the schedule attached to the said
Deed of Assignment, of the third part.
Deed of Assignment
of all the estate
and effects of the
said James Pear-
don, in trust for
the benefit of the
creditors of the
said James Pear.
don
Deed of Assignment
of all the estate
and effects of the
said John Sar-
geant, in trust for
the benefit of the
creditors of the
said John Sar-
geant
Lodged at the
Office of the
Registrar of the
Supreme Court,
this twentieth
day of October,
A.D. 1866, at
Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon,
and entered
same day.
Lodged at the
Office of the
Registrar of the
Supreme Court,
this twenty-
third day of
October, A.D.
1866, at ten
o'clock in the
forenoon, and
entered same
day.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Authority :  W. C. BELBRTDGE, Government Printer, William Street,  Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland Government Gazette of Saturday, 20th October,  1860.- No. 133.
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YICTOR]I}E  REGINA.
No. 16.
An Act to  Enable a  Judge of the  Supreme  Court to  Dispense in certain cases
with the Compliance with Certain  Provisions  of the Act to  Consolidate
and Amend the Laws relating to Friendly  Societies.
[ASSENTED TO 22ND OCTOBER, 1866.
IIERREAS by the provisions of the Act entitled  "" An Act to  Preamble.
" consolidate and amend the laws relating to Friendly Societies"
seventeen Victoria number twenty-six it is directed that certain rules
appointments declarations statements and accounts shall be deposited
or filed or transmitted or countersigned as the case may be with or to
or by the clerk of the peace of the district in which the place of
business of such society or branch of such society as in that Act set
forth shall be held or the clerk of the peace nearest thereto And
whereas it is expedient to afford the means of remedying any omissions
which may have occurred in fulfilling the directions so made as
aforesaid Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent
Majesty by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council
and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled and
by the authority of the same as follows-
1. Any Judge of the Supreme Court shall have power On Power vested in
application made to him by the trustee or trustees of any society Judgeg,of the Supreme
established under the Acts eleven Victoria number ten and seventeen
Victoria number twenty-six to order that all deeds mortgages
conveyances
1052 .. 30° VICTORI.2E No. 16.
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Further powers
vested in Judge of
the Supreme Court.
Short title. -
conveyances instruments made or executed by such trustee or trustees
in pursuance and by virtue of the said Acts shall be valid and of full
force and virtue notwithstanding any omission to deposit file transmit
or countersign any rule or rules appointment or appointments
declaration or declarations statement or statements account or
accounts as directed  by  the said Acts And such Judge may further
order that all powers rights duties and functions which by virtue of
the said Acts devolve on apply to and may be exercised by the
trustee or trustees referred to in the said Acts shall be deemed to have
devolved on been applied to and have been lawfully exercised by the
trustee or trustees by whom or on whose behalf such application as
aforesaid may be made And such Judge may further order that all
liabilities and responsibilites to which the trustees referred to in the
said- Acts are subject shall be deemed to apply to the trustee or
trustees by or on whose behalf such application as aforesaid may be
made and may declare the last mentioned trustee or trustees as
aforesaid trustee or trustees for the purposes, of the Acts hereinbefore
mentioned
2. And such Judge may further declare all contracts engage-
ments and transactions which may have been entered into by
the said trustee or trustees on behalf of such society as aforesaid prior
to the making of such application as aforesaid to be valid binding and
of full force notwithstanding any. omission, or omissions which may
have been made as aforesaid. -
3. This. Act may be cited as . `  The Friendly Societies Enabling
cc Act."
By Authority :  W. 0. BJ LBBIDG&,  Government Printer, William Street ,  Brisbane;
Supplement to the Queensland GoverLnmerat Gazette of Saturday, 20th. October,  1666.-- No, 134.
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ANNO  TRICESIMO
VICTORLE  REGIME .
No. 17.
An Act  to amend the Law respecting the recovery of Small Debts.
[ASSENTED TO 22ND OCTOBER, 1866.
WHEREAS it is expedient to extend the jurisdiction of certain Preamble.
courts of petty sessions within the Colony of Queensland Be
it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by and
with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled and by the authority
of the same as follows
1. All courts of petty sessions shall within their respective Certain courts of
districts have power and authority to hear and determine all causes of petty sessions mayhear  and determine
action not exceeding the sum of thirty pounds instead of the sums to causes to the amaunt
which they are now limited by virtue of the Act of the tenth of Victoria of £30.
number ten Provided that the said courts shall in addition to the
powers conferred by said recited Act have authority to hear and
determine all disputes and differences between partners not exceeding
the sum of twenty pounds Provided further that all proceedings
causes of action form of process and practice in said courts shall be
followed and observed as in the said recited Act enacted save as
expressly altered by this-Act.
2. In
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Actions to be brought 2 .  In every action which shall be carried on in any of the said
in the district courts of petty sessions shall be brought in the court which shall be
in which debt was
contracted. holden in and for the district where the defendant shall reside or
in the court which shall be holden in and for the district in which the
debt was contracted  or the  cause  of action shall have  arisen.
Police Magistrates 3. It shall be lawful for all police magistrates sitting at any
may adjudicate . court of petty sessions to hear and determine all causes of action
which by the "said recited Act requires to be heard and determined by
two or more justices of the peace.
Actions may be 4. In all causes of action cognizable by the said recited courts
,brought for  £ 30 of petty sessions  it shall be lawful for the parties suing in said courts
though original debt
above that amount to  bring their action for any sum not exceeding thirty pounds not-
on relinquishing withstanding the original cause of action exceeded that amountbalance . Provided always that in all such cases the verdict of the court shall
be in full between the parties on foot of that cause of action and the
plaintiff shall be debarred from suing in any court for the overplus of
his original demand.
Successful party to 1 5. In all cases in which counsel or attorney or both shall be
bests
entitled
t
o
his employed in which the plaintiff shall obtain a verdict in the said courts
of petty  sessions  he shall in addition to the amount so recovered be
entitled to his costs of suit as set forth in the schedules to this Act
annexed And in all cases in which a defendant shall obtain a verdict
or plaintiff shall have been non-suited lie shall be entitled to recover
from the plaintiff his costs of suit as set forth in the said schedules
unless the court shall certify that the party obtaining a verdict should
not be entitled to costs.
New trial. 6. It shall be lawful for either party dissatisfied with the
decision of the said court to apply at any time within six days from
such decision for a new trial to any two or more justices sitting in the
city or town in which such cause shall have been heard Provided
that forty-eight hours notice of such application be given to the
opposite party.,
Court may make 7. The courts of petty sessions as aforesaid may make orders
orders as to paymentconcerning the time  or, times and by wb at instalments any debt or
of debt by instal-
ments. damages or costs for which judgment shall be obtained in the said
court shall be paid and all such moneys shall be paid into court unless
otherwise directed by the said court.In cross judgments 8. If there shall be cross judgments 'between the parties
execution only to beexecution shall be taken out by that party only who shall have obtainedtaken out for the
larger sum.  judgment for the larger sum and for so much only as shall remain
after deducting the smaller sum and satisfaction for the remainder shall
be entered as well as satisfaction for the smaller sum and if both sums
shall be equal'satisfaction shall be entered upon both judgments.
Execution toissue ' 9. Whenever any court of petty sessions as aforesaid shall
against party failing have made an order for the payment of money the amount shall be
to pay in pursuance
recoverable in case of default or failure of payment thereof forthwithof order.
or at the time or times and in the manner directed by execution against
the goods and chattels of the party against whom such order shall be
made.
Execution not to 10. If any court of petty sessions as aforesaid shall have made
issue until failure  to any order for the payment of money -by instalments execution upon
pay instalments.
such order shall not issue against the party until after default in
payment of some instalment according to such order and execution or
successive executions may then issue for the whole of the said sum of
money and costs then remaining unpaid or for such portion thereof as
the said court shall order.
On summons court 11. It shall be lawful for any party who has obtained any
may examine defen- unsatis fied judgment or order in any court held by virtue of this Actdant and call wit for the payment of any debt or damages or costs to obtain a summonsWessex.
from
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from the court of petty sessions for the town within the limits of
which such party shall then dwell or carry on his business such
summons to be in such form as shall be directed by any rules made for
regulating the practice of the courts of petty sessions and to - be
served personally upon the person to whom it is directed or
left at his last known place of abode requiring him to appear at such
time as shall be directed by the said rules to answer such things
as are named in such summons and if he shall appeal in
pursuance of such summons he may be examined upon oath touching
his estate and effects and the manner or circumstances under
which he contracted the debt or incurred the damages or liability
which is the subject of the action in which judgment has been obtained
against him and as to the means and expectation he then had and as,
to the property and means he still bath of discharging the said debt
or damages or liability and as to the disposal he may have made of
any property and the person obtaining such summons as aforesaid and
all other witnesses whom the court shall think requisite may be
examined upon oath touching the inquiries authorised to be made as
aforesaid and the costs of such summons and of all proceedings thereon
shall be deemed costs in the cause.
12. It shall be - lawful for any court before whomm, such Court may alter or
summons shall be heard if it shall to such court appear fitting to rescind rescind any order
and make further
or alter any order that shall have been previously made against orders.
any defendant so summoned before such court for the payment
by instalments or otherwise of any debt or damages recovered and to
make any further or other order either for the payment of the whole
of such debt or damages and costs forthwith or by any instalments or
in any other manner as to such court may seem reasonable and just.
13. If it shall at any time appear to the satisfaction of the Court may suspend
court by the oath or affirmation of -any person or otherwise that any or stay any judgment
order or execution.
defendant is unable from sickness or other sufficient cause to pay and
discharge the debt or damages recovered against him or any instalment
thereof ordered to be paid as aforesaid it shall be lawful for- the court
in its discretion to suspend or stay any judgment order or execution
given made or issued in such action for such time and on such terms
as the said court shall think fit and so from time to time until it shall
appear by the like proof as aforesaid that such temporary cause of
disability has ceased.
14. If either party to any cause heard in any of the said courts Appeal.
of petty sessions in which the judgment of the court or the sum sued
for shall amount to the, sum of ten pounds or upwards shall be
dissatisfied with the determination or direction of the court
such party may appeal to the nearest district court which shall
be held within the district in which said court of petty sessions
shall be situate Provided that such party (if a defendant) shall
within five clear days give notice in writing to the opposite party or
his attorney of his intention to appeal and shall within one week after
such adjudication enter into a recognizance before the registrar of
the said court in double the amount of the debt and costs (to
be approved of by the clerk of the court) conditioned to abide
the event of the appeal and pay such debt and costs as the court
shall award or in lieu of giving such security deposit in the hands
of the clerk of the court the amount of the judgment together
with the sum of ten pounds to answer the costs of such appeal
And in case of a plaintiff appealing he shall give a like notice
of appeal and security in the sum of ten pounds (to be approved
of by the clerk of the court) conditioned to answer the costs of
the appeal if such appeal should be dismissed or in lieu of such
security deposit in the hands of the - clerk of the court the sum of
ten
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ten pounds with like condition And the said court is hereby
authorised and required to hear and determine the matter of the
said appeal and may either order a new trial on such terms as
the, court may think fit or may order judgment to be entered
for either party as the case may be and make such order with respect
to the taxation of costs of the said appeal - as such court may think
think proper.
Notes  of evidence to 15. In all cases above ten pounds when requested thebe taken  in cases
above £10. clerk of the court shall take notes of the evidence and append the
Acts  repealed.
same to the proceedings and in all cases of appeal the said notes and
proceedings shall be transmitted by him to the registrar of the
district court to which such appeal is directed two clear days before
the sitting of such court and after the determination of such appeal
the registrar of such district court shall return the same with the
verdict of the appeal appended to the said clerk of petty sessions
who shall forthwith pay over to the successful party the debt and
costs awarded or due.
16. From and after the passing of this Act the ninth forty-
fourth and forty-fifth sections of the`Act'passed in the tenth year of
the reign of Her present Majesty intituled  " An Act to amend the
"Law respecting the recovery of Small Debts in all parts of the
Colony "  shall be and the same are hereby repealed.
ti f th li i t it iE17 very jus ce o e peace or po ce mag ras e exerc s ng.Adjudicating  maxis - .
trates shall  be deemed jurisdiction under this Act shall be deemed to be a commissioner
commissioners u deriAct 1 thin the meaning of the second section of the Act ten VictoriaAct 10 V
number seven intituled  -"-An Act to- simplify the law abolishing
Short title.
imprisonment  for debt.
18. This Act shall-be styled and may be cited as  " The Small
"Debts  Recovery  Act  1866."
SCHEDULE A. £s.d.
Plaintiff's attorney drawing plaint and particulars ... ... 0 2 6
Defendant's attorney drawing plea or set-off ... ... ... 0 2 6Plaintiff's attorney attending hearing when the verdict s under
the sum of five pounds ... ... ... ... 0 10 6
Like where the sum amounts to five pounds and does not exceed
ten pounds ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 0
Like where the sum exceeds ten pounds ... ... ... ... 2 2 0
Drawing instructions for counsel when engaged ..'. ... . 0 10 6
Defendant's attorney attending hearing when the sum sued for is
under the sum of five pounds ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 6
Like where the sum sued for amounts to five pounds and does not
exceed ten pounds ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 0
Like where the sum sued for exceeds ten pounds ... ... ... 2 2 0
Drawing instruction for counsel when engaged ... ... ... 0 10 6
Counsel's Fees.
... ... ... 0 5 0
Where parties have attended from a distance one shilling per mile to be allowed
for one way only.
Plaintiff's counsel where the judgment amounts to ten pounds or
upwards ... ... ... ... 2 2 0
Defendant' s counsel  when the sum sued for amounts to ten pounds
or upwards ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 2 0
Witnesses' expenses including the attendance of plaintiff and
SCHEDULE 13.
£ s. d.
defendant per diem ..
By Authority: W. C. BELBJitDOF, Government Printer, William Street, Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland Government Gazette of Saturday,  20th  October,  1866.-No. 135
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-ANNO TRICESIMO -
VICTORLE REGIN1E.
No. 18.
An Act to declare the Standard Weight of a Bushel of Maize, Wheat,
Barley and Oats.
LASSENTED TO 22ND OCTOBER, 1866.
WHEREAS there is great uncertainty and variation with regard Preamble.to the weight of a bushel of maize wheat barley and oats
respectively and whereas such uncertainty and variation tends greatly
to encourage the commission of frauds in contracts bargains sales.and
dealings for such agricultural produce and whereas it is expedient to
make the weight of the bushel of such produce in all contracts bar-
gains sales and dealings uniform Be it therefore enacted by the
Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and consent
of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled and by the authority of the same as follows--
1. All maize wheat barley and oats of every description shall Maize  wheat barley
be sold by the bushel of standard weight and not by measure and and oats  to be sold by
every person who shall sell any maize wheat barley or oats of any measure
and not by
description by measure and not by weight shall on summary conviction
before two justices of the peace be liable to a penalty not exceedingfive
1058  30° VICTOR,I. No. 18.
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Proviso. five pounds for every such sale Provided that nothing in this Act
contained shall be deemed to refer to the sale of growing crops or
loads of unthreshed grain nor to have the effect of repealing any
portion of twenty-seven Victoria number three the  -Lien on Crops
Act of  1863 or to interfere in any way with the provisions thereof.
Contracts o be made 2. Any quantity of maize wheat barley or oats sold delivered
by  bushel consisting-or agreed to be sold or delivered shall be estimated by the number
of stated weight.
of pounds standard weight avoirdupois to the bushel set opposite to
the names of the several articles mentioned in the schedule to this
Act annexed and any contract bargain sale or dealing for any such
agricultural produce made by measure and not by weight shall be
wholly null and void. -
Act not to apply to 3. . Nothing herein contained shall be held to apply to any con-
contracts  already tract bargain sale or dealing for any such agricultural- produce as
made,
aforesaid made and entered into before the coming into operation of
this Act.
Recovery of penalties. 4. Every penalty for any offence against this Act may be
enforced and recovered in a summary way before any two justices of
the peace and in case of non-payment thereof shall be levied by
distress and sale of the offender's goods and chattels and on failure of
distress shall be enforced in manner provided by the Act eleventh
and twelfth Victoria chapter forty-three as adopted by the fourteenth
Victoria number forty-three and by any Acts amending the same.
Repeal of  so much of  5. So much of the sixteenth Victoria number thirty-four as is16 Vic. No. 34 as inconsistent with this Act is hereby repealed.inconsistent  with this
Act. 6. This Act shall commence and take effect on the first day
Commencement of of December one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six and shall
Act. be styled and may be cited as the  "Standard Weight for Agricultural
Produce Act of  1866."
SCHEDULE.
- Standard weight of a bushel of  maize, wheat, barley,  and oats.
Maize ... ... ... ... ... ... 56 lbs. to the bushel.
Wheat 60 lbs...Barley...... ... ... ... ... .48 lbs.
Oats ... ... ... ... ... 40 lbs.
By Authority :  W. 0, JI :aB$LDes, Qovernmsnt Printer, William Street ,  Br1Nbaiie.
Supplement to the Queensland Goverroment  Gazette  of Saturday, 20th October,  1866.-No.136.
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ANNO  TRICESIMO
VICTORLE  REGINIJE.
No. 19.
An Act to Prevent the Introduction of Diseased Animals into the Colony of
Queensland and to check the progress of Malignant Diseases in Animals.
[ASSENTED  TO 22ND OCTOBER, 1866.
'WHEREAS it is expedient to provide against the introduction of Preamble.
diseased  cattle and other animals into the Colony of  Queensland
and to check the progress of malignant  diseases  in cattle and other
animals Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty
by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled and by
the authority of the same as follows-
1. It shall be lawful for the Governor from time to time with  Introduction of
the advice of the Executive Council b proclamation to prohibit  or animals may be pro-y hibited  or restricted
put restrictions on the introduction or importation of cattle  horses  by proclamation.
sheep goats pigs poultry- and other animals or of any one or more kind
of animals into the Colony of Queensland or into any district
thereof from such places and during such  time as  may appear
necessary and any such proclamation to alter or revoke by a similar
proclamation.
2. Every such proclamation shall within fourteen days after  Proclamation t  have
the date thereof be published twice in the  Government Gazette  and on force of law on secondpublication in
the day after such second publication shall have the full force of  law  Gazette.
And every such proclamation shall forthwith be laid before both
Houses of the Parliament if then sitting and if not then within
fourteen days after the com mencement  of the next  session.
3. It
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Appointment  of corn-  - 3. It shall be lawful for the Governor with the advice of the
missioners and
inspectors. Executive Council from time to time to appoint one or more commis-
sioners for the purposes of this Act to be called "Commissioners for the
"Diseased Animals Act"  and to nominate and appoint all such inspectors
and other subordinate officers as to the Governor and Executive
Council shall seem necessary for the more effectually carrying out
the purposes of this Act. -
Commissioners and 4. It shall be lawful for the commissioners and inspectors
aepo  disma ed appointed under this Act and they are hereby empowered subject to
animals. the provisions of any regulations to be issued as hereinafter mentioned
to destroy any cattle horses sheep goats pigs poultry or other animals
that may be affected by malignant disease (and they alone shall decide
upon the presence or absence of such disease) or to submit any cattle
horses sheep goats pigs poultry or other animals to a system of
quarantine or to destroy any hay- straw fodder or other article whereby
there may be danger of any infection or contagion being introduced
to or propagated in the colony.
Forfeiture  of animals 5. All cattle horses sheep goats pigs poultry or other animals
imported  against
imported or introduced into the colony or any district thereof con-prolubition.
Crary to any proclamation or any regulation issued under the authority
of this Act may be seized by or at the order of the Colonial Secretary
or of any commissioner or inspector appointed under this Act and
shall upon such seizure be forfeited and may be sold and the
Penalty for import- proceeds paid into the Treasury of the colony And every person
ing.
concerned in importing or introducing or attempting to import or
introduce any cattle horses sheep goats pigs poultry or other animals
in violation of any such proclamation or regulation shall for every
such offence upon conviction thereof before any two, or more justices
of the peace be liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds and not less
than ten pounds.
Penalties to be  reco- 6. All penalties under this Act may be recovered in a summary
vered summarily. way before two or more justices of the peace and the payment thereof
enforced by distress -and sale or if there be no sufficient distress found
the person liable to such penalty may by order of any two justices be
imprisoned,for any period not exceeding six calendar months unless
the penalty and the costs of such imperfect distress be sooner paid.
Governor in Council 7. It shall be lawful for the Governor with the advice of the
may make  regula-
tions. Executive Council to make such regulations as may from time to time
be-deemed necessary for carrying into effect the provisions of this Act
and all such regulations shall be published in the  GovervVievt Gazette
and shall thereupon have the same force as if they had been embcdied
in and formed part of this Act and all such regulations shall be forth-
with laid before both Houses of the Parliament if then sitting and if
not then within fourteen days after the commencement of the next
session.
Indemnity  for seizing 8. Whereas the Governor with the advice of the Executiveanimals
f
be
this
fore
Act.
theCouncilpassing did before the passing of this Act give instructions to thea
officers of the Government to seize and destroy animals imported into
the colony Be it enacted that no action suit or other proceeding shall
be instituted against any person whomsoever for or in respect of the
giving of such instructions or for or in respect of any act matter or
thing done in pursuance thereof.
Short title . 9. This Act shall be styled and may be cited as the  "Diseased
"Animals Act."
By Authority ; W.  C.  BELBRIDGE, Government Printer, William Street, Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland  Government Gazette  of Saturday, 20th October,  1866.-No. 137.
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No. 20.
An Act to A mn uc the Injuries to Property Act of 1865.
[ASSENTED TO 22ND OCTOBER, 1866.
\XJHERIEAS it is expedient to alter the penalty imposed by certain  Preamble.
d i t if th t th f th il A t e wen nan passe n y-n gnauses o c year o e rec
of Her present Majesty and entitled  " An Act to consolidate and amend
" the statute lazy of Queensland relating to malicious injuries to
property"  and to inflict corporal punishment in all cases of arson
and 'attempted arson Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most
Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and consent of the
Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled and by the authority of the same as follows-
1. Whosoever shall be convicted of any of the offences set
forth in the first second third fourth fifth sixth seventh eighth ninth
tenth seventeenth eighteenth nineteenth twenty-seventh twenty-eighth
forty-fourth forty-fifth forty-sixth forty-seventh forty-eighth and fifty-
second sections of the abovenained Act shall be liable at the discretion
of the court to the punishment of whipping in addition to the
punishment by the abovenamed sections of the Act provided Provided
always that this Act shall apply to males only who may be convicted
as aforesaid.
2. This  Act shall be styled the  " Arson Act of  1866."
Arson or attempted
arson may be pun-
ished by whipping
Short title,
13y Authority:  W. C. $ELBHIDGE,  Govern ment rrinter, WiMam Street ,  Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland Government Gazette of Saturday, 20th October,  1866.- No. 138.
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No. 21.
An Act to Authorise Distillation  by the  Owners of Sugar Mills or Manufactories.
[ASSENTED TO 22ND OCTOBER, 1866.
HEREAS it is expedient to encourage the cultivation of sugar-
W cane and for that purpose to relax the laws relating to
distilleries Be it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by
and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled and by
the authority of the same as follows-
1. From and after the passing of this Act it shall be lawful
for any person holding such license as hereinafter mentioned and being
the owner or lessee of and regularly working a mill or manufactory
capable of making not less than one and a half tons of sugar per
working day of twelve hours to distil rectify or compound spirits from
sugar-cane grown within the Colony of Queensland although the stills
and other utensils to be used by him be of less capacity than and the
premises within which the business of distillation is to be carried on by
him be of a different description to those heretofore required by law.
2. It
Preamble.
Owners of licensed
sugar mills may distil.
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Governor in Council  2. It shall be lawful for the Governor with the advice of the
may grant licenses . Executive Council to grant licenses under this Act for distilling or
for rectifying and compounding spirits from sugar-cane grown within
the Colony of Queensland and any person wishing to obtain any -such
license shall apply for the same by memorial addressed to the Colonial
Treasurer.
Contents of memorial. 3. Every such memorial shall be verified by declaration made
before a justice of the peace and shall state the premises wherein
such distilling or rectifying or compounding is to be carried on the
capacity of each still intended to be used and the capabilities of the
sugar mill or manufactory owned or. occupied by the applicant and
shall be accompanied by a certificate under the hand of the chief
inspector of distilleries or other officer appointed by the Governor in
Council to grant such certificate stating that the said chief inspector
or other officer approves of the premises intended to be used for the
purposes of distillation.
Store to be erected. 4. The said chief inspector of distilleries or other officer shall
not grant any such certificate unless there shall have been erected
upon the premises a solid and secure store built upon a plan and
of dimensions and materials approved by him and having but one
door or entrance and unless such door be fitted with the means of
being secured by two locks whereof one lock shall have been furnished
and the key kept by the Government and the other 'lock furnished and
the key kept by the distiller.
Applicants to give 5. Before ' any license shall be granted under this Act every,,
bonds for observance person  applying for the same shall with two sufficient sureties enter
of revenue laws. into a bond to Her Majesty her successors and assigns in the penal
sum of five hundred pounds subject to a condition in case such license
be granted for the due and faithful observance of all laws statutes and
ordinances  for the protection of the revenue derivable from spirits that
may be in force in the colony during the continuance of such license
or of any renewal thereof.
License f e. 6. A fee of twenty-five pounds shall be paid for every  license
granted in pursuance of this Act and no such license shall be of any
force or effect until the said fee shall have been paid into the Treasury
at Brisbane.
Expiry of license.  7. Every license granted in pursuance of this Act shall continue
Renewal on  payment in force until and throughout the thirty-first day of December next
of fee .
after the, granting thereof and shall then expire but any such license
unless suspended revoked or annulled as hereinafter mentioned shall
be taken to have been renewed and shall continue in force for the
next succeeding year if the holder thereof shall have paid into the
Treasury at Brisbane the fee of twenty-five pounds on or before the
said  thirty-fig st day of December and in like manner shall be renewed
from year to year upon the like payment in each year.
Governor  may pro- S. It shall be lawful for the Governor with the advice of the
hibit suspend revoke Executive Council to prohibit the granting or renewing of any  license
or annul a license
under this Act or to suspend or revoke,or annul any such license
on proof to the satisfaction of the said Governor and Executive
Council that the enactments and provisions of this or any other Act
for the time being relating to the distillation of spirits have been
contravened or that any officer has been obstructed or prevented in or
from doing, any part of his duty by the person applying for or holding
any such license or renewal thereof.
Inspectors may be 9. The Governor with the advice of the Executive Council may
appointed, from time to time appoint a sufficient number of fit persons to be
inspectors  of distilleries for the purposes of this Act and such
inspectors shall be under and subject to the control of the said chief
inspector
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inspector of distilleries  and shall respectively perform their duties
within such districts' as the said chief inspector may appoint.
10. -All inspectors of distilleries may with all necessary assis - I nspectors to have ac
tarts at all times enter inspect and examine all sugar manufactories cess to premises.
licensed under this Act and all distilleries stores houses buildings
machinery and works used or occupied or connected  with any such
sugar manufactory.
11. Whosoever shall assault resist molest hinder or obstruct any Penalty for obstruct-
inspector of distilleries in the execution of his duty oi' any assistant ing inspectors.
of any such inspector- being convicted thereof shall be liable at 'the
discretion of the court to be fined in a sum not exceeding two hundred
pounds or be kept in penal servitude for three years or to be imprisoned
for any term not exceeding two years with or without hard labor.
12. The person in charge of any sugar manufactory licensed Persons in charge to
under this Act whether a general license shall have been issued in give notice of inters.
respect thereof or a license for a single still as aforesaid and tion to distil.
whether such person be the owner or lessee or the servant -or. agent- of
the owner or lessee of such manufactory or be otherwise in' charge
thereof shall from time to time before distilling spirits give-- toy the
nearest local inspector seven day 's notice in writing and shall at _the
same time forward to the chief inspector of distilleries a duplicate
copy of such notice of the quantities and proportions - of the
several materials he intends to use and of the day when he
intends to commence distilling and if any distilling  be done without
giving such notice or before the expiration of the time named in such
notice the owner manager or lessee of the manufactory ,  where the
same shall be done shall forfeit and pay a penalty of twenty pounds for
every day on which such distilling - sh-all take place or continue.
13. And in order  'to secure the duties chargeable on spirits by Property on premises
this or any other  Act oi  from time to  time' due and owing and in liable for duties in
arrear or for penalties
arrear from any distiller or 'distillers and for the enfoi°cement of any incurred.
penalty or penalties incurred  by any  distiller for any offence or
offences by him or them committed against this or any other law or laws
relating to spirits be it enacted That all worts wash low wines proof
spirits feints and spirits and all materials  preparations  utensils and vessels
for the making thereof in the custody or possession of such distiller
or in the custody or possession of any person or persons to the use of
or  in  trust for him or  -into whose hands  'soever  the same shall come
and by what conveyance or title soever the same shall be claimed shall
be subject and liable to and the same are hereby made chargeable with
all the duties in arrear or owing from time to time from or by such
distiller and shall also be subject and liable to all penalties and
forfeitures incurred by such distiller for any offence or offences -by him
her or them committed against this or any other law or laws relating
to spirits and it shall and may be lawful in all such cases to levy
thereupon such duties penalties and forfeitures and use such
proceedings  for  the recovery or enforcement thereof as might lawfully
be done in case the debtors or offenders were the true and lawful
owners of such worts wash low wines feints and.  spirits materials
preparations utensils and vessels Provided always that when the
same shall come into the hands and possession of any third person or
persons by any  bona fide  sale and delivery made before any such duties
have been charged or become chargeable upon or any such penalties
or forfeitures have been incurred  by the  distiller or distillers by whom
the same respectively shall have been so sold and delivered as aforesaid
no such  -worts wash low wines feints or spirits materials preparations _
vessels or utensils shall be subject or liable to or be made chargeable
with  such duties penalties or forfeitures as herein  mentioned.
14. The
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Record books of dis. --- -14. The chief inspector of distilleries shall supply the person in
dilation. charge of each sugar manufactory licensed under this Act with a book
wherein such person shall record all notices required by this Act to be
given and all particulars of the days and times when distillation may be
carried on the quantities and proportions of the several materials to
be used in such distillation and the quantity of molasses as
well as the quantity of spirits from time to time distilled
and stored at the said manufactory and if any such matters
be omitted or be not duly recorded in the said book or if any
false entry or record be made in the said book or if the said book be
not produced on demand made by the chief inspector of distilleries or
the local inspector who are hereby respectively empowered to make
such demand when they respectively shall see fit and to inspect and
examine the said book when produced' every person offending
against any of the provisions abovementioned and being convicted
thereof shall forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding the sum of
fifty pounds.
Inspector  to keep ac. 15. Every local inspector of distilleries shall keep a true account
count  of stock of by way of debtor and creditor of the stock of spirits or molasses
spirits.
received in and removed from the store of each sugar manufactory
licensed under this Act t within his district and shall debit such stock
with the quantity of spirits computed at proof or molasses which
shall from time to time be received in such store and credit the
same with the full quantity of spirits computed at proof or molasses
which shall from time to time be removed from such store and at
the end of every. month shall balance the said account and shall
compare the said balance with the stock of spirits or molasses
remaining in the said store and if upon such comparison the stock of
spirits or,molasses in the said store shall at, any time be found to be
less than the proper quantity as shown upon the balance of the said
account then in every such case the holder of the license for the said
manufactory shall forfeit and pay a penalty of one pound for every
gallon wherein the quantity shall be found deficient.
Copies to be 16. Each local inspector of distilleries shall in each month
forwarded to chief forward to the chief inspector of distilleries a copy verified byinspector.
declaration before a justice of the peace of every account kept by him
under the provisions of the last preceding section,
Permits for the remo. 17. It shall not be lawful to send take or remove any
val of spirits. spirits or molasses out of the premises of any sugar manufactory
licensed under this Act except between the hours of ten in the
forenoon and four in the afternoon and without having a
permit to remove the same signed by an inspector of distil-
leries or other officer appointed by the Governor with the
advice aforesaid such permit - to contain the distiller's name
and place from whence the spirits or molasses are to be removed
the vessel or vessels in which the 'said spirits or molasses are
contained and the quantity of spirits or molasses contained in each
and 'every such vessel or vessels and the name and residence of the
person or persons to whom such spirits or molasses are to be sent and
forwarded and such permit shall also specify the time or duration
such permit is to be in force Provided that such permit shall not
not be granted by the inspector of distilleries or other officer appointed
as aforesaid for the removal of any spirits 'or molasses which shall
not have been previously lodged and deposited in the certified store
for the reception of spirits or molasses and provided, that at, the time
such permit is required the distiller or other person requiring such
permit shall give to such inspector of distilleries or other officer
aforesaid the certificate of the said Colonial Treasurer or other person
appointed
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appointed as aforesaid that the duty upon such spirits or molasses
intended to be removed has been duly paid.
18. All spirits or molasses removed from the premises of any spirts removed with
such sugar manufactory without a permit as aforesaid or after the time out permit may be
authorised by this Act shall have expired shall be seized and forfeited seized.
together with the cask or casks in which the same shall be contained'
and the cars carts drays or other conveyances and the horses or other
animals employed in removing the same.
19. It shall and may be lawful for any inspector of distilleries Oficers may stop per-
officer of customs or other person appointed as aforesaid to stop sons removing spirits
and detain any person who shall be found removing or carrying and examine permits.
any spirits or molasses of any kind from the premises of any sugar
manufactory licensed under this Act and to demand the production
of the permit or permits as aforesaid accompanying such spirits or
molasses and on being satisfied that the spirits or molasses are the
same in quantity quality sort or kind and strength as expressed in
such permit or permits and that the duty payable by law in respect
thereof has been paid or secured to be paid for the same such officer
shall endorse on such permit or permits the time hour and place of
such examination and shall sign his name thereto and if any person so
found removing or carrying away such spirits or molasses which
are by law required to be accompanied with a permit shall refuse to
produce such permit or permits as aforesaid immediately on being
required so to do by any officer for the purposes aforesaid or shall
be found removing or carrying any such spirits or molasses without
a lawful permit every such person shall for every such offence
forfeit and pay the sum of one hundred pounds and it shall be
lawful for such officer and he is hereby authorised empowered
and required to stop arrest and detain every such person and
to convey the said person together with the spirits or molasses so
found. removing or carrying by or with him before one or more of Her
Majesty's justices of the peace residing near to the place where any
such person shall be so stopped or arrested and it shall be lawful for
such justice or justices of the peace and he and they is and are hereby
required and shall have full power and authority to hear. and determine
in a summary way any information against any such person so stopped
or arrested under the provisions of this Act and on the confession of any
such person or upon proof on oath by one or more credible witness or
witnesses to convict such person in such penalty as aforesaid and no
such penalty shall be mitigated by any justice or justices below one-
fourth part thereof.
20. Every permit used for any purpose whatever other than to Unlawful permits.
accompany the removal and delivery of the spirits or molasses for
which such permit was obtained and granted and at the time
limited and to the place expressed in such permit shall be deemed
and taken to be an unlawful permit.
21. Every person who shall sell or dispose of., or who shall penalty on parties
offer to sell or dispose of any quantity of illicit spirits or spirits
sselling p
ro ipurchasing
part of which is illicit shall forfeit and pay a penalty of one
hundred pounds and every person who shall knowingly purchase
any such spirits shall forfeit and pay a similar penalty of one hundred,
pounds in addition to the forfeiture of the said spirits so purchased.
22. It shall be lawful to remove spirits in manner and upon warehousing of
the conditions hereinafter mentioned from the certified store of `  any spirits-
sugar manufactory licensed under this Act and to warehouse the same
in any warehouse appointed by the collector or other chief officer
of customs for that purpose without the payment of any duty - on
the first entry thereof.
23. Upon
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Officer to give receipt 23. Upon the delivery of the warrant hereinafter mentioned to
for spirits removed . the officer on duty at the licensed sugar manufactory such officer shall
deliver the spirits therein described to the officer appointed to convey
the salve to the bonded warehouse and such last-mentioned officer
shall  give a receipt for the same to the officer on duty.
Collector of customs 24. It shall be lawful for the collector or other chief officer of
may appoint bonding Custom s to appoint any of the bonding warehouses now or hereafter
warehouses .
under  his supervision to be warehoused for the purpose of lodging
under bond  any spirits distilled under the provisions of this Act.
Custom house entry 25. Before any spirits shall be removed from the certified store
and security by bond. of any sugar manufactory licensed under this Act to any bonding ware-house an entry of the same in the usual nd proper form for ware-
housing goods under bond shall be passed ' at the custom house
and the person entering the same shall give security by bond in
double the amount of duty which would be payable thereon if taken
out of the said store for home consumption with one sufficient surety
to be approved of by the collector or other chief officer of customs that
the said spirits shall be warehoused to the satisfaction of the said
collector or other chief officer of customs and thereupon the said
collector or other chief officer of customs shall grant a warrant
for the removal of such spirits from the said store of the
distillery to the bonding warehouse named in the warrant and the
said spirits shall be re-gauged by the proper officer at the same time
and the distiller shall be liable to pay the full amount of duty on any
deficiency which may appear between the quantity and strength of
the spirits  so re-gauged and the quantity and strength of the spirits
for which a permit shall have been granted as aforesaid for removal to
the bonded warehouse and after such spirits have been so deposited in
such  bonding warehouse and re-gauged as aforesaid they shall be
subject to the same rules and regulations in respect to re-gauging and
leakage as  imported spirits are when in bond.
Spirits may be re-  26. Spirits  warehoused as aforesaid being first duly entered at
moved to any colonialthe custom house may be delivered under the authority of the collectorport under bond. or other chief  officer of  customs  without payment of duty for the
purpose of removal  to any port within the boundaries of the said colony
under bond to the satisfaction  of the  said collector  or other chief officer
of customs  for the due  arrival  of such  goods  at such port and for the
payment of the duty payable thereon before  being landed to  the officer
appointed to receive the same.
Spirits may be ex- 27. It  shall  and may be lawful to export spirits distilled by
ported. persons holding licenses under this  Act to parts beyond  the seas
without payment of duty.
Spirits may be ex - 28. Before any spirits distilled  by a person  holding a  license under
ported under bond . this Act and deposited-in any such  bonding warehouse shall  be exported
to places  beyond the  boundaries  of the colony without payment of duty
the person exporting the same shall pass an entry outwards in the
usual manner and shall enter  into bond in double the amount of the
duty which would be payable thereon if entered for home con-
sumption with  one sufficient  surety to be approved of by the collector
or other chief officer of customs  that the same  shall be landed
at the place for which  they. shall  be entered outwards or be otherwise
accounted for to the satisfaction of the said collector  or other chief
officer of customs.
29. There
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29. There shall be paid upon spirits distilled  by  persons holding Duty on spirit
licenses under this Act two-thirds of the duties of customs which are
or may-be from time to time payable upon spirits of the like descrip-
tion imported into the colony and such duties on colonial distilled
spirits shall be paid to the principal officer of customs at the ports
where such spirits may be respectively warehoused and under the
same regulations as those under which deities are collected on
imported spirits.
30. It shall and may be lawful for the Governor with the advice  Governor may make
aforesaid to make such rules and regulations as he may think necessary rules and appoint of-
to carry the provisions of this Act into effect and to apoint such officers fivers.
and other persons for that purpose as he may deem fit and proper.
31. No inspector of distilleries nor any other person employed  officers exempt from
to carry into effect the provisions of this Act shall be liable to serve juries c e.
on any jury or inquest or in any parochial or other office whilst he is
so employed any law usage or custom to the contrary notwithstanding.
32. If any person shall give offer or promise to give any Penalty on persons
bribe recompense or reward or shall make any collusive agreement offering bribes and on
officers receiving the
with any such inspector or other officer appointed  as aforesaid same.
to induce him in any way to neglect his duty or to conceal
or connive at any act whereby any of the provisions of this or any
other Act now or hereafter in force relating to the distillation of spirits
may be evaded every such person so offending shall on conviction
thereof forfeit and pay a penalty or sum of two hundred pounds
whether such gift or offer shall be accepted or such promise performed
or not and any inspector or other officer who shall directly or indirectly
take or receive any bribe recompense or reward or shall in any way
neglect his duty or conceal or connive at any act whereby any of the
provisions of this or any other such Act as aforesaid may be evaded
shall forfeit and pay a like penalty or sum of two hundred pounds.
33. It shall and  -may be lawful to and for any inspector  of officers may breakup
distilleries or any person acting in his aid or assistance by night ground on the premi-
or by day to break up any ground in any part of the distillery ses of a distillery.
or premises of any sugar manufactory licensed under this Act
or any ground near to or adjoining such manufactory or
through any wall or partition thereof or belonging thereto to
search for any pipe or cock or any private conveyance or utensil
and upon finding any such pipe or conveyance leading therefrom or
thereto to break up the ground house wall or other place through or-
into which such pipe or other conveyance shall lead and break up or
cut away any such pipe cock or other conveyance and to turn any cock -
or cocks and to examine whether such pipe or other conveyance may
or can convey or conceal any wort wash or other liquor fit for
distillation ora low wines feints or spirits from the sight or view of the
officer so as to hinder or prevent him from taking or keeping a true
account thereof.
34. It shall be lawful for any inspector of distilleries or other officer may enter
person appointed for that purpose by the Governor with the advice  premises and seize
aforesaid to enter into and upon the premises of any distiller or rectifier spirits.
of spirits to search for and seize any spirits the duty on which has-not
been paid and which may be kept or concealed thereon in any manner
contrary to the provisions of this Act.
35. No writ shall be sued out nor a copy of any process served officer to have notice
upon any inspector of distilleries or other person so appointed by the of action.
Governor
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Governor with the advice aforesaid for anything done in the exercise
of his -office until one calendar month after notice in writing shall
have been delivered-to him or left at his usual place of abode by
the attorney or agent for the party who intends to sue out such writ
or process in which notice shall be clearly and explicitly contained the
cause of action the name and place of abode of the person who is to
bring such action and the name and place of abode of the attorney or
agent and no evidence of the cause of such action shall be produced
except of such as shall be contained in such notice and no verdict
shall be given for the plaintiff unless he shall prove on the trial that
such notice was given and in default of such proof the defendant shall
receive in such action a verdict and costs.
Actions to be brought 36. Every such action shall be brought within three calendar
within three monthsmonths after the cause thereof and the defendant may plead the general
-issue and give the special matter in evidence and if the plaintiff shall
become nonsuited or shall discontinue the action or if upon a verdict
or demurrer judgment shall be given against the plaintiff the defendant
shall receive treble costs and have remedy of the plaintiff as any
defendant can have in other cases where costs are given by law.
Judge may certify 37. In case any information or suit shall be brought to trial
probable cause of on account of any seizure made under this Act and a verdict shall
seizure. be found for the claimant thereof and the judge or court before
whom the cause shall have been tried shall certify upon the record
that there was probable cause of seizure the claimant shall not be
entitled to any costs of suit nor shall the person who made
such seizure be liable to any action indictment or other suit or
prosecution on account of such seizure and if any action indictment
or other suit or prosecution shall be brought to trial against any
person on account of such seizure wherein a verdict shall be given
against such defendant the plaintiff besides the things seized or the
value thereof shall not be entitled to more than twopence damages
nor to any costs of suit nor shall the defendant in such prosecution be
fined more than one shilling.
Officer may tender 38. It shall be lawful for any inspector of distilleries or
amends.  other person as aforesaid within one calendar month after such
notice to tender amends to the party complaining or his agent and
to plead such tender in bar to any action together with other
pleas and if the jury shall find the amends sufficient they shall
give a verdict for the defendant and in such case or in case the
plaintiff shall become nonsuited or discontinue his action or judgment
shall be given for the defendant upon demurrer then such defendant
shall be entitled to like costs as he would have been entitled to in case
he had pleaded the general issue only Provided always that it shall
be lawful for such defendant to pay money into court as in other
cases.
Property  seized to  be 39. All spirits and other property seized under the provisions
claimed within ten of this Act shall 'be considered as condemned unless claimed withindays.
ten days after the same shall be seized and shall be sold by public
auction.
Claims to be lodged 40. All claims for spirits or other property seized as
with Colonial Treasu. forfeited under this Act shall be lodged within ten days after the
rer.
seizure shall have been' made with the Colonial -Treasurer for
the time being.
Admission of claims 41. No claim to any spirits or other property seized
to property  seized.
adjudication shall be admitted-and no appearance shall be permitted
to be entered to any information filed for the forfeiture of any
spirits or other property seized for any cause of forfeiture under
this
under this Act and returned into any of Her Majesty's courts for
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this Act unless such claim or appearance is entered in the name
of the owner of such spirits or other, property so seized describing
the place of residence and the business or profession of such
owner and if such owner shall reside in Brisbane or within twenty
miles thereof oath shall be made before one of the judges of the court
in which such information is filed or before one of the justices of the
bench of magistrates before whom any cause Tor forfeiture shall be
tried for spirits or other property seized as forfeited under this Act
that the spirits or other property so seized was or were really and truly
the property of him at the time of such seizure but if such owner
shall not be resident in Brisbane or within twenty miles- thereof then
and in such case such oath shall be made in like manner by the agent
attorney or solicitor by whom such appearance shall be entered that he
has full power and legal authority and directions from such owner to
enter such appearance and to the best of his knowledge and belief.
such spirits or other property were at the time of the seizure thereof
bona fide  the real property of the party in whose name such appearance
is entered and on failure thereof the spirits and other property shall be
absolutely condemned and judgment be entered thereon by default
according to the usual method of proceedings of the court in the same
manner as if no appearance had been entered thereto and every person
who shall be convicted of making or taking a false oath to any of the -
facts hereinbefore directed or required to be sworn to shall be deemed
to be guilty of perjury and shall be liable to the pains and penalties
to which persons are liable for wilful and corrupt perjury.
42. Upon the entry of any claim to any spirits or other Claimant to enter into
property seized for any cause of forfeiture or of any appearance a recognizance.
to any information filed for such forfeiture the person who shall
enter such claim -or appearance if such claimant - shall reside
within the colony shall be bound by a recognizance  (to be entered into
before one of the judges of the Supreme Court or justices of the peace
before whom the said cause or matter is to be inquired into) with two
sufficient sureties in the penalty of one hundred pounds to answer and
pay the costs occasioned by such claim or appearance and if the owner
shall not reside within the said colony then and in such case the agent -
attorney or solicitor by whose directions such claim or appearance
shall be entered shall in like manner be bound with two sufficient
sureties in like penalty to pay the costs occasioned by such claim or
appearance.
43. All informations suits or actions for the recovery  OfInformations may be
any fine forfeiture or penalty imposed by this Act may be heard heard and determined
and determined in a summary way before any two or more
in a summary way.
justices of the peace or the judges of the Supreme Court at the
instance of any inspector of distilleries and any such information
suit or action shall and may be filed or instituted in the name of Her
Majesty's Attorney-General for the said colony or of the chief or other
inspector of distilleries and if a question should arise whether
any person is the chief or other inspector of distilleries as aforesaid
viva voce  evidence may be given of such fact and shall be deemed legal
and sufficient evidence. -
44. Actions or suits for the recovery of any of the penalties  Penalties to be sued
or forfeitures imposed by this Act may be commenced and prosecuted for within  one year
at any time within one year after the offence committed-by  reason
after the  offence.
whereof such penalty or forfeiture shall be incurred.
45. Informations summonses warrants orders and convictions Form of information
before any justice of the peace for any offences committed against &c•
this or any other Act now or hereafter in force relating to the
distillation or rectifying of spirits may be prepared in the form
L required
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required by the Act passed in the session of the eleventh and twelfth
years- of Her Majesty's reign intituled  " An Act to facilitate the
performance of the duties of justices of the peace out of sessions within
England and Wales with respect to summary con'ictioiis and orders"
Provided always that such proceedings shall not be invalidated if
prepared in any other form which may substantially meet the merits
of the case.
Offence to be  set forth 46. Every information for any penalty or forfeiture under
in the words of the this or any other Act now or hereafter in force relating to
get' the distillaion or rectifying of spirits and every conviction or
warrant of commitment for any penalty shall be deemed valid and
sufficient in which the offence for which such penalty shall be inflicted
or the cause of forfeiture is set forth in the words of this or any other
such Act as aforesaid or in words to the like effect.
Proof of  the officer 's. 47. In case of any information or proceeding under this
appointment  unne. Act or any Act now or hereafter in force relating to the distillation
ecasar.
of spirits the averment that the person prosecuting such information
or proceeding is an inspector of distilleries shall be sufficient proof
of the appointment of such inspector of -distilleries without proof
of the appointment of such inspector of distilleries unless the
defendant shall in such case prove to the contrary.
Officers deemed com - 48. Any inspector of distilleries 14tnd every person acting
petent witnesses . in his aid or assistance shall be deemed a competent witness
upon the trial of any suit or information on account of any
seizure or penalty as aforesaid notwithstanding such inspector of
distilleries or other person may be entitled to any part of such seizure
or penalty or to any reward upon conviction of the party charged in
such suit or information.
Onus probandi to be  49. If any spirits or other property shall be seized or
on the claimant. stopped for non-payment of the duties of such spirits or any
other M cause of forfeiture and any dispute shall arise whether the
duties have been paid for the same the proof thereof shall be on the
owner or claimant and not on the officer who shall seize or stop the
same.
Payment and distri- 50. All fines penalties anad forfeitures recovered under this
butionof penalties &c. Act or any other Act for the time being in force relating to the
distillation of spirits shall be paid to Her Majesty her heirs and
successors and shall be divided and applied as follows that is to
say after deducting the charges of prosecution from the proceeds
thereof one-third part of the net produce thereof shall be applied to
the public uses of the said colony and in support of the government
thereof one-third part thereof shall be paid to the informer and
one-third part thereof to the person who shall sue for the same where
such fines penalties and forfeitures are recovered in consequence of
information being given to the seizing officer and when the said fines
penalties and forfeitures are otherwise recovered the same are to be
divided and applied as follows that is to say after deducting the said
charges the one moiety or half of the net produce thereof as aforesaid
to the public uses of the said colony and in support of the government
thereof and the other moiety or half to be paid. to the seizing
officer or person suing for the said penalty Provided always that
nothing herein contained shall be deemed or construed' to affect or in
any way to interfere with the right of Her Majesty her heirs and
successors  to pardon the offender and to remit the whole or any part
of any such fine penalty or forfeiture as to Her Majesty shall seem meet.
Imprisonment of con. 51 . If in or upon any information suit or action brought
victed parties. before any j udges  of the said Supreme Court or any two or more
justices  of the  peace as aforesaid  for the recovery of any fines
forfeitures
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forfeitures or penalties imposed by this Act the party shall be
convicted and sentenced to pay such fine or penalty and in case any
such fine or penalty shall not be immediately paid or security given to
the satisfaction of the court or justices before whom the case shall
have been heard and determined for the due payment of such fine or
penalty the party or parties who shall have been convicted and
sentenced to pay such fine or penalty shall forthwith be committed to
gaol there to remain for a period of not less than three nor exceeding
twelve calendar months unless such fine or penalty shall be sooner paid.
52. No decree or sentence of any of the said courts touching Restraint of senterc•
any forfeiture or penalty imposed by this Act shall be suspended or by  inhibition.
stayed unless an inhibition in due course of law shall. be obtained and
served upon the party intended to be restrained thereby within eighteen
months from the time when such decree or sentence was pronounced.
,53. No writ of certiorari  shall issue from Her Majesty' s No writ of  certiorari
Supreme Court to remove any proceedings before any justice  or to issue.Justices of the peace under this or any other Act now or
hereafter in force relating to the distillation of spirits nor shall any
writ of  habeas corpus  issue to bring up the body of any person who
shall have been convicted before any justice or justices of the peace
under this or any other such Act unless the party against whom such
proceedings shall have been directed or who shall have been so
convicted or his attorney or agent shall state in an affidavit in writing
to be duly sworn the grounds of objection to such proceedings or
conviction and upon the return of such writ of  certiorari  or  habeas
corpus  no objection shall be taken or considered other than such as
shall have been stated in such affidavit and it shall be lawful for
any-justice or justices of the peace and they are hereby required to
amend any information conviction or warrant of commitment for any
offence under any such Act at any time whether before  or after
conviction.
54. This Act shall be styled and may be cited as the i' Distil-  Short title.
66 lation f rom Sugar Act."
By Authority : W. C. BELBRIDOF, Government Printer, WXIRIn 6treet, Brisbane;
Supplement  to t1e Queensland  Government Gazette of Saturday, 20th October, 1866---1* 0.139.
1tPEnsla11b.
ANNO TRICESIMO
VICTORLE  REGIME.
No. 22.
An Act to Amend the Law relating to Carriers.
ASSENTED TO 22ND OCTOBER, 1866.
WHEREAS it is expedient to amend thelaw relating to carriers Preamble.Be it therefore enacted by the Queen 's Most Excellent Majesty
by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled and by
the authority of the same as follows--
L The Act twenty-five Victoria number eighteen being  " The  Repeal of existing
Carriers Act of  1861" is hereby repealed. Act.
2. If any person being a carrier of other bailee of working justices may order
bullocks working horses drays gear harness or other goods or chattels bailees not re-deliver-
mg goods according
under any agreement to re-deliver the same at any specified time shall  to agreement to
without just or reasonable cause refuse to deliver the same or any deliver them.
part thereof according to the terns of such agreement upon demand
made by the owner or his agent it shall be lawful for any two or more
justices in petty sessions assembled upon proof of such demand and
refusal to order the delivery of such working bullocks working horses
drays gear harness or other goods or chattels by such carrier or other
bailee- and if he shall fail to obey such order and shall not deliver the Disobedience to such
goods or chattels he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon order a misdemeanor.
conviction thereof before any two or more justices aforesaid shall be
imprisoned
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imprisoned and kept to hard labor for any period not exceeding three
months Provided that nothing in this Bill shall bar any such owner
or agent as aforesaid from his remedy by civil action for recovery of
any such working bullocks working horses drays gear harness or other
goods and chattels as aforesaid.
Carriers refusing  or 3. If any carrier for hire having goods or chattels in charge
delaying to carry
under any agreement to convey the same to any place shall refuse or
goods owner released
from payment. shall wilfully delay to convey the same according to such agreement
it shall be lawful for any two or more justices upon proof of such
refusal or wilful delay to order that such goods and chattels be
delivered to the owner thereof or his agent and to award to either
party any amount by way of fine or compensation that to the said
justices shall seem reasonable and just.
Carriers must obtain 4. It shall not be lawful for any person to carry for hire
licenses . beyond the boundaries of a municipality unless he shall have first
obtained from a court of petty sessions a license in the form in the
schedule hereto annexed for each dray waggon or other vehicle to be
used by him in carrying for hire and such license may be granted to
any person on payment of the sum of twenty shillings and such
license shall continue in force until the thirty-first day of December
next after the issuing thereof Provided -always that any- person
carrying for hire without having obtained such license shall on
conviction thereof be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Drays  &c. not to  be 5. It shall not be lawful for any court of petty sessions to
licensed unless fitted grant a license under this Act for any dray waggon or other vehicle
with breaks . unless it be fitted with a sufficient number of sound and properly
constructed breaks.
Particulars to be 6. No dray waggon or other vehicle that may be licensed as
painted on dray &c. aforesaid shall be used or employed unless or until there shall be truly
painted-in words at length and in legible and conspicuous letters one
inch at the least in height and of a proper and proportionate breadth
and in color different from and opposite to the color of the ground on
which such letters shall be painted upon some conspicuous part of
each side of such dray waggon or other vehicle and clear of the wheel
or wheels thereof so that the same shall be at all times plainly and
distinctly visible and legible the number of the license for the same
the christian name and surname of the proprietor thereof and the
name of the' district wherein the said license has been granted and if
any carrier for hire as aforesaid shall use or employ his licensed
dray waggon or other vehicle upon which all such particulars as
aforesaid shall not be truly painted in such legible and conspicuous
letters-'and in manner aforesaid or in case such particulars or any of
them shall be partially obliterated or .defaced from or upon any such
dray waggon or other vehicle then if any such person shall neglect to
paint or cause to be painted again in manner aforesaid every particular
so obliterated or defaced such person so offending in any of the cases
aforesaid shall forfeit any sum not exceeding five pounds.
License, to, specify  ' 7. Every license to be granted under this Act shall specify the
load to be carried. gross  weight that may be laden and carried on the dray waggon or
other vehicle,in respect of which the license is issued and any person
who shall carry on a licensed dray waggon or other vehicle a greater
Penalty Ifor exceeding load than is authorised by the license shall upon being convicted
authorised  load. thereof be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Timber &c. not to be 8. It shall not be lawful for any person to draw along the
used for skids. ground  any tree log timber or other material attached to any dray
waggon or other vehicle upon any public road and any  person so
Penalty. offending and being convicted thereof shall for every such offence be
liable to a penalty  not exceeding  five pounds.
9. If
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9. If any animal shall die or be accidentally killed beyond the Animal dying on
boundary of any municipality and within a quarter of a mile of any any public road to be
immediately removedpublic road and the owner or person in charge thereof shall not or destroyed under
immediately cause such animal, to, be removed not less than a quarter penalty-
of a mile from the said road or shall not immediately destroy or cause
such animal to be destroyed by fire upon the spot he shall forfeit and
pay for every such offence any sum not exceeding five pounds.
10. Whosoever shall unlawfully and maliciously deface Or Destroying orinjur-
injure or shall cut down burn or otherwise destroy any survey mark or ing public notices &c.
any mile post or tree or any direction post board or tree or any public
notice or placard shall upon being convicted thereof be liable to a Penalty.
penalty not exceeding five pounds.
11. Whosoever shall by carelessness in the use of fire or otherInjuring bridges &e.
negligence in anywise injure or destroy any bridge or culvert (whether by carelessness.
over any stream of water or not) or any approach thereto or any
causeway or crossing along or over any public road shall upon being
convicted thereof be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds. Penalty.
12. Whosoever shall light a fire under any wooden bridge or Lighting fires underden
d
forbi dbridges &c.wooden culvert over upon or under any road shall on being convictedforbid
en.
thereof be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds. Penalty.
13. In all cases where by any law now in force tolls are Tolls may be altered.
authorised to be demanded and taken at any turnpike gates in the said
colony it shall be lawful for the Governor with the, advice of the
Executive Council by any proclamation to be issued by him to alter or
vary any such tolls any law or statute to the contrary notwithstanding.
14. All offences against this Act may be heard and determined Proceedings to be
in a summary way before any two or more justices in petty sessions summary.
assembled and all penalties forfeitures and fines inflicted and imposed
under this Act shall be paid forthwith or within such time as the
justices convicting shall order and direct and in default of such Penalties how re-
payment shall be levied by distress and sale of the goods and chattels eoverable,
of the party or parties offending and in every such case where sufficient
distress shall not be found and such penalties forfeitures and fines where not sufficient
shall not be forthwith paid it shall be lawful for such justices as distress imprison-
aforesaid to commit such, offender or offenders to gaol for any periodment,
not exceeding six months unless the sum to be levied together
with the costs shall be sooner paid.
15.  N6 proceedings under this Act shall be removed by  certiorari  Proceedings not re.
or otherwise into the Supreme Court and all forms of information m vable by certiorari.
summons warrants orders and convictions under this Act may be pre-
pared in the form  -given i the Act of the Imperial Parliament passed
in the session of the eleventh and twelfth years of Her Majesty's
reign intituled  " An Act to facilitate the performance of the duties of
"justices of the peace out of sessions within England and Wales with,
" respect to summary convictions and orders"  Provided always that such
proceedings shall not be invalidated if prepared in any other form that
shall substantially meet the merits of the case.
16. The word animal shall for the purposes of this Act be held Interpretation of
to include horses cattle sheep pigs calves lambs goats and dogs. Word " animal."
17. This Act shall commence and take effect from and after short title.
the first day of January one thousand eight hundred and sixty-seven
and be styled and may be cited as  " The Carriers Act of  1866."
SCHEDULE.
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SCHEDULE.
QUEENSL AND I
TO • WIT.
Whereas A. E. the proprietor of a certain dray waggon  [or  other vehicle  as  the case
may be]  hath applied to us the undersigned justices of the peace assembled in petty  sessions
for the district of to grant to him a license to trade as a common carrier
and to use and employ the said` dray waggon  [or  other vehicle] in the carriage and convey-
ance  of goods and whereas after due inquiry we are satisfied that the said dray waggon &c.
is fitted with a sufficient number of sound and properly constructed breaks Now we the
justices as aforesaid do hereby in pursuance of the authority vested in us by the  " Carriers
', Act of  1866" authorise and license the said A. B. to trade  as a common  carrier and to
carry and convey on and by the said dray waggon [or other vehicle] any load not  exceeding
pounds gross weight.
This  license to  remain in  force until  the thirty-first day of December next.
Given  under our hands  this day of A.D.
E. F. } Justices of the Peace.G. H.
By Authority :  W. C. BELBRIDGE,  Government Printer, William Street ,  Brisbane.
Supplement tothe Queensland Government Gazette of Suturdafy, 20th October, 1866.-No. 140.
Queensiaab.
Il ^di-1U1p
ANN O TRICESIMO
VICTORLREGIN1E,
No. 23.
An Act to Authorise Distillation of Brandy by Makers of  Wine.
[ASSENTED TO 22ND OCTOBER, 1866.
WHEREAS it is expedient to give to makers of wine from grapes Preamble.
the produce of their own vineyards greater facilities for distilling
brandy from such wine or the lees of such wine Be it enacted by the
Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and consent
of they Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled and by the autb.ority of the same as followsI.  It shall be lawful for any maker of wine from grapes the Makers of wine nu y
produce of his own vineyard to keep and use one still of not more obtain licenses to '``''
than fifty nor less than fifteen gallons contents for the purpose of
small sti ls.
distilling brandy from such wine or the lees of such wine provided
he obtain for such still a license from the Colonial Treasurer or such
other person as may be appointed by the Governor in Council to issue
such licenses and each such license shall be granted only upon a
certificate signed by two magistrates that the person requiring the
still has in cultivation and bearing a vineyard of at least two acres
in extent and is not directly or indirectly concerned in the business of
a licensed publican or interested in any licensed public-house.
2. Every person wishing to obtain such license shall apply in Application <a,d va-
writing to the Colonial Treasurer o  other person appointed as cognizance.
aforesaid and before the granting of the license shall with two
sufficient sureties enter into a recognizance payable to Her Majesty
in the sum of two hundred pounds conditional that he will not sell
or dispose of any brandy so distilled save and except as hereinafter
provided and that he will not use such still except for the purpose of
distilling brandy from such wine or lees as aforesaid and every such
person
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person found to have in his possession any still without having
entered into such recognizance and obtained such license shall forfeit
and pay a sum not exceeding five hundred pounds nor less than one
hundred pounds.
Fortifying winaa. 3. It shall be lawful for any such maker of wine holding a
license as aforesaid to fortify the wines the produce of his own
vineyard with the brandy distilled by him under the provisions of
this Act and to sell the wines so fortified Provided always that no
such wines so fortified shall contain a greater proportion than twenty-five per centum ofalcohol fthe specific gravity ofeight hundred and
twenty-five at the temperature of sixty degrees according to
Fahrenheit's thermometer.
Brandy removed 4. If any brandy distilled under the authority of this
without permit may
be seized and Act shall be found in course of removal from the premises in which
forfeited. it was distilled the same may be seized by any officer of customs
or police constable and adjudged to be forfeited in the same manner
as any goods declared liable to forfeiture for non-payment of duty.Expiry liceusea,and renewal 5. Every license granted in pursuance of this Act shall expireof taee
on the thirty-first day of December next after the granting thereof
and the sum of one pound sterling shall before the granting of the
license be paid for and in respect of each such license to the Colonial
Treasurer or other person appointed as aforesaid and every such
license may be renewed annually from year to year upon payment of
the sum of one pound on or before the thirty-first day of December
in each year to the Colonial Treasurer or other person appointed as
aforesaid Provided nevertheless that such license shall not be
renewed if the person seeking a renewal shall have been convicted of
any offence against any law or statute in force relating to distillation
or shall have forfeited the said recognizance hereinbefore mentioned
or if the said recognizance shall have been estreated for any breach
of any condition therein ' contained.Short title. 6. This Act shall be styled and may be cited as the
" Distillation of Colonial Brandy for fortifying Wine Act."
By Authority: W, 0. Br.L$a1DaL,  Government Printer , William street,  Brisbane.
Supplement  to the Queensland Government Gazette  of Saturday, 20th  October,  1866.-No.141.
14Ume"Uplaub,
ANNO TRICESIMO
VICTORI}E REGIN}E.
No. 24.
An Act to Authorise the Appropriation out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of
certain Suns to make good the Supplies granted for the Years 1867
1866 and  1865.
[ASSENTED To 23RD OCTOBER, 1866.
WHEREAS we your  Majesty' s most dutiful and loyal subjects Preamble.
the Members of the Legislative  Assembly  of Queensland inParliament assembled have in the present Session of Parliament
cheerfully granted to  your Majesty the  several sums hereinafter
mentioned for the service of the year One thousand eight hundred
and sixty -seven and for supplementing the grants made by Parliament
for the service of the years One thousand eight hundred and sixty-six
and One thousand eight hundred and sixty -five And whereas we
desire to make good out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of
Queensland the several sums granted to your Majesty as aforesaid
Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Exce llent Majesty by
and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled and
by the authority of the same That out of the said Consolidated
Revenue Fund there shall and may be  issued and applied for the
service of the year One thousand eight hundred and  sixty-seven-1. Executive
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• 6vequ#ive and  NegistW. itte.-Any sum or  sums  of money not
exceeding  eight thousand five hundred pounds to defray the  salaries
contingencies  and other  expenses  of the establishments and services
following-.
The Governor's Establishment ...
The Executive Council's  Establishment...... ...
The Legislative Council's Establishment ... ...
The Legislative Assembly 's Establishment ... ...
The Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly's
Joint Establishments
£  s. d. £ s. d.
600 0 0
420 0 0
2,685 0 0
2,660 0 0
2,135 0 0
8,500 0 0
2. gtje Ootoltiit1 5grrttrY.---Any sum or sums of money not
exceeding one hundred and fifty-two thousand three hundred and
forty-nine pounds to defray the salaries contingencies and other
expenses of the establishments and services following
The Colonial Secretary's Establishment
Registrar-General's Establishment ...
... ...Immigration ...
Police Establishments and Services...
Gaols  ... ... ... ... ...
Water  Police ...
Medical  ... ... ... ...
Education  ... ... ... ...
Colonial Stores ...
Government  Printing Bookbinding &c.
Charitable Allowances ... ...
Benevolent Asylum  ... ... ..
Lunatic Asylum  ... ... ...
Miscellaneous Services ... ...
£  s. d. £ s. d.
... 2,560 0 0
... 5,560 0 0
... 4,000 0 0
60,015 0 0
... 7,093 0 0
... 2,100 0 0
... 500 0 0
... 17,000 0 0
... 13,000 0 0
7,484 0 0
... 6,100 0 0
... 2,300 0 0
,., 4,337 0 0
20,300 0 0
-152)349  0 0
3. ttmittisfitatiott us#iae.-Any sum or sums of money not
exceeding thirteen thousand four hundred and seventy -three pounds to
defray the salaries contingencies and other expenses of the establish-
ments and services following-
Law Officers of the Crown
Supreme Court ...
District Courts ...
Sheriff .. ...
Miscellaneous Services
...
...
... ... ...
...
...
...
...
...
£  s. d.  X.  s. d.
2,055  0 0
3,458 0 0
4,185 0 0
3,225 0 0
550 0 0
13,473 0 0
4. 9yasuijeit and 5e re ai fait Gjiitauy  and ttadq.--Any sum or
sums of money not exceeding thirty -three thousand four hundred and
ninety -four pounds  ,to defray the salaries contingencies and other
expenses of the establishments and services following--
Treasury Establishment
Customs Establishment
Marine Board  ... ...
Harbors Lights and Pilot Establishments ...
Powder Magazine,  Brisbane ... ...
£ s. d.
... 3,600 0 0
... 15,334 0 0
... 600 \ 0 0
... 13,760 .0 0
... 200 0' 0
s, d.
33,494 0 0
5.
 . artut ltt .u4 Pubtir  Hands .- Any 'sum or sums of money
not exceeding  forty -eight thousand and fourteen pounds to defray the
salaries
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salaries contingencies and other expenses of the establishments and
services following-
Secretary for Public Lands Establishment ...
Survey of Lands ... ... ... ...
Sale of Lands ... ... ... ...
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands ...
Botanical Gardens ... ... ... ...
Reserves ... ... ... ... ...
Gold Escort and Establishment
£ s. d. £ s. d.
... 1,750 0 0
... 25,720 0 0
... 2,500 0 0
... 12,756 0 0
... 1,451 0 0
... 400 0 0
... 3,437 0 0
48,014 0 0
6. Pepartntent  of  ubIli uiii ,-Any sum  or sums of money
not exceeding forty -nine thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight
pounds to defray the salaries contingencies and other expenses of the
establishments and services  following-
Secretary for Public Works Establishment...
Engineer of Roads (Southern Division)
Engineer of Roads (Northern Division) ...
Colonial Architect ... ... ... ....
Commissioner for Railways ... ... ...
£ s. d. £ s, d.
... 2,213 0 0
... 2,590 0 0
... 2,940 0 0
... 2,'275 0 0
... 23,620 0 0
ROADS - SOUTHERN DISTRICTS.
Construction and Maintenance ... ... ... 3,000 0 0
Punt and Approaches Macintyre River near Goondi-
windi ... ... ... .... ... ... 200 0 0
ROADS AND BRIDGES-NORTHERN DISTRICTS.
Construction and maintenance ... ... ... 5,000
PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS.
General Expenditure ... ... ... ... 8,000
0 0
0 0
49,838 0 0
7. a ina reneit YZ.-Any sum or sums of money not
exceeding Forty-eight thousand one hundred and thirty-nine pounds
to defray the salaries contingencies and other expenses of the establish-
ments and services following-
£ s. d. £ s. d.
General Post Office ... ... ... 11,266 0 0
Conveyance of Mails... ... ... ... 22,954 0 0
Electric Telegraph Department-
Salaries.. ...  ...  ... ... 1,120 0 0
General salaries and contingencies ... ...  12)799 0 0
48,139 0 0
S. .ndzfor-d iYeral.-Any sum or sums of money not exceeding
Two thousand two hundred and ninety pounds to defray the salaries
and contingencies of the Auditor-General's Establishment ---
£ s. d. £ s. d.
For the  Salaries  of the  Department  ... ... ... 2,090 0 0
Contingencies  ... ... ... ... .. ... 200 0 0
2,290 0 0
9. $u p#t int ufajtg.-Any sum or sums o£ money not exceeding
Ten thousand and thirty-five pounds to defray Supplementary
Estimates for the year 1867 of the salaries contingencies and other
services-
£ s. d. £ s. d
For the additional Services of the year ... ... 10,035 0 0
10,035 0 0
10. Supplementary
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10. %pptgmtttfarj S0. 2.-Any sum or sums of money not
exceeding Seventy-six thousand and sixty-eight pounds to defray
Supplementary Charges for the year 1866 of the salaries contingencies
and other expenses of the establishments and services following --
£ s. d. £ s.  d,
Tile Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly's
Establishment ... ... ... ... ... 828 0 0
The Colonial Secretary's Establishment ... ...  1 7,179 0 0
The Administration of Justice ... ... ... 1,160 0 0
The Colonial Treasurer's Establishment ... ... 18,401 0 0
The Secretary for Lands Establishment ... ... 41.6 0 0
The Secretary for Public Works .. ... ... 5,560 0 0
The Postmaster-General's Establishment ... ... 31,644 0 0
The Electric Telegraph Establishment ... ... 940 0 0
----- 76,068 0 0
11.ttfelttCttftlr Lfla. 3 -Any sum or sums of money not
exceeding Twenty-three thousand six hundred and sixteen pounds
three shillings and twopence to defray Additional Supplementary
Charges for the year 1865--
s. . s. .
Legislative Assembly-Contingencies ... ... 89 6 8
Education-Primary Schools ... ... ... 2,486 5 0
Endowment to Municipalities ... ... ... 6,511 10 3
Government Printing-Wages ... .. ... 525 8 5
Advertising for all Departments ... ... ... 709 17 3
Hospital Toowoomba-Advance to ... ... .. 400 0 0
Lunatic Asylum-Additional Warders ... 356 3 5
Fencing Police Paddocks ... .. ... 422 16 9
Pounds-Rockhampton Bowen and Springsure ... 150 0 0
Civil Service Superannuation Fund... ... ... 41 0 0
Supreme Court-Allowance to Witnesses ... ... 1,497 11 8
Law Officers of the Crown-
Clerical Assistance and Contingencies... ... 93 12 1
District Courts-Salaries .. ... ... ... 250 0 0
Interest on Bank Account-Brisbane and London... 989 12 7
Refundment of Rents &c. ,,, ... ... 8,351 16 5
Drawbacks ... ... ... ... ... ... 99 3 10
Road-Rockingham Bay to the interior ... 641 18 10
23,616 3 2
Treasurer  to pay 12. The Treasurer of the Colony shall issue and pay the several
several sums  as sums abovenamed for the purposes hereinbefore mentioned to such
directed by warrant. persons upon such days and in such proportions as the Governor by
any warrant or order in writing under his hand and directed to the
said Treasurer shall from time to time order and direct and the
payments so to be made shall be charged upon and payable out of the
Consolidated Revenue Fund of the Colony.
Treasurer  to be 13. The said Treasurer shall in his accounts from time to time
allowed credit for be allowed credit for any sum or sums of money paid by him in
sums charged . pursuance of such warrant or orders'in writing as aforesaid and the
receipt or receipts of the respective persons to whom the same shall
be so paid shall be a full and valid discharge to the said Treasurer in
passing his accounts for any such sum or sums as shall be therein
mentioned and he shall receive credit for the same accordingly.
short itle. 14. This Act may be cited as  11 The 4ppropriation Act of
1866."
£ d £ d
By Authority : W. C. BrLBRTDGI., Government Printer, William Street , Brisbane.
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rorlauxation+
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON Bowis , Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c., &c., &c.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the provisions of the Act 24
Victoria, No. 15, respecting the Alienation of Crown Lands, If, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following Lots of Land will
be offered for sale by public auction, at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock, on the days
specified, at the upset price affixed to each Lot respectively. (Deposit 10 per cent.)
The Deed Fee on the undermentioned Lots will be charged according to the following scale:-Not
exceeding 50 acres, £1; above 50 and not exceeding 300 acres, £1 5s.; above 300 and not exceeding 640
acres, £1 lOs.
SALE  AT MARTIN'S AUCTION  ROOMS, BRISBANE.
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 5TH DAY OF DECEMBER, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
0
z
0
9 0)
Area. ' ai County. Parish.
00 0
A. R. P. £
141 ... 5 2 11 1 Stanley  ...  Moggill
142 ... 8 0 0 1
143 ... 10 0 0 1
145  ...  43 2 0 1
146 ... 50 3 0 1
147 ... 51 0 0 1
148 ... 60 0 0 1
149 ... 45 0 0 1
150 ... 42 1 24 1
151 ... 42 0 0 1
152 , .. 67 0 0 1
153 ... 57 3 0 1
154 ... 63 0 0 1
155 ... 42 2 0 1
156 ,,. 210 0 0 1
157 ... 205 0 0 1
158 173 0 0 1
159 177 0 0 1
160  ...  54 3 0 1
Situation.  Remarks,
Near the Brisbane River
„
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SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,  BRISBANE--- continued.
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 5TH DAY OF DECEMBER, 1866.
COUNTRY  LOTS-continued.
0
o c c Area.
A. R. P.
20 161 ... 40 0 0
21 162 ... 40 0 0
22 163 ... 50 0 0
23 164 ... 77 3 20
24 165 ... 45 0 0
25 166 ... 39 1 10
26 167 ... 32 1 16
27 168 ... 37 0 20
28 169 ... 45 120
29 170 ... 40 0 0
30 171 ... 63 0 0
31 172 ... 56 3 0
32 173 ... 17 3 27
33 174 ... 39 0 0
34 175; ... 40 0 0
35 176 .. 74 0 0
36 177 :.. 42 0 0
37 178 . . . 34 0 0
38 179 ... 34 0 0
39 180 ... 30 0 0
40 181 ... 35 0 0
41 12 ... 89 3 30
42 13 ... 89 3 30
43 14 ... 44 0 0
44 15 ... 45 3 30
45 11 ... 25 0 p
46 12
47 17
48 18
49 19
50 20
51 21
52 22
53 24
54 25
55 26
56 27
57 28
58 30
59 32
60 33
61 34
62 35
63 36
64 37
65 39
66 40
67 41
68 42
69 43
70 44
71 45
72 46
73 47
74 48
75  49
76 51
77 52
78 53
79 54
80 55
81 56
82 57
83 58
84 59
85 60
86 61
$7 62
63
to
,f
to
to
ff
it
ff
to
Moggill
Situation.
Near the Brisbane River
ff
f
,f_
Canning
On the Brisbane River
to
ff
„
,f
to
to
Caboolture Near the Caboolture River
of
Canning ...
25 0 0 1
,70 0 0 1
35 0 0 1
24 2 0 1
20 2  0_J_-.,-
29  1 7 "l1  0  1
68 0 0 1
37 3 30 1
25 2 0 1
37 2 19 1
26 1 0 1
34 0 0 1
48 0 0 1
29 2 38 1
39 0 0 1
38 3 0 1
30 0 0 1
24 1 0 1
33 0 0 1
36 0 0 1
29 3 0 1
42 0 0 1
33 0 0 1
45 0 0 1
57 3 0 1
46 1 0 1
25 1 0 1
33 0 0 1
27 1 0 1
41 0 0 1
53 2 0 1
47 0 0 1
54 0 0 1
40 1 0 1
23 1 18 1
41 0 0 1
47 1 0 1
39 2 0 1
27 1  0  1
46 0 0 1
34 0 0 1
37 0 0 1
county.
Stanley
Parish. Remarks.
Exclusive of 5 acres
reserved for road,
and access to ford.
T
A
7f
On the Caboolture River
to
f,
7f
'Near the Caboolture River
'On the Caboolture River
Near the Caboolture River,
ff
On the Caboolture River
On Wararba Creek
Near the Caboolture Riverto
99
On Wararba Creek
On the Caboolture River
-Near the Caboolture River
On Wararba Creek ...
Near the (Jaboolture River
On the Caboolture River
,f
f,
Near the Caboolture River
On Wararba Creek
Near the Caboolture River
On the Caboolture River
Near the Caboolture River
On the Caboolture River
to
If
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SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION  ROOMS, BRISBANE,
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 19Ta DAY 02 DECEMBER, 1866.
o ;
TOWN LOTS.
l
0 0 0 0  ? Area. County. Parish. Situation.  Remarks.
A. R. P. £
1
2
1 2 1
2 2
0 0 8 Stanley Tingalpa Village or Tingalpa. 11 0 0 8 to IF „
3 3 2 1 0 0 8 „ „ „ 04 4 2 1 0 0 8 „
5 5 2 1 0 0 8 U
6
7
6 2 1
7 2 1
0 0
0 0
8
8
„
39
„ „
c
rD
08 8 2 1 0 0 8 „ to  „
9 9 2 1 0 0 8 „ to „
10 10 2 1 0 0 8 „ to „
11 1 11 1 0 19 8 „
12 2 11 1 0 0 8 „ „
13 3 11 1 0 0 8 „ „
14 4 11 1 0 0 8 „ „
zi15 5 11 1 0 0 8 IF  it „ 0
16 6 11 1 0 0 8 IF „
17 7 11 1 0 0 8 to IF „ 0
18 8 11 1 0 0 8 „ A-„
19 9 11 1 0 0 8 $9 if .9.1
20 10 11 1 0 0 8 if IF it
-o•21 11 11 1 0 0 8 „ It „
22 12 11 1 0 0 8 „ IF to
23 13 11 1 0 0 8 IF IF It, Q
24 14 11 1 0 0 8 „ „ IF AH
25 15 11 1 0 34 8 IF „
26 16 11 1 2 8 8: IF It
Por- COUNTRY LOTS.
27
tion.
244 ... 46 3 8 1 Stanley 'Tingalpa Near Tingalpa Creek.
28
29
245
... 20
246 ... 52
3 20
0 0
1 -
1
, f
..._. _ „
- ' '
lot
30 247 ... 31 0 0 1
31 248 ... 44 0 0 1 „ „ On Tingalpa Creek.
32 249 ... 61 0 0 1 „ „ of
33 250 ... 85 0 0 1 „ ,,
34 251 ... 83 0 0 1 to ,, „
35 255, ... 77 0 0 1 ,, Near the old road to Lytton.
36 256 ... 85 3  0- 1 = _If IF  „
37 257 ... 65 0 0 1 „  -Is „
38 258 ... 41 '0 0 -1 „ „ IF
39 259 ... 43 2 0 1 ,, „
40 260 ... 80 0 0 1 ,,
41 261 ... 83 0 0 1
42 263 ... 81 2 0 1 ,
43 264 ... 80 0 0 1
44 265 ... 96 2 0 1
45 266 ... 80 0  0 1
,_
46 267 ... 80 0 0 1 „
47 268 ... 41 2 0 1 „ „
48 269 ... 42 0 0 1 „
49 271 ... 94 0 0 1 „
50 273 ... 103 0 0 1
51 274 ... 84 2 0
52 275 ... 90 3 0 1
53 276 ... 87 0 0 1 „ ,, IF
54 280 ... 40 0-0 1 „ IF  Near Bulimba Creek.
55 281 ... 40 0 -0 1 ,, IF
56 282 ... 40 0 0 1 „ „
57 311 45 -1 0 1 It
53 314 40 0 0 1 „
59 200 ... 47 0 0 1 „ „ Near Tingalpa Creek.
60 201 ... 52 0 0 1 11 „
61
62
202 ... 60
203 ... 42
1 0
0 0
1
1 - „
IF
- „ IF
63 207 ... 40 0 0 -  1-- - IF is
i
OF
64 208 ... 42 0 0 1 „ „ „
65 209 ... 36 0 0 1 - IF - „  of
66 210 ... 40 0 0 1 „ ,, to
67 211 ... 59 1 0 1 IF „ of
68 212 ... 75 0 0 -1 - - IF- - ,, to
69 213 ... 40 0 0 1 to. ,, „
70 224 ... 80 3 0 1 i - - - IF „
71 225 ... 39 1 0 1 „ „ IF
72 226 ...  70 0 0 1 „ IF „
73 227 ... 99 0 0 1 • „ It „
74 228 ... 67 0 0 1 „ „ „ '
75 229  ...  100 0 0 1 It  I „ - - -  I is
108.
SALE AT MAET.IN' S AUCTION, SROO-MS.  BRLSBANE - continued _..,
ON WEDNES -DAYS THE  -19 H DAY- OF  DwwxmR , _  1266.._
COUNTRY-  LOTS-continued.
0 a. p 0
Uzi
Area. caw m
A. R. P. £
76 230 ... 100 0 0 1 Stanley
77 231 ... 105 0 0 1
78 232 ... 86 0 0 1
79 233 ... 76 2 0 1
80 234 ... 144 0 0 1
81- 235 ... 85 3 0 1
82 236 ... 71 0 0 =1
83 237 ... 73 0 0 1
84 316 ... 40 2 0 1
85 317 ... 45 0 0 1
86 318 ... 77 0 0 1
87 319 ... 82 0 0 1
88 320 ... 58 0 0 1
89 322 ... 45 0 0 1
90 323 ... 56 0 0 1
91 324 ... 60 0 0 1
92 325 ... 70 0 0 1
93 326 ... 40 0 0 - 1
94 327 ... 54 0 0 1
95 328 ... 43 0 0 1
96 329 ... 40 0 0 1
97 330 ... 68 0 0 1
98 331 ... 65 0 0 1
99 332 ... 69 0 0 1
100 333 ... 7 2 0 0 1
101 168 ... 82 0 0 1
102 218  ...  15 0 0 1
103 236  ...  21 0 8 1
104 238  ...  20 0 0 1
105 239  ...  20 3 29 1
106 240  ...  20 3 8 1
107 241 ...  20 0 0 1
108 242 ... 20 2 32 1 „
109 243 ... 20 2 26 -;I
110 244 ... 20 2 8 i  1 9 - 'fi"'
111 202 ... 39 1 0 1
112  207A ...  37 0 0 1
113 209A ... 49 0 0 1
114 214A ... 43 0 0 1
115 215A ... 55 2 0 1
116 216A ... 53 0 0 1
117 217A ... 74 2 0 1
118 218A ... 60 0 0 1
119 219A ... 46 2 0 -
120 220A ... 46 2 0 1
121 221A ... 46 2 -0n
122 222A . 46 2 0 1
123'.22:14' - 60 0 0 1
1241' 224.. 62 0 0 1
125 2 4  62 3 0 1
126 226 A ... 60 0 0 1
127 227A ... 46 2 0 1
128 228A ... 46 2 0 1
129 231A ... 45 0 0 1
130 236A ... 32 0 0 1
131 237A ... 40 0 0 1
132 238A ... 33 3 0 1
133 240A ... 66 0 0 1
134 245A ... 60 0 0 1
135 246A ... 46 3 0 1
136 247A ... 46 2 0 1
137 249A ... 60 0 0 1
138 250A ... 40 0 0 1
139 251 ... 30 0 0 1
140 255 ... 50 0 0 1
141 316 ... 29 0 0 1
142 317 ... 37 0 0 1
143 318 ... 46 0 0 1
144 319 ... 59 0 0 1
145 320 ... 60 0 0 1
146 321 ... 60 0 0 1
147 322 ... 60 0 0 1
148 323 ... 60 0 0 1
)f
situation.
Tingalpa Near Tinngalpa Creek.
ff
99  )9
f9  )f
)
)f 9)
35  99
79 )9
f9
9)  )9
99
)f
,,
9f
ff
J,
)9
Bulimba
it
f)
9,
f)
f)
9)
99
Near Bulimba Creek.
On Bulimba Creek.
!f •
Near Bulimba Creek.
On Bulimba Creek.
,9
Near Bulimba Creek.
Near the  Eight -mile Plains Agricultural
Reserve.
On the Lytton Road.
Near the Lytton Road.
7f
a)
ff
On the Cleveland Road.
,f
Near Bulimba Creek.
)9
On Bu]imba Creek.
Near Bulimba Creek.
)f
.,
))
On Bulimba Creek.
Near  Bulimba Creek.
Remarks.
1089-'-
149 324
150 325
151 326
152 327
153 328
154 329
155 330
156 331
157 334
158 335
159 337
160 338
161 339
162 340
163 341
164 342
165 343
166 344
167 345
168 346
169 347
170 348
171 349
172 350
173 351
174 352
175 354
176 355
177 356
178 357
179 358
180 359
181 360
182 361
183 362
184 363
185 364
186 365
187 366
188 367
189 368
190 369
191 370
192 371
193 372
194 373
195 374
196 375
197 90
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,  BRISBANE-continued.
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 19TH DAY  OF DECEMBER , 1866.
COUNTRY LOT S- continued.,
i. -
Area. 0
o
County. Parish.
P64
Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P. £
60 0 0 1 Stanley Bulimba Near Bulimba Creek.
60 0 0 1 is is „
30 0 0 1 „ is is
40 0 0 1 „ is „
40 0 0 1 is  is „
26 0 0 1 is is „
37 2 0 1 „ is On the Brisbane and Logan Road.
34 2 0 1 „ „ is
28 1 12 1 „
31 1 29 1  is
32 1 13 1 is  is
29 2 15 1 is „
27 0 16 1 „ „ is
23 1 6 1 is „ it
30 0 0 1 „ „ Near the Brisbane and Logan Road.
40 0 0 1 „ is is
40 0 0 1 is  it it
40 0 0 1 is is is
60 0 0 1 „ is is
60 0 0 1 is is „
59 3 0 1  it „ is
31 0 0 1 „ is
59 2 0 1 „ „
60 0 0 1 „ is
40 3 0 1 „ is „31  1,14 3
142 0 0 1 „ „ On Bulimba Creek.
46 0 0 1
55 0 0 1 „ „
60 0 0 1 is  is
75 0 0 1 is  is
70 0 0 1 is „ Near Bulimba Creek.
86 3 0 1 „ „ On Bulimba Creek.
64 0 0 1 is  is Near Bulimba Creek.
28 2 0 1 „ is Near  the Brisbane and Logan Road.
31 1 0 1 if is  On the Brisbane and Logan Road.
30 0 33 1 ,, „ •
61 0 0 1 is „ On Bulimba Creek.
45 0 0 1 is it „
60 0 0 1 ,, _„  is41 0 0 1  if if is
68 0 0 1  is „ „
37 0 0 1 „ „
30 0 0 1 „ is  Near Bulimba Creek.
48 0 25 1 „ On the Brisbane and Logan Road.
31 3 0 1 is is „
30 0 32 1 is „  Near the  Brisbane and Logan Road.
37 0 0 1 „ „ On Bulimba Creek.
22 3 8 1 „ Kedron Near the Great Northern Road The purchaser ofthis allotment
will have to pay
the present oc.
cupier x:200 for
improvements.
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, IPSWICH1
ON TUESDAY, THE 4TH DAY OE DECEMBER, 1866.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
1 11
2 12
3 13-
4 15
5 16
6 17
7 14 1 ...
8 18
9 19
10 20
11 21
12 22
13 23
14 24
15 25
16 26
17 27
18 28
19 29
20 30
21 31
22 32
23 33
24 34
25 26
26 27
27 28
28 29
29 30
30 31
31 32
32 33
33 34
34 35
35 36
36 37
37 38
38 121
39 123
Area. County. Parish . Situation . Remarks.-
A. R.
13 0
P. £
28 2 • Cavendish... Lockyer .., Near the Village of Gatton.
12 3 35 2 is „ „
11 1 38 2 !!
12 2 9 2 „ „
12 1 15 2 „ „
11 2 20 2 „ „
COUNTRY LOTS.
22 1 0 1 Cavendish... Lockyer Near the old crossing place, and 0
27 2 28 !! !!
Dorsey s VV ashpool.
19 1 16 !! !!
22 2 34 !! !!
30 0 0 0
47 1 17 !! !!
39 2 36 !! !!
60 0 0 !! !!
44 0 0 !! !!
52 3 24 !! !!
50 2 27 !! !! o
48 0 0 !! !!
50 2 0 !! !!
59 0 0 !! !!
47 3 0 0
40 0 0 0
36 0 0 99 0
48 0 0
120 0 0 Churchill ... Forbes
120 0 0 !! !!
120 0 0 !! !!
120 0 0 !!
122 0 0 !!
130 0 0 is
121 0 0
125 0 0
is
!! !!
128 0 0 is  !!
123 0 0 !!
123 0 0 !  is !!
122 0 0 !9 !!
122 0 0
I
160 0 0 !! 131-atdapilly
211 0 0 !! s2
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SALE  AT THE POLICE OFFICE ,  DALBY,
ON MONDAY, THE 3rtD DAY OF DECEMBER ,  1860.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
1-a 0ei Price per
0 q
O
I.,o
U
Area Acre. County, Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P. £
1 1 77 2 2 0 4 Aubiany • .. Dalby ... Near the Town of Dalby.
2 2 77 2 2 36 4 to it „
3 3 77 4 3 15 4 „ „ it
4 4 77 2 2 0 4 to „ it
5 1 78 2 2 0 4 „ „ it
6 2 78 2 2 0 4 to It It
7 3 78 2 2 0 4 „ „ „
8 4 78 2 2 0 4 „ to „
9 1 79 2 2 0 4 „ it
10 2 79 2 2 0 4 „ „ „
11 3 79 2 2 0 4 „ „ to
12 4 79 2 2 0 4 „ „ to
13 1 80 2 2 0 4 it of is
14
15
2
3
80
80
2
2
2 0 4
2 0 4
isto „
16
17
4
1
80
81
2
2
2
0
0
0
4
4
it
„
18 2 81 2 0 0 4 to
19 3 81 2 0 0 .4 „ to It
20 4 81 2 0 0 4 of „ „
21 5 81 2 0 0 4 „ „
22 6 81 2 0 0 4 to „
23 1 82 2 0 0 4 „ „ „
24 2 82 2 0 0 4 to It of
25 3 82 2 0 0 4 „ „ to
.26 4 82 2 0 0 4 of
27 5 82 2 0 0 4 „
28- 6 82 2 0 0 4
' e t29
30
1
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
8
8
Bow19 nvilto h Bowenville.le Town of Norit
31 3 1 1 0 0 8
32 4 1 1 0 0 8
33 5 1 1 0 0 8 „ „
34 6 1 1 0 0 8 „ It „
35 7 1 1 0 0 8 „ „
36 8 1 1 0 0 8 to „
37 9 1 1 0 0 8 It
38 10 1 1 0 0 8 „
39 1 3 1 0 0 8 „ It
40 2 3 •1 0 0 8 „
41 3 3 1 0 0 81 „ „
42 4 3 1 0 0 8
43 5 3 1 0 0 8
44 6 3 1 0 0 8 „
45 7 3 1 0 0 8 „ „ „
46 8 3 1 0 0 8 „ If 19
47 9 3 1 0 0 8 „ „
48 10 3 1 0 0 8 „ „
49 1 4 1 0 0 8 to- .43, go
50 2 4 1 0 0 8 „ „ ,I
51 3 4 1 0 0 8 „ „ it
52 4 4 1 0 0 8 it „
53 5 4 1 0 0 8 If „ „
54 6 4 1 0 0 8 of „ „
55 7 4 1 0 0 8 It of g,
56 8 4 1 0 0 8 „ „ -„
57
58
9
10
4
4
1
1
0
0
0
0
8
8
„
if toof
59 1 5 1 0 0 8 It „
60 2 5 1 0 0 8 „ „
61 3 5 1 0 0 8 „ to „
62 4 5 1 0 0 8 „ „
63 5 5 1 0 0 8 „ „
64 6 5 1 0 0 8 It „
65 7 5 1 0 0 8 „ „ „
66 8 5 1 0 0 8 „ to to
67 9 5 1 0 0 8 to 19. „
68 10 5 1 0 0 8 to „ „
69 1 6 1 0 0 8 of of
70
71
72
2
3
4
6
6
6
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
8
8
toitit „it
73
74
75
5
6
7
-  6
6
6
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
8
8
of
„
„
of
to
„
„
76 8 6 1 0 0 8 „ of „
77 9 6 1 0 0 8 „ It to
78 10 6 1 0 0 8 „ „ j'
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S4.LE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, DALBY-- conIi,stled.
ON MONDAY, THE  3RD DAY,  OF DECEMBER, 1866.
COUNTRY LOTS.
0
79
ow
za,
1
0
O
Area.
A. R. P.
25 2 25
y
1
80 2 ... 40 0 0 1
81 3 ... 40 0 0 1
82 4 ... 40 0 0 1
83 5 ... 40 0 0 1
84 6 ... 40 0 0 1
85 7 ... 40 0 0 1
86 8 ... 40 0 0 1
87 9 ... 40 0 0 1
88 10 ... 40 0 0 1
89 11 ... 40 0 0 1
90 12 ... 43 2 0 1
County.  Parish. Situation.
Aubigny ...  Bowenville Near the Town  ofNorth  Bowen-
ville.
f,
ff
7f
IV
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, MARYBOROUGH,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 4TH DAY OF DECEMBER, 1866.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Remarks.
Jig
a a
w Area.
Priceper County.Acre. Parish. Situation . Remarks.
1 1
A. R. P.
184  16 3 8
I £
3 h Near the Racecourse Reserve.borouMarch Mar gy...
2 2 184  16 3 9 3 ,f  IV'
3 3 184  16 3 1 3 „
4 4 184  16 3 8 3
5 2 185  4 0 0 3 „
6 3 185  4 0 0 3 „ „ „
7 4 185  4 0 0 3 „ „ „
8 5 185  4 0 0 3 „ it
9 6 185 4 0 0 3 „
10 7 185  4 0 0 3 „
11 8 185  4 0 0 3 ff  ff
12 9 185  4 0 0 3 „ „
13 10 185  4 0 0 3 „ „ „
14 11 185  4 0 0 3 „ „
15 12 185  3 2 3 3 „ „
16 15 185 6 0 28 3 „ „
17 16 185 11 3 33 3 „ „ „
18 17 185  10 0 0 3
19 18 185 8 0 30 3
20 7 186  3 1 17 3
21 8 186  4 0 7 3 IV
22 11 186  11 1 29 3 IV IV
23 1 187  11 1 29 3 „
24 2 187  11 1 29 3 „
25 4 188  3 333 3 „ ,, „
26 5 188  4 0 0 3 ,, „
27 6 188  4 0 0 3 ff
28 7 188  4 0 0 3 „ ,, „
29 8 188  4 0 0 3 „ „
30 9 188  4 0 0 3 I's „
31 11 188  4 0 0 3 ,f  2.9 ff
32 12 188  3 3 35 3 „ ,, „
33 13 188  3 3 26 3
34 14 188  4 0 5 3 IV
35 1 189  3 0 20 3 „ ,,
36 2 189  3 0 2 3 ,,
37 3 189  3 3 25 3
38 4 189  4 0 12 3
39 5 189  4 0 20 3 ,f
40 6 189 7 229 3
41 7 189 14 0 30 3 IV  f ,f
42" 8 189  12 3 4 3
43 9 189  13 0 4 3 „ ,, „
44 2 190 52 0 27 3
45 1 191 66 2 34 3
„
46 3 192 19 1 11 3 f, 1 f
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, (iAYN EIMI,
ON  Ti IJRSD AY, THE 6TH DAY OF D..,:CE .IIBER , r8'6(;.
TOWN LOTS.
0
Area.
P1 V4
County. Parish. Situation.
8 Wicklow ... Redbank ... Town of lledbank.
88 „  It
8  It  7,
8  It
8
8 79 „ 97
8
,7  31,
8  It  79
8 it „
8 „
8 9, „  It
8  It  „  -91
8 ,9 ,! „
8 !, ,9 „
8 It It It
8 7, ,9
8  It It
8 „
8 „ ,7
O
„  It
A. R. P.
1 6 1 3 8
2 6 1 3 24
3 6 1 032
4 6 0 235
5 6 1 1 5
1 13 5 1 28
2 13 1 2 12
3 13 1 2 11
4 13 1 2 12
5 13 1 2 12
6 13 0 2 16
7 13 0 2 16
8 13 0 2 16
9 13 0 2 16
10 13 0 2 16
11 13 0 2 16
12 13 0 2 16
1 14 0 2 16
2 14 0 2 16
3 14 0 2 16
4 14 0 2161
5 14 0 2 16
6 14 0 2 16
7 14' 0 2 16
9 14 0 2 16
10 14 0 2 16
11 14 0 2 16
12 14 0 2 16
13 14- 0 2 16
14 14 0 2 16
116' O216-
2 16 0 2 16
3 16 0 2 16
4 16 0 2 16
5 16 0 2 16
6 16 0 2 16
7 16 0 2 15
8 16 2 0 38
9 16 0 3 10
8 I .
8 7, „
8
8 ,9 ,9
8 „  It  ,,--
8  It8
88-
•t
„
SALT. AT THE POLICE OFFICE, ROCKHAMPTO,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 4TH DAY OF DECEMBER ,' 1866.-
TOWN LOTS.
o. ' Area.
d o
1 1 1
2 3 1
3 4 1
4 5 1
5 6 1
6 1 2
7 2 2
8 3 2
9 4 2
10 5 2
11 6 2
12 7 2
13 8 2
14 9 2
15 10 2
16 1 3
17 2 3
18 3 3
19 4 3
20 5 3
A. R. P.
0 2 17
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
F.
County. Parish. Situation.
£ - _
8 Pakington Fleetwood I Town of Fleetwood.
8 !,  It  ,7
8  It  „
8 „ - „
8 „ 77
8 „ ,9 99
8 9, 9,  It
8 „
8  it It
8
8
8
8 --
8 „ ,! !!
8 !, „
8
8
8
8 „
8
Remar'_s.
Remarks.
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFVTCE, ROCK 11 A ,NIPTON-continued.
ON TUESDAY, TnE 4TI3°'D,.Y OF DECEMBER, 1863.
TOWN  'LOTS - continued.
44
00
_O v Area.LJ County. Parish. Situation.O U Remarks.
A. R. P. £ -
21 6 3 0 2 0 8 Pakington Fleetwood Town of Fleetwood.
22 7 3; 0 2 0 8 It „ „
23 8 3 0 2 0 8 „ is
24 9 31 0 2 0 8 „ „
25 10 3  0 2 0 8 „ „
26 1 4 0 2 0 8
27 2 4 0 2 0 8
28 3 4 0 2 0 8
29 4 4 0 2 0 8
30 5 4  0 2 0 8
31 6 4 _0 2 0 8 it
32 7 4 0 2 0 8 „
33 8 4 0 2 0 8
34
35
9
10
4 0 24  0 2 00 8 it8
Por-
SUBURBAN LOTS.
36
tion.
1  10 0 0 2 Pakington Fleetwood Near the Town of Fleetwood.
37 2  1(T 0 0 2 „ „ „
38 3  10 0 0 2 „ „ „
39 4  10 0 0 2  to
40 5  10 0 0 2 is
41 6  10 0 0 2 „ „
42 7  10-0 0 2 „
43 8  10 0 0 2 „ „ „
44 9  10 0 0 2 „ „ „
45 10  10 1 0 2 „4 „ „
46 11  22 1 0 2 „ „
47 12  10 0 0 2 ' „ It „
48 13  22 2 0 2 „ it „
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the Colony, at Government House, Brisbane, this
twenty-fourth day of October, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Authority :  W. C. BELBRIDGE,  Government  Printer,  Wil li am Street ,  Brisbane.
cQTIEENSL AND
obrrniueut
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. VII.] SATURDAY,  27TH OCTOBER,  1866. [No. 143.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased,
in terms and for the purposes of the  Railway Act
1864, to appoint
STATHAM LOWE, Esquire,
to be Traffic Manager upon the Southern and
Western Railway,  vice  Mr. J. K. Donald, dis-
missed.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
J. WATTS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th October, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been  pleased
to appoint
GODFREY NAIRNE BENJAMIN GEARY, Esquire,
to be an Officer of the 3rd Class of the Civil Service,
and Chief Clerk in the Office of the Chief Com-
missioner of Crown Lands.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th October, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following appointments in the
Public Works Department, viz.
Mr. JOHN WILLIAM EDFORD PUGH,
Accountant, in the room of Mr. W. M. Boyce,
transferred to the Public Lands Department ; and
Mr. ROBERT .ROBERTSON,
Clerk of the Fourth Class, in the room of Mr.
Pugh, promoted.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. WATTS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th October, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to transfer the services of
WILLIAM MARTIN BOYCE, Esquire,
an Officer of the 3rd Class of the Civil Service, from
the Public Works to the Public Lands Department.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 25th October, 1866.
JJIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. WILLIAM KIRCHNER,
an Officer of the 3rd Class of the Civil Service ; and
W. FRANCIS THOMAS BURKE,
an Officer of the 4th Class of the Civil Service ;-
both in the Stainp Duties Office.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. D. McLEAN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th October, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE LAND UNDER
11 TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that His Worship The Mayor has, on
behalf of the Municipal Council of Brisbane, as
Trustees of the land granted for the purposes of a
Market Reserve in this city, in terms of the Act
28 Victoria, No. 22, made application to the
Governor in Council for leave to mortgage the said
land in order to obtain funds for the purpose of
erecting Market Buildings.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the permission so
sought, must lodge the same with the Colonial
Secretary, by letter, within three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th October, 1866.
FIVE HUNDRED POUNDS REWARD, OR
A FREE PARDON.WHEREAS it has been represented to theGovernment that fires which have recently
occurred in this city have been the work of incen-
diaries : Notice is hereby given, that a Reward of
Five Hundred Pounds will be paid by the Govern.
ment to any person who may give such information
as shall lead to the apprehension and conviction of
the guilty parties ; and that a Free Pardon will be
granted to any person concerned in such acts of
incendiarism (other than a principal) who may give
such information.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
1006
Colonial Seereta  'a Office,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1866,
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE AND LEASE
LAND UNDER  "TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC
" LANDS ACT."
E
JIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the Land granted for
the purposes of a Lying-in Hospital in this city
have, in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22,
made application to the Governor in Council for
leave to Mortgage and Lease the said Land, in
order to obtain funds for the purpose of erecting
the necessary premises, and other appurtenances
required for the Institution.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the permission so
sought, must lodge the same with the Colonial
Secretary, by letter, within three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th August, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
ROMA PETITION.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governof, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition' addressed to His`
Excellency, as hereunder set forth, purporting to
be signed by One hundred and five householders and
inhabitants of the town of Roma, praying the
erection of that locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The petitioners, in pursuance of a resolution
passed at a public meeting, state that they are
anxious of securing the benefits derivable from
municipal government, and therefore pray that
Roma may be declared a Municipality.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 11th August, 1866,
No. 96.]
Attorney-General's Office,
Brisbane, 12th October, 1866.
DISTRICT COURTS-NORTHERN
DISTRICTS.
IN pursuance of the statutes, 22 Victoria, No. 18,and 29 Victoria, No. 10, of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to order
that a District Court, in its Criminal and Civil
Jurisdiction, shall be holden in Rockhampton four
times in every year, at intervals of not more than
four months nor less than two months.
By His Excellency's Command,
C. LILLEY,
Attorney-General.
Attorney-General's Office,
Brisbane, 24th October, 1866.
I
N pursuance of the statutes, 22 Victoria, No. 18,
and 29 Victoria, No. 10, of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to order
that the Registrars of the different Courts estab-
lished by virtue of the said Acts, shall submit their
accounts to be audited and settled by the respective
Judges of the said Courts, after the sitting of each
Court ; when the Judge thereof shall audit and
settle each Registrar's accounts up to the time of
the termination of the business transacted at and
incident to the sittings of the Court then next pre-
ceding.
By His Excellency's Command,
C. LILLEY,
Attorney-General.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 20th October, 1866.
TREASURY BILLS.
TN terms of the Act 30 Victoria, No. 10, intituled
L " An Act to authorise the issue of Treasury
Bills,"  it is hereby notified, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that all
Treasury Bills issued under the above mentioned
Act shall, besides bearing the signature of the
Auditor-General, be signed by
The Honorable JouN DONALD MCLEAN, Esquire,
as Colonial Treasurer of Queensland ; and
WILLIAM LEWORTIIY GOOD DREW, Esquire, as
Under Secretary.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. D. MCLEAN.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 4th October, 1866.
QUEENSLAND TREASURY BILLS.
N conformity with the provisions of the  Additional
Treasury Bills Act,  30th Victoria, No. 10, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, directs it to be notified, that
Sealed Tenders will be received at this Office, until
Noon of THURSDAY, the 1st day of November
next, from persons desirous of purchasing any
portion of Queensland Treasury Bills which it is
proposed now to issue to the extent of £50,000
(fifty thousand pounds), being the first instalment of
the entire sum of £300,000 (three hundred thousand
pounds), authorised to be raised by the above
recited Act.
These Bills are secured upon the Consolidated
Revenue of the Colony, and are for the sum of
£100 (one hundred pounds) each, and bear interest
at the rate of ten (10) per cent. per annum from the
1st proximo. The principal  sum  is 'payable on the
31st December, 1870, and interest is payable half
yearly, on the 1st January and 1st July respectively.
Principal and interest are payable in Sydney,
Melbourne, Adelaide, or Brisbane, at the option of
the holder.
The Treasury Bills are transferable by delivery.
The amount tendered, if accepted, must be paid in
cash at the Treasury, Brisbane. Ten (10) per cent.
within one week from the notification of acceptance
of the Tender, and the balance on or before the
15th (fifteenth) day of November, 1866.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. D. MCLEAN.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
BRANCHES of the above Bank are now open
at Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 19th October, 1866.
LICENSED VENDORS OF DUTY STAMPS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, withreference to the  Stamp Duties Act of 1866,
which is to come into operation on the 1st proximo,
that all Licensed Vendors of Postage Stamps will,
upon application to this Office, be appointed
Licensed Vendors of Duty Stamps, under the
abovementioned Act.
A supply of Duty Stamps has been forwarded to
every Postmaster throughout the Colony, from
whom they can be purchased.
J. D. McLEAN.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for the
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow, or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings  and Sixpence  half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same  way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane, 25th October, 1866.
TENDERS are invited until THURSDAY, the
1 6th November next, at Foul p.m., to be sent
to this Office, from persons willing to contract for
supplying the Material, and making up the following
Summer Clothing for employes on the Southern and
Western Railway :-
27 Blue Serge Jumpers
58 Pairs of Brown Canvas or Linen Trowsers
29 Caps
58 Cap Covers
2 Coats.
Further particulars may be obtained on applica-
tion to the Locomotive Superintendent and Traffic
Manager, at Ipswich.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE.
I N order to determine the Value of Goods
imported into the different Ports of the Colony,
and subject to  "Ad valorem  Duty," the original
Invoices of such Goods must be  produced at the
respective Custom Houses when Entries are being
passed for the same.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs,
Custom House,
Brisbane, 21st September, 18664
THE Annual Meeting of the Justices of thePeace  acting in and for the Police District
of Gavndah, will be holden at the Court House,
Gayncah, on TUESDAY, the 27th November
next, for the purpose of considering applications
for Auctioneers' Licenses. Applications must be
lodged with the undersigned on or before the 6th
November.
M. AIREY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House, Gayndah,
October 17, 1866.
,
COURT of Petty  Sessions, for examining the
Electoral Roll for this district, will be holden
at the Court House, Nebo, Fort Cooper, on
THURSDAY,  the 27th December next.
SYDNEY MOORE,
Nebo, Fort Cooper,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
15th October, 1866.
I N  accordance with the 15th clause of the  Regis-tration of -E lectors Amendment Act, 29  Victoria,
No. 12, a Court of Petty Sessions will be held at
the Court House, Ipswich , on MONDAY, the  26th
day of November,  1866 ,  at Ten o'clock ,  for the
purpose of examining the Electoral Rolls of the
Electoral Districts of Ipswich and West Moreton.
GEORGE W. DODWELL,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
20th October, 1866.
QUEENSLAND ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.
SESSION 1866.
UST PUBLISHED, and ON SALE at the
Government Printing Office, William  street,Brisbane:-
Leasing Act, price 6d.
Additional Customs Duties Act, 6d.
Additional Customs Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Stamp Duties Act, 1s.
Additional Treasury Bills Act, 6d.
Queensland Treasury Notes Act, 6d.
Brisbane Waterworks Act, 6d.
Offences against the Person Act, 6d.
Registrars of District Courts Act, 6d.
Cumberland Disease Act, 6d.
Inquests of Death Act, 6d.
Felons Apprehension Act, 6d.
Port Albany Free Port Act, 6d.
Government Loan Act, 6d.
Claims against Government Act, 6d.
Jury Precepts Act, 6d.
Friendly Societies Enabling Act, 6d.
Small Debts Recovery Act, 6d.
Standard Weight for Agricultural  Produce  Act, 6d.
Diseased Animals Act, 6d.
Distillation Act, 9d.
Carriers Act, 6d.
Distillation for Wine Act, 6d.
Appropriation Act, 6d.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.THE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillingsper quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the, first eight  lines  (or under)),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published
once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 18664
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General Post Office,
Brisbane, 19th October, 1866.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.THE attention of intending Tenderers is directedto the amended advertisement calling for
Tenders for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails,
during the, year 1867, published in this day's  Gov-
ernment Gazette.
A'copy of the advertisement can be seen at any
Post Office in the Colony.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster-General.
[AMENDED ADVERTISEMENT.]
(Original, dated 20th September,  1866,  Government
Gazette, No.  13.)
General Post Office,
Queensland, 19th October, 1866.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE OF 1867-8.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.SEPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, andwill be received until the 12th November
next, for the conveyance of Post Office Mails, as
undermentione d, for one or two years, from the 1st
January, 1867, to the 31st December, 1867 or 1868,
both days inclusive.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously
on application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words,  "Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed  in the tender  box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers  are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender, and every tender will be taken to include
the entire  service as  called for.
Tenders, on separate  forms, are required for each
service,  as well  as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every tender must bear the  bona fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding
double the gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering are requested to state the
description of the vehicle they intend to use, and
the number of h"rses by which it is to be drawn,
or if 'on- horseback.
Persons tendering, or their.agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on WEDNESDAY, the 21st November
next, and must then be prepared, if called on,
forthwith to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum
equal to ten per cent. of the amount of such of
their tenders as may be accepted, as a guarantee
until their bonds and contracts shall be executed.
The tender of any person failing to comply with
this condition will not be entertained.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender, and upon which the tender is to be
made, can be inspected by persons proposing to
tender, either at the General Post Office, or at any
Post Office in the Colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster -General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
o .
.2 From and to, and to and from.
Mode of
Conveyance.
3 Brisbane and Moggill,  once a  week... Horse
6 Brisbane and Ipswich, twice a day Four-horse
and three times a day (Sunday -Coach
excepted), and expresses when
required, by horse
7 Brisbane and Maryborough,  via  Du- Horse
rundur, Conondale , Imbill, Wid-
gee, and Glenbar ,  once a fortnight
0
.na n
Snnvrczs  REQUIRED - continued.
F rom and to ,  and to and from. Mode ofConveyance.
8 Helidon (Railway Station), and Too- Four-horse
woomba, twice a day (Sunday Coach
excepted)
12 Condamine and Ronia,  via  Marabie, Two-horse-
Wallumbilla, and Blythedale, once Coach
a week and twice a week
19 Taroom and Roma,  via  Kinnoul, Horse
Euroomba, Googary, Baroondah,
Mount Hutton, Myall Downs,
Lawler's and Bassett's, once a fort-
night
20 Toowoomba and Warwick, three times Four-horse
a week Coach
21 Warwick and Maryland, twice a week Horse
22 Ipswich and Nanango,  via  Wivenhoe, Horse
Mount Brisbane, Cressbrook,
Colinton, and Toromeo, once a
week
23 Toowoomba and Goondiwindi,  via  Horse
Leyburn and Inglewood, once a
week
25 Leyburn and Ashford, New South Horse
Wales,  via  Canal Creek, Glenelg,
Waroo, Pikedale, Glenlyon, and
Texas, once a week
26 Jondaryan and Nanango,  via  Rosalie, Horse
Cooyar, and Tarong, twice a week
29 St. George and Yarrowa, New South Horse
Wales,  via  Nendigully, Dareel,
and Mungindi, once a week
30 St. George and Curriwillinghi,  via  Horse
Boombah, Dondi, Boah, &c., once
a fortnight
32 Dalby -and Goondiwindi, v a St. Ruth's,
Cecil Plains, Dunmore, Junction,
and Retreat, once a week
Horse
34 Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour, Horse
Burrandowan, Boondooma, and
Cooranga, once a week
35 Gayndah and Nanango,  via  Bar ambah, Horse
Boonara, Boombigan, and Ban
Ban, once a week
36 Gayndah and Banana,  via  Dalgangal Horse
Rawbelle, Cattle Station, and
Koingal, once a week
39 Gayndah and Walla,  via  Yenda  and Horse
40
Teningering, once a week
Maryborough and Gladstone,  via  Horse
Walla, Waroo, and Rodd's Bay,
once a week
43 Gladstone and Banana,  once a week Horse
and once a fortnight
44 Rockhampton and St. Lawrence,  via  Horse
Yaamba, Princhester, Marl-
borough, Tooloomba, and Waver-
ley, once a week
46 St. Lawrence and Nebo,  via  Lotus Horse
Creek, Cardagan, and Funnel
Creek, once a fortnight
54 Clermont and Beaufort (Belyando),  Horse
via  Copper Mines, Drummond,
Peak Vale, and Craven, once a
fortnight
55 Marlborough and Lilly Vale,  via  Horse
Apis Creek, Columbra, Inglewood,
and Kynobil, once a week
56 Mackay and Nebo, once a fortnight...  Horse
57 Nebo and Clermont,  via  Oxford Horse
Downs, Police Barracks, Grosvenor
Downs, Logan Downs, Tinwald
Downs, Spring Diggings, and
Wolfang,  once a  fortnight
59 Richmond Downs and  Burketown,
Gulf of Carpentaria, route not
determined,  once a month
Horse
F
60 Cardwell and Valley of Lagoons,  once
a month
Horse
61 Glen Dhu (Valley of Lagoons ), and Horse
Lynd Station (McKinnon 's), once
a month
Clermont and Sprir.gsure, route not Horse
determined, once a week
Ipswich and Fassifern, once a week Horse
and twice a week
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th October, 1866.
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THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS Of the COMMERCIAL BANNING OMPANY OF SYDNEY, Within theColony Of QUEENSLAND,
during the QUARTER from the 1st JULY to the 30th SEPTEMBER, 1866, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st JULY to 30th SEPTEMBER, 1866.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest
..Blearing Interest .
Bills in Circulation..Not bearing Interest ... ...Bearing Interest
Balance due to other Banks ,.,
Deposits  ...............( Not bearing Interest ... ... ... 47,536 4 9Bearing Interest 21,729 13 2
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of last Dividend declared ,,,
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s.d.
614 7 3 Landed Property ... ... ,., ,,,
111
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
Brisbane, 24th October, 1866. ROBERT GIBSON,  Manager.
T. T. FAUNCE, Pro Accountant.
I, Robert Gibson, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
Bank during the period specified; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of New South Wales,
t
ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d.
13,597 12 4  Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ,,, ,,,
Government Securities ,.. ,,,
Gold and Silver in Bullion  or Bars ,., .,,
Balances  due from other Banks .,. .,,
Notes and Bills of other Banks
989 10  4 Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
69,265 17 11
84,467
 7 10
400,000 0 0
17 ' cent.  If annum,
34,000 0 0
.., 111,472
 6  10
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
s. d. £ s. d.29,363 4  10
2,763 11 10
3,424 19 11
154,102 7 9
•
Total Amount of Assets ... ... .,.
 £ " 189,654 4 4
4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 24th day of October, 1866. ROBERT GIBSON.
JOHN PRTBrE, Justice of the Peace.
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NEW, ROAD.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open and make a portion of Road from Brisbane to the Logan, as per Schedule annexed :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference showing the intended Line of Road abovemen-
tioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, in Brisbane, and
all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
J. P. BELL.
Lengths BreadthNo. Portion of Road.  Reputed  Owner. Occupier .  Bearings . in
of load.Chains.
ohs. lks.  ChB. lks. ] A. n. r.
1 Commencing at the north-west corner H. Smith ... H. Smith ... ... Forest S. 22° E. 25 53 1 50 5 1 0
of portion 169, in the Eight-mile S. 50° E. 9 81
Plains Agricultural Reserve, and
running in a south-easterly direc-
tion through that land to its east
boundary.
NEW ROAD.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th October, 1866.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  11th October, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open and make a portion of Road, from Brisbane to Pimpama, as per Sc iedule annexed :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now
in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned,
are now deposited at the office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office in Brisbane ; and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to, the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By His  Exce llency 's Command,
J. P. BELL.
N.O. Portion of Road. Reputed Owner.  Occupier.
1 Commencing on the north boundary W. Fryar  ...  W. Fryar ...
of W.  Fryar's  sugar application, No.
2, in the parish of Mackenzie, and
running in a south -easterly direc-
tion to the Logan River.
2 Commencing  on the right  bank of G.-Braihan, S.
the Logan River ,  and running in a Palm, W. En-
south -easterly direction through kelman, and
portion 70, in the parish of Boyd, A. Slater
to its east boundary.
3 Commencing at the north -west cor -  G. .Braihan
ner of portion 50, in the parish of
Boyd, and running in a south-
easterly direction through that
land to its east boundary,
!Lengths
Bearings . I  in Breadth of Area. 5Fa Chains.
Forest S. 350 E.
S. 25° E.
chg. lks. chg .  lks. A. A.  P.
43 34 1 50 9 0 0
17 25
G. Braihan ,  K. Palm ,  Forest S. 60° E. 14 85 1 0 1 2 0
W. Eukelman, and
A. Slater
G. Braihan... ... Forest S. 550  E. 23 47 1 0 2 1 24
4 From the north boundary of portion J. Hodson .,. J. Hodson ...
43, in the parish of Boyd ,  along its
east  boundary to the south-east
corner.
5 From the  north boundary of portion  J. Hodson ...  3.  Hodson ...
39, in the parish of Boyd ,  along its
east boundary to the south-east
corner.
6 From the west boundary of Davey J. Davey and F.
and Gooding 's sugar application, Gooding
parish of Boyd .  and running in a
south -easterly direction to the south
boundary.
... Forest South ... 20 0 1 0 20 0
... Forest South 20 0 1 0 2 0 0
J. Davey and P.  Forest E. 30°  S. ,.. 17 65 1 0 1 2 32
Gooding
7 'Logsmencing-on the north boundary W. S. Warren ...  W. S. Warren
of W.  S. Warren 's cotton grant, and
extending along part of the north
boundary thereof to the Albert
River.
8 From the right bank of the Albert T.  Smales  ...  T, Smales ...
River ,  running in a south -easterly
direction through ', Stales' sugar
aapapl Cation  to its sout7i-east beuii-
... Forest East  ...  52 68 1 0 5 2 0
I
Forest S. 350  E. 45 25 1 () 6 2 0
S. 5015 E, 18 58
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Surveyor-General's Ofpe,
Brisbane , 25th October , 1866.
I
T is hereby notified, that in accordance with the provisions of the  Pastoral Leases Act  of 1863,
27 Victoria, No. 17, the Annual Rents of the undermentioned Runs have been appraised for Renewed
Leases at the amounts specified.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
No. Run.
37 Swan Creek
38 Canning Downs
60 Goondiwindi ... .
61 Minnibilla, or Retreat No. 2
62 Tarrewiniba ... ...
63 Tingun ... ..
64 Callandoon, or Carbuckey
65 Broomfield ...
fib Winton ... ... ...
67 Whetstone ... ...
68 Swithland... ... ...
69 Elangaba ...
70 Bebo ...
71 Bengalla ...
72 Terica
73 Pikedale ..
74 Pike's Creek
75 Glenclg ..
76 Coolmunda
77 Brush Creek
DARLING DOWNS.
Claimant of Lease. Rent.
£ s. d
J.  Affleck.. ... ... ,.. .. 25 0 0
A. McDonald and C. Smith ... ... ... ... 666 13 4
T. Cadell ... .... ... ... ... ... 60 0 0
Henry Beit ... ... ... ... ... 55 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 65 0 0
T. Cadell ... ... ... ... ... ... 60 0 0
R. L. Jenkins ... ... ... ... ... ... 190 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 180 0 0
T. Holt... .. ... ... ... ... 170 0 0
P. Devine .., ... 80 0 0
Ditto ... ... .. ... ... ... ... 80 0 0
R. Dines and R. Cook... ... ... ... ... 90 0 0
Moorhead and Young... ... ... 80 0 0
W. Lawler ... ... ... ... ... ... 100 0 0
F. Fanning ... ... ... ... ... ... 140 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 440 0 0
Lamb, Parbury, and Lamb ... ... ... ... 180 0 0
R. Towns and A. Stuart ... ... ... ... 300 0 0
A. Anderson ... ... ... ... ... ... 200 0 0
J. MeD. Weir... ... ,., ... ... 40 0 0
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.TAKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described low under theprovisions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day namedin each- case.
F. 0. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land.
Part of allotment 1 of section 25, containing 21 perches ;
county, Stanley ; parish, North Brisbane
Allotments 3 and 4 of section 17, containing together
1 acre; county, Stanley; parish, Cleveland; town,
Cleveland
Allotments 6 and 7 of section 11, containing together
3 roods 242 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish,
Cleveland ; town, Cleveland
Name of Proprietor. Date within  which  a Caveat
may be Lodged
William Hawkins ... ... . 27th November, 1866.
Alfred William Compigne ,. Ditto.
Ditto- ... ... ... Ditto.
ALF-YEARLY RETURN of the Aggregate Average Amount of the  Weekly  Liabilities and AssetsHof the BANK of AUSTRALASIA ,  within the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND ,  from the 17th day of April, 1866,
to the 15th day of October ,  1866, inclusive.
PUBLISHED PURSUANT TO THE ROYAL CHARTER OF INCORPORATION.
s. d. £ s. d.
Bills in Circulation not bearing Interest 6,317 14 0 Coin and Bullion ... 35,261 1 1
Notes in Circulation not bearing Interest 19,512 17 0 Landed Property (Bank Premises) ... 9,000 0 0
Bills and Notes in Circulation bearing , Notes and Bills of other Banks ... 617 10 7
interest Balances due from other Banks .. .
Balances due to other Banks ... ... Debts due to the Corporation, including 322,132 15 11
Cash deposited not bearing Interest ... 42,376 19 9 Notes, Bills, and other Securities
Cash deposited bearing Interest ... 29,103 1 4
Total Liabilities within the Colony £ 97,310 12 1 Total Assets within the Colony £ 367,011 7 7
EDWARD R. DRURY, Manager.
JOSH. B. DIXON,  Accountant.
Brisbane, 18th October, 1866.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
As of FRIDAY ,  THE 26TH OCTOBER, A .D. 1866
REGULIE GENERALES.
I
T  is hereby ordered, that the following be the
Law Arrangements for the years 1866-7, not
provided for by the General Rules :---
1. The Terms shall begin and end as mentioned in
Table I.
2. The Circuit Courts shall  be opened as mentioned in
Table II.
3. The Brisbane Sittings shall commence. as m ntioned
in Table III.
4. At all  sittings of the Circuit Courts,  Crown business
shall  commence on the  first day, and Civil business on
the third day.
5. The days mentioned in Table IV. shall  be Insol-
vency days.
6. The Office wi ll  be closed from January 29th to
February 2nd, both inclusive ,  in addition to the times
mentioned in Rule 51 of June 4th, 1866.
VACATIONS.
1866-Christmas Vacation  will commence on Satur-
day, 22nd December, and end on Saturday, 2nd February,
1867.
1867-Winter Vacation  commences  Saturday, 25th
May, and ends Saturday, 22nd June.
[HOLIDAYS  OF THE SUPREME COURT.
The following days shall be holidays of the Supreme
Court, viz. :-St. Patrick's Day, 17th March ; St.
Andrew's Day, 30th November; and Separation Day,
10th December.
(Signed) JAMES COCKLE, C. J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
TABLE I.--TERMS.
TERM. BEGINS. ENDS.
HILLARY ... ... Wednesday, Feb ruary 27 Friday, March 8
EASTmR ... ... Tuesday, May 14 ... ... Thursday, May 23
TRINITY ... ... Tuesday, Augus t 27 Friday, September 6
MICHAELMAS ... Tuesday, Novem ber 26 Friday, December 6
TABLE II.-AssizEs.
IPSwtcH.
Monday, February 4th
Tuesday, April 23rd
Monday, August 5th
Monday, November 4th
TOOWOOMBA.
Monday, January 14th
Monday, July 15th
MARYBOROUGH.
Thursday, March 28th
Thursday, September 26th
ROCKHAMPTON.
Monday, March 18th
Monday, September 16th
TABLE III.-BRISBANE SITTINGS.
CIVIL SITTINGS. I CRIMINAL  SITTINGS.
February 13th to 16th
May 1st to 4th,
August 14th to 17th
November  13th to 16th
February 18th to 21st
May  % h to 9th
August  19th to 22nd
November 18th to 21st
TABLE IV.-INSOLVENCY DAYS.
All Public Sittings  at Eleven a.m.
JANUARY
FEBRUARY {
None
Mondays, 4
Thursday, 7
th ,  11th ,
th
and 25th
MARCH {
Mondays, 1
Thursdays ,
1th, 18th
14th ,  21s
,  and 25th
t, and 28th,
APRIL
.MAY ...
JUNE.
JULY ...
AUGUST
Mondays, 1
Thursdays
None
Monday, 24
Thursday,
Mondays, 1
Thursdays ,
Mondays, 5
st, 8th, a
4th 11th
th
27th
st ,  8th, 1
4th, 11th
th and 1
nd 15th
and 18th'
5th, and 22nd
, 18th ,  and 25th)
2th
SEPTEMBER
...
...
Thursdays ,
. None
1st and 8th
OCTOBER ...
Mondays, 7
Thursdays
th ,  14th,
10th 17
21st ,  and 28th
th 24th and 31st
NovmMBER ...
,
. None
, , ,
Dr0EMIsRR ...
Mondays ,  9
Thursdays ,
th and 1
12th and
6th
19th.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
As OF MONDAY ,  THE TWENTY -siCO ,ND DAY OF
OCTOBER, A .  D. 1866.
REGULA GENERALIS.WU TE hereby  _appoint CHARLES LILLEY, Esquire,1 Y Her  Majesty's Attorney -General for the
Colony of Queensland  ;  JOHN MACKENZIE SHAW,
Esquire,  Barrister-at-Law; and GEORGE  WILLIAM
PAUL, Esquire, Barrister -at-Law, to be the Board
of Examiners of the Supreme Court for the admis-
sion of Barristers.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.A SITTING of the above Court was held at
the Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane, on
Wednesday ,  the tenth day of October, A.D.
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, before
His Honor JAMES COCKLE,  Esquire, Chief Justice
of Queensland and Judge of the said Vice-Admi-
ralty Court .  No business being on the paper, the
Court was adjourned to WEDNESDAY ,  the 14th
day of November, A.D. 1866.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1866.
TT is hereby notified, that JOHN HARRY
JL STEVENS, Clerk of Petty Sessions at Mary-
borough, in the Colony of Queensland, Esquire,
has been appointed a commissioner for Affidavits,
&c., such commission being determinable on his
ceasing to be Clerk of Petty Sessions at Mary-
borough as aforesaid.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 7th September, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified, that EUSTA€E ANDERSON,
Esquire, Solicitor, of London, England, has been
appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits, &c., of
the Supreme Court of Queensland, such commis-
sion being determinable on his ceasing to be on the
Roll of Attorneys, or to reside in England.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Abraham Cornwall, of
Dalby, saddler.
W
HEREAS the said Abraham Cornwall was, on
the 22nd day of October, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 1st day of November, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said estate, and for the election of a Creditors'
Assignee, if required ; and also to determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall
be made to the Insolvent up to the time of passing
his last examination, and whether any and what
tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the
Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on THURSDAY, the
13th day of December, A.D. 1866,, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said estate, and for such other matters connected
with the estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 22nd day of €tober,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Charles Wilson, of
Ipswich, baker.
W
HEREAS the said Charles Wilson was, on
the 19th day of October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 1st day of November, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vent up to the time of passing his last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a
SecondPublic Sitting of the Court, at the same place,
on THURSDAY, the 13th day of December, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 19th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Watt, of Brisbane,
bookbinder.
WHEREAS the said John Watt was, on the
TT 11'' 22nd day of October, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 1st day of November, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 13th day of December, A.D.1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 22nd day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY
In the Insolvent Estate of Joseph Hogan, of
South Brisbane, gentleman.
HEREAS the said Joseph Hogan was, on
V 1' the 22nd day of October, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURS-
DAY, the 1st day of November, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 22nd day of October, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Peter Hoffman, saddler,
of Warwick.
W
HEREAS the said Peter Hoffman was, on the
22nd day of October, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 1st day of November, A.D.1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what-tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 13th day of December, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 22nd day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of George Thrower, of
Brisbane, cabinetmaker.
W
the said George Thrower was,
iV  on the 22nd day of October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House. Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 1st day of November, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on THURS-
DAY, the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for such other matters
connected with the  estate  as may be required to be
brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 22nd day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Alexander  McQueen,
storekeeper, of South Brisbane.
HEREAS the said Alexander McQueen was,
W on the 20th day of October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 1st day of November, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on THURSDAY, the
13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for such other matters connected
with the estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 20th day of October,
A.D, 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Andrew McFarlane,
draymani of Brisbane.
1 1
W HEREAS the said Andrew McFarlane was,
on the  19th day, of October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint
a First Public Sitting of' the Court, to be
holden before me, at the Supreme Court
House, Brisbane, on THIRSDAY, the 1st
day of November, A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing  his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the'same place, on THURSDAY, the 13th
day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts -against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the  estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 19th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Coleman, of
Ipswich, butcher.
WHEREAS the said William Coleman
was, on the 12th day of October, A.D.
186d, adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby
appoint a Third Public Sitting, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Bris-
bane, on MONDAY, the 4th day of February,
A.D. 1867, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the
last examination of the Insolvent, and unless the
Court shall otherwise direct, for the Insolvent to
make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 24th day of October, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of George Simpson of
Ipswich, publican.WHEREAS the said George , Simpson was,on the 17th day of October, A.D. '1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to beholden before we, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence
at Eleven o'clock,, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct', for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 24th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM DICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Frederick Williams, of
Toowoomba, jeweller.
WHEREAS
the said Frederick Williams was,
on the 10th day of, October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme  Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 19th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the - Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the - Insolvent Estate of Joseph Searle Hunt,
saddler, of Toowoomba.
WHEREAS the said Joseph S. Hunt was,
V on the 5th day of October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 17th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Elcock and Wolston,
of South Brisbane, storekeepers.
HEREAS the said Elcock and Wolston were,W on the 27th day ofSeptember, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be Insolvents, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of
the Insolvents, and unless the Court shall other-
wise direct, for the Insolvents to make an application
for their Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 17th day of October,
A.D. 18 .6.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Silcock,
tinsmith, of Brisbane.WHEREAS the said William Silcock was, onthe 6th day of October, A.D. 1866, ad-
judged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third
Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate. E
Dated at Brisbane, the 22nd day of October,
A.D. 1866, '
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, _ Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the matter of the Act of Parliament, 9 George
IVr,-c. 8-33and of the Act of Council, 11 Vic-
toria, No. 24; and of the personal Estate of
Jonathan England, late of Oxley Creek,
deceased.
To the next of kin •of the abovenamed deceased
person.
T
AXE Notice, that unless you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the per-
sonal estate of Jonathan England, deceased,
intestate, or show cause within one calendar
month after the date hereof, to the satisfaction of
the Supreme Court of Queensland, or the Judge
thereof, .why an order should not be made for me
to collect, manage, and administer the said
estate of the said Jonathan England; I shall,_at-
the expiration of the said one calendar month,
apply by Petition to the said Court, or to the
Judge of the said Court, for such order, and the
same  will be made accordingly.
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, the 24th day of October, 1866.
MEMORANDUM :-Cause will be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on WEDNESDAY, the
28th day of November, at Ten o'clock, before the
Judge then  sitting in Chambers , , at the Court
House, Queen street ,  Brisbane.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland,
In the matter of the Act of Parliament, 9 George
IV., c.  83;  and of the Act of Council, 11
Victoria, No. 24; and of the personal estate
of John Ward, late of Maryborough, deceased.
To the Widow.or next of kin of the abovenamed
deceased person.
T
AKE Notice, that unless you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the
personal estate of John Ward, deceased, intestate,
or show cause within one calendar month after the
date hereof, to the satisfaction of the Supreme
Court of Queensland, or the Judge thereof, why an
order should not be made for me to collect, manage,
and administer the said estate of the said John
Ward ; I shall, at the expiration of the said one
calendar month, apply by petition to the said
Court, or the Judge of the said Court, for such
order, and the same will be made accordingly.
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Curator of•Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, the 24th day of October, 1866.
MEMORANDUM :-Cause will be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on WEDNESDAY the
28th day of November, at Ten o'clock, before the
Judge then sitting in Chambers, at the Court
House, Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Kearney, late of Fortitude
Valley, in the Colony of Queensland, gentleman,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that* after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Pro-
bate of the last Will and Testament of the above
named Thomas Kearney, deceased, may be granted
to Elizabeth Kearney, the Widow of the said
deceased, and the sole Executrix named in the said
Will.
Dated this 25th day of October, A.D. 1866.
WILSON AND MACNISH,
Proctors for the said Elizabeth Kearney,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Martin Schnitzerling, late of
Warwick, in the Colony of Queensland,
deceased.NOTICE ishereby given, that after the exira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to this
honorable Court, • iii its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction,
that Letters of 'Administration of the goods,
chattels, credits, and effects, of the said Martin
Schnitzerling may be;granted to Conroy Schnit-
zerling,the eldest, son of the said Martin Schnit-
zerling.
Dated this 20th day of October, 1866.
H. G. FULLER,
Warwick,
Proctor for the said Conroy Schnitzerling.
By ROBERTS AND HART, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Richard Wright, of
Ipswich, butcher.
OTICE is hereby given, that an application
N will be made on behalf of the abovenamed
Insolvent, on THURSDAY, the 13th day of
December, A.D. 1866, to His Honor the Judge in
Insolvency, the aforesaid day having been by him
appointed for that purpose, that a Certificate under
the  Insolvency Act of  1864 may be granted to
the Insolvent.
Dated this 23rd day of October, A.D. 1866.
JOHN MALBON THOMPSON,
Attorney for the Insolvent,
Ipswich.
By his_A ents, KEANE AND FOW LES,
Queen  street, Brisbane,
In the Intestate Estate of George  Salter, late of
Ghingindah , deceased.ALL persons having claims against this  Estate,are requested to send in the same to the
undersigned, on or before the last day of November,
1866, or their claims will not be entertained.
Dated, 23rd October, 1866.
CHAS. F. CHUBB,
Administrator for next of kin.
£5 REWARD.
L OST, from Warrego River, one Bay Horse,branded PF near shoulder, white hind feet.
The above reward will be paid on delivery to Cap
tain Lambert, Charleville, Warrego River, or to
B. CRIBB, junr., Leyburn.
Empaunbiitgp.
I MPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Mr. D. McG-rath'®Paddock. Trespass and driving, 3s. 8d. per head.
One grey more, WD off shoulder.
From Mortlake. Driving, 3s. per head.
One chesnut horse, star, like WFH off shoulder.
One bay mare, TL conjoined off shoulder,  FG near
shoulder.
One grey mare, B' over A over JW near shoulder.
One Chesnut filly, stripe, near hind foot white, y over A
near shoulder.
One iron-grey colt, four white feet, stripe, td near thigh
and shoulder.
One brown mare, J over FS near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, star, AD both shoulders.
One bay mare, star, JD conjoined over G over MF near
shoulder, JD conjoined near cheek.
One bay mare, P over S over 4 near shoulder.
One bay horse, star and snip, hind feet white, like JB
conjoined near neck,  0  near ribs, blotch near
shoulder.
One piebald horse, M off shoulder, ED near shoulder.
One bay colt, star, hind feet and off fore foot white, r
over E-i near shoulder.
One chesnnt mare, blaze, hind feet white, JR off
shoulder, 1 near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, hind feet white, 518 off ribs, AW
conjoined over 0 off shoulder.
One bay mare, star, WN conjoined  near  shoulder.
One bay mare, star, WN conjoined  near  shoulder.
One bay colt,  star , hind feet white, WN conjoined near
shoulder.
One bay filly, streak, no legible brand.
One bay more,  star , JB conjoined over JB  conjoined
near shoulder.
From Mr. H. Kelly's Paddock. Trespass, 1s. per head.
One brown and white heifer, two notches off ear, CM
off rump and ribs.
One red arid white heifer, two notches off ear, GM off
rump and ribs.
One red cow, top off off  ear, and piece  off, JM con-
joined off rump, loin, and ribs, J td off ribs.
One strawberry steer, top off near  ear, slit off off ear,
like OC off rump.
One poley strawberry heifer, top off near ear , slit off off
ear, like DC off rump. •
One red steer, slit off off ear,,ML off rump.
One red and white heifer, T off rump, brands off ribs.
One red and white cow, HM over W off ribs, M off
thigh.
One red and white bull, TB off ribs and thigh.
If not released on or before the 20th November, will
be sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, fromMaryvale, 17th
October, 1866, by order of A. Wienholt, Esq.
Driving expenses 3s. per head.
One brown horse, white  feet, blaze , JA near  shoulder ,,
W over C off shoulder.
One chesnut  mare, blaze ,  B near shoulder.
One piebald filly, like 3E  near shoulder.
One bay mare, like S over  , over IM near  shoulder.
One dark chesnnt. horse, X off shoulder,  like MP
conjoined  near  shoulder.
One bay mare, horse-shoe, like brand  under, near shoulder.
One bay mare, near hind foot white, star,  2 near shoulder,
like W off shoulder.
One black mare, star, like TOM over  N over zn near
shoulder.
If not released on or before Tuesday, 20th November,
1866, will be sold on that day, at,  noon , to defray
expenses.
H. MITCHELL,  Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Eton Vale, 19th
October, 1866, by order of H. M. Nelson, Esquire.
Driving  expenses , 2s. per head. Damages on entire, £1.
One dark chesnut horse, WZ near shoulder, stripe on
face,  near fore  foot bumble.
One black filly, FM over TM over JM over illegible
brand near shoulder, near hind foot white.
One bay mare, A over 80 off ribs, hind feet white, ches-
nut foal at foot.
One black horse, R `t over n over H near shoulder.
One bay entire, J over W near shoulder, T or 9 off
shoulder, R near thigh.
One bay cob  mare, cross over  G near shoulder, W ,near
thigh, star  and small streak ,  collar marked.
One bay horse, like w near shoulder, like 121 near
saddle , like S reversed near rump,  3 or near
thigh, dot in C off saddle.
One light bay horse, like heart with p or ALr near
shoulder, IP or ITP (the PP conjoined) off shoulder,
off hind foot white.
One bay horse, M near shoulder, green hide on neck.
One bay filly, JH conjoined over S over JH conjoined
near  shoulder, WF off shoulder and thigh.
One light bay or chesnut horse, over E over like pj
or 7a  near  shoulder, PM off shoulder, bald face,
white feet.
One black mare, 3F near shoulder.
One iron-grey entire, like N near shoulder.
One mare, W near shoulder, H near thigh.
One brown filly, blotch brand near shoulder.
Also, from Gowrie, 12th October, 1866, by order of E.
de St. : Jean, Esquire ; driving expenses, 2s. 6d. per
head.
One yellow and white cow, C cross  S near  rump, C or 0
near cheek, H off rump, piece back near ear.
One red and white heifer, like M off ribs and rump.
One blue strawberry cow, BK or BH off ribs, MW near
ribs, 0 near rump, tip off both ears and horns.
One red heifer, H near rump, off rump.
Also from same place, 18th September, 1866.
One brown  mare,  like brand over LA over  3 near  shoulder,
hind feet white.
Also, from Westbrook, 19th September.
One bay colt, JS or JS off shoulder, star.
Also, from the enclosed lands of Mr. Geo. McCleverty,
17th October, 1866. Damages, Ll.
One brown rig, like JK over .-. over AM near shoulder,
.- over AM over over AM near, thigh, star.
If not released on or before the 20th November, will
be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the Gowrie
Paddock and Run, on 12th October, 1866.
Damages and expenses  2s. 6d. per head.
One red and white cow, AW near  ribs , 0 near rump.
One red bullock, H over diamond near rump, diamond
H near ribs ,  tip near ear, slit back off ear.
One strawberry bullock , 0 B off rump,  B off ribs, piece
back both ears.
One red cow ,  M near shoulder and rump, like  7 off loin.
One strawberry  bullock, Y over A conjoined near ribs
and rump.
One brindle and white cow, H - I M or M- M near ribs,
slit off ear.
One yellow  heifer,  unbranded.
One white cow,  like heart off rump, 0 off shoulder, piece
back off ear.
One red bullock ,  H near rump, diamond T M near ribs.
One strawberry cow, F W over D off rump, C P off ribs.
One white bullock, A T conjoined near rump, J in circle
off rump.
One black and white bullock, DD off rump,'tip off ear.
One yellow and white bullock, blotch over M off ribs,
whip mark off and near rump, piece front off ear.
One yellow and white poley cow, like J off rump and
ribs, swallow  both ears.
One yellow and white cow, like C with illegible brand
near rump ,  like S near  shoulder, piece  back near ear.
One red and white heifer, illegible brand off ribs and
rump
One strawberry bullock, IS off rump, piece back off ear.
One strawberry cow, J td near ribs, BB near shoulder.
One strawberry heifer, DC or DG near  ribs , tip near ear.
One red bullock, MO off rump, - over JC or JG off ribs,
tip near ear slit, off ditto.
One white heifer, diamond over TT over T off rump, tip
off ear.
Also, from Cowrie, 18th September.
One mouse -colored colt, p H near shoulder.
One bay filly, H C near shoulder, star.
If not released  on or before 6th November,  1866, wi ll
to defray  expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from North Toolburra,
17th October, 1866, by order of Thomas Coutts, Esq.
Driving, 1s. Gd. per head.
One strawberry heifer, no visible brand.
One red and white steer, like MS near rump, illegible
brand off ribs.
One red and white cow, like DXS near rump, like CS
off rump, illegible brand off shoulder, off ear
marked.
One white heifer calf, like FF near ribs, blotch near thigh.
One strawberry cow, like EXR near ribs, near ear
marked.
One strawberry steer, G-E near rump, 5 near thigh.
One white bullock, WDW off rump, like S off shoulder,
off ear marked.
One red and white steer, like TT off rump, like 4 off
shoulder.
One blue poley cow, E off ribs, off ear cropped.
One blue steer, ATA off ribs, off ear slit.
One strawberry cow, illegible brands off ribs and off
shoulder, off ear marked.
One strawberry steer, C in circle near ribs.
One strawberry heifer, unbranded.
One strawberry steer, no visible brand, off car marked.
One red and white heifer, no visible brand.
One red steer, no visible brand.
One red heifer, no visible brand.
One strawberry heifer, like W off thigh, like W of hip,
near ear marked.
If not released on or before Tuesday, 20th November,
1866, will be sold on that day at noon to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Mount Abundance,
on 13th October, 1866, by order of E. Arthur, Esq.
Driving expenses, Is. 8d. per head.
One bay  filly, D near shoulder, star.
One bay horse, G over A over 8 near shoulder, white
feet.
One roan horse, C reversed near neck, C reversed near
shoulder.
One bay colt, W reversed over W near shoulder.
One bay mare, PH near shoulder, near hind foot white.
One black mare, JP, over IV near shoulder, star.
One bay horse, E near shoulder, star.
One iron-grey cob, W over W off shoulder, star.
If not released before the 20th November, 1866, will
be sold.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
Corrected date.---The  date of sale of horses impounded
from Mount Beagle, on 5th October, 1866, at Roma,
ought to have been the 20th, instead of the 13th,
November, 1866.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Goomburra, 16th
October, 1866, by order of Chas. Green, Esq.
Driving expenses 3s. per head.
One dark brown horse, off hind and fore  feet  white, star,
H near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, long  star, like DS near shoulder,
silver mane  and tail, like A off shoulder.
One chesnut horse, like  96 near ribs, lump on off hock
If not released on or before Tuesday, 20th November.
1866, will be sold on that day, at noon, to defray  expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Ghinghinda, by or er
of Mr. Nesbiett.
One brown horse, like A blotched over IMD  over C near
shoulder, small star.
If not released before the 13th November, 1866, will
be sold to defray expenses.
CHARLES RYDER, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Bowels, from Strathdon, 28th
September, 1866, by order of F. R. Bode, Esquire.
Driving 2s.
One bay horse, two hind feet white, star on forehead,
saddle marked, like M over like writing A ,near
shoulder, illegible brand off shoulder.
G. J. BOULTER, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Bowen, from Salisbury Plains, by
Armstrong and Wilmington.
One bay mare, like PN over IMP near shoulder, like
280 near neck, C off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6th November, 1866,
will be sold to pay expenses.
G. J. BOULTER, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
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IN accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deeds of Assignment have been registered in this Office :-
No. Date of Deed Names and Description of Parties.
71 1866. Between John Montgomery, of Gracemere,
8th October. near Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queens-
land, licensed victualler, of the first part
John Headrick, of Rockhampton, in the said
Colony, merchant, James Duff Milne, of the
same place, gentleman (trustees for the pur-
poses in the Deed of Assignment mentioned),
of the second part ; and the several persons
and bodies corporate who have by themselves
or their agents executed the said Deed of
Assignment, being creditors of the said John
Montgomery, and whose names are mentioned
in the schedule attached to the said Deed of
Assignment, of the third part.
72 1st October. Between Jacob Aaron Phillips, of Toowoomba,
in the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper and
tobacconist, of the first part ; Samuel Davis,
Ernest Augustus Morris Goertz, and Thomas
Fenwick Smith, of Brisbane, in the said
Colony, merchants (trustees for the purposes
in the Deed of Assignment mentioned), of the
second part ; and the several persons and
bodies corporate who have by themselves or
their agents executed the said Deed of
Assignment, being creditors of the said Jacob
Aaron Phillips, and whose names are men-
tioned in the schedule attached to the said
Deed of Assignment, of the third part.
73 18th October. Between Richard Hutchins, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, merchant, of the first
part ; Robert Gibson, of Brisbane aforesaid,
gentleman, and James Robert Dickson, of the
same place, auctioneer, being one of the firm
of "Dickson and Duncan," carrying on busi-
ness at Brisbane aforesaid, as auctioneers
(trustees for the purposes in the Deed of
Assignment mentioned), of the second part ;
and the several persons and bodies corporate
who have by themselves or their agents
executed the said Deed of Assignment, being
creditors of the said Richard Hutchins, and
whose names are mentioned in the schedule
attached to-the said Deed of Assignment, of
the third part.
Nature
and Efffct of Deed.
Deed of Assignment
of all the estate
and effects of the
said John Mont-
gomery, in trust
for the benefit of
the creditors of
the said John
Montgomery.
Deed of Assignme nt
of all the estate
and effects of the
said Jacob Aaron
Phillips, in trust
for the benefit of
the creditors of
the said Jacob
Aaron Phillips.
Deed of Assignment
of all the estate
and effects of the
said Richard
Hutchins, in trust
for the benefit of
the creditors of
the said Richard
Hutchins.
Date of
Registration.
Lodged at the
office of the
Registrar of the
Supreme Court,
this twenty-
sixth day of
October, A.D.
1866, at twelve
o'clock noon,
and entered
same day.
Lodged at the
office of the
Registrar of the
Supreme Court,
this twenty-sixth
day of October,
A.D. 1866, at
twenty-five min-
utes past twelve
o'clock in the
afternoon, and
entered same
day.
Lodged at the
Office of the Re-
gistrar of the
Supreme Court,
this twenty-
seventh day of
October, A.D.
1866, at five
minutes past ten
o'clock in the
forenoon.
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No. Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties.
74 1866. Between James Foote, of Brisbane street, Ips-
23rd October. with, in the Colony of Queensland, store-
keeper, of the first part ; Francis Bennett, of
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
merchant, John Frazer, of the same place,
merchant, and Shepherd Smith, also of
Sydney aforesaid, the General Manager of the
Bank of New South Wales (trustees for the
purposes in the Deed of Assignment mcii
tioned), of the second part ; and the  several
persons and bodies corporate who have by
themselves or their agents executed the said
Deed of Assignment, being creditors of the
said James Foote, and whose  names are men-
tioned in the schedule attached to the said
Deed of Assignment, of the third part.
75 24 October. Between Joel Wilde, of Stanley street, South
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, store-
keeper, of the first part ; Robert Bulcock, of
Queen street, Brisbane aforesaid, produce
merchant, and Ernest Goertz, of same place,
wine and spirit merchant (on behalf and
with the assent of the creditors of the said
Joel Wilde), of the third part.
.Nature
and Effect of Deed.
Deed of Assignment
of all the estate
and effects of the
said James Foote,
in trust for the
benefit of the cre-
ditors of the said
James Foote.
Deed of Assignment
of all the estate
and effects of the
said  Joel Wilde,
in trust for the
benefit of the cre-
ditors of the said
Joel Wilde.
Date of Registration.
Lodged at the
Office of the Re-
gistrar of the
Supreme Court,
this twenty-
seventh day of
October, A.D.
1866, at twelve
o'clock noon,
and entered same
day.
Lodged at the
Office of the Re-
gistrar of the
Supreme Court,
this twenty-
ninth  day  of
October, A.D.
1866, at three
o'clock in the
afternoon, and
entered same
day.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland_
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
IN EQUITY.
I T is hereby Ordered, that the amount of remuneration to the Accountant-General of the SupremeCourt, shall be according to the following scale:-
On all moneys passing through the hands of the Accountant-G eneral in pursuance of Order XLII
of the General  Orders in Equity ;-
£ s. d.
Where the same shall be under £100 ... ... ... ... ... 2 10 0
£100 and under £250 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 0 0
£250 and under £500 ... ... ... 10 0 0
£500 and under £1,000 .. .. ... ... ... 15 0 0
And for every £100, and fractional part of £100 above £1,000 ... 0 5 0
Dated this twenty-ninth day of October, in the year of Our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six.
[L.s.] (Signed) JAMES COCKLE, C. J.
[L.s.] (Signed) ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
jBy Authority : We C. BELBRIDGE, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOwEN, Knight Grand Cross
of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c., &c., &c.
WHEREAS byan Act of the Parliament of New South Wales, passed inthe twenty-second year of Her present Majesty's reign, intituled
An Act to amend the Electoral Law,"  it was amongst other things enacted,
that no Election for any Electoral District should be void in consequence
solely of any delay in the holding of the Election at the time appointed, or
in the taking of the Poll, or in the return of the Writ, or in consequence of
any impediment of a merely formal nature ; and that the Governor, ' with
the advice of the Executive Council, might adopt such measures as might
be necessary for removing any obstacle of a merely formal nature by which
the due course of any Election might be impeded;. provided that the
validity of such Election, and the measures so taken, should be forthwith
declared by the Governor, by a proclamation for that purpose published in
the  Government Gazette :  And whereas a Writ was issued for the Election
of one member to serve in the. Legislative Assembly for the Electoral
District of Kennedy, which Writ was made returnable on the twenty-sixth
day of September last, and whereas the Returning Officer duly appointed
for the said Electoral District hath certified, in accordance with the
provisions of the said Act, that George Elphinstone Dalrymple, Esquire,
was chosen by a majority of votes to be the member for such district ; but
the said Writ was not returned to the Honorable The Speaker of the Legisla-
tive Assembly within the period therein described, as directed by the said Act :
Now, therefore, I, Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN, as such Governor  aforesaid,
do by this my Proclamation,  issued  with the advice of the Executive Council
aforesaid , declare that the Election of the said George Elphinstone Dalrymple,
Esquire, to serve in the Legislative Assembly for the Electoral District aforesaid
is valid, notwithstanding the delay in the return of the said Writ of Election.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government House, Brisbane, this
twenty-ninth day of October, in the year of our Lord One
thousand eight hundred and sixty- six, and in  the thirtieth
year of  Her Majesty' s reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency' s Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Authority .  W. C. BELB&IDQE,  Government  Printer, William  Street, Brisbane.
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Colonial Treasury,
Queensland, 26th  October, 1866.
STAMP DUTIES ACT OF 1866 REGULATIONS.
TuE following Regulations having been approved by His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice- of the- 15ret ive ouneil, for oaryiurg• into effect the-pravisiona of the  Stamp
Duties Act  of  1866,  are hereby published for general information.
J. D. McLEAN.
REGULATIONS.
1. The Stamp Office will be open for the issue of impressed and adhesive stamps
from 10 A.M. to 2.30 P.M. on every working day, except Saturday, when the office will be
open from 10 A.M. to 12 at noon.
2. All applications to the head office for adhesive stamps must be made in the
form marked A in the Appendix hereto, and for impressed stamps in the form B; and no
stamps will under any circumstances be issued without a requisition in the proper form.
3. Applications for adhesive stamps, amounting to less than five pounds, from buyers
in Brisbane, and to less than two pounds, from buyers in country districts, will not be
received ; and all stamps must be paid for in cash at the time of application.
4. A discount of 5 per cent. will be allowed on the purchase of stamps to all licensed
distributors, and a discount of 22 per cent. to all other purchasers to the extent of X30 and
upwards. No discount, however, will be allowed on the payment for stamps impressed on
any written document.
5. All fines and penalties under the Act must be paid before any document liable
to such fine or penalty can be stamped.
6. All persons holding responsible positions in the Government Service will be
required to provide against the infringement of the Stamp Duties Act, so far as it may lie
in their power to do so, by taking care that all documents passing through their offices, aid
which may be liable to duty, are sufficiently stamped.
j.  All persons requiring stamps impressed on paper or parchment, must provide the
paper or parchment, and distinctly mark such paper or parchment with the particular
denomination of stamp they require, on or near the place they desire the same to be so
impressed.
8. All persons bringing instruments to be stamped after the same shall have been
executed, must bring the same to the proper Commissioner of Stamp Duties, and, if required,
shall leave the same for consideration, in order that the Commissioner may determine what
amount of duty or deficiency of duty is payable, and the amount of fine chargeable thereon ;
and on the applicant paying the fine and the amount og duty or deficiency of duty payable
thereon, the same will be impressed with a stamp denoting the payment of such duty or
deficiency of duty, and also with a stamp denoting that such fine has been paid.
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9. The Government will not hold themselves responsible for any loss by reason of
the stamped parchment or paper being obtained by a person not legally entitled thereto.
SPOILED STAMPS.
10. All spoiled stamps brought to the Stamp Office for allowance, with the parch-
ment or paper on  which the  same are affixed or impressed,  must be accompanied with a
declaration,  according to the form marked C.
11. All spoiled stamps (if allowed), together with the parchment or paper on which
the-same are affixed or impressed,  will be retained by the Commissioners and cancelled, and
other stamps of equivalent value,  less 5 per cent.  deducted for commission,  will be issued in
exchange for. the said spoiled  stamp&_._
PROBATE AND ADMINISTRATION DUTY.
12. Every probate of will or letters of administration ,  at the time.of lodging the
same  with the Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland, must be accompanied with an
affidavit ,  duly sworn ,  setting forth what the estate and effects of the deceased person are
under the value of, according to the form marked D.
13. Any person having paid  too little  stamp duty at the time of obtaining any
probate or letters of administration must ,  within six calendar months from the date of the
same being granted, produce the said probate or letters of administration to the Commissioner
of Stamp Duties, accompanied with an affidavit, duly sworn, according to the form marked
E, for the purpose of having the stamp affixed or impressed thereon rectified (if necessary),
and at the  same time  pay the deficiency of duty and the fine imposed for stamping deeds
after execution thereof; or he will incur the penalty imposed by the Act relating thereto ;
and, in the case of letters of administration, at the same time enter into a bond, with such
sureties as shall be approved of by the Commissioner (according to the form marked F), for
the due administration of the estate and effects of the deceased which shall come to his
hands or to the hands of any other person on his behalf.
14. Any person having paid  too much  stamp duty at the time of obtaining probate
or letters-of administration, must (if he wish the excess of duty to be returned), within six
calendar months from the date of the same being granted, make application to the
Commissioner of Stamp Duties for the return of such excess of duty paid, according to the
form of affidavit,. duly sworn, marked G, when the Commissioner will make such order,
according to the form marked H, as shall appear to be just ; and if such return of excess of
duty be directed to be made, the party receiving the order for such return of duty must sign °
a receipt, according to the form marked I, at the time of obtaining payment thereof.
15. Any person not able to pay immediately the amount of stamp duty necessary
to be paid on the stamping- of, any probate or -letters of ad-m-inistration-and, in case of
probate or letters of administration already -obtained, upon which  too little  duty has been
paid-may obtain credit for the amount of such duty or deficiency of duty, on  his entering
into a bond, with such sureties as shall be approved of by the Commissioner, for due
payment, according to the form marked K ; and such time for payment may be extended
if the Commissioner shall in his discretion think fit.
16 Any person having paid the stamp duty on the obtaining of probate or letters of
administration, or within six calendar months thereafter, and who shall actually pay debts to
an amount which shall reduce the amount sworn under to a sum which, if it had been the whole
gross amount or value of such estate and effects, would have required a lesser amount of
stamp duty to be paid on such probate or letters of administration, may make application,
within the period of three years from the date of such probate or letters of administration,
to the Commissioner of, Stainp Duties, for the return of such excess of duty, by an affidavit,
duly sworn, according to the form marked L, and at the same time furnish a true and
particular account or schedule of all the assets and credits of the deceased, and also of the
debts actually paid.
TRANSFERS OF P,Uss.
17. very person tendering a transfer of a station or ran, or of any interest therein, -
to be stamped, mast accompany the same with a declaration (according to the form marked M
if the station he tillualo)rtg;tged and on form N if mortgaged), declaring to the fair and
reasonable market value of such station or run, or interest therein, and must at the same
time pay the duty imposed by the Act.
BANKING COMPANIES.
18. Every Banking Company, at the time of furnishing its quarterly returns, must
tender  -a-declar-ation7 duly made,  declaring to the correctness of such return,  according to
the form marked 0, and at the same time pay the duty assessed on such return.
CORRESPONDENCE.
19.. 411 correspondence on Stamp Duties business, must be addressed to the Commis-
sioners, Stamp  Office, Brisbane.
All the before-mentioned forms, can be obtained at the Stamp Office," on-  personal
application for the same.
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APPIEE N'DIX
A.
REQUISITION A.
(Adhesive Stamps)
of  2)  -
of the following numbars and denominations
Folio
Duties' Stamps
Amount.
£  s. d. £  S.  d.
0 0 1
0 0 6
0 1 0
0 2 0
0 2 6
0 3 0
0 4 0
0 5 0
0 6 0
0 7 0
0 8 0
0. 9 0
0 10 0
1 0 0
Amount  .............................................£
Commission at the  rate of per cent. ,..
Net Amount  .......................................£
Signature  of Applicant.
Date
(1) Christian and surname at full  length . (')  Place of residence or business ,  and post town. (') In words at fall length
B.
REQUISITION B.
(Impressed Stamps.)
of (2)
of the following numbers and  denominations
Folio
Duties' Stamps
Amount.
£  s. d. £ a. d.
Amount  ............................................. £
Commission at the rate of per cent. ...
Net Amount  .......................................£
Signature  of Applicant
Date
(1) Christian and surname at fu ll length . (')  Place of residence or business ,  and post town,  (°)  In  we di at  fall lengths
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C.
I do solemnly and sincerely declare that the several
Stamps hereinafter specified and described, that is to say :-
Number  of Stamps . Value of  each.  I Description of Instrument. Total Value.i '
£ s. d. £ s. d.
are my property.
And I do further solemnly and sincerely declare that the several skills,. sheets, or pieces of parch-
ment or paper, on which the said stamps are affixed or_impressed, have been inadvertently, and unde-
signedly spoiled and rendered unfit for use.
And I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of
the provisions of an Act made and passed itithe .ninth year of the' reign of Her present Majesty, intituled
" An Act for the more  effectual abolition of Oaths and  Affirmations taken  and made in various departments
" of the Government of  New  South  Wales  and to substitute declarations in lieu thereof and for the sup-
" pression of voluntary and extra judicial Oaths and Affidavits."
Made and signed at this
day of 186 , before meSignature of aMagistrate or a Commissioner.
Form of Affidavit to be sworn to by executor or administrator, and to be lodged with any probate or letters
of administration, for the purpose of getting such probate or letters of administration stamped under
Act  30  Victoria, No.  14.
In the will  [or  in the goods] of late of in the Colony aforesaid,
deceased.
ON this day of one thousand eight hundred and
If more than onebein duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as follows:-executor or  admin-istrator,the form to 1. the executor or administrator of the estate and effects of the
ng
filed up accord-above-named deceased.
Words in full. 2. The estate and effects of the said deceased ,  of which probate or administration
is sought to be obtained, are under the value of
to the best of knowledge and belief
Sworn by the deponent, on the day first
above-mentioned, at
before me---
A Commissioner for Affidavits.
Affidavit to be made in the case of  too little  duty having been paid on probates and letters of administration,
To be filled in from
on taking out the same.
the circular letter REGISTER No. 18 Folioissued  by the Com-
missioner of Stamp
Duties, relating  to In the executorship  [or  administration] of deceased.legacy duty.
ON this day of in the year one thousand eight hundred and
of in the Colony of Queensland,  [or  of and
of in the Colony of Queensland, ] being duly sworn, maketh oath
and saith  [or  severally make oath and say] :-
1. Probate of the last will and testament [or letters of administration of the goods,
chattels, and credits, with the will annexed, if so] of late of deceased,
who died on the day of one thousand eight hundred and , was
[or  were] granted to this deponent  [or  these deponents], by the Supreme Court of
Queensland, in its ecclesiastical jurisdiction, on the day of one thousand
eight hundred and , and that the estate and effects of the said deceased, for or in
respect of which the said probate was  [or  letters of administration were] granted, were
then sworn to be under the value of pounds, and a stamp duty of pounds
shillings  [or  per cent.] was accordingly paid on the said probate [or
letters of administration].
2. Since obtaining the said probate  [or  letters of administration], and within six
calendar months now last past, the true value of the estate and effects have been ascer-
tained, and it hath been discovered that too little stamp duty was paid thereon ; for that
Here state the facts
and circumstances
of the case to show
how it happened
that too little stamp
duty was paid, and
at what particular
time, and through
what  circumstances
the higher value
was discovered.
3. The personal estate and effects whereof the said deceased was possessed, and for
which the said probate was  [or  letters of administration were] granted by the Court
aforesaid (exclusive of what the deceased was possessed of or entitled to, as a trustee for
any other person or persons, and not beneficially, but including the leasehold estates for
years of the deceased, whether absolute or determinable on a life or lives, and without
deducting anything on account of the debts due and owing from the deceased), though
exceeding the value of pounds, are under the value of pounds, according
to the best of the knowledge, information, and belief of this deponent  [or  these deponents],
and that too little duty was paid at first on the said probate  [or  letters of administration]
entirely through ignorance, mistake, or misapprehension, and without any intention of
fraud, or to delay the payment of the full and proper duty, which this deponent hath  [or
these deponents have] been informed and believes  [or  believe] amounts to .the sum of
pounds-All which is submitted to the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
praying that the said probate  [or  letters of administration] may now be duly stamped, on
payment of the sum of being the sum wanting to make up the duty, which
ought to have been at first paid thereon.
Sworn  [or  severally sworn]  at in  the Colony
aforesaid, by the deponent [or deponents], the
day first above mentioned, before me-,
A Commissioner for Affidavits.
The above  Afdavit to  be made by all the executors or administrators.
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F.
Kxow all men by these presents, That we  are jointly and
severally bound unto Her Majesty the Queen, Her Heirs  and Successors , in the sum of
of good and lawful money of Great Britain, to ba paid to Her said Majesty the Queen, Her
Heirs and Successors, ' for which payment, well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves,
and each and every of us, for the whole, our and each and every of our heirs,  executors, and
administrators, firmly by these presents. Sealed with  our seals . Dated this day of
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty.
TftE condition of this obligation is such, that if the above bounden the administrator
of the goods, chattels, and effects of deceased intestate, do make or  cause to be
made a true and perfect inventory of all and singular the goods, credits, and effects of the said  deceased,
which have or shall  come -to.the hauds,__ ossessiou , or knowledge of him, the said ,
as administrator as aforesaid, or to the hands or -Possession- of --any other person or  persons  for him ; and
the  same so  made do exhibit-or' cause to -be exhibited into the Registry of the Supreme Court of this
Colony, within; six months-from_t c day of the date hereof, and the same goods, chattels, credits, and
effects, and all other the goods, chattels, credits,' and"effel"ts a€ the said deceased at the time of his death,
or which at any time afterwards sball come to the hands or possession of the said
as such administrator as aforesaid, or to the hands or possession of any other person or persons for him ;
shall well and truly administer according to law : And further, shall make, or cause to be made, a true
and just account of his said administration, within twelve calendar months from the day of the date
hereof, and afterwards, from time to time, as he shall be lawfully required : And all the rest and residue
of the said goods, chattels, credits, and effects which shall be found from time to time remaining upon the
said administration accounts (the same being first examined and allowed of by the said Court), shall and
do pay and dispose of in a due course of administration, or in such manner as the said Court shall direct,
then this obligation to be void and of none effect, or else- to be and remain in full force  and virtue.
Signed, sealed, and delivered
by the above bounden
in the presence of
L.S.
Signed, sealed, and delivered
by the above bounden L.S.
in the presence of
Signed, sealed, and delivered
by the above bounden L.S.
in the presence of
G.
.Affidavit for obtaining a return ofduty on probate nd letters ofadministration, on which too much  duty
shall have been paid on taking out the same.
To be filled in from
the circular letter REGISTER , No. 18 . Folio
issued by  the Com-
missioner of Stamp
Duties, relating to In the executorship [or administration] of deceased.legacy duty. ON this day of in the year one thousand eight hundred and
of in the Colony of Queensland,  [or  of and
of in the Colony of Queensland, ] being duly sworn, maketh oath
and saith For severally make oath and say] :-
1. Probate of the last will and testament [or letters of administration of the goods,
chattels and credits, with the will annexed, if so] of late of deceased,
who died on the day of one thousand eight hundred and
was For were] granted to this deponent For these deponents] by the Supreme Court of
Queensland, in its ecclesiastical jurisdiction, on the day of one thousand
eight hundred and and that the estate and effects of the deceased, for or in
respect of which the said probate was [or letters of administration were] granted, were
then sworn to be under the value of pounds, and a stamp duty of pounds,
shillings  [or  per cent.] was accordingly paid on the said probate  [or
letters of administration].
2. Since obtaining the said probate  [or  letters of administration], and within six
calendar months now last past, the true value of the estate and effects hath been ascertained,
and it hath been discovered that too high a stamp duty was paid thereon ; for that
Here state  the facts
and circumstances
of the case to show
how it happened
that too much stamp
duty was paid, and
at what particular
time, and through
what circumstances
the lesser value was
discovered.
3. The schedule hereunto subjoined and subscribed by him  [or  her  or  them] doth
contain a true and perfect inventory, account, and valuation, of the personal estate and
effects whereof the said deceased was possessed, and for which the said probate was  [or
letters of administration were] granted by the Supreme Court aforesaid, exclusive of what
the deceased may have been possessed of or entitled to, as a trustee for any other.person
or persons, and not beneficially, and without deducting anything on account of the debts
due and owing from the deceased ; and particularly the said inventory includes all the
leasehold estates for terms of years, absolute or determinable on a life or lives, whereof the
said deceased was possessed; and that such personal estate and effects did not, at the time
of the granting of the said probate [or letters of administration', amount in value to more
than the sum of which is set forth in the said schedule as the amount or value thereof
to the best of the knowledge, information, and belief of this deponent [or these deponents]
Ard therefore this deponent saith  [or  these deponents say] he bath  [or  they have] been
informed and believes [or believe] that a stamp duty of pounds
shillings [or per cent.] and no more, ought to have been paid on the said probate
[or letters of administration]. A ll  which is submitted to the Commissioner of Stamp
Duties, praying that the sum of being the amount of duty overpaid, may be
returned to this deponent  [or  these deponents or to of the agent
of this deponent or deponents, whose receipts shall be a sufficient discharge for the same] ;
and that the stamp or stamps on the said probate  [or  letters of administration] may be
rectified, as the law directs.
Sworn  [or  severally sworn] at in the Colony
aforesaid, by the deponent  [or  deponents] the
day first above mentioned, before me-
A Commissioner for Affidavits.
The above  dfidavit to be made by  all the executors or administrators.
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H.
Order by Commissioner of Stamp Dutiee for return of duty, where  too much stamp  duty  has been paid on
probate of  will or letters  of administration.
In the executorship  [or  administration] of deceased.,
the day of 18
WHRwc&s it has been  satisfactorily  made to  appear to me, the Commissioner of Stamp Duties, that too
much stamp duty has been paid by on the probate of the will [or letters of adminis-
tration of the goods, chattels, and credits, with the will annexed, if so] of late of
deceased : Now 1, the said Commissioner, in pursuance an_L by virtue of the provisions of the Act 30
Victoria, No. 14, enabling me in this behalf, do hereby order that the sum of being the excess of
stamp duty paid on such probate [or letters of administration] be returned to the said or
to any person he [she  or  they] may direct or appoint to receive the same ; and I hereby authorise the
return of such excess of stamp duty accordingly.
By the  Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
I.
Receipt for Return of Probate Duty.
deceased.
Rncnrv D,  the. day is- of the Commissioner of Stamp Duties, the sum
of being the amount mentioned in the annexed order.
Signature
B - Address
K.
Form of Bond  to be entered into  by Executor or Administrator, where credit given for  duty payable on
probate or  letters of  administration.
KNow all men by these  presents , That we, are jointly and  severa lly
bound unto Her Majesty the Queen, in the sum of of good and lawful money
of Oreat Britain, to be paid to Her said Majesty, for which payment well and truly to be made,
we bind ourselves, and each and every of us, for the whole, our and each and every of our
heirs, executors, and administrators, firmly by these presents. Sealed with our seals. Dated
the day of in the year of Lord one thousand eight hundred
and •
WHEREAS the above bounded is the executor of the will  [or  administrator of the goods,
chattels, and credits, with the will annexed, if so] of late of deceased : And where more than
whereas the said as such executor  [or  administrator] hath applied to the Commissioner  of one executor or  ad-
ministrator,
Stamp Duties to affix the necessary stamp for the duty payable on such probate  [or  letters of adminis- beform
tration], and to give to him the said credit for the amount of such duty, for the period of  six ingly.
months from the day of the date hereof, which the said Commissioner has agreed to do : The condition of
the above written obligation is such, that if the said do and shall well and truly pay to the said
Commissioner the sum of being the amount of duty liable to be paid on the stamping of such
probate [or letters of administration], on the day of pne thousand
eight hundred and
And do and shall, if the time for payment of such duty be extended by the memorandum indorsed
hereon, under the hand of the said Commissioner (or his duly qualified officer acting for and on his behalf),
well and truly pay the said sum of on the day appointed by the said memorandum for such
payment : And in case the said shall not pay the said Commissioner the
said  sum of - being the amount of such duty as aforesaid, at the time hereinbefore
appointed for payment thereof, if the said shall and do well and truly pay the said
suns of and interest thereon, at and after the rate of ten pounds per centum
per annum, from the  time  hereinbefore appointed for payment, to the day of the date of the actual payment
thereof, then this obligation-to be void and of none  effect , or else to  remain in  full force and virtue.
Signed, sealed ,  and delivered
by the above  bounden L.S.
in the presence of
Signed, sealed, and delivered
by the above  bounden  L.S.
in the presence of
Signed,  sealed,  and delivered
by the above  bounden L.B.
in the presence of
MEMORANDUM.
THE Commissioner  of Stamp Duties  agrees to extend  the period in the within-mentioned bond, specified
for the payment of stamp duty, to the, day of one thousand eight hundred
and • when prompt payment must be made, or interest at the rate of ten pounds per centum
per annum  will then be charged on and in addition to the said amount of duty.
Dated this day of 18
For the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
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4Bidavit to be  made .for obtaining a return of dutt on probates of wills and letters of administration, on the
ground of debts paid out of the effects of the deceased, p ursuant to  Act  30  Victoria, No. 14.
To be  filled in from
the circular letter
issued by the Com- REGISTER No. 18 . FOLIO
missioner of Stamp
Duties, relating to
legacy duty.
In the executorship [or administration] of deceased.
On this day of in the year one thousand eight hundred and
of in the Colony of Queensland
[or  of
and of in the Colony of Queensland]
being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith [or severally make oath and say] :-
1. Probate of the last will and testament  [or  letters of administration of the goods,
chattels, and credits, with the will annexed, if so] of late
of deceased, who died on the day of
one thousand eightllmd we_go] granted to this deponent  [or
these deponents] by the Supreme Court of Queensland, in its ecclesiastical jurisdiction,
on the day of one thousand eight hundred and and that
the estate and effects of the said deceased, for or in respect of which the said probate was
[or  letters of administration were] granted, were then sworn to be under the value of
pounds, and a stamp duty of pounds shillings,
or per cent., was accordingly paid on the said probate  [or  letters of administra-
tion.]  (See Note A.)
2. The schedule hereunto annexed and subscribed by this deponent  [or  these
deponents] and marked No. 1, doth contain a true and perfect inventory, account, and
valuation of the personal estate and effects whereof the said deceased was possessed, and for
which the said probate was  [or  letters of administration were] granted by the Supreme
Court aforesaid, exclusive of what the deceased may have been possessed of or entitled to as
a trustee for any other person or persons, and not beneficially, and particularly that the
said inventory includes all the (B) leasehold estates for terms of years, absolute, or deter-
minable on a life or lives, whereof the said deceased died possessed, and that such personal
state the amountestate and effects being now. fully ggl_in, ar_tho mmuxt the of clearly ascertained, did not,
of the effects, with- at the time the said probate was  [or  letters of administration were] granted, exceed the sum
out any deduction
on  account of theof according to the best of the knowledge, information, and belief of this
debts. doponent  [or  these deponents] : And that the said deceased did not die possessed of
any other personal estate and effects whatever, to the best of this deponent's  [or  these
deponents'] knowledge and belief (C).
(D) 3. And this deponent further saith  [or  these deponents further say] that he hath [or
they have] actually paid debts to the full amount of without reckoning
or including any interest accrued or become due upon any debts since the death of the said
deceased, and that the said debts are not in any way made chargeable upon or payable out of
any real estate, distinct from or in exoneration of the personal estate for and in respect of
which the said probate was  [or  letters of administration were] granted, but that the same
were justly due and owing from the deceased at the time of his [or her] decease, and pay-
able by law out of his  [or  her] personal estate ; and that the said debts, being deducted
from the amount or value of the said personal estate and effects, do reduce the same to a
sum which, if it had been the whole gross amount or value of the personal estate and effects
of the deceased, would have occasioned a less stamp duty to be paid on the said (E) probate
[or  letters of administration] than was actually paid thereon, by the sum of
as this deponent bath  [or  these deponents have] been informed and believes  [or  believe] :
All which is submitted to the Commissioner of Stamp Duties, praying that the said sum of
may therefore be returned to this deponent [or these deponents]
pursuant to the Act of Parliament in that behalf, and that the same may be paid to
of the agent for this deponent [or these deponents],
whose receipt shall be a sufficient discharge for the same.
Sworn [or  severally sworn] at
in the Colony aforesaid, by the deponent
[or deponents], the day first above-mentioned,
before me,
A Commissioner for A[lidavits.
Sc mDuLM: No. 1.
T1i form of  account m '13t show o'1  Vi,  o cc ,ids -Inve'itory  of d.-c,-%;e l's effects, according to the
value thereof at the time the  probite  or a l.ninistritio 1 was -ranted ;  and on the other  site,  schedule of
debts due and  owing from  the d°cals > I at the tine of hip [or her] death ,  and actually paid ,  and then
show the balance on which the duty is sought to be returned.
SCH.DLZE No. 2.
Personal estate and effects  (if any) not included in  Schedule No. 1.
NOTES.
(A.)
---
If a further  duty  has been paid by reason of too little duty having been paid by mistake in the first
instance ,  insert the following clause :-
Since obtaining the said probate  [ or letters of administration ] it bath  been discovered that the
value of the estate and effects of the said deceased exceeds the sum of pounds, and the
same has been sworn to be under the value of pounds ; that the additional
duty of hath been paid on the said probate  [or  letters of administration ], which being
added  to the duty  of , paid at the time of obtaining the said probate  [or  letters of
administration ],  makes  the whole  duty paid
Or, if a proportion of the  duty  has been returned ,  by reason of too much duty having been paid by
mistake in the  first instance ,  then insert the following clause :-
Since obtaining the said probate  [or  letters of administration ]- it-having been  discovered that the
value of the estate and effects of the said deceased is under the sum of the same hath
been sworn to be under that sum, and a return  of duty  hath been granted on the said probate  [or  letters
of administration ],  whereby the duty paid in the first instance by this deponent  [or these deponents] is
reduced to the sum of
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(B.)
If no leasehold, omit the clause and insert
And that the said deceased was not possessed of any leasehold estate for terms of years absolute
or determinable on a life or lives.
(C.)
If the deceased did die possessed of any other property, omit the preceding clause, and insert the
following :-
And that the said deceased, at the time of his death, was possessed of personal estate and effects,
situate at and not included in the aforesaid sum of the value and par-
ticulars of which last-mentioned estate and effects, is and are set forth in the schedule hereunto annexed,
and subscribed by this deponent [or these deponents], and marked No. 2. And that the said deceased
did not die possessed of any other personal estate and effects whatever, to the best of this deponent's
knowledge, information, and belief.
(D.)
If the executor or administrator has retained any debt -due to himself, then insert the following
clause, and omit the words " and this deponent further saith, " and the following words, to the words
"since the death of the said deceased, " inclusive :-
And this deponent further saith that he is entitled to retain, and hath retained, the sum of
being a debt due and owing to him  [or  her] from the deceased at the time of his  [or her]  death ;
and that he hath actually paid debts to the full amount of making together the
sure of without reckoning or including any interest accrued or become due upon any
debt since the death of the said deceased.
(E.)
If a further duty has been paid, or a proportion of the duty returned, in either case insert here, the
word " rectified. "
If the estate be insolvent, the amount of the funeral and testamentary expenses must be set forth
separately, below the schedule of the debts.
M.
Form of  Declaration of the value of a run or station held under lease or license or promise of lease from
the Crown , or of  any interest therein.
Queensland
to wit.
I [or we ],  of do solemnly and sincerely declare
that the fair and reasonable market value  of the  run or station ,  situate at in the district
of and  known by the  name of consisting  of the  blocks called
now held under lease or promise of lease from the Crown , or of my [or  our] interest therein, is under the
sum of  And I  [ or  we] make this solemn declaration ,  conscientiously  believing  the same to be
true, and by virtue of the provisions of an  Act made and passed in the ninth year of the  reign of Her
present Majesty ,  intituled  "An Act for  the more effectual abolition  of Oaths and Affirmations  taken and
" made in various  Departments of the  Government  of New South Wales, and  to substitute Declarations in
" lieu thereof and for the  suppression  of voluntary  and extra judicial Oaths and  Affidavits."
Made and signed  before me, this
day of 186
Signature  of a Magistrate  or Commissioner
N.
Form of Declaration of a run or  station  held ender  lease or licenses  or promise of lease from the  Crown,
Queensland
to wit.
or of  any interet therein ,  the said run or station being mortgaged.
I [or we] of do solemnly and sincerely declare that the
fair and reasonable market value of the run or station, situate at in the district of
and known by the name of consisting of the blocks called now held
under lease or promise of lease or license from the Crown, or of  my [or  our] interest therein, is under the
sum of
And I further declare that the said run or station is mortgaged for the sum of , and
that a Stamp Duty of was paid on the said mortgage.  I [or  we] make this solemn
declaration, conscientiously believing the sank to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of an Act made
and passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled  " An Act for the more effectual
abolition of Oaths and Affirmations taken " and made in various departments of the Government of New
South Wales and to substitute declarations " in lieu thereof and for the suppression of voluntary and
extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits."
Made and signed before me, this
day of 186
Signature of a Magistrate or Commissioner.
-0.
Form to be filled up in duplicate, and to be annexed to every Quarterly Return made by any Bank or
Banking Company in Queensland.
I [or  we], the undersigned, being the of the Bank of do hereby offer to pay to theCommissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, the sum of £ for the duty, after
the rate of £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £ being one quarter's composition of the
duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation of the said Bank, in
the Colony of Queensland, according to the annexed return.
Dated this day of 18 .
ASSESSMENT.
Tim duty on the within-mentioned sum of £ being one quarter's composition of the duty
payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation, for the year 18 , by the
Bank of in the Colony of Queensland, is assessed at the sum of £
By the Commissioner of Stamp Paties.
RECEIPT.
RECEIVED on the day of 18 , the sum of £ for the duty  assessed
as above.
Entd.
For the Commissioner.
By Authority : W. C.  BILBI UDGE,  Government  Printer, William  Street ,  Brisbane.
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CONSTITUTION OF PROVINCE OF TOWNS-
VILLE.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
WHEREAS, by an Act of the Parliament of
1 Queensland, commonly styled and cited as
the  Provincial Councils Act of  1864, it was amongst
other things enacted, that any Electoral District or
portion thereof might, as therein provided, be con-
stitutod a Province ; and it was by the same Act
enacted, that the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, might, on the receipt of a
petition signed by not fewer than fifty householders
resident within any such District, praying that the
same might be declared a Province under the said
Act, cause the substance and prayer of such petition
to be published in the  Government Gazette,  and
unless a counter-petition signed by a greater number
of householders resident as aforesaid, should be
received by the Government within three months
from the date of such publication, the Governor,
with the advice aforesaid, might, by Proclamation
published in like manner, declare such District to
be a Province, by a name to be mentioned in such
Proclamation, and might also, by the same or any
other Proclamation, define the limits and boundaries
thereof, and that upon such publication the Province
shall be constituted accordingly ; and whereas a
petition, signed by one hundred and twenty-seven
residents within the Electoral District of Towns-
ville, in the Colony of Queensland, praying that a
portion of the same might be declared a Province
under the provisions of the said Act, has been
presented to the Governor, the substance and
prayer of which petition were duly published in
the  Government Gazette  in accordance with the
provisions of the said Act ; and whereas no counter-
petition, signed by a greater number of electors
resident within the said District of Townsville, has
been received by the Government within three
months from the date of such publication ; and
whereas the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has, in exercise of the powers
conferred by the said Act, determined to declare
by Proclamation a portion of such District of
Townsville to be a Province by the name hereinafter
mentioned : Now, therefore, I, Sir GEORGE FERGU-
SON BOWEN, the Governor of Queensland, in pur-
suance of the provisions of the said Act, and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, declare that the said District of
Townsville shall be a Province within the  meaning
of the said Act ; and I do hereby, with the advice
aforesaid, declare and direct that such province
shall be called by the name of the "Province of
Townsville."
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this twenty-seventh day of October, in the
year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency' s Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE  FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Gross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same , &c., &c., &c.
WHEREAS, by an Act of the Parliament of Queens-
land, commonly styled the  Provincial Councils
Act of  1864, it was amongst other things enacted
that any Electoral District or portion thereof might,
as therein provided, be constituted a Province, and
that the Governor might, as also therein provided,
declare such District to be a Province, by a name
to be mentioned in a Proclamation to be issued
thereupon, and might also by the  same  or any other
Proclamation define the limits and boundaries
thereof, and that upon such publication the Province
should be constituted accordingly ;  and whereas
by a certain Proclamation dated this twenty-seventh
day of October, one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six, and duly made and published  as aforesaid,
a certain District in the said Proclamation described
and named, was declared to be a Province within
the meaning of the said Act, by the name of the
Province of Townsville : Now, therefore, I, Sir
GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN, in pursuance of the
provisions of the said Act, do by this my Proclama-
tion declare that the limits and boundaries of the
said Province shall be as follows, viz.:-
PROVINCIAL COUNCIL DISTRICT, TOWNS-
VILLE.
Commencing  on the shore of Halifax  Bay, in latitude
nineteen degrees south, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing true west , crossing  the Burdekin River
to its western  watershed ;  on the west  by the watershed
separating  the Burdekin  River from streams flowing
towards the Gulf of Carpentaria and the  Barcoo River
bearing southerly ; on the south by the  twenty- first
degree  of  south latitude bearing east to the Suttor River;
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and on the east by the Suttor River bearing northerly
to the junction of the Burdekin River, then by a line
bearing northerly to the summit of Mount Elliot, then
by a line bearing north-east to the seacoast, then by
the seacoast bearing north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement. Exclusive of the Municipality of Towns-
ville.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
October, in the year of our Lord One
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, and
in the thirtieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd November, 1836.
T jIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified for general information, that Her
Majesty the Queen has been pleased to approve of
the appointment of
Mr. J. W. PLODS VAN ARNSTEL,
to act as Netherlands Consul-General, in the several
Colonies on the Australian Continent, and also in
New Zealand and Tasmania.
Mr. Van Arnstel has held for some years past
the appointment of Netherlands Consul-General at
Melbourne, where he will continue to reside.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM JOHN BROWN, and
ROBERT HODDLE DRYBERG WHITE, Esquires,
to be Trustees (with John Alexander Larnach,Esquire, previously appointed), of the land granted
for the purposes of a School of Arts at Rockhamp-
ton, in the room of John Jardine, and Samuel
Kelly, Esquires, resigned. .
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 2nd November, 1866.
I JIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation of
Ii. BECIKWITH LEEFE, Esquire,
of the Office of Sub-Collector of Customs, and other
appointments now held by him, at Cardwell, Rock-
ingham Bay.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Colonial Treasurer)
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 2nd November, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
J_ of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY REGINALD BUTTENSHAW, Esquire,
to be Sub-Collector of Customs and Harbor Master,
at Cardwell, Rockingham Bay,  vice  Leefe, resigned.
By His Excellency's Commands
(For the ColonialTreasurer)
A. MACALISTER.
Attorney-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor, I with the adviceof the Executive Council,;,has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE WILLIAM PAUL, Barrister-at-Law, 'squire,
to be Crown Prosecutor for the Western District,
under the  District Court Acts,  in the room of John
Killeen Handy, Esquire, resigned.
By His Excellency's Command,
C. LILLEY.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1866.
T
HE  following Bye-law, made by the Municipal
Council of Bowen, pursuant to the 70th
section of the  Municipal Institutions Act of  1864,
for regulating the Slaughtering of Cattle and Sale
of Butchers' Meat, having been confirmed by His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, under his Hand, in accordance
with the 74th section of the said Act, the said
Bye-law is hereby published in the  Government
Gazette.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
A BYE-LAW FOR REGULATING THE KILLING OF CATTLE
AND SALE OF BUTCHERS' MEAT, AND THE ESTAB-
LISHIIENT AND LOCALITY OF SLAUGHTER-HOUSES OR
ABATTOIRS, AND THE RESTRAINING OF NOISOME
OR OFFENSIVE TRADES, WITHIN THE MUNICIPALITY
OF BOWEN.
WHEREAS, by the provisions of the  Municipal Institu-
tions Act of  1864, the council of any municipality are
authorised to make Bye-laws  (inter alia)  for regulating
the killing of cattle and sale of butchers' meat, and the
establishment and locality of abattoirs or slaughter-
houses, and for the restraining of noisome and offensive
trades : Be it therefore ordered and directed by the
Council of the Municipality of Bowen :-
1. That from and after the passing and confirmation
hereof, no cattle, sheep, horses, or swine shall be
slaughtered within the boundary of the said munici-
pality ; and any person or persons so causing or suffer-
ing the same to be done -shall, on conviction thereof,
forfeit and pay, for every such offence, a sum not exceed-
ing ten pounds and not less than one pound.
2. That no fat, flesh, bones, or offal, or  carcass, or
portion of carcass of any description of animal or animals
shall be boiled or rendered down within the boundary of
this municipality, unless the special license of the said
council be first had and obtained ; and any person or
persons so causing or suffering the same to be done
shall, on conviction, forfeit and pay, for every such
offence, a sum not exceeding twenty pounds and not less
than one pound.
3. That every slaughter-house or slaughter-yard now or
hereafter to be erected within the municipality shall
henceforth be provided with a sufficient supply of water
for the beasts that may be therein ; and no beast con-
fined in such slaughter-house or slaughter-yard shall be
kept more than twenty-four hours without water ; and
any person or persons who shall cause, suffer, or allow
such offence to take place shall, on conviction, forfeit and
pay, for every such offence, a sum not exceeding twenty
pounds per head nor less than one pound per head.
4. That all carcases of animals and all offal and waste
meat which may be conveyed to or from any slaughter.
house, slaughter-yard, boiling-down establishment, or
other place within the said municipality, shall henceforth
be covered with a cloth during such period of conveyance ;
and any person who shall offend herein shall, on convic-
tion, forfeit and pay, for every such offence, a sum not
exceeding five pounds and not less than two pounds.
5. That it shall not be lawful for any swine of any
description to be kept, under any pretence or for any
period of time, within the boundary of the said munici-
pality ; and any person or persons who shall offend
herein shall, on conviction, forfeit and pay, for every
such offence,  a sum not  exceeding ten pounds per head.
6. That it shall not be lawful for  any person or persons
whomsoever to convey  or cause  to be conveyed within
the said municipality any butchers'  meat on any Sunday
between the  hours of sunrise and sunset.
J. A. J. MACLEOD, Mayor.
Passed, as amended , by the Council of  the Municipality
of Bowen, this twenty-fourth clay of September, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six.
R. H. SMITH, Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, and in
the thirtieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency 's Command,
Ai MACALISTER.h
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  31st October, 1866.
HE  following Rules and Regulations made by
the Trustees of the South Brisbane Cemetery,
pursuant to the 7th section of the  Cenzeter u Act of
1865, for the Management of the South Brisbane
Cemetery ,  having been confirmed by His Excel-
lency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, under his Hand ,  in accordance with the
8th section of the said Act, the said Rules and
Regulations are hereby published in the  Government
Gazette.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Established by Act of Parliament 29 Victoria, No.  15.
SOUTH BRISBANE CEMETERY.
In pursuance of the Act of the Parliament 29 Victoria,
No. 15, the Trustees of the South Brisbane Cemetery,
with the sanction and consent of His Excellency the
Governor in Council, make and promulgate the follow-
ing rules and regulations for the management of the
abovementioned cemetery:-
RULES AND REGULATIONS OFTUE SOUTH BRISBANE
CEMETERY.
1. The fees and charges set forth in schedule A shall
be paid at the time the order is given for the preparation
of a grave, or when the permission of the trustees is
obtained for the erection of any vault, monument, or
tombstcne, within the said cemetery.
2. The trustees shall allot the size and position of all
graves or vaults to be sunk in the cemetery. No cata-
combs will be allowed.
3. All graves made in the cemetery shall be sunk at
least seven feet ; and no person shall be allowed to pre-
pare a grave within the cemetery except the sexton
appointed by the trustees, or his assistants.
4. The undertaker or person ordering a grave shall
furnish to the sexton a memorandum in the form schedule
D at the time that the trustees' permission is handed to
him.
5. The sexton shall have power to refuse to break the
ground for the purpose of digging a grave, or to allow
the ground to be broken by any person for the purpose
of erecting any vault, monument, tombstone, tablet,
railing, or other erection, until a receipt is produced to
him, signed by one or more of the trustees, for the
amount of the fees or charges to be paid under schedule
A.
6. In accordance with the provisions of the 19th
section of the  Cemetery Act,  any person digging or
making a -vault, or erecting and placing a monument, or
tombstone, in the cemetery, by and with the permission
of the trustees, under these rules, and upon the payment
of the charges herein mentioned, shall be entitled to
have, maintain, and keep up, such vault, monument, or
tombstone, according to the terms of such permission,
to and for the sole and separate use of such person or
persons, and his, or her, and their heirs and near relations
for ever.
7. Applications for permission to have a grave pre-
pared, a vault constructed, or a monument, tombstone,
or tablet erected, must be made to the trustees, or to the
person or persons authorised by them ; whereupon, if
approved of, a permission in the form set forth in
schedule B (if required) will be granted to the party
applying, on payment of the charges set forth in schedule
A.
8. All charges will be remitted on the burial of any
poor person in the said cemetery (except in the case of
burials by Government contractors), upon its being
proved to the satisfaction of the trustees that such
person  was a  pauper, or that the  relations  and friends of
the deceased  are unable  to pay the  cost  and charges of
such burial. Where paupers are buried by Government
contractors, the charge will be in  accordance  with the
scale  set forth in schedule A.
9. Orders for interment must be given at the cemetery
at least six  working hours prior to the hour fixed for the
funeral, if not, an extra charge will be made in accord-
ance with the scale in schedule A. No free interment
will be allowed without the above  notice.
10. Parties requiring brick graves or vaults to be
made in the cemetery, will be required to submit plans
of same for the approval of the  trustees , and to construct
the same under the direction of the surveyor appointed
by the  trustees  ; and every coffin placed in a vault or
brick grave must be bricked  in, cemented , and covered
with a slab of  stone, slate ,  or iron, and  every such coffin
must  have on the lid a lead or copper plate with the
name of the deceased stamped thereon.
11. Members of any religious  denomination  who wish
to erect and build (within such part of  the said cemetery
as shall be specially set apart for that denomination), at
their own expense, a suitable mortuary church or chapel,
for the performance of the rites  and ceremonies  connected
with the burial of the dead, according to the usages of
such denomination, shall be at liberty to do so, provided
that the plan, specification, elevations, or models thereof,
together with plans, &c., of any lodges, other b aildings,
and conveniences which may be attached thereto, shall
be first submitted to the  trustees  and approved of by
them.
12. A plan or drawing of every monument, tombstone,
or tablet proposed to be erected, and a copy of every
epitaph or inscription to be engraven thereon, must be
submitted to the trustees for approval, and the  trustees
shall have power to withhold their permission, and
prevent the erection of any monument, &c., which shall
appear to them inappropriate or unbecoming. In the
erection of tablets, copper cramps must be used.
13. At the time orders for interment are given, or an
application is made to the trustees to have a grave
prepared, the name, age, late place of residence, and the
probable cause of death of the deceased ; together with
the rest of the' particulars required, to fill up the form
schedule C, must be given by the party who makes the
application.
14. The sexton must be informed of the  time  fixed for
the funeral, which must be understood to mean the hour
at which the procession is to be at the cemetery. The
hour fixed must in all cases be punctually observed.
15. The hours fixed for the performance of funerals
will be from eight o'clock a.m. to six o'clock p.m., from
the month of September to the month of April, inclusive,
and from eight o'clock a.m. to five o'clock p.m., from
the month of May to August. On Sundays, the hours
for funerals will be from fwo o'clock to five o'clock p.m.,
throughout the year. Except in cases of great urgency,
no funeral will be allowed to take place between seven
o'clock p.m. and seven o'clock a.m., and then only
subject to such conditions as the trustees may impose.
16. The sexton, or other persons employed by the
trustees, are not allowed to receive any gratuity for the
performance of their duties, except special permission is'
granted by the trustees, upon application made to them
by the party interested. Any infringement of this rule
by the employees will lead to their immediate dismissal.
17. A plan of the cemetery, a register of all special
grants, and of the position of all graves in the cemetery,
is kept by the trustees, and is open to the inspection of
parties interested, upon payment of the charges men-
tioned in schedule A.
18. All monuments, vaults, graves, and grave- stones,
must be kept in repair and proper condition by or at
the expense of the owners.
19. The cemetery will be open daily to the public
from sunrise to sunset.
20. The sexton has orders to turn out, or take into
custody (as the case may require), any person who shall
behave indecorously, or commit any trespass or injury to
the trees, flowers, or erections, or otherwise infringe any
of the provisions of the Act relating to the management
of cemeteries in Queensland, or the regulations framed
under the authority thereof, and any such person shall be
proceeded against according to the provisions of the afore-
said Act.
21. No funeral will be allowed to take place (except
under circumstances of the most urgent nature), without
a certificate of the registration of the death, signed by the
Deputy Registrar-Genera], or a certificate of a coroner
or magistrate holding an inquest or inquiry, such certifi-
cate to be delivered to the sexton before the funeral
enters the gate of the cemetery.
22. The trustees reserve to themselves power to make
fresh rules, or to alter and modify any of the above
regulations, or the schedule of fees, from time  to time,
should they deem it expedient to do so.
T. B. STEPHENS, )
A. J. ROCKINGS, Trustees  of the SouthW. T. BLAKENEY ,
WM. BAYNES, Cemetery.,
JAMES MOONEY, J
South Brisbane, 17th October, 1866.
SCHEDULE A.
CHARGES.
Public Graves.
B s. d.
A single grave, in open ground ... ... 1 0 0
A single grave, in open ground, for children
under five years ... ... ... 0 10 0
A single grave, in open ground, for  a still-
born child ... ... ... ... 0 7 6
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£ s. d.
A single grave ,  in open ground, burials by
Government contractors  (adults ) ...  0 12 0
A single grave, in open ground, burials by
Government contractors (children) ...
Private Graves.
Land for graves (unselected) eight feet by
four feet ... ... ... ...
0 8 0
1 0 0
Land for graves (selected), eight feet by four
feet  ... .. ...  2 2 0
Land for graves (selected), eight feet by
eight feet ... ... ... ... ... 4 4 0
Land for graves (selected), eight feet by
twelve feet ... ... ... ...  6 6 0
Interment fee, including cost of sinking each
grave seven  feet ... .. ... ... 0 15 0
Interment fee, including cost of sinking each
grave over seven feet, each additional
foot as under:-For the first additional foot ... ...
For the second additional foot ...
For the third additional foot... ...
And so on, every additional foot ...
Re-opening a grave or vault ... ...
For certificate  of right of burial in all private
graves
For all interments  which take place on Sun-
day (except the grave is opened on the
0 5 0
7 6 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 15 0
0 5 0
previous day), additional fee ... 0 7 6
For all interments nou taking place in the
usual hour (additional fee) ... ... 0 10 6
For all interments where the notice required
under rule  9 is not  given (additional fee) 0 10 6
For permission to erect headstones, tombs, or
half tombs, upright pedestal, or monu-
ment ... 0 10 6
For turfing  grave  (to be charged in all  cases) 0 2 6
For iron label (to be charged in all  cases ) ... 0 5 0
For copy  of register  ... .... ... ... 0 2 6
For inspecting plan or register  ... ...  0 2 6
SCHEDULE B.
Form of certificate of right of burial in the South
Brisbane  Cemetery.
On the application of and upon payment of
the sum  of which is hereby acknowledged to
have  been received , the trustees of the South Bris-
bane Cemetery in the terms of, and as authorised by the
Act of Parliament  29  Victoria, No. 15,  have  agreed to
grant unto  the said permission to dig or
make a grave  or vault on that piece of ground
feet long by feet broad, lying within the portion
of the said cemetery described as and marked
No. compartment on the mdp or plan of the said
cemetery, kept by the said trustees, with permission to
erect or place on the said piece of ground a monument
or tombstone, on payment of such charges as may from
time  to time  be established . And it is hereby declared,
that the said shall be entitled to have,
maintain , and keep up, such vault, monument, or tomb-
stone,  according to the terms of this permission, to and
for the sole and  separate  use of the said and
his  (or  their)  heirs and near  relations for ever ; provided
always , and it is hereby declared, that this grant is made
subject to the terms and conditions following, viz.:-
First, that the said piece of ground shall be kept and used
by the said' his heirs and near relations
solely as a burying-place, and that no other use shall be
made thereof. Second, that  no enclosing  wall, fence,
building, monument, or tombstone, shall be erected or
placed on the said piece of ground until a plan thereof
shall have been exhibited to the said trustees, and their
authority given for the erection thereof. Third, the said
grave or  vault, and the said wall, fence, building, monu-
ment, or tombstone, shall be maintained and kept up
by the said and his heirs and near relations
in proper repair, to the satisfaction of the said trustees.
Fourth, that the said and his heirs and
near  relations shall in the use of the said piece of ground,
and access  thereto, be subject, in every respect, to such
rules and regulations as the trustees of the said cemetery
may from time to time make ; and shall not be entitled
to exercise the right to bury or inter therein, exe.,pt on
payment of such charges as shall from time to time be
established by the said trustees.
Given under our hands and seals at Brisbane, in
in the Colony of Queensland, this
day of A.D., 1866.
[n.s.]
'trustees of the South Brisbane Cemetery.
Signed by the above trustees,
in the presence of
Register, No.
Compartment, No.
SCHEDULE C.
FORM OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR GRAVES.
Answers to be written opposite to the following questions
at the time of giving order.
1. Name cf the deceased
2. What denomination
3. Late residence of deceased
4. Rank of the deceased
5. Age of the deceased
6. Where born
7. Minister to officiate
8. Day of funeral,
9. What hour
10. In what portion of cemetery is deceased to
be buried
11. Number of grave on plan
12. If a. public grave
13. If a private grave, unselected, what width,
feet, inches
14. If a private grave, selected, what width,
feet, inches
15. If a family vault, or brick grave, what width,
feet
16. What depth
17. If first or second interment
18. Nature of disease or supposed cause of death
Signature
Representative or undertaker.
Order received this  day  of 186
at o'clock in the noon.
Sexton.
SCHEDULE D.
Information  to sexton to enable him to prepare grave
proper size.
Undertaker's name
Name of the deceased
Length of coffin
Widtli of coffin (widest part)
Hour of funeral
Signature
Date
Undertaker  or representative.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-'six, and
in the thirtieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTEJI.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 1st November, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE UNDER THE
" TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT. "
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executiv  Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the land granted to
the School of Arts, at Dalby, have, in terms of the
Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made application to the
Governor in Council for leave to Mortgage the said
land, in order to obtain funds for the erection of
the necessary Buildings thereon.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reagonable objection to
urge against the granting of the leave so sought,
must lodge the same with the Colonial Secretary,
by letter, within the period of three months from
the date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A, MACALISTER.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th October, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE LAND UNDER
(( TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."HIS  Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that His Worship The Mayor  has,' on
behalf of the Municipal Council of Brisbane, as
Trustees  of the  land granted for the purposes of a
Market Reserve in this city, in terms of the Act
28 Victoria ,  No. 22, made application to the
Governor in Council for leave to mortgage the said
land in order to obtain funds for the purpose of
erecting Market Buildings.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the permission  'so
sought, must lodge the same with the Colonial
Secretary, by letter, within three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  12th October, 1866.
FIVE HUNDRED POUNDS REWARD, OR
A FREE PARDON.
W
HEREAS it  has been represented to the
Government that  fires which have recently
occurred in this city have been the work of incen-
diaries  :  Notice is  hereby given,  that a Reward of
Five Hundred Pounds will be paid  by the  Govern-
ment to any person who may give such information
as shall lead to the apprehension and conviction of
the guilty parties ; and that a Free Pardon will be
granted to any person concerned in such acts of
incendiarism (other than a principal )  who may give
such information.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 8th August, 1866.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS.
ROMA PETITION.
I
N pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, 28 Victoria, No. 21, section 3, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has directed the publication of
the substance of a Petition addressed to His
Excellency ,  as hereunder set forth ,  purporting to
be signed by One hundred and five householders and
inhabitants of the town of Roma, praying the
erection  of that locality into a Municipality.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
The petitioners, in pursuance of a resolution
passed at a public meeting, state that they are
anxious of securing the benefits derivable from
municipal government, and therefore pray that
Roma may be declared a Municipality.
[The signatures to this Petition are published in
the  Government Gazette  of 11th August, 1866,
No. 96.]
Attorney-General' s Office,
Brisbane ,  12th October, 1866.
DISTRICT COURTS-NORTHERN
DISTRICTS.
N pursuance of the statutes, 22 Victoria, No. 18,
and 29 Victoria, No. 10, of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to order
that a District Court, in its Criminal and Civil
Jurisdiction, shall be holden in Rockhampton four
times in  every year,  at intervals  of not more than
four months nor less than two months.
By His Excellency's Command,
C. LILLEY,
Attorney-General.
Attorney -General 's  Office,
Brisbane ,  24th October, 1866.
j N pursuance of the statutes ,  22 Victoria ,  No. 18,
J- and 29 Victoria ,  No. 10, of the Colonial Parlia-
ment, His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to order
that the Registrars of the different Courts estab-
lished by virtue of the said Acts, shall submit their
accounts to be audited and settled by the respective
Judges of the said Courts, after the sitting of each
Court ; when the Judge thereof shall  audit and
settle each Registrar 's accounts up to the time of
the termination  of the  business transacted at and
incident to the sittings of the Court then next pre-
ceding.
By His Excellency 's Command,
C. LILLEY,
Attorney -General.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
BRANCHES of the above Bank are now openat Brisbane ,  Bowen (Port  Denison ),  Banana,
Cardwell ,  Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland ,  Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton , Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, andWaverley.
Deposits  to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and  withdrawn  at any of the above
Banks during  ordinary  office hours ,  and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest  at the rate  of 5 per cent.  per annum is
allowed to  depositors.
Further  information  can be obtained by applying,
either by letter  or in person , at the Treasury, or
at any of the  above offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for the
g purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself ,  in old age.
Thus ,  a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at G0-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 31st October, 1866.
NEW ROAD,
WITH  reference  to the Government Notice,
1 dated 19th September, and published in
Government Gazette  of 22nd September, 1866,
relative to the opening a New Road in the parish
of Geham, county Aubigny, and no objections
having been received to the same : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act of
Council 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,
and it is, therefore, hereby declared expedient to
open the Road referred to, 'according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the offices of
the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office in
Toowoomba ; and all person s intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said Road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form  as are pre-
scribed in the 6th section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be for ever foreclosed from such
claim.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
J. P. BELL.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane, 25th October, 1866.TENDERS are invited until THURSDAY, the6th November next, at Four p.m., to be sent
to this Office, from persons willing to contract for
supplying the Material, and making up the following
Summer Clothing for employes on the Southern and
Western Railway :-
27 Blue Serge Jumpers
58 Pairs of Brown Canvas or Linen Trowsers
29 Caps
58 Cap Covers
2 Coats.
Further particulars may be obtained on applica-
tion to the Locomotive Superintendent and Traffic
Manager, at Ipswich.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1866.
A
BAY Horse, branded E near shoulder, star on
forehead, near hind foot white, was recovered
on the 21st September, from the Mackay Bank
robbers, by Acting Sergeant O'Donnell ; unless
claimed before the 1st December, 1867, will be
sold. Application to be made to Acting Sergeant
O'Donnell, Mackay.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1866.
T
HE undermentioned property was found by
Mr. John Adams, on the Culgoa River, on
August last, and handed over by him to Inspector
Broadbent, Curriwillinghi ;  unless claimed pre-
viously, will be sold on the 1st January, 1867:-
One old saddle
One pair saddle bags
One water can
One old single barrel gun.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1866.
THE following are the  corrected  brands of the
unclaimed horse now in possession of the
Police at Townsville, advertised in the  Government
Gazette  of 20 October :-GD or CD near  side,  not
SS or 88.
T.H. BARRON,
Pro  Commissioner.
NOTICE.
IN  order to determine the Value of Goodsimported into the different Ports of the Colony,
and subject to  " Ad valorem  Duty," the original
Invoices of such Goods must be produced at the
respective Custom Houses when Entries are being
passed for the same.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1866.
QUEENSLAND ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.
SEssroN 1866.
UST PUBLISHED, and ON SALE at the
Government Printing Office, William street„
Brisbane :-
Leasing Act, price Gd.
Additional Customs Duties Act, 6d.
Additional Customs Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Stamp Duties Act, Is.
Additional Treasury Bills Act, 6d.
Queensland Treasury Notes Act, Gd.
Brisbane Waterworks Act, 6d.
Offences against the Person Act, 6d.
Registrars of District Courts Act, 6d.
Cumberland Disease Act, 6d.
Inquests of Death Act, Gd.
Felons Apprehension Act, 6d.
Port Albany Free Port Act, 6d.
Government Loan Act, 6d.
Claims against Government Act, 6d.
Jury Precepts Act, Gd.
Friendly Societies Enabling Act, 6d.
Small Debts Recovery Act, 6d.
Standard Weight for Agricultural Produce Act, Gd.
Diseased Animals Act,'Sd.
Distillation Act, 9d.
Carriers Act, 6d.
Distillation for Wine Act, 6d.
Appropriation Act, Gd.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
T"J HE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published
once.
Advertisements must be sent  in not later than
Fotir o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing  Office,
Brisbane ,  1st February, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
As OF MONDAY, THE TWENTY- NINTH DAY OF
OCTOBER, A. D. 1866.
REGULA GENERALIS.
1 i W
E hereby appoint the Honorable RATCLIFFE
PRING, Esquire ; JOHN MACSENZIE SHAW,
Esquire, Barrister-at-Law ; and GEORGE WILLIAM
PAUL, Esquire, Barrister-at-Law, to be the Board
of Examiners of the Supreme Court for the admis-
sion of Barristers.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
REYNOLDS  BALL,  Registrar.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  19th October, 1866.
CONVEYAN CE OF MAILS.
'HE attention of intending Tenderers is directed
to the amended advertisement calling for
Tenders for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails,
during the year 1867 ,  pub li shed in this day's  Gov-
ernment Gazette.
A copy of  the advertisement can be seen at any
Post Office in the Colony.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster -General.
[AMENDED ADVERTISEMENT.]
(Original dated 20th September,  1866,  Government
Gazette, No.  13.)
General Post Office,
Queensland, 19th October, 1866.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE OF 1867-8-
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.SEPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until the 12th November
next, for the conveyance of Post Office Mails, as
undermentione d, for one or two years, from the 1st
January, 1867, to the 31st December, 1867 or 1868,
both days inclusive.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously
on application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words,  "Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed  in the tender  box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers  as below , the mail services for which they
tender, and every tender will be taken to include
the entire  service  as called for.
Tenders,  on separate forms, are required for each
service,  as well as  for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum , as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding
double the gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering are requested to state the
description of the vehicle they intend to use, and
the number of horses by which it is to be drawn,
or if on horseback.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on WEDNESDAY, the 21st November
next, and must then be prepared, if called on,
forthwith to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum
equal to ten per cent. of the amount of such of
their tenders as may be accepted, as a guarantee
until their bonds and contracts shall be executed.
The tender of any person failing to comply with
this condition will not be entertained.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender, and upon which the tender is to be
made, can be inspected by persons proposing to
tender, either at the General Post Office, or at any
Post Office in the Colony.
The Government will not  necessarily  accept the
lowest or any tender.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster-General.
SERVICES  REQUIRED.
0
ai
.3 From and  to, and to and from.
Mode of
Conveyance.
3 Brisbane and Moggill, once a week ... Horse
6 Brisbane and Ipswich, twice a day Four-horse
and three times a day (Sunday Coach
excepted), and expresses when
required, by horse
Brisbane and Maryborough,  via  Du- Horse
rundur, Conondale, Imbill, Wid-
gee, and  Qltnbar, once  a fortnight
0
8
12
19
20
21
22
23
25
26
29
30
32
34
35
36
39
40
43
44
46
54
55
56
57
59
60
61
SERVICES  REQUIRED - eontinued.
From and to, and to and from. Mode ofConveyance.
Helidon (Railway Station), and Too- Four-horse
woomba, twice a day (Sunday Coach
excepted)
Condamine and Roma,  via  Marabie, Two-horse-
Wallumbilla, and Blythedale, once Coach
a week and twice a week
Taroom and Roma,  via  Kinnoul, Horse
Euroomba, Googary, Baroondah,
Mount Hutton, Myall Downs,
Lawler's and Bassett's, once a fort-
night
Toowoomba and Warwick, three times Four-horse
a week Coach
Warwick and Maryland, twice a week Horse
Ipswich and Nanango,  via  Wivenhoe, Horse
Mount Brisbane, Cressbrook,
Colinton, and Toromeo, once a
week
Toowoomba and Goondiwindi,  via  Horse
Leyburn and Inglewood, once a
week
Leyburn and Ashford, New South Horse
Wales,  via  Canal Creek, Glenelg,
Waroo, Pikedale, Glenlyon, and
Texas, once a week
Jondaryan and Nanango,  via  Rosalie, Horse
Cooyar, and Tarong, twice a week
St. George and Yarrowa, New South Horse
Wales,  via  Nendigully, Dareel,
and Mungindi, once a week
St. George and Curriwillinghi,  via  Horse
Boombah, Dondi, Boah, &c., once
a fortnight
Dalby and Goondiwindi,  via  St. Ruth's, Horse
Cecil Plains, Dunmore, Junction,
and Retreat, once a week
Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour, Horse
Burrandowan, Boondooma, and
Cooranga, once a week
Gayndah and Nanango,  via  Barambah, Horse
Boonara, Boombigan, and Ban
Ban, once a week
Gayndah and Banana,  via  Dalgangal Horse
Rawbelle, Cattle Station, and
Koingal, once a week
Gayndah and Walla,  via  Yenda and Horse
Teningering, once a week
Maryborough and Gladstone,  via  Horse
Walla, Waroo, and Rodd's Bay,
once a week
Gladstone and Banana, once a week Horse
and once a fortnight
Rockhampton and St. Lawrence,  via  Horse
Yaamba, Princhester, Marl.
borough, Tooloomba, and Waver-
ley, once a week
St. Lawrence and Nebo,  via  Lotus
Creek, Cardagan, and Funnel
Creek, once a fortnight
Clermont and Beaufort (Belyando),
via  Copper Mines, Drummond,
Peak Vale, and Craven, once a
fortnight
Marlborough and Lilly Vale,  via
Apis Creek, Columbra, Inglewood,
and Kynebil, once a week
Mackay and Nebo, once a fortnight...
Nebo and Clermont,  via  Oxford
Downs, Police Barracks, Grosvenor
Downs, Logan Downs, Tinwald
Downs, Spring Diggings, and
Wolfang, once a fortnight
Richmond Downs and Burketown,
Gulf of Carpentaria, route not
determined, once a month
Cardwell and Valley of Lagoons, once
a month
Glen Dhu (Valley of Lagoons), and
Lynd Station (McKinn'on' s), once
a month
Clermont and Springsure, route not
determined, once a week
Ipswich and Fassifern, once a week
and twice a week
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Colonial Secretary's
 Office,
Brisbane, 1st November, 1866.
THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  and ASSETS  of the UNION BANK OF AUSTRALIA, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, during the QUAITR>d
.I.  from the  2nd JULY to the 30th  SEPTEMBER, 1866, is published in conformity with the third  clause of  the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GENERAL ABSTRACT,  showing the  Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  and ASSETS of the UNION BANK of  AUSTRALIA, Within the Colony of  QUEENSLAND,  taken from the several Weekly
Statements
 during the
 QUARTER from the 2nd  JULY to 30th  SEPTEMBER, 1866.
LIABILITIES.  AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£
 s. d. £ s. d.
Notes in Circulation { BeNotring
Interest
... ...
20,634 0 0
Bills in Circulation.. Not InterestInterest... ... ... 14,607 3 10
Balance due  to other  Banks ... .. . ... ... ... .........
Not bearing Interest  ... ...
 108,204 18 1Deposits
 .............•.
 t Bearing Interest ... ... ... 44 ,257 11 1
20,634 0 0
14,607 3 10
19,781 11 6
152,462 9 2
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... ... ... £ 207,485 4 6
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ... ... ... 1,250,000 0 0
Rate  of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ...
{
17 If cent.' annum.
Amount  of last  Half yearly Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... 106,250 0 0
Amount of the  Reserved  Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 357,729 7 8
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ...
Government Securities ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks .
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
I
£ 517,434 8 5
J. S. TURNER,  Manager.
A. THOMSON, Accountant.
I, John Sargent Turner, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
Bank during the period speci fied  ;  and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof ,
 kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of New South Wales,
4 Victoria , No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane,
 this 1st day of November,  1866. J. S. TURNER.
HENRY P. ABBOTT, Justice of the Peace.
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
47,929 11 9
2,000 0 0
405 19 4
......... 8,520 11 3
458,578 6 1
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Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  11th October, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto op n and make a portion of Road from Brisbane to the Logan, as per Schedule annex d :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference showing the intended Line of Road abovemen-
tioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, in Brisbane, and
all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
gcodNo. Portion  of  Road. Reputed Owner. Occupier .  b Bearings . Lenri hs Breadth Area.
o
Chains . of Road. a
O p1
1 Commencing at the north -west corner H. Smith ... H. Smith ...
of portion 169, in the Eight-mile
Plains Agricultural Reserve, and
running in a south -easterly direc-
tion through that land to its east
boundary.
chs. lks. chs .  lks. A. R.  P.
... Forest S. 22 ° E. 25 52 1 50 5 1 0
S. 50° E. 9 84
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th  October, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
MIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open and make a portion of Road, from Brisbane to Pimpama, as per Schedule annexed :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now
in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned,
are now deposited at the office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office in Brisbane ;' and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
N o. Portion of Road. Reputed Owner.
1 Commencing on the north boundary W. Fryar ...
of W. Fryar's sugar application, No.
2, in the parish of Mackenzie, and
running in a south-easterly direc-
tion to the Logan River.
2 Commencing on the right bank of G."Braihan ,  K.
the Logan River, and running in a Palm, W. En-
south-easterly direction through kelman, and
portion 70, in the parish of Boyd, A. Slater
3
4
5
to its east boundary.
Commencing at the north -west cor- G.  Braihan ...
ner of portion 50, in the parish of
Boyd, and running in a south-
easterly direction through that
land to its east boundary,
From the north boundary of portion J. Hodson  ...
43, in the parish of Boyd, along its
east boundary to the south-east
corner.
From the north boundary of portion J. Hodson ...
39, in the parish of Boyd ,  along its
east boundary to the south-east
corner.
6 From the west boundary of Davey J. Davey and F.
and Gooding 's sugar application ,  Gooding
parish of Boyd .  and running in a
south -easterly direction to the south
boundary.
7 Commencing on the north boundary W. S. Warren ...
of W. S. Warren 's cotton grant, and
extending along part of the north
boundary thereof to the Albert
River.
S From the right bank of the Albert T. Smales  ...
River, running in a southeasterly
direction through T.  Smales' sugar
app lication to its south -east boun-
"ry.
Occupier .
a Bearings.
0 OU
Lengths Breadth of Area.
1Chains. Road.
chs. lks.  ohs* lks. A. R.  P.
P1
W. Fryar ... ... Forest S. 35° B. 43 34 1 50 9 0 0
S. 25° E. 17 25
G. Braihan ,  K. Palm ,  Forest S.  60° E. 14 85 1 0 1 2 0
W. Eukelman, and
A. Slater
G.  Braihan... ... Forest S. 55° E . 23 47 1 0 2 1 24
J. Hodson  ... ...  Forest South ...  20 0 1 0 20 0
J. Hodson ... ... Forest South ... 20 0 1 0 20 0
J. Davey and F. Forest E.  30° S.... 17 65 1 0 1 2 32
Gooding
W. S. Warren  ...  Forest East . ..  52 68 1 0 5 2 0
T. Smales  ... ...  Forest S. 35° E. 45 25 1 0 6 2 0
S. 50° E. 18 58
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice  that applications  have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
1 provisions  of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging;, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named
in each case.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land.
Subdivision G of portion 7, containing  5 acres  4 perches ;
county, Stanley ; parish, Bulimba
Allotment 80, containing 1 rood 24 perches ; county,
Stanley; parish and town, Ipswich
Allotment 14 of portion 2, containing  23 acres and 21
perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, Toombul
Allotment 11 of  section 2, containing 32 perches  ; county,
Stanley ; parish and town
The Chief Justice' s Chambers,
Supreme  Court House,
Brisbane , 26th October, 1866.
I T is hereby notified, that GEORGE HALLAM,Clerk of Petty  Sessions , at Tambo, in the
Colony of Queensland, Esquire, has been appointed
a Commissioner  for Affidavits, &c., such  commission
being  determinable  on his  ceasing  to be Clerk of
Petty Sessions  at Tambo.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice.
VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of the Faith, &c.
To the Widow and next of kin (if any), of
Henry Sadler, late of Coruldi, in the Colony
of Queensland, overseer, deceased, intestate,
and to all others whom it may concern,
GREETING-
WHEREAS it has been represented to our
Supreme Court of Queensland, by the duly
constituted Attorney of Willow Baldwin, of
Windsor, in the Colony of New South Wales,
grazier, a creditor of the said deceased, that the
said Henry Sadler departed this life, having at the
time of his death goods, chattels, and credits in
the Colony of Queensland : We do, therefore,
hereby peremptorily cite you, and each and every
of you, to appear personally, or by your Proctor
duly constituted, before our said Court, at the
Court House, in Queen street, Brisbane, on the
twelfth day of November, in the year of our Lord
One thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, at the
hour of Ten o'clock in the forenoon, and there to
abide, if occasion shall require, during the sitting
of the said Court, and then and there to accept or
refuse Letters of Administration of all and singular
the goods, chattels, and credits of the said deceased,
or otherwise to show sufficient cause (if you or
either of you have or know any) why the same
should not be committed to Daniel Foley Roberts,
of Brisbane, in the said Colony, gentleman, the
duly constituted Attorney of Willow Baldwin
aforesaid, a creditor of the said deceased, on giving
sufficient security ; and further to do and receive,
as to law and justice shall appertain, under pain of
such Letters of Administration being granted to
the said Daniel Foley Roberts, as such Attorney of
Willow Baldwin, a creditor of the said deceased.
Witness the Honorable JAMES COCKLE. Esquire,
Chief Justice of our said Court, at Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of October, in the
thirtieth year of our reign, and A.D. 1866.
[L.s.] REYNOLDS BALL,
GRAHAM LLOYD HART,
Proctor for the said Applicant,
Registrar.
Queen street, Brisbane,
Name of Proprietor.
William Baker
John Wright
Daniel Rountree Somerset, as
Trustee of William John
Loudon.
Henry Buckley and Joshua
Richmond Young, Mort-
gagee's exercising Power of
Sale.
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged
3rd December, 1866.
Ditto.
Ditto.
6th December, 1866.
ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF TOOWOOMBA
AND DRAYTON.
NOTICE is hereby given, that an Open Court
of Examination for the purpose of Examin-
ing the Roll now in force for the Electorates of
Drayton and Toowoomba, will be holden by the
Justices in Petty Sessions assembled, at the Court
House, Toowoomba, on the fourth day of Decem-
ber next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
By Order of the Bench,
W. McCLINTOCK,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Toowoomba Police Office, 24th October, 1866.
ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF WESTERN
DOWNS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that an Open Court
of Examination for the purpose of Examin-
ing the Roll now in force for the Electorate of
Western Downs, so far as concerns that portion of
the said Electorate situate within the Police Dis-
trict of Drayton, will be holden by the Justices in
Petty Sessions assembled, at the Court House,
Drayton, on the fifth day of December next, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
By Order of the Bench,
W. McCLINTOCK,
Clerk cf Petty Sessions.
Drayton Police Office, 24th October, 1866.NOTICE.-Iu pursuance of the provisions of theRegistration of Electors Amendment Act of
1865, notice is hereby given, that a Court of Petty
Sessions will be holden at the Court House, Banana,
on TUESDAY, the 13th day of November next
ensuing, for the purpose of examining the Electoral
Roll for the Police District of Banana, in the
Electoral District of Leichhardt.
W. H. CLYDE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
A MEETING of the Justices of the Peace, for the
1A_ Police District of Gayndah, will be holden at
the Court House, Gayndah, on TUESDAY, the
27th day of November next, for the purpose of
examining the Electoral Roll for the Electoral
District of the Burnett.
Court House,
M. AIREY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Gayndah, 25th October, 1866.
.L
THE Justices in and for this District have been
pleased to appoint DENTS AHERN to be Pound-
keeper at Condamine, in accordance with the
provisions of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 22.
By order,
GEO. LUKIN,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Condamine, 24th October, 1866.
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NOTICE.--On the first day of February, 1866,
His Honor Judge Innes was pleased to
appoint CHARLES FRY, to be Bailiff of the Northern
District Court at Gladstone.
By Order,
GEORGE WHITE,
Gladstone, 26th October, 1866.
Registrar.
1f R. ARTHUR ROBINSON has been ap-pointed as Bailiff or the District Court of
Dalby, in the place of Mr. Abraham Ramsay,
deceased.
Appointment to date from the 1st of October,
1866.
CHAS. WM. BLAKENEY,
Judge of the  Western District Court.
15th October, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of David Temple, of
Rockhampton, builder.
WHEREAS the said David Temple was,
on the 12th day of October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 4th day of February, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 29th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Johon McGrath, of
Ipswich, publican.
jT  HEREAS the said John McGrath was,
V on the 12th day of October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to beholden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 4th day of February,  A. D.  1867, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 29th day of October,
A.D. 1866._
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Foxton, Leith Ilay, and
Co., of Ipswich, Commission Agents.
WHEREAS the said firm of Foxton, Leith Hay,
and Co., was, on the 19th day of September,
A.D. 1866, adjudged to be Insolvent, I hereby
appoint a Third Public Sitting,  to be  holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Bris-
bane, on MONDAY, the 4th day of February,
A.D. 1867, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the
last examination of the Insolvents, and unless the
Court shall otherwise direct, for the Insolvents to
make an application for their Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 26th day of October, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Miller, farmer;
of Brisbane.WHEREAS the said Thomas Miller was,on the 29th day of October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 13th day of December,  A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on MON-
DAY, the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for such other matters
connected with the estate as may be required to be
brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 29th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Coates, of
Brisbane, china merchant.NTHEREAS the said Thomas Coates was, onY  the 26th day of October, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURS-
DAY, the 1st day of November, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
THURSDAY, the 13th day of December, A.D.1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 29th day of October, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Downing, of
Brisbane, builder.
W
HEREAS the said John Downing was, on
the 31st day of October, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said estate# and for the election of a Creditors'
Assignee, if required ; and also to determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall
be made to the Insolvent up to the time of passing
his last examination, and whether any and what
tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the
Insolvent; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the
4th day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said estate, and for such other matters connected
with the estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 31st day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of E. and J, Blaxland and
Co., of Toowoomba ,  meat preservers.
WHEREAS the said firm of E. and J. Blaxland
11 11  and Co. was ,  on the 29th day of October, A.D.
1866 ,  adjudged to be Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint
a ' First Public Sitting of the Court, to be
holden before me, at the Supreme Court
House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the 13th
day of December ,  A.D. 1866, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required  ;  and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvents up to the time of
passing their last examination ,  and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvents  ;  and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 4th
day of February ,  A.D. 1867 ,  to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 29th day of October,
A,D.1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Patrick Dowling,
publican, of Ipswich.
W
HEREAS the said Patrick Dowling was; on
the 31st day of October ,  A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint  THURSDAY,
the 13th day of December ,  for the Insolvent to
come in and submit to be examined ,  and a First
Public Sitting of the Court ,  to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 13th day of December,  A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock ,  for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required  ;  and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing  is  last examination ,  and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent  ;  and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court ,  at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 4th day of February, A.D.
1867,  to commence at Eleven o 'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate ,  and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 31st day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James  Leith Hay, of
Ipswich,  commission agent.
'NOTICE is hereby  given , that an  application
i' will  be made on  behalf of the abovenamed
Insolvent , an THURSDAY, the thirteenth day of
December ,  A.D. 1866 ,  to His Honor the Judge in
Insolvency ,  the aforesaid day having been appointed
by him for that  purpose ,  that a  Certificate of
Discharge under  the  Insolvency Act of  1864 may
be granted  to the said.Insolvent.
Dated this  twenty-seventh day of October, A.D.
1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Insolvent  Estate of Thomas Hutchins, of
Ipswich, storekeeper.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that  an applicationwill be made by the Insolvent ,  Thomas
Hutchins, on THURSDAY, the 13th day of
December ,  1866, to His Honor the Judge in
Insolvency, the aforesaid day having been by him
appointed for the purpose ,  that a Certificate under
the  Insolvent Act of  1864, may be granted to the
undersigned Insolvent.
THOS. IUTCHINS.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Between Henry O'Reilly and Alexander Brown
Pritchard ,  plaintiffs ; and Thomas Metcalfe
and Thomas A. Foss, defendants.WHEREAS an action has been commenced ithis Court,  at the suit of the abovenamed
Henry O'Reilly and Alexander Brown Pritchard,
against the abovenamed Thomas Metcalfe and
Thomas A Foss, to recover the sum of twenty-one
pounds five shillings and sixpence, for money paid
by the said Henry O'Reilly and Alexander Brown
Pritchard for the use of the said defendants, and at
their request ,  and for money found to be due from
the defendants to the said Henry O 'Reilly and
Alexander Brown Pritchard ,  on accounts stated
And it being alleged that the said Thomas Metcalfe
and Thomas A. Foss do not reside within this
Colony or its dependencies ,  a Writ of Foreign
Attachment has been issued, returnable within
sixteen days after service thereof, wherein William
Cottier,  of Brisbane ,  master mariner ,  is Garnishee,
Notice is hereby given thereof  ;  and if at any time
before final judgment in this action ,  the said
Thomas Metcalfe and Thomas A. Foss (or any
person on their behalf )  will give' the security and
notice, and file the appearance and plea required by
the Act intituled  An Act to consolidate and amend
the laws relating to actions against persons absent
from  the Colony and  '  against Joint Contractors,  the
attachment may be dissolved.
Dated this first day of November ,  A.D. 1866.
WILLIAM LAMBERT FOWLES,
Attorney for the said Henry O 'Reilly and
Alexander Brown Pritchard,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
KEANE AND FowLEs,
Solicitors ,  Brisbane.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will  of George  Henry Loveday, formerly
of Drayton, in the Colony  of Queensland, but
late of  Bridgetown , in the county of Devon,
England, gentleman ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that after the expira-
tion of fourteen  days from the  publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application  will be made  to this honorable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction , that Probate of
the Will  of the said deceased may be granted to
Frederick Rawlins, of Drayton, in  the Colony
aforesaid ,  the duly constituted  Attorney  of Julia
Mary Loveday , and Sarah Rendle Beazley, the
Executrices named in  the Will  of the said deceased.
Dated this 2nd day of  November , A.D. 1866.
JOHN O'COCK,
Proctor for Frederick Raw lins.
By his  Agent - ARTHUR MACALISTER,
Queen street, Brisbane.
NOTICE.-We,  the undersigned ,  have this day
l entered into Partnership as Watchmakers
and Jewellers ,  in Queen street ,  Brisbane, under
the style or  firm of  Ruxton and  Charet.
Dated this 30th day of  October, 1866.
J. S. RUXTON.
J. F, CHARET.
JAMES LEITH HAY, Witness - W. H. WILSON,
The abovenamed Insolvent .  I Solicitor ,  Brisbane.
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DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSTIIP.
1
THE Partnership hitherto existing between the
undersigned, trading together under the style
and firm of the Highfield Steam Saw Mills Com-
pany, has this day been dissolved by the retirement
of Mr. E. W. Pechey. The business will in
future be carried on under the same name and
style as heretofore, by Messrs. Degen, Haege, and
Jones. A ll  cheques and orders drawn or given on
behalf of the abovenamed Company after this date,
will be signed by Mr. Charles Jones, who is the
only person authorised to transact business on
account of the firm.
PETER DEGEN.
HENRY HAEGE.
ED. W. PECHEY.
CHAS. JONES.
Witness-RICHARD GITTEus.
Toowoomba, 16th October, 1866.
£5 REWARD.
L OST, from Warrego River, one Bay Horse,branded PF near shoulder, white hind feet.
The above reward will be paid on delivery to Cap-
tain Lambert, Charleville, Warrego River, or to
B. CRIBB, junr., Leyburn.
Ji11t}7ounUIIIg .
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Mount Beagle, by order
of Wm. Smith, Esquire, on 5th October, 1866.
Driving, expenses 5s. per head. (Corrected brands).
One black mare, JY over CC over J near shoulder, near
hind foot white.
One chesnut mare, silver mane and tail, like LM near
shoulder, like QD near ribs (both indistinct brands),
small white spot on near cheek.
If not released before the 3rd November, 1866, will
be sold.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from North Toolburra, by
order of Thos. Coutts, Esquire, on 27th October,
1866. Driving expenses 1s. 6d. per head.
One roan filly, like a brand near shoulder, off hind foot
white, star.
One black horse, like WF conjoined over K near shoulder,
near hind foot white.
One black mare, like H over WS over C or G near
shoulder, diamond near thigh, star and snip, off
hind and off fore foot white.
If not released on or before Tuesday, 20th November,
1866, will be sold on that day, at noon, to defray
expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, on the 22nd instant, byMilson, de Satge, and Co. Driving expenses is. 6d.
each.
One white steer, ND conjoined near rump.
One white steer, blue ears, ID near rump.
One red and white steer, AD near rump.
One strawberry cow, MD near rump.
One white cow, red ears, blotched brand near rump.
D. G. McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook, by
order of D. Ross, Esquire, on 23rd October, 1866.
Driving expenses 3s. 4d. per head.
One bay horse, small blotch with diamond over JP near
shoulder, like JY off shoulder, small star, off hind
foot white.
One bay mare, JC or JG near shoulder, star, collar
marked.
One Chesnut horse, JB conjoined under half circle near
shoulder, WM over M off shoulder, collar marked,
small star.
One bay  colt,  M near shoulder, diamond near rump, star.
One bay mare, m near and off shoulder, S near thigh,
near hind foot white.
One dark chesnut mare, BL near shoulder, JN over 3
near thigh, collar marked.
One bay mare, like M reversed with M near shoulder,
collar mark, blind off eye.
If not released on or before the 20th November, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba , fr om Gowrie, 23rd
September, 1866.
One chesnut horse, AMK (MK conjoined) over 53 over
JC conjoined near shoulder, P or PH near thigh,
WB off shoulder, blaze face, off fore and hind foot
white.
One brown entire, like Y near shoulder. Damages, 20s.
Also, from same place, 12th October, 1866.
One red bullock, MO off rump, B off loin, over JG off
ribs, tip near ear, slit off" ear.
Also from Westbrook.
One red stag, H over diamond near rump, diamond TM
near ribs, tip near ear.
One yellow and white stag, TM near shoulder, like
blotch over diamond near rump, piece front near
ear.
One red cow, like AE near rump and ribs, two slits near
ear.
One blue and white cow, HA off ribs, T off rump, tip off
ear.
One red cow, white back, 11C near thigh,  0  near ribs,
piece back near ear.
One red steer, diamond near shoulder and cheek.
If not released on or before the 20th November, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from the Paddock of P.Cardew, Esquire. Trespass, 2s. 6d.
One bay  mare, star , near hind foot white, WP over 5
near  shoulder, WO near ribs, F off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 30th November, 1866,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 6th November, 1866.THE following Summary of Import, Export,Harbor, Light, and Warehouse Duties,
payable in the Colony of Queensland, is published
for general  information.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Colonial Treasurer)
A. MACALISTER.
COLONY OF QUEENSLAND.
TARIFF.
PARTICULARS.
Imports-
Brandy ... ... ... .., per gal.
Gin... ... ... .. ...
Liqueurs, Cordials, or Strong
Waters
Whiskey ... ...
Rum ... ... ...
Perfumed Spirits ... ... ...
All other Spirits ... ...
Wine ... ... ... ...
Ale, Porter, and Beer (in wood)...
Ale, Porter, and Beer (in glass) ...
Spruce and other Beer ...
Cider and Perry ... ...
Vinegar ... ...
Tobacco ... ... ...
Snuff ... ...
Cigars ... ...
Opium ... ...Tea...
Coffee and Chicory ...
Chocolate and manufactured Cocoa
Raw Cocoa... ... ... ...
Sugar, refined ... ... ... per cwt.
Sugar, raw... ... ... ...
Molasses ... ... ... ...
Dried Fruits ... ... ... per lb.
Rice ... ... ... ... per ton
salt... ... ... ...
RATES OF
IMPORT
DUTIES.
s. d.
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
6 0
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
2 6
2 6
4 0
20 0
0 6
0 4
0 4
0 2
6 8
5 0
3 4
0 1
40 0
40 0
All other articles imported to pay an  ad valorem  duty
of seven and a half per cent., with the following excep-
tions, viz.
Animals living
Fresh fruits, garden seeds, and garden produce
Fresh meat
Gold and silver coin, gold dust and bullion
Military and naval stores
Passengers' baggage, cabin and other furniture, or
personal effects which have been in use and
are not imported for sale
Plants, trees, and shrubs
Printed books, periodicals, and newspapers
Specimens of natural history
Wheat and flour
Machinery,  bona fide  imported for manufacturing
sugar
Export duty on gold, one shilling and sixpence per
ounce.
Bonded Warehouse Tax--An  annual tax of fifty
pounds ; and for the capacity of such warehouse to
contain more than fifty tons, one pound for every
additional ten tons capacity.
Pilotage.-There  shall be paid at every port of the
Colony, at which there is a Pilot's Establishment, a
pilotage rate upon every vessel of fourpence per ton,
upon her arriving at and departing from such port ;
such rate shall in no case be less than two pounds tenj  shillings for the port of Moreton Bay, nor less than one
pound ten shillings for any other port.
Light Dues.-Foreign-going Vessels.-On  entering at
the Customs at a port, the entrance to which is marked
by a coast light, threepence per ton.
Also for other coast lights passed before arriving, one
penny per ton for each light.
On clearing  such  port-For the light at the entrance
threepence per ton. Also for other coast lights to be
passed after leaving, one penny per ton for each light.
But in no case paying for more than two such additional
lights inwards and two outwards.
On entering at the Customs at a port, the entrance to
which is not marked by a coast light-For coast lights
passed before arriving, one penny per ton for each light.
On clearing at such port-For coast lights to be passed
after leaving, one penny per ton for each light, but in
no case paying for more than two such lights inwards,
and two outwards.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
By Authority: R. C. BELBRIDOE, Government Printer, William street ,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of" Her present Majesty,
intituled  " Agricultural Reserves Act of  1863," and
numbered twenty-three, it is enacted that it shall
be lawful for the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, by Proclamation, to define and
set apart for Agricultural Occupation certain lands
in various parts of the Colony ; and whereas
certain portions of land as hereinafter described
have been selected as Agricultural Reserves : Now,
therefore, I, the GovERNoR aforesaid, in pursuance of
the power in me vested, and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder defined are set apart for
Aricultural Occupation, that is to say-Z)
AGRICULTURAL RESERVE-11,000 ACRES.
Commencing on King's Creek at the east boundary of
Pilton pre-emptive portion No. 2; and bounded thence
on the west by a line bearing south 1 mile ; on the
south by a line bearing easterly parallel to King's
Creek at a distance of 1 mile therefrom ; on the east by
a line at right angles to the general course of King's
Creek, and crossing said creek at the junction of a creek
called Range Creek about 9 miles above Pilton head
station ; on the north by a line bearing westerly and
parallel to King's Creek at a distance of half a mile
therefrom, and again on the west by aline bearing south
half a mile to the point of commencement.
KING'S CREEK AGRICULTURAL RESERVE-13,600
ACRES.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Talgai pre-
emptive portion No.  80;  and bounded thence on the
south by a line bearing north to King's Creek ; thence
by King's Creek bearing westerly to its junction with the
Condamine River ; on the west by a line bearing north
about 225 chains ; on the north by a line bearing east
about 460 chains passing along the south boundary of
Clifton pre-emptive purchase No. 24 ; on the east by a
line bearing south along the western boundaries of
Clifton pre-emptive purchases Nos. 8 and 7 t:) King's
Creek, then by a line bearing south about 160 chains ;
on the south by a line bearing west about 230 chains
passing along the north boundary of Talgai pre-emptive
purchase No. 49, then by the western boundaries of
Talgai pre-emptive purchases Nos. 48 and 80 bearing
north about 82 chains, then by the northern boundary
of Talgai pre-emptive purchase bearing west 22 degrees
north 55 chains and 20 links to the point of commence-
ment.
FELTON AGRICULTURAL RESERVE-9,000 ACRES.
Commencing on Hodgson's Creek, at the south
boundary of. Peel's Plains pre-emptive purchase No. 26,
and bounded thence partly on the north by the south
boundary of said portion bearing east 1 mile ; on the
east by a line bearing south 22 miles ; on the south by a
line bearing west 5 miles ; on the west by a line bearing
north 3 miles, crossing Hodgson's Creek, and again
on the north by a line bearing east to the -rest boundary
of Peel's Plains pre-emptive purchase No. 25 ; then by
that boundary bearing south 20 chains ; then by the
north boundary of Peel's Plains pre-emptive purchase
No. 27, bearing west 44 chains, the west boundary
bearing south 40 chains, and the south boundary bearing
east 52 chains 20 links to Hodgson's Creek, at the point
of commencement.
TENT HILL AGRICULTURAL RESERVE-11,000 ACRES.
Commencing at the south-east angle of the Gatton Town
Reserve, and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
south  312miles ; on the eouth by a line bearing west 6
miles ; on the west by a line bearing north about 2 miles
to Lockyer Creek ; and on the north by Lockyer Creek
downwards to the west boundary of the Gatton Town
Reserve, and by that boundary bearing south, and the
south boundary of said reserve bearing east to the point
of commencement.
LAIDLEY AGRICULTURAL RESERVE-10,000 ACRES.
Commencing on the left bank of Laidley Creek, at the
south boundary of pre-emptive portion No. 1, Laidley,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing west
to the watershed separating Laidley Creek from Sandy
Creek ; on the west by said watershed southerly about
5 miles ; on the south by a line bearing east, crossing
Laidley Creek, to the eastern watershed, at a distance of
5 miles south from the north boundary ; on the east by
the watershed separating Laidley Creek from Franklin
Vale Creek bearing northerly about 5 miles, and again
on the north by a line bearing west to Laidley Creek at
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, this eighth day of November, in the
year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year of
Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency xce lency Sir GEORGE  FERGUSON
BowEN , Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.W YVHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh  ' year of the reign of Her Majesty,
intituled  "Agricultural Reserves Act of  1863," and
numbered twenty-three, power is given to the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
to define and set apart Lands for Agricultural
Occupation ; and whereas it is deemed expedient to
define and set apart additional lands for agricultural
purposes in the vicinity of the Warwick Agricul-
tural Reserve, in the County of Merivale : Now,
therefore, I, Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do by this my Proclamation, declare that
the lands so hereunder described shall form a portion
of the Warwick Agricultural Reserve, that is to
say-
EXTENSION  OF WARWICK AGRICULTURAL  RESERVE,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE-15,000 ACRES.
Commencing on Freestone Creek at the east boundary
of Glengallan pre-emptive portion No. 62, and bounded
thence on the west by the east' boundary of that portion
bearing  north, then by the north boundary of that portion
bearing  west,  then by the east boundaries of Glengallan
pre-emptive portions Nos. 61, 60, and 59, bearing north ;
on the north by the south boundary of the Gladfield
Reserve and its prolongation bearing east ; on the north-
east  by a line bearing south-east crossing Freestone Creek
to the north- east corner  of the Warwick Agricultural
Reserve ; on the south by the watershed separating
Freestone Creek from Swan Creek, bearing westerly ; on
the west by the boundary of the Warwick Agricultural
Reserve bearing north, then by the south boundary of
Glengallan  pre-emptive portions Nos. 63 and 64 bearing
east  ; then by the east boundary of last named portion
bearing  north to Freestone Creek, and thence by Free-
stone Creek  downwards to the point of commencement.
Given' under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighth day of November, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year of
Her Majesty's reign.
[L.S.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
HEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year of the reign of Her Majesty
intituled  " Agricultural Reserves Act of  1863,"
and numbered twenty-three, power is given to the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, to define and set apart lands for Agricul-
tural Occupation ; and whereas it is deemed
expedient to define and set apart additional lands
for Agricultural purposes in the vicinity of the
Ipswich Agricultural Reserve, in the County of
Churchill: Now, therefore, I, Sir GEORGE FERGU-
soN BOWEN, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do by this my
Proclamation, declare that the lands so hereunder
described shall, be set apart as an extension, and
shall form a portion, of the Ipswich Agricultural
Reserve, that is to say,--
EXTENSION  OF IPSWICH  AGRICULTURAL RESERVE,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL-8,000 ACRES.
Commencing on the left bank of the Purga Creek, at
the south- east  corner of Mount Flinders pre-emptive
portion No. 1, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing west about 77 chains, then by a line
bearing north about 35 chains, and by a line bearing
west about 86 chains to the east boundary of the
Ipswich Agricultural Reserve, as proclaimed in 1865 ;
then by said boundary bearing south, and by the south
boundary of said reserve bearing west to the south-east
corner of Mount Flinders pre-emptive portion No. 3;
then by the south boundary of that portion bearing
west about 36 chains ; then by the east boundary of
Mount Flinders pre-emptive portion No. 4, bearing
south about 62 chains ; then by the south boundary of
that portion bearing west 119 chains to Warrill Creek ;
on the west by Warrill Creek upwards to a point 140
chains south from the south boundary of lastnamed
portion No, 4 ; on the south by a line bearing east 80
chains, then north 40 chains, then east 80 chains,
then north 80 chains, then east about 360 chains to
Purga Creek ; and on the east by Purga Creek in a
northerly direction to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighth day of November, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year
of Her Majesty' s reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BO WEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th November, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY REGINALD BUTTANSHAW, Esquire, Sub-
Collector of Customs,
to be Acting Police Magistrate at Cardwell.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th November, 1866.
IS  Excellency the Governor , with  the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
RICHARD JOSEPH SMITH, Esquire,
to be Land Agent at Ipswich.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1866.
REGISTRATION FEES.
HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  directs it  to be
notified, that from and after the 1st January, 1867,
the Fees to be paid to District Registrars of Births,
Deaths, and  Marriages,  will be at the reduced rate
of Two Shillings and Sixpence per entry, instead
of, as at present, the rate of Three Shillings for
every such entry.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st November, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE UNDER THE
"TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS  ACT."
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
A  of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the land granted to
the School of Arts, at Dalby, have, in terms of the
Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made application to the
Governor in Council for leave to Mortgage the said
land, in order to obtain funds for the erection of
the necessary Buildings thereon.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the leave so sought,
must lodge the same with the Colonial Secretary,
by letter, within the period of three months from
the date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1866.
NEW ROAD,
WITH reference to the Government Notice,
dated 19th September, and published in
Government Gazette  of 22nd September, 1866,
relative to the opening a New Road in the parish
of Geham, county Aubigny, and no objections
having been received to the same : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act of
Council 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,
and it is, therefore, hereby declared expedient to
open the Road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the offices of
the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office in
Toowoomba ; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said Road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pre-
scribed in the 6th section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be for ever foreclosed from such
claim.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th October, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE LAND UNDER
" TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that His Worship The Mayor has, on
behalf of the Municipal Council of Brisbane, as
Trustees of the land granted for the purposes of a
Market Reserve in this city, in terms of the Act
28 Victoria, No. 22, made application to the
Governor in Council for leave to mortgage the said
land in order to obtain funds for the purpose of
erecting Market Buildings.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the permission so
sought, must lodge the same with the Colonial
Secretary, by letter, within three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th October, 1866.
FIVE HUNDRED POUNDS REWARD, OR
A FREE PARDON.
WHEREAS it has been represented to the
1 T Government that fires which have recently
occurred in this city have been the work of incen-
diaries : Notice is hereby given, that a Reward of
Five Hundred Pounds will be paid by the Govern-
ment to any person who may give such information
as shall lead to the apprehension and conviction of
the guilty parties ; and that a Free Pardon will be
granted to any person concerned in such acts of
incendiarism (other than a principal) who may give
such information.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th November, 1866.
TOLL-BAR AT HELIDON.TENDERS are invited, until Four p.m. on the22nd of November,  from persons  wishing to
Lease the Toll-bar at Helidon for one year,
commencing from the date of acceptance of the
tender, and subject to the regulations published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 14th September,
1866, relating to such Toll-bar.
The lowest or any tender  not necessarily
accepted.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
J, WA:CTS,
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 5th November, 1866.
%XTHEREAS it has been deemed expedient to
y V constitute Mackay, Pioneer River, a Ware-
housing Port for the warehousing of dutiable goods
intended for home consumption, or exportation,
previously to the payment thereon of duty : His
Excellency the Governor has, with the advice of the
Executive Council, been pleased to direct it to be
notified, that from and after the 10th November
instant, Mackay, Pioneer River, shall be a Ware-
housing Port accordingly, and that it shall be
lawful for the Collector of Customs, by notice under
his hand, to appoint from time to time such ware-
house and warehouses at the said port as shall be-
approved of by him for the warehousing of dutiable
goods therein, subject to the law in that behalf
which is now or shall hereafter be in force.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Colonial Treasurer)
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or - for- the
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus,  a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment  of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings  quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by  double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly  Allowances may, in the
same  way, be purchased by or for any  person above
the age of ten years.
Thus,  a man  aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of  55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal  to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at  60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P.  BELL,
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
BRANCHES of the above Bank are now openat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipsvvvich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, andWaverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1866.
A
BAY Horse, branded E near shoulder, star on
forehead, near hind foot white, was recovered
on the 21st September, from the Mackay Bank
robbers, by Acting Sergeant O'Donnell ; unless
claimed before the 1st December, 1866, will be
sold. Application to be made to  Acting  Sergeant
O'Donnell, Mackay.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1866.THE undermentioned property was found byMr. John Adams, on the Culgoa River, on
August last, and handed over by him to Inspector
Broadbent, Curriwillinghi ; unless claimed pre-
viously, will be sold on the 1st January, 1867
One old saddle
One pair saddle bags
One water can
One old single barrel gun.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner.
Custom House,
Brisbane ,  5th November, 1866.
1' N
OTICE is hereby given, that on and after the
10th November instant, that portion of the
Customs premises  at Mackay,  Pioneer River, known
as the Queen 's Warehouse ,  will be set apart  tor  the
purposes of a Bonded Store for the warehousing of
dutiable goods previously to the payment thereon
of duties or to exportation ,  in accordance with
the Act of the Governor and Council of New South
Wales ,  9 Victoria ,  No. 15.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1866.NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the8th November instant, that building recently
erected in Mary street, leased by Messrs. O'Reilly
and Pritchard, and adjoining the premises of the
A. S. N. Company, will be set apart for the pur-
poses of a Bonded Store for the warehousing of
dutiable goods previously to the payment thereon
of duties or to exportation, in accordance with the
Act of the Governor and Council of New South
Wales, 9 Victoria, No. 15.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Quston s,
NOTICE.
IN  order to determine the Value of Goodsimported into the different Ports of  the Colony,
and subject to  " Ad valorem  Duty,"  the original
Invoices of such Goods must be produced at the
respective Custom Houses  when  Entries are being
passed for the same.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
- Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane ,  21st September, 1866.
DISTRICT COURTS.
I
N pursuance of the Acts of Parliament 22
Victoria, No. 18, and 29 Victoria, No. 10, and
by the authority of the same, I hereby appoint the
undermentioned times at which District Courts, in
the Criminal and Civil Jurisdictions thereof, will be
held at the several towns in the Metropolitan
District during the year 1867, that is to say-
Criminal Jurisdiction. Civil Jurisdiction.
AT BRISBANE.
Thursday, February 7. Monday, February 11.
Thursday, April 11. Monday, April 15.
Monday, June 17. Wednesday, June 19.
Monday, August 12. Wednesday, August 14.
Thursday, October 10. Monday, October 14.
Monday,  December 9.  Tuesday, December 10.
AT WARWICK.
Wednesday, February 27. Thursday, February 28.
Monday, May 20. Tuesday, May 21.
Monday, August 26. Tuesday, August 27.
Monday, November 18. Tuesday, November 19.
AT ToowooMBA.
Monday, March 4. Tuesday, March 5.
Monday, May 27. Tuesday, May 28.
Monday, September 2. Tuesday, September 3.
Monday, November 25. Tuesday, November 26.
AT IPSWICH.
Monday, March 11.  1  Tuesday, March 12.
Monday, June 10. Tuesday, June 11.
Monday, September 9. Tuesday, September 10.
Monday, December 2. Tuesday, December 3.
EDMUND SHEPPARD,
Judge of the Metropolitan District Courts.
Brisbane, November 6th, 1866.
QUEENSLAND ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.
SEssiox 1866.
UST PUBLISHED, and ON SALE at the
Government Printing Office, William street,
Brisbane :--
Leasing Act, price 6d.
Additional Customs Duties Act, Gd.
Additional Customs Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Stamp Duties Act, is.
Additional Treasury Bills Act, 6d.
Queensland Treasury Notes Act, Gd.
Brisbane Waterworks Act, 6d.
Offences against the Person Act, 6d.
Registrars of District Courts Act, 6d.
Cumberland  Disease  Act, 6d.
Inquests  of Death Act, 6d.
Felons Apprehension Act, 6d.
Port Albany Free Port Act, 6d.
Government Loan Act, 6d.
Claims against Government Act, 6d.
Jury Precepts Act, 6d.
Friendly Societies Enabling Act, 6d.
Small Debts Recovery Act, Gd.
Standard Weight for Agricultural  Produce  Act, Gd.
Diseased Animals Act, 6d.
Distillation Act, 9d.
Carriers Act, 6d.
Distillation for Wine Act, 63.
Appropriation Act, Gd.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Prin$®r.
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NEW ROAD.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th  October, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open and make a portion of Road from Brisbane to the Logan, as per Schedule annexed :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference showing the intended Line of Road abovemen-
tioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, in Brisbane, and
all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
No. Portion of Road .  Reputed Owner .  Occupier.
O o
Lengths Breadth
Bearings .  in
Chainsof Road..
I Commencing at the north -west corner H. Smith  ...  II. Smith  ... ...  Forest
of portion 169, in the Eight-mile
Plains Agricultural Reserve, and
running in a south-easterly direc-
tion through that land to its east
boundary.
NEW ROAD.
chs. lks. chs.  1ks. I A. R. P.
S. 22° E. 25 52 1 50 1 5 1 0
S. 50°  E.  9 84
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th  October, 1866.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open and make a portion of Road, from Brisbane to Pimpama, as per Schedule annexed :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now
in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned,
are now deposited at the office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office in Brisbane ; and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
By His Excellency 's Command,
J. P. BELL.
No. Portion of Road .  Reputed Owner.
1 Commencing on the north boundary  W. Fryar W. Fryar ... ...  Forest S.  350 E.
of W. Fryar' s sugar application ,  No. S. 25° E.
2, in the parish of Mackenzie, and
running in a south-easterly direc-
tion to the Logan River.
2 Commencing on the right bank of G.' Braihan, K. G. Braihan ,  K. Palm ,  Forest S. 60° E.
the Logan River, and running in a Palm, W.  En- W. Eukelman, and
south-easterly direction through kelman ,  and A. Slater
portion 70 ,  in the parish of Boyd, A. Slater
to its east boundary.
3 Commencing  at the north- west cor- G. Braihan  ...  G. Braihan ... ...  Forest S. 55° E.
ner of portion 50,  in the parish of
Boyd, and running in a south-
easterly direction through that
land to its east boundary,
4 From the north boundary of portion J. Hodson  ...  J. Hodson .. . ...  Forest South .. ,
43, in the parish of Boyd, along its
east boundary to the south-east
corner.
5 From the north boundary of portion J. Hodson . ..  J. Hodson ... ... Forest South ,..
39, in the parish of Boyd ,  along its
east boundary to the south-east
corner.
6 From the west boundary of Davey J. Davey and F. J. Davey and F. Forest E. 30° S....
and Gooding 's sugar application ,  Gooding Gooding
parish of Boyd and running in a
south -easterly direction to the south
boundary.
7 Commencing on the north boundary W. S. Warren ...  W. S. Warren  ...  Forest East ...
of W. S. Warren ' s cotton grant, and
extending along part of the north
boundary thereof to the Albert
River.
8 From the right bank of the Albert T. Smales ,., T.  Smales  ... ...  Forest S. 350 E.
River, running in a $outh •easterly S. 500 E.
direction through T. Smales' sugar
application to its south-g8st boun-
dary.
I
I
Lengths Breadth of Area.Occupier .  C Bearings .  in
Chains . Road.
chs. lks. chs . lks. A.  R.  P.43 34 1 50 9 0 0
17 25
14 85 1 0 1 2 0
23 47 1 0 2 1 24
20 0 1 0 20 0
20 0 1 0 2 0 0
17 65 1 0 1 2 32
52 68 1 0 5 2 0
45 25 1 0 62 0
18 58
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 7th November, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that the Rent of the undermentioned Runs not having
been paid on or before the 30th day of September last, they will become absolutely forfeited, unless
the full amount of Rent in each case, with one-fourth added by way of penalty, be paid into the Colonial
Treasury within ninety days thereafter, as prescribed by the Acts and Regulations.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Lessee. Run. Rent Due. Assessment, Total Amount.
John Beckett ... ...
Ditto ,.,
Patrick Clynes ... ...
Cochrane and Moore ...Ditto  .. ,.,
J. and A. Doyle ,,,
Ditto ,,, ,.,
J. Ezzy
S. and T .  Hyland ..,
R. and G. Hazard ,,,
E. F. Kuyvett
Peter Moore
Morehead  and Young ,,,
McLeay and Taylor
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
F. H. Hill
Ditto
Janet Ross
Ditto ,
D. Roberts, senior
Scott Smith ,,,
Ditto .,,
Wm. Smith
J. B. Tonson
Patrick Anderson ,,. ,,,
Henry Beit (in trust) ... .,,
Ditto ,,,
Ditto ,,,
Ditto „
Bailey, Newton, and Liddiard...
William Brahe
Ditto ,,. ..,
Walter Davidson ,,, ,,,
Thomas Farmer ,,, ,.,
Hood and Manning ,
Headrick, Livermore, and Co....
Ditto .,, ,.. ,..
Ditto .,. ,..
Ditto ,.. ..,
S. D. Gordon ,., ,., ...
John Little ,,. ..,
Ditto ,., ,,,
John Little , , ,
Lamb, Parbury and Co. .
Stewart Murray
Stewart Lee .,, .,, ,,,
Ditto
P. F. McDonald .,
J. R. Morris, T. S. Antill, trustees in
the estate of late H. S. Wills
Osborne and Stephen ,,,
Christr.  Rolleston ,,,
Gordon Sandeman ,..
Fred. T. Smith ...
Ditto „ ,,,
G. P. Serocold . ...
Alexander  Stuart ,,,
Ditto .. ,,,
Trimmer and Spencer ,,,
Watt and McHenry ,,,
Ditto .., ,,,
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,,, ...
Ditto ...
W. G. Williams ...
Ditto ... ,,,
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Mogador Back Block ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Tertulla Back Block ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Bedhill Bedhill .,, ... 52 5 0 ., 52 5 0
Gulnarber West ,,, ,., 10 3 7 20 0 0 30 3 7
Gulnarber Retro ,,, 10 3 7 20 0 0 30 3 7
Tomoo No. 3 ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Ditto No. 4 ... ... 12 10 0 . . . 12 10 0
Upper Guy Guy ,,, ,., 12 10 0 10 0 0 22 10 0
Burwash ... ... ,.. 18 15 0 ,., 18 15 0
Weengallen ... ... ... 107 10 0 107 10 0
Oatlands ... ... ... 12 10 0 . . . 12 10 0
Delgui .., ,,, ,,, ,.. 12 10 0 .,, 12 10 0
Heazlemount ... ... ... 40 0 0 ... 40 0 0
Bogiria ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0  0.  30 0 0
Ditto  No.  1  ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto  No. 2  ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Huillagarah 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto No. 2 ,,, ,,, ,,, 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Minonginindi , , , , , , 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Briarie ... ,,, ,., 64 10 0 ... 64 10 0
Coonghan ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Ditto East ... .., ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Upper Yalebone ,., 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Upper West Yalebone... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Weeyan .., ,.. 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
Manadilla No. 1 ,,, 15 0 0 15 0 0
Ditto  No. 2  .., ,,, 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Four-mile Creek Back Block,,, 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Yarara Lake .., 18 15 0 18 15 0
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Mountain Station ,,, 62 0 0 .., 62 0 0
Tea Tree ,,, .,. 27 12 6 ,., 27 12 6
Peak Downs ... ... ... 27 12 6 27 12 6
Upper Laguna... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Upper Jumma... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Green Hills ,., ,., ,.. 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
Rheudrannan ... 12 10 0 12 10 0
Wintha Wintha ,,, ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
West End ... ... ... 12 10 0 ,., 12 10 0
Lake Salvator ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Slateford ,,, 12 10 0 ,., 12 10 0
Saltbush Park ,,, 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Ditto No. 1 ,., .,. 18 15 0 18 15 0
Ditto No. 2 .., .., ,.. 18 15 0
... 18 15 0
Ditto No. 3 ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Round Stone Creek 23 0 0 ... 23 0 0
Redcliffe No. 1... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto  No. 2...  ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto No. 4... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Estramadura ... ... ,.. 38 10 0  38 10  0
Tungurra ,.. ,., ,.. 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Killowen ,., ... 15 0 0 ... 15 0 0
Kenmare ,,, 15 0 0 ... 15 0 0
Fulham... ... ... ... 20 0 0 ... 20 0 0
Lillaree ... ... ... , . , 37 10 0 , , . 37 10 0
Comeley  Bank ... ... ...  55 0 0  55 0 0
Speculum 13 0 0  13 0 0
Saltbush No.  1 and 2 30 0 0  ...  30 0 0
Ruined Castle Creek No. 1 ,,, 37 8 0 ... 37 8 0
Ditto No. 2  ... 37 8 0 ... 37 8 0
Conciliation Creek C  . , , ... 27 10 0 . . . 27 10 0
Morenish No.  1 , , , 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Upper Melaleuca  ,.. ... 11 0 0  20 0 0 31 0 0
Christmas Creek , , , ... 37 10 0 . . , 37 10 0
Platway ... ... ... 12 10 0 ,,, 12 10 0
Riversleigh .... ... ... 12 10 0 . . . 12 10 0
Assam ... ... ... ... 12 10 0 12 10 0
Lidwell... ,., ... ... 12 10 0 ,.. 12 10 0
Chudleigh ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Duckworth ... ... ... 18 15 0 ,,, 18 15 0
Duckworth  Creek  ... ... , 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
BURNETT DISTRICT.
,,, 25 0 0C. and P. Lawless ... Condangan ,,, 25 0 0
25 0 0 37.10 0R. B. and J. Q.- Ridley,,. Woodmillan ,,. 12 10 0
25 0 0 87 10, 0Watt and Young  Dallanil ,,, 12 10 0
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Lessee. Run. Rent Due.
F. W. Donkin ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Fulton and West (the elder) .. .
Morehead and Young ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Rule and Lacy ... ... ...
Ditto ... .. ...
Ditto
James Thomson ...
C. Williamson and Co... ...
Ditto ...
Rule and Lacy ... ... ..,
Patrick Anderson
Ditto
Henry Beit
Ditto
G. S Caird
Ditto
Ditto
Earl Bros
Ditto
Ditto
Robert Gray
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ..
Rowland  Hassall .,.
Ditto ...
Morehead and Young ...
J. L. C. Ranken
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Seaward and Marsh
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Robert Stewart ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Kennedy Macdonald, Lawson &
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
W. G. Walker . ... ...
Anning Brothers ...  ...
J. and T. Cooper
Ditto  ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
G. B. S. Yeates...
Ditto  ...
Ditto ,.,
Ditto
Ditto ..
Seaward ,  Marsh , and Warry
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
E. and E. Adams
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Langlo Downs No. 1 ... ..
Ditto No.2... „
Ditto No.3... ..
Dundoo
Overton .,. ...
Caledonia
Albion .. ... ..• ..
Pelican Creek ... ... ..
Coreena ... ...
Byarri ... ... ... ..
Pingara ...
Eversleigh No. 2
Ditto  No. 3  ...
Ingberry ... ...
£ s. d.
20 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
37 10 0
28 10 0
20 10 0
19 0 0
25 0 0
32 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
88 0 0+
BURKE DISTRICT.
Crowfells ... ... ... 32 10 0
Drina ... ... ... ... 30 0 0Burleigh No. 1... ... ... 22 10 0
Ditto No. 2... ... ... 20 0 0
1Vlin namere ... ... ... 16 10 0
Neelia Ponds ... ... ... 25 0 0
Nonda ... ... ... ... 25 0 0
Welney... ... ... ... 18 0 0
Riffley ... ... ... ... 18 0 0
B orsey ... ... ... ... 12 10 0
Cumberland ... ... ... 18 15 0
Hughendon ... ... ... 18 15 0
Sussex ... ... ... ... 36 15 0
Canterbury ... ... ... 50 5 0
Somerset ... ... ... 18 15 0
Bedford .. ... 12  10  0
Denbigh No. 1... ... ... 23 0 0
Ditto No.2... ... ... 23 0 0
Diamantina ... ... ... 30 0 0
Afton No. 1 ... ... ... 42 10 0
Ditto No. 2 ... ... ... 45 0 0
Ditto No. 3 ... ... ... 12 10 0
S altram ... ... ... 25 10 0
Clifton ... ... ... ... 25 10 0
Aberdeen ... ... ... 25 10 0
Haslebury Vale ... ... 25 10 0
Seaward Downs 25 10 0
Cameron Downs No. 1 ... 54 0 0
... Ditto No.2 ... 35 0 0
... Ditto No.3 ... 35 0 0
Stewart Glen Arthur ... ... ... 50 0 0
... Glen Leonard ... ... 25 0 0
... Cambridge Downs ... 65 0 0
... Rolling Downs... ... ... 30 0 0
Bellanda Downs ... 40 0 0
MHountford Downs ... 60 0 0
azlewood Downs ... ... 29 0 0
Borogong ... ... ... 33 0 0
... I.)eehan Park ... ... ... 31 5 0
COOK DISTRICT.
... Oak Park No. 1 ... ... 37 10 0
Ditto No. 2 ... ..• 37 10 0
Broadlarids No. 1 ... ... 31 10 0
... Ditto No. 2 . , , ... 43 10 0
... Redrock ... ... .,. 37 10 0
Myall Downs ... ... ... 56 5 0
Mopata ... ... ... 37 10 0
... Mamburra ... ... ... 62 10 0
Baroota . ... ... 62 10 0
Nepowe  , .. ... ... 18 15 0
The Preston ... ... ... 18 15 0
The Rienza ... ... ... 18 15 0
The Pine ... ... ... 18 15 0
Table Land Downs ... ... 18 15 0
Cunata ... ... ... 18 15 0
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
...  I Cardigan ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Brandorston ...
Bank of New South Wales, Melbourne Back  Plains ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...  Tala ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ..,
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
D. Cudmore ...Al. and M. Curr
Ditto ..,
Dotswood - ...
... Ems sland
,,, Keelbottom
,,, The Watershed
... Niall .. ...
... I Gilgunyah ...
Merri Merriwah
37 10 0
18 15 0
12 10 0
32 0 0
21 0 0
24 10 0
21 0 0
12 10 0
128 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
Assessment.
£ s. d.
Total Amount.
£  8.  d.
20 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
37 10 0
28 10 0
20 10 0
19 0 0
25 0 0
32 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
88 0 0
32 10 0
30 0 0
22 10 0
20 0 0
16 10 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
18 0 0
18 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
36 15 0
50 5 0
18 15 0
12 10 0
23 0 0
23 0 0
30 0 0
42 10 0
45 0 0
12 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
54 0 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
50 0 0
25 0 0
65 0 0
30 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0
29 0 0
33 0 0
31 5 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
31 10 0
43 10 0
37 10 0
56 5 0
37 10 0
62 10 0
62  10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
37 10 0
18 15 0
12 10 0
32 0 0
21 0 0
24 10 0
21 0 0
12 10 0
12°3 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
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Lessee. Run. Rent Due. Assessment. Total Amount.
W. J. Dangar  ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
0. Emmerson
Ditto
James  Gibson ,..
William  Reeve ...
J. C. and R.  Sanders
William  Seaward
Ditto
Ditto .,,
W. G. Walker ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
W. Brock ... ...  ...
F. J. Byerley ... ... ...
Earl Brothers  .., ... ,,.
. Ditto ... ..,
C. Featherstonhaugh ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Hall and Williams ... ...
Ditto .. ... ...
Lamb and Parbury ...
James Lorimer  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ..,
Morehead and Young ... ...
McCartney and Mayne ...
Ditto  ,.. ... ...
Ditto .., ... ...
Park and Murray ...
Prince, Ogg and Goddard
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,,.
Walsingham and Martin
Ditto . ,. ...
John Archer . .. ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
F. N. Burne .. . ... ...
Ditto
Joseph  Becker  ... .. ...
F. X. and W. H. Hill... ...
Ditto .., ... ...
Ditto .,.
Henry Williams
F. M. and W. H. Hill.,. .,,
Ditto ... ,,, ,,,
W. H. Hill ,.. ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Hamilton L. Low ...
J. D. McLean ... ... ...
J. Neilson ... ...
F. M. and W. H. Hill ... ..
Henry Williams ..,
I I £ s. d.
NORTH KENNEDY  DISTRICT-- continued.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Strathdon  ... ... ...  80 0 0 80 0 0
Goorganga ... ... ... 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
Bona Ventura ... ... ... 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
Caldera... ... ... ... 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
Rookwood ... ... ... 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
Clydesdale ... ... ...  17 10  0 ...  17 10  0
Eagle Vale ... ... ... 27 0 0 ... 27 0 0
Monte Christo ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 1.0 0
Kinlock No. 2 ... ... ... 60 0 0 ... 60 0 0
Sandal Wood ... ... ... 12 10 0 12 10 0
Newburgh No. 1 31 10 0 ... 31 10 0
Crystal Brook ... ... ... 25 0 0 ... + 25 0 0
Waterson ... ... ...  12  10  0 ... 12 10 0
Taw Vale ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Wandoo Vale ... ... ... 72 0 0 ,., 72 0 0
Cargoon No. 2 ... ... 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
Cargoon No. 4 ... 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
,., Greenland ... ... 12 10 0 ,.. 12  10  0
... Mount Wyatt ... ... ... 45 5 0 45 5 0
... Mount Ely ... ... 27 0 0 ... 27 0 0
...  Mount Mary ... ... 40 10 0 40 10 0
... Vine Creek ... ... ... 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
... Vine Creek No. 2 ., ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Mitchell Plains No. 1. 19 0 0 ... 19 0 0
Mitchell Plains No. 2, 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
,.. Natal Downs No. 6. . , ... 18 0 0 ... 18 0 0
... Tinwald Downs ... ... 19 0 0 ... 19 0 0
... Cerito ... ... ... ... 23 0 0 ... 23 0 0
... Bully Creek ... ... , .. 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Apsley No. 1. ... ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Apsley No. 2. ... ... .. , 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
... Apsley No. 3.... ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
... -Mount Carmel... ... ... 37 10 0 ... 37 10 0
Wallagy ... . ... ... 27 10 0 ,.. 27 10 0
Stockton ... ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
Marlborough  ... ... ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
Myra ... ... ... ... 37 10 0 ... 37 10 0
Gyrahra ... ... ... 36 0 0  ...  36 0 0
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Kokalally ... ... ... 18 15 0 ... 1S 15 0
Kokalally West 18 15 0 ... 18 14 0
Westbotirne ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Eastbourne ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Yungerah .. , ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Gordon sheet West ... ... 21 10 0 ...  27 10 0
Warrego ... ... ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
Dangars' sheet 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
Upper TD over G East ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
Cuttabarra No. 1. ... ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
Cuttabarra No. 2. ... ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
Koongan ... ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Kolley  ... ...  ... ... 18 15 0 18 15 0
Malta ... ... ... ... 30 0 0 ... 30 0 0
Brunel Downs East ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Weejawarah  . ... ...  18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
I
Upper TD  over G ... ... 35 0 0  , ..  35 0 0
... No. 3 Block. ... ...  27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1866.
CLOSING OF ACCOMMODATION ROAD.
N
OTICE. His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council. directs it to be
notified for general information, that application, under the Act 24, Victoria, No. 15, section 16, has
been made by the owner of the adjacent lands for the closing of the undermentioned Accommodation
Road ; and that such road will be closed at the expiration of two months from the date of this notice,
unless the owners or occupants of any land in the vicinity of this road, who may consider their interests
affected thereby, send in to the Surveyor-General their objections in writing within the above specified
period.
A Plan of this road may be seen at the office of the Surveyor-General, and at the office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions of the district in which such road is situated.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
Applicant. Situation. Parish.
J. Ferrett ... ... ... Road dividing Portions 116 and 117 from Portion 118 •„ Ipswich.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane, 19th October, 1866.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
THE attention of intending Tenderers is directed
11 to the amended advertisement calling for
Tenders for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails,
during the year 1867, published in this day's  Gov-
ernment Gazette.
A copy of the advertisement can be seen at any
Post Office in the Colony.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster-General.
[AMENDED ADVERTISEMENT.]
(Original dated 20th September,  1866,  Government
Gazette, No.  13 )
General Post Office,
Queensland, 19th October, 1866.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE OF 1867-8-
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.SEPARATE enders are hereby invited, andwill be received until the 12th November
next, for the conveyance of Post Office Mails, as
undermentione d, for one or two years, from the 1st
January, 1867, to the 31st December, 1867 or 1868,
both days inclusive.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously
on application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words,  "Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of  the service  endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the  tender box, at the General Post
Office.
Tenderers  are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender,  and every  tender will be taken to include
the entire  service as  called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service,  as well  as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every tender must bear the  bona fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding
double the gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering are requested to state the
description of the vehicle they intend to use, and
the number of horses by which it is to be drawn,
or if on horseback.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on WEDNESDAY, the 21st November
next, and must then be prepared, if called on,
forthwith to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum
equal to ten per cent. of the amount of such of
their tenders as may be accepted, as a guarantee
until their bonds and contracts shall be executed.
The tender of any person failing to comply with
this condition will not be entertained.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender, and upon which the tender is to be
made, can be inspected by persons proposing to
tender, either at the General Post Office, or at any
Post Office in the Colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster -General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
0 .
From and to, and to and from. Mode ofConveyance.
3 Brisbane and Moo-gill, once a week ... Horse -
6 Brisbane and Ipswich, twice a day Four-horse
and three times a day (Sunday Coach
excepted), and expresses when
required, by horse
Brisbane and Maryborough,  via  Du- Horse
rundur, Conondale, Imbill, Wid-
gee, and Glenbar, once a fortnight
0
.Q U
SERVICES  REQUIReD - continued.
From and to ,  and to and from. Mode ofConveyance.
8 Helidon (Railway Station), and Too- Four-horse
woomba, twice a day (Sunday Coach
excepted)
12 Condamine and Roma,  via  Marabie, Two-horse-
Wallumbilla, and Blythedale, once Coach
a week and twice a week
19 Taroom and Roma,  via  Kinnoul, Horse
Euroomba, Googary, Baroondah,
Mount Hutton, Myall Downs,
Lawler's and Bassett's, once a fort-
night
20 Toowoomba and Warwick, three times Four-horse
a week Coach
21 Warwick and Maryland, twice a week Horse
22 Ipswich and Nanango,  via  Wivenhoe, Horse
Mount Brisbane, Cressbrook,
Colinton, and Toromeo, once a
week
23 Toowoomba and Goondiwindi,  via  Horse
Leyburn and Inglewood, once a
week
25 Leyburn and Ashford, New South Horse
Wales,  via  Canal Creek, Glenelg,
Waroo, Pikedale, Glenlyon, and
Texas, once a week
26 Jondaryan and Nanango,  via  Rosalie,
Cooyar, and Tarong, twice a week
Horse
29 St. George and Yarrowa, New South Horse
Wales,  via  Nendigully, Dareel,
and Mungindi, once a week
30 St. George and Curriwillinghi,  via
Boombah, Dondi, Boah, &c., once
a fortnight
Horse
32 Dalby and Goondiwindi,  via  St. Ruth's, Horse
Cecil Plains, Dunmore, Junction,
and Retreat, once a week
34 Dalbyy and Gaynclah,  via  Jimbour, Horse
Burrandowan, Boondoozna, and
Cooranga, once a week
35 Gayndah and Nanango,  via  Barambah, Horse
Boonara, Boombigan, and Ban
Ban, once a week
36 Gayndah and Banana,  via  Dalgangal Horse
Rawbelle, Cattle Station, and
Koingal, once a week
39 Gaynclah and Walla,  via  Yenda and Horse
Teningering, once a week
40 Maryyborough and Gladstone,  via  Horse
Walla, Waroo, and Rodd's Bay,
once a week
43 Gladstone and Banana, once a week Horse
and once a fortnight
44 Rockhampton and St. Lawrence,  via  Horse
Yaamba, Princhester, Marl-
borough, Tooloomba, and Waver-
ley, once a week
46 St. Lawrence and Nebo,  via  Lotus Horse
Creek, Carclagan, and Funnel
'Creek, once a fortnight
54 Clermont and Beaufort (Belyando), Horse
via  Copper Mines, Drummond,
Peak Vale, and Craven, once a
fortnight
55 Marlborough and Lilly Vale,  via  Horse
Apis Creek, Columbra, Inglewood,
and Kynebil, once a week
56 Mackay and Nebo, once a fortnight... Horse
57 Nebo and Clermont,  via  Oxford Horse
Downs, Police Barracks, Grosvenor
Downs, Logan Downs, Tinwald
Downs, Spring Diggings, and
Wolfang, once a fortnight
59 Richmond Downs and Burketown, Horse
Gulf of Carpentaria, route not
determined, once a month
60 Cardwell and Valley of Lagoons, once Horse
a month
61 Glen Dhu (Valley of Lagoons), and Horse
Lynd Station (McKinnon's), once
a month
Clermont and Sprh,gsure, route not Horse
determined, once a week
Ipswich and Fassifern, once a week Horse
and twice a week
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named
in each case.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar-Gen eral.
Description and Situation of Land.
Allotment 15 of section 7, containing 36 perches ;
county, Stanley ; parish, North Brisbane.
Subdivision 12 of eastern suburban portion 10, containing
1 rood 74 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North
Brisbane.
Allotment 10 of section 110, containing 3 acres 32
perches ; county, Stanley ; parish Cleveland.
Name of Proprietor. Date within which  a Caveat
may be Lodged
Nehemiah Bartley ... ... • 10 December, 1866.
James Millar ... ... Ditto.
Christopher Newton, Charles
Kent, and Daniel Bulman,
Mortgagees exercising
power of sale, by attorney,
William Newton
Ditto.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 1st November, 1866.
No. 9.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER, 1866.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
give the correct number of the List in which they may have observed their Names, as such
reference  will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in  the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission ; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested  to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission  of Letters.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE-The DEAD LETTER BRANCh of the General Post Office is open for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m. to Four p.m.; on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to One p.m.
A. 25 Andrews  Mrs. W.,  Drayton c
1 ABBOTT Joseph,  Mount Beagle o c 26 Angom John, Peak Downs s
2 ltockhampton c 27Adam George Angus George ,  Birkhead Station u k
3
,
Redbank Plains c 28Adams Mrs. W . Appleton C., Roma c
4
,
Woolala s 29Ali Sam Foo Armitage and Armour Messrs., Brisbane c
5
,
Aitchison John, Brisbane c 30 Arney John C., Toowoomba c31 Arthur David Roma s6 Alder Overseer ,  Bundamba o c (2) 32
,
Toowoomba cAshworth  Harold7 Alford Miss ,  Brisbane u k ,
8 Allan fo/in ,  Westbrook o c 33 Astill Joseph ,  Yellow Berry Creek s (2)34l J E Aston W .,  Hillgrove o c (2)9 en .Al .,  Brisbane u k (2) 35 Brisbane u kAston  Win10
11
Allen James ,  Brisbane b p
Allen Thos .,  Brisbane c 36
.,
Athelan Michael ,  Ipswich c
37 Toowoomba u kAtwell  Win12 Alleyne R. J., Canamaroo c and s (5) 38 ., Brisbane mAttwood  -13
14
Ahebrook A. D., Calliope c
Alley Miss  L. H. Brisbane u k 39
,
Atwood Thos., Brisbane u k
15
,
Allison G. Brisbane c 40 Aubin  -,  St .  Lawrence c
16
,
Allport H. C. Brisbane c 41 Auchterlonie David ,  Laidley Flat u k
17
,
Alpin Phillip H. Malvern Hi lls c 42 Auerbach J. J., Tambo c
18
,
Alpin F., Malvern Hi lls c 43 Austin Mrs. Mary Ann, Roma c
19 Anderland John J. ,  Knebworth s B.
20 Anderson Alex., Baroondarra o c I BARNES  Win., Brisbane u k
21 Anderson John, Helidon c 2 Back Thos .,  Brisbane c
22 Anderson Mrs. Peter ,  Brisbane u k 3 Badley George, Brisbane u k
23 Anderson Thomas, Westwood s 4 Bailey Charles Henry ,  Brisbane n z
24 Andrews W., Toowoomba c 5 Bailey H. E., Brisbane u k
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6 Bain Mrs., Brisbane c 93 Bowyer Charles ,  Ipswich o e
7 Bainbridge John, Brisbane e 94 Boyce Joseph ,  Ipswich u k
8 Baker  (carter),  Roma c 95 Boyle James, Holme's Camp c
9 Baldwin Henry, Calliope o c 96 Boyne Michael ,  Brisbane c
10 Baldwin Henry, Singleton s 97 Bradley Edward, Brisbane u k
11 Ball David ,  Toowoomba c 98 Bradberry Edwd .,  Brisbane c
12 Ballinger Mrs. E .,  Brisbane o c 99 Bradley James, Brisbane c
13 Banks Mrs. Joseph ,  Redbank u k 100 Bradley Miss Catherine ,  Toowoomba m
14 Banks 'Patrick, Brisbane u k 101 Brady Catherine ,  Toowoomba c
15 Barber Joseph, Helidon c 102 Brady John ,  Helidon c
16 Barber Alexander ,  Rockhampton u k and c (2) 103 Brain Robt. T., Bowen s
17 Barbour Wm., Brisbane u k 104 Brassington J. G., Brisbane u k (3)
18 Bardo J. J., Brisbane s 105 Bredall Fred., Ipswich o c
19 Barker John ,  Brisbane u k 106 Briellats T. C., Brisbane c
20 Baker Bryce T., Nanango c 107 Brennan James, Brisbane in
21 Barkley James  (carrier),  Toowoomba c 108 Brennan John, Emu Creek c
22 Barnard W. H., Dalby c 109 Brennan P., Ipswich c
23 Barniss A. S., Dalby c 110 Brewer J., Westwood c
24 Barnes Wm.,  Brisbane m 111 Bridget George, Redbank c
25 Barnet  -,  Glenora Station c 112 Brini Maurice, Bowen u k
26 Barnett Mrs. Smalhmn ,  Brisbane u k 113 Broadbent  -,  Ipswich c
27 Barnett Wm. (engineer ),  Brisbane u k 114 Broadfoot Thos., Cressbrook o c
28 Barry Daniel ,  Eure lla Station u k 115 Brock  IF.  A., Charleville c and s (3)
29 Barry Mary ,  Brisbane u k 116 Brogdon Thos .  H., Gibbon 's Camp u k
30 Barrymore G. W., Western Creek c 117 Brooks  -,  Alice Downs c
31 Bate Mrs .  Selina, Brisbane u k 118 Brooks Henry, Marlborough c
32 Bate Ann ,  Brisbane u k 119 Brown Mrs., Langley Bank near Brisbane c
33 Barry Miss E. Mary, Brisbane c 120 Brown Messrs., Brisbane s
34 Batement  (B ateman )  Henry ,  Springsureu k (5) 121 Browne David, Brisbane c (2)
35 Bauer W. D., Ipswich c 122 Brown Henry, Ipswich road c
36 Bowden Rich .,  Calliope u k 123 Brown J. W., Cleveland c
37 Baxter J. D., Toowoomba c 124 Brown Messrs .  John ,  Yaamba c
38 Beach H .  J., Brisbane u k 125 Brown Joseph ,  Brisbane u k
39 Beardsall E., Ipswich c 126 Brown Joseph ,  Eurilla c
40 Beasley John, Brisbane c 127 Brown Wm., Brisbane c
41 Beatty John ,  Stanmore u k 128 Brownie W. W., Brisbane c
42 Beavan Wm., Laidley o c 129 Browning Wm., Brisbane u k
43 Becker Edward, Gibbon's Camp c (2) 130 Bruce  Miss  C., Brisbane s
44 Beed Frederick ,  Brisbane u k 131 Brunton F., Toowoomba c
45 Beetan Alex., Port Denison c 132 Buchanan Mrs. James ,  Redbank Plains c
46 Behrus J. (carrier),  Toowoomba c 133 Buckley John, Cabulture c
47 Betither H.. Brisbane n z 134 Buckby Joseph, German Station c
48 Bell John  (carrier),  Redbank c (2) 135 Bug John, Warwick s
49 Bell Robert ,  Brisbane u k 136 Bulgin Miss, Springsure o c
50 Bellaers R., Brisbane t 137 Bunt John, Toowoomba c
51 Bennett  -,  Brisbane c 138 Burbidge  ,  Toowoomba c
52 Bennett C. J., Brisbane u k 139 Burke Miss Bridget, Toowoomba c
53 Benson Robt .,  Yaamba s 140 Burke Thomas, Warwick o c
54 Bentley Mrs. C.,  Warwick s 141 Burman  -,  Toowoomba c
55 Gently Thos., Warwick c 142 Burma  ,  Brisbane c
56 Benwell G .,  Brisbane c 143 Burnet Thomas ,  Brisbane u k
57 Berry Mrs. Thos., Sandy Creek u k 144 Burns John, Toowoomba u k
58 Bewley Isaac, Maryborough c 145 Burne John ,  Ipswich c
59 Bircumshaw George ,  Brisbane u k 146 Burron T., Warwick s
60 Bickham Wm., Ipswich u k 147 Burth John S .,  Brisbane m
61 Bickerton Mrs. Wm., Brisbane u k 148 Burton Henry, Toowoomba e (2)
62 Biggert Charles, Canal Creek o c 149 Bushby Hughbert ,  Ipswich u k
63 Bigmore Samuel ,  care of Messrs .  Stevens 150 Bushell Mrs., Brisbane s
and Co. ,  Canal Creek o c 151 Butler  -,  Milton, near Brisbane c
64 Bellinger Win., Brisbane c 152 Butler E., Ipswich u k
65 Binnely E., Bowen c 153 Butterfield John, Ipswich c
66 Bircumshaw George, Brisbane u k 154 Buxton Henry ,  Toowoomba c
67 Bird Daniel ,  Brisbane u k 155 Byne B., Brisbane s
68 Birmingham Thos. ,  Warwick c 156 Byrnes Ellen, Brisbane c
69 Birnie Noah ,  Brisbane u k 157 Byrnes Geo., Bowen c
70 Blackney Charles, Brisbane u k (2) 158 Brynes Thomas, Canal Creek Diggings s
71 Blackney Thos., Brisbane u k 159 Bysouth Robt .,  Talgai Reef c and u k (2)
72 Blakesley Henry Brisbane o c
73
,
Bland John G., Brisbane u k C.
74 Blight F., Brisbane u k 1 CALBECK Wm., Chinchi lla u k
75 Bode Wm., Gibbon 's Camp c 2 Calders C. F., Roma o c
76 Boss August ,  Taroom c 3 Caldwell Robt., Brisbane m
77 Bolger Edwd .,  Dalby e 4 Caldrick Robt. ,  Brisbane m
78 Bolton C.  P., Ipswich u k 5 Cameron John, Ipswich u k
79 Bonar D. T., Warwick c (2) 6 Cameron John ,  Cardwell  in
80 Bonar Charles ,  Brisbane u k 7 Cameron John, Rockingham Bay s
81 Broke Daniel ,  Ipswich u k 8 Cameron F.  or T.,  Tarampa c
82 Boreham Charles, Westwood c 9 Campbell Hugh, Canal Creek o c
83 Borst A., Walloon f 10 Campbell Hugh ,  Brisbane u k
84 Bostock E., Cleveland c 11 Campbell Mrs. John ,  Bowen c (2)
85 Bounds Mrs., Brisbane c 12 Campbell John ,  Brisbane n z
86 Bourne George, Brisbane n z 13 Campbell John ,  Toowoomba u k
87 Bowrne Thomas Wood, Brisbane u k 14 Candish John ,  Brisbane u k
88 Bousfield A., Brisbane c 15 Cann William ,  Dalby o c
89 Bowden  (pilot ),  Broad Sound c 16 Carmody Miss Margt., Brisbane c
90 Bowers R., Toowoomba u k 17 Carr John de B., Warwick c (3)
91 Bowers  -,  Cleveland Bay is lc 18 Carrick M., Brisbane c
92 Bowles Bernard,  Brisbane u k 19 Carroll  Miss Bridget, Rockhampton, m
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20 Carroll  Mrs. Ja., Towoomba a 107 Crawford R. F., Milton c
21 Carroll John, Dalby c 108 Cridland Mrs. Riclid., Rockhampton c
22 Carroll John W., Brisbane c 109 Crisp J., Yaamba c
23 Carroll Owen, Toowoomba e 110 Cristian Peter, Allora c
24 Carroll Patrict, Helidon c 111 Crookbain  or  Crockain W., Brisbane n z
25 Carroll Richard, Barcoo River c 112 Crocker James, Helidon o c
26 Carter  C. J., Brisbane u k 113 Cronin G., Warwick n z
27 Carter -, Redbank c 114 Crooki James, Toowoomba e
28 Carter  Thos., Taroom c 115 Crook Richd., Rannes c
29 Casey -, Brisbane e 116 Croshaw A., Rannes u k
30 CaseMichael, Killarney s 117 Crotty Andrew, Toowoomba o c
31 Cassidy Francis, Ipswich c 118 Crowther Francis, Dalby o e
32 Castle Frederick, Brisbane a 119 Croman George, Warwick c
33 Caston W. N., Brisbane s 120 Cruttenden Wm., Oxley u k
34 Catling Miss, Brisbane s 121 Cullan Mrs., Bigges' Camp c
35 Ceass  C., Yaamba or Canoona e 122 Cumming Messrs. J. H. & Co., Warwick c
36 Child Phillip, Brisbane u k and s (17)
37 Champion Henry, Sidney u k 123 Cunningham Mary, Brisbane u k
38 Chang Tow Tow, Warwick s 124 Curmuhl Wm., Brisbane c
39 Chapman Mrs.  or  Miss, Yaamba o c 125 Currie Thos., Brisbane n k
40 Chapman Thomas. Ideraway u k (2) 126 Currun M., Toowoomba c
41 Chubrough and Thompson Messrs., Thomp- 127 Curri.m Patlc., Toowoomba o c
son River e 128 Curry Miss Mary Ann, Towoomba c
42 Chesman George, Brisbane u k (2) 129 Curtis John, Toowoomba e
43 Childs James, Woodhouse Camp u k 130 Curtis Daniel, Ipswich c
44 Chisholm Colin, Brisbane u k 131 Cussack M., Brisbane o c.
45 Yaamba o cChristian W.
46
,
Christie Michael, Ipswich c D.
47 Christian Mary A., Bowen u k 1 DALGLEISH Wm. J., Logan b p and c (3)
48 Church Charles E. S., Leyburn u k 12) 2 Dalmahoy Ralph, Maryborough u k (2)
49 Churchill F., Callandoon s 3 Dalrymple Wm., Rockingham Bay m
50 Clark, F. E., Ipswich e 4 Daly Miss, Brisbane s
51 Clayton Thos., Brisbane u k 5 Daly Keeran, Brisbane u k
52 Clayton Robt., Boggo e 6 Daly Wm., Canal Creek s
53 Clerk Mrs. Charles,  Brisbane s 7 Danher Michael, Toowoomba c
54 Clerk Edwd., Brisbane o e 8 Danville Wm., Cleveland e
55 Cleary David, Brisbane  a and u k (2) 9 Darby John, Warwick s
56 Clegg Edward, Cleveland c 10 Darcy -, Nanango c
57 Clune Michael, Toowoomba e 11 Darnell Henry, Barcoo c
58 Coates Samuel , Oxley u k 12 Daubeny G. W., Brisbane c
59 Cocking Joseph, Holmes' Camp e 13 Davey T., Toowoomba c
60 Coghlan G. E., Yaamba s 14 Davidson plumber,  Brisbane c
61 Cohen J. J., Warwick s 15 Davidson Miss Allison, Brisbane u k
62 Collins Miss Mary, Ipswich c 16 Davis H., Brisbane u k
63 Coleman W., Laidley e 17 Davis -, Roma c
64 Coleman Thos. 18 Davis Charles, Brisbane e
65 Coles  Henry W., Laidley o e 19 Davis George, Baramba e
66 Coles  H. W., Brisbane u k 20 Davis John, Toowoomba s
67 Coley Capt., Brisbane c (2) 21 Davis John, Brisbane s
68 Collier G. S., Rodney Downs s 22 Davis L. M., Brisbane c
69 Collings Capt., Brisbane c 23 Davis Phillip, Clifton c
70 Collins Jas., Toowoomba c 24 Davis Wm. Stephen, Brisbane u k
71 Collins R. F., Woogaroo c 25 Day Mrs. Elizbth., Barcoo t
72 Collins Thos.. Ipswich c 23 Day John, Brisbane c
73 Combo Miss Catherine, Toowoomba c 27 Day Win., Goombooro c
74 Comyn Thos. D., Brisbane s 28 Dea John, care of Jas. Wilson, Rodney Downs c
75 Conaghan Peter, Brisbane u k 29 Dean Tames, Toowoomba u k
76 Carnish Andrew, Toowoomba s 30 Debenham C., Brisbane u k
77 Conley , Brisbane u k 31 Delaney Daniel, Brisbane c
78 Connaly Mrs., Brisbane c 32 Delaney John, Auckland u k
79 Connolly Mrs. Michael, Brisbane s 33 Delprat Henry, Coombaba u k
80 Connar M., care of H. Bell, Redfern o c 34 Dempsey Edwd., Landsdowne Station e
81 Connor Michael, Bowen, Port  Denison m 35 Derbey Edward, Dalby f
82 Conran James, Toowoomba o e 36 Devlin John J., Brisbane u k
83 Conroy Peter, Toowoomba o c 37 Devling Michael, Mount Rodney m  and c (4)
84 Conwa y , Toowoomba c 38 Devine Bernard, Ipswich u k (2)
85 Cooke , Cleveland Bay e 39 Dexter H., Toowoomba o c
86 Cooke Edwd., Toowoomba u k 40 Dick John, Toowoomba u k
87 Cook John, Toowoomba s 41 Dickerson -, Breakfast Creek e
88 Coolie Robt, Toowoomba e 42 Dickson George, Toowoomba c
89 Coley M., Rockhampton c (2) 43 Dickkand Wilhelm, Cockatoo c
90 Cooper James, Toowoomba e 44 Dickson James, Cleveland Bay c
91 Cooper Wm., Bowen u k (2) 45 Dillier -, Ipswich s
92 Corbor J., Brisbane u k 46 Dillon Andrew, Brisbane u k
93 Concoran Thos., Cardwell c 47 Dillon Michael, Toowoomba c
94 Cornford Frederick, Toowoomba e 48 Dilger Mrs. John, Preston u k
95 Corwall Mrs. Margaret,  Brisbane m 49 Din Mrs., Woogaroo c
96 Coverly Moses, Springsure c 50 Dingle and Hunter Messrs.,  Rosilie c
97 Cowell Thos. G., Brisbane m 51 Dimnory F., Toowoomba u k
98 Cox John, Rockhampton c 52 Dixon John, Warwick u k
99 Cox J. S., Forest Vale u k 53 Dobbie Robt., Laidley u k
100 Coxen Fredk., Toowoomba c 54 Dodd John, Brisbane c
101 Coxen Messrs. F.. Maryborough s 55 Doherty Francis, Toowoomba o c
102 Craig James, Barcoo c 56 Dollard Michael, Helidon c
103 Cramp Win., Williams' Camp s 57 Donley Miss T., Toowoomba c
104 Crawford Miss, Laidley u k 58 Donnell J., Laidley c
105 Crawford -,  Brisbane c 59 Donnelly John, Toowoomba u k100 Crawford G. A.  W,, Brisbane u k 60 Donnelly Michael, Laidley, u k
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61 Donohoe Patrick, Toowoomba u k (2)
62 Doronerd Miss Marie, Brisbane c
63 Dongan Wm., Springsure s
64 D w John, Maryborough c
65 Down , Toowoomba c
66 Downing Daniel, Brisbane o c
67 Doy Miss Anne, Brisbane u k
68 Doyer W. (veterinary surgeon), Dalby c
69 Doyle Hamilton, Koorona c
70 Doyle Patt, Mount Abundance u k (2)
71 Drake Henry, Toowoomba c
72 Drake Samuel, Laidley s
73 Drewe J. W., Brisbane u k
74 Drewrey , Brisbane s
75 Driscoll Catherine, Brisbane u k
76 Droughton Samuel, Brisbane c
77 Drummond P., Brisbane c
78 Drummond P., Toowoomba c
79 Dulon Francis, Calliope o c
80 Duncan , Alice Downs, Barcoo c
81 Duncan Charles, Dalby c
82 Duncan James Alexander, Cardwell c
83 Dunn Andrew, Cooper's Camp s
84 'Dunn John, Brisbane u k
85 Dunne J. McKay, Brisbane u k
86 Dunne Mathew, Toowoomba o c
87 Dunne Patrick, Toowoomba c
88 Dunn Thos., Brisbane u k
89 Dunn W., Brisbane u k
90 Dunn Wm ,,Ipswich u k
91 Dutton , Brisbane c
92 Dwyer Anthony, Rodney Downs, in
93 Dwyer James T., Rockhampton m (2)
94 Dwyer Matthew, Toowoomba c
95 Dwyer Thos., Booval c
96 Dwyer James, Warwick u k
E.
1 EAMES Tom, Ipswich u k
2 Easton and French Messrs., Murroona c
3 Eaton George, Laidley u k
4 Evan Miss F., Warwick c
5 Eavers Wm., Ipswich s
6 Eaves Charles, Brisbane c (3)
7 Eden George, Brisbane e
8 Edgar Benjamin, Brisbane u k
9 Edson G. T., Westwood s
10 Edwards H., Ravensworth c
11 Edward John (carrier), Toowoomba c
12 Eagan Thos., Holme's Camp u k
13 Einge Mrs. J., Toowoomba u k
14 Elliott A., Bigges' Camp s
15 Ellen Thos., Eurella c
16 Ellen Win., Canal Creek c
17 Ellery Mrs. J. B. F., Brisbane u k
18 Elliott , Toowoomba c
19 Ellis Mrs., Ipswich c
20 Ellis Edward, Brisbane u k (2)
21 Ellis and Teid Messrs., Springsure c
22 Ellworthy Messrs., Cleveland Bay c
23 Ellworthy J., Brisbane u k
24 Elston John, Oxley Creek c
25 F.ly Miss Mary, Brisbane in
26 English Andrew, Drayton c
27 English A., Drayton s
28 English William, Drayton s
29 Erwood  -,  Brisbane u k
30 Evans A. H., Tarawinaba c
31 Evans Henry, Brisbane u k
32 Evans Henry, Brisbane u k
(5)
33 Evans Herbert (painter), Toowoomba c
34 Evans George, Brisbane u k
35 Evans Thomas, Sydney u k
36 Esher Dr. Edmund, Brisbane c
F.
1 FAGE William, Ipswich s
2 Fanning Patrick, Brisbane u k
3 Farmworth Mrs. J., Brisbane u k
4 Farrell Thomas, Toowoomba u k
5 Fassert Mrs., Brisbane u k (2)
6 Fasserd -, Brisbane c
7 Faughner James, Brisbane u k
8 Faulker John P., Ipswich c
9 Faulkner Thomas, Toowoomba e
10 Faulkner Thomas, Warwick, c
11 Fearom William, Brisbane u k
12 Feary Charles ,  Bowen n k
13 Feaney Charles, Bowen u k
14 Featherstone Edward, Brisbane c (2)
15 Feenerty James, Ipswich u k
16 Feeney John, Ipswich u k
17 Felmingham W. H., Toowoomba u k
18 Ferguson Edward A., Brisbane c
19 Ferguson John, Glasgow Arms Hotel,
Brisbane u k
20 Ferguson R., Grandchester e
21 Ferguson Thomas, Calliope o e
22 Ferris William, Logan e
23 Fiddes William, Canal Creek Diggings u k and
n z (10)
24 Fialman William, Redbank e
25 Field James, Ipswich u k
26 Filand Patrick, Toowoomba u k
27 Findlay James Nelson , Brisbane n z
28 Finch William, Laidley c
29 Fisher W., Brisbane s
30 Fisher William, Taroom c
31 Fitz and Wilson Messrs.,  Brisbane s
32 Fitzgerald Patrick,  Brisbane c
33 Fitzgerald Thomas, Emu Creek c
34 Fitzgibbon Mrs., Brisbane s
35 Flanagan James, Brisbane u k
36 Fleming William , Barcoo c
37 Fletcher Henry, Toowoomba n z
38 Fletcher T. H., Brisbane u k
39 Flenogan Henry, Dalby c
40 Flood Mrs., Brisbane u k
41 Flynn Martin, Malvern Hill,  Barcoo e
42 Flynn Thomas, Woodend o c
43 Foardy A., Toowoomba c
44 Fogarty Michael (stockman ),  Brisbane o e
45 Foley James, Warwick o e (3)
46 Foot Miss A., Maryyvale m
47 Forrest Dugal McC., Brisbane u k
48 Forrest G. J. (compositor),  Brisbane
49 Forsyth George, Wagga Wagga e
50 Fose Christopher,  Brisbane m
51 Frances G. G., Bowen c
52 Fraser  Robert, Gibbon's Camp s
53 Frazer  Robert, Roma u k
54 Free Joseph, Brisbane u k
55 Fuller Charles E., Toowoomba u k (2)
56 Fullton John, Port Denison u k
57 Fushbi -, Ipswich c
G.
1 GADDIS Miss Alice,  Brisbane u k
2 Gadden W. H., Canoona c
3 Gatton Joseph, Helidon c
4 Galthorpe Charles, Brisbane u k
5 Garren James,  Brisbane c
6 Gaughran Patrick (farmer), Oxley o c (2)
7 Gawthrop Charles, Brisbane u k
8 Gerrard J. E. and J. F., Brisbane c
9 Gonner Phillip, Brisbane f
10 George William, Alice Downs o c
11 Geswick -, Warwick c
12 Gibb David (carpenter), Brisbane u k
13 Gibbon H., Toowoomba c
14  'Gibson, Thomas, Brisbane u k
15 Gilbert T., Brisbane u k
16 Gillies Gordon Edward,  Baramba u k
17 Gillies  James , Oxley Creek u k
18 Glednell ,  Brisbane c
19 Gleeson , Warwick c
20 Gleeson Thomas,  Goondiwindi o e
21 Glover James,  Brisbane u k (2)
22 Glynn Martin,  Brisbane or Toowoomba u k  (2)
23 Godber Joseph,  Brisbane s
24 Godfrey A. L. L., Brisbane u k
25 Godley Charles, Bunya Mt. s
26 Godwin  James ,  Brisbane u k (2)
27 Goldsmith Charles  Edward, Brisbane u k (2)
28 Gology Miss Margaret, Brisbane u k
29 Goodwin Thomas,  Brisbane c
30 Goold Charles,  Bowen Downs s
31 Goong Chong,  Brisbane s
32 Gordon,  and Bolsden, and Co. Messrs .,  Barcoo
c (2)
33 Gordon Andrew,  Brisbane c
34 Gordon J. W. H., Cabulture c
35 Gordon Peter, Mount Abundance u k (2)
36 Gordon Wm., Mount Abundance s
87 Gorman Bartholomew, Brisbane u k
88 German B Brisbane u k
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89 Gottle George, Toowoomba f 61 Helinger W. (engineer), Bulimba c
40 Gough -, Ipswich c 62 Heney Sarah, Brisbane o c (2)
41 Goughf David, Emu Creek c 63 Henley J. McCallock, Leichhardt Downs e
42 Gould Margaret, Presto c 64 Henssler Elizabeth, Brisbane u It
43 Govier T.,, Sydney u k 65 Herbudge -, Cleveland Bay c
44 Grace Christian, Warwick c 66 Herlitz James, Toowoomba it k
45 Graham and Osborne Messrs., Ipswich c 67 Hermon John, Ipswich c
46 Gray Donald, Brisbane u k 68 Herv6 Pierre, Brisbane u It
47 Gray Robert, Brisbane u k 69 Heslop Geo. W., Toowoomba c
48 Greeting Edward, Brisbane c 70 Henge Ewart, Toowoomba c
49 Green William, Brisbane c 71 Heynemann Henry, Highfield c
50 Green Mrs., Brisbane c 72 Hickey Denis, Laidley u It
51 Greensland Miss Hannah, Brisbane u k 73 Hickey William, Ipswich c
52 Greenwood John, Toowoomba o 74 Hicks James, Ipswich u It
53 Greenwood S., Warwick c 75 Higgins -, Lockyer's Creek c
54 Gregory C., Drayton c 76 Higgins A., Toowoomba a
55 Greiner George, Brisbane c 77 Hill Herbert, Brisbane c
56 Grice J. and F., Brisbane u k 78 Hill A. T., Toowoomba c
57 Griffin John, Brisbane u k 79 Hill Matthew, Bowen c and u k (3)
58 Grigg and Co. Messrs. A., Ipswich s 80 Hillman Charles, Brisbane u k
59 Grimm Mrs., Dalby c 81 Hillman Charles, Ipswich u It
60 Gross and Co., Messrs., Ipswich c (2) 82 Hinchin Mrs., Brisbane s (2)
61 Guest Henry, Ballard's Camp c 83 Hinchcliffe A., Brisbane u It
62 Guest J., Ballard's Camp c 84 Hinton John, Toowoomba s
63 Gulland James, Brisbane u It 85 Hislehurst James, Brisbane c
64 Gunchales Fernando, Moreton Island 86 Hinz William, Toowoomba c
87 Hobson L. Brisbane b p
H. 88
,
Hobson W. J., Brisbane u It
1 HABEKOST Wm., Woombalbank f 89 Hodgson -, Rodney Downs c
2 Hackett Michael, Brisbane s 90 Hodgson Stud, Rodney Downs e
3 Hackett Michael, Brisbane b p 91 Hodgson Stud, Rodney Downs c
4 Haddock Wm., Toowoomba u It 92 Holven Thos., Brisbane u It
5 Haddock Wm., Toowoomba u k 93 Hobson W., Roma c
6 Haddock Wm., Toowoomba u k 94 Holmes Geo., Ipswich u It
7 Hadwick Edwin, Toowoomba u It 95 Holmes Joseph, Toowoomba u k
8 Halen -, Cleveland c 96 Holpin Mr., sear., Doughboy Creek c (2)
9 Hall James, Toowoomba u k 97 Homes -, Brisbane c
10 Hall Wm. Henry, Brisbane u k 98 Hood James, Ipswich c
11 Hamer Wm., Brisbane u It 99 Hope H., Barcoo c
12 Hamilton David, Ipswich u k 100 Hopkins , Brisbane c
13 Hamilton Thomas, Bowen a 101 Hopkins , Ipswich u It
14 Hammell Christian, Dalby o c 102 Hopkin Henry, stonemason, Ipswich u It
15 Hammond Albert, Roma c 103 Hopper Wm., Talgai u k
16 Hampson Henry, Roma c 104 Hordern Mrs., Brisbane e
17 Hander -, Dalby c 105 Horen Patrick, Toowoomba e
18 Handcoek V. M., Brisbane u It 106 Horn M., Toowoomba e
19 Handcoek V. M., Barco River c 107 Hornung -, Brisbane c
20 Hannigen John, Brisbane c 108 Horsfall Samuel, Brisbane s
21 Hamahain Thomas, Dalby e 109 Herten Thomas, Toowoomba c (2)
22 Harrison Wm., Brisbane c 110 Houghton E., Brisbane u It
23 Harron Phillip, Brisbane c 111 Houghton T., Barcoo c (2)
24 Hanrahan P., Roma s 112 Houghton Joseph, Toowoomba u It
25 Harden Mrs., Warwick c 113 Houran John, Ipswich e
26 Harding Geo., Woogaroo c (2) 114 Rousting Robert, Fortitude Valley c
27 Hardy J. P., Brisbane m 115 Howells Henry, Toowoomba u k
28 Hargreave Lawrence, Cleveland Bay s 116 Howells Henry, Brisbane u It
29 Harkess Alexander, Valley of Lagoons e 117 Howley Catherine, Ipswich c
30 Harman Joshua G., Toowoomba n z 118 Howlison Alexander, Brisbane u It
31 Harmer Mrs., Ipswich u It 119 Hoy Ellen, Brisbane o c
32 Harper Nicholas, Brisbane u k 120 Hudson Mrs. Beresford, Brisbane s
33 Harries Samuel V., Roma c (4) 121. Hudson Thomas, Brisbane c
34 Harris -, Brisbane u k 122 Hughes David, Ipswich u It
35 Hartigan Pat, Brisbane u It 123 Hughes Edwin, Laidley u k
36 Haskings Mrs., Brisbane u k 124 Hughes James, Brisbane c
37 Hasted Geo., Toowoomba c 125 Hughes John, Brisbane u k (4)
38 Hastelon David, Toowoomba u k 126 Hughes John, Toowoomba u It
39 Harte Hugh, Ipswich f 127 Hughes John, Brisbane is k
40 Hartley B., Toowoomba c 128 Hull H. D., Dalby c
41 Harvey E. T. A., Warwick c 129 Humburgher , Ipswich c
42 Hatch M., Brisbane u It 130 Hume W. C., Warwick c (2)
43 Hatton Jno., Brisbane a 131 Humphrey John, Toowoomba c
44 Havard Wm., Ipswich u k 132 Hunt Mrs., Laidley c
45 Hawkins -, Toowoomba c 133 Hunt C. W., Ipswich c
46 Hawkins Geo., Brisbane u k (2) 134 Hunt Mrs. E., Canal Creek s
47 Hawkins James, Toowoomba u k 135 Huskisson Alfred, Brisbane u It
48 Hawley Andrew, South Brisbane u It 136 Hussey Wm., Brisbane u It
49 - Haydon S., Barco c 137 Hutheson Thomas, Brisbane u It
55 Hayes H. B., Brisbane c (2) 138 Huxtable E., Bowen c
51 Hayls James, Warwick s (2) 139 Hyams J. P., Redbank o
52 Hayward Thomas, North Ipswich u k 140 Hyatt Richard, Toowoomba s
53 Hayward Thomas, North Ipswich u k 141 Hyslop James, Brisbane u k
54 Hazel Benjamin, Brisbane u It I.
55 Healy John, Toowoomba c 1 INGLES Mrs. George, Toowoomba u It
56 Hibden Mrs., Brisbane u It 2 Ireley Peter, Brisbane u is
57 Heenan John, Helidon e 3 Irlam George, Brisbane u It
58 Heeschew H., Toowoomba e 4 Isley James, Laidley c
59 Heffernan John, Springsure u k (2) 5 Ires Jonathan, Ipswich e
60 Heine -, Cooper Boggo c 6 Ivey Daniel, Aramack Creek c (3)
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J. 61 Krippendorff, C. F., Warwick n z
62 Marlborough Plains e,Kriiglr August1 JACK William, Brisbane u k
2 Jackson Janet, Ipswich u k
,
L.
3 Jackson Thomas, Ipswich u k 1 LACON Edmund B., Brisbane u k
4 Jarrold S. W., Roma c 2 Lackenby G., Brisbane u k
5 Jearney David, Brisbane u k 3 Lamb H. V., Lockyer's Creek c
6 Jeffery Walter, Brisbane u k 4 Large W. S., Brisbane c and u k (2)
7 Jenkinson Eliza, Brisbane u k 5 Larkin John, Ipswich u k
8 Jerome  -,  Alice Downs s and u k (2) 6 Langenbank W., Goondiwindi e
9 Johnson Mrs. Margaret, Rosenthal o c 7 Laughlin Andrew, Toowoomba c
10 Johnson Charles, Brisbane u k 8 Laundon George, Brisbane u k
11 Johnston Joseph, Springsure c 9 Lawrence Charles, Brisbane u k
12 Johnston Mrs. Margaret, Brisbane, u k 10 Laurie A. S., Sanders e
13 Johnson T. A., Warwick, u k 11 Lawrence George, Bowen n z
14 Johnston T. A., Warwick u k 12 Lawrence Thomas, Brisbane s
15 Johnson Win., Brisbane, u k 13 Lawson George, Toowoomba u k
16 Jones Mrs. A., Ipswich b p 14 Leahy T., Dalby c
17 Jones F., Brisbane in 15 Leal Richard, Brisbane u k
18 Jones John, Colinton c 16 Lee  -,  Townsville c
19 Jones T. E. L., Yaamba c 17 Lee John (Chinaman), Cecil. Plains o c
20 Jones R.. Brisbane u k 18 Lee Win., Townsville c
21 Jones William, Brisbane u k 19 Leich James, Brisbane u k
22 Johnes Wm., Caboolture c 20 Leich Thomas, Ipswich u k
23 Joseph senior,  -,  Brisbane u k 21 Leer Miss H., Ipswich c
24 Jury John, Rockhampton c 22 Leis Carl, Pine River c
23 Le ox Wm Brisbane k
K. 24
.,nn u
Levy and Co. Messrs. M., Brisbane c
1 KALB T. G., Brisbane f 25 Lewis Thomas (of Danlea), (5)
2 Kane Francis B., Brisbane u k 26 Lewis Henry, Barcoo u k (5)
3 Rockhampton cKane Maurice 27 Lewis Henry, Ipswich u k (2)
4
,
Kanly F., Sandy Creek c 28 Lewis Henry, Brisbane u k
5 Kavanagh A. B., Brisbane u k 29 Lewis H. Walter, Brisbane u k (2)
6 Barcoo cKaye Capt. A. 30 Lewis J., Brisbane o e
7
,
Brisbane cKearney  - 31 Lewis W. T. H., Toowoomba m, 32 Lihon James Brisbane u k8 Kearney Joseph, Brisbane u k (2) 33
,
Li f itd 2T b9 Kearsley George, Ipswich c say , run erer )oowoom a c (
10 Roma mKeefe P. 34 Line J., Brisbane c
11
,
South Kennedy o cKeen F. 35 Linklater George R., Brisbane u k
12
,
Keefe Wm., Oxley Creek c 36 Linnun Miss Mary, Ipswich u k
13 Keenan John Warwick c 37 Lutton Louis, Brisbane f, 38 Little  - Barcook c14 Keith John, Brisbane u k (2) 39 ,Little A Laidle c15
16
Kellett E., Ipswich c
Marlborough cKellett James 40
., y
Little Alfred, Brisbane u k
17
,
Kelly Mrs., Brisbane u k 41 Little Robt., Brisbane c
18 Kelly Christopher Roma o c 42 Little Capt. R. R., Brisbane u k (2)
19
,
Laidley cKelley S. D. 43 Little R. R., Brisbane u k
20
,
Kelly John, Ipswich b p 44 Luterz Conrad, Brisbane f
21 Kelly Robert Oxley in 45 Lochragn Neil, Brisbane u k (2), 46 Lock Mrs. Toowoomba c22 Kelly T., Toowoomba c (2) 47
,
Lockwood James I swich c23
24
Kelly Wm., Barcoo c
Brisbane u kKemp Wm. 48
, p
Lomasney John, Brisbane u k
25
,
Brisbane u kKennan James 49 Long C. J., Toowoomba s
26
,
Kennedy H. N. P., Brisbane c 50 Lonergan John, Ipswich u k
27 Brisbane cKennedy James 51 Long J. M., Valley of Lagoons c
28
,
Toowoomba u kKennedy John 52 Long S., Toowoomba u k
29
,
Kennedy Thomas Brisbane u k 53 Long Wm., Taroom c
30
,
Kennon John Brisbane u k 54 Longstaff Geo., Ipswich c
31
,
Kenny Ellen Brisbane u k 55 Lorigan Daniel, Toowoomba e
32
,
Kenny Michael Warwick u k 56 Losack Wm., Jingi Jingi o c
33
,
Kernahan J. W., Brisbane u k 57 Loveday Joseph, Dalby c
34 Kerr Miss Grace Dunwich u k 58 Loveridge Richard, Dalby m
35
,
Kerr John, Toowoomba u k 59 Loyd W., Dalby c
36 Kerwin Mrs. Michael, Redbank c 60 Loyd Humphrey, Brisbane u k
37 Kerrie Clzristian, Redbanlc f 61 Luke H., Toowoomba u k
38 Keymont Mrs. Anne, Brisbane n z 62 Luscutt  -,  Brisbane u k
39 Kiernan Mary Ann, Brisbane u k 63 Luscutt Charles, Brisbane u k
40 Goondiwindi cKilgour  - 64 Lutkin Geo. or Mary Jane, Ipswich u k
41
,
Brisbane cKilway Walter 65 Lynch , Helidon t
42
,
King Auton, Dalby o c 66 Lynch John, Ipswich u k
43 King H.E., Mitchell c 67 Lyne Augustus, Springsure o c
44 King H. F., Barcoo s M.
45 King James, Oxley c 1 MACK Lawrence. Brisbane c
46 Kingston Francis, Redbank c 2 Madden F. J. J., Brisbane c
47 Kirke Julius Hall, Brisbane u k 3 Margoe James, Emu Creek c
48 Kirby J. S., Gladstone c 4 Mahon John, Cleveland b p
49 Kirby W., Brisbane u k 5 Main Augustus John, Mooloolah u k
50 Kitchen Joseph, Brisbane c 6 Maker Mrs. Jane, Laidley u k
51 Kitson Michael, Warwick c 7 Maloney A., Brisbane s
52 Kiveron Michael, Brisbane c 8 Mallon Frances, Taroom c
53 Knife John, Oxley c 9 Manektelow ,Toowoomba c
54 Knight E. C., Warwick u k 10 Mandall Henry, Toowoomba c
55 Knight Geo. B., Brisbane u k 11 Mainon Thomas, Brisbane e
56 Knight James, Brisbane m 12 Manson Thomas, Brisbane u k
57 Knox Gill M., Ipswich c 13 Marchbanks Andrew, Westwood o c
58 Kohler Wm., Warwick o c 14 Mardessietz Miehele, Westwood f
59 Krakow  -,  Brisbane c 15 Markwell Miss Frances, Brisbane c
60 Kramer Mrs., Toowoomba f 16 Marks James (farmer), Toowoomba c
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17 Marles ' , Ipswich u k 102 Mahoney Thomas, Toowoomba c
18 Marrow John, Brisbane u k 103 Muir Thomas, Toowoomba c
19 Marsh, George, Brisbane c 104 Mulgreen Catherine, Brisbane o c
20 Marshall -, Little Liverpool u k 105 Mullane Patt, Cabulture u k
21 Marshall Geo., Toowoomba c 106 Munachee Louis, Epsom c
22 Marshall John, Cabulture c 107 Munro Hugh, Dalby c (2)
23 Marshall Mrs W., Little Liverpool u k 108 Munro James (mason), Brisbane u k
24 Martin James, Bowina Downs m 109 Muratsch -, Cleveland c
25 Martin Thomas, Ten-mile Rush o c 110 Murim Mrs. G. L., Gatton s
26 Mashford Albert, Brisbane u k 111 Murphy Edward, Toowoomba m
27 Mason Mrs., Brisbane u k 112 Murphy Miss Honoria, Durah Station c
28 Mason Mrs., Cleveland c 113 Murphy John, Brisbane u k
29 Mason Thomas, Laidley c 114 Murphy John, Toowooniba c (2)
30 Mather Wm., Brisbane u k 115 Murphy Robert, Brisbane u k
31 Mathews C., Rockhampton u k 116 Murphy Robert, Ipswich u k
32 Mathews C., Brisbane u k 117 Murphy Timothy, Brisbane u k
33 Matthews Thomas, Cleveland o c 118 Murray and Soady Messrs., Bowen c
34 Maurice E., Brisbane c 119 Murray John Messrs., Toowoomba u k
35 Mawhinney John, Brisbane u k 120 Murray Miss Kate, Bowen c
36 Mawson George, Toowoomba s 121 Murray Miss Margaret, Bowen u k
37 May Robert, Brisbane u k 122 Murray W., Barcoo c
38 Meara Thomas Toowoomba c
39
,
Medley Linton Hugh, Rockhampton and Mc.
Barcoo m and c 1 McANUTEY Edward, Laidley u k
40 Mehan S., Canal Creek c 2 McAnley Mrs., Barcoo e
41 Meicle David, Brisbane c 3 McAnley J. R., Northampton Downs s
42 Melfet W. J., Toowoomba s 4 Mavanagh Patrick, Brisbane c
43 Mellon George, Toowoomba s 5 McBain William, Brisbane u k
44 Mellon Michael, Toowoomba c  6 McCall Miss Ann, Goodna o c
45 Menzies James, Lytton Road 7 McCafferty James, Toowoomba u k
46 Menzies Robt., Brisbane c 8 MacCallum Alexander, Brisbane e
47 Merrett Mrs. T. H., Brisbane  s a and n z (2) 9 McCann Brothers Messrs., Brisbane c
48 Merritt Thomas, Brisbane in 10 McCann Francis, Taroom c
49 Meddleton -, Brisbane u k 11 McCarter Mrs., Roma c
50 Middleton T. B., Brisbane u k 12 McCarthy Thomas, Toowoomba o c
51 Miderwood R., Dalby c 13 McCanley -, Brisbane c
52 Millar Mrs., Brisbane c 14 McClelland Miss Catherine, Brisbane u k
53 Millar -, Brisbane c 15 McClellan Duncan, Toowoomba u k
54 Millar Carl, Toowoomba c 16 McCullough Andrew, Brisbane u k
55 Millar W. C., Westwood o c 17 McCormack Miss Jane, Dalby c
56 Miller Fredk., Windham c 18 McConochie D., Brisbane s a
57 Milm Miss Christiana, Woogaroo u k 19 McConvill Daniel, Toowoomba u k
58 Milm John, Brisbane c 20 McCrae John, Brisbane n z
59 Millrae Joseph, Brisbane m 21 McCullagh John, Brisbane c
60 Mills Wm. Jas., Brisbane u k 22 McCullen James, Toowooinba c
61 Miners -, Ipswich c 23 McCullough William, Kooroona s
62 Minhennett Edward, Holmes' Camp u k 24 McDermott Neil, Toowoomba u k (2)
63 Minus George, Condamine c 25 McDiarmid Miss Agnes, Brisbane o c
64 Minto , Native Police, Port Denison c 26 McDonald Archibald, Barcoo c
65 Mitchell -, Ipswich Road c 27 McDonald Bernard, Felton c
66 Mitchell G., North Brisbane u k 28 McDonald Donald, Toowoomba c
67 Mitchell J. (laborer), Toowoomba o c 29 McDonald Gilbort, Brisbane u k
68 Mitchell Mrs. Mary Ann, Dalby o c 30 McDonald J., Dalby o c .
69 Mitchell Samuel, Spring Creek c 31 McDonald Mrs. James F., Brisbane o e
70 Modini Carlo (dealer), Ipswich s (2) 32 McDonald James, Brisbane u k
71 Monaghan Phillip, Pine River c 33 McDonald Jane, Brisbane o c
72 Monk Mrs., Brisbane s 34 McDonald John (brig " Missie"), Port Deni-
73 Monk Elijah J. (shipwright), Brisbane c (3) son c
74 Monk Mrs. M. L., Brisbane s 35 McDonald John, Redbank c
75 Montieth Mrs. Wm., Brisbane u k 36 McDonald John, Brisbane u k
76 Montgomery Duncan, Brisbane u k 37 McDonald William, Toowoomba c (2)
77 Mooden John, Brisbane c 38 McDonnell J., Laidley c
78 Moon William Henry, Brisbane c 39 McElgim John, Brisbane u k (2)
79 Moore P., Waggo c 40 McG ay Daniel, Ipswich c
80 Moore Patrick, Roma o c 41 McGarr Joseph, Brisbane u k
81 Morgan Mrs., Rockhampton s (2) 42 McGee and Donclarty Messrs., Logan River c
82 Morgan (drayman), Brisbane c (2) 43 McGee John, Goodna u k
83 Morgan C. W., Brisbane s 44 Magee Margaret, Brisbane o c
84 Morgan Daniel, Laidley u k 45 McGovern -, Toowoomba u k
85 Morgan E., Dalby c 46 McGovern Farrell, Toowoomba u k
86 Morgan Edward W., Port Denison u k and 47 McGovern James, Helidon Camp o c
s a (3)  48. McGrath John, Burrandowan c (2)
87 Morran William Godfrey, Toowoomba c 49 McGrath Thomas, Toowoomba s
88 Morris James, Toowoomba u k (2) 50 McGregor Roderick, Sandgate c
89 Morrisey Timothy, Toowoomba c 51 McGuire Captain (H.M.S.S. " Challenger"),
90 Morrison Miss Sophia I'., Toowoomba •u Ic Brisbane or elsewhere c
91 Morrison John, Rockhampton u k (2) 52 McGuire John, Cleveland u k
92 Morrison M., Ballard's Camp c 53 McGwan Margaret, Brisbane o c
93 Morris Miss Margaret, Brisbane u k 54 McHardy Charles, Toowoomba u k
94 Mortimer -, Toowoomba c 55 McHugh Michael, Brisbane u k
95 Mortimer George, Mount Abundance o  56 McIntosh Miss, Holmes' Camp e
96 Mortimer Henry, Brisbane c 57 McIntyre D., Alice Downs e
97 Morton Hugh, Brisbane u k  58 McGever Miss Rosina, Brisbane c
98 Moses John, Dalby o c 59 McHenry Bartholomew, Logan a
99 Moss Mrs., Canal Creek o c 60 McKenna John, Alderton c
100 Mountain Francis, Brisbane u k 61 McKenna Mrs. Robert, Toowoomba u k
101 Moniman Miss (care of M. Sheehan), Brisbane 62 Mackenzie Brothers, m
uk  63 McKenzie Messrs. D. and J., Toowoomba u k
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64 McKenzie George, Toowoomba c 17 Oliver T., Gulf of Carpentaria u k
65 McKenzie James, Brisbane u k 18 O'Magher
-, Toowoomba c
66 McKenzie James, Brisbane u k 19 O'Neal -, Brisbane c
67 McKenzie William, Cardwell c 20 O'Donnell Honora, Brisbane c
68 McKeon Bryan, Brisbane u k 21 O'Reiley Francis, Yandilla f
69 McKey James, Toowoomba c 22 O'Reilly Peter, Brisbane c
70 McKey James, Toowoomba c 23 Ormsby P. G., Rockhampton  in,  s, and u k (3)
71 McKee David, Ipswich u k 24 Orr A. S., Brisbane c
72 McKee Mrs. John, Brisbane t 25 Osmom Mrs. R. E., Toowoomba u k
73 McKinley John, Brisbane u k 26 Owen E. J., Brisbane c
74 McKinnee Robert, Toowoomba u k 27 Owen Thomas, Ipswich u k
75 McLaughlin Charles Dalb m
76
, y
McLaurin John, Gibbon's Camp c P.
77 McLaughlin Patrick, Brisbane u k 1 PAGE E., Springsure u k (2)
78 McLean Duncan, Pine River c 2 Packorne W. H., Toowoomba u k
79 McLean Kenneth, Warwick u k 3 Palmer J. C., Dalby o
80 McLennan Mrs., Brisbane c 4 Palmer W., Goondiwindi c
81 McLennan Duncan, Woodhouse Camp u k 5 Parfett G., Brisbane u k
82 McLeod Mrs. H., Cleveland Bay c 6 Parfitt -, Roma c
83 McLeod Harriet, Toowoomba c 7 Parish H., Rockhampton u k (2)
84 McLeod James, Laidley u k 8 Parker P. A., Brisbane c (2)
85 McLeod Miss Jenny, Brisbane c 9 Parkin H., Brisbane o
86 MacLeod William, Brisbane u k 10 Parnam Margt., Mondure c
87 McLure -, Brisbane c 11 Parry J. B. H., Brisbane u k (6)
88 McMahon James, Toowoomba c 12 Paterson C., Toowoomba u k
89 McMahon Maria, Ipswich o c 13 Paterson J., Brisbane u k
90 McMahon Michael L., Toowoomba s 14 Paterson J., Dalby c
91 McManus John, Brisbane u k 15 Paterson R. C., Brisbane c
92 McManus James, Brisbane u k 16 Payne James, Brisbane u k _
93 McMillen William, Warwick u k 17 Payne Geo., Ipswich o c
94 McMurray -, Brisbane m 18 Pearce, Wincey, and Co., Brisbane m
95 McMurray T., Holmes' Camp o c 19 Peat -, Bowen c
96 McNab Mrs., Brisbane c 20 Peel J. R., Toowoomba s
97 McNab and Co. Messrs. F., Brisbane c 21 Pelen John, Bowen o
98 McNav Samuel, Brisbane n z 22 Pennell George, Laidley s
99 McNaughton Miss H. L., Rockhampton c 23 Perrin -, Brisbane o c
100 McNellie Alexander, Brisbane u k 24 Perry Geo., Cardwell c
101 McNelly John, Surat c 25 Perston R., Dalby c26 Petrie A B Brisbane c102 McPhial Archibald, Brisbane c and u k (2) . .,
'103 McPherson D., Brisbane u k 27 Phelan John, Gibbon s Camp  s and m (2)
104 Macpherson Samuel, Barcoo c 28 Phillips Francis, Williams' Camp c
105 McRae Alexander C., Warwick s 29 Phillips Henry, Rockhampton s
106 McSweeney P., Auburn c 30 Pickering John, Brisbane e
107 McWhannell Daniel, Canal Creek o c 31 Pilkington G., Brisbane u k (2)
108 McWheeney J., Ipwich c 32 Pillar J. G., Talgai s33 Pitt Miss, Darling Downs c
N. 34 Poffley Wm., Ipswich u k
1 NAILL Mrs., Brisbane c 35 Potter C., Westwood c
2 Naumann William, Toowoomba c 36 Powell J., Cardwell c
3 Navin Pat, Ipswich c 37 Powell W., Brisbane e
4 Naylor F., Brisbane c 38 Powell Margaret, Brisbane c
5 Neal H., Brisbane c 39 Power E., Toowoomba c
6 Neilam Mrs., Brisbane c 40 Power J. W., Brisbane c
7 Neilson Dr., Dalby c 41 Power Mary, Brisbane c
8 Neison Mrs., Laidley c 42 Pratt T., Laidley u k
9 Nelson C., Brisbane f 43 Preen Jeremiah, Toowoomba u k
10 Newmam W., Ipswich c 44 Priestley Alfred, Brisbane u k
11 Neuss W., Brisbane f 45 Pridden S., Ballard's Camp s
12 Newis W., Brisbane u k 46 Price E. H., Brisbane e
13 Nevil C. C., Bowen Downs c 47 Prin le -, Princhester c
14 Nevil T., Ipswich o c 48 gPrinnitz Cecil, Toowoomba c
15 Nickles P., Dalby c 49 Pugh G., Leyburn u k
16 Nikloweit R., Toowoomba f (2) 50 Pugh Thos., Toowoomba u k
17 Noble A. L., Brisbane c Q,
18 Rockhampton u kNorth A. J.
19
,
Northfield T., Brisbane u k 1 QUILLNEN John, Laidley u k
20 Toowoomba cNorton - 2 Quillnan Miss Mary, Brisbane s (2), 3 Quinlan J., Ipswich c21 Nowlan Geo., Brisbane u k (2) 4 Quinlan Martin Brisbane u k22 Nugent Edmund, Dalby o 5
,
Quinlan Richard Brisbane u k23 Nutting J. B., Springsure o c 6
,
Quinn J., Kedron Brook c
0. 7 Quinn James, Redbank u k
8 Quinn Robt. Roma c1 Toowoomba cO'BRIAN John ,
2
,
Brisbane sO'Connell Miss Ann 9 Quinn Thomas, Oxley Creek c
3
,
O'Connell H., Bowen o 10 Quirk Patrick, Ipswich s
4 O'Connell Mary, Bowen c R.
5 O'Connor Mary : Brisbane u k 1 RABBIT John, Toowoomba c
6 O'Connor Francis, Bowen o 2 Raeetz H., Warwick c
7 O'Connor John, Brisbane u k 3 Ralph Miss Maria, Brisbane o c
8 Oddy John, Toowoomba o 4 Randall Fred., Brisbane c
9 O'Donohoe J., Dalby u k 5 Rayment John, Gibbon's Camp m
10 O'Donohoe J., Toowoomba u k 6 Reade A. C., Forrest Vale u k
11 Ogilvie G. de S., Dalby u k and c (3) 7 Redstom G., Ipswich u k (4)
12 Ogilvie George, Helidon c 8 Reed Richard, Brisbane o c
13 Ogilvie J. S., Brisbane s 9 Redman John, Brisbane c
14 O'Grady Austin, Toowoomba c (2) 10 Reeves W., Corvord c
15 O'Hara Mrs., Toowoomba c 11 Reeves C., Toowoomba  in
16 O'Leary James, Warwick o c 12 Reeves C., Rosalie c
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13 Reeves C., Brisbane c 13 Scarboro Charles, Toowoomba c
14 Rees G. A., Brisbane u k 14 Scarlet J., Toowoomba c
15 Reeves M. S., Ipswich c 15 Scarrow W., Bowen u k
16 Reichle  -,  Toowoomba c 16 Schefe M., Toowoomba f
17 Reid James ,  Brisbane u k and n z (2) 17 Schluter A., Toowoomba c
18 Reilley Jas., Reedy Lake c 18 Schroeter J., Brisbane f
19 Re lly John ,  Brisbane u k 19 Schmidt J., Toowoomba c
20 Reneham Patk .,  Toowoomba c 20 Scorse S., Brisbane u k
21 Reubel Peter ,  Jingi Jingi c 21 Scott R .,  Toowoomba u k
22 Renyolds M., Dalby o c 22 Scrivener W., Ipswich s
23 Rhodes Charles, Barcoo c 23 Sealle Mrs .,  Toowoomba u k
24 Rhodes J., Ipswich c 24 Sear John ,  Toowoomba u k
25 Rice John, Ipswich c 25 Seed Jno., Brisbane u k
26 Richards A., Brisbane c 26 Selby T., Brisbane u k
27 Richardson John, Rockhampton t 27 Senden Won Von, Brisbane c
28 Richardson Wi lliam George ,  Brisbane n z 28 Senior Geo., Brisbane u k
29 Riding James ,  Brisbane u k 29 Shlater A., Brisbane c
30 Riddle George ,  Dalby s 30 Shann G .  T., Brisbane u k
31 Riddle J. D., Toowoomba c 31 Shannon M., Toowoomba o c
32 Riddle W., Brisbane c 32 Sharkey S. J., Barcoo c (2)
33 Rigley Edward, Brisbane u k 33 Sharp Henry ,  Warwick s
34 Rigney Mrs. Mary Ann ,  Brisbane s 34 Sharp '  J. H., Brisbane s
35 Riley W .,  Holme's Camp s 35 Shaw James ,  Brisbane m
36 Rinn Jeremiah ,  Helidon c 36 Shea Michael ,  Ipswich c
37 Ritchard J. T., Laidley u k 37 Sheehan John ,  Bowen u k
38 Rivers John ,  Ipswich u k 38 Shelley S. F., Logan c
39 Robert B., Brisbane u k 39 Sheppard Elizabeth ,  Ipswich u k
40 Roberts David, Toowoomba c 40 Sheridan Michael, Toowoomba c
41 Roberts Emanuel, Brisbane c 41 Shewcroft J. P., Toowoomba c
42 Roberts James Archibald ,  Brisbane  u k 42 Shirley John, Brisbane c
43 Roberts  John G.,  Brisbane u k 43 Shives Wi lliam, Valley of Lagoons u k (2)
44 Roberts  W., Little  Pocket c 44 Sharkey John, Ipswich u k
45 Robertson  ,  Port Denison c 45 Simpson Alexander ,  Ipswich u k
46 Robertson  ,  Toowoomba c 46 Simpson W., Redbank c
47 Robertson Londen and Carty ,  Messrs .,  Talgai c 47 Sim W. C., Ipswich u k (2)
48 Robertson J. E., Dalby c 48 Simmons John, Ipswich s
49 Robertson James, Rockhampton o c 49 Simpson Joseph, Ipswich c
50 Robertson John H .,  Preston c 50 Sim John ,  Brisbane u k
51 Robertson W. G., Barco m and c (2) 51 Sim Wm. C.,  Ipswich u k
52 Robin Vincent ,  Sidney f 52 Sims George ,  Redbank o
53 Robins Charles ,  Laidley u k 53 Sims R., Roma s
54 Robinson Arthur John ,  Brisbane u k 54 Simmons John, Brisbane s
55 Robinson H., Ipswich u k 55 Simmonds  -,  Roma  in
56 Robinson Henry, Ipswich c 56 Simpson Joseph, Redbank c
57 Robinson Lewis, Toowoomba  in 57 Sinwell M., Port Denison s
58 Robinson Mary, Brisbane c 58 Sly Henry ,  Toowoomba u k (2)
59 Robinson Robert H .,  Warwick o e 59 Smallhorn Miss Jane ,  Brisbane u k
60 Robinson Wi lliam Starkey, Brisbane u k 60 Smith Conrad,  Warwick c
61 Rodgers -, Malvern Hills c 61 Smith Mrs .,  Bandamba c
62 Rodgers Mrs. M  .,  Malvern Hills c 62 Smith 'Mrs .,  Port Denison s
63 Roffey N .,  Brisbane m 63 Smith Miss ,  Helidon c
64 Rodgers John, Sydney u k 64 Smith Mr . (builder ),  Kedron Brook s
65 Rodgers M., Warwick c 65 Smith Mr .,  Ipswich m
66 Rodgers T. B., Warwick c 66 Smith Mr .,  Gayndah u k
67 Romey Patk .,  Toowoomba u k 67 Smith and Reid, Brisbane u k
68 Rose John ,  Brisbane u k 68 Smith Alexander ,  Warwick c (2)
69 Ross C., Cleveland c 69 Smith B .,  senr .,  Milton c (2)
70 Ross David, Milton c 70 Smith C., Brisbane c
71 Roughan John, Toowoomba e 71 Smith Daniel, Toowoomba c
72 Runo  -, Wombo c 72 Smith E .  F., Brisbane u k
73 Rush Wm .,  Brisbane u k 73 Smith E .  J., Bowen c
74 Russell Mrs .  A. G., Brisbane u k 74 Smith Frederick ,  Myall Downs c
75 Russel Edmond R., Ipswich u k 75 Smith George ,  Cardwell c
76 Russel George ,  Ipswich c 76 Smith Henry, Cardwell c
77 Ryan D .  B., Brisbane u k 77 Smith J .,  Laidley c
78 Ryan Mrs .  Daniel ,  Ipswich c 78 Smith J. H., Helidon c
79 Ryan Ed .,  Toowoomba c 79 Smith Mrs. Jno., Brisbane m
80 Ryan Edward ,  Toowoomba s 80 Smith John Major, Brisbane u k (2)
81 Ryan James, Ipswich c 81 Smith Michael ,  Maryborough f
82 Ryan John, Brorga Creek n z 82 Smith Robert ,  Brisbane n z
83 Ryan John ,  Toowoomba t 83 Smith Robert ,  Warwick Road c
84 Ryan Michael ,  Redbank Plains c 84 Smith T. Shelburne ,  Ipswich u k
85 Ryan Patk .,  Helidon c 85 Smith Thomas, Laidley s
86 Ryder Christopher ,  Doughboy Creek u k (2) 86 Smith W. R., Toowoomba c
87 Smith Wm. Brisbane u k
S. 88
,
Smith Wm .,  Bungeworgorai c
1 SAGANT  -,  Brisbane c 89 Smyth Francis J., Cardwell c
2 Salkilla T .  W., Warwick c 90 Smyth Robert ,  Redbank c (2)
3 Saloman T .,  Brisbane u k 91 Sobbe Johann, Toowoomba c
4 Sam Hughes ,  Chinaman ,  Warwick c 92 Sohwartze S., Brisbane f
5 Sampford P., Ipswich c (2) 93 Sonksen S., Ipswich c
6 Sandford W., Ipswich o c 94 Sontar James T., Brisbane u k
7 Sanders G., Sandgate o 95 Sparkes Wm., Banana c
8 Saunders  -,  Warwick u k 96 Spence John ,  Oxley u k
9 Saunders G. S., Redbank o 97 Spooner James , Taroom c
10 Savage W. C., Brisbane u k 98 Squires G. A.; Ipswich u k
11 Savil A.,  Roma c 99 Stack  Michael, Toowoomba c
12 Saywell Joseph ,  Brisbane u k 100 Stafford  John, Brisbane u k
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101 Stafford J., Brisbane it k 4 Venus George, Brisbane c (2)
102 Stafford J., Brisbane u k 5 Vero Charles Collis, Br sbane in
103 Stafford John, Woogaroo  it  k 6 Vidgen J. E., Brisbane c
104 Stancer Charles, Brisbane u k 7 Viner John, Toowoomba it k
105 Stanley Robert, Brisbane it k (2) 8 Vingerty  -,  Toowoomba c
106 Retreat oStanley S. C. E.
107
,
St. Clair Hy., Brisbane s W.
108 Statter Mrs. or Miss J., Ipswich o WALKER Mr., Brisbane c
109 Stark Wm., Toowoomba u k Walker Fred, Brisbane c
110 Stephens Rd. Digby, Brisbane c (2) Walker James C., Toowoomba c
111 Stevens M., Logan c (2) Walker William, Brisbane c
112 Stevens Mrs. Sarah, Brisbane u k Wallace  -,  Brisbane s
113 Stewart Allen, Brisbane c Wallace James, Brisbane u k
114 Stewart E., Logan c (2) Wallace Thomas, Toowoomba u k
115 Stewart James, Ipswich c Wallace William, Maryborough u k
116 Stiff Frederick, Roma c Waller Thomas, Toowoomba c
117 Stipp C., Brisbane f Wallis Mrs. C.,  C
118 Stirling Mrs. R., Breakfast Creek c Wallwork Edward, Warwick c, s and u k (5)
119 Stirling Win., Toowoomba it k (2) Walsh Mrs. Ann, Toowoomba u k
120 Stocks John, Brisbane'u k Walsh J., Burnett s
121 Stockton Wyatt, Ipswich it k (2) Walsh James, Rockhampton o
122 Stockdale Frederick, Port Denison it k Walsh Mary, Bowen it k
123 Stodart J. S., Barcoo m Walsingham and Martin, Bully Creek c
124 Stokes Wm., Brisbane e Walter J., Cleveland Bay c
125 Stone Mrs., Logan c Walters  -,  Toowoomba c
126 Strain John, Toowoomba u k Walthardt Dr., Nanango c
127 Straiton W., Roma c Ward Mrs. W., Brisbane u k
128 Strange W., Ipswich it k Waruner Peter R., Ipswich it k (2)
129 Stratton Edward, Roma c Washbourne Mrs. A., Talgai c
130 Stratton J. E., Condamine s Watkins H. D., Brisbane u k
131 Strickland Mr., Brisbane it k Watkins Michael, Toowoomba c
132 Stretch Richard, Redbank c (2) Watson Alexander, Laidley c
133 Stuart Sarah, Brisbane u k Watson Alexander, Toowoomba it k
134 Sullivan Daniel, Brisbane c Watson Alexander, Brisbane c
135 Sullivan James, Redbank u k Watson H. N., Goondiwindi c
136 Sullivan Michael, Taroom o c Watson James, Brisbane c
137 Sutherland James, Toowoomba c Watson James, Bowen c
138 Sutton Peter, Oxley Creek c Watt James, Ipswich it k
139 Sutton Wm., Westwood c Watt Joseph, Ipswich c
140 Swanson John, Brisbane s (2) Wayte John, Brisbane c
141 Sweeney Mary, Brisbane u k Weale G. T., Warwick c
142 Swiney James, Toowoomba o c
T.
Wear M., Brisbane c
Webb Thomas, Toowoomba c
Webber Robt. or Emanuel, Warwick it k
1 TAYLOR Alexander, Ipswich u k Webb James H., Laidley o
2 Taylor H. C., Brisbane c and it k (4) Webster Thomas, Barcoo c (2)
3 Taylor John Charles, Riverdale u k (3) Wedd J., Toowoomba c
4 Taylor Joseph, Brisbane it k (2) Weekes George, Toowoomba o c
5 Tebbatt E. J., Brisbane a Weir John M., Toowoomba c
6 Terry Miss E., Brisbane s Welsh Arthur, Brisbane u k (2)
7 Thomas Edward D., Cardwell m f and it k (3) Welley John, Bowen u k (2)
8 Thomas J., Brisbane s Wells Charles, Brisbane m
9 Thomas Jas., Clifford Station e Wells C. T., Brisbane u k (2)
10 Thompson J. E., Brisbane o Welsh S., Bowen it k
11 Thompson Miss, Brisbane c Welsh Norah, Brisbane u k
12 Thompson John, Roma c Wensley, John Toowoomba c
13 Thompson R. C., Brisbane c Wenshley Henry, Ipswich c
14 Thompson Mrs. Wm., Drayton u k Wentzel T., Barcoo c
15 Thomson Mrs., Brisbane Wesley R., Brisbane u k
16 Thomson James, Brucedale Barcoo c Weston John, Toowoomba it k
17 Thomson Wm., Alice Downs c Wheeler John, Brisbane it k
18 Thorne Wm., Valley of Lagoons u k Whelan Stephen, Toowoomba c
19 Timbrell Cyrus, Yaamba it k White Mrs., Goondiwindi s
20 Tobin Capt. Geo., Brisbane m White Mr., Cleveland c
21 Tobin James, Carrangarra c White David, Ipswich it k
22 Tolfrie Edwin, Alice Downs u k White Eliza, Brisbane c
23 Tollets John, Brisbane it k White Henry, Ipswich  it  k
24 Tonkin George, Bowen u k White Thomas, Toowoomba c
25 Toogood George C., Rockhampton s White W. H., Carpentaria in
26 Tooyan , Toowoomba c Whittaker David, Brisbane  it  k
27 Tucker Henry, Alice Downs Barcoo River u k Whittaker George, Toowoomba e
28 Tracey Miss Agnes, Brisbane c Williams Mrs. H., Logan River u k
29 Travers Michael, Toowoomba u k Wickham G., Talgai c
30 Trenouth George, Brisbane u k Wiles George, Brisbane it k
31 Treverthan A., Rodney Downs c Wilkins  -,  Redbank c
32 Treverthan Henry, Brisbane s a Wilkinson J. H., Toowoomba c
33 Treverthan Thomas, Brisbane o c Williams  -,  Ipswich c
34 Trehill Patk., Brisbane a Williams Daniel, Toowoomba  it  k
35 Trotter Frank, Barcoo River o c Williams Evan, Burroo c
36 Tullock James, Ipswich c Williams G. S., Ipswich c
37 Turnbull Wm., Talgai f
U.
Williams Henry, Toowoomba c
Williams Henry, Logan u k
Brisbane u kWilliams James
1 URBAGE  -,  Cleveland Bay c
V.
,
Williams S., Brisbane c
Williams  -,  Barcoo c
1 VACHELL Pemberton, Nanango c Williams T. J., Woogaroo u k
2 Veels R., Toowoomba c Williams Thomas, Taroom c
3 Yenning Thomas, Brisbane u k Willieson  -, Cleveland c
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82 Wilsson H., Bowen s 106 Wodehouse A., Cardwell c
83 Williamson Mrs., Rockhampton c 107 Woodward John, Springsure m
84 Williamson Mrs., Rockhampton c 108 Woodward John, Barcoo c
85 Williamson -, Toowoomba c 109 Wood W., Bowen u k
86 Wilson C. G., Toowoomba c 110 Wotken Robt., Toowoomba c
87 Wilson Rob, Brisbane u k 111 Worley John, Brisbane m
88 Wilson Robt., Brisbane o 112 Wright Joseph, Toowoomba u k
89 Wilson John J., Brisbane o 113 Wright Robt., Singleton s (2)
90 Willson S. Z., South Brisbane c 114 Wright T., Roma c
91 Wilson James, Ipswich c 115 Wright W., Toowoomba s
92 Wilson James, Rodney Downs s 116 Wyatt AT., Brisbane u k
93 Wilson Joseph, Logan u k 117 Wyatt T., South Brisbane c
94 Wilson Robt., Bowen o 118 Wylie Alex., South Brisbane in
95 Willson W., Thompson River c 119 Wynne John, Springsure u k
96 Wilson W., Ipswich c Y.97 Willson W. E. Brisbane u k, 1 YEO T. Forrest Vale u k98 Wilson W. E., Mitchell u k and c (5) 2
,
Young Christian Toowoomba c99 Windmill Charles, Brisbane c 3
,
Yorath Ivor Brisbane s100 Winpenny Mark, Toowoomba c 4
,
and s a (f3)Yorath Lewel Laidley u kn m101 Winterbottom James, Brisbane s 5
,y , ,
Young J Toowoomba o cS102 Wite Robt. Toowoomba c . .,
103
,
Whitehouse -, Brisbane u k 6 Young R. W., Brisbane c (3)
104 Wood Charles, Cleveland c Z.
105 Wood E. G. S., Calliope c 1 ZACH Louis, Cleveland f, u k, and s (3)
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.THE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillingsper quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
Ivertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published
once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
BRISBANE  WATERWORKS BOARD.
TO the  Owners of Tenements on GEoRGE STREET,from Roma street to Queen street ; MARY
STREET, from Edward street to Market Wharf ;
EAGLE STREET,  from Queen street to Elizabeth
street; FELIX STREET,  from Mary street to Margaret
street ; and the private streets, courts ,  lanes, and
alleys opening thereto.-The Main Pipe in the said
streets being laid down ,  the Owners of all Tenements
situate as above, are hereby required ,  on or before
the first day of December next ,  to cause service
pipes to be laid so as to supply  water from the Main
Pipe within such premises.
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Office of the Board,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1866.
Secretary.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Noakes Fisher,
saddler, of Toowoomba.Wy V HEREAS the said John Noakes Fisher was,1 1 on the 2nd day of November, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 13th day of December, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONNDAY, the 4th day of February,  A. D.
1867, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 2nd day of November,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Amos Glover, baker, of
Brisbane.
WHEREAS the said Amos Glover was, on the1 1 3rd day of November, A.D. 1866, adjudged to
be an, Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 4th
day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 3rd day of November,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF ,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Waller, farmer,
of Toowoomba.
W
HEREAS the said Thomas Wailer was,
on the 29th day of October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 13th day of December,  A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and  -wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on MON-
DAY, the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for such other matters
connected with the estate as may be required to be
brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 29th day of October,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Williams, of
Toowoomba, restaurant keeper.
W
HEREAS the said Henry Williams was, on
the 2nd day of November, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 13th day of December, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whethei any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vent up to the time of passing his last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a
Second Public Sitting of the Court, at the same
place, on MONDAY, the 4th day of February, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 5th day of November,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of George Thrower,
cabinet maker, of Brisbane.
W
HEREAS the said George Thrower was,
on the 22nd day of October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of
the Insolvent, and unless the Court shall other-
wise direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 1st day of November,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Andrew McFarlane,
drayman, of Brisbane.WHEREAS thesaid Andrew McFarlane was,on the 19th day of October, A.D. 1866, ad-
judged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third
Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an. application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 1st day of November,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE_ ,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Alexander McQueen,
grocer, of South Brisbane.
W HEREAS the said Alexander McQueen was,
on the 22nd day of October,  A. D.  1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 1st day of November,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Peter Hoffman,
saddler, of Toowoomba.WHEREAS the said Peter Hoffman was,on the 22nd day of October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY.
the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 1st day of November,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official  Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Coates, of
Brisbane, china merchant.WHEREAS the said Thomas Coates was, on
the 26th day of October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint
a Third Public Sitting, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 4th day of February, A.D.
1867, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the
last examination of the Insolvent, and unless the
Court shall otherwise direct, for the Insolvent to
make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 6th day of November, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING , Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Joseph Hogan, of South
Brisbane, gentleman.
\M
HEREAS the said Joseph Hogan was, on the
22nd day of October, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 4th
day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvent,
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct, for the
Insolvent to make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane the 6th day of November, A.i.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Charles Wilson, of
Ipswich, baker.W the said Charles Wilson was,{' on the 19th day of October,  A. D.  1866.
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before Ine, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 6th day of November,
A. D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY
In the Insolvent Estate of John Watt, of  Brisbane,
bookbinder.
W HEREAS the said John Watt was, on the22nd day  of October, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be  an Insolvent , I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 4th
day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvent,
and unless  the Court shall otherwise direct, for
the Insolvent  to make  an application for his
Certificate.
Dated  at Brisbane , the 6th day of November,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKEE.ING, Judge.Official Assignee.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
I
N  pursuance of the  District Courts Act of
1858, and of the  District Courts Act Amend-
ment  Act  of  1865 ,  I hereby appoint the following
days for holding District Courts at the several
towns or, places hereinafter mentioned, viz.:-
Criminal Sittings
Civil Sittings ...
.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Between Frederick William Gladwell and Robert
Greathead (trading as Gladwell and Great-
bead), plaintiffs, and Francis Small, defendant.WHEREAS an action  has been commenced inthis  Court, at the suit of the abovenamed
Frederick William Gladwell and Robert Greathead,
against the abovenamed Francis Small, to recover
the sum of Two hundred and fifty three pounds ten
shillings and sixpence, being amount of principal
and interest due on three several promissory notes
made by the defendant in favor of the plaintiffs,
and it being alleged that the said Francis Small
does not reside within this Colony or its dependen-
cies ,  a Writ of Foreign Attachment has been issued,
returnable within sixteen days after service thereof,
wherein the said Frederick William Gladwell and
Robert Greathead are garnishees, Notice is hereby
given thereof ; and if at any time before final judg-
ment in this action, the said Francis Small (or any
person on his behalf) will give the security and
notice, and file the appearance and plea required
by the Act intituled  An Act to consolidate and
amend the Laws relating to actions against persons
absentfrom the Colony and against Joint Contractors,
the Attachment may be dissolved.
Dated this 5th day of November, A.D. 1866.
AT ROCEHAMPTON. ALEXANDER BRODIE NELSON,
1867. Maryborough,
... ... Saturday,
. . . ... Monday,
16) February.
18 February. Attorney for the said Frederick William Gladwell
AT MARYBOROUGH.
and Robert Greathead,
Criminal Sittings ... ... Thursday ,  14 March.
Civil Sittings  ... ... ...  Friday ,  15 March.
AT GAYNDAH.
Criminal Sittings ... ...  Wednesday ,  20 `larch.
Civil Sittings  ... ... ...  Wednesday , 20 March.
AT GLADSTONE.
Criminal Sittings ... ...  Saturday , 30 March.
Civil Sittings  ... ... ..,  Saturday ,  30 March.
AT BOWEN.
Criminal Sittings ... ...  Wednesday , 10 April.
Civil Sittings  ... ... ...  Wednesday , 10 April.
J. GEO. LONG INNES,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
31st October, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
INSOLVENCY JURISDICTION.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Standen and
James Piper ,  of Queen street ,  Brisbane, drapers.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the abovenamed
Insolvents intend to apply to His Honor Mr.
Justice Lutwyche ,  on THURSDAY ,  the 13th day
of December next  (being the day appointed'by the
said Judge ),  for a Certificate of discharge from
their debts and liabilities ,  pursuant to the Act of
Council in that behalf.
Dated this 8th day of November ,  A.D. 1866.
WILSON AND MACNISH,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for Insolvents.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Hutchins, of
Ipswich, storekeeper.
-,'T OTICE is hereby given, that an application
® will be made by the Insolvent, Thomas
Hutchins, on THURSDAY, the 13th day of
December, 1866, to His Honor the Judge in
Insolvency, the aforesaid day having been by him
appointed for the. purpose, that a Certificate under
the  Insolvent Art of  1864, may be granted to the
Undersigned Insolvent.
THOS. FEU T CHIN S.
By his Agents-KEANE AND FOWLES,
Queen street, Brisbane.
L E. THRELKELD and Co., and L. E.. Threlkeld's Assigned Estate.-To the
Debtors of Mr. Lancelot Edward Threlkeld, la`ely
carrying on business in Sydney, under the style of
" L. E. Threlkeld and Co.," and to  all persons
whom it may concern : Notice is hereby given, that
by an indenture, dated the 19th day )f October,
1866, made between the said Lancelot Edward
Threlkeld of the first part, Joshua Richmond
Young, Jacob Levi Montefiore, and Jeremiah
Brice  Rundle of the second part, and the several
persons and  companies , or corporations, who by
themselves, or their partners, or agents, executed
the said indenture, of the third part, and by virtue
of the Act passed in the fifth year of the reign of
Her present Majesty, entitled  " An Act for the
amendment of the Lain and for the better advance-
ment of Justice,"  under and in conformity with the
provisions of which Act the said indenture has been
executed, and advertised or notified,  all and singular
the property of the said Lancelot Edward Threl-
keld of any description whatsoever, and all his
rights and credits, including all debts due to him,
are absolutely vested in the said Joshua Richmond
Young, Jacob Levi Montefiore, and Jeremiah Brice
Rundle, as trustees, for the benefit of all the
creditors of the said Lancelot Edward Threlkeld ;
and that the possession of the premises in George
street, Sydney, wherein the said Lancelot Edward
Threlkeld lately carried on  business , and all property
therein contained, and all other the property
assigned  by the said indenture, has been given over
by the said Lancelot Edward Threlkeld to the said
trustees, and that the said Lancelot Edward Threl-
keld is no longer  in possession , nor has he the
control, order, or disposition thereof, or of any part
I thereof ; and that Mr. Robert Fitzstubbs has been
placed by the said trustees in charge thereof for
them, and that all persons at the time of the
execution of the said indenture, indebted to the
said Lancelot Edward Threlkeld, are bound and
required to pay to the said trustees all debts due
by them to the said Lancelot Edward Threlkeld
at the time of the execution of the said indenture.
Dated this twenty-second day of October, 1866.
JOHNSON AND JOHNSON,
165, Pitt street, Sydney.
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j OTICE.--In accordance with the 15th section
of the  Registration of Electors Amendment
Act,  29 Victoria, No. 12, a Court of Petty Sessions
will be held at the Court House, Warwick, on
MONDAY, the 24th day of December, 1866, at
Ten o'clock a.m., for the purpose of examining the
Electoral Rolls of the Electoral Districts of
Warwick and of Eastern Downs.
CHARLES F. CUMMING,
Court House,
Clerk of  Petty Sessions.
Warwick, 3rd November, 1866.
XTOTICE.-In pursuance of the provisions of
L the  Registration of Electors Amendment
Act of  1865, Notice is hereby given, that a
Court of Petty Sessions will be holden at the
Court House, Maryborough, on WEDNESDAY,
the 12th day of December next ensuing, for the
purpose of examining the Electoral Rolls for the
Electoral Districts of Maryborough and Wide
Bay respectively.
By order of the Bench of Magistrates,
JOHN HARRY STEVENS,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Maryborough, 6th November, 1866.
CAUTION.-All persons are hereby cautionednot to negotiate the undermentioned Orders,
payment of same having been stopped :-No. 15,
for twenty-five pounds (£25), and No. 16, for nine
pounds (C9), drawn on Messrs. Richardson and
Wrench, Sydney, by 0. de P. Brock, in favor of
Thompson. The Orders are dated November 3rd,
1866, and were stolen from the Union Hotel, Dalby,
on Monday morning, the 5th instant.
J. C. BRUNCKHORST.
Dalby, November 6, 1866.
£5 REWARD.
L OST, from Warrego River, one Bay Horse,branded PF near shoulder, white hind feet.
The above reward will be paid on delivery to Cap-
tain Lambert, Charleville, Warrego River, or to
B. CRIBB, junr., Leyburn.
ItmpaunbingL.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Gracemere, onX POUNDED20th October, 1866, by Messrs. Archer a d Co.
One bay mare, like OC over L near saddle, like 16 off
ribs, the first figure blotched.
If not .eleased, will be sold on the 20th November,
1866.
By the same, on the 25th October, 1866. Driving
expenses, 2s. 6d. per head.
One black horse, like TR near shoulder, old wound on
saddle, star.
One Chesnut horse, like A near thigh, star, like EP off
shoulder.
One bay horse, blaze face, 17W near shoulder, like spear-
head over A off shoulder, saddle marked.
One bay cob, like P the wrong side over half-moon near
shoulder, blotch off shoulder, sore back, star.
One bay mare, blotch brand near shoulder, long tail,
lame in near hip.
One chesnut horse, indistinct brand, and 0 over XX
near shoulder, like 5 over D off shoulder.
One bay mare with foal, like D over RP near shoulder,
WP or R conjoined near rump, D near thigh.
One bay horse, like CC near shoulder, star.
One dark bay horse, indistinct brand over like TW near
shoulder.
If not released, will be sold on the 30th November,
1866.
F. Il. YOUNG, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Roseyale. Driving,
5s. per head.
One bay entire colt, star, off hind foot white, like P over
d near shoulder. Damages, £2.
One chesnut entire colt, blaze, like TB off shoulder.
One grey horse, S2 over blotch off shoulder, B near
shoulder.
One bay horse, blind near eye, 163 near ribs, P off neck.
One brown horse, C both cheeks, AWC near shoulder,
blotch near ribs, 248 off shoulder.
One chesnut mare, near fore foot and hind feet white,
blaze, JF conjoined off neck, 2 off cheek, Pi near
shoulder.
One bay horse, PR near shoulder, AG near ribs.
One chestnut mare, star, 4 off shoulder, W over M near
shoulder.
One brown mare, U near shoulder, M over 0 off
shoulder, M off thigh.
One bay mare, U over R 9 near shoulder.
One bay mare, P cross D near shoulder, F H over D on
thigh, 7 on ribs, G over i-, off shoulder.
One bay mare, H near shoulder, W over C off shoulder,
bell and chain on neck.
One bay colt, of hind and fore foot white, star and snip,
like R near shoulder.
One brown mare, blaze, Pi over H I 0 like brands near
shoulder, D M off shoulder.
One black mare, streak, AS near shoulder.
One grey horse, JL both shoulders.
One grey horse, 2 over 3A near shoulder.
One bay mare, over 5 near shoulder.
One black mare, star, T over (like) bell, near shoulder.
One brown mare, star R9 near shoulder.
One black mare, blaze, AW conjoined over 2 off shoulder,
638 off ribs.
One bay mare, fore feet and near hind foot white,
over G near shoulder, 547 off shoulder.
If not released on or before 30th November, will be
sold.
A. HASENKAMP.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Eton Vale, 19th
October, 1866.
One red and white bullock, BK over A or BH over A
off rump, blotched near rump.
One bay mare, like CC or CO off saddle, hind feet white.
Also, from Westbrook, on 11th October. 1866
One grey horse, M near shoulder, C near thigh, like M
in circle off shoulder, fore feet shod.
Also, from same place, on 23rd October, 1866
One bay mare, yc over M, like ES near shoulder, collar
marked, blind of eye.
Also, from Gowrie, on 18th September, 1866
One brown mare, illegible brand like JS over LA over 3
near shoulder, hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 20th November, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Gowrie, 12th
October, 1866.
On  yellow and white bullock, like illegible brand with
G over M off ribs, whip marks off and near rump,
piece front off ear.
One strawberry cow, J td near rump, B near shoulder.
One yellow and white poley cow, like J off rump, ribs,
and loin, slit both ears.
One white heifer, triangle or half circle over T over TT
off rump, tip off ear.
Also from Eaton Vale, 19th October, 1866 (wrongly
described).
One light bay horse, like heart or capital writing M withg  near shoulder P-' over -i or Pi over H off
shoulder, of hind foot white.
One black horse, R with eq over Q over JH conjoined
near shoulder.
Also, from Gowrie.
One bay horse, illegible brand with E near shoulder, y
over of shoulder, star.
One strawberry bullock, OB near rump, PB conjoined
(the P reversed) off ribs, piece back both ears.
If not released on or before 20th November, 1866, will
be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
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I N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that theundermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office:-
No. Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties.
76 1866. Between John Charles Smith, of Brisbane, in
15th October ... the Colony of Queensland, grocer, of the first
i
part ; James Francis Garrick, of Brisbane, in
the said Colony, solicitor, and Isaac Markwell,
of Brisbane aforesaid, gentleman (Trustees
for the purposes in the Deed of Assignment
mentioned), of the second part ; and the
several persons and bodies corporate who
have by themselves or their agents executed
the said Deed of Assignment, being creditors
of the said John Charles Smith, and whose
names are mentioned in the schedule attached
to the said Deed of Assignment, of the third
part.
Nature Date of Registration.
and Effect of Deed.
Deed of Assignment Lodged at the
of all the estate office of the Re-
and effects of the gistrar of the
said John Charles Supreme Court
Smith, in trust for this 10th day of
the benefit of the November,  A.D.
creditors of the 1866, at Eleven
said John Charles o'clock in the
Smith. forenoon, and
entered same
day.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of tti Supreme Court of Queensland.
LI)Jt!'rulUeflt
By Authority  :  W. C. BELBRIDGE,  Government  Printer, William Street ,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
W HEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
eighth year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
" An Act to amend the Publicans Act of  1863, "
and numbered eleven, it is provided that it shall
not be  lawful for any wholesale spirit dealer, or
wholesale  dealer  in wines or  beer, or for any grower
or maker of  liquor from sugar-cane the produce of
the colony, to sell or otherwise dispose of, or to
deliver, any liquor (although in quantities exceeding
two gallons at one time) except in such towns or
places as shall  from time to time be proclaimed by the
Governor in Council, and notified by Proclamation
in the  Government Gazette,  as towns and places
where liquors may be disposed of by wholesale :
Now, I, Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN, the
Governor aforesaid, n pursuance of the power in me
vested by the said recited Act, do, by this my
Proclamation, order and declare that St. George,
in the District of Maranoa, shall be a place where
such liquors as aforesaid may be sold in quantities
not less than two gallons.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
November, in the year of our Lord One
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, and
in the thirtieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th November, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation of
The Honorable GEORGE RAFF, M.L.A.,
as a Member of the Fxecutive Council of Queens-
land.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 15th  November, 1866.
H IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  has been pleased to
appoint
Constable PATRICK MCCLUSKY,
to be Inspector of Slaughter -houses for the Logan
District.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st November, 1866.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the following gentlemen to be Trustees
for the Toowoomba and Drayton Cemetery, under
the provisions of the  " Cemetery Act of  1865."
WILLIAM HENRY GROOM,
STEPHEN JOHN BURKE,
GEORGE MATTHEWS,
SAMUEL GEORGE  STEPHENS,
THOMAS GEORGE ROBINSON,
JOHN OELKERS, and
SAMUEL BENJAMIN, Esquires.
By His Excellency' s Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th October, 1866.
FIVE HUNDRED POUNDS REWARD, OR
A FREE PARDON.WHEREAS it has been represented to theGovernment that fires which have recently
occurred in this city have been the work of incen-
diaries : Notice is hereby given, that a Reward of
Five Hundred Pounds will be paid by the Govern-
ment to any person who may give such information
as shall lead to the apprehension and conviction of
the guilty parties ; and that a Free Pardon will be
granted to any person concerned in such acts of
incendiarism (other than a principal) who may give
such information.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  8th November, 1866.
REGISTRATION FEES.
H IS Excellency  the Governor,  with the adviceof the Execu ive Cou cil, directs it to b
notified , that from  and after  the Ist  January, 1867,
the Fees to be paid to District  Registrars of Births,
Deaths, and  Marriages,  will be at the reduced rate
of Two Shillings  and Sixpence per entry ,  instead
of, as at present ,  the rate of Three Shillings for
every such entry.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 1st November, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE  UNDER THE
" TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT. "
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the land granted to
the School of Arts, at Dalby, have, in terms of the
Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made application to the
Governor in Council for leave to Mortgage the said
land, in order to obtain funds for the erection of
the necessary Buildings thereon.
His Excellency also directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against  the granting of the leave so sought,
must lodge the same with the Colonial Secretary,
by letter, within the period of three months from
the date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th October, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE LAND UNDER
" TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that His Worship The Mayor has, on
behalf of the Municipal Council of Brisbane, as
Trustees of the land granted for the purposes of a
Market Reserve in this city, in terms of the Act
28 Victoria, No. 22, made application to the
Governor in Council for leave to mortgage the said
land in order to obtain funds for the purpose of
erecting Market Buildings.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the permission so
sought, must lodge the  same  with the Colonial
Secretary, by letter, within three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th November, 1866.
USE OF RECREATION RESERVE, YORK'S
HOLLOW, FOR GRAZING PURPOSES.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilNoon, on THURSDAY, 20th December,
1866, from persons willing to lease, for one year,
the Right of Grazing over the Recreation Reserve,
at York's Hollow, comprising an area of three
hundred and twenty-one and a half  acres . Tenders
must state the amount of rent, which is to be paid
monthly in advance, and at the foot of every
Tender there will require to be a Memorandum,
signed by the party tendering and two responsible
persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for
all damages done to the Fences and Gates of the
Reserve by the Cattle or other animals placed in
the same by the Lessee, in the event of the tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event that
they will severally execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal sum of
sixty pounds, for security against such damage, and
for the performance of the subjoined conditions,
otherwise the Tenders will not be taken into con-
sideration.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
The rent is to be paid in advance ,  on or before the
first day of each month ,  to the Surveyor -General.
The public are to have  fr ee use of the Reserve.
No wild or dangerous animals are to be placed, or
allowed to run, in the Reserve.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(Far the Secretary  for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th November, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased,
in accordance  with the Resolutions of the Legisla-
ture, to declare that the following Regulations in
connection with Renewed Leases of Lands held
under the Sugar and Coffee Regulations of the 27th
September, 1864, shall have the force of law from
and after the 19th day of November, 1866.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
REGULATIONS.
1. If, during the currency of a lease for three  years
under the Regulations for encouraging the cultivation if
Sugar  and Coffee, and dated 27th September, 1864, the
lessee shall prove, to the satisfaction of the Government,
that he has fulfilled the conditions of cultivation and
expenditure required by said Regulations, such lessee
shall be entitled to a renewed lease for eight years,
subject to the conditions hereinafter set forth.
2. The annual rent under such renewed lease, shall be
at the rate of two shillings and sixpence per acre, and
shall be payable, in cash, into the Treasury at Brisbane,
annually, in advance, on or before the rent day defined
in the lease, or authority to occupy the land.
3. Leases under these Regulations will be liable to
forfeiture if the rent is not duly paid, in each year, in
advance, and the land and all the improvements thereon
will revert to the Crown. The  lessee  may, however,
defeat such forfeiture by paying into the Treasury,
within ninety days from the original rent day, a sum
equal to the annual rent, together with an additional
sum equal to one-fourth part thereof by way of penalty.
4. During the currency of any such lease for eight
years, the lessee may purchase the fee-simple of the land
comprised in such lease by the payment into the Treasury
in Brisbane, in cash or land orders, of a sum equal to
the aggregate amount of the annual rents which would
become due during the unexpired portion of the term of
lease.
5. Upon the due payment of all the annual rents for
the whole term of eight years' lease, the lessee shall
become entitled to a Deed of Grant in fee-simple of the
land included in such lease.
6. All applications for Deeds of Grant under these
Regulations shall be accompanied by a deposit of the
amount of deed fees, at the rate of thirty shillings where
the area of the land is  less  than 640  acres ,  and sixty
shillings where the area exceeds 640 acres.
7. Leases will not be transferable except with the
special sanction of the Government, and in such case
will be chargeable with the sum of ten shillings for every
such- transfer.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th November, 1866.
NEW ROAD.WITH reference to the Government Notice,dated 11th October, and published in  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of 13th October, 1866, relative to
the opening and making a portion of road leading
from Brisbane to the Logan, county of Stanley,
through the Eight-mile Plain Agricultural Reserve,
and no objections having been received to the same :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
of Council 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excel-
lency the Governor, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
road, and it is therefore declared expedient to open
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be  seen at  the Office of the
Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office  in Bris-
bane ; and all persons intending to claim compen-
sation in  respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are prescribed
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to,
or they will be for ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency 's Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th November, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
W
ITH reference to the Government Notice,
dated 11th October, and published in  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of 13th October, 1866, relative to
the opening and making a portion of road from
Brisbane to Pimpama, county of Stanley, and no
objections having been received to the same : Notice
is hereby given, in accordance with the Act of
Council 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said road,
and it is therefore declared expedient to open the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office in Bris-
bane ; and all persons intending to claim compen-
sation in respect of said road are hereby reminded
that notice must be served upon the Colonial
Secretary, within forty days from the date hereof,
in such manner and form as are prescribed in the
sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
will be for ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1866.
NEW ROAD,
11 W
ITH reference to the Government Notice,
dated 19th September, and published in
Government Gazette  of 22nd September, 1866,
relative to the opening a New Road in the parish
of Geham, county Aubigny, and no objections
having been received to the  same :  Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act of
Council 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,
and it is , therefore, hereby declared expedient to
open the Road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the offices of
the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office in
Toowoomba ;  and all persons  intending to claim
compensation in respect  of the said Road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof , in such manner and form as are pre-
scribed in the 6th section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be for ever foreclosed from such
claim.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
J. P. BELL.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1866.
TOLL-BAR AT HELIDON.
TENDERS are invited, until Four p.m. on the22nd of November, from persons wishing to
Lease the Toll-bar at Helidon for one year,
commencing from the date of acceptance of the
tender, and subject to the regulations published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 14th September,
1866, relating to such Toll-bar.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily
accepted.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. WATTS.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by douTle the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d. ,  equal to £29 13s. a year - to commence
at  60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 5th November, 1866,W' j HEREAS it has been deemed expedient toV constitute Mackay, Pioneer River, a Ware-
housing Port for the warehousing of dutiable goods
intended for home consumption ,  or exportation,
previously to the payment thereon of duty : His
Excellency the Governor has, with the advice of the
Executive Council, been pleased to direct it to be
notified, that from and after the 10th November
instant, Mackay, Pioneer River, shall be a Ware-
housing Port accordingly, and that it shall be
lawful for the Collector of Customs, by notice under
his hand, to appoint from time to time such ware-
house and warehouses at the said port as shall be
approved of by him for the warehousing of dutiable
goods therein, subject to the law in that behalf
which  is now or shall  hereafter be in force.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Colonial Treasurer)
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.BRANCHES of the above Bank are now open
at Brisbane, Bowen (Port  Denison ),  Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton,  Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s . upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above  offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for thepurchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings  Bank,. where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1866.NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the8th November instant, that building recently
erected in Mary street, leased by Messrs. O'Reilly
and Pritchard, and adjoining the premises of the
A. S. N. Company, will be  set apart  for the pur-
poses  of a Bonded Store for the warehousing of
dutiable goods previously to the payment thereon
of duties or to exportation,  in accordance  with the
Act of the' Governor and Council of New South
Wales, 9 Victoria, No. 15.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
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Brisbane , 5th November, 1866.
OTICE is hereby  given,  that on and after the
Lr 10th November instant, that portion of the
Customs  premises at Mackay, Pioneer River, known
as the Queen's Warehouse, will be set apart for the
purposes  of a Bonded Store for the warehousing of
dutiable goods  previously to the payment thereon
of duties  or to exportation, in accordance with
the Act of the Governor and Council of New South
Wales, 9 Victoria, No. 15.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
NOTICE.
IN order to  determine  the Value of Goodsimported into  the different Ports of the Colony,
and subject  to  " Ad valorem  Duty," the  original
Invoices  of such Goods must be produced at the
respective  Custom Houses when Entries  are being
passed for the same.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane , 21st September, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TEMPORARY LIGHT, LADY ELLIOT'S ISLAND.
A
TEMPORARY Light,-which in fine
weather can be distinguished at a distance of
nine or ten miles,-is now exhibited on Lady
Elliot's Island, between sunset and sunrise, at an
elevation of sixty-seven feet above high-water
mark.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, November 10th, 1866.
NOTICE TO' MARINERS.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH CABLE,  BRISBANE
RIVER.
ALL persons navigating the River  Brisbane are
cautioned  against  anchoring  any vessel, boat,
or raft,  near  the line of the Alice street Ferry-
a submarine Cable having  been laid across the
river between  the ferry  steps on either side.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office. 12th November, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TEMPORARY LIGHT, PORT DENISON.
O
N and after the 14th instant, the temporary
Light now exhibited from the Pilot Station,
will be exhibited from the Lighthouse, on the
North Head, at an elevation of eighty-six feet
above high-water mark.
By Order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, November 10th, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
LIGHTSHIP, KEPPEL BAY, PORT OF ROCK-HAMPTON.
A LIGHTSHIP  is now  placed in  seven  fathoms
water ,  four and a  half cables S.S.W. W.
of the Elbow Buoy.
On and after this date, she will exhibit, between
sunset and sunrise , a bright light,  at an  elevation
of forty-four feet above the sea.
Vessels entering the port at night, should bring
the Lightship to bear to the southward of S.S.W.
before getting the two lights at the Pilot Station
in one-the light being visible from the Timandra
Bank buo,  when the eye is twelve feet above the
water, and proportionately further from a greater
elevation. Immediately the Lightship is brought
to the southward of S.S.W., vessels may haul up, to
round  the Timandra Bank buoy.
After passing within a mile of Sea Hill Point,
steer so as to  pass within a cable's length to the
eastward  of the Lightship. Haul up close round to
the southward of her, and steer west-northerly,
leaving  a black buoy and a black beacon off Raglan
Creek, on the port hand, and passing at about a
cable's distance  to the southward of the large Man-
grove Island.
By passing to the southward of the Lightship, as
above directed, nothing less than fifteen feet of
water wi ll be found in the channel at low-water
spring tides.
By Order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Keppel Bay, October 31st, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TEMPORARY LIGHT, GATCOMBE HEAD,
PORT CURTIS.
O
N and after this date, the temporary Light at
Gatcombe Head will be exhibited from the
Lighthouse tower, at an elevation of sixty-six feet
above high -water mark.
By Order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Curtis , November  3rd, 1866.
Registrar-General's Office,
Brisbane, 15th November, 1866.
NOTICE.THE public are hereby informed, that theDepartment of the Registrar-General cannot
affix Duty Stamps upon documents forwarded by
post for registration ; all necessary stamps must
therefore be affixed before their receipt in the office.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
Police Department,
Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane ,  31st October,  1866.
A BAY Horse, branded  E near shoulder ,  star on
forehead,  near hind  foot white,  was recovered
on the 21st September, from the  Mackay Bank
robbers, by Acting Sergeant  O'Donnell ; unless
claimed before the 1st December , 1866, will be
sold. Application to be made to Acting  Sergeant
O'Donnell, Mackay.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1866.
1
THE undermentioned property wasfound by
Mr. John Adams, on the Culgoa River, on
August last, and handed over by him to Inspector
Broadbent, Curriwillinghi ; unless claimed pre-
viously, will be sold on the 1st January, 1867
One old saddle
One pair saddle bags
One water can
One old single barrel gun.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner.
I N accordance with the fifteenth clause of theRegistration of .Electors Amendment Act,"
29 Victoria, No. 12, a Court of Petty  Sessions
will be held at the Court House, Springsure,
on THURSDAY, the 13th day of December,
at Ten o'clock, for the purpose  of• examining
the Electoral Rolls for the Leichhardt District
(within the Police District of Springsure).
JNO. GEO. WHEELER,
Clerk of  Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Springsure , 30th October, 1866.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 7th November, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified for  general  information, that the Rent of the undermentioned Runs not having
been paid on or before the 30th day of September last, they will become absolutely forfeited,  unless
the full amount of Rent in each case, with one-fourth added by way of penalty, be paid into the Colonial
Treasury within ninety days thereafter, as prescribed by the Acts and Regulations.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Lessee. Run. Rent Due. Assessment. Total Amount.
John Beckett ...
Ditto ...
Patrick Clynes ...
Cochrane  and Moore
Ditto ..
J. and A. Doyle
Ditto ...
J. Ezzy
S. and T. Hyland
R. and G.  Hazard
Peter Moore
Morehead and Young
McLeay and Taylor
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
F. H. Hill ...
Ditto ...
Janet Ross ...
Ditto .
D. Roberts ,  senior
Scott  Smith ...
Ditto
Wm. Smith ...
J. B. Tonson ...
Henry Beit  (in trust) ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Bailey ,  Newton ,  and Liddiard...
Wi ll iam Brahe  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Walter Davidson ... ...
Thomas Farmer ... ...
Hood and Manning ... ...
Headrick ,  Livermore ,  and Co....
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
S. D. Gordon
John Little
Ditto
John Little ...
Lamb, Parbury and Co. ...
Stewart Murray ...
Stewart Lee ... ...
Ditto ... ...
P. F. McDonald  ... ... ...
J. R. Morris ,  T. S. Antill ,  trustees in
the estate of late H. S. Wills
Osborne and Stephen ... ...
Christr. Rolleston ... ...
Gordon Sandeman ... ...
Fred. T .  Smith ... ... ...
Ditto .. ... ...
G. P. Serocold ... ... ...
Alexander Stuart ... ...
Ditto .. ... ...
Trimmer and Spencer ... ...
Watt and McHenry ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
W. G. Williams ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
C. and P. Lawless ... ...
R. B. and J. C.  Ridler... ...
Watt and Young ... ...
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Mogador Back Block ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Tertulla Back Block ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Bedhill Bedhill . .. ... 52 5 0 ... 52 5 0
Gulnarber West ... ... 10 3 7 20 0 0 30 3 7
Gulnarber Retro ... ... 10 3 7 20 0 0 30 3 7
Tomoo No. 3 ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Ditto No. 4 ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10  0
Upper Guy  Guy  ... ... 12 10 0 10 0 0 22 10 0
Burwash ... .. . ...  18 15 0  ...  18 15 0
Weengallen ... ... ... 107 10 0 ... 107 10 0
Delgui ... ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Heazlemount ... ... 40 0 0 ... 40 0 0Bogiria ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto No. 1 ... ... ...  10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto  No. 2  ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Huillagarah 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto No.  2 ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Minonginindi ... ... ...  10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Briarie ...  ... ... ...  64 10 0  ...  64 10 0
Coonghan ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Ditto East  ... ... ... 12 10 0  ...  12 10 0
Upper Yalebone ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Upper West Yalebone... ...  10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Weeyan ... ... ... 25 0 0 ...  25 0 0
Manadilla No. 1 ... 15 0 0 ... 15 0 0
Ditto No. 2 ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10  0
Four-mile Creek Back Block... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Yarara Lake .. . ... ...  18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Tea Tree  ... ... ... 27 12 6 ... 27 12 6
Peak Downs ... ... ... 27 12 6  ..  27 12 6
Upper Laguna... ... ...  10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Upper Jumma... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Green Hills ... ... ... 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
Rheudrannan ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Wintha Wintha ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
West End  ... ... ...  12 10 0  ...  12 10 0
Lake Salvator  ... ... ...  12 10 0  ...  12 10 0
Slateford ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Saltbush Park ... ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Ditto No. 1 ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Ditto No. 2 ... ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Ditto No. 3 ... ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Round Stone Creek ... ... 23 0 0 ... 23 0 0
Redcliffe No. 1... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto No.2... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto No.4... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Estramadura ... ... ... 38 10 0 ... 38 10 0
Tungurra ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Killowen ... ... ... 15 0 0 ... 15 0 0
Kenmare ...  ... ...  15 0 0 ... 15 0 0
Fulham... ... ... ...  20 0 0 ... 20 0 0
Lillaree ... ... ... .... 37 10 0 ... 37 10 0
Comeley Bank ... ... . 55 0 0 ... 55 0 0
Speculum .. .,. . 13 0 0 ... 13 0 0
Saltbush No. 1 and 2  ... ...  30 0 0 ... 30 0 0
Ruined Castle Creek No. 1 ... 37 8 0 ... 37 8 0
Ditto No. 2 ... 37 8 0 ... 37 8 0
Conciliation Creek C ... ... 27 10 0 .. 27 10 0
Morenish No. 1 ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Upper Melaleuca ... ... 11 0 0 20 0 0 31 0 0
Christmas Creek ... ... 37 10 0 ... 37 10 0
Platway ... ... ... 12 10 0 ...  12  10  0
Riversleigh  ... ...  12 10 0 . ..  12 10 0
Assam .. . ... ... ... . 12 10 0 ...  12 10 0
Lidwell... ... ... .... I 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Chudleigh ... ... ... 12  10  0 ... 12  10  0
Duckworth ... ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Duckworth Creek ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Condangan ...
Woodmi llan ...
Dallanil' ...
25 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
25 0 0
25. . 0 0 37 10 0
25 0 0 I 37 10 0
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Lessee.
F. W. Donkin ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ..
Fulton and West (the elder) ...
Morehead and Young ..
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Rule and Lacy ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
James Thomson ...
C. Williamson and Co...
Ditto ... ...
Rule and Lacy ... ...
Patrick Anderson
Ditto ...
Henry Beit ...
Ditto ... ,..
G. S. Caird ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Earl Bros
Ditto
Ditto
Robert Gray
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Rowland Hassall
Ditto
Morehead and Young
J. L. C. Ranken
Ditto ...
Ditto .
Seaward and Marsh
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ..
Robert Stewart ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto .
Kennedy Macdonald, Lawson
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... .,.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
W. G. Walker ... ...
Arming Brothers
J. and T. Cooper.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
G. B. S. Yeates...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Seaward, Marsh, and Warry
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Run. Rent Due.
£ s. d.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Langlo Downs No. 1 ... .., 1 20 0 0
Ditto No. 2 ... ... 12 10 0
Ditto No. 3 ... ... 12 10 0
Dundoo ... ... ... 37 10  0-Overton ... ... ... 28 10 0
Caledonia ... ... ... 20 10 0
Albion ... ... ... 19 0 0
Pelican Creek ... ... ... 25 0 0
Coreena ... ... ... 32 0 0Byarri ... ... ... ... 12 10 0
... Pingara .. ... ... 12 10 0
... Eversleigh No. 2 ... 12 10 0
... Ditto  No. 3  12 10  0
... Ingberry ... ... ... 88 0 0
BURKE DISTRICT.
Crowfells ...
Drina  ...
B urleigh No.  L.,
Ditto No. 2...
Minnamere
Neelia Ponds
Nonda ...
Welney...Riffley ...
Borsey ...
Cumberland
Hughendon
Sussex ...
Canterbury
Somerset
Bedford
Denbigh No. 1...
Ditto No.2...
Diamantina
Afton No. 1
Ditto No. 2
Ditto No. 3
Saltram
Clifton ,..
Aberdeen ...
Haslebury Vale
Seaward Downs
Cameron Downs No.
Ditto No.
... Ditto No.
Stewart  Glen Arthur ...
E. and E. Adams ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Bank of New South Wales, Melbourne
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
D. Cudmore ... ... ... ...
M. and M. Curr ... ...
Ditto .,. ... ... ...
Hazlewood Downs
Borogong ...
7.)eehan Park ...
Glen Leonard ...
Cambridge Downs
Rolling Downs...
Bellanda Downs
Mountford Downs
32 10 0
30 0 0
22 10 0
20 0 0
16 10 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
18 0 0
18 0 0
... 12 10 0
... 18 15 0
... 18 15 0
36 15 0
50 5 0
18 15 0
12 10 0
23 0 0
23 0 0
30 0 0
42 10 0
45 0 0
12 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 025 10  0
... 25 10 0
25 10 0
1 ... 54 0 0
2 ... 35 0 0
3 ... 35 0 0
... 50 0 0
... 25 0 0
... 65 0 0
30 0 0
40 0 0
COOK DISTRICT.
Oak Park No. 1 ... ...
Ditto No. 2 ...
Broadlands No. 1 ... ...
Ditto No. 2 ...
Redrock ...
Myall Downs ... ... ...
Mopata ... ...
Mamburra ... ...
Baroota, ... ...
Nepowe ... ...
The Preston ... ... ..
The Rienza ... ...
The Pine ... ...
Table Land Downs ...
Cnnata ... ... ... ..
60 0 0
29 0 0
33 0 0
31 5 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
31 10 0
43 10 0
37 10 0
56 5 0
37 10 0
62 10 0
62 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Cardigan ... ... ... 37 10 0
Branderston ... ... ... 18 15 0
Back Plains ... ... ... 12 10 0
Tala ... ... ... ... 32 0 0
Dotswood ... ... ... 21 0 0
Emysland ... ... ... 24 10 0
Keelbottom ... ... 21 0 0
The Watershed 12 10 0
Niall ... , .. ... ... 128. 0 0
' Gilgunyah ... ... 12,10 0
Marri Merriwah .., ... 18 15 0
Assessment.
£ s. d.
Total Amount.
£ s. d.
20 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
37 10 0
28 10 0
20 10 0
19 0 0
25 0 0
32 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
88 0 0
32 10 0
30 0 0
22 10 0
20 0 0
16 10 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
18 0 0
18 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
36 15 0
50 5 0
18 15 0
12 10 0
23 0 0
23 0 0
30 0 0
42 10 0
45 0 0
12 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25  10 0
25 10 0
54 0 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
50 0 0
25 0 0
65 0 0
30 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0
29 0 0
33 0 0
31 5 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
31 10 0
43 10 0
37 10 0
56 5 0
37 10 0
62 10 0
62 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
37 10 0
18 15 0
12 10 0
32 0 0
21 0 0
24 10 0
21 0 0
12 10 012s, 0 012, 10 0
18, 15 0
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Lessee.
W. J. Dangar ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ,..
Ditto ,,. ...
Ditto .,. ..,
C. Emmerson ... ...
Ditto
James Gibson ... ...
William Reeve ... ...
J. C. and R. Sanders ...
William Seaward ,..
Ditto ,,.
Ditto ,,. ,,,
W. G. Walker ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ,,.
Run. Rent Due. Assessment.
-I -1 £ s.  d. £ s. d. £ s, d.
NORTH KENNEDY  DISTRICT-continued.
... Strathdon ... ... ... 80 0 0 , . , 80 0 0
... ... Goorganga ... ... ... 25 0 0 ...  25  0 0
... ... Bona Ventura ... ... ... 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
... ... Caldera ... ... ... ... 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
.., ... Rookwood ... ,.. 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
... ... Clydesdale ... ... ...  17 10  0 ... 17 10 0
Eagle Vale ... ... ... 27 0 0 ... 27 0 0
... .., Monte Christo ,., .,. 12 10 0 ... 12  3.0 0
... ... Kinlock No. 2 ... .. , ... 60 0 0 .. , 60 0 0
... ... Sandal Wood ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
... ... Newburgh No. 1 ... 31 10 0 31 10 0
... ... Crystal Brook ... ... ... 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
Waterson ... ... ...  12  10  0 ...  12  10  0
... ... Taw Vale ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
... ... Wandoo Vale ... ... ... 72 0 0 ... 72 0 0
... ... Cargoon No. 2 ... 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
Cargoon No. 4 ,,. 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
W. Brock .,, ...
F. J. Byerley ... ... ...
Earl Brothers ... ... ...
Ditto .
C. Featherstonhaugh ... ...
Hall and Williams
Ditto ...
Lamb and Parbury ,., ...
James Lorimer ... ... ...
Ditto ,,,
Morehead and Young ... ...
McCartney and Mayne  ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Park and Murray
Prince, Ogg and Goddard ,,,
Ditto
Ditto ,..
Walsingham and Martin
Ditto ,., .,, .,.
John Archer .., ,,.
Ditto ... ...
F. N. Burne ... ... ...
Ditto
Joseph Becker .. ... ...
F. M. and W. H. Hill...
Ditto ... ... ..,
Ditto ... ... ...
Henry Williams
F. M. and W. H. Hill ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
W. H. Hill ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Hamilton L. Low  ...  . , ,
J. D. McLean ... ... ...
J. Neilson ...
F. M. and W. H. Hill ... ...
Henry Williams ... ...
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Greenland ... ... ... 12 10 0
Mount Wyatt ... ... ... 45 5 0
Mount Ely ... ... ... 27 0 0
... Mount Mary ... ... ... 40 10 0
Vine Creek ... ... 25 0 0
Mitchell Plains No. 1. . , . 19 0 0
Mitchell Plains No. 2. 12 10 0
Natal Downs No. 6. ... 18 0 0
... Tinwald Downs ,., ... 19 0 0
... Cerito ... ... ... ... 23 0 0
... Bully Creek ... ... ... 12 10 0
... Apsley No. 1. ... ... ... 18 15 0
... Apsley No. 2. ,., ... ... 18 15 0
... Apsley No. 3. .. ... 18 15 0
Mount Carmel ... ... ... 37 10 0
Wallagy ... ... ... 27 10 0
... Stockton ... ... 27 10 0
... Marlborough ... ... 27 10 0
... Myra ... ... ... ... 37 10 0
... Gyrahra ... ... ... 36 0 0
Total Amount.
12 10 0
45 5 0
27 0 0
40 10 0
25 0 0
19 0 0
12 10 0
18 0 0
19 0 0
23 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
37 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
37 10 0
36 0 0
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Kokalally ... ... ...1  18 15  0 ,,. 1915 6
... Kokalally West ... 18 15 0 ... 18 14' 0
... Westbourne ... ... 12 10 0 .,. 12 10 0
,., Eastbourne ... ,.. ... 12 10 0 12 10 0
.., Yungerah ... ... ... 1815 0 ... 18 15 0
... Gordon sheet West ... ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
... Warrego ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
... Dangars' sheet .. 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
... Upper TD over G East  .27  10 0 ... 27 10 0
... Cuttaburra No. 1. .. , ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
... Cuttabarra No. 2. . ,. ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
... Koongan ... ... ...  18 15  0 ...  18 15  0
...  Kolley  ... ... ... ... 18 15 0 .,. 18 15 0
Malta ... ... ... 30 0 0 ... 30 0 0
Brunel Downs East ... ... 12 10 0 12 10 0
Weejawarah .., 1815 0  ... 18 15 0
... Upper TD over G ... ... 35 0 0 ... 35 0 0
...  No. 3 Block. ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1866.
CLOSING OF ACCOMMODATION ROAD.
OTICE.-His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council. directs it to be
N  notified for general information, that application, under the Act 24 Victoria, No. 15, section 16, had
been made by the owner of the adjacent lands for the closing of the undermentioned Accommodation
Road ; and that such road will be closed at the expiration of two months from the, date of this notice,
unless the owners or occupants of any land in the vicinity of this road, who may consider their interests
affected thereby, send in to the Surveyor-General their objections in writing within the above specifies.
period.
A Plan of this road may be seen at the office of the Surveyor-General, and at the office of the-
Clerk of Petty Sessions of the district in which such road is situated.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor -General.
Applicant .  situation. Parish.
J. Ferrett  ... ... ... Road di viding Portiena  116 and- 117 from Portion 1`!9 ... ... Ipswich.
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N- accordance with the provisions  of the Act  28 Victoria , No. 25 , Section 173 ,  it is notified that the
.1 undermentioned Deeds of Assignment have been registered in this  Office:-
No.  Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties.
77  1866. Between Mathew Brien, of Toowoomba, in the
20th October Colony of Queensland, carrier, of the first
part ; Joseph Wonderly, of Toowoomba afore-
said, storekeeper, and Edwin-Thomas Chees-
man, of Toowoomba aforesaid, butcher (Trus-
tees for the purposes in the Deed of Assign-
ment mentioned) of the second part ; and the
several persons and bodies corporate, being
creditors of the said Mathew Brien, who by
themselves or their partners, or otherwise,
have executed the said Deed of Assignment, of
the third part.
78 15th November Between Charles Gerhard Campen, of Queen
street, Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
tobacconist, of the first part ; Albert Emelhainz,
of South Brisbane, in the said Colony, Doctor
of Medicine, and Alexander Brown Pritchard,
of Brisbane aforesaid, one of the firm of
O'Reilly and Pritchard, carrying on business
at the same place as Shipping and Custom
House Agents (Trustees for the purposes in
the Deed of Assignment mentioned) of the
second part; and the several persons and bodies
corporate, who have by themselves or their
agents executed the said Deed of Assignment,
being creditors of the said Charles Gerhard
Campen, and whose names are mentioned in
the Schedule attached to the said Deed of
Assignment, of the third part.
DISTRICT COURTS.
I
N pursuance of the Acts of Parliament 22
Victoria, No. 18, and 29 Victoria, No. 10, and
by the authority of the same, I hereby appoint the
undermentioned times at which District Courts, in
the Criminal and Civil Jurisdictions thereof, will be
held at the several towns in the Metropolitan
District during the year 1867, that is to Say-
Criminal Jurisdiction. Civil Jurisdiction.
AT BRISBANE.
Thursday, February 7. Monday, February 11.
Thursday, April 11. Monday, April 15.
Monday, June 17. Wednesday, June 19.
Monday, August 12. Wednesday, August 14.
Thursday, October 10. Monday, October 14.
Monday, December 9. Tuesday, December 10.
AT WARWICK.
Wednesday, February 27. Thursday, February 28.
Monday, May 20. Tuesday, May 21.
Monday, August 26. Tuesday, August 27.
Monday, November 18. Tuesday, November 19.
AT TOOwooar BA.
Monday, Mar,h 4. Tuesday, March 5.
Monday, May 27. Tuesday, May 2S.
Monday, September 2. Tuesday, September 3.
Monday, November 25. Tuesday, November 26.
AT IPSWICH.
Monday, March 11. 1 Tuesday, March 12.
Monday, June 10. Tuesday, June 11.
Monday, September 9. Tuesday, September 10.
Monday, December 2. Tuesday, December 3.
EDMUND SHEPPARD,
Judge of the Metropolitan District Courts.
Brisbane, November 6th, 1866.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
T
HE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements-upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published
once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
Nature
and Effect  of Deed.
Deed of Assignment
of all  the estate
and effects of
the said Mathew
Brien, in trust for
the benefit of
the creditors of
the said Mathew
Brien.
Deed of Assignment
of all the estate
and'effects of the
said Charles Ger-
hard Campen, in
trust for the bene-
fit of the creditors
of the said Charles
Gerhard Campen.
Date of Registration.
Lodged at the
office of the Re-
gistrar of the
Supreme Court
this 15th day of
November, A.D.
1866, at a quar-
ter past two
o'clock in the
afte rn oon, and
entered same
day.
Lodged at the
office of the Re-
gistrar of the
Supreme Court,
this 16th day of
November, A.D.
1866, at forty-
five minutes past
two o'clock in
the afternoon,
and entered same
day.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
I N  pursuance of, the  District Courts Act of1858, and of the  District Courts Act Amend-
ment Act  of 1865, I hereby appoint the following
days for holding District Courts at the several
towns or places hereinafter mentioned, viz.
AT  ROCKHAMPTON.
1867.
Criminal Sittings ... ... Saturday, 16 February.
Civil Sittings ... ... ... Monday, 18 February.
AT MARYBOROUGH.
Criminal Sittings ... ... Thursday, 14 March.
Civil Sittings .., ...
AT
... Friday, 15 March.
GAYNDAIL.
Criminal Sittings ... ... Wednesday, 20 March.
Civil Sittings ... ...
AT
... Wednesday, 20 March.
GLADSTONE.
Criminal Sittings ... ... Saturday, 30 March.
Civil Sittings ... ... .., Saturday, 30 March.
AT BowEN.
Criminal Sittings ... ... Wednesday, 10 April.
Civil Sittings ... ... ... Wednesday, 10 April.
J. GEO. LONG INNES,
Judge of the  Northern District Court.
31st October, 1866.
BRISBANE WATERWORKS BOARD.
1
TO the'Owners of Tenements on GEORGE STREET,,
from Roma street to Queen street ; MARY
STREET, from Edward street to Market Wharf ;
EAGLE STREET, from Queen street to Elizabeth
street; FELIX STREET, from Mary street to Margaret
street ; and the private streets, courts, lanes, and
alleys opening thereto.-The Main Pipe in the said
streets being laid down, the Owners of all Tenements,
situate as above, are hereby required, on or before
the first day of December next, to cause service
pipes to be laid so as to supply water from the Main
Pipe within such premises.
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Secretary.
Office of the Board,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1866.
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QUEENSLAND ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.
SEssioN 1866.
TUST PUBLISHED, and ON SALE at the
e1 Government Printing Office, William  street,Brisbane:-
Leasing Act, price 6d.
Additional  Customs Duties  Act, 6d.
Additional Customs Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Stamp Duties Act, Is.
Treasury Bills Act, 6d.
Additional Treasury  Bills  Act, 6d.
Queensland Treasury Notes Act, 6d.
Brisbane  Waterworks Act, 6d.
Admiralty Jurisdiction Act, 6d.
Registrars of District Courts Act, 6d.
Cumberland Disease Act, 6d.
Arson Act of 1866, 6d.
Inquests of Death Act, 6d.
Felons  Apprehension Act, 6d.
Port Albany Free Port Act, 6d.
Government Loan Act, 6d.
Claims against  Government Act, 6d.
Jury Precepts Act, 6d.
Friendly Societies Enabling Act, 6d.
Small Debts Recovery Act, 6d.
Standard Weight for Agricultural Produce Act, 6d.
Diseased  Animals Act, 6d.
Distillation Act, 9d.
Carriers  Act, 6d.
Distillation for Wine Act, 6d.
Appropriation Act, 6d.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government  Printer.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 15th November, 1866.
BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES v. STORMER.
T
0 ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff
in the above action, and that all the Defendant's
right, title, and interest of, in, and to, all that
piece of Land, containing five acres, more or less,
situated at Toowoomba, in the parish of Drayton,
in the county of Aubigny, in the colony of Queens-
land-Commencing on the north boundary line of
portion one hundred and forty-two, at a point
bearing east, and distant four chains and fifty links
from the north-west corner of said portion ; and
bounded thence on the west by a line dividing it
from a subdivision of six acres and three roods of
said portion bearing south fifteen chains ; on the
south by part of the south boundary line of said
portion dividing it from portion 141, bearing east
three chains and thirty-three and one-third links ;
on the east by a line dividing it from a subdivision
of four acres of said portion one hundred and
forty-two, bearing north fifteen chains to a public
road one chain wide ; and on the north by that road
bearing west three chains and thirty-three and one-
third links to the point of commencement ;-Will
be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by Public
Auction, at the Queen's Arms Hotel, Toowoomba,
on THURSDAY, the twentieth day of December
next, at Twelve o'clock noon, unless this execution
is previously satisfied.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane , 15th November, 1866.
BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES v. ELBORNE.
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.--TakeNotice, that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment  obtained by the Plaintiff in
the above action, and that all the Defendant's right,
title, and interest of, in ,  and to , all that piece or
parcel  of Land,  containing one rood and  twenty-
seven perches ,  be the same more or less, situated at
Toowoomba, in the parish of Drayton, in the county
of Aubigny, in the Colony of Queensland, being
allotment No. 10 of section No. 16-Commencing
at the south-east corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south by Perth street westerly one
chain ; on the west by the eastern boundary line of
allotment number eleven northerly, at right angles
to Perth street, four chains and twenty links.to a
lane thirty links wide ; on the north by that lane
easterly, parallel with Perth street, one chain to
Lindsay street ; and on the east by that street
southerly four chains and twenty links to the point
of commencement ;-Will be sold by the Sheriff of
Queensland, by Public Auction, at the Queen's
Arms Hotel, Toowoomba, on THURSDAY, the
twentieth day of December next, at Twelve o'clock
noon, unless this execution is previously satisfied.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 15th November, 1866.
BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES v. GOEHRINGER.
10  ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff
in the above action, and that all the Defendant's
right, title, and interest of, in, and to, all that
allotment or piece of Land, in the colony of Queens-
land, containing three roods thirty-five perches,
situated in the county of ' Aubigny, parish and
town of Drayton, being allotment No. 1 of section
13-Commencing at the south corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the south-east by Gipps
street north-easterly two chains ; on the north-east
by the south-west boundary line of allotment No.
2, north-westerly at right angles to Gipps street,
four chains eighty-five links to a lane ; on the
north-west by that lane south-westerly two chains
to Bourke street ; and on the south-west by that
street south-easterly four chains eighty-five links to
the point of commencement ;-Will be Sold by the
Sheriff of Queensland, by Public Auction, at the
Queen's Arms Hotel, Toowoomba, on THURSDAY,
the twentieth day of December next, at Twelve
o'clock noon, unless this execution is previously
satisfied.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 15th November, 1866.
BAYNES v. JOHNSON
T
O ALL  PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that a Writ  of  fieri  facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff
in the above action ,  and that all Defendant's
right ,  title, and interest of, in, and to, all that
piece or parcel of Land, in the Colony of Queens-
land, containing by admeasurement  fifty acres, be
the same more or less ,  situate in the county of
Stanley, parish of Oxley, being portion No. 23-
Commencing at Oxley Creek ,  at the south side of a
road  fifty  links wide ,  and bounded thence on the
north by that road separating it from portion 21,
bearing west forty -eight chains and forty -one links
to a road one chain wide ; on the south -west by
that  road separating it from portion 22, bearing
south twenty-nine degrees east thirteen chains and
sixty-five links ; on the south  by the  north boundary
line of portion 25, bearing east thirty -eight chains
and eighty -one links to Oxley Creek, and on the
remaining sides by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement  ;-Will  be Sold by the
Sheriff of Queensland , by Public  Auction, at the
Sovereign Hotel, Elizabeth street, Brisbane, on
MONDAY,  the seventeenth day of December,
1866, at Twelve o'clock noon, unless this execution
is previously satisfied.ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Seri ff.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Ra,e, of Rosewood
Scrub, near Ipswich, timber merchant.
WHEREAS the said John Rae was, on the 12th
1' day of November, A.D. 1866, adjudged to
be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 4th
day  of February, A.D. 1867, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as  may  be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 15th day of November,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P.- LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Childs, of Nudgee,
farmer.WHEREAS the said John Childs was, on the8th day of November, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 13th day of December, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 4th day of February, A.D.
1867, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 13th day of November,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Skyring and Ross,
coachbuilders, of Toowoomba.
HEREAS the said Skyring and Ross were,
on the 9th day of November, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be Insolvents, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 13th day of December,  A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvents up to the
time of passing their last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvents ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on MON-
DAY, the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for such other matters
connected with the estate as may be required to be
brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 9th day of November
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER Ii AFF, Judge.
Official Assignee
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of George Crook, pub-
.A lican, of Rockhampton.
WHEREAS the said George Crook was, on
the 12th day of November, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 13th day of December, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vent up to the time of passing his last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel. shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a
Second Public Sitting of the Court, at the same
place, on MONDAY, the 4th day of February, A.D.
1867, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 12th day of November,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
in the Matter of the Act of Parliament, 9 GeorgeIV., c. 83; and of the Act of Council, 11
Victoria, No. 24; and of the personal estate
of William Ambrose, late of Brisbane,
deceased.
To the Widow or next of kin to the abovenamed
deceased person.
TAKE. Notice, that unless you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the
personal estate of William Ambrose, deceased,
intestate, or show cause within one calendar month
after the date hereof, to the ` satisfaction of the
Supreme Court of Queensland, or the Judge
thereof, why an order should not be made for me
to collect, manage, and administer the said Estate
of the said William Ambrose, I shall, at the expira-
tion of the said one calendar month, apply by
Petition to the said Court, or the Judge of the
said Court, for such order, and the same will be
made accordingly.
WM. PICKERING,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, the 14th day of November, 1866.
MEMORANDUM :-Cause will be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on MONDAY, the 17th
day of December, 1866, at Ten o'clock, before the
Judge then sitting in Chambers, at the Court
House, Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the goods of John Burton, late of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland, contractor,
deceased, intestate.
V OTIC E is hereby given, that after the expira-
1' tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Letters
of Administration of all and singular the goods,
chattels, credits, and effects of the said John
Burton, may be granted to Sarah Burton, the widow
of the said John Burton.
Dated at Rockhampton, this 3rd day of Novem-
ber, A.D. 1866. THOMAS BELLS,
ke 1 hamggion,
Pro em fear the said Swab.  Buxton.
By his Agent-EUwARr, DhTtE,
Brisbane.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Taylor, of
Rockhampton, watchmaker.
1TOTICE is hereby given, that on the Twelfth
1k' day of November instant, a Certificate under
" The Insolvency Act of  1864" was granted by His
Honor the Judge in Insolvency to the said Insol-
vent.
Dated this 13th day of November, 1866.
MACNISH AND SON,
Attorneys for the Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Patrick Kennedy, late of Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
publican, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Government Gazette,  application will
be made to the Supreme Court, in its Ecclesiastical
Jurisdiction, that Probate of the last Will and
Testament of the abovenamed Patrick Kennedy,
deceased, may be granted to Edward Kelly, and
Thomas Page, both of Rockhampton aforesaid, the
Executors in the said Will named.
Dated this 12th day of November, A.D. 1866.
THOMAS CLARK,
Proctor for the said Executors,
By ROBERTS AND HART,
Brisbane.
Rockhampton.
L E.  THRELKELD and Co., and L. E.Threlkeld's Assigned Estate.-To the
Debtors of Mr. Lancelot Edward Threlkeld, la'.ely
carrying on business in Sydney, under the style of
" L. E. Threlkeld and Co.," and to all persons
whom it may concern : Notice is hereby given, that
by an indenture, dated the 19th day of October,
1866, made between the said Lancelot Edward
Threlkeld of the first part, Joshua Richmond
Young, Jacob Levi Montefiore, and Jeremiah
Brice Rundle of the second part, and the several
persons and companies, or corporations, who by
themselves, or their partners, or agents, executed
the said indenture, of the third part, and by virtue
of the Act passed in the fifth year of the reign of
Her present Majesty, entitled  " An Act for the
amendment of the Law and for the better advance-
ment of Justice,"  under and in conformity with the
provisions of which Act the said indenture has been
executed, and advertised or notified, all and singular
the property of the said Lancelot Edward Threl-
keld of any description whatsoever, and all his
rights and credits, including all debts due to him,
are absolutely vested in the said Joshua Richmond
Young, Jacob Levi Montefiore, and Jeremiah Brice
Rundle, as trustees, for the benefit of all the
creditors of the said Lancelot Edward Threlkeld ;
and that the possession of the premises in George
street, Sydney, wherein the said Lancelot Edward
Threlkeld lately carried on business, and all property
therein contained, and all other the property
assigned by the said indenture, has been given over
by the said Lancelot Edward Threlkeld to the said
trustees, and that the said Lancelot Edward Threl-
keld is no longer in possession, nor has he the
control, order, or disposition thereof, or of any part
thereof ; and that Mr. Robert Fitzstubbs has been
placed by the said trustees in charge thereof for
them, and that all persons at the time of the
execution of the said indenture, indebted to the
said Lancelot Edward Threlkeld, are bound and
required to pay to the said trustees all debts due
by them to the said Lancelot Edward Threlkeld
at the time of the execution of the said indenture.
Dated this twenty-second day of October, 1866.
JOHNSON AND JOHNSON,
165, Pitt street, Sydney.
N
OTICE.-The Partnership hitherto subsisting
between the undersigned,  as graziers and
sheep farmers, has been dissolved.
A. S. HEATHCOTE.
WILLIAM C. G. PERY.
C
AUTION.- AIl persons are hereby cautioned
not to negotiate the undermentioned  Orders,
payment  .of same  having  been stopped  :-No. 15,
for twenty- five pounds  (£25), and No.  16, for nine
pounds  (£ 9), drawn on Messrs .  Richardson and
Wrench, Sydney, by O. de  P. Brock, in favor of
Thompson. The Orders  are dated  November 3rd,
1866, and were stolen  from the Union Hotel, Dalby,
on Monday  morning, the 5th instant.
J. C. BRUNCKHORST.
Dalby, November  6, 1866.
lEmpnunbing.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from North Toolburra, 6th
November, 1866, by order of Thomas Coutts,  Esquire.
Driving expenses, 1s. 6d. per head.
One bay rig, -t near shoulder,  near  hind foot white,
star. Damages, 10s.
One bay mare,  34 near  shoulder, JH conjoined near
thigh.
One bay rig, like cross over cross  near shoulder, near
hind foot white. Damages, lOs.
One brown mare, T off ribs, near hind heel white.
One bay colt foal, unbranded.
If not  released  on or before Friday, 30th November,
1866, will be sold on that day at noon to defray  expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at alby, from Cumkillenbar, 3rd
November, 1866, by order of S. Moffatt, Esquire.
Driving  expenses , 2s. 6d per head.  Damages on entires,
£5 each.
One bay filly, JB near shoulder,  near  hind foot white.
One grey horse, WM near shoulder.
One bay horse, star, M off shoulder, near hind foot white.
One cream-colored filly, like pitchfork brand near
shoulder.
One black  entire , C over C near shoulder, S near thigh.
One bay horse, R over 8 near shoulder.
One brown horse, star and small snip, hind feet white,
collar marks, like reaping hook IM with dots over
off shoulder.
One brown entire, JB off shoulder, NN over N near
shoulder.
One bay filly, BB near shoulder, like P over B near ribs.
One bay mare, star and snip, 1W near shoulder.
One bay filly, small star, CS near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, WB over WB near shoulder,  star, off
hind foot white.
One bay horse, DD near shoulder, 202 near saddle.
One brown horse, star, W over 106  near  shoulder, BB
near ribs.
If not released on or before  Tuesday, 4th  December,
will  be sold to  defray  expenses.
JOHN CLITHEROE,  Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Eton Vale, 19th
October, 1866.
One bay mare, A over CC off saddle, hind feet white.
One black horse, R and cq over  0  over JH conjoined
near shoulder.
Also, from Westbrook, 23rd October, 1866.
One bay mare, like ES over M reversed with M near
shoulder, blind off eye.
If not released on or before the 20th November, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
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MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook, 6th
November, 1866, by order of D. Ross, Esquire.
Damages 2s . 6d., driving expenses 2s.
One brown cob mare, FC or FG off shoulder,  sma ll  star,
near hind foot white.
Also, from same place, 7th November,  1866, same
expenses.
One brown horse, over r.., near shoulder, star.
Also, from same place,  same date , driving 3s.
One chesnut horse, DB near shoulder,  star , blind near
eye.
One chesnut mare, like pi over WB over { conjoined
near shoulder, L8 or 48 near saddle, star.
One grey mare, like III near shoulder.
One bay horse, illegible brand like CO or GO near
shoulder, L9 or 49 near saddle.
One brown filly, CO or GO near shoulder, numbered
under saddle, star, near hind foot white.
One chesnut horse, CO or GO near shoulder, numbered
under saddle, star and snip, hind feet white.
One bay horse, CO or GO near shoulder, numbered
under saddle, star.
One bay colt, CO or GO near shoulder, numbered under
saddle.
One bay colt, CO or GO near shoulder, numbered under
saddle, near hind foot white.
One chesnut  colt, CO  or GO near shoulder ,  numbered
under saddle ,  blaze face.
One brown colt ,  CO or GO near shoulder ,  numbered
under saddle ,  stripe down face.
If not released on or before the 30th November, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton , by Messrs. Archer
j and Co., 31st October, 1866. Driving 3s. per head.
One black mare, like 8 or S over 124 off shoulder, J
sideways over PcB near shoulder.
One bay cob, AT off shoulder, 86 near saddle, blind off
eye.
One bay mare, WP conjoined near shoulder.
One bay cob horse, S over 51 near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, JL sideways near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 30th day of Novem-
ber, 1866, will be sold.
F. H. YOUNG, Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
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GOLD FIELDS REGULATIONS.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
-pleased to establish the f llowing R ulations, under the provisions of the Act of
Parliament 20 Victoria, No. 29, for the Management cf the Gobi Fields of this Colony.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
GENERAL REGULATIONS.
1. All regulations hitherto in force for the management of the gold fields are hereby rormer re,'ila.
repealed, and the following are substituted.in lieu thereof. tioas repealed.
2. (1.) The term "Comm ssioner," when used in these regulations, shall be understood Interpretation
to mean a Commissioner, Assistant Commissioner, or Sub-Commissioner in charge
o ter sinner.
of any particular gold  field, or of any portion thereof.
(2.) The term " claim" shall be taken to apply to any authorised holding whatever, claim.
unless otherwise specified.
3. The Commissioner may at any time make such temporary rules or orders, not Commissioner
inconsistent with the Act 20 'Victoria, No. 29, or with these Regulations, as he may consider empowered to
necessary for regulating the mode of washing at any stream or waterhole, for the prevention of snake temporary
injury of a public nature by the deposit of tailings or refuse from any cradle, tom, sluice, or rotes,
crushing-machine.
4. The Commissioner shall have power to decide upon and make any necessary order in Commissioner
any dispute that may arise in any matter connected with the gold fields' management, and not empowered  -to
herein provided for ; but no such decision or order shall be inconsistent with these Regulations, decide disputes.
or with the Act of Parliament 20 Victoria, No. 29.
5. In any case of dispute or otherwise in which the Commissioner is called upon to act, it Appointment of
shall be competent for that officer, if requested by the parties concerned, previous to inquiring Assessors.
into the matter at issue, to obtain the assistance of two assessors, who shall be elected by the
miners present at the time ; and the miners so elected and the Commissioner shall proceed to
determine the matter, and the decision of the majority shall be final : provided that the sum of
one pound sterling be paid to the Commissioner by each party, in the event of their demanding
the appointment of assessors. Such, fees to be dealt with in accordance with the provisions of
the 17th clause of the Act 20 Victoria. No. 29.
6. As a reward for the discovery of gold in any new locality, the Commissioner may, Prospecting.
in his discretion, allot to any miner or party of miners discovering the same, in addition to the
claim which each individual would otherwise be entitled to, any number of claims not exceeding
ten, if the discovery be within the limits of a gold field, and not exceeding twenty, if at a
distance of three miles or upwards from the limits of any known gold field ; such claims to be in
conjunction, and if practicable to be measured in a rectangular block, as hereinafter provided.
For the purpose of this regulation  a new locality  shall be taken to mean ground previously
unworked, and capable of affording employment to not less than fifty miners.
7. Any miner or party of miners discovering payable gold, within not less than four size claims with-
hundred and forty yards distant from the nearest claim then bottomed and being worked, shall in mo yards from
nearest shambe entitled to an area of ground not exceeding two hundred feet square. bottomed.
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On lost lead. 8. The first miner or party of miners discovering payable gold on a lost lead or working
shall be entitled to an area of ground not exceeding one hundred feet square.
Number of men 9. In these regulations, a party shall be considered as consisting of any number of men
in party. not exceeding four, and no ordinary claim will be allowed in extent greater than for a party of
four, except in cases of amalgamation by registry, or as hereinafter provided.
Title to prospect. 10. All prospecting claims shall be marked of in the manner of ordinary claims ; such
ing claims, marking to be deemed good and sufficient title to such claim until the discovery of gold thereon,
when the party holding the same will be required to report the discovery to the Commissioner
with a view of the claim being registered, as hereafter provided.
Transfer of 11. Claims may be transferred ; but such transfer shall not be recognized until it has
claims. been registered in the office of the Commissioner.
Registration of 12. Any miner who shall, from illness, be unable to work, or who shall be in attendance
claims. at any court of justice, or whose absence from his claim is rendered necessary by some urgent
business shall, on proof being afforded to the Commissioner, be entitled to a written registry to
the effect that such claim is held in reserve for him, and a copy of such registry shall be posted
on every claim so reserved.
Unworked 13. Any claim remaining unworked and unregistered for three clear ordinary working
claims. days shall be liable to be forfeited.
Claims to be 14. The holder of any claim on auriferous land of any description, except reefs or veins of
properly pegged. quartz, shall, on pain of - forfeiture, mark the boundaries of such claim by driving in at each
corner a substantial peg, to stand at least two feet above the ground, which shall be kept at all
tines clear of rubbish or soil during the occupation thereof ; and no person shall remove, injure,
destroy, or cover any such peg.
biarkingoffmore 15. Any  miner marking off more ground than he is entitled to by these Regulations, shallground than be liable to have the ground so marked off; pegged off at either end, at the option of the dis w-allowed. yn p
taut, upon same being proved under provisions of clauses four and five preceding.
Claims to be 16. All claims mast be worked -within forty-eight hours after boundaries have been
worked within
forty-eight marked out, with the requisite number of men as hereafter provided ; otherwise such claim or
hours. claims shall be deemed to be abandoned.
Mining allot- 17. Each person holding a miner's right will be permitted to occupy and enclose for the
meat. purpose of residence, so much land as may be determined by the Commissioner, not exceeding
Business  allot- 18 Each person holding a business license shall be ermitted to occu for ur osesp. py, p pmeat.
other than gold digging, land not exceeding in dimension sixty feet by one hundred and twenty
feet. The Commissioner may in his discretion further allot to the same party, on payment of
an additional license fee, additional land to an equal extent ; and when such land is situated
in a position detached from any tents or buildings, and away from any main road or line of
stores or shops, the Commissioner may permit the same person to occupy, under each license, an
area not exceeding three times the abovenamed extent.
Transfer of Busi-  19. A business license may be transferred, and shall be available on any gold field to
ness license. which the licensee may remove ; provided it be endorsed by the Commissioner.
Inadmissible 20. No claim will be allowed in any position where,  by  its interference with the supply
claims. of water requisite for the public, by undermining or digging up of roads, or by obstructing
public thoroughfares, the general interests will be injured.
Land enclosed  21. No miner shall dig upon or undermine any land enclosed by any authorised occupant,
^nr occupied not  -or which is occu ied by any building, or with machinery in connection with mining operations,
to be workd
without author- & usbd  as a gar  en, or as a Government camp, police station, or for any public purpose, unless
ity. such miner first deposits with the Commissioner such an amount in money as the Commissioner
and assessors ,  as in clauses  four and five, may deem sufficient to compensate for such removal
or any loss  occasioned thereby.
No sludge hole  22, No miner shall dig into, cut away, or undermine the bank of any excavation or hole
to be cut to the containing sludge .or water, in such  a manner as  to cause damage to any  claim , waterhole, dam-damage of other
miners . bank, drain, roadway, engine, mill machine, or any substance containing gold, the property of
any other miner or miners.
Commissioner  23. Upon any four or more persons applying for a road or crossing-place over any gully,
may  a]]low new creek, quartz reef, or other obstruction, and uaranteeing that they will make the same ifroads to be made
sanctioned, the Commissioner shall determine' whether or not such road or crossing-place is
necessary, and shall make such order relative thereto as he may deem requisite ; and no person
shall in any way resist the making of any such road or crossing-place after its formation shall
have been authorised by the Commissioner.
Shafts sunk near 24. Any miner having a shaft or hole within the distance of ten feet from any road,
roads to be footpath, or crossing-place in ordinary use, and not completely enclosed by the framework offenced, Sc. the windlass, shall erect around such shaft or hole a substantial two-railed fence, the upper rail
of which shall be at least three feet and a half above the surface of the ground ; and shall also,
on leaving such shaft or hole, either temporarily or otherwise, cover it with logs not less than
six inches in diameter.
I`ences »ot to be  25. No person shall remove, cast down, or destroy any timber or fence placed for the
removed. purpose mentioned in the foregoing clause.
Water  privilege. 26. A water privilege shall be taken to mean the right to convey, by means of a race,
a specified quantity of water to any locality. Such water shall be measured by a plank sluice
head, having a sectional area of twelve inches by one, with a fall of one in twenty-four. Ground
sluice heads shall have twice that sectional area. The water privilege will be considered
distinct from the ground claim, and with the Commissioner' s consent , may be held in con-
nexion with fresh claims. All water privileges not used and upheld for a period of fourteen
days in the case of alluvial working, and of one week in the case of river working, shall be held
to be forfeited, unless such abandonment be explained to the satisfaction of the Commissioner.
Races.  27.  Applications for water privileges, or for permission to cut races for sluice washing,
and other purposes, must be made in writing to the Commissioner, who will not grant such
privileges or permission if, in his opinion, the public interests would be injuriously affected by a
compliance with such applications ; and 'in cases where any such water privilege has been
granted, the water must be allowed to return to the ordinary channel whenever the Com-
rnissioner shall so direct. Persons wishing to divert water from  races  for the purpose of
tomming or sluicing, may be permitted by the Commissioner to use the surplus  water, on
payment to the proprietors of the race of such sure as may be determined by the Commissioner,
in conjunction with assessors appointed in the manner prescribed in the 14th  clause  of the Act
20 Victoria, No. 29. Surplus water shall be taken to mean all water in  excess  of the  extent of
water privilege.
Dams,  reser-  28. Persons desirous of constructing dams or reservoirs for washing gold, may apply in
voirs,  or wells. writing to the Commissioner, who will, if the same be unobjectionable, grant the  requisite
permission. The water contained  in such reservoirs or dams ,  or in any wells sunk for domestic
eight hundred square yards.
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purposes with the consent of the Commissioner, shall be reserved for the exclusive use of the
holders. When, however, any dam or reservoir interferes with the working; of the bed of a
river or creek, or obstructs the supply of water for domestic purposes, such dam or reservoir,
if the Commissioner shall so direct, shall be temporarily lowered by the holder.
29. No machinery of any d scription, beyoad the appliances for ordinary gold washing, Machinery.
shall be erected on any gold field without the sanction of the Commissioner. Applications for
permission to erect any machine used for gold washing must be made in writing to the
Commissioner. Sanction will in no case be given until it has been shown to the satisfaction of
the Commissioner that a notice of the intended application has been posted for four clear days
on the spot on which it is proposed to erect such machine, and also at the Commisioner's office.
To prevent any injurious deposit of sludge from any machine, a condition will be attached to the
sanction for its erection that the owner shall, at any time, on pain of suspension of operations,
dispose of the sludge in such manner as the Commissioner shall direct.
RIVER CLAIMS.
30. Thirty feet frontage for each miner will be allowed in the beds of rivers or main  Eztent.
creeks, running across the whole bed, unless the Commissioner deem the river or creek of such
a breadth as to render a division desirable, in which case he will determine the division.
When, from a superabundance of water, or other cause, such claims cannot be worked, they
may be registered, but will be liable to forfeiture if the occupation is not resumed as soon as
practicable.
31. The Commissioner may make such  orders,  not inconsistent with the Act 20 Victoria,  commissioner to
No. 29, or with these regulations, relative to the proper working of river claims, as to him shall make rules.
appear expedient, which orders shall be in writing, and shall be signed by the Commissioner,
and shall be duly served on the owner of any claim to which they may apply ; and any owner
who shall  neglect  to obey any such order shall be deemed to have committed a breach of these
Regulations, and shall, unless good reason be shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioner for
such neglect, forfeit his claim.
32. When any race or tunnel shall be cut, or other operation performed, rendering such Persons beneat-
claim workable, any person or party benefiting thereby shall, before working their claim, on inn by race to
penalty of forfeiture, pay such share of the expense of such operation as may be assessed by the share expense.
Commissioner and two assessors, appointed in the manner prescribed in the fifth clause of
these regulations.
33. The number of claims of this description to be granted to any one party will not be Number of
restricted, provided that the same be taken in conjunction. claims not re-
stricted.FRONTAGE CLAIMS.
34. Frontage claims shall be taken to mean alluvial claims not in the bed of a creek or Frontage claim
river, the sinkings on which shall not be less than fifty feet. definition.
35. Under the frontage system a claim shall not exceed, for four men, one hundred  and size of claims.
twenty feet in length on the base line, to be formed by the Commissioner, by a width of twelve
hundred feet, until gold in payable quantities is found in the claim, when the width shall be
reduced to two hundred feet.
36. Upon the receipt of a report of the discovery of new alluvial gold workings at a depth Proclamation of
exceeding forty feet, the Coinniissioner shall affix a notice outside, his oflice, and cause another lead.
similar one to be posted on a conspicuous place upon the claim in which the discovery shall have
been made, stating a time within three (3) days, when the Commissioner shall attend for the
purpose of causing such discovery to be tested, and there appoint five miners to test the
auriferous nature of the earth contained in such claim ; and if, in the opinion of the majority of
the miners so appointed, it is declared that such ground is payable, the Commissioner shall
declare the same to be a frontage lead, and shall proceed to measure off the claim to which the
prospectors are entitled, and give them possession thereof.
37. Upon the proclamation of any lead, the Commissioner shall lay down a base line, Laying down of
upwards and downwards, from the prospecting claim on the supposed course of such lead-on base  line and
which line he shall mark the length of claims, and shall allot each claim according to priority of u Beat end
for
occupation on such lead, and shall also continue to mark off at least four claims to which there shares.
are no applicants, after which any miner wishing to occupy a vacant share on a frontage lead,
shall in the first instance apply to the Commissioner, who shall register him for such share, and
shall at the same time give him a certificate of registration. stating the date of registry, name of
applicant or applicants, name of lead, and number of the claim.
38. When the sinking in such ground shall be found not to reach a depth of fifty feet, of if depth of sink-
which the bottoming of one or more shafts on the supposed line of lead shall be a sufficient inn be less than
test, all markings on the supposed line of lead shall be null, and the ground shall then, be open fifty feet, rront-1 a;e system to
for taking up clainis in the manner otherwise prescribed in these Regulations ; provided that cease.
each miner, or party of miners, shall have the right to include any shaft which had actually
been commenced in his or their future claims, taking such shaft for the centre.
39. Should the actual course of a lead be found to differ materially from the course of the Alteration of
base line, and if the majority of claim holders affected thereby shall desire it, the Commissioner  base line.
shall proceed to lay down a new base line, and lay ofl' the claims on the new line according to
their order on the former line.
40. The holder of a claim in a frontage lead shall erect, or cause to be erected, a post at Mode  of mark-
each end of the claim, and so soon as payable gold has been found, the boundaries shall be ing claims.
marked by posts firmly fixed in the ground at each corner of the claim, such posts to be not
less than three inches in diameter ; to extend at least three feet above the ground, and to be
-kept visible during the occupation of the claim.
41. On all declared leads not fewer than ten shafts must be continuously and effectively  Wring of
worked in the claims on either line of the lead next  oiiwcrrd  from the prospecting claim, and
afterwards  in advance  of the last payable shaft.
42. Any miner who shall desire to enter upon a frontage  claim  in which payable gold has Right  of search
not been discovered, in order to search for a lead other than that for which the said claim has within w dead
been registered, shall give notice to the holder of such claim, stating the portion of the claim he  tional boua-
desires to enter upon, and if the claimholder shall consent to such entrance, the portion of paries.
ground entered upon shall be deemed to be forfeited. If the claimholder shall not consent to
such entrance, the person desirous of entering upon the claim shall request the Commissioner
to put him in possession of such ground, and if the Commissioner and two assessors shall-decide
that the portion of ground sought to be occupied would not interfere with the original holders
in their search for the lead for which they are registered, such claim for the purpose of re-adjust-
nient shall be considered forfeited by the holder thereof, and the Commissioner may put such
claimant in possession of such portion as may be awarded, and the original holders shall be
entitled to occupy the remaining portion of such claim, and shall be put it possession  of same
by the Oommieezoner on applir ationt
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Convergence of 43. In the case of a convergence of leads, the preference at and onwards from the
leads. junction shall be given to the claimholders on the lead first declared. Provided
that at any time when a convergence shall seem probable, the Commissioner shall
refuse any registry of claims, excepting conditionally, until the actual position of the leads
shall have been ascertained. Such elaimholders, so conditionally registered, to post a notice
containing the names, in full of the shareholders, headed with the words " Conditionally
Registered" on some conspicuous part of their claim, and the holders shall not be required
to be present on such claim until after a notice authorised by the Commissioner requiring their
presence on the ground shall have been posted at his office, as well as on some conspicuous part
of the last claim bottomed on each of the converging leads, such notice to extend over a pei iod
of seven (7) days.
Termination of 44. On any declared lead, the majority of non-working claimholders (or shareholders)
frantage;system.may require the frontage system to terminate, and on the application in writing of-not less than
twenty-four miners, the Commissioner shall proceed to such lead and hear evidence for and
against the application. If the majority of the claimholders (or shareholders) shall appear to
him to be in favor of the application, he shall fix a point not then being worked on such lead
from which to declare the frontage system. to have ceased.
ALLUVIAL CLAIMS OTHER THAN RIVER CLAIMS.
Extent ofground 45. In dry alluvial sinking, the extent of ground shall be as follows, viz.:--
in dry alluvial For one man ... ... ... 40 feet  by  40 feet
sinking ytwo men ... ... ... 40 „ 80 „
three „ ...  ...  ... 50 „ 80
four „ ... ... ... 60 „ 80
Definition of wet 46. The term " wet alluvial claim" shall mean where slabbing the shaft may be necessary
tiliuvial claim, on account of water : Provided that in no case shall surface water cause any claim to be deemed
wet ground.
Ext ent o f groun d 47. In wet alluvial sinking, the extent of ground shall be as follows, viz.:--
in wet
sinking.
alluvial For two men ... ... ... 50 feet by 100 feet
„ three „ ... ... ... 75 „ 100 „
four „ ... ... ... 100 „ 100
Size of party. 48. In no case shall a party be considered to consist of more than four men, as provided
in clause nine of these regulations ; except in cases of amalgamation, notice of which must be
posted on each claim, and duly registered with the Commissioner.
Working of wet 49. All claimholders within six claims in every direction from the last shaft in which
alluvial claims. water shall have been struck must proceed with the sinking of their respective shafts, during
every lawful working day, until the well is completed ; after which 'it shall be imperative upon
the claimholders to keep the water in their respective claims reduced below the surface of the
well-holes.
.Size of claims in  50. The extent of claims in abandoned ground shall,'with the sanction of the Commis-
-abandoned sioner, be double the length of the claims for dry and wet alluvial sinking' as provided in clausesground. y bforty-five and forty-seven, respectively.
Forfeiture. , , 51. Any miner or miners neglecting to comply with the provisions stated in clause forty.
sei':-;5 a,r -thine shall ,be deemtd.'to lfit 'fo'rfeited his-el hn iir'"share: , " ,:.,
All auriferous 52. The owner or owners -bf any alluvial  claim  shall be entitled-'to " have and enjoy all
deposits  pro- quartz reefs, veins, leaders, and other deposits of gold within the area of such claim under the
perty
holders.
of claim-holders. operation of these Regulations.
QUARTZ REEFS..
Definition of 53. The term " reef" shall be taken to mean a seam of quartz or any substance  contain-
'term ., reef." ing gold other than alluvial
Protection. 54. The protection area allowed for prospecting claims, or for taking up claims previously
Area of pros- worked and unoccupied quartz reef shall be as follows, that is to say,-
peeting claims, Within two miles from any known working reef, 400 feet by 600 feet.
Over two miles, and not exceeding five miles, 600 feet by 600 feet.
Beyond five miles, 800 feet by 600 feet.
Temporary hold- 55. Such protection claims may be held temporarily by the erection of two substantial
ingandmarking. posts, one at each end of the claim, on the supposed line of reef, to stand at least three feet high
from the ground, and to be kept visible during the working of claim.
Discovery of 56. Upon the finding of gold within any such claim, the miner will be required to report
gold
tea and such discovery to the Commissioner, who shall appoint, by notice, a time for attendance at the
marking of ground ; and who shall then proceed to lay down the line or supposed line of the reef, and shall
claims. allot the claims thereon according to priority of occupation, and duly register the same, a copy
of which registry shall be posted on the claim. No further sinking shall be commenced until
the Commissioner has so laid out the claims, nor shall any miner be entitled to the ground he
may have marked off previous to the arrival of the Commissioner, but merely to his priority
of right on the declared line of reef derived from such marking.
Extent of claim 57. As a reward for the discovery of gold in any new locality, the miner or miners discov-awarded to dig-eying the same shall be entitled to a claim of 120 feet for any distance not exceeding two miles
coverers of gold , from any known working reef ; beyond two miles, and not exceeding five miles, 200 feet ;
beyond five miles, 300 feet on the line of reef by a width of 300 feet---by a width in each case
of 150 feet from centre of such reef; at a distance of 400 yards from any then working shaft on
any line of reef, any miner or party of miners shall be entitled to a prospecting claim, of 200 feet.
In all cases the owner or owners thereof shall be entitled to every reef, vein, leader, and all
auriferous deposits within such limits.
Extent ordinary  58. The extent of ordinary claim allowed for each miner, on the line of any quartz
claims. reef, shall be forty feet in the supposed direction of the same, by a width of four hundred
feet-two hundred feet on each side from the supposed centre of such reef, and the total number
of claims allowed for any one party of miners actually employed shall not exceed six.
Registration of 59. The Commissioner shall keep a list of all prospecting claims, which have been duly
all claims  with registered by him, posted outside of his office for at least one week from the date of such regis-Commissioner.
tration.Surface tt ached 60. The holder of any quartz claim shall be entitled to occupy, where practicable, a
to quartz claims, surface area of thirty feet on each side of his shaft throughout the length of the claim, for the
purpose of depositing, rubbish and stone raised tram the claim: Provided that when any such
claim shall run through or under any alluvial or sulface soil -supposed to contain g Id, it shall
be lawful for any authorised person to take away of work any such earth or soil ; and such
person shall remove the same from within the boundaries of the surface area attached to the
.quartz claim, within a reasonable tine,. tQ bo determined by, the Commissioner.
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61. Within two days after payable gold has been found in any claim, notice thereof mast Dntiea of cla°ra-holders oi (As-be given to the Commissioner, who shall lay off the reduced width of such claim and cause a vnnprv of pay-
red flag to be hoisted thereon. This clause applies to every description of sinking, except in  able gold.
cases of prospecting claims.
62. Any prospector discovering gold, and neglecting to report the same to the Ne;lecting to
Commissioner without delay, or within seven days, shall not be entitled to more than an ordinary
r go't
discovery
claim.
63. Miners occupying any portion of a quartz reef or vein shall be entitled to follow Miners to follow
and work it in any direction that such reef or vein may take : Provided they do not trespass quartz n tsanoy
upon the claim of any other miner on the same line, or upon ground which may properly  direction.
belong to the claim of such miner, or upon any part of the wall separating the claims
64. It is provided, also, that when the quantity of ground allowed under this regulation When
roaches ound
cannot be entirely taken up, by reason of the ground deficient being occupied as an alluvial an alluvial claim.
claim, immediately on such deficient ground being vacated the  same  shall be deemed to be
.allotted, as a matter of course, to the quartz-reef holders, any fresh application being un'e-
cessary ; and the owner or holders of any such amended claim shall be entitled to every reef,
vein, leader, and all auriferous deposits within such limits.
65. Any miner or party of miners who may be in authorised possession of any quartz  Quartz claims
e  marked byclaim shall, for the information of all other persons, mark the boundaries of such claim by the
to
L s.
erection of six posts,-one at each end of it, on the base line, and one at each corner, to be at
least three inches square, standing three feet above the ground, and kept at all times clear of
rubbish, or anything which may tend to conceal them from view during occupation. And no
person shall, on any pretence whatever, remove, destroy, or deface any such posts, nor shall any
person erect any such posts with the view of inducing other persons to suppose that such ground
is lawfully taken up and occupied.
66. All quartz claims marked off by the Commissioner shall be worked within forty-eight claims when to
hours from the time of marking, and any claim not in full work within that time, with the be worked.
requisite number of men, as provided in clause sixty-seven of these Regulations shall be deemed
to be abandoned.
67. All quartz claims to be worked every ordinary working day by at least half the now  to be work-
number of claimholders, except as hereinafter provided. On payable gold being found the full
ed.
number of men shall be employed within six days of such finding ; and upon the claim failing
to be remunerative for one month, the number of miners as previously limited will be deemed
sufficient for the working of such claim until payable quartz is again obtained ; then the proper
number of miners, as previously set forth, to be employed ; failing which, the share or shares of
such miner or miners remaining unworked shall be deemed forfeited, unless in case of dispute
such non-employment can be justified under these Regulations : Provided also, that any miner
employed in making necessary preparations for the working of any claim, or employed in the
erection of machinery in connection with the same, shall be deemed as working upon the claim.
68. The names of the owner or of each of the owners of a claim, together with the Names of share.
number, date, and place of issue of the miner's right of him or of each of them, and also the holders to be
number of the claim in its order north or south of the prospecting claim, must always be kept posted.
posted on some conspicuous part of the claim.
69. Any miner or miners desirous of registering his or their quartz claim or claims - taken  Registraition...
under the provisions contained in these Regulations, must make an application in writing to the
Commissioner, and must affix a notice in writing of such intentions on some conspicuous part of
such claim seven days previous to the certificate of registry being granted by the Commissioner,
a copy of which must be kept posted on the claim during the whole term that the same is held
in reserve.
70. Any miner who shall from illness be unable to work, or whose absence from  his Conditions, re-
claim shall be rendered necessary by urgent business, the proof of which shall be with him, shall rea s ratio
nefore
on the proper application be entitled to a written registry from the Commissioner that such
claim is held in reserve for him.
71. Ordinary quartz claims may be exempted from working,-when after six months  ordinary claims.
bona fide  work, no payable gold has been obtained for one month previous-for a period of six
months from the date on which such work ceased.
72. Any miner or miners who shall have been proved to have obtained any registration False declara-
of claim or claims by assigning false reasons shall forfeit all his interest in the same. tions.
73. Any unregistered claim which may have been worked for a less period than three
months and remaining unworked for three consecutive working days, shall be forfeited ; and any
unregistered claim worked for a period over three months, and remaining unworked for six
consecutive ordinary working days shall be forfeited. claims unregis-
74. No person shall sink or drive within fifteen feet of the centre of any shaft. tered  anare-y mainingunworY-
75.  Between adjoining quartz claims a wall of three feet shall be preserved ; and whenever ed.
any miner or miners, in marking off a new claim, shall have neglected to leave the proper space sinking or
for the wall, the Commissioner shall deduct the necessary length from the claim last marked off, grail between
and assign it as a wall between such claim and the adjoining claim first marked. And,  in like quartz claims.
manner, when any miner or miners shall have marked off more than the proper share for a wall,
the Commissioner may curtail such excess, and assign it to the holders of the claim first marked ;
or, if he deems it advisable, may order the boundary posts of the claim last marked to be
removed to their proper position.
76.. In the case of convergence of reefs, the preference at and onwards from such junction Convergence of
shall be given to the claimholders on the line of reef first laid off by the Commissioner,  or to reef,.
any person or persons to whom they may have transferred their claim. Provided that if it be
shown that the claim first opened has not been worked in  a bond fide  manner throughout, or
that the reefs or veins were commenced to be worked simultaneously, the Commissioner may
make such division of that portion of the united reef or vein as shall appear to him to be just.
77. When any reef or vein of quartz shall be found in its descent to divide into two or  more  Reefs dividing as
distinct veins, the Commissioner may call upon the holder of the claim first opened and worked to they descend,
elect which reef or vein he will hold, and to allot the others : Provided that in all  cases the how adjadged.
original holder shall he allowed to work both veins until the miner to whom the Commissioner
may have allotted the other vein shall have struck it, and shall be allowed the use also of any
shaft or drive which he may have sunk or driven.
78. When, in sinking for quartz, any party of miners shall strike a number of veins, they Extent if veins.
shall be entitled to hold and work such number thereof, exclusive of any cross course, as shall not
exceed twenty feet in the mean thickness, to be ascertained by measurement in different parts ;
and they shall be entitled to follow such veins downwards, as hereinafter provided, unless it be
shown that from the union of two or more of them, or increasing thickness, the united veins have
become a reef within the meaning of these Regulations. In such case the Commissioner may allot
any of the  remaining veins ,  but in all cases  the original holder or holders shall be entitled  to select
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the veins adjoining each other, which they will hold and work, provided such veins lie within a
breadth of thirty yards, and do not exceed in total thickness- the quantity specified in this
regulation::
True position of 79. No person shall sink within fifty yards oC any unallandoned shaft sank on the supposed
roeta being line of a reef or vein, until it has been proved to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that two
uncertain, now
dealt  with. or more nearly parallel reefs or veins do really exist in that particular site, in which case the
miners first sinking shall be entitled to select which reef or veins they will hold, and the
Commissioner may allot the others ; but if any miners shall sink at a distance of not less than
fifty yards from the line of shafts sunk on a supposed line, and find any reef or vein, then in.
such case the reef or vein struck at such distance shall be adjudged to them, and not to those
who first sank on the supposed line.
Tunnelling. 80. Any miner or party of miners may cut a tunnel for a reef, and twenty feet in breadth
along the entire length of such tunnel shall be allowed as a protection for same, outside the
boundary of their reef claim ; such tunnel not to exceed one thousand yards in length ; and they
will be further protected in being allowed to hold a space of one hundred and fifty feet square
at the mouth of the tunnel, on which to deposit quartz or other substances taken from their
tunnel or claim ; and if a payable reef is struck in the tunnel outside the claim, the holders of
such claim shall be entitled to a prospecting claim of the area provided in clause fifty-four of
these Regulations.
Reefs of  great 81. When any quartz reef, or a portion thereof, shall exceed in thickness thirty feet, the
thickness
how Commissioner may, on the application of any miner, reduce the length of any claim where it
shall exceed the abovementioned thickness, in such proportion a,, will leave each original holder
an extent of fifty square yards, to be -measured on the horizontal section of the reef, as nearly
as the angle at which the reef stands will permit ; but in all eases the original holder shall be
allowed to retain the *hole, provided he employ upon the reef a number of men proportionate to
the area.
Miners to be 82. When any miner shall make a drive or adit into any unoccupied hill or range in
slowed to take
up reefs ais- search of any quartz reef or vein, he may take up and hold any reef or vein that he may select,
covered by adits. and with it such reasonable amount of wall as shall be necessary for its preservation ; and no miner
working in any adjoining claim shall in any way interfere with it, or with the wall attached to it.
`eater in old 83. The owner or owners of any quartz mine or mines having thereon disused shafts or
hgasf't  or open openings, on receipt of a complaint in writing, to the effect that the water contained in such
shafts or holes is injurious to adjoining claims, will be required to have the same baled out, and
to take measures to prevent the accumulation of surface water ; and whenever the Commissioner
shall decide that night and day baling is requisite, all miners who have struck water will be
required to bale out such water every day and night, until it be exhausted or the claim
abandoned. Non-compliance with this regulation will render the share or shares of the party
liable to forfeiture.
Persons to stack 81. Any person who wishes to retain possession of any quartz-stone, casing, or other
quartz  properly. substance containing gold, the product of a quartz claim, may do so for any period of time not
exceeding one year, although the claim from which it was taken has been relinquished :
Provided that he stack such stone, casing or other substance, in a proper manner upon ground
not supposed to be workable, and erect close to such stack a post with his name, address, and
date of stacking legibly painted thereon ; and no person shall remove, deface; or damage any
such post so erected, or remove any quartz-stone, casing, or other substance, so stacked Any
stone, casing, or other substance taken from a claim, and not so stacked, shall be deemed to be
abandoned and forfeited.
Boundary  of 85. When, in order to determine any dispute, it shall be found necessary to lay down the
howtlaidedown:
boundary of a quartz reef claim, the general plane of which reef descends at an angle with the
horizon of less than ninety degrees, or when the plane of the reef is not perpendicular, the
boundary line shall in all cases be a line laid off at a right angle with another line passing
through the surface peg, marking the boundary of the claim at the end in dispute, and another
point visible, and 'as distant as possible on the known line of the reef; and, in all cases where
the general direction of the reef is not known with certainty, it shall be competent for the
Commissioner, previously to any measurement made below, to fix upon some distant point
which shall be taken to mark the direction of the reef for the purpose of deciding the particular
dispute then before him.
Area allowed for 86. The area for the site of any quartz-crushing machine shall not exceed three acres, such
mach n crushing site  to be registered with the Commissioner, as set forth in clause sixty-nine of these Regu-
lations ; and, if such site is proved to be auriferous, may be mined under the conditions set forth
in the following clause.
Compensation. 87. When the site occupied by any water-dam, water-race, reservoir, tramway, or site for
stacking railings, or cement, shall be proved to be auriferous, it may be mined upon, provided
the miner or miners intending to mile thereon shall (before breaking the ground or  corn-
mencing to work) compensate the owner or owners of such water-dam, water-race, reservoir,
tramway, or site for stacking tailings or cement. for any loss, damage, or injury, that may be
sustained by him or them in consequence thereof. Such compensation may be determined by
two arbitrators, appointed one by each of the two parties interested. In the event of the two
arbitrators failing to ;strive at a decision, the arbitrators shall call in a third party,-the decision
of the majority to be final.
Amalgamation 88. When the depth of sinking shall exceed one hundred feet, or when difficulties are
occasioned by water (other than surface water), it shall' be lawful for the owners of adjoining
claims on the  same line  of reef to amalgamate by registration, whether temporarily or otherwise,
and by posting on the non-working  claim  a notice of registry, and the length of claims taken
toether shall not exceed 400 'feet, and the working of one or more shafts shall be taken to be
tile' working of such amalgamated  claims  ; the number of men employed shall be consistent with
clause sixty-seven of these Regulations.
Transier of • 89. Any claim or interest therein may be transferred to any authorised person ; but such
claims or shares. transfer shall not be recognized until registered by the Commissioner, and previous to such
transfer a notice in writing must be posted on some conspicuous part of the claim for three
clear ordinary days.
Declaration of 00. When any miner loses his-  miner's  right or certificate of registration, or transfer
loss of  miner'. certificate, by virtue of which he holds any share or portion of a share, he shall make aright, declaration of such loss before the Coinninissioner, and shall receive, for all the purposes con-
nected with the transfer of his interest, a declaration in lieu of such miner's right, register
or transfer certificate, or any or either of them.
EXTENDED CLAIMS.
Uteint, 91. Where the expense attending the erection of mining machinery or works is likely
to be great, or where the poverty of the ground will warrant it, the Commissioner may, on
application ,  allot to each miner proposed to bd employed on such work an extended claim, not
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to exceed in area  four ordinary  claims  : Provided that each  miner  so to be employed be placed
to work on the claim within a time to be fixed by the Commissioner, and be actually kept
employed during the holding of such claim, unless it be shown to the satisfaction of the
Commissioner that the work thereof is necessarily suspended. Every such extended claim shall
be laid out in one block, and shall not exceeding area twenty ordinary claims. Four clear days'
notice of the intention to apply to the Commissioner for an extended claim must be posted on the
ground by the applicant. - This regulation shall apply to all extended claims, whether matrix
quartz , alluvial, or river; and in the event of any of the conditions not being fulfilled, the
Commissioner may direct the for feiture,or such diminution, of the claim as may meet the justice
of the case.
92. Nothing in the foregoing; regulations shall be taken to prejudice the right  to Extended claims
already sanc-
occupation of any extended claim sanctioned by the Commissioner previously to the publication tinned.
of these Regulations, so long as the conditions attending such sanction be fulfilled.
LEASED AunIFEuo s TPACTS.
93. Two classes of leases of auriferous tracts and quartz reefs will be granted. Lewes.
(1.) Leases of an area not exceeding eight acres of alluvial land, five hundred yards of
a river bed, or four hundred yards on the line of a quartz vein by a width of
one hundred yards on each side of the supposed centre of the reef, will be granted
for a period limited to five years, at an annual rent of £5 per acre, £5 per hundred
yards of river bed, or £5 per hundred yards of quartz vein respectively.
(2nd.) Leases for a longer period, not exceeding twenty-one years, and for a greater
extent of land, will be granted at an annual rent or at a royalty on the gross pro-
duce of gold, as may be agreed, or decided-on by the Government at the time.
94. Persons desirous of obtaining leases of the first class may make application in form Leases of flue
B and accompanying schedule annexed thereto to the Commissioner, who will submit the same years duration
to the Government, who will issue the lease, if the application be approved
(1.) Each such application must describe the situation and boundaries of the ;round
applied for-and must set forth the machinery to be used, and describe the
proposed method of working the claim, and extent and nature of preparatory
work to be done, the number of men whom the applicant undertakes to employ
within a stated period, and if the application is made by a company, the consti-
iutiou of the company, the number of shares, and the names of the shareholders.
(2.) The rent for each year must. be paid in advance, and the application for the lease
of the first class must be accompanied by the sum of £5 5s. as a deposit,.to be
forfeited should the lease, when approved, not be taken out.
(3.) Pending the decision of the Government, the Commissioner may authorise the
party applying for a lease temporarily to occupy, at his own risk, the ground
sought to be leased : Provided that a notice, in the form A hereto appended,
signed by the applicant, shall have been posted for six clear days on a conspicuous
part of the claim, and also at the Commissioner's Office, and that no objection
has been taken to the granting of the lease ; and further, provided that during
the said period the claini shall have been marked out at each corner with posts nob
less than three feet in height.
(1.) The Commissioner may likewise sanction the cutting of any race or the perform-
ance of any other operation necessary for the profitable working of any claim
under, lease,. although Such. race or other operation may not be on the ground
actually leased, provided that such sanction be not prejudicial to the public
interests.
(5.) No such lease as aforesaid shall interfere with the right to any claim or claims
held prior to the date of the application for such lease.
(G.) Where, from floods or other unavoidable causes, the ground shall, in the opinion
of the Commissioner, be unworkable, the lessee shall not be required to continue
the employment of the stipulated amount of labor.
95. Applications for leases of the second class must be addressed in form B and schedule  Leases exceed-
annexed hereto to the Commissioner, and be accompanied by a deposit of £50 to meet expenses au atfive years
which may be incurred in deciding upon the application, and also by the following information :-
(1.) A description of the land required for lease, and a plan showing the extent of the
-auriferous portion-, as well as of that required for setting up machinery, erecting
dwellings, or offices, or for other purposes.
(2.) The term or period for which the ground is required.
(3.) The annual rent or royalty the applicant is prepared to  pay.(4.) The proposed plan of working it, statingthe kind andpower of machinery to be used.
(5.) The minimum number of glen whom it is proposed to employ.
(6.) The time after approval of the application which will be allowed to elapse before
the work will be commenced.
(7.) The time which will elapse and the work to be done before the number of men so
stated will be employed.
(8.) If the application be made by an association or company, the constitution of the
association or company by which the ground will be worked, the proposed distribu-
tion of shares, and the amount of capital subscribed.
96. The Commissioner shall forward to the Government every such application, with his 31ode of dealing
report thereon. He will also cause the applicant to distinguish, by proper posts, the land for with applicants.
which he has applied, and to set up, as well thereon  as at  the Commissioner's Office , a notice,
in the form A hereto appended, defining the nature of the application. If at the end of fourteen
days after such notice has been duly posted no objection be preferred to the Commissioner in:
charge, respecting the lease of such land, he will be empowered to grant leave for the  immediate
occupation of it, at the, risk of the applicant, and subject to the decision of the Government as
to the terms on which the  lease  will be granted.
97. Every lease granted under these Regulations shall bear date from the first day of
the month following the publication of the notice A, as prescribed in clause ninety-six• of these
Regulations.
98. In all cases where leases have been granted, the number of men stated in the Number of men-
application must be constantly kept employed on the lands so leased, at the stated hours, under to be kept em
penalty of forfeiture thereof, after due inquiry by the Commissioner, who shall specially report ployed.
thereon to the Government.
99. The  in fr action  of any of the  conditions of a lease will  involve the forfeiture thereof.
PENALTY FOR  BREACH OF  REGULATIONS.
100. Any infraction or breach of these Regulations that is not herein  otherwise specially
provided  for, may be dealt with  in the manner  prescribed in the thirty- second  clause of the Act
20 Victoria , No. 29.
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SCHEDULES.
A.
Fonx of NoTIC$.
I  or  we ]  hereby give notice that I  [or  we] have this day made application for a lease  [here
state the term]  of the ground within the surrounding marks, measuring
by
[Date.] [Signature.]
B.
FORM OF APPLICATION FOR LEASE.
Application for Lease of Auriferous Tract, Class.
Pursuant to the provisions of section six of the Act of the Legislature of Queensland, 20 Victoria,
No. 29, and of the Regulations established thereunder,' of a , do hereby apply for a lease
of s , situated on the Gold Field (which is more particularly described in the schedule
annexed ) for the purpose of mining for gold, and hereby tender the sum of pounds as deposit
in accordance  with existing Regulations.
Given under hand this day of ,186
[Signature.]
The Gold Commissioner,
Gold Field.
Received from , the sum of pounds, being the amount of deposit on lease of
the Class.
Gold Commissioner.
'  I or Te-all names in full . 2 County,  district , or gold  field. '  whether alluvial land, river  bed, or quartz reef.
Schedule to accompany pplication for lease of the First Class.
Area, or length ! The term or Number of men Machinery to be used, and proposedSituation and boundaries  of the
of river bed or period for which proposed to be method of working the claim, alsoground app lies for. quartz  reef. the ground is employed and the extent and nature of the
required. when. preparatory work.
Information on the following head to be subjoined :--
If the application is made)
by an association or con, -
pany, the constitution of
the association or companyby'wh1`ch the ground till be
worked; the 'number of
shares, and the names of
the shareholders. '
[Signature  of Applicant.]
Schedule to accompany application for lease of Second Class.
Qit++a`ion sadboundsries Area or length The term orperiod for which Proposed Minmum The proposed plan of working,
of he ground apilied f river bed or the ground is annual rent or number of men stating kind and power of
for,__ quartz reef. required. royalty. to be employed. machinery to be used.
Information on the following heads to be subjoined
The time alter approval
of the application which
will be allowed to elapse
before the work will be
commenced.
The' time which will
elapse , and the work to be
done, before the number of
men al'ove stated will be
employed.
11 tue application be made
by an association or com-
pany, the constitution of the
association  or company by
which the ground will be
worked, the proposed distri-
bution of shares, and the
amount of capital sub-
scribed. j
Plan  appended.
[Signature  of Applicant.]
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CONSTITUTION OF PROVINCE OF CARDWELL.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
W
YTHEREAS, by an Act of the Parliament of
 }' Queensland, commonly styled and cited as
the  Provinciall Councils Act of 1864, it was
amongst other things enacted that any Electoral
District or portionthereof might, as therein provided,
be constituted a Province ; and it was by the same
Act enacted that the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, might, on the receipt of a
petition signed by not fewer than  fifty householders
resident within any such District praying that
the same might be declared a Province under the
said Act, cause the substance and prayer of such
petition to be published in the  Government Gazette,
and unless a counter-petition signed by a greater
number of householders resident as aforesaid
should be received by the Government within three
months from the date of such publication, the
Governor, with the advice aforesaid, might by
Proclamation published in like manner declare
such District to be a Province, by a name to be
mentioned in such Proclamation, and might also
by the same or any other Proclamation define the
limits and boundaries thereof, and that upon such
publication the Province shall be constituted
accordingly ; and whereas a petition signed by fifty-
three householders within the Electoral District of
Kennedy, in the Colony of Queensland, praying
that a portion of the same might be declared a
Province under the provisions of the said Act, has
been presented tq the Governor, the substance and
prayer of which petition were duly published in the
Government Gazette,  in accordance with the provi-
sions of the said Act ; and whereas no counter-
petition signed by a greater number of electors
resident within the said District of Kennedy has
been received by the Government within three
months from the date of such publication ; and
whereas the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has, in exercise of the powers
conferred by the said Act, determined to declare by
Proclamation a portion of such District of Kennedy
to be a Province by the name hereinafter mentioned :
Now, therefore, I, Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN,
the Governor of Queensland, in pursuance of the
provisions of the said Act, and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
declare that a portion of the said District of Kennedy
shall be a Province within the meaning of the said
Act ; and I do hereby, with the advice aforesaid,
declare and direct that such Province shall be called
by the name of the " Province of Cardwell. "
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twentieth day of November, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same,
&c., &c., &c.
W
HEREAS, by an Act of the Parliament of
Queensland, commonly styled the  Pro.
vincial Councils Act  of 1864, it was amongst other
things enacted that any Electoral District or portion
thereof might, as therein provided, be constituted
a Province, and that the Governor might, as also
therein provided, declare such District to be a Pro.
vince by a name to be mentioned in a Proclamation
to be issued thereupon, and might also by the same
or any other Proclamation define the limits and
boundaries thereof, and that upon such publication
the Province should be constituted accordingly ;
and Whereas by a certain Proclamation, dated this
twentieth day of November, one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-six, and duly made and published
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as aforesaid , a portion of a certain District in the
said Proclamation described and named was
declared to be a Province within the meaning of
the said Act, by the name of the Province" of
Cardwell: Now, therefore, I, Sir GEORGE FER-
GUSON BowEN, in pursuance of the provisions,of
the said Act, do by this'" my Proclamation declare
that the limits and boundaries of the said Province
shall be as follows, viz. :-
PROVINCIAL COUNCIL DISTRICT CARDWELL.
Commencing on the shore of Halifax Bay in nineteen
degreecs  of south latitude, and bounded thence on the
south by a line hearing west to the watershed separating
the waters flowing to the east coast from those flowing
to the Burdekin River ; on the west by said watershed
beating northerly to the head of the Mackay River; on
the north  by the  northern watershed of the Machay
River and other  streams flowing  into Pochingham Bay
south of Tam O'ahanter Point, bearing easterly to the
seacoast  at said point ; and on the east by the seacoast,
bearing  southerly to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twentieth day of November, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1866.
ITH reference to the notification of the 29th
November,  1865 (Queensland  Government
Gazette,  vol. 6, page 1200), His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Ensign ARTHUR HUNT, 50th " Queen's Own"
Regiment,
to be Adjutant and Drill Instructor of the Volun-
teer Brigade, and to take charge of the Arms, &c.,
belonging to the Government.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1866.
THE following Bye-law, made by the Municipal
Council of Ipswich, pursuant to the 70th
section of the  11-nnicipai Institutions Act of  1864,
for the Management of Corporation Wharf, and
Regulation of Wharfage Dues, having been con-
firmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, under his Hand,
in accordance with the 74th section of the said Act,
the said Bye-law is hereby published in the
Government Gazette.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
BYR-LAWS AS TO CORPORATION WHARF AND WHARFAGE
DUES.
In pursuance of the pow€r vested in the Council of
the Municipality of Ipswich by part 6 of  the Municipal
n.stitution .s Act of  1864,- the said Council do make the
following Bye-laws :-
1. The following wharfage dues shall, from the date of
pnblieatio'i'of these B e-laws in the  Government Gazette,
be payable in respect of all boats, punts, steamers, or
other crafts, landing cargo within the Municipality, with
the exception of those  bond fide  belonging to persons
oecui wharf  frontages
p boats, Is. each.
Crafts or punts not exceeding 2 tons, 2s 6d. each.
Exceeding 2 tons and under 20 tons,  7s.  6d, each.
Steamers ,  10s. each.
2. All descriptions of crafts lying alongside the
Corporation wharf must give way to steamers. Provided
always that if, at the time of the arrival of any steamer
at the Corporation wharf any other vessel shall be
discharging cargo, it shall be lawful for such vessel to
retain her berth for not more than one hour from the
arrival of such steamer, at the expiratibn of which time
she will havo to slip her moorings and allow such
steamer to take her place. Provided also, that in case
the river shall be in flood at the time of the arrival of
any such steamer as aforesaid, the foregoing Bye-law
shall remain inoperative
3. The master of every vessel shall allow free  ingress,
egress, and  regress ,  across  the deck of  such vessel, to all
persons lawfully seeking ingress, egress, or regress, to any
vessel  or vessels  on the outside of him, for the discharge
of cargo or otherwise.
4. No vessel shall occupy the berth  more than five
working hours consecutively, if the berth be required for
another vessel (and for the purposes of this Bye-law,
from sundown to sunrise shall be considered as not
being working hours). Provided also, that if  a vessel
shall have oischurged after sundown, or so late in the
day as not to be able to reload, she shall be allowed a
further period of two hours on the next morning, com-
mencing iii summer u:ot later than six o'clock, and in
winter not later than seven. Provided also, that if any
vessel is piepared to reload immediately after discharging,
she shall be allowed a like period of two hours for that
purpose.
5. Any vessel not loading or discharging shall leave
the berth if required by any other vessel for either of
those purposes.
6. No vessel shall, on any pretence, unnecessarily
encumber the Corporation wharf with cargo, by occu-
pying too much space ; and in all cases proper stotvage
on the wharf, so  as not  to incommode other vessels, will
be insisted on.
7. Consignees of goods will be expected to remove
goods from the wharf as soon as possible, and if within
half an hour after receiving notice from the lessee of
cargo having arrived any consignee shall fail to commence
removing such cargo, and continue so to do during
working hours, it shall be lawful for the lessee to remove
such goods, and to keep them stored until the charges
for such removal and storage are paid, such charges not
to exceed current rates.
8. Any person infringing these Bye-laws shall be
liable to a penalty not less than two nor more than four
pounds, to be recovered as directed by the  Municipality
Act of  1864.
Adopted by the Municipal Council of Ipswich, this
12th day of September, 1866.
J. MURPHY, Mayor
P. P. ANDERSON, Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, and in
the thirtieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor having been
leased, with the advice of the Executive
Council, to approve the following alteration in
paragraph 27, page 14, of the Regulations for
the Establishment and Management of Non-Vested
Schools, as adopted at a meetin of the Board of
General Education, the same ishereby published
for general information.
In paragraph 27 omit the following words:-
For obvious reasons, it is desirable that all corres-
pondence between the Teachers and the Board in
Brisbane should be forwarded through the localPatrous."
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd November, 1866.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Tenders will be
10 received at this Office, until Twelve o'clock,
on SATURDAY, the 15th day of December, for
furnishing, for the Colonial Service in the several
districts, the Supplies undermentioned, in such
quantities as may be required during Twelve
Calendar Months, commencing 1st January, 1867,
upon the conditions hereafter specified.
Printed forms of Tender may be obtained at
this Office, and from the Clerks of Petty Sessions
in the several districts ; and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be responsible for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
within one month from the usual notification of
acceptance a bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance, otherwise such 'l'ender will not
be taken into consideration. The Tenders to con-
tain the names of the Tenderers and their Sureties,
and place of residence, at length. Each Tender
must be in the proper printed form, and marked
Tender for Provisions, *e."
Further particulars and information may be
obtained on application at this Office, and to the
several establishments for which the Supplies are
required.
Separate Tenders will be required for the articles
enumerated under Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
It is to be distinctly understood that the Govern-
ment will not necessarily accept the lowest or any
Tender.
The towns and places for which Contracts will
be required are as follows:-Brisbane"
Ipswich"
" Drayton"
" Warwick"
" Gayndah"
Dalby"
Mary borough"is Toowoomba"is Gladstone"
Rockhampton"
" Bowen"
The Provisions and other Articles required are-
T1\ 1o. .
Bread l.2ndquali y ... ... pdoh.
Flour ,  1st quality ... ... ...  do.
dMaize Meal ... ... o....
Oatmeal  ... ... ... ...  do.
Ship Biscuit ... ...
No. 2.
...  do.
Fresh Beef... do.
Salt Beef ... do.
Salt Pork ... do.
Fresh Mutton ... do.
Suet ... ... do.
Lard ... ...
No. 3.
do.
Gelatin e do.
Currants ... do.
Raisins ... ... do.
Arrowroot ... ... do.
Treacle ... ... do.
Sago ... ... do.
Rice ... ... ... do.
Tea ... .. . do.
Sugar, soft... ... do.
Salt... ... ... do.
Pepper ... ... do.
Soap ... do.
Starch ... ... do.
Soda ... ... do.
Blue do.
Pearl Barley .. do.
Tobacco AmericanColonial . .. do.
per grossTobacco Pipes ...
per lb.Salt Butter.,,
per quartLime Juice  a+
Port Wine... ... ... ... per dozen
Rum ... ... per eallon
Gin  ...  .. ... .... ... do,
Colonial Ale ... ... ... do.
Vinegar ... ... ... ... do,
Sperm Oil ... ... ... .. , do,
Common ditto ... ... ... do.
Kerosene ... ,.. do,
Mould Candles ... ... ... per lb.
Common ditto ... ... ,.. do.
Cotton Wick ditto ... ... do'
No. 4.
Firewood ...
Coals ...
Vegetables...
Xilk ...
Maize ..
11.
.., per  100 Ts,
... per ton.
... per lb.
bran ...
'.Tfay (oaten or lucerne)Straw  ... ...
Water ...
,., per quart
... per bushel
... do.
.., per ton
,.. per cwt.
... .., per 100 gallons
CONDITIONS.
I. All the articles required by this notice are to
be of'flie best quality of their several kinds.
`2. The Flour and Bread must be the produce of
,clean  sound Wheat, from which, when forming
spa of the ration to prisoners of the Crown, 10
per cent., and in all other cases 20 per cent., has
?amen extracted in Bran and waste, except for those
who are authorised to receive the best Bread or
Flour.
3. Beef and i\futton to be issued in such propor.
tions as may be required.
4. 7 he Maize Meal to be similar in quality to
the Wheat Meal, and to be twice ground.
5. The Vegetables to be supplied are-Potatoes,
Greens, Pumpkins, Onions, &c.
6. When it may be necessary to substitute one
article for another, the following proportions are to
be observed, viz.:-1 lb. Wheat Flour, or 1 lb.
Biscuits, equal to 14 lb. of Bread; 12 ozs. Wheat
Flour, equal to 1 lb. Maize Meal ; 8 ounces Wheat
Flour, equal to 1 pint Oatmeal ; 1 lb. Salt Beef, or
1 lb. Mutton, or 10 ozs. Salt Pork. equal to 1 lb,
Fresh Beef; 1 lb. Coal, equal to 3 lbs. Firewood,
7. The supplies for Immigrants in the Brisbane
District are to be delivered at such places in the
city as may be required by the Agent for Immigra•
tion.
8. The supply of Provisions, Fuel, and Ligbt, for
the Penal and Charitable Establishments at Bris-
bane, are to be delivered at these establishments
by the Contractors.
9. In respect of supplies for other cervices, they
are to be delivered at the nearest fixed station, on
the requisition of the officer in charge.
10. The Contractor will be bound to furnish any
of the articles tendered for, for any service, in such
quantities as may be required, when called upon to
do so by the Government.
11. In the event of a difference of opinion between
the Contractor and the party receiving the supplies,
as to the quality, the same is to be decided, in cases
where the article is not of a perishable nature, by a
Board of Survey. The party objecting shall name
one person as Arbitrator, the Contractor or his
agent another, and these two will (previously to
any other proceedings on their part) concur in
naming a third as Umpire, who, in the event of the
Arbitrators not agreeing in opinion, will be called,
upon for his decision, which shall be final.
12. If the Board, Arbitrators, or Umpire, shall
decide that the article is not of proper quality, it
must be immediately replaced by the Contractor,
failing of which it will be procured by the depart-
ment requiring it, and the expenses charged to the
Contractor.
13. In the event of any failure or unnecessary
delay on the part of the Contractor in furnishing
the articles when required, they will be otherwise
procured and charged in like manner.
14. In cases where the article is of a perishable
nature, or from some other cause injury would be
sustained, either by the parties to whom they are
due or by the Contractor, by waiting for a Board
of Survey, the head of the department  or offlaer
in charge of the party  or parties for whom th e
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articles arC to be received ,  shall have power to
reject ,  at the place of delivery ,  such article or
articles as are obviously of inferior quality, it being
distinctly understood that he  will  be responsible to
the Government for so doing ,  and that the Con-
tractor will have a right to appeal to the Govern-
ment, although in the  meantime  he must take back
the rejected article, and supply good in its stead,
failing of which it will be obtained by the officer
or party requiring it, and the expense charged to
the Contractor.
15. A repetition of irregularity in the quality or
quantity of the supplies, or of any delay in delivery
or replacing them when required ,  will  also subject
the Contractor ,  upon the report of the officer in
charge of the parties or establishment ,  to such
mulct not exceeding  one-fourth of the amount of
his monthly account ,  as the Government  may
direct. It will also be in the power of the Govern-
ment,  upon such repetition ,  to terminate the con-
tract forthwith.
16. It will be in the power of either party to
limit the duration of the contract, by giving, in
writing ,  a notice of three full  calendar months to
the opposite party of intention of ending the con-
tract at the expiration of that period, it being
understood that such notice can be given only from
the first day of a month.
17. The Contractor will be required to prepare
his own account , monthly or quarterly, in the
prescribed form, which he will deliver in a complete
state to the officer receiving the supplies.
18. The value of all packages to be included in
the price demanded.
19. It will be competent to any Contractor, with
the sanction of the Government ,  to transfer his
contract on the first day of any month, provided
the party accepting the same on his behalf ,  shall,
together  with  two sureties ,  execute a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing the due performance of the
contract on the terms and conditions originally
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th October, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE  LAND UNDER
" TRUSTEES  OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."HIS Excellency theGovernor,  with the adviceof the - Executive Council ,  directs it to be
notified, that His Worship The Mayor has, on
behalf of the  Municipal  Council of Brisbane, as
Trustees of the land granted for the purposes of a
Market Reserve in this city ,  in terms of the Act
28 Victoria ,  No. 22, made application to the
Governor in Council for leave to mortgage the said
land in order to obtain funds for the purpose of
erecting Market Buildings.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the permission so
sought, must lodge the same with the Colonial
Secretary, by letter, within three months from the
date of the  first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th November, 1866.
USE OF RECREATION RESERVE, YORK'S
HOLLOW, FOR GRAZING PURPOSES.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
j. Noon, on  THURSDAY, 20th December,
1866, from  persons  willing to lease, for one year,
the Right of Grazing over the Recreation  Reserve,
at York's Hollow ,  comprising  an area  of three
hundred and  twenty,-one  and a half acres .  Tenders
must state  the amount of rent, which is to be paid
monthly in  advance, and  at the foot of every
Tender there  will require  to be a Memorandum,
signed by the party  tendering  and two  responsible
persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for
all damages done to the Fences and Gates of the
Reserve  by the  Cattle or other animals placed in
the same by the Lessee, in the event of the tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event that
they will severally  execute and  deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane ,  within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal sum of
sixty pounds, for security against such damage, and
for the performance of the subjoined conditions,
otherwise the Tenders will not be taken into con-
sideration,
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
The rent is to be paid in advance ,  on or before the
first day of each month ,  to the Surveyor -General.
The public are to have free use of the Reserve.
No wild or dangerous animals are to be placed, or
allowed to run, in the Reserve.
The highest or any Tender will. not necessarily be
accepted.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th November, 1866,
NEW ROAD.
WITH reference to the Government Notice
dated 11th October, and published in  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of 13th October, 1866, relative to
the opening and making a portion of road leading
from Brisbane to the Logan, county of Stanley,
through the Eight -mile Plain Agricultural Reserve,
and no objections having been received to the same :
Notice is hereby  given, in accordance  with the Act
of Council  4 William IV., No.  11, that His Excel-
lency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
road, and it is therefore declared expedient to open
the road referred to, according to the Plan. and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor -General ,  and at the Police Office in Bris-
bane ; and all  persons intending to claim compen-
sation in respect of the said road,  are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary ,  within forty days from the date
hereof ,  in such manner and form as are prescribed
in the sixth  section  of the Act above  referred to,
or they wi ll  be for ever foreclosed from  such claim.
By His Exce ll ency 's Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th November, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
ITH reference to the Government Noticep
dated 11th October, and published in  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of 13th October ,  1866, relative to
the opening  and making  a portion of road from
Brisbane to Pimpama ,  county of Stanley, and no
objections having been received to the same : Notice
is hereby given ,  in accordance with the Act of
Council4 William IV., No .  11, that His Excellency
the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to confirm the said road,
and it is therefore declared expedient to open the
'road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor -General, and at the Police Office in Bris-
bane ; and  a ll persons  intending  to claim compen-
saation in.  respect of said road are hereby reminded
that notice must be served upon the Colonial
Secretary, within forty days from the date hereof,
in such manner and form as are prescribed in the
sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
will be for ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency 's Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1866.
NEW ROAD,
WITH reference to the Government Notice,I dated 19th September, and published in
Government Gazette  of 22nd September, 1866,
relative to the opening a New Road in the parish
of Geham, county Aubigny, and no objections
having been received to the same : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act of
Council 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,
and it is, therefore, hereby declared expedient to
open the Road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the offices of
the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office in
Toowoomba ; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect ofthe said Road, arehereby'ereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pre-
scribed in the 6th section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be for ever foreclosed from such
claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
No. 4. Kangaroo Island.
5. Port Victor or Harbor in Encounter Bay.
6. Port Caroline.
7. Port Robe.
8. Port MacDonnell.
9. Port Augusta.
0. Port Wallaroo or Tipara Bay.
10. Port Lincoln.
12. Any other part of Spencer's Gulf.
13. Fowler's Bay.
14. Streaky or Venus Bay.
15. Flinder's Island, or Islands to the west-
ward of Spencer's Gulf.
16. Yorke's Peninsula.
17. Any part of St. Vincent's Gulf not
enumerated.
18. Fishing or Whaling voyage.
Numbers shewn by flags, Marryat's Code.
The flags not to be less than one square yard, and
pendants three feet by four and a half feet.
Commanders and Masters of ships failing to comply
with these regulations, are liable to a penalty of not less
than five (5) pounds, or more than thirty (30) pounds,
under the 19th section of the  Customs Act of  1864.
Given under my hand at the Custom House, Port
Adelaide, this 9th day of July, 1866.
B. DOUGLAS,
Collector of H.M. Customs.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1866.
TOLL-BAR AT HELIDON.TENDERS are invited, until Four p.m. on the22nd of November, from persons wishing to
Lease the Toll-bar at Helidon for one year,
commencing from the date of acceptance of the
tender, and subject to the regulations published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 14th September,
1866, relating to such Toll-bar.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily
accepted.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. WATTS.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 17th November, 1866.
1
THE following Regulations, issuedi  connection
with the Port of Adelaide, South Australia,
are published for general information.
(For the Colonial Treasurer)
A. MACALISTER.
REGULATIONS.
PORT or ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
1. All ships arriving from over-sea ports within a
radius of five (5) miles of the Semaphore Station, on Le
Fevre's Peninsula, between daylight and dark, shall hoist
the following signals:-
(L)  The National Ensign at the Peak or Ensign Staff.
(2.) The ship's number as per Commercial or Mar-
ryat's Code.
(3.) The port from whence she arrives.
2. All ships from over-sea ports having arrived off the
Semaphore Station, or near the entrance of the Port
Adelaide Creek during the night, shall hoist at day-break
the signal published in the first clause of these regulations.
3. All ships arriving coastwise within a radius of five
(5) miles of the Semaphore Station, on Le Fevre's Penin.
sula, between day-light and dark, shall hoist at the main,
and keep flying for one hour, the signal indicating her
port of clearance or departure, as per code under the fifth
clause of these regulations.
4. All ships having arrived coastwise off the Semaphore
Station, or near the entrance of the Port Adelaide Creek
during the night, shall hoist at day-light, and keep flying
for one hour, the signal prescribed in the third clause of
these regulations.
5. The following code of signals, indicating the names
of ports or places in this Province, refer to the third and
fourth clauses of these regulations, and are to be hoisted
by vessels arriving coastwise, as therein provided-
No. 1. Port Wakefield or head of the St. Vincent's
Gulf.
2. Willunga or Noarlunga.
3. Yanlsalilla, Second Valley, or Rapid Bay.
NOTICE TO COMMANDERS AND PILOTS OF
SHIPS.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
THE following Signals will be used on board the Steam
Dredge at Port Adelaide, when working at the OuterBar:-
1.  Proceed with caution.-By  day, blue flag ; by
night, white light, visible all round.
2. Pass to the southward.-By  day, red flag ; by
night, red light.
3. Pass to the northward.-By  day, white flag ; by
night, green light.
4. Accident--Dredge cannot be moved from centre of
channelin time to allow approaching vessel to
pass.=By  day, blue flag with white ball in centre;
by night,  (pass on either side)  white light between
green and red light.
When No. 1 signal is observed, the speed of the ap-
proaching vessel should be reduced before nearing the
dredge. On a large or deep vessel approaching, the
dredge will, if possible, be moved over towards the
eastern side of the channel ; but should any accident
have occurred which might prevent her doing so, signal
No. 4 will be hoisted, leaving it to the judgment of the
commander or pilot which side he will pass.
At night the dredge will be hauled to the side of the
channel ; the pontoons will be moored near the dredge.
Marine Board Office, Port Adelaide, 18th October,
1866.
B. DOUGLAS,
President Marine Board.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd November, 1866.
THE following Notice to Mariners, received from
1 the Honorable the Colonial Secretary, Ceylon,
is published for general information.
(For the Colonial Treasurer)
A. MACALISTER.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the 1st day
of February next, 1867, a white Dioptric Fixed Light of
the second order, will be exhibited from sunset to sunrise
on the Clock Tower, standing in the centre of the Fort.
The light will illuminate an are seaward of two hundred
and thirty degrees, which will include the beach to the
northward and southward of the port, and its focal
plane will be elevated one hundred and thirty-four feet
above the level of the sea, making the light visible from
a ship's deck eighteen miles.
JAMES DONNAN,
Master Attendant.
Master Attendant's Office,
Colombo,  6th September, 1866,
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.PROPOSALS for LifeInsurance, or for the
purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 5th November, 1866.
WTHEREAS it has been deemed expedient to
constitute Mackay, Pioneer River, a Ware-
housing Port for the warehousing of dutiable goods
intended for home consumption, or exportation,
previously to the payment thereon of duty : His
Excellency the Governor has, with the advice of the
Executive Council, been pleased to direct it to be
notified, that from and after the 10th November
instant, Mackay, Pioneer River, shall be a Ware-
housing Port accordingly, and that it shall be
lawful for the Collector of Customs, by notice under
his hand, to appoint from time to time such ware-
house and warehouses at the said port as shall be
approved of by him for the warehousing of dutiable
goods therein, subject to the law in that behalf
which is now or shall hereafter be in force.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Colonial Treasurer)
A. MACALISTER.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 6th November,, 1866.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the
l 8th November instant, that building recently
erected in Mary street, leased by Messrs. O'Reilly
and Pritchard, and adjoining the premises of the
A. S. N. Company, will be set apart for the pur-
poses of a Bonded Store for the warehousing of
dutiable goods previously to the . payment thereon
of duties or to exportation, in accordance with the
Act of the Governor and- Council of New South
Wales, 9 Victoria, No. 15.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane , 5th November, 1866.
j OTIC E is hereby given, that on and after the
1I 10th November instant, that portion of the
Customs premises at Mackay, Pioneer River, known
as the Queen's Warehouse, will be set apart for the
purposes of a Bonded Store for the warehousing of
dutiable goods previously to the payment thereon
of duties or to exportation, in accordance with
the Act of the Governor and Council of New South
Wales, 9 Victoria, No. 15.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
NOTICE.
IN order to determine the Value of Goodsimported into the different Ports of the Colony,
and subject to  " Ad valorem  Duty," the original
Invoices of such Goods must be produced at the
respective Custom Houses when Entries are being
passed for the same.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TEMPORARY LIGHT, LADY ELLIOT'S ISLAND.
A TEMPORARY Light,-which in fine
weather can be distinguished at a distance of
nine or l en miles,-is now exhibited on Lady
Elliot's Island, between sunset and sunrise, at an
elevation of sixty-seven feet above high-water
mark.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office,  November 10th, 1866.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd S ?ptember, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.BRANCHES of the above Bank are now openat Brisbane ,  Bowen  (Port Denison),  Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont ,  Calliope, Cleveland ,  Condamine,
Dalby,  Drayton , Gayndah,  Gladstone ,  Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough,  Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma,  Rockhampton ,  Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba ,  Townsville , Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to dejsitors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By Hia  Exceliency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL,
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH CABLE, BRISBANE
RIVER.
ALL persons  navigating  the River  Brisbane are
cautioned against anchoring  any vessel, boat,
or rapt, near the line of the Alice street Ierry-
a  sr- oonsrine  Cable having been  laid across the
river  between  the ferry  steps on either side.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Fo rtmaster.
Port Office, 12th November, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TEMPORARY LIGHT, PORT DENISON.
ON and after the 14th instant, the temporary
Light now exhibited from the Pilot Station,
will be exhibited from the Lighthouse, on the
North Head, at an elevation of eighty-six feet
above high-water mark.
By Order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmasterf
Fort Office, November 10th, 1866.
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NOTICE TO MARINERS.
LIGHTSHIP, KEPPRL BAY, PORT OF ROCK-
HAMPION.
A LIGHTSHIP is now placed in seven fathoms
11 water, four and a half cables S.S.W. - W.
of the Elbow Buoy.
On and after this date, she will exhibit, between
sunset and sunrise, a bright light, at an elevation
of forty-four feet above the sea.
Vessels entering the port at night, should bring
the Lightship to bear to the southward of S.S.W.
Lefore getting the two lights at the Pilot Station
in one-the light being visible from the Timandra
Bank bi,oy, when the eye is twelve feet above the
water, and proportionately further from a greater
elevation. Immediately the Lightship is brought
to the southward of S.S.W., vessels may haul up, to
round the Timandra Bank buoy.
After passing within a mile of Sea Hill Point,
steer so as to pass within a cable's length to the
eastward of the Lightship. Haul up close round to
the southward of her, and steer west-northerly,
leaving a black buoy and a black beacon off Raglan
Creek, on the port band, and passing at about a
cable's distance to the southward of the large Man-
grove Island.
Bypassing to the southward of the Lightship, as
above directed, nothing less than fifteen feet of
water will be found in the channel at low-water
spring tides.
By Order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Keppel Bay, October 31st, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TEMPORARY LIGHT, GATCOMBE HEAD,
PORT CURTIS.
0
N and after this date, the temporary Light at
Gatcom he Head will be exhibited from the
Lighthouse tower, at an elevation of sixty-six feet
above high-is at er mark.
By Order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Curtis, November 3rd, 1866.
Registrar-General's Office,
Brisbane, 15th November, 1866.
NOTICE.THE public are hereby informed, that the
Department of the Registrar-General cannot
affix Duty Stamps upon documents forwarded by
post for registration ; all necessary stamps must
therefore be affixed before their receipt in the office.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
General  Registry  Office,
Brisbane ,  16th November, 1866.
°TOTICE .- In accordance with section 4, 28
1 Victoria ,  No. 15, it is hereby notified, that
the
Reverend GOTTFRIED DANIEL HAMPE,
Minister of the Lutheran denomination, residing
at Brisbane ,  is now registered for the Celebration of
Marriages in Queensland.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND
A SITTING of the above Court was held at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on Wed-
nesday, the 14th day of November, A.D.1866, before
His Honor James Cockle, Esquire, Chief Justice of
Queensland, and Judge of the said Vice-Admiralty
Court. 1\ o business being on the paper, the Court
was adjourned to FRIDAY, the 7th day of Decem.
ber, A.D. 1866.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
I N pursuance of the  District Courts Act of1858, and of the  District Courts Act Amend-
ment  Act  of 1865, I hereby appoint the following
days for holding District Courts at the several
towns or places hereinafter mentioned, viz.
AT ROCKHAMPTON.
1867.
Criminal Sittings
... ... Saturday, 16 February.
Civil Sittings ...
... ... Monday, 18 February.
AT MARYBOROUGH.
Criminal Sittings
... ... Tlhursday,'14 March.
Civil Sittings ...
... Friday, 15 March.
AT GAYNDAH.
Criminal Sittings ... ... Wednesday, 20 March.
Civil Sittings ...
.. ... Wednesday, 20 March.
AT GLADSTONE.
Criminal Sittings
Civil Sitti
... ... Saturday, 30 March.
S d 30 M hngs ... atur arc.. ay, .
AT BOWEN.
Criminal Sittings ... ... Wednesday, 10 April.
Civil Sittings ...
... Wednesday, 10 April.
J. GEO. LONG INNES,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
31st October, 1866.
DISTRICT COURTS.
IN pursuance of the Acts of Parliament 22
Victoria ,  No. 18, and 29 Victoria ,  No. 10, and
by the authority of the same ,  I hereby appoint the
undermentioned times at which District Courts, in
the Criminal and Civil Jurisdictions thereof, will be
held at the several towns in the Metropolitan
District during the year 1867, that is to say-
Criminal Jurisdiction. Civil Jurisdiction.
AT BRISBANE.
Thursday, February 7. Monday, February 11.
Thursday, April 11. Monday, April 15.
Monday, June 17. Wednesday, June 19.
Monday, August 12. Wednesday, August 14.
Thursday, October 10.. Monday, October 14.
Monday, December 9. Tuesday, December 10.
AT WARWICK.
Wednesday, February 21. Thursday, February 28.
Monday, May 20. Tuesday, May 21.
Monday, August 26. Tuesday, August 27.
Monday, November 18. Tuesday, November 19.
AT ToowoonBA.
Monday, March 4. Tuesday, March 5.
Monday, May/27. Tuesday, May 28.
Monday, September 2. Tuesday, September 3.
Monday, November 25. Tuesday, November 26.
AT IPswi en .
Monday, March 11. Tuesday, March 12.
Monday, June 10. Tuesday, June 11.
Monday, September 9. Tuesday, September 10.
Monday, December 2. Tuesday, December 3.
EDMUND SHEPPARD,
Judge of the Metropolitan District Courts.
Brisbane, November 6th, 1866.
N pursuance of the A cts of Parliament 22
Victoria, No. 18, and 29 Victoria, No. 10, and
by the authority of the same, I hereby appoint
the undermentioned times at which District Courts,
in the Criminal and Civil Jurisdictions thereof, will
be held in the several towns in the Western
District during the year 1867, that is to say:-
Criminal Jurisdiction. Civil Jurisdiction.
AT DALBY.
Friday, January 4. Saturday, January 5.
Thursday, April 4. Friday, April 5.
Friday, June 28. Saturday, June 29.
Wednesday, October 16. Thursday, October 17.
AT CONDAMINE.
Tuesday, January 22. Wednesday, January 23,
Wednesday, April 24. Wednesday, April 24.
Friday, July 5. Friday, July 5.
Tuesday, October 22. Tuesday, October 22.
AT ROMA.
Monday, January 14. 'T'uesday, January 15.
Tuesday, April 16. Wednesday, April 17.
Wednesday, July 10. Thursday, July 11.
Tuesday, October 29. Wednesday, October 30.
CHAS. W. BLAKE.NEY,
Judge of the Western District Court.
Condamine, 16th November, 1866.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd Noveinber,1866.
E fblkowing -General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, during the
QUARTER  from the 1st JULY to the 30th SEPTEMBER,  1866,  is published in conformity with the third clause of the' Act of Council, 4 -Victoria, No. 13.T1
By His Excellency's Command,
'A. MACALISTEE.
`A`RACT 'showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES' and ASSETS of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOOK BANS,  Within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, taken fr om the several
Weekly Statements'during'theQUARTER from the 1st JULY to 30th SEPTEMBER,1866.
j. , LIABILITIES. AMOUNT.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest...Bearing Interest
Bills u Circulation Not bearing Interest...rBearing Interest,
Balance clue to other Banks ... ...
Deposits Not bearing Interest ",1'Bearing Interest
£ s. d.
111,767 4 7
72,544 1 4
Total' Amount of Liabilities .,, .,,
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the Quarter ended 30th Sept., 1866
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ,,. ,,. ...
Anent of t1iq, l,)st Dividend declared
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
TOTALS.
11
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
£ s. d.£ s. d.
55,633 6  8 Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined Metals
184,311 5 11
Gold and Silver, in Bullion and Bars ,,,
Landed Property ,,,
Notes and Bills of other Banks ,,,
Balances due from other Banks
0..
239,944 12
 7
598,510 0 0
10 per cent. per annum,
and a bonus of 5 per
cent.
44,645 1 10
133,096 11 9
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every, description, excepting Notes, Bills,
 and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount  of Assets
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
,38,359 12 11
2,833 8 8
22,595 3 7
1,890 1 0
2,117 5 11
4'4,389 15 1
£ 552,18 7
HENRY P. ABBOTT, Manager.
EDW. GRIFFITH, Accountant.'
I, Henry Palmer Abbott, make oath, that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of- Assets aild Liabilities' of the above Bank
in the Colony of Queensland, during the period specified; and that the
 same was made  up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the
-uoiony of iv ew South vv aces i v ictorca , iN o. 16.
Sworn before me,  at Brisbane,  this 22nd day of  November, 1866. HENRY P., ABBOTT.
JOHN PETRIE ,  Justice of the Peace.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
•  Brisbane ,  20th November, 1866.
J
THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and  ASSETS of the BANS of QUEENSL,AND (Limited), within the Colony of QUEENSLAND,  during the
Period from the 1st JULY to the 31st JULY, 1866, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council ,  4 Victoria,  No. 13.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GENERAL ABSTRACT ,  showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK OF QUEENSLAND  (Limited), within the Colony Of QUEENSLAND,  taken from the several Weekly
Statements during  the Period from the 1st JULY to 31st JULY, 1866.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s: d. £ s. d.
Not bearing Interest
..
27,856 1 6 27,856 1 6Notes in Circulation J Bearing Interest . ...
Not bearing Interest 4 803 2 9 4 803 2 9„'Bi ll s in Circulation -
c Bearing Interest
Balance due to other Banks ... ...
, ,
6,446 3 8
Deposits
.( Not bearing Interest ... ... ... 36,193 17 7
"""""""' Bearing Interest 53,133 7 7 89,327 5 2
I-
Total Amount of Liabi lities £ 128,43213 1
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date 174,508 0 •0
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the last Dividend declared ...
Nil.
Nil.
Amount of the Reserved Profits after declaring such Dividend 13,036 12 10
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ,,.
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ... ...
Landed Property
 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets „•
£ s. d. £ s. d.
10,780 16 10
381 8 9
2,220 19 1
1,060
 1 10
354,820 1
 7
369,263 17 1
JAMES CAIRNS ,  Provisional Official Liquidator.
H. L. E. RUTHNING ,  pro  Accountant.
I, James Cairns ,  make oath, that ,  to the best of my knowledge and belief ,
 the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
Bank during the period speci fied ;  and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of New South Wales,
4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane ,
 this 16th day of November ,
 1866. JAMES CAIRNS.
J. C. HEUSSLER,
 Justice of the Peace.
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Crown Lands  Office,
Brisbane. -7th Noven*-er;-TT ishereby notiJed forgeneral i formation, that the Rent of the u dermentioned Runs not hav ngbeen pvid on or be ore the 30th day o  September Last-, they will beeome--ahsoi-nt€ly--orfeit-ed,- uur1es
the full amount of Rent in eacli case, with one-fourth added by way of penalty, be paid into the Colonial
Treasury within ninety days thereafter, as prescribed by the Acts and Regulations.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Lessee.
John _ Beckett ,..
Ditto ..,
Patrick Clynes ...
Cochrane and Moore
DittJ
J. and A. Doyle
Ditto ,.,
J. Ezzy ..
S. and  T. HylandR. and G. Hazard
Peter Moore
Morehead  and Young
MvLeay and Taylor
Ditto ,.,
Ditto ,..
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ,.,
Ditto ,,,
F. H. Hill
Ditto ...
Janet Ross
Ditto
D. Roberts ,  senior
Scott Smith ..,
Ditto ,,,
Wm. Smith ...
J. B. Tonson ... ... ..
Henry 'B eit (in trust )
Ditto ,,,
Ditto  .,, ,,, .,.
Ditto
Bailey, Newton ,  and Liddiard...
William Brahe ... ,,, ...
Ditto
Walter Davidson
Thomas Farmer
Bood and Manning ...
Headrick ,  Livermore ,  and Co....
- Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
S. D. Gordon ... ... ...
John Lirtle ,.. ,
Ditto ,., ... ,,.
John Little ,..
Lamb, Parbury and Co. ...
Stewart Murray
Stewart Lee ...
Ditto
P. F. McDonald
J. -R. Morris, T. S. Antill, trustees
the estate  of late H. S. Wills
Osborne and  Stephen ..,
Cliristr. •Rolleston ..,
Gordon  Sandeman
Fred. T . Smith... ...
Ditto
G. P. Seroeold ... ...
Alexander Stuart ..,
Diti o
Tri inmer and Spencer .,.
Watt and,Mclicnry ...
Ditto ,..
Ditto ,,. ,,.
2 D:.tto . ...
Ditto
W..G.•_1Villiams
Ditto  , ,,, ,,.
C. andr . Lawless ,,,
L B. and J:,..C. Ridler...
Watt and Young
Run.
M ARANOA DISTRICT.
Mogador Back Block .,, ,,,
,,, Tertulla Back Block
,,, Bedhill Bedhill
... Gulnarber West
Guhiarber Retro
... Tomoo No. 3
,., Ditto No. 4 ...
,,. Tipper  Guy  Guy
B urwash
Weengallcn
... Delgui ... ...
... Heazleniount ...
... Bogiria ,.,
,.. Ditto No.1 .,,
Ditto No. 2 ...
Iluillagarah ,.,
,., Ditto No. 2
... Minonginindi ..,
.., Briarie ...
,., Coonghan
,,, Ditto East ,.,
... Lipper Yalebone
,., Upper West Yalebone... ..
... Weeyan .., ,., ...
... 117anadilla No. 1
,., Ditto No.2 ... ,,,
,., Four-mile Creek Back Block...
Yarara Lake ... . ... ...
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Tea Tree ...
Peak Downs ... ... ...
Upper Laguna ...
Upper Jumma...
Green Hills ...
Rheudrannan ...
Wintha Wintha
West End ...
Lake Salvator ...
Slateford
Saitbusli Park ...
Ditto No. 1 ,.,
Ditto N o. 2 ...
Ditto No. 3 .,.
Round Stone Creek
Redclifle No. 1.,.
Ditto No.2...
Ditto No. 4 ...
Estrainadura
,., Tungurra ..,
Killowen
Kenniare ...
Fulliar_i... ...
in Lillaree... ...
,,, Comeley Bank,.,
Speculum
Saltbush No. 1 and 2
Ruined Castle Creek No. 1
Ditto No. 2
Conciliation Creek C ..,
Morenish No. 1
Upper Melaleuca
,,, Christmas Creek
Platway
Rlversleigh
Assam ...
Lidwell...
Chudlei,h
Duckworth
Duckworth Creak
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Condangan
Woodniillan
Dallauil
Rent Due.
£ s. d.
Assessment.
£ s. d.
Total Amount.-
d.
12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
52 5 0  ...  52 5 0
10 3 7 20 0 0 30 3 7
10 3 7 20 0 0 30 3 7
12 10 0 ... 12 10  0'
12 10 0 ... 12 10 `0
12 10 0 10 0 0 22 10 0
18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
107 10 0 ... - 107 10 0
12 10 0 ... 12 109  0
40 0 0 ...  40 0 0
10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 Q
10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
64 10 0 ... 64 10 0
12 10 0 ... r .12 10 0
12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
25 0 0 ... 25 0- 0
15. 0 0 .., 15 0 0
1210 0 1210 0
12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
18 15 0 1S 13 0
27 12 6
27 12 6
10 0 0
12 10 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
1.2 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
23 0 0
1,0 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
38 10 0
10 0 0
15 0 0
15 0 0
20 0 0
37 10 0
27 12 6
27 12 6
20 0 0 30 0 0
12 10 0
.,, 25 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
1815-0
i 18 15 0
18 15 0
1S 15 0
23 0 0
20 0 0 30 0 0
20 0 0_._ 30 0 0
20 0 0 30 0 0
38 10 0
20 0 0  ,30  0 0
... '15  '0 0
,,, 15 0 0
,., 20 0 0
,,, 37 10 0
55 0 0
13 0 0
39 0 0
37 8 0
37 8 0
27 10 0
10 0 0
11 0 0
37 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
18 15 _o
18 15 0
.., 53 0 0
,.. 13 0 0
.., 30 0 0
37 8  '0'
.37 8 G27 10 -0
20 0 0 30 0 - 0
20 0 0 31 0-0
37 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
... 12 10 0
12 10 Q
:.. 18 15 0..
18 15 0
25 0 0 25 0 101-12 10  0-1  25 0 0 i
,'3 ' 10  0-10  0 - 25 0 0 37 1.0 0
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Lessee.
F. W. Donkin ,,. ...
Ditt o.- -- .,. ...  ....
Ditto .,
Fulton and West (the elder) ,, .
Morehead and Young
Ditto...
Ditto ,., .,.
Rule and Lacy .,,
Ditto ,.. .,,
Ditto ,,,
James Thomson
C. Williamson  and Co..,.
Ditto ... ...
Rule and  Lacy , . ,
Patrick  Anderson
Ditto ...
Henry Beit
Ditto
G. S. Caird
Ditto
Ditto
Earl Bros ...
Ditto .,.
Ditto .,,
Robert Gray ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ,.,
Ditto ..,
Ditto ...
Ditto ,.. ,,.
Rowland  Hassall  ... ,,.
Ditto ,,, ,..
Morehead and Young ... ...
J. L. C. Ranken ,.,
Ditto ,.. ,..
Ditto
Seaward and  Marsh ... ,,.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto  V.  ,.,
Robert Stewart ...
Ditto ,,. .. ...
... ...
. 37 10 0
1.8 15 0,
.,a 12 ].0 0
32 0 0
.<, ... 21 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Ditto  No.  3
Kennedy Macdonald, Lawson & Stewart Glen Arthur ,,.
Ditto .„
Ditto .°,
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ,..
W. G. Walker ..,
Anning Brothers
J. and T.  Cooper
Ditto ..,
Ditto .,.
Ditto ,.,
G. B S.Yeates...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto .. .. ...
Seaward, Marsh, and Warry ...
Ditto .. . ,,, ,..
Ditto ,..
Ditto ... ,.,
Ditto, ... ...
Ditto,
E. and-E.  Adams ..
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Langlo Downs No. 1 .,, ... 1 20 0 0
.. Ditto -  No-.2 ....  ,,, 12 10  0
.,. Ditto No.  3 ,., ... 12 10 0
... Dundoo 37-10 0
,., Overton .,. 28 10 0
Caledonia
... ..,  20 10 0
... Albion . ... ...  19 0 0
Pelican Creek  ...  25 0 0
... Coreena .,. .., 32 0 0
.., Byarri ,,. .,. ... 12 10 0
.,, Pingara .. ... 12 10 0
Eversleigh No. 2 ,,, 12 10 0
Ditto  No. 3  12 10 0
Ingberry ,,, 88 0 0
BURKE DISTRICT.
Crowfells .,, ,,. ... 32
Drina ... ... ... ... 30
Burleigh No. 1... ... 22
Ditto No.2... .., .., 20
Mirnamere .., .., ... 16
Neelia Ponds ... 25
Nonda ,,, ... ... 25
Welney... 18
Rifev ,,. .... ,., .... 18
Borsey . ... ,.. 12
Cumberland ... ...  18
Huhendon  .., ,., ,..  18
Sussex ... ... . ... ... 36
Canterbury  ... ... ... 50
Somerset ... ... 18
Bedford ... 12
Denbigh No. I .. ... ... ' 23
Ditto No. 2...' .. ... 23
Diamantina ,., ,,, _ 30
Afton No. 1 °,. ,,. .,. 42
Ditto No. 2 ... ... . 45
Ditto No' '3  .., ... 12
Saltram ..° ,.. ... 25
Clifton ... ... ... ... 25
Aberdeen ... ... ... 25
Haslebury Vale .,. ... 25
Seaward Downs ... 25
Cameron Downs No. I ... 54
Ditto  No. 2 ... 35
Glen Leonard ...
Cambridge Downs
Rolling Downs...
Bellanda Downs
Mountford Downs
ilazlewood Downs
Borogong ,,,
I ieehan Park ,.,
COOK DISTRICT.
Oak Park No. 1 ,..
Ditto No 2 ,,,
Broadlands No. 1 ,.,
Ditto No. 2 ...
Redro:k ,.. ...
Myall Downs ... ,..
Mopata ..,
Mamburra ...
Baroota „
,..  Nepowe
The Preston
The Rienza
The Pine ,,,
Table Land Downs-
C tuna a ,,, ,..
£ s. d.
10 0
0 0
10 0
0 0
10 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
10 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
5 0
15 0
10 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
10 0
0 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 .0
5 0
35
50
25
65
30
40
60
29
33
31
37 10 0
37 10 0
31 10 0
., 43 10 0
37 10 0
,, 56 5 0
... 37 10 0
... 62 10 0
62 10 0
18 15 0
1815 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
''].8 15 0
18 15 0
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Cardigan
BranderstonDitto
Bank of New South Wales, Melbourne
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
. v, ii j}*\ ." t#t't'
' t7.'A DA
Back Plains
Tala
Dotswood
Emyslanc1 .,,
slbdito -- '
..
1 ` .'e Vtitessll9f
i..
111
. „A
Sun. - ` - Iten't`Diie.-
24 10 0
2J. c d
12 10 0
-it's -0 0
12  10 0
.,. 18 15 0 i
AssesstAeut.
11, :9 J
Total Amount,
£ s. d:
20 0 0
12 10---- 0
12 10 0
37 10 0
28 10 0
20 10 0
19 0 0
25 0 0
32 0 0
12 10 0-
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
88 0 0
32 10 0
30 0 0
22 10 0
20 0 0
16 10 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
18 0 0
18 '0 0
12 10_ 0-
1s15-0.
18 15 0 .
36 15  0-50  5 0
18 15 0
-12'10 0
23 0 0
23 0' 0
0'30  -0
42 10 0
45 0 0
12.10  0-
25  10 - o-.
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0.
25 10 0
54 0 0
35' 0 0.
35 0 '0
50 0 0
25 0 0
65 0 0•
30 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0
29 0 0
33 0 0
31 5  Q
37 10 0
3710 0
31 10 0
43  0 0
37 10 0
56 5 0
37, 10 0
Fit 10 . 0
62 10 , 0
18 15' 0
15 15 0,
18-.15•. pfd,
18115 0
1$ 4A -oo,
.8 15 - Q-
37.10-0
1815.0f 12 10 0
32 -0, 0
21 0 0
21 10 0
21  0  0
1 l .a.
-12 '0 0
1 10r> .of3l 15 0
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Lessee.
W. J. D angar ... , . ,
Ditto  ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto .,, ..,
Ditto ,.,
C. Emrnerson ,,.
Ditto
James Gibson ,., ...
William Reeve ... ...
J. C. and R. Sanders
William Seaward ,.,
Ditto ,,,
Ditto ... ,..
W. G. Walker ... .. ,
Ditto ,,,
Ditto
W. Brock ,., ,,,
F. J. Byerley
Earl Brothers
Ditto
C. Featherstonhaugh ,., ..
Hall and Williams
Ditto „ ...
Lamb and Parbury ,.,
James Lorimer ... ... ..
Ditto
Morehead and Young ,..
McCartney and Mayne
Ditto
Ditto
Park and Murray  ...
Prince, Ogg and Goddard
Ditto
Ditto
Walsingliam and Martin
Ditto
John Archer .' ,..
Ditto  ...
F. N. Burne ... ..
Ditto .,. :..
Joseph Becker .. ..
F. M. and W. H, Hill...
Ditto
Ditto  ...  ...
Henry Williams
F. M. and W. H. Hill...
Ditto .,, ,..
W. H. Rill ,,,
Ditto ... ,,.
Hamilton L. Low
J. D. McLean ...
J. Neilson .. .,
F. M. atad W. H. Hill ,..
Henry Williams
Run. Rent Due.
£ s. d.
NORTH KENNEDY  DISTRICT- continued.
:.. Strathdon ..,
Goorganga,
,,. Bona Ventura ..,
. Calclera , ...
80 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
,., Rookwood ... ... ... 25 0 0
,.. Clydesdale ... ... ...  17 10  0
Eagle Vale ... ... ... 27 0 0
Monte Christo ... ... ... 12 10 0
,,, Kinlock No. 2 ... ... 60 0 0
,,. Sandal Wood .. ... 12 10 0
...  Newburgh No. 1 31 10 0
,.. Crystal Brook .., ... ... 25 0 0
... Waterson ... ... ... 12 10 0
... Taw Vale ,,, ,,, 12 10 0
... Wandoo Vale ...  ... ... 72  0 0
.., Cargoon No. 2 .., ... 25 0 0
... Cargoon No. 4 25 0 0
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
,., Greenland  ... ,., ...  12 10 0Mount
Mount  Ely ... ... ...  45 5  027 0 0
Mount Mary ... 40 10 0
Vine Creek  ... .., ...  25 0 0
Mitchell Plains No .  1, 19 0 0
...  Mitchell Plains No !  2. ... 12 10 0
.,. Natal Downs No. 6. 18 0 0
Tinwald Downs 19 0 0
,.. Cerito ...  ... ...  23 0 0Bally Creek ,., ... ... 12 10 0
Apsley No. 1. ,., .. 18 15 0
,,. Apsley No. 2. ... ...  18 15 0
...  Apsley No. 3 .. , ,  18 15 0
,.,  Mount  Carmel... ... ... 37 10 0
... Wallagy .. . ... ...  27 10  '0
... Stockton  ... ...  27 10 0
,,, i\ arlborough ... 27 10 0
...  Myra ... .  ...  37 10 0Gyralira ... ...  36 0 0
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Kokalally ... ...
... Kokalally West
,.. ... Westbourne ...
Eastbourne ,.. ,..
Yungerah
,,, Gordon sheet West
'•Warrego' ,,, ....
Dangars' sheet , , .
Upper TD over G East
Cuttaburra No.  1.
. Ciittabarra No. 2. ...
Koongan .,, ...
Kolley ...
Malta .
, . , Brunel Downs East ...
Weejawarah ... ...
.., ... Upper TD over G ,.,
,.. No. 3 Block.
18 15 0
18 15 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
30 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
35 0 0
27 10 0
Assessment. ; Total Amount.
£ s. d. 1 £ s.' r7.
80 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
17 10 0
27 0 0
12 10 0
60 0 0
12 10 0
31 10 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
72 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
45 5 0
27 0 0
40 10 0
25 0 0
19 0 0
12 10 0
18 0 0
19 0 0
23 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
37 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
37 10 0
1 36 0 0
18 15 0
18 14 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
30 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
35 0 0
27 10 0
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane , 8th November, 1866.
CLOSING OF ACCOMMODATION ROAD.
NTIOE.-41is
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council. directs it to be
notif ed for general information, that application, under the Act 21 Victoria, No. 15, section 16, had
been made  by the owner of the adjacent lands for the closing of the undermentioned Accommodation
Road ;.and that such road will be closed at the expiration of two months from the date of this notice,
unless  the owners or occupants of any land in the vicinity of this road, who may consider their interests
affected thereby, send into the Surveyor-General their objections in writing within the above specifies
period..
A Plan of this road may be  seen at  the office of the Surveyor-General, and at the office of the
Clerk, of Petty Sessions of the district in which  such road is situated.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
Applicant,' i V (Situation.
. Ferrett ... ...
Parish.
Road dividing Portions 116 and 117 from Portion 118 ,,, ,.. 1 Ipswich,
1
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
NOTICE is  hereby given , that on  and after the, 1st December next ,  the following Time Table
will  come into operation  on the Southern and Western Railway.
STATIONS.
Pass.
P.  in.
STATIONS.
WEER DAYS.
1. 1 2.
Mixed
Goods and
Pass.
Ipswich .., ... ... 6. 0 10. 5 4.0 Helidon .., ... .., 9.30 11-50 3.30
8 'Walloon ,.. ... 6.30 10.35 1.30 12 Gatton ... ... .,. 10.10 *12-30 4. 5
12 Rosewood Gate (A.) (A.) (A.) 21 Laidley ... ... 10.40 1. 5 4.35
18 Western Creek (A.) (A.) (A.) 25 Victoria Tunnel (west) ... (A.) (A.) (A.)
21 Grandchester ... 7.15 *11.20 *5.15 29 Grandchester *11.20 1'45 *5'15
25 Victoria Tunnel (West) ... (A.) (A.) (A.) 32 Western Creek (.t.) (A.) (A )
29 Laidley S.  0 12. 0 6- 0 38 Rosewood rate (A.) (A.) .(A,)
3s Gatton 830 *12.30 6.30 42 Walloon ... 12 0 2.25 6. 0
50 Ilelidon ... ... 9.10 1.10 7'10 50 Ipswich  ... 1 12.30 2.35 6-30
Trans meet here.
Goods. Pass.
The Goods Train to be worked only when required.
NOTE.--The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop (except as' mentioned
below), unless expressly otherwise ordered.
(A.)-The Trains marked thus, (A), will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged at
proportionate rates to the Station at which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at these places
can only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the proportionate
fare at the time of Booking from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which  they  propose to alight.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane, 22nd November, 1866.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
JNaeeordance
with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
un ermentioned Deeds of Assignment have been registered in this Office
Names and Description f Parties.
---------- *-
79. 1866.
23rd October
80. 26th October
81. 30th October
82
W EEK DAYS;
1.  2. 3  !1
Mixed
Goods. I Pass Goods and l 511
Between William Grimes and James Grimes,
both of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
grocers, carrying on trade in co-partnership,
under the style or firm of Grimes and Son, of
the first part ; Edward Barrow Forrest, of
Brisbane aforesaid, merchant, and Robert
Bulcoek, of the same place, produce merchant
(Trustees for the' pui-,)oses in 'the `Deed of
Assignment mentioned), of the second part ;
and the several persons and bodies corporate
who have by themselves or their agents executed
the said Deed of Assignment, being joint paid
several creditors of the said William Grimes
and James Grimes, and whose, named ,are
mentioned in the schedule attached to the said
Deed.of Assignment, of the third part.
Between Henry John Lavers, ,of Toowooruba, in
the Colony of Queensland, merchant, 'pf the
first part ; William Richmond Alexander and
David Laughland Brown, both of Brisbane, in
the Colony aforesaid, merchants (Tr)stees for
the purposes in the Deed of Assignment
second, part ; and the several persons `and
bodies corporate, who have by themselves or
their agents executecTthe said; Deed of Assign-
ment, being creditors of the said Josiah Morey,
and whose names, are mentioned in the
schedule attached to the said Deed of Assig-
ment, of the the third, part, .
mentioned), of the second,part;.and the several
persons and bodies corporate, who hays by
themselves or their agents executed the said
Deed of Assignment, being creditorp of the
said Henry John Lavers, and whose names
are mentioned in the Schedule attached to the
had Deed of Assignment, of the third part.
Between Josiah Morey, of Toowoomba, in the
Colony of Queensland, draper, of the first part ;
Robert Muter •Stewar1t  anti  David Iiaughla,nd
Brown; both of Brisbane, in the Colony afore-
said, merchants (Xxustees for the purposes in
the Decd  or  Assignment mentioned), of  the
.19th ;ioveruber Between James Shield, of Moggill, in the Colony
of Queensland, farmer and storekeeper,
Nat-Lire
and Effect of Deed.
Deed of Assignment
of all the  joint -and
several estate and
effects of the said
William Grin7es-
and James Grimes,
in trust for the
benefit of the joint
and several credi-
tors of the said
William Grimes
and James Grimes.
Deed of Assignment
of all the estate
and effects of' the '
said Henry John
Lavers, in trust
for the benefit of
the creditors of
the said Henry
John Lavers,
Date of Registration.
Lodged at the
office of the Re-
gistrar of the
Supreme Court,
this twentieth
day of Novem.
her, A.D. 1866,
at Twelve
o'clock noon,
and  '  entered
same day.
Lodged' ' at, the
office of, the Re-
gistrar of the
Supreme Court,
this twenty-first
day df Novem-
her, A.b'.' 1866,
at half-past two
o'clock in ' the
afternoon, and
entered same
day.
Deed of Assignment Lodged at the
of all the estate office of the Re-
ai7rl effects of the gistrar of the
saidJosiah Morey, upreme Court,
in' trtist"for 't'he - this twe>y sec-
bbnefit •"'of' ' the and day'of No-
creditbrs 'of 'the' veniber, A. D.
said'Tosiah Morey. '  1866, at'  .tivelve
o'clock . ,  noon,
and entered same
clay.
Deed ofAssignmenf
of all the estate
and effects of the
said James Shield,
in trust for the
benefit of the cre-
ditors of the  had
James Shield. ,'
assignor, of the first part; George Raff, of
Brisbane,`in the said Colony, merchant (Trustee
for the purposes in the Deed of Assignment
mentioned), of the second part ; and the
several persons and bodies corporate, who have
-by themselves or their attorneys or agents
executed the said Deed of Assignment, being
creditors of the saidcJaiues Shield, aa& zyhosov.
names are mentioned in the schedule attached]
to the said Deed of Assignment, of the third
part.
Lodged?'' -ht°' the
Office of the
Registrar of the
Supreme Court,
this twenty-third
day of Novem-
ber, A.D. 1866,
at  twenty
minu-tes--past two
o'clock' iu the
afternoon, and
entered same
day.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
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'REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.MAKE Notice that applications have b en made to bring the Lt.nds describe .1 below under the
provisions of the Heal Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named
in each case.
F. O. DARVALL, -
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land .
Suburban portion 141, containing 4 acres 1 rood
18 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North
Brisbane -
Lands at Bundanba Creek, containing in all 88 acres
and 3 roods, being two portions originally granted
to Edward Boyd Cullen ; county, Stanley ; parish,
Ipswich
Subdivision 1 of portion 59, containing 20 acres; county,
Stanley ; parish, Bulimba
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
THE subscription to the Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions  is not masked, will only be published
once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBIIIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1$66.'
QUEENSLAND ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.
SESSION 1866.
JUST PUBLISHED, and ON SALE at the
e1 Government Printing Office, William street,
Brisbimue :-
Leasing Act, price 6d.
Additional Customs Duties Act, 6d.
Additional Customs Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Stamp Duties Act, Is.
Treasury Tills Act, 6d.
Additional Treasury Bills Act, 6d.
Queensland Treasury Notes Act, 6d.
Brisbane Wateru orl s Act, 6d.
Admiralty Jurisdiction Act, 6d.
Registrars of District Courts Act, 6d.
Cumberland Disease Act, 6d.
Arson Act of 1866, 6d.
Inqucots of Death,Act, 6d.
Felons Apprehension Act, 6d.
Fort Albany Free Port Act, 6d.
Government_ Loan Act, 6d. - -
Claims against- Government  Act, 6d.
Jury Precepts Act, 6d.
Friendly Societies Enabling -Act, 6d,
Small Debts Recovery Act, 6d.
Standard Weight for Agricultural Produce Act, 6d.
Diseased Animals Act, 6d.
Distillation Act, 9d.,
Carriers Act, 6d.
Dist illation  for Wine Act, 6d.
ulpprropria tion  Act^,f('pd.
fry  yi ? y ry] y } 1
7T 6 C . -. R3.t'a F R) RIDG P,,,
ove rfttiic ,t I'titttits
Name of Proprietor.
William Perry
Walter Scott -11
Jolin Cameron
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged
22nd  December,  1866,
Ditto
Ditto
BRISBANE WATERWORKS BOARD.
TO
the Owners of Tenements on GEORGE STREET,
from Rorna street to Queen street ; MARY
STREET; from Edward street to  Market  Wharf;
EAGLE STREET,  from Queen street to Elizabeth
street; FELIX STREET, from Mary street to Margaret
street; and the private streets, courts ,  lanes, and
alleys opening tliereto.-The  Main  Pipe in the said
streets being laid down, the Owners of all Tenements
situate as above, are hereby required ,  on or -  before
the  first day of December next, to cause service
pipes to be laid so as to supply water from the-Moira
Pipe within such premises.
LEWIS A. BE14NAYS,
Office of the Board,
Brisbane, 6th November,  1866.
Secretary.
L
E. THRELKELD and Co., and L. E..
• Threlkeld's Assigned Estate.-To the
Debtors of Mr. Lancelot Edward Threlkeld, la' ely
carrying on business in Sydney, under the style of
L. E. Threlkeld and Co.," and to all persons
whom it may concern : Notice is hereby given, that
by an indenture, dated the l9th day of October,'
1866, made between the said Lancelot Edward
Threlkeld of the first part. Joshua Richmond
Young,  Jacob Levi Montefiore, and Jeremiah
Brice Eundle of the. second part, and the several
persons and companies, or corporations, who by
themselves, or their partners, or agents, executed
the said indenture, of the third part, and by virtue
of the Act passed in the fifth year of the reign of
Her present Majesty, entitled  "An Act for the
amendment of the Law goad for the better advance-
ment of Justice,"  under and in conformity with the
provisions of which Act the said indenture has been
executed, and advertised or notified, all and singular
the property of the said Lancelot Edward Threl-
keld of any description whatsoever, and all his
rights and credits, including all debts due to him,
are absolutely vested in the said Joshua Richmond
Young, Jacob Levi Monteflore, and Jeremiah Brice
Rundle, as trustees, for the benefit of all the
creditors of the said Lancelot Edward Threlkeld ;
and that- the possession of' the premises in George
street, Sydney, wherein the said Lancelot Edward
Threlkeld lately carried on business, and all property
therein contained, and all other the property
assigned by the said indenture, has been given over
by the said Lancelot Edward-Threlkeld to the said
trustees, and that the said Lancelot Edward Thret
keld is no longer in possession, nor has he the
control, order, or disposition thereof, or of any part
thereof; and that Mr. Robert Fitzstubbs has been
placed by the said trustees in charge thereof for
then, and that all persons at the time of tha
execution of the said indenture, indebted to the
said Lancelot Edward Threlkeld, are bound and
required to pay to the said trustees all' debts due
by them to the said Lancelot Edward Threlkeld
at the time of the execution of the said indenture,
Dated this twenty-second  day of  Octol-,er, 18136,
JO.Oti.NSO ` AN.T.?  J OHNSON,
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisl ane, 15th November, 18GG.
BANK OF NEW SOUTII WALES v. ELBORNE.
MO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
notice, that a Writ of  .fend fccius  has been
issued upon  a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff in
the above action, and .that-all the Defenflant's-right,
title, and interest of, in, and to, all that piece or
Marcel of Land, containing one rood and twenty-
o,-en perches, be the same more or less, situated at
i'oowo,)wloa, in the parish of Drayton, in the county
of Aubinny, in the Colony of Queensland, being;
allotment No. 10 of section No. 16-Commenting
-at the south-east corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south by Pertli street westerly one
chain; on the west by the eastern boundary line of
allotment number eleven northerly, at right angles
to Perth street, four chains and twenty links to a
lane thirty links ww ide on the north br that lane
easterly, parallel with Perth street, one chain to
Lindsay street ; and on the east by that street
southerly four chains-and twenty links to the point
of commencement :-Will be sold by the Sherill' of
Queensland, by Public Auction, at the Queen's
Arms Hotel, Toowoomba. on MONDAY, the
thirty-first day of December next, at Twelve
o'clock  noon, unless this  execution is previously
satisfied.
ARTHUR  E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,Brisbane, 15th November, 1866.
BAYNES v. JOHNSON
o ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-TakeT Notice, that a Writ of fieri facius  has been
issued upon a  judgment obtained by the Plaintiff';
in the above action, and that all Defendant's
right, title, and interest of, in, and to. all that
piece or parcel of Land, in the Colony of Queens-
land, containing by admeasurement fifty acres, be
the same  moro or less,  situate in  the county of
Stanley, parish of' Oxley, being portion No. 23-
Commencing; at Oxley Creek, at the south side of a
road fifty links wide, and bounded thence on the
north by that road separating it from portion 21,
bearing west forty-eight chains and forty- one links
to a road one chain wide ; on the south-west by
that road separating it from portion 22, bearing
south twenty-nine degrees east thirteen drains and
sixty-five links ; on the south by the north boundary
line of portion 25, bearing east thirty-eight chains.
and eighty-one links to Oxley Creek, and on the
remaining sides by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement ;-Will be So:d by the
Sheriff of Queensland, by Public Auction, at the
Soy erei_n Hotel, Elizabeth street, Brisbane, on
1\1O-YDAY, the twenty-fourth day of Deeennbcr,
1863, at Twelve o'clock noon,  unless  this execution
is previously satisfied.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane , 15th November, 181313.
BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES v. G OEHRINGEIZ.
r r O ALL PERSONS CON C E_IINED.-Take
Notice. that a Writ of  , fiei'i f u'ia'  has been
issued  upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff
in the. above action, and  that  all the Defendant's
right, - title, and interest of, in, and to, all that
allotment or piece of Land, in the ,colony of Queens-
land, containing three roods thirty-five perches,
situated in the county of Aubigny, parish and
town of Drayton, being allotment No. 1 of section
13-Commencing at the south  corner of  the section,
and bounded thence on the south-east by Gipps
street north -easterly two chains ;  on the north-east
by the south -west boundary line of allotment No.
2, north-westerly  at right ,angles to Gipps stregt,
-four chains  eighty-five  links to a lane ; on the
north-west by that lane south-westerly two chains
to Bourn e street ; r od  on the south-west by that
street south-easterly four chains ei,,hty-five links to
the point of commencement ;-Will be Sold by the
Sheriff of Queensland, by Public Auction, at the
0,ireen'x- Arins  Hotel; Toowoomba, on MONDAY,
the thirty-first day of December next, at Twelve
o'clock  noon, unless  ' this execution  is previously
satisfied.
ARTHUR E. HALLOI; AN,
Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 15th November, 1866.
BANK Or NEW SOUTH WALES v. STORMER.
1"0 ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that a Writ of  fiieri jhciccs  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by -the Plaintiff
in the above action, and that all the Defendant's
right, title, and interest of, in, and to, all that
piece of' Land, containing five acres,  more or -less,
situated at Tooivoomba, in the parish of Drayton,
in the county of IAubigny, in the colony of Queens-
land-Counuuencing on the north boundary line of
portion one hundred and forty-two,' at a point
bearing east, and distant four chains and fifty links`
from the north-west corner of said portion ; and
bounded thence on the west by a line dividing it
from a subdivision of six acres and three roods of -
said portion bearing south fifteen chains ; on the
south by part of the south boundary  line of said
portion dividing it from portion 141,  bearing east
three chains and thirty-three and one-third links
on the cast by a line dividing it from a subdivision
of four acres of said portion one hundred and
forty-two, bearing north fifteen  chains tb a public
road one chain wide ;and on the north by that road
bearing west three chains and'thirty-three and one-
third links t.a._.the point of-commencement ;-- Will
be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by Public
Auction, at'the Queen' s Arms  Hotel' Toowoomba,
on MONDAY, the thirty:first day of  December
next, at Twelve o'clock  noon, unless this execution
is previously satisfied.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
" ` . Sheriff:
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Prisbae, 21st November, 1866.
MALON I;Y v. MURI'IIY AND ANO  I'IIE It.
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNtD.-Tape
Notice, that a Writ of  fieri ,fades  has been
issued Lunn a judriuerit obtained by the Plaintid'
in the above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest  df, in , and to, all that piece or
parcel of Land. situated in. the parish of Drayton,
in the county of AAubigny, in the Colony of Queens-
land, containing by admeasuremcnt twenty-pie
acres , more or less, being part of subdivision
portion N o. 17 3-Commencing on the west' side of
the Higlifields Road, at'the south- east corner of
portion No. 174, and bounded on the east by that
road bearing southerly five chains  ; on the south
by other  part of said  portion 173 bearing  westerly
forty-two chains and twenty-five links to Gowre
Creek ; on the west by Gowrie Creek bearing
northerly five chains a,? }d fifty links ;  and  on  the
north by t he south ; boundary of portion 174 bearing
easterly --fo ty=tiff6 eha"ins and eighty links to
the point of coniniencement;-Will be Sold by the
Sheriff of Queensland, by Public Auction,-  at the
Queen's Arms Hotel, Toowoomba, on FRIDAY, tIre
2S,h day of December, :n..IBGfr, - at TwelveVelock
at Noon, unless this execution  is previously  satisfied.
.
,EDWARD, HACKING,
Under Sheriff.
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ARETURN made under the Act of Council 11 Victoria, -No. 24, of all Moneys received an  paid,and of Balances in the Union Bank, in respect of the Estates of -Deceased persons, entrusted to
WILLIAM PICKERING, Esquire, Curator of Intestate Estates for the Colony of Queensland, from the
1st of January to the 30th of June, A.D. 1866, inclusive.
Name of Intestate,
l Fi kar nC ... ..,
Jaspar Salter
uran owaii
Ghinginda ... 7110 0 14 5 2 86 19 10
ep em er, .
5 January, 1866.Ann Eliza. Fry ... Surat 27 9 10 3 March, 1865.
Wm. Weir Toowoomba 13 1 11 1865.6 February
Wm. Muir  ...
...
Brisbane ...
,.,
227 0 7
,
31 March, 1865.
Patrick Daly ... ... Logan Downs 5 0 0 0 12 0 11 17 0 9 August, 1866.
Enoch Evans ... ... Woolumut ... 14 10 0 8 4 7  ti 5 5 30 April, 1866.
John Sewell ... ... Brisbane ... 41 1411 3 August, 1865.
Kaspar Nicholai ... Burrandowan 12 0 0 2 14 3  16 12 9 6 February, 1865.
Charles Roberts ... Brisbane ... 1 12 8 24 August, 1865.
Tai ... ... ... Calandoon ... 50 0 0 7 10 0  42 10 0 13 March, 1866.
Julius Kopp Brisbane ... 105 1 2 105 1 2 5 January, 1866.
John Corscr Brisbane ,.. 16 13 0 !t 12 8  6 0 4 13 March, 1866.
Thomas Massie ... Brisbane ... 41 5 11 13 9 6 27 16 5 5 January, 1866.
Thomas Sercombe ... Brisbane 2 8 6 2 8 6 13 March, 1866.
Andrew Collinson ... Rockhampton 43 0 0 13 11 0 29 9 0 5 January, 1866.
John McPhee ... ... Clifford Station ... 12 0 0 7 3 0 1 17 0 5 January, 1866.
Charles Calton ,.. ... Toowoomba ... ... 20 12 6 6 8 4 14 4 2 5 January, 1866.
Auguste Fink .., ... Cleveland 33 1 9 26 1 7 7 0 2 30 April, 1866.
Christopher Taylor ... Brisbane ... ...  41 6 0 41. 6 0 5 January, 1866.
John Quinn ... Jimbour ... 12 13 6 6 10 4 6 3 2 9 May, 1861.
John Ross ... ... ... Bruicedale ... ...  18 12 10 18 12 10 ... 24 August, 1865.
Charles Barry Pilton 81. 0 0 10 15 6 73 4 6 13 March 1866
Robert Wilson
... Mount Alma 3 15 6 2 9 0 1 6 6 .,5 January, 1866.
John Sakar ... Glenelg 6 0 0 2 14 0  3 6 0 29 March, 1865.
John Rornmerman Beaufort Station 16 14 8 3 16 2  12 18 6 5 January 1866.
James Dandy ...
... Brisbane ... ... 5110 8 713 0 43 17 8 ,30 May, 1866.
John McCabe ... Boonara  2416 7 417 6 1919 1 17 October, 1864.
J. Harris ... .., "Queensland " steamer  2 3 9 2 3 9
Johan Gottsclalk ... Ipswich Road ...  1 2 0 1 2 0
F. B. Wright ... Brisbane 5 0 4 3 11 6 1 8 10 30 April, 1866.
Dennis Cummings ... I Laidley 8 0 0 2 16 0  5 4 0 20 June, 1866.
Lawrence Peterson Peak Downs 710 0 210 6  4 19 6 30 April, 1866.
John McLeod ... Warrego 23 6 6 412 2  18 14 4
Michael Behan ... ...
...
Near Dalby ... 17 6 0, 717 7  9 8 5
Luke Doherty Ilighf _elds ... 43 14 6 27 10 6  16 4 0 5 January, 1866.
James Dale Wallum Crock 124 5 4 42 1 2  82 4 2 25 April, 1866.
Wm. Houston ... Roma ... 14 5 0 11 17 9  2 7 3 13 March, 1866.
Chas. F. Carey , . . Brisbane 21 10 6 5 15 0 18 15 6 30  May,  1866.
John S. Hallows ,,. Brisbane 6 17 6 4 19 5 1 18 1 30  May,  1866.
Samuel Woolard ... Surat . 6 0 0 4 9 5 1 10 7
John  Kelly Seventeen-mile Rocks 43 15 0 6 12 6 37 2 6 17 April, 1866.
Samuel Sperring Rockhampton ... 8 0 0 7 15 4 0 4 8 13 March, 1866.
Win. Halliday 5 10 0 3 10 7 1 19 5 13 March, 1866.
Wm. Bell Goganga Creek ...  43 15 3 13 14 6 30 0 9 13 March, 1866.
Tau Young Apis Creek  ... ...  7 0 0 2 16 6 4 3 6 13 March, 1866.
Mary Ann Davis Empress of the Seas"  4 12 0 3 18 3 0 13 9 13 March, 1866.
Thomas  Harris Ditto .., 16 5 9 6 9 11 9 15 10 13 March, 1866.
Benjamin Prior Ditto ... 2 10 0 2  10 0 ... 13 March, 1866.
Michael Doyle ... -Ditto 5 10 0 2  13 6 2 16 6 13 March, 1866.
Catherine Gaynor Rockhampton ... 3 1 6 3  1 6 ... 30 May, 1866.
Elias Kirby ,.. Rockhampton 11 9 0 8  5 6 3 3 6 30 May, 1866.
N. Spong ... ... Rockhampton ...  1 10 0 1 10 0 ... 30 May, 1866.
John  Sheppard ... Warree 32 6 6 9 11 8 22 14 10 30 May, 1866.
Ambrose Croshaw Loclyer's  Creek ,..  310 10 0 73 10 11  236 19 1 11 May, 1866.
John Moffatt ... Ipswich ,.. 14 2 4 3 10 8  10 11 8 30 May, 1866.
Wm. Stevenson .. Rockingham Bay ...  1. 12 6 1  12 6 ... 13 May, 1866.
D. G. Clarke Ipswich ... 3 3 7 3  3 7 ... 30 April, 1866.
John Carpenter ... Toolonibilla ... ...  13 4 0 9  12 9  3 11 3 13 March, 1866.
Wm. Cappin ... Albert River ...  1 16 0 20  June, 1866.
Henry Hainil Chee*borouglu Downs 23 5 2 4 11 2 18 14 0 30 May, 1866.
John Healy McKenzie River ... 16 12 0 3 13 2 12 18 10 9 August, 1866.
T. E. Blackney .. Brisbane ... ... 47 9 8 13 19 6 33 10 2 6 June, 1866.
Angour  (Chinese) Drayton .. , ... 25 11 0 11 11 6 13 19 6 13 March, 1866.
Charles Berry Toowoomba ... ... 15 0 0 5 18 0 9 2 0 13 March, 1866.
Charles Johnson ... Somerset ... ... 1 6 8 1 6 8
TOTAL ... £ 1,632 11 11 973 12 3 1,049 16 6
I,  WILLIAM  IlICim,RING, Curator of Intestate Estates, do solemnly and sincerely declare that the
above is a true and faithful return of all Moneys belonging to Intestate Estates received, invested in
the Union Bank of Australia, Brisbane, and paid by inc, from the lit Januuary to the 30th June, A.D. 1866,
inclusive ; and I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the san-ie to be true, and by
virtue of the provisions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty,
intituled  "Am Act for the more c efrcal abolition of Oatlae and 1ffii'm atio,s talen and made iia Iurioiss
departments cf the Governmentof _Newv South Wales, and to substitute Declarations in lieu thereof; and
"for the suppression of voluntary and extrajudicial oaths and affidavits ."
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Curator of Intestate Estates,
Colonial Residence.
B d
Money Money Balance to
1iccovercd. Paid. ,Credit of I'state.
£ s.  d. £ s. d.
20 19 4
Date of Order to
Collect.
£ s. d.
186420 12 7 5 S t b
Made and signed before me this siuteentli day of November, A.D.  1866,ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
One of the Judges of the Supreme Court.
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In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN IN SOLV'h'iNCY.
In the Insolvent Esta te of' Penis Tltontas Keogh,
storekeeper , of Ipswich.
HEREAS the  said  Denis Thomas  Keogh was,
on the  20th day of N oven]  ber, A.n.1866, act-
judged to be an Insolvent, I Merely appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be hnlrteu before
me, at. the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, ,m l
I HURSDAY, the 131h day of December, A. D. 1666,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required; and at-,o to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to tire lusok-ent Up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools arid raring apparel shall be
allowed to the lnsol cent ; amcl a hecond I'uilic
Sitting of the Court, at the stone place. on
MONDAY, the 4th day of I brna , , A.D. 1867,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, fcr the proof of
debts against the said estate. and for such other
matters connected with the c at<tl e as may be
required to be brought before the ('oiurt.
Dated at Brisbane, the 20th day of + ove,nber,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYC IJE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Jonathan Hazeel, store-
keeper, of Gayndah.
WHEREAS the said Jonathan Hazeel was, on
the 19th day of November, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 13th day of December, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vent up to the time of passing his last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a
Second Public Sitting of the Court, at the same
place, on MONDAY, the 4th day of February, L.D.
1867, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 19th day of November,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Samuel Duke, of
Ipswich, tailor.W the said Samuel Duke was, on theY 19th day of November, A.D. 1866, adjudged to
be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 4th
day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 19th day of November,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LITTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Childs, of
N udgee, farmer.
7 HERE AS the said Thomas Childs was, on the
8th day of November, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 13th day of December, A.!,.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent, up to the
time of passing his last exazr_ination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent; and a Second Public
Sifting of the Court, at the same place, on
MIO\ DAY, the 4th day of February, A.L.
1867. to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 22nd day of November,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTAVYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Ross and Gordon,
of Dalby, butchers.
W
HEREAS the said firm of Ross and Gordon
was, on the 19th day of November, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of' the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 13th day of December, A.D.1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election of
a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvents up to the
time of passing their last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvents ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on  MON-
DAY, the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for such other matters
connected with the estate as may be required to be
brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 20th day of November,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LU'TWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN I\ SOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Childs, senior,
of Nudgee, Farmer.
I HEREBY call a meeting of the Creditors of
the above Estate, to take place at my Office,
Queen street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, the fourth
day of December next, at Twelve o'Clock noon,
to resolve that the Estate ought to be wound up
under a Deed of Arrangement, composition, or othe r-
wise, and that an application shall be made to the
Court to stay proceedings in the Insolvency for
such period as the Court shall think fit, in accord-
ance with the Act of Council 28 Victoria, No. 25,
section 166.
Dated at Brisbane, this 22nd day of November,
A.D. 1866.
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
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'In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
1\ O"l11JE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of F. A. Lavender, late of Bowen ;
William Batley, late of Peak Downs ; James
Mahon, late of Peak Downs ; Robert Lardner,
late of Cloncurry River ; William Morriss, late
of Brisbane ; William Whiteman, late of
Wivenhoe ; John Farquhason, late of Nebo ;
George Screeder, late of Nebo ; John Ward,
late of Maryborough ; Henry Sims, late of
Conway ; George Baird, late of Bowen ; Robert
Archdall Blencowe, late of Ipswich; and
Frederick Wright, late of Brisbane.
P
URSUANT to Act of Council, 11 Victoria, No.
24, all persons having any claims against the
Estate of any one of the abovenamed deceased
persons,  are to come in and prove their debts at my
office, Queen street, Brisbane, on or before the
4th day of January instant, or in default they will
be peremptorily excluded from all benefit accruing
from the said estates.
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 21st November, A.D. 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Between William Pettigrew, Plaintiff, and H. G.
Marchant, Defendant.
WHEREAS an action has been commenced in
Y this Court at the suit of the abovenamed
Plaintiff, to recover the sum of seventy-nine pounds
eighteen shillings and nine-pence, being the balance
due to the abovenamed plaintiff by the abovenamed
defendant, on a promissory note for ninety-eight
pounds five shillings and nine-pence, made by the
abovenamed defendant per procuration of William
Marchant, of Brisbane aforesaid, the father and
agent of the said defendant, payable one month
after date at the Commercial Bank, Brisbane, and
dishonored ; and it being alleged that the said
defendant does not reside within this Colony or its
dependencies, a Writ of Foreign Attachment has
been issued, returnable on Wednesday, the fifth
day of December next, wherein William Marchant,
of Brisbane, in the said Colony, is garnishee, Notice
is hereby given thereof ; and if at any time before
final judgment in this action the said defendant (or
any person on his behalf) will give the security and
notice, and file the appearance and plea required by
the Act intituled  "An Act to consolidate and amend
the Laws relating to actions against persons absent
from the Colony and against Joint Contractors,"  the
attachment may be dissolved.
Dated this twenty-second day of November, A.D.
1866.
EYLES IRWIN CAULFEILD BROWNE,
Attorney for the Plaintiff,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Matthew Boulton Davis, late of
Town Marie, near Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the Supreme Court of
Queensland, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Letters of Administration, with an exemplification
of the Will of the above-named deceased annexed,
may be granted to Malcolm Henry Davis, of Town
Marie aforesaid, gentleman, the Executor in the
said Will named.
Dated this 19th day of November, A.D. 1866.
ROBERTS AND HART,
Proctors for the said Executor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Insolvent Estate of Robert Beeston, of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, builder.
TAKE notice, that I, Robert Beeston, the above-
named Insolvent, intend to apply to the
Judge in Insolvency of the Supreme Court of
Queensland, on the Twelfth day of' December next,
(being the day appointed by His Honor for the
purpose), that a certificate of Discharge may be
granted one in terms of the Act in such case made
and provided.
ROBERT BEESTON.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Lindsay Buckle Young, late of South
Brisbane , in the Colony of Queensland,  gentle-
man.
1XTOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
.L' tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the Queensland  Government Gazette,
application will be made to the Supreme Court of
Queensland, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Probate of the Will of the above Lindsay Buckle
Young may be granted to Anne Young, the widow
and Executrix of the said deceased.
Dated this 19th day of November, A.D. 1866.
ROBERTS AND HART,
Proctors for the Executrix,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Estate of William Watts. of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland.N` '''OTICE is hereby given, that an application will be made on behalf of the abovenamed
Insolvent, on THURSDAY, the thirteenth day of
December, 1866, to His Honor the Judge in
Insolvency (the aforesaid day having been appointed
by him for that purpose), that a Certificate under
the  Insolvency Act of  1864 may be granted to the
said Insolvent.
Dated this 22nd day of November, 1866.
WILLIAM WATTS,
The abovenamed Insolvent.CAUTION.-All persons are hereby cautionednot to negotiate the undermentioned Orders,
payment of same having been stopped :-No. 15,
for twenty-five pounds (925), and No. 16, for nine
pounds (29), drawn on Messrs. Richardson and
Wrench, Sydney, by O. de P. Brock, in favor of
Thompson. The Orders are dated November 3rd,
1866, and were stolen from the Union Hotel, Dalby,
on Monday morning, the 5th instant.
J. C. BRUNCKHORST.
Dalby, November 6, 1866.
Empouubittg8.
I MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Eton Vale, 19thOctober, 1866.
One bay mare, A over CO or A over CC off saddle, hind
feet white.
One bav mare, p.1 over WB over 9 conjoined near
shoulder, L8 or 48 near saddle, star.
Also, from Gowrie.
One red and white bullock, BK or BH off rump, blotch
near rump.
If not released on or before the 30th November, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook, 13th
November, 1866, by order of D. Ross, Esq. Driving
expenses  4s. per head.
One bay filley, CE near shoulder, off hind foot white.
One bay cob horse, CK over anchor near shoulder
anchor off shoulder,  oi near  saddle, star.
One bay horse, A over J conjoined over a-i over  m  near
shoulder, D with E over B off shoulder, stripe
down face, collar-marked, shod.
One brown cob horse, R or B over heart  over 3 near
shoulder, star, near hind and off fore feet white.
One bay horse, W near shoulder, star.
One light bay or chesnut filley, JL near shoulder.
One brown mare, W off shoulder, star, unbranded foal at
foot.
One brown mare, P4 or 9 over R near shoulder, near
fore foot white, unbranded foal at foot.
One bay horse, SB near shoulder, hind feet white, star
and snip.
One chesnut  mare , like rr conjoined with J under TM
near shoulder small star.
One bay colt, JM near shoulder, stripe  down face, near
I ind foot white.
One flea-bitten grey horse, ROS near shoulder, like JRC
off shoulder.
Also, from Westbrook, 19th September, 1866. Not
claimed by supposed owner.
One (tun-colored mare, YWr conjoined or writing W
near shoulder, small star.
If not released on or before the 18th December, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTII U R LLQYD, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Gowrie. (Wrongly
described.)
One red stag, H over diamond near rump, diamond withI'M near ribs.
One yellow heifer, white back, B sear rump, W near
tlih  0  or C near cheek.
One red and white heifer MH conjoined off ribs and
rump, piece back off ear.
One red and white bull, tip and slit near ear, no brand
visible.
Also, from Eton Vale.
One strawberry bullock, O B off rump, PB conjoined
(the P reversed), off ribs, piece back off car.
One red and white bullock, C over B near shoulder, PL
conjoined (the P r'versed), near thigh.
One white cow, GS or CS near and off shoulders.
If not released on or before the 4th December, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Normanby. Driving,
3s. 4d. per head.
One black horse, blaze, WH over C both shoulders.
One chesnut mare, like W over WE near shoulder.
One grey mare, HSH near shoulder, GT off shoulder.
One brown mare and foal, streak, WF near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, hind feet white, RC near shoulder,
C near thigh.
One brown horse, like F over W near shoulder, cross
in circle off shoulder.
One bay mare and foal, star, AS near shoulder.
One bay horse, star, DM off shoulder.
One grey mare, W over C near shoulder.
One bay filly, streak, W over C near shoulder.
One grey mare, blotch off shoulder.
One chesnut colt, star, C over JP near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, GI over E near shoulder, DG off
shoulder.
One bay mare, W or like JJ conjoined (the first J rever-
sed) near shoulder.
One bay horse, near hind foot white, J near shoulder and
thigh.
One brown colt, star, JR near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, off hind foot white, RW near
shoulder
One black mare, like  !  over 3 over M near shoulder.
One black filly, star, near hind foot white, RF conjoined
(the R reversed) near shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, WB near shoulder.
One grey mare, G off neck, 1) over R near shoulder.
One bay mare, blind near eye, near hind foot white, KC
over WC near shoulder.
One black colt, near hind foot white, like FF off shoulder.
One brown colt, v, over  0  over cross near shoulder.
From Mr. G. Webb's Paddock. Trespass, 2s. 6d.
One grey horse, blotch near shoulder, R over T off
shoulder.
From Buaraha. Driving, 7s. 6d. per head.
One taffy mare. streak, NP off shoulder.
()- bay horse, blaze, hind feet white, gp near shoulder.
.ie roan  filly, TP over 2 near shoulder, T off shoulder.
From Tarampa. Driving, 5s. per head.
One bay mare, off hind foot white, WC over PR near
shoulder, WT off shoulder.
One  grey  colt, JC near shoulder.
One grey mare, JC near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, star, near hind foot white, 5 over JH
near shoulder.
One black horse, off hind foot `white, 11 off shoulder, like
brands off rump and near shoulder
One bay horse, star and snip, near fore foot white, 119
off ribs, WO near ribs.
One bay filly, star, near hind foot white, J over R near
shoulder.
One bay mare, star, W near shoulder.
One bay horse, near fore and off hind feet white, JM
near ribs.
One chesnut horse, star, off hind foot white, m over S
near shoulder.
One bay filly, four white feet, LF off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 18th December, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook, 7th
November, 1866.
One bay mare, ,P-i over WB conjoined over p4 near
shoulder, L8 or 48 near saddle, star.
If not released on or before the 30th November, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba ,  from Tent Hill, 17t.h
November, 1866 ,  by order of Arthur Watts, Esquire,
Driving expenses, 3s. 6d. per head.
One bay snare,  blotch under p over - or D over  -  off
shoulder, O or D with B near shoulder ,  collar marked.
One chesnut horse, B over tx over 2 off  shoulder, near
hind foot white ,  blaze face.
One brown horse, JS near shoulder ,  J near thigh, like C
or  0  near neck , oil'  hind foot white.
One bay horse ,  E over R9 off fore and hind feet white,
star and snip.
One bay colt, J near neck, c, over  0  or C near shouider.
One bay horse ,  R9 over E near shoulder ,  blind off eye.
One grey colt ,  like R over 39 near shoulder.
One black mare , like brand under 8 near shoulder, 8 near
thigh, M in circle off shoulder, star
One bay horse ,  J near shoulder ,  black points.
One bay mare , c-i  over w over JS near shoulder, hind
feet white.
One bay mare ,  CL or GL over G or C near shoulder,
bay unbranded foal at foot.
One bay horse ,  x over 2 near shoulder, star, shod
One bay mare, 54 near shoulder, like  `1K or IK off neck,
like 2 near rump.
One  bay mare  .-.  over V over JO over MK near shoulder,
7 near saddle, like small brand near ribs ,  8 off saddle,
stirrup-iron brand off shoulder ,  off hind and fore
feet white ,  shod, star.
One  bay mare ,  heart over HD conjoined near shoulder,
star and stripe, off fore and hind feet white, like 11
off saddle  ;  chesnut foal at foot ,  M reversed or W
of  shoulder.
One bay colt ,  like DC near ribs, like M near ' shoulder, star.
One bay horse, shield brand near shoulder, 6 over 15 off
saddle, small  star, shod, near hind foot white.
One bay horse , td near thigh ,  off hind foot white.
One black horse, JC or JG off shoulder ,  fore feet white,
collar marked.
One brown horse, 2 over 3A near shoulder ,  off hind foot
white.
One chesnut mare, large horse -shoe ever E near shoulder,
DM over JC off shoulder ,  star, hind feet white.
One bay horse, M over WI over MT near shoulder, WA
off shoulder ,  like 11 near saddle, hind feet white.
One chesnut horse, like 28 under FR near shoulder, bell
brand near saddle, I off neck, star ,  white feet.
One grey mare ,  2 over C or 2 over G near shoulder.
One black horse, like zD conjoined near shoulder, J
near thigh ,  small  star, near hind foot white ,  collar
marked.
One  bay  mare ,  M with C or G- in circle near shoulder,
blotch with F or H off shoulder ,  star and stripe.
One  flea-bitten grey horse, like VD near shoulder, like J
off neck.
One chesnut mare, like JH conjoined in large C near
shoulder, under MP or MR near shoulder, XM or
KM under like 30 near saddle, blaze face.
One brown horse, JD conjoined over 1)O near shoulder.
If not released on or before 18th December ,  1866, will
be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Helidon, 16thNovember, 1866, by order of John Turner, Esq.
Damages and driving, 5s. per head.
One bay horse, PES over w near shoulder, near hind
foot white, star, collar marked.
One brown horse, 3F near shoulder, star.
One black mare, td over near shoulder, over H off
shoulder, fore feet shod, star.
One black mare, B near shoulder, WS off shoulder, like F
off thigh, star, near hind foot white.
One bay mare, JHD conjoined near shoulder, WK off
shoulder, fistula.
One bay horse, JE over 0 near shoulder.
One bay horse, EP over N over 102 near shoulder, N
near cheek, star, shod.
One bay horse, PB near shoulder, 3 off shoulder.
One bay horse, w near shoulder, star, streak, sore back.
One chesnut mare, like BJ over e1 near  shoulder, T off
shoulder, three white feet, star and streak.
One bay filly foal, T off and near shoulder, near fore and
off hied foot white.
One bay mare, R with  S reversed  over W over 370 off
shoulder, small star, unbranded colt foal at foot.
One iron-grey colt, A2 off shoulder,  JR over T neat
shoulder.
One chesnut  mare,  like JW over HN  over 894 over DM
near shoulder, four white feet,  star  and streak.
If not released on or before 18th December,  1866, wi ll
be sold to defray  expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD , Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 23rd November, 1866.
THE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ bath this day issued, and the
following arrangements have been made, for the Election of a Member to
serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Mitchell, in room of THEODORE HARDEN, Esquire, whose
Seat in the said Assembly bath become vacant by reason of the resignation
thereof by the said Theodore Harden, Esquire.
.Place of Nomination ... ... Allan's Head Station.
Date of Writ  ... ... ... 23rd November, 1866.
Date of Nomination ... ... 4th January, 1867.
Polling Day ... ... ... 25th January, 1867.
Return of Writ ... ... ... 6th March, 1867.
By Command of the Honorable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
By Authority  :  W. C. Ba LB&IDGE, Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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I
N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office :-
No. Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties. Nature
and Effect of Deed. Date of Registration.
1866.
83 1st November ... Between John William Bennett, of Ruthven
street, Toowoomba, in the Colony of Queens-
land, general storekeeper, of the first part ;
Armand Ranniger, of Mary street, Brisbane,
in the Colony aforesaid, merchant, Robert
Muter Stewart, of Market street, Brisbane
aforesaid, merchant, and Ernest Augustus
Morris Goertz, of Queen street, Brisbane
aforesaid, merchant (Trustees for the purposes
in the Deed of Assignment mentioned),
of the second part; and the several persons
and bodies corporate, who have by themselves
or their agents executed the said Deed of
Assignment, being creditors of the said John
William Bennett, and whose names are
mentioned in the Schedule attached to the
said Deed of Assignment, of the third part.
Deed of Assignment
of all the estate
and effects of the
said John William
Bennett, in trust
for the benefit of
the creditors of
the said John
William Bennett
Lodged at the
office of the Re-
gistrar of the
Supreme Court,
this twenty-
fourth day of
November, A.D.
1866, at ten
o'clock in the
forenoon, and
entered same
day.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
obprTtmPnt
By Authority - W C. Bs]LBRInOa, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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CONSTITUTION OF MUNICIPALITY.
MUNICIPALITY OF GAYNDAH.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.W ' rHEREAS, by an Act of the Parliament of the1 said  Colony, commonly styled and cited as
the  Municipal Institutions Act of  1864, it was
amongst other things enacted that any city or
town, either alone or combined with any adjoining
defined portion of any province not being part of
such city or town, or any rural district, might, as
thereinafter enacted, be constituted a Municipality;
and it was by the same Act enacted that the
Governor might, on the receipt of a petition signed
by not fewer than one hundred householders resi-
dent within any such city or town, alone or combined,
or within any such rural district, praying that the
same might be declared a Municipality under the
said Act, and stating the number of inhabitants of
such city or town, alone or combined as afore-
said, containing a population of not less than
two hundred and fifty inhabitants, with the
advice  of the Executive Council, cause the sub-
stance and prayer of such petition to be published
in the  Gazette,  and unless a counter-petition signed
by a greater number of householders, resident as
aforesaid respectively, should be received by the
Colonial Secretary within three months from the
date of such publication, the Governor, with the
advice aforesaid, might, by Proclamation published
in like manner, declare such city or town to be a
Municipality, by a name, respectively, to be men-
tioned in such Proclamation ; and might also, by
the same or any other Proclamation, define the
limits and boundaries of such Municipality ; and
that upon such publication the Municipality
should be constituted accordingly ; and whereas
a petition, signed by one hundred and six
householders resident within the town of Gayndah,
in the county of Mackenzie, in the said Colony,
praying that the same might be declared a
Municipality, under the provisions of the said
Act, and stating that the number of the inhabi-
tants thereof was about seven hundred, was pre-
sented to the Governor, t e substance and prayer
[No. 156.
of which petition were duly published in the
Gazette,  in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act ; and whereas no counter-petition, signed
by a greater number of householders resident within
the said town of Gayndah, was received by the
Colonial Secretary within three months from the
date of such publication ; and whereas the Gov-
ernor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has, in exercise of the powers conferred by the said
Act, determined to declare by proclamation such
town to be a Municipality by the name hereinafter
mentioned : Now, therefore, I, Sir GEORGE FER,GU-
SON BowEN, the Governor of Queensland, in pur-
suance of the provisions of the said Act, and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, declare that the said town of Gayndah
shall be a Municipality within the meaning of
the said Act ; and I do hereby, with the advice
aforesaid, declare and direct that such Munici-
pality shall be called by the name of " The
Municipality of Gayndah.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-eighth day of November, in
the year of our Lord One thousand eight
hundred and sixty-six, and in the thirtieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
MUNICIPALITY OF GAYNDAH.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOwEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
HEREAS by the  Municipal Institutions
Act of  1864, it was amongst other things
enacted that any city or town, either alone or com-
bined with any adjoining defined portion of any
province not being part of such city or town, or
any rural district, might as thereinafter enacted be
constituted a Municipality: and that the Governor
might, as also therein provided, declare such city or
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town, either alone or combined as aforesaid, or any
rural district, to be a Municipality by a name to be
mentioned in a Proclamation to be issued thereupon,
and might also by the same or any other Proclama=
tion define the limits and boundaries thereof, and
that upon such publication the Municipality should
be constituted accordingly ; and whereas by a
certain Proclamation, dated this 28th day of
November, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-
six, and duly made and published as aforesaid, a
certain town in the said Proclamation described and
named, was declared to be a Municipality within
the meaning of the said Act by the name of the
" Municipality of Gayndah :" Now, therefore, I,
Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN, in pursuance of
the provisions of the said Act, do by this my Pro-
clamation declare that the limits and boundaries of
the said Municipality shall be as follows, that is to
say -
Commencing at the junction of Baramba Creek with
the Burnett River, and bounded thence on the east by
Baramba Creek upwards to the junction of Campbell's
Creek ; then by that creek upwards to the south corner
of portion 32 on the old Ban Ban Road ; from thence
by a line bearing about west 30 degrees south two miles
and seventy chains to the east corner of portion  66;
then by the south-east boundary of that portion and its
continuation bearing south 31 degrees west seventy-
three chains to Oaky Creek ; on the south by a line
bearing west about 446 chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north to the south-east corner of the Mount
Debateable pre-emptive purchase ; then by the cast
boundary of that portion and its extension bearing north
about 304 chains crossing the Burnett River ; on the
north by a line bearing east 18 degrees north 50 chains
to Reed's Creek at the northern boundary of portion
number  9;  then by the northern boundary of that
portion and portion number 10 also bearing east 18
degrees north 86-1 chains to the north-east corner of
portion number  10;  then by a line bearing east to the
Burnett River about 114 chains ; and by the Burnett
River downwards to the junction of Baramba Creek, the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-eighth day of November, in the
year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year
of Her Majesty 's reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1866.
T IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
XL of  the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ROEERT HANCOCK, Esquire,
to be a Member of the Queensland Medical Board.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1866.
I
jIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased, in
accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria,
No. 23, section 3, to appoint
RODERICK TRAVERS,
HENRY DE SATGE,
CHARLES HARDIN BUZACOTT, and
SPIRIDION CANDIOTTIS, Esquires,
to be additional Councillors for the Province of
Clermont.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 28th November, 1866.
11
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has, in accordance
with the provisions of the 17th Clause of the
.lWunicijal Institutions Act of  1864, been pleased
to appoint
Mr. GEORGE HoopER,
to be an Alderman  of the South Ward of the
Toowoomba  Municipality.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executive C uncil, has been pleased
to appoint the following gentlemen to be Trustees
for the Rockhampton Cemetery, under the pro-
visions of the  Cemetery Act of  1865.
EDWARD PIKE LIVERMORE,
DANIEL THOMAS MULLIGAN,
CHARLES PYBUS,
JOHN PALMER,
WILLIAM HITCIICocK BUZACOTT,
WILLIAM JAMES HARTLEY,
MICHAEL BRODNITZ
WILLIAM JOHN BROWN.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th November, 1866.
TENDERS FOR SUPPLIES.T1ENDERS are invited for the Supplies for the
Public Service. For full particulars see
Government Gazette  (No. 153), a file of which is
kept at every Police Office in the Colony.
Date of  Gazette Date to which
Nature of Tender.  containingr e can s
original notie. receelvesived this.office.
1866. 1866.
Supplies for the Colonial 24 November 15 December
Service
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th November, 1866.
TENDERS FOR SUPPLIES, 1867.
R EFERRING to the Notice published in theGovernment Gazette  of the 24th instant,
inviting Tenders for Supplies for the Colonial
Service during the year 1867, it is hereby notified
that Woogaroo was inadvertently omitted in the
list of places for which Contracts will be required.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE UNDER
"TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the Land granted for
the purposes of a School of Arts in North Brisbane
have, in terms of the Act 28 Victoria., No. 22, made
application to the Governor in Council for per-
mission to raise a further loan, by an additional
mortgage upon the land granted in trust to them,
for the purpose of liquidating the cost of the
buildings erected thereon. His Excellency further
directs it to be notified that any person having any
reasonable objection tuprge against the granting
of the lease so sought must lodge the same witi
the Colonial Secretary, by letter, within the period
of three months from the date of the first publication
of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  28th November, 1866.
R EFERRING to a Notice ,  dated from this officethe 22nd of August last, intimating that
application had been made by the Trustees of the
Land on  Wickham  Terrace, in this city ,  granted
for Presbyterian Church purposes ,  for permission
to mortgage and lease said land, in order to obtain
funds for liquidating the debt on the Church, and
for other purposes of interest to the congregation,
in conformity with the terms of grant : His Excel-
lency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, now directs it to be notified,
that, as no objection has been lodged with the
Colonial Secretary to the granting of the leave
sought, he has been pleased ,  in terms of the Act
28 Victoria ,  No. 22, to authorise the said Trustees
to mortgage and lease the said land for the purposes
named.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 25th October, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE LAND UNDER
11 TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
JUL  of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that His Worship The Mayor has, on
behalf of the Municipal Council of Brisbane, as
Trustees of the land granted for the purposes of a
Market Reserve in this city, in terms of the Act
28 Victoria, No. 22, made application to the
Governor in Council for leave to mortgage the said
land in order to obtain funds for the purpose of
erecting Market Buildings.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the permission so
sought, must lodge the same with the Colonial
Secretary ,  by letter ,  within three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  14th November, 1866.
USE OF RECREATION RESERVE, YORK'S
HOLLOW, FOR GRAZING PURPOSES.
MENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Noon, on THURSDAY, 20th December,
1866, from persons willing to lease, for one year,
the Right of Grazing over the Recreation Reserve,
at York's Hollow ,  comprising an area of three
hundred and twenty-one and a half acres. Tenders
must state the amount of rent, which is to be paid
monthly in advance, and at the foot of every
Tender there will require to be a Memorandum,
signed by the party tendering and two responsible
persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for
all damages done to the Fences and Gates of the
Reserve by the Cattle  or other animals placed in
the same by the Lessee, in the event of the tender
being  accepted ,  and. undertaking in that event that
they will severally execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance ,  a bond to Her Majesty in the penal sum of
sixty pounds ,  for security against such damage, and
for the performance of the subjoined conditions,
otherwise the Tenders will not be taken  into con-
sideration.
GENERAL  C ONDITIONS,
The rent is to be paid in advance ,  on or before the
first day of each month ,  to the Surveyor -General.
The public are to have free use of the Reserve.
No wild or dangerous animals are to be placed, or
allowed to run ,  in the Reserve.
The highest  or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th November, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
W ITH. reference to the Government Notice,dated 11th Oc ber, and published in  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of 13th October, 1866,  relative to
the opening and making a portion of road leading
from Brisbane to the Logan, county of Stanley,
through the Eight-mile Plain Agricultural Reserve,
and no objections having been received to the same :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
of Council 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excel-
lency the Governor, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council ,  has been pleased to confirm the said
road, and it is therefore declared expedient to open
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor -General ,  and at the Police Office in Bris-
bane ; and all persons intending to claim compen-
sation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary ,  within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are prescribed
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to,
or they will  be for ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency' s Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th November, 1866.
NEW ROAD.W7 J ITH reference to the Government Notice,V dated 11th October ,  and published in  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of 13th October,  1866, relative to
the opening and making a portion of road from
Brisbane to Pimpama, county of Stanley, and no
objections having been received to the same  :  Notice
is hereby given, in accordance with the Act of
Council 4 William  IV., No.  11, that His Excellency
the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said road,
and it is therefore declared expedient to open the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor -General, and at the Police Office in Bris-
bane ; and all persons intending to claim compen-
sation in respect of said road are hereby reminded
that notice must be served upon the Colonial
Secretary ,  within forty days from the date hereof,
in such manner and form as are prescribed in the
sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
will be for  ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency 's Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st October, 1866.
NEW ROAD,
j '
W ITH reference to the Government Notice,
dated  19th  September ,  and published in
Government Gazette  of 22nd September, 1866,
relative to the opening  a New Road in the parish
of Geham, county Aubigny ,  and no objections
having been received to the same  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  in accordance with the Act of
Council 4 William  IV., No.  11, that His Exce ll ency
the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,
and it is, therefore ,  hereby declared expedient to
open the Road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the offices of
the Surveyor-General ,  and at the Police Office in
Toowoomba ; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said Road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof ,  in such manner and form as are pre-
scribed in the 6th section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be for ever foreclosed from such
claim.
By His Excellency 's Command,
J.  P. BELL.
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STATEMENT of the LIABILITIES and AssETS ofthe NOTE IssvE BRANCH of the TREAsuRY,
QUEENSLAND,  for the Month ending Thursday,
29th November, 1866.
Liabilities .  Assets.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Notes in Circulation 17,734 0 0
Treasury Bills in Cir- 100,000 0 0
culation
Coin  ... ... ... ...  35,964 0 11
Colonial Treasurer  ... ...  78,625 12 3
Local Banks ... ... ...  1,575 12 7
Premium on Treasury 894 15 2
Bills
Orders for Collection 2,463 9 5
£ 118,628 15 2  118,628 15  2
SPECIFICATION of NOTES and TREASURY BILLS 011
hand:----
£1 L5
£ £
Treasury Note Account .. .  13,500 12,500
Circulation  ... ...  9,999 7,735
Notes on hand  ... £  3,501 1 4,765
£Treasury Bills, Series  B.... 270,000
Circulation  ... ...  100,000
Treasury Bills on hand  ... ... £
Total.
£
26,000
17,734
8,266
170,000
A. MACALISTER,
Pro  Colonial Treasurer.
E. B. CULLEN,
Accountant.
The Treasury,
29th November, 1866.
11 The Treasury,
Queensland ,  22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
BRANCHES of the above Bank are now open
at Brisbane ,  Bowen  (Port Denison ),  Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroonl, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and  withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours ,  and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent .  per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the'  above  offices.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.PROPOSALS for Life Insurance ,  or for thepurchase  of Annuities ,  or Monthly Allowances,
can be received  at any  Branch  Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very  moderate  outlay  any person may now
make provision ,  by Insurance ,  for his widow or
children  after his death ; or by  the purchase of a
Government  Annuity ,  may provide for his  wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he  may secure  a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year - to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane ,  29th November, 1866.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH, LINE.
ROCKHAMPTON TO PILOT STATION, KEPPEL
BAY.
7 ENDEIIS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, until
Noon, on MONDAY, the 31st day of December
next, from persons desirous of contracting for the
supply of all materials, except wire and insulators,
and for all workmanship necessary for the erection
of the undermentioned Line of Telegraph, accord-
ing to the terms, general conditions, and specifica-
tions appended hereto.
From. Pilot Station, Koppel Bay, to a point yet to
be decided upon on the existing line of Telegraph
from Rockhampton to Gladstone  ;  also for fixing
insulators ,  and stretching wire on the existing line of
posts from Rockhampton to the junction.
Tenders must state, separately ,  price per mile,
clearing and timber work completed, from the
Junction to Pilot Station, Koppel Bay, a distance
of thirty  miles, more or less ; also, price per mile
for fixing insulators and stretching wire on the
whole section ,  Rockhampton to the Pilot Station,
Koppel Bay,  a distance  of seventy  miles, more or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government ,  and delivered to  the  Contractors at
Brisbane.
The contract to be conl.pleteI and handed over to
the Government within four (4) months from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made to the extent of seventy-
five (75) per cent. on the value of the work certified
for by the officer appointed to inspect the same to
have been completed at the end of every second
month, and the total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
Should the contractor fail to - proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner, and at the rate of progress required by
the Government ,  it shall  be in the power of the
Government ,  by a notice in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette,  to terminate the contract so far as
relates to the work 'remaining to be done, and to
enforce the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the
contract.
Attached to  each  Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering ,  and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor in Brisbane,
within ten  (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal i twenty  (20) per cent. on the
amount of Tender.
The Governor:  nt does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or an Tender.
PECIFICATION.
Posts to be heavy straight saplings, of the best
description of hardwood ,  with the bark removed,
not less than nine  (9) inches in diameter at five (5)
feet from the  butt,  and five (5) inches in diameter
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at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length; to
be carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six (6) feet, and well coated
with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly bound
at one (1) inch from its extremity with good hoop
iron not less than one (1) inch wide.
The posts to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission, and to
be sunk five (5) feet in the ground, and well
rammed in with rubble and earth, and placed in a
perpendicular position.
No spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash will be
allowed for posts. At angles, or other places where
required, struts, or supports of wood, fixed as
directed, to be supplied.
All trees and underwood standing within thirty-
five (35) feet on each side of the line, the course of
which to be marked out by the contractor, under
direction of the inspecting officer, to be fallen, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet of
each post to be cleared away. Any branches over-
hanging from trees beyond the distance mentioned,
which in the judgment of the inspecting officer
may endanger the line, to be removed. All existing
roads and tracks to be left clear.
The insulators to be firmly fixed as directed, with
three screws to side of post, and the wire to be so
stretched that the deflection between any two posts
shall not exceed two feet. Joints or splices to be
made as directed, and the wire tied to the
insulator where necessary.
All materials used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Every information may be obtained on applica-
iton at the Office of the Superintendent of Electric
Telegraphs, Brisbane.
By His Excellency's Command,
ST. G. R. GORE.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
SEPARATION  DAY-10TH  DECEMBER, 1866.
EXCURSION TICTETS.NOTICAE. - MONDAY, the 10th December,L 1866, being the Anniversary of the Separa-
tion of the Colony, the Trains will be run in accord-
ance with the following Time Table, and First and
Second Class Return Tickets will be issued between
the Terminal and other Stations at the scale of Fares
givenbelow. Trains will leave Ipswich at 8.410 a.m.,
returning from Helidon at 3.25 p.m.; and Helidon
at 8 a.m., returning from Ipswich at 4 p.m.
Stations.
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TIME TABLE.
TT
Stations.'526 X '5
, a a F
a.m. a m. p.m. a.m .  p.m. p.m.
Ipswich  ...  8.40 10.0 4. 0 Helidon  ...  8. 0 2. 0 3.25
Walloon ... 9.10  *1030 ' 4.30 1 Gatton  ...  8.40 2.40 4. 0
Grandehes- *9.50 1115 *5.15 Laidley ... 9.10 3.10 4.30
ter Grandches - *0.50 3.50 *5'15
Laidley ... 10.30 12. 0 6.0 ter
Gatton ... il •  5 12.30 6.30 Walloon ... *10-30  *4.30 6. 0
Helidon ... 11.45 1.10 7 .  5 Ipswich  ...  11. 0 51  0 6'30
Trains meet here.
RT
SCALE OP FARES.
Return Tickets. 1st 12nd Return Tickets. let  1 2ndClass Class ClassClass
`
d. s. d.  s.d.s.
Ipswich to Helidon... 7 6 5 0 Helidon to Ipswich... 7 6
$0 Gatton ... 6 0
40
Walloon... 6 6
PP Laidley ... 4 6 3 0 „ Grandches-  46
It Grandches- 3 0 2 0 ter
ter „ Laidley ... 3 0
Walloon... 2 0 1 0 PP Gatton ... 2 6
S. d.
50
46
30
20
16
A.  0.  HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TEMPORARY LIGHT ,  LADY ELLIOT'S ISLAND.
A TEMPORARY  Light,- which in  fineweather can be distinguished at a distance of
nine or ten miles,-is now exhibited on Lady
Elliot's Island ,  between sunset and sunrise, at an
elevation of sixty-seven feet above high-water
mark. .
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, November 10th, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH CABLE,  BRISBANE
RIVER.A LL persons navigating the River Brisbane  are
cautioned against anchoring any vessel, boat,
or raft, near the line of the Alice street Ferry-
a submarine Cable having been laid across the
river between the ferry steps on either side.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,Portmaster.
Port  Office, 12thNovember, 1866.
- NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TEMPORARY LIGHT, PORT DENISON.
0 N and after the 14th instant, the temporaryLight now exhibited from the Pilot Station,
will be exhibited from the Lighthouse, on the
North Head, at an elevation of eighty-six feet
above high-water mark.
By Order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, November 10th, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
LIGHTSHIP, KEPPEL BAY, PORT OF ROCK-
HAMPTON.ALIGHTSHIP is now placed in seven fathoms
water, four and a half cables S.S.W. W.
of the Elbow Buoy.
On and after this date, she will exhibit, between
sunset and sunrise, a bright light,  at an  elevation
of forty-four feet above the sea.
Vessels entering the port at night, should bring
the Lightship to bear to the southward of S.S.W.
before getting the two lights at the Pilot Station
in one-the light being visible from the Timandra
Bank buoy, when the eye is twelve feet above the
water, and proportionately further from a greater
elevation. Imiiiediately the Lightship is brought
to the southward of S.S.W., vessels may haul up, to
round the Timandra Bank buoy.
After passing within a mile of Sea Hill Point,
steer so as to pass within a cable's length to the
eastward of the Lightship. Haul up close round to
the southward of her, and steer west-northerly,
leaving a black buoy and a black beacon off Raglan
Creek, on the port hand, and passing at about a
cable's distance to the southward of the large Man-
grove Island.
By passing to the southward of the Lightship, as
above directed, nothing less than fifteen feet of
water will be found in the channel  at low-water
spring tides.
By Order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Eeppel Bay, October 31st, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TEMPORARY LIGHT, GATCOMBE HEAD,
PORT CURTIS.
O
N and after this date, the temporary Light at
Gatcombe Head will be exhibited from the
Lighthouse tower, at an elevation of sixty-six feet
above high-water mark.
By Order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Curtis, November 3rd, 1866.
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Office of Superintendent of
Pilots, Lights, and Harbors,
Sydney, 14th November, 1866,
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
KEROSENE LIGHTS ON TIIE COAST.
F
IXED Lights will be exhibited, on and after the
night of Saturday, the 1st of December, from
the Richmond, Clarence, and Manning River Pilot
Stations.
The Richmond and Manning Lights are bright,
that at the- Clarence is red, and each has been fixed
in such position in the vicinity of the stations as
will give the greatest range to seaward, and be
visible at a distance of from six to eight miles.
FRANCIS HIXSON,
Superintendent.
Registrar -General's Office,
Brisbane, 15th November, 1866.
NOTICE.THE public are hereby informed, that the
Department of the Registrar -General cannot
affix Duty Stamps upon documents forwarded by
post for registration  ;  all necessary stamps must
therefore be  affixed b fore their receipt in the office.
F. O. DAR VALL,
Registrar - General.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
I N pursuance of the  District Courts Act of1858, and of the  District Courts Act Amend-
ment Act  of 1865, I hereby appoint the following
days for holding District Courts at the several
towns or places hereinafter mentioned, viz.
AT ROCKHAMPTON.
1867.
Criminal Sittings ... ... Saturday, 16 February.
Civil Sittings ... ... ... Monday, 18 February.
AT MARLBOROUGH.
Criminal Sittings ... ... Thursday, 14 March.
Civil Sittings ... Friday, 15 March.
AT GAYNDAII.
Criminal Sittings ... ... Wednesday, 20 March.
Civil Sittings ... .. ... Wednesday, 20 March.
AT GLADSTONE.
Criminal Sittings ... Saturday, 30 March.
Civil Sittings .., .., Saturday, 30 March.
AT BowDN.
Criminal Sittings ... Wednesday, 10 April.
Civil Sittings .., .. .. Wednesday, 10 &pril.
J. GEO. LONG INNES,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
31st October, 1866.
DISTRICT COURTS.
I
N  pursuance of the Acts of Parliament 22
Victoria ,  No. 18, and 29 Victoria ,  No. 10, and
by the authority of the same ,  I hereby appoint the
undermentioned times at which District Courts, in
the Criminal and Civil Jurisdictions thereof, will be
held at ' the several towns in the Metropolitan
District during the year 1867 ,  that is to say-
N pursuance of the Acts of Parliament 22
Victoria , No.  18, and 29 Victoria ,  No. 10, and
by the authority of the same ,  I hereby appoint
the undermentioned times at which District Courts,
in the Criminal and Civil Jurisdictions thereof, will
be held in the several towns in the Western
District during the year ,  1867 ,  that is to say:-
Criminal Jurisdiction.
NOTICE.
j N order to determine the Value of Goods
J imported into the different Ports of the Colony,
and subject to  " Ad valorem  Duty," the original
Invoices of such Goods must be produced at the
respective Custom Houses when Entries are being
passed for the same.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
AT DALBY.
Friday, January 4. Saturday, January 5.
Thursday, .April 4. Friday, April 5.
Friday, June 28. Saturday, June 29.
Wednesday, October 16. Thursday, October 17.
AT CONDAMIINE.
Tuesday, January 22. Wednesday, January 23.
Wednesday, April 24. Wednesday, April 24.
Friday, July 5. Friday, July 5.
Tuesday, October 22. Tuesday, October 22.
AT ROMA.
Monday, January 14. Tuesday, January 15.
Tuesday, April 16. Wednesday, April 17.
Wednesday, July 10. Thursday, July 11.
Tuesday, October 29. Wednesday, October 30.
CHAS. W. BLAKE NEY,
Judge of the Western District Court.
Condamine, 16th November, 1866.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1866.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the
L 8th November instant, that building recently
erected in Mary street, leased by Messrs. O'Reilly
and Pritchard, and adjoining the premises of the
A. S. N. Company, will be set apart for the pur-
poses of a Bonded Store for the warehousing of
dutiable goods previously to the payment thereon
of duties or to exportation, in accordance with the
Act of the Governor and Council of New South
Wales, 9 Victoria, No. 15.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1866.NOTIUE is  Thereby given, that on and after theL 10th November  instant, that portion of the
Customs  premises at Mackay ,  Pioneer River, known
as the  Queen's Warehouse,  will be set apart for the
purposes of a Bonded Store for the warehousing of
dutiable goods previously to the payment thereon
of duties or to exportation ,  in accordance with
the Act of  the Governor and Council of New South
W ales, 9 Victoria ,  No. 15.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Criminal Jurisdiction. I Civil Jurisdiction.
AT BRISBANE.
Thursday, February 7. Monday, February 11.
Thursday, April 11. Monday, April 15.
Monday, June 17. Wednesday, June 19.
Monday, August 12. Wednesday, August 14.
Thursday, October 10. Monday, October 14.
Monday, December 9. Tuesday, December 10.
AT WARWICK.
Wednesday, February 27. Thursday, February 28.
Monday, May 20. Tuesday, May 21.
Monday, August 26. Tuesday, August 27.
Monday, November 18. Tuesday, November 19.
AT TOOwoONIBA.
Monday, March 4. Tuesday, March 5.
Monday, May 27. Tuesday, May 28.
Monday, September 2. Tuesday, September 3.
Monday, November 25. Tuesday, November 26.
AT Irswlcn.
Monday, March 11. Tuesday, March 12.
Monday, June 10. Tuesday, June 11.
Monday, September 9. Tuesday, September 10.
Monday, December 2. Tuesday, December 3.
EDMUND SHEPPARD,
Judge of the Metropolitan District Courts,
Brisbane, November 6th, 1866,
Custom House,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1866.NOTICE.-A Court of Examination of HerMajesty's Justices of the Peace, acting in
and for the Police District of Taroom, will be
held at the Court House, Taroom, on TUESDAY,
the 11th day of December next, for the purpose of
examining the Electoral Roll for the Electoral
District of Leichhardt.
By order of the Bench,
Court House,
Civil Jurisdiction.
i
W. CAVE,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Taroom, 20th November,  1866,
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,
 29th Nove :,iber, 1866.THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK OF NEW SOUTH 'VALES, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, during theQUARTER from the 1st JULY to the 30th SEPTEMBER, 1866, is published in conformity with the third clause of the Act of Council ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the  BANK  of  NEW  SOUTH
 WALES, within the  Colony of QUEENSLAND,
 taken from the several
Weekly  Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st JULY to 30th SEPTEMBER, 1866.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in  Circulation ( Not bearing Interest.., ...Bearing Interest  ,.. ..,
Bills in Circuulation C Not bearing Interest ... ...tBearing Interest ,,,
Balance clue to other Banks ,.,
Deposits (Not bearing Interest ,,.Bearing Interest ..,
Total Amount of Liabilities
AMOUNT. T OTALS.
£ s. d.
46,678 16 11
4,211 0 9
159,622 5 383,918 14  1  243,540
 19  4
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date .
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the last Dividend declared ,,. .., ... ..,
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
Brisbane ,  26th November, 1866.
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£  s. d. £ s. d.55,994 16  4
 55,984 16  42,626 18
 0 2,62618 021,128 11
 7  24,128 11  7
4,029 6 6 4,029 6 62,337 12 10 2,337 12 10
518,776 19 8
 618,776 19 8
£ 607,881
 4  11
ALEX. ARCHER , Manager.
J. G. CRIBB, Accountant.
1, Alexander Archer ,  make oath ,  that to the best of my knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
in the Colony of Queensland ,  during the period specified ;  and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the
Colony of New South Wales 4 Victoria , No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane ,  this 27th day of November, 1866.
HENRY BUCKLEY, Justice of the Peace.
ASSETS.
£ s. d.
46,678 16 11 Coined Gold and Silver ,  and other Coined Metals
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
Balances  due from other Banks ...
Landed Property .. ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ,,,
Gold and Silver, in Bu llion and Bars
4,211 0 9 Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
£
 294, 30
 17  0
1,000,000 0 0
15 per cent .  per annum,
3 bonus of 3 per cent.,
equal to 18 per cent, per
annum.
90,000 0 0
333,333 6 8
ALEXANDER ARCHER .
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 7th November, 1866.
I
T  is hereby notified for general information ,  that the Rent  .of  the undermentioned Runs not having
been paid on or before the 30th day of September last, they will become absolutely forfeited ,  unless
the full  amount of Rent in each case, with one-fourth added by way of penalty, be paid into the Colonial
Treasury within ninety days thereafter ,  as prescribed by the Acts and Regulations.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Lessee. Run. Rent Due. Assessment. Total Amount.
Cohn Beckett ...
Ditto ...
Patrick Clynes ... ...
Cochrane and Moore ,..
Ditto
J. and A. Doyle
Ditto
J. Ezzy ...
S. and T. Hyland ...
R. and G. Hazard ...
Peter Moore ...
Morehead and Young ..,
McLeay and Taylor
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
F. H. Hill ...
Ditto ... ...
Janet Ross ... ...
Ditto
D. Roberts, senior ,•,
Scott Smith ..,
Ditto ,.,
Wm. Smith ...
J. B. Tonson ... ...
Henry Beit (in trust) ... ...
Ditto ,.. ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ..
Bailey, Newton, and Liddiard...
William Brahe ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Walter Davidson ... ...
Thomas Farmer ... ...
Hood and Manning .. ...
Headrick Livermore and Co
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
S. D. Gordon ... ... ... • • •
John Little . , .  ... ...
Ditto ... ..
John Little ...
Lamb, Parbury and Co. ... ...
Stewart Murray
Stewart  Lee ... •.. ...
Ditto ... ... ...
P. F. McDonald ..
J. R. Morris, T. S. Antill, trustees in
the estate of late H. S. Wills
Osborne and Stephen .. . ... ...
Christr. Rolleston ... ...
Gordon Sandeman ... ... ...
Fred. T. Smith . . . ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
G. P. Serocold ... ,., ... ...
Alexander Stuart ...
Ditto ... ...
Trimmer and Spencer  ... ... ...
Watt and McHenry ... ... ...
Ditto  .. . ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
W. G. Williams
Ditto ,,.
C. and P .  Lawless ..,
R. B. and  J. C. Ridley...
Watt and Young
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Mogador  Back Block .. . ,.,  12 10 0  ... 12 10 0
Tertulla Back Block ... ...  12 10 0 . .. 12 10 0
Bedhill Bedhill  ... 52 5 0 ... 52 5 0
Gulnarber West ... ... 10 3 7 20 0 0 30 3 7
Gulnarber Retro ... 10 3 7 20 0 0 30 3 7
Tomoo No . 3 ... ... 12 10 0 . .. 12 10 0
Ditto No. 4 ... 12 10 0 . . . 12 10 0
Upper Guy Guy ... ... 12 10 0 10 0 0 22 10 0Burwash ... ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 .0
Weengallen ... ... ... 107 10 0 ... 107 10 0
Delgui ... ... ... ... 12 10 0 12 10 0
Heazlemount ... ... ... 40 0 0 . , 40 0 0
Bogiria ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto  No. 1  ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto No.2 ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Huillagarah ... .. , ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto No. 2 ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Minonginindi ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Briarie ... ... ... ... 64 10 0 .,. 64 10 0
Coonghan .., ... ... 12 10 0  12 10  0
Ditto East ... ... ... 12 10 0  ...  12 10 0
Upper Yalebone ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Upper West Yalebone... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Weeyan ... ... ... 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
Manadilla No. 1 15 0 0 ... 15 0 0
Ditto No. 2 ., 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Four-mile Creek Back  Block ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Yarara Lake ... ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Tea Tree ... ... ... 27 12 6 .., 27 12 6
Peak Downs ... ... ... 27 12 6 27 12 6
Upper Laguna.., .., .,, 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Upper Jumma.. . ... . . . 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Green Hills . , , 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
Rheudrannan .. ... .., 12  10  0 ... 12 10 0
Wintha Wintha . , . 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
West End ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Lake Salvator ... ... 12 10 0 12 10 0
Slateford ,., ... ,,, 12 10 0 ,..  12  10  0
Saltbush Park ... ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Ditto No. 1  ...  18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Ditto No. 2 ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Ditto No. 3 ... ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Round Stone Creek ... 23 0 0 ... 23 0 0
Redeliffe No. 1... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto No. 2... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto No.4... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Estramadura ... ... ... 38 10 0 ... 38 10 0
Tungurra ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Killowen ... ... ... 15 0 0 .. , 15 0 0
Kenmare ... ... ... , 15 0 0 ,.. 15 0 0
Fulham... 20 0 0 ,.. 20 0 0
Lillaree ... ... ... ... I 37 10 0 , .. 37 10 0
Comeley Bank ... 55 0 0 ... 55 0 0
Speculum .. .„• 13 0 0 ... 13 0 0
Saltbusli No. 1 and 2 ... ... 30 0 0 ... 30 0 0
Ruined Castle Creek No. 1 ... 37 8 0 ... 37 8 0
Ditto No. 2 ... 37 8 0 ... 37 8 0
Conciliation Creek C ... ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
Morenish No. 1 ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Upper 11Zelaleuca ... 11 0 0 20 0 0 31 0 0
Christmas Creek ... 37 10 0 ... 37 10 0
Platway ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Riversleigh ... 12  10  0 ... 12 10 0
Assam ... ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Lidwell ... ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Chudleigh ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Duckworth ... ... ...  as  15 0 ... 18 15 0
Duckworth Creek 18 15 0 ... 1.8 15 0
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Condangan
Woodmill an ..,
Dallanil
25 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
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Lessee. Run. Rent Due.
F. W. Donkin ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ..
Fulton and West (the elder) ...
Morehead and Young ... ...
Ditto ... ... ..,
Ditto
Rule and Lacy ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
James Thomson ... ...
C. Williamson and Co... ...
Ditto ...
Rule and Lacy ... ... ...
£ s. d.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
,.. Langlo Downs No. 1 ... ... 1 20 0 0
... Ditto No.2... ... 12  10  0
... Ditto No.3... ... 12 10 0
... Dundoo ... ... ... 37 10 0
... Overton ... ... ... 28 10 0
... Caledonia ... ... ... 20  10  0
Albion ... ... ... ... 19 0 0
Pelican Creek ... ... ... 25 0 0
... Coreena ... ... ... 32 0 0
... Byarri ... ... ... ... 12 10 0
... Pingara ... ... ... 12 10 0
... Eversleigh No. 2 .., ... 12 10 0
... Ditto No.  3  .., ... 12 10 0
... Ingberry . . . ... ... 88 0 0
Patrick Anderson
Ditto ...
Henry Beit
Ditto
G. S. Caird
Ditto
Ditto
Earl Bros
Ditto
Ditto
Robert Gray ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Rowland Hassall
Ditto ...
Morehead and Young
J. L. C. Ran-ken
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Seaward and Marsh
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Robert Stewart ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
BURKE DISTRICT.
Crowfells ...
Drina
Burleigh No. 1...
Ditto No. 2...
Minnamere
Neelia Ponds ...
Nonda ...
Welney...Riffley , . .
Borsey ...
Cumberland
Hughendon
Sussex ...
Canterbury
Somerset
Bedford
Denbigh No.
Ditto No.
Diamantina
Afton No. 1
Ditto No. 2
Ditto No. 3
Saltram
Clifton ...
Aberdeen .. ...
Haslebury Vale ...
Seaward Downs
Cameron Downs No. 1
Ditto No. 2
Ditto No.  3
Kennedy Macdonald, Lawson & Stewart Glen Arthur ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
W. G. Walker ..,
Anning Brothers
Glen Leonard ...
... 32 10 0
... 30 0 0
22 10 0
... 20 0 0
... 16 10 0
... 25 0 0
25 0 0
,.. 18 0 0
,., 18 0 0
,,. 12 10 0
,.. 18 15 0
18 15 0
,., 36 15 0
... 50 5 0
... 18 15 0
... 12 10 0
23 0 0
23 0 0
30 0 0
,.. 42 10 0
.,. 45 0 0
... 12 10 0
... 25 10 0
25 10 0
... 25 10 0
... 25 10 0
,.. 25 10 0
54 0 0
,.. 35 0 0
35 0 0
50 0 0
... 25 0 0
... 65 0 0
... 30 0 0
,,, 40 0 0
... 60 0 0
... 29 0 0
... 33 0 0
... 31 5 0
Cambridge Downs
Rolling Downs...
Bellanda Downs
Mountford Downs
Hazlewood Downs
Borogong
])eehan Park ...
J. and T. Cooper ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
G. B. S. Yeates... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ..
Seaward,  Marsh, and Warry
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
E. and E. Adams ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Bank of New South Wales, Melbourne
Ditto ... ,..
Ditto .., ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...  ...
Ditto .,, ... ...
Ditto ... .,, ...
D. Cudmore ... ... ...
M. and M. Carr ,,, ...
Ditto ... ...
COOK DISTRICT.
Oak Park No. 1 ... 37 10 0
Ditto No. 2 ... ... 37 10 0
Broadlands No. 1 .., ... 31 10 0
Ditto No. 2 ... ... 43 10 0
Redrock ... ... 37 10 0
Myall Downs ... ... 56 5 0
Mopata ... ... ... 37 10 0
Mamburra ... ... ... 62 10 0
Baroota ... ... ,., 62 10 0
Nepowe ... ... ... 18 15 0
The Preston ... ... ... 18 15 0
The Rienza ... ... 18 15 0
The Pine 18 15 0
Table Land Downs ... ... 18 15 0
Cunata ... ... ... ... 18 15 0
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Cardigan ... ... ... 37 10 0
Branderston ... ... ... 18 15 0
Back Plains ... ... ... 12 10 0
Tala ... ... ... ... 32 0 0
Dotswood ... ... ... 21 0 0
Emy Bland ... ... ... 24 10 0
Keelbottom ... ... ... 21 0 0
The Watershed ... 12 10 0
Niall ... ... ... ... 128 0 0
Gilgunyah ... ... ... 12 10 0
Merri Merriwah ... 18 15 0
Assessment. Total Amount.
£ s. d.
20 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
37 10 0
28 10 0
20 10 0
19 0 0
25 0 0
32 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
88 0 0
32 10 0
30 0 0
22 10 0
20 0 0
16 10 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
18 0 0
18 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
36 15 0
50 5 0
18 15 0
12 10 0
23 0 0
23 0 0
30 0 0
42 10 0
45 0 0
12 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
54 0 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
50 0 0
25 0 0
65 0 0
30 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0
29 0 0
33 0 0
31 5 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
31 10 0
43 10 0
37 10 0
56 5 0
37 10 0
62 10 0
62 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
37 10 0
18 15 0
12 10 0
32 0 0
21 0 0
24 10 0
21 0 0
12 10 0
128 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
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Lessee.
W. J. Dangar .., ...
Ditto ,.. ,,,
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,.,
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,,, ...
C. Emmerson ... ...
Ditto ... ,,,
James  Gibson ... ...
William Reeve ... ...
J. C. and R.  Sanders ..,
William Seaward ...
Ditto .,, ...
Ditto
W. G. Walker ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,.,
W. Brock ,,, ,,,
F. J. Byerley ... ...
Earl Brothers ... ... ...
Ditto
C. Featherstonhaugh ... ...
Hall and Williams
Ditto .. ...
Lamb and Parbury  ...
James Lorimer... ...
Ditto ,,,
Morehead and Young ...
McCartney and Mayne
Ditto ... ..,
Ditto ,,,
Park and Murray
Prince, Ogg and Goddard
Ditto .., ,,,
Ditto
Walsingham and Martin
Ditto
John Archer
Ditto ,,,
F. N. Burne ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ,,,
Joseph Becker .. .. ...
F. M. and W. H. Hill ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Henry Williams
F. M. and W. H. Hill... ...
Ditto ... ,,,
W. H. Hi ll  ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Hamilton L. Low ... . ,
.
J. D. McLean ... ... ...
J. Neilson ...
F. M. and W. H. Hill ... ...
Henry Williams ... ...
Run. Rent Due.
1 £ s. d.
NORTH KENNEDY  DISTRICT-continued.
Strathdon ...
Goorganga ...
Bona Ventura ...
Caldera ... ...
Rookwood ...
Clydesdale ...
Eagle Vale ...
Monte Christo ...
Kinlock No. 2 ...
Sandal Wood ...
Newburgh No. 1
Crystal Brook ...
Waterson
Taw Vale ...
Wandoo Vale ...
Cargoon No. 2
Cargoon No. 4
80 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
17 10 0
27 0 0
12 10 0
60 0 0
12 10 0
31 10 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
72 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
Assessment.
£ s. d.
Total Amount.
£ s. d.
80 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
17 10 0
27 0 0
12 10 0
60 :0 0
12 10 0
31 10 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
72 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
...  Greenland ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
... Mount Wyatt ... ... ... 45 5 0 ... 45 5 0
,.. Mount Ely ... ... 27 0 0 ... 27 0 0
...  Mount Mary ... ... ... 40 10 0 ... 40 10 0
... Vine Creek • ... ... ... 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
Mitchell Plains No. 1. ... 19 0 0 ... 19 0 0
,.. Mitchell Plains No. 2. .,. 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
... Natal Downs No. 6. ... ... 18 0 0 ... 18 0 0
... Tinwald Downs ... 19 0 0 .., 19 0 0
... Cerito ... ... ... ... 23 0 0 ... 23 0 0
... Bully Creek ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
... Apsley No. 1. ... ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
... Apsley No. 2. ... ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
... Apsley No. 3.... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
... Mount Carmel... ... ... 37 10 0 ... 37 10 0
... Wallagy ... ... ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
... Stockton ... ... ... 27 lb0 0 .. 27 10 0
... Marlborough ... ... ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
... Myra ... ... ... ... 37 10 0 ... 37 10 0
... Gyrahra ... ... ... 36 0 0 ... 36 0 0
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Kokalally ... ... ... 18 15 0
Kokalally West ... ... 18 15 0
Westbourne ... ... ... 12 10 0
Eastbourne ... ... ... 12 10 0
Yungerah ... ... ... 18 15 0
Gordon sheet West ... ... 27 10 0
Warrego ... 27 10 0
Dangars' sheet ... 27 10 0
Upper TD over G East .,, 27 10 0
Cuttaburra No. 1. ... ... 27 10 0
Cuttabarra No. 2. ... ... 27 10 0
Koongan ... ... ... 18 15 0
Kolley ... ... ... ... 18 15 0
Malta ... . ... ... 30 0 0
Brunel Downs East ... ... 12 10 0
Weejawarah ... ... 18 15 0
Upper TD over G 35 0 0
No. 3 Block. ... ... .. 27 10 0
18 15 0
18 14 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
27 10 0
27  10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
30 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
35 0 0
27 10 0
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
1 provisions  of the Real Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to, oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named
in each case.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Proprietor. Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged
Subdivision 17 of eastern suburban allotment 32, con- David Seymour Bishop ... 2nd January, 1867.
taining 21t perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North
Brisbane
Allotment 9 of portion 5, containing 38 acres ; county, Theodore Franz ...  ...  Ditto.
Stanley ; parish, Toombul
Subdivisions 1 and 2 of allotment 4 of section 28, con- James Cowlishaw ... ... Ditto.
taining together 31-t%4, perches ; county, Stanley ;
parish, North Brisbane
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the 1st December next, the following Time Table
will come into operation on the Southern and Western Railway.
STATIONS.
WEEK DAYS.
1. 2. 3 1. 2. 3.
STATIONS.
Mixed *5 Mixed
Goods. Pass. Goods and a Goods and  Goods. Pass.
Pass. N Pass.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
Ipswich ... ... ... 6. 0 10. 5
8 Walloon ... ... 6.30 10.35
12 Rosewood Gate ... ... ... (A.)
18 Western Creek ... ... ... (s..)
21 Grandchester ... 7.15 *11.20
25 Victoria Tunnel (West) (A.)
29 Laidley ... ... ... 8. 0 12. 0
38 Gatton ... ... ... 8.30 *12.30
50 Helidon ... ... ... 9.10 1.10
4. 0
4.30
(A.)
(A.)
*5.15
(A.)
6. 0
6.30
7.10
WEEK DAYS.
Helidon ... ... ...
12 Gatton ... ... ...
21 Laidley ... ..
25 Victoria Tunnel (West) ...
29 Grandchester ...
32 Western Creek ... ...
38 Rosewood Gate ... ...
42 Walloon ... ... ...
50 Ipswich ...
a.m. a.m. p.m.
9.30 11.50 3.30
10.10  *12.30 4. 5
10.40 1. 5 4.35
*11•20  1.45 *615
(A.) ... (A.)
(A.) (A.)
12 0 2.25 6. 0
12.30 2.55 6.30
* Trains meet here.
The Goods Train to be worked only when required.
NOTE.-The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop (except  as mentioned
below), unless expressly otherwise ordered by the Commissioner or Traffic Manager.
(A.)-The Trains marked thus, (A), will stop by signal to take up  passengers  only, who will be charged at
proportionate rates to the Station at which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight  at these places
can only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the  proportionate
fare at the time of Booking from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they  propose to alight.
A. O.  HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways  Office,  Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane ,  22nd November, 1866.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane , 30th November, 1866.
HOLDSWORTH v. BENNETT AND ANOTHER.
SAME v. BENNETT.
WARD v. BENNETT.
CRIPPS v. BENNETT.
YALDWYN v. BENNETT.
BEILBY v. BENNETT.
THRELKELD v. BENNETT.
CHRISTIAN v. BENNETT.
RUTHERFORD v. BENNETT.
WILKINSON v. BENNETT.
CHRISTIAN v. BENNETT AND ANOTHER.
ROSS AND OTHERS v. BENNETT.
HEADRICK AND ANOTHER v. BENNETT.
T
0 ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that a Writ of  fieri facial  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiffs
in the above action, and that all Defendant's right,
title, and interest of, in, and to, all that piece of
Land containing by admeasurement fifteen acres
and twenty perches, be the same  more or less,
situated in the county of Livingstone, and parish of
Rockhampton, being subdivision No. 1 of portion
No. 159 ;-commencing at the south-west corner of
portion No. 158; and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing east twenty-nine chains and fifty
links to a road one chain wide ; on the north-east
by that road bearing south fifty degrees east eight
chains and six links ; on the south by a line bearing
west thirty chains and twenty links ; and on the
south-west by a line bearing north forty-seven
degrees west  seven  chains and fifty-one links to the
point of commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement two acres , be the same more or
less , situated in the county of Livingstone, parish
and town of Rockhampton, being subdivision 5 of
allotments  2, 3, and  4, of section eighty-seven ;-
commencing  at the east corner of the section ; and
bounded thence on the north-east by West street
north-westerly three chains ; on the north-west by
part of the south-east boundary line of subdivision
3 south-westerly at right angles to West street five
chains  ; on the south-west by the north-east
boundary line of subdivision 4 south-easterly
parallel with West street  one chain  ; again on the
north-west by part of the south-east boundary line
of subdivision 4 at right angles to the last line
south-westerly two chains fifty links ; on the south-
west by the north-east boundary line of subdivision
6 south-easterly parallel with West street two chains ;
and on the south-east by part of the north-west
boundary line of Archer street north-easterly seven
chains fifty links to the point of commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement two acres, be the same  more or less,
situated in the county of Livingstone, parish and
town of Rockhampton, being subdivision 5 of allot-
ments 1 and 2 of section 90;-commencing at the
west corner of the section ; and bounded thence on
the north-west by Fitzroy street north-easterly two
chains ; on the north-east by the south-west
boundary lines of subdivisions 4 and 6 south-
easterly at right angles to Fitzroy street  ten chains
to Denham street ; on the south-east by that street
south-westerly parallel with Fitzroy street two
chains to Canning street ; and on the south-west
by that street north-westerly ten chains to the point
of commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement twenty-one acres and three roods,
be the same more  or less , situated in the county of
Livingstone and parish of Gavial, being portion
57;-commencing on the right bank of Gavial or
Crocodile Creek, at the north corner of portion
No. 56; and bounded thence on the south-west'
by the north-east boundary line of that portion
bearing south-east twenty chains and nine links ;
on the south-east by a line bearing north-east ten
chains ; on the north. east by a road one chain wide
bearing north-west twenty-two chains and fifty
links to Gavial or Crocodile Creek; and, on the
north-west by that Creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasurement one rood and thirty perches, be
the same more or less, situated in the county of
Livingstone, and parish of Rockhampton, being
subdivisions Nos. 21  and 22 , of allotment No. 277;
-commencing on the south-east side of Denham
street one chain fifty links wide at its intersection
with a street one chain wide, and bounded thence
on the north-east by the last mentioned street
bearing one hundred and thirty-seven degrees thirty
minutes one chain twenty-five links ; on the south-
east by the north-west boundary line of subdivision
No. 23 bearing two hundred and twenty-seven
degrees thirty minutes three chains fifty links ; on
the south-west by the north- east  boundary line of
allotment 276, bearing three hundred and seven-
teen degrees thirty minutes one chain twenty-five
links to Denham street ; and on the north-west by
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that street bearing forty- even degrees thirty
minutes three chains fifty links to the point of
commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by
admeasement thirty-seven perches, be the same
more or less, situated in the county of Livingstone,
parish of Rockhampton, being subdivision 22 of
allotment 3 of section 85 ;-commencing at a point
on the south-east side of a street seventy-six links
wide, being the west corner of subdivision  19;  and
bounded thence on the north-west by that street
south-westerly one-chain ; on the south-west by
the north-east boundary line.-of subdivision 27
south-easterly at right angles to that street two
chains thirty-one links ; on the south-east by the
north-west boundary line of subdivision 21 north-
easterly parallel with that street one chain ; and on
the north-east by the south-west boundary line of
subdivision 19 aforesaid north-westerly two chains
thirty-one links to the point of commencement.
Also, all that piece of Land, containing by.
admeasurement ten acres, be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Livingstone, parish and
town of Rockhampton ; being allotments 1 and 2 of
section 88 ;-commencing at the east corner of the
section at the intersection of Talford and Archer
streets ; and bounded thence on the south-east by
Archer street south-westerly ten chains to Canning
street ; on the south-west by that street north-
westerly at right angles to Archer street ten chains
to Cambridge street ; on the north-west by that
street north-easterly parallel with Archer street
ten chains to Talford street ; and on the north-east
by that street at right angles t4 Archer street ten
chains to the point of commencement.
Also, all that piece or parcel of Land, containing
by admeasurement two roods, be the same a little
more or less, situate in t'he county of Livingstone,
and parish of Rockhampton, being allotment No. 4
of section No. 77 ;-commencing on the south-west
side of Alma street, at the east corner of allotment
3, and bounded thence on the north-east by that
street south-easterlytwo ehai$s; on the south-east by
the north-west boundary line of allotment 5, south-
westerly at right angles to Alma street two chains
and fifty links ; on the south-west by the north-
east boundary line of allotment 7, .north-westerly
parallel with Alma street two chains ; and ,on the
north-west by the south-eastern boundary line of
allotment 3, north-easterly at right angles to Alma
street two chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
Also, all that piece or parcel of Land, containing
by admeasurement two roods, be the same a little
more or less, situated in the county of Livingstone,
parish and town of Rockhampton, being allotment
No. 3 of section No. 77;-commencing on the south-
west side of Alma street, at the east corner of allot-
ment 2, and bounded thence on the northeast by
that street south-easterly two chains ; on the south-
east by the north-west boundary line of allotment
`4, south-westerly at right angles to Alma street
two chains and fifty links ; on the south-west by
the north-east boundary line of allotment 8, north-
westerly parallel with Alma street two chains ; and
on the north-west by the south-east boundary line
of allotment 2 north-easterly at right angles to
Alma street two chains and fifty links to the point
of commencement.
Also all that piece or parcel of Land, containing
by admeasurement two roods, be the same a little
more or less, situated in the county of Livingstone,
parish and town of Rockhampton, being allot-
ment No. 7 of section No. 41,-commencing on the
north-east side of Kent street, at the west corner
of allotment 6, and bounded thence on the south-
west by that street north-westerly two chains ; on
the north-west by the south-east boundary line of
allotment 8 north-easterly at right angles to Kent
street two chains and fifty links south to a lane ;
on the north-east by that lane south-easterly
.parallel with Kent street two chains ; and on the
south-east by the north-west boundary line of
allotment 6 south-westerly at right angles to Kent
street two chains and  fifty links to the point of
commencement.
Also, all that piece or parcel of Land, captaining
by admeasurement two roods and nine perches, be
the same a little more or less, situated in the county
of Livingstone, parish and town of Rockhampton,
being allotment No. 8 of section No. 72,-commenc-
ing on the north-east side of West street at the
west corner of allotment 7 and bounded thence on
the south-west by that street north-westerly two
chains ; on, the north-west by the south-east
boundary line of allotment 9 north-easterly at
right angles to West street two chains and eighty
links ; on the north-east by the south-west boundary
line of allotment 3 south-easterly parallel with
West street two chains ; and on the south-east by
the north-west boundary line of allotment 7 south-
westerly at right angles to West' street two chains
and eighty links to the point of commencement. ,
Also, all that piece or parcel of Land, containing
by admeasurement'two roods and nine perches, be
the same a little more or less, situate in the county
of Livingstone, parish and town of Rockhampton,
being  allotment No. 9 of section No. 72,-com-
mencing on the north-east side of West street at
the west corner of allotment 8 and bounded thence
on the south-west by that street north-westerly
two chains ; on the north-west by the south-east
boundary line of allotment 10 'north-easterly at
right angles to West street two chains and eighty
links ; on the north-east by the south-west boundary
line of allotment 2 south-easterly parallel with West
street two chains ; and on the south-east by the
north-west boundary line of allotment 8 south-
westerly at right angles to West street two chains
and eighty links to the point of commencement.
Also, all that piece or parcel of land, containing
by admeasurement two roods and nine perches, be
the same a little more or less, situated in the county
of Livingstone, parish and town of Rockhampton,
being allotment No. 9 of section 78,-commencing
on the north-east side of Alma street at the west
corner of allotment 8, and bounded thence on the
south-west by that street north-westerly two chains ;
on the north-west by the south-east boundary line'
of allotment 10 north-easterly at right angles 'to
Alma street two chains and eighty links ; on the-
north-east  by the  south-west boundary line of
allotment 2 south-easterly parallel with Alma street
two chains ; and on the south-east by the north-
west boundary line of allotment 8 south-westerly
at right angles to Alma street two chains eighty
links to the point of commencement..
Will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at the Royal Fitzroy Hotel, Quay
street, Rockhampton, on WEDNESDAY, the
ninth day of January next, at Twelve o'clock noon
unless these executions are previously satisfied.
EDWARD HACKING,
Under Sheriff.
In the Metropolitan District Court of Queensland,
holden at Brisbane.
BAYNES v. COCKERILL.
T
O ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that in pursuance of a certain Writ of
fieri facias  issued herein, the Registrar of the
Metropolitan District Court of Queensland, holden
at Brisbane, will cause to be sold all the Defendant's
equity of redemption or other equitable interest
of, in, and -to, all that piece or parcel of Land,
containing by admeasurement twenty-seven and
one-third (273)_ perches, be the same more or less
situated in the county of Stanley, parish _ of South
Brisbane, being subdivision forty-three (43) of
suburban allotment one hundred and thirty-four
(134), commencing on a Government road at a point
on the south-west corner of subdivision forty-
four (44), and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west seventy-six (76) links ; on the
west by the eastern boundary of subdivision forty-
two (42), being a line bearing north two (2) chains and
twenty-five (25) linl(s ; on the north by the southern
boundary of subdivision forty-nine (49), being a
line bearing east seventy-six (76) links ; and on the
east by the western boundary of subdivision forty-
four (44), being a line bearing south two (2) chains
and twenty-five (25) links to the point of commence-
ment;-Will be sold ' at Montgomery's Royal
Hotel, Queen street, Brisbane, on WEDNESDAY,
the second day of January, 1867, unless this
execution is previously satisfied.
HENRY A. ELIOTT,
Registrar.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Kean, storekeeper,
of Dalby.
HEREAS the said John Kean was, on the
W 27th day of November, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court  House, Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867, to  commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said estate, and  for the election of a Creditors'
Assignee , if required ; and also to determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall
be made to  the Insolvent up to the time of  passing
his last examination , and whether any and what
tools and wearing apparel  shall be allowed to the
Insolvent ; and a Second  Public Sitting of the
Court, at  the same place , on THURSDAY, the
25th  day of February, A.D. 1867, to  commence at
Eleven o 'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said estate, and  for such other  matters  connected
with the estate  as may  be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at  Brisbane, the  27th day of November,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
A LEXANDER  RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Insolvent  Estate of John Paterson, butcher,
of Toowoomba.
W
HEREAS the said John Paterson, was, on the
26th day  of November, A.D. 1866, adjudged to
be an  Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House,  Brisbane , on THURSDAY,
the 13th day  of December , A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts  against
the said estate , and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination , and whether any and
what tools and wearing  apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the  same  place, on MONDAY, the 4th
day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and  for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at  Brisbane , the 26th day of November,
A.D.1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John London, of
Brisbane , hat and cap maker.
WHEREAS the said John London was, on
the 28th day of November, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent , I hereby appoint a
First  Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me ,  at the Supreme  Court House,  Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven  o'clock, for the proof of
Debts against  the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors ' Assignee, if required ;  and also to
determine  whether any or what  allowance for
support shall  be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination , and whether
any and what  tools and  wearing apparel shall be
allowed to  the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of  the Court, at the  same place , on MON-
DAY, the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867, to
commence  at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate , and for such other matters
connected  with the estate  as may be  required to be
brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 28th day of November,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM  PICKERING , Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Ernest H. Booth, of
Brisbane.W'U T  HEREAS the said Ernest H. Booth was, oni the 23rd day of November,  A.D. 1866,  adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 13th day of December, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 4th day of February, A.D.
1867, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 28th day of November,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Between Robert Bright, Samuel Bright, Lyndal
Bright, Heywood Bright, Henry Arthur
Bright, Charles Edward Bright, Reginald
Bright, and Frederick Hamilton Hart, trading
as Bright, Brothers, and Company, Plaintiffs ;
and James Baines, Joseph Greaves, Thomas
Millar Mackay, and John Taylor, Defendants.
W
HEREAS an action has been commenced in
this Court at the suit of the abovenamed
Plaintiffs against the abovenamed Defendants, to
recover the sum of £476 Os. 2d., for goods
bargained and sold by the Plaintiffs to the
Defendants, for goods sold and delivered by the
Plaintiffs to the Defendants, for work done
and materials provided by the Plaintiffs for
the Defendents at their request, and for money
lent by the Plaintiffs to the Defendants at their
request, and for money paid by the Plaintiffs for the
Defendants at their request, and for commission
and reward due and of right payable by the
Defendants to the Plaintiffs in respect thereof, and
for that by Bills of Lading made by the Defendants
and delivered to the Plaintiffs the Defendants
promised the Plaintiffs that certain goods of the
Plaintiffs in the said Bills of Lading, and then
shipped on board the ship " Rockhampton," should
be delivered at Moreton Bay (certain perils and
casualties only excepted) to the Plaintiffs, they
paying freight for the same, and the delivery of the
said goods was not prevented by any of the perils
and casualties aforesaid, and all conditions were
fulfilled, and all things happened, and all times
elapsed, necessary to intitule the Plaintiff's to
maintain this action, yet the said goods were not
delivered to the Plaintiffs at Moreton Bay afore-
said, whereby the same were wholly lost to the
Plaintiffs, and for money found to be due from the
Defendants to the Plaintiffs upon accounts stated
between them ; and it being alleged that the said
defendants do not reside within this colony
or its dependencies, a Writ of Foreign Attach-
ment has been issued, returnable on the
third day of December next, wherein Henry
Ormand Christianson, of Brisbane aforesaid, is
garnishee, Notice is hereby given thereof ; and if at
any time before final judgment in this action the
Defendants, or any person on their behalf, will give
the security and notice, and file the appearance and
plea, required by the Act intituled  "An Act to con-
solidate and amend the laws relating to actions
against persons absent from the Colony and against
joint creditors,"  the attachment may be dissolved.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of l ovember, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six.
GRAHAM LLOYD HART,
Attorney  for the plainti ffs,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Between William Edward Murphy, Plaintiff, and
Francis Smith the younger, Defendant.
W
EREAS an action has been commenced in
this Court at the suit of the abovenamed
William Edward Murphy, against the abovenamed
Francis Smith, to recover the sum of fifty-one
pounds eleven shillings and eleven pence, for the
balance of an account due by the said Francis
Smith to the said William Edward Murphy, for
work done as an attorney and solicitor, and materials
for the same provided by the said William Edward
Murphy, for the said Francis Smith, upon his
retainer, and at his request, and for fees due and
payable to the said William Edward Murphy by
the said Francis Smith in respect thereof, and for
money paid by the said William Edward Murphy
for the use of the said Francis Smith at his request,
and for money found to be due by the said Francis
Smith to the said William Edward Murphy on
accounts stated between them ; and it being alleged
that the said Francis Smith does not reside
within this Colony or its dependencies, a Writ of
Foreign Attachment has been issued, returnable
on the twelfth day of December next, wherein
William Pickering, of the city of Brisbane, in
this Colony, Esquire, Official Assignee of and in
the Insolvent Estate of William Allen, of Rock-
hampton, in this colony, storekeeper, and George
Harris, of the said city of Brisbane, Esquire,
Creditors' Assignee of and in the said Insolvent
Estate, are garnishees, Notice is hereby given
thereof; and if at any time before final
judgment in this action the said Francis Smith (or
any person on his behalf) will give the security and
notice, and file the appearance and plea required by
the Act intituled  " An Act to consolidate and amend
the Laws relating to actions against persons absent
from the Colony and against persons sued as Joint
Contractors,"  and comply with the requirements of
the said Act, the attachment may be dissolved.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of November, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six.
JOHN THOMAS ROBERTSON,
Plaintiff's Attorney,
Queen street, Brisbane.
Empiunbingo.
MPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Mon Reuben,I Driving 4s. per head.
One strawberry bullock, top off both ears, CH off rump,
G off ribs.
One red cow and calf, dewlapped, JM off ribs.
One spotted heifer, two nicks off ear, G off rump, GS off
ribs.
One strawberry steer, JJ off rump, 4 off shoulder.
One red and white heifer, split off ear, brands of fump
and ribs.
One red and white steer, JC off rump, C off ribs, 7 off
shoulder, 8 near ribs, like AB near shoulder.
One red and white bullock, split both ears, 0 near
shoulder, AWC near ribs.
One strawberry heifer, top off off ear, rn over SS of ribs.
One yellow and white cow, split both ears, 2 near shoulder,
AWO near ribs.
One red and white cow, slit off off ear, 251 off shoulder,
RW off rump, lik W7 off ribs.
One red and white bullock, top off off ear, piece off near
ear, JY near ribs.
If not released on or before the 18th December, will
be sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook, 17th
j November, 1866. Driving expenses 3s. per head
One bay horse, JP over M near shoulder, shod.
One roan mare, two diamonds over FT near shoulder,
like over TJP (the JP conjoined) off shoulder,
JM off cheek.
If not released on or before 18th December, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the nclosed culti-
vation paddock of Donald McLeod, Esquire, Stony
Pinch, on the 20th November. Damages, 20s. ; driving
expenses 2s. 6d.
One grey horse, triangle over P or JP conjoined near
shoulder, shod.
One dark bay horse, W over DD near shoulder , 225 near
saddle, star.
One bay horse, JC over S near shoulder, like number
near thigh, all collar marked, and shod.
If not released on or before the 18th December, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
T
HE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillings
per quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published
once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office;
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I, John Perry
Lyons, of Queen street, Brisbane, at present
serving under Articles of Clerkship with Edward
Doyle, an Attorney, Solicitor, and Proctor of the
Supreme Court of Queensland, intend on the last
day of the next ensuing term, to apply to the said
Court for my admission as an Attorney, Solicitor,
and Proctor thereof.
Dated this 24th day of November,  A.D.  1866.
JOHN P. LYONS.
NOTICE.-Information is requested as to the
whereabouts of James Donal, who left
Holme's Camp last July,  dud  has not since been,
heard of. Description-Native of county Antrim,
Ireland ; height, six feet ; dark complexion. Any
information as to the above person (who has lately
had considerable property left him) will be thank-
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from North Toolburra,  by
order of Thos. Coutts, Esquire, 27th October.
(Wrongly described in former advertisement.) Driving
Is. 6d.
One black mare, like H over WS over C or G near
shoulder, diamond near thigh, star and snip, W off
shoulder, off hind and off fore feet white.
If not released on or before Tuesday, December 18th,
will be sold on that day at noon, to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Canning Downs, by
order of F. J. C. Wildash, Esquire, November 17th,
1866. Driving expenses Is. 4d. per head.
One roan bull, PM off ribs, slit off ear. Damages £5.
One brindle bull, TR off rump, TR off ribs, like off
cheek. Damages £5.
One white heifer, blotch near rump, like  F near ribs,
near  ear cropped.
One white heifer, black  ears,  no visible brand.
One red and white  steer , illegible brands off ribs, 0 off
rump, both  ears  marked.
If not released on or before Tuesday, December 18th,
will be sold on that day at noon, to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from North Toolburra, by
1 order of Thos. Coutts, Esquire, 17th October.
(Wrongly described in former advertisement.) Driving
Is. 6d.
One roan steer, like 4 off shoulder, like IT 1-4 oft rump,
W in circle near shoulder and ribs.
One red and white steer, like HM conjoined off shoulder.
If not released on or before Tuesday, December 18th,
will be sold on that day at noon, to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
fully, received by
Mn. McDOWALL, BRISBANE :Printed and Published  by W. 0.  BHLSBIbGk,  Govbrnaitut Prifiter.
Brook. William  Street, 1st December ,  1866.
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N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deeds of Assignments have been registered in this Office
Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties.
1866.
84 3rd November... Between Daniel Donovan, of South Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, licensed publican,
of the first part ; George Robert Fife, of
Brisbane aforesaid, merchant, and Samuel
Davis, also of the same place, merchant
(Trustees for the purposes in the Deed of
Assignment mentioned), of the second part ;
and the several persons and bodies corporate,
who have by themselves or their agents
executed the said Deed of Assignment, being
creditors of the said Daniel Donovan, and
whose names are mentioned in the schedule
Nature
and Effect of Deed. Date of Registration.
Deed of Assignment Lodged at the
of all the estate office of the Re-
and effects of the gistrar of the
said Daniel Dono- Supreme Court,
van, in trust for this first day of
the benefit of the December, A.D.
creditors of the 1866, at twelve
said Daniel Dono- o'clock noon,
van. and entered same
day.
attached to the said Deed of Assignment, of
the third part.
85 12th November Between William Henry Groom, of Toowoomba, Deed of Assignment
in the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, of of all the estate
the first part ; Alexander Archer, of Bris- and effects of Wil-
bane, in the said Colony, Manager at Brisbane liamHenry Groom,
for the Bank of New South Wales, on behalf in trust for the
of the said Bank, and William Newton, of the benefit of the cre-
same place, merchant, two of the creditors of ditors of the said
the said William Henry Groom (Trustees for William Henry
the purposes in the Deed of Assignment men- Groom.
tioned), of the second part ; and the several
persons and bodies corporate, who have by
themselves or their agents executed the said
Deed of Assignment, being creditors of the
said William Henry Groom, and whose names
are mentioned in the schedule attached to the
said Deed of Assignment, of the third part.
Lodged at the
office of the Re-
gistrar of the
Supreme Court
of Queensland,
this third day of
December,  I.D.
1866, at five
minutes to three
o'clock in the
afternoon, and
entered same
day.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar  of the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
D1P1'11IIrP1t
By Authority :  W. C. BSLBHIDGS, Government Printer ,  William street, Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency' Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BoWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
W
HEREAS it has been deemed expedient to
alter and amend the boundaries of the Gold
Field proclaimed on the 8th day of September,
1866, as " The Crocodile Creek Gold Field," and
to cancel the Proclamation then issued on that
behalf : Now, I, Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BOWEN,
the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the power
vested in me, do hereby declare the said Proclama-
tion, issued under my Hand and Seal on the said
8th day of September, 1866, to be cancelled, and
that the following shall now be deemed to be the
-boundaries of the Gold Field within the meaning
and for the purposes of the Act of Council 20
Victoria, No. 29, intituled " An  Act to amend the
" Laws relating to the Gold Fields,"  that is to
say,-
THE CROCODILE CREEK GOLD FIELD, COUNTY LIVING-
STORE-ABOUT 96 SQUARE MILES.
Bounded on the north by a line commencing at a spot
one hundred chains south of the crossing of Nersol
Creek, in the township of Stanwell, and extending east
for sixteen miles, passing over the summit of thy' Table-
top Hill and through Midge Creek ; and on the east by
a line south by compass for about six miles to the water-
shed dividing the Dee waters from those of the Fitzroy
River ; and on the south by that watershed to a spot
about six miles southerly from the point of commence-
ment ; and on the west by a line north to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this sixth day of December, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Sergeant D. GALWAY,
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses, for the
Police District of St. Lawrence.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1866.IJIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. JOHN COFFEY,
Sub-Inspector of Police, to be Inspector of
Slaughter-houses, and Ranger of Crown Lands,
for the Police District of Roma.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th November, 1866.
IS Excellency  '  the Governor ,  with the advice
1  of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the following gentlemen to be Trustees
for the Public  Cemetery at Bowen, under the
provisions of the  Cemetery Act of  1865:-
WILLIAM SEAWARD,
DONALD BELL,
JAMES COCK,
FELIx LANNOX,
WILLIAM  FAIRcTouGH LLOYD, and
HENRY Tucx, Esquires.
By His Excellency 's Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 7th December, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has * been pleased
to appoint
Mr. GEORGE F. SANDROCK,
Second Officer of -Customs, at Rockhampton, to be
Sub-Collector, of Customs at Sweer's Island, Gulf
of Carpentaria.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. D. MCLEAN.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th November, 1866.
TENDERS FOR SUPPLIES.TENDERS are invited for the Supplies for thePublic Service. For full particulars see
Government Gazette  (No. 153), a file of which is
kept at every Police Office in the Colony.
Date of  Gazette Date to which
sNature of Tender. containing r Tendon acan bet thisreceived
original notie. office.
Supplies for the Colonial
Service
1866. 1866.
24 November 15 December
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th November, 1866.
TENDERS FOR SUPPLIES, 1867.REFERRING to the Notice published n the
Government Gazette  of the 24th instant,
inviting Tenders for Supplies for the Colonial
Service during the year 1867, it is hereby notified
that Woogaroo was inadvertently omitted in the
list of places for which Contracts will be required,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th October, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE LAND UNDER
" TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that His Worship The Mayor has, on
behalf of the Municipal Council of Brisbane, as
Trustees of the land granted for the purposes of a
Market Reserve in this city, in terms of the Act
28 Victoria, No. 22, made application to the
Governor in Council for leave to mortgage the said
land in order to obtain funds for the purpose of
erecting Market Buildings.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the permission so
sought, must lodge the same with the Colonial
Secretary, by letter, within three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE UNDER
"TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the Land granted for
the purposes of a School of Arts in North Brisbane
have, in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made
application to the Governor in Council for per-
mission to raise a further loan, by an additional
mortgage upon the land granted in trust to them,
for the purpose of liquidating the cost of the
buildings erected thereon. His Excellency further
directs it to be notified that any person having any
reasonable objection to urge against the granting
of the lease so sought must lodge the same with
theolonial Secretary, by letter, within the period
ofthree months from the date of the first publication
of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th November,1866.
USE OF RECREATION RESERVE, YORK'S
HOLLOW, FOR GRAZING PURPOSES.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Noon, on THURSDAY, 20th December,
1866, from persons willing to lease, for one year,
the Right of Grazing over the Recreation Reserve,
at York's Hollow, comprising an area of three
hundred and twenty-one and a half acres. Tenders
must state the amount of rent, which is to be paid
monthly in advance, and at the foot of every
Tender there will require to be a Memorandum,
signed by the party tendering and two responsible
persons as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for
all damages done to the Fences and Gates of the
Reserve by the Cattle or other animals placed in
the same by the Lessee, in the event of the tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event that
they will severally execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal sum of
sixty pounds, for security against such damage, and
for the performance of the subjoined conditions,
otherwise the Tenders will not be taken into con-
sideration.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
The rent is to be paid in advance, on or before the
first day of each month, to the Surveyor-General.
The public are to have free u,sc of the Reserve.
No wild or dangerous animals are to be placed, or
allowed to run, in the Reserve.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th November, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
WITH reference to the Government Notice,
Y 1' dated 11th October, and published in  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of 13th October, 1866, relative to
the opening and making a portion of road leading
from Brisbane to the Logan, county of Stanley,
through the Eight-mile Plain Agricultural Reserve,
and no objections having been received to the same :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
of Council 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excel-
lency the Governor, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
road, and it is therefore declared expedient to open
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office in Bris-
bane ; and all persons intending to claim compen-
sation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are prescribed
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to,
or they will be for ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th November, 1866.
NEW ROAD.W 1' T ITH reference to the Government Notice, ! dated 11th October, and published in  Goo-
ernmerit Gazette  of 13th October, 1866, relative to
the opening and making a portion of road from
Brisbane to Pimpama, county of Stanley, and no
objections having been received to the same : Notice
is hereby given, in accordance with the Aqt of
Council 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said road,
anti it is therefore declared expedient to open the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office in Bris-
bane ; and all persons intending to claim compen-
sation in respect of said road are hereby reminded
that notice must be served upon the Colonial
Secretary, within forty days from the date hereof,
in such manner and form as are prescribed in the
sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
will be for ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1866.
NEW ROAD,
WITH reference to the Government Notice,
Y v dated 19th September, and published in
Government Gazette  of 22nd September, 1866,
relative to the opening a New Road in the parish
of Geham, county Aubigny, and no objections
having been received to the same : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act of
Council 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,
and it is, therefore, hereby declared expedient to
open the Road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the offices of
the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office in
Toowoomba ; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said Road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pre.
scribed in the 6th section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be for ever foreclosed from such
claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for thepurchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thits, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.BRANCHES of the above Bankre ow penat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
4TOSHUA P. BELL.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 29th November, 1866.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
ROCKHAMPTON TO PILOT STATION, KEPPEL
BAY.
fjIENDERS will be received at the Office of the
- Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, until
Noon, on MONDAY, the 31st day of December
next, from persons desirous of contracting for the
supply of all materials, except wire and insulators,
and for all workmanship necessary for the erection
of a Line of Telegraph from Rockhampton to
Pilot Station, Keppel Bay.
Full particulars will be found in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  of Saturday, 1st December,
1866, No. 156.
By His Excellency's Command,
ST. G. R. GORE.
General Post Office,
Queensland, 29th November, 1866.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE OF 1867-8.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.SEPARATE enders are hereby invited, andwill be received until the 24th January next,
for the conveyance of Post Office Mails, as under-
mentioned, for ten or twenty-two months, from the
1st March, 1867, to the 31st December, 1867 or
1868, both days inclusive.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously
on application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words,  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the tender box, at the General Post Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender, and every tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service, as well as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding
double the gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering are requested to state 'the
description of the vehicle they intend to use, and
the number of horses by which it is to be drawn,
or if on horseback.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in*attendanee at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on WEDNESDAY, the 1st February
next, and must then be prepared, if called on,
forthwith to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum
equal to ten per cent. of the amount of such of
their tenders as may be accepted, as a guarantee
until their bonds and contracts shall be executed.
The tender of any person failing to comply with
this condition will not be entertained.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender, and upon which the tender is to be
made, can be inspected by persons proposing to
tender, either at the General Post Office, or at any
Post Office in the Colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster-General.
1No. of
Service. From and to and to and from.
Mode ofConvey-
ance.
27 Condamine and Surat,  via  Undulla, Horse.
Murilla, Warkon, Bingie, Nooroondoo,
once a week
31 Western Creek and Tarrawinaba,  via  Horse.
Wyaga and Billa Billa, once a week
312 Retreat and St. George,  via  Tartha, Horse.
Southwood, Coomrith, Teelba, Ballan-
dine, and West Harem, once a week
60 Cardwell and Valley of Lagoons, once a Horse.
month
Rockhampton and Crocodile Creek Coach.
Diggings, twice a week
13 Roma and Mitchell Downs,  via  Bindango Horse.
and Ambie Downs, once a week
132 Mitchell Downs and Forest Vale,  via  Horse.
the Police Barracks,  once a week
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NOTICE.
IN  order to determine the Value of Goodsimported into the different Ports of the Colony,
and subject to  " Ad valorem  Duty," the original
Invoices of such Goods must be produced at the
respective Custom Houses when Entries are being
passed for the same.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane ,  21st September, 1866.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
SEPARATION DAY-10M DECEMBER, 1866.
EXCURSION TICKETS.
_Lj
OTICE. - MONDAY, the 10th December,
1866, being the Anniversary of the Separa-
tion of the Colony, the Trains will be run in accord-
ance with the following Time Table, and First and
Second Class Return Tickets will be issued between
the Terminal and other Stations at the scale of Fares
given below. Trains will leave Ipswich at 8.40 a.m.,
returning from Helidon at 3.25 p.m.; and Helidon
at 8 a.m., returning from Ipswich at 4 p.m.
TIME TABLE.
Stations. C
a
a.m. a m.
Ipswich ... 8.40 10.0
Walloon ... 9.10 `10.30
Grandches- *9.50 11.15
ter
Laidleyy ... 10.30 12. 0
Gatton ... ]1. 5 12.30
Helidon ... 11.45 1.10
p.m.
4. 0
*4.30
*5.15
PC
Stations. a a SP-4 PLI
I  a.m. p.m. p.m.
Helidon ...
Gatton ...
Laidley ...
Grandches-
ter
8. 0 2. 0 3.25
8.40 2.40 4. 0
9.10 3.10 4.30
*9.50 3.50 *5.15
Walloon ... *10.30 *4.30
j Ipswich ... 11. 0 5. 0
* Trains meet here.
SCALE OF FARES.
Return Tickets. 1st I, 2ndClass.Class
3. tl.
Ipswich to Helidon... 7 6
.f Gatton ...  60
Laidley ... 46
Grandches- 3 0
ter
Walloon... 2 0
s.d.
50
40
30
20
10
Return Tickets.
Helidon to Ipswich...
f) Walloon...
Grandches-
ter
Laidley ...
Gatton ...
6. 0
6.30
1st l 2nd
Class Class
s. d. 8. d.
7 6 5 0
66 46
46 30
30 20
26 16
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
LIGHTSHIP, KEPPEL BAY, PORT OF ROCK.
HAMPTON.
A LIGHTSHIP is now placed in seven fathoms
water, four and a half cables S.S.W. 4 W.
of the Elbow Buoy.
On and after this date, she will exhibit, between
sunset and sunrise, a bright light, at_an elevation
of forty-four feet above the sea.
Vessels entering the port at night, should bring
the Lightship to bear to the southward of S.S.W.
before getting the two lights at the Pilot Station
in one-the light being visible from the Timandra
Bank buoy, when the eye is twelve feet above the
water, and proportionately further from a greater
elevation. Immediately the Lightship is brought
to the southward of S.S.W., vessels may haul up, to
round the Timandra Bank buoy.
After passing within a mile of Sea Hill Point,
steer so as to pass within a cable's length to the
eastward of the Lightship. Haul up close round to
the southward of her, and steer west-northerly,
leaving a black buoy and a black beacon off Raglan
Creek, on the port hand, and passing at about a
cable's distance to the southward of the large Man-
grove Island.
By passing to the southward of the Lightship, as
above directed, nothing less than fifteen feet of
water will be found in the channel at low-water
spring tides.
By Order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Keppel Bay, October 31st, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TEMPORARY LIGHT, PORT DENISON.
0
N and after the loth instant, the temporary
Light now exhibited from the Pilot Station,
will be exhibited from the Lighthouse, on the
North Head, at an elevation of eighty-six feet
above high-water mark.
By Order'of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, November 10th, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TEMPORARY LIGHT, GATCOMBE HEAD,
PORT CURTIS.
0
N and after this date, the temporary Light at
Gatcombe Head will be exhibited from the
Lighthouse tower, at an elevation of sixty-six feet
above high-water mark.
By Order of the Marine Board,
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Curtis, November 3rd, 1866. '
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
TEMPORARY LIGHT, LADY ELLIOT'S ISLAND.A .A TEMPORARY Light,-which in fineweather can be distinguished at a distance of
nine or ten miles,-is now exhibited on Lady
Elliot's Island, between sunset and sunrise, at an
elevation of sixty-seven feet above high-water
mark.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, November 10th, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH CABLE, BRISBANE
RIVER.
ALL persons navigating the River Brisbane are
cautioned against anchoring any vessel, boat,
or raft, near the line of the Alice street Ferry-
a submarine Cable having been laid across the
river between the ferry steps on either side.
G. P. HEATH, Lieut. R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, 12th November, 1866.
Office of Superintendent of
Pilots, Lights, and Harbors,
Sydney, 22nd November, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
WRECK BUOY OFF THE PORT OF NEWCASTLE.
THE temporary small buoy, indicating theposition of the wreck of the steamship
" Cawarra," off the entrance to Newcastle, has
been replaced by a large green buoy, which must
be passed on the starboard side by vessels entering
the port.
The shoalest water over the wreck (10 feet) lies
N.W. 40 yards from the buoy.
Clearing marks.-The  two flag-staffs on Nobby's
in a line, S. by E. 4 E. ; and two pole beacons,
which have been erected on the Old Signal Hill,
not to be opened to the westward when proceeding
on a south-westerly course entering the Port.
FRANCIS HIXSON,
Superintendent.
Office of Superintendent of
Pilots, Lights, and Harbors,
Sydney, 14th November,  1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
KEROSENE LIGHTS ON THE COAST.FIXED Lights will be exhibited, on and af r thenight of Saturday, the 1st of December, from
the Richmond, Clarence, and Manning River Pilot
Stations.
The Richmond and Manning Lights are bright,
that at the Clarence is red, and each has been fixed
in such position in the vicinity of the stations as
will give the greatest range to seaward, and be
visible at a distance of from six to eight miles.
FRANCIS HIXSON,
Superintendent.
GENERAL BSTRACT, showing the AVERAGE LIABILITIES and ASSETS, and of the CAPITAL and PROFITS,ending 30th September, 1866.
BANKS.
Union Bank of Australia ,,, ,,,
Bank of New South
 Wales ,,,
Bank of Australasia ,,,
Joint Stock Bank
Commercial Bank ,,, .,,
Bank of Queensland' ... ... ...
1 Notes in Circulation Notes in Circulation Bills in Circulation I Bills in Circulation
not bearing Interest, bearing Interest, not bearing Interest, bearing Interest.
LIABILITIES.
£ s. d.
,,, 20,634 0 0
46,678 16 11
.,. 21,097 0 0
63355 6 8,13,59712 4
... 27,856 1 6
185,49617 5
Coined Gold and
ASSETS.
BANKS.
Union Bank of Australia ,,.
Bank of New South
 Wales ,..
Bank of Australasia ... ... ..
Joint Stock Bank ,., ,,, ,,,
Commercial Bank ,,, ,,,
Bank of Queensland ' ... ... ...
BANKS.
Union Bank of Australia ... ...
Bank  of New South Wales
Bank of Australasia ...
Joint Stock Bank ... ... ...
Commercial Bank ...
Bank of  Queensland' ,,,
£ s. d. £ s. d.
... 14,607  3 10
... ..
...  8,312 15  7
,.,
... 614 7 3
... 4,803 2 9
28,337 9 5
Gold and Silver in Gover1iment
Colonial Secretary's
 Office,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1866.
of the undermentioned BANKS of the COLONY of QUEENSLAND, for the Quarter
Balances  due to other
Banks.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
19,781 11 6
4,211 0 9
96,10 4
,,, 6,446 3 8
Landed
 Property.
31,428 6 3
Notes and Bills of
other Banks.
Deposits  not bearing
Interest.
£ s. d.
108,204 18 1
159,622 5 3
41,064 17 7
111,767 4 7
47,536 4 9
36,193 17 7
Deposits bearing
Interest.
£ s. d.
44,257 11 1
83,918 14 126,770 15  7
72,544 1 4
21,729 13 2
53,133 7 7
504,389
 7 10  I 302,354  2  10
Balances due from
other Banks.
Amount of all debts due
to the Banks, including
Notes, Bills of Exchange,
and all Stock and
Funded Debts of every
description, excepting
Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Banks
from other Banks.
Silver, and other Bullion
 or
 Bars. Securities.Coined Metals.
£ s. d. £ s. d. s. d.
92947 11 9,55,98416 4 2,626 18 0
43,156 19 11
38,359 12 11 2,833 8 8
29,363 4 10
10,780 16 10 38i 8 9 ...
225,575 2 7 5,841 15 5
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s, d. £ s, d.
2,000 0 0
 405 19  4  8,520 11  3 458,578 6 124,128
 11  7 4,029 6 6  2,337 12 10 518,776 19  8
9,000 0 0 611 9 0 330,295 4 9
22,595 3 7 1,890 1 0 2,117
 5 11
 484,389 15  1
.,,  2,763 11 10  3,424 19 11  154,102 7 9
2,220 19 1 1,060 1 10 354,820 10 7
57,723 15 2 11,921 6 9 h 17,460 11 9 2,300,963 3 11
I Capital paid up to date. Rates per annum last Dividend.
£
1,250,000
1,000,000
1,200,000
598,510
400,000
174,508
17 per cent.
15 per cent.
6 per cent.
10 per cent.
17 per cent.
Bonus.
3 per cent.
8 per cent.
5 per cent.
Amount of last Dividend
declared.
£ s, d.
106,250 0 0
90,000 0 0
78,750 0 0
44,645 1 10
34,000 0 0
Total Liabilities.
£ s. d.
207,485 4 6294,430 17
 0
97,245 8 9239,944 12
 7
84,467
 7 10
128,432 13 1
1,052,006 3 9
Total amount of
Assets.
£ s. d,
517,434 8 5
607,884
 4  11383,063 1
 8
552,185 7 2
189,654 4 4
369,263 17 1
2,619,485 15 7
Amount of the Reserved
Profits at the time of
declaring such Dividend.
£ s. d.
357,729 7 8
333,333 6 8
370,000 9 3
133,096 11 9
111,472 6 10
13,036 12 10
'The returns for this Bank are made up to date
 of suspension. A. W. MANNING, Under Colonial
 Secretary.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 7th November, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that the Rent of the undermentioned Runs not having
been paid on or before the 30th day of September last, they will become absolutely forfeited, unless
the full amount of Rent in each case, with one-fourth added by way of penalty, be paid into the Colonial
Treasury within ninety days thereafter, as prescribed by the Acts and Regulations.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Lessee. Run. Rent Due. Assessment. Total Amount.
John Beckett ,,,
Ditto ,..
Patrick Clynes ...
Cochrane and Moore
Ditto .,
J. and A. Doyle
Ditto ,,,
J. Ezzy
S. and T. Hyland
R. and G. Hazard
Peter Moore
Morehead and Young
McLeay and Taylor
Ditto ..,
Ditto ,.,
Ditto ,,,
Ditto , , ,
Ditto
Ditto ,,.
F. IT. Hill .,,
Ditto
Janet Ross ..,
Ditto .
D. Roberts, senior
Scott Smith .,.
Ditto ,,,
Wm. Smith ,..
J. B. Tonson .,.
Henry Beit  (in trust ) . . . ...
Ditto  ,,, .,. .,,
Ditto ,,,
Ditto ... ..
Bailey, Newton ,  and Liddiard...
William Brahe .. . ... ...
Ditto ,..
Walter Davidson .,,
Thomas Farmer .,,
Hood and Manning ...
Headrick ,  Livermore ,  and Co....
Ditto .., .., ...
Ditto ,., ,.. ..,
Ditto ,.. ,..
S. D. Gordon  ... ,., ...
John Little . , , , , , , , ,
Ditto .., ,,,
John Little  ... ., ,.,
Lamb,  Parbury and Co.
Stewart Murray
Stewart Lee ...
Ditto ,,, ..,
P. F. McDonald .,
J. R. Morris, T. S. Antill, trustees
the estate of late H. S. Wills
Osborne and Stephen ... ..,
Christr. Rolleston , . ,
Gordon Sandeman ,,.
Fred .  T. Smith... ...
Ditto ,.. ,.,
G. P. Serocold ... ...
Alexander Stuart
Ditto „
Trimmer and Spencer
Watt and McHenry ,,,
Ditto .,. ,,,
Ditto .., ...
£ s. d, I £ s.  d. £ s. d.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
,.. Mogador Back Block ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
... Tertulla Back Block ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
,., Bedhill Bedhill ,.. 52 5 0 ... 52 5 0
,.. Gulnarber West ,.. ... 10 3 7 20 0 0 30 3 7
Gulnarber Retro ... .,, 10 3 7 20 0 0 30 3 7
... Tomoo No. 3 ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
... Ditto  No. 4  .,. .., ,.. 12 10 0 .., 12 10 0
, . , Upper Guy Guy  ... 12 10 0 10 0 0 22 10 0
,., Burwash ... ... ... 18 15 0 ...  18 15  0
... Weengallen ... ... ... 107 10 0 ... 107 10 0
... Delgui ... ... ,., ... 12 10 0 .., 12 10 0
... Heazlemount ... ... ... 40 0 0 ... 40 0 0
,.. Bogiria ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
... Ditto  No. 1  ... ... ,.. 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
... Ditto  No. 2  ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Huillagarah ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto No. 2 ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
,,, Minonginindi ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
,.. Briarie ... ... ... ... 64 10 0 ... 64 10 0
,.. Coonghan ,,, ,.. 12 10 0 12 10 0
,,. Ditto East ... ... .,. 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
... Upper Yalebone ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
... Upper West Yalebone... .., 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Weeyan 25 0 0 , . , 25 0 0
Manadilla No. 1  ...  15 0 0 ... 15 0 0
.,, Ditto  No. 2  „ 12 10 0 ...  12 10  0
,.. Four-mile Creek Back Block.,. 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
,.. Yarara Lake 18 15 0 18 15 0
i
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Tea Tree ... ... ... 27 12 6 27 12 6
Peak Downs ... ... ... 27 12 6 27 12 6
Upper Laguna... ... .,. 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Upper Jumma... ... ... 12 10 0
Green Hills  ... ...  25 0 0
12 10 0
25 0 0
Rheudrannan ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Wintha Wintha ,.. 12 10 0 12 10 0
West End ... ... ... 12 10 0 12 10 0
Lake Salvator ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Slateford ... .., 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Saltbush Park ... ... ,., 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Ditto No. 1 ... ... 18 15 0  ... 18 15 0
Ditto No. 2 ,.. ... .., 18 15 0 .,. 18 15 0
Ditto No. 3 ... ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Round Stone Creek ... ... 23 0 0 ,., 23 0 0
Redcliffe No. 1... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto No. 2... .., ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto No.4... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
38 10 0Estramadura ,., ... ,..
Tungurra ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Killowen ,,. ... 15 0 0 15 0 0
Kenmare ... ... ... 15 0 0  ...  15 0 0
Fulham... ... ... .. 20 0 0 ... 20 0 0
Li llaree ... ... ... ... 1 37 10 0
38 10 0
37 10 0
Comeley Bank .., ... ` 55 0 0 ... 55 0 0
Speculum ... ` 13 0 0 ... 13 0 0
Saltbush No. 1 and 2 ... ... 30 0 0 ... 30 0 0
Ruined Castle Creek No. 1 ,,. 37 8 0 ... 37 8 0
Ditto  No.  2 ... 37 8 0 ... 37 8 0
Conciliation Creek C ... ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
Morenish No. 1 ,,. 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Upper Melaleuca ... 11 0 0 20 0 0 31 0 0
Christmas Creek  ... ...  37 10 0 37 10 0
Platway , , . ... 12 10 0 . . , 12 10 0
Riversleigh ,,. ,., ,,, 12  10  0 ... 12 10 0
Assam ... ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Lidwe ll  ... ,,. ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Chudleigh ,.. ... .,. 12 10 0 .,. 12 10 0
Duckworth  ...  ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Duckworth Creek .,. .., 18 15 0 ... 1.8 15 0
Ditto .,. ... ... ...
Ditt6 .,, ...
W. G. Williams
Ditto ...
C. and P. Lawless , , , , , ,
R. B. and J. C. Ridley,,, .,, ...
Watt and Young .,, .,,
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Condangan ,,.
Woodmillan ,,.
Dallanil . , ,
25 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
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Lessee.
F. W. Donkin ... ... ...
Ditto ,,, ...
Ditto ..
Fulton and West (the elder) ..,
Morehead and Young ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ,., ...
Rule and Lacy ... ... ...Ditto
Ditto ... ...
James Thomson ,.,
0. Williamson and Co... ...
' Ditto ... ...
Rule and Lacy ... ... ,.,
Patrick Anderson , . , , . .
Ditto ... ...Henry Beit ,.,
Ditto ,., ,,,
G. S. Caird ... .., ..,
Ditto .., ,.. .,,
Ditto ... ...  ...
Earl Bros ,.. ,,,
Ditto ... .,. ,,.
Ditto ... ...
Robert Gray ,., ... ...
Ditto .., ... .,.
Ditto ... ... ,..
Ditty ,.. ...
Ditto ... ,., ...
Ditto ... ...
Rowland  Hassa ll  ... ...
Ditto ...
Morehead and Young ... ...
J. L. C. Ranken ... ...
Ditto ,., ,., ...
Ditto , . ,
Seaward and  Marsh ... .,,Ditto, ,,, .., ..,
Ditto .., .., ...
Ditto ... .., ,.,
Ditto ... ...
Robert Stewart... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto .
Rent Due.
£ s. d.
Assessment.
£ s. d.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Langlo Downs No. 1 ... .... 20 0 0 ,.,
Ditto No.2... ... 12  10  0 ...
Ditto No. 3 ... ... 12 10 0 ...
Dundoo ... .. 37 10 0 ...
Overton ... ... ... 28 10 0 ...
Caledonia ... ... ... 20  10  0 ...
Albion .., ... ,., 19 0 0 ...
Pelican Creek ... ... ... 25 0 0
Coreena ... ... ... 32 0 0 ...
B yarri ... ... ... ... 12 10 0
P in g ara .. ... ... 12 10 0 ...
E versleigh No. 2 ... 12 10 0
Ditto No. 3 ... 12 10 0  ...
Ingberry ... ... ... 88 0 0
BURKE DISTRICT.
Crowfells , . .
Drina ..
Bux+leigk No. 1...
Ditto No.2...
Minnamere  ...
Neelia Ponds ,..
Nonda ..,
Welney...
Riley ,,,
Borsey,. ...
Cumberland
HughendonSussex .. ...
Canterbury ,,,
Somerset ...
Bedford „
Denbigh No. 1...
Ditto No, 2...
Diamantina
Afton No. 1
Ditto. No. 2
Ditto. No. 3
Saltram
Clifton ,,.
Aberdeen .,
Haslebury Vale
Seaward Downs .
Cameron Downs No. 1
Ditto No. 2
Ditto  No. 3
Kennedy  Macdonald ,  Lawson Stewart  Glen Arthur ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ..,
W. G. Walker ...
Anning Brothers
Glen Leonard ,,,
Cambridge Downs
Rolling Downs...
Belllanda DownsMount-ford D wns.
Hazlewood Downs
,,. Borogong ,,.
,,, Deehan Park ...
... 32 10 0
.., 30 0 0
... 22 10 0
20 0 0
,., 16 10 0
.., 25 0 0
25 0 0
18 0 0
18 0 0
12 10 0
,,, 18 15 0
18 15 0
36 15 0
50 5 0
18 15 0
12 10 0
23 0 0
23 0 0
30 0 0
42 10 0
45 0 0
12 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
54 0 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
50 0 0 ,..
25  0 0 .,.
65 0 0
30 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0 .y.
29 0 0 ...
... ' 33 0 0 ..,
,.. 31 5 0 ...
J, and T, Cooper ..,
Ditt o"  ,., ... .. y,
Ditto, ... ... ,., ...
Ditto .., ...
G. B. S. Yeates... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ,..
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto .. ...
Seaward, Marshy and Warry ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto-
Ditto ...
E. and H. Adams ...
Ditto, . y.
Bank of New South Wales,, Melbourne
Ditto ,.. ..., ... 1..
Ditto
Ditto,
Ditto
Ditto ,., ... ...
D. Cudmore ... ...
M. and M. Curr ... ... ...
Ditto ,., ,,, ...
COOK DISTRICT.
Oak Park No. 1 ... 37 10 0 ,.,
Ditto No. 2 ... , 37 10 0
Broadlands No. 1 ... ,,, 31 10 0 ,.,
Ditto No. 2 ... ... 43 10 0 ...
Bedrock ... ... ... 37 10' 0
Myall Downs ,., . , 56 5 0 ,,.
Mopata ... ... ... 1 37 10- 0 .. .
Mam-burra ... ... ,.. , 62,10 0
Baroota 62 10 0 ,..
Nepowe .., ...  18 15  0 ...
The Preston ... ... ... 18 15 0 ...The- Rienza . .. ... ... 18.15- 0
The Pine , ,. 18 15 0 ..,
Table Land Downs- ... ... 18 15 0
Chnata ... ... ... ... 18.15 06
Run.
NORTH KENNERY 1)118T]1,101:
Cardigan
Branderston
Back Plains
Tala
Dotswood y. .
3710 0- ,,.
18 15 0 ....
12 10 0 , ..
Emysland , . ,
Keelbottom.
The Watershed
Niall .. ,.,
Gilgunyah .
Merri Merriwah
... 32 0 0 ...
.. .,. 21 0 0 ...
24 10 0. ...
... 21 0' 0 ...
... 12 10. 0' ..,
,.. ,., 128 0 0 ,..
.,. .., 12 10  Cr ( ,..
18 15 0 ...
Total Amount.
£ s. d.
20 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
37 10 02810 02010 0
19 0 0
25 a 0
32 0 0
1210 0
12 10 0
1210 0
12 10 0
88 0 0
32 10 0
30 0 0
22 10 0
20 0 0
16 10 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
18 0 0
18 0 0
12 10 018; 15 0
18 15 0
36 15 0
50 5 0
18 15 a
12 10 0
23 0 0
23 0 0
30 0 0
42 10 0
45 0• 019,10 0
251a 0
25  10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
54 0' 0
35 0 0.
35 0 0
50 0 0
25  Or 0
'65 0 0
30'  Or 040, 0 0
60 0  or
29  Or 0
33 0 0
31 5 0
3.7 10- 0
w  10 0
31 10.  01
43 10 0
37 10 0
56 5 0
37! 10 a62,10 0
62- la o
18 15 0
18 15 0
18. 15 0.
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
37 10 0
18 15 0
12 10 0
32 0 0
21 0 0
24 10 0
21 0 0
12 10 0
128 0 0
12 10 0
is 15 0
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Lessee. _ Run._ Rent Due. Assessment.
£ 8. d.
W. J. Danger ... ...
Ditto ,..
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
C. Emmerson ... ...
Ditto ... ...
James  Gibson ... ...
William Reeve ... ...
J. C. and R. Sanders ...
William Seaward
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
W. G. Walker ... ...
Ditto ,.. ...
Ditto ...
W. Brock ...
F. J. Byerley ..,
Earl Brothers ...
Ditto
C. Featherstonhaugh ...
Hall and Williams ...
Ditto .. ...
Lamb and Parbury ...
James Lorimer... ...
Ditto ...
Morehead and Young ,,,
McCartney and Mayne
Ditto ...
Ditto ..,
Park and Murray
Prince, Ogg and Goddard
Ditto ...
Ditto
Walsingham and Martin
Ditto
John Archer ... ...
Ditto ... ...
F. N. Burne ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Joseph Becker ... ..
F. M. and W. H. Hill ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Henry Williams ..
F. M. and W. H. Hill ...
Ditto ... ...
W. H. Hill ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Hamilton L. Low ...
J. D. McLean ... ...
J. Neilson
F. M. and W. H. Hill ...
Henry Williams ...
NORTH KENNEDY  DISTRICT - continued.
... Strathdon ... ... ...
... Goorganga ... ... ...
Bona Ventura ... ... ...
Caldera ... ...
Rookwood ...
Clydesdale ...
Eagle Vale ...
Monte Christo...
Kinlock No. 2 ...
Sandal Wood ..
Newburgh No. 1
Crystal Brook ...
Waterson ...
Taw Vale ...
Wandoo Vale ...
Cargoon No. 2
Cargoon No. 4
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Myra ... ... ... ...
Gyrahra ... ... ...
Wallagy ...
Stockton...
Marlborough ...
Greenland ... ... ...
Mount Wyatt ... ... ...
Mount Ely ... ... ...
Mount Mary ... ... ...
Vine  Creek,
Mitchell Plains No. 1. ...
Mitchell Plains No. 2. ...
Natal Downs No. 6. ... ...
Tinwald Downs ... ...
Cerito ... ... ...
Bully Creek ... ... ...
Apsley No. 1.
Apsley No.... ... ...2. ... 
Apsley No.  3. .. ... ...
Mount Carmel ... ... ...
Upper TD over G
No. 3 Block. ... ... ...
Weejawarah
Brunel Downs East
Malta
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Kokalally ... ...
Kokalally West ... ...
Westbourne ... ... ...
Eastbourne ... ... ...
Yungerah ... ...
Gordon sheet West ... ...
Warrego .. ...
Dangars' sheet
Upper TD over G East ...
Cuttaburra No. 1. ... ...
Cuttabarra No. 2. ... ...
Koongan ... ... ...
Ko ll ey ... ... ... ...
£ s. d.
80 0 0 ...
25 0 0 ...
25 0 0 ...
25 0 0 ...
25 0 0
17 10 0 ...
27 0 0 ...
12 10 0 ...
60 0 0 ...
12 10 0 ...
31 10 0 ...
25 0 0 ...
12 10 0 ...
12 10 0
72 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
12 10 0 ,..
45 5 0 ...
27 0 0 ...
40 10 0 ...
25 0 0 ...
19 0 0 ...
1210 0 ,..
18 0 0 ...
19 0 0 ...
23 0 0
12 10 0 ...
18 15 0 ...
18 15 0 ...
18 15 0 ...
37 10 0 ...
27 10 0
27 10 0 ...
27 10 0 ...
37 10 0
36 0 0 ...
18 15 0 ...
18 15 0 ...
12 10 0 ...
12 10 0
18 15 0 ...
27 10 0 ...
27 10 0 ...
27 10 0 ...
27 10 0 ...
27 10 0
27 10 0
18 15 0 ...
18 15 0 ...
30 0 0 ,.,
12 10 0
18 15 0 ...
35 0 0 ...
27 10 0 ...
Total Amount.
£ s. d.
80 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
17 10 0
27  0 0
12 10 0
60 0 0
12 10 0
31 10 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
72 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
45 5 0
27 0 0
40 10 0
25 0 0
19 0 0
12 10 0
i8 0 0
19 0 0
23 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
37 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
37 10 0
36 0 0
18 15 0
18 14 0
12 10. 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27  10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
30 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
35 0 0
27 10 0
TN accordance with the provisions of 'the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
.j undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office :-
No. Date of Deed.
86 1866.
7th November
Names and Description of Parties.
Between Edmund Henriques, of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, of
the first part ; Charles Haynes Morgan, of
Rockhampton aforesaid, merchant, and Henry
Oliphant Paton, of Rockhampton aforesaid,
auctioneer (Trustees for the purposes in the
Deed of Assignment mentioned), of the
second part ; and the several persons who
have by themselves or their agents executed
the said Deed of Assignment, being creditors
of the said Edmund Henriques, and whose
names are mentioned in the schedule attached
to the said Deed of Assignment, of the third
part.
Nature Date of Registration.
and Effect of Deed.
Deed of Assignment Lodged at the
of all the estate office of the Re-
and effects of the gistrar of the
said Edmund Supreme Court
Henriques, in this fourth day
trust for the of December,
benefit of the A.D. 1866, at
creditors of the Two o'clock in
said Edmund the afternoon,
Henriques. and entered
same day.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  28th November, 1866.THE following List of  Tenders Accepted for the Conveyance of Her Majesty 's Mails during 1867, ispublished for general information.
St. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster-General.
CONTRACTOR.
Name. Abode.
Jafnes Shield  ... Moggill
Cobb  and Co . ...  Brisbane
Chas. J. West ... Maryborough
Cobb and Co. ... Brisbane ...
Cobb and Co. Brisbane
Patrick Layden...  Roma
Cobb and Co. ...  Brisbane
James Fox ... Warwick ...
Patrick McCallum Gayndah ...
Henry Symes ... Leyburn ...
Henry Symes ... Leyburn ...
Rodger Mara ... Toowoomba ...
Alex. Robertson Mungindi
Patrick Layden... Roma .
Sam. Droughton Goondiwindi
Joseph Carmody Dalby ...
Donald Hood ... Gayndah ...
Donald Hood ... Gayndah ...
Robert Walker... Gayndah .
Chas. J. West ... Maryborough
Charles Crick ... Gladstone ...
J. McMahon ... Rockhampton
Alex. Pollock ... South Brisbane
W. B. Henderson Clermont ...
E. W. Reeve ... Rockhampton
Daniel Conner ... Mackay ...
Arthur Kemmis Mackay ...
John Cook ... Grandchester
Rowland Wicks Clermont ...
J. B. Hooper ... Ipswich ...
SERVICE,
No. From and To.
3 Brisbane and Moggill
6 Brisbane and Ipswich
7 Brisbane and Maryborough
8 Helidon and Toowoomba ...
12 Condamine and Roma
19
20
21
22
23
Taroom and Roma .
Toowoomba and Warwick
Warwick and Maryland ...
Ipswich and Nanango ...
Toowoomba and Goondi-
windi
Mode
Frequency. of
Conveyance.
Once a week ... Horse ...
Twice a day ... Five-horse
Coach
Once a fortnight Horse ...
Twice a day ... Four-horse
Coach
Twice a week... Two-horse
Coach
Once a fortnight Horse ...
Three times a Four-horse
week Coach
Twice a week... Horse ...
Once a week ... Horse ...
Once a week ... Horse ...
25 Leyburn and Ashford ... Once a week ... Horse
26 Jondaryan and Nanango ... Twice a week... Horse
29 St. George and Yarrowa ... Once a week ... Horse
30 St. George and Curriwillinghi Once a fortnight Horse
32 Dalby and Goondiwindi ... Once a week ... Horse
34 Dalby and Gayndall ... Once a week ... Horse
35 Gayndah and Nanango  ...  Once a week ... Horse
36 Gayndah and Banana ... Once a week ... Horse
39 Gayndah and Walla ... Once a week ... Horse
40 Maryborough and Gladstone Once a week ... Horse
43 Gladstone and Banana ... Once a week ... Horse
44 Rockhampton and St. Law- Once a week ... Horse
rence
Once a week... Horse ... 2
Once a week ... Horse ... 2
46 St. Lawrence and Nebo ... Once a fortnight Horse ... 2 195 0 0
54 Clermont and Beaufort ... Once a fortnight Horse ... 1 140 0 0
55 Marlborough and Lilley Once a week ... Horse ... 1 290 0 0
Vale
56 Mackay and Nebo ... ... Once a fortnight Horse ... 2 62 10 0
57 Nebo and Clermont . Once a fortnight Horse ... 2 250 0 0
59 Richmond Downs and Once a month Horse ... 2 1490 0 0
Burketown
... Clermont and Springsure...
... Ipswich and Fassifern ...
STATIONS.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the 1st December next, the following Time
will come into operation on the Southern and Western Railway.
WEEK DAYS.
a
STATIONS.
1. 2. 3.
Mixed
Goods, Pass .  Goods and
Pass.
a.m. a.m.
Ipswich ... ... ... 6. 0  10- 5
8 Walloon ... ... 6.30 10.35
12  Rosewood  Gate ... ... ... (A.)
18 Western Creek ... ... ... (a.)
21 Grandchester 7.15 *11.20
23 Victoria Tunnel (West) ... (a.)
29 Laidley ... ... ... 8. 0 12. 0
38 Gatton ... ... ... 8.30 *12.30
50 Ilelidon ... ... ... 9.10 1.10
p.m.
4.0
4.30
(A.)
(A.)
*5.15
(A.)
6. 0
6.30
7.10
c Amount
per Annum.
H >,
£ s. d.
2 45 0 0
1 691 0 0
2 200 0 0
1 542 0 0
1 831 0 0
1 140 0 0
1 683 0 0
2 85 0 0
2 200 0 0
1 300 0 0
2 200 0 0
2 97 10 0
2 200 0 0
1 130 0 0
2 139 0 0
2 262 10 0
2 160 0 0
2 190 0 0
1 69 0 0
2 270 0 0
2 155 0 0
1 330 0 0
WEEK DAYS.
240 0 0
99 0 0
Tab1o
1. 2. 3.
Mixed
Goods and Goods. Pass.
Pass.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
IIelidon ... ... ... 9.30 11.50 3.30
12 Gatton ... ... ... 10.10 *12.30 4. 5
21 Laidley ... ... .. 10.40 1.5 4.35
25 Victoria Tunnel (West) ... (A.) ... (A.)
29 Grandchester ... ... *11-20 1.45 *5.13
32 Western Creek ... ... (A.) ... (A.)
38 Rosewood Gate (A.)  (A.)
42 Walloon ... ... ... 12. 0 2.25 6.0
50 Ipswich ... ... ... 12.30 2.55 6.30
* Trains meet here.
The Goods Train to be worked only when required.
NOTE.-The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop (except as mentioned
below), unless expressly otherwise ordered by the Commissioner or Traffic Manager.
(A.)-The Trains marked thus, (A), will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged at
proportionate rates to the Station at which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at these places
can only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the proportionate
fare at the time of Booking from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
[L.s.] A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways Office, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane} 22nd November, 1866.
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OTICE.-A Court of Petty  Sessions, forN  examining  the Electoral Roll for this
District ,  will be  holden at the Court House,  Surat,
on WEDNESDAY, the 19th of  December next.
RICHD. T. TAYLOR,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Surat, 15th  November, 1866.
NOTIOE.-There
will be a Court  of Petty
Sessions held at St .  George, on  TUESDAY,
11th December ,  at Twelve noon ,  for the purpose of
examination of the Electoral  Roll of the  District.
By Order of the Bench,
QUINTIN A. THOMPSON,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
St. George ,  8th November, 1866.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Special Petty
lL Sessions will be held on TUESDAY, the
11th December, 1866, at Ten o'clock, at the Court
House, Rockhampton, for the purpose of granting
applications for Hawkers and Pedlars' Licenses.
FRANK N. BEDDED,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Rockhampton, 26th November, 1866.
T OTICE is hereby given, that a Special Petty
Sessions  will be held on TUESDAY, the
11th December, 1866, at noon, at the Court House,
Rockhampton, for the purpose of granting applica-
tions for Auctioneers' and Publicans' Licenses.
FRANK N. BEDDEK,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Office,
Rockhampton, 26th November, 1866.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.T Notice that applications have been made to brie; the Lands described  below  under the1 provisions of the Real Property  Act of 1861.  Any person  desiring  to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named
in each case.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Proprietor. Date within  which  a Caveat
may be Lodged
Allotment 4 of section 9, containing 1 rood 17 perches ;
county, Stanley ; parish and town, North Brisbane.
Charles Mallard ... ... 8th January, 1867.
Allotment 18 of section 1, containing 32 perches ; Donald Bethune ... ... Ditto.
county, Stanley ; parish and town, Ipswich.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 1st December, 1866.
No. 10.
LIST OP UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER, 1866.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
J[ give the correct number of the List in which they may have observed their Names, as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission ; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they :expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission  of Letters.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster-General.
NOTE-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the  General Post Office is open for  delivery,  daily, Saturday
excepted ,  from Ten a.m. to Four  p.m.;  on Saturday ,  from Ten a.m. to One p.m.
A.
1 ABBOTT Mr., Breakfast Creek c
2 Abraham Dennis, Brisbane c
3 Absalom-Wm., Toowoomba u k
4 Adams Henry, Sydney n z
5 Adams Mary, Bigge's Camp
6 Adams W., Toowoomba c
7 Age Mrs., Brisbane c
8. Ah Cow (Chinaman), Western Creek c
9 Ahearn Mr., Toowoomba c
10 Ahern R., Brisbane u k
11 Ali Garr (Chinaman), Orion Downs c
12 Ahlers Johann H., Brisbane f
13 Ahsoe (Chinaman), c
14 Aikins Patrick, Brisbane u k
15 Aitkin Thomas, Brisbane u k
16 Alex G. Robert, Western Creek s (2)
17 Alexander T. A., Mackay c
18 Alexander S. L., Port Denison u k
19 Alison Mr.. Brisbane c
20 Allanson Henry, Brisbane u k (3)
21 Allan David, Brisbane s
22 Allen J. B., Brisbane c
23 Allen J. E., Brisbane u k
24 Allan James, Troang Station u k
25 Allen James, Brisbane m (2)
26 Allen John, Port Denison c
27 Allen Richard, Springsure u k (2)
28 Allen Wm., Gowrie u k
29 Allis Albert, Toowoomba e
30 Altz Wm., Rockhampton u k
31 Amner H., Brisbane u k
32 Anderson Eustace, Warrego s
33 Anderson John, Laidley c
34 Anderson Robert, Clermont f
35 Anderson Wm., Bigge's Camp u k
36  Andrew H. B., Rockhampton s a
37 Andrews H. E., Rockhampton s a
38 Andrew Joseph. Rockhampton c
39 Austain John, Boggo u k
40 Appell Conrad, Rockhampton s (2)
41 Archer Frederick, Bigge's Camp u k
42 Archer 1VI., Dalby c
43 Armstrong Mr., Milton c
44 Armstrong Arthur, Toowoomba o c
45 Arnold E. B., Brisbane c
46 Arnold James, Toowoomba c
47 Ashery H. B., Gatton c
48 Ashton John, Bigge's Camp c
49 Askew John, Brisbane u k
50 Atkin James, Roma o c
51 Atkin Thomas, Brisbane u k
52 Autcliff John, Rockhampton c
53 Aylward Edward, Oakey Creek e
B.
1 BADON S., Toowoomba e
2 Bailey Miss, Rockhampton e
3 Beirn W., Rockhampton u k
4 Baines Henry, Brisbane c
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5 Baker Charles, Sandgate Road c 93 Blunden G. W., Brisbane m
6 Baker Theophilus, Springsure o c 94 Bligh Andrew, Bigge's Camp c
7 Baldwin E., Ipswich c 95 Bogan John, Cowrie u k
8 Baley Mrs. Alfred, Brisbane s 96 Bolton C. P., Ipswich u k
9 Baley Mrs. D., Toowoomba c 97 Bones Thomas
10 Baley John, Rockhampton u k 98 Bonar Mrs., Brisbane c
11 Balfour R. B., Brisbane c 99 Boodle W., Laidley c
12 Ballard J:, Bulimba c (2) 100 Boughton W., Rockhampton u k
13 Bambrer J., Ipswich c 101 Boulton T. R., Bigge's Camp c
14 Banister William, Inkerman Station c 102 Bourne Thomas Wood, Brisbane u k (2)
15 Bancks Patrick, Toowoomba c (2) 103 Bourne Thomas Wood, Ipswich o c and a (3)
16 Bancks Wm, Combley, Brisbane c 104 Bower E., Brisbane u k
17 Barber James C., Brisbane c 105 Boyce Joseph, Bigge's Camp c (2)
18 Bardwell Charles, Brisbane s 106 Boyd Robt., Toowoomba u k (2)
19 Barker  -,  Bowen c 107 Boyle James, Holmes' Camp c
20 Barker Mrs H MarW borou h n k 108 le RobtBo H Kelvin Grove near Bris.
21
. .,. y g
Barkley Mrs. Archibald, Toowoomba o c
y . ., ,bane n z
22 Barlow Mrs. Elizabeth, Drayton c (2) 109 Bradshaw  -,  Toowoomba u k
23 Barnet John, Brisbane it k 110 Braithawaite Dr., Brisbane c
24 Barnett John W., Ipswich c 111 Brake Mrs., Brisbane n z
25 Barnett Wm. F., Port Denison m 112 Brauer C., Dalby c
26 Barrett Mrs., Breakfast Creek c 113 Bryden Joseph, Brisbane c
27 Banny David, Rockhampton u k 114 •Brihaney -, Toowoomba o c
28 Barry Dennis, Condamine c 115 Briellat T. C., Brisbane c
29 Baser J., Toowoomba s 116 Brennan John, Toowoomba e
30 Basset William Frederick, Bowen c 117 Brewis Samuel, Brisbane c
31 Barter Isaac, Toowoomba c (3) 118 Brewitt J., Brisbane u k
32 Bartley Joseph, Bigge's Camp c 119 Brewitt W., Brisbane u k
33 Bartley Richard, Rockhampton c 120 Brickley Thomas, Bigge's Camp c
34 Bartolomeo Gamboni (shepherd), Roma o c 121 Bride B., Thalgerner Creek c
35 Baxter R. or D., Brisbane u k 122 Bredhamer Fritz
36 Baxter J. D., Toowoomba c 123 Bridgeman Henry, Jimbour c
37 Baxter J. H., Brisbane c 124 Brien T., Rockhampton u k
38 Baynes James, Brisbane c 125 Brien L., Brisbane c
39 Beaizley T., Brisbane c 126 Briggs John, Brisbane m
•40 Beasley W. C. (butcher), n z 127 Brisco Mrs. Henry, Brisbane o c
41 Beathi Mrs., Brisbane c 128 Brisk , Brisbane c
42 Beck Andrew, Brisbane o c 129 Britten George, Jimbour u k
43 Beck R. H., Brisbane c 130 Brockman Mrs., Grandchester'm
44 Beck William, Brisbane w a 131 Broderick William, Gowry u k
45 Beckett William (carrier), Condamine c 132 Broderson J. E., Brisbane c
46 Beetz Henricth (cobbler), Toowoomba f 133 Brody Mrs., Rockhampton 's
47 Beeston R., Brisbane c 134 Brogan Francis, Grandchester o c
48 Behan Peter, Toowoomba o c 135 Brogan Francis, care of Mr. Durham, Bigge's
49 Beicher Win., Laidley c Camp o e
50 Beit R., Toowoomba c 136 Brooks C., Ipswich c
51 Belcher John, Bigge s Camp o 137 Brooks Richard, Brisbane u k
52 Belcher W., Bowen s 138 Bross Mrs. Mary A., Port Denison e
53 Belden George, Rockhampton c 139 Brough John, Woodhouse Camp u k'
54 Bell Mrs., Bigges' Camp s 140 Broughton Mrs., Rockhampton u k
55 Bell Messrs. A. and H., Port Denison u k 141 Brown , butcher, Ipswich c
56 Bell R., Bulimba c and u k (2) 142 Brown , Dalby c (2)
57 Bellamgan George, Dalby c 143 Brown David (joiner), Brisbane n k
58 Bellis Mrs. Wm., Rockhampton u k 144 Brown Mrs. G., Maryborough s
59 Bennett Edwd., Toowoomba u k (2) 145 Brown G. W., Albinia Downs c (3)
60 Bennett Thomas, Brisbane e 146 Brown George, Toowoomba u k
61 Berlb Josiah, Toowoomba o c 147 Brown Miss Hannah, Ipswich c
62 Bertwistle Robt._, Bulimba c 148 Brown Henry, Ipswich Road e
63 Beswick Joseph, Bowen u k 149 Brown J., Toowoomba c
64 Bewley Isaac, Maryborough u k 150 Brown William, Glenora u k (2)
65 Beveridge Robert (sawyer), Rockhampton u k 151 Brown John, Brisbane e
66 Bexter  -,  Brisbane s 152 Brown John, Rockhampton e
67 Biddulph  -,  Roma e 153 Brown J. W.; Brisbane c
68 Biggs  -,  Brisbane c (3) 154 Brown Mrs. Mary, Toowoomba e
69 Bills Mrs. E., Brisbane u k 155 Bruce Chas., Undallah c
70 Birch John, Rockhampton c 156 Brien Denis, Toowoomba c
71 Binney Messrs. R. and B., Maryborough c 157 Bruce Wm., Brisbane u k (3)
72 Binz H. T., Rockhampton f 158 Brussin August, Brisbane o
73 Bircumshaw George, Ipswich u k 159 Bryan John, Toowoomba u k
74 Bircumshaw George, Brisbane u k 160 Bryan Pat, Toowoomba e
75 Bircumshaw George, Toowoomba o c (2) 161 Bryant Jos., Dunmore e
76 Bird John, Peak Downs c 162 Bryce John, Rockhampton n z
77 Bird J. W. (confectioner), Ipswich c 163 Brydon James S., Rockhampton u k
78 Bird M. J., Brisbane o c 164 Buchannan John, Brisbane u k
79 Birnie Noah (carpenter), Brisbane u k 165 Buckly Mrs. John, Brisbane u k
80 Bishop Henry, Brisbane u k 166 Buckley Miss Mary, Brisbane m
81 Black Robt., Rockhampton u k (2) 167 Budden F. F., Brisbane s
82 Blane Thomas, Bowen o e 168 Bull George, Ipswich u k
83 Blackman Robt., Port Mackay 169 Burnes John, Rockhampton c
84 Blackburn Mrs. S., Ipswich u k 170 Bunster Mrs. Eliza, Brisbane f
85 Blackman Robt., Mackay c and o e (8) 171 Bunt Mrs. Brisbane c
86 Blackman and Wilson Messrs., Ft. Cooper o c 172 Burden Miss, Brisbane t
87 Blackney Thomas, Brisbane u k 173 Burgess , Ipswich c (2)
88 Blandon S. S., Brisbane u k 174 Burgess Thomas, Laidley c
89 Blanchard Henry, Bigges' Camp u k (4) 175 Burgie Emile, Port Denison u k
90 Blatchford J. or H., Brisbane u k 176 Burke P. C., Rockhampton s
91 Blissinger G., Brisbane e 177 Burnes Bridget, Gayndah u k
92 Bligh Capt., Maryborough e 178 Burns Jno., Ipswich o c
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179 Burns W., Brisbane c 68 Clarke Mrs., Brisbane c
180 Burns W., Bigge's Camp c 69 Clarke Eliza, Brisbane c
181 Borough  -,  Brisbane u k 70 Clarke F., Brisbane s
182 Burrows Jno., Ipswich o c 71 Clarck G., Bigge's Camp
183 Burt Richd., Curriwillinghi o c 72 Clarke J. K., Brisbane c
184 Burton C., Bigge's Camp c 73 Clarke James, Brisbane u k
185 Burton Wm., Rockhampton u k 74 Clarke Henry W., Ballard's Camp u k
186 Busch E., Gladstone c 75 Clarke Mrs. Mary, Brisbane c
187 Bushnell Miss, Bigge's Camp c 76 Clark Neil, Maryborough s
188 Buttler  -,  Brisbane c 77 Clarke Patrick, Brisbane c
189 Butler, F., Toowoomba c  78 Clark Thos. Gabriel, Bowen c
190 Butler Jas., Toowoomba u k 79 Clanason  -,  Highfields.o
191 Butler Thomas, Bigge's Camp c 80 Clanson Fritz, Port Denison c
192 Butner F., Toowoomba c 81 Cleary John, Liverpool Range s
193 Byrne George, Brisbane c 82 Cleary John H., Grandchester e
194 Byrnes Miss Mary Anne, Ipswich o c 83 Clerk Allan, Springsure c
195 Byrne Michael, Bigge's Camp u k 84 Clifford Timothy. Bigge's Camp e
196 Byrne Nicholas, Springsure s 85 Clinton James, Yanala s
197 Byrnes P., Umpie Bong c 86 Cloughley Robt., Rockhampton u k
87 Ipswich u kCoddy Miss ElizaC. 88
,
Coalman Myles, Toowoomba u k
1 Caldwell Thomas, Bigge's Camp c 89 Cockings George, Bigge's Camp u k and e (2)
2 Caldwell W., Rockhampton o c 90 Coffey Michael, Toowoomba a k (2)
3 Callaghan Mrs., Toowoomba c 91 Cohn Miss Maria, Brisbane s
4 Callaghan Denis, Wallumbilla c 92 Colas  -,  Toowoomba e
5 Callaghan P., Ipswich c 93 Coley Capt., Brisbane e
6 Callaghan. Patk., Brisbane o c 94 Coley T., Seventeen-mile Rocks c
7 Callan (or Callin) Mary, Brisbane u k 95 Colgan Bridget, Brisbane c and s (3)
8 Callott  -,  Brisbane e 96 Colgan Rosamond, Brisbane o c
9 Cameron  -,  Brisbane c 97 Cooling Charles, Western Creek e
10 Cameron Miss Anne, Ipswich c 98 Coll Denis, Rockhampton u k (2)
11 Cameron D., contractor, Rockhampton c 99 Collins Mrs., Brisbane c
12 Cameron Miss E., Bulimba c 100 Collins Cornelius (carpenter), Condamine o c
13 Cameron Malcolm, Holme's Camp u k 101 Collins Daniel, Brisbane River c
14 Campbell , Toowoomba c (2) 102 Collins James (laborer), Springsure o e
15 Campbell , Brisbane c 103 Collins Robert (carrier), Toowoomba c
16 Campbell A. A., Nubie  Creek  o c 104 Collins Thomas, Springsure s
17 Cambell Mrs. B. S., Brisbane m 105 Collins William (laborer), Grandchester o e
18 Campbell Donald, Sutter River c 106 Colman W. or H., Brisbane m
19 Campbell Duncan, Rockhampton u k 107 Cotter Michael (laborer), Bigge's Camp o e
20 Campbell James, stone-cutter, Brisbane u k (2) 108 Colter Walter, Dagandan c
21 Campbell James, Brisbane s 109 Coltherd Mrs. Dagandan u k
22 Campbell John, Toowoomba u k 110
,
Combs Rodnay, Franklin Vale c
23 Campbell John, Ipswich u k 111 Comyn D., Brisbane c
24 Campbell John, Brisbane c 112 Conley  -,  Brisbane u k
25 Campbell Robert, Ipswich u k 113 Conley Mrs. James, Brisbane o.c
26 Campbell Robert, Toowoomba u k 114 Conlan Michael, Toowoomba f
27 Cavanagh John, Dalby c 115 Conlan Robt., Toowoomba o c
28 Cavanagh John, Ipswich c 116 Connell D., Wallumbilla e
29 Candon Mrs. Eliza, Ipswich 'u k 117 Connell Dorah, Brisbane u k
30 Canlan John, Brisbane u k 118 Connell Morton, Bowen c
31 Canby Nisbit, Brisbane u k 119 Connors Ann, Bowen c
32 Cannan Mary, Ipswich u k 120 Connolly John, Brisbane u k
33 Cantwell  -,  Jimbour c 121 Connor John, Rockhampton c
34 Capel E. M. A., Brisbane c 122 Coogee Alexander, Bowen e
35 Carboy  Agness, Brisbane c 123 Cook J. G., Maryborough c
36 Cargan Michael, Toowoomba o c 124 Cook Wm., Bowen e
37 Carigg , Bigge's Camp c 125 Coombe Michael Henry Bigge's Camp s
38 Carmoddy Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton o 126
,
Coombe William, Brisbane c
39 Carney-Michael, Brisbane c 127 Cooney Jas., Goodna o e
40 Carrsell Mrs., Rosewood c 128 Cooper , Ipswich c
41 Carroll  -,  Grandchester 129 Cooper and Mytten Messrs., Brisbane s
42 Carroll Denis, Gowrie u k 130 Conway James, Brisbane c
43 Carroll Michael, Ipswich u k 131 Convey Rose Rockhampton u k
44 Carter Geo., Toowoomba c 132
,
Conwey John, Toowoomba c
45 Carter Mrs. John, Little Liverpool 133 Conway John, Wallambilla u k
46 Castion Thomas, Toowoomba c 134 Conway James, Brisbane c
47 Catt Samuel, Little Liverpool u k 135 Convey Rose, Rockhampton u k
48 Cawolth Mrs. Susan, Brisbane s 136 Cootes , Drayton c
49 Carson John, Port Denison u k 137 Coppard William James, Brisbane u k
50 Chace H., Brisbane u k 138 Corby Nicholas, Brisbane w a
51 Chace H., Roma s 139 Corda B., Rockhampton s
52 Chadderton Thomas, Ipswich u k 140 Corfi Edward, Brisbane o e
53 Chadderton Thomas, Holme's Camp e 141 Cormack John Brisbane o c
54 Chambers William Henry, Toowoomba o c 142
,
Corniff James, Bigge's Camp u k
55 Chapman J., Toowoomba c 143 Cornish G. B., Brisbane s
56 Charleswork Jno., Toowoomba u k 144 Cusemore W., Toowoomba u k
57 Charleswork Jno., Brisbane u k 145 Cosgrove Patrick Bigge's Camp e58 Child John, Oak Park Station u k 146
,
Cosgrove Thomas, c
59 Chippendale  -,  Stoney Creek c (2) 147 Costigan Jeremiah, Brisbane n k
60 Chissman Miss, Brisbane c 148 Cottrill Mrs. William, Brisbane s
61 Chisholm J., Brisbane c 149 Courtney John, Jimbour c
62 Chorie B., Rockhampton c 150 Corill W., Brisbane c
63 Chorie B., Bigge's Camp o c 151 Cowan John, Peak Downs u k (2)
64 Christie Edwin, Telegraph Camp c (2) 152 Coyne P., Bigge's Camp c
65 Christie James (laborer), Springsure o c 153 Crabb J., Toowoomba m
66 Cunning Chas., Maryborough c 154 Craig, John, Maryborough u k
67 Cishorn Jos., Rockhampton c 155 Craig William, Brisbane u k
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156 Crampton Joseph, Toowoomba u k 61 Donald F., Brisbane u k
157 Cranston James, Brisbane c 62 Donald S. B., Port Mackay u,k (2)
158 Crawford R. F., Roma c 63 Donaldson Mr.,_Toowoomba c
159 Crawley Mrs., Brisbane c 64 Donovan James, Galton u k
160 Crawley Mrs., Toowoomba c 65 Dongal Patrick, Brisbane u k161Creighton William, Rockhampton s 66 Donly Patrick, Rockhampton u k
162 Crunnier Denis, Brisbane o c 67 Donnelly Michael, Ipswich c
163 Cross  -,  Brisbane c 68 Donabol M., Ipswich c
164 Crotty Andy, Brisbane s 69 Dooley William, Roma c
165 Crosby John, Helidon c 70 Douglass Mrs. R., Brisbane c
166 Cubbage Master George, Ipswich 71 Downly Mrs., Hill Farm c
167 Culen  -,  Rockhampton 72 Downie John, Toowoomba c and u k (2)
168 Culham Pat., Bigge's Camp c 73 Doyle James, Cameron's Camp s a
169 Cumming G. M., Bulimba u k 74 Doyle James, Dalby c (2)
170 Cumming Miss R., Lewrandoo c 75 Doyle Miss Mary Ann, Grandchester c
171 Cunningham Michael, Bigge's Camp  e- 76 Doyle Patrick, Too omba u k172Cunningham Thomas, Condamine o c 77 Drennan Miss, Roe ampton s
173 Curran Maurice, Brisbane o e 78 Drewe J. W., Brisbane u k
174 Curren Mary, Brisbane c 79 Driscoll C., Bigg's Camp u k (3)
175 Currie James, Bigge's Camp c 80 Driscoll J., Brisbane f
176 Curry Miss Mary Ann, Toowoomba c 81 Duckworth John, Ballard's Camp in
177 Curry Michael, Brisbane u k 82 Duff Patrick, Toowoomba c178Curtis Charles, Bowen c 83 Duff James, Toowoomba c
179 Curtis Richard, Blythesdale c 84 Duffy Peter, Toowoomba u k
180 Cuthbert James, Brisbane u k 85 Durke August, Toowoomba c
181 Cuttlen or Cutten, Frank, Toowoomba c 86 Duncan Daniel, Brisbane e
1
D.
DALEY, Charles, Wombo c
87 Duncan James, Brisbane o'
88 Duncan Joseph, Jimbour c
89 Dunlop George, Rockhampton u k
2 Daly Miss Ellen, Brisbane u k 90 Dunn John McK., Brisbane u k
3 Daniells, Joseph' c 91 Dunne Lawrence, Toowoomba c
4 Darkie J., Maryborough c 92 Dunne Robert, Bald Hills c
5 Darnell H. A., Charleville u k 93 Dunn S., Brisbane u It
6 Daughtry Thomas, Brisbane u k 94 Dunn W., Brisbane u k
7 Davidson J. S., Toowoomba e 95 Dunning Murray, Bowen c
8 Davis  AT., 1ingi Jingi c 96 Dunning Thomas, Rockhampton u k
9 Davis and McQueen, Brisbane u k 97 Dutton Mr., Spring Hill c
10 Davis W. S., Brisbane u k 98 Dutton Edward, Ipswich u k
11 Davis Frank, Rockhampton o 99 Dwyer Mrs. Roderick, Ipswich u k
12 Davis F., Maryborough c 100  Dwyer  James, Oxley u k
13 Dawson Mrs., Ipswich u k 101 'Dwyer Michael, Grandchester c
14 Dawson J. C., Blenheim.o 102 Dwyer Win., Grandchester c
15 Day Edward, Fortitude. Valley c
16 Deasy Cornelius, Maryborough u k E.
17 Dean James, Toowoomba c 1 EAGAN Miss Annie, Brisbane s
18 Dean William, Brisbane c 2 Eagan James, Clermont c
19 Deby Edward, Ballard's Camp o (2) 3 Edwards David, Condaminee e (3)
20 Deitz Leonard, Ilolonga c 4 Edwards Edward, Brisbane c
21 Delany M. and T., Stoney. Creek c 5 Edwards George, Tamboroura s
22 Deloury J., Toowoomba o 6 Edwards Mrs. John, Brisbane u k
23 Delpratt Henry,' Brisbane uk 7 Egan John, Mackay c
24 Dempsey M., Little Ipswich c 8 Eggers Eldon, Brisbane u k
25 Dempsey John, Toowoomba c 9 Ehmke Christian, Toowoomba f
26 Dempsey Mary, Loughbeg c 10 Ehrlich J. A., Tambourine c o (2)
27 Dempsey Matthew, 'Toowoomba -a k 11 Elcock and Woolston Messrs., South Brisbane c
28 Dempsey Patrick, Toowoomba u k 12 Ellery Mrs. J. B. F., Brisbane, u k
29 Dennis William, n z 13 Ellis Edward, Brisbane u k
30 Denison Mrs. G., Bigge's Camp s 14 Ellis Henry, Maryborough s
31 Dent' Thomas, Maryborough s 15 Ellis William, Ipswich c
'32 Denver Robert, Grandchester u k Rockhampton u k16 Ellwood Robert,
33 Denzle Richard, Rockhampton s 17 Emerson Edwin, Toowoomba u k
34 Derm ---, Bigge's Camp c 18 Emerson G., Rockhampton c o
35 Dew R., Ipswich c 19 Evans George, Brisbane u k
36 Dicken C., Port Denison b p 20 Evans Thomas, Aranbanga s
37 Dickenson Richard, Brisbane u k 21 Evern Michael, Toowoomba c
38 Dickson George, Toowoomba c 22 Evers John, Brisbane c
39 Dickson George, Brisbane u k 23 Ewart  -,  Brisbane s
40 Brisbane oDiehm V.
41
,
Dingle and McDonald, Port Denison c F.
42 Dinsmore Francis, Toowoomba u k 1 FAIRCLOUGH John, Toowoomba u k and i (2)
43 Dippie J. D., Brisbane u k 2 Farmer Charles F., Brisbane u k
44 Ditmas H., Ipswich c 3 Farrance  -,  Brisbane s
45 Dix Mrs. Robert, Brisbane u k 4 Farrell Miss Bridget, Rockhampton u k
46 Dixon Mrs. J. G., Brisbane u k 5 Farrell Peter, Holme's Camp u k
47 Dobbin Samuel, Rockhampton u k 6 Farrell Thomas, Toowoomba u k
48 Dodd John, Brisbane u k 7 Farrell William, Cowan Station c
49 Dodd R., Ipswich c 8 Faulkner James, Brisbane e
50 Doble Johan, Brisbane f 9 Faulkner James, South Brisbane u k
51 Dogherty Francis, Toowoomba u k 10 Fawnall James, Toowoomba c
52 Dougharty G., Brisbane c 11 Favence P., Dalby c (4)
53 Dogherty John, Maryborough u k 12 Feegan Philip, Toowoomba u k
54 Doherty Mary, Ipswich o 13 Feeney Mrs., Rockhampton c
55 Dolan Peter, Bowen u k 14 Feeney Michael, Bigge's Camp c
56 Dollard Michael, Liverpool Range c (2) 15 Felmingham W. H., Toowoomba i
57 Dollman A. H., Condamine c (2) 16 Felton J. G., Ipswich o
58 Doman W., Rockhampton s 17 Fennery  -,  Dalby c
59 Donoghy D., Toowoomba o c 18 Fenton Bernard H., Ipswich u k
60 Donaghy David, Rockhampton u k (2) s a (1) 19 Fenton James G., Toowoomba o
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20 Ferguson 'Mrs., South Brisbane c 20 Goldry R. A. and Co., Mackay s
21 Ferguson Richard, Bigge's Camp c 21 Goldsmith C. E., Brisbane u k
22 Ferguson William, Brisbane u k 22 Golloghy Terence, Holmes' Camp c
23 Ferguson William,, Bigge's Camp c 23 Goodchild -, Ipswich c
24 Field William, Lillyvale o 24 Goode J., Brisbane o
25 Fielding James, Grandchester c 25 Goodmann Emanuel, Western Creek c
26 Finch W., Bigge's Camp c 26 Goodwin A. C., Mackay e
27 Findelan M. A., Peak Downs m 27 Goodwin Henry, Brisbane u k
28 Finney Anne, Brisbane u k 28 Goodwin" J., Nanango c
29 Finney Robert, Toowoomba o c 29 Gopim (Chinaman), Salt Vale c
30 Finton William, Upper Warrego s 30 Gordoii Thomas, Toowoomba c
31 Fisher Henry, Toowoomba c 31 Gorman Patrick, Little Liverpool c
32 Fischer William, Dalby c 32 Gorrid George, Bigge's Camp c
33 Fitzgerald William, Maryborough c 33 Gough B. B., Brisbane u k
34 Fitzpatrick Arthur, Gowrie Station u k 31 Gough J., Ipswich c
35 Fitzpatrick  Jeremit , Bowen c 35 Gowan Alexander, Toowoomba u k
36 Fitzpatrick John, Gowrie Station s 36 Graham John, Brisbane u k (2)
37 Flanagan Owen, Toowoomba o c 37 Graham A. M., Brisbane e
38 Fletcher Miss Mary, Brisbane u k 38 Grant Charles, Toowoomba o c
39 Flitcroft Seth, Tambourine Station u k 39 Grant Charles (bricklayer), Little Liverpool e
40 Flowerdew William, Brisbane u k 40 Gray Mrs., Brisbane u k
41 Flukes Thomas, Bigge's Camp c 41 Gray Henry, Brisbane c
42 Flynn Patrick, Little Ipswich f 42 Gray Thomas, Rockhampton u k (3)
43 Fogwell J., Toowoomba s 43 Green James, Toowoomba c
44 Follard John, Toowoomba f 44 Green Michael, Bigge's Camp e
45 Foley Cornelius, Cabulture t 45 Greenfield Joseph, Talitha u k
46 Follas James, Ipswich n z 46 Greenslade Miss Hannah, Brisbane u k
47 Ford E., Toowoomba o c 47 Gregson Win., Ipswich s
48 Forbes P. S., Springsure u k (2) 48 Grice and Philip, Brisbane c
49 Ford Francis, Brisbane u k 49 Grieve David, Brisbane, c
50 Ford John, care Panton, Ipswich c 50 Griffith Adam, Brisbane c'
51 Ford William, Peak Downs u k 51 Griffith Wm. B., Bigge's Camp o
52 Fordham William and Daniel, Brisbane o c 52 Griffiths John, Wallumbilla c
53 Forray George, Brisbane o 53 Griffith Thomas, Toowoomba s
54 Forrest , Toowoomba c 54 Gripp Hardo, Toowoomba c
55 Fouter F., Brisbane s 55 Grogan Patrick, Toowoomba c
56 Foster Jonathan, Toowoomba u k 56 Groener Frederick, Toowoomba f
57 Fortune and Ralston, South Brisbane c 57 Groth Wm., Brisbane o
58 Fox , Doughboy Creek e 58 Gurnsay Wm., Brisbane c
59 Fox Mrs., Brisbane s 59 Guroch Mrs., Rockhampton c
60 Fox John Toowoomba c 60 Gurwan Miss Sarah, Brisbane c
61 Fox John, Brisbane o 61 Guy' Miss Margaret, Brisbane u k
62 Fox Richard, Brisbane u k (2) 62 Gwyther George, Rockhampton u k
63 Foxford William, Brisbane u k
"
H.64 Frame James Bigge's Camp o
65
,
Toowoomba 1 1Framby James HAGEMANN Wilhelm, Brisbane f
66
,
France T. J., Brisbane u k 2 Halford Henry, Brisbane u k
67 Ipswich s 3Frances Alfd. Hall Charles, Toowoomba u k
68
,
Franks Henry, Cowrie Station c 4 Hall Miss Ellen, Toowoomba u k
69 Frank J., Toowoomba c 5 Hall James, Toowoomba s
70 Frazer Charles, Rockhampton s 6 Hall John (laborer), William's Camp o c
71 Frazer M. C., Roc'hampton e 7 Hallan Robert, Toowoomba o
72 Fraser Hugh, Brisbane u k 8 Halliday James, Brisbane u k
73 Fraser Mrs. J., Ipswich in 9 Hamilton Miss, Brisbane c
74 Brisbane u k 10Fraser James Hamilton H. S., Roma c (3)
75
,
Freeman -r--, Toowoomba c 11 Hamilton J., Bowen s
'76 Freeman F. W. G., Brisbane u k 12 Hamilton Thomas, Bigge s Camp o (2)
77 Freeman Mark, Little Liverpool u k 13 Hammesow Wm., Rockhampton e
78 14h L k L BF d Hammill John, Ipswich u k (2)
79
renc u e ., urran owan c (2) 15Friend James, Brisbane u k Hampton Wm., Jimbour c
80 Fryer Joseph, Brisbane c 16 Hand Stephen, Toowoomba e
81 Fuge Fredk., Rockhampton u k 17 Handcock Robert (engineer), Ipswich e
82 Fugett W. F., Bigge's Camp e 18 Hanna Robert, Toowoomba u k
83 Fulford Samuel, Brisbane u k 19 Hannah Mrs., Enoggera o
84 Furnall Mrs., Aacundoombra u k 20 Hanshaw John, Bigge's Camp e
85 Furnell Mrs., Toowoomba u k 21 Hanson Wm., Ipswich c
86 Fyle James, Dalby u k 22 Harcourt George and Richard, Brisbane n z23 Harding Win. Hope Brisbane u k
G. 24
'
,
Hardie James, Taroom in
1 GAFFENY John, Maryborough u k 25 Hardie Robert (carpenter), Brisbane u k
2 Gaffeny John, Rockhampton c 26 Hargreaves Alexander, Brisbane in
3 Gallar John, Brisbane s 27 Harman P., Jimbour c
4 Gartner A. B., Brisbane o 28 Harper John (laborer), Grandchester o c (4)
5 Gendner Frederick,  Brisbane c  29 Harper Richard, Burmundoo c
6 George John, Peak  Downs s a  30 Harris (brickmaker), Bigge's Camp c
7 George Wm., Drayton c 31 Harriss -, Cooper's Plains c
8 Giffin Thomas , Brisbane c (2)  32 Harris B., Peak Downs e
9 Gilbert W. G., Toowoomba e 33 Harris E., Brisbane c
10 Gill Michael, Ipswich u k 34 Harris Geo., Jimbour e (2)
11 Gillespie H., Brisbane o 35 Harris Jno., (brickmaker ) Brisbane s
12 Gillespie J., Toowoomba  c and s (2)  36 Hadris Jno. Jas., Ipswich u k
13 Gillies E. Gordon, Baramba u k 37 Harrison Eliza, Norman's Creek c
14 Ginn Mrs. Catherine, Rockhampton m 38 Harrison Jas., Rockhampton s
15 Glaser George, Boobera c 39 Harrison William,  (engineer ) Brisbane c
16 Goddard G., Toowoomba u k 40 Hassat T., Oxley c
17 Godwin J., Brisbane u k 41 Hasted Geo., Toowoomba c
18 Goildrick W., Brisbane in 42 Haswell Robert, Brisbane s
19 Golden Miss E., 'Brisbane c 43 Hart Geo., Brisbane u k
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44 Hart Thos., Clermont c 132 Howe J.  If., Rockhampton c
45 Harth Jno., Brisbane s 133 Howe M. C., Brisbane c
46 Hartigan P. W., Lilly Vale s (2) 134 Howells Miss, Brisbane c
47 Harvey Thomas, Toowoomba m 135 Howett Wm., Dalby s
48 Hatcher H., Brisbane u k 136 Hoynes James, Grandchester c
49 Havenhand Mrs. S. A., Brisbane c 137 Hoyyer Fredk., Rockhampton c
50 Hawkins George, Brisbane u k 138 Hudson Mrs. M. L, Brisbane e
51 Hawkins Jas., Toowoomba u k 139 Huggins J., Brisbane  it  k
52 Hawkins Miss Mary S., Brisbane o c 140 Hughes H., Brisbane c
53 Hawkins Wm., Brisbane c 141 Hughes John, Brisbane u k
54 Hawley Andrew, Brisbane u k 142 Hughes Patk., Brisbane s a
55 Hay Charles, Brisbane u k (2) 143 Hulbert Alfred, Dalby u k
56 Hayden Miss Rosanna, Rockhampton u k,(2) 144 Hume Mrs., Dalby c (2)
57 Hayes Miss, (care of Raster) Toowoomba c 145 Hume Geo. (carpenter), Ipswich u k
58 Hayles, R., Brisbane u k 146 Humfrey Ambrose B., Brisbane j
59 Haynes  -,  (barrister) Brisbane c 147 Hunt Arthur, Toowoomba u k
60 Hays H. B., Brisbane c 148 Hunt Fredk., Condamine c
61 Hayward T., Ipswich u k 149 Hunt R. H., Rockhampton c
62 Hazelby Henry, Ipswich u k 150 Hunt W. C., Brisbane c
63 Healey John, -Rockhampton c 151 Hunt Wm., Undullah c
64 Healy Margaret, Albinia Downs u k 152 Hunt Wm., Toowoomba u k
65 Heaton Thos., (carpenter) Brisbane u k 153 Hunter A. J., Logan c
66 Heinz Karsten, Ipswich Road c 154 Hunter John, Glenlee ac k
67 Hebbard Richard, Rockhampton c 155 Hurley Daniel, Bowen u k
68 Hedsell , Ipswich c 156 Hurley James, Clermont u k
69 Heffernan John, Logan c (2) 157 Huxton J., Toowoomba c
70 Heilion Miss Eliza, Brisbane c 158 Hutchins J. D., Brisbane u k
71 Heinemann Henry, Highfield c 159 Huthart T. R., Brisbane u k (3)
72 Heinhnal Ferd, (care of Sonapi) Brisbane o 160 Hutton  -,  Brisbane c
73 Helen Thomas, Toowoomba u k 161 Hyde James, Springsure s
74 Helier Miss Maria, Ipswich u k 162 Hyde Richard, Dalby c
75 Helmann Andreas, Maryborough c I.
76 Hempenstall John, Brisbane m 1 INNES Alex. (quarryman), Brisbane o c
77 Hennessy Mrs. E., Toowoomba s 2 Inwood Geo. (carpenter), Brisbane n z
78 Hennessy James (miner), Brisbane  u k 3 Ireland Miss Mary Anne, Brisbane u k (2)
79 Henry John, Brisbane c 4 Irwin Win., Toowoomba s
80 Heron Miss Jane, Rockhampton n z 5 Iwers Christian, Bowen c
81 Herrington R. W., Brisbane in J.82 Hibbart Thos., Brisbane c 1 JACKS Peter swich fI83 Hickey Edwin Jingi Jingi c , p
84
, 2Hicks James Ipswich u k Jackson John, Brisbane u k (2)
85
, 3Hicks John Bigge's Camp o Jackson W. M., Toowoomba s
86
, 4Hickes Weston Rockhampton uk James Fredk., Brisbane u k
87
,
Walloon c 5Hides  - Jamieson Robert, Toowoomba s
88
, 6Hildenbrand Otto Brisbane f Jeffrey James Frdk., Rockhampton u k (2)
89
, 7Hill Henry James, Brisbane u k (2) 8'
Jennings J., Maryborough c
Jessop Francis Westwood o e90 Hill Jas., Brisbane  c 19
,
Jewell Henry Toowoomba m91 Hill Jno., Rockhampton s 10
,
Johns J Toowoomba c92 Hill Matthew, Bowen c 11
'
.,
Johnson (National School) Bowen Bridge93 Hill Patrick, Bigge s Camp c 12
,
Johnston Yandina s94 Hillick , Highfields c 13
,
Johnson Miss Dalby c95 Hillier S., Brisbane u k (2) 14
,
Johnson Dan Ipswich c96 Hines Henry, Toowoomba o 15
,
Johnson Henry (cutter "Nil Desperandum") c97 Hinxman Robert, Carnarvon s and u k (2) 16
,
Johnson J W Rockham ton s98 Hinz Wm., Rockhampton f 17
.,. p
Johnstone James Oxley c99 Hoare Edmond, Roma o c 18
,
Johnston John Roma c100 Hoar Miss Maria, Brisbane c 19
,
Johnson John Bi e's Camp c101 Hoarn N. P., Brisbane c 20
, gg
Johnston Joseph Condamine c102 Hobdy Geo., Toowoomba c 21
,
Johnston Joseph Bigge's Camp c103 Hobson Jas., Rockhampton e 22
,
Johnston Joseph Nardoo c104 Hodel John, Brisbane u k 23
,
Johnston Joseph Toowoomba c105 Hodge W., Brisbane u k 24
,
Bigge's CamJohnson P c106 Hodges John Brisbane u k ., p
107
, 25Hodges John Condamine c Johnson Peter, Port Denison u k (2)
108
, 26Hodgson J. S. Rockhampton c Johnston Robert, North Creek e (2), 27 Johnston Thos., Glendariwill c and u k (3)109 Hodgson S. G., Rockhampton f (2) 28 Jones A Brunell Downs sB110 Bowers u kHodgson Thos. . .,, 29 Port Denison m and s (2)Jones Miss Ellen111 Hodgson Wm. S., Bowen u k 30
,
Brisbane u kJones Henry (bricklayer)112 Hoepfner Jno. Frederick, Grandchester c 31
,
Hugh Allen Ipswich cJones113 Brisbane u kHoey Thos. ,,
114
, 32Springsure oHogan Win Jones James, Moraby c (2)., 33 Mrs. Louisa Grandchester o cJones115
116
Holt  ]hiss  Eliza, ZRockha7mmpton c
Mackay o 34Holt P.
,,
Jones Robt., Toowoomba u k
117
,
Brisbane uk 35Holmes Catherine Jones Robt. (care of Yelverton) u k
118
, 36Bigge's Camp cHood James Jones Thos. (gardener), Springsure o c
119
,
Little Liverpool u k 37Hook John Jones Thos., Clermont c
120
, 38Rockhampton cHooper Geo Jones Wm., Brisbane u k (2)
121
.,
Brisbane u k 49Hope Thos Jones Wm., Brisbane u k
122
.,
Rockhampton u k 40Hopkinson Chas. Jonsdell Mrs., Toowoomba c
123
, 41Rockhampton sHorton Henry Jope James, Maryborough u k, 42 Burrandowan cJors H.124 Horton J. C., Gatton u k (3) 43 , Bigge's Camp cJoice Edwd.125 Hoskins  -,  Mackay c 44 , Rockhampton n zJoyce James126
127
Hough Wm., Rockhampton c
Houghton, Stratton c 45
,
Joyce Patk., Roma o e
128 House Michael, Brisbane c K.
129 Howard Mrs. E. J., Maryborough c 1 KAYE H. S., Brisbane e
130 Howard Patrick, Brisbane o 2 Kearney James, Brisbane c
131 Howe John, Bulimba c 3 Kearney Michael, Gatton u k
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4 Keating Miss, Ipswich u k (2) 21 Lawrence Thos., Rockhamptou s
5 Keating Patk., Ipswich c 22 Lear Henry, Brisbane o
6 Keats R., Maryborough c 23 Learmouth A., Brisbane s
7 Kebbery Robert, Brisbane f 24 Leaver Armine, Brisbane u. k (2)
8 Keefe John, Dalby s 25 Lee Henry, Ipswich u k
9 Keene and Foulkes, Omega c 26 Lee Robt. P., Kilmony u k
10 Keenan Charles, schooner " Scotia" in  27 Leeson Septirnus, Clermont s
11 Keig  -,  Roma c 28 Legg Jas., Condamine c
12 Keil H. A., Condamine c 29 Lennon John, Springsure u k
13 Kellet E., Ipswich c 30 Lennon Mary Ann, Pioneer River u k
14 Kelly  -,  Irishtown c 31 Lester Mrs. Saml., Brisbane u k
15 Kelly Mrs., Brisbane u k 32 Letherland J., Kedron Brook c
16 Kelly A. M., Brisbane c 33 Lewis Henry Walter, Brisbane c and u k (2)
17 Kelly Mrs. E., Brisbane s 34 Lewis Wm., Springsure c and u k (2)
18 Kelly Mrs. Ellen, Bigge's Camp c 35 Lewlar Mich., Wallumbilla c
19 Kelly J. H., Toowoomba c '36 Lill Fredk., Rockhampton o
20 Kelly Jas., Toowoomba c 37 Lindenmayer Simon, Springsurc f
21 Kelly Jas., care of Saunders, Bigge's Camp 38 Lines John, Brisbane c
c (2)  39 Little Miss H., Rosalie Plains c
22 Kelly Jas., Condamine u k (2) 40 Little John, Rosedale c
23 Kelly Jno. (carpenter), Toowoomba u k (2) 41 Little John, Depot, Brisbane u k (2)
24 Kelly Michl., Brisbane u k (2) 42 Little R. Kyle, Brisbane u k (2)
25 Kelly Mrs. Rowland, Brisbane u k 43 Litton Louis, Brisbane f
26 Kelly Thos., Maryborough c 44 Livingstone James, Biggc's Camp n z and
27 Kelly Mrs. Win., Ipswich c u k (2)
28 Kelsall Jno., Rockhampton u k  45 Livingstone Miss 111ary, Roclelhampton o c
29 Kelso James, Rockhampton u k 46 Lloyd David, Bigge's Camp c
30 Kennedy  -,  Brisbane c (2) 47 Lloyd Johana, Brisbane u k
31 Kennedy Chas., Ipswich c 48 Lloyd R. and Peel Wm., Port Denison u k
32 Kennedy H. P. N., Brisbane u k (2) 49 Lock Samuel, Brisbane o
33 Kennedy James, Rockhampton c 50 Lockwood G. D., Toowoomba n z
34 Kennedy Jno., Rockhampton c 51 London Mrs. John, Ipswich c
35 Kbnnedy Jno., Brisbane c 52 Long Miss Ellen, Toowoomba u k
36 Kennedy Peter, Ipswich c 53 Long George, Bowen  in (2)
37 Kennedy Thos., Gladstone u k 54 Long Joseph, Brisbane u k
38 Kennon John, Brisbane u k 55 Long W., Bungaban c (2)
39 Kensett F., Brisbane in 56 Loseby John Hunt, Bigge's Camp u k
40 Kenny Thos., Port Mackay f 57 Loveday Joseph, Dalby c
41 Keogh Patk. (mason), Toowoomba s and f (3) 58 Lowe H., Springsure e (2)
42 Kernahan John Wilson, Brisbane f 59 Lowe Wm., Bowen c
43 Kerr C.  0., Leichhardt c 60 Lowe Win., Rockhamptou o
44 Ketlety John, Gayndah s 61 Loweke  -,  Brisbane f
45 Ketleby James, Bowen, s and o (2) 62 Lower Edwin, Bigge's Camp c
46 Kewby J., Brisbane c 63 Lucas Robt., Condamine c
47 Kedner James, Springsure c 64 Lud  -,  Bigge's Camp c
48 Kiernan James, Jimbour in 65 Ludgate Henry, Grandchester tt k
49 Kilerman F., Dalby o c 66 Luhrmann Wm., Toowoomba c
50 Killien Corney, Toowoomba c 67 Lukin G., Brisbane o c
51 King Miss A. Gertrude, Toowoomba n z 68 Lunn Geo., Ipswich u k and s (3)
52 King Miss Emma, Brisbane c 69 Lunney James, Albert River c
53 King Henry, Springsure s 70 Luscot Charles, Brisbane u k
54 King James, Roma e 71 Lyall John, Westwood c
55 King John, Roma c 72 Lynch Cornelius, Bigge's Camp c(3)
56 Kink Joseph, Toowoomba s 73 Lynch Daniel, Bigge's Camp c
57 King W. S., Bigge's Camp c 74 Lynch Eleanor, Brisbane c
58 Kipling A., Toowoomba c 75 Lynch John, Cumkillenbah in
59 Kinsella Owen, Maryborough u k (2) 76 Lyne John, Ipswich o c
60 Kirkwood  -,  Brassall c 77 Lyon Francis, Brisbane u k
61 Klein G. P., Dalby c 78 Lyons J., Brisbane c
62 Knight Benju., u k and s a 79 Lyons Miss Jane, Brisbane u k
63 Knowlden John Ipswich o
64
,
Knowles Michl., Brisbane f lYI:
65 Khonke A., Brisbane o 1 MACK Mich., Jimbour c
66 Koule John, Brisbane c 2 Mahar J., Toowoomba s
67 Krebe Francis, Rockhampton c 3 Mahef John, Waroo s
68 Kuhn Adolph, Peak Downs c (2). 4 Maher Martin, Mackay o c
5 Mahoney T., Brisbane c (2)
L. 6 Mahony Hugh, Ipswich c
1 LABATT Dr., Brisbane c 7 Mahoney Thomas, Toowoomba u k
2 Lacey John P., Brisbane m 8 Maine , Rockhampton c
3 Lacon E. K., Brisbane c 9 Make Mrs. Jane, Laidley u k
4 Lacrine Miss E., Brisbane e 10 Malcolm Wm., Helidon c
5 Icing Miss Anne, Brisbane e  11 Malia Peter, Rockhampton s
6 Laing Miss A., Brisbane c (2) 12 Maloney  -,  Warrel Creek c
7 Lake John, Brisbane t 13 Manering Emma, Brisbane u k
8 Laky Tim, Helidon c 14 Mangham Mrs., Brisbane t
9 Lamand John, Condamine o a 15 Mann Mrs., Condamine o
10 Lamb J. P., Brisbane o 16 Mann C., Jimbour s
11 Lambert John, Toowoomba c 17 Manning James, Rockhampton c
12 Lambert John (carpenter), Brisbane c 18 Manning John, South Kennedy c
13 Landon John, Brisbane u k 19 Mannion Thes., Ipswich  n k and c (2)
14 Lane Wm., Brisbane n z 20 Mansfield W. H., Brisbane u k
15 Lane W., Brisbane e 21 Manson Thos., Brisbane u k
16 Lang Thos., Springsurc c 22 Man Patk., Maryborough c
17 Lanmow (Chinaman), Taroom c 23 Marsh Ben., Bigge's Camp o
18 Larken T., Toowoomba c 24 Marsh Wm., Laidley e
19 Labimer Thos., Orion Downs c 25 Marshall James, Gordon Downs t
20 Lawrence R. Al, Bigge's Camp c 26 Marshall W. L., Brisbane e
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27 Marshman Mrs., Brisbane c 114 Murphy H., Condamine c
28 Martin  James ,  Brisbane c 115 Murphy Miss Honora, Condamine 0 c
29 Martin Peter, Brisbane c 116 Murphy Honora, Brisbane u It
30 Mason T .,  Condamine c 117 Murphy  James, Brisbane u  It
31 Masser Ralph ,  Bigge's Camp c 118 Murphy Jeremiah ,  Toowoomba u  It  and m (2)
32 Mather Wm., Brisbane u k and c (2) 119 Murphy John, Arthur Downs u k
33 Mather. Wm., Gowrie u k 120 Murphy John, Rockhampton u k
34 Mathieson  -  Brisbane c 121 Murphy John, Toowoomba c
35 Mattett S., Brisbane c 122 Murphy John, Brisbane c
36 Maunce Mrs. Eliza ,  Brisbance c 123 Murphy Miss Kate, Brisbane  u k
37 Mayhew  J., Brisbane u k 124 Murphy Mary, Maryborough u k
38 Mayne J., Bigge's Camp c 125 Murphy Nicholas J., Rockhampton c
39 Mayne and Burn, Peak Downs o c 126 Murphy  Patrick, Toowoomba n z
40 Meagher Miss Mary, Brisbane c 127 Murry A., Bigge's Camp c
41 Meiklethwaite J., flelidon c 128 Murray Fredk.,  Brisbane o
42 Mellcon George ,  Were River s 129 Murray  Fredk., Rockhampton s
43 Melville W., Toowoomba u k 130 Murray John,  Brisbane u k
41 Menzies George  (gardener) Brisbane u k 131 Murray John, Grandchester c (2)
45 Herrington James, Bigge's Camp u k 132 Murray Michael, Toowoomba u k (2)
46 Metza Peter, Toowoomba c 133 Murray  Mrs. Sarah, Milton c
47 Mickelmore Robt.. Rockhampton u k (2) 134 Murray Thos., Brisbane c
48 Middleton Wm., Toowoomba c 135 Murray Thos., Ballard's Camp u k
49 Migham Mary, Brisbane u k 136 Murray Mrs. Wm., Brisbane c
50 Milan Hugh, Toowoomba c 137 Myles, F. W. Nebo c
51 Millener James, Grandchester c 138 Myers M. E., Brisbane c
52 Miller Alex. (carpenter) Toowoomba c
53 Miller H., Redbank s Mc.
54 Miller James, Brisbane u k 1 McA17LEY  Robt., Rockhampton s
55 Miller James, Toowoomba u k 2 McCabe Chas., Maryborough c
56 Millett Harold, Brisbane u k 3 McCaffrey John, Ipswich c
57 Mills John, Toowoomba u It 4 McCallum Mrs., Brisbane u k
58 Mills John, Brisbane u k 5 McCallum  Bruce, Roma c
59 Mills Miss Rubina, Brisbane o c (2) 6 McCallum D., Felton c
60 Millsom J. B., Brisbane u  It 7 McCann Peter, Rockhampton e
61 Minassian J., Carnarvon c 8 McCann Stephen ,  Brisbane c
62 Minor Sterling ,  Ipswich c 9 McCarthy Daniel ,  Toowoomba u  It
63 Mitchell  S., Brisbane s 10 McCarthy John J., Ipswich c
64 Modini Charles, Toowoomba s 11 McCarthy Adam,  Rockhampton o
65 Mole B., Toowoomba c 12 McCaulifE -, Bigge's Camp c
66 Moller Geo., Roma e (2) 13 McClure Mrs., Brisbane u k
67 Moller John G., Taroom c 14 McConell Hugh, Li 'erpool  Range c,
68 Molloy Jno., Ipswich o c 15 McConochie David, Brisbane o
69 Monaghan Jno., Ipswich c 16 McConvel John, Rockhampton u It
70 Monk Mrs., Brisbane c 17. McCoppin J., Brisbane m
71 Monk E. J., Brisbane u  It  (2) 18 McCormack Jno., Knebworth c
72 Monteith Mrs. Wm-., Brisbane u k 19 -McCormick  Pat, Bigge's Camp c
73 Moodie  ,  Brisbane c 20 McCormick  Samuel ,  Bigge's Camp c
74 Mooney .- ,  Irishton c 21 McCready  Hugh, Brisbane u k'
75 Mooney Miss Agnes ,  Toowoomba u  It 22 McCrow W., Ipswich c
76 Moore James ,  Grandchester u  It 23 McCu llen Daniel, Toowoomba u k (2)
77 Moore Jas., Holmes' Camp c 24 McDonald A. B., Crinam c
78 Moore John, Rockhampton s 25 McDonald Alexr .,  Brisbane u  It
79 Moore Miss Linda ,  Grandchester c 26 McDonald Mrs. Christn.,  Grandchester o c (2)
80 Moore Thos., Waverley m 27 McDonald D., Rockhampton o
81 Moore W. E., Roma c 28 McDonald John ,  Victoria Downs c
82 Moore  Win.,  Dundatha u k (2) 29 McDonald John, Mackay c
83 Moran John, Rockhampton u It 30 McDonnell Frank, Rockhampton c
84 Moran Peter ,  Toowoomba c 31 McDowall A., Taroom c
85 Moren Miss ,  Brisbane c 32 McDowall  -,  Brisbane c
86 Morgan  (drayman ),  Brisbane c 33 Maeew Andrew, Toowoomba c
87 Morgan Geo., Grandchester c 34 McFadden John, Ipswich c
88 Morriss Mrs. R., Brisbane u  It 35 Magerrity David, Ipswich u  It
89 Morrissey Mathias ,  Toowoomba u  It 36 McGrath  -, Burrandowan c
90 Morison K. J., Toowoomba c 37 McGrath Patrick, Toowoomba c
91 Morison Murdock, Toowoomba u It 38 McGregor Alex., Bigge's Camp s
92 Morton Mrs. C., Toowoomba c 39 McGregor Archibald, Toowoomba u k (2)
93 Morton Hugh, Brisbane j and u  It  (4) 40 McGufe Alex., Ipswich u It
94 Morton John, Ipswich c 41 McGuire Bernard, Rockhampton u  It
95 Moss Henry, Brisbane u k 42 McGuire Ellen ,  Rockhampton u k
96 Moss M. ,  Ipswich s 43 McGuire J., Toowoomba c
97 Mountain Francis ,  Brisbane t 44 McGuire John, Rockhampton s
98 Mueller J. L., Doughboy Creek c 45 Maguire John K. ,  Toowoomba s
99 Muhrn Win., Ipswich f 46 MdHale John, Bigge's Camp c
100 Muir  -, Brisbane c 47 Mclnerry J., Toowoomba c
101 Muir Thos. ,  Felton c 48 McKay Angus,  Toowoomba u k (3)
102 Muldoon Wm., Rockhampton u k 49 McKay Wm .,  Charleville s
103 Mulhent Mrs., Rockampton s 50 McKendrick Daniel, Ipswich s
104 Mullan Michael  (carpenter), care of Messrs. 51 McKenzie Mrs. C., Holmes' Camp u  It
Peto and Co. u It 52 McKenzie  James, Nulalbin u  It
105 Mulligan Hugh, Ipswich o 53 McKenzie Kenneth, Bowen c
106 Mulligan Thos., Toowoomba u k 54 McKeon Francis ,  Ipswich c
107 Mullins Mrs.,  Toowooniba u  It 55 McKerteny Wm., Ipswich c
108 Mullins Patrick, Toowoomba c 56 Makey Mrs., Toowoomba c
109 Murner Thos., Toowoomba c 57 Mackrow Robert ,  Rockhampton s
110 Murwick,  Margaret ,  Ipswich e 58 Macky Hugh, Springsure o c
111 Murphy  -,  Toowoomba c 59 McLaine Chas., Rockhampton c
112 Murphy  Arthur,  Brisbane u  It 60 McLauchlan Wm., Brown 's Camp o
113 Murphy Chas., Brisbane o 61 McLean John, Grandchester c
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62 McLeain -,  Liverpool Range c 33 Oventen  --,  Toowoomba c
63 Maclean T., Bowen u k 34 Overend William, Toowoomba c
64 McLellan A. V., Helidon c 35 Ovinstone Matthew ,  Brisbane u k
65 McLellan Archibald Rockhampton f
66
,
McLennan Wm., Toowoomba u k P.
67 McLeod Donald ,  Northampton Downs in I PACKER W., Brisbane u k
68 McLosky Wm., Helidon c 2 Page Edward, Gatton o
69 McMaun B., Toowoomba o 3 Page Joseph, Ballard's Camp e
70 McMann Wm., Toowoomba c 4 Paige Henry, Bowen Downs s and u k (3)
71 McMahon Jane, Toowoomba o 5 Palmer Benjamin, Rockhampton c
72 McMuillan Miss Ann, Maryborough u k (2) 6 Palmer William ,  Toowoomba u k (2)
73 McNeave Patrick ,  Burrandowan c 7 Palmer W., Brisbane u k
74 McNeillie Alexander ,  Toowoomba u k 8 Parker Alfred ,  Oxley Creek u k (2)
75 McNichol Patrick ,  Toowoomba u k 9 Parker Frederick ,  Bendemere c
76 McPherson  -,  Toowoomba c 10 Parkinson J., Toowoomba c
77 McPherson Donald ,  Toowoomba s 11 Parr John, Ipswich u k
78 McPherson James ,  Jimbour c (2) 12 Parry Mrs., Junction c
79 McPhillips James, Bowen c 13 Patmore  Henry, Brisbane c and u k (2)
80 McQuarrie Daniel ,  Rockhampton s 14 Patterson  J., oowoomba s
81 McQueeney John, Burrandowan c 15 Patterson Miss  Mary  Don, Toowoomba s
82 McRae Duncan ,  Rockhampton u k and u z (2) 16 Pattison John, Ipswich s (2)
83 McRa Welsh, Rockhampton c 17 Patton John, Rockhampton s
84 McSherry Hugh ,  Bigge's Camp c 18 Pavitt George, Brisbane c
85 McShurry H., Dalby c 19 Payne F., Brisbane s
86 McVeigh George, Ipswich c and u k (2) 20 Payne  John , Toowoomba s
21 Bigge 's Camp sPayne JohnN. 22
,
Pierce Ben., Mount Hutton e
1 NAGEL A.,  Culgoa c 23 Pears  -,  Ipswich c
2 Nathan W .  B., Undullah c 24 Pearson Elizabeth ,  Toowoomba c
3 Neal George ,  Grandchester u k 25 Pearl Mrs. John, Toowoomba c
4 Neal R., Grandchester s 26 Peacock George ,  Port Denison c and u k (2)
5 Neaves Jas. Mel) .,  Natal Downs u k (5) 27 Penner W., Brisbane o
6 Neal Christian ,  Toowoomba c 28 Penny Thomas ,  Brisbane u k
7 Neil and McCan ,  Rockhampton c 29 Perkins George, Darling Downs u k
8 Neil Alfred ,  Toowoomba c 30 Perkins James, Brisbane  in
9 Nencanon James, Bigge's Camp m 31 Perks Thomas ,  Bigge's Camp c
10 Nesbit Edward,  Toowoomba u k 32 Perrin William ,  Toowoomba c (2)
11 Newendorf August,•c 33 Perrin W., Levburn u k
12 Newman Mrs. J .,  Ipswich s 34 Perry  Charles, Dalrymple Creek s
13 Nicholls John, Brisbane u k (4) 35 Peters John T., Post Office c
14 Nicols John, Toowoomba c 36 Petrie A., Ipswich c
15 Night Thomas ,  Bigge's Camp c 37 Pettirson David, Dalby c (2)
16 Nihill John ,  Rockhampton o 38 Peterson John, Maryborough o
17 Nisbet David ,  Rockhampton u k 39 Phelan Patrick, Rockhampton c
18 Noble Jas. J., Maryborough m 40 Phillips Miss R., Durundur c
19 Nolan James ,  Toowoomba c 41 Pickett J., Maryborough c
20 Nolan N., Toowoomba c 42 Pierce  -,  Lower Dawson c
21 Nolan Patrick ,  Laidley c 43 Pierce John ,  Toowoomba c
22 Nolan Stephen ,  Bowen o c 44 Pierik Frederick ,  Brisbane f
23 Norman G. F., Springsure c 45 Pike F. E., Ballard's Camp u k
24 Norris Alex., Toowoomba u k 46 Platz Vincent ,  Toowoomba e
25 Nowell George ,  Springsure o c 47 Podmore George ,  Clermont c
26 Nowland James, Toowoomba c 48 Pointen William ,  Brisbane c
27 Nunn  (carrier),  Bigge's Camp e 49 Pollak David ,  Ipswich c
0. 50 Pollett R..,  Bigge's Camp c51 Poole J. F., Rockhampton s a
1 iOAGHTON  ( t ) Ber , oggo cpa n 52 Poole Joseph ,  Gracemere c and u k (2)
2 O'Brien Michael, Weranga u k 53 Poole W., Town Clerk f
3 O'Brien Morgan, Retreat  in 54 Pooler John ,  Toowoomba c
4 O'Brine James ,  Bigge's Camp s 55 Pope George ,  Brisbane c and u k (2)
5 O'Brine Patrick, Brisbane u k 56 Porter J. and A., Toowoomba e
6 O'Connell John ,  Bigge's Camp e 57 Porterfield Wm., Bigge's Camp c
7 O'Connell Martin ,  Bowen s (3) 58 Portley Mr., Holmes' Camp c
8 O'Conner Miss, Brisbane s a 59 Porunton Frances ,  Toowoomba c
9 O'Connor  -,  Bigge's Camp c 60 Potter Richard, Gibbon 's Camp c
10 O'Connor Arthur ,  Bigge's Camp c 61 Pountly P., Eagle Farm c
11 O'Connor Francis ,  Bowen o c 62 Powditch J., Toowoomba u k
12 O'Connor John, Rockhampton o c 63 Powell Mrs .,  Peak Downs s
13 O'Donald Charles, Toowoomba u k 64 Powe ll Thomas ,  Bowen u k
14 O'Driscoll Mary Ann, Brisbane o 65 Power John ,  Condamine c
15 O'Gilvie J. S. Brisbane s 66 Power Mary ,  Ipswich o
16 O'Grady James ,  Gatton o c 67 Pratt Thomas ,  Gowrie ,  Toowoomba  u k
17 O'Gready Edward ,  Toowoomba u k 68 Preen John ,  Brisbane u k •
18 Oliver S .,  Maryborough c 69 Pringnitz Carl, Jimbour c
19 Ollwood J .,  Rockhampton c 70 Proctor Wm., Brisbane u k (2)
20 O'Neal Michael  (joiner ),  Brisbane River c (2) 71 Provin David ,  Bigge's Camp n z
21 O'Neill George ,  Brisbane River u k 72 Provis Geo. L .,  Little Liverpool o
22 O'Nei ll James ,  Toowoomba m 73 Prudden S., Brisbane o c
23 O'Nie ll M .,  Dunwich c 74 Pugh Thomas, Toowoomba u k
24 O'Reilly James ,  Dalby c 75 Pullin John ,  Bigge's Camp e
25 Ormsby Gore ,  Monduran u k (2) 76 Purcell Michael ,  Laidley c
26 Orme Richard ,  Brassall c
27 O'Rourke Miss Mary, Brisbane e Q.
28 Osborne  --,  Toowoomba c 1 QUINLIN Margaret ,  Brisbane u k
29 O'Shea Michael, Ipswich c 2 Quinlan Michael ,  Brisbane c
30 Osmond Charles ,  Rockhampton s 3 Quinn ,  Mrs Isaac, Brisbane m
31 O'Sullivan Michael, Ipswich c 4 Quinn James ,  Ipswich o
32 Outhwaite George, Little Liverpool c 5 Quin Matthew, Rockhampton u k
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6 Quinn Patrick ,  Gracemere o 84 Ross Alexander, Brisbane u k
7 Quirm Terence ,  Little Liverpool  u k 85 Ross Alfred ,  Jimbour e
8 Quodling R., Laidley c 86
87
Ross John, Bigge's Camp c
' 2h Bi CR JR 88
gge s amp s ( )oss osep ,
Roulston John ,  Rockhampton s
1 BABBITT Catherine .  Brisbane u k 89 Roupe Wm., Brisbane b p,
2 Radford M., Liverpool c 90 Rourke John ,  Brisbane c
3 Radnor John, Gatton c 91 Routen Stephen, Brisbane u k (2)
4 Iiambird  AT., Cabbage -Tree Creek c 92 Row Mrs., Rockhampton u k
5 lianidge S. H., Toowoomba u k 93 Rowe W., Rockhampton u k
6 Ramsey Henry ,  Dalby e 94 Rowland and Co.,  Merriwa c
7 Ramsey M .,  Brisbane o 95 Rowley Joseph, Holme's Camp s
8 Randle Mary, Brisbane u k 96 Rudge James, South Brisbane u k
9 Rankin Ronald, Cressbrook s 97 Russell M., Brisbane c
10 Ransome V. F., Toowoomba c 98 Rust A. J., Brisbane u k
11 Rarne Geo .,  Ipswich o c 99 Ryan D .  B., Brisbane u k
12 Rasdon G. S., Peak Downs  in 100 Ryan Edward, Maryborough c
13 R,ttary Wm., Toowoomba c (2) 101 Ryan J. L., Bowen e
14 Rawdon Thomas, Highfields c 102 Ryan Martin ,  Ipswich c
15 Rawlins Mrs., Ipswich c 103 Rylands J., Condamine c
16 Rawson W., Rockhampton c 104 Ryan James , (for Daniel Conden),  Bigge's
17 Rayment Mrs., Brisbane n z Campuk
18 Raymont R., Kedron Brook c 105 Ryne James , (for Miss Anne Maher ),  Bigge's
19 Rayner D., Brisbane c Camp c (2)
20 Read Dovid, Toowoomba .c S.
21 Reade Mrs. E., Ipswich u k 1 SALISBURY  ,  Brisbane c
22 Reanley John, Ipswich c 2 Salisbury  Thos.,  Condamine e
23 Reay Andrew ,  Toowoomba c 3 Sam Joseph, Dalby c
24 Reed , Peak Downs c 4 Sargeant  Thos., Toowoomba u k
25 Reed Henry, Redbank u k 5 Seaty H .,  Brisbane s
26 Rees Garthur ,  Woogaroo u k 6 Saunderson  -,  Springsure e
27 Rees Rees, Brisbane s 7 Saunders Miss ,  Rockhampton o c
28 Reid Hugh ,  Holme's Camp c 8 Sawyer James , Toowoomba  e
29 Reid James, Ballard 's Camp u k 9 Scane Geo., Brisbane u k
30 Reid William, Holme's Camp u k 10 Scanlan Dominick ,  Brisbane u k
31 Reilby  Miss Ann,  Rockhampton u k 11 Scanlan Jeremiah ,  Rockhampton c
32 Reimer Henry, Port Denison c 12 Scarth Gco. J .,  Rockhampton u k (4)
33 Renals James ,  Port Denison s 13 Scattergood John ,  Toowoomba u k
34 Renals James, Bowen s 14 Schener Jacob ,  Lytton Road c
35 Rennie W., Maryborough c (3) 15 Schmidt Hermann ,  Toowoomba c
36 Renoch Henry, Bulimba c 16 Schwarz G. F., Collinton c
37 Reynolds James, Bowen c 17 Schwartz Heinrich, Toowoomba' c (2)
38 Reynolds W. A.,  Toowoomba c 18 Scott Mrs., Brisbane u k
39 Rial C., Toowoomba c 19 Scott Robt., Roma c
40 Rice  Mrs. C.,  Toowoomba m 20 Scourse  -, Toowoomba u k
41 Rice Peter, Brisbane c (2) 21 Sealey Henry, Grandchester c
42 Rich Charles, Maryborough e 22 Searle John ,  Toowoomba c
43 Richards John B., Toowoomba o c 23 Sharp John H .,  Brisbane o
44 Richards Mrs. P .,  Ipswich s a 24 Sharweker Carl,  Toowoomba e
45 Richards Thomas, Brisbane u k 25 Shaw  -,  Goodale c
46 Richardson M., Dawson c 26 Shaw Wm., Brisbane u k
47 Richardson W., Springsure c 27 Sheaffe R. H ,, Rockhampton o
48 Rine G., Bigge's Camp c 28 Sheay Mrs. Jane, Little Liverpool u k
49 Rip M., Rockhampton c 29 Sheehan David C.,  Brisbane u k
50 Roach John ,  Toowoomba c 30 Shelly S. F., Brisbane u k
51 Roberts M., Dalby c 31 Shepherd Jas., Ipswich u k
52 Roberts  AT., Rockhampton u k 32 Shevase -,  Ipswich s
53 Roberts David, Peak Downs u k 33 Short L. F. H., Bowen c
54 Robert George, Rockhampton c 34 Shotter Edwd .,  Bowen c
55 Roberts Mrs. John, Brisbane o 35 Shotter John ,  Bowen c
56 Roberts John ,  Brisbane c 36 Sidey Thos. ,  Gowrie c
57 Roberts H. L., Brisbane u k 37 Sigley Abraham, Ipswich u k
58 Robert Thomas, Brisbane c 38 Silvester Henry, Bowen u k
59 Robertson Mrs. A., Kangaroo Point c 39 Sim John, Brisbane u k
60 Robertson Mr. Roderick ,  Toowoomba u k 40 Sims John, Ipswich c
61 Robertson William, Brisbane m 41 Simmons Henry R., Brisbane c
62 Robertson William ,  Maryborough s 42 Simpson  ,  Ipswich c
63 Robison Mrs., Brisbane m 43 Simpson Jas., Durah c
64 Robinson James, Toowoomba n z 44 Simpson S. F., Condamine c
65 Robinson John ,  Wallumbi lla c 45 Sinclair Win., Rockhampton c
66 Robinson Mrs. Mary, Brisbane u k 46 Skinner S., Toowong c
67 Roche S., Toowoomba e 47 Skinner Thos., Peak Downs s
68 Roch Thomas ,  Toowoomba c 48 Slade W. D., Brisbane u k
69 Roda Jaslo ,  Wallumbilla o c 49 Slattery John, Jimbour c (2)
70 Rodden Robert ,  Wallumbilla  u k 50 Smaldon John,  Toowoomba c
71 Roffon Christian , Grandeliester  c 51 Smethurst W. M., Brisbane u k
72 Rogan  AT., Gowrie Station u k 52 Smith ,  (architect), Brisbane
73 Rogers James, Rockhampton c 53Smith --, Eagle Farm c
74 Rogers J., Kerilpa c 54 Smith Alex. Dunn, Toowoomba o
75 Rogers John, Brisbane u k 55 Smith A. L., Brisbane c
76 Rogers W., Rockhampton s 56 Smith C., Rockhampton o
77 Rogerson and Knowlden ,  Grandchester c 57 Smith E. B., Bowen c
78 Rowland  -,  Ipswich c 58 Smith E .  J., Bowen c
79 R,ollinson David, Jimbour c 59 Smith F .,  Bowen o
80 Romilly Guiseppe ,  Brisbane o c 60 Smith F. A., Brisbane s
81 Ronan Ellen ,  Rockhampton u k 61 Smith F. T., Taroom c (2)
82 Romly Tames,  Ballard's Camp o e 62 Smith Francis, Springsure s
83 Rose Wi lliam,  Ipswich u k and c (2) 63 Smith H.,  Toowoomba c
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64 Smith Mrs .  H. A., Pioneer River u k  150 Swyney  -, Rockhampton c
65 Smith H .  W., Brisbane u k 151 Sybel  -,  Ipswich c
66 Smith Howard ,  Ipswich c 152 Symons James, Toowoomba c
67 Smith J. L., Walloon o T.
68 Smith Wm .  Jenkin, Brisbane u k 1 TABART Thos., Combarngo c69 Smith John, Brisbane s 2 Toowoomba cTait John70 Smith John,  Bigge's Camp e 3
,
Talbot John ,  Ipswich u k71 Smith Joseph ,  Toowoomba c 4 Tamblyn John, Brisbane u k
72 Smith John B., Laidley e 5 Tamsey  John,  Brisbane c
73 Smyth Bernard ,  Brisbane u k 6 Tapper Win., Brisbane o ,
74 Smyth Stephen ,  Fernie Lawn c 7 Taylor Mrs., Brown River c75 Smythe  Wm.., Brisbane u k 8 Taylor A.
76 Smith Parkinson ,  Ballard 's Camp c 9 Taylor J., Clermont s77 Smith R .,  Ballard's Camp s 10 Holmes' Camp oTaylor James
78 Smith Sidney and Geo. W., Rockhampton 11
,
Taylor Solomon, Bungabar cu k  (2) 12 Taylor Thomas  (contractor ),  Little Liverpool79 Smith T .  Shelbourne ,  Ipswich u k Range o c (2)80 Smith  Thos.,  Dinner Corner s 13 Tabbart E. J. (commercial traveller ),  Bris-81 Smith Thos., Rockhampton  in bane e82 Smith Thos .,  Grandchester o c 14 Tebbart John, Toowoomba c83 Smith W .  H., Bowen c 15 Telfer John Brisbane u k84 Smith W .  R., Ballard 's Camp c 16 ,Templeton A., Beams' Brook e85 Smith Wm., Brisbane o 17 Thomas A., Rockhampton u k86 Smith Wm., Charleville c (2) I 8
'
Thomas Alfred, Alpha u k and s a (2)87 Smith Wm., Bigge s Camp in 19 Thomas Win. (carpenter) Toowoomba u k88 Sneed James, Rockhampton e 20
,
Thomason Wm., Ipswich u k89 Snow  J. T., Warwick c 21 Thomson  , Laidley Creek c90 Solrey Mrs .  Rebecca, Ipswich c 22 Thompson -, Brisbane c (2)91 Sommerfield N., Toowoomba c 23 Thompson L. A., Ballard's Camp s92 Somers W., Bundi  in 24 Gatton cThompson A.93 Somerville -, Burrandowan c 25 ,Thompson Henry Rockhampton o94 Sonaghan James, Brisbane u k 26 ,Thompson Jas., Rockhampton s95 Soutar Jas. T,, Brisbane u k (2) 27 Thompson John, Ipswich u k (2)96 Spence Wm., (plumber),  Bowen n z (2) 28 Thompson John ,  Rockhampton s97 Spenser  ,  Brisbane c 29 Thompson R. C. Brisbane c98 Spiegel , Bigge's Camp c 30 ,Thompson Wm., Terryboo c (2)99 Spooner J., Taroom c 31 Thompson Wm., Laidley Station c100 Sprenger L., (shoemaker ),  Brisbane c (3) 32 Brisbane cThompson Wm.101 Spry -, Pine Mountain c 33 ,Thornburn Alexander, Cuthorston Lodge102 Stace H. J., Springsure f (4) Station u k103 Stafford Joseph ,  Brisbane u k 34 Thornhill John, Rockhampton o c104 Stafford Wm., Ipswich u k (2) 35 Thornton Bridget Brisbane o105 Stallworthy J. C., Toowoomba s 36 ,Thornton Henry Main Range Toowoomba o106 Stamno Louis, Brisbane c 37 , ,Thorpe William Francis Ipswich u k107 Stanfield Samuel ,  Helidon c 38 ,Thureeht George Dalby c108 Stansill  Geo,, Brisbane u k 39 ,Thwaite Richard Ballard's Camp u k109 Stark William ,  Toowoomba u k 40 ,Bigge's Camp u kTierney John110 Steel Isaac, Ipswich u k 41 ,Roma u kTill Horace111 Stein D. M., Brisbane n z 42
'
,
Tilley James (carrier) Bigge's Camp c112 Binge sStephens F (blacksmith )B ,,. . 43Camp o Timmins John, Teladburne Station, Province
of Marlborough New Zealand f113 Stephens Joseph, Tambourine s 44
,
Condamine cTobin Nicholas114 Stephens Samuel, Condamine u k 45
,
Brisbane cTaggart  -115 Stephenson Miss, Brisbane s 46
,
Tolmir James Bowen c116 Stevens Wm Brisbane u k ,
117
., 47Stevenson Peter Ipswich o Tomlin Weldon, Rockhampton o or u k
118
, 48Stewart Mrs Toowoomba c Tomlin Thomas, Toowoomba u k
119
., 49Rockham ton u kStewart Miss Mar Toohey James, Grandchester u k
120
py , 50Stewart Thomas I swich u k Tooker Mrs. Julia, Ipswich c, p 51 Totten Rockhampton c121 Stidolph R., Dalby u k (2) 52
,
Toowoomba cTownsen  -122 Stidolph R F Maryborough e ,
123
. ., 53Stiles  George, Dalby c 54
Townsend  Horace W., Dalby c
Tracey Miss Agnes Brisbane c124 Stirling J. W., Brisbane u k 55
,
Travers Arthur Rockhampton u z125 Stirling Wm., Toowoomba u k (2) 56
,
Travers  Michael Ipswich o126 Stone Job, Brisbane c 57
,
Travers F. W Toowoomba u k.127 Stone R., Mary River c 58
, ,
Treadwell Reuben G. S. and W. Railway128 Stordy Mrs. Ann, Ipswich c
'
, ,
Tunnel c129 s Camp u kStoreyRobt., Ballard 59 Rockhampton cTrefair  John130 Stow H. M., Brisbane c 60
,
Tregaski William Bigge's Camp c131 Stratten  Abel,  Springsure o c 61
,
Brisbane eTretroff Martin132 Stroker  Alfred J. Ipswich o o ,, 62 Trenschler Hemy, Toowoomba c (3)133 Stuck H., Toowoomba c 63 St .  Helen's o cTriffitt Richard134 Sturland James ,  Ipswich c 64 ,Tripp John Brisbane o c135 Styles J. K., Grandchester c 65 ,Tron S . J Brisbane f136 Brisbane u kSullivan Cornelius .,, 66 Trotter John ,  Brisbane u k (2)137 Sullivan D., Taroom c 67 Brisbane oTruscott Edmund138 Sullivan John, Brisbane c 68 ,Turnbull -, or R. G .,  Gowrie Station c (2)139 Sullond Mrs., Ipswich c 69 Gowrie  Station cTurnbu ll W140 Rockhampton u kSumers Mrs .,
141
.,
Rockhampton sSutherland Wm 70 Turner -, Rockhampton c
142
.,
ton oRockhamSwan Thomas 71 Turner Mrs. R., Rockhampton c
143
p, 72Swann  Henry  L., South Brisbane c Tutty Edward ,  Rockhampton c.
144 Sweanney John ,  Dalby c U.
145 Sweeney Charles, Callandoon s  1 ULERIH Joseph, Rockhampton f
146 Sweeney James, Rockhampton o c 2 Under wood C., Ben Bean Station c
147 Sweeney M., Port Denison u k  3 Urquhart, Miss Catherine, Rockhampton n z
148 Sweeting R., Brisbane c 4 Urquhart James ,  Lime Stone Creek, Port
149 Swords James,  Granchester o c (2) Denison e
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V.  72 Whyte William, Brisbane o
73 Widdops W. Maryborough c,Taroom c1 VACHELL Pemberton , 74 Wier Michl., Brisbane u kkh tV h RJ amp on eo n, oc2 anes 75 Wiese. Carl, Toowoomba ci hIV M D pswrs. c.,3 eere e 76 Wilger Harry Toowoomba c4 Veness John, Telegraph Camp, Maryborough s 77
,
Wiles H. Ipswich u k5 Vicker Wm. A., Condamine c 78
,
Wilke  - Toowoomba f6 Vickory James, Brisbane c 79
,
Wilkes  -,  Toowoomba c (2)
7 Vignols Francis, Brisbane f 80 Wilkins Johann Toowoomba c8 Vincent H. D., Brisbane  u k and n z (3) 81 ,Wilks Richard, Toowoomba c9 Vincent R. W., Brisbane w a (2) 82 Williams  -,  Clermont e (2)10 Vinis Isaac, Taroom u k 83 Williams Albert; Brisbane o11 Vivian W. C., Brisbane uk 84 William's Edwd. Laidley u k12 Vohland Edward, Toowoomba c 85 ,Williams Henry, Albert River u k
W. 8687
Williams Hugh, Condamine e
Williams J., Toowoomba o c
1 WADE William, Toowoomba e 88 Williams John, Springsure c
2 Wakeham E., Brisbane u k 89 Williams Joseph, Dalby c
3 Walker James, Laidley u k (2) 90 Williams J., Toowoomba c
4 Walker R. G., Toowoomba c (2) 91 Williams Mrs. Robt., Brisbane f
5 Walker Spencer, Bowen c 92 Williams Thos., Rochdale u k
6 Wall Miss Margaret, Fortitude Valley c 93 Williams Thos., Clermont c
7 Wallace M., Brisbane c 94 Williams Wm., Brisbane u k (2)
8 Wallace David, Ipswich c 95 Williamson J. B., Rockhampton u k
9 Wallace William, Brisbane u k 96 Willis Jphn Jesse, Brisbane  f'
10 Wallis  -,  Toowoomba c 97 Wilson , Bigges' Camp c
11 Walshe Christian L., Toowoomba, c 98 Willson  -,  Brisbane c
12 Walsh J. P., Rockhampton s 99 Wilson C., Ipswich c
13 Walsh James, Toowoomba o c 100 Wilson Charles, Brisbane c
14 Walsh John, Spring Hill c 101 Wilson Hy., Undallah c and s (2)
15 Walters John N., Toowoomba o 102 Wilson J. and A., Rockhampton s
16 Walter Thomas, Rockhampton c 103 Wilson J. B., Brisbane c
17 Ward G. F., Rockhampton s 104 Wilson John A., Brisbane u k
18 Ward James, Maryborough c 105 Wilson Joseph, Retreat s
19 Ward James, Toowoomba s (2) 106 Wilson N., Condamine c
20 Ward John, Brisbane c 107 Wilson T. J., Brisbane c
21 Wardle Thomas B., Bigge's Camp c 108 Willson W. Ellis, Bowen Creek c
22 Wardlow Mrs. Annie, Ipswich c 109 Wilson Wm., Ipswich u k
23 Ware F., Brisbane c 110 Winchester P., Toowoomba in
24 Waring F. G., Brisbane n k 111 Wingrove George, Ipswich u k
25 Warland Mr., Wambalbank c 112 Winter James, Waverley u k
26 Warner Mr., Ipswich c 113 Winterbottom  -,  Ipswich c
27 Warren W. S., Brisbane c 114 Winter Wm., Brisbane u k
28 Watkins Eliza, Brisbane c 115 Wiseman J., Rockhampton s
29 Watson Mr., Toowoomba c 116 Wollack John, Bigge's Camp c
30 Watson Alexander, Toowoomba u k 117 Wood George, Springsure o e (2)
31 Watson James, Brisbane u k 118 Woode Leonard, Ipswich o c
32 Watson. John, Brisbane u k 119 Wood R., Curriwillinghi o e
33 Watson John, Brisbane u k 120 Wood R. C., Brisbane c
34 Watt S., Brisbane c 121 Wood T. A., Brisbane c
35 Watts Mrs., Brisbane c 122 Wood Thos., Bigge's Camp o
36 Watkins George, Burnett c 123 Woodley H., Rockhampton f (2)
37 Weatherburne Frank, Ipswich c 124 Woodlock Joseph, Jimbour c (3)
38 Weaver Mr., Brisbane u k 125 Woodrock Wm., Bowen e
39 Webb B., Brisbane e 126 Workner H., Dalby o c
40 Webb George, Roma c 127 Wrenshaw Thos., Brisbane c
41 Webb Mrs. S., Rockhampton o 128 Wright Joseph, Toowoomba u k (2)
42 Webster Thomas, Springsure c 129 Wright Win., Toowoomba o c
43 AV eir Miss, Rockhampton u k 130 Wyatt Geo., Brisbane u k
44 Weir Richardson, Laidley  in 131 Wyllie James, Rockhampton u k
45 Weller Arthur, Peak Downs c
46
47
Wells A., Brisbane u k
Toowoomba sWelton B
V.
48
.,
Wensley John, Toowoomba c 1 YEATS Charles, Helidon c
49 Wentzel Peter, Springsure o e 2 Young James Hammond, Brisbane s
50 Wevenham S. A., Ipswich c 3 Young Mrs. Robert Hunter, Rockhampton uk
51 Wesley R., Brisbane u k 4 Young William, Toowoomba c
52 Burnett n zWest Mr.
53
,
West Jaynes, Tarampa c Z.
54 Westlake William, Helidon u k and c
55 Wheeler Henry, Bigge's Camp c 1 ZARCK Louis, Brisbane f
56 Wheeler Henry, Brisbane in 2 Zendler Julius, Bigge's Camp c
57 Wheeler S., Brisbane u k
58 Brisbane it kWheeler Joseph
58
,
Wheeler Oliver, Gibbon's Camp u k
60 Whit Henry, South Brisbane u k INITIALS AND MISCELLANEOUS.
61 Whitbread B. E., Rockhampton u k
62 Whitfield William, Dalby s 1 C. G., Dalby c
63 White Mr., senior, Toowoomba c (2) 2 C. R. E., General Post Office e
64 White Benjamin, Gatton c 3 H. H., Springsure u k
65 White C. J., Springsure u k (5) 4 L. C., Ipswich e
66 White Henry, Ipswich u k 5 T. S., Brisbane e
67 White T., Ipswich u k 6 W. G., Ipswich e
68 Whiteman William, Brisbane 1r k 7 Vesper, General Post Office c
69 Whittaker David, Brisbane u k 8 To the Agent or Clerk, Peto, Brassey, and
70 Whittet Andrew, Holmes' Camp u k (2) Betts, Ipswich c
71 Whitty Henry, Bigge's Camp c (2) 9 The Proprietor, Rosedale o o
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The Chief Justice's Chambers,
'Supreme Court House,.
Brisbane, 23rd November, 1866.
IT is hereby. notified, that HENRY REGINALDBUTTENSHAW, of Cardwell, in the Colony of
Queensland, Esquire (Acting Police Magistrate),
has been appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits,
&c., such commission being determinable on his
ceasing to be Acting Police Magistrate at Cardwell.
Also, that JosEPH LIDDLE, of Melbourne, in the
Colony of Victoria, Esquire, Solicitor, has been
appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits, &c., such
commission being determinable on his ceasing to
be on the Roll of Attorneys of the Supreme Court
of Victoria.
Also, that ROBERT C. GRESSON, of Melbourne,
in the Colony of Victoria, Esquire, Solicitor, has
been appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits, &c.,
such Commission being determinable on his ceasing
to be on the Roll of Attorneys of the Supreme
Court of Victoria.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1866.
.IT is hereby notified, that RANDOLPH CHARLESWANT, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales, Solicitor, has been appointed a Commissioner
for Affidavits, &c., such commission being deter-
minable on his ceasing to be on the Roll of
Attorneys of the Supreme Court of New South
Wales.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the  Chief Justice.
I N pursuance of the A cts of Parliament 22Victoria, No. 18, and 29 Victoria, No. 10, and
by the authority of the same, I hereby appoint
the undermentioned times at which District Courts,
in the Criminal and Civil Jurisdictions thereof, will
be held in the several towns in the Western
District during the year 1867, that is to say:-
Criminal Jurisdiction. Civil Jurisdiction.
AT DALEY.
Friday, January 4.
Thursday, April 4.
Friday, June 28.
Wednesday, October 16.
Tuesday, January 22.
Wednesday, April 24.
Friday, July 5.
Tuesday,  October 22.
Monday, January 14.
Tuesday, April 16.
Wednesday, July 10.
Tuesday, October 29.
Saturday, January 5.
Friday, April 5.
Saturday, June 29.
Thursday, October 17.
AT CONDAMINE.
Wednesday, January 23.
Wednesday, April 24.
Friday, July 5.
Tuesday, October 22.
AT ROMA.
Tuesday, January 15.
Wednesday, April 17.
Thursday, July 11.
Wednesday, October 30.
CHAS. W. BLAKENEY,
Judge of the Western District Court.
Condamine, 16th November, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Smith, of
Ipswich, publican.WHEREAS the said Thomas Smith was, on the5th day of December, A.D. 1866, adjudged to
be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 4th day of February, A.D..1867, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 11th
day of March, A.D. 1867, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the ,6th day of December,
A.D.1§66.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM  PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Thomas Jephson,
of Ipswich, gentleman.
WHEREAS the said Thomas Jephson was, on1 1 the 3rd day of December, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 13th day December, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said estate, and for the election of a Creditors'
Assignee, if required ; and also to determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall
be made to the Insolvent up to the time of passing
his last examination, and whether any and what
tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the
Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the
4th day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said estate, and for such other matters connected
with the estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 5th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Pendleton, car-
penter, of Brisbane.
WHEREAS the said James Pendleton was, on
the 3rd day of December, A.D.1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 13th day of December, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 4th day of February, A.D.
1867, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 3rd day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILL IAM PICNVRING,
Official  Assignee.
Judge
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Walter Davidson, of
Carrabah, grazier.
WHEREAS the said Walter Davidson was,
on the 5th day of December, A.D. 1866, ad-judged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 13th day of December,  A.D. 1866,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 5th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John James Greer,
storekeeper, of Toowoomba.
HEREAS the said John James Greer was,
on the 3rd day of December, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY, the 13th day of December, A.D.
1866, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vent up to the time of passing his last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a
Second Public Sitting of the Court, at the same
place, on MONDAY, the 4th day of February, A.D.
1867, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estate as may be
required. to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 3rd day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Owen Connor, publican,
of Ipswich.
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HEREAS the said Owen Connor was, on
the 5th day of December, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be' an Insolvent, I hereby. appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the
11th day of March, A.D. 1867, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for such other matters connected
with the estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 5th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY
in the Insolvent Estate of Joseph Bragg, baker,
of Fortitude Valley.
W
HEREAS the said Joseph Bragg was, on
the 3rd day of December, A.D.1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint THURS-
DAY, 13th December, for the Insolvent to come
in and submit to be examined ; and a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURS-
DAY, the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 3rd day of December, A.D.
1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the matter of the Act of Parliament, 9 George
IV., c.  83; and of the Act of Council, 11 Vic-
toria, No. 24; and of the personal estate of
William James, late of Bowen, deceased.
To the Brother or next of kin of the abovenamed
deceased person.
TAKE notice that, unless you apply for and
obtain letters of administration to the personal
estate of William James, deceased, intestate, or
show cause within one calendar month after the
date hereof, to the satisfaction of the Supreme
Court of Queensland, or the Judge thereof, why an
order should not be made for me to collect, manage,
and administer the said estate of the said William
James, I shall, at the expiration of the said one
calendar month, apply by petition to the said Court,
or the Judge of the said Court, for such order, and
the same will be made accordingly.
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, the 7th day of December, 1866.
MEMORANDUM :-Cause will be, expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on MONDAY, the 21st day
of January, 1867, at Ten o'clock, before the Judge
then sitting in Chambers, at the Court House,
Queen street, Brisbane.
VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of the Faith, &c.
To the next of kin of Hugh Sutherland Mackay,
late of the Albert River, in the Colony of
Queensland, laborer, deceased, and to all
others whom it may concern,
GREETING-
W
HEREAS it has been represented unto our
Supreme Court of Queensland, by James F.
Garrick, Proctor of Jessie Williams, of Cleveland,
near Brisbane, in the said Colony, Widow, a
creditor of the said deceased, that the said Hugh
Sutherland Mackay, late of the Albert River afore-
said, departed this life on or about the eleventh day
of February last, having at the time of his death
goods, chattels, and credits in the Colony aforesaid
intestate : We do therefore hereby peremptorily
cite you, and each of you, to appear before us at
our said Supreme Court House, in Queen street,
Brisbane, on the twenty-fourth day of December
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instant, at the hour of Ten o'clock in the forenoon
of the same day, and there abide, if occasion shall
require, during the sitting of the said Court, and
then and there to accept or refuse Letters of
Administration of all and singular the goods,
chattels, and credits of the said deceased, or other-
wise to show sufficient cause (if you or either of
you have or know any) why the same should not be
committed to the said Jessie Williams, a creditor
of the said deceased, on giving sufficient security ;
and further to do and receive as to law and justice
shall appertain, under pain of such Letters of
Administration being granted unto the said Jessie
Williams, a creditor of the said deceased.
Witness the Honorable JAMES COCKLE, Esquire,
Chief Justice of Queensland, this sixth day
of December, in the thirtieth year of our
reign, and A.D. 1866.
[L.s.] REYNOLDS BALL,
JAMES F. GA$RICK,
Registrar.
Proctor for the said Jessie Williams,
Queen street, Brisbane.
VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of the Faith, and so forth.
To the Widow and next of kin (if any), of
Ambrose Croshaw, of Lockyer Creek, in the
Colony of Queensland, contractor, deceased,
intestate, and to all other persons whom it
may concern,
GREETING-
HEREAS it path been represented unto our
Supreme Court of Queensland, that the said
Ambrose Croshaw, late of Lockyer Creek aforesaid,
departed this life on or about the nineteenth day of
April, 1866, leaving at the time of his death goods,
chattels, credits in the Colony aforesaid : We
hereby cite you, and each of you, to appear
personally, or by your Proctor duly constituted,
before our said Court, at the Court House, in
Queen street, Brisbane, on the twelfth day of
December, 1866, at the hour of Ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and there to abide, if
occasion shall require, during the sitting of the
said Court, and then and there to accept or refuse
Letters of Administration of all and singular the
goods, chattels, and credits of the said deceased,
or otherwise to show sufficient cause (if you or
either of you have or know any) why the same should
not be committed to Samuel Benjamin and Henry
Spiro, of Toowoomba, in the Colony of Queens-
land, storekeepers, creditors of the said deceased,
on their giving sufficient security.
Witness the Honorable JAMES COCKLE, Esquire,
Chief Justice of our said Court, at Brisbane,
this twenty-sixth day of November, in the
thirtieth year of our reign, and A.D. 1866.
[L.s.] REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
KEANE AND FOWLES,
Proctors for the said Samuel Benjamin and
Henry, Spiro,
Brisbane.
THEREBY give notice, that it is my intentionto apply to the C urt of Petty Sessions, Bris-
bane, for permission to enclose my property, known
as portions 483, 484, 487, 488, county of Stanley,
parish of Enoggera, and to be permitted to place
Gates, in accordance with the Act 28 Victoria, No.
19, between portions 472 and 484, 472 and 486, and
between 487 and 488 ; the gates t.. be in accordance
with the Act.
J. D. BERGIN.
IV
OTICE.---To whom it may concern.-If the
l Cattle and Horses belonging to Wm. Innes
are not removed from off the Byerwein Runs
within three months from this date, they will be
impounded.
JOSEPh G. WALKER.
Byerwein, 21st November,  1866.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
lately existing between the undersigned
William Seaward, William Marsh, and Richard
Symes Warry, carrying on business as merchants,
at Bowen, in the Colony of Queensland, under the
style or firm of Seaward, Marsh, and Co., has been
this day dissolved, and that the business of the
said late firm will for the future be carried on under
the style of Warry, Marsh, and Co. All debts
due to the said late firm will be received, and all
the liabilities thereof discharged, by the said
Warry, Marsh, and Co.
Dated this twenty-second day of November,
1866.
W. SEAWARD.
W. MARSH,
By his Attorney, W. SEAWARD.
R. S. WARRY.
Witness to all the signatures-RICHARD HOLDS-
WORM, Attorney.at Law,
Sydney, New South Wales.
QUEENSLAND ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.
SESSION 1866.
UST PUBLISHED, and ON SALE at the
Government Printing Office, William street,Brisbane:-
Leasing Act, price 6d.
Additional Customs Duties Act, 6d.
Additional Customs Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Stamp Duties Act, Is.
Treasury Bills Act, 6d.
Additional Treasury Bills Act, 6d.
Queensland Treasury Notes Act, 6d.
Brisbane Waterworks Act, 6d.
Admiralty Jurisdiction Act, 6d.
Registrars of District Courts Act, 61.
Cumberland Disease Act, 6d.
Arson Act of 1866, 6d.
Inquests of Death Act, 6d.
Felons Apprehension Act, 6d.
Port Albany Free Port Act, 6d.
Government Loan Act, 6d.
Claims against Government Act, 6d.
Jury Precepts Act, 6d.
Friendly Societies Enabling Act, 6d.
Small Debts Recovery Act, 6d.
Standard Weight for Agricultural Produce Act, 6d,
Diseased Animals Act, 6d.
Distillation Act, 9d.
Carriers Act, 6d.
Distillation for Wine Act, 6d.
Appropriation Act, 6d.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
T HE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillingsper quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. A ll
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published
once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE;
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
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IMPOUN DED at Toowoomba ,  from  ,Pilton , by order
of H. B . Fitz, Esquire,  on the 26th RTovember, 1866.
Damages and  driving 7s. per head.
One brown  mare, TO near  shoulder, bald face, hind feet
white.
One brown filley, R over Phi near thigh.
One bay horse, WL off shoulder, blind off  eye, star, near
hind foot white.
One bay colt, Wp near shoulder, like blotch No. under.
One chesnut mare, JS over  2 near  shoulder, like w in G
off shoulder.
One roan horse, JB over M near  shoulder, star.
One chesnut cob horse, W over JP near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, ML over CH near shoulder, like AS
or AG off shoulder, bald face, hind feet white.
One chesnut mare, D over EP near shoulder, stripe down
face ; chesnut filly foal at foot, stripe down face.
One grey horse, like T over A conjoined  near shoulder,
7 off shoulder, collar marked.
One bay mare, B o d n near thigh, F near  and off  shoulder,
star.
One brown horse, WB over MK over FL near shoulder,
like 0 off saddle, w off shoulder.
One roan horse, E or F under JRS near shoulder.
One bay mare, like B in bucket handle over B over B
near  shoulder, R or H near cheek.
One black horse, N off shoulder, JOH conjoined near
and off thigh, star and snip, near fore and hind feet
white.
One chesnut filley, IF or TF near shoulder, three white
feet,  blaze face.
One bay colt, HE near shoulder, star.
One bay mare, W over HA conjoined near shoulder, like
2 reversed near neck.
One bay horse, 8 over H over 0 or H over Q near
shoulder, near thigh, scar or blotch brand off ribs,
collar marked.
One brown mare. AS near shoulder, J-, conjoined off
shoulder, star  and snip, near  fore and hind feet
white.
One bay  mare  JB over L near shoulder, 5 near thigh,
small star.
One bay colt foal, unbranded, hind feet white.
One bay filley, a0 over m near  shoulder.
One chesnut horse, 4 off shoulder, off hind foot white.
One iron-grey mare, WK off shoulder, JC or JG near
shoulder.
One bay mare, WM 3ver blotched WM near shoulder,
star.One-bay horse, illegible brand over If near shoulder
small star. ,
One grey  mare,  WB over T near shoulder, 17 with blotch
No. near saddle.
If not released on or before the 28th day of December,
1866, will be sold to pay expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, from  Rosalie Plains, on the
23rd November, 1866, by order of the Honorable
J. F. Macdougall. Driving expenses, 4s. 6d. each.
One black horse , star , shod fore feet, TW near shoulder,
near hind foot little white.
One chesnut  pony  mare, short  tail, star and  stripe, small
snip, M near shoulder, hind feet white.
One bay mare , star , .-. over C off shoulder, ._ over 0 off
thigh, unbranded brown foal at foot.
One bay horse, J over m off shoulder, collar marked.
If not released before Wednesday, December 26th,
1866, will be sold.
Also, from  same place ,  same date,
One grey entire, RM off shoulder. Driving  expenses,
4s. 6d; damages, £5.
If not released before Tuesday, December 4th, 1866,
will be sold.
JOHN CLITHEROE, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, by W. W. Anslow,
Esq., 14th November, 1866. Damages, £2.
One bay mare, MH near shoulder,  star, three  feet partly
white.
If not released on or before the 18th day of December,
1866, will be sold.
F. H. YOUNG, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Eton Vale, 19th
October, 1866.
One light bay or chesnut horse, over W over Da
near shoulder, PM off shoulder, bald face, white
feet.
If not released on or before the 18th day of December,
1866 , will be sold to defray  expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
MPOUNDWD  'at 'Tooaweamba, f`rom  the 'Gaa rie
1 Paddock =an8 Run,  'on'the  27th  1Xevember,  1866, by
order  .of M W. Fi l , -Esquire . Damages ,and driving,
on thirteen head, Zs..;  .on ,remainder , 2s.-6d.  ntires,
20s. per  head.
One chesnut entire, FS conjoineda near shoulder.
One 'brown mare, MF over 'T -aver LO near shoulder,
BB'nenrsadl le,'8W-thigh,' eniall star.
One bay entire, heart over J in circle over TL near
,shoulder, hind feet white.
One black mare, H  over  T2 neavshoultlor.
One chesnut  mare, 2  over -C 'over M, H over 2, or H
over c over p near shoulder, p1 over con-
joined off shoulder, star , -near hind  foot white.
One chesnut filly, T 'off -shoulder, like brand :near 'rump,
star.
One iron-grey filly, like EM  near  'shoulder, illegible
brand near thigh.
One black horse, 6 off shoulder, J X o neck , star, and
off hind-foot white.
One bay filly, MH near shoulder.
One bay filly, HS near shoulder , blaze face, near fore
and 'hind feet white.
One bay filly, COO off shoulder, rope on neck, star, near
hind foot white.
Oiie chesnut mare, over C over -CC,  -by  over- over
GG near shoulder, s tar and small streak, off hind
foot white.
One lay filly, JH near shoulder.
One Mack mare, WH under 5 near shoulder, 'CC or GG
o shoulder, blind near eye ; bay foal at foot,
unb randed.
One taffy-colored filly, like FP  near  shoulder,  near hind
foot white.
One black illy, n or p of shoulder, H near saddle.
One light brown mare, RF near shoulder, F off shoulder,
T off ribo, star.
One bay filly, m over SB  near  shoulder, TB -near thigh,
star, near  hind foot white.
One light bay mare, illegible brand, like +-' over p. over
-4 or over -4 near shoulder.
One bay mare, O near shoulder, like WP  conjoined over
H near thigh;  small star.
One chesnut colt foal, C over OC near shoulder, with
blotch, three white feet, small star.
One bay mare, NW reversed over WN  near  shoulder,
D over M or I) over NI off hip, star, near hind
foot white, fistula and collar marked.
One bay horse, W over WH near shoulder and off thigh,
near hind foot white,  small star.
One bay mare, Q near shoulder, c-4 C off shoulder.
One brown  mare,  R over M  near  shoulder, c in D
near cheek.
One brown  mare, FS near  shoulder, like V or Y oft
saddle.
One bay mare, like heart, W near shoulder, star.
One bay mare, T over W near shoulder.
One black colt, D over Fi C over 3 near shoulder, star.
One black entire, like WH off shoulder, three white feet,
star, MA off shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, TB or TD near shoulder.
One bay filly, A near and off shoulders,  near  bind foot
white. 0
One bay filly, TB near shoulder, TB near thigh, star,
near hind foot white.
One grey mare, S over LA over 3 near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, Pa over PB over F over v over like
JT near shoulder, blaze face, JM off shoulder, fore
feet white.
One black cob horse, RO over JTI near shoulder, ES
near thigh, hind feet white, small star.
One black colt foal, bald face, like over aj near ribs
and thigh, hind feet white.
One chestnut colt, E..{ C off shoulder.
One bay colt, W over W near thigh, star.
One bay horse, 3 or 8 near shoulder and thigh, HH
conjoined over diamond off shoulder, white feet,
star and snip.
One chesnut mare, RR conjoined near shoulder, 351
near saddle, off fore foot white,  small star.
One brown horse, PF near shoulder, near hind foot
white.
One bay filly, D over C near shoulder, star.
One bay horse, HP conjoined near shoulder, like IF
over T near neck, star, collar marked.
One, black mare, `, over o over or over P over
near  shoulder, 0 near rump.
One brown colt, D near shoulder and thigh.
If not released on or before the 28th December, 1866,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeer er.
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IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Tent Hill, on
the 17th November, 1866, wrongly described.
One bay horse, M over WI over MT near shoulder, AW
off shoulder, like 11 near saddle, bind feet white.
Also, from Helidon, 24th November, 1866, not claimed
by supposed owner.
One brown and white bullock, BK off rump, like W near
loin, illegible letter  or number  off shoulder, piece
back  near ear.
If not released on or before 18th December, 1866, will
be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
MPOUNDED  at Condamine, by the Police, 24th
November,  1866 . $ Driving  expenses , 2d. each ;
damages, 2s . 6d. each.
One brown  mare,  JC near shoulder.
One brown colt, Gil near shoulder, unbroken.
One bay mare, WB over T near shoulder, like 218 under
saddle near side, foal at foot. '
One bay mare, blotch brand near shoulder, 215 under
saddle  near  side, foal at foot.
If not released before Saturday, the 22nd day of Deceiri-
ber, 1866, will be sold.
DENIS AHERN, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the enclosed lands
of G. McLeverty, Esquire, 22nd November, 1866.
Driving expenses, Is. per head.
One red and white cow, JF over AHT conjoined near
ribs, JD conjoined near rump, piece back near ear.
Also, from Westbrook, 23rd November, 18(J6, by order
of D. Ross, Esquire. Driving expenses, 3s. per head.
One chesnut horse, ABSV (the AB conjoined) over W
near shoulder, W near thigh, bald face.
One chesnut cob horse, JY near shoulder, stripe down
face, hind feet white.
One bay horse, GB over W near shoulder, 00 over R
near  neck, hind feet white.
One black mare, CK or CA near shoulder and saddle,
star  and snip.
One grey horse, QC near shoulder, like brand over.
Also, from Helidon, 24th November, 1866, by order of
W. Turner, Esquire. Trespass and damages, .5s. per
head. '
One yellow heifer, M with illegible letter like B off
shoulder, M off rump, piece. back off ear.
One yellow and white cow, PR over J off rump, like H
over JM or 7 over JM off ribs, hole off ear.
One red and white cow, RF off rump, R over G off
shoulder, tip off ear.
One strawberry bull, H near and off rump, slit both ears.
One yellow bullock, like JC or JG over SH off ribs, C
or G off rump, 4 nicks  near ear.
One white heifer, 3A3 off ribs, piece back off ear.
One brown and white bullock, BK off rump, like W
near loin, illegible letter or No. off shoulder, piece
back near ear.
One red roan bullock, CS over 2 or GS over 2 off rump,
J over R  Dear  shoulder, coupling on, piece back off
ear.
One red and white bullock, PL conjoined over PL con-
joined (the two P's reversed) with SH off rump, PL
conjoined (the P reversed) near loin, PL conjoined
(the P reversed) off loin, like FHL conjoined (the
F reversed) over PL conjoined (the P reversed)
near ribs.
One light strawberry  stag,  no brand visible.'
One strawberry bullock, HYS off ribs, PF near ribs, P
near rump, Y off cheek, tip near ear.
One white bullock, XS near neck, G off ribs, JF off
rump.
One white heifer, D near shoulder, Q off shoulder.
One red and white steer, T over A conjoined off ribs and
rump.
One brindle and white steer, TF conjoined over Z near
rump, swallow near ear.
One brindle and white bullock, PKDL near ribs, white
marks or blotch brands near rump.
One red steer, PK over J off rump, hole and slit off ear.
If not released on or before the 18th December, 1866,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick ,  from North Toolburra, by
order of Thos .  Coutts ,  Esq., on 6th November, 1866.
(Re-advertised - omitted to be sold on Friday, November
30th, 1866 .)  Driving, Is .  6d. per head.
One bay rig or entire ,  XX near shoulder. Damages, 10s.
One  bay mare ,  34 near shoulder , like TH conjoined
near thigh.
One brown mare, T off ribs ,  hind heel white.
One  bay colt  foal, unbranded.
If not released on or before Friday, December 28th,
1866, will be sold on that day, at noon, to defray
expenses.
H. MITCHELL ,  Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich,  from Ten-mile Swamp, by
rder of Mr .  D.  M'Grath. Driving expenses, Is. 8d.
pe ° head.
Olie bay mare, star ,  near hind foot white, P over 2 near
shoulder ,  HW near ribs ,  like DC near thigh, 1W
off ribs.
One bay filly ,  star, A over T over D off shoulder.
One roan filly , like brands off shoulder.
One taffy horse ,  M over CC near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 2nd day of January,
1867 ,  will  be sold.
A. HASENKAMP.
MPOUNDED at Warwick, from Pikedale, by order
I of Donald Gunn, Esquire, 1st December, 1866.
Driving, 8s. 4d. per head.
One chesnut horse, white face, like 0 off hip.
One brown mare, D over two crosses near shoulder, cross
near saddle.
One bay mare, star and snip, off hind foot white, IMD
over c-.+P conjoined over RM near shoulder, bang
tail.
One mouse-colored mare, , over TS over c near
shoulder, star.
One chesnut horse, JH conjoined over d over  )-G' near
shoulder, star, off hind foot white.
One chesnut colt, white face, silver mane and tail, AH
conjoined near shoulder, H near neck
One bay mare, diamond off neck, like C over P near
shoulder.
One dappled-grey mare, like PR near shoulder.
One chesnut  filly foal, unbranded.
One bay colt, RR near saddle, 5 near shoulder.
One bay  filly, J both shoulders, star and snip.
One chesnut mare, white face, near hind foot white, JH
over pq near shoulder, 129 over 8 near saddle,
broken tail.
One bay horse, c in D over R near shoulder, N
off shoulder, three white feet.
One bay filly, like (tail reversed) over f-, over b over N
near shoulder, star.
One chesnut mare, H near shoulder, star.
One bay horse, over M near shoulder, like ML
conjoined off thigh, star, near hind foot white.
One chesnut mare, J near shoulder, J near cheek, stripe
in face.
One bay colt, like GH near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, like GM or C-M near shoulder, star.
One dark bay horse, p over n near shoulder.
If not released on or before Friday, 28th December,
1866, will be sold to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from North Toolburra,
by order of Thomas Coutts, Esquire, November
23rd, 1866. Driving expenses, Is. 6d. per head.
One dark brown horse, H T near shoulder, star, whip-
marked.
One grey mare, like 3 over J L over P F near shoulder.
One iron-grey colt, like 3 over J L over P F near
shoulder, star.
One bay filly foal, bald face, three white feet, unbranded.
One bay  filly, like D C or D G near shoulder, star.
One bay  filly, like R M near shoulder, blaze, hind feet
white.
One bay mare, like F near shoulder, like D off shoulder,
near hind heel white.
If not released on or before Tuesday, December 18th,
will be sold on that day at noon to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL,  Poundkeeper.
BRISBANE :
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N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that the
undermentioned Deed of Assignment has been registered in this Office :--
No. Date of Deed .  Names  and Description of Parties. Natureand  Effect of Deed. Date of Registration.
87 1866. Between John Burns and Charles Scott, trading
3rd December in Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, as
grocers , under the  style  or firm of " Burns
and Scott," of the first part ; Frederic Hamilton
Hart, of Brisbane, in the said Colony, merchant,
and William Draper Box, also of Brisbane
aforesaid, merchant (Trustees for the purposes
in the Deed of Assignment mentioned), of the
second part ; and the several persons and
bodies corporate, who have by themselves or
their agents executed the said Deed of Assign-
ment, being creditors of the said Burns and
Scott, and whose  names are  mentioned in the
schedule attached to the said Deed of Assign-
ment, of the third part.
Deed of Assignment Lodged at the
of all the  estate office  of the Re-
and effects of the gistrar of the
said John Burns Supreme Court
and Charles Scott, this seventh day
in trust for the of December,
benefit of the A.D. 1866, at
creditors of the Three o'clock in
said John Burns the afternoon,
and Charles Scott. and entered
same day.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
$y Authoeity . W. C. BaisninGE ,  Government Printer, William Street,  Brisbane,
QUEENSLAND
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MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS.-MUNICIPALITY OF
GAYNDAH.
PROCLAMATION.
y His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
Geor e, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
\THEREAS  by a certain Proclamation, dated
the twenty -eighth day of November, one
thousand eight hundred and sixty -six, and duly
made and published under the provisions contained
in the  Municipal Institutions Act of  1864, in the
Gazette  of the first day of December ,  one thou-
sand eight hundred and sixty-six, a certain town
in the said Proclamation described and named was
declared to be a municipality within the mean-
ing of the said Act, by the name and style of " The
`° Municipality  of Gayndah  ; "  and whereas by a
certain other Proclamation ,  dated the twenty-
eighth day of November ,  one thousand eight
hundred and  sixty-six,  the  limits and boundaries of
the said municipality were defined, pursuant to
the said Act ; and whereas it is  by the said Act
provided and declared that the first election of
Aldermen for any new municipality should take
place on a day to be noti fied  by the Governor,
within three months after its incorporation, and
that the Returning Officer at such election should
be nominated  by the  Governor  : Now, therefore,
I, Sir GEORGE FERGUsoN BowEN, in pursuance of
the provisions of the said Act ,  do by this my Pro-
clamation nominate and notify that Matthew
Airey, Esquire ,  Clerk of Petty Sessions ,  of Gayn-
dah, sha ll  be the first Returning Officer of the said
municipality ,  and that the first meeting of the
electors thereof shall be held at Noon, at the
Police Office,  at Gayndah , on WEDNESDAY,
the sixteenth day of January ,  One thousand eight
hundred and sixty-seven ,  for the purposes of the
said Act.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane,
this thirteenth day of  December,  in the year
of our Lord One thousand  eight  hundred
and sixty -six, and in the thirtieth year
of Her Majesty 's reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALIS'TER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEE !
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th December, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has, in accordance
with the provisions of the 17th section of the
Municipal Institutions Act  of 1864 , been pleased
to appoint
Messrs. HENRY STEWARD and
MAURICE S. WALSH,
to be Aldermen for the South and East Wards,
respectively, of the Municipality of Maryborough.
By.His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Attorney-General's Office,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1866.
FIIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, by Letters Patent
dated the 7th day of December, 1866, has been
pleased to appoint
The Honorable RATCLIFFE PBING, Esquire,
to be one of Her Majesty's Counsel, with prece-
dence next to and after the Attorney-General and
Solicitor-General for the time being, and next after
Charles Lilley, Esquire, one of Her Majesty's
Counsel previously appointed.
By His Excellency's Command,
C. LILLEY.
Attorney-General's Office,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1866.
1 1
W E, the Board of Examiners of the Supreme
Court for the Admission of Barristers, do
hereby appoint
JOHN WISEMAN WILKIE, Esquire,
to be Secretary to the said Board.
1
CHARLES LILLEY,
Attorney -General.
RATCLIFFE PRING,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
GEO. W. PA17L,
,Barristers -at-La'w
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 29th November, 1866.
TENDERS FOR SUPPLIES, 1867.
REFERRING to the Notice published in the
Government Gazette  of the 24th instant
inviting Tenders for Supplies for the Colonial
Service during the year 1867, it is hereby notified,
that Woogaroo was' inadvertently omitted in the
list of places for which Contracts will be required.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th November, 1866.
TENDERS FOR SUPPLIES.
TENDERS are invited for the Supplies for the
1 Public Service. For full particulars see
Government  Gazette  (No. 153), a file of which is
kept at every Police Office in the Colony.
' Date of  Gazette Date to which
Nature  of Tender .  containingTenders can be
original  notie. received at this
office.
1866. 1866.
Supplies for the Colonial 21, November 15 December
Service
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
for the purpose of liquidating the cost of the
buildings erected thereon. His Excellency further
directs it to be notified that any person having any
reasonable objection to urge against the granting
of the  lease so  sought must lodge the same with
the Colonial Secretary, by letter, within the period
of three months from the date of the first publication
of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th November, 1866.
USE OF RECREATION RESERVE, YORK'S
HOLLOW, FOR GRAZING PURPOSES.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Noon, on. THURSDAY, 20th December,
1866, from persons willing to lease, for one year,
the Right of Grazing over the Recreation Reserve,
at York's Hollow, comprising an area of three
hundred and twenty-one and a half acres. Tenders
must state the amount of rent, which is to be paid
monthly in advance, and at the foot of every
Tender there will require to be a Memorandum,
signed by the party tendering and two responsible
persons as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for
all damages done to the Fences and Gates of the
Reserve by the Cattle or other animals placed in
the same by the Lessee, in the event of the tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event that
they will severally execute and deliver at the Office
of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal sum of
sixty pounds, for security against such damage, and
for the performance of the subjoined conditions,
otherwise the Tenders will not' be taken into con-
sideration.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 25th October, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE LAND UNDER
" TRUSTEES  OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
f JIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, directs it to be
• notified, that His Worship The Mayor has, on
behalf of the Municipal Council of Brisbane, as
Trustees of the land granted for the purposes of a
Market Reserve in this city, in terms of- the Act
28 Victoria, No. 22, made application to the
Governor in Council for leave to mortgage the said
land in order to obtain funds for the purpose of
erecting Market Buildings.
His Excellency further directs it to be notified,
that any-person having any reasonable objection to
urge against the granting of the permission so
sought , must lodge the same with the Colonial
Secretary, by letter, within three months from the
date of the first publication of this notice.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,.28tb November, 1866.
APPLICATION TO MORTGAGE UNDER
"TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LANDS ACT."
I
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
T of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Trustees of the Land granted for
the purposes of a School of Arts in North Brisbane
have, in terms of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 22, made
application to the Governor in Council for per-
mission to raise  a further loan, by an additional
mortgage upon  the land granted in trust to them,
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
The rent is to be paid in advance, on or before the
first day of each month, to 'the Surveyor-General.
The public are to have free use of the Reserve.
No wild or dangerous animals are to be placed, or
allowed to run, in the Reserve.
The highest or any Tender' will not neeessarily`be
accepted.
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th November, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
WITH reference to the Government Notice,
dated 11th October, and published in  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of 13th October, 1866, relative to
the opening and making a portion of road leading
from Brisbane to the Logan, county of Stanley,
through the Eight-mile Plain Agricultural Reserve,
and no objections having been received.to the same :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
of Council 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excel-
lency the Governor, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
road, and it is therefore declared expedient to open
the road referred to, according to the Plait and
Book of Reference, to be  seen  at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office in Bris-
bane ; and all persons intending to claim compen-
sation in respect of the said road, axe. hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within' forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are prescribed
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to,
or they will be for ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency' s Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. IACALISTER.
bepaxtment of Public Lands,
3risbane,15th November, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
W
ITH reference to the Government Notice,
dated 11th October, and published in Gov-
ernment Gazette  of 13th October, 1866, relative to
the opening and making a portion of road from
-Brisbane to Pimparna, county of Stanley, and no
objections having been received to the same : Notice
is hereby given, in accordance with the Act of
'Council 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said road,
and it is therefore declared expedient to open the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference,  to  be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office in Bris-
bane ; and all persons intending to claim compen-
sation in respect of said road are hereby reminded
that notice must be served upon the Colonial
Secretary, within forty days from the date hereof,
in such manner and form as are prescribed in the
sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
will be for ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.PROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for the!purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,'
can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus,. -a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at  60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.BRANCHES of the above Bank re ow penat Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or 'in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1866.
J C
OMMENCING from this date correspondence
for transmission by the Panama Mail Steam-
ships from Sydney will be charged as follows :--
Correspondence for the United Kingdom, or for places
the correspondence for which mutt pass through Eng-
land, in addition to the usual rates chargeable  viic  Suez
and Southampton-
Letters-Not exceeding half-ounce, sixpence.
Exceeding half-ounce, -and not more than
one ounce, one shilling.
And for every additional ounce, or fraction
of an ounce, one shilling.
Newspapers-One penny each.
Book packets and patterns, or samples of merehan.
dise, four-pence for four ounces, eight-pence
for eight ounces, and so on, increasing four-
pence for every four ounces.
BATHS OF POSTAGE.
FOR A LETTER.
For
- Above For every every
Not j oz., additional News-
exceed- and not -1 oz., or paper.
ing * oz.l exceed- part of
ling I oz. I oz.
s. d. s. d. s. -  d. s. d.
Panama 1 0 2 0 2 0 -0 2
Chili ... 2 0 -4 0 4 0 0 4
Peru ... 1 .6 3 0 3 0 0 4
Ecuador 2 0.4 0 4 0 0 4
Bolivia... 2 0 .4 0 -4 0 -.0 4
Venezuela 1 4 2 8 :2 8 0 4
Costa Rica* 1 0, 2 .0 2 0 0 2
Guatemala* ... 1 0 2 0 .2 0 0 2
San Salvador .. ... 1 0 2 0 2 0
'
0 2
Mexico, Vera Cruz 2 0 4 0 4 0 0 4
British Columbia ... 110 3 8 -3 8' 0 3
Vancouver's Island 1 10 3. 8 3 8 0 3
United States of North 1 0 2 0 - 2 0- 0'2
America*
Hayti ... ... ... 2 0 4 0 4 0 0 4
Cuba ... ... ... 2 0 :4 0 4 0, 0 :4
St. Thomas 1 4 2 8 "2 8 0 4
Porto Rico ... ... 2 0 4 0 4 0 0 4
Martinique ... . 1 4 2 8 2 8 0 4
Guadalope 1 4 2 8 2 8 0 4
Mexico, West Coast I Must be sent to an Agent  at Panama to bel pre-paid at the  American''Consul's Office.
These rates will, except where otherwise stated, pre-pay
the letters to their destination without further charge.:'
On correspondence to places marked thus *, and to
places not specified in the above table, but which is in.
eluded in the mail for Panama, the rates of Postage to
Panama only will be charged ; the Imperial, or foreign
postage, being collected on delivery. .. . .
Book Packets, 41c.
Book packets, and patterns or samples of merchan-
dize, may be transmitted to Panama at the rate
of four-pence per four ounces. - -
To all other places specified in the above table letter
rates will be charged.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster-General.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 29th November, 1866.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
ROCKHAMPTON TO PILOT STATION, KEPPEL
BAY. "
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the
1 Superintendent of Electric Telegra hs, until
Noon, on MONDAY,' the 31st day- of. December
next, from persons desirous of contracting for, the
supply of all materials, except -wire and insulators,
and for all workmanship necessary for the erection
of a Line of Telegraph from Rockhampton to
Pilot Station, Keppel Bay. .
Full particulars will be found in the  Queensland
Government Gazette of  Saturday, 1st December,
1866, No. 156.
By His Excellency's Command,
R.. GOB.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1866.
RATES ON LETTERS FOR THE EAST INDIES,
CHINA, THE MAURITIUS, CAPE OF GOOD
HOPE, ETC., PORTUGAL, AND HONDURAS.
1
THE following Amended Rates are published
for general information:-Letters for any port in India (Ceylon excepted),
China, Japan, Java, the Phillipine Islands, Borneo,
Siam, Sumatra, the Moluccas, the Mauritius, the
Cape of Good Hope, St. Helena, and Ascension,
will be charged as follows, viz.:-
Not exceeding half-ounce, one shilling.
Exceeding half-ounce and not exceeding one ounce,
two shillings.
For every additional half-ounce or fraction of half-
ounce, one shilling.
The Rates of Postage on Letters for Ceylon will
remain as follows, viz :-
Not exceeding half-ounce, six-pence.
Exceeding half-ounce and not exceeding one ounce,
one shilling.
For every additional half-ounce or fraction of half-
ounce, six-pence.
Letters for Portugal, when forwarded in the Mail
for France
Not exceeding quarter-ounce, ten-pence.
Exceeding quarter-ounce and not exceeding half-
ounce, one shilling and eightpence.
Above half-ounce and not exceeding three-quarters
of an ounce, two shillings and sixpence.
Above three-quarters of an ounce and not exceeding
one ounce, three shillings and four-pence.
The above rates may be paid in advance or not,
at the option of the sender.
Registered Letters will be forwarded, but must
be paid in advance, and double the rates of postage
charged on ordinary letters, together with the
colonial registration fee (six-pence).
Letters for Honduras,  via  Suez and Southampton,
when marked to be conveyed from England to
Honduras by private ship, will be required to bear
postage at the rate of eight-pence the half-ounce.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster-General.
General Post Office,
Queensland, 29th November, 1866.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE OF 1867-8.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
SEPARATE Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until the 24th January next,
for the conveyance of Post Office Mails, as under-
mentioned, for ten or twenty-two months, from the
1st March, 1867, to the 31st December, 1867 or
1868, both days inclusive.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously
on application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words,  " Tender
for the Conveyance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the tender box, at the General Post Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender, and every tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service, as well as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every tender must bear the  bona fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding
double the gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering are requested to state the
description of the vehicle they intend to use, and
the number of horses by which. it is to be drawn,
or if on horseback.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on WED _IE SDA Y, the Ist February
next, and must then be prepared, if called on,
forthwith to pay to the Postmaster-C eneral a sum
equal to ten per cent. of the amount of such of
their tenders as may be accepted, as a guarantee
'until their bonds and contracts shall be executed.
The tender of any person failing to comply with
this condition will not be entertained.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender, and upon which the tender is to be
made, can be inspected by persons proposing to
tender, either at the General Post Office, or at any
Post Office in the Colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster -General.
No. of
Service. From and to and to and from.
Mode of
Convey-
aIlce,.
27 Condamine and Surat,  via  Undulla, Horse.
Murilla, Warkon, Bingie, Nooroondoo,
once a week
31 Western Creek and Tarrawinaba,  via  Horse.
Wyaga and Billa Billa, once a week
31J Retreat and St. George, vicz Tartha, Horse.
Southwood, Coomrith, Teelba, Ballan-
dine, and West Harem, once a week
60 Cardwell and Valley of Lagoons, once a 'Horse.
month
Rockhampton and Crocodile Creek Coach.
Diggings, twice a week
13 Roma and Mitchell Downs,  via  Bindango Horse.
and Ambie Downs, once a week
13t Mitchell Downs and Forest Vale,  via  Horse.
the Police Barracks, once a week
NOTICE.
IN order todetermine the Value of Goodsimporte  into th  diffe en  Ports of the Colony,
and subject to  " Ad valorem  Duty," the original
Invoices of such Goods must be produced at the
respective Custom Houses when Entries are being
passed for the same.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1866.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A SITTING of the above Court was held at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on Friday,
7th day of December, A.D. 1866, before His Honor
James Cockle, Esquire, Chief Justice of Queens-
land, and Judge of the said Vice-Admiralty Court.
No business being on the paper, the Court was
adjourned to MONDAY, the 18th day of February,
A.D. 186 7.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
NOTICE.
THEIR Honors the Judges of the  Supreme
j Court of Queensland  will hold a Special
Sitting  in Banco on  MONDAY next, the 17th
instant.
Dated the 13th day of December,  A.D. 1866.
By order of the Court,
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar.
UST PUBLISHED, in pamphlet form, and
ON SALE at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane :
ACTS RELATING TO CUSTOMS, WATER
POLICE, MARINE BOARD, AND QUAR-
ANTINE, Price 2s. 6d.
GOLD FIELDS REGULATIONS, Price is.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 7th November, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that the Rent of the undermentioned Runs not having
been paid on or before the 30th day of September last, they will become absolutely forfeited,  unless
the full amount of Rent in each  case,  with one-fourth added by way of penalty, be paid into the Colonial
Treasury within ninety days thereafter, as prescribed by the Acts and Regulations.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Lessee. Run. Rent Due. Assessment. Total Amount.
John Beckett ,.,
Ditto ..,
Patrick Clynes ,.,
Cochrane and Moore
Ditto ..
J. and  A. Doyle
Ditto ...
J. Ezzy .
S. and T. Hyland
R. and G. Hazard
Peter Moore
Morehead  and Young
McLeay and Taylor
Ditto ,..
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
F. H. Hill
Ditto
Janet Ross ,..
Ditto ...
D. Roberts ,  senior
Scott Smith
Ditto ...
Wm. Smith ,.,
J. B. Tonson .,,
Henry Beit (in trust) ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Bailey, Newton, and Liddiard...
William Brahe ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Walter Davidson ,.. ,,.
Thomas Farmer ... ...
Hood and Manning .. ...
Headrick, Livermore, and Co....
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
S. D. Gordon ... ... ...
John Little . , , ... ...
Ditto ...
John Little .. ...
Lamb, Parbury and Co. ...
Stewart Murray
Stewart Lee ... ... ...
Ditto
P. F. McDonald
J. R. Morris, T. S. Antill, trustees
the estate of late H. S. Wills
Osborne and Stephen ... ...
Christr. Rolleston ...
Gordon Sandeman ...
Fred. T. Smith ... ... ...
Ditto ..
G. P. Serocold ... ... ...
Alexander Stuart
Ditto
Trimmer and Spencer ... ...
Watt and McHenry ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ,., ,,, ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
W. G. Williams ... ...
Ditto
C. and P. Lawless ,,,
R. B. and J. C. Ridler...
Watt and Young .,,
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Mogador Back Block ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Tertulla Back Block ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Bedhill Bedhill ... ... 52 5 0 ... 52 5 0
... Gulnarber West ... ... 10 3 7 20 0 0 30 3 7
... Gulnarber Retro 10 3 7 20 0 0 30 3 7
...  Tomoo No. 3 ... ... . , . 12 10 0 12 10 0
... Ditto  No. 4  ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
... Upper Guy Guy ... 12 10 0 10 0 0 22 10 0
... Burwash ... ... 18 15 .0 18 15 0
. , . Weengallen ... ... ... 107 10 0 ... 107 10 0
... Delgui ... ... ... ... 12 10 0 .., 12 10 0
... Heazlemount ... ... ... 40 0 0 ... 40 0 0
... Bogiria ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
.,. Ditto No.1 .., ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
... Ditto  No. 2  ,., ... .,. 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
... Huillagarah ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto No. 2 ... .., ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Minonginindi ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
... Briarie ... ... ... ... 64 10 0 ... 64 10 0
Coonghan ... ... ... 12 10 0  ... 12 10 0
Ditto East ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Upper Yalebone ... ...  10 0 0 20 0. 0 30 0 0
Upper West Yalebone... ...  10 0 0 20 0. 0 30 0 0
Weeyan ,,. ... ... 25 0 0  ...  25 0 0
Manadilla No. 1 ... ... 15  0 0 ... 15 0 0
Ditto  No. 2  ... ... 12 10 0  ...  12 10  0
Four-mile Creek  Back  Block...  12 10 0 . ..  12 10 0
Yarara Lake ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Tea Tree
Peak Downs ... ...
... Upper Laguna...
.. Upper  Jumma... ... ...
... Green Hills . , , ... ...
27 12 6
27 12 6
10 0 0
12 10 0
25. 0 0
... Rheudrannan ... ... ... 12 10 0
...  Wintha Wintha 12 10 0
... West End ... ... ... 12 10 0
... Lake Salvator .., ... ... 12 10 0
... Slateford ... ... ,.. . 12 10  '0
... Saltbush Park , . , ... ... 18 15 0
... Ditto No. 1 ,.. .., ... 18 15 0
... Ditto No. 2  ...  ... 18 15 0
Ditto No. 3 ... ... ... 18 15 0
... Round Stone Creek ... ... 23 0 0
,,. Redcliffe No. 1.,. ... ... 10 0 0
Ditto No. 2... ... ...  10-0  0
... Ditto No.4... ... ... 10 0 0
Estramadura ... 38 10 0
.. Tungurra ... ... 10 0 0
Killowen ... ... ... 15 0 0
Kenmare ... 1 15 0 0Fulham... ... ...
in Lillaree... ... ...
Comeley Bank .,.
... Speculum ...
Saltbush No. 1 and 2_
Ruined Castle Creek No. 1
Ditto No. 2
Conciliation Creek C ...
Morenish No. I ...
Upper Melaleuca ...
, . , Christmas Creek ...
Platway ...
Riversleigh ... ...
...
Assam.
... ... ...
... Chudleigh
Duckworth
... Duckworth Creek ..,
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Condangrmn ,,,
Woodmillan .,,
Dallanil ...
20 0 0
37 10 0
55 0 0
13 0 0
.30  0 0
37 8 0
37 8 0
27 10 0
10 0 0
11 0 0
37 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
,.. 2712 8
27 12 6
20 0 0 30 0 0
12 10 0
.,, 25 0 0
12 10 0
.., 12 10 0
12 10 0
,,, 12 10 0
,,, 12 10 0
,.: 18 15 0
18 15 0
1s 15 0
... 18 15 0
23 0 0
20 0 0 30 0 0
20 0 0 30 0 0
20 0 0 30 0 0
. 38 10 0
20 0 0 30 0 0
15 0 0
15 0 0
20 0 0
37 10 0
1 55 0 0
13 0 0
30 0 0
,,, 37 8 0
37 8 0
27 10 0
20 0 0 30 0 0
20 0 0 31 0 0
...  37 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
,.. 12 10 0
... 12 10 0
,,. 18 15 0
1.8 15 0
1 25 0 0
25 0 0 37 10 0
25 0 0 j 37 10 0
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t e'sses.
F. W. Do'tihin  ... ... ...Ditto  ... ...
Ditto
FUlton 'd West (the elder)
Morehead and Young ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Rule and  Lacy  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
1amesThorrison ...
C. 'Williamson  and Co...
Ditto ... ...
`Rule anU Lacy ...
BURKE DISTRICT.
Run.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
... Langlo Downs No. 1 ... ... 20 0 0
... Ditto No . 2... ...  12 10  0
... Ditto No.3 ... ...  12 10  0
... Dundoo . .. ... ...  37 10 0
Overton  ,.. ... ....  28 10 0
,.. Caledonia  ... ... ... 20 10  0
... Albion  ... ... ... ... 19 0 0
... Pe li can Creek  ... ... ...  25 0 0
... Coreena ... ... ... , 32 0 0
... Byarri  ... ... ... ...  12 10 0
,.. Pingara ... ... ...  12 10  0
,,. Eversieigh No. 2 ... ... 12 10 0
... Ditto No. 3  ... ...  12 10  0
... Ingberry ... ... ... 88 0 0
Patrick Anderson ... ... ... Crowfells ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Drina .. ...
`Henry-Beit ... ... ... ... Burleigh No. 1...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Ditto No. 2...
G.S. Caird .. . ... ... ...  Minnamere
Ditto ... ... ... ... Neelia Ponds ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Nonda ... ...
Earl Bros  ... . .. ... ... Welney... ...
Ditto ... .... ... ...  Riley  ... ...
Ditto ... .. , ... ... Borsey ...
Bdbert Gray ... ... ... ... Cumberland ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Hughendon ...
'Ditto ... ... ... ... Sussex ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Canterbury
Ditto ... ... ... ... Somerset
Ditto ... ... ... Bedford ...
`Bdwland Hassa ll ..: Denbigh No. 1...
'Ditto ... ,., ... Ditto No.2...
'M blrehead and Young  ... ... ...  Diamantina
J. L. C. Rafiken  ... ... ... Afton No. 1
Ditto . .. ... ... ...  Ditto No. 2
Ditto  . ... ... ...  Ditto No. 3
Seaward and Marsh ... ... ... Saltram
Ditto ... ... ... ... Clifton ...
Ditto ,.. ... ... ... Aberdeen ...
Ditto ... ... ... . ... Haslebury Vale ...
- Ditto ... ... ... ... Seaward- Downs ...
Robert Stewart... ... 'Cameron Downs No. 1
Ditto ... ... ... ... Ditto  No. 2
Ditto ... ... ... ... Ditto  No. 3
I'Kennedy Macdonald, Lawson &"Stewart Glen Arthur ... ...
Ditto ...  ...  ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .,. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
- Ditto ...
-W. G. Walker ... ... ...
Arming Brothers ... ...
J. and T. Cooper
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
G. B. S. Yeates...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Seaward, Marsh , and Warry ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Pitto
Ditto
E..and  E. Adams ... ...
Ditto _ ...
Bank of  New South  Wales,  Melbourne
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... .., ...
Ditto ... ... .,. ,..
Ditto ... ,..
D. Cixdmore ... ... ..,
M.'and M.'Cturr ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Rent Due.
32 10
30 0
22 10
20 0
16 10
25 0
25 0
18 0
18 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
18 15  '0
36 15 .0
50 5 0
18 15 0
12 10 0
23 0 0
23 0 0
30 0 0
.42 10 0
45 0 0
12 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
... 54 0 0
... 35 ' 0 0
... 35 0 0
50 0 0
Glen Leonard ... ... ... 25 0 0
Cambridge Downs ... ... 65 0 0
Rolling Downs... ... ... 30 0 0
Bellanda Downs ... ... 40 0 0
Mountford Downs ... ... 60 0 0
Hazlewood Downs ... ... 29 0 0
Borogong ... ... ... 33 0 0
1)eehan Park ... ... ... 31 5 0
COOK DISTRICT.
Oak Park No. 1 ... . ... 37 10 0
Ditto No. 2 37 10 0
Broadlands No. 1 ... ... 31 10 0
Ditto No. 2 43 10 0
Redrock ... 37 10 0
Myall Downs ... ... .. 56 5 0
Mopata ... ... ... 37 10 0
Mamburra ... ... ... 62 10 0
Baroota ... ... ... 62 10 0
Nepowe ,.. ... ... 18 15 0
The Preston ... ... ... 18 15 0
The Rienza ... ... ... 18 15 0
The Pine ... ... ... 18 15 0
Table Land Downs ... ... 18,16 0
Cunata ... ... ... ... 18 15 0
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Cardigan ... ... ... 37 10 0
Branderston ... ... ... 18 15 0
Back Plains ... ... 12 10 0
Tala ... ... ... ... 32 0 0
Dotswood ... ... ... 21 0 0
Emysland ... ... ... 24 10 0
Keelbottom ... _ ... 21 0 0
The Watershed ... ... 12 10 0
Nia ll  .. ... ... 128 0 0
Gilgunyah ... ... 12 10 0
Merri Merriwah  ... ... 18 15 0
Assessment.
S..
Total Amount.
s..
20 0 0
12 10 0
12.10 '0
37 10 0
28 10 0
20 10 0
19 0 0
25 0 0
X32 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
88 0 0
32 10 .0
30 0 '0
22 10 0
20 0 -0
16 10 -0
25 0 0
-25 0 0
18 0 0
18 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
36 15 0
50 5 .0
18 15 0
12 10 0
.23 0 0
23 0 0
'30 -0 '0
42 10 0
45 0 0
12 10 0
25 10 0
25  10 -0
25 10 0-
25 10 0 '
25 10 0
54 0 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
50 0 0
25 0  -0
65 0 0
30 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0
29 0 0
33 0.0
31 5 0
37 10 ,0
,37 10 0
31 10 0
4310,0
37 10 0
56, 5 0
37 10 0
62 10 0
62 10 0
18 15" 0
18 15 0
18  15,10
18 15 0
18 15 0
,18 15. 0
37.10 0
18 15 0
12.10 0
82, 0 0
21 0 0
24 10 0
21 0 0
12 10 0
123.0- 0
12 10. 018,15-.0
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Lessee. ERun,
£  S.
W. J. Dangar .,. ,,, ...
'Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
C. Emmetson
Ditto , ., ... ...
James Gibson  ... ... ...
William Reeve , ...
J. C. and R. Sanders ... ...
William Seaward
Ditto ,,, .,,
Ditto
W. G. Walker ... ... .. ,
Ditto ,,,
Ditto
W. Brock ... ...
F. J. Byerley ... ,,, ...
Earl Brothers .,, ... ..,
Ditto .
C. Featherstonhaugh ... ,.,
Hall- and'Williams ... ...
Ditto .,
L• aml> and Parbury ,,, ..,
James-Lorimer ... ...
-Ditto
Morehead and-Youitg ,,. ...
McCartney and Mayne ,..
Ditto
Ditto ,,, ...
Park and Murray
Prince, Ogg and Goddard
Ditto ,,.
Ditto
Walsingharrf and `M rtin
-Ditto ... ..
Johil Archer ,,, .,,
-Ditto ,.. ...
Fi- N. 'Burhe .,. ..,
• Ditto ... , . ,
Joseph Becker ...
P, M. and W. ,H. Hill...
Ditto ... ,..
Ditto ,.. .,.
Henry Williams
F. M. and W. 11. -Hill... .. .
Ditto ... ..,
W. H. Hill ,,. ... ...
'Ditto ,,, .,,
Hamilton L. Low  ...  , , ,
J. D. McLean ... ... ...
J. Neilson
F. M. and W. H'. Hill ,., ...
Henry Williams ,,. .,
NORTH KENNEDY  DISTRICT -continued.
Strathdon ,,, ..,
Goorganga ...
Bona Ventura ... ,,,
Caldera ... ... ...
Rookwood ...
Clydesdale ... ...
Eagle Vale
Monte Christo ... ...
Kinlock No. 2...  ...
Sandal Wood
Newburgh No. 1 ...
Crystal Brook ... ...
Waterson ,.. .,,
Taw Vale
Wandoo Vale „ ...
Cargoon No. 2 ...
Cargoon No. 4 ...
Rent Due. Assessment.
£  S.  d.d.'
Total Amount.
£ a. d.
,,. 80 0 0
,,, 25 0 0
25 0 0
,,, 25 0 0
50 0 0
... 25,0 0
25 0 0
,,, 25 0 0
,,, 25 .0 0
17,10 0
27 .0 0
12 10 060 0 0
12 10 0
31 10 0
25 0 0.
,,, 12 10 0
,.,, 12 10 0
-72 •0 0
25 0 0'
25 0 0
SOUTH, KENNEDY DISTRICT.
f..
Greenlarid .,, ,,.
Mount Wyatt ... ...
Mount Ely ,,, ..,
Mount Mary ...
Vine Creek ..
Mitchell PlainsNo.4.
Mitchell PIains'No.
Natal Downs No., 6. ...
Tinvald Downs ...
.Cerito
Bully Creek ...
Apsley No. 1.... ...
Apsley No.  2.... ...
Apsley No. 3..., ...
Mount Carmel,,, ...
Wallagy
Stockton ...
Marlborough
Myra ... .., ...
Gyrahra ... ...
T 1.-AIE Notice that' applications- have been made to bring the Lands described below under t.the provisions of the-Heal Property Act of 1861. Any person desiring to oppose- must,da so by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat,-in form B. of said, Act5 on ,or, before, the. day., named
in-each case.
IYeseription  -and Situation  of,  Land.
Allotment 10 of section 5, containing 36 perches ;
county, Stanley; parish and town, North Brisbane
'Allotment 7 of'portion 5,' containing 32 acres ; county,
',Stanley; parish, Toombul
,Allotment 6 of section 7, containing 2 roods ; county,
Stanley ; parish and village, - Sandgate
.Allotment 9 of section 48, containing 2 roods; county',
. Livingstone ; parish, -Rockhampton .
Name of Proprietor.
12 10 0
45 5 0
,27 0,0
40 10 '0
-25.0.0
,19 _0'Q
12 10 0
18 0
19 0 0,
23 0 0
,12 10 Q
18 15 , 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
37 10 6
,,, 27 -10 - 0
2710.027,10 0
,., 37 10 0
-,36 0 0
WARREGO DISTRICT.
... Kokalally ... ... -18 15 0 38  15-0
Kokalally West ...  18,15 0 ...  -18 14 ^-0
Westbourne ... ... ... 12,10 0  ...  -12  10, 0
Eastbourne ... ... ... 12 10 , 0 - -12  10.0
,,, Yungerah ... ... 18 15  10 ... 18  15-10
,,, Gordon sheet West ... ... 27 10 -0 ... - 27  10,'0
.,,
, Warrego ... ... ... 27 10 0 i  27,10-:0
...  Dangars' sheet .. ... 27 10 Q ...  27,100
,,, Upper TD over G East 27 10 0  ...  . 27  10,0
,,, Cuttaburra No. 1. ... ... 27 10 0 ... r27, 10 - - 0
... Cuttaburra No. 2. ... ... 27 10 0 , 27 10 ,, • 0
Koongan .., ... ... 18 15 0  is, 15  0
Kolley ... .., ... ... 18 j5 0 18 15 0
,,, Malta ... ... ... ... 30  .0  0 - - 30  010
Brunel Downs East ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
... Weejawarah ... ...  18 15  0 1815 0
Upper TD over G .,,  35- 0 0 ,.. 35  0: 0
,., No. 3 Block. ... ... ... 27-10, 0 •627, -10- ,0
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
-; 5 Q 0
:17 10 0
27 p 0
... ,13 10 06,0 0 P-
... 12 1,0 0
,,, 311.;0 P
... .25 .0 .0
12.10 0
12.10 0
,.. .72 0 0
25 ,,0 0
'95  0 0
12 10 0
...  45  "r) "a
,,, 27 0 0
,,, 4010 10
-25 0 0
1 19 0 :,0
12J 0 0
X8 , 0 -jQ
-19 ,,Q -0
23 „O ,,Q
... 12. 10 -0
,.. 18,15 O
18 15. 0
_18 15 0
.., 37 10 "0
2710".0
.., -27 10 -•0
... 27 10 -0
37 -10 •,r0
.. 36 0 -0
F., 0. DARVALL,
,Registrar-General.
Da te.y4thin  wbi ch• a,apayeat
may..,be .Iso4ged
Daniel Foley Roberts, surviv- 15th,JanuAry, 1867.
ingtrustee of James Powers,
with power of sale
Ditto ... ... ... . , . - Ditto.
,Caroline  Amelia Brown  'Ditto.
William Rea ,..  Ditto.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the 1st December next, the following Time Table
will come into operation on the Southern and Western Railway.
STATIONS.
WEEK DAYS.
Mixed
Goods.  Pass . Goods and
1. 2. 3
a.m. a.m.
Ipswich ... ... ... 61 0  10.5
8 Wa lloon ... ... 6.30 10.35
12 Rosewood Gate ... ... . ... (A.)
18 Western Creek .. ... (A.)
21 Grandchester  ... 7.15  *11.20
25 Victoria Tunnel (West) ... (A.),
29 Laidley ... ... ... 8. 0 12. 0
38 Gatton ... ... ... 8.30 *12.30
60 Helidon ... ... ... 9.10 1 10
Pass.
p.m.
4. 0
4.30
(A.)
(A.)
*5.15
6A 0
6.30
7.10
a.m. a.m. p.m.
Helidon ... ... ... 9.30 11.50 3.30
12 Gatton ... ... ... 10.10 *12-30 4.5
21 Laidley .. 1040 1.5 4.35
25 Victoria Tunnel (West) ... (A.) (A.)
29 Grandchester ... ... *11.20 1.45 *5.15
32 Western Creek ... ... (A.) ... (A.)
38 rosewood Gate ... ... (A.) ...  (A.)
42 Walloon ... ... ... 12 0 2.25 6. 0
50 Ipswich ... ... ... 12.30 2.55 6.30
* Trains meet here.
The Goods Train to be worked only when required.
NOTE.--The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop (except as mentioned
below), unless expressly otherwise ordered by the Commissioner or Traffic Manager.
(A.)-The Trains marked thus, (A), will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged at
proportionate rates to the Station at which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at these places
can only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the proportionate
fare at the time of Booking from the place at which  they  join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight
Commissioner for Railways Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd November, 1866.
SUPREME COURT,  FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7.
7 N the Insolvent Estate of William John Costin,
j and in  the  matter of the application of the
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney, MR.
JUSTICE LUTWYCHE delivered the fo ll owing Judg-
ment :-
In this case an application was made by an order
nisi  obtained by the bank under the 100th section
of the  Insolvency  Act of  1864 ,  for payment of
a sum of £206 15s. 5d .,  which it was contended had
passed to the bank by virtue of an equitable assign-
ment made by Costin before his insolvency. Mr.
Pring, who appeared for the Official and Creditors'
Assignees to resist the claim, objected in  limine
to the want of jurisdiction in the Court ,  and argued
that the application should have been made to a
Court of Equity .  But a Court sitting in Insol-
vency exercises a mixed jurisdiction ,  taking cogni-
zance of questions which arise in equity as well as
at law ,  and there is nothing in the language of the
100th section of the  Insolvency Act  which
abridges the powers which have hitherto been con-
sidered to be inherent in such a Court. On the
contrary ,  it would seem ,  from the general and coin-
prehensive terms in which the section is worded,
that it was the intention of the Legislature to refer
every kind of dispute between creditors and
assignees to the summary jurisdiction of the Court,
provided the Judge shall think fit to entertain the
application .  And, although cases may arise--one,
indeed ,  has already arisen- ini which the Judge
sitting in Insolvency Could not interpose ,  for want
of that machinery which can be effectively directed
by a Court of Equity only, yet whenever the facts
are clear he can and I think should ,  do his best to
afford the parties interested that cheap and speedy
remedy which the Legislature manifestly con-
templated.
The facts of the present case are simple enough.
On or about the 17th July last ,  the insolvent told
Mr. Robert Gibson, the  Manager  of the Bank, that
he had money due and  coming  due  to him from the
Immigration Department of the Government of the
Colony, in respect of certain contracts entered into
by him with the Government .  Mr. Gibson
requested the insolvent to assign such moneys to the
Bank ,  as a security for the due  payment-,  of any
moneys which the Bank might thereafter advance to
him ; and told him ' that unless the Bank were
authorised to receive the moneys from the Immigra-
tion Department ,  they would not advance any
money. Accordingly ,  on 17th July, Costin deliv-
ered to Mr .  Gibson  a letter  in the following  terms :-
To Jolin  McDonnell,  Esq., Immigration Agent.
" Please pay to the Commercial Bank, Brisbane,
all money s  pow due or  to become  due to me, whose
receipt it ill be a sufficient discharge for same.
Amount now  due, £217  12s I I d.
ccW M.  JNO. CiS'a^IN."
The Bank subsequently advanced  to Costin the
,sum of £ 5,032 .f 5s., and .  received front the Iinwi-
[LS.] A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
gration Agent various sums of money, reducing the
claim of the Bank against the insolvent, in respect
of the sum thus advanced, to £2,164 9s. 6d. On
the 19th September following, Costin wrote a letter
to the Immigration Agent, purporting to counter-
mand the order given to Mr. Gibson, on the 17th
July ; and after Costin had been adjudged insolvent,
the Immigration Agent paid into the hands of the
Official Assignee the sum of £206 15s. 5d., which
had become due to Costin, in respect of his con-
tracts with the Government.
Mr. Pring did not go so far as to dispute that the
letter of the 17th July did not operate as an
equitable assignment to the Bank of the choses-in-
action designated by the words " moneys to become
due ;" but he argued that as the sum of £206 15s. 5d.
had not been reduced into possession by the Bank
at the date of the insolvency, the assignees had a
preferable title to the money. As to the first point,
the leading authority,* Row. v. Dawson (1 Vesey
331, 2 Tudor's L. C. in Equity, p. 612), which runs
very nearly on all fours with the present case,
is decisive. The form of the order in Row v.
Dawson was as follows:-- Out of the money due
to me from Horace Walpole out of the Exchequer,
and what will be due at Michaelmas,  pay to
Tonson and Conway, value received." But it was
held in that case that no particular form of words
is necessary to create an equitable assignment, and
that it was enough, if there was an agreement for
valuable consideration beforehand, to lend money
on the faith of being satisfied out of a particular
fund. It may be inferred, from the form in which
the suit was brought, the Assignees under the
commission of bankruptcy being the plaintiffs,
that the point on which Mr. Pring relied did not
arise in that case, as the equitable mortgagees had
reduced the choses-in-action into their possession
before the bankruptcy. But a recent authority of
the highest kind, referred to by the learned
Attorney-General in the course of his argument for
the Bank (Marshall v. Holroyd, 33 Law, JN. S.
Chan. 193), has now laid it down as settled law,
that although property which may be made the
subject of an equitable assignment be not in exis-
tence at the time of its execution, the agreement
will operate upon the property as soon as it comes
into existence. The case was twice argued
before the House of Lords, Lord Chancellor
Westbury and Lords Wensleydale and Chelms-
ford being the law lords present during the
second argument, and the House reversed the
judgment of Lord Chancellor Campbell, Lord
Wensleydale changing the opinion which he
had formed during the first argument, and acqui-
escing in the opinions expressed ley Lords
Westbury and Chelmsford. The decision is
remarkable as well as important, from every point
of view, and the result is that the order  vini  must
be made absolute, but, under the circumstances,
i without, costa.
STATIONS.
WLYK DAYS.
T. 2. 3.
Mixed
Goods and Goods. Pass.
Pass,
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SUPIIEME COURT, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5.
I N the Assigned Estate of Godfrey FreemanWhite,  ex .party  M B. Goggs, Mr. JUSTICE
LUTWYCIIE delivered the following Judgment:-
In this case, which was argued with great
ability on both sides, on the first day of
the present term, an order had been obtained
calling upon Robert Bulcock and Simon Fraser,
trustees of the assigned estate of Godfrey Freeman
White, to show cause why the sum of £258 12s. 3d.,
or such other sum as the Court should direct,
should not be paid by the said trustees to Matthew
Buscall Goggs, and why they should not also pay
the costs of the application. The application was
made to me, sitting as Judge in Insolvency, under
the 100th and 175th sections of the  Insolvency Act
of 1864, their combined operation giving the Court
authority to determine any question which may
arise out of any claim, dispute, or difference between
the Official Assignee, the Creditor's Assignee, and
the creditors of any person adjudged insolvent, or
between a debtor and his creditors and the trustees
of any registered trust deed executed for the benefit
of creditors. Several points of law were discussed
during the argument, but it is not necessary to
adveft to more than two of them, and the facts
which apply to these may be briefly stated. By a
mortgage dated 7th April, 1865, and a further
charge dated 7th October, in the same year, certain
freehold property, situate in Brisbane, was conveyed
by White to the applicant, Matthew Buscall Goggs,
to secure the re-payment of £600 and interest, with
a power of sale to the mortgagee in case of default
in payment of either principal or interest. On 9th
April, 1866, White executed an assignment of all
his property for the benefit of his creditors, and
the deed was registered on 5th May last. At this
time, interest on the mortgage money was in
arrear, and Goggs was asked, through his attor-
neys, Messrs. Roberts and Hart, to become a
party to the trust deed, but he refused to do so ;
and, acting upon his power of sale, he caused
the mortgaged premises to be put up for sale
by public auction on the .14th May, and they
were sold for about £400 to the only bidder,
John George Brown, a clerk of Messrs. Roberts
and Hart, and who was, as such clerk, conducting
the sale. The 10th paragraph of the joint affidavit
of Messrs. Fraser and Bulcock distinctly states
this fact, and the statement has not been contra-
dicted. I pause here to dispose of one of the two
points to which alone reference need be made. As
Mr. Harding argued, it is clear law, resting upon
authority which cannot now be shaken, that an
agent employed by a trustee for sale-as a mort-
gagee with power of sale in fact is-cannot purchase
for himself. (Downes v. Grazebrook, 3 Mer. 200 ;
Whitcomb  v.  Minchin, 5 Madd. 91;  In re  Bloye's
trust, 1 Mac. and G. 488.) And I might dismiss this
application upon that ground alone, if a question
had not been raised by the affidavits, whether
Brown really did purchase for himself, or whether
he did not purchase for Goggs. I am disposed to
think, upon a careful consideration of the evidence,
that the purchase by Brown was only colorable,
and that the property was, as stated, from infor-
mation and belief, in the 11th paragraph of the
joint affidavit of Messrs. Fraser and Bulcock, and
not contradicted by the other side-for and on the
part of Goggs. It is true that Brown is the
registered proprietor of the premises under the
Real Property Act ; but that weighs little against
the uncontradicted statement made in the second
affidavit of White, that shortly after the sale of
the property he asked Brown " if Goggs would not
give it back to him on payment of -what had been
lent, with interest ;" to which Brown replied " that
he had no doubt he would do so, as all Mr. Goggs
required was his own money." A trustee for sale
cannot, without the express consent of his  cestui que
trust, which is not pretended to have been given
in this case, purchase the estate upon which the
mortgage is a charge. Whether, therefore, the
purchase was made by Brown for himself, or on
the account of Goggs, it would be voidable by a
Court pf Equity for constructive fraud ; and that
being so, I cannot allow Goggs to prove in White's
estate, as he now seeks to do, for an unsecured
balance of £258 12s. 3d., while the real value of
the security which he holds is as yet unascertained.
The application must be dismissed, with costs.
(N pursuance of the powers conferred upon us by
11 the  District Courts Act of  1858, and the
District Courts Act Amendment Act of  1865, We,
Edmund Sheppard, Charles William Blakeney, and
Joseph George Long Innes, Esquires, being the
District Court Judges duly appointed under the
said Acts, hereby make the following General Rule
for the District Courts of the Colony of Queens-land:-Where any claim shall have been made, and shall be
now existing, or where any claim shall be made under
section 86 of  the District Courts Act of  1858, to or in
respect of any goods taken in execution under the
process of a District Court, the claimant may deposit
with the bailiff either the amount of the value of the
goods claimed (such value to be fixed by appraisement
in case of dispute), to be  by  such bailiff paid into Court,
to abide the decision of the Judge upon such claim ; or
the claimant may deposit in Court the sum which the
bailiff shall be allowed to charge as costs, for keeping
possession of such goods, until such decision can be
obtained; and in default of the claimant so doing, the
bailiff shall sell such goods as if no such claim had been
made, and shall pay into Court the proceeds of such
sale, to abide the decision of the Judge.
EDMUND SHEPPARD.
CHAS. W. BLAKENEY.
JOSEPH G. L. INNES.
Brisbane, 12th December, 1866.
I N pursuance of the Acts of Parliament 22Victoria, No. 18, and 29 Victoria, No. 10, and
by the  -authority of the same, I hereby appoint
the undermentioned times at which District Courts,
in the Criminal and Civil Jurisdictions thereof, will
be held in the several towns in the Western
District during the year 1867, that is to say:-
Criminal Jurisdiction.
Friday, January 4.
Thursday, April 4.
Friday, June 28.
Wednesday, October 16.
Civil Jurisdiction.
AT DALBY.
Saturday, January 5.
Friday, April 5.
Saturday , June 29.
Thursday, October 17.
AT CONDAMINE.
Tuesday, January 22.
Wednesday, April 24.
Friday, July 5.
Tuesday, October 22.
Monday, January 14.
Tuesday, April 16.
Wednesday, July 10.
Tuesday, October 29.
Wednesday, January 23.
Wednesday, April 24.
Friday, July 5.
Tuesday, October 22.
AT ROMA.
Tuesday, January 15.
Wednesday, April 17.
Thursday, July 11.
Wednesday, October 30.
CHAS. W. BLAKENEY,
Judge of the Western District Court.
Condamine, 16th November, 1866.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 13th December, 1866.
CAMPION  against  RUTHERFORD.
T
O ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff
in the above action, and that all Defendant's
right, title, and interest, of, in, and to, all that piece
or parcel of Land, in the Colony of Queensland,
containing by admeasurement thirty-one acres, be
the same more or less, situate in the county of
Livingstone, and parish of Archer, portion six ;-
commencing at the left bank of Thozetz Creek, at
the north-west corner of portion five ; and bounded
thence on the south by that portion bearing east
twenty-seven chains and fifty links to a road one
chain wide ; on the east by that road dividing it
from part of portion three bearing north eleven
chains and fifty links ; on the north by the south
boundary line of portion seven bearing west twenty-
eight chains to Thozetz Creek ; and on the west by
that creek bearing downward dividing it from part
of portion nine to the point of commencement;-Will be Sold by the Sheriff o  Queensland, by
Public Auction, at the Royal Fitzroy Hotel, Quay
street; Rockhampton, on MONDAY, the twenty-
first day of January next,, at Twelve o'clock noon,
unless this execution is previously satisfied.
EDW. HACKING,Under Sheriff.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Esther Turner, publican,
of Rockhampton.W d yHEREAS the said Esther Turner was, on1 the 7th day of December, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint -a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 4th day February, A.D. 1867, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of.debts against the
said estate, and for the election of a Creditors'4ssignee, if required ; and also to determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall
be made to the Insolvent up to the time of passing
her last examination, and whether any and what
tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the
Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the
11th day of March, A.D. 1867, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said estate, and for such other matters connected
with the estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Frederick Koch, mer-
chant, of Toowoomba.
WHEREAS the said Frederick Koch was,
' `V on  the 7th day of December, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to- be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 11th day of March, A.D. 1867,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
reDquired to be brought before the Court.
ated at Brisbane, the 7th day of December,
A..D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Simon Solomen, laborer,
of Brisbane.
W HEREAS the said Simon Solomen was, on
1' 1` the  12th day of December, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme, Court House, Brisbane, on
MONDAY, the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the
11th day of March, A.D. 1867, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for such other matters connected
with the estate as may be required to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 12th day of December,
A.D. 1866. ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Beachmore and Co.,
graziers, of Ipswich.
WHEREAS the said Beachmore and Co. were,
on th  12th day of December, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be Insolvents, I hereby appoint a
.First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 4th day of February, A.D.
1867, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for the
election of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ;
and also to determine whether any or what
allowance for support shall be made to the Insol-
vents up to the time of passing their last examina-
tion, and whether any and what tools and wearing
apparel shall be allowed to the Insolvents ; and a
Second Public Sitting of the Court, at the same
place, on MONDAY, the 11th day of Marcia, A.D.
1867, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such
other matters connected with the estato as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 12th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent -Estate of William Lucas, of
Goondiwindi, builder.
TxEREAS the said William Lucas was, on the
7th day of December, A.D. 1866, adjudged to
be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on THURSDAY,
the 13th day of December, A.D. 1866, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against
the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to deter-
mine whether any or what allowance for support
shall be made to the Insolvent up to the time of
passing his last examination, and whether any and
what tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to
the Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the 4th
day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the proof of debts against the said
estate, and for such other matters connected with
the estate as may be required to be brought before
the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 11th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Handeock, of
Dalby, merchant.
WHEREAS the said William Handcock was,
on the 12th day of December, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 4th day of February, A.D.
1867, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination, and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 11th day of March, A.D. 1867,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 13th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY
In the Insolvent Estate of James Millar, of Bris-
bane, bookseller.
W
HEREAS the said James Millar was, on the
12th day of December, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 11th day of March, A.D. 1867,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 13th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Roberts, of
Moggill,  farmer.
I APPOINT THURSDAY,  the Seventh day of
February  next, as a Special Meeting of the
Creditors who have proved their Debts  Against  this
Estate, to give directions concerning thSale and
Collection of Property belonging to the above-
named Estate.
Dated this 12th day of December ,  A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
Judge in Insolvency.
Office of Superintendent of
Pilots, Lights, and Harbors,
Sydney, 22nd November, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
WRECK BUOY OFF THE PORT OF NEWCASTLE.THE  temporary small buoy, indicating theposition of the wreck of the steamship
Cawarra," off the entrance to Newcastle, has
been replaced by a large green buoy, which must
be passed on the starboard side by vessels entering
the port.
The shoalest water over the wreck  (10  feet) lies
N.W. 40 yards from the buoy.
Clearing marks.-The  two flag-staffs on Nobby's
in a line, S. by E. 4 E. ; and two pole beacons,
which have been erected on the Old Signal Hill,
not to be opened to the westward when proceeding
on a south-westerly course entering the Port.
FRANCIS HIXSON,
Superintendent.
Office of Superintendent of
Pilots, Lights, and Harbors,
Sydney, 14th November, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
KEROSENE LIGHTS ON THE COAST.FIXED Lights will be exhibited, onand after thenight of Saturday, the 1st of December, from
the Richmond, Clarence, and Manning River Pilot
Stations.
The Richmond and Manning Lights are bright,
that at the Clarence is red, and each has been fixed
in such position in the vicinity of the stations as
will give the greatest range to seaward, and be
visible at a distance of from six to eight miles.
FRANCIS HIXSON,
Superintendent.
XOTICE.-The  undersigned have this day
entered  into Partnership ,  as Plumbers,
Brass -founders ,  Tinsmiths ,  and Gas -fitters, under
the style or firm of " Walters and Wood," at
Charlotte  street, Brisbane.
Dated this twelfth day of December, 1866.
JOHN WALTERS.
ARCHIBALD A. WOOD.
Witness-W. H. WILSON,  Solicitor,
Brisbane.
QUEENSLAND ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.
SESSION 1866.
JUST PUBLISHED, and ON SALE at theGovernment Printing Office, William street,
Brisbane
Leasing Act, price 6d.
Additional Customs Duties Act, 6d.
Additional Customs Act Amendment Act, 6d.
Stamp Duties Act, 1s.
Treasury Bills Act, 6d.
Additional Treasury Bills Act, 6d.
Queensland Treasury Notes Act, 6d.
Brisbane Waterworks Act, 6d.
Admiralty Jurisdiction Act, 6d.
Registrars of District Courts Act, 6d.
Cumberland Disease Act, 6d.
Arson Act of 1866, 6d.
Inquests of Death Act, 6d.
Felons Apprehension Act, 6d.
Port Albany Free Port Act, 6d.
Government Loan Act, 6d.
Claims against Government Act, 6d.
Jury Precepts Act, 6d.
Friendly Societies Enabling Act, 6d.
Small Debts Recovery Act, 6d.
Standard Weight for Agricultural Produce Act, 6d
Diseased Animals Act, 6d.
Distillation Act, 9d.
Carriers Act, 6d.
Distillation for Wine Act, 6d.
Appropriation Act, 6d.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
]IMP iunbingo.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, 24th November, 1866, by
order of Joseph Jeto, for trespass. Damages, £1 10s.
i One grey horse, star -over 0 near shoulder, 269 under
saddle.
One bay mare, star over 0 near shoulder, 153 under
saddle.
If not released on or before the 18th day of December,
1866, will be sold.
E. HUGHES, Poundkeeper.
MPOUNDED at Warwick, from Canning Downs, 3rd
December, 1866, by order of F. J. C. Wildash,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 2s. 8d. per head.
One brindle cow, W over LL off shoulder, W. off rump,
illegible brand off ribs.
One red and white yearling heifer, illegible brand of ribs.
One white heifer, illegible brand off rump.
One red and white cow, JT conjoined K off ribs and
shoulder.
One roan steer, W off rump and shoulder.
One red steer, illegible brand off rump and ribs.
One red and white steer, JHL (the HL conjoined) off
rump.
One yellow and white cow, OL off shoulder ; with bull
calf.
One red and white yearling steer, OL of shoulder.
One red and white cow, GB conjoined off rump, 49 near
rump, diamond off cheek, GM near neck and ribs.
One red and white heifer, B over v near ribs.
One red steer, illegible brand off rump and ribs.
One red and white cow, blotch, brand off rump.
One roan cow, illegible brand off rump and shoulder.
One red and white bullock, 9 over i-a near shoulder and
ribs.
If not released on or before Friday, 28th December,
1866, will be sold on that day at noon to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
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TMPOUNDED at Warwick, fromPikedale, by order
of Donald Gunn, Esquire, Ist December, 1866
(wrongly described  in last issue ). Driving expenses, 8s.
4d. per head.
One chesnut horse, white face, c in 0 off shoulder, like
O off hip.
One chesnut mare, white face, near hind foot white, JH
over pq near  shoulder, 129 over 8  near ribs.
One bay horse, like 9 over m or Cover  m near  shoulder.
One chesnut mare, like blotched 0 over H near shoulder,
star.
If not released on or before Friday, 28th December,
1866, will be sold on that day at noon to defray  expenses,
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, fromCanning Downs, by
order of F. J. C. Wilslash, Esquire, 3rd December,
3.866,  (omitted in last advertisement). Driving, 2s. 8d.
One yellow bullock, JD conjoined over 8 near rump, E
over WK conjoined near ribs.
If not released on or before Friday, 28th December,
1866, will be sold to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Ten-mile Swamp, by
1 order of Mr. D. McGrath. Driving  expenses,  is,
8d. per head.
One bay mare, ., over M near shoulder, like M both
thighs, like SM off shoulder, star.
One bay filly foal, hind feet white, star, K near shoulder.
One roan  entire, star, S off neck. Damages, £2.
If not released on or before 15th January, 1867, will
be sold.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Cabbage-tree Station.
Driving, 2s. per head.
One chesnut  mare  and foal, streak, p near rump.
One bay entire colt, FG  near  shoulder. Damages, £2 lOs.
If not released on or before 15th January, 1867, will
be sold to  defray  expenses.
A. HASENKAMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, fro  Westbrook, 23rd
November, 1866.
One bay mare, PG over DR  near  shoulder, Dp off
shoulder, PG over A near thigh, off hind foot white;
unbranded foal at foot.
If not released on or before 18th December, 1866, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Helidon, by order
of William Turner, Esquire. Driving and trespass,
5s. per head.
One yellow heifer, ML off neck and rump, M off ribs, a
over ML off shoulder, tip near ear.
One red steer, bald face, sa off ribs and rump, ear
marked.
One red and white steer, like JJ off ribs, hole near ear,
slit off ear.
One yellow bullock, GH off rump, G off ribs, J. MOL-
ONEY near ribs.
One strawberry bullock, MOLOMEY near ribs.
One yellow and white cow, JJ off ribs, like EO over 2
near rump.
One red  steer  calf, M or W near ribs and rump.
One red and white cow, TT over T off rump, swallow off
ear.
One red and white calf unbranded.
One red and white bullock, ES off rump, HR off ribs,
like heart off shoulder, swallow off ear.
One yellow and white bullock, HZ over 88 off rump.
One red and white speckled cow, RW near ribs and rump,
tip both ears.
One yellow and white bullock, HB near ribs, like WB
conjoined near rump, tip near ear.
One red bullock, S over like u near shoulder, H with
blotch near ribs, piece back near ear. •
One red and white speckled cow, like writing A or JA
conjoined off rump, MI over illegible brands on ribs,
illegible brand off shoulder, piece off ear.
One yellow and white bullock, like MD off rump, like
152 off shoulder, illegible brand near xibs.
One red bullock, ace of clubs near rump, like W off ribs.
.One red and white cow, like KM off ribs, illegible brand
off rump, piece near ear.
One strawberry calf, MF near and off rumps, slit off ear.
If not'releasednn or before 28th December, 1866, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba ,  from Gowrie, 30th
November, 1866 ,  by order of H. W. Fisk ,,  Esquire.
Driving expenses ,  2s. 6d.
One grey mare ,  W reversed . near shoulder, NH or  ill
conjoined near thigh.
One grey mare ,  N off shoulder ,  like A off saddle, P near
shoulder.
One brown mare, J over BK near shoulder, 193 off
saddle, blind near eye.
One bay  filly ,  J over J near shoulder, star.
One bay filly ,  unbranded.
One bay mare, T over 00 near shoulder ,  T off saddle,
74 near saddle.
One grey mare ,  JL over 2  near  shoulder ,  blotch near
rump ,  JS over M over M off shoulder ; bay filly
foal at foot.
One brown mare, JHB conjoined off shoulder, 5 over
triangle off thigh ,  hind feet white, star.
One bay colt, Eq over T near shoulder ,  star, near fore
and hind feet white.
One bay  filly foal, unbranded, spot near thigh ,  near hind
foot white.
One bay horse ,  WP near shoulder ,  PW on neck, A over
W off shoulder, near fore and off hind feet white.
One bay filly, unbranded.
One bay  filly ,  like  j-, or pq over J near shoulder, J near
thigh, off hind foot white, star.
One  bay  filly, JW near shoulder ,  near hind foot white.
One bay mare, F near shoulder and rump, star and snip,
hind feet white.
One bay  filly ,  WC near ribs.
One brown colt, over  H  near shoulder ,  PL conjoined
(the P reversed )  off shoulder ,  star and streak, near
hind foot white.
One black colt, S over A or C over O near shoulder.
One chesnut mare ,  MC over 12L or 124 near shoulder,
blaze face ,  hind feet white.
One grey mare, SC over C] near shoulder.
One bay mare, like writing M over over J over JM
near shoulder ,  writing M near thigh,
One bay re, over J near shoulder, star.
One chest  horse ,  WC over over n ear shoulder,
WC over 351 off shoulder ,  star, near hind foot
white.
One steel -grey mare ,  W over TO near  shoulder, W near
thigh.
One brown mare ,  GT near shoulder ,  M or W under
saddle ; unbranded foal at foot.
One bay mare, 0 near shoulder, WP conjoined near
thigh, star.
One bay horse ,  BW off shoulder.
One brown mare ,  like  t  over ti near ribs ,  y_ over  ti
near neck.
One iron-grey mare ,  T near neck, Z over H near
shoulder.
One chesnut colt, over 1 over W near shoulder.
One bay mare ,  R near shoulder ,  X near thigh.
One light -brown mare ,  BH off shoulder ,  C or G near
shoulder, star.
One bay filly, unbranded.
One bay mare ,  450 near shoulder.
One bay mare ,  1'B over 2G or PB over 2C near shoulder,
li ke writing M near thigh.
One bay colt foal, unbranded.
One bay mare, W over 2G near shoulder ,  star, off  hind
foot white.
One roan colt, JO near shoulder.
One bay horse, L over B near shoulder ,  star, L off neck,
collar marked.
One brown mare, AIr over WA over near shoulder,
, over AM near thigh.
One roan horse ,  W with heart near shoulder, star.
One bay horse, S over a near shoulder ,  small star,
collar marked.
One bay  filly ,  AL over  c-i over J near shoulder, star,
near hind foot white.
One chesnut  filly, NN over 2 off shoulder, star.
One brown mare, CL near shoulder ,  like  j,  near saddle,
star ; foal at foot. -
One bay filly, like 2 over W near shoulder, star.
One black entire ,  PK near shoulder ,  P near cheek.
Damages £1.
If not released on or before 28th December ,  1866, will
be sold.
ARTHUR DLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
• Brisbane, 15th December, 1866.
THE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and the
following arrangements have been made, for the Election of a Member to
serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Drayton and Toowoomba, in room of WILLIAM HENRY GROOM,
Esquire, whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become vacant by reason of
the resignation thereof by the said William Henry Groom, Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... ... Drayton.
Date  of Writ' ... 15th December, 1866.
Date of Nomination , • . ... 24th December, 1866.
Polling Day ... 0.0 ... ... 29th December, 1866.
Return  of Writ ... ... ... 10th January, 1867.
By Command of the Honorable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of Legislative Assembly.
By Authority :  W. C. BELBEIDGE,  Government printer, William Street, Brisbane,
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Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1866.
IT is hereby notified forgeneral information, that the Notice published in
an extraordinary  issue  of the  Queensland Government Gazette,  of date the
15th instant, intimating that a Writ had been issued for the Election of a
Member to serve in the Legislative Assembly for the Electoral District of
Drayton and Toowoomba, is hereby cancelled.
By Command of the Honorable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of Legislative Assembi -
By 4ut 1jority: W. C. Bin aaIAaE,  aoveruaieut Printer, William Street , Brisbane
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it obe notified, thathe hasbeen pleased to appoint
JOHN DOUGLAS, Esquire,
to be Treasurer and Secretary for Finance and Trade, for the Colony of
Qneensland.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MAC ALISTER.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified, that he has beenpleased to appoint
The Honorable JOHN DOUGLAS, Colonial Treasurer,
to be a Member of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTE R.
By Authority  :  W . C. BELBRIDGE,  Government Printer, tiV iRiam Street ,  Brisbane
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By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON BowEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c.; &c., &c.
I
N pursuance pf the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the provisions of the Act 24
Victoria, No. 15, respecting the Alienation of Crown Lands, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following Lots of Land will be
offered for sale by public auction, at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock, on the days specified,
at the upset price affixed to each Lot respectively. (Deposit 10 per cent.)
The Deed Fee on the undermentioned Lots will be charged according to the following  scale :-
Not exceeding 50 acres, £1; above 50 and not exceeding 300 acres, £1 5s.; above 300 and not  exceeding
610 acres, £1 10s.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS, BRISBANE.
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 23RD DAY  OF JANUARY, 1867.
COUNTRY LOTS.
Area. Price perAcre. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P. £
1 57 ... 41 0 0 1 Stanley ...  Redland ... Near the shore of Moreton
2 58 ... 41 0 0 1
3 59 ... 19 3 & 1
4 60 ... 20 0 0 1
5 61 ... 20 0 0 1
6 62 20 0 0 1
7 63 ... 41 2 0 1
8 64 ... 31 0 20 1
9 65 ... 20 0 0 1
10 66 ... 20 0 0 1
11 67 ... 20 0 0 1
12 68 ... 31 0 20 1
13. 3 ... 117 0 0 1
14 2 ... 80 0 0 1
15 3 ... 104 0 0 1
16 4 ... 130 0 0 1
17 5 ... 120 o 0 1
18 6 ... 99 0 0 1
19 7 ... 80 0 0 1
20 8 ... 67 0 0 1
21 9 ... 55 0 0 1
22 10 ... 38 0 0 1
23 2 ... 67 0 0 1
24 3 ... 82 0 0 1
25 4 ... 30 0 0 1
Bay.
9f  )f 9f
!• rr 9r
ff rf  9r
9f 9r - fr
9r ff 7f
f7 7r rr
9f 9r 9r
7f !f 9)
!f r7 !9
f! ff !7
Canning ... Canning On the Caboolture River.Ward ... Wickham... On the Albert River.
fr 97 7f
fr  •f! ff
99 !9 77
!7 !7 !9
77 7! 99
9! f! 7f
7f 99 7r
rr 9f 9f
Darlington On the Albert River.
97 9f !r
,, 9r 7r
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SALE AT  MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,  BRISBANE - continued.
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 23RD  DAY ' OF JANUARY, 1867.
COUNTRY  LOTS.-continued.
0
z
Area. County.
0
a
mm
A. R. P. £
26 5 ... 96 0 0 1 Ward
27 6 ... 60 0 0 1 „
28 7 ... 60 0 0 1
29 g ... 60 0 0 1
30 9 60 0 0 1
31 10 ... 60 0 0 1
32 11 ... 20 0 0 1
33 394 ... 10 0 0 1 Stanley
34 395 ... 10 0 0 1
35 396 10 0 0 1
36 397 ... 10 0 0 1
37 398 ... 20 0 0 1
38 399 ... 20 0 0 1
39 ' 400 ... 20 0 0 1
40 401 ... 20 0 0 1
41 402 ... 20 0 0 1
42 403 ... 10 0 0 1
43 404 ... 10 0 0 1
44 405 ... 10 0 0 1
45 406  ...  20 0 0 1
46 407 ... 10 0 0 1
47  '408  • .. 15 0 0 1
48 409  ...  15 0 •0 1
49 410 ... 15 0 0 1
50 411 ... 15 0 0 1
51 412 ... 15 0 0 1
52 413 ... 15 0 0 1
53 414 ... 24 0 0 1
54 415 ... 15 0 0 1
55 416 11 2 0 1
56 417 '... 9 235 1
57 418 ... 10 2 7 1
58 419 ... 10 3 16 1
59 420 ... 8 0 33 1
60 421 ... 5 2 6 1
61 422 ... 15 0 0 1
62 ,423 ... 15 0 0 1
63 424 ... 15 0 0 1
64 425 ... 15 0 0 1
65 426 ... 15 0 0 1
66 427 ... 14 .3 35 1
67 428 ... 12 2 25 1
Parish. Situation. Remarks.
Darlington Near the Albert River.
))
))
))
9)
„ On the Albert River.
Kedron Near the Great Northern- Road.
>1 )9
9f !)
)) ))
7, )9
)) ))
)) ))
)) ,)
)) ))
)) ))
)9 )9
7f ,)
)) ff
))
))
99
On the Great Northern Road.
))
)f
))
99
Near the Great Northern Road.
9) )9
))
99
99
On the Great Northern Road.
68 429 ... 12 - 2 20 - 1-- - 99 - )9 ))
69 259A ... 100 0 0 1 „ Toombul On the shore of Moreton Bay.
TOWN LOTS.
Allot- Sec-
ment. tion.
70 1 1 1 0 34 8 Ward ... Moffatt... Town of Waterford.
71 2 1 1 0 8 8 „
72 3 1 0 3 20 8 „
73 - 4 1 0 2 28 8 „
74 4 2 1 1 20 8 „ „
75 5 2  1 1 33 8
76 1 7 1 0 0 8
77 2 7  1 0 0 8
78 3 7 . 1 0 0 8
79 4 7 1 0 0 8
80 7 7  '1 0 0 8
81 8 7 1 0 0 8 Al „
82 9 7 1 0 0 8 „
83 10 7 1 0 0 8
84 11 7 1 0 0 8
85 12 7 0 3 392 8
Por-
tion.
86 85
87 85A
88 86
89 86A
90 87
91 87A
92 87B
93 109
94 109A
95 109E
COUNTRY LOTS.
17 2 0  1 Stanley Warner Near the South Pine River.
21 1 4 1 „ „ „ ,
22 2 21 1 ,,
11 1 15 1 „
17 2 30 1
17 3 0 1
17 2 11 1
34 0 0 1
16 3 17 1
18 0 0 1
i
1269
-.i 0 Area.
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON THURSDAY,  THE 24TH DAY  OF JANUARY, 1867.
COUNTRY LOTS.
Price per
Acre. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
1 19 ... 86 2 0 1 1Churchill ... Fassifern ... Near Warrill Creek.2 20 ... 63 2 0 1 „
3 21 ... 59 0 0 1 On Warrill Creek.
4 22 ... 68 0 0 1 „ .
5 23 ... 98 0 0 1 Near Warrill Creek.
6 24 ... 81 0 0 1
7 25 ... 82 1 37 1
8 26 ... 105 3 0 1
9 27 ... 64 0 0 1 On Warrill Creek.
10 28 ... 65 0 0 1 „
11 29 ... 99 1 0 1 Near Warrill Creek.
12 30 ... 80 0 0 1 „
13 31 ... 86  2  16  1
14 32 ... 90 2 0 1
15 33 ... 87 0 0 1
16 34 ... 86  2  16 1
17 35 ... 104 1 0 1
18 36  ... 127  0 0 1
19 37 ... 45 2 0 1 On Warrill Creek.
20 38 ... 88 0 0 1 „
21 39 ... 117 2 0 1 Near Warrill. Creek.
22 40 ... 84 1 36 1
23 2 ... 40 2 0 1 Cavendish... Wivenhoe... Near the Brisbane River, on
the Main Burnett Road.
24 3 ... 43 2 0 1
25 4 ... 49 2 0 1
26 5 ... 59 0 0 1
27 6 ... 36 3 0 1 On the Brisbane River.
28 7 ... 62 0 0 1
29 8 ... 80 0 0 1
30 9 .... 87 0 0 1
31 10 ... 46 0 0 1 Near the Brisbane River.
32 11 ... 45 2 0 1
33 12 ... 42 0 0 1
34 13 ... 52 3 0 1
35 16 ... 62 0 0 1
36 2 ... 118 0 0 1 Stanley ... Dundas ... On the Brisbane River.
37  -3  ... 87 0 0 , 1 „ „
SALE AT THE LAND. OFFICE, TOOWOOMBA,
ON THURSDAY, THE 24TH DAY OF JANUARY, 1867.
COUNTRY LOTS.
4
N
44 0 0 Area. County. Parish. Situation.
A. R. P. £
1 1 ... 18 2 9 1 Aubigny Gowrie ... On and near the line of the Great
Southern and Western Railway
2 2 ... 16 3 16 1 „ „ DD
3 3 ... 25 3 13 1
4 4 ... 19 3 11 1
5 5 ... 19 2 32 1 „ It „
6 6 ... 19 2 16 1 „ „
7 7 ... 20 0 0 1
8 8 ... 20 0 0 1
9 9 .,. 20 0 0 1
10 10 ... 29 0 39 1
11 11 ... 13 2 4 1
12 12 ... 16 3 0 1 „ It to
13 13 ... 15 3 9  .1  „ to to
14 14 ... 15 3 16 1 to „ to
15 15 ... 16 3 0 1 to „ of
16 16 ... 22 2 11 1 „
17 17 ... 25 3 28 1  It
18 18 ... 20 0 0 1
19 19 ... 20 0 0 1 „ to
20 20 ... 20 0 0 1 „ „
21 21 ... 20 0 0  1 to
22 22 ... 20 0 0 1 „
23 23 ... 20 0 0 1
24 24 ... 20 0 0 1
Remarks.
1270
SALE AT THE  LAND OFFICE, TOOWOOMBA-continued.
ON THURSDAY ,  THE 24TH DAY ' of JANUARY, 2867.
COUNTRY  LOTS - continued.
Area.
I5a
U
County.  Parish.
A. R. P. 2.
25 25  ... 20 0 0 1 Aubigny Gowrie
26 26
27 27
28 28
29 29
30 30
31 31
32 32
33 33
34 34
35 35
36 37
37 38
38 39
39 -40
40 41
41 42
42 43
43 44
44 45
45 46
46 47
47 48
48 49
49 50
50 51
51 52
52 53
53 54
54 55
55 56
56 57
57 58
58 59
59 60
60 61
61 62
62 63
63 64
64 65
65 66
66 67
67 70
68 71
69 72
70 73
71 74
72 75
73 76
74 77
75 78
76 79
77 80
78 81
79 82
80 83
81 84
82 85
83 86
84 87
85 88
86 89
87 90
88 91
89 92
90 75
20 0 0 1
20 0 0 1
20 0 0 1
20 0 0 1
20 0 0 1
20 0 0 1
20 0 0 1
30 1 28 1
21 1 15 1
24 3 20 1
16 0 19 1
16 0 19 1
20 0 0• 1
7 3 12 1
17 3 9 1
13 2 24 1
23 2 4 1
20 0 0 1
20 0' 0 1
20 0 0 1
20 0 '  0 1
20 0 0 1
20 0 0 1
31 0 0 131 0 0  1
22 0 36 1
15 0 0 1
21 1 0 120  0 0  1
17 2 19 1
20 0 0 1
16 0 28 1
16 0 38 1
20 0 0 1
20 0 0 1
16 1 6 1
16 0 0 1
22 3 0 1
23 0 22 1
22 3 0 1
19 2 0 1
29 0 38 1
20 0 0 1
17 2 16 1
20 0 0 1
28 1 0 1
15 2 0 1
21 3 12 1
12 2 0 1
18 0 0 1
15 3 20 1
21 2 0 1
16 3 30 1
28 3 0 1
23 3 17 1
22 0 35 1
17 3 28 1
21 0 0 1
20 0 0 1
15 3 16 1
15 0 30 1
18 3 0 1
20 1 0 1
31 1 28 1
28 1 15 1
is  ,s
is
„
is
is
91 5 138 1 5 0 0 4 „
„
„
Situation .  Remarks.
... On and near the line of the Great
Southern and Western Railway
isis
„
„
„
is
.1 p
is  „
Toowoomba
SUBURBAN LOT.
Drayton ... •INear the Town of Toowoomba.
This Lot, if
S not sold, wi ll
]` not be open to
selection.}These Lots, ifnot sold, willnot be open toselection.;
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, WARWICK,
ON TUESDAY, THE 29TH DAY OF JANUARY, 1867.
COUNTRY LOTS.
4Z
z
PA
o a o Area. County.
za z
Parish. Situation. Remarks.
1
A. R. P. £
9  67 0 O. 1 Merivale... Pratten ... On the Condamine River.
2 10 64 3 35 1 „ Near the Condamine River.
3 11 60 3 25 1 !,
4 12 56 3 16 1 „
5 13 34 2 33 1
6 14 30 2 24 1
7 15 26 2 14 1 „
8 16 22 2 4 1 „
9. 17 40 0 0 1 „ ,f
10 18 40 0 0 1 is „
11 19 40 0 0 1 „ „
12 20 40 0 0 1 „ „
13 21 52 1 22 1 „ „
14 22 48 1 12 1 „ „
15 23 44 1 3 1 „ „
16 24 40 0 33 1 „ „
17 25 49 1 11 1 „ „
18 26 47 1 6 1 „ „
19 27 43 0 36 1 „ „
20 28 39 0 27 1 7, ,f
21 29 40 0 0 1 „ „
22 30 40 0 0  1 „
23 31 40 0 0 1 „
24 32 40 0 0 1 „ „
25 33 35 3 0 1 ,f
26 34 46 0 0 1
27 35 36 3 19 1 „ „
28 36 50 0 19 1 „ „
29 37 68 0 0 1 „ ,f
30 38 63 3 28 1 „ ,f
31 39 59 3 19 1
32 40 55 3 9 1 „
33 41 40 0 0 1 „
34 42 40 0 0 1 „
25 43 40 0 0 1 „ „
36 44 40 0 0 1 „
37 45 29 0 0 1
38 46 28 0 0 1 On the Condamine River.
39 47  27 0 0 1 „
40 48 20 0 0 1 „ „
41 48A 46 0 0 1 14
42
.
49 44 2 20 1 „ Near the Condamine River.
43 50 40. 2 11 1 „
44 51 36 2 0 1 „ „
45 52 32 1 32 1 „ „
46 53  80 0 0  1 „
47 54 80 0 0 1
48 55 44 0 0 1 On the Condamine River.
49 56 47 0 0 1 „
50 57 54 0 0 1 „ „
51 58 41 0 0 1  „
52 59 49 .0 0 1 „
53 60 44 Q 0 1 „ „
54 61 38 0 0 1 „
55 6,? 41 0 0 1 „
56 63 40'0 0 1 Near the Condamine River.
57 64 44 0 ' 0 1 On the Condamine River.
58 65 80 0 0 1  „ „
59 66 13 0 0 1
60 67 66 1 0 1 „ Near the Condamine River..
61 68 64 0 0 1 .If
62 69 62 0 0 1 „ „
63 70 78 2 0 1 „ „
64 71 64 0 0 1
65 72 64 0 0  1 „„
66 73 78 2 0 1 „ „ „
1272 -
SALE' AT THHE POLICE OFFICE, ROCKHAMPTON,
ON THURSDAY,  THE 24TH  DAY OF JANUARY, 1867.
TOWN LOTS.
o Area .  County .  Parish. Situation.o
O - O U
O Oy r
Remarks.
A. R. P.
1 1 0 2  '0 8 Ferguson Woolton ... Town of Woolton.
2 1 0 2 0 8
3 1 0 2 0 8
4 1 0 2 0 8
5 1 0 2  •0 8 !! ,f
6 1 0 2 0 8 „ ff
7 1 0 2 0 88 1 0 2 0 8
9 1 0 2 0 8
10 1 0 2 0 8 ff ,f
1 2 0 2 0 8 ff
2 2 0 2 0 8
3 2 0 2 0 8
4 2 0 2 0 8
5 2 0 2 0 8 „ !!
1 4 0 2 0 8
2 4 0 2 0 8
3 4 0 2 0 8 ff f,
4 4 0 2 0 8
7 4 0 2 0 .88 4 0 2 0 8
9 4 0 2 0 8
10 4 0 2 0 8
1 5 0 2 0 8
2 5 0 2 0 8
3 5 0 2 0 8
4 5 0 2 0 8
5 5 0 2 0 8
6 5 0 2 0 8
7 5 0 2 0 8
8 5 0 2 0 8
9 5 0 2 0 8
10 5 0 2 0 8 ff !f !,
1 6 0 2 0 " 8
2 -6 0 2 0 8
3 6 0 2 0 8 !f !, „
4 6 0 2 0 8
5 6 0 2 0 8 It „
6 6 0 2 0 8 !, !f !!
7 6
6
0 2 0 8 !! !! !!
8
9 6
0 2 0
0 2 0
8
8
,f
!,
to
„
1 7 0 2 0 8 „ „
2 7 0 2 0 8 „ „
3 7 0 2 0 8 to „ „
4 7 0 2 0 8 ,! „ „
5 7 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
6 7 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
7 7 0 2 0 8 ! !, ,f
8 7 0 2 0 8 !,-
9 7 0 2 0 8 „
10 7 0 2 0 8
1 8 0 2 0 8 21 „
2
3
8
8
0 2 0
0 2 0
8
8 to
to
!!
4 8 0 2 0. .8 !, ,!
5 8 0 2 0 8 to „
6 8 0 2\0 8 to „ to
7 8 0 2 0 8 to to !,
8 8 0 2 0 8 to a !,
9 8 0 2 0 8 „ to „
10 8 0 2 0 8 to of „
1273
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, MARYBOROUGII,
ON MONDAY,  THE.,-28TH  DAY 'OF JANUARY, 1867.
COUNTRY LOTS.
a
0
w Priceper0 0 8 00 Area . Acre . County . Parish. Situation. Remarks.
0
A. R. P. £'
1 1 125 54 0 39, 1 March ... Tinana ... Near the Mary River.
2 2 125 51 2 7 1 „ „
3 1 126 40 2 25 1
4 2 126 43 2 0 1
5 3 126 43 2 0 1
6 4 126 43 2 0 1
7 1 127 29 2 22 1
8 2 127 29 3 11 1
9, 3 127 29 3 11 1
10 4 127 28 3 14 1
11 5 127 29 3 11 1
12 6 127 29 3 11 1
13 7 127 29 3 11 1
14 8 127 29 1 6 1
15 1 128 28 1 10 1
16 2 128 29 0 0 1
17 3 128 29 0 0 1
18 4 128 29 0 0 1
19 5 128 29 3 30 1
20 6 28 29 3 30 1
21 7
1
128 29 3 30 1
22 8 128 29 0 33 1
23 1 129 29 2 10 1
24 2 129 27 1 2 1
25 3 129 24 0 33 1
26 4 129 21 0 24 1
27 1 132 26 3 3 1
28 2 132 19 1 3 1
29 3 132 15 3 5 1
30 4 132 24 2 0 1
31 5 132 24 2 0 1
32 6 132 24 2 0 1
33 7 132 24 2 0 1
34 8 132 23 1 20 1
35 9 132 20 3 29 1
36 10 132 21 3 22 1
37 11 132 20 1 24 1
38 104 31 1 0 1 Maryborough On the Mary River.
1274t
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, GLI DSTONE,
ON TUESDAY, THE  22ND , DAY 6P.-JANUARY, 1867.
StBURBAN LOTS.
Area. County. parish. I  situation . Remarks.
A.  R.  P. £
1 103 ... 10 1 0 2 Clinton .... Auckland.... Near the Town of Gladstone.
2 104 ... 14 1 28 2 „ „ „
3 105 ... 6 3 0 2 „ „ it
4 106 ... 5 0 30 2 „
5 107 ... 8 3 33 2 „
6 1 ... 9 0 0 2 „
7 2... 7 2 0 2 „
8 3 ... 10 0 32 2 „
9 4 ... 8 2 0 2
10 5 ... 8 0 34 2.
11 7 ... 6 2 0 2
12 8 ... 7 3 8 213' 9 ... 7 2 9 2
14 10 ... 6 1 8 2
15 11 ... 11 3 35 2
16 13 ... 6 0 0 2
17 15 ,.. 6 0 0 2
18 19 ... 4 1*25 2
19 22  ... 8 3 22 2
20 23 ... 5 2 24 2
21 24 ... 6 2 35 2
22 25 ... 6 0 34 . 2
23 26  ... 6 2 2 2
24 27 ... 4 2 32 2
25 32 ... , 5 3 0 2
26 35 .... 6 2 0 2
27 36 ... 7 0 0 2
28 37 " ... 10 2 0 2
29 38 ... 16  0 15 2 „
30 39 ... 7 1 0 2
31 40 ... 7 1 12 2
32 41 ... 7 3 22 2
33 42 ... 8  1 32 2 „ „
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SALE AT THE, POLICE OFFICE, BOWEN,
O N TUESDAY, TAE 29TH DAY  OF JANUARY, 1867.
TOWN LOTS.
0
Area
td
w County Parish RemarksSituation0
0
00 c°
..
c7 H
QI
•
.. .
A. R. P. £'
1 1 1 0 2 0 8 Dalrymple Ree ve ... Town of Dalrymple.
2 2 1 -0 2 0 8 to „ to
3 3 1 0 2 0 8 „ „
4 4 1 0 2 0 8 „
5 5 1 0 2 0 8 „
6 6 1 0 2 0 8.
7 7 1 0 2 0 8 „
8 8 1 0 2 0 8 ,„
9 3 2 0 2 0 8 „
10 6 2 0 2 0 8 „ „ „
11 7 2 0 2 0 8 „ „
12 8 2 0 2 0 8  to to  „
13 10 2. 0 2 0 8 to „ „
14 2 3 0 2 0 8 „ it „
15 3 3 0 2 0 8 „ of
16 4 3 0 2 0 8 „ It
17 5 3 0 2 0 8 to to
18 6 3 0 2 0 8 is „ „
19 7 3 0 2 0 8 to „  of
20 8 3 0 2 0' 8 if to it
21 9 3 0 2 0 8 „ „  It
22 1 4 0 2 0 8 is „  of
23 2 4 0 2 0 8  of It „
24 3 4 0 2 0 8  to it It
25 4 4 0 2 0 8  to. It  „
26 7 4 0 2 0 8 to27
28
8
9
4,
4
0
'0
2 0
2 0
„
8 31
8 91
„ .too)to 31
29 10 4 0 2' 0 8 „ „ ,f
30 3 5 0 2 0 8 „ „ ,)
31 3 6 0 2 0 8 „ „ »
32 4 6 0 2 0 8 315- to  to
33 6 6 0 2 0 8 „ „
34
35
• 1
2
7
7
0
0
1 32
1 32
8 ' to
8 „
to
„ „
36 3 7 0 1 32 8 to „ to
37 4 7 0 1 32 8  to to  „
38 5 7 0 1 32 8 to to „
39 6 7 0 1 32 8  to „ „
40 7 .7 0 1 32 8 „ „  to
41 8 7 0 1 32 8 „ It  :,
42 9 7 0 1 32 8 to 19
43 10 7 0 132 8 „ „
44 11 7 0 1 32 8 „ to  „
45 12 7 0 1 32 8 „ „
46
47
1
2
8
8
0
0
1 36
1 28
8 „
8. „
to
48 3 8 0 1 21 8 „
49 4 . 8 0 114 8 „ „
50 5 8 0 1 6 8 „ „
51 6 8 0 1 16 8 „  It
52 7 8 0 0 39 8 to ,f
53 8 8 0 0 28 8 „ 22
1276
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, MACKAY,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 5TH  DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1867.
COUNTRY LOTS.
Area. Price perAcre.
County. Parish . Situation.
Remarks.
A. R. P.
1 244 30 0 0 1 Carlisle • ... Howard.
2 245 ... 30 0 0  g g
3 246 ... 30 0 0 „
4 247 ... 30 0 0 „
5 248 ... 30 0 0
6 249 ... 30 0 0
7 250 ... 30 0 0
8 251 ... 30 0 0
9 252 . 30 0 0 ,s »
10 253  ...  30 0 0
11 254 ... 30 0 0
12 255 '. 30 0 0
13 256 . 30 0 0
14 257 30 0 0
15 258 .. 30 0 0
16 259 ... 30 0 0
17  260- ... 30 0 0
18 261 . 30 0 0
19 262 ... 30 0 0 „
20 263  ...  30 0 0 „
21 264  .., 30 0 0 „
22 265 ... 30 0 0 „
23 266 ... 30 0 0 „
24 267  ... 30 0 0
25 268 ... 30 0 0 „
26 269 ... 30 0 0 „
27 270  .,.. 30 0 0 „ „
28 271  ... 30 0 0 „
29 272 ... 30 0 0 „ „
30 273 ... 30 ' 0 0  if „
31 274 ... 30 0 0 „ „
32 275 ... 30 0 0 „ „
33 276 ... 30 0 0 „ „
34 277 ... 30 0 0 „
35 278 ... 30 0 0 „
36 279 ... 30 0 0 „
37 280 ... 30 0 0 „
38 281 ... 30 0 0 „ „
39 282 ... 30 0 0 „ ' f,
40 283 ... 30 0 0 „
41 284 ... 30 0 0 „
42 285 ... 30 0 0 „
43 286 ... 30 0 0 „
44 287 ... 30 0 0 „
45 288 ... 30 0 0 „
46 289 ... 30 0 0 ,9
47 290 ... 30 0 0 „
48 291 ... 30 0 0 „ „
49 292 ... 30 0 0 „
50 293 ... 30 0 0 „
51 294 ... 30 0 0 „ „
52 295 ... 30 0 0 „ „
53 296 ... 30 0 0 „
54 297 ... 30 0 0 „ „
55 298 ... 30 0 0 „ „
56 299 ... 30  o 0 „
57 300 ... 30 0 0 „
58 301 ... 30 0 0 1 „ •
59 302 ... 30 0 0 „
60 303 ... 30 0 0 „
61 304 ... 36 0 0 . 1 ,f
62 305 ... 60 0 0 ,o „
63 306 .... 60 0 0 „ „
64 307 ... 36 0 0 „ it
65 308 ... 36 0 0 „
66 `  309 ... 36 0 0
67 310 ... 60 0 0
68 311 ... 60 0 0 „ „
69 312 ... 63 0 0 „ ,-
70 313 ... 61 2 0 „ „
71 314 ... 63 0 0 „
72 315 ... 61 2 0 g'
73 316 ... 61 2 0
74 317 .... 60 0 0 „
75 318 ... 60 0 0 „
76 319 ... 60 0 0 „
77 320 ... 60 .0 0 „
78 321 72 0 0 „  s
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE,  MACKAY- continued.
ON TUESDAY,  THE 5TH  DAY of FEBRUARY, 1867.
COUNTRY  LOTS- continued.
0 0 ° o Area. County. Parish.
A. R. P. £
79 322 ... 60 0 0 1 Carlisle ... Howard.
80 323 ... 60 0 0 1 „ „
81 324 ... 60 0 0 1 „ „
82 325 ... 30 0 0 1
83 326 ... 60 ' 0 0 1
84 327 ... 60 0 0 1
85 328 ... 30 0 0 1
86 329 ... 60 0 0 1
87 330 ... 60 0 0 1
88 331 ... 60 0 0 1
89 332 ... 60 0 0 1
90 333 ... 60 0 0 1
91 334 ... 60 0 0 1
92 335 ... 60 0 0 1
93 336 ... 60 0 0 1
94 337 ... 60 0 0 1
95 338 ... 60 0 0 1
96 339 ... 60 0 0 1
97 340 ... 60 0 0 1
98 341 ... 60 0 0 1
99 342 ... 60 0 0 1
Allot- See-
ment. tion.100.151 27 0 1 0
Situation .  Remarks.
TOWN LOTS.
8 1 Carlisle ... 1Howard ... 1 Town of Mackay.
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, FORT COOPER,
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 6TH  DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1867.
TOWN LOTS.
1
0 0 o Area. County. Parish. Situation.  Remarks.
a o ou
as
A. R. P. £
1 3 1 0 2 0 8 Wodehouse Wodehouse Town of Fort Cooper.
2 4 1 0 2 0 8 „
3 5 1 0 2 0 8 „
4 6 1 0 2 0 8
5 7" 1 0 2 0 8
6 8 1 0 2 0 8 „
7 9 1 0 2 0 8
8 10 1 0 2 0 8
9 2 2 0 2 0 8 „
10 3 2 0 2 0 8
11 4 2 0 2 0 8
12 5 2 0 2 0 8
13 6 2 0 2 0 8 „
14 7 2 0 2 0 8
15 8 2 0 2 0 8
16 9 2 0 2 0 8
17 3 3 0 2 0 8
18 4 3 0 2 0 8
19 5 3 0 2 0 8
20 6 3 0 2 0 8
21 7 3 0 2 0 8
22 1 4 0 2 0 8
23 2 5  0 2 0 8 IS
24 3 5 0 2 0 8 „
25 2 7 0 2 0 8 „
26 3 7 0 2 0 8 „
27 4 7  0 2 0 8 „
28 5 7 0 2 0 8
Por-
tion. COUNTRY LOTS.
29 7 ... 33 0 0 1 Wodehouse Wodehouse On Nebo Creek.
30 8 ... 32 0 0 1
31 9 ,.. 35 0 0 1
32 10 ... 30 0 0 1
33 11 ... 31 0 0 1
34 12 ... 32 0 0 1
1278
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, FORT COOPER- continued.
ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE 6TH DAY  OF FEBRUARY, 1867.
. TOWN  LOTS- continued.
440
A
0 09 00
o
Area. County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P. I 2
35 1 1 0 2 0 8 Wodehouse Elphinstone Town of Elphinstone.
36 2 1 0 2 0 8 59
37
38
3 1 0
4 1 0
2 0
2 0
8 if
8  if if
39 5 1 0 2 0 8 31 „
40 6 1 0 2 0 8 „
41 7 1 0 2 0 8
42 8 1 0 2 0 8 „ if
43 9 1
44
0
10 1 0
2 0
2 0
8 if
8 „ „
45
46
1 2 0
2 2 0
2 0.
2 0
8 if
8
47 3 2 0 2 0 8
48
49
4 2 0
5 2 0
2 0
2 0
8 „  if
8 „
5051 6 2 0fi 2 0 2 02 0
8  if
8  if
52 8 2 0 2 0 8
53 9 2 0 2 0 8
54 10 2 0 2 0 8
55 1 3 0 2 0 8  if „
56 2 3 0 2 0 8  is
57
58
3 3 0
4 3 0
2 0
2 0
8  if
8
59
60
5 3 0
6 3 0
2 0
2 0
8  If
8 „ If
61 7 3 0 2 0 8 „  if
62 8 3 0 2 0 8 „ „
63 9 3 0 2 0 8 „ If
64 10 3 0 2 0 8 „ „
65 1 4 0 2 0 8 If If
66 2 4 -0 2 0 8 If „ „
67 3 4 0 2 0 8 if ,.
68 6 4 0 2 0 8 if
69 7 4 0 2 0 8 „ if „
70 8 4 0 2 0 8 if if
71 9 4 0 2 0 8 „
72 10 4
Por
0 2 0 8 „If
do n.
tio COUNTRY LOTS.
73 1 ... 346 0 0 1 Wodehouse Elphinstone Near Lake Elphinstone.
74 2 ...118 0 0 1 „ if
75
76
4 ... 104
5 ... 94
0 0 1 if
0 0 1
77 6 ... 80 0 0 1
78 7 ... 80 0 0 1
79 8 ... 80 0 0 1 If80 9 ... 80 0 0 1
81 10 ... 80 0 0 1
82 11 ... 80 0 0 1
1279
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, NANANGO,
ON FaIi  AY, THE  1ST DAY OF  FEBRUARY, 1867.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
o
d
c o °
o° oy
t
Area.
o H
County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P. £ S.
1 51 1 3 26 2 0 1Fitzroy ... Nanango ... Near the Town of Nanango2 1 52 1 3 16 2 0 „ It „
3 2 52 2 1 0 2 04 1 5 3 2 2 0 2 0 to „ toto
5 2 4 53 2 2 0 2 0 „
3 53 2 2 0 2 0 „ to
7 4 53 1 2 3 0 2 0
8 5 53 4 3 12 2 09 1 54 17 210` 2 0 it „ ,.
10 2 54 9 3 0, 2 0 to
11 3 54 10 0  0 2 0
12 4 54 9 1 8, 2 0 to
13 1 55 15 3 27 2 0 „ „
14 2 55 1 13 2 22 2 0 to „
15 3 55 15 3 27 2 0 „ *,
16 1 56 3 2 0 2 0 to
17 2 56 1 3 2 0 2 0 to o 10
18 3 56 y 4 2 28 2 0 „ tto .
19 4 56 4 0 0 2 0 „ to
20 1 57 5 0 0 2 0 1 „ „
21 2 57 5 0 0 2 0 „ „
22 1 5,13 5 0 0 2 0 to
23
24
2
1 1
58
59
5
7
0 0
0 0
2
2
0
0 „ it„
25 2 59 7 0 0 2 0 It it „
26 1 60 7 0 0 2 0 ,. „ „
27 2 60 7 0 0 2 0 „ „
28 1 61 7 0 0 2 0 to it
29 2 61 7 0 0 2 0 op
30 3 61 6 3 13 2 0 9o to
31 4 161 5 3 5 2 0 to of
COUNTRY LOTS.
32 1 1 1 62 20 1 24, ; '1 0 Fitzroy ... Nanango ... Near the Town of Nanango
33 2162 20 124 1 0 „
34 3 62 20 1241 1 0 „ „
35 5 62 22 2 0 1 0
36 6 62 22 2 0 1 0
37 163 25 3 8 1 0
38' 2 63 25 3 8 1 0 to „ to
89 3`63 25 3 8 1 0 „ to 71
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, ROMA,
ON MONDAY, THE 28TH DAY OF JANUARY, 1867.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Ii1!L Situation.  Eemaaka.
I A. R. P.
G-
county. Parish.
1 1 19 2 0 21 2 Waldegrave Roma ,.. Near the Town  of Roma.
2 1 20  3 135 2
3 1 21  7 336 2
TOWN LOT S.
4 3  1 0 2 0 8 Waldegrave' Roma ... Town  of Roma.
5 5 1 0 2 0 8
6 8 1 0 2 0 8
7 7 2 0 2 0 8 „
8 1 3 0 2 0 8 „
9 5 3 0 2 0 8 „
10 9 4 0 2 0 8 3
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICi, CLERMONT,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 4TH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1867.
TOWN LOTS.
02 0.00 ,. ., Area.
d d _, o
County. Parish. Situation. Remarks.
A. R. P.
1 1 37 1 0 .0  8 Clermont ... Clermont ... Town of Clermout
2 2 37 1 0 0  8
3 3 37 1 0 0  8 „
4 4 37. 1 0 0  8 „
5 5 37 1 0 0  8 „
6 1 38 1 0 0 8 „
7 2 38 1 0 0 8
8 3 38 1 0 0  8 f, 39
9 4 38 1 0 0 8
10 5 38 1 0 0 8 „ „ 1
11 1 39 1 0 0 8
12 2 39 1 0 0 8
13 3 39 1 0 0 8
14 4 39 1 0 0  8 „ .,
15 1 40 1 0 0 8
16 2 40 1 0 0 8
17 3 40 1 0 0 8
18 4 40  1 0 „0  8  it
19 5 40 1 0 0 8
20 1 41 1 0 0 8
21 2 41 1 0 0 8
22 3 41 1 0 0 8
23 4 41 1 0 0 8
24 5 41 1 0 0 8
Por-
tion SUBURBAN LOTS.
25
.
6 10 3 16 2 Clermont ... Clermont ... Near the Town of Clermont
26 7 ... 7 2 0
1
2
27 8 ... 20 3 10 2
28 9 ... 12 3 16 2
COUNTRY LOTS.
29 23 80 0 0 1 Clermont ... I Clermont ... Near the Copper Sectionsl ...30 25 ' 801 0 0 1 „ „ On Douglas Creek
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the Colony, at Government House, Brisbane, this
eighteenth day of December, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixty-
six, and in the thirtieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His  Excellency' s Command,
(For the Secretary for Lands),
A. MACALISTER.
GOOD -SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Authority: JA ES C. B.EAL, Acting Government Printer, William  Street, Brisbane.
may;
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &c.
I
N pursuance of the authority vested in me by an
Act made and passed in the second year of
his late Majesty King William the Fourth, and
numbered twelve, and with the advice of the
Executive Council, I, the GOVERNOR aforesaid, do
hereby appoint the place known as Wiseman's
Bridge, near Rockhampton, to be a place at which
a Turnpike Gate shall be erected, and at which
Tolls shall  ])o collected, to the amount, and under
the regulations, restrictions, and provisions of the
said recited Act ;  of which turnpike gate all persons
concerned are hereby required to take due notice.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-first day of December, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. WATTS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st December, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct the publication of the subjoined Despatch,
received from the Secretary of State for the
Colonies.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
[CIRCULAR.]
(Queensland)  Downing Street,
SIR,
24th September, 1866.
I transmit to you herewith, at the instance of
the Board of Trade, copies of a notice which thatSeptember,  1866. department has caused  to be prepared, stating the
means of checking  and preventing scurvy on board
of ships .; and I have to request that you will take
the necessary measures  for the  distribution  of these
notices amongst the officers at the ports of the
Colony under your Government, for the use of the
masters of ships.
I have, &c.,
CARN ARVON.
Governor Sir G. F. Bowen, G.C.M.G.,
&c., &c., &c.
NOTICE TO SHIPOWNERS AND SHIP MASTERS
SEA-SCURVY.
The result of the inquiries recently instituted by the
Board of Trade in several cases of outbreak of scurvy
in merchant ships, in some even where it is manifest that
the owners have had every desire to provide for the
health of the crew, leads this Board to believe that the
publication of the following means, suggested by the
Seamen's hospital Society, for the prevention and check
of this malady, may be attended with advantage :-
The cause of the malady is generally believed to be
privation for a considerable length of time of fresh
vegetables.
MEANS  FOR PREVENTION.
At Sea.
1. Every ship on a long voyage should be supplied
with a proper quantity of  lime  or  lemon juice.
The juice having been received in bulk from the
vendors, should be examined and analysed by a compe-
tent medical officer. All measures adopted for its pre-
servation are worthless unless it be clearly ascertained
that a pure article has been supplied.
Ten per cent of brandy (S G. 930) or of rum (S.G.
890) should afterwards be added to it.
It should be packed in jars or bottles, each con-
taining one gallon or less, covered with a layer of oil,
and closely packed and sealed.
Each man should have at least four ounces (eight
tablespoonfuls) a week, and should take it as part of his
daily food. The quantity should be increased to an
ounce daily if any symptoms of scurvy manifest
themselves.
The giving out of lime or lemon juice should be com-
menced with the issue of salt provisions, and should be
continued evert with fresh meat, in haroor, when no green
or succulent vegetables accompany it. It should
certainly not be delayed longer than a fortnight after the
vessel has put to sea.
2. Preserved vegetables-of  these potatoes and onions
are the best ; next, greens, carrots, turnips, &c.
3. A  plentiful  supply of  good water.
4. Attention to  cleanliness  and  ventilation,  more
particularly of the quarters of the crew.
In port.
A full supply of such vegetables as may be most
easily procured, viz., potatoes, greens, radishes, water-
cresses ; the latter vegetable is a powerful antiscorbutic,
and easily procurable. Fruits, as oranges, lemons, lines,
shaddocks, &c.
It is always well to provide an extra supply of the
abovementioned important antic corbutics, in case of
an unusually protracted voyage or other contingency.
Board of Trade, September, 1866.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 14th December, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. GEORGE DAY, of the Government PrintingOffice,
to be Stamper in the Duty Stamp Office, in the 4th
Class of the Civil Service.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. D. McLEAN.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 14th December, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following promotions and appointments
in the Customs Department :-
Mr. WILLIAM CONNOLLY, 5th Clerk in the Customs,
Brisbane,
to be 2nd Officer, Eockhanmpton, in the 4th Class
of the Civil Service,  vice  Sandrock, promoted ;
Mr. HENRY ST. JOHN SOMERSET, 6th Clerk,
Brisbane,
to be 5th Clerk in the 4th Class of the Civil Service,
vice  Connolly, promoted ;
Mr. WILLIAM WEST, a Junior Clerk, Brisbane,
to be 6th Clerk, in the 5th Class of the Civil Service,
vice  Somerset ;
Mr. EDMONDS LEcIIarERE BROWN, Junior Clerk,
Brisbane,
to succeed Mr. Webb, in the 5th Class of the
Civil Service.
The above appointments to take of ect from the
1st instant.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. D. 1VMcLEAN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st December, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executive C uncil, has been pleased
to establish the following Regulations to be observed
with regard to the working of the Turnpike Gates,
and for the collection of Tolls, at Wiseman's and
Maudesleigh Bridges near Rockhampton, in pur-
suance of the provisions of the Acts 2 William IV.,
No. 12, and 14 Victoria, No. 5.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOHN WATTS.
(5.) All children proceeding  to or returning from
any school, whether public  or private ; all
officers and men connected  with  Her Majesty's
Customs when on duty.
6. Any  lessee of  either Turnpike who shall infringe
upon or act  contrary to any clause or condition contained
in these Regulations shall, on conviction before two
or more  Justices of the Peace, be subjected to a penalty
not exceeding five pounds.
7. In the event of two convictions within one month
against the lessee of either Turnpike, such convictions
shall cancel the lease, and the Government may at once
resume the Turnpike.
8. If the lessees shall neglect to put up a scale of Turn-
pike dues, as provided for in clause 2 of these regula-
tions ; or if any collector, or other person, employed by
such  lessees, shall  not be in attendance at all times by
day and by night at the place at which he is stationed,
or ought to be ; or shall demand and take greater dues
from any person or persons who shall be exempt from
payment thereof, and who shall claim such  exemption ;
or shall, under color of his office as collector, wilfully
extort from any person or persons any sum of money or
tiling of value whatsoever, as and for or in lieu of
payment of dues ; or shall refuse to permit and suffer
any person or persons to read, or shall in any manner
hinder or prevent any person or persons from reading
the inscription on such boards ; or shall refuse to tell
his Christian and surname to any person or persons
who shall demand to know the same, on being paid the
said dues or any of them, or shall in answer give a
false name or names ; or upon legal clues being tendered
or paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay any passenger or passengers from passing over
the bridges ; or if such collector shall make use of any
scurrilous or abusive language to any traveller or passen-
ger ;-then and in each and every such case the said
lessees shall forfeit and pay for every such offence any
I sum not exceeding five pounds, to be recovered before any
two of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace.
9. If any person liable to the payment of any dues
under these Regulations shall, after demand, neglect or
refuse to pay the same, or any part thereof, it shall be
lawful for any person duly authorised to collect the same,
to prevent such person or persons from passing over
the bridge until the dues demandable and payable by
such person or persons  so refusing  to pay the same be
paid and discharged.
10. Any person who shall intentionally evade the pay-
ment of the aforesaid dues shall, on conviction, be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
11. The lessees shall not sub-let, or in any way dispose
of the Turnpike, without the express sanction of the
Government.
12. The payment of tolls at either of the bridges will
clear the other.
13. Previous  regulations  are hereby rescinded.
SCHEDULE A.
Turnpike dues and elearges.
s. d.
Every foot passenger ... ... ... ... 0 1
Single horse, with or without rider ... ... 0 2
Two-wheeled vehicle, laden with produce,
merchandise, &c., drawn by one horse or
other animal ... ... ... ... 0 3
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses or
other animals ... ... ... ... 0 4
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses
or other animals ... ... ... ... 0 5
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses
or other animals ... ... ... ... 0 6
For every additional horse or other animal
drawing a two-wheeled conveyance, each 0 1
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by one horse or
other animal ... ... ... ... 0 6
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses
or other animals ... ... ... ...  0 8
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses
or other animals .:. ... ... ...  0 9
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses
or other animals ... ... ... ... 0 10
For every additional horse or other animal
drawing a four-wheeled conveyance, each 0' 1
Private Carriages.
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by one horse ... 0 6
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by one horse ... 0 9
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses... 1 0
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses 1 3
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four  horses 1 6
Bullocks and horned  cattle , per head ... 0 1
Pigs, goats, and sheep ,  per head ... ... 0 1
TURNPIKE REGULATIONS.
1. That the Turnpike gates be leased by auction, tender,
or otherwise let, as the Government may determine.
2. That the Turnpike rates and charges shall be exhi-
bited on boards, and placed in conspicuous positions on
both of the bridges.
3. The  lessee of  each Turnpike shall enter into a bond
in an amount to  be fixed by the Government, with two
sureties , for the due performance of his contract ; and for
his information he will be supplied with a copy of these
Regulations.
4. During the dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and pro-
perly trimmed at the gates, and the lessees shall provide
the same.
5. All persons  crossing  the bridges, with the following
exceptions , shall pay the charges fixed in Schedule A.,
viz..-
(1.) The Governor and any person in actual attend-
ance upon him, and any  carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
(2.) Ministers of religion,  officers, soldiers, and
sailors in Her Majesty's service, proceeding or
returning on duty.
Any member of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers, and constables on
actual duty, and any prisoners in their charge.
(4.) All officers or laborers of the Roads Depart-
ment, furnished with a Pass from the Engineer
of Roads.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th November, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
WITH  reference to the Government  Notice,
dated 11th October, and published in  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of 13th October ,  1866 ,  relative to
the opening and making a portion of road  leading
from Brisbane to the 'Logan, county of Stanley,
through the Eight-mile Plain Agricultural Reserve,
and no objections having been received to the same :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
of Council 4 William. IV., No. 11, that His Excel-
lency the Governor, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council ,  has been pleased to confirm the said
road, and it is therefore declared expedient to open
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor -General, and at the Police Office in Bris-
bane ; and all persons intending to claim compen-
sation in respect of the said road, are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof ,  in such manner and form as are prescribed
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to,
or they will be for ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th November, 1866.
NEW ROAD.
W
ITH reference to the Government Notice,
dated 11th October, and published in  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of 13th October , 1866, relative to
the opening and making a portion of road from
Brisbane to Pimpama ,  county of Stanley, and no
objections having been received to the same  : Notice
is hereby given ,  in accordance with the Act of
Council 4 William  IV., No.  11, that His Excellency
the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said road,
and it is therefore declared expedient to open the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor -General ,  and at the Police Office in Bris-
bane  ;  and all persons intending to claim compen-
sation in respect of said road are hereby reminded
that notice must be served upon the Colonial
Secretary , within forty days from the date hereof,
in such manner and form as are prescribed in the
sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they
will  be for ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency 's Command,
(For the  Secretary  for Public Lands)
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  15th December, 1866.
THE following charges for Rent and Labor for
Goods subject  to Ad valorem  Duty, stored or
Warehoused in Government Bonds ,  will be exacted
from and after the present date :--
Receiving Goods  ...  2s. per ton.
Delivery „  ...  2s. per ton.
Marking  „ ...  ld. per package.
Rent  ... ... ...  is. per ton per week.
J. D. McLEAN,
Colonial  T reasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  26th March, 1866.
GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
ANNUITIES.
PROPOSALS for Life Insurance ,  or for thepurchase  of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
can be received at any Branch  Office of the Govern-
ment Savings Bank, where all information can be
obtained.
By a very moderate  outlay any  person may now
make provision ,  by Insurance ,  for his  widow or
children after his  death  ; or by the purchase of a
Government  Annuity,  may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus ,  a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment  of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure  £ 100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way ,  be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus ,  a man aged 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 9s. 5d., equal to £29 13s. a year-to commence
at 60- by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.3RANCHES of the above  Bank are now openat Brisbane ,  Bowen  (Port Denison ),  Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndab, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, ILeyburn, Maryborough, Marlborough,
11l ackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Taroom, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s .  upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours ,  and on Satur-
day evenings.
,Interest  at the rate of 5 per cent .  per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person ,  at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
General Post Office,
Queensland ,  29th November, 1866.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE OF 1867-8.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
QEPARATE  Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until the 24th January next,
for the conveyance of Post Office Mails,  as under-
mentioned, for ten or twenty-two months, from the
1st March ,  1867, to the 31st December, 1867 or
1868, both days inclusive.
All Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously
on application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words,  " Tender
for the Conveyance of .hIails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the tender box, at the General Post  O ffice.
Tenderers are requested to describe ,  by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender, and every tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service, as well as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer ,  and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster -General may direct ,  not exceeding
double the gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering are requested to state the
description of the vehicle they intend  to use, and
the number of horses  by which it  is to be drawn,
or if on horseback.
Persons tendering ,  or their agents ,  are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane , on WEDNESDAY , the 1st February
next, and must then be prepared ,  if called on,
forthwith to pay to the Postmaster -General a sum.
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equal to ten per cent. of the amount of such of
their tenders as may be accepted, as a guarantee
until their bonds and contracts shall be executed.
The tender of any person failing to comply with
this condition will not be entertained.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender, and upon which the tender is to be
made, can be inspected by persons proposing to
tender, either at the General Post Office, or at any
Post Office in the Colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender.
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster-General.
No. of
Service. From and to and to and from.
Mode ofConvey-
ance.
I-
27  Condamine and Surat,  via  Undulla, Horse.
Murilla, Warkon, Bingie, Nooroondoo, I
once a week
31 Western Creek and Tarrawinaba,  via  Horse.
Wyaga and Billa Billa, once a week
311 Retreat and St. George,  via  Tartha, Horse.
Southwood, Coon-trith, Teelba, Ballan-
dine, and West Harem, once a week
60 Cardwell and Valley of Lagoons, once a Horse.
month
Rockhampton and Crocodile Creek Coach.
Diggings, twice a week
13 Roma and Mitchell Downs,  via  Bindango Horse.
and Ambie Downs, once a week
131 Mitchell Downs and Forest Vale,  via  Horse.
the Police Barracks, once a week
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 29th November, 1866.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
ROCKHAMPTON TO PILOT STATION, KEPPEL
BAY.
?""ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
1. Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, until
Noon, on MONDAY, the 31st day of December
next, from persons desirous of contracting for the
supply of all materials, except wire and insulators,
and for all workmanship necessary for the erection
of a Line of Telegraph from Rockhampton to
Pilot Station, Keppel Bay.
Full particulars will be found in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  of Saturday, 1st December,
1866, No. 156.
By His Excellency's Command,
ST. G. R. GORE.
NOTICE.
°j N order to determine the Value of Goods
1 imported into the different Ports of the Colony,
and subject to  "Ad  valorem  Duty," the original
Invoices of such Goods must be produced at the
respective Custom Houses when Entries are being
passed for the same.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1866.
JUST PUBLISHED,  in pamphlet form, andON SA E at  the Governm nt Printing
Office, William  street , Brisbane:-
ACTS RELATING TO CUSTOMS, WATER
POLICE, MARINE BOARD, AND QUAR-
ANTINE,  Price 2s. 6d.
GOLD FIELDS REGULATIONS , Price 1s.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
WEDNESDAY, THE NINETEENTH DAY OF DECEMBER,
A.D. 1866.
REGULA GENERALIS.
I T is Ordered, That so much of the Regula
Generalis, made as of Tuesday, the twenty-sixth
day of May, One thousand eight hundred and
sixty-three, under the head of " Practice in
Chambers," as provides that " No  ex parte  applica-
tion will be heard unless upon a written statement
of the right and grounds thereof," be and the same
is hereby annulled.
(Signed) JAMES COCKLE, C. J.
ALFRED J. P.'LUTWYCHE. J.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
STORM SIGNALS.
THE accompanying Notice to Mariners respect-
.1. ing Storm Signals, is published for general
information.
J. G. FRANCIS,
Commissioner of Trade and Customs.
Department of Trade and Customs,
Melbourne, 29th November, 1866.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
Storm Signals.
Commanders of vessels and others navigating the
coasts and harbors of Victoria, are hereby informed that
arrangements have been made for transmitting from the
Melbourne Observatory, twice a day,  "Forecasts of the
Weather,"  to indicate which the following signals will,
on and after the first of December next, be exhibited
from the Flagstaff, Queenscliffe, and in a short time these
signals will also be shown from the old Lighthouse,
Hobson's Bay, the Flagstaffs at Cape Schanck, and at
Cape Otway.
CHARLES FERGUSON,
Chief Harbor Master.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Melbourne, 29th November, 1866.
NORTH CONE.
Cone.- Gale  probable from North, East, or SE.
SOUTH CONE.
Inverted Cone.-Gale  probable from West, SW., or
South.
DnuM.
Drum.-Strong  winds from more than one quarter
successively.
NORTH CONE  AND DRUM.
Cone above  Drum.- Dangerous  winds, NW., North,
East, ESE.
SOUTH CONE  AND DRUM.
Drum  above inverted  Cone.-Dangerous winds,  West,
SW., South, SSE.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
THE subscription to the  Gazette  is Ten shillingsper quarter,  payable in advance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required number of
insertions is not marked, will only be publishes
once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1866.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 7th November, 1866.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that the Rent of the undermentioned Runs not having
been paid on or before the 30th day of September last, they will become absolutely forfeited, unless
the full amount of Rent in each case, with one-fourth added by way of penalty, be paid into the Colonial
Treasury within ninety days thereafter, as prescribed by the Acts and Regulations.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Lessee. Run. Rent Due. Assessment. Total Amount.
s. d.  £ s. d.
... 12 10 0
12 10 0
52 5 0
0 0 30 3 7
0 0 30 3 7
... 12 10 0
12 10 0
0 0 22 10 0
18 15 0
... 107 10 0
12 10 0
.. 40 0 0
0 0 30 0 0
0 0 30 0 0
0 0 30 0 0
0 0 30 0 0
0 0 30 0 0
0 0 30 0 0
.., 64 10 0
,.. 1210 0
... 12 10 0
0 0 30 0 0
0 0 30 0 0
25 0 0
15 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
... 27 12 6
27 12 6
0 0 30 0 0
... 12 10 0
... 25 0 0
.., 12 10 0
... 12 10 0
12 10 0
... 12 10 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
.., 18 15 0
,,. 18 15 0
18 15 0
23 0 0
0 0 30 0 0
0 0 30 0 0
0 0 30 0 0
. 38 10 0
0 0 30 0 0
15 0 0
15 0 0
20 0 0
37 10 0
55 0 0
... 13 0 0
,., 30 0 0
... 37 8 0
.., 37 8 0
27 10 0
0 0 30 0 0
0 0 31 0 0
... 37 10 0
12 10 0
,,. 12 10 0
12 10 0
... 12 10 0
... 12 10 0
... 18 15 0
... 1.8 15 0
25 0 0
0 0 37 10 0
0 0 37 10 0
John Beckett
Ditto ... ...
Patrick Clynes ... ...
Cochrane and Moore ,..
Ditto ., ,,.
J. and A. Doyle ...
Ditto
J. Ezzy ...
S. and T. Hyland ...
R. and G. Hazard ...
Peter Moore
Morehead  and Young ...
McLeay and Taylor ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
F. H. Hill
Ditto
Janet Ross ... ,.,
Ditto ,
D. Roberts,  senior
Scott Smith .,.
Ditto .,,
Wm. Smith ,., ..,
J. B. Tonson ... ...
Henry Beit (in trust ) ,.. ..,
Ditto ... ,. ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ..
Bailey, Newton, and Liddiard...
William Brahe ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Walter Davidson .,,
Thomas Farmer ...Hood and Manning ... ..,
Headrick, Livermore, and Co.,..
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ,., ,.,
S. D. Gordon ... ... ...
John Little .,, .,. ...
Ditto ,.. ...
John Little ... .. .,,
Lamb, Parbury and Co. ...
Stewart Murray ... ..,
Stewart Lee ... ... ...
Ditto ,.,
P. F. McDonald ,..
J. R. Morris, T. S. Antill, trustees
the estate of late H. S. Wills
Osborne and Stephen ... ...
Christr. Rolleston .,,
Gordon Sandeman ,.,
Fred. T. Smith .., ... ...
Ditto ... ...
G. P. Serocold .. ... ...
Alexander  Stuart ,.. ,..
Ditto ,.,
Trimmer and Spencer ,.. ...
Watt and McHenry ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ,., ... ..,
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,,,
W. G. Williams ... ...
Ditto ... ..,
£ s. d.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Mogador Back Block ... ... 12 10 0
Tertulla Back Block ... ... 12 10 0
Bedhill Bedhill ... 52 5 0
Gulnarber West ,.. ... 10 3 7
Gulnarber Retro ... ... 10 3 7
T omoo No. 3 ... ... ... 12 10 0
Ditto  No. 4  ... ,., ... 12 10 0
Upper Guy Guy ... ... 12 10 0Burwash ... ... ... 18 15 0Weengallen ... ... ... 107 10 0
De]gui ... ... ... ... 12 10 0
Heazlemount ... ... ... 40 0 0
Bogiria ... ... ... 10 0 0
Ditto No.1 ... ... ... 10 0 0
Ditto No. 2 ... ... ... 10 0 0
Huillagarah ... ... ... 10 0 0
Ditto No. 2 ... ... ... 10 0 0
Minonginindi ... ... ... 10 0 0
Briarie ... , .. ... ...  61 10 0
Coonghan ... ... ... 12 10 0
Ditto East ... ... ... 12 10 0
Upper Yalebone .,. ... 10 0 0
Upper West Yalebone... ... 10 0 0
Weeyan ... ... ... 25 0 0
Manadilla No. 1 ... ,.. 15 0 0
Ditto No. 2 ., 12 10 0
Four-mile Creek Back Block. 12 10 0
Yarara take ... ... ... 18 15 0
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Tea Tree ... ... ... • 27 12 6
... Peak Downs ... ... 27 12 6
Upper Laguna...
Upper Jumma...
Green Hills .,.
10 0 0
12 10 0
25 0 0
Rheu Brannan .. ... ... 12 10 0
Wintha Wintha .., 12 10 0
West End ... ... ... 12 10 0
Lake Salvator ... ... ... 12 10 0
Slateford  ...  ... , ... 12 10 0
Saitbush Park ... ... .., 18 15 0
Ditto No. 1 .,, 18 15 0
Ditto No. 2 ... ... ... 18 15 0
Ditto No. 3 . ... ... 18 15 0
Round Stone Creek .,, ... 23 0 0
Redeliffe No. 1......... 10 0 0
Ditto No. 2... ... ... 10 0 0
Ditto  No. 4...  ... 10 0 0
Estramadura ...
Tungurra ...
38 10 0
10 0 0
Killowen ... ... ... 15 0 0
Kenmare ... ... 15 0 0
Fulham...
in Lillaree...
20 0 0
37 10 0
Comeley Bank ... ... 55 0 0
Speculum .. ... ` 13 0 0
Saitbush No. 1 and 2 ... ... 30 0 0
Ruined Castle Creek No. 1 ... 37 8 0
Ditto No.2 . 37 8 0
Conciliation Creek C ... .... 27 10 0
Morenish No. 1 ... 10 0 0
Upper Melaleuca .., 11 0 0
Christmas Creek ... ... 37 10 0
Platway ... ... ... 12 10 0
Riversleigh ... ... ... 12 10 0
Assam ... ... ... ... 12 10 0
Lidwell . ... ... ... 12 10 0
Ch udlei gh ... ... 12 10 0
Duckworth ... ... 18 15 0
Duckworth Creek ... .,. 18 15 0
BURNETT DISTRICT.
C. and P. Lawless ... ... Condangan ... ... ... 25 0 0
R. B. and J. C. Ridley... ... ... Woodmillan ... ... ... 12 10 0
Watt and Young ... ... Dallanil ... ... ... 12 10 0
£
20
20
25
25
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Lessee. Run. Rent Due.
F. W. Donkin ... ... ,.,
Ditto ,,. ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Fulton and West (the elder) ...
Morehead and Young ... ...
Ditto .., ... ...
Ditto ...
Rule and Lacy ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
James Thomson
C. Williamson and Co... ...
Ditto ...
Rule and Lacy ... ... ,..
Patrick Anderson
Ditto ..
Henry Beit
Ditto
G. S. Caird ,.,
Ditto ...
Ditto
Earl Bros ,..
Ditto ...
Ditto ,.,
Robert Gray ,..
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ..,
Ditto
Ditto
Rowland Hassall
Ditto ..
Morehead and Young
J. L. C. Ranken
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Seaward and Marsh ,.,
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,,, ..,
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Robert Stewart ,., ...
Ditto ,.,
Ditto
Kennedy Macdonald, Lawson & Stewart
Ditto ,., ...
Ditto
Ditto ..,
Ditto ... , , .
Ditto ,,.
Ditto .,,
W. G. Walker ... ...
Anning  Brothers ,.,
and T .  Cooper
Ditto ,,. ... ...
Ditto .., ...
Ditto ,,,
G. B. S. Yeates... ,..
Ditto .,,
Ditto .,, ,,,
Ditto
Ditto ,.
Seaward, Marsh, and Warry ,,.
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto .., ...
Ditto
£ s. d.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Langlo Downs No. I ... ... 1 20 0 0
Ditto No. 2 ... ... 12 10 0
Ditto No. 3 ... . . . 12 10 0
Dundoo ... ... ... 37 10 0
Overton ... ... ... 28 10 0
Caledonia ... ... ... 20 10 0
Albion ... ... ... ... 19 0 0
Pelican Creek ... ... ... 25 0 0
Coreena ... ... ... 32 0 0
Byarri ... ... ... ... 12 10 0
Pingara ... ... 12 10 0
Eirersleigh No. 2 ... ... 12 10 0
Ditto  No. 3  ... 12 10 0
Ingberry ... ... ... 88 0 0
BURKE DISTRICT.
Crowfells ...
Drina ... ... ...
Burleigh No. 1... ...
Ditto No.  2... ...
Mirnamere ... ...
Neelia Ponds ... ...
Nonda ... ... ...
Welney... .,. ...
Rifllcy ... ... ...
Borsey ... ... ...
Cumberland
HughendonSussex .. ... ...
Canterbury ,,, ...
Somerset ... ...
Bedford ... ...
Denbigh No. 1... ...
Ditto No.2... ...
Diamantina
Afton No. 1
Ditto No. 2 ... ...
Ditto No.  3 ... ...
Saltram ... ..,
Clifton ... ... ...
Aberdeen ... ...
IIaslebury Vale .,,
Seaward Downs
Cameron Downs No. 1
Ditto No. 2
Ditto No. 3
Glen Arthur ... ...
Glen Leonard .., ...
Cambridge Downs ...
Rolling Downs... ...
Bellanda Downs ...
Mountford Downs ...
Hazlewood Downs ..,
Borogong ,.. ...
])eehan Park
32 10 0
30 0 0
22 10 0
20 0 0
16 10 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
18 0 0
18 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
36 15 0
50 5 0
18 15 0
12  10 0
23 0 0
23 0 0
30 0 0
42 10 0
45 0 0
12 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
54 0 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
50 0 0
25 0 0
65 0 0
30 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0
29 0 0
33 0 0
31 5 0
COOK DISTRICT.
Oak Park No. 1 ... 37 10 0
Ditto No. 2 .., 37 10 0
Broadlands No. 1 ... 31 10 0
Ditto No. 2 ... ... 43 10 0
Bedrock ... ... ,.. 37 10 0
Myall Downs ... ... 56 5 0
Mopata ... ... ... 37 10 0
Mamburra ... ... ... 62 10 0
Baroota ... ... ... 62 10 0
Nehow e ... ... ... 18 15 0
The Preston ... ... ... 18 15 0
The Rienza ... ... ... 18 15 0
The Pine ... ... ... 18 15 0
Table Land Downs ... ... 18 15 0
Cunata ... ... ... ... 18 15 0
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
E. and E .  Adams .. . ... ...  Cardigan
Ditto .,, ... ...  ...  Branderston ,.,
Bank of New South  Wales,  Melbourne Back Plains ...
Ditto ...  ... ... ...  Tala ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...  Dotswood
Ditto  . . .  Emysland
Ditto  ... ...  Keelbottom
Ditto  ...  The Watershed
D. Cudmore  ... ... ...  Nia ll  ...
M. and M. Curr ,., .., I Gilgunyah
Ditto ,,, I Merri Merriwah
37 10 0
18 15 0
12 10 0
32 0 0
21 0 0
24 10 0
21 0 0
12 10 0
128 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
Assessment.
£ s. d.
Total Amount.
£ s. d.
20 0 0
1 12 10 0
12 10 0
37 10 0
28 10 0
20 10 0
1 19 0 0
25 0 0
32 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
88 0 0
32 10 0
30 0 0
22 10 0
20 0 0
16 10 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
18 0 0
18 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
36  15 0
50 5 0
18 15 0
12 10 0
23 0 0
23 0 0
30 0 0
42 10 0
45 0 0
12 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
54 0 0
35 0 0
35 0 0
50 0 0
25 0 0
65 0 0
30 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0
29 0 0
33 0 0
31 5 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
31 10 0
43 10 0
37 10 0
56 5 0
37 10 0
62 10 0
62 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18.15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
37 10 0
]8 15 0
12 10 0
32 0 0
21 0 0
24 10 0
21 0 0
12 10 0
128 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
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Lessee. Bun. Bent Due. Assessment. Total Amount.
W. J. Dangar
Ditto ,., ..,
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ,..
Ditto
Ditto .., ...
C. Emmerson ... ...
Ditto ... ...
James Gibson ... ...
William Reeve ... ...
J. C. and R. Sanders, ...
William Seaward ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,,, ...
W. G. Walker ... ...
Ditto .,. ...
Ditto
W. Brock ... ...
F. J. Bycrley ... ...
Earl Brothers ... ...
Ditto ...
C. Featherstonhaugh ...
Hall and Williams ...
Ditto ... ...
Lamb and Parbury ...
James Lorimer ... ...
Ditto
Morehead and Young ...
McCartney and Mayne
Ditto ...
Ditto .., ...
Park and Murray
Prince, Ogg and Goddard
Ditto ...
Ditto
Walsingham and Martin
Ditto ... ...
John Archer ...
Ditto ... ...
F. N. Burne. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Joseph Becker ... ..
F: M. and W. H. Hill...
Ditto
Ditto
Henry Williams  ...
F. M. and W. H. Hill...
Ditto ... ...
W. H. Hill ...
Ditto ...
Hamilton L. Low ...
J. D. McLean ... ...
J. Neilson
F. M. and W. H. Hill ...
Henry Williams ...
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
NORTH KENNEDY  DISTRICT-continued.
.,. Strathdon ... ... ... 80 0 0
... Goorganga ... ... ... 25 0 0
. , . Bona Ventura ... ... ... 25 0 0
... Caldcra ... ... ... ... 25 0 0
... Rookwood ... ... ... 25 0 0
... Clydesdale ... ... ... 17 10 0
... Eagle Vale ... ... ... 27 0 0
... Monte Christo ... ... ... 12 10 0
... Kinlock No. 2 ... ... ... 60 0 0
... Sandal Wood ... ... ... 12 10 0
... Newburgh No. I ... ... 31 10 0
,,, Crystal Brook ... ... ... 25 0 0
W aterson ... ... ... 12 10 0
Taw Vale ... ... ... 12 10 0
... Wandoo Vale ... ... ... 72 0 0
... Cargoon No. 2 ... 25 0 0
... Cargoon No. 4 ... ... 1 25 0 0
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Greenland ... ... ... 12 10 0
Mount Wyatt ... ... ... 45 5 0
Mount Ely ... ... ... 27 0 0
Mount Mary ... ... ... 40 10 0
Vine Creek .. ... 25 0 0
Mitchell Plains No. 1. ... 19 0 0
Mitchell Plains No. 2. ... 12 10 0
Natal Downs No. 6. ... ... 18 0 0
Tinwald Downs ... ... 19 0 0
Cerito ... ... ... ... 23 0 0
Bally  Creek .. ... ... 12 10 0
Apsley No. 1. ... ... ... 18 15 0
Apsley No. 2. ... 18 15 0
Apsley No. 3.... 18 15 0
Mount Carmel ...  ... ... 37 10 0
Wall a gy ... ... 27 10 0
Stockton ... ... ... 27 10 0
Marlborough ... ... ... 27 10 0
Myra ... ... ... ... 37 10 0
Gyrahra ... ... ... 36 0 0
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Kokalally ... ... ...
... Kokalally West ... ...
... Westboiurne  ... ... ...
... Eastbourne  ... ... ...
... Yungerah ... ...
... Gordon sheet West ... ...
... Warrego ... ...
... Dangars' sheet
... Upper TD over G East ...
... Cuttaburra  No. 1. ... ...
... Cuttabarra No. 2. ... ...
... Koongan  ... ... ...
... Kollcy ...
...  Malta . ... ... ... ...
...  Brunel Downs East ... ...
Wecjawarah ... ... ...
Upper TD  over G ... ...
... No. 3 Block. ... ... ...
so 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25" 0 0
17 10 0
27 0 0
12 1.0 0
60 0 0
12 10 0
31 10 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
72 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 C
12 10 0
45 5 0
27 0 0
40 10 0
25 0 0
19 0 0
12 10 0
18 0 0
19 0 0
23 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
37 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
37 10 0
36 0 0
18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
18 15 0 ... 18 14 0
12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
27 10 0 27 10 0
27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
30 0 0 ... 30 0 0
12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
1815 0 ... 1815 0
35 0 0 ... 35 0 0
27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice  that  applications have been  made to  bring the Lands described  below under the
provisions of the heal Property Act of 1861. Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, himself or by his  Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act , on or before the day named
in each case.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar-General.
Description and;,;Situation of Land. Name of Proprietor. Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged
Subdivision 14 of portions 9 and 10, containing 1 rood William Holloway Cham- 22nd January, 1867.
94 perches ; county, Stanley ; parish, North Bris- bers, as 't'rustee for Eliza
bane Bryce Millar
Subdivisions 14 to 24 (inclusive) of suburban allot- Joseph Darragh ... ...
ment 23 , containing 3 roods 17 perches ; county,
Stanley ; parish, South Brisbane, at Kangaroo
Point
Ditto.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1866.
TI-IE following  GENERAL ABSTRACT Of OBSERVATIONS ,  made at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION ,  BRISBANE,  during the  period from the  1st to 30th NOVEMBER,  1866 , is published for generalinformation.
By His Excellency's Command,
ST. G. R. GORE,
Postmaster-General.
BAroMETR.R
(Cox scTED).
Inches.
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE DURING THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER, 1866.
LATITUDE, 27 0  5'  S.;  LONGITUDE, 153° E. ; HEIGHT ABOVE TIIE LEVEL OF THE SEA, 70 FEET.
THERMOMETER.  IITGTOMETER.
Tempe- ature Temperature of Elastic Force
of Air. Evaporation, of Vapor. Humidity, 0-1.
S
a a d a a l a. ' a a
 'd  a
a> rn cn a m m rn m a+ W m w
S"LF REGISTERING
TIIERMOM hTLRS.
RAIN. WIND.
0
P r01
Average Hourly
Pressure in lbs.
CLOUD. OZONE.
Summary of Direction .  0-10.
9 a.m. 3 P.M.
0 ca  a
q H ao m a,
30.172'30.081 30.191 87.4 87'5 77'5
 74-8  79-4 72.0 '987 958 '730 '943 921 '915 1080 73.0 93-0 77'5 35.1 '42
29.937 29.854 29.922  76-9
 81'1 71'0 68'9 71.4  67-2  '584 629 615 '625 '591 '792 94'1 60'2 85.2 64'9 20 7 '17
29-687 29-561 29-657
 62.0 71.2 66'2 54.0 60.0 59 0 '320 345 '315 '376 '352 '419 74'8 52.0 72'1 55.01 7.5 '03
9 P.M. ly
a a a
C5co
oo
0
'748 '411 '440 N  S. NE 7. N 6. NE 16. N 4. NE 16. 10 10 10 '364 2 6
NW 5.E 1. NW 1. E. 1. NW 0. E2.
'070 '185 '185 5-8 4'7 5.3 '262 1.4 3 S
W1. SE2.W3. SEO.,W2. SE2.
SW4. S2..ev" cW4.S0.
'011 033 '023 '138 1 2
Mean temperature of the month, 75o; number of days on which rain fell, 8; total rainfall in inches, 1.36 ; electricity, 41 observations positive, 49 observations negative ; total evaporation, 7'881.
REMARxs.-During the month the barometer has been low; temperature of the air rising; a large amount of cloud; threatening storms which brought very
 little rain ; wind moderate, chiefly from N.E.
JOHN BLISS,
Observer.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the 1st December next, the following
..L 11 will come into operation on the Southern and Western Railway.
w
8
STATIONS.
WEEK DAYS.
1. 2. 3. 1.
Mixed
Goods. Pass. Goods and
Pass.
a.m.
Ipswich ... ... ... 6.0
8 Walloon ... ... ... 6.30
12 Rosewood Gate ... ... ...
18 Western Creek ... ... ..
21 Grandchester ... 7.15
25 Victoria Tunnel (West) ,..
29 Laidley ... ... ... 8. 0
38 Gatton ... ... ... 8130
50 Helidon ... ... ... 9.10
a.m. p.m.
10.5 4. 0
10.35 4.30 12
(A.) (A.) 21
(A.) (A.) 25
*11.20 *5.15 29
(A.) (A.) 32
12.0 6.0 38
*12.30 6.30 42
1.10 7.10 50
STATIONS.
2. 3.
Mixed
Goods  and Goods. Pass.
Pass.
a.m. a.m. P.m.
Helidon ... ... ... 9.30 11.50 3.30
Gatton ... ... ... 10.10 *12.30 4. 5
Laidley ... .. .. 10.40 1. 5 4.35
Victoria Tunnel (West) ... (A.) (A.)
Grandchester ... ... *11.20 1.45 *5.15
Western Creek (A.) ... (A.)
Rosewood Gate ... ... (A.) ...  (A.)
Walloon ... ... ... 12.0 2.25 6.0
Ipswich ... ... ... 12.30 2.55 6.30
* Trains meet here.
The Goods Train to be worked only when required.
NOTE.---The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop (except as mentioned
below), unless expressly otherwise ordered by the Commissioner or Traffic Manager.
(A.)-The Trains marked thus, (A), will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged at
proportionate rates to the Station at which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at these places
can only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the proportionate
fare at the time of Booking from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight
[L.s.] A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways Office, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane, 22nd November, 1866.
I N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that theundermentioned Deeds of Assignment have been registered in this Office:-
No.  Date of Deed. Names and Description of Parties.
88 1866. Between John Henry Mayer, of Dalby, in the
13th December Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, of the first
part ; Richard Sexton, also of Dalby, in the
said Colony, auctioneer, and John Ryan, of the
same place, bank manager (Trustees for the
purposes in the Deed of Assignment men-
tioned), of the second part; and the several
persons and bodies corporate, who have by
themselves or their agents executed the said
Deed of Assignment, being creditors of the
said John Henry Mayer, and whose names are
mentioned in the schedule attached to the said
Deed of Assignment, of the third part.
89 5th December Between [Samuell Caston, of Gayndah, in the
Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, of the first
part ; John Slater Green, of Sydney, in the
Colony of New South Wales, accountant, and
Frederick Thomas Humphrey, of Sydney
aforesaid, Official Assignee of Insolvent Estates
(Trustees for the purposes in the Deed of
Assignment mentioned), of the second part ;
and the several persons and bodies corporate
who have by themselves or their agents exe-
cuted the said Deed of Assignment, being
creditors of the said Samuel Casten, and whose
names are mentioned in the schedule attached
to the said Deed of Assignment, of the third
part.
90 21st December Between Thomas Ham and William Knight,
both of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
engravers and lithographers, carrying on busi-
ness under the name, style, or firm of " Tho-
mas Ham and Company," of the first part ;
Thomas Blacket Stephens, of South Brisbane,
in the Colony aforesaid, gentleman, and George
Slater, of Queen street, Brisbane aforesaid,
bookseller and stationer (Trustees for the pur-
poses in the Deed of Assignment mentioned),
of the second part ; and the several persons
and bodies corporate who have by themselves
or their agents executed the said Deed of
Assignment, being creditors of the said Thomas
Ham and William Knight, and whose names
are mentioned in the schedule attached to the
said Deed of Assignment, of the third part.
Nature
and Effect of Deed.
Deed of Assignment
of all  the estate
and effects of the
said John Henry
Mayer, in trust for
the benefit of the
creditors of the
said John Henry
Mayer.
Deed of Assignment
of all  the estate
and effects of the
said Samuel Cal-
ton, in trust for
the benefit of the
creditors of the
said Samuel Cal-
ton.
Deed of Assignment
of all the estate
and effects of the
said Thomas Ham
and William
Knight, in trust
for the benefit of
the creditors of
the said Thomas
Ham and William
Knight.
Time Table
WEEK DAYS.
Date of Registration.
Lodged at the
office of the Re=
gistrar of the
Supreme Court,
this nineteenth
dayofDecember,
A.D. 1866, at
Ten o'clock in
the forenoon,
and entered
same day.
Lodged at the
office of the Re-
gistrar of the
Supreme Court,
this  nineteenth
day of Decem-
ber, A.D. 1866,
at five minutes
past Ten o'clock
in the forenoon,
and entered
same day.
Lodged at the
office of the Re-
gistrar of the
Supreme Court,
this twenty-first
day of Decem-
ber, A.D. 1866,
at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon,
and entered same
day.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1866.
ROSS v. BOURKE.
SAME v. SAME.
T
O ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that Writs of  fieri facias  have been
issued upon Judgments obtained by the Plaintiff in
the above actions and that all the Defendant's right,
title, and interest, of, in, and to, all that piece or
parcel of Land, portion No. 12, containing 34
acres, more or less, parish of Dalby, county of
Aubigny ;-commencing on the Myall Creek, at the
south-west corner of portion 13, and bounded
thence on the east by west boundary of portion
No. 13, being a line bearing north 35 chains and 20
links to a Government road; on the north by a
line dividing it from said Government road, being
a line bearing south 76 degrees west 10 chains and
302 links ; on the west by east boundary of por-
tion No. 11, being a line bearing south 33 chains
and 70 links to Myall Creek ; and on the south by
the north boundary of Myall Creek, being a line
bearing north-easterly to the point of commence-
ment.
And, also, all that piece or parcel of Land, allot-
ment No. 4 of section 55, containing 2 acres 2 roods,
more or less, town and parish of Dalby, county of
Aubigny ;-commencing on the south-east side of
Orpen street, at the west corner of section 55, and
bounded thence on the north-west by a line
dividing it from Orpen street, being a line bearing
north 40 degrees 30 minutes east 5 chains ; on the
north-east by the south-west boundary of allotment
No. 3, being a line bearing south 49 degrees 30
minutes east 5 chains ; on the south-east by the
north-west boundary of allotment No. 1, being a line
bearing south 40 degrees 30 minutes west 5 chains
to Curtis -street ; and on the south-west by a line
dividing it from Curtis street, being a line bearing
north 49 degrees 30 minutes west 5 chains, to the
point of commencement.
And, also, all that piece or parcel of Land, allot-
ment No. 1 of section No. 54, containing 2 acres
2 roods, more or less, town and parish of Dalby,
countyof Aubigny ;-commencing on the north-west
side of Owen street, at the south corner of section
54, town and parish of Dalby, and bounded thence
on the south-west by a line dividing it from Curtis
street, being a line bearing north 49 degrees 30
minutes west 5 chains ; on the north-west by the
south-east boundary of allotment No. 4, being a line
bearing north 40 degrees 30 minutes east 5 chains ;
on the north-east by the south-west boundary of
allotment No. 2, being a line bearing south 49
degrees 30 minutes east 5 chains ; and on the south-
east by a line dividing it from Owen street, being
a line bearing south 40 degrees 30 minutes west
5 chains, to the point of commencement. .
And, also, all that piece or parcel of land, being
allotment No. 2 of section No. 54, containing 2
acres 2 roods, more or less, town and parish of
Dalby, county of Aubigny ;-commencing on the
south-west side of Moreton street, at the east corner
of section 54, town and parish of Dalby, and bounded
thence on the north-east by a line dividing it from
Moreton street, being a line bearing north 49 degrees
30 minutes west 5 chains ; on the north-west by the
south-east boundary of allotment No. 3, being a
line bearing south 40 degrees 30 minutes west 5
chains ; on the south-west by the north-east boun-
dary of allotment No. 1, being a line 'bearing south
49 degrees 30 minutes east 5 chains ; and on the
south-east by a line dividing it from Owen street,
being a line bearing north 40 degrees 30 minutes
east 5 chains, to the point of commencement.
And, also, all that piece or parcel of Land, allot.
ment No. 3 of section No. 54, containing 2 acres 2
roods, more or less, town and parish of Dalby,
county of Aubigny ;-commencing on the south.
west side of Moreton street, at the north corner of
allotment No. 2, section 54, town and parish of
Dalby ; and bounded thence on the north-east by a
line dividing it from Moreton street, being a lino
bearing north 49 degrees 80 minutes west 6 ehaina
to Charles street ; on the north-west by a line
dividing it from Charles street, being a line bearing
south 40 degrees 30 minutes west 5 chains ; on
the south-west by north-east boundary of allotment
No. 4, being a line bearing south 49 degrees 30
minutes east 5 chains ; and on the south-east by
north-west boundary of allotment No. 2, being a
line bearing north 40 degrees 30 minutes east 5
chains to the point of commencement.
And, also, all that piece or parcel of Land, allot-
ment No. 4 of section No. 54, containing 2 acres
2 roods, more or less, town and parish of Dalby,
county of Aubigny ;-commencing on the south-
east side of Charles street, at the west corner of
allotment No. 3, section 54, and bounded thence
on the north-west by a line dividing it from Charles
street, being a line bearing south 40 degrees 30
minutes west 5 chains to Curtis street ; on the south-
west by a line dividing it from Curtis street,
bearing south 49 degrees 30 minutes east 5 chains ;
on the south-east by north-west boundary of allot-
ment No. 1, being a line bearing north 40 degrees
30 minutes east 5 chains ; and on the north-east by
south-west boundary of allotment No. 3, being a
line bearing north 49 degrees 30 minutes west 5
chains, to the point of commencement.
And, also, all that piece or parcel of Land, being
allotment No. 12 of section 66, containing 2 roods,
more or less, town and parish of Dalby, county of
Aubigny ;-commencing on the north-east side of
Patrick street at the south corner of section 66,
and bounded thence by a line dividing it from
Patrick street bearing north 49 degrees 30 minutes
west 2 chains and  50  links to a Government lane ; on
the north-west by a line dividing it from aforesaid
lane at right angles to Patrick street, being a line
bearing north 40 degrees 30 minutes east 2 chains ;
on the north-east by south-west boundary of allot-
ment No. 11, being a line bearing south 49 degrees
30 minutes east 2 chains and 50 links ; and on
the south-east by a line at right angles to Patrick
street, being a line bearing south 40 degrees 30
minutes west 2 chains, to the point of commence-
ment.
Will (be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at Gaylor's Criterion Hotel, Dalby,
on MONDAY, the 28th day of January next, at
Twelve o'clock Noon, unless these Executions be
previously satisfied.
EDWARD HACKING,
Under Sheriff.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 13th December, 1866.
CHAMPION  ats.  RUTHERFORD.
T
O ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.-Take
Notice, that a Writ of  fieri facias  has been
issued upon a judgment obtained by the Plaintiff
in the above action, and that all Defendant's
right, title, and interest, of, in, and to, all that piece
or parcel of Land, in the Colony of Queensland,
containing by admeasurement thirty-one acres, be
the same more or less, situate in the county of
Livingstone, and parish of Archer, portion six ;-
commencing at the left bank of Thozetz Creek, at
the north-west corner of portion five ; and bounded
thence on the south by that portion bearing east
twenty-seven chains and fifty links to a road one
chain wide ; on the east by that road dividing it
from part of portion three bearing north eleven
chains and fifty links ; on the north by the south
boundary line of portion seven bearing west twenty-
eight chains to Thozetz Creek ; and on', the west by
that creek bearing downward dividing it from part
of portion nine to the point of commencement ;--
Will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at the Royal Fitzroy Hotel, Quay
street, Rockhampton, on MONDAY, the twenty-
eighth day of January next, at Twelve o'clock noon,
unless this execution is previously satisfied.
EDW. HACKING )
trader Sheriff,
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Samuel P. Welsby, of
Ipswich ,  grazier.
W
HEREAS the said Samuel P. Welsby was, on
the 14th day of December , A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court ,  to be holden before me,
at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  on MON-
DAY, the 4th day of February ,  A.D. 1867, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required  ;  and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent  ;  and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court ,  at the same place, on
MONDAY,  the 11th day of March, A.D. 1867,
to commence at Eleven o 'clock ,  for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 17th day of December,
in.  1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM  PICKERING, Judge.
Official  Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Abram Atkins ,  carrier,
of Rockhampton.
-WHEREAS the said Abram Atkins was,
on the 17th day of December, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me ,  at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 4th day of February, A.D.
1867, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate ,  and for the election
of a Creditors '  Assignee ,  if required  ;  and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his last examination ,  and whether
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 11th day of March, A.D. 1867,
to commence at Eleven o'clock ,  for the proof
of debts against the said estate ,  and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required  to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 17th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER,  RAFF,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Wi ll iams, of
Toowoomba ,  restaurant keeper.
WHEREAS the said Henry Williams was,
V !! on the  2nd day of  November ,  A.D.  1866,
adjudged  to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting ,  to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 11th day of February, A.D. 1867,  to commence
at Eleven o 'clock, for  the last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless  the Court  shall  otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated  at Brisbane ,  the 18th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Ross and Gordon, of
Dalby, butchers.
THERE AS  the said estate of Ross and Gordon
was, on the 19th day of November, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third
Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the ] lth day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence
at Eleven o 'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvents ,  and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvents  to make an application
for their Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 18th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,  Judge.
Official  Assignee.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Martin Meldon, of
Toowoomba ,  storekeeper and publican.
HEREAS the said Martin Meldon was, on the
21st day of September, A.D.1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 11th
day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of the Insolvent,
and unless the Court shall  otherwise direct, for
the Insolvent to make an application for his
Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 18th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM- PICKERING,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of E. J. Blaxland and Co.,
of Toowoomba ,  meat curers.
WHEREAS  the said E. J. Blaxland and Co.
were, on the 29th day of October, A.D.
1866, adjudged to be Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 11th day of February , A.D. 1867 ,  to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvents ,  and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvents to make an application for
their Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 18th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Walter Davidson, of
Carrabah ,  grazier.
WHEREAS  the said Walter Davidson was, on
the 5th day of December, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint
a Third Public Sitting, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 11th day of February, A.D.
1867, to commence at Eleven o'clock ,  for the
last examination of the Insolvent, and unless the
Court shall otherwise direct, for the Insolvent to
make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 18th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN  INSOLVENCY.
In` the Insolvent Estate of  William Lucas, of
Goondiwindi ,  builder.
W ITEREAS  the said William Lucas was,
on the 7th day of December ,  A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 11th day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence
at Eleven o 'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 19th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY. -
In the Insolvent Estate of Ernest H. Booth, of
Brisbane ,  draper.
WHEREAS  the said Ernest H. Booth was, on
the 23rd day of November,  A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby  appoint. a
Third Public Sitting, to beholden before  me, at the
Supreme Court House,  Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 11th day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for  the last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless  the Court  shall otherwise
direct ,  for the  Insolvent to make an  application for
his Certificate.
Dated at  Brisbane ,  the 18th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM  PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Downing, of
Brisbane , builder.
WHEREAS the said John Downing was,
on the 31st  day of  October, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before  me , at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 11th day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence
at Eleven o'clock ,  for the last examination of
the Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall other-
wise direct ,  for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 18th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Samuel Duke, of
Ipswich ,  tailor,WHEREAS the said Samuel Duke was, onthe 19th day of November, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent ,  I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting ,  to be holden before me at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane , on MONDAY,
the 11th day of February, A.D. 1867, to  commence
at Eleven o'clock ,  for the last examination of the
Insolvent,  and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 18th day of December,
A.D. 1866. '
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING , Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John London ,  of Bris-
bane, hat and cap maker.
WHEREAS the, said John London was, on the
Y 28th day  of .November,  A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane , on MONDAY,  the 11th
day of February ,  A.D. 1867, to commence at Eleven
o'clock,  for the  last examination  of the Insolvent,
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct, for the
Insolvent to make an application for his certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 18th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Abraham Cornwall, of
Dalby, saddler.
WHEREAS the said Abraham  Cornwall  was,
on the 22nd day of October ,  A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 11th day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent ,  and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane ,  the 18th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING ,  Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
r
IAKE Notice ,  that Plans of Distribution in the
undermentioned Estates now lie in my Office,
Supreme Court House ,  Queen street, Brisbane, for
the inspection of Creditors ; and any Creditor or
other person interested therein ,  objecting to the
confirmation thereof, must lodge a caveat in the
said office, stating the grounds of such their objec-
tions, on or before the fifth day of January, 1867,
otherwise the said plans of distribution will, on
MONDAY, the 7th day of January, 1867, be
confirmed.
In the Insolvent Estate of-
George Wight, a first dividend ,  on preferent claims,
of 6s. 3d. in the  X.
Grenfell and Co., a second dividend of 2s. Old. in
the £.
E. L. Fattorini ,  a  first dividend of 5d. in the £.
C. L. Fattorini ,  a first dividend of 41c1.-in the X.
McDonald and Co., a first dividend of Is .  84d. in
the  L.
James Lang ,  a second dividend of Is. 44d. in the £.
Dowland and Hartley ,  a  first dividend of 2s. 6d. in
the £.11. S. Grenfell,  a first dividend of 9s. 2d. in the  R.
Patrick Nolan, a first dividend of 14s. 3d.. in the £.
Alexr. Archibald ,  a  first dividend of 5s. 3d. in the £.
John Atherton , a second dividend of 13s. 5d. in
the £.
John Matthewson ,  a first dividend of 1s. 4d. in
the R.
George Skardon ,  a  first dividend of Is .  14d. in
the £.
William Allan ,  a first dividend of Is .  in the  E.
Henry Williams, of Rockhampton ,  a  first dividend
of 20s. in the  X.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this 21st day of December,
1866.
WM. PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the matter of the Act of Parliament, 9 George
IV., c. 83; and of the Act of Council, 11 Vic-
toria, No. 24; and of the personal estate of
Ousley Condall, late of Flinders River,
deceased.
To the Brother or next of kin of the abovenamed
deceased person.
TAKE notice, that  unless  you apply for and
j obtain letters of administration to the personal
estate of Ousley Condall,  deceased , intestate, or
show cause' within one calendar month after the
date hereof, to the satisfaction of the Supreme
Court of Queensland, or the Judge thereof, why an
order should not be made for me to collect, manage,
and administer the said estate of the said Ousley
Condall, I shall, at the expiration of the said one
calendar month, apply by petition to the said Court,
or the Judge of the said Court, for such order, and
the same will be made accordingly.
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane ,  the 17th day'of December, 1866.
MEMORANDUM :- Cause will  be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on MONDAY,  the 21st day
of January ,  1867, at Ten o'clock ,  before the Judge
then sitting in Chambers ,  at the Court House,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN  INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of William John Costin,
of Queen street ,  in the City of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  formerly carrying
on business as a wholesale and retail grocer.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that under the pro-
k'4 visions of the  Insolvency  Act  of  1864, His
Honor the Judge in Insolvency  -has appointed
MONDAY,  the eleventh day of February next, at
the hour of Eleven o'clock in the forenoon, for
hearing the application of the abovenamed William
John Costin for a Certificate ,  and that the said
William John Costin will on that day apply
accordingly.
Dated this seventeenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six.
WILLIAM EDWARD MURPHY,
Solicitor for the said William John Costin,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Ouseley Wellesley de Visine
Condell, formerly of Burketown, Gulf of
Carpentaria, and recently ofTelamon, District
of Burke, in the Colony of Queensland, gen-
tleman, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that at the expiration
of fourteen days from the publication hereof
in the  Queensland Gazette,  application will be made
to the Supreme Court of Queensland, in its Eccle-
siastical Jurisdiction, that Letters of Administration
of all and singular the goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed deceased be granted to
Wellesley Ouseley Nicholson Condell, of the City
of Brisbane, in the said Colony, gentleman, the
eldest brother of the said deceased.
Dated this 17th day of December, A.D. 1866.
W. E. MURPHY,
Queen Street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Wellesley Ouseley Nicholson
Condell.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Oliver Wilkes, late of Leichhardt
Downs, in the Colony of Queensland,
freeholder, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expiration
lr of fourteen days from the publication hereof
in  the Government Gazette  of Queensland, applica-
tion will be made to this honorable Court, in its
Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate of the last
Will and Testament of the abovenamed deceased
may be granted to Richard Griffiths, of Leichhardt
Downs aforesaid, the Executor according to the
tenor thereof.
Dated this 18th day of December, A.D. 1866
ROBERTS AND HART,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Richard Griffiths.
NOTICE.-The undersigned hereby  gives notice that Mr. J. F. Hedgeland has no further
authority to draw Orders upon him, or on the
firm of  D. M. and G. H. Jones.
GEO. H. JONES.
Boonara, Burnett, 1st December, 1866.
)lmpounbing.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from  Canoona, by
T. Vieary, Esq. Driving 3s. per head.
One white heifer, square or diamond off rump.
One white  steer  calf, unbranded.
One strawberry cow, JF1 (JF conjoined)  near hip, c R
near loin.
One red and white heifer , square or  diamond near rump.
One red and white cow, JF conjoined  near rump ; with
red and white heifer calf, unbranded.
One brindle and white bullock, swelling under belly, near
horn off, blotched over the back and rump, whip-
marked, short tail.
One white bull, blotch off rump,  sore off ribs.
One white heifer,  blueish ears, diamond near  ribs, WD
near rump.
One yellow cow, little white,  faint  A (writing  capital) over
MHC off ribs, short tail; with bull calf, unbranded.
One red and white cow, diamond  near ribs , WD --near
rump.
One dark yellow and white bullock, blotched  brands near
shoulder.
One red and white steer, M over M near ribs.
One brindle bullock, like 0 or 2 over A off ribs.
One yellow and white cow, W over W off rump, club
off loin, W off shoulder, blotch near rump.
One strawberry steer, like faint  square  or diamond off
shoulder.
One strawberry cow, W and blotch off thigh.
One red and white cow, D off rump, blotch or mark off
ribs.
One dark-red bullock, snaily horns, diamond with stroke
down centre with blotch and like 266 on back, P near
rump.
One red cow, white on belly, faint brands like F+ both
rumps, 9 off shoulder.
One dark strawberry poley steer, blotch near shoulder.
One red and white cow, 5 near ribs, JP near rump.
One red poley cow, gR conjoined, off rump.
One red poley cow, white on flank, 8 off' ribs, like bell
brand off rump.
One red and white cow, WC or 0 near rib3.
One brindle and white cow, faint brands like FO near
rump.
One red and white cow, 5 in diamond  near  rump, like H
over I near ribs, like. SF (the S reversed) near loin.
If not released, will be sold on the 15th January, 1867.
F. H. YOUNG, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomb4, from Gowrie, 8th
December, 1866, by order of H. W. Fisk, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 2s. 6d.
One strawberry steer, J off rump, JJ off loin, slit
both ears.
One red and white steer, MO off ribs and rump.
One yellow bullock, JD off rump and ribs, SWH over
1 in circle near ribs, illegible brand near rump,
swallow off and hole and slit  near ear.
One strawberry bullock, JN off rump, L or V near
shoulder, tip off ear.
One white heifer, no brand visible.
If not released on or before 1st January, 1867, will
be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from North Toolburra,
by order of Thomas Coutts, Esq., November 23rd,
1866. Driving expenses Is. Gd. per head.
One dark brown horse, H T conjoined  near  shoulder,
whip marked, star.
One bay filly, like R M near shoulder, blaze, hind feet
white.
If not released on or before Tuesday, January 15th,
1867, will be sold on that day at noon, to defray expenses.
H. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
1 MPOUNDED at Toowoomba ,  from Westbrook, 17th
November, 1866, by order of D. Ross ,  Esquire.
Driving expenses ,  3s. per head.
One bay mare , CN or  CM near shoulder ,  star, near hind
foot white.
One bay mare ,  RJI over - over A near shoulder, hind
feet white, snip.
One roan mare ,  two diamonds over ET or FT near
shoulder, , over TJP  (the JP conjoined) off
shoulder ,  JM off neck, star.
One chesnut horse, JF near shoulder ,  3F off shoulder,
white spots near saddle.
One roan filly ,  M near shoulder and thigh, star.
One bay mare ,  large horse-shoe over E near shoulder,
DDT over JC off shoulder, star, hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 28th December, 1866,
wi ll  be sold  to defray  expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Emu Creek, 8thDecember, 1866, by order of Messrs. McLean and
Beit. Driving 7s. 6d. per head.
One bay mare, BOE or BOB near shoulder, H over M
of shoulder, small star.
One dark chesnut mare, MC over 123 near shoulder.
One dark chesnut mare, S near shoulder.
One light brown horse, H near shoulder, star.
One'dark chesnut  mare,  L over NK orMK near shoulder,
L near ribs and thigh.
One brown mare, WP near thigh, WO over HS near
shoulder, star.
One dark bay mare, G or 0 near shoulder.
One bay horse, like CF over 43 near shoulder,  star and
snip.
If not released on or before 1st January, 1867, will
be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook, 11thDecember, 1866, by order of D. Ross, Esquire.
Driving expenses 3s. per head.
One grey mare, diamond  near  shoulder, writing G or 9
off shoulder, Cl off neck, short tail.
One Chesnut horse, blaze face, like f1S or JJ with small
blotch between with S over RO near shoulder.
One dark bay or brown horse, PF or PP near ribs.
One bay horse, like JC over HM conjoined near shoulder,
collar marked.
One bay horse, R over TH near shoulder, R off shoulder
and near hip.
From same place, 12th December, 1866. Driving and
damages 4s. 6d. per head.
One bay mare, like JC over JM near shoulder, like N
over 5 or n over 5 off shoulder.
One bay colt, like N or c' over JK or-JR near shoulder,
star.
If not released on or before 15th January, 1867, will
be sold to defray expenses.
ARTHUR LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
MPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Glenelg, by order of
John McArthur, Esq., on the 12th December, 1866.
Driving expenses, 5s. 4d. per head.
One black colt, over cross near shoulder.
One bay mare, TJF or JTF conjoined near shoulder,
small star, near hind foot white.
One brown entire, no brands visible, off hind foot white,
star.
One bay entire, CS or GS near shoulder.
One bay horse, like blotched CS or blotched GS near
shoulder, blaze, blind off eye.
One big bay horse, like butcher's cleaver off shoulder,
B over DD near shoulder, 173 near saddle.
One roan filly, like Z reversed over rI off ribs.
One dark grey mare, N off shoulder.
One roan horse, EC or EG near shoulder, 3 or 8 near
thigh.
One chesnut horse, AS near shoulder, S near saddle,
blaze, hobble strap on off fore foot.
If not released on or before the 15th day of January,
1867, they will be sold to pay expenses.
C. THOMAS, Poundkeeper.
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I N accordance with the provisions of the Act 28 Victoria, No. 25, Section 173, it is notified that theundermentioned Deeds of Assignment have been registered in this Office:-
No. Date of Deed Names and Description of Parties. Natureand Effect of Deed.
Date of
Registration.
1866.
91 3rd December. Between Richard Hargreaves, of Ipswich, in
the Colony of Queensland, licensed victualler,
of the first part ; Ann Hargreaves, his wife,
of the second part ; Isaac Bennett and John
Sergeant, both of Brisbane, in the said Colony,
of the third part ; Samuel Hodson and David
Mitchell, both of Ipswich aforesaid, merchants
(Trustees for the purposes in the Deed of
Assignment mentioned), of the fourth part
and the several persons who have executed
the said Deed of Assignment, being a majority
in number representing three-fourths in value
of the Creditors of the said Richard Har-
greaves, and whose names are mentioned in
the schedule attached to the said Deed of
Assignment, of the fifth part.
92 21st December. Between John Pettigrew, of Ipswich, in the
Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, of the
first part ; Henry Prince, of Sydney, in the
Colony of New South Wales, merchant,
John Fraser, of the same place, merchant,
Shepherd Smith, of the same place, Esquire,
and Edward Barron Forrest, of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, merchant, of the
second part ; and the several persons and
bodies corporate, who have by themselves or
their agents executed the said Deed of
Assignment, being Creditors of the said John
Pettigrew, and whose names are mentioned in
the schedule attached to the said Deed of
Assignment, and all other the Creditors of
the said John Pettigrew, of the third part.
Deed of Assignment
of all the estate
and effects of the
said Richard Har-
greaves, in trust
for .  the benefit of
the creditors of
the said Richard
Hargreaves.
Deed of Assignment
of all the estate
and effects of the
said John Petti-
grew, in trust for
the benefit of the
creditors of the
said John Petti-
grew.
Lodged at the
office of the Re-
gistrar of the
Supreme Court,
this twenty-first
dayof December,
A.D. 1866, at
half-past twelve
o'clock in the
afternoon, and
entered same
day.
Lodged in the
office of the Re-
gistrar of the
Supreme Court,
this twenty-firstday of December,
A.D. 1866, at six
o'clock in the
afternoon, and
entered same
day.
REYNOLDS BALL,
Registrar  of the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
By Authority : d tams Q. BarnActing government Primer, '45 iliiam street ,  &iubane.
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Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1866.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY,.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
THE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ path this day issued, and the
following arrangements have been made, for the Election of a Member to
serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Eastern Downs, in room of The Honorable JOHN DONALD
McLEAN, Esquire, whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become vacant by
reason of the death of the said Honorable John Donald McLean, Esquire.
Place of Nomination ,.. ... Warwick.
Date  of' Writ  ... ... ... 22nd December, 1866.
Date of Nomination ... ... 4th January, 1867.
Polling Day ... ... ... 14th January, 1867.
Return  of Writ ... ... ... 28th January, 1867.
By Command of the Honorable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of Legislative Assembly.
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Acting Government Printer, William Street, Brisbane
,W n
Q  l,'EEn SLAND
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PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. VII.] THURSDAY, 27TH DECEMBER,  1866.  [No. 168.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane , 27th  December, 1866.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
THE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and the
following arrangements have been made, for the Election of a Member to
serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Drayton and Toowoomba, in room of WILLIAM HENRY
GRooi, Esquire, whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become vacant by
reason of the resignation thereof by the said William Henry Groom, Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... ... Drayton.
Date of  Writ  . .. ... ... 27th December, 1866.
Date of Nomination ... ... 5th January, 1867.
Polling Day ... ... ... 10th January, 1867.
B eturn  of Writ ... ... ... 18th January, 1867.
By Command of the  Honorable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BE RliAYS,
Clerk of Legislative Assembly.
BY Authority  :  JAMs C.  BEAL,  Acting Government Printer, William  Street ,  Brisbane.
QUEENSLAND
ob.trnnunt
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. VII. SATURDAY,  29TH  DECEMBER,  1866. - [No. 169.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
6-eorge, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &e., &c., &c.
WHEREAS the Parliament of Queensland now
99 stands prorogued to Saturday, the 12th day
of January now next ensuing : Now I, Sir GEORGE
FERGUSoN BOWEN, in pursuance of the power in me
vested, as Governor of the said Territory, do hereby
further prorogue the said Parliament to TUES-
DAY, the 26th day of March, 1867.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-eighth day of December, in the
year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year of
Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE TIIE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE FERGUSON
BOWEN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same, &c., &c., &e.
I
N pursuance of the authority vested in me by an
Act made and passed in the second year.of
his late Majesty King William the Fourth, and
numbered twelve, and with the advice of the
Executive Council, I, the GOVERNOR aforesaid, do
hereby appoint the place known as Wiseman's
Bridge, near Rockhampton, to be a place at which
a, Turnpike Gate shall be erected, and at which
Tolls shall be collected, to the amount, and under
the regulations, restrictions, and provisions of the
said recited Act ; of which turnpike gate all persons
concerned are hereby required to take due notice.
Given under my Hand, and the Seal of the
Colony, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-first day of December, in the year
of our Lord One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, and in the thirtieth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] G. F. BOWEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. WATTS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEF1i !
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1866.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE P. M. MURRAY, Esquire, and
JOHN MARLOW, Esquire,
to be Chief Inspectors of Police.
These appointments to be effective from the 1st
proximo.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1866.
R
IS Excellency the Governor, with the' advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
EDWIN WOODWARD ROBINSON, Esquire,
to be the Returning Office; for the Electoral
District of Drayton and Toowoomba, in the room
of J. 'E. Stacy, Esquire, resigned.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd December, 1866.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11  of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments, to be effective
from the 1st January, 1867 :-
FREDERICK RAWLINS ,  Esquire ,  Police Magistrate,
Toowoomba,
to be Police Magistrate at Ipswich,  vice  Lieutenant-
Colonel  Gray,  retired ;
JAMES CHARLES WHITE, Esquire, Police Magistrate,
Dalby,
to be  Police Magistrate at Drayton and Toowoomba,
vice  Rawlins ,  transferred to Ipswich ;
PATRICK MACARTHUR,  Esquire ,  Police Magistrate,
Roma,
to be Police Magistrate at Dalby,  vice  White,
transferred to Toowoomba.
By His Excellency' s Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1866.
IT IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FREDERICK RAWLINS, Esquire,
to be the Visiting Justice of the Lunatic Asylum
at Woogaroo, in the room of H. It. Buttanshaw,
Esquire, resigned.
This appointment to take effect from 1st January,
1867.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JAMES CHARLES WHITE, Esquire, Police
Magistrate,
to be the Visiting Justice of Her Majesty's Gaol
at Toowoomba, in the room of F. Rawlins, Esquire,
resigned.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd Iecember, 1860.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FREDERICK RAWLINS; Esquire, Police Magistrate,
Ipswich,
to be Assistant Immigration Agent at Ipswich, in
the room of Mr. Samuel Pearson Walsby, retired.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1866.HIS Excellency the Governor, with theadviceof the Executive Council, has been pleas
to appoint
Mr. JAMES CHARLES BEAL,
to-be Acting Government Printer, in the room of
Mr. W. C. Belbridge, resigned.
This appointment to date from the 19th instant.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
The Honorable WILLIAM THORNTON, Esquire,
to be the Visiting Justice of the Penal Establish-
ment at St. Helena Island, and of the Prison Hulk
" Proserpine," in the room of H. R. Buttanshaw,
Esquire, resigned.
This appointment to take effect from the 1st
January, 1867.
By His Excellency's Command,
A, MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint '
LEWIS ADOLPHUS BERNAYS, Esquire,
to be the Visiting Justice of Her Majesty's Gaol at
Brisbane, in the room of H. R. Buttanshaw,
Esquire, resigned.
This appointment to take effect from the 1st
January, 1867. q
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
FREDERICK RAWLINS, Esquire,
to be Police Magistrate for the district of Goodna,
in the room of Kearsey Cannan, Esquire, resigned.
This appointment to take effect from 1st January,
1867.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial, Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1866.JJIS,  txcellency'the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive. Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ARTHUR CLARK KEMBALL, Esquire, Police Maxis-
'trate, Maryborough,
1 6 ' be Assistant Immigration Agent at Mary-
borough, in'the room of Richard Bingham Sheridan,
Esp *-'  e, resigned.
1 is 4ppoiutmentto take effect from 1st January,
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd December, 1866.HIS  Excellency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
1VIr. THOMAS HAM,
to be Chief Engraver in the Government Printing
Office. Such appointment to be effective from the
22nd day of September, 1866.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACAL ISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. EDMUND GREGORY,
to be Overseer in the Government Printing Office,
vice  Beal, promoted.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1866.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
EDWARD HAMERSLEY, Esquire,
to be an Officer of the 4th Class, in the Registrar-
General's Office. This appointment. to date from
the 6th instant.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd December ,  11866.
H IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive  Council,  has been  pleased
to make the following appointments ,  to be effective
from the 1st January, 18ti7 :-
Mr. THOMAS FITZARTHUR SMYTHE,
to be an Officer of the 4th Class in the Registrar-
General 's Office ;
Messrs .  ANDREW THYNNE, C. L.  STEWART, and
THOMAS DILLON COMYN,
to be Officers of the 5th Class  in  the Registrar-
General 's  office.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1866.
,IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceJLJL of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. HENRY HEDGER NICOL,
to_ be the Officer in charge of the Benevolent
Asylum at Dunwich.
This appointment to date from 1st January, 1867.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  21st December, 1866.
jIS  Excellency the Governor, with the. advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to establish  the following  Regulations to be observed
with regard to the working of the Turnpike Gates,
and for the collection of Tolls, at Wiseman's and
Maudesleigh Bridges near Rockhampton ,  in pur-
suance of the provisions of the Acts 2 William IV.,
No. 12,  and 14 Victoria, No. 5.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOHN WATTS.
Colonial Secretary'sOffice,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1866.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executiv  Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. HUGH STOWELL,
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions at Clermont, in the
room of Mr. John Ker Wilson, deceased.
This appointment to date from the 1st January,
1867.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER..
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1866.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. Sub-Inspector SAMUEL J. LLOYD,
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses in the Police
District of Brisbane, in the room of Mr. Inspector
Lewis, resigned.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th  December,  1866.
POLICE DISTRICT.
HIS Excellency the Governor having been
pleased, with the advice of the Executive
Council,-to give the name of St. Lawrence to the
District described in the  Government Gazette  of
17th April, 1863, as the Police District of Prinches-
ter, it is hereby notified that such District, with
boundaries unchanged; will in future be designated
the Police District of St. Lawrence ; and that the
Courts of Petty Sessions will, from and after the
1st of January, 1867, be held at Waverley alone,
the appointment of Princhester and Marlborough
as places for holding such courts being cancelled.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALLSTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1866.
ERROR.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to' direct that the name of
Mr. HENRY STOWED
be substituted for Mr. Henry  Steward  in the notifi-
.cation of the appointment of Aldermen for the
South and East Wards of ' the Municipality of
Maryborough, as published in the  Government
Gazette  of the 15th instant.
By His Excellency's Commandd,
A. MACALISTER.
TURNPIKE REGULATIONS.
1. That the Turnpike gates be leased by auction, tender,
or otherwise let, as the Government may determine.
2. That the Turnpike rates and charges shall be exhi-
bited on boards, and placed in conspicuous positions on
both of the bridges.
3. The lessee of each Turnpike shall enter into a bond
in an amount to be fixed by the Government, with two
sureties, for the due performance of his contract ; and for
his information he will be supplied with a copy of these
Regulations.
4. During the dark nights, and in the absence of.
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and pro-
perly trimmed at the gates, and the lessees shall provide
the same.
5. All persons crossing the bridges, with the following
exceptions, shall pay the charges fixed in Schedule A.,
viz.:-
(1.) The Governor and any person in actual attend-
ance upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
(2) Ministers of religion, officers, soldiers, and
sailors in Her Majesty ' s service ,  proceeding or
returning  on duty.
Any member  of the Executive Government,
officers of police, troopers ,  and constables on
actual duty, and any prisoners in their charge.
(4.) All  officers or laborers of the Roads Depart-
ment, furnished with a Pass from the Engineer
of Roads.
All children proceeding to or returning from
any school, whether public or private ; all
officers and men connected with Her Majesty's
Customs when on duty.
6. Any lessee of either Turnpike who shall infringe
upon or act contrary to any clause or condition contained
in these Regulations shall, on conviction before. tpo
or more Justices of the Peace, be subjected to a pehaty
not exceeding five pounds.
7. In the event of two convictions within one month
against the lessee of either Turnpike, such convictions
shall cancel the lease, and the 'Government may at once
resume the Turnpike.
8. If the lessees shall neglect to putrup a scale 'of Turfi-
pike dues, as provided for in clause 2' of these regula-
tions ; or if any collector, or other person, employed .by
such lessees, shall not be in attendance at all times by
day and by night at the place at which he is stationed,
or ought to be; or shall demand and take greater dues
from any person or persons who shall be exempt from
payment thereof, and who shall claim such exemption ;
or shall, under color of his office as collector, wilfully
extort from any person or persons any sum' of money,or
thing of value whatsoever, as and for or n lieu. of
payment of dues ; or shall refuse to permit au l ,suffer
any person or persons to read, or shall in any manner
hinder or prevent any person or persons from reading
the inscription on such boards ; or shall refuse to tell
his Christian and surname to any 'person or persons
who shall demand 'to know the sane; on being paid, the
said dues or any of them, or shall in answer give a
false name or names ;- or upon, legal-dues being tendered
or paid, shall detain or wilfully obstruct, hinder, or
delay any passenger or passengers from passing over
the bridges ; or if such collector shall make use of any
scurrilous or abusive language to,any traveller or passen-
ger ;-then and in each and every such case the said
lessees shall forfeit and pay for every such ofl`enT ny
sum not exceeding five pounds, to be recoveredbefo>e ny
two of Her Majesty's Justices. of the Peace.
9. If any person liable to, the peymerit of, any ,dues
under these Regulataions , shat; after demand, neglect or
all,Jerefuse to pay the same, or apy part thereof, it sl
lawful for any,,, person. duly aµthorised'to pollceet the same,
'to prevent sch person or persdng ' frb*i 'passing tiger
the bridge until the dues demandable rand` peya e' by
such' person or persons so refusing to 'pay +he' a e be
paid and discharged.
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10. Any person who shall intentionally evade the pay-
lent of the aforesaid dues shall, on conviction, be subject
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
11. The lessees' shall not sub-let, or in any way dispose
of the Turnpike, without the express sanction of the
'Government.
12. The payment of tolls at either of the bridges will
clear the other.
13. Previous regulations are hereby rescinded.
SCEEnULE A.
Turnpike dues and charges.
s. d.
Every foot passenger ... ... ... ... 0 1
Single horse, with or without rider ... ... 0 2
Two-wheeled vehicle, laden with produce,
merchandise, &c., drawn by one horse or
other animal ... ... ... ... 0 3
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses or
other animals .. .. ... ... 0 4
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses
or other animals... ... ... ... 0 5
Two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses
or other animals ... ... ... ... 0 6
For every additional horse or other animal
drawing a two-wheeled conveyance, each 0 1
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by one horse or
other animal I ... ... ... ... 0 6
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses
or other animals ... ... ... ... 0 8
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses
or other animals .. . ... ... 0 9
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses
or other animals ... 0 10
For every additional horse or other animal
drawing a four-wheeled conveyance, each 0 1
Private Carriages.
Two-wheeled vehicle, dra:wit by one horse ... 0 9
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by one horse... 0 .6
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by two horses... 1 0
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by three horses 1 3
Four-wheeled vehicle, drawn by four horses 1 6
Bullocks and horned cattle, per head ... 0 1
Pigs, goats, and sheep, per head ... ... 0 4
TATEMENT of' the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of
the NOTE ISSUE BRANCH of the TREASURY,
QUEENSLAND, for the Month ending Thursday;
27th December, 1866.
Liabilities. Assets.
£
Notes in Circulation* 24,697
Treasury Billa iii Cir- 100,000
culation,
Premium on ditto ... 894
Coin- ; ..  ...
Colonial Treastirer* ... ..
Local Banks ... ... 931
Orders for Collection ..,
£ 126,523
The Treasury,Queensland, 24th December, 1866.
GOVERNMENT SAVINGS B•ANKS''P S,BOORS:
HE attention of Depositors is, called to section
11 of the Regulations dated 16th, November,
1864, respecting the annual transmission of Pes-
Books to the Treasury.
.Section 11. Every depositor shall, on or before the
31st day of December, in every year, fqrward his Book
to the Treasury, in a cover to be obtained at any Govern-
ment Savings Bank, in order that the entries in the said
book may be compared with the entries in the books of
the Treasury, and that the interest due to the depositor
may be inserted in this book.
It is also notified that applications for the with-
drawal of deposits cannot be received between the
1st and 5th January, during which time the Head
Office will be closed for the purpose of preparing
the Annual Savings Bank Accounts. Deposits
will, however, be received as usual during the
above  time.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd September, 1865.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
BANKS.
RANCHES of the above Bank are now open
at Brisbane, Bowen (Port Denison), Banana,
Cardwell, Clermont, Calliope, Cleveland, Condamine,
Dalby, Drayton, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Ipswich, Leyburn, Maryborougli, Marlborough,
Mackay, Roma, Rockhampton, Surat, Springsure,
Tarooin, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, and
Waverley.
Deposits to any amount from 5s. upwards can
be made and withdrawn at any of the above
Banks during ordinary office hours, and on Satur-
day evenings.
Interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum is
allowed to depositors.
Further information can be obtained byapplying,
either by fetter or in person, at the Treasury, or
at any of the above offices.
By I-is Excellency's Command,
JOSHUA P. BELL.
s. d. £ s. d.
0 0
0 0 The Treasury,
15 2 Queensland, 26th March, 1866.
10,007 13 6 GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE AND
115,014 2 5 ANNUITIES.
5 4 ROPOSALS for Life Insurance, or for the1,501 4 7 P purchase of Annuities, or Monthly Allowances,
0 6 126,523 0 6 can be received at any Branch Office of the Govern-h ll i f ti b
SPECIFICAT ION of NOTES and TREASURY BILLS on
hand :-
£1 £5 Total.
Treasury Note Account ...
Circulation ... ...
Notes on  hand ... £
£ £
17,400 12,500
15,237 9,460
2,163 3,040
29,900
24,697
5,203
Treasury Bills ,  Series B.... 300,000
Circulation  ...  100,000
Treasury  Bills on hand  ... ... £  200,000
* Average Weekly Circulation, £22,816.
Average GOiu ... ... ... 18,667.
+ Drafts on the Issue Praueb to defray duly authorised
expenditure. W. L. G. DREW,
Pro  Treasurer.
"  El.' A . CULLEN,
Accountant.
Tlhe Treasury,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1866.
on canorma enere ament Savings Bank, w
obtained.
By a very moderate outlay-any person may now
make provision, by Insurance, for his widow or
children after his death ; or by the purchase of a
Government Annuity, may provide for his wife and
family, or for himself, in old age.
Thus, a man aged 25 may Insure the sum of
£50 at his death-
By the payment of Two Shillings monthly
during his life ;
Or, Eleven Shillings And Sixpence half-yeaxly ;
Or, Six Shillings quarterly ;
Or he may Insure £100 at death by double the
above payments.
Annuities or Monthly Allowances may, in the
same way, be purchased by or for any person above
the age of ten years.
Thus, a man aced 30 may purchase an Annuity
of £20,, to be paid to him from the age of 55 until
his death by a yearly payment of £4 15s.
Or, he may secure a Monthly Allowance of
£2 Os. 5d., equal to £29 13s. ' a year-to' commence
at 60-by payment of eight shillings a month.
JOSHUA P. BELL.
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General Post Office,
Queensland, 29th November, 1866.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE OF 1867-8.
' CONVEYANCE OF - MAILS.
SEPARATR Tenders are hereby invited, and
will be received until the 24th. January next,
for the conveyance of Post Office Mails, as under-
mentioned, for ten or twenty-two m nths, from the'
1st - March, 1867, to the 31st December, 1867 or
1868;, both days' inclusive.
'All  Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously
on application at any Post Office in the Colony, and
may be forwarded (if by post, prepaid) addressed
to the Postmaster-General, with the words,  " Tender
for the Uonvejance of Mails,"  together with the
number of the service endorsed on the cover, or
placed in the tender box, at the General Post Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender, and every tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each
service, • as well as for the periods mentioned,
namely, one year or two years.
Every tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding
double the gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering are requested to state the
description of the vehicle they intend to use, and
the number of horses by which it is to be drawn,
or if on horseback.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on WEDNESDAY, the 1st February
next, and must then be prepared, if called. on,
forthwith to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum
equal to ten per cent. of the amount of such of
their tenders as may be accepted, as, a guarantee
until their bonds and contracts shall be executed.
The tender of any person failing to comply with
this'. condition *ill- ''not, be entertained.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender, and upon which the tender is to be
made, can be inspected by persons proposing to
tender, either' at the General Post Office', or at any
Post Office in the- Colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any tender.
Sr G. R. GORE,
Postmaster-General.
No. of
Service. From and Wand to and from.
Mode of
Convey-
ance.
27 Condamine aiid Sarat,  via  Undulla, I Horse.
Murilla, Warkon, Bingie, Nooroondoo,
once a week
31 Western Creek and Tarrawinaba,  via  Horse.
Wyaga and Billa Billa, once a week
^3121 Retreat and St. George,  via  Tartha, Horse.
Southwood,.Coomrith, Teelba, Ballan-
dine, and West Harem, once a week
60 Cardwell and Valley of Lagoons, once a Horse.
month
Rockhampton and Crocodile Creek Coach.
Diggings, twice a week
13 Roma and Mitchell Downs,  via  Bindango Horse.1, .1  and Ambit Downs, once a week
132 Mitchell Downs and Forest Vale,  via  Horse.
the Police Barracks, once a week
`UST, PUBLISHED, in pamphlet form, and
°V ON SALE at, the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane:-
ACTS RELATING TO CUSTOMS, WATER
POLICE, MARINE BOARD, AND QUAR-
ANTINE, Price 2s. 6d.
GOI4D FIELDS. REGULATIONS, Price 1s.
W. C; BELBRIDGE,
Government Printer.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 29th November, 1866.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
ROCKHAMPTON TO PILOT STATION, KEPPEL
BAY.TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, until
Noon, on MONDAY, the 31st day of December
next, from persons desirous of contracting for the
supply of all materials, except wire and insulators,
and for all workmanship necessary for the erection
of a Line of Telegraph from Rockhampton to
Pilot Station, Keppel Bay.
Full particulars will be found in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  of Saturday, 1st December,
1866, No. 156.
By His Excellency's Command,
ST. G. R. GORE.
NOTICE.
I N order to determine the Value of Goodsimported into the different Ports of the Colony,
and subject to  " old valorem  Duty," the original
Invoices of such Goods must be produced at the
respective Custom Houses when Entries are being
passed for the same.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Custom House,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1866.
BRISBANE WATERWORKS BOARD.
NOTICE.
O the Owners of Tenements in ELTZABETH
STREET, from George street to Edward street ;
CHARLOTTE STREET, from George street to Edward
street ; MARY STREET, from George street to
Edward street ; and the Private Streets, Courts,
Lanes, and Alleys opening thereto.-The Main Pipe
in the said streets being laid down, the Owners of
all Tenements situate as above are hereby required,
on or before the tenth day of January next, to
cause service pipes to be laid so as to supply water
from the main pipe within such premises.
LEWIS  A. BEI NAYS, ,
Secretary.
Office of ,Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1866.
R. W. C. THOMSON has this' day been
appointed Poundkeeper for this District, in
the place of Mr. W. H. Barnett, resigned.
By Order of the Bench,
JNO. GEO. WHEELER,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office, Springs-are, 11th December, 1866.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
THE subscription o the Gazette  is Ten shillingsper quarter,  payable in dvance.
The charge for Advertisements is at the rate of
Three shillings for the first eight lines (or under),
and Three-pence for every additional line. All
advertisements upon which the required, number of
insertions is not marked, will only be published
once.
Advertisements must be sent in not later than
Four o'clock p.m. on Thursdays.
W. C. BELBPLIDGE,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 1st February,,1866.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 7th November, 1866.
I T is  hereby notified for general information ,  that the Rent of the undermentioned  Runs not havingbeen. paid  on"or before the' 30th  day of September last, they  will become  absolutely forfeited,  unless
the full amount-of Rent in each case, with  one-fourth  added  by way of penalty , be paid into the Colonial'
Treasury within ninety days thereafter ,  as prescribed  by the Acts  and Regulations.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Lessee. Run. Total Amount.Rent Due. Assessment. .
£ s. d. I £ s: `  d.
John Beckett ,,.
Ditto
Patrick Clynes  ...
Cochrane and Moore
Ditto  ...
J. and A. Doyle
Ditto ,,,
J. Ezzy
S. and T. HylandR. and G. Hazard
Peter Moore
Morehead  and Young
McLeay'arid Taylor
Ditto ,,.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
F. H. Mill
Ditto
Janet Ross
Ditto ,
D.'Roberts,  senior
Scott Smith ,,,
Ditto ,,,
Wm. Smith „•
J.' B. Tonson
Henry Beit (in trust) , . ,  ...
Ditto ,,, ,,,
Ditto
Ditto ,,, „
Bailey, Newton, and Liddiard...
William Brahe
Ditto
Walter Davidson
Thomas ,Farmer
Hood and Manning .. , ,
Headrick, Livermore, and Co....
Ditto
ittoDitto
Ditto
S. D.: Gordon
John -Little
Ditto:
John-.Little
Lamb, Parbury and Co.
Stewart Murray
S,tiewart Lee
Ditto
. . a
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Mogador Back Block .... ... 12 10 0 ,,. 12 10 0
Tertulla Back Block ,.. 12 10 0 .,. 12 10 0
Bedhill Bedhill ,,, 52 5 0 ,., 52• 5 0
P. F, McDonald .
J. R., Morris, T. S. Antill, trustees in
the estate of late H. S. Wills
Osborne ,and Stephen ... ...
ghri$tr. Rolleston ,,. ,,.
Gordon Sandeman ,.
Fred. T. Smith...
... ...
Ditto ... , , ,
G. P. Serocold
..leaander Stuart
Ditto „ ,,, ,,,
Trin}n*e . nd Spencer „• ...
Watapd1Mclfenry ,,,
Ditto ,,, ,,, ,,,
Ditto ,,, ,,,
fit
... ...Wiams ,•,
itto. ... •.• ...
,.,
,,,
y ...
Speculum ... ...
` ... Saltbush No. 1 and 2 ... ...
... Ruined Castle Creek No. 1
Ditto  No. 2 ,,,
Conciliation Creek C . . , . . .
... Morenish No. 1 .,. ..,
... Upper Melaleuca ... .,.
. .. Christmas Creek , , .. ...
Platway ... ...
,,, Riversleigh ... ... ...
Asaain •:,, ' .,. ' ..•
Lidwe ll ... ... ... ...
Chudleigh ,,. •„
Duckworth ... ...
., Duckworth Creek ... ...
...
13 0 0 ... 13 0 0
30 0 0 ... 30 0 0
37 8 0 ... 37 8 0
37 8 0 ... 37 8 0
27 10 0 , . , 27 10 0
10 0 0 20 0 0 30  '10 0
11 0 0 20 0 0 31 0 0
37 10 0 . . . 37 10 0
12 10 0 ... 12  10  012 10  0 ... 12 10 0
12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
12 10 0 •,• 12,  J-0 0
18  15, 0, , , ;.:• , , 18  15''o
18 15 0 •„ 1.8.15 0
BURNETT DISTRICT.
C.` ari4 P,' Lawless 25 0 0Condangan .. ...
It. B. axed' C. Ridley,., 1210 0Woodmillan ... ...
Watt ` ana-,Ioung ... 12 10 0Dallanil ... ,., •..
Gulnarber West ,., ,.. 10 3 7 20 0 0  30:  3 7
Gulnarber Metro ... 10 3 7 20 0 0 .30 3 7.
Tomoo No. 3 ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Ditto  No. 4  ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Upper  Guy Guy  .,, ,., 12 10 0 10 0 0 22 10 0
Burwash ,,. ... ,.. 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Weengallen ... ... 107 10 0 „ • 107 10 0
De]gui ... ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Heazlemount ... ... , , , 40 0 0 40 0 0
Bogiria ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto No. 1 . . . ... ... 10- 0 0 20 0 -0 30 0 0
Ditto  No. 2  ... ... .,. 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Huillagarah ', .. 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto No. 2 ... ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Minonginindi ... .,. ... 10 0 10 20 0 0 30 0 0
Briarie ... 64 10 0 ... 64 10 0
Coonghan ,,, ,,, 12 10 0 ...  12  10  0
Ditto East ... ... ,., 12 10 0 ,.• 12 10 0
Upper Yalebone ,., ,,, 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Upper West Yalebone... ... 10 0 '0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Weeyan ... ... ... 25 0 0  ... 25. 0 0
Manadilla No. 1 ... ' ,., 15 0 0 ... 15 0 0
Ditto  No. 2  „ 12 10 -0 ... 12 10 0
Four-mile Creek Back Block... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Yarara Lake ... 18 15 0 .. . 18 15 0
1
LEICHIIARDT DISTRICT.
Tea Tree ... ... 27 12 6 ... 27 12 6
Peak Downs 27 12 6 27 12 6
Upper Laguna. . . . , . 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Upper Jumma... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Green Hills ... .. . 25 0 0 ... 25 0 0
Rheudrannan ... ... ... 12 10 0 . . . 12 10 0
Wintha Wintha .,, 12 10 0  .. . 12 10' 0
West End ' ,., 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
Lake Salvator ,;, ' ... 12 10 0 12 10 0
Slateford ., ' .., 12 10 0 12 10 0
Saltbush Park ... ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Ditto No. 1 ... , , , ' 18 15 0 . . . 18 15 0
Ditto No. 2 ,.. 18 15 0 •,• 18 15 0
Ditto No. 3 .,. . ,,, ,,, 18 15 0 •,• 18 15 0
Round Stone Creek ... 23 0 0  ...  23 0 0
Redcliffe No. 1, , , ' , , . 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto No. 2...  ... ... 10 0 0  20 0 0 30 0 0
Ditto No. 4.., .,, 10 0 0 20 0 0  '30  0 '0
Estramadura .., ... ... 38 10 0 ... 38 10 0
Tungurra ... ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 30 0 0
Killowen •„ 15 0 0 ... , 15 0 0
Kenmare .,. •., 15 0 0 „• 15 0 0
Fulham... ... ... 20 0 0 ... 20 0 0
Lillaree ... 37 10 0 ... 37 10 0
55 0 0Comele 55 0 0Bank
25 0 025  0  0 3710 0
25 0 0 3710 0
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Lessee.
F. W. Donlon
DittoDitto
Fulton and West (the elder) • „
Morehead and Young ... ••,
Ditto ,,, ,,,
Ditto ,,, ,,,
Rule and Lacy . . . ... ...
Ditto ,.. ,,, ,,.
Ditto ... .,, ..,
James Thomson ,,. ,,,
C. Williamson and Co...
Ditto ...
Rule and Lacy ... ... ...
Patrick. Anderson ,,,
Ditto ,,, ,,,
Henry Beit
Ditto ,,, ,..
G.  S. Caird ...
Ditto ,,, ,,, ,,.
Ditto ,,.
Earl Bros
Ditto
Ditto
Robert Gray
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Rowland Hassall
Ditto
Morehead and Young ..,
J. L' C. Ranken ,.,
Ditto ,.,
Ditto .., ,..
Seaward and Marsh „•
Ditto ,,. _ ..,
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Robert Stewart , .
Ditto ,.,
Ditto
Kennedy Macdonald, Lawson &
Ditto ..,
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto' ..,
W. G. Walker ,,,
Anning Brothers
J. and T. Cooper ,.,
Ditto ,,, ... ,.,
Ditto ,., ,,.
Ditto
G. B. S. Yeates... ...
Ditto ,..
Ditto ,,, ...
Ditto ,.. ...
Ditto .,, ...
Seaward, Marsh, and W'arry ...
RuA. Rent'Due.
£ s. d.
MITCHELL  DISTRICT.
Langlo Downs No .  1 ,., .... 20 0 0
Ditto No. 2 ... 12 10 0
Ditto No. 3 ... ... 12 10 0
Dundoo ... ... ... 37 10 0
Overton  ... ... ...  28 10 0
Caledonia  ,  20 10 0
Albion  .. .., . ,.,  19 0 0
Pelican Creek  ... ...  25 0 0
Coreena
Byarri ,.,
... ... 32 0 0
,, , ,.,  12 10 0
Pi ngara ... ... ... 12 10 0
Eversleigh No. 2 ... 12 10 0
Ditto  No. 3 ,,, ,,, 12 10 0
Ingberry ,.,
BURKE DISTRICT.
Crowfells , . ,
Drina ,.,
Burleigh No. 1...
Ditto No.2...
Minnamere
Neelia Ponds
Nonda ..,
Welney...Riffley .,.
Borsey ,,,
Cumberland
HughendonSussex ...
Canterbury
Somerset
Bedford
Denbigh No.
Ditto No.
Diainantina
Afton No, 1
Ditto No. 2
Ditto No. 3Saltrain
1...
2...
..,
Aberdeen
Haslebury Vale ...
Seaward Downs
Cameron Downs No. 1
Ditto No 2
Clifton ...
Ditto  No. 3
Stewart Glen Arthur ... , ..
.. Glen Leonard ... ...
,., Cambridge Downs
Rolling Downs...
,,, Bellanda Downs
Mountford Downs
,,, Hazlewood Downs
Borogong ,,,
Ileehan Park ,,.
Ditto ... ... ...
DittoDitto
Ditto ,,. ,,, ,,, ...
Ditto
E. and E. Adams  ...  ... ...
Ditto
Bank of New South'Wales, Melbourne
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ,,, .., ,..
Ditto .
D. Cuchnore
M. and M. Curr
COOK DISTRICT.
Oak Park No. 1 ...
Ditto No. 2
Broadlands No. 1
Ditto No. 2  ...
Redrock ...
Myall Downs ,.. ,..
Mopata ,.. ,..
Mainburra
Baroota ,.,
Ncpowe ... ...
The Preston
The Rienza ...The Pine ,.,
Table Land Downs
Cunata ... ... ...
88 0 0
18 0 0 ... 18 0 0
18 0 0 ... 18 0 0
12 10 0 ... 12.10 0
18 15 0 ... 1.8 15 0
18 15 0 18,15 ,0
36 15 0 ... 36 1 15 0
50 5 0 50 .5„ 0
18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
12 10 '0 ... 12 10 0
23 0 0  ...  23 0 0
23 • 0 0 ... ,;.,23 , 0 0
30 0 '0 30 0 0
42 10 0  ...  42 10 045  0 0  ...  45 0 0
Assesslne,t;
£ s: d.
,,. 32 10 0 ... 3210 0
,,. 30 0 0 30 0 0'
, , , 22 10 0 ...  22 10, 020  0 0 ... 20 , 0 0
,,, 16 10 0 ... 1610 0
25 0 0 „ 25 .,Q 0
25 0 0  ...  25 ,Q 0
11
,,, 12 10 Q 12 10 0
25 10 ,0 25 10 0
25 10 0 ... 25 10 0
25 10 0 ,., 25 10 0
25 10  0;  ., ...; „ 25 101-0'
25 10  0 25..14' I.0
5 ,  0 0 ...  540 0
35 0 .0 ,35 0'.0
35 0 0 35 0 0
50 0 Q " ..,,,,,,,,. 50 :'0 0
25 0 0 125  , 0 0
65 0 0 65, ,0 0
30 0 0 . , , , . 30 0 0
40 0 0 40 t0 0
60 0 ,0 ... , .I X60  '0' 0'-
29 0 0 ... '29 0 0.
,,, 33 0 0  ...  33.0 0
... 31 5 0 31. 15 0
r
37 10 0
37 10 '0
31 10 0
43 10 0
37 10 0'
56 5 0
37 10 0
62 10 0
62 10 .0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Cardigan
Branderston
Back Plains ,..
Tala
Dotswood
Emysland' I;..
Keelbottom
The Watershed
Niftll
Gilgunyah ,
Merri Merriwah
•r•
37 10 0
1s 15 -0
12 10
32 0 0 ,,,
Total Amount'.
£ s. d.
20 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 037 10  0-
28 10 0
20 10 0
19.0 0
25'`0- -O'
32 .'0 0
12 10 `0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
88 '0 0
'37 10 0
37,10 031-10 0
43''10 0
37 10 .0
56 5 0
37  10-062 10
'062 10 '0
18 15 0
'18 151 0
1x`15'6
18 15  Q.
18'I5';.11118 1
21 0 0 ... 21 0 0
24 10 0 , , , 24 10 0
21 0 0 ... ..-21- .0; 0 .
12 10  '0
128 0 0
12 10 0
],2y,10e.(1}
2;,>4-f.g 11
12 10 0
18 15 0 ... 18 15 0Ditto ... ...
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Lessee.
W. J. Dangar ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ,,. .,.
C. Emmerson ... ...
Ditto
James Gibson .,. ..,
William Reeve ... ...
J. C. and R. Sanders ..,
William Seaward .,.
Ditto ,.,
Ditto ...
W. G. Walker ,,.
Ditto , , ,
Ditto ...
W. Brock .,.
F. J. Byerley ...
Earl Brothers ,.,
Ditto .
C. Featherstonhaugh ...
Hall and Williams ...
Ditto ... ...
Lamb and Parbury ...
James Lorimer ... ...
Ditto ...
Morehead and Young ...
McCartney and Mayne
Ditto .., ...
Ditto ...
Park and Murray ..
Prince, Ogg and 'Goddard
Ditto
Ditto
Walsingham and Martin
Ditto ... ,.,
John Archer ... ...
Ditto .,. ...
F. N. Burne ... ...
Ditto .. ,
Joseph Becker ... ..
F. M. and W. H. Hill...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Henry Williams ..
F. M. and W. H. Hill...
Ditto ...
W. H. Hill ... ...
Ditto ,..
Hamilton L. Low ...
J. D. McLean ... ...
J. Neilson
F. M. and W. H. Hill....
Henry Williams
Run.
1 1 £ S. d.
NORTH KENNEDY  DISTRICT-continued.
,,. ,,, Strathdon ... ... ... 80 0 0
,,. ... Goorganga ... ... ... 25 0 0
,.. ,.. Bona. Ventura ... .,, 25 0 0
,,, .,. Caldera... 25 0 0
.,, ,., Rookwood ... ... ... 25 0 0
,., ,,. Clydesdale ... ... ...  17 10  0
... ... Eagle Vale ... ... ... 27 0 0
,.. ... Monte Christo... ... ... 12 10 0
... ... Kinlock No. 2 ... ... ... 60 0 0
... Sandal Wood ... ... ... 12 10 0
... Newburgh No. 1 ... ... 31 10 0
,,, Crystal Brook ... ... ... 25 0 0
,.. ... Waterson ... ... ... 12 10 0
Taw Vale ... ... .,. 12 10 0
...  ...  Wandoo Vale .. ... ... 72 0 0
... ... Cargoon No. 2 ... 25 0 0
... Cargoon No. 4 ... 25 0 0
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
,,, Greenland ... ... ... 12  10  0
... Mount Wyatt ... ... ... 45 5 0
... Mount Ely ... ... ... 27 0 0
Mount Mary . . . ... ... 40 10 0
Vine Creek ... ... ... 25 0 0
Mitchell Plains No. 1. 19 0 0
Mitchell Plains No. 2. 12 10 0
Natal Downs No. 6. ... ... 18 0 0
Tinwald Downs ... ... 19 0 0
Cerito ... ... ... 23 0 0
Bully Creek ... ... ... 12 10 0Apsley No. 1. ... ... ... 18 15 0Apsley No. 2. ... ... ... 18 15 0
Apsley No. 3.... 18 15 0
Mount Carmel ... ... ... 37 10 0Wallagy ... ... ... 27 10 0
Stockton ... ... ... 27 10 0
Marlborough ... ...  27 10  0
Myra ...  37 10  0
Gyrahra ... ... ...  36 * 0 0
12 10 0
45 5 0
27 0 0
40 10 0
25 0 0
19 0 0
12 10 0
18 0 0
19 0 0
23 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
37 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 037 10  0
36 0.0
WARREGO DISTRICT.
...  Kokala lly ... ... ... 18 15 0 ... is 15 0
...  Kokalally West 18 15 0 18 14 0
... Westbourne ... 12  10  0 ... 12  10  0
... Eastbourne ... ... ... 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
... Yungerah ... ... ... 1815 0 ...  18 15  0
... Gordon sheet West ... ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
... Warrego ...  27  10 0 ... 27 10 0
... Dangars' sheet ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
... Upper TD over G East ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
Cuttaburra No. 1. 27 10 0 ...  27  10 0
Cuttabarra No. 2. ... ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
.., Koongan ,.. ... ... 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
... Kolley 18 15 0 ... 18 15 0
Malta ... ... ... ... 30 0 0 ... 30 0 0
... Brunel Downs East 12 10 0 ... 12 10 0
... Weejawarah ... ... ...  18 15  0 ... 18 15 0
Upper TD over G 35 0 0 35 0 0
... No. 3 Block. ... ... ... 27 10 0 ... 27 10 0
SOUTHERN ANT) WESTERN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the 1st January next ,  the followin g  Amended Time
l Table will come into operation on the Southern and Western Railway.
UP.
1.
MEEK DAYS.
2. 3.
Rent Due.
DOWN.
Assessment.
£ s. d.
Total Amount.
£.e. d.
80 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
.,, 25 0 0
17 10 0
,,. 27 0 0
12 10 0
60 0 0
12 10 0
31 10 0
25 0 0
,,. 12 10 0
12 10 0
,., 72 0 0
25 0 0
... 25 0 0
warn DAYS.
1. I 2's -3.
Mixed
STATIONS. Goods.  Pass . Goods and
Pass.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
Ipswich ... ... ... 6.10 10. 0 410
8 Walloon ... ... ... 6.40 *10.30 4.30
12 Rosewood . ... (A.) (A.) (A.)
18 Western Creek ... ... (A.) (a.) (A.)
21 Grandchester ... ... 7'25 11.15 *5.15
25 Victoria Tunnel ... ... (A.) (A.) (A.)
29 Laidley ... 8 10 12. 0 6. 0
38 Gatton .., *8.40 *12.30 6.30
50 Hclidon ... ... 920 1'10 7.10
Mixed
STATIONS. Goods and Goods. Pass.
Helidon ...
12 Gatton ...
21 Laidley ...
25 Victoria Tunnel
29 Grandchester
32 Western Creek
38 Rosewood ...
92 Walloon ...
50 Ipswich ...
* Trains meet here.
Pass.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
8. 0 11.50 3'30
*8.40 *.12.30 4' 5
9.10 1. 5 4.35
(A.) (A.) (A.)
9.50 1.45 *5.15
(A.) (A.) (A.)
(A.) (A.) (A.)
*10 30 2.25  It  0
11. 0 2.55 830
NOTE.---The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop (except as mentioned
below), unless expressly otherwise ordered by the Commissioner or Traffic Manager.
(A.)-The Trains marked thus, (A), will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged at
proportionate rates to the Station at which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at these places
can only do so by giving notice at the preceding Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the proportionate
fare at the time of Booking from the place at which they join the Train to the place at which they propose to alight.
LL.s.] A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways Office, . Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane, 24th December, 1866.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
.d$i' Notice that application has been made to bring the Land described below under the
. provisions' of the Real Property Act of .1861.  Any  person desiring to oppose must do so, by
lodging, himself or by his Attorney, a Caveat in form B. of said Act, on or before the day named.
F. O. DARVALL,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land. game of Proprietor. Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged
Part of eastern suburban allotment 71, containing 141 George Heirdsfield ... ... 29th January, 1867.
perches ; county, Stanley ; parish and town, North
Brisbane
Ih the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Henry Hill, of Bowen,
ironmonger.
W HEREAS the said Henry Hill was, onthe 22nd day of December, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First
Public Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me,
at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MON-
DAY, the 4th day of February, A.D. 1867, to
commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts
against the said estate, and for the election of a
Creditors' Assignee, if required ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to
the time of passing his last examination, and
whether any and what tools and wearing apparel
shall be allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second
Public Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 11th day of March, A.D. 1867,
to commence at Eleven o'clock; for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 24th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
WILLIAM PICKERING,
Official Assignee.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Michael Horen, of
South Brisbane, publican.
WHEREAS the said Michael Horen was,
on the 21st day of ' December; A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
First Pub lic Sitting of the Court, to be holden
before me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 4th day of February, A.D.
1867, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of
debts against the said estate, and for the election
of a Creditors' Assignee, if req fired ; and also to
determine whether any or what allowance for
support shall be made to the Insolvent up to the
time of passing his' last examination, and whether'
any and what tools and wearing apparel shall be
allowed to the Insolvent ; and a Second Public
Sitting of the Court, at the same place, on
MONDAY, the 11th day of March, A.D. 1867,
to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the, proof
of debts against the said estate, and for such other
matters connected with the estate as may be
required to be brought before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 24th day of December;
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
VILLIAM PIC$ERING,
Official Assigndd,
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Louis W eisse'nbourg,
watchmaker, of Toowoomba.
said LouisWeissenbourg was, on
the 21st day of December, A.D.1866, adjudgedWHEREASthe
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a First Public
Sitting of the Court, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 11th day February, A.D. 1867, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said estate, and for the election of a Creditors'
Assignee, if required ; and also to determine
whether any or what allowance for support shall
be made to the Insolvent up to the time of passing
his last examination, and whether any and what
tools and wearing apparel shall be allowed to the
Insolvent ; and a Second Public Sitting of the
Court, at the same place, on MONDAY, the
11th day of March, A.D. 1867, to commence at
Eleven o'clock, for the proof of debts against the
said estate, and for such other matters connected
with the estate as may be requited to be brought
before the Court.
Dated at Brisbane, the 21st day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of,Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Jonathan Hazel, store-
keeper, of Gayndah.
WHEREAS the said Jonathan Hazel was, on the
19th day of November, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the ,11th
day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of, the Insolvent,
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct,, for
the Insolvent to make an application for his
Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 13th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the -Supreme Court of Queensland:
IN INSOLVENCY..
In the Insolvent Estate of Denis Thomas Keogh,
storekeeper, of Ipswich.
the said Denis Thomas Keogh
WHEREASwas, .on'the 21st day of November,`A.1b.1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appo}rit A Third
Public Sitting, to be holden before me,' at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane,, do TVIOND'°Y
the 11th day of February, A.D. 1867, to coinuience
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination, of 'the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall' otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to ',make- an application
for his Certificate. . . ; , 1 .
Dated' at Brisbane,' the 13th 'day' ,of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P.' LUT 'YCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge."
Official Assignee.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Paterson, butcher,
of Toowoomba.
[WHEREAS the said John Paterson was,
11  on the 26th day of November, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me, at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 11th day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application
for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 13th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Noakes Fisher,
saddler, of Toowoomba.
WHEREAS the said J. N. Fisher was, on
the 2nd day of November, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint
a Third Public Sitting, to be holden before
me, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on MONDAY, the 11th day of February, A.D.
1867, to commence at Eleven o'clock, for the
last examination of the Insolvent, and unless the
Court shall otherwise direct, for the Insolvent to
make an application for his Certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 13th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Amos Glover, baker,
of Brisbane.
WHEREAS the said Amos Glover was, on
1V VV  the 5th day of November, A.D. 1866,
adjudged to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a
Third Public Sitting, to be holden before me at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 11th day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence
at Eleven o'clock, for the last examination of the
Insolvent, and unless the Court shall otherwise
direct, for the Insolvent to make an application for
his certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 13th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.
Official Assignee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John James Greer,
storekeeper, of Toowoomba.W' 7 HEREAS the said J. J. Greer was, on the1' 3rd day of December, A.D. 1866, adjudged
to be an Insolvent, I hereby appoint a Third Public
Sitting, to be holden before me, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 11th
day of February, A.D. 1867, to commence at Eleven
o'clock, for the last examination of the Inssolvert,
and unless the Court shall otherwise direct, for the
insolvent to make an application for his certificate.
Dated at Brisbane, the 13th day of December,
A.D. 1866.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE,
ALEXANDER RAFF, Judge.Official Assignee.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Sands, of
Brisbane, publican, .in the Colony of Queensland.TAKE Notice, that aCertificate of Discharge wasgranted by His - Honor the Judge in Insol-
vency, to the abovenamed Insolvent, on the twelfth
day of February, A.D. 1866. Its operation to com-
mence on the thirteenth day of August last passed.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of December,
A.D. 1866.
WILLIAM SANDS,
The Insolvent,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of John Collins, late of the Three-
mile Creek, near Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland, farmer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this honorable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Letters of
Administration may be granted to Ellen Collins,
widow of the abovenamed deceased.
Dated this twenty-second day of December, A.D.
1866.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Ipswich,
Proctor for the said Ellen Collins.
\T OTICE.-The undersigned hereby gives notice
lV that Mr. J. F. Hedgeland has no further
authority to draw Orders upon him, or on the firm
of D. M. and G. H. Jones.
GEO. H. JONES.
Boonara, Burnett, 1st December, 1866.
JEmpounbingo.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Mr. M. McNamara'sPaddock. Driving and trespass, 3s.:-
One grey  filly, R A near shoulder.
From Mr. Michael Ford's paddock. Driving and
trespass, 3s. per head
One bay  filly, T L off shoulder, like J K near shoulder.
One grey mare, M near shoulder, thigh, and rump.
One bay horse, off fore and near hind feet white, I near
shoulder, JR conjoined over I off shoulder.
If not released on or before 25th January, 1867, will be
sold.
A. HASENK.AMP, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Glenelg, on the 19th
j of December, 1866, by order of John M'Arthur, Esq.
Driving  expenses 5s . 4d. per head.
One bay  mare, M near  shoulder and thigh, star and
snip.
One cheshnut mare, IC or IG over R:  over M near
shoulder, blaze.
One roan colt, SC or SG near shoulder.
One brown colt, C over pa near shoulder, two fore feet
white, small star.
If not released on or before the 15th of January, 1867,
will be sold to pay expenses.
C. THOMAS, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Mount Abundance, on
17th December, 1866, by E. Arthur, Esq. Driving
expenses, 2s. per head.
One bay  mare , 1 near shoulder, UF conjoined  near rump,
off ear cropped, yearling foal at foot.
One chesnut horse, M over G over 3F near shoulder, like
MH off shoulder, short tail.
One light bay mare, JM conjoined over JM conjoined
over RK near shoulder, SW off shoulder, hind feet
white.
One bay horse, like 0.0 conjoined  near  shoulder,  like oo
through 8 near thigh, JC off shoulder, F near rump.
One light chesnut horse, FE over oo  near  shoulder, large
star, near  hind foot white.
One bay entire colt, M near shoulder.
One bay  horse , like GG over  4 near  shoulder, roach
backed.
One light bay horse, like G  over G near shoulder, D near
rump, D near ribs.
One bay filly, H near  shoulder.
If not released before the 25th January,  1867, will be
sold.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
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MPOUNDED  at St.  George, from Boombah, by R. J.I Clayton, Esquire. Driving expenses  is. per head.
One light bay mare, CW off rump.
One black filly, L near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, with foal at foot, ZP conjoined over B
off shoulder, star, two white hind legs.
One bay mare, A over W off shoulder,  star  and snip.
If not released before the 6th December, will be sold
to defray expenses.
WM. D. CHASE, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Felton, 24th
December, 1866, by order of Messrs. Sandeman
and Whitchurch. Driving expenses 2s. lOd. per head.
One flea-bitten grey horse, blind off eye, W off neck.
One iron-grey mare, blaze, Crl over TS near shoulder, K
near thigh.
One white horse, CM over H near shoulder.
One roan horse, blaze, hind feet white, S near shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, hind feet white, like TS near shoulder.
One bay filly, star and snip, off hind foot white, like  Jr
(the p reversed), off shoulder. '
One bay mare, ^star, PE over  0  near shoulder, PE near
thigh.
One brown colt, C over J over 5 near shoulder.
One bay horse, star, like SE near shoulder.
One bay mare, near hind and off fore foot white,
over WK over D over CE near shoulder.
One bay horse foal, unbranded.
One roan mare, TF conjoined over TF conjoined over P
near shoulder, TF conjoined near saddle, C off
shoulder ; bay foal at foot, unbranded.
One grey mare, M over WS over S near shoulder.
One bay mare, blaze, TC over 2 near shoulder, 2 near
thigh, W off shoulder.
One roan horse, three white feet, star, 2 over 22 over
WW near shoulder, WC or WG off shoulder.
One chesnut colt, white feet, CK or GK near shoulder.
One chesnat horse, blaze, m over H over 8 near shoulder,
PD off shoulder, bell on neck.
One brown horse, star, near fore and hind foot white, S
over like C near shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, C in diamond near shoulder, like a
near thigh.
One iron-grey filly, white hind feet, R near shoulder, ' d
near thigh.
One bay mare, JM over like JM over triangle blotched
near  shoulder ; bay foal at foot.
One bay colt, HK conjoined near shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, like BC over W or BO over  "_q near
.shoulder.
One bay filly, like CF over W near shoulder.
One brown mare, A over M near shoulder, A over Pi
near thigh.
One flea-bitted grey horse, DB over like bullock-yoke
brand over H near shoulder, split ear.
One grey mare, A over M off shoulder ; bay foal at foot.
One chesnut mare, blaze, hind feet and near fore foot
white, EP near shoulder.
One black filly, PG over P near shoulder, PG near
rump.
One bay horse, star, hind feet white, E near neck, PH
over E or PH over g near shoulder.
One black mare, white hind  feet,  W near shoulder, R
near thigh.
One bay mare, D near shoulder.
One chesnut  filly, R near shoulder, small star.
If not released on or before the 25th January, 1867,
they will be sold on that day at noon to defray expenses.
C. THOMAS, Poundkeeper.
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